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[In this Index subjects, titles and authors' names are all included, for convenience, in one alphabetically arranged list. Where necessary, articles arc

indexed under two or more headings. Often the Index is consulted by persons who have only a vague or general idea of- ihe title or nature of the article

sought. In such case a search under every heading that might relate to the subject should be made. A number of cross-references are given to assist in

this purpose. The asterisk (*) is equivalent to "Illustrated."]

Abbreviationa ^^
Accident, Electric Railway 1 SS
Accident, Electric Railway, in London 399
Accident, Kailway. in Great Britain T3
Accidents, Motor and Generator, in England. Insur-

ance Report on . . . .\
". ISl

Accountants' Association. (See American Street and
Interurban Railway Accountants' Association.)

Accounting for Electric-lighting Companies. (Edi-

torial) 10*
Accounting, Uniform, Conference on. in New York.. 49(J

Accounting, rnlform. Committee of N. E. L. A. on.. 409
Accumulator Cars in Germany -01
Accumulator. Chloride 4G6
Achesou. E. G-, on Defloculated Graphite 324
Adams, 11. IT., on Standardization 309, 331
Adams Street Edison Station, Chicago, in 1S90 229
Administrators, Value of 25
Advertising IS'*

Advertising, Electricity as a Factor in 2(4
Advertising for New Business 10
Advertising in New Bremen *S9
Advertising Public Utilities. Ben Mulford on 360
Advertising to Increase Sales . . . . : 357
Advertising, Window 35S
Advertising. (See also New Business, Selling Elec-

tricity.)

Aerial Tramway Over Lake Michigan 283
Air Brake. Allis-Chalmers 33i

Air Brakes for Electric Cars 337
Air Brakes. (See also Brakes.)
Air Compressor. Westlnghouse 'oOa
Air, Nitrogen M.nnufactured from *41
Ajas Arc-lamp Pulley ,

*259

Alamo Mining District. Hydro-electric Power for.... 179
Alcohol Fuel in Internal-combustion Engines, Tests

of 434
Alcohol. Industrial, for Motors and Lighting 341
Alcohol. Industrial Use of, In France 260
Alcohol Tests at Jamestown *101
Alcohol. (See also Denatured Alcohol.)

Allen. H. v., on Color Values of Artificial Lights. . . . 393
AUis-Chalmers Air Brake " 337
Allis-Chalmers Alternating-current Generators, In-

stallation and Operation of *30, *51

Allis-Chalmers Alternators for Corliss Engines 453
Allis-Chalmers Coal-handling Facilities *196
Allis-Chalmers Company, Fire Protection for 147
Allis-Chalmers Company. Report of 354
Allis-Chalmers Corliss Engines 390
AJIls-Chalmers Electrical Machinery for Coal and

Coke Operations *4S1
Allis-Chalmers Engine In Minneapolis Power House. 205
AUls-Chalmers Exhibit at the Jamestown Exhibit.. 13
Allis-Chalmers Induction Motors, Test of 90
Allis-Chalmers Lighting Transformers *4G9
Allis-Chalmers Machinery Shipments 434
Allis-Chalmers Steam Turbine and Alternator, Test

of *1SS
Allis-Chalmers Steam Turbines 337
Allis-Chalmers Steam Turbines and Generators in

Textile Mills *3G0
Allis-Chalmers Steam Turbines. Quick Delivery of..*377
Allis-Cbalmers Wound-rotor Induction Motor *149
Alpine Electric Railway 298
Alternating-current Coal Mining Installation of the

McKell Coal and Coke Company .'.*19i

AlternatlDg-current Electric Railway '200
Alternating-current First Used to Operate Electric
Railway 232

Alternating-current Generators for Corliss Engines. . 453
Alternating-current Generators, Installation and Op-

eration of •30, *51
Alternating-current Motors *2-41

Alternating-current Problems 292. 431
Alternating-current Railway Practice 7
Alternating-current Railway Systems 413
Alternating-current Railway System. (See also Elec-

trification of Steam Railroads.)
Alternating Currents, Electromagnets on. Repulsion

of 100
Alternating Currents. (See also Central Station,

Generators, Polyphase, Power. Single-phase, Three-
phase, Turbo,, Two-phase, etc)

Alternator Shaft, Induced Electromotive Force in.

(Editorial) 308
Alternator, Steam Turbine and Test of a 1,000-kilo-
watt *18S

Alternators, Evolution of *239
Alternators, Inductor, Recent Improvements In '401
Alternator.4. Shutting Down 51, 52
Alternators. (See also Generators, Turho, etc.)

Aluminum Arrester 71
American Association for the Advancement of Sci-

ence, Announcement of 502
American Concrete Pole Company 222
American Electrochemical -Society, Meeting of. Octo-

ber 17-10 324
American Institute of Electrical Engineers. By Henry

G. Stott 310
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Annual
Meeting of 7

American Inntitute of Electrical Engineers, Ethical
Code of (J. 7, 32, 276

American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Local Or-
ganizations of the. By Paul Spencer iIO

Amerlcao Institute of Electrical Engineers, Presl-
dentB of 417

American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Meeting
of 389, 470

American Institute of Electrical Engineers. (Sec
nl.^o Ctilcago Section, Lewis Institute Branch,
Pittsburg Brunlirb.)

.\EnerIcan Metho<iH, Germans Study 218

American j\Ilniature Arc Lamps *35S
American Society of Civil Engineers, Convention of.

(-Editorial) 64
American Society of Civil Engineers In Mexico. By
W. E. Hale 66

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Annual
Meeting of 353. 463

Aineflcan Society of Mechanical Engineers, Monthly
Meeting of 314

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Nomina-
tions for 374

American Street and Interurban Railway Associa-
tion. Announcement of Meeting of 27^

American Street and Interurban Railway Association.
Meeting of. October 14-lS 12, 290. 309. *329

American Street and Interurban Railway Accounl-
auts' Association 334

American Street and Interurban Railway Engineer-
ing Association, Convention of. .290, 309, 331. 400. 4G1

American Street and Interurban Railway Engineer-
ing Association's Question Box

373. 406, 434, 4.^0. 400, 401
"American Street Railway Investments." (Book Re-

view) Ill
American Telephone and Telegraph Company to Buy

Western Electric Stock 407
American Telephone and Telegraph Company. (See

also Bell Telephone ; also Names of Countries,
States and Cities.) *

Amish Church People to Adopt Telephone 207
Ammeters, General Electric *1SS
Ammeters. ( Sfe also Meters. 1

Anderson. E. II. (Commutating-pole Direct-current
Railway Motors) *1G0

Anderson. W, C. (Best Way to Meet Gas and Gaso-
line Competition) 185

Antimonite Has Characteristics Like Selenium "23

Antwerp Railway, Power Plant of the *211
Apartment Houses, Electrical Devices for 357
Appleton. Wis.. First Commercial Central Station at. *230
Apprentices, Training of, by Large Companies. (Edi-

torial) 2S8
Apprentices, Training of, for Electric- railway Pro-

fession 505
Arc and Incandescent Lighting Compared. By W.

D'A. Ryan 317
Arc. Electric, Use of, in Manufacture of Nitrogen... *41
Arc Headlights for Car Lighting 311
Arc Lamp. American Miniature 358
(A.rc Lamp Hanger, Mayo *167
Arc-lamp Pulley, Safety *250
Arc Lamps 127, *]28
Arc Lamps for Street Lighting *1G4
Arc Lamps, Luminometer Method of Inspecting 122
Arc Lamps, New 140
Arc Lamps, New Developments In. and High-efficiency

Electrodes. By George M. Little ISO
Arc-light System for Small Towns *451
Arcs, Luminous . 161
Arcs. (See also Enclosed Arc, Flaming Arc, Illumi-

nation. Lamp. Lighting.)
Arches, Street, in Houghton 43
Armature Forces of Direct-current Railway Motors.. *169
Armature Repairs 339
Armature Windings for Alternating-current Motors. .*407
Armature Windings of Railway Motors 219
Armstrong, A. H. (Comparative Performance of

Steam and Electric Locomotives) +390
Armstrong. A. H. (Single-phase versus Three-phase

Generation for Single-phase Railways) *22
Arnold, Bion J 320. 450
Arnold, Bion J. (Rise of Ihc Electric Railway) .. .232
Arnold, Bion J., on Clearance Between Passing Street

Cars 122
Arnold, Bion J., on Track Clearance. (Editorial).. 198
Arnold. Bion J., Report of New York Subways 443
Arresters. (See Lightning Arresters.)
Artificial Refrigeration. (See Refrigeration.)
Ashe, Sidney W., Lectures on Magnetism 287
Ashland, wis.. Municipal Ownership in 143
Association of Edison Illuminating Companies, Meet

ing of
Association of Iron and Steel Electrical Engineers..
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents,

Meeting of
Atlantic City as an Annual Convention CiLy

Atlantic City as an Annual Convention City. (Edi-

torial)
Auditorium Lighting i40
Auger, Iwan Post-hole >2

Austin, Texas. Power-transmission Plants at 309
Austrian Railroad Electrification 374
Automatic Switch. (See Switch.)
Automatic Telegraph. (See Telegroph.)
Automobile Club of America, Electrical Voting at the '45

Automobile Manufacture, Motors for '323

Automobile Show, Chicago •459

Automoblle'Show, Paris 93, 454, 471

Automobile Stages In New York 94

Automobiles in London as Omnibuses 435
Auto-transformer and Starting Compensator, Differ-

ence Between •I(i9

Axles, Standardization of '332

Aver, James I., on Electric Ilf^atlng and Cooking. . . . 234

liabcock. Allen II 1 00

Bulley. R. W 191
Bailey's Concrete Poles 91, •222
Baker, C. E., on Chlorine In Metallurgy 325
Balance Colls . . :

'l";!

Balancers, Motor 215
Balnnclog In Three-wire Systems *ifi2

Bull, Sydney H., on Copper Deposits in Wyoming... 103

221
306

328

Ball Bearings for Induction Meters •258
Balloting. (See Voting.)

,

Baltimore Electric Company. New Business of •432
Baltimore, Public Utilities Merger In 449
Baltimore-Washington Electric Railway 338
Bank. Commercial National. Light and Power of. . . .*441
Barbour, Edwin F., on Cost of Cooking by Electricity. . 358
Barclay, J. C, on Machine Telegraphy 235
Barclay Automatic Telegraph Sfstera, Circuits Using. 394
Barrett Manufacturing Company's Plant ..•423
Barron's Rustless Cable Hanger *167
Barton. Samuel G.. on the Demand for Mathematics.

(Editorial) 428
Battery Charging 29
Battery-propelled Cars in Germany 201
Battery-propelled Cars on Standard-gauge Railwa'ys.
By Alfred Gradenwltz •214

Battery, Storage. (See Storage Battery.)
Battleships, Electrical Equipment of New 295
Battleships. Selling Current for 433
Battleships, Wireless Telephony on 319. 301, 381
Battleships, Wireless Telephony on. (Editorial) . . . 352
Baum. Frank G. (Some Power Transmission Eco-

nomics) '2
Beal. M. A 320
Bearings for Alternators 32
Bearings, Influence of. on Accuracy of Integrating

Watt-hour Meters. By II. W. Young *258
Bechtel. Thomas F 509
Beckstein's Photometer *202
Bedford. Ind., Telephone Boycott in 131
Beggs, .Tohn L, Address of 309, 329, 331
Beggs, John L. on Public-service Corporations. (Edi-

torial) 328
Behr, F. B 10, I'T

Behrend, B. A. (Dynamo-electric Machinery and Its
Evolution During the Last Twenty Years) "238

Behrend's Coil-retaining Wedge for Dynamos *499
Beiiut. Electric Railway in 355
Bell, A. C 1T>0
Boll. Alexander Graham 37
Bell. Louis, on Coefficients of Diffuse Reflection 106
Bell. Louis, on Photometry 105
Bell, Electric, on Alternating-current System 431
Bell Ringing, Electromagnetic Device to Increase Ef-

fectiveness of *101
Bell Telephone Merger at Philadelphia 472
Bell Telephone Output for June 93
Bell Telephones Now Sold to Any Buyer. (Editorial) 288
Bell Telephone. (See also American Telephone and

Telegraph Company, Telephone ; also Names of
Countries, States and Cities.)

Bell's Radiophone 62
Belted Alternators •SI, *52
Belted Machines, Setting Up 31
Benjamin, Charles H 116
Benjamin's Attachment Plug 341
Bem'amin's Lighting Specialties 390
Benson. D. L.. Death of 383
-Bergman's Automatic Starting Switch. (Patent) . . . SS
Berlin International Wireless Conference, Ratifica-

tion of, in Great Britain 45, 04. 09. 100. 223
Berlin International Wireless Conference, Ratification

of. in Great Britain. (Editorial) 324
Bertbelot-Moissan Society 93
Bicycle Industry, Electric Welding in the +245
"Big Four" Power House ^300
Biggs, A. P. (Factory Lighting) 293
Biggs, A. P., on Factory Lighting 101
Blssell Company's Motor-starting Panels •270
Block Signal and Control Board 94
Blonck, W. A ' 455
Biondel and Broca's Photometer '202
Blood. W. H.
Blood. W. IT..

Blood. W. IT..

(Editorial)
Blood. W. H.

419
Investigation by, of Negligent Wiring. 100
Investigation by, of Negligent Wiring.

104
(Rules for Outline Lighting) 412

Blocd. W. IT., on Street Lighting 105
Blue Island Power Station of the North Shore Elec-

tric Company of Illinois ^137
Bciler Capacity During Peak. Increase of 373
Boiler Furnaces. Ratio of Heating Surface to Grate

Surfnce for 482. 484
Boiler House of Cireat Western Railway •150
Boiler Room, Rebuilding a 23
Boiler Tests at Jamestown "100
Boilers of Blue Island Power Station *]3S
Boilers of Manz Engraving Company 158
Boiler.s, Steam. Efliclency of 405
B.illers. Steam, Efficiency of. (Editorial)' 464
Bonding 375. 305
Bonding. (See also Ralls, Electric Welding of.)

Book Reviews 11. 111. 149. 1S7. 414. 430
Bookkeeping. (See Accounting.)
Btudea'ux. Electric Plant at 277
Bi.sinn Edison System. (Editorial) 428
Boston Elevated. Powor-housa Extensions of 471
Bdslon. Lighting Kates Reduced In 23
Hoslon Tunnels 301
Boiigluin. Arthur, Death of 270
r'.r.-icc fr)r Telephone (^'onslrucllon 300
Brncket for Heavy Wire *452
nrn<-kets and Celling Fixtures, Design of . - ^408
Bradley. Edgar C 134
Bradley, H. C. on Claims SOU
Bnikfs. Electric 355
Brakes for Electric Cars 337
"BrnkOH'for Tramway Cars." By Henry M. Sayers.

(Book Review) 414
Brakes, Tests of, at Leeds 400
Brakf-H. (See also Air Brakes.)
Briistow. Lewis L. ( Elecirlral Co-operator's Creed). 88
lln-ckeiiridg.' <in Siiioki- i'ri'v.-ntion 44
Itri'cki-urldge'.s Steatii-boll.r Tfsls ..^ 46..

MrcckL'urlUge'a Steam boll. -r Ti-sts. (Editorial) -Ibl
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Hn'nniiu Klec(i-lc Conslniction Compnny ...•17r»

Itrorinjin'H Monnriill ; IKt
JJi'Ul^i'. iJiifluM- (iMillIovor 291
BrlKli'iin-s Klr<-irl.- lliuor '1«IJ

Ui'liiiK'ithiK' lHvlsli.ii oi' Kucl-testliiB IMnnt lU .Tnmos-
town ..*Ui\

Hi'IUhIi AKSodntion DIhchbhi'H the CoiUfpplloii of Mat-
In- nil

liiiilsli Association for t)ie Advnncemout oC Sclfiico,

.Moctliik' of 8«, 1-Hi

Itriica'H IMintoinotoi* •-01*

Itruwii, C. K. L., Elorlrlcfil HrHlKiiH of SltO
Ilrown. lliiKli A. (ICIcrl rlnil ( '.. (ipi-mtor's CrcM) . ._ 88
Hrown, UU-lmrd K. (lOl.-.i il.-nl Cuopcrator'H Creed) . h8
lU'UBllcH, Mdliilcimiici' fuiil liiH|n-cllnii of SHO
Hrushos and nrimli-IiDldors 'USI)

IJnislii's of Altoniators 32
niicltlnKliaiii AiildiiuiUc TeloKi'ai)h •STO
null(lln« CnnHU'iiction, Klcctrlclly Used In. (Kdl-

Inrhil) 108
Itiill. Stonn. lU'Htli of 'lli;

Itui'KCHs, t'lmi'Ios F <.... 401
Uurnetfa I'hotometpr *^0'1

BuHlni'sH r-otlors, Wrltlug of ' 13u
HuslnosH NotoH 18, .'i8, CO, 77. 07,

117, i'M. JC.'l. 17;{, 101, 1200, \127, 2(5.1. 280, 301,
:i21, ;H-I, 305, 38'l, .102. 420, -l.'U). '107, 470, 402, 510

Itiislncss. (See also Now Bnslnoss.)
niisstiiaii (III Qii.'ivl:/. r,tinips. (I'Mltorlal) 01

C
(". A. iMnnuraclui-ing Coinpnny'.s Wood Preserver.... 130
Cahio nnugor, Barron's Hnsllosa •107
Oal)U'. Toloplmno. (Src Teleplione Cable.)'
Cables, Di-yin^r, Now Electvlciil I'roccss for 44
Cables, Ea'riv lUHiorcround, In Chicago *li47

Cables, flradlng DUMeclrics of 454
Cables. New Electrical Process f6r Drying 44
Cables of Great Western Railway 107
Cables of Niagara Transmission Line *'2Mi

Cables, Snhmarlue, Accident to. in Sydney 30(>

Cables, Undergronnd. Ideulincnlton of 503
Cables. (See also Transmission. Wiring.)
Cabs Replaced by Automobiles. (Editorial) lOS
Calcium-nitrate Fertilizer 3 50
Caldwell, F. C, on Cleaning of Lamps 101
Caldwell, F. C. on Power for Small Central Stations. 102
Caldwell. F. C. (Wbat Is the Best Form of Power

for Small Central Stations?) tS3
Calibrators, Portable Wattmeter *'21o

California Gas and Electric Corporation's Power
Plant 27

1

California, Northern, Railway Extension in 2i0
California, Stanislaus Power. Plant in. ' 14:1

Calvert's Substitutes for Platinum. (Editorial).... 100
Cambrian Collieries *00
Canada. Dominion of. (Correspondence)

15. 73. 114. 132. 150. 224. 201, 27S. 20S, 310.

342, 361, 3S1, 300. 41.S. 43G. 454. 472, 400. 508
Canada, Hydroelectric Development in. (Editorial). 482
Canada, Radio-telegraph Extensions in 05
Canada, Telephones in. (Editorial) 5U0
Canadian Electrical Association. Arrangements for

Convention of 1 SI

Canadian Electrical Association, Convention of *217
Canadian Electrical Resources, European Syndicate

to Develop 4S1
Canadian Electrical Stiow 11, 3 05
Canadian Railroads, Telegrapbone on 132
Canadian Tariff 27G
Canadian Teleplione Notes. .72, 131. 222. 277, 3S0. 417
Candlepower, Standardization Rules on GO
Canvassing. (See Selling Electricity, Soliciting.)

Capacity of Direct-current Railway Jlotors. .:...... 170
Car Accessories .*201
Car Equipment. Maintenance and Inspection of. 338, *350
Car Lighting, Electric ...., 311
Car Manufacture. Statistics of 277
Gar, "Pay-as-you-enter" 134, 200, 411
Car, "Pay-as-you-enter," in Chicago *427
Car, "Pav-as-vou-enter." in Chicago. (Editorial) . . .428
Car Trucks and Wheels 311
Car Wheels. (See Wheels.)
Car Wiring 311. 320, 330
Cars, Electric, 400-horsepower. (Editorial) 352
Cars. Electric, in Italy *1 20
Cars of Rochester Division of Erie Railroad 2S0
Cars, Steel Coal *100
Cars. Steel, versus Wooden 141
Cars, Street, Clearance Between Passing 122. 108
Carbons Treated with Metallic Salts and Used for
Lighting 207

Carborundum 324
Carbart, Henry S. (Electrical Engineering Educa-

tion) .*244
CarroIIton. 111., Electric Heating and Cooking at.... 4S0
Gary, Albert A., on Ratio of Heating Surface to
Grade Surface 485

Case. F. E.. on Control Apparatus 331
Cast Iron in Superheated Steam Lines 4.50

Catawba River Power Transmission. (Editorial) . . . 142
Catenary Line Construction 44S
Catenarv Trollev Construction. (See Overhead.)
Cement Mills, Electric Motors for. By R. B. Wil-

liamson *2^'i

Central America, Wireless Telegraphy in 41G
Central Electric Company's Reading Lamps "'307

Central Electric Railway Association Plans Stand-
ardization 201

Central Electric Railway Meeting 218, 260, 420
Central Station and the New Illuminants 110
Central-station Current", Selling of, to Transporta-

tion Companies 231
Central-station Development, Some Recollections of.

By Samuel InsuU *230
Central-station Equipment for Testing Integrating

Wattmeters. By W. R. Pinckard and 11. W. Young. .*376
Central Station, Great Western IGS
Central Station. Lichtenberg Gas-engine and the.... *1
Central Station. Measuring "Total Output of 2G7
Central Station, Oak Park 141
Central Station, Yorkshire *420
Central Stations 0. 20, 40, 67, 87
Central Stations. Small. Best Form of Power for.lG2, 183
Central Stations, Small. Power for 102
Central Stations, Statistics of 27G
Central Stations. (See also Electric Drive. Hydro-

electric. Lighting, New Business, Power, Sub-sta-
tions, etc.)

Central Union Telephone Company's Operators Meet. 114
Chaplin, W. S.. Resignation of 55
Charing Cross. Euston and Hampstead Railway, Open-

ing of ir>

Charleston. S. C, Wants Bids for Street Lighting.. 107
Chart for Illuminating Engineers 105
Chicago Aerial Tramway and Water Tunnel *2S3
Chicago and Milwaukee Electric Railroad 363
Chicago Automobile Show *450
Chicago, Beautificatlon of. (Editorial) 124
Chicago, Board of Supervising Engineers, Minutes of

Meetings S5
Chicago City Railway. Improving Operation on 411
Chicago County Building, Electrical Equipment of.. 200

('IdiaKo Drnlnnuti Cnnnl, Com Products Power IMiuit
on 411

('l)lcnf(o Draliinue Canal HIith-tnnHlon TrnnmnlfiMlnii
Line 175

cbli-rij,'') I'riiliniKi' I'/iual, I'ower from U73, 4110

Cbb'aho I'MlNiJii and Coinmonweallli I^lecLrlc Cdiiipiin-

b-M. Ci.nHdlldiilli.n uf 42. 40, 21H, liG'J, 327. 400
CliicdKo I'MImou ;nHl ( '(ininionwcall h l-jlcclrlc Cnm-

piintcH, ro]iHiilldfiil<iti or. (Editorial) 210
('lilrnji.i lOlrcirIc Club. IIlHlory of 2Z2
t'lllriiKu Electrlciil Show 35.t. 430, •407
chlcjiKo Eli'clrleiil Shrtw, Ileelecllon of OdlcerH 253
Clile/iKo, Electrical Supply IluMlnesB In. By F. R.

'I'erry 240
CblcHKo Elevaled UallrondH, ConHolldatlon of 3^0
CblciiKd I'lh-vali'd Knilroads. Eleclrllleatlon nf 232
Cblrii^i) Eli'vnlcd Italli'undH, IncreuHe of Trnfllc of... 374

ClilniKii EiiKini'i'rH' Club •03
"CblcaKu" (Jrlp ' •255
ChlcjiKo. Inlcrurban Eli'ctric ItallwuyM Near. (Edl-

Inrlal) '. 180
fhlrajio. Milwaukee and St. i'aul, roteetrincnilon of.. 200
Chicago, Pole Lines In, .Joint Construction of •424
Chicago, ProgresH of Electric Lighting In •220, 231
Chicago, Rnllroad SwHclios In ^477
Chicago RallrondH, Eleclrillcatlon of 105, 320, 371
Chicago Railroads, Eleetrlflcntlon of. (Editorial)...

20. 1 24, 180, 352
Clilcago Ilallwavs. Elevated, Electrification of 232
(lilcagn Sanitary District 220
Chlcagn Sitnllary District. (Sec also Chicago Drain-

age ( 'final.)

Chlciigo Sccllun. A. I. E. E., Prygrnm of 443
Cblcagci Si'ctlnn, Illuminating Engineering Society... 483
Chicago South Side Elevaled Railway Company, Wear

(if Machines of 55
Chicago. Street I.Iglitlug In Business District of 483
Chicago Street Rallwaj.s, Board of Supervising Engi-

neers on 100
Chicago Street-railway Situation.

0, 37, 48, 125, 201, 222. 272. 310, 383, 443
Chicago Street-railway Situation. (Editorial) 288
Chicago Stn.'t Railways. Rebuilding of •347
Chicago Siihurli;iii Power Plants. (Editorial) 142
Chicago Snhurbtin Railways to Be Consolidated 4'96

Chicago. Subways In 411
Chicago Telephone Company. Proposed Franchise for. 14
Chicago Telephone Ordinance , . . . .308, 435
Chicago Telephone Ordinance. (Editorial) 302
Chicago Telephone Situation. .02, 132, 223, 298, 341. 380
Chicago. Track Clearance in 122, 108
Chicago Tunnel. Bill to Repeal Franchise of Com-

pany Operating 208
Chicago Tunnels, Traffic in 112
Chicago, Underground Electrical Construction in....*247
Chickens Incubated by Electric Heat. By Frank C.

Perkins 'lOG
China, Japanese, Imports and Exports of. (Edi-

torial) 500
China. Opportunities for Electrical Exports to. (Edi-

torial) 26
China. Telegraph and Telephone in 131
Chloride Accumulator 466
Chlorine in Metallurgy ; . . 325
Choke Coils. Use of 7
Churches, German, Electricity in *405
Cincinnati, Outline Lighting in *32G
Circuit-breakers for Electric Cars '. *20'1

Circuit-breakers, Interlockiag, for Electric Locomo-
tives *388

Circuit Pressure for Metallic-filament Lamps 120
Circuits, Panel, and Switch Parts. .

:^ *16(
City. (See Municipal.)
Claim Agents' Convention 300, 334
Clapp, II. W 401
Clappertou, .T. II. (Suction Producer Gas as a Means

of Generating Power) *25G
Clark. F. G. (The Grounded Neutral) *315
Clark, H. II. fMotor-generator Set with Flywheel

for Mine Hoist) *320
Clark. Walton, Report of, to National Civic Fed-

eration 61
Clark. William J., Minority Report of, on Municipal

Ownership 80
Clark, William .T.. on Municipal Ownership 331
Clark. William J., Report to National Civic Federa-

tion Gl
Clay Center, Kansas, Street Lighting in 112
Clearance Between. Street-car Tracks. (Editorial).. 108
Clearance. Track 122
Clearing House for Electrical Societies. (Editorial) 328
Clearing House for Second-hand Machinery •SOO
Clevelaud, Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis Railroad

Shops. Power House of •306
Cleveland. Current for Cooking ia 186
Cleveland, Street-railwav Agreement in. (Editorial) 4S2
Cleveland, Street-railway Situation 430, 462
Cleveland. (See also Ohio Correspondence.)
Clipping Bureau as Means of Fighting Gas Competi-
tion 184

Clock. Electric. System at Washington 303
Clouds and Lightning Phenomena .47, 71
Cloud, F. D., on the Telegraph and Telephone In
China 131

Clutch. Magnetic *371, 431
Coal and Coke Operations, Electrical Machinery
Used in 1 •481

Coal. Distillation and Combustion of, at Jamestown. *101
Coal Fields, Electricity from 92
Ccal-handling Facilities at Allis-Chalmers Works . . *10G
Coal-handling Plant of Great Western Railway *155
Coal Mine, Electrical Equipment of a '09
Conl Miup, Electricity Generated at Mouth of 125
Coal Mines. (See also Mines.)
Coal-mining Installation of the McKell Coal and
Coke Conipany *194

Coal-mining Machines, Jeffrey *276
Coal Produced in U. S.. Varieties of 443
Coal, Proportion of. for Starting and Banking Fires. 505
Coal, Spontaneous Ignition of 63

, Coill. (See also Lignite.)
Code, National Electrical 65, 86. 471, 480
Code of Ethics G, 7, 12, 270
Coffin, E. R., Death of 100
Coil-retaining Wedge for Dynamos *490
Coil, Telephone Repeating 20
Coils, Spark 4G0
Coils. (See also Balance Coils, Choke Coils, Field

Coils, Resistance Coils.)

Coke and Coal Operations, Electrical Machinery
ITscd in •481

Collector Rings for Alternators 32
College Degree and Technical Work 463
Colliery. Welsh. Electrical Equipment of a *00
Collins, C. C (Progress in High-efficiency Lighting

Units) 165
Color Values of Artificial Lights 393
Colorado Electric Light, Power and Railway Associa-

tion 247
Columbus, Ohio. Telephone Extensions In 14
Commercial Battery Company's "Combat Igniter"
Sparking Battery 'ISS

Commercial Departments. (See New Business.)
Commercial National Bank Building •441
Commercialism, Co-operative, in the Electrical Field 33

•605
I U8

•347
•iir,

.00, •TiU
1)1

100
40(1

2ii

.... 08
•347

'o oiiwuiijlli Kli'drlc and Clih-jiKo I'MIhom Coiii-
pnitliH, ConHolldiitluii of. ...4:.', 40. 21H. 202, 327. 4r,(l

r'uiiiinonwMillh lCli-f(rlc and <'Ii1i-iiku EdlKoii Com-
panfcH. CniiNolldiitfoii of (Edllorlnl) 210

ConinintafltiK-polc Dlrcra eiirrciil Ilnllwtiy Molorw,
By 10, II. Andcrmtn , •lfl!i

C<-mnHHi»tliiKpolc Mot<.r 308, 4H7
I'oiiiniuiKiliik' I'olt'K oil Kiillwny Motiirn 2llt
Coiiiiriiiliitor BrUhliCH, IHtu- llruHtiCH.)
Cf.inniiKiilor GroovliiK I device •350
ConinmlJilor ](<>pfilrK 339
(''MiipfMiHator, SinrtluK, (iiid Aiilo-Tijuwformer, D\t-

fer^nei' Between •lOO
Coinpr'iltion, f:»H (ind GnHolliii.*, BcHl Wovh to Meet, 184
C'omprcKHor, Air ,

Coiio'piM of Illiiniliiatlnt; KintluvnrUin "
Cf,n.-r.-t.' B.-d of ChlciiKo'M Hin-ct UallwiivH .

Concn-H' for Fou/rdiilloriK of .Slecl I'ok-H
<;oriiTrt(.' PoIi'H
(U)t\vri'U> Pules, (;h/inict<TlH(|cK of
Cuncrele I'ok'H^for 'i'ranMnilsMlon Line ....
Concreti'.* Ties Jiiil»eddrd In, Life of . . . .

CondeiiHurs '. *
*

'

CnridenserH. (See also Rotary CondViiHerH ')'

Conductivity, Standardization ItuIcH on .

Conduits, Cable, Irt Chicago
'ronn,.,.||,.„t." Biiiileshtp, WIrek-ss TelVp'lioiiy'oii;

(Editorial) *.,
^

350
c.DiiiH'CtUtu. Star .'.'.'.'".'.'.*.*.*' 105
Conslrucllon, UndiTKround, (Seo Underground Coii'-

structlou.)
Contactor, CuIlor-naninier'B •oss
Contactors jj73
Conlnois for Electric Hallways, Van Depoele 'piit-"

en(s for. Invalid 4^5
Continental Europe. {Correspondenci'j.irj, 35 '5372

03, 114, 1.32, 140, 171, JKO. 207. 223, 2«0, 277 208'
31H. 341, 300. 380, 300. 418, 435, 454, 471, 400 507

(Continuous and Direct Currents, Distinction Between 67
Contractors. Electrical. Relations of, to Municipali-

ties, Press, etc qk
Contracts, Lighting .....'..'. 29.1
Control Apparatus, F, E. Case on '.'.,'..

3.'n
Control Equipment, Maintenance and Inspection of

^ • V ,• ;;.-, ,• 338, 350
Control, MultlpIe-unlt 273
Control System for Motor ....!.' 427
Controllers '.'.'.'.'.*.'.'.'

' '

' ^255
Controllers. Fast Feeding of .........'. 350
Controllers of Cars of Rochester Division of Erie

Railroad 286
Converter. Static .'.','*'.*'

165
Converters. (See Rotary (Converters.)
Cooking and Heating, Electric 234
Cooking and Heating. Electric, at CarroIIton, III...".! 489
Cooking by Electricity, Cost of 353
Cooking, Electric 217
Cooking, Electric, at Elgin .....'. 91
Cooking, Electric, on Shipboard ,.* 206
Cooking, Electric, with the FIreless Stove. (Edi-

torial) 464
Cooking Out tits. Electric 185
Cooking. (See also Domestic, Heating, Household.)
Cook's Self-welding Wire Joint •379
Cooper, H. S. (Organization for the Small Electric

Railway) 453
Cooper Hewitt Lamp 143
Co-operative Commercialism In the Electrical -Field.
By .T. R. Crouse 33

Co-operative Electrical Development Association,
Value of. (Editorial) 372

Cope. A. N. (Progress In High-Efficiency Lighting
Units) 105

Copper-clad Steel Wire. Monnot. (Patent) 159
Copper, Degradation of 431
Copper Degraded to Lithium 80
Copper Deposits in Wyoming 1^3
Copper Loss of Transformers, Measuring 168
Copper-magnesium Alloy 125
Copper Mines of Japan .- 171
Copper, Price of 48, 218, 273, 356
Copper, Production of 470
Copper, Production of, 1906 510
Copper Refining, Electrolytic 463
Copper Tubes Made by Electrolysis 159
Core Loss of Transformers '.

itiS
Corliss Engines, Facts About 397
Corn Products Power Plant 411
Corning, J. W., on Car Wiring 329
Corning. J. W., on the Accelerating Rheostat 332
Corrosion of Iron 325
Cost of Installation for New Business. (Editorial). 464
Cost of Railway Maintenance 429
Costs. (See also Rates.)
Cotton and Woolen Mills, Electric Drive in. (Edi-

torial) 446
Cotton Mills. Southern, Electric Drive in 196
Cover Design. Clever "11
Cow's Color Changed bv Electric Shock 327
Crafts, P. P. (Light Freight Handling by Electric

Lines) •389
Cranes and Hoists, Motors for 24
Cranes. Electric 469
Cranes. (See also Lifting Magnets.)
Cravath, J. R. (Electrical Co-operator's Creed) . . 88
Cravath, J. R., on Lighting of Dearborn Street, Chi-

cago 483
Creed, Co-operator's. (Editorial) 84
Creed, Electrical Co-operator's 88
Creosoted Ties 172
Crocker, F. B 191
Crookes. Sir William 437
Cross-taik on Telephone Line, Remedy for 3(>tl, 448
Groton Dam ^21
Crouse, J. Robert. (Co-operative Commercialism

in the Electrical Field) 33
Grouse's Interlocking Circuit-breaker '388
Crumb, W. H., on Telephone Rates 317
Crystallization in Gravity Cells 165
Current. Cost of, for Electric Railway 391
Current Deflectors •178
Current, Induced. Direction of 395
Current, Marketing. (See also Advertising, New

Business, Selling Electricity.)
Current Tnp, Benjamin's *396
Current Theft. Detector for *480
Current, Theft of. in Boston 351
Currents, Standardization Rules for 27
C'urrents. (See Alternating, Direct, etc.)

Curtis Steam Turbine Generator *294
Curtis Turbine 29
Cushman, A. S., on the Corrosion of Iron 325
Cutcheon. Fred K. (Electrical Inspection From the

Viewpoint of the Central Station) 445
Cutler-Hammer's Contactor ._. . . .•258
Cutler-Hammer's Lifting Magnets "414
Cutter. George, on the Chicago Electric Club 253
Cypress Poles . • '91

Dallas, Telephone Operators' School at 93
Dam on the Loup River '367

Dnm. Patapsco River •I -2
Dams on the Muskegon River '21

77 t^H
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Danic-lsoii, C. 1 343
Danielson. Erns.t, Death ot 363
Dasent, Burv I., on Electric Signs 2(4
Daylcs, H. J., Report of. on Insurance 330
Davis, Albert G.. Patent ot. for Electdc Meter *38!)

Davis. C. II., on Higli-efliciency Lamps 100
] lav Ciicuits in Smaii Towns. Bstaljlislilng 'M
Pay Service in Small Towns *8J

Dearborn Street. Chicago. Lighting ot 4B3

Do Courcv, A. (Hydro-electric Station of Pataras on
. the Loup River. France) : • '367

De OourcT. A. (Interurban Traction Lines rvear

Rome. Italy) , • lU
De Coiircy A. (New Section of Pans Metropolitan

Railway) '™
Deflectors, Current ^'°

De Forest's Radio-phone ... o.

De Forest's Recent Wireless Inventions ios

De Forest. (See also 'Wireless Telephony.)
^

De Laval Turbine • •. • ~{
Do La Vcrgne's Kerosene Oil Engine '. -'*

Denatured Alcohol Gas .• 1°"

Denatured Alcohol Regulations ^'^

Denatured Alcohol. (See also Alcohol.)

Denmark. 'O'lnd-powcr Plants in....... 4-i«

Dental Operations by Blue Rays ot Light 3U1

Department Stores. Lighting of ^-
DesplainSs River, Power Development on the ...373, 40_

Detroit. Factory Lighting in -J^
Detroit. Tungsten Lamps in oj|

Diamonds. Geo. F. Kunz ou .'•; ^ " J'
'"

;>

Dictlouarv. Universal Technical, T\ork Abandoned

on. (IJditorial) .";,", Ka
Dielectric Strength, Standardniation Rules on bs

Dielectrics of Cables. Grading *•*

Dielectrics. Solid, and Electrons 'j.^

Diesel Oil Engines
'..k' '

",' "^;-"
'i'

Diffused Lighting Systems. 'See Lighting)

Direct and Contiguous Ourtents. Distinction Between 67

Direct-Current and Three-Phase Systems, Compar-
^^^

ison of ^"00

Direct current Arc Lamps J,-°
Direct-current Electric Railway . ^-'••'i

Direct-current Generators. Evolution ol ........... -ac

Direct-current Generators, Three-wire. By B. i.
^^^

Direct-curtent' integrating Watt-hour Meters *uM
Direct-current Motors ; " '

:
' '^

'
•, iii

Direct-current Motors for Electric Railways ii'^

Direct-current Railway Installations ^-"u

Direct-current Railway Motor • - -
'

•'

Direct-current Railway Motors, Commutating-pole. .'lOJ

Direct-curt-nt '^vstoms. (See also Electrification of

Steam Railroads.) . . _
Direct-current System of Power Transmission 317

Direct-current 1,200-Volt Indiana Railway !'>'

Discharges, Electrical, Used for Dispersion ot Fogs.

(Editorial) ^Jt
Discharges. Lightning *'

Disinfectant, Electrolytic, Manufacture of -iJ

Distillation of Coal, Tests ot. at Jainestown .......
.
lUl

Distribution, Electrical, EfBciency of. (Editorial) .. 4-s

DLstribution of Current for Street Ligbting 'IM

Dome.iticraecfr'icity' Demonstrated in Grand Rapids 433

Domestic Electricity. (See also Cooking Heating.

House. Laundry. New Business, Selling Blec-.

Dow'.^Alex.. on Comparative Value of Waterpower^ 374

DoTvns, C. S. (Luminometer Method of Inspecting

Street Arc Lamp) ;,; ','.

"Drahtlose Telepbonie." By Ernst Ruhmer. (Book

Rpview) i-'*J

Prninace Can'fii." "(See Cbicago Drainage Canal.)

Draw Span Operated Electrically .-• -^^^^
Drawbridce. Pyrmont Electric, In Australia _^^«7

Drilling MacTjines .1 A"
;

'
" \

Drive. Electric. (See Electric Drive.)

Druggists' Public Telephones
, ^-^f

Drying Cables. New Electrical Process for 44

Drying Out Alternators ^J:
Tind()pl]. TV., on Wireless Telephony J^u

Duluth, Wiring Ordinance at J-^^
Dumb-bell. Vibratory. (Patent) '^"^
Duncans Induction Watt-hour Meter ^^t

Duplex Telephony ^

'

Duties. tSfe Tariff.) ^.^
Dutter. H. O.. on High-efficiency Damps Ibb

Dyer, George -^
'
-

Dynamo, Capstan-driven, for X-Ray Worli *2G8
Dvnamo Desitin 87
Dvnamo-eiectric Machinery and Its Evolution. By

B. A. Behrend --^S

Dvnamo, Coil-retaining Wedge for *499

Dynamos, Three-wire ~^^
Dynamos, Three-wire, Versus Motor Balancers for

Three-wire Circuits - 215
Dynamos. (See also Alternators, Armatures, Dlrect-

"current, Generators. Motor-generators, Turbo, etc.)

Earth Currents. Severe ^ "

'

Eckert, Avery P 1'2
Kc'Domy Light and Power Company's Dam on, Des-

p!aini_-s Klver '^"3

Edgnr. diaries I-., Report of. to National Civic
Eederarion Cl

Edison, Thomas A., on Generation of Electricity at
Coal Mine 1 -''

Edison's Central Station at Menlo Park, N. .T •230
Education and Training of Men 4UC
Education, Electrical-engineering. By Henry S.

Carhart *-44
Education, Industrial 314
Eells' Sea-sounder as Safeguard Against Shipwreck.

(Patent) ]^7
Efficiency of Distribution. (EditorlaD 428
EfTiciencv. Standardization Rules on 2S
Eldlltz, Charles L.. Address of C.T

ElfToI Tower, Time Signal on a09
Eisen.st*;ln's Device for MeasuriiiKf Length of Waves.

a'atent) *82
FJdon. L. L., on Boston Kdlson Sy-stem. (Editorial). 428
Klpctric Drive in Southern Cotton Mills 100
K\"c_irif: Furnace. (See Furnace.)
Electric Hammer. fS*-e Hammer.)
Electric Heating. (S(^(t Hcating.i
"Elect rlc-IIght and Power nnd 0ns Enterprises,
rioancfP of." Bv W. D. Marks. fBnok Rovlew) . . 11

Electric Lighting. (NotCHj 17. 37. 55. 75,
i*o, IJO. 134. 152. 173. UH. 201), I'l'C,. mVJ, t!7f>. ?MK
.•J20. .343. 3(53. 3^3. 101. 120. 437, 450. 473, 4;tJ. 500

EI*!Ctric Lighting- ' Kce also Lighting.)
Ekictric Locomoiiv»'f. ^See Locomollven.)
Electric Power. (See Power.)
El'-crrlc Pomps. fSee Pumps.)
Electric Motor nnd Eqtiipmcnt Company's Sign-
Hasher •471

EhM.-tric RallwayH. ( NoteK) 17. 37. 55. 75,
Of!, no. 13-1, 152. 173. 101. 200, 220. 202. 2«0. 300,
320. :'A4. 3C3. 3*^3. 401. 420. 438, 450. 473, 492, 500

Elc^'tric Itnllwayg, (See niHo RallwoyB.)
Electric Uateu. (Sec Rated,)
Electric Reoovatlng Company's RcDorator ^200

Electric Signs. (See Signs.)
Electric Smelting. (See Smelting.)
Electric Waves. (See Waves.)
Electric Wiring. (See Wiring.)
Electric Welding. (See Welding.)
Electrical Co-operators' Creed 88
Electrical Engineering, Concentric Method of Teach-

ing. (Editorial) S4
Electrical-engineering Education. By Henry S.

Carhart .
.." *244

Electrical Engineering, Elements of. (See Elements.)
Electrical Exports. (See Exports, Electrical.)
Electrical Exposition at Marseilles. (Editorial).... 464
Electrical Industry in Great Britain, Unsatisfactory

Condition of. (Editorial) 210
Electrical Interests. Union of, in Great Britain 307
Electrical Show, Canadian 11, 195
Electrical Show, Chicago 253, 353, 430, 467
Electrical Show, New York 92, 181, 206, *289
Electrical Shows, Success of. (Editorial) 270
Electrical Supply Business, Evolution of the. By

George A. McKinlock •250
Electrical Supply Business in Chicago, Early. By

F. S. Terry *249
Electrical Upbuilding of the West. By B. E. Sunny. •246
Electricity as a Cure-all. (Editorial) 270
Electricity from Coal Fields. (See Coal.)
Electricity, Progress of. in 20 Tears. (Editorial) ... 6
Electricity, Selling. (See Selling Electricity.)
Electricity vs. Natural Gas. By John T. Hunting-

ton 488
Electrification, Austrian Railroad 374
Electrification of Chicago's Elevated Railroads 232
Electrification of Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul.. 266
Electrification of Chicago Railroads 165, 320, 371
Electrification of Chicago Railroads. (Editorial) —

; 20, 124, ISO, 352
lOlectrification of Erie Railroad 284
Electrification of Great Western Railway Company.

.

*155, 189
Electrification of Italian Railroads 260
Electrification of N. Y., N. H. & Hartford R. R

90, 191, 299
Electrification of Railroads in Japan 429
Electrification of Sarnia Tunnel 314
ElectrilicatiOD of Southern Pacific 266
Electrification of Southern Pacific. (Editorial) 160
Electrification of Steam Railroads 7, 390, 391, 478
Electrification of Steam Railroads. (Editorial) 392
Electrification of Steam Railroads, History of 233
Electrification of Steam Railroads in Canada 15
Electrochemistry in France, Applied 284
Electrolier, Rock-crystal *435
Electrolysis, (I^opper Tubes Made by 159
Electrolysis, New Preventive of ^206
Electrolysis of Water. (Editorial) 26
Electrolysis on Electric Railways 395
Electrolytic Copper Refining 463
Electrolytic Disinfectant, Manufacture of ^215
Electrolytic Meter for Alternfiting-current Circuits. .496
Electrolytic Purification of Water *148
Electrolytic Rectifiers and Condensers, Value of Tan-
talum for 125

Electrolytic Resistances, Measurement of 349
Electromagnets on Alternating Currents, Repulsion of 109
Electromagnets. (See also Magnets.)
Electrons, J. ,T. Thomson on 13
Electrons. Properties of. Sheldon on 112
Elements of Electrical Engineering. By Geo. R.

Metcalfe 9. 29. 49, 67, 87, *107.
•128, 146, 164. 182. 200, •219. 255, 273, *291,
311, 337, 355, 375. 395, 413, 431, 44S, 466, 487, ^503

Elevated Railways, Electrification of ^232
Elevated Railroads. ( See also Chicago.

)

Elevators, Counter Electromotive Force of 146
Elevators, Electric, Books on 201, 273
Elevators, Motors for *241
Elgin, Electric Cooking at 91
Empire State Gas and Electric Association, Meet-
ing of 297

Enclosed-arc Lamps 128
Engine-driven Alternators . .51, 52
Engine-type Machines •SI
Engineering and Machinery Exhibition in London. .. *323
Engineering Courses. Extension or Segregation of. . . 245
Engineering in Russia 448
Engineers and Constructors' Club IS
Engineers Wanted for Indian Service 449
Engines, Allis-Chalmeis, in Minneapolis Power House 205
Engines. (See also Central Stations. Gas Engines,
Power Plants. Steam Engines, etc.)

England. (See Great Britain.)
English Story, A Simple. (Selling Electricity) 357
Engraving and Printing Company, Electric Power

Plant for ISS
Equalizer. Parallel Operation with 40
Erie Railroad, Single-phase Operation on Rochester
Division of *2S4

Estimates. (See Costs.)
Ethical Code of American Institute 6, 7, 12, 270
Ethical Code of American Institute. (Editorial) .... 6
Europe. (See Continental Europe.)
Evans, David E., Death of 152
Evans, W. II., Report of, on Standardization 332
Excitation 49
Exciters Used at Kern River 179
Exports, Electrical 21, 190, 287, 373. 450
Exports, Electrical. (Editorial) 104, 352
Exports, Electrical, for 1906-1907 101
Express Matter on Electric Railways 209

Factory Drive (See Drive.)
Factory IJghling 161
Factory lighting. By A. P. Biggs 293
Factory Lighting. By J. T. Kerniodc 391)
Fall Ti-ade Prospects 254
Fall Tfnde Prospects. (Editorial) 270
Fan , Motor Troubles 273
]''ans. Electric, for the Isthmus 45
Fans, Electric, Firemen Revived by 03
Faraday Society, Meeting of 430
Faraday's Cage 47
Fauro Storage Battery 466
Eedden; S. E., on Xew-baslness Propaganda. (Edi-

torial) 40
Ferguson, .L \V., on Manipulation of Gas Motors 274
Fernald, R. H.. on Producer-gas Power Plant in

V. S. (Editorial) 410
Forro-vanndlum, Electric Furnace for Producing *3
Forllllzcr from Calcium NUrnto. (Patent) i. 150
I'VsHendcn. R. A., on Transatlnnllc Wireless Teleg-

rapli.v. (Edi(nrial) 440
Field t'oilK. Railway. Inspection of 340
Field Strength 4C6
"FinnncoH of (Ian nnd Electrlcllghf nnd Pow^r En-

terprlBos." By W. D. Marks. (Book Review)... 11
Financial Situation. (Editorlnl) 410. 464
Flnlay. Walter S. (Ratio of Heating Surface to
Grntc Surface ns a Factor fn Power-plant Design)

.

484
Fire Protection of a Large Industrial Plant 147
FIro rnderwrlterH. (See National Board of Fire

Underwriters.)
FlrelesH Stove and Electric Cooking. (Editorial)... 464
riroH nt Woodstock, N. B. 125

Firman, Leroy B., Death of : . . . . 353
Fisk Street Station, Chicago 229
Fittings for Superheated Steam. By August II.

Kruesi • 450
Fixtures, Rickenbaugh's Artistic Lighting +380
Fixtures. Ceiling, Designs of ,.^408
Fixtures, Lighting, Proposals for 141
Flame-arc Lamp. Westinghouse Metallic ISO
Flaming-arc Lamp 76
Flaming-arc Lamps, Street Lighting by 381, 483
Flaming-arc Lamps. (See also Luminous-arc.)
I^langes for Superheated Steam Lhies 450
Flatirons 161
Fiatirous, Electric, Novel Use of 499
Flatirons. (See also Domestic.)
Fleming, H. B., on Track Clearance. (Editorial)... 198
Floor-surfacing Machine, Electric Ol
Fcell, Otto, on High-efficiency Lamps 166
Fogs Dispersed by Electrical Discharges. (Editorial) 180
Forests, Use of 364
Fort Wayne Electric Works' Arc Light System *451
Fort Wayne Electric Works' Wattmeter Calibrators. ^275
Fort Wayne, Lighting Wires on Telephone Poles

in 267, 393, 417
Fort Wayne, "I'elephone Progress in 471
Foundations for Generators 30
Foundry, Power Service in the. By A. D. AVilliams. 460
Foundry. Power Service in the. (Editorial) 482
Franco, Radio-telegraphy in 287
Frankenfield, B., on Three-wire Dynamos 215
Frankfort-on-the-Main, Industrial Progress of 271
Franklin, W. S., on Measurement of Electrolytic

Resistances 349
Freight Handling on Electric Railways 330
Freight Handling en Electric Railways. By P. P.

Crafts *3S8
Freight, Interchange of, between Electric and Steam

Railways. (Editorial) 270
Freight I;ine. Electric' 112
Freight Traffic. Electric, on Inland Empire System. 305
Frequencies. Standardization Rules on 69
Frequency for Heavy Railways, Standard of 129
Fruit-stand Lighting 286
Fuel. (See Coal, Lignite.)
Fuel-testing Plant of the U. S. Geological Survey. . .lOO
Fuels. Gas 07
Furnace, Electric, for Producing Ferro-vanadium . ... .T
Furnace, Polyphase Induction ^177
Furnaces, Ratio of Heating Surface to Grate Sur-

face for :...4S2, 484
Furnaces, Size of. Tests on 465
Fuses, Car 201

Gaine. W. E. L., Death of .' 17
Galveston- Bay Caus^^way 48
Gary. Ind.. Gas-engine Electrical Plant at 370
"Gas and Electri* -liccht and Power Enterprises,

Finances of." By W. D. Marks. (Book Review) . . 11 ,

Gas and Gasoline Competition, Best Ways to Meet. .

162, 184
Gas-engine Central Station, Lichtenberg I
Gas-engine Electric Power Plant. San Francisco.... 271
Gas-engine Electrical Plant at Gary 370
Gas Engine. Otto 40, 67
Gas Engineering. Decline of. (Editorial) 410
Gas Engines 49. 67
Gas Engines, Allis-Chalmers Report on 354
Gas Engines, Cost of Running 185
Gas Engines for Small Central Stations 102
Gas Engines, Y'ear's Experience with. By Paul Win-

sor 340
Gas Fuels * 07
Gas Light Inferior to Electric Light from Health

Standpoint. (Editorial) 302
Gas Lighting in Germany. Progress of 127
Gas Meters. (See Meters.)
Gas Power for Small Central Stations 183
Gas Producers 07. ^250
Gas Works and Power Stations, Combined Work-

ing of •lOS
Gas. (See also Natural Gas, Producer Gas.)
Gaskets for Sunerheated Steam Lines 450
Gasoline Cars Not Preferable to Electric. (Editorial) 104
Gasoline Tests at Jamestown lOt
Gnster. Leon. (Developments In Electric Incan-

descent Lamps) 204
Gaster, Leon, and Illuminating Engineering In Eng-

land 222
Gear, H. (Joint Construction of Pole Linos) ^424
Gear. Standardization of 333
Gearing. Motor 350
Gem Lamp 106
Gem Lamns and the Central Station 110
General Electric Company, Business Prospects of. . . 374
General Eloctric's Ammeters and Voltmeters •ISS
General Electric's Battleship Equipment 295
General Electric's Exliibit at Jamestown 350
General Electric's Motor Rheostats O]
General Electric's New Low-tension Jlagneto *2fl4

General Electric's Newark Factory 310
General Electric's Rotary Converters *402
General Electric's Single-pliase Motor '350
General Electric's Steam Turbine Generator ^204
General Electric's Switching Locomotives 409
Generator and Jlotor -Accidents in England, Insur-

ance Report on 181
Generators. Development of 230
Generators for Central Stations 87
Generators. Motor, Operation of 273
Generators of Blue Island Power Station 139
Generators of Commercial National Bank Building. ^441
Generators of Power Station at Lucerne OO
Generators. Size of, for Central Stations
Generators, Standardization Rules on 27
Generators. Throe- wire Direct-current. By B. T.
McCormlck ^200

Generators, Unipolar, Regulation of •SO
Generator. (See also Alternators. Direct-current. Dy-

namos. Motor-generator. Steam Turbine. Throe-
phase. Turbo, etc.)

Gerard. Leon, on Ozone as a Water Purifier v.50

Germnn-Amorlcnn Technical Societies 348
German Electrical Exports In Mexico 302
German Electrical Experts, Itinerary of 148
German Eloctrlc-raihvny Commissioners in Spokane.
By August Wrdf •287

Gi'itiuins Shidv American ^lothods 218
Gennanv. Elerirlc Lighting In. (Rdllorlnl) 124
G.-rmanv. Kleclric Lighting in. By Philip G. Kllng-
cnberg 1 20

Germany. Industrial Progress In 271
Glrnrdot's Automobile 471
Goddard. C. M.. on Underwriters' Relatione with the

f'nntractor 05
Goldlng. F, H. (Best Wnys to Meet Gas nnd Gaso-

line Competition) 184
Goldlng. F. H. (How to Get the Old Biiikllngs
Wired) 10

Gobs. W. F. M 54
Gottschalk. R. F.., Death of 55
Government Ownership. (See Public Ownership.)
Government Telephone In Canada 131
fJovernors Used at Kern River Plant •179
Grnhlll, H. P., on Luminous Arcs 101
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I'ower PhmtH, Chicago Subiirhan. (Editorial)..... 142
I*owor Plants Damaged hy Laudwilde 447
Power PlnntB. Pohl's "Die Montage ElcktrlMclicr

LIcht-und Kraftonlngen." (Book Iteviewj 187
Power Plant«. (Seo nlKo Central StatlonH, Sub-

BlatlonH.)
Power Project, Los AngelcK l'C3
Power HatcB. (See Rates.)
Power Service In the Foundry. By A. D. WllllnoiB., 400
Power Station at Lucerne, Switzerland '59
I'ower Station, Bine Island •137
Power Stations and Gas Works, Combined Working
of 'IDS

"Power Stations and Transmission." • By G. E.
Shaad. (Book Review) 414

Power Supply for Rochester Division of Erie Rail-
road 285

Power Supply In Yorkshire 4 ^420
I'ower Transmission, (Notes)

17, 38. 55, 70, 90, 134, 152; 191, 226,
262. 280, 300, 344, 364, .383, 402, 420. 438. 402, 509

Power Transmission, Direct-current, (See Direct
Current.)

Power Transmission Economics. By Frank G. Baum. *2
Power Transmission, One-phase High-tension ^102
Power-transmission Plants In' Texas. . . . : .309
Power Transmission, Wireless, E.\perlraents on 287
Power Transmission. (See also High-tension, Trans-

mission, Wiring.)
Preeco & Trotter's Photometer- •OOS
Preservation of Wood. (See Wood.)
Press, Relations of Contractor and the C5
Printing and Engraving Company, Electric Power

Plant for '.•358
Prlntz, Carl J 320
Producer-gas Power Plant In United States. (Edi-

torial) 410
Producer-gas Section of United States Fuei-testlng
Plant "101

Producer Gas, Suction, as a Means of Generating
Power. By J. H. Clapperton ^256

Producers, Gas 67
Producer Gas. (See also Gas.>
Public Ownership and the National Civic Federa-

tion. (Editorial) 46
Public Ownership, National Civic Federation and

r 22, 48. 61, 86
Public Ownership, National Civic Federation's Re-

ports on 22
Public Ownership. (See Municipal Ownership.)
Public-service Corporations. tEdltorlal) 328
Public-service Corporations. J. I. Eeggs on 329, 331
Public Utilities Commission of New York

16, 36. 53. 73, 94, 189.
208, 224. 278, 319, 342, 381. 390. 418. 472. 490, 508

Public Utilities Commission of New York, Discus-
sion of Work of 297

Publications. (Notes) 18, 38, 55. 76, 06,
116, 134. 152, 173. 191. 209. 226. 262. 280. 300,
320, 344, 304, 3S3. 402, 420, 438, 456. 473. 492, 509

Publicity. J. H. White on 358
Pulley, Safety Arc-lamp •259
Pulleys 5x
Pump Rooms of "Big Four" Railroad Shops. ....'.'. .'•307
Pumps of Blue Island Power Station 'ISS
Punga. F., on Induced Electromotive Force in Alter-

nators. (Editorial) 308
Pupln, M. I., on Interoceanic Telephony; (Editorial). 500
Pupln Inductances 243
Purdue University Branch. American Institute..!'. 310
Purdue University. C. R. Richards on 127
Push-buttons on Car Handles . 273
Pyrenees. Waterpower Development in the ] 298
Pyrmont Electric Drawbridge in Australia *387
Pyrometer Compensated for Room Temperature. ... ^424

Quartz Lamp. (Editorial) 04
Quebec Cantilever Bridge 291
Question Box of American Street and Interiirban
Railway Engineering Association

373, 40.6, 434. 450. 460, 461
Question Bos of National Electric Light Association.
^ 23. 503, 505
Questions and Answers n 29

49. 67. 87, *109. •128. 146. 164. 183. •201, •219*
273, 292, 33S. 360, 375, •395, 413, 431, 448. 466. 487

Radio-phone. (See Wireless Telephony.)
Radio-telegraph Extensions in Canada 65
Radio-telegraphy. (Notes).. 55. 134, 152, 173, 226, 402
Radio-telegraphy, British Postmaster-general's Re-

port on 269
Radio-telegraphy in France 287
Radio-telegraphy in Great Britain-. . .45, 64, 69, 109, 223
Radio-telegraphy in Great Britain. (Editorial) . . . 124
Radio-telegraphy. Progress of 237
Radio-telegraphy. (See also Wireless Telegraphy.)
Radium as a Curative 145
Radium, Largest Quantity of 425
Rae, Frank B. (Electrical Co-operator's Creed) ... 88
Rail Corrugation 332
Railroad Shops. Power House of the "Big Four"..*306
Railroad Signals. (See Signals.)
Railroads, Electrification of. (See Electrification.)
Railroads, Steam and Electric, Competition Be-
- tween 435
Railroads. (See also Locomotives.l
Rails, Electric 356
Rails, Electric Welding of 246, •348. 356
Rail, Tee. in Cities, Use of. By C. G. Reel ^444
Rail Testing 430
Railway Accidents. (See Accidents.)
Railway, Electric, Assessment In Illinois 416
Railwav, Electric, Earl^ Development of the. In the

West". By Aaron K. Stiles *250
Railway, Electric, Organization for the. By H. S.

Cooper 453
Railway, Electric, Power Plant of the Antwerp ^211
Railwav, Electric, Rise of the. By Blon J. Arnold. .'232
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Railway, Electric, Scbaffhausen-Schleitheim 2G5
Railway,, Electric, System. Inland Empire *305
Railway Equipment, Maintenance and Inspection

of 33S. *350
Railway Equipment, Report of Committee on. (Edi-

torial) 32S
Railway Extension in Northern California '2i^Q

Railway Fares in London ITl
Railway Freight Line, Electric 112
Railway Maintenance, Cost of 429
Railway Motors *210
Railway Operation, Facts and Problems of. By

Frant J, Sprague 83
Railway Operation, Report on 330
Railway Profession, Technical Training and the.... 505
Railway Rates. Electric, in London 507
Railway Safety-device Investigation 4S
Railway Signal Association 327
Railway Signal. (See Signal.)
Railway. Street, Car Manufacture 277
"Railway, Street. Investments, American." (Bool;

Review) Ill
Railway Telegraph Superintendents' Association,

Meeting of 8
Railway Traction, Heavy Electric, Report on 330
Railways, Electric *2D0, *219. *255,

273, *291. 'Sll, 337, 355, 3T5, 395, 413, 431, 44S
Railways. Electric, and Steam Railroads, Competi-

tion Between 435
Railways, Electric and Steam, Interchange of

Freight Between. (Editorial) 270
Railways, Electric, Freight on *305, 330, *3SS
Railways. Electric, German Commissioners Study.. *2S7
Railways, Electric, in Europe ". 226
Railways, Electric, in Kansas City, Early 251
Railways, Electric Interurban, in the Central States.

(Map) • • 234
Railways, Electric, Long-distance Travel on 429
Railways, Electric, of U. S., Germans to Study SI
Railways, Electric, Popularity of. (Editorial) ISO
Railways. Electric, Preferable to Gasoline Cars.

(Editorial) .104
Railways, Electric, Subsidies for. (Editorial) 410
Railways, Electric, Twenty-five vs. Fifteen Cycles

for. By N. W. Storer : 129
Railways, Electric vs. Steam. (See also Locomo-

tivesO
Railways. Interurban. By Hugh J. McGowan 452
Railways, Interurban, Around Chicago. (Editorial) ISO
Railways, Interurban, Near Rome, Italy *119
Railways. Interurban, Not an Additional Burden on

City Streets 4
Railways, Interurban, Two-cent Fare Applies to.

(Editorial) S4
Railways, Rebuilding of Chicago Street *34j

Railways, Standard-gauge. Battery-propelled Cars
on '214

Railways, Street, in Great Britain, Report of Na-
tional Civic Federation on 61

Railways, Electric. (See also Direct-current, Elec-

tric Railways, Single-phase, Single Rail, Three-
phase.)

Ramsay Reported to Resolve Copper into Elements. 80
Rapid City, S. D., Power Development at 503
Rates, Electric 185
Rates, Electric and Gas, in Rio de Janeiro 4SS
Rates, Electric, in Minneapolis. 4S9'
Rates in La Crosse, State Commission Increases... 378
Rates in New Bremen *S9
Rates, "Long-hour" 184
Rates, State Commission to Increase. (Editorial).. 372
Rates, (See also Cost, Lighting Rates. Railway

Rates, Sliding Scale, Telegraph Rates, Telephone
Rates, etc.)

Razor, Brigbam's Electric 406
Reardon, T. H. (Electric Power for Artificial Re-

frigeration) 501
Reed, W. Edgar 401
Reel. C. Gordon. (Use of Tee Rail in Cities) *444
Reflection, Coeflicients of Diffuse, Bell on lOG
Reflector. "Helmet" *205
Refrigeration, Artificial. (Editorial) ' 50O
Refrigeration. Artificial, Electric Power for. By

T. H. Reardon 501
Regulation. Standardization Rules on 50
Regulations. Electrical, in London 1S9
Relays. (See Telegraph Relays.)
Renovator. Electric •296
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Inaugurates New

Courses 499
Repeater, Telephone. (See Telephone Repeater.)
Residence Lighting : 148
Resistance and Copper Loss of Transformers, Meas-

uring 1G8
Resistance Coil. Vosmayer's. (Patent) *351
Resistance Devices 206
Resistances and Grounded Neutrals. By F. G. Clarl;.*315
Resistances, Car 291
Resistances, Electrolytic, Measurement of 349 -

Resistances for Electric Railways 255
Resistances in Telephone and Telegraph Practice. .*131
Resistances, Series, and the Grounded Neutral "313
Resistances, Taper of Starting-bos 183
Resonance 129, 183
Resonance Formula 292
Resuscitation from Electric Shock •405
Rheostat, Accelerating, J. W. Corning on the 332
Rheostats, New Motor 'Ol
Rheostats, Ward Leonard Motor-starting •295
Rhodes, George I. (Grounded Neutral on High-

tension System of Interborough Rapid Transit
Company) 415

Richards, C. R., on Purdue University 127
Richards, J. W., on Electrotbermic Reduction of

Iron Ores 325
Rtchey, A. S., on Technical Training and the Elec-

tric-railway Profession 506
Rlckenbaugb's Artistic Lighting Fixture 'SSO
Rio de Janeiro. Electric and Gas Rates In ; . 488
Rising, Charles L., Death of 54
Roadbed Construction of Electric Railroads 3o5
Robb, John M 3«3
Roberts, William, on Controllers 332
Roberts, Wlllijim. on Lightning Arresters 333
Robinovitch'H Expf;rlments on Electric Sleep '405
Robinson, Sir Clifton 455
Itock-cn'stal Electrolier •435
Rockdale, Texas, Lignite Coal KIclds at 02
Koebllng Company's KInkora Works "^GD
Rogers' Dam Project 'SI
Rome, Italy, Interurban Traction Lines Near. By

A. De Courcy 'IIO
Roof Paper, Electricity Id ibo Manufacture of. By

L. B. Van Nuys 423
Rcsa. E. B.. Invo-stlgatloDB of. (Editorial) 428
Rotary CondenHfjrH Used to Control Potential 4G8
Rotary Converter, First 2,000-klIowatt Vertical-

shaft •462
Rotarj- Converter on Electric Railways, Introduc-

tion of 232
Rorn.-y Converter, Vcrtlcal-shaft. 'Editorial) 482
R',t.-iry ConverterH for Ilnllwny Work 406
V.'.v:l:iT>f} Antom.nllc Telegraph 'aTO
!v. m .- It; . I'se Tclcphonlc." (Book Kcvlew). 14!>
l: '•r Si. !,- Arc..» 02
:: . rir, - ir, iu Tor Alternator "^Ol

Russell. W. E. (Best Ways to Meet Gas and Gaso-
line Competition) 184

Russia, Engineering in 448
Rust, Samuel. (Best Ways to Meet Gas and Gaso-

line Competition) 184
Ryan, W. D. (Arc and Incandescent Lighting Com-

pared) 317
Ryan's Photometer *203

Safety-device Investigation 48
Safety Devices for Electric Cars 339
St. John, C. S *433
St. Lawrence River Improvement 460
St. Louis, Consolidation of Electric Companies in.. 478
Salesmanship. Moody's "Men Who Sell Things."

(Book Review) 430
Salt Lake City and Portland, Electric Railway Be-
tween 312

Sammett, M. A. (Trials of the Operating Man) . . 220
San Bernardino's Power Plants Destroyed by Land-

slide 447
Sanborn, Mrs. F. Violet, Lectures on Domestic
Electricity 433

San Francisco Gas-engine Electric Power Plant.... 271
San Francisco, Store Lighting in 478
San Francisco, Strikes in

17, 37, 54, 75, 95, 151, 172, 279, 299, 319, 343
San Francisco, Telegraph' Strike in 4, 28
San Francisco, Telephone Situation in 397
San Francisco. (See also Pacific Slope—Corre-

spondence.)
San Jose. Municipal Lighting in 279
Sand Boxes on Electric Cars 355
Sanitary Distl-ict of Chicago. (See Chicago.)
Savoia Tunnel, Electrical Operation of 314
Sarnia Tunnel Equipment 486
Satterfleld. Edward 509
Saunders' Detector for Current Theft *480
Saxony, Water Powers Neglected in 297
.sayers' "Brakes for Tramway Cars." (Book Review) 414
Schaffhausen-Schleitheim Electric Railway. By Dr.
Alfred Gradenwitz *265

Schattner's Electrolytic Meter *496
Scheible, Albert. (Electric Street Lighting 20 Years
Ago) •235*

Scheible's Arc-lamp Pulley *259
Seherck, L. H., on Illuminating Engineering and

Central-station Practice 105
Scherrer, Frank J 343
Schildhauer, Edward 456
Schlcuter's Floor-surfacing Machine *91
Schools, Trade, Needed 23
Schools. (See also Education, Societies and Schools.)
Schultz's "Die Krankheiten Elektrischer Maschinen."

(Book Review) 187
Schureman's Combination Starter *275
Schwartz, Alfred, on the New Technology 406
Scotland Yard Connected tp Public Telephone Sys-
tem 106

Scott, Charles F. (Electric Power Transmission) . . 236
Scribner, Edward E 383
Schureman Company's Combination Motor Starter. .*377
Sea-sounder as Safeguard Against Shipwreck 197
Seaman, Edwin H. (New York Electrical Show)..*289
Searchlight, Moderate-sized, for the Merchant Ma-

rine. By Alfred Gradenwitz *Z03
Second-hand Machinery, Clearing House for *250
Secondary Connections of Transformers 201
Soitz, Charles H., Death of 412
Selenium 431
Selenium and Antimonite Similar 23
Selenium Cells. (Editorial) 308
Selenium Cell. New Type of *407
Selig, E. T. (Best Ways to Meet Gas and Gasoline

Competition) 185
Selling Current for Warships 433
Selling Electricity. (Department)

10, SS, 1S4, 274, 357, 378, *432, *4S0
Selling Electricity, F. H. Plaice on. (Editorial). ... 84
Selling Electricity and Increased Sales to Present
Consumer 357

Selling Electricity in New Bremen •SO
Selling Electricity. (See also Advertising, New Busi-

ness, Salesmanship.)
Separator, Wait's Magnetic Ore. (Patent) *S0
Series Motors for Cranes and Hoists 24
Series-multiple and Series-parallel Distribution. . . .*182
Series-parallel Controllers *255
Series System of Distribution for Street Lighting •164
Sever, Gee. !'., on Relations of Municipalities and

Electrical Contractors 65
Shaad's "Power Stations and Transmission." (Book
Review) 414

Sharp, C. H. (Concepts and Terminology of Illumi-
nating Engineering) lOS

Sharp, C. H.. on Concepts and Terminology of Illu-
minating Engineering) ." 85

- Shasta Power Company 508
Shaving by Electricity 406
Sheboygan. Wis., Wiring Conditions in 103
Sheldon, Samuel, on the Properties of Electrons.... 112
Shipwreck, Sea-sounder as Safeguard Against.

(Patent) 197
Shock, Electric, Sleep and Resuscitation From *405
Shoes, Third-rail 292
Shows. Electrical. (See Electrical.)
Shumway, J. N. C, Death of ^253
Shunt and Series Motors, Comparison of 25
Shutting Down Alternators 51, 52
Sign, Electric. Large 276
Sign, Electric, Largest 165
Sign Flasher ." •471
Signs, Electric 274
Signs, Electric, Taxed in New York 100
Signal System, Railway *44
Signal System, Wireless Police Patrol 287
Signaling on Locomotive Cabs 490
Signaling Plant. D. L. & W 454
Signaling System, Telephonic Marine, In the St.
Lawrence 218

Signaling Systems. Rules for 486
Signals, Northwestern Railroad 152
Signals, Railroad, in Chicago *477
Silicon Monoxide, li. N. Potter on 325
Simplon Tunnel 418
Simplon Tunnel, Second 132
SImpIon Tunnel, Traffic Results of 449
Single-gap Arrester 71
Single-phase Catenary Line Construction. By G. D.

Nlcholl 272
Single-phase Electric Locomotive •327
Single-phase Electric Railway System 431
Single-phase Electric Railways, Frequency for 129
Slngle-pha.se High-tension Power Transmission. By

E. J. Young •JOS
Single-phase Motor Doslgn, Simplification In •407
SlnglepJiase .Motor, General Electric ^359
Slr.glephase Motors for Electric Railways 233
Siiiglt'-pbase Operation on (he Erie Railroad. By
W. N. Smith •2S4

Single-phase Power TnmsmlsBlon. (Editorial) 446
Single-phase Railway Installations 330
Single-phase Service on N. Y., N. li. & Hartford 90
SlDt'k-phase System to Be tlscd on German Railways, •287
Single-phase vs. Polyphase Railway System 413

Single-phase vs Three-phase Generation for Stngle-
puase Railways. By A. H; Armstrong ^22

Single Rail, Brennan's no
Single-rail Railroad I6
Skinner, J.. S. (Increased Sales to the Present Con-
sumer) 357

Sleep, Electric. (Editorial) 410
Sleep, Electric, and Resuscitation from Electric Shock.
By Alfred Gradenwitz *405

Sleeping Cars, Electric, in Indianapolis 225
Sliding Scale in Boston 25
Sliding Scale in London. (Editorial) 26
Small, S. J., Suspended by Telegraphers' Union 310
Smelting, Electric, in Ottawa 394
Smith, R. A., on Municipal Electrical Inspection 123
Smith, Richard R 363
Smith. W. N., on Electrification of Steam Rail-
roads 394_ 47S

Smith, W. N. (Single-phase Operation on the
Rochester Division of the Erie Railroad) *284

Smith's Electric Hammer *445
Smoke Nuisance, Abatement of .'..'. ' 5
Smoke Prevention, Grate Position as Affecting 44
Societies and Schools is 38

55, 76, 116, 134, 152, 173, 191, 209, 226, 263, '280!
300, 321, 304, 383, 402, 420, 438, 456, 474 492 509

Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education,
Meeting of, July 1-3 23

Socket-, Lamp. (See Lamp Socket.)
Sodium as a Conductor of Electricity 18
Soldering Iron, Electric ; #460
Solenoid, Multiple, Railway Signal System .' •44
Soliciting for New Business 10
Soliciting. (See also New Business, Selling EieV-

tricity.)

Solicitor, Helps to a i62
Somerville Power Plant. Gas Engines at.....!."!!. 340
Southeastern States. (Correspondence)

„ •
• • 73, 151, 190, 260, .342, 361

Southeastern Telephone Developments 341
Southern Pacific, Electrification of 266
Southern Pacific, Electrification of. (Editorial) ... . 160
Southwestern Electrical and Gas Association, Meet-
„ iiig of 481
Space Telegraphy. (See Radio-telegraphy, Wireless

Telegraphy.)
Spark Coils ^qq
Sparking Battery, "Combat Igniter" .....'..!..'..'.' •iss
Spellmire, W. B. (Electrical Machinery Used in Coal
and Coke Operations) *481

Spencer, Paul. (Local Organizations of the Ameri-
can Institute of Electrical Engineers) 4VC

Spice's Third-rail Ice Cutter •179
Spietschka's Motor-driven Planing and Polishing
Device *197

Spokane and Inland Empire Railroad Company •305
Spokane, German Electric-railway Commissioners in.
By August Wolf ' ^287

Sprague, Frank J., Appointed to Report on Electrifi-
cation of Southern Pacific. (Editorial) 160

Sprague, Frank J. (Facts and Problems of Electric
Trunk-line Operation) •. 83

Stadelmann's "Der SchalttafelwJirter." (Book Re-
view) 1S7

Standardization. (Editorial) .- 328
Standardization, Central Electric Railway Association

Plans 201
Standardization, H. H. Adams on 309, 331
Standardization, J. I. Beggs on 331
Standardization of Wire 65
Standardization, Report on .329, 330, 332
Standardization Rules 27, 50, 68
Standardization Rules. (Editorial) 6
Stanislaus Power Project 143
Starter, Schureman's Combination ; . .•275
Starting Box Resistances, Taper of ! . . . . 183
Starting Up Alternators 51
Starting Switch. (See Switch.)
Static Converter ]cn
"Statistical Record of Progress" 430
Stealing Current. (See 'ITieft.)

Steam Boilers. (See Boilers.)
Steam Engine vs. Gas Engine *256
Steam-engineering Division of U. S. Fueltesting
Plant •100

Steam Engines in Central Stations 9
Steam Power for Small Central Stations 183
Steam Turbine and Alternator, Test of a 1,000-kilo-
watt *iss

Steam-turbine Demonstration by United States Navy. 295
Steam Turbine-generator, Curtis •294
Steam-turbine Plant at Toulouse 53
Steam Turbine, Steinmetz's 460
Steam Turbine, Test of Westinghouse-Parsons 316
Steam Turbines 29
Steam Turbines. Allis-Chalmers !!!! 337
Steam Turbines, Allis-Chalmers Report on 354
Steam Turbines and Generators in Textile Mills •SeO
Steam Turbines Discussed by Engineering Associa-

tion 334
Steam Turbines for Mauretania '327
Steam Turbines in Japan 412
Steam Turbines in Textile Mills at Lawrence, Mass.. 28
Steam Turbines of Blue Island Power Station •ISS
Steam Turbines, Quick Delivery of ^377
Steam Turbines. Westinghouse-Parsons 316
Steel-hardening Metals, Investigation of 63
Steel in Superheated Lines 450
Steel Poles on Lockport-Chicago Transmission Line.. •175
Steinmetz, C. P. (Lightning and Lightning Protec-

tion) 47, 71
Steinmetz, C. P.. on Electrification of Steam Rail-
roads 394

Steinmetz, C. P., on Grounding of Neutrals. (Edi-
torial) 308

Steinmetz, C. P., on Lightning and Lightning Pro-
tection. (Editorial) 40

Steinmetz, C. P., on Lightning Protection 429
Steinmetz, C. P., on Single-phase Power Transmis-

sion. (Editorial) 446
Steinmetz. C, P., on Underloaded Induction Motors. . 8
Steinmetz's Steam Turbine 460
Sterretl. Douglas B., on Mica 145
Stiles, Anron K. (Early Electric-railway Develop-
ment In the West) •250

Stone, Charles W. (Raising of Power Factor and
Regulation of Potential, by Use of Rotary Con-
densers) •408

Storage Batteries 400, 4S7, ri03

Storage Batteries, Charging of 375
Storage Battery of Hotel La Relne •358
Storage Battery, Wostlnghouse *33
Storage Battery. (See also Battery-propelled Cars.)
Store Lighting. (Editorial) 308
Store Lighting, Department •32
Store Lighting in Snn Francisco 478
Store. Lighting of a Large Retail 310
Storer. N. W., on Electrification of Steam Rallrrtads. 304
Storer, N. W. (Twenty-five vs. Fifteen Cycles for

Ilcftvv Railways) 120
SKtrer, N. W.. on Controllers 332
Stott, II. G. (American Institute of Electrical En-

gineers) 310
Slott, 11. G,, on Grounded Neutral In Illgb-tonslon
System '..... 304

Stout, F. .L. Deatb of 262
Stove, Electric Portable. (Patent) •J97
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Slove, Kloiitiic. (See iiIno Ciioklni:.)

Sl<»vi' KIroless. luul lOh-pli-lc ('(ioUIiik. (Kdltorliil) . .
.

Mil

Sliv.'l Air-lu'rt. {See AirlieK.)

Sh'i'i'i l.ik'liMti^'. (See nhitniniillnii. I.nmpH. MRlilInt;.)

Sli'"'"'i ItnlUviiy Assni'liilldti ot New ^ orU, Nleellnc

Sli-ei't KnilwtlJH. (Sec ItilllwU.VN.

)

SlrlUe. (See Sun KnilielMeo, TeleKl-npll.

)

Sulmlilh'K r.ii- KU'clrle HiillroiHlH. (Kdltul'Iill )
Ili>

Siih sliill.ms 11 ( V.u-kHlilrr •I'J'i

SliliililllniiM nl' i'.Vi'nl \\'estrl-n Kllllwnv * 1 Ti"

Siili-shUlnii ill' EtticlieMler I-HvImIoii of Krle Unlli'ond. . •'JS.'V

Suli Hintions iif McKell Coiil niut Coke Comimiiy •11*5

Siihwiiy In I'lirls Sllil

Siiliwjiy In I'lii'Is. New -i^'*

Snliwjiys 111 ('liicnK" 411
Siihwuvs. (See iilso Tnnnels.)
Suction I'roducer fins ns a Means of Generating ^

I'ower. IJy .T. II. Cliipporton •2-»»

Sue/, Cnnal SeiireliilKlils
•J»-[

Sninnoi-'s Tower I'lie tor Indicator •j-'o

Snnheam TtintiiUnn Lump "'oO

Sunnv. B. 11. (Elcctrleiil Uphnlldhi),' of the West).. 2-10

Superlioated Steam, FUthiRs for. Uy August 11.

Kruosl *1'*0

Supply liuslnesa, LOIeetrleal. (See Kleclrleiil.)

Smfaco-contact System Adopted hy liondon County
Council l\x

Surl'iu-e coiiliu-t System, O. H M^
Suspt'osinii liisnlalor for HIkIi vnlliiKc Transmission. *2i>7

Susiiuclmiuiii. Annllier Tuwer I'roject on 292
Swlicli, Auluiiialic Starting, for Induction Motors... *S2
Switchboard of the Commercial National BnnU Jlulfd-

InK *-l41

Switchboard Operator. Stadelmann's "Per Schait-

tafclwllrter." (Book Review) 3 §7
Swltchlioiird, 'relcplionc. Plrinun's Multiple *3;^i3

SwUchhoard, Telephone, Tanlalum LlRht for. fKdl-

toi-lal) 410
Switchboard, Three-phase 44.3

Switchboards of Great Western Uallway *loG
Switchboards, Telephone. Kvolutlon of *242

Switch, Canopy, on Electric Cars 291
Switch. New "Kappa" *-i^^

Switch Tarts and Tanel Circuits *1G7
Switches for Transmission Lines *~

Switches, Ilailroad, in Chicago *-177

Switches, Shallow Pushbutton * *113
Switches, Trumbull Combination *]SS
Switching: Devices. Development of 2.37

Switching Plant. D. L. & W 45-1

Switching I^lant at Lucerne *G0
Sydney. Accidents to Submarine Cables in 396
Sydney, Australia, Electric Drawbridge at '387
Synchronizing 51
Synchronizing, Electrical, with a Tuning Fork 45
Synchronous Motors, Use of 4CS

Tague. William 101
Tantalum 327
Tantalum Lamp 166
Tantalum Lamp for Telephone Switchboard. (Edi-

torial) 410
Tantalum Lamp, Sunbeam 439
Tantalum Lamps for Alternating- Current 429
Tantalum Stronger than Steel 177
Tantalum. Value of, for Electrolytic Rectifiers 125
'I'aper of Starting-box Resistances 183
Tariff, Canadian 276
Taylor's Fails' Electric Transmission Plant, New

Business Secured by. (Editorial) 288
Technical Training and the Electric- railway Pro-

fession 505
Teehnolexicon, Abandonment of Worlc on. (Edi-

torial) 428
TeS Rail in Cities. Use of *444
U'elegraph and Telephone in China 131
Telegraph and Telephone on Single-phase Rochester

Division of Erie 2S6
Telegraph and Telephone Properties in Iowa 411
Telegraph, Automatic. (Editorial) 372
Telegraph Companies Deny Joint Action 297
Telegraph Notes 38, 76, 364
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Llchtenberg Gas-engine Central Sta-
tion.

Bv FuANK C. Pkkkins.

Some of the German ecntral stations in small

towns and villages arc provided with intcrnal-

coinbustion engines instead of steam engines, this

tyi)e of prime mover being considered economical

for small plants, particidarly where illuminating

gas can be obtained as a fuel at low prices, as is

the case in many sections of that country.

.\ number of the smaller cities have installed gas-

engine-driven central stations, using gas producers

connections being made so that in case of an

emergency illuminating gas may be employed at a

moment's notice.

The storage-battery plant has a caiiacity of 65

kilowatt-hours at normal discharge rate, and dur-

ing light load the engines and generators arc stor-

ing current to be employed during the peak of the

load when both the engine plant and the storage

battery are working together.

On the lighting circuits there arc 800 incan-

descent lamps of 50 watts each, connected together

with 48 arc lamps of 10 amperes each, while the

power service includes a large number of small

Transformer Peak Loads.
An important jirobkin iji the operation of cen-

tral-station service is the selection of the proper

size of transformers in relation to the peak load

anticipated. If too low capacity is selected on the

one hand, great danger of burnouts is liable to

result at a time when the majority of the com-

pany's consumers demand the best service.

In electric-railway work it is not a very serious

matter if the voltage in the rush hours drops off

somewhat below the average on the lines during

the hours of lighter tralTic, but in central-station

practice the conditions are radically different. In

GAS-ENGINE-DRIVEN CENTRAL STATION AT LICHTENBERG, NEAR BERLIN, GERMANY.

of the suction type to good advantage. The ac-

companying illustration shows such a station at

Lichtenberg, near Berlin. This city has a popula-

tion of 43,370 and is supplied with electric current

for light and power service from a three-wire sys-

tem of direct-current mains with a pressure of

2 X 220 volts. A storage-battery plant is utilized

in connection witli the gas-engine installation for

regulation and for caring for the peak of the load.

In the power house, as noted in the picture,

there are two units of 300 horsepower each, di-

rectly coupled to direct-current dynamos of 220
volts. The end-cell switches of the storage-battery
installation are mounted on the switchboard in the
gallery shown in the background, together with
the generator switches, rheostats and measuring
instruments necessary for such a plant. There are
nine marble panels in this board, si-x of which are
already equipped with electrical instruments and
switches for tjie present plant, the others being
held in reserve for an extension of the power
equipment.

The two 300-horsepower gas engines are sup-
plied with fuel from a gas-producer plant of 500-
horscpower capacity, this being a double-acting
Nuremberg gas generator which will carry a load
of considerably above the normal rating.
The Lichtenberg gas engines are so arranged that

they may be operated either from producer gas or
from illuminating gas, as desired, the necessary

motors having a total capacity of S72 horsepower.

The plant cost about 675,000 marks ($162,000)

and is said to have given an excellent account of

itself in the past year. The rate charged for light-

ing service is 40 pfennig (9.6 cents) per kilowatt-

hour, and for power service II pfennig (2.64 cents)

up to s,ooo kilowatt-hours ; above this the charge
being reduced to 10 pfennig (2.4 cents) per kilo-

watt-hour.

It is maintained that the gas engine in its pres-

ent state of development with the modern gas pro-

ducer is an ideal prime mover for small electric-

lighting stations in towns and villages as well as

the smaller cities ranging up to 50,000 inhabitants.

Impregnation of Poles.
William L. Hall, chief of the United States

Forest Service, says that while the work of im-
pregnating poles by the open-tank or brush treat-

ment has been too recent to permit the decay of
the poles in any event, he is nevertheless prepared
to say without hesitation that the increase in life

of the poles will be more than sufficient to repay
the cost of treatment. He adds :

*' It is well known
that a . thorough impregnation with a good grade
of creosote will render wood immune to decay for

a long term of years, and judging from the con-
dition of the butts of the poles after treatment

by the open-tank process and from our knowledge
of the antiseptic qualities of the preservative, there

can be little doubt as to the securing of a decided

increase in life."

the former case schedules may be slowed down
a little and the lamps in the cars may not give

quite as satisfactory light. It is a question of the

increased cost of extra feeders balanced against

the expense of a few more minutes' layover allow-

ance at the ends of the lines, including the expense
of "setback" cars. Reduced voltage on residence

lighting circuits, however, appears at once in poor
illumination, and as many rooms are lighted with

but one or two i6-candlepower lamps at a time
the fall in potential at the lamp, due to inadequate

transformer capacit3% is much more serious in

its effect on the lighting of the individual room.
Too high capacity in the individual transformer

means excessive core and primary resistance losses,

with unduly high interest and depreciation charges.

While circumstances in a general way limit the

desirable size in each particular case, it is fair to

assume with transformers of reliable make that

each unit is good for from 25 to 50 per cent, over-
load during the hours of peak consumption. To
quite an extent the ratio depends upon the length
of time the peak load is on. If the peak lasts

about half or three-quarters of an hour at the

outside the capacity of the transformer can be
safely figured at from 50 to 60 per cent, of the
maximum. If the load consists of lights only, the
connected capacity can be, close to the peak value.

If small motors and lights are run off the same
transformer it is seldom wise to allow the con-
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nected capacity to greatly exceed 50 per cent, more

than the peak load.

It is advantageous to determine the actual maxi-

mum load on the individual transformer after it is

placed in service, in order to be sure that no un-

known factors have entered' the operating situation.

Probably the best way to do this is to install tem-

porarily a Wright demand meter on the primary

side of the transformer. It was pointed out in

the 1907 National Electric Light Association Ques-

tion Box that some electric manufacturing com-

panies make a current transformer of the split-

ring type, which can be clamped around a wire

without cutting into it. These instruments are

insulated for use on 2,300-volt circuits and are

furnished with leads and portable ammeters, the

sizes being 125 and 250 amperes in two cases.

The load on the primary side of a transformer

can be readily measured in this way, though small

transformers can be conveniently checked by meas-

uring the secondary current. The great advantage

of the Wright demand meter for this work, how-

ever, is its continuous record of the maximum
current consumption, regardless of the time of day

or night at which it occurs. Approximations are

therefore avoided. Mr. F. C. Sargent of the Mai-

den (JIass.) Electric Company uses for this pur-

pose a plug made with a cable attachment, the

plug being a duplicate of the plug used on the

cut-out of the transformer. By removing the trans-

former plug and inserting the cable plug, the cable

being attached to a Wright demand meter, and

leaving it in circuit three days to a week, the

maximum load can be easily determined. The me-

ter goes in series with one primary lead.

H. S. K.

a
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Soma Power Transmission Economics.'

By Fe.^nk G. Baum.

In designing power transmission systems it
'

is

always w^ell to bear in mind that the ultimate de-

velopment of the art and of the country has not

yet been reached. The wise manager or engineer
builds to meet existing, conditions, looking into the

FIG. 3. POLE-TOP EXTENSION.

connected on the primary, with grounded neutral,

and open delta on the secondary. Neither the

power consumer nor the power-house operator has

note'd* anything unusual.

Eor larger sub-stations a single three-phase transr

mission line supplies the load, even where- the
length is 50 miles or more. The consumer cannot
afford to pay for a duplicate line when the output
per year of the factory is practically unaffected
by interruptions. Interruptions amounting to one
hour per montli would be one-seventh of one per
cent, of the total time, and the power company
that has an average of an hour's interruption per

Distances in feet.

PROFILE OF MOUNTAIN POLE LINE.

future as far as he can. It may not be as difficult

to determine the proper power station and line to

build when unlimited capital and ideal power con-

ditions e.xist as when there is restricted capital,

limited revenue and low-priced power at the con-

sumer's end.

To illustrate the necessity- ,of doing things in in-

expensive ways in the early development of an art,

a business or a country, some examples are given
of the work done on the system of the California

Gas and Electric Corporation. Along some of the
lines where the load is small, one wire only is

run to the sub-station, an inexpensive building,

and one transformer, with ground return, is in-

stalled. One-phase motors are used. For larger
stations, sometimes up to 500 kilowatts, two wires

month is certainly giving very bad service. It is

evident that the construction of a duplicate pole-

line for such service is entirely unwarranted.
As to the construction of pole -lines, it has been

found that in some parts of the West where cedar
poles may be purchased at a low price, this class

of pole lines is -still the most economical, and
everyone must admit that this type of construc-

tion has proved remarkably effective. . Of course
under certain conditions tower lines only would be

considered, but two wooden pole lines entering a

city by two different routes will give greater re-

liability than any two-circuit tower line that can
be built. The cost of a two-circuit tower line

would be as great as that of two pole lines. A
line using tower construction requires a private

struction lie in the use of the hills for the struc-

tures and in using long spans. In some cases the

amount saved in clearing, in poles, insulators and
labor will amount to 50 per cent.

Fig. I shows a profile of a line recently con-

structed, the middle section of which consists of

a series of spans varying in length from 700 to

2,700 feet. It will be seen that by taking advan-
tage of the hills to form the greater part of the

height of the structure great economy results. A
span of 3,000 feet, with an allowable sag of 300
feetj_ would, if on the level, require towers over

300 feet high, while in this line on similar spans
simple wooden pole strctures 30 feet high are all

that is necessary. The profile of a line of this kind

is first determined, and the span-length and struc-

tures designed so that the wires clear the -ground
sufficiently^ This gives an economical and satis-

factory line.

On long spans the wires are spread at the

structures as shown. In addition the top or middle
wire is given 10 to 40 feet less sag (depending
on the span) than any of the others. One of the

outside wires is also given 5 to 20 feet less sag
than the other. In this way there is obtained a

vertical separation at the middle of the span ; and
10 feet of vertical separation is better than 20
feet of horizontal, because the wires then cannot

FIG. 4. THREE POLE GROUPING OF OIL SWITCHES.

come together, even when acted upon by gusts of

wind having a tendency to lift the wires. Spans
greater than 2,000 feet are not installed except in

certain cases where it can scarcely be avoided.

Spans of 600 to 1,500 feet give the best line.

Fig. 2 shows standard types of pole structures

used on some of the mountain lines recently con-

structed in California. Structures of this kind

are also sometimes used for river crossings where
the cost of steel towers is prohibitive, or the time

too short to install them. These are sometimes
over 100 feet high.

Referring to old lines which were constructed 10

or even five years ago; nearly all the lines v.'ere

built with 40 poles to the. mile, using 35-foot poles.

Now the tendency is to use longer spans on ac-

count of the lower cost and the reduced number
of insulators or weak points in the line. Some of

these old lines have later to be reconstructed for a

higher voltage, and in order to obtain a reasonably

good line and also to reduce the cost for insu-

lators and future line maintenance it is advisable

in reconstructing to reduce the number of poles.

To do this the supporting points of the wires must
be raised higher above the ground. In order to

accomplish the result of reinsulating and recon-

structing several hundred miles of line (which
would have kept all the insulator factories busy
for two years furnishing insulators for the old

type of construction), the pole-top extension shown
in Fig. 3 was used. This has proved effective. By

/I

i

'

—Spans up to 500
rfoot Trianele.

Structure 2.—Spans 500 to 700 ,

feet, y-ioot Trianelc.
Structure 3.—Spans 700 to 900 feet,

ii-foot Trianelc.
Structure 4.—Spans 900 to 2,000 feet,

16-foot Structure,
Structure 5.—Spans 2,000 to 3.000 feel,

24-foot Structure.

F.G. 2. STANDARD TYPES OF POLE STRUCTURES USED IN CALIFORNIA.

arc run to the sub-station, and by using ground
return on the primary and open delta on the sec-

ondary, three-phase motors arc- operated. Loads
as large as 1,500 kilowatts have been carried to

a distance of 100 mijcs on two transformers Y-

I. Abstract of a paper read at the convention of the American
In^tiioie of Electrical EosioeerB. Niagara Falls, N. Y., June 26.

right-of-way, and in a new country it may not be

possible to pay from the earnings tlic interest on
the increased cost of the right-of-way as well as

on the tower construction. The engineer, of

course, always prefers the best conslruclion, but

he must consider the net revenue to be derived
from an enterprise in a given number of years.

In mountain sections the economies of Hnc con-

using this pole-top extension, every other pole is

taken out. with a saving of $9 per pole for new
insulators, with the additional salvage of the old

pules, arms, pins and insulators. Where sufficient

height can be obtained by putting the arm below
the top of the pole this construction may be sim-

plified in the fastening of the arm and pipe to the

pole.
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AnolluT impnrlrint .•idjiim-l ' of llie Ivaiismission

line is llu- switclu'S. nil :u\il <lisc<iniK-clmK. Il wiU

be fmmcl thiit the srimc ;irKiiiiieiUs renardniK

iTon(iniic.-:il line constriiclion apply to switclics. In

selecting switelics and stnicUires for liigli-tcnsion

lines il is well to bear in mind Ibat tbc nltimale

development bas not yet been reaebcd, In solv-

ing bur switch problem tliis was kept in mind at all

times.

The first high-tension oil switches were made

as inexpensive and as simple as possible. These

operated so satisfactorily that we became con-

vinced of the success of the type and soon changed

to a more substantial form. They are generally

installed for hand operation. .Mlbough we liave

more than too of these switches on our lines, and

nearly 1,000 miles at 6o,oco volts all tied together,

and over 50,000 kilowatts in generators operating
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FIG. 5. OUTDOOR TWO-BREAK AIR SWITCH.

on the lines at all times, the switches, although

cheaply constructed, have given excellent results.

All line switching is done on these high-tension

switches, and the plants and lines are separated

thereby in case of trouble. The stations are syn-

chronized at sub-stations, which are 100 to 150

miles from any power station.

We have now adopted two-break switches fo-

the ordinary station and four-breaks in each tank

for the heavy service. These switches are grouped
in three-pole arrangement as shown in Fig. 4.

For small sub-stations and for line-sectionalizing

switches and for disconnecting from bus-bars,

switches of the type shown in Figs. 5 to 8 are

used. In handling the high-tension lines these

switches are used as much as the oil switches.

The California Gas and Electric Corporation's

1̂
H

J\y:^.<-'
c*Licni fLppR-,= _i .',^^^£ri.^^

FIG. 8. SIDE VIEW OF OIL SWITCH IN CCMPARTMENT,

SHOWING DISCONNECTING SWITCHES.

pose satisfactorily with the least amount of money
on account of the changes in design which become
apparent as our experience is broadened and as

the industry develops. That there will be further

advances is certain, but as far as high-tension

work is concerned, little of the present apparatus

—

transformers, insulators, switches—need be throw'n

away ; for should the line voltage be forced up, the

present apparatus may be used on the lower voltage

lines. And, too, the high-tension transformer is

so flexible in its operating voltage connections that

use can always be found for it. It is very prob-

able that in time higher voltage trunk lines will

be built which will feed into the present lower

pressure (60,000 volts) lines at various points,

using the present 60,000-volt lines for the primary

distribution, stepping down to about 11,000 for the

regular factory distribution. An example of work
of this kind is shown by our system. A great

many miles of comparatively low-tension lines

—

10,000 to 23,000—have been changed to higher volt-

age, but ail the old line material, switches, insu-

lators, transformers, etc., have been again utilized.

The saving in conducting capacity and the im-

provement in the service and the salvage have

well paid for all the changes. No doubt a part of

the future work of the electrical engineer will be

to redesign and reconstruct the high-tension sys-

tems for the economies to be gained. The ease

by which the change to the higher voltage may
be made as necessity arises is encouraging alike

to the transmission engineer and to the investor.

metallic fracture. It is not oxidized ill the air,

but burns with a bright glow when heated to

redness in oxygen.

A commercial form of electric furnace has been

brought out within a recent period by a prominent

French electrical engineer, M. Girod, after con-

siderable experience in this work. It is now in

operation at the electro-metallurgical works at Al-

herlville and is said to give a very good yield of

ferro-vanadium. As will he noticed in the sectional

view of the furnace, it is of the type known as

peripheric resistance and the material under treat-

ment is placed in the crucible (A), which is made
of graphite or of refractory matter. The resist-

ance which causes the heating of the electric fur-

nace is formed of a mass (R) placed, as shown
in the plan, in the annular space between the fur-

nace walls and the crucible, this being made up

of graphite in the granular or powdered state, or

even agglomerated, and mixed with metallic or

mineral powders. By a judicious use of these ma-
terials the desired resistance to the current can

be obtained, and therefore the temperature which

is needed to give the reaction.

Current is brought to the mass by the two posi-

tive poles (pi) and (p;), and goes off by the

two negative poles (pa) and (pi). Between the

poles are placed refractory brick, which keeps the

current from passing. Even while the current is

kept on the furnace it can be swung about upon
the horizontal shafts (D). Two plate supports

hold the trunnions against the body of the furnace,

I

i

Electric Furnace for Producing Ferro-
vanadium.

In France the preparation of different metals

and alloys on a commercial scale by the electric-

furnace process is being actively carried on in

many large establishments which have been erected

for the purpose during a recent period. The ac-

companying diagrams illustrate a newly designed

furnace w'hich is used to produce an alloy of iron

and vanadium. This product, which is known as

ferro-vanadium, is now employed in considerable

FIG. 6. OUTDOOR SWITCH.

high-tension lines are also practically distributing

lines, as loads are taken off at a great many
points. We have more than 100 sub-stations on
our lines. Such a system is, of course, much more
ditftcult to operate than a straight away line with
a power station at one end and a load at the other.

On the hydraulic construction and also on the

power-house and sub-station installation and con-
struction the engineer is required to devise some-
thing that will pay the largest net income in a

given number of years.

I have given these examples of line and switch
construction to show that the best solution of a
problem may be one which accomplishes the pur-

FIG 7. OUTDOOR SWITCH AND FUSE FOR SMALL SUB-
STATIONS.

SECTIONAL VIEW OF -ELECIEIC FURNACE FOR PRODUCING
FERRO-VANADIUM.

quantity in the different metallurgical industries.

Professor Moissan, in his first researches, suc-

ceeded in forming iron and vanadium alloys in

varying proportions in his tube electric furnace,

and also pure vanadium, mixed with carbon in

different percentages. Thus he obtained ingots of

the metal which contained from nine to 10 per

cent, of carbon by mixing 20 parts carbon and

100 parts vanadic anhydride and submitting the

whole to the heat of an arc which worked at 900

amperes and 50 volts. After continuing the heat

for five minutes or more, the anhydride is re-

duced, and the metallic vanadium is formed in the

tube of the furnace. It is found that the metallic

mass, when it can be obtained with but five per

cent, carbon, has a white color and a brilliant

PLAN VIEW OF ELECTRIC FURNACE FOR PRODUCING FERRO-
VANADIUM.

while a current coupler (B) serves to take the

ends of the cables.

To start up the furnace, the poles can be connected

across by fine iron wires passing from (pi) to

(pa) and from (p.) to (pi), and they become
heated to redness by the passage of the current,

thus causing the graphite mass to heat up. Or a

higher voltage can be used at the beginning of the

heat, about 70 or 80 volts, for instance, while for

the usual working but 20 or 25 volts are needed
for the reduction. The furnace is easily handled
and it allows of reaching a very high temperature,

which is also constant. A ferro-vanadium of very

good quality is now^ being produced in this type

of furnace.

Engineering Features of London Elec-
tricity Supply Bill.

London, June 22.—The London County Council
has now reached the engineering details of its

supply scheme and has placed these before the com-
mittee of the House of Commons which is consid-

ering the bill. Briefly put, it is. the intention,

should the bill pass, to erect a 120,000-kilowatt sta-

tion at Barking, on the banks of the River Thames,
some considerable distance to the east of the area
of supply and from there feed by duplicate mains
21 sub-stations. The area under the scheme com-
prises 451 square miles, of which 117 miles is

within the County of London and 334 in the dis-

tricts around. Of the sub-stations 13 will be inside

the count}' and eight outside.

The generating station will be built in five sec-

tions, two at once, and the remaining three as

the demand occurs. The cost of the first two sec-

tions, which will have an aggregate capacity of

48,000 kilowatts, is estimated at nearly $3,500,000,

including the whole cost of the land. Turbo-alter-

nators are to be installed of 12,000 kilowatts each.

The complete station is estimated to cost £12.26

per kilowatt, taking the normal rating of the sta-

tion, or ig.Si per kilowatt upon the basis of the

overload capacity.

The generating pressure is to be 15,000 volts and
the periodicity 50. Under the bill, electrical energy

is to be supplied to the numerous existing author-

ized distributors and also to power users direct,

the latter being possible under a clause which first

makes it incumbent upon the County Council or its

lessee to demonstrate to the Board of Trade that

the existing supply authority is not doing its duty.

Engineering details have been worked out by

Mr Rider Mr. H. F. Parshall, Mr. R. Hammond
and Mr. J. F. C. Snell. G.



A Proposed Lightning-arrester Test.'

By N. J. Neall.

It is generally recognized that the worst dis-

turbances to an electrical transmission system from

lightning are due to the unbalancing of the circuit

elements after the passage to ground of the initial

lightning charge.

In the development of lightning arresters pro-

vision must be made not only to discharge freely

any atmospheric disturbances which take place

near by, but to prevent, as far as possible, any

short-circuit on the system, which might thereby

arise should two legs of the line be simultaneously

discharged. 'From this it follows that lightning

arresters in the very act of relieving the line

introduce other conditions of potentially great de-

structiveness. such as short-circuits, sudden grounds

and oscillations.

Since it is impossible to predict where any given

Tfi.1V}HJSStON LlNEM/i£.
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FIG. I. PRINCIPLE OF LIGHTNING-ARRESTER TEST.

lightning disturbance will arise on a transmisson

line, the assumption is made here^ that this is

ordinarily of no consequence if it is not at the

lightning protective apparatus. Any source of dis-

turbance other than lightning which causes the

lightning arresters to operate may, however, prop-

erly be included here.

Fig. I shows the elements of the test. A spark

from an induction coil is made to pass over all

the gaps of the lightning arresters under test.

This forms a bridge for either a short-circuit by

line current (provided two legs of the line are

simultaneously discharged) or for the passage of

charging current from the stored capacity of the

system, as the case rnay be.

The apparatus required consists of an induction

coil operated from several cells of a storage bat-

tery by means of a mechanical vibrator. A small

mmmr ,
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PIG- 2. SPECIAL APPLICATION TO LOW-EnuIVALENT

LIGHTNING ARRESTER FOR INITIAL DISCHARGE
OVER ALL GAPS.

switch in series therewith enables the discharge to

be controlled at will. A condenser is placed in

series with each terminal of the induction coil, the

one being grounded and the other being led

through spark-gaps to such a point of the series

of the lightning-arrester gaps that the spark from
the coil will divide and pass over them simul-

taneously in the direction of line and ground, re-

spectively.

Special gaps should be inserted in the induction-

coil spark circuit before connecting to the arrester

under test to prevent a decrease in insulation

strength to ground ' of the arrester itself.

Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5 are self explanatory. It will

be seen from the diagrams that the required insu-

lation strength of the condensers thus used in

t. A paper presented at the convention of (he American InMi-
tute of Electrical Enjinecru, Niagara Palls, N. Y.. June 25. I'joy.

FIG. 3. CONNECTION FOR TESTING LIGHTNING-ARRESTER
GROUP ON THREE-PHASE, SYSTEMS.

testing any polyphase system is only half the
nominal voltage between legs, for two condensers
are always in series. Thus, for a test of a 50,000-
volt line only 25,000-volt condensers are required.
With the exception of several laboratory tests,

made first in Minneapolis in September, 1906, on
a 2,300-volt circuit to prove the elements of the
method, no trials have been made of this method
on transmission lines. There is no apparent rea-
son why it should not be used, save that when
the possibilities of the method are realized most
transmission operators will undoubtedly be afraid
to try it lest it may demonstrate itself too suc-

cessfully.

There are undoubtedly plants in this country,
and perhaps abroad, whose operators would be
glad to avail themselves of any such method of
generating their own "lightning"—to employ a

late application of this term—and the ideas con-
tained herein are therefore presented with the hope
that they may pave the way to increased knowledge
of lightning disturbances and protection against
them.
The following ideas have been suggested in this

connection-:

1. The apparatus must be adjusted in size and
connection to individual requirements.

2. The effect of a disturbance can be measured
positively by the simultaneous use of tell-tale pa-

pers at all known points where discharges take

place to ground.

3. The tests may be varied to suit any require-

ments, namely, short-circuits, grounding, phase to

phase, etc., and may be made simultaneously at ex-

treme points of a line with a duplicate test set if

desired.

The following characteristics have been noted

and should be allowed for

:

1. The coil must give a fat spark of consider-

able length. Such a coil as is used in wireless

telegraphy is well suited to this.

2. The condensers need not be of great capacity.

They may be of heavy glass coated with tin-foil

and immersed in oil in stone jars.

3. There is apparently a definite limit to the

number of gaps over which line voltage will break
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simultaneously with a given static discharge.
This has been noted in several cases and is quite
marked. Any increase in the number of gaps,
while apparently not affecting the spark, will pre-
vent the arc.

4. Cells of storage battery permit the set to

become portable and thus enable field tests easily

to be made.
5. The apparatus may be made quite rugged. In

case of high voltage the exciting-circuit knife-

switch may be opened and closed by an insulating
handle to protect the operator against possible
breakdowns of insulation between line and ground.

6. The advantage in this method lies in its readi-

ness for operation when required; its simphcity,

and the fact that the induction-coil spark does not
coat the cylinders or gaps with any metallic fumes.

7. It may be used for any lightning protective

7?fAJVSM/SS/CA/ LlfJ£ HiA£-S.

FIG. 5. TESTING THE MULTIPLEX PRINCIPLE ON A THREE-
PHASE SYSTEM,

apparatus consisting of air-gaps between line and
ground.

8. It is a method of as great value to the oper-

ator of the, line as it is to the manufacturer of

lightning arresters, because it gives him the best
"

possible method of determining how successful the

lightning apparatus is in meeting the demands
which he deliberately produces.

9. Its intrinsic value rests on the importance of

knowing as far as possible how great these dis-

turbances may be, how efficient is any given sys-

tem of protective apparatus to handle them, and of

discovering to what degree any given transmis-

sion system contains in itself elements of length,

arrangement and character of apparatus tending

to prolong or increase the disturbances once initi-

ated.

Interurbans Not an Additional Servi-
tude upon City Streets.

The Indiana Supreme Court has rendered a de-

cision in a case involving the right of interurban

companies to operate their cars upon the streets of a

city under a franchise from the city and over the

tracks of a local system by contract or agreement.
In this case a property owner on College Avenue,
Indianapolis, brought an action against the Union
Traction Company to test the right of such company
to use the streets upon which to operate its cars

without compensation to alAitting property owners.
In its opinion the court said: "The majority of
the court, however, have reached the conclusion, and
so hold, that under the facts averred in' the com-
plaint and the law applicable thereto, appellee's

railroad does not constitute an additional burden or

servitude upon any of the public streets of Indian-

apolis; that the complaint states a cause of action

in favor of appellant only for the recovery of the

special damages which she has sustained, as shown
by the facts aliened."

C^iwo.

A SUGGKSTIiU METUOD OF TESTING!

TO PHASE.

Telegraph Strike Still Confined to San
Francisco.

The expected strike of all union telegraph op-

erators of the Postal and Western Union companies
has not yet been called. The strike of the oper-

ators in San Francisco and Oakland has been
made complete. A limited force <>f non-union op-

erators has been recruit etl and oflicers of edch of

the companies state that ihcy have about one-third

of a full force at the main ofiiccs. I-ocal business

men are not cut off entirely from the outside

world. The San Francisco strike is a local matter

which happened to come at a time when a general

walk-out was talked of to enforce the union de-

mands. The discharge of an operator in Chicago
because he was said to be acting as a wire spy
for the union has made the situation more serious

and trouble seems certain, at least in Chicago.

The more conservative heads of the union have
checked the strike movement for further negotia-

tion, but the outcome cannot be predicted.
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Protection of the Internal Insulation
of a Static Transformer agalnat

High-frequency Strains.'

Bv \V.\i.Ti;u S. Mdoiiv.

Most fnriiis of lighliiing arresters, especially of
the i)uiltiK'.'il> lyiie, protect trnnsfonners against
liiyh-freiiueiicy even better tli.'iii against low-fre-
quency strains so^ far as these strains exist be-

tween either the high or the low-potential windings,
or between either of these windings and any other
part of the tr'ansfonner, because the high-fre-

qncncy causes a greater condenser cliarging cur-

rent to flow across the gaps at the line end of
the arresters, thereby reducing the resistance of

these gaps. They do not, however, always pre-

vent strains far in excess of normal being thrown
upon the adjacent turns and layers of the windings,
because, although the high-frequency strain may be

less than the working voltage, the frequency, and
consequently the wave-length, rn^ay be, and generally

is, such as to concentrate this strain on a rela-

tively small portion of the turns at the end of the

windings connected to the line.

There is a wide range in the frequency of the
oscillations tbat may be set up in a given circuit

under varying conditions due to atmospheric dis-

tiu'bances, partial grounds, switching, etc., this

-"
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FIG. I. CROSS SECTION OF TRANSFORMER COIL SHOWING
REINFORCED INSULATION.

range easily extending from normal to several hun-
dred thousand cycles. In the effort to impede all

or a greater part of. the high-frequency disturbances

that try to penetrate the transformer windings, it

has been quite common practice to place reactance

coils between the lightning arresters and the trans-

formers. While such coils are undoubtedly advis-

able and are quite effective, their use is attended
with some objections.

A wide range is found in the size of such coils

employed by different authorities, varying from,

say, 10 feet of conductor wound in a small diame-
ter open spiral to several hundred feet wound in

forms more difficult to insulate. Evidence of more

t^IG. 2. SIDE VIEW OF TRANSFORMER COIL SHOWING E.K-

TRA INSULATION ON THE FIRST TURNS.

overhanging cloud. Under such conditions it is

almost as bad to hold back the charge in the
transformer as to keep a wave from entering
under other conditions.

It is not my intention to add anything to what
has been so ably said by Mr. Percy Thomas, Dr.
Steinmetz and others regarding the theoretical
considerations involved in this problem. I simply
wish to explain how a theory, that very little pre-
ventive reactance is necessary to protect the wind-
ing of a transformer whose outer turns are heavily
insulated, has been carried out and tested on a
large scale during the last four years.

The idea was naturally first put into practice
in connection with large high-voltage transform-
ers, but it has been gradually extended (although
not so thoroughly) to smaller units operating on
pressures as low as 10,000 volts. Thin coils,

wound with one turn per layer of fiat conductor,
such as are commonly used in all the better sort

of large transformers, are best adapted to such
re-enforcement of the insulation between turns.

It is practicable to re-enforce a considerable por-
tion of the turns of a large transformer coil so
that it will withstand from 2,000 to 20,000 volts

per turn without greatly decreasing the space
factor of the winding or causing any considerable
increase in cost. It is not practical to use as heavy
insulation as this in smaller units, but as the size

decreases the length of a turn also decreases, so

that the difference of potential between two turns
due to a given high-frequency wave is correspond-
ingly less. One should aim, therefore, to have,
not a given insulation strength per turn in this

re-enforced portion of a winding, but a given
strength per foot. In like manner it is desirable

to re-enforce, not the same percentage of the total

length of conductor in all cases, but more nearly

the same total length, since a given wave will pen-

etrate about the same linear distance into a trans-

former winding wdiatever the total length of con-
ductor may be.

In large transformers wound for 75,000 volts

or less, it is practicable to resist a high-frequency

wave whose magnitude is equal to the working
voltage in some hundred feet or less of conductor.

This means that a wave-length of 200 feet or more,
corresponding to a frequency of, say, 5,000,000

cycles, could be taken care of by such a trans-

former. If, in addition to this re-enforcement the

transformer has external reactance of some 50 feet

forced insulation to as short a length of the end
portions of llie winding as will accoinplisli the de-
sired results, indicates the need of a different loca-
tion of tap connection than usual. Few trans-
formers for transmission work are made without
laps to admit of operation with dilferent ratios of
transformation. Frequently sncli taps cover a
range anywhere from 10 to 30 per cent, of the
winding, and if they are located so as to cut out
the end portion of the turns, one must rc-cnforcc
the insulation well within the inside tap or per.-

haps .some 40 per cent, of the total winding.
It has been our practice for some years,

therefore, so to locate tap connections that they
will cut out centrally located turns instead of
end turns, thereby not only placing them in an
essentially safer position but also avoiding the
necessity of any more re-enforcement than is re-
quired when all the winding is in service. Fig. 3
is a diagram of transformer winding showing taps
for different voltages brought out near the ends of
the winding. Fig. 4 shows taps brought out near
the center and re-enforced insulation at ends.
Some 750,ocio-kilowatt capacity of transformers

embodying these ideas ranging in size from 300 to

7,500 kilowatts and wound for 5,000 to 80,000
volts have been built in both airblast and oil-

immersed types. Most of these have been installed
with a small protective reactance, but many with-
out such protection; and not one of these trans-
formers has yet failed from any weakness of the
internal insulation, although a considerable pro-
portion of the transformers has been installed for
three years.

Before the Days of Wiring Tables.

At a dinner of the Engineers' Club in Man-
chester, England, recently, Ph. A. Lange, man-
ager of works of the Westinghouse company, gave
some interesting reminiscences of. the early days
of the electrical industry when the following proc-
ess was adopted by the Edison Company in laying
out the wiring for lighting New York city:
"A huge map was prepared, showing the location

of the streets and the position of the houses where
current was to be supplied. On this map a spool
of german-silver wire was located wherever a
house was to be supplied with lights. Each spool
had a resistance proportional to the resistance of
the lamps in the house. Wires corresponding to
the feeders to be actually used were stretched
along the streets, and the german-silver spools
were connected to these wires. Current was ob-
tained from a small Daniell battery, and distrib-
uted to the different spools through the wires.
-A professor then sat in front of the map and
measured with a galvanometer the drop along each
of the wires. From his measurements the proper
wires for running along the streets of the city
could be determined.

"After this system had been in use for two
years or more, Mr. F. J. Sprague joined the Edison
forces. He was the first man among us with a
technical education who had made a special study
of electricity. He quickly showed how to calculate
the drop in feeders without laying out a whole
city in miniature, determining in a few hours or
minutes results which had previously required weeks
of experimental work and a considerable financial
outlay."

Abatement of the Smoke Nuisance.
The special smoke abatement commission ap-

pointed by Mayor Busse of Chicago has already
made a report, and based upon the report an
ordinance has been introduced in the City Council
providing for the establishing of an elaborate
smoke inspection bureau. The plan provides for
the following: A chief smoke inspector, to be
named by the mayor, at a salary of $4,000 a year

;

an assistant chief smoke inspector, to be named
by his chief, at a salary of $3,000 a year; a com-
mission of eight members, to be named by the
mayor, to advise in the matter of smoke abate-

-JSOuATiOfJ r^^ut.A-rio^

Fig. 3. Taps brought out near ends of winding. Fig. 4. Taps brought out near center; reinforced insulation at ends.

DIAGRAMS OF TRANSFORMER WINDINGS SHOWING DIFFERENT LOCATIONS OF TAPS.

or less effectiveness of any of the different forms
is usually forthcoming, inasmuch as sooner or later

there are sure to be conditions that will generate
very high voltages and frequencies.

If, however, the reactance is such as to be effect-

ive against moderately high-frequency oscillations

it must, since it is connected between lightning

arrester and transformer, offer a very high im-
pedance to the high frequency of the oscillatory

currents wdiich will usually be set up within the

transformer itself, when a bound charge within it

is released- by a stroke of lightning relieving some

I. A paper presented at the convention of the American Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers. Niagara Falls, June 26, Ig07.

in length a very considerable reduction of poten-

tial between the first few turns will result.

Figs. I and 2 show a coil of a 2,000-kilowatt

60,000-volt transformer, in cross-section and side

view, respectively, which has such tapered re-en-

forcements of the insulation between the outer

turns. The cross-section clearly > shows the three

different thicknesses of spacing insulation between
turns, and the side view^ of the coil, on the form
on which it w-as wound, shows the extra insulat-

ing on the very first turns where the voltage is

likely to be more than could be economically insu-

lated against by spacing insulation only.

The evident desirability of limiting the re-en-

ment ; a board of engineers of three members at

$10 a day to advise the commission, which is to

advise the mayor; as many deputy smoke inspectors
and clerks as the council may determine is neces-
sary, their pay to be fixed by the council.

The International Association for the Preven-
tion of Smoke closed its convention in Milwaukee
on June 28th. Charles Poethke of Milwaukee was
elected president, and R. C. Harris of Toronto,
Canada, w-as re-elected secretary-treasurer. Cleve-
land was selected as the place for meeting in 1908.
It was expected that resolutions would be adopted
declaring for uniform state legislation on the pre-
vention of smoke, but the subject was not taken up.
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Twenty years old ! That is the age of the

Western Electrician in this year of grace 1907, for

the first issue of this journal bore date of July 2,

1887.

A score of years is but all too short in the

life of a man; it may seem, in retrospect, a com-

paratively brief period in the slow growth of a

great nation. But what a truly marvelous devel-

opment has been shown by the electrical indus-

tries during the twenty years that has elapsed

since the first number of the Western Electrician

was published !

In 1887 the telegraph, dating back to 1844, had

been, of course, long established. But even the

telegraph, the slowest in improvement of all the

great electrical inventions, has greatly extended

its influence in the last twenty years, particularly

by the introduction of more rapid methods of

sending, the striking increase in the number of

code messages, the substitution of dynamos for bat-

teries and the great extension of submarine cables,

the Pacific having been spanned only within the

last few years.

The telephone was just passing out of the earlier

or Bell promotion era in 1887. Here the advance

has been tremendous. Roughly, it may be said that

there were 150,000 telephone subscribers' stations

in the United States twenty years ago, whereas

there are 7,000,000 today. And the improvement

in the design and construction of exchanges has

been revolutionary. Long-distance' telephony, as

we recognize it today, was unknown twenty years

ago. The great "Independent" movement, also, is

a characteristic of this period.

The electric light was a popular wonder still

when the Western Electrician was started. Cen-

tral stations were comparatively small and few in

number. The art of building dynamos was truly

in its infancy. Electrical men of 1887 were an

enthusiastic lot of fellows, but if one of them had

been told that twenty years later a generator

would be in operation in Chicago with a maxi-

mum capacity of supplying 150,000 incandescent

lamps of 16 candlepower each he would have

deemed the story merely a wild stretch of fancy,

worthy of Baron Munchausen. And if he were

further informed that the generator would be driven

by a steam turbine it would add to his bewilder-

ment. The enclosed arc, the Nernst lamp, the

mercury-vapor lamp, the flaming arc and all the

new high-efficiency lamps are products of the last

twenty years.

And think of the advance in wiring and con-

struction, the National Electrical Code, the intro-

duction of scientific testing, the rise of illuminating

engineering, the adoption of the 450-watt standard

for street arc lamps and its very recent abandon-

ment, tlie great improvement in reflectors and

globes, switching apparatus, power-house design,

transformers—everything, in fact—and the appear-

ance of the sub-station. Truly the advance in the

art of electric lighting has been amazing in twenty

years.

For all practical purposes the electric railway is

entirely a creature of the period of time under

consideration, for Sprague's pioneer line in Rich-

mond was not a demonstrated Success until 1888.

A mighty electric-railway industry has grown up

since then—how large one hardly realizes until

confronted with some figures. For instance, the

gross earnings of the companies operating electric

railways in the United States were perhaps $320,-

000,000 in the year 1906. In Chicago a careful

inquiry has fi.xed the value of the property of a

street-railway company with old equipment at

about three times a year's gross earnings. Apply-

ing this ratio—a very low one—to the whole coun-

try would make the electric-railway properties of

the United States worth $960,000,000. This is ex-

clusive of steam-railroad electrifications.

Practically all applications of the electric motor

have been made since 1887. There was no "elec-

tric drive" then; it is one of the most important

features of electrical development today. The elec-

tric motor, industrially, was at hand twenty years

ago, but it had hardly "arrived."

Power transmission by electricity, now such an

important feature of industrial life in many coun-

tries, was unknown in 1887.

Electric heating and cooking, which at present

are receiving so much attention, had no place in

the central-station work of the earlier day.

"Wireless," in its various phases, was un-

dreamed of. So was the electrical production of

music, while electric welding, if known in principle,

had no practical application. The X-ray had not

been discovered.

The very conception of electricity has undergone

a radical change, for the theory of electrons was
not broached until within the last 'five or six years.

Of the principal societies in the United States

devoted to the electrical arts^the American Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers is three years older

than the Western Electrician. The National Elec-

trical Light Association and the Association of

Edison Illuminating Companies were founded in

1885, and the American Street Railway Association

(for many years devoted to animal and mechanical

traction) in 1882. All of the other national or-

ganizations in the electrical field, including the

American Electrochemical Society, American Elec-

trotherapeutic Association, Electrical Salesmen's

Association, International Association of Municipal

Electricians, Illuminating Engineering Society, In-

ternational Independent Telephone Association, Na-

tional Electrical Contractors' Association and

Underwriters' National Electric Association have

been established since 1887.

This backward glance will show how completely

modern electrical development is contemporaneous

with the Western Electrician. And it goes without

saying that the central and western states of this

country have taken a conspicuous part in this de-

velopment. The Western Electrician has been iden-

tified with the electrical expansion of the West,

and it -is fitting, therefore, that its twentieth anni-

versary should not be allowed to pass without some

special recognition.

We take much pleasure in announcing, then, that

a special Twentieth Anniversary Number of this

journal will be issued at the beginning of the busy

fall season in September, in conjunction with the

.Annual Fall Trade Number. This issue, we hope,

will prove a veritable history of the electrical de-

velopment of the West. It will be freely illus-

trated, with many special articles and features,

and we shall endeavor to make it worthy of the

occasion and of the great industry which the West-

ern Electrician represents.

Two OF THE particularly notable features of the

annual convention of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers which was held at Niagara

Falls last week were the approval of a Code of

Ethics and the adoption of a revision of the stand-

ardization rules. The new Code is given in full

in this issue. It is of considerable interest, for

while the professional ethics of electrical engineers

as a class has been of a high grade, and is in

no great need of reform, it is nevertheless well,

with the growth of the society and the greatly in-

creased nuiTiber of persons who profess to be

electrical engineers, that there should be a code

of written rules of professional conduct which may

serve as a standard to emphasize the dignity and

responsibility of the electrical branch of the engi-

neering profession. The rules, of course, will have

no binding force (unless, indeed, in some grave

breach of decorum or morality, they should be ap-

pealed to as a reason why a member should be

expelled from the society) ; but they appeal to the

honor of the individual engineer and should have

a moral effect, with the added advantage of setting

up a written standard, to which reference may be

had on occasion.

The revised standardization rules of the Institute

are too long to be published in full in the Western

Electrician. They arc divided into five divisions,

with numerous classes and sub-classes. These

general divisions arc "Definitions and Technical

Data," "Performance Specifications and Tests,"

"Voltages and Frequencies," "General Recoin-

niendations" and "Appendices and Tabular Data."

It is needless to say that these standardization

rules arc of great value. Further reference to

the present revision will be made in this journal.

In the mcanlime it may be noted that the voltages

of alternating-current transmission circuits recom-

mended are . 6,(x», 11,000, 22,000, 33,000, 44,000,

()6,coo and 88,000. 'i"wo standard frequencies arc

given, 25 cycles and (3o cycles.
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.
The twciUy-fourtli annual convention of llic

American Instiliilc of Electrical EuRinocrs was licld

in the Cataract House, Niagara Falls, N. Y., be-

ginning on Tuesday, June 25th, and ending Friday,

June 28th.

The meeting was called to order hy Fresidenl

Sanuiel Sheldon of New York city and after the

formal handing over of the keys of the city of

Niagara Falls in a brief address by Mayor Dong-

lass, the business and papers of the convention

were taken up.

The registration for the first day's session was

rather light, but before the cud of Ibc convention

nearly 500 had registered, making this one of the

largest conventions in the history of the Institute.

Enti;kt.mnmi;nts and Excursions.

The local conunittec is to be praised for its pari

in making this convention a success, both in the

work pertaining to the meetings and in providing

excellent entertainment for the visiting engineers.

A large reception committee, coijsisting of the

members living in the vicinity of Niagara Falls,

was at the train to meet incoming delegates, and

aided greatly in helping them to get acquainted

and catch the spirit of the convention.

Many members were accompanied by ladies, and

the wives of the members of the local committee

did not spare themselves in adding to their com-

fort and entertainment.

On Tuesday afternoon a trolley ride was taken

through the Niagara Gorge. The entire afternoon

was set aside for this and for such sightseeing

as the members were individually inclined. On
Wednesday afternoon the factory of the Natural

Food Company was visited, and afternoon tea was

served by the company. On Thursday morning

an automobile trip was arranged for the ladies

of the convention, and on the evening of that day

the members and their ladies were tendered a

reception at the Cataract House, which was largely

attended. At the invitation of the local committee

the Institute took a "searchlight trip" on Friday

evening" over the Gorge Route to the Whirlpool

Rapids and a considerable number took advantage

of this novel feature for their entertainment.

While no excursions to the different electrical

generating and transmission plants were planned,

yet the local committee made arrangements so that

all who desired could visit these plants. Small

parties were made up at any time members desired

to go, and someone familiar with the installations

conducted parties through, the convention badge

admitting the wearer to any of these plants, both

on the American and Canadian sides. This method

of showing the visiting members through the vari-

ous plants proved to be more satisfactory than

any other method could have been.

Relation of Local Branches.

On Thursday evening the officers of the Institute

and the representatives of the various branches

dined at the International Hotel, Mr. Paul Spencer

of Philadelphia presiding. Topics concerning the

relation of the branches to the Institute were

discussed. The constitution recently adopted has

served to place the branches on a much better

footing than formerly. About half the total mem-
bership of the Institute is now connected ^with

some branch, and it is hoped that during the year

more branches will be organized, so that a much
larger percentage of the membership may enjoy

the privileges and benefits of the branch meetings.

Mr. Charles F. Scott of Pittsburg remarked that

whereas he had hoped that at least 50 per cent,

of these branches might be successful, he had been

surprised to find that all had so far proved so.

The New Code of Ethics.

Another important step taken by the Institute

at this convention was the approval of a "Code
of Ethics" which was referred to the board of

directors for revision and final action. This code

was prepared by a committee appointed a year

ago at the Milwaukee convention, consisting of

Dr. Schuyler Skaats Wheeler of Ampere, N. J.,

chairman, Dr. Charles P. Steinmetz of Schenec-

tady and Harold W. Bulk of New York. This is

probably the first code of ethics ever approved

by an engineering body and will undoubtedly go

far toward directing the engineer in his decision

for right or wrong in his relationship to his em-
ployer, his client, his fellow engineer and the pub-

lic. While these rules are not all that every

engineer had hoped, they will serve as a basis

on which to build each year by careful revision.

For the young engineer these rules will be par-

lieidarly important. The Code of Ethics is given

in full on a succeeding page.

PkOCJKAMME 01' PAI'KKS.

The f(dIowing papers were read and discussed
;it the meetings:

TUKSDAY MOKNINO.
Alllll'fKS of Wflcoiiif.
I'ri-sidciit's Aililrcss, "The Properties of Kleclrotm/' by

.SiiimicI .Shcldiin.

'"riiL- Ik'.ntiiiK (if Conner Wires by Kicctric Currents," by
;\. 1-:. Kcinu-Ily ;in<l K. K. Shepard.

"liitcrncliiMi o( Syiiclircmnus MachiiicH," by Mornaii IJroiikB,

"I'ower- factor, AUcriintiiiK-currcnt rndiiclivc Ciipacily,
Chcniiciil, and Otliirr Tests of Rvibbcr-covcrcd WircK of Dif-
ferent Manufacturers," by Henry W. FlsTier.

'J'UKSDAV KVI'.NING.

"i'rolcctive Api)ar.'itvis KnBinceriiiK." by K. E. F. Creigli-
toii.

"Practical Testing of Commercial Li^bting Arresters," by
I'crcy II. Thomas.
"A I'niposed Lip[htninK Arr^jstcr Test," by N. T, Ncall.
Inductive Disturbauccs in Telephone Lines,' by Louis

(.'oUcii.

Wednesday Mormnc.
"Clioke Coils Versus Kxtra Insulation on the End Wind-

ings of Transformers," by S. M. Kintner.
"Protection of the Internal Insulation of a Static Trans-

former Against High-frequency Strains," by Walter S.
Moody.

"Transmission Line Towers and Economical Spans," by
D. R. Seholes.

"Liglitning Rods andCrounded Cables as a Means of Pro-
tecting Transmission Lines Against Lightning," l)y Norman
Rowc.
"Notes on Transformer Testing," by H. W. Tobey.

Wednesday Kvening.
"The Transmission Plant of the Niagara Lockport and On-

tario Power Company," by Ralph D. Mershon.
"Location of Broken Insulators and Other Transmission-

line Troubles," by L. C. Nicholson,
"A New Type of Insulator for High-tension Transmission

Lines," by E. M. Hewlett.
"Some New Methods in High-tension Line Construction,"

by Harold W. Buck.
"Switcliboard Practice for ^'oltages of 60,000 and Up-

ward," by S. Q. Hayes.

Thursday Morning.
"Deflocculated Graphite," by E. G. Aeheson.
"Single-phase versus Three-phase Generation for Single-
phase Railways," by A. H. Armstrong.
"The Choice of Frequency for Single-phase Alternating-

current Motors," by A. H. Armstrong.
"Twenty-five Cycles versus 15 Cycles for Heavy Railway

Service," by N. W. Storer.

Thursday Afternoon.
"Commutating-pole Direct-current Railway Motors," by

E. H. Anderson.
"The Attitude of the Technical Schools Toward the Pro-

fession of Electrical Engineering," by H. IL Norris.
"The Concentric Method of Teaching Electrical Engineer-

ing," by Vladimir Karapetoff.
Report of the Committee on a. Code of Ethics (report

adopted).
Standardization Rules. The proposed revision of the

Standardization Rules was reported by the Standardization
Committee and was adopted.

Friday Morning.
"Regeneration of Power with Single-phase Electric Rail-

way Motors," by William Cooper.
"Fractional Pitch Windings for Induction Motors and

Alternators." by C. A. Adams, W. K. Cabot and G. 2E.
Irving, Jr.
"The Vector Diagram of the Compensated Single-phase

Alternating-current Motor," by W. 1. Slichter.
"Zigiag Leakage of Induction Motors," by R. E. Ilellmund.

Friday Afternoon.
"Track-Circuit Signaling on Electrified Roads," by L. F.

Howard.
"Some Power Transmission TSconomics," by F. G. Eaum.
"One-phase High-tension Power Transmission," by E. T.

Young.

Lightning Protection.

The registration on Tuesday was not as heavy
as had been expected, and in consequence the
papers scheduled for that morning were not as

well discussed as those later on in the meeting
when more members were present and more in-

terest aroused.

The papers on lightning protection and lightning-

arrester testing brought forth many favorable criti-

cisms of the steps in advancement along these
lines which this year has brought. Accurate data
on the frequency and character of lightning dis-

charges have not yet been obtained, so that design

in this direction is as yet more or less speculative.

An adequate test on a lightning arrester must
be one which shall cause a spark to pass over
the arrester with an opportunity for the full power
of the machine to follow. This, of course, is im-

possible unless made at the point of installation,

and would then be destructive to the apparatus

under test. Much hope is expressed for the elec-

trolytic arrester now under the process of de-

velopment.

Use of Choke Coils.

The papers on the transmission of power ex-

tended over into Wednesday morning, when the

question of the use of choke coils and the increase

of insulation on the end turns of transformers, as

a protection against lightning and high-frequency

surges, was brought up. It seemed to be the con-

sensus of opinion of the engineers discussing the

papers that, whereas the increased insulation on the

end turns of transformers for high potential was
necessary, an extra protection could and should

also be secured through the proper use of choke

coils.

The choke coil should be used to prevent the

rush of current lo ground from the transformer
over the liKhtning arrester or static discharger,
but should not be of a size \<> produce resonance
with the capacity of the wiring of the station at

the ordinary frequencies of lightning discharges,

and thus set up resonant vulta^es which will break
down the insulation of the apparatus it is de-

signed to protect.

The proper place for installing the choke coil

was not agreed upon. Suggestions ran from plac-

ing it inside the transformer case, in order to
reduce the capacity of the wiring between the coil

and the transformer, to iliat of placing it outside
of the station, in order to reduce fire risks due
to arcing over turns on the coil when the line

discharges.

The coil should be designed lo fit the particular

station it is to protect. In some cases it may
even be necessary to use two sets of lightning

arresters, one on each side of the choke coil. The.
fact was also brought out that some stations for

high voltage are operating at present without the
use of choke coils, relying upon the extra insula-

tion on the end turns of the transformers for
protection.

A New Link Type of Insulator.

The papers creating the most attention Wednes-
day evening were those by E. M. Hewlett of
Schenectady and H. W. Buck of New York upon
a new type of high-voltage insulator and its use.

The insulator, as shown, consists of units which
are each capable of withstanding 20.000 to 30,000
volts. These units may be connected in series by
links of cable or loops of wire, so as to form the
insulator for the required voltage in the form of
a chain with the links insulated from each other.
The insulator is then suspended by one end to

the cross-arm, and the high-tension wire or cable
fastened to the other. Sufficient room is allowed
so that in high winds the high-tension wire will

not swing against the pole or tower. The principal
advantages asserted for this type of insulator are
that, if broken, the insulator is easily repaired,

a new unit being inserted, thus reducing the cost
of repair; also the voltage on a line may be in-

creased and the same posts used by merely insert-

ing the proper number of additional units. A strain

insulator is also made up in a similar manner.

Alternating-current Railway PrxVctice.

The meeting of Thursday morning in which the

questions of alternating-current traction and the
proper frequency for the same was brought up
in the papers by A. H. Armstrong of Schenectady
and N. W. Storer of Pittsburg, proved to be the
most interesting of the whole convention. The
principal discussion centered around the choice of
frequency for the best results.

The single-phase alternating-current motor seems
to give the best promise for use in the future
electrification of the steam roads. This motor is

at present in use as essentially a low-frequency
motor. On account of troubles from sparking, this

frequency should be lowered below that of 25
cycles, the lowest at present in commercial use.

The introduction of a new frequency, and espe-
cially one which is too low for most other pur-
poses, is not looked upon with satisfaction by the

leading engineers and manufacturers.

As brought out by Dr. Steinmetz in the dis-

cussion, each class of alternating-current machines
has a critical frequency at which it is most eco-

nomical to manufacture. For induction motors
this frequency is 40; for transformers much higher
than we are now using; for synchronous convert-
ers, 25 cycles, and for the alternating-current series

motor now in use, as low as possible, zero fre-

quency or continuous current being the best. For
this reason the type of machine must be changed
to reduce the sparking at 25 cycles, or the fre-

quency lowered for this purpose. The develop-
ment of the series motor should be to lower the

current produced in the short-circuited segments,
by the introduction of resistance or an inductance,

or to lower the counter-electromotive force pro-
duced in the leads between the segments.

The question again resolves itself into the man-
ner in which the power for operating the roads
is to be produced. If each road produces its own
power, or if the power for operating these roads

be produced independent of power for other pur-

poses, and with no reserve from present com-
panies operating within transmission distance, then

a frequency different from those used at present

does not affect the problem so largely.

P. Junkersfeld of Chicago brought out the in-

teresting fact from recent estimates for the coming
year, on the passenger traffic entering Chicago
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for a distance of 25 miles, that if these roads be

electrified, the total load could be furnished by

the present generating companies in the city and

be but 20 to 25 per cent, of their total load. Also

for the ne.xt five years the proportion would be

much less, due to the fact that power requirements

for industrial and lighting; purposes are increasing"

so much faster than those for passenger traffic

The power for freight traffic cannot be so easily

estimated, owing to the tendency toward the re-

moval of the switch yards out from the c£nl€jp

of the city, where more and cheaper land may be

secured.

With this and other data at hand, it would

not appear snch a stupendous undertaking from

the point of view of the power producer, to elec-

trify the steam roads.

-'^gain, with the use of alternating-current motors

for railway operation, what has 15 cycles to offer

wdiich cannot be duplicated by 25 cycles or some

'other frequency? The present gauge of railroads

and the diameter of car wheels limit the size of

the motor to he used, and any increase in output

for a given size of motor is an important con-

sideration from an engineer's point of view.. It

is said in Mr. Storer's paper that with the alter-

nating-current series motor as at present designed,

the output may be increased from 30 to 40 per

cent, for a given weight of motor by decreasing

the frequency from 25 to 15 cycles. The next

point arises in the questions : Will not a still

further decrease in frequency be still more ad-

vantageous ; and are there not other factors enter-

ing which affect this consideration?

The next problem to be met is the generation

of power at this lower frequency. Twenty-five

-cycles offers considerable difficulty to the turbo-

generator designer in the number of poles and

the high speeds required for good practice in this

direction. As two poles is the smallest number
which may be used on a generator, the speed of

the machines would then be 900 revolutions per

minute, which is higher than the practice at present

for large-size units. Bipolar design also intro-

duces many difficulties to the generator designer.

Mr. Stillwell said that the problem of electrifi-

cation of steam railroads is much different from

that of the introduction of lighting by electricity,

due to the fact that the men at the head of these

companies are men trained to look at things

broadly. Any new plan which they are to adopt

must result in increased traffic and increa"sed

profits. As pointed out in the paper recently pre-

sented b}' Messrs. Stillwell and Putnam before the

Institute, a saving of about 15 to 25 per cent,

could be made in the operation of railroads by

the use of the single-phase system today in ex-

istence. The large amount of power required for

the operation of trunk lines and the long dis-

tances to be transmitted make alternating current

at a voltage not lower than 6,000 the only feasible

plan to be adopted.

Charles F. Scott said that the main question

must not be lost sight of in the discussion of the

details. The question is an engineering one, which

cannot be answered by "y*^s" oi" ''no," definitely,

without having specific conditions stated. As in

the past, the design of railway equipment must

center around drawbar pull and the locomotive.

Twelve years ago, when the Institute met at

Niagara Falls, the first of the 25-cycle generators

had just been put into commission. This was the

first commercial use of 25 cycles and was looked

upon with considerable disfavor by many engineers.

Now the greater part of all electricity generated

for power use in this country is at this frequenc>-.

Are we not at the point of a similar step to an-

other frequency somewhat lower for use on our

railways? What will we think 12 years hence

when we look back on the deliberations of today?

A step of this character should be undertaken only

after due deliberation and consideration of all the

factors attending, but if the step seem proper, let

it be taken.

In regard to generating and feeding power,

which may be purchased from lighting companies,

to smaller alternating-current railway systems, the

powttT can best be generated three-phase, but in

this case the single-phase power at low power fac-

tors unbalances the voltages on the three-phase

system so as to make the regulation poor for light-

ing loads. This may be remedied in several ways.

P. M. Lincoln of Pittsburg suggested that the

machines may be given an initial unbalancing in

the opposite direction, and that at the change

of load the balance will automatically be ;idjusted.

Dr. Steinmctz contributed the following to the

discussion of the paper relative to this subject,

presented by Mr. Armstrong.

"Underloaded induction motors operating on the

system present the best method of balancing the

voltage. Rotaries installed with heavy reactances

in the leads would take care of themselves in the

same manner under any ordinary unbalancing. The
main difficulty conies in the lighting load. . It will

be noticed that in this unbalancing one phase re-

mains almost constant, wdiile the other two vary.

If the lighting be small it may be carried upon
this phase. In the case of power being furnished
the railways by large companies, the- us-e of single-

phase machines is prohibitive, and hence some
such scheme must be resorted to or very high
rates charged for the power.

"The problem of electrification of steam roads
is still a problem of the future. Along what lines

it will develop cannot be predicted at this time.

The advent of the series alternating-current motor
in the last few years has given a new turn to

the problem, and brought in many new factors for

solution. Among these is the proper frequency. It

is still to soon to predict what the next few years

may show for development along this line."

Another point in this design brought out in the

paper by William Cooper of Wilkinsburg, Pa., on
the "Regeneration of Power with Single-phase

Electric-railway Motors" is the fact that this type

of machine permits of the returning to the line

on down grades of part of the power used by the

motors in climbing the upgrades. On roads having
very steep grades this not only reduces the amount
of power necessary, but, as brought out by Mr.
Stillwell, reduces the wear and tear on the rolling

stock. This expense alone costs the steam roads

in the United States $100,000,000 per annum. Of
this, one-half is due to runaways and wear and
tear caused by the brakes. Curvature of the track

is the limit to speed on any portion of the road,

and if the maximum speed be predetermined by
tlie operating department, this form of braking

will add to the safety of operation of trains and
leave the ordinary form of brakes for emergencies.

Technical Education.

Thursday afternoon was devoted to the consid-

eration of two papers on the education of students

for the electrical engineering profession. These
were presented by Prof. H. H. Norris of Cornell

and Prof. U. Karapetoff of the same university.

The paper of Professor Karapetoff was a plea

for a change in the system of teaching, giving the

student a taste of the profession before reaching

his junior or senior year. The two" papers, brought
forth considerable discussion for and against their

arguments. As a result of this discussion the pres-

ident was empowered to appoint a committee on
education, subject to the approval of the board of

directors.

Other Papers.

Friday morning's session was taken up in the

consideration of A^arions points in the design of

alternating-current motors.

The paper by L. Frederick Howard of Pittsburg

on "Track Circuit Signaling on Electrified Roads,"
Friday afternoon, brought forth little discussion,

primarily, according to C. F. Scott and H. G.

Stott, because very few people really understand

this branch of electrical work. The paper brought
out the fact, however, that this line of work was
complicated, difficult and called for the employment
of a great deal of engineering skill.

The papers by F. G. Baum and E. J. Young
brought out considerable discussion but few points

of especial interest, as many members had already

left the convention.

At the close of the discussion of these papers

H. G. Stott of New York moved that the In-

stitute offer a vote of thanks to the following

companies for their courtesies to the Institute:

The Bell Telephone Company, Cataract Power and

Conduit Company, Niagara Falls Power Company,
Niagara Falls Plydraulic Power and Manufacturing
Company, Ontario Power Company, Niagara, Ljck-

port and Ontario Power Company, General Elec-

tric Company, Wcstinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing Company, Electrical Development Com-
pany of Ontario and the Canadian Niagara Power
Company, and also moved a special vote of thanks

to the local committee and friends who had made
special efforts for the comfort and entertainment

of the visiting members and gncsts. Both of the

above motions were unanimously carried.

President Sheldon then declared the "technical

and academic" sessions of the twenty-fourth annual

convention closed.

.Altogether, it may be said that this convention

of the Institute has been one of the most profit-

able and enjoyable yet held.

Among those in attendance from points 'west of
Buffalo and Pittsburg were L. A. Ferguson, P
Junkersfeld, R. F. Schuchardt, John D. Nies, P.
B.. Woodworth, H. R. King, A. A. Radtke. F. A.
Sager, A. L. Rice, A. Lowenstein, Julian Roe,
George B. Springer, C. A. S. Howlett, D. R.
Scholes, Chicago ; H. H. Humphrey, J. H. Fin-
ney, St. Louis : C. E. Magnusson, Seattle ; A. C. R.
Yuill, Winnipeg; E. P. Burch, G. W. Record,
W. P. Cowles, Minneapolis; H. A. Holdredge,
Omaha; A. W. Berrcsford, Milwaukee; J. A.
Thaler, Bozeman, Mont.; L. D. Nordstrum, Fort
Wayne; Morgan Brooks, J. M. Bryant, F. G.
Willson, T. Jensen, T. H. Amrine, Charles F.
Brooks, Urbana, III; W. P. Ambos, C. W. Ricker,

J. A. Lincoln, Charles H. Kerr, J. R. Wilson.
A. C. Eastwood, G. B. Dusinberre, Cleveland

;

Adolph Shane. F. A. Fish, Ames, Iowa; V. Brig-
ham, Lafayette, Ind. ; C. E. Delafield, George A.
Mead, F. S. Denneen, Mansfield. Ohio; W. E.
Richards, Toledo ; H. B. Shaw, Columbia, Mo.

;

George O. Mallett, Hammond, Ind.; H. L. Kirker,
Port Huron, Mich. ; A. H. Ford, Iowa City, Iowa

;

D. A. Chandler. St. Paul; L. A. Marlow, R. J.
Feather, Columbus. Ohio ; G. W. Patterson, Ann
Arbor, Mich. ; William N. Miller, Detroit.

The member^ of the local committee were P. B.
Barton, E. G. Acheson, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

;

H. B. Alverson, F. B. H. Paine, Buffalo; W. N.
Ryerson, Niagara Falls. Ont. J. M. B.

Railway Telegraph Superintendents.
The annual meeting of the Association of Rail-

way Telegraph Superintendents in Atlantic City

on June 19th, 20th and 21st brought out a large

amount of. profitable information contained in a

variety of good papers. The use of the telephone
in railroad work and the use of concrete telegraph

poles were two live subjects which were discussed.

It was decided to hold meetings quarterly here-

after.

.President E. A. Chenery opened the meeting
and, after routine business, H. C. Pope read a paper
on the examination of telegraph operators for rail-

way work. In the discussion it was brought out
that the Erie road maintains a school where a

number of branches of railway work are taught.

"The Superintendent of Telegraph" was the subject

of an interesting paper by F. E. Bentley. John D.
Taylor of the General Electric Company and W.
C. Stowell of the Chicago and Alton read papers
on the subject of inductive disturbances of tele-

graph wires by parallel high-tension lines.

The subject of telephones in railroading was
taken up on the second day, S. L. Van Akin, Jr.,

describing the organization of the telegraph and
telephone service on the New York Central lines.

The company has a direct New York-Chicago
circuit connected into nine private-branch ex-

changes, and at each of these points the line

is bridged with 2,500-ohni bells ; and, to operate
Morse over the New York-Buffalo section, the

line is equipped with six No. 37-A repeating coils.

The impedance offered by each of these coils is

equal to about 40 miles of No. 8 B. W. G. open
copper line metallic circuit. It was said in the
discussion of Mr. Van Akin's paper that the un-
derground telephone cable between New York and
Philadelphia has not proved economical. Pupin
coils are used in this cable.

G. A. Cellar of the Pennsylvania Lines spoke on
concrete poles, describing some of those his com-
pany has put up. Reinforced concrete has great

possibilities. The rapid movement toward better

protected rights-of-way will hasten the use of

shorter poles, a point in favor of the concrete kind.

Dry batteries for use in short block-signal cir-

cuits are highly economical, according to the

paper of U. J. Fry of the St, Paul road. R. L.

Logan of the Kansas City Southern outlined his

company's practice in connection with error sheets

received from the telegraph company. G. W.
Dailey read a paper on "Opportunities in the

Telegraph Service." He held up high ideals of

efficiency to telegraph employes.

The election of officers resulted as follows

:

President, E. P. Griffith of New York. Erie;

vice-president, W. J. Camp of M'onlreal, Canadian

Pacific; secretary and treasurer, P. W. Drew of

Milwaukee, Wisconsin Central. Charles Selden,

L. B. Foley and A. B. Taylor were appointed to

have charge of quarterly meeting in the East, and

E. A. Chenery, John L. Davis anrl C. S. Rlioads

in the West.

E. H. Grace of Chicago read the report of the

committee on wire crossings, and J. L. Davis of

Chicago reported on uniform transfer blanks. L.

M. Jones read the last paper on the programme,
an instructive treatment of the subject of wire

testing. The next annual meeting will be licld in

Montreal on June 24, 1908.
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ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
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XXIII.-Central Stations.

Hydraulic Plants.

VVIiile llic power for oporaling most ceiilnil sl;i-

tions is derived from burning coal under the boil-

ers, there arc a number of other methods em-

ployed in central-station work. Among these may
be mentioned hydraulic plants, gas engines and oil

engines, all of which have been successfully ap-

plied in central-station practice within the last few

years. Hydraidic plants hare been developed to

a very large extent recently, especiidly in thi-

neighborhood of Niagara Falls, and in some of

the western states. In many cases the natural

waterpowcr may be used very cheaply, but it is

not always, as would appear at first sight, cheaper

than a steain plant to operate.

The question of economy in connection with the

waterpowcr depends entirely upon the amount or

investment required to utilize the power of the

water in the central station. Where a natural res-

ervoir exists, which contains an unfailing water

supply, and located so as to provide a sufficient

head of water, the development of the plant may
be comparatively inexpensive, so that power can

be very cheaply produced. On the other hand, if

very large dams must be built, involving expensive

masonry construction, in order to secure sufficient

volume and head of water, interest on the expense

of construction may easily be more than the cost

of coal for supplying the same amount of power.

Owing to recent developments in the transmis-

sion of power over large distances by alternating

current, it is no longer necessary that the power
house be located near the place where the power

is to be consumed, and waterpowers may therefore

be utilized at a distance of lOO miles or more
from where the power is to be applied. This has

led to a noticeable increase in the number of hy-

draulic plants during the last few years.

Some form of turbine waterwheel is very gen-

erally used at present. For low heads of water

the parallel outward or inward-flow turbine is

preferable. The impulse type of turbine is used

for higher heads of water. The efficiency of water-

wheels of various types ranges from 70 to 85 per

cent, or more.

The supply of water for the wheels is generally

carried in wooden flumes or riveted steel pipe.

It makes practically no difference whether the tur-

bine is placed near the top or bottom of the water-

fall. The water is led into the turbine through a

pipe and escapes through another pipe, and in

this way the force of the 'full head of water in

the pipe is transmitted to the wheels either by the

pressure of water 'above the wheel, or the reduc-

tion of the pressure of the water below the wheel,

or both. '

As a constant speed is necessary in driving elec-

trical machinery, a very important feature of hy-

draulic-plant systems is the governing mechanism.

The head of water operating the wdieel tends to

change constantly, and the function of the gov-

ernor is to maintain a constant speed of the water-

wheel either under change of head or change of

load. There are a number of waterwheel governors
which give very satisfactory results in electrical

plants, and some of these governors are electrically

operated.

Steam Engines.'

The selection of steam engines for a generating

plant depends upon a number of factors, among
which are the size of the station, the number and
size of the generating units, the character of the

load, etc. There have been several very marked
changes in steam-engine practice since the intro-

duction of electric generating stations. When elec-

tric generators were first introduced, the units

were of comparatively small sizes, and at that time

small high-speed engines were comparatively un-
known, and the. earliest practice consisted of belt-

ing one or more generators to large slow-speed
engines.

To obtain necessary speed, a great difference in

the diameter of the driving and driven pulleys

was necessary. Countershafts were not uncommon,
and the very small pulleys which were necessarily

used on small generators permitted considerable

slipping of belts and interfered correspondingly
with good regulation of the current.

The next step in central-station development was
the introduction of high-speed engines, and the

Note.—This series of articles, intended to survey, briefly,
the whole field of applied electricity for light, power and heat,
was begun in the Western Electrician of February 2, 1907.

electric generator was undoubtedly the cause of the

remarkable development which has taken place in

the small high-speed engines. These engines were

sometimes belted direct to generators, without the

introduction of countershafts, but were more often

direct-connected to the generators by means of a

cou[)iing. These small direct-connected sets are

still largely in vogue, especially for exciters or

alternating-current generators.

The next step in the progress of central station

practice was the development of large slow-speed

multipolar generators, and with the introduction

of these machines, the high-speed engine largely

disappeared and practice practically reverted to

slow-speed engines of the Corliss type. These units

arc generally used at the present time for direct-

current generating plants, and to some extent for

alternators. During the last few years, however,

the steam turbine has been very widely introduced

into ceiUral stations. This being a very high-speed

machine, it involved ttnothcr change in generator

design, namely, the production of smaller and

lighter generators running at comparatively high

speeds.

A1: the present time, therefore, the best practice

for large central stations may be said to be large

horizontaj engines of the Corliss type for direct-

'

current generators and steain turbines for alter-

nating-current generators.

Considering the number of generators for use

in any station, the character of the load should

be very carefully studied. In ordinary electric-

lighting and electric-railway stations, the load i.s

very variable for different portions of the day, as

well as for the different seasons of the year.

Take the case of an ordinary electric-light plant.

The load begins in the winter time very early in

the morning, and rises to the maximum at about

seven o'clock. It then fa\ls off and continues to

be very light until four or five o'clock in the

afternoon, when it again increases, and reaches

its highest point probably between six and seven

o'clock in the evening. It falls off but very little

until 10 or 11 o'clock, after which it drops quite

suddenly, and continues very light all night until

the morning load again commences. If this load

is represented in the form of a curve, the curve

will be found to contain two decidedly high peaks,

one in the morning and the other in the evening,

wliile during the rest of the 24 hours it is com-
paratively level.

While it is the object of every central-station

manager to increase his day load so as to make
the work of the central station more uniform,

there are probably no stations which do not have

decidedly heavier loads in the morning and in the

evening than at any other time. These peak loads,

as they are called, dictate the capacity, of the

machinery. In order to carry peak lo.ads, a capac-

ity in engines and generators must be installed

which is usually several times what would be

required for the average load. In order to have

the engines and generators operate efficiently, it is

also necessary that they operate at or near their

full-load capacity', as the efficiencies of both the

generator and the engine are much higher at full

load than at 50 or 60 per cent, of the full load.

The selection of engines and generators for a

load such as described, might, for example, con-

sist of three units, one small one for carrying

the light load after midnight, and two larger ma-
chines, either of Avhich could carry the average

day load, and both of which together w-ould be

sufficient to operate the peak load. This would

leave the small engine in reserve for any unusually

heavy loads which might be thrown on the station,

although in case of accident to either of the larger

generators, the other two would be considerably

overloaded during the time of heavy load. This

latter consideration might lead to the selection of

three generators of equal capacity, notwithstanding

the lower efficiency at which the unit carrying the

light load would operate.

Generators of good design have considerable

flexibility in regard to their ultimate capacity; that

is. they can carry overloads of 125 per cent, of

their normal rated capacity continuously, and for

short periods of for an hour or so are generally

guaranteed to carry 150 per cent, overload. This

overload capacity gives considerable aid in carry-

ing the plant through the peak-load period, and it

also modifies the selection of the engine to some
extent. As engines are not usually guaranteed for

any such overload capacities, it is necessary to

M-le.t ihc niuinal capacity of tlnr nKiiH- suuHwhat
ill excess of that of the generators.

Steam engines may be divided into several classi-

fications.

Tire slnglc-acd'ng engine lakes steam only on
one of the two strokes comprising a revolution, and
operates by the inertia of its flywheel through the

return stroke. The double-acting engine takes

steam both on the forward and reverse stroke,

having, therefore, double the number of impulses

of the single-acting engine. The simple engine is

one having a single steam cylinder, wliile the com-
pound engine has two cylinders, a high and low-
pressure cylinder, and the steam, after having done
.its work in the higli-presstirc cylinder, passes lo

the low-pressure cylinder, where it acts on the

engine again, by still greater expansion. Similarly,

in a triple-expansion engine, three cylinders arc

provided, in each of which the steam enters suc-

cessively and works by greater anri greater ex-

pansion. Triple-expansion engines are, however,
very little used in central-station work.

Compound engines may be of either what arc

known as tandem compound or cross compound.
In the tandem-compound engines the two steam
cylinders are located in- a straight line, one in

front of the other, and act on two pistons con-

nected to the same rod. In this style of engine

the steam generally passes from the high cylinder

to the low-pressure cylinder directly, whereas in

the- cross-compound engine the cylinders are side

by side, and act on two independent pistons and
cranks. In these engines, especially in the cross-

compound engine, it is necessary for smooth op-

eration that the low-pressure cylinder be enough
larger than the high-pressure cylinder so that equal

amounts of work are done in each. In the cross-

compound engines the steam, after exhausting from
the high-pressure cylinder, passes into a reservoir

located between the two cylinders, and from this

reservoir to the low-pressure cylinder.

From what has been said, it is obvious that

where compound or triple-expansion engines are

used, it is necessary to use very much higher

steam pressures than can be used with simple

engines. From 75 to 125 pounds per square inch

is the usual pressure for simple engines, whereas
for compound engines from 160 to 180 pounds is

commonly used, and in some cases even consider-

ably higher pressures lend much to the economy
of the station, and are also necessary where the

steam is worked to a high degree of expansion.

LTo he contimied.l

Contracts for Power from McCall's
Ferry.

Although it will be more than a year before the

McCall's Ferry power dam in the Susquehanna
River will be completed, the power company is en-

tering into contracts to furnish electricity to adjacent

cities and towns. A contract was executed a few
days ago by which the McCall's Ferry Power Com-
pany will furnish electric current for the United
Railways and Electric Company of Baltimore. M(k,
as soon as the plant is completed. The United
Railways compaii)- proposes using the electric cur-

rent generated by the river as an adjunct to its

city power houses. Recently the Consolidated Gas,
Electric Light and Power Company of Baltimore
contracted for the exclusive use of the current in

the Baltimore territory, with the exception of that

required by th.e United Railways.

About fiftv members of the York (Pa.) Manu-
facturers' Association took a trip to the ATcCall's

Ferry dam a few days age for the purpose of in-

specting the plant. This journey, it is said, is of

some significance, and contracts will likely be en-
tered into in the near future for the furnishing

of power to the industries of York by the plant

now in the course of erection.

Chicago Street-railway Situation.

Arrangements have finally been completed for

the turning over of all the properties of the Union
Traction Company and its underlying companies
in Chicago to the Chicago Railways Company. The
new company will own and operate the lines, tak-

ing them out of the hands of receivers, and be
in a position to carry out the terms of the trac-

tion settlement ordinance passed by the council

last fall. Judge Grosscup and Prof. John Gray
of Harvard Law School were the arbitrators who
induced the stockholders of the five companies
interested to turn over their stock to a trust com-
pany in order to carry out the plan. The same
gentlemen will hear arguments. and- decide how the
new stock shall be distributed for the holdings
deposited.
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SELLING ELECTRICITY.
Under this headine will appear, from tirae to time, articles, suceestions and examples which will be of assistance in the coiistant effort

to increase the existine demand for electric current and to create new demands.

Methods of Securing Power Business.'

Bv Geo. N. Tidd.

It seems to me that our attitude toward the

power problem sliould be. that there is no reason

why our plants should not furnish all the powder

used by manufacturers and others in the city, with

possibly the exception of those manufacturers who
use a larger amount of steam or heat in their

process of manufacture; notably paper mills, who
steam their pulp and use their engines simply as

reducing valves.

An examination of the steam plant of the av-

erage manufacturer will show many examples of

poor steam engineering and a high cost of energy

delivered for actual production. One will usually

find they are using coinparatively expensive coal

and frequently teaming the coal in and the ash out.

Thev are probably purchasing th' ir water from

the city and feeding it to the boilers with injectors.

The boilers are frequently poorly set and oper-

ating at poor efficiency. The engines are probably

of inferior design, old and in poor condition;

usually slide-valve or high-speed automatic, and

in manv instances either over or under loaded.

The f'rictional load of shafts and belts frequently

will represent 20 to 50 per cent, of the power
produced. Their labor cost will be high when
considering the ainount of power actually consumed

in producing useful work. It would, therefore, ap-

pear, with our high-efficiency generating plants,

methods of burning low-grade fuels, low labor

costs (due to large outputs and labor-saving de-

. vices), together with the savings we can secure

bv the elimination of a larger portion of the fric-

ti'onal line losses due to motor drive, that we
should take over all the power business of the

district, and not confine ourselves to a compara-

tively few short-hour, low-load-factor class of

consumers.
As to some of the methods of attaining this

desired end, I would suggest

:

First—Secure the services of a good operatmg

engineer for the work, a man. if possible, who
has been in charge of a central-station plant, and

one who can appreciate quickly the points involved

in good and poor steam engineering. This man
should be a good salesman, and, with one or more
assistants, can cover a good deal of ground by

devoting his entire attention to the work.

There are many men operating the smaller plants

who are admirably adapted for the- work. The
varied experiences secured by such men in op-

erating these plants, with the numerous difficulties

encountered and overcome every day, make them
particularly resourceful and valuable for the work.

I take my hat off, every time, to the man in

charge of the average small central-station plant.

Second—Canvass of District.—Have your power
man make a thorough investigation of every power-
producing plant in the district, no matter how
large or small. Keep a systeinatic record of every

case along lines suggested in a plant data sheet.

A thorough study of each power problem should

be made, which, supplemented with a study of the

process of manufacture, will develop business that

at first sight would be deemed impracticable to

secure, owing to steam or fuel conditions. This

analysis prepares the representative to meet the

owner or manager, in a measure, upon his own
ground, and having a close approximation to the

total costs of the plant, conditions of operation

and load factors, puts him in a position where
he can talk and argue most effectively. His grasp

of the situation is tremendously increased. These
records are invaluable, as in some instances it is

not possible to close a prospect until he has a

breakdown, and when it comes all the data are

instantly available.

Third—Secure a Large Representative Installa-

tion.—The first large customer comes hard. After

the ice is broken, others have more confidence

in your proposition and are easier to handle. It

will, therefore, lie of great aid to secure one of

these customers to whom you can send and take

prospects. The customer should, if possible, be one

of the leading manufacturers. There are always

one or more manufacturers in a district who are

naturally the leaders, and others are very apt to

consider whatever they do the proper thing. Make
the most important manufacturer your friend and
a booster; make his installation a model one, and
you will find his aid invaluable. There is nothing

so effective in arousing the interest and desire of

a prospect as having him examine and sec a large

installation in operation, and talk with the owner
or manager on the many advantages over the old

steam drive.

Fourth—Trial Demonstration.—We frequently

meet prospects who arc (lul)ious as to the ad-

vantages of central-station drive in their particular

business or conditions. They admit it is good for

their nciKhlxir, but for this reason or that, it is

not suitable lor them. In other words, they art;

from Missouri and "need to I)c shown." In these

I. A Da[H;r read t^efore the Natiotlal Electric Lisbt Associatton
at Wx^hinKton. D. C, June 7. v/yj. Mr. Tidd iB a ccnlral-ita-
lioQ man of Scranton. Pa.

cases, I would install the complete equipment and
furnish current to operate for 60 or 90 days' trial.

Usually they will agree to pay a noininal sum,
representing their acknowledged costs for the serv-
ice, and in many instances will further agree to

provide the motor foundations and belts. Under
these conditions the expense of such a trial is

merely nominal, as all the apparatus can be re-

moved and used elsewhere. There are many ad-
vantages in such a trial.

First : The organization of the local steam plant
will deteriorate, and in some instances vanish, so

it is hard to get together another gang; the inertia

of a change has been overcome, and you have it

on your side in finally closing.

Second : It demonstrates much better than you
can tell the advantages of close speed regulation,

with its consequent increase in output, the free-

dom from plant troubles and worries, the flexibility

and cleanliness, and, above all, gives you an ac-

curate determination of the actual amount of power
required to drive the plant under favorable con-
ditions.

It has been the writer's experience that fully 95
per cent, of these trial installations are finally

closed.

Fifth—Methods of Selling.—Be liberal with your
prospects in regard to terms of payment for the
motors. In

,
man}' instances it is advisable to sell

upon the ii'istallment plan and allow one or two
5'ears to pay for the installation. The small manu-
facturer especially needs the money in his business
and cannot afford to make the necessary outlay
in cash - for the proper installation. By taking a

lease upon the apparatus and insuring it against
fire, you are pretty well protected. In some in-

stances it may be necessary to install a motor
free, if it secures a particularly favorable business.

The rate per kilowatt-hour can be easily increased
enough to cover the cost of the motor. In other
words, allow nothing to stand in the way in the

line of a reasonable investment in securing good
motor business.

Sixth—Remember that every power prospect,
especially if it be a large one, must be considered
largely as an individual proposition. You cannot
make a hard-and-fast system of rates which will

apply to all cases. Do not be afraid to go dow.i
on high-load-factor business, simply because your
present cost with its low load factor is higher than
perhaps you will be called upon to quote. I would
suggest dividing your costs up into readiness-to-

serve; and output expense; dividing the connected
load into the total readiness-to-serve expense, and
the output expense by manufactured current. This
will give an indication of the value of high-load-

factor business and what it can be sold for. There-
fore, do not be afraid to go down on the long-hour
business.

Off-peak Business.

This class of business does not seem to have
been given the consideration it deserves. Many
stations believe it is not X'^^'^sible to secure any
amount of this character of business. If, however,
every power prospect be carefuly analyzed and
working hours studied, it will astonish you tc

find how much business can be secured on this

basis. Wherever a manufacturer works two shifts

it is usually possible to so arrange the hours that
they will avoid your si.x o'clock overlapping peak.
The proposition requires care in presenting to the

manufacturer, for at first thought he will say that

it is not possible, but if your man has his conditions
thoroughly .in mind (and he should not talk until

he has) he can in many instances persuade tl:e

prospect to shorten the noon hour, start one-half

hour earlier in the morning and shut down early

enough during the winter months to avoid the

overlap. For instance, flour mills can easily shut

down during overlapping peak hours, foundries
l)y getting out their iron somewhat earlier, and
many others are in the same class. Flat rates in

connection with this off-peak business work in

very advantageously. I am aware of the prejudice

of all central stations against flat rates, and to

some extent I share this for unlimited flat-rate

lighting. However, I do not believe flat-rate power
business is in the same class. The manufacturer
will not pay .for labor or wear and tear upon ma-
chines simply to waste current. He has a clearly

defined nuliiber of hours to operate, a certain maxi-
mum production to obtain in these hours, and a

definite number of machines to operate. A fiat-

rate peak-load contract can thus be easily drawn
which will cover the situation fairly well. Say
nothing about the horsepower required. The
company merely agrees to furnish energy in suffi-

cient quantities to drive a certain number of care-

fully described machines a certain number of houis
per day. The contract is very useful in landing
certain classes of men and business which could

not be otherwise obtained.

One of our western plants in a city of 25,000

has now a day load of 1,500 kilowatts and has
upon its circuits over QO per cent, of the to'al

Ijower business in the city, the only exceptions be-

ing the paper mills. Another plant, in a city of

30,000, has 3 day load of i,txx) kilowatts and is

closing down plants as fast as station capacity
can be installed to take care of it. Fully 50 per
cent, of the power contracts in both these cities

contain this peak-load clause.

The value to the central station of a good, heavy,
long-hour motor load cannot be overestimated. It

furnishes a steady income for every month of the
year. The amounts received per customer are rela-

tively large and difficulties of collection very small.
This power business will represent a satisfied class

of customers, the most influential apd best element
of the city, and they will influence public opinion
in your favor and largely minimize the danger of

numicipal-ownership agitation.

How to Get the Old Buildings Wired.'

By F. H. Goldixg.

Great possibilities for remunerative business in

lighting are offered by the residences, and central-
station men generally are awakening to the fact
that a strenuous effort should be made to secure
this class of business, particularly the old houses
in which gas or some other established illuminant
offers strong competition.
The campaign outlined in this paper has pro-

duced most gratifying results, and is adapted to

the needs of the average central station, subject,
possibly, to minor changes or modifications made
necessary by local conditions. To attain the high-
est efficiency, this campaign should be supplemented ,

by a liberal policy as to the kilowatts connected
for which service will be furnished. One central

station that has been very successful in securing
old-house business by these methods—in fact, in-

creased 700 per cent, in iS months—will give serv-
ice to any installation, no matter how small the
current consumption promises to be, on the as-
sumption that the use of electricity, even in the
most trivial manner, soon becomes a habit and in-

evitably leads to a more extended use.

As a preliminary, a house-to-house canvass of
the residential districts should be made, the infor-

mation thus obtained to be compiled in card-index
form, containing the street and number of each
house, name of owner, name of tenant or tenants,

means of illumination in use, and if electricity is

not used, whether or not the house is wired.
With this information available, the" solicitor is

in a position to work his district intelligently and
systematcally, canvassing a block at a time and
persisting until he has had one or more interviews

with the head of every family in his district. After
the preliminary canvass he may select those offering

the most favorable prospects and concentrate his

efforts on these selections, endeavoring to have not
less than one or two on each block in his ter-

ritory.

The head of the new-business department, being
informed b)' daily reports as to the progress the

solicitor is making, should aid him with mailings

of personal letters and literature pertaining to

various lighting and power appliances for the home
use.

If the solicitor is at first unsuccessful in interest-

ing the prospective subscriber to the extent of

lighting his entire premises with electricity, he
should endeavor to secure an entering wedge in

the shape of a cellar or porch light, an electric

iron, sewing-machine motor, or any other appli-

ance that he thinks will most appeal to his pros-

pect, offering the free use of same for a 30 or 60-

day trial, provided the prospective customer will

pay for the small amount of wiring necessary and
for the current consumed.

It is right here that a liberal policy on the part

of the company is of vital assistance to the solicitor,

as the appliance most favored may be a heating

pad, night light, or something else in which the

current consumption is negligible. Having ob-

tained a foothold, it is comparatively easy for a

capable solicitor to gradually extend the uses of

electricity in a home by a diplomatic and unob-
trusive introduction of other appliances, so that

almost before the householder realizes it he is re-

lying on electricity for his light and various other

needs and wondering how he could have gone
without it so long. The enthusiastic testimonial

of the pleased subscriber thus obtained is of mate-
rial assistance to the solicitor in his work in

neighboring houses, hence the importance of ob-

taining at least one on each block.

In conjunction with the solicitor's work, a good
scries of newspaper advertisements should be used,

care being taken to have the copy attr.active and
readable, and arranged to fit the season or local

conditions. For instance, in the fall, when length-

ening and chilly nights offer the opportunity, de-

vote the article to porch lights or electric radiators

;

in the winter, when the furnace must be cared

for, to cellar lights; in the holiday season, to

attractive gifts, such as chafing dishes and coffee

percolators; in the spring, to flatirons, fans and
other electrical hot-weather comforts; in epidemics

of sickness, to heating pads, sterilizers, turn-

down laini)s. and so forth. In addition to the

work above outlined, very good results can be

obtained from a special atlvertisement inserted in

the "For Sale or For Rent" columns at intervals,

advising the prospective purchaser or lessee to

I. A paper read before the National Electric Lieht Association at

Washineton. D.C.. June?, 1907. Mr. Goldinc is a central-station

man of Dayton. Ohio.
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ciinsidcr llic ilusir^iliilily of i-li-L'(ricily and avoid

houses willimit il. Tlu'sc sliiiidd lif brief and
piiinlcd, and altfrnalod with appeals to the roal-

cslalc (icaU'rs to wire all llu-ir honses and tluis

secure Iiixher i)rices and easier sales. I'aniplilets,

dyers and other mail matter seasonably selected

antl pertaininR In local uses or events when pos-

sible, shonld he freely nsed. A "bnrfjlar" pamphlet,

issued at a linie when several burglaries bad oc-

curred ill succession and the cily w;is iniu-h aroused

in consequence, is a Rood example of what this

class of matter could be; it was directly instru-

mental in secnriuK many customers.

.\ bberal use of sni;ill electric siRus, scattered

I'reel}' through tile residential sections, .'lud of il-

luminated liillboarils, is a valuable adjunct to resi-

denti.'d work. The signs should be of the picture-

frame variety, to facilitate handling, and should

l)e changed to new locations twice or three times

a year.

Arrangements can be made with store or shop-

keepers, by making a concession in their lighting

rates, for the location of signs on their buildings

and the switching on and off—the company's
troulile men, or sign men, if it has them, caring

for llie renewals.

The billboards should be erected in favorable

positions, preferably along the routes of the street-

car lines, radiating out into the residential districts,

and should be repainted at least two or three times

a year to retain the interest of the passing public.

Trough reflectors may be used for the illumina-

tion, and the reading matter and illustrations

should bear on the uses of electricity in the home.

A time switch may be nsed to control the lighting,

unless the central station maintains a sign-switch-

ing service.

The company should be prepared, wdiere condi-

tions seem to warrant, and the prospective cus-

tomer's responsibility is assured, to ofTer a prop-

osition whereby the installation of wires and fix-

tures may be paid for in installments—weekly,

monthly or quarterly, as may be desirable. By
this means many customers can be secured who
would not otherwise feel able to meet the installa-

tion expense. If the central station does not do

interior work, a satisfactory arrangement could be

made with the electrical contractors whereby the

latter would add, say, lo per cent, for interest

and the expense of carrying the account, the light-

ing company guaranteeing the contractor against

loss. As the cost of the average installation will

not exceed $ioo, the percentage added will lay

no great burden on the customer.

A number of central stations about the country

have in effect a plan whereby a certain number
of outlets is installed at or below cost, and some
of them are obtaining very satisfactory results, but

propositions of this character must be governed

entirely by conditions existing in the territory

served, and should be carefully considered. In one

city recently brought to the writer's attention, where

the lighting company installed the first work with

its own men, the practice was discontinued because

the contractors regarded it as a usurpation of

their prerogatives, and when called upon to furnish

estimates for wiring the remainder of a house

would add to the estimate a sum equivalent to

the assumed profit they would have received on

the original work. In another city, where the

lighting company arranges with the electrical con-

tractors to do the work and pays them the dif-

ference between the amount the customer pays

and the normal price for the installation, the plan

has worked out well.

"The question of getting new houses wired is so

closely allied with the one under discussion that

a few words on the subject may not be amiss here.

In growing cities it is advisable to maintain

solicitors exclusively for this business, averaging

one man to about 50,000 to ioo,oco population,

depending on how rapidly the city is growing and
new houses are being erected. It should be the

duty of the "new^-liouse man" to keep track of the

building permits and of the building-trade notes, to

keep in close touch with architects, builders and
real-estate men, and a generally watchful eye on
new building. In the latter he will be aided by
the daily reports of the district solicitors, who
should be required to note on their reports the
building preparations in their districts.

He should receive the same assistance in the

form of follow-up letters and other mail matter
that the other solicitors receive, and, in addition
to that, a special mailing series to architects, build-
ers and real-estate dealers should be used. The
special series, suppleinented by frequent personal
letters proffering the services of the company's
illuminating and construction engineers in laying

out the supervising and installation of distributing

systems free of cost to the persons addressed,
could consist of mailing folders containing illus-

trations of successful residential lighting effects,

preferably local, and reading matter descriptive of
and calling attention to the illumination in the
picture. One lighting company in a city of about
100,000 population adopted a similar plan for its

new-house work, with the result that, while less

than 10 per cent, of the new houses built in the
city during the tirst five months of 1905 were wired,
during the same period of the current year 92
per cent, were wired.

A Clover Cover Design.
The accompanying illustration is a reduced fac-

simile of the front cover of ICdisoi) Light— llie

house organ of the Kdison Ivleclric ; Illuminating
Company of Boston— for June. It shows a wind-
mill in Holland with an electric fan instead of
the revolving :irnis of the mill. The picture i:i

made to give a clever imitation of Ihitch tiles,

:in(\ in the origin;il the color is a very exact re-

production of the Delft blue. .MlOKclher, the de-
sign is ple.-ising ;ind .-tttractive. I^eferring to it,

Kdison 1-iglit says; ".Such .-i ch;inf.;c ;is is iudi-

A CLEVER COVER DESIGN,

cated by the cover of this number of Edison Light
—in which the artist has attempted to convey an
impression of beauty as well as a suggestion of
value—would be found impracticable, it may be
confessed. However, it should be remembered that

the electric fan, as now available, is a distinctly

practical device, able and willing to introduce
greater comfort and better conditions in home, or
office, or w^orkshop."
The central-station advertising literature of the

United States shows very clearly the work of many
bright minds engaged in the publicity end of selling

electricity.

Electrical Exhibit at White City.

The Commonw-ealth Electric Company maintains

a handsomely appointed exhibition room at White
Cit}', the pleasure resort, whose thousands of elec-

tric lights are supplied by the company. All kinds

of electrical domestic conveniences, cooking utensils,

fans, turn-down lamps, signs and flashers are

shown to interest the stream of people the exhibit

attracts. Plate-glass windows in one side of the

room give a clear view^ of the interior of the sub-

station which supplies the district. The switch-

board and converting machiner}', of the latest type,

show the excellent construction and admirable

maintenance for which the Chicago company has

become known.

Canadian Electrical Exhibition.

The first annual electrical show of the Canadian
Electrical Exhibition Company will be given in the

Power Building, Montreal, from September 2d to

14th inclusive. A charge will be made for space,

and alternating current of 60 cycles, 110-220 volts,

will be furnished at a special rate. The Canadian
Electrical Association and the Canadian Street

Railway Association wdll hold their conventions in

Montreal during the show, which will be the first

of its kind to be held in Canada for 17 j'ears.

Three-quarters of the space has been sold. W.
McLea Walbank is president of the company giv-

ing the show', and R. S. Kelsch is managing di-

rector.

The annual con^-ersazione of the British Institu-

tion of Electrical Engineers was held on June iSth

at the Natural History Museum, South Kensing-
ton. There was an attendance of about 1,500.

among the number being many members of kindred

societies. Dr. R. T. 'Glazebrook, the president, and
Mrs. Glazebrook and Lord Kelvin, the president-

elect, and Lady Kelvin received the guests, who
included Lord Justice Buckley, Mr. Justice Gran-
tham, Rear-admiral Sir Henry Jackson, Sir Will-

iam Crookes, Sir H. C. Mance, Sir W. H.
Treacher. Sir J. Clifton Robinson, Sir William
Ramsay, Sir J. I. Tliornycroft, Sir C. Trevor, Sir

Patrick Manson, Major-general E. R. Festing and
Prof. G. Carey Foster,

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

A Question of Employment.
IC. A., Cliicag(», ;isks for information alxiul re-

(luircments for admission lo the local union of
electrical workers; also about the prospects for
employnienl as an electrician in Washington and
Oregon.

Answeu.

The Chicago "Local 1.34" of the International

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers is addressed at

i6C> East Madison Street. For information about
the employment outlook in Washington and Ore-
gon, why not write direct to those stales? Per-
haps the general superintendent of the Seattle

( Wash.) Electric Company and the superintendent
of lines of the Portland fOregon) General Elec-
tric Company will give the desired information.

Effect of Higher Voltage on Meter
Registration.

H. A. Z., Anamos.i. Iowa.: What effect will
it have on a meter calibrated at iio volts, 60
cycles, when put onto a 115-volt Co-cycle circuit?
Will it make the meter run or register faster?

.•\.S'SWER.

.•\s a rule, when a meter is calibrated for no
volts and the compensating coil balances the fric-

tion of the bearings, the meter will tend to run
slightly faster if applied to 115 volts pressure.

This, however, depends in a measure, upon the
torque of a nieter. In meters possessing a high
driving torque, the increasing of the pressure from
no to 115 volts has little effect, if any, upon its

accuracy, but in meters where the driving torque
is small, the increase in speed will be noticeable;

and will be more marked on the lower loads, on
account of the element of friction forming a greater
percentage thereof than the higher loads.

However, in everyday practice, the entire mat-
ter will resolve itself into the following:

In low-torque meters, the increasing of the

pressure from no to 115 volts will, in all proba-
bility, make them "creep" slightly on no load,

especially if subjected to vibration, and incidentally

cause the other readings also to be a triflle fast.

In high-torque meters, this increase in pressure
will make no material difference, since that portion

of the load of the meter that is represented by
the friction of the bearings is so small as com-
pared with the retardation or drag that is set up
between the disk and permanent magnets that it

becomes negligible.

If the pressure at the switchboard has been
raised five volts, thereby affecting all the meters
in service, it would be wise to inspect each meter,

and those of them that "creep" on pressure only

should be re-compensated to avoid any trouble

that might arise later on.

Further, if the meters in question have already

been in service for some time, the friction of

the jewel and registering train may have increased

to a point where the added five volts will just

compensate for it, thereby bringing the meters back
to their original accuracv.

BOOK TABLE.
The Fi.vaxces of G-\s a.vd Electeic-light and
Power Enterprises. By William D. Marks.
(Fourth Edition.) New York: Published by the
author. 1907. Pp. {7 by 5 inches), xv., 532,
with numerous tables and curves. Price, $4.

Following the exhaustion of the three earlier

editions of this w-ork, the present volume appears
with substantial additions to the subjects of gas
and electric street lighting and appended notes by
the author, who is a well-known consulting engi-

neer of New York city. In much of the text the

author has preferred to leave his work as a col-

lection of papers, and he gives facts and figures

derived from hundreds of operating electric rail-

ways, electric-light stations and gas plants.

'The object of the book is to afford those inter-

ested in the proper prices for electric-railway fares

and freight, gas and electricity, a practical method
of determining them for any locality.

The subject of the finances of electric railways
includes a detailed account of the costs of sur\'ey,

construction, equipment, and maintenance, and a

discussion of the choice of location, character of

service, etc., all illustrated wMth many actual ex-

amples. Then follow^s a commercial analysis of

small and unprofitable electric-lighting plants and
a chapter on how to get paj-ing loads for stations.

The last five chapters are new with this edition

and cover electric street lighting and gas and
prices in the larger cities. For the calculation of

railway rates there are presented in algebraic form
all factors required. Numerous curve sheets and
diagrams give costs at a glance.

The book is a remarkable compilation of in-
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formation on investments in public utilities, and
shows, besides financial knowledge, the author's

^ close acquaintance with the practical operation of

plants. The style is entertaining and, despite the

difficulties of the subject, the pages hold the read-

er's interest. To the owners and operators of

plants of the character described the book cannot

fail to prove of value, if given the careful study

which it deserves.

Code of Ethicsfor Electrical Engineers.'

A. General Principles.

I. In both his professional and his business re-,

lations the electrical engineer should follow strictly

the same ethical principles that are recognized in

the social relations of everyday life. He should
consider himself personally responsible for the char-

acter of the enterprises and the persons with which
he is associated professionally.

. 2. Before entering into professional relations, it

is therefore the duty of the electrical engineer to

satisfy himself that the enterprises with which he
connects himself are of a legitmate character. If,

after becoming associated he finds them to be of

a questionable nature he should sever his connec-
tion as soon as possible. It should not be con-

sidered an excuse that his connection extends only

to legitimate engineering work.

3. An electrical engineer permitting the use of
his name in any enterprise or exploitation becomes
morally responsible for its character. He should
therefore not allow the use of his name in con-
nection with anything upon which he is not quali-

fied by training and experience to exercise com-
petent judgment.

4. The electrical, engineer should take care that
credit for engineering work is attributed to those
who, as far as his knowledge of the matter goes,
are the real authors of such work.

5. The electrical engineer should incline toward
and not away from standards of all kinds, since
standardization is peculiarly essential to the gen-
eral progress of the profession. This applies to
construction, measurement and expression, or
nomenclature as well as to conduct, or ethics, Even
the tendency to give individuality by providing
special construction may sometimes be avoided with
advantage.

B. Relations of the Electrical Engineer to His
Employer, Customer or Client.

7. The electrical engineer should consider the
protection of his client's interests as his first obli-
gation, and therefore should avoid every act that
would be contrary to this duty; if any other con-
sideration such as professional obligations or re-
strictions interfere with his so acting, in accordance
with the expectation of his client^ he should in-

form him of the situation.

8. He can honorably accept compensation, finan-
cially or otherwise, from one side or party only,
interested in the same matter. The electrical engi-
neer, whether consulting, designing or operating,
may therefore not accept commissions, either di-

rectly or indirectly, from other parties dealing with
his principals.

9. Electrical engineers in a position to decide
on the use of inventions, apparatus, etc., should
not be financially interested in their use, as by
receiving a royalty, etc., unless the matter is clearly
understood by the client or employer.

10. Electrical engineers should not accept em-
ployment while financially interested in a rival
concern except upon the express permission of both
parties. An electrical engineer may be employed
by more than one party, as in the case of a con-
sulting engineer, when the interests of the parties
do not conflict, and it is understood, as is usual
in such cases, that he is not expected to devote
his entire time to the work of one party but is

free to enter into other engagements. A con-
sulting engineer permanently retained by a party
should notify other prospective employers of this

affiliation before entering into relations with them.
A consulting engineer when not exclusively re-

tained by one side may advise rival concerns,
with the full knowledge of all of them and upon
taking care that the interests of the parties do not
conflict in the particular matter handled.

11. Operating engineers should consider them-
selves responsible for defects in apparatus or dan-
gerous conditions of operation, should bring the
same to the attention of their employers and urge
remedial action. If the causes of the danger arc
not removed they should withdraw.

12. An electrical engineer should in general be
considered directly responsible to his employer or
client for the successful fulfillment of the work
upon which he has been engaged and for its sat-

isfactory performance as a whole. It should there-
fore be clearly understood at the outset just what
the extent or the limitations of responsibility of
the engineer are to be. Whether he has been cm-
ployed merely as designer or whether he is re-

tained to design and to superintend construction

;

I. This code of ethics was approved by the American InHtituie
of Electrical Eneineem at Niatfara Falls, N, Y.. June 27. njo?. It

v.'a'. prepared hy a coinriiitlfcc consihtinii of Dr. S. S. Wh^'cler,
r>r. C. I*. Sieininelzand H.W. iJuck, which has considered it "holh
practicable and desirable lo rrcord soint of the tcencral principles
c! prcife&ftional conduct that -ihould be acuidc for the electrical
entciocer. leavinz it to him to make specific application to the
ca.-.c: ythicb be may meet."

whether to design only the chief features, or to

pass as well upon all details of the apparatus that

is to be installed. Attention should be directed

to the fact that defects in the manufacture of

material or apparatus is a matter distinct from
the matters of design or installation. An engineer
should not be held responsible for the unsatisfac-

tory'- performance of a plant resulting from defective

apparatus furnished, unless he has undertaken to

include this subject.

C. Relations of the Electrical Engineer to the

Ownership of -the Records of His Work.

15. The following general principles should be
recognized

:

If in executing his work, the electrical engineer
uses data or information which are not common
and public propertj"^, but which he receives, di-

rectly or indirectly, from his employer, or if the
problem solved by the engineer is met in the pur-
suit of his work for his employer, and is not of

such character that his attention would have been
directed to it regardless of his relations to his

employer, the products of his woik, in the form
of inventions, plans, designs, etc., are not his

private property, but the property of his employer,
though the engineer may be entitled to special

remuneration for such inventions, etc.

16. If in the execution of the work the engineer
uses only his own knowledge or data or informa-
tion which are public property by prior publication,

etc., and receives no engineering data from his

employer or customer, except performance specifi-

cations, the results of the work, such as inventions,

plans, designs, etc., are the private property of

the engineer, and his employer or customer is

entitled to their use only in the specified case.

17. All the work done by the engineer in the

form of inventions, plans, designs, etc., which are

outside of the field of engineering for which his

employer has retained him, are the engineer's

private property.

18. When an engineer or manufacturer builds

apparatus from engineering designs supplied to him '

by his customer, the designs remain the property
of the customer and should not be duplicated for

other customers without express permission. When
the engineer or -manufacturer and his customer are'

jointly to work out designs and plans or develop
inventions, a clear understanding should be arrived

at before the beginning of the work regarding
the, "proportionate rights of ownership in any in-

ventions, designs, etc., that may result, since in

.such case both parties should be considered to

have rights therein.

19. Any engineering data or information which
an electrical engineer obtains, directly or indirectly,

from his employer or customer, or which he cre-

ates as a.- result of such information, must be

considered by the engineer as confidential; and
while the engineer is justified in using such data

or experience in his own practice as going toward
his education, the publication thereof without ex-

press permission is improper, as is also its use in

producing for other parties, work that is charac-
teristic of the original customer or employer.

20. Designs, data, records and notes made dur-

ing his engagement by an engineer employed on
salary under permanent engagement, and referring

to his work, are his employer's property. The
same matter in the case of a consulting electrical

engineer paid by fee or by commission, are the

property of the consulting engineer.

21. A customer in buying apparatus, does not ac-

quire any right in its design beyond the use in

the apparatus purchased. A customer of a con-
sulting engineer does not acquire any right to the

plans made by the consulting engineer except for

the specific case for which the apparatus was built

or the plans made.

D. Relations of the Electrical Engineer to the
General Public.

22. The electrical engineer should endeavor to

assist the public to a fair and correct general un-
derstanding of engineering matters, spread the gen-
eral knowledge of electrical enginering, and dis-

courage wrong or exaggerated statements on engi-
neering subjects published in the press or other-

wise, especially' if these statements are made for

the purpose of, or may lead to, inducing the public

to participate in unworthy schemes.
23. Controversies on engineering questions, how-

ever, should never be carried on in the public
press, but should be confined to the technical press
and the engineering societies or through trade
bulletins.

24. First publication of inventions or other engi-
neering advances should not be made through the

public press, but rather through the technical press
and the engineering societies or through trade
bulletins.

25. The publications which an electrical engineer
is justified in making through the public press
should therefore be of a historical, educational,

instructive or similar character, and should not
relate to controversies between engineers or on
engineering questions, lo new inventions, etc., nor
contain technical criticsms of fellow engineers, and
it should be considered unprofessional to give opin-
ions without being fully informed on all the facts

relating lo the question, and on the purpose for

which the opinion is asked, with a full statement

of the conditions under which the opinion applies.

26. In giving expert testimony before judicial
bodies, the electrical engineer should confine him-
self to brief and clear statements on engineering
or historical facts. He should not give personal
opinions without so expressly stating, and should
avoid pleading on one side or the other.

E. Relations of the Electrical Engineer to the
Engineering Fraternity.

30. The electrical engineer should take interest
in and show due regard for the electrical engi-
neering societies and the technical press.

31. He should assist his fellow engineers by ex-
change of general information, experience, instruc-
tion, etc.

32. He should not take a position left by another
electrical engineer without satisfying himself that
the former has left it voluntarily, or for proper
reasons.

32. Where engineering work is in charge of an
electrical engineer, no other electrical engineer
should undertake the work except on request of
or in co-operation with the electrical engineer who
had charge of the work before, unless the latter's
connection with it has already terminated.

34. An electrical engineer in responsible charge
of work should not permit other engineers or non-
technical persons to overrule his electrical engi-
neering decisions. If this is done and persisted in,

he should as soon as is practicable withdraw.
35. In engineering work in charge of a board of

engineers, the respective limitations of the author-
ity of each should he decided at the outset, and
each electrical engineer should give full and com-
plete information on his part to the other engineers
and insist on this being reciprocated.

F. Relations of the Electrical Engineer to the
Standards of His Profession.

40. The title "electrician" should be applied lo

those having practical training sufficient to enable
them to carry on intelligently certain classes of
electrical work, such as the installation of electric

lights and bells, and the operation of small electric

plants.

41. The title "electrical engineer" should be ap-
plied only to graduates from the electrical engi-
neering schools of universities of recognized stand-
ing, and such men as possess an equivalent knowl-
edge of electrical engineering. Letters usually em-
ployed to denote college degrees, such as E. E.,

should be used only by those holding such degrees.
42. The title "consulting electrical engineer'

should be applied only to those electrical engineers
who- possess such knowledge and experience in

electrical engineering as would qualify them to full

membership in the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers.

Coming Street-railway Convention at
Atlantic City.

The annual convention of the American Street

and Interurban Railway Association and its affili-

ated associations will be held at Atlantic City,

N. J., from October 14th to iSth, inclusive.

It has been decided by the official representatives

of the various associations that each organization

shall have its own hotel for its headquarters, so

that each individual hotel may be used as a gen-
eral meeting place for those interested in specific

lines of work. The Marlborough-Blenheim will

in general be considered the headquarters of the

American association and also of the Manufactur-
ers' association, the Chalfonte for the Accountants'
association, and the Dennis and St. Charles hotels

for the Engineering and Claim Agents' associa-

tions, respectively. Arrangements for hotel res-

ervations should be made directly with the hotels.

The steel pier at Atlantic City has been recently

widened, strengthened and reinforced with con-

crete the entire length. It extends 1,600 feet into

the ocean and will be the general headquarters

during the day for the meetings, and upon it will

be held the exhibition of electric-railway apparatus
and appliances given by the Manufacturers* asso-

ciation. Over 70,000 square feet of net exhibit

space on this structure is available and all indica-

tions point to a manufacturers' exhibit which will

be even larger and more interesting than that

given in Columbus at* the 1906 convention. In

addition to the exhibits shown on the pier there

will be a fine display of cars within walking dis-

tance of the pier.

The committees on subjects for the various asso-

ciations have been actively engaged on the pro-

gramme for several months past, and there is

every prospect of the presentation of a number of

interesting papers. Each of the four associations

will have a prognnnme, The complete pro-

grammes will be announced in a bulletin which
will be issued early in July. The opening session

of the convention will be held in Casino Hall. The
usual arrangements for transportation arc being
made with the various passenger traffic associa-

tions. Round-trip tickets for one and one-third

fare upon the cerlificalc plan will be issued.

The associalitni has recently issued bulletin No.
2 on the convention arrangements, and further

information may be had by addressing Bernard V.
Swcnson, secretary and treasurer, 29 West Thirty-
ninth Street, New York city.
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Allis-Chalmers Exhibit at the James-
town Exposition.

Si) much stress lias Iji'i-u laid on tlic naval and
inililary features of liie Janu-stown ICxposilinn ibal

llic hnportance of IJie display made by coinniercial

and induslrial interests may lie overlooketl by the

public of llie country at large, livery stiPte in Ibc

Union is, however, represented industrially, and
many foreign governments were among the first

exhibitors to sccnre space fen* a similar purpose.
This feature of the fair is developing beyond
expectations, having exceeded the plans originally

made for tiic exploitation of manufactured articles

of trade, and it is proving one of the leading
attractions.

Among the principal exhibits of machinery, to

which visitors will be early attracted, is that made
by Allis-Chalmers Company of Milwaukee, occu-
pying Section S, Machinery and Transportation
Building, as shown in part by the accompanying
illustration.

The character of this cxliibit is not marked by
the display of any unusual or special apparatus,
nor does it include specimens of all Allis-Clialmcrs

Company's extremely large and varied line of prod-
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J. J. Thomson on Electrons.'

of lale a surprising amount of quite defmite
information has been obtained as to the nature of
negative electrification. Negative electricity is an
atomic stulT the particles of which (corpuscles or
electrons

J are all of the same size, have an in-

ertia which is i-i7()otb that of the hydrogen atom
(but is aceoninable for on purely electromagnetic
principles) and may either rush about violently
by themselves, passing straight through an ordi-
nary molecule of matter, or, when their speed is

not sullicient to remove them from the sphere of
its attraction, may slick on to it or a part tliercof

and convert it into the familiar negative ion. Of
what positive electrification may be there has been
very little except negative knowledge, In his Royal
Institiilion discnurse on March 22d and the last

of his course of six lectures delivered on March
23d, Prof. J. J, 'i'homson set out the results of
the last 12 months' work at the Cavendish labor-

atory, designed to ascertain as much as possible
about the nature of positive electricity, or what
is the same thing in other words, to catch the
positive electron. I'rofessor Thomson has not caught
that non-existence, but be has caught three other

PARTIAL VIEW OF ALLIS-CHALMERS EXHIBIT AT JAMESTOWN.

ucts, but only a few of the standard machines
whose designs have been .well established, such- as

are used in thousands of installations the country
over, and are doing efficient, economical, every-
day service.

The larger machines seen at the back of the
picture, a No. 5 style "K" Gates breaker and an
AlHs-Chalmers band mill, with' sawmill carriage,

are representatives of three important branches of
industry in which Allis-Chalmers Company is the
acknowledged leader; namely, the manufacture of
complete rock and ore-crushing equipments, cement-
making plants and sawmill machinery.
The breaker is identical with those used by the

Pennsylvania Railroad in the concrete construction
of its famous tunnel under the East River, New
York, a model of which is exhibited just across
the aisle ; and the band mill might be taken for a

twin of one which recently broke the timber-sawing
record of the South.
The exhibit includes a belted alternator and an

Allis-Chalmers Reliance engine, the latter hidden
in the background of the picture. The company
builds both Corliss engines and electric generators
especially designed for operating with them, and
the purchaser is able to deal with a single concern
and thereby atoid any division of responsibility

for the satisfactory operation of both the steam
and electrical ends of his power plant. There is

also shown a complete line of apparatus for electric

drive, including standard Allis-Chalmers induction
motors and direct-current motors.

In the photographs, model and parts of Allis-

Chalmers steam turbines shown in this exhibit may
be observed three of the special features of these
machines, viz., channel-shaped shrouds protecting the
ends of the blading from injury, machine-cut slots

in the foundation rings,' insuring accurate spacing
of the blades, and improved arrangement of bal-

ance pistons, reducing the diameter of the cylinder

and preventing distortion under varying tempera-
tures.

The greatly extended use of compressed air for

driving drills, pneumatic riveters, hammers, clean-

ers, clipping and calking, tools, etc., has created a

strong demand for small air-compressor plants
which may be placed conveniently to the work in

hand. A portable compressor outfit mounted on
a truck, comprising a Christensen air compressor,
driven by an Allis-Chalmers motor, may be seen
here, with all its accessories.

At either corner of the space are placed large
swinging racks of frames containing photographs
and illustrated summaries of bulletins of the prin-
cipal products of Allis-Chalmers Company.

little things instead, one negative and two positive,

and if subsequent investigation substantiates the
present work, he has established a fundamental
and far-reaching discovery as to the constitution
of ordinary matter.
The most likely way of finding out all about

a thing is so far as possible to isolate it from
everything else, and to this end Professor Thomson
went fishing for his positive electron in a highly
exhausted vacuum tube; that is to say, he inves-
tigated the kanalstrahlen, or as he calls them, the
ra^'S of positive electricity there. These rays are
obtained by making a hole in the cathode. They
were discovered a long time ago by Goldstein, and
in these latter days have been investigated by
Wien, who got as far as to show that they carried
positive electricity.

First, however,, as to their origin. They come
from the gas on the front or anode side of the

cathode and apparently not far from it, that is

to say. from the bright patch which is called the

first cathode layer. Obviously, then, they are the

carriers of the positive electricity seeking the nega-
tive electrode, and happening to come up to it at

a hole, pass through and appear on the other side.

Professor Thomson exhibited the effect very beauti-

fully, using a helium vacuum tube in which all

the negative fluorescence is blue or green light,

while the positive rays, where they are not masked
by the former, have a pink coloration. The method
of investigation of the positive rays thus separated

is in principle exactly similar to that used to de-

termine the nature of the negative corpuscle. That
is to say, their velocity and inertia are determined
by comparing the deflection produced by known
electrostatic and magnetic fields in a manner that

has been already briefly described (and can be

found in the text books). But since it turns out

that the inertia of the particle to be deflected will

be 1,500 to 5,000 times greater than in the cathode

ray, and the speeds are onl3' about 10 to 30 times

less, it will be seen that the electrostatic and elec-

tromagnetic fields necessary to produce an ob-
servable and still more measurable deflection must
be very much stronger than in the former case.

The experimental difficulties, indeed, are very
considerable, but nothing can be said about them
here, only results can be presented. One of the

troubles is to calculate the distribution of the in-

tense magnetic field. It is evaded by not doing
it, but by comparing instead the deflection of the
stream of positive rays with that of a wire in the

same field under tension and carrying a current.

I. From Electrical Times of London.

.'i

It may also be mentioned that at a liigh cxliaus-
(iuii the use of aluminum cathodes has to be
abandoned in favor nf a calhode covered with
sodiuni-polassium alloy, wliicli i,'ivcs oflf corpuscles
much more freely (a projierly which is probably
connected with the liiKli atomic volume of these
metals). 'J'he rays are sent IhroUKli a capillary
lube and received on willcniile powder (zinc sili-

cate) cemented on to the interior of the tube with
soluble glass (sodium silicate).

The first important observation made on the
deflection of the rays under the magnetic and
electric field is that instead of the fluorescent
spot where they strike the willemite being simply
shifted, it lengthens out into a long band of light.

Wien made the natural assumption that this was
'luc to the fact of the carriers of the positive
electric charge having all kinds of different masses
(the heavier being obviously the least deflected,
when the charge remains the same), and that ex-
planation has hitherto been .iccepted as satisfac-
tory by everyone. It would involve that in certain
cases the carriers of the electric charge must con-
sist of a relatively very large number of atoms.
Professor Thomson has observed, however, that there
is at low exhaustions' a small amount of fluor-
escence in the opposite or negative direction, which
can only be accounted for by some of the particles
carrying not a positive but a negative charge. It
cannot be due to the ordinary cathode cor-
puscle, for that would be brushed away to one
side immediately by the intense fields used. The
only supposition tliat will fit with the facts is that
one has carriers proceeding at approximately the
same speeds but liable to lose their charge. They
would then be no longer deflected, or even (by
contact with one or more particles of the gas)
might acquire a charge of the contrary sign and
would then be deflected in an opposite direction.
(Here, then, is a new thing altogether, a negative
something quite unlike the corpuscle electron, and
equally not a negative ion, since it has the mass
of Iiydrogen or helium and is rushing precipitously
in the wrong direction.)

The supposition is confirmed by the fact that at
high exhaustion, where colhsions may be regarded
as of rare occurrence, the negative deflection dis-
appears, and the comet-like band of light becomes
replaced by a couple of patches. The curious
thing is that there are in all cases two patches
and indications of two bands. Measurement in
the usual way shows that the ratio of the electric
charge to the mass e/m corresponds in the case of
the first to the lo' and of the second to 'A lo', except
in the case of helium tubes at the lower exhaus-
tion, when it is J4 lo'. The first figure corre-
sponds to a carrier having the same inertia as a
hydrogen atom, the last corresponds to one hav-
ing the same mass as the helium atom.

Curiously enough, whatever be the gas in the
tube, this is the only case in which the atom of
an element other than hydrogen has been cer-
tainly obtained as a positive carrier. Professor Thom-
son is endeavoring to .find others by using lime
cathodes, which give discharges at much lower
potentials, but at present that research is only just
begun. (There is a considerable gap between he-
hum, 4, and the next gas, nitrogen, 14, which may
have something to do with it.) The 14 lO* car-
rier corresponds to that which has been obtained
for the n particles of radium. (A half atom of
helmm with a single charge, a whole molecule
of hydrogen with a single charge, or an atom of
helium with a double charge would equally fit the
specification, the last seems the likeliest.) The
speed of the particles is from 10' centimeter (say
600 miles) per second to three times that amount.
The really remarkable thing is that carriers of

the hydrogen value are obtained whatever the gas
and cathode in use. The result is so unexpected
that it has been suggested against it that the gas
in the tube is not really that which was put in
(and pumped out again), but hydrogen and he-
lium emitted from the glass and cathode in the
last stages of exhaustion. So far as is possible
to do so, Professor Thomson has satisfied himself bv
various means that it is exceedingly improbable
that this is the case. We have, therefore, the re-
sult that under sufficiently severe electrical stress
any gas gives off positive particles, which are the
same in all cases, are of two sorts only, and one
of them is the hydrogen atom. The result must
be taken in connection with the demonstration of
Prout's hypothesis obtained from the deviation of
cathode corpuscles in gases being proportionate to

the atomic weight. Professor Thomson spoke of this

as being "one of the most far-reaching results
obtained lately in physics."

The summary of the matter is, therefore, that
in sufficiently high electric fields all gases give oS
the same positive carriers, but there are two sorts,

and the ratio of the charge to the mass is that
of a charged atom of hydrogen in the one case
and of something else in the other. There is

nothing at all like the negative corpuscle or elec-
tron.

Professor Thomson's last lecture consisted of a
compression of his hour's discourse of the evening
before into half an hour, and as much further
information on the same subject as could be
crammed into the remaining 30 minutes. A part

I. Relatively low, all in fact under one millimeter.
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of this relates to the observations of other people

and part to his own. Quite shortly, while the

cathode rays give a continuous spectrum, the

positive rays give a line spectrum of the material

they hit, but this only takes place when that sub-

stance is a salt or other compound; pure metal

(conductors) declines to light up at all. Investi-

gating the positive streamers spectroscopically,

Starke has obtained the Doppler effect and de-

duced from it velocities corresponding to the fig-

ures obtained otherwise. The experiment was re-

peated by Hull in the Cavendish laboratory, and

the effect got with ease with a hydrogen tube,

but on endeavoring to carry the matter further

with helium and mercury, no effect whatever could

be obtained even by the most delicate methods,

and the cause remains a mystery.' Where positive

rays strike a metal plate they cause an emission

of cathode rays normally to the surface, which is

largely independent of the amount of discharge.

(It has been, in fact, quite possible for the ex-

perimenter to persuade himself that
_
he has suc-

ceeded in electrifying negatively a piece of metal

by pouring upon it a stream of positive elec-

tricity. The subject is simply full of traps. (In

spite of their retiringdisposition the positive rays

are therefore of primary importance in produc-

ing a discharge through a gas by initiating this

outpouring of negative electrons. The " rays of

radium are positive corpuscles, and from Ruther-

ford's examination of them they appear to con-

sist of the 14 10' carriers. They perform, of

course, in the open air, not inside a vacuum tube,

but they are difficult to experiment with, because

there are so few of them. The investigation of

their absorption in air gives a result entirely dif-

ferent to those of the cathode rays where absorp-

tion is gradual and depends on the substance

penetrated. Professor Bragg has shown that accord-

ing to measurement the n rays are hardly absorbed

at all up to a certain point in air, and then they

appear to be absorbed altogether, and no further

fluorescence can be obtained.

The curious thing is that the ve'ocity with

which the <i particles are expelled from radium

is much greater thau that which can be obtained

for the positive carriers in tubes of the highest

exhau'stion, and when the o rays can no longer

be detected their particles must still retain nearly

60 per cent, of their original velocity. That is

to say, they become invisible in air when in the

tube the fluorescence would be of the strongest.

Two suggestions are made in explanation. One is

that the fluorescence is an additive effect ; in the

former case, the particles being sparse, each one

must carrj' in it sufficient energy to produce the

effect by its single blow, while in the tube there

may be instead a series of impacts from suc-

cessive particles, bi^t individually of much less

strength. The other suggestion is that in air

(where the atoms are comparatively crowded) the

critical speed for the ceasing of the phosphor-

escence corresponds to the speed at which a posi-

tive carrier would cease to get away from any-

thing negative that it came into collision with, but

the two would travel on together and neutralize

each other.

In a highly exhausted tube there is only a very

small chance instead of a certainty of the particle

meeting something of the opposite or neutral sign.

Yerj' brieflo', in the last few minutes. Professor Thom-
son also referred to the electrification given out

by salts at a red heat. The nature of this, it

seems, depends on the salt. In general oxides

give out negative electrification and phosphates
positive electrification. So far as the investiga-

tion has gone the sign corresponds with the elec-

trification produced when a substance is rubbed.

Telephone Extensions In Columbus.

The board of directors of the Columbus (Ohio)
Citizens' Telephone Company has declared the reg-

ular quarterly dividend of ij/< per cent, on the pre-

ferred stock of the company. The new issue of

stock comes within the dividend, and for that

reason the sum distributed July 1st was much
larger than on any previous occasion since the

company was started. The company expects
to cut over the wires from the east side branch
exchange located itar Oak Street in about two
weeks. The building is completed and the switch-

board is now being installed. The exchange will

take care of the subscribers of that section and
will be operated automatically. Later it is ex-
pected to erect another branch exchange, prob-
ably on the north side. According to E. R.
Sharp, one of the directors, there arc about 4,000
applicants for telephones in the north side that

cannot be taken care of until after the exchange
is completed. In all about 98 per cent, of the
trunk lines north of the viaduct arc in use.

I. The D"ppler cff«cl is Ihc thiftioe of the spcctnin, lines pro-
duced when Iht »ourc« ',( liehl is movine wiih Krfiat rapidity to or
from th« observer. The liKhl of Ihc positive streamers must re-

sult from collisiont of their particles with sornethinz else. It

looks like an explanation to stipiK>se that in the ca-se of hydroeen
the liaht comes from the particles themselves, and In the other
cv'^es from what Ibey graze or collide with, but do not materially
sb'ft in to doini:, or it luiKht he from i>articlet which are slopped
by rollidinz. Ilul that would be a state of Ihintts which calls
'.oite .-Ls -.tronzly for explanation also. From considcrnlions of
time the matter iras referred to very hriellr. and Ihc writer docs
not know the exact clrconutancei of the observations.

Proposed Franchise for Chicago Tele-
phone Company.

The committee on gas. oil and electric light of

the Chicago City Council has about completed its

work in relation to applications for a telephone

franchise in Chicago. The Chicago Telephone Com-
pany (Bell) and the Manufacturers' Telephone
Company (Independent) are the two principal con-

tenders for the franchise.

After months of deliberation, in which the com-
mittee had the advice of a committee of telephone

experts, an ordinance has been prepared for sub-

mission to the City Council. This ordinance pro-

poses the terms of a franchise to the Chicago
company and is the report of a majority of the

committee. It is possible that there may also be

a minority report.

Following is a brief outline of the ordinance to

be reported by the committee

:

The proposed grant shall expire January 8, 1929.

The telephone company's books are to be open
to examination by city officials. At the end of

every six months the company is to file with the

city comptroller a statement of all its gross re-

ceipts, and at the time of filing is to pay into

the city treasury three per cent, of these gross

receipts. "Gross receipts" include all money re-

ceived by the company as its share of the returns

of long-distance calls completed outside of the

city, as well as local business.

The usual requirements as to efficiency of service

are made, and free service is to be given to the

City Hall, Free instruments for fire and police

telephoning are to be provided. The city may place

its wires, to a certain extent, on the company's

poles and in the company's underground conduits.

The company agrees to build new branch ex-

changes and extend its cables in the direction of

additions to the city.

A set of maximum rates of charges is enumerated

as follows

:

Business single-party telephones, including 1,200

outgoing messages, $60 per year, with three cents

per message for the next 2.400 and two cents

apiece thereafter. There are other provisions for

reduced rates in case of large users of telephone

service.

Residence service—Single-party lines, $18 a quar-

ter : two-party lines, $14 a quarter.

Nickel prepayment service is furnished where 20

cents a day is guaranteed for a single line, and 15

cents a day on a two-party line. Private resi-

dences must guarantee 10 cents a day on two-
party lines and five cents a day on four-party lines.

When the coin-box collection shows a deficit

below the guarantee, this is paid by the sub-

scriber, who is given a receipt ; then, if within 60

days, the collection shows an excess above the

guarantee, this is applied on the preceding deficit.

Only four parties are permitted on a line.

For single conversations within the city the

charge cannot exceed five cents. Neighborhood
single-party service rates, for connections com-
pleted within the local exchange, are $4 and $3
per month for business and residence telephones

respectively. Toll service within 15 miles of the

City Hall will cost not more than 10 cents for two
minutes, and five cents a minute thereafter. When
metered service is required, no charge wnll be made
unless the conversation is actually transmitted.

Extension telephones .to lines already installed (not

four-party lines) are not to cost more than 50
cents per month.
The telephone directory is to be printed at least

three times a year and one delivered to each sub-
scriber. Private exchange lines between points le^s

than half a mile distant will be charged for at

$5 a quarter, and for greater distances at a rate

per telephone of $2,50 per quarter per quarter-mile.

Private lines of jess than a mile will be furnished
at $10 per quarter each, with corresponding in-

crease for greater distances.

The ordinance provides that in the future, when
the city desires to take up the regulation of rates,

after 30 days' notice the company will produce any
data necessary to effect a reasonable regulation.

Excess of earnings over 10 per cent, on the
investment for the year is to be paid over to the
city. The company is to expend at least six per
cent, of its gross receipts on repairs and mainte-
nance, under penalty that the part not so spent
goes to the city.

Nothing in the ordinance is to be taken as pre-

venting the city, empowered by legislative enact-
ment, from passing future general ordinances fix-

ing the rates, as there is no intention that the city

shall surrender any present rights by this ordinance.
It is expressly provided that the company shall

not enter into contract with other concerns for

rate agreement or division of terri,tory, the possible

penally for infraction of this provision being the

repeal of the ordinance.
The district for underground conduits is .specified

clearly. Records of lines are to he filed with city

officials, and all work is done under the super-
vision of the commissioner of public works, Ihi-

dergrountl conduits, their construction, plans, per-

mits, the subsequent reslor.'ilion of streets, over-

head wires and distril)Uliou, wires over buildings

by consent of owner, and method of stringing arc

treated in detail.

A boml of $50,000 is required of the company at

the time of acceptance of the ordinance. The pres-

ent agreement will remove all future obligations
of previous ordinances under which the company
is now operating.

In 1919 or 1924 the city may take over the
plant of the company on payment of the amount
of appraisement by a special board, jointly ap-
pointed.

At the City Council meeting on July ist the ordi-

nance was not presented for passage, but the action
of the council on the subject" of a telephone fran-
chise seemed to portend no particular good to the
tentative ordinance. Against the protests of some
of the committee which drew up the ordinance, the
council almost unanimously authorized the mayor
to appoint a committee to go to New York and
investigate the measured-service plan in vogue
there. Three aldermen known to oppose measured
service and three favorable to it were appointed,
leaving the report practically in the hands of Alder-
man Bennett, the seventh member of the cominittee.

This move makes it uncertain whether the ordinance
will get to the council before the summer vacation.

Indiana Telephone Items.

The Cumberland telephone officials have decided

rot to pay the city of Petersburg $500 bonus and
two per cent, of the annual receipts, which is de-

manded by the City Council in consideration of a

new franchise, and have notified the council that

the company will remove its wires and poles on or

before July loth and quit the field. The officials

say they could not afford to establish such a

precedent.

The Rushville Co-operative Telephone Company
of Rushville has begun work on a new automatic
telephone system. The total cost will be in the

neighborhood of $35,000, This is the second au-

tomatic system in the state. But one
,
operator is

required, to take care of long-distance work. The
new system will be in operation by October 1st,

The company has just completed a new building

which will be used for the office and central sta-

tion.

On June 26th the Bell company abandoned its

local exchange in Wabash, M, C, Glass of Peru
will hereafter manage the local central station as

well as the stations at Peru, Deedville and Bunker
Hill, all having smaller sj'stems, due to the rivalry

of the Independent companies. The Wabash ex-

change was established in 1894. and it had a mo-
nopoly of the business until a few years ago. The
Home Telephone Company was organized in 1895

by citizens. The Central Union recently sought the

passage of an ordinance not limiting the price to

be paid for telephones. This was defeated, and
now the Bell abandons the field. Victor IBlack,

local manager, goes elsewhere. S.

Telephone News from the Northwest.

The North Dakota Independent Telephone Com-
pany is installing a local exchange at Pingree,

N. D., having bought the interests of the Pingree

Telephone Company.
The council of Huron, S. D., has refused a re-

newal of franchise to the Dakota Central Telephone
Company and announces its intention of granting

a franchise to a company which is owned and
controlled locally.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange Com-
pany will make extensive improvements to its local

system in and around Fargo, N. D., including

considerable cable work.

The Independent Telephone Company of Omaha
has let the contract for the construction of a new
branch exchange at a cost of about $12,000. It

will be 42 by 80 feet and will have switching ac-

commodations for about 5.000 subscribers. R.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
The Persia (Neb.) Mutual Telephone Company

has been incorporated for $10,000 by E. C. Camp-
bell and R. W, Evans,

The New York Cahill Telharmonic Company has

applied to the ]\Ianbattan authorities for a fran-

chise. The company transmits music by wire frtjm

its plant at Thirty-ninth Street and Broadway, and
wants the use of conduits to string its wires and
extend service,

Charles M, Thompson of Chicago has been
granted a patent on a new automatic telephone
switch. The device is in the general form of the

connector of the automatic boards, having ver-

tical and rotary motions of the switch-arm. The
patent rights have been assigned to the Thompson
Company of Chicago.

Among the rcct;ntly incorporated telephone com-
panies arc the following-named: Manning Tele-
phone Company, Malone, Tex.; Central Telephone
Company, Houston, Tex.; Persia (Iowa) Mutual
Telephone Company ; Dunksburg-Concordia Tele-
phone Company, Concordia. Mo.; Indian Creek
(Tex.) Telephone Company; Farmers' Independ-
ent Telei)hone Comi)any, Randoli)h. Neb, ; .Sumiy

.Side (Neb.) Teleiihoue Conipany ; Chester (Neb.)
Telephone Company; Horlon (Kan,) Telephone
Company; Utah .and Wyoming Telephone Com-
Ijany, Randolph, Utah.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Continental Europe.

P.nris, June 21.—Qiiilc :in exk-nsive pnigruininc
h:is lici'H l;ii<l out for llic fuluri: increase ill tile

electric-liyliling supply of Paris. This is iiiadc

necessary hy the increased nuniher of suhscrihers.
Two lar^ic stations are to he erected, one in the
norlli and llie other in the southwest sui)urbs,

liolh of them lieinn located on the Seine and con-
necteil to the railroad lines. These stations arc" to

lirodnce two-|)hase current at 12,300 volts and a

freiiuency of 42 cycles. The current will be sent
into suh-stations which will nive low-tetision direct
current, or else to transformer posts containing
hanks of transformers for lowering the voltage for

altern.-iling-cnrrerU secondary mains. As to the
I)lant located in the southwest, it will have a ca-

I)acity of 25,000 kilowatts, and the second station

will commence with ahout the same capacity. Both
these plants are to he ready to furnisli current by
the first of January, 1914. The municipality cait

oblige the company which operates the stations lo

increase the power of tile north station to 50,000
kilowatts in one or in several stages. Such exten-
sions are to be carried out in the ma.ximum space
of two years and a half after the plans have been
approved. At the same time the city may secure
a source of current from a distant hydro-electric

plant. As to the wiring which is soon to be car-

ried out, there will be at least 360 miles of circuits

run in addition to what now exists. Sixty miles

is to be put in before December 31, 1909, and the

same amount per year in the three following years,

while the rest will be carried out before 1920. The
primary wiring will be laid out for 12,000-volt two-
phase current.

A concession has been asked for an electric rail-

road of considerable length which is to run be-

tween Italy and Switzerland. Starting from Turin,
it will cross the Alps by the Ferret Pass and will

end at Martigny, Switzerland. The concession is

applied for both at Berne and at Rome. The road
is to be built in five sections and will have a total

length of 95 miles. According to data already
obtained from running the Valtellina railroad, there

will be no difficulty in working upon the grades
of 50 per cent., which occur upon the present line.

Another road, the Samaden-Tirano, by way of the

Bernina. will have no less than 70 per cent, grades.

It is proposed to use heavy electric locomotives and
120-ton trains, making an average speed of 30
miles an hour, and having four trains running on
the road at a time. The new road will reduce the

.distance from Lausanne to Turin, both of which are

important railroad centers of middle Europe, by
85 miles or more over the Mont Cenis or the

Simplon routes. The Municipal Council of Turin
has already approved the project and now asks

the consent of the government.
In the north of Italy the commune of Biasca has

voted a subsidy of $30,000 for the construction of

a railroad line known as the Greina. On the other
hand, the communes of Locarno and Muralto have
also voted subsidies of $6,000 and $4,000 for the

line of Lago Maggiore, which is to connect the

St. Gotthard system witli the Simplon line.

A hiew company is formed in France for oper-

ating a hydro-electric plant of some size in the

east Pyrenees region. This plant is known as

the Pas-du-Loup station, and the headquarters of

the company are located at Perpignan.

The town of Blois, France, is to have an electric

tramway line, a concession to this effect having
been applied for not long ago. At Bergerac a

new electric lighting project is on foot, and the

municipality decided that the plans should be
drawn up so 'that the project could be turned over
to the contractors by July 15th next. A. de C.

Great Britain.

London, June 22.—The opening of the Charing
Cross, Euston and Hampstead Railway tomorrow
is being boomed, inasmuch as the railway is to be
thrown open to the public for free travel for the
day. In its structural features the line is a tube
railway, worked electrically, and has been con-
structed to the standard designs of the Lender-
ground Electric Railway Company of London,
which has constructed all the other tubes of the
Yerkes group in London, It runs from Charing
Cross away to the northwest, to Hampstead and
Golden Green, and is the last of the tube railways
in London that have been under construction for
so many years to be put into operation. Electrical
energy will be supplied to the railway from the
Lot's Road (Chelsea) generating station, which
supplies the District Railway and three other tube
lines. The railway has a total distance of six
miles, but powers have been obtained for extending
it as a surface line for some distance beyond.
The feature of the line is the automatic signaling
arrangements, which are on the electro-pneumatic
system supplied by the Westinghouse company.
These signals are absolutely automatic throughout,
and all questions of error by signalmen is elimi-
nated. There has also been fitted to the rails a
lever, which, working with the signal, is enabled
to operate the brakes should a driver accidentally
run past a signal set against him. The rolling
stock is of steel. In the present overcrowded
traffic facilities in London, and the decision of

both electric r;tilways and motor omnibuses to
increase fares, it will be interesting to watch the
development of the new undertaking. From beinu
regardeil as badly served, London is now siilTering

from an emharrassmenl of riches in the matter of
locomotion.

The fourth biennial engineerinj; conference under
the auspii;es of the Institution of Civil ivngineers
was held this week. The work of tlie conference,
wliich was divided into seven sections, was lo dis-

cuss short notes on selected subjects, which were
specially prepared for that |)urpose, and not to hear
long papers read. Section VII. was the electricity

sections, hut ii.aiJcrs were rliscussed in other sections
relating to the applications of electricity. Probably
the feature of the meetings, taken collectively, \\;is

been the pitting of every other form of power
against electricity.

Mr. C. E. S. Phillips, who has -been experiment-
ing for some time witli an electrically conducting
glass, now has an electroscope, in which a thread
of this glass takes the place of the gold leaf.

The conductivity of this glass is said to be about
SCO times as great as ordinary glass.

A case of some interest to the electrical industry
has just been decided in the courts here. In May,
190S, Babcock & Wilcox entered into an agreement
to purchase the water-tube boiler business of K.

Hornsby & Sons, but which the former later on
sought to he relieved from on the ground of mis-
representation. Judgment has now been given in

favor of Messrs. Hornsby, the purchace price being

$50,000 for the British business, or ^27,500 for the

foreign business.
The students of the Institution of Electrical Engi-

neers have arranged a tour to Switzerland next
month.
An application will be made to the courts early

next month for the reduction of the capital of

the British Westinghouse Electric and Manufac-
turing Company from $17,250,000 to $9,375,000.

In connection with the new Imperial Technical
College, which is being founded at South Ken-
sington, the crown has nominated the following
gentlemen to sit as its representatives upon the

board of governors; Lord Crewe, Sir Julius Wern-
her. Sir Francis Mowatt, Dr. Ronald MacAlister
and Sir William White. The Board of Education
has nominated Dr. R. T. Glazebrook, F. R. S. (di-

rector of the National Physical Laboratory), Mr.
Arthur Acland, Mr. J. C. Sykes and Mr. F. G.

Ogilvie.

The British Electric Traction Company's report

has just been issued and shows that no dividend

is to be paid upon the ordinary shares for the last

year. This fact emphasizes the question of in-

creased fares, for the greater proportion of the

capital of the company is invested in tramway
undertakings which it has initiated.

A few years ago there was considerable discus-

sion upon the possibilities of damage to gas and
water pipes due to electrolytic action from escaping

electric currents from electricity or tramway net-

works. It gradually died out, however, after a

continual succession of attempts by gas and w^ater

companies to secure protective clauses on various

bills before Parliament. Most of these were un-

successful, although in some cases clauses were
inserted by agreement between the parties. This
week, however, the controversy was revived in the

House of Commons, and the Metropolitan Water
Board was granted a clause in a Metropolitan

Power Company's act giving it compensation in

case of proved damage. G.

Dominion of Canada.

Ottawa, June 29.—The city of Sherbrooke. Que.,

has voted a by-law to raise $200,000 to develop

an electric-light plant at Westbury. This propo-

sition was defeated on two previous occasions,

and now the city will at once proceed to devdop
power for municipal purposes.
' The Shawinigan Water and Power Company of

Shawinigan Falls; Que., is floating an issue of

$1,000,000 new 4H per cent, perpetual consolidated

mortgage debenture stock in England. The issue

price is 90, and can therefore be regarded by the

investor as a five per cent, stock. It is stated that

the result of the company's extensions, made during

the year 1906, is now being felt in the largely

increased income. For that year the gross income
was $357,147, but for the current year the di-

rectors anticipate a gross revenue of $600,000, and,

after the payment of all charges, it is expected that

the interest on the present issue will be covered
six times over.

Speaking recently of the comparative cost of

electricity and steam as motive powers on rail-

ways. Sir Thomas Shaughnessy, president of the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company, said : "With
the present volume of business, I think the cost
of electricity on the mountain grades at present
would be somewhat greater than steam. The con-
dition, however, would be reversed with the great
increase in traffic which will come. The genera-
tion of electricity by water will not be a very
big item, and I think we shall have plenty of
waterpower where we require it. The introduc-
tion of electrical power will not do away with
the necessity of tunneling in some of the grades
in the mountains."

Frederic Nicholls of Toronto has arrived home
from a visit to Berlin, Germany, where he has

been in connection with an .irrangemenl entered
into between the Canadian General Electric Com-
pany and the Allgemeine I'lleklriciliits Gestllschaft,
llic latter idcniilied willi the scheme to foster
South Africa's indnslrial expansion by means of
the Victoria Falls power scheme. Under the ar-
raiiKement with the Canadian company the latter
acquires all such rights for Canada as it secured
some years before by an agreement with the Gen-
eral Electric Company of New York, Thus the
Canadian concern now enjoys the advantage 01
working alliances with the foremost American as-
sociated company and the largest luiropean elec-
trical company as well. \V.

Winnipeg, Man., June 29.—'Ihe Spokane Falls
Placer Mining Company of Spokane, Wash,, which
owns large placer grounds at the mouth of the
Lardeau River in British Columbia, has filed a
water right, and is arranging to put in a power
plant to supply the town of Trout Lake, B. C„
and also the nearby mines, with light and power.
The new plant will cost about $100,000, Tbe com-
pany is capitalized at $250,000.
At a meeting of the Winnipeg City Council it

was decided to at once notify the Winnipeg Elec-
tric Company to proceed with ten extensions
which have been proposed by the company. Wil-
ford Phillips, general superintendent of the Win-
nipeg Electric Company, can furnish information.
The City Council of Strathcona, Alb., has had

a number of meetings with the Strathcona Radial
Tramway Company, and it is expected an agree-
ment will soon be reached. From present Indi-
cations the company will be granted an exclusive'
franchise. Lines will be run to Cooking Lake and
other well-known summer resorts in the vicinity
of Strathcona and Edmonton. The company has
been negotiating with the city of Edmonton for
connections between the two systems.
Arrangements are now being completed between

the residents of Fort Langley. B. C, and the Brit-
ish Columbia Electric Street Railroad Company
for an extension of the company's system to that
town.
This year there have been a number of street-

car accidents in Winnipeg, six of which have
proved fatal. The City Council and Board of Con-
trol are now inquiring into the subject of fenders.
It is apparent the style of fender now- being used
by the Winnipeg Electric Company is of little use
to prevent accidents.

The Cranbrook Electric Light and Power Com-
pany of Cranbrook, B. C, will erect a power plant
at St. Mary's River, about seven miles north of
Cranbrook, At first a 700-kilowatt generator will

be installed giving 6,600 volts, with step-down trans-
fdrmers at Cranbrook, reducing it to 2,250 volts,
which will suit the present transformer equipment,
A dam will be constructed on St. Mary's River
which will give a maximum of 2,200 horsepower.
The cost of the plant is estimated at between
$60,000 and $70,000. R.

New England.
Boston, June 29.—It is said that the net earnings

of the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of
Boston show an increase of 5 per cent, for the
current fiscal year which ended June 30th, and
that they now equal 13 per cent, on the stock,
not including the new shares recently issued, which
will not receive dividends until August, In view
of this fact, it is intimated that the company may
increase its dividend rate from 10 to 12 per cent.

In order to promote the constructon of the Con-
necticut end of an important interstate trolley road,
the House of Representatives of Connecticut' passed
this week a resolution incorporating the Putnam
and Rhode Island Street Railway. The franchise
authorizes the company to build an electric road
from Putnam to the Rhode Island state boundary
at Gloucester, The road will have a capital of
$200,000. The promoters are seeking to build a
trolley line from Putnam to Providence, R. I.

The legislative committee of the Legislature of
Connecticut on railroads has made a favorable
report on the resolution incorporating the Norwich,
Colchester and Hartford Traction Company, The
corporation has an authorized capital stock of
$1,000,000, and its plan is to establish trolley con-
nections between Hartford and Norwich.
The Senate of the state of Connecticut has passed

the resolution incorporating the Danbury and New
Milford Street Railway Company, The company
is capitalized at $900,000, and the rural line it pro-
poses to build is about 16 miles long.
The petition for freight rights in Boston streets

by the Boston Elevated railway came up for hear-
ing before the committee on public improvements
of the Board of Aldermen of Boston on June
19th, More time was asked for by the company
and the request was granted. The board fixed
-August 25th as the date upon which the company
shall tell what it plans to do. B,

New York.

New York City.- June 29,—On June 28th Governor
Hughes announced the members of the newly cre-
ated public service commissions to be as follows:
For the first district (Greater New York). William

R, Wilcox, Manhattan, chairman; William McCar-
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roll, Brooklyn; pdwardi Ml Bassett, Brooklyn;

Mile R. Mahbie, jVIanhatUin. and John E. Eustis of

the Bronx.
For the second district, to have jurisdiction over

all of the rest of the state, Frank W. Stevens,

Jamestown, chairman; Thomas M. Osborne, Auburn;
Charles H. Keep, Buffalo

;
James E. Sague, New

Hamburg; Martin S. Decker, New Paltz.

The salary of each of these commissioners is fixed

at $15,000, and the term of office is five years, but

a system of rotation is provided by which one of the

present commissioners only is appointed for five

years and the others for four, three, two and one
years respectively, so as to secure continuity. Mr.
Wilcox is now postmaster of New York city and
Frank W. Stevens is a lawyer of Jamestown, whu
took a leading part in the formulation and prost-

cution of the charges against Supreme Court Judge
Warren B. Hooker of Fredonia before the State

Bar Association two years ago. The men chosen

were selected wholly on account of their fitness.

many 6f the appointees being comparatively young.

but they are said to be men well fitted, both by
technical education and practical experience in con-

nection with railroading or else by legal training,

to grapple with the important questions that will

come up before the commission. The Rapid Tran-

sit Commission and the other commissions which
go out of existence with the incorporation of the

Public Utilities Commissions, have spent some very

busy hours closing up their work and of disposing

of such contracts as were before them.

The question of giving a franchise to Mr. Behr
to operate his monorail railroad was considered at

a number of the recent meetings of the railroad

commissioners, but in default of a payment of

$25,000 nothing was done. At the close of the last

meeting of the commission it was announced that

three of the commissioners are behind the Newark
and New York Monorail Company, which has been
organized to build a monorail line from Jersey City

to Newark, with connecting lines with the McAdoo
tunnels. The fare is to be five cents between New-
ark and Jersey City and tliree cents between New
Jersc}^ and New York. The road will attempt to

give an "ideal" intefurban service and is expecting

to operate trains at from 60 to 100 miles an hour.

The new Utilities Commission will now have to

take up the proposed Brooklyn monorail line.

The Queens Borough Street Railway Company
is the name of the new street railway corporation

in Astoria, L. I., formed by the officers of the

Rickert-Finley Realty Company and the Astoria

Light, Heat and Power Company, to construct a

short trolley line along Van Alst Avenue from
Flushing Avenue through the East River Heights
tract to the new development of the power company.
The Suffolk Traction Company was granted

another franchise by the Brooldiaven Town Board
and ighway Commissioners, this time for a cross-

island route connecting Patchogue and Port Jeffer-

son, L. I.

A certificate of consolidation and merger of the

Pennsylvania, New York and Long Island Railroad
Company and the Pennsylvania, New Jersey and
New York Railroad Company forming the Penn-
sylvania Tunnel and Terminal Railroad Company
"was filed on June 26th with the secretary of state.

The new company is capitalized at $40,000,000 or the

combined capital of the present companies. These
two consolidated roads were projected to carry on
the tunnel construction under the East River and
Hudson River, respectively.

The poles and wires of the South Shore Tele-

phone Company, later known as the New York
and Long Island Telephone Company, which have
for the past three years stood along the county
roads in the town of- North Hempstead, although
the telephone sen'ice in that town had practically

been abandoned, will have to be taken down, be-

cause of a resolution adopted by the Board of Su-
pervisors of Nassau County authorizing Supervisor
Christ of that town to have these poles removed,
as they had become a menace and source of danger
to those traveling on these roads. The wires were
badlv broken and the poles in a rotten condition.

E. H. S.

Ohio.

Toledo, June 29.—The Railroad Commission of
Ohio last week dismissed the complaint recently

filed with the commission by T. W. Ashley of
Huron County against the Sandusky, Norwalk and
Mansfield Electric Railway Company, charging in-

adequate service, unlawful rates and failure to

file and post schedules of fares, rates and charges
as required by law-

Stockholders of the Cin'cinnati, Dayton and Fort
Wayne Traction Company have decided to increase

the capital stock from $i,ooo,oco to $3,000,000, A
bond issue of $3,000,000 was also provided for.

It is understood that the work of construction will

begin at once.
The board of directors of the Scioto Valley

Traction Company reports that the earnings of
the company show large increases over last year.

The freight business is especially gratifying. A
large amount of berries ami small fruit is being
handled over both branches, and the outgoing
freight is increasing rapidly.

In order to have its line in opcr/ilion by the
Fourth of July, the J^kc Shore Electric has been
paying as high as $5 a day for teamsters and help-

ers on the Sandusky-Fremont branch. The track
is being laid at the rate ,of a mile a day, and
indications are that it will be completed in time.

After having been dropped and then revived, the

Fremont Belt Railway proposition now seems to

have been abandoned again for the second time.

An effort was making to secure a $50,000 bond
subscription in Cleveland to promote the same, but
only $48,000 was secured in the given time.

Because of the great scarcity of railway ties

electric roads -are having difficulty throughout Ohio
in keeping their tracks in repair.

It is said that Cleveland is probably suffering

less from electrolysis trouble than any other city

in Ohio. Ever since the underground work was
begun 20 years ago the companies have been care-

ful to bond back their lines with the street-railway

tracks, thus returning the current to the street-

railway power house without injury to telephone

or telegraph cables.

The county commissioners at their regular meet-
ing last week rejected all the bids submitted for

the erection of a new power plant at the infirmary.

The county surveyor was instructed to advertise

for bids on a revised estimate. H. L. S.

Michigan.

Grand Rapids, June 29.—Percy T. Cook is asking

the city for a franchise for lines paralleling in

a large measure the tracks of the Grand Rapids Rail-

way Cor:ipany, and serving some
_
sections not

reached by this company. The franchise offers lib-

eral concessions to the city in the way of right to

assume ownership after a period of years and an

agreement to turn in to the city treasury all earn-

ings above 6 per cent, net on the capital stock. It

is rumored that the prcposfid Grand Rapids-Kala-
mazoo interurban Is back of the enterprise.

The Grand Rapids Railway Company has prom-
ised to make four extensions asked for by the cit3s

certain charter amendments sought by the council

having been granted. The charter amendment per-

mits of the extensions without bringing the com-
pany under the provisions of the new charier which
provide for municipal ownership under certain con-

ditions.

To facilitate the handling of mail in Grand Rapids
the street cars have for several years been equipped
with mail boxes and have been required to stop at

any time they were hailed for the mailing of a letter.

A recent order of the postmaster general was to

the effect that the mail boxes must be removed from
the cars, as Congress made no provision for the

maintenance of the service. At a discussion of

railway officials. Senator Smith, Congressman
Diekema and Postmaster Bishop, it was learned that

if the company would continue the service until an
appropriation could be secured at the coming session

of Congress, the order to take off the boxes would
be withdrawn. This may be done. The street-rail-

way officials protest that the service interferes with
schedules, but it has become a fixture and the peo-

ple would kick if it were withdrawn. Over 20,000

stops are made every week by the cars to permit
the mailing of letters.

The Common Council of Hancock has entered
into a contract with the Houghton County Electric
Light Company for a street lighting service for u

period of five years. The price is $80 a lamp.
There was talk of installing a municipal plant, bur
it is shown that a 65 or 75-light plant would cost

$33,000. and the project was abandoned.
Work has begun on the building of a dam acros-^

the Chippewa River near Mt. Pleasant, to furnish
power for the electric-light plant at Shepherd.

Construction work on the $1,000,000 dam of the
Berrien Springs Power and Electric Company has
begun. The dam across the St. Joseph River, near
Berrien Springs, will be 21 feet high and 1,000 feet
long.

The city lighting department of South Haven is

preparing to lav a new cable across the river in thkt
city. L. W. B.

Indiana.

Indianapolis, June 29.^The Indiana, Huntington.
Columbia City and Northwestern Railroad, which
went into the hands of a receiver while under
construction, will be offered for sale by the re-

ceiver some time in August. It is said the stock-
holders have organized with the purpose of buying
in the road.

C. L. Henry, president of the Indianapolis and
Cincinnati Traction Company, has withdrawn from
the interstate coupon-ticket agreement. Mr. Henry
says that he does not wish to come under the
jurisdiction of the interstate-commerce law.

The United States Express Company, which on
July 1st will lose local business on New York
Central lines in Northern Indiana; officiplly an-
nounces a contract with the Chicago, Soutli Bend
and Northern Electric line for service, together
with the South Bend and St. Joseph (Mich.)
electric line and the Winona line, giving outlets
via the Baltimore and Ohio and the Pcrc Mar-
quette.

The Fort Wayne. Toledo and Detroit Traction
Company has bought 10 miles of the old Wabasli
and Eric canal bed from Fort Wayne to the Ohio
state line for its road, which will go through
New Haven, Antwerp, Defiance and on to Toledo.
The first car was run over the new extension

of the Fort W^yne and Wabash Valley Traction
Company's lines between Lafayette and Logans-
port on the 2Sth inst. The party making the trip
was composed of the following, ip addition to Mr.
Emmons and his wife : Charles Goyles, superin-
tendent of power in Fort Wayne, and wife; Chief
Engineer H. P. Weber and wife

; J. B. Crawford,
superintendent of transportation; J. J. Brennan,
superintendent of construction, and William Dolan.
roadmaster. A regular schedule will be arranged
for regular traffiic in about two weeks.
The Board of Public Works of Fort Wayne

has awarded the contract for turbines, dynamos
and condensers for the new municipal electric-light

plant to the Fort Wayne Electric Works. The
estimated cost is $50,000. Arc lamps and trans-
formers will increase the cost to $75,000.
The Town Council of Danville has just granted

a 25-year franchise to the Danville Light, Heat
and Power Company, whose president is George
E. Varney of the Varney Electrical Supply Com-
pany of Indianapolis.

Official announcement is made by the Goshen
Electric Company that preparation is being made
for the erection of a $50,000 plant.

The Indiana Railroad Commission, to make travel

in Indiana safer, has instructed the inspectors who
will be sent out July ist, to make daily reports of

their work. They must carefully examine all main
tracks, side tracks, connections, culverts, bridges,

trestles and tunnels. They must examine the offi-

cers and men and inquire into every detail of
operation. S. S.

Illinois.

Peoria, June 29.—Vice-president Reid of the ex-
ecutive board of ^the International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers was in Springfield this week
conferring with the supreme officers regarding the

erection of a head office there. The purpose is

to erect a large office building to contain the *

offices and also a large printing shop, to be con-
ducted exclusively by the union. The printing

amounts now to about $60,000 a year. The matter
will be brought up at the international congress.

An excursion under the auspices of the Spring-
field business men was run this week by the lUinois

Traction System ; the plan was to sell tickets at

a rate of a cent a mile to the city, where the

tickets were stamped, which allowed the holder

to return home free. About a thousand tickets

were sold and the merchants were very well sat-

isfied with the results. Another excursion will run
next week.
The Citizens' Telephone Company of Pekin has

been granted incorporation papers by the secretary

of state. The Citizens' company has purchased
the Pekin Telephone Company's interests and has

increased the capital stock from $75,000 to $200,000.

Congressman McKinley, head of the Illinois

Traction System, while in St. Louis this week
said that his company intends to make an agree-

ment with the interurban system of Indiana to

form a through route from St. Louis to the cities

on the Great Lakes, to include Port Huron, De-
troit, Toledo, Cleveland and Erie, Pa. Congress-
man McKinley expects to make the agreement by
the first of January, 190S.

The Illinois Traction Company will erect a new
freight and passenger depot at Virden. The com-
pany is pushing the \i.'OTk of building the Mack-
inaw-Lincoln line, and already has a few miles

of the grading done, awaiting the track-layers.

The Midland Telegraph Company of Chicago has

been incorporated with a capital of $10,000 to

acquire and operate telegraph and telephone lines.

Incorporators are Nathan S. Smyster, John A.

McKeown and F. W. Raymond.
Congressman McKinley and a party of news-

paper men from Chicago made a trip on the

lines of the Illinois Traction Company this after-

noon. The newspaper men had a special car from
Chicago on the Alton to Bloomington, where they

were met by Mr. McKinley and others connected
with the system, and taken to breakfast, after

which they went to Decatur and Springfield, on
the way to St. Louis. The Illinois Traction Com-
pany is trying to get a line into Chicago, and this

trip is made to show the newspaper men what
the company has in operation and how well they

serve the public.

A first mortgage on the Springfield and North-
ern was filed for record in Lincoln yesterday. It

was given to the Central Trust Company of Chi-

cago to secure the payment nf $1,500,000 five per

cent, bonds. The bonds, which arc issued by the

traction company, are in denominations of $r.ooo

each and are made payable December i, 1936.

V. N.

Northwestern States.

Minneapolis, June 2g.—The so-called Walker or-

dinance, containing the maximum lighting and
power rates, has been passed by the Minneapolis

City Council after a stubborn fight. The ordinance
will become effective August isl, but it is thought
that the Minneapolis General Electric Company
will make a fight before sulimittinp to its en-

forcement. The maximum lighting rate is fixed

at eight cents and power at six cents per kilowatt-

hour.
The Twin City and Lake Superior Railway Com-
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p.iiiy is receiving bids for grading 40 miles of
(he proposed air line between tlie Twin Cities and
the head of tile lal<es. It is also reported llial

some eoiUracls liave already been let. Grading will

be eonnnenced at Stacey, Minn., but it vvill al.so

be started from Duliitli before tbc cud of tbe

snnnner.
Tbe Wagner, Lake Sbore and Armour Traction

Company is making preparations for the construe-
lion of a $25,000 power plant at Armour, S. D.
Tbe maebincry will be secured from tbe Minneap-
olis Steel and Macbinery Company.
Tbe coimcil at Wasbiiurn, Wis., li.as voted to

purebasc tbe outside electrical equipment and busi-

ness of tbc Wasliburn Jilectric i^igbt and flower

Company, tbc price to be (laid being $.'2,580.

Alexander Hngbes of Minneapolis is investigating

tbe feasibility of cstablisbing an electric-ligbt plant

at Aberdeen, S. D., and is conferring with the

commercial club on tbc subject.

A deal is on at Mabnomen, Minn., wbercby the

town's electric-ligbt plant is to be sold to the Mc-
Bridc Company of St. Paul. R.

Pacific Slope.

San Francisco, June 26.—The California Street

Cable Railroad Company started its first car on

June 25tb, after having been out of commission
since May 5th, when tbc carmen's strike began

throughout tbe city. Tbe cars are now running

over that portion of the cable road which extends

from the corner of O'Farrell and Market streets

to tbe Bay via O'Farrell, Hyde, Pine and Jones
streets. The company is paying 30, 31 and 32

cents an hour, the same wages that prevailed be-

fore tbe strike, and refuses to recognize the car-

men's union.

Tbe preliminary motion interposed by Garrett

McEnerney, on behalf of Eugene de Sabla, John
Martin and Frank G. Drum, tbe members of tbe

executive committee of the San Francisco Gas and
Electric Company, has been partly beard. Al-
though 14 indictments were returned for alleged

bribery of supervisors, the case has nof come to

trial yet.

The Allis-Cbalmers Company has been awarded
a contract for the electric equipment for the new
sub-station which is to be established by the

Northwestern Pacific Railway Company at San An-
selmo, Cal. It will be used to supply the additional

current needed by the North Shore Railroad di-

vision of the system. Electric current from a

transmission line will be used to drive tbe motor-
generators.

Tbe San Francisco Gas and Electric Company
has improved its local electric-lighting service con-

siderably since tbe lire some weeks ago, which
damaged the main generating station in the Pa-
trero district to tbe amount of $32,000.

A i,200-kilo\vatt direct-current iio-220-volt gen-
erating set that w'as saved from the ruins of the

old Jessie Street power station, which was burned
February 22, igo6, is being . erected in the Mutual
Electric Light Company's station. It consists of

a triple-compound vertical engine built by the

Union Iron Works and two direct-connected di-

rect-current generators, which have been used to

supply current for the Edison three-wire system.

The Mutual's plant is virtually under the control

of the San Francisco Gas and Electric Company.
The San Francisco Gas and Electric Company

has submitted to the Board of Supervisors bids

for lighting tbe streets and outlying districts for

S.7 cents per lamp for gas and 20.713 cents for

each electric arc lamp per night. For lighting

public buildings, tbe company's bid was four cents
per kilowatt-hour for electric current. No other
bid was submitted, as the San Francisco company
has at present a practical monopoly of electric-

lighting service. Tbe Mutual Electric Light Com-
pany, now practically a department of the San
Francisco Gas and Electric Company, has bad its

contract for lighting the Union Ferry Depot and
the w'barves and warehouses on the city front
renewed at the rate formerly charged. A.

PERSONAL.
Henry G. Bradlee has become a partner in the

firm of Stone & Webster of Boston.

George B. Foster, well known among electrical
men in the West, is now manager of the Power
Improvement Company, Fisher Building, Chicago.

G. B. Perham became manager of the Fargo (N.
D.) exchange of the Northwestern Telephone Ex-
change Company July ist, succeeding S. T. Hudson,
who has resigned and will probably locate in tbe
West.

William L. Derr, recently a division superintendent
of the Chicago and Alton Railroad, has been ap-
pointed general superintendent of the New York
Street Railways Company of New York city. Mr.
Derr has had a long career as a railroad man
since his graduation in 1876 from the Polytechnic
College of Pennsylvania.

F. B. Bebr, inverjtor of the monorail system which
bears his name, has sailed for a brief vacation in
England. Later in the season he will return to
make application again for a franchise to build and
operate his Brooklyn road to Coney Island, wbicli

he failed to get from llie Rapid Transit Commission.
U is also reported Ihal new applications will be made
lo construct a ciunpreliensinve system of monorails
nuercoimecting all live boroughs of New York city,

but more especially tbc Bronx and Stalcn Island.

The executive commiltac of the Massachusetts
Inslitnle of Technology has nanu'd Arthur Amos
Noyes, I'h. 1)., lo act as president of the Institute
from July ist until a permanent president is ap-
pointed. Dr. Pritchett i)resenled his resignation as
president of the Institute in Jamiary, i(jo6, but he
agreed to remain pending the selection of bis
successor. Mr. Noyes is professor of theoretical
chemistry and director of the research laboratory
of physical chemistry at tbc Institute. He was
born in Ncwburyport, Mass., September 13, 1866,
and was graduated from the Institute with tbe
degree of S. B. in 188G.

William Edward Louis Gaine, general manager
of the National Telephone Company of England,
died in London on June i8th. Mr. Gaine was born
in 1851 and was trained as an attorney. While
town clerk of Blackburn in 1875 he acquired a

reputation for executive ability and in 1892 was
appointed general manager of tbe National Tele-
phone Company. Before bis death be saw the com-
pany under his direction increase the number of its

subscribers from 46,000 to almost 400,000. His
knowledge of law was of much assistance to him
in administering the affairs of the company, and
he was a close student of American telephone prac-
tice, having made several journeys to this country
for the purpose of acquiring new ideas for installa-

tion at home.

M'r. L. E. Holderman has resigned as superin-

tendent of the light and power department of tbc

Eastern Wisconsin Railway and Light Company of

Fond du Lac, Wis. On July 1st be took a position

as superintendent of light and power for the Terre
Haute, Indianapolis and Eastern Traction Company
of Terre Haute, Ind. Mr. Holderman is an ener-

getic and progressive young man. He was with

tbe Eastern Wisconsin company four years and
while there planned and successfully carried out

the first gas and electric show ever attempted in

one of the smaller cities. By following up with an
energetic new-business campaign the company's

books show that, comparing April, 1907, with April,

1906, a gain of 31 per cent, was realized in the

lighting output and a gain of about 60 per cent.

in the power lo.ad. At Terre Haute Mr. Holder-

man will have a larger field and will be a valuable

addition to the new forces which have consolidated

and are developing the railway and lighting prop-

erties at Terre Haute and Brazil, including inter-

urban roads.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
St. Charles, Iowa, has voted to install a mu-

nicipal electric-light plant.

The Brainerd Roller Mills will put in an elec-

tric-light plant at Brainerd, Neb.

The Wanatchee (Wash.) Electric Company has

let the contract for $6o,oco worth of improvements
to its plant.

,

The Altus Gin and Manufacturing Company has

received the contract for furnishing lights in Altus

and Ozark, Ark.

The Spokane Falls Placer Mining Company will

build a power and light plant at Trout Lake, B. C,
and supply tbe near-by mines.

The Shattuck (Okla.) Electric Light and Power
Company has been granted a franchise for an

electric-light and power system.

The city of Columbus, Ga., will bold a special

election on October lotb to vote on a proposition to

issue $100,000 of bonds for establishing an electric-

light plant.

The Dallas City (III.) Light Company has been
incorporated for $10,000 to operate heat, light and
power plants. The incorporators are- N. H. Dowd,
M. Loomis and E. R. Black.

The Corinth Electric Light and Power Company
of Corinth, N. Y., has been incorporated for $25,-

000 bv Warren Curtis of New York citv and F.

B. Coolidge of Glens Falls, N. Y.

Tbe Warrensburg (Mo.) Light and Power Com-
pany has been incorporated with $50,000 capital

stock by Allen B. Collins, Joseph C. Christopher,
R. H. Cloyd, William E. Houston and others.

It is reported that tbe city of Canton, Miss., is

considering enlarging and improving the electric-

ligbt plant, the betterments to include changing
of system from 60 to 133 cycles and replacing of
present machines by a direct-connected outfit.

About $2,000,000 will Ije invested in an electric-

ligbt and power plant in Kansas City, Mo., by
W. F. Lyons if he is granted a franchise on his
application to furnish light and power for the
entire city.

H. Laussat Geyelin, F. King Wainright and W.
Innes Forbes of Philadelphia have taken out state
charters for two companies to be known as the
Lewistown Light, Heat and Power Company and
the Mount Union Light, Heat and Power Com-

pany. Each company has $5,000 capital and will
o|ieralc ill those Pennsylvania towns, 'i'he same
persons took out a charter for 'I'yronc.

The city of Lexington, Ky., has appropriated
$30,000 for installing an electric-ligbt and beating
plant in the City Hall at Lexington. Louisville,
Ky., will spend a similar amount for a plant in
the City Hall annex.

Harvey J. Hayes of Bristol, Tenn., would like
to be informed of an opportunity in a southern
city of from 2,000 lo 5,000 inhabitants where an
electric-light plant is needed. He contemplates in-
stalling a plant in some southern city.

The follOwing-namcd electric-light companies have
been recently incorporated : Home Light and Water
Company, Blooming Grove, Tex. ; College Addition
Water, Light and Power Company, Denton, Tex.;
Livingston (Tex.) Electric Light Company; Pales-
tine (Tex.) Electric Light and Ice Company.

The New York State Commission of Gas and
Electricity has ordered reductions in charges for
electricity in Mount Vernon supplied by the West-
chester Lighting Company from 20 cents per kilo-
watt-hour to 13 cents. Electricity in Orangetown
supplied by the Rockland T.ight and Power Com-
pany is to be reduced from 20 cents to a maximum
rate of 15 cents per kilowatt-hour outside of in-
corporated villages.

The Consolidated Gas, Electric Light and Power
Company of Baltimore has distributed among con-
tractors for estimates plans and specifications for
the construction of an addition to its large power
house at Westport which will be larger than the
present building and will provide an additional
capacity of 48,000 kilowatts. As now equipped this
plant has a capacity of 13,000 kilowatts, and the
addition will provide for a total capacity of 61,000
kilowatts.

The announcement of a special dividend of five
per cent, by the directors of the United Electric
Company of New Jersey a few days ago was
followed by tbe announcement by President Mc-
Carter of the Public Service (Corporation that the
board of directors of the electric company had
decided to submit to tbe stockholders a plan for
its lease to the Public Service Corporation for a
term of 999 years. A stockholders' meeting to
pass on the lease has been called for July 12th.

ELECTRIC RAIL'WAYS.
The ordinance permitting the Chicago, Milwaukee

and St. Paul Railroad to electrify its Evanston
branch and connect with the Northwestern Ele-
vated Railroad of Chicago has been passed by the
Chicago City Council. •

John D. Fletcher of Nashville, Tenn., offers
a free site for the power house of the Nashville
and Columbia interurban railway, provided that
company will erect a plant of sufficient horsepower
to supply other industries that may be located on
tbe same tract with current for operating their
macbinery. To the latter class of industries Mr.
Fletcher offers sites in return for stock.

It is announced from Greensboro, N. C, that
W. T. Van Brant of New York, Dee Allen and
associates have purchased the Greensboro Electric
Company with its holdings and will soon take, over
the same. This company has the sole ownership
of the street-car, electric-light, gas and power
plants of Greensboro. The new owners plan to
connect Haw River, Graham, High "Point, Thomas-
ville and Winston-Salem with Goldsboro by trolley.

C. F. Adams of Boston, former president of the
Union Pacific Railroad, was the guest of President
Jay P. Graves of tbe Inland Empire electric rail-

way system at Spokane, Wash., a few days ago.
A ride was taken over 76 miles of the system
from" Spokane to Palous and later over the western
division to Rosalia, Upon the return Mr. Adams
is quoted as saying that the Inland Empire system
is far superior to any of tbe electric roads in
eastern states, having all the characteristics of a
steam road without the drawbacks of smoke and
cinders.

While the above-ground evidences of progress
along the line of tbe subway in Philadelphia are
meager to the eye, says the Philadelphia Record,
the work is assuming tangible shape and has more
reasonable prospect of early completion than tbe
average citizen is presumably aware of. The work
of connecting tbe Market Street subway with the
elevated structure on Front Street has been be-
gun. The loop from Arch to. South will be taken
in band next, the bases for the steel superstructure
having been put in place. The loop about tbe City
Hall is likely to be opened for traffic before the
end of summer.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
The. L^tah-Nevada Power Company has been

incorporated in Colorado with a capital of $7,500,-
000 by Orlando B. Willcox. Horace G. Lunt,
Charles I. Hawthorne and others. The company
is an auxiliai^ of the Central Colorado Power
Company, capitalized at $22,000,000. The Utah-
Nevada Company will furnish electric power to
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the mining districts, cities and towns in Utah, Ne-
vada, Idaho and Colorado.

A Pennsylvania charter has been granted to the

Juniata Valley Electric Compai^y. which will fur-

nish power at Lewistown for that place and other

points in Mifflin County, Pa. The incorporators

are W. P. Woods, Lewistown; Wallace Wilson,
Alexandria, and James S. Woods, Huntingdon.

The city of Kingston, Ontario, according to

information furnished by Consul H. D. Van Sant,

has rejected an offer made to supply the city

with power from the river Trent. The power
committee on investigation found that it would
be more advantageous to generate power in small

quantities by the producer-gas engine.

H. M. Byllesby & Co. have been retained as

consulting and operating engineers for the Flathead
Valley Water Power Company of Kalispell, Mont.
The company's waterpower is situated at Big Fork,
Mont., on the Big Fork River, having a head of

about 105 feet. This development is to be added
to and the capacity of the plant greatly increased.

The Harwood Electric Company, which will

build the big electric plant at Harwood, near Hazle-
ton. Pa., utilizing fuel right at the mines in the
anthracite region, has filed a mortgage of $3,000,000
with notice of increase of stock and debt at the
State Capitol at Harrisburg as required under Penn-
sylvania laws. The company will furnish power
over a number of counties in the hard-coal region.

President Wiley of the Southern Power Com-
pany says that the company has sold its power to

the full limit of the 50,000 horsepower in commis-
sion and will have none to sell until some time
next year. The operations of the Southern Powder
Company are in the territory of which Charlotte,

N. C., is the center, and while 50,000 horsepower
has been developed, the companj'' is extending its

operations with a view to eventually having about
200.000 horsepower. The fact that it has already
sold its entire developed power strongly illustrates

the great demand in the Central South for electric

power.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Northern Electrical Company of Minneap-

olis and Duluth is sending out an artistic calendar
for the month of July.

The American Conduit Company is sending out
post cards on which are printed details of con-
struction of the Jumper system used by the Penn-
sylvania Railroad as shown in Bulletin No. 207.

The conduit company makes a specialty of furnish-
ing highly insulating conduit for railway and power-
house work.

In a small illustrated leaflet the Pittsburg Trans-
former Company briefly calls attention to the use
of the word "efiiciency," especially as applied to

its transformers. For eight years, it is pointed out,

this company's transformers have demonstrated the

quahfications necessary to the just use of the term
efficienc}'. A pretty calendar for July also attracts

attention to the company's product.

The General Electric Company's supply depart-
ment has published bulletin 4514 relating to the
Thomson inclined coil portable voltmeters, watt-
meters and ammeters. The two former are con-
structed on the dynamometer or two-coil principle,

while the latter operates as a magnetic vane. The
moving elements are very light and are mounted
on vertical bronze shafts pivoted in sapphire
jewels. A lamp inspector's wattmeter is shown,
fitt-ed with receptacles in the case, so that the lamp
may be inserted and tested on either alternating-
current or direct-current circuits.

A neat folder issued by Harvey Hubbell, Inc., of
Bridgeport, Conn., illustrates and describes that
company's system of interchangeable electric in-

stallation by attachment plugs. A number of forms
of receptacles for different purposes are shown,
all fitted by one style of push plug. This type
avoids the necessity of twisting the cord, the great
fault of the screw plug, and secures an easy inter-

change of extension lamps, fans, heating appa-
ratus and other portable electrical conveniences.
The live clips are entirely concealed in separate
porcelain cells within the receptacle.

Bulletins 4509 and 4515 of the railway department
of the Genera! Electric Company are attractive
folders showing the company's latest products for
railway train lighting and car control, respectively.

The first describes the train equipment of a Curtis
turbine generator, when carried on the engine or
baggage car, as a generating unit, presenting the
advantages of simplicity, adaptability for mounting
on boiler shell, small floor space, absence of vibra-
tion, low maintenance cost and amount of attention
required. The revolving system is a single unit
without couplings, which runs on two bearings.
The other bulletin describes the auxiliary contactor
equipment for cylinder controllers brought out to
meet the requirements of increased power and
higher voltages in electric-railway equipment. Two
standard Sprague-Gencral Electric type M control
contactors are connected in the main trolley cir-
cuit, and additional contacts in the controllers open
and clo.sc the contactors as the controller is on
or off.
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SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
At its last meeting the executive committee of

the National Fire Protection Association elected
31 associate and 15 subscribing members.

At its twentieth annual convention, in Boston re-

cently, the Train Dispatchers' Association of Amer-
ica approved the train rules committee's report
recommending the adoption of the A. B. C. rules
by railroad companies. These rules put all trains
more fully under the control of dispatchers.

The latest bulletin of the Lowell Textile School,
Lowell, Mass., is a fine book of over 150 pages
carefully defining the courses and methods of in-

struction and giving full information about the in-

stitution. Modeled on the lines of the departments
of the higher polytechnic institutes, the Lowell
school offers thorough instruction in the elements
and principles of the sciences and arts applicable
to textile and kindred branches of industry and
also in their application to the manufacture of all

varieties of textile fabrics, and the machinery re-

quired therefor.

A new engineering society has been organized
in Philadelphia called the Engineers and Con-
structors' Club. Membership in this society is lim-
ited to the engineers composing the organization
of Dodge & Day. Its object is to discuss subjects
relating to engineering and construction and to

give all members the benefit of the experience
gained by each in his particular line of work.
Up to date the following papers have been pre-

sented and discussed at the meetings: "Civil En-
gineering Preliminaries for an Interurban Trolley,"

by Charles Reed Marsh; "Electric Welding." by

J. H. Gravel ; "Gas Producers and Internal Com-
bustion Engines," by John E. Zimmermann; "Con-
crete Piling," by Julian C. Smith. The proceedings

of the club, giving the papers presented and discus-

sions, will be published regularly. The officers of

the club are: President, Harold T. Moore; secre-

tary, George Walters ; managers, F. C. Andrews,
H. F. Sanville, John E. Zimmermann and C. N.
Lauer.
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which the Citizens' Construction Company and
James Lyman & Co. of Chicago were the lowest
bidders. About 31,000 feet of three-conductor No.
00 paper-insulated lead-encased cable will be re-
quired. For the cable the Standard Underground
Cable Company and the John A. Roeblings Sons
Company bid, the latter being slightlv the lower.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Dr. Samuel Ridcal has been permitted by the

city authorities of London to carry out experi-

ments on the sterilization of water at one of the
swimming baths by electrolytic chlorine, with the

object of ascertaining whether the water need be

changed as frequently when kept purified as at

present.

Boston old-home week celebration and reunion
will not be without special features of interest to

electrical men. There will be an electrical proces-

sion and the general illumination will be on an
elaborate scale. Several conventions of an elec-

trical nature will also be held in Boston during

the week. The date is July 28th to August 3d. A
committee of 1,000, headed by Ma^'or Fitzgerald,

is in charge of arrangements. The committee says:

"The entire period will be given over to a series

of midsummer festivities and observances such as

no other city in the world is in a position to offer

to its guests."

On the night of June 26th, when the sandboat

Atlas went to the bottom of the Chicago Riv^r

after a collision with the abutments of the Clark

Street bridge, which stove a hole in her bow, it

was discovered that the sinking vessel had in

some manner severed the cables supplying power
to the Clark Street drawbridge. The bridge had
been opened to allow the passage of another ves-

sel, and the bridgetender found himself unable to

turn the span back into position. After an im-

patient half hour's wait a number of pedestrians

marooned on the bridge were taken off in the fire

boat Illinois and the cable connections were soon

repaired.

The use of sodium as a conductor of electricity

may probably be limited to overhead transmission

lines or feeders for railway work, for although

it is said to be cheap and to possess good con-

ductive properties, its marked affinity with oxygen
causes it to ignite when placed in contact with

water. The general process of constructing sodium
conductors is to take standard wrought-iron pipes

and heat them to a point well above the melting

temperature of sodium. The sodium is then melted

in special kettles and is run into the pipes, solidi-

fying when cool. There is said to be no marked
depreciation of either the sodium or the pipe if

the latter be properly protected by a coat of weather-
proof paint. For the same conductivity the price

of a complete sodium conductor is much below
that of copper cables, being in small sizes not
more than 50 per cent, and in large sizes not more
than 20 per cent, of the cost of copper.

The Department of Electricity of the city of
Chicago is making preparations to extend the un-
derground conduit system for its various wires.
Several extensions will be made at different point?
about the city, but the principal i)art of the present
work will he the construction of a new conduit on
Western Aveimc to accommodate the cables which
will carry the electric power contracted for from
the I^jckport plant on the Drainage Canal. Over
38,000 feet of six-duct and eight-duct conduit will

be laid in concrete. Six bids were received on
the* conduit, for the two principal sections of

TRADE NEWS.
The Power Improvement Company announces the

opening of its office at 2018 Fisher Building, Chi-
cago, to handle DeLaval steam turbines, generating
units and centrifugal pumps and the Wilkinson
mechanical stoker. George B. Foster is the man-
ager.

The Speer Carbon Company of St. Marys, Pa.,
has been experimenting for the last year on a new
reinforced carbon brush which it is now putting
on the market. This brush is said to be meeting
with phenomenal success. If any consumer is hav-
ing brush trouble the Speer company suggests that
samples of the new brush can be had by writing
to St. Mao'S.

In order to handle the mass of business in elec-
tric generators and motors in Southern Ohio the
Cleveland office of the Crocker-Wheeler Company
of Ampere, N. J., has found it advisable to open
a sub-office in the Columbus Savings and Trust
Company Building. Columbus, Ohio. The sub-
office will be in charge of Charles W. Cross, for-

merly of the Cleveland office of the Crocker-
Wheeler Company.

George F. Adams and James R. Downs, wh&
have been connected with the Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing Company for the last 10
years, have resigned from the Cleveland selling

organization and have opened an office in the New
England Building, Cleveland. Ohio, under the
style of Adams & Downs. They have an agree-
ment \Vith the Burke Electric Company as selling

representatives to handle the complete line of alter-

nating and direct-current dynamos and motors
manufactured by the Burke Electric Company.

BUSINESS.
Sealed proposals will be received at the office

of the supervising architect, Washington. D. C,
until 3 o'clock p. m. on July 31st, for the con-
struction (including plumbing, gas piping, hearing
apparatus, electric conduits and wiring) of the

postoffice at Owosso, Mich., in accordance with
the drawings and specifications, copies of which
may be had at the above oflice or at the office

of the custodian of the site at Owosso.

The work of clearing the ground and laying

track for the new creosoting plant to be installed

at Little Rock, Ark., by the Ayer and Lord Tie
Company of Chicago, has been started. The plant

\vill cost $150,000. It will be known as a four-

cylinder one. Each cylinder is made of steel and
is six feet and two inches in diarreter and 130
feet long. Six hundred ties are creosoted at a

time. The Ayer and Lord Tie Company already

has two creosoting plants in operation, one at

Carbondale, III., and one at Grenada, Miss. The
former is a seven-cylinder plant, while the laiter

is- a four-cylinder one.

The National Fire Protection Association has
prepared a list of watchmen's time-recording ap-
paratus which have been examined under the
requirements of the National Board of Fire Un-
derwriters and which are approved for use, having
been tested by the Underwriters' Laboratories.

The list contains the apparatus of 20 different

manufacturers, including boxes for central-station

systems, apparatus for local or private systems,
stationary clocks and magnetos, and portable
clocks. Information regarding tests of watchmen's
time-recording apparatus may be obtained by ad-
dressing Lhiderwriters* Laboratories, 382 Ohio
Street, Chicago, 111.

Further evidence of the spirit of enterprise that

pervades the F. Bisscll Company of Toledo is the
recent appointment of Mr. A. G. H. Jensscn as
"traffic manager" for the company. Mr. Jenssen is

an experienced railroad man and comes from the
Wabash System to organize and head the Bisscll

company's new traffic department. The F. Bisscll

Company has during the last two years grown at

such a remarkable rate and traffic matters in its

establishment have assumed such proportions as
to require the organization of this departure. This
simply means to customers of "the Bisscll company
that, through Traffic Manager Jensscn's efforts, they
will be assured of the lowest possible freight rates

on all shipments, delays of all sorts will be mini-
mized, and, generally speaking, the Bisscll com-
pany's relations with railroads and customers will

be tremendously expedited. A visitor to the big
combination store, factory and warehouse of the
Bisscll company will be surprised at the many
other evidences of the company's rapid growth of
business. Almost the entire Bissell establishment
has been remodeled. The store on the ground floor

has been greatly changed, and not only has more
space in the' building been made available for stock,
but a greatly increased force has been put on
with which to take care of (he company's splendid
business.
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ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
S57,5(K> JClcctric Curling iiuii. J->;i1h11 Alk-n, Kan-

sas City, Mt>.. atul (li-orKc 1 1 anion, Shawncc-
luwn, III. Application filed October 16, 1906.

All cli'ctric iK-aftr is nrr.iiiHcd i:i a tube carried by
tliu IkuuHc of a curliuK iron.

857,591. Trolley Harp. Arlington D. Britlain,

Yonngstown, Ohio. Application filed April 18,

1906.

Two uroovfi! wheel -sect ions aic i>rovitlc(l.

857.606. Battery. Frank A. Decker, Philadclpliia,

Pa., assignor to the Decker l-Ueclrical Mann-
factnring Company, Wilmington, Del. Applica-

tion filed Marcli 30, 1904.

Tlic battery compartmen t comprises a pair, of dia*

pbragms, one of the diai)hraBnis liavinK ribs in compart-
ment. A perfor.itcti plate in compartment is su|>porte(I

by the ribs, and an active frntrniental element is placed

between tlie plate and the other of the diaphragms.

857.607. Electrochemical Apparatus. Frank A.

Decker, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the

Decker Electrical Manufacturing Company, Wil-
mington, Del. Application filed Janu.'iry 16,

1906.

The inventor describes a set of cells, cacli having one
or more horizontally disposed insulating conduits within

and cemented to tlic bottom thereof, and one or more
horizontally disposed insulating conduits without and
cemented to the bottoms of the several cells, each of

the exterior conduits communicating with a conduit

within each cell.

857.612. Trolley Stand. Edgar L. Fixler, Delta,

Ohio. Application filed July 12, 1906.

A movable member normally coacts with tlie pole to

prevent withdrawal. Means are provided for automatically

effecting release of this member from the pole at a

predetermined point in the lowering movement of the

socket part.

857,621. Switching Device. Alexander M. Haub-
rich, Chicago, III, assignor to the Stromberg-
Carlson Telephone Company, Rochester, N. Y.

Application filed September 28, 1904-

The invention described is a four-party operator's key
arranged to lock the individual ringing button last

pressed in an indicating position and to release it upon
the rotation of the operator's key.

857,643. Trolley Guard. George L. Matheney,
Bridgeport, Ohio, assignor of one-half to J. O.

Howells, Bridgeport, Ohio. Application filed

July 12, 1906.

A combination of a trolley harp and wheel is de-

scribed, having guide blocks designed to extend above
the wire and prevent the trolley leaving it.

857,662. Telephone Directory. Guy C. Odor, Lima,

Ohio. Application filed May 10, 1906.

Two cardboard disks are mounted on the transmitter.

The names are exposed by turning the rear disk so as

to bring them in front of a slit.

857,664. Electromedical Appliance. David R. Over-
man, St. Louis, Mo. Application filed January

10, 1907.

A pad of soft leather and wool, containing a battery,

is arranged with straps to be applied to the body.

857,686. Electrically Propelled Vehicle. Russell

Thayer, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

April 4, 1907.

An electrically propelled vehicle derives its current

alternately from an external supply system and from
a storage battery carried by the vehicle. It is con-

structed to co-operate with a railway system, which
includes two overhead electrical conductors and parallel

subjacent tracks insulated from the conductors, with
means to connect the motor electrically with the over-

head conductors or to the storage battery carried.

857,708. Circuit-Operating Device. Leonidas G.-

WooUey, Lima. Ohio, assignor to John C.

Riley, Lima, Ohio. Application filed August
31, 1906.

In a circuit-operating device a motor drives a signal

v.'heel and a magnetic generator. An escapement con-

trols the operation of the motor.

857,715. Means for Automatically Timing the Spark
for Producing Ignition in Explosion Motors.
Auguste E. Brillie, Paris, France, assignor to

Societe Anonyme des Automobiles Eugene
Brillie, Paris, France. Application filed Decem-
ber 24, 1906.

The invention of a commutator for combustion en-
gines is described, in which a magneto igniter provided
with an armature shaft is combined with sleeve car-

rying projections. The motor shaft is provided with a

socket having grooves into which the projections are
adapted to enter, and there are means acting upon the
projections for advancing the armature shaft relatively
to the motor shaft.

857,729. Electric Brake. Emil Franke, Astoria,

N. Y. Application filed August 4, 1906.

Force developed by electromagnets is transmitted
through a system of multiplying levers and brake-beams
to apply the shoes to the wheels.

^57,735- Fused Plug and Receptacle. John C. Hat-
zel and Edgar L. Morley, New York, N. Y.
Application filed January 5, 1906.

This plug for switchboards comprises a handle com-
posed of insulating material having a longitudinal aper-
ture a portion of which is enlarged to form a fuse
cavity. There arc means for permanently securing a
flexible cable in one end of the handle, and a standard
inclosed fuse in the cavity in metalic connection with
the cable.

857,752. Mechanical Power Brake. Louis Pfingst,

Boston, Mass., assignor to the Pfingst Electric
Manufacturing Company, Kittery, Me, Applica-
tion filed March 6, 1903.

Issued (United States Falftit Office) June 33^ tgoj.

\ iiuwi I'-drivcii brake Kpiiidlc in in i-itinbintition with
till- iiiotor atid hnnd-powcr mcclinniHrn to HiiiioltancouHly
or iri(lcj>cn<leiilly witiil or unwind the brnkc chain for
.'icluating (he brake tneciiiinJHin.

^^57.786. Machine for Separating or Assorting
Coins. William W. Hroga, Springfield, Mass,
Application filed October 31, 1904.,

One fc.'Uiu'c irt an nrrnnKcincnt by which a dinlorlcd
coin will not only oj)enile tui atarni, but arrcHt lite

further pasMKC 01 coinit by encr«izinH an eleclroman-
nelic device controlIiiiK the eleclric-driving motor.

857.787. Oscillating Device for Motor-driven Fans.
Herbert S. Brown, New York, N. Y. Applica-
tion filed June 26, 1902.

The nictor fan support is in two rtcclionjt, connected
liv a j)iv(it and :iupportcd on n i)ivot. both pivotK being
inclined to the vertical. The fan, located on one seclion,
has its center of gravity to one side of the axes of
both pivots.

857792. Railroad Brake. Howard A, Coleman,
Sanborn, Iowa, Application filed March 4, 1907.

When a pair of eleclromagnels are energized they at-

tract aiiiKiturcs, rock a crank-shaft and apply the
brakes. When the circuit of the cIcctro-maRnets is in-

terrupted the brake-sliocs fall away from the wheels.

857,797. Motor-control Apparatus. George W.
Euker, Pittsfield, Mass.. assignor to the Stau-
ley-G. I. Electric Manufacturing Company,
Pittsfield, Mass. Application filed August 31,

1905.

A motor-starting rheostat has a movable contact mem-
ber tending normally to assume its "off" position, but
arranged with elcctromagnetically actuated means for
locking in a running position. A flexible opera) in g
member is connected to the arm. which carries a switch
with cotinectinns to the locking mechanism,

857,849. Lightning Arrester. Joseph V. E. Titus.

Keokuk, Iowa, assignor to the Electric Service
Supplies Company. Philadelphia, Pa. Applica-
tion filed October 20, 1904.

NO. 857,849.—LIGHTNING ARRESTER.

This invention comprises the combination with a num-
ber of plates having spark gaps arranged between a
portion of them of layers of resistance material inter-
posed between the plates and electrically connecting
them, one of the plates being arranged closer to its

neighbor than the remainder. (See cut.)

857^856. Magnetic Drawing Apparatus for Pipes,
etc. George Baehr, McKeesport, and Harry
B. Lynch, Versailles, Pa., assignors to the Na-
tional Tube Company, Pittsburg. Pa. Appli-
cation filed February 25, 1907.

This apparatus for drawing or pulling pipes or other
objects in an endwise direction has an inclined track-
way mounttd by a carriage or trolley carrying an
electromagnet having a pivotal magnetic clamping mem-
ber.

857,866. Induction Coil. Morris W. Brinkmann,
New York, N. Y. Application filed March 14,

1905.

The novelty of this invention consists in its provi-
sion for two or more interrupters operating simultane-
ously to break the primary circuit, with means for ad-
justing the tension of each and having each interrupter
and corresponding contact point controlling a definite
current strength.

NO. 857,880.^—PRIMARY BATTERY.

857;88o. Primary Battery. Charles E. Hite, Phila-
delphia, Pa., assignor to the Hite Electric Com-
pany. Application filed November 15, 1904.

Combined are a number of cells having insulated
outer walls, the cells opening at their bottoms into a
body of electrolyte. The electrolyte flows upwardly
through the cells and then downwardly upon the out-

hiilc- of liic celU iiiid uviT llie iimulaiiuii, A C4>iniiiuii
chiirnl>cr receive* the overflow of cicclrolylc atid it is
fdtcrcd .1* it iiaKKca. (Sec cut.)

857.890. Automatic Safely Slop Device for Elec-
tric Vehicles. John '1', Mcintosh, Chicago, III,,

assignor of one-third lo Charles If. Roberts,
Kvanston, III. Application filed June 14, 1902,
I'ortynine claim* qf novelty were allowed on (hiB dc*

vice for rcguldtinK the application of power in electric
automobile*, which utilize an cicclric circuit and .t con-
troller and a brake actuated by fluid pretisurc. The
handle automatically kcIh the brakcii, tiidcpcnticntly of
controller action on release of Ihc handle.

«57.909. Electrolytic Cell. Alfred O. Tate, New
York, N. Y. Application filed September 28,
1904. Renewed November 23, 1906,
An electrode for an electrolytic cell cmbr.icc« two

scries of cartron conductors located in clone mcclL'inical
.ind electrical relation to each other, but separated by
inHuIatinR media, the lateral edges or face* only of the
conductors being exposed.

857.910. Apparatus for Trcatinj? Liquids Elcctro-
lytically. Alfred O. Tate, New York, N. Y.
Application filed September 28, 1904. Renewed
Fcbrtiary 12, 1907.

In the cell described tlic electrodes consist of a mul-
tiple series of strips of platinum constituting the anotic
and a like multiple series of strips of other conducting
m,-iterial constituting the cathode, all of the strips Ijcing
secured to a common base or support.

857,927- Process of Recovering the Nickel Con-
tained in Basic Nickel Precipitates. Herbert
H. Dow and Walter S. Gates, Midland, Mich.,
and Arthur E. Schaefer, Cleveland, Ohio, as-
signors to the Ontario Nickel Company, Worth-
ington, Canada. Application filed April 18, 1906.
The inventor describes a method of recovering nickel

by electrochemical processes.

857.928. Fitting for Electric Lamps. John Dugdill,
Failsworth, near Manchester, England. Appli-
cation filed November 3, 1906.
An improvement in the construction of electric fittings,

such as lamp brackets, is described.

857.929- Storage Battery Electrode. Thomas A.
Edison, Llewellyn Park. Orange, N. J., assignor
to the Edison Storage Battery Company, West
Orange, N. J. Application filed March 30, 1905.
Mr. Edison describes the use of an electrode mass

for storage batteries employing alkaline electrolytes,
comprising an intimate mixture of nickel hydroxide and
flakes, scales or films of cobalt-nickel alloy, also the
mixture of a flake-like insoluble conducting material
with the active material of storage batteries employing
alkaline electrolytes.

^^7^9Z^- Tool for Truing and Dressing Commuta-
tors. Claus H. Frick, San Antonio, Tex. Ap-
plication filed October 2, 1906.

Details of a tool of the class described are given.

857,953- Alternating-current Machine. Ralph D.
Mershon, New York, N. Y. Application filed

July 5, 1904.

WAVA/W/rtWAWW

NO. 857,953.—ALTEKNATING-CURRENT .MACHINE.

In an alternating-current machine adapted for varia-
tion in the number of its poles the inventor combines
with the primary element, a secondary element, resist-

ances in the secondary element, pennanent connections
from the resistances to the secondary winding or wind-
ings at such points th^t the resistances are less effective
or non-effective in their action for one number of poles
and more effective for a greater number of poles, addi-
tional resistances in the secondary element, and per-
manent connections therefrom to the secondary wind-
ing or windings at such points that the additional resist-

ances are less effective or non-effective for the greater
number of poles and more effective for a still greater
number of poles. (See cut.)

857,959- Automatic Telephone Exchange. Nils E.
Norstrom, Junction City, Kan., assignor of one-
half to John Anderson, Salina, Kan., and one-
sixth to M. E. Richardson, Sterling, Kan.
Application filed May 31, 1900.

The rather complicated mechanism of an automatic
telephone system is described.

857,966. Automatic Telephone Switch. Charles M.
Thompson, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Charles
M. Thompson Company', Chicago, 111. Appli-
cation filed January 25, 1907.

The switch-arm has both a rotary and vertical move-
ment in finding its jack, but the invention consists in
the new order of movement and control of the connect-
ing devices.

858.002. Speed Governor for Dynamos. Edwar<i B.

Jacobson, Pittsfield, Mass.. assignor to the

Pittsfield Spark Coil Company, Pittsfield, Mass.
Application filed January 18, 1904.

When a small dynamo is to be driven by simple fric-

tion between its shaft-wheel and the fly-wheel of an
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engine, as is often the case in magneto ignition of gas
enginees, the present invention proposes to regulate the
speed of the dynamo by an electromagnet in its circuit
decreasing the friction at .the contact drive by with-
drawing one of the driving train.

858,011. Meter. William J. Mowbray, New York,
N. Y. Application filed April 30, 1906,

NO. 858,011.—METER.

In a meter tlie inventor lias provided a support having
a slot therein, a frame suspended from one side thereof,
a shaft mounted for rotation in the frame perpendicular
to the support, an armature carried by the shaft, a field

coil mounted in inductive relation to the armature, a
shunt-field coil also mounted In inductive relation to

the armature, and a supporting device for the shunt-
field coil extending through the slot in the support to per-
mit -adjuslnicnt of the shunt-field coil from the side o£
the support opposite to that to which the framo is

secured. (See cut.)

858,016. Armature-testing Apparatus. Victor Pat-
ton, Hastings, Colo. Application filed May 24,

1906.

For testing armatures the inve. ntor has arranged in a
circuit a relay having a plurality of windings of vary-
ing resistance, a switch for cutting either of the wind-
ings into the test circuit, and a local signaling circuit,

858,059. Electroplating Apparatus. David F. Brod-
erick', New Britain, Conn., assignor of one-half

to Lewis Sperry, South Windsor, Conn. Ap-
plication filed August 10, 1906.

The inventor describes t-vo series of tanks, one dis-

posed above the other, an endless carrier, means for

causing the carrier to travel over both series of tanks,

means for suspending holders for the work from the

carrier, and means for causing the carrier to rise and
descend to dip the work successively in the tanks of
the upper series and then to dip the work successively

in the tanks of the other series.

858,064. Signal. Harold W. Eden, Detroit, Mich.,

assignor to P. R. Manufacturing Company,
Detroit, Mich. Application filed February 5,

1906.

In this electric-bell signal the interruption of the cur-

rent is provided by the' blow of a projection from the

armature against a resilient tongue, which, when de-

pressed, opens the contact, but closes the circuit imme-
diately the armature springs away, thus accomplishing

a continuous vibrating motion of the striker.

858,097. Dynamo-electxic Machine. Bradley T.

McCormick, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to the

Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company. Ap-
plication filed September 14, 1905.

In a compound-wound 'dynamo-electric machine there

are the usual field poles, but a series winding thereon has
coils connected in multiple series, and segmental strap

connectors for the coils arranged on one side of the ma-
chine, '.he segment of the connectors having overlapping
ends.

858,117. Medical Battery. Charles W. Taylor, New
York, N. Y. Application filed December 22,

1905.

The invention consists in the compact arrangement of
the various parts and attachments of a medical battery
set.

858,120. Signaling System .for Alternating Cur-
rents. Louis H. Thullen, Edgewood Park, Pa.,

assignor to the Union Switch and Signal Com-
pany, Swissvale, Pa. Application filed March
2, 1906.

The inventor contemplates dividing a railroad track
into insulated blocks and connecting the rails with
special inductive bonds presenting low resistance and
high impedance.

858,135- Electric Tank Switch. Jacob T. Ander-
son, New York, N. Y. Application filed Mav
17, 1906.

A cord carrying a float passes over a drum and is
balanced by a weight. The blades of a knife-switch ex-
tend from the drum and close into clips.

858,137- Loom Shuttle and Bobbin Tensioning
Means Therefor. Charles H. Atkins, Spring-
field, Mass. Application filed June 18, 1906.

_
When electromagnetic means are used to secure ten-

Bton between the bobbin and a portion of the shuttle, it
is effectively made intermittent, it is said, by brcakinc
the electrical circuit.

858,139. Warp Stop-motion for Wire-weaving
Looms. Charles H. Atkins, Springfield, Mass.
Application filed July 31, 1906.
The breaking of a warp wire makes a contact which

may release the magnetic clutch or apply a magnetic
brake, stopping the machine,

858,160. Anode. Alexander J. Deloyc, Torringlon,
Conn. Application filed January 31, 1907.

_
This anode comprises a body gradually tapering from

It* upper end, clliptically shaped in cross-section and
having a scries of integral outwardly projecting ob-
liquely disposed bpurn 01 projections formed one above
the other.
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858.196. Apparatus for Producing Electric Sparks.
William Marshall, New York, N. Y., assignor
of one-fourth to John A. Bullinger, New York,
N. Y. Original application filed IMay 2, 1906.
Divided and this application filed October 29,
1906.

Tile primaries of two induction coils with individual
interruptors are paralleled. The secondaries have an
end of each connected, and the other extremities and
middle point brought to three spark electrodes.

858.197. Circuit Controller. Edward S. Massie
and John H. Hawkins, Quincy, 111. Application
filed April :i, 1906.

Contact is made between a rotating lug and a ball
yieldingly held in a tube by a spring.

858,211. Electromagnetic Locomotive. Joseph L.
Potter, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Harry
G. Hawekotte, Indianapolis, Ind. Application
filed December 11, 1905.

The armature of an electromagnet furnishes reciprocat.
ing motion to a crank, which turns the wheels.

858,216. Telegraph Repeater. Worth Rogers, St.

Louis, Mo. Application filed December 13,

1904.

The continuity of the main line from which the signals
are being transmitted is preserved by keeping' closed tlie

transmitter controlled by the main line being repeated
into, by opening the front contact point of the repeat-
ing transmitter controlling the line being repeated into
the shunt around the magnet of, the transmitter con-
trolled by the main line being repeated into before the
shunt can be closed by the opening of the armature
of the relay of the main line being repeated into, and
thereby preventing the local battery of the second trans-
mitter from being shunted around the coils of the
second transmitter at any time.

858,222. Electric-circuit Controller. Max Schuppe,
New York, N. Y., assignor to Bernard F.

Seadler, New York, N. Y. Application filed

January 7, 1905.

The invcnti'^n applies to starting boxes for electric
motors and comprises two branch circuits, one for con-
nection with the motor armature and the other with
its field, and means for completing it through the field

before through the armature, and for breaking the cir-

cuit first through the armature.

858,238. Trolley Finder. Frederick" G. Weber, Ash-
land, Ky. Application filed February 19, 1907.

A Y-shaped trolley-finding member is pivoted to the
forward end of the head and has one end heavier than
the other to cause finder to lie normally in a horizontal
position until the trolley rope is tightened, raising it to

active position for engagement with the wire.

858,246. Direct-current Dynamo-electric Machine.
Edwin C. Wright, Newport, Ky., assignor to

the AUis-Chalmers Company, Milwaukee, Wis.
Application filed November 30, 1906.

In combination are an armature, a core, coils carried
by the core and projecting beyond th:; end thereof, a
ring surrounding the projecting portions of the coils, a
commutator and commutator leads or necks connecting
the coils and Commutator bars, the commutator leads
extending outward beyond the ends of the coils and
serving to support and retain the ring in position.

858,255. Trolley for Electric Railways. Harry
Bennett, Newark, N. J., assignor to the Ben-
nett Inventing and Manufacturing Company.
Application filed April 17, 1906.

A form of overhead trolley is described.

858,288. Branch Box. Albert F. Hills, Syracuse,
N. Y., assignor to the Crouse-Hinds Com-
pany, Syracuse, N. Y. Application filed Octo-
ber 19, 1905. •

A branch outlet box from interior conduit is de-

scribed.

858,301. Automatic Time Circuit-breaker. Walter
N. Martin, Andrew J. Thomas and Earl F. L,

Russell, Denver, Colo. Application filed July

25, 1904-

Clock mechanism provided with alarm devices con-
nects with a circuit-breaker arranged to be actuated
thereby. The circuit-breaker has a part arranged to

engage the alarm mechanism and lock the latter against
movement when the circuit-breaker has reached its, limit

of movement after breaking the circuit.

858,317. Corn-popper. George B. Young and Jo-
seph H. Young, El Paso, Texas. Application
filed November 30, 1906.

The popper is heated -and shaken by electrical means.

858,325- Process of Producing Vanadium and Its

Alloys. Frederick M. Becket, Niagara Falls,

N. Y., assignor to the Electro Metallurgical
Company, West Virginia. Original application
filed June 19, 1906. Divided and this applica-
tion filed November 26, 1906.

One continuous process of producing vanadium con-
sists in passing an electric current tlirough a molten
batli containing vanadium oxide, silicide of carbon and
a basic flux, adding fresh portions of the charge and
withdrawing the product as desired.

858,327. Alloy and Method of Producing It. Fred-
erick M. Becket, Niagara Falls, N. Y., assignor
to the Electro Metallurgical Company, West
Virginia. Application filed March 20, 1907.
A method of producing by the aid of the electric

furnace an alloy containing titanium, calcium and silicon
is described.

858,329- Process of Effecting Chemical Reductions
and Producing Metals and Alloys. Frederick
M. Becket, Niagara Falls, N. Y., assignor to
the Electro Metallurgical Company. Applica-
tion filed April 12, 1907.

The patenrce describes a process of reducing refractory
mclallic oxides, which consists in effect inR parlial re-
duction by electrically smellinK -i mixture of the oxide
and carbon, and cfTccting complete reduction of the
product by silicon carbide.
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858,335- Apparatus for Measuring Electrical Re-
sistance. Sydney Evershel, Chiswick, England,
assignor to himself, and Evershed & Vignoles,
Ltd., Chiswick, England. Application filed Feb-'
ruary 28, 1906.

This apparatus consists of a hand dynamo, a Wheat-
stone bridge, a resistance box and a galvanometer in
which the control coil is directly connected between 'thetwo poles of a dynamo, the working coil being connected
to opposite points of the Wheatstone bridge, a single
pole of tiie dynamo being divided between the resistance
box and the line to be measured, coming back to the
Wheatstone bridge and the working coil of the galva-
nometer and thence to the other pole of the dynamo
(See cut.)
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NO. 858,335.—APPARATUS FOR MEASUBIHG ELECTRIC
RESISTANCE.

858,341- Apparatus for Electrolytic Deposition of
Metals. Herbert C. Harrison, London, and
Joseph Day, Weston-super-Mare, England; Day
assignor to Harrison. Application filed August
7, 1902.

In the electrodeposition of metals upon a revolving
cathode of circular cross-section the anode is arranged
round the cathode in elements consisting of one or more
anode bars, and pipes for directing the jets of elec-
trolyte are arranged so that the greatest action of the
jets upon the cathode will take place at the points
nearest the elements of the anode where the resistance
between the electrodes is least and consequently the
current density greatest.

858,351. Instantaneous Electric Water Heater. Her-
bert N. Roche and Fred F. Breese, San Fran-
cisco, Cal., assignors to the James W. Edwards
Company, Herbert N. Roche and Thomas B.
Gray, San Francisco, Cal. Application filed

October 20, 1904.

A casing contains a number of parallel heating tubes,
containing electric heaters, each having an end closed
except for a small opening, all of the openings being
arranged near to each other, with a cover inclosinf^
them.

858,355- Trolley Catcher. Robert Shields, South
Boston, Mass., assignor to the Frank Ridlon
Company, Boston, Mass. Application filed March
14, 1906.

The inventor describes a trolley-cord, reel or catcher,
ill which, when the cord is unwound rapidly, the cen-
trifugal force developed operates a pawl, which checks
the reel.

Reissue.

12,664. Duplexing Telegraph Line. Isidor Kitsee,

Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed May 25,

1907. Original number 850,305, dated April 16,

1907.

This invention secures duplex telegraphy by means _ot
a p,:ilarized-receiving device, the use of successive im-

pulses of aproximatcly equal duration and alternating

in polarity, induction coils, condensers, etc.

PATENTS THAT HAVE EXPIRED.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued

by the United States Patent Ofiice) that expired

July I, 1907:

431,035. Electric Cut-out. L. Daft, Plainfield, N. J.

431,088. Individual Call Device for Telephones. C. H.
Vincent, Lynn, Mass.

431,092 and 431,093. System of Electric Lccomotion. F.

Wheeler, Meriden, Conn.
431.094, Switches for Electric-railway Systems. F. Wheeler,

Meriden, Conn.
431.095. System of Electrical Locomotion, F. Wheeler,

Meriden, Conn.
431,118. Electric Switjh. O. P. Loorais, Somerville, Mass.

431,1 34. D vnamo-electric Machine. C. F. Winkler, Troy,

N. Y.
431,141. Electrical Call-box. G. F. Gale, Wmthrop, Mass.

431,170. Electromagnetic Drill System. H. N. Marvin,
Syracuse, N. Y.

431.181. Electric Bell. P. B. Delany. South Orange, N. J.

431.1 85. Multiple Fusible Cut-out. L. B. Favor, Bridge-
port, Conn.

431.186. Multiple Thermal Cut-out. L. B. Favor, Bridge-

port, Conn.
431,213. Electric Motor for Railway Cars. William M. Mc-

Dougall, East Orange, N. J.

431.216. Regulation of Dynamo-elcctrlc Machines. William
Stanley, Jr.. Great Barrington, Mass.

431.217. Sclf-rcgulating Dynamo-electric Generator. W.
Stanley, Jr., Great B-irrington. Mass.

431.218. Self-exciting Alternating-current Electric Gener-
ators. \V. Stanley. Jr., Great Barrington, Mass.

431.248. Electric Meter.
J.

Caudcray, Paris, France.

431,256. Suspended Electric Railway and Car. F. E. Drown,
Pawtuckct, R. I.

.131,341. Secondary Battery. T. M. Footc, Allstnn, Mass.

43i.-tM- Electric-railway Conductor. E. Thomson, Lynn,
Mass.

431,447. Secondary Battery. T. S. E. Dixon, Chicago, III.

431,460. SyHtcm of Electrical Distribution. L. Gutmann,
' Fort Wayne. Ind.

431,482. Sy.stcm of Distribution for Electric Railways. E. E.

Rics, Baltimore, Md.
431.402, 431.403 4^(1.494. 431.405 a"*l 43I.4D6. Rcciprocaliilg

Electric Engines. C. J. Van Dcpoclc, Lynn, Masa.
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Hydro-eloctric Power Development
on th© Muskegon River.

Altliougli in d rallur ilcsolatc spot, surrounded

by sand hills and scrui) oak, the site of ihc Croton

Dam hydro-electric power plant now building by

the Grand Rapids and Muskegon Power Company

offers a scene of industry and activity. Already

the Grand Rapids and Muskegon Power Company
has in operation a watcrpowcr plant at Rogers

Dam on the Muskegon River, 51 miles north of

Grand Rapids, Mich. Electrical energy generated

as the Sanitary District project at Lockport on
the Chicago Drainage C;inal. The working head
of water at the dam is .)i feel, and to create this

head a reservoir covering nearly 2,000 acres has

been formed.

Provision has been made for the control of

Hood water by the installation of movable-crest

sections in the dam. These sections, shown at the

right in Fig. 2, are raised or lowered by electric

motors. Until the dam was completed, the river

in its natural course flowed between the west end
of the dam and the hill shown In Fig. 2. The

will be raised to 100,000 volts for transmission.

Three oil and water-cooled step-up transformers

are installed for raising the voltage to 100,000.

The Croton Uani plant is attracting considerable

attention among engineers, principally because It

is one of the first to transmit at 100,000 volts.

The older plant at Rogers Dam has already dem-
onstrated the commercial practicability of generat-

ing electricity by watcrpowcr and transmitting the

I)Ower to points in Western Michigan. Besides sup-

plying cities and street railways with light and
power, many manufacturing industries are using

Fie. I. Rogers Dam and Power House.
Fie. 2. Up-stream Side of Plant at Croton Dam. Fig. 3. Down-stream Side of Plant at Croton Dam.

HYDKO-ELECTRIC POWER DEVELOPMENT ON THE MUSKEGON RIVER.

at this plant is used for lighting and power in

Grand Rapids, Muskegon, Holland and other towns

intervening, besides supplying several street and
interurban railways. Current is transmitted to Mus-
kegon and Grand Rapids at 66,000 volts.

So great has been the demand for power that

the company some time ago decided to build an-

other plant of greater capacity about six miles

down the river. Work is now nearing completion

on the new dam and power house, known as Croton

Dam. A feature of this enterprise is two steel-

tower transmission lines, one to Muskegon and

one to Grand Rapids, which will be operated at

100,000 volts. The line is being substantially con-

structed, each of the three legs of each tower being

anchored with a special steel-concrete base made on

the ground. Three 3,750-kilowatt transformers are

now being installed in the Grand Rapids sub-

station to receive the ioo,ooo-volt current and re-

duce it to the distribution pressure.

In the accompanying group picture Fig. i shows
the Rogers Dam project, now in full operation.

Fig. 2 is a view of the up-stream side of the

Croton Dam development during construction, while

Fig. 3 shows the down-stream side.

The Croton Dam is built of concrete and steel,

the power house housing the generators and water-

wheels being a part of the dam, much the same

river is shown in the foreground of Fig. 3, which,

of course, is the opposite side of the power house

at the left in Fig. 2.

The river channel at the side of the power house

has now been closed, diverting the water into

the reservoir. The work of changing the course

of the river was accomplished largely by hydraulic

excavating. Water at high pressure was forced*

through a large nozzle against the side of the hill,

removing the dirt, which was washed down the

hillside. At the bottom banks of trees and shrubs

were thrown up, which served to check the prog-

ress of the hydraulically excavated dirt and form
a new embankment.
There are two generating units installed at Cro-

ton, each unit composed of a generator and eight

waterwheels direct-connected. The waterwheels are

of the LefTel type, each unit being guaranteed
by the makers to deliver 7,200 horsepower at the

generator shaft. One of the two groups of eight

wheels is shown in Fig. 4, the other group being

located directly alongside. The wheels can be op-

erated in sets of two, and the turbine chambers
are di^'ided into compartments so that any set of

two wheels can be shut off if necessary.

The generators, one of which is shown in Fig.

S, are Westinghouse three-phase 30-C3-cle machines.

They will generate at 6,600 volts, which pressure

the cheap power. A ready market awaits the out-

put of the new plant.

J. B. Foote of Jackson, Mich., w-as in charge
of electical engineering at Croton Dam, and W.
G. Fargo of Jackson was the hydraulic engineer.

Thomas Hume of Muskegon is president of the

power company, and A. J. Bemus is general man-
ager.

Electrical Exports for May.
Electrical exports from the United States for

the month of May, 1907, amounted to a total

value of $1,419,959, compared with $1,391,830 for

May, 1906. The increase over May, 1906, is due
to the larger amount of electrical machinery ex-
ported, electrical appliances having fallen ofi con-
siderably. The detail figures are as follows : Elec-
trical machinery—May, 1907, $800,566; May, 1906,

$681,955. Electrical appliances—May, 1.007, $619,-

393; May, 1906, $709,875.

The following-named countries were the prin-

cipal importers of electrical machinery and appli-

ances from the United States in May. 1907:

Machinery—British North America, $242,716;
Mexico, $100,904: Brazil. $97,521; Japan, $89,359;
United Kingdom, $63,484: France, $61,190; Chinese
Empire, $41,025: British .Australasia. $15,686; Brit-

ish East Indies, $12,266; Germany, $12,002; Central
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American States and British Honduras, $9,429;

Philippine Islands, $7,764; Cuba, $4,914.

Appliances—United Kingdom, $128,828; British

North America, $117,925; Mexico, $84,548; Brazil,

$50,725; Germany, $42,865; Japan, $31,291; Cuba,

$28,957; British Australasia, $25,641; Central Amer-
ican States and British Honduras, $15,982; Bel-

gium, $11,314; Argentina, $5,86 1 ; British Africa,

$3,811; France, $3,025: Philippine Islands, $2,621.

Single-phase versus Three-phase Gen-
eration for Single-phase Railways.'

Bv A. H. Akmstronc.

The introduction of the alternating-current sin-

gle-phase railway motor calling for a single-phase

secondary distribution system makes it pertinent

to inquire into the question of power generation

WESIEKX ELEtTRlClAX

Three-phase Generation.

Three-phase generation and distribution is in

almost universal use. Many single-phase railways
receive power from such systems, and the com-
mercial advantages resulting from the use of such
generators may in certain cases justify the com-
plication of single-phase secondary distribution ob-
tained from a three-phase source. As these com-
mercial advantages are in many cases controlling,
various combinations of three-phase—single-phase
connections are presented herewith.

I. Tlirce-phase Generation and Primary Dis-
tribution to Motor-generator Sets Feeding into the
Single-phase Secondary Distribution.—This system
has all the advantages of obtaining power from
a three-phase distribution which may also feed
synchronous converters and general power load, and
is independent of the frequency of the generating
system, being equally adapted to 60 Qr 25 cycles.

A Waterwheel Unit al Croton Dam. Fie. 5. 3.ooo-kilowatt Generator in Croton Dam.

HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER DEVELOPMENT ON THE MUSKEGON RIVER (SEE PAGE 2l).

and primary distribution for such systems. While

the simplicity of single-phase generation and dis-

tribution is unquestioned, it is not always possible

or desirable in these days of general power dis-

tribution to install a generating station and pri-

mary distribution system' capable of taking care of

alternating-current railway load alone to the ex-

clusion of synchronous converters and other re-

ceiving machinery requiring three-phase input.

As the use of either single-phase or multiphase

generators seems to be open to certain objections,

various methods of distribution are presented here-

with, with some of the advantages and disadvan-

tages pertaining to each.

Single-phase Generation.

1. Single-phase generation and transmission makes
it impossible to use synchronous converters, self-

starting synchronous motors, or induction motors
starting under load. It is poorly adapted to gen-

eral power distribution and is largely limited in its

application to alternating-current railway operation

alone. Its use is therefore open to grave objec-

tions of a commercial nature where there exists

any possibility of selling power or in any way
utilizing it for general converter and motor work.

2. The single-phase generator has an unbalanced
armature reaction wdiich is the cause of consid-
erable flux variation in the field pole-tips, and in

fact throughout the field structure. Such gener-
ators must therefore be constructed with thinner
laminations and oftentimes poorer mechanical con-
struction in order to minimize eddy currents, re-

sulting in increased cost of the generator. The
large single-phase armature reaction results in a
much poorer regulation than that obtained with
three-phase generators ; it calls for increased amount

Its disadvantage lies in the cost of the motor-
generator sub-station, but it is the only system
which will give perfect balance on a three-phase
distribution system.

2. Three-phase Generators Operating Alternat-

ing-current Railzvay Load on One Leg, thus Calling

for both i^rimary and Secondary Single-phase Dis-
tribution.—Commercial considerations of possible

future synchronous converter or power load may
justify the installation of three-phase generators
designed for single-phase output for railway load
and three-phase output for general power distribu-

tion. This system is open to the objection of
serious unbalancing due to railway load on one
phase only, and this unbalancing may be so great
as to cause undue heating in synchronous convert-
ers, synchronous motors and induction motors fed
from the unequal potentials of all three legs of the
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SINGLE-PHASE PRIM.\RV AND SECONDARY DIS-

TRIBUTION.

of field copper and more liberal design, which, with

the larger exciting units required, brings the cost

of the single-phase generating unit throughout
considerably in excess of that of a three-phase unit '

of the same output and heating.

The difficulties of single-phase generator con-
struction appear to increase with any reduction in

fre<iuency, and the adoption of any lower fre-

quency than 25 cycles may result in serious difii-

culties in construction for a complete line of ma-
chines of the single-phase type, especially of the
two or four-pole turbine-driven type, where the
field flux is very large per pole.

3. Against the difficulty of single-phase generator
construction, its greater cost and poorer efficiency

there is the great advantage of simplicity in the
entire generating, primary and secondary distribu-
tion system for single-phase roads. This advan-
tage is so great that it justifies considerable ex-
pense. Looked at from the railway point of view
only, the single-phase system throughout may be
considered as olTcring the most advantages.

I. A paper read at the Niasara FalU convention of tbc Ameri-
can Institute o( Electrical Enzinecrs. June 27, 1507.

THREE-PHASE PRIMARY AND SINGLE-PHASE
SECONDARY DISTRIBUTION.

three-phase generator. Tests have been made which
indicate that receiving apparatus may have its

capacity reduced from 30 to 50 per cent, with nor-

mal heating with the unbalancing caused by single-

phase railway load fed from a three-phase gener-

ator in commercial operation.

A three-phase generator run as, single-phase is

open to all the objections of excessive armature
reaction, poor regulation, pulsating flux in field

structure noted above for single-phase generators;

and such generators must be rated single-phase

at two-thirds or less of their output when oper-

ating on balanced three-phase load.

3. Three-phase Generation and Prinwry Dis-

tribution to Sub-station, Feeding Successive Trol-

ley Sections lifith Separate Phases.—Where the

length of the road is sufficient to permit section-

alizing the trolley into three sections, or multiples

of three, having an equal load on each section,

this method provides for balancing the three-phase
load, thus securing full output of the generator,
non-interference with power load, etc. Each sub-
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THREE-PHASE PRIMARY AND SINGLE-PHASE
SECONDARY DISTRIBUTION.

Station must contain two sets of transformers con-
nected to separate phases, so that adjacent sub-
stations may feed like phases into a common trol-

ley section extending between them. The installa-

tion of a single transformer in each sub-station
would necessitate the sectionalizing of the trolley
midway between sub-stations, hence losing half the
efifective value of the copper as obtained with the
trolley sectioned at the sub-slations and two ad-
jacent sub-stations feeding a common trolley sec-
tion.
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This method of securing a balanced three-phase
load is open to the objection of complication and
possible ineffectiveness with serious disarrange-
ments of schedule such as take place in railway
operation during different periods of the day and
season.

4. Two-phase Generation, Generating Station Lo-
cated in Center of System and Feeding One
Phase Each Way.—So long as the load is balanced
upon the two primary distribution systems this
method of connection is capable of good results,
but operation under the necessities of commercial
service shows it to be very difficuh to balance the
load upon the two phases, thus resulting in con-
siderable unbalancing and extreme voltage varia-
tion on the less loaded leg. This same criticism
holds true of method 3. .

5. Three-phase Generation and Primary Dis-
tribution to Transformer Sitb-stations Connected
Three-phase—Tzuo-phase, and Feeding Secondary
Distribution in such Manner that Adjacent Sub-
stations Feed like Phases into a Common Trolley
Section.—Th\s method of connections is capable of
giving good results in operation, although occa-
sional serious unbalancing may occur in the pri-
mary distribution with a disarrangement of sched-
ule or improperly proportioned trolley sections.
Each sub-station must contain two transformers
for regular service, and possibly one spare, which
together with the necessary switchboard arrange-
ment increases the complexity and cost of such
sub-stations compared with simpler arrangement
possible with straight single-phase distribution.
There are other methods of connection, such as

independent transmission lines to several outlying
sub-stations, thus giving the generating station
operator the opportunity to balance the load on
the several phases of/ the generators; but the
inethods outlined are those commonly proposed for
single-phase secondary distribution used in connec-
tion with three-phase generation and primary dis-
tribution.

General Conclusions.

The matter of proper selection of generating
apparatus for single-phase roads seems to be closely
connected with questions of a commercial character
relating to a possible future load requiring a three-
phase input. From a purely engineering stand-
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point, and considered from the point of view of
the railway load only, the single-phase system of
generation and distribution is to be recommended.
The possible installation of generators having a
lower frequency than 25 cycles would help this
decision, owing to the unfitness of such a low fre-
quency for general power distribution work.
Of the several methods of single-phase combina-

tions proposed the motor-generator set best protects
the three-phase distribution system where power is

purchased from foreign distributing systems, and
such a method presents many advantages which
may outweigh its increased first cost. Where the
railway company finds it expedient to generate and
distribute its own power from three-phase gener-
ators the use of a single leg for the railway load
(3) or the installation of three-phase-two-phase
transformer sub-stations (5) seem to offer advan-
tages justifying their recommendation, and the
choice between the two may perhaps be left to the
ncAls of local requirements.

National Civic Federation antd Public
Ownership.

After two years' investigation of the conditions
obtaining in the principal cities of the United
States and Great Britain, the National Civic Fed-
eration's committee on public ownership has brought
in the first two of its reports. Professor John R.
Commons of the University of Wisconsin, in his
report entitled "Labor and Politics," favors mu-
nicipalization more, than his colleague, J. W. Sulli-
van, editor of the Clothing Trades Bulletin, who
makes caustic references to political jobbery, of
which he claims to have found conclusive evidence
in Syracuse, Alleghany and Wheeling. While the
first gentleman asserts that common labor in Amer-
ica is better paid and treated in utilities owned
and operated by the public, Mr. Sullivan asserts
th,at this is only partially true, if at all, for the
skilled and more competent workers receive no
more compensation than if employed by private
concerns in the same section of the country.

. Of the effect of politics on municipal service,
Professor Commons says that no evidence of po-
litical appointments could be found in the munici-
pal water or electricity departments of Chicago
during recent years, but admits that Ihe proper
method of dealing with employes is the most diffi-

cult and critical problem of public ownership. For
this reason he favors the recognition of organized
labor as a safeguard against political recommenda-
tions. .

Mr. Sullivan is not so sanguine of the success
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(if Ihc Chicago system, calling attL-ntion lo the vul-

iiurablc point left by the mayor's power of ap-

poiiUinfjf tliu (I'-'iKirlniL-nt heads, and even the civil

service eommissinn ittielf. I'"iirther, he declares that

municipalization, as exhibited in the labor reports,

is seen to be a project to restrict men in their

activities by inethotls fnreiKH I" American genius.

The report is ccmchidcd with slatiiiienls uf the

working conditions and wages under Ihe four prin-

cipal utilities investigated.

High-tension Transmission Lines.

llMOiii the "iie;.liuii liuxof Uu- Niitioiiul iilecii ic UlIiI AnHocift-
tioii.1

Question,

Why has direct-current high-tension transmission

been practically neglected in the United States?

Answkrs.

M. C. Turpin, suporinlendeut Auburn (N. Y.)

Light. Heat and Power Company; Because of

the dinncnlty in obtaining direct current at high

voltage, on account of the connnutalion troubles.

John Cyrus Distler, Public Service Corporation

of Trenton, N. J.: An alternating-current system

lias a lower first cost, is less expensive to operate,

has a higher efficiency and greater siniplcity than

a direct-current system. For very long transmis-

sion lines the harmful influence of large inductance

and charging current weighs heavily against the

many advantages and it becomes a question which
system Is the better.

Question.

Considering cost and difficulty in making good
joints, does aluminum show any advantage over

copper for high-tension long-distance transmission?

Answers.

William Hoopes, Aluminum Company of Amer-
ica, Pittsburg: The cost of making joint;s in alumi-

num conductors on long-distance high-tension trans-

mission lines averages about 0.2 per cent, of the

cost of the conductor. The saving in the original

investment varies between 50 and 100 times the

cost of making the joints.

H. C. Stoddard, superintendent Condor Water
and Power Compan}', Tolo, Ore. : Our company
has 100 miles of 20,000-volt transmission line using

No. I seven-strand aluminum wire that has been
in operation for over two years, and had no
trouble or break with this wire. The aluminum
wire costs less than copper of the same carrying

capacity and is lighter, making less strain on the

poles.

Question.

What are the advantages of the Y over the

delta connection, grounded and ungrounded neutral?

Answers.

F. C. Clark, Chicago Edison Company : If trans-

former or armature windings are delta-connected

the pressure across the terminals of one phase is

the same as that of the circuit to which they are

connected, but in the case of a star connection

each winding furnishes only 58 per cent, of the

line or bus pressure. The current in one leg of

a delta winding is 58 per cent, of the line cur-

rent, . while in a star system each leg carries the

full line current. On account of the above pressure

relation much smaller transformers may be used
for a given line voltage when connected in star

than if connected delta. Less insulation is re-

quired with grounded neutral than when left un-
grounded or when delta connection is employed,

' pressure to ground being 58 per cent, of phase
pressures. If the neutral is grounded there is less

shock on connected apparatus if the transmission
line becomes grounded.
Where three transformers are connected in delta

and one burns out, it may be disconnected, and
three-phase current at line pressure be obtained
from the other two on open delta or Y connection.

Where the neutral is grounded on. both ends three-

phase current could be obtained from two of

them, but it would be at only 58 per cent, of the

normal voltage between phases in a star-connected

system.

M. C. Turpin : When using the Y system, volt-

age can be increased 1.73 times with the consequent
saving in copper.

Question.

(a) Can a telephone line be successfully oper-

ated on same poles with 13,000-volt transmission
lines at 60 cycles? (b) If so, what should be the
space between transmission lines and telephone
lines? (c) If open line, how often transposed?

Answers.

F. C. Sargent, Maiden (Mass.) Electric Com-
pany : We use cross-arms which we standardize
ourselves on all voltages up to 3,000 volts. The
distance between pole-pins is 30 inches, adjacent
pins 12 inches. Have operated a telephone line

successfully on a 13,000-vo.lt transmission line at

60 cycles, telephone line being about seven feet

from the nearest high-tension wire.

John J. Gaffney. Newark, N. J. : Eight feet

and transpose every 500 feet.

H. H. Barnes, jr., General Electric Company:
(a) Yes, undoubtedly, (b) As far away as pos-

.sible but not within less than four feet, (c) It
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would he advisable lo transpose the lelcphune line

every 50(j feet at least. On a long transmission
line it would also be necessary to Iranspo.sc the

power cijiiduclors lo avoid interference with the

leleplione system through cleclroslalic induction.

W. M. Scott, Ulali Light and Railway Com-
pany: (a) Yes. (b) I'.iglil feet, (c) Every four
or live spans.

Rebuilding a Boiler Room without
Shutting Down.

The Peoria Gas and Jilcclric Company is oper-

ating its central station at X^eoria, 111., under difii-

cully, as the larger boiler room is being rebuilt

while the plant is in full operation. The accom-
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lifers for the promotion of elementary technical

education. This action followed the report of the

iiivesttKaling commillee hea<le{| by C, M. Wood-
ward of Washington University, Si. Louis, and
A. L, VVillislon of Prall Institute, Brooklyn. 'Jhc

governing council of the society will have charge
of Ihe proposed work,

'J'he election of ofTiccrs for the ensuing year

resulted as follows

:

President, Charles S. Howe of Case School of

Applied Science, Cleveland ; first vice-president,

Clarence A. Waldo of Purdue University, Lafayette,

ind. ; second vice-president, William G, Kayuionrl

of the University of Iowa, Iowa City ; secretary,

Arthur L, Williston of Pratt Inslilulc, Brooklyn

,

treasurer, William O. Wiley of New York city.

Councilors for three years—Fred W, Atkinson,

REBUILDING CENTRAL-STATION BOILER ROOM IN PEORIA DURING OPERATION.

panying picture, showing the boilers exposed, is

therefore of particular interest.

The illustration also shows the new concrete

stack, which is 13 feet in internal diameter, with

a height of 200 feet. In the center of the picture

is shown the old original brick stack and at the

right is the steel stack. A temporary breeching

was erected to carry the gases to the new stack,

and it is high enough to let the cars under, so

that the boilers at the right can be supplied with

fuel.

At the left in the picture will be erected the

hoisting machinery, which will consist of a grab

bucket to take the coal to a crusher, from which

the coal will drop to a belt and be carried to

the bunkers and hoppers over each boiler. The
boilers will be equipped with chain grates, the

ashes dropping onto a belt conveyor which will

carry them to the grab bucket, which will lift

them to the car.

The new building will be entirely of steel with

a reinforced concrete roof. There will be 12 units

in the boiler room with a total rated capacity of

4,500 horsepower.

Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute; Mortimer E.

Cooley, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.;
William S. Franklin, Lehigh University, Bethlehem,
Pa. ; William Kent, Syracuse University ; Walter
B. Russell, the New York Central Railroad

;

Charles F. Scott, Westinghouse Electric and Man-
ufacturing Company, and Harold B, Smith, Worces-
ter (Mass.) Polytechnic Institute.

Society for the Promotion of Engineer-
ing Education,

The annual meeting of the Society for the Pro-
motion of Engineering Education was held at the

Case School of Applied Science, Cleveland, Ohio,

July 1st, 2d and 3d. The meeting was a success-

ful one, representatives from nearly all the large

universities of the country being present. A large

number of good papers intended to promote engi-

neering education were read. These included a

series of papers from practical engineers and man-
ufacturers on the subject of trade education.

Dugald C. Jackson of the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, Boston, president of the society, in

his annual address made a_ strong plea for the

establishment of trade and labor schools. He said

that no use of money can bring greater returns to

the state than the founding of schools to give

instruction in trades.

It was the opinion of the society that there are

not as many trade and technical schools in the

United States as there should be. Along the lines

advanced by President Jackson, the society au-
thorized the appointment of a committee to work
in conjunction with the American Institute of

Mining Engineers, the American Society of Chem-
ical Industry, the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers and the American Society of Civil Engi-

Antimonlte Has Characteristics . Like
Selenium.

Another substance whose electrical conductivity

varies with the intensity of illumination to which
it is subjected, like selenium, has been discovered.

Mr. F. M. Jaegef recently reported to the Dutch
Academy of Sciences, says the Scientific American,
that after noting the change in resistance of Japan-
ese antimonite by a galvanometer when a ray of

light fell upon it he investigated further to make
sure whether this was actually due to the light

or its accompanying heat. Heat alone applied to

the substance was found to diminish its con-

ductivity so that the changes noted in the opposite

direction were clearly shown to be due to light

alone. Strangely enough there were well-defined

maxima of sensitiveness corresponding to the red
and blue waves, while between these colors as well

as in the whole range of the spectrum the etTect

decreased. It is intended to conduct further ex-

periments with antimonite, making it up into pho-
to-sensitive cells similar to those in which an
allotropic modification of selenium finds app]icati.3n.

Reduced Lighting Rates Increase Busi-
ness.

Under date of July 6th the Boston correspondent

of the Western Electrician writes as follows : "An
extra dividend of one per cent., payable August
1st to stockholders of record at the close of busi-

ness July 15th, has been declared in addition to the

regular quarterly dividend of 2^ per cent, by the

Edison Electric Illuminating Compan}^ of Boston.

Charles L. Edgar, the president of the company,
says : 'By the reduction of its prices during the last

year the company has ' reduced the bills of its

customers by substantially $200,000. Notwithstand-

ing this saving to the public, it finds itself able

to pay an extra dividend of one per cent, to its

stockholders, thus adopting, in a tentative way, the

general principles involved in the operation of the

so-called sliding scale.'
"
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Motors for Cranes and Hoists and th

Advantage of Variable-speed Types.

By Albert F. Hemingway.

Motors for cranes and hoists, on account of the

restricted space, should be of compact design.

Again, due to the intermittent character of service,

severe loading, etc., their construction should be

durable and substantial. The series type of motor,

because of its great starting torque, is, under ordi-

nary circumstances, well adapted for this particular

duty.

The torque of a series motor up to a certain

critical field saturation multiplies as the square of

the current ; that is to say, if 2 pound-feet is the

torque resulting from a current flow of 5 amperes,

a torque of 8 pound-feet will be the result from a

flow of 10 amperes. The above statement, however,

is only approximate, for by referring to the satura-

tion curve of the magnet field material it may be

seen that the field magnetism for all but cast-iron

increases rapidly up to a density of 80,000 lines

per square inch, after which the magnetic increase

becomes less and ceases to correspond with the

increase of current. In consequence, after the point

of saturation has been reached, the torque varies

more nearly in direct proportion with the current

flowing through the armature, and the statement

that torque increases as the square of the current

does not hold true.

By reference to the accompanying speed curves,

it will also be seen that the speed of a series motor

varies inversely with the load. Thus, under heavy

strains, the speed is automatically controlled, slow-

ing up with increase of load. Under conditions of

rapid acceleration motors of the shunt-wound type

would seem to be more desirable if not essential

in cases where a relatively greater power is re-

quired during the period of starting than when
operating after maximum speed has been attained.

The series type of motor under these conditions,

which is not unusual in hoisting work, will tend

to race at part load. It is thus possible during

constant speed, and especially at light loads, that

resistance control, with its consequent losses, will

be needed to avoid undue high speeds. In the case

of shunt motors " the speed is a constant quantity

within a small percentage irrespective of the load,

thus making it possible to use as large a motor as

may be desired without detriment other than the

extra weight and possibly lower efficiencj; due to

the use of a large motor.

To explain the foregoing more completely an

, instance may be assumed of a five-ton crane

hoist operating vertically at a hoisting speed of

100 feet per minute. By calculation the power re-

quired to accelerate a given load in a given tiine

is expressed by the following general formula

;

WNs
H. P.^ , W being the load in pounds, T

550 X T
the time in seconds and N^ the mean speed, or one-

half the maximum. Therefore, supplying figures

for the symbols, the power required to start, say

10,000 X 50
in IS seconds, is = 60.6 horsepower.

S50 X 15

In the above calculation the resistance due to in-

ertia has been neglected. This force, which we
WV •

term R, equals

GT
where V= maximum velocity in feet per second,

G^ gravity 32.16,

T= time in seconds to attain velocity V.

Therefore in the instance under consideration

lo.oco X 1-66

R ^ ^ 34.4 pounds. Except in cases

32.16 X 15

of very great rates of acceleration and high speeds

R may be neglected or taken into consideration as

part of the friction load. It is seen in this case

that R is less than one per cent, of the live load

W, Considering the power after acceleration has

ceased this may be calculated by means of the

WN
usual formula where H. P. = , W being as

550 X 60

before, the load In pounds and N the speed of travel

in feet per minute of load W. Therefore, neglect-

ing friction, the power required at maximum speed

10,000 X 100
is = 30.3 horsepower, being just onc-

550 X 60

half of the power required during the period of

starting.

It is clear from the foregoing that the perform-
ance of a series motor during acceleration is com-
plicated and difficult of speed calculation. Under
ordinary crane service, however, it would make
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6 very little difference if the acceleration period were
long or short. But in cases where crane mechanism
is to operate and travel a certain distance in a given
time acceleration amounts to considerable. It is

highly advantageous to arrive at maximum speed
as soon as possible. Regularity of speed is also an
essential matter in cases where material such as

ore, coal, etc., is handled in bulk : and from what
has been pointed out and *vill be more fully dealt

with later, the shunt type of motor having a uni-

form speed at all loada is the most satisfactory

form of motor to use whether it be for a crane or
regular hoist.

Theory and Principles Involved.

To treat the subject thoroughly it may be said

that a series motor is one in which armature and
field windings are so connected that they form a

common path for the current instead of a divergent
path, as is the case in the shunt form. In other
words, with a series motor the current that may
flow either to or from the armature passes directly

through the field: It is clear from this that the

field of a series motor is proportional in strength

££0.
S3eo
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io,oco
tion, the torque is = 100 pound-feet.

100

The motor which is to operate this hoist mtist be
capable of at least exerting this torque in order to

start at all. The moment motion of the drum be-
gins the rate of travel in feet per- minute of the
load multiplied by the weight of the load in pounds
divided by 33,000 will give the horsepower. Figur-
ing at the motor and assuming a motor speed of

1,000 revolutions per minute the horsepower re-

quired for the above would be

2 X 3.1416 X T X R.P.M.
= 19.

550 X 60

Considering now the power required for starting,

placing the time of acceleration at 15 seconds, this

may be reasoned and determined as follows

:

As the speed at the start is zero, the mean speed
of the motor during the full period of starting is

500 revolutions per minute. The power required is

2 X 3.1416 X 100 X 500
therefore = 38 horsepower.

550 X 15
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SPEED CURVES OF DIRECT-CURRENT SERIES CRANE MOTORS.

to the armature turrent up to a point where the

material of the magiiet cores has become saturated,

after which there is little or no further increase in

magnetism, no matter how much current may be

forced through the field windings.

In consequence of a field having magnetism which

varies with the armature current there is a corre-

sponding inverse variation in speed. As a result

a motor of this character, leaving out the time of

acceleration, is especially suited for hoisting or

traction service, the effort or exertion at all times

being automatically controlled with the load.

The torque T of a motor is the pull in pounds
multiplied by the distance from center of the arma-
ture shaft to point where the pull is exerted, and
termed pound-feet. The formula by which torque

may be determined is as follows

;

NWC
T =

8.52 X 10*

wherein N = the number of lines of force pass-

ing through the armature,

W= the number of conductors,

C = the current flowing through the ar-

mature.

The mechanical torque of a motor is expressed

H.P. X 33.000
by the usual formula, T = , and

2 X3.1416X R.P.M.
T X 2 X 3.1416 X R.P.M.

Assuming it within possibilities to maintain a

maximum starting current, the value of this cur-

H.P. X 746
rent may be determined as follows

:

mean voltage.

If we take the effective voltage in this case as 200,

we must remember that at the start it is zero. The
mean would therefore be 100 and the current re-

38 X 746
quired would be = 283.4 amperes. As the

current required at full speed is

19 X 746
70.7.

by reversing, H.P.

33,000

The prominent part that torque takes in hoisting

service and its relation to horsepower may be ex-

plained in a simple manner as follows

:

A'ssuming that the drum of a crane or hoist is

to lift 10,000 pounds at a radius of one foot, it is

evident that to start the load a torque of 10,000

pound-feet nnist be exerted. If, however, wc in-

troduce gearing between the drum and motor
which is to furnish the motive power the torque

becomes less at the motor, being proportionate to

the ratio of gear reduction. If it is assumed that

this ratio is 100—that is, that the motor shaft oper-
ates 100 turns to i on the drum, neglecting fric-

the starting current, according to the above deter-

minations, is 400 per cent, in excess of the normal,
which could not be permitted. Under usual con-
ditions 100 per cent, current overload at starting

is fairly safe, being in most cases within the pos-
sibilities of the average motor.

However, as previously stated, where crane or
hoisting mechanism is employed for loading or un-
loading material—for instance, automatic buckets

—

the time required for starting is often an impor-
tant matter, and, as pointed out in the foregoing,

involves much more power during acceleration than
after full speed has been attained, and in conse-
quence a larger motor should be installed to do
the work.

Notwithstanding that series motors have remark-
able qualities for hoisting service, one pronounced
characteristic is the ability of such motors to con-
trol their speed automatically, which at the time of
starting means that they advance or delay the time
period of acceleration. If the time period of ac-
celeration be fixed it is apparent that a shunt motor
would fulfill these conditions more perfectly. The
speeds either during or after acceleration may be
determined with greater certainty.

The constant-speed regulation of a shunt motor
irrespective of the load is a desirable quality under
conditions of maximum load; but the lack of self-

speed regulation with the load makes it necessary
to speed them up when the load is light or the

crane is operating empty. This can be satisfactorily
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accomplished by the use of variahlc-spccd molors

and manual control.

Rki.ation Between Sekies and Shunt Motors.

The relation between shunt and series motors

with reference to starting tor(|Ue may now be ana-

lytically considered.

Assume, for simplicity, that we are dealing with

motors of the bipolar form, one wound series and

the other shunt, and hath of the same mechanical

and magnetic construction, with the principal points

of electrical design as follows

:

Current C= 100

Lines N = 2,000,000

Conductors W = 200

R. P.M. = 1.500.

To operate this motor at the stipulated speed will

require a voltage of

2,000,000 X 200 X 1,500

= too.

100,000,000 X 60

Applying the formula for toriiue

2,000,000 X 200 X too

8.52 X 10'

or, by a simpler method

T is

47 pound-fcct,

C X 1.41

\ R.P.S. /
which, by supplying the figures, is

too X i.4t 4 X too X 1.41

(^)- = 47-

: 12

The latter formula is more applicable in general

practice, for the reason that, under average circum-

stances N and W are difficult to find without access

to the engineering data of the machine. To make

further determinations simple and practical, this

formula will be used for torque. The torque of

this motor at 100 amperes is, according to the

determination just made, 47 pound-feet and

100 X 100
horsepower

the

746
2 X 3.1416 X 47 X 1500

= 13.4s.

volts

As-

550 X 60

-^4, the torque for full-load current

flow:

R.P.S.

4 X 1.41 X C
and in the case of a shunt

motor is directly proportional to the current.

Assuming at starting that it is possible without

injury to the motor to admit 100 per cent, current

overload, the torque would then be

4 X 1.41 X 200 = 94 pound-feet.

12

Before any exact comparison can be made with

a series motor the full-load field saturation should

be known. Assuming this to be So.ooo lines per

square inch of field-core section, it will be observed

that by doubling the full-load current about 20

per cent, increase in magnetism is all that results.

For a series motor, therefore, the torque at 100

per cent, current over load may be determined as

follows

:

First, by ascertaining the speed in R.P.S., which

100 Xio'
is = 20.83.

2,400,000 X 200

The torque equals

200 X 1.41

\ 20.83 /
: 113 pound-feet.

As the torque of the same motor wound shunt is

94 pound-feet, the difference in favor of the series

motor corresponds with the additional 20 per cent,

increase of field strength. This slight additional

field is readily obtained in a shunt motor by field

control, or, so far as extra field at starting is con-

cerned, a shunt motor can compete with the series

type, but it must be by means of manual control.

In hoisting and crane duty more or less gearing

between motor and the winding drum is necessary.

In selecting this gearing to give the proper normal

load speed of the drum, the speed curve of the

motor should be consulted, if it be of the series

type, and the gearing proportioned at the normal

working load of the motor. This may be greatly

under its rated capacity, depending upon the extra

power required for acceleration.

Selecting the gearing in this way prevents in a

measure undue high speeds at light loads ; but more
or less armature resistance, with its consequent

loss, must, as a rule, be in circuit at the controller

to curb the tendency to race. Now, considering

the period during which acceleration takes place,

for either a series or shunt motor, the latter being

of the variable field, and consequently variable-

spffd, lypr, ilu' sliimt motor will perform at slarl-

iuK e(|ually as well as tlic scries niolor. TIic in-

creased torque and field strength at starting is

elTected by the controller. The speed after acceler-

ation has cca.scd is governed withuui serious loss.

Variable-speed motors of ihc field-varying class

provide for independent comnnitatiou, and for brief

periods, especially at tlic slowest speed, these corn-

mutating features provide for unlimited current

overloads without sparking. This fact makes them
especially suitable for periodic overloading, sucli be-

ing the conditions which exist in hoisting service.

Montevideo Electric Street Railway.

On Noven.iI)er 19th, with much enthusiasm, the

first electrically operated street-railway lines in

Montevideo were put into service.

MoiUcvideo, the capital of Uruguay, or. to give

the latter its better known local title, the "Banda

of war. (ieiural Vazquez; the president of the

Jinita, Mr, Vidiella ; the American minister. General

O'Brien ; ihc British niinisler, Mr. R, G, Ken-
nedy, C M. G, ; Mr, A. N. Connctt, chief engi-

neer of J, G, While & Co,; Mr. C C Lewis,

superintendent of construction of ihc same firm,

and Mr. Harrison Jones, ihc engineer of the Com-
mercial Company,
On ihe same evening Mr. Cat, the able manager

of the Sociedad Commercial, gave a reception at

the Pocitos Hotel, at which was present the elite

of Monlevidean society. On VVcdnesflay evening

a banquet was given by the contractors at the

Uruguay Club to the leading men of .Montevideo.

The Study of Men.
Choosing the title, "Study Men," John F. Hay-

ford, C. E., inspector of geodetic work and chief

fjf computing division, Coast and Geodetic Survey,

MONTEVIDEO ELECTRIC STREET RAILW.A,Y.

Oriental," is situated on the northern shores of

the River Platte, near its mouth.

At the present time the population of Monte-
video exceeds 300,000. The streets, for the most
part, are wide and fairly well paved, and the city

being situated on a tongue of land between the bay

and the River Platte, is pleasantly cool. The
water, supplied by an English company, is copious

in quantity and excellent in quality. The port

works, long delayed, are now approaching a state

in which they will be of great benefit to Monte-
video in particular and the trade of the country

in general. Altogether, if granted a succession of

years of peace, Montevideo bids fair to become one

of the most important places of the Western Hemi-
sphere.

The first mule tramways in Montevideo were
opened in the year 1868, 39 years ago. This was
a short line, which has grown with the city, until

there are now 150 miles of line, either electrified

or in course of electrification. Ten years ago the

Commercial Compan\' applied to the authorities for

authorization to reconstruct its lines on more mod-
ern principles, but the veto of the president, or

rather the opposition of the municipalit3% frus-

trated every attempt. With the election of the

present president, Mr. Battle y Ordonnez, a change

came, and the long-wished-for concession was
granted, the government stipulating that all the

lines should be extended into more distant suburbs

in order to facilitate the solution of the housing

question, which in Montevideo, as in Buenos Aires,

had become serious.

In the afternoon of November 19th some 400

guests were assembled at the power house when
Dr. Willim'an, then minister of government, now
president of the republic, switched the current on

to the lines. Twelve cars then conveyed the party

down through the crowded streets and out to the

Pocitos Hotel, where a banquet prepared by the

Commercial Company was awaiting the part}-.

Among the griests were the minister of government.

Dr. Claudio Williman ; Mr. Juan Cat, the general

manager of the Commercial Company; the minister

Washington, D. C, delivered an instructive ad-

dress at Commencement Day. June 14, 1907, at the

Thomas S. Clarkson Memorial School of Tech-
nology, Potsdam, N. Y. Following are the con-

cluding paragraphs:

"You have in your four-year course been study-

ing material things, the facts of nature and the

laws of nature. You have been acquiring that

engineering knowledge, knowledge of the forces of

nature and the strength and properties of materials,

which is absolutel}' essential to your success as an

engineer. You have studied men comparatively little.

You have acquired j'our engineering knowledge
largely through men and will continue to do so.

The soundness of j'our engineering knowledge de-

pends in part upon your knowledge of men ; but

what i^ still more important, the effectiveness with

which you will use your engineering knowledge
depends very intimately upon your knowledge of

men. Hence, you are urged, as you do your part

in the world, to study men as well as engineering.

You are urged to pay attention to all phases of the

men arovind you. to see and appreciate them as lit-

erary and artistic men, as well as technical men,
as men of feeling, as well as men of thought, as

incarnated motives as well as thinking and working
machines.

''To attain to the highest success as an engi-

neer you should not only be able to reach correct

conclusions quickly when you have the facts before

you for direct obser\'ation, you should also have
the power to draw correct conclusions quickly from
information which comes to you through other
men. This power comes largeh' from knowing men.

*'To attain to the highest success as an engineer
you must not be the type of a man who knows
how to do things excellently but cannot tell others
how to do them—the man who gets knowledge
abundantly but can apply it only through his own
fingers. Instead of devoting your energy' simply'

to increasing your own output by 50 or even 100
per cent., it is far better—^}'0u make yourself more
useful to the world—by using your energy- to in-

crease the output of each of one hundred men by
10 per cent. The world recognizes this by award-
ing the prizes to the administrators."
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In time, no doubt, all the suburban passenger

traffic of the steam railroads doing business in

Chicago will be carried by electric power. Per-

haps, also, all long-haul trains willbe electrically

operated within the city limits. But progress in

this direction seems to be slow, giving little more

evidence of its existence than sporadic agitation

in the newspapers or an occasional resolution in

the City Council. Perhaps this delay is due to

the fact that the railroads operate under state

charters, the municipality being powerless to com-

pel them to change their motive power without

the sanction of the Legislature. In this situation

a new plan, approved by the City Council at its

most recent meeting, is of interest. The com-

mittee on state legislation is directed to prepare

a bill empowering the state Railway and Warehouse

Commission to compel the railroads to substitute

electricity for steam in their suburban service in

Chicago. It remains to be seen whether this action

will have any practical effect.

One of the most interesting features of the

recent Washington convention of the National Elec-

tric Light Association was the discussion of the

so-called London sliding scale, by which, by an

agreement between the state or municipality and a

public-service corporation, the company is allowed

to increase its dividends in proportion as it de-

creases its rates for service, starting with a certain

predetermined base rate in each case. It was re-

alized that this scale is difficult of application to

the electric-light and power business, owing to the

complications in rates of charging which the very

nature of the central-station indtistry makes neces-

sar^^ But it is recognized that the sliding scale,

with its automatic—not arbitrarj^—adjustment of

service rates and dividends and its obvious equit}',

has manifest points of advantage, appealing alike

to the consumer and the company. Not a ^w
of the central-station men were of opinion that

it is worthy of serious s"tudy to discover whether

it may not be practicable to apply it to the central-

station business. One of these was Mr. Charles

L. Edgar, president of the Boston Edison Company,

and it is of considerable interest to observe that

he has already made what amounts to a practical

application of the principle involved. The company
has declared an extra dividend of one per cent.,

and Mr. Edgar points out that while the bills of

customers have been reduced substantially $200,-

000 by decreased prices during the year, the com-
pany is nevertheless able to pay the extra dividend,

thus adopting, in a tentative way, the general prin-

ciple of the sliding scale.

The London sliding scale is used considerably

in the gas business in England and also by the

Boston Gas Company. It may or may not become
a feature of central-station practice in this country,

for it is still a question whether rates varying with

demand and hours of service can be adapted to it.

The decomposition of water into hydrogen and
oxygen by the electric current has been known for

more than a century, but it has been only recently

that the cheap production of electrical energy

upon a large scale has made this a commercial

method for obtaining these industrially important

gases. In Switzerland apparatus for the purpose

has been designed and built in units capable of

disassociating ahnost eighty pounds of water each

hour.

One form of the arrangement for commercially

producing hydrogen and oxygen consists of a num-
ber of iron plates separated by pads of asbestos

cloth kept moist with a 10 per cent, solution of

potash
;

plates and separators are held compactly

under pressure. The current is passed through

the whole pile of plates in scries, and the two- gases

liberated at the surfaces are separately collected into

reservoirs.

Hydrogen to the amount of 162 cubic feet and

half as much oxygen (both gases at atmospheric

pressure) arc produced in an hour by the ex-

penditure of 27J/< kilowatts. This is the figiirc

given for temperatures not exceeding 140" Fahren-

heit, and it has been found that the rate of pro-

duction shows a slight decrease for higher tem-

peratures.

The voltage drop across a single cell varies from

2.3 to 2.7 volts. When the current is first turned

on, until the gases have been generated in quan-

tity sufficient to develop a counter or polarization

electromotive force, there is encountered only the

small internal resistance of the apparatus, so that

a starting resistance must be inserted in the circuit

to be gradually cut out as the current strength

reduces to its normal value. It is al^o found

advisable to regulate the number of plates or cells

in the circuit by means of a switch similar to

that used for end-cell regulation of batteries.

The gas products are said to be very pure as

long as the device continues to operate steadily.

The gases may be liberated at a pressure of four

or five pounds. They are available for many pur-

poses, and if it is true (which is the doubtful

point) that the expense of production by this

method is not prohibitive, this interesting form

of electrical apparatus should have a considerable

field of usefulness.

China^ or, more properly, the Chinese Empire,

should offer for many years a widening field for

the sale of American machinery and electrical and

mechanical appliances. The trade of the United

States with the Middle Kingdom has increased

very satisfactorily for the last ten years, with the

unfortunate exception of a drop from 76,000,000

taels value in 1905 to 44,400,000 taels in 1906. (The

figures are from Chinese government sources.)

However, this decrease is largely accounted for by

a falling off in the Chinese import trade in cotton

goods and in copper ingots. In copper alone the

reduction was more than 21,000,000 taels, comparing

1905 and 1906, and most of the copper consumed

in China is drawn from the United States. But

although there was such a conspicuous decrease

in 1906, there is consolation in the fact that the

trade of the United States with China was larger

in that year than in any other year except 1905.

A comparison of the figures of imports of China

from the United States and from other principal

countries during a considerable term of years shows

that the gain of the United States has been

more rapid than that of other principal countries,

even when the figures of the unfavorable year of

1906 are used as the basis of comparison. Thus

the percentage of gain in Chinese imports from

the United States was 273 in the period from 1896

to 1906, while that of Japan was 251 per cent, and

of the United Kmgdom yj per cent. The increase

in all importations was 102 per cent. Apparently

these percentages show that this country is get-

ting its share of Chinese trade, but the trouble

is that it started low, so that while its rate of

increase is flattering the actual value of the im-

ports is less than those from several other countries.

Unquestionably China is destined to play a much

more conspicuous part in world-history in the

future than in the past. It is "getting wise," in

the speech of the street-boy. It will need rail-

roads, factories, electric-light plants, telephones and

all the comforts and conveniences of modern civ-

ilization. With its extensive area and dense popu-

lation it will need these things in large quantities,

as the awakening proceeds, and with its resources

and frugal habits of living it will be able to

pay for them. The Chinese are not stupid—far

from it; many a keen intellect looks out through

the almond-shaped eyes of the followers of Con-

fucius. Ultimately they will build their own elec-

trical plants and manufacture their own electrical

machinery. But that period is still distant, and in

the meantime the electrical manufacturers of the

United States should use every effort to secure a

large and increasing share of the Chinese trade.

It is not enough to fill the orders that come, to

establish trading relations with some commission

house in Canton or Shanghai; the Chinaman shouh?

be educated to use electrical appliances just as the

American has been and is being so educated. China

offers the richest field in the world's markets, when

its possibilities are considered, and although some

.-American electrical manufacturers arc alive to the

fact, a greater number, apparently, arc not.

It may be that the time is coming in the home
market when the capacity of producing electrical

apparatus will exceed the demand, perhaps to a

considerable extent. When that lime comes the

manufacturer who has judiciously worked up a

trade in China will be in a fortunate position.
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Revised Standardization Rules.'

OKFiNniur^s AND Tkchnical Data.

1. The following clofinitions and classifications

arc intended to be practically descriptive and not

scientifically rigid:

//. Definitions.—Currents.

2. A direct current is a unidirectional current.

3. A cotUliuious current is a steady or non-pul-
sating direct current.

4. A pulsating current is a current equivalent to

the superposition of an alternating current upon a

continuous current.

5. An alternating current is a current whicli,

wlion plotted, consists of lialf waves of equal area
iti successively opposite directions from the zero
line.

6. An oscillating current is a current alternat-

ing in direction and of decreasing amplitude.

B. Definitions.—Rotating Machines.

7. A generator transforms mechanical power into

electrical power.
8. A direct-current generator produces a direct

current tliat may or may not be continuous.

9. An alternator or alternating-current gener-

ator produces alternating current either single-

phase or polyphase.

10. A polyphase generator produces currents dif-

fering symmetrically in phase; such as two-phase
currents, in which the terminal voltages on the two
circuits dilTer in phase by 90 degrees; or three-

phase currents, in which the terminal voltages on
the three circuits ditifer in phase by 120 degrees.

11. A double-current generator produces both
direct and altemating currents.

12. A motor transforms electrical into mechanical
power.

13. A booster is a machine inserted in series in

a circuit to change its voltage. It may be driven
by an electric motor (in which case it is termed
a motor booster) or otherwise.

14. A motor generator is a transforming device

consisting of a motor mechanically connected to

one or more generators.

15. A dynamotor is a transforming device com-
bining both motor and generator action in one
magnetic field, with two armatures, or with an
armature having two separate windings and inde-

pendent commutators.
16. A converter is a machine employing mechan-

ical rotation in changing electrical energy from
one form into another. A converter may belong
to either of several types as follows:

17. a. A direct-current converter converts from
a direct current to a direct current.

18. b. A synchronous converter (commonly called

a rotary converter) converts from an alternating
to a direct current, or vice versa.

19. c. A motor converter is a combination of
an induction motor with a synchronous converter,
the secondary of the former feeding the armature
of the latter with current at some frequency other
than the impressed frequency, i. e.. it is a syn-
chronous converter concatenated with an induction
motor.

20. d. A frequency converter converts from an
alternating-current system of one frequency to an
alternating-current system of another frequency,
with or without a change in the number of phases
or in voltages.

21. e. A rotary phase converter converts from
an alternating-current system of one or more phases
to an alternating-current system of a different num-
ber of phases, but of the same frequency.

C. Definitions.—Stationary Induction Apparatus.

22. Stationary induction apparatus change electric

energy to electric energy through the medium of
magnetic energy-. They comprise several forms,
distinguished as follows

:

23. a. In transformers the primary and secondarj"^

windings are insulated from one another.

24. b. In auto-transformers, also called compen-
sators, a part of the primarj^ winding is used as

a secondary winding or conversely.

25. c. In potential regulators a coil is in shunt
and a coil is in series with the circuit, so arranged
that the ratio of transformation between them is

variable at will. They are of the following three

classes: .

26. (a) Compensator potential regulators in which

I. At the convention of the American Institute of Elec-
trical Engineers at Niagara Falls, N. Y., on June 27, 1907,
tlie revised Standardization Rules of the Institute were
adopted. These rules were prepared by a standardization
committee consisting of Francis B. Crocker, chairman, Col-
umbia University, New York, N. Y. ; Arthur W. Eerresford,
Milwaukee, Wis. ; Dugald C. Jackson, Boston, Mass.

;

Arthur E. Kennelly, Cambridge, Mass.; C. O. Mailloux,
New York, N. Y.; Robert B. Owens, Montreal, Can.;
Charles F. Scott, Pittsburg, Pa.; Henry G. Stott, New York.
N. Y.; Charles P. Steinmetz, Schenectady, N. Y.; Samuel
W. Stratton, Washington, D. C, and Elibu Thomson, Lynn,
Mass, This strong committee held monthly meetings, be-
ginning in September last. Its report is indeed valuable,
representing the first systematic effort toward standardiza-
tion in the electrical industry. The rules are"' too long
to print entire in the Western Electrician, but extracts from
them will be given. The general plan classifies the rules
into five divisions

—
"Definitions and Technical Data," "Per-

formance. Specifications and Tests," "Voltages and Fre-
quencies," "General Recommendations" and "Appenaices and
Tabular Data." The present installment gives the first

division nearly complete and part of the second. The
original section numbers are retained. Further extracts will
be given in a succeeding issue.
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.1 niiniber of lurns of one of the coils are adjust-
ahlc.

J7-. (Ij) Induction potential .regulators in which the
relative positions of the primary and secondary
coils are adjustable.

28. (c) Magneto potential regulators in which the
direction of the magnetic flux with respect to the
coils is adjustable.

29. (d) Reactors, or reactance coils, formerly
called choking coils, are a form of stationary in-
linction apparatus used to produce reactance or
phase displacement.

/). General Classificaliuii of Al>paralus.

.V>. Connnutating machines. Under this head may
be classed the following: Direct-current generators;
direct-current motors; direct-current boosters; mo-
tor generators; dynamotors; converters, compen-
sators or balancers ; closed-coil arc machines and
alternating-current commutating motors.

,31. Commutating machines may be further clas-
sified as follows:

32. a. Direct-current commutating machines, which
comprise a magnetic field of constant polarity, a
closed-coil armature and a multiscgmental com-
mutator connected therewith.

33. 1>. Alternating-current commutating machines,
which comprise a magnetic field of alternating po-
larity, a closed-coil armature and a multiscgmental
coinmutator connected therewith.

34. c. Synchronous commutating machines, which
comprise synchronous converters, motor converters
and double-current generators.

35. Synchronous machines, which comprise a con-
stant magnetic field and an armature receiving or
delivering alternating currents in synchronism with
the motion of the machine, i. e., having a fre-
quency equal to the product of the number of pairs
of poles and the speed of the machine in revolu-
tions per second.

36. Stationary induction apparatus, which include
transformers, auto-transformers, potential regulators
and reactors or reactance coils.

^7. Rotai^- induction apparatus, or induction ma-
chines, which include apparatus wherein the pri-
mary and secondary windings rotate with respect
to each other, i. e., induction motors, induction gen-
erators, frequency converters and rotary phase con-
verters.

38. Unipolar or acyclic machines, in which the
voltage generated in the active conductors main-
tains the same direction with respect to those con-
ductors.

39. Rectifying apparatus, pulsating-current gener-
ators.

40. Electrostatic apparatus, such as condensers,
etc.

41. Electrochemical apparatus, such as batteries,
etc.

4:2. Electrothermal apparatus, such as rheostats,
heaters, etc.

43. Protective apparatus, such as fuses, lightning
arresters, etc.

44. Luminous sources.

E. Motors.—Speed Classification.

45. Motors may for convenience be classified with
reference to their speed characteristics as follows

:

46. a. Constant-speed motors, in which the speed
is either constant or does not materially vary, such
as synchronous motors, induction motors with
small slip and ordinary direct-current shunt mo-
tors.

47. b. Multispeed motors (two-speed, three-speed,
etc.), which can be operated at any one of several
distinct speeds, these speeds being practically inde-
pendent of the load, such as motors with two

^
armature windings.

48. c. Adjustable-speed motors, in which the
speed can be varied gradually over a considerable
range, but when once adjusted remains practically
unaffected by the load, such as shunt motors de-
signed for a considerable range of field variation.

49. d. Varying speed motors, or motors in which
the speed varies with the load, decreasing when
the load increases, such as series motors.

F. Definition and E.vplanotion of Terms.

(I) Load Factor.—

-

so. The load factor of a machine, plant or sys-
tem is the ratio of the average power to the ma.xi-
mum power during a certain period of time. The
average power is taken over a certain interval

of time, such as a day or a year, and the maximum
is taken over a short interval of the ma-ximum load
within that interval.

51. In each case the interval of maximum load
should be definitely specified. The proper inter-

val is usually dependent upon local conditions and
upon the purpose for which load factor is to be
determined.

(II) Non-inductive Load and Inductive Load.—
52. A non-inductive load is a load in which the

current is in phase with the voltage across the load.

53. An inductive load is a load in which the cur-

rent lags behind the voltage across the load. A
load in which the current leads the voltage across

the load is sometimes called an anti-inductive load.

(III) Power Factor and Reactive Factor.—
54. The power factor in alternating-current cir-

cuits or apparatus is the ratio of the electric power

27

in watts lo the .apparent p<jwcr in volt-amperes.
It may he expressed as follows:

true power watts

apparent power volt-amperes

energy current energy voltage

lolal current total voltage
.i;5. Tile re.active f.actor is the ratio of the watt-

less volt-amperes (i. e., the product of Ihe wattless
component of current l)y voltage, or wattless com-
l>onent of voltage by current) to the total amperes.
It may he cxprt-ssed as follows:

wattless volt-amperes wattless current

li.l.il voli-ampercs lolal current

wattless voltage

lolal voltage

56. Power factor and reactive factor are related
as follows

:

If p= i)Owcr factor, q= reactive factor; Ihcn
with sine waves of voltage and current,

p'-|-q'= i

With distorted waves of voltage and current,
p' -)- q' = or < I

(V) Variation and Pulsation.—
59. The variation in prime movers which do not

give an absolutely uniform rate of rotation or
speed, as in reciprocating steam engines, is the
maximum angular displacement in position of the
revolving member expressed in degrees from the
position it would occupy with uniform rotation, and
with one revolution taken as 360 degrees.

60. The pulsation in prime movers is the ratio
of the difference between the maximum and mini-
mum velocities in an engine cycle to the average
velocity.

61. The variation in alternators or alternating-
current circuits in general is the maximum differ-
ence in phase of the generated voltage wave from
a wave of absolutely constant frequency expressed
in electrical degrees (one cycle equals 360 degrees)
and may be due to the variation of the prime
mover.

62. The pulsation in alternators or alternating-
current circuits, in general, is the ratio of the dif-
ference between maximum and minimum fre-
quency during an engine cycle to the average fre-
quency.

63. Relation of variation in prime, mover and
alternator.

64. If n^ number of pairs of poles, the variation
of an alternator is n times the variation of its

prime mover if direct-connected, and n/p times
the variation of the prime mover if rigidly con-
nected thereto in the velocity ratio n.

Performan'ce, Specifications and Tests.

A. Rating.

65. Rating by Output.—All electrical apparatus
should be rated by output and not by input. Gen-
erators, transformers, etc., should be rated by elec-
trical output; motors by mechanical output.

66. Rating in Kilowatts.—Electrical power should
be expressed in kilowatts, except when othenvise
specified.

67. Apparent Power, Kilovolt-amperes.—Apparent
power in alternating-current circuits should be ex-
pressed in kilovolt-amperes as distinguished from
real power in kilowatts. When the power factor
is 100 per cent., the apparent power in kilovolt-am-
peres is equal to the kilowatts.

68. The rated (full-load) current is that current
which, w-ith the rated terminal voltage, gives the
rated kilowatts, or the rated kilovolt-amperes. In
machines in which the rated voltage differs from
the no-load voltage, the rated current should refer
to the former.

69. Determination of Rated Current.—The rated
current may be determined as follows : If P=
rating in watts, or apparent watts if the power fac-
tor be other than 100 per cent., and E= full-load
terminal voltage, the rated current per terminal is

:

P
70.1=— in a direct-current machine or single-

E
phase alternator.

I P
71- I^

—

— — in a three-phase alternator.

V3 E
1 P

72. I= in a two-phase alternator.
2 E

73. Normal Conditions.—The rating of machines
or apparatus should be based upon certain normal
conditions to be assumed as standard, or to be
specified. These conditions include voltage, cur-
rent, power factor, frequency, wave shape and
speed, or such of them as may apply in each par-
ticular case. Performance tests should be made
under these standard conditions unless otherwise
specified.

74. a. Power Factor.—Alternating-current appa-
ratus should be rated in kilow-atts, at 100 per cent,
power factor, i. e., with current in phase with ter-
minal voltage, unless a phase displacement is inher-
ent in the apparatus or is specified. If a power
factor other than 100 per cent, is specified, the
rating should be expressed in kilovolt-amperes and
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power factor at rated load.

yS- b. Wave Shape.—In determining the rating

of alternating-current machines or apparatus, a

sine-wave shape of alternating current and volt-

age is assumed, except where a distorted wave
shape is inherent to the apparatus. See Sections

79-83.

76. Fuses.—The rating of a fuse should be the

maximum current which it will continuously carry.

77. Circuit Breakers.—The rating of a circuit-

breaker should be the maximum current which it

is designed to carry continuously.

y^. a. Note.—In addition thereto the maximum
current and voltage at which a fuse or a circuit-

breaker will open the circuit should be specified.

It is to be noted that the behavior of fuses and of

circuit-breakers is much influenced by the amount
of electric power available on the circuit.

B. Wave Shape.

79. The sine wave should be considered as stand-

ard, except where a difference in the wave form

from the sinusoidal is inherent in the operation of

the apparatus.

So. A maximum deviation of the wave from

sinusoidal shape, not exceeding 10 per cent, is per-

missible, except when otherwise specified.

Si. The deviation of wave form from the sinu-

soidal is measured by determining the form by
oscillograph or wave meter, computing therefrom

the equivalent sine wave of equal length, superpos-

ing the latter upon the observed wave in such a

manner as to give least difference, and then divid-

ing the maximum difference at any ordinate by

the maximum value of the equivalent sine wave.

82. The equivalent sine wave is a sine wave hav-

ing the same frequency and the same effective or

r. m. s. (root of mean square) value as the actual

wave.

83. Non-sine Waves.—The phase displacement be-

tween two wa\'es which are not sine waves is that

phase displacement between their .
equivalent sine

waves which would give the same average product

of instantaneous value as the actual waves, i. e., the

same electro-dynamometer reading.

C. Efficiency.

(I) DcHnitions.—
84. The efficiency of an apparatus is the ratio of

its net power output to its gross power input.

85. a. Note.—An exception should be noted in the

case of storage batteries or apparatus for storing

energy in which the efficiency, unless otherwise

qualified, should be understood as the ratio of the

energj^ output to the energy intake in a normal
cycle. An exception should also be noted in the

case of luminous sources.

""867 Apparent Efficiency.—In apparatus in which

a phase displacement is inherent to their operation,

apparent efficiency should be understood as the

ratio of net power output to volt-ampere input.

87. a. Note.—Such apparatus comprise induction

motors, reactive synchronous converters, synchro-

nous converters controlling the voltage of an alter-

nating-current system, self-exciting synchronous mo-
tors, potential regulators and open magnetic circuit

transformers, etc.

88. b. Note.—Since the apparent efficiency of ap-

paratus delivering electric power depends upon the

power factor of the load, the apparent efficiency,

unless otherwise specified, should be referred to

a load power factor of unity.

(II) Determination of Efficiency.—
89. Methods.—Efficiency may be determined by

either of two methods, viz.: by measurement of

input and output, or by measurement of losses.

90. a. Method of Input and Output.—The input

and output mai' both lie measured directly. The
ratio of the latter to the former is the efficiency.

91. b. Method by Losses.—The losses may be
measured either collectively or individually. The
total losses may be added to the output to derive

the input, or subtracted from the input to derive

the output.

92. Comparison of Methods.—The output and in-

put method is preferable with small machines.

When, however, as in the case of large machines,

it is impracticable to measure the output and
input, or when the percentage of power loss is

small and the efficiency is nearly unity, the method
of determining efficiency by measuring the losses

should be followed.

93. Electric i)Owcr should be measured at the

terminals of the apparatus. In tests of polyphase
machines the measurement of power should not be

confined to a single circuit but should be extended
to all the circuits in order to avoid errors of un-
balanced loading.

94. Mechanical power in machines should be

measured at the puUty, gearing, coupling, etc., thus
cxcludinj? the loss of power 13 said pulley, gearing
or coupling, hut including the bearing friction and
windage. The magnitude of bearing friction and
windage may be considered, with constant speed,

as independent of the load. The loss of power in

the belt and the increase of bearing friction due
to belt tension should be excluded. Where, how-
ever, a machine is mounted upon the shaft of a
prime mover in such a manner that it cannot be
separated therefrom the friciional losses in bearings
and in windage, which ought by definition to be
included in determining the efficiency, should be

excluded, owing to the practical impossibility of

determining them satisfactorily.

95. In auxiliary apparatus, such as an exciter,

the power lost in the auxiliary apparatus should

not be charged to the" principal machine, but to

the
.
plant consisting of principal machine and

auxiliary apparatus taken together. The plant

efficiency in such cases should be distinguished

from the machine efficiency.

96. Normal Conditions.—Efficiency tests should be
made under normal conditions herein set forth

and which are to be assumed as standard. These
conditions include voltage, current, power factor,

frequency, wave shape, speed and barometric pres-

sure temperature, or such of them as may apply

in each particular case. Performannce tests should
be made under these standard conditions unless

otherwise specified. See Sections 73-75.

97. a. Temperature.—The efficiency of all ap-

paratus, except such as may be intended for in-

termittent service, should be either measured at, or
reduced to, the temperature which the apparatus
assumes under continuous operation at rated load,

referred to a room temperature of 25° C.

gS. With apparatus intended for intermittent serv-

ice, the efficiency should be determined at the tem-
perature assumed under specified conditions.

99. b. Power Factor.—In determining the effi-

ciency of alternating-current apparatus the electric

power should be measured when the current is in

phase with the voltage, unless otherwise specified,

except when a definite phase difference is inherent

in the apparatus, as in induction motors, induction
generators, frequency converters, etc.

100. c. Wave Shape.—In electrical apparatus the

sine wave should be considered as standard, except
where a difference in the wave form from the
sinusoidal is inherent in the operation of the ap-
paratus. See Sections 79-83.

Textile Mills at Lawrence, Mass., to be
Equipped with Steam Turbines

One of the fields of manufacturing into which
steam turbines have been successfully introduced
is that of the textile industry, where the operation

lOOO-KILOWATT TURBINE AND GENERATOR IN A MASSA-
CHUSETTS TEXTILE MILL.

of this type of prime mover offers a number of

advantages. In the erection of their new power
plant at Lawrence, Mass., the Pacific Mills, which
rank among the largest and best-known establish-

ments of this character in the country, have had
designed by Charles T. Main, mill engineer and
architect of Boston, an equipment which will be

in every respect a model of its kind.

Primarily, this is to consist of three AUis-Chal-
mers steam turbines operating condensing at i,Soo

revolutions per minute, direct-connected to three-

phase 6o-cycle alternating-current generators, of

the same company's design and build, which have
a rated capacity of 3.300 horsepower. In addition

there will be a 75-kilowatt engine-driven generator
with belted exciter for night lighting, two exciters

for the main generating units, and various au.x-

iliary apparatus.
The steam-generating equipment consists of 12

72-inch boilers, built by the Bigelow Company of

New Haven, Conn. These are to be installed in

batteries of four. Steam will be supplied to the

turbines at 150 pounds pressure and superheated
125° F. by Foster superheaters. Natural draft will

be provided for the furnaces through a stack 9J/2

feet in diameter and 200 feet in height. No forced

draft will be needed. When the plant is finally

extended to the full capacity of 10,000 horsepower,
which it has been laid out for, another large chim-
ney vvill be erected on foundations already built

for it.

The arrangements for handling coal at the plant

arc thoroughly up-to-date. By means of a spur
track from the railroad coal will be brought di-

rectly to the storage bins, whence it will be lifted

by ciam-shell hoists, electrically driven, and taken

directly to the furnaces as needed.
At the outset the power generated at the new

plant will be used principally to supply what is

known as the Upper Mill, but provision is being
made for the extensive application- of electric mo-
tor drive throughout the entire establishment, di-

vided as follows : Yarn Milt, 1,500 horsepower

;

Upper Mill, 3,000 horsepower; Lf)wer Mill, 3,000
horsepower, and New Mill, 3.000 horsepower.
The power plant will comprise Ihrcc distinct

parts, viz., a two-story generator room, a one-
story boiler house, and a coal-storage house. In
the accompanying illustration is 'shown one of the
1,000-kilowatt turbine and generator units. The
Pacific Mills were incorporated under the laws of
Massachusetts, with a capital stock of $3,000,000,

and are very extensively engaged in the manufac-
ture of cotton and woolen goods. Arthur T.
Lyman is president.

New York State Conventions.
The twenty-fifth annual convention of the Street

Railway Association of the State of New York,
at Lake Champlain, N. Y., opened Tuesday, June
25th. with an address by the president, J. N. Shan-
nahan of the Fonda. Johnstown and Gloversville

Railroad Company. A number of members joined
in the discussion of the live topics of the job-order
system and New York shop practice. Wednesday's
session was occupied in reading the papers assigned
on the programme and in electing the following-
named officers for next year: President, Thomas
W. Wilson, International Railway Company ; first

vice-president, E. S. Fassett,. United Traction Com-
pany; second vice-president, E. F. Peck, Schenec-
tady Railway Company; treasurer, H. M. Beard-
ley, Elmira Water, Light and Railroad Company

;

secretary, J. H. Pardee of J. G. White & Co.

;

executive committee, C. Loomis Allen, Utica and
Mohawk Valley Railway Company; C. Gordon Reel,

Kingston Consolidated Railroad; W. S. Darbee,
Albany and Hudson Railroad Company; J. C. Ca-
lisck, Buffalo and Lake Erie Traction Company.
On Thursday, June 27th, the convention meeting

place was occupied by the Empire State Gas and
Electric Association to consider the relationship of

the traction and lighting interests to the new Pub-
lic Utilities law. There was a good attendance,

and, in the absence of President Palmer, Mr. T. R.

Beal presided. The sentiment of the meeting
seemed to be that the companies in allied fields

must work together, possibly through some joint

organization, for. without concerted action, bad
measures have slipped through in the legislation

at Albany, Many regard the new law as unduly
harsh and drastic.

Several papers were read and discussed briefly.

Telegraph Strike Settlement Hoped For.

The telegraphers' strike, which still affects only

San Francisco and Oakland, is not A'ery strenuous

at present, although it is hinted in -union quarters

that if the companies do not capitulate soon a

strike will be called in other cities. Sacramento,
Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle and Chicago have
been mentioned as such cities. Manager O'Brien
of the Western Union in San Francisco says that

he had 14 branch offices open last week, with a

force of operators and that the remaining four

will be open this week. He says that the value of

the business is almost equal to that handled before

the strike. W. S. Storror. general superintendent

of the Pacific Postal Telegraph-cable Company, is

quoted as saying that on several days last week
the company sent and received as many messages
as on an average day before the strike.

In the hope that they will be able to effect a

settlement of the strike in Sari Francisco and
Oakland, United States Commissioner of Labor Neill

and M. J. Reidy, J. M. Sullivan and S. J. Konen-
kamp, members of the international executive board
of the telegraphers' union, left on Monday for San
Francisco.

Coupled with the new move came the announce-
ment from New York that Attorney-general Will-

iam S. Jackson made application early this week
to Justice Platzek of the Supreme Court of New
York County for the appointment of a referee

to take testimony on the attorney-general's allega-

tion that the Postal and Western Union Telegraph
companies have formed a combination to increase

rates of telegraph service in New York and other

states.

COMMUNICATION.
Current Strength of Lightning Dis-

charges.

To the Editor of the Western Electrician:

I believe that in most cases when liglilning strikes

the earth, or the discharge is between the earth

and the clouds, there is a great quantity of elec-

tricity manifest. I have reason to believe that the

discharge through the lower atmosphere breaks

down the resistance of the same and allows the

rush of a great quantity of positive electricity from
the higher altitudes to the earth, similar to the

coherer action in a wireless receiver circuit.

I saw a thriving locust tree near here that

was struck by lightning and burned nearly to the

ground during a thunderstorm. If one watches

tlie discbarges of a thunderstorm at night that go

to the eartli he can almost tell .that there arc

great quantities of electricity manifest.

J. Holmes Wilson.
Carlisle, Pa., June 29. 1907.

The adjourned annual meeting of the Chicago

Edison Company will be held on July i5lh.
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XXIV. Central Stations.

CuNllE.N'SEUS.

Ill iiiosl hirgc KCiicnilinn [ilanls llic' i'ii(,'inc-. :irc

nin (.oiulfiisiiig ; tli:il is to say, tlii.'y "re coniKXli-d

to an apparatus l>y incaiis of which exhaust steam

is comlensed after passing through the engine, and

as the e.xhaust piping system is not open to the

atmosphere, hut is liglitly sealed against leakage

of air, the steam heing condensed produces a

vacuum, which has the effect of increasing the

steam pressure on the piston by an amount equal

to the loss of pressure in the exhaust piping.

The degree of vacuum produced in the exhaust

system varies according to the style of condenser

used, and the amount and temperature of the cool-

ing water. A practically perfect vacuum would he

represented hy the height to which a column of

mercury would he raised, which is approximately

30 inches. In ordinary central-station practice a

vacuum from J4 to 27 inches is usually maintained.

Condensers are built in numerous styles, but the

two most connnonly used types are known as sur-

face condensers and jet condensers. The surface

condenser collects the exhaust steam in a chamber

which is surrounded by running water, which con-

denses the steam. In the jet condenser the steam

is condensed by having a spray of water forced

into the condenser itself, so that the cooling water

is mixed with the condensed steam.

Either of these types of condensers will operate

with practically the same efficiency, and the choice

between them is usually determined by the amount

and quality of the cooling water available. The
surface condenser requires the use of very much
more cooling water than the jet condenser, but it

leaves the pure condensed steam at a high tem-

perature available for boiler-feed water.

If the natural supply of water is impure but

plentiful, a surface condenser should unquestion-

ably be chosen. On the other hand, the jet con-

denser requires a much smaller supply of cooling

water, and if the water supply of the station is

paid for on a meter basis, the jet condenser would

probably be chosen, although in the case of impltre

or very hard water, it might be found preferable

to use the surface condenser, even with water sup-

plied on a meter basis, and to provide some cool-

ing arrangement, whereby the condensing water

could be cooled and used repeatedly.

Devices for cooling condensing water are quite

numerous, and generally^ consist of either long

tables, one above the other, over which the water

flows until it becomes relatively cool, or towers

in which the condensing water is pumped to the

top and is cooled by being broken up into a

spray on falling by means of currents of air from
blowers.

There are a number of other types of con-

densers on the market, some of which possess

considerable merit ; but the selection of con-

densers in any particular case must be decided

by the amount, quality and cost of the water

supply. For any given plant, such questions as

whether the engines should be simple or com-
pound, or run condensing or non-condensing, must
be decided by the local conditions, among which
the cost of fuel and the. water supply are the lead-

ing factors.

Steam Turbines.

Within the last four or five years great strides

have been made in the development of the steam
turbine, and today this machine is very largely re-

placing reciprocating engines in central-station work.
One of the most noticeable features of the steam
turbine is its relatively small size, compared with

reciprocating engines of similar capacity. In ma-
chines of large capacity, the steam turbine does
not occupy more than one-third or one-fourth of

the floor space required for horizontal reciprocating

engines, and this leads at once to very apparent
economy, namely, the reduction in floor space re-

quired, and a corresponding reduction in the size

of the plant.

Aside from the question of size, however, there
are several further advantages claimed for the
steam turbine, among wdiich may be mentioned
uniform angular velocity of rotation, simplicity of
operation, high steam economy at all .loads and
with widely fluctuating loads, and adaptability to
high steam pressures and to superheated steam

Note.—This series of articles, intended to survey, briefly,
the whole field of applied electricity for light, power and heat,
was begun in the Western Electrician of February 2, 1907.

without the iliniciilties which these would introduce

in the case of a reciprocating eiiKine.

One noticeable characteristic of the steam turbine

is its very high speed in comparison with the speed

of reciprocating engines, and this high speed, as

has previously been mentioned, has considerably

reduced the size and weight of generators driven

by steam turbines. Owing to these high speeds,

turbine-driven generators arc almost invariably di-

rect-connected to the turbine shaft, as licit driving

would bec(jme very <liflicidt, if not imjiossible, at

such speeds.

In many of the large turbo-generator units the

speed and inertia of the moving parts is so great

that the machines will continue to revolve for

four or five hours after the load has been thrown

off and the steam shut ofT of the turbine. There
are several makes of turbines on the market which

differ considerably in detail, but a general feature

of all of them is a revolving wheel ha\'ing blades

or buckets, against which the steam impinges and

turns the rotating part, either by impact or by

expansion of the steain, or both. The rotating

and stationary disks do not touch at any part,- but

have sufficient clearance between them for me-
chanical safety, and therefore the friction is con-

fined entirely to the bearings.

The DeLaval turbine is one of the oldest ma-
chines of this type and consists of steam nozzles

through which the steam passes to a row of vanes

around the periphery of the rotating part. This

design produces machines of extremely high speed,

so that countershafts and special gears are re-

quired to reduce the speed to practical working

rates.

The Parsons turbine consists of two principal

parts, a stationary and a rotating part, each of

which contains a number of elements. These ele-

ments consist of rings of blades, the blades being

securely fastened to both the stationary and ro-

tating part. The blades on the stationary part

direct the current of steam against the movable
blades, while the latter convert the energy of the

steam into a movement of rotation, producing work.

The work produced is thus due to the reaction of

the steam on the movable blades.

The rotating drums which carry the rows of

blades are mounted on a substantial steel shaft,

and these drums are arranged in three groups,

each group being larger than 'the preceding one, so

as to allow for the expansion of the steam in

passing through the machine. While the stationary

and moving parts fit close together, there is no
mechanical contact, so that the entire friction of

the machine, except the friction of steam upon the

blades, is confined to the bearings.

In this turbine the steam is taken in successive

puffs instead of in a continuous stream, and the

speed is regiilated by a governor which controls

the supply of steam through the main admission

valve. At full load the admission valve remains

open practically all the time, while at light loads

it opens at quick intervals, and in case of over-

loads an auxiliary valve is brought into action

which admits steam at boiler pressure to the sec-

ond stage of the turbine.

The bearings consist of several concentric bronze

sleeves betw^een which films of oil are formed by

means of capillary attraction. The lubricating sys-

tem consists of a closed circuit, the oil being raised

by a pump, operated from a worm gear on the

turbine shaft, to an oil cooler, from \vhich it

passes to the bearings, and thence to a reservoir.

The effect of this style of bearing and lubrication

is that the weight of the rotating part is always

carried upon the film of oil.

The Curtis turbine consists of alternate rings

of iTioving and stationary blades and is divided into

several stages, each stage being supplied with steam

from sets of expansion nozzles. The machine be-

ing divided into several stages, thus makes the

steam velocity at each of the successive nozzles

less and less, and the division of the pressure be-

tween the different stages is proportioned so as to

utiHze the energy of expansion from the steam

to the greatest degree.

Most of the large-size machines of this type are

built with vertical shafts, and this has necessitated

the use of a special step bearing to carry the

weight of the rotating parts of both the steam

turbine and the generator which is connected to it.

The step bearing consists of cast-iron plates with

a recess between them into which the oil is forced

under pressure by means of a pump. The lubricat-

20

iiig fluid must, of course, be forced between tlic

revolving parts under sufTicicnt pressure to keep
them separated, and carry the revolving part upon
the film of oil. Interruption to the supply of lubri-

cating Ihiid, would, of course, permit the heariiiKs

to heal up and wear away rapidly. In these tur-

bines the speed is regulated by the centrifugal

governor, which autoninlically opens and closes the

nozzle supplying the first stage of the machine with
steam.

One of the niosl Important features in any type
of turbine is to secure perfect balance of the ro-

tating parts, 'file effect of an unbalanced rotor
o|)eraling at such extreme speeds can readily be
imagined. Any unbalancing not only introduces
serious difficulties in the lK.arings, but would be
liable to burst the machine, owing lo its high
centrifugal force. From the nature of the con-
struction, however, it is comparatively easy to at-

tain a practically perfect balance.

It has been found that while fairly small clear-
ance between moving parts is desirable, that nothing
is gained by reducing the clearance beyond a cer-
tain degree. If, on the other hand, the clearance
becomes too great, the effect will be noticed in the
efficiency of operation. The friction of the steam
against the blades has been found to wear away
the material of the bk-ides to considerable extent,
and this wear on the buckets is more noticeable
in the case of wet steam than with dry steam.
Therefore, the use of superheated steam is of
additional advantage in preventing undue wear of
the buckets. The blades in almost all turbines,
however, are arranged so that they can be easily
replaced in case they become worn and broken.

ITo be coniinucdA

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Battery Charging.

S. R., Virginia, Minn.: To charge a certain
battery the instructions call for no volts, with
three amperes of current. Could it also be charged
from a 220-volt circuit at 1.5 amperes?

Answer.

If a 220-volt circuit is to be used instead of one
operating at no volts, as called for in the instruc-

tions, it will be necessary to insert sufficient resist-

ance in circuit to take up the difference in volt-

ages, that is, 220— no, or no volts. With three

amperes current flowing this would mean, by
E no

Ohm's law, R^—^ = 367^ ohms. This could

I 3
l;e obtained by using six no-volt i6-candlepower
lamps, these six lamps being arranged in parallel

with respect to each other, the whole set then
being placed in the charging circuit. Of course
the three amperes will be required for charging,

not 1.5 amperes.

Polarity of a Horseshoe Magnet.

J. J. R., Chicago, says that by putting a horse-
shoe magnet through a coil for the purpose of
magnetizing it he caused it to show two south
poles and a north pole at the bend. He desires
an explanation of the phenomenon.

Answer.

This sort of magnetization would be produced if

the horseshoe magnet was put through a coil of

wire in which a direct current w'as flow'ing in such

a manner that the coil encircled the whole magnet.
With such an arrangement the two ends projecting

from one side of the coil would have similar

polarity, and the bend, projecting from the other,

would have the opposite polarity-.

In order to magnetize the horseshoe so that its

legs shall be of opposite polarity (the usual con-

dition) a small coil should be slipped on one leg

and a current passed through the coil. A coil on
the other leg wound in the opposite direction will

reinforce the magnetizing power of the one coil.

A horseshoe magnet having such polarity as the

inquirer describes is uncommon, because it is not

a useful form of inagnet and does not hold its

magnetism so_ well as the horseshoe shape having
opposite poles close together. This shape permits

of a keeper being placed across the poles to pre-

serve the magnetism. The tractive force on this

keeper is the greatest that can be obtained with

the magnet.

It is also stated in the inquir}' that the south

poles of the magnet attract the two poles of a

compass, but wnll, however, attract the north pole

much more readily. The reason for the south pole

of the magnet attracting the south pole ^of the
compass is that the magnet has a magnetic field
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strong enough to temporarily remagnetize the

needle of the compass in a reverse direction.

This is the same principle which enables one to

string a row of nails end to end hanging from a

powerful magnet; each nail has an induced mag-

netism while it is in the big magnet's field and

becomes a magnet itself.

If the compass needle had a stronger magnet

it would not be overcome, but would be repelled

when its south pole was presented to the south

pole of the magnet.

Telephone Repeating Coll.

E, G. A., Mescalcro, N. M. : How is a telephone

repeating coil wound? Is it the same as a trans-

former? If so, in what proportion are the wires

of each side? Does it make any difference on

which side the grounded line or the metallic line

is connected ?

Answer.

A telephone repeating coil for the purpose evi-

dently in view is wound with the turns in a ratio

of one to one. It is identical in principle with

the transformer. Either winding may be connected

to the metallic or to the grounded line.

More Abbreviations.

G. D., Cleveland : Kindly tell us in your "Ques-

tions and Answers" column what "G. I." stands for

in the name Stanley-G. I., and what do the letters

I. T. E. stand for used in connection with the

name for certain circuit-breakers?

Answer.

Since the General Incandescent Arc Light Com-
pany combined with the Stanley company the for-

mer's name appears abbreviated in the present cor-

porate name, Stanley-G. I. Electric Manufacturing

Company.
I. T. E., or "inverse time element," is a trade

name referring to the feature of the quicker opera-

tion of a type of circuit-breakers when subjected

to grfeater overloads ; i. e., the time element varies

inversely as the current.

Calculation of 'Wire for Transmission
Line.

B. F. H., Junction City, Ore., wishes to run

a line 10 miles to carry the current from a 50-

kilowatt single-phase generator at 10,000 volts,

and asks if a No. 10 bare copper wire would be

large enough to carry the current. Also how
much extra horsepower would be required to

transmit the current the 10 miles.

Answer.

Assuming that the circuit will consist of the

tu'O No. 10 wires, 20 miles in all, and a step-down

transformer with a 10,000-volt primary, there would

be a current of about si.x amperes flowing when

the power delivered was about 50 kilowatts. This

current would be carried easily by a No. 10 wire.

The factor which is most important in determin-

ing the size of wire to use is the voltage loss in

the line, which the company is willing to allow.

With No. 10 wire and six amperes flowing the

voltage loss would be about 5.3 per cent.; that is,

the voltage would have to be 10,530 at the gener-

ator in order to be 10,000 volts at the transformer.

Let us assume some probable data and figure

out actual conditions. Assume
10,500 volts generated.

10 miles of No. 10 open wire:^io6 ohms.

1,200 ohms= resistance (R) of transformer.

900 ohms ::= reactance of transformer for a lamp

and motor load of 50 kilowatts.

The current in the lineal.

Find the kilowatt input at the generator.

Find the kilowatts delivered at the transformer.

The current in the line under these conditions

would be 10,500 divided by the impedance.

Impedance = V(io6 + 1,200)= + (900)°=; 1,581

10,500
I = = 6.62 amperes.

1,581

The voltage (E) at the transformer would be

E = 6.62 V(i,2oo)' + (900)- = 9,940. The
kilowatts delivered by the generator would be

10,500 X 6.62

X the power factor.

1,000

The power factor :

106 + 1,200

K. \V.= -

1,501

10,500 X 6.62 X .828

1,000

= S7.2-

This figure is somewhat above the 50 kilowatts

demanded at the end of the line, but that is be-

cause the figures assumed for the problem are a

little high.

To deliver, therefore, 52.56 kilowatts (at 9,940

volts) it would require 57.2 kilowatts (at 10,500

volts) at the generator.

The Installation and Operation of
Alternating-current Generators.

Part I.

—

Install.\tion.

Engineers in charge of power stations, as well as

students of electrical engineering, will be interested

to read the instructions for installing and operat-

ing alternating-current generators recently prepared
by AUis-Chalmers Company of Milwaukee, which
contain much useful information and are, therefore,

reproduced in part herewith.

At the outset it may be stated that all of the

All the coils are of the same shape, and each

side occupies only half a slot, one side lying in

the upper part of one slot and the other in the

lower part of another slot. The field coils of all

except some of the smaller machines are of bare

copper strip, wound on edge, with adjacent turns

separated by tough insulating paper. In some small

machines it is necessary to wind the field coils with

square copper wire in order to admit of excitation

at 120 volts.

The location of the generator is usually fixed be-

forehand by the position it must occupy relative to

the engine or shafting. There is, therefore, little

choice as to this, but it is always desirable to

install alternators, or, in fact, any electrical machin-
ery, in a clean, dry place where there will be plenty

of light and room. Good ventilation is important,

since the better the ventilation the lower will be
the operating temperatures of the machine. There
should not be any combustible material near the

Armature core. 5 Armature coil stick. 9. Pole collar. 13. Field connections
Stator yoke. 6. Field spider. 10. Winding shield..
Armature end head. 7. Field pole. II. Ventilating duct.
Armature coil.

FIG.

Field coil.

I. DETAILS OF ALLIS CH/

12.

i.LM

Field connection.

ERS ALTERNATOR.

generators built by that company belong to the

revolving-field class, having the armature, or part in

which the current is induced, stationary. They arc

made in five types designed as "belted," "water-

wheel," "engine," "flywheel" and "turbo," the last-

named being for direct connection to steam turbines.

alternator, and the location should provide for suf-

ficient headroom to permit taking the machine apart

if necessary.

The foundation on which an alternator rests should

be firm and substantial, in order to prevent vibra-

tion and secure smooth running. Small-belted ma-
chines below 100 kilowatts can, if necessary, be set

on heavy timber supports, but a concrete or brick

foundation is recommended whenever possible. All

machines above lOO kilowatts must be provided with

concrete, brick or masonry foundation, concrete be-

ing the most suitable. Concrete for this purpose

can be made in the following proportions: Sharp

sand, 2 parts; broken stone, 4 to 5 parts; Portland

cement, i part; all parts by bulk.

The foundation should be heavy enough to secure

freedom from vibration, and in building it provision

should be made for foundation bolts to hold the

base, rails or sole plates of the machines. In mak-
ing the foundation, place iron pipes in the approxi-

mate locations that the foundation bolts will occupy,

using pipe having an inside diameter of at least

two inches larger than the foundation bolts, to allow

adjustment. Pockets should also be arranged in

The kilowatts delivered at the transformer would
he I X I X R.

P R= 6.62 X 6.62 X 1,200= 52.56 kilowatts.

FIG. 2. CHAIN WINDING OF ALTERNATOR.

The mechanical construction varies to some extent

with the size and type of generator, so that it is

not practicable to give a description that will apply

to all these machines. In most cases, however,

the general arrangement is as shown in Fig. i,

which explains itself. The method of arranging the

coils and interconnecting them varies with the num-
ber of phases for which the machine is built, the

voltage, etc.

Fig, 2 shows a portion of the winding for a three-

phase machine with coils arranged the same as in

Fig. I. For lower-voltage machines, where it is

not necessary to have such high insulation, the wind-

ing is frequently of the two-layer type shown in

Fig. 3. PIG. 3. TWO-LAVER WINDING OF ALTERNATOR.
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BELTED ALTERNATOR WITH DEVICE TO COLLECT STATIC ELECTRICTY. I'IG. 0. ALTERNATOR DIRECT-CONNECTED TO HORIZONTAL ENGINE.

the founclatioii to give access to the anchor plates

and •bottom nuts on the foundation bolts. After

the alternator has been permanently located, thin

cement should be run into the pipes, thus fixing the

bolts accurately in position. . Foundation bolts should

be located by templates made from outline prints

of the machine. The top of tlie foundation should

be leveled off as accurately as possible and cement

allowed sufficient time to set before the machine is

placed in position.

The National Board of Fire Underwriters favors

the insulation of generators from the ground wher-

ever it is feasible. Such insulation is generally pro-

vided by a substantial wooden frame or wooden

rust. Most of the larger belted machines arc ar-

ranged so that the stator can be shifted to one side

to give access to the field and armature coils, and
when the stator is first set on the case it is advisable

to locate it so that it will hi to one side of the

field when the latter is placed in position. All bear-

ing surfaces should be thoroughly cleaned before

the shaft is placed in the bearings: if there are any
rough or rusty spots on the journals they should be

removed with crocus cloth. See that the oil wells

are thoroughly clean. When placing the rotor in

position watch the oil rings carefully to see that

they do not get jammed and bent out of shape.

After the rotor has been pl.iccd, put the caps of the

ALTERNATOR OF WATERWHEEL TYPE.

Stringers under the rails, the wood being well filled

and varnished to prevent absorption of moisture.

This is practicable with small-belted generators,

but with heavy machines or those direct connected

to steam engines or waterwheels complete insulation

from the ground is practically impossible, and it is

better to ground the frame positively -by means of

a heavy copper wire connecting the frame from
a water pipe or other coavenient ground. In other

words, the frame of a machine should either be
thoroughly insulated or thoroughly grounded, so

that there will be no doubt about its condition.

With belted machines static electricity is frequently

generated by the belt, thus charging the frame of

the machine if the latter is thoroughly insulated

from ground. This static electricity is generally

removed by arranging a comb or series of metal
points close under the belt and connecting them to

the ground. The points can be easily supported on
iron pipe, as shown in Fig. 4.

The generators must be thoroughly protected

against lightning and high potentials due to static

electricity. The lines should be equipped with light-

ning arresters, and in cases where high potential

static electricity is liable to accumulate, dischargers

should be provided to carry it off.

Setting up Belted Machines.

1. The rails should be placed in position, approxi-
mately leveled, and wedged up so that the weight
of the machine will be distributed evenly.

2. If the alternator is small and comes completely
assembled, it can now be set on the rails, carefully

leveled and lined up with the driving pulley.

3. If the machine is of large size and shipped
in two or more parts, place the base on the rails

and set the stator in position, first making sure
that the planed surfaces on the base and feet of
the stator are perfectly clean and oiled to prevent

bearing pedestals in position and bolt down firmly.

The stator can now be slid into position over the

rotor and bolted in place ; if there are any dowel

pins in the feet of the stator, see that they are in

place before the cap bolts are screwed down. Fill

the bearings with a good quality of mineral oil to

the proper height as indicated by the oil gauge.

4. Put the pulley on the shaft and line the whole

machine up with the driving pulley. If possible run

the machine with a rather slack belt and adjust the

alignment while running so that the belt runs on the

center of the pulley and allows the rotor to oscillate

freely in its bearings.

5. Tighten down the foundation bolts and "grout"

the rails by making a thin, easy-flowing mixture of

one part of Portland cement and one part of sand,

together with sufficient water, and pouring it under

and around the rails. Small clay dams can be used

to keep the thin cement in place until it hardens.

When the cement is partly set the surplus can be

removed and the joint under the rails smoothed up.

Waterwheel-type Machines.

The foregoing directions regarding belted machines

apply for the most part to waterwheel alternators

also (see Fig. 5), except that the latter have no

rails and the base is set directly on the foundation.

In this case the machine must be lined up accurately

with reference to the waterwheel so that the halves

of the flange coupling will fit exactly. After lining

up by means of wedges under the base, the founda-

tion bolts should be tightened and the base well

grouted in. Use plenty of wedges and place them

under both inside and outside edges of the base,

so as to give a firm and even support. In some

cases where the waterwheel alternators are of large

diameter and run at low speed no base is provided.

The stator and bearing pedestals rest on sole plates

bolted to the foundation in the same manner as

described below for engine-type alternators.

Engine-tvpe M.\chines.

With engine-type alternators (Fig. 6) the stator

yoke either rests on an extension of the engine

bed. as with some of the smaller machines coupled

to high-speed engines, or on sole plates set on suit-

able foundations. The stator sole plates are made
in two parts, the lower one being bolted to the

foundation, while the upper plate is adjustable to

facilitate centering the stator with respect to the

field.

1. Locate the sole plates temporarily in position

and support them on iron wedges to allow for further

adjustment.

2. Place the lower half of the stator in position

and level it approximately by means of the level-

ing screws 'in the upper part of the sole plate. In

case the stator is arranged to shift sideways on the

FIG. 7. adjustable sole PLATE OF ALLIS-CHALMERS ALTERNATOR.
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base or sole plates, set the stator to one side so

that it will be away from the rotor when the latter

is placed in position.

3. Locate revolving field and engine shaft in bear-

ing, observing same precautions as given under

belted machines. In case the engine shaft has not

been pressed into the rotor spider at the factory

and it is necessary to do this work on the ground,

we will send special instructions. It is recom-

mended that an expert machinist be employed to

do this work.

4. Place the top half of the yoke in position,

first making sure than all planed surfaces are per-

fectly clean. Carefully center the stator with re-

spect to the field by means of the adjusting screws

in the feet and sole plates, and measure the air-gap

between stator face and pole pieces at a number of

points around the circumference. ' It is very im-

portant to have the air-gap uniform, as otherwise

the frame will be subjected to an unbalanced mag-

netic pull, causing bad operation.

In large waterwheel and engine-type alternators,

where the stator is split it is usually necessary

for convenience in shipping to disconnect and re-

move a few of the stator coils at the two partings

in the frame. These must be carefully put in place

and properly connected as per instructions furnished

with the generator. The coils must not be bruised,

and all connections should be neatly made and insu-

lated to correspond with those for the other coils.

In aligning the yoke see that the. center of the

armature laminations is in line with the center of

the pole laminations; if they are not in line there

will be a side thrust on the shaft.

After the yoke has been finally adjusted insert

shims between the upper and lower parts of sole

plates so as to take the weight off the leveling

screws. Drill and tap holes in the lower sole plate

to receive the holding-down bolts for the stator, and
bolt the latter in place. Fig. 7 (page 31) shows the

construction of adjustable sole plates. (A) is the

lower plate bolted to the foundation, and (B) is the

upper adjustable plate; (C) (C) are the leveling

screws. The yoke is held in line by spline (E), and
by means of a bolt threaded into block (F) the yoke
can be shifted in a direction at right angles to the

shaft. For sliding the yoke sideways along the sole

plate a jackscrew (H) turns in nut (K) and bears
against a plug (M) that fits into a hole in the stator

foot. Parts (H), (K) and (M) are removed after

the stator has been shifted to its final position.

5. Grout in the sole plates and, after the cement
has set, tighten the foundation bolts and carefully

check over the alignment of the machine.
If at any time the engine bearings are adjusted

or realigned, the air-gap between stator and rotor
must also be checked over and the stator lined up,

otherwise an uneven air-gap will result or the rotor

may even rub on the stator.

Collector Rings.

With small alternators the collector rings are

mounted in place on the shaft and connected to the
field windings. On large machines, especially engine-

type, where there is no shaft, the rings are shipped
separately, and in large machines both hub and rings

are split so that they can be put in place after the

rotor has been mounted in its bearings. See that the

collector rings are fixed securely in position so as

to run true, and connect rings to leads from the

field winding, making sure that all contacts are clean

and bolted up tight.

With large engine-type alternators and also with
some of the larger waterwheel machines the brush-
holders are supported by a stand bolted to the vase
or to a bridge fastened to the sole plates. On
smaller machines the brushholder studs are sup-
ported by the bearing pedestal. See that all insu-

lating bushings and washers on the brush studs are

in place and that the studs are bolted up tight ; also

that the brushholder stand, if any, is firmly bolted

to the bed or bridge and that it is properly lined

tip with the collector rings.

Brushes.

The brushes should be carefully fitted to the col-

lector rings, first using coarse sand or garnet paper
and finishing with fine sandpaper. While shaping

the brushes hold the paper well down on the rings

so as not to wear away the edge of the brush.

See that the whole surface of the brush makes
contact with the ring and that the finger presses

squarely on the brush. The pressure should he

adjusted by changing the position of the tension

spring on the arm, and should be such as to give

a good contact on the ring; a greater pressure im-

proves the contact very little and only causes exces-

sive friction loss, wear and heating of the brushes
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and rings. Good judgment and careful attention

will soon show the best pressure to be used.

Bearings.

See that the oil wells are thoroughly cleaned and

filled with a good grade of mineral oil. Fill up

the wells to such height as will insure that the

rings carry up oil. See that the oil-well covers are

in place so that no foreign matter can drop into the

bearings. When the machine is first started it is ad-

visable to draw off the oil at the end of each day's

run and fill up with fresh oil until it is certain that

all fine particles of foreign matter are out of the

bearings. The oil drawn off can be filtered and

used over again. When a machine is first started

it is advisable to run slowly, for an hour and watch
the bearings closely before running up to full speed.

Wiring.

In all wiring special attention must be paid to

the mechanical execution of the work, and special

precautions are necessary with the wiring for high-

pressure alternators. In running the wires the re-

quirements of the National Board of Fire Under-
writers should be observed, and especial care should

be taken to have all joints secure and thoroughly

insulated. All wires should be of sufficient cross

section to carry at least 25 per cent, overload with-

out overheating. For wires larger than No. 2 B & S
it is advisable to use stranded cable, as it is much
easier to run than solid wire.

ITo be concluded.]

Easy Lamp Changer.
Those who have incandescent lamps in high

places out of reach of the hand will appreciate

the Easy lamp changer. Fig. 2 of the accompany-
ing illustrations shows the device holding a lamp
which has just been removed from its socket. Fig.

I shows the ease with which decorative lamps can

be removed and replaced when out of reach.

The device is built on the same principle as the

human hand. It has a set of artificial fingers

which go over and grasp the lamp firmly while

it is being removed or replaced in the socket. The
rubber bands over the ends of the fingers pre-

vent the lamp from slipping while it is being

turned in. The double-coil spring permits the

FIG. I. EASV LAMP CHANGER.

shaft or wrist of this hand-like device to be bent

at any angle. This is accomplished by holding the

pole firmly in one hand and pulling down the

siring with the other. By turning the pole to the

right the lamp may be inserted, or it may he taken

out by turning it to the left.

The Easy lamp changer fits all lamps from six

candlepower up to and including 32 candlepowcr.

It docs away with the necessity for heavy ladders.

This is one of the .specialties that W. N. Matthews
& Bro. of St. Louis bought from the Pardridgc

Shade and Reflector Company of Chicago, III., re-

cently.

July 13, 1907

Marshall Field & Co. Adopt Nernst
Lamps.

The largest contract ever placed for lamps for

store lighting has just been awarded by Marshall
Field & Co. of Chicago to the Nernst Lamp Com-
pany of Pittsburg. It calls for 12,000 glower units

for immediate delivery. The store will be equipped

a section at a time, and on account of the vast-

ness of the undertaking the complete installation

will perhaps not be in operation until well along
into the fall.

Perhaps no store in the whole world is better or
more favorably known than the great merchandising
establishment of Marshall Field & Co., but only

those who have had the opportunity and time to

walk leisurely over its 38 acres of floor space and
view its displays of merchandise, collected from
all sections of the world, are able to appreciate

RETAIL ESTABLISHMENT OF MARSHALL FIELD & CO.

its magnitude. The store has a frontage on State

Street of 385 feet and covers almost the entire

block bounded by State, Washington and Randolph
streets and Wabash Avenue. The average number
of employes is 9,000.

While it does not rank as a regular department
store, it handles a great variety of the better classes

of goods, such as dry goods, millinery, men's and
women's clothing and furnishing goods, carpets, fur-

niture, wall hangings, leather goods, potter}', glass-

ware, jewelry, bric-a-brac, books, shoes, toys, sport-

ing goods, etc. There is scarcely a problem in

store illumination that this establishment does not
exemplify.

For some time the rebuilding of a large portion

of the store has been in progress, and in order
to I'^ave the entire property in keeping with these

improvements, it was determined to install a new
lighting system throughout.

Any change in the equipment of such a large

store necessarily involves too great an expenditure

FIG, 2. EASV LAMP CHANGER.

to warrant the adoption of any system until thor-

oughly tried out. and so, at great expense, various

modern systems of store illumination were installed

in different sections of the store and put to ;in

exh.-iustive test before a decision was reached. In

having been chosen as best suited to the various

requirements of this great store, the Nernst .sys-

tem has received a high mark of comnicndatioii.

Recognizing the imiiortaiice of having a lighting

system that would be in keeping with the archi-

tectural features and the general tone of the store,

that would be' agreeable and pleasing to the eyes

of the customers and show up fine textures and
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(Iilicatf tints in llK-ir true vahu-s ;nul al Urv same
liiiu' 1)1- llcxiblc uihuikIi l'> ailniil nf a unifnrni

value tlinni^linm, Marshall l-'lelil ^: Co., in IryiuK

dill the various systems, subjected them to per-

haps tile longest and most exjiaustivc test ever

made.
Tile i.i floors to l)e liKlUed vary in ceiling height

from 14 to i()'/j feet. Two-^(lo\ver ami three-

glower lamps suspended on specially designed chain

pendants hanging from three to live feet from the

ceiling, according to height, will he used. The
fixtures are i)arlieularly appropriate in design, and
tlie lighting units will add materially to the ap-

pearance of the store.

Incandescent lamps to the number of more than

40,000. in low-hanging fixtures, are at present used.

The current is supplied by the Chicago Edison
Company. Messrs. D. H. liurnham & Co. are the

architects in charge of the ncw-l>uilding construc-
tion, now practically completed. Tlie new lighting

system will be installed under tiie direction of Mr.
1'".

J. Pearson, electrical engineer for Marshall Field

& Co.

each end rjf Uiis expniiflion sheet ^i reclangiilar

opening is provided, separating it from ihe vertical

conductors, thus allowing all vertical growth to be
i..\, 1 : !..... ...i.:..i ,.

conouciors. unis aiiowmg all verucai growin 10 ne

taken u|> by expansion sheet, which, on account
of being corrugated, adds strength to the pane!
trniisversely. *l'he reciangidar openings also allow
immediate dilTusion and conseciuent e(|ualization of

the density of the electrolyte on both side*. (»f the

plate, which materially aids in its uniform working.
The negative plate difTers mechanically from the

Westlnpfhouse Storage Battery,

In its new vhirage iiatlcry, herewith illustrated,

the VVestinghouse Machine Company of East Pitts-

burg, Pa., has embodied what It has always advo-
cated—the pure lead plate, formed by the electro-

lytic or Plante process, for both positive and nega-
tive. The usual tendency toward shrinkage in ca-
pacity of the negative is said to have been over-
come in the new product, yielding a Plante nega-
tive that has indefinitely long life and the function
of maintaining its initial and rated capacity. It is

asserted that this negative will hold up under the
most strenuous electrical conditions, no permanent
injury being done the plate by light charge, light

discharge, overcharge, ovcr-discnarge or reversal
of current.

A type 7-S-5 battery, complete with sand tray
and having a normal rating of 120 ampere-hours,
is shown in Fig. i. The parts of the same battery
are shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3 shows a type S-4 positive grid with ver-
tical and horizontal cross-sections. The parts
adapted to become active consist in effect of a
number of very small units (a-a), which are pure
lead leaves or lamina;, joined at their ends only
to round conductor ribs (b-b) which in turn end
in the main stiffening ribs, or the frame of the

FIG. 4. FOKMKIJ rLATi;, SHOWING ^:,iA'l-:s I-ILLEU WITH
ACTIVE MATERIAL.

positive plate, in that there is a larger number of
laminations in the negative, and, it being unneces-
sary to provide for longitudinal growth, the expan-
sion spaces are omitted.

Co-operative Commercialism In the
Electrical Field.'

Bv J. Robert Crouse.

Through the continued courtesy of your officers,

yourselves and your special committees, it has
been my pleasure on two previous occasions to

raise the question of closer commercial co-opera-
tion for your consideration at Denver in 1905, and
Atlantic City in 1906.

The conditions which suggested the idea, the
organization which nurtured it, the trade relations

existing and the essential points pertaining to its

earlier development are of record in your previous
proceedings, and will, therefore, not be again re-

viewed.
The force of the idea, the practical nature of the

plans and the efficient results obtained are such,

I confidently believe, as will increasingly com-
mend the subject , to your best sentiments and
business judgment alike.

FIG. I. TYPE 7-S-5 BATTERY COMPLETE.

plate. The leaves are grouped in panels three to

four inches square.

The Westinghouse plate, including frame and
leaves, consists of one homogeneous piece of chem-
ically pure lead wdthout joint or weld of any de-

scription. Upon the laminated sijrface is formed,

from the lead itself, the active material—peroxide

of lead. This coating of peroxide entirely sur-

rounds each lead leaf. Each leaf remains a core

of pure lead of sufficient size to furnish active

material for replacing that gradually precipitated,

and is also of sufficient section to provide ample
conductivity during the long life of this type of

plate.

The formed plate, showing how the space be-

tween lead leaves is filled with active material, is

illustrated in Fig. 4. This plate is six by six

inches and has a normal rating of 2^^ amperes,

eight hours.

In plates of more than four panels there are no
horizontal framing ribs, but instead, there has been

provided a thin corrugated sheet connecting the

adjacent panels, as is shown in the illustration of

a type S-8 positive plate at (A-A). Fig. 5. At

FIG. 2. TYPE 7-S-5 BATTERY DISSEMBLED.

May I ask you at the start to view the entire

proposition as the product of the co-operation of

many men who have been willing to venture their

time and considerable sums of money in bringing

to a practical working basis? The degree of its

future success likewise will depend upon the ex-
tent to which it can effectively appeal to all the

branches of the trade for both their moral and
financial co-operation.

Objects.—The objects of this co-operative move-
ment briefly stated are as follows

:

First—The Dromotion of the increased and
more extended use of electric current by the pub-
lic for light, heat and power against all com-
petitors for like service as an end in itself and
as a means to the increased demand for electrical

apparatus and supplies and the co-operative plan-
ning and execution of various means and methods
efifective to this end.

Second—The establishment of co-operative com-
mercial relations, both moral and financial, among
the different electrical interests from the manu-

I. Abstract o£ a paper read before the National Electric
Light Association at Washington, D. C, June 7, 1907,

factiirer to the consumer to tlie end that each

may eoiitribule in some measure toward bringing

about the aljove results desired in common by all.

The subject presents itself at once in two
aspects: First, as a theoretical principle in Inisi-

ness development; second, as a i)ractical workable
refinement in business orKaiiizalion.

Ttu'orcllral /ispcct.—Commercial co-o[jeralion,

FIG. 5. TYPE S-8 POSITIVE l^LATE.

which we are all dealing with daily, consciously or

unconsciously, in the development and manage-
ment of individual business, is a thoroughly ac-

cepted principle and a recognized factor in increas-

ing productive and distributing efficiency.

It amounts to the recognition by increasing

numbers of men of the fact that they can gain

more individually by joining others in the prose-

cution of an enterprise than is possible in an equal

degree by their segregated, conflicting, individual

effort.

Within the memory of men present business has
passed consecutively through the periods of indi-

vidualism, copartnership, corporation, consolidation

and association.

This rapid transformation in method has been
based upon and in proportion to the recognition

of broader grounds of common interest on the

basis of wdiich, notwithstanding necessary differ-

ences, more effective means for their prosecution
has been undertaken.
Each advance has been in effect a refinement

of the co-operative principle and has justified

itself fully through tremendous increase in the

FIG. 3. TYPE s-4 POSITIVE GRID.

efficiency of production with more questionable

gains in the field of distribution.

Summed up in a paragraph, this development
has amounted in some directions to the reasonable
restraint of such competitive effort as tends to

defeat the real objects of more efficient produc-
tion and distribution and in other directions to

the stimulation of competitive effort in channels

where the result is a gain to those ends.

It is to be observed that the field of manufac-
ture or production has offered the widest play

for enormous gains in the efficiency of produc-
tion through specialization, co-ordination and co-

operation.

Selling and distribution, on the other hand, have
not made any comparable gains in efficiency, al-

though refinement and complexity of organization

have been steadily progressing.

All this massing and complexity in the distrib-

uting field has incited competitive neutralizing re-

sistance, so that progress as a whole has been

made at a maximum expenditure of money and
effort.

Production has been subject to the advantageous
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working of the economic .law of increasing returns,

while distribution has been rather subject to the

limitations of the economic law of diminishing re-

turns.

If, therefore, within a given business, such as

the electrical business, a plan of co-operative com-
mercialism can be found which will develop under
the economic law of increasing returns and escape

from the wastefulness of unrestricted competitive

distribution which is subject to the economic law

of diminishing returns—such a plan, I believe, must
commend- itself to 3'our careful consideration.

Even this hasty review of the development of

commercial co-operation - leatds inevitably to the

conclusion that, as at ^ each step its application has

increased real efficiency, so its further extension

along lines dictated by its past evolution must carry

corresponding gains.

So much for what one may choose to call the

academic side of this proposition, which will be
disposed of with the practical statement with

which we will all agree—that a theoretical propo-

sition is practical when it works.
Practical Aspect—The practical consideration of

this question involves three propositions

:

In the first place, as to whether we have not

now reached a stage of business development
where a community of commercial interests actu-

ally exists of which we are not taking full

advantage. Whether by further extension and
adaptation of commercial co-operation among our-

selves we cannot more effectively and extensively

influence the public to a larger and larger propor-
tionate expenditure for electrical service of the $iS,-

ooo,oco,ooo of wealth annually produced rather than

that it should be stored in savings banks, ex-

pended on automobiles, pianos, talking machines,
etc.. to say nothing of the appliances and devices

which immediately compete with cheaper and infe-

rior ser\'ice for light, heat and power.
Second—If the existence of such a community

of commercial interest can be so established, the

second proposition involves the question as to

whether practical plans can be presented to reap

the advantages.

Third—Assuming the first two propositions, the

third point involves the question as to whether
per unit of money and effort expended on the

plans they will yield a better return than it is now
possible to secure.

As to the first proposition, we have passed in the
electrical field through all the various stages of

commercial development and have reached the

period of associations which exists in one form
or another—city, state and national—in the central-

station, contracting, jobbing and manufacturing
fields.

An analysis of this broadening interest in co-

operative or associated w^ork is seen to rest upon
an interdependence of commercial interests pe-

culiarly strong.

First, this is noted as among the different serv-

ices furnished for lighting, heating and power.
The introduction of one service strongly disposes

the users, as well as others, to the employment
of the other two. The development of the light-

ing service immediately emphasizes the necessity

for the development of the power and heating

ser\-ice, and upon the proper balance of the three

largely hinges the future development of them all.

This community of interest seems clear when
one considers that the electrical devices in which
the public either is or can be interested are com-
paratively few in number for lighting, heating and
power, and relatively small in money value, yet
upon their increased sale and use depends, first,

the success of the central station and the con-
tractors, and second, that of the jobber and the
manufacturer.
The market for us all, therefore, whether

reached directly or. through and against one an-
other, is in the end this great money spending
public, preoccupied, incredulous and indifferent to

the advantages of electrical service, so apparent to

ourselves.

This question, then, of popularizing and educat-

ing the public to the freest possible use of elec-

tricity for light, heat and power is a vital, existing

community of interests to us all, whether we
manufacture, job, construct or sell current.

We are, in fact, joint sellers of the final service.

Here is the edge of the commercial wedge which
we owe it to ourselves and to one another for the

purest of commercial reasons to drive home by
the most effective methods for the expansion of
the market, common in this degree to us all.

As to the second proposition, involving the

question of practical plans, the following arc the

plans already formulated which have been reviewed
and favorably passed upon by your special com-
mittee of two years' standing as well as commit-
tees of all the representative associations in the

electrical field. Some of them have been put into

operation, but many of them remain for the

future, and arc contingent upon widespread moral
and financial co-operation toward which we arc
aiming.
General Character of Plaits.—Broadly speaking;,

the plans as formulated aim at the creation and
extension of the market along three lines

:

First—Through creating the favorable conditions
and providing the proper facilities for the most
rapid and flexible interchange of the best com-

mercial ideas - and methods throughout the non-
competing branches of the trade; the contractors

and the central stations in .particular.

Second—By bringing to the effective support of

the non-competing branches of the trade the fur-

ther united commercial stimulus and backing of the

competing branches, the manufacturers and the job-

bers.

Third—The massing of the combined selling

strength of all branches on the common market,
the public through a national campaign of adver-
tising and commercial publicity, exploiting the
generic uses and advantages of electrical service,

and by reaching in addition allied lines such as

architects, builders, contractors, real estate dealers,

etc., with .subsidiary campaigns and personal work.
The successful execution of the detailed plans

will increasingly generate the disposition on the
part of everyone concerned to lend a hand, and
this in turn would insure the further extension
and prosecution of the movement to which at the

present time there appears to be no visible limit.

Representatives in the Field.—The commercial
work of the executive officer, as is obyious, would
be along the lines of general supervision of the

activities of the association, presenting it and its

work before national and state associations of

central stations, jobbers and contractors, as well
as before associations of manufacturers, aiming to

increase interest in the work and to stimulate
greater co-operation in making the work increas-

ingly effective. His time would also be devoted
to a considerable extent increasing the member-
ship "of the association.

One representative would have immediate super-
vision of the detailed commercial work in the elec-

trical field, spending the greater portion of his

time in calling upon the lighting companies, job-

bers and contractors in cities of 100,000 population
and over for the double purpose of giving and re-

ceiving information about the latest selling means
and methods. He should be able to properly ad-

dress the soliciting force of the companies visited

and to stir up increased enthusiasm and interest

among them by reviewing the work of other com-
panies and soliciting forces where' the most pro-
gressive methods are followed and the best re-

sults secured.

If the suggestion already made is found to be
practicable he can arrange for the interchange
of expert solicitors from one company to another,

which would doubtless be found to have a very
stimulating effect upon the sales organization, and
experience would undoubtedly suggest other lines

of activity of a similar character which could be
followed.
Where conditions would indicate the advisability

he would arrange to give a dinner to the leading
commercial men connected with the central-station,

jobbing and contracting interests, at which the
association's work could be presented under most
favorable circumstances. Much good to the busi-
ness would doubtless result from such all-round
interchange of ideas, experience and improvement
of acquaintance.
Such general subjects as co-operative advertis-

ing of electrical service in the local newspapers by
all interests effected could be discussed, which
seems to offer great opportunities in the few In-

stances in which it has been tried.

He could use his good offices to further the
Interests of the co-operating advertising agencies
where he believed their services would benefit the
local interests.

He would make a point of furnishing the trade
press with such commercial information secured
in his work as would be stimulating to other com-
panies for use in their new-business departments.

Finally, it would be his duty to turn in for per-
manent record a report of the general situation in

each city, giving statement in detail as to the
commercial conditions existing, so that in the course
of time the progress made, as reflected by in-

creased commercial activity, could be tangibly ar-

rived at.

The work of a second representative would con-
sist of the same lines of activity, except that it

would be devoted to similar electrical interests in

cities of from io,oco to 100,000 population.

Under the direction of this representative would
be three additional representatives, who would
travel in cities of the population above noted.

All of these representatives, as well as everyone
connected with the association, would make a
point of urging upon such central stations as are
not represented in the state- and national asso-
ciations, the importance of membership and the
advantages to be gained from it.

Twelve representatives would work along the
same general lines as before described, except that

their work would be in cities of a population of

10.000 and under. Some special conditions are
often met with in these cities which do not ap-
pear in the others ; namely, the question of the
establishment of day circuits, as well as fre-

quently the exictence of systems of rates, which
arc in themselves a hindrance to profitable busi-

ness extension.
Referring to the question of day service in

these cities, which Js an important one. it may be
noted that 67.78 per cent, of the centra! stations in

Michigan and 65.6 per cent, of the central stations
in Ohio do not maintain 24-hour service.

This condition prevails, as already noted, largely
In cities of 15,000 population and below. The
president of the Michigan Electric Light Associa-
tion at the last meeting stated that many of such
stations should be operating a 24-hour service,

that there existed' no sufficient reason why they
should not. This offers, therefore, a very fertile

field for effective w-ork.

The detailed statistics in reference to this situa-

tion in the states of Michigan and Ohio may be
assumed to be typical of conditions existing " in

other states.

Provision is made in the plans for a corps of

expert solicitors—one for power work, one for

heating and one for lighting. Under the direction

of the first representative they would be employed
in assisting such central s_tations or contractors as

were found to desire it in starting an active com-
mercial campaign. In this connection it has al-

ready been suggested by several of the smaller
central stations that they would welcome an ar-

rangement whereby they could secure the service

of a solicitor for a part of his time. This sjig-

gests a line of work which, if found praciicable,

could be indefinitely extended. It could also doubt-
less be placed upon a self-sustaining basis after

some experience had been gained In its operation.

Representative Among Electrical Contractors.—
Provision is made for a representative who would
devote his attention to the electrical contracting
interests, co-operating with them along lines which
might reasonably be expected to result In in-

creased business. This work would be based upon
an analysis of the commercial practices of the

most progressive contractors, with the object of

calling such methods as forcibly as possible to the

attention of contractors generally.

He would also examine the conditions under
which central stations and contractors are at pres-

ent working together to the best advantage, with

the object of making the basis of such relations

known widely in both the central station and con-
tracting fields.

For the purpose of creating as much interest

as possible in the association and its commercial
work the officers of the National Electrical Con-
tractors' Association have offered the use of their

trade paper for the establishment of a new-busi-
ness department along the same general lines as

those already maintained by the technical press,

but naturally conformable to the special require-

ments of the contractors.

Representative Among Architects, Builders, Con-
tractors, etc.—Provision is made for a representa-

tive whose work would consist of a broad and
general study of the proposition of the wiring of

property of all kinds, both old and new.
_
He would

make careful examination Into the relations exist-

ing between architects, builders, contractors, real

estate dealers and electrical interests.
_
He would

make it a point of getting in touch with the na-

tional, state and city associations of the architects,

builders and contractors, with the object of pre-

senting before them papers deahng with the sub-

ject, and emphasizing the very great present and
prospective utility of electrical service for light,

heat and power.

This would involve a strong recommendation of

the policv of freely specifying extra outlets—floors,

baseboards and walls—as well as separate circuits

for heating and miscellaneous electrical appliances,

which is now not so generally done as would be

in the interests of both the owner or occupant

and the electrical interests, which 'would directly

profit.

He would prepare, at the same time, articles for

the trade press of these different trades^ which

would keep this subject before them in a live and
instructive manner.
He would tabulate all the effective means and

methods as now employed by central stations, con-

tractors or others to secure the wiring of old and

new construction work, and put this into the most
effective and convenient shape for general distribu-

tion through the trade press and the special cam-

paign of literature reaching these trades, as will

be later referred to.

As he would be in touch with the latest prac-

tice in wiring and application of electrical devices,

he would take charge of keeping the lists of appli-

cations of electric current up to date and issue

them to the electrical trades and to the architects

and contractors.

His work w^ould put him in position to report

to the press bureau any interesting or novel appli-

cations of electric service ,which would be written

up and sent to the trade papers, reaching the

trade which would be interested.

Results.—As to the results secured, a summary
was made in December, 1906, which included re-

ports from 934 central stations, each one of which

had taken up (many for the first time) that year

some one of the following commercial activities:

Organized new-business department.

Put out or added solicitors.^

Began dircct-by-mail advertising.

Began newspancr advertising.

Increased their advertising appropriation.

Opened up display and demonstration rooms.

Hung out their own electric sign.

This amounted in the aggregate for 1906 to an

expenditure of $871,347.50, and with the reason-

able assumption that it has continued for the five
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iiiontlis of 1907, it would HOW aRKri^gate $1,234,-

408.95. Allowing -IS ce-nts ;i.s ;i liberal i;stimatc

of the cost of seciiiiriK a i6-caiullei>ower equiv-

alent of new or aiUleil business, this would result

in 3,74.1, i.ii i6-can(llepowcr equivalents, or 137,-

156.55 kilowatts.

.Assuming that this business was added to the

peak (or would eventually come to be), it would

have created at $100 per kilowatt a demand for

electrical and other apparatus and sujjplics aggre-

gating $13,715,655, whicli would directly accrue to

the benefit of the manufacturers, jobbers and con-

tractors and aggregate sales of electric current for

the central stations in the amonnt of $6,857,827.50.

Indicated by the barometer of incandescent-lamp

demand, it may be said that this co-operative move-
ment was started May 12, 1905, when the incan-

descent-lamp manufacturers appropriated the initial

$10,000 for its execution. The gain in lamp sales

for the country at large was five per cent, in 1904

over 1903; eight per cent.' in 1905 over 1904; 20

per cent, in 1906 over 1905, and so far this year

more than 25 per cent, over the corresponding

I'leriod of 1906.

With due rcgaril for the prosperous times which

we have enjoyed, here is a result which rightfully

must challenge your attention.

It has not been possible to get a complete tabu-

lation of the results, some of which have just

been indicated; and this should, therefore, be taken

as an offset in the interpretation of the results as

being traceable in a large degree to the co-opera-

tive movement. Viewed as a whole, the expendi-

tures incurred in relation to the business which

has been developed from the standpoint of the

manufacturers alone is but 0.004 Pcr cent, in

relation to the added business. If the result be

cut in two, it amounts to o.ooS per cent., or if one-

fourth, to 0.016 per cent.

Prominent men in all branches of the electrical

business freely concede that these results are

largely traceable to this co-operative movement,

and on the basis of the above percentages must

more than make good the third contention—that

per unit of time and money expended it demon-
strates itself to be a reinarkably efficient system

of creating and extending the business from the

standpoint of all branches of the trade.

I am neither desirous nor presumptuous enough

to credit myself individually with more than a

modest hand in bringing this about, for I think you

must perceive that it has rather been the resultant

eiTect of the idea of commercial co-operation here

presented working through considerable numbers
of other men.
When this proposition becomes understood on

its merits for what it is really worth it will be

discovered that we are simply making a practical

application of the tremendous force of co-operative

constructive work in the commercial field which

has already so largely been perfected in produc-

tion.

Special Points in the Organisation.—The co-

operative association through which it is proposed

to prosecute and extend this work differs essen-

tially from the prevailing association idea, in that

it is directly modeled on the corporation, with sal-

aried ofKcers and employes devoting their entire

time to it, with a board of directors of 27 from
all branches of the trade; similarly an executive

committee of seven and with co-operating commit-

tees from electrical associations of all kinds.

It amounts in fact to a corporation whose stock-

holders and members would comprise individuals,

firms, corporations, etc., directly or indirectly in-

terested in manufacturing, jobbing, contracting and
in the sale of electric current. The tremendous
commercial force which could be wielded by such

an organization as it gradually developed must be,

I think, apparent.

Conclusion.—In conclusion we have, I believe,

disclosed in this co-operative movement the thread

of an e>:isting but unrecognized principle of com-
mon commercial interests running throughout the

entire electrical business, which, with increasing

interest and co-operation already manifest, can be

woven by us all into a commercial cable of a

strength and efficiency not hitherto attained or

attainable along any other lines essentially dif-

ferent.

As in the field of science and invention as

applied to production the effort of the electrical

and mechanical engineer is directed to overcoming
the inertia loss and waste of inanimate matter, so

it seems to me it must be the serious duty and
business of the commercial engineers to turn their

attention to the reduction of the corresponding
loss, waste and friction of unrestricted competitive

distribution.

The task, as it has been mapped out, is too

large for any one or group of us to undertake.

It can only be accomplished through multiplying

our effective commercial power through co-opera-

tion. Its success, therefore, is contingent upon its

making a successful appeal to large numbers in

all branches of the business so that they will be
willing to equally share in the work and propor-
tionately in the results.

Electricity itself applied to communication and
transportation in the annihilation of time and dis-

tance has been and is the real instrument of all

closer commercial co-operation and association

upon which modern business development is based.

I submit to you, therefore, that we, of all nun,
who are its immediale <levotces, should be the

first to recognize ihc essential unity existing in

our own business, display our willingness to work
the problem out together and secure finally the tre-

mendous business benefits which surely nuist fol-

low.

The New Telephone BulldInK In In-

dianapolis.

The Central Union Telephone Company is pre-

paring to occupy its new building in Indianapolis.

The building is eight stories high and will be

made general head(|uarters for Ohio, Indiana and

Illinois, the Ihdiana division offices and the Indi-

anapolis exchange. Many up-to-date features have

been incorporated in the plans of the new building,

including hospital service, rest rooms, libraries,

lunch rooms, lockers, roof garden, etc. The entire

building will be used exclusively by the company,

except three stores on the ground floor. The build-

ing will supply its own heat, electric light and

water by a plant installed in the basement, the

water being pumped from deep wells.

,
The company handles from this point the or-

ganized Bell telephone business of Ohio, Indiana

and Illinois, with the exception of Chicago, Cleve-

land, Cincinnati and EvansviUe. In more than 300

cities and tow-ns in Central Union territory reg-

ular exchanges are operated, and the company's

long-distance wires reach several thousand villages

where toll stations are maintained. The year 1906

was a banner year in the telephone growth at

Indianapolis, the Central Union adding more than

4,000 telephones to its five exchanges in the city.

OENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS-
The Western Electric Telephone Company is

making improvements to its system at Mason City.

Iowa, which will cost about $75,000.

The Cimarron Valley Telephone Company of

Cimarron, N. M., will be incorporated with a cap-

ital of $100,000 by Charles Spring and others.

The Wisconsin Telephone Company is to erect

a building and put in a central-energy system at

Neenah, Wis. The improvements will cost about

$40,000.

The Lone Star Telephone Company of Wynoka.
Okla.. has made application for a charter. A. E.

Golden, M. A. Golden and Frank M. Critz are

interested.

The plan to send an investigating committee to

New York to consider the popularity of that city's

measured service and decide whether the flat rate

shall be continued in Chicago was rescinded by the

City Council this week. No further action on the

proposed ordinance was taken.

A merger of the New Brunswick and Central

Telephone companies of New Brunswick province,

Canada, has been completed. The president of the

united company is S. H. White, and Alfred Seeley

is secretary-treasurer. The headquarters of the

concern are at Fredericton, N. B.

The Supreme Court of Mississippi has handed

down a decision to the effect that the telephone

companies can condemn rights-of-way along the

railway lines for telephone lines. This case has

been fought by the Cumberland Telephone Com-
pany for some years, and the result is regarded

as a victory for the telephone interests.

The following-named telephone companies have

been incorporated recently: Ellsworth County Tele-

phone Company, Ellsworth, Kan.: Central Tele-

phone Company, Schuyler, Neb.; Farmers' Mutual

Independent Telephone Company, Grand Saline,

Texas ; Holt Union Telephone Company, Manitou,

Okla. ; Farmers' Independent Telephone Company,
Red Cloud, Neb.

The people of Durham, N. C, have carried be-

fore the State Corporation Commission the ques-

tion of the proposed increase of telephone rates.

The proposed rates are $3.50 for business houses

and $2.50 for residences. In accordance with evi-

dence produced it was declared that, prior to the

sale of the Interstate telephone exchanges, or a

majority of them, in the state, rates were much
less than at present in the town of Durham,
whence this complaint came.

The Providence Telephone Company of Provi-

dence, R. I., has beea given an exclusive franchise

in the city of Providence for six years, ending

December i, 1913. W^hen the ordinance was sent

to the mayor he vetoed it, but it was later passed

over his veto by the council. The passage of this

ordinance puts a stop to the agitation for an Inde-

pendent telephone franchise for at least six years.

The new ordinance carries- with it a revision of

existing telephone rates, making the new ser\'ice

considerably cheaper. Only 30 per cent of the stock

of this company is owned by the American Tele-

phone and Telegraph Company, and of the re-

mainder about 61 per cent, is held in Rhode Island.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Continental Europe.

Paris, June 28.—The rtiHjrt of the Franco-Swiss
Company, which is one of the large elcctricil syn-

dicates of the Continent, shows that it is in a

prosperous condition. One of the main enterprises

which is under the control of the syndicate is llie

Grenoble Light and Power Company, which is

carrying out oiierations in the Alpine region of
l-'rance, and controls a number of hydro-electric

plants and a large network of power lines. This
comi)any is capitalized at $2,00,000, and is con-
stantly increasing its pl.'int. Another large French
company which recently issued its report is the

Rhone Hydraulic Power Company. It is now pay-
ing a dividend of four per cent.. Instead of the

former three per cent.

A new form of telephone adapted for use with
a diver's helmet has been tried in France at the
government arsenal at Cherbourg. The diver can
exchange conversation with the boat, which will

be a great advantage over the usual system of
signaling by pulling on the rope. A double tele-

phone receiver of the strap form is placed on the

diver's head, and the proper connections for the
telephone wire arc made by a watertight plug
mounted on the outside of the helmet. The at-

tendant in the boat has a portable telephone set,

with dry battery. j
Switzerland is to have a new electric line which

will be of special benefit to tourists, as it will run
through one of the most picturesque regions of
the Bernese Oberland, which has been somewhat
inaccessible hitherto. A concession has been re-

cently asked for the new road, which \vill run from
Gstaad to Lauenen, through a valley surrounded
by mountain peaks and glaciers. Starting from
Gstaad, which is a station on the Montreux-
Bernese Oberland railroad, the road mounts, in a
rather steep grade, to the terminal point at Lauenen,
the length being about four miles. Direct current
will be used on the road, as is already employed on
the above-mentioned line, so that both roads can
be operated together without difficulty. The dif-

ference of altitude between the terminal points is

620 feet, with a mean grade of 30 per cent. Motor
cars on the trolley system will be used in this case
taking current from the Montboron hydraulic plant.

A sub-station will convert the alternating into direct

current. The estimated cost of the road is $200,000.

Bids have been asked for an electric road in

Switzerland which is to run between Fribourg and
the two localities of Planfayon and Pleitenried.

The limit for presenting the bids for the project
has now been increased to December 21, 1908.
There are three different forms of surface con-

tact tramway now in operation at Paris. These
are made necessary, as the trolley is not allowed
within the city limits, so that the electric tramway
lines are obliged to use the underground con-
duit- accumulator or surface-contact systems. The
Clairet surface-contact system is used upon a line

of considerable length which starts from Place de
la Trinite and runs through the northern suburbs
as far as Enghien. The Diatto system is in opera-
tion along the Seine, and the line runs into the
eastern suburbs, changing over to trolley, as is

the case with all the lines as soon as they pass the
city limits. A third system is the Dolter, which
is used upon a tramway line passing through the
Bois de Boulogne.

Hydro-electric affairs continue to be very active
in Norway, where it is proposed to make use of
the large amount of waterpower available. A large
syndicate known as the Hydro-electric Company
has made arrangements to utilize four lakes which
lie at an altitude higher than the Tinnsjo Lake, and
this will add to the volume of the latter to the
extent of 225 million cubic meters. Another large
company, the Rjukanfos Company, intends to raise
the height of the dam upon the Mjos stream by
six feet or more, and this will greatly increase the
natural reser\^oir of the same name, which is said
to be the largest existing at present. Some 800
million cubic meters will be added to it by this

means. In addition to this it is proposed to carry
out hydraulic work in the region lying to the east
of Telemarken, which is unrivaled in Europe for
such purposes.

A new telegraph line is shortly to be erected in

the south Algerian region, and the government de-
cided not long ago to increase the Beni Abbe's line

and extend it as far as Adrar in the Touat region.

The proposed line will be about 280 miles in
length and the estimated cost is $300,000.

A. DE C.

New England.

Boston, July' 6.—The official trip of inspection

over the new Worcester and Springfield "Trolley

Air Line was made July 1st. The road was opened
for public traffic on July 3d. It is planned at first

to make the trip in 3^ hours, but later it is

hoped that the running time may be reduced.

The Northern Construction Company of Hart-
ford, Conn., has filed a certificate of incorporation.

The capital stock is to be $75,000, and the di-

rectors named are G. Richard Nichols and W.
Evans Smith of Philadelphia, and Arthur Perkins

of Hartford. The purpose of the company is to
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construct electric railways, dams and sluices and

to build engines, boilers and other appliances for

the generation of power.
The arbitrators recently appointed by the niaj'^or

of the city of Boston to determine the cost of the

electric arc lights supplied and to be supplied to

the city by the Edison Illuminating Company for

the period ending February 20, 1909, report that

the company has received too much already and
must refund to the city 4.6 per cent, of all the

money paid from August 20, 1906, to July i, 1907,

and that the price for lighting the city shall, for

the remainder of the period, be lowered by 4.6

per cent, from the present rate. The total saving

to the city is $43,250 for the 2V2 years.

The electrification of the steam tracks of the*

Middletown and Meriden branch of the Hartford
division of the New York, New Haven and Hart-
ford Railroad has been completed and a trial car

has been run over the route. Regular service will

be begim in a few days.

The New York, New Haven and Hartford Rail-

road Company has just installed an electric crane

which promises immediate improvement in the

handling of heavy freight. The crane commands
two freight tracks for a distance of 200 feet and
a paved wa^' between them of the same length and

30 feet wide. There are four electric controllers,

one for the gantry movement on the foundation.

Another controls the trolley on the top girders

which carry the hoists from side to side. The
third controls the main hoist, while the fourth

controls the small quick-acting hoist, which has a

capacity of five tons. The main hoist will take

care of the heavy loads. It can lift 35 tons and
is operated by the best of Plows steel-wire cables,

working with lO strands over five movable pulleys.

Power is supphed through a three-phase trolley

system, the wire cables for this being adjusted on
poles along the one side of the crane and at top

level. B.

New York.
New York City. July 6.—Shortly after noon on

July 1st the five commissioners who will form the

Public Utilities Commission of the First District

were sworn in and immediatelj'^ after luncheon
started on a tour of inspection, visiting the gas

inspector's office, the gas commissioners" office, the

rapid-transit commissioners" office and the railroad

commissioners' office. At each office the official

documents and other paraphernalia were officially

turned over to Chairman Wilcox. Until further

notice the Utilities Commission will make its head-

quarters at 320 Broadway.
For the purpose of systemizing the work, each

member was assigned some particular line of duty.

Travis H. Whitney of the Citizens" Union has

been selected for the position of secretary of the

commission, and Chief Engineer George S. Rice has

been asked to continue temporarily in charge of

the engineering staff.

Commissioner Bassett gave out a statement to

the press that the members of the commission were
going to put in a very strenuous summer and
disregard the question of vacations. To this end
the signboard on the doors of the new commission
reads, "Public Service Commission. First District.

Office hours, 8 a. m. to 11 p. m." It is expected
that the office will be open every day in the year,

including Sundays and holidays. Complaints can
be made at any time, and all accidents must be
reported to the commission without delay. During
the week an extraordinary number of complaints
and inquiries was received, and it would appear
that, for the present, three meetings a day will be
required in order to cope with the present con-

dition of affairs.

The Up-State Commission also met on July ist

and spent a long day "looking over the ground."
Several meetings have been held, with a view to

perfecting an organization which can handle the
various commissions which the Utilities Commis-
sion replaces. The offices will also be open from
8 a. m. till 11 p. m., as is required by the utilities

law, and it is probable that the force will be di-

vided into '"shifts." Commissioner Stevens has
been appointed chairman, but no selection has yet

been announced as to secretary or counsel. A
large number of applications which were made to

the old boards have been turned over to the new
commission, among these about 58 applications to

eliminate grade crossings.

Although the board has not been in session a
week, there seems to be a sentiment that the
third-tracking of the "L" roads is the quickest
method of relieving the present congestion, espe-
cially on the East Side, and it is reported that the
Belmont-Ryan fight will be renewed to get the
commission to pass upon this work, which was
refused them by the old board. Mr. Bchr, the
inventor of the monorail system, has again made
application to the new commission for a franchise
to build his line to Coney Island.

Nelson P. Lewis, chief engineer of the Board of
Estimates, has made a report to the mayor on the
condition of the tunnels between Manhattan and
Brooklyn. Mr. Lewis reports a considerable vari-
ation from the true grade line in the north tube,
in one nlacc as much as 23 inches too low, while
the maximum distance above grade was found to
be ic'/ inches. The .south tube he finds better,
there hiring only five inches variation above and

below grade. Flattening occurred in both tubes
and was especially noticeable where there were
sharp edges in the grade lines, and occurs mostly
in the land sections. He also reports that by far

the greatest number of broken plates occurred on
the Brooklyn land section of both tubes, where
the material was coarse sand and gravel, and the

tubes were wholly or in part above water, which
would indicate that the cracking was not due to

the inability of the tubes to retain their proper
functions after they were in position, but to the

stresses to which they were subjected by the
irregular course of the shield when it departed
from the proper grade line and in the effort to

bring it back to grade after such departure. To
conclude, he states that "the experimental opera-
tion of trains which will precede the opening of

the tunnel to the public travel will demonstrate
its entire safety." Closely following Mr. Lewis'
report came the assurance that the air pressure
in the tubes will be withdrawn about August ist

and that the public may expect to have through
service by October ist.

Certificates of extensions of the Long Island
Railroad were filed with the secretary of state and
call for the extension of the Huntington Railroad
from the terminal of the road at the Long Island
Railroad tracks near the station at Huntington,
thence to Babylon, and to Amityville, a distance

of 15.53 miles. The Ocean Electric Railway plans

several extensions to its present system at Rocka-
way Park, L. I. A certificate of merger of the

New York and Long Beach Railroad Company
with the Long Island Railroad Company has also

been filed with the secretary.

The New York City Railway Company has noti-

fied Coroner AcretilH that henceforth in cases of
homicide charged against its motormen when cars
kill people the limit of bail will be $2,500. The
company stated that it would apply for writs of
habeas corpus, and in the event of that failing

will leave the motormen in jail until they are
either discharged or convicted. E. H. S.

Ohio.

Toledo, July 6.—The Lake Shore Electric has
finally secured its right-of-way for double track
from Fremont to Toledo. At the present time the
road runs on a public highway, but before long
a track will be built on the new private right-of-

way.
Two electric railroads are having a great race

over the entrance into Hicksville. The cause of
the strife is the fact that the first road that ^tis

its grade into Hicksville will get a $3,000 bonus in

that city, and the first rpad running cars in that

city will get another $3,000. The two competing
roads are the proposed Morgan road from Fort
Wayne, and the Defiance. Hicksville and Fort
Wayne Railway Company.

Since acquiring the city lines at Lima, the Schoepf
syndicate has announced its intention to erect a
$50,000 building and station on the public square.

Plans and specifications are about completed for
the electric arches soon to be installed along the
public square in Mansfield.

Rev. A. B. Stuber of North Ridge, Lorain
County, has organized a suburban road known as

South Lorain and Eastern Traction Company.
There is at present no street-railway line within
three miles of his church. Father Stuber, who is

president of the road, asked the Cuyahoga County
Commission for the franchise last week.
A meeting of the stockholders of the Bruce

Electric Company will be held July 30th in Colum-
bus, Ohio, for the purpose of voting on the propo-
sition to surrender the charter and abandon the
corporate authority of the concern. The notices
are signed by Frank L. Lindenberg, Robert L.

Bruce, Fred Vercoe, Q. N. McDonald and W. A.
Hopkins of the company.
The Globe Electrical Company of Dayton, Ohio,

was incorporated with a capital of $200,000. E, P.

Matthews, C F. Bual, O. H. Hutchings, J. C
Jones and T. C. Swisher are the incorporators.
Formal announcement was made in Cincinnati

last week that the Columbia Gas and Electric
Company will erect in that city another office build-
ing which will be a twin to the enormous building
to be erected in Cleveland. H. L. S.

Michigan.
Grand Rapids, July 6.—The Michigan Power

Company of Lansing is enlarging the old Piatt

plant on Grand River and preparing to increase

the amount of power which it can furnish. The
company is now operating the concessions at

Waverly Park, a street-railway amusement park
near Lansing. A new survey has been made of
the water rights on the Rifle River in Oscoda
County, and it is said that capital is secured for

a big ix>wcr plant.

New dynamos and generators have been installed

in the plant of the Citizens" Manufacturing Com-
pany at Standish. The company will light the city.

The Stover dam, which furnishes power for

the electric-light plant at Mancelona, has gone out
and the city is in darkness until it can be rebuilt.

Plans for the building of an electric road from
Bay City to Caro, Bad Axe, Harbor Beach and
Port Austin have I)een revived by the sale of the

old Bay City and Caro franchise. It is said a bond
issue has been arranged. By the terms of the
franchise cars must be in operation January i,

1908, but the Bay City Council has extended the
franchise for one year.

Failing to secure an interchange of freight with
steam roads out of Chicago, pending a ruling on
an appeal to the Interstate Commerce Commission,
the Grand Rapids, Holland and Chicago Railway
will accept freight for points out of Chicago and
transport to that city by boat at steam-road rates
from Grand Rapids. Arrangements have been made
for a pro-rata distribution with the Graham and
Morton Transportation Company of the differential
against Chicago.
The Michigan United and Detroit United electric

railways are now handling express for the United
States Express Company and making connections
with the Pere Marquette and the Ann Arbor rail-

roads for points east and south. L. W. B.

Illinois.

Peoria, July 6.^—The secretary of state has li-

censed the Cairo Terminal Traction Company to
incorporate, with the principal office in Cairo. The
road is to be built from Cairo to the north line

of Pulaski County, Illinois. Incorporators and
first board of directors are L. E. Fischer of Dan-
ville, who is the general manager of the Illinois

Traction Companv, Dan Hogan of Mound City
and W. S. Dewey, D. H. Sawley and H. F. Vogel,
all of Cairo.

The law making a two-cent-a-mile rate the legal
amount to be charged by all the steam roads, which
went into effect the first of the month, does not
apply to the electric interurbans now running in

the state, according to a decision of the state

board. This is the figure the electric roads have
been basing their rates upon. No falling off of
travel has been noticed by the roads. Holiday
excursion rates for the Fourth were annulled, the
rate of two cents a mile being a fare and one-
third, based upon the old rate of three cents a
mile.

The Illinois Traction Company has just gotten
out a new folder covering the lines now operated
and giving all the time-tables and such other in-

formation as might be useful to the traveling public.

A petition was introduced into the City Council
of Pekin at the last meeting, asking that the Peoria
Railway Terminal Company be asked to extend
its tracks in that city and give the city local

street-car service. The Terminal company will soon
make application to the council for a franchise.
It will also ask the City Council of Peoria for
a franchise to give an entrance to the city.

The Peoria Gas and Electric Company will let

the contract on July 15th for the new under-
ground work it will put in this year. The in-

tention is to put all its wires- underground in the
fire Hmits of the city. The company will construct
about 30,000 duct-feet this year at an estimated
cost of $100,000, the whole system as now planned
to cost in the neighborhood of $300,000 when com-
pleted.

The DeKalb, S^'camore and Interurban Traction
Company has certified to the secretary of state to

an increase of capital from $100,000 to $1,500,000.
Many difficulties have been encountered in the

construction of the Mackinaw-Lincoln line of the
Illinois Traction Company. The original intention
was to run through the town of Mackinaw, but
on account of the elevation on which the town
lies it has been decided to go around or a little

to the west of the town. V. N.

Indiana.

Indianapolis, July 6.—Service on the new ex-
tension of the Fort Wayne and Wabash Valley
Traction line, between Logansport and Lafayette,
was commenced July ist. There will be two cars
each way per day until August ist, when an
hourly service will be inaugurated.
The first car to run over the new Indianapolis.

Crawfordsville and Western Traction Company,
commonly known as the "Bcn-Hur" route, arrived
in Indianapolis July ist. In the car were Presi-
dent A. E. Reynolds. Vice-president Eli Baker and
several directors of the company. Regular hourly
service will be inaugurated July loth.

Regular service over the Indianapolis and West-
ern traction line between Indianapolis and Green-
castle, by way of Danville, was inaugurated July
3d. The new terminal station at Greencastle has
been completed.
A record-breaking Fourth of July crowd was

handled at the Traction Terminal Station, Indi-

anapolis, at least 30,000 people being bnniglit in

over the interurban lines, against 10,000 handled
I3y the steam lines.

Complaint has been made to the Indianapolis
Board of Public Safety by Inisiness men and resi-

dents of tfie streets upon which the interurban
cars enter the city, stating that they are running
their cars at a speed that endangers the lives of
persons in the slreels. They also object to the

strong headlights being used within the city limits.

Additional ground adjoining the Indianapolis
Traction Terminal Company's station has been se-

cured by Ihe company, and in a short time the
terminal station will be enlarged so as to cover
the entire half of a city block. Additional train
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sht'ds will Ik- i-nnslruclc(l and an express niTicc

aiui aildilioiial freiKlil terminal station, in order to

acc'ipniniodale the increasiiij^ business.

Afttr being bebl np for six niontbs, llie fran-

cbise for ibe Indianapolis, Colinnbns and Sonlhern
'rraclioM Company to operate on Set'ond Street, in

Columbus, has been RraiUed by the City Council

Ity ;i vole of four to three. The traction company
is completiuu- a comfortable station in the city and
diiiiiK everylhinff else for the convenience of liie

traveling public. The citizens opposed the council

denying' the franchise any longer.

l-'ifty-t\vo iirown County farmers have donated
riglUs-of-way to the Grand Central Traction Com-
pany, whicli proposed to build a line from Indi-

anapolis- to Vincennes by way of Rrown County.
So anxious are the farmers for the road that they

Iiave placed $10,000 on deposit in the Nashville

Hank to he used in aid of the construction of the

line. There is much tunneling to do. and the

hills of Brown County wi!l make the construction

of the road somewhat expensive.

A petition has been filed with the Bo.ird of
Public Works and City Council of Terre Haute
by the Terre Haute and Mcrom Traction Company
to enter the city. The company proposes to build

a line between Terre Haute and Mcrom, a dis-

tance of iS miles.

The new ii-hour schedules for the car men of

the Evansville electric railway were put in effect

July 2d. At the same time the operation of cars

around the new loop in the city began. It is

understood that the new schedules, which grew
out of the late strike, are satisfactory to the car

men.
The Bedford Light, Heat and Power Company

has increased the number of directors from three
to seven and has issued bonds to retire the pre-

ferred stock.

During an electric storm June 29th lightning

struck the power house of the Toledo and Chicago
Interurban Company at Kendallville. putting one
turbine out of commission dnd delaying traffic for

some time.

According to information, a new natural-gas ter-

ritory has been discovered on the Biirns farm
near Bridgeport, a few miles north of Vincennes.
The several wells tliat have been brought in are
proving to be gushers. The capitalists are flocking

to the field, and all Southern Indiana is rejoicing

at the prospect of a season of natural gas. S. S.

Northwestern States.

Minneapolis, July 6.—The Great Northern Power
Company of Duluth. Minn., has completed the

construction of its new concrete dam across Beaver
River. The dam is 800 feet long and 14 feet high

and will form a reser\-oir for the power dam on
the St. Louis River.

The Keokuk, New London and Columbus Junc-
tion Interurban Railway Company proposes to build

a trolley line from Keokuk to Columbus Junction.

Iowa. Theo. A. Craig of Keokuk is secretary of

the company.
The Crab Orchard (Neb.) Electric Company will

increase its capital to $5,000.

Jos. A. Bortenlanger of Glenwood, Iowa, has ap-
plied for an electric-light franchise at Plattsmouth,
Neb. -

Clarence Miller of Osceola has purchased the

electric-light plant at Shelby, Neb.
Work has been started on the new street-railway

system at Mankato, Minn.
The American Motor Car Interurban Railway

Company has filed articles of incorporation at Ce-
dar Rapids, Iowa. The first line to be built will -

be from Waterloo to Muscatine or Davenport, with
a branch from Independence to Belle Plaine. These
lines will be operated by self-propelled motor cars.

The Madison and Interurban Traction Company
has been succeeded by the Southern Wisconsin
Traction and Light Company. The change is one
of name only. R.

Pacific Slope.

San Francisco, July 3.—The strike situation is

improving to all appearances. Onh' about 3,000 men
remain out on strike, and the places of most of
these have been filled. The California Cable Rail-
road Compan\' has resumed the operation of its

cable cars eastward on California Street, with ex-
ception of five blocks, where alterations in the
grade are being made. The service on Hyde and
O'Farrell streets is being maintained with four
cars. Overtures have been made to Patrick Cal-
houn, president of the United Railroads of San
Francisco, during the past week, looking toward a
settlement of the street-railway strike, which has
alrriost been lost by the unions. The heads of the
Building Trades Council, Labor Council and other
bodies representative of union labor, were included
in the committee, the members of which were
received by Mr. Calhoun as individuals. He still

refuses to recognize the president of the Carmen's
Union, although it is considered very likely that
he would recognize a union to be formed out of
the present force of about 1,000 employes and such
of the members of the old union as would leave
that organization and secure employment with the
company as individuals. Many express wagons are
still running, with union men, and their sympa-

thizers as passengers, but the muuber of persons
riding ou the cars is iiicreasiiiK every week.

The United Water and Power Company of Cal-
forni.'i. arlieles of incorporation for which have
been filed, purposes to construct a water-supply
system and an electric power-lransnli^sion line from
the mountains lo .San Francisco. The capital stock
is placed at $2,500,000.

The City Council rtf Oakland, Cal.. has awarded
the electric lighting of the streets and public liuild-

ings to the Oakh'ind (las, Light and Heat Com-
pany for an additional year. A large number of

arc lights are used in the city and outlying dis-

tricts. Many lriple-glo!)e incandescent boulevard
lamps are used on the principal business streets

and reaching out along the shore of Lake Mcrritt.
The City Council of North Hend. Ore., has

granted a 30-year franchise to the Hewitt- Bell-

Simpson syndicate for construction and operation
of a gas and electrical plant.

The Forest Service has granted a permit to

the Southern Pacific Company, of Kentucky, lo

construct a dam and power house in the Cascade
Forest Reserve, conduit to be 1.62 miles long and
power-house site to be five acres, for purpose of
generating power for commercial use. This power
development in tlie state of Oregon is understood
lo be intended for use in connection with the trains

to be operated by electricity on some of the South-
ern Pacific lines running out of Portland, Ore.
Late advices from Ruskin, B. C, say that the

Great Northern will be operating its trains by
electricity before the end of 1909. An electric

power plant is being built on Stave River, 35
miles from Vancouver, with an ultimate capacity

of 100.000 horsepower or more. The river runs
through a canyon at the lower end of which a

dam will be built. Besides supplying power for

the Great Northern, the promoters of the project

expect to furnish power for commercial purposes
in Puget Sound cities.

Application has been made for a franchise by
the Northern California Development Company for

a double-track belt line electric railway to extend
entirely around the city of Redding, Cal., with
the necessary cross-town lines.

Sealed proposals have been received at the office

of Owen Woods, commissioner of the Board of
Public Works in Tacoma, Wash., for the supply
and erection of an electric power plant having
a capacity of not less than 4,000 kilowatts. At
present the principal supply of current for the use
of the municipal electric-Hghting sj^stem is pur-
chased from an outside electric-transmission com-
pany, operating hydro-electric plants some distance

from the city. The plant which it is proposed to

erect in Tacoma is to comprise not more than
four main units and also one motor-generator set
All machines are to be two-phase, 6o-cycle. By
whatever power it is proposed to operate, the cor-

responding bid includes every cost. In comparing
efficiencies, coal is figured at $4.50 per long ton
at Tacoma. and oil at $1 per barrel. Each pro-
posal was required to state the cost of adding one
main unit to the plant figured on. Prooosals were
required to- include the services of an operating
engineer for one year. A.

PERSONAL.
Mr. Fred M. Feiker of the General Electric

Company, with headquarters at Schenectady, was
a visitor in Chicago last weeek.

F. W. Brown, until recently with the Pere Mar-
quette and Michigan Central railroads in Lansing,
Mich., has been appointed general passenger agent

of the Michigan United Railways (electric), with
headquarters at Battle Creek.

C. W. Humphrey, formerly of the Northern Colo-
rado Power Company and the Denver Gas and
Electric Company as consulting engineer, has re-

cently opened an office in the Rookery Building,

Chicago, as a consulting and designing engineer.

- Prof. Alexander Graham Bell has arrived at his

summer residence at Baddeck, C. B., and has re-

sumed his experiments with kites designed to sup-
port a man in the air. Professor Bell says that

he expects to be able to make a practical demon-
stration in aerial navigation by August.

C. A. Hoppin has accepted a position with the

Peoria Gas and Electric Company of Peoria, 111.,

as chief engineer of the electric-light plant. The
position is a new one. Mr. Hoppin is a graduate
of the Lhiiversity of Illinois and received his prac-

tical training at the Allis-Chalmers w^orks in Mil-
waukee.

Ralph D. Mershon sailed on July 2d on the

Cunard steamer Coronia for England on his way
to South Africa, in connection with the work of

the Victoria Falls Power Company. Mr. Mershon
expects to be absent from this country about 100
days. He will meet in South Africa a number of
the directors and officials of the Victoria Falls

Power Company and Mr. Arthur Wright of Lon-
don, who is directly responsible for the engineering
of the steam stations which the pow-er company
is said to be installing on the Rand. Mr. Mershon
will be in consultation relative to the location of
the steam stations and to the local distributing

circuits therefrom. He will go- from Johannesburg

lo Vieloria F.ills, passing on the way ihrough the

country in which will be located the transmission
line from Victoria Fall» lo Johanucsljurg and the
Witwatersrand.

Mr. D. N. Warwick, manager of the commercial
<lcparlment of the San Antonio (Tex.) Gas and
ICleeiric Company, is spen<ling his vacation in Chi-
cago and vicinity. Me was formerly of Chicago and
has many friends and acquaintances among the cen-
tral-station companies of the North, many of whom
he will visit before returning. Mr, Warwick is

an aggressive conmiercia! manager and his ad-
vanced ideas have aided in making San Antonio
one of the best liglited cities of the Southwest.
His company has installed a large number of the
latest currenl-consHn-j'ng devices and carries a large
motor load.

Nikola 'I'csia writes to the New York Times
under date of July 2d to say that he is receiving
many notices and inquiries on the subject of Mar-
tian signaling, mentioned in his letter in the Times
of Sunday. June 23d. He refers those who have
taken occasion to comment on this feature of the
letter to his recent article in The Harvard Illus-

trated Magazine, which is all he cares to say now
despite ''tauntings and temptations." For particu-
lar reasons, he says, that he reserves his full

technical report, descriptive of the apparatus and
results for the records of old institutions—acad-
emies of science—of which he- is an honorary mem-
ber.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Brookficld (Mo.) Electric Light Company

has suffered a severe fire loss.

Bonds have been voted for extending the clcc-

tric-Iight plant in Tecumseh, Neb.

John Absher and associates are about to put in

an electric-light plant in Armour, S. D.

John A. Showen has purchased the Stanberry
(Mo.) electric-light plant at a cost of $18,000.

The Warrensburg (Mo.) Light and Power Com-
pany has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$50,000.

The Rockdale (Texas) Water and Light Com-
pany has been incorporated with a capital of

$50,000.

The Warrensburg (Mo.) Light and Power Com-
pany has succeeded to the business of the Mag-
nolia Light, Heat and Power Company.

W. E. Lyons of Kansas City, Mo., who lias sold

his ice-manufacturing business, is applying for an

electric-light franchise in Kansas City and Kansas
City, Kan.

A municipal electric-light plant will be erected

for the town of Franklin, La. This town is one

of the oldest settlements in that part of the coun-

try. The plant will be of sufficient capacity to fur-

nish electric light to the 4,000 or more inhabitants

and electric power to several sawmills and sugar

refineries. In addition, there will be a street-light-

ing system of 25 arc lights and 40 incandescents.

Heine boilers, Harrisburg steam engines and Fort

Wayne electric apparatus will be used. The plant

is expected to be in operation early during the

coming fall. The plans and specifications were
prepared by Warren B. Re'ed, a consulting engi-

neer of New Orleans. The complete contract is in

the hands of Muralt & Co. of New York.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Articles of incorporation have been filed with

the county clerk at Reno, Nev., by the Interurban

Electric Railroad Company, with a capital stock

of $100,000. Several citizens of Reno will sub-

scribe to build a scenic parte on a tract of land

south of the city, owmed by the Interurban Heights

Company.

An all-round increase of 4H cents per hour has

been granted by the British Columbia Electric

Street Railroad Company to all its motormen and
conductors in Vancouver, Victoria and New West-
minster. The pay varies from 20 cents peV hour
for the first six-months' men to 31^ cents per

hour to those over 10 years in the service. The
men had asked for from 24 to 35 cents.

An extension of 50 da^-s' time has been granted

by the Chicago City Council to the various factions

of the Chicago LTnion Traction -Company in which
to complete the turning of their properties over

to the Chicago Railways Company, so that the

traction settlement ordinance may be accepted. It

is understood that sufficient stock has been depos-

ited to make the transfer and that the plan of

reorganization is satisfactory, but several legal

matters still remain for final adjustment.

Frank Gavitt of Whiting, Ind., has been granted

a franchise for street-railway lines on Broadw-ay,

Fifth Avenue and Eleventh Avenue, Gary, Ind.,

in the face of efforts of the United States Steel

Corporation to extend its control over public utili-

ties of the towp. The franchise extends over a

term of 50 years and provides cars shall be in

operation inside of tw^o years. Four other persons

were seeking to secure the franchise. Col. A.

Murphy headed a delegation of residents who urged
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the trustees to grant the franchise to the company
makmg- the best offer. The Gavitt syndicate offered

eight rides for 25 cents and agreed to pay five

per cent, of its earnings to the city.

It is, reported that American interests are planning

tlie construction of the proposed high-speed
_
electric

railway between Budapest and Vienna, which will

cost about $25,000,000. A third-rail system controlled

by a Detroit company may be used. Starting from
an underground station under the Rokus Hospital,

in Budapest, the line will cross the Danube between
Kaposztasmegyer and Bekasmegyer, and then pro-

ceed along the right bank of the Danube, crossing

that river again in a direct line from Komaron,
and entering Austrian territory at Deveny. After
leaving Deveny the railway will cross the Danube
once more between Grosz Entersdorf and Frende-
nau, and will terminate at the Karlsplatz, Vienna.
The road will be 160 miles long, and some of the

trains may make the run in two hours, or in

half the time consumed by the Hungarian state

steam road now operating between the Hungarian
and Austrian capitals.

POWER TRANSMISSION^
The contracts which have been closed with the

United States government for the waterpower for

the generating of electric current for the big

chlorination process mill in the Wonder mining
district of Nevada provide for 2,000 horsepower
throughout the year and 4,000 horsepower from
March 15th to September 14th of each year. The
water will be 'obtained from the 125-foot waterfall

on Carson River, about 16 miles from Fallon.

At this point three-phase generators driven by
turbine wdieels will be installed. The electric power
will be transmitted 35 miles.

PUBLICATIONS.
The July number of Lux, a small magazine

published by the Nernst Lamp Company, has, as

usual, a large variety of good reading on the sub-

ject of correct lighting.

The latest edition of Fortschritte der Elektro-

technik, a quarterly record of the advance in elec-

trotechnics. published by Julius Springer in Berlin,

contains a complete' comprehensive account of'

the progress of the art during the third quarter

of 1906. Topics relating to the various branches
of the electrical industry are classified with German
thoroughness.

The Fort Wayne Electric Works has just issued

three new bulletins, handsomely illustrated and
containing some of the latest information on the

subjects treated. Bulletin No. 1094 goes into the

details and advantages of the company's belted

direct-current generators, type LF. Bulletin No.
1095 treats exhaustively of enclosed alternating-

current multiple arc lamps, and bulletin No. 1096
has to do with the interesting line of type A
transformers.

The Warren Electric Manufacturing Company
of Sandusky, Ohio, has issued an interesting bulle-

tin, No. 30, on revolving-field alternators. Some
excellent illustrations of the machines are given.

In the electrical field the name Warren has become
associated with the well-known inductor-type alter-

nator, which for the last 10 years has held a lead-

ing position among users of alternating-current ap-

paratus, but to meet a demand that exists for a

lighter weight machine, this company has brought
.out a complete line of belt-driven waterwheel-type

and direct-connected engine-type revolving-field al-

ternators. These machines are made in either sin-

gle phase, two phase or three phase, and, owing to

the spacing of the coil slots, the same frame can

be used for any phase desired by changing the

armature coils. For example, if a customer pur-
chases a single-phase 85-kilowatt alternator, he can

at any time convert it into a lOO-kilowatt two or

three phase, by merely changing the armature coils.

The Oerlikon Compaiiy of Zurich, Switzerland,

is sending out a number of handsomely illustrated

pamphlets descriptive of its electrical products.

One of these is devoted to a device for decom-
posing water electrolytically on a commercial scale.

One cubic yard of hydrogen and half as much
ox3'gen are obtained by the expenditure of 4^/2

kilowatt-hours. The machines are made in several

sizes, the largest being capable of disassociating

about 79 pounds of water per hour. The gases
produced are very pure, and may be obtained at

comparatively high pressures.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
The annual convention of the American Street

and Interurban Railway Engineering Association
will be held at Atlantic City, N. J., during the
week beginning -October 14th. Data sheets have
been sent to general managers and engineers, with
the request that they be filled out, giving accounts
of the work done in maintenance and inspection of

electrical equipment. As usual, the "Question Box"
will be valuable in bringing many miscellaneous
matters before the. convention. S. W. Mower, gen-
eral manager Southwestern Traction Cornpany, Lon-
don, Ont., and the secretary and treasurer of the
association, writes that this will be the greatest
street-railway convention the world has ever known,
and urges all electric-railway men to make other
plans secondary to attending it.

TELEGRAPH.
The Western Union Telegraph Company is get-

ting ready to open up business on the Colorado
Southern Railroad. A force of workmen is now
engaged west of Baton Rouge, La., putting up the

poles. The workmen have had a difficult time in

some places erecting the poles, and have been
forced to work in water waist deep in pushing the

construction of the line. The Western Union com-
pany will also build a line on the Southern Pacific

Railroad from Lafayette to Baton Rouge.

The Dean Rapid Telegraph Company of Kansas
City, Mo., has been organized to introduce a system
of high-speed telegraphy invented by Robert L.

Dean. Using a machine with a key'board similar

to a typewriter, the sending operator first prepares
a perforated' strip which is fed into the trans-

mitting apparatus. This sends the message over
the wire to a receiving device which makes a

record to be read at leisure. Actual transmission
over the wire may be accomplished at a rate of
over 1,000 words a minute, it is said. A metallic

circuit was first necessary, but the company says

that the system has lately been operated with a

grounded return on a 900-mile line.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The taxpayers of Medicine Hat, Alb., have voted

favorably on a by-law to provide $50,000 for a

fire-alarm system.

The United States Geological Survey announces
preliminary statistics of the production- of minerals
in the L^nited States in 1906 as follows, the quan-

tity and values being given : Pig iron, 25,307,191
long tons, $505,700,oop; aluminum, 14,910,000 pounds,
$4,262,286; Portland cement, 46,463,424 barrels, $52,-

446,186; natural cement, 4,055,797 barrels, $2,423,-

170; sheet mica, 1,423,100 pounds, $252,248; scrap
mica, 1,489 short .tons, $22,742; nickel, cobalt,

molybdenum, titanium, uranium, vanadium and
tantalum, $64,660 ; tungsten, ^393,667.

TRADE NEWS.
The Lord Electric Company of New York an-

nounces the recent removal of its office, factory and
construction department to 213 West Fortieth

Street, New York city. In the new ' location the

company is in better condition than ever before
to take care of the wants of its customers.

BUSINESS.
The Monarch Telephone Manufacturing Company

of Chicago has just installed a 600-line magneto-
multiple switchboard at Robinson, 111., for the

Crawford County Mutual Telephone Company. The
installation was in charge of Mr.- F. J. Travis.

Queen & Co., Philadelphia, Pa., manufacturers^

of scientific instruments, have published a large

hanger illustrating their testing sets. The tests

executed by the sets illustrated include measuring
resistances, measuring insulation resistances, com-
paring electromotive forces, checking up voltmeters,

checking up ammeters, measuring battery resistance,

testing out grounds, etc. Queen & Co. will be

pleased to send one of these hangers to anyone
interested.

The Boston cable clip consists merely of two
pieces of steel wire and a' strap of sheet zinc,

eliminating rivets, pins or buttons and consequently

breakage from these sources. It is adjustable to

different sizes of cable, the straps being furnished
in different lengths. Being wholly adjusted by
hand, it is more easily and firmly attached than
any form demanding the use of pliers. This sim-

ple and strong clip is illustrated and described in

a little folder just issued by the Chase-Shawmut
Company of Newburyport, Mass., the sole manu-
facturer.

It is learned through General Manager J. M.
KarthoU that the largest business in its history

is at present being enjoyed by the Reliance In-

strument Company, 60-68 West Van Buren Street,

Chicago, which has recently doubled its floor

space. Besides manufacturing the "Reliance" volt

and ammeters and doing extensive repair work on
meters and spark coils, the company devotes con-

siderable time to the building to order of lines

of special apparatus. Energ\', good faith and con-
scientious work are apparently the keynotes of the

company's success.

The Edison Manufacturing Company of Orange,
N. J., quotes from a letter from Mr. James Craig,

the owner of the winning boat in the recent race

from New York to Bermuda, as follows : "You
will no doubt be interested to know that the Ailsa

Craig (winner of the James Gordon Bennett Cup),
for race from New York to Bermuda, was equipped
with your Edison V-tj'pe cells and spark coil, and
they served the purpose properly." The Edison
Company thinks that if a battery has any weak-
nesses, a run of 771 mileS' is pretty sure to expose
them. The Edison Manufacturing Company has
some booklets on the battery problem, which can
be secured for the asking.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT
Issued (United States Patent Office) July z, igoj.

RECORD.

^z^^3^3- Telephone Exchange. Clarence A. Ander-
son, Lindsborg, Kan. Application filed May
18, 1903.

Switching is accomplished by electrical impulses in one
direction, while those in the reverse dicection effect con-
trol and release.

358,377. Electromagnetic Register. Isidor Fluegel-

man, Philadelphia, Pa, Application filed June
7, 1906.

An armature attracted by an electromagnet operates
a pawl engaging the ratclv::t wheel of a mechanical
counter,

858.391. Primary Battery, Charles E.. Hite, Bur-
lington, N, J,, assignor to the Hite Electric

Company. Application filed December 23, 1905.

This primary cell is divided at its upper cxicnsion irito

a number o£ compartments open at the bottom and top,
the space beneath them forming a reservoir, from which
fresh electrolyte is conducted to take the place of ex-
hausted fluid.

858.392. Primary Battery. Charles E. Hite, Bur-
lington, N. J., assignor to the Hite Electric

Company- Application filed December 28, 1905.

A number of pairs of electrodes are packed in porous
depolarizing material, the whole forming with thi* porous
coating a i>olid block through which the electrolyte per-
c/jlates.

858,399, Controller, Michael Kelly, Hammond, Ind.,

assignor to Frank S. Bctz, Chicago, 111. Appli-
cation filed September 22, 1906.

The controller comprises a base, resistance coils and a

series of contact members, and is apparently designed to

control' therapeutic currents.

858,400. Electric-furnace Process. Franz von Kii-

gelgen and George O. Seward, Holcombs Rock,
Va. Application filed January 31, 1905.

The method consists in electrolyzing a pyro-conductive
electrolyte by passing through it from a solid electrode
in contact with it a current sufficient to maintain it

NO. 858, .100.—ELECTHIC FUKNACK.

molten, and cooling the electrode sufficiently to cause a
portion of the electrolyte to be chilled in a protective
but conducting coating thereon so that it becomes the
working electrode, (See cut on next page.)

858,425. Method of Control for Electric Motors.
Norman W. Storer, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to

the Wcstinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, Pittsburg, Pa, Application filed July
24, 1905.

This method of operating a number of electric motors
consists in first connecting them in series and then in par-
allel, preventing the current supplied to the motors from
'Exceeding a predetermined amount regardless of their
circuit relations, and preventing a change in the cir-

cuit relations of the motors from series to parallel

when the current exceeds a value less than the aforesaid
amount. (See cut.)

858,454. Telephone System. Edwin B. Heaford,
Omaha, Neb. Application filed December 31,

1906.

A resistance and impedance circuit bridge the springs
of the jack and are inductively related to the cut-oiT

relay, around which is a high resistance shunt.

858,467. Automatic Device for Starting Motors.

Walter J. Richards, Milwaukee, Wis. Applica-

tion filed January 23, 1903.

Kiglity-onc claims were allowed on this device, which
conil)incs a fluid pump, motor means for intermittently

driving it and' a pressure .system supijlied by the lumip,
wilii a numfcbr of valves, some of which arc electromag-

net ically operated. (Sec cut on next page.)
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858,468. Controlling Apparatus, Walter J. Rich-
ards, Milwaukee, Wis. Application filed April
II, 1904.

'I'liis ci'iitrol aiiitiiiJiliiM IM (icsigned In cjpcrnlf a piiiiip

an Iimti iis tlif prcssurf in tlic rcHcrvair is ln'Iow a pre-
dctcrmiiK'ii viiliu'. Tlit- ctmtiol ih liy nuxiljiiry conliicirt

on a prL-hhiiie KniiKf iniinttT, wliicli cltw tlic opi-ratlve
coiitict'lioiis.
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NO. 858,425.—CONTROL OF ELECTRIC MOTORS.

85846Q. Fluid-pressure System. Walter J. Rich-

ards, Milwaukee, Wis. Application filed Oc-
tober 6, 1904.

This is a variation of tlie principle of the preceding
patent, adapted for the control of alternating-current

motors.

858.470. Fluid-pressure System. Walter J. Rich-

ards, Milwaukee. Wis. Application filed No-
vember 19. 1904.

When tlie reservoir pressure reaches a predetermined
maximum, the valves of the pump are rendered ineffec-

tive by electromagnetic means, independently of the

motor operation.

858.471. Controlling Apparatus for Pressure Sys-
tems. Walter J. Richards, Milwaukee, Wis.
Application filed January 3, 1905.

In a fluid compression and storage equipment are
electromagnetically controlled unloading means normally
effective to unload the compressor, actuated only after ttic

motor has reached normal speed whereby the compressor
becomes effective.

858,474. Attachment for Electric Meters. William
L. Saunders. Denver, Colo., assignor of two-
thirds to Daniel K. Hickey, Denver, Colo. Ap-
plication filed June 27, 1905.

This is n casing to inclose the portions of the wires
extending between the meter and the wall and having
apcrturcd projections, and screw bolts securing it, with a
cord whose extremities may be sealed, extending through
the apertures.

858,476. System of Control for Electric Motors.

Otto E. Schairer, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to

the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, Pittsburg. Application filed August
2, 1905.

For controlling a number of electric motors by ccn-
necting them either in series or in parallel relation, there
are means for preventing the supply of more than a
predetermined amount of current to the motors w_hen con-
nected in series, and other means that both prevents
arrangement of the motors in parallel until after the cur-
rent has fallen below a predetermined amount and there-
after prevents the current supplied to the motors from
exceeding such an amount.

858,478. Controller for Storage Batteries and Simi-
lar Purposes. Frank L. Sessions, Columbus,
Ohio, assignor to Joseph A. Jeffrey, Columbus,
Ohio. Application filed October 29, 1903. Re-
newed November 9, 1906.

Means are described for combining two or more sources
of electric supply, in series or in parallel, by electric
translating devices.

858,481. System of Control for Electric Motors.
Norman W. Storer, Pittsburg, and William
Cooper, Wilkinsburg. Pa., assignors to the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Com-
pany. Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed July 24,

1905.

Two or more electric motors have their circuits con-
trolled by electrically operated and sustained switches,
besides a switch for interrupting the circuits of the con-
trolling magnet windings when the rurrent supplied to
all the motors exceeds a predetermined amount.

858,507. Process of Electric Welding. Weston M.
Fulton and John S. Brown, Kuoxville, Tenn.,
assignors to the Fulton Company, a corpora-
tion of Maine. Original application filed June
23, inoi. Divided and this application filed

May 18, 1906.

The method consists in keeping the suriaces of the
metal welded in contact, and passing an electric current
from continuously moving electrodes througTi the parts,
maintaining the ccntact-surfaces of approximately uniform
conductivity by cleaning successive portions and theieby
maintaining a uniform temperature of the parts to be
welded.

858,554- Wireless Transmission. Harold A. Yar-
nell, Los Angeles, Cal, assignor to the Pacific
Wireless Telegraph Company, Los Angeles,
Cal. Application filed April 23, igo6.

An aerial capacity is connected to one terminal of tTie
siark producer and a reservoir comprising an elongated
subterranean chamber contains an elongated plate of
great area insulated from the walls of the chamber and
connected to the other terminal.

858,56^. Galvanic Battery. Benjamin J. Blameuser,
Chicago, 111. Application filed January 20, 1906.

NO. 858,467.—AUTOMATIC DEVICE FOR STARTING MOTORS.

One clement has a hollow body portion pendent in the
container and provided with an opening. The receptacle
has a laterally enlarged lower part on which the edges
of the body portion of the element rest. A cap or
cover of insulating material closes the opening.

858,569. Space Telegraphy. Sewall Cabot, Brook-
line, Mass., assignor to the Stone Telegraph
and Telephone Company, Boston, Mass. Ap-
plication filed November 5, 1906.

IV-r purposes of secrecy in transmission there is

mcluded what the inventor terms a "weeding-out" cir-
cuit, based on principles of resonance.

858,574. Alternating-current Rectifier. William B.
Churcher, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to Kenton
Dunham, Cincinnati, Ohio. Application filed

August 4, 1905.

NO. 858,574.—ALTERNATING CURRENT RECTIFIER.

The rectifier is primarily based on the action of a
polarization cell. A primary coil, a secondary coil and
a relay are necessary to its operation. (See cut.)

858,591. Circuit-controlling Means. Ellsworth E.

Flora, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Zorge
Safety Railway Equipment Company. Applica-
tion filed October 11, 1906.

Electrical circuits completed by the car wheels and
axle operate relays to actuate semaphore or other signals.

858,606. Indicator. Earle L. Kelzer, Catella, Alaska,

and Wesley P. Rodgers, Seattle, Wash. Appli-
cation filed March i, 1907.

A signal lamp on an elevator-car is controlled by an
electromagnetic circuit-closer operated by projecting
abutments in the shaft.

858,611. Electric Signaling Apparatus. William
W. Lovett, Los Angeles, Cal. Application filed

November 12, 1906.

A telephone set is connected to a cable wound on a
reel, through the bearings, so that the cable may be un-
rolled while maintaining telephonic connection with the
free end.

858.621. Process of Electrically Reducing Oxide
Ores. Albert J. Petersson, Alby, Sweden. Ap-
plication filed October 30, 1906.

858.622. Method of Carrying Out Metallurgical Re-
duction and Melting Processes. Albert J. Peters-

son, Alby, Sweden. Application filed October

30, 1906.

858.623. Process of Continuously Producing Car-
bide from Lime and Carbon. Albert J. Peters-

son, Alby, Sweden. Application filed October

30, 1906.

All three patents describe the technical process in the
operations as titled by use of the electric furnace.

858.632. System of Electrical Operation. Joel C.

Slaughter, Dallas, Tex., assignor to the Electric

Auto-Transformer Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Application filed May 9, 1903.

A transformer is arranged to raise the voltage sup-
plied by a generator during reduced loads and thereby
allow the field excitation to be reduced so as to permit
operation at greater economy. The transformer . may be
disconnected, allowing the generator to feed direjtly into

the line when the use of the transformer does not* effect

an economy.

39

858,637. Telephone Allaclimcnt. William H. Stin-
son, Uc Funiak Springs, Fla. Application filed
March 13, 1905,

Ai>piircntl>' Ui furniith a record of the numbrr of calls
received, tliiii invcrilioti ifrovidcs that for cacli call a
hall nhall drop Into a rcccjitucle, to be held Ihcrc until
counted,

858,668. Receiver for Electrical Oscillations. Pcdcr
O. Pcdcrscn, Copenhagen, Denmark, Applica-
lion filed June 28, 1906.

The rcceiviiiK a^iparaiuH for a wirclcDS tynlcm com-
I»nMe» a circuit of vilmilion liavinK inductance rind ca-
piiciiy, and u contact device ndaptcd to close the circuit
fif viljriilion directly at one |io«ition of itK throw -ind
to complete a divided circuit, ccmlaininK a wave indi-
cator, at the other i>oi>ilion.

858,676. System of Electrical Operation. Joel C.
Slaughter, Dallas, Tex., assignor to the Elec-
tric Auto-Transformer Company. Application
filed March 12, 1903.

To control economically the clectric.nl generation in
an alternating generator system during reduced loads,
the field excitation of the Kcneralor is decreased, and
HimullaiieouHly the outjiut of a voltage rai'sinK device in
the Kcneriiior Kuppty circuit Is adjuHtcd to maintain a
predetermined voltage,

858.687. Ignition System for Explosion Engines,
Richard Varlcy, Englcwood, N. J., assignor to
the Autocoil Company. Application filed May
31. 1906.

Kegulation is secured through the slipping of friction
wheels, when the normal pressure is decreased by a cen-
trifugal device.

858.688. Vibrator Adjustment for Induction Coils.
Richard Varlcy, Englcwood, N. J., assignor to
the Autocoil Company. Application filed April
8, 1907.

Tins vibrator for induction eoils comprises a pivoted
mehiber having a pair of resilient leaves and a screw
having a reduced portion with terminal shoulders era-
bracing the leaves, with means for adjustment.

858,692. Electric Cloth-cutting Machine. Edward
M. Waring, New York, N. Y, Application
filed August 5, 1905.

This electric-cutting machine is a combination of a ver-
tically reciprocating knife, an electric motor for driving It
and abrasive wheels driven at will by frichon with the
armature of the motor.

858.699. Outlet Box. Leon W. Bossert, Utica, N. Y.
Application filed February 10, igo6.

858.700. Outlet Box. Leon W. Bossert, Utica, N. Y.
Application filed April 25, 1906.
The feature of the first box is a fixture stem sup-

ported off the rear of the box by curved legs. The sec-
ond box has a series of removable plugs entirely sev-
ered from the wall and held in place by projecting lugs.

858,718. Electric Furnace. Paul L. T. Heroult,
La Praz. France, assignor to the Societe Elec-
tro-Metallurgique Francaise, Froges, Isere,
France. Application filed April 18, 1906.

The base plate serves as a current terminal, being
made of cast iron with rods of wrought iron extending
into the body of the furnace,

858,720. System of Electrical Distribution. Albert
S. Hubbard, Greenwich, Conn., assignor to
the Gould Storage Battery Company. Applica-
tion filed February 21, 1903.
The system utilizes a combination of storage cells,

generator, booster work circuit and adjustahle resist-
ances.

858,730- Electric-current Interrupter for Ignition
Systems. Leon J. Le Pontois, New Rochelle,
N. Y., assignor to the Polyphase Ignition Sys-
tem Company. Application filed December 11,
1905.

The contact points are immersed in a bath of a non-
volatile and electrically non-conductive liquid. Cams
positively reciprocate one of the terminals toward and
away from the other, which is yieldingly supported.

858,732. Trolley Pole Controlling Device. William
Lile, V£nice, 111. Application filed June 28, 1906.
When the trolley-wheel leaves the wire, the effective

abutment for the spring is destroyed and the Dole aTIowcd
to drop.

858,734- Magnetic Separator. Thomas J. Lovett,
Chicago, 111. Application filed October 9, 1906.
In combination are a rotary electromagnet and con-

veyer belt movable at different relative speeds, ano chain
belt engaging wheels rotating upon the same axis as tEe
magnet, operating to maintain the chain belt close to, but
out of contact with the magnet. ,

-

858,739- Combined Portable Telephone and Tele-
graph Instrument. Frederick W. Medhurst,
Hobart. Tasmania, Australia. Application filed
March 8, 1907.

An arrangement of combined telephone and telegraph
sets to secure compactness and portability is described.
Either is available by throwing one switch.

858,767. System for Party Lines in Telephone Ex-
changes. Julius M. Storkerson, La Crosse,
Wis. Application filed April 25, 1906.
The line has t\vo limbs; of the two relavs associated

with each line one has contacts to connect the line to the
second relay and is also adapted to connect the line to
one of the series of multiple jacks. The other relav has
contacts to connect the line to another series of multiple
jacks.

858,775. Night-service Attachment for Telephone
Lines. Clarence E. Ackerman. Vernon Town-
ship, Shiawassee County, Mich. Application
filed September 27, 1905.

An arrangement of switches in magneto exchanges
that any subscriber by a switch grounding one terminal
of his instrument may call the doctor or other" special
line without disturbing central.

858,780. Electric Furnace Process of Making -Low-
carbon Metals or Alloys. Frederick M. Becket,
Niagara Falls, N. Y., assignor to the Electro
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Metallurgical Company. Application filed Janu-
ary 30, 1906.

The process of producing low-carbon ferro-alloys con-

sists in smelting a charge of ore, a reducing agent and
a source of iron by a large electric current carried by
a carbon electrode uf relatively small sectional area, and
cooling the electrode and protecting it from oxidation
throughout a considerable portion of its length.

858,793. Railway Traffic Controlling Apparatus.

Clyde J. Coleman, Rockaway, N. J., assignor

to the Hall -Signal Company. Application filed

November 7, 1904.

The system of signaling includes fluid pressure ap-

paratus to operate signals, the valves of which are

actuated by magnets controlled by a thermopile, which
receives its energy from a source of heat arranged to

heat the motive fluid.

858,797. System of Electric Control. Wolfgang E.

Ebert, St. Louis, Mo. Application filed Decem-
ber I, 1905.

A system of electrical control, comprises a number of
receiving units, a series of contacts at each electro-

magnetic devices at the receiving units controlling the
contacts and of which the circuit is normany completed.

858.819. Support. William B. Oliver, Sharon Hill,

Pa., assignor to the Oliver Manufacturing Com-
pany, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed June

15, 1906.

858.820. Support. William B. Oliver, Sharon Hill,

Pa., assignor to the Oliver Manufacturing Com-
pany, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed June
15, 1906.

858.821. Adjustable Support. William B. Oliver,

Sharon Hill, Pa., assignor to the Oliver Manu-
facturing Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Applica-

tion filed September 13, 1906.

858.822. Telephone Stand. William B. Oliver, Col-

lingswood, N. J., assignor to the Oliver Manu-
facturing Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Original

application filed June 15, 1906. Divided and
this application filed January 15, 1907,

These four patents describe forms of telephone stands
or supports arranged to hold the instrument in easy and
comfortable position. Details of constrnction are de-
scribed.

858,836. Telephone Extension-arm Appliance. Bur-
ton W. Sweet, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the

Century Telephone Construction Company, Buf-
falo, N. Y. Application filed September 22,

1906.

A removable mounting appliance for the telephone,
comprising bracket and socket members adapted to be
secured rigidly to the telephone and to the extension-arm.

858,846. House-wiring Conduit System. Harry
Alexander, New York, N. Y. AppHcation filed

March 22, 1906.

A conduit system to be permanently located in a build-

ing, the system comprising a number of intercommuni-
cating conduits embedded in partitions along the locus of
the probable locality for an outlet.

858,862. Primary and Secondary Battery. Thomas
A. Edison, Llewellyn Park. Orange, N. J., as-

signor to the Edison Manufacturing Company,
West Orange, N. J. Application filed January
10, 1906.

The present cell described by Mr. Edison is reversible,

as well as being available for a primary uartery. It

employs electrodes of zinc and nickel hydroxide in an
electrolyte containing silicate of potash.

858.909. Electric Bell. Nelson H. Raymond, Brook-
lyn, N. Y., assignor to Alice C. Patterson, New
York, N. Y. Application filed August 24, 1905.

Claim of novelty is made for the contact post which
is fastened to the base in a new manner.

858.910. Armature Banding Apparatus for Lathes.
Charles Remelius, New York, N. Y., assignor

to the Columbia Machine Works and Malleable
Iron Company, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application
filed March 22, 1907.

A reel and swing-arm are borne on the tool-carriage of
the lathe, and apply the banding wire automatically.

858,925. Burglar Alarm. Carlos Van Bergh, Win-
nipeg, Manitoba, Canada. Application filed De-
cember 22, 1906.

A number of conductors are suspended to form a cur-
tain, adjacent members being insulated. Contact of any
two sets a continuous-ringing alarm into operation.

858,928. Ignition System for Explosion Engines.
Richard Varley, Englewood, N. J., assignor to

the Autocoil Company. Application filed April

5, 1907-

An ignition system for explosion engines, using a coil

having a vibrator, and also an additional or auxiliary
vibrator coil, to operate in the primary circuit.

858,941. Electromagnet. George Baehr, McKees-
port, Pa., assignor to the National Tube Com-
pany, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed April 4,

1907.

_An electromagnet comprises a core witn parallel side
pieces at the ends and a number of pole pieces carritffl by
each side-piece. Tlic adjacent pole pieces arc separated
from each other and of alternating polarity.

858,944. Telephone Receiver Holder. Henry S. Bep-
ler, Allegheny, Pa. Application filed September
26. 1906.

A iclcphfiff r?c'ivcT hoIriT formed from a single piece
of wire doubled upon Itself.

858,953. Automatic Time Switch, Herbert H.
Churchill, Pueblo, Colo., assignor of three-
eighths to Earnest E, Churchill and two-eighths
to Harry P. Vories, both of Pueblo, Colo.
Application filed February 27, 1906.

A crank under constant stress for throwing Ifce switch
is released by clock mechanism at a predetermined hour.

858.955. Electrically Heated Tool. Walter G. Dark,
New York, N. Y., assignor to the Parker-

Clark Electric Company, New York, N. Y.
Application filed October 6, 1906.

A handled tool having sockets with walls which are

conductors of heat but not of electricity, and electric

heating means in direct contact with the socket walls.

858.956. Electrical Spark-timer Device. Robert
Clarke, Mount Vernon, Ohio. Application filed

May 28, 1906.

In combination are a traveling contact roller having
beveled edges, a pair of contact rings adjacent the path
of the roller and having beveled edges forming a guide
groove for the roller, the beveled edge of the roller mak-
ing a continuous rolling and wiping contact with the
beveled edges of the rings.

858,984. Telephone Transmitter. Newman H. Hol-
land and George W. Kauser, Chicago, 111., as-

signors to Ernest H. Stolz, Chicago, 111. Ap-
plication filed July 28, 1906.

A transmilter comprising a sensitive diaphragm secured
at its edgfs, a ring-shaped member bearing upon it, a
second diaphragm more rigid than the first spanning the
member and adapted to receive vibrations from the first

diaphragm through the member and transmit theiy to a
microphone.

859,011. Electrotherapeutic Apparatus. Nelson H.
Raymond, Brooklyn, and Joseph C. Vetter,

Coney Island, N. Y., assignors to Alice C. Pat-

terson, New York, N. Y. Application filed

August 24, 1905.

A medical induction coil is arranged inside of a case,

with a ratchet to operate the sleeve.

859.018. Transportation System. Franklin S. Smith,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the Electric Car-
rier Company, Camden, N. J. Application filed

November 21, 1906.

An electric transportation system including a fixed
member having windings to be connected with a source
of alternating current, a movable member adapted to he
inductively energized by the fixed member, and means
carried by the movable member for causing energization
of the windings of the fixed member when in the im-
mediate vicinity.

859.019. Electric Transportation System. Franklin
S. Smith, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the
Electric Carrier Company, Camden, N. J. Ap-
plication filed March 11, 1907.

An electric transportation system consisting of a fixed
member, tracks adjacent to and parallel witn two of its

opposite faces, and movable members adapted to be con-
nected witli a source of alternating current supply to

occasion their movement in opposite directions upon the
tracks.

859,021. Means and Apparatus for Producing High
Vacuums. Frederick Soddy, Glasgow, Scot-
land. Application filed July 13, igo6.

After subjecting a vessel to preliminary exhaustion, a
reagent introduced into the vacuum is heated by elec-

trical means to absorb the condensed and occluded gases.

859,029. Electrical Apparatus. Joseph C. Vetter,

Coney Island, N. Y., assignor to Alice C. Pat-
terson, New York, N. Y. Application filed

August 24, 1905.

A compact arrangement of medical battery, induction
coil and interrupter is described.

859.056. Rail Bond. Thomas C. Folsom, Tampa,
Fla. Application filed October 23, 1906.

A rail bond for a rail having a cavity in its base, open-
ing upward through one of the flanges, has a terminal
with a slotted tapered tongue fitting in the cavity, which
is completely filled by a mass of solder, locking the slotted
portion of the tongue in place.

859,062. Spark-gap Apparatus. Walter W. Massie,
Providence, R. I. Application filed January 16,

1906.

The spark-gap rods of the enclosed gap have openings
for the passage of a cooling medium,

859,115. Illuminating Attachment for Sights for

Ordnance. George N. Saegmuller, Rochester,
N. Y. Application filed April 9, 1907.

A small electric light, by an arrangement of IcDses and
prisms, illuminates the reticule or cross- hair in the tele-

scope sights for long-range guns.

859,132. Smelting Process. Frederick T. Snyder,
Oak Park, 111., assignor to the Electric Metals
Company, Chicago, 111. Application filed June
II, 1906.

859.133- Smelting Furnace. Frederick T. Snyder,
Oak Park, 111., assignor to the Electric Metals
Company, Chicago, 111. Application filed June
18, 1906.

859.134- Smelting Process. Frederick T. Snyder,
Oak Park, III., assignor to the Electric Metals
Company, Chicago, 111. Application filed June
25, 1906.

859.135- Metallurgical Process. Frederick T. Sny-
der, Oak Park, 111. assignor to the Electric
Metals Company, Chicago, III. Application filed

June 30, 1906.

859,136. Electric Furnace. Frederick T. Snyder,
Oak Park. 111., assignor to the Electric Metals
Company, Chicago, III. Application filed June
30, 1906.

8S9J37- Electric Furnace. Frederick T, Snyder,
Oak Park, 111., assignor to the Electric Meials
Company, Chicago, 111. Application filed July
25, 1906,

The foregoing patents, six in number, relate to the
technical details of construction and operation of electric
furnaces for the smelting and reduction of ores and
the manufacture of certain chemical products.

859.143- Method of Generating and Distributing
Electrical Energy. William Stanley, Great Bar-
rington, Mass. Original application filed Octo-
ber 27, 1903. Divided and this application filed

January 20, 1904. Renewed April 26, 1907.
A method of generating alternating currents in an

alternating-current system consists in exciting the field
of the generator by low frequency polyphase alternating
currents setting up thereby a rotating magnetic field, in-
ducing alternating currents of normal frequency by the
field thus produced and by relative mechanical rotation
of the field structure and armature such as to cause the
field to slowly cut the exciting circuits from front to
rear and cause the low-frequency currents to react upon
the exciting circuits. (See cut.)

NO. 859,143.—GENERATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF
ELECTRICAL ENERGY.

859,147. Automatic Alarm Device. Louis Strodt-
beck, Middletown, Ohio. Application filed Jan-
uary iS, 1907.

An electric-alarm circuit is closed by the falling of a
valve when the flow through a pipe ceases, .

859.163. Controlling and Braking Device for Elec-
tric Elevators. Parvin Wright, Los Angeles,
Cal. Application filed January 19, 1905.
The cable mechanism opens one of the limit switches

when the elevator reaches hs limit of movement in either
direction. A brake for the cable mechanism, and means
acting to set it, with a magnet for releasing the brake, are
connected in both of the operating circuits and allow the
brake to set on operation of either limit switch.

859,178. Process of Treating Liquors by Elec-
tricity. Christian H. C. Koch, Chicago, 111., as-
signor to the Chicago Distributing and Trad-
ing Company, Chicago, 111. Application filed

September 5, 1902.

The process of treating liquors consists in confining
the liquor in a wooden receptacle, the complete interior
surface_ of which is wood, so that nothing but the wood
comes in contact with the liquor, then applying electrodes
at opposite points on the exterior and connecting the
electrodes in an electric circuit through which a curren.t
is passed, transmitting the current to the liquor in the
receptacle through the wood which is in contact with
the liquor.

859.181. Fan Support. Montezuma Scott, Chicago,
111. Application filed September 10, 1906.

Two vEn^-'s are rotatably supported by the base of the
apparatus a-id connected with two arms fixed parallel
by a link v. hich carries a member fixed to it and extend-
ing at a right angle to be engaged by a projection in the
rotation of the table.

859.182. Rail-Spread Detector for Railway Trains.
Joseph A. Shires, Denver, Colo. Apphcation
filed February 16, 1907.

Provision is made for a car axle to be endwise ex-
tensible to press flanges against rail. By the breakiog of
an electric circuit the spreading of the rails may Fe de-
tected.

859,186. Controller. Louis J. Monahan, Oshkosh,
Wis. Application filed July 11, 1906.

Rigid with the handle is a contact collar comprising
a ring witli bras5 segment on its periphery adapted to
be sleeved on the crank and revolve under and in con-
tact with the brush under the tension of a spring.

PATENTS THAT HAVE EXPIRED.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued

by the United States Patent Office) that expired
July 8, 1007:
431,551. Electric Ceiling Block- W. C. Bryant, Bridgeport,

Conn.
431.559- Magneto-electric Machine. A, E. Colgate, New

York. N. Y.
431,564. Apparatus for Cutting Electrical Conduit Pipes.

S. P. Denison Brooklyn, N. Y.
431.597- Electric Signaling Apparatus. G. B. Lchy, Med-

ford, Mass.
431.598. Signaling Apparatus. G. B. Lehy, Medford, Mass.
431.617. Apparatus for Preparing Electric Accumulator

Plates. C. F. Follak, Paris, France.
431.618. Regulator for Dynamo-electric Machines. G. A.

Poison^ New York, N. Y.
431.633. Conduit for Electric Railways. J. H. Wehrle,

Newark, N. J.

43 > ,634. Electric Railway. J. H. Wehrle, Newark, N. J.
•13'.649- Electric-motor Apparatus. S. C. C. Currie, Phila-

delphia, Pa.
431.651. Private-line Telegraphy. P. B. Delany. South Or-

ange, N. J.
431.652. Railway Signal. S. T. Button, Worcester, England.
431,71 1. Electric Railway. S. H, Short. Cleveland, Ohio.
431.720. Electric Railway. R. M. Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.
431.721. Means for Attaching and Detaching Electric

Lamp Bulbs. S. J. Jacobs, New York, N. Y.
431.742- Galvanic Battery. C. R. Goodwin. Paris, France.
431.784- Printing Telegraph. G. B. Scott, Lakewood, N. J.
43 J.793- Automatic Telegraphy. F. Anderson, Peckskill,

N. Y.
431,794. Automatic Telegraph. F. Anderson. Peckskill,

N. Y.
431,823. Electric-railway Motor. F. J. Spraguc, New York,

N. Y.
431,879. Apparntus for Electrical Conversion. K. N. Dick^-

erson, Jr., New York, N. Y.
431,962. Transfer-connecting Apparatus for Multiple

Switchboards. E. M. Barton, Chicago, III.

431.968. Process of Forming Porou.s Pots for Voltaic Bat-
teries. C. R. Goodwin, Paris, Fr;mcc.

431,977- Electric Railway, R. M. Hunter. Philadelphia, Pa.
43 1 1979- Aulomntic Fire-alarm. H. E. Jacobs, Milwaukee,

Wis.
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The Manufacture of Nltroi^enous Prod-
ucts by the Use of the Electric Arc.

Nitrogen and its compounds are the important

constituents of explosives and fertilizers, and large-

quantities are used in mining and chemical opera-

tions. For centuries nitrogen has been chielly de-

rived from great natural deposits, such as the

saltpeter beds of Chile. It is only in recent years,

following Sir William Crookes' notable presidential

address before the Britisli Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science, that scientists have sought

to discover methods, possible on a commercial scale,

peroxide (NOi), which is very soluble in water,

with which it combines to form nitric acid.

The above are, in brief, the chemical reactions,

and the task of the investigators was to simulate

artificially the natural phenomenon, using the high-

tension electric arc to take the place of the light-

ning discharge. The experiments of Bradley and
I^ovcjoy in .\nierica and of Birkeland and Eyde in

Norway, were the first to advance to commercial
proportions. The former's plant at Niagara Falls

(described and illustrated in the Western Elec-

trician of October 11, 1902) was abandoned two

sary to draw out, break and reform it many times

a second. This was cflTcctcd either mechanically,

by se|)arating the electrodes, or magnetically, by

forming an intense magnetic field across the arc,

causing it to lengthen and break. By both meth-

ods, in the light of the experiments carried out

by the inventors of the new process, it would

seem that during hardly one-third of the time it

operated was the arc effectively producing nitric

oxide.

The cue for improvement was to bring the flame

to its most efficient form as quickly as possible, and

FIG. I. GENERAL INTERIOR VIEW OF A CHICAGO LABORATORY WHERE NITRIC ACID IS PRODUCED BY THE ELECTRICAL METHOD.

for drawing on that almost inexhaustible ocean

of nitrogen and oxygen, the atmosphere On the

occasion mentioned Sir William Crookes made the

alarming prophecy that it is only a matter of time

before the world will be facing starvation, owing
to the extraction of nitrogen compounds from the

soil to such an extent that wheat will no longer

grow, while the sources of natural fertilizers must
surely soon be exhausted.

As everybody knows, air is a mi.xture of four-

fifths nitrogen and one-fifth oxygen—an explosive

mixture, it might be said, for both the fuel and
the oxydizer are in intimate contact. But the ig-

nition temperature is very high, and even after

being ignited the combustion is so feeble that not

enough heat is generated to raise adjacent masses

to the point of combination, so the action does

not proceed through the mixture. This happy cir-

cumstance alone saves us from the alarming pos-

sibilities of a universal explosion following a sum-
mer's flash of lightning. For after severe light-

ning it has been observed that the rain shows a

slight acidity from nitric acid generated by the

electrical discharge. Under the electrical condi-

tions of high temperature equal volumes of oxygen
and nitrogen are combined to form the colorless

gas, nitric oxide (NO). Exposure to oxygen
changes this to the brown, pungent nitrogen

years ago, but the Birkeland-Eyde factory is now
operating in Norway, manufacturing fertilizers prin-

cipally.

After several years of work and study to over-

come the weak points of preceding methods, Chi-

cago inventors have recently fitted out a demonstra-

tion laboratory (Fig. i) to produce on a commer-
cial scale nitric acid from the atmosphere with the

aid of the electric flame. The method and appa-

ratus include some very interesting improvements

over the other processes.

In order to discover what character of flame

best produced the desired nitric oxide, the products

at different lengths, voltages and current intensi-

ties of the arc were analyzed. The results showed

definite conditions for the maximum production

of NO. A short length of the arc gives mostly

nitrous oxide ("laughing gas"). As the flame is

drawn out, more of the nitric oxide is made, until

finally, when the arc breaks, the brush discharge

which follows is almost entirely productive of

ozone. Thus it will be seen that during the draw-

ing out of the arc, only a fraction of the range

is effective in nitric-oxide manufacture.

Previous experimenter^, in order to expose as

much air as possible to the arc, arranged to draw

it out to its extreme length and smallest cross-

section. In order to accomplish this, it was neces-

so maintain it while exposed to the gases. A pres-
sure of 33,000 volts was indicated as the proper
potential to employ, and is obtained by transform-
ing the 220-volt 60-cycle lighting current. A form
of spark gap was developed, on the principle of
the horn arrester, with upwardly diverging elec-

trodes. When the current is turned on, the spark
bridges the short gap at the bottom, and quickly
rises and lengthens, until it reaches the upper ends,
which are properly spaced so that the spark shall

continue steadily and at its most efficient length.
Fig. 2 is from a photograph showing the flame

and the form of electrodes. The camera shutter
remained open while the arc bridged the short
gap at the bottom and climbed up the electrodes

until it finally established the steady intense flame
show-n at the top, which is the normal appearance
during operation. Some idea of the time required
to run up the electrodes is afforded by the bright

spots along the edges, due to the alternations.

Each spot shows the positive end of a spark, and
since the frequency was 60 cycles per second, ad-
jacent spots occurred one-sixtieth of a second apart.

The 20 or so spots indicate that this spark ascended
in about one-third of a second.

As a result of the arc immediately establishing

its condition of greatest effectiveness, the inventors

assert that many careful tests have shown that
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under identical conditions, and using the same

power, the steady flame produces four times as

much nitric oxide as the other forms.

It has seemed to the inventors of the earher

processes, necessary to blow the air past the com-

bining flame in a rapid, continuous blast. The
present system reverses this procedure, and by an

arrangement of valves, the air is held in the cham-

ber in contact with the flames. The advantage

gained is that the temperature rise which the air

undergoes, simply increases its pressure without

rarefying it, so that more molecules are in contact

with the flame to be acted on than if the air

were allowed to expand freely.

- Fig. 3 is a diagrammatic sketch of the apparatus

now set up and operating at the inventors' labora-

tory, while Fig. i is a photograph of the apparatus,

which may be examined in connection with the

sketch. In each illustration the hemispherical ves-

sel prominently shown is the combustion chamber,

from which the delivery line is seen to lead to

the combining vessels (large glass bottles or car-

boys), and thence to the long dissolving tubes

at the right .of these bottles. The transform-

ers, one for, each of the four flames, are to be

seen under the table in Fig. i. The, air in the

hemispherical chamber (which is shown more plainly

in Fig. 4) is acted on- by the flames. Meanwhile its

expansion, due to the heat, is prevented by the

electrically closed valve above, and the inwardh'

opening check valve below. The two commutators

(see Fig. 3) differ by a few- degrees and are ro-

tated slowly -by. the small, induction motor; one

closes the primary circuit of the transformer' sup-

pb'ing the flames, the other controls the outlet

valve. (A small direct-current generator is really

used instead of the battery indicated, but for large

installations the valve will be mechanically oper-

ated.) The valve circuit is broken a second be-

fore the flames are extinguished, allowing the gases,

under pressure, due to the heat, to escape into

the line leading to the combining vessels. Now,
when the flanies are put out, the temperature of

the remaining chamber contents falls rapidly, shrink-

ing and sucking a fresh charge through the inlet

check valve.

As the hot gases escape from the pressure of

the chamber into the tube leading to the combining

vessels (the row of large bottles shown in Fig. i),

the expansion requires nearlj'- all of the excess

heat, so that the gases coming from contact- with

the flames are cooled down to within a few de-

grees of the temperature at which they entered

the intake several seconds before. How well the

An excess of air over the amount which the

flames will act upon is taken into the chamber, so

that the gases leaving it are a mixture of NO,
free oxygen and free nitrogen: In the com-
bining vessels the free oxygen combines with
the NO, producing the brown gas NO2. The mix-

ture of NO;, nitrogen and any residue of free

oxygen is allowed to bubble up through water
in the tall tubes shown at the right in Figs, i

and 3, where the NO- dissolves, forming nitric

acid, while the free nitrogen escapes to the air.

The inventors are now occupied with a new
process of separating oxygen from the air, in

which the materials will be used over and over

again, requiring only power. The air entering the

FIG. 2. ELECTRIC FLAME FROM DIVERGING ELECTRODES
USED IN PRODUCTION OF NITROGENOUS COMPOUNDS,

chambers will then be enriched, so that its con-

stituents are in proper proportion to be entirely

converted, thus avoiding passing the surplus inert

nitrogen through the apparatus.

A concentrated form of the acid is secured (see

Fig. 3) by spraying distilled water through an

atomizer into a vessel filled with nitrogen peroxide

(NO=).
Of course, after securing the acid any other

nitrogen compound may be manufactured. The

Commutator
Switch

principle actually operates is shown in the plioto-

graphs, where it will be seen that the gases leav-

ing the intense heat of the chamber are led through
the rubber tubing, which has been in position six

months.

It is to be remarked that former methods, by
which the gas left the flames hot and at low pres-

sure, required cooling apparatus (on account of
later reactions) to absorb the heat, which, of course,

in the first place, came from the arc. The small
increase in temperature of the gases leaving the
flames over the outside atmosphere, in the present

process, of itself shows that most of the energy
of the arc is utilized in combining rather than
heating the gases. The inventors say that the in-

termittent method, as now used, secures a gain
"f 323 per cent, over the method of a continuous
rapid flow.

FIG. 3. DIAGRAM OF APPARATUS FOR ELECTRICAL PRO-

DUCTION OF NITRIC ACID.

product by this method js chemically pure, since

nothing but air has entered into its making. The
concentrated acid is as clear as water. When
started, the operation is continuous and automatic,

requiring little attention. Since the raw materials

are air and water, practically the only operating

expense is for the power.

A single generating unit has been in operation

six months with complete success, and a battery of

six chambers, with a capacity of one ton a day. is

now being installed at 269 South Marshfield .A.ve-

nue, Chicago. The process and apparatus are the

invention of Mr. William Thomas, whose name
has been well known to mechanical and electrical

engineers for a number of years. He has been
assisted by Air. Gerald G. Barry, and the two, with
others, have formed a manufacturing Company
with downtown "offices and the laboratory on South
Marshfield Avenue.

Proposed Consolidation of the Chicago
Edison and Commonwealth Elec-

tric Companies.
Official action has been taken by the directors

of the Chicago Edison Company which will un-
doubtedly result in the consolidation of the Chi-

cago Edison and Commonwealth Electric companies
of Chicago under the name of the Commonwealth
Edison Company, with capital stock of $30,000,000.

The two existing companies do the central-station

business of Chicago, each in its own territory,

and are controlled by the same interests, with the

same list of officers, headed
,
by Mr. Samuel Insull

as president. This organization will undoubtedly

be unchanged in the new company.

Tile present capital stock of the Chicago Edison
Company stands at $13,614,165; that of the Com-
monwealth Electric Company is $ro,ooo,ooo. The
bond and debenture issues are about $8,000,000 for

the Edison company and $8,500,000 for the Com-
monwealth company. It is proposed to increase

the capital stock of both companies to $15,000,000.

This will make the $30,000,000 stock of the con-

solidated company. The arrangement is such (hat

practically $24,000,000 of the new stock will be
issued in exchange for old Oiicago Edison stock.

In other words, the Chicago Edison stock is

turned in at 160. As for many years this has been

an eight per cent, stock, and as it is proposed to

pa}- five per cent, dividends on the new stock,

the dividend returns to Chicago Edison stock-

holders will be the same.

The annual meeting of the Chicago Edison Com-
pany was held on June 10, 1907, and adjourned
until July 15, 1907, when the proposal for the

consolidation was made public. Formal action on
it was not taken, however, but a further ad-

journment was taken until September 16, 1907,

w^flen the proposition of the board of directors of

the Edison company will be submitted to the vote

of the stockholders. The proposition is in the

form of resolutions adopted by the directors of

the Chicago Edison Company on June 25, 1907,

^v'hich are as follow^s

:

"Whereas, The capital stock of the Chicago
Edison Company is expected presently to be $15,-
oco,ooo, divided into 150,000 shares of the par value
of $ico each"; and
"Whereas, The capital stock of the Common-

wealth Electric Company is expected presently to
be $15,000,000, divided into 150,000 shares of the
par. value of $100 each, which stock of said Com-
nicnwealth Electric Company is understood to have
been pledged in whole or in part by its holders
as security for the payment of the gold mortgage
bonds of said Chicago Edison Company now out-
standing to the principal amount of $6,000,000; and
"Whereas, It is believed that an early consoli-

dation of said companies would be of advantage
to stockholders and to the public generally ; now,
therefore, it is hereby

"Resolved, That the board of directors of this

company desires a consolidation of this company
with the Commonwealth Electric Company; that
a proposition to effect such consolidation be sub-
mitted to a vote of the stockholders of this com-
pany at the adjourned session of the annual meet-
ing, July IS, 1907, or at a future adjourned session
thereof; that notice of the intended submission, as
above stated, of a proposition for such consolida-
tion be seasonably sent to the stockholders of
this company, with a request for their attendance
or their proxies; and that the consolidation of
said companies be recommended to the stockhold-

ers of this company upon the following principal

terms, that is to say: The name of the consoli-

dated corporation to be Commonwealth Edison
Company, and its total capital stock to be $30,000,-

000, divided into 300,000 shares of the par value

of $100 each, 50 per cent, of such total capital

stock to be issued in exchange for Chicago Edison
Company stock, share for share, .-50 per cent, to

be issued (subject to the above-mentioned pledge)

in exchange for Commonwealth Electric Company
stock now held by certain individuals for the ulti-

mate benefit of stockholders of the Chicago Edison
Company, an<l the remaining 20 per cent, to go

into the treasury of the consolidated company and

to be issued and disposed of by its board of di-

rectors as and when said board may think ad-

visable for the interests of the company.
"Resolved. Further, as this board is at present

advised, that the existing mortgage of the Com-
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it with credit, and siirrciukr in;iny of its riglils,

iimoiiK lluni the iidwct to revoke fraiicliiscx or
compel wires to he hiid tiiiderKroiiiut, and the col-

leetiun of license fees.

FIG. 4 KLECTRICAL PRODUCTION OF NITROGENOUS COM-
POUNDS - COMBUSTION CHAMBER CONTAINING FOUR ARCS.

moinvealth Electric Company should be adopted
and used, as it may be, to cover future bond issues

of the consolidated company ; that the outstanding
mortgage -bonds of the Chicago Edison Company
should be redeemed and canceled, as they may be,

after 1910; that until such redemption the shares

of stock of the consolidated company to which
the stockholders of the Chicago Edison Company
will be entitled upon consolidation should be rep-

resented by dividend-drawing trustees' certificates

of the Merchants' Loan and Trust Company, trustee

under the mortgage of the Chicago Edison Com-
pany, instead of by the usual stock certificates

;

that the first quarterly dividend of the consolidated

company on the basis of present plans and the

present outlook should be payable November i,

1907, and be lyl per cent., so that stockholders

of the Chicago Edison Company, through their

interest in the Commonwealth Electric Company,
may continue to receive the same aggregate divi-

dends as at present."

Coincident with this announcement comes an-

other to the effect that the two existing companies

have made a still further reduction in the price

of electric current to consumers. The reduction

is one cent a kilowatt-hour (from 9 cents to 8

cents, 'net), on the low-rate portion. The low rate

is secured after 30 hours' use of the maximum
demand in a month. The high rate is 14 cents

a kilowatt-hour, and applies, of course, to those

who 'do not use the 30 hours of maximum demand
in a month. About 95 per cent, of the companies'

customers are on the maximum-demand system,

and it is figured that the average reduction to

them in their bills will be four per cent. The new
rate will take efifect August ist. It is noteworthy

that in two years the Chicago central-station com-

panies have reduced the high-rate price for current

from 20 to 14 cents and the low rate from 10

to 8 cents a kilowatt-hour. It is the policy of the

companies, while keeping up the properties and

paying a reasonable return to shareholders, to

reduce the rates as fast as the growth of the

business will warrant.

Philadelphia Street-railway Plan.

Mayor Reyburn of Philadelphia has signed the

ordinance which, it is said, virtually makes that

city a partner of the Rapid Transit Company. By
the agreement the city is to receive one-half of
the net profits after the annual dividend of six

per cent, has been declared. In lieu of certain

obligations of paving and repairing streets, the
traction company agrees to pay $500,000 yearly and
to contribute amounts to the sinking fund enabling
the city to acquire the franchise after 50 years.

The city is to share the company's debts, provide

Commercial LIghtlnpr from Municipal
Plants In Kentucky.

in ileciiiini.; that inunieipal eleclncliylu pl.anls

in that st;i(e may sell "surplus power" to coninier-

eial users, the Court of Appe'als of Kentucky, in

the case of Overall against the City of Madison-
villc (102 Southwestern Reporter, 278), handed
down an opinion of more than ordinary interest.

The court ptjints out that public ownership of

public lUilities has been a political as well as a

legal question for some time. It seems to have
been a political question long before its legality

was doubled. We read that Ilezekiali. king of

Judea, established and maintained by public author-
ity a city waterworks plant in the city of David.

(2 Kings, chapter 20, verse 20.) And who has
not heard of the famous public baths of ancient
Rome ?

The public lighting of the streets of cities is of
modern origin. Yet the necessity for lights in a
city is scarcely less now than the necessity for

water. Indeed, private wells and cisterns, and re-

sort to natural streams by individuals for their

necessary water, could easily replace public water-
works, and more justly, perhaps, than could pri-

vate property owners light the adjacent streets

and public places. It is found that light is not
only essential to tlie safely of travelers, to pre-

vent their coming in .contact with obstructions,

but it performs a most valuable office in preventing
crime. It is known that crime thrives best in

darkness. A good light is the equivalent of a

good policeman in preventing certain forms of

crime. It is therefore universally held now that

it is clearly within the police power of cities, even
without express authoritv to provide public light-

ing of their streets at the public expense.
Where a city is given the power, either ex-

pressly or by necessary implication as an incident

to its police power, to light its streets, and where
the precise method is not expressly provided, it

may either hire another to furnish the lights, or
may furnish its own lights. The pow-er to do
the thing unreservedly gives the city the discretion

in the choice of means it will adopt.

Here the question was : Has a city of the fourth
class the power to install and own its own lighting

plant, to be operated both to light the public places

of the city, and to furnish lights to its inhabitants

as a commercial enterprise?

Whether a municipal corporation, an arm, as

it were, of the state government, set up for gov-
ernment purposes only ought to be privileged to

engage in a purely commercial business, is a

ought to be permitted to sell the surplus of its

product as il would be to sell any of (he horses
liiiUKht for its fire depnrlnicnl when they are no
loiiKer needed In the public service, or to sell

anylliing else il ri(<hlfnlly had, hut had no further
use for. So il is now held that they may sell

such surplus properly or products.
It is true the courts xencrally rest their deci-

sions as to (he power of the* municipality to pro-
duce and sell lights to its cili/.ens as well as to

furnish iis own upon the theory of the dual nature
of a municipal governmenl, in which it is part
public and part private. This distinction, though,
is rapi<lly disappearing, and exists now perhaps
more as a fiction of the law than as a fact. Towns
are now organized for governmental purpose.s
only, no longer for the enjoyment of exceptional
privileges granted as a favor by the sovereign.
They levy taxes for governmental purposes, and can,

levy them for none other. Hence any expenditure
of the public money must be in furtherance of a
public benefit in its nature governmental. In Ken-
tucky a great many towns and cities own and
operate their own light and water plants. In
nearly every instance they furnish light and water
to the inhabitanls as well as to the public places.

In no instance of which the court is aware has
it been held by any court, or allowed by an act
of Legislature, that a municipality could go into
a commercial business purely as an enterprise of
gain. It is always allowed or supported by the
reason that it has the right to make or store the
product for its public use. Common sense and
good business allow that it should sell its surplus
to its inhabitants, rather than waste it. In this
way it is enabled, too, to accomplish the main
purpose, the public purpose, by enabling it to own
and economically to operate a plant for that pur-
pose. A city, doubtless, would not be allowed to

act as a bond broker. Nevertheless, it may invest
its sinking fund, which it is allowed and required
to have in certain contingencies, in commercial
bonds, and necessarily to sell them. Its prisoners
may be required to work in its workhouse. May
not the product of their labor be sold? The
situations all seem to the court to be analogous.
The main feature in each is a clearly govern-
mental power and duty. The other or added fea-
ture is incidental, and allowed as a sensible and
necessary concomitant of the main purpose.
The court thinks that the city had the power

to install a light plant to furnish public lighting,

and. incidentally, as was proposed, light to its

inhabitants.

Street Arches in Houghton.
In Houghton, Mich., a committee of business men

arranged with the lighting company for a number
of arches of incandescent lights which were strung

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTION OF NITROGENOUS COMPOUNDS.—ANOTHER VIEW OF THE LABORATORY.

question of politics as well as, perhaps, of con-

stitutional power. It involves the requiring of

every citizen, who is a taxpayer, to contribute to

the enterprise, to become a member of it in a

sense, whether he \vills to or not. Whether it is

a governmental function to embark the public reve-

nues in a commercial enterprise in order to cheapen
a commodity of very common use, or which is

even a necessity, may be a disputable question

;

but there is no doubt that the lighting of the

public streets and places is a purely governmental
matter. If the municipality may build and operate

its own light plant for that purpose, and it may, it

across the principal streets as a part of the Fburth-
of-July celebration. The extra light from these

lamps caused such an improvement in the attractive-

ness of the city that the decoration has not yet

been removed, and the business men are so "en-
thused" over the scheme that an effort will be
made to secure a rate from the central station

and keep the lights on the streets.

Lighting companies may find a suggestion in this

incident to "start something" .at their own expense,
with the expectation that the feature will be re-

tained by the business men of the town.
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Multiple-solenoid Railway Signal Sys-
tem.

A new form of electromagnetic signal device is

now in use on the City Belt Railroad of Paris

where experiments are being made. It acts upon

what is known as the multiple-solenoid principle.

An electromagnet which has but a single winding

can only give a short stroke, and this is a dis-

advantage in case it is desired to operate a signal

or a switch by the direct pull of a solenoid. The
new^ arrangement gives a stroke which can be made
as long as desired and at the same time shows
some other improved arrangements. As regards

single-solenoid systems, it is noted that upon start-

ing, when the greatest pull is wanted, they give

the smallest power, and the maximum is reached

at the end of the stroke when a small effort would
be sufficient. It has been necessary therefore to

obtain a greater pull at the start by increasing

the number of ampere-turns, and this naturally

makes the apparatus much heavier and besides

needs the use of rather complicated devices to

overcome the effects of self-induction.

Mr. Guedon, general inspector of the Paris Belt

lines, has devised the apparatus here described.

The parts are entirely enclosed in a waterproof
iron casing, which takes up but a small space,

and it is mounted upon the pole which carries

the semaphore or other railroad signal. The de-

vice, Fig. I, consists of an electromagnet of the

sectional form (A) which is placed in a separate

cylindrical case of sheet iron bolted onto the main
box. Four separate solenoids form the combina-
tion magnet, and it carries a core (B). To the

core is fastened a chain which passes around the

pulley (C). The latter is provided with a special

system of magnetic locking, which will be de-
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FIG. I. MULTIPLE-SOLENOID RAILWAY SIGNAL SYSTEM.

scribed. Behind the pulley, a circular disk car-

rying a set of contacts is used to close the cir-

cuits of the four solenoids in succession.

Referring to Fig. 2, which shows the connections

of the circuit, it is noticed that the solenoid which
has just been excited is placed in short-circuit,

which suppresses the sparking entirely during the

operation of the device.

Both pulley and disk, Fig. i, are keyed to a

shaft (c) which passes out of the box at the rear

and carries a sheave of smaller diameter mounted
on this part. A steel" cable runs from the sheave
to a sector, which is mounted about six inches

from it, and the sector is thus turned about. As
the sector is mounted directly upon the shaft of

the signal, the latter is operated in turn. The
pulley (C) carries a cam of special form (C<)i
which, when in the position of rest, with the sig-

nal closed, applies a lever (E), turning about a

shaft, against the electromagnet (Ei). A locking

cam (f) carried on the lever (F), which turns

about a shaft, is allowed to fall into a depression
Cc^) placed on the periphery of the pulley, when
the latter has revolved.

The piece (F) is made to operate a quick-break

switch with carbon shunt (G), and this switch

makes connection between the line coming from
the signal station and the circuit of the solenoids

(A). On the contrary, the electromagnet (E,) is

always in shunt upon the main line, this connection

being a fixed one.

Normally the circuit remains closed by means

of a counterweight, and the electric maneuver
takes place in order to open the signal, or to show
a free track. When it is desired to open the sig-

nal the operator at the distant station uses a spe-

cial switch to close the circuit of the apparatus.
Current passes in the top electromagnet (Ei), Fig.

I, which is connected on the line, an(^ also in the
solenoid set (A) by means of the switch (G), the
latter being closed at this time.

The solenoid core (B) is attracted by each of
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FIG. 2. MULTIPLE-SOLENOID RAILWAY SIGNAL SYSTEM.

the solenoids in succession (see Fig. 2) and de-

scends with a slow movement, drawing upon the

chain and causing the rotation of the main pulley.

This makes the sheave outside of the box act

on the sector, and it turns about by go degrees,

throwing the signal into the free position. When
the movement is finished, the cam (f). Fig. i,

of the stop-lever falls into the depression (co)

which is now opposite it. The switch (G) is

quickly opened and the circuit is broken in the
solenoid set (A), all the while keeping the current
^on the line leading from the station and conse-
quently in the top electromagnet (Ei). The latter

thus holds the armature (E) even when this is

no longer supported by the cam (CO, which has
now been shifted along with the main disk.

To place the signal in the stop position, it is

only necessary to open the circuit. The electro-

magnet (El) lets fall the armature, and its lever,

which is heavy, acts at the end (e^) against the
part (f) of the lever (F). This raises the cam
out of the slot of the disk and sets the latter

free,_ causing the signal to operate by means of
the counterweight. It is to be noted that the re-

sult which is obtained mechanically by means of
the cam and the slot (co) gives an absolute se-

proper point. The professor says that for two
years the 2,000-horsepower heating plant of the

university has been operated without smoke and
at an actual saving of $S,ooo a year over a com-
mercial plant of the same size operated carelessly.

This ideal condition can be duplicated in any plant

in the country, he avers.

A New Electrical Process of Drying
Cables.

A new process of drying out cables of the multi-

conductor class, such as are used by the telephone
and telegraph companies in aerial and underground
work, is the subject of a patent recently issued to

Mr. W. B. Hale, formerly a well-known Chicago
electrical engineer, now general manager of the

Mexican Telephone and Telegraph Company.
Owing to the increased capacity effect which

follows the use of paraffine or other compounds to

impregnate the insulation between the conductors,

a form of cable which depends upon the insulating

qualities of dry paper has come into large use.

But when moisture gets into this by reason of neg-
ligence in sealing ends or joints the excellence of

transmission is seriously impaired. The common
method of drying has been to pass a stsong cur-

rent through the conductors, raising their tempera-

ture sufficiently to vaporize the moisture, which is

then withdrawn by means of an air pump applied

to the end of the cable. Besides requiring the use

of special apparatus the process is somewhat slow

and expensive.

As shown in the accompanying drawing, the new
method is to fan out the conductors into two
groups, each comprising a wire from every pair

in the cable.

The two groups are connected to a generator

capable of giving the required range of voltage,

one group being connected to each terminal, and
an electromotive force is established between

the members of each pair of conductors of the

cable sufficient to cause a flow of current through

the moisture remaining in the insulation, electro-

lytically decomposing the moisture. As decom-
position progresses the insulation resistance gradu-

ally increases, and in order to maintain a flow of

current strong enough, that is, above the critical

value required for electrolysis, the impressed elec-

tromotive force may be gradually raised, but not

of course beyond the dielectric strength of the

cable.

Regulating the voltage by means of a field regu-

lator (6) or otherwise, so that the voltmeter (5)

connected across the terminals indicates an electro-

motive force of say 100 volts, the voltage may be

gradually increased at intervals of half an hour or

so, as the insulation resistance rises, due to the

decomposition of moisture, until the resistance is

increased to the required value. This may take,

say, from two to si-x hours.

The increase in voltage is, of course, limited by

the dielectric strength or breaking-down point 0:

the cable being dried; and if the insulation resi.-.t-

ance is still below the desired value when this

limit is approached the intensity of current re-

quired for electrolysis may then be further main-

tained by temporarily increasing the conductivity

A NEW ELECTRICAL PROCESS OF DRYING CABLES.

curity, quite independent of the magnet armature.

During this time the cam (C) has lifted up the

lever (E), which is now in the position ready for

having its armature held by the electromagnet as

soon as the current is thrown on the line.

Grate Position as Affecting Smoke
Production.

Professor Brcckenridgc of the University of Illi-

nois is quoted as declaring that the smoke nuisance

in the cities of this country is entirely unnecessary.

"Burning coal smokelcssly is not a question of

patented furnaces or boilers," he is reported to have

said. "In fact, very little depends on the type of

boiler. The essential thing is to have the boiler

placed so that the flame from the coal does not

touch it." This, it is explained, produces proper

combustion, and it is only necessary to learn the

length of the flame and lower the grate to the

of the moisture remaining in the insulating me-

dium by means of heat. This may be produced

by applying an alternating electromotive force frcni

a suitable generator to the two groups of wire?

(2) (3) to develop the heat in the dielectric itself

by molecular action set up therein; or strong cur-

rent may be passed through some or all of the

conductors of the cable to heat the conductors by

the I"R effect. To facilitate the drying out of [he

cable any or all of the foregoing means may be

employed; but ordinarily a cable would have suf-

ficient dielectric strength to withstand the voltage

required to produce the necessary clectrolyzing cur-

rent without resorting to the healing process.

The above arrangement is not the only applica-

tion of the principle that may he employed. For

example, the elcctrolyzing current may be passed

from all the wires to. the metallic sheath of the

cable, from one layer of wires to another, from

one wire 16 another, or from any group of wires

to a single wire or to another group.
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Additions to Traction Facilities of Har-
rlsburg, Pa.

I he Ci'iUr.il I'lMiisylv.iiii.i Traclioii Coiiip.'iny of

ll.iriisburK. l';i., opcratiiiK 64 milus of electric

railways, bcjian in J;iiui;iry, IQ06, the construction

of its new power pl.mt at HarrisburK, from which

power was beins furnished on the various lines

under the company's control by the last of May.

At that time the new station took the entire load

and, as a residt, Ihrec of the conii)any's old sta-

tions, which had hitherto been in use, were aban-

doned. Owing to a large increase in the number

of cars in operation and from alterations It) the

schedule, this station is now furnishing an average

of fx) per cent, more power than was retiuired to

operate the system a year .ago.

The steam and electrical equipment in the power

house, which is one story in height, built of con-

crete, 17s by 102 feet, comprises three Reynolds

liorizont.il cross-compound condensing Corliss en-

gines, heavy-duty type, each direct-connected to a

050-kiIowatt 600-volt .'Mlis-Cbabners direct-current

generator. These units, shown in the accompany-

ing picture, liave a capacity of 50 per cent, overload

for short periods, giving a ma.ximum capacity for

the entire plant of approximately 4,500 horsepower.

The main switchboard, consisting of 12 panels,

is connected b\- a direct feeder line to eacli of
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Iiolul kitcluns, :iiul lo swivel and Irnniiion frame

desk and wall-hrackct fans. All llie motors muflt

ho dcsJRned to oin-ratc on ioo-iio-vo!l dirccl-

currt-nt circuits.

STREET RAILWAY POWER PLANT AT HARRISBUBG, PA.

the 12 sections into which the traction company's

Hnes are divided.

An unusual and interesting feature of this plant

is found in the means taken to furnish ample

water supply directly from the Susquehanna River,

which is some distance from the power house.

A five-foot tunnel lias been bored in the solid

rock 30 feet below the surface of the ground, ex-

tending from the plant in a direct line under the

yards of the Central Iron and Steel Company to

the river. From the river bank a 36-foot iron pipe

is extended to a point in the stream where the

best quality of water is to be obtained. This water-

supply tunnel is built and used jointly by the

traction company and the Central Iron and Steel

Company.

Parliamentary Committee Recommends
Ratification of Berlin Wireless

Conference.
Under date of July 5th the London correspondent

of the Western Electrician writes as follows : "I

learn that the committee of the House of Com-
mons which considered the wireless-telegraph con-

vention of 1906 has decided by a bare majority of

one to recommend the ratification of the convention

by the British government. At the moment of

writing the official text of the report has not been

made public, although one newspaper has published

some clauses which are said to be in the report.

From these it would appear that the evidence of

. the Marconi Company has had some effect, for

although the committee thinks that the Marconi
Company is unduly alarmed as to the deleterious

effects of the ratification of the convention upon
its business, it yet suggests, so it is affirmed, that

if afterward it is demonstrated that the company's
finances are adversely affected, then compensation

on the basis of three years' average profits, cal-

culated upon British stations only, should be

awarded."

Electric Fans for the Isthmus.

The purchasing agent of the Isthmian Canal

Commission, Washington, D. C, is calling for

proposals until July 30th for a large number of

electric fans. Of these, 75 are to be three-speed

ceiling fans, and are to be equipped with four-

point regulating switches. In addition, there are

to be 10 16-inch ventilating fan motors, complete

with speed controllers, for use in ventilating the

Electrical Synchronizing With a Tun-
ing Fork.

The accompanying diagram shows lli'j principle

of operation of a synchronizing device l>ase<l r-n

the idea of referring the number and position of

the alternations to the constant rate of the vibra-

tions of a tuning fork. The drawing shows the

windings of a rotary converter receiving current lo

operate the machine over the direct-current mains

(6) (6) leading to the brushes an<l having rliu

allernating-cnrrent circuit led out to the terminal:;

(3) (4). The tuning fork (8) shown is electrically

driven at a constant rale of vibration. .However,

any other device which makes and breaks the cir-

cuit at regular intervals may be used if desired.

The small condenser (11) is placed as a sh'.mt

across the point of interruption merely to prevent

sparking at the contacts and plays no part in the

synchronizing.

The operation of the device may be described as

follows : The tuning fork is made to vibrate at the

desired frequency, and the rotary transformer or

other machine is adjusted by varjqng the torque

of the driving motor to have a tendency to run

at a speed to produce an alternating current of

greater frequency than the frequency of the tuning

fork; but if the tuning fork is vibrating it throws

the load of the lamp (7) or other suitable resist-

ance on the machine (i) each time the fork en-

gages one of the contacts (9) (10). If now the

prong of the tuning fork engages contacts (9) or

(10) at the instant that the alternating-current

wave is passing through zero, little or no current

will flow through the lamp (7) and little or no

load will be thrown on the machine (i). If by

the next time that contact occurs at (9) or (10)

the machine has increased in speed, so that the

contact occurs when the wave has a value other

than zero, a current will flow through lamp (7)

which will be proportional to the instantaneous

height of the wave. The machine (i) will now
receive a load each time contact occurs at (9) or

(10) which will tend to stop a further increase of

speed.

If the motor element is adjusted to drive the

generator element at a speed considerably in excess

of synchronism, then the height of the wave at

the instant of contact will be required to be still

greater to produce the necessary retarding effect.

In other words, the retarding effect or synchron-

izing load will increase in proportion as the ma-
chine ( I ) tends to run above the speed of syn-

chronism. When the driving force of the machine'

varies or the load thrown on the alternator is

varied the phase relation of the alternating wave
and the making of contacts (9) (10) varies in a

similar manner. The synchronizing force thus

automatically increases and diminishes to care for

a tendency to a varying speed. The speed is thus

held constant, and the apparatus holds in syn-

chronism unless the variations of the driving force
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Eleotrlcal Voting at the Automobile
Club of America.

iiv llowAuii Gkkk.nk.

Now thai Ihc Automobile Club of America has

taken possciision of its mngnificcnt new clubhou<^e

in New Vork, all its doings rcncct the spirit of

modernism and progress. One of the most recent

innovations is in the method of balloting when
new names are proposcrl for membership. The
lime-honored custom of blackballing an undesirable

applicant is- still followed, but he is now black-

ballecl by electricity.

To be more explicit, it was found that when a

ELECTRICAL SYNCHRONIZING WITH A TUNING FORK.

or the loads thrown on the machine (l) exceed

the magnitude of the greatest possible synchroniz-

ing force.

It is practical to arrange this synchronizing force,

the inventor says, so that the apparatus will hold

in synchronism even when the driving forces vary

as much as 40 to 50 per cent. A little consideration

will show that an important feature of the inven*:i'jn

is the employment of a resistance—such as the

lamp (7), for example—which will decrease with

increasing current through it, thereby greatly

strengthening the synchronizing force.

The method has been patented by Edwin F.

Northrup of Philadelphia and is assigned to the

Leeds-Northrup Company.

ELECTRICAL BALLOTING APPARATUS.

number of names had to be voted upon in the old-

fashioned way, with real black and white bails

and a ballot box, the time required was consider-

able. So Dr. Schuyler Skaats Wheeler, who is

•first vice-president of the club and its consulthig

engineer as well as head of several committees,

devised the electrical balloting apparatus illustrated

herewith. The whole system is portable and can
be packed into a carrying case with a handle on
top, so that when not in use it can be put out of

the way.

The voting apparatus consists of a set of double

push-buttons, an annunciator and a battery for sup-

plying the current to operate the annunciator drops.

There are two drops in the annunciator, one white

and the other carrying a black disk—the dreaded
black ball. The push-buttons are set into httle

blocks of polished wood, two in each block, one
white, operating the white drop and the other

black, dropping the black ball.

While the voting is going on a curtain is drawn
over the face of the annunciator, and every member
presses one of the buttons in -the little block he

holds in his hands; this he can do entirely un-

seen. When all have voted the curtain is raised,

and if the black ball is still "hung up" the ap-

plicant is passed. If the gloomy disk has been

released by some member there is absolutely no

way of knowing or even guessing who did it.

The four dry cells required to operate ihe

annunciator are placed in the lower part of the

carrying case, and the annunciator and buttons are

stowed in the upper part when not in use. A
cable is carried around the table, and from it

smaller cables branch off to connect with the push-

buttons. Voting by electricity is far more rapid

and secret than the old-fashioned method.
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Lightning and the protection of electrical struc-

tures against lightning formed the subject of a

lecture by Dr. C. P. Steinmetz which was one

of the distinctive features of the recent Washing-

ton convention of the National Electric Light As-

sociation. The address, delivered without notes

and with the unbroken flow of language which is

characteristic of the speaker, was highly instructive

and very interesting.. It is probably safe to say

that every person who listened to the lecture ob-

tained a clearer idea than he had before of the

phenomena of electric discharges in the atmosphere,

while the second part of the discourse, relating

to practical methods of protecting electrical circuits

from lightning, was likewise lucid and valuable.

The lecture was reported by the official stenogra-

pher of the association, and the Western Elec-

trician takes pleasure in laying before its readers,

in this issue, the first installment of .this classic

in the popular exposition of electrical science.
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, . . .,, , ,
,

By Howard Greene. Illustrated 45 commercial feasibility Still remains to be demon-
Editorial 46 ,

Lightning and Lightning Protection. By Charles P. StrateO. ^
Steinmetz. -Part 1 47, 4S

'

C^r^S^n'l^yc!^^.'^"/^V:^V:^V:^:::.. t P^^sent indications are, that the two central-

Railway Safety-device Investigation 48 station companies of Chicago will be consolidated
Galveston Bay Causeway Plans Delayed 48 '

^

1 t 4-1

National Civic Fedcr'tion and Public Ov/nersliia 48- in a few months. It IS an open secret that tile

Erer„;';"?r"E£rS''l',;|LeSg.- • By- George- ^R.
"' Chicago Edison Company, .serving the central por-

Metcalfe. XXV.—Central Stations 49 tion and the Commonwealth Electric Company,
(luestions and Answers:

, f 1

Loss of Polarity 49 supplying the surrounding part of the city, are

f4ll?e?0piratWwitirEquali;eV.'.' ..;:;::::: ::::::; 49 "«<)"• one management, so that the consolidation

Revised Standardization Ruhs .^o ^^jn ^nake 110 difference to the city or to the con-
Concrete Poles Prove Satisfactory 50

1 ^
The Installation and Operation of Alternating-current sumerS, but Will, Oil the contrary, make tOr Sim-

Iw?n"pos?.hole AigeJ.'' inu^trated'.;.;.-.'
.•.•..•.•..•.'. ..=."; % pHcity in bookkeeping and add to the convenience

Another Electrically Equipped Paper Mill 53 „f „!] concerned. The two companies are to be
Data on Illumination 52, 53 ,

Ohio Telephone Notes 53 merged in a new company, to be known as Itie

Ge'ilTal^el'etefc-. v.
...

v. v.::;: ::::.: ::::::::: II commonwealth Edison company, thus retaining

DEPARTMENTS. both names. The capital stock is to be $30,000,000,

Correspondence 53. 54 SO distributed that the Chicago Edison shareholders

G??a;"Brft!,in"'°^°.:;:;:::;::,::::::::::;::;:;:;:::: 53 win receive the same actual dividend returns .is

New York 53. 54 ^^ present, although the dividend rate will be less.
Ohio 54 '

, , ,
,. , ,

Illinois 54 It would seem that there can be no valid ob-

I'aci'fic''sioie' !!'.'. !'..! !....'........'..!.'..:.':.!.'. ..!'.
54 jection to the consolidation of these fine properties,

Pcrson.il ...i. 54, 55 which havc been brought to such a high state of
r.lcctnc Lighting 55 , , .

Electric Itailwavs 55 efficiency under Mr. Insull s administration. No

sodSi^^S'Liioois.-;.;.;;;.-;;.-;.-.-.;; ::::;: ;;::::::: interest, puwic or private, win be adversely af-

Power Transmission 55 fccted we believe, and a rather cumbersome double-
Publications 55, 50 ' ...,,, , . i-c , 1 r

Trade News 5S barreled organization will be greatly simphhed. 11

nVu^TSd'EleiiVical PatVnVk'cco.^d.'i.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'sS.'sV, sS the consolidation is made, Chicago will be eled-— tricalty served literally, at is has been for several

DATES AHEAD. years in effect, by one central-station company.

Illuminating Engineering Society (first annual convcn- The contrast with the days when every neighbor-

tion), Boston, July 30th and 31st.
,^^^,1 ^^^ jj^ dcctric-light Station is marked and

International Association of Municipal Electricians (twelfth .

;„,i;/"iHnii nf salutarv nrotrress
annual convention), Norfolk, Va., August 7th to 9th. "- »" indication 01 salutary piogrcss.

Ohio Electric Light Association (annual convention). To- ^^^^=1^:===:
Icdo, August zotb to 2=d.

Canadian Electrical Show, Power Building, Montreal,
September 2d to I4tli.

Colorado Light, Power and Railway Association (annual
meeting). Savoy Hotel, Denver, Colo., September l8tti, igtli

and 2otfi.

Ontral Electric Railway Association (regular meeting),
Columbus, Ohio, September 26th.

American Street and Tntcrurban Railway Asscciatton and
aHiliated societies (annual convention), Atlantic City, N. J.,

October I4tb to i8tb.

While the National Civic Federation, by the re-

port of its committee on public ownership, has not

"settled" that vctcd (luestion, it is unfair to criti-

cize it on that account, as tlie Chicago Daily

Tribune docs, when it says: "It [the FcdcrationJ

determined to investigate and settle, once for all,

the municipal-ownership question. It has failed

inglorlously." It is extremely unlikely that the

Federation had any expectation of "settling" such

a large question of political economy, as that of

public ownership. We do not recall that it made
any profession of such a determination. But it has

conducted a valuable investigation (from the results

of which the Western, Electrician has given brief

quotations), and has accumulated a mass of data

on the subject valuable to the student. Both sides

have had a fair hearing and have given free ex-

pression to their ideas. It is not particularly

strange that the private-ownership and the public-

ownership men on the committee should still re-

tain their respective views. We may believe that

the advocates of the two methods are honest and

that they express to the best of their ability con-

clusions arrived at after an investigation hitherto

without precedent in this country for thoroughness.

The ordinary citizen can read both sides by the

summaries of the report given in the papers and

can draw his own conclusions. For this valuable

opportunity the National Civic Federation is en-

titled to hearty thanks.

The committee has been engaged for more than

eighteen months in its work, and 25 accountants,

engineers and others have been engaged on the

Work. The full report, in three volumes, will ap-

pear within a month.

New-eusiness propaganda, as known in electrical

circles in the United States, is a .little too snappy,

alert and enterprising to meet with the entire

approval of conservative British municipalism. Mr.

S. E. Fedden, chief engineer and manager of the

Sheffield (England) municipal electrical undertak-

ing, said his say on the subject two or three weeks

ago as president of the Municipal Electrical Asso-

ciation at the annual meeting in that city. Aifd

this is a part of what he said:

"The average man's (prospective consumer's) re-

ceptivity has been dulled by masses, of printed

matter, and his eyesight dimmed by countless post-

ers and signs in which art and truth are variable

quantities. So I do not think that we shall be

well advised to take too seriously the exponents

of the new publicity who are arising among us,

each with his own particular method for stunning

the unsuspecting public.

"Can we not approach this problem in our own
way, as we have so many in the past, and how-

ever commercial we become by the decree of mod-

ern conditions, yet keep out enterprises free from

the taint of mere huckstering?"

Mr. Fedden's reasoning is not very convincing.

If the average prospective customer in England

has suffered dulled "receptivity" by reason of a

campaign for new business, he must be a very dull

fellow, or else the effort to sell electricity to him

was badly bungled. As to the sneer at "huckster-

ing," it would be perhaps too severe to say that

the remark is an appeal to British snobbishness;

but at any rate it is merely trivial.

Diligence in business is commended in Holy

Writ, and why should not the purveyor of elec-

tricity be just as diligent in his business as any

other person who has a manufactured product to

sell ? Of course, he should aim to increase his

business by every honorable means in his power

—

by advertising of varioiis kinds, by personal solici-

tation, by demonstrations, by electric signs at night

and earnest argument by day—in short, by every

legitimate method he can think of. Tlie campaign

for new business is a great educational movement

—not alone to get people generally to know what

electricity will do for them, but to educate the

central-station man himself to new habits of thought,

a renewed ardor and enthusiasm for his business

and a realization that his individual profit will be

best secured by an honest effort for the electrical

uplifting of the community in which he lives.

But, after all, these are considerations that will

not appeal to the aver.ige nninicipal-corporation

man. As a matter of fact, the municipality should

have no direct interest in selling electricity; that

can be more wisely left to private enterprise. If

it generates electricity at all, let it confine itself

to lighting the streets. In the present case the

point is that it is unfair for the president of the

Municipal Electrical Association to rail at a health-

ful and most beneficial enthusiasm which he seems

totally to fail to understand.
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Lightning and Lightning Protection.'

liv CiiAULus P. Stkinmktz.

Part 1.

I. LllillTNiNG I'llKNOMENA IN THE ClOUDS.

The lirsl iiiim who atlackod llic problem of llnhl-

niiig :iiul liglitiiiiiR proUxtion ii ceiilury :iiic! a half

ago was oiir great citizen, Beiijaiiiiii Kraiikliil. il<:

gave us the lightning rod, which is now universally

rccogTiized as the most elTeclive and only protective

device for isolated points, as steeples, eliimncys,

etc. The next step in advance was made by

Faraday, who showed that- in the interior of a

|)erfectly conducting body no electric disttu'bances

can be produced by outside electric forces. This

led to the most elTective protection possible against

lightning or electric disturbances, the use of a

grounded metal cage, "Faraday's cage," enclosing

ilic structure wdiich is to be protected, whether a

iiuilding .against lightning, or a delicate instrument

against electric fields.

In its simplest form Faraday's cage, applied to

a transmission line, is the ground wire above the

line, and the protection afforded by it is the more
complete the more the overhead ground wires rep-

resent the condition of an enclosing cage of perfect

conductivity. That is, a system of wires above

and on the sides of a transmission line is superior

to a single wire; a wire of high conductivity is

superior to a small iron wire. Here I especially

desire to draw the attention to the second re-

quirement of the Faraday cage, high conductivity.

Thus, it is not suflicient merely to have any kind

of overhead grounded wire regardless bow small,

hut high conductivity of the grounded conductor

is essential in many cases of atmospheric disturb-

ances.

In the last lO years transmission voltages have

crept higher and higher; transformers have been

built, of considerable size, of still higher voltages,

so that exact data on the action of voltages up to

300,000 are now available, and approximate data

for potentials above a million volts. It is found

that air has a definite and fixed breakdown strength
;

that is, just as a beam breaks mechanically, as

soon as the stress in it exceeds a definite value, the

breaking strength of the material, so air breaks

down by a disruptive spark, as soon as the electric

stress in the air, or the potential gradient, exceeds

a certain value, which is about loo.coo volts per

inch.. The disruptive strength of air is, over a

wide range, proportional to the pressure, that is,

at two atmosphere pressures it is twice as high,

or 200,000 volts per inch ; at one-quarter atmos-

phere it is one-quarter, or 25,000 volts per inch.

Only at very low pressures, where the distances

between air molecules become appreciable, this law

ceases, and the disruptive strength increases again,

and seems to become infinitely great in a perfect

vacuum.
The striking distance in the air between needle

points has been investigated up to 300,000 volts,

and found that for high voltages it is very nearly

10,000 volts per inch, that is, a discharge of 30

inches in length between needle points requires

300.000 volts. If between two needle points the

potential difference is gradually increased, at rela-

tively low voltages the disruptive strength of the

air at the needle points is exceeded; the air at

the points breaks down and becomes conducting

and luminous, as "brush discharge," so that the

terminals are not the needle points any more, but

the whole space of approximately spherical shape.

which is covered by the brush discharge. .-Vs th.e

result thereof, for high voltage, no appreciable

difference exists in the striking distance between

needle points and between spheres, the centers of

which approximately coincide with the needle points,

as long as the diameter of the spheres is small

compared with their distance. With increasing po-

tential difference between needle points, the brush

discharges spread out against each other, until

onlv about 40 per cent, of the space between the

needle points is free, and then a disruptive spark

passes.

Naturally, as soon as determinations of spark

voltages became available, attempts were made to

estimate the voltage of a lightning flash, consider-

ing, in a lightning flash, the discharge as that in

a uniform field, similar to that between needle

points, and so requiring about lo.cco volts per inch.

In this case, a lightning flash of two miles, or

about lo.ooo feet length, would require a potential

difference of about i,200,ooo.oco volts. The exist-

ence of such voltages in the clouds does not ap-

pear possible; a potential difference of i.oco.ooo.-

000 volts would produce a brush discharge of

about one-half mile in length before the final

lightning flash occurs. In the brush discharge the

air is electrically broken down and conducting.

But it is also mechanically and chemically broken
dow-n. that- is, the molecules dissociated, and re-

combined after the discharge in all possible com-
binations. That is, we g^t ozone and get nitric

acid, and a lightning flash produced by 1,000.-

000,000 volts may be followed by a deluge of nitric

acid. This, fortunately, is not the case.

I. A lecture delivered before ttie National Electric Light As-
sociation in Wasliincton. D. C. June 5, 1007. Dr. Steinmetz
spotte extemporaneously. This report was taken by the stenog-
rapher, but has been subjected to the author's revision.

An estimate of the vciltngc and the current in a

lightning Hash would not yet give Ihc energy, If the

duration of' the discharge is not also known. We
can, however, gel an approximate csllnialc of the

magniture of the energy of the lightning flasli in-

directly, from phiitomi'lric cunsiileralions, and cllinl-

nate the consideration uf the dnralion of the flash

by the inlegi-;iting feature of the lunnan eye for

impressions uf very short dur.'ition. An impression
on the liuiuan eye persists for some lime, about
0.1 second, and any phenomenon of shorter iluralion

than 0.1 second thus appears to last o.i second.

Meiicc the effect on file eye by a lightning Hash
woulil be about the same whether the flash lasts

0.1 second or is of a too times greater intensity,

hut lasting a thousand limes shorter time. This
means that the eye would see a lightning (lash

about in the same manner ;is if lis light anil so

probably its energy were spread mnfrirmly over
0,1 second.

The illumination given by a brilliant lightning

Hash is abtnit of the same magnitude as gc>od arti-

ficial illumination, perhaps one foot-canille, since

at night lime in a well-lighted room, the light of

a lightning Hash is still quite appreciable. Esti-

mating roughly, one volt per candle-foot, a light-

ning flash illuminating a space of two miles square,

or 10" square feet, with one foot-candle would
consume 10' watts, and as this is the illumination

as averaged by the human eye over o. i second, the

energy is 10' watt-seconds, or 10,000 kilowatt-sec-

onds. The energy of a large lightning flash, esti-

mated from its light, so would be of the magnitude
of 10,000 kilowatt-seconds. This value, while con-

siderable when expressed in electric quantities, is

by no means so very great. Reduced to heat meas-
ure, it only equals the latent heat of evaporation

or condensation of about nine pounds of water.

As seen, an estimate of the voltage of the light-

ning flash from length and disruptive potential

gradient of the air does not give reasonable values;

that is, the lightning flash cannot be a single dis-

charge, as that of a Leyden jar. An estimate of

the voltage so may be attempted in a different

manner.
Lightning flashes usually occur within thunder

clouds, and only rarely from cloud to cloud or

from cloud to ground. They, therefore, seem to

be rather due to equalization of potential differences

within the clouds than discharges between oppo-
sitely charged bodies. Lightning occurs mainly
when rapid condensation of moisture takes place

in the air, and the electric phenomena seem to be

the more intense the greater the rapidity of con-
densation, or rain formation. Thus, the atmos-
pheric electric disturbances seem to be connected
with the condensation of water vapor to clouds and
rain.

There exists normally a potential gradient in the

air. That is. a potential difference exists between
the air at different elevations, reaching sometimes
several hundred volts per foot, so that we can
estimate as a fair average, a natural potential

gradient in the air, in vertical direction of about
100 volts per foot. A point of 100 feet above tb.e

ground may show a potential difference of about
10,000 volts against ground. Usually the higher

strata of the air are positive against the lower.

The cause of this potential gradient, whether ter-

restrial or cosmic, is of no interest to us here, but
merely its existence.

It is of interest to investigate what effect must
be expected from our well-known physical laws,

from the condensation of moisture and agglom-
eration of the moisture particles to rain drops, in

an atmosphere having such a potential gradient.

Assuming water vapor in a higher stratum of the

atmosphere to condense to moisture particles, these

moisture particles have the potential of the air in

which they float; that is, have a considerable po-
tential difference, perhaps hundred thousands of

volts, against ground, and so contain an electric

charge against ground. These moisture particles

conglomerate wdth each other to larger moisture
particles and ultimately rain drops. By the col-

lection of n^ particles into one, the diameter of

the particle has increased n-fold. Its capacity has
also increased n-fold (the capacity of a sphere
being proportional to the diameter). The particle

contains, however, the accumulated charges of "n^

smaller particles, and n^ times the charge, with
n times the capacity, gives n" times the potential.

It follows that with the conglomeration of the

w^ater particles, their potential must increase rapidly,

proportional to the square of their diameter. The
conglomeration of moisture particles in the clouds
is. however, very uneven, due to the uneven dis-

tribution of moisture, as is plainly seen by looking

at any cloud. Dense or dark parts, representing

considerable condensation, and so considerable

moisture content, alternate with light parts, in

which little or no condensation occurs. .'\s a result,

starting with a uniform potential in the stratum

of the air, where condensation begins, differences

of potential distribution by necessity result from
the dift'erences in the condensation of w'ater vapor

to moisture and the accumulation of the moisture

particles to larger ones ; that is. the denser por-

tions of the cloud are at a higher potential than

the lighter portions. Thus, starting with uniform

potential, and so zero potential gradient in the air

at the moment of the iK-ginnini; of condensation,
liolenlial differences and so potential (gradients ap-
liear.

Such potential differences in Ihc clouds increase
with increasing agglonicraiion of moisture particles

to rain drops, and Ihe potential gradient so rises.

Let UH a,ssunie the low potential gradient of ico
volts per foot in the cloud at the beginning of
agKlomerallon of moisture particles. 'Ihc collec-

tion of n' SHch particles to one rain drop of n
limes the diameter and so ii times the capacity, but
containing the static charge of n' particles, gives n'

times the potential, and since the distances between
the jiarticles are now n times as large, the potential

gradient has increased n-foUl, That is, by con-
glomeration of wafer particles, the potential gra-
dient rises prrjprrrtional to the diameter of the par-
licles. Fslimating then (he average size of moisture
p.irlicles as io— ' inches at the beginning of ag-
glomeration, when the potential gradient in the
cloud is about roc volts per foot, th<;n the break-
down potential of (he air, of between 100,000 and
joo,ooo volts jier fr^ot, would be reached when the

'

drops have reached about o.i to 0.2 inch diameter,

that is, (he size of rain drops.

Potential gradients in the cloud gradually rise

until .somewhere the disruptive strength of the air

is reached, and a discharge passes, equalizing the

voltage at this spot. This, however, causes a

greater potential gradient at the end of the dis-

cbarge, exceeding the breakdown strength of the

air, and so causes a second discharge, following
over the path of the first; then a third and so on,

until all of the potential differences or unequalities

of the potential distribution in the cloud arc lev-

eled down by a series of successive discharges.

The nhenomenon is so similar to that of a land-

slide, setting off another and another landslide.

Or it can best be pictured by representing the

unequal moisture distribution in the cloud by a

relief map built of wet sand, the dense portion of

the cloud, and so portions of high potential, be-

ing represented by the hills, the light or low
potential portions of the cloud by the valleys of the

relief map. As soon as the sand dries, somewhere,
where the declivity is very steep, that is, the poten-

tial gradient very high, a slide occurs; this causes

another slide and so on until the whole configura-

tion of sand settles down to a flat and smooth
shape, the hills are leveled off and the valleys

filled.

The existence of such successive discharges fol-

lowing each other after appreciable intervals 'of

time in the same path has been shown by the

photographs- of lightning flashes taken with a rotat-

ing camera. In this case, by the motion of the

camera, the successive flashes are recorded side by
side, and sometimes more than 40 successive dis-

charges have been counted, the w^hole phenomenon
lasting about 0.6 second, that is, quite an appreciable

time.

It follows that lightning flashes in the clouds,
of several miles' length, occur without any consid-
erable potential difference betw'een the ends of the
flash, but result from the disruptive equalization
of the unequal potential distribution in the clouds,

caused by unequal vapor density and so unequal
condensation and conglomeration of moisture par-
ticles.

This also explains the relatively small tendency
to discharges between cloud and ground across a
space in which no condensation takes place, and so
no unequal potential distribution supplies the power
of the discharge. Although the distance between

'

cloud and ground is smaller than the distance trav-
ersed by a lightning flash in the clouds, and the
average potential- difference between cloud and
ground probably greater than the potential differ-

ences in the clouds, a discharge to ground probably
occurs in general only where by a heavy downpour
of rain a range of high potential is carried bodily
part way down to ground. This also may explain
that lightning discharges to the ground are usually
followed by the heavy dowmpour of rain.

Estimating then the disruptive strength of air

under discharge conditions in an un-uniform field,

and at the reduced air pressure in the clouds, as
100,000 volts per foot, the average potential gra-
dient in the path of the lightning discharge through
the clouds would be about 50,000 volts per foot.

This gradient, however, would not be unidirec-
tional, but the potential would rise from a low, or
even negative, value at a light portion of the cloud
to a maximum value at a dense position, then de-
crease again, that is, give a gradient in opposite
direction to a light position, etc., and the potential

gradient would vary from nothing at a maximum
potential point to a maximum equal to the break-
dowm strength of air at the starting point of the
discharge to zero at a minimum potential point, etc.

To estimate the current which discharges in the
li.ghtning flash, the conductivity of air in the path
of the discharge, and the diameter of the discharge
are required, and both are unknown, so that any
estimate must be very approximate only. The
specific resistance of gases and vapors decreases
with increasing temperature and with decreasing
pressure. It is a few ohm-centimeters at atmos-
pheric pressure and the high temperature of the

magnetite or carbon arc, and is also a few ohm-cen-
timeters at the low temperature and low pressure
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of a liigh-current Geissler tube discharge. The
mercury arc stream also gives a specific resistance

of a few ohms. The temperature of the air in the

lightning discharge probably is moderately high,

but the pressure also not far from atmospheric, so

that 100 ohm-centimeters may not be far from the

true magnitude of the resistance. Estimating one

to two feet as diameter of the discharge path and
lOO ohm-centimeters as the specific resistance, and
allowing for the inductance, gives, with an average
potential gradient of 50,000 volts per foot, a cur-

rent of about 10,000 amperes.
The heating effect and the magnetic effect of

lightning strokes also point to the passage of cur-

rents of some thousand amperes.
Assuming then the average potential gradient in

the lightning flash as 50,000 volts per foot, the

current as 10,000 amperes, a lightning flash of

two miles' length would represent a power of

5 X 10° kilowatts. Estimating the energy of the

discharge as approximated from the photometric

consideration as 10,000 kilowatt-seconds, the dura-

tion of the discharge would be ioy5Xio"=2X
IQ—" second, or two-millionths of a second.

The discharge probably is oscillatory. In view

of the high resistance of the discharge path the

damping effect must be very great; that is, a

very large part of nearly all the energy is ex-

pended in the first half wave; the discharge con-

sists of only one or very few half waves. With
a duration of the discharge of 2 X lO"" seconds.

assuming two half waves as average, gives 500,000

cycles.

The frequency of oscillation of the lightning

flash so appears as of the magnitude of half a

million cycles.

Since the velocity of propagation of electric dis-

turbances is the velocity of light, or i88,oco miles

per second, the wave length of a discharge of

188,000

500,000 cycles is = ?^ mile, or about 2,oco

500,000

feet.

A w-ave length of 2,000 feet means that the

current in the discharge flows in one direction for

1,000 feet, in the opposite direction, that is, with

opposite potential gradient, in the next thousand

feet, etc. That is, in our former discussion the

average distance through which the potential gra-

dient has the same direction, or the distance be-

tween ma.ximum and minimum, between densest of

lightest parts of the clouds, is about i.ooo feet.

This agrees fairly well with the appearance of the

clouds to the eye and it also agrees in magnitude
with the distance over which the wind velocity

varies in gusts, as shown by Professor Langley in

his investigation on the "Internal Energy of the

Wind."
It appears herefrom that the varying wind veloc-

ity as measured by Professor Langley, that is, the

gusty character of the air currents, results not only

in an internal mechanical energy, which the bird

utilizes for soaring, but also results in unequal

moisture distribution, and so, when condensation

occurs, in an "internal electrostatic energy" of the

thunder cloud, which discharges as lightning.

With an average length of the half wave of

I.ooo feet and 50,000 volts per foot as potential

gradient the potential differences in the clouds

would be of the magnitude of 50,000.000 volts.

These are values which appear reasonable.

Assuming that an electric flash drains the elec-

tric energy of the cloud within a radius of about

100 to 200 feet from the path of the discharge, this

affords a different method of estimating the mag-
nitude of the energ>' of the lightning flash. As-

suming, for instance, saturated air at 40° C. mixing
with air at 0° C, condensation of a part of the

moisture occurs which can easily be calculated, and
also the electrostatic capacity. With a wave length

of 2,000 feet and a potential gradient of 50,000

volts per foot, from the capacity follows the energy

of the electrostatic charge w^hich discliarges as light-

ning flash. This is found under above assunption
as of the magnitude of 10,000 kilowatt-seconds, and
so agrees with the results derived from the photo-
metric considerations.

To conclude, then, as appro.ximate values of mag-
nitude of the electric quantities in a lightning flash

may be estimated

:

Average potential gradient, 50,000 volts per foot
at the moment of discharge.

Average potential difference between different

points of the cloud, 50,000,000 volts.

Average current in the discharge, 10,000 amperes.
I

Average duration of the discharge, second.
500,000

Average frequency of discharge, 500,000 cycles.

Average energy of the discharge, 10,000 kilowatt-
seconds, or 7,000,000 foot-pounds.

[To be coiitititicd.l
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Cheap Power from Muskegon River.

Eight cents a kilowatt-hour for electric lights is

the rate agreed upon between the Grand Rapids
ordinance committee of the Common Council and
the Grand Rapids and JMuskegori Power Company
is the basis of' negotiations for a franchise. The
company owns the big dams on Muskegon River,

illustrated in the Western Electrician last week. It

is working with the Grand Rapids Edison company
and" the new franchise will take the place of that

of the latter company, which .company now charges

12 cents a kilowatt-hour for lighting.

The proposed franchise further provides for a rate

of two to three cents per horsepower-hour for a

25-horsepower load; 25 to 75 horsepower, i]^^ to

2 cents; 75 to 150 horsepower, 1% to iM cents;

more than 150 horsepower, i to iI/< cents. The
minimum charge for light is fixed at 50 cents a

month, and the minimum for power is $r. All

lines carrying over 7,500 volts are to be strung on
private property, except where necessary to cross

streets. The poles of the company may be used

by the city or any other corporation and no charge

will be made the city for the use of the poles.

The franchise is to run for 20 years, and an an-

nual fee of $500 is to be paid. The ordinance if

passed by the council will make the franchise

effective October 1st. The rates are among the

lowest in the country. They are proposed by the

city officials at the suggesti-on of J. B. Foote of

the power company.

Copper Down to 22 Cents.

On July gth and loth the price of copper ex-

hibited a sharp decline, dropping from 25 to 22

cents a pound. A similar reduction was shown

in the price of copper wire. A copper dealer in

New York gave the following explanation

:

"For the last two months we have been doii.g

practically no business in the copper market. Buy-
ers have been unwilling to make new commitments
on the old basis, and so we finally decided to

make a radical reduction in price, reducing it from
25 to 22 cents a pound. We have held off from
making this reduction for a long time, in order
to enable consumers w^ho bought the metal at 25
cents to use up their supplies. A reduction to 22
cents, we believe, will represent the bottom level.

It is, of course, impossible to say positively that

the price will not go lower, but from all indications
the outlook seems to favor an advance in the
figure within the next month or two rather than
a further decline."

A Chicago man in close touch with the wire

business told a representative of the Western Elec-

trician that for some time there has been a dead-

lock between the big producers and the principal

consumers. After a period of inactivity, the pro-

ducers were forced to give way and the decrease

in price followed. This gentleman expressed him-

self as e.Kpecting perhaps still further reduction be-

low the present figure of 22 cents, although he

does not look for the decline until after the end
of this year.

Railway Safety-device Investigation.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has an-
nounced the appointment of a board of experts to
supervise and conduct experimental tests of block-
signal systems and other safety devices as pro-
vided for by the joint resolution of Congress. The
action followed a conference in Washington, D. C,
on July loth, with a committee representing the
American Railway Association.

M. E. Cooley, professor of mechanical engineer-
ing in the University of Michigan, is named as

chairman of the board. The other members are:

Captain Ames, engineer in direct charge of sig-

naling in the electric zone of the New York
Central and Hudson River Railway ; Frank G.
Ewald. consulting engineer of the Railroad and
Warehouse Commission of Illinois, and B. B. Ad-
ams of the Railroad Gazette. A committee of the
.American Railway .Association has tendered the
commission the use of railway tracks and other
facilities for conducting the tests, and will co-

operate to the fullest extent in securing the best
results for safety in travel.

About $325,000 is to be spent this summer by
the Little Rock C\rk.) Railway and Electric Com-
pany in paving streets and improving tracks. Man-
ager Hcgarty has 200 men at work on track im-
provement and about 300 more are doing the
paving.

Galveston Bay Causeway Plans De-
layed.

The delay in perfecting the plans for building
a causeway across Galveston Bay to connect the

mainland with Galveston Island, upon wdiich the

city of Galveston is situated, has somewhat dis-

turbed the Stone & Webster interests. The cour.ty

of Galveson voted bonds some time ago to build
the causeway, but its building is conditional upon
the several railroad? entering Galveston joining in

the enterprise. These roads have been slow about
maturing their plans, and nothing definite has yet
been done looking to the early construction of the
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causeway. The Stone & Webster people have
everything in readiness to build their interurban
electric railway between Houston and Galveston,
but It is first desired to know what arrangements
can be made for crossing the proposed causeway.
If the new line cannot cross that structure, a sep-
arate bridge will have to be built for its use.

National Civic Federation and Public
Ownership.

That part of the report of the Municipal Owner-
ship Commission of the National Civic Federation
which concerns the American light and water
plants investigated has been made public. The
report is made by a committee of four appointed
by the commission, two of whom are connected
with private enterprises and two being advocates
of city ownership. Quite naturally two opinions
are given.

Of the committee, Walton Clark, vice-president
of the United Gas Improvement Company of
Philadelphia, and Charles L. Edgar, president
of the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of
Boston, criticize the municipal plants examined,
while Prof. Frank Parsons, of Boston, president
of the National Public Ownership League, and
Edward W. Bemis, superintendent of the Cleve-
land waterworks, commend in general such ex-
amples of municipal ownership as have been
examined.

Messrs. Clark and Edgar agree that the inquiry
of the committee, both into American and British
plants, shows that where "municipal ownership
has been removed from the realm of philosophic
discussion and put to the test of actual experi-
ence it has failed ingloriously." They believe, too.
that there would be grave danger of the building
up of a municipal machine, which would surpass
anything that has ever been effected in this line,
if scores of men in gas, electric and street-railroad
employ were to be made city employes. Prof.
Parsons and Mr. Bemis, on the other hand, de-
clare that the failures in municipal ownership are
insignificant in comparison with the failures of
private ow'nership.

Prof. Parsons expresses the belief that munici-
pal ownership would develop a higher class of
municipal administrators. On this point Messrs.
Clark and Edgar say

:

"There is little about municipal trading to at-
tract men of the first class. We have not found
evidence in the United States that the personnel
of the city government of Chicago or Wheeling
is superior to that of Atlanta or Norfolk, or that
the introduction of municipal water and electric
plants in Detroit has brought a higher type of
citizenship into the "-overning body than we find
in New Haven, which has neither."

Messrs. Clark and Edgar, in dealing with
municipal electric-light plants, assert that in Chi-
cago the cost is greater than if the supply were
taken from a private company. The Chicago and
Uetroit municipal plants are declared to be of a
type now obsolete, while the Allegheny plant is .

"poorly designed, inefficient and expensive to
operate."
The expert quoted by Mr. Bemis estimates the

profit to the city of Chicago on the operation of
its plant up to the close of 1905 at $710,433. The
"spoils system" had been kept out. although the
plant was not all that could be desired. In street
lighting the cost was less per arc lamp than was
paid to private companies for similar service.

Messrs. Clark and Edgar, in a general state-
ment at the close of their review^ of all condi-
tions, say that with, one or two exceptions all

municipal plants properly audited have lost money.

Union Traction Reorganization Plan.

The plan of reorganization of the Chicago
Union Traction Company was made public a
few days ago and is now being considered by the
holders of securities in the underlying companies.
On July 24th Jud^e Grosscup and Prof. John
C. Gray, as arbitrators, will hear any objections
to the plan, which, in the main, is thought to be
a fair one, and one wdiich will require only the
adjustment of minor details.

If accepted the reorganization plan will wipe
out the old companies, with their debts, and sub-
stitute a new company with sufficient money to

go ahead and carry out the rehabilitation of
street-car equipment and service required by the

settlement ordinance.
Two syndicates will he organized to carry out

the plan. One will furnish the money for the re-

habilitation of the lines, wdiich will total in the

end $24,000,000. The raising of half this is all

that is contemplated at present. The other syn-
dicate will furnish the money to satisfy the olili-

gations of the Union Traction Company, including
the reorganization. This will mean the raising

of about $4.000.coo.

It is expected that Isham Randolph, who has
been chief engineer for the Chicago Drainage Canal
for !4 years, will become consulting engineer of

that work for a fixed salary. George M. VVisner.

for 12 years . assistant to the chief engineer, will

succeed Mr. Randolph as chief engineer.
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ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
Hy Geo. R. Metcalfe.

XXV. -Central Stations.

Ga.s Enuinks.

(;:is L-nniiif.s .'iDil oil cnKini'.s rt-pri'-SL-nl types of

prime movers qiiile radically (lifTcreiit from llie

rcciprocnliiiK and turbine types of steam engines

previously considered. Tlie broad distinction bc-

iweeii these types is in the methods of utilizing

the fuel. In the steam euKine the energy is fur-

nished by means of the slow combustion of coal

under the boiler and entirely apart fnmi the en-

nine, and from this fact the steam engine is

known as an cxtcrnal-couibustion engine. The gas

engine, as well as the oil engine, on the other

hand, arc known as internal-combustion engines

for the reason that the energy is supplied by the

explosive combustion of the fuel within the cylin-

ders of the engine. In the internal-combustion

engine the fuel used must necessarily be of gaseous

or liquid form, because the use of solid fuel

would imply a residue of asb or solid matter

which could not readily be removed and wdiich

would cause rapid deterioration of the cylinders.

A consideration of the conditions surrounding

these two types of prime movers will indicate at

once that the internal-combustion type has a great

advantage in efficiency, as it offers far less chances

for losses of energy than the external-combustion

type. In the most efficient modern steam-engine

plant the efficiency as a whole is not much in

excess of 12 to 14 per cent. This means that of

the total potential enei'gy of the fuel only 12 or

14 per cent, is utilized for useful work and the

remaining 86 or 88 per cent, ij lost.

This total loss is composed of a number of

smaller losses which occur at every step in the

process of converting the heat energy of the fuel

to the energy of motion of the engine. The coal

in the furnace burns at a temperature of 2,000

degrees F. or more, and the water in the boiler

is heated to between 300 and 400 degrees at the

most, and during this operation a large percentage

of the heat of the furnace escapes up the chimney.

The steam then loses heat constantly in its passage

from the boiler to the engine in heating up the

piping and engine cylinders. Considerable of the

steam must also be used for operating auxiliaries,

such as coal conveyors, pumps, economizers, feed-

water heaters, etc., in an economical plant. In

those plants which do not contain these auxiliaries

the ultimate efficiency of the conversion of energy

from coal is considerably under 10 per cent. An-

other loss which must be considered is the amount

of fuel consumed under the boilers when the

engine is not running. In order to be able to

run without waiting to build a fire and get up

steam it is necessary to keep the steam in the

boilers up to a reasonable pressure at all times,

and this means a constant consumption of fuel

wdaen no work is being done.

The conditions are far more favorable to effi-

ciency with the internal-combustion engine. The
fuel being gas, there are no chimney or boiler

losses nor losses in transmission through pipes.

The fuel is introduced into the engine cylinder

and consumed there at a temperature between

2,000 and 3,000 degrees F., and a much greater

proportion of this heat is utilized in useful work
than is possible in a steam engine. Moreover, the

gas-engine plant, having practically no auxiliary

apparatus, is very simple, and can be operated

with but little manual labor. The plant is much
more compact and smaller than a steam plant,

and the danger of boiler explosions is absent.

If the gas for such a plant has to be produced
from coal a gas producer is necessar}-, Avhich in

a measure corresponds to the boiler of a steam

plant. A good gas producer, however, is more
economical than a steam boiler and will convert

at least 85 per cent, of the heat energy of the

coal into gas, making the loss of this conversion

not over 15 per cent.

An efficient modern gas engine w^ill convert 35
per cent, of the heat energy of the coal into useful

work, so it is from two to three times as efficient

as a steam-engine plant. A gas-engine plant should

therefore use tut one-half or less of the fuel

necessary for a steam plant of the same output,

and the simplicity of the plant and its small rela-

tive size should lerid to still further economies
in reduced operating expenses and lower first cost

of station building. With these advantages the

Note.—This series of articles, intended to sur\'e>', briefly,
tlie wtiole field of applied electricity for light, power and heat,
was begun in the Wegtern Electrician of February 2, 1907.

(lueslion natur.illy arises why ihe gas engine Is

so little used in comp.irison to Ihe sle.nn engine,

III the first i)lace, the gas engine, in its present

form, is a comparatively new ni.icliine and has

tmly been perfecteil sufliciently to operate electrical

machinery within llie last few years, nor has it

been built in large sizes until recently. Gas en-

gines are now built in sizes equal to the largest

steam engines, and their speed regulation has been

perfecteil so that a very close uniformity of rota-

tion during a complete revolution is obtained,

making them capable of operating generators in

parallel with entire success. Of the few large gas

engines in use in electrical plants at present, but

little has been published in regard to operating

statistics, but the inherent economy of this class

of engines makes it probable that they will rapidly

come into more general use.

There ;ire numernus makes of gas engines which

differ considerably in mechanical details, but nearly

all of them operate upon what is known as the

Otto cycle, although other cycles are in limited

use. It has been found that in order to operate

with efficiency the mixture of gas and air in the

engine cylinder must be compressed to a small

volume before it is ignited, and this fact led to

the adoption of the following arrangement

:

On the first forward stroke of the piston the

gas and air, in the proper proportions, are drawn
into the cylinder through the entire stroke. Sec-

ond, the mixture of gas and air is compressed

during the return stroke of the piston until the

explosive mi.xture occupies only the volume of the

clearance between the piston and cylinder head.

Third, the gas is ignited and the exploded charge

expands throughout the next full forward stroke

of the piston. Fourth, the products of combustion

are exhausted during the second return stroke of

the piston. This sequence of operations constitutes

the Ofto cycle.

On a small single-acting engine the flywheel is

depended upon to carry the engine over the in-

tervals between explosions, which occur only on

alternate revolutions of the engine, but in large

engines several cylinders are used, connected to

cranks 90 degrees apart, so that two or four im-

pulses or explosions per revolution are obtained,

which give the engine a very uniform angular

velocity. From what has been said it is apparent

that the gas engine will not start itself like a

steam engine does when steam is admitted to the

cylinder, and w-hen the engine is too large to start

by hand some means must be provided for turn-

ing the engine over before it becomes self-acting.

This is sometimes accomplished by compressed air,

and more frequently by supplying the cylinders with

a charge under high compression, for which spe-

cial starting apparatus is provided.

As the constant explosions in the cylinder of a

gas engine tend to heat the cylinder and adjacent

parts to a high temperature, some means must be

provided for keeping this temperature below a

point which would be destructive to the engine.

This is usually done by means of a jacket around

the cylinder, through w-hich a supply of cold water

constantly circulates. The temperature of the cyl-

inder can therefore be regulated by varying the

temperature and amount of the water which flow's

about it.

In some small engines the water jacket is re-

placed by a succession of small ribs cast integral

with the cylinder, so that the ribs present a verj'

large radiating surface to the air, by means of

which the heat is carried oiif. This is only prac-

ticable, however, for engines of very small capacity-,

as in very large engines it is often necessary to

provide a water jacket for the exhaust valve.

As the gas engine is a heat engine, it is not

desirable to cool the cylinder too much, but merely

to keep it at a temperature wdiich w-ill not prove

destructive to it. A little consideration will show
that if the temperature is allow^ed to get too high,

the cylinder oil would be vaporized, and the re-

sulting friction in the cylinder would soon wear
out the cylinder and piston rubbing surfaces. It

will also be seen that bej'ond a certain tempera-

ture the engine would not operate at all, because

the explosive gases would be ignited at once on
entering the cylinder by coming in contact with

the hot metal.

In order to have the engine operate properly,

the ignition of the explosive gases must take place

at just the proper time. The explosion of the gas

is not instantaneous, but requires an appreciable
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amount of lime before the inaxiniuin pressure is

oblained. 'Iliis lime varies with the strength of
llic explosive iJilxlure, iiiid llie amount of com-
pression to wlilcli it in subjected, 'llie proper lime
for llic iRnitioii Is just ;i little before the end of
the compression stroke ; that Is lo say, just before
llic crank reaches dead ccnlcr, so that Ihe maxi-
mum pressure occurs a lillle later, just after Ihe
crank is past Ihe ccnlcr. It is very imporlaiit th,it

Ihe explosion be properly limed. If ll Is loo early,

il will tend 10 reverse the engine, and if it is

t<xi lale, a portion of Ihe energy of Ihe combustion
Is lost and the engine operates less eflicienlly.

Two methods of igniting Ihe gases In the cylin-

iler are employed. One is by bringing ihe gas
into contact with a hot .surface of metal, and Ihe
other is by means of an electric spark. The former
method employs what is known as llic hoi lube,

which is niairilaiiied at a red heat by a gas flame.

This, however, gives rather unsatisfactory service,

as the timing of the explosion is rather irregular.

For this reason electric ignition is used more than
any other method, because the timing can be ar-

ranged wilh Ihe greatest accuracy. The electric

spark may be generated by current from cither a
primary or storage battery, from lighting circuits,

or, in the case of very large engines, small dyna-
mos arc sometimes provided especially for this

purpose.

ITo be conliiiucdA

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Loss of Polarity.

M. S. W., Linton, Ind : What is the cause of
a machine losing its polarity? What is the remedy
for it, if any? The machine in question is a 200-
kilowatt three-phase General Electric alternator.

Answer.

A dynamo will lose its potential when the field

circuit is opened. This may be either at the switch
or somewhere else in the circuit. The. remedy is

obvious. But possibly the inquirer did not express
exactly what he wished to say.

Excitation.

E. E. L., Enterprise, Ore.: In changing the di-

rection of rotation of an exciter should any
changes be made besides changing the brush hold-
ers? What size exciter would ordinarily be sent
with a 200-kilowatt alternator? Suppose I were
to use a 75^-kilowatt exciter with a 200-kilowatt
alternator, could I not light the station from the
exciter very easily if not more than 20 or 25
i6-candlepower lights were needed?

Answer.

The field connections must also be reversed, or
the exciter win fait to "build up." The polarity

will, of course, be -reversed from the original,

which will require interchanging the external leads

in order to maintain the original polarity on the

direct-current bus-bars.

The size of the exciter will depend somewhat
on the make of alternator. Ordinarily a six-kilo-

watt exciter should be ample for a 200-kilowatL

dynamo. This would leave sufficient margin to

light 25 i6-candlepower station lights.

Parallel Operation with Equalizer.

A. P., Chicago : While running three or four
550-volt generators (direct current) in parallel and
the voltage of one is cut down until its load is

zero, will not the equalizer keep up its voltage
and so prevent the other machines from backing
in and running it as a motor? Or, in the case of
one engine slowing down, would the generator be
motorized, or would the equalizer get so hot from
the current it carries to the weak machine, that
it would melt? Would an answer to the above
cover all the points in rotarj'-converter operation

—

that is. running from the same alternating-current

source?
Answer.

If the shunt field is weakened or the speed is

reduced just enough to bring the load to zero,

nothing would happen. The induced voltage of

this dynamo is then equal to the voltage of the

others, minus the "drop" across the equalizer be-

tween this dynamo and the others. If the field

strength or the spee'd or both are further reduced,

the dynamo will be "motorized" by the others.

The equalizer bar is generally of large dimen-

sions ; therefore other parts of the circuit (fuses

or circuit-breakers) would open long before the

equalizer would get hot.

The above does not apply to rotary converters,

as these machines run in synchronous speed, and

have their potential fixed within limits by the alter-

nating-current voltage.
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Revised Standardization Rules."

103. Commutator Briisli Friction.—Tlie magnitude

of tlie commutator brush friction (whicli may be

considered as independent of the load) is deter-

mined by measuring the difference in power re-

quired for driving the machine with brushes on and

with brushes off (the field being unexcitcd).

104. Collector-ring Brush Friction.—Collector-rmg

brush friction may be determined in the same man-
ner as commutator brush friction. It is usually

negligible.

no. Armature-resistance Loss.—This loss may be

expressed by p V r, where r = resistance of one

armature circuit or branch, I= the current in such

armature circuit or branch, and p= the number of

armature circuits or branches.

111. Commutator Brush and Brush-contact Resist-

ance Loss.—It is desirable to point out that with

carbon brushes these losses may be considerabla in

low-voltage machines.

112. Collector-ring and Brush-contact Resistance

Loss.—This loss is usually negligible, except in

machines of extremely low voltage or in unipolar

machines.

113. Field Excitation Loss.—With separately ex-

cited fields the loss of pon-er in the resistance of

the field coils alone should be considered. With

either shunt or series field windings, however, the

loss of power in the accompanying rheostat should

also be included, the said rheostat being consid-

ered as an essential part of the machine and not

as separate auxiliary apparatus.

114. Load Losses.—The load losses may be con-

sidered as the difference between the total losses

under load and the sum of the losses above speci-

115. a. In commutating machines of small field

distortion the load losses are usually trivial and may,

therefore, be neglected. When, however, the field

distortion is large, as is shown, for instance, by

the necessitv for shifting the brushes between no

load and full load, or with variations of load, these

load losses may be considerable and should be taken

into account. In this case the efficiency may be

determined either
.
by input and output measure-

ments, or the load' losses may be estimated by the

method of section 116.
, ,

116. b. Estimation of Load Losses.—While the

load losses cannot well be determined individually,

they mav be considerable, and therefore their joint

influence" should be determined by observation. This

can be done bv operating the machine on short-cir-

cuit and at full-load current, that is, by determin-

ing what mav be called the "short-circuit core

loss." With the low field intensity and great lag

of current existing in this case, the load losses are

usuallv greatly exaggerated.

117. One-third of, the short-circuit core loss may,

as an approximation, and in the absence of more

accurate information, be assumed as the load loss.

131. Alternating or Transformer Loss.—These

losses are measured by wattmeter in the field cir-

cuit. They include molecular magnetic friction and

eddy currents, due to the alternation of the mag-

netic field, I'r losses in cross-connections of cross-

connected armatures, Tr and other Josses in arma-

ture coil and commutator leads which are short-

cuited by the brushes, as far as these losses are

due to the alternation of the magnetic flux.

140. Armature Resistance Loss.—This loss in

the armature is q I"r, where I = direct current in

armature, r^ armature resistance and q. a factor

which is equal to 1.47 in single-circuit single-phase,

1. 15 in double-circuit single-phase, 0.59 in three-

phase, 0.39 in two-phase, and 0.27 in six-phase con-

verters.

147. The efiiciency of two similar converters may
be determined by operating one machine as a con-

verter- from direct to alternating, and the other as

a converter from alternating to direct, connecting

the alternating sides together, and measuring the dif-

ference between the direct-current input and the

direct-current output. This process may be modi-
fied by returning the output of the second machine
through two boosters into the first machine and
measuring the losses. Another modification is to

supply the losses by an alternator between the two
machines, using potential regulators.

167. In rotary induction apparatus the load losses

may for practical purposes be determined by meas-

uring the total power, with the rotor short-circuited

at standstill and a current in the primary circuit

equal to the primary energy current at full load.

The loss in the motor under these conditions may
be assumed to be equal to the load losses + Tr
losses in both primary and secondary coils.

177. In rectifiers the most satisfactory method of

determining the efficiency is to measure both elec-

tric input and electric output by wattmeter. The
input is usually inductive, owing to phase displace-

ment and to wave distortion. For this reason the

power factor and the apparent cflficicncy should also

be considered, since the latter may be much lower
than true efficiency. The power consumed by auxil-

iar>' devices, such as the synchronous motor or
cooling devices, should be included in the electric

input.

178. In constant-current rectifiers, transforming

I. This U the '.ccond inniallmcnl of ihft rxirafts (bct;un in Ihe
Wevtcrn Electrician Ia.<t week) from the rcvin<><l standardization
rule* of Ihe American Institute of Electrical Bngincertt. The
orittlnal lection number* are retained. Tin- concluding oxlractH
will be given next week.

from constant potential alternating to constant di-

rect current by means of constant-current trans-

forming devices and rectifying devices, the losses in

the transforming devices are to be included in de-

termining the efficiency and have to be measured
when operating the rectifier, since in this case the

losses may be greater than when feeding an alter-

nating secondary circuit. In constant-current trans-

forming devices the load losses may be consider-

able and therefore should not be neglected.

179. In open-coil arc machines the losses are

essentially the same as in direct-current (closed

coil) commutating machines. In this case, however,
the load losses are usually greater, and the effi-

ciency should preferably be measured by input and
output test, using wattmeters for measuring the

output. In alternating-current rectifiers the output

should in general be measured by wattmeter and
not by voltmeter and ammeter, since owing to

pulsation of current and voltage a considerable

discrepancy may e.xist between watts and volt-am-

peres. If, however, a direct-current and an .ilter-

nating-current meter in the rectified circuit (either

a voltmeter or 'an ammeter) give the same read-

ing, the output may be measured by direct-current

voltmeter and ammeter. The type of alternating-

current instrument here referred to should indicate

the effective or root-of-mean-sqnare value and the

type of direct-current instrument the arithmetical

mean value, which would be zero on an alternating-

current circuit.

180. The efficiency of transmission lines should

be measured with non-inductive load at the re-

ceiving end, with the rated receiving A'Oltage and

frequency; also with the sinusoidal impressed wave
form, except where expressly specified otherwise,

and with the exclusion of transformers or other

apparatus at the ends of the line.

181. In apparatus producing phase displacernent,

as, for example, synchronous compensators, exciters

of induction generators, reactors, condensers, po-

larization cells, etc.. the efficiency should be un-

derstood to be the ratio of the volt-amperes minus

power loss to the volt-amperes.

182. The efficiency may be calculated by deter-

mining the losses, subtracting them from the volt-

amperes and then dividing the difference by the

volt-amperes.

1S3. In synchronous compensators and exciters of

induction generators the determination of losses is

the same as in other synchronous machines.

184. In reactors the losses are molecular mag-
netic friction, eddy losses and Tr loss. They should

be measured by wattmeter. The efficiency of react-

ors should be determined with a sine wave of im-

pressed voltage except where expressly specified

otherwise.

D. Reg-Illation.

187. Definition.—The regulation of a machine or

apparatus in regard to some characteristic quantity

(such as terminal voltage current or speed) is the

ratio of the deviation of that quantity from its

normal value at rated load to the normal rated load

value. The term "regulation," therefore, has the

same meaning as the term "inherent regulation,"

occasionally used.

188. Constant Standard.—If the characteristic

quantity is intended to remain constant (e. g., con-

stant voltage, constant speed, etc.) between rated

load and no load, the regulation is the ratio of the

maximum variation from the rated load value to

the no-load value.

189. Varj'ing Standard.—If the characteristic quan-

tity is intended to vary in a definite manner be-

tvveen rated load and no load, the regulation is the

ratio of the maximum variation from the specified

condition to the normal rated-load value.

190. (a) Note.—If the law of the variation (in

voltage, current, speed, etc.) between rated load

and no load is not specified, it should be assumed

to be a simple linear relation, i. e., one undergoing

uniform variation between rated load and no load.

191. (b) Note.—The regulation of an apparatus

may, therefore, differ according to its qualification

for use. Thus, the regulation of a compound-wound
generator specified as a constant-potential generator

will be different from that which it possesses when
specified as an over-compounded generator.

192. In constant-potential machines the regulation

is the ratio of the maximum difference of terminal

voltage from the rated-load value (occurring within

the range from rated load to open circuit) to the

rated load terminal voltage.

193. In constant-current machines the regulation

is the ratio of the maximum difference of current

from the rated-load value (occurring within the

range from rated load to short-circuit, or minimum
limit of operation) to the rated-load current.

194. In constant-power apparatus the regulation

is the ratio of maximum difference of power from

the rated-load value foccurring within the range

of operation specified) to the rated power.

195. In constant-speed direct-current inotors and
induction motors the regulation is the ratio of the

maxiinum variation of speed from its rated-load

value (occurring within the range from rated load

to no load) to the rated-load speed.

196. The regulation of an induction motor is,

therefore, not identical with the slip of the motor,

which is the ratio of the drop in speed from syn-

chronism to the synchronous speed.

IQ7. In constant-potential transformers the regn-

lation Is the ratio of the rise of secondary terminal

voltage from rated non-inductive load to no load
(at constant primary impressed terminal voltage)
to the secondary terminal voltage at rated load.

198. In over-compounded machines the regula-
tion is the ratio of the maximum difference in volt-

age from a straight line connecting the no-load and
rated-load values of terminal voltage as function
of the load current to the rated-load terminal volt-

age.

199. In converters, dynamotors, motor-generators
and frequency converters the regulation is the ratio

of the maximum difference of terminal voltage at

the output side from the rated-load voltage, to the

rated-load voltage on the output side.

200. In transmission lines, feeders, etc., the regu-
lation is the ratio of the maximum voltage differ-

ence at the receiving end between rated non-induct-
ive load and no load to the rated-load A'oltage at

the receiving end (with constant voltage impressed
upon the sending end).

201. In steam engines the regulation is the ratio

of the mavimum variation of speed in passing
slowly from rated load to no load (with constant

steam pressure at the throttle) to the rated-load
speed. For variation and pulsation see sections

59-64.

202. In a hydraulic turbine or other water motor
the regulation is the ratio of the maximum varia-
tion of speed in passing slowly from rated load to

no load (at constant head of water, i. e., at con-
stant difference of level between tail race and head
race) to the rated-load speed. - For variation and
pulsation see sections 59-64.

203. In a generator unit, consisting of a gener-
ator united with a prime mover, the regulation

'

should be determined at constant conditions of the
prime mover, i. e., constant steam pressure, head,
etc. It includes the inherent speed variations of
the prime mover. For this reason the regulation

of a generator unit is to be distinguished from the

regulation of either the prime mover or of the
generator contained in it when taken separately.

Conditions for and Tests of Regulation.—
204. Speed.—The regulation of generators is to

be determined at constant speed and of alternating

apparatus at constant impressed frequency.

205. Non-inductive Load.—In apparatus gener-

ating, transforming or ti"ansmitting alternating cur-

rents, regulation should be understood to refer to

non-inductive load, that is, to a load in which the

current is in phase w^ith the electromotive force

at the output side of the apparatus, except where
expressly specified otherwise.

206. Wave Form.—In alternating apparatus receiv-

ing electric power, regulation should refer to a

sine wave of electromotive force, except where
expressly specified otherwise.

207. Excitation.—In commutating niachines, recti-

fying machines and synchronous machines, such as

direct-current generators and motors, alternating-

current and polyphase generators, the regulation is

to be determined under the following conditions

:

(i) At constant excitation in separately excited

fields,

(2) With constant resistance in shunt-field cir-

cuits, and
(3) With constant resistance shunting series-field

circuits, i, e., the field adjustment should remain
constant and should be so chosen as to give the
required full-load voltage at full-load current.

208. Impedance Ratio.—In alternating-current ap-
paratus, in addition to the non-inductive regulation,
the impedance ratio of the apparatus should be
specified, i. e., the ratio of the voltage consumed
by the total internal impedance of the apparatus at

full-load current to its rated full-load voltage. As
far as possible a sinusoidal current should be used.

209. Computation of Regulation.—When in syn-
chronous machines the regulation is computed from
the terminal voltage and impedance voltage, the

e.xciting ampere-turns corresponding to terminal
voltage plus armature-resistance drop, and the am-
pere-turns at short-circuit corresponding to the
armature-impedance drop should be combined vec-

torially to obtain the resultant ampere-turns, and
the corresponding internal electromotive force should
be taken from the saturation curve.

I

Concrete Poles Prove Satisfactory.

Nearly a year ago experiments were begun at

Richmond, Ind., with reinforced concrete telephone

and telegraph poles. WiJIiam Bailey, superintend-

ent of the Richmond Home Telephone Company,

made a series of tests, with the result that he has

produced a pole 30 feet in height, octagonal in

shape, tapering toward the top, with gains to

be used in climbing and for the insertion of cross-

arms. A number of these poles were erected on

one of the main lines of the company, and a short

line was constructed wholly of concrete poles.

.'\ftcr a year in service it has been found that

the poles have given as much satisfaction as the

wooden "poles and have the additional quality of

being almost indestructible. The pole itself could

not be patented, hut the manner of construction

has been protected hy patents. On July 8th the

American Concrete Pole Company was organized

in Richmond, with James .'\, Brailey of Toledo.

Ohio, as president. .Associated with Mr. Brailey

are William Bailey, the inventor,' and several others.
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The Installation and Operation of
Alternating-current Goneratora.

I'MiT 11,

Dkving Out.

If a inacliiiK' has been exposed lo low teinpei'a-

liire it slioulil not lie unpacked inili! it has reached

the same temperature as that of the room, other-

wise a film of moistnre may form thereon, due to

condensation. ;\fler the alternator has been set

up it slioidd I e dried out by .short-circuiting the

armature terminals and running the machine with

low-held excitation sniVicient to circulate in the

armature a current about 25 per cent, greater than

normal fnll-load current. An ammeter should be

inserted to indicate the current and the machine
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he opened when full current is flowing, because
the liigh induced eleclromoflvc force caused thereby

may be suflicient to break down the field insula-

tion. With most of the larger niacbincs a grid

resistance is connected to the field switch, so that

in case the latter is opened the resistance is first

eonnecteil across the field circuit, thus forming a

path through which the induced current can flow

and prevent any abnormal rise in electromotive

force. Fig. K sbow.s exciter connections for small

machines and I'ig. 9 for larger alternators where
a grid discharge resistance is used.

l',\HAI.l.KI. Ol'EUATIO.I.

When two or more alternators ai'e rnn in parallel

there ;tre cerl;iin conditions th:tt nmst be itiet in

EXCITER CONNECTIONS WITH FIELD DISCHARGE RESISTANCE.

run until it has become thoroughly warmed up and
all moisture expelled.

Starting Up.

In case the alternator does not operate in paral-

lel with other machines the following instructions

should be observed

:

Bring the alternator and exciter up to speed

and make sure that the oil rings are revolving

freely. See that all resistance in both e.Kciter and
alternator field rheostats is cut in and that both

field and main switches are open. Cut out resist-

ance in exciter field and bring the exciter pressure

up to normal. If the exciter fails to generate, fol-

low the instructions as given in the instruction

book (AUis-Chalmers) for direct-current gener-

ators. Close the field switch of the alternator and
have all resistance in so that full voltage will not

be generated in the windings. In case the machine
is being started for the first time, allow it to rnn

for an hour or two at low voltage and then gradu-

ally increase the voltage until it reaches normal

;

the load can then be thrown on.

As the load increases it will be necessary to cut

out some resistance in the field circuit in order to

maintain full voltage, and if the load on the alter-

order to secure satisfactory operation. These are;

a. The machine must be in synchronism—that is,

the frequency must be the same for each, and the

electromotive forces of the different machines must
be in phase.

b. The electromotive forces must be approxi-

mately equal.

c. In order to secure proper division of the load

under changes in load conditions the speed regula-

tion of the prime movers must be alike.

d. To prevent periodic cross currents between

machines the variations in angular velocity of the

prime movers must be kept within certain limits,

[n waterwheel or steam-turbine-driven units the

angular velocity is uniform, but with reciprocating

engine units there may be trouble due to periodic

variation if the engine flywheels are not heavy
enough.

Belted Alternators.

With belted alternators it is very important that

the pulleys be proportioned so as to make the

speeds of the alternators such that they will give

exactly the same frequency; if all the machines

have the same number of poles their speeds must
be exactly alike. If the pulleys are not of the

EXCITER CONNECTIONS WITH FiELD DISCHARGE RESISTANCE.

nator is inductive a larger amount of resistance

must be cut out than with non-inductive load. On
light loads comparatively small field excitation is

required, and it is advisable to run the e.xciter

at rather low voltages and avoid wasting so much
power in the field rheostat, provided the exciter

voltage is not made low enough to render the

operation unstable or cause sparking at the brushes,

and that the exciter is not used for exciting other

alternators.

Shutting Down.

Where a machine is rnn by itself and is to be
shut down, first cut in resistance in field of alter-

nator, thus lowering the voltage. Then open the

main switch and finally the field switch of the

alternator. The alternator field circuit should not

proper size there will be excessive belt slippage or

e-Kchange of cross currents between the machines,

thus causing fluctuations in voltage.

Engine-driven Alternators.

With engine-driven alternators the speed can be

varied by adjusting the governor, and there will be

no trouble from cross currents, provided the angu-

lar velocity of the engines does not- vary too much
and the engine governors act properly.

Division of Load.

When tw-o alternators are running in parallel

their output (actual pow-er) depends on the amount

of power supplied by their prime movers. For ex-

ample, suppose two engine-dri^-en machines are run-

ning in parallel on a certain load and that each

51

iii laking half of the load. VVhen the load incrciiHcs

llierc is a (endviicy for the speed lo drop slightly,

and in order for llic engine governors lo act and
admit more slcani there must be a slight drop
ill speed, Now tile two alternators must alw.iys

rnn in synchronism, or at the same S[)ced, assum-
ing the number of poles lo be alike, and if the

drop in speed does not result in an equal Increase

in the slenm admission of each engine, one alter-

nator will be supplied with more power than the

other and the load will become unequally divided.

Changing the field excitation of the slightly loaded

machine will not remedy matters fas with direct-

current generators, where the generators do not

have to run In .synchronism and have independent

speeds). The only effect of changing the field

excitation is to make a wattless current circulate

between the two alternators, the actual amount of

power supplied by each remaining the same. The
only way to increase the steam admission is bv
adjusting the engine governor, and lo secure equal

division of load under all conditions the change in

speed for a given change in load must be alike for

each engine.

When two or more alternators are run in paral-

lel it is advisable to hav<i an indicating wattmeter
on each machine, so that the actual load will be
indicated. In case wattmeters are not provided the

load on each should be adjusted so that the sum
of the currents as indicated by the machine am-
meters will be a minimum for a given total current
supplied to the line. If the sum of the machine
currents is much in excess of the line current it
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FIG 10 DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR SYNCHRO-
NIZING LA.MPS

shows that a wattless current is circulating be-

tween the machines.

Synchronizing.

The condition of synchronism is usually indicated

either by incandescent lamps or by a synchronism
indicator or synchroscope, the latter now being

used in most large installations. A synchroscope
gives more accurate indications than lamps and
has the additional advantage of showing whether
the incoming machine is coming into or going out

of phase and how much it is out of phase. If a

synchroscope is to be installed, special instructions

will be sent for connecting it up.

Fig. 10 shows diagrammatically the connections

for synchronizing lamps. Two small transformers
(A) and (B) have their primaries connected to the

same phase of each generator. The secondaries

(C) and (D) are connected in series through a

plug or switch (p) and lamps (KL). Assuming
that corresponding" terminals of the primaries are

connected to corresponding lines on each machine
and that the two transformers are alike in every

particular, corresponding secondary terminal will,

at anj^ given instant, have the same polarity when
the two machines are in phase. When plug (p)
is inserted, secondary terminals of opposite polarity

are connected together ; hence the two secondary

electromotive forces are in series and aid each

other in forcing current through lamps (KL),
which are, therefore, bright at synchronism.

It may happen that the transformers are not

wound exactly alike or that the connections have
become confused; it is always advisable, therefore,

to test the connections to make sure that the lamps

are light or dark at synchronism. To test the

connections in Fig. 10, disconnect (B) from gen-

erator No. 2 and transfer the connections, without

changing their relative position, to lines (i) and

(3) of generator No. i
;
(A) and (B) will then
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be connected to the same lines, and if the lamps

are bright they will also be bright at synchronism

where (B) is connected to generator No/ 2 as

shown. If dark lamps are preferred, either the

primary or secondary connections .of one trans-

former must be reversed.

Another method of testing the connections is to

leave the transforrher connections as they are and

disconnect the main leads (e) (f) on generator No.

2. Both main generator switches are then closed,

thus connecting both transformers (A) and (B)

to generator No. i. In synchronizing, bright lamps

are to be preferred to dark.

When a polyphase alternator is first connected up

it is very important to see that all of its phases

correspond with those of the bus-bars; if one

phase only of a three-phase machine is correct, it

does not follow that the other two are correct also.

Two of the phases should be tested at the same

2'
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FIG. II. D!AGR.\M OF CONNECTIONS FOR SYNCHRO-
NIZING LAMPS.

time by using a pair of auxiliary transformers in

addition to the regular synchronizing transformers

(A) (B), Fig. II. Transformer (A) is connected

to the bus-bars and (B) to the generator. A sec-

ond pair of transformers (C) (D) is connected to

one of tile other phases, the connections in each

case being such that the lamps are bright at syn-

chronism.

The connections should be tested as described

above to make sure that the polarity of the trans-

formers is correct. With the main switch open and

with the generator running at full voltage, both

sets of synchronizing lamps should pulsate together.

If they do not do so the leads from the generator

are incorrectly connected to the generator ter-

minals and should be interchanged so as to make
the lamps pulsate together. After this test has been

made, to insure that terminals (a) (b) (c) con-

nected to the bus-bars correspond to (a') (b') (c')

connected to the generator, the temporary trans-

formers (C) (D) can be removed.

Belted Machines.

When a belted alternator is to be thrown in

parallel with another machine, first bring the in-

coming generator up to speed and adjust the volt-

age until it is approximately the same as that of

the bus-bars. Adjust the speed until the beats of

the synchronizing lamps become very slow, say

one beat in two or three seconds, or until the

pointer of the synchroscope is moving very slowly.

Close the main switch when the lamps indicate

synchronism (light or dark depending on the con-

nections), or when the pointer of the synchroscope

is over the central point or slightly ahead of it.

Adjust the field excitation and see that the alter-

nator is supplied with enough power to make it

carry its share of the load. In case a number of

belted alternators are driven from a common line

shaft, the belt of the incoming machine should be

slackened, thus introducing enough slip to allow

the machine to be synchronized. After the alter-

nator is in step the belt can be tightened and the

load gradually applied.

Engine-driven Machines.

With engine-driven alternators the incoming ma-
chine should be given only a small amount of steam
until after it is synchronized. The load can then

be taken up by admitting more steam. In large

plants the engine governor is usually arranged so

that it can be controlled electrically from the

switchboard and the steam admission varied as

desired. If the governor cannot be so controlled

the Steam admission can be regulated at the throt-

tle. Waterwheel governors are also frequently pro-

vided with an electrical control device ; if not, the

gate opening must be controlled by hand to syn-

chronize the machine and adjust the load.

Shutting Down.

When machines are operated in parallel and, one

is to be shut down, first reduce the load by throt-

tling the engine or slackening the belt. Then open

the main switch. Cut in resistance in field of

alternator to reduce field current and open field

switch.

Genek.1l Care of Machine.

On account of not having a commutator, alter-

nators are on the whole easier to keep in good run-

ning order than direct-current machines. At the

satne time they must be properly attended to. It

must be remembered that they frequently generate

much higher pressure than direct-current machines

and there is all the more necessity for keeping

them perfectly clean. No dirt, copper or carbon

dust should be allowed to accumulate on or near

the -windings, and in plants sufficiently large to

warrant the expense it is advisable to install a com-
pressed-air system so that all dirt can be blown
out of the corners not otherwise easily reached.

It is also advisable to give the armature coils and
connections a coat of insulating varnish occa-

sionally.

Keep the collector rings lubricated with a small

quantity of vaseline applied with a cloth and see

that the brushes make good contact with the

rings.

Never open the field current suddenly while cur-

rent is flowing, and see that both main and held

switches are open when the machine is not run-

ning..

Never throw the machines in parallel when they

are out of synchronism ; the excessive rush of

current throws heavy strains on the engines and
generators and may cause considerable damage.

Remember that the alternators are designed for

the voltage indicated on the name plate. They
must not be expected to give voltages considerably

above normal with satisfactory performance of

either exciter or alternator. This point is here

mentioned because frequent attempts to raise the

voltage an excessive amount have resulted in poor

operation through no fault of either exciter or

alternator. Furtherfore, the rated current output

should not be continuously exceeded.

Check the air-gap between stator and rotor now
and then, and If it is found to be uneven, realign

the machine. This applies particularly to engine-

type generators.

See that all bolts and nuts are kept tight. Elec-

trical machinery should receive as much attention

in this respect as steam engines.

[The end.}

Iwan Post-hole Auger.
The accompanying picture shows how the Iwan

post-hole auger works. The device is made in 10

sizes and Is useful to railway, electric-light, tele-

phone and telegraph companies and contractors.
Two crucible-steel blades, each with two scien-

tifically formed cutting edges, and riveted to a

1

strong malleable arch, form the bowl of the auger.
The two blades Interlock, having notched edges
for this purpose, thus holding each other firmly in
place. Total length of sizes is as follows : From
three to 10 inch, four feet; 12 and 14 inch, six
feet.

For all ordinary uses these lengths will answer
the purpose, but where deeper holes are required,
longer pipe can be attached. The 12 and 14-inch
augers are fitted with one-inch pipe, and all the
other sizes with 54-inch. The weight is from
eight to 24 pounds each. This tool Is made by
Iwan Brothers of Streator, 111.

Another Electrically Equipped Paper
Mill.

The Willamette Pulp and Paper Company of
Oregon City, Ore., has just added to its plant a
second factory, which, with the older mill, en-
ables the company to produce 140 tons of paper
a day. The new mill, being for the most part
electrically driven, furnishes an excellent example
of the advantages of this flexible method of power
distribution.

The Willamette River at this place has a fall of
about 25 feet, and the old mill of the company is

located at the brink of the falls. The new mill
Is about i,oco feet distant and is driven by induc-
tion motors supplied with current from a water-
wheel-driven generator located in the old mill.

By utilizing the electric system in this way, it

has been possible to develop some 750 additional
horsepower at the falls and at the same time
locate the mill advantageously.
The electrical equipment was furnished by the

General Electric Company, and consists of a 600-
kilowatt, three-phase, 600-volt. revolving-field, alter-
nating-current generator, direct-connected to a
i.ooo-horsepower waterwheel built by the Piatt Iron
Works. The power is transmitted directly at the
generator voltage.

To insure against a shutdown in the new mill,

arrangements have been made with the local com-
pany for power, should any accident happen to

the paper company's generating equipment.
In the new mill, both group and individual in-

duction motor drives have been arranged. The
motors are all of the squirrel-cage type and op-
erate at 550 volts. One group consists of a 12

by 12-inch chipper, a chip separator, a sawdust
conveyor and a bucket hoist, all driven by a 200-

horsepower induction motor. The motor is op-
erated about eight hours a day and carries load
easily no matter how hard the chipper is crowded.
The bucket-hoist carries the chips into bins, ready
for the digester.

A second group, driven by a 200-horsepower in-

duction motor, consists of three pumps and four
beaters, each handling 650 pounds of pulp. This
motor runs continuously 24 hours a day. The
beater load fluctuates greatly, varying with the

amount of moisture in the pulp and the amount of

pressure e.xerted by the operation. Owing to the

large starting effort required for the beaters, a

friction clutch is inserted in the line shaft, so

that the motor can come up to speed without load
and then take the load gradually by means of the

clutch.

A third induction motor, having a capacity of

100 horsepower, drives two chest agitators and
three pumps. The paper is reduced to the proper

consistency for the paper machines in a Jordan
engine, which is driven by a loo-horsepower motor.

A lo-horsepower motor is belted to the elevator.

This motor runs continuously, taking full load

only when the elevato.r is in use. The four wet
machines and three Decker machines are also

driven from a countershaft belted to a SO-horse-

power induction motor.
Steam power is used for the operation of the

152-inch Fourdrinler paper-making machine. A
650-horsepower non-condensing engine is used for

this purpose, the e.xhaust steam being piped to the

drying cylinders on which the paper is rolled be-

fore being calendered and reeled.

1W,\N I'jtl ll"l.i; AtGER.

Data on Illumination

Bulletin No. 7 of the Engineering Department of

the National Electric Lamp Association, entitled

"Data on Illumination," gives a clear explanation

of the best methods for calculating Illumination,

and several problems are fully worked out showing
the exact procedure. The tables not only give

such general information as required Illumination

for various classes of service, effect of absorption,

etc., but also materially lessen the actual calcula-

tion in figuring both illumination and wiring, and
make the bulletin of practical value to both the

illuminating engineer and those who have to work
out only occasional problems in illumination.

An outline of the matter contained is as follows;

"General Considerations," "Methods of Illumina-

lion." "Measurement of Light." "Illumination,"

"Wiring" and "Cost .Analysis." The clear and con-

cise manner in which the subjects are presented,

together with the special l,il)Ies carefully designed

to minimize the labor of figuring illumination, make
the bulletin useful lo the novice, who can follow

the calculations step by step, and also to the illumi-

nating cngine.er; who will find in the tables a

means of rapidly solving any problem in illumi-
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ualinii or wiriiiK. 'I'ln- Uiblt-s .-in- i-spcciiilly v:ilii-

.•il)k- lo .-ircliitccls, buildiiiR coiitnictors, electrical

engineers, and any person inleresled in Ihc use of

electric incandescent lamps.

I'lie fact that these bulletins are l>einK conipile<l

alont; somewhat dilTereiit lines than ordinary coni-

mereial htdletins, makes them of s|)ecial interest.

Copies of the bulletins will be m.ailed to anyone

sendiuR lo the ICuKineerinK Department, .(-ti i IIoiikIi

.'\venue, Cleveland, Ohi.i, U. S. .'\.

Ohio Telephone Notes.

James .'^. I'.r.iiky, prisiilenl nf the Cuy.'ihoKa and

United States Telephone companies, denied the

rmncM- last week that he was workiny on a deal

for leasing the companies to a stronger holding

company. He says that he is perfectly satisfied

with present conditions.

'I'lie Colmiilnis Citizens' 'relephone Company lias

installed an automatic telephone at Canal Win-
chester and at Worlhinglon, and calls can be made
from these points direct to the instruments of Co-

lumbus subscribers without passing through the

local long-distance board. The installation of these

instrunients means a great saving in time, and the

experiment, if successful, will result in tbc in-

stallation of similar instrunients at other country

(loints.

Circulars have been sent out by tbe Home Tele-

phone Company of Dayton giving terms of sub-

scriptions to the new issue of $150,000 of preferred

and $150,000 of common stock, which will soon be

made by the company. The stockholders may sub-

scribe on about 15 per cent, of their present hold-

ings at par, for ^vhich they will receive an equal

amount of common wdth the preferred. The new
issue is made to provide funds for the betterment

of the plant, the extension of its cable lines and
to provide facilities to take care of its rapidly

increasing business. The company now has on
hand almost 300 contracts which cannot be taken

care of because of inadequate facilities, and there

are applications for hundreds of additional tele-

phones. S.

Indiana Telephone Items.

The Southern Indiana Electrical Company has

incorporated for the purpose of establishing a plant

for the manufacture of telephones and electric sup-

plies. The headquarters will be in New Albany,

with Charles D. Knoefel president.

The Stringtovvn Telephone Company has incor-

porated to construct and operate a telephone sys-

tem in Jackson and Center Township, Hancock
County, with postoffice address in Greenfield. This

company will soon ask for bids for the furnishing

of material and instruments. Roy Crider, James
Parish and Frank Carter are directors.

The Park County Telephone Company, with prin-

cipal exchange in Rockville, has sold the con-

trolling interest to the Central Union Telephone

Company. The old stockholders are still a part of

the new organization.

A. T. Mahin has resigned as local manager for

the Bell Telephone Company at Connersville, and
it is understood will be succeeded by Charles Meun-
nier of the same city.

The Central Union Telephone Club, an organi-

zation composed of the Central Union's employes in

Indianapolis, has elected officers as follows : Presi-

dent. E. T. Busselle ; vice-president, F. A. New-
berg ; secretary, J. L. Bacon ; sergeant-at-arms, E-

Welding. The club is both a social and relief asso-

ciation. S.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
The Solon (I. T.) Telephone Company will estab-

lish rural routes. A. C. Borthick is president. It

is said that supplies are needed.

The Central Texas Telephone Company has been

incorporated with a capital of $50,000 and succeeds

the Huntsville Telephone Company of Huntsville,

the Madison Telephone Company of Madisonville

and the Triangle Telephone (Company.

The Home Telephone Company of Alameda
County, Cal., has commenced business in Oakland,

Cal., where it has many miles of underground

conduits in place. Service is given by a large

automatic switchboard in the new telephone-ex-

change building at Seventeenth and Franklin streets.

Nearly 3,000 subscribers have been signed, but all

are not connected yet. Until that number of in-

struments is in use no charge will be made, but

afterward the regular rate of $5 per month for

business telephones and $2.50 for residence tele-

phones will be charged.

In the case of the Home Telephone Company
of Los Angeles, Cal.. against the city of Los
Angeles in injunction proceedings. Judge Olin
Wellborn of the United States Circuit Court at

that place holds that the city has the legal right

to fix rates for gas and electric lighting, tele-

phone service and similar services. The decision

holds that the rate-fixing power may be delegated

by the state to a city, in which case the city may
proceed with all the authority and power of the

Legislature. In the case of the telephone com-
pany, an ordinance was passed more than a year
ago fixing service rates for business houses and
for residences.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Continental Europe.

I'aris, July 5.— (Jne of the larKCSt slfain-turbiiii-

plants in I'lance will lie the new station which is

to be erected at Toulouse for the supply of the

city. It is under the control of ri company known
as the Toulouse Electric Company. Tlie order for

the electric outfit of the new station has alre.a<ly

lieen given lo the P.aris branch of the Thomson-
Houston Company and the machines will be built

in the Paris shops of that firm. Curtis steam

turbines are lo be used in this case. As
rewards the station, it is well situated on a canal

leading from the Garonne Kiver and is laid out for

a total capacity of 9,000 kilowatts. At the start

there will be installed three units of 1,000 kilowatts

each, producing three-phase current at 14,000 volts.

A steam engine and exciter group will be used

for the starting, after which the exciting current

will be furnished by a motor-generator set, using

a three-phase motor mounted betwen two 6o- kilo-

watt generators. The boiler house will have six

multi-tubular boilers with automatic stokers, giv-

ing 8,000 pounds of steam per hour. Coal is

brought by barges upon the canal, and is taken

from the yard to the boilers by a motor-driven

conveyor.
It is stated that a project is on foot for an

electric railroad which is to run betwen Vienna

and Budapest, covering a distance of 170 miles.

The distance will be covered by through trains in

two hours, and the slower trains will stop at

diflferent stations along the route. A double-track

road is to be used. At ditiferent points along the

line current will be supplied to industrial establish-

ments. It appears also that the same company is

making projects for other long-distance railroads

between leading cities of Europe.

A new company has been formed at Valencia,

Spain, for the purpose of building an electric-tram-

way line in that city, and the line is to run thence

to the suburban locality of M'oncada.

The French government has recently authorized

the construction of a telegraph line between Tim-

buctoo, Niamey and Zinder. It will be about i,ico

miles in length and is to cost $400,000. The Postal

and Telegraph Department is taking measures to

establish a radio-telegraphic system between France

and Algeria, the project relates to a station which

will be erected on the south coast of France in

the region of Marseilles. If will be the largest

of the kind yet installed in France, and it is ex-

pected to have it in working order so as to com-

municate with the Algerian posts about the end

of the year.
, , , 1

The Societa Elettrochimica has lately obtained

the concession for the use of hydraulic power from

the River Pescara, Italy, to the extent of a 300-

foot head of water. Two different turbine plants

will be erected, so as to divide this fall into two

portions. One of the plants will be laid out for

8?oo horsepower, and the second is to give 22,000

horsepower. The first of these plants is to have

four turbo-alternator sets.

At Florence has been formed a company for ttie

erection of hvdraulic plants, and it is expected to

have it capitalized at $i,coo,ooo in the near future.

A new company is also formed at Milan for util-

izing the hvdraulic power of the Camonica \ alley,

abole the city of Brescia. The falls wall have an

output of 100,000 horsepower, and it is expected

to use TO,ooo horsepower at the beginning of op-

erations. The Italian Edison Company and the

Conti firm are interested in the matter. The capita)

is fixed at $2,000,000 at the start, but may be in-

creased to double this figure. A. de C.

private promoters "blocked" or rejected by the

House of Commons.
.Ml the Koveniors of the new Imperial Technical

ColleKc, which is to \>e inslilulccl in Dindon, liavi:

now been nominated, 'Ihc president of the Insti-

tution of Electrical Ennineers, Dr. li. T. Glaze-

brook, rcprcsenis llial body iijion the Board of Con-
trol.

From a list just published it appears thai no less

than no insurance companies anil electric-supply

authorities have aBrccd lo adopt the wiring rules

issued by the Institution of Electrical Engineers, of

which a new and revised edition has been published.

There has been a loss of over $50,000 for last

year upon the Brighton electricity undertaking, to

which Arthur Wright, of niaximum-'demand fame,
is consulting engineer. Although there is naturally

a big outcry in the local press, the loss is well

accounted for by the officials, and is specially due
to the past year being the first tvvelvemonths' work-
ing of the new liigli-tcnsion power station, from
which all the load is now dealt with.

Several waterlogged tin mines in Cornwall ar<'

now undergoing the process of being "unwatered."
electrical means being employed for this, and it

is also the intention to adopt electricity on a large
scale when the mines have been recovered.

It is stated that a factory for the manufacture
of metallic-filament lamps is about to be set up
near London.
The Liverpool Corporation is going to spend

$1,000,000 upon extensions to its electrical under-
takings. Another large municipal electrical under-
taking is that at Edinburgh, whose finances are
probably in a more sound condition than any other
similar system.
The government has just voted $30,000,000 for

carrying on the telephone service until it is acquired
from the National Telephone Company in 1911.
It is probable that in 191 1 the telephone system
will be operated quite distinctly from the telegraph
service, and under separate engineering manage-
ment. At present both are worked as one, and
even the accounts are not separated. The postmas-
ter-general has already promised to remedy the
latter defect, however.
A good many persons, on this side at any rate,

have been
^
looking forward to the time when pat-

ent litigation concerning wireless telegraphy will
rather clear up the present unsatisfactorv position
in the matter of the strength of the patent position
of the various companies. It has been known for
some time that the Lodge-Muirhead syndicate had
entered an action against the Marconi company,
but this now appears to have been withdrawn

G.

Great Britain.

London, Julv 5-—The supporters of the London

County Council electric power scheme received a

bad siiock last week, when the Hybrid committee

of the House of Commons, which is considering_

the bill announced, without calling upon any ot

the opponents to proceed with their evidence, that

they could not pass the measure. The London

County Council has expressed itself somewhat

forcibly toward the House of Commons as a result

of the' scant manner in which it has been treated

in connection with its bill. Undoubtedly the method

of working the proposed undertaking was not cal-

culated in the best interests of London, but in the

circumstances one looked for some expression of

opinion from the committee, especially in view of

the fact that it was not an ordinary committee of

the House, but what is termed a hybrid committeee,

partly appointed by the House itself, and thus

o-iven a greater political flavor than is usual. The
committee simply reported, when half way through

with the bill, that it was not satisfied with the alle-

o-ations of the promoters, and rejected the measure.

In the present exceptional circumstances, some

recommendation would have been welcomed from

the committee, but as matters now stand it is stated

that the County Council does not intend to pro-

mote another bill itself. Therefore it seems prob-

able that private promoters will be once again let

in, and we shall therefore in all likelihood have

the spectacle next year of the London County

Council not promoting, and all bills deposited by

New York.

New York City, July 13.—The remarkable activ-
ity which is being shown by the Utilities Board is

expected to give some of the much-needed relief
from the overcrowding of cars and at the bridge-
entrances. A special committee has been appointed
and has gone over the grounds very thoroughly
and recommendations are expected at any moment.
A special committee has also been appointed to
investigate the legality of the Fourth Avenue Fun-
nel in Brooklyn. Within a short time the new
Riverside subway question, which calls for ihe
elimination of the grade tracks of the New York
Central along Eleventh Avenue and the substitu-
tion of a subway instead will come up before the
commission. In addition to the present freight
service passengers will also be carried.

As a result of the decision of Judge Holt of
the United States Circuit Court overruling a de-
murrer interposed by the Interborough-Metropoli-
tan Company in the suit brought by one of the
stockholders to prevent the transfer of stock of
one company to that of another, the Utilities Com-
mission has asked for a copy of this decision and
expects to look into the case on its own account,
power to do which has been granted under the new-
law. In his opinion Judge Holt holds that the

combining of these two companies is clearly a mo-
nopoly, as defined under section 7 of the stock cor-
porations act. On or before July 22d all the sur-

face, elevated and subwav^ raihvays in the city must
submit to the commission copies of their financial

accounts, and by the same date they must also

submit a report of the number of cars or trains in

operation and copies of their schedules. No selec-

tion of the $io,ooo-a-year counsel for the commis-
sion has as yet been made.

An interesting feature of the street-cleaning serv-

ice of Brooklyn is now being brought to the public

attention. For a number of years past the Brook-
lyn Rapid Transit Company has had the contract

for carrj-ing and disposing of the cit5''s ashes and
street sweepings, and when the bids were again

opened not a bidder came forward. The Brooklj-n

Rapid Transit absolutely refuses to handle the con-

. tract, as it has always been done at a loss, and

also refuses the use of its cars and lines to any

contractor who might care to do the work.

The New York Central's 11,000-volt cables in

the upper part of the electric zone to supply cur-

rent to the different sections northward from the

Bronx have been declared a menace to life and

property. Already millions have been
_
spent in the

aerial transmission lines, and at the time a permit
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was requested it was held up and has been held

up ever since. Had the company awaited the re-

sults of this permit it would not have been aiile

to have completed the electrification by the time

specified by the Legislature. These cables are

heavily insulated and are provided with a device

to cut the main-line current off the instant any one

of the wires is broken, thus preventing any danger

from the falling wires.

The utilities bill which has recently been intro-

duced in the New Jersey Legislature has met with

an exceedingly warm reception, and after a debate

which lasted three hours was defeated in the

Assembly by a vote of 26 to 13 on the ground

that it tended to create an immense political ma-

chine. The matter is expected to be again brought

up for reconsideration.

The Morris County Traction Company is now
constructing an interurban trolley line to connect

Elizabeth with Lake Hopatcong, N. J., that^ will

open up some of Jersey's most beautiful territory.

The line will pass through Springfield, Morristown,
Morris Falls, Denville, Dover and other picturesque

sections. E. H. S.

Ohio.

Toledo, July 13.—Electrical construction men
generally are busy with old contracts and re-

pair work. Throughout the state there seems to

be a general summer quiet, except for the work
W'hich has held over from spring and which was
arranged for earlier in the season. Among the re-

tail houses there is a general activity in electric

fans and electric cooking devices. These arc be-

coming decidedlv popular.

By August ist the electrification of the old Co-
lumbus and Lake Michigan steam road will be

completed and the new Lima-Defiance branch of

the Indiana, Columbus and Eastern will become a

certainty in operation. It is stated that the elec-

tric line from Columbus to Lima is now assured
and that work will probably be commenced upon
it before winter.

By September 1st the Northern Ohio Traction
and Light Company stock will be regularly listed

upon the New York Stock Exchange.
A syndicate headed by Harry M. Daugherly of

the Scioto Valley Traction Company has purchased
a large tract of land near the power house of
the company, which is to be transformed into a

park and site for summer residences.

Distribution of poles and ties has already been
started on the West Side belt in Lorain and the
laying of track will soon be under way.
The electrical supply and construction store

reported as being contemplated for Fremont some
time ago was formally opened last week by John
Shanahan and Edward McCarthy. The former
was formerly connected with the Toledo, Bowling
Green and Southern Electric Railway and still

more recently with the Buckeye Electric Company
. of Findlay. Mr. McCarthy is a local man.

Papers of incorporation have been filed for the
Defiance and Fort Wayne and the Hicksville
branches of the electric railway which is ulti-

mately to run from Toledo to St. Louis.
Estimates are about ready on the power plant

at the infirmary of Lucas County. The last bids
submitted were so high that they exceeded the
appropriation and new estimates were ordered
prepared.
William G. Phare, clerk of the village of Cleve-

land Heights, is asking for bids for the lighting
.of certain streets and roads in Euclid Heights
allotment. Bids will be received until August 6th

H. L. S.

Illinois.

Peoria, July 13.—At a special meeting of the
City Council of Chenoa, 111., C. C. McDonald was
given a two-year contract for lighting the city.

He will furnish the city 30 arc lights for $200 per
month, and he also agrees to put the plant in first-

class condition.

Guy Talbot, who for several years was the gen-
eral manager of the Peoria and Pekin Terminal
Railway, has been made manager of the Oregon
Electric Railway. For the last two years he has
been general manager of the Corvallis and East-
ern Railway.
The Springfield and Southeastern Traction Com-

pany, which is going to build a line between Tay-
lon'ille and Springfield, began the work of grading
this week.
The secretary of state has granted incorporation

papers to the Charleston-Westfield, Marshall and
Terre Haute Interurban Railway Company. It is

proposed to construct an interurban railway from
Charleston, Coles County, by way of Wcstfiekl to
the Indiana state line, the principal office to be in

Marshall. The incorporators are headed by James
Dawson.
The Mason City Telephone and Telegraph Com-

pany has begun the task of building a new office"

to contain a new switchboard with a capacity of
400 telephones. Twelve country lines with 250 tele-

phones will be connected with the board, and as
the company has an agreement with the Easlon and
Terhunc Company for free toll, this will make an
additional 450 telephones that will be served by the
new board. The company will also put in cables
in the center of town. The officers of the company

are H. F. Reason, president; W. A. Grundy, treas-

urer, and J. 'F. Culp, secretary and manager.
At a meeting of the employes of the Illinois

Traction Company held at Springfield this week
a committee was appointed to draft a constitution

and set of by-laws to establish a. hospital associa-

tion for themselves. Another meeting will be held

at the same place next month.
The plans for the new bridge the Illinois Trac-

tion Company proposes to build at St. Louis, Mo.,

have been approved by the War Department.
The power house here of the Illinois Traction

Company has been generating power and trans-

mitting it to Decatur, whei-e the power house of

the company is undergoing repairs. The transmis-

sion is at 33,000 volts over bare wires. The cur-

rent is used to operate the railways and also fur-

nishes the lighting circuits. The work of connect-

ing the power houses of the company has been

completed. This gives the company the Peoria.

Riverton and Decatur power houses, so connected

that in case of failure of any the others can take

care of the various roads operated. V. N.

Grand Rapids, July 13.—The Escanaba
,

Electric

Power and Pulp Company, the Weber Gas Engine
Company and H. P. Lucas are each seeking con-

tracts to light the city of Escanaba for a period

of 10 years, and submitted bids this week. Mr.
Lucas as well as the power company has a water-

power to rely on. The power company has just

received plans for its power plant which is to be

erected on the old Flat Rock, mill site. Three tur-

bines with a combined capacity of 300 horsepower
are to be installed. The dam will be raised to

eight feet and 1,300 horsepower generated. New
turbines will be added as needed. 0. L. Huie is

directing the work.
E. C. Bechtell, consulting engineer for the Wal-

bridge interests, has been working on plans for the

"remodeling of the power plant of the Pontiac Light
Company. Bids are being received for the work.

A 250-horsepower Hamilton-Corliss engine will be

added to drive a iso-kilowatt alternating generator.

A new boiler will be installed and the big gener-

ator and transformer from the plant of the Stand-
ard Lighting Company will be moved over. The
rest of the Standard plant will be disposed of.

Lansing's electric-light plant earned during the

fiscal year $78,174.93. The operating expenses were

$32,779.75. Despite extensive improvements the

lighting and waterworks plants are rapidly paying

off their indebtedness. L. W. B.

Pacific Slope.

San Francisco, July io.~The .telegraph strike is

now attracting the greatest attention in this city,

all attempts at direct negotiations looking toward a

settlement of the differences between the telegraph

companies and the union operators having thus far

been failures. The local officials of the companies
still refuse to meet the men except as individuals.

This has prevented any considerable progress in

negotiations up to the present.

The public has become accustomed to the street-

car strike, which is now in its ninth week without
strong indications of a speedy settlement. Perhaps
30 per cent, of the population of the city is still

refusing to ride on the cars either from principle

or from fear of the boycott or of violence. The
cable line out Taylor Street and New Montgomery
Avenue to North Beach has resumed operation.

The California Street Cable Railroad Company's
lines are now in operation with a limited number
of cars.

There have been no new developments in the

telephone strike. The service is neither better

nor worse than it has been for a number of weeks
p.-.sl

Following out the policy of the United States
Army authorities to equip all the army transport
vessels plying out of San Francisco with wireless-
telegraph plants, the transport Sherman, which
sailed a few days ago for the Philippines was
equipped while in port, so that wireless messages
could be sent and received. It was the intention
of the officers of the vessel to keep in telegraphic
communication with the wireless stations, of the
mainland until Soo miles off the coast, if possible.

Meteorological data will be sent to the "Weather
Bureau, among the other messages which will be
forwarded.
Horace B. Ferris, secretary of the Board of

Public Works of Los Angeles, Cal., is receiving
bids for furnishing the city with steam turbines
and electric generators for delivering 1,000 kilowatts
to the Los Angeles Aqueduct Cement Works, the
equipment to be erected by the bidder. The same
board has awarded contracts for a portion of
the machinery to be used in the cement works.
The Pacific Coast Manufacturing Company is to

furnish two water-tube boilers for $12,(>2S and two
for $6,925; nine 7S-horsepower motors for $3,030,
seven 35-horseiJOwer motors for $2,702, two 10-

horsepower motors for $406, and one two-horse-
power motor for $58.

The Vallejo, Napa and Benicia Electric Railroad

has just awarded contracts for the extension of
the road above Napa. The board of directors ex-
pects to run a line into Sacramento, if the rights-

of-way can be secured, and, should this plan
materialize, the Vallejo and Northern will have a

strong competitor for interurban traffic. Eighty-
five new electric cars and goo tons of steel rails

are expected within a few weeks for the extension
of the line. General Manager L. J. Perry states

that the company will not extend a branch from
yallejo to Benicia, owing to the engineering diffi-

culties.

Sealed bids will be received up to August 5th

for an electric-railway franchise for a double-track
road along certain streets of Los Angeles, Cal.

The City Council of that city has granted the pe-

tition of A. N. Davidson asking that a franchise

for an electric street railway along Tenth Street

be offered for sale.

A 200-kiIowatt generator and two air compres-
sors will be installed at the new mill of the Pitts-

burg Mining Company, 18 miles from Forest Hill,

Cal.

The City Council of San Diego, Cal., has au-

thorized the granting of a franchise to the Point

Loma Electric Railroad Company for a loop line

from Roseville to Ocean Beach. A.

PERSONAL.
Mr. John Gavey, who quite recently retired from

the position of engineer-in-chief to the General
Fostoffice in England, has been knighted by the
king.

Peter Cooper Hewitt is reported to have invented
a gliding boat which gives promise of traveling

at the rate of a mile a minute on water. M'r.

Hewitt is best known as the inventor of the mer-
cury-vapor lamp.

Congressman McKinley, head of the Illinois Trac-
tion Company, was in Peoria last week on the way
to Yellowstone Park for a month's vacation. He
was accompanied by a party of young people who
will make the trip with him.

At a meeting of the directors of the New "York
Telephone Company Theodore N. Vail was elected

president to succeed Charles S. Cutler, who died

a short time ago. Mr. Vail is already president

of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company,
to which position he was elected on the resignation

of F. P. Fish a few months ago. The New York
Telephone Company is a licensee of the Ameri-
can company.

Thomas Tait, chairman of the railway commis-
sion of the state of Victoria, Australia, is on a

visit to his Canadian home. Mr. Tait spent some
time in Europe, before arriving in Canada, his

object being to study the electric-railway systems
there, with a view to the electrification of some
of the suburban lines about Melbourne. These
lines are at present steam lines, but it was thought
that better results would be obtained if they were
operated by electricity.

Milton J. Bndlong has resigned from the presi-

dency of the Electric Vehicle Company of Hart-
ford, Conn. The resignation is to take effect

September 1st. It is also announced that Hiram
Percy Maxim, chief engineer of the company, is

to leave the concern on August 1st for the purpose
of organizing a corporation to make electric pleas-

ure cars and commercial vehicles. The Electric

Vehicle Company announces that Harry W. Kyte
has been made third vice-president and manager
of the sales department.

Charles L. Rising, traffic manager for the Illinois

Tunnel Company of Chicago, died on June loth
at his home in Evanston. Mr. Rising was born
in Clayton, N. Y., July 4, 1S41. He entered the
railroad business in 1S63, and for the next 20
years filled various positions on the Chicago and
Northwestern, the Wabash and Illinois Central.

He became commercial freight agent for the Chi-
cago, Milwaukee and St. Paul, which position he
held till February i, 1904, when he resigned to

take service with the Illinois Tunnel Company.

Prof.
^
W. F. M. Goss, after 27 years' connec-

tion with Purdue University, has resigned his

position there as professor of mechanical engi-
neering and dean of the engineering schools to

assume the position of dean of the College of
Engineering of the University of Illinois at Cham-
paign. This resignation is a severe loss to the
Indiana school, for it is generally known that the
efforts of this valued instructor have gone far
to establishing the reputation of Purdue. The
reluctance of the state Legislature in voting ap-
propriations requested is given as the cause for

the resignation.

Edward B. Kirk, vice-president and general man-
ager of the Wimiebago Traction Company of Osh-
kosh. Wis., has tendered his resignation, in order
to accept the general managership of the Sterling,

Dixon and Eastern Electric Railway Company and
the Lee County Lighting Company, both of Dixon,
111. Mr. Kirk went lo Oshkosh as manager in

December, Ip04. Before that he had been electrical

engineer for the Grand Rapids, Grand Haven and
Muskegon Interurban Company. At Dixon he sue-
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kTi-ils llciiry C. lliKKii's, who i^oCS to Gadsden,
.'Mil., vvlierf lie will liu KViicnd siipcrintcndent of ;i

gas .md electric company.

C. II. Mer/, who w;is risiion-ihle for the /\d-

minislralivi- Connly of London .md Dislrict lOlcelric

Power liill in HJ05, i.s aliont to apply his entities
in another direction. The premier of Victoria, New
.Sonth Wales, was in London recently in conueclion
willi the conversion of (he Victorian railway sys-

tem lo electric Ir.iction. Me has selected Mr. iMerz
as consnllinR engineer for the whole scheme, wliicii

inchides the design of the power honsc. Mr. Merz
was responsihle for the conversion of the Norlli-
eastern Railway Company's system .in tlie New-
castle district, and whieli was the lirsl trinik-line
electric railw.-iy to he pul into operation in England.

William J. Wilgns, vice-president of the New
York Central and Llndson River I^ailroad, will
sever his connection with the company on Octoher
ist. Mr. Wilgns is one of the best-known engi-
neers of the country. He has been in direct charge
of the cleclrilication of the terminal lines of the
Central in New York city. In a statement issued
by the Central it was explained that allhongh Mr.
Wilgns had several times expressed bis desire to
be relieved of his bnrdcns within the last two
years, the work of changing from steam to elec-

tricity and the rcconstrnction of the terminal made
it almost impossible for the road to comply with
his wishes. It is not stated what Mr. Wilgus'
plans for the fntnre are.

Lonis J. Magcc, a well-known electrical engineer,
died at his homo. in New York city on Jnly 3d.
He was born in Massachnsctts in 1862 and was
educated at Wcsleyan University. He began work
in the shops of the Thomson-Houston Company
and rose to the position of European manager of
the company at Hamburg in 1S99. Three years
later he organized the Union Electric Company in

Berlin, which was merged with the Allgemcine
Company of Germany in 1903. At the time of his

death and since 1904 he was representative of the
.MIgemeine Company in New York. Mr. Magee
was an authority on electric-railway construction
and operation. He wrote numerous articles for

trade and technical papers.

W. S. Chaplin, LL.D., has resigned as chancellor
of Washington University. St. Louis, Mo., having
held the position since 1S91, when he came from
Harwood to assume the chancellorship. Mr. Chap-
lin is famous as an educator and engineer. He
has been professor of engineering in Maine State
College, in the Imperial University, Tokio, Japan,
in Union College, Schenectady, and he has been
dean of the Lawrence Scientific School at Harvard.
Professor Chaplin was born at Glenburn, Me..
in 1847, and he is a graduate of the Maine State
College and of the National Military Academy
at West Point. For a while he was lieutenant of

the Fifth Artillery Regiment, but abandoned the

army to practice civil engineering.

William Darbee has resigned his position as

general manager of the Albany (N. Y.) and Hud-
son (electric) Railroad, to become assistant gen-
eral manager of the Consolidated Gas, Electric

Light and Power Company of Baltimore, Md. He
will be succeeded in Albany by Raymond H.
Smith, who is now superintendent of the Bridge-
port division of the Connecticut Railway and Lightt
ing Company. These changes will take effect on
September ist. Before Mr. Darbee associated him-
self with the Albany and Hudson he was with
the Connecticut company as general superintendent
for 10 years. When this system was take.-i over
by the New Haven recently Mr. Smith was one
of the few officials who was retained.

Richard F. Gottschalk. president of tlie Columbus
Street Railway and Light Company of Columbus,
Ind., was killed as the result of a distressing acci-

dent on July nth. A trolley pole of a local street

car slipped and broke a span wire leading from the

trolley wire. From a ladder Mr. Gottchalk tried

to fasten the broken end to the pole, when the lad-

der slipped, and he grabbed the span wire to sup-

port himself. Current was on the wire and Mr.
Gottschalk was dead when released. He had hung
for seven minutes until the power was shut off.

His body was badly burned. Mr. Gottschalk was a

prominent and public-spirited citizen, 42 years of

age, and undoubtedly was one of the best-liked men
in the city. He was the moving spirit in plans

for a great extension of the street-railway service

and a new power plant to be constructed this year.

He leaves a wife and two children.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
C. M. Miller has purchased the electric-light

plant of H. L. West in Shelby, Neb.

The Pine Bluff (Ark.) Light and Water Com-
pany is readv to begin building its plant in Pine
Bluff.

D. L. Larsh and others of Norman, Okla., have
purchased the electric-light plant of the Cqmanche
Light and Power Company in Lawton, Okla.

The municipal lighting commission appoiiited at
Sioux City, Iowa, to determine the advisability of

Ihe ihy\ owJiiiig a municipal ligliling pl:iii( ll.ns

filed an ailvcrsi- report

Tecnmsch, Neb., will ihc isstiniicc of
$irt,ooo in honils lo install an 1 leclrlc-liglit plain.

Joseph J. Ilemy and as«nriale« liavc been granled
ail clcclric-liglit fraiichi ' !•< m years in Waco,
Texas.

Bids will he laken soon 101 lliu .sale of Ihe
nmnicipal liKlil plant at Valley City, N. D. A
franchise is being drafted.

The Plainview (Tcx.is) IClcctric J.ighl an<l Power
Coiii|)any has been incorporated with .-i capital stock
of $5,000 by ']'. W. Morrison and others.

The Drusli Electric Light and Power Company
is making imprnvenienls lo its plant in Galveston,
Texas, inchiding ihe inslallalioii of one 500-kilo-
watt anrl one i,coo-kilowatt steam turbine, two 300-
horsepower .synchronous motor-generator sets, one
.•?co-kilowall rotary converter, two 600-horsepowcr
Stirling boilers and jet condensers.' Work is well
.along on the c.onstrnclion of the new building.
This will be IJO by 120 feet. In addition to the
work at the plant, the entire system of overhead
wires is to be rcbnilt. New wire will be put in

cvcrywdiere, and wdiercvcr necessary new poles will

be put up.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
_'l he Winnebago Traction Company of Osbkosh,

Wis., has passed into the hands of a receiver. The
action is taken to protect the holders of securities
of Ihc company, with especial regard to the various
forms of litigation in which the company is ,1

•party, including the latest phase, a warm battle

between two classes of bondholders, those owning
bonds of the first $550,000 issue and those holding
the bonds of a second issue of $450,000.

The Utica-Syracuse (N. Y.) electric cars are
now being run in trains, not only over the West
Shore Railroad, but through Genesee Street in

Utica. It is possible that either the Brotherhood
of Locomotive Engineers or the Brotherhood of
Conductors, or both organizations, may ask that
the w-ages paid to engineers and conductors on the
steam roads be given to the motornien and con-
ductors on the electric road.

Three new motor cars and one new trailer have
been bought by the management of the Elgin-
Belvidere Electric Railway for service between Elgin
and Belvidere, 111. The increased business of the

company necessitated the additional rolling stock.

The new^ cars have no end doors like the original

cars to permit passengers to pass from one car

to another. They have two doors at the rear end
and one at the left side of the head end. The
traffic on this line surpasses the expectations of

the management.

Two meetings at the office of the city attorney

of Milwaukee, Wis., between A. C. Frost and John
I. Beggs, presidents, respectively, of the Chicago
and Milwaukee Electric Railway and the Milwaukee
Electric Railway and Light Company, and City-

attorney John T. Kelly, promise to result in an
agreement as to the use of downtown streets, by

the traction companies by which the interests of

the public will be protected. The tentative agree-

ment is said to be along these lines : The Beggs
company is to receive a franchise on S^xamore
Street, from Sixth to Third streets, and on Second
Street, from Sycamore to Grand Avenue. The
Frost company wdll receive a franchise on Sixth

Street, from Grand Avenue to Wells Street, on

Wells Street, from Sixth to Second streets, and
on Second Street, froin West Water Street to

Grand Avenue. These franchises will be non-ex-

clusive.

After nine and a half years of service, run-

ning 20 hours a day and So revolutions per minute.

Sundays included, a recent annual inspection of

the engines installed at the power house of the

South Side Elevated Railway Company of Chi-

cago indicated that the amount of wear in the

S4-inch low-pressure cylinders of the 26 and 54
by "4S-inch ' Allis-Chalmers cross-compound ma-
chines constituting this equipment measured the

thickness of one paper sideways and two papers

top and bottom, using paper of from o.oio to

o.oii of an inch thickness. The measurements
were taken on the No. 2 engine, which is one

of four units first installed in the power house.

The cylinder was opened under the direction

of Chief Engineer Hadin, for the regular an-

nual inspection. The original bull rings and
packing rings are still in use in this cylinder. It

is interesting to note in this connection that

current has never been off the bus-bars at this

station since it was first put into operation. The
station w'as described and illustrated in the

Western Electrician of December i, i9o5.

coininciicc a scrieii of lonK-dislancc tests between
Glace Bay and tlie old coiiiilry. He expcclii shortly
lo cBtahlisli commercial working between the two
comitrics. '

Successful cxperimcnt.s are said lo have been
iiiaile ill Cartagena in the exploding of torpedoes
al long distances by means of Ihc Hertzian waves
system. The device was invented by a Spaniard
named Hnlsera.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
Tile Chicago Automobile Club is now comfort-

ably housed in ils handsome new building at 17
Plyiiioulli Place. A number of the members own
eleclric macliiiies, bin there has been del.ay in in-
sl.illing the eleclric charging apparatus in the club's
private gar.age, and this feature of the equipment
will not be ready for a month.

'Ihe fifth annual convention of the Colorado
I-ight, Power and Railway Association will be held
ill Denver, Colo., on September i8th, 19th and 20th.
ire.irl<iuarlerswill beat the Savoy Hotel. Mr. George
B. Tripp of Colorado Springs is president of the
association and Mr. J. F. Dostal, chief engineer
of the 15enver Gas and Electric Company, is sec-
retary.

The animal meeting of the Canadian Street
Railway Association was held at Windsor, Ont., on
June 14th and 15th. It was attended by repre-
sentatives from Canada and several of the northern
cities of the United States. W. H. Moore of To-
ronto is president. Papers were read by C. B.
King, R. J. Clark and P. Dubee. The subjects
discussed during the session included legislation
affecting electric railways, standardization of equip-
ment and traction developments in Ontario and
Quebec.

. The Chicago Engineers' Club had a house-warm-
ing banquet a few nights ago in its new rooms
in the Chicago Automobile Club Building. 17 Ply-
mouth Court. The toastmaster was Pliny B. Smith,
and congratulatory addresses were made by Isham
Randolph, Ferdinand W. Peck, Oscar J. West.
F. J. Llewellyn and W. R. Stowell. Mr. G. W.
Snow addressed the members arid urged that the
club contribute to a fund to be used each year
fbr the education of a young man in engineering.
The suggestion was received with favor by the
club.

The fifty-second annual catalogue of the College
of Arts and Engineering of the Polytechnic Insti-

tute of Brooklyn contains information regarding
the courses offered in chemistry, chemical engi-
neering, civil engineering, mechanical engineering
and electrical engineering. There are afternoon
and evening classes in chemistry and engineering,
which are attended largely by students living in

Brooklyn. The Institute enjoys the advantage of
having all the great engineering undertakings of
New York city close at hand. Dr. F. W. Atkin-
son is the president of the school, and Charles
A. Green, A. M., is registrar.

From the material already in the hands of the
various committees, the programme for the first

annual convention of the Illuminating Engineering
Society promises to . be of educational value to

every member. The convention will be held in

Boston July 30th and 31st and the business head-
quarters will be at room 728 Old South Building.
While it is planned to have a business convention,
special arrangements 'are being made for the enter-

tainment of members, their ladies and guests.

Aside from this the festivities of Old Home Week
will afford opportunities for amusement. Detailed
information will be forw^arded to members later.

Further advance information may be obtained from
local secretaries or from the chairman of the con-
vention committee, John Campbell, 729 Old South
Building. Boston.

RADIO-TELEGRAPHY.
William Marconi, accompanied by his w-ife, sis-

ter-in-law and two radio-telegraph experts, has

arrived at Glace Bay, Nova Scotia. The station

at Glace Bay is now about completed, and in a

few days Mf. Marconi, with his assistants, will

POWER TRANSMISSION.
The Harqua Hala Development Company, which

was recently incorporated in Arizona, purposes de-

veloping electric power in connection with the

Harqua Hala Water Company, which is controlled

by the same interests. The company's plans in-

clude the building of a submerged dam 500 feet

wide at Point of Rocks. Thence water w-ill be

conducted through three miles of concrete tubing

to a point where steel tubing will begin.

The Great Northern steam railroad has made
a start in the enterprise of generating electricity

for use in hauling trains through the Cascade Tun-
nel. Two dams will be placed in the Wenatchee
River near Leavenworth, Wash, thus impounding
the waters of this .rapid river in tw^o places. The
heavy fall of the river wdll give an immense power
at both places, opening many possibilities, not only

for the utilization of the electricity in the present

proposition, but will doubtless open the way for

feeders to tlie railroad in the establishment of

factories.

PUBLICATIONS.
After a lapse of some months, the bulletin of

the W. K. Palmer Company, engineers, Kansas
City, Mo., appears with a change in title: to the
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"Palmer Monthly." The July issue gives ac-

counts of a number of the company's engineering

contracts.

Several forms of electric-light wire connectors

are illustrated in a little pamphlet issued by the

Yonkers Specialty Company, Yonl<ers, N. Y. The
articles are useful for making taps and connections

reliably and quickly without the use of solder and

are made in a variety of styles and sizes.

Isolated-plant switchboard panels with fuses, as

manufactured by the General Electric Company,

are the subject of bulletin No. 4517 from the light-

ing department of the company. The standard

boards described in the bulletin have been de-

signed to meet the requirements of all small con-

tinuous-current installations where for. any reason

circuit-breakers are not necessary or desired.

A four-page folder illustrates the new Hubbell

fixture clusters which are equipped with pull

switches. Each lamp may be turned on separately

or one pull lights all. The socket shells are made
part of the cluster body. An adaptation of the

Hubbell push-plug principle is the "wireless" clus-

ter, in which the connections to the cluster are

made by rigid connectors, which may be separated

to remove shade. The manufacturer is Harvey
Hubbell, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn.

The Chase-Shawmut Company, Newburyport,

Mass., has just issued to the trade a very at-

tractive sS-page booklet, pocket size, covering its

complete line of fuses, bases and fittings. In ad-

dition to the company's regular line, this catalogue

presents a number of specialties wliich have re-

cently been placed upon the market. Containing

over 100 illustrations and considerable valuable

data, this catalogue will be eagerly sought by all

interested in this class of material.

The new 1907 supply catalogue of the Gensral

Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., is a book
as handsome from a typographical viewpoint as

it is complete in information concernin.g the

varied line of articles the company manufactures.

Illustrations and descriptions are given of arc

lamps, transformers, meters, switches, circuit-

breakers, motors, resistance devices and wiring

supplies. This catalogue supersedes the supply

catalogue for 1904. It consists of 430 pages and
contains an index and code list. In almost every

instance the price is quoted along with the article

catalogued.

A new high-speed magnetic-control end-cell

switch for storage-battery installations is de-

scribed in Bulletin No. 102 of the Electric Storage

Battery Company, Philadelphia, The switch is

designed to carry heavy loads, and will travel

over the entire number of contacts in 20 seconds.

Shunt-wound motors are used, and the magnetic
control, which may be handled from any number
of points, requires only five wires to the end-cell

switch. After one control switch has been oper-

ated, no manipulation of any others will prevent

the traveling brush of the end-cell switch from
reaching and stopping on the next contact.

"Plant Economy" is the subject of an interesting

little essay by H. P. Dennis. M. E., which is pub-

lished as a bulletin by the Bristol Company, Water-
bury, Conn., manufacturer of recording instru-

ments. The author believes that the most potent

factor in the ultimate economy of a power plant

is boiler-room efficiency. Prime moA'ers and gen-

erators have been brought to a high degree, yet

with mechanical stokers, economizers and other

modern devices, the highest thermal efficiency yet

obtained at the bus-bars is not over 10.3 per cent.

Long-time and elaborate tests by experts, he con-
tinues, have failed to show losses wliich were de-
tected by the aid of automatic recording instruments,
making permanent records of conditions all the
twenty-four hours. The writer asserts that even
the smallest plants may be operated in a scientific

and economic manner without expensive experts by
using recording instruments located near the seat

of control. Several sample records are appended.

TRADE NEWS.
It is not generally known that Pittsburg is

one of the largest manufacturers of electric il-

luminants. a distinction which is due to the in-

creasing business of the Nernst Lamp Company.

The Western Chemical Manufacturing Company
has been organized to exploit the process of pro-
ducing nitric acid from the atmosphere by elec-

trical means, of which an illustrated account is

given elsewhere in this issue. The downtown offi-

ces of the company are at S14 Monadnock Buildmg,
and the laboratories at 269 South Marshfield Ave-
nue, Chicago.

In order to take better care of its growing trade
in Montana, the Minneapolis Steel and Machinery
Company of Minneapolis, Minn., has opened an
office at 352 Phoenix Building. Butte. Mont., under
the management of Mr. J. E. Lanning. This well-

known concern has made a fine reputation for itself

as engineer and manufacturer of Corliss and gas
engines, power gas producers, complete power
plants, transmission machinery, coal-handling and
ore-conveying devices, castings, etc.

The Electric Cable Company of New York has
just bought the entire business of the Eastern Wire
and Cable Company of Roxbury, Mass. The lat-

ter company is one of the oldest manufacturers of
rubber-covered wires and cables in New England.
Its entire equipment w^ill be removed to Bridge-
port, Conn., where it will be installed in the plant

of the Electric Cable Company, which has in course
of construction a large addition to its plant. The
officers of the Electric Cable Company are : Presi-

dent, Edwin W. Moore ; vice-president, F. H.
Cowles; treasurer, J. Nelson Shreve.

Maurice Gesundheit and Henry Osgood have be-

gun business as manufacturing engineers and busi-

ness methodizers. The firm's name is Gesundheit-
Osgood Company, with offices at 43 Cedar Street,

New York. Mr. Osgood has had wide experience
in commercial life, has been connected with several

of the most prominent manufacturing companies
and for some time was the right-hand man of

one of the best-known methodizers in this, country.

Mr. Gesundheit is a civil and mechanical engineer,

with broad business experience. During the last

few years, as chief-of-staff of a number of me-
chanical engineers and manufacturing specialists,

he has served industrial concerns in a supervisory
and consulting capacity, with the object of de-

veloping their earning power, by improving their

methods and accounting, their equipment and
processes, as well as their general policies.

BUSINESS.
The Southern Pacific Company's rifled pipe line

will consist of 256 miles of eight-inch riiled pipe,

which is being manufactured at the Lorain plant

of the National Tube Company. The machinery
for 24 pumping stations, covering 46 duplicate pumps,
will be manufactured by the Janesville Iron Works,
Hazleton, Pa., and 72 boilers are to be furnished

by the Edgemoor Iron Company. Edgemoor, Del.
The inspection of the material will be carried out
by Robert W. Hunt & Co., whose general offices

are at 1121 Rookery Building, Chicago.

The Lindstrom-Smith Company, manufacturer of
electrical signs and specialties, formerly located at

59 Dearborn Street, Chicago, has moved to more
commodious quarters at 253 La Salle Street.

The General Electric Company is manufacturing
a new line of two and three-wire generators espe-
cially adapted for direct connection to engines. The
company's bulletin. No. 4520, gives a complete de-
scription of the machines and the details of their
construction. The 125 and 2S0-volt types are made
in sizes as low as 25 kilowatts.

The William P. Crockett Company, 269-271 South
Canal Street, Chicago, has recently added to its

lines of specialties the well-known flexible conduit
of the Alphaduct Manufacturing Company and the
rigid conduit of the American Conduit Manufactur-
ing Company. A complete stock of each will be
kept on hand. The company has recently more
than doubled its floor space, with excellent ship-
ping facilities, thereljy enabling it to continue to

make prompt shipments of all its lines. The follow-
ing well-known products have been handled by the

company for several' years : Diamond H. switches,
Bossert boxes, De Veau telephones and Dale
fixtures.

Rapidly increasing business has decided the E. H.
Freeman Electric Company of Trenton, N. J.,

to extend its manufacturing facilities by adding
a third plant to the two already in operation.
The company manufactures all kinds of fittings

for electric wiring. One of the present plants is

a pottery, where tiie porcelain parts of its fuse
plugs, sockets, etc., are made. The brass and cop-
per work is done in another plant. The new plant
will be for assembling and shipping the completed
articles. The Freeman company furnished fittings

for the Jamestown Exposition, and has just shipped
an order of 25,000 fuse plugs to Spokane, Wash.
Goods are being exported to Manila, South Amer-
ica and other foreign places.

The variety of uses to which the electric motor
has already been put is one of the wonderful
features of the present day's industrial opera-
tions. Taking, for example, some of the orders
which the Westinghouse people have taken since
the first of June : The East Pittsburg works are
now turning out 16 locomotives for coal mines
in West Virginia and Kentucky, one for an iron
mine in Sweden, another for a power company
in the state of Washington and one for a plate-
glass mill at Charleroi. Pa. They are constructing
a complete electric motor equipment for a phos-
phate mine in Florida, for a lumber camp at
Mount Pleasant, Pa. ; they have in hand an order
for 39 motors to drive machinery in a cash-register-
manufacturing plant at Dayton, O. ; they are
turning out 59 motors for driving textile looms
at East Hampton, Mass., and a larger number
for running spindles in a worsted mill at Passaic,
N. J. Fifteen motors are going to a paper mill
in Canton, N. C. and 20 to a paper mill in

Fulton, N. Y. Since the electric motor has be-
come a fixtur.- in the southern cotton mills, that
industry has reached a state of prosperity never
known before, and since the electric motor has
been brought into the metal-mining industry, many
of the copper, gold and silver mines in Mexico.
Arizona, Colorado, California and other western
mining regions have again begun operations after
they had been abandoned, because power to run
them was too expensive to obtain.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT
Issued (United Slates Patent Office) July g, igoy.

RECORD.

859.200. Electric Switch Handle. Charles A. Clark,

Hartford, Conn., assignor to Charles G. Per-
kins, Hartford, Conn. Application filed May 7,

1907.

Spring fingers in the recess of the handle grasp a

tapered spindle.

859.201. Telephone System. Henry P. Clausen,

Chicago, 111., assignor to the American Electric

Telephone Company, Chicago, 111. Application

filed July 18, 1903.

The line circuit in the exchange comprises a line-relay

and cut-ofT jack. A relay in the cord circuit holds the

ringing key clo-sed until the called subscriber has an-

Rwcrcd. The cord contains three relays. The impedance
coil principle of battery feed is used.

859,216. Wire-covering Machine. Charles E. Had-
Icy, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed Decem-
ber 10, 1903.

Tlic control mcchani-sm throws off the power on the

breaking of the thread, which is automatically kept taut.

859.218. Electric Glass-heating Apparatus. George
H. Har\'ey, Glenficld, Pa., assignor lo the

Brownsville Glass Company, Pittsburg, Pa.

Application filed November 23, 1906.

Two wire* of high rcftiiitancc pass in ojipositc directions

around a gla^A cylinder.

859.219. Block-signal System. Laurence A. Haw-
kins. Schenectady, N. Y., assignor lo the Gen-

eral Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

Application filed December 5, 1906.

Open-circuited transformers are connected at inter-

vals across the rails. A moving train closes the circuit

of a transformer ahead of the train, operating a track re-

lay which actuates signals.

859,221. Telephone Support. Stephen C. Hough-
ton, Rome, N. Y. Application filed July 10,

1906.

The base is formed of a box, containing the switches

for the local circuits.

859,224. Changeable Exhibitor. Robert G. How-
ard, Newton, Mass. Application filed Novem-
ber II, 1905. Renewed December 21, 1906.

The pawl releasing the mechanical movement is op.

crated by an electromagnet.

859,251. Safety • Schedule for Cars. Edward F.

Reeves, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed No-
vember 13, 1903.

When a dial operated by the movement of the car

fails to maintain its designed relation with the hands
of a clock, an electric alarm circuit is closed.

859,255. Shunt for Electrical Measuring Instru-

ments. Frank W. Roller, Plainfield, N. J.,

assignor to the General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed January

1.1. 1905-

The shunt consistft of a bar of . uiclal of high re-

sistivity and low temperature coeflicient and is studded
with metal heat radiators.

859,260. Electric Heater for Glass Cylinders.
James R. Spcer. Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to
the Brownsville Glass Company, Pittsburg, Pa.
Application filed November 23, igo6.

A resistance wire encircles the cylinder, and a weighted
lever automatically takes up the expansion of the wire.

859,267. Oven Door. Daniel Vollmcr and Charles
D. Vollmer, St. Louis, Mo. Application filed

April 17, 1907.

The act of opening the door switches 3n an electric
light.

859,276. Telephone Switchboard. Frank W. Wood.
Newport News, Va., assignor to Charles Cory
and John M. Cory, New York, N. 'Y., a firm.

Application filed July 12, 1906.

The board, which is fitted with magneto drops, is en-
closed in a watertight case. The drops arc easily
removable, being connected by spring contacts.

859,278. Switch Clip. Gilbert Wright, Pittsfield.

Mass., assignor to the Stanlcy-G. I. Electric

Manufacturing Company, .^pplication filed June
17. 1905-

The clip comprises two similar abutting members, each
formed from a single plate and having a flanged end,
and a fool -piece having portions holding the flanged ends
together.
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Ksy.^Sj. i'owur Convcrlir.K' ami 'rransiuiuiiiK Mech-
anism. Patrick J. Collins, Scrantoti, Pa., as-

signor lo the (Ic-ncral iilcclric Company, Sclic-

ncolady, N. Y. Application filed October 12,

All cnKiii(.*'(li'ivL-ii ilyiiiiini)>ek'clric niacliinc lins nti oulcr
fii'iiiiitui'c Hccurcd t<i tliL- driving tilinft, aii Inner nnim-
Uii'f coiim-ctctl to tlic infflmniBm which ih lo be driven,
n stiilioniiry duiihk- tic-Id acting willi each of the iiniia-

lurcH, and a clutch fur conncctiuK Ihc' inner annaluic
HJiiirt to tlie driving Hliuft.

S5(),2()2. FJoctric Lighting. Johannes Hiirdon, Sche-
nectady. N. Y., assignor lo the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application tiled

December 10, 1903.

l-'or an altcrnatiiiK-current floniinK arc lamp one elec-

trode is composed of carlion and the otlicr principally
of titanium carbide, but contnin.s small tiimntities of car-

bon, ammonium chloride and maKUCHiiun phoHplmte.

<S5Q,3i6. Snap Switch. Walter S. Mayer, Phila-
delphia, Pa., assignor to the Maclicn & Mayer
] electrical Manufacturing Company, Philadel-

phia, Pa. Application filed April 4, 1907.

Itcsidcs other new details of construction, tlie rolatabic
contact clips close into double jaws carried by the posts.

859,318, Dynamo-electric Machine. Edgar W. Mix
and Paul Bunet, Paris, France, assignors tci

the General Electric Company, Schenectady,
N, Y. Application filed Novetnbcr 20, 1906.

I-'ur a multipolar dynamo-electric machine having a

parallel-wound drum armature and a field magnet pro-
vided with commutating poles, the magnetization of each
pole at all times is maintained proportional to the cur-
rent in the armature conductors beneath that pole re-

gardless of unbalanced load in several armature circuits,

(See cut.)

859,323. Vacuum Cut-off. George P. McDonnell,
St. Louis, Mo., assignor to the General Elec-
tric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application
filed April 29, 1904.

In the manufacture of incandescent lamps the ex-

hauster is cut off from the lamp by collapse of the con-
necting tube.

859.333- Meter. William H. Pratt. Lynn, A Lass

.

assignor to the General Electric Company, Sche-
nectady, N. Y. Application filed September 25,

1905-

The meter is for use on storage-battery circuits and
has two independent armatures, acted on by one field

(through which the circuit is led) and arranged to drive
one of two dial trains when rotating in one direction,

but not actuating the dial when rotating in the opposite
direction.

859,350. Unipolar Generator. Elihu Thomson,
Swampscott, Mass., assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Appli-
cation filed September 28, 1905.

The armature is provided with a number of conductors,
collector rings and collecting brushes, and the field

winding is supplied through auxiliary brushes independent
of those carrying the main armature current and bearing
on a pair of collector rings connected at opposite ends
to a single armature conductor.

SS9,357- Lamp Protector. Joseph E. Woods, Lo-
gan, Ohio. Application filed June 25, 1906.

The wire guard is in two parts, held together by a

clamping ring at the socket and a helically coiled wire
near the tip. -

859,358. Alternating-current Motor. Ernst F. W.
Alexanderson, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to

the General Electric Company, Schenectady,

N. Y. Application filed August 19, 1905.

NO. 859,358.—ALTERNATING-CURRENT MOTOR,

There are two electrically independent windings of
different pole numbers composed of interlaced coils all

equal in size carried in slots, the conductors of each
winding being arranged half in the top and half in the
bottom of the slots. The number of poles of one or
both of the windings may be varied. (See cut.)

859.359. Frequency Changer. Ernst F. W. Alex-
anderson, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the

General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

Application filed August 24, 1905.

The windings and connections of a rotary frequency
changer are described.

859,361. Rotor for high-speed Dynamo-electric Ma-
chines. Bernard A. Behrend, Norwood, Ohio,
assignor to the Allis-Chalmers Company and
the Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company.
Application filed November 30, 1906.

C'uilri earrird on Ihc cure of Mto rolor liavc cntl-lUfltH

prnjrciinu beyond ilie core and iiuri'uumlol )>y nil oml
rhiK. which It held by n nut.

8s*).3<J3- Sectional flaiifc Box for Piish-hulton
Switches. Leon W. Bossert. Utica, N. Y. Ap-
plicati<jii filed Fehriiary 19, jyoO.

I'eiiiilH ol eoimtriiciiori of it KiiiK l'"x iidnplcd Inr iihc

for rotary or iHtHli-liultoii Kwiiclic» nrc ttivcii,

859.3^>7- FJectrical Push Button. Frederick W.
Colin, New York, N. Y. Application lilcd

March 5, 1907.

A HmatI electrical pUHJl button tion i(il hIicII tcrcw-
tlu'iMded on butli iirt inlcrinr and cxtrrior. It in liniiliir

til iIkihc used in street ciirH.

859.368. Uynanio-electric MachiiK'. Patrick J. Col-
lins, ScratUun, Pa., assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectaily, N. Y. Appli-
cation filed November 16, 1904,

The machine eomjirinett an outer Hlation:;ry niend)(.r, an

859.473- Electric Signaliiifi: System and Selective

Alcch.'inisni Therefor. Jean !•'. Webb, Jr., Chi-
cago, III,, assignor to the Electric Signagraph
and Semaphore Company, Incorporated, Ap-
plication filed August 25, 1906.

A cuinbinaliori of cKcnpc-wliecU, puwU and conlaclH
nrc opcralccJ liy clcclroniiiftnclii, ffiving ntcp-by-iitcp selec-

tion.

859,476. Tycpwritcr. Noal L. Anderson, Mont-
gomery, Ala. Application filed February 8,

1907.

'I'hc typewriter carriage in advanced by on electric

tnoior «ct Into motion on deprciifing the kcyi.

859,479. Cuard Attachment for Telephones, George
L. Blackburn, Greensboro, N. C, assignor of
one-half to John K. Callahan, Greensboro,
N. C. Application filed March 7, 1907,

A Kuard bracket prolcctn ihf lower end of the receiver
when banginR on the hook.

NO. 859,318,—DYNAMO WINDING. NO 859,551.— CUT-Ol/T SWITCH FOR SERIES-PARALLEL CONTROLLERS.

intermediate rotatable member having a tubular shaft,

and ail inner member journaled in the shaft.

859-369. Dynanio-electric Machine. Patrick J. Col-
lins, Scranton, Pa., assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady. N. Y. Appli-
cation filed November 30, 1904.

An outer stationary member and an inner rotatable

member ccact with an intermediate rotatable member.
There is mechanical driving connection between the
rotatable members.

859,372. Signal-light Apparatus. Gustaf Dalen,
Stockholm, Sweden, assignor to Aktiebolaget
Gasaccumulator, Stockholm, Sweden. Applica-
tion filed February 15, 1906.

Tor a gas-lamp signal, the valve lever
by an electromagnet.

controlled

859.39S. Incandescent-lamp Holder. Elmer E. Marsh,
Newport, Ky., assignor to Frederick C. Kings-
bury, Columbus, Ohio. Application filed April

24, 1905.

The bracket arm is extensible and is carried by a
friction-ball socket. A retractile reel keeps the con-

ductor taut.

859,416. Paper-bag Machine. Frank Tyson, Phil-

adelphia, Pa. Application filed March 30, 1904.

A flexible- armature interposed between the plies of the

blank bag is attracted by a magnet carried by one of

the feed rolls and serves to separate the plies of the

blank.

859.430. Circuit Controller. Charles A. Carlson,

New York, N. Y. Application filed March 8,

1906.

A trailer bears on contacts mounted on a ring of
non-conducting material.

859.431. Apparatus for the Electrolytic Production
of Chemical Compounds. Courtland F. Carrier,

Jr., Elmira, N. Y., assignor to the Elmira Elec-

tro-chemical Company, Elmira, N. Y. Applica-

tion filed June 9, 1906.

The anode and cathode are located in separate com-
partments, connected by a channel in which circulation

is assured by the movement of a screw propeller.

859,435. Safety Device for Electric Motors. Fred-
erick M. Conlee, Madison, Wis., assignor to

the Northern Electrical Manufacturing Com-
pany. Application filed December 9, 1905.

A motor starting rheostat has a no-voltage magnet in

the field circuit, an electromagnet connected across the

line terminals, and a normally open switch controlled

by the first magnet for closing the circuit of the second,

which controls a switch closing the armature circuit.

859,437. Primary Battery. William P. Divine and
Albert J. Shinn, Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to

the Decker Electrical Manufacturing Company.
Application filed August i, 1906.

The electrodes are in porous tubes plunged in the

electrolyte, similar poles being connected electrically.

859,449. Trolley Harp. John Hensley, Hunting-

ton, Ind. Application filed October 25, 1906.

Dish-shaped washers are arranged in pairs on each

side of the wheel, having their concaved faces abutting.

859,464. Anti-buzzing Device for Telephones. Au-
gust Schaffer, East Columbus. Ohio. Applica-

tion filed December 24. 1906.

To prevent buzzing in telephone receivers a woven
wire screen and a paper covering having a painted_ or

shellacked central portion are secured in the ear piece

of the receiver.

859.484- Advertising Device. William C. Carr,
Buffalo, N. Y. Application filed December 5,

1906.

lilectric means are utilized to change the cards exposed
to view.

859,498- Street Annunciator for Electric Cars. Ira
E. Hoover, Toledo, Ohio, assignor of one-half
to Willard M. George, Toledo, Ohio. Applica-
tion filed April 14, igo6.

A solenoid serves to advance, one at a time, the series
of signs, which are arranged on an endless chain in the
same order as the streets the car crosses.

859-510. Electric Igniter for Gas Engines. Benja-mm Mclnnerney, Omaha, Neb., assignor to
Louis Dohme, Baltimore, M'd. Application filed
November 21, 1899.

A make-and-break ignition system is described in
which an electric motor in the generator circuit draws
the electrodes apart to produce the spark.

859,515. Electric Lighting. William J. Phelps, De-
troit, Mich. Application filed July 15, 1903.
This is a special receptacle for "Hylo" lamps, fitted

with three terminals and designed to be switched from
a distance. On the lamp the third contact is a ring
between the usual center button and the threaded shell,
and when inserted in the socket bears against a clip,
connecting with the third receptacle terminal. (See cut
oh next page.)

859,523. Magnetic Clutch. Lewis D. Rowell, Mil-
waukee, Wis., assignor to the Cutler-Hammer
Clutch Company, Milwaukee, Wis. Application
filed May i, 1905.

After gradually accelerating the driven member through
the combined influence of the induction of torque-produc-
ing currents and friction there are separate means for
coupling the two members of the clutch after the driven
member has attained substantially full speed.

859,524- Electrical Contact Finger. Henry K. San-
dell, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Mills Novelty
Company, Chicago, 111. Application filed Jan-
uary 21, 1907.

An eletrical contact finger has a socket on one end in
which a bunch of wires is removably inserted and held
by pressure of a spring catch.

859,534. Telephone Selecting Apparatus. WiUiam
D. Watkins, San Jose, Cal., assignor to the
Watkins Manufacturing Company, San Jose,
Cal. Application filed April 30, 1906.
The electromagnetically actuated selecting arm moves

between a pair of sets of plates, the adjacent ends of
which are bent laterally, and are disposed in staggered
relation to form a zigzag -path between them. Current
flows in one direction through the electromagnet during
a selecting operation, and in the reverse direction to
withdraw the pin from all of the plates to permit the
arm to return to the initial position of rest.

859,545. Dynamo-electric Machine. Patrick J. Col-
lins, Scranton, Pa., assignor to the General
Electric Company. Original application filed

October 12, 1904. Divided and this application
filed December 27, 1904.

In construction the machine consists of an outer ro-
tatable member, an inner rotatable member within the
outer and an intermediate stationary member arranged
between and coacting with the outer and inner members.

859,547- Safety Fuse for Electric Circuits. Charles
S. Davis, Somerville, Mass. Application filed

October 27, 1905. Renewed December 7, 1906.

There is a gas-absorbing material within the easing
around the fusible member. The terminals are of the
knife-blade type.
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S59.549- Coin-collecting Appliance. William W. Dean,
Chicago, 111., assignor to the Western Electric

Company, Chicago, 111. Application filed Jan-
uary' 14, igo2.

This toll box for telephone pay stations has an
electromagnetic switch for rendering the telephone ap-

paratus inoperative until a coin is deposited. Until the

connection is completed, the passage of the coin through
the apparatus is controlled from central.

859-551- ^-ut-out Switch for Series Parallel Con-
trollers. Arthur C. Eastwood, Cleveland, Ohio.

Application filed September 27, 1906.

A series-parallel controller for two motors or groups
of motors comprises a switch, controlling means for plac-

ing the motors in series, means for placing the motors in

parallel, a switch for cutting out one of the motors, al-

ternate contacts for the cut-out switch, a connection be-

tween one contact and the means for placing the motors
in series, and connetcions from the remaining contact

to the means for placing the motors in series and to

that portion of the controlling switch which controls the

change of the motors from series to parallel.
,
(See cut

on preceding page.)

859,556. Method of and Apparatus for Fault Loca-

tion on Electrical Conductors. Herbert M.
, Friendly, Portland, Ore. Application filed April

10, 1905.

A Wheatstone bridge, consisting of a pair of adjustable

ratio arms, has means for adjusting the combined re-

sistance of the arms, and other means for connecting

the current source to a point dividing the joint arm_ re-

sistance into two arm resistances for individual bridge

arms having any desired ratio.

S59.565. Apparatus for Detinning Tin Scrap. Mere-
dith Leitch. Elizabeth, N. J., assignor to the

American Can Company, Jersey City, N. J.

Application filed February 17, 1906.

Besides means for continuously feeding tin scrap to

the receiver, and automatically removing detinned scrap

therefrom, a source of electricity is connected inde-

pendently of the scrap to constitute an anode. A cathode

is connected to the other terminal of the source, having

on its inside an exposed metallic surface with which
the scrap makes a moving electrical contact.

859.578. Electric Soldering Tool. Nicholas Per-

rella, New York, N. Y. Application filed Feb-

ruary 20, 1906.

By a switch in the handle it is possible to regulate the

heat by passing the current through all the windings, or

only tlirough tlie turns nearest the soldering head.

859.579. Arc-light Electrode. Robert H. Read,

Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General

Electric Company. Schenectady, N. Y. Appli-

cation filed May iS, 1901. Renewed June 15,

1907.

The electrode is composed of finely divided aluminum
carbide united by a carbonaceous binder.

859.59S. Electric Signaling and Testing Mechanism.

John Doran, Jr., Schenectad}', N. Y. Applica-

tion filed June 28, 1906.

By a switch mechanism a testing current can be sup-

plied to the circuit of which the electromagnet controlling

the signals forms a part.

859,608. Electric Resistance Element Albert L.

Marsh, Lake Bluff, III, assignor to the Hoskins

859,674. Massage Apparatus. Carl O. Lindstrom,
Chicago, 111. Application filed May 26, igo6.

Inside the body a small motor is mounted, driving an
overbalance piece which, with the resilient connection be-

tween the handle and the housing, gives a rapid vibration
to the parts.

859,676. Relay. Ray H. Manson, Elyria, Ohio,
assignor to the Dean Electric Company, Elyria,

Ohio. Application filed September 9, 1905.

A projecting ear on the magnet-head fits into a notch
in the armature to form a fulcrum upon which it i,nay

reck, one of the arms of the armature serving as a por-
tion of the magnetic circuit.

859,694. Automatic Safety Switch. George E.

R3'an, New York, N. Y. Application filed Sep-
tember 27, 1906.

A system of electric signals indicates the position of
the frog,

859.702. Telephone Stand. Louis Steinberger, New
York, N. Y. Application filed February 8,

1905-

A flat disk, for memoranda, is arranged to be clamped
around the vertical standard of a desk instrument.

859.703. Insulating Strain. Louis Steinberger, New
York, N. Y. Application filed May, i, igo6.

The body portion has near its middle a disk with a

number of annular petticoats, and is provided with necks,
each having a step conformity and in which the strain

members are imbedded.

859,725. Street Indicator. Milton S. Beaver, Ban-
gor, Pa. Application filed September i,' 1906.

An electromagnet releases the cards bearing the street

names, at proper intervals.

859,731. Electrical Condenser. Sidney A. Bejdand,
Elyria, Ohio, assignor to the Dean Electric

Company, Elyria, Ohio. Application filed Jan-
uary 10, 1907.

A condenser has projecting terminals which engage
the frame so as to secure mechanically the condenser
while serving -at the same time for its electrical connec-
tion,

859.745. Vacuum Control Valve. Edmund L,

Cridge, Passaic, N. J. Application filed April

13, 1906.

Electrical means are connected with the relief valve
so that when the vacuum above the latter is relieved,

air is admitted to the vacuum chamber below,

859,753. Process for the Building Up of Spongy
Lead Plates for Electric Storage Batteries,

Julius Diamant, Gyor, Austria-Hungar3^ Ap-
plication filed November 28, 1906.

The activity of the negative plates is prolonged by
dividing them into sections and varying their order be-

fore the exposed surface shows signs of sulfating so as
to bring the internal surface to the outside.

859,774- Two-wire Multiple Telephone System.
Jacob W. Latfig, West Bethlehem, and Charles
L. Goodrum, Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to the

Dean Electric Company, Elyria, Ohio. Api*li-

cation filed June 6, 1903.

'S' y

NO. 859,515.—RECEPTACLE FOR TURN DOWN LAMP. • NO. 859,774.—TWO-WIRE MULTIPLE TELEPHONE SYSTEM.

Company, Chicago, 111. Application filed Feb-
ruary 18, 1907.
The resistance element is formed of a metal alloy

consisting of 88 per cent, nickel, 8 per cent, chromium
and 4 per cent, aluminum.

859,620. Electrical Self-playing Instrument. Henry
K. Sandell, Chicago, 111,, assignor to the Mills
Novelty Company. Application filed February

5, 1906.

Perforations in a sheet permit electrical contact of the
rolls bctwt-cn which it is fed, closing the circuit of
an electromagnet which causes a certain note to be
struck.

859,641. Electric Furnace. Edward A. Colby, New-
ark, N. J., assignor to the American Electric
Furnace Company. Application filed November
23, 1905-
The furnace has a crucible and an inducing coil and

a recLinguIar frame of magnetic material surrounding the
crucible and coil.

859,650. Earth Anchor. Clinton E. Frost, Cleve-
land, Ohio, Application filed February 14, 1907.
The anchor consisls of a flat plate with parallel ribs on

one aide h-ivinK projecting cars and a rocker lo wliich
the cable is attached, extcndinR transvcrHtly through the
cars and bearing aK-'>in<it the plate.

859.667. Automatic Trolley Guard. Henry A. Ken-
nedy, Natick, R. I. Application filed January
29, 1907.
Thii consist* of the grooved wheel proper, a rcvolubic

and laterally slidablc KprinK-prcniicd perforated guard-
flange, and a plate rcv'olublc with it.

The line and supervisory relays are all polarized, re-

sponsive- to current in one direction only. The line relay

is not cut off during conversation. The battery is

divided into three sections of ten, tliirty and ten volts,

in series, to secure the directional relations of the cur-

rent. The battery feed is on the impedance coil-con-

denser principle. (See cut.)

859,775. Telephone Toll-station Apparatus. Jacob
W. Lattig, Wyncotc, and Charles L. Goodrum,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to the Dean Elec-

tric Company, Elyria, Ohio. Application filed

November 3, 1903.
Inserting the coin and pressing a lever transmit a

signal to central.

859,783. Trolley Finder. Frederick A. Selley,

Nashville, Tenn. Application filed July 26,

1906.

Tension on the trolley ropes raises a pair of guides
to direct the wheel onto the wire.

859,816. Liquid-flow Alarm. Raymond S. Kclsch,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Application filed

May 3, 1907.

The lifjuid is arranged to pour into n freely moving
cup having a hole ' in its bottom. If the cup empties
faster than it is filled an alarm circuit is completed.

859,820. Electric Motor Wheel. Karsten Knudscn,
Grand Rapids, Mich. Application filed October

4, 1906.

The motor shaft carries a pinion connecting^ by gears,
with an annular rack, and an equalizer, consniting of a
laterally movable bearing at the pinion end of the shaft,
and a pivoted bearing at ihc other end.

859,821. Controller for Incandescent Electric-light
Bulbs. Theodore Kopp, Philadelphia, Pa. Ap-
plication filed October 13, 1906.

An attachment, designed to be screwed in the socket
and Id hold the lamp, contains resistance coils and con-
t^.cls.

859,524. Switch-operating Mechanism. George PI.

Link, Cincinnati, Ohio. Application filed No-
vember 12, 1904.
Contacts closed by clockwork at the hour predetermined

set a motor into action to operate the switch,

859.826. Variable-speed Motor. George Martinka,
Jersey City, N. J. Application filed July 17,
1906.

Radially movable series-wound pole pieces are mounted
in permanently fixed pole pieces which are shunt wound,
and are arranged to be reciprocated.

859.827. Hygienic Telephone Appliance. Charles H.
Mblyneux, and Max Braunstein, Rochester,
N. Y. Application filed September 12, 1906.
A sanitary roll sheet carried by two reels is adapted to

be stretched in front of the transmitter.

859,840. Electric-light Illuniinant. Robert H. Read,
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Appli-
cation filed September 16, 1904.

The electrode comprises a molded pencil containing
magnesium carbide.

859.867. Trolley. Charles A. Bluhm, Michigan City,
Ind. Application filed February 27, igo6.

The trolley is adapted to make rolling contact with
a rail.

859.868. Third Rail. Cliarles A. Bluhm, Michigan
City, Ind. Application filed February 27, 1906.
The live rail is protected by guard rails insulated

from it.

859.872. Railway Block-signal System. Winthrop
M. Chapman, Newton, Mass., assignor to the
Electric Railway Signal Company, Kittery, Me.
Application filed February 4, 1903.

Ekctrically controlled signals at each end of a track
section or block stand normally at danger until set at
safety when a car enters the block from either direc-
tion aitd are released when a car leaves the block.

859,884. Telephone - service Apparatus. Uriah S.

Jaclcson, Ossipee, N. H., assignor to the Supe-
rior Automatic

,
Telephone Company, Boston,

Mass. Application filed August iS, 1905.
A make-and-break wheel operates a step-by-step switch

mechanism to secure connection with the desired line.

Two wires and no ground are used.

859.889. Arc-light Electrode. Robert H. Read,
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Original
application filed Mav iS, igoi. Divided and
this application filed October 10, 1902.

An electrode formed of carbide of titanium has its

pores filled with carbon.

859.890. Arc-light Electrode. Robert H. Read,
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Original
application filed May 18, 1901. Divided and
this application filed October 25, 1902.

The carbide electrode contains calcium carbide and
carbon.

859.891. Arc-light Electrode. Robert H. Read,
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady. N. Y. Original
application nled May 18, 1901. Divided and
this application filed May 29, 1905. Renewed
June 15, 1907.

The electrode- consists of zirconium carbide with a

binding material.

PATENTS THAT HAVE EXPIRED.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued

by the United States Patent Office) that exoired
July 15, 1907:

432,022. Means for feneration and Conversion of Electric
- Energy. A. DcCastro, New York, N. Y.

430,040. Jbltectric Stop-motion for Warping Machines. J. P.

JTaslam, Wilmington, Del.

432.049. Electric Railway. R. M. Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.
432.050. Induction Coil or Transformer, C. E. Kammeyer,

Eau Claire, Wis.
432,053. Electric iVIetcr. P. H. Korst, Racine, Wis.
432.095- Electric Railway Switch. W. D. Swart, Boston,

Mass.
432,098. Telegraphic Relay. J. M. Treber, Louisville, Ky.
432,136. Electrically Propelled Vehicle. R. M. Hunter, Phil-

adelphia, Pa.
432,169. Dynamo-electric Machine. !'. A. Pcrrct, Brooklyn,

N. Y.
432,202. Electrode for Secondary Batteries. J. F. Mc-

Laughlin, Philadelphia, Pa.
432,304. Means for Electric Locomotion. J. V. McLaughlin,

Piiiladclphia, Pa.
432.205. Electric Healer. J. V. McLaughlin, Philadelphia,

Pa.
432.206. Commutator Brush, J. V. McLaughlin, Phila-

delphia, Pa.
432.207. Electric Switch. J. P. McLaughlin, Philadelphia,

Pa.

432.208. Eicctric-motor Car. J. P. McLaughlin, Phila-

delphia, Pa.
432,215. Apparatus for Detecting Short-circuits. II. Red-

ding, Everett, Mass.
43-.234. Electric Switch. A. C. Frcy, Wilkinsburg, Pa.

432. -.17- Electrically Propelled Vehicle. J. W. Henderson,
Philadelphia, Pa.

432,284. Electric Arc Lamp. E. C, Russell, Hoston, Mass.

432,310. Regulation of Arc Light Circuits. D. Higham,
llnston, Mass.

43-.345- Multiplex Electric I-oconiotive. C. J. Van Dc-
pocle, Lynn, Mass.

432.387. Armature of Dynamo-clcctric Machine. O. A.
Enholni, Nc* York, N. Y.

432.4.'i3- Printing Telegraph. W. W. Taylor, Mannficld,
Mass.

432.500. Armature, E. \S'agcninnn, Little Kock, Ark.
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BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

N«iY YoKK Stomi. F. E. Donoho«. 26 CortUiiull Nl.

CinoAOO Stori, K. H. Hammond, ISCi AdumH Hi,

MoNTiiBAi. BuiNoii, Eufeoo K. Hhllllpi' Eloclrlcal Workr.

OFFICES •no FACTORIES, PHILLIPSD*LE , R. I.

SAMSON SPOT WATERPROOFED CORD FOR TROLLEYS AND ARC LAMPS.
SEND FOR SAMPLES SAMSON COPDACE WORKS, Boston. Mass.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD
"0. k; Weattierproo! Wire.

Slow -Burning Weatherproof

and Ideal Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET. R. I.

The Warren Alternator
MANUFACTURED BY

Revolving Field Type

WARREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.

Successors to THE WARREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

INDUCTOR AND RE'.'^VING FIELD ALTERNATORS

A. C. AND D. C. MOTORS

SANDUSKY, - - - - OHIO
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Bossert
Products
When you buy Bossert Products

you know you are getting the best

that long experience, skill and
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Engineer, Architect

or Contractor

Looks goodm Js good.

Write for new catalog.

Bossert Electric
Construction Co.

Utica, N. Y.
Clilcago Office: 269 S. Canal St.

STAR ENAMELED BRIDLE RINGS
"THE RINGS BY WHICH ALL OTHERS ARE QAUOED"
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U.S. gov't
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large&t tele-
phone com-
panies in
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on pen err. 1

construc-
tion work.

Write for catalog showing riags of all kinds

SSm',1. star expansion bolt CO,, »'e:?,°a?oa"g. Bayonne, N; J. ^'llVoSXr.

iHolophane Arc Cluster
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Made for

Gem, Standard &

Tantalum Lamps

Prominent architects are

specifying ttieni.
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dealers are ordering

them.

You owe it to yourself to

learn the "why" of their

actions.
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worth having—write
today.

[the HOLOPHANE COMPANY(Sai«Dept.) ^I^^^'^'k'
street
CITV
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The Western Elec-
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LARGE pages of

reading matter and

1755 illustrations.

This is 3288 columns

or about 3,000,000

words. Equivalent in

amount to 23 average

$2 technical Books.

On the book basis $46

worth given for $3.

If you are not a sub-

scriber send in your

order now.

Western Electrician

507 Marquette Building, Chicago
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WAITED, FOR SATE and
similar WANT COLUHN advertise-
ments (50 zvords or less), S^So an
insertion; additional vjords 3c each.

POSITION M^ASTTED advertise-

ments {JO words or less), ^l.oo an in-

sertion; additional xvords sc each.

POSITION WANTED
By married man of 25, as engineer jn electric-

light plant; 6 years' experience in station work.
Can do both inside and outside repairing. Tech-
nical man. Address Box 736, care Western
Electrician, 507 Marquette Building, Chicago.

WANTED
Party to finance company to manufacture the

only practical continuous railway crossing, pat-
ented, a crossing that does away with the inter-
locking towers at crossings and lasts the life of
the rail, the thing for interurbans. Furnish your
references; no triflers answered. Address Box
734, care Western Electrician, Chicago, 111.

ROSSITER, MACQOVERN & CO., Inc.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTEND-

ENT U. S. CAPITOL BUILDING AND
GROUNDS, Washington, D. C, June 27,
1907. Sealed proposals in duplicate will
be received and publiely opened at the
above office on Saturday, July 20, 1907.
at 12 o'clock noon, for Weatherproof and
Rubber-Covered Electric Wires for House
of Representatives Office Building. Ma-
terial to be delivered on reels at the
building-. Erection of same not included.
Specifications and schedule can be had
upon application to the above office.
Bids must be accompanied by certified
check or surety bond in the sum of 2 per
cent of the amount of bid. The right is

reserved to reject any or all bids, or to
waive any technicality or informality in
any bid. Elliott Woods, Superintendent
U. S. Capitol Building and Grounds. Ap-
proved, Jesse E. Wilson, Acting Secre-
tary.

W. R. 0ST8ANDER & CO.
UftDUfuCturers and DeaUri

In all klidi ol

Electrical Supplies,

Belle, Annunciators,

Speaking Tubes, Etc.

2a DEY ST., NEW YORK
Faotobt:

1431 TO 1439 DbKixb ATI.,
Bbookltm, N. Y.

SEND FOR 600 PAGE CATALOGUE

EIiIsCTRlCAIi ASin STEAM MA
CHIMER¥. GUARANTEED, and at u
PRICE considerably lower than for
the same apparatus purchased from
the manufacturers.
DIRECT COIOTECTED A. C. UNITS.
6770—100 K. W. Westlnghouse generator. 60

cycles, 2-phase, 1,150 volt. 150 Rpvi,
direct connected to Williams vertical
non-condensing engine 18x26.

6399—250 K. W. General Electric generator, 60
cycles, mono-cyclic, 2,400 volt, 200 RPM,
direct connected to Ames horizontal, com-
pound engine, \b\ and 26x18.

8659—150 K. W. Westlngbouse. 60 cycles, sin-
gle-phase, 2,200 vnlt. 257 RPM, direct
connected to Harrisburg tandem com-
pound engine, 12 and 24x14, complete
with switchboard and exciters.

BEI,TED A. C. eENERATORS 60-
Cycle, 3'Phase.

8476—450 K. W, Stanley, 2.200 volt, 360 RPM.
1517— 150 K. W. General Electric, type A. T.

class 12-150-600.
1136-100 K. W. General Electric, 2,300 volts

type A. T. B., class 8-100-900.
1448—70 K. W. Thomson-Honston, 2,200 volt,

class A-70, 515 RPM.

60-CycIe, 2- Phase.
1763—240 K. W. Stanley, 1,200-2,400 volt, 450

1791—135 K. W. Stanley, 2,300 volt, 900 RPM
7232—75 K W. Westlngbouse 2,200 volt, 720

RPM.
60-Cycle, >iinsle-Phase.

7546-Two 300 K. W. Bullock, 110 volt 16
poles, 465 RPM.

7634—Three 1 80 K. w. General Electric, 1 040
volt, typeA. S., form A, 600 RP,\1.

1823— 150 K. W. General Electric. 1.1)40-1,150
volts, typeA. M., class 12-150-600.

1219—75 K. W. Westlngbouse, 2,200 volt, class
10-75 900.

Ias-I33-Cycle, Slnele-Phase.
6300-300 K. W. Westlngbouse, 1,100-2,300

volts.
1279—120 K. W. Westlngbouse, 1,100-2,200

volts, class 12-120-1375.
1344—90 K. W. General Electric, 2,300 volt,

type A-6, class 12-90-1250.

AI,TERJVATI1V« CURRENT MO-
TORS.

25-cycle, 60-cycle, 133-cycle, single-pbase, 2-
pbase and 3-pbase of various sizes and makes.
Write for prices. Let us know your needs and
we will quoie you low prices.

Machinery For Alt Power Station
Purposes.

SO AA/es-t S-treo-t, Nov«/^ Yorlc Ci-fcy

^ f-/f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^

NORTHERN BOX TYPE MOTORS
designed for Crane Work and other severe power service. Built
completely enclosed, rugged, readily accessible and designed with
heavy shaft.

Relied upon by Crane and Hoist manufacturers supplying equip-
ments to the most critical machine users.

Bulletin No. 2532—Box Type Machines

NORTHERN ELECTRICIL MFG. CO.,
ENOINEERS—MANUFACTURERS

MADISON, WIS., U. S. A.
DISTBICT OFFICKS: Vii Monadnoek Block, Ohlugo, 111.

1336 Walls Bldg., Mllwankea, Wli. 801 Land TlUa Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa,
40S-406 AtUi Bldg., 604 Million St., 29 Broadiray, Nin Tork.

San FranclKo, Cal. 21 Eait Fifth St., Bt, Paul, Uln>.
302 KqultftUe Bolldlnr, BMton, Hasi.

V

V

"^^ h h h h h h h ^^
The more a man advertises, the greater his busi-

oeiis. The greater his business, the more he
advertises.

With SECURITY TROLLEYS Two Men Can Pull

1,000 Feet of Cable In Ten Minutes.

Seem;; almost Impoesible.di
But it's true. YOU can d. '

The reason is be-
cause Security Trol-
luys never Jam on
the cable, never el Ip
loose or break, and
because they al,

ways run fresly and easily.
One very Important fuct ie this—Security Trolleys are the only kind

which will take ANY size cable. Mention our Bulletin Number One.

THE F. BI!4MKLL C'OMPAXV, Toledo. O.

ANYONE can do It,

Two-year courses in

Steam and Machine Design

Applied Electricity

Applied Chemistry
One-year course io

Machine Construction
Write for catalog and partlcularft

PRATT INSTITUTE. Brooklyn. N.Y.

FOR SALE
125-CYCLE ALTERNATORS

, w.
130

35

45

50

60

60

60

75

150

Gen. Elec, type A-30.

T.-H., type A-35, corap.

Stanley, inductor type, 2-phase,
1100 or 2200 y.

Ft. Wayne, Wood, comp.
Stanley, inductor type, 2-phase,
1100 or 2200 y.

Westinghouse, comp.
Gen. Elec, type AS-60
Ft. Wayne, Wood, comp.
Stanley, inductor type, 2-phase,
with exciter.

All machineB actually in stock and fully guar-
anteed. Send lor monthly Bargain Sheet with
net prices.

GREGORY ELECTRIC CO.,
16th and Lincoln Sts.

CHICAGO

An t.dlBoii l^rlTnary Battery ivlll not grow weak with
use orconsunie Itself when not in aae. When In use-
you j;ec all of the current at a steady voltage. When
you turn off the current you turn off the expense.

If you have use for a battery,
write for o\ir Battery Book.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
ORANGE, N.J.

81 Union 8q., New Tork. 30* Wabaih Ave., ChloiBO
25 Clerkenwell Road, London, E. C.

Did You Ever Work
An iWAN
PostHoleAuger?

10,12 and 14 ioch

sizes especially

adapted for tele-

phone line con-

struction.

The Iwan Auger
makes hole
smoothly and
quickly, empties

easily and is very

durable. Small

sizes excellent for

boring: holes for

anchors, such as

the Wapak, Ever-
stick, Nagel and
Holden anchors.

Order from your
Supply Company

hard^vare dealer.

IwAN Brothers
MANUFACTURERS

STREATOR - ILUNOIS

have so many E'ectrlc Light and Pov^er Companies Installed our systenn of

"DISTRICT HEATING"

If you care to know, write for the story of "District Steam Heating."

30 Years' Experience

American District Steam Company
Main Office: LOCKPORT, N.Y.

Canadian Office: 77 York St., Toronto. Western Office: Monadnock Bldg,, Chicaao.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY REPAIR SHOPS
- 76 MARKET STREET, CHICAGO. TELEPHONE MAIN 1980

•'«si;o%"of5i,'!Jr„a:— FIRST CLASS EQUIPMENT "^"oT; A,r"Lrmps'r
Correspondence Solicited. " *' . ^^ "'^Sr.Tr._.~.2C ^^ •^" Fans. Instruments .

THROUGHOUT

Dynamos, Armatures
Motors, Arc Lamps,
Fans, Instruments.
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The Obermatt-Lucorne Hydro-electric
Power Station.

By Dr. Alfhkd GiiADicNwiTz,

The Obcnnalt hydro-cU'Clrio i^t'iiuratinyf sl.'itioii.

wliicli supplies current for liKlilins .iiul power |mr-

jKises lo llie city of Luceriu-. Swil/erhnd. and sur-

rounding" cinnmtuiities, ulilizes a heatl of 312 me-

ters tconstituted by the tlilTerence in level from the

Engelherg plateau down to Obcrmatt), and a mini-

mum of r.ooo liters of water per second, yielded

by the stream known as the Erlenbach. By virtue

of a convenient storing

there is thus available a

miuimuiji of 6,000 horse-

power in the case of a

ij-hour full utilization

(which limit is never

reached in actual practice),

while as much as 8.000

to 10,000 horsepower is

generally available. As the

capacity of the works can

be increased by combining

the waterpower of the

Erlenbach with that of

other streams, the plant

will presumably be able to

* cope with the requirements

of Lucerne for a number
of years.

Near its s o u r c e, t h c

stream mentioned is con-

veyed through a channel

90 meters in lerigth into

a reservoir of about 70,-

000 cubic meters capacity,

serving to compensate &ny
dail}' fluctuations. A pit

2,567 meters in length,
with a gradient of 1,2 per

mile and 4.2 square meters

clear cross-section, leads

to the water chamber in

w-hich the locking gates
and automatic slides for

the pressure conduits are

fitted.

The conduits joad down
the slope 01 the mountain

to the turbine house arid

are about 620 meters in

aggregate length. They
are clearly shown in Fig.

I. Two pipes about one

meter inside diameter have

been laid, while space is

provided for additional

pipes for ' future exten-

sion. These pipes are riv-

eted sheet-steel tubes eight

meters in length. The con-

duits are anchored by

substantial concrete blocks

at five points, and at the

end have been fitted throt-

tling valves, no-load gates

and braking devices. The walled discharge channel

is about 270 meters in length and discharges the

water from the lower pond into the river.

The architects have admirably succeeded in adapt-

ing the building to the character of its surround-

ings, the gray limestone forming a most effective

contrast to the lively green of the woods and

meadows, while the whole building, with its sim-

ple lines, is well in harmony with the mountain

valley and its forests.

The building comprises three main sections, viz..

the engine house, switching plant and transformer

room, in addition to which, outside of a number
of accessory rooms, a room has been set apart for

the storage battery.

The power house, views of which are shown in

Figs. I and 2. is 54 meters in length. 13 meters

in width and 12 meters high. It is planned for

six hydra-electric units of 2.CO0 horsepower each,

four of which have been installed. A further ex-

tension will be provided* raising the capacity of

the works to eight units.

The generator liall (Fig. 3) is separated from

the switching gear by five larRc masoin'y jjillars,

while the ground floor of the latter is separated

by lluted glass walls. The hall is served by a

traveling crane of 13 Ions capacity.

The turbines are Pclton wheels, designed for au-

tomatic and hand regulation, being actuated by • a

hydraidic motor. The output of each of these

turbines is 2.0C0 horsepower imder :i gross head

of 312 meters an<l with 300 revolutions per minute.

The mechanical and hydraulic part of the plant

was supplied by Th. liell & Co., Krieus. The elec-

FIG. I. THE OBERMATT HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER STATION.

trical part was entrusted by the committee of

experts to the Oerlikon Works of Zurich, Switzer-

land.

Gener.\l Arrangement of the Plant.

The plant is mainly intended for supplying light

and power to the city of Lucerne, 28 kilometers

distant, while about 200 kilowatts is conveyed

through a cable to Engelberg (4.5 kilometers),

there to be used for lighting and power purposes.

Another 200 kilowatts is supplied to about 15 locali-

ties of the cantons of Nidwalden and Obwalden.

As reserve for the operation of the Stansstadt-

Engelberg electric railway there has further been

installed a special generator, intended for working

in parallel with the machines of the neighboring

railway central station.

Two separate systems have been provided, one

serving for" the supply of single-phase current for

lighting the city of Lucerne and the other for

three-phase current to be used for all remaining

purposes. Separate single-phase operation had to

be chosen for Lucerne, as the lighting require-

menls of that oily arc cxlreniely heavy, an abso-

lutely snioolli operation bciiiK indispensable. The
former central station o£ Tliornbcrg is to serve

as A reserve.

Four alternators of 2,000 horsepower each have

been installed, which are switched at will to the

lighting or power bus-bars. The railway gener-

ator is entirely separated from the remaining plant,

but for its excitation is supplied by excitation bus-

bars connnon for all machines.

The exciting current is supplied by two direct-

current generators of ico kilowatts each, operated

by special turbines. As
the lighting plant of (he

station and the circuits for

operating the numerous
automatic switches and s-g-

nallng devices arc also con-

nected to the excitation

bus-bars, a storage battery

affording an efficient mo-
mentary reserve in cases

of emergency was like-

wise provided.

The generators are pro-

vided with maximum oil

switches, designed for op-

eration at no load. The
bus-bars, which are laid

out in a special room, are

.designed as entirely closed

annular circuits.

From the 6,oc:o-volt bus-

bars there is branched oft,

first the Engelberg cable,

and next the primary cir-

cuits of the transformers,

which raise the tension to

27,000 volts.

Three of the 10 single-

phase transformers are

used for the Lucerne light-

ing system and seven for

the Lucerne power system

and remaining power dis-

tribution. Two sets of

three of the latter seven

W. -^^H transformers are combined
-—>^^^ to polyphase current sets

by triangle connection, while

the seventh transformer,

being connected between

an}' two phases of the two
sets, constitutes a reserve.

Each transformer or group

of transformers is provided

with maximum oil switches

and time relays at the pri-

mary and secondary ends.

The 27,000-volt bus-bars

likewise constitute two
closed annular systems.

Three lines of three wiref^

each are branched oiif from
these systems, one serving

for -the Lucerne lighting

system, one for the Lu-
cerne power system and one for the Unterwalden
lighting and power systems. In a similar way the

generators of these lines are switched over from
lighting service to power service. By means of

conveniently arranged switches any two wires of
a given line can be used as lighting circuit, thus
leaving one wire of the line as a reserve.

-All starting lines are protected against atmos-
pheric discharges and excess in tension by induc-
tion coils, lightning arresters of the horn type
and water resistances.

Generators and Storage B.\ttery.

The generators, wound for 6,000 volts, are of the
revolving-field tj'pe and are connected with the tur-

bines by a rigid clutch. The armature coils are
imbedded in open slots (nine for each pole di-

vision), and are insulated with seamless micanite
sleeves and kept in the slots by fiber wedges. The
three phases are arranged in star connection. The
periodicity is. 50 cycles and the speed 300 revolu-
tions per minute.
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FIG. 2. REAR VIEW OF POWER STATION WITH TRANS-
FORMER HOUSE ADDITION.

The 600-horsepower three-phase generator, in-

stalled as reserve for the Stansstad-Engelberg

electric railway, was designed to work in parallel

with the neighboring railway power house. It ac-

cordingly was designed for 32>< alternations per

second, and with 490 reolutions per minute and

780 volts, yielding an output of 540 kilovolt-am-

peres.

The exciter machines are six-pole shunt-wound

dynamos. They will work without any sparking,

the position of the brushes remaining constant from

no load to full load.

The storage battery comprises 56 cells of an

aggregate capacity of i.ooo ampere-hours, the

maximum admissible discharging current being

1,000 amperes during one hour and 1,500 amperes

during one-fourth of an hour. The cells are ar-*

ranged in three rows. In order to protect the

armored concrete beams against decay the ceiling

was coated with an acid-proof gray enamel varnish.

A double-cell switch is designed for remote op-

eration. Direct-current njotors with toothed wheel

gearings are provided both for the charging and

discharging slides. These motors are started in

the required direction by a double-pole switch. The

tions there would be absolutely no risk of the

remaining plant being affected.

The building is designed for receiving 16 sin-

gle-phase transformers, 10 of which have been at

present installed, their primary voltage being 6,OCO

and the secondary 27,000.

Each transformer comprises two vertical iron

cores of oblong rectangular cross section, being

bridged on the top and underneath by iron sheet

bows. The rectangular cross section increases the

cooling surface while reducing the length of the

bows and thus insuring a rational utilization of

the iron volume. Close to the cores are fitted the

low--tension coils, made up of bare copper tape,

wound flat above one another in several layers

which are insulated by pasteboard. This arrange-

ment specially increases the overload capacitv.

The high-tension coil surrounds the primary coil,

from which it is entirely separated by an impreg-

nated paper sheath about 10 millimeters in thickness

with mica fittings. The high-tension coils are made
up of flat copper tape with pasteboard insulation

and are subdivided into individual coils so as to

eliminate any tension higher than 900 volts in any

given section.

Switching Plant.

A significant feature of the recent development

of power stations is that switching plants now
occupy nearly as much space as the generator

room. This part of a power station formerly was
somewhat neglected, all interest centering on the

machines themselves. As electrical energy was
transmitted to ever-increasing distances, requiring

the use of higher potentials, the switching plant

necessarily grew in size and importance. In con-

nection with the Obermatt central station the guid-

ing principle has been to increase the safety of

operation by a careful design and very full dimen-
sions.

The whole plant is designed on the enclosed

system, each apparatus being fitted in a cell of its

own, while avoiding as far as possible any cross-

ings. The distances between the conductors of

different polarity are as considerable as possible.

FIG. 3. GENERATOR ROOM OF OBERMATT SEATION, SHOWI.nG SWITCH GALLERV.

actual position of the contact slide is watched at

remote gauges fixed to tiic battery column.

TrvVNsfokmer Plant.

The transformer plant has been arranged with

special care, being located in a building connected

with the main power house, as shown in Fig. 2,

but being entirely separated from the switching

compartment by a wall. The transformers arc sin-

gle-phase water-cooled oil transformers, each of

which is placed in a special fireproof cell locked

outside by rolling iron doors, as shown in Fig. 4.

A corridor between the switching plant and

transformer room has been provided in which the

water-cooling pipes arc mounted. Automatic sig-:

naling devices arc fitted into the conduits which

will actuate an alarm as soon as the normal water

flow is discontinued. Through apparatus fitted

with a lid each cell can thence he inspected. Should

a trsnsformer he ignited in spile of these prccau-

All partition walls are of reinforced concrete and

also the intermediary floors and ceilings.

The switching hall consists of a ground floor,

first floor and maneuvering tower. The ground

floor comprises any apparatus required for the gen-

erators and their uxcilalion, in addition to the

6,000-volt bus-bars and tlie primary switches of the

transformer. On the first floor are installed the

secondary switches of the transformers, the 27,000-

volt bus-bars and the main controlling, platform.

The tower finally contains the line switches and

lightning arresters.

The ground floor and first floor arc divided into

three lengthwise compartments by two partition

walls. The machines are connected with the

switches by insulated cables, traversing an under-

ground tunnel which passes throughout the length

of the engine house. The apparatus used in con-

nection with the generators, exciters and battery

is installed in that part of the ground floor which
adjoins the engine hall.

The first panel is set apart for the Engelberg
railway generator and comprises an automatic oil

switch, high-tension fuse and synchronizing devices

for connection in parallel with the railway power
station. Behind this panel are four panels serv-

ing for the 2,000-horsepower generators, each of

which, as shown in Fig. 5, contains one automatic
oil switch, one potential transformer, four curreni

transformers (one for the amperemeter, one for

the wattmeter and two for the disengaging coil of

the maximum switch) and the switch for connect-

ing the generator to the lighting or power bus-

I

FIG. 4. FlRE-PROOF TRANSFORMER CELLS IN OBERMATT
POWER STATION.

bars. Further cells are set apart for receiving the

ma.ximum switches for the two exciter machines

and the battery, as well as the switches for charg-

ing and operation.

In an intermediary story, have been located the

shunt regulators of the exciters- and the rheostats

for the generator exciter circuits.

The central longitudinal section of the ground
floor contains the 6,000-volt bus-bars. From the

latter are branched off on one hand the primary

conductors for the transformers and on the other

the Engelberg cable. Both bus-bar systems were
installed from the beginning in the length corre-

sponding to the full equipment of the station. Be-

tween each two generators as well as between the

two transformer feeders there have been fitted oil

switches for the power bus-bars. In front and
behind the oil switches there are arranged some
additional switches for cutting out the tension from
the corresponding section of the bus-bars in addi-

tion to the switch. In normal operation the Lu-
cerjie power system and the Unterwalden lighting

and power system are entirely separated from
one another.

The transformer primary switch is actuated from
the part of the ground floor turned toward the

transformer plant. Immediately above this the first

floor contains the secondary transformer switches

(Fig. 6), so that the transformers can be switched

out both from the ground floor and first floor, the

two handles being connected together by cords.

The primary and secondary switches are provided

with time relays and are equipped with optical

and acoustic signaling devices. The ammeters,
signaling lamps and time relays corresponding to

t-ach transformer or group of transformers are

combined in a small switchboard arranged imme-
diately beside the switching lever.

The compartment on the first floor correspond-

ing to the 6,000-volt bus-bar compartment contains

the 27,000-volt bus-bars. The switches for sep-

arating these bus-bars are designed on the tubular

system with spring contacts and are separated

from one another by reinforced concrete walls.

Transmission Line.

The starting conductors are led through the ceil-

ing into the tower containing the line switches and
hghtning arresters. The long-distance transmission

Hue comprises nine wires, two of which are used

in normal operation for the Lucerne h'ghting sys-

tem, three for the Lucerne power system and three

for the Unterwalden lighting and power system.

All of these three circuits can be switched both

lo the lighting and power bus-bars in the same
way as the generators by means of switches of

similar construction but greater dimensions. Con-
veniently arranged knife switches further allow

any two wires of a three-phase line to be used

as lighting circuit. Each line contains a maximum
nil switch with current converters, three ammeters
and the signaling devices referred to. The am-
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meters anil signaling devices are combined on a

line switcliboard on tlie iirst floor, whence tile line

switches are likewise actuated,

Owing to the frequent occurrence of atmospheric

discharges, special care liad to he bestowed on the

hghtning arresters. 'I'hose installed at the power

station are removable Siemens horn arresters, witli

fine adjustment of tlie gap in addition to series-

connected adjustable water resistances and inductive

resistance coils. Each coil is further permanently

connected to the ground through what is called a

water-jet apparatus, in order to protect against any

sudden rise in voltage.

Fig. 7 shows the connection^ between the light-

ning arresters and long-distance conductors. By

the aid of the knife switches all lightning arresters

can be cut out of the circuits so as to always al-

low of a safe operation and revision of the water-

jet cells. The water required for the latter is de-

rived from a neighboring spring and is subsequently

used as cooling water for the transformers.

General Featukes of the Service.

In spite of the seeming complication of the

switching plant the service has been well central-

ized. The front part of the first floor contains

switching columns on which the apparatus required

for the operation, of a given machine are combined

(Fig. 8). The proper order of the various manipu-

lations is warranted by a special mechanical ar-

rangement preventing any mistake on the part of

the attendant. The voltmeter and wattmeter con-

nections are controlled by the manipulation of the

l)us-bar switch, wdiile a white or red lamp indicates

that these instruments have been switched in or

out of circuit.

One of the most interesting features is that the

FIG. 5. ONE OF THE SWITCHING PANELS FOR THE
2,000-HORSEPOWER GENERATORS.

turbine superintendent is enabled quickly and safely

to raise a turbine to the proper speed by means

of a phase lamp and Westinghouse synchroscope,

both of which instruments are mounted on pillars

opposite the machine set in question, so as to be

readily inspected by the superintendent when han-

dling the turbine regulator.

Two general voltmeters for the light and power
bus-bars, the scales of which are i.i meters in

radius, are possibly the largest measuring instru-

ments so far constructed.

Platinum.

A company has been incorporated in London,

known as the Platinum Corporation, with a capital

stock of $1,500,000, to develop concessions in the

platinum-bearing districts of Russia, which for

nearly a century has been the producer of nearly

go per cent, of the platinum supply of the world.

Platinum sold in 1892 for less than $10 an ounce.

In two years the price had risen to $18.50, and in

December of that year it was $19.50. In April,

1905, it brought $20.50. It continued to advance
until in February, 1906, it sold for $25. Last Sep-

tember it was quoted at $34. The top-notch price

of $37 and $38 was reached in March, this year,

and then the price gradually declined to $25 on
July 1st. Three weeks ago there was an advance
of $1.

Platinum is almost indispensable in the manu-
facture of incandescent electric lamps and is also

required for contacts in telephone switchboards.
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National Civic Federation and Public
Ownership.

Uritisji Li<;iiTi.\(i 1'i.ants Comi'Aiikii.

Afer declaring that gas ami electric plants op-

erated and maintained by municipalities goicrally

give superior service at .1 lower cost compared

FIG. 6. SELF-DISENGAGING OIL SWITCH FOR 27,000 VOLTS.

with private companies, Milo B. Maltby, member
of the Greater New York Public Service Commis-
sion and one of the National Civic Federation ex-

perts who recently spent six months of observation

in Great Britain, has come forth with the state-

ment that not actual municipal ownership and op-

eration are necessary for the success of the idea,

but the power of the city to purchase' the property

of the private concerns itself acts as a stimulus

to better service.

Walton Clark, vice-president of the United Gas

Improvement Company of Philadelphia, and Charles

L. Edgar, president of the Boston Edison Electric

Illuminating Company, both favor, as a result of

their observations abroad, some form of regula-

tion of private companies rather than municipal

ownership of the pubHc utilities. They see that

municipal ownership has produced many and seri-

ous ills with few advantages to compensate. They
direct attention to the election of public officers

FIG. 7. CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE LIGHTNING AR-
RESTERS AND OUTGOING LlNj:S.

who will protect the city against injustice on the

part of individuals or corporations.

The commission investigated the public electric-

lighting plants at Manchester, Liverpool, Glasgow
and St. Pancras, London, and the private plants

in Newcastle and London. Mr. Maltbie gives the

average charge of the former to be about one cent

less per kilowatt-hour than the average of the

private companies. No difference in the character

of service furnished by the two classes has been

noted. Upon the whole, the municipal undertak-

6i

ingii seemed lo be as modern as (hose belonging
to (he companiefi, but nut, perhaps, so well locttcd

or arranKcil.

"It appears," \fr, Edgar and Mr. Clark observe,

"that so far as the prices charged are concerneti
the system of municipal ownership and operation
of electric undertakings in England has given il'

advocates no reason for feeling ashamed or elatert

but thai NO far as extending the benefits of eleclri'

light and power and so far as progressivcncss i»

developing the industry so as to give the best pot
sible service are concerned, it has shown itself ti

Im: entirely outclassed by the system of privatf

operation." Ill summing up the report, Messrs.
Ivlgar and Clark conclude : "We seek, as a first

principle, lo insure to every man his own. In do-
ing so, and in endeavoring to protect the public

against opiircssion and error, we find it our duty
to demonstrate the errors in the schemes of mu-
r.icipalizers and Socialists and to warn against the

oppression that they threaten. We arc resisting

efforts to put burdens on the backs of the Ameri-
can people. We cannot and will not remain silent

while the attempt is made to thrust costly and
impr.acticable projects upon customers of public-

service corporations and upon the public at large.

We shall aid in hastening the d.iy when our fellow

citizens will know through fliscussion what the

public of London have been taught by bitter ex-

perience. In that great city the municipalizers have
led their fellow citizens astray, and their dupes,

finding it out, have administered to their false

guides an overwhelming rebuke. * * * Our na-

tion is what she is industrially and commercially
and in world politics because of the American
character, developed by the most absolute indi-

vidualism, and because of the -American corporation,

FIG. 8. CENTRALIZED SWITCHING COLUMNS IN OBER-
MATT POWER STATION.

developed under a government that governed but
did not trade."

Report on Street Railways.

The Federation's reports on street railways in
Great Britain were submitted by William J. Clark
of New York and Frank Parsons of Boston. Mr.
Clark declares that the American traction systems,
under private ownership, are far more progressive
than those of England, Scotland and Ireland. Pro-
fessor Parsons, on the other hand, expresses the
opinion that municipal ownership of British tram-
way systems has been successful from every point
of view. He sets forth that the municipalities were
first in changing from horse cars and that fares
have been lowered in spite of shortened hours of
labor for employes. He notes, too, that on British
tramways every fare secures a seat.

To combat these statements M'r. Clark points
out that the entire development of street railways
in the United States has been accomplished by
private enterprise and that this has permitted the
construction of extensive systems serving entire
communities and linking them together irrespective
of municipal boundary lines. "It is clearly demon-
strated that the British policy has been to electrify
and not greatly extend existing tramways, except
through densely populated districts," says Mr.
Clark. "And this means the obtaining of the great-
est possible revenue without affording adequate
transportation facilities, whereas in the United
States private enterprise has constructed lines which
will afford facilities, but which in many instances
do not bring an adequate return."
Mr. Clark estimates that the British municipal-

ities and local governments enjoy a total of possi-
ble financial benefits from tramway operations of
about $8,679,176 a year, but that the American en-
terprises and their stockholders pay a total of
$43,054,433, constituting a government revenue of
more than $34,000,000 a year greater than the re-
turn to the state from similar traction systems in

Great Britain.
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Telephoning Without Wires.

A few years ago wlien Avireless, space or radio-

telegrapliv, as it is variously termed, was first dis-

cussed, many electrical engineers were skeptical as

to the possibility of its ever becoming of commer-

cial importance, while the inventors themselves and

especially the promoters of space-telegraph com-

panies were most positive in their statements that

the introduction of the new telegraphy on a com-

mercial basis would revolutionize the telegraph

business and would completely do away with the

present transatlantic and submarine cables.

It is interesting to note that neither of these

prophesies has been fulfilled. Today there may be

found a large number of space-telegraph stations

scattered throughout the world, and especially along

the waterways and coasts, daily in communication

with one another and with vessels at sea, few of

which have not been equipped with facilities for

both receiving and sending wireless messages.

There is also to be observed an increase in ordinary

.telegraphing since space-telegraphy entered the field,

since in most instances wireless messages are usu-

ally conveyed to their final destination by land

telegraphy, thereby tending to increase, rather than

diminish, the wire-carried business by bringing

messages to them from moving craft of all kinds,

wdiich business could never have been realized had

not space-telegraphy become commercialized. Of

course it is possible that with increased invention,

knowledge and experience space-telegraphy may

make such strides as ultimately to interfere witli

cable or land telegraphy, but this speculation is

entirely of the future.

Space-telegraphy depends for its operation upon

the complete interruption of high-frequency elec-

tric currents which produce wave motions in the

ether, emanating in all directions into space. The

intensity of these waves can be greatly augmented

by increasing the amount of current and power of

the sending station. It has therefore been possible

to send out waves which can be detected hundreds

and even thousands of miles from the sending

point in any direction.

While the telegraph transmits an electric current

so interrupted as to correspond to .signals, prear-

ranged by a given code and therefore requiring an

experienced operator for both transmitting and

transcribing messages, the telephone produces va-

riations in the intensity of an electric current to

correspond to the sound waves given off by the

sounding body. The more refined quahty of the

waves required for the success of telephony is,

therefore, the salient reason for the present short

range of wireless telephony as compared with wire-

less telegraphy.

Wire telephony has never yet been successfully

carried to a distance of 100 miles under water, the

limit being something under 60 miles, due to the

distorting effect of capacity, as under the ocean

FIG. I. TELEPHONING WITHOUT WIRES.—DIAGRA.M OF
TRANSMITTING CIRCUITS.

the electrically conducting wires and the surround-

ing medium, separated by a fraction of an inch of

insulation, act as the two plates of a condenser.

Wireless lelepliony with its present range of 10

to 15 miles therefore does not have to be extended

to many times its present range to exceed that of

submarine telephony.

Wire telephony on land, however, is practiced

commercially up to distances of 1,500 miles and is

capable of being extended hy sufficient expenditure

of money to 2,500 miles or even more. The greater

separation of the wires in land work and the case

with which suitable loading coils may be inserted

in the lines are the reasons why land telephony so

greatly exceeds submarine transmission in its range
of usefulness.

The question of wireless telephony is by no

means new, as with the early advent of space-

telegraphy it was but natural that wireless telephony

should be considered. Such experimenters as

Preece, Ruhmer, Arco and others in Europe, as

well as Prof. Alexander Graham Bell, inventor

of the telephone. Dr. Lee De Forest and several

other scientists in this country have been at work
on the problem for several years.

There have been many methods proposed for ob-

taining wireless telephonic communications, one of

the earliest being that of Professor Bell's radio-

phone, where a selenium cell was placed in the

focus of a silvered parabolic reflector and connected

with a battery and telephone receiver. Selenium,

as is well knowai, has the peculiar property of

changing its resistance with changes in the amount
of light which falls upon it. The effect of tele-

phone currents superimposed upon the supply of

the ordinary direct-current arc was next investi-

gated and it was found that the arc responded very

effectively to these high-fPequency currents. Ac-

cordingly, Ernest Rubmex of Berlin combined the

so-called "'speaking arc" in the focal center of a

powerful searchlight and a selenium cell in a para-

bolic reflector and w-as able to transmit sound suc-

cessfully up "to seven miles, but his experiments dn

not seem to have come to very practical results.

Both of these methods, and in fact any method

which employs light waves for the transmission of

intelligence, rtaturally have the objection that the

amount of light which is being transmitted is

liable to be materially effected by the condition of

the atmosphere or by intervening solids. Further,

they are limited as to distance and the beam of

light must be directed toward the receiving station.

The apparatus is cumbersome and would seem to

FIG. 2. TELEPHONING WITHOUT WIRES —DIAGRAM OF
RECEIVING CIRCUITS

be out of the question for marine work, where it

is most essential to have the apparatus in its best

working order during fogs and where the exact

location of the receiving station is unknown.

It would therefore appear that the best results

could be expected by working along the lines of

space-telegraph}^ or by depending upon electric

waves, which are practically immune from atmos-

pheric changes and which radiate in all directions

and therefore do not have to be "aimed," so to

speak, at the receiving station.

Dr. Lee De Forest, who is well known from

his prominence in space-telegraphy, has been carry-

ing on a most systematic and persistent research

along these lines and has devised methods and ap-

paratus which are apparently most^ successful. After

almost a year of constant experimenting Dr. De
Forest has reached the conclusion that wireless

telephony as a commercial proposition is now being

realized. A description of his receiving and trans-

mitting apparatus will be of interest.

In his u'sual arrangement a condenser, trans-

former and non-inductive resistance, as a bank of

lamps, are connected in series to a source of direct

current. (See Fig. I.) The non-inductive resist-

ance serves only to reduce the current to about

five amperes. Across the primary coil of the trans-

former an oscillator or source of wave motion is

placed. The oscillator sets up high-frequency elec-

tric currents in the primary of the transformer

which arc trcmendou&-ly multiplied in the second-

ary coils, one end of which is connected through

a microphone transmitter to ground, while the other

end leads directly to the antcnmc or aerial wires.

Great care must be taken to install the microphone
transmitter at the point of zero potential, otherwise
the instrument might be destroyed by the excessive

currents which surge in the secondary wires.

At the receiving station (sec Fig. 2) another

aerial is connected to one terminal of the second-

ary coil of a transformer similarly placed. The
other si<le of the transformer is grounded. In

FIG. 3. TELEFHONING WITHOUT WIRES,—TRANSMITTER
AND RECEIVER COMPLETE.

series with the primary coils are connected a con-

denser and the audion. (For description of the

audion see Western Electrician of .November 3,

1906.) A condenser is also placed across the ter-

ininals of the primary coil.

The receiver itself, which Dr. De Forest invented

when he was at work with the wireless telegraph

and which is one of the most sensitive of instru-

ments, consists of a small incandescent lamp having

a tantalum or other filament and two small plates

of platinum within the bulb connected with plati-

num leading-in wires. The filament is raised to

incandescence by a small storage battery usually

of about six volts, shown beneath the audion. In

the most recent instruments the two platinum plates

are replaced by a grid and a wing. The interior

of the bulb is highlj^ exhausted and when the fila-

ment is heated by the passage of an electric cur-

rent ionization of the rarefied gases takes place.

When the electric waves reach this receiver through
the grid the resistance of the interior of the bu b

is changed and the telephone which is in the locil

circuit responds.

The oscillator may be any form of high-frequency

interrupter, although in the apparatus which is here

described an arc is used to supply an alternating

current of a frequency so high as to be inaudible

to the human ear. Upon these waves are super-

imposed the telephone currents of voice frequency

which are carried along to the receiving station.

Although the talking currents which are sent

through a submerged cable are distorted and so

changed as to be wholly unintelligible when the

distance between the stations exceeds the limit of

50 or 60 miles, these currents sent without wires,

although possibly so weak as to be hardly discern-

ible, are nevertheless perfectly clear, from which
we may conclude that the range of communication
has only to be increased by obtaining more power-
ful and more efficient receiving and transmitting

apparatus.

The same advantages which telephony on land

enjo\'^s over telegraphy may be expected in wire-

less work; that it will find its greatest usefulness

where it is essential to avoid experienced oper-

ators and where immediate actions are necessary.

In a recent issue of the Proceedings of the

United States Naval Institute, Commander Bradley

A. Fiske, U. S. N., discusses » plan for maintain-

ing telephonic communication between vessels of a

fleet. Although the plan is a primitive one, in-

volving stringing a telephone cable between the

various ships, it brings out forcibly the necessity

for such communication. The writer goes on to

state that space-telegraphy cannot be used, because

of the fear that the enemy's ships behind the hori-

zon may also be able to catch these waves. The
wireless telephone, however, does not have this dif-

ficulty, for both telephones may be so tuned that

the voices of those speaking arc just distinct to

each other, and it would be impossible for anyone

beyond this limit to understand what was being

said. The commander could then " talk viva voce

with anyone or all of the captains of hi.s several

ships.

The. practical development of this system has so
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III- iiroKR'Ssi'd tli:il sdiiiids piDihiccd in IJr. l)i'

I'ori'st's labor.-ilory al llii^ coi-iilt of Ninoteciilh

Sirt'L't and l'"i>iirtli Avenue, New York city, liavc

h.'tii heard mil only at oilier laboratories several

miles distant, but distinctly at Quarantine, 12 miles

away aboard the steamer Bernuulian. The set,

including transmitter and receiver, is shown in the

accompanyinK.plioloKraph (Fin. j), H'ld is so sim-

ple to handle that the most inexperienced can op-

erate it after one or two lessons.

A key has to be used similar to those attached

In telephones in London or like those formerly in

use in New York. This nuist be pressed when
speaking, hecause the currents used arc loo great

for the receiver to withstand and . would either

elTect the sensitiveness or completely destroy it.

The Dc Forest Radio-phone Company, as Dr.

He Forest's company is designated, has already con-

tracted with the Lackawanna Railroad Company
to ecpiip several of its ferry boats with the new
s\'stem, and it is expcctetl that shortly contracts

will be placed for the equipping of other ferry

l:oats. It is quite important that the pilots and
captains of the several boats should be in com-
munication with one another, especially in case of

fog and at night.

It is not unlikely, then, that lliere is a commer-
cial future for wireless telephon_\-, but consideration

wonUl indicate that its use will be supplemental to

tile existing wire circuits ratlier than in opposition

VVRSTICRN ELECTRfCr.AX

plainied, which lins been assigned tn I'rank I

Mess. In the cnurse nf this work, which will ex
tend throughmu the sunnuer anil intu the fall, Mr.
Iless will visii .South Dakota, Idaho, Color.ido,

Montana, VV.i.shingion, Oregon, California, Nevada,
Utah anil ,\riziina.' The results of Mr. lless'work
will be reported in a bulleliii on the steel-harden-

ing metal de|>osils other than manganese.

Chicago Engineers' Club.

The Chicago Kiigiueers' Club, which opened its

new quarters in Plymouth Court on July loth

with a dinner, is in a measure iniique in that il

is the only social club in the country composed
entirely of engineers. In the fall of 1902 a num-
ber of engineers in the city of Chicago were in-

vited by Mr. Ralph Modjeski to meet for the or-

ganization of an engineers' club. This meeting

was attended by eighteen or twenty engineers, ai'.il

resulteil in the formation of a teniporary orgaiiiza-

tion and the election of an executive board, con-

sisting of Ralph Modjeski, president; Charles VV.

Melcher, secretary; Louis E. Rittcr, treasurer;

Ambrose V. Powell and Onward Bates. This or-

ganization was augmented by the election of fifteen

or twenty new members, and arrangements were
made for a table at the Great Northern Hotel,

where lunch would be served daily to llie members
of the club.

This club was the outgrowth of the Technical
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I ling of Mr. Ralph Modjeski, president; Mr,

.\ndrews Allen, vice-president; iNlr. Frank J.

Llewellyn, secretary and treasurer, and Messrs.

Fred. K. Copcland, CliiiricB 11. Cartlidge, Howard
N. F.hner, James O. Ilcyworth, T, W. Snow and

Oscar J. West, directors. Mr. West is chairman

of the house committee and has been active in the

.'idvanei'ineul iif the club's interests.

To Approximate a Power Factor of

Unity.

In .Sheffield, Fngland, where the electric motors

connected to lite mains of the nmnicipal electrical

undertaking nundier 8jl, aggregating 7,000 horse-

power or 5,250 kilowatts the supply being allernal-

iug. both single and two-phase, 50 periods, 200, 400

and 2,000 volts, special efforts arc being made to

deal with the very low power factors which obtain

in the works of large consumers. A machine is

about to be installed witli the object of relieving

the plant and mains of the excessive amount of

idle current which sometimes occupies them. It

will be situated at the old generating station in

the town and will .serve to keep the trunk mains
from the new stations, two miles away, loaded at

a power factor approximately equal to unity. This
machine will be of 600 kilovolt-amperes capacity,

and in order to keep the starting current low it,

will be started by a small induction motor and
switched into parallel on attaining synchronous

speed, in the same manner as ;oi ordinary gi-ner-

One End of the Lounging Room. Dining Room.

VIEWS IN THE NEW QUARTERS OF THE CHICAGO ENGINEERS' CLUB.

to them, and that it will occupy a new field for

marine work, military, operations, especially during

war or maneuvers, for communication between

islands and mountains and in sparsely settled dis-

tricts, and especially where temporary service is

desired, as it can be installed at the shortest possi-

ble notice and maintained without the use of skilled

operators.

Investigation of Steel-hardening
Metals.

So many investigations have been carried on in

connection with the manufacture of crucible steei

and of high-speed tool steels that further advance

in this direction would seem most improbable, but

the combination of other metals with steel has

now fully shown that they give it specific prop-

erties that adapt it especially to particular uses.

The known steel-hardening metals, named in

the order of importance of production and use,

are nickel, chromium, manganese, tungsten, mohb-
denum, vanadium, titanium, cobalt and uranium.

The value of these metals produced in the United

States in 1906 amounted to $458,327, of which

$393,667 was for tungsten. The price of tungsten,

which has been increasing for a number of years,

was quoted at $5 to $6 per unit (one per cent,

of a ton) in 1905, and at $12 per unit in tfie spring

of 1907. Only small quantities are at present im-

ported into the United States, as European mar-

kets utilize practically all that is produced in for-

eign locahties, mostly in Peru and Australia.

Large deposits of tungsten are found in Australia,

and it is not improbable that sufficient may be

obtained there to permit a certain portion of it to

be shipped to the United States, but for the pres-

et! this country will have to look within its own
borders for sources of supply.

The increased deinand for the steel-hardening

metals has stimulated prospecting for the ores in

the United States, and information concerning

them is eagerly sought. So many inquiries have

reached the United States Geological Survey that

a special investigation of the subject has been

Club, and, seeking to avoid the errors which re-

sulted so disastrously for that organization, the

growth was very slow, the effort being to confine

it entirely to engineers and to men who were

mutually congenial. From this small start in 1902

the club has grown to 200 members, with very

attractive rooms in the Chicago Automobile Club

House, These rooms were obtained by an ar-

rangement with the Automobile Club w'hereby the

Chicago Engineers' Club paid for the building of

an entire stor\', in which they have lounging and

dining rooms, the meals being served from the

Automobile Club's kitchen. Two views of the club

rooms are show-n on this page.

The club has been incorporated, and at the

opening dinner the statement of the treasurer

showed that it had not only paid out over $16,-

coo in the erection of the story and the furnishings

of the quarters, but that there still was. a very

satisfactory balance in the treasurer's hands.

The membership has been fixed at 200 resident

members, but is unlimited as to non-resident mem-
bers. There are at present about 50 non-resident

membeTS, and since the club provides not only a

dining room, but, by an arrangement with the

Automobile Club, is able to provide sleeping rooms

for its members, this number will undoubtedly be

very much increased in the near future.

To keep the club an engineers' club, the con-

stitution provides as a necessity to membership

that the applicant must be, at the time of his

application, or have previously been, "engaged in

the direction or prosecution of engineering or other

scientific work related to engineering."

That the club is filling an actual want is

shown by the fact that luncheon is served daily to

50 or more members, and there is every indication

that the Chicago Engineers' Club is to be a per-

manent feature in the club life of the city.

The club is governed by a board of managers,

ator. A power-factor meter is to be provided, so

that the effect which the machine is producing may
be read at intervals. The cost of the machine is

$4,000, and the running expenses are estimated at

$1,000 per annum. On the other hand, plant anjl

mains to the extent of 420 kilowatts will be lib-

erated, the estimated cost of which, without build-

ings, is put at $25,000 and the capital charges at

$1,500 per annum. It is thus seen what an im-
prove.ment it is hoped to effect by the installation

of the machine.

Spontaneous Ignition of Coalj

To prevent the spontaneous ignition of large

masses of coal, says the Glasgow Engineer and
Iron Trades Advertiser, the most important pre-

caution is to avoid as far as possible breakage
during storing, for the exposure of fresh surfaces
of coal just at the time when it is being put under
conditions in w-hich the heat generated by the
action of the oxygen in the air cannot escape js

one of the chief factors leading to this danger.
The breaking up of the coal which has taken place
at an earlier stage in its history has probably had
time to complete this action, so far as the surfaces
thus exposed are concerned, and the heat due to
contact with the air has been gradually dissipated.
In the store itself the greatest care must be exer-
cised that no flue, drain or steam pipe that can give
rise to an increase in temperature be near.

Firemen Revived by Aid of Electric
Fans.

At the recent disastrous fire on the Remington
Typewriter Company's premises, 325-7 Broadway,
a new use for electric fans was discovered when
reviving the firemen w'ho were overcome by nox-
ious gases generated in the cellar. Wires were run
from the Elliott-Fisher offices nearby and con-
nected to fans placed at the heads of unconscious
men laid on the sidewalk. With the combined
aid of restoratives and fans they were quickly
brought to life and able to resume their attack on
the flames,—Bulletin of New York Edison Com-
pany.
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DATES AHEAD.
Illuminating Engineering SociL-ty (first annual conven-

tion), Boston, July 30th and 31st.

Ohio Independent Telephone Association (special meet-
ing). Southern Hotel, Columbus, Ohio. August 6th.

International Association of Municipal Electricians
(IwcIIth annual convention), Norfolk, Va., August 7th to
9lh.

_Ohio Electric Light Association (annual convention),
N'cw Boody Hotel, Toledo. August 20th to 22d.

Michigan Electric Association (annual convention), Bat-
tle Creek, Mich., August 2otli, 21st and 22d.

(Canadian Electrical SIww, Power Building, Montreal,
Sc[itcmhcr 2d to 14th.

Colorado Light, Power and Railway Association (annual
meeting. Savoy Hotel, Denver, Colo., September i8th, jgth
and 20th.

Central Electric Railway Association (regular meeting),
C<dumbus, Ohio, September 26th.

•N'cv/ York Electrical Show. Madison S<|uare Garden, Sep-
tember 30th to Oetoljcr 9th.

.'\mcrican Street and Intcrurban Railway Association and
afliliated •ocictiei (annual convention), Atbntic City, N. J.,
October 14th to 18th,

In this issue we bring to a close the volumi-

nous extracts which the Western Electrician has

printed from the Revised Standardization Rules

of the American Institute of Electtical Engineers.

The Institute has done no more important work

than the formulation of these rules, and the ex-

tracts given show .how carefully they have been

drawn to conform to the best modern practice in

electi^ical engineering, so far as the committee

could ascertain that practice. Professor Crocker's

committee is entitled to the thanks of the electrical

fraternity.

the craftsmanship 'of it—and is proud of his con-

nection with the 'up-to-date electrical industries.

He is a good fellow. Good luck to him!

H.\s WIRELESS TELEPHONY "arrived"? Perhaps;

but in view of the slow progress of wireless teleg-

raphy in all localities where the ordinary wire

circuits are practicable, it will be well to be con-

servative in judgment. There has been so much

vociferous shouting about various kinds of "wire-

less" that those familiar with the history of the

art will await the development of wireless tele-

phoning with friendly interest but without any

extraordinary enthusiasm. Actual tests under work-

aday conditions rather than laboratory experiments

will determine the matter. In the meantime the

article which we publish this week giving an ac-

count of the De Forest method for transmitting

articulate speech by Hertzian waves will be read

with profit and interest.

Indicative alike of the friendly relations existing

between jVIexico and the United States and of the

world-wide solidarity of the engineering profes-

sion, the recent convention of the American Society

of Civil' Engineers in the City of Mexico appears

to have- been in every sense a profitable and pleas-

ing affair. The American visitors were cordially re-

ceived and entertained with characteristic Mexican

hospitality. They were, of course, warmly welcomed

by their fellow-countrymen, of whom there are a

large number in Mexico. One former Chicagoan,

Mr. William B. Hale, now engaged in special ex-

pert engineering work in Mexico, has kindly de-

scribed the social features of the convention for

the benefit of the readers of the Western Elec-

trician, and we are sure that his account, given

elsewhere in this issue, will be read with interest

At a recent meeting of the Electrotechnical

Association in Berlin, Herr Bussman, speaking of

the unwieldiness of mercury-vapor lamps with

long glass tubes, made some interesting statements

concerning a lamp using a tube of quartz, which

has been devised by Dr. Richard Kiich. For use

on a no-volt circuit, the lamp need be only 3}4

inches in length, compared with the three feet

necessary in the case of a glass tube. The light

given off by the quartz lamp is a pleasant yellow-

white instead of the familiar blue-green mercury

flame color. It is asserted that the lamp can be

made as efficient as one-sixth watt per candle-

power. The character of the light is not yet sat-

isfactory fot lighting places where an accurate

determination of color values is necessary. The

preponderance of the actinic violet and ultra-

violet rays suggests its application to the thera-

peutic treatment of skin diseases and the steriliza-

tion of liquids, and experiments are being carried

out in this direction.

The annual conventions of the National Elec-

trical Contractors' Association have shown a de-

cided uplift in character, prestige and numbers, as

the society has increased in importance. The con-

vention of last year in Cleveland was an e-xcellent

one, while that held last week in New York was

perhaps the best which the organization has yet

held. The electrical contractor has much to do

with the estimation in which electricity is held by

the consumer. He is represented by individuals

of the most diverse characteristics and attainments,

but at his best—and it is the best class of elec-

trical contractors which is represented in the as-

sociation—he is a member of the electrical frater-

nity entitled to honor and praise for the execution

of good work and a commendable desire to know
how to do better work. Of course, he must look

out for his profit, but the high-class electrical con-

tractor also takes a manly pride in his work

—

With the increasing scarcity of wood and the

consequent high price of timber products, it is

of importance to consider all processes for the

preservation of wood. Some recent experiments

in this direction have been carried out at Ghent,

Belgiuin, with what is said to be a new coal-tar

product, "injectol." The American consul reports

that this preservative is a dark-brown liquid, very

thin and of uniform density. Its viscosity changes

little with compression, and it has the useful prop-

erty of penetrating into certain woods without

pressure. The experiments extended over two

years, and for comparison similar specimens of

wood were impregnated with a mixture composed

of coal creosote, creosote and zinc chloride. The
results showed that the time necessary for the

.

soaking in of injectol is less than for any other

antiseptic liquid, including creosote. After having

been left in a steeping vat of decomposing sub-

stances for two years, it was found that the speci-

mens treated with injectol were in good condition,

while the others were almost completely ^destroyed.

Further experiments are in progress.

Great Britain will now ratify, probably, the

Berlin radio-telegraphic convention, for the par-

liamentary committee which has had the subject

under consideration for several months, and whose
hearings have been mentioned in numerous issues

of the Western Electrician, has now reported favor-

ably. A majority of the committee considers that

adhesion to the convention will be for the best

interests of the country, but it is significant that

the majority was slight—five votes to four. There

is evidently a very large element of doubt whether

Great Britain could not, to greater advantage, in

a "wireless" sense, remain free of all conventions

and entangling alliances. However, the question

in that country is complicated by commercial con-

siderations haA'ing to do, largely, with the 'Vested

interests" of the M'arconi company, and the testi-

mony before the committee would indicate that

that company was opposed to the ratification of

the convention. Undoubtedly, however, the con-

vention as a whole makes for the general progress

of radio-telegraphy, dignifying, strengthening and

standardizing the art, and it is a matter for con-

gratulation that Great Britain has finally decided

(if we may assume that the report of the com-

mittee will be adopted) to adhere to the declara-

tions of the Berlin wireless conference. Other na-

tions will doubtless follow suit.

Lifting magnets are put to many unexpected

uses, and one of the most interesting applications

of this sort is in the salvage operations now going

on at Lundy Island, in Bristol Channel, off the

west coast of England, where lies the wrecked

British battleship Montagu. There are four divers

engaged on the work, and the salvage steamer

Etna is in constant attendance. As described by

a Cardiff correspondent of the London Times En-

gineering Supplement, this vessel is fitted up with

an elaborate electric plant and has on board mag-

nets capable of lifting five tons of material from

under water without the aid of a diver, The other

salvage steamer Jumbo, which is at present sta-

tioned at Ilfracombe as a store ship, has on board

pumps capable of discharging 3,000 tons of water

an hour. The salvers hope to remove a consid-

erable quantity of heavy metal during the summer,

including the submerged torpedo tubes and con-

densers. They are at present engaged in stringing

five steel wires, each of which is guaranteed to

stand a strain of 75 tons. When completed these

wires will be fixed to the foremast of the Mon-
tagu and carried over to, the island, where the

shore ends will be fastened to substantial moor-

ings embedded to a considerable depth in the

natural rock. The two side wires will be used

as guides and handrails, and the other three as a

roadway supporting a plank walk three feet wide.

There is no reason why electromagnets properly

constructed should not work perfectly well under

water, and the idea of their employment in salvage

operations is novel and interesting.
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NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS' ASSOCIATION.
riic SL'Vi'iilli .'iiiini.'il I'oiivi'iilinii 1)1'

I III- i\;iti(iii;il

]'*.k'i.'tric;il Cimlr.u-lors" Assnci.ilioii was Ik-IcI at

Nl'w York city, July 17th lo lytli, inclusive. The
licadtiuaiicrs of ihc convcnlidu were maintained al

lliu Hotel Imperial, Inil tiie business sessions were
held in Assembly Room No. i of tlie JinKiin-'t-TinK

Societies lUiildiuK- 'J'liere was a meeting of the

board of directors on Tuesday, and the convention

proper was called to order al 11 o'clock VVednos-

day morning by J. C Hatzel, chairman of the

conv.'ntion connnittec, who presented James Hilton,

prv'sident of the F.lectrical Contractors' Association

of New York stale. After a brief address of

welcome to the National l)ody, James R. Strong,

president of the National association, was intro-

duced. Mr. Strong presided over all of the sub-

secinent meetings.

Three papers were presented at tlie first session

which were intended to indicate the relations of

ihe contractor to those with whom he has to come
in contact wli.ile transacting his business. The fn'sl

paper. "The Relations of the Municipalities and
the Electrical Contractors," was by Prof. George
F. Sever of Columbia University and also con-

sidting engineer to tiie city of New York. Pro-
fessor Sever pointed out the tremendous growth
nf electrical installations, and showed the relations

of the contractor to the early work and to the

present lines. He stated that in the early periods

of electrical development the manufacturer of elec-

trical apparatus was called upon not only to pro-

duce the electrical apparatus, but he had also to

install it and assume all responsibility for its op-

eration. This was before the birth of the electrical

contractor. As the amount of electrical machinery
grew greater, someone had to relieve the manu-
facturer, and it was at this time that the so-called

electrical contractor entered the field. The man-
ufacturer could then very advantageously dispense

with this end of the business. The isolated plant

also helped to bring about this result. Professor
Sever then spoke of the present conditions, espe-

cially in our larger cities.

The question of the function of the municipality

and the relation between the inspector represent-

ing the municipality and the contractor were then
discussed, and the difficulties with which the

former has to contend were exemplified, in the
case of an old installation, where changes were
made by someone connected with one of the
tenants. The inspector could not be expected to

watch all of the installations. The owner of the

building, even though he might have been cog-
nizant of the changes, failed to notify the proper
authorities, and the work proved faulty. In this

case, where lay the blame? Professor Sever con-
cluded b}' asking for a closer co-operation between
the inspection bureaus of the municipalities, the
inspection bureaus .of the underwriters and the

electrical contractor who may be doing the work.
- The second paper was presented by Arthur Will-
iams of the New York Edison interests, and a
former president of the National Electric Light
Association. He spoke from the standpoint of the

central station, pointing out its relations to the
electrical contractor. He then gave some very
interesting statistics on the amount of capital now
tied up in the electrical industries, and went on
to say that the growth of the lighting business
especially was largely due to the earnest and
progressive solicitation of the electrical contractor.

He then pointed out the need for great care in the

execution of the work itself, wherein the careless-

ness of a single workman might cause thousands
of dollars financial loss and the imperiling of many
lives. The practice of free rental of lamps, fans,

ares and small motors was also discussed and
its bearing on the growth of electrical utilities.

Mr. Williams' address was very interesting, and
concluded by urging a much greater co-operation
between the central station and the electrical con-
tractor.

The third and last address of the morning was
that of J. Robert Crouse of the Co-operative Elec-
trical Development Association, who spoke on "Co-
operation." The substance of this paper was the
same as that which he delivered at the National
Electric Light Association's convention at Wash-
ington, and which has already appeared in the
Western Electrician. The morning session then
adjourned at about 12:30.

In the afternoon an executive business session
was opened shortly after two, at which the re-

ports of the different committees and the report
of the treasurer and secretary were presented and
discussed.

On Thursday morning the second open session
of the convention was called to order at about 11

o'clock, Mr. Strong presiding. The first paper to

be presented was that by Hugh T. Wreaks, sec-
retary of the Wire Inspection Bureau, on "Stand-
ardization of Wire." although Mr. Wreaks stated
that he would make his remarks more applicable
to "factory inspection/' rather than on the actual
standardization of the wire. Mr. Wreaks, in part,

said : "To show the enormity of this field and
the necessity for careful inspection both in ma-
terial and workmanship, about three per cent, of
the total number of fires in 1905 were recognized

.'l^ rine In i'jiclnc:d sDUrccs, rt-prrsciilint.: .'ihuul

$i2.ooo,orx). i'"ires (Inc to defective matt-rial is tlic

only one we shall consider today, and ailhouKh
this inspection was oriKinally started to protect

buyers of rubber-covered wire, it h:t» been ex-
tended to cover (lexibic cord, conduit, movable
joinl-;, and will nndoubterlly be further applie<l lo

all other materials. Tlie cost of this inspection is

very nioderate, considerably less tlian one per cent.,

and is- therefore insiK'nificant compared with the

results which it accomplislies. From the nature of
ihe inspection it is not possible to inspect each
and every article, but coils arc selected at random
and tests upon these arc taken as showing a fairly

close appro.Kimation of how the quality of the

goods will average."
In regard to the specifications, under which

these tests are conducted, Mr. Wreaks believes

that the National Electrical Contractors' As.socia-

tion should have something to say, and lie wel-
comes practical criticisms from those who are di-

rectly interested. He goes on lo state that elec-

trical work of the future must be done more and
more carefully, as the introduction of ever-increas-

ing voltages and of a greater range of appliances,

especially along the line of electric heating, calli

for greater care in the execution of the work.
The next paper of the programme, presented by

T. C. Martin, was entitled "Relations of the Press
and Contractor." Mr. Martin said that in the

early days of the electrical industry, when many
of the electricians were very uncertain of the pos-
sibilities of ever being able to distribute electrical

energy from a central station, the old-fashioned
electrical contractor had little use for the electrical

press, any more than the press had for him, but

today the contractor has reached a very much
higher plane, and must not only possess business

ability, but must be a technical man and have had
a good education and training. The earliest con-

tractors came from the ranks of the telegraphers,

who were then the only ones wdio had had any
practical experience in • insulations. The knowledge
of electrical engineering, practical business methods
and contracting in general is not sufficient for

the new contractor; he must also interest himself

in the production of materials, including copper
and iron and mica, in municipal laws and legis-

lations, in the campaign of new-business getting,

and in many other ways which would not at first

sight be significant. Between two and five per cent,

of the gross income of some companies is used
for advertising purposes in their efforts to secure

new business. Of the electrical graduates of our
engineering colleges and universities, nine per cent,

go in to the sales departments and 4^-^ into super-

intendence, construction and contracting, or ap-
proximately two per cent, devote their time to this

latter line.

The third paper of the morning was entitled

"Underwriters' Relations with the Contractor,"

and was presented by C. M. Goddard. secretary

of the Underwriters' National Electric Association.

Mr. Goddard, however, changed this title to "Our
Friends the Enemy," and stated the allusion to

be applicable to either the contractor or the in-

spector, according to the point of view. Both the

contractor and the inspector are after the same
results, good, safe work, and it is more a question

of misunderstandings than anything else which
prevents greater harmony in their relations.

Mr. Goddard, as an inspector in 1892, sent out
letters to the several insurance interests urging
upon them the necessity of a meeting to discuss

these questions of inspection, and as a result the

Underwriters' National Electric Association was
formed, and in less than two years these iiale*

were mostly in vogue. The history of the evolu-

tion of the art was then discussed and the origin

of the Code and set of rules were taken up, in

which the watchword, "good, safe restrictions,

which will not restrain the art"" was foremost in

their minds. The Code must be general in' its

restrictions, and frequently it will be found that

some local ordinance or municipal regulation, which
is absolute in its own little sphere, will require

conformit}^ thereto. Further, the only penalty

which can be imposed in the disregard of the

regulations is a change in the insurance rate on
the property of the person, for whom this work
is being done. As these rules are not used b}^

all insurance companies, a raise in the rate will

mean that the competing company will write the

insurance, business will be lost and it will be a

question whether the cause of protection will be

a justifiable one.

Mr. Goddard then gave some advice as how to

hasten the universal adoption of the Code: (i)

LTphold the Code ; (2) use your influence to im-

prove it: (3) follow it in your work, and (4)
be on friendly terms with the inspectors and be

agreeable to what is required and don't let him
feel that he is treating you unfairly. As to the

supplement, regularly published as an appendix to

the Code, make it a rule to use approved fittings

in so far as it is possible and give your customers

the advantage of the experience gained through
the laboratory tests on these materials. As to fac-

tory inspection, which has already been treated, it

is iisnal to selccl as many factories as arc equipped
with ilu- proper facililies for turning out material
of K'jod qualily and assign a corps of inspectors
lo make periodic tests and inspections to keep llie

material up to a satisfactory Htanrlard. The cost
of this inspection is laken care of by the sale 01
inspection Iahs, and if any particular line of goods
is found runniug below slanrlard the stamps ior
this consifinnicnt are confiscated. The popularity
of (his service nm\ the increased used of this sys-
tem has already cut the cost of the stamps prac-
tically in two.

Charles L. i-'idlitz, the first president of the
Natirinal Electrical Contractors' Association, then
gave the closing address, which was received witli

great applause. He stated that when the a.ssocia-

lion was formed three resolutions were adopted:
(I) To bring the men in the electrical contracting
business together; (2) to establish respect one for
the other, and (3) to obtain recognition of Ihe
business as a business, all of which have been
brought about, and practically everything which
they started out lo do has been accomplished.
Mr. ludlitz then turned his attention to the trade
relations now existing bcwecn the manufacturers
and sui)i)ly dealers and the contractor, and made a
plea to the members of the association to break up
the "throat-cutting business" whicli is now going
on. The price of labor has gone up, the price
of materials has gone up, but neither the returns
from, nor price of, contracted work has gone up
in accordance.

It was then announced that O. T. Crosby of
the Telharmonic Company extended a cordial in-

vitation to the members to visit its station at
Thirty-ninth and Broadway, and after a very short
explanatory address the convention was adjourned
and the inspection trip made to the plant.

'On the afternoon of the 17th automobiles were
provided which took the ladies to the wharf at
the foot of Thirty-second Street, where the steamer
Neptune was in readiness to take them around
Manhattan Island. In the evening a banquet was
given in the grand ball room of the Waldorf-
Astoria, which w'as followed by an amateur enter-
tainment and an original one-act play, "Not yet,
but soon," which represented contracting in 1930.
On Thursday afternoon a trip to Luna Park and
Dreamland, with a shore dinner at the latter place,
was provided for the ladies, who returned to the
Imperial about 10 o'clock. The members and their

guests attended a smoker, followed by high-class
vaudeville, at Shenley's, and although the evening
was an extremely warm one, nevertheless the stag
proved a success. On Friday, the last day of the
convention, a general "outing" was provided for
all the members and guests. The steamer Glen
left the foot of Thirty-second Street at about 9:30
a. m. for Witsel's Point-view Island on Long
Island Sound. The programme included a base-
ball game bet\veen the "East" and the "West,"
which resulted in a tie, the score being 13 to 13.

A clambake was also one of the enjoyable features
of the day, and after a sail on Long Island Sound
the boat returned promptly on schedule time at 6
p. m.
About 4C0 members and guests and about 70

ladies were in attendance at the convention.
The result of the election of officers was as

follows ; President, James R. Strong of New York

;

first vice-president, G. M. Sanborn of Indianap-
olis ; second vice-president. Charles R. Kreider of
Chicago ; third vice-president, F. C. Work ; sec-

retary, John R. Galloway of Washington; treas-

urer, William H. Morton of Utica, N. Y. ; ser-

geant-at-arms, J. C. Stearns of Buffalo.

[For convention notes see page 71.]

Radio-telegraph Extensions in Canada.
The Canadian Department of Marine is install-

ing radio-telegraph stations on the shores of Brit-

ish Columbia. Cecil Doutre, commissioner of wire-

less telegraphy and superintendent of wireless sta-

tions for the Dominion government, is now in

British Columbia in connection with the work,
which will occupy most of the present summer.
Within a month wireless stations will be in opera-

tion at Victoria and at Pachena Point, on the

w'est cost of Vancouver Island. Then stations

will be erected at Vancouver, either at Point Grey
or at Stanley Park; at Estevan Point, on the

west coast of Vancouver Island, and at Cape Lazo,
on the east coast of the island, opposite Texada
Island. Later, the system will be extended all

along the coast as far as Prince Rupert. The
system being installed is the Shoemaker, which has
the advantage of interchangeability with the De
Forest, the Stone, the Marconi and the Massie
systems. A long wave is used, and it is possible

to send messages to sea for at least 200 miles.

It is expected that all the principal steamers which
'

ply on the Pacific Coast waters will have one
of these systems, so that there should not be a

repetition of the great disasters to shipping which
have occurred on the Pacific Coast within the last

two years.
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Amarican Society of Civil Engineers
in Mexico.

By William B. Hale.

City of Mexico, July iS.—Today will practically

see the end of the thirty-ninth annual convention

of the American Society of Civil Engineers, which

has been holding its sessions in this city since July

Sth. I shall not attempt to report the technical

.sessions, which will be fully covered by able rep-

resentatives of the civil engineering press, but I

believe a brief description of the various excursions

made by the engineers will be of interest.

On the morning of the Sth the visiting engineers

and their friends were treated to a ride around

the valley of Mexico as the guests of the Mexico

Tramways Company. Seven handsome parlor cars

were assigned to the trip, and the first stop made
was at the historic village of Guadalupe, where all

were given an opportunity to visit the shrine of

Our Lady of Guadalupe and to view her miracu-

lous portrait and. the snow-white altar surrounded

by a massive solid silver raiHng said to contain

26 tons of that precious metal. After seeing the

stone sails—erected in ancient times to commemo-
rate the safe return to Vera Cruz of a vessel sup-

posed to be lost at sea—and after having drunk

from the sacred well which cures all bodily ills

the party again boarded the cars and was carried

to Tlalpam, ,a beautiful suburban town about 12

miles south of the city. Half an hour was spent

at Tlalpam. and then the engineers proceeded to

the Mexico Country Club at Churubusco, where,

as guests of the club, they partook of an elaborate

luncheon.

I may say in passing that the Mexico Country

Club's new building, which was formally opened

only a few weeks ago, is one of the finest of its

kind in the world. The appointments of the gym-

nasium, swimming tank and other departments of

the building are excellent ; and in the extensive

grounds one sees golf links, tennis courts, automo-

bile courses, etc., together with an artificial lake for

boating. This club is patronized by Mexicans and

Americans alike, and will undoubtedly become one

of the leading resorts of the capital. Unlike simi-

lar clubs in the northern part of the United States,

the Mexico Country Club will keep open all the

year round, . the climate here permitting outdoor

sports at any time.

Luncheon was served in the large ballroom of

the club and nearly 3C0 of the visiting engineers

and members of Mexican engineering bodies sat

down to table. In the afternoon the party again

took the special cars, and after a trip through Coyo-

acan, San Angel and Tacubaya, and a visit to the

power house of the street-railway company, they

returned to the city.

The opening session of the society was lield

Monday evening in the large hall of the Mineria,

with Leandro Fernandez, minister of communica-
tions and public works in President Diaz' cabinet,

occupying the chair as honorary presiding officer.

An address of welcome by J. Ramon Ibarrola on

behalf of the Engineers and Architects' Society of

Mexico was ably responded to by Vice-presider.t

Onward Bates of Chicago, who ended his speech

with the timely remark that the warmth of their

reception by their Mexican brethren would make
each one of them carry back in his heart the i>leas-

antest of recollections and a true conception of the

meaning of the Spanish word "amigo" (friend).

Musical numbers were interspersed among the

speeches and the proceedings were brought to a

close with a short speech by Minister Fernandez,

who declared the convention officially opened.

On Tuesday, July 9th, the Americans were the

guests of the Waterworks Commission of the Mexi-
can government. A special train took the party

to Xochimilco, where large pumping stations are

being erected to supply the city with pure water
from the springs which bubble iiito Lake Xochi-
milco. Stops were made en route to enable the

civil engineers to inspect the tunnel, now under
construction, through which the water delivered

by the electric pumps at Xochimilco will be carried

to the city. Many complimentary comments were
made upon the engineering skill shown in the de-

sign of the waterworks at Xochimilco. An excel-

lent lunch was provided by the commission and
after discussing it the engineers spent a pleasant

half hour in boating on one of the beautiful little

lakes in the vicinity, after which the return to the

city was made.

Thursday the nth was devoted to a visit to the

Kreal power plant of the Mexican Light and Power
Company at Xccaxa, an interesting feature of the

trip being the journey over the litllc railroad con-

necting Necaxa with the Hidalgo and Northeast-

ern Railway. This roa'd Is built almost entirely

on the natural grade of the country through which
it passes, and with such sharp curves that the last

car of the train is sometimes nearly a train-length

ahead of the locomotive, and passengers in the

front car can shake hands with their friends in

the rear coach.

Arriving at Necaxa in the late afternoon supper

was served in the dining room of the camp, after

which the tables were cleared away and an im-

promptu ball was held, dancing continuing until

a late hour. The members "camped out" in cots

provided for 'them, and on the morning of the

I2th began their tour of inspection of the falls of

Necaxa and the power plant, which is said to rank

high among similar installations on this continent.

In the evening the return to the city was begun.

Saturday the 13th was signalized by the recep-

tion of the part}' by President Diaz at the National

Palace, in which he bade the engineers a hearty

welcome to Mexico and expressed the hope that

their visit would be full of pleasure to them and
profit to his own countrymen engaged in engineer-

ing pursuits. President Diaz' address was re-

sponded to by Onward Bates, vice-president of the

society. After the reception a visit was made to

the Military College at Chapultcpec, where the

guests were entertained at' a banquet in the din-

ing hall of the college, their hosts being the mili-

tary engineers of Mexico. Ignacio de la Barra.

president of the college, delivered the main , toast

of the afternoon, which was replied to by Onward
Bates in his usual felicitous style.

In the evening the civil engineers attended the

annual session of the Society of the Military Col-

lege at the Mineria, Mr. Bates being- invited to

take the -chair as honorary presiding officer of the

evening. Supper was served at' the conclusion of

the exercise, and music was' furnished by the mili-

tary bands in attendance.

On Monday the 15th the entire party was invited

by the Mexican government to make a trip to the

drainage works of the valley of Mexico. A special

train carried the members along the line of the

great drainage canal, which is 30 miles in length,

and up to the entrance of the six-mile tunnel which
conveys the drainage through the mountains.

Stops were made at the controlling works near

Lake Texcoco and at both ends of the tunnel; and
lunch was served before the return trip was begun.

At 10 o'clock the same night the engineers

boarded a special train on the Mexican Railway
bound for Orizaba and Cordoba ' on the road to

Vera Cruz. The next day (Tuesday) was spent

in the semi-tropics, and the visitors enjoyed a

ramble through the banana plantations and coffee

groves near Fortin. Orizaba and Cordcba were
visited, and at this latter point some of the mem-
bers accepted the invitation of S. Pearson & Son
to make a trip to the port works and railway on
the Isthmus of Tehuantepec and boarded a special

car bound for the isthmus.

The remainder of the party returned to Mexico
City, reaching there the morning of the 17th,

when their train was at once transferred to the

trficks of the Mexican Central Railway and started

over the mountains to Cuernavaca. This is a lit-

tle city of much historic interest and great scenic

beauty. Cortez' palace; the famous Borda Gar-
dens, a favorite resort of Emperor Maximilian and
his wife Carlotta during their short reign; the falls

of San Antonio, and many picturesque old

chu4-ches—one of them dating back to 1529—are

among the points of interest at Cuernavaca, which
is the favorite health and pleasure resort of the

people of the City of Mexico. The visiting engi-

neers were charmed with their day's outing—the

last of many pleasant days spent in sightseeing

during the convention.

I had the pleasure of meeting, among other Chi-

cagoans who were in attendance at the convention.

Onward Bates, vice-president of the society and a

past-president of the Western Society of Engineers

;

John W. Alvord, also a prominent member of the

Western Society; Professor Mead, Charles B. Ball,

and Professor Baker and Instructor Abrams of tlie

University of Illinois. Many of the members were
accompanied by their wives, and T judged from
what some of the ladies said that they were much
impressed by the beauty and cleanliness of the

city, and surprised at the coolness of the weather.

Many of Ihem had connected tlie idea of the tropics

with intense heat, for which tliey had prepared

by bringing with ihcm the lightest of summer
clothing, not realizing that the low latitude of this

city is more than compensated for by its high

altitude. ,

The weather here all the year round is like that

of an October day in Chicago, and the heat usu-

ally experienced there in the summer months is

absolutely unknown in the City of Mexico. It is

for that reason an ideal summer resort, and the

clothing suitable for spx'ing and fall in Chicago and
vicinity is just right for any month in the year

in this city, or, in fact, in any city on the high
central plateau of Mexico. The coast towns, such
as Tampico and Vera Cruz, being at sea level, are

extremely hot ; but since most of the large cities

are found at an elevation of 4,000 feet or over, a

tour of Mexico in summer furnishes a cool and
pleasant outing.

In bringing to a close this informal account of

some of the excut-sions enjoyed by us during the

convention of the American Society of Civil En-
gineers I wish to say a few words regarding this

growing republic, about which comparatively little

is known in the Lhiited States. The Mexico of to-

day is vastl}' different from that of ten or even
five years ago. Progress is visible on every hand.

New railroad lines are being built and many others.

are under projection ; -industries of all kinds are

springing up ; the larger cities, already lighted by

electricity, are installing electric street cars and
up-to-date water supply and drainage systems. The
government is firm, stable and progressive; the

laws are good and they are enforced; property

and individual rights are respected, and the foreign

investor is fully protected in all legitimate under-
takings. Mexico is rich in opportunities, but capi-

tal is required for their development, and those

who provide the industries that the country needs

are sure of reaping a rich reward.

Illuminatirg Engineering Convention.
The first . annual convention of the Illuminating

Engineering Society will be held Tuesday and
Wednesday, July 30th and 31st, at the Edison
Building, 39 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass. Owing
to the number of papers that have been promised,

the amount of business that will be necessary to

transact at the convention and the time necessary

for recreation, it has been decided that the conven-

tion will be opened at 9:30 sharp on Tuesday
morning.

Members arriving in Boston i.n advance of Tues-
day morning are requested to register at 728 Old
South Building, 294 Washington Street, where
they may secure any information or have mail sent

to them. On Wednesday afternoon and evening

it is planned to take the entire convention to the

beach, with a shore dinner for the members, their

guests and ladies.

Following is the programme of papers that have
already been promised

:

President's Address, Dr. C. H. Sharp; "Check
on Reliability of Photometric Curves," J. S. Cod-
man ; "Electric Light as Related to Architecture,"

C Howard Walker; "Acetvlene," A. Cressy Morri-
son; "What is Street Lighting?" W. H. Blood, Jr.;

"A New Comparison Photometer," Dr. Charles H.
Williams; "Primary. Secondary and Working Stand-
ard of Light," Dr. Edward P. Hyde; "The Inverted
Gas Light." T. J. Litle; "Lighting of the Boston
Edison Building," Dr. Louis Bell, L. B. Marks and
W. D'A. Ryan, committee; "Illuminating Engineer-
ing and Central Station Practice," L. H. Scherck

;

"New Lights and New Illuminants from the Cen-
tral Stations' Point of View," R. S. Hale; "Co-
efficients of Diffuse Reflection," Dr. Louis Bell

;

"School House Illumination," B. B. Hatch; "Illumi-.

nation of the Engineering Societies Building," C. E.

KnoTc ; "The Elements of Inefficiency in Diflfuscd

Lighting Systems, Illumination Photometers and
Their L^se," Preston S. Millar; "The Present Status

of Candlepower Standard for Gas," C H. Stone;
"The Luminous Arc," W. D'A. Ryan.

Still other papers are expected which will further

add to the importance of the convention from the

technical standpoint.

It is suggested that it might be wise for mem-
bers to plan to arrive in Boston in time to sec the

electrical parade and carnival on Monday evening.

Boston will be decorated and illuminated profusely

for Old Home Week and the programme provides
"something doing every minute."

Arrangements are being made for a party of

delegates to leave New York by the Providence
Line from pier No. iS. North River, foot of Mur-
ray Street, New York, at 6 p. m. Monday, July

29ih. The fare for the round trip from New York
will be $5.65. State rooms may be reserved at

prices ranging froni $1 to $10 additional. Reserva-
tions may be made individually by communication
witii E. S. Peters, ticket agent, pier No. 19. New
York city, or by conununicalion with Mr. Preston

S. Millar, secretary of the New York section,

Eightieth Street and Erisl End Avenue, New York
city. Uec|ue5ts for reservations must in all cases be

accomj)anied by a sufficient sum to cover ihc

reservation.
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XXVI. -Central Stations.

Gas Kni;ini;s.

TluTi' .lie .sovcnil melliiiil.s of K'lV-'i'iiing gas cii-

niiu-s, .ill of whiclv ni;iy he (liviclccl into Iwo gen-

eriil iR'iicls. One of lliese is by varyiiiR the mimluT

of cxplo.sions, this; melliod heh'g known ;is the hit-

.•iml-niiss system, ;imi tlie otlier hy innint:iiiiinK the

ininiliLT of regiiUir explosions, bill varying the nuK-

iiiliule of the explosion. The l.-Uler inelhocl is

known as the v;iri:il)le-iniptilse system. The con-

ti-oilinn meehanism generally consists of a fly-ball

governor, of similar construction lo those used on

numerous sleam engines, although the operation

performed by Iboni ou the gas engine is quite

difTereul.

fn the hit-and-miss system the omission of the

explosion is made to occur when the speed exceeds

its lixcd limitations, and this omission of the ex-

plosion is generally obtained by cutting off the

supply of gas to the cylinder and allowing it to

lake in a charge of pure air only. Ou an engine

of this kind of regulation the function of the gov-

ernor is to close the valve which admits the gas

to the cylinder when the s|)eed of the engine is

too high, and to again permit the admission of

air when the speed falls to its normal value. The
explosions in the single-cylinder engine using the

Otto cycle occur only once every fourth stroke at

full load, so that for only half load the explosions

would occur on every eiglith stroke. It is apparent,

ihercfore, that the regulation of the engine is very

irregular, especially at light loads.

The variable-impulse system permits of very much
closer speed regulation, which is one of the chief

requirements for driving electric generators. In

governing by the variable-impulse system three

methods are in common use. One is by varying

the strength of the explosive mixture, another is

by varying the amount of the explosive mi.xture,

and a third is by varying the timing of the igni-

tion.

There are certain ma.ximum and minimum pro-

portions of air that can be mi.xed witli gas to form

an explosi\'e mixture, while there is but one certain

strength of the mixture which gives the most eco-

nomical results in the engine. The most econom-

ical method of regulation, therefore, is to run the

engine at this most efficient strength of the ex-

plosive mixture and to vary the amount of the

charge taken in at each cycle according to the

speed of the engine. In the previous chapter it

was pointed out that the explosion of the mixture

must take place at a certain e-xact point of the

stroke in order to utilize the full power of the

explosion. It is obvious, therefore, that by vary-

ing this timing of the explosion a greater or less

degree of its power will be utilized in useful work.

This method of regulation is very inefficient, how-

ever, as it really consists of wasting part of the

energy of the gas.

In some forms of gas engines the Otto cycle has

been modified so as to be completed in two strokes.

These two-cycle engines have one explosion for

every revolution, so that they give very much more

uniform turning moment and have also nearly

double the capacity of a four-cycle engine of the

same cylinder dimensions. The arrangement of the

valves is also considerably more simple than that

of the four-cycle machine, so that in regard to

simplicity of arrangement, compactness of design

and uniformity of speed throughout' each revolu-

tion, the two-cycle engine has a considerable ad-

vantage over the four-cycle engine. It is, how-
ever, less efficient than the latter.

Gas Fuels.

Aside from liquid fuels, which pertain to oil

engines rather than gas engines, the fuels in gen-

eral use are either natural gas, coal gas, water gas

or producer gas. In localities where natural gas

is available it comprises a very economical fuel

for gas engines. In most towns even of very small

size illuminating gas is available either in the form

of coal gas or water gas, and -while both of these

gases are excellent fuel for gas engines, they have

undergone certain refinements which increase their

illuminating qualities and which also increase their

cost, but which do not add anything to their value

as gas-engine fuels. In general, therefore, it may
be considered that ordinary illuminating gas is too

Note.—Tliis series of articles, intended to survey, briefly,

tlie wliole field of applied electricity for light, power and heat,

was begun in the Western Electrician of February 2, 1907.

expensive for K^^i-ciiKiio^ ''"-''i
•^"ccpl for very

small eiiKiiies, or for very infrcqunit use.

Gas Pnonuci'.iis.

For all kirge engines operaliilg regularly, pro-

ducer gas is by far llie most economical fuel. A
gas producer/ is ;i .sort of furnace containing a

bed of red-hot coals through which sle.-mi and air

arc passed, so that the oxygen in the air combines

with the carbon, resulting in a gas comiiosed of

carbon monoxide, hydrogen and nitrogen. 'I'herc

are two general types of gas producers, one in

which the air is forced through the coal under

pressure, which is known as a pressure plant, and

the other in which it is drawn through the coal

by creating a partial vacuum above it. This ktter

type is known as a suction plant. The suction type

of gas producer depends upon the suction of the

engine each lime it takes in a charge, and is

therefore only practicable for use with engines

vvbich operate continuously for long periods.

The gas producer utilizes about 85 per cent, of

the heat of combustion of the fuel, and is there-

fore considerably more efficient than the steam

boiler. Whether the gas produced is rich or weak

makes but little dilTcrcncc, as the strength of the

explosive mixture is determined by the amount of

air which is mixed with the gas, so if a weak

gas is produced a smaller quantity of air is mixed

with it to produce the explosive mixture.

Oil Engines.

\nother class of prime mover closely allied lo

gas engines is tlie oil engine,- in which the fuel

used is either crude petroleum or one of its vari-

ous constituents. When crude oil is heated various

vapors are given off at different temperatures.

The most volatile product is gasoline. Next comes

benzene or naphtha, then kerosene, and finally some
of the more dens.e oils. All of these products

are used as fuel in oil engines, the construction

of which is almost the same as that of gas en-

gines, except for the devices which supply the oil

to the cylinder. The same cycle of operations as

in the gas engine also holds good for many of
the oil engines on thi: market. Gasoline engines

have been greatly perfected in the last few years,

but these are made In comparatively small sizes,

mostly for automobile motors, and are therefore

not applicable to central-station conditions.

Another type of engine, differing in many re-

spects from any of those previously mentioned, is

adapted for using crude petroleum and operates

on what is known as the Diesel cycle, which dif-

fers considerably froi-n the Otto cycle. The Diesel

cycle has a very high efficiency, and the average

fuel consumption of engines of this type is less

than one-tenth of a gallon per horsepower per

hour. These engines have been recently built in

quite large sizes, and have been introduced to

some extent in central-station work. This cycle

requires four strokes for its completion. On the

first stroke pure air only is drawn into the cylinder.

On the return stroke this air is compressed to

about 500 pounds per square inch, and during the

compression its temperature rises to about 1,000°

F. At the beginning of the third stroke the liquid

fuel is forced into the cylinder under high pres-

sure and enters in the form of a fine spray. This

spray is imi-nediately ignited on coming into con-

tact with the heated air in the cylinder, and it

continues to burn as long as the oil is being

supplied. The fuel in the cylinder burns com-

paratively slow, and there is no e.xplosioii as in

the gas engine. After the admission valve -is

closed, the charge in the cylinder works by ex-

pansion to the end of the stroke, and on the

fourth stroke the cylinder i^ exhausted;

The Diesel cycle is also adaptable for gasoline

or gas, but the cheapest fuels are, of course, gen-

erally used. This engine merits special attention

,

on account of its high efficiency, and tests have

been made in which over 35 per qent. of the heat

value of the fuel has been utilized in useful work.

Like the gas engine, the oil engine, except those

of very small size, must be -water-jacketed about

the cylinder and adjacent parts to prevent de-

structive heating.

Location of M'achineev.

In locating the machinery in a central station a

number of points should be carefully considered

in order that the station shall be operated with a

minimum of manual labor, and that renewals, re-

r,7

pairs and a<|i|ilions lo the plain can be conveiiienlly

made willioiil interfering will) the coiuiinioiis op-

eration of llie plaiil. In a hydraulic plant llie lo-

cation of Ihe walerwheels and geiieralors is, of

course, largely dictated by the location of the power

house with reference lo llie water supply, aiul

in llie gas-engine plant Ihe absence of almost all

auxiliary apparatus makcH the location of the nia-

eliincry a very simple problem. As a very large

majority of elcclric plants, however, are driven

eilher by sleam engines or slcani turbines, bolli

of which require a large amount of auxiliary ap-

p.'iraliis, a careful study of the location of the

dilTerenl features of Ihe equipment is necessary

in order lo produce a station capable of easy

and economical operation.

The most logical arrangement of the apparatus

in a central station is to have all the similar

machinery arranged in distinct groups, so that

each class of attendants in the slvition will have
all the apparatus under its care arranged in a

separate group or line, all of which can be within

sight of Ihe attendant, and will not require much
running around to different parts of the station.

For example, the boilers, coal-handling apparatus
and pumps should be arranged in a compartment
by themselves and separated by a fire wall from
the rest of the station. The engines and gener-

ators should be symmetrically grouped in a room
alongside of the boiler room, and Ihe condensers

art usually placed in pits adjacent to the engines,

or, prcferabl}', in a cellar below the engine room.
The switchboard and all the controlling mech-
anism should be placed in as compact a group as

possible, so as to be readily manipulated by the

attendants, and the transformers, rotary converters,

high-tension oil switches, lightning arresters, etc..

should each constitute a separate group, each hav-
ing its special location.

[To be conlinucd.']

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Changing Voltage of Transformers.
A. C. A'^allejo, Cal. : I have two lo-kilowatt

transformers, one wound for 2,300-volt primary
and iis-volt secondary, the other for a 2,080-vol't
primary and 104-secondary, and want to use them
on a 2,080-volt primary. How can I connect them
together to supply current at 80 volts to 200 16-

candlepower lamps ?

Answer.

Both transformers are wound for the same trans-

forming ratio (2a to i). hence with a 2,080-volt

primary each would give 104 volts on the secondary.

As these voltages are approximately in proportion

to the number of turns in the secondary and pri-

mary windings, the number 'of turns in the latter

are too great in the proportion of 104 to 80. Re-
moving a little less than one-fourth of the turns

in the primary ought to give the desired reduction

in voltage for each transformer, and the secondaries

can then be connected in multiple.

Direct and Continuous Currents.

J. W. P., Bloomington, 111.: What is the dif-

ference between direct current and continuous cur-
rent, if any? Could a continuous-current motor be
run on direct circuit? Could a continuous-current
motor be run as a d\^namo, the same as a direct-
current motor?

Answer.

The terms ''direct current"' and "continuous cur-

rent" have so long been used vaguely and inter-

changeably that the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers did well to give new' definitions of them
(sufficiently accurate for -practical distinctions) at

its recent convention. These (as printed in the

Western Electrician of July 13th, page 27) dis-

tinguish between the alternating current and the

unidirectional currents, whidi, for short, arc cov-

ered by the term "direct current." The latter term

includes currents showing easily measured pulsa-

tions in either volts or amperes, and also currents

in which these pulsations are so slight as to be

negligible. The former were produced by certain

early types of dynamos, but the generators now
met in practice reduce the pulsations to negligible

quantities, thus furnishing the "steady or non-

pulsating direct current," which corresponds to the

American Institute definition of a "continuous" cur-

rent. The difference between the two lies merely

in the extent of the pulsations, and as these are

negligible with all recent types of American ma--

chinerv, there is no difference between the two

currents for such practical purposes as implied by

the above questions. >
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Revised Standardization Rules.'

E. Insulation.

210. Insulation resistance is the ohmic resistance

offered by an insulating coating, cover, material or

support to an impressed voltage, tending to produce

a leakage of current through the same.

2ir. Ohinic Resistance and Dielectric Strength.

—

The ohmic resistance of the insulation is of second-

ary importance only, as compared with the dielectric

strength or resistance to rupture by high voltage.

Since the ohmic resistance of the insulation can be

very greatlv increased by baking, but the dielectric

strength is' liable to be weakened thereby, it is

preferable to specify a high dielectric strength

rather than a high insulation resistance. The high-

voltage test for dielectric strength should always

be applied.
, ti.

212. Recommended Value of Resistance.— ihe in-

sulation resistance of complete apparatus should be

such that the rated voltage of the apparatus will not

I

send more than of the rated-load current,

1.000,000

at the rated terminal voltage, through the insula-

tion. Where the value found in this way exceeds

one megohm, it is usually sufficient.

213. Insulation resistance tests should, if possible,

be made at the pressure for which the apparatus

is designed.

Dielectric Strength.—
214. Definition.—The dielectric strength of an. in-

sulating w-all, coating, cover or path is rneasured

by the voltage which must be applied to it in order

to effect a disruptive discharge through the same.

215 Basis for Determining Test Voltages.—The

test voltage which should be applied to determine

the suitability of insulation for comrnercia! opera-

tion is dependent upon the kind and size of the ap-

paratus and its normal operating voltage, upon the

nature of the service in which it is to be used, and

the severity of the mechanical and electrical stresses

to which it may be subjected. The voltages and

other conditions of test which are recommended

Have been determined as reasonable and proper

for the great majority of cases and are proposed

for general adoption, except when specific reasons

make a modification desirable.

216. Condition of Apparatus to Be Tested.

—

Commercial tests should in general be made with

the completely assembled apparatus and not with

individual parts. The apparatus should be in good

condition, and high-voltage tests, unless otherwise

specified, should be applied before the machine is

put into commercial sen'ice and shoiild not he

apphed when the insulation resistance is low, owing

to dirt or moisture. High-voltage tests should in

general be made at the temperature assumed under

normal operation. High-voltage tests considerably

in excess of the normal voltages to determine

whether specifications are fulfilled are admissible

on new machines onlj'.

217. Points of Application of Voltage.—The test

voltage should be successively applied between each

electric circuit and all other electric circuits includ-

ing conducting material in the apparatus.

218. The frequency of the alternating-current test

voltage is in general immaterial within commercial

ranges. When, however, the frequency has an ap-

preciable effect, as in alternating-current apparatus

of high voltage and considerable capacity, the rated

frequency of the apparatus should be used.

219. Table of Testing Voltages.—The following

voltages are recommended for testing all apparatus,

lines and cables by a continued application for one

minute. The test should be with alternating voltage

having an effective value (or root mean square

referred to a sine wave of voltage) given in the

table and preferably for tests of alternating ap-

paratus at the normal frequency of the apparatus

:

Rated TermiQal VoUatrs Rated Testine
i'220.) of Circuit. Output. Voltage.

Not exceedinu 400 volts Under 10 kw... 1,000 volts.

Not exceeding ^oo volts to kw. and over 1,500 volts.

40O and over, but less than 800 volts.. Under to kw . . 1.500 volts.

400 and over, but less than 8oo volts., ro kw. and over 2,000 volts.

800 and over, but lessthan 1.200 volts Any 3,500 volts.

1.200 and over, but less than 2,500 volts Any 5.000 volts.

2,5(» and over Any.. Double the normal
rated voltages.

221. Exception.—Transformers. Transformers hav-

ing primary pressures of from 550 to 5,000 volts.

the secondaries of which are directly connected to

consumption circuits, should have a testing voltage

of 10,000 volts, to I)c applied between the primary

and secondary windings and also between the pri-

mary winding and the core.

222. Exception.—Field winrlings. The tests for

field windings should be based on the rated voltage

of the exciter and the rated output of the machine
of which the coils arc a part. Field windings of

synchronous motors and converters, which are to

he started by applying alternating current to the

armature when the field is not excited and a high

voltage is induced in the field windings, should be

tested at 5,000 volts.

223. Rated Terminal Voltage.-^Definitioii. The
rated terminal voltage of circuit in the above tabic

means the voltage between the conductors of the

circuit to which the apparatus to be tested is to

I. Tln% i- the concliidini: irl^t;lllmen^ of the extracts !bcgun in

the Wc-.tcrn Electrician of July lotli 1 from the rcvined standard'
izatirjr, rule^ of ihc American InMitutc of Electrical Engineers.
Tfcc original KCtion numbers arc retained.

be connected—for instance, in three-phase circuits

the delta voltage should be taken. In the follow-

ing specific cases the rated terminal voltage of the

circuit is to be determined as specified in ascer-

taining the testing voltage

:

224. (a) Transformers.—The test of the insula-

tion between the primary and secondary windings
of transformers is to be the same as that between
the high-voltage windings and core, and both tests

should be made simultaneously by connecting the

low-tension winding and core together during the

test. If a voltage equal to the specified testing volt-

age be induced in the high-tension winding of a

transformer it may be used for insulation tests

instead of an independently induced voltage. These
tests should be made first with one end and then

with the other end of the high-tension winding
connected to the low-tension winding and to the

core.

241. Transformer Coils.—In high-tension trans-

formers the low-tension coil should preferably be

connected to the core and to the ground when the

high-tension test is being made in order to avoid

the stress from low-tension to core, which would
otherwise result through condenser action. The
various terminals of each winding of the high-ten-

sion transformer under test should be connected

together during the test in order to prevent undue
stress on the insulation between turns or sections

of the winding in case the high-voltage test causes

a breakdown.
F. Conductivity.

260. Copper.—The conductivity of copper in elec-

tric wires and cables should not be less than 98
per cent, of Matthiessen's standard of conductivity,

as defined in the copper wire table of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers.

G. Rise of Temperature.

261. There are two methods in common use for

determining the rise in temperature, viz.: (i) by
thermometer and (2) by increase in resistance of

an electric circuit.

262. I. By Thermometer.—The following precau-

tions should be observed in the use of thermome-
ters :

263. a. Protection. The thermometers indicating the

room temperature should be protected from thermal
radiation emitted by heated bodies, or from
draughts of air or from temporary fluctuations of
temperature. Several room thermometers should
be used. In using the thermometer by applying it

to a heated part, care should be taken so to protect

its bulb as to prevent radiation from it and at the

same time not to interfere seriously with the nor-
mal radiation from the part to which it is applied.

264. b. Bulb. When a thermometer is applied to

the free surface of a machine it is desirable that

the bulb of the thermometer should be covered by
a pad of definite area. A convenient pad may be

formed of cotton waste in a shallow circular box
about 1V2 inches in diameter, through a slot in the

side in which the thermometer bulb is inserted. An
unduly large pad over the thermometer tends to

interfere with the i^atural liberation of heat from
the surface to which the thermometer is applied.

265. 2. By Increase in Resistance.—The resistance

may be measured either by Wheatstone bridge or

by drop-of-potential method. A temperature co-

efficient of 0.42 per cent, per degree C., from and
at 0° C, may be assumed for copper.*

The temperature coefficients from and at each
degree Cent, between 0° C. and 50° C. are given
in Appendix E. The temperature rise may be
determined either (i) by dividing the percentage
increase of initial resistance by the temperature co-

efficient for the initial temperature expressed in per
cent. ; or (2) by multiplying the increase in per
cent, of the initial resistance by 238.1 plus the initial

temperature in degrees C, and then dividing the

product by 100.

266. 3. Comparison of Methods.—In electrical con-
ductors the rise of temperature should be deter-

mined by their increase of resistance where practi-

cable. Temperature elevations measured in this way
are usually in excess of temperature elevations

measured by thermometers. In very low resistance

circuits thermometer measurements are frequently

more reliable than measurements by the resistance

method. Where a thermometer applied to a coil

or winding indicates a higher temperature elevation

than that shown by resistance measurement the ther-

mometer indication should be accepted.

273. Limits Recommended.—It is recommended
that the following maximum values of temperature
elevation, referred to a standard room temperature
of 25° Centigrade, at rated load under normal con-

ditions of ventilation or cooling, should not be ex-

ceeded.

274. In comniutating machines, rectifying ma-
chines, pulsating-current generators, .synchronous

machines, synchronous commutating machines and
unipolar machines the temperature rise in the parts

specified should not exceed the following:

275. Field and armature, 50° C.

276. Commutator and brushes, bv thermometer,
55° C.

277. Collector rings, 65° C.

278. Bearings and other parts of machine, by

thermometer, 40° C.

279. Rotary Induction Apparatus.-—The tempera-

ture rise should not exceed the following:

280. Electric circuits, 50° C, by resistance.

2S1. Bearings and other parts of the machine,
40° C, by thermometer.

282. In squirrel-cage or short-circuited armatures,
55° C, by thermometer, may be allowed.

2S3. Transformers for Continuous Service.—The
temperature rise should not exceed 50° C. in elec-

tric circuits, by resistance, and in other parts by
thermometer.

284. Transformers for Intermittent Service.—In

the case of transformers intended for intermittent

service, or not operating continuously at rated load

but continuously in circuit, as in the ordinary case

of lighting transformers, the temperature elevation

above the surrounding air temperature should not
e.xceed 50° C. by resistance in electric circuits and
by thermometer in other parts after the period cor-

responding to the term of rated load. In this

instance the test load should not be applied until

the transformer has been in circuit for a sufficient

time to attain the temperature elevation due to

core loss. With transformers for commercial light-

ing the duration of the rated-load test may be taken

as three hours unless otherwise specified.

285. Reactors, induction and magneto regulators

—

electric circuits by resistance and other parts by
thermometer, 50° C.

286. Large Apparatus.—Large generators, motors,

transformers or other apparatus in which reliabil-

ity and reserve overload capacity are important are

frequently specified not to rise in temperature more
than 40° C. under rated load and 55° C. at rated

OA'erload. It is, however, ordinarily undesirable to

specify lower temperature ekvation than 40* C. at

rated load, measured as above.

287. In rheostats, heaters and other electrother-

mal apparatus no combustible or inflammable part

or material, or portion hable to come in contact

with such material, should rise more than 50° C.

above the surrounding air under the service con-

ditions for which it is designed.

288. Parts of Rheostats.—Parts of rheostats and
similar apparatus rising in temperature, under the

specified service conditions, more than 50° C,
should not contain any combustible material, and
should be arranged or installed in such a manner
that neither they nor the hot air issuing from them
can come in contact with combustible material.

H. Overload Capacities.

293. Performance with Overload.—All apparatus

should be able to carry the overload hereinafter

specified without serious injury by heating, sparking,

mechanical weakness, etc., and with an additional

temperature rise not exceeding 15° C. above those

specified for rated loads, the overload being applied
^

after the apparatus has acquired the temperature
^

corresponding to rated-lgad continuous operation.

Rheostats to which no temperature rise limits are

attached are naturally exempt from this additional

temperature rise of 15° C. under overload specified

in these rules.

294. Normal Conditions.—Overload guarantees

should refer to normal conditions of operation re-

garding speed, frequency, voltage, etc., and to non-
inductive conditions in alternating apparatus, except

where a phase displacement is inherent in the ap-

paratus.

295. Overload Capacities Recommended.—The fol-

lowing overload capacities are recommended

:

296. Generators.—Direct-current generators and
alternating-current generators, 25 per cent, for two
hours.

297. Motors.—Direct-current motors, induction

motors and synchronous motors, not including rail-

way and other motors intended for intermittent

service, 25 per cent, for two hours and 50 per

cent, for one minute.

298. Converters.—Synchronous converters, 25 per
cent, for two hours, 50 per cent, for one-half hour.

299. Transformers and Rectifiers.—Constant-poten-

tial transformers and rectifiers, 25 per cent, for two
hours, except in transformers connected to ap-

paratus for which a different overload is guaran-
teed, in which case the same guarantees shall apply

for the transformers as for the apparatus con-

nected thereto.

300. Exciters.—Exciters of alternators and other

synchronous machines, 10 per cent, more overload
than is required for the excitation of the synchro-

nous machine at its guaranteed overload and for tht

same period of time. All exciters of alternating-

current, single-phase or polyphase generators should
be able to give at rated speed sufficient voltage

and current to excite the alternator at the rated

speed to the full-load terminal voltage at the rated

output in kilovolt-amperes and with 50 per cent,

power factor.

301. A continuous-service rheostat, such as an
armature or field-regulating rheostat, should he ca-

pable of carrying without injury for two hours a

current 25 per cent, greater than that at which it is

rated. Tt should also be capable of carrying for

one minute a current 50 per cent, greater than its

rated-load current without injury. This excess of

cap.acity is intended for testing purposes only, and
this margin of capacity should not be relied upon
in the selection of the rheostat.

302. -An intermittent service or motor-starting

rheostat is used for starting a motor from rest and
accelerating it to rated speed. Unrlcr ordinary con-

tlitions of ser\*ice ,'ind unless expressly slated other-

wise a motor is assumed to start in 15 seconds

and with 150 per cent, of rated current strength.
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A jiiotor slnrtiT slioiilil hv. capable of starting I'h:

iiiotor iinikT ihcsu conditions once every four niin-

iiles for one hour.

y>X I liis test may be carried out either by start-

ing ilie motor at fonr-minnte intervals or by phicing

till' starter at normal temperalnre across Ibe maxi-
nmm voltage foi- wliicli it is Mtarked anil moving
the lever uniformly antl gradually from the first

111 the last position duriuK a period of 15 seconds,

the current beiny maintained substaiuially constant

at said 50 per cent, excess l)y intrcjducing resist-

ance in series or by other suitable means.

304. Cither rheostats for intermittent service are

employed under such special and varied conditions

that no general rules are applicable to them.

\'oi.T.\ra:s .\nm) Frkquencies.

A. Voltages.

.105. Direct-current Generators.— In direct-current,

l.iw-volt.-igc generators the following average ter-

minal voltages are in general use and arc recom-
MU'uded

;

IJ5 volts. 250 volts. 550 to 600' volts.

306. Low-voltage Circuits.—In direct-current and
.-dternating-current, low-voltage circuits, the follow-

ing average terminal voltages are in general use

and are reconmiended :

110 volts. 220 volts.

307. Primary Distribution Circuits.—In alternat-

ing-current, constant-potential, primary distribution

circuits an average voltage of 2,200 volts, with step-

down transformer ratios i/io and 1/20, is in gen-
eral use and is recommended.

308. Transmission Circuits.—In alternating-current

constant-potential transmission circuits the follow-

ing average voltages arc recommended

:

6,(100, 11,000, 22,000, 33.000, 44,000, 66,coo, 88,000.

309. Transformer Ratio.—It is recommended that

the standard transformer ratios should be such as

to transform between the standard voltages above
named. The ratio will therefore usually be an

exact multiple of S or 10, e. g., 2,200 to 11,000;

2,200 to 44,000.

310. Range in Voltage.—In alternating-current

generators, or generating systems, a range of ter-

minal voltage should be provided from rated volt-

age at no load to 10 per cent, in excess thereof to
_

cover drop in transmission. If a greater range
than 10 per cent, is specified, the generator should

be considered as special.

B. Frequencies.

311. In alternating-current circuits the following

frequencies are standard

:

25 cycles. 60 cycles.

312. These frequencies are already in extensive

use and it is deemed advisable to adhere to them
as closely as possible.

Gener.^l Recommend.\tions.

313. Name Plates.—All electrical apparatus should

be provided with a name plate giving the manufac-
turer's name, the voltage and the current in am-
peres for which it is designed. Where practicable

the kilowatt capacity, character of current, speed,

frequency, type, designation and serial number
should be added.

314. Diagrams of Connections.—All electrical ap-

paratus wdien leaving the factory should be accom-
panied by a diagram showing the electrical connec-

tions and the relation of the different parts in suf-

ficient detail to give the necessary information for

proper installation.

315. Rheostat Data.—Every rheostat should be

clearly and permanently marked ^vith the voltage

and amperes, or range of amperes, for which it is

designed.

316. Colored Indicating Lights.—When using col-

ored indicating lights on switchboards, red should

denote danger, such as "switch closed," or "circuit

alive;" green should denote safety, such as "switch

open" or "circuit dead."

317. When white lights are used a light turned

on should denote danger, such as "switch closed"

or "circuit alive," while the light out should denote

safety, such as "switch open" or "circuit dead."

Low-efficiency lamps should be used.

318. The use of colored lights is recommended
as safer than white lights.

319.' Grounding Metal Work.—It is desirable that

all metal work near high-potential circuits be
grounded.

320. Circuit-opening Devices.—The following defi-

nitions are recommended

:

321. A circuit-breaker is an apparatus for break-
ing a circuit at the highest current which it may
be called upon to carry.

322. A disconnecting switch is an apparatus de-
signed to open a circuit only when carrying little

or no current.

323. An automatic circuit-breaker is an apparatus
for breaking a circuit automatically under an ex-
cessive strength of current. It should be capable

of breaking the circuit repeatedly at rated voltage

and at the maximum -current which it may be called

upon to carry.

Appendices .^nd Tabular Data.

Appendix C. Photometry and Lamps.

341. Candlepower.—The luminous intensity of

sources of light is expressed in candlepow^er. The
unit of candlepower should be derived from the

standar<ls maintained by the National Bureau of

Standards at Washington, D. C, which standard
unit of candlepower eipials 100/8K of llie Hefner
nnit under Keichsanstall standard conditions for

the Hefner. In practical measurements seasoned
and carefully standardised incandescent lamps are

more reliable and accurate than the primary stand-

ard.

342. Candle l.iimeii.—The total (lux of light from
a source is equal to its mean spherical intensity

inultiplieil by 4 a-. The unit of (lux is called the

I

candle lumen. A candle lumen is the —ih part of

the total (lux of light emitted by a source having
a mean spherical intensity of one candlepower.

343. Candle Meter.—The unit of illumination is

the c.indle meter. This is the normal illumination

produced by one unit' of candlepower at a distance

of one meter.

344. a. Candle-foot.—Illumination is qccasion.ally

expressed in candle-feet. A candle-foot is the nor-

mal illumination produced by one unit of candle-

power at a distance of one foot.

345. I candle-foot = 10.764 candle meters.
The use of the candle-meter imit is preferable

and is recommended.
346. The efTiciency of electric lamps is properly

stated in terms of mean spherical candlepower per
watt at lamp terminals. This use of the term
efficiency is to be considered as special and not to

be confused with the generally accepted definition

of efificiency in section 85.

347. a. Efliciency, Auxiliary Devices.—In illumi-

nants requiring auxiliary power-consuming devices
outside of the luminous body, such as steadying
resistances in constant potential arc lamps, a dis-

tinction should be made between the net efficiency

of the luminous source and the gross efficiency of
the lamp. This distinction should always be stated.

The gross efficiency should include the power 'con-
sumed in the auxiliary resistance, etc. The net
efficiency should, however, include the power con-
sumed in the controlling mechanism of the lamp
itself. Comparison between such sources . of light

should be made on the basis of gross efficiency,

since the power consumed in the auxiliary device
is essential to the operation.

348. b. A standard circuit voltage of no volts, or
multiple thereof, may be assumed, except where ex-
pressly stated otherwise.

,

349. Watts per Candle.—The specific consumption
of an electric lamp is its watt consumption per
mean spherical candlepower. "Watts per candle"
is the term used commercially in connection with
incandescent lamps and denotes watts per mean
horizontal candlepow^er.

350. Photometric tests in which the results are

stated in candlepower should always be made at

such a distance from the source of light that the
latter may be regarded as practically a point.

Where tests are made at shorter distances, as, for
example, in ' the measurement of lamps with re-

flectors, the results should always be given as
"apparent candlepower" at the distance employed,
which distance should always be specifically stated.

351. Basis for Comparison.—Either the total flux

of light in candle lumens or the mean spherical

candlepower should always be used as the basis for
comparing various luminous sources with each
other, unless there is a clear understanding or state-

ment to the contrary.

352. Incandescent Lamps, Rating.—It is custom-
ary to rate incandescent lamps on the basis of their
mean horizontal candlepower, but in comparing in-

candescent lamps in which the relative distribution

of luminous intensity differs the comparison should
be based on their total flux of light measured in

lumens, or on their mean spherical candlepower.
353. The spherical reduction factor of a lamp

mean spherical candlepower

mean horizontal candlepower

354. The total flux of light in candle lumens
emitted by a lamp= 4 77 X mean horizontal candle-

power X spherical reduction factor.

355. The spherical reduction factor should only be
used when properly determined for the particular

type and characteristics of each lamp. The spher-
ical reduction factor permits of substantially ac-

curate comparisons being made between the mean
spherical candlepowers of ditrerent types of incan-

descent lamps and may be used in the absence of

proper facilities for direct measurement of mean
spherical intensity.

356. "Reading Distance."—Where standard pho-
tometric measurements are impracticable, approxi-
mate measurements of illuminants such as street

lamps may be made by comparing their "reading
distances," i. e.. by determining alternately the dis-

tances at w^hich an ordinary- size of reading print

can just be read b\' the same person or persons
when all other light is screened. The angle below
the horizontal at which the measurement is made
should be specified w^hen it exceeds 15 degrees.

2,^y. In comparing different luminous sources not
only should their candlepower be compared but also

their relative form, intrinsic brilliancj', distribution

of illumination and character of light.

Peoria is exhibiting much electrical activity^ at

present, including elaborate underground work.

Great Britain Ratifies Wlrelecs Con-
vention.

(I'rom tile (.'jiidon corrcfl.ioiKlriit ut llic Wr6trrii tCtpclrlciaii.)

The main points of Interest about the report of

the commillee of tile House of Commons wliieh

has been considering the desirability or otherwise

of Great Britain adhcriiiK to the wireless conven-

tion slKticd in Berlin on November 3, 1906, arc that

it is presented with a majority of one; that it un-
conditionally recommends adherence to the conven-
tion, and its unhesitating disagreement with all the
arKimients put forward by the Marconi Wireless
TelcRra|)li Conipany. In other words, the report
expresses complete satisfaction with the evidence
and arguments of the official delegates, and the
committee has been profoundly impressed by an
insl.-tnce mentioned by the representative of Lloyds',
in which the refusal of a Marconi fitted ship to
intercommunicate with a ship fitted with the De
Forest apparatus might have entailed serious conse-
quences at the time to Atlantic shipping.

.As I have intimated in notes from time to time,
it has been a case of the Marconi Company versus
all government departments, Lloyds' and one ship-
ping comp.any. But the committee without much
demur put the interests of the nation and its com-
merce far above that of the Marconi Company and
adopts the view of the official delegates in tolo.
with the reservation contained in the last para-
graph of its remarks upon the position of the Mar-
coni Company.
To quote in part from the committee's remarks

;

"The M'arconi Company, the only opponent to the
convention which has appeared before the commit-
tee, cannot be regarded as having any claim to a
monopoly of wireless telegraphy; although,, under
present conditions, they have secured what amounts
to something approaching a monopoly in respect
of Great Britain, Italy and Canada. As regards
Great Britain, the position is due to the fact that
for various reasons, and pending a settlement of
the policy to be finally adopted, the postmaster-
general has hitherto refrained from issuing licenses
for competing stations on the south coast of Eng-
land and Ireland. Had the Marconi system been
the only one in existence there would still have
been necessity for regulations for the proper work-
ing of the system through inter-governmental con-
trol, but this necessity becomes accentuated by the
existence of other systems with stations working
throughout the world."
"The Marconi Company contends that an obli-

gation of compulsory intercommunication between
different systems, under an international conven-
tion, must result in an infringement of the patent
rights, and therefore that the expression in the
postoffice agreement 'without prejudice to its pat-
ent right,' continues to put the company in a supe-
rior position throughout the period of the agree-
ment to any arrangement, international or other-
wise, involving intercommunication that may, during
that period, be brought into force. This contention
may or may not be found sound in a court of law.
and the committee feels precluded, therefore, from
e-xpressing any opinion upon it ; but it appears ob-
viously inconsistent with the intention of the par-
ties when making the agreement."

"There appears to be little doubt, from the evi-
dence placed before the committee, that even if

Great Britain declines to ratify the convention the
other powers will do so. Assuming that the Mar-
coni Company maintained the .poHcy of non-inter-
communication, the result would be that, under
articles i, 2 and 3 of the convention, Marconi ap-
paratus w-ould have to be removed from all ships
and stations belonging to signatory nations, thus
seriously diminishing the scope and effectiveness of
the Marconi organization on which the company-
lays so much stress. On the other hand, if Great
Britain were to ratify, and if, as a consequence,
the company abandoned the policy of non-inter-
communication, there would be no necessity for this

removal."
In reviewing the relations of the government with

the Marconi Company, two points stand out espe-
cially clear in the light of subsequent events: (i)
If at the time wdien the postoffice was giving to
Mr. Marconi effective assistance the government
had thought it expedient to secure a right of pre-
emption of his invention and patents, an enterprise
of national Importance would have been prevented
from passing into the hands of a private company
and subsequent difficulties might have been avoided.

(2) The fact that the postofiice has largely re-

frained from issuing licenses to other companies
has given the M'arconi Company something ap-
proaching a monopoly during an important period
and may therefore have encouraged its dreams of a
general monopoly.
From the evidence placed before them the com-

mittee sees no reason to apprehend that the obli-

gations of the convention, if faithfully carried out

by all concerned, will prove injurious to the.!Mar-

coni Company. If. on the other hand, it is found
by practical experience that the Marconi Company
is mjuriously affected, the committee recommends
that it should be treated w-ith a generous consid-

eration quite irrespective of and without prejudice

to its legal position.

In all cases of legislation in the public interest.
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and where damage can be shown to accrue to pri-

vate interests, something in the nature of com-
pensation is and should be granted. In this case

the committee is not of the opinion that the Mar-
coni Company can found an equitable claim upon
the terms of its agreement with tlte postoffice.

But in vie\v of the particular circiunstances of the

case the committee recommends that, provided the

Marconi Company loyally co-operates in carrying

out the convention and the policy which it repre-

sents, and in the event of its being shown, under
proper conditions of audit, that the Marconi Com-
pany during the transition period under the new
conditions brought about by the convention has

suffered diminution of business at its British sta-

tions, it should he granted compensation for a

period of three years from the day of the conven-

tion coming into operation, and that the compensa-

tion should be based upon a comparison with the

average annual net traffic receipts from its British

stations during the three years preceding ratification.

Lightning and Lightning Protection.

By Ch..\rles p. Steinmetz.

Part II.

II.

—

Lightning in Electric Circuits.

Of greatest importance to an electrical engineer

are the high-potential phenomena produced in elec-

tric circuits by atmospheric lightning as well as

by other causes, frequently internal to the circuit,

which gives similar or the same effects to such

an extent that it has become customary when deal-

ing with electric circuits to distinguish between

external or atmospheric lightning and internal

lightning as caused by electric circuit disturbances

or defects, 5uch as sudden changes of load, arcing

ground, etc.

While a very large amount of data on high-po-

tential phenoinena in electric circuits has accumu-
lated, the possible variety of phenomena is so great

that an intelligent understanding of the phenomena,
as it is required for effective protection of the cir-

cuits, is feasible only by a theoretical investigation

of the high-potential phenomena which may be ex-

pected in electric circuits and a comparison thereof

with the observed effects.

In general the high-potential phenomena possible

in electric circuits are the same three classes of

phenomena which can occur in any medium, as a

body of water, which is the seat of energy.

1. Steady electrostatic stress, that is, a gradual

rise of potential of the total circuit against ground
until a discharge occurs somewhere; just as in

a body of water, as a river, the pressure, that is,

the water level, may gradually rise until it breaks

through the embankment.
2. Impulses, or traveling waves, similar to the

ocean waves rolling over the surface of the water.

3. Standing waves, or oscillations or surges, sirn-

ilar to the oscillation of a tuning fork or a violin

string.

A more extended discussion on the three forms

of electric disturbances and their causes I have

given in a recent paper before the American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers, "Lightning Phenom-
ena in Electric Circuits." (See Western Electrician

of April 6, 1907.)

Steady electrostatic stress obviously can occur

only where the circuit is very well
'
insulated from

the' ground, but not in a ground circuit, as low-

voltage circuits usually are, and such static stresses

can be eliminated by a permanent leak, that is, a

high-resistance connection between the circuit and

the ground.
As sources of impulses or traveling waves only

two characteristic phenomena may be considered

here—the lightning flash, or induction by the clouds,

as external, and the arcing ground as internal

cause.

Assuming a thunder cloud to pass over the line,

the ground below the cloud then assumes an elec-

trostatic charge corresponding to the opposite

charge of the cloud. The transmission line, as

part of the ground, so also assumes a static charge

higher than that of the ground, since it projects

above it. Any equalization of the potential dis-

tribution in the cloud by a lightning flash, as

shown in the foregoing, requires a change in the

electrostatic charge of the line corresponding to

the changed potential difference between ground
and cloud above the ground, and the static charge
-SO set free on the line rushes as impulse or wave
along the line. The wave shape of such impulses
induced by cloud discharges is in general not a

smooth sine wave, but may be very irregular. Dur-
ing the c*qualization of the cloud potential by the
lightning (lash the potential difference against ground
of the part of the cloud above the electric circuit

may vary in almost any conceivable manner, so
giving rise to very different wave shapes of the
impulses. So some impulses may rise very rapidly
with CNtrcmcIy steep wave front and slowly die
down. Others may rise slowly, then suddenly fall

and reverse, or a scries of oscillations may occur
in the impulse, etc. If the lightning flash is paral-
lel with the line simultaneous impulses of different
directions may be produced, corresponding to the
different directions of the potential gradient in
the different parts of lightning flash, and these
waves, of different directions, intensity and wave
length traveling over each other then prorlucc a
vcr>- complex system of phenomena. So, for in-

stance, by the interference of two impulses of nearly
equal wave length, moving in opposite directions,
a high-voltage point may be produced, traveling
slowly along the line and visible to the eye as
luminous streak.

The frequencies of tiiese impulses are those cor-
responding to the frequencies of cloud discharge,
that is, of the magnitude of hundred thousands of
cycles per second. With the velocity of light

—

i88,coo miles per second—they travel along the line

until they gradually fade out by the dissipation of
their energy, or are reflected at an open end of
the line or at the entrance to the station are
broken up by partial reflection in reactances and
interference between the reflected waves, the in-

coming waves and the waves passing over the
reactances, and so give rise to systems of standing
waves or oscillation^ similar as an ocean wave
rolling onto a sloping beach breaks up into surf.

Where a traveling wave is reflected the combina-
tion of the reflected wave and the incoming wave
produces a standing wave or oscillation, that is, a
wave in which the voltage maxima and the zero
points or nodes have fixed positions on the line.

By superposition of the wave maxima of incom-
ing and reflected wave the standing wave rises

to a maximum double that of the traveling wave.
Where different oscillations or standing waves su-
perimpose upon each other their maxima subtract
at some places and add at others, and so again
double the voltage, that is, a traveling wave or
impulse breaking up into systems of oscillations at

a station doubles and quadruples the potential, so
that a traveling wave of moderate potential may
cause dangerous voltages when breaking up into
oscillations just as in the ocean surf the waves

.

rise to far greater heights than in the rolling ocean
wave before it reaches the beach.

If we consider that the impulses traveling along
the line are not sine waves, but of very irregular
shape, that is, can be considered as consisting of a
fundamental of some hundred thousand cycles, and
numerous higher harmonics of still greater fre-

quency, and each of the components when breaking
at the station gives rise to a set of oscillations at
every interference point, that is, at every react-
ance, the complexity of the "phenomenon can be
imagined.

Since -the equalization of cloud potential usually

occurs by a series of successive discharges in short

intervals, a small fraction of a second, and each
discharge gives rise to an impulse in the line, and
so a system O-f oscillations at the station, wdiatever
protective device is used, must restore itself in-

stantly after a discharge so as to receive the next
following discharge. Any device depending on
mechanical motion to restore itself after a discharge
to operative position so fails to protect when a
series of discharges follow each other in very rapid
succession as discussed above.

Traveling waves very similar in character to those

due to induction from the clouds, but frequently of

far greater volume, sometimes occur in an electric

circuit from internal causes, as arcing grounds or
spark discharges.

Let, for instance, in an insulated underground
cable system a spark occur between one of the

conductors and the grounded cable armor, through
a weak spot in the insulation, as a faulty joint or

a cable bell. Normally a potential difference exists

between the cable conductor and the ground, equal

to the Y potential of the system, and so an elec-

trostatic charge on the conductor corresponding
thereto. A spark passing between conductor and
ground connects it to ground, and the charge of
the conductor so passes over the spark as arc to

ground. As soon, however, as the conductor is

discharged and at ground potential the arc between
conductor and ground ceases, since there' is no volt-

age left to maintain it, and so the conductor dis-

connects from groimd. The conductor then charges
itself again to its normal Y potential and during
the inrush of the charge, momentarily the potential

builds up to double voltage. Thereby a spark
again passes between conductor and ground, dis-

charges it again, opens after discharge, again causes
a spark to pass, etc.

So a series of' successive sparks occur between
conductor and ground, discharging the conductor by
currents, which momentarily rise to very high val-

ues, the discharge current of the capacity of the

conductor against ground over a path of practically

no resistance. Each spark discharge sends out an
impulse or traveling wave, and so a spark dis-

charge between conductor and cable armor, or in

the same manner an arcing ground on an overhead
transmission line, as, for instance, caused by a
broken insulator, produces a continuous series of
impulses or traveling waves which follow each
other with the rapidity of charge and flischargc
of the cable or the line, that is, many thousands
per second, and so give what has been called a re-
current surge. In a long-distance transmission line

the fre(|uency o,f -the recurrent surge usually is

somewhat lower than an underground cable system,
hut still thousands of impulses per second.

It Is interesting to note that no lightning arrester

in connuurcial service today protects against such
a recurrent surge, hut with such a recurrent surge
discharging over the lightning arrester it very
rafiidly destroys itself, usually by conflagration, and
where the lightning arrester is not destroyed by the
recurrent surge it is because the discharge voltage
is higher than the surge voltage, that is, the ar-

rester does not discharge the surge but lets it pass
into the station, or, in other words, does not pro-
tect the station, but is inoperative.
The frequency of oscillations occurring in electric

circuit varies over an enormous range—from low-
frequencies very little above alternator frequency
up to hundreds of millions of cycles per second—
and the effect of the oscillations in the system so
varies accordingly from the relatively harmless
static displays, brush discharges, streamers, sparks,
etc., of extremely high frequencies down to the
disastrous high-power low-frequency short-circuit
oscillation, in which, even in io,oco-volt systems,
currents of many thousands of amperes may surge,
which voltages approaching 100,000 and with which
no protective device can cope which does not have
unlimited discharge capacity, that is, contains no
resistance whatever in the discharge path.

III. Lightning Protection of Electric Circuits.

From the preceding considerations it follows that
the problem of protecting electric circuits from
lightning is two-fold,

I. To guard against high-potential disturbances
entering the circuit from the outside or originating
in the circuit.

2 To discharge harmlessly to ground whatever
high-voltage phenomena may appear in the circuit.
From atmospheric electric disturbances complete

protection can be secured by putting the circuit
underground, or, where this is not feasible, to put
the ground over the electric circuit. This means
the use of grounded overhead wires. The overhead
ground wires so protect the circuit the more com-
pletely the more they realize a complete shield inter-
posed between line and sky. While complete pro-
tection thus would require a system or network
of grounded conductors above, beside and also
below the transmission line, verv good protection in
most cases is secured by a single ground wire of
good conductivity installed well above the line, and
my opinion is that in no place of an electric trans-
mission can money be more efficiently spent than
in securing good overhead ground-wire protection
To guard against the appearance of internal light-

ning requires constant watchfulness in the design
construction and operation of the system to avoid
.all conditions which may lead to the formation of
oscillating arcs. Thus poor contacts, loose joints
masses of insulated metal near high.potential con-
ductors, etc., should be carefully avoided.
The disturbances wdiich have to be taken care of

by the lightning arresters proper are steady ac-
cumulation of static pressure, impulses or traveling
waves, and oscillations or surges, occurring singly
or in groups, and of frequencies varying between
many millions of cycles and ordinary machine fre-
quencies, and recurrent surges, that is, impulses and
oscillations, usually of bigh frequency, following
each other in very rapid succession, usually thou-
sands per second.

It is necessary that the discharge over the light-
ning arrester should occur with the least possible
disturbance to the system, that is, the discharge
current should be as small as permissible without
causing a voltage rise due to the resistance of the
discharge path. At the same time the protective
devices must be able to discharge practically unlim-
ited currents, that is, currents of the magnitude ofthe momentary short-circuit current of the system
this obviously requires that the protective devices
should have no appreciable resistance in the dis-charge path. Any lightning arrester containing
series resistance obviouslv fails to protect as soon
as the discharge current is so large that the ohmicdrop across the resistance becomes serious, and themaximum discharge current, which may occur is
he short-circuit current of the system, that is ex-tremely large.

'
"

Three t.vpes of protective devices are at present
available.

A. The circuit is connected to ground by a sin-
gle spark-gap set for a voltage exceeding the nor-
mal operating voltage by a safe margin: this is
the so-called horn-gap, or goat-horn lightning ar-
rester. As soon as the voltage rises beyond the
value of which the spark-gap is set it discharges
and the system is short-circuited to ground until
the arc rises and gradually blows itself out. As
this requires an appreciable time, motors and con-
verters have usually dropped out of step and the
generators broken .synchronism, that is, the system
is shut down and has to be started up again.
This type of protection therefore is not particu-

larly favored in systems which require reasonable
continuity of service, hut if used is considered
rather as emergency device in addition to other
arresters and then adjusted for much higher dis-
charge voltage,

A reduction of the current over the horn gap
by series resistance is not permissible, since it

correspondingly reduces the protective value, as
explained above, and the arrester ceases to protect
against a high-power surge. While such surges
are relatively infrequent, their destructivcness is

such that protection against them is especially
needed. Fuses in series with the horn-gap, if

they open slowly, would still shut down the .sys-

tem, .-ind if coming very rapidly the shock of the
explosive opening of the fuse on the short-circuit
current of the -system may be disastrous. Obviously
the use of Scries fuses requires a multiplicity of
spark-gaps to give conlimiily of protection.

B. The type of lightning arrester now almost
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iinivc:rs:illy used i» tlu' iiiulli-Ka|i .iiu-^Ki, which

sliiiil-circuils Ihe sysU'Hi fur mu' li;ilf wjivc only.

II oMisisIs of ;i large iiunihcr of spark-Raps in

seriis with cacli nlhcr helwccn niclal cylinders. As
now dcsiKncd dilTerent sections of the gap are

shuMleil willi dilTcrent resistances for the purpose

of alTorclin^; e(|ual prutecliun aKainsl all freipien-

eies and adjusting nntoniatic;illy tile resistance of

the discharge path to the volume of the discharge,

as, for instance, discharge slow accmnnlations of

potential over a very high resistance, short-circuit

surges over a path of zero resistance, and so i)ass

a discliarge with the niininium shocU on the sys-

tem. The operation of the nuilti-gap, which, hy

the vv,ay, is suitable oidy for alterii;Jing-current

.systems, depends on the non-arcing character of

certain metals. Metals of low-hoiling point, as

mercury or zinc, cannot maintain an alternating-

current arc, but the arc goes out when at the end

of the half wave, the current falls to zero,^ and a

very much higher voltage is required to again start

an arc for the next half wave. (See paper in

histitute Trans.actions for igo6, "Light and Illumi-

nation.")

A short-circuit on the system for a fraction of

a half wave docs not interfere with the operation of

synchronous apparatus, that is. the operation of the

system is not affected by a discharge over the

multi-gap arrester.

In a large system the short-circuit current is very
considerable, its power, and so the heating cfTcct

produced by it, enormous. The energy, and so the

licat produced by the short-circuit current during

the fraction of the half wave while the discharge

over the multi-gap arrester lasts, is moderate, due
to its very short duration, and can easily be ab-

sorbed and radiated by the arrester, so that even if

lightning discharges rapidly follow each other for

some time they can be taken care of by the arrester

with moderate temperature- rise, as during a vicious

thunderstorm in which lightning flashes succeed

each other practically continuously, several per sec-

ond. Each discharge causes a short-circuit over the

Hghtning arrester, varying in duration from nearly

a half wave, if the discharge occurs at the begin-

ning of a half wave, to practically nothing if the

discharge takes place near the end of a half wave;
that is, in average, for one-half of one half wave,

or 1/240 second in a 6o-cycle system. Therefore

two to three lightning discharges per second would
short-circuit the system over the multi-gap arrester

onlv for one per cent, of the total time, and the

heating effect caused by a short-circuit during one

per cent, of the time can be taken care of by the

arrester for a considerable period.

Let us see, however, what happens to the multi-

gap lightning arrester in case of the appearance

of a recurrent surge as an arcing ground, that is,

discharges following each other in rapid succession,

as thousands per second. The first discharge pass-

ing over the lightning arrester short-circuits the

SN'stem for the rest of the half wave and at the

end of the half wave the arrester functions prop-

erly, that is, opens the circuit. At the next mo-
ment, however, at the beginning of the next half

wave the next oscillation of the recurrent surge

again discharges over the arrester and so again

short-circuits. That is. with a recurrent surge the

multi-gap arrester at the end of every half wave
opens the circuit: at the beginning of the next half

wave the next oscillation of the recurrent surge

short-circuits again.

As far as the effect on tlie operation of the sys-

tem and the heating of the arrester is concerned, a

recurrent surge so causes a permanent short-circuit

on the system, except that at the beginning of e\-ery

half wave for a short period the circuit is opened

and free for the appearance of disruptive voltages

elsewhere, and so apparently, simultaneous with

the short-circuit, destructive high potentials may
appear in the system. The heating effect of the

short-circuit current, wdiich occurs at eveiy half

wave, rapidly destroys the arrester. In such cases

to save the arrester it is customary to insert a

series of auxiliary gaps, which are thrown in by

the blowing of a fuse shunting them and raise the

discharge voltage of the arrester so that the recur-

rent surge does not pass over it. ft is obvious that

in this case the arrester ceases to protect the sys-

tem against the recurrent surge, but if left in cir-

cuit the destruction of the arrester would put it out

of operation anyway.
It is obvious now that no lightning arrester

wdiich functions by short-circuiting the system for

the rest of the half w-ave during wdiich a discharge

occurs can take care of and protect against a recur-

rent surge, since the proper functioning of the ar-

rester, with a recurrent surge, represents a per-

manent short-circuit on the system over the arrester,

and so a destruction of the arrester, no matter

whose make it may have been, and a shutdown of

the system.

C. To take care of a recurrent surge a protective

device would thus be required which does not short-

circuit the system even for one half wave, but

which never allows the normal voltage of the Sys-

tem to pass a current over the arrester but acts as

a short-circuit for any excess voltage above the

normal voltage. The possibility of such a device

we can understand by considering the effect, which,

in a di/ect-current circuit, a storage battery would
have when shunted between the circuit and the

Sroiind. Assume, for insi.m. ., m a joo-voU (rol-

ley circuit a 500-volt .storage battery of very low

capacity, that is, negliKihlc internal resistance per-

manently connected between line and groiinil. \Vilh

the normal line potenlial of 500 volts, no current

will pass over the battery to grmniil, exce|)l llie

very small current required to niainlain the hallery

chargeil. No rise of voltage could occur, however,

in the system of liglilning or any other cause, since

any voltage above 500 volts, the connler eleclronio-

live force of Ihe battery, would be short-circuited

to ground Ihrougli the battery, and such a battery

so would give perfect protection against any high-

voltage disturbances in the system. In the case of a

recurrent surge the current discharging over the

battery would he the short-circuit current of the

excess' voltage, that is, the .surge potential, and the

heating ctTect of this current is negligible, since

high-potential high-frequency phenomena are of

limited power and especially of limited current as

condenser discharges.

A storage battery obviously is not suitable for

alternating current and would not be practical in

any case, as it re<|uires a cell for every two volts.

The same effect, however, is produced at a much
higher voltage in an alternating-current circuit by

the aluminum cell. If such a cell, consisting of two
aluminum plates in certain electrolytes, is exposed

to an alternating vcdtage a film forms on the

alumimmi plates which holds hack the impressed

voltage, that is, .acts like a counter electromotive

force, so that practically no current passes the cell,

or only the small current required to maintain the

film, of a magnitude of about o.oi ampere per

square inch plate surface, while for any sudden
rise of voltage the cell acts as a short-circuit for

the excess voltage. Over the storage battery the

aluminum cell has the advantage of higher voltage.

.A. single cell can take care of 500 or even 600
volts. Also it does not have a fixed counter elec-

tromotive fo'rce but a counter electromotive force

which adjusts itself to equality with the impressed
voltage at any value up to about 600 volts per cell.

Assume, for instance, an aluminum cell connected
across an alternating eleetr.omotive force of 300
volts. With the film formed a negligible current

passes through the cell, for instance, one-quarter of

an ampere, maintaining the integrity of the film.

If now the voltage is suddenly raised to 330 volts,

in the first moment the cell acts as a short-circuit

of the excess voltage, in this case 30 volts, and for
an instant a very large current, possibly hundreds
of amperes, if the supply source is capable of giv-

ing such current, rushes through the cell. This
current very rapidly decreases by the film of the
aluminum plates forming for higher voltage, so

that in a few seconds the current is already small,

and in a few minutes again the normal current of

one-quarter ampere passes, but now at 330 volts

impressed, and the film has formed to a ' counter
electromotive force equal to this higher voltage,

probably has thickened.

If now we again lower the voltage suddenly to

300, in the first moment the current in the cell

practically disappears and then gradually rises

again, and after a few minutes is again normal at

one-quarter ampere, that is, the film has built down
again to 3C0 volts, fn this inanner the aluminum
cell adjusts its counter electromotive force to

changes of impressed voltage by the film building

up or building down.
This adjustment, for moderate voltage variation,

as may be expected when ^arying the generator
voltage of the system, is quite rapid, most of the
change occurring within less than a second, but
still is extremely slow compared with the rapidity

of lightning phenomena, and for lightning phenom-
ena the aluminum cell so acts as a short-circuit of

the excess voltage above the normal machine volt-

age. Thus the recurrent surge, with a system of

aluminum cells in series with one another con-

nected directly across the circuit, cannot " produce
any rise of voltage but the excess voltage over the

normal, or the surge potential, is short-circuited

through the aluminum cell, so causing a- small in-

crease of the current in the cells by the super-

position of the high-frequency surge current over

the normal leakage current of the cell, but no rise

of voltage.

Since the recurrent oscillations are intermittent,

obviously the film of the aluminum cells cannot
build up to their voltage, but remain correspond-

ing to the machine voltage, that is, the aluminum
cell can permanently discharge a recurrent surge

without any short-circuit of the main voltage or

any disturbance on the system.

Very great difficulties had to be overcome in the

development of the aluminum arrester, and great
credit is due to Professor Creighton for this work.
For instance, while very many electrolytes are avail-

able for an aluminum cell intended for temporary
service, it was difficult to find an electrolyte where
permanence of the aluminum cell during continuous
9peration for a long time is required. When con-

nected permanently in circuit, that is, without spark-

gap, as necessary to give effective protection, a

small leading current continuously passes through

the cell, and the heat produced by this current must
be dissipated, so requiring an entirely different con-

struction from an aluminum cell for intermittent

service. By not connecting the aluminum cells con-

tinuously into circuit but connecting them through

a filiigle spark-Rap, or nuiillrgap, the arrester can

lie made very nmcli smaller and so cheaper, bince

it carries current onW (hiring Ihe dijicliargc. In this

case, however, the film, foljriwing its cliaraclerlstic

of .idjusling itself to the impressed voltage, which

in tile case of scries .spark-gaps is zero, gradually

dissolves, anil the first ilischarge then finds the

aliiininnm cell practically without film, Ih.'il in, the

ilischargc is a half wave sliorl-eircuit, just as in

the nuiltl-gai), so thai Ihe arrester is usually de-

stroyed by a recurrent surge, hence offers no par-

ticular .siipcriorily over the standard niulli-gap

arrester.

It Is inlercsthig to observe that in an electrical

system the aluminmn cell exerts a similar effect

on the voltage as in a mechanical system the fly-

wheel exerts on the speed. The aluminum cell

neither lowers nor raises the voltage, but adjusts

itself to any voltage given by the generator, hut

it does not permit any rapid change or sudden

pulsation of the voltage, but evens out all fiuclua-

tions just as a flywheel does not allow any sudden

change or rapid pulsation in speed, but gradually

follows whatever speed the prime mover tends to

give.

Since the aluminum cells exert on the voltage of

a system a similar action as the flywheel on the

speed of a mechanical system, just as the flywheel is

located at the prime mover, the aluminum cell finds

its proper place at the bus-bars, low potential as

well as high potential of the generating station,

and in very long transmission lines also the receiv-

ing station, and further at such places of the sys-

tem where sudden voltage rises are especially

dangerous, as at cables interposed between over-

head lines, etc., while the multi-gap lightning ar-

rester should be used for general protection through-
out the system.

Summary.

To conclude, then, of the three types of lightning

arresters

:

The single-gap arrester protects by short-circuit-

ing the system for a considerable time and thereby
shutting it down.
The multi-gap arrester short-circuits for one-half

wave, and if without series, resistance protects with-
out shutting down the system, for all disturbances
and high-potential phenomena, except recurrent
surges as arcing ground.
The aluminum arrester short-circuits only the

excess voltage, but not the normal-system voltage,
and so protects against recurrent surges, but con-
tinuously consumes a small amount of power and
finds its proper place at the station bus-bars in

addition to the multi-gap arresters on the system.

ITIw oirf.]

Contractors' Convention Notes.

Alphaduct Company. Jersev Citv. was represented
by Russell Dart, Jr.

McLeod, Ward & Co., New York, w-ere repre-
sented by W. E. Ward.

Troy Electrical Company, Troy, N. Y., was rep-
resented by E. G. Bernard.

Mr. E. S. Keefer. as usual, did the honors for the
Western Electric Company.

John A. Roebling's Sons Company was repre-

sented by Frank W. Harrington.

Bossert Electric Construction Company was rep-
resented by R. B. Core}', Utica, N. Y.

Holophane Company of New York w-as repre-

sented by its secretary, W. F. Minor.

India Rubber and Gutta Percha Insulating Com?
pany was represented by James B. Olsen.

Safety Insulated Wire and Cable Company, Bay-
onne, N. J., was represented by E. T. Eckert.

E-J Electric Installation Company of New York
had Mr. James J- Ehrenreich to represent it.

Hart & Hegeman Manufacturing Company, Hart-
ford, Conn., had Shiras Morris to represent them.

National Carbon Company, Cleveland, manufac-
turer of ''Columbia" carbons, was represented by
.A. C. Henry.

Mr. J. Robert Crouse of the Co-operative Elec-
trical Development Association was in attendance
during the week.

Sears B. Condit, Jr., represented the Condit
Electrical Manufacturing Company of Boston, Mass.,

at the convention.

The interests of the Crouse-Hinds Company
were looked after by H. B. Crouse, A. F. Hills

and F. C. Hawkins.

Hag'strom Brothers Manufacturing Company,
Lindsborg. Kan., distributed circulars of a new
porcelain tube and carbon cutter.

D. & W. Fuse Company, Providence, R. I., was
represented by W. S. Sisson, secretary, who looked
after the interests of the company.

General Electric Company had the following-

named gentlemen at the convention : A. D. Bab-
son, manager of supply department, New York
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office ; W. M. Deming, Philadelphia ; M. H, Sar-

gent, and J. C. Dallon.

Dossert & Co., New York, manufacturers of

solderless connectors and terminals, were repre-

sented b}' H. B. Logan, president.

American Conduit Manufacturing Company of

Pittsburg was represented by the talented and

versatile Thomas H. Bibber, sales manager.

Dale Company, New York, manufacturer of

Dale's wireless clusters, was represented by H. S.

Salt, general manager, and H. F. Rainsford.

Hart Manufacturing Company, Hartford, Conn.,

manufacturer of the Diamond "H" switches, was

represented by R. L. Jaynes and William Taylor.

W. E. G. Mitchell, manufacturer of insulating

waxes, insulating paint, cements, etc., was repre-

sented by Mr. Rudolph Miehling in his usual very
-

cheerful manner.

Charles L. Eidlitz was the indispensable man—
ahvays on the spot when somebody was needed

to iTiake them "move up a little closer" or to

"give them a chance."

Wirt Manufacturing Company, Burrage, Mass.,

manufacturer of porcelain, was looked after by

a representative of the Steers Supply Company, 8S

Maiden Lane, New York.

For Han'ey Hubbell, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn.,

H. W. Bliven, general sales manager, and T. S.

McLean, New Y'ork representative, were in evi-

dence during the convention week.

American Circular Loom Company, Chelsea,

Mass., manufacturer of circular loom and the

"electroduct," was represented by A. T. Clarke,

Oscar Hoppe and Alexander. Henderson.

American Conduit Company distributed a bulle-

tin on underground conduit construction. The com-

panv was represented by W. W. Grant, manager

of the New York office, and A. G. M'cClure.

No contractors' convention would seem to be

quite complete without the hustling "Flexduct"

representatives, C. E. Corrigan and Harry B. Kirk-

land, who were, as usual, present and very active.

Mrs. James B. Olsen was a very active and

efficient member of the Ladies' entertainment com-

mittee, and was untiring and most successful in

her efforts to make it pleasant for the visiting

ladies.

Trumbull Electric Manufacturing Company, Plain-

ville. Conn., had its new July bulletin of the well-

known Circle T specialties for distribution. John
Trumbull, Frank Trumbull and T. D. Watson
were in attendance.

Waterbury Company, manufacturer of insulated

wire and lead-covered cable, had its interests ably

taken care of by R. G. Richmond, general mana-

ger; Thomas Gore, general superintendent of fac-

tories, and Alexander L. Sykes.

Pass & Seymour, Solvay, N. Y., distributed a

very neat booklet, in colors, of their P & S

standard brass sockets. The company was repre-

sented by John W. Brooks, sales manager, W,
Brewster Hall, New York manager, A. M. Little

and A. H. Spahn.

Telephone News from the Northwest.

There is talk of organizing a local telephone

company at Wheaton, Minn.
The Corn Belt Telephone Company has sold its

exchange at Dumont, Iowa, to the Ingham Town-
ship Mutual Telephone Company.

F. J. Day and C. A. Beno of Council Bluffs,

Iowa, have purchased the Shelby Independent Tele-

phone Company.
H. W. Willis and others have incorporated as

the Dallas (Iowa) Mutual Telephone Company.
The People's Alutual Telephone Company has

sold its exchange at Rockwell, Iowa, to the Rock-
well Farmers' Telephone Company.
The North Platte Telephone Company has sold

its plant at Lexington, Neb., to E. Warner.
The North Side Bell Telephone Company has

been organized at Norfolk, Neb.
Articles of incorporation have been filed for the

Red Line Mutual Telephone Company of Superior,

Neb.

The. North Colton (Neb.) Telephone Company
has been organized with John Junker as president
and William Johnson, secretary.

TIic extension of telephone lines through North
Dakota in the last five years is very noteworthy,
covering cver>' part of the state which is at all

settled.

The Central Farmers' Telephone Company of
Utica, S. D., has been incorporated with $25,000
capital.

The Park Rapids and Lake GeofKc Telephone
Company has been incorporated at Park Rapids,
Minn., by Horace .Mien of Park Rapids and others.
Capital, %\fXio. R.

Canadian Telephone Notes.

The Alberta Department of Telephones has 75
men at work building long-distance lines through-
out the province. At present five lines are under
construction, viz. : Edmonton to Lloydminster,
Wetaskiwin to Daysland, Lacorabe to Stettler, Bali-

more to Calgary, Calgary to Banff. As soon as
the lines are completed to any town a local ex-
change will be equipped and put in operation. S.

Edwards is superintendent of government telephones
at Edmonton, Alb.

L. Belcourt of the Bell Telephone Company ad-
dressed a meeting of farmers from Elgin, Man.,
recently and endeavored to induce them to form
a company to construct a rural telephone system
which would be under Bell control, the company
charging $S a mile for stringing wire and $3 per
year per telephone for switching connections with
the Elgin exchange. It is expected, however, an
Independent rural company will be formed at once
for the purpose of building rural lines. Councillor
Dutton of Elgin. Man., is interested in the project.

The Bell Telephone Company of Canada has
two large gangs of men employed in completing
the extension of its long-distance line from Nanton
to McLeod, Alb. Another gang is at work com-
pleting the exchange at Lethbridge, and as soon
as this is completed work will be rushed on the
line from MacLeod to Lethbridge. Within a few
weeks the company will have a long-distance line
in operation between Edmonton and Cardston.
Other important lines will be built in Alberta to
compete with the lines being built by the Alberta
government. Frank Patterson of Winnipeg is

western superintendent. R.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Indiana Telephone Items.
The South Bend Home Telephone Company has

increased the common capital stock from 2,000
shares of the par value of $100 each to 4,000
share*. President Thorward announces that the

increase of capital is for the purpose of repairing,
improving and enlarging the company's plant.

The work of installing the New Home auto-
matic-telephone system in Richmond began July
15th. When ready the cut-over can be accom-
plished in 10 minutes. There are nine large cables.

each containing 300 pairs of wires, running info

the Central exchange. All wires have been con-
nected with the 2,000 switches in the exchange
building, and the tests which ha^^e been given the .

new switches and wiring proved them eminently
satisfactory and in thorough working order. The
sub-stations, as buildings, are completed, but the
equipment has not yet been installed.

Telephone- service is being used along the Chi-
cago, South Bend and Northern Indiana Railwiy
Company's line between South Bend and Goshen
for the better regulation of traffic. A telephone
station at every switch between the two cities

will enable the dispatcher to know at all times
the location of ever>' car on the line. The tele-

phones are of special construction, and are en-

cased in metallic boxes, for which every con-
ductor has a kev. S.

Ohio Telephone Notes.

The work of cutting over the telephones of the

Citizens' Telephone Company between Main and
Broadway streets east of Miller Avenue, Columbus,
Ohio, has been completed and the equipment is

installed. This is said to be one of the most
modern automatic plants in the country. The com-
pany has installed an automatic switchboard at thf^

exchange at Westerville. Automatic exchanges had
previously been installed at Winchester and Worth-
ington.

The Central Union Telephone Company will erect

a new fireproof building at Youngstown, Ohio, in

a short time. The offices ' and exchange of the

company will be located in the new structure,

which is expected to serve the company for 20
years. New cables will be laid throughout the

city and better service is promised when this -work
is completed.
The franchise has been grajited to the M'iddleton

Telephone Company, an Independent company, which
will operate in connection with the Hamilton Home
Telephone Company. The franchise is for a term
of 25 years and the system is to be in operation

within one year from the date of franchise. S.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS
At the meeting of the executive committee of

the Ohio Independent Telephone A.ssociation, held

at Columbus, Ohio, on July nth. it was decided

to call a special state meeting to discuss the gen-

eral telephone situation in the state, the meeting
to be licld at the Soutlicrn Hotel, Columbus, Ohio,
on August 6th, at 10:30 a. m.

The judiciary committee of the General Assembly
of Connecticut last week reported a bill providing

that three or more persons may organize a tele-

phone business under the general laws of the state.

But before such a company can engage in actual

operations it must go before a judge of the Su-
preme Court and procure a certificate that public

necessity requires the additional telephone facilities.

Continental Europe.
Paris, July 12.—The project for supplying Paris

with current from a distant waterpower continues
to attract attention, since it can probably be carried

out without too much difficulty, following the lines of
the large power transmission plants which are now
in operation. It is proposed to utilize the Rhone
River for this purpose. Messrs. Blondel and Harle,
two well-known electricians of Paris, and the

latter a member of a prominent construction firm,

advocate two different methods for securing the

power supply. The first of these is to erect a dam
at Gresin,'on the upper Rhone, by which some
130 cubic meters per second would be obtained,

with a 63-meter head of water. The hydraulic
plant would be run on the Thury high-voltage

direct-current system, such as has been found to

work very well in practice, and they propose to

work the pole line at 60,000 volts. A second and
more recent project is to construct the dam at

the mouth of the Rhone Gorges, and in this case
a higher fall, of 70 meters, would be had. The
three-phase system used here would be operated
at 120,000 volts, and probably 70,000 kilowatts

could be delivered at Paris, allowing a 15 per cent,

line loss. Consumers would have the current de-

livered to them at the rate of 10 cents per kilo-

watt, which is now the cost price of current gen-

erated in the city plants.

K new typesetting machine which is operated by
an electric method has been lately invented in Ger-
many. It follows the principle of the linotype ma-
chine as to the method of casting the type. There
is a keyboard somewhat like a typewriter by which
the operator makes perforations in a paper strip

and at the same time forms the corresponding let-

ter, so that the proof can be corrected. By passing

the strip in the other part of the machine, an
electric contact device, worked by the perforations,

causes a selection of the type molds, which are

placed in line, and the type is then cast from melted
metal. The new system is said to work very sat-

isfactorily.

A project is on foot in France for enlarging

and improving the canal which passes from Orleans

to Montargis, so as to allow of operating a hy-

draulic plant upon the canal. In this way it is

expected to secure at least 500 kilowatts. From
the station will be run an overhead line about 15

miles long. At the locks of the canal there will

be a set of motor-driven pumps for raising the

water level. The estimated cost of the project is

about $100,000. Another project calls for a hy-

draulic plant upon the Ranee River, and it can

be carried out without any hindrance to navigation,

as the necessary locks will be provided. The cur-

rent in this case will be used to a great extent

in electro-metallurgical plants for the production

of iron, aluminum, ferro-silicon, etc., and it is

thought that the profits will be large.

The first rolling mill on the Continent to use a

set of reversible rolls operated by electric motors
is the Hildegardehiitte' works of Germany. There
are four pairs of rolls of 10 inches mean diameter

in this case, and they are designed to handle pieces

of two tons, to form rails or channel bars. The
electric plant is carried out on what is known as

the Ilgner system.

A bill has been recently passed in Switzerland

authorizing the construction of a line of railroad,

which wiil no doubt be operated electrically, be-

tween SchafFhovise and a point near Oberbargen.

The president of the company is C. Spahn, mayor
of Schaffhouse. About one million is the estimated

cost of the line, allowing $i6o,oco for the rolling

stock.

The Diatto surface-contact system is now em-
ployed in Paris upon a well-patronized railway

which runs through town and passes into the sub-

urbs. The line runs along the Seine for some dis-

tance, then crossing the river and proceeding

through the northeastern part of the city, then

running by trolley into the suburbs as far as

Romainville. '

A syndicate of considerable importance has been

formed at Milan within a recent period. Its ob-

ject is to erect electric plants and to operate a

svstem of distribution lines in the north of Italy.

A. DE C.

Great Britain.

London. July 12.—The Board of Trade has issued

an official report upon the runaway car at Easter

time upon a London suburban tramway on which

several people were killed. The accident occurred

upon a curve, the limit of safe speed upon which

was five miles per hour having regard to the down
grade. The car was of the fixed wheel base pat-

tern, fitted with brake blocks, worked by hand

from both ends of the car; in addition there is

the ordinary rheostatic electric brake for use in

cmcrgcncv. The center of gravity of the un-

loaded car is put at four feet above rail level and

of the lo.idcd car at about six feet above level,

the respective weights being 7^/1 and io}4 tons.

Thcorcticallv.. tinder the conditions prevailing the

Board of Trade inspector c.<;timatcs that at a speed

of 18 miles a car so loaded would tend to over-
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lurn on the curve, but he has lo admit tlial this

actually happened at a considerably lower speed

than this. But all the wheels were lucked and were
skiddiiiK, a condition accelerated by the action of

llie conductor, who without any communication
with the driver put on the brakes from the rear

end. Putting aside these technical considerations,

however, the inspector lays stress upon the fact

that the driver was a spare hand . put on to deal

with the holiday tr.iilic and had not had sulVicieiit

experience lo form any correct judgment of the

speed at which he was traveling. 'Ihe inspector

further reconnnends that p;isscngers should not be

dlowed on top decks beyond the seating capacity.

It really comes back to the old (|nestion of elim-

inating the human element entirely before snch ac-

cidents as these will be entirely avoided, and it is

with interest that all tramway engineers here await

the result of the investigation into brakes generally

now being carrietl on by the Light Railways and

Tramways Association in conjunction with the

Board of Trade.

A sort of campaign is now being carried on
against the Local Government Board by all munici-

palities owning electrical undertakings with' so

much determination that the issue may be looked

forward to with interest. Since Mr. John Burns
.came into office as president of the local govern-

ment a new rule has been put into force concerning

loans for electrical work, viz., that the wages of

permanent workmen at work tipon the plant for

which the loan is sanctioned shall not be paid out

of the loan, i. e., capital, but out of the general

revenue of the undertaking. .Although there is

sonicthing to be said for such a ruling, yet it

creates an anomqlous position, for temporary work-

men's wages may be charged to capital, and a way
out of the difficulty is to call all men temporary

and to go through the farce of discharging them
week by week and re-engaging them even,' Mon-
day morning.
A commencement has been made with the recon-

struction of Blackfriars Bridge for the purpose of

widening it to take the double line of tramways
which the London County Council has authority

to lay down. The magnitude of the work may be

judged from the fact that it wilt cost $12,500,000

and is estimated to occupy two and a half years in

carrying out. When completed there will be a

roadway of 73 feet, with a footpath of 16 feet on
either side. The only point of electrical interest,

however, about this work at present is the com-
plete use of electrical power for working the con-

tractor's machinery. Those acquainted with ordi-

nary contractor's work carried on both day and
night are familiar with the interference with the

amenities of a district caused by the steam plant,

cranes, etc. At Blackfriars Bridge, however, the

air-compressing machinery for working the caisson

will be electrically driven, the riveting will be

largely done by pneumatic tools, and electric cranes

and hoists will be employed for raising the exca-

vating material from the working chamber in the

caisson and for lowering the concrete for filling

in the caisson.

There was a somewhat remarkable falling off

last year in the number of applications both for

electric lighting provisional orders and for electric

light railway orders. The reason for the former

is not far to seek, for no town of any size is now
without either a supply of electricity or powers to

undertake such a supply. The Light Railway Act

of 1896, however, was largely framed to assist in

the opening up of remote agricultural districts.

The commissioners report that many such lines are

urgently needed, but that difficulty in raising the

capital is responsible for the present position.

Financial assistance by the state is recommended.
Another of our leading electrical manufacturing

firms has just announced its inability to pay any

dividend upon its ordinary stock for 1906. This

is the old-established Electric Construction Com-
pany of Wolverhampton.

Both in the south and in the north of London
the price of gas has been somewhat considerably

increased, owing to the present high prices of coal.

Advantage is being taken of the opportunity by

several borough councils to urge an extension "of

electric street lighting, and especially where mains

are laid. G.

Dominion of Canada.

Ottawa, July 20.—The Dominion Railway Com-
mission has granted the application of the Grand
Valley Railway Company for sanction of certain

agreements which authorize the purchase, lease or

amalgamation of the two Ontario electric systems,

the Brantford street railway and the Woodstock
Valley and Ingersoll electric railway. This would
make an electric line of 128 miles.

The Canadian General Electric Company is in-

creasing its capital from $5,000,000 to $8,000,000.

Of the new stock, two-thirds is preferred and
one-third common. A shareholders' meeting will

be held on August 15th to ratify the by-law. Of
the present stock, $.ioo,oco is to be retired. It

pays six per cent. The new preferred stock will

pay seven per cent. Only the preferred stock is

to be issued at present, and the stock, not taken
up by shareholders, is to be disposed of in Great
Britain.

The Hydro-electric Power Commission is send-

ing out a fourih slirvcyinR parly lo go over the

projected branch Ihicii of the main transmission

system. The first party is surveying the line from
Toronto lo Hamilton; the second from Niawara
I'alls to Hamilton, and llie third from Ilamillon
lo London. I'lans and profiles of Ihe surveys are

being prepared as the details are sent in by the

surveyors in Ihe held, so that no time is lost in

pushing forward the necessary work of preparalioii.

'Ihe negotiations entered into some moiilhs ago
by Ihe city of Pelerboro, Onl., and the Peterboro
Light and Power Company, for the purchase of
the electric-light business of the company have
fallen through, The City Council, therefore, has
decided to apply to the Ontario Hydro-lileclric
Commission to acquire watcrpower privileges and
construct the necessary works to supply cheap elec-

tric power. W.

\Vinni|)eg, Man., July 20.—The City Council of

Prince Albert, Sask., is figuring on a fire-alarm

system to be installed in that city. R. S. Cook
may be addressed.
The Packard Electric Company will supply Win-

nipeg with 100 arc lights, three transformers and
12 lightning arresters for $5,510. F. E. Cambridge
is city electrician.

A petition is being circulated at Mooseiaw, Sask.,

favoring the raising of $90,000 for the extension
of the electric-light and power plant. Mayor J. II.

Bunnell is interested.

The Saskatchewan provincial government has
secured the services of Francis Dagger, telephone
expert for Manitoba, and will at once arrange for
the construction of a provincial telephone system.
Particulars may be obtained from F. J. Robinson,
deputy minister of public works, Regina, Sask.
Commissioner Pace of Edmonton, Alberta, states

the civic street-railway system will be running by
September, igo8. The work is costing $340,000.
The largest water grant ever issued in the Yiikon

has been granted by Hon. Frank Oliver, minister
of public works for Canada, to the Yukon Milling,
Dredging and Power Company. The grant is for
50,000 inches of water from the Klondike River,
which will be used for various purposes, including
the development of power. The head office of
the company is in Dawson City. R.

New England.
Boston, July 20.—.\ resolution amending the char-

ter of the Stanley Works Company and permitting
that company to increase its capital stock from
$1,500,000 to $3,000,000 has been reported favorably
to the Legislature of Connecticut. This increase
in its capital stock will allow the company to

transmit electric power from the town of Kent, in

Litchfield County, to its plant in New Britain.

The concern expects to construct a large power
plant on the Housatonic River and to convey the
current a distance of 40 miles to New Britain.

The consolidation of the Webster Electric Com-
pany and the Southbridge Gas and Electric Light
Company has been approved by the Board of Gas
and Electric Light Commissioners of Massachu-
setts. The board has also approved an increase of
the capital stock of the Webster Electric by 650
shares for the purchase of the Southbridge com-
pany. They have also approved of an issue of
100 shares to pay the cost of constructing an elec-

tric transmission line. The market value of these

shares is to be $100 per share.

The Mount Desert Transit Company of Maine
receittly procured the Rodick estate, which con-
tains some of the most valuable land in Bar Har-
bor, Me., for a railway terminal. The company
has been formed to build a first-class electric line.

The Consolidated Railway Company has begun
the operation of an electric service between Mid-
dletown and Meriden, Conn., and also between Mid-
dletown and Berlin. In each case the tracks of the

steam roads are equipped with an overhead trolley.

The Boston Elevated Railway Company has
given the use of five acres of land near its car

barns on Clarendon Hill, West Somerville, to its

employes who may wish to do a little farming.

It is again rumored that the headquarters of

the American Bell Telephone Company may be
moved from Boston to New York city. The gen-
eral counsel and minor officials are already located

in New Y'ork, but up to the present time the

president and executive committee have been at

125 Milk Street, Boston.
Commissioner White of the Board of Railroad

Commissioners of Massachusetts has gone abroad
for July and August in order, to study methods
of handling crowds in the underground transit

lines of London and other cities and to make an
investigation of other problems connected with

the handling of crowds and freight.

The Electric Cable Company of Bridgeport,

Conn., has purchased the machinery and business

of the Eastern Wire and Cable Company of Rox-
bury. Mass. The equipment of the latter company
will be moved to Bridgeport. The main plant of

the Electric Cable Company is now being enlarged.

The Perkins Corporation of Connecticut, manu-
facturer of electrical supplies, has filed notice of

its action in changing its name to the Arrow
Electric Company.
The New England District Council of Electric

Workers has been lioldiiig its semi-annual conven-
tion Ihe past week. It was reported ihal the

general condition among the electrical workers is

one of peace and liarmoiiy, except thai there is

a strike of llic inside men in Providence, who
demand more pay.

The Maine and New Brunswick Electric Power
Company of Aroostook Couiily, Maine, has prac-

tically completed lis new liydro-elcclric plant.

The New York, New Haven and Hartford Kail-

road has just completed lis new repair shop at

Ueadvillc, Mass. Tlic niolive power of the whole
shop is cicctricily.

The Electric I-lxjiress Company has been in-

corporated recently under the .Massacluisetis law.

The purpose of the company is lo take charge
of the express busint«s of the electric roads con-
Irfilled by the New York, New Haven and Hart-
ford Railroad. Its ofTiccrs arc practically those of
the New England Investment and .Securities Com-
|)any, which company is the .N'ew Haven's holding
company for its electric roads.

The Washburn Wire Company will move its

entire plant from Auburn, R. I., lo Phillipsdalc on
January I, 1908. The company has awarded con-
tracts for four of the five new buildings it is pro-
posed lo erect. The machinery of the main build-
ing will be electrically driven. B.

New York.

New "^'ork City. July 20.—With a view to en<l

the bridge crush, the Public Utilities Commission
will give a public hearing on July 23d, when all

students of the bridge conditions will have a good
opportunity to present their views on the matter
and lo offer practical suggestions.

Twenty-one persons were more or less seriously

injured as the result of a collision on the Third
Avenue elevated in front of the One-hundred-and-
sixth Street Station. It was on the day of an
Italian holiday and on a crowded car. A fight

was started, during which the cab of the motorman
was broken into and the inotorman thrown to the

floor and pinned beneath the struggling men. The
train meanwhile went on under its own power and
before the motorman could again get control of
either the air or power levers the train crashed
into the rear of the preceding one.

The Huntington Trolley Railroad Company and
the South Shore Traction Company are both laying

rails in Amityville, L. I., each company having ob-

tained franchises for a certain street, and it is a

fight as to which will get its tracks laid first. The
company which gets its tracks laid first will be
in possession of the road and the other company
must use its rival's tracks and make whatever ar-

rangements are possible.

Inviting the Public Service Commission to test

its powers the New York City Railway Company
has recently abandoned the Seventh Avenue and
Broadway surface line, which connects the upper
West Side with the Brooklyn Bridge. No intima-

tion was given to the public, and the result was
that hundreds of passengers, accustomed to take

these cars, waited in vain at street corners and
finally had to reach the bridge by a system of

transfers. Vice-president and General Manager
Root, representing the railway company, issued a

statement that the line was abandoned because it

was practically a duplication of sections of several

other lines and because it seriously interfered with
cross-town traffic, especially on Twenty-third Street,

where it was a case of 10 passengers being incon-

venienced for the benefit of one.

Engineers of the Rapid Transit Department of
the Public Service Commission have expressed
gratification at the results which have been ob-
tained in the efforts to improve the conditions in

the subway this summer in contrast with former
years. ^Many openings were made last winter in

the line of the subway between the Brooklyn Bridge
and Fifty-ninth Street. Extra ventilating apparatus
has been installed. The cool water cooling system
as installed at the Brooklyn Bridge has proved a

great success, but the cost of installation is too
great for adoption throughout the subway. It will

never be possible, however, to equal the tempera-
ture at the surface. Signs illuminated by electricity-

and reading "exit" had also been installed between
stations, so that in cases of accidents or tie-ups

these means of escape can be utilized.

The board of visitors to the ^Military Academy
has made several recommendations as to the con-
ditions at West- Point, among these that "'it would
be well to make the course a little less technical

and turn out a more educated man rather than a
technician." E. H. S.

Southeastern States.
Charlotte, N. C. July 20.—The Southern Power

Company continues to effect contracts with cotton
mills in the Piedmont section of the Carolinas.
The latest connections are the CherrjTille (N. C.)

mills and the Kesler mills, near Salisbury. Devel-
opments on the Catawba and Broad rivers are being
pushed.
The Schenectady Trust Company has transferred

to the Federal Court about $100,000 bonds of the
Cape Fear Power Company in part payment for

the Buckhorn Falls, sold under mortgage Septem-
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ber last. The bonds were issued in 1903. The
Schenectady Trust Company at the receiver's sale

bought in the original property at $230,000, the

trust company having applied for a receivership

for the Cape Fear Company in September. The
Cape Fear company's bonds were originally bought
by the Schenectady company at 75, the trust com-
pany upon purchasing the property proposing to

pay with the Cape Fear bonds in its possession.

The trust company is pushing the work of develop-

ment on the falls, although handicapped by scarcity

of labor.

A half-million-dollar interurban line is to extend

from Chattanooga to Ringgold, Ga., and Catoosa
Springs, and will be 25 miles in length. The- com-
pany is chartered as the Tennessee and Georgia
Interurban Railway, and the stockholders are headed
by J. C. Bryan of Catoosa County, Ga.

The Southern Power Company. Charlotte, N. C,
is completing a sub-station in Gastonia, to control

power for Cherrj'ville, Belmont, Bessemer City,

McAdensville and other towns where cotton mills

are located in North Carolina.

Books of registration have been opened in Co-
lumbus, Ga., sometimes known as "The Niagara of

the South," for an election on a proposition to issue

$100,000 bonds for a municipal lighting plant.

It is said that the large power development of

the Southern Power Company at Ninety-nine Islands,

near Blacksburg, S. . C. has already been entirely

contracted for by the cotton mills and other manu-
facturing plants of Blacksburg, Spartanburg and
vicinity.

A survey is in progress for a $5,000,000 electric

line from Atlanta to Augusta, across the state of

Georgia. The Atlanta and Carolina Construction

Company is behind the scheme, which has been
promoted by J. W. English, Sr.

The Passenger and Power Company of Rich-

mond, Va.. will expend $50,000 on a new ligliting

plant for Petersburg, Va.
The Ticjewater Construction Compan^^ Wilming-

ton, N. C, is chartered by Thomas W. Davis and
others, with $20,oco capital, to build electric and
steam roads and power plants by contract.

The North Georgia Electric Company has begun
furnishing power to Buford, Ga.
The Raleigh (N. C.) electric railway has offered

to extend its lines several miles in return for a

renewal of lighting contract and other considera-'

tions.

The chartering of the Swannanoa "Valley Railway
Company, with $300,000 authorized capital, means
that in all probability Asheville and half a dozen
resorts within a 20-mile radius will be connected

electrical]}-. The promoters are F. T. Merri-

weather. E. S. Caldwell. P. R. Moale and others.

President H. A. Anderson of the Savannah River

Power Company, capital $8,500,000, has announced
that Calhoun Falls will be developed this summer
to furnish 30,000 horsepower and that work will

begin soon on Cherokee Falls with icoco horse-

power. The company will have about 58,000 horse-

power when all of its holdings are fully developed.

Northern capitalists are interested.

The Four C's Company which operates the street-

railway system at Charlotte. N. C, will soon have
recompleted the new power house recently col-

lapsed. Gas engines will be installed. L.

Indiana.

pany has iiled articles of in'corporation with a

capital .stock of $400,000. The object of the com-
pany is to construct street and interurban railroads

in and to connect the towns of Gary, I'olleston,

Hammond, East Chicago and Whiting. Frank
Gavitt, John A. Gavitt, C. B. Manbeck and JNI.

N. Castleman are directors.

The Logan Truck Company has incorporated
with a capital slock of $100,000. The company
proposes to establish a large manufacturing plant

in Logansport for the manufacture of electric-rail-

way trucks. C. F. Williams, C. B. Holmes and
H. R. Adams are directors.

Representatives from the government mail serv-

ice are in Warsaw making all the preliminary
arrangements to establish regular mail service' on
the interurban lines operating between Warsaw
and Goshen.
The Aurora Electric Company of Aurora, lud..

has incorporated to manufacture electrical appa-
ratus and supplies and to sell and lease the same.
Charles F. jMayer is president.

The contract for furnishing gas and electrical

fixtures for an office building and 255 residences
in the new Indiana city of Gary has been awarded
to G. H.. Wheelock & Co. of South Bend. It

was let by the Indiana Steel Company.
The citizens of Shelbyville are discontented over

the meter system. Since the meter system was
installed by the Citizens' Water and Light Com-
pany the merchants and patrons say their lights

are costing them from $3 to $5 more a month.
Failing to get relief, many gasoline lighting plants

are being installed in order to avoid the alleged

excessive meter rates.

The citizens of Hagerstown will have the privi-

lege of voting on a proposition to establish a

municipal lighting plant in the city, the estimated
cost of which is upward of $io,oco.

After a lapse of several months, Eugene Rush
and associates, who propose to dam White River
at Decker, Ind., and establish a hydro-electric

plant, announce that the enterprise has ben financed

by the Metropolitan Trust and Savings Bank of

Chicago. It is the purpose of the company to

furnish electric light, heat and power for the

towns and cities within a radius of 25 miles. The
dam will be constructed of reinforced concrete,

and the plant patterned after that at Niagara
Falls. S. S.

Indianapolis, July 20.—The City Council of Rich-

mond has refused to grant franchises to the Day-
ton and Western and the Terre Haute, Indianapolis

and Eastern traction companies to operate cars in

and through the city without inserting a clause

providing for universal or reciprocal transfers be-

tween the interurbans and city lines within the

city limits. .

The Pennsylvania lines were restrained by an
order of the court July loth from interfering in

any way with the plans of the Indianapolis, Colum-
bus and Southern Traction Company on Madison
Avenue, the new street opened by the City Council,

which gives the interurban line a way out of the

city across the Pennsylvania yard tracks in Co-
lumbus.

The Indianapolis, Columbus and Southern Trac-
tion Company has brought an action in the Circuit

Court at Columbus to condemn a strip of land

through the McEwen farm, near Columbus, to be

used as a right-of-way for the traction company's
Seymour extension. The company officials assert

that they have made all possible efforts to buy
the land of the McEwens, but have failed in each

attempt, and the court is now asked to condemn
the land and appoint appraisers to assess damages.
This is the only piece of right-of-way not granted

between Columbus and Seymour.

The people of Ripley County are an.xious for an
interurban line from Greensburg to Madison. One
hundred of the promineiU business men and farm-
ers have called a meeting for an organization to

further the enterprise and to secure the right-of-

way. Charles L, Henry, president and general man-
ager of the Indianapolis and Cincinnati Traction
Company, wa.s present and talked the matter over
with the people. The Commercial clubs at Greens-
burg, Batesvillc, Vcvay and Madison arc lending
aid to the project.

The Garj- Street and Interurban Railway Com

Michigan
Grand Rapids, July 20.—Grand Rapids officials

in their investigation of the proposed franchise for

the Grand Rapids and Muskegon Power Company
have secured some interesting comparisons of the

rates for lighting and power as charged by com-
panies in other cities. The results show that Granfl

Rapids will have the cheapest service in the coun-

try when the new franchise is granted. The Grand
Rapids Edison Company, which has been absorbed

by the power company, holds a franchise which is

good for 17 3xars more and which permits much
higher charges, but this will be canceled by the new
franchise. Since the resignation of A. J. Bemis
as manager of the power company, H. W. Hilhnan
has been placed in charge of the office, with the

title of commercial manager. He was formerly
with the General Electric Company at Schenectady.

Representatives of Charles A. Chapin of Chicago
have announced plans for the construction of

three big power dams on the St. Joseph River.

The new properties will give the company eight

stations on the river.

Installation of the trolley wires for the electrifi-

cation of the St. Clair Tunnel at Port Huron has

commenced. They will be strung on arches from
the mouth of the tunnel on either side and will

extend a mile on either side of these points. The
wire cables have all been strung.

The proposed line of the Michigan United Rail-

ways from Jackson to Lansing is still held up by
the obduracy of the council of the city of Mason,
which insists that the line shall pass through the

main street of the city, despite the fact that it

will necessitate the building of two bridges, which
might be avoided. The deadlock between the com-
pany and the council has been on for nearly three

years. L. W. B.

Illinois.

Peoria, July 20.—The Illinois Valley Railway
Company will construct and maintain its own bridge

in Peru if the City Council will grant the company
a franchise and rescind all orders interfering with

the through business. The city has agreed to let

the company operate the cars through the city and
has agreed to settle the ternis of the franchise

within three months.
The Pekin-Canton telephone line is now assured.

The line will be built through Mapleton, Glasford

and Kingston mines.

Charles N.aglc of the Pontiac Light and Water
Company .was killed this week by coming in con-

tact with a wire carrying 2,.300 volts.

J. F. Jarvis has been made assistant superintend-

ent on the Peoria-Blonniington line and will make
his hcadtiuartcrs in this city. Mr. Jarvis was for-

merly with the Jolict, Plainfield and Aurora line as

manager.
W. D. Boyce, who owns the Marseilles water-

power, is working on a plan to generate electricity

and fiupply the manufacturers in Streator, La
Salle, Ottawa and the adjoining towns with all the
power they need. He now runs his big paper mill

with waterpower at Marseilles.

The city of Ottawa has agreed to pay $35,000
of the cost of the bridge to be built across the

Illinois River by the Illinois Traction Company at

that point. The plans have been drawn by Engi-
neer Modjeska and the total cost is estimated at

$100,000. This bridge will be used for the Peoria-
Ottawa line that will be built as soon as possible,

and will give the traction company the long-pro-
posed Chicago connection.

The Chicago and Southern electric railway be-

tween Chicago and Kankakee will be in complete
operation by September. Ballasting has progressed
to a point near Peotone and is being finished at

the rate of a mile a day. The trolley wire is being
put up and machinery installed at the sub-station

at Bradley. Matthew Slush of Detroit is president

of the road.

The Peoria Terminal Railway has presented a

petition for a franchise through the city and the

franchise has been referred to the street committee
of the City Council.

President Finn of the Springfield and Southeast-

ern Traction Company has issued a call for a stock-

holders' meeting to be held the 19th of August in

Springfield for the purpose of issuing bonds to

provide for the construction of the road.

The Illinois Traction Company has purchased the

Kerrens-Donnewald Coal Company's properties, con-

sisting of 2,000 acres of land at Worden, north of

Edwardsville. The company's Edwardsville division

runs across this property and is also near the shaft.

The various plants of the traction company con-

sume i.ooo tons daily and the company will increase

the capacity of the mines and be in a position to

take care of outside business also. With the com-
pletion of the bridge at St. Louis the company will

be able to haul the coal right into the city of St.

Louis from the mines and come into direct com-
petition with the steam roads.

Announcement is made that the C, B. & Q. will

put on a motor car and furnish hourly service be-

tween Farmington and Lcwistown.

The Springfield. Clear Lake and Rochester elec-

tric road gave a large picnic and fish fry at^ a park

on their line near Springfield this week. The di-

rectors of the road invited everyone in Springfield

to come to the park and get all they could to eat

free of charge. 'The company is now running regu-

larly between Springfield and Rochester, giving

hourly service. As the company had more fish than

were' needed the ne.xt day they g.ave five pounds

awav with each round trip purchased to the park.

V. N.

Northwestern States.

Minneapolis. July 20.—A franchise will be granted

to a firm at Dulu'th,' Minn., for an electric-lighting

system at Bovey. Minn.
The proposition to grant a 2C-year franchise to

the Electric Light and Power Company of North

Platte, Neb., was voted down.

The local syndicate which is constructing the

street railwav at Mankato. Minn., has organized

as the Mankato Electric Traction Company, with

W. L. Hixon as president and W. D. Willard, sec-

retary. The company will incorporate under the

laws' of West Virginia.

The Shimer & Chase Company has applied to

the council at Omaha, Neb., for a franchise to

build a suburban electric railway to Seymour Park.

The proposition to grant an electric-light fran-

chise to Z. G. Houck of Dubuque was voted down
at Pclla, Iowa.
The Ottertail Power Company of Fergus Falls,

Minn., has incorporated with $ioo.oco capital. Ver-

non A. Wright heads the list of stockholders.

F. M. Mills has begun work on the new street-

railway system at Sioux Falls, S. D.

The Dcs Moines (Iowa) City Railway Company
will erect a new freight depot for its interurban

business.

Work has been, stated on the new municipal

power dam at Fergus Falls, Minn.

The Burkhardt Mill and Electric Power .
Com-

pany has incorporated with $50,000 capital, at St.

Joseph, Wis. G, Burkhardt heads the list of stock-

holders.

F. C. Ludden has purchased the electric-light

plant at Mineral Point, Wis., and will in.stall addi-

tional equipment for furnishing power also.

A new electric-light plant is to be constructed

at Menomonee Falls, Wis.
The municipal light and power plant at Roch-

ester. Minn., will have to be completely remodeled.

'The Crookston Lumber Com|)any is negotiating

for the sale of its power plant at St. Hilaire,

Minn., to that village.

The contract for the construction of a municipal

electric-light plant at Mount .'\yr, Iowa, has been

let to A. Barlinlanger of Omaha, Neb., at $[7,626,

A new municipal electric-light iilant is to be b.iilt

at Ashland, Wis.

The Minahan Building Company has been granted

an electric-liglU and power franchise .at Green B.iv,

Wis.
The Orange City (Iowa) Electric Light Com-
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\m\y is iiiipariiiK to rclmilil llu' plaul, wliii-li vv;i^

ili-siniycd In- lire uarly in tlic nupiUli. If is I'x-

inctcil llml llic- work .will lie compk-lcd alioiil (Jf-

KihlT isl. '<

Texas.

AiKstin, July 19.—The Texas Inti-'nirbaii Com-
paiiy lias been orKaiiized and filed its charier a

lew days afio. lis purpose is lo build a sy .lem

• if interurhau eleclric railways wilh .'\uslin as ll'i^

ceuler. It has a capital stock o( $400,<X)0, the

incorporators being Thomas Moore of Eli'.ahetli,

N, J.; lipbraim Miller of White Plains, N. Y.,

Henry M. McKay of Hempstead, Long Island

N. Y.; C. V. Scrivener and S. M. Posey of .'Vnstin.

It is announced by the company's representatives

that it will soon begin the constrnction of an inter-

urban line lo run from .Austin to Lockhart, a dis-

tance of about 30 miles. The survey for the pro-

liosed road has been made and the right-of wav
obtained for most of the distance.

The Kl Paso Electric Company, which is owned

by the Stone & Webster interests, has had plans

prepared for erecting a large electric power plant

..n the Rio Orande Kiver at El Paso for the pi:r-

pose of supplying the street-railway system and

clectric-ligbt plant with electrical energy. The
present plant of the company is too small.

The San Marcos and LuFing Interurhau Ilailway

Company has revived its project of building an

electric railway between San Marcos and Luling,

The prospects arc said lo be favorable for the early

construction of the line.

A proposition to build an interurban electric rad-

w.iy between Fort Worth and Mineral Wells is

lieing promoted bv G. R. Turner, of New Orleans.

Mineral Wells is the largest health and pleasure'

resort in Texas, and it is claimed that a big traffic

would be insured the road froin the \-ery start.

The distance between the two towns is about 57

miles.

It is stated by N. M. Lee. who was one of :n.'

promoters of the Sbcrman-Denison electric raihvay,

which has been in successful operation for several

years, that plans are on foot for building an inter-

urban railway between Fort Worth and Dciuon.

The distance' is about 30 miles. \^'. D. II

Pacific Slope.

San Francisco, July 18.—This, city contir.ues to

be a storm center for strikes and other disturb-

ances in electrical lines, and the long-suffering

citizens have almost become hardened to the chronic

troubles. A new mayor has just been appointed

to office, making the fourth incumbent to occupy

that high position within the last two weeks.

There is now some hope of a return to civic de-

cency in the city administration. The strike of the

telegraph operators of San Francisco and Oakland

seems to have about reached its climax. Labor

Commissioner Neill, who came West at the wish

of President Roosevelt, has been here for a few

days conferring w^ith the local heads of the tele-

graph companies, and President S. J. Small of the

Telegraphers' Union in hope of restoring peace.

Repeated threats have been made by the union

leader to order a sympathetic strike in Chicago

or elsewhere. The best that has been obtained in

the way of concessions is an ofifer of the Western

Union company to take back 75 per cent, of its

striking employes and the Postal Telegraph com-

pany to find places for 80 per cent, of its strikers.

The telephone operators' strike is still being fought

stubbornlv, with little advantage gained by either

side. The management asserts that many of the

old operators have returned to work, but this is

denied. The telephone linemen belonging to Local

Union 151 seem to have lost their sympathetic

strike, as over one hundred union men promptly

took their places when they decided to defy the

superior officers of the International Brotherhood

of Electrical Workers, with which they w-ere affili-

ated. The strikers' union has called for a refer-

endum vote of the various unions in the brother-

hood in their favor.

The City Council of .Mameda. Cal., has declared

itself in favor of calling a bond election for the

purpose of carrying out a number of public im-

provements, including, among others, electric-light

and power-plant betterments, $50,000; public play-

grounds, $115,000; and Fire Department, $10,000.

The board of directors of the Pacific Gas and

Electric Company, on July 15th, voted to levy an

assessment of $3,oco.ooo on the stock of its share-

holders. The assessment on each share w-ill be

$10 on 100,000 shares of preferred stock and 200,-

000 shares of common. The e-xpenses of the com-

pany for the last year and a half are roughly fig-

ured at $7,000,000. It was decided to assess the

stockholders rather than borrow the amount. Ac-

cording to the statement of its officials, the cost

of rehabilitation since the San Francisco disaster

has been enormous. Several new electric powder

plants have been commenced in connection with

the power-transmission lines of the subsidiary cor-

porations in various portions of the state of Cali-

fornia. A heavy expense has been the purchase

of subsidiary companies and the whipping of them

into shape to supply the cities of California. Not
the least of the company's troubles has been the

lowering of the gas rate to the consumers of San

iManci,..), according lo an ofTici.il aiinounceincnl

made yesterday, luilly 70 per cent, of llie com-
pany's sliarehiildcrs were represented direclly or

imlircclly by ihe various directors at the special

meeting, and it is expected that the assessment will

be paid withoul serious protests. The nianage-

meiil estimates that $3,500,000 lias been expended
ill Sail Francisco alone, and a similar amount
throughout the stale, and believes thai the stock-

holders will see the necessity for the method
adopted to raise funds.

An underground distributing sy.slcm for the niii-

nicipal eUctric-lighling plant al Pasadena, Cal:, is

now proposal, and Mayor I'.arley has been sup-

plied with dat.i and estimates by Manager C. C.

Glass which indicate that for an additional oull.ay

of $72,744.15 the cily can install conduits for

electric-light work in the fire district, which com-
prises the business section in general. In Ihe near

future the city will be called n|Kni to vole a bond
issue of $i75.coo to improve and enlarge its present

municipal lighting plant.

The City Council of Bonanza, Ore., has accepted

a proposition from Charles .S. and Rufiis Moore
to install a light and power system in that town,

to be supplied by a transmission line from the

station they are building at Klamath Falls, and lo

be in working order by January i, 1908.

The Board of Public Works of Seattle, Wash.,

is preparing plans for cluster lights on First, Sec-

ond and Third avenues, and bids will be called

shortly for their installation. The cost of instal-

lation is estimated at $i88,coo. The committee on

light reported to the City Council a resolution

directing Superintendent L. B. Youngs to prepare

plans for the installation of 600 additional arc

lights.

The Seattle Electric Company is making plans

for the extension of its electric-car lines to the

grounds of the Alaska-Yukon- P.acific Exposition,

in a northern suburb of Seattle. Wash.
Work has been commenced on buildings to house

the large force of men which will be engaged in

construction of the power plant where the Great

Northern will generate electricity to operate trains

through the Cascades Timnel in the state of Wash-
ington. Robert Herzog, assistant engineer .for the

Great Northern, will be permanently located at

Leavenworth, Wash., to supervise construction.

St, Maries. Idaho, is to have an electric-lignt

plant installed under a franchise to be granted

certain capitalists by the. Town Board.

J. L. Bright, manager of the Citizens' Electric

Company of Lewistown, Mont., is figuring on in-

sta'ling an electric-light plant at Harlowton, and in

connection with this will bring about direct tele-

phonic communication between Harlowton and

Lewistow-n. A-

lion conipanicii, contractors, cnginecrg and others

inleroU'd.

The Cuniiimcrs' Electric Company lias applied

for a franchiKc to light the Klrcctii and business

houses of Hoi Springs, Ark.

Tile I Ionic. Light and Power Company of Waco,
Texas, has been iiicor|)orated with a capital of

$JS,oco by J. li. Karic and others.

The Carrollton Ileal, Light and Power Com|>any
lias closed a contract wilh the cily of Carrollton,

III., lo do llie pinnping for the city waterworks.
The company will be in llie market for a live-mile

transmission line, including pules, cross-arms and
wire; also a ZS-horsepower Co-cycle single-phase

motor, geared lo a iiuiiip, capacity of about w.ooti

gallons per hour. F. M. Sinsabaugh is the man-
ager of the company to whom the contract 'was let.

The town of Little 'Valley, N. Y., has recently

closed ihc contract for a new clcctric-lighliiig

equipment which will compare favorably will) that
of any town of its size in Western New York,
There are included in the contract a 150-kilowatt
60-cycle 1,100-volt alternator, a direct-connected ex-
citer and an 18 by 42-incli Corliss engine of 250
horsepower, licavy-duty type. The old equipment
is retained, making a complete duplicate system
available for service under all conditions. The
new machinery is supplied by the Allis-Chalnicrs
Company.

The G. E. tungsten lamp for street series light-
ing is the subject of an intcresling bulletin just
issued by the General Electric Company. The high,

efficiency of the tungsten lamp places the scries
system on a favorable competitive basis with any
other illuminant and may enable the fncandescent
lamp effectually to compete for street-lighting serv-
ice. The filament can be operated at the very high
elficiency of I'/i to I'A watts per candle with a
life of approximately i.oco hours. Tungsten lamps
are particularly adapted to series-lighting service,

as the lamps employed are of low voltage, and this

permits the use of a short, stable and durable
filament.

PERSONAL.
Haudain Hamilton, president of the Union Elec-

tric Telegraph and Telephone Company of Daven-

port, Iowa, died recently at Hot Springs, Ark., of

pleurisy. His home was at Harrisburg, Pa.

John Crump, Jr., has been elected president of

the Columbus (Ind.) Street Raihvay and Light

Company to succeed the late Richard F. Gottschalk.

Mr. Crump states that all the improvements pro-

jected by his predecessor will be carried out.

J. D. A. Cross, Iowa City, salesman for the

General Electric Company, was married to Miss

Nellie Holy of the Chicago office of the same

company on June 26th. Mr. Cross is one of the

best-known and most popular electrical salesmen

in the Central West.

John Z. Murphy, chief engineer of the Chicago

Union Traction Company, has been appointed to

represent that company on the Board of Super-

vising Engineers which has in charge the recon-

struction and improvement of the Chicago street-

railway properties, ilembers of the board have

been East for a week inspecting plants that are to

furnish equipment for the Chicago work and look-

ing over street-railway and tunnel projects in

various cities. Bion J. Arnold, chief engineer,

headed the party.

The resignation of R. H. Smith as superintenJtnl

of the Bridgeport (Conn.) division of the Con-

solidated Railway Company has resulted in several

executive changes. Superintendent Chapman of

the Middletown division will take the place of

Mr. Smith. George H. Church, superintendent of

the Southington division, will become superintend-

ent at Middletown. The Southington division will

be merged with the Meriden division, with Super-

intendent Lee in charge of the enlarged division.

JSIr. Smith becomes general manager of the .\lbany

and Hudson Railway Company.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Brownsville, Texas, will vote on the proposi-

tion to issue bonds for $70,600 for an electric-

light plant and watenvorks.

The Union Central Light and Ice Company of

Hibbard City, Texas, is about to construct so as

to supply tlie four surrounding towns. The com-

pany has issued $25,000 of six per cent, collateral

bonds and would like to hear direct from construc-

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
A tlnrd-rail electric Ime is being projected be-

tween Battle Creek, ilich., and La Grange. Ind.,

by the Indianapolis Transportation and Transit De-
velopment Company, whose headquarters are in

Indianapolis.

The American Light and Traction Company has
issued a comparative statement of earnings for the
half year ending June 30th. In 12 months ended
June 3Cth the company paid $1,209,108 dividends,

carried $681,600 to reserve, and had a balance of

$422,256 surplus, making the total surplus June 30,

1907, $2,637,403.

At the request of receivers. Judge Lockwood of
Monroe, Mich., has ordered the immediate sale of
the Toledo, Ann Arbor and Detroit electric railway.

The property- represents an outlay of about $250,000
and includes about 20 miles of track laid and a

power house at Petersburg. ^lich. The prcpcrty
v.ill be sold upon a cash basis

The Walla Walla (Wash.) Valley Traction Com-
pany has refused to build a line to the fair

grounds, claiming financial inability, and the di-

rectors of the fair association have asked the city

for a franchise to build the road as a municipal
undertaking, believing the enterprise will be a
moneymaker during the time of the fair.

In Montreal, Canada, a number of merchants
and manufacturers have presented a petition to the

mayor asking that the City Council arrange with
the street-railway company for carrying freight.

The petitioners- have encountered much difficulty in

getting carters to move goods, and have turned
to the street-car company for relief,

E. R. Green, son of Airs. Hetty Green, who
owns the Texas Midland Railroad, 124 miles, from
Paris to Ennis, Texas, is said to have decided to

convert the road from steam to electrical operation
by adopting the third-rail system. A branch is to

be -built from Greenville to Dallas, 30 miles. The
road is not to change ownership, nor become part

of an interurban system, but continue as a general
traffic line.

The Elyria (Ohio) and Southern Raihvay w-as

incorporated last week w-ith a capital of $100,000.

The incorporators are \\'. E. Elliott, W. E. Moser.
F. N. Carpenter, J. AI. Starr and F. L. Sargeant.
The new -electric road will pass through Lorain,
Medina, Wayne, Ashland, Richland and Knox coun-
ties, Ohio, w-ith a terminus at Elj'ria and West
Salem. The present headquarters of the con'pany
will be at Cleveland.

The New Y'ork, New Haven and Hartford has
about completed the installation of electrical equip-

ment, and it was expected by this time to have
electrically draw-n trains running out of the Grand
Central Station to Stamford, Conn. But the price

of power demanded by the" Kew^ York Central is

more than the New^ Haven companj- is willing
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to pay, and it is likely that the dispute will have

to be submitted to an arbitration committee of

experts.

On account of the extreme hot weather, the Fort

Smith (Ark.) Light and Traction Company has

issued an order that will be a great relief to the

men at the controller. The order provides the

motormcn may wear shirtwaists while on duty

and discard their heavy coats. The men are said

to look neat and clean and almost all of them are

wearing the comfortable blue shirt with white col-

lars.

Control of the Troy and New England electric

railway running from Troy, N. Y., to AveriU Park,

has passed to the Deleware and Hudson Railroad.

The line was purchased, it is understood, for the

purpose of rounding out the Delaware and Hud-
son's holdings of electric lines in and around Troy
and Albany. It already owns the United Traction

Company of Albany, and with the New York Cen-
tral controls the Schenectady railway. L. F. Loree,

president of the Delaware and Hudson, has been
elected president of the Troy and New England
Railway.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
The Tumwater (Wash.) Power and Water Com-

pany has been capitalized at $50,000. The incorpo-

rators are Leopold Schmidt, Peter G. Schmidt,

Frank M. Kenney, Josey R. Speckart and Edmund
Rice.

Articles of agreement for the merging of the St.

Joseph and Elkhart Power Company, the Elkhart

Electric Company and the South Bend Electric

Company b/ the Indiana and jMichigan Electric

Company, capitalized at $1,915,500, have been filed

with the recorder at Goshen, Ind. The corporation

has dams at Twin Branch and Buchanan on the

St. Joseph River and will build another at Bristol,

Ind. Charles A. Chapen, Henry K. Chapen, Charles

B. Calvert, Fred A. Bryan and others are di-

rectors. Power will be furnished in South Bend,

Mishawaka, Elkhart, Goshen, Laporte, Niles, Bu-

chanan, Bristol and other towns.

PUBLICATIONS.
A booklet attractive in form and reading mailer

is issued by the American Conduit Company de-

scribing its bituminized fiber conduit. Drawings
and photographs give details of underground elec-

trical construction and tables and curves aid iii

forming estimates of the cost of concrete for cn-

cic-sing the ducts.

Hagstrom Bros. Manufacturing Company, Linds-

borg, Kan., has brought out a new porcelain lube

and carbon cutter in which the pressure is applied

to the tube equally at four points, causing it to

snap oflt at any desired length. The tool is ad-

justable to the usual sizes of tubes and is con-

venient to carry, weighing less than a pound.

Instruction Book No. 5082 of the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company contains dia-

grams and instructions for the installation and

operation of type R motors and generators. Mat-

ters of installation such as location, foundation,

erection and pulley arrangements are treated in

detail. Under the heading of operation are instruc-

tions for starting and stopping motors intelligently.

The chapter on mamtenance explains the care of

brushes, bearings, commutator, and tells of the

troubles wdiich may arise and how repairs may be

made. A complete set of wiring diagrams forms

the last 10 pages of the little book.

The paper of G. W. Lee on "The Library and
the Business Man," prepared for the 1907 meeting

of the American Library Association, has been

printed in the form of a booklet by Stone & Web-
ster of Boston. Mr. Lee, as librarian for Stone

& Webster, bases the paper on the work and needs

of their library, treating the subject under nine

divisions. Stone & Webster have the control, in-

cluding operation, engineering and financing, of

some 30 public-service corporations in various parts

of the country. The library is at the service of

them all. In giving publicity to its library and
its working methods the company aims to show
what library work can mean to business houses.

The General Electric Company's line of electric

hoists is well illustrated by Bulletin No. 4518.

Recent general distribution of electric power and
the simplicity and compactness of motor-driven
hoists have made possible the extensive use now
found for these machines in the erection of build-

ings and general work aijout docks, ferries, ware-
houses, mines, quarries, coal yards, etc. The mo-
tors are designed for any of the usual voltages

and arc furnished for cither alternating or direct

current. The hoists arc of the friction drum type,

driven by a friction clutch and equipped witli a

mechanical brake. The same company's Bulletin

4512 describes and illustrates manhole fuse boxes,

for use in manholes or cellars, on poles or whcre-
evcr severe conditions are met.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
The next annual convention of the Michigan

Electric Association will be held in Battle Creek,
Mich., on August 20th, 2ist and 22d, Mr. A. C.

Marshall of Port Huron is secretary.

The Illuminating Engineering Society, which will

hold its first annual convention July 30th and 31st

in Boston, has sent out as invitations post card
passe-partouts containing scenes and points of in-

terest of the Cape Cod metropolis.

International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,
District Council No. 7, will hold its annual con-

vention at Oshkosh, Wis., August 5th. The district

embraces Minnesota, North and South Dakota and
Wisconsin, and each local of electricians in this

territory is entitled to two delegates.

The Western Society of Engineers has published

its latest directory, dated June, containing the con-

stitution and by-laws with a list of members, and
their titles and addresses. A t-ible of geographical

distribution gives the names of members and their

location classified according to slates and towns.

The Engineers' Club of Philadelphia has issued

a neat pocket directory, containing the names of

its members, with their titles and addresses. The
little book includes an index of the club's reference
library. Except during the summer, stated meet-
ings for the reading of papers and the discussion

of scientific subjects are held on the first and third

Saturdays of each month.

The proceedings of the eleventh annual meeting
of the National Fire Protection Association, held

in New York last May, have been compiled. The
report contains all of the papers and discussions

at that meeting, besides a list of the members, and
information about the organization. The member-
ship includes a large number of prominent engi-

neers and insurance officials.

The twelfth annual convention of the Interna-
tional Association of Municipal Electricians will be
held in the City Hall, Norfolk, Va., August 7th,

8th and.gth. A good list of papers by competent
authors has been prepared. 1 he people of Nor-
folk and the exposition management are making
great preparations for entertainment. Those who
desire can write to Mr. R. A. Smith, city elec-

trician, Norfolk, Va., and he will secure rooms.
The Monticello Hotel has been selected as head-
quarters. Secretary Frank f. Foster of Corning,
N. Y., will be at the City Hall in the -afternoon
and evening of August 0th to allow those who
arrive early to regiscer and secure their badges.

One hundred representatives of the Chicago Com-
mercial Association were the guests of the trustees
of the Sanitary District of Chicago on July 17th.

I'he party boarded a large barge towed by a tug
boat and proceeded down the Drainage Canal to
the controlling works. There an inspection was
made of the large hydro-electric power plant be-
low Lockport. All the guests were pleased with
the prospects of much benefit to Chicago as a re-

sult of this great project. Lunch was served on
the boat and before the return the business men
passed resolutions commending the Sanitary Dis-
trict for the work already done and pledging the

support of the Commercial Association in the fur-

therance of intelligent effort for a deep waterway.

In the report which the insurance committee of
the American Street and Interurban Railway As-
sociation will present to the 1907 convention at

Atlantic City next October it is desired to include,

among other features, data covering the years
1901 to 1907, inclusive, relative to the cost of fire

insurance, showing the amount of insurance car-
ried, the amount of premiums paid, the average
rate per $100 of insurance, the amount of losses

sustained, and the amount recovered from insur-
ance companies. In future years this data will

be collected annually, so that such information will

hereafter be available at all times by applying
to the ofiice of the secretary of the association.

It is also' desired to prepare a standard form for

the use of member companies in making contracts
for insurance. In order to enable the committee
to prepare such a form, members are respectfully

requested to send to the secretaiy of the associa-
tion copies of the various forms now used by them.
To the end that the connnittee may be in a posi-
tion to render a complete and valuable report,
members are requested to fill out and return the
data sheets which are being sent out by Bernard
V. Swenson, secretary of the American Street and
Interurban Railway .'\ssociation, 29 West Tliirty-
ninth Street, New York, N. Y.

TELEGRAPH.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The production of aluminum in the United

States in 1906 was 14,350,000 pounds. It is ex-
pected that the output of 1907 will double that
of 1906, and again that 1908 will double 1907's
mark.

The production of gas for illuminating and
power purposes from straw and corncobs, the idea
of Charles Eaton of Cleveland, Ohio, is to be the
purpose of a new plant opened in Beatrice, Neb.,
recently. Gas is now being furnished to Beatrice
at a rate of $1.19 per 1,000 feet, said to be the
lowest price given to any city in Nebraska.

When the power houses of New York, now
under contract, are in operation about a millioij

electrical horsepower will be generated. These
power houses could replace all the power and
lighting central stations of Great Britain or Ger-
many, or operate all the electric railways of Eu-
rope and Great Britain combined. One single sta-

tion could supply all the electric railways of Ger-
many ; and a single generator could do the samp
for Switzerland.

The Prussian railway authorities have been mak-
ing extended experiments on the line between Ber-
lin and Stettin to find a method for insuring the

efliciency of signals and thus preventing accidents.

To secure a preliminary signal to give warning
of a stop signal two or three horns, each witli

a rubber bulb, similar to those used on automobiles,

are fastened to the telegraph poles at intervals of

about 100 yards. These are operated electrically

and are said to be effectual warnings.

In the United States Circuit Court for the

Northern District of New York, Judge Ray has
handed down an opinion in the case of the General
Electric Company against Wilbur F. Corliss et al,

upon Eickemeyer patent No. 677,308, granted June
25, igoi. This suit was brought to restrain the

defendant from further infringement of the pat-

ent in the use of some induction motors. The
feature of these motors which formed the basis of

the suit was the relation between the number of

slots in the field and the number of slots in the

armature whereby all dead points or locking posi-

tions are eliminated from the motor. The court

holds that the patent is valid and infringed by the

defendants.

A comparative study of the character, occur-

rence and genesis of the lead and zinc ores of

the country will be made this year by the United
Stales Geological Survey, the work having been
assigned to J. M. Boutwell, geologist. The dis-

tricts to be examined include the Cceur d'Alene,

Idaho ; Metaline, Wash. ; Park City, Alta, and
Frisco, Utah ; Leadville, Breckenridge, Kokomo,
Rico and Silverton, Colo. ; Eureka, Ely and Po-
tosi, Nev. ; southwestern Wisconsin ; southeastern
and southwestern Missouri ; certain properties in

Arizona and New Mexico; Franklin, N. J., and
a number of active properties in Maine and New
Hampshire. A special study will also be made of

reduction plants and methods.

The flaming arc lamp, using impregnated elec-

trodes, has always been liable to the objection that

during the combustion of the electrodes no.xious

gases are produced which are unhealthful if liber-

ated and interfere with the mechanism if allowed
to enter the lamp-feed compartment. English pat-

ents have been granted on a method of correcting
the difficulty, devised by Prof. A. Blondel of Paris,

whose name is famous as a pioneer of flaming
arc development. The invention relates to the

purification and circulation of the gases within tiie

lamp. In the enclosed arc lamp using mineralized
electrodes the combustion products of the arc pass

up through an orifice and after purification by the

abstraction of nitrous fumes by means of alkaline

carbonates, ferrous sails or iron siiavings, the gases

are arranged to be led down past the arc again,

admitting a constant circulation. This is positively'

assured in some forms of the lamp by a fan, driven
by a motor having its armature and field coils in

parallel with each other and in series with the arc.

TRADE NEWS.

The telegraph slrike which started in San Fran-
cisco and threatened to spread to other cities bids
fair to be settled peaceably, largely as a result of
the efforts of United Stales Labor Commissioner
Ncill. The striking operators in California have
almost unanimously consented to return to work.

The Peerless Electric Company of St. Louis,

Mo., has been incorporated.

J. R. Auguston of Holdrege, Neb., has sold his

electrical supply business to Burge & Johnson.

The Electric Construction and Supply Company
of Dallas, Texas, has been incorporated with a
capital of $20,000 and will do a wholesale and
retail business.

Haydcn, Stone & Co. are quoted as saying: "It

will not surprise us if the directors of several

goo<l copper companies vote to sell their product
at the market during the next 60 or 90 days, and
under those conditions we believe there will be
sales of moderately good-sized amounts of copper
at from 21 to 20 cents."

In the "Flainour" arc lamp, inanufaclured by
P. H. Klein, Jr., New York, a feature of luminous
arc construction has been practically to float the
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c.'irbon siispL'iisioii in I lie fakls of the i.-giihiting

solenoids to scciiri; uniform regulation. A double

carbon arr.'iiiRCinent may be easily ,ipp!icd to tbc

lamp, secnriiiR donblc the time uf ijurning witlioul

liiigtheiiing the lamp.

Sealed prnposal-s will be reeeived at the oflice

of the snpervisiiiR architect, Washington, D. C,
until 3 o'clock p. m., August 27tb, for the con-

struction (inchuling heating apparatus, electric wir-

ing and conduits) of the extension to the post-

odicc and court bouse at Trenton. N. J., in ac-

cord.incc with the drawings and specification, copies

of which may be bad at the above oflicc or at the

ollice of the custodian at Trenton.

V. B. Badt & Co., Chicago, ageius for the Ex-
cello naming arc lamps for outdoor and indoor

use, have met witli very good success since taking

the agency tor this lamp. Among the Chicago
users of Kxcello lamps are MVVicker's Theater,

Garrick Theater and Hve or six other theaters, the

Palmer House, Wliite City, Majestic Hotel, River-

view Park anil many other prominent Chicago
houses. The lv\cello lamp is said to be the most
powerful arlilieial illuniinant, aii<l it is safe to say
that througb the energetic elTorls of F. B, BadI
S: Co. it will soon be used by a large number of

Chicago concerns.

The Colimibia Incandescent Lamp Company of

St. Louis, Mo., has been awarded the largest con-
tract for incandescent lamps ever placed by the

United Slates government. Tbc order amounts
to 270,000 lamps and embraces tbc re(|uiremcnl8

of the various army posts and barracks under the

(|uarterniastcr's department, the various federal

buildings throughout the country under the Treas-
ury Departtuent, the Congressional Library build-

ing and the government printing office in Wash-
ington. In addition, the Columbia Incandescent
Lamp Company has just completed a contract with
the Bureau of Et|uipmcnt of the Navy Department
for 155.000 lamps, covering the requirements of

the various ships of the United States Navy. The

company Is justly proud of tbc added prestige

which goes with so large an order.

BUSINESS.
The Wehtinghouse ICIectric and Manufacturing

Company's circular. No. 1092, gives a detailed de-
scription of its nuilliple alternating-current arc
lamp. In appearance the lamp is ornamental. The
construction feature is the rocker arm princi|ile,

wherein the weight of one part of the mechanism
is bahnccd by another, thus decreasing the size and
power of the control magnets and securing mini-
mum beating and chattering. The voltage aifd fre-

quency adjustments are easily reached through the

door in the casing. Wherever possible moulded
vulcabeston has been used instead of mica or spe-
cial insulating parts. The choke coil is of fireproof

construction and is carried by the hanger punch-
ing, relieving tbc bousing or the central lube of
the strain of its weight. The bulletin includes a
catalogue list of lamps, globes and shades.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

859.909. Telephone Attachment. Arne H. Berg,

Clarkfield, Minn. Application filed April 23,

1907.

When the receiver is removed from the hpok, the
movement through meclianical connections, causes a
bell to be struck inside the telephone-box.

859,923. Electrical Condenser. Clarence Z. Davis,

Buffalo, N. Y., assignor to the Cyphers Incu-

bator Company, Buffalo, N. Y. Application

filed May 13, 1907.

NO. 859,923.—CONDENSER.

Two conducting sheets separated by two insulating
sheets are rolled together. Projecting edges of the
conducting sheets form the terminals. (See cut.)

859.944. Elevator-controlling Mechanism. William
H. Hultgren, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the

Otis Elevator Company, Jersey City, N. J.

Application filed September 13, 1505.

The main line switch and reversing switches of the
motor are held and actuated by cams which are con-
trolled by a shipper sheave.

859.948. Telegraphy. Isidor Kitsee, Philadelphia,

Pa. Application filed January 15, 1906.

To reproduce Morse signals in the form of dots
and dashes upon chemically prepared paper, an ink is

used containing a chemical which darkens when heated
by the transmitted electric current.

859.949. Telegraphy. Isidor Kitsee, Philadelphia,

Pa. Application filed August 23, 1906.

• To translate the movement of a siphon recorder into
sound, a movable siphon is adapted to discharge nor-
mally a conducting fluid to connect a series of contacts.

859.950. System for Automatic Signaling. Isidor

Kitsee, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed Feb-
ruary II, 1907.

An aerial conductor is provided to be carried along
the line of travel, which is electrically divided into
blocks. JMcans on the cars impress impulses (which
may be localized) upon the aerial conductor. Indica-
tors on the car advise of the proximity of other cars.

859,993. Telegraph Pole. Samuel H. Summerscales,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. Application filed

November 23, 1906.

A metal pole of I-section having notches in the
flanges to serve as gains for the arms and braces. The
arms are of Z-bars separated by blocks carrying the in-
sulators.

859,998. Method of Electrical Separation. Henry
A. Wentworth, Lynn, Mass., assignor to the
Huff Electrostatic Separator Company, Boston,
Mass. Application filed December 20, igo6.

This process of separating the components of mixed
solid material consists in introducing the mixture to
an electrostatic field characterized by brief potential ac-
cessions separated by the intervals of substantialb' no
potential, and there subjecting the mixture to an in-
termittent ionized gaseous jet. A repelling charge is

thus conducted to the upper stratum of the mixture,
thereby overcoming the charge received from the jet.

, These upper layers are then removed from the mixture,
leaving the lower layers locally charged by the jet.

The local charge of the inferior conductors is there-
after corrected by. subjecting them to the influence of
a second electrostatic field.

S6o,coi. Ship's Telegraphy. Richard D. White,
Washington, D. C. Application filed August
2, 1906.

A system of communication between the various sta-
tions on board a ship includes new details of construc-
tion and operation of the indicating dial mechanisms.

S6o,oi6. Sub-Station Protector. Frank B. Cook,
Chicago, 111. Application filed May 7, igo6.
This telephone lightning arrester comprises a block of

insulating material containing suitable passages which
hold inclosed fuses and electro-thermal protectors con-
nected to and mounted on the fuses,

860,025. Guard for the Mouthpieces of Telephone
Transmitters. Gerhardt E. Grimm. Philadel-
phia, Pa. Application filed May 26, 1906.

Issued (United Stales Patent Office) July 16^ /907.

An anlii:eplically Ircitcd sheet is adapted to be un-
rolled across the transmitter mouthpiece and torn off
and discarded after being used.

860,036. Electric Arc Headlight. John Kirby, Jr.,

Dayton, Ohio, assignor to the United States
Headlight Company, Buffalo, N. Y. Applica-
tion filed November 26, 1906.

NO. 860,036.—ELECTRIC HEADLIGHT.

The line of the carbons is inclined to bring the pos-
itive crater at the, focus of the parabolic reflector.

Details of reflector construction are described. (See
cut.)

860,044. Telephone Attachment. Edward S. Mad-
dock. Chicago, 111. Application filed April 26,

1906.

A coin attachment for telephone pay stations is de-

scribed.

860,046. Machine-Operating Mechanism. Charles

R. Meston. St. Louis, Mo., assignor to the

Emerson Electric Manufacturing Company, St.

Louis, Mo. Application filed January 9, 1907.

A shaft is driven through gearing by a motor which
is mounted on a pivoted base, and by movement of a
rod is adapted to vary the contact of the gears.

860,051. Constructing Antennce of Wireless Teleg-

raphy. Joseph Murgas, Wilkesbarre, Pa. Ap-
plication filed February 17, 1906.

I—MJ
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NO- 860,051.—WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.

One side of the wave apparatus leads to an aerial

capacity, the other to an antenna extending into the
earth, but insulated therefrom. The receiving appa-
ratus is connected between similar terminals, and has a
variable inductance. (See cut.)

860,057. Electric Terminal. George D. Pogue. St.

Louis. Mo., assignor to the Briner-Pogue Man-
ufacturing Compan}', St. Louis, Mo. Applica-
tion filed November 22, igo6.

A screw is arranged to tighten the socket on the
wire. A flange closes any opening between the ia\vs.

860,059. Electric-light Bracket- Louis Remond,
Grand Rapids, Mich., administrator of Gustave

Gamier, deceased, assignor to the Grand Rapids
Show Case Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Application filed November 28, 1906.

A pressed metal bracket is described.

860,070. Plug-seat Switch. Ernest E. Yaxley, Chi-
cago, III. Application filed July 21, \(jo6.

Fricrion is reduced by providing tile bell-crank arm
with rollers bearing against both the plug and the
contact spring.

860,072. Means for Removing Ice from Trolley
Wires. Charles E. Atkinson, Richmond, Ind.,
assignor of one-third to John M. Lontz and
one-third to Alexander Gordon, Richmond, Ind.
Application filed January 8, 1906.

An ice-clearing blade is adapted to rest in a yoke
held by a slot in the trolley harp.

860,099. Electric-lamp Bracket. Frederick H. Lohrs,
Elizabeth, N. J. Application filed March 21,

1907.

One arm of a right angle rod telescopes into the hol-
low standard. The other arm carries jaws which clamp
a socket.

860,104. -Automatic Starter for Electric Motors.
William C. O'Brien, Baltimore, Md., assignor
to the Monitor Manufacturing Company, Bal-
timore, Md. Application filed April 19, 1905.
An arrangement of solenoids, contact pieces and dash-

pot is described.

860,114. Trolley Harp. Charles E. Atkinson, Rich-
mond, Ind., assignor of one-third to John M.
Lontz and one-third to Alexander Gordon,
Richmond, Ind. Application filed October 20,
1906.

The trolley harp is constructed to have a small lateral
movement to follow the wire.

860.116. Motor Clutch. Herbert A. Balcome, Bos-
ton, Mass., assignor to the Holtzer Cabot Elec-
tric Company of Massachusetts. Apphcation
filed March i, 1907.

A cam forces the friction surfaces of the shaft and
pulley together and the drive is effected by the fric-
tion between them.

860.117. Base-fastening Device for Electrical Ap-
paratus. Louis Bates, Hoboken, N. J.; Mamie
Sidman Bates, administratrix of said Louis
Bates, deceased. Application filed July 9, 1906.
The slab is bored partly through, and the inner end

of the hole enlarged to contain a metal plug, which
holds the screw.

860,124. Switch. Donald M. Bliss, Brookline,
Mass., assignor to the Holtzer Cabot Electric
Company. Application filed July 14, 1905.
For opei-ating a single phase induction motor, the

stationary contact of a switch is connected to one col-
lecting ring, and the pivoted contact member, adapted
to be operated by centrifugal force, is connected to the
other slip ring.

860,132. Signal Drop. Henry J. Heeney, Boston,
Mass.. assignor to the Holtzer Cabot Electric
Company- Application filed September 17,
1906.

A new combination of the shutter mechanism of a
signal-drop is described.

860,153. Lamp Socket. Robert Rowley, New York,
N. Y. Application filed April 13, igo6.
An electro-magnet in the socket serves to hold the

contact key closed, when so placed.

860,157. Lightning-arresting Switch. Washington
D. Shirk, Fairfield, Iowa. Application filed

Februarj- 28, 1906.

A knife sw-itch is combined with a carbon block ar-
rester.

860,163. Signal for Pressure Gauges. John B.
Townsend, Wellford, W. Va. Application filed

Januar}^ 29, 1907.

The gauge pointer, when in extreme position, closes
an electric alarm bell circuit. '

860,173. Flotation Bearing. Otis White, Spring-
field, 111., assignor to the Sangamon Electric
Company. Springfield, 111. Application filed

September 25, 1903.

_
A bearing for the shaft of an electric meter con-

sists of a supplemental shaft carried in a chamber con-
taining a liquid.
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860,1/5- Telephone System. David H. Wilson, Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to George W. Kretzinger,

Chicago, 111. Application filed October 29, 1904.

A bridge circuit associated with each instrument is

normallv open when the talking circuit is completed,

but is 'automatically closed during: the signaling opera-

tion.

860.179. Electric Heater. Edward H. Abbot, Los

Angeles. Cal. Application filed December 19,

1905.

A metal drum, lined with heat resisting materia! and

having air openings at top and bottom contains a

number of metal tubes covered with heat resistmg and

insulating material and wound with resistance coils

connected in series.

860.1S9. Cord Adjuster. Horace G. Chatfield,

Waterbury, Conn. Application filed May 8,

1907.

The adjuster is made in two halves, to be sepa-

rated for attaching to the cord without disconnecting

the lamp. . A strip of felt encircles the cord and pre-

vents wear.

860.105. Storage-batterv Electrode. Thomas A.

Edison. Llewellyn Park, Orange, N. J., as-

signor to the Edison Storage Battery Company,

West Orange, N. J. Application filed April 28,

1905.

An electrode for alkaline storage batteries has a

perforated tubular longitudinally corrugated metallic

insoluble inclosing pocket containing active material un-

der elastic pressure.

860,206. Alarm and Signal Mechanism. Ellsworth

E. Flora and Robert J. Zorge, Chicago, 111.,

assignors to the 2orge Safety Railway Equip-

ment Company, Chicago, 111. Application filed

October 11, 1906.

An electromagnet controls the actuation of a tor-

pedo-carrier, being provided with a circuit equipped

with a circuit-changer which is controlled by electro-

magnets connected with different track-sections and hav-

ing interlocking armatures."

86o,2oS. Electropneumatic Track Channeler. Ar-

thur H. Gibson, Easton, Pa., assignor to the

Ingersoll-Rand Company, New York, N. Y.

Application filed January 11, 1907.

An electric motor is arranged either to drive the

pressor or to propel the truck.

860,229. Trolley Stand. James H. McPherson,
Haverhill, Mass. Application filed January 31,

1907.

The pcle, pivoted to a base, has a stationary and - a

sliding abutment, which are connected by a spring. A
link joms the sliding abutment and the , base, the parts

being so adjusted that upward movement of the pole

beyond a pre-determined point will cause the spring to

be stretched.

860.291. Storage Battery. William Gardiner, Chi-

cago, 111-, assignor to C. P. Stringfield, Chicago,

111. Application filed May 20, 1905.

NO. 860,291.— BATTERV PLATE.

The plate is the combination of a scries of metallic

cape-like compartments, and metallic apertured holders
individual to each containing the active material. A
jjorous diaphragm is inserted between the active ma-
terial and the sides of the compartments. (See cut.)

860,305. Electric Current Regulator. David R.

Knapp, Philadelphia, and Howard E. Cade,

Pencoyd, Pa. Application filed November 24,

1905.

A regular system applicable to the charging of stor-

age batteries is described.

860,325. Lamp Holder. William J. Phelps, Detroit,

Mich. Application filed December 20, 1902.

This is a key socket for the control of a three-

terminal "Hylo" lamp. Longitudinally shifting the key
puts it in iKtsition to dost cither of the circuits by
the usual rotation.

860,360. Plug Switch. Earl C. Eldredgc, Spring-

field, Mass. Application filed July 27, 1906.

Contacts are successively ma<le by pushing in a plug.

This is rins-groovcd. enabling: the contact fingers to

lock it in several contact pOMtions.

^60.383. Rotary Circuit Closer. Llewellyn Hutch-
inson, Boston, M"ass. Application filed Decem-
ber 10, 1906.

Tht» consists of 3 casintr having a circular track in

which there arc one or more oblique Rfoovcs, a contact

piece countersunk in the track. .1 roi.iry contact piece held

under yieldinB pressure and movable over the track to

inicrftcct the ouliriue ffrooven. and a counterbalancing
dc\'icc.
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860,406. Fireproof Christmas Tree. Frederick L.

McGahan, Los Angeles, Cal. Application filed

December 28, 1906.

The trunk and branches of the tree are hollow metal
tubes, which serve as conduit for wiring to electric

decorations.

860.432. Electric Switch. Johan M. Andersen.
Boston, Mass., assignor to Albert and J. M.
Anderson Manufacturing Company, Boston,
Mass., Application filed October 13, 1905.

A combination switch and fuse block is described.

860.433. Operating Mechanism for Electric Switches.

Johan M. Andersen, Boston, Mass., assignor

to Albert and J. M'. Anderson Manufacturing
Company, Boston, Mass. Application filed

March 30, 1907.

An electric motor supplies energy to a spring motor
to operate switches. The electric motor starts auto-
matically when the spring motor becomes weak.

860,442. Fire Alarm. Eugene Bucci and Quirino
Cicchetti, Boston, Mass., assignors of one-third

to John Bucci, Providence, R. I. Application

filed December 3, 1906.

Use is made of the physical fact that on exposure to

heat the coefficient of elasticity of rubber is afl'ected,

and if under tension, it appears to contract. This
shrinkage, when the temperature rises, is used to close

an electric alarm circuit. _
'

860,507. Electric-light Support. William A. Will-

iams, Atlanta, Ga. Application filed November
8, igo6.

This support comprises an attaching base, with a
carrying element mounted on a rotable member, a com-
bined guide and clamp pivoted to a support on the
carrying member, and a suspending bar adjustable in

the clamp.

860,532. Circuit-closing Device. Roy C. Cram,
Bridgeport, and Charles L. Graves, Milford,

Conn., assignors to William Grunow, Jr.,

Bridgeport, Conn. Application filed August 2,

1906.

Two switching levers, each with a movable contact
at one end engaging fixed contacts, are controlled by
an operating arm which is retarded by a dash-pot de-

vice.

860,469. Branch Box. Morton Havens, Jr., Al-

bany, N. Y. Application filed March 24, igo6.

An outlet box for branching the wires emerging from
conduit is described.

860,477. Method of and Means for Charging Elec-

tric Furnaces. William H. Huffman, Niagara
Falls, N. Y., assignor to the International

Acheson Graphite Company, Niagara Falls,

N, Y. Application filed February 15, 1907.

The method consists in deoositinj^ the raw material
to be treated between flexible and rigid walls, sur-

rounding the raw material and walls with a mixture
having a relatively low conductive capacity, and with-

. drawing the rigid walls.

860.481. Electric Cut-out. Everett O. Jackson.

Stillwell, 111. Application filed February 6,

" 1907-

The mbvable member consists of a coiled wire, the

elasticity of the coil securing more firm contact.

860.482. Contact Plug for Sockets for Electric

Lights. Frederick W. Jaeger and Gustav A.

Landsee, Milwaukee. Wis. Application filed

May 4, 1906.

The contact is made through screw-threaded members
provided with spring-arms which may be spread and
automatically retained by a plunger.

860.560. Automatic Fire-Extinguisher Supervisory

System. James G. Nolen, Chicago, III., and

John D. Nolen, Toledo, Ohio
;
James G. Nolen

assignor to the Automatic Fire Protection Com-
pany. Original application filed September 11,

1902. Divided and this application filed Oc-
tober 28, 1904.

The valve of a fire extinguishing system is arranged
with electrical means for giving notice of its move-
ment by impulses to a responsive signal device.

860.561. Art of Railway Signaling. Wesley T.

Oviatt, Stratford, and Edward F. Latimer and

William Grunow, Jr., Bridgeport, Conn. Ap-
plication filed August 2, 1906.

A safety system of railways has a section of road-

ivay provided at each end with an electromagnet ically

controlled indicator and switches to be operated by a

car in opposite directions. Circuit changing switches

are arranged whereby when each car enters the sec-

tion an indication is made on each indicator and the

indications are cumulative always in the same direc-

tion so long as cars continue to enter, and subtractive

m a reverse direction so long as they continue to leave

the section, no matter which way they move.

860,568. Electric Incandescent Lamp and Connec-

tion Therefor. William J. Phelps, Detroit,

Mich., assignor to the Phelps Company, De-
troit, Mich. Application filed September 10.

1902.

A control switch and extension for "Mylo" lamps is

attached to the lamp base.

860,572. Means for Controlling Electric Current-

distributing Systems. Joseph L. Routin, Lyons,

France. Application filed December 15, 1905.

With the generator is combined a volt-mctric gov-

ernor for tension regulation and a tachymctric gover-

nor for mechanical regulation. A dynamomctrical gov-

erpor. operated by variations of load, comprises a con-

tinuous current motor with independent excitations, a re-

versing switch for controlling motor, a mechanical de-

vice operated by motor and connected to the antago-

nistic couidc of a watt meter. The mechanical device

has a predetermined position for each value of the

power (Iclivercd by the generator, and for preventing

"hunling" is operated by the regulating movement to

July 27, 1907

NO. 860,572.— RkGULATlON SYSTEM.

set up a counter force tending to arrest the movement
before complete re-establishment of equilibrium. CSee
cut.)

860,587. Electric Furnace. Ross C. Unger, Cleve-
land, Ohio. Application filed July 25, 1906.

The furnace is designed for small operations and
consists of a casing lined with refractory material. Heat
is generated in a granular resistance on the bottom of
the furnace.

860.605. Fire-protection System. James G. Nolen,
Chicago, III, assignor to the Automatic Fire
Protection Company. Original application filed

September 17, 1904. Divided and this applica-

tion filed December 8, 1904.

A spindle journaled on the water pipe is arranged
to be rocked by the. flow of water in the pipe and to
actuate a rocking contact switch, which connects with
an alarm circuit.

860.606. Safety Fuse. Franz Oprendek, Vienna,
Austria-Hungary, assignor of one-half to Samu
PoUak, Gyor, Austria-Hungary. Application
filed September 12, 1905.

The fuse wire is wound on a storage spool and its

free end arranged to connect terminals of an electric
circuit. The fuse is thus easily replaced.

Reissue.

12,672. Electrolytic Cell. George A. Gabriel. New
York, N. y., assignor to the Bleach and Caustic
Process .Company. New York, N. Y. Applica-
tion filed April g. 1907. Original No. 822,109,

dated May 29. 1906.

A porous diaphragm has a foraminous cathode in

contact on one side and a gauze-embedded diaphragm
on the opposite side. Insulating material limits the
active surface of the first porous diaphragm.

PATENTS THAT HAVE EXPIRED.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued

1 y the United States Patent Office) that expired

July 22, 1907

:

il32,5i2. Electric Stop Motion for Looms. D. E. Cough-
lin, Milford, N. J.

432,521. Electric Cut Out. S. D. Field, Stockbridge,
Mass.

432,547. Telephone Exchange. J. A. McCoy, Medford,
Mass.

43'2.56i. Brush Rcverser for Electric Motors. A. Rechen-
zaun, London, England.

43-.57I' Conduit System for Electric Railways. N. Sei-
bert. Maiden, Mass.

432,577. Dynamo Electric Machine. H. W. .Soang, New
York, N. Y.

432.618, Electrical Communicating System. A. G. IIol-

combe, Long Island City, N. Y.
432.619. Call Box for Electrical Signaling Systems. .\. G.

Holcombe, Long Island City, N. Y.
432,623. Electric Railway. R. M. Hunter, Philadelohia,

Pa.
432.629. Electric Metal Working Apparatus. H. Lem|>

and J. Tregoning, Lynn, Mass.
432.630. Forming or Shaping Metals by Electricity. II.

Lemp, Lynn, Mass.
432.644. Current and Switch Controlling Mechanism. E.

\V, Rice, Jr.. Lynn. Mrss.
432.645. Station-Box for Watchmen's Electric Time De-

tectors. J. E. Richards, Cedar Keys, Fla.

432.646. Motor for Electric Railways. AL H. Smith,
Halifax, County of York, En^and.

432.651. Method of Working Metals by Electricity. E.
Thomson. Lynn, Mass.

432.652. Welding or Other Dynamo. E. Thomson, Lynn,
Mass.

432.653. Method of Welding Pipes by Electricity. E.
Thomson, Lynn. Mass.

432.654. Elevtric Meter. E. Thomson. Lynn, Mass.
432.655. Dynamo Electric Machine. E. Thomson, Lynn^

Mass.
432.656. Manufacture of Bands, Rings, etc.. by IClcc-

tricity. E. Thomson. Lynn, Mass.
432.657. Electric Lighting of Railway Trains. I. .\.

Tmimis, London, County of Middlesex, England.
432,670. Conduit Electric Railway. B, Jennings, San

Jose, Cal.

432.672. Method of Making Secondary Battery Plates.

W. P. Kookogcy. Brooklyn, N. Y.

432.673. Electric Railway. F. Mansfield, Melrose, Mass.

432.674. Electric Railway. F. Mansfield, New York, X, Y.
432,67^, Electrical Railway, F, Mansfield, New York,

n; y,
432.707, Eltfctric Motor, H, Hnmberl. Brooklyn. N. V,
•132.727- Method of Electric Welding. M. W. Dewey.

Syracuse. N. Y.
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New Section of Paris Metropolitan
Railway.

Hv A. IlK CoPKl'V.

Wlu'ii fiitiri'ly finished, llic syslum of the Paris

Metropolitan Railway will no doubt be one of the

most complete in Kiiropc. The project includes

a number of sui>w;iy and elevated lines which cross

the city in dilTerenl directions, forming a net-

work wliieh is to reach the principal districts. .\t

present there are no less than four sections of

llie line completed, or nearly so, and three of

these arc now in regular operation. The first sec-

tions runs directly across town from east to west

usiuK a tunnel of elliptical .section, with the tr.icks

laid on w len ties, A third rail of the usual

kind for supplying current to the ear motors is

laid alongside the track. The part of the subway
lying on the right hank of the Seine was con-

structed to the Trocadero station, not far from

the river, as far back as IQOO. This was done

so as to carry the large amount of traffic which

was taken upon the subw.'iy at the time of the

exposition. But it was not until a comparatively

recent period that the tunnel was extended from
this point as far as the Seine in order to continue

the new line on the left bank of the river.

What is characteristic of the South line is that

follows In overheail slruclurc for five stations he-

fore reaching the underground part, the total length

of elevated road in the valley of the Seine being

2,si6 meters.

Owing to the arrangement of the boulevards,

there is no difficulty in erecting the elevated struc-

ture, since in the middle of the boulevard is a

strip of ground plaiUed with trees, which serves

as a j)romenade, and the two paved portions for

the vehicles pass along either side. Accordingly

the middle strij) is used for the elevated structure.

Where the tracks run down from overhead into

the tunnel there is a distance of l6o meters where
tr.'iffic is interrupted, but this does not give any

Passing from Overhead to Underground
One of the Elevated Stations.

A Typical View of the Elevated Structure.

The New Bridge over the Seine. (Eiffel Tower in 4he Distance.)

NEW SECTION OF THE PARIS METROPOLITAN RAILWAY.

in tunnel, following the Seine. Section No. 2,

which already has been described in the Western
Electrician, makes a semi-circular tour through

the north district, with line No. i as the diameter.

The new line, described in this article, runs through

the south district, and completes a circle by join-

ing the north section of the railway.

This new south line starts from the Place

de I'Etoile, where there is a large underground
station, or, rather, series of stations, the three

principal lines of the city coming together at this

point. Access is given from one station to the

other by sets of staircases, since the stations lie

on different levels, and it is necessary to cross

over from one station platform to the other. Like

the other two lines, there is a special underground
station allotted to the South line. Starting from
this point the incoming train makes a loop around

the Place and comes back upon the other track

lying next the outbound platform. From here the

line proceeds in double-track tunnel until it reaches

the bank of the Seine.

The tunnel sections of the line are built upon

the same plan as for the former Metropolitan lines.

it has several overhead and underground sections.

The trains pass from the tunnel up to the overhead

structure upon a rather steep grade, and afterward

descend again inl/o the tunnel. From Trocadero

station the tunnel extends to Passy station on

the Seine, at which point the tracks come to the

surface and run for some distance upon a trestle-

work, which forms the approach to the bridge

over the Seine. After crossing the bridge the

road continues upon the left bank of the river

as an overhead structure, making a semi-circular

tour through the southern part of the city and

reaching the river again at a distant point, where

it crosses upon a second bridge and makes con-

nection a second time with the transverse or No.

I line of subway.

Overhead structure was made necessary^ in three

sections of tiie profile, owing to the irregularity

of the ground. The part of the city lying next

the Seine is on a comparatively low level, so that

the overhead structure had to be employed here,

but upon reaching higher ground the line enters

again into tunnel. Thus, from the station of

Crenelle, upon the left bank of the Seine, the line

trouble, as there are no cross tracks at this point,

nor, in fact, at any of the other similar points.

The tunnel section proceeds from the Pasteur un-
derground station for five stations before the track

comes again to the overhead structure. The tunnel

passes by the Montparnasse railroad station.

Where the line passes under the Boulevard Ras-
pail it runs parallel to a second tunnel which is

to form part of a new line extending from the
north to the southern part of town. At this

point the two lines are parallel to each other, so

that a transfer can be made, but in general the

two lines are perpendicular to each other.

The second overhead structure is reached at the

St. Jacques station, and this was made necessary

from the fact that the line passes over the valley

of the Bievre, a small stream running through
this part of town, and an elevated portion is

needed in order to cross over the depression of

the ground. The line runs thus for a length of

866 meters before passing again underground near

the terminal point at Place dTtalie. Counting the

two overhead sections as a total length of 3,382

meters, the line covers nearly one-third of the total
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distance from the Etoile to Place d'ltalie, which

is 8,970 meters. At the latter point the line is

not far from the Seine.

From an engineering and construction view, the

present section ends at Place d'ltalie, and from

here the line continues toward the Seine and across

the river upon another section which was begun

much later and which is not yet finished. The
present description therefore relates to the line up

to the latter station.

At the Place d'ltalie is one of the large under-

ground stations of the city. It is a double station,

one part being the terminus of the South line

proper, and the second the starting point for line

No. 5, which crosses the Seine. Passengers thus

make the transfer at this point, the two lines

being side by side upon the same station platform,

which is 20 feet wide. The south line makes a

loop around the Place, and the tunnel of the

second line follows another loop, the two running

near each other. Considerable underground work

had to be carried out at this point on this ac-

count. A new section, known as line No. 6, is

to start from the Place, and will cross the Seine

at a point farther along.

Referring to the design of the overhead struc-

ture, it is about the same as is used on the North

line. The southern section has 55 spans of 22.5

meters, 21 spans of 27 meters and eight of 19.50

meters, besides nine spans of variable length. In

all, there are 93 spans, besides the bridge ap-

proaches and two large spans over the squares.

As before, the metallic structure is upheld upon

iron columns of artistic design. The overhead

stations are supported upon masonry pillars.

Upon the total length of the southern section

there are 18 stations, either in the tunnel, over-

head, or on a level with the ground, where the

line comes out of the tunnel. The last-mentioned

arrangement is the case with three of the stations,

one of which is shown in the picture, with the

structure of masonry arches in the foreground

which leads up to the overhead metallic portion.

The bridge over the Seine is built of a series of

metallic arches suported upon piers. Above the

principal platform of the bridge the Metropolitan

tracks pass upon a raised structure which is sup-

ported on light iron columns.

On account of the comparatively large amount

of overhead construction the preparatory work for

the tunnel was less than usual, and consisted in

FIG. I. SIDE ELEVATION OF A UNIPOLAR GENERATOR.

displacing the sewers and piping. This was easy

to carry out, and did not cost more than $200,000.

But, on the other hand, a large amount of work

had to be done where th« tunnel passes through

the ground occupied by the catacombs. These are

a series of galleries which were formed by taking

out the stone, which was abundant here. The gai-

eties are under each other at different levels and

without much order, and in some places the ground

is honeycombed in this way. In many cases the

galleries have fallen in, sometimes leaving great

conical holes in the ground where the earth has

fallen down over a large area. Such cavities are

known as fontis, and are difficult to fill up. In

the places where the galleries are in good condition

they were braced by heavy sustaining pillars of

masonry, and the foundation for the subway tunnel

was laid above the pillars. Where the ground is

hollowed by the fontis, wells were sunk which

were filled up with bcton, thus forming a kind

of sustaining pillar in the ground. Upon the bcton

wells v/erc placed arches extending from one to

the other and intermeshed so as to form a solid

structure. Upon the arches is laid the foundation

of the tunnel, which is of unusual thickness. The
amount of masonry which is thus buried in the

ground is no less than 45,000 cubic meters, to-

gether with 47,000 meters length of timber, and
the total cost of this part of the work was about

$400,000, not counting the work on the tunnel

proper. It is carried out over a length of 254-

miles.

The rolling stock of the new section follows the

same lines as that in use on the preceding sections,

using motor cars and a certain number of trailers

upon the 500-volt third-rail system, with the mul-

tiple-unit method of control.

and collector rings in order to enable them to

carry the current for the field winding without
overheating. If preferred, the conductor (a') may
be left out from the armature circuit entirely and
would then serve simply for supplying the field

current.

Regulation of Unipolar Generators.

In dynamo-electric machines of the unipolar type

each armature conductor is separately connected

to collector rings, and by means of connections be-

tween brushes bearing on these slip rings, the sev-

eral conductors are placed in series. From this

it will be seen that the armature circuit includes

a number of sliding contacts between the brushes

and slip-rings, introducing considerable resistance.

Indeed the ohmic drop across these poor contacts

at full load is a large part of the total voltage of

the machine. Nor does this brush resistance re-

main constant in amount, for on account of the

movement and changing surface conditions it is

somewhat variable and unstable.

If the field winding be shunted across the gen-
" erator terminals in the usual manner and the load

increased, the larger current flowing through the

brush-contacts results in an increased drop across

these resistances, so that the external available

voltage falls off, and the field excitation is impaired.

For an arrangement of field supply to correct

this poor regulation of the generator at heavy

loads, a patent has been granted recently to

Elihu Thompson of Swampscott, Mass. The way
in which Professor Thomson accomplishes the re-

sult is comparatively simple. The field magnets

are excited by current from independent and aux-

iliary brushes which bear on collector rings con-

nected to opposite ends of a single conductor. This

conductor may in reality be one of the armature

inductors connected in the terminal circuit, though

in this case, it would necessarily be made larger

than the others to prevent excessive heating on

account of the added duty of carrying the excit-

FIG. 2. PLANE DEVELOPMENT OF ARMATURE CONDUCTORS,
RINGS AND CONNECTIONS FOR UNIPOLAR DYNAMO.

ing current. Or if desired, a separate conductor

may be used for supplying the field winding.

Fig. I is a side elevation of the type of unipolar

generator to which the invention is applicable; the

fields, slip-rings and inductors may be seen. Fig.

2 shows the armature conductors, rings and con-

nections rolled out into a flat surface, as it were.

Referring to Fig. 2, where the several armature

conductors are shown developed on a plane sur-

face, each conductor is seen to be connected at

opposite ends to a pair of collector rings (C). By
means of the brushes (B) the several armature

conductors may be connected in series with each

other and to the external circuit.

For the sake of simplicity, the brushes are shown
all in a single line, but in practice they would be

more or less distributed around the armature. The
connections between the brushes at opposite ends

of the machine are shown in dotted lines, and the

machine terminals are indicated at (T) (T).

Auxiliary brushes which are not included in the

armature circuit and which bear on a pair of col-

lector rings connected to opposite ends of an arma-
ture conductor (a') are represented at (b) (b).

These brushes are connected to the field coils

(f) (f) in circuit with which is shown diagram-

matically a field rheostat (R).

As shown in Fig. 2, the conductor (a') and the

collector rings to which it is connected arc made
slightly wider than the other armature conductors

Walt's Magnetic Ore Separator.
A magnetic ore separator in which the division

of the ferriferous ore from the foreign material
takes place under water or other fluid is the in-

vention of Henry H. Wait of Chicago. The ac-

WAIT S MAGNETIC ORE SEPARATOR.

companying diagram shows how the apparatus is

intended to operate. The product of the crusher
is led through the chute at the right and delivered

against the magnetic cylinder, which is revolving
in the field of the powerful electromagnet shown.
The fluid is kept in constant agitation by some
means, as shown in the sketch, where a piston con-

nected to a power-driven eccentric shaft serves to

vibrate the water. By the aid of this vibratory

motion of the fluid the material is brought into

more intimate relation with the magnet which is

given better opportunity for segregating and loos-

ening the magnetic ores, it is asserted.

Foreign matter, such as dirt, stones, etc., will be

dropped in one of the nearer spouts, but the mag-
netic particles will be carried on until they have

passed the farther divider either because they have

adhered to the surface of the cylinder and so have

been positively carried over, or because their ap-

parent or effective specific gravity has been so mod-
ified that the particles are held suspended in the

water so near the top of the stream of ore that

its natural flow carries them over. Thus the

division is effected by two distinct means. The
invention has been assigned to the International

Separator Company of Chicago.

Copper Degraded to Lithium.

According to the daily newspapers of last week,

Sir William Ramsay has promised to communicate
shortly to the Chemical Society an account of a

discovery which, in the words of the London Lancet,

"marks an epoch in the history of chemical science,

since his investigations have shown that a given

element, under the" powerful action of radium ema-
nations, undergoes degradation into another. In

short," adds the Lancet, "the transmutation of

elements is actually un fait accompli."

Readers will remember that several months ago
a newspaper story was extensively published in con-

nectjon with Sir William Ramsay's name, in which
the statement was made that he had succeeded in

producing copper synthetically from lithium, sodium
and potassium. This was later denied by the dis- _
tinguished chemist, who declared in an interview

that he had never advanced to the point of such ^
a statement.

The persistence of the story which has made
ils appearance for the second time within the past

few days, lends some confirmation to this latter-day

romance of the transmutation of metals.

From the testimony at hand it would appear that

the noble metals arc slowly breaking down and that

gold, platinum, uranium and other elements of high

atomic weight will disappear and their descendants M
be the commonplace elements. This would seem to fl
leach that sold and other melals exhibiting high

atomic weights have, after all, a complex, unstable

constitution, the tendency of which is to resolve

into simpler substances.

The emanation from radium, it was pointed out
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scvcnil mniillis aR", siTiiis lo lieloiif; lo tlic iK'liuin

scries. IJiirhig its change it (lives up enormous
qiianlilies of energy. If the (listrihtilion of this

iniTK.v is nioclilieii i>y Ihe presence of water, lliat

piirlicin of tile eni.malion wliicli is deconiposcd yields

nniie; if in llie presence of copper snlpliate, argon.

Similarly, copper acted upon liy llie emanation is

degraded lo the first niendjer of its group, namely,

liliiinni.

ever, owing lo llicir liciglil and the risk of. elec-

trical discharges, are rather inconvenient. A far

more salisfactorv solution of the problem is cm-
liodied in the le.'id-glasfi caps suggested by Dr. Fl.

Wiesner. In these devices the bulb is locateil in

a lieniispbcre of lead glass, as shown in I'ig. I, the

rays issuing through an aperture at the summit lo

uhitli Ihe lead-glass or metal tubes of different

Protective Devices for X-ray Operators.

By Dk. Am'ui;d GnAin;Nwrrz,

The danger resulting from the use of X-rays,

Initli to the patient and |)liysician, was a real dan-

ger in the early history of the art, when no adc-

(|uate safeguard was available, while the action of

ihese rays was not clearly mulerstood. Rut im-

proved methods are now available which make the

use of this method of diagnosis or treatment safe

when carefully api>hed.

In the case of diagnostical experiments an irrita-

tion or injury of the skin need not be feared,

indcss the very softest X-r.ay bulbs are used, and

even then only in the case of a continued or re-

peated radiation on the same spot. Apart from the

fact that in medical practice there is hardly ever

a necessity of repeating radiations at short intervals,

an efficient safeguard can readily be designed. In

fact, as only "soft" rays of low penetrative power

and high chemical action arc objectionable, the

greater amount of these can be eliminated by

placing on the skin one or more layers of linen, or

preferentially a thin leather sheet, which sufficiently

FIG. I. LEAD-GLASS X RAY BULB.

absorbs the dangerous radiation. The time of ex-

posure in the case of diagnosis is generally limited

to one or two minutes.

Far greater danger to patients is likely to accrue

from therapeutical methods, though the Holzknecht

chromoradiometer is an adequate gauge of the in-

tensity of radiation, measuring to some extent the

applied physiological energy of the rays. The pos-

sibility of errors in using this instrument cannot,

however, be said to be entirely eliminated, apart

from the fact that its use necessitates a considerable

amount of practice.

According to Herr F. Dessauer of the Aschaffen-

burg Electrical Institute the best way is to apply

intense unit radiations, separated by adequate inter-

vals. It should be remembered that with increas-

ing penetration of the X-rays and increasing hard-

ness of the bulb the physiological energy of rays,

and along with the latter any danger, rapidly de-

creases. Only in the case of very long exposures

will there be any risk of combustion with half-hard

or hard bulbs, the only dangerous bulbs being the

soft type.,

Two methods have been suggested to protect the

surroundings of the parts radiated on, according as

either the sound skin is covered with a substance

absorbing radiation or the bulb is enveloped with

a protective sheath allowdng a beam of X-rays of

the same cross-section as the part to be radiated on
to issue through a variable aperture. As the beam
of rays then only strikes the affected part the re-

mainder of the body need not be covered.

The first method is realized either by means of

lead foils or special protective substances, such as

have been suggested from time to time by various
authors. The other method resulted in the con-
struction of special diaphragm boxes, which, how-

'^1 "T^TTr
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FIG 2. X RAY OUTFIT WITH SEPARATE CONTROLL-
ING TABLE.

shape (according to the field to be treated) are

attached.

Far more important than the protection of pa-

tients will be found the protection of physicians, as

the danger to the latter, owing to the continued

presence of noxious influences, is very much
greater. While a prudent Rontgenologist will hardly

be endangered by a single or even a repeated radia-

tion, the effects of the latter if continually re-

peated, will result in certain forms of disease.

However, this chronic dermatitis can be avoided

in any case through a certain amount of care and

FIG. 3. PORTABLE LEAD-GLASS FRAME FOR USE IN

X-RAY WORK.

attention. This, it is true, presupposes some self-

control as well as the use of certain technical safe-

guards. As regards the former condition, the oper-

ator should never expose himself to the radiation

without urgent necessity. First of all, he should

never use his own hands, and generally speaking

his own body, for practical demonstration or test-

ing of the rays. The body of the patient, who is

exposed to the rays only exceptionally, is a far

more convenient object. In order to protect the

operator against the risk of getting into the field

of rays there have been designed adequate safe-

guards, of which a few will be described. In the

case of the lead-glass cap above referred to, the

room not being Tilled wilh intense radiation, the

operatrir will readily avoid the action of X-rays,
ill the case of unprotected bulbs, on the other hand,
llie operator should lake every care lo avoid Ihe

coiilact of the rays, wliicli now penetrate throughout
llie room. In fact, siicli rays as arc rcflcclcd dif-

fusely ('secondary rays) arc bound to get every-

where, all objects in (he room as well as its air

being the origin of dangerous secondary radiation.

Tlic operator should therefore be located at a
'lislance as far as possible from Ihe bulb, while the

controlling mechanism of the X-ray outfit should
be separated from Ihe induclion coil, being ar-

r.uiged on a special table, as shown in Fig. 2, so
.1^ lo enable the operator to control his apparatus
from another corner of the room. Moreover, an
impervious observing screen should be placed be-
iween Ihe bulb and the controlling table. A con-
venient arrangement suggested by Dessauer is a
Iransporlable lead-glass screen with rotating wings
protecting the operator both in front and on the
sides. Fig, 3 ilhislrates such a screen.

Another method, which, however,' is less con-
venient, consists of using a special switching cabi-
iiel lined with impervious subst.ance on all sides
and provided wilh observation windows.
Whenever the operator is not in a position lo

st.iy behind the protective screen or in the cabinet
(which alternative will occur only in the case of
di;igiiostical work), exposures should be abridged
as far as possible. To this efTect the room should
be darkened immediately on entering it, and after
first turning on artificial light (electric), a transi-

FIG. 4 PROTECTIVE GLOVE FOR X-RAY OPERATORS.

tion should be produced from this to yellow or
red light, thus preparing the eye efiiciently for im-
mediately seizing any details of the X-ray image.

Apart from the above some special safeguards
have been constructed. Diaphragms comprising
large impervious surfaces, and leaving free only the
part to be radiated on, will, for instance, be used
to advantage. Trochoscopes will afford a protection
in all directions, excepting the part to be examined.
Projection screens should be carried by the dia-
phragm itself. If the fluorescent side of the screen
be covered with lead-glass the face will be pro-
tected, while the screen will become so heavy as to
be inconvenient if carried by hand.

In the absence of any diaphragm, which alterna-
tive should if possible be avoided, the hand work-
ing the projection screen should be protected either
by metal armatures fi.xed to the right and left of the
screen and covering the hand, or by means of
gloves consisting of a convenient elastic protective
substance (Fig. 4). These gloves are, however,
hardly convenient, being either heavy or pervious
to radiation. A more effective safeguard is a pro-
tective apron of elastic material.

Germans Coming to Study Electric
Railways.

A cablegram from Berlin says that a government
commission, comprising a number of experts, under
the leadership of Herr Wittefeld, a prominent official

of the Public Works Department, will start for the
United States during the coming w-eek to study the
organization of the systems of electric railways
throughout the United States. It is said to be the
intention of the government to "'"electrify" all the
railroads around Berlin, as well as portions of the

main lines throughout Germany.
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Measuring the Length of Electric
Waves.

A new device has been brougiit out by Mr.

Eisenstein, a German inventor, for measuring tlie

length of electric waves, and for this purpose the

apparatus shows the degree of resonance which is

obtained. Slaby proposed to measure the length

of a wave by the use of a form of open resonator

which he designated as multipolar. With this ar-

rangement the period of the resonator can be modi-

fied by shifting a sliding contact which is con-

nected to earth, so that when it is slipped along

the coil, about the position of resonance, there

K)J

FIG. I. MEASURING THH LENGTH OF ELECTRIC WAVES
BY THE AID OF A SELENIUM CELL,

is produced at the free end of the resonator a

series of sparks. By observing the intensity of the

sparks one is able to fix the position of the slide

at the proper point and find the position of reso-

nance. The principal disadvantage of this arrange-

ment is that the resonance position of the slide

is very difficult to determine on account of errors

in the observation of the sparks, and such a

method is far from being exact, for this reason.

The present device is intended to give a much
more exact and reliable means for finding the

resonance position. At the same time a curve of

the values of current near the desired point can

be obtained by means of the slide combined with

a secondary coil which is placed upon the reso-

nator. Such a coil is used so that its current will

operate an indicating device by means of light,

heat or other radiations. The variable current in

the secondary coil will therefore give a correspond-
ing variation in the circuit of a galvanometer,

which shows the current by a needle upon a scale,

or by a curve traced on a strip of registering paper.

In the accompanj'ing diagrams will be seen the

method of operating the device. At (i). Fig. i,

is a resonating coil of the usual form, connected

at. one end to a handle (2) for shifting its posi-

tion, while the other end is free. Upon the coil

slides a contact piece (4), which is connected to

earth at (3), or a large capacity may be used

instead of the ground connection. A secondary

coil (5) has a small number of turns and is given

a variable position with respect to the main coil.

The ends of the secondary coil are connected to

an indicating device, and the latter is operated in

WMim^^im

FIG. 2. MEASURING THE LENGTH OP ELECTRIC WAVES
BY THE AID OF A BOLOMETER.

several ways, cither by the action of light upon
selenium, for instance, by heat upon a thermo-
pile and galvanometer, or in other ways.

In Fig. I the ends of the secondary coil (5)
are connected to a small incandescent lamp (6)
of low voltage. The lamp is properly placed op-
posite a selenium cell (7), which is connected in

a separate circuit with a battery (8), and a suit-

able galvanometer (g). The coil can be shifted to

the right or left, and when the sliding contact (4)
and the secondarj' coil are brought near together

the incandescent lamp receives a current and glows
to a certain extent. The light becomes a maxi-
mum when the secondary coil (5; is directly over
the point of resonance. According to the intensity

of the light there will be a greater or less .resist-

ance in the selenium cell, resulting in a scries of
deflections of the galvanometer in its circuit, and
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the scale reading will correspond to the light of

the lamp.

Instead of the scale there may be used a band
of graduated paper whose movement corresponds

to the displacement of the sliding contact and the

secondary coil. In such case the galvanometer
needle or pen will trace an ascending or descending
curve, according to the current in the coil (5).

Instead of the selenium cell, the device which

is shown in Fig. 2 can be employed. In the circuit

of the secondary coil is connected a sensitive heat

indicating device, such as a bolometer (ii), and

the current in the coil can be measured according

to the reading of the scale, so that the indications

of the bolometer show the position of resonance.

With this arrangement, it is best to connect the

free or right-hand end of the resonator by a wire

(12) with a set of metal rings (13), so as to

increase or diminish the capacity according as one

or more rings are used. Such rings can be con-

veniently mounted upon the handle (2), and they

can be connected together by a set of plugs placed

lietween each ring, so as to vary the capacity.

As an indicating device, the bolometer may be

replaced by a thermopile "in the secondary circuit,

which is more or less heated by the latter. A
second circuit from the thermopile passes into

a galvanometer. By observing the latter there may
be obtained an indication of the current in the

secondary as before, and curves can be traced as

above mentioned. The above device has the ad-

vantage that the capacity and self-induction of the

galvanometer circuit do not need to be varied

throughout the experiment, and the readings can

thus be made very easily.

Parcelle's Telephone Repeater.

Many attempts ha\-e been made to devise a suc-

cessful telephone relay or repeater. Its invention

will open up possibilities of telephone lines com-

PARCELLE S TELEPHONE REPEATER.

parable in .length with present long telegraph cir-

cuits. The reputed longest telephone connection

is that involving 1,600 miles of wire established

daily at 7 a; m., when the Omaha branch of a

large Boston packing concern calls up and reports to

the home office the shipments of the preceding day.

Ordinary pole-line construction for distances ex-

ceeding this introduces distorting factors of ca-

pacity and other disturbing influences so that the

transmission of speech is seriously interfered with.

One way of solving the problem is to relay the

incoming feeble current impulses, after the fashion

of telegraph' practice, and use the weak incoming

currents to set up similar but stronger waves to

be transmitted on to the destination. While simple

to arrange for the telegraph, the inventors who
have sought to provide a practical telephone relay

have suffered many disheartening disappointments.

The telephone repeater has appeared in many dif-

ferent forms, involving the principle of arranging

a powerful receiver to sound into a sensitive micro-

phone. Sometimes the connecting medium has

been the air, while some inventors have enclosed

the whole apparatus and allowed the receiver dia-

phragm to operate a valve admitting compressed air

to the transmitter. A telephone relay in which the

energy of the received current is applied directly

to producing pressure on the transmitter capsule

without acting through diaphragms and intermediate

means is the invention of A. L. Parcellc of Boston,

on which a patent has been granted. Its application

to a two-way line is clearly shown by the accom-
panying drawing.

In principle of construction the repeater itself is

merely an open ring hinged at a point diametrically

opposite to the end jaws wdiich abut against a

transmitter capsule. A small current flowing in the

line will set up lines of force in the ring, causing
the jaws to be mutually attracted, increasing the

pressure on the grains of carbon in the transmitting

capsule. Thus any variation in the line current is

expected to produce a corresponding but magnified
current change in the transmitter circuit. These
local impulses induce still greater currents in the
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line to be sent on in the direction of transmission.
It will also be noted that the two line circuits arc
linked by a nearly closed magnetic path so that
some transmission might persist in case the local
battery became weak.

The patented claims include several different
forms of construction upon the same principle.

Automatic Starting Switch for Induc-
tion Motors.

Single-phase induction motors nnist be provided
with some kind of starting device which establishes
different connections during the period of accelera-
tion from those used in the running position. Since
without such arrangement this class of motors pos-
sess no starting torque, starting windings or phase-

CIRCUITS OF INDUCTION MOTOR WITH AUTOMATIC
STARTING DEVICE.

splitting devices, or both, are ordinarily employed.

These starting devices are ordinarily not designed
to carry current for any considerable length of

time, and must be ciit out of circuit when the

motor is up to speed. If this operation is left

to an attendant the starting devices may be left

in circuit because of carelessness. Further, if they

are cut out of circuit and the voltage fails, so that

the motor comes to rest and the current is again
thrown onto the motor, it will not start and may
be seriously damaged by the heavy current which
will Row. For these reasons it is exceedingly

desirable to employ a reliable automatic device

for changing from the starting connections when
the motor is up to speed.

The United States Patent Office recently granted

a patent to Sven R. Bergman of Lynn, Mass., on

a device for the duty just described. In principle

the invention takes advantage of the change in the

shape of the motor field as the motor speeds up.

Although at starting a cross-field exists in the

motor in quadrature with the main field, due to

the starting devices, this field is much weaker than

the main field of the motor, so that the shape of

the resultant field is elliptical. As the motor
speeds up the current induced in the secondary

winding strengthens the cross-field, until when full

speed is reached the motor possesses substantially

,a true rotating field.

A little consideration will show that any portion

of the motor winding of different phase from the

turns connected across the source of current will

be the seat of an induced electromotive force hav-
ing a component in quadrature with the impressed
electromotive force, which will increase as the

motor speeds up on account of the increase of the

cross-field. Thus in a single-phase induction motor
having a three-phase winding the electromotive

force in the phase not connected to the source in-

creases as the motor speed increases. The present

invention utilizes this increase in induced electro-

motive force to operate a switch for breaking the

circuit of the starting devices.

The accompanying drawing shows the circuits

of a single-phase induction motor arranged with
this automatic starting device. (A') (A') (A')
are the three phases of the winding Y-conncctcd,
while below is shown the rotor (B), of the short-

circuited squirrel-cage type. By tracing the wires
it will be seen that phase (A') is connected through
the contacts (c) to the phase-splitting starting de-
vice formed by the resistance (R) and inductance
(I). The contacts (c) are connected to each
other at starling by the pivoted contact (C), which
is controlled by a magnet (D). This magnet is

connected in shunt to the phase (A') of the pji-
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inary wiiuliiiR. The inljustabk- counlfrwfiKlit (d)

is aiT.'iiiKcil If) close the ciinlacls wlien the iiiaKilet

I l>) is (le-ener((ize<l.

When the motor is slartiiiR, the cross-field is

weak, tlie eleclroniotive force induced in (A') is

..imparativel)- small and the maKiiel (I)) fails to

lift the contact memlier (C), so that Ihe niotor

remains connected for starling wilh the phasc-splil-

ling devices in circuit. Hut as llie motor speed

increases the cross-field is aiiKmentod hy the cur-

rents induced in the rotor. Consef|iienlly the elec-

ltomo(ive force induced in phase (A") finally bc-

i-omes great enough to cause the magnet (U) lo

open the contacts (c), leaving the motor in a nm-
ning jjosition.

On failure of the line current and slopping of

the machine the contact (c) at once drops hack to

its starting position, so that if the supply is again

established the motor starts without danger of

injury. The patent has been assigned to the Gen-
rr.il l-;iectric Company.

Facts and Problems of Electric Trunk-
line Operation'.

Bv Fkank J. Spk.\cue.

tn studying different motors it has seemed wise
10 expand previous methods and to adopt one
capable of wide application. Inasmuch as it was
impossible within the limits of a paper already
(00 long to apply this method specifically to all

makes and sizes of motors. I contented myself with
selecting one especially typical example of direct-
current and 25-cyclc alternating-current motors,
supplementing the details of this comparison by
some specific facts about other machines, namely,
the smallest on regular interurban service and the

largest in present locomotive service—presumably
a sufficiently wide range for illustration of certain

facts—leaving the application of the specific niethod
to any other case of interest to an engineer.

In comparing capacities it is eminently proper
that the weight efficiency of electrical equipments
should be based upon each of two conditions

:

First, the total weight of motors and any connect-
ing device necessary to transmit the power of the

motor to the axle, this weight, if the trunk frame
forms a part of the motor, including such addi-

tional part as is necessary over and above that

required for structural purposes; and second, the

total amount of electrical apparatus as above de-

termined, plus every device for collecting or con-
trolling the motors carried upon the car or loco-

motive.

Mr. Stillwell says that I should compare motors
of equal capacities, not of equal weights and di-

mensions, and states that since the weight co-

efficients of all motors, of w^iatever make or type,

increases with the size, there w^ould not in such a

comparison have been so great a disparity. Quite

true, but the error of this reasoning is apparent if

one reverses his proposal and compared an alter-

nating-current motor of a given physical dimension
with a direct-current motor of larger physical di-

mensions and weight. What a disparity would then

appear ! I do not know that I am particularly

surprised at the remonstrance which meets the

actual comparisons made in the specific instance

illustrated, for the method, intelligently applied, is

sufficiently instructive for those who wish to know
the facts to find further application. The meaning
and the force of the comparisons will not be

brushed aside by ex-parte statements of isolated

and uncorrelatea facts, or by such a criticism of

specific motor w^eights and capacities as distin-

guished Messrs. Stillwell's and Storer's comments,
somewhat un\varranted in view of my specific state-

ment that the motors were "both standard modern
machines."

In order to avoid any just criticism of the

curves submitted I selected not only standard .mod-
ern machines of practically identical w^eight, but

machines built by the same manufacturer, tested

under like auspices and by identical methods, and
by experts who had no thought that the machines
would ever be compared in the matter I have
shown. Not only ar« these machines of similar

weight, but thev are almost exactly the same di-

mensions, of the largest practical size w^hich should

be put on a truck with a 33-inch wheel, and as

large as should be used with a 36-inch w^heel w^hen
running in the open on a standard railroad. Gear
and transformer weights were, as stated, elimi-

nated.

That an erroneous conclusion might be expressed
in comments based upon a hasty and cursory pe-

rusal of a paper is understandable, but that it

should be allowed to stand after opportunity to

ascertain the facts suggests either great preoccu-
pation or a hiatus in memory. It is a wase father

who is not ashamed of an adopted child, and I

I. This is a portion (for available space does not permit the
use of the entire communication) of Mr. Sprague's reply to some
of the comments made upon his paper bearine the title "Some
Facts and Problems Bearing on Electric Trunk-line Operation."
presented at the annual meetinK of the American Institute of
Electrical Eneineers in New York on May 21. 1907. See Western
Electrician of June i, rgor. for a condensation of Mr. Sprague's
paper and for a report of the discussion which followed it, to

which the author now replies.

cannot but rcRret lli.at Mr. Slillwcll has so long
failetl to reciJKnize in motor X, whose weiglil, anil

speeds anil capaciiies tlirougliont a (hernial range
varyintf from two thirds of an hour lo live hours
were given wilh exactness a niaehiiif for which he
is largely respoirsible. Its cliaraclcrislics arc based
upon the olllcial technical reports of the General
IClectric Company, the builders of this G. K, (x)

B type for the Intcrborougli Kapjd Transit Com-
pany on Mr. Slilwell's general specifications, 41K
of these machines now forming p;irt of the erpiip-

menl of Ihal road. They are somelimes "rated at

200 horsepower ai 300 amperes," but actually test

to 241 horsepower wilh 75 degrees rise of tem-
perature, according to Ihe standard practice of the

.\nierican Inslilule of F.leclrical Engineers. Sev-
eral hundred more or these niolors arc ill use on
Ihe London Uuilergrouutl Railways, and 268 motors
of similar frame, known as the G. E. 69 C, built for

50 volts higher normal operation, nearly too less

revolutions at the one-hour rating, but developing,

notwithstanding, 232 horsepower with like rise of

temperature, are in use on Ihe New York Central

Railroad. Type Y is the G. E. A. (J03 25-cyclc

alternating-current motor, the largest of this type

of machines built for motor car work.
Call ihose machines what one will, I)y any name

which may smell more sweet, the comparisons arc

whether the a<lvHiit,i(|cx arc sufficient lo warranl
the atloplion'of Ihc standard in spile of many well-
known oheclions.

It Is a curious commentary upon the futllily of
|)ropliecy when wllliin a month of the announce-
ment of the necessity of a new standard and
within the hour of lis repetition the responsible
lechnic.'il engineers of a gre.it manufacturing cor-

(loratioii voice, iiol only for themselves but for a

great portion of Ihe engineering world, their dis-

ajipro\'al of its adoption, and in the same breath
announce a railical advance in 25-cycle motor con-
struction which ninintains the merits of a higher
fret|ueiicy and renders llic attempt to lower it less

advisable.

Comparisons based upon motors designed, but not
built, are essentially unsatisfactory, anrl of course
they will he more or less at variance, depending
upon Ihe size and make of motors selected. The
S-cycle single-phase alternating-current motor is

too new a machine lo have any record behind it.

In my pa|)er 1 cmipared Ihe weights of certain

standard (|uadrui)le motor suburban equipments,
designating the motors A and B, the former for

15 and Ihe latter for 25-cycle, the weights being
those ofiicially given by the manufacturers. These
motors were of competitive makes, the former being
the Westinghouse and the latter the General Elec-

MOVING DISPLAY OF ELECTRICAL HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES.

on identically the same bases, therefore absolutely

proper, and in all fairness comparisons of any ma-
chines should be made with identically the same
kind of data. When so made Mr. Stillwells

pyramid may be in^erted and landed on its base,

where it belongs.

A similar direct-current motor wdien equipped
with commutating poles weighs about 400 pounds
more, but in view of its extraordinary freedom
from sparking- it can with perfect impunity be
steadily operated at an increase of potential which
would much more than offset the increased weight.

As an example of what can be done with this

type of machine I have seen a standard motor of

75 horsepower nominal capacity temporarily fitted

with commutating poles operated with an increase

of 80 per cent, in voltage and develop over 250

horsepower without a sign of distress. Of course

this is unusual and ordinarily prohibitive on ac-

count .of the speed of the machine, but it illus-

trates the possibilities of an improvement which

I have so steadily urged, and which now being

adopted has so largely augmented the allowable

working direct-current potentials. If Mr. Storer

'

will compare on the thermal .basis a quadruple

motor equipment of this type with an equipment

of 25-cycle alternating-current motors of like per-

missible speeds and capacities the comparison will

be somewhat instructive.

With regard to 15-cycle motors, I enumerated

with a good deal of particularity certain advan-

tages which they individually offered as compared
with the 25-cycle motor, and especially the reduc-

tion of individual weight. I assume that there is

here little room for disagreement, but granting the

full measure of these advantages; variable in the

matter of capacity according to the nominal rating

and the ratio of load to the hour capacity, it seems

quite apparent that the increase in weight of the

transformer will generally offset the saving in

motor-weight capacity. Inasmuch as we are con-

cerned not alone with motor weights, but with the

total weight which must be carried by the indi-

vidual drivers and within allowed wheel bases,

this offsetting of the saving in weight in one part

of the equipment by an increase in the other can-

not te ignored, and the question properly arises

trie, but, as I stated, I did not deem the w'eights

given as final. It will be therefore perhaps inter-

esting to know that, eliminating the element of

competitive manufacture and comparing recently

official w^eights of 15 and 25-cycle equipments made
by the former concern, there is an excess of total

weight of a quadruple equipment of nominal 75-
horsepower motors greater than that given in my
paper.

Certain features of the New York Central and
the New Haven machines have been given so fre-

quently that it is unnecessary to refer to them
further at the present moment, except to state that

their weight coefficients are very different, and
much in favor of the former machines. W'hen large

15-cycle alternating-current and other types of

dir.ect-current locomotives are built there will be
an opportunity to make further comparison on a

like basis. It may be interesting to note here that

the recent decision to adopt three-phase locomo-
tives on the Cascade Tunnel was because of lack

of guaranteed capacity of 15-cycle motors.

Moving Display of Electrical House-
hold Appliances.

A feature of the recent one-hundredth anni-

versary of the founding of the town of Arlington,

Mass., was a large parade in which merchants
and industrial and civic organizations partic-ipated.

The Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Bos-
ton took a conspicuous part in the paratle.

A five-ton electrically driven truck of the com-
pany, dressed as shown in the accompanying illus-

tration, carried 12 ordinary 12-inch electric fans,

six on each side, a 1900 washing machine w'ith

a motor at the rear and a sewing machine also

equipped with a motor in the center. These ap-
pliances were in operation, being run by storage
batteries. In addition, an outfit of the cooking and
other appliances made by the Simplex company
was carried. The unique display attracted atten-

tion and elicited much enthusiastic applause. It

was a striking and interesting exhibit of the manner
in which electricit\^ may be employed to advantage
in the home in which the electric lig^it has been
installed.
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The news of the death of Mr. S. M. Hamill

will be received with genuine regret. Of late years,

owing to the absorption by the General Electric

Company of the interests with which he was con-

nected, Mr. Hamill had not been so prominent in

the electrical field, but ten or twelve years ago few

names were better known than his to electrical

men. He was identified with the old Brush Elec-

tric Company of Cleveland, which was a force to

be reckoned with in the days when practically all

arc lighting was done on the direct-current series

system, with open arcs. Mr. Hamill was a man
of education and culture, but he was also a

shrewd business man, and he played a conspicuous

part in the upbuilding of the arc-lighting business.

The creeds of Christendom have been the cause

of wars and bitter dissensions as well as great joy

and spiritual consolation to the believer, but hap-

pily the creeds of the electrical co-operator promise

to sow no seeds of discord. As shown elsewhere,

there are nine of these creeds now made public in

the competition of the Co-operative Electrical De-

velopment Association. Nine is a mystic number,

but nevertheless it is intended to have one ultimate

co-operator's creed, written after scrutiny of those

now in existence, which shall be the creed par

excellence. The prize contest has aroused con-

siderable interest, and lio doubt the final creed will

often be quoted to stimulate the esteemed new-

business solicitor and all others concerned in sell-

ing electricity to renewed zeal.

Wh-MEVEr Mr. F. H. Plaice of New Bremen,

Ohio, Says about selling electricity in small towns

is entitled to the most respectful consideration, for

he is the man, as readers of the Western Elec-

trician will no doubt recall, who has built up an

electric-light and power business in a town of

1,500 inhabitants until the earnings have reached

about $8.50 a year for every man, woman and

child in the place. That is certainly a most re-

markable record—one which it would be difficult

to match anywhere. Mr. Plaice is a great believer

in the power and heating load, and in his recent

paper before the National Electric Light Association

he told why. This paper, illustrated with two in-

teresting New Bremen diagrams not heretofore pub-

lished and with some other additions, is printed in

this issue of the Western Electrician and is worthy

of the careful study of every station manager or

contract agent, whether his plant is a large or small

one.

CoNTR.\RY to the legal opinion of Attorney-gen-

eral James Bingham of Indiana, the Indiana Rail-

road Commission has held that the two-cent fare

law, passed by the last General Assembly, applies

to interurban electric railways as well as to steam

railroads, and a suit will probably be instituted soon

against some traction company to determine whether

the law applies to interurbans, and thus settle a

matter that involves, in a way, the constitutionality

of the two-cent fare law itself.

In a formal opinion given the commission several

months ago the attorney-general held that the law

applied only to steam roads, and that there was

no similarity between the steam and the electric

roads substantial enough to warrant the applica-

tion of the two-cent-fare law of the railroad to

the operation of interurbans. Immediately prom-

inent attorneys raised the question as to the con-

stitutionality of the law if it did not apply to

interurbans. Tliey pointed out that the tendency

of the higher courts of Indiana had been recently

to class the steam and the electric railroads to-

gether and that every new opinion involving this

point made the analogy and similarity between these

two transportation agencies closer. This being true,

it was argued that if the law did not apply to the

interurbans it was not at all unlikely that the

courts would declare it to be unconstitutional, as

discriminative against the steam roads in favor of

the electric roads.

But the state railroad conmiission itself feels

that the law applies to the electric road exactly

as to llic steam roads. The members think that

that was the intention of the Legislature and that

the law makes the application very plain to all

railroads. Recently many complaints have come

to the commission that some of the interurbans are

charging more than two cents a mile, especially for

the short hauls. This brought the question up
to the commission, and it was decided to bring a

friendly suit against some interurban road under
the law. A complaint has been filed against the

Fort Wayne and Wabash Valley Traction Com-
pany, charging it with violating the two-cent-fare

law, and the test case will very likely be brought
against this company. The outcome will be awaited
with interest by interurban-railway men not only
in Indiana but in other states.

Early indications are that the first convention
of the Illuminating Engineering Society, which is

in session in Boston as the Western Electrician

goes fo press, is a pronounced success. It is re-

ported that the attendance is fairly large, and
certainly the character of the papers scheduled on
the programme is of a high order. Dr. Sharp's
presidential address on "The Concepts and Ter-
minology of Illuminating Engineering" was a valu-
able and scholarly contribution to a subject which
has been somewhat neglected in the tremendous
growth of the art in the concrete, while Mr. R. S.

Hale's paper on "New Lights and New Illuminants

from the Central Station's Point of View" may
be cited as showing that practical considerations

are not neglected. Indeed, illuminating engineer-

ing is eminently practical; it sprang from a de-

mand—a condition, not a theory—which is one
reason why its terminology is rather indefinite.

Illumination by gas was not neglected, but the pro-

gramme indicates (as does the attendance at the

section meetings in Chicago at any rate) that the

preponderance of interest is electrical.

The Illuminating Engineering Society is a very

useful organization, and it is to be congratulated

on the success of its first convention.

One of the interesting papers read at the recent

convention of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers was that of Professor Karapetoff of

Cornell on the "Concentric Method of Teaching

Electrical Engineering." Remarking that the tech-

nical schools "are supposed to prepare, not future

professors, 'but men for industrial work, and that

our first aim should be to comply with the needs

of the, industry," the author proposes that the

teaching of electrical engineering should proceed

from practice to theory, instead of from theory

to practice, as at present. This would seem to be

putting the cart before the horse. In homely phrase,

but as the writer proceeds, he makes out a rather

plausible case. He says that the student should

be interested at the very start; let him plunge into

his future profession—that is, the study of it

—

at tile outset. "All auxiliary subjects of study [as

mathematics and mechanics, physics and chemistry]

must follow the principal study and not precede

it, as, is the case with the present system." "Let

the freshman begin his work by making a simple

but complete piece of apparatus, wherein all the

essential operations enter in their simplest form;

let him discover himself the necessity of all these

operations, then begin to study them in detail.

If a student cannot be interested in making a piece

of machinery where he has to perform all shop

operations, this student is not fitted for the engi-

neering course, and should be advised to change

his specialty."

In his freshman year the student is to be intro-

duced to the whole scope of his profession, though

in a very elementary, popular manner. The ne.xt

year (second zone) he studies the same subjects

fro'm a somewhat more special point of view. The

third zone represents the same subjects still more

advanced, etc. This is what Professor Karapetoff

calls the concentric widening of the student's men-

tal horizon, and he outlines a course based on this

idea.

The conception is ingenious and interesting, but

it may be doubted whether it would result in any

improvement over the present method. It would

seem to be better to lay broad foundations at the

start rather than to essay at once an attempt at

the superstructure. Nevertheless, it is well to in-

terest the student in laboratory work, while study-

ing underlying principles, to a greater extent than

is done at present.
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Illuminating Engineers In Boston.

Boston, Mass., July 30.—The first aniuial coiivcn-

lion of till' Illuniin.'iliiiK F.nRiiiccriiiK Society oiiciieil

lliis iiioniiiiK at 9:30 o'clock at llu: lulison DnililiiiR

cm Hoylsloii Street, being called to order by John

Campbell, chairman of the cons'ention eommillee.

An event not on the programme, but which was

thoroughly appreciated by the members, was the

presence of Gov. Curtis Guild, Jr., who extended

the greetings of the commonwealth of Massachu-

setts.

Mayor John F. Fitzgerald, who lakes an active

interest in all conventions of business men Iiehl in

Boston, was present to make a brief address of wel-

come. The convention takes place during Boston's

Old Home Week celebration, and the city is gay

with decorations of bunting and is filled with visitors,

while a number of special events of a public char-

acter, including parades, are scbetluled as unusual

attractions for the occasion, and will afford plenty

of diversion in connection with the work of the

convention for those who spend the entire week here.

On the Public Gardens, the m.-iyor has caused a

large plot to be laid out in the form of a huge

floral emblem representing the convention badge.

There is a profusion of special electric illumina-

tion each evening.

There arc two hundred ladies and gentlemen in

Boston attending the convention, and the electrical

engineering contingent is well represented. The pro-

gramme covers a wide range of topics related to the

general sid:)ject of illumination, and an excellent op-

portunity is afforded for the discussion of relative

merits and applicability of various methods of elec-

tric and gas lighting, papers on both types of illumi-

nants being given a place on the programme.
President Clayton H. Sharp of New York fol-

lowed Mayor Fitzgerald, his address being listened

to with much interest.

Dr. Sharp's subject was "The Concepts and

Terminology of Illuminating Engineering." He sug-

gested some logical developments in terminology-

leading up to simplified scientific methods of de-

scribing illuminating processes and measurements.

He advocated, for instance, the use of the word
"lumen" for the unit of luminous flux. "It is to

be hoped," he said, "that in time lamps will be

designated by their efficiencies and the efficiencies

will be expressed in terms of lumens per watt.

For the awkward expression foot-candles per watt

per square foot we may substitute lumens per watt,

the introduction of the notion of luminous flu.x

and of the term lumen justifj'ing themselves by

reducing an expression of unusual complexity to

one of very great simplicity. What the ultimate

developments will be in concepts and terminology

of the science cannot be foretold. The most obvi-

ous steps in advance are those thus outlined."

Secretary V. R. Lansingh reported that the so-

ciety, which is now 18 months old^ has a member-
ship of 1,047.

The papers of the session are down on the pro-

gramme as follows

:

Tuesday morning

—

Primary, Secondary and Working Standards of

Light—Dr. Edward P. Hyde, Washington, D. C.

Illuminating Engineering and Central-station

Practice—L. H. Scherck, New York, N. Y.
Illumination of the Engineering Societies Build-

ing—C. E. Knox, New York, N. Y.
The Present Status of Candlepower Standards

for Gas—C. H. Stone, Albany, N. Y.
Acetylene—A. Cressy Morrison, Chicago, 111.

Tuesday afternoon

—

The Inverted Gas Light—T. J. Litle, Gloucester,
N. J.

Acetylene Lighting—Nelson Goodyear, New York,
N. Y.
A New Comparison Photometer—Dr. Charles

H. Williams, Boston, Mass.
New Lights and New lUuniinants from the

Central Station's Point of View—R. S. Hale, Bos-
ton, Mass.
A Graphic Illumination Chart—A. F. Parks, New

York, N. Y.
The Elements of Inefficiency in Diffused Light-

ing Systems—Preston S. Millar. New York, N. Y.
Illumination Photometers and Their Use—Pres-

ton S. Millar, New York, N. Y.
Tuesday evening—Informal, for members, ladies

and guests, in charge of Mr. W. D'A. Ryan,
and held in the Assembly Hall on the seventh
floor.

Wednesday

—

Electric Light as Related to Architecture—C.

Howard Walker, Boston, Mass.
Check on Reliability of Photometric Curves

—

J. S. Codman, Boston, Mass.
Lighting of the Boston Edison Building—Dr.

Louis Bell. L. B. Marks and W. D'A. Ryan, com-
mittee.

Coefficients of Diffuse Reflection—Dr. Louis Bell,

Boston, Mass.
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What is Street Lighting?—W. H. Blood, Jr., Bos-
ton, Mass.
The Metallic Flame Arc Lanij)—C. E. Stcplicns,

Pittsburg.

The Luminous Arc—W. D'A. Ryan, West Lynn,
Mass.

In the Assembly Hall Iherv is an exhibit of

pholomclric apparatus and of sonic new and novel

illuminating devices.

Provision is made for the entertainment of the

ladies who have come to Boston with delegates,

sightseeing trips about the city and suburbs having

been arranged for them.

On Wednesday afternoon a harbor excursion

.and dinner is the feature, members and guests all

participating. The convention is considered a great

success by those who have worked hard to set a

precedent in this first convention of the society

for a high standard of annual meetings. The next

issue of the Western Electrician will contain a

more detailed report of the proceedings. B.
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traffic during track construcliun was discuiiscd.

Three methods were considered practicable : The
complete diversion of the IralTic 10 other streets
so as to give the free use of at least one tr.-ick
upon the sireels where rehabilitation work is in
progress; the closing of the street to tradic in
aljont one-half mile sections, excepting at crossings,
and the construction of two temporary tracks out-
side the location of the permanent tracks; the
binldnig of a single temporary track on the side
ol the street to allow the construction work to
proceed with economy.

July ii-Thc board decided to visit the plant

',\ urir""""^ y/""" ^^""^ Company and those of
the William Wharton, Jr, Company of Philadel-
phi.i and the Bethlehem Steel Company of South
Helhlehem, Pa., to lake cognizance of the facilities
ol lljesc concerns for furnishing certain material

Jiily IS.— Ihe chairman of the board, Mr. liion
J. Arnohl, was directed to wrile the I>jrain Steel
Company instructing it to proceed with the rolling
of the remainder of the 5,000 tons of rail ordered
each by the Chicago City Railway Company and
tlie Cliicago (liiion Fraction Company.

Board of Supervising Engineers, Chi-
cago Traction.

The work of rehabilitating the street railways of

Chicago under the direction of the "Board of Su-
pervising Engineers, Chicago Traction," to use the
official title, has now been fairly begun. From a
recent resume of the minutes of the 23 meetings
held between May 7, and July 16, 1907, inclusive,

the following extracts will be of general interest

:

May 7.—The Union" Traction Company was au-
thorized to purchase 14 additional new double-
truck cars.

The following types of track construction were
decided upon: First—A steel tie form with flat

tie plate attached, laid in concrete material. Sec-
ond—A wooden tic form, with flat tie plate at-
tached, laid in concrete. Third—A wooden tie

form, with flat tie plate attached, laid on crushed
stone, with concrete between and over the ties, to
carry paving.

The firm of Robert W. Hunt & Co. was em-
ployed to inspect the first 5,000 tons of rail pur-
chased by the Chicago City Railway Company.
May 9.—The Chicago City Railway Company was

advised that it would be required to furnish ap-
proximately $5,000,000 during 1907, $6,000,000 dur-
ing igoS and $5,000,000 during 1909—that is, during
the three-year rehabilitation period.

May 13.—The chief engineer, Mr. Bion J. Arnold,
was authorized to prepare plans for track con-
struction work on Root Street, Wentworth Avenue.
South Chicago Avenue, Cottage Grove Avenue
and Indiana Avenue.
May 16.—Additional property being required by

the Chicago City Railway Company contiguous to
its proposed power-house site, that company was
authorized to enter into a lease for the block
bounded by Morgan Street, Thirty-eighth Place.
Gage Street and the Stock Yards slip off the Chi-
cago River, the lease to run for a term of 25
years.

May 27.—It was decided to adopt, tentatively, a
standard distance between track centers of 9 feet
S'A inches on streets where double tracks are laid,

and that curves at intersections branching off these
tracks shall be laid with 80-foot radius switches
oh the outside track, both leading, first into tan-
gents, then into compound curves.

June 7.—The Chicago City Railway Company
was authorized to enter into a contract for the
furnishing of electrically welded joints for track.

June 12.—It was resolved that auxiliary copper
be installed to supplement the return carrying ca-
pacity of the rails and that the size and number of
cables constituting said supplementary return cir-

cuit be determined by calculations based upon the
amount of current to be carried.

June 25.—The contracts providing for the pur-
chase of electrical energy by the Chicago City
Railway Company were submitted to the board and
approved.

Bids from various manufacturers of copper cable
were discussed, and the Chicago City Railway
Company was authorized to enter into a contract
for the purchase of ro miles of 1.000,000 circular-

mil, concentric-laid, bare-copper cable.

June 28 (at Lorain, Ohio).—Arrangements were
made with the Lorain Steel Company to roll 500
tons of rail from the rolls as 'then in operation,

with the understanding that the steel company
would forward to the board in Chicago a sample
cut out of every sixtieth rail. It was decided that
after these samples were received the board would
take definite action as to the rolling of future
rails.

June 29 (at Johnstown, Pa.).—The plant of the

Lorain Steel Company at this place was visited

for the purpose of investigating the Lorain Steel

Company's facilities for building track special work
and the exact processes of manufacture, including
manganese steel for "hardened center work."

July 5.—The Chicago City Railway Company was
authorized to contract for 60,000 tie plates, 50,000
yellow-pine ties, 1,000 66-inch No. 00 copper cross-

bonds and other material.

July S.—The question of how to handle street

Death of S. M. Hamlll.
After an illness of seven weeks with Ivphoid

fever and pleurisy, Samuel McClintock Hamil'l, who
figured most prominently in the early history of
the electrical industry, ,-ind who of late years had
been connected with the General Electric Company,
(lied at his home in Schenectady, X. Y, on Tulv
29th. -^ '

Of late, Mr. Hamill was interested in a number
of industrial and financial enterprises which neces-
sitated his attending to many duties, wearing him
out, so that when the attack of fever came he could
not resist it.

*

He is survived by his widow and two small chil-
dren, Mary B., aged 5, and Samuel M., Jr., aged
IS months. In addition to his immediate family a
brother, Hugh H. Hamill, of Trenton, N. J., and
his sister, Mrs. Edward P. Wood of Princeton,
also sur\'ive him.

Mr. Hamill was born in Lawrenceville, N. J,.
March 27, 1858, and was the son of the Rev»
Samuel M. Hamill, D. D., and Matilda Green. He
was educated at the Lawrenceville School, of which
his father was for 50 years the head. In 1880
he graduated from Princeton University, with the
degree of B. A., and three .vears later reqeived
the master's degree. For three years he was a
teacher in the Lawrenceville School and for a time
studied law-.

In 1883 Mr. Hamill accepted a position with the
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad. In 1886
he resigned to become secretary of the Brush Elec-
tric Company of Cleveland, Ohio. He was vice-
president and general manager of this company
when it was consolidated with the General Electric
Company, and at that time moved to Schenectady,
where he has since been connected with the General
Electric Company.
At the time of his death Mr. Hamill was presi-

dent of the Schenectady Trust Company, a trustee
of the Ellis Hospital and the Old Ladies' Home!
a director of the Y: M. C. A. and an officer and
director in a number of electrical corporations.
He was a member of the Mohawk and the Mo-

hawk Golf clubs of Schenectady, the Universily
and Princeton clubs of New York city; the Ivy,
Golf and Nassau clubs of Princeton, N. J. ; Coun-
try Club of Trenton, N. J., and the ITnion Club
of Cleveland, Ohio.

In November, 1900, he was united in marriage
to Miss Maria Woodward Baldwin of Baltimore
Md.
The funeral services were held in Schenectady,

July 30th. from the First Presbyterian Church, of
which Mr. Hamill was a member. The funeral
party left immediately after the services for Law-
renceville, N. J., when interment was had in the
Hamill family plot.

Among the honorary pallbearers were President
C. A. Coflin of the General Electric Company;
F. P. Fish of the American Telegraph and Tele-
phone Company, Boston; A. Butler Duncan, New-
York city; Gerardus Smith, Schenectady; Col.

Robert T. Emmet, New Rochelle; W. L. R. Era-
met, W. T. Hanson, Everett Smith, Schenectady;
Blair Lee. Washington, D. C; Pliny Fisk, New
York; J. R. Lovejoy, E. W. Rice, Jr., Schenectady;
Henry W. Green, Trenton, N. J. ; Hon. Myron T.
Herrick, ex-governor of Ohio ; Robert McA. Lloyd,
General Vehicle Company, New York; Rudolph
Schrimer, New- York.

Some experiments recently completed in France
point to the possibility of ammonia manufacture
by the passage of electric sparks through an at-
mosphere of nitrogen and hydrogen gases.
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National Civic Federation and Public
Ownership

Having previously made public the individual

opinions of the committee on investigation, ab-

stracts of which have appeared in the Western
Electrician, the National Civic Federation has now
given out the final report of the investigating com-

mittee of the commission on Public Ownership,

The report, which gives in detail the conclusions

of the committee on all the various questions con-

cerning the public-ownership problem, and which

presents a number of practical recommendations

on the subject, is signed by all but one of the-'com-

mittee—Walton Clark of Philadelphia—who presents

a separate paper giving his views. Charles L.

Edgar of Boston and W. J. Clark of New York
present a statement of minor exceptions.

The members of the committee who sign the re-

port are: iM'elvillc E. Ingalls (chairman), chairman

board of directors Big Four Railroad; Dr. Albert

Shaw (vice-chairman), editor of the Re\iew of Re-

views ; Edward A. JSIoffett, secretary ; Edward W.
Bemis. superintendent of waterworks, Cleveland,

Ohio; William J. Clark, general manager of the

foreign department of the General Electric Corn-

pany; Prof. John R. Commons, Wisconsin Uni-

versity ; Charles L, Edgar, president of the Edison

Electric and Illuminating Company, Boston ; Walter

L. Fisher, president of the Municipal Voters'

League, Chicago ; Prof. Frank J. Goodnow, Colum-

bia University; Prof. John H. Gray, Northwestern

University, Evanston, 111.; Timothy Healy, presi-

dent of the International Brotherhood of Stationarv

Firemen ; Daniel J. Keefe, president of the Inter-

national Longshoremen's .Association , Milo R. Malt-

bie, member of the new Public Service Commission

for the Greater New York; H. B. F. Macfarland,

president of the Board of Commissioners of the

District of Columbia; Frank J. McNulty, president

of the International Brotherhood of Electrical

Workers, Springfield, 111. ; Prof. Frank Parsons,

president of the National Public Ownership League,

Boston; J. W. Sullivan, editor Clothing Trades

Bulletin, New York; Talcott Williams, editorial

writer, of the Press, Philadelphia ; Albert E. Win-
chester, superintendent of the South Norwalk
(Conn.) Electric Works.
This committee made a thorough investigation

/ of municipal and private workings of gas, electric

light, water and street-railway plants both in the

United States and England.

In the first place the committee finds that it is

difficult to give positive answers of universal appli-

cation to the questions arising as to the success or

failure of municipal ownership as compared with

private ownership. The local conditions affecting

particular plants are in many cases so peculiar as

to make a satisfactory comparison impossible, and

it is very difficult to estimate the allowance that

should be made for these local conditions. For

instance, in making deductions from the financial

conditions of Wheeling, as affected by its gas

plant, as compared with those of Atlanta and Nor-
folk with their private plants, allowance must be

made for the presence of natural gas in Wheeling.

And the difficulty of reaching satisfactory results

by the comparative method is not confined to

special or local conditions. It is true, as well, of

much broader questions. Thus any attempt to

compare municipal with private electric-light plants

in the United States would be fruitless if allowance

were not made for the fact that in most cases

such municipal plants are confined to street light-

ing and may not do commercial business. Again,

in England consideration must be given to the

fact that the municipal electric-light and street-

railway plants have permanent rights, while the

rights of private companies operating these par-

ticular utilities are limited as to the length of

their existence, many street-railway franchises ex-

piring 21 years after they were granted.

Emphasis is placed on the fact that the public

utilities studied are so constituted that it is impos-

sible for them to be regulated by competition.

Therefore, they must be controlled and regulated

by the government; or they must be left to do

as they please; or they must be operated by the

public. There is no other course. None of the

committee is in favor of leaving them to their

own will, and the question is whether it is better

to regulate or to operate.

"There arc no particular reasons," says the com-
mittee, "why the financial results from private or

public operation should be different if the con-

ditions arc the same. In each case it is a ques-

tion of the proper man in charge of the business

and of local conditions. We are of the opinion

that a public utility which concerns the health of

the citizens should not be left to individuals, where
the temptation of profit might produce disastrous

results, and therefore it is our judgment that

undertakings in which the sanitary motive largely

enters should be operated by the public. We have

come to the conclusion that municipal ownership

01 public utilities should not be extended to reve-

nue-producing industries which do not involve the

public health, the public safely, public transporta-

tion, or the permanent occupation of public streets

or grounds, and that municipal operation should not

be undertaken solely for profit."

As a means to carrying out its recommendations

and to protect the rights of the people it is recom-

mended that the various states give to their munici-
palities the authorit3', upon popular vote under rea-

sonable regulations, to build and operate public

utilities, or to build and lease the same, or to take

over works already constructed. This is considered
the only way that the people can be put upon a fair

trading basis.

No municipal operation, it is declared, is likely

to be successful which does not provide for: (i)

.A.n executive manager with full responsibility, hold-

ing his position during good behavior; (2) ex-

clusion of political influence and personal favor-

itism from the management of the undertaking;

(3) . separation of th(j finances of the undertaking

from those of the rest of the city; (4) exemption
from the debt limit of the necessary bond issues

for revenue-producing utilities, which shall be a

first charge upon the property and revenues of such
undertaking.
Danger is seen by the committee in the turning

over of these public utilities to the present gov-
ernment of some American cities. Some of these

cities are improving, but as a whole cities of the

United States are said to be not up to the high

type of municipal government found in England
and Scotland. It is charged that the political ac-

tivity of public-service corporations has in many
instances been responsible for thi unwillingness or

inability of American cities to secure a higher type

of public service, however, the report says, there

seems to be an idea with many people that the mere
taking by the city of all its public utilities for mu-
nicipal operation will at once result in ideal munici-

pal government through the very necessity of put-

ting honest and competent citizens in charge. While

an, increase in the number and importance of mu-
nicipal functions may have a tendency to induce

men of a higher type to become public officials, the

committee does not believe that this of itself will

accomplish municipal reform.

The more important conclusions of the commit-

tee are summed up as follows :

"Pnbhc utilities, whether in public or private

hands, are best conducted under a system of legal-

ized and regulated monopoly.
"Public utilities in which the sanitary motive

largely enters should be operated by the public.

"The success of municipal operation of public

utilities depends upon the existence in the city of

a high capacity for municipal government.

"Franchise grants to private corporations should

be terminable after a fixed period and meanwhile

subject to purchase at a fair value.

"Municipalities should have the power to enter

the field of municipal ownership upon popular vote

under reasonable regulation.

"Private companies operating public utilities should

be subject to public regulation and examination un-

der a sj'Stem of uniform records and accounts and

of full publicity."

On the general broad subject of municipalization

the, committee reports that the general e.xpediency

of either private or public ownership is a question

that must be determined by each municipality in

the light of local conditions. "What may be possi-

ble in one locality may not be in another. In

some cities the companies may so serve the pub-

lic as to create no dissatisfaction, and nothing

might be gained by experimenting with municipal

ownership. Again, the government of one city

may be good and capable of taking charge of these

public utilities, while in another it may be the

reverse. In either case the people must remember
that it requires a large class of able men as city

officials to look after these matters. They must

also remember that municipal ownership will create

a large class of employes who may have more or

less political influence."

Messrs. Charles L. Edgar and William J. Clark

present several exceptions to the report. They
do not agree with the statement, "There are no
particular reasons why financial results from pri-

vate or public' operation should be different if

the conditions are the same." In reference to the

recommendation of the committee that public utili-

ties which concern the health of citizens should rot

be left to individuals, M'essrs. Clark and Edgar
find that privately operated water systems were

especially as regards their consideration for the

public health as properly and successfully managed
as the publicly operated water systems.

E.xception is also taken to the sentence, "To
carry out these recommendations effectively and to

protect the rights of the people, we recommend
that the various states should give to their munici-

palities the authority, upon popular vote imder rea-

sonable regulations, etc." The words "under rea-

sonable regulations" were put into the report at

the suggestion of Charles L. Edgar, and were in-

tended by him to mean such regulations as would

compel deliberate consideration not only by the

people, but by their representatives, and would con-

sequently prevent .the superficial attractiveness of

the scheme from overriding the "sober second

thought" of the people. Messrs. Clark and Edgar
strongly dissent from any definition of "regulations"

which does not cover these points.

Walton Clark, third vice-president of the United

Gas Improvement Company, in a separate paper

dissents from the statement of the committee re-

garding waterworks, for the reason that his study

of the report of the waterworks expert employed

by the committee, and his personal investigations
lead him to the conclusion that the water com-
panies have made the more intelligent efforts

toward adequacy and purity of supply, and that, all

conditions considered, the result of their efforts

has been and is a better and cheaper water supply
and service than that maintained by the municipal
waterworks department. He also dissents from the
statement, speaking of poHtics in Glasgaw, Man-
chester and Birmingham, that these conditions are
distinctly favorable to municipal operation, if by
this is meant a municipal ownership that may be
favorably compared with private ownership in the
character of its results and in benefit to the city

and citizens served.

On the general subject of municipal ownership,
Mr. Clark says the investigation in which he has
taken part has convinced him that municipal own-
ership has not proved equal to private ownership
in benefits to the consumer, citizen or city. He
does not agree that the way should be left open
for any municipality to undertake any trading oper-
ation without special authorization by the Legisla-
ture of the state wherein it is located. "I cannot
believe," Mr. Clark declares, "that the prescribed
remedy for any ill should be a worse ill, and I

cannot recommend that a municipality suffering, or
believing that it suffers, under public administration
of a public utility, should be given the right to

engage in the operation of such utility for itself

without such a course of procedure as will make
sure that the sober second thought of the people
shall have ample opportunity for development and
expression before the community is committed to

municipal ownership with the accompanying dan-
gers and difficulties of which you are warned in

the majority' report.

''Because I believe that the general credit of
municipalities should be conserved for the benefit

of public and necessary improvements, from which,
in the nature of things, private enterprise is ex-
cluded ; and because I believt that a municipality
should not in any event engage in any trading
enterprise that will not pay its own way, and have
the confidence of the citizens as financially sound,
I think that municipalities should be prohibited by
statute from making investments in trading oper-
ations, except with money borrowed on mortgage,
or otherwise, the loan being secured by a lien on
the plant in which it is invested, and on the right

to operate the same, and on this only."

Mr. Clark concludes : "I am convinced that the

condition of the British people, individually or col-

lectively, has not been improved by the municipali-
zation of the industries we have investigated. I

am convinced that, under American conditions, the

system of private ownership of public utilities is

best for the citizens and the consumers."

British Association in Session.

Ihe British Association for the Advancement of

Science has been in session at Leicester, England,
since July 31st, and the engineering section will con-
tinue its discussion of papers and the inspection of

neighboring plants and railways until August 3d.

On the first day of the session, Wednes(^ay, July 31st,

following the presidential address of Dr. S. P.

Thompson, a paper on the present condition of gas
and gasoline engines was read by Dugald Clerk.

Next day, a joint session wdth the chemical section

was called to discuss "Gaseous Explosions, with
Reference to Temperature." Papers of electrical in-

terest on the days of the session to follow arc:

August sth. Sir W. H. Precce, "Pupin's Compen-
sated Cable for Telephone Transmission ;"

J. T.
Morris, "Note on an Oscillograph Study of Duddell
.Arcs of Low Frequency ;" L. Gaster, "Developments
ill Electric Incandescent Lamps." August 6th. E. G.

Coker, "The Equipment of the Engineering Labora-
tory of the Finsbury Technical Institute."

The physics section will hear some intercstirig

discussions on the nature of the hypothetical ether,

which, though explained as transmitting all electrical

waves, as light, heat and electricity, has seemed to

l)e undiscoverable by any instrument, though, as its

chief apostles have explained, it must be infinitely

more rigid than steel, or it could not transmit

vibrations with such rapidity.

Lord Kelvin has devoted much work to the prob-

lem during the last year, and will have a paper on
his conception of ether; Sir Oliver Lodge is to

follow him on the subject of ether density.

The 1907 Edition of the Code.
The 1907 edition of the National Electrical Code

is out. It gives the "Rules and requirements of

the National Board of Fire Underwriters for the

installation of electric wiring and apparatus as

recommended by the Underwriters' National Elec-

tric Association." This latest edition of the Code
contains 142 actual pages of rules as compared
with 12S in the 190,^ edition. In addition to Ihe

new matter there are many changes in the old

rules, so that it is necessary, to be familiar with

the Code, to obtain a copy of the latest edition.

It is scarcely necessary to say that the Code has

the support of the electrical interests as well as of

Ihe fire underwriters. C. M. Goddard, .ss Kilby

Street, Boston, 'or W. H. Merrill. Jr., 3S2 East

Ohio Street, Chicago, can give information about

Ihe Code.
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ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
ItV (H(l. K. MllTCALFIi.

XXVII. Central-Station Apparatus and
Electric Lighting.

Si;i.i;i nuN nr Maciiin'kry.

In milking the selection of macliinery for a ceii-

iral station lliere are several important considera-

tions wliicli slinuUl be kept in mind. The most im-

portant element to be considered is the contiiuiily

of service, because any breaks in tbe service are

almost sure to cause not only annoyance, but

actual financial loss to consumers as well as to

ibe central station itself. It is therefore necessary

to keep Ibe station operating and the supply of

current continuous, no matter what the exigencies

of tlic occasion.

.\noiher important point to be remembered is

to provide ample overload capacity. Most gener-

ators of modern design are built capable of sus-

taining a continuous overload of 25 per cent, and

maximum overloads of 50 per cent. of. their rated

capacity for short periods without undue heating.

The temperature which a generator attains under

load really determines the capacity of the machine.

The armature winding and the commutator will

usually have the highest temperature, and with

high-class insulation a rise in temperature of

from 40 to 45 degrees C. above the surrounding

air is entirely safe under conditions of full load.

At 50 per cent, overload, the temperature would

generally rise about 10 degrees higher than the

figures mentioned, so that 50 or 55 degrees C.

above the surrounding air is the maximum tem-

perature which the machine should be allowed to

reach, as any higher temperature is pretty sure

to prove destructive to the insulation. In selecting

a generator or motor, therefore, the machine should

be rated sufficiently low so that its full-load tem-

perature at the commutator should not exceed 40

or 45 degrees.

This assures that the machine will have a rea-

sonably good overload capacity.

Another feature to be considered in the selection

of generators is their ability to operate continu-

ously with the least possible care and attention,

as this quality in a generator tends to reduce the

cost of attendance, and therefore the operating

cost of the station. Under this head would be

considered self-oiling bearings, provision for catch-

ing and carrying oft' surplus oil, fi.xed point of

commutation, accessibility of brush-holders for ad-

justment, etc.

Other things being equal, the machine of highest

efficiency is naturally the most desirable, but this

is not always the case, especially if the efficiency

is gained at the expense of simplicity and dura-

bility.

The first cost of a machine should not be con-

sidered until after the conditions already mentioned

have been satisfied. The construction of the gen-

erator or motor should be very substantial, and

its materials and workinanship should be of the

very best. A compact, symmetrical form is de-

sirable, and its center of gravity should be as low

as possible in order to give it maximum stability.

As a rule, the simplest design is best, and in

general it is well to avoid unusual, peculiar de-

signs or any complications which are not abso-

lutely essential. It is also desirable to select a

design which will permit the armature to be re.

moved and the field windings to be taken off

conveniently and without completely dismantling

the whole machine. On heavy machines, eyebolts

should be supplied which will permit the machine

to be readily handled by means of overhead cranes.

Extremely light weight is of no especial ad-

vantage in a stationary machine, and it is a mis-

take to select a generator of unusually light weight

for its capacity, because the extra weight means

greater strength and durability. It is also ad-

visable to select standard types 'Of machinery

wherever such can be used, as not only is the

first cost less than that of special machines, but

extra parts can be ordered from stock and renew-

als readily made without the long delays necessary

in procuring specially made parts.

The selection of auxiliary electrical apparatus

is very largely dictated by the general character

of the station. Where very heavy currents are

generated, or where a high-tension system of dis-

tribution is installed, the selection of the proper

circuit-breakers is highly important. The circuit-

breaker has a function analogous to that of the

Note.—Tliis series of articles, intended to survey, briefly,

tlie whole field of applied cleetricity for light, power and heat,

\vas begun in the Western Electrician of February 2, 1907.

safely valve on a boiler, and it !• essential for

the protccli<ni of the gencralors that the circuit-

breakers shall he capable of quickly and easily

breaking their niaxinuim current with certainty.

The selection of boiler and engine plant is gov-

erned so largely by tlic character of the fuel

available and the type of generators used that it

is har<lly possible to lay down any general rules.

as different eases differ widely. High steam pres-

sures are almost universally used, and these call

fur the water-tube type of boiler. Where sleani

turbines are used, the boilers should either contain

some provision for .superheating the steam or sep-

arate superheaters should be installed.

In almost every case it is desirable to have the

engines and generators direct-connected, and very

few belt-driven generators, except those of quite

small capacity, are used at present.

Large, slow-speed luultipolar generators are de-

signed for engines of the Corliss type, while the

high-speed generators arc mostly built for use with

steam turbines. Smaller capacity generators of

moderate speed are preferably direct-connected to

self-contained engines of a speed corresponding to

that of the generator.

Ei-ECTUic Lighting.

Electric lighting as a coimnercial proposition

dates from 1879, at which time the first practical

carbon filament lamp was produced. Previous to

that time an incandescent lamp with a platinum

spiral filament in a vacuum had been used experi-

mentally, and there were also quite a number of

arc lamps proposed as far back as 1840. There

was no special incentive, however, for producing

electric larnps prior to 1870, when tbe Gramme
dynamo was first produced, as before this no

economical method of obtaining current in com-
mercial quantities existed.

The two main classifications into which electric

lighting may be divided are incandescent lighting

and arc lighting. The incandescent lamp, with its

fine carbon filament, and the arc lainp, with its

carbon pencils, supply practically all the electric

lighting in use. although there are a few special

types of lamps, some of which have been intro-

duced quite recently, which are highly efficient, and

give promise of large future developments.

Incandescent Lamp.

The incandescent lamp consists, broadly, of a

fine filainent of carbon, enclosed in an exhausted

glass bulb with platinum terininals attached to

the end of the carbon and leading out through

the glass. When a current is passed through the

filament its resistance is such that it is heated to

incandescence. Being contained in a vacuum, the

filament is not consumed, and therefore lasts for

a long time.

Carbon is a substance particularly suitable for in-

candescent-lamp filaments, although quite recently

metallic oxides of some of the rarer metals have

been used for this purpose with considerable prom-

ise of success. Whatever substance is used for

this purpose must be capable of withstanding a

teinperature of about 1,300 degrees C. and must

be an electric conductor of very high resistance.

The carbon filaments were first made by cutting

off thin strips of paper, bamboo and other sub-

stances, and later ir/ere m^de of thread treated

w'ith sulphuric acid to carbonize it. The modern

filament, however, is a "squirted" filament. A car-

bon compound, known as cellulose, is made by

treating cotton with chloride of zinc, the resultant

product being a jelly-like mass. This material is

squirted through a die, coming out in the form

of a thread, which is placed in alcohol, which

hardens it. After being washed and passing

through different treatments to remove the zinc

chloride, these threads are wound on forms and

are carbonized by being heated to a very high

temperature without access to the air.

The resultant filament is composed of pure car-

bon from which all volatile matter is driven off

by the high temperature at which the filament

has been carbonized. The heating is done in

crucibles containing the forms on which the fila-

ments are wound, which are packed in with pow-

dered carbon.

After the filaments have been prepared, they are

hard, although flexible like wire, and maintain

the shape in which they are formed. The filament

is then cut into proper lengths and its ends ce-

mented to the platinum wires which lead in

through the glass. Although platinum is very ex-

87

|.. iis/v., it liait been found i<» be the only mitcrial

suilalile for this jjurpouc, because il» rate of ex-

pansion and conlraclioii with heal is practically

the same as that of Bla<iS, and an a vacuum mnsl
he Miaiiilaincd within the bulb, it is apparent that

llie inleading wires anil the ({laiiK must expand and

c'liuracl al exactly (he same rale, utiierwisc there

would be a leakage of air around the inlcading

wire.

If a current be passed tbroiigb llic filament at

this st.age of manuf.acjuri! until it is raised to

incandescence, it will be found to light up more or

less irregularly, some parts of the filament being ,

brighter than others. This is due to the fact that

the filament, although fairly uniform in size, is

not absolutely so, and the resistance of some parts

is greater than that of other jiarts. To make
the resistance of the filament absolutely uniform

throughout its length, a process known as flashing

is used.

A current is passed through the filament while

ih is immersed in a hydro-carbon gas considerably

rarefied. When the filament becomes incandcsccnl

the carbon of the gas is deposited like a plating

on the surface of the filament, the hottest parts

receiving the greatest deposits, and the cooler parts

less, the effect being to make the diameter as well

as the resistance uniform. By this means any
irregularities in the filament are entirely eliminated.

As the flashing process increases the diameter

.'ind decreases the resistance of the filament, the

process imist be stopped as soon as the desired

resistance is attained.

The effect of the flashing is easily seen on the

surface of the filament. Previous to this process

the surface consists of a dull black color, which,
after flashing, changes to a hard shiny gray color.

The increased hardness of the surface considerably

increases the length of life and the efficiency of

the lamp.

[To hi- contwncd.^

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Dynamo Design,

F. C. S., South Chicago : Please tell me why
the series field windings arc always closest to the
armature in direct-current machines; that is, the
shunt winding is always on top of the series.

Answer.

The reasons for such construction are entirely

mechanical and economical. For instance, with the

heavy series coils placed near the ends of the poles

the wires between adjacent coils are shorter than

if they were placed near the yoke (on multipole

units). Some copper is thus saved.

Grounding to Water Pipe.

B. H. S., Belleville, Pa.: Is there any danger
in connecting a ground wire from a telephone
lightning arrester to \vater pipes in the cellar?

Answer.

The latest edition of the National Electrical Code
refers to such a connection in the following words

:

"The ground wire of the protective device

shall be run * * * in as straight a line as possi-

ble to a good permanent ground. This may be

obtained by connecting to a water or gas pipe con-

nected to the street mains. * * * When con-

nections are made to pipes, preference shall be

given to water pipes."

Duplex Telephony.

J. H. A., Windsor, Mo. : (i) Is the Chicago-
New York long-distance telephone line duplexed?
(2) Is duplex telephony practiced?

Answer.

Just what the questioner has in mind when he

uses the term "duplex telephony" is not clear. By
analog>' from the familiar term ''duplex telegraphy"

it is possible that he refers to the possibility of

tw'O independent conversations taking place over

the same circuit at the same time. Engineers of

the American Telephone and Telegraph Company,
which operates the long-distance line between New
York and Chicago, say that this is considered im-
practicable. On the other hand, on many long lines,

including that referred to in the question, the same
wires are used for simultaneous telegraphing and
telephoning without interference. If the latter

meaning was the idea of the question, simultaneous

telegraphing and telephoning is extensi^-ely prac-

ticed, but so far it has seemed impossible to ar-

range for two independent telephone conversations

over the same circuit.
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SELLING ELECTRICITY.
Under this heading irill appear, from time to time, articles, suggestions and examples which will be of assistance in the constant efiort

to increase the existing demand lor electric current and to create new demands.

Electrical Co-operator's Creed.

Subioined are the nine winning contributions for

the prizes offered by the Co-operative Electrical

Development Association. It will be recalled that

the association offered nine prizes, ranging from

$100 to $10, for the best, brief expression of the

idea and purpose of the Co-operative Electrical

Development Association. A further prize has now
been offered to the nine prize winners here nained

for the preparation of a further creed, each having

the advantage of the work of all the others, and

it is thus hoped to select one which shall be the

final electrical co-operator's creed. The nine creeds

following are placed in the alphabetical order of

tlie authors' names.

I believe in the cause, in its present worth, and

future greatness.

I believe in the man who represents it.

I believe that the co-operation of such men in

such a cause divides the load and multiplies the

power; that it carries its message faster, serves

its public better, and gains for each a larger share

in the merited reward.

I further believe that lack of unity means waste

of energy, Aveakened effectiveness and narrowing

horizon.

I believe in hard work, in cheer, in loyalty, i.n

honor, in intelligent work and that enthusi_asm for

the common good which willingly divides ana eagerly

assists. -
. .

I believe in our motto, and that in the spirit of

"All together, all the time," the standard which

we hold, we cannot fail to win the cause for

Everything Electrical. Lewis L. Be.istow.

Whereas, A single ampere-turn of Avire on an

iron core will produce but a very insignificant

magnetic attraction, though the ampere-turn is the

fundamental unit of the most powerful magnets

:

and.
Whereas, A single incandescent lamp would look

pale and lonesome if used alone to light a ball-

room hall, though the incandescent lamp is the funda-

mental basis of the most brilliant and successful

ballroom illumination; and.

Whereas, A single arc lamp applied to the light-

'ing of a city's streets would be practically useless

in preventing the after-darkness crimes of metro-

politan life, though a sufficient number burning

in unison throughout the night lend the safeness

of day to a city night; and.

While, A single ton of coal, a single boiler, a

single engine, a single dynamo, or a single electric

car may be hopelessly inadequate to move the

passenger traffic of a city's streets, yet the traffic

of the streets of many cities is being smoothly

and quickly moved by the combined united efforts

of many such units;

Hence, It is evident that what is true of the

physical forces, which we direct, and of their

application to the arts and inventions, which reflect

ourselves in nature, is equally true when applied

to our own efforts and not only corroborates the

national axiom, "In union there is strength," but
evolves the commercial corollary, "In co-operation

lies comprehensive success."

Therefore, be it resolved

—

That we believe in co-operation as the natural

supplement of individual effort.

That what benefits one in the electrical pro-
fession raises the general average of success to all.

That our own success and happiness in life de-

pends largely on the success of those associated

with us, and
That everything we do which promotes the in-

terest of the general profession, and th^ business
whereby we gain our livelihood, is indirectly a

step in the promotion of our own personal welfare.

Hugh A. Brown.

I believe in electrical co-operation ; in its sound-
ness ; its wisdom, and in its value to my associates

and to myself, individually and collectivel}'.

I believe in the more extended use of clctric

current by the public for light, heat and power,
and that through co-operation this result can be
best obtained.

I believe that the interests of the allied electrical

industries arc my interests; ihat I am best serv-
ing myself by co-operating with them to the best
that is in me,

I believe that I cannot know too much about
things electrical; that the individual who daily
acquires some fresh knowledge, who makes some
little advancement each day, is the man who in
the end comes to the top, and that co-operation is

the means to the end.

I believe Ihat the interchange of ideas, expe-
rience and suggestions is bound to be of mutual
advantage; that men succeed only as they utilize

the ideas and services of other men, and that co-
operation is the keynote of success.

I believe in the necessity of harmony and in the
loyal and hearty support of every man connected
with the electrical industry to the principles of co-
operative work.

I belicA'C that co-operation means education, prog-
ress, efficiency and prosperity.

I believe that in unity there is strength, both
individually and collectively, and that success will

come by working "all together, all the time, for
everything electrical."

I believe that co-operation is the most effective

way to secure the most of what each one desires

to obtain.

I believe in electrical development through co-
operation.

Therefore, I will be a co-operator.

RicH-^ED E. Brown.

I believe that co-operation is to be the life of
the electrical trade.

I believe that more electrical supplies and current

can be sold by boosting everything electrical every-
where all the time, with einphasis on my own
goods, than by knocking the other fellow's goods
to sell mine.

I believe that electric-light and power service

ought to be used much more than they are and
for more things than they are.

I believe that the first thing for every electrical

man to do is to set the example by using all of

these electrical necessities, conveniences and lux-

uries himself and then to talk about them to his

lay friends.

I believe that until electrical men make daily

use of these conveniences, they are talking from
a second-hand knowledge only, and are not likelj^

to enthuse the public much about them.
I believe that it is only by pushing that the

general public can be brought to appreciate and
use electrical conveniences, and that this pushing
should be done by electrical men all together, all

the time. J. R. Cravath.

I believe' that in the civilized world today elec-

tricity is the greatest agent for doing the greatest

amount of good to the greatest number of people.

I believe that in advocating the use of electrical

service I am helping to make life more cheerful,

hopeful, healthful and useful for all classes of

people.

I believe it is desirable to take advantage of

every opportunity to increase the sale of electrical

energy, and that co-operation points to many op-
portunities for the use and development of elec-

trical service which might not be discovered by
individual effort.

I believe that every man engaged in the electrical

business knows something about it which I do
not know, but which I would be the better for

knowing. I believe that co-operation is the best
means for me to obtain such additional knowledge.

I believe that the true interests of electrical

distributing companies and manufacturers of elec-

trical appliances are identical with the interests

of consumers, and that co-operation is essentially

to the advantage of all.

I believe that the co-operation of the public is

necessary for the permanent upbuilding of a dis-

tributor's business, and that this co-operation can
only be obtained by means of good service, square
dealing and courteous treatment.

I believe in the efficacy of individual effort, and
that the way to obtain the fullest advantage from
individual effort is by co-operation.

I believe that the best test of all work is re-

sults, and that in the co-operation of individuals,

corporations and associations toward a common
end, the highest results are assumed.

I believe that the chief aim in my daily work is

success, and that co-operation will help me make
the victories of today the stepping stones for the

achievements of tomorrow.
I believe in the potency of persistent labor, and

that in order to enjoy the full fruits of my labors,

I must be a co-operator with others who are work-
ing along similar lines.

I believe that the time to co-operate is now

—

and always. S. M. Kennedy.

I believe that two horses can pull a bigger load

than one. Same with men.
I believe that two men can do more by pulling

together at the yc-o-ho than by pulling apart. I

believe in the yc-o-ho.

I believe that I know a good deal, but some
other man knows something I don't know. I can
use that something.

I believe that a wise man learns from every-

body—and shares his wisdom to get more.
I believe that the more people know of elec-

tricity and its appliances, the better they like it.

I believe in teaching them.

I believe that most doors open inward. There-
fore in PUSH.

I believe that the electrical business is inter-
dependent and co-operation is the keynote.

I believe in sense, sand and suavity—in treating
my customer as an intelligent gentleman. Then
he will discover that I'm one.

I believe in giving my co-worker in the electrical
field the glad hand of honesty and help and in

grasping his as heartily.

I believe that the only pull is pulling together,
"All together, all the time, for everything electrical."

Charles W. Lamb.

I believe that my first duty is to care for those
who are dependent upon me; I believe that to iul-

fill that duty faithfully under present social con-
ditions I must avail myself of the help of my
fellows, and I believe that to secure that help
fairly I must e-xtend it as freely as I ask it.

I believe that the existing complexity of interests
compels me to single out one and to work for
that interest with unvarying fixedness of purpose.

I believe that in doing this, and to be a man
among men, I must rise above nagging and knock-
ing, small jealousies, petty wrangling and tainted
competition.

I believe that my individual advancement is

linked with inseparable ties to the advancement
as a whole of the interest I have chosen to repre-
sent, and that whatever I can do to further that
interest mast invariably further my own.

I believe that success and prosperity are natural
conditions, that failure and commercial calamity
and unnatural and man-made, and that I must preach
and act success and prosperity with unfaltering
cheerfulness.

I believe that true contentment can be gained
only through the consciousness of work well done,
and that, since my chosen interest is electrical de-
velopment, I must unite with my fellows in work-
ing all together, all the time, for everything elec-
trical. Paul Lupke.

I believe in electri-city—the greatest "city" on
earth.

Daughter of science and mother of progress.
Sister of civilization, handmaid of industry and

first cousin to the Spirit of Peace on Earth and
Good Will to Man.
Lightener of burdens, tamer of wilderness, an-

nihilator of distance and goddess of light.

The most necessary of luxuries.
The most luxurious of necessities.

Who wouldn't beheve in electricity?

I believe in co-operation.
Pennant-winning "team work," rather than in-

dividual grandstand play.

Constructive and profitable combination as op-
posed to destructive, unprofitable competition.

Greater general progress through reduction of
individual friction.

Working together for the grand prize instead of
quarreling together over scanty profits.

Co-operation! Who wouldn't be a co-operator?

I believe in electrical co-operation.
"All together, all the time, for everything elec-

trical"—the application of the highest law of mod-
ern business to the greatest business of modern
times.

The massing of forces to boost the sale of cur-
rent and everything under heaven that uses cur-
rent—the generator of an enlightened "current
opinion."

The step-up transformer of low-efficiency selfish-

ness to high-voltage helpfulness—the incandescence
of enthusiasm against the resistance of conserva-
tisin—and the short-circuit to the final and complete
electrification of the universe and to that millennium
age when what isn't done by electricity won't be
done at all. Charles A. Parker.

I believe in co-operation.

I believe that if one-half the time, labor and
money now spent in commercial strife within the
electrical trade were turned to account in combat-
ing the natural competitors of the trade as a whole
—if but a small amount of the energy now dissi-

pated in fighting for the business that exists were
devoted to the creating of new business—it would
redound to the advantage of all.

I believe that this great advantage to all cannot
be secured without the sacrifice upon my part of
certain small advantages, the burying of certain

animosities and perhaps the loss of certain imme-
diate gains; nevertheless, I believe I am sufficiently

broad-gauged and farsightcd to forego the lesser

advantage for the greater.

I believe that this can be done without the sub-
merging of my individuality or the loss of any
material advantages which I will get back many-
fold, and of petty pride, which I can well afford

to be without.

I believe the time for co-operative action is

here. I am ready if you are.

Frank B. Rae, Jr.

The prizes for the foregoing creeds were awarded
as follows : First. ?I00, Mr. Parker ; second, $50,
Mr. Rae: third, $25, Mr. Liipke; three of $15,

Messrs. Braslow, Kennedy, R. E. Brown; three of

$10, Messrs. Lamb, Cravath, H. A. Brown.
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Establishing Day Circuits In Towns of

10,000 Population and Under."

UV iMtANK II. Pl.AlCK.

When wc luuU over the list of cciUral stations

in tlic United States wc sliall find many cities

of between 5,000 and 10,000 which arc not as yet

enjoyiiiK the conveniences of 24-hoHV service, and

if \ve extend inir investigations to. towns of less

than S.ooo wc shall find that continnons electric

service is pr.actically nnknown.

The possibilities of the smaller locality have been

overl. Hiked or nesleded, until today the average

eeiilial-station inanaKciiUMit is honest in the hchel

that a day service in the little town is impossible.

While we will admit that the average electric

company operating in small towns has a pre-

carious existence, still wc will contend, and there

are examples to prove tlic contention, that tin-

companies arc themselves entirely to blame for

such a condition, and that the communities at

large can in no w.ay be held as being responsible.

Be that as it m,-iy, the small conmuinilies are

vapidly awakening to their rights and are beginning

to demand in no nncertain manner that their needs

and conveniences be considered, and that elec-

tricity be placed on a par with gas and water

and its distribution throughout the 24 hours be

made universal.

.\s a business proposition it is a good policy to

anticipate a request rather than comply with a

demand, and wc as public-service companies should

meet the cincstion promptly and then see to it

that wc make the new operating condition a profit-

able one.

The question as to whether a given community

can or will support a day service is merely an

excuse for delay and a very poor one at that,

for there is no doubt but that any community that

can maintain an electric-lighting plant will support

the additional service if such support is sought

for.

R.\TES AND Methods in New Bremen.

It is this phase, the seeking for profitable new
business by a small company which has under-

taken the task of maintaining a 24-hour service

in a town of less. than 1,500, that I shall attempt

to describe.

Generation is by gas engines using natural gas.

As for competition, coal may be had at $3.40 de-

livered and natural gas for all purposes at 25 cents

per thousand. There are no public contracts, the

company- being dependent upon commercial work
alone. The earnings at the beginning of the day
service, Jlay I, 1904, were somewhat less than $4
per capita per year.

. With these conditions it was determined, for

various reasons, that a 24-hour service should be
attempted, and with that in view, future plans

The constant to deteiniine the hours of service

was in practice, neither the actual maximum de-

mand nor the inaximiim rated loa<l installed, but

a figure basi il more particularly on llie area to

be lighted ;ind approximating lliree-fourlhs watt
per sijuare foot of floor area. A cuslonuT was al-

lowed to install as many and as large units as
might be desired, the one using a large c'liulle-

power per sqn;ire foot p,'iying a mm h lnwi-r rate

The service is as near high grade as most cities

mainlain, and lliix i* best proven hy the fact that

during a two-year hitler franchise fight between
llic company and the town, not one word has ever
been sai<l against the service.

AnVKBTlSlNC.

Very little money has liecn spent in the usnal
forms of atlvertising, and while there is no doubt
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for his current than the economical customer who

'

preferred small illumination. The object was to

encourage or force free use of current, and the

rapidly falling rate was to enable long hours of

service economically.

The plan has done the work well, the average
output per month being 20,000 kilowatt-hours for

a 250-kilowatt plant, and the average return to

company, being five cents per kilow'att gross and
1^4 cents per kilowatt net.

Free wiring has been done for some years, and
it was decided to extend this principle to any
and all equipment that a possible customer might

n
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MONTHLY EARNINGS CHART IN DOLLARS OF THE NEW BREMEN (O ) ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY.

were laid. -A sliding scale of rates on a basis of

the number of hours of service was decided upon.
As finally worked out this schedule was as fol-

lows: For the- first 7^ hours, 20 cents; for the

next 7J^ hours, 10 cents; for the following 15

hours, 9 cents ; for 20 hours thereafter, 6 cents,

and for the next 30 hours, 3 cents. All after, 2

cents, or 7 cents for a three-hour service and 2

cents thereafter with no minimum, no meter rental

and free renewals.'

I. This article consists of a paper presented by Mr. Plaice at
the Washington convention of the National Electric Lipht
Association, June 7, 1907. with some additions includinc the
diagrams. The author is the general manager of the New
Bremen (0.1 Electric Light Company, which has for its motto.
'"We intend to light every building and turn every wheel within
a radius of ten miles." The place has a population of but 1.500.
and the remarkable results accomplished there by Mr, Plaice
were first published in an article in the Western Electrician of
May 4. 1907- The present article may be considered as supple-
mentary, bringing out some points not covered in the first.

desire to make use of in connection with the new
service, but such installations are on a rental basis

and a charge of one cent per month for $1 in-

vested is made. This method has been highly-

successful with the company, and under it is in-

cluded all classes of mechanical equipment, as

motors, shafting, pulleys, belts, wiring, lighting

fixtures (except arc lamps, for which no rental

is charged), heating utensils of all kinds; in fact
everything that will assist in the increased sale of
current.

The only contract that is required on such in-

stallations is one showing the itemized ownership
of same and the rights of removal on the com-
pany's option. The extent to which this plan has
been followed is shown by the fact that of the 370
service taps connected to the lines nearly three-

fourths of the number feed installations belongings

to the company.

as to the great value of printed advertising in

large places, where the public must be reached in-

directly, the fact that in small localities the person
doing the soliciting is or should be personally
acquainted with every person in the territory, ren-
ders this form of advertising unnecessary. Per-
sonal work is so far preferable as to eliminate
all value from paper or circular publicity.

This personal work may take many forms. The
electric company can, with profit to itself, become
the consulting engineer for all mechanical enter-

prises in its field, even though at the time there
may be no opportunity to add any additional serv-
ice thereby. Again, installing ser^^ice on trial is

another form of effective advertising. Trading in

equipment that your service renders unnecessary
is another, and an excellent form, for you thereby
eliminate such equipment as a future possible com-
petitor.

Along this line it has been the practice of the
company to dismantle gas or gasoline lighting out-
fits as soon as electricity was installed, and in this

way to do away with a future possibility that

was unpleasant. The policy of the company has
been to take special pains to secure the little cus-
tomer, both lighting and power, and it has never
refused to carr}' its sen'ice into premises for any
service of 16 candlepower or over. The result of
this has been that gas-lighting companies have ac-
knowledged the effect of the central station's efforts
on their business b^^ sending a special agent into

the town to see where the sales were going to.

Characteristics of the Service.

Flatirons are especially profitable as day load,

and with something over 60 irons in ser\ice the
company can claim a new kind of a peak load.

(See Fig. i.) This strikes the station about 10
o'clock on Tuesday morning, and on a hot summer
morning has been known to reach over 150 am-
peres above normal, and, except for a drop at

noon, lasts until four or five o'clock. On more
than one occasion, this load, coming as it does
with the motel: peak, has necessitated a second
engine on the load. Although using very little

current, singly', still collectively sewing-machine
and washing-machine motors are extremely good
household current salesmen.

The company has been making experiments as to

rural service with a view of extensive work in

that line, having six miles of such lines in opera-
tion supplying a 24-hour ser\'ice. The same con-
ditions and rates apply as within the corporation.

Fifteen motors, aggregating 50 horsepower and
about 150 lamps, are connected with these lines

and the results are very encouraging. In all. the
company has at present connected to its lines

7,000 incandescent lamps of all sizes, 45 arc lamps
and 90 horsepower of motors, earning on a cap-
italization of $15,000 (no bonds) an average in-

come of $1,000 per month in a town of less than
1,500. (See Fig. 2.)

While the street lighting contract was lost on
!May i, 1905, it hardly shows on the earnings chart
for the reason that in the succeeding nine months
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the loss was more tliaii co\'ered with new com-
mercial earnings.

Especial attention is called to the flatiron load

line, shown in Fig. I. This will show very plainly

the beneficial effect of irons on the day load of

a small station, altliough it is more marked in the

case of New Bremen than in many, for the reason

that our customers nearly all wash on Monday
and iron on Monday and Tuesday.

In conclusion, the company would recommend
from its own experience that some form of de-

mand system of rates be used, that great energy
be directed to the securing of many little custo-

mers ; that some form or method of free installa-

tion of equipment is desirable; that a personal

rather than an impersonal form of. advertising be

used, but that the advertising allowance be of

liberal proportions to the income ; that co-opera-

tion in everything electrical is to be desired and
' that the little company should by all means join

the associations, both state and national.

Discussion.

Mr. Plaice (in addition) : We have one cus-

tomer that is a sort of combination customer.
There were some six stores which combined into

an arcade, forming a $60,000 concern, and they
contracted with us for lights, and use a minimum
of $goo. They do not exceed the minimum. The
next largest customer brings in $150.

George N, Tidd, Scranton, Pa. : Mr. Plaice

states there are 370 service taps. How many build-

ings are supplied? I understand that you use
special machinery to promote a day load. I believe

you milk cows by electricity. What do you do on
Sunday \vhen the day load is small ? Do you
operate your plant? If so, what sort of a load
have you?
Lawrence Manning, Owosso, Mich. : I ask M'r.

Plaice on what basis is his average rate of 12

cents per kilowatt-hour. Is that connected load
or maximum demand?
Mr. Plaice: We are wiring 85 per cent, of the

buildings in town. We have not as rnany service
taps as buildings, but that is explained by the
fact that some of our customers have two or
three different services. We have customers with
light service, who use current for power also; a

number use it in their stores and . in their houses
as well, and they are all separate. That is the
way the large number of services come u.n. In
addition, we have quite a number of services

through our country lines, which runs it up.

We have not got all the coal-oil lamps out of the

residences yet, but hope to eventually.

After deducting all the cost of current at the

actual cost to us, interest on the investment, and
allowing 10 per cent, for depreciation, we paid
last year 40 per cent.

We use bare wire, and on the lighting end we
wire up two 250-volt lamps in series, switches

on each pair of lamps, fuse boxes outside of build-

ings, and do not get more than one ampere in

circuit. Every installation '

is protected by. kick

coils and lightning arresters. All power motors
are protected in this way alsOj except the small

ones close to the station. We have 60 pairs of

lightning arresters, and so far we have not been
shut down by lightning, although our neighbors
have.

One of our dairy farmers last lune bought the
first electric milking outfit that was installed in

the state of Ohio. It took three men three hours
to milk 50 cows. And this was repeated night

and morning. The milking machine milks four
cows at a time, and milks them all in i^ or

two hours. It costs him about $6 a month for

current, and he is satisfied.

Our Sunday day load is small ; it doesn't make
any difference whether we have any load or not

;

the engine goes just the same. At first we tried

running 20 horsepower on the load, and we found
once in a while the big farm motors would be
slapped on us on Sunday, and so we maintain the
same service on Sunday as on weekdays.
Our rate is not based strictly on the maximum

demand of the customer, or the maximum that
would be possible if he used the connected load.
Our trouble has been to get customers to use
lamps large enough and enough of them. We want
them to use plenty of light. When a customer has
poor light, and not, enough of it, he will blame
the company. There' is another thing. We take
a four-watt lamp, at no volts, and burn it at
120 volts. Instead of the customary 16 candle-
power the customer gets nearly 22 candlcpower
and he also gets, instead of four watts, an efficiency
not far from three watts. The four candlcpower
under that condition would give about six, eight
candlepov.er about 12, and 16 candlcpower about 22.
When it comes to motor business, our constant,

which we take and divide into the meter reading.
Rives us the rate which the customer is entitled to.
Suppose a customer has a constant of 10, and
uses 15 kilow,itls, you get 1.5. He would he charged
for 10 kilowatts, or one hour of service, at 10
cents, and the other five kilowatts charged to liim
at six cents, which makes his total bill. If he
u'ts current until he passes the two-hour mark, we
charge two liours at nine cents, and all in excess
will be charged at three cents, until he reaches

the three-hour mark, when he is charged at two
cents.

Frank W. Bullock, Jamestown, N. Y. : I under-
stand you have natural gas at 25 cents a thousand,
and also have about 90 horsepower in motors, and
your lowest rate gets to two cents a kilowatt. I

wotild ask if you have any competition with gas
engines in power, or gas mantles in light, and
the value of the gas in British Thermal Units.
In the district where I am it has a value of 1,000
British Thermal Units per cubic foot, and we find,

for large-motor service, in view of competition, we
have to get down to something like one cent per
kilowatt-hour. I understand in this territory you
get an average of about five cents per kilowatt-
hour on all your business, and I ask you if you
have gas engines and gas mantles in competition
with your business.

Mr. Plaice : In gas lighting we have no com-
petition any more. The gas company is "licked"
completely. We have not got a gas light on our
lines. There is one isolated plant in our town, a

factory, which only uses lights, possibly, for 15
nights a year, which is likely to come on in the
holiday time. We did not care for that. For their

day service they burned gas lights. We did not
'want to take their business. There are several
gas engines in the town of larger sizes, but none
of small size. Up to the present w^e have catered
exclusively to the small trade. We have today
applications filed for something like 300-horsepower
load in large blocks. Two of them would be I25-
horsepower blocks. One of these firms did at one
time use a gas engine. There is one gas engine
on the list, 25 horsepower, that we will probably
take on. We have had for two years to fight for

our rights. The town says we have no franchise,
and we claim we have, and until that is settled

we cannot do very much.

Beginning of Single-phase Service On
New Haven Railroad.

The New York, New Haven and Hartford Rail-

road Company on July 24th began to run regular

electric trains between New York city and New
Rochelle, N. Y., thus marking the inauguration
of a new era in the development of American
main-line railways by alternating current.

The management of the railroad decided some
years ago to investigate electric traction with a

view of substituting the new power for the steam
locomotive. These investigations were carried on
in a very exhaustive manner until finally, about a
year ago, the railroad decided to install the alter-

nating-current single-phase electric-railway system,
and a contract was made with the Westingbouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company for the con-
struction of 35 locomotives of this type. The
Pittsburg company was also given the order for
the power-house equipment, consisting of steam
turbines, turbo-generators, switchboard appliances,
etc., and Westingbouse, Church & Kerr Company,
engineers, were given full charge of installing the
entire system.
The East Pittsburg shops turned out the first

locomotive last December. The power house was
completed about the same time and the installation
of the machinery began at once, while in the mean-
time the construction of the overhead work had
also been started. The last two locomotives were
shipped from East Pittsburg on July 22d. Pre-
liminary runs, tests and trial trips were made on
the new line for months under the supervision of
railroad experts and electricians. These were
watched with the utmost interest by the entire rail-

road world, and all proved very successful. The
railroad company, being satisfied with the result
of these trials, decided to throw the electric road
open to the public, and the first electric train on
the road left the New Rochelle station for New
York on the morning of July 24th. Since the first

of August, trains were run only as far as New
Rochelle; on that date the schedule was ex-
tended to Portchester, and by September 1st the
company expects to be running electric trains be-
tween New York and Stamford, Conn. The serv-
ice begins with 35 1,000-horsepower locomotives,
each capable of pulling a train of 10 coaches at an
aver.age speed of 75 miles an hour.
The inauguration of the single-phase system on

one of America's foremost main-line railroads is

of widespread interest. The New York Central
Railroad, as is well known, uses direct-current mo-
tors, but the single-phase alternaling-current system
is advocated by many of the foremost electrical
engineers of the day as furnishing the solution of
the problem of transforming steam roads into
electric railways.

In the development of the railroad business of
the world Pittsburg genius holds a conspicuous
placc._ The invention of the air brake by George
Westingbouse, which was brought out just 40 years
ago, was a most important step, and the electrifica-

tion of the New York, New Haven and Hartford
Ijy Mr. Weslinghouse's company is the most recent
advance in American railway development. In the
future all but a few of the heavy express trains
on the New Haven road will be moved by clcc-
Iricity.

Test of an Induction Motor Driving a
Paint Grinder.

The new large paint manufacturing plant of the

Wadsworth-Howland Company of Chicago presents
an interesting example of the use of induction mo-
tors for driving an entire factory. The electric-

motor equipment comprises over 40 Allis-Chalmers
induction mot9rs ranging from one to 30 horse-
power and aggregating over 300 horsepower. Four
30-horsepower motors operating at a speed of goo
revolutions per minute drive six lead mixers, and
five lo-horsepower motors at 1,200 revolutions per
minute drive the white lead and putty chasers,
three of the number being used on tandem mills.

Fourteen five-horsepower machines are used on
No. 6 "A" sampling mills and others for driving
20-inch water-cooled mills. Nine three-horsepower
motors at 1,800 revolutions per minute drive water-
cooled mills, two one-horsepower motors drive
seamers, individual tanks and other auxiliary ap-
paratus throughout the plant. All motors are
belted to paint machinery, which in most cases runs
at slow speed, so it is necessary to belt to each
machine or group of machines through a counter-
shaft.

A test to determine exactly the power consumed
was recently made on one of the paint mills used
for grinding yellow ochre after it has passed
through a mi.xer. The machine consists of two
pairs of millstones about 30 inches in diameter
mounted with axes vertical, the lower stones of
each pair revolving while the upper stones are
fixed. The latter are fastened to the frame of the
mill wliile the lower revolving stones are carried
on the ends of vertical shafts connected by spur
gearing and driven from the main shaft by a bevel
gear and pinion. The main shaft runs at about
135 revolutions per minute, and with the present
belted outfit is provided with tight and loose belt

pulleys. The mill is driven from a small counter-

shaft located directly above the main shaft, the
motor being suspended from the ceiling.

Paint mixed with linseed oil is fed from a mixer
into the upper pair of stones, and after pa&sing
through them is discharged to the lower pair. The-
process is continuous, but when the mill is first

started it requires considerably more power than
after an, hour or so of running, when the stones

have become heated and the paint flows mere easily.

The power also depends on the rate of feed and
the setting of the stones, for if the latter are too

tightly adjusted the power required is very much
increased.

Each grinder is provided with an individual 10-

horsepower belted motor running at approximately

1,130 revolutions per minute at full load and
equipped with a standard Allis-Chalmers potential

starter. The following tests were made

:

1. Motor running idle with belt off.

2. Motor running belting and countershaft ; mill

belt on loose pulley.

3. Motor running mill and grinding paint.

In tests I and 2 the readings of volts, amperes
and watts were taken, Weston instruments being

used for measuring volts and watts. Current was.

measured by a Thomson ammeter wliich had
,
a.

range of only 15 amperes and hence was not avail-

able for load readings. In test 3, indicating watt-

meter readings were taken at the beginning and

end of the test, and in addition a Fort Wayne
polyphase recording watt-hour meter was placed

in circuit to record the total watt-hours during

the run. A four-hour run was made, the mill being

cold when started.

Allis-Chalmers motor No. 28,869, 10 horsepower,

220 volts, 26 amperes, three-phase, 60 cycles, 1,130

revolutions per minute

:

1. Motor running idle (belt off).

Volts. 224-228; current, 6.5-7 amperes. Total

watts, 6co.

2. Motor running belting and countershaft (Hill

belt and loose pulley).

Volts, 223-225 ; current, 7 amperes. Total

watts, goo.

This shows that power required for belting

and countershaft, 300 watts, or 0.4 horse-

power.

3. Motor running mill and grinding paint under

usual conditions.

Speed of main shaft on mill, 1,36 revolutions

per minute.
Volts throughout test, 220-226.

Total watts at beginning of run (paint stiff)

= io,,300.

Total walls .at end of four-hour run = 7,200.

This indicates the decreasing power consumption

as the mill becomes warmed up. Total number of

kilowatt-hours duriniT four-hour run, as shown by

recording meter, wa.s 26. This gives an average of

6}^ kilowatts input re quired to operate the mill. In

all these tests the avcr.-igc watts, as shown by the

indicating meter, we re higher than the average

from the recording :mtter. This, a 2S-anipcre in-

strument was overloi'ded part of the time and

doubtless read low, wh ilc the indicating meter was

a new instrument carefully checked before the tests

and found to be correct within one per cent.

It was foupd' that :86.75 pounds of paint was

ground with an ccpend ilure of 24 kilowatt-hours.

With millstones in .5rsl-o.'ass rondilion it is Ihought

ibis onfpnt rnidd be' cni>9.'<'cr.ably increased without
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ni;iU'ri:ilIy affocliiiK the jiowcr coiisiimplion. In the

pri'Si'Ul lost the stoiu'S liad not bueii dressed for

sciine lime aTid the anioimt of paint urdiind was
therefore hiwer lliaii it wniild otiierwise have been,

'I'lie ratio of tht; wattmeter readiiiRS on tlie two
sides of the circuit showed that the motor oper-

ated at -an avcraRC power factor of a|)proximately

00 iier cent.

New Motor Rheostats.

I'lic National Board of Fire Underwriters re-

cently proposed a rule bearing on the vital part

of a motor-starter, the resistance, which has

aroused general interest. This rule staled that the

resistance conductor sliould possess a low or

negliKil>lc temperature eoelVicient. One of the argu-

ments against the iiroposed rule was to the effect

that resistance material of low temperature co-

eflicient cost so much that motor-starting rheostats

would have to be built with less material. This,

it was stated, would reepiire that the resistance

material be embedjled close to a heat-absorbing

mass, and sncb construction would interfere with

the rapid cooling of the rheostat.

In the light of this discussion a new niotor-

vided with carbon pmlecllns; blocks which precede
the brass blocks while starliiiR ; this prevents

pilling. I be contact blocks in all sizes arc self-

.'digning and can be renewed readily without re-

moving the switch arm from the slate.

Care has also been taken with the stationary

contact segments. The stationary contacts on
smaller sizes are of brass, while on rheostats of

larger sizes all the stationary contacts are made
of copper and are renewable from the front.

Rheostats in the larger sizes also have the initial

contact point protected by an auxiliary button,

which may be removed and renewed from the

front.

The motor slumt-lield circuit Is made and broken

on the first live segment of the starling switch.

VVhen the starting arm passes to the "off" posi-

tion the field is discharged through the motor
armature and the starting resistance. This rcsist-

winilow was packed lo the street with electric-llal

iron enthnslastii wilnesHing a modern kitchen scene.
A prelty Klgin girl, who is an adept at ironing,
stcpjied into the windrnv ami applied the electric

iron to a week's washing sent in by a prospective
elcctric-flaliron user. An electric fan stood on one
end of the ironing board. While the audience per-
spired, ironing under such circumstances had no
terrors for the young lady, because hers was the
electric way."

Characteristics of Concrete Poles.

Some details of construction and accounts of
recent tests carried out upon the new fcrro-concrete
poles will be of interest.

The reinforced construction consists of a scries
of continuous rods of twisted electro-carbon slcel
bound together by a spiral steel wire from the

FIG. I. WKW MurOK RHEOSTATS WITH LOW-THMPEKATURE RESISTANCE UNIT. FIG. -.d. KESISTANCE UNIT OF NEW MUTOK KHEOSTAT.

Starting rheostat (Fig. 1) has iust been placed on the

market by the General Electric Company and is

described by the maker as follows

;

This line of rheostats', with no-voltage release,

known as type SA, and with no voltage and over-

load release, type SQ, is constructed with a new
resistance unit not only having a negligible tem-

perature coefficient, but also permitting a ventilated

construction of the rheostat.

The new resistance, designated the form P unit,

consists of a low-temperature resistance material

wound on a tube which is ventilated inside and

out. The whole is covered on both surfaces with

a special compound which effectively protects the

wire and holds it in position. The unit so formed
is absolutely fire and moisture proof, and, if acci-

dentally raised to such a degree of heat as to

melt the wire, will open the circuit without ap-

preciable arcing. The design of the form P unit,

furthermore, increases the starting capacity of the

rheostat from a duty of 30 seconds to a duty of

one minute without increasing the dimensions.

In addition to these electrical characteristics, the

new unit permits many improvements in detailed

mechanical construction. Because of the reduced

space which the form P unit occupies, not only is

the space required per horsepower much less, but

more room is available in which to make internal

connections. This, together with the fact that all

leads are insulated with glass beads, eliminates

danger from grounds or short-circuits caused by
crowded leads. The glass beads are excellent in-

sulators and are also absolutely fireproof.

The form P resistance unit as described is used
in rheostats of the following sizes : From one-
eighth horsepower up to and including 15 horse-
power at no volts; from one-eighth horsepower
up to and including 30 horsepower at 220 volts,

and from one-eighth horsepower up to and includ-

ing; 35 horsepower at 550 volts. In rheostats up
to two horsepower the form P resistance units are

fastened to supports independent of the iron cover,

these supports being fastened to the slate top of

the rheostats (Fig. 2). This allows the resistance

unit to be removed for inspection or repairs with-
out disturbing other units or connections. In larger

rheostats the iron grid type of resistance is used,

the grids being treated with a compound which
prevents rusting.

The mechanical features of the new rheostats

have also received thorough consideration. Neces-
sarily subjected to hard service,

, the switch arms,
contact shoes, segments and connections are all

designed to meet such conditions.

The arms of the dial switches are of rugged
construction and will undergo heavy handling with-

out injuring the contact between the sliding

brushes and the segments. The springs which pull

the arms to the "oft"" position encircle the pivot
stud and' are positive in action. The arms may
easily be removed from the rheostat by slipping out
a cotter-pin. The dead segments on the starters

have been made of ample proportions' to insure
the proper breaking of the current when the
switch arm flies to the "off" position.

In the smaller sizes the sliding contacts consist
of copper shoes held down firmly on the segments
by springs. On motor rheostats above y'A horse-
power, no volts; 10 horsepower, 220 volts, and
15 horsepower, -550 volts ; brass blocks are pro-

ance. however, is not in series with the field in

the "running" position.

All of the rheostats are fire and moisture proof
and are built to withstand the hardest service.

They are suitable for starting direct-current motors
ranging in capacity from one-eighth horsepower
to 35 horsepower at no volts, and from one-eighth
horsepower to 50 horsepower at 220 volts and at

550 volts. The general appearance of the rheostats

is showMi in the accompanying illustration.

A Large Collection of Cypress Poles.

An idea of the appearance of the large pole

yard owned by the S-E. Missouri Cypress Com-
pany of Campbell, Mo., may be gained from the
accompanying picture. This company deals in cy-

press and red cedar timber, its line consisting of

poles for all purposes, posts, ties, piling, etc. The
pole yard is at Clay Root, Mo., and at present

POLE YARD AT CLAY ROOT, MO.

there is in stock about 50,000 poles of various
lengths and sizes. Most of these . poles were cut
for use on trolley lines. Those shown in the pic-

ture are all cypress, the lengths and sizes ranging
from 20 feet, five-inch top, to 60 feet, lo-inch top.

There are about 10,000 each of 35 and 40-foot
poles with seven and eight-inch- tops, respectively.

Electric Cooking Demonstrations in

Elgin.

The electric-lighting company of Elgin, 111., has
been conducting some electric cooking demonstra-
tions, of which the Elgin Courier of recent date
says

:

"Judging from the number of inquiries received
by the demonstrator, it is only a question of a short
time when many Elgin housewives will do tlieir

cooking with electricity. Contrary to the opinion
in some quarters, patrons and prospective patrons of
the lighting company, who install complete cooking
outfits in their homes will not be called upon to
pay lighting rates for current used in cooking. The
plan, according to officials of the lighting depart-
ment, is to establish a special rate, therebj- making
electrical cooking economical.
"Before the Saturday evening demonstration

opened, the sidewalk in front of the company's show

apex to the base of the pole. The concrete is then
molded about the steel in adjustable octagonal
forms. Poles over 35 feet will be constructed in

the holes by upright forms. Gains for cross-arms •

and holes for bolts and steps are easily made
while the concrete is plastic.

Surprising elasticity is displayed by the concrete
poles. It is said that a pole 30 feet in length
subjected to a strain of 3,100 pounds at the top de-
flected 30 inches from a straight line before crack-
ing the cement. Fracture of the cement does not
apparently \veaken the strength of the concrete
pole, for the reinforcement then becomes active

and takes the strain.

A cedar pole of similar dimensions to the above
is reported to have broken at 2,200 pounds, show-
ing a crippling load equal to about two-thirds
that of the concrete pole.

Makers of the new type of poles declare that
accurate accounts of all expenditures for labor and
material in their construction show that under
average conditions the first cost of these reinforced
concrete poles is about equal to or slightly greater
than that of cedar poles set in the ground. With
cement poles there is no long transportation, no
unloading and loading, no cutting, stripping and
shaving, no cutting of gains or boring of holes,

no painting nor setting and tamping. The renewal
cost is removed, as cement poles are apparently
indestructible.

It is interesting to note that on account of the
steel reinforcing rods, each pole provides a con-
ducting path to ground for lightning.

This method of concrete-pole construction in-

vented by William Bailey of Richmond, Ind., will

be exploited by a company headed by A. C. Linde-
muth of that place.

Electric Floor-surfacing Machine.
A new^ electric-driven floor-surfacing machine of

some interest is the invention of M. L. Schleuter,

63 South Canal Street, Chicago. The surfacing is

ELECTRIC FLOOR-SURFACING MACHINE.

done by an eight-inch roller covered with, sand-
paper, w-hich is easily taken off to be renewed by
loosening a bolt. This sandpaper roll is backed
up by a soft-rubber cushion half an inch in thick-

ness and runs at al30Ut 6co revolutions per minute,
being driven by a two-horsepower electric motor.
An exhaust blow-er, also driven from the motor
shaft, sucks all dust produced by the rolls into a

canvas bag. The motor is supplied with current
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through a flexible cord from some adjacent outlet,

and the machines are made for no, 220 or 550

volts. Wliile the assembled machine weighs a

couple of hundred pounds, the friction between the

rapidlj' revoh'ing sand-roll and the floor helps to

propel it. Danger of the roll grinding into one

spot when standing still is avoided by the con-

struction, in which auxiliary spring-mounted wheels

lift the sandpaper roll off the surface when the

machine is not moving. The ordinary roll supplied

surfaces tlie floor within three inches of the base-

board, while a special edge roller is provided to

be put on for finishing this strip.

Ohio Electric Light Association.

The thirteenth annual convention of the Ohio
Electric Light Association will be held at Toledo,

Ohio, August 20th, 2ist and 22d. Headquarters
will be at the new Boody Hotel. The officers and
committees have arranged for an e.xcellent pro-

gramme of papers and plenty of entertainment.

On Monday there will be a meeting of all the

committees for organization and work, and in the

evening there will be a theater party at the Casino

for all.

Beginning Tuesday following the president's ad-

dress the following papers will be read : "Factory
Lighting," A. P. Biggs, Detroit, and J. Kermode,
Cleveland ; report of committee on uniform ac-

counting, F. E. Crawford. Cleveland, and D. W.
Low, Alliance, Ohio ; "Luminous Arcs from the

Standpoint of Central-station Operation," H. P.

Grabhill, Ashland, Ohio; Report of committee on
electric-heating devices, M. E. Turner, Cleveland;

"Co-operative Commercialism in the Electrical

Field," J. Robert Crouse, Cleveland: "The Best

Form of Power for Stations of 500 Kilowatts Ca-
pacity or Less," Prof. F. C. Caldwell, Ohio State

University, Columbus ; Report of committee on
high-efficiency lighting units. C. C. Collins and
A. N. Cope, Columbus ; "Helps to a Solicitor,"

Frank Maunsell, Toledo, J. D. Kenyon, Chicago,

and A. S. Miller, Dayton ; Report of committee on

cost determination, M. E. Turner, Cleveland, and
F. M. Tait, Dayton; "Best Ways to Meet Gas and
Gasoline Competition," F. H. Golding, Dayton,
Samuel Rust, Greenville, W. E. Russell, M'assilon,

Arthur Pomeroy, Cleveland. E. T. Selig, Mt. Ver-
non, and W. C. Anderson, Mt. Vernon.

Besides the papers and discussions there are other

features on the programme which will be of busi-

ness and technical value to the members. The
badges of the association will be good for free

transportation on all the city street-railway lines.

Special attention has been given to the matter

of entertaining the ladies attending the convention.

Aside from a large number of excursions and social

gatherings a number of contests have been ar-

ranged in which the ladies will compete. There
is already a long list of valuable and desirable

prizes donated by the various electrical concerns.

W. P. Engle of Defiance, Ohio, is president of

the association and D. L. Gaskill is secretary. Fol-

lowing are the heads of the various committees:

Executive, W. E. Russell, Massilon
;

general ar-

rangements, E. J. Bechtel, Toledo ; entertainment,

W. J. Hanley, Cleveland ; reception, B. S. Young.
Ada.

Denatured Alcohol Regulations.

The commissioner of internal revenue has issued

the amended denatured-alcohol regulations which on
September ist will take the place of the regulations

heretofore issued. Under the new regulations, in

addition to denaturing warehouses on distillery

premises, central denaturing warehouses may be con-

structed at such points as business interests may
require, and alcohol may be transferred from de-

naturing warehouses by means of tanks or. tank cars

to consumers.
Manufacturers using completely denatured alcohol

arc not required to swear to an application for per-

mit. Industrial or farm distilleries may produce al-

cohol from anything that contains fermentable mat-
ter. Industrial distilleries are divided into two
classes. In the first class are placed distilleries of

a surveyed capacity of 50 proof gallons. Distilleries

of the second class are those that produce more than

50 gallons and less than 100 gallons of distilled

spirits daily.

Manufacturers using specially denatured alcohol

are, under the new regulations, relieved from keep-

ing a record of the goods in the manufacture of

which denatured alcohol is used.

New York Electrical Show.
The opening of the electrical show at Madison

Square Garden, New York city, is announced by
President George F. Parker for September 30lh.

The show will close on October gth. All the

larger interests in the electrical trade are said to

.be taking a keen interest in this exhibition and the

management expects to put forth its best efforts to

interest the trade and interest laymen in the lat-

est and most up-to-date electrical appliances, inven-

tions and dc\'iccs. Madison Square Garden will be
laid out with three avenues—Edison Avenue, Wcst-
inghousc .Avenue and Franklin .\venue—willi three
cross streets. The interior will he decked with

300,000 electric lights. At each corner goose-neck
lamp posts will mark the intersections and an elec-

tric arch is to mark the main entrance. Exhibits

will be fitted up with all kinds of wireless appli-

ances connecting with stations now in vogue. The
New York Edison Compan}', one of the largest ex-
hibitors, has in mind a plan for the exterior deco-
ration of the Madison Square tower. German and
French electrical merchants and inventors have sig-

nified their intention of exhibiting at the show.

Lignite for Electric Power Plants.

Government engineers are carrying out some in-

teresting irrigation projects in northwestern North
Dakota and eastern Montana. One feature of the
present extensive \vork is that lignite coal, which
is abundant in the district, is to be used in gen-
erating electricity for the operation of irrigation
pumps. Current will be transmitted to considerable
distances in some instances.

At Buford, N. D., near the Montana state line,

a coal mine has been opened by the government
close to the power station of the Buford-Trenton
irrigation district. The coal from this mine will be
run out on cars to the power plant, and tht power
will be used not only for the local pumping plant
but also for the plants on the higher levels at Wil-
liston, over 20 miles away.

If the plan proves economical the development of
cheap electrical power for various purposes will
be a great incentive to manufacturing industries
on The Slope, as it is called, as all over that sec-
tion lignite coal is found in abundance and adjacent
to the railroads and towns.

Plans are on foot for the establishment at Rock-
dale, Texas, of one of the largest electric power
enterprises in the South. A syndicate of electrical
interests represented by Joseph J. Henry of Denver,
Colo., is arranging to invest not less than $3,000,-
000 in the installation of a power plant and the
building of transmission lines to cities and towns
in adjacent territory. Mr. Henry and others have
been making an exhaustive investigation of the
lignite coal fields at Rockdale, and their report is

highly favorable. It is proposed to use the lignite

for fuel, options having been obtained upon a
number of the principal mines in this territory.

It is said that the cost of the fuel at the plant
will not exceed 50 to 75 cents a ton. Power and
lighting contracts are now being made with towns
and industrial concerns in the territory to be
reached by the proposed system. It is stated that
the prospects are favorable for enough business
being obtained in Waco, .Austin, Taylor, Belton,
Temple, Cameron, Br3'an and Marlin to justify the
establishment of the big plant. There are many
smaller towns which will afford a good business
in the way of light and power.

Electricity from the Coal Fields.

A company proposing to construct a power plant
in the heart of the Indiana coal fields and trans-
mit electricity to Indianapolis and other large
cities for lighting and power purposes is being
formed by Frank M. Fauvre of Indianapolis. Arti-
cles of incorporation will be filed in a short tune.

The plan is to establish a large plant near Sceley-
ville and the mouth of a large coal mine. Because
of high carrying rates it is figured that a consid-
erable saving can be made by locating the plant

at the mines. This plan was projected some time
ago, but there was some doubts until recently

about the right to establish a pole line for trans-

mission across the country. The Supreme Court
having decided that a pole line right-of-way may
be condemned across the country for transmissicn
has revived the project. Distribution of the elec-

tricity in Indianapolis will, it is understood, be
effected through the Merchants' Heat and Light
Company, which will extend its scope c-f activity

after the new power plant is put in operation.

There is considerable interest manifested i.i this

undertaking, and the belief is general that the
securing of electricity from a centr:il ])lant in the

coal districts is feasible.

Municipal Plant Project in Milwaukee
Discouraged.

The Milwaukee News says that the nin\i.inent

started by Comptroller Bechtner to head off the

building of a municipal electric-lighting plant is

bearing fruit. Mr. Bechtner says the city cannot
proceed because only $500,000 of bonds was voted
upon. According to the News, a committee of

prominent citizens has asked that the project be

well considered. The committee says that tiie city

cannot afford to proceed with the building of the

plant and system at this time. It is argued that

the money could be better spent in bridges and
viaducts and street work. It is also suggested that

Milwaukee is assured of light at a fair price

through the protection of the state railroad com-
mission, which may he appealed to at any time to

determine whether $65 per lamp per annum is a

reasonable rate. It is expected that the board of

directors of the Merchants and Manufacturers'
Association will send a comnumication to the coun-
cil recommending that the liglUing movement be

discontinued for the present.

Indiana Telephone Items.
The Napoleon Telephone Company has filed ar-

ticles of incorporation, capitalized at $15,000, to

build a telephone system in Napoleon and extend
the lines throughout Ripley, Decatur, Franklin,
Dearborn, Ohio, Switzerland, Jefferson and Jen-
nings counties. Jacob A. Meyer, Frank J. Grow.
C. W. Foreman and Lafayette Co.x are the di-

rectors.

The Burrows Telephone Company of Burrows
has decided to construct and equip a new ex-
change building.

Although the State Tax Board at its recent
session advanced the 1907 valuation of Independent
telephone companies in a marked degree, the few
appeals that were filed received due consideration
by the board. Appeals were sustained on eight

companies and rejected on two.
With the rapid advance of material and labor

and the increased cost of construction and repairs,

as well as that of operating a system per unit

line, and the number of subscribers constantly in-

creasing, it has become an absolute necessity in

many instances for the Independent telephone com-
panies of Indiana to secure better rates for their

service. In Terre Haute, Logansport, South Bend,
Richmond, Columbus and other cities rates have
been increased in order to meet the conditions.

The Home Telephone and Telegraph Companj'
of Fort Wayne has just completed installing 12,000

feet of additional cable at the Kendallville ex-
change. The next improvement will be made at

the company's Auburn exchange, where an addi-
tional section of switchboard will be installed. The
company is also turning its attention to its long-

distance business and has commenced the work of
stringing a new direct No. 10 metallic circuit be-

tween LaGrange, Ind., and Sturgis, M'ich. The
company is also in the market for material to

string another direct metallic circuit from Fort
Wayne to Auburn, and one direct metallic circuit

from Fort Waype to Payne, Ohio. S.

Flat Rates Conceded in Chicago .Tele-
phone Negotiations.

The committee on gas. oil and electric light of the

Cnicago council renewed its work on the proposed
franchise for the Chicago Telephone Company last

week. Those of the committee who oppose some of

the provisions of the tentative ordinance were suc-

cessful in having inserted a clause retaining the

present $125 flat rate for business telephones in con-

nection with the proposed new measured rate, the

choice to be optional with the subscriber. It is

said the ordinance will be reported to the council

on September 3d.

It is also probable that a minority report will be

presented at the same time. The opponents of the

measure on the committee will ask that the follow-

ing provisions be inserted in the franchise ordinance

:

Giving the city the right to designate a purchaser

for the company's property at the expiration of the

grant.

Compelling the company to make long-distance

connections with Independent lines wherever ar-

rangements to this end can be made with the Inde-

pendents.
Cutting down the dividend allowed the company

from 10 per cent, to some more reasonable figure,

probably six or seven per cent.

Establishing an efficient board of control to secure

the enforcement of the ordinance, as in the street-

railway ordinances. The present ordinance contains

provision for a sort of board of control, but does not

make adequate provision for it.'

Mexican Telephone Extension.

The Mexican Telephone and Telegraph Company
has just issued its annual report for the year ended

February 28, 1907. The total increase in subscribers

for the entire territory was 550, a gain of 106 sub-

.scribers over the increase of last year. The total

increase in rentals for exchange service in all ex-

changes was $49,177. The larger increases have

been made, as in the year previous, in the City of

Mexico and Monterey. Saltillo has also made a good

increase. Leon. Tampico and Vera Cruz also show
fair increases in the number of subscribers.

During the year the new installation in the City

of Mexico has been completed, and subscribers are

now connected to the underground cable system,

preparatory to cutting over from Ihc old equipment

to a new switchboard. The un<lerground-condnit

system was completed this year, consisting of 2.56,-

423 duct- feet of conduit, no manholes and 74 lat-

eral connections to terminal poles. The conduit

system covers Ihc cntiie business portion of the

city and extends into the more thickly settled resi-

dence portions. Relations with the authorities

throughout the republic are said to continue to he

of the most cordial nature. It is stated by T. G.

,Nee, assistant general inanager, that it is planned

to construct an extensive system of long-distance

lines in the states of Nuevo Leon, Coahuila and

Zacatecas. No mention of this proposed improve-

ment is made in the annual report, however.

The WateHoo (Okla.) Rural Telephone Com-

pany has been incorporated by A. S. Reed, A.

Marker, T. J. Rubble, J. M. George and Al Lynn.
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Telephone Operators' School at Dallas.

It li.is Imc'ii full lor s.iiiK' liiiii! Ili:il llic Suiilli-

wcsluni Telcgnipli aiKl Ti-lcpliniiu Coinpaiiy sliunki

have at its larKi'f olliccs soiiu- (lisliiict iiii'lliiid or

plan for traiiiiiii^ new empl(iyi.'S in the work of op-

erating without (lislinhinn Ihi; service. As the

service heeonies more exacting and coinplicatetl it

hecouies very necessary thai some niellioil of

Iraininn new employes be devised; with this end in

view the company lias eslahlished at Dallas, Tex.,

a school for operators, where those desiring to

l)eeonie operators may he trained for such work
and taiiRht to lieconie proficient Iiefnre being per-

milleil to handle any aeliial service.

This scliool is located in the building occupied

by the traffic department, and is in charge of a

manager who has a principal in direct charge, she,

in turn, being assisted by botli an exchange and
toll teacher, togelher with necessary assistants.

The equipment of the school consisits of a recita-

tion or lecture room and both a toll and an ex-

change operating room, The exchange operating

room is ctiuippcd with a switchboard consisting of

six positions, three of which are e(|uipped for regu-

lar practice by the students. The other three posi-

tions arc equipped with only sncb apparatus as is

necessary for speed practice. The toll operating

room is equipped with four positions of regular

switchboard, with the usual equipment thereon, all

of which is connected to the instructor's desk, ar-

ranged so that the various conditions which con-

front the toll operator may be carried out with

the student, such as the use of the various tests,

cut-olTs, line troubles, etc.

Bell Output for June.

The American Telephone and Telegraph Coni-

pany reports its instrument output for June as

follows

:

1907. 1906. 1Q05.

Gross output 101,415 217,243 120,555
Returned 83,737 54.973 52.427

Net output 17.678 162,270 68.128

January i to June 30:
Gross output 879.158 1.16T.857 897.620
Instruments returned 537.607 358.335 283.542

Net output 341.551 803,522 C14.078
Outstanding June 30 7.449,387 6.SO1.780 5.C94.642

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS-
J. A. Ward is about to begin the construction

of a telephone system in Dale, Texas.

W. H. Davenport & Co. of Hillsboro, Tex., have
been given a telephone franchise in AniariUo, Tex.

The Maple Telephone Company of Geary, Okla.,

has been incorporated by Byron Baker and others.

The Oakwood and- Owasa Telephone Company
has been incorporated at Iowa Falls, Iowa, with a

capital of $2,500. E. W. Wolf is president and
George Baughman, Jr., secretar}'.

The Eotna Valley Farmers and Merchants'
Mutual Telephone Company has been incorporated
at Oakland, Iowa, with a capitalization of $15,000.

J. H. Spaiti is president and George B. Clark, sec-
retary.

The Union Telephone Company of Alma, Mich.,
is offering for subscription at par $25,000 of the
treasury stock for the purpose of extension of
plant. The company controls about 30 exchanges
in central Michigan.

The ofificers of the Canadian Independent Tele-
phone Association announce their annual meeting
for September 4th, at Toronto, and extend a cordial
invitation to Independent telephone men in the
United States, particularly to the officers of their
sister organizations, to attend and participate. The
Canadian convention is being held during the To-
ronto exhibition, so that very low railroad and
steamboat rates will be in force from all parts of
the United States. A hearty welcome and enjoyable
time is promised all who accept the invitation.

It is planned to have a representative of the In-
ternational Independent Telephone Association at-
tend all conventions of affiliated associations. To
do this, it will be necessary to arrange a schedule
of meetings without conflicting dates. It has been
suggested that the schedule begin with the southern
states in January, the \'arious states following in
the most convenient geographical order, at least 10
days apart. The associations are requested to ad-
vise with the International concerning this matter
before fixing dates for meetings after the Chicago
convention.

The Central Union Telephone Company held a
meeting of instruction a few days ago at Spring-
field. 111., for the operators, inspectors and district
managers. The meeting lasted two days, the time
being taken up with discussions and conferences
as to the best manner of getting and maintaining
service. The meeting was attended by y2 em-
ployes of the company, coming from all over the
state. It is proposed to hold two more meetings
soon for the benefit of those who were unable to
attend this one; they will be held at Roekford
and at Alton. A number of improvements in the
toll system were suggested, and will be put into
effect at once.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Continental Europe.

I'jiris, July 15. I'r.par.ilions are being made at

I'aris for tin: jiexl ainnial auloinobile show, which
will be hehl during the l.itler part of IJeeember.
The occasicju will be even more brilliaiil than
usual, owing to the fact that it is to be the dc-
cemiial ex|iosilioii of the automobile industry. As
.such it will contain an interesting historical ex-
hibit relating to the work of the early inventors
in petrol and electric cars. The commission of ihc

Automobile Club of France is now planning the
different attractions for the show. .Seeing (hat

there will be an unusually large mmiber of exhibits
this year, a great amount of space will be needed.
Even last year the conmiission had to erect a tem-
porary building near the grand palace on the large

grounds of the Fsplanade des Invalides, where
most of the heavy cars and also the stationary

motors and dyu;uno groups were inblalled. This
year there will be a much larger space covered
and an ironwork building is to be erected for tlic

purpose. To give an idea of the extent of sur-

face covered by the amicx building, this is to

nearly equ.'il the whole .area of the grand palace

and will be 30,000 square meters. As regards the

electric features of the show, the electric lighting

will play a prominent part .as usual. All the new
types of electric cars will be seen, as well as the

combination petrol-electric cars, besides motor-dy-
namo groups, to which special attention will be
paid, accumulators, spark coils, etc.

It is proposed to found a new electrical society

in Paris which seems to be of great interest. This
will be an electrochemical society and will be made
up of scientists and .engineers who are devoted par-

ticularly to electrolytic work or belonging to the

numerous industrial firms engaged in operating elec-

tric furnace plants or similar establishments. As
such industries are coming to the front in France
there will no doubt be a great success in store

for the new society. The proj'ect is being pro-

moted especially by M. Robert Pitaval, a leading

engineer of Paris, and he proposes to call it the

Berthelot-M'oissan Society.

The genera) director of public works at Madrid
awarded the contract not long since for the con-
struction of an electric tramway system in the town
of St. Sebastian. Among other electrical operations

in Spain I may mention that a new company has

been recently formed under the title of the Galician

Tramway Company. It proposes to transform the

Corogna tramway system and to extend these

lines as far as Betanzos. The company expects to

install at least two other tramway lines.

In the region of Genoa, Engineer Zunim proposes
to erect a hydraulic plant of some size which will

utilize the water of the Orba stream and in this

way furnish a large amount of power upon a net-

work running through the Alexandrina province.

He has already applied for a concession for such
a plant. The amount of water to be had is esti-

mated at 600 gallons per second during 10 months
of the year. On the Orba stream will be erected

a dam about 96 meters long, making a basin which
will contain some 12,000,000 cubic meters. The
plant is expected to furnish 2,600 horsepower and
the estimated cost of the project is $500,000.

A syndicate has been formed in Italy for con-
structing an interurban tramway line running be-

tween the towns of Aquilia and Popoli. One of

the large electrical houses is said to be interested

in the project. Another tramway line of some
length is to be run between the localities of Bas-
sano and Castelfranco.

In Roumania the chief of army equipments has

applied for bids for electrical material, especially

for steam engines and electric motors, which are

needed in the shops of the different departments,

also for dynamos for electric lighting. A. de C.

Great Britain.

London, July 19.—The report of his majesty's

electrical inspector of factories is one always looked
forward to. This year the .document is even more
comprehensive and exhaustive than usual and deals

in great detail with all classes of electrical acci-

dents upon premises which come within the pur-

view of the Factory Acts. The report deals with
the whole of the United Kingdom and shows that

there were 27 non-fatal and two fatal accidents

in the stations of electricity supply companies or
local authorities ; 14 non-fatal and no fatal acci-

dents in private electrical generating stations,

and 191 non-fatal and eight fatal electrical

accidents in factories, engineering works, etc.

These latter show an increase of 60 per cent, over
the figures for the previous year, but the inspector

sees no cause for surprise in view of the increasing

use of electricity and the frequent lack of atten-

tion or knowledge on the part of the owner of

the premises in the matter of taking proper pre-

cautions. In mines there have been six fatal acci-

dents and the same number on railways and tram-
ways. Several accidents have taken place through
arcing at unprotected bare metal fuses, which ex-

ploded at the moment of switching on. This ar-

rangement, especially when the fuse is near the

double-pole switch, is condemned. In previous

rt'iiorls Mr. R:iin has ilciicrilied a number of tlan-

Kcroiis condilioim of electrical plant encountered
In suh-HlaliuuK on mines and quarry premises
where llie supply is taken from electrical power
companies, and he .igain brings a similar selection
to notice, many of which arc ascribed to thoiight-
lessMcss or neglect. The olTicc of electrical in-
spector of factories has only been created a few
years, but already much good has been done as
regards safely to employes by the reprjrts and in-

spections of Mr. Rain.
Several electrically operated omnibuses arc now

plying in the streets of London. These have been
built by the Ivleclrobus Company, the formation
of which last year aroused so mucli criticism,
princi|)ally at the hands of the financial papers,
that the great majority of those w)io originally
ap|)lied for shares sought relief in the courts.
The comparison between these and the numerous
petrol buses is an object lesson in street travel,
and to this extent the problem has been solved,
biu the commercial question decides, and we must
wait.

It was mentioned at the last meeting of the
London County Council that the futile electric
power bill has, this session alone, cost the rate-
payers $42,500, but the committee seeks consolation
in the fact that $90,000 had been earmarked for
this purpose.

Since the report upon the radio-telegraphic con-
vention has been issued, several attempts have been
made by the dissenting members to induce the
prime minister to allow a discussion in the House
of Commons, but without success. It appears that
the government would never have appointed a
committee at all but for pressure from private
members, and wouhl presumably have acted upon
the advice of the departments affected.

A telephone user^' association has been formed
in London, apparently with the object of keeping
reforms well under the notice of the authorities.
There is considerable dissatisfaction at present at
the withdrawal of the unlimited service rate, viz.,

$85 per annum, and the substitution of the message
rate for large users. This means a considerably
increased charge to all comparatively large firms.
Wireless telephone experiments are to be car-

ried out between Oxford and Cambridge by the
Amalgamated Radio-telegraphic Company.
Following upon the announcement of the proba-

bility of an electrical exhibition in Manchester next
year comes the news that a gas exhibition is to
be "held there in the autumn of this year.
Some years ago when the London County Coun-

cil purchased the London Tramways Company, it

acquired a horse omnibus service which it worked
for a short time as a portion of the tramway un-
dertaking. An injunction was asked for, -however,
by other omnibus proprietors on the ground that
it was ultra vires. This view was taken by the
courts and the service discontinued, only to be
immediately taken up by companies. The Mersey
Railway in Birkenhead recently ran a service of
motor omnibuses, ostensibly for the benefit of its

own passengers, but this action has been con-
demned by the courts on the ground that it is

beyond the company's charter, and also because
it thereby sets up competition with the Birkenhead
corporation tramways. Yet if the company went
to Parliament for special powers, its bill would
assuredly be blocked. C.

New England.

Boston, July 27.—The United States government
is connecting all of the forts and signal stations
in Boston Harbor with submarine electric cables
which carry telegraph and telephone wires.
The new West Boston Bridge between Boston

and Cambridge, which will be dedicated next
Wednesday evening, will have four highly orna-
mented electric lamps on each of its eight towers.
The lamps are bronze and the lights are each of
200 candlepower.

President Mellen of the New York, New Haven
and Hartford Railroad Company is considering a
plan for the establishment of electric spur tracks
between the railroad and manufacturing plants over
which to transport freight.

The Uncas Power (Company has mortgaged its

property to secure an issue of $150,000 bonds. The
power company is constructing a large electric

power plant on the Shetucket River at Scotland,
Conn., and it has contracted to furnish electric

power to the city of Norwich, Conn., where it will

erect a transformer station.

The Hall Railroad Signal Company of Meriden,
Conn., has filed a preliminary certificate of disso-

lution.

The Salem (Mass.) Electric Light Company has
let the contract for an addition to its Peabody
Street power plant.

The Massachusetts railroad commissioners have
been asked to approve the sale of the Amherst and
Sunderland street railway to the Holyoke Street
Railway Compan3% which has also taken steps to

acquire control of the Hampshire street railway.

The acquisition of these roads would give the
Holyoke company a direct electric-railway line

through Chicopee, South Hadley and Amherst to

Sunderland.
An electric railway between Kennebunkport and
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York Beach, Me., a distance of 17 miles, has heen

opened for business. A person can now travel

from Lewiston, Me., to Philadelphia, Pa., by elec-

tric cars.

The Metropolitan Home Telephone Companj^
which was " granted a franchise by the Boston
aldermen seven months ago, has done no work on
its proposed system with which it is to compete
with the Bell compan3\ The president states that

the condition of the money market has prevented it

from raising the funds necessary to begin construc-

tion work. It is pretty generally believed that

Max Koehler of St. Louis controls the company.
'M'r. Koehler says that after a trip to Europe he
will come to Boston and spend $5,000,000 in getting

the Home company into operating shape. B.

New York.

New York City, July 27.—The public meeting of

the ' Utilities Commission on July 23d to consider

plans for improving the traffic conditions at the

Brooklyn Bridge was well attended and two of the

plans presented seemed to meet the views of the

majority. One is to require the Interborough and
the Brooklyn Rapid Transit to enter into an agree-

ment to run trains through from Coney Island and
other points in Brooklyn to Harlem via the Third
Avenue 'X." The details of the plan consist in

connecting the elevated tracks on the bridge with

those of the City Hall branch of the Third Avenue
line at an estimated cost of approximately $25,000.

The second plan is to provide a moving platform

across the bridge and to provide another platform

or extend the bridge platform, if practicable, so

as to land passengers down town in the neighbor-

hood of A'laiden Lane, witli another platform run-

ning to Chamber and Church streets. Neither of

these plans is a new one, but with the powers
vested in the LUilities Commission it is expected
that some action will soon be taken.

The newly appointed Block Signal and Control

Board which has recently been appointed at Wash-
ington is expected to look into allegations made
by many of the inventors of railway safety devices,

who say that their inventions are being bought up
but never utilized, and that the safety appliances

"combine"' is finding this method very profitable.

By this method the combination, if there is one, is

able to keep new manufacturing companies out of

the field and reduce the expense of manufacturing
these devices. Mr. W. P. Borland, the secretary

of the Block Signal and Control Board, is reported

to have said that the Eastern Railway Association

is not a corporation but a sort of co-operative

association which assumes to have for its object the

protection of its members against infringement of

patents, on various devices.

Announcement has been made that the Manhattan
Transit Company wnll operate several lines of auto-
mobile stages in the city, beginning some time in

September. About 20 more stages have been or-

dered. Through its ownership in the Long Acre
Electric Light and Power Company, which has re-

cently been allowed space in the electric-wire con-
duits under the public streets, the Manhattan Tran-
sit Company has announced its intention of com-
peting with the New York Electric Heat, Light and
Power Company and has bought- property for the

erection of power plants. The transit company
owns many valuable franchises for operating bus or

stage lines throughout the city.

The engineers representing the Public Service
Commission of the second district announced this

week that the estimates for the elimination of all

the grade crossings in the New York electric zone
have been almost completed and would indicate

that the state's entire appropriation of $300,000
would be practically exhausted if orders were issued

for the elimination of all of these crossings. The
more important ones will receive the first attention.

It is also announced that the Division of Traffic has
been created, with Frank Barry at its head. Mr.
Barry, who for a number of years has been con-
nected w^ith associations of shippers, will make a
study of rates and efficiency of service' for the

up-state commission.
A committee of bondholders of the United States

Independent Telephone Company at a meeting this

week decided to reorganize the company by fore-

closure proceedings, which will wipe out about
$5,000,000 of common stock sold to the public and
$10,000,000 of common stock issued to a syndicate

for securing an alleged New York city franchise.

A new company is to be formed which proposes
to bid in the Rochester, Syracuse and Utica oper-
ating plants and other properties and is to issue

$6,000,000 of stock to be exchanged for the present
outstanding bonds at the rate of 40 cents on the

dollar. E. H. S.

Indiana.

Indianapolis, July 2y.—A ?5o-year exclusive fran-

chise has been granted the Deitcrich-Murdodk syn-
dicate to operate city street-car service in Elkhart.
The franchise is a substitution for the franchises
originally granted to the Indiana Electric Railway
Company and the Citizens* Street Railway Company.
The terms provide for important reformations and
changes, for extensions, improvements of service,

ihu u=;e of the lines for all interi;rban companies
and the construction and maintenance of a modern

station at a convenient place, to be used jointly by
all the interurban lines using the city tracks. The
right to charge interurban lines 2^2 cents per incom-
ing and outgoing passenger, and a five-cent fare, with
transfers, for local passengers within the city limits,

are granted. Loading and unloading of freight in

the streets are prohibited. The Murdocks say they
will expend $150,000 on the plant and station in

Elkhart.
At a meeting of the officials and stockholders of

the Indianapolis, Huntington, Columbia City and
Northwestern Traction Company in Indianapolis on
the 26th inst., a committee of five was appointed to

investigate the financial condition of the company
and devise some plan of saving the property from
being sold September 17th by the receiver.

The Toledo and Fort Wayne Electric Railway
Company has obtained charter rights in Indiana and
Ohio. The termini of the road will , be in Fort
Wayne and Toledo.
The Indianapolis and Louisville Traction Company

will put its road in operation between Louisville
and Scottsburg b}' August 5th. and between Louis-
ville and Indianapolis by October ist. The total

distance will be 115 miles. The power station at

Scottsburg is completed and the equipment in place.

The line is being ballasted with broken stone.

C. T. Murdock, retiring manager of the Terre
Haute Traction and Light Company, has gone to

Boston, after five 5'ears of faithful service. Mr.
Murdock was given a royal entertainment by the
traction officials and employes Thursday evening
previous to his departure. A farewell address was
made by William S. Caldwell.

Representatives of outside capitaHsts are endeav-
oring to obtain an option on the Columbus Street

Railway and Light Company's property'. The com-
pany recently secured $3,000 on an expired option, •

and it is presumed that the same interests are again
seeking to purchase the plant.

The Consumers' Gas and Light Company of

Princeton has secured a site upon which to erect a
new artificial-gas and lighting plant. The estimated
cost is $60,000. Bids for the construction and equip-

ment will be in order soon.
The joint committee appointed by the City Council

of Bluffton and the Marion, Bluffton and Eastern
Traction Company to conduct an investigation arid

test the municipal lighting plant, could not agree
on the method of procedure. The city engineer and
city expert insisted that the street arc lights be
turned on to give the plant a sufficient load to make
the tests in what they regarded a fair manner. The
traction-company expert and members of the com-
mittee did not agree with them, and the result was
a refusal to have anything lo do with the tests, and
they gave their attention to the investigation of

the books and records. The council holds that this

is contrary to the agreement and all that will be
considered in the report is the present condition
of the plant and the cost of producing current at

present. A lively time is anticipated at the nexr
meeting of the council, when the, report is consid-

ered. S". S.

Illinois.

Peoria, July '27.—The R. Haas Electric Com|)any
of Springfield has commenced the erection of a

new three-story building, which it will occupy
when finished. •

The contract for the building of the electric

railway from Carthage to Nauvoo, 111., has been
let to the Federal Construction Company of New
York. The entire right-of-way has been secured
between the two towns except across one farm,
where it will have to be secured by condemnation
proceedings. Nauvoo is the old Mormon town,
and has no connection except a ferry across the
Mississippi. The sisters of St. Mary's Academy
are financing the road, in order to make the place

accessible from the nearby towns. In connection
with the road the company will erect a power plant

and waterworks for the town. The line will also

be built across the Santa Fe bridge to Fort Madi-
son. The Carthage branch will have a line run-
ning to Hamilton, across the river to Keokuk,
where it will connect with the present Keokuk,
Hamilton and Warsaw trolley system.

The Taylorville Utility Company will build its

electric-liglit, heat and ice plant this fall. Con-
tracts amounting to $So,ooo have been let and
work is to be commenced within 30 days. The
total cost of the plant is estimated at $125,000, and
all the money has been raised.

The David H. Wilson Company of Chicago has
been incorporated with a capital of $10,000 to man-
ufacture electrical devices and appliances. The
incorporators are Henry J. Gibbs, Edward J. Kelly
and Frank Richie.

The Masterson Electric Company of Chicago
has been incorporated with a capital of $2,500. to

do an electrical contracting business. Incorporators
are Frank L, Masterson, Thomas F. Queenan and
A. L. Flanigan.

Through passenger service between Springfield

and Danville will soon be run on the Illinois

Traction Company's system. At present the change
of cars is made at Decatur. As soon as the new
schedule is made the company will run three tars
each way daily, and these will be known as the
Capital City limited cars.

The Illinois Traction Company is short on

freight cars for use on the Peoria-Bloomington
line. The company had an order in for 20 freight
trailers and 10 motor cars to be delivered on June
1st, but they have not been delivered yet.

A new speed record was made this week on the
Peoria-Bloomington line by a special car which
carried Manager Nelson and a party of Peoria
city officials. The trip was made from the court-
house here to the courthouse in Bloomington in
one l\our and 16 minutes, the regular time being
one hour and 50 minutes. From Bloomington the
trip was continued to St. Louis, via Decatur and
Springfield. The trip was made to show the Peoria
officials some of the work that has been done
by the company, and to see the various types of
fender now in use by the company in other cities,

as the company will equip the cars here with
fenders in the near future.

Tlie Illinois Traction Company is endeavoring
to make a traffic arrangement with the Cincinnati,
Hamilton and Dayton Railway for the joint han-
dling of freight. The traction company has a St.
Louis terminal and the Cincinnati, Hamilton and
Dayton has no entrance to that city, its western
terminus being Springfield. The traction company
will also make traffic arrangements with the In-
diana Traction Company. The latter company is

now building to Danville from Crawfordsville, and
when this system is finished the two systems will
make an electric line from St. Louis via Jndi-
anapolis to Toledo. Ohio, Detroit, Mich., and Erie,
Pa. '

The survey for the Whitehall-Palmyra electric
line has been completed, and the Illinois Traction
Company has signed a contract to furnish the
power to operate the road. The pottery at White-'
"hall uses 400 tons of coal a day and ships 2,800
cars of sewer pipe yearly to eastern points, which
will make business for the new road.
The East Moline and Campbells Island Railway

has been incorporated to build an electric railway
from East Moline to Campbells Island. The in-
corporators are Joseph F. Porter, James S. F. Lard-
ner of Davenport, Iowa, Burton F. Peck and
O. E. Childs of Moline.
The Pekin Electric Light Company has finished

plans for some extensive improvement in its plant.

The present stack will be torn down and a new
one erected in its place, which will be 20 feet
square at the base and will be built of hollow brick.
The boiler room will be enlarged to twice the
present size and a new 25,000-gallon water tank
will be built. V. N.

Northwestern Statfes.

Minneapolis, July 27.—A franchise for an electric-

light system at Bovey, Minn., has been granted
to Frank McCormick of Duluth. The plant will

be completed ^bout November ist.

The Albia and Centerville steam railroad will
probably be changed to electric operation as a
link in the proposed line from Centerville to Des
Moines, Iowa.
The contract for the construction of an electric-

light plant at Mount Ayr, Iowa, has been let to
A. Bertenlanger of Omaha, Neb. It will cost

$17,626.

Perley Lowe of Chicago proposes to develop the
power of Place's Rapids, near Marinette, Wis. It

is thought that about 1,500 horsepower can be
developed.

The proposed electric railway from Davenport
to M'aquoketa, Iowa, has been financed, St. Louis
capitalists having agreed to advance the necessary
money for its construction. Most of the right-

of-way has been secured.

Articles of incorporation have been filed for
the Interurban Power Company of Duluth. Minn.,
capital, $100,000. Charles C Cokefair heads the
list of stockholders.

The Wausau (Wis.) Street Railway Company
has voted to increase its capital from $120,000 to

$400,000. R.

Mexico.
Mexico City, July 25.—The state of Coahuila has

granted Rodolfo Garza and Guillermo de Velasco
a concession to construct and operate . an electric

street-railway system in the city of Saltillo. This
place had a mule-car system until about four years
ago, when it went out of business, but since then
the city has had a rapid industrial growth and
the proposed system is assured good patronage.

It is reported that the So miles of the Salvalierra

and Western Railroad, which is to be Iniilt from
Salvatierra, in the slate of Guanajuato, to Puruan-
diro, in the state of Michoacan, may be operated
by electricity. Andres Bermejillo, a multi-mil-

lionaire of Mexico City, who is the promoter, is

also the owner of the extensive street-railway sys-

tem in Guadalajara, which is now being convctted
into electric traction and the clcclric-light and power
plant there. C. A. Malau, head of. the construction

department of the Compania dc Tranvias, Luz y
Fuerza, which is the name of the Guadalajara com-
pajiy, has been appointed chief engineer of the Sal-

vatierra and Western.
The survey for the Torrcon and San Pedro

interurban electric railway will soon be finished

and the contract let for the construction of the

line, which will be 26 miles long, traversing the
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richest portion of the N;i/;is River vnllcy. The
city of Torrt'on is rapidly beconiiiiR the cenlct of

a number of electric lines. In addition to that

planned to San Pedro a line is to run from Tor-

reon tu Matanioros. An electric railway is already

in operalicm between Torreon and Lcrdo, a distance

of seven miles.

The Canipeebe Light and Power Company, com-

posed of Americans, which holds from the gov-

ernment the exclusive riKht lo furnish the city of

Campeche wi(h eleclrie linht and power for 20

years, lias purcliased ibe plant and etiuipmenl of

ihc Mexican Gas and I'^lectric Company in Mexico

City at a great reduction from the original cost

of the plant. The price paid was $150,000. The
work of dismantling and removing the plant to Cam-
peche is now in progress. The concession is valu-

able, for the consideration paid for lighting the

streets is guaranteed from the revenues of the

' state and city. The use of pctroluum for street

ligliting is prohibited from the time the company's

plant liL'gins oiieralion. The city agrees to pay

$18,500 aiiiuially for do arc lights of 1,200 candle-

power each aii<l 200 lights of 50 candlcpowcr each

for lighting the streets, though it is expected that

double this number of lights will be required.

The city has a population of 20,000 and is spread

over a large territory. .

L. O. Harnecker of Mexico City, is arranging to

install a hydro-electric plant near Union de Tula,

state of Jalisco, using the water of the Ayutla

River. The power will be sold to industrial plants

in that section.

Manuel Cuesla Gallardo of Guadalajara is organ-

izing a company to install a great hydro-electric

lilaiit on the Santiago River, M-r. Gallardo owns
the water and power rights on that stream for a

distance of 25 miles. A concession has also been

granted to him by the federal government for the

use of the waters of Lake Chapala for irrigation

purposes and for reclaiming land around the lake.

The electric power plant of the Sultepec Electric

Light and Power Company at Teniascaltepec is

completed and has just been placed in operation.

R. J. M. Danley is vice-president and general

manager. W. D. H.

Pacific Slope.

San Francisco, July 24.—The telegraph strike in

this city and Oakland has been settled by the com-
panies agreeing to reinstate all their striking em-
ployes without prejudice at their former salaries

and to arbitrate the question of advanced wages
later on.

There is no new feature in the strike of the

telepnone operators, but the 143 telephone linemen
belonging to Local No. 151 have lost on their ap-

peal to President F. J. McNulty of the International

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers against the ac-

tion of Mr. Sullivan, their chief official on this

coast, who suspended them and organized Local No.
564 to replace their organization. The latter union
has grown to a large membership and is holding
the field in spite of all opposition.

The street-car strike has been quieting down, and
this week the "owl" car service was resumed on
all of the lines, the same as before the fire, with
the exception of Ellis Street. Owl cars are now
operated on Haight Street in place of Ellis.

The Donnels Flat Water and Power Company has
been incorporated, W"ith San Jose, Cal., as the place
of business, and a capital stock of $1,000,000. The
directors are William Bogen and associates.

The Roffey Electric Company has been incorpo-

rated in Oakland, Cai., w'il;h a capital stock of

Sico.ooo, subscribed in full by J. T. Roffey, Marion
Griliin, Thomas Levison, L M. Leach and A. B.

Coffman.
The Board of Supervisors of Sonoma County,

Cal., has granted the franchise applied for by
Frank H. Burris to run lines over the county for
ihe purpose of transmitting electricity for light and
poH-er. The Snow Mountain Power Company is

expected to furnish current from a plant in Glenn
County.

It is announced that the Southern Nevada Tele-
phone and Telegraph Company will establish long-
distance telephonic communication between San
Francisco and Goldfield, Nev., this fall. Prelimi-
nary surveys have been made, and in less than 30
days the construction of a new metallic line will

commence, extending from Tonopah to Reno, Nev.
-A long-distance line to Salt Lake City is also a
possibility.

The Southern Pacific Railroad Company's engi-
neers in San Francisco are preparing the plans for
an electric power house to be erected in Oakland,
Cal., for an initial installation of lO.ooo-kilow-att ca-
pacity. It will be a steam plant, using oil fuel, and
located near the water front, so as to have a salt-

water condensing system. It will supply power to
operate the local electric lines of the Southern Pa-
cific, which will be constructed in Oakland and in

other parts of Alameda County during the next
year and a half. .Additional land has been pur-
chased in Oakland to admit of increasing the scope
of -the new lines.

The Los Angeles Wave Power and Electric Com-
pany has closed a contract with the Atlantic, Gulf
and Pacific Company to build a steel pier 700
feet long, into the ocean at Redondo, Cal. It is

said thai an electric power plant lo be operated

by means of a mechanical device aclualeil by Ihe

waves is lo In- installed at llie outer end of the pier.

The Ceiitr.ilia-Chelialis lilcclric Railway and
Power Company has been Rranled ;i franeliise by

the City Coumil uf Cenlralia, Wash., for the con-

struction and >>peraiion of an electric road between
CeiUralia and (.'helialis.

In the awarding of conlracls for .supplies for tlic

municipal eUctric-liKhling system in Taconia, Wash.,
Kilboiirne & Soloman secured a contract for 37s
Nernst lamps at $5,946; Weslinghouse Electric and
Mauufacluring Company, 75 arc, air-cooled trans-

formers at $1,001, and the National Carbon Com-
pany, 56,000 carbons for $1,416. New bids arc being

received on the 4,000-kilowatl electric generating

plant, as the time allowed for preparing the original

bids was too short. A.

PERSONAL.
John Hissenrich has resigned as district head

at I'argo, N. IJ., for the Northwestern Telephone
Exchange Company.

A. Bromley Holmes, consulting electrical engineer

to the Liverpool Corporation, has been given the

degree of master of engineering.

J. R. .Mien has resigned as local manager of

the Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company
at St. Cloud, Minn., but will continue to be identi-

fied with the company.

Hammond V. Hayes, chief electrical engineer of

the American Telephone and Telegraph Company,
has resigned and will be succeeded by J. J. Carty,

chief engineer of the New York Telephone Com-
pany.

Sir Alexander Kennedy has received the degree

of doctor of engineering from the University of

Liverpool. In presenting the degree, Professor

Watkinson referred to him as the founder of the

first engineering laboratory.

Henry G. Pagel, superintendent of the Sheboy-
gan (Wis.) street-railway lines, has been appointed
superintendent of the Milwaukee-Northern Railway,
with headquarters at Cedarburg. Mi-. Pagel w'ill

take charge of the new line on August 15th.

J. N. C. Shumway of Taylorville, president of

the Illinois State Electric Association, who is well

known to all central-station men in Illinois, was
elected to the presidency of the National Building

and Loan Associations in Chicago last week.

J. P. Pulliam. of Fruitport. Mich,, has been ap-
pointed manager of the ^^'innebago Traction Com-
pany of Oshkosh, Wis., succeeding E. B. Kirk,

who has moved to Dixon, 111. About $ico,ooo

w'orth of improvements to the system are being
planned.

Bernard W. Trafford, recently general manager 01

the Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company,
wdiich operates the Bell system in Baltimore, Wash-
ington and vicinit}-, has been appointed general
manager of the Michigan State Telephone Company,
to succeed James F. Land.

G. Winter of Austria, one of the inventors of
the Winter-Eichberg system of single-phase com-
mutator motors, died on June 19th. At the time
of his death he was engaged in practice as a con-
sulting engineer, but during earlier years had been
associated wdth some of the best-known European
electrical manufacturing companies.

H. Gilliam has been appointed electric superin-
tendent of the New York, New< Haven and Hartford
Railroad, in charge of electric operation, with head-
quarters at Stamford, Conn. He will have general
jurisdiction over the maintenance and operation ol

electric transmission lines, wnth accessories, power
house and electric locomotives, on the New Y'ork

division.

Mr. F. K. Parke has been appointed secretary of

the Board of Supervising Engineers which has in

charge the rehabilitation of the Chicago traction

system. !Mr. Parke, who was formerly auditor of
*

the board, has had wide experience as an expert

public accountant. Mr. L. R. Acton is the new
, auditor and assistant secretary of the board, suc-

ceeding Mr. Parke in the former position.

Mr. William B. Hale has resigned his position

as general manager of the Mexican Telephone
and Telegraph Company, City of Mexico, and is

now engaged in special expert engineering w^ork
in Mexico which will probably keep him occupied
for some time to come. Mr. Hale is pleasantly

remembered in Chicago, where he resided for a

number of years and w'as chairman of the elec-

trical section of the Western Society of Engineers.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Mount Ayr, Iowa, will install an electric-light

plant.

Tecumseh. Neb., has issued $i6,oco in bonds for

an electric-light plant.

The Rogers Water and Light Company of Tem-
ple, Texas, and the Stephenville (Texas) Light

and Water Company have been incorporated with
a capital slock of $50,000 and $40,000, respectively.

Tcrrill, Texas, hat voted b(jnds to the amount
of $15,000 for a new lighting plant.

The plant of the Big Springs (Texas) Electric

Light Company has been destroyed by fire.

The Cherokee (Okla.) Ice and Power Company
has been incorporated willi a capital stock of

$50,000.

The Orange City (Iowa) Electric Light 0)mpany
will rebuild its plant which was recently destroyed
by fire.

The SioHx I'alls (S. U.) Light and Power Com-
pany will soon start work on construction of its

Iiower dam.

The Minahan Building Company has been granted

a franchise for an electric-light and heating service

in Green Bay, Wis.

W. H. Horlon has received a franchise to con-

struct and operate an electric-light and heating

plant in Heber, Ark.

The Uuquesnc Light Company of Pittsburg has
fded notice of an increase of bonded debt from
nothing to $10,000,000.

The North Side Heat, Light and Power Com-
pany of Springfield, Mo., will establish a $50,000
plant the coming year.

The Consumers' Power and Light Company of

Waco, Texas, has been incorporated with a capital

of $150,000 by Joseph J. Henry and others.

East Peoria, III., now rejoices in electric street

lights. The system consists of some 40 lights, dis-

tributed throughout the city, and composed of

arcs, 50-candlepower, and 25-candlepower incandes-

cents. The city believes it has a splendid system
and feels that it is not living in the shadowy past

any longer.

The Davenport (Iowa) Gas and Electric Com-
pany has been reorganized with a greatly reduced
capital and in the future will continue in business

for the sole purpose of running the central steam-
heating plant connected with the system. The old

company was one of the public-utility companies
in Davenport, Rock Island and Moline which were
consolidated recently.

It is expected that the elaborate illumination of

Niagara Falls which is to be accomplished by the

use of the electric scintillator brought out by Mr.
W. D'A. Ryan, illuminating engineer, will be ef-

fected the latter part of August. The apparatus

must be placed on the Canadian side, involving

customs regulations and a consequent uncertainty

as to the exact date.

The Des Moines Edison Light Company has paid

the city of Des Moines $1454. being the franchise

tax for si.x months. The electric-lighting company
pays the city one per cent, on its gross receipts,

the tax indicating that its annual receipts now
amount to nearly $300,000. The Edison Light Com-
pany has had a tremendous increase in business

within the past few years.

A new city ordinance went into effect in New
York city on August 1st, compelling owners of

electric signs which project beyond the stoop line

to obtain licenses. These w-ill be charged for at

the rate of 10 cents for each square foot of sign.

Lender the ordinance it will be the duty of the

Police Department to notify the Bureau of Incum-
brances to remove all unlicensed electric signs.

Proceedings of widespread interest have been be-

gun in Iowa to determine the legality of minimum
rates on gas and electricity in all cities of the

state. The case is that of the city of Fort Dodge
against the Fort Dodge Light and Power Com-
pan\-. The council notified the company that its

minimum rates were illegal and asked the company
to reduce them. Failing to comply, the city at-

torne}- was ordered to begin ouster proceedings

to test the law.

G. M. Gest of New York and Cincinnati has

been awarded the contract for the underground
system which the Peoria Gas and Electric Company
will build this summer in Peoria, III. The plans

were all made by Mr. Gest and call for a complete
system. The w-ires w'ill be placed underground in

the business district, w-ith a conduit on each side

of the street. The intention is to commence w-ork

at once and get all the conduit in this year, and
next spring to put in the w-ires. As the heavy load

is in the business district, and the company is

cutting out direct current and is operating a 2,200-

volt three-phase system, the job will be a large one.

The city of Edmonton, situated in the central

northern portion of the province of Alberta, Canada,
has grow'n in recent years to a population of ap-

proximately 16.000 and become an important station

among the coal-producing centers of AVestern Can-
ada. In the expansion w-hich has taken place there

the municipal lighting and power plant for Edmon-
ton has been outgrown and the initial equipment,

which comprises Allis-Chalmers electric generators

driven from high-speed engines, will soon be sup-

plemented by a new plant in w-hich gas pow-er will
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be used, the first installation consisting of one 700-

kilowatt gas engine and alternator, the former to

operate on producer gas.

The Philadelphia Electric Company has filed a

notice of increase of debt from nothing to $450,000.

The bonds will be issued for improvements, it is

reported.

B. S. Hare and associates have secured state

charters for the Electric Valley Light Company,
Braddock Fields Light Company and Jantha Light

Company, all small towns east of Pittsburg, Pa.

A reduction of 10 per cent, in the cost of electric

light has been made by the Rockford (III.) Edison
Company and comes as a surprise to those who
had anticipated a rise as a result of the company's
securing control of the business in the city by
pucchasing the Central Heat and Power Company.
The rate, which has been 15 cents a kilowatt-

hour, will now be 133^ cents. The usual discount

for cash will be taken off this price. The company
says it has 2,500 patrons and that the reduction

will mean about $S,ooo. The company feels that

the increased patronage warrants the reduction.

George Williams is the new manager of the corn-

pan}', and George N. Tidd is assistant manager.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
A regular United States mail service will be estab-

lished on the Winona interurban railway between
Warsaw and Goshen, Ind.

The Enid, Waukomis and Oklahoma City Inter-

urban Railway Company, with headquarters at

Waukomis, Okla., has been incorporated for $200,-

000 to build an interurban line from Enid to

Oklahoma City, via Waukomis. R. M. Brittin is

president.

Surveys for electric-railway lines conneccing Boze-
man, Mont., with the Yellowstone National Park
and with cities and towns within a radius of 100

miles are being run in Gallatin Valley. St. Louis
capitalists have secured an option on the property
and franchise of the Gallatin Light and Power
Company, and it is said that construction work will

be commenced within the next three months.

An important addition to Chicago's electric-road

connections with outside points is expected to result

from the purchase a few days ago of the Chicago
Electric Traction Company's properly by the Chi-
cago and Southern Traction Company. The property
consists of a trolley line running from Sixty-third

Street and South Park Avenue to Harvey, by way
of Morgan Park and Blue Island. It brought $350,-

000 cash. It is believed that the new owner will

ultimately run its cars south from Chicago as far

as Kankakee.

The Sherman-Dallas (Texas) Interurban Railway
is expected to be in operation by January ist next.

Its length will be 6^ miles. Exclusive of the ter-

mini, it will reach seven large and growing towns.
It will directly touch a total population of 150,000
people and will be within easy reach of as many
more. It is the longest electric railway ever pro-
jected in the Southwest. The power station, now
being rapidly constructed in McKinney, will be one
of the best-equipped and most modern in the
country. The building is 100 by 130 feet in size and
the machinery will be of the very latest type.

The Sheboygan (Wis.) Light, Power and Street

Railway Company' is offering its fine Lake View
park district for sale, and announces that in the
interest of all concerned it will go out of the
amusement business. The decision seems to be
on account of the opposition of some citizens to

every progressive move of the street-railway com-
pany. Lake View covers 26 acres and has been
developed by the company in a few years from a
swamp to the leading amusement resort of the
city. In case a purchaser is found the company
will continue to run its cars to the park, but the
company feels that there would be better feeling

if the amusement property were in other hands.

The line of the Milwaukee Northern Railway, be-

tween Milwaukee and Port Washington, will prob-
ably be ready -for operation early in September
and all work is being pushed as rapidly as possible

to that end. The AUis-Chalmers gas engines and
complete power equipment are being erected in the
main power house at Port Washington. Three-
phase alternating current will be generated in the

power house at 405 volts by three direct-connected
alternators, each of 1,000 kilowatts normal capacity,

driven by twin tandem gas engines, each with a
rated capacity of 1,500 horsepower. This equip-
ment, when in operation, will constitute the largest

installation in America of gas-engine-driven elec-

tric generating units used for traction purposes.

POWER TRANSMISSION,
The York Haven Power Company has secured the

contract to furnish power from its plant at York
Haven, Pa., to the Valley Traction Company, oper-
ating almost 50 miles of line between Harrisburg
and Cumberland valley towns. The Valley com-
pany will suspend operations at its Lcmoyne plant

and the York Haven company will also light sev-

eral towns. The York Haven company is also fur-

nishing power to the Pennsylvania Steel Company's
works in Steelton.

The Columbus, Memphis and Pensacola Railroad
Company has secured the capital for the proposed
waterpower electric plant to be built at Aberdeen,
Miss.

The Electric Bond and Share Company of New
York city is proceeding to complete the water-
power electrical plant as originally planned by the

old Cape Fear Power Company. This plant is

located at Buckhorn, N. C, on the Cape Fear
River. Eugene Maxwell, Raleigh, N. C, is the

construction manager in charge.

The new law favorable to the development of

rivers for waterpower in Wisconsin is having a

good effect. In Rusk County alone four manu-
facturing companies, including the Menasha Wood-
enware Company, are developing an aggregate of

20,000 horsepower on the Flambeau and Chippewa
rivers. This power will be used to generate elec-

tricity for use in m.anufacturing industries.

The Idaho Water and Electric Company has been
incorporated at Wallace, Idaho, with a capital of

$500,000. Idaho papers say that Charles G. Dawes
of Chicago is largely interested in the project, the

purpose of which is said to be to use the water-
power of the St. Joe River to generate electric

power for use in drawing trains through the

mountains on the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul
Railroad. It is said that the project contemplates

the building 'of 16 dams in the St. Joe River.

The Red Fork (I. T.) Power and Development
Company will build an electric power plant, ex-

pending about $100,000 for buildings and equip-

ment of machinery. The company is planning to

locate factories, to construct an artificial lake with

a water surface of iii acres, build an amusement
resort, etc. F. L. Smart is president, Graham
Burnham, vice-president and general manager, and

J. E. Dunn, treasurer. J. Robert Burnham is

engineer in charge, offices at Red Fork and Tulsa,

I. T.

W. D. Boyce of Ottawa, 111., has received from
the Illinois and Michigan canal commissioners and
the state of Illinois a franchise for a pole line on
the towpath of the Illinois and Michigan Canal, and
if conditions are satisfactory it is Mr. Boyce's in-

tention to build a line from Marseilles to Morris
and from JMarseilles through Ottawa and then to

La Salle, and from Ottawa to Streator for the

purpose of distributing the surplus electric power
which he proposes to develop from v/aterpower at

Marseilles, 111.

Among the applications for state charters for

power companies in Pennsylvania are three which
have in contemplation the use of streams not
touched for this purpose. The Union County
Power Company asks a charter for several creeks

near Lewisburg, H. W. Orwig and associates being
incorporators. The Penn's Creek Water and Power
Company asks a charter for Hartley township.

Union County, where it intends to locate a plant.

The applicants are men identified with similar

enterprises in the Juniata valley, being William P.

Woods and associates.

PUBLICATIONS.
The "Everbest" Magazine, the little monthly pub-

lication of the Ewing-M'erkle Electric Company, St.

Louis, makes its appearance for July in attractive

cover, with not a few items of value and several

pages devoted to a lighter vein of electrical interest.

In a little circular from the Zoar Storage Bat-
tery Company, Zoar, Ohio, is given a number of

testimonials from those who have given the bat-

teries a trial. The company makes -stationary and
portable storage batteries for automobiles, isolated

lighting plants, electric-lighting and power plants,

gas-engine sparking, gasoline launches, marine en-

gines, electric elevator, electric signs, show-window
lighting and other purposes.

The Bryant Electric Company, Bridgeport, Conn.,

has just completed a convenient and serviceable

new catalogue in which is illustrated and described
the large list of electrical supphes manufactured
by this company. A new and complete price list

is also attached. Bryant goods were first offered

to the trade about iS years ago, and a glance at

the new catalogue will show that the goods have
been developed to meet every need which modern
practice has created. Many new devices are cata-

logued for the first time, including handsome de-

signs and serviceable constnfction.

Advance sheets of the Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Company's Bulletin No. 1 1376
on alternating and direct-current wattmeters, which
will be ready for distribution in six weeks, con-
tains much technical information in addition to

the descriptions of the meters. The various parts

entering into their construction arc shown in de-

tail. Meters for single-phase, two-phase and three-

phase alternating currents and for direct current

are catalogued. Some specialties listed arc the

portable testing and prepayment types of meters.

The alternating-current meters operating on the
induction and motor principle are made to include
all classes of service with an extensive range of
voltage, frequency and capacity for single-phase
and polyphase systems for house and switchboard
service. The principle of operation is the same for
all styles, so that the meterman need familiarize
himself 'with only one style of meter element.

A complete new catalogue of Jewell standard
electrical measuring instruments has just been
issued by the Jewell Electrical Instrument Company
of Chicago. The line manufactured by this com-
pany includes direct and alternating-current meters,
portable, laboratory and switchboard instruments.
All these are thoroughly described with the aid
of half-tone illustrations and detail drawings. The
great improvements which have been accomplished
in the art of electrical measuring are given atten-
tion in the catalogue, making it a valuable booklet.

The General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
has designed a- line of fuse boxes especially adapted
for use in manholes where the most severe condi-
tions are met, but which may also be used on poles,
in cellars and elsewhere. Two general types are
made—one with outlets for the cables at the sides,

the other with the outlets at the bottom, known
respectively, as types MD and Tailleur. In Bulletin
No. 4512, recently issued by the General Electric
Company, a description is given of both types of
manhole fuse boxes, together with dimensions,
weights, prices, etc., in tabular form, conveniently
arranged for ordering.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Electric Mail-box Company of Guthrie,

Okla., has been chartered with a capital of $50,000
for the purpose of manufacturing a mail-box to
operate with electric door bells. J. M. Brooks,
G. W. Frazer and H. W. Pentecost are the incor-
porators.

Admiral Cowles, chief of the Equipment Bureau
of the Navy Department, following the lead of
the lighthouse service, has given orders for the
equipment of five battleships, 10 colliers, six tor-

pedo-boat destroyers, the converted yacht May-
flower and the dispatch boat Dolphin with the sys-

tem of submarine-bell signals to assist in difficult

navigation.

The settling of the commercial telegraphers' strike
in San Francisco and Oakland, after a bitterly con-
tested fight, has brought about a better feeling. A
number of the old employes of the Western Union
and Postal telegraph companies have returned to

work, and the remainder of the strikers will be
employed as fast as places can be found for them.
They are allowed to claim some of the credit of
the compromise through their president, S. J. Small,
who met Commissioner Neill half way. The com-
panies finally agreed to reinstate all of their striking

employes without prejudice at their former salaries

and to arbitrate the question of advanced wages
later, on. It seems unlikely that another strike will

occur.

TRADE NEWS.
- James Clark, Jr., & Co. of Louisville, Ky., have
incorporated with a capital of $250,000 to do an
electrical supply business. In a plant already estab-

lished the company manufactures direct-current
generators and motors, electrically driven machin-
ery, etc.

An American consul in Central America states

that a mining company is planning to erect an
electric power plant at a waterfall near its mine
and will probably be in the market for a complete
outfit in connetcion therewith. Information may
be had by referring to file No. 1234, Bureau of

j\J[anufactures, Washington.

Sealed proposals will be received at the office

of the custodian of the Federal Building, San
Francisco, Cal., until noon, August 29th, for fur-

nishing and delivering motors, rheostats, chain
drives, air compressor, circuit-breakers, conduit,

wire, etc., at the postofiice and United States court-

house, San Francisco, in accordance with specifica-

tions, copy of which may be obtained at the above
office, at the discretion of the supervising architect.

The western electrical trade will be interested

to know that J. D. Kearney has started a manu-
facturer's agency business at 1005 M'onadnock
Building. Mr. Kearney is willing to take on one
or two additional lines of merit. His large ac-

quaintance in the West, particularly in Chicago
and vicinity, should make him a desirable repre-

sentative for any manufacturer seeking to establish

a western branch on an agency foundation.

A recent visit to the advertising department of

the Ohio Brass Company at Mansfield, Ohio, re-

vealed the number of extensive improvements that

have been wrought in this branch by Advertising
Manager Charles E. Young. One can get an idea

of the extent of the business nf the company from
so large and complete a printing plant. The Ohio
Brass Company, through Mr. Young, has developed
this extensive printing establishment to run only
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in conjiiiiclion with tlii: coiii|);iny's ailvcrlisiiig <lc-

parlmciit. Mr. II. W. Yoinin lias nri'iilly I)i-l-ii

taken on as an assistant to Manamr Young. Mr.

Cliarlcs E. Yoinig for a long liinc was connectcil

with the advertising (Icpartini'nl of Ihc Wtstc?ni

Electric Company, Chicago. It will be noted with

interest hy Mr. C. E. Young's friends in Chicago

that he has earned substantial recognition on the

part of the Ohio Brass Company and . that the

company not long ago appointed him as one of

its directors. He deserves much credit for the

ability he has shown as a business developer.

VVIiSTERN ELECTRICIAN

BUSINESS.
Harvey Huhbell, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn., manu-

factures 21 liimls of plugs, for as many diflcrcnl

purposes, all iiiterchangcnblc and congtriictcd on

the push-contact principle.

The Westinghousc electric works at East Pitts-

burg have established another new record. This

time it is in the shiiiping department. During the

month of May the company shipped no less than

750 carloads of electrical machinery, or an average

97

of 30 carloads a day, aggregating 10,000 tons, and
rcprcscnling in value about $4,000,000. This ex-

ceeds by 110 cars any shipping recor'I for one

month that has ever been made at llicsc work:.

The high record heretofore was held by the month
of August, 1906, when 640 carloads were shipped.

The shipments at the Wc^linghou'ie Machine Com-
pany's shops during May also reached the high-

water mark. The Westinghousc Air Brake Com-
pany and the Union Switch and Signal Company
l)oth conliime to keep all departments employed to

their capacity.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT
Issued (United Stales Patent Office) July jj, 1907.

RECORD.

860,627. Sectional IncaiKlcscciit Lamp. George K.

Bill and Albert D. Kedinan, Sr., Harrisbiirg,

Pa. Application filed January 30, 1906.

Tlic "Hylo" principle has been extended to ninkiiiK

the lamp with a number of independent filanienla eacli

connected by IcadinK-in wires to a switch in the lump
base. TwistinK the hnnp in its base controls the num-
ber of fihiments in eirc\tit.

860,647. Coin-collecting Apparatus- for Telephone
Exchanges. Claude D. Enochs, La Crosse,

Wis., assignor to the Western- Electric Com-
pany, Chicago, 111. Application filed September

25. 1905.

The usual Western Electric line circuit is modified so

that the line relay is normally between the tip side

of the line and battery to ground. The coin closes

a circuit arranged with lockinR relays, grounding the

tip side at the sub-station and so operating the line

relay. Only one conlact in the cut-off rclay_ is re-

quired, the ground constituting the return during sig-

naling. Since the ring side of the line ends in the

jack, signaling is impossible without grounding by

the coin. A polarized coin-control relay governed by
the operator causes the coin to be deposited in either

of two places. (Sec cut.)

iM^i^l^

NO. 860,647.—TELEPHONE PAY-STATION CIRCUITS.

860,657. Cathode. Henry S. Hatfield, Brighton,
England. Application filed August 20, 1906.

The electrolyte contains mercuric salts in solution,
and 3 cathode is formed of some metal of the iridium
group.

860,665. Electrical Connection. Paul Horan, To-
ledo, Ohio. Application filed May 21, 1906.

To maintain service during the repair of a broken
conductor, as a trolley wire, a combination of grips,
block and tackle is provided with a flexible conducting
jumper between the severed ends, and carried on a
retractile reel mounted on the block casing.

860,681. Contact-pole Retriever. Joseph F. Mackin,
Columbus, Ohio. Application filed April 6,

1906.

A trolley pole retriever is fitted with a pressure
cylinder, as for air, which operates to depress the pole
when a valve is released by the trolley wheel leaving
the wire,

860,683. Lightning Arrester. William J. Meyer,
Bison, Kan. Application filed October 8, 1906.

A lightning arrester for telephone instruments com-
bines a rotary switching device with a saw-toothed gap
to ground.

860,726. Surface-contact Electric Railway. Will-

iam M. Brown, Johnstown,. Pa., assignor to the

Lorain Steel Company. Application filed July

29, 1904.

The car is fed through surface contacts, normally
dead but arranged to be connected by magnetic switches
closed by the attraction of a macnet on the car.

860,771. Apparatus for Purifying Water. Alfred
O. Tate, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed

July 27, 1904. Renewed December 15, 1906.

Details are given of an apparatus for purifying water
holding solids in solution by treating it electrolytically

to disintegrate or precipitate the solids.

860,791. Moisture-proof Electric Motor, Dynamo,
and the Like. Frederick W. Ells, Milwaukee,
Wis. Application filed May 2, 1906.

The motor is entirely enclosed in a casing containing
a moisture-absorbing material. Sight openings of trans-
parent material are provided.

860,813. Dynamo Construction. Henry Leitner,

Woking, England. Application filed August 9,

1905-

A shunt-wound dynamo has subsidiary magnets with
poles distinct and separate from the poles of the field

magnets, and fised subsidiary brushes connected to the
subsidiary magnets.

860,860. Multiple-Station Telephone System. Arthur
J. Farmer, Detroit, Mich. Application filed

February 4, 1902.

An automatic system in which connectors at the cen-
tral office are actuated by counted impulses from the
calling subscriber.

860,861. 1 ckplioiie Cable Terminal. Edward C.

Flory, Santa Barbara, Cal. Application filed

August 28, 1906.

Details of the moislurc-proof
_
conBtruclion of a Iclc-

plione cable terminal box .ire given.

860,864. Wrought-metal Pole Arm. Martin E. Har-
rison, Parnassus, Pa. Application filed January
28, 1907.

The pole arm is constructed of sheet steel pressed
into form and folded longitudinally to form spaced
sides and connecting web.

860,867. Electric Lamp Socket. Thomas H. Hill,

Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed August 31,

1906.

A socket of the pull-cord switch variety has some
new features of the contact mechanism.

860,874. Ringing and Listening Key. Herbert L.

Knight, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the Cen-
tury Telephone Construction Company, Buffalo,

N. Y. Application filed January 10, 1906.

An operator's ringing and listening key is novel in
having rollers mounted on the lever, to engage the con-
tact springs.

860,889. Method of Making Electrical Lugs. George
A. Tower, Richmond, Va. Application filed

September 13, 1906.

A terminal lug, adapted to be made from a flat sheet
of metal is described.

860,902. Telephone Exchange System. Edward E.
Clement, Washington, D. C. Application filed

November 11, 1905.

A method of charging the storage battery through the
signal devices maintains the latter inoperative.

860,907. Automatic Cut-out. George Eastham, Chi-
cago, 111. Application filed June 2, 1906.

Excess speed of the generator shaft causes a centrif-
ugal device to open the battery charging circuit.

860,920. Lockout Device for Telephones. Daniel
W. Kneisly, Dayton, Ohio. Application filed

July 12, igo6.

Details of the mechanism of a lockout device for
telephones are given.

860,945. Apparatus for Railway Signaling. Henry
W. Spang, New York, N. Y., assignor to
Charles H. Ketcham, Yonkers, N. Y. Applica-
tion filed September 22, 1902.

The rails are arranged to be divided into electrically
insulated sections. A polarized relay on the car re-
sponds to certain directional relations of the current
furnished by batteries bridged across the track sections.

860,948. Safety Device. George G. Wacker. New
York, N. Y., assignor of one-half to Gabriel
L. Schiesser, New York, N. Y. Application
filed June 19, 1906.

An extra contact on the car completes the circuit of
a magnet operating a valve admitting fluid pressure to
the semaphore cylinder chamber.

860,961. Meter. David Broido and Walter H. Lu-
bach, Berlin, Germany, assignors to the Gen-
eral Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed May 4, 1905

The drawing shows a meter in which the metered
current is carried through the armature which has three
windings shunted by resistances.

860,972. Apparatus for Controlling the Motor and
Driving Mechanism of Self-propelled Vehicles.

Lucius T. Gibbs, Hempstead, N. Y. Application
filed September 21, 1905.

A switcharm, operated by the vertical movement of
a fly-ball governor, varies the field resistance of the
generator.

860.976. System of Control. George H. Hill. Sche-
nectady', N. Y., assignor to the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

November 14, 1905-

A system of multiple control for car motors is de-

scribed. Two train wires are required to connect the

master controller to the car relays.

860.977. Machine for Making Stems for Incan-

descent Lamps. John W. Howell and William

R. Burrows, Newark, N. J., assignors to the

General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

Application filed September 19, 1903.

Electromagnets operate the pinching device which seals

the stems.

860,979. Dynamo-electric Machine. Arthur C. King,

Madison, Wis., assignor to the Northern Elec-

trical Manufacturing Company. Application filed

December 26, 1906.

The feature of construction is the soft steel pole-

piece having its pole face case-hardened.

860,981. Alternating-current Machine. Marius C. A.
Latour, Paris, France, assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N, Y. Appli-
cation filed January 21, 1905.

Thin alternating-current motor compriBCK an arma-
ture core, .T numTKrr o£ closed-circuit windings each dis-

tributed .nround the core, commuUlor having succeBiivc
Bcgmcntft connected to the ffcvrral armature windings,
liruHhcB twaring on the commutator of a width insufficient

to bridge two segments connected to the tsaijie winding,
and means for shifting a portion of ific brushes relatively

to the rest.

860,987. Electric Meter. William J. Mowbray, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.. assignor to the Genera! Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

July 20, 1905.

An integrating induction meter consists of a moving
element mounted in inductive relation to a number of-

scries and shunt coils which may 1>c connected in

scries or Jn parallel with cumulative inductive effects.

860,997. Lightning Arrester. Charles P. Stein-

metz, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the Gen-
eral Electric Company, Schenectady N. Y.
Application filed December 28, 1900.

The feature of the arrester is a resistance rod made
by mixing an iron oxide with a small percentage of
binding material, molding and baking the rod, and rc-

baking it with its ends in contact with an oxidizablc
carbon compound, such as melted tar. in order to im-
pregnate the ends with carbon to give greater electrical

conductivity.

86o;998. Controlling Alternating-current Motors.
Charles P. Steinmetz, Schenectady, N. Y., as-

signor to the General Electric Company, Sche-
nectady, N. Y. Apphcation filed January 25,

1904.

The method of controlling the operation of repulsion
motors consists in applying varying potentials, and for
each potential var>-ing the speed and torque of the mo-
tors by varj-ing the angular displacement between the
primary field and the line of the short-circuiting brushes.

861,003. Protective Device for Transformers. Ed-
ward A. Wagner, Fort Wayne, Ind., assignor

to the General Electric Company, Schenectady,
N. Y. Application filed December 18, 1906.

In order to prevent an excessive voltage being im-
pressed across the windings, taps from the terminal
wires are brought to sparking points immersed in oil

and separated by a predetermined gap which is bridged
by dangerous voltages. (See cut.)

.1,003. -TRANSFORMER PROTECTIVE DEVICE.

861,004. Dial Switch for Regulating Transformers.
Herbert I. Washburn, Overbrook, N. J., as-

signor to the General Electric Company, Sche-

nectady, N. Y. Application filed November
14, 1905.

The contact arm, moving over a row of contacts, is

driven through the mechanism of a set of cams and
dogs by a handwheel shaft.

861,006. Circuit Closer. Frederic R. Wickire, Cort-

land, N. Y. Application filed June 23, 1906.

A traveling contact block makes contact successively
with a series of fixed contacts. An independent cir-

cuit-closing device is adapted to break the circuit just
before the traveling contact reaches and just before it

leaves each fixed contact, and to close the circuit in
the intervals between.

861,012. Alternating-current Motor. Ernst F. W.
Alexanderson, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to

the General Electric Company, Schenectady,

N. Y. Application filed December 10, 1906.

Coils are carried in a slotted armature and con-
nected to the commutator by high resistance leads.

861,015. Block-signal System. Elmer F. Bliss,

Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the GenerM
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Appli-

cation filed March 7, 1906.

In this alternating-current block signal system, line-

wires extend along the track and supply tiie rail cir-
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cuits of tlie block through rransformers. Automatic

means increase the ratio of effective primary to sec-

ondary turns upon abnormal flow of current.

861018. Switching Mechanism for Electric Rail-

ways. Ed. W. Clark, Coalton, Ohio. Applica-

tion filed March 26, igoj-

A supplemental contact is carried on the trolley

arm, operating electrically controlled track switches.

861,019. Therapeutic Lamp. Harley E. Coger,

Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to the Spear-

Marshall Company, Chicago. Ill Application

filed November 20, 1906.

The device comprises an upper liood and a lower di-

rector, both conical in shape, hinged together at their

bases, and containing an incandescent lamp of great

heat and light-giving capacity behind which is a re-

flector.

861,021. Apparatus for Applying Insulation to

Electrical Conductors. Louis W. Downes,

Providence, R. I. Application filed July 7,

1904.

A carrier is rotated about the conductor and bears

a hopper or chamber for the fibrous material. Carding

means on the carrier conveys the fibrous material from

the hopper and delivers it to the surface of the con-

ductor in the form of a band or strand.

861,029. Transformer Core. Waher A. Hall, Lynn,

Mass., assignor to the General Electric Com-
pany, Schenectad3% N. Y. Application filed

September 24, 1904.

The core is composed of separate branches whose
meeting edges have longitudinal ribs which intermesh

to form a practically solid- leg.

861,031. Electric Induction Furnace. Johannes

Harden, London, England, assignor to the

Grondal Kjellin Company, Limited, London,
England. Application filed' January 24, 1907-

Polyphase alternating currents of ordinary voltages

are stepped down by transformers to enormous currents

of low voltage, which are led through a primary wind-

ing on the central magnetic core of the furnace.

861,063. Insulator and Support for Electric Lines.

Theodore Varney, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to

the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed June

4, 1906.

The insulator comprises a bracket holding a semi-

cylindrical ledge in which a tubular pin is seated.

U-shaped clamping bolts hold the pin on which a petti-

coat insulator is mounted, and attached to the insulator
is 3 collar to which clamping ears are pivotally ar-

ranged, (See cut.)

NO. 861,063.—STRAIN INSULATOR.

861,064. -Strain Insulator. Theodore Varney. Pitts-

burg, and Christian Aalbork, Wilkinsburg, Pa.,

assignors to the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg. Pa. Ap-
plication filed June 4, 1906.

The insulator comprises a long insulating tube in the
middle ot which a collar and an eyeband are fitted. A
molded insulating sheath surrounds the eyeband and
the exposed portions of the tube.

861.071. Strain Insulator. Christian Aalborg. Wil-
kinsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company, Pitts-

,

burg, Pa. Application filed May 2, 1906.

The insulating block has two oppositely tapering aper-
tures in which plugs are located, U-shaped bolts pro-
ject from opposite sides of the block into the smaller
ends of the apertures and are ^secured to the plugs.

861.072. Dynamo-electric Machine. Ernst F. W.
Alexanderson, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to

the General Electric Company, Schenectady,
N. Y. Application filed January 12, 1907.

The coil conductors and the leads are distributed in
the slots to produce equal leakage reactances between
the circuits formed by any two adjacent coils and their
leads.

861.073. Transformer. Claxton E. Allen, Lynn,
Mass., assignor to the General Electric Com-
pany, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

April 18, 1905.

The core is similar to that described in Patent 861,-
029 Js>>ucd this week, the central leg being so sliapcd
that each unit has .1 tonsuc ;nid socket enK.-igcmcnt
with the remainder of the central leg so that its me-
chanical strength and rigidity is increased.

861,094. Strain Insulator. Harry P. Davis, Pittts-

burg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg,
Pa. Application filed June 4, 1906.

A rod havioK an enlargement at one end projects
through one of the dvtacltablc end caps of a melal
tube. An iniulating lube Burroundit ific enlargement
an«! cxtcndti through the metal lube from which it i»

•cj'aratcd by in«ulating material.

861,097. Apparatus for Applying Insulation to
Electric Conductors, I>juis W, Downes. Provi-
dence, R. I. Application filed July 7, 1904.

A ipool mounte«l on the carrier ts adapted to hoM
a coiled Rlrand of fibrous insulating material and is

unwound, meanwhile receiving a longitudinal axial feed

movement to enable the strand to be continuously dis-

engaged at the same distance.

861,100. Electric Conductor. Charles E. Eveleth,

Schenectady, N. Y.. assignor to the General

Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Appli-

cation filed July 28, 1905.

The connector has a threaded aperture which may be
divided and clamped on the conductor by means of
screws.

86r,ii7. Electrogalvanic Apparatus. Frederick F.

Hcspe, West Hoboken, N. J. Application filed

July 13, 1906..

A number of small copper-zinc couples are connected
in series and arranged to be enclosed in absorbent felt.

861.125. Simultaneous Transmission of Telegraphic

and Telephonic Impulses. Isidor Kitsee, Phila-

delphia, Pa. Application filed September 22.

1906.

Impulses of relatively great duration are secured by
producing a sharp electrical impulse, impressing it

simultaneously upon the circuit and a condenser of

large capacity.

861.126. Transmission of Induced Impulses. Isidor

Kitsee, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed Oc-
tober II, 1906.

The improvement consists in producing a sharp elec-

trical impulse, storing the energy in electrostatic form
and so converting the sharp impulse into a line im-

pulse of relatively great duration.

861,135. Electric Annealing Furnace. Albert L.

Marsh. Lake Bluff, III, assignor to the Hoskins
Company, Chicago, 111. Application filed Feb-

ruary 18, 1907.

The furnace is of refractory material, and parts are

grooved for resistance wires in which the heat is gen-

erated.

861,149. Strain Insulator for Electric Lines. Theo-
dore Varney, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Com-
pany, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed June 4,

1906.

The insulator comprises a metal tube, end caps screw-
threaded thereon and having outwardly tapering holes,

taper tubes of insulating material seated in the holes

and bolts projecting from the tubes and having taper
heads seated in the tubes.

861,155. System of Electrical Distribution. John
W. Achard, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the

Electric Storage Battery Company, Philadelphia,

Pa. Application filed April 15, 1905.

A switch for regulating storage cells is described.

861,162. Electric Bell. Charles C. Cadden, Cleve-

land, Ohio, assignor to the Century Telephone
Construction Company, Buffalo, N. Y. Appli-

cation filed December i, 1904.

This bell, adapted to work on alternating current, is

of the type having a hollow coil in which the striker

armature is free to move and plays between the poles

of a permanent horseshoe magnet. Novelty consists in

the use of nonmagnetic screws as adjustable sto_ps.

861,192. Unipolar Dynamo. Wilhelm Mathiesen.
Leutzsch-Leipzig, Germany. Application filed

January 25, 1907.

A disc armature is mounted on a shaft which is per-

nutted to oscillate by a universal-joint bearing. The
armature and poles are provided with spherical taces.

861,197. System of Motor Control. August Sundh,
Yonkers, N. Y., assignor to the Otis Elevator
Company, Jersey City, N. J. Application filed

December 27, 1904.

In this combination of a motor, reversing switches
and an electromagnet associated with each switch, there
are means set into action by the opening of one of
these reversing switches for preventing the immediate
energization of the electromagnet associated with the
other switch. (See cut.)

trodcs from the oxidizing and cooling effect of the at-
mosphere by a considerable mass of the material.

51,225. Process of Producing Silico-spiegel.' Edgar
F. Price, Niagara Falls, N. Y. Application
filed November 14, 1905.

The process of producing silico-spiegel by smelting a
charge of compounds or manganese and silicon, carbon
and iron, consists in establishing an electric arc of
minimum potential difference to effect reduction within
the charge, surrounding the zone of reduction and pro-
tecting the electrode or electrodes by a considerable
mass of the material. (See cut.)

NO. 861,197.— SYSTEM OP MOTOR CONTROL.

861,224. Process of Producing Fcrro-silicon. Ed-
gar F. Price. Niagara Falls, N. Y. Original

application filed August 31, 1904. Divided and
this application filed November 14, 1905.

The proccNs of producing Jerro-silicon by smcItinK
a nilicun cnmpqiind, carbon and Iron, consists in estab-
linliing an electric arc of mininnim polentint to cause
rcdnctioi) within tlic charge .'ind )»rnt^cling the clcc-

NO. 861,225.— ELECTRIC FURNACE

861,226. Electrolysis. Giovanni Rambaldini, Gros-
seto, Italy. Original application filed January
28, 1902. Divided and this application filed

December 28, 1904.

The principle of the process consists in employing
an electrolyte of less specihc gravity in contact witli
and above two other electrolytes serving as analyte and
cataly te, each of the three electrolytes containing the
same anion, and maintaining the levels of contact equal
during electrolysis.

861,233. Automatic Trolley Pole. Hugh W. Fel-
\o-ws, Cahuenga, and Ira A. Cammett, Holly-
wood, Cal. Application filed July 16, 1906.

The tension of the spring is applied to the pole
through a toggle-joint.

861.238. Attachment Plug. William C. Tregoning,
Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the Tregoning
Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Ap-
plication filed January 9, 1907.

Details of an attachment plug are given.

861.239. Controlling Switch. Harold E. White,
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Appli-
cation filed May 12, 1904.

Combined with a resistance, a rotary controlling
switch is adapted to be moved in either direction from
its off position and has two sets of contacts differing
by 180 degrees, the contacts of each set being con-
nected to alternate points on the resistance. Contacts are
movable relatively to the two sets and are arranged to be
engaged serially and alternatively by both sets.

861,242. Can or Receptacle for Storage Batteries.

Thomas A. Edison, Llewellyn Park, Orange,
N. J., assignor to the Edison Storage Battery
Company, West Orange, N. J. Application filed

August 16, 1904.

This patent covers merely the can or receptacle whose
features are a flanged bottom, the flange being welded to
the body along its edge only so that the bottom may
be

.
separated from the body by the removal of a por-

tron of the flange.

PATENTS THAT HAVE EXPIRED.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued

by the United States Patent Office) that expired

July 29, 1907:

432,965- Electric-light Fixture. F. H. Aldrich, Cadillac,
Mich.

,

432.973. Galvanic Battery. H. J. Brewer, New York,
N. Y.

432,978. Electric Cut Out. H. A. Chase, Boston, Mass.
432,979- Electric Cut Out. H. A. Chase, Boston, Mass.
432,980. Fuse-block and Lightning Arrester. H. A. Chase,

Boston, Mass.

432,988. Automatic Electric Switch and .Cut-off. C. B.
Doyle, Maywood, In.

433,022. Electromagnetic Cut Out. B. J. Noyes, Boston,
Mass.

433.047- Test Circuit for Multiple Switch Boards. C. E.
Scribner, Chicago, 111.

433,051 Dynamo-electric Machine. H. W. Spang, New
York, N. Y.

433,082. Dynamo Telegraphy. F. W. Jones, New York,
N. Y.

433,120. Telephone. S, D. Field, Yonkers, N. Y.
433. I47' System of Temperature Regulation. R. J. Pratt,

Greenbush, N. Y.
433''7o- Electric Railway. R. ^^. Hunter, Philadelphia,

Pa.

433.' 74- Separator for Secondary Batteries. W. P. Koo-
kogcy, llrooklyn, N. Y.

433,181. System of Electrical Transportation. A. I.. Par-
cellc, Boston, Mass.

433.269. Regulator for. Dynamo-electric Machines, P. P.
Belt, Fredonia, Kan.

433.360. Electric Switch, J. F. McLaughlin, Philadelphia,
Pa.

433,375- Electric Heat Regulating System. F. M. Spar-
row, Mattapoisett, Mass.

433.381. Electromagnetic Transmitter. J. T. Williams,
Mount Vernon, N. Y.

433,301. y\rmature for Dynamos, Etc. W. S. Helding,
Englcwood, III.

433,392. Blank for Armature Coil Guards. W. S. Beld-
ing, EnglewoocI, 111.

433. .193. Commutator for Dynamos. W. S. Belding, Enple-
wood. III.

433.304- Power Transmitting Mechanism. W. S. Belding,
Cliicago, III.
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Electrical Equipment of a Welsh Col-
liery.

ll'"ruin tlio Loiuloii conospomluiil of tlu; VVustorn ICluctrlcimi.l

During recent years tlicre have been several in-

stances demonstrating I lie fact that the original

ideas of the promoters of large power schemes, in

so far as these relate lo companies dealing with

scattered areas, have been far from realized. When
making sncli a statement. Iiowcver, one alw.ays has

to cxctpt the prospcrons Ncwcastlc-on-Tyne corn-

pan} . hi tlie Newcastle and South Wales under-

takings are found the two extremes of suc-

cess and failure, albeit the areas arc some-

what similar in character, with perhaps some

advantage to the Newcastle company from

the manufacturing point of view. There are

many instances in the areas of these electric

power undertakings of independent plants be-

ing installed with results said to be more

satisfactory than if a supply were taken from

the power company. Especially is this the

case with collieries, and South Wales seems

to have been particularly favored with the

attentions of clever consulting engineers, who
have successfully advised their clients in this

direction.

The South Wales Electrical Power Dis-

tribution Company's career has been an un-

fortunate one, due to a concatenation of

circumstances of a varied character upon

which no very clear light has yet been

thrown, and the present position is a debit

balance of over $300,000 and a board of di-

rectors, all of whom will retire at the annual

an independent plant, the contract for which was
given to Siemens Bros.' Dynamo Works. The plan

of the power plant shows an up-to-date installation.

The electric power developed by the two 1,000-

kilovolt-ampcre generating sets now working is

mainly used for operating three-phase induction

motors for .a great variety of purjioses. There are

at present 21 induction motors in use, ranging from

three horsepower to 220 horsepower, the total horse-

power of motors being 1,890. Motors on the sur-

face are supplied with three-phase current at low
tension, the current being transformed for this

rale of 30,000 pounds an liour. Weir feed pumps
and a Korling injector arc used.

Space is provided in the engine room for three

generating sets, but at present the plant consists

of the two units shown, c.ich consisting of a Bcl-

liss & Morcom vertical steam engine direct-coupled

to a Siemens 1,000-kilovolt-ampere three-phase

2,200-volt 2S-cycle alternator. The normal speed of

the sets is 250 revolutions per minute, and it was
found from tests on one of the sets that the mo-
mentary rise and fall in speed when full load was
switched off or on was 5.2 per cent, and four per

cent, of normal speed, respectively, while the

I)ermanent vibration in speed amounted to

1.6 per cent. A tachometer, belt-driven from
the engine shaft, indicates the speed at which

the sets are running.

Steam consumption tests show that the

steam consumed per kilowatt-hour at full

load is 17.3 pounds at a pressure of 15s

pounds per square inch and a temperature

at the stop valve of 472" F., the vacuum be-

ing 25.9 inches of mercury. At half load the

steam consumption was fourtd to amount to

18.6 pounds at a pressure of 163 pounds, a

temperature of 461° F. and a vacuum of 26

inches. The engine is capable of carrying

an overload of 25 per cent, for two hours

and momentary overloads of 50 per cent.

The Siemens three-phase alternators are of

the rotating-field type, the phases being star-

connected. They have a continuous rating

of 750 kilowatts at a power factor of 0,75

and are capable of dealing with tlie same

overloads as the engines. The temperature

Power House at Cambrian Collieries.

meeting. More than one colliery in the district has

its own electrical installation, and, due largely to

the exceptionally low distribution costs in such an

installation, the total cost per unit has worked out

lower than any price offered by the power com-
pany.

The Cambrian collieries, the electrical equipment

of which is illustrated and described in this article,

are peculiar in that they were one of the original

customers of the power company; but in the pres-

ent condition of affairs, and the colliery company's
experience of electrical working on a- comparatively

small scale, it w^as decided to install an independent

plant. The collieries are situated in the Clydach

Vale, shown in the picture, a branch of the better

known Rhondda Valley. Glamorgan. They form
part of one of the largest collieries in South Wales,
the coal produced in the three pits of the company
averaging about 1,000.000 tons per annum.
Up to about three years ago steam power was

used exclusively for all purposes, but in 1904 elec-

trical working was introduced for haulage purposes,

coal cutting, pumps, etc., current being purchased
from the South Wales Power Company. So satis-

factory did this prove that it was decided to erect

Alternatias-current Generating Units in Cambrian Collieries.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT OF A WELSH COLLIERY.

purpose by static transformers from 2,200 volts to

400 volts. The bulk of the supply, however, is at

2,200 volts pressure, which is supplied to motors

down the mine. Continuous current for exciting

the main alternators, for lighting and for working

the original motors, is supplied at a pressure of no
A'olts by a steam-driven dynamo, or by two 70-kilo-

watt motor-generators taken over from the original

plant.

The engine house contains one room only, which

is provided with very large windows on three

sides. It is spanned by a 15-ton hand-operated

crane and is lighted by six enclosed arc lamps.

The boilers are erected at the side of the engine

house and are quite close to one of the pit heads,

thus obviating the necessity for installing a coal-con-

veying plant. The boilers are four in number and

are of the Lancashire type, suitable for a working

pressure of 160 pounds per square inch, and tested

up to 280 pounds to the square inch. Each is

fitted with a Sugden superheater to give 130° F.

superheat when the boiler is evaporating 9,000

pounds of water per hour. A Green economizer

raises the temperature of the feed water from 60°

to 200" F. when the boilers are evaporating at the

Switchboard.

rise observed in tests was 3514° C. for the stator

iron and 22.8° C. for the rotor winding. The
machines are wound to have a wave form
as nearly sinusoidal as possible. The percentage

rise of voltage with full non-inductive load thrown
off was about 4^2 per cent., the specified limit being

six per cent. The poles of these machines are cir-

cular in section and the pole shoes are laminated.

The armature core* is built up of laminated stamp-

ings, and the armature coils after being placed in

the open slots are held in position by wooden
wedges.

The two main engines exhaust into ejector con-

densers placed in the basement, each being capable

of dealing with 13,000 pounds of steam per hour
and producing a vacuum of 26 inches of mercury.

The condensers discharge into a tank, and the cen-

trifugal pump for pumping the condenser discharge

back to the pond is capable of delivering 50,000

gallons of water per hour against a head of 80

feet when rotating at 1,450 revolutions per minute.

The pump is directly driven by a 40-horsepower

Siemens three-phase squirrel-cage motor of the

ventilated t^'pe.

On the switchboard the high-tension apparatus
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is mounted near to the wall, as illustrated, but the

operating gear for the high-tension apparatus is

mounted on separate panels in front of and at a

certain distance from the high-tension gear. The
operating panels contain only low-tension instru-

ments and apparatus, the high-tension oil switches

being operated from this board by levers. There is

a passageway of three feet six inches between the

operating board and the high-tension gear. There

are three alternator panels, of which one is at pres-

ent blank-, and si.K feeder panels, of which three

have been fitted up with apparatus. There are all

the usual instruments and apparatus necessary for

an efficient and reliable control. The high-tension

panels next to the wall are insulated from one an-

other by slate division pieces, and the front of each

high-tension panel facing the passage way is pro-

vided with a substantial metal screen so arranged

that the screen cannot be removed until the isolating

switch has been opened. It is therefore impossible

for an attendant to come into contact with the

high-tension switch gear while it is under pressure.

G.

Insurance Company Gets a Verdict for
Alleged Negligent Wiring.

Growing out of a fire alleged to be caused by

defective wiring, a suit brought by a fire-insurance

company against the central-station company in

New York city has attracted considerable attention,

by reason of exaggerated accounts in the daily

papers. The matter has been investigated by IVTr.

W. H. Blood, Jr., of Boston, the insurance expert

for the National Electric Light Association, and
the actual facts in the case, as ascertained by him,

will be of interest to the electrical fraternity.

The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of

New York state has aflrmed the judgment of the

trial court in the case of the Continental Insurance

Company against the New York Gas, Electric Light,

Heat and Power Company and others (the New
York Edison Company). The case was tried be-

fore Mr. Justice Truax in December, 1906. It was
asserted by the plaintiff that a building was de-

stroyed by a fire which was started by the contact

of a secondary wire upon a tin roof, or cornice,

the wires having sagged on account of the neg-
ligence of the electric-light company.
At a former trial the plaintiff attempted to prove

that the transformer was faulty, but it was shown,
and later on admitted, that it was in perfect order
and no trouble could have resulted on account of

testified that the wiring was in good condition

when installed and was put up in the proper
manner. Various employes of the electric-light

company showed that when the wires were first

'

installed, and several times previous to the fire,

they were all in good condition.

The real question which came before the jury
was whether the electric-light company had been
negligent in allowing its wires to sag and rest un-
insulated upon the tin cornice. The jury in this

particular case decided that the company was neg-
ligent, which, of course, was a question of fact

upon which juries might differ.

Some of the newspapers said that insurance com-

FIG. I. POWER AND ALCOHOL BUILDING, JAMESTOWN EX-
POSITION, CONTAINING FUEL-TESTING PLANT.

panics pay an average of $25,000,000 a year for

such losses, and that this decision makes it pos-
sible for them to get back most of their money
and at the same time enforce perfect wiring of
buildings. Mr. Blood's comment on this is as fol-

lows :

"As there are in all a very few similar cases,

to my knowledge, pending against the total num-
ber of companies which are represented in the
National Electric Light Association, this statement
is not only misleading, but gross misrepresentation.
No such conclusion, therefore, can rightfully be
drawn from the decision in the case above referred
to."

Electric Signs Taxed in New York City.

The electric-light companies of New York city

sent out the following notice on the first of the

month to its customers using electric signs:

'Tn accordance with a recent ordinance passed
by the Board of Aldermen a small license fee will

hereafter be required on all electric signs hanging
at right angles from building fronts. It is also

tions should all be in by August 1st, otherwise a
fine of $10 per day will be imposed until such time
as the license has been granted."

The tax on these signs is only 10 cents per
square foot of frontage. It is expected that there
will be a very large number of subscribers who
have done nothing to comply with these new regu-
lations and will be seriously affected by the heavy
penalty, as the shortest time in which licenses could
be issued would be three or more days.

FuoUtestIng Plant of the United States
Geological Survey, near Norfolk, Va.

By C. T. Wilkinson.

The fuel-testing work of the United States Geo-
logical Survey should be followed with close in-

terest by all engineers, not only because it is

important to all consumers, but also because in

this branch of the government work it is under-
taken to point out new paths for the development
of the natural resources of the country by locating,

classifying and testing all kinds of available fuel.

In Europe, where the fuel resources are now
fully known, there has been no need for so power-
ful an organization as that which is now rapidly

making the resources of this country as well

known to the public as that of the older European
countries.

Accurately compiled results of the more recent

work of this branch will soon be published, and
the following particulars of the plant in Virginia

will doubtless be of interest.

Fig. I shows the exterior of the Power and
Alcohol Building in the grounds of the Jamestown
Exposition, and Fig. 2 is a plan illustrating the

location of the boilers, gas producers and engines.

Steam-engineeeing Division.

New apparatus has been added as follows: A
250-horsepower Babcock & Wilcox boiler, with
superheater, provided with a Roney stoker; a
Jones underfeed stoker with fan, added to one of
the old Heine boilers; two direct-current DeLaval
turbine sets (Fig. 3), rated at 300 horsepower at

9,000-900 revolutions : also three Green Fuel Econ-
omizer Company's induced-draft fans.

The method of the work planned for this section

is to be slightly changed, so that, instead of
testing a great number of coals, more tests will

be made of the same coal, different sizes and dif-

ferent methods of stoking or feeding, etc., being
employed with the object of determining the most

FIG. 2. PLAN SHOWING LOCATION OF BOILERS, GAS PRODUCERS AND ENGINES IN JAMESTOWN FUEL-TESTiNG STATION.

its condition. The plaintiff brought out the evi-

dence in its case through a policeman and a fire-

man. Xo evidence was introduced to show that
more than one wire touched the roof, or in what
condition the secondary wires were elsewhere. On
the other hand, the claim of the electric-light com-
pany was that only one wire touched the tin

cornice, .nnd that under such conditions no fire

could have resulted; that the cornice was consid-
erably rusted and that the fire burned outward
rather than inward.

The testimony of experts for the National Elec-
tric Light Association was that an arc would not
have lasted long enough to burn a hole in the tin

and set fire to the wood, because the fuses in the
transformer would have melted. Inspectors from
the Board of Fire Underwriters and city inspectors

necessary to apply for a license permitting the erec-

tion of existing as well- as new signs." "The or-

dinance provides that application shall be made to

the Bureau of Buildings for their approval of the

proposed sign and its method of erection." "Ap-
plication must also be made to the Department of

Water, Gas and Electricity for their approval of

the method of construction." "When the approval

of the above two departments has been secured

these are attached to your application to the city

clerk for the license itself, which will be issued

upon the payment of the fee." "We enclose here-

with application blanks covering the above, and

should you so desire wc shall be pleased to fill

out the same ready for filing upon receipt of the

data required by the city authorities." "We might

add that the ordinance provides that these applica-

economical performance under different rates of

combustion and the best ratios of grate and heat-

ing surfaces.

The Babcock & Wilcox boiler will be placed be-

side the two Heine boilers, which have been brought

from St. Louis, all three having been provided

with induced-draft apparatus in order to get a wide
range of capacity. The Heine boiler provided with

the Jones stoker has the usual arrangement for

forced draft. The Babcock & Wilcox boiler was
added to enable tests to be made of the same fuel

with different types of boilers. It serves to rep-

resent the types employing a perpendicular flow

of the gases through the tubes, the parallel-flow

types being represented by the Heine boilers. The
Heine boilers have been rcbaffled or partitioned

in such manner .ns practically to double their length
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by coiiipcllinj; .-ill of Mil- licatcd gnses to pass along

tilt I'ntiic li'iiRlh of the lubes twice.

All adilitioii.il altcriiatinB-currcnt turbo-gciicrator

set may be installed as indicated (Tig. 2), to sup-

ply power for e,\ternal and exhibition purposes.

The steam-eiiKinccrinK division, which has now
practically succcciled in isolating the perfornianco

of the boiler from that of the combined perform-

ance of the boiler and furnace, will carry on

continued tests with the object of still further

determining the performance and elTiciency of the

furnace alone.

Producer-gas Section.

The apparatus in the producer-gas section is

arranged as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4. The gas

producer, immediately on entering the building,

passes through the meter and thence to a West-

inghousc gas engine transferred from the St. Louis

plant. Some slight changes have been made in

this apparatus. For instance, producer No. 7 has

been provided with a water seal at the base to

permit the ashes to be removed without admit-

ting air, and several holes have been bored at

different heights, to be used for extracting samples

of the gas. The purifying apparatus used at St.

Louis has been removed. (This, it will be re-

membered, consisted of the usual chamber con-

taining iron filings and wood shavings), since ex-

perience indicates that the .danger from impurities

has been considerably exaggerated.

A special steam pipe has been provided to insure

a steady water pressure, since the pressure of the

supply mains fluctuates considerably.

The gas engine is belted to a 200-kilowatt Bul-

lock generator brought from St. Louis, which serves

to drive the motors for the apparatus in the build-

ing, the machine shop, the briquette plant, the

elevators and the conveyor. Any additional load

required is obtained by means of a water-box

resistance, which can be regulated by the switch-

board attendant so as to maintain a steady full-

load value.

The plans of this section include the following

determinations : The proper length for a test run,

the effect of the size of the coal, the best depth

of the fuel bed, the effects of rapid load variations,

the maximum returns from the different fuels, and

the response of a producer plant to sudden de-

mands for power.

Alcohol, Gasoline and Engines.

A new work of great importance is being un-

dertaken by this section. Its equipment includes

FIG. 3. TURBO-GENERATOR SET AT JAMESTOWN
FUEL-TESTING STATION.

two 15-horsepower 250-revolution-per-minute Otto

gas engines, two i5-horsepo\ver Nash Company's
engine, one two-horsepower International Harvester

Company's engine, and two John Deere engines

rated at 14 and 18 horsepower, respectively.

Experiments will be made covering the whole
range of this field, but for the present the work
will be confined chiefly to examinations of different

carburetters, with the object of showing the lines

along which a more efficient method of vaporiza-

tion may be obtained. The other more prominent
work is the examination of the kinds of fuels

available, with special reference to gasoline versus
alcohol, and an investigation of the use of kerosene
as fuel for this class of engines, an investigation

necessitated by the increasing demand of gasoline
and the limited supply available.

Distillation of Coal and Combustion.

The study of the destructive distillation of the
coal and its combustion in gas producers, coke
ovens and furnaces, especially from the viewpoint
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of physical chemistry, will be undertaken by several

divisions.

Briqurtting Division.

The briquilling division, which occupies the large

room at the end of the building, is putting down
one large additional German briquetting machine,

while the previous apparatus of English and Amer-
ican manufacture, that was used at St. Louis, is

installed in the same room. The work of this

division will be chiefly the manufacture of bri-

quettes from various run-of-mine coals of the east-

ern fields, which will be tested on war vessels

under tlie direction of the stcam-cnginccring di-

vision.

Othkk Plans.

The further fuel-testing work of the Geological

Survey includes tests dealing with the spontaneous
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FIG. 4. GAS-PRODUCER PLANT AT JAMESTOWN FUEL-
TESTING STATION.

combustion of stored coals, in which an effort

will be made to simplify the methods for its pre-

vention, while a corps of specialists will be de-

tailed to investigate closely the whole subject of

explosions in coal mines with a view to eliminating

danger from this source.

Electrical Exports for I 906- 1 907 Over
$17,000,000.

Electrical machinery and apparatus exported from

the United States during the fiscal year ended

June 30, 1907, had a total value of $17,268,406 com-
pared with $14,800,237 for the corresponding period

of 1905-06 and $12,253,904 for 1904-05. This shows

a sturdy continuance of the excellent yearly increase

which the recent annual totals have indicated.

Of the countries bu3dng electrical machinery and

appliances from the United States all show a sub-

stantial increase in the value of electrical products

purchased, with the single exception of one large

customer—Great Britain—which decreased its elec-

trical importations from the United States to the

extent of half a million dollars.

The term electrical appliances used in the tables

includes all telegraph and telephone instruments.

The following table gives the exports by months

for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1907:

Electrical Electrical
Months. Appliances. Machinery. Total.

July. 1906 S 577.084 S 631,705 $1,208,789
August, 1906 744.-75 (i24,304 1.369.079
September. 1906 677.821 726,600 1.404.421

October. 1906 863,287 743,749 1.607.036
November, 1906 749,357 624.611 -1,373.968

December. 1906 ,. 827.646 635,855 1.463.501

January. r907 674.367 903.082 1.577.449
February, 1907 599,855 714.207 1.314.062

March, I907.--; 590.999 919.825 i.510.824
April. 1907 583.780 748.618 1.332.398
May, 1907 619.393 800,566 1.419.959
June, 1907 754.276 i,oSo,96o_ 1.835,236

Total $8,262,640 $9,005,766 $17,268,406

The following talile shows the value of electrical

exports to the principal countries during the same
period

:

Electrical Electrical
Exported to— Appliances. Machinery. Total.

United Kingdom Si. 580.615 $1,139,165 S 2.719.7S0
Belgium 206,846 206.846
France 82,975 715.363 798.338
Germany 388.369 ios.793 494.162
Otlier Europe 217.544 439.266 756.810
British North America .1.327.222 r.909.858 3.337,oSo
Central America 225,949 7r.475 297.424
Mexico 890,607 1. 241.546 2.132.153
Cuba 469,470 92,079 561,549
Other West Indies and Ber-
muda 46.394 19.836 66,230

Argentina 262,537 129. 151 391.688
Brazil 826.365 721. r47 1. 547.512
Other South America 661,257 162.568 823.825
Japan 400.983 1.233.002 1.633.985
Chinese Empire 60.950 60,950
British East Indies 278,867 278.867
HonEkong 18,442 18.442

DrllUli Aailr«UilL I0S,I4S 451.734
Pliltipplno IflJMitli... io7.a7o 'A4.1S7
nrlili.li AfrlM TjAij loe.lii
Otiict counlriok WS.iK is,7oo

tll,ir»,64<i •9,005.766 9l7.2C8,406

British Association Discusses the Con-
oeptlon of Matter.

After a spirited discussion lasting for three

hours of one session of the British Association
for the Advancement of Science, in which the

chemists and the electricians took sides in defend-
ing their respective conceptions of the atom. Sir

William Ramsay announced the results of his recent

experiments with radium emanations. The paper
produced a sensation among his scientific audience
and contained ideas that m»y require an entire

reconstruction of the notions of the constitution of
matter held heretofore.

The whole discussion is the result of the two
differing views which have been adopted by scien-

tists in their efforts to explain newly observed
phenomena. One group has come to believe that

there is no such thing as' matter, but that it is

only a manifestation of electricity. The atom
changes its properties with the charge it carries

and so is imagined as a sort of sphere enmeshing
units of electricity—the electrons—which have come
to be regarded as the ultimate grains in the

structure of the atom-bricks that go to make up
molecular structures. The number of these elec-

trons determines the identity of the atom. In a
figurative conception Sir Oliver Lodge says that

the whole atom squirms with electricity, and when
it escapes, as in radium, the atom will at a certain

point change into something else.

The chemists characterize the other school as

being drunk on radium rays and decline to believe

that matter is a form of motion .or the atom an
etheric whorl of electrons that may escape and
affect the properties of matter that has existed

apparently unchanged since the earth enjoyed an
attenuated existence in the nebula of Laplace's hy-

pothesis. Lord Kelvin, who closed the debate for

the chemists, admitted that radium has opened the

eyes of scientists to a host of new possibilities, but

refused to coincide in the grossly electrical concep-

tion of the atom. (See also page 112 of this issue.)

Sir William Ramsay is now prosecuting experi-

ments on gold and other substances that may,
perhaps, furnish proof of his theory of the de-

composition and transmutation of metals.

Electromagnetic Device to Increase
Effectiveness of Bell Ringing.

Electrical means of ringing large bells either

by the direct application of an electromagnet to

moving the clapper or by the release of trip mech-
anism to bring the force of a spring or gravity

into action have been used for many years. But
a use of electricity whereby a very small current

is enabled to effect a great increase in the loudness

of the stroke is the ingenious invention which is

embodied in a recent German patent issued to the

firm of Bokelmann & Kuhio in Herford.
The familiar form of swinging bell is shown

in the drawing, in which the bell is rocked and
the clapper, hanging free, strikes against the shell.

USE OF ELECTROMAGNET TO INTENSIFY STROKE
OF BELL.

After fi.xing the clapper on a pivot to swing only

in the plane of oscillation, a catch on the lower end
is arranged to engage a latch which may be re-

leased by an electromagnet, as will be clearly un-
derstood from the sketch. Now when the bell is

rocked and the clapper swings to the right it is

held at that side until the bell has nearly reached
the end of its swing in the opposite direction.

At this instant by a proper commutating device
which may be affi.xed to the bearing of the bell

the magnet is energized and the clapper, now in

its highest position, is released and permitted a
very much greater drop so as to strike the bell

with an increased force. The current required to

release the latch is very small, but it is explained
that it effects a powerful blow of the clapper.
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One-phase High-tension Power Trans-
mission.'

By E. J. Young.

Tlie recent advance in Europe of tlie Tliury di-

rect-current system of power transmission demon-

strates the fact tliat unless an alternating-current

system approaching it in simplicity of design and

e'conomv of material is dereloped it is only a ques-

tion of time before the high-tension direct current

will gain a footing upon this continent. Conse-

quently the writer proposes a high-tension one-

phase system having several desirable features not

in comrnon with either tlie direct-current or the

three-phase system.

While the present three-phase system is more
flexible than the direct current, it is more compli-

cated and requires a considerably greater outlay

for transmission material. The ordinary one-phase

system is simpler than either of these two, but

requires 25 per cent, more copper than the three-

phase system and a proportionately greater amount
than direct current. Then again, considering the

strain upon the insulators as a standard of com-
parison, the fundamental difference between . direct

and alternating-current systems gives the former

an advantage that no alternating-current sj^stem can

overcome.
In Fig. I is shown a general outline of the pro-

posed one-phase system. One-phase generating ap-

paratus is supplying energy to step-up transform-

ers—for convenience only one is indicated.

The center of the high-tension windings is per-

manently grounded, thereby reducing the electro-

POWER STATION

E= SO X 1.732 kilovolts.

Consequently : Cir. mils ^=

100 X 5,280 X 1.02 X 15,000,000 X 1,330
: 143,270.

10 X (50,000 X 1.732)°

143,270 X 3
Weight of copper per mile of line^ =

6,876 pounds. 62.5

As shown in Fig. i, the center of the high-tension
windings is grounded. The electromotive force of
the one-phase system may therefore be double that
to ground and still retain the same strain upon the
insulators as in the three-phase system. One-phase
conditions

:

Electromotive force, 100 kilovolts.

Power factor, 0.9.

Constant K, 2,660 for 0.9 power factor, one-phase.
Therefore : Cir. mils=

100 X 5,280 X 1.02 X 15,000,000 X 2,660
:= 214,890.

10 X 100,000°

214,890 X 2
Weight of copper per mile of line ^ =

6,876 pounds. 62.5
In order that the direct-current system shall be

under the same conditions as the alternating cur-

service in case of trouble on transmission line, is

shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 4. In Fig. 2 the line is

supposed to be grounded. The number of turns in
the transformer windings is indicated in order to
illustrate the effect of such an occurrence. With
independent automatic circuit-breakers in each high-
tension line at the power house and sub-stations

—

those at the power house operated by overload time-
limit relays, and the sub-stations supplied with re-
verse-current relays operating with practically no
time limit—the affected line will be cleared by the
short-circuit.

We have now a 50-kilovolt transmission in which
the ground serves as one conductor. At the receiv-
ing end the ratio of transformation is doubled, but
at the same time the electromotive force is re-
duced one-half. Consequently the secondary po-
tential will not be altered by one line being cut
out of circuit on account of trouble or for repairs
and inspection. In order to raise the system to ap-
pro-ximately its original capacity the high-tension
windings, being in two sections, are connected as
in Fig. 3.

Upon removing the trouble and connecting the
transformers as in Figs, i and 2 it would appear
that, by simply closing the switches upon the re-
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FIG. 3. HIGH-TENSION WINDINGS IN TWO SECTIONS. FIG. 4. DIAGRAM OF STATION DISTRIBUTION FOR PROPOSED SYSTEM,

motive force from line to ground to one-half that
between the line wires, and in so doing placing
one-phase transmission at least on a par with three-
phase in the matter of economy of copper. At the
receiving end the step-down apparatus is similar
to that at the power station, the center of all high-
tension windings being grounded. At the sub-sta-
tion there is a motor-generator set consisting of a
one-phase synchronous motor and a three-phase
power and lighting generator. The set is started
by an ordinary one-phase series motor operated
by current from an autotransformer connected
across the secondaries of the step-down transform-
ers. The exciter may be on the motor-generator
shaft as in Fig. I, or operated by a separate motor
as best suits the conditions.

An example will probably serve to illustrate the
comparison between the different systems, espe-
cially those by alternating current. Therefore it

is proposed to transmit 15,000 kilowatts ico miles
with ID per cent, loss; the electromotive force to
be 50 kilovolts from line to ground at the receiv-
ing end, and the alternating-current frequency to
be 30 cycles. The following conditions for the
three-phase line are assumed:
Power factor ^0.9.
Star-connected transformers with grounded neu-

tral.

Electromotive force to ground = 30 kilovolts.
Electromotive force across line — 50 X 1-732 kilo-

volts.

By transmission formulas the copper section per
lint will be:

D X W X K
Cir. mils= -: in which

PXE"D= 100 X 5,280 X 1.02 feet, two per cent, allowed
for sag in conductors, etc.W= r5,ooo,ooo watts.
K= 1,3.10 fr.r 0.9 power factor, three-phase.
P := 10 per cent. loss.

' *J',»'>".'>'e«cnled Mlhcconvcmionof Ibe American Insli-imo ot Elcclncil Enainecr., NiMara Fallt. N. V.. June jO 1007
Mr. Yoan;i<elecltician(or the Uichi;an Lake Suuerior Cower
Comcanr. Sault :ite. Marie, V icb.

rent, the electromotive force to ground will be

50-4-0.707, or approximately 70.7 kilovolts. This
will give practically the same strain on the insu-

lators as would 50 kilovolts alternating current. By
grounding the row of generators at the power
and receiving stations, as proposed on the direct-

current transmission from Monthoux to Paris,

France, we have a potential of 141.4 kilovolts be-

tween line wires.

With K equal to 2,160 for direct current, all

other factors remaining the same, w-e obtain

;

Cir. mils=
100 X 5,280 X 1.02 X 15,000,000 X 2,160

= 87,270.

10 X 141,400"

87,270 X 2

Weight of copper per mile of line= =
2,792 pounds. 62.5

Comparing these results we find that as far as

transmission material is concerned, the direct-cur-

rent system is far more economical than either the

three-phase or the one-phase system. There is

practically no choice between the latter two.

Therefore, any advantage the alternating-current

system may have must necessarily be in the power
house and the sub-station.

Comparing now the three-phase and one-phase
with a view of estimating the probable saving the

latter would represent in line material. On the

one-phase system there would be at least 12 less

insulators and pins per mile if steel towers were
used, and 44 on ordinary pole construction. At
$2.50 per pin and insulator this would mean an
initial saving of $30, or $110 a mile for pins and
insulators alone. The cross-arms, etc., of the one-
phase line would probably he longer and heavier
than those of the three-phase line on account of

the wires being farther apart, due to higher elec-

tromotive force, but this is more than compensated
for by the poles being about five feet shorter, since

the upper wire is done away with. There is also

the difference in cost in stringing wires—three

wires on one system and only two on the other.

One of the most important advantages of the

proposed system, with reference to continuity of

paired line, normal operating conditions are re-

sumed. Although this last operation might result

in conditions that could only be .learned by e.x-

perience; the illustration will show that as long
as one line remains upon the insulators the service

will neither be interrupted nor the transmitting
power of the line very much reduced. In the event
of the above trouble occurring upon the three-phase
or direct-current lines the effect is different. With
three-phase the entire s^'stem will be interrupted;
with direct current, one-half the motor generators
will stop. It will therefore be seen that the neces-
sity of a duplicate line is much less needed on one
phase than on either of the other systems.
Owing to the high electromotive force of the

alternating-current system the space occupied by
the high-tension bus-bars, etc., as ordinarily in-

stalled, would represent a considerable portion of
the station. Consequently a diagram of the station

distribution, requiring small space but giving ample
insulation, the high-tension lines being under oil,

is shown in Fig. 4. Although applicable to three-
phase or one-phase, it will obviously present less

complications when used with the latter.

In Fig. 4 are shown four independent trans-
former units placed in a single case partitioned into

four chambers. Each chamber contains a trans-
former, the switches necessary for its operation
and the interconnecting bus-bars between adjacent
transformers. The lines (C) and (D) lead to

low-tension generator bus-bars; (A) and (B) lead
to high-tension line switches,/ wliich are controlled
by overload relays; four lines, that is (A) and
(B), being necessary in order to facilitate inspection

or repairs of individual transformers while others
are in operation. It will be seen that any trans-
former may he cut out of circuit from adjacent
units by the disconnecting switches (S), which,
under normal operating conditions, arc all closed

;

(Si) and (.S,) indicate double-pole double-throw
remote-control switches for connecting the high-
tension coils either in series across (A) and (B),
or, in the event of trouble on one line, in parallel

from ground (G) to the unaffected line. The in-

terconnecting switches (S») and (S.) connect the bus-
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liars in diffi-mii cliiiinlitrs. UndtT ordinary operating

ccmditiuns all liansfunncr switches (Si) and (S,)

would In- ihniwn tn llic riKlit, thus pnltinK thi.'

hiKli-tcnsion windings in scries. In llic event of

line (A) lieiiiK cnt out, all switclics (S.) conld lie

tliriiwn to tlie left, lliereliy placing the two wiiiil-

iiiKS in nuilliplc from (B) to Kroinid (O) ; if line

(li) is disconiKcled, all switches (S') wonhl he lo

the riRht and (Si) to the left. Since the coolinR

coils have been dispensed with the intention i--

(o place the entire case in a pit surroinided hy

rnnninK water, or lo have the oil withdrawn from
case and cooled externally as is proposed in cer-

tain transmission plants.

Notwithstanding all that has been said in favor

of the one-phase sjstem it has several tlisadv.'ni-

taRcs. In the lirst place the Rcnerating apparatns

costs nic^re th.an three-i'hasc, Imt less than direct-
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define more clearly the power .illd duty of the

nuniicipal inspector. An agreement has been signed

by the conlr.iclors,' public-service company an<l the

nuniiciiial inspector that lliey will be governed by

tile cofle in all of the future installations. The
present city inspector is well i|nalified for his oflice,

and it is believed he will discbarge his duties with

impartiality ami tirnuiess.

A New Type Of Insulator for High-ten-
sion Transmission Lines.'

By H. M. Hrwi.ett.

The transmission of large amounts of power

over long distances has reached such proportions

that the voltage necessary to transmit Ibis energy
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for instance, four lo-inch diski would be suitable

for a 100,000-volt line. As the separate disks arc
over wet at approximately 65,000 volls, ibc rated
voliage of z.S,ooo volls is within safe linn'ts. The
lo-incb disks were tested and did not fail with
a load of three tons.

The insulators described above being made of
one piece of (Kircelain, no cemented fittings or
sections are necessary. Tlicy arc not afTected by
extreme beat or cold, having stood the test of a
severe winter. Tests prove that insulators with
sheltered surfaces stand a niucli higher rain test

than a much larger insulator which has no dry

FIG. 1. TIE WIRES ARRANGED TO EXERT A COMPRESSION
STRAIN ON INSULATOR.

current apparatus. The inability of operating large

induction motors is also a serious disadvantage

which would necessitate the use of motor gener-

ators in many cases. Then again, there might be

greater liability of surges in the oue-phase circuit

due to the larger current carried by them, but the

troubles accompanying star-connected transformers,

as explained by Mr. J. S. Peck, are entirely elim-

inated. The number of transformers upon the sj'S-

tem, as shown in Fig. 4, will be much less with

one phase, and the entire switching apparatus is

not only reduced but also greatly simplified.

In the preceding suppositions the writer appre-

ciates the fact that a number of factors which
would enter into the design of a transmission sys-

tem of such length and capacity have not been
considered, the case taken being simply to illus-

trate a general theory of the proposed system. On
comparatively short transmissions the disadvantages

of one-phase operation and distribution would no
doubt counterbalance any advantage it presents.

However, where very long lines are contemplated,

such as the 250-mile line in France, or electrifying

railway systems in this country, one phase is not

only the simplest, but unites maximum reliability

FIG 2. LOOP OF TIE WIRES INTERMESHED IN A

BROKEN INSULATOR.

makes the problem of line insulation difficult. The
so-called "pin" type of insulator has been enlarged

to meet the greater demands until it has approached,

if not already passed, the limits of good con-

struction. Mr' Buck has given this matter a great

deal of study in his high-potential transmission

work, and. being dissatisfied with the mechanical

features of a pin insulator, has devised a method

of line construction involving the use of "suspen-

sion" and "strain" insulators. The suspension in-

sulators support the line from above, hanging

vertically beneath the cross-arm (or other point

of suspension). The strain insulators are used at

turns and at intervals of, say, every mile, to .sup-

port and "anchor" the line, also as pull-off in-

sulators on curves and to dead-end lines.

It is intended in this paper to describe a porce-

lain insulator which the writer has designed to

carry out this method of supporting of high-po-

tential transmission lines.

Each insulator unit is a flanged or petticoated

disk with an. enlarged central portion having two

interlinked semi-circular holes. It is called a "link

FIG. 3. LINK INSULATOR FOR SUSPENSION.

surface, as, for example, a fiat disk without the

flange or petticoat.

Fig. 5 shows a possible method of line support,

using 10 towers per mile, in which the line is

anchored at the end of each mile and at curves
and suspended at intermediate towers. From the

cut it will be noted that the conductor is looped
around the strain links at the anchorage tow^eis.

The use of this type of insulator does away with
torsional strain on the cross-arms, giving it a
decided advantage over the pin insulator. It is

obvious that the link insulator is adaptable to a
great variety of conditions.

Fittings have been designed for use with these
insulators to fit the conditions thus far presented,
but each case should be considered as it comes up
and such fittings designed as are necessary.

Copper in the Hartville Uplift, Wyom-
ing.

North and east of North Platte River in East-
ern and Central AVyoming is a broad, low, domal

i

FIG. 4. STRAIN INSULATOR.

of service with a minimum number of transmission
wires.

FIG. 5 METHOD OF LINE SUPPORT USING LINK INSULATORS.

Wiring Conditions in Sheboygan, Wis.
Fire underwriters' representatives have made a

thorough inspection of electrical conditions in She-
boygan, Wis. In general the interior wiring through-
out the mercantile and manufacturing districts of

the city is fair. The majority of recently installed

electrical equipments generally conform to the

National Electrical Code requirements. Of the old

equipments many are said to be in a poor condi-
tion. A considerable amount of weatherproof wire,

commercial lamp cord and unlined brass sockets

have been used. While numerous other violations

of the code exist, they are of a less serious nature.

No series arc lamps are m use in buildings. There
is in force an ordinance providing for the regula-

tion and inspection of electrical wiring by the city.

This ordinance is, however, old and of little value,

it is. said, and steps have already jeen taken toward
the adoption of a modern ordinance which will pro-
vide for the licensing of contractors as well as to

insulator" because it is used to insulate the inter-

linked tie-wires. The holes in the insulator are

so arranged that the tie-wires which pass through
them exert a compression strain on the porcelain

(Fig. I ) . Should the insulator break, the loops

of the tie-wires will still be intermeshed (Fig. 2),
and as the disks are used in series, with a factor

of safety, the remaining disks w'ill prevent a ground
being formed until the break can be repaired.

The link insulator for suspension (shown in

Fig. 3) is a petticoated disk, while the strain in-

sulator (Fig. 4) is a disk with a grooved flange.

The mechanical and electrical features of the two
forms of insulator are essentially the same. The
petticoats and flanges are so arranged that one
side of the insulator is always protected from rain.

A diameter of 10 inches for both types of in-

sulators has been found by experiment to be most
convenient, and such insulators are suitable for

a working voltage of 25.000 volts per disk. For
higher potentials the disks are placed in series;

I. A paper read before the American Institute of Electrical
Ennineers at the Niagara Falls convention, June 26, 1906. Mr.
Hewlett is an engineer of the General Electric Company.

mountain mass, with a maximum height of about
6.000 feet above sea level, which is known as the

Hartville Uplift and which is similar in many re-

spects to the Black Hills of South Dakota.
Throughout this entire area copper is so widely
distributed that, although no large deposit has
yet been discovered, valuable beds of ore may at
any time be found.
During the field season of 1906 Sydney H.

Ball of the United States Geological Survey,
while investigating the iron ores of this region, vis-
ited the copper mines and prospects. An account
of this work is published by the Sun-ey in its

annual volume on economic geology (Bulletin No.
315), copies of which may be obtained on applica-
tion. Mr. Ball gives an account of the history and
production of the region and describes the ore
deposits, which occur in the form of fissure veins,
lenticular or globular masses of ore that outcrop
at the surface and pinch out at slight depths, and
blanket or bedded deposits. The fissure veins have
not been sufficiently developed to establish their
character beyond doubt.
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Accounting for electric-lighting companies is a

subject of great importance, for the need of stand-

ardizing and systematizing the accounts of cen-

tral-station companies is urgent. The accounts

should be kept by the most systematic, orderly,

intelligent plan that may be devised, so that with-

out being too complicated they will show the costs,

profits and losses of the various departments of a

business which is of necessity somewhat complex.

The system of accounting should also be standard-

ized, so that, with alterations which do not affect

the general plan of arrangement, it may be adapted

for small or large companies. Thus one company

could compare its work intelligently with that of

another, perhaps in a distant city or state, if both

used practically the same system of accounting.

Furthermore, standard accounts throughout the

whole country, if that result may be achieved, will

be of the greatest assistance in negotiatidn.s with

public authorities. With a uniform system of ac-

counting in the various states and municipalities

made as simple as is consistent with its purpose,

the municipal critics, if honest, could study the

electric-light and power business to some purpose.

They will find, as a rule, that the tremendous and

mysterious profits which they suspect do not e.xist.

If it is true^ as some enthusiastic motor7car

writers have declared, that electric-railway opera-

tion is destined to be superseded by gasoline:- motor

cars, it is curious that almost invariably railway

passengers prefer to ride on electric cars rather

than on any other. A case in point is related by

the Indiana correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician. The ta.xpayers of La Grange County, or

some of them, at any rate, have filed proceedings

to compel the Valley Traction Company to abandon

the present means of locomotion. When the sub-

sidies were voted in several townships in aid of

the construction of this road the company entered

into a contract to operate its cars by electricity.

This was never done, but instead a motor car pro-

pelled , by gasoline was installed. When this car

was destroyed' by fire a small steam locomotive was

put in service, and the object of the proceedings

is to compel the carrying out of the original pur-

pose of operating the road by electricity.

Here is a case where the patrons of the road

have tried the gasoline car and yet they stubbornly

insist on- the electric service that was promised

them. It is to be observed, too, that the gasoline

car was destroyed by fire. This fire may or may

not have been caused by the gasoline, but at any

rate it will hardly be denied that gasoline fumes

are highly inflammable and are a source of danger.

The electric railway has made its great success

because of its popularity with the public and its

economy of operation under ordinary conditions.

It is very doubtful indeed if the gasoline cars on

railways will ever be received with equal favor.

Their use so far is confined to little-used branch

lines with scanty and intermittent travel, and it is

unlikely that they will ever be seriously entertained

for extended use on street or interurban railways

or trunk-hne railroads.

DATES AHEAD.
...^^H^ ^'^^'•*=

^'S**^ Association (annual convention),
r»ew_ Goody Hotel, Toledo. August zoth to 22d.
Michigan Electric Association (annual convention), Bat-

tle Creek, Slich,, August 20th. aist and aad.
Canadian Independent Telephone Association (annual

meelmi'l, Torotno, .Sciitcrabcr 4th.

American electrical men may well take pride in

the swelling tide of exports of electrical machinery

and appliances from the United States. The total

value of such exports for the fiscal year ended

June 30, 1907, was $17,268,406, which may be com-

pared with $14,800,237 for the corresponding 12

months ended in 1906 and $12,253,904 for 1905.

The increase of the value of electrical exports of

1907 over those of 1906 was nearly 17 per cent.

Electrical exports are divided into two classes

by the Bureau of Statistics of the Department of

Commerce and Labor—electrical appliances (includ-

ing telegraph and telephone instruments) and elec-

trical machinery. These classes were nearly equal

in value for 1907, the figures being: Electrical ap-

pliances, $8,262,640; electrical machinery, $9,005,766.-

Comparison with other years, however, shows that

the ratio of increase is greater with the appliances

than with the machinery.

Five countries arc pre-eminent as consumers of

American electrical manufacturers, taking together

two-thirds of the whole. They are, in order, ac-

cording to the figures of 1907: British North
America, $3,337,080; United Kingdom, $2,719,780;

Mexico, $2,132,153; Japan, $1,633,985, and Brazil,

$1,577,512. It will be of interest to compare the

electrical exports to these countries for the last

three years. Here are the figures

:

British North America—1905, $2,381,731 ; 1906,

$3,046,309; 1907, $3,337,080.

United Kingdom—1905, $2,445,457; 1906, $3,181,-

796; 1907, $2,719,780.

Mexico—1905, $1,570,821; igo6, $1,725,954; 1907,

$2,132,153.

Japan—1905, $1,508,412; 1906, $920,898; 1907, $1,-

633.985-

Brazil—1905, $470,474; 1906, $1,106,004; 1907.

$1,577,512.

Thus it will be seen that our next-door neighbors,

Canada and Mexico, are buying electrical goods
from us in steadily growing amounts, while the

demands of Brazil are increasing surprisingly. The
United Kingdom did not do so well in 1907 as the

year before, but better than in 1905, and is still one
of our very best customers. Japan showed a .lull

the year after the war, but has more than made
up for it. The values of the electrical takings of

other countries from the United States are shown
in the table given on another page. The one dis-

quieting feature is the fact that, so far as distinct-

ively classified, the Chinese Empire took electrical

machinery, only to the amount of $60,950 in 1.907,

and no electrical appliances at all, unless under the

heading "Other countries," which must, indeed,

be the case. But even in the case of China an

increase of 150 per cent, over 1906 is shown, and

of course if this rate of increase can be kept up for

a few years nothing better could be asked for.

Taken altogether, the statement of electrical ex-

ports from this country for 1906-1907 is highly cred-

itable to the electrical manufacturing industry of

the United States.

An insurance company obtained a verdict in

New York city against a central-station company
for loss sustained by a fire said to be due to neg-

ligent wiring, and the verdict has quite recently

been affirmed by the Supreme Court of the state.

This decision is one of considerable importance,

although it is far from being as disquieting to the

electric-lighting interests as some of the daily

papers, evidently obtaining their information from

insurance sources, have led their readers to be-

lieve.

The fire causing the suit occurred in 1900, and

the jury, in considering the particular evidence

brought before it, came to the conclusion that the

wiring had been done in a negligent manner, and

found for the plaintiff. It does not follow, of

course, that every ridiculous newspaper charge of

a fire caused by electrical means is to be believed

;

most of such accusations are entirely unfounded.

And if perchance the fire is actually of electrical

origin the fault may be due to no fault in the

equipment or manner of installation. Most elec-

trical fires, hke all other fires, are due to care-

lessness, and it is often the case that the neglect

or inattention of the user or his employes is the

cause of the trouble. Evidently the negligence of

the company or individual making the installation

must be proved in each case. Furthermore, the

art of electric wiring has greatly advanced in the

seven years that have elapsed since the time of the

New York fire on which this suit was based.

So it will be seen that a calm consideration of

the situation will show that the electrical interests,

with the present-day zeal for the best construction

obtainable, have little to fear from the precedent

set by this decision of the New York Supreme

Court. Nevertheless there should be no disposition

to minimize the importance of the fact that in

New York state, at any rate, an insurance company

suffering loss may recover from an electric-light

company where it can establish that the latter's

negligence was the cause of the fire. Mr. W. H.

Blood, Jr., of Boston, a former president of the

National Electric Light Association, is the insur-

ance expert of that association, and he briefly re-

views the New York decision and the facts per-

tinent thereto in a brief summary which is given

on another page of this issue.
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ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING SOCIETY.
'I'liu lonvc-iiliijii of lliL' Illiiniiii:iliii){ liiiKincfriiiR

Socic-ly licid ill Boston 011 July 30tli and 31^1 "''^

prodnclivc of ni.my v:ilii;il>lc ideas on the prodiic-

iiiK, installiiiR and dislrilniling of liijlitin^ facililios

for public, and private use. Incidentally it may lie

saitl that the miinher of papers contrihiitcd to the

syinposiuiii of the eniueiiiioii was larger than the

meniher.s could fully assimilate hIuIc in session,

and less time for discnssion was available llian

miRht have been profitably spent in that manner.

This was not <lue so much, however, to the

actual length of the programme Itself as to the

dilliculties encountered at tile outset bv reason of

the "Old Home Week" celebrations that were in

progress in the city. The first session of Tuesday,

the opening day, was necessarily brief, and several

papers scheduled 'for the morning were not read

until the afternoon. Wednesday morning's pro-

gramme was also augmented by postponements

from Tuesday afternoon's list, so that rather hur-

ried reading and pressure to finish the session

characterized the closing proceedings.

Departing from bis usual custom of speaking

e.xtemporaneously, Mayor John F. Fit/^^gcrald of

Boston, who had been invited to be present to

welcome the members on behalf of the city, read

a carefully prepared brief address upon the prog-

ress of ilhmiinating as a science. While in no

sense technical in character, it was a resume of

the advancement made that formed a very fitting

introduction to the subject as a whole.

Dr. Sharp's Presidential Address.

John Campbell of Boston, chairman of the con-
vention committee, introduced Dr. Clayton H.
Sharp of New York, the president of the organ-
ization, and the presidential address proved to be

one of the most interesting of the session. An
abstract of it is given on page 108.

In the discussion on the address of the presi-

dent, V. R. Lansingh of New York said that the

present method of calculating illumination by cal-

culating different points and from that getting the

average intensity was not only laborious, but not
altogether satisfactory, and the method which Dr.
Sharp had outlined would be not only of theo-
retical importance but also of practical importance
to the practicing illuminating engineer, and he felt

that it could be used with good results. Mr. Lan-
singh called attention to the fact that the National
Electric Light Association had broken away from
the old method of rating arc lamps, namely, the
arc lamp to be of certain efficiency according to

its watts, and it is now proposed to rate the arc
lamp with regard to its flux of light rather than
to the wattage consumed. He said he would like

to see the society take some attitude with respect
to the lamp manufacturers who are today going in

exactly the opposite direction, who are rating their
lamps by the watts, and not by the candlepower
or the flux of light. J. R. Cravath of Chicago
did not think it was desirable to throw overboard
the consideration of the unit of foot-candles or
candle-feet, as it was necessary to have some
definite concept of power in the conduct of illumi-

nation tests. In similar manner, one would not
want to throw over all reference to kilow'att, sim-
ply because there is such a unit of the kilowatt-
hour.

Standards of Light.

The first regular paper considered was that on
"Primary, Secondary and Working Standards of
Light," by Dr. E. P. Hyde of Washington. The
paper was discussed by Dr. Louis Bell of Boston,
P. S. Millar of New York, A. E. Forstall of New-
York and others. After the luncheon adjournment
the discussion was continued.

At the afternoon session C. O. Bond of Phila-

delphia called attention to the fact that at the

present time a meeting of .the International In-
candescent Photometric Committee was being held
at Zurich, and that it is discussing the question of
standards of light and of standard photometers.

Mr. J. E. Woodwell of Washington, as secretary

of the committee on nomenclature and standards,

stated that he was in close touch with the meeting
being held in Zurich, and expected to report full

results thereof.

J. T. Marshall of New York city, in response
to the question of President Sharp about the re-

production of a light standard from incandescent
lamps provided all the present primary standards
were lost, said he thought a very close approxima-
tion of the standard could be made by making the

large number of lamps which were cut to the right

length and which were of proper diameter and
were treated to the right resistance, and by put-
ting a certain wattage through them we could ex-
pect to get the average candlepower from this,

and it would be a means of getting an approximate
reproduction; but he would hesitate to make a re-
production in that way, unless, say, 1,000 lamps
were made today, 1,000 next week, and 1,000 lamps
a week later. If these results agreed pretty closely
with one another, he would think they had gotten

pretty close to a rcprodiiclloii of ihc present stand-
ard light.

PiiAcricAL Illuminating Methods.
The next paper was "Illninliialing Engineering

and Central-station Practice," by Mr. I,. II. Scherck.
Mr. Schcrck treated this subject in an interesting

way, and, among oilier things in his paper, said

:

"Of course, to satisfy the public, you must give
proper service from your plant first of all. You
cannot sell a thing unless .vou have it. Your lines

must be correctly designed and kept up for the
present and for increasing business. Your meters
must be carefully checked, hut as a rule this end
of the business is carefully watched.
"Then yuu must go a step further and sec that

practical illuminating engineering methods arc ap-
plied to the benefit of your patrons; there is noth-
ing in the business of electric lighting which is

more important to the owners of your property,
to the public, and from a selfish standpoint to

yourself, than the m.-itler of illuminating engineer-
ing. Don't consider any place too small to be
given some little attention on this score. I think
that the central-station manager should try to see
in every way that the patrons obtain the best .ad-

vice on illuminating matters, in large cases by
perhaps advocating the employment of competent
consulting illuminating engineers; in other smaller
cases, by advice obtained without charge from the
lighting company itself."

Other Papers of Tuesday.

F. R. Nugent then read the paper on "Illumina-
tion of the Engineering Societies Building," written
by C. E. Knox of New York city.

The next paper was that on "The Present Status
of Candlepower Standards for Gas," by Mr. C.
H. Stone of Albany, N. Y. The discussion on this

paper was participated in by A. E. Forstall of
New York to a considerable extent, Jlr. Stone
replying.

Following came a paper entitled "The Inverted
Gas Light," by T. J. Litle of Gloucester, N. J.

^

A. Cressy Morrison of Chicago was not present,

and his paper on acetylene had not been prepared.
Nelson Good^'ear of New York city read a

paper on "Acetylene Lighting."

Discussion on Photometers.

Dr. Charles H. Williams of Boston then pre-

sented a paper on "A New Comparison Photom-
eter." This was followed by a paper on "Illumi-

nation Photometers and Their Use," by Preston
S. Millar of New York city.

H. Calvert of Philadelphia remarked that since

illumination and light intensity have become of

such great interest and importance, it seemed that

the one thing mostly desired was some instrument

by which could be measured ,or recorded the il-

lumination and its intensity in any given room

;

it not infrequently happens when the lighting is

laid out according to prearranged plans that the

intensity is either not enough or too great. He
inquired of Dr. Williams, in comparing light of

different colors, say the Welsbach and the mercury-
vapor lamp, whether the insertion of the blue glass

spoken of is sufficient to make a good comparison,
and whether the system is commercially on the
market. ..

Dr. Louis Bell of Boston said he did not think

anyone had a full realizing sense of the imperfec-

tions of photometric methods applied to illumina-

tion until he tried it. The photometry of a single

source is a comparatively simple matter, but the

moment one goes into illumination the trouble be-

gins, and the further he goes the deeper the trouble

seems to be. The fundamental difficulty with all

illumination measurements is that the light does
not come from one direction, and when the illumi-

nation comes from a variety of points the trouble

begins ; when you are trying to determine illumina-

tion of a test plane of any kind acting by trans-

lusion or reflection, Lambert's rule of the cosine

wave does not apply; it is only sufficiently near for

angles of incidence of small value, nearly per-

pendicular incidence, so that there is no special

difficulty with any kind of screen with reasonable
uniformity. When the light comes from all around,
the variations from Lambert's law- are absolutely

fatal to any form of screen w-hich he had seen.

George H. Stickney of Lynn, Mass., stated that

he was interested in the subject and in Mr. W.
D'A. Ryan's instrument especially. With the im-
proved instrument of Mr. Ryan, he had made meas-
urements recently, thoroughly calibrating it for

different angles of latitude and azimuth. The vari-

ations in the calibrations were very small indeed

;

the instrument is read from the calibration and
not from the inverse square calculation.

J. T. Marshall of New York city thought the

general impression made on the audience by Mr.
Millar's paper, so far as it relates to the Marshall
photometer, was to give it a black eye. He said

if in the particular instrument which came under
Mr. Millar's observation, the photometric lens was
of slow sensibility, a more sensitive lens could

be substituted. He said, while changes might be
made in the accessories, the fundamental principle

of the photometer could be obtained.

L. B. Marks of New York said that it was not

dinirablc to have tlic im^reision go abroad that
there were no measuring iniitnimcnts that were good
enough for ordinary coinniercial service. Mc re-

ferred to the recent adoption of sijccifications for
are-lamp illumination by the National likctric Light
Association, and he ihought if care is used for the
measurement of the illnmin.-ilion of street arc
lamps, for example, fairly accurate and reliable

figures could be arrived at.

W. D'A. Ryan called attention to llic point in

Dr. Sharp's address, to the fact that <hc principal
thing is the (lux cicnuni, the amount of light de-
livered by the lamp irrespective of how it may be
equipped ; the tendency today is mostly on the
initial basis, taking the initial illumination of the
lamp without any relation to the relative deprecia-
tion of lamps under operating conditions, so that
for the luminous flux, and with the lime-element
factor, they could get down to practical working
conditions.

CiiAiiT I'OR Illuminating Encinef.rs.

The paper on "A Graphic Illumination Chart,"
by Mr. A. 1". Parks of New York city, was then
read. Mr. Marks said that Mr. Parks had given
a very valuable graphic illustration of a chart for
which illuminating engineers would have a great
deal of use. Heretofore it had been necessary to
take a certain equation and apply it individually,
but this chart will enable illuminating engineers to
avoid the laborious calculations by simply follow-
ing the lines of foot-candles indicated in the chart.
Mr. Preston S. Millar then read the paper on

"The Elements of Efficiency in DilTused Lighting
Systems." An abstract of this paper will be found
on page III. Mr. Marks discussed it briefly.

The Lighting of Buildings.

At the session on Wednesday morning the first

business was the paper on "Electric Light as Re-
lated to Architecture," by C. Howard Walker of
Boston. Mr. Walker, who was the designer for
the city's Home Week decorations .committee, in

speaking of the relation of electric lighting to

architecture, deprecated the sacrifice of architectural
principles in securing desired illumination. There
should be discrimination betw-een lighting arrange-
ments designed to enhance the effect of archi-
tecture and those w-hich arc simply spectacular
with architecture for the background. Any system
of lighting which tends to diminish the effect of
space should be avoided.

The next paper presented was on the "Lighting
of the Boston Edison Building," the paper being
prepared by Messrs. Bell, Marks and Ryan. There
was considerable discussion.

Street Lighting.

"What Is Street Lighting?" was the subject of

an interesting paper by W. H. Blood, Jr., of

Boston. Mr. Blood's paper showed that the light-

ing of streets was prompted by three motives

—

to assist in the prevention of crime ; to ornament
and make attractive the streets of the city; to

facilitate travel on the highways. Among other

things the author said : "Various attempts have
been made to combine ornamentation of the city

with illumination. Festoons of incandescent lamps
have been strung along the side of the street. Posts
with groups of lamps have been used. With none
of these methods has serious consideration been
given to intrinsic brilliancy, and yet, in most cases,

on account of tlie small units and their nearness
together, most satisfactory illumination has been
obtained." "The illumination of streets to facili-

tate travel thereon is, to my mind, much more im-
portant than that of obtaining ornamental or spec-
tacular lighting. We should have on all streets

in towns and cities sufficient light that we may
be able to get about easily." "The writer believes

that the tendency of all well lighted streets, except
in large cities, is the abandonment of arcs and
tow-ard the use of the higher power incandescent
lamps."

In the discussion F. W. Willcox said that the
solution of incandescent street lighting involved
only the matter of the provision of satisfactory

posts and attachments at reasonable cost ; then in-

candescent electric lights could be run on both
sides of the street, like gas light. He called the
attention of fixture manufacturers to this point.

J. E. Woodwell mentioned an installation of

incandescent street lights in St. Paul and Minne-
apolis, which is very satisfactory, but he said that

until a simple and inexpensive type of post is

designed which will serve the purpose, he thought
the introduction of such a system w-ould find its

usefulness only in business sections of the city,

where it would be installed with a view of ad-
vertising the business of mercantile establishments.

Mr. W. D'A. Ryan said that in his opinion there

is no question that incandescent lamps of from 40
to 60 candlepower are going to do a great deal in

the illumination of streets, but in order to ap-

proach the same effect of intrinsic brilliancy as

given by the arc with incandescent lamps, it would
be necessary to expend more energy with the in-

candescent lamp.

Reli.\eii.ity of Photometric Curves.

The paper on "Check on Reliability of Pho-
tometric Curves" was then presented by J." S.

Codman of Boston. Mr. Lansingh thought that

the problem of calculating illumination through a

vertical lamp was comparatively simple, but when
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that lamp was placed at an angle the problem

becomes more complex; it Mr. Codman could make

his method applicable to lamps which hang at an

angle, so that in the case of a chandelier, with a

number of lights at 45 degrees, the illumirjatlon

could be calculated, not only in a plane passmg

through the lamp axis, but also between the lamps,

the engineer would have something which he

needed very urgently.

Reflection from Diffekent Colored W.\ll Papers.

The next subject was "Coefficients, of Diffuse

Reflection," bv Dr. Louis Bell of Boston. Dr. Bell

said that in all cases there is the more or less

uncertain factor of wall reflection with which we
have to deal, and it therefore seemed desirable to

add somewhat to the meager data which are at the

disposal of the illuminating engineer by measuring

the coefficients of diffuse reflection by wall finishes,

chiefly papers, in various colors, both by daylight

illumination and by illumination from incandescent

lamps.

The material employed in the experiments is

chiefly wall paper of various finishes and of various

colors, the method adopted being to compare each

sample with a piece of standard white cardboard,

taken merely for purposes of comparison, using

the Munsell photometer. It was found that nearly

all the colors, all the strong colors, give somewhat

low-er coefficients than had been supposed. The
absolute coefficient of the standard cardboard was

0.74. The highest efficient obtained with any wall

paper was 0.64; that was with a very faint cream,

scarcely perceptibly different from wdiite. That

gave a coefficient of 0.64 with the incandescent lamp

and 0.53 with diffused daylight from a north win-

dow and a clear sky, which \>as the uniform con-

dition under which the daylight measurements were
made. Deep greens and deep reds ranged down-
ward from 0.64 to 0.05. the latter figure applying

to dark reds and dark greens.

The various results of finishes divided themselves

somewhat as follows : Incomparably better than

any of the deeply colored finishes come the very

light creams and yellows. These have coefficients

of the magnitude of 0.4 and 0.6. Next come the

medium papers of gray, yellow, bright red, very

light red, pink and lilac. The coefficients of these

run roughly from 0.20 to 0.40. Finally, last in the

line, come some of the very heavy papers, in

dark tones, which run down, say, to 0.15 or 0.05,

winding up with the deep red and deep greens,

which are nearly equally bad. A few experiments
were made wdth striped papers, and the condition

between the several stripes of the paper found
in practice was a really remarkable similarity.

These figures apply, so far as lights are concerned,

to light from the north sky on the one hand, and
the light from the ordinary incandescent lamp on
the other.

Concluding Business.

The next paper was that on "The Metallic Flame
Arc Lamp." by Mr. C. E. Stephens of Pittsburg,

Pa., which was followed by the paper on "New
Lights and New Illuminants from the Central-

station Point of View." by Mr. R. S. Hale of

Boston, which was read by the secretary. An ab-

stract of Mr. Hale's paper is given on page no.
A resolution of thanks to the Boston Edison

Company, to the governor and to the mayor, to

the committee of arrangements and the members
and others who prepared papers, was then passed,

and the convention stood adjourned.

Convention Notes.

The Pittsburg section was well represented, and

New York had a good quota in the convention hall.

The palm for devotion to the cause must be

awarded to R. Garland Gentry, who came on from

Denver to attend the convention.

The harbor excursion of Wednesday afternoon

was an ideal trip on an ideal afternoon and closed

the convention's proceedings with just the right

sort of recreation.

The Massachusetts gas and electric^Iight com-

missioners were present at some of the proceedings

and appeared to enjoy the papers which had a

bearing upon their official duties.

The various committees did the work assigned

to them with excellent results. The society's first

convention as a whole was handled as if con-

ducted by veterans of long experience.

There were several ladies in the city as guests

of the members, and the committee having charge

of their entertainment saw to it that nothing was

lacking to make their stay here a memorable event.

President Sharp made an admirable presiding

officer. He jireparcd the way for some interesting

inquiries and discussions with leading questions,

and facilitated the business of the convention very

efficiently.

John Campbell, as chairman of the convention

committee, was certainly a hustler. He had charge

'li the city's preparations for electrical decorations

during the week, and his untiring energy was man-
ifested in Iiis success with both fields of effort.

Among well-known electrical men who attended

and whose names are not given elsewhere may
be mentioned W. H. Atkins of Boston. E. P.

Bernard of Boston, C. B. Humphrey of Pittsburg,

Converse D. Marsh of New York, George R.

Stetson of New Bedford, Mass., and Arthur Will-
iams of New York.

Miss Estelle C. Westervelt was Secretary Lan-
singh's able assistant in the duties of the office.

Registration, delivery of papers and badges and
other details of the w'ork were attended to with
celerity and a commendable degree of system.

The courtesy of the Boston Edison Electric Il-

luminating Company was thoroughly appreciated.
The convention hall was just the right size for the
meetings, and the company's contingent among the
participants in the proceedings w^as a large one.

Chairman Campbell found time to pilot a large
party over to the electric fountain on the Common
Wednesday evening, and the brilliant effects ob-
tained from the illuminations installed at the base
of the fountain under his direction were much
admired.

Power Distribution Project for Paris.

[From the Paris correspondent of the Western Electrician.]

There has been some talk of late of a project for

an extensive power transmission for the city of

Paris, using the river Rhone for operating a large

hydraulic plant and erecting a 250-mile pole line

from the station to Paris, which would be operated

at 120,000 volts. Such a project is being consid-

ered seriously in electrical circles, as the need is

felt for an increased supply of current. In this

way the •city would have a large amount of electric

power which could be delivered to subscribers at

a low price. The main idea is to use it for sup-
plying the large subscribers mainly for motors in
large factories and elsewhere, also for electric

traction. Arrangements can also be made for dis-

tributing current to small factories and home work-
shops in the city. It is not the intention to com-
pete with the city lighting companies in this case.

The present project has been draw-n up by three
competent engineers, Messrs. Blondel, Harle and
Mahl, and not long since Mr. Harle. who is one
of the members of the construction firm of Sautter,

Harle & Co., presented a report wliich shows the
general lines upon which such a plant could be
laid out to advantage. It is proposed to use either

the high-voltage direct-current system, such as is

now employed, for instance, on the Saint Maurice-
Laus^ane power line in Switzerland, which has been
described in the Western Electrician, or the three-

phase alternating system. The following is a con-
densed account of the project, as described in the
Harle report, with special reference to the three-

phase distribution

:

The hydraulic work would consist of a single dam
of great height just below the narrowest part of

the gorges of the Rhone, so as to cover these over
thejr entire length and bring the water level up
to the point which it reached before the erosion of

the gorges. The best point is near Genissat. in the

Ain district. The height of the water at the dam
will be 69.5 meters, and the dam will have a total

height of 72.5 meters, which is exceptional, but

can be used, owing to the present favorable condi-

tions, as the dam will be convex on the upper side

and will be solidly braced between the sides of the

cliffs.

An overflow canal is provided, having a length of

80 meters and a width of eight meters. Ths offtake

canal for the turbine station will branch off from
the overflow^ canal. The hydraulic work comprises

a series of basins, one for each pair of generator

groups. W^ater will be admitted by Stoney gates

which are operated electrically from a distant point.

To each basin is connected a penstock of 2.7 me-
ters diameter, laid in a trench cut in the rock

upon a bed of beton.

In the turbine plant there will be 24 main turbines

of 10,000 kilowatts each and eight turbines of 500

kilowatts for the exciters operated by separate in-

lets. There will be two exciters for each group of

eight alternators. One of them will be sufficient

to give the regular field current and the other is

used as a standby.

Each alternator circuit going to the bus-bars is

formed of a separate set of cables, placed upon
beton supports below the floor of the station. In

a special brick construction will be lodged the

switch connections, placed upon insulators. All

the cables will be laid in a set of underground

galleries ending at the starting point of the over-

head lines. In the station proper there will be

only an exciter switchboard antl a second board

for the motors of the station. At some distance

from the building and on the river bank will be

installed the station which is used for the starting

point of the overhead line. Here the alternators will

be operated from a distance and c,in he connected

on one or the other line. This arrangement will

resemble the one used by the Ontario Power Com-
pany at Niagara Falls.

Each of the alternators is connected by a three-

phase cable to the line station, and it will be

operated in an efficient manner from this point.

where arc placed the instruments and switches. All

the main bars will be double, and the connections

made by oil switches will en.ible each alternator

to feed either of the two main pole lines through

transformers or else to feed the local pole line at

12,000 volts directly.

Each of the main lines will receive high-voltage
current from a bank of six single-phase transform-
ers, making two per phase in parallel. The trans-
formers will raise the voltage from 12.000 to
120,000 volts, and perhaps later on to 150,000 volts,
and are of the oil type with water cooling. The
high-tension end will have no switches, these being
only on the low-tension side. In case of an acci-
dent to one of the lines the circuit of the alter-

nators wliich work in parallel on that line will be
opened and the line will be thrown out of use,
The machines will then be connected to the other
line, which will be overloaded until the repairs are
finished. In case of accident to a transformer wdiich
feeds one of the lines, all the current will be broken
on the three phases of that line, transferring suc-
cessively all the alternators to the second line. The
transformer will then be replaced by a reserve
transformer, restoring the former connections.
The line station will be built of two stories and

will be almost as large as the turbine house, thus
needing a great outlay for this purpose. However,
this disadvantage will be compensated by the fact
that the sub-station at Paris will be a simple trans-
former post and will give much less expense than
for the direct-current project. At the Paris end a
bank of transformers will be needed as at the
other station, but they can be of a smaller type,
lowering the voltage to 12,000 volts. A set of oil

switches will give the current distribution to the
different feeders.

The three-phase lines will be carried upon iron
towers or pylons and they will be erected alto-

gether on private property. This will reduce the
number of angles to a minimum and the pylons
can be spaced better in a straight line. The cost
will be reduced by making the pylons large at the
base. The three-phase lines will be two in number,
but they will work in parallel, or each one can
take all the load for a certain time with a greater
loss in case the other line should be out of service.

There . are three cables per line, with a section

of 300 square millimeters and a tension of 120.000

volts. Each cable is mounted on a heavy insulator

placed at the three angles of a triangle and upon
stout iron tubes fixed in metallic cross-arms. Such
cables are not likely to break, and they will have
a considerable sag. Insulators are now made for

as high as 120,000 volts three-phase, and even more,
accordin.g to information obtained by the pro-

moters from America. Self-induction and capacity

will not figure here, according to the calculations,

using the frequency of 25 cycles.

Another feature of the project relates to the use

of the current in Paris. It will be used mainly
for industrial purposes and is designed to give

\'ery cheap current for factories, traction lines, etc.,

which will use current on a large scale. Current
will be furnished to the heavy consumers by means
of sets of mains belonging to the municipality or

its concessionaires, or else by private lines, since

the latter are made independent by the act of June
IS. igoS. This will allow of making a distribution

at high tension to subscribers taking abo\'e 20 kilo-

watts by means of a special netw^ork, using a pri-

mary voltage of 12.000 volts for the large factories

and a secondary distribution at 2.000 volts for the

smaller subscribers. The mains will be run in

districts where groups of subscribers are placed.

Such a system is now in favor in England through-

out the country and even in London for motor
current at 2,000 and 500 volts. The use of high-

tension cables at a low cost of copper with few

transformer stations is the cause of the low price

of such current. Under these conditions we may
estimate a cost of $50 per kilowatt distributed, or

for 50.000 kilowatts, which is the assumed figure for

the start, about $2,500,000. The steam engines now
in use in factories, etc.. will be kept as a standby,

so that this expense will be less. Besides a re-

serve current can be secured from a neighboring

city plant if needed.

In the case of three-phase current the distribution

at Paris will start directly from the main trans-

formers of the sub-station. But for the direct-cur-

rent project the sub-station must be equipped with

groups of rotarv converters, consisting of direct-

current motors coupled to alternators. However,

some of the existing sub-stations in the city could

have their generators driven by adding direct-cur-

rent motors. About half the current needed for

Paris can he transformed to three-phase current by

a large sub-station at Ivry. in' the eastern suburbs,

and the other half converted into direct current

in other sub-stations, some of these placed on the

spot, such as for tramway stations, railroads, etc.

Scotland Yard May be Called Up by
Telephone at Last.

.Mthough it may hardly seem credible, Seoiland

Yard, the headquarters of the crijiiinal investigation

department in London, has just been connected up

to the public telephone system. As the outcome

of much pressure and some ridicule, the various

London police stations were similarly connected

a short time ago, but Scotland Yard has held out

until now. Of course, there has all along been

an elaborate ystem of private telephones between

the various police .stations and with Scotland Yard.
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ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
I'.v Geo. R. MRTCAi.re.

XXVIII.—Electric Lighting.

Incanukslknt La MI'S.

.\ftir llic process of nasliiii),' is completed, the

ril.iiiunl. willi (he ghiss neck to wliicli it is at-

tached, is iiilroduced into a glass bull), and the

neck and hull) are securely scaled. The large end

of the hulh has a glass neck projecting from it

hy means of which the lamp is attached to an air

pinnp, and the air is exh.iusted from the hnll). A
very high degree of exhaustion is necessary in

order to ;ivoitl consuming the filament, besides

diminishing the amouiil of licat conveyed to the

glass, and preventing llic destruction of the fila-

ment by currents of gas which the heating of the

tilament would set up in the bulb.

Formerly the Sprengle type of mercury pump
was used exclusively for exhausting lamps, and

while it did this very elTcctively it required a great

many hours of pumping to produce a sufficiently

high vacuum. Within recent years the mechanical

air pump has been perfected to such a degree that

long life, but its canillei)inver will lie Ic5.s than

normal, and it will burn with a dull red glow,

giving very inferior Illumination, which will not

be satisfactory to customers.

It is therefore of imporlance that lamps be

burned as close as possible to their proper voltage,

and this requires a careful testing and assorting

of every lamp as it Is manufactured.

El'FICIKNCV.

The term efficiency as applied to incandescent

lamps means the amount of power consumed '
per

canillepower of light. Kor example, a i6-candlc-

power lamp burning on iio-volt circuit takes one-

half an ampere of current. The watts consumed

are equal to the amperes multiplied' by the volts,

or no X !4 = 55 watts; 55 -r 16 = 34, or 3.4

watts per candle. The most economical carbon-

filament lamps available at present have an effi-

ciency of 3.1 watts per candlepower, which cor-

responds to about 1,300° C. temperature of the

filament, and if this efficiency is increased, or, in

G lass Stem and
Glass Stem with
Leading-in Wire

Ready for
Exhaustinc.

Finished Lamp
Without Base.

Lamp with
Base Attachtd.

STAGES IN THE MANUFACTURE OF AN INCANDESCENT LAMP.

this work can now be done in a small fraction of

the time required by the mercury pumps.

After the lamp has been pretty well exhausted,

it is heated by passing current through the fila-

ment, and this heating has the effect of driving

off any gas which may cling to the surface of the

glass or w-hich may be occluded in the filament or

the paste at the joints. When the pumping process

is completed, the tube on the end of the lamp is

sealed off, and the base is attached by means of

plaster of paris, thus forming a complete incan-

descent lamp.

The accompanying illustration shows some of

the stages in the manufacture of incandescent

lamps.

The process of manufacture of incandescent lamps

has been so perfected that it is possible to turn

out a grade of lamps wdiich will be very nearly

uniform, but as it is necessary in burning incan-

descent lamps in multiple to have all lamps on the

same circuit almost absolutely uniform, each lamp

must be separately tested for voltage and candle-

power.

There are' in use, for various purposes, lamps

of all kinds of voltages and candlepower, the

former ranging from four volts, for small battery

lamps, to 220 volts for central-station circuits.

They are also made in sizes of from a fraction

of a candlepower up to 50 and sometimes ico

candlepower. The great majority of central-station

circuits, however, are nominally no-volt circuits,

although practically they vary from 100 to 118

volts, and all incandescent lamps used for central-

station distribution must be sorted for voltage, so

as not to vary more than one or two volts from

the circuit on which they are to be used.

If a. lamp is connected to a circuit of higher

voltage than that for which it was made, it will

burn at a higher efficiency and give a greater

candlepower and a more brilliant light than it

would at its normal voltage, but it will do this

at the expense of its life, which will be greatly

reduced. On the other hand, if the lamp is burned

at too low a voltage, it will generally have a ver}-

Note.—This series of articles, intended to survey, briefly,
the whole field of applied electricity for light, power and heat,
was begun in the Western Electrician of February 2, 1907.

other words, if the filament is burned at a higher

temperature than this, it will rapidly disintegrate.

It is therefore impracticable to exceed 3.1 watts

efficiency with ordinary carbon-filament lamps.

An incandescent lamp burns at its highest effi-

ciency; and consequently at its maximum economy,

wdien new. After having been in use for a short

time the lamp begins to deteriorate, because of

the very slow but constant deposit of carbon on
the interior of the bulb. This not only darkens the

lamp, so that it gives less light, but the carbon

deposited on the bulb comes from the surface of

the filament, which is thus reduced in size and
therefore increased in resistance, so that it takes

less current and gives a great deal less light.

It is evident, then, that barring accidental break-

age of either the bulb or the filament an incan-

descent lamp of, say, 16 candlepower, w^hen new.
would continue to depreciate very slowly at first,

and afterward more rapidly, until eventually it

would give perhaps only four or five candlepower.

For a long time, however, before it reaches its

ultimate life, it, will be comparatively useless for

ordinary lighting purposes.

The useful life of a lamp is generally very much
shorter than its possibile ultimate life, and is usually

considered about 600 to 800 hours. At the end of

this period the lamp will generally drop off three

or four candlepower, and it is generalh- considered

that when a lamp has lost 20 per cent, of its

initial candlepower it should be replaced by a new
one.

To obtain the most economical results, lamps

should always be renewed at the end of their use-

ful life, and it is a fairly safe rule to follow to

replace a lamp whenever it shows any appreciable

deterioration.

The etficiency of a lamp to be used on any

particular circuit should be selected with reference

to the closeness of regulation of the circuit volt-

age. The 3.1-watt lamps are not suitable for cir-

cuits which show any appreciable voltage variation.

If the circuit varies two or three per cent, or

more in voltage, then 3^ or even four-watt lamps

should be selected, in order to obtain a reasonable

length of life.

The reason for this is that the high-efficiency

lamp buniit at a much liJRlier temiicraluru th.in

the low-clTicierncy famp, and any slight Increase in

voltage with the former lamp increases the tem-

piralure of the filament to an extent which causer,

very rapid deterioration, whereas with a lamp of

lower efficiency the temperature of the filament is

lower, and a moderate incrcanc in its tempera-
ture, due to a temporary rise in voltage, would
not raise its temperature to a dangerous degree.

In comparing ilillereni lamps, the caiidlejiower

rating is a more or less ambiguous term, unless

the direction from which the light of the lamp is

measured is taken into account. In dilTcrent t>pcs

of incandescent lamps a great variety of shapes of

filaments may be noticed. In some lamps the fila-

ment will be a simple U-shapcd carbon, while in

others there will he one or several turns of the fila-

ment, forming a spiral coil at the end of the bulb.

Between two such lamps the distribution of light will

be quite diflferent. The simple U-shapcd filament will

give practically 16 candlepower at every point in a

horizontal plane, while if the mean horizontal

candlepower of the spiral-filament lamp be i(j, the

candlepower measured from the end of the Lamp
will generally be considerably more.

In order, therefore, to compare lamps of very

diflferent shaped filaments, it is necessary to take

the mean spherical candlepower, which is the nie.an

value of the light taken from every direction. For
purposes of general illumination, the amount of light

given off in the upper hemisphere, assuming the

lamp to be suspended vertically, is of compara-

tively little importance. It is the horizontal illumi-

nation directly beneath the lamp which is chieily

desired. For this reason, the' mean hemispherical

candlepower, or all the light given out below the

horizontal plane, is the most useful measure for

_the comparison of different lamps.

Distribution.

Incandescent lamps are used almost entirely for

interior lighting, and are only adapted for constant-

potential circuits. As the lamps are connected in

multiple across the circuit, the greater the number
of lamps used, the greater the amount of current

which must be carried. In large systems, where
many thousands of lamps are distributed over a

considerable area, the amount and cost of copper

conductors soon become a very expensive factor,

and to reduce the cost of copper what is known as

the three-wire system of distribution was invented,

and will be described later. In this system the

voltage of distribution is doubled, which permits

a saving of about two-thirds of the copper required

for a similar two-wire distribution.

Although an incandescent lamp is-r.ot very well

adapted for street lighting in series, several methods
have been devised for adapting it to series lighting

for outdoor illumination in small towns and vil-

lages where the expense of arc lighting is not

warranted. A few of these series systems have been

installed, l:ut they are not generally considered

very successful.

Take, for example, a 32-candIepower lamp re-

quiring 100 volts. A series of 20 of these lamps
would require a ^current of only a little more than
one ampere at 2,000 volts. Such a current could
be carried by a conductor merely large enough to
support its own w-eight, but in case of the acci-

dental breakage or burning out of an}- one lamp
in the series, the whole circuit of lamps would go
out unless some provision be made for bridging
over the gap of the burned-out lamp. This is ac-
complished in some cases by the fusing together
of the terminal wire in any lamp in which the
filament is broken.

Series circuits of this sort are also sometimes
operated from constant-potential circuits by means
of constant-current transformers- Ordinary incan-
descent lamps, however, are not usually satisfactory
for street illumination, and as the action of the
series lamps in short-circuiting themselves when
burned out is uncertain, the system as a whole is

not to be recommended.
^To be continued.^

Illinois Electric Association NextWeek.
The annual meeting of the Illinois State Electric

.Association will be held on August 14th and 15th.
The members will meet at Peoria and take the
Illinois, the state fish commissioners' boat, for La
Salle, where special cars of the Illinois Vallev
Railway Company will carry them to Starved Rock.
Some form of entertainment will be provided there,
and the next morning the members will again take
the Illinois for the return trip.

The complete programme has not as yet been
finished by Secretarj' Chubbick. but that the meet-
ing will be w'ell worth attending is assured. The
trip up the Illinois River to La Salle is a most
interesting one and will make -an ideal outing,
combining tlie business of the convention with the
pleasure of the boat ride.
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The Concepts and Terminology of Illu-

minating Engineering.'

By Clayton H. Sharp.

In tlie infancy of a science tlie concepts regaril-

ing it are necessarily ncitlier very clear nor definite.

The terminology of a science always lags far behind

fhe actual state of the science itself. We must

have the thing before we have a name for it; we
must have the concept before we have a word to

express it. An e.xact terminologj', as contrasted

with a loose one, is found to be more and more

essential in proportion as- its concepts develop and

as the science itself progresses in exactitude. As
long as the treatment of the science is qualitative

only, no particular need is felt for an exact ter-

minology. As, however, the science becomes quan-

titative and involves exact measurements of the

quantities entering into it the need for a terminol-

ogy which is correspondingly precise is felt. For

instance, in the earlier days of the science of

mechanics no strict differentiation was made be-

tween the terms force, work and power. At the

present time, however, these concepts and the ter-

minology corresponding thereto are very clearly

differentiated. The interrelations of things are not

seen in the same way when a science is young as

they are when it has, so to speak, reached its ina-

turity.

The simplest and most obvious relations arc Ihc

ones which first are used, and it is only with ad-

vancing knowledge that the utility of the less ob-

vious relations comes to be appreciated. This is

true for an applied science as well as for i pure

science. In the application of scientific principles

and industrial products to the uses of everyday

life it usually happens that the practitioner at first

proceeds in a purely empirical way. He is likely,

ho-wever, very soon to find a need for greater ex-

actitude in his work; consequently his terminology,

which at first was of the crudest description, be-

comes more exact and perhaps more complex. His
concepts of what he is working with, which at

first are ine.xact and hazy, necessarily become cleared

with time, and he finds that the ideas on which
he proceeded at first, while they may have been
more or less correct, yet are not the ones v.'hich

are most useful in the more extensive practice

which time has brought.

We are led now to ask what is the state or con-

dition of the science of illuminating engineerin-^

in regard to its terminology and its concepts. This
science is founded on the ancient science of optics.

All the optical principles which apply to illuminat-

ing engineering have been known for many years.

Optics is, in many respects, an exact science. The
laws of reflection, refraction, dift'raction and polari-

zation have been studied with minute care. The
measurement of wave lengths and angles of ro-

tatory polarization as well as the computation of

lenses, mirrors and other optical apparatus have
been carried to an extraordinary degree of pre-

cision. In spite of all this, however, the science

of optics has remained in a rudimentary condition

in so far as its terminology and concepts relating

to light as an output used for purposes of illum'na-

tion are concerned.

At the present time, in his quantitative work, the

illuminating engineer deals chiefly with candlepowcr
in its various aspects and with intensity of illumina-

tion. He does not, as a rule, employ any term
which expresses directly the quantity of light

which is being emitted by the source with which
he is dealing. This is surprising, for the quantity

of light which he had at his command is of vital

importance to him. The distribution of this light

he can arrange according to his own wishes by the

use of various devices. Now the proper term for

the quantity of light is easily found by a consid-

eration of the physical nature of light itself. Light
consists in ether waves propagated with a velocity

of 300,000 kilometers per second. A source of light

is simply a wave-maker. It agitates the ether con-
tinually and sends out a constant stream or flow

of such waves in all unobstructed directions. If

wc take any transparent plane on one side of

which is a source of light we may think of a con-

tinual flow of wave-trains in the ether across this

plane. If wc surround our source of light by a

closed, transparent surface, say an imaginary sphere,

the total flow of ether-trains through this surface
measures the luminous output of the source. For
the sake of uniformity with the usages of other
branches of physics, etc., the wave-flow is referred
to by using the Latin name for flow, namely,
"flux."

Wc should form a concept, then, of all sources
of light, whether primary or secondary, as the start-

ing points of luminous flux, and of all spaces sur-
rounding such sources of light as traversed by this

luminous flu.x. Having formed the concept of
luminous flux the following definitions and rela-

tions are a direct consequence; The output of any
lamp is measured by the total luminous flux which
it emits; the brightness of a diffusely reflecting or
transmitting surface is proportional to the luminous
flux which it emits per unit of area; the reflecting

or transmitting power of such a surface is the ratio
of the luminous flux which it emits to that which it

receives: the intensity of illumination on any jur-

f. Abstract of the prebidcntial address at (he convention of the
Illuminklins Eosineerins Society, boston, Jutr 30, 1907.

face is the flux which it receives per unit of area.

All the above quantities are of vital importance in

illuminating engineering, in view of which fact it

would be surprising if the concept of luminous flu.x

should not prove itself to be very useful in the

everyday work of the illuminating engineer.

It is necessary first to define a unit in terms of

which luminous flux is to be measured and to

establish its relation to the unit of luminous in-

tensity, the candlepowcr. This is done in a way
analogous to that employed in magnetism and elec-

trostatics ; that is, unit flux is defined as the flux

emitted by a light of unit intensity, or one can-
dlepowcr, in a unit solid angle. A unit solid angle
is the solid angle subtended at the center of a
sphere by a portion of the surface of the sphere
bounded by four lines, each equal in length to the
radius of the sphere. There are 477 or 12.57 suci
solid angles in the entire sphere. This being the
case, we have approximately the relation that -t

unit solid angle is the one subtended at a point by
a surface one foot square, one foot distant from
that point, or by a surface one meter square, one
meter distant from the point, or a surface one yard
square, one yard distant from the point, etc. If

at the apex of such a solid angle a light source of

one candlepowcr be placed, a unit luminous flux will

pass through any transverse plane through the solid

angle, no matter what the inclination of the plane
or its distance from the light. In terms of this

unit luminous flux is measured.

The relation between the total luminous flu.x of

a source of light and the mean spherical candle-

power of that source is at once seen. If we con-
sider a * source of light having an intensity of one
candlepowcr in all directions, its mean, spherical
candlepowcr would be one: and since there are 477

solid angles in a sphere surrounding that source
the total flux from it will be 4-n- unit of flux. If

the mean spherical candlepowcr of a source is Is

its total flux will be equal to 4^ L, or * equals

Air Isi where * represents the total flux and Is the

mean spherical intensity. Thus the total flux is

numerically equal to 12.57 times the mean spherical

candlepowcr of the source.

We have next to consider the relations existing

between flu.x of light and intensity of illumination.

As we have seen, the flu.x falling on a plane sur-

face one foot square placed one foot distant from
a light of one candlepowcr is approximately a unit

flux. But the illumination on that surface is unit

illumination if we measure in English units. If the
same plane surface is removed to a distance of

two feet from the light, only one-fourth of the
total flux falls on it and the illumination is one-
fourth as intense. In other words, the intensity

of illumination on any surface is measured by the

luminous flux per unit of that surface or by the

flux density. This relation may be expressed thus

:

#
E =— . From this relation the familiar inverse

s

square law may at once be deduced.
The above equation becomes of practical im-

portance in computing average illumination results.

If, for instance, we know that from a given source
or sources of light a certain flux falls upon the

plane of reference, we can determine at once the

average illumination on this plane by dividing the

flux by the area of the plane. Thus the average
illumination is determined without direct reference
to the candlepowcr of the sources. Conversely,
measurements of illumination on a given plane
enable us to determine the flux of light falling

on that plane. This is a quantity of great impor-
tance, since it leads us to a value for what we
may term the net efficiency of the installation, or
the efficiency of utilization of the light. By the

net efiiciency of the installation, or the efficiency

of utilization, would then be meant the ration of
flux which falls upon the horizontal plane of ref-

erence, to the total luminous flu.x emitted by the
lamps in the room.
The procedure for determining the value of the

luminous flux from a lamp, either its total flux
or the flux within a certain solid angle, is similar
to that pursued in determining the mean spherical
candlepowcr and mean hemispherical candlepowcr.
etc. For instance, the well-known Rousseau dia-

gram, so generally emnloyed for the determination
of mean spherical candlepowcr, is r.cally a flux dia-

gram. If the Rousseau diagram extends over 180
degrees polar distance, the total area which it

encloses is proportional to the total flux of Ught
from the lamp and the part which is enclosed
between any two angles as marked on the axes
of the abscissas, is proportional to the flux from
the zone or from the solid angle. Consequently,
any method which will yield the mean spherical,

mean hemispherical, or mean zonular cAndlepower
will give, with practically no modification, the
luminous flux corresponding thereto. The Mat-
thews integrating photometer may be calibrated
.so as to give directly the total luminous flux from
lhe_ lamp measured by it, or other integrating
devices may be employed. By the use of such
devices as are at hand today, it would not be at

all impossible to rate lamps according to their

total luminous flux rather than according to their

candlepowcr. Thus at one stroke the difficulty

would be cleared up which arises from the actual
difference in performance of incandescent electric

lamps, which are rated alike according to our
present arbitrary method. Using one of the meth-
ods indicated above, it is a matter of no diflSculty

to determine what the total flux of light will be.

^
Having pointed out certain reasons why the no-

tion of luminous flux should find extensive ap-
plication in illuminating engineering work, let us
consider for a moment the question of terminology.
We have at the present time a name for the unit
of luminous intensity. We call that the candle,
and we measure luminous intensities in candle-
power.

It is usual in this country to express illumination
in terms of the candle, and of the foot as the
unit of distance. We have no suitable name for
this unit of illumination ; by some it is called the
candle-foot, by others the foot-candle. Some make
the plural candle-feet, others make it foot-candles.
The name is inappropriate and awkward, since
ordmarily, when we place two words in conjunc-
tion like this, we mean the product of the two
quantities involved, as, for example, in foot-pounds,
where we mean the product of the feet by the
pounds. The foot-candle or the candle-feet, how-
ever, means candles divided by^ not feet, but feet
squared; consequently the term is doubly inap-
propriate. It would, therefore, be very desirable,
if we are going to adhere to this unit of illurai-^
nation, to have a suitable name for it. If we use
the metric system, a name for the unit of illumi-
nation is at once at hand. In this system the
candle may be the unit of luminous intensity, but
the meter is taken as the unit of length. The
illumination produced by one candle at a distance
of one meter is called the "lux." On account of
the relation existing between the foot and the me-
ter, it happens that the lux is about 10 times the
size of the foot-candle. To be more exact, it is
10.8. The use of the lux, however, involves the
use of an unaccustomed unit of length, and it is
consequently found awkward.
When it comes to the unit of flux of light, as

we have seen, the unit of length does not enter.
The unit of flux depends only upon the chosen
unit for luminous intensity, and consequently we
may adopt the name which has already been sug-
gested and used for this purpose, namely, the
lumen." By the lumen we mean the flux of

light emitted by a source of one candlepowcr
through a unit solid angle, and, as we have seen
the number of lumens falling on a surface, divided
by the area of the surface in square feet, will
give the illumination in foot-candles, or the num-
ber of lumens falling upon a surface, divided by
the area of that surface in square meters, will
give the illumination on that surface in lux. It
would, therefore, seem to be an obvious thing to
do to adopt the lumen as the name for the unit of
luminous flux.

We have in this kind of work at least three
kinds of efficiency to consider. We have, first, the
efficiency of the illuminant as such; second,' the
efficiency of the illumination installation irrespective
of the lamp (this may be called the net efficiency
of the installation, or the efficiency of utilization
of the light)

; and, third, the efiiciency of the in-
stallation, including the lamp (this may be called
the gross eflSciency of the installation). The effi-
ciency of the lamp, if it be an electric lamp, would
properly be determined by its lumens per watt;
this term has not come into use, but deserves to
do so. Instead of lumens per watt, we speak of
watts per candle. Watts per candle measures for
a given type of lamp, the specific consumption of
that lamp. True specific consumption would be
measured by watts per lumen. The term watts per
candle, while a very convenient one from the lamp-
maker's point of view, is not so good a term
for the use of the illuminating engineer. It is to
be hoped, therefore, that in time lamps will be
designated by their efiiciencies, and the eflSciencies
will be expressed in terms of lumens per watt.
What we ordinarily at the present day call a 16-
candlepower 3.1 watts per candle lamp would, under
that system, have a rating of 163 lumens ' and an
efiiciency of 3.3 lumens per watt. In the case of
gas lamps, the eflSciency could be expressed in
terms of lumens per cubic foot per hour.
Going next to the net efficiency of the installa-

tion, irrespective of the lamp. This is the efficiency
which it is the especial province of the illuminating
engineer to attend to. Given any illuminants what-
ever, there is some best way to equip and to ar-
range them so as to produce a maximum result
in illumination. This efiiciency may be expressed
in terms of the lumens received on the horizontal
plane of reference, divided by total lumens emitted
by the lamps. The gross efficiency includes fhe
efficiency of the lamps themselves. This is the effi-

ciency with which the user of the installation, the
man who pays the bills, is most interested. This
efficiency can be expressed in terms of lumens on
the plane of reference per watt, or per cubic foot
per hour expended in feeding the lamps. But, as
the foot-candles multiplied by the square feet

gives the luminous flux in lumens, consequently
the expression foot-candles per watt per square

foot is equivalent numerically to lumens per watt;

so that here again the introduction of the notion

of luminous flux, and of the term lumen, justifies

itself by reducing an expression of unusual com-
plexity to one of very great simplicity.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Difference Between Auto-transformer
and Starting Compensator.

H. D., CliicaRO: Wli;it is the (liffciciicc between

an anlo-transformer and a starling conipensiilor?

Answiui.

These names are oflen nsed intoieliangeably, so

that tlie device spolcen of in lliis answer as an

auto-lransfurnier may not lie what is familiar lo

the reader as an aiito-'U'ansformer, hnt llie device

fi e ^

FIG. I. niAGRAM OK AUTO-TKANSFORMKU.

represented schematically by Fig. i is most com-

monly referred to as an auto-transformer, and that

in Fig. 2 as a starting compensator.

The difference between the two devices is the

additional coil necessary in the starting compen-

sator, the latter being a transformer with a sub-

divided secondary graded lo give the proper volt-

age values for starting.

In Fig. 2 (E) represents the line voltage im-

pressed on the primary; the terminals (i) (2)

(3) (4) ^f"^ steps from less than one-half the

secondary voltage to full secondary voltage.

In the auto-transformer of Fig. i (E) is the line

voltage as before and the terminals (i) (2) (3)

(4) are steps in the secondary side. The sec-

ondary voltage of this device cannot be higher than

line voltage. Variation in the working load of

motors causes more fluctuation in the line circuit

than when the compensator is used, and there are
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N pole hccoines an S pole and vice versa. Now we
have two S poles opponcd, and beinu of similar

sign they repel. Thus, there will always be repul-

sion or "bucking" wlilcli ever way the current is

llowing throngli the pair. Arrange to rcvorsc the

current supply a number of limes a second. Com-
mercial allernaling current is such a current. Then
if the pair of niagnels are connected to the same

source of alternating-current supply Ihey will repel

or "buck" ;is Ihe questioner describes.

The flow of alternating current through the

windings of an elect rom.agnct is limited by the

pure resistance of the wire and by the self-induc-

tion of the turns. When the two magnets arc in

"bucking" relation it may be explained that one

magnet tends lo demagnetize the other, or that the

effect of (he turns in one direction neutralizes those

in the other, destroying the self-induction, so that

only the resistance of the wire limits the current

How.

If the connections of one magnet be reversed

from those shown in the diagrams there will always

be attraction, since an N pole and an S pole will be

adjacent. In this case the m.agncts arc in helping

scries, so the sclf-induclion of the coils is cumula-

tive and less current will flow.

4 3 a 1 o

FIG. 2. DIAGRAM OF STARTING COMPENSATOR.

disadvantages in having the line and feed parts

of a circuit in metallic contact.

The auto-transformer, however) is a very flexible

device and its constant losses are less, which

means less heating. These losses are less because

the copper losses and iron losses almost cease

when the secondary is taking full voltage, there

being in that case only a small current flow in

the coils.

It might be well to mention that the name com-

pensator is also quite badly overworked in elec-

trical terminology; for instance, there are starting

compensators for direct-current motors. These are

usually called controllers or starting rheostats.

Repulsion of Electromagnets on Alter-
nating Currents.

C. B. H., Austin, 111. : How is it that you can
connect up a pair of magnets so they will "buck"
on alternating current, and why in this arrange-
ment is there such an excessive flow of current?

Answer.

Connect two electromagnets, as shown in Fig. i,

to a source of direct current. If the terminals

Fie- I. Fig. 2i

REPULSION OF ELECTROMAGNETS ON ALTERNATING

CURRENTS.

and windings are as indicated, poles will be pro-

duced as lettered. The two N poles opposed will

repel. Now reverse the direction of current supply,

leaving all other connections as before (see Fig.

2). When the current in the windings of each is

reversed the polarity of each will te reversed; each

The Westlnghouse Report.

In the recent report of President George West-

lnghouse and other officers of the Westlnghouse

Electric and Manufacturing Company some inter-

esting facts arc given concerning the business of

this great manufacturing company. The company

is the possessor of a large number of patents,

and licenses under a still greater number have

been acquired by agreement with the General Elec-

tric Company. These jointly operated patents

amount to many thousand in number, and at a con-

servative estimate aggregate a value of $30,000,000.

The foreign Westlnghouse companies—in Eng-

land, Canada, France, Italy, Russia and Austria

—

are closely associated with the Westlnghouse Elec-

tric Company, Ltd., all of the shares of which are

owned by the Westlnghouse Electric and Manufac-

turing Company. The British company reports a

business of $6,000,000 a year, while the French

company, in executing a large contract for the

electrification of Italian railways, has organized an

Italian company with new works near Genoa. The
Russian company, also a French subsidiary, is now
engaged on the contract of the $5,000,000 street-

railway electrification in St. Petersburg. Tungsten

incandescent lamps are the principal production of

the works near Vienna, Austria.

The reputation of the Westlnghouse engineers

has been enhanced by the increasing adoption of

the single-phase railway system, which, in the lan-

guage of Vice-president Herr's report, has been

"invented, developed and promoted by this com-
pany."

The magnitude of the steam-railroad field prom-

ises a large amount of electrification work for years

to come. A heavy single-phase electric e.xpress

passenger locomotive recently built for the severe

duty of the Pennsylvania Railroad's New York
terminal has been tested with satisfactory results.

All during the work of railroad motor and equip-

ment design advances have been made, weights

materially reduced and efficiencies increased.

The engineering department has also recently

developed a new form of integrating wattmeter, a

new line of apparatus for high-voltage direct cur-

rent, steel mill machinery, generators designed for

direct connection to steam turbines, and metallic

flame arc lamps.

In the scheme of organization of the company
two large departments, those of erection and rail-

way construction, closely co-operate with the engi-

neering, sales and manufacturing departments. The
erection department is in charge of setting up the

apparatus on the purchaser's premises, while the

railway construction department, which is of recent

creation, executes such contracts in railway con-

struction where responsibility for the whole equip-

ment- has been assumed, the work often being done

during the regular operation of the road.

The Pittsburg plant has recently had its avail-

able manufacturing space increased about 10 per

cent, by the addition of a new building containing

250,000 square feet of floor space. The Sawyer-

Man Electric Company, which for some time has

been a Westlnghouse subsidiary, has undergone a

change in name to the Westlnghouse Lamp Com-

pany. A new factory at Watsessing, N. J., is now

manufacturing incandescent lamps with satisfactory

results.

Mr. Westlnghouse reports that the manufactur-

109

lug prufils aiirl other income of the Westinghouse

Electric and MaiuifacliirinK Company for April and

May, 1907, were $1,377,766. After making all de-

ductions, inclu'ling depreciation and interest, the

surplus was' iiA^ij,464, wliicli is at the rate of 20

per cent on tlic capital sloclc. It has been Ihe

policy of the company lo limit the capital slock to

actual necessilies. When Ihe increase of cajntal

slock now authorized has been sold Ibe outstand-

ing capital slock of the company will he $30,000,000.

'ihe number of employes on March 31, 1907, was
iH,3K6, an increase of 3,681 since the close of the

fiscal year 1906.

Geueralors of 10,000-kilowatt capacity are under
construction.

Hy a license from the Cooper Hewitt Electric

Company the Westlnghouse company is entitled to

m.amif.'tclure and sell the mercury-vapor rectifier.

A new form of incandescent lamp, known as the

"mclallizcd-filament lamp," is being placed on the

market.

Orders taken from April i, 1906, to March 31,

1907, were valued at $34,175,548.

The subsidiary companies arc the Bryant Electric

Company, the Perkins Electric Switch M'anufactur-

ing Company, the Westinghouse Lamp Company
and the R. D. Nuttall Company.
The total assets of the company on March 31st

were $72,270,855, while the net manufacturing profits

for the year ended March 31st were $4,179,575 and
the total income $5,435,910.

The roster of directors and officers is as follows:

Directors—Brayton Ives, chairman. New York;
A. N. Brady, New York; N. Willis Bumsted, Bos-
ton ; George W. Hebard, New York ; E. M. Hcrr,
Pittsburg; George C. Smith, Pittsburg; T. W.
Sicmon, Frank H. Taylor, New York; W. D. Upte-
graff, George Westinghouse, Pittsburg; H. H.
Westinghouse, New York.

Officers—President, George Westinghouse, Pitts-

burg; first vice-president,' E. M. Herr, Pittsburg;

second vice-president, L. A. Osborne, Pittsbuig;

fourth vice-president, Newcomb Carlton, New York;
acting vice-president, G. W. Hebard, New York;
W. M. McFarland, acting vice-president, Pittsburg;

Charles A. Terry, secretary. New York; T. W.
Siemon, treasurer. New York; H. F. Baetz, assist-

ant treasurer, Pittsburg; assistant treasurer, E. St.

John, New "York; general auditor, James C. Ben-
nett, Pittsburg; assfstant auditor, F. E. Craig,
Pittsburg; assistant auditor, W. B. Covil, Jr., Pitts-

burg.

Manufacturing Department—Manager of works,
Alex Taylor : assistant managers of works, F. W.
Cox, J. PI. Zimmerman and R. A. Smart.
Engineering Department—Chief engineer, B. G.

Lamme; assistant chief engineer, H. P. Davis; con-
sulting engineer, C. F. Scott.

Sales Department—Manager railway and light-

ing department, C. S. Cook; manager industrial and
power department, S.. L. Nicholson; manager detail

and supply department, C. B. Humphrey; manager
export department, Maurice Coster.

Business Men Take a Hand In Milwaukee
M. O. Situation.

Following the movement started by Comptroller
Bechtel to discourage the building of the proposed
million-dollar municipally owned electric-lighting

plant to compete with the present private corpora-
tion in Milwaukee, papers have been prepared in

a suit to enjoin the city from erecting the plant
on the ground that the city needs to invest

$1,500,000 in bridges, viaducts, schools and other
necessary improvements. To erect the city light

plant, as proposed, will mean indefinite deferring
of the other improvements, as the city is now too

' near its bond limit to build both the light plant
and the bridges, viaducts and schools.

T. J. Neacy is asking the injunction, which is

supported by the three business men's associations.

The city controller has announced that owing
to the city's financial condition he will not coun-
tersign contracts for the plant. It is said that

when the socialists began their agitation for a

municipal-light plant for Milwaukee there was
considerable public sentiment in favor of the plant,

but that now only the socialists favor the plant.

Ratification of ttie Wireless Conven-
tion.

Writing under date of July 27th the London cor-

respondent of the Western Electrician says:

"Although the government has again through the

prime minister reiterated its intention of ratifying

the Berlin radiotelegraphic convention of igo6 upon

the strength of the report of the select committee

(carried by a majority of one), strong efforts are

being made by the opposite party to bring about

a reconsideration of the whole matter. The Times

suggests a conference of the colonies with Great

Britain before a definite decision is arrived at.

Meanwhile the Marconi company is being suspected
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of again working up a press campaign, and people

seem somewhat chary of accepting an article in a

dailj- paper to the effect that German' capitalists

are negotiating for the purchase of a controlling

interest in the Marconi company."

New Lights and New llluminants from
the Central Station's Point of View.'

Bv R. S. Hale,

The new illuminants are devised by engineers

and inventors and are a great advance in the art

of lighting.

The public in the form of customers of the cen-

tral-station uses the new illuminant and gets the

advantage.

The central station is the intermediary between

the inventor and the customer. From most pomts

of view the central station makes and sells elec-

tricity rather than light, and if the central station

produces and sells its product purely as electricity,

tlien although the result might be important, yet

the question of the method of handling the intro-

duction of new illuminants would be of compara-

tively slight importance to the central station, or

rather the central station has but. little to do with

it. When the central station is concerned with

electricity only it looks forward either to liaving

the new' illuminants give so much more light that

they mav cut down the total output of electricity,

or, on the other hand, that the new illuminants

may so increase the demand for light that the

total output of electricity will increase; and if the

central station is supplying only electricity and tak-

ing no consideration of how it is used—in other

words, if the central station pursues a policy of

making no lamp renewals whatsoever—then, while

the central station is interested in the result it can

do but little more than to wait.

If, however, the central station is supplying lamps

and including the cost of them in its charge for

electricity—in other words, is selling light—then the

new illuminant comes before the central-station

manager in a very immediate and practical way.

In the first place the new illuminants are an im-

provement and the word itself means that the new

illuminants give a greater ratio between the light

received by the customer and the current sold.

The immediate effect may be either that the cen-

tral station sells the same number of units of elec-

tricity and the customer gets more light, or that

the customer gets the same amount of light as

before and purchases less electricity; and while the

immediate effect must lie between these two points,

yet the final result is effected by the increase in

business, and may be such that even more units of

electricity are used than ever before, and of course

in such case very much more light.

While it is possible that the new illuminants may

permanentlv cut down the central-station sales of

current for light, yet this is very improbable. It is

possible, for instance, that an improvement to, say,

50 candlepower per watt would affect the central-

station lighting business, and would be as unpleas-

ant to the central-lighting stations as the railroads

once were to the stage coaches. However, the

final result will be the same whatever the central

station does, and in my opinion the final result will

actually be a very large increase of business. Any
improvement in illuminants will bring in at least

some competitive business.

In addition to the competitive field there are

great latent possibilities. Many customers will pay

$5 a month for a certain number of units of light.

Thev will not pay $10 for double the number of

units, but they will pay, say, $ to for triple or quadru-

ple the number of units of light. Hence, while too

great an improvement in illuminants may cut down
the sales of electricity, there is an intermediate

point where tire improvement may actually increase

the sales, and the improvements that are now ap-

parently coming are, in my opinion, about this

point. An improvement from one-third of a candle

per watt to one candle per watt, such as is now in

sight, will, in . my opinion, ultimately increase the

sales of electricity, and it will not be until we get

to three or four candles per watt that the improve-

ments in illuminants will cut down the sales of

electricity.

If the central station is supplying free-lamp re-

newals and adopts the new illuminants, the imme-
diate effect will be to give the customers more
light in proportion to the money they pay; and

this may cither cause an immediate fall in income
followed, possibly, by an increase, or the central

station may use its influence so that from the start

the sales of current will remain the same or in-

crease, while the light received by the customer
shows a much greater increase.

This is the candlepower question. Today, or

rather yesterday, the central station supplied a

lamp giving 16 candlepower for 50 watts. If, on
the introduction of the. tungsten and tantalum
lamps they Kivc 16 candlepower for 20 watts, the

immediate ctttct would be a very considerable fall-

ing off in income, and the falling off in income
would be very much greater than the falling off

I. Abstract of a pa[>er preiienlcd at the coovcniionot the Illiimi-

oatinz Engineering Society. IJo>ton. July lo, 1007. Mr. Male i«

a^^itiant general superintendent of the Ediion Electric Illumi-
nattnc Company of fioston.

of e.Kpense, since every central station has a large

amount of fixed expenses that are not affected by
the immediate cost of current.

If this were a free country and there were no

socialists a central station might wisely risk the

temporary loss in income, looking to its future

profits to make up for the loss, but if in this

country the central station pays no dividends for

one or more years this is seldom or never taken

into consideration in the future when the question

of reducing its prices comes in ; hence the central

station, or rather the people who have been frugal

enough to save the money that built the central

station must plan to earn their dividend each year

and cannot risk losing it for even a short period.

Another important part of the central station

view of the question is on the cost of renewals.

If the cost of renewals is small in proportion to

the total cost of electricity, then a slight variation

in the cost of renewals is not important. For
instance, today a central station, such as the Edi-

son Electric Illuminating Company of Boston, sup-

plies both eight and i6-candlepower lamps free.

The cost of renewals of the eight-candlepower

lamps is slightly more than of the i6-candlepower,

but the difference is so slight that it can be disre-

garded.

One lamp company has just adopted the practice

of so proportioning its lamps so that the renewal

cost per kilowatt-hour shall be the same for all

sizes. Thus it supplies, we will say, a 50-watt lamp
whose proper life is 600 hours with a total con-

sumption of 30 units, and if the cost of the lamp
is IS cents, this makes the renewal cost one-half

cent per unit. If the lOO-walt lamp costs, say, 25

cents, it wpuld then be so proportioned for voltage,

etc., that during its economical life it would use

50 units. This practice is good, but unfortunately

it does not cover tlie whole situation, since it is

desirable that lighting circuits should be so ar-

ranged that small miscellaneous devices, such as

cooking devices, fans, etc., should be supplied from
the same sockets, and if the total cost of renewals
becomes large in proportion to the cost of elec-

tricity it is difficult to handle the question of free

renewals.

The central station, therefore, much prefers that

the new illuminants should be developed along the

line of lamps whose renewal cost will be small in

proportion to the cost of electricity. If, for in-

stance, the price of electricity should get down to

10 cents a unit on an average and the renewal cost

of the new illuminants should become four cents

a unit, this would force the central station to give

up the policy of free renewals.

This situation has actually arisen today in the

case of very large wholesale customers. For very

large wholesale customers burning long hours, as,

for instance, a department store whose lamps are

kept going all day, the cost of electricity gets down
in the neighborhood of three or four cents a unit,

and for such business the central stations are in

general giving up the policy of free renewals.

Even in the case of these large customers, however,
the fact that they have to pay for tlie lamps in a
separate charge has caused them to us^ lamps that

are not as economical as they should lie.

The flaming arc for outdoor lighting gives tre-

mendously more light in proportion to the total

cost and maintenance. The maintenance cost, how-
ever, is so great that the central station cannot

possibly afford to include this in the price of cur-

rent, so that the central stations have been forced

to let the customer buy and maintain his own flam-

ing arcs, and the results have been that the cus-

tomer would rather pay a much greater total amount
in the form of a bill for current than to pay the

two charges for current and maintenance and trim-

ming, even if the total of the two was less than
the charge for the ordinary arcs alone.

Another part of the question that affects the im-

mediate interests of the central station, but which

will finally cancel out, is the question of investment

and antiquation. Take for instance the small car-

bon arc lamp using carbons of five-sixteenths inch

diameter. This improves the light something like

25 per cent, as compared with the arc lamp using

one-half inch carbons, but its adoption would in-

volve purchasing a full supply of new lamps (since

the old lamps using a large carbon cannot be fitted

over the small carbons). This would often be

spoken of as involving scrapping of old lamps, but

the correct point of view is from that of purchas-

ing new lamps. Scrapping the old lamps is merely

a book entry, while purchasing the new lamps takes

the money out of the pockets of the people who
have saved it up.

Another feature that the central station has lo

consider very carefully in regard to these new
illuminants is their great multiplicity. Today, for

instance, the Edison F.lcclric Illuminating Company
of Boston supplies either free or at a nominal cost

over 30 kinds of incandescent lamps, si.x or eight

kinds of arc lamps, and six or eight kinds of

Ncrnst lamps. When the supply of any particular

kind of renewal service is reasonably large it can

be handled with fairly good satisfaction, but we
have the immediate problem before us today, for

instance, in regard lo the Nernst lamps in our out-

lying districts. If a customer in a small lowii,

such for instance as Dover or Bellingham, wants
one Ncrnst lamp or one arc lamp, v.c cannot very

well afford to send a man out there especially to
trim and maintain one lamp. Hence obviously it is

not enough in the case of the new illuminant to
say that its cost of maintenance, or renewal cost, is

small when it is done in quantities. It is necessary
that the new illuminant of a special kind must be
quickly adopted in large quantities if it is to be
adopted by the central station.

Another question that affects the central station
very closely is that of deliveries. Take for instance
the Gem lamp. I should say that the central sta-
tions were very well satisfied today with this lamp
and feel that its cost of renewal is such that they
could replace the ordinary carbon with Gems.
But unfortunately the factories cannot stop making
ordinary lamps and go into making Gem lamps in

one or two months, or even one or two years. At
first the output of these lamps was fiv-e per- cent, of
the total ; today it is something like 25 per cent.,

and it will be a year or two before it is 100 per
cent. While the central station may properly dif-

ferentiate between different classes of customers,
it must not discriminate. The central station, just
like the telephone company or the waterworks, may
make one price for commercial business and an-
other price for residential business, but it must not
differentiate between Brown and Smith whose busi-
ness and use of current are alike. Hence the ques-
tion is. "Who shall get the Gem lamps anfl ^\ho
shall use the carbon lamps during the period of
transition?" This has been solved in part by mak-
ing a temporary extra charge for the Gem lamps.
For instance, the large companies today that for-
merly renewed ordinary lamps free still continue
this practice, and they also renew Gem lamps, mak-
ing an extra charge of five cents only as compared
with the cost of the lamp of 15 cents and 20 cents.

The Hylo lamp, while not in one sense a new
illuminant, yet might properly be considered among
them. The Hylo lamp saves the customer a great
deal in places where he simply wants a dim light,

but it costs the customer considerably more when
he is using the full candlepower. Hence, a cus-
tomer who wants a little light for a considerable
number of hours, and a good light .for a short
number of hours, gets it very much cheaper by
the use of the Hylo lamp.

All the new reflectors, such as Holophanes, etc.,

are in a sense really new illuminants. They result

in giving more light where it is needed for the
same amount of electricity, or the same lis^ht for a
less amount of electricity: hence, a good reflector

is just as good as an improvement in the effi-

ciency of the lamp, and should have the same final

result in the central station's business. In this

case, however, it is somewhat simpler to have the
customer supply the reflector, and this has resulted
in the kind of difficulties that the central stations
are having from the new light being handled by
the customer so far as reflectors are concerned.
The central station should not adopt an improve-

ment that will result in only five per cent, or 10
per cent, saving if at the end of a year or two
it expects to find still another improvement has
made the change of the year before a serious net
loss on account of the very high depreciation.

The central-station difficulties are what might be
called detail questions, but it does not help

us in handling these details to expatiate on the
great future savings. Wise handling of the trans-

fer by the central station will mean a considerable
difference to the public, and this difference will be
important, even if the savings by the new illumi-

nants arc much more important.

Underground Construction in Peoria.

The Peoria Gas and Electric Company has sent

notice to all electrical contractors that owing to

the new underground work to be installed all inte-

rior wiring must be so arranged hereafter that it

can be supplied from one service, entering the base-

ment at a point nearest the service box of the street

mains. The plans call for six miles of subway,

built of vitrified duct. The whole output of the

station will have to be provided for on account of

its position in the underground district. The com-
pany is operating the alternating scries system of

street lights and also has a soo-volt power circuit,

which, with the lighting load and the 2,200-volt

feeder for the outlying district, makes a large

number of ducts to be built. The contract for

the conduit work has been let to G. M. Gcst of

New York.

The high-tension feeders in the lower duels will

not be accessible from the street boxes. No trans-

formers will be located in manholes at the street

intersections, but the distribution will be made on

the Edison Ihrcc-wli'c system at 104-208 volts. In

a service box, when a tap is made to serve one

building only, a stub will be left, so that when the

service lo the other building is needed the splice

on the main feeder will not have lo be disturbed.

The neutral will be of bare copper, thoroughly

grounded to a large copper plalc al each manhole.

The contract for the cables will not be let till early

in igo8.
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The Elemonts of Inefflcloncy In Dif-

fused Lighting Systems.'

Hv I'UKSTON S. Mill. All,

DilTusfil liKlitiiiKr ill iI'l* sense here intended, is

Ihiit form of iirlitieial liKliliiig in whicli tile ceilin),;:

and walls coiisliliite the rellectlnn; and dilTnsInK

Mii-dla IliroilKli which tlu* li|;Ilt is Ifansniitted lo

llu' plane wlmse illitniiiiatioii forms the primar.v

ohject of the installalion, ]iy direct lighting; is

meant the variety of methods in whieli the liRhliiiK

of the ceiling and walls is incidental, and the bidk
of the light is directed wdiere needed.

l"or certain classes of work dilTused lighting is

credited with features of real or fancied merit,

(iener.dly it is characterized by reduced intrinsic

hrilliancy f>f light sources and by uniform <listribu-

linn of illumination, said to be less fatiguing and
more pleasing to the eye th.an direct lighting effects.

To secure these advantages, efliciency is sacrificed

freely. The extent of this sacrifice depends, of

course, upon the. nature and the object of the in-

stallation, being relati\'el\' small where the primary
object is the brilliant illumination of ceiling or

walls, and large when the primary object is utili-

tarian, as for example in desk lighting.

In this paper an endeavor is made to consider

the elements of inefficiency which inhere in lighting

systems of this character, in most instances basing

conclnsions upon measurements of illumination in-

tensity. No effort is made to arrive at represen-

t,^tive quantitative values, since these vary so largely

with local conditions that such data would have to

be based upon a series of investig.ations covering

a large number of installations.

The first element of inefficiency is the loss of a

large proportion of the light in multiple diffuse

reflection, wdiich is necessary in this system of light-

ing. This loss has long been recognized, although

but little information is available as to its extent

even in specific installations. E. A. Norman's re-

cent paper before the New' York section of this

society gave about the only reliable data now avail-

able on the efficiency of a diffused lighting system

as compared. with a direct-lighting system.

To obtain material for this discussion temporary

equipments for both direct and diffused lighting

were installed in a room of wdiich a plan may be

found upon page 326 of Vol. I of the Transactions

of the Illuminating Engineering Society. The ac-

companying diagram shows a vertical section of the

room and of the lighting fixture. It shows also

illumination curves, plotted from tests, of horizontal

illumination on the working plane, vertical illuirii-

natioii on the wall, and horizontal illumination

(plane inverted) on the ceiling. The tests were

made at points about midway between one end of

the room and the lighting fixture which was near

the center of the room. A sufficient number of

lamps were burned in each installation to afford

satisfactory illumination for reading. The diffused

lighting curve illustrates the excessively brilliant

illumination of the ceiling and walls, which was
necessary if sufficient light was to be obtained near

the center of the room.

In this temporary installation tests were made to

determine intensity and efficiency of illumination

on a horizontal plane 30 inches above the floor.

The average results appear in the following tabula-

tion: ^ -

T-\BLE I.

TeiiiiiorarT iDstalla-

tloD at Elcctrioa)
TeatlPK Laboratories.

Square feet^Jf floor space.

Number of lamps

Type of lamp

Average mean horizontal candle

1321

184

All oval aocliorcil Itlaraeat mcaadeBcent
electric.

powei
Average watts per mean horizontal

candle power
* Total watts
Horizontal illumination, average

foot-candles

Foot-candles per watt per square

foot

Relative effect of in i

stallationasawhole, '

Harlem OiHee ot
New York Eilleon

Compaoy.

10.3

353, S.l6
239S

J.29

0.24

5.44

1.60

3.IO

9136

In order to determine the relative efficiencies of

two systems of lighting it is necessary to consider

separately the two prime elements upon which

lighting efficiency depends. The first of these is

the efficiency of the illuminants. In an electric

lamp this is measured properly by the lumens' per

watt. The second element wdiich goes to make
up lighting efficiency is the efficiency with which

the light is utilized—that is, the proportion of the

total flux of light which is effective on the plane

considered.

So there are three expressions of efficiency, all

1. Abstract of a paper presented at ttie convention of the Illumi-
nating Eneineerine Society. Boston. July 30. 1907. The author is

connectedwith the Electrical Testing Laboratories. New York city.

2. The Standardization Committee of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers has accepted the term "mean spherical
candlepower per watt" as a measure of efficiency, but this is only
a compromise, since obviously the efficiency of a lamp as a light

prodilced is the ratio of the light produced to the energy input.
The lumen is the unit of light flu.t. It is the flux of light dis-

tributed through unit solid angle. In this country it is the mean
spherical candlepower s 4 t7. There can be no reason for con-
tinued timidity regarding the use of this most useful unit. With -

out considering the flu-t of light it is difficult to obtain a true a a
reciation of lighting efficiency.

of which are useful, .ind none of wliicli slioiilU be
liegli'clfd. These are:
A. Eflieieiny ui illuniinaiils Luniciis per wall

Elliciency of li^dll iilili-

! I.uini'iiii applietj

^
='."«" ''^'"'' ILmiuus Heneraled

Efficiency ol iigiiinig in-

slalhition as a whole.

U,

Fool-cantilea per wall
per square foot, of

Iiiiiu'iis applied per

watl.

If llie illumiii.iiHiK cMKiiieer <lclrriMiiK's tli<- aver-
age intensity uf illiuninatinn mi the plane wliicti lie

selects as the crilerinii lie can obtain the "Inmcns
applied" by niuJiiplyiiiK tlie average intensity of
tlic iliiiininalion tbrdiigliout the plane investigated
by the area ui that plane, expressing the intensity
in foot-L-.indles and the area in square feet.

A study (if this character has been made in con-
nection with the two installations referred to in

Tabic I. The results appear in the following table:

Taule II.

Touil flux o( lighi, lumens .

.

Flux on workijiL; plnne, lumcnn.
Efliciency of liKQt uUliution. . .

EfEcicncy of illuiuiaitDU,

(luoiciia per wnlt)..

Relative cfT. o( syBtcuiB; ^^r-
SocH&ccO to secure dilTusion

Teuiponrr IhiUUk-
tloD u Eleotrloai

TnUqc LAbontortca

4834

579
I3.0J1

a.9> 3.01

38 per cent.

73 per cent.

Uu1«mOrne«ot
Now York KdUoD

CompiDj

•Sit

334 334
ii per cent.

66 per cent.

If the horizontal plane is made the sole criterion,

it appears that the efficiency of the diffused lighting

system in the temporary installation is only 28 per
cent, of that of the direct-lighting system. This
figure is independent of the efficiency of the lamps
installed and offers the correct basis of comparison.
The loss of light in these tw^o diffused lighting sys-

tems, due to multiple diffuse reflection, amounted
to about 70 per cent.

• The second factor of inefficiency is the necessity

for providing everywdiere on the working plane an
illumination which must approximate the highest

intensity required at any point covered by the in-

stallation. With light which may be subjected to

effective control, the necessary illumination is pro-

duced where the maximum is required, and effi-

rc'.'Klcr reniaininK in his hc.il. While the location
W.1S bcltiK selected the illiiminalion was kcpl .-i( a
low Intensity, only one Iwo-caiidle power lamp be-
inx oper.Med. With the direct linhliiiK system the
illuniinalion wai then raised anil manipulated until
ail iiitiiiiiity suited lo the individual's taste was
secured. The paper was then removed anil the
illuniinalion intensity measured. Immediately after-
ward the illumination was reduced to the first con-
dition with only a two-candlepower lamp burning,
and after ,i short interval the diflfused liglitinK sys-
lein was tried, other conditions remaining the same.
This was manipulated from the switchboard until
the desired intensity had been produced and meas-
ured.

The investiKation was not at all exhaustive, be-
ing calculated merely lo establish tlic existence of
certain effects.

Considering the average of lo observers, 63 per
cent, liigber intensity of illuniinalirjn was required
for reading with the diffnsed-lighting system than
was desired when the direct-lighting system was
used. Incidentally, it is of interest to note the
extent to which observers differed with respect to
the illumination intensity which was found lo be
satisfactory. This is brought out in the following
table

:

Taule III.

SECTION OF ROOM FITTED TO TEST EFFICIENCY OF

DIFFUSED LIGHTING

ciency is gained by permitting the intensity to ap-

proach a minimum at points where the high in-

tensity is neither required nor desirable. Further-

more, in systems of dift'used lighting the body
and near-by objects obstruct no inconsiderable pro-

portion of the light which would otherwise be

effective.

The third factor is the ineffectiveness of rays

falling at small inclinations upon the surface to be

illuminated. With properly located light sources

to provide direct lighting the proportion of light

falling upon the working plane at sharply inclined

angles is reduced to a minimum—with diffused

lighting this proportion is necessarily large at what-

ever angle the working plane may be placed.

The fourth factor is the craving of the eye for

higher intensities upon the working plane when
surrounding objects are brilliantly illuminated. At

the time when it was desired to investigate this

question no suitable permanent installation was

available. Consequently recourse w-as had to the

makeshift installation wdiich has been described. At
various times individuals were brought into this

room for purposes of experiment. Each was asked

to seat himself in any position and location de-

sired, the object being to secure conditions under

which he could read with greatest ease and com-

fort. He was asked to hold a section of white

newspaper at the angle which seemed to him best.

The test plate of an illumination photometer was
then placed immediately beneath the paper and

parallel to it in such a manner that the paper

could be removed and the intensity of the illumina-

tion w-bicli had been produced upon it could be

measured without other change in conditions, the

Average Intensity ,

Average ililTcrcncc Uom irican, ainoant....
Average iliffercncc from tne.in. percent....
Maximum vanation aVovc mean, r,er cent.^
Maximum variation below mean, per cent.

.

Variation. highest above lowest, per cent. .

.

DlITuMd Llrliiluf

It was found that if a placard was viewed at a
distance of eight or 10 feet, 30 times as much light
was required to enable an observer to read it as
well with the diffused lighting as with the direct-
lighting arrangement. In this test large portions
of the walls were within the angle of vision and
exercised a powerful influence upon the eyes of
the observer with both lighting systems. With
the direct-lighting system the walls were relatively

dark, influencing the pupillary action of the eye so
that a low intensity upon the placard appeared sat-

isfactory. With the diffused-lighting system they
were brilliantly illuminated and so affected the eye
that a very intense illumination was required upon
the placard.'

From the foregoing the writer has drawn the
following conclusions : In diffused-lighting systems
of the class considered, where the illumination of a
working plane is one of the prime objects, a large
proportion of the light is lost ; that which is not
lost becomes less effective ; brilliant illumination is

produced wdiere it is useless and even undesirable

;

and conditions are established Which create a de-
mand for an unduly high intensity of illumination
on objects view-ed.

These effects are present in varying degree in all

systems in which control of any large proportion of
the light is lost. Among such are cove lighting,

lighting wdth skydight effects, tube lighting, and all

systems in which the brilliancy of the light source
is reduced by diffusing surfaces used without any
directing adjuncts. Lighting with large sources is

more liable to these effects than lighting with small
sources.

The facts indicate the need for devoting as much
care to securing suitable minimum intensities as

is generally expended in striving for maximum val-

ues. In certain classes of lighting where more light

is asked for the requirements may be served by
reducing the intensity of illumination on unim-
portant objects wdiich are unnecessarily well illumi-

nated. B}- taking advantage of opportunities to

minimize intensities at unimportant places effic;iency

is gained, and, in the opinion of many, good lighting

as well.

BOOK TABLE.
American Street Railw.vy iNresTMENTS. New
York ; McGraw- Publishing Company. 1907. Pp.

(9')i by 12% inches) 453. with 44 maps. Price,

, A reference book of value to capitalists and in-

vestors, and others interested in street and inter-

urban railway properties, is the annual "American
Street Railway Investments/' the ''Red Book," of
which the 1907 issue has just appeared. It pre-
sents the financial statistics of the street-railway
companies of the United States. Canada, Cuba and
American insular possessions. The classification is

by states and towns, and in each case an estimate
is given of the population which the road serves.

Besides a brief history of the company, there is

a concise statement of the capital stock, funded
debt, extent of plant and equipment, and the tow'ns,

parks and amusement resorts reached. In many
instances the statistics include the operating re-

ports and balance sheets during several years past.

Under each company heading are listed the names
of the officers and directors and the location of the
general offices w-here they may be addressed. The
lines of the larger and more important systems
are mapped. Several pages are devoted to a com-
parison of the gross receipts for the last tw^o years

of the principal companies reporting. It is inter-

esting to note that the increase of the "gross re-

ceipts during 1906 over those of 1905 for the 381

companies listed amounts to almost $46,000,000.
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Electrons.

The following extracts are taken from Dr. Sam-
uel Sheldon's presidential address on "The Prop-

erties of Electrons" at the convention of the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers at Ni-

agara Falls, N. v., June 25, 1907:

Electrons, which are called corpuscles by some
physicists, are the smallest particles of matter that

have been isolated. They are considered by some
(Larmor) to be constituted of ether. Their shape

is unknown, but it is frequently assumed as spher-

ical. At ordinary velocities the mass of an electron

is 6.3 10"^' grammes; at rest, its mass -may be

zero; and at velocities approaching closely to that of

light, it becomes nearly infinite. Each electron carries

an invariable negative electric charge of i.i 10—"

[^e] coulombs, = I.I 10— ° [= Cm ] electromag-

netic units, = 3.4 10-"° [= e,] electrostatic units.

Some writers use the term to designate as well

particles carrying positive charges and having other

properties. Such use is not common nor desirable.

Electrons in a free condition are present in

metallic conductors, in gases, especially at low

pressures, and to a limited degree in ordinary sohd

dielectrics. They are not present in free ether

or space. Combined with other electrons and with

an unknown something or condition that gives

under certain conditions evidences of positive elec-

trification, electrons are present in all matter. Their

properties are in nowise dependent upon the prop-

erties of the matter with which they are associated,

and they are considered to be indestructible by

any agent within the command o'f man. Every
electron is in some manner entangled with the

luminiferous ether.

The ether is a fluid plenum or continuum, en-

dowed with the properties of inertia and rotational

elasticity, and is the medium through which all

forces are e.xerted. It fills all space between elec-

trons and the bounds of the universe; it is sup-

posed by some to penetrate the electrons, and
(Lorentz) remains stagnant during the passage of

electrons through it.

Each electron, when isolated and at rest, pro-

duces at every point in the ether an elementary

electrostatic field, corresponding in direction and
intensity to its charge. All electrostatic fields are

due to the resultant superpositions of such ele-

tnentary fields.

The Ion.—An important part is played in the

phenomena of electrophysics by atomic aggregates

of electrons that exhibit an external electrical field.

When an aggregate or system of aggregates with
an excess of positive or negative electrification is

subjected to the influence of an auxilary electric

field it tends to move in the same or opposite direc-

tion to that of the lines of force of this auxiliary

field, according to the sign of its excess of elec-

trification. It may then be termed an ion, positive

or negative according to the sign of its excess of

electrification. In the various physical states of

matter are present the following

:

Negative Ions.

1. Isolated and free electrons.

2. One or more electrons acting as a nucleus for

a cluster of molecules, the cluster roughly esti-

mated in some cases as containing 30 molecules.

3. Atoms of electronegative elements the insta-

bility of whose aggregate has been reduced by the
addition of one or more electrons.

Positive Ions.

1. Atoms of electropositive elements, the instabil-

ity of whose aggregate has been reduced by the

subtraction of one or more electrons.

2. Molecular clusters from which an electron has
been removed.
Negative ions may or may not be associated

with ordinary matter. Positive ions are always
found associated with it.

The lines of force of the electric field of an
isolated ion are directed radially toward it as a cen-
ter. In a molecule, while practically all the lines

of force start from its electropositive atoms and
terminate upon its electronegative atoms, thus be-
ing electrostatically nearly saturated, the field dis-

tribution is different for different planes passed
through its molecular center. The molecule does
not, therefore, suffer translation when placed in

an auxiliary electric field, but rotates and orients

itself. The orientation of a system of molecules
produces a polarization of the substance containing
the system.

Free electrons exist in gases at pressures under
10 millimeters of mercury, especially when sub-
jected to ionizing agencies ; in conducting solids

;

in the p rays from radium, and in conducting
flames.

Clusters exist in all conducting gases under pres-
sures greater than 10 millimeters of mercury; some-
times in gases at lower pressures, and possibly in

liquids and solids.

Electronized or dc-clectronizcd atoms, or both,
exist in all conducting gases at all pressures; both
exist in liquid electrolytes ; in solid conductors, and
possibly in solid dielectrics.

* * *

Metallic Conduction of Electricity.—Investigations
concerning the nature of the process of electric

conduction in metals have led lo the conclusion

that in the metals are to be found molecules and
atoms of the metallic element, positive ions and
free electrons. The molecules and atoms are not
free to migrate from one part of the metal to an-

other, but have a limited freedom of movement
about a mean position. The electrons are not con-

strained to any particular part of the metal, but
are free to move from one part to another, such
movement being accompanied by collisions and
changes in the direction of movement, in a manner
similar to that accompanying the movement of
molecules in a gas, considered from the standpoint

of the kinetic theory of gases. The positive ions

have been supposed by some to change their posi-

tions, by others not. The number of free electrons

per cubic centimeter of metal is very large, being
of the order of a billion billions. The mean free

path of an electron scarcely exceeds one-millionth

of a centimeter in any case. The number per
cubic centimeter and the length of free path is dif-

ferent with different metals. In an ordinary metal
at a uniform absolute temperature of T degrees
all the particles of the metal are in motion, col-

lisions are constantly occurring and the directions

of the motion are such as result from chance.
According to the doctrine of the equipartition of

energy the mean kinetic energies of the molecules
of the atoms, of the positive ions and of the elec-

trons^ are equal to each other and dependent upon
the absolute temperature. Inasmuch as the masses
of the electrons are much smaller than those of the

other particles, the velocities of the electrons must
be much greater.

Solid Dielectrics.—Solid dielectrics probably con-
tain some free electrons, although the number per
unit volume is small compared with that in metals.

To free electrons is due the conductivity of solid

insulators that remains after surface leakage has
been prevented. Free atomic ions are probably
absent, since conduction through their mediation
would result in a transport of matter with accom-
panying differences in the chemical and physical

character of the surface layers of the dielectric

when kept between conductors having a maintained
difference of potential. Such transport has not been
observed. If the atomic ions of a dielectric are not
possessed of freedom of migration, the main-
tenance of a mean position of equilibrium must
be due to the attractions and repulsions of unlike
and like charged particles. If a distinction is to

be drawn between atomic ions devoid of freedom
of migration and molecular aggregates of atoms,
then the latter are probably also present.

* * * *

Luminescence.—At all temperatures above abso-
lute zero all bodies radiate energy. If the nature
of the body be not changed by this radiation, that
is, if it continues to radiate in the same manner,
as long as its temperature is maintained constant
by the addition of heat, the process is termed pure
temperature radiation. If, on the other hand, the
body changes because of the radiation and does not
continue indefinitely to yield the same radiation,

although its temperature is kept constant, the proc-
ess is termed luminescence. The cause of some of
the radiation in the latter case does not lie in the
temperature of the system but in some other source
of energy. According as the extra supplied energy
accompanies either chemical transformations, ex-
posure to light, or the passage of electric currents,
the processes are respectively termed chemico,
photo and electro-luminescence. The total radia-
tion from a body of this chss is made up of two
parts—that due to its temperature and that due to
the extra energy. If the intensity o,f radiation of
a body within any region of wave-lengths is greater
than that of a black body at the .same temperature,
luminescence must be present. This is frequently
(Drude) taken as a criterion for the detection of
luminescence. The frequencies of luminescent radi-

ations are more or less restricted, being often
evidenced by bright-line spectral distributions. The
electrons which yield these radiations are supposed
to vibrate harmonically under conditions that are
not yet understood. That their movements are not
governed simply by chance seems to follow from
the character of the spectra. Although change in

the character of the material as a consequence of
its yielding luminescent radiation may not be ca-
pable of detection by chemical analysis, yet the
atomic and molecular systems are nevertheless
doubtless undergoing constant changes, due to the
loss or gain of electrons. The entrance of an
electron into a system, or its ejection, must without
doubt occasion complex harmonic disturbances of
many or all the electrons in the system.

If luminescent radiation be confined chiefly to
wave-lengths of the visible spectrum the luminous
efficiency of the body becomes high. Herein rests

the economic significance of the efforts being made
to advance the art of lighting by means of vacuum
tube and flaming arc lamps.

.'\ very interesting example of luminescent radi-

ation is that which is yielded by photogenic bac-
teria, which arc frequently found in sea-water and
upon meats and fish that have been directly or indi-

rectly infected by sea-water. They arc the sources
of light known as the phosphorescence of the sea.

Some cases of phosphorescence in animals and in

plants are explained as an infection with them.
Gorham has shown that the light which they give

is the result of chemical transformations accom-
panying metabolism inside the cells of their bodies.
When fed with substances such as asparagin or
glycocoll they are able to grow and reproduce but
not to give light. In Gorham's summary occurs
the following

;

"We therefore conclude that for light produc-
tion there must be present, over and above the re-
quirements for growth, the oxygen of the air, so-
dium or magnesium, and certain organic acids
derived from the decomposition of the carbon and
nitrogen constituent of the food.
"The chemical energy resulting from the union

of the sodium or magnesium with these organic
acids, in the presence of oxygen, or from the later
combustion of the products of that union, is set
free in the form of light."

The brightness of these bacteria considered as
sources of light is very small. Lode's measure-
ments show an intensity of emission of 0.00069
candle per square meter. This is too small to
stimulate the color sense. The bacillus lucifer of
Molisch, however, is much brighter, gives a con-
tinuous spectrum in the green, blue and violet, and
is able to stimulate the color sense.

Conclusion.—Although much is known concern-
ing the size and inass of the electron, its electric

and magnetic effects when in motion, and its radi-
ation effects during acceleration, little more is

known concerning its structure than that (Larmor)
it is the intrinsic strain-form alone that con-
stitutes the electron; and it is a fundamental postu-
late that the form can move from one portion to
another of the stagnant ether somewhat after the
manner that a knot can slip along a cord.

Traffic in Chicago Freight Tunnels.
The freight tunnels underlying Chicago streets

have reached a total length of over 50 miles, and
m them a considerable amount of mail matter,
merchandise and such material as coal and earth
from building excavations is electrically transported.

Interesting light is thrown on the magnitude of
the operations of the system in the quarterly re-
port of the Illinois Tunnel Company made public
this week. The man in the street can form no
idea of the vast organization that permits almost
1,000 daily trains to be operated, carrying 1,100
tons of mail to and from the various railroad
depots and connecting with the sub-basement in the
general postoffice. . Besides there are the ordinary
freight trains with their loads of merchandise for
the big wholesale and retail stores.

The tunnels run as far south as Eighteenth
Street; to the west they touch Green Street and
to the north Indiana, and are being extended to

Chicago Avenue.
The report for the quarter ended June 30th

shows that the tunnel company made 26,662 trips

in April, 27,485 in May and 27,992 in June, an
aggregate of 82,139 trips for the three months with

2,516,420 packages of mail.

Under the old system of hauling mail by wagons
the time required was much longer and the service

was far from perfect. Then it required 953 wagons
to do the work that is now done by the tunnel

company in their cars.

Most of the large business houses, are already
connected with the tunnel, and when the railroads

are read}' the big mercantile houses will move all

their freight through the tunnels.

"It is almost impossible to congest the tunnels,"

says General Manager Collins, as there are 137
loops which facilitate the free movement of trains.

Streets Illuminated by Porch Lights.
As a result of controversy over street lighting in

Clay Center, Kan., the City Council has adopted a

novel scheme for lighting the residence streets and
at the same time increasing the house-lighting load

on the municipal plant. The Topeka (Kan.) Journal

explains the situation as follows;

"The City Council met a few days ago and
adopted a long resolution offering to furnish free

from the city plant one incandescent front-porch

light to every user who will agree to install and
use three or more incandescent lights in his house.

The same resolution instructed the city engineer

to cease the work of putting up poles and wires for

arc lights in the streets.

"The idea of the City Council is that the streets

will be sufficiently lighted from the incandescent

lights on the front porches of all the houses. This

is a brand-new system of street lighting."

Electric Freight Line in Germany.
The German government railway authorities have

decided to build an electric railway from the Essen
coal and iron district across the semi-mountainous
Eifel region, to llie Saar and Lorraine districts.

Negotiations have been begun with one of the

great electrical companies of Berlin for the equip-

ment of the road. The object is to secure the

cheapest transportation for heavy freight from Lor-
raine, which produces enormous quantities of low-
grade iron ore, the shipment of which to the
furnaces of the lower Rhine by steam is too c6stly,

while Lorraine draws vast quantities of coal, which
comes from Essen. Tiic project is based on plans
utilizing strrilDiS III 'I'c Eifel region.
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The New Warren Eloctrio Manufactur-
ing Company.

'I'hu VVaniu ICkrlric M;uuif:icUirinK Coiiipniiy of

Siuuliisky, Dhiii, (hic lo iinluiiiiiialc L-xpcriiiiciils

willi a steam turbine it expected to place on the

market, went into the haiiils of a receiver on Oc-

loLier 2$, iiJOS, and the l)usiness was sold out by

llie court at public sale to Ibe highest bidder

March 6, nKiy. The purchaser was the "Warren
h'.lectric IvranufacluriuK' Coni|)any" of Sandusky, Ohio,

a corporation incorporated for $175,000, all paid in.

As a result the new company has pleiUy of work-

allow considerably more room for wiring in the

wall box. This advanlaKe will be appreciated by

contractors who have had diflicully in Kclting a

standard switch in a wall box if there were any
splices or cables running into (he bo.v, and in

sonic cases have had to use wooden mats.

The company manufacturct M. & M. wall cases

with knock-out holes for use with its switches,

and these wall cases, as shown in a cut, are two
inches deep, and still allow ample room for wiring.

Iron conduit boxes two inches deep arc niaiui-

faclurcd for use with M. & M, specialties. The
switches and plugs fit any standard boxes, how-

SHOP OF WAKREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

ing capital and already has installed several mod-
ern machine tools, besides having many more oT-

dered which will be delivered within the next few

days.

The old company manufactured alternators only,

of the inductor type, and of the comparatively

smaller sizes, whereas the present company manu-
factures both inductor and revolving-field alter-

nators up to 750 kilowatts. The accompanying view

of the shop shows several of the large-size ma-
chines in course of construction. The company
also is about to place on the market a full line

of alternating-current and direct-current motors
which will have some novel features that will in-

terest users of this type ,of apparatus.

The officers of the present company are: Presi-

dent, Millard H. Nason, who is also vice-president

of the Brilliant Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio,

and is well known in the electrical field ; vice-pres-

ident and general manager, Norman L. Hayden,
who for 10 years was president of the Hayden
& Derby Manufacturing Company, New York, also

founder and manager of the N. L. Hayden Manu-
facturing Company, Columbus, Ohio, in which he
is still a large stockholder; secretary, Frank War-
ren, who for a term of years was sales manager
of the Warren Electric Manufacturing Company,
and today is one of the leading salesmen of alter-

nating apparatus.

ever. The M. & M. flush receptacles and
plugs are simple in construction, and are in

accordance with the underwriters' latest require-

ments, as are also the switches. The plugs are

mechanically very strong and can be thrown
against the floor without breaking. They have a

large hole (B) in them suitable to take a knot
in reinforced or ordinary lamp cord, and it is

impossible to short-circuit them. The face plates

are made both solid and of stamped sheet brass

with two doors opening outward. When the plug
is in the doors may be closed flush with the face

Shallow Push-button Switches.

In calling attention to its specialties the Machen
& Mayer Electrical Manufacturing Company of

Philadelphia says that the M. & M. shallowest flush

push-button switch is shallower than any other

on the market. The blades and brushes are of
.

phosphor-bronze, which resists the action of the

arc better than any other metal, and the insulation

is of mica. The porcelain base is very strong, and
FIXTURE USED AS A DESK LIGHT.

plates. The stamped plates are in every way equal

to the solid plates, but are slightly cheaper.

The receptacles are 1^ inches deep and will fit

any standard box as well as the M. & M. wall

cases and conduit boxes. The company makes a
specialty of the finish of its face plates, as its fa-

cilities for plating are of the best. Lines of rotary.

MibjccI of a diicimsion by Mr. W. R. nousficld,

.VI.A., K. C, and Dr. T. Martin I^nvry, in which
i( was pointed out that, contrary lo the usual as-

sumiilion that the process of ionization of a neutral

salt ill aqueous solution is usually attended with a

develcpiiRiit of heal, the decompo.silioii of po-

tassium chloride into molecular potassium and

molecular chlorine involves an absorption of 105,-

600 calories, and that a further absorption must
accompany the decomposition of the molecules

into atoms. The authors give a scheme whereby
the work done in charging the ions, or in sep-

arating ions already charged, may he calculated on

the assumption that the ions behave as charged

conductors immersed in a fluid dielectric.

Regarding the influence of non-elcctrolytcs and
electrolytes on the solubility of gases in water, Dr.

James C. Philip, M. A., Ph. I).. D. Sc, supported

the view according lo which the diminished power
of a solution lo dissolve hydrogen and oxygen as

compared with pure water is due mainly lo the

hydration of the solute and the consequent diminu-

tion of the "free" solvent.

Other communications on the general subject of

liydrates were given by Dr. George Scntcr and Dr.

.'\Iex Findhiy.

Prof. W. A. Tilden, F. R. S., observed that it

appeared lo be the melal only whicli detained

the water of crystallization, and that in cases such

as ammonia dissolved in water, where ammonia
was also present, the hydrate theory could not be

adopted, and that there is, in fact, no single theory

at present able to explain all the phenomena ob-

served.

Switch in Iron Box for

Conduit,
Flush Receptacle and Plug

iH inches deep.
Switch in Wall Case

2 inches deep.

5&
steel Wall Case.

SHALLOW PUSH-BUTTON SWITCHES.

all unnecessary holes in the porcelain, tending to

weaken it, have been avoided. The switch mech-
anism is simple, and there are no large friction

surfaces. The driving spring has only to overcome
the friction of the contacts, which accounts for the

easy push. All parts are mechanically strong, and
the switch has a locked action.

These switches will break 15 amperes at 250
volts, it is said. They are made single and double-
pole, three-way and four-^vay. The bases are i 7-16

inches deep, and not only do the switches fit into

a very shallow partition, but in every case they

flush and snap switches, automatic door switches,

pendant switches and several other patents are be-

ing developed which will be on the market shortly.

Hydrate Theory Questioned.

Several papers of considerable interest in con-

nection with recent theories bearing on some fun-

damental physical phenomena were read at' a re-

cent meeting of the Faraday Society of London.

"The Thermo-chemistry of Electrolytes in Relation

to the Hydrate Theory of Ionization" was the

Combined Bed Lamp and Portable
Fixture.

The accompanying illustrations show a new
combination bed lamp and portable fixture manu-

LAMP FIXTURE ATTACHED TO BEDSTEAD.

factured by Louis E. Hall, 740 M'onadnock Build-

ing, Chicago, called the "Lehall-Radiant." This de-

vice is unique in that it can be clamped to the bed

directly back of the reader, and close to the read-

ing matter or attached to a brass stand and used

as a portable lamp for desks, tables, pianos, etc.

A ball-and-socket joint between the clamp and
lamp socket permits the adjustment to any angle.

The reflector has a frosted inner surface which
distributes the light evenly and without any shad-

ows. The lighting and extinguishing is done by

pulling the little chain.

This lamp is well adapted for use at the piano;

it can be placed just above the music, the lamp
socket inverted and the light thrown clearly upon
the pages, while the eyes are protected entirely

from the direct rays. Upon a desk, table or pulpit

this lamp is also useful. Ornamental shades are

provided when desired. For travelers the lamp is

made in compact form,
.
packed in a box 4 by 5 by

8 inches, convenient to carry in a grip. Special

clamping devices are made for clamping the lamp
on wooden beds, Morris chairs, couches, etc. All
parts are interchangeable. The lamp is made of
brass throughout, and can be supplied in the pol-

ished or brush finish.

Indiana Telephone Items.
The Home Telephone Company of Worthington

has purchased the Bell telephone' plant there.

The Citizens' Telephone Company of Kokomo
has imposed a charge of five cents for the use of

rural lines, which is unprecedented there. The
charge has occasioned opposition among the busi-

ness men. Petitions are being signed demanding
that unless the company rescinds its action sub-

scribers will order their telephones taken out- The
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company's franchise contains no restrictions against

the additional charge.

An Independent telephone company has been or-

ganized by citizens in Waterloo. Quarters have

been secured for an exchange and the work of con-

structing the plant will soon begin. D. W. Strauss,

manager of the Home Teleplione Company of Au-
burn, is one of the promoters.

The City Council of Mt. Vernon has passed an

ordinance requiring the Cumberland Telephone and

Telegraph Company to remove the poles and wires

from the streets of that city withni the next 30

days. This action is the result of the refusal of

the company to apply for and receive a franchise

to operate in the city. S.

Telephone News from the Northwest.

The strike which has been on at Billings, Mont.,

between the union and the Rocky Mountain Bell

Telephone Company has been settled on private

terms. A boycott was started, which induced a

number of local subscribers to take out their in-

struments.

The state board of assessment of South Dakota

has increased valuations on telephone and telegraph

lines, the former increase amounting to $223,000.

Local exchanges which are revenue producers re-

ceived the bulk of this increase, while country

exchanges were reduced in most cases.

The Farmers' Telephone Company of Rockwell,

Iowa, has been incorporated with a capitalization

of $20,000 by J. H. Brown, W. A. Storer and

others.

The Short Line Telephone Company of Mc-
Callsburg, Iowa, has amended its articles of in-

corporation, increasing the capital stock from $5,000

to -$10,000 and making the place of business Ne-
vada, Iowa.
The Standard Telephone Company is rebuilding

and repairing its toll lines. The exchange at

Postville, Iowa, is to be repaired and improved

and the Decorah exchange will be rebuilt at a cost

of $10,000.

The Colfax Telephone Company of Colfax, Iowa,

has amended its articles of incorporation, making
the capital stock $23,000.

R. M. Dutcher of Plainview, Neb., has bought

the telephone exchange at Britt, Iowa, from the

Western Electric Telephone Company, as well as

the rural lines in connection.

The Mutual Telephone Company of Billings,

Mont., is rushing work on the construction of an

exchange building, and expects to have it com-
pleted by Noveinber 1st. The new exchange will

be of the automatic type.

The Michigan State Telephone Company will in-

stall a central-energy system for its exchange at

Iron Mountain. Mich., at a cost of about $16,000.

Operators of the Rocky Mountain Bell Tele-

phone Company at Great Falls, Mont., have struck,

alleging discrimination against certain union op-

erators who struck in March. They demand the

discharge of two non-union girls.

The linemen of Butte, Mont., rejected a com-
promise proposition from the Rocky Mountain Bell

Telephone Company for a settlement of the dif-

ferences between the company and its linemen,

the offer being a raise of 25 cents a day, which is

about half that was asked for. R.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Northwestern Ohio Ball Employes in

Convention.

A meeting of the chief operators and service

inspectors of the Central Union Telephone Com-
pany in Northwestern Ohio was recently held at

the Boody House in Toledo. About no em-
ployes w-ere present, representing 40 towns. The
purpose of the meeting, as stated by District Su-
perintendent A. J. Mcllen, was to give the op-
erators a chance to become acquainted with one
another, and to discuss with the traffic officials the
different operating problems which come up from
time to time. A. S. R. Smith of Columbus acted
as chairman, and papers were read, bearing the
following-named titles

:

"Service Testing," A. P. Allen, Indian^poHs,
Ind, ; "Selection and Training of Student Oper-
ators," Miss Elizabeth Ryan, Toledo; "Supervi-
sion and Handling of Operators," A. G. Abbott.
Youngstown, Ohio; "The Duties and Function of
a Service Inspector," L. M. Smith, Dayton ; "The
Handling of a Long-distance Call," A. R. Titus,
Columbus.
The Central Union company acted as host o(

the occasion, and luncheon was served at the Boody
House. Many prominent telephone people from
Ohio, Michigan and Indiana were in attendance at
the meeting.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS
The new building being erected for the Central

Union Telephone Company at Columbus, Ohio,
is fast ncaring completion. It is expected that the
company will be located in its new quarters by
October. The apparatus for the local switchboard
lias arrived and is now being installed. The East
Side exchange will be capable of taking care of
9,600 telephones, of which about 3.000 will be
connected at this time. It will be readv for service
before the end of the year.

Continental Europe.
Paris, July 23.—One of the leading electric-light-

ing companies of Paris, the Compagnie Continentale
Edison, lately published its annual report for the
preceding year " ending December i, 1906. This is

the last period in which the company is assured
of the operation of the part of the city circuits

allotted to it by the preceding contract. The mu-
nicipality, in fact, awarded the company the conces-
sion in 188S for the district covered by a certain

number of lighting mains. Other lighting com-
panies are now^ operating in different districts un-
der similar concessions, each having its own district

wdiich it supplies from, a separate station. The
Compagnie Edison uses the direct-current system
and has a large station in the central part of the
city. The contract which it made with the mu-
nicipality expired on April 8th of this year. The '

report issued prior to that date states that owing
to the uncertain state of affairs which prevails as

to the future electric-lighting operations the com-
pany did not take measures to increase its gener-
ating plant or underground lines bevond what w^as

absolutely necessary for supplying the subscribers,

as such material might have to be turned over to

the city in case of an unfavorable decision. Ac-
cordingly, the company decided to install a new sup-

ply of converters to the capacity of 500 kilowatts

in the station and to take the extra current needed
from the station of the Societe d'Elcctricite. With-
out going into the details of the report I may say

that the number of kilowatt-hours supplied to sub-
scribers in 1906 was 7,440,641, which is an increase

of about five per cent, over the preceding year. This
increase is necessarily small, owing to the fact that

the company did not wish to extend its operations

as above stated. The net profits for the year, de-

ducting all expenses, are in round numbers $346,000.

One of the recent meetings of the Civil Engi-
neers' Society was of especial interest, owing to the

fact that President Fallieres was present, accom-
panied by the minister of commerce. After the

official speeches appropriate to the occasion two
papers of considerable value were read, both of

them treating of electrical engineering questions.

M. Janet, who is at the head of the Electrical En-
gineers' College, read a paper upon recent progress
in radio-telegraphy. A second paper, upon the
hydraulic plants in the Mediterranean region, was
presented by M. Marchena, one of the leading engi-
neers of the rrench Thomson-Houston Company.
The government railroad department in Italy

expects to ma'Ke a considerable increase in its line

very shortly, and for this purpose has applied for
bids for various kinds of materials. Among these
may be cited a four-ton electric crane.

A number of concessions for hydraulic power
have been granted in Italy within a recent period.

Among the most important is one granted to the
Marsiglia heirs for a supply to be taken from the
river Toce at the locality of Formazza. Here will

be constructed hydraulic work, including a canal,

and a hydraulic plant of 10,000 horsepower will

be erected. Water from the Reno stream is to be
utilized at Pistoia for a power plant. The conces-
sion granted to L. Vivarelli has a duration of 30
years. A new company known as the Eridano
company of Cremona has secured the rights for ,30

years from the administration of Parma for a sup-
ply from the torrent of the Ceno. A network of

power lines is to run from the new station and it

will cover an extensive area in the Parma province.

Current will be used for tramway's and electric

railroads as well as lighting.

Among the financial operations recently carried

out in Paris I may mention that the Societe Gen-
eral Francaise des Tramways has increased its capi-

tal stock from $8,400,000 to $io,coo,ooo. One of

the principal gas-engine companies, the Societe des

M'oteurs Gnome, makes an increase in like man-
ner from $160,000 to $200,000. At Lille the com-
pany known as the Northern Electric Power Com-
pany decided to increase its capital stock from

$300,000 to $900,000. A. DE C.

Great Britain.

London, July 27.—After a good deal of adverse

criticism from political opponents the proposal of

the highways committee of the London County
Council to adopt as an experiment the G. B. sur-

face-contact system of electric traction for the Mile
End Road has been passed. During the discussion

the chairman of the highways committee said that

he was advised that the cost of electrical energy
would be five per cent, greater wnth this system
than with the conduit system. .Since the system
is in operation' only at Lincoln, in England, nat-

urally a good deal of attention has been focussed
upon this installation. As a matter of fact, not one
accident has been reported at Lincoln since the

road was opened in February, 1906. The only
serious trouble experienced was last Christmas.
when the traffic was dislocated by a heavy fall cf

snow. At the commencement some "live" studs
were found occasionally, but the cause of these

was located and has since been removed.
A very outspoken report has been issued by the

London County Council upon tenders received for

the manufacture of two s,ooo-kilowatt three-phase
steam turbo-generators for the second portion of the
Greenwich tramway power station. Seven firms
sent in bids and the ultimate choice lay between
the British Westinghouse Company and Williams
& Robinson. In such cases usually little more is

done than to make the bare announcement of tlie

recommended tender, but on this occasion elaborate
reasons are given for the acceptance of the tender
of Williams & Robinson, the price being $215,975.
The London County Council has decided to send

a deputation to the prime minister urging him to
appoint a traffic board for London. Meanwhile
circumstances have forced the railway and omnibus
companies to form such an authority for their own
purposes. At a meeting of the managers of all
the London tube and other railways, as well as the
motor omnibus proprietors, it was decided to form
a traffic conference which shall deal with all ques-
tions of policy, including fares. The first step has
been to reduce the stage distances so as to bring
about a remunerative system of fares. The position
of the motor bus companies today is a sufficient
answer to those who a couple of years ago were
endeavoring to raise a scare with the object of
depreciating the value of all tramway undertakings
in the United Kingdom. We now learn that the
costs per car-mile are about 36 cents, whereas the
receipts are only amounting to between 22 and 25
cents per car-mile.

A somewhat serious condition of affairs is in
sight in Dublin, where, owing to the general labor
strike, the supply of coal is running perilously
short at the electric power station. In fact, as a
precautionary measure all the tramway motormen
and conductors have been warned that they may
be discharged at the end of next week, owing to
the lack of electric power, due to shortness of coal.
As a result of much pressure the corporation

of the city of London has at last consented to al-
low the electric supply companies to give a dem-
onstration of public street lighting with modern
flame arcs. This demonstration will be carried out
by the two competitive electric companies from
October until March. An experiment will be
made with lamps suspended across streets by steel
ropes attached to brackets on the walls of build-
ings. Q

Dominion of Canada.
.

Ottawa, August 3.—Chatham, Out, will extend
Its electric-lighting plant at a cost of $15,000.
The public demonstration at Amherst, Nova

Scotia, in honor of the opening of the maritime
power plant, was attended by a large party of prom-
inent men. Electric energy is generated at the
mouth of the mine from the refuse coal.
The difficulty between the city of Ottawa and the

Ottawa and Hull Power Company, by which the
city was threatened to have its supply of electricity
for the municipal plant shut off entirely, has been
adjusted and a lO-year contract will be entered into.
The Ottawa Electric Company being the city's
competitor in electric lighting has, it is understood,
intimated its willingness to sell out to the city at
a price to be determined upon by arbitration. The
condition precedent to such negotiations, however,
is that the basis thereof, or the minimum price,
shall be the par value of the company's stock. The
capitalization is $1,000,000 and the bond issue
$500,000.

The Shawinigan Water and Power Company of
Quebec Province has acquired the controlling inter-
est in the North Shore Power Company. The
Shawinigan company, wdiich has steadily been
strengthening its position, has by the latest deal
secured the control of the electrical business of the
city of Three Rivers, Que., which is growing
rapidly as a manufacturing center. The Shawini-
gan company will install modern electrical ma-
chinery in the plant of the North Shore company.

A. V. W.

New York.
New York City. August 3.—A bill providing for

the appointment of a public-service commission for
the state of Connecticut in accordance with the
recommendations of Governor Woodruff has re-

cently passed the Senate unanimously, and finally

was carried in the House after a long debate by
a vote of 141 to 55.

A controversy is now being waged by the city

.against the use of overhead high-voltage wires
which were recently strung by the New York Cen-
tral Railroad in connection with its extensive elec-

trification. A preliminary report was rendered by
Prof. George F. Sever, consulting engineer to the
city, and Charles F. Lacombe, chief engineer of
light and power, appeared for the department. In
this report it was stated that the stringing of the
wires overhead was "dangerous," and Commis-
sioner O'Brien ordered the investigators to make
a more thorough examination and report to the

commissioner as quickly, as possible. The railroad

company maintains that the city has no authority
over the property of a private compan>'. The com-
pany is entirely willing to remedy any inconvenience

to the public which the department may deem
necessary, but is positive that the present system
is "permanent." The cost of this systcin is stated

as about $300,000, and it would cost a much larger
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MiMi til in.ikc the cliaiim: Id iinikinnuiiiil, wliiWi

would iU'l:i.v llif work stvcial incmllis. 'I'lu' rail-

ro;iil conip.-iny, lliroiiKli ils coiiiisrl, has also laln'ii

issue wilh tlie corporal inn counsel as to llic city's

authority over llie wires llirounh its conuuissioucr

of water supply, Ras ami electricity. The fuial

report is expeclcil to reaeii the commissioner within

two weeks, when action will be immediately beKun.

The Kdison l''lectric Illumination Ccjnipany of

Hrooklyu on Tuesday entertained the electrical

contractors of that boronj;h. Special trolley cars

were chartered and the party started for HriKhton

Heach about 5:30 p. m. from the borouKli hall. A
photograph was taken at the beach and then the

p.irly was served wilh a l>;uuinet at the hotel. Vice-

I're.sident W. \V. Freeman of the Kdison company
couKraUilaled the contractors upon their urowlh in

nundiers and in prosperity, and dwelt upon the ad-

vantages to be obtained by co-operation between the

electrical contractors and the company. .'Xniong Ihc

speakers were James K. Strong, |n-esident of the

National Kleclrical Coulr.-ictors' .Association ; E. J.

Theimer, president of the l.ong Island Contractors'

.Association, and C. A. Chrislenscn, president of the

Independent Contractors' Association, all of whom
spoke in behalf of the contractors, while W. F.

Wells ami P. R. Atkinson, ollicials of the Edison
Ci>mpanj', spoke briefly on matters of mutual inter-

est. J. C. Forsythc, representing the New York
Board of Fire Underwriters, was also present and
made a short address. E. H. S.

Ohio.

Toledo, .August 3.—Through electric cars may Ic

running from Toledo to Columbus within a year.

.\ scheme is under consideration contemplating the

amalgamation of the Columbus, Urbana and West-
ern, with lines from Columbus to Magnetic Springs,
the Magnetic Springs and Northern, between
Delaware and Larue, and the Toledo Urban and
Interurban, now in operation from Toledo to

Findlay. The plan is then to extend the last road
from Findlay to Larue, by way of Kenton, the

gap to be filled being 39 miles. It is stated that

most of the right-of-way has been secured.

The Lake Shore Electric Railway, running be-

tween Toledo and Genoa, is unable to agree with
property owners along its right-of-way as to the

value of land along the route. The present line

uses the highway, but recent legislation requires

that interurbans shall pass over private right-of-

w^ay after the expiration of their present fran-

chises. Having but 11 years of life remaining, this

company has been trying to arrange with the farm-
ers to purchase a private right-of-way, but has
found the prices named in many cases so excessive
that a change of route may be determined upon
at the expiration of the present franchise.

The contract has been awarded for the con-
struction of the Indiana, Columbus and Eastern
electric line between Columbus and Springfield, a

distance of 49 miles.

The Mahoning and Shenango Railway Company
has followed the Fort Smith (Ark.) idea in

notices posted in A''oungstown, Ohio, giving motor-
men the privilege of appearing on duty clad in
shirtwaists. Conductors will still be compelled to
wear coats because of the necessity of pockets
while collecting money and handling tickets.

An order for the foreclosure and sale of the
Toledo, Ann Arbor and Detroit line has been
made by the courts, and it is said that purchasers
are in sight and the system wdll finally be com-
pleted. Already about $500,000 has been expended
since this trolley project was promoted, seven
years ago. Twice has business been suspended
during construction. Already the right-of-way has
been graded almost from Toledo to Ann Arbor,
bridges and culverts constructed, and the ties and
rails laid between Toledo and Petersburg, a dis-

tance of 20 miles. Ten miles of poles are set, and
a $20,000 power house erected at Petersburg. It

is said there is no question that the line will now
be completed and put in operation.

The Lake Shore Electric enjoyed a prosperous
month during July, the average daily gain in pas-
senger earnings being about $235 a day.

The Licking County Light and Power Company
recently held its annual meeting at Newark, Ohio.
The company has had a prosperous year, during
which the plant has been almost completely re-

constructed. H. L. S.

Indiana.
Indianapolis, August 3.—Beginning with August

1st, the Fort Wayne and Wabash Valley Traction
Company will carry express matter for the United
States Express Company between Fort Wayne and
Lafayette. It is also announced that the United
States Express Company will begin operation over
the traction companies out of Marion and Kokomo.
The Osburn Engineering Company is surveying

a route for an interurban road connecting Rock-
port and Owensboro with the proposed Ohio River
bridge near Rockport, and on the Kentucky side
from Owensboro to the bridge site. When this
bridge is completed it will afiford a link between
the interurban roads of Indiana and Kentucky.
A complaint has been filed with the Indiana

Railroad Commission by the Farmland Stone Com-
pany, asking that the commission compel the Big
Four Railroad to deliver cars of coal to the Indi-

ana Union Traction Company al Winchester for

transfer to the stone company's (iiinrry near Max-
well, reached by the Union Traction Company.
This petition (tpcns up an important c|ne,stion for

the conmiission to .solve, namely, wliether a sleani

roail can be e(jmpelle<l lo inlerchanKe traflic with
an interiM'ban line, it is argued that the LckIk-

hilure intended (o give the commission power to

decide and compel such intcrchungu of traflic

when and wherever deemed expedient by the com-
mission.

The United .Slates Steel Corporation, in order
to seciu'e a tr.'iction franchise to oper.'ite in Ciary,

is proposing to adopt the referendum method to

secure what the Town Board has denied lo it.

G. N. Gayill and associates of Hammond succeeded
in oblainiTig ,1 street-railway franchise in Gary
by bidding lower than the steel men. The cor-
poration, however, has dug up an old Indiana law
which i)rovides that a referendum may be obtained
through a petition signed by a suflicient number
of the voters.

The Indiana and Michigan Electric Company,
recemly formed by the merging of .several power
companies operating on the St. Joseph River, has
filed a mortgage in favor of the New York Trust
Company for $7,000,000. The new company was
formed to control the power dams of the St. Jo-
seph River and build other dams between Elkhart,
Intl., and BciTien Springs, Mich.
An election will be held in Hagerstown to vote

on the purchase of the electric-lighting and power
system there, which is now owned by Pittsburg
(Pa.) capitalists and local citizens, who offer to
sell the plant to the town. S. S.

Illinois.

Peoria, August 3.—The electrical workers of Peo-
ria are on a strike for an eight-hour day and a
scale of $3, which only one firm, the Central Electric
Company, has granted. The agreement signed some
time ago is to take effect September 1st, when the
electrical worker's will also become members of the
Building 1 rades' Council. Heretofore there has
been no scale or limit to the day's work, shops
working both 10 and eight hours.
Following modern railroad organization, the Illi-

nois Traction Company announces the appointment
of Dr. S. C. Glidden of Danville as chief surgeon
of its new hospital system which is patterned after

that of the Wabash Railroad. The traction com-
pany has arrangements with hospitals and has
engaged local surgeons in each of the important
towns on its lines. '

W. D. Boyce of Ottawa, who owns the hydraulic
power plant at Marseilles and operates his large

paper mill there with the power, has engaged a

firm of Chicago engineers to design the new power
house that he will build there. The plan is to

transmit power to Ottawa, Morris and Streator.

The Greenfield Electric Light and Power Com-
pany has let a contract for building 12 miles of

pole line between Greenville and White Hall, be-

sides rebuilding all the other lines of the company.
It is expected that A. Y. Collins, proprietor of a

coal mine a mile and a half from Greenfield, will

ask for an electric-light and railway franchise. The
plant will be located at the mine, and the electric

railway will be used for delivering coal.

Right-of-way is being secured for a new electric

railway from low^a City, low'a. through Fort Mad-
ison, Iowa, to Carthage. Beardstown and Spring-
field, III. W. R. Sturgeon and W. R.. Tempe of

' Fort Madison are interested.

The Taj'lorville Utilities Company, capitalized at

$100,000. will furnish light, heat and power.

The Viva.x Storage Battery Company has been

incorporated with a capital of $100,000 to manufac-
ture electrical devices at Chicago. The incorpo-

rators are Arthur B. Pease, M'. L. Goodrich and

Louis Pierson.

The Illinois Traction system has met with some
trouble in securing the right-of-way for its Spring-

field-Jacksonville line near Springfield. The own-
ers have demanded unreasonable prices, and despite

the three new surveys the difficulty has not been

avoided. The line will be built from Jacksonville

to Berlin at once, and if a reasonable entrance can

be secured it will be continued to Springfield.

The Peoria Terminal Railway has purchased a

40-acre tract of land at South Bartonville which it

will use as a coal dump and transfer yard for the

Deering Coal Company. The Deering company, at

a cost of $500,000, will erect a modern dumping,
screening and transfer plant. The coal company
controls 4S mines in the state and the coal will

come here for screening and then be reshipped.

The Moline and Watertown Railway obtained a

grant from the company that laid out the village

of East Moline, but wdien the village was incor-

porated its officers demanded that the company take

out a franchise for which it was to pay $10,000

and the sum of $1,000 a year for 10 consecutive

years to light the streets and to give bond to ex-

tend its line to Geneseo. This the company refused

to do and was prevented from running its cars

through the village for a week, though later a

truce was fixed up to let the company operate.

The car company then applied for a writ to pre-

vent further trouble. After hearing the argument

fudge Wright took the matter under advisement.
V. N.

Northwestern States.

Minncapoliii, AiiKunt 3.—The completion of the
l-'orl Uoclgc, Des Moines and Soulliern interurban
has been delayed Koniewliat by bad wc.itlicr, but ii

is now expeelid to be able lo have the line in

operation by Sejilcnibcr isl between Fort Uodge
and Des Moines. The line will be the longest
electric line in the »late.

Considerable interest is shown in the projected
interurban line from Fort Dodge lo .Spirit Lake,
Iowa, by Ihc farmers along the route, and some
of litem have invested in slock in the project.
The eslimatcd cost lo build and e(|nip the road is

$io,(xxi a mile. I-'ower is lo be secured for op-
eration by danmiing the Des Moines Kiver near
I'orl Dotlge.

The Minnesota State Agricultural, Society has
contracted with ibc Minneapolis General Electric
Company for light for lighting the stale fair
groinids, and will not install an electric-light plant.
It will lake 600 horsepower lo light the grounds,
and current will be furnished from the company's
new plant at Taylor's Falls, Minn, 'ilie General
Electric Company also expects lo be able to show
lo the Stale Agricultural College a saving over its

present method of lighting.

The Wausau Street Railway Company of Wau-
son, Wis., has voted to increase the capital stock
of the company from $120,000 to $400,000, and has
extensive improvements in view.
The Dululh-Superior Traction Company will soon

extend its lines to Superior, Wis., to the suburb
of Allouez.
The Minneapolis General Electric Company has

served notice on the city of Minneapolis that it

will not comply with a portion of the ordinance
recently passed by the City Council, fixing rates
for furnishing electricity to its patrons. The com-
pany declares that the rates fixed would prove
confiscatory, and would not yield any profit what-
soever.

George Fowdie and George Breckon have leased
the Sherman electric-light plant at White Sulphur
Springs, Mont., and will operate it.

The city of Rice Lake, Wis., will vole on August
19th on the question of leasing the waterpower
of the Rice Lake Milling and Water Power Com-
pany for 10 years at $2,500 per annum, the power
to produce. 250 horsepower, and with the privilege
of buying at periods of one, two, three or four
years.

The franchise of the Britt Light and Power Com-
pany of Britt, Iowa, has been renewed for a period
of 25 years, by action of the council.

Yegen Bros, of Billings, Mont., propose to in-

stall an electric-light plant at once.

The Chippewa Valley Electric Light and Power
Company is making extensive repairs to the plant

at Eau Claire, Wis., the entire machinery being
overhauled.

An addition is under construction to the power
plant of the Wilmot (S. D.) electric-light and
waterworks station. It will cost, about $2,000.

The Chippewa Valley Electric Light and Power
Company was the only bidder for furnishing light

for the city of Menomonie, Wis., for a seven-year
contract, offering all-night lights of 2,coo candle-

power at $75 per year, or $70 if more than 50
are used. 'The present price paid is $86.87.

The La Crosse Water Power Company of La
Crosse, Wis., which is developing a large water-
power plant near La Crosse, Wis., will build an
interurban line to Winona, Minn., where the local

line has already been acquired. R.

Pacific Slope.

San Francisco, July 31.—The situation in this

city is becoming less abnormal every week, and
now, that there is an honest mayor in oilice and
the Board of Supervisors has been replaced by
men in whom the citizens can place confidence,

there is hope of a speedy improvement in ail lines

of business, including the various branches of elec-

trical industries.

Although few contracts have been closed of late

for large electric power installations, there is a

good deal of inquiry, and several new hydro-elec-

tric projects are coming to the front.

Vice-President Kruttschnitt of the United Rail-

roads says : "We are soon to build upon the

Oakland Estuary on a block of land we bought

for the purpose, one of the finest electric power
plants in the United States. It will occupy the

whole block, which is about 400 feet square. It

will be quite a showy building, and high, because

we shall have big coal bunkers there and mechanical

stoking machinery for supplying the furnaces w-ith

fuel. The plans for this electric power house have

been finished, and Electrical Engineer Babcock has

started East to submit them to Mr. Harriman."

The specifications call for two 5,000-kilowatt gen-

erating units, each consisting of a polyphase gen-

erator of high voltage direct-connected to a steam

turbine engine. Salt water from the estuary will

be used for condensing purposes. This sta»-on

in Oakland, Cal., will supply current to several

sub-stations, whence direct current at 600 volts

will be supplied to the company's local car lines.

The Department of Electricity of San Francisco

will, on -August 1st, begin construction of under-

ground conduits for electric wires for the use of
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the fire-alarm and police telegraph systems, ex-

tending on Market Street from Second Street, to

East Street near the Ferry Depot. The central

station is still in a temporary wooden structure

erected hastily after the fire, and W. R. Hewitt,

chief of the Department of Electricity, has made
strenuous endeavors to awaken the Board of Su-

pervisors to the necessity of appropriating a sum
sufficient to erect a proper station building.

The Heroult Smelter Company's new electric

smelter at Heroult, Cal., is said to have proven to

be a great success. The company has solved the

problem of smelting iron ore by electricity, and

the method has superior features. There are rail-

lions of tons of ore in sight to work on.

C. H. Glenn and his fellow directors in the

Snow Mountain Electric Company are losing no

time in carrying out the new enterprise which has

its headquarters at Willows, Cal. All of the first

issue of stock of the company has been sold, and
active construction work wall be commenced soon.

The erection of a long flume will be commenced
as soon as the company's mill begins to saw the

lumber. Work will be pushed to completion, and
inside of a year the company will be furnishing

power in Glenn and Colusa counties.

The City Trustees of Palo Alto, Cal., have
granted the California Gas and Electric Corpora-

tion a permit to erect a line of poles and string its

wires on Hawthorne from its main line on M'id-

dlefield Road to the Interurban street-railway power
house at High Street.

To furnish light and power to small and isolated

users is the plan of J. A. Belloli, who has applied

for a franchise to put up poles and string wires
along the county roads of Santa Clara Count}',

Cal. His idea is to buy the power in large quan-
tities from the Pacific Gas and Electric Company,
taking his supply at some convenient point from
the high-tension service of the companj'. Through
his lines he will distribute the power to small users
from Milpitas to Alviso.

The Central California Traction Company has
recently been short of electric power, which the

American River Electric Company had contracted

to furnish. The floods during the spring carried

away some of the work at the company's plant,

and the consequence is that the power company is

not able at this time to generate the required
amount of current to operate the car line and also

to supply the other consumers. Within 10 days
the American River Company will have its au.K-

iliary steam station completed on Banner Island
in Stockton, and then it will not be entirely de-

pendent on its waterpovver plant near Placerville.

Electric car lines in and around Stockton, Cal., are
operated by the traction company.
Advices from Boise, Idaho, say that the Telluride

Power Com.pany (L. L. Nunn, president) has se-

cured the Bear Lake reservoir site and will im-
pound the flood waters. These will be used for

the irrigation of some 30,000 acres of land, but
the principal feature of the enterprise is the gen-
eration of power, which will be taken southward
for use in Utah. The project is on a gigantic

scale. Four hundred cars of pipe are arriving.

This is hauled to the scene of operations, five

miles from the railway, by traction engines. The
pipe is eight feet in diameter. Five miles of this

pipe will be laid down the canyon, securing a head
of about 500 feet for the pressure pipe supplying
the waterwheels. This plant will cost about $2,-

000,000, and is the greatest undertaking of the kind
in the state.

The Truckee River General Electric Company is

erecting its pole-line extension to Minden and
Gardnerville, Nev. Materials have been delivered
at Carson for the completion of the power and
light line to the valley towns, and the finishing
of the transmission line will be rushed as rapidly
as_ possible. The company purposes to furnish elec-

tric power within a few weeks for a number of
industrial plants that are ready for operation in

this territory.

The City Council of Rosalia, Wash., has granted
six months* extension on time for completion of
the electric-light and power plant. It is under-
stood that the Spokane and Inland, W. E. Zim-
merman, chief of electrical department, will make
every effort to complete the system with all pos-
sible haste, and it is understood that there is a
possibility of a temporary plant being installed for

ser\'ice during the winter months.
The City Council of North Bend, Ore., has

granted a franchise to Seymour H. Bell for con-
struction of gas and electric plants in the city

of North Bend.
Contracts have been awarded to the United States

Steel Company for a number of steel towers, which
are to be erected by the United States government
and utilized in the transmission of wireless mes-
sages in connection with the wireless-telegraph

service in Alaska. Each tower will be 176 feet

in height. It is said to be the intention to estab-

lish, in time, a chain of such towers in connection
with wireless-telegraph plants along the Atlantic

and Pacific coast and the Gulf of Mexico. A.

PERSONAL.
L. Hase, who has been manager of the electric-

light plant at Mantorville, Minn., has gone to

Redwood Falls, Minn., to take a similar position.

J. H. White, for two years manager of the
Winona (Minn.) Railway and Light Company, has
gone to New York for a month, after which he
will look for a new location.

John C. Henderson, who has been associated
with several important engineering works about
Louisville, Jeffersonville and New Albany, died
in the latter city on July 23d, aged 63 years.

Mr. A. S. Hibbard, vice-president and general
manager of the Chicago Telephone Company, is in

Europe, enjoying a vacation that has been Avell

earned. Mr. Hibbard is not expected back in Chi-
cago before the end of October.

Frank J. McNulty, president of the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, was a member
of the committee that visited European countries
in carrying out the investigations of the National
Civic Federation regarding municipal ownership.
His signature is affixed to the report returned to

the federation.

Prof. Charles Henry Benjamin w-ill be the new-

dean of the Schools of Engineering of Purdue
University, to succeed Prof. W. F. M. Goss, who
resigned to accept a similar appointment at the Uni-
versity of Illinois. Professor Benjamin comes to

Purdue from the chair of mechanical engineering
at the Case School of Applied Science at Cleve-
land, Ohio. He brings an unusually successful ex-
perience and valuable equipment as teacher, in-

vestigator, author and engineer, and will undoubt-
edly prove a worthy occupant of the chair so long
and eminently filled by Professor Goss.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Lawton (Okla.) Lighting Company has been

incorporated for $100,000. C. S. Stevenson of Law-
ton, Okla., and J. E. and D. E. Stevenson of

Ansonia, Ohio, are the incorporators.

The Massachusetts gas and electric-light com-
missioners have held a hearing on the Marlboro
Electric Company's petition for authority to issue

additional stock amounting to $170,000. President

Arnold of the company explained that the proceeds

from the stock would be used to pay the com-
pany's floating debt and for permanent additions to

and extensions of its plant.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The' Oklahoma City Street Railway Company

will make e-xtensive improvements. Several new
lines will be built and new cars will be added.

The Northwestern Elevated Railroad, Chicago,

placed an order for 40 new coaches with the Ameri-

can Car and Foundry Company. They are to be

used in the service on the Evanston extension.

The Muskogee (Ind. Ter.) Electric Traction

Company has granted a steam railroad a 10-

year lease to use its lines from Muskogee to Hyde
Park to operate sand and gravel trains for the

construction of a roadbed which will be of con-

crete. The operation of these trains will be
_
in

connection with the regular street-railway service.

One man was killed and 16 injured as the result

of the supposed failure of the brakes of a special

car on the Bloomington, Pontiac and Joliet (111.)

Electric Railway, allowing the special, with Gen-

eral Manager James Hessin acting as motorman,

to telescope the regular car ahead. The accident

occurred seven miles north of Pontiac on Au-
gust 4th.

Louis Brennan's monorail, which has attracted

considerable attention across the Atlantic, may be

exhibited at the Toronto Exhibition this year if

the plans of the exhibition directors are successful,

Mr. Brennan has been asked to bring a model of

his invention from London, and it is said that

if possible a mile and a half of cable will be run

from the exhibition grounds.

PUBLICATIONS.

Insulated joints have been inserted in several

pipe lines in Cambridge by the Massachusetts Met-
ropolitan Water and Sewerage Board, as an ex-
periment for checking electrolysis.

The Hine eliminator, which serves as a steam

separator or 'oil extractor, is the subject of a spe-

cial catalogue, which may be obtained from James
L. Robertson & Sons, New York.

A new catalogue of the Gould Storage Battery

Company describes the couple type batteries (re-

cently described in the Western Electrician)-, in

which the feature is the placing of the plates end
to end, and a pair only in each jar.

Small purchasers of cement will appreciate the

directions of proper mixtures and tests applicable

to their purposes, which are being sent out by
the American Conduit Company, manufacturer of
biluniinized fiber conduit. New York.

Crocker-Wheeler Company's Bulletin No. 87 ex-
plains the advantages of the latest developments
of motor drive with multi-point control for print-

ing machinery. Motors arc designed for the op-

eration of cylinder and job presses and type-setting
machinery. Bulletins 76, 77, 81 and 88 of the same
company relate, respectively, to hoisting motors,
alternating-current generators, direct-current motors
and polyphase induction motors.

General Electric Company's Bulletin No. 4521
describes a line of adjustable water-tight floor
outlet boxes. The boxes, which are of substantial
construction, are intended for use in the floors
of offices or other places where bracket or ceiling
outlets are not desirable.

The Ohio Brass Company's monthly bulletin for
August contains a number of pages of general
interest besides the advertising matter devoted to
the company's products. An illustrated article de-
scribes an example of the latest methods of catenary
construction using both line-brackets and spans.

The Trumbull Electric Manufacturing Company,
Plainville,^ Conn., has published a new bulletin of
its type "A" switches, which is said to represent
the most complete line of any one type of switches
ever pubhshed. Four-pole and New Code fused
switches -vvith high fingers for fuses, both on the'
hmge and handle end, and a complete line of
switches for alternating current from 15 to 2,000
amperes are listed. The bulletin is sent lo all
interested on request.

General Electric Company's bulletins for June,
numbered 4516 and 4518, relate to the MR circuit-
breakers and electric hoists, respectively. Electric
hoists have come to be extensively adopted on ac-
count of the increased efficiency, compactness and
durability inherent in motor-driven machinery. The
circuit-breakers are for automatically breaking the
main-control circuit in case of excessive over-
loads on short circuits and can also be used as a
hand-operated main-circuit switch. The arc is ex-
tinguished in an extension arc chute at the top of
the casing, practically concealing the arc, so that
the breaker can be placed in any convenient position
in the car vestibule.

The Ward Leonard Electric Company of 15
Swain Street, Bronxville, N. Y., has issued a cata-
logue covering Ward Leonard self-starters, showing
the ALS type, comprising a self-closing switch, a
self-starting rheostat provided with no-voltage and
overload release and protective interlock, prevent-
ing the automatic closure of the self-closing switch,
except when the rheostat is in its initial position.
The device is controlled by two push buttons.
The company also shows its AS type self-starting
rheostat with plain no-voltage release for use in
connection with Ward Leonard self-closing main
Hue switch or float switch, etc. In either case it is
simply necessary to close the circuit and the ma-
chine does the rest. This catalogue is complete
with specifications covering the features of design.

I

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
The proceedings of the American Public Works

Association's convention held at Atlanta, Ga., during
September of last year have been issued in book
form.

The Nebraska Electrical Association, composed
of central-station men of the state, was organized
at Lincoln last month. Membership is by com-
panies and any employe may represent his com-
pany at the annual meetings. 'The officers are:

President, T. H. Fritts, Grand Island ; vice-presi-

dent, R. D. Russell, Fairbury; secretary, William
Bradford, Lincoln; treasurer, E. V. Capps, Blair;

executive committee, E. A. Bullock, H. J. Schwingel
and J. E. Crawford.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Eye diagnosis by the light of the mercury-vapor

lamp, according to Associated Press dispatches

from Paris, makes it possible to view the vessels

at the back of the retina. A Paris physician. Dr.

Fortin, has found that the light from a mercury-
vapor lamp passing through two sheets of blue

glass and reflected into the eye by a large lens

reveals the internal surface better than the ordinary-

white or yellow light.

The electrical show to be held at the Madison
Square Garden next month w'ill have a novel
scheme of sharing the box-office receipts with the

exhibitors pro rata so that e.xtra tickets bought by
exhibitors in hundred lots may cost less than seven
cents apiece. An exhibit of some interest will be

an arc lamp said to be of 2,000,000 candlepower,
placed on a tower in the center of the garden.
Recently Mr. Scott of the Scott Electric Company,
the inventor of the light, made a successful test

with a 300,000-candIepowcr lamp, and decided, it

is said, that the candlepower could be successfully

raised to 2,000,000.

A complete electric power equipment, consisting

of two 300-kilovvatt Allis-Chalmers generators, di-

rect-connected to Reliance engines, a iio-kilowatt

generator direct-connected to a high-speed engine,

a five-panel switchboard, 24 five-horsepower vari-

able-speed induction motors and a number of con-
stant-speed tnachines for distribution throughout
the plant, was recently sold to the Diamond Match
Company for its branch factory at Oshkosh, Wis.,
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all of the apparatus being tlirce-pliasc, 60-cyclc, 440
volts. The unusual feature in connection with this

installation is the fact that the match machines,

which have always heretofore been group-driven,

in this new plant will each be driven by a five-

horsepower induction motor, 24 machines com-
prising the initial installation.

Successful experiments in the telegraphic trans-

mission of photographs from Munich to Berlin

(about 320 miles) were carried out last week by

Professor Stern. For the purpose the German gov-
ernment had loaned a direct wire. The apparatus

was operated without a hitch. The photographs
were received over the wire faultlessly developed.

TRADE NEWS.

agcr of the Mineral Ridge Company. In Ijic new
firm these gentlemen will give their principal at-

,

tention lo tlie electrical equipment of mine.i, and
especially the electrical operation of hoisting ap-
paratus. Mr. Duncan will continue to devote much
of his attention to the field of motor-driven ma-
chine tools, in which he has done much good work.

Mr. F. B. Duncan, fornurly general superintend-

ent of the Northern F.Iectrical Company, and since

then manager of the .'Xkron Electrical Manufactur-
ing Company, has resigned from the latter company
to organize with Mr. H. C. Hale, the firm of Hale
Se Duncan, contracting and designing engineers,

with olTices in the Schofield Building, Cleveland,

Ohio. Mr. Hale, who resigned as manager of the

Mineral Ridge Manufacturing Company, to enter

the new firm, was for many years mechanical engi-

neer and designer of mim'ng machinery for the

Webster, Camp & Lane Company and the Well-
man-Seaver-Morgan Company, and since then man-

BUSINESS.
The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing

Company of East Pittsburg has received, through

G. & O. Braniff & Co., agents for the former com-
pany in Mexico, an order for one of the electrical

equipments of the Vera Cruz tramways, built by
the Vera Cruz Light, Power .and Tramway Com-
pany. Vera Cruz is the second city in Mexico to

be electrified.

S. J. Rosenthal of Mobile, Ala., writes under
date of July 29th : "I have bought the electrical

engineering and supply business of the Singer Elec-

tric Company, and will from this d.iy forward
conduct the said business under my name. I have
assumed the liabilities of the Singer Electric Com-
pany and will collect moneys due it."

The Chase-Shawmut Company of Newburyport,
Mass., has recently placed upon the market a
newly approved stage pocket, reconstructed to com-
ply with new rules by the National Board of Fire
Underwriters, which requires P9ckets to be fused

on switchboard. In placing this article upon the
inarkct, the Chase-Snawmut Company has taken
into careful consideration the rough usage received
by articles of this Tialurc in street-railway park
theaters, etc., and sincerely believes that this sim-
ple, safe and durable pocket will fulfill all re-

quirements.

The J. B. Galloway Company of Clarendon, Ark.,
makes n specialty of oak pins and brackets of all

sizes. The company also makes yellow-locust pins
for use on telephone and telegraph lines. It is said
that these pins are equal to black locust in dura-
bility, and the Galloway company solicits inquiries
from users of pins.

Locke Etheridge, Chicago sales manager of the
Avery Scale Company of Milwaukee, has now on
permanent exhibition at the Chicago office a full

size Avery automatic scale in actual operation. The
Avery Scale Company is one of the oldest com-
panies manufacturing scales in the world, and re-
cently established itself in automatic scale manufac-
ture at North Milwaukee, Wis. It has a com-
pletely equipped factory and is energetically push-
ing its automatic weighing machines in the United
States. The Avery scale is a fine piece of ma-
chinery and appeals to every central-station man-
ager interested in accurate coal measurement
The machine operates automatically to the ounce
and weighs coal automatically and with great ac-
curacy.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT
Issued (United Stales Patent Office) July jo, rgoy.

RECORD.

861,249. Electrically Heated Sad-iron. William J.

Barr, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed Decem-
ber 17, 1906.

For electrically heated irons, a resilient bracket is

provided for relieving the mechanical strain on the

conductor terminals at the iron.

861,275. Insulator for Electric Wires. Constantine

Gallagher, Richmond, Va. Application filed

June 14, 1904.

A curved groove in the insulator permits a loose
wire to be inserted easily, but grips the wire tightly

when it is in tension.

861,280. Electric Smelting. Paul L. T. Heroult, La
Praz, France, assignor to the Societe Electro-

Metallurgique Francaise, Froges, France. Ap-
plication filed April 25, 1906.

The process consists in maintaining a column of
carbon between the eleccrodcs and through which the

molten material passes, and varying the length of this

column to obtain saturation of the metal with carbon
or production of silicon by increasing the heat.

V pOc 1 :iCt O 531^ :

NO. 861,282.—ELECTROLYTIC RECTIFIER.

861.281. Electrolytic Alternating-current Rectifier,

Arthur S. Hickley, Manasquan, N. J. Applica-

tion filed February 7, 1907.

The inventor seeks to remedy an inherent defect in
electrolytic rectifying devices, which, during operation,

undergo considerable rise in temperature and so be-

come inefRcient, by providing exiiosed radiating sur-

faces projecting from the body and extending beyond
the receptacle for conducting heat from the electrolyte

and the electrodes.

861.282. Electrolytic Alternating-current Rectifier.

Arthur S. Hickley, Manasquan, N. J. Applica-

tion- filed April 16, 1907.

Features of construction include the use of recepta-

cles forming hollow electrodes connected together to

allow the electrolyte to circulate through the electrodes,

and separate electrical connections between the elec-

trodes and power supply. (See cut.)

861,288. Trolley Wheel. Edward H. Johnson, Cleve-

land, Ohio. Application filed October 8, 1906.

The wheel consists of two concentric parts held by
riband- groove joint.

861,310. Electrothermal Switch. James G. Nolen,

Chicago, 111., assignor to Frank B. Cook, Chi-

cago, 111. Application filed July 6, 1903.

When electrically or otherwise heated, an expansible
medium operates, by means of a diaphragm, to con-

trol a circuit switch.

861,315. Fuse. Ralph S. Peirce, Hinsdale, III, as-

signor to the Peirce Specialty Company, Chi-

cago, 111. Application filed June 12, 1905.

Details of construction of an enclosed fuse are given.

861,319. Apparatus for Electrolytic Reduction of
Metals from Ores or Salts. Charles E. Rob-
ertson, St. Louis, Mo. Application filed July
30, 1906.

An electrolytic furnace is provided with an interior
lining of conducting material. A disk continually ro-
tated in alinement with the upper end of the furnace
receptacle is provided on its upper face with con-

ducting bars which ctrry carbons of tubular form pro-
jcctinc tliroiigh the disk into a receptacle. Electric cur-
rent is passed between the conductor bars and the in-
terior lining of receptacle.

861,322. Train-order Check System. William R,
Scott, Berkeley, Cal., assignor of one-half to
E. M. Cutting, Fruitvale, Cal. Application filed

February 25, 1907.

Electrically controlled means operable by the order-
holder maintains the signal in danger position when
the holder is removed from the cabinet.

861,325. Device for Cleaning Overhead Trolley
Wires. John L. Snitker and Wilmer S. Carl,

Cincinnati, Ohio. Application filed August 29,

igo6.

The scraper consists of a bent rod whose bend is

adapted to touch the trolley wire at two points.

861,340. Telephone Apparatus. -Charles S. Winston,
Chicago, III., assignor to the Kellogg Switch-
board and Supply Company, Chicago, 111. Ap-
plication filed January 3, 1905.

A trunk circuit between central offices is described.

861,343. Incandescent Lamp Socket. James J.

Wood, Fort Wayne, Ind. Application filed

August 22, 1906.

The threaded shell is fastened only by a swivel so
that it is free to rotate unless locked by insertion of
a key. The socket is designed to prevent the unau-
thorized removal of the lamp. Unless the key is in-
serted the lamp turns freely, but will not unscrew from
the shell.

861,349. Apparatus for Treating the Scalp. Robert
E. Beaubien, Chicago, 111., assignor to Herbert
F. Hanson, Chicago, 111. Application filed April

9, 1906.

A revoluble electrode extends through the walls of a
vacuum-cupping device.

861,357. Device for Locating Defects in Telephone
and Telegraph Lines. Gideon G. Buttler. Okla-
homa. Okla., assignor of one-half to A. D. Mar-
ble. Oklahoma, Okla. Application filed Septem-
ber II, 1906.

A compactly arranged testing set contains transmitter,
receiver, induction coil, generator, switches, jacks and
other apparatus.

861,365. Rheostat. Frederick G. Jahn, New York,
N. Y., assignor to the International Postal Sup-
ply Company of New York, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Application filed December 8, 1904.

The circuit closer may be manually operated in both
directions. An automatic circuit-breaking mechanism
has the movable contact idly mounted and adapted to
be moved in one direction by its own direct push and
in the other direction by a projection on the circuit
closer.

861,394. Electric Chain-welding Machine. Hanson
Robinson, Hanover, Pa., assignor to the Ameri-
can Electric Chain Company, Newark, N. J.
Application filed June 9, 1906.

Mechanical details of the machine, for preparing the
blank licks and holding them during welding, are de-
scribed.

861,445. Electric-light Hood. Charles J. Eichhorn,
Newark. N. J., assignor to the Tea Tray Com-
pany of Newark, N. J. Application filed July
25, 1906.

The hollow hood is in t\vo parts and encloses the
socket.

861.458. Connector. Edwin T. Greenfield, Kia-
mesha, N. Y. Application filed October 24, 1906.

For fastening conduit to a junction box, a hollow
metallic sleeve is arranged to be clamped by a screw.

861.459. Telephone Attachment. Henry Gross, New
York, N. Y. Application filed May 9, 1906.

The mouth-piece may be slid to onp side, at the
same time closing the transmitter opening.

861,468. Contact Device with a Swinging Plug for
Electrical Circuits. Wilhelm Kreinscn, Burbach-
on-the-Saar, Germany. Application filed June
II, 1906.

New features of construction permit the plug to be
automatically released without damaging any pari in
the event of a violent pull taking place.

861,510. Cigar Lighter. Charles E. Gervais, New
York, N. Y. Application filed May 31, 1904.
The wick is ignited by a spark from a kick coil and

battery.

861,560. Electrical Keyboard Heater and Tone Pre-
server for Pianos and Organs. Rose R. Turner
and John C. Bernitt, Spokane, Wash. Applica-
tion filed March 7, 1906.

The heater consists of one layer of coiled resisting
wire on top of the keyboard and another layer under
the keys.

861,587. Sectional Electrical Switchboard. William
D. Graves, Wheeling, W. Va. Application filed

July II, 1906.

The units consist of short bars having a straight body
portion and a downward bend near one end. When
linked by clamping screws, a continuous conductor is
formed.

861,602. Photographic Printing Apparatus. Hervey
H. Mclntire, South Bend, Ind. Application filed

February 2, 1903.

A motor in the case operates mechanism to expose
the sensitive paper through the negative to the light
which, after a predetermined time, is automatically ex-
tinguished.

861,61 1 . Time-limit Circuit-breaker. William M.
Scott, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed Jan-
uary 31, 1907.

In the tripping mechanism of a circuit-breaker, a
sucker associated with the movable tripping member has
an clement with a sand-blast roughened surface.

861,617. Third-rail Ice-cutting and Qeaning Ma-
chine for Electric Railways. George A. Spice,
Chicago, 111. Application filed April 6, 1906.

An insulated cutter head is held against the third
rail and rotated by gearing from the ^e.

861,654. Cover-attaching Means for Electrical Floor
Boxes. William F. Irish, Denville, N. J. Ap-
plication filed March 15, 1906-

The plug is inserted and engaged by a rotary move-
ment.

861,679. Magnetic Switch. Jacob L. Schureman,
Chicago, 111. Application filed May 22, 1905.

Separate opening and closing magnets are provided.
The circuit is broken in the presence of a magnetic
field, serving to blow out any arc.

861,692. Switch Socket for Electric Lamps. Ernst
Anderson, Chicago, 111. Application filed No-
vember 15, 1906.

The socket is in two parts, capable of relative ro-
tation. Each member carries one of a pair of en-
gaging contacts, so that the circuit is opened or closed
by tnisting the sleeve.

861,715. Electric Indicator for Trains. Harry G.
Dyer, Gloucester, N. J. Application filed Feb-
ruary II, 1907. ^.

The system requires that a number of signal railg-
be laid close to the track and arranged in sections, to
be engaged by contact shoes carried by the locomo-
tive.

861,718. Switchboard for Use in Telegraph and
Telephone Offices. Wilbur H. Gabel, Hazel,
S. D. Application filed October 26, 1903.

An arrangement of binding^ posts, contact buttons and
a switch arm for making various connections of instru-
ments is described.

861,744. Electric Muffle Furnace. Albert L. Marsh,
Lake Bluff, 111., assignor to the Hoskins Com-
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pany, Chicago, 111. Application filed February

18, 1907.

A muffle removably insertible into the housing is

composed of refractory material with an electrical re-

sistance element having terminals adapted to be re-

ceived by friction sockets.

861,759. Railroad Signaling Device. Elmer G. Mc-
Gath, Lancaster, Ohio. Application filed April

II, 1907.

A contact plate on the locomotive strikes a sema-

phore arm and at the same time exhibits an electric

signal in the cab.

861,761. Fire-alarm System. Newman M. Ogle, Wal-

brook, London, England. Application filed Feb-

ruary 23, 1907.

The system combines a thermopile, a fuse, a current-

register provided with a needle and contact-points, all

included in a main circuit. In a secondary circuit con-

nected to the contact-points are a battery, a call-bell

and a polarized relay. The needle is automatically

placed in contact with the points when the fuse is

destroyed by heat.

861,772. Signal-controlling Mechanism. Valentine

I. Smart, Chicago, III, assignor to the Union
Switch and Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa.

Application filed July 13, 1906.

The circuits controlling the semaphores are so ar-

ranged that the co-operation of two operators is re-

quired to set any semaphore.

861.782. Process of Separating Ore. Henry H.

Wait, Chicago, 111., assignor to the International

Separator Company, Chicago, 111. Application

iiled March 20, 1905.

The process of separating mica from molybdenite

consists in impregnating the mixture of such ores with

a solution of an iron salt, exposing the_ impregnated

ore to the air and finally subjecting the mixture to the

action of an intense magnetic field, so that mica is at-

tracted and removed.

861.783. Interrupter for Electric Circuits. Reinhold

H. Wappler and Charles F. Payer, New York,

N. Y. Application filed January 28, 1907.

NO. S':i,7S3.—INTERRUPTER.

A vibrating interruptor, whose movement is electric-

ally maintained, is described. (See cut.)

861,790. Controller. Thorsten von Zweigbergk, Pres-

ton, England. Application filed November 28,

1906.

A controller for a hoisting motor has raised posi-

tions adapted to govern the motor and lowering posi-

tions to reverse the motor and establish a resistance

shunt about the armature.

S6i,8oo. Switch for Electric Circuits. Herbert S.

Brown, New York, N. Y. Application filed

May 12, 1906.

In the switch a yielding spring-retracted device is

combined with a resilient contact, a complementary con-
tact and means to cause the contacts to interlock.

S6i,8o6. Electrode for Secondary Batteries. Louis

Chronik, New York, N. Y. Application filed

January 2, 1907.

A new detail of construction is the frame having
spaced cross-bars, and sets of plate sections filling the
space between the cross-bars, each plate section having
a supporting bar and strips secured at one end to

the supporting bar, the strips of one set of plate sec-

tions being arranged between the strips of the other
plate section, and each of the strips having diagonally
extending ridges running in opposite directions.

861.808. Telephone System. Henry P. Clausen, Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to the American Electric

Telephone Company, Chicago, 111. Original ap-

plication filed April 26, 1901. Divided and this

application filed November 20, 1901.

A cord circuit for connecting common battery and
magneto lines is described.

861.809. Telephone Switchboard Apparatus. Henry
P. Clausen, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Ameri-
can Electric Telephone Company, Chicago, 111.

Application filed November 21, 1903.
A central-energy multiple switchboard telephone sys-

tem 15 provided with operators' cord-circuits having
normally hhort-circuited impedance coils, together witli

spring jacks adapted to be connected with the cord-
circuits in the establishment of connccfion between dif-

ferent subscribers, each spring jack having an outer
contact constituting a part of both the talking and
busy test circuits.

861J&11. Electrical Water Heater. Edward J. Con-
don, New York, N. Y., assignor of one-third
to Eleazer I. Rains and one-third to George
W. Ruppert, New York, N. Y. Application
filed November i, 1906.

The heater comprincit a lieating clement which is sup-
plied with current by an automatic circuit closer in-
cluded within the water conncclioiis and adaptable to
be moved by the water to cIcw: the circuit.

861^12. Cable Terminal. Frank B. Cook, Chicago,
III. Application filed February 23, 1907.
An cnclMurc terminal comtjriv:* two similar porcelain

halves or. which fannintc slripn arc formed ai part*.
Poirts extend throufch the walls for conncclinff the
ajrrrul lines to the cable conductors.

861,813. Junction Box. Frank B. Cook, Chicago,
III. Application filed March 2, 1907.

The box is described as comprising two cylindrical
sheet-metal tubes, one extending through the other, and
having ends connected. A removable lid fits over the
outer tube, and the cable through the enclosure between
the tubes.

861,851. Electrical Heater for Hot-water Bags.
Charles Van Dyke Hill, St. Louis, Mo. Appli-
cation filed September 15, 1906.

A resistance wire is loosely coiled in a shell, seated
in the bag-stopper, and arranged to be heated by com-
pleting electrical connections.

861,856. Electric Arc Lamp. Hendricus J. J. Ja-
burg, Jr., Amsterdam, Netherlands. Application
filed December 31, 1906.

master-pendulum, transmits power
the secondary clock*

to a ratchet-wheel in

NO. 861,856.—ARC LAMP.

The feed mechanism of an arc lamp burning the car-

bons in a manner similar to that used in a certain
class of flaming arc lamps is described. (See cut.)

861,887. Hanger for Electrical Cables. Ralph S.

Peirce, Chicago, III. Application filed February
27, 1905,-

The marlin or other cord is formed into a closed
loop by a non-corrosive, non-abrasive metallic clip which
rests on the messenger.

861,921. Ignition System for Explosive Engines.
Richard Varley, Englewood, N. J., assignor to

the Autocoil Company. Application filed No-
vember 3, 1906.

Details of a sparking commutator are described.

861,931. Dynamo-electric Variable-speed and Re-
versing Gearing. Martin Albrecht, Friedberg,

Germany, assignor to Feltten & Guilleaume-
Lahmeyerwerke Actien-Gesellschaft, Frankfort-
on-the-Main, Germany. Application filed Feb-
ruary 13, 1907.

Two elements are adapted to turn about a common
axis, while a dynamo and an electric motor, whose
armatures are included in an electric circuit, are con-
nected to the turning elements,

861.940. Electric Lamp Socket. Reuben B. Benja-
min, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Benjamin
Electric Manufacturing Companj^, Chicago, 111.

Application filed July 14, 1904.

The insulating base consists of a single piece to which
the lamp-receiving receptacle is attached.

861.941. Electric Lamp Socket. Reuben B. Benja-
min, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Benjamin
Electric Manufacturing Company, Chicago, III.

Application filed July 14, 1904.

A lamp cluster has a number of concentrically ar-

ranged lamp openings, and a number of one-piece in-

sulating bases, carrying lamp receptacles, secured to

the inner face of the casing registering with the lamp
openings.

861.942. Electric Lamp Socket. Reuben B. Benja-
min, Chicago, III., assignor to the Benjamin
Electric Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111.

Application filed October 17, 1904.

A socket is described, which has the terminal con-
tacts entirely enclosed in a protective casing.

861,950. Process for the Insulation of Electric

Wires and Cables. Frederic M'. Chaplet, Laval,

France, assignor to La Compagnie Francaise

de TAmiante du Cap, Paris, France. Applica-

tion filed May 4, 1905.

The process consists in insulating wires by superim-
posing to the desired thickness thin layers of fibrous
material, applying the layers parallel to the conductor and
separately smoothing each layer as it is applied.

861,956. Trolley Pole Attachment. Patrick F. Du-
ross. New York, N. Y. Application filed De-
cember 22, 1905.

Check pieces are mounted to rock on the spindle of
the wheel, each being provided with a guide finger
projecting beyond the wheel.

861,958. Electric Signal. Martin A. Ewing and
Joseph H. Ewing, Gallatin, Tenn. Application

filed January 12, 1906.

An arm is arranged to be engaged by a projecting
member on the locomotive, and is designed to be held
by a number of holders mounted on a revoluble mem-
ber.

861,965. Safety Fuse. Carl Gchrkc, St. Louis,

Mo. Application filed January 16, 1907.

In an enclosed fuse, screw plugs received in the
mclal terminal rings, grip the ends of the fusc-wiw.

861,980. Secondary Electric Clock. Robert L.

Hight, Decatur, 111. Application filed March
29, 1906.

In a tim'c-piccc designed to be operated from a
master-clock, a maitnct energized by impulses from the

862,026. Automatic Alarm. Charles W. Smith,
Fredericksburg, Ohio. Application filed Decem-
ber 14, 1906.

A float closes the circuit of an alarm bell.

862,041. Circuit Maker and Breaker. John Wil-
kinson, Syracuse, N. Y., assignor to the H. H.
Franklin Manufacturing Company, Syracuse,
N. Y. Application filed April 15, 1907.

NO. 862,041.— CIRCUIT MAKER AND BREAKER.

Mounted in a ring of insulating material, the wear-
ing faces of the contact-pieces and bearing-members are
arranged in the same curved line forming a substan-
tially continuous metallic path. (See cut.)

862,072. Switchboard Construction. Theodore A.
Hammond and William P. Hammond, Passaic,
N. J,, assignors to the H. R. and K. Manu-
facturing Compan}', New York, N. Y. Appli-
cation filed November iS,- 1903.

For telegraph connections, a single wire circuit sv.'itch-

board consists of a number of jacks, so arranged as to
make either a patching or a looping connection at any
individual jack.

862,080. Electric Haulage System. Nils D. Levin,
Chicago, III., assignor to the Goodman Manu-
facturing Company, Chicago, 111. Application
filed November 7, 1904.

The driving gear of an electric rack-rail haulage sys-
tem is described.

862,082. Wire Clamp. Oliver E. Lewis, Ulysses,
Neb., assignor of one-half to Joseph B. Simp-
son, Washington, D. C. Application filed June
19. 1906.

The ciamp provides a curved path for the wire, so
that when taut it is firmly gripped.

862,084. Relay and Sounder. George W. Lorimer,
Piqua, Ohio, assignor to the Lorimer Auto-
matic Telephone Company, Augusta, Me. Ap-
plication filed July 22, 1902.

A sheet-metal frame supports the electromagnet, its

armature and other parts and consists of a sheet-metal
base, standards and ears formed in standards for sup-
porting the armature lever and the adjusting screw.

862,101. Hair-drying Comb. Paul E. Oswald, Los
Angeles. Cal., assignor to Herbert N. Wayne,
Los Angeles, Cal. Application filed April 16,

1907.

Resistance material in the back of the comb heats
the air which is blown through the ends of the hollow
teetli from a bulb in the handle.

PATENTS THAT HAVE EXPIRED.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued

by the United States Patent Office) that expired

August 5, 1907:

43o'445- Registering System for Telephone Exchanges. J.
C. Clark, Morristown, N. J.

433»4S5. Multiple Signal System. B. J. Noyes, Boston,

Mass.

433,486. Multiple Signal Apparatus. B. J. Noyes, Boston,

Mass.

433004. Multiple Signal Apparatus. J. C. ' Wilson and

B. J. Noyes, Boston, Mass.

433,544. Electric Railway. A. A. Shobe and \V. Emblcy.
Jerseyville, 111.

433,554- Electric Release for Target Traps. L. L. True,
Bismarck, N. D.

433,557- Dynamo-electric Machine. C. F. Winkler. Troy,

N. Y.
433,584. Electric Fire Alarm and Night Call. C. J. Vinuig,

Cleveland, Ohio.

433.619- Electrical Communication. J. L. Cutler, Pike-

ton, Ohio.
433.636. Multiple Switchboard System. E. P. Warner. Chi-

cago, III.

433.637- Electrical Measuring Instrument. E. Weston, '

Newark, N. J.

433.671- Electric Soldering Iron. C. E. Carpenter, Minne-
apolis, Minn.

433.700. Alternating-current Electromagnetic Motor, X.

Tcsla, New York, N. Y.

433.701. Alternating-current Motor. N. Tcsla, New York.

N. Y.
433.702. Electrical Transformer or Induction Device. N.

Tcsla. New York, N. Y.

433.703. Electromagnetic Motor. N. Tesla, New York.

433.706. Electric-circuit Coupling for Railway Trains. W.
P. Widdificld, Uxbridgc, Ontario, Canada, and A. II.

Bowman, Allentown, Pa.

433.744- Electric-current Controller. M. O, Sargent, Mai-

den, Mass.
433,839. Trolley for Electric Street Cars. F. C. Wheeler,

St. ToBcph, Mo.
433.90.1.

" Electric-motor Mechanism. S. E. Mower and G. J.

Spencer, New Haven, Conn.
•133,9'7- Method of M.inufacturing Electric Conductors.

E. P. Warner, Chicago. III.

433.9'8. Electric-railway Conduit SyMcm. M. Whclcss.

Nashville, Tenn. ^ , ,.,

.m.920. Joint for Electric Conductors. G. E. Wiley, Ar-

lington. N. J".,, and E. G. AchcRon, Pittsburg, Pa.

433.9=1 and 45.3.922. Joint for Electric Conductors. G. L.

Wiley, Arlington, N. J.
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Interurban Traction Lines near Rome,
Italy.

By a. i)k Courcy.

A system of interurban lines wliieli is to be

ranked anions the most extensive in Italy was

installed not lony since between Konie and a num-

ber of tile small towns in the ncigbborbood. It is

now operating very successfully and carries a good

traffic, being well patronized by the supporting

population and also by tourists. The present lines

have a total length of about 25 miles.

The system comprises three separate lines or sec-

tions, as may be seen by the map on the next

and after crossing Grotta Fcrrata it passes along

the communal road, crossing the bridge of Squarcia-

relli. After descending the valley of the Marino
and passing along Lake Albano it arrives at the

town of Gcnzano, tlic terminal point. The third

section branches oflf this line at the Squarciarelli

liridge and runs to the town of Rocca di Papa. It

is a short line of about two miles length. It

runs up a heavy grade and finally reaches an

altitude of 527 meters, or 477 meters above the

level of Rome. From the terminus a cable incline,

which is building, will take passengers up to an

altitude of 627 meters.

From the city terminal to St. John Place the

scUes arc used upon tlic houses. One of the sub-

stations near the city, that of Ciampino, besides

being connected directly upon the trolley line, also

supplies it by means of a feeder line from a booster

which runs for a distance of S5 miles. The cur-

rent given by this station has a pressure of 650

volts.

The high-tension line coming from the Tivoli

hydraulic plant is divided into three sections. Of

these the main section, which ends at the Ciampino

sub-station, is about 21 miles in length. Starling

from the hydraulic plant, which is situated at the

foot of the Tivoli hill, it crosses the plain o£ the

Campagna and can transport 700 kilowatts in the

^^^^
Terminus in Rome, near City Walls, at Suuare of St. Jnlui Lateran.

Bridge over Steam Railroad.
INTERURBAN TRACTION LINES NEAR ROME, ITALY.

Terminus at Frascati.

Single-deck Cars at Castle Gandolfo.

page. First of these is the Rome-Grotta Ferrata

section, which forms the main line running from
the city. It starts at Rome from the square in

front of the railroad depot, passing by the Church
of St. John Lateran and goes out by a special gate

which is pierced in the ancient \yalls of the city

near the gate of St. John. Outside of the city it

follows the new Appian way for 1.2 miles, the Via
Tuscolana, and after running across the open coun-

try it crosses the railroad line of Rome-Albano
upon an iron bridge. Passing then along the

Aqueduct of Qlaudius, it crosses the Rome-Naples
railroad line, then rejoins the Via Tuscolana and

reaches the point of Villa Senni.

From the city to Villa Senni the road rises in

a slow and constant grade with an almost straight

path. But from this point it commences the ascent

of the Alban Mountains, and in order to avoid

going up a too steep slope it makes a wide turn,

which includes many curves and grades. It finally

arrives at Bivio, which is the terminal point of

the main line, and there it joins on to the second

section.

The second line lies between the town of Fras-

cati and Genzano and is about il miles in length.

From Frascati it first follows the provincial route,

track is formed of Phenix rails weighing 43 kilo-

grammes per meter, but where the line is laid in

the flat country of the Campagna it is built of light

Vignole rails weighing 28 kilogrammes per meter.

The Frascati-Genzano line uses Phenix rails of 48

kilogrammes. In all cases the gauge of the line

is 1.44 meters and the minimum curves 25 meters

radius. The line is laid in single track, with turn-

outs of 90 meters length. On the whole system

the overhead trolley is used with rail return.

Current is furnished by the large hydro-electric

plant of Tivoli, belonging to the Anglo-Romana
Company. The main part of the road as far as the

Via delle Cave is supplied by the sub-station of

this company, located at Porta Pia, by means of

an underground feeder which ends at St. John's

gate and brings current at 550 v^lts. As to the

remainder of the system it is fed by three sub-sta-

tions installed at Ciampino, San Giuseppe a:-A Al-

bano. These latter station, receive current at

10,000 volts and 42 cycles from the Tivoli station,

and a set of rotary-converter groups delivers direct

current at 650 volts.

The trolley line is formed of a double overhead

wire of 9.25 millimeters, supported generally upon

brackets fixed on wooden poles. In the villages ro-

shape of three-phase current, working at 10,000

volts and 42 cycles. This line is made up of six

five-millimeter copper wires, forming two separate

lines which are operated in parallel usually, but
one of them can be used alone if need be. A
shorter hne is used to connect the Ciampino sub-

station with the San Giuseppe sub-station. It has
three wires only upon a length of 3.7 miles. A
similar high-tension overhead line runs from the

latter point to the Albano sub-station.

Special precautions had to be taken to avoid ac-

cidents due to lightning, as the storms in this

region are frequent and very violent. Where the

line leaves the generating plant of Tivoli it passes

first through a set of Wirt lightning arresters of the

ball type, which stop the smaller discharges. Larger
discharges are stopped by arresters placed entirely

outside the station building, using a series of horn
lightning arresters with liquid resistances. The
same arrangement is used at the entrance of the

line into the Ciampino station.

At Ciampino there are two main groups of mo-
tor-generators for delivering direct current for the

line. Each of these is made up of a synchronous
motor of the Thomson-Houston ro-pole type, de-

signed to give 250 kilowatts at 516 revolutions per
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minute and receiving current at 8,500 volts. Direct

coupled with it is a six-pole railway generator of 200

kilowatts which delivers 650-volt current. In paral-

lel with the bus-bars is connected a storage battery

of the Union type having 500 ampere-hours capacity.

The trolley line is fed first by a direct connection

with a feeder near the sub-station and also by a sec-

ond feeder farther along, which is boosted by a group

consisting of a direct-current motor coupled to a

150-ampere generator delivering up to 300 volts.

There are two of these booster sets in the sub-

station. As to the two other sub-stations, they have

an outfit of two motor-generators of 125 kilowatts

each, using a storage battery of 325 Union cells.

Rolling stock comprises 12 double-decked cars,

including eight motor cars and four trailers having

a capacity of 82 passengers each; also 16 cars of

the ordinary type, eight motor cars and eight trail-

ers holding 35 passengers each. The double-

decked cars are specially designed for the inter-

urban service and are 1 1.8 meters long between

Thomson-Houston Company with apparatus built

at the Paris factory of the French company. Mr.

Garfield, chief engineer of the latter company,

kindly supplied the writer with the foregoin; in-

formation.

International Association of Municipal'

Electricians.

The twelfth annual convention of the Inter-

national Association of JNIunicipal Electricians was
called to order by President T. C. O'Hearn in

the City Hall of Norfolk. Va., at 10 a. m. on
August 7th. President O'Hearn called upon Coun-
cilman J. S. Barron to assume the charge of the

opening exercises. An address of welcome made
by Acting Mayor D. S. Burwell assured the dele-

gates of a generous entertainment. In the course
of his speech the acting mayor gave a brief history

of the development of the city, assuring the dele-

gates and guests of the pleasure it gave the citi-

zens to entertain them.
Mr. J. B. Yeakle of Baltimore responded for

MAP OF INTERURBAN TRACTION LINES NEAR ROME, ITALY.

buffers, having two trucks with 838-millimeter

wheels.

On the large cars the company has adopted the

multiple-unit method of car controlling. There are

four motors per car, of the T-H-2 four-pole iron-

clad type, rated at 60 horsepower each, with a gear

reduction of 3.42. Using a switch on the side of

the car, any two of the motors may be cut out of

circuit. Each of the cars is fitted with an air-brake

outfit. The air compressor, driven by an electric

motor, is installed upon the car truck and operated

by an electric governor.

In order to give greater security when trav-

ersing the country during the night the cars are

equipped with two arc projectors which are placed

upon the upper deck. The smaller cars are of the

usual t>'P'. with rigid axles, and have two of the

above-mentioned motors.

Under the present conditions of the line the

scnice is somewhat difficult to carry out properly.

.As operated at present it comprises trains leaving

Rome every hour and proceeding either to Frascati

or to Gcnzano. Besides there is a special service

between the two latter towns. .As to the new sec-

tion running to Rocca di Papa, it uses ordinary cars

over a length of 1.8 miles, but to reach the town
of Rocca di Papa, which lies at an altitude of 627

meters, passengers will be taken by the cable road,

as the grade is too steep to allow of using the

ordinar>' electric road.

The lines were equipped by the Mediterranean

the association. He expressed the gratitude of tlv:

members for the cordial greeting and the many
provisions for the entertainment of the member.s
and' guests.

President O'Hearn then resumed the chair and
delivered his address, urging all members to at-

tend strictly to business during the sessions.

On reassembling in the convention hall the

meeting divided into sectional meetings, preparing
the business to be handled in a concrete form for

the general convention. These sectional meetings
occupied the entire afternoon.

The evening was devoted to sightseeing around
the city.

The first business of Thursday, August 8th, w.is

the report of Mr. A. S. Hatch, chairman of 111',-

Electric Light Department, who said Mr. A. L.

Pierce of Wallingford, Conn., would read a paper
on "Operation of a Municipal Electric-light Plant.'"

the main feature of which was that a municipal

plant to be successful must be conducted in the

same manner as a private corporation ; i. c., the

superintendent must be in absolute control, with
the elimination of political influences.

C. S. Downs of Altoona, Pa., read his paper

on "Luminomctcr Methods of Testing Street Arc
Lamps," believing this method to be the fairest

yet devised for both the companies and the public.

The discussion of these two papers consumed all

the time of the morning.
The afternoon was given up to a trip by steamer

around the bay through Hampton Roads, landing

the party at the Jamestown Exposition grounds,

and thence by trolley cars to Ocean View, where
the salt-water bathing was greatly enjoyed. In

the evening all went to the Ocean View Hotel,
where a banquet" was served.
On Friday morning the meeting was called to

order at 10 o'clock by the president. Mr. J. B.
Yeakle explained the value of volt and ammeter
tests for insulation of lines, describing some very
unique methods used in the Baltimore office.

The paper by Adam Bosch of Newark, N. J.,

"Modern Fire-alarm Central Office," was read.
It was a description of the central office recently
installed by his city.

Walter M. Petty, borough electrician of Ruth-
erford, N. J., presented his paper, "Modern Ap-
plication of Storage Batteries." The author ad-
vocated a large-capacity cell connected to the cir-

cuits in multiple, rather than the greater number
of smaller ones in series for each circuit.

The question, "What efforts, if any, do the vari-
ous cities use to control street railways?'* pro-
voked a lively discussion, developing the fact that
very little was done to control the companies.
The election of officers resulted as follows

:

President—R. A. Smith, Norfolk, Va.
First vice-president—J. B. Yeakle, Baltimore, Md.
Second vice-president—B. A. Blakey, M'ontgom-

ery, Ala.

Third vice-president—C. F. Gall, Louisville.
Fourth vice-president—C. S. Downs, Altoona, Pa.
Secretary—Frank P. Foster, Corning, N. Y.
Treasurer—C. E. Diehl, Harrisburg, Pa.
Executive committee—L. Gascoigne, T. C.

O'Hearn, Cambridge; W. Y. Ellett, Elmira; Elmer
G. Loomis, Allegheny; William S. Devlin, New-
castle ; Clarence R. George, Houston ; William
Crane, Erie; Jerry Murphy, Cleveland; James
Grant, New Haven.
Finance committee

—

A. L. W. Kittredge, New
Haven : Oliver M. Schafer, Trenton.
There was a spirited contest between the cities

of Detroit, Mich., and Niagara Falls, N. Y., for
the next convention, Detroit being finally selected
for the meeting in igo8. The meeting then ad-
journed and the delegates and guests were taken
in automobiles around the city on a sight-seeing
trip. All left declaring that Norfolk people were
the embodiment of hospitality.

A Lamp Socket Which Locks.
Incandescent electric lamps in public places, such

as electric signs and store fronts, frequently suffer

from petty thieves and small boys who delight in

the loud report which results from impact with a

A LAMP SOCKET WHICH LOCKS.

convenient hard pavement. To defeat the per-

petrators of these annoying thefts, a socket has

been produced that locks the lamp so that it can-

not be removed by an unauthorized person. Curi-

ously enough, this is not accomplished by actually

securing the lamp base rigidly in the socket, as

might appear the first solution, though a moment's
consideration would show that with the base thus

prevented from turning, a slight effort would twist

the glass bulb out the base, resulting in the de-

struction of the lamp anyway.

Instead, on attempted removal by unscrewing, the

lamp turns easily and promisingly for ten or fif-

teen turns or until the uninitiated would-be remover

begins to notice that the lamp "is no farther out of

the socket than when he commenced his efforts.

The internal threaded cup which carries the lamp
is free to turn on a swivel, so that unless its

movement is arrested during the twisting operation,

it turns with the lamp-base, from which it does

not unscrew. A key (H) is arranged to be in-

serted in the side of the socket, which locks the

cup against rotation while the lamp is being in-

serted or unscrewed.

The inventor of this thief-proof socket describes

a form of construction which has certain impor-

tant practical advantages. It may be strongly,

lightly and cheaply made and involves the minimum
of alteration of the ordinary standard socket, util-

izing most of the parts without change. No change

in the exterior shell is necessary except cutting

the hole for receiving the lateral key shell. The
screw-socket or cup is not liable to be straineil

or distorted if the lamp be too forcibly screwed

in; no distortion or wear of the parts can affect

the conductive contact with the switch in the closed

position ; and the lock admits of the use of a small
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key cnlcrini,' tliroiigli a kcyliolc so small as lo

^radically iircduclc tanipcriiiK with the lock.

While the invention has heen ilUistraled in the

acconipaiiyinR (IrawinR as apiilied lo the ordinary

ICdisiin socket, the invention is not limited to this

aiiplicalion, but is applicable to any socket with

which the lamp is connected by screwing into place,

or by any other means requiring a rotative move-

ment.

The new socket is the invention of Mr. J. J.

Wood, the well-known engineer of the Fort Wayne
Kleclric Works.

The olliccrs of the nsiociatioii arc: President,

W. P. Engle, Defiance; vice-president, C. C. Col-
lins, Cohnnbns; secretary and treasurer, U. I..

(iaskill, (ireenville; executive eoimnillee, W. E.

Russell of Massillon, M. K. Turner of Clevelanu,

D. W. Low of Alliance, K. II. Bcil of Youngslown,
F. M. Tail of IJayton; Advisory committee, Sam-
uel Scovil of Cleveland, W. K, Miller of Mt.
Gilead, H. I.. Gaskill of (ireenville.

The dues range from $5 to ^20 a year for active

nienihers (central-station men) and $5 for asso-

ciates. The association has had a very prosperous
year, and a most successful convention is assured.

The sessions will be held at the New Boody Mouse.

The Ohio Convention of Next Week.
Tu the OIliu Electric Light Association is due

the credit for issuing perliaps the mo.>it attractively

printed and bound programme ever distributed for

an electrical convention. This is the programme
ft.r the tliirteenth annual convention of the asso-
ciation at Toledo on August 2otli to 22tl. The

The Ohio F.lectric Light Association was organ
ized in i8(;5. At a meeting of the National Kleclric

Light Association held in Cleveland, Ohio, several

It also maintains committees upon various

branches of the liKliting industry to experiment

and report at each convention the progress and

the desirability of such branches for the preceding

year. 'I hese reports and the discussions that grow
therefrom afford one of the interesting features of

the convention.

Notes of Wiring Inspection Progress
In Illinois.

At Kankakee, HI., a new electrical inspector has

been appointed, and he has already established an

up-to-date standard for wiring. He is a graduate

engineer, and, in addition lo supervising the wiring,

carries on a general promoting and engineering

business, covering out-of-town projects. Only ap-

proved fittings arc used, and the inspector will
l^lgiu ./\ssociaunn lieio ni k.ieveianu, wiiio, seve,.ii i'..'.».v, ,>- — ^ --.— , - - ,

representatives from Ohii dis.u:.sed the necessity endeavor lo improve the character of workmanship

of a state association and (Icciilcl lo take measures
to ascertain tlic scntimciU of the Ohio stations

upon the advisability of forming such an organ-
ization. Mr. Samuel Scovil of rh-v.-laiid was

W. p. Encle.

President,

C. C. Collins,

Vice-President.

OFFICERS OF THE OHIO ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION.

copy of the programme which has been sent to the

Western Electrician consists of a souvenir booklet
or book of So pages, handsomely printed and illus-

trated and bound in limp green leather, gold
stamped, and backed with watered green silk. The
book contains portraits of the officers of the i»sso-

ciation and pictures of Toledoj as well as lists

of the names of officers and members, a brief

history of the association, informatibn about the

association and about ToledOj as well as the pro-
gramme itself.

The pictures herewith given are reproduced from
the souvenir programme. It may be mentioned
that Bacon & Huber of Toledo are the architects

of the proposed new interurban electric-railway

station illustrated.

The events on the programme may be epitomized
as follows

:

Monday, August 19th—Committee meetings at 5

p. m. ; theater party at Casino in the ev'^ving.

Tuesday, 10 a. m.—President's address; papers

on "Factory Lighting," by A. P. Biggs of Detroit
Edison Company and J. Kermode, Cleveland Illumi-

nating Company; report of committee on uniform
accounting, by F. E. Crawford bf the Library Bu-
reau, Cleveland, and D. W. Low, Alliance (Ohio)
Ga!^ and Electric Company.
Tuesday, 2 p. m.—Paper on "Luminous Arcs

from Central-station Viewpoint," by H. P. Grabbill.

Ashland (Ohio) Gas and Electric Company; re-

port on electric heating devices, by M. E. Turner
of Cleveland Illuminating Company; excjulive ses-

sion.

Tuesday afternoon—Ladies' prize contest. At 4
p. m. all hands will take cars to Toledo Beach for

supper, after which there will be dancing.

Wednesday morning—"Co-operative Commercial-
ism in the Electrical Field," by J. Robert Crouse
of Cleveland; "The Best Form of Power for Sta-

tions of 500 Kilowatts Capacity or Less," Professor

F. C. Caldwell of Ohio State University, Columbus.
Wednesday morning—Ladies' card party.

Wednesday afternoon—Report of committee on
high-efficiency lighting units, by C. C. Collins. Rail-

way and Light Company, and A. N. Cope, Public

Service Company, Columbus; papers on soliciting

business, by Frank Maunsell of Railway and Light

Company of Toledo, J. D. Kenyon of the Sheldon
School of Chicago and A. " S. Miller of Dayton
(Ohio) Lighting Company; report on cost deter-

mination, by M. E. Turner of Cleveland and F. M.
Tait of Dayton ; executive session.

Wednesday afternoon—Ladies' prize contest.

Wednesday evening—Steamboat trip on Lake Erie.

Thursday morning—Papers on the best way' to

meet gas and gasoline competition, by F. H,
Golding of Dayton, Samuel Rust of Greenville,

W. E. Russell of Massillon, Arthur Pomeroy of

Cleveland, E. T. Selig of Mt. Vernon and W. C.

Anderson of Canton; report of secretary and treas-

urer; election of officers; question box; executive

session.

Thursday morning—Ladies' prize contest.

Thursday afternoon—Visiting places of interest.

Twenty-seven prizes, donated by electrical con-

cerns, will be awarded to ladies winning in card

parties, guessing contests, bowling matches, etc.

appointed to ascertain the sentiment of the rep-

electric stations, and, after addressing 60 of the

representative Ohio stations, he received favorable
answers from 47. The result was a meeting held
at the Neil House in Columbus, Ohio, on May
21, 1895. At this meeting the association adopted
a constitution and by-laws and expressed, in clear,

forcible terms, the object of the association in the

following language:
"Its object shall be to foster and promote the

common interests of its members and to advance
scientific and practical knowledge in all matters

relating to electric-light and power companies; also

to establish cordial and beneficial relations with
kindred associations, and between the manufacturers
of electrical machinery and appliances and the mem-
bers of this association. It may render such as-

sistance and advice to its members as may not be

inconsistent with the purposes above expressed."

From this meeting the growth has been con-

tinuous and the interest manifested has increased

each year. Twelve conventions have been held.

connected with 'the installation of them. The light-

ing company is also maintaining an inspection de-

partment for its own protection. All scries arc

lamps liavc been removed from the interior of

Innldings and are now used for street lighting only.

Where meters arc removed the service is not per-

mitted lo be restored until wiring is overhauled

and placed in good order. The present city ad-

ministration will back the inspector in every Icgili-

nialc demand for changes. -

Paxton has adopted an up-to-date electrical in-

spection ordinance, and a competent inspector has

b-en appointed to administer it. The inspector is

an electrical contractor, but so far the arrangement

has worked all right, and the business district is

being gradually overhauled or rewired.

Urbana has had an electrical inspection ordinance

for about a year, and it has resulted in greatly

improving the standard for wiring. The new work
now being installed is, with a few minor excep-

tiors, in full compliance with Code requirements.

This ordinance was adopted largely as a result

of the example set by Champaign. The inspector

also looks after plumbing and is engaged in the

hardware business, but is in no way connected
with the electrical industry except as inspector and
is entirely disinterested.

At East St. Louis the plan proposed by the

Underwriters' Electrical Bureau, some time ago, is

being carried out. By this plan the chief of the

Fire Department delegates the duties of electrical

inspector to an electrician, leaving the chief free

to look after the department in general. The light-

ing company is interested in safe wiring and has
endeavored to protect prospective customers ' in

every way possible by making inspections for wire
capacity, etc. It has made considerable improve-
ment in its outside wiring, and . further alterations

may be expected, including some underground
work. High-tension arc circuits have been aban-
doned except for street lighting, and the 5CO-voIt

direct-current stationary-motor circuit is being grad-
ually cut out, and power customers transferred

to a three-phase system of lower potential. Trans-
former secondaries on distributing systems are be-

ing grounded at the neutral point, and this pro-
tection will be extended to all secondaries.

At Alton several attempts have been made to

PROPOSED INTERURBAN ELECTRIC-RAILWAY STATION TO BE ERECTED IN TOLEDO.

each of which has been an improvement over the

preceding convention, and from these meetings the

stations of Ohio have received great and lasting

benefit.

The places of the convention iiave been as fol-

lows : Piqua, Springfield, Cincinnati, twice at San-
dusk}'-, Cleveland, Toledo, twice at Columbus and
three times at Put-in-Bay.

In addition to the educational and social benefits

of the organization, the Ohio Electric Light As-
sociation has done much toward giving individual

assistance to its members. It maintains its organ-

ization throughout the year, and problems requiring

solution are answered through the office of the

association whenever asked.

It maintains an advisory committee, whose busi-

ness it ' is to look after legislation and by ever>'

honorable means seek to promote the interests and
welfare of the electric-lighting industry.

prevail upon the Citj' Council to adopt an electrical

inspection ordinance. The Fire Department is

short-handed, and it may be possible to arrange
for the appointment of an inspector whose services

would be available for fire duty in case of necessity.

This would increase the effectiveness of the de-
partment without adding materially to the annual
expenses, as most, if not all, of the salary could
be provided for through the collection of inspection

fees.

Galesburg has a municipal street-lighting system,
and several efforts have been made to prevail

upon the City Council to adopt an electrical in-

spection ordinance authorizing the city electrician

in charge of the plant to regulate the wiring. This
request was about to be granted, when the city

electrician notified the council that if other duties
were imposed upon him^ he would expect more
pay, and the matter was immediately dropped.
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The Luminometer Method of Inspect-
ing Street Arc Lamps-'

By C. S. Downs.

The question of inspecting street arc lamps and

the compiling of specifications that would leave no

chance for misinterpretation, yet at the same tirne

give all prospective bidders an equal chance in

preparing their bids was the puzzle which con-

fronted me when the time came to prepare new
specifications for lighting the streets of the city of

Altoona.
The citj' of Altoona was fortunate in that we had

two competing companies as bidders, one furnishing

alternating-current and the other direct-current arc

lamps. The old specification and the one that gave

rise to no end of complaints was simply the old

time-worn phrase, "shall be of 2,000 candlepower"

but with the word "nominal" tacked on, which, like

the tail of a kite, helped to balance as well as to

raise and lower it as occasion seemed to demand.

I have had to explain the meaning of the word
"nominal" many, many times.

I found it very hard to construct in volts, am-
peres and Avatts a table that would give an equally

fair deal to "plants furnishing direct-current arcs

and those furnishing alternating-current arcs, for

a direct-current lamp of 6.6 amperes and 77 volts

consumes 508 watts and the alternating-current lamp

at 7.5 amperes and 72 volts consumes 482 watts,

so it is seen that the power consumed is all in

favor of the alternating-current plants.

Another thing to be considered was the growing

tendency of arc-lamp makers to decrease the amount
of power consumed in the lamps, but at the same
time give the same amount of light, thus effecting

considerable saving to the electric companies. This

would be considered when they bid, and to hold

them to a certain amperage, etc., would probably

cause a higher price. Therefore a specification re-

quiring a certain amperage, etc., was not considered

advisable.

Tests by the photometer were considered, but

found to be unsuitable for street work. Taking the

amperage and voltage at the lamp was out of the

question ; first, on account of the extreme danger
in working about the lamp in the darkness, and
secondly, it was found that after a lamp had been
tested for its amperage and found O. K., it would
be discovered that .the globe was dirty, thus render-

ing the light poor.

The average citizen does not care at all whether
a lamp consumes one watt or a hundred; it is the

light that he wants, and the lamp that gives the

most, be it electric, gas or oil, is the best. Light

is what he wants to buy, not current.

The luminometer or type-reading photometer is

an instrument for determining the relative illumi-

nating values of various sources of illumination.

The instrument consists of a printed card enclosed

in a mahogany box, so that only the light from
the particular lamp under test can illuminate it. An
eye screen is provided to keep the observer's eyes

at a fixed distance from the card. The comparative
illuminating value is determined by the ability of

the tester to distinguish the type.

There are several methods of making compara-
tive tests w-ith the instrument, one being with a

card showing several sizes of type and another
showing but one. In making tests where it is

desired to determine which of two or more lamps
give the best light at some particular distance,

the obsen-ers, as many as convenient, make read-
ings at these distances and determine the smallest
size of type which can be read from each of the
lamps. This method will determine which oi the
lights under lest gives the strongest illumination,

but no proportionate result can be obtained. Cards
should be changed 'often enough to prevent mem-
orizing.

The second method of test, and the one we have
adopted, permits comparative results being ob-
tained from time to time, and consists in the use
of cards on which is printed but one size of type,

viz., pica or 12-point. The observer takes a posi-

tion distant from the lamp and from which it is

impossible to read the card. He then gradually
approaches the lamp until he reaches the farthest
point at which the card can be read under the
most favorable condition, which I have found to

be when the arc has traveled to a point on the
carbon nearest the observer, is drawing its long-
est arc and is just about to feed. The observer
then approaches the lamp gradually until the card
can be read clearly under all conditions, except
the point where the side rods inter\'ene. The dif-

ference between the maximum and minimum is

therefore the illuminating value of the lamp.
In preparing specifications a number of readings

should be obtained. I have found repeated tests

on the same type of lamps, made at dilifcrent times
and by different groups of observers, have checked
remarkably close. It is suggested that the person
selected to make the tests should have his eyes
tested by a competent oculist to determine the
per cent, of normal vision, as two persons rarely
have the same power of sight.

Where possible, measuring instruments should be

t. Abitract of a Daoer pr'^htnttd at tlie convention of the In-
ternational A»v>cialion of Miinicip.^1 KfRclricijn^ at Norfolk, Va..
Aazatt t(, I'jrfj. Mr, Dowui i'. a rnonictpal officer al Altoona,
Pa.

connected with the lamp under test in order to

determine whether they are under normal running
.condition, although I found' very few instances

where a poor light was caused by the lamp not
receiving the proper amount of current. In nine
cases out of ten the depreciation was caused by
dirty inner or outer globes, the loss of illumination

being sometimes as much as 40 per cent. A small
drop in current causes such a great loss of light

that the electric companies are loath to have it

occur as a rule on account of the large number
of complaints.

I have prepared a copy of the table of the lamps
tested to determine a fair average distance, the
extremely high and low ones being discarded as

being unfair to both sides. The distance was found
to be 134 feet, but the odd feet were dropped,
and 130 feet found to be a fair distance for a good
clear reading, provided the globes were kept clean
and the amperage maintained.

[Mr. Downs' table shows the result of lumi-
nometer tests of four alternating and seven direct-

current arc street lamps taken in November, 1906,
and June, 1907. The lamps were in varying con-
dition of ef^ciency and the weather also varied.

The minimum reading given in the table was y6
feet and the maximum 191 feet. The averages
range from 84 feet to 171 feet. The average for
direct-current lamps was 125 feet and for the

or standard track center of 9 feet Syi inches.

[See Western Electrician of August 3d, page 85.]

That ruling will widen all present tracks that are
laid with centers of nine feet or nine feet six
inches. The new cars are all to be nine feet wide,
so the space between the passing cars will be 8yi
inches."

Patapsco River Dam with Power Plant
Inside.

The Patapsco Electric and Manufacturing Com-
pany, Ilchester, Md., recently completed its new
dam and power plant, which, as will be seen from
the following description furnished by the con-

sulting engineers, Messrs. Newton and Painter, and
by the Allis-Chalmers Company of Milwaukee,
whose generators are here installed, has many
unique features. The power plant is placed inside

of the dam, with the waste water passing over the

top of it. The dam is situated on the Patapsco

River about lyi miles below the company's other

plant, or about three miles from Ellicott City and
five miles from the western limits of Baltimore.

The part of the dam used as a power house is

108 feet long, 14 feet high and 27 feet wide, e.x

cept at the buttresses, where it is 18 feet. The

PATAPSCO KIVER DAM WITH POWER PLANT INSlDE.

alternating-current lamps 130 feet, but the latter

seem to have been in rather better condition.]

I have found in my experience that the lumi-

nometer is fair to both sides. One of the super-
intendents did not believe that the distance could
be averaged and called me out of bed one dark,

rainy night to make some tests at random. All
the lamps that were in fair condition came up
to the specifications.

A clause, stipulating that a light will be fur-

nished by which printed type of a certain size may
be distinctly read at a certain number of feet dis-

tant from the lamp, should be in every specification

for street arc lighting, and I believe it would prove
more satisfactory to both the contractor and the
buyer.

Clearance Between Passing Street
Cars.

One point brought up during the rehabilitation

of the Chicago street railways is the standard clear-

arice between passing cars on tracks in the center
of the streets. This space has been fixed, ten-

tatively at least, at S'/i inches, with the larger
cars which are to be used. A man would be
crushed if caught between cars passing at this

distance apart, and the subject has attracted some
attention in the daily papers. The chairman of the

Board of Supervising Engineers, Mr. B. J. Arnold,
is reported by the Chicago Daily Tribune as ex-
plaining the situation in these words

:

"Of course, it would be better and safer if it

were possible to allow a clearance of, say, 40
inches between all passing street cars. It would
require fully that space, if not more, to make it

safe for any large man to get between them.
Most of the streets in this city are 66 feet wide,
with a roadway of 38 feet. Storekeepers must have
room to transact business, and they could not load

or unload their teams if on these 66-foot streets

the space between the car tracks was such as to

give a larger clearance than Sl.^ inches. Give us

wider streets and we'll make a wider clearance.

"If on the wider streets the space were made
greater the public would get the fatal idea that it

is safe to stand between passing cars in any street.

The result would be that a great many people

would be' crushed. In the interest of safety, there-

fore, as well as for other reasons, the board de-

cided in relaying the tracks to h.ivc a minimum

power equipment consists of two 32-inch horizontal

turbine waterwheels running at 240 revolutions per

minute, each direct connected to a 300-kilowatt II,-

ooo-volt three-phase 60-cycle alternating-current gen-

erator. The voltage is unusual, but the transmission

lines cover such a large territory that it was de-

cided to use II,ooo-volt generators in place of step-

ping the current up.

The turbines are fitted with governors, so ar-

ranged that either will control both wheels when
the generators are run in multiple. The generators

have 125-volt belted exciters.

Located at the end of the power house is the

switchboard, which is 10 feet 8 inches long and 8

feet 3 inches high, standing 12 feet from the wall

and enclosed by grille work on each end. It is

fitted with three voltmeters, two of which are con-

nected directly with two phases (at bus-bars) and

the other through plugs, so that the other phase of

either generator can be read. A synchroscope is

placed under the voltmeters, all of which are

mounted on swinging brackets attached to the end

of the board. As the exciters are arranged to be

operated in multiple, a regulator is used for con-

trolling the voltage of the generators. Three am-
meters have been provided for each generator so

that it can be told at a glance if either phase is

overloaded.

Polyphase indicating wattmeters have been pro-

vided, one for the street service and the other to

indicate the total output; also two polyphase re-

cording wattmeters, one for street service and the

other for the commercial circuits. A polyphase

curve-drawing wattmeter is further used for record-

ing the total output of the plant. The leads to the

generators and commercial and street feeders arc

fitted with distant-control oil circuit-breakers with

disconnecting switches. The breakers for gener-

ators have time-limit relays, so in case of trouble

on the outside feeders they will not be thrown

before the others.

The dam has a length of 220 feet and is 40 feet

9 inches wide at its base. Its height from the

normal tail waters to the spillway is 26 feet 6 inches.

At each end the buttresses and deck of the dam
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rise 10 feet above the spillway so as to allow for

floods. The spillway is 168 feet long and arrant!cil

with anchor bolls so that in case it should be

found desirable planks can be bolted to it snrticient

to add two feet. The dam is built of reinforced

concrete and the "deck" is sn|)purtcd by 19 but-

tresses 18 inches thick, which are spaced 12 feet

centers. The deck of the dam is 18 inches thick

at the bottom and tapers to 10 inches at the top.

The part of the dam used for housing the plant

is fitted with a false ceiling hnng five feel from

the inside so as to protect the apparatus from any

water that might seep through the deck. The ceil-

ing slopes until it reaches the vertical sides form-

ing the power house. The side next to the tail

waters is fitted with windows. These windows fur-

nish plenty of light, even when the water is flowing

over the dam two feet deep. The part of the dam
not protected by the false ceiling is comparatively

Progress and Value of Tree Planting.

Kcpuiis frum all jjarts ot the connlry show that

the last .season has undoubtedly been characterized
by a more extensive planting of forest trees than
any previous year in the history of the United
States. The work is progressing very favorably

in every state in the Union. It has been most
extensive in California, in the great Middle West
and in the New England States. But even in the

South, where planting has been more or less lim-

ited, because of existing natural forests, the scope
of the work has greatly broadened.
The trees planted have been mainly hardwoods.

Several large nurserymen, however, report greater

sales of conifers for forest planting than they have
ever made before. In the Middle West catalpa,

black locust, Osage orange, and Russian mulberry
were the favorite trees ; in the North and North-
east preference was given to white pine, chestnut,

larch and spruce; in the South the native conifers

held the lead ; and in California, where the im-

HVDRC-ELECTRIC POWER PLANT INSIDE PATAPSCO RIVER DAM.

dry, as very little water gathers on the inside of

the deck, and what does collect there follows down
the concrete deck until it reaches the drain at

the bottom. If it were not for this moisture it

would not occur to a person that he was standing

under water.

The ' water for operating the turbines is taken

through the deck five feet six inches below the crest

of the spillway, which helps to keep the trash racks

clear of driftwood, etc. Each trash rack is 10 feet

6 inches and the flumes to turbines seven feet in

diameter. Two waste gates are placed near the

bottom of the dam, the water passing under the

fie or.

The waste water going over the dam is carried

on the incline of the spillway to within 16 feet of

the tail water. This incline causes the water to

fall about 10 feet from the side of the dam, and
as the river bed is quite rocky at this point the bot-

tom is not pitted to any great extent.

The dam backs the water up three-quarters of

a mile, with an average width of about 500 feet,

to the tail waters of a cotton mill located at

Ilchester.

The plant will supply current for both power and
lighting. At present Ellicott City, Catonsville, Irv-
ington, Carroll, Halethrop, Arbutus, St. Denis,
Elkbridge and a part of West Baltimore are being
supplied from the other plant, the territory covered
being about six by 10 miles. There is quite a laige
day load, as about 250 horsepower in motors is

supplied at different points. As soon as the nev/
plant is in operation it is intended to extend the
lines to West Arlington and Mount Washington,
about 14 miles.

Mr. Victor G. Bloede is president and genera!
manager and Otto Wonder superintendent of the
company.

Further developments of the Rhine Falls at
Schaffhausen. Germany, have been prevented by the
decision of the councilors of the city.

mense annual planting area has been increased to

at least five times its former size, eucalyptus had
practically a monopoly.
Throughout the entire Middle West it is known

that where the catalpa will succeed no other tree
will pay so well. Good soil and moisture condi-
tions are, however, essential for success with this

tree.

Osage orange has been known to produce as
high as 2,640 first-class posts and 2,272 second-class
posts per acre, and it is well understood that no
posts are better than those of Osage orange. Land
producing such a forest as this could hardly be
put to a better use, since timber is the easiest of
all crops to raise, and from now on w'ill never
go begging for a market.
Red cedar in plantations 25 years old has reached

a value of $200.54 P^r acre. European larch used
for fence posts or telephone poles readies an av-
erage value of $200 to $300. White pine planta-
tions 40 years old have exceeded a value of $300
per acre, and it is known that the eucalyptus,

even when grown for fuel alone, can compete as
to profits with oranges.

It does not take a lifetime to get results. Ca-
talpa often reaches a post size in from eight to

10 years, and will give service as a post for from
15 to 40 years. Osage orange, which reaches post
size in from 12 to 15 years, usually lasts longer
than catalpa. Black locust, though badly affected

by the borer in some regions, grows about as fast

as the catalpa, and has almost the same post value,

wdiile it has the great advantage over catalpa of
being able to thrive on poor land. European larch

reaches a size suitable for telephone posts in 25
years. When treated with presen'ative it will then
last from 15 to 25 years.

In every region of the United States there is

at least one forest tree, and generally there are
several forest trees, which can be planted with a
complete assurance of commercial success if the
plantation is properly established and given proper
care. The government has made a careful study
of most of the forest plantations in the United
States. Its publications on tree planting may be
had free of charge upon application to the Foiest
Service, United States Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D. C. The studies on w'hich they
were based were made especially for the benefit

«f farmers and other land owners, and to prevent
the waste of thousands of dollars annually lost by
planting the wrong forest trees or by improper
care of plantations.

I-'rom the manner in which our natural timber
has been cut it is clear that each region wil' have
to be made as nearly self-supporting in tinilicr

growth as iiossible. The lesson of the past is that

the right forest trees grown in the right way
will bring a good, profit.

Municipal Electrical Inspection.

R. A. Smith, superintendent of electrical affairs

of Norfolk, read a short paper on "Municipal
Electrical Inspection and Records" at the recent

convention of the Municipal Electricians. He said

no city should depend entirely upon insurance in-

spectors for protection against defective electrical

wiring. The city should have a board or com-
mittee of electrical alTairs, empowered to supervise
electrical construction, and also a municipal elec-

trician. An ordinance should require permits for

all electrical installations and or for alterations,

with heavy penalty for moving or interfering with
such installations after the inspector has passed
upon them.

file eleetriciil department's blank forms should
include a blank application for permission to make
installations by contractors, a blank for second no-
tice from contractor when date can be set for
inspection, a blank for the central-station company
asking permission to make connections and a re-

port blank to go back to the central station when
permit is withheld.
Records should be kept by the card system, with

a card for every electrical installation.

Three sets of files should be used ; one to re-
ceive applications for inspection of work, one to
receive applications for connecting buildings, and
another for pending applications, such as work
held for future notice of inspection, work with de-
fect notices thereon, etc.

Upon receipt of an application for inspection, the
clerk should stamp the tinie of day, date, etc.,

thereon, and place it on the receiving file ac-
cordingly, each application being placed on file in
the order in which it is received. When the in-

spector comes for a bunch of applications he
should be given those that are ready, and in the
order of their dates and time of day as nearly
as possible, giving due consideration to "routes and
taking all that may be ready on the route. On
finding an installation defective, he should make
out a slip with duplicate directed to the electrical
contractor, stating definitely what the defects are.
On returning to his office, the inspector should

file his duplicate defect notice, together w^ith ap-
plication of contractor on the pending file. This
application should not be taken up again until
contractor has remedied defect, O. K.'d slip, sent the
slip to the inspector's office, and the case has
taken its turn with other applications on file.

Electrical Openings in India.

William H. Michael, United States consul-general
at Calcutta, enumerates the following openings in
India for electrical engineering.
"The little city of Poona is situated 45 miles from

Bombay at an elevation of 1,800 feet above sea
level. It is a week-end resort for many of the
well-to-do citizens of Bombay, who have fine cot-
tage homes there, or have resen-ed suites of rooms
at the hotels and boarding houses. The latest
scheme for improvement at Poona is an extensive
electrical system. A Bombay firm has made a
start with a scheme to provide Poona with electric
power for street lighting, power and street railways.
The supply at first is to be confined to the munici-
pal limits of Poona, and this area enlarged as the
demand requires. It is proposed to supply the
energy from a central station and to lay under-
ground mains, or to erect overhead wires, as may
be approved by the local government. AU the
streets to be supplied are under control of the mu-
nicipal government, but it is already understood
that there will be no opposition by the government
to the proposed scheme.
"No country stands as well in India as America

in regard to all kinds of electrical machinery and
supplies, as well as to methods in the use of them.
American electrical engineers are here considered
the best in the world, and I would modestly suggest
that they pay some attention to the Poona propo-
sition.

"The extensive electrical works in Kashmir, under
the direction of American electrical engineers, are
making rapid progress toward completion. The
power is derived from the Jhelum River, below
BaramuUa. The big flume, capable of carrying
20,000 horsepower, is completed, and the turbines
to furnish 5,000 horsepower are being installed.

Electrical power for mills and other purposes will
be conveyed to Serinagur, many miles away. The
scheme for extending the power is a large orie, and
great commercial results are confidently expected.
The comfort and convenience that w-ill necessai^ily

follow to a large territory occupied by millions or
people w ould be hard to describe. The items of
lighting and operating electric fans alone are worth
the expenditure' on this great enterprise."
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To BEAUTIFY CHICAGO is the aim of a compre-

hensive list of improvements recommended, after

careful consideration, by the Hamilton Club. And
what stands the very first on the list? Why, this:

"The substitution of electric power for steam on

all locomotives employed in suburban traffic, and,

so far as possible, the elimination of all steam

locomotives within the city limits." This is an

excellent recommendation, and one which should

appeal to all good citizens. The numerous steam

locomotives drawing suburban trains on the Illinois

Central and other railroads, with their billows of

sooty smoke, showers of cinders and nerve-dis-

tracting noise, are an unmitigated nuisance and

should be abated. We heartily wish success to the

Hamilton Club in its effort to correct this, among
other abuses.

But we do not see any reference in the club's

list of recommendations, 27 in number, to the

lighting of the streets, although there is a demand

for more artistic lamp posts. This is a rather

conspicuous omission, for the streets of Chicago,

outside the central business district, are in general

poorly and insufficiently lighted, hundreds of miles

of them having only open-flame gas lamps. Better

and more abundant street lighting is really an

urgent necessity in Chicago, and it is rather curious

that the point escaped the civic improvement com-

mittee of the Hamilton Club. Nevertheless the

club is to be heartily congratulated for its efforts

looking toward the abolition of the smoke nuisance,

the suppression of unnecessary noise and many
other improvements. The upward path is a long

and difficult one; but with an aroused civic pride

an appeal to the old "Chicago spirit," much can
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lamp in large units is destined to play a con-

spicuous part in future street lighting. This belief

was voiced by Mr. W. H. Blood, Jr., of Boston,

who said, in a paper read at the illuminating engi-

neers' convention in Boston last month, that the

apparent tendency, except in large cities, is in

the direction of abandoning the arcs and substituting

high-power incandescents to obtain well-lighted

streets. But the German authority goes much far-

ther than this and makes the bold statement that

"Any source of light of less power than 500 can-

dlepower will be a metal-filament lamp." This is

perhaps too radical a statement. For one thing

it seems to leave the Nernst lamp out of the cal-

culation altogether. But it well indicates the de-

cisive view of the matter taken by engineers whose
views are entitled to respect.

Dr. Klingenberg mentions the use of very power-
ful flame-arc lamps (20 amperes, 5,000 candlepower)
for outdoor lighting in BerHn. These lamps are

placed 59 feet above the street level on poles, and
the result is reported to be satisfactory. The au-
thor is apparently under the impression that the

"tower system" is still favored in the United States

for street lighting, and he points out that the flame
arc is particularly well adapted for tower light-

ing. However, this system has been abandoned in

this country, except in a few localities, and the

use of a more powerful lamp will not serve to

remove its disadvantages.

The paper is a most interesting one and pos-
sesses real value as a contribution to the literature

of the art.

Despite the bitter opposition of the Marconi
Company, it seems to be at last decided beyond
peradventure that the British government is to

ratify the radio-telegraphic convention of the Ber-
lin Wireless Conference. A last stand was made
in the House of Commons on July 30th, when
Sir E. Sassoon rose to move the adjournment of

the House in order to call attention to a definite

matter of urgent public importance—the report of

the select committee on the radio-telegraphic con-
vention, and the declared intention of his majesty's

government to proceed to ratification without afford-

ing the House an opportunity of discussing the

subject. A discussion of an hour and a- half en-

sued. Sir E. Sassoon opposed the ratification of

the convention, and so did Mr. Gwynn of Galway,
who said that the Irish people were exceedingly

proud of the fact that Mr. Marconi is half Irish

and grateful because the operations of the Marconi
Company are doing something for Connemara.
The West of Ireland should play an important part

as a "jumping-off" station for wireless telegraphy,

but Mr. Gwynn declared that the Irish people saw
their part in the industry endangered by the pre-

cipitate action of the government. Among other

things this speaker said that to his mind the

strongest objection to the convention was the

stereotyping of wave lengths. Both speakers were
strong partisans of the Marconi Company.
But Mr. Haldane of the War Office, who spoke

for the government, was unmoved. He said the

question was whether the government had done
right in entering into an international convention

whereby each nation should put into its licenses a

clause compelling those who obtained those licenses

to accept messages from other systems. Surely it

was more in the interests of humanity, to go no

further, that there should be the utmost freedom

of intercommunication than that there should be

the restrictive system which existed at the present

time. The convention was confined to communica-

tion between shore and ship, not between ship and

ship, or between land station and land station; that

communication was untouched. The government

had thought the matter out carefully and had en-

tered into a convention which they believed to be

a good one, and unless the House carried the

motion they proposed to proceed forthwith to

ratify it. The motion for the adjournment of the

House was then negatived.

Thus ends the prolonged fight to prevent the

ratification of the wireless convention by Great

Britain. It is probable that the other countries

will ratify the undertaking (if they have not already

done so) with .little delay.
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Electrical Stimulation of Plant Orowth.
Il-'rom tile London corrcB.'ionilciit of the Western ICIcclricinn.l

Consi<k-r:il)lc interest lias been arouseil by Ibc

fact becoming common knowledge that llic Botan-

ical Society bas alToi-ded a Mr. Thwaile facilities

for condticling some experiments in stimnlalinK

plant growlb by electrical n'letbods, and many a

fantastic article bas appeared in the daily papers

in wbicb imaKination is given full vent. Tbc Bo-

tattical Society lias placeil a glass bouse at tbe

disposal of tbc c.Nperimentcr, wbosc eqttipmcnt

wben completed will include a suction gas pro-

ducer in conjunction witb an Otto-I^enoir-cyclc

gas engine working a dynamo. Tbis latter supplies

tbe necessary energy for tbe arc lamps, wbicb arc

an integral portion of tbc c(|nipnient.

Tbe aim, of course, is a near imitation- of nat-

tiral forces, and Mr. Tluvaile lays ilown tbe follow-

ing essentials: (i) An ample supply of violet in

cbemically active rays from powerful arc ligbts;

(2) a supply of electric current for atmospbcric

and root electrification; (,•5) an atmospberc con-

taining moisture and CO: in tbc proportion com-

mon to tbc most fertile countries at about 70° or

80° F. ; (4) an ideal fertilizing agent; {5) an

ample supply of water for tbe roots.

Tbese conditions it is Mr. Tbwaite's intention

to try to brin.g about artificially. Tbc scbeme of

tbe experimental plant includes tbc conversion of

tlic fuel before combustion into a gaseous condition

and the separation of any nitrogenous matter before

transformation. The water-jacketed cylinder of

tbc gas engine is luadc use of to heat tbe glass

bouse, the circulating pipes being carried through

tbe glass house. Tbe exhaust gases after purifica-

tion arc led through cartlienware pipes which have

outlets which insure uniform distribution under

tbe plants. An electrostatic machine, also driven

by the gas engine, discbarges electricity into the

air, while finally very slowly traveling arc ligbts,

whose rays are concentrated into glass water

troughs, shed their strong beams of light upon the

growing plants.

The experimenter admits that the economical

question has still to be decided, but with the re-

sults obtained by Sir William Siemens to encour-

age him he is not without hope. The Botanical

Society is to be congratulated upon giving facilities

for these experiments. G.

ainnlgnin out into small atrip inROIti, which arc
easily cut. To n(l<l two oniicefi of nincnesium to

100 pounds of copper, niell the copper and ad<l

20 ounces of tbe nnialuam.

Chicago Railways Company Acquires
North and West Side Lines.

Judge Grosscup has entered an order by which

the receivers of tbe Chicago Union Traction prop-

erties are directed to make a lease of tbese prop-

erties to the Chicago Railways Company. Posses-

sion of the North and West Side lines is to be

given to the new company at once. Tbe lease is

to be for 20 years—tbe life of the ordinance—or

until such time as it may happen the properties

be sold and the ownership pass to the purchaser,

which may be the Chicago Railways Company or

some other corporation. The receivers will be con-

tinued in oiifice, but they will have no control over
the management of the lines. Authority is given

the tenant, the Chicago Railways Company, to col-

lect all fares and rents and other income of the

properties ; also to act witb the same po%ver the

receivers have exercised. On the Chicago Railways
Company is imposed the duty to make all improve-
ments demanded by the city ordinance and to carry
out to the letter the plan of rehabilitation of tbe

lines therein provided for. The Chicago Railways
Company is given authority to issue bonds for the

purpose of tbis rehabilitation. These bonds are to

be a first mortgage on tbe properties, occupying in

law a similar position to receiver's certificates

issued for the purpose of maintaining and improv-
ing the property in the court's care. No more of
these bonds shall be issued than are certified by
the board of supervising engineers as necessary
to do the work, but whatever money the engineers
demand shall be provided.

Tbis order would seem to remove the last ob-
stacle to the rehabilitation of tbe entire street-rail-

w-ay system of Chicago under tbe direction of the
Board of Supervising Engineers.

Preparation of Copper-magnesium
Alloy.

It is said to be possible to obtain sound copper
castings of high electrical conductivity by adding
an ounce of stick magnesium to each 50 pounds
of copper. A mixture in these proportions can be
most easily made by first preparing an amalgam
of magnesium and copper in the following manner

:

Melt 45 pounds of pure copper under a good layer
of charcoal, and wben at a good red heat add
five pounds of pure stick magnesium, and stir

well with a plumbago rod. The magnesium must
be forced under the surface of the melted copper,
or it will float on the surface and burn. Pour the

Widespread Strike of Telegraph Oper-
ators.

After the recent San Krancisco stril<c of lolcRrapli

operators bad apparently been settled and the oper-
ators bad returned to their keys under a tlilrly-day

agreement pending the arbitration of tlieir differ-

ences, troitblc broke out in tbe l.os AiiKcles olTice

of the Western Union Telegraiib Company and a
great strike bas spread over the country, tying
np business and press messages and llireateuing to

interfere witb railroad orders.
At ,; :,lo p. m. Wednesday, August 7th, the oper-

ating force of the I,os Angeles office walked out
following the refusal of the comp.'iny oHicials to re-

instate a discharged miion te!egra])ber who, it was
asserted, had retorted to tbc remark over the wire

of a non-union operator at Oakland. Dramatically
on tbc stroke of 12 midnight, August 8th, tbe night

force of tbe Western Union's Chicago oflice left

their keys wben they saw that the company rcfiuireO

them to handle business from Los Angeles, where
non-union men were working. None of tbc 785
of tbe day force reported for work the following
day, Friday. That evening at 6 o'clock tbe 400
operators of tbc Postal Company, whose Chicago
oflice is almost across tbc street from that of the

Western Union, joined their striking brethren, cut-

ting off all commercial telegraphic communicatiori
with Chicago except for tbe press and leased wires*.

The widespread results of this condition become
apparent when it is remembered that Chicago is

tbc relaying point for the whole country. Only
a few messages following through wires could be
transmitted across the country.

Meanwhile tbe strike fever bad spread to a dozen
cities, wdiere attempts were made to get operators

to work with strike-bound points. In Kansas City,

Cincinnati, Dallas, Denver, Salt Lake City and De-
troit, Western Union operators vented tlieir griev-

ances in abandoning their instruments.

On Sunday tbe newspapers reported that 30 cities

witb 3,000 operators outside of Chicago were in-

volved in the general strike which seemed to be
spreading over the entire country. While Commis-
sioner of Labor Neill, tbe federal representative
who was successful in quelling the movement of
two weeks ago, was hurrying to Chicago to confer
with President Small of the telegraphers and others,

New York and Boston operators voted to postpone
strike action until the result of the meeting w^as

learned.

It was learned that the local unions' actions were
without the authority of the national organization,

but President Small undertook to explain tbe
cause of tbe trouble in a message to Commissioner
Neill in part as follows :

"Cause of present trouble is repudiation of San
Francisco agreement which settled strike. Local
Manager O'Brien, Chief Operator Jefils and Su-
perintendent May have repeatedly discriminated
against strikers. Women telegraphers after return-
ing to work were humiliated to such an extent
they resigned. Western Union reinstated less than
100 strikers ; many are still out of employment, in-

cluding married men."
In answering Commissioner Neill's question as

to the demand for which the strike occurred and
upon what terms he would take tbe responsibility
of ordering the "locals" back, Mr. Small wired
that he could guarantee immediate resumption of
wQrk if tbe government would insist upon investi-

gation or arbitration of propositions embodied in
tbe memorial address to tbe board of directors of
the Western L^nion last June.
On Monday, August 12th, tbe strike spread to

New York. Boston, Philadelphia and other eastern
cities, and telegraph service of both companies
throughout the entire country was badly crippled.

In tbe evening tbe Associated Press operators in

Chicago and many other cities joined the strike.

Value of Tantalum and Other Plates for
Electrolytic Rectifiers and

Condensers.
The advantage of tantalum for electrolytic recti-

fiers and condensers, over ' aluminum which has
been tbe subject of considerable experimenting in

connection w'ith its high anode resistance in cer-

tain electrolytes, is vouched for by G. Schulze in

the Annalen der Physik. According to the results

of his researches there is no electrolyte in which
tantalum fails to show tbe valve effect, and the

non-conducting anode coating is capable of resisting

much higher voltages than those by which tbe

aluminum anode skin is pierced. Thus tbe coating

in a solution of sodium carbonate is capable of
withstanding 650 volts, and in various fluorides

600 volts. It is best to have the tantalum elec-

trode entirely immersed, as otherwise sparks may
pass from the surface of the liquid to the emer-
gent portion. Such sparks show^ the tantalum
spectrum, whereas sparks through the liquid show
nothing but tbe spectrum of the electrolyte. The
anode skin is easily formed in the course of a few
minutes, and is not much affected by heat. Herein

it haa a great advanlaRr over aluminum. But this

in 10 some extent balaiiccil by the iiisl.-il)ility of the
skin on lantaliiiii elcclrodcs, whicli is greatly re-

duced in cOieiency In liic course of a few minutes'
break of (he current. Niobium and vanadium also
show a valve cifccl in all cleelrolyles, though it

does not approach 1,000 volls, as in tantalum.
Other melah, like copper in cofiper sulphate, show
a slight action of this kind, hut it is not of any
practical utility.

Turkey's TeleRraph System.
The telegraph was establislnd in Turkey during

the Crimean war. The first line bcKan workiii);
between Constantinople and Adrianople in August,
185s, and was joined lo the Austrian line by way
of Rouslchouk. During tbe years which followed
the telegraph was established over all Ibc empire,
and at present comprises 22,000 miles of wires. It

plays an important part in Turkey, and the work is

relatively satisfactory.

The rate was, until 1884, 40 cents for 20 words
within the boundaries of one vilayet, and from 60
cents to $2.80 for 20 words between two vilayets,

according lo the distance. In 1884 this .system
was modified, Ibc rate becoming two cents a word,
with a surplus of six cents in the interior of a
vilayet and 20 cents a word between two vilayets,

.^n additional rate of two cents was placed on the
use of the cables of the Eastern Telegraph Com-
pany. This tariff was reduced in 1897 to two cents
a word within the limits of a vilayet and four cents
a word between two vilayets. In 1903 the present
rate was introduced, which is as follows: Two
cents a word within tbc limits of one vilayet or
between two adjacent vil.ayets and double lliis

amount between two separate vilayets.

The Great Eastern Company has cables only
north of Smyrna. Its central offices are in the
Island of Syra. Certain islands, such as Chios,
Tenedos, etc., can be reached by telegram only
through this company.
As a natural result of the extension of 'ailways

right into the heart of tbe country, large tradir.g

centers will soon be established, necessitatin.g the
increased use of the telegraph. Consul E. H. Har-
ris at Smyrna says that this is an opportunity
which American manufacturers interested in Ibis
line of business should not miss. As ail tclc.gr.iph

lines, with the exception of tbe Eastern Tc!e..;rapb

Company and the private railway wires, are gov-
ernment property, manufacturers desirous of doing
business should apply direct to the Department of
Prsts and Telegraphs at Constantinople.

One of Edison's Ideas Realized.

.Apropos of the recent opening of the new power
plant of the Amherst Railway and Power Com-
pany, at tbe Chignecto coal mines in Nova Scotia.

it is pointed out that the new system carries out
a suggestion made by Thomas A. Edison. This
w-as that instead of building a power plant where
tbe power was required, and carrying coal there
by railway, it w-ould be more sensible to build the
plant at the mouth of the mines and transmit the
power by wire. The maritime company is said

to be the first to carr}' out this idea on this con-
tinent.

Mr. Edison sent the Board of Trade at Amherst
tbe following message : "Permit me to congratu-
late j-our board and Senator Mitchell on tbe inau-
guration 'of the first plant on the American con-
tinent for the generation of electricity at the mouth
of a coal mine, and the distribution of the same
to distant commercial centers. It is a bold at-

tempt, and I never thought it would be first ac-
complished in Nova Scotia, where my father was
born over too years ago."

A Curious Situation in New Brunswick.
A Canadian correspondent of tbe Western Elec-

trician says that recently the town of Woodstock.
New Brunswick had to take to candles and oil

lamps once more, and such crude lighting will be
in order for some weeks. This is the outcome of
a series of fires due to live wires. The secretary
of the New Brunswick insurance underwriters noti-
fied the electric-light company that if its plant did
not cease operating at once, all the fire insurance
in the town would be canceled. The lighting com-
pany accordingly shut down the entire electric-light

system until a rewiring of the town could be com-
pleted.

Duluth's Proposed Ordinance.
A new electrical ordinance is being drawn at

Duluth, which is said to contain features which
are uncommon. It is the work of Inspector Jen-
nings, who is a practical electrician, and provides
that both electric-light and telephone companies
shall use the same side of the street. They are
permitted to have but two ciposs-arms with a five-

foot space. \\"hen the w-ires are too numerous
for tbis arrangement the inspector holds that
cables should be put in. Tbe ordinance also pro-
vides conditions designed to make it safe for high
and low-voltage power wires to be strung on the
same set of poles.
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Electric Lighting in Germany.'

By Prof. Dr. Phil. G. Klingenberg.

The introduction and development of various

means of lighting in recent years have been ac-

companied by critical comparisons between dif-

ferent sources of light, but none have
_
been sub-

jected to more careful tests than electric and gas

lights, and it is due to the keen competition be-

tween these two sj'Stems that each has been brought

to the state of perfection in which it is seen today.

It is a fully recognized fact that for units of

light giving below about 100 candlepower the elec-

tric light produced with steam under normal con-

ditions comes out more expensive than gas light-

ing, at any rate when comparing the cost per

candlepower-hour. However, one cannot maintain

that this comparison is correct, and the only one
of importance, in view of the present enormous
development of electric lighting with small units.

In spite of all improvements that have been
made in gas lighting, it has been impossible to

obtain for it the peculiarities for which electric

lighting is characteristic, and which are commonly
known to be the following : Easy control of lights

from a distance, agree:::ble shade, great adaptability,

its coolness, the absence of gases caused by com-
bustion, the beautiful and varying effects, the pos-
sibility of splitting the light into small units, the
better light obtained by fixing lamps at an angle
and the possibility of using the current in a light-

ing installation for other purposes (heating, mo-
tors, ventilators, etc.).

Advantages of this kind cannot be expressed
in figures; they are, however,- in many cases of

such importance that the electric system of light-

ing is adopted in preference to any other, in spite

of the higher cost per candlepower-hour.

Tariffs.

Owing to the above peculiarities of electric light-

ing it is ver}' often regarded as a luxury, with
the result that electric lights are used as little as
possible, in order to keep the lighting bill low.

Economy in this direction is easily obtained, be-

cause it is so very convenient to switch the electric

current on and off again. The effect this has on
the central-station plant is. ' however, less desir-

able, since the total capacity installed is annually
used for a comparatively short period. A better

station load would have been obtained under these
conditions if more long-period consumers had been
tempted to buy current at more favorable terms
than those offered in 'the uniform rate of charges.
The natural consequence of the low consumption
in comparison to the capacity of the plant was a
high price for current which formed a hindrance
to the introduction of electric lighting.

It has become usual to divide the annual cost

for the generation of current into constant ex-
penses and variable expenses. On this basis the
constant expenses with modern steam-driven cen-
tral stations of an average size are between 80
and 130 marks per kilowatt The variable ex-
penses are between 2.5 and 5 pfennigs per kilowatt-
hour. [A mark is equal to 24 cents ; a pfennig
to one-quarter of a cent.] The figures wall, of
course, vary according to local conditions. As-
suming an average of 100 marks and four pfennigs,
respectively, we get the following generating .costs

for the current in relation to time

:

Hours. PfenniRS. Hours, Pfennies.
200 54 2,000
500 24 3.000— 7.3

1.000 14

It is evident from the above figures that the
extra cost per kilowatt-hour incurred through an
increas_e in consumption, the capacity of the plant
remaining the same, is very slight indeed. This,
however, is quite contradictory to the tendency for
consumers to reduce their expenses for lighting
by burning lamps as little as possible, because, as
far as the generating station is concerned, the
extra hours of consumption make very little dif-

ference to generating expenses.
If electricity works had come in before gas

works, they would no doubt have had the ad-
vantage of supplying current for lighting installa-
tions which are used for long periods, as, for
instance, street lighting, etc. The result would have
been low tariffs and probably a very large develop-
ment of the supply to installations burning small
units of light. It would then have been exceed-
ingly difficult for gas lighting to compete suc-
cessfully against electric lighting.

In consideration of the above contradictory cir-
cumstances, central stations have charged special
rates to long-period consumers by introducing tar-
iffs with a certain fixed rate of charges, calculated
on the maximum current consumed and an addi-
tional price per kilowatt-hour shown on the meter.
Tariffs of this kind are largclv used at the present
moment, and they fairly well correspond to the
actual gencratini? costs. General introduction is,

however, impo-ssible. owing to the large divergency
in the use of current and the difficulty of bringing
the influence of various classes of consumers to
bear satisfactorily on the maximum capacity of
the central station. Installations in private houses,
for instance, always require a high local maximum".

I A paper prftparedfor (hft Wa^bingion convenlion Ounc 4-7
iv^lof the National Klectric Liehl AviiociatioD. The author U
director of the well-known AllKcrneinc Eteclric Company of
Uerlin,

although the
.
effect on the central station is com-

paratively smallj because local peaks do not over-
lap. To charge a consumer the same fixed rate
for a lamp which does not burn often as for an-
other lamp which is lighted irregularly is no doubt
a hindrance of electric lighting.

A double tariff, as extensively applied in Ger-
many, overcomes this difficulty. The principle on
which the tariff is based is to charge the normal
price for the current during the time of greatest
consumption, but at other times to charge a very
much lower price.

One of the advantages of a tariff of this kind
is that a power load and a light load will not
overlap to the same extent as is the case with the
single tariff or the maximum tariff.

We will now consider the influence of pressure
on electric lighting. The cost of a continuous-
current network is known to form a considerable
item in the total capital outlay. For the last 10

years preference has been given to a circuit pres-
sure of 2 X 220 volts in Europe, contrary to Amer-
ican practice. The consideration which led. to the
introduction of 'this pressure is that a loss of 10"

to 12 per cent, in the economy of high-tension
carbon-filament lamps is more than balanced by a

saving In interest and depreciation in the network.
In other words, one could supply current to con-
sumers at lower prices in compensation for lamps
with a lower efficiency.

The experience gained with the length of life

of 220-volt lamps is favorable. .This is partly due
to smaller fluctuations in pressure in 220-volt cir-

cuits than in those for no volts. A reasonable
tariff and low initial expenditure with the accom-
panying low rates of charges, led to a general
introduction of electric lighting with glow lamps
and helped to overcome the keen competition of
gas lighting.

This is a remarkable fact, especially in Germany,
where the average consumer very carefully cal-

culates his expenses for lighting. The price of the

electric light is, however, still higher than the price

for gas lights, and if certain improvements in the

manufacture of glow lamps had not been made
just in time, the development of gas lighting and
the introduction of inverted gas burners, with the

accompanying higher efficiency, representing an im-
provement of 30 per cent., might have seriously

hampered the introduction of the carbon-filament

lamp, although it would never have brought it to

a complete standstill.

Incandescent Lamps.

The Improvements referred to consist of the

manufacture of lamps with a high efficiency, such
as Nernst lamps and metal-filament lamps.
The Nernst lamp reduces the consumption per

candlepower-hour to half the value for carbon
lamps, and has the advantage of being very suitable

for high pressure (220 volts), which led to an
extensive use in three-wire installations with
2 X 220 volts. These lamps require a certain time
for lighting up after being switched on, but this

is a disadvantage which very often is of no con-
sequence. The life of Nernst lamps is practically

as long as that of carbon-filament lamps, at any
rate as far as continuous-current circuits are con-
cerned. The results in alternating-current circuits

are not quite as favorable.

The metal-filament lamps mentioned above consume
just about one-third of the current taken bv ordi-

nary lamps with carbon, filaments. One of the first

of these lamps brought out in recent years is

Auer's osmium lamp, with a specific consumption
of 1.5 watts per candleoower. This lamp can,

however, be made onlv for about 55 volts. An-
other lamp of this kind is Siemens & Halske's
tantal lamp, which will burn in no-volt circuits

and takes about 1.7 watts.

The most prominent and latest of all metal-fila-

ment lamps is the tungsten lamp. The filament

made by one group of manufacturers is obtained
by chemical reaction and not by compression. The
inventors state that the manufacturing process, be-
ing a chemical one. enables them to obtain very
fine filaments with the diameter of 0.04 millimeter,

which Is impossible with the process involving the
application of pressure. Standard lamps will give

30 to 40 candlepower at no volts; the consumption
Is about T.I watts per candlepower and is reduced
to about one watt after 50 hours' burning. These
figures have been verified in official tests.

Another group of manufacturers applies pressure
for producing a tungsten filament, but the results

are very nearlv the same, the pressure being 105
or no volts, with a consumption of about one watt
per candlepower.
Very interesting: comparative tests were made by

Uppenhorn in Munich. He used four new lamps
of diffcrejit type, but all made for no volts. A
preliminary test gave the following results:

Filament in

Lamps Tusted Current.

Amns.

o.^oo
I.Ota
o.^7n

ConAump-
tion.

Walts.
58.0
44 .0

111.33
S7.1

Powor of
Lieht.

C. P.

16.7

27.3
63-4
<7.0

Specific
Consump-

tion.

W. P. C.
3.M
1. 61

I.7C
1.00TunsHten

One of the latest nictal-filamcnt lamps is the
osram lamp, which is ?t present made for no

volts. Careful tests made in the physical labora-
tory of the government in Charlottenburg show
an average length of burning of more than 1,000
hours. Thirty-two lamps were tested in all, and
only one lamp consumed as much as 1.22 watts
after 1,000 hours; all the others remained much
below this figure. The initial consumption varied
from 1.08 to 1.14 watts.

It is a general characteristic of metal-filament
lamps when compared with lamps with carbon fila-

ments that the power of light sinks by five to eight
per cent, after 200 to 300 hours and rises again
afterward until it reaches the initial power, after
about 1,000 hours. The current remains fairly con-
stant the whole time ; i. e., the watt consumption
per candlepower sinks at first and then rises agaip
gradually. The light of carbon-filament lamps, on
the other hand, is reduced 20 per cent, after about
200 to 1,000 hours.

The superiority of metal filaments is further illus-

trated by the behavior of lamps under variable
pressure. With a 20 per cent, increase in pressure
above the normal, carbon filaments frequently give
tffree times the normal light, whereas a metal-
filament lamp will not give this light at a pressure
equal to 35 to 40 per cent, above the normal. From
this it is evident how very much more insensible
to fluctuations in pressure these lamps are than
those with carbon filaments.

In circuits supplying the old type of carbon lamp
it was necessary to limit the drop between the
constant-voltage feeding point and the point of
consumption to two per cent. In calculating light-
ing circuits one can now allow for a greater drop
in pressure than before, owing to the more favor-
able behavior of metal-filament lamps.

Since the development of metal-filament lamps
it has been prophesied that the supply of current
from central stations would become less, owing
to the fact that just one-third of the energy now
consumed will be required for producing the same
amount of light. It is the author's opinion that
the general introduction of metal-filament lamps
will have just the opposite effect.

It should be remembered that as a rule con-
sumers dike to burn a certain number of lamps,
and are not so much guided by the amount of
light they obtain. Every i6-candlepower lamp in

their installations will therefore be replaced by a
2S-candlepower lamp, since there is no metal-fila-

ment lamp yet for a smaller candlepower at no
volts. Even then the saving in the consumer's
light bill will be considerable. In many cases, in
restaurants, for instance, the lights which have to
burn constantly are not electric but gas or some
other kind of light, electricity only being used ' for
table and other lights which are easily switched
on and off again according to requirements.
Now that electric lamps with a higher economy

are available, it will be worth while for a consumer
to change^ over all these long-burning gas lights
to electricity. The decrease in consumption, owing
to less energy per candlepower-hour, will be made
up by a higher candlepower and longer burning.
Central stations will, however, benefit most by the
large number of new consumers which have 'been
keeping back up to now, owing to the high cost
of electric lighting.

The full advantage offered by metal-filament
lamps will not be experienced until the price of
the lamps themselves is reduced from three marks
to one mark. It is not at all unlikely that lamps
will be sold at the lower figure at an early date,

because, as far as the cost of manufacture is con-
cerned, there is no very great difference between
metal-filament and carbon-filament lamps.

Circuit Pressure.

The fact that metal-filament lamps can at pres-
ent only be made for no volts has given rise to a
lively expression of opinions in Germany as to the
desirability or otherwise of keeping to the present
standard three-wire system with a 2 X 220 volts or
of changing over to 2 X no volts. The replies to

a circular inquiry addressed to the managers of
central stations show that a large proportion of
central-station engineers are in favor of a pressure
of no volts. In coming to this decision due con-
sideration was, of course, given to the advantages
of no volts for lighting with arc lamps.

It is the author's opinion that the question of
pressure is largely dependent on another question,
viz., whether it will soon be possible to obtain
useful metal-filament lamp of small power and
for 220 volts. The inquiries made by the author
in this direction are all in the affirmative.

An important opinion was expressed by the
Deutsche Gasghihlicht Akiiengescllschaft, the man-
ufacturers of the so-called osr,im lamp. The fol-

lowing is a translation of what the firm had to

say:

"With reference to your inquiry relating to 220-

volt lamps, we beg to say that past experience
confirms our opinion that it will not be possible

to make 220-volt lamps on a large scale until the
process of manufacture of no-volt lamps has
reached a very high state of perfection, and the
price for the lamps themselves has come down in

consequence. It is quite evident that lamps for
220 volts must' have very long filaments, the nat-
ural result will bo a very high percentage of break-
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aRos ilitiiiiR inamifacliiiu, in transit and in prac-

tical use.

"It also stands to reason that lamps lor 220

vdUs must Rive twice as much light as lamps for

I [o volts. It will, therefore, he very difTicult to

make the lamp which is wanted, viz., one for 32

i-aiulK'power.

"A furlliLT consideration, which corresponds ex-

actly 10 the conditions experienced with carbon-

lilainent lamps, is that 220-volt lamps will not be

clliciint as no-volt lamps. The present carbon

Iain|i for 220 volts consumes 15 to 20 per cent.

HKirr current than a no-volt lamp of etinal life.

Similar conditions will no doubt prevail with the

osram lamp, so that this fact will adil to the dilli-

cullies encountered during niannfaclure, because a

lamp for a certain vollane and a higher consumption

in w.itls per candlepower than another must have

a higher lilament. We do not think wc arc misled

ill believing tliat the superiority of the osram lamp

for 110 volts as now supplied is a suflicient induce-

ment to engineers in central stations to return

to the lower pressure again wherever it is possible.

"On careful consideration it is our opinion that

the introduction of 220 volts during the time wdien

no other but carbon-filament lamps existed, was a

mistake, at any rate as far as lighting circuits are

concerned, because the cost of electric lighting

was increased, since 220-volt lamps are known to

consume 15 to 20 per cent, more current. We will

not discuss the question whether central stations

suffered a loss by having prevented a large number
of consumers from taking in electric light, owing
to higher cost of «urrent or whether the saving

in mains, due to a pressure of 220 volts, was suffi-

cient to compensate any other deficiency. We have,

however, noticed that many engineers consider it

absolutely necessary to return to no volts wher-

ever possible, and to stop carrying out new in-

stallations for 220 volts."

It is evident from the above that eventually we
shall get a 220-volt osram lamp, but that it will

not show the same favorable results as the low-

tension lamp.
The author has also been in communication with

other engineers who have confirmed the possibility

of making a 32-candlepower lamp for 220 volts,

with a cc^nsumption of i.i to 1.2 watts. As soon

as the difficulties in the manufacture of 32-candIe-

power lamps for 220 volts have been overcome, it

must, of course, also be possible to supply
^

16-

eandlepower lamps -for no volts. The conditions

can therefore now be summarized as follows

:

Points in Favor of a Pressure of no Volts.—
I. Smaller units of light can be installed.

,2. The efficiency of lamps is higher (experience

will have to show to what extent).

3. Half the number of arc lamps in 220-volt

circuits will burn in a series.

Points in Favor of a Pressure of 220 Volts.—
1. The capital expenditure for circuits is very

much lower. Assuming capacity, distance and

losses all to be the same, the section of copper is

a quarter of that for no volts. Assuming equal

drop and the same section of wires, one can cover

twice the dfstance, or four times the area.

2. The result of the advantages described in

Point I is that one can supply current economically

to areas with few consumers.

3. Installations cost less.

The Distribution Favored.—
Assuming the conditions for metal-filament lamps

to be similar to those for carbon lamps, the cal-

culations for the writer prove that the possible

reduction in generating and distribution expenses

is greater than the loss in lamp efficiency. The
writer's opinion is, therefore, that new schemes

should be based on a supply of 2 X 220 volts as

before, in spite of the contrary opinion expressed

above.

In three-phase installations the four-wire system

has gradually found more and more favor in pref-

erence to the three-wire system. It has^ im-

portant advantages, so that higher pressure is of

less consequence. The author therefore recommends
3 X 120-volt star connections for three-phase

installations, especially because there is then no
difficulty in making an alteration in new areas, if

necessary.

Arc Lamps.

The revolution in lighting with small units which
will accompany the general introduction of metal-

filament lamps is sure also to affect the use of

more powerful lamps.

For certain purposes for which arc lamps of a

particular type have recently gained importance,

metal-filament lamps are now entering into com-
petition. In recent years a series of designs of

arc lamp for small currents was brought out. The
Allgemeine company was the fir.st to supply an arc

lamp of this kind; it was called the "Rignon"
lamp, after its inventor. Other firms followed suit,

giving their lamps names referring to their size,

such as Ldliput, Mignon, Baby lamp, etc. Most
of these lamps were intended for a current of two
amperes, but they required a working pressure of

about no volts per lamp.

The first lamps were made for continuous cur-

rent, those for alternating current being made at

a later date. The principle embodied in all de-

signs was a limited access of air, which produced

a hiehcr efficiency and a steadier arc, although the

length of burning was' not equal lo that of the

original lunn Imrning lamp. Most of the new small

arc lamps will burn from 12 lo 20 hours. They
found favor very quickly, and were extensively

used for lighling in private houses and workshops,
in shop windows, for lighling in railway stations

and even for street lighting in small towns.

Let us consider the economy of these lamps.

A conlinuous-cnrrent arc lamp in a no-volt circuit

consumes two amperes, and gives a light of about
200 candlepower, thus requiring I.I watts per can-
dlepower. A lamp for two amperes is therefore

not .sufficiently economical; even a 3.5-ampcrc lamp
will give an average hemispherical light of only

100 to 120 candlepower; the specific consumption
is lherefr>re three lo four walls per candlepower.
It is evident from the above that the small con-
tinuous-current arc lamp is not so economical as

the melal-filameut lamp, aiul that Ihc alternating-

current lamp is worse still.

It should be borne in mind that mctal-filament

lamps can easily be made for units of 100 candle-

power, so that they arc well able to satisfy the

same requirements as to power of light as the

smallest arc lamps. On the other hand, .the latter

require lo be trimmed; they burn carbons and have
a sensitive mechanism, a weak point with all these

designs. In view of these facts, it is not difficult

to foresee that progress in the manufacture of

metal-filament lamps will cause t'lcsc small arc

lamps to vam'sh altogether.

Arc lamps for 500 candlepower are now consid-

ered to be the smallest lamps that it is worth
while to make. They are represented by the four-

ampere lamps now being manufactured, which has

a high economy and will burn on continuous-current

circuits. Any source of light of less power than

500 candlepower will be a metal-filament lamp.

It is an experience of the lighting industrv that

consumers seldom make use of a pecuniary benefit

offered when a certain source of light has to give

way to a better and more economical one, and the

ultimate result is always the use of more light

for tbe same money, due to improvements in

lighting. At present there seems to be no limit

in this direction. The metal-filament lamp has no

doubt created a demand for a better light for in-

door lighting, and the eve will soon be accus-

tomed to the improved light indoors and will want
equal improvements in streets and open places.

The arc-lamp industry is already prepared to

meet the future demand for more light out-of-

doors. Constant improvements in the design of

flame-arc lamps have now produced lamps which

leave nothing to be desired in this direction. The
smallest type of these lamps consumes six amperes

and gives a light of 1,500 candlepower. The 20-

ampere lamps will give un to 5,000 candlepower.

An equal power of light from a single arc lamp
was quite unknown up to quite recently, and the

lo-ampere differential lamp for 100 candlepower
was considered quite sufficient for public lighting

in large towns.

Units of light giving 5.000 candlepower are by
no means beyond practical requirements iti roads

and places in large towns where traffic is con-

gested, as is proved by the lighting of the Pots-

damer Platz in Berlin with eight flame-arc lamps,

each for 20 amperes. gi\dng a total of 40.C00 candle-

power. The lamps are mounted on two high posts

so that the burning point is fixed at a height of

18 meters above the level of the road. By this

means the source of liTht itself is not disagreeable

to the eye, and the lighting of the square is as

uniform as possible.

In America there has always been a great tend-

ency to suspend powerful sources of light in towns

at a very great height, in order to obtain the

above-mentioned advantages. It is. however, not

oossible to develop this system completely without

having a source of light similar to the tlame-arc

lamp for 20 amperes, which is now being manu-
factured.

Another great advantage accompanies the intro-

duction of the flame-arc lamps, and that is the

fact of their suitability for alternating current =5

well as for continuous current. The ordinary al-

ternating-current lamo for 15 amperes will not give

a light of verv much more than 500 candlepower,

audit is not feasible to increase the power of the

light by raising the current, on account of the size

of wires. This was therefore the limit of lighting

with powerful units in alternating-current circuits.

Flame arc lamps for alternating currenf are in

every respect equal to those for continuous current,

so that single units for 4,000 candlepower can

easily be manufactured for both cases.

The consumption of the alternating-current flame

arc lamp is not higher than that for continuous current

when taking the power factor of the arc into con-

sideration. The progress made in this direction is

of decisive Importance for future lighting with arc

lamps, because alternating current is being used

more and more for feeding circuits covering ex-

tensive areas.

Certain points in connection with flame arcs at

first hindered their introduction; for instance, it

only seemed possible to obtain a yellow light,

which did not suit the public taste, esoeeiallv in

Germany. Conditions were more favorable in Eng-
land and -America, because there the public had

become more accuitomed to an unusual color of

arc lamps, owing to the extensive use of long-

burning lamjis of a violet hue. It is, however, now
possible to make highly efficient carbons, giving

a very agreeable light, which Is almost white in

color. The steadiness of Ihc arc in flame lamps is

not as perfect as it is in difTcrential lamps burning
carbons which are not saturatcl. It is impossible

lo prevent the arc from flaring up now and then,

owing lo slight irregularities in the composition
of carbons. One has, however, become accustomed
lo this deficiency in street lamps. A comparison
of flame arc lamps with long-burning lamps as

used in America for street lighting is in favor of
the former type, the arc being very much steadier

lh;ui in the American lamps, which burn very
Ihick carbons, allowing the arc to wander con-
linnally.

The cost of the newer carbons is higher than
that of ordinary carbons. To a certain extent (his

is due to a metal core, which is necessary on ac-

count of the high resistance of the carbons, due
lo their great length. The expenses for trimming
lamps, elc, arc also higher than similar expenses
for other types of lamps, because the mechanism
is more complicated, and carbons for flame arcs
leave ashes and other deposits, which require to
be removed very carefully.

According to the experience made by a large cen-
tral station in Germany using lamps which burn
16 hours at a time, the costs for every hour of
burning are divided as follows:

Trimmers and supervision, about . .2 pfg.

Carbons, about 4 to S pfg.

Maintenance, repairs, spare globes, etc 3 pfg.

These figures are comparatively high, and may
not always be fully covered by the saving in cur-
rent. The superiority of flame arc lamps will, how-
ever, still remain unquestioned, since there is no
other type of lamp which will give more than 1,000

candlepower.
Conclusion.

A new source of light which is gradually gain-
ing ground in Europe and is competing with other
sources of light is the mercury-vapor lamp. It is

primarily suited for indoor lighting and is used in

engine rooms, boiler houses and workshops. An
attractive effect is obtained in shop windows and
for lighting advertisements. The Berlin Electricity

Works have already installed about 60 of these
lamps in their boiler houses and engine rooms. The
peculiar color of the mercury light is at present a
hindrance to its use, but custom and improvements
will no doubt overcome this defect in time.

When comparing the power of light, mercury
lamps will be found to range between incandescent
lamps (metal filament) and arc lamps. Mercury
lamps will always retain a certain sphere of use-
fulness of their own, owing to the peculiar shade
of their light.

Progress of Gas Lighting.

In giving a general aspect of electric lighting

in Germany, it is impossible to overlook the prog-
ress made In gas lighting in recent years. The
so-called Lukas light, an improvement of Auer
light, was followed by powerful lamp? burning
compressed gas, such as the Millennium light and
others. As yet, however, no type of gas lamp has
given results approaching those obtained with ordi-
nary arc lamps, and no single gas lamp will give
a power of light equal to that of a single flame
arc lamp.
The claim iot the superiority of electric street

lighting is fully substantiated by test results ob-
tained in Berlin streets by Dr. . Bloch. His careful
measurements show a consumption of about 18
w-atts per lux and per ico square meter with ordi-
nary arc lighting, as against about 50 liters of gas
per hour for the same effect produced with Mil-
lennium light.

Although improvements in gas lighting have not
been able to question the superiority of arc lamps,
they have certainly created a state of keen com-
petition which electrical engineers are bound to

meet by similar progress if they do not wish to
lose ground.

I have to thank Dr. Norden for the assistance
he has given me in compiling these notes.

A Compliment for Purdue.
Prof. C. Russ Richards, dean of the school of

mechanical engineering of the University of Ne-
braska, has just concluded a thorough inspection
of Purdue University, his visit to Lafayette, Ind.,

completing a tour of visits to 16 of the leading
technical schools of tlie country. Professor Richards'
Inspection trip came as a result of the Legislature
of Nebraska appropriating^ $ioo.ooa with which to

erect a new building for the ineehanical school of that

state. Professor Richards paid a high compliment
to Indiana, and particularly to Purdue University,
when he pronounced that institution the best housed
and the best equipped, all things con-;idered. of

all the colleges he visited. Professor Richards said

that some of the eastern universities had In certain

respects a more expensive equipment, but that none
had a more complete or more practical engineering
school than that of Purdue. Nebraska's new build-

ings will no doubt be patterned^ .ifter Purdue's
plans, he said.
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ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
By Geo. R. Metcalfe.

XXIX. -Electric Lighting.

Arc L^\mps.

Nearly all arc lamps use carbon rods with their

ends slightly separated so as to form an arc between

them when current is passing through the rods. In

the direct-current arc lamp one carbon is attached

to the positive lead and the other carbon to the

negative lead. When current is turned on to the

lamp the two carbons which were previously in

contact are slightly separated and an arc is drawn

between them. The mechanism of the lamps is

such that the carbons can only separate by a small

predetermined distance, and the current maintains

the arc constantly across this distance, and there-

fore the circuit is hot broken when the carbons

separate.

The light from the arc lamp is produced by the

incandescence of the carbon rods at their arcing

tips together with the light of the arc itself. In

the direct-current arc lamp the upper carbon, as

shown in the accompanying illustration, is assumed

to be positive and the lower carbon negative. Ex-

amination of the tips of these carbons will show

the upper carbon at the arcing point to be hollowed

out somewhat in the center, and this hollow spot

is known as the crater of the arc. The greater

part of the light is given off from this crater, which

has a temperature of over 3,000° C. 'The tip of the

negative carbon instead of being hollowed out forms

a dull point which does not give out nearly as

much light as the crater. The arc proper furnishes

about five per cent, of the total light of the lamp

and consists of a small band of bright violet light

surrounded by a zone of yellow light.

In alternating-current lamps there is no positive

or negative carbon, as each of the carbons becomes

alternately positive and negative. In this case no

crater is formed and both of the carbons give off

the same amount of light.

In the direct-current arc lamp the positive car-

bon burns away about twice as fast as the negative,

while in the alternating-current lamp both carbons

are burned away at about the same rate. O^ving

to the burning away of the two carbons the lamp

mechanism must be provided with means for feed-

ing the carbons together at the same rate at which

they burn away, so that the distance between the

points, and consequently the length of the arc, re-

mains practically constant. The complete mechanism

must therefore provide for the carbons being in

contact when the current is first thrown on the

lamp; for the separation of the carbon points to

the proper distance for maintaining an arc as soon

as the current flows ; for feeding the carbons to-

gether at the same rate at which they are con-

sumed, and for short-circuiting or open-circuiting

the lamp when the carbons are entirely consumed,

depending upon whether the distribution is in

series or multiple.

The earliest arc lamps w^ere always burned in

series and were open arcs; that is to say, the arcs

burned exposed to the atmosphere. Under these

conditions the carbons were consumed in a few

hours, and in street-lighting systems it was neces-

sary to have the trimmers put new carbons in the

lamps about midnight where all-night lighting was
desired. In order to obviate trimming the lamps

"twice for each night's run, a lamp with two car-

bons was invented and came very largely into use.

In this lamp one pair of carbons burned until it

was consumed, after which the current was auto-

matically cut off from the first pair of carbons and
the second pair came into operation, thus complet-

ing the night's run without retrimming.

The next notable improvement in the arc lamp
was the invention of the enclosed arc, by means
of which the life of the carbons was increased from
six to eight hours to between 80 and 125 hours.

This reduced the labor and expense of trimming
by a very large amount, as instead of having to

trim lamps once a day it bccime necessary to trim
them only once every wcflc or 10 days.

The c-conomy and convenience of enclosed arcs arc
so apparent that the open arcs have nearly gone
out of use, and almost a]l arc lamps arc now built

with enclosed arcs. These lamps are sometimes
referred to as double-globe lamps when used for

exterior lighting from the fact that two globes arc
used on these lamps—one, the outer globe, and the

N'^TT.—This icrict of articlet, intendrd to survey, briefly,
the whole field of applied electricity for light, power and heal,
wai begun in the Weftern Electrician of February 3, 1907.

other a small inner globe, which encloses the car-

bons closely. The open arc lamps require about
40 volts across the carbon terminals to maintain
the arc. In the enclosed arcs a longer arc is used,
and about double the voltage is required to main-
tain the arc.

When the enclosed arc is first started the inner
globe contains air at atmospheric pressure. The
intense heat of the arc expands this air within the
globe and a check valve on top of the globe permits
the heated air to escape, but prevents any fresh
air from reaching the arc. The oxygen in the inner
globe, being rapidly consumed, permits the arc to
burn thereafter in a rarefied atmosphere of inert

CftATEfi or
PosiTiyc
CARBOfi

Tip of
riEGATII/E
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CAEBON TIPS IN DIRECT-CURRENT ARC LAMP.

gas, which may be described as a partial vacuum,
and this prevents the rapid consumption of the
carbons and consequently greatly prolongs their

life.

Arc lamps are now manufactured in a great
variety of types, so that they can be operated on all

kinds of circuits. They are made for operating in

series, in multiple, and two or more in series on
multiple circuits, and for both direct current and
alternating current.

There is a large number of arc-lamp mechanisms
on the market, practically all of which feed the

carbon by means of solenoids acting against a

spring or against gravity. The various mechan-
isms may be roughly classified as series, shunt and
differential lamps.

In the series mechanism the carbons are held

together when the current is first turned on the

lamp, but a series coil separates the carbon when
the current flows through it, and this causes the

arc to be formed. In case the arc is too long the

current is reduced on account of the higher resist-

ance, and consequently the pull of the solenoid is

weakened, permitting the carbons to come closer

together. This style of mechanism is only adapted

to constant-potential circuits.

The shunt mechanism has a solenoid which is

connected across the gap of the carbon, the latter

being held apart before the current is turned on.

The current all passes through the shunt coil first

and the plunger of the solenoid draws the carbons

together so the arc is started. The solenoid works
against springs which may be adjusted to maintain

the arc at its proper length. These lamps require

high voltage at starting and are therefore not

well adapted for starting on series circuits.

The differential mechanism is a combination of

the series and the shunt mechanisms. Before the

lamp starts the carbons are held together, the series

coil being arranged to separate them when the

current is turned on, while the shunt coil, which
is connected across the arc, prevents the carbons

from being drawn too far apart.

In some lamps the feeding mechanism operates

upon a rod which holds the carbon, and in other

cases the feeding mechanism operates directly upon

the carton itself. With the rod-feed the current

is fed to the rod through a sliding contact, and in

the carbon-feed lamps the current is led to the car-

bon by means of a flexible wire and small carbon

holder. With both of these types of feed a clutch

grips either the rod or the carbon when the carbon

is to be lifted and allows the carbon to slip through
it when the tension is released. When the carbon-

feed is used it is necessary to have carbons with
smooth exteriors, and they must be perfectly straight

and uniform in cross section.

As the open-arc lamp requires between 40 and

50 volts and the enclosed arc lamp from 70 to 80

volts it is necessary to insert sufficient • resistance

in scries with the lamp when using it on a con-

stant potential circuit so that the voltage across

the arc will be maintained at its proper value. By
making the resistances adjustable a lamp may be
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arranged- to operate on circuits varying from 100
to 125 volts, or from 200 to 250 volts. If the lamps
are arranged for series operation, two enclosed arcs,
each requiring, say, 80 volts, can be connected in
multiple across a 220-volt circuit, together with
sufficient resistance in series to bring the voltage
across the lamp terminals down to 80 volts.

Alternating-current arc lamps are quite similar
to direct-current arc lamps in their general con-
struction. All iron cores, however, must be lami-
nated in order to avoid e.-iicessive eddy currents.
A choke coil may be used in place of the resistance
for cutting down the voltage of the circuit to that
of the arc. Some lamps are also made interchange-
able so as to operate on either direct or alternating
current, or on constant potential circuits of eith^
no or 220 volts, or two of these lamps may be
operated in series on 220 volts.

The rating of arc lamps is generally given as
2,000 candlepower for lo-ampere lamps and 1,200
candlepower for 6H-ampere lamps. These ratings,
however, are merely nominal, and in fact are no-
where near the true candlepower ratings. If the
candlepower be taken from the direction of ma.xi-
mum intensity of the lamp the nominal 2,000-can-
dlepower lamp would show actually about 1,200
candlepower, and the nominal 1,200-power lamp
about 700 candlepower. If, again, the mean spher-
ical or hemispherical candlepower of the lamp is
taken the actual value of the candlepower readings
would be still very much less.

The nominal candlepower of an arc lamp, there-
fore, gives but little indication of its value, and
It has been more common to give a watt rating to
indicate the power of the lamp, such as 480 watts
for a "full arc," or 350 watts for a "half arc."
(Very recently it is proposed to abandon the watt
rating also for street lighting and use instead a
comparison with an agreed standard of light. See
Western Electrician of June 15, 1907, page 533.)
The efficiency of arc lamps varies somewhat with

the different types, being in the neighborhood of
2.9 watts per candlepower for the enclosed arc, and
in the neighborhood of one watt per candlepower
for direct-current open-arc lamps.

[To be continued.}

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Telephone Disturbance Near High-ten-

sion Transmission Lines.
E. p., Stillwater, N. Y., submits a diagram simi-

lar to that given herewith, showing the relation of
some high-tension transmission wires to several
telephone lines which suddenly became very noisy.
He reports that while separate connections from
Stillwater to Greenwich or Stillwater to Fort Ed-

TELEPHONE DISTURBANCE NEAR HIGH-TENSION TRANS-
MISSION LINES.

ward are quiet, the lines become noisy when the
three towns are connected together. The telephone
wires are carried on the same poles as the power
wires, the distance between the two sets varying
from 18 inches to seven feet. The telephone wires
are transposed every 10 poles. One telephone pair
works fairly well, but the other is almost useless.
E. F. thinks he has cleared up all possible trouble
such as grounds through trees, carbon arresters or
loose connections, but has been forced to take off
several telephones on account of the noise. He
wishes to know what to do and if there is any
good book on this subject.

Answer.

It seems almost impossible that the Stillwater

line should work quietly with Fort Edward or

with Greenw-ich separately, and yet be very noisy

when the three are together. It leads to the opin-

ion that perhaps there is something in the manner
of connection which may cause the trouble. This

can be determined only by inspection and test. It

is very likely that the insertion of a repeating coil

in the Stillwater line at Thomson's Mills, just

before the line comes to the switching apparatus,

will make the lines quiet when the three are to-

gether. Use a ring-through repeating coil. But

it seems that if the lines worked all right "till a

week ago," some change has come into the system,

either on the telephone lines or the high-tension

lines. A new line may have been strung between

Thomson's Mills and Stillwater somewhere about
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which tlic correspondent diil iiol know. This line

may be iilTccting him. He has not nivcu the dis-

tances on his sl<etch, so it is (luite dillieult to tell

very much about il. There may be grounds of

a slight nature on the high-tension lines, which

should be tested.

A gooil book on the subject js Hopkins' "Tele-

phone Lines and Their Properties."

Resonance.

H. D., Chicago; What is resonance? When
there is a rise in voltage due to resonance, does

the current decrease as the voltage increases?

Answeh.

Resonance occurs when the current in a circuit

is in phase with the electromotive force. Such

a.condition is effected by balancing the inductance,

with condensers. The alternating current in such

a circuit has the same value for a given voltage

as a direct current flowing over the same circuit

would have.

In a given circuit E, I, L, C, R represent the

voltage, current, inductance, capacity and resist-

ance, respectively, of a 6o-cycle circuit.

By formula
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supply a cerlniii aiiioiint of power lo a circuit dur-

ing resonance than when (here is a lagging or a

leading current.

1 =

= 2ni =
Since „ = 2 tt f (where f is the frequency),_ for

the 6o-cycle circuit we assumed, ,

2 (3.1416) (60) =377-
E

Then I=-^:i3i::z=i=:=i

I

For resonance 377 L^-

377 C/'

377 C

so that the reactance member, I 377 L -

in the above equation, equals zero, and the equation

E
itself becomes simply I = (Ohm's law)

R
I II-

If 377 L= .
then L C= =

377 C (377) (377) 142,129

Therefore, any values of L and C which make

their product equal to this fraction will cause res-

onance in a 60-cycle circuit.

The second part of the question assumes ^ rise

of voltage due to resonance, which implies certain

given conditions of the circuit. There is often a

drop of voltage due to resonance. A rise in volt-

age does not necessarily cause an increase in the

current.

If a coil is in series in a circuit having a certain

alternating current flowing in it, and some adjust-

ment of the devices, coils, etc., in the circuit sud-

denly causes resonance, the current in the circuit

will increase, and the voltage at the terminals of the

coil will increase proportionately.

Thus suppose a 500-volt circuit feeds some small

motors, lamps, etc., and has a lOO-volt transformer

in series, the total resistance is 10 ohms.

500

The current I =

say, 40 amperes.

Now resonance occurs, i. e

V(.o)'+(377L-^y

.,( 377L ^
)
= t

V 377 c /

Then the current I =

500
= 50 am-

peres.

The transformer would show a voltage at its ter-

50
minals of— X 100= 125.

40

Take the case where resonance occurs but the

current remains unchanged, this could be brought

about by altering the main voltage.

For convenience let

E

(377L —)--
V 377 C /

:X.

Then I = - and E= I V R= -h X'

V R= -h X'
Now resonance occurs and X^o

Er
1= E =IR= voltage at resonance.

R
Ek IR R

^= , or E B = E
E I V R= -f X' -TR'TV

Therefore E u is less than E, and L remains un-

changed, which means that it takes less voltage to

Twonty-fivo veraua Fifteen Cycles (cr

Heavy Railways.'

By N. W. Stokkk.

At the regular meeting of the Institute on Jatui-

ary 2Stli of this year a paper was presented by
Messrs. Stillwell .-nid Putnam" dealing with the

electrification of steam railways and referring briefly

to the question of the adoption of a standard fre-

quency for siuRle-phase railw;iys. This question
aroused a great deal of interest and was discussed
at greater length than any other feature of the
paper. The authors, while emnneraling ihc advan-
t.nges of both 25 and 15 cycles, drew the conclu-
sion that the advantages were greatest on the side
of the lower frequency, and this opinion was con-
curred in by most of those who discussed the mat-
ter. Many good points were brought out, but all

were more or less general and while it is obviously
impossible for the Institute to standardize at this

time a frequency for railways using alternating
current, a free and full discussion of the matter
can hardly fail to produce good results and to fur-

nish more definite information than was available
at the time the paper was presented. The argu-
ments in favor of 25 cycles may be reduced to the
following:

1. It is a standard frequency which is in use in
a great many plants throughout the country.

2. It is probably better suited for general power
distribution and is certainly better for lighting than
tS cycles: therefore any railroad having is-cycle
plant for operating its road would be somewhat
hanaicapped in power for lighting and shop pur-
poses.

3. The higher frequency is better suited for speeds
of steam turbines of small size, it being at present
uneconomical to build turbo-generators for less

than 2,000 kilowatts at 900 revolutions per minute,
which is the maximum available for 15 cycles.

4. Transformers are lighter and cheaper for 25
cycles.

The principal arguments in favor of 15 cycles
are

:

1. An increase of from 30 to 40 per cent, in the
output of a motor of a given size and a consequent
reduction in the total number of motors required
to operate a railway and in the cost of equipment.

2. Better performance of the 15-cvcle motors, in-

cluding higher efficiency, higher power factor and
better commutation.

3. Less dead weight to be carried on cars and
locomotives.

4. Lower line losses.

The first argument in favor of 25 cycles ; namely,
that it is a standard frequency in use in a great
many plants of the country, is certainly a good one.
It is undoubtedly a very serious matter to con-
sider the introduction of a new frequency for any
purpose whatsoever. There are, as is well known,
a number of frequencies in use at the present time
for which there is no justification except that they
are in use, and there is no class of service of
which we know that cannot be handled with equal
efficiency by one of the standard frequencies, with
the exception of the alternating-current railway
systems. Railway electrification, if developed as

. ever}^ electrical engineer hopes it will be, will mean
an undertaking of such magnitude as to make it

practically independent of other electrical interests,

so that if a frequency differing from the standards
now in use will be advantageous it should be
adopted.

The second argument in favor of 25 cycles,

namely, that it is better suited for power and li.sht-

ing purposes than 15 cycles, may be granted with-
out admitting that it is a particularly valuable point
Satisfactory lightin.g can be obtained with 15 cycles

by using a low-voltage lamp having a large filar

ment with high thermal capacity. This will be
entirely suitable for ordinary railway lighting.

Fifteen-cycle induction motors, while not having
as wide a range of speed as is possible with 25
cycles, can undoubtedly be used to accommodate
practically any class of service required of them,
and the fact that the single-phase commutating
motor is more satisfactory' on the low frequency
may make the low frequency even more satisfac-

tory for shop purposes than the high frequency.

In the discussion of the Stillwell-Putnam paper
one speaker called attention to the fact that railway
companies w-ould probably sell a large amount of
power along their right-of-way to consumers for

various purposes, and stated that 15-cycle current
would be unsuitable for such service. In reply

to this it is only necessary to call attention to the

fact that the volta.ge on any raihvay circuit is so

variable as to make it absolutely unsuitable for

lighting purposes, and it would therefore be neces-

sary to introduce a motor-generator set in order

to get good results. This might just as easily be
made a frequency changer to supply current at

either 25 or 60 cycles, as might seem best for that

particular locality. While this unquestionably de-

1. A paper presented at tlie annual convention of ttie Ameri-
can Institute of Electrical Eneineers. Niacara Fall?. N. V.. June
27. 1907. Mr. Storer is an eneineer of the Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Company.
2. See Western Electrician of February 2, 1907, paee 108.
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stroyfi sonic of the tiniplicity of tlie scheme, it

Iti undoubtedly what would be iiccciii.ary in onler
lo give satisfactory service, even if 25 cydch were
ill une on the railway, unless a separate generator
were used for the lighting circiiils. It seems,
therefore, thai the is-cycic current would be little

or no handicap lo the railway company in this

respccl.

The third argument, namely, that the higher fre-

rpiency is lietler suited for speeds of steam turbines,
is undoubtedly true, hut it affects a very small
proportion of the work, lle.'ivy Railroads will re-
quire in practically all cases larger generators than
2,oco-kilowalt units. In cases where Ihcy do not,
high-speed turbines can lie used and frequency-
changers employed. At Ihc same time we must
admit that the last word in regard to stcam-tiirbine
design has not yet been spoken, and it may shortly
be an easy matter lo make comparatively small
units for use with 15-cyclc generators.
The fourth argument, that transformers arc

lighter and cheaper for 25 than for 15 cycles, is

untloubtedly true. There will be a difference of
probably 25 per cent, in the cost of the trans-
formers for any given service. This difference
must be offset by the difference in the cost of the
motors.
The meat of the entire argument for the lower

frequency is in the greater output of the motors
for a given size and weight. It was well shown
in the Stillwell and Putnam paper that the cost
of car equipments and locomotives would far over-
balance the cost of power houses and transformer
stations; and while I do not wish at this time to ,
give a mass of estimates as to the saving. I will
adhere to the statement previously made that the
output from a motor of a certain size will be
increased from 30 to 40 per cent, by the use of
15 instead of 25 cycles. This has been proved by
tests on several different motors.
A well-known loo-horsepower 25-cycle motor

operates with full load at a speed of 620 revolu-
tions per minute, and in the regular one-hour test
on the stand has a temperature rise of 89' C. in
commutator and 75° C. in armature, other parts
of the motor being well below 75° C. This motor
operated at the same speed on 15 cycles carried
a load of 113 horsepower with a ma.ximum rise
in temperature in commutator of 76.5° C. and
in armature of 72.5° C. It is safe to say it is good
for 115 horsepower with the limiting temperature
of 75° C. in armature. This same motor with a
larger number of turns on the field and run on
15 cycles carried at the same speed of 620 revolu-
tions per minute a load of 135 horsepower with a
rise in temperature in commutator of 76° C, in

armature of 75° C. and in field coils of 76.5° C.
It is quite safe to rate this motor at 135 horse-
power on 15 cycles.

A larger motor carried a load of 255 horsepower
with a temperature rise of 71° C. in commutator
and 76° C. in armature, other temperatures being
well below 75° C. This motor, operated at the
same speed under identical conditions on 15 cycles
with a load of 300 horsepower, rose 73° C. in

commutator and 81° C. in the armature. With
new field coils having more turns the motor will
carry at least 325 horsepower and probably 340
horsepower with a rise in temperature not exceed-
ing 75° C.

While these results are all based on the one-
hour test, the continuous capacities will have the
same increase on is cycles. The inference to be
drawn from these results is, of course, that the
temperature rise being the same for both frequen-
cies, the losses must be approximately the same;
and, since the output is greater on 15 cycles, the
efficiency must therefore be much higher. Further,
the tests are all based on 25-C3'cle motors modified
only in field coils. If the motors are designed es-

pecially for the low frequencj-, the results will be
still better.

A comparison of the weights of car equipments
for 25 and 15 cycles indicates that there will be
an advantage in favor of the lower frequency,
even with the same number of motors. For in-

stance, a four-motor equipment of 100 horsepower.
25-c}-cle motors, with oil-insulated transformer, will

weigh approximately 30,000 pounds. Such an equip-
ment for 15 cycles would weigh approximately
28,500 pounds. The difference is smaU, but it is

in favor of the lower frequency. If two 15-cycle

motors of 2C0 horsepower each, such as are now
building, be furnished, the weight of equipment
will be reduced to approximately 23,000 pounds, or
a reduction of 23 per cent, in the weight of the
car equipment. While it is perfectly practicable

to furnish two motors for a 400-horsepower equip-
ment for operation on 15 cycles, it will be neces-
sary to furnish three or four motors for 25 cycles
on account of the great increase in the size of the
motor. It is therefore absolutely necessary that the
25-cycle equipment weigh considerably more than
that for 15 cycles. In the case of smaller motors
aggregating 280 horsepower it is possible to furnish
a two-motor equipment operating on 25 cycles.

There w-ould, how-ever, be a difference in weight
of at least 1.500 pounds in each motor in favor
of the 15-cycle equipment of the same capacit}-.

This would offset the increased weight of the 15-

cycle transformers by at least i.ooo pounds. In
ever}- case, therefore, even w-here the same number
of motors are in use for both frequencies, the
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13-cycle equipment will be lighter, and, on account

of the smaller motors, the motor trucks will also

be lighter, the amount of saving here depending

upon the size of the motor.

The greatest gain from the use of 15 cycles is

to be found in heavy railroading, where ^ locomo-

tives are used. In building locomotives ' it is de-

sirable, on account Of the weight, cost and mainte-

nance charge, to concentrate the power in as few

motors as possible consistent with weight on the

drivers and the tractive effort desired. We have

found that in virtually all cases the weight of

useful apparatus on the drivers, even with 15

cycles, is sufficient to give the necessary adhesion

without adding dead weight; therefore, the use

of 15 cycles means that in practically all cases

for the locomotive a smaller number of motors

can be used than is possible with 25 cycles. It is

frequently the case that three motors which are

sufficient with a certain size of driver for 15 cycles

would have to be replaced by four motors having

the same dimensions. It would sometimes happen

that three motors necessary for 25 cycles could

be replaced by two of the same dimensions for

15 cycles. In the case of locomotives of very high

speed, the extra weight entailed by the use of

higher frequency motors, and consequently heavier

mechanical parts, would increase the weight of the

train to such an extent as to call for a consid-

erably larger output from the motors, simply to

haul the extra weight. Such a case we have in

mind in a high-speed passenger locomotive which
has recently been built. This locomotive is de-

signed to haul a 400-ton train both on heavy grades

and at high speeds on level track. The locomotive

as built for 15 cycles, weighs approximately 140

tons- and has four motors, each with a nominal
rating of 500 horsepower. With a 400-ton train

behind it this locomotive would thus have to handle

a total of 540 tons. A 2S-cycle locomotive built

to handle a 400-ton train at the same speeds and
on the same grades would require six motors of

approximately the same dimensions, and these ex-

tra motors, together with the extra weight of

mechanical parts, would bring the total weight of

the locomotive up to appro.ximafely iSs tons. The
total weight of train would thus be 585 tons, or

an increase of about eight per cent. The capacity

of these motors would be in the neighborhood of

375 horsepower, which would be just about suffi-

cient to handle the extra weight. It must be seen

at once that the motors for this locomotive would
cost 50 per cent, more and the mechanical parts

also considerably more. The only parts of the

equipment which would cost less would be the

transformer and preventive coils, and the control

equipment would be enough more expensive to

counterbalance this.

In this connection it may be of interest to give

a brief description of the locomotive as built. It

is of the articulated type, each half of which has
two pairs of drivers and a four-wheel truck similar

to the standard American type of steam locomotive,

the two halves being coupled back to back. The
drivers are 72 inches in diameter, with seven feet

six inches between centers of axles. On each axle

is mounted a gearless motor having a nominal rat-

ing of 500 horsepower and a continuous capacity-

with forced ventilation of about 375 horsepower.
The motors, weighing approximately 19,500 pounds,
are spring-supported, mounted, and connected to

the drivers in exactly the same way as the motors
on the single-phase locomotives for the New York,
New Haven and Hartford Railroad; this feature

has been described so many times that it is un-
necessary to repeat it. The frame of the locomo-
tive is of the standard steam-locomotive type placed

outside of the wheels. It is of cast-steel connected
at the front and rear and at three places between
the ends by heavy cast-steel girders. The truck,

which is of the standard steam-locomotive pattern,

has 36-inch wheels, with a wheel base of six feet

two inches.

The electrical and other equipment in the cab
is mounted on a raised platform, which is about
two feet above the floor line and occupies the

middle of the cab, allowing for a passageway on
either side. There are numerous windows along
the sides of the cab. which afford excellent light

for the inspection of the apparatus. The equip-

ment is extremely simple and accessible. The main
transformer, which is designed for 11,000 A-olts, is

mounted above the truck, with the top just below
the platform in the cab. Directly above the trans-

former is located the electro-pneumatic switch
group to which the various taps in the transformer
arc carried. Back of the switch group are the
preventive coils used in passing from step to step

on the transformer, and from these preventive coils

runs a single lead to the reverser switch group,
which is placed directly above the main motors.
On this raised platform arc also placed the motor-
driven air compressor, the motor-driven blower for
furnishing air for ventilation of the motors and
transformer, and the air reservoirs. Suspended from
the structural work between the platform and the
Z-bars in the roof of the cab arc the oil circuit-

breaker in the high-tension circuit leading to the
transformer, the small switches used in connection
with the auxiliary motors, and the 20-volt battery
which is used for operating the valve magnets in

the controller. The high-tension current is col-

lected from the overhead wire by the standard

type of pantagraph trolley. It will be noted that

on account of the large drivers and the compara-
tively high position of the apparatus in the cab

that the center of gravity of the locomotive is

higher than usual in electric locomotives. The
riding quahties of the locomotive are exceptionally

good. The weight of the locomotive, as stated, is

140 tons, there being 50,000 pounds on each driving

a.xle and 40,000 pounds on each truck.

In the case of geared locomotives for heavy
freight service, there is still the advantage in favor

of 15 cycles. Where the same number of motors
is used for both frequencies, it will be necessary

to use larger wheels for the 2S-cycle locomqti\'e.

Low-speed locomotives are especially at a disad-

vantage with 25 cycles. It is possible to make a

geared motor with a capacity of 400 to 450 horse-

power for slow-speed freight service with 15 cycles,

while with 25 cycles a 300-horsepower motor is as

powerful as it is practical to use. This means that

in the freight service we have virtually the same
condition as in passenger service, namely, that about
one-third more motors will be required to perform
the service. The locomotive will weigh from 10

to 35 per cent. more.
An examination of the efficiency curves for 15-

cycle motors compared with those for 25 cycles

will show difference in the losses in the motors
alone which will mean a considerable difference

in the capacity of the power station. This, when
added to the power required to haul the extra

weight, and the increased line loss due to the
higher frequency, will make a difference of five to

15 per cent, in favor of the is-cycle equipment.

Without giving estimates or long tabulated state-

ments, I leave it to the judgment of the members
of the Institute to decide whether it is not advis-

able, with these facts staring us in the face, to

recommend a new frequency.

It is well known that when the advent of the

first successful single-phase raihvay motor was an-
nounced by Benjamin G. Lamme in his historic

paper before the Institute in 1902, the frequency
which he advocated was 2,000 alternations per
minute, or 165^ cycles per second. It was believed

at that time that this frequency was the best

suited to meet the many requirements of power
plans for railway apparatus. However, owing to

the experimental nature of the undertaking, it was
deemed advisable to use the standard frequency
of 25 cycles temporarily until the commercial suc-

cess of the system w^as assured. At the same time
it was realized that the practical difficulties to be
overcome in the single-phase system would be
much greater with the higher frequency. Moreover,
in the first equipments sold the motors were of
comparatively small size, so that the space occu-
pied by them was not limited. Furthermore, the

number of motors in an equipment was fixed by
conditions other than dimensions and weight, four-

motor equipments being selected in nearly every

case, partly on account of the prevailing fad for

four-motor equipments and partly because most of

the equipments were built for operation on both
alternating current and direct current. At any rate,

aside from the greater difficulties met with in the

design of the high-frequency motor in order to

secure good performance, the question of frequency

was of comparatively small importance.
Since that time some 15 or 20 roads have been

put in commercial operation with single-phase cur-

rent at 25 cycles, and it has been proved beyond
doubt that the single-phase motor is a thoroughly
practical and commercial machine. At the same
time, as was anticipated, all our experience goes
to show the advantage to be gained by the use
of a lower frequency. This frequency need not
be fixed at exactly 15 or 167^ cycles. As far as

the motor operation is concerned, a variation of
one or two cycles either way will have compara-
tively little effect; but we believe,- for the sake
of using proper ratios between this and existing

frequencies, that 15, which is one-fourth of the

standard 6o-cycle frequency, or 167^, which is two-
thirds of the standard 2S-cyclo frequency, should
be adopted for use. especially on heavy railroads.

While this will undoubtedly make it necessary for

the manufacturing companies to keep a larger vari-

ety of apparatus in stock (as there is no doubt
that 25-cycle railways will be operated for a

long time to come), the advantage to be gained
from the lower frequency in the wider use of ap-

paratus will far outweigh any slight disadvantage

of this kind. '! ^,.'

The mistake made by the blacksmith when he
made the template which fixed the gauge of the
standard railways at 4 feet 8.5 inches is a matter
of tradition. It is recognized as being one of the

most far-reaching mistakes ever made, inasmuch
as it has ever since placed a limit on the capacity

of the railroads of our country, both by limiting

the capacity of steam locomotives and the size of

cars, and last, but not least, the capacity of electric-

railway motors and locomotives. What an enor-

mous benefit would be gained from even a paltry

increase from 4 feet 8.5 inches to five feet. What
powerful machines could be built for a gauge of

si.x feet. But the mistake has been made, and it

will cost so much to rectify it, that the boldest of

our railway magnates is staggered by the sugges-
tion.

Electrical engineers have an enormous responsi-

bility in deciding upon matters of detail, such aS

frequency, which will have an cfl'cct that will far

outlast anyone who has a voice in the matter; and
it certainly behooves us as engineers to consider
carefully before recommending the continuance of

the present standard frequency of 25 cycles, where
it imposes such a handicap on the capacity of our
transportation systems.

The Preservation of Wood.
Wood preservation has become a matter of im-

portance to electric-lighting engineers and others
who have to do with the installation of poles and
other wood in connection with electrical plants. The
C. A. Manufacturing Company, Austin, Tex., and
also Mannheim, Germany, has recently opened an
office at 358 Dearborn Street, with Mr. George H.
Erich as sales manager.

Its product consists of the high boiling oils of
coal tar manufactured at its chemical works at
Mannheim, Germany, and imported into this coun-
try in original barrels. The results of the applica-
tion of "C. A." wood preserver on butts of poles,
also gains and roofs of poles and on cross-arms,
pins, brackets, ties, etc., have been very highly suc-
cessful in the prolonging of life of all timber to
which it has been applied.

This wood preserver is made under the follow-
ing specifications, which are said to be the strictest

specifications in existence for wood preserver or
carbolineum

:

Specific gravity at 20^ C 1.12
Flastiine point ...149^0
BurnitiE point i^s'C
Distillate up to 235" C '...'.....' o 40 "t
Distillate between 235° C and 300° C ! 10*
Residue above 300" C 89.60;^
Solids—No separation from 0° C to 5" C.

Tar acids j. ,^
Ash '..^\'.V.'.'.'.'.'.'. .is*

The secret of any wood preservative lies in the
fact that if it is a germicide it will preserve timber,
as all rot is caused by germs either from the out-
side or inside of the timber. If these germs are
destroyed the preservation of wood which is treated
will result. Mr. Erich says that closing the pores
of wood with the application of tar or lead paints,

asphaltum, etc., which will form a coating, will not
give any preservation to the timber other than
to the outside rings and causes dry rot.

As such substances as tar, lead, asphaltum, etc.,

have no penerating power or specific gravity, it re-
rnains that the high boiling oils, which will penetrate
timber, due to their high specific gravity, will remain
in wood indefinitely. "C. A." wood preserver is not
soluble in water, nor will it leach out in time.
Treatment of timber in the bath, if this is con-
venient, is the most satisfactory, but where poles
are to be treated a brush treatment at the butts is

sufficient, provided that the preserver is applied
in quantities sufficient to fill the checks of the wood.
It is of importance also that butts of poles be
treated about 18 inches above ground line, and when
these instructions are properly carried out the life

of timber will be increased over ico per cent., ac-
cording to Mr. Erich, who will be glad to furnish
any further information relative' to the preservation
of timber.

Tha Writing of Business Letters.

Better write no letter than a poor letter.

Too many business letters are today failing in

their mission. A business letter is the representa-

tive of the house sending it out, and should te so

carefully worded that its meaning will be abso-

lutely clear to the recipient. Too many business

men are today striving to clear their desks quickly

of all correspondence, and thus rush through their

work, when they should strive so to write each

letter that it will do the same work for the house
that a man would do if sent out instead of the

letter.

The ordinary business correspondent possibly dic-

tates his letters to a stenographer who may not
know much about the business, and then does
not read them over carefully to see that they ex-

press the exact thoughts that he wished to convey.

He drops into his chair a few moments before the

letters should be mailed, hurriedly glances over
them, and lets them go.

In the first place, the writer of a letter is very

likely to not express his thoughts as clearly in

the letter as though he were talking to the person

addressed. Then there remains the chance that the

stenographer will, through misunderstanding or

poor punctuation, put an entirely different meaning
to the letters. Guard against both possibilities.

If you cannot give a letter enough attention today

to make it clearly express your views, do not

write it. Better wait another day to start than

make a wrong start.

If your stenographer fails to express your mean-
ing in a letter, correct it thoroughly and have it

entirely rewritten, even though it is not started

on its mission for another day. Better a little

delay, if that 'is absolutely necessary, than tiic

possibility of making a wrong impression.
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Resistances In Telephone and Tele-
graph Practice.

As tile tclc[)lionc ;iiu! teluKrapli service is of vital

importance in quick, nioilcrn business transactions,

anything which promises increased efficiency in

this service is worthy of close InvestiRation and

of the best cnRineerinR talent. The Ward Leonard
I'.lcctric Company of Uronxvillc, N. Y., has <le-

Mitctl its allcMtion to the specific task of producing
a complete imit of high resistance and current-
carrying capacity, cond)ining in a small space the
salient features of a strong, durable telephone and
telegraph resistance unit.

The cut shows these units made of wire enam-
eled on porcelain tubes, possessing the following
advantageous features

:

The resistance wire is embedded in a material
which will expand and contract at, the same rate

as the resistance itself, witliin the limits of usage,
thus preventing the adjacent coils from closing

Tolophono Competition In Ohio.

A largely attended special meeting of the Ohio
Indepcmlent Telephone Association was held in

the Southern Hotel, Columbus, on August 6th,

with rresidenl Krank I,. Deam of .\It. Vernon
in the chair. Harry M. Dauglierty of llie Colum-
bus Citizens' Telephone Company spoke on "Why
Ts Independent Telephony so Successful?" W. G.
Thompson of Hamilton, James H. Hoge of Cleve-
land an<l II. H. Folsom of Circleville discussed
"Why Is ComiK'tition Desirable in the Telephone
Business?" and A. Hess of Sidney told of the
enforcement of the general laws of Ohio in ref-
erence to the telephone business.

Following these addresses, the following pre-
amble and resolution were adopted:
"Whereas, It is the sense of the Independent

telephone companies of Ohio composing this asso-
ciation that its members refuse to enter into any
contracts or arrangements whereby competition is

eliminated, and that all violation of law arising

tk

%

RESISTANCES IN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH PRACTICE.

together and short-circuiting, preventing, therefore,
a change in the resistance of the unit which might
cause a burnout of the circuit. The vitreous
enamel in which the wire is embedded, and by
which it is entirely covered, protects the wire .from
the atmosphere. As the entire wire is hermetically
sealed, it cannot deteriorate, owing to the action

of moisture or other corrosive elements. The coat-
ing of enamel on the wire is so thin and so good
a conductor of heat, that the heat generated is

dissipated very rapidly, because the radiating sur-
face is practically increased from that of the fine

wire to that of the porcelain tube. The resistance
wire has a practically zero temperature coefficient;

that is, its resistance does not alter or change in
temperature, the importance of which is well known.
These units are very strong mechanically, are non-
abrasive, rust-proof, water-proof, fire-proof and
dust-proof. The terminals are strong and the
connections between the resistance wire and the
lead are embedded in an enamel which preserves
the joint from any deterioration.

The copper lead wires consist of a round braid,
made up of a large number of small copper wires.
The shape is the best possible for mounting in
practice, as will be evident from the cut, which
shows units designed for mounting in- cord circuits

of telephone exchanges. They are two inches long
by one-half inch in diameter and can be wound
with any resistance from five ohms to 2.000 ohms.
The cut also show^s units designed for ringing

circuits in telephone exchanges. These resistances

are y/l inches long by one-half inch in diameter.
Also shown are 6so-ohm units arranged for mount-
ing in Edison sockets, mounting against the wall
of the section or for mounting upon a slate panel;
also balancing unlets for telegraph circuits, and the
manufacturers assert that they can build units as
high as 30,000 ohms, in a space approximately five

inches long by i^ inches in diameter, and that

it can place 10.000 ohms upon a unit four inches

long by seven-si.xteenths inch in diameter.

The Ward Leonard Electric Company solicits the

oninion of telephone and telegraph men and will

gladly take up any problems of design mounting,
etc., which they may sug.gest. The Postal Tele-
graph-cable Company, always progressive, has
adopted these units of the larger size, in the con-
struction of its quad, trolley and duplex rheostats.

from such arrangements or contracts will be prose-
cuted by this association.

"Resolved, That the executive committee is

hereby authorized to take such steps as are neces-

to carry this resolution into full effect."

This resolution means that the association may
invoke the Valentine anti-trust law against any
company which enters into a contract with the
Bell company for the retirement of the latter from
the local field in exchange for the long-distance
business of the Independent company.
Harry Burkhardt of Cincinnati spoke on the

prospect of telephone competition in Cincinnati,
saying that it would not be many months before
the Ohio Independents would have entrance to

that city.

After luncheon the subject of the advances being
made by the Bell companies to the Independents
was again taken up, and, after a long discussion,

the following resolution was unanimously adopted

:

"Whereas, Certain Independent telephone com-
panies have violated their contracts with the United
States Telephone Company by permitting unau-
thorized connections and interchange of business
prohibited thereby, to the serious injury of every
Independent telephone company in Ohio or inter-
changing business therewith; and,

"Whereas, The maintenance of competition in

long-distance telephone business is deemed neces-
sary for the best interests of the companies as

well as the public; therefore, be it

"Resolved, By the Ohio Independent Telephone
Association in convention assembled that we deem
it the duty of the United States Telephone Com-
pany to enforce its contracts wherever violated

;

and, be it further

"Resolved, That we demand that the United
States Telephone Company bring suits, if neces-

sary, against all companies violating their con-

tracts with it, and that this association pledge its

unqualified support to said company in the prose-

cution of such actions."

It is said that the Independent long-distance

company will bring suits for violation of contracts

against several Independent companies and the

adoption of this resolution means that it will have
all the moral backing of the association behind it

in any legal proceedings it may take.

Canadian Telephone News.
Steps arc beinK t.ikcn toward establishing a mu-

nicipal telephone system in the municipality of
Whitewater, Man. Reeve Scott, Fairfax, Man.,
can give further information.

The .Manitoba government has decided to accept
the ofler of Wilson Smith of Montreal, Que., for

llic purchase of $500,000 telephone debenlurcs at
a rale to produce 4..)3 per cent, lo llic investor.
The matter of the construction of the telephone

exchanges and conduits, both in lirandon and
Winnipeg, was considered by the council of the
province of Manitoba. It was decided to let con-
tracts .it once for the construction of both. This
is the initial start on the govcrnnicnt-owned sys-
tem to be built in Manitoba.
At the convention of municipalities of the prov-

ince of .Saskatchewan, held at Rcgina, a strong
discussion took place in favor of government and
municipal ownership of telephones, and during the
argument the Bell company was sharply criticized.
During the meeting (he following resolution was
adopted

: "That this convention desires to place
on record the fact that it objects to the excessive
rates charged for the use of telephones by the Bell
company on the ground that, instead of decreasing
with the increase in the volume of business done
by them, they have increased ch.Trges, and the
convention urges upon the provincial government
that the convention is in favor of government and
municipal ownership of telephones within the prov-
ince." After the convention several members of
the government were spoken to on the matter,
and it is understood that at the next session
efforts will be made toward the establishment of
a similar system of government-owned telephones
as that now being built by the governments of
Manitoba and Alberta. Francis Dagger, telephone
expert for the province of Manitoba, has been
engaged to perform similar work for Saskatchewan.
For some time negotiations were carried on be-

tween the Bell Telephone Company and the Alberta
government looking toward the buying out of the
Bell company's lines by the provincial government.
At one time it looked as though an agreement
would be arrived at, but the company declined all
offers, so that in future the company and the
province will be the keenest competitors in the
newly formed province. The Bell company offered
to take the southern half of the province, leaving
the northern half to the government lines, but
this was refused. '

]^

The Telegraph and Telephone in China.
In view of the present tendency of the Chinese

to assume the management and control of the rail-
roads and other important business enterprises, a
resume of the annual report of the Imperial Tele-
graph administration, prepared by Mr. F. D. Cloud,
student interpreter at the Shai|3;hai consulate-gen-
eral, contains some interesting items

:

"Originally this system of telegraphs was a pri-
vate concern organized by wealthy Chinese officials
and gentry, but some eight or nine years ago the
central government took over control of the com-
pany, allowing certain merchants to retain their
shares, increased the capital, and secured a mo-
nopoly of the business throughout the empire.
Under government management the system is ap-
proaching a tolerable degree of completeness and
usefulness. Of late years, also, it has been paying
fairly good dividends, amounting to 10 per cent,
in 1906, and this, too, in the face of rather large
extensions of the sj'stem.

"The total receipts of the system for the year
were $1,597,176 United States gold, while the gross
profits for the year were $645,537, .and that, too,
from a working capital of $1,232,000. After pay-
ing the government royalty of $129,807 the adminis-
tration was still able to pay the private share-
holders a dividend of 10 per cent. This goes to
show that the telegraph, like the railways, has come
to be regarded by the Chinese as a public necessity.
"The telephone also, while still in an undeveloped

state, is destined to play an important part in the
.
development of the new China. Wherever the tele-
phone has been used by the Chinese it has made
a lasting place for itself, and at the present writing
there are many systems in various parts of the
empire being talked of and organized, many of
which are certain to be installed, and since the
Chinese do not manufacture telephonic or tele-

graphic supplies, there should, in the near future,
be an extensive market in China for this line of
goods."

The legal domicile of the Cumberland Telephone
and Telecrapb Company has been moved from
Hopkinsville. Kv., to Louisville. The capital stock

was increased $200,000, making it $20,200,000.

The Cumberland Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany has closed down its exchange at Petersburg,

Ind., rather than pay to the city $500 cash and
two per cent, of its annual gross earnings for the

renewal of a 20-year franchise.

Liquor Men Boycott the Telephone.
The liquor interests of Bedford. Ind., have de-

clared war against the Bedford Home Telephone
Company, and up to August 4th 120 patrons of the
telephone company who favor the liquor men had
ordered the ren^oval of the company's telephones
from their homes and places oT business. The
reason for this is because Edward B. Thornton,
president of the company, was one of the leading
workers in the circulation of a petition to keep
saloons out of the Third Ward. One patron, who
ordered his telephone removed, became so atigry

at the delay that he took an ax and chopped the
instrument to pieces. The company is not worried
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over the loss of patronage, since it has had orders

for months for 180" new subscribers' stations, btit

had been unable to fill them because it was unable

to obtain the instruments.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Tolegraphone on Canadian Railroads.

The telegraphone (combined telegraph and tele-

phone service) has proved so successful in the

operation of railways, that both the Canadian Pa-

cific and Canadian Northern railroads have in-

stalled svstems. The principal purpose is to mini-

mize the time spent in securing help after an

accident has occurred. However, the Canadian

Northern finds other uses for it and already has its

Avire between Winnipeg and Brandon connected

with one of the Brandon newspapers, so that at

night news is transmitted between the two cities

by" this line, saving the cost of a night operator

at Brandon, as the ordinary commercial business

does not warrant such an expense. It is the in-

tention of this company to install' a number of

similar lines in Manitoba, where the circuits will

not be more than 150 miles. Where the line ex-

ceeds this, a metallic circuit will be needed, though

in the former case the single Morse circuit is

used. The great use of the device is at the time

of an accident on the road, as on the western

lines it is always possible this may happen 15

miles from the nearest station in telegraphic com-

munication with a working crew. This distance

would in all probability have to be walked, mean-

while the track would be blocked. When the

instruments are installed along the system, and an

accident happens, the conductor takes the instru-

ment, gets connection with the wires, and calls

up the nearest station. A jointed conducting pole,

connected to the instrument, is arranged to be

hooked over the dispatching wires along the track.

The other wire from the instrument is fitted with

a small clamp, which may be scewed tightly to

the rail, completing the circuit. The machine is

arranged with two jacks, so that if the conductor

wishes to talk to the station west of him he in-

serts a plug in one jack or to the east in the

other. la this way he can get in almost imme-
diate communication with a station, call help and
receive orders from the dispatcher.

One other system of this kind is in operation

in Western Canada at the present time, that on
the main line of the Canadian Pacific Railroad, be-

tween Fort William and Winnipeg, but the com-
pany is making preparations to equip the rest of

its main line and a number of its branch roads

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS,
The Mutual Telephone Company of Elida, N. M'.,

of which R. E. Tusha is president, .has begun the

installation of its exchange.

The Del Rio (Texas) Western Telephone Com-
pany has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $20,000 by T. S. Sharpe and others.

The Cumberland Telephone Company will begin

the construction of its long-distance line from
Jackson, Miss., to Memphis, Tenn., within a week
or ten days.

The Chicago Telephone Company made a net in-

crease of 2,111 in the number of its telephones in

service during July. The total number now in

serv-ice is 192,264, an increase of 31,387 in a year.

The entire capital stock of the Cuyahoga Tele-
phone Company of Cleveland is now $3,500,000.

Papers were recently filed with the secretary of
state, increasing its common stock from $1,500,000

to $2,000,000.

Greater competition is promised for the Chicago
Telephone Company, now that the new interests

in the Chicago Subway Company propose to take
up actively the exploitation of the telephone fran-
chise which the company holds. Before the meet-
ing of the City Council in the coming autumn
the company says it will be prepared to make a
statement of its position, including its ability to
furnish adequate telephone service for the city of
Chicago. The company's present switchboard is

to be replaced by one of much larger size and
having the recent improvements in automatic serv-
ice.

A hitherto "unknown" tunnel under the Chicago
River, 85 feet below tlie street level, and six by
6'A feet in cross-section, the property of the Chi-
cago Telephone Company, was "discovered" last
week by city officials in deciding upon a place to
dig a water tunnel. They selected La Salle Street
as the only available place, and were confronted
by the telephone company's tunnel. City attorneys
were unable to discover any enabling ordinance
and gave the opinion that the telephone company
had no right to construct the bore. Attorney W.
P. Sidlcy of the company then produced a copy of
a permit signed by Superintendent of Streets
Dohcrty and correspondence with former Commis-
sioner of Public Works O'Conncll to show that he
knew about the construction at thrf time the digging
was taking place, which was between May and
October, 1906.

Continental Europe.

Paris, July 30.—.A.ccording to the most recent

news from Switzerland, it appears that the Federal
Railroads have decided definitely to construct the

second tunnel of the Simplon. It will be remem-
bered that at the time of building the first tunnel

arrangements were made so as to provide for a

second and parallel tunnel which should have a
single track, like the first one, with an overhead
trolley wire supported upon brackets and cross-

wires from the top of the vaulting. Owing to the

successful operation of the present tunnel and the

electric trains, the Administrative Council of the Fed-
eral Railroads was brought to take the above action,

for the time has already come for operating a sec-

ond line. Accordingl}', the conditions of traffic will

be greatly irriproved upon this section. The dimen-
sions of the second tunnel are to be somewhat
larger than for the first one, and will be determined
according to the experience which has been gained
in the former work. Among the improvements to

be made, I may state that the lateral niches in

the tunnel will be greater in number, and the

lining of the new tunnel will be in Portland ce-

ment instead of lime, as before. Two side conduits

running parallel to the tunnel will be used to

draw off the hot air by means of motor-driven
fans of large capacity, and the air will be sent

in the direction of the south opening. At the last

meeting of the council a report presenting the

main lines of the project was read by Engineer
Von Arx in behalf of the railroad ofliicials, and it

was adopted unanimously by the council.

One of the most important electric-railroad proj-

ects which has appeared for some time on the Con-
tinent is the one announced from Holland, and it

appears that the government is considering the

feasibility of running an electric-railroad system,
including a number of lines, in the frontier prov-

inces of the countr}' which lie next to Germany
and Belgium. One of the principal lines is to be

constructed from Maestricht to Aix-la-Chapelle,

passing by Vaals and taking in a number of large

towns in this region. The total length of the dif-

ferent lines which it is proposed to build at present
is no less than 200 miles.

A convention has been lately established between
the French and Swiss telephone administrations in

relation to the use of the international lines for

night messages. According to this, the tariff for

the night messages is now fixed at three-fifths of
the rate for day messages. However, in the case

of subscribers, a still lower rate is decided on,

this being only one-half the usual rate. The tariff

is established on the basis of three-minute con-
versations.

A scientific expedition to the South Polar region
is being planned under the direction of the eminent
explorer, R. Amundsen, whose work in the Arctic
regions resulted in much important data. The dis-

covery of the south magnetic pole is to be the
principal object of the present party, and, It is to

be remarked that the exploration will be much
more difficult in the Antarctic region, owing to

the presence of an open sea and the absence of
any land, as far as is known at present, in the
region through which the party is to navigate. It

is expected to find the magnetic pole at latitude

73 degrees .1Q minutes S. and longitude 146 degrees
15 minutes W.
Japan is now importing electric motors at a con-

stantly increasing rate. The imports seem to have
commenced in i8g6, but at that time the annual
figure was not more than $7,000. According to
the recent reports, the figures for the last few
years show a remarkable increase. Thus, for the
year 1900 the imports were $100,00, which was al-

ready a good increase, but we find that for 1904
the amount is no less than $6co,ooo, and for 1905
it reaches $1,200,000. A. de C.

Great Britain.

London, August 2.— .At the moment of writing,
the only serious business transacted at the British
Association meeting is the delivery of the presi-
dential address. The president is the late astron-
omer at the Cape, Sir Daniel Gill, and. as may be
expected, there is little of interest to the electrical
engineer in the address. Mr. Francis Darwin.
F. R._ S., has been nominated president for 1908.
-An interesting paper is one describing methods of
dealing with the ice problem in Canada in relation
to_ hydro-electric power installations.

Tramway proposals, involving an expenditure of
$1,755,000, are now before the London County
Council. Nearly one-third is for street improve-
ments consequent upon the introduction of the
tramways, which, with but two exceptions, arc con-
necting links to facilitate thg working of existing
lines. The overhead Irnlley system is proposed in
three instances, mainly for the reason that these
lines will join up with systems outside London.
A strong effort is being made to put the South

Wales Electrical Power Distribution Comp.any on
a substantial basis once more. A company has
been formed composed of the principal consumers,
and this will manage the affairs of the con?ci-n

under the guidance of the present engineer and
secretary.

The chairman of the English General Electrx
Company made strong complaints at tne annual
meeting, at the British government continuing to
persist in its policy of free imports. He asks for
a conference of British manufacturers and govern-
ment representatives, when he believes that the
latter would very soon be convinced that a system
of regulation of foreign imports would be to the
benefit of manufacturers.
A curious case was decided at Bristol last week,

when a florist was awarded small damages against
the local tramway company for alleged injury to
his plants; etc., from the creosote on the wood
blocks with which the tramway track was being
paved, the stench from which, he stated, ruined
his crops.

The officers of the Marylebone (London) elec-
trical undertaking are to be congratulated upon
the results achieved for the year ended March 31,
1907. If ever an undertaking started under inau-
spicious circumstances, this undertaking did, for it

will be remembered that after being refused per-
mission to compete with the local company, the
latter had to be bought out at $7,250,000. Despite
this, the first complete year's working, after al-

lowing for interest and debt charges, showed a
profit of nearly $120,000.

In the House of Commons this week, the final

word was spoken on behalf of the government
regarding the wireless-telegraph convention of igo6.
The government intends to ratify the convention
forthwith, without further discussion.

It is stated that a proposal has been made to
convert the whole system of cable tramways in

Edinburgh to electric traction. G.

Dominion of Canada.
Winnipeg, August 9.—The Hon. A. B. Ayles-

worth has advised the Department of Marine that
there is nothing in the agreement with the Mar-
coni company to prevent the government erecting
wireless stations and equipping them with instru-

ments other than Marconi instruments. Conse-
quently the government has proceeded to erect and
operate wireless stations on the Pacific Coast, in-

dependent of the Marconi company, and will fight

the claim of the company for an absolute mo-
nopoly of wireless-telegraph business of the gov-
ernment.
Morrison Bros, of Lloydminster, Alberta, have

decided to erect an electric power supply plant in

that town.
The James Stuart Electric Company of Winnipeg

has received the contract for installing the mu-
nicipal electric-lighting plant at Battleford, Sask.
The Canadian Northern Railroad Company has

strung its telegraph wires 75 miles west of Bran-
don, Man., on the Regina branch, and expects to

have the lines completed early in November. Two
lines are being put up, one for railway and the
other for commercial purposes.
The electric power plant owned by the Claresholm

M'illing and Elevator Company was destroyed by
fire. Since then the town has been in darkness.
Grading on the British Columbia Electric Street

Railroad Company's line between New Westmin-
ster and Eburne, B. C, will be commenced as soon
as the right-of-way has been secured. R.

New York.
New York City, August 10.—An advertisement in

the City Record has revealed . the fact that the
municipal lighti'ng plant on which many thousands
of dollars have been spent by the city, and which
used waste material and refuse as its fuel, is to be
discontinued. It is said that it costs the city about
$60,000 to light the Williamsburgh Bridge and that

the New York Edison Company would undertake
to do this work for about $25,000. The building,

in which the most modern machinery was installed,

will be still T.ised for the disposal of refuse, al-

though no power will be generated. Altogether
tills experiment has been a costly one for the city.

It marks another point of vantage for the central

station over the isolated plant. Chief Engineer
Lacombe stated that the main reason for the change
was the slow-burning quality of the fuel. The
waste material would not always burn readily and
steadily and it caused the lighting to be uncertain.

The contract which the American Railway Traf-
fic Company has for the removal of ashes and
waste in Brooklyn does not expire till December,
1908. This is the decision rendered by the corpo-
ration counsel to the department of street cleaning,

and it will give the department the much-needed
time in which to find some other contractor than
the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company, which has
refused to continue with the work, asserting that

it has always been done at a loss.

Suit has been begun in the Chancery Court in

Newark to have set aside the lease of the United
Electric Company by the Public Service Corpora-
tion for a term of ggg years. One of the points
made against the lease is that under the terms of

its charter the Public Sendee Corporation has no
right to conduct a business like that of the United
Electric Company, and further, that the lease is

unfair to the stockholders of the Ignited Electric

Company in that it takes from them all chances of
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liiiiffitinK by a possibli: iiicrwise in tlie income of

lli;it company.
Tile Up-state l'nl)lic Service Commission lias ar-

laiiRi'il for a trip tliroiiKli llic I^lirctric Zone of llie

New Yorl< Central.

It is said tliat .so of llic new steel ears nave been

delivercil to llie liarns of Ibc New York and Qnccns

Connty Railway Company at Woodside. The new

car is provided with mnlliplc control and automatic

air brakes, and is suitable for operation singly or

in trains. This car is steel lliroilRliont and is

for use in llie Belmont Tmincl.

A. K. Blackmar, connsOl to llic Public Service

Commission, banded in an opinion to Ibat body, in

wbicli lie declared that tbe commission li;id the

authority lo act independently of tbe city depart-

ment ill all matters pertaining to the issuance of

permits for work of any kind. No plans issued

by the commission of work lo be done by any con-

tractor arc therefore required to be submitted lo

the department of water supply, gas and electricity.

Word comes from I'jiglaud that experiments in

wireless tclepbony are shortly to be begun on an

extensive scale. For some time past a number of

experts in England and Germany have been

working along these lines with a marked degree

of success. The Amalgamated Radio-Tclegraph

Company possesses experimental stations at Ox-
ford and Cambridge, and these arc now being

converted into wireless-telephone stations. Mr.

Poulsen, the Danish inventor, is in charge of the

experiments, and considerable interest is now being

directed as to the outcome of these tests.

E. H. S.

Indiana.

Indianapolis, August 10.—Track laying on the In-

dianapolis, Columbus and Southern traction line

between Columbus and Seymour is completed. The
road has been ballasted as far as Sand Creek, and

the work of stringing the trolley is almost com-

pleted. The new cars have been mounted and
everything will be ready for the opening of through

service between Indianapolis and Louisville in a

short time.

The Richland branch of the Evansville and East-

ern traction line will be open by August 15th.

The managers of the Chicago, South Bend and

Northern Indiana Railway Company have pledged

the expenditure of $150,000 for improvements and

extensions of the street-railway service in Elkhart

in case the council ratifies the franchise granted

by the Board of Public Works. Extensions will

be built to Elleston and Briggsdale.

The Terre Haute, Indianapolis and Eastern Trac-

tion Company has begun the construction of a

new and modern freight depot in Greencastle.

The structure will be on the same lot with the

newly completed passenger station, and resembles

it in architecture. When completed the terminal

facilities in Greencastle will be first class in every

appointment.

The City Council of Richmond has taken an-

other rap at the traction lines by passing a reso-

lution authorizing the city attorney to ascertain

what legal rights the Terre Haute, Indianapolis

and Eastern and the Dayton and Western traction

companies have in operating over the city streets.

The fact that neither traction company manifested

any uneasiness over the council's previous action

to force them to accept a franchise providing for

transfers between interurban and local cars has

"riled" the city officers, who are now determined
to bring the matter to an issue and settlement..

It is announced that the Fort Wayne and Wa-
bash Valley Traction Company promises to be the

first interurban company to use storage batteries

for car lighting. Plans are now being made for

installing this system.
The stockholders of the electric-light plant of

Washington, Ind., have ordered the trustees of the

plant to turn over to the city all the books, ma-
chinery and the like, putting it in direct control

of the City Council. The council was empowered
to enter into an agreement with Robert Ash of

Richmond to repair the plant, taking a mortgage
on the plant until final payment is made. By the

terms of this agreement he will install new ma-
chinery, including boilers and electric apparatus,

a new system of arc lights, and will also rewire

the city. It is believed that the city will accept

the proposition. S. S.

Illinois.

Peoria, August 10.—The directors of the St.

Louis, Terre Haute and Quincy interurban electric

road held a meeting in Quincy this week, and
William C. Frick of that city was added to the

board of directors. The outlook for the building

of the road is very bright, and the directors are

confident of the success of the proposed road.

The road has petitioned the council of Virden for

a franchise through that city.

The Pond Engineering Company, which has the

contract for the construction of the electric railway
that will be built to Nauvoo and Hamilton, has
established headquarters in Hamilton and will com-
mence at once on the construction of the line from
Elvaston to Nauvoo. The line from Elvaston will

be built first, so that the material for the power
house at Nauvoo can be carried to the site at the
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latter clly, as at prcgcnl N.nuvix) has no r.iilrond

connection nt all.

Scaled bids will be received liy the coinniis-

sioner of public works of this cily for chanKing
the steam elevator at the City Hall lo an electric

one.

From Medora, which is 50 miles from St. T^iiis,

it is rcportcil that oil and gas bave been dis-

covered. If the supply shows any sign of holding

out it is proposed to run a pipe line to St. Louis

and Alton.

Since the Illinois Tr.iction Company has been
• hauling freight from this cily east on the Peoria

and HlooniiiiRlon line, the business has increased

lo such an extent that the company now finds

that the building used for a depot is not large

enough lo accomniodale the business, and is trying

lo secure a location where it can erect one that

will be large enough.
As the result of the cily of Strcator refusing

lo grant the Peoria and Ottawa electric line a

satisfactory franchise, the cily m.iy lose the road

entirely. This is the line that the Illinois Traction

Company will build to get lo Chicago. The com-
pany has a forfeit of $5,coo posted to build the

road to Ottawa and Slrealor, but the company
s.iys that it will forfeit this rather than accept

the franchise as offered. Tbe Strcator franchise

calls for the building of tbe road with two very

short turns and does not permit tbe hauling of

freight. Tbe company may now build to Kankakee
and connect with the Southern Traction Comp.any,

which is now operating between Chicago and Kan-
kakee. From Kankakee lines are practically com-
pleted which will give a line to Indianapolis, also.

By building from Dwight to Kankakee and from
Pontiac to Bloominglon, two lines of about 25
miles each, the Pcoria-Chicago route will be real-

ized.

A bulletin issued by General Manager Fischer

of the Illinois Traction Company announces the

appointment of the surgeons that will be in serv-

ice for tbe company at the various stations. This

in line with the proposed hospital association that

is being organized by the company and the em-
ployes.

Mr. Trotter of this city has opened up a wiring

and supply store in Decatur.
The strike of the electrical workers is in about

the same state as it was last week. The men are

holding firm in refusing to work for those who
do not sign the agreement, and the firms seem
to be no nearer to signing than they were last

week.
Peoria will next week see a demonstration of

radio-telegraphy. A company has rented Turner
Hall and will give three days' free exhibition of

the working of the apparatus.

Bartonville, a coal-mining town, now has electric

lights. The town is about four miles south of this

city, and tbe Peoria Gas and Electric Company
has extended its lines and will light the town,

using 12 alternating series arcs. The company will

also furnish current for commercial lighting.

V. N.

sysleni, A line ii alto pro{>oied from Winona to

Rushfurd, Minn,
Work is lo be started shortly, it is reported, on

the iiitenirbaii line projected between .Mar(|Uclle

and Ncgaunec, Mich., Ijy the Lake Superior Rail-

w.iy Const rucl inn Company of Cleveland, Ohio.
The I,a Moure fN. D.) Electric Light ami

Power Company is installing a new system,

A fire in ihc building occupied by tbe Burgess
Electric Company of iJululh, caused a loss of
1 1 10,000.

The council of Webster City, Iowa, will consider
installing a small engine in the electric plant, lo
fiirnisli current during the day.

The White River Power Company of Ashland,'
Wis., has completed its dam and will he able to
furnish electric power lo Ashland by December.

R.

Pacific Slope.

Michigan.
Grand Rapids, August 10.—Jerry Boynton, pro-

moter, has purchased a railroad for $151. The
Central Michigan Railroad Company, which is said

to be worth $400,000, was sold by Deputy Sheriff

Munshaw at the county building to satisfy a mort-

gage of long standing held by Frank Chase of

Ionia, trustee for the Central Trust Company of

New York. The trust company foreclosed the

mortgage because of alleged failure on the part of

the railroad company to pay the interest of the

bonds, which is said to amount to $970,833.33. The
successful bidder is the promoter of the Grand
Rapids Electric Railway, for which a franchise to

enter the city was asked some time ago. The
Central Michigan Railroad is about 120 miles in

length, and the company was organized by Boyn-
ton and others in 1S88. The railroad was com-
pleted over a considerable distance. The road ex-

tends from Rogers City in Presque Isle County to

the southern state line.

Edward T. Sykes of Minneapolis has made plans

and specifications for a municipal-lighting plant in

Hancock.
W. E. Tench & Co. of Detroit have been given

the contract for the grading of the proposed
Lansing-Jackson electric railroad by the Northern
Construction Company.
M. Antoine Robert of Montreal is promoting an

electric railway to extend from Adrian to Detroit.

It will be known as the Detroit and Adrian Trac-
tion Company and will be capitalized at $2,000,-

oco. It is said that the company has received lib-

eral franchises from Adrian, Tecumseh and Milan.

Outside the cities the road will be built on a pri-

vate right-of-way. It is said that no bonds will

be issued and that the road will not be built on
credit, the working being pushed ahead only as the

money is forthcoming to pay for it. L. W. B.

Northwestern States.

Minneapolis, August 10.—The La Crosse Water
Power Company proposes to build an electric in-

terurban line from La Crosse, Wis., to Galesville,

Wis., and ultimately to Winona, Minn., where it

has secured control of the local street-railway

San Francisco, August 7.—Tbe electrical business
of this city is growing rapidly in every branch, in-

cluding lighting, general supplies, electrical ma-
chinery and electric-railway business and equip-
ment.
The San Francisco Gas and Electric Company

has closed contracts for two additional ii,ooo-volt

three-phase generating units, which are to be in-

stalled in the Potrero power station to provide for

the increase of business. Two General Electric
generators, of 5.000 kilowatts and 8,000 kilowatts
capacity, respectively, will be 'direct-connected to

two Curtis steam turbines. Notwithstanding the
healthy competition of the City Electric Company,
which will begin within less than three months,
this large concern will find it necessary to in-

crease its city plants considerably to take care of
the growth of business.

F. G. Drum, president of the Pacific Gas and
Electric Company of this city, recently made the
following explanation of the necessity for levying
an assessment by the board of directors of $10
a share: "The Pacific Gas and Electric Company
during the calendar year 1906, earned net over
and above all liabilities and obligations, including
bond interest, sinking funds and debenture retire-

ments, the sum of $690,898.07. For the six months
of the present year, ending July I, 1907, it has
earned net $674,374.55, or nearly as much as was
earned during the year 1906, From this it is

evident that the affairs of the company are in a
most prosperous condition from an earning stand-
point, and that the surplus upon the above basis

should, for the year 1907, amount to $1,800,000.

The above net revenue in 1906, and for the first

si.x months of 1907, have been inadequate to take
care of the following construction work; First,

to rehabilitate the San Francisco system, following

the fire of April 18-19-20, igo6; second, to take

care of the abnormal growth of the Oakland di-

vision, caused by the rapid peopling of that ter-

ritory; third, in the care of contracts for light

and power throughout our entire system, which
contracts were made subsequent to April I, 1906,

these principally' being in the nature of new cement
works, interurban railways and gold dredgers on
both the Feather and Yuba rivers. These im-
provements and extensions in the several plants,

made necessary to preserve the integrity of the

same, cost approximately $5,750,000. It may be
confidently stated that, with the completion of the

work in hand, the amount of which is represented

in part by the increased debt mentioned, for three

or four years to come no extraordinary extension

of betterments need be made, and the usual growth
of plants can readily be taken care of by the
surplus."

The Portland General Electric Company has filed

plans with the city engineer for a plant costing

$200,000 to furnish steam heat to the business sec-

tion of the city. Pipes will be laid first along

Fourth Street, from Washington and Stark. Sec-

tion to be served includes from the Willamette
River to Twelfth Street, and Glisan to Taylor.

The electric plant at Cottage Grove, Ore., which
was destroyed by fire with a loss of about $30,000
with small insurance, will be rebuilt at once. Mr.
Welch of Portland is interested in the company.
The election at Cashmere, Wash., resulted in

favor of issuing bonds in the sum of $13,200 for

construction of electric-light and water systems.

The Town Council has ordered the calling of bids

for construction. A well will be sunk near the
Wenatchee River and a standpipe erected.

Proposing to furnish the cities and towns of

King County what additional electric power is

needed for all purposes, the Tolt Power and Trans-
portation Company yesterday asked permission of

the Superior Court to condemn 146.5 acres of land

in Township 26, Range
_
8 East. It is stated that

the company is organized for the purpose of

utilizing the waterpower of Tolt River. A.

PERSONAL.
Arthur von Schlegel, contract agent for the

Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company, in

ilinneapolis, has gone to Detroit, ISIich., to take

the position of general contract agent for the.

Michigan Bell Telephone Company, with headquar-

ters at Detroit. Mr. von Schlegel has been in
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Minneapolis for 12 years and was for several years

local manager of the company.

R W. Beattj', manager of the Central Union

Telephone Company at Washington, Ind., has re-

signed and will be succeeded by F. R. Rowe of

Indianapolis.

D. N. Cameron of Keokuk, Iowa, is manager

of the Iowa Telephone Company at Iowa Falls,

Iowa, succeeding W. J. Holderness, who is trans-

ferred to Des Moines.

Charles H. Newhall of Lynn, Mass.. president

of the Lvnn Gas and Electi-ic Company, has pre-

sented the title to 10,000 square feet of land to the

Lynn Hospital Corporation. The land adjoms the

present .^rounds of the hospital. Mr. Newhall is

vice-president of the hospital corporation.

The American Telephone and Telegraph Com-

pany has made Edgar C. Bradley manager of the

Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company of San

Francisco and all its holdings. Mr. Bradley was

elected third vice-president and general managei,

both positions being especially created for hiin.

President H. T. Scott and Vice-presidents Louis

Glass and E. J. Zimmer still remain.

An appreciative biographical sketch of George

A. Damon, managing engineer of The Arnold

Company, Chicago, with an excellent portrait, is

the leading feature of the Michigan Technic for

June, 1907. The article is from the pen of Prot.

M. E. Coolev, and is a cordial recognition of Mr.

Damon's ability and energy. Mr. Dam.on graduated

from the University of Michigan in 1895.

The monthly publication Concerning Municipal

Ownership savs of Mr. De.xter Marshall's recent

article in the "Western Electrician on the "History

of Municipal Telephony in Glasgow" that it is by

far the best study of the subject that has yet ap-

peared. "Mr. Marshall is a newspaper man of

long e-xperience, whose training enabled him while

in Glasgow a year ago to get beneath the surface

and ascertain the real facts about the operation

of the municipal telephone system."

E. M. Herf. the chief executive of the West-

inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, un-

der Mr. Westinghouse, has had exceptional expe-

rience as an engineer and manufacturer. He was

for a time the successful head of the locomotive

department of the Northern Pacific Railroad, where

he showed great tact in the management of men
and won a national reputation for his expert skill

in the construction and operation of locomotives.

In 1898 he became vice-president and general man-

ager of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company,

and it was his remarkable record in that position

which undoubtedly prompted Mr. Westinghouse to

place Mr. Herr in charge of the electric company.

Mr. Herr became vice-president of the electric

company in 1905, and his connection has proved

most effective.
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paying for additions to the company's plant, made
before January i, 1906.

The Gardner Electric Light Company of Gardner,

Mass., has petitioned for authority to issue addi-

tional stock amounting to $35,000 and bonds amount-

ing to $65,000, the proceeds to be used to pay for

additions to the company's plant and to meet
floating indebtedness.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Yegen Bros, will construct an electric-light plant

at Billings, Mont.

W. H. Horton will put in an electric-light and
heating plant at Heber, Ark.

Falls City, Neb., has issued $10,000 in bonds for

improvements on its electric-light plant.

Plans have been prepared for a city electric-light

plant at Tecumseh, Neb., to cost about $20,000.

The Fremont (Neb.) Gas and Electric Light

Company has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $150,000.

The Consumers' Power and Light Company of

Waco, Texas, has been incorporated with a capital

stock of $150,000.

W. F. Davis and others are incorporating an
electric-light and ice plant, with a capital stock of

$200,000 at Waurika, Okla.

The Minneapolis (Minn.) Heating and Trans-
mission Company is seeking a franchise for an elec-

tric-light and heating plant.

The American Electric Company has been in-

corporated in St. Joseph, Mo., with a capital of
$50,oco, half paid, by Luther E. Reid and others.

The City Council of Pine Bluff, Ark., has re-

jected the municipal-ownership scheme and has
renewed the contract for lighting for five years.

The Attleboro (Mass.) Gas and Electric Light
Company has been authorized to issue 700 shares
of stock at the par value of $100 per share, the
proceeds to be used to pay for additions to its

plant

At an election held in Sparta, Tenn., recently,
upon the question of whether the town should issue
$40,000 in bonds with which to own and operate
a municipal electric-light and waterworks plant, the
proposition was defeated by a vote of 95 to 18.

The Massachusetts gas and electric-light com-
missioners have given authority to issue 600 shares
of stock to the Electric Light and Power Com-
pany of Abington and Rockland, to be sold at

$100 a share The proceeds are to l;e used for

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Th municipality of Buenos Ayres, Argentina,

advertises for short-term tenders for the construc-

tion of underground electric tramways.

It is reported in railway circles that the Aurora,

Elgin and Chicago Electric Railway officials are

planning a branch from the third-rail line to Na-
perville, to be built next year.

An electric line between Elgin and Sycamore is

being projected by Chicago capitalists, who have

already made preparatory plans for an interurban

line between Elgin and Sycamore.

The request of the United States Steel Corpo-

ration at Gary, the city the steel company built,

for a referendum on the disposition of the new
street-railway franchise there has been denied by

the Gary Board of Trustees.

During the Boston Old Home Week the Bos-

ton Elevated Railway Company transported about

9,000,000 passengers, against the normal weekly

average of 5,043,600 last year. The receipts from

fares during Old Home Week were $300,000.

The permanent survey of the proposed electric

line of the Louisville and Northern Railway and

Light Company from New Albany to French Lick

and West Baden Springs has been completed and

the corps of surveyors have begun the permanent

survey of the proposed line of the company to

Corydon.

The news comes from Oakland, Cal., that as a

part of the scheme of electrifying the suburban
train service the Southern Pacific will soon build

on the estuary a large electric power plant. The
plans for the power house have been finished, and
Engineer Babcock has gone East to submit them
to Harriman.

A really handsomely illustrated folder of the

Inland Empire System, operating in the state of

Washington, announces that with the inauguration

on August 1st of freight and passenger service

from Rosalia to Colfax the lines of the system will

aggregate 200 miles. The lines extend into the

prosperous Cceur d'Alene mining country from
Spokane.

The increasing business of the Northern Texas
Traction Company has rendered it necessary to

again add to the capacity of the power house at

Handley. The capacity of the power plant has

already been doubled since the interurban was
built five years ago, and the present enlargement
will make it one of the largest power plants south-

west of St. Louis.

The New York Public Service Commission's
inquiry has brought §ut the fact that the original

charter of the Manhattan Railroad Company, which
operates all the elevated roads in the city as a

part of the Interborough system, provides that a

passenger who can obtain no seat need not pay
fare. The charter dates from 1875, and it does
not appear that this provision has ever been super-

seded.

Announcement is made that the DeKalb-Sycamore
(111.) and Interurban Railway Company has financed
its projected extension northward from Sycamore
to Belvidere, and that building operations will begin
when material can be secured. The construction of
these 23 miles will give Janesville, Wis., good elec-

tric connections with Sycamore and DeKalb and
numerous cities between those two places and sur-
rounding.

The second tube of the Belmont Tunnel under
the East River between Manhattan and Long
Island City, N. Y., was completed last week, and
the event was signalized by the engineers and others
employed on the work with sports, feasting and
some ceremony at the mouth of the tunnel at West
and Fourth streets. Long Island City. Every work-
man received an extra day's pay. Since the work
was started, a year ago last October, there have
been 18 fatalities in the tunnel.

The New York Metropolitan Street Railway
Company has decided to try the "pay-as-you-enter"
cars and has ordered 100 of them. The new cars

are odd-loolcing affairs. The rear platform is twice

as large as on the ordinary street car, and is fitted

with a modification of the rail and turnstile ar-

rangement sometimes seen at elevated stations.

A small railing, within which the conductor stands
and collects the fares as the passengers get on
the car, stands in the center of the platform.

There arc two doors instead of one opening into

the car, the left for those entering the car and
the right for those getting off. The doors in the
front of the car arc controlled by the motorman,
who sees to it that only passengers leaving the
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car pass through them. The "pay-as-you-enter"
car has been a success in Montreal.

New York city is pressing the Interborough
Metropolitan Company to change the type of cars

in the subway. The commissioners are inclined to

believe that the Illinois Central type of car as

used in Chicago is best adapted to the heavy traffic

conditions. This car has 12 side doors and is con-
sidered more efficacious in handling passengers than
the Boston car, which has only one side entrance.

The change would mean an expenditure of

$3,250,000 by the company.

The walls and roof of the Park Avenue tunnel
leading from the New York Grand Central Station

are whitewashed by a pneumatic spraying machine.
The other day while an open surface car was
alongside the apparatus the hose burst and the
motorman, observing something wrong, stopped his

car at the psychological moment. The motorman
and 15 passengers were added to the list of those
who are said to be imitating Mark Twain and
James J. Hill in the matter of wearing white
clothing.

A double-tracked electric line between Minneap-
olis, M'inn., and the Gulf, is the avowed purpose
of a company which has been chartered with $50,-

000,000 capital stock under the name of the Min-
neapolis, Kansas City and Gulf Railway Company,
with headquarters at Minneapolis. The proposed
route is via Des Moines, Kansas City, Wichita,
Guthrie, Oklahoma City, Dallas, Waco, Houston
and Galveston, with branch lines connecting To-
peka, Omaha, St. Joseph and Lawrence, Kan. C. B.
Holmes, former president of the Chicago City Rail-

way, is chairman of the board of directors.

RADIO-TELEGRAPHY.
As a result of the experiments at Vienna of

Reithoffer and Norawetz, it is now possible to

regulate clocks by wireless telegraphy with con-
siderable success. In that instance the clock was
controlled by wireless impulses from a regulator

3^ miles away, and it kept perfect time, with no
interference from stray currents.

A German engineer named Heinicke has invented
an apparatus for radio-telegraphy for short-distance

service which can be transported from point to

point with remarkable ease and rapidity. The trans-

mitting and receiving apparatus are both fitted in

one small case, with a weight of approximately ,40

pounds, which can thus be carried on a man's
back. The weight of the pole for the wires and
other accessories is approximately 100 pounds, so

that an entire station weighs approximately 140
pounds.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
Fayetteville, N. C, is promised electric power

transmitted from the Cape Fear Electric Power
Company at Buckhorn Falls by the first of Janu-
ary, igo8.

H. A. Orr, president of the Savannah River
Power Company, capitalized at $8,500,000, an-

nounces that the Calhoun Falls property will be
developed this summer, with 35,000 horsepower.

By the explosion of dynamite against a retaining

wall the tail-race of the hydro-electric power de-

velopment on the Chicago Drainage Canal near
Lockport, 111., was filled with water from Lake
Michigan on August 6th. The exact date for put-

ting the plant in service has not been fixed.

.A.n extensive project for the utilization of hydro-
electric power is reported for the Chicago, Mil-
waukee and St. Paul Railway in the controlling

of 35 miles of the St. Joe River between North
Fork and St. Joe in Northern Idaho, east of Spo-
kane, Wash. The scheme contemplates the devel-

opment of i8o,coo horsepower from the river, a

part of which will be used as motive power on
the adjacent sections of the railroad.

The big power project now in course of construc-
tion at the head of Packwood Lake, in the Cas-
cade Mountains, is well under way, and some five

miles of canal have already been built. The proj-

ect involves the construction of a canal 50 miles

long from Packwood Lake to a point above the

Cowlitz River, where, at Snyder's ranch, the power
plant will be located. It is estimated that the

water at this point will have a fall of 1,500 feet

and will be capable of developing 100,000 horse-

power. '

PUBLICATIONS.
"Paistery." for .August, or Bulletin No. 46 of

H. T. Paiste Company, Philadelphia, illustrates a

few of the many wiring specialties manufactured
by this house. These include switch bo.xes, panel

boxes, receptacles, plugs, rosettes and cut-outs.

Those persons interested in shop man.agemcnt will

read with profit about the precise system of check-

ing during manufacture, assembly and inspection,

which prevails in the Paiste company's factory, and
leaves a permanent record to be filed away.

T. J. Cope, manufacturer of underground clcc.

trical specialties, of 3244 North Fiftecnih .Street,

Philadelphia, has sent out a little booklet illustrat-
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iiig sonic of his apparatus and mctlioils for under-

ground cable construction. The design of these

appliances shows tlic results of an experience cov-

crins over 20 years in underground conduit work,
while many of the devices have been designed from
lime to time under the spur of practical necessity.

One of Mr. Cope's appliances is "the only machine
in the world for threading clectrie.-d conduits."

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
Colorado College will spend between $12,000 and

$15,000 in improvements and new eipiipinent before

college opens in September. To the electrical lab-

oratory is being added a room 25 by 50 fctt,

making a total lloor space of 1,250 square feel, and
large additions will be made for the wood-working,
machine-tool, forge and testing laboratories. Elec-

tric-motor drive is being installed in all the de-

partments.

The board of directors of the American Electro-

chemical Society held a meeting in Philadelphia

during the last of July and elected a mimber of

prominent chemists members of the organization.

New man.agers of the society and members of the

board were chosen at a previous meeting and were

:

I'rof. S. A. Tucker, Columbia University; Mr.
F. A. J. Fitzgerald and Mr. F". S. Tome, both of

Niagara F'alls. The next meeting of the society

will be held in New York early in October. The
president is Prof. C. F. Burgess of the University

of Wisconsin.

MISCELLANEOUS.
It is said that the Jamestown Exposition is now

practically completed.

The Independent Canning Company is fitting up
an additional sardine-canning factory in Eastport,

Maine, which will be electrically operated.

The Central of Georgia Railway Company will

electrically equip its shops in Columbus, having
signed a contract with the Columbus Power Com-

pany for current. The Central seems to be adopt-
ing electricity as its standard power for sliopH,

as it has awarded a contract for an electrical in-

stallation ill its Savaiinali shops, and the road'ii

new million-dollar shops now being built at Macon
will be driven by the same power.

A fluid invented by a Monterey (^Mexico) man
and manufaetnred in that eily, designed for the
liurpose of cleaning steam boilers of scale or pre-
venting the formations thereof, is meeting with
great succc-s. It is sai<l to remove effectually

scale from boiler lubes and to work no injury to

the tubes or to the boiler shell. The compound hat

been introduced into various countries in America
and Europe. It is manufactured wholly from vege-
table substances from plants found in Me.<ico and
is developing into a large local industry.

This curious story is told in a newspaper dis-

patch from Atlanta, Ga., dated August 8th: "Al-
leging that she was completely disrobed by a live

wire, Mrs. Maude S. Orr has sued the Georgia
Railway and Electric Company for $10,000 dam-
ages. Mrs. Orr was shopping on Whitehall .Street

when the broken end of a guy wire, which had
been charged in some way. touched her belt.

The shock lore off the bell and most of Mrs. Orr's
clothing. In addition to this humiliation, Mrs. Orr
alleges that the shock caused her serious physical

injury."

TRADE NEWS.
The Canadian General Electric Company will

erect a five-story office building, costing $180,000,

on the northwest corner of King and Simcoe
streets, Toronto.

Bids will be received until August 27th at the

City Hall of Trenton, III., for furnishing and erect-

ing addition to building, engine, dynamo, switch-

board, heater, boiler-feed pump, piping and pole-

line material, for extending the present direct-cur-

rent three-wire lighting system of that place.

Specifications are on file at the office of Newton

Rule, city clerk, at Trenton, III., and at the olTic"!

of the engineer, VV. A. Fuller, 1122 Chemical
Building, St. Louis, Mo.

'I'lic Battery Light and Power Company is re-

ported a» having been organized with a capital of
?5,ooo,ooo to exploit an invention of Frank Curtis
of Milwaukee, Wis., relating to a new primary bat-

tery to which some reference has already been
made in the Western Electrician.

Tenders arc invited until October ist by the
Swedish government for three 35okilowalt dircct-

nirrent generators, one accumulator battery of 4,8o(j

ampere-hours capacity, four three-phase generators,
e.icli of a maximum of 11,000 kilovolt-ampcres, 12

transformers, each of a maximum of 3,670 kilovoll-

amperes, cables, switchboard, etc. Particulars may
he had for 50 kroner ($13.40) by addressing the
managing director. Royal Trollhattan Canal and
Waternorks, Trollhattan, Sweden.

In the suit of the Wcstinghouse Electric and
Manuf.icturing Company against the Wagner Elec-
tric Manufacturing Company of St. Louis, Mo.,
on Weslinghousc oil-cooled transformer patent No.
366,362, the master has awarded damages to the

Wcstinghouse company amounting to $132433.35.
This amount is the master's estimate of the de-
fendant's profits from the sale of the transformers
in question. A preliminary injunction was issued
on July 15th by the United States Circuit Court
for the Southern District of New York in the
case of the Wcstinghouse Electric and Manufac-
turing Company against the Wagner Electric Man-
ufacturing Company for infringement of Stanley
patent No. 469,809. This refers to self-regulating
transformers.

BUSINESS.
The Pacific Coast Pole Company of Spokane,

Wash., is distributing an attractive souvenir in

the shape of a glass paper-weight with a mirror
in the reverse side. The company is a well-
known producer of Idaho cedar poles, and its

friends will appreciate this useful memento.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT
Issued (United States Patent Office) August 6, igoy.

RECORD.

862,127. Centrifugal Switching Device. Carl B.

Auel, Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to the West-
inghouse Electric and iVIanufacturing Company,
Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed December 3,

1906.

A conducting ball is so mounted as to close a circuit

between ring contacts by centrifugal force at a given
speed.

862,135. Automatic Trolley Retracting Mechanism.
Henry B. Clarke, Highland Park, 111. Applica-

tion filed jMarch i, 1906.

Sudden tension in the trolley cord opens valves allow-

ing fluid pressure, such as compressed air, to enter a

cylinder whose piston applies a clutch to the trolley reel.

862.145. Process of Making Seamless Tubular Pock-
ets or Receptacles for Storage Battery Elec-

trodes. Thomas A. Edison, Llewellyn Park,

Orange, N. J., assignor to the Edison Storage

Battery Company, West Orange, N. J. Appli-

cation filed April 28, 1905.

The process consists in depositing a thin £lm of cop-

per on a suitable mandrel, then depositing a nickel
tube on the copper film, and finally rolling the nickel

tube to separate it from the mandrel.

862.146. Electrically Heated Shaft Furnace. Jo-
hannes S. Edstrom, Vesteras, Sweden. Applica-

tion filed March 30, 1906.

A primary winding is arranged on an iron core en-

veloped by fireproof material which forms the hearth of
the furnace.

862,159. Trolley. Aaron Hill, Lynn, Mass. Appli-
cation filed March 2, 1907.

The trailing trolley-pole proper is mounted at its

lower end on a pivoted arm of such length as to bring
the trolley wheel practically over the deck pivot. An
arrangement of gears and shafting enables the trolley

to be reversed from the inside of the car without the
wheel leaving the wire.

862,168. System of Control for Electric Motors.
Henry D. James, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the
Wcstinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Com-
pany, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed Novem-
ber 13, 1905.

A resistance is placed in the~ circuit at the secondary
winding of an alternating-current motor having primary
and secondary windings. A generator is operated by
the motor to supply energy for controlling the operation
of means for removing the resistance from the circuit.

There are also means for closing the circuit of the
auxiliary generator through a braking resistance and
the primary winding of the motor.

862.191. Trolley Wheel Piatt M. Orlopp, Indian-

apolis, Ind. Application filed July 12, igo6.

The trolley harp has elastic arms so that the axis

of the wheel may be slightly inclined to follow the

wire.

862.192. Controlling Means for Electric Motors.

"William A. Paris, Edgewood Park, Pa., assignor

to the Wcstinghouse Electric and Manufactur-
ing Compan}', Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed

December 4, 1905.

Apparently for driving machine tools where the di-

rection of drive must be continually reversed, the con-

trol and reversing switches are actuated by a limiting

device comprising a screw-threaded shaft driven by the
motor and on which a traveling nut is located to move
between fixed pawls.

862,198. Suspension Means for Electric Motors.

Charles A. Psilander, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor

to the Westinghouse Electric and Manufactur-
ing Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed

December 27, 1906.

The truck frame is resiliently supported by members
seated on the bearings which are surrounded by the
side portions of the motor supports.

862,209. Electric Signal System. Alfred L. Sohm,
Los Angeles, Cal., assignor to the National
Electric Works, Los Angeles, Cal. Application

filed September 22, 1906.

A combination of electromagnets controlling figured
wheels which combine to present the number correspond-
ing to the station from which the signal was sent.

862,211. Insulator Support. William Steiner, Mus-
kegon, Mich. Application filed March 24, 1906.

The support comprises a pole having radial arms which
hold a ring having segments to support the insulators.

862,226. Motor Regulator. George H. Whittingham,
New York, N. Y., assignor to the Automatic
Switch Company. Application filed July 16,

1903.

Mechanical and electrical means are combined for re-
spectively varying the armature and field circuits of an
electric motor by auxiliary electrical circuits.

862,242. Telephone Attachment. Theodore Endean,
Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed April 16,

1906.

A writing pad with feed roll may be attached to the
standard of a desk instrument,

862,272. Field Regulator for Dynamos. George S.

Neeley, St. Louis, Mo. Application filed June
18, 1906.

The field is regulated by the automatic insertion of re-

sistance through switches operated in response to differ-

ential magnetic forces resulting fronj placing the field

current in magnetic opposition to the current output of

the generator.

NO. 862,273.—VOLTAGE REGULATOR.

862,273. Voltage Regulator for Dynamo-electric Ma-
chines. George S. Neeley, St. Louis, Mo. Ap-
plication filed November 30, 1906.

The regulation is secured by a principle similar to that

in the same inventor's preceding patent. (See cut.)

862,274. Voltage Regulator for Dynamo-electric Ma-
chines. George S. Neeley, St. Louis, Mo. Ap-
plication filed November 30, 1906.

The intensity of the exciter field current and the
voltage of the exciter work in electromagnetic opposition
to the force of a spring.

862,277. Spring for Trolleys and Harps. Ralph E.
Noble, Chicago, 111. Application filed Januarv
13, 1905.

A bent strip of spring metal has a loop formed at one
side at the point of bending and holes in the free ends

'

to engage the axle of the trolley harp.

862,329. Sparking Dynamo and Governor. Albert
P. Griebel, Woodstock, 111. Application filed

September 11, 1906.

The governor mechanism comprises a spring-regulated
field coil, which is opposed by the action of a magnet.

862.333. Method of Creating a Vacuam. Peter C.
Hewitt, New York, N. Y., assignor to the
Cooper Hewitt Electric Company, New York,
N. Y. Application filed July i, 1904.

The method of creating a high vacuum in an inclosed
chamber containing mercury and also a material inca-
pable in its natural state of combining with the gases
in the chamber, consists in exhausting and sealing the
chamber by any approved process, and afterward amal-
gamating the inactive material, producing in it a change
of condition such that it will absorb or combine with
the gases within the chamber.

862.334. Coin Collector. Howard B. Holmes, Park
Ridge, and Edward B. Craft, Chicago, 111., as-
signors to the Western Electric Company, Chi-
cago, 111. Application filed February 13, 1906.

The slot chute delivers the coin to a grooved guide
rail with which it makes a signaling contact. A grooved
arm engaging the top of ihe coin is operated by electro-
magnets to throw the coin into either the cash or re-
fund box on opposite sides of the rail.

862,344. Electric .Time Switch. Max Neumann,
Munich, and Siegfried Regensteiner, Pasing, Ger-
many. Application filed September 6, 1905.

A contact lever is engaged by a bar lever which pro-
jects into the path of the descending clock weight, but
is so released when the weight descends upon a second
lever, as to close the circuit.

862,350. Trolley Wheel. Harry B. Sawyer, Cleve-
land, Ohio. Application filed February 20, 1905.
The tread portion comprises a sectional grooved ring.

862,361. Electrical Apparatus. Wilbur H. Thomp-
son, Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westing-
house Electric and ilanufacturing Company,
Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed July 17, 1905.

A transformer applicable for giii-ing varying potentials
at the secondarj', is described. The primary winding 13

on one of the yokes linking two pivoted iron spools on
which flexible secondary windings are so wrapped as
to be transferable from one spool to the other, result-
ing in cumulative or substractive inductive relations.
The secondary windings are led oat through sKp-rings
and an arrangement of gears connects both spools to be
turned bj' a hand-wheel.
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862,371. Electric Ingot Extractor. Henry Aiken,

Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed April 27, 1904.

The jaws and carrying truck arc electrically operated.

(See cut.)

NO. 862,371.— ELECTRIC INGOT-EXTRACTOR.

862,380. Adjustable Box for Switches and the Like.

JNIax D. Baron, New York, N. Y. Application

filed February 24, 1906.

A two-piece wall bo-x has a cover portion provided with

a socket which is variously adjustable.

862,397. Electric-light Cluster. Louis Hruska, Chi-

cago, 111., assignor of one-half to George De
Blois, Chicago, 111. Application filed March 27,

1905.

Details of construction are given.

862,400. Magnetic Transmission Mechanism. Frar.tz

lensen, Copenhagen, Denmark. Application filed

March 15, 1905.

In a set of electromagnetic reversing gears, between

the driving and the driven bodies are intermediate de-

vices constituting two alternative series for rotating the

driven body forward or backward.

862,402. Printing Telegraph. Charles" L. Krum,
Chicago, 111. Application filed October 6, 1904.

Shifters, electrically operated, serve to inove a type

carrier in successive different directions making an angle

with each other.

862,409. Treating Sheet Metal by Electrolysis. Josef

MuUer, Schonau, near Schluckenau, Austria-

Hungary. Application filed April 18, 1906.

By this process of electroplating the edges of a number

of individual sheets or plates arc temporarily connected

to form a continuous band, which is passed through the

electrolyte.

862,423. Telegraphic Transmitter for the Morse

System. Theodoras C. Van de Stadt, Aarden-

burg, Netherlands, assignor of one-half to Jo-

sephine Shelton, New York, N. Y. Application

filed -/^pril 2, 1907.

A series of keys operate contact arms which engage

contacts on a revolving roller to form the Morse char-

acters.

862.441. Electric Controlling System. Charles P.

Breese, Norfolk, Va., assignor to the Hall big-

nal Company. Application filed August 11,1902.

The invention contemplates dividing the trolley line

into sections, each fed through electromagnets at

local and adjacent sections, which affect the connections

of each section so that two cars connected with the same

section are mutually controllable.

862.442. Electric Car-controlling System. Charles

P Breese, Norfolk, Va., assignor to the Hall

Signal Company, .\pplication filed August 11,

1902.

This patent covers an addition to the preceding one
' the same inventor, . for controlling the amount of

current fed to a section in front of the section to which

the electromagnet is connected, as well as that fed to

3 section in the rear.

862.449. Hook Switch. Edward B. Craft, Chicago,

111., assignor to the Western Electric Company,

Chicago, 111. Application filed April 9, 1906.

One of the contact springs is long and curved, to be

pressed by an insulating stud on the hook arm.

862,478. Watch-sen-ice Recorder. Howard B. Holmes,

Park Ridge, 111., assignor to the Western Elec-

tric Company, Chicago, 111. Application filed

October 20, 1905.

A carrier having a threaded block is advanced by a
continually moving worm shaft when brought into en-

gagement by an electromagnet, which also controls a

signal-marking device.

862,485. Trolley Wheel. Josiah R. Kidney. East

Hampton, Conn., assignor to the East Hamp-
ton Bell Company, East Hampton, Conn. Ap-
plication filed February 25, 1907.

A bushing which closely fits the hub has exterior

grooves in which wood plugs arc inserted.

862497. Holder for Telephone Receivers. William

J. Mogridge, Spokane, Wash. Application filed

November 16, 1906.

A hir^cd arm supported from the standard, holds the
receiver in position for the car. When not in use, the
receiver it pushed back where it rests on an extension,
depressing the hook.

862,506. Induction Coil Unit. Carl A. Pfanstiehl,

Highland Park, III., assignor to the Pfanstiehl

by

Electrical Laboratory, North Chicago, 111. Ap-
plication filed December 27, 1906.

The induction coil is designed to be built up of sec-

tions connected by wires through small passages ar-

ranged in the spool heads.

862,513. High-potential Circuit-breaker, Laforest

G. Robinson, Plattsburg, N. Y. Application filed

December 12, 1905.

The circuit is broken at a number of points by means
of two engaging rows of contact springs carried on op-

positely movable insulating bars. (See cut.)

862,520. Electrical Rosette. James S. Stewart, New
York, N. Y., assignor to Annie Stewart, New
York, N. Y. Application filed July 21, igo6.

The rosette has a protuberance with inclined slots in

its lateral faces, over which a housing fits to clamp a
pair of extension wires in the slots.

862,532. Electric Transformer. Isaac Anderson, Ta-
coma, Wash., assignor of one-third to Hans
Anstenson, Puyallup, Wash., and one-third to

Alfred Sundell, Tacoma, Wash. Apphcatioii

filed April 29, 1907.

The primary coil has a horseshoe core formed of
spaced and insulated plates, notched to form tongues
which are disposed in staggered order. The secondary
coil is similarly constructed, with tongues opposite those
of the primary. Provision is made for air cooling.

NO. 862,513. —HIGH-TEN
SION CIRCUIT-BREAKER.

2,580.—TELEPHONE
RELAY.

862.542. Cable Terminal and System of Protection.
Frank B. Cook, Chicago, III. Application filed

January 18, igo6.

The cable terminal is mounted on a circular sheet-
metal base plate around whose edges are fastened suit-
able insulators and metal strips to support the terminal.

862.543. Cable Terminal. Frank B; Cook, Chicago,
111. Application filed May 28, 1906.
A pair of flat sheet metal protector mounting strips are

set vertically on a suitable base with space between
throughout their extent and formed to accommodate
lightning protective apparatus.

862,580. Relay. Frank R. McBerty, New Rochelle,
N. Y., assignor to the Western Electric Com-
pany, Chicago, 111. Application filed July 16.
1906.

_
The armature is mounted in knife-edge bearings and

is prevented from coming unseated by the unthreaded
portion of a screw which also serves as a back-stop.
(See cut-)

862,582. Trolley Switch Frog and Pole. Augustus
Neuhert, Elizabeth, N. J. Application filed Feb-
ruary 15, 1906.

The frog is described as composed of spaced plates
on opposite sides of the trolley wires and having out-
wardly-curved, inwardly-projecting, oppositely-disposed
lugs in the spaces between the wires.

862,589. Automatic Electric Signaling Device. Avila
J. Roy, Providence, R. I., assignor of one-half
to Auguste Zenon Trachy, Providence, R. I.

Application filed March 9, 1906.
A depressible contact actuated by a train passing the

semaphore closes the circuit of a bell located in a
distant station.

862,616. Telephone System. William W. Dean, Chi-
cago, 111., assignor to the Kellogg Switchboard
and Supply Company, Chicago, III. Application
filed September 3, 1901.
Battery feed is by the Stone quartered repeating coil

system. The two sides of the cord-circuit are led
through two windings on the single supervisory relay.
The line relay has a back contact which serves to hold
up the cut.off relay, when the plug is in the jack.

862,618. Coupling for Lead-covered Electric Cables.
John J. Dossert, New York. N. Y., assignor to
Dossert & Co. Application filed January 19, 1904.
This mechanical connection for lead-covered cables

comprises a coupling having compressible rings within
the spread ends of the sheathing, inter-cngaging coupling
sections.

862,660. Rosette for Electric Wiring. William F.
Ritter, Cincinnati, Ohio. Application filed Octo-
ber 28, 1905.

Details of the construction of the fitting arc given.

862,696. Governing Mechanism for Pneumatic Tube
Systems. Birney C. Batcheller, Philadelphia,

Pa., assigno'r to the Pearsall Pneumatic Tube
and Power Company, New York, N. Y. Appli-
cation filed March 21, 1905.

A pi.ston acted on by the line pressure is opposed by a
spring, and operates the switch-arm of a governing dc-
vice for the motor which drives the compressor.

862,701. Trolley Wheel. William H. Bradt, Sche-
nectady, N. Y. Application filed December 5,

igo6.

The trolley wheel consists of two independent halves,
running on the same axle.

862,713. Telephone Exchange System. Merritt S.
Conner, Rochester, N. Y., assignor to the Strom-
berg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing (Com-
pany, Rochester, N. Y. Application filed May
28, 1904.

Impedance coil-condenser system of battery feed is

used. The cut-off relay is differentially wound and is

the only one depending on current directional rela-
tions.

862,723. Annunciator System. Wolfgang E. Ebert,
St. Louis, Mo. Application filed May 19, 1906.

Operation of one signal locks all other machines against
movement.

862,74a Electric Controlling Device, Martin Kall-
mann, Berlin, Germany. Application filed June
I. 1905.

Each branch of a shunted circuit has a constant re-

sistance connected in series with a variation resistance,
while another constant resistance in the common path
absorbs the greater portion of the working pressure.
The variation resistance has a high temperature co-

efficient and is capable of becoming incandescent by the
passage of a current. A bridge connects the branches at

opposite ends and contains indicating means acted upon
by all the changes of potential.

862,758. Insulator. Austin A. Pratt, Los Angeles,
Cal. Application filed October 25, 1906.

The insulator comprises a body portion with a trans,

verse bore and tube containing a pin which supports
resistance coils clamped in contact with the ends of
the tube.

862,776. Dynamo-electric Machinery. William L.

VVaters, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to the Na-
tional Brake and Electric Company, Milwaukee,
Wis. Application filed December 9, 1905.

The manner of construction of a squirrel.cage arma.
ture is described.

862,781. Electro-therapeutic Apparatus. Leonidas G.

Woolley, Lima, Ohio, assignor to Stephen A.
MacMahon, Lima, Ohio, Application filed May
28, 1906.

A faradic coil furnishes current to electrodes placed
in a nonconducting vessel, for therapeutic treatment.

862,783. Electrolytic Cell. Edward A. Allen, Rum-
ford Falls, Me., assignor to the Allen Elec-
tro-chemical Company, Rumford Falls, Me. Ap-
plication filed July 17, 1905,

The cell comprises a tank having decomposing and
oxidizing compartments containing a mercury cathode
and an anode in the decomposing compartment. A re-
turn-flow conduit for amalgam extends between opposite
portions of the tank, which is arranged to heat the
amalgam in the return-flow conduit,

862,842. Rheostat. Edwin F. Northrup, Philadel-
phia, Pa., assignor to the Leeds and Northrup
Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

May 3, 1907.

An insulated electrical conductor is spirally wound,
forming a hollow tube which has a portion bare of in-

sulation furnishing a contact surface.

PATENTS THAT HAVE EXPIRED.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued

by the United States Patent Office) that expired
August 12, J9<;7:

433i948. Electric Conductor Terminal. C. A. Lieb, New
York, N. Y.

434,007. Machine for Covering Insulated Conducting Wire
with Lead. L. W. Tracy, New York, N. Y.

434.008- Machine for Covering Insulated Conducting Wire
with Lead. L. W. Tracy, New York, N. Y.

434,017. Method of Welding Metals by Electricity. H. E.
Fowler, New Haven, Conn.

434-030. Electric Railway. R. M. Hunter, Philadelphia,
Pa.

434,036. Trolley for Electric Railways. J. H. Wehrle,
Newark. N. J.

434.063. Brake Mechanism for Electric Street Cars. J.
Illingworth and A. M. Baker, Cleveland, Ohio.

434.076. Underground Electric Conduit. F. G. C. Zopke,
Berlin, Germany.

434.087. Electric Rail Connector. C. A. Lieb, New York,
N. Y.

434.093- Secondary Battery. P. Schoop, Zurich^ Switzer-
land.

434,144. Electric Insulator. J. K. Dunbar, Austin, Tex.
434.147- Electric Railway. R. M. Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.
434.148. Electrically Propelled Vehicle. R. M. Hunter,

Philadelphia. Pa.

434.149. Cut-out and Connection for Electrical Apparatus.
C. J. Klein, New York, N. Y.

434.15'- Switch for Electric Circuits. P. Lange, Pittsburg
and O. B. Sliallenbcrger, Rochester, N. Y.

434,152. Switch for Electric Circuits. P. Lange, Pittsburg,
Pa.

434.153- Incandescent Lamp Socket. P. Larige, Pittsburg,
Pa.

434,154. Electric Indicator. L. Lange, Pittsburg, Pa.
434.162. System of Electrical Distribution. O. B. Shallen-

berger, Rochester, and Henry M. Byllcsby. Pittsburg, Pa.
434.163. Protector for Electric Machines. L. B. Stillwcll,

Pittsburg. Pa.
434.164. Core for Electrical Apparatus. C. A. Terry, Pitts-

burg, Pa.
434. i65' Subway for Electric Conductors. G. Westinghouse,

Jr., Pittsburg, Pa.
434.166. Electric Arc Interrupter. A. Wurts. Pittsburg, Pa.
434.167. Lightning Arrester. A. Wurts. Pittsburg, Pa.
434.168. Safety Fuse for Electric Circuits. A. Wurts,

Pittsburg, Pa.

434.169. Electric Safety Fuse Box. A. Wurts, Pittsburg,
Pa.

434. I/O- Lightning Arrester. A. Wurts, Pittsburg, Pa.
434.206. Armature for Dynamos. A. Schmid, Alleghany,

P.n.

434,261. Printing Telegraph. T. M. Foote, Boston. Mass.
434.27.";. Electric Railway. R. M. Hunter, Philadelphia. Pa.
434.276. Current Collecting Device for Electric Cars. R. M.

Hunter. Pliiladtlphia. Pa.
434.301. Method of Making Electrodes for Secondary Bat-

teries. ^P. Schoop, Zurich, Switzerland.
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Blue Island Power Station of the North
Shore Electric Company of Illinois.

Tlui'c IriVKo contrnl-stalioii comp;"iii.'S supply Clii-

cngo^aiid its suburbs with i-lcctric ligbt and power.

The downtown district is llu: turritory of the

aiicago Edison Company. .Ml llic rest of the city

is furnislicd by the lines of the Conunonwc.ilth

Electric Company. The broad fringe of suburban

towns surrounding the

city is supplied by the

North Shore Electric

Company, which com-

pany has set out to

acquire the old power

stations built by small

local concerns and to

replace them all with

four interconnected large

modern central stations.

.^s will be seen from

the map of Chicago and

neighborhood, Fig. .1,

the region served by

the North Shore Elec-

tric Company contains

a number of towns and

villages whose total
population is about 200,-

000. The names and

general position of these

places are as follows

:

North of Chicago—

Waukegan, Libertyville.

Lake Bluff, Lake Forest,

Fort Sheridan, High-

wood, Highland Park.

Ravinia, Glencoe, Gross

Point, Wilmette and

Evanston.

Northwest of Chicago

—Edison Park, Park

Ridge, Desplaines and

Niles.

West of Chicago—

Maywood, M'elrose Park,

Elmhurst, River Forest,

I^ Grange and Gross-

dale.

South of Chicago

—

Morgan Park. Harvey,

Homewood, Flossmoor,

Thornton, Chicago'
Heights, Steger and

Crete.

The four new plants

when all are completed

will be located at Wau-
kegan, Evanston, May-

wood and Blue Island.

The first one of these

new stations to go into

operation was that at

Maywood, which was

the subject of a very

complete illustrated ar-

ticle in the Western

Electrician of February

i6th.

On the evening of

July 3d steam was
turned into the turbines

of the second and by

far the largest of the

North Shore stations,

that at Blue Island, 18

miles south of the cen-

ter of Chicago. Since

then, while the finishing

touches of construction

have been added, the
plant has been giving good service.

In explanation of the name Blue

origin, this rid(?e was the first 10 appear above tiic

waters of the prehistoric lake that once filled the

bed of L.ike MichiRan and had its shores far back

in the higher land of Illinois. With the establish-

ment of the present water level, the band of flat

country in which Chicago lies was exposed, le.i\-

ing the Blue Island ridge 10 miles inland. While

the strict literal value of the name has thus pasjed,

of Kcncr.itiiig both lightinK anil railway current.

Chicago HciRhts, Tlioriiton, ilomcwood, Flossmoor,

Ciircte and StcRcr arc for the present supplied

with 60-cyclc alternating current at 10,000 volts,

while the nearby town of Harvey receives current

at the bus voltaRc of 2300/4,000. When completed

the Chic.igo and Southern Traction Company's line

to Kankakee will be operated from this station,

though the only part on
which cars arc running

now is between Stcgcr

and the corner of Sixty-

third Street' and South

Park Avenue, Chicago.

The track and trolley

wire are already com-
plete the whole length

of the road, and the

Blue Island station will

soon be called upon to

furnish its full load to

the traction company's

-. sub-stations along the

line.

North End of Generator Room, showing Transformers, Frequency Chancers,
and Traveling Crane.

Switchboard Gallery. Liuhtning Arresters

Fig. 2.

Island it de-

serves to be pointed out that despite the fact the

term sounds of waves and lake breezes, the region

probably owes its name to a remarkable ridge, with

a crest extending for several miles, in the midst

of an otherwise flat country- Of suspected glacial

Turbo-generators of 1,000 and 2,000 Kilowatts Capacity, respectively. Condensers and Auxiliary Appar

BLUE ISLAND POWER STATION OF THE NORTH SHORE ELECTRIC COMPANY.

Mr. McKenzie, the chief engineer of the Blue Fii

Island station, after a year's residence in the neigh-

borhood during the construction of the plant, avers

that the real reference of the name is to the vio-

lence of the winds that prevail there at times.

The present station is the only one of this com-

pany which has been designed for the double duty

The Blue Island sta-

tion stands upon a plat

of 15 acres on the

south bank of the Little

Calumet River, which

supplies plenty of water

for condenser and other

purposes. The station

is also located on a

switch of the Chicago

Terminal Transfer Rail-

road, 'whose tracks con-

nect with all of the
roads entering Chicago,

so that ample rail fa-

cilities for the trans-

portation of coal are

assured. A spur ex-

tends into the generator

room under the path of

the large electric crane. •

The building is of red

brick and the ultimate

structure planned for is

shown in Fig. 5, which
is an architect's sketch

depicting its appearance

as it will look when
the plans are fully car-

ried out. The present

appearance of the sta-

tion is shown in the

illustration, Fig. 4, re-

produced from a photo-

graph. The north wall

of the present building

is temporary, and may
be torn down, permit-

ting the continuation of

the present turbine and

boiler rooms and the

building of the other

stacks. In Figs. 4 and

5 the structure contain-

ing the boiler room is

shown to the right and

the turbine room with

the extension contain-

ing the converting,
transforming and switch-

ing apparatus, at the

left.

A clear idea

general layout

plant will be

from an inspection of

9, showing a plan of the station, includng the

in Foreground.

of the

of the

gained

two galleries, and Fig. 8, which is a vertical cross-

section showing the arrangement of turbine and
boiler rooms. The present buildings cover the

greater part of a rectangle 171 by 130 feet, the

boiler room measuring 65 feet 7 inches by 108

feet I inch, while the turbine structure is 128 feet
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S inches long and 62 feet 10 inches wide.

The stacks are self-sustained and of steel. They

are eight feet in clear internal diameter and iSo

feet high. They are lined all the way to the top

with fire block, the lining diminishing from nine

inches in tliickness at tlie bottom to four inches

at the top.

The coal-handling apparatus seen in Fig. 5 has

\ \ \ CHiCAQO EjiEsaN CO. ir^nt.

*. COMMQNWEAI-TW ELECTraC CO. ' '

^ \nqrth shdre £;l.e:ctr]C cq. [^^

C^r/c ^ Q) J/^yr.

FIG. 3. MAP OF CHICAGO AND VICINITY, SHOWING LOCA-

TION OF BLUE ISLAND PLANT.

not been installed yet, some delay having been

experienced in getting the motors. The apparatus

will comprise a crane traveling on a steel trestle

and carrying a one and one-half-ton bucket. All

of the motors in the equipment will be operated

by 25-cycIe alternating current at 440 voits. When
finished this arrangement will permit of the coal

being unloaded from the cars and carried in to be

dumped directly into the bunkers. There are eight

of these, each having a capacity of 60 tons. The
automatic stokers are of the new "Chicago" chain-

grate type, manufactured by the Babcock & Wilcox

Company. Disposal of the ashes has been pro-

vided for by ash cars running on a narrow track

under the ash pits. The marshy land at the rear

of the plant will furnish more dumping ground

than will be filled in several years.

The present boiler room (see Fig. 6) is large

enough to contain eight Babcock & Wilcox boiler?

of 400 horsepower each, six of which have been

installed. Each has a heating surface of about

IVIII^^ lis .-...,

FIG. 4. PRESENT EXTERIOR VIEW OF NORTH SHORE
POWER STATION AT BLUE ISLAND.

4,000 square feet and furnishes steam at a pressure

of 190 pounds, superheated 150" F. The boiler

feed pumps are 16 by 14 by 20 inches, the product

of the Dean Works, Indianapolis. A Webster open

heater has a total capacity of raising the temper-

ature of 150,000 pounds of feed walcr from 72*

to 212" F. every hour.

Each group of four boilers is connected with

the 14-inch steam header by T2-inch pipes. The
turbines, at present two in number (shown in

Fig. 2), of 1,000 and 2,000 kilowatts capacity, arc

supplied with steam b}' 7-inch and 10-inch pipes,

respectively. The turbines "are of the Curtis four-

stage type, with the thrust of the heavy vertically

rotative parts carried by oil under pressure in step

bearings. The 1,000-kilowatt machine runs at 1,500

and the 2,000-kilowatt at 750 revolutions per minute.

There is space in the present turbine room for an-

other similar unit of 2,000 or 3,000 kilowatts ca-

pacity, and one of these sizes will be installed as

soon as the demand on the station exceeds its

present total capacity of 3,000 kilowatts. Hy-
draulic valve gear is used to govern both machines,

the pressure being supplied from the step-pressure

oil line through reducing valves.

The turbines are supplied with steam at 180

pounds boiler pressure and exhaust into Wheeler
surface condensers which maintain a vacuum equiv-

alent to an absolute pressure of two inches of mer-

cury-. To maintain this vacuum under full load

the 1,000-kilowatt turbine requires 4,200 gallons

of water per minute, and the larger machine twice

as much. The condenser water is obtained from

.

the Little Calumet River, which flows a few feet

from the station, through an intake crib fitted

with screens to keep flotsam out of the 18-inch

and 24-inch sucton pipes which lead to the con-

densers. From these the water is returned through

20-inch and 18-inch discharge pipes to the wells

leading to the discharge tunnel The .1,000-kilo-

watt condenser has 4,000 square feet of surface

and the 2,000-kilowatt proportionally. Each con-

densing unit consists of the condenser, a horizontal

rotative dry vacuum pump, a centrifugal circulating

pump and a wet pump.

A 24-inch relief valve connects the larger unit

with the atmosphere through a 28-inch pipe and a

Wright "Cyclone" exhaust head, while a 14-inch

pipe serves to connect the smaller machine with

the vertical atmospheric exhaust.

The oil system of the station is of especial inter-

fT^B
tyiMSS
^ „,-', .-v i^ji^aaB^fe'

FIG. 5. BLUE ISLAND PLANT AS PLANNED FOR THE
FUTURE.

est on account of its completeness, there bei..g

really three separate systems of oil distribution,

viz., the step-pressure system, the lines supplying

general lubricaton and the cylinder-oil system.

The step-pressure pumps have four-inch steam

and two-inch oil cylinders working with a six-

inch stroke. The pressure maintained at the pumps
is about 700 pounds per square inch, but this is

reduced at the bearings by hand-controlled baf-

fling. The accumulator, which is a weighted pis-

ton designed to float on the step-pressure system

and maintain the pressure for a short time in case

of failure to the pumps, has not been received at

Blue Island yet. It will, however, be so arranged

that the valve of one of the pumps will float with

the accumulator piston, automatically starting the

pump when the accumulator capacity gets low.

The bearing of the 1,000-kilowatt turbine requires

about seven gallons of oil per minute and the

larger machine slightly more—in fact about eight

gallons. After leaving the step-bearings the oil is

passed through a Turner oil filter to the receiving

tank from which the step-pumps draw.

The various auxiliary pumps and engines about

the plant receive oil from another system. What-
ever is recovered from them is collected in an oil

sump which is fitted with a float adapted, when
full, automatically to start a Yeomans electric pump
which forces the oil through a Turner filter,

similar to that above mentioned, to the gravity tank

under the roof, which is the point of supply. The
oil pump consists of a Yeomans vertical bilge-

pump equipment especially adapted for handling

oil. The pump is operated by a two-horsepower
vertical Jenncy 6o-cycle motor, direct-connected by
flexible coupling to the pump shaft. The auto-

matic controller is mounted on the sump cover
and operated by a brass rod from the float in the

catch basin. The catch basin is of cast iron, 24
inches in diameter and five feet deep, and the pump

has a capacity of 25 gallons per minute against

a head of 20 feet.

Another gravity oil-system supplies cylinder oil

to the various lubricators of the auxiliary ma-
chinery.

Two low-pressure house-service pumps, used for

washing and available for fire protection, measure
10 by 10 by 24 inches and are rated at 5,000

gallons.

The generating features of the plant have been

arranged to supply several different classes of

service. The Chicago-Kankakee interurban road

FIG. 6. BOILER ROOM IN BLUE ISLAND STATION OF THE
NORTH SHORE COMPANY.

takes 25-cycle current at the generator voltage of

9,000 for its Blue Island sub-station, which is less

than a mile away. The transmission to the other

sub-stations of the road at Moline and Bradley
will be accomplished at 33,000 volts. The surround-

ing towns are supplied with 6o-cycle current at

10,000 volt^ and 2,300/4,000 volts, depending on the

distance. It may be explained that the latter trans-

mission is an extension of the three-phase 4,000-

volt four-wire buses, in which the pressure between

any wire and the neutral is 2,300 volts.

The standard of high-tension construction through-

out station apparatus and pole lines has been rig-

igidly maintained for 20,000 volts, insulators, light-

ning arresters, etc., being all designed for this volt-

age, and as soon as the capacity of the distribution

system is taxed at the present potential of 10,000

volts the voltage will be doubled to the value origi-

nally designed for^-20,000 volts.

The 1,000 and 2,000-kilowatt General Electric

generators are direct-connected to the turbines and

each furnishes a pressure of 9,000 volts. Both

FIG. 7. 20,000-VOLT LIGHTNING ARRESTERS IN

BLUE ISLAND PLANT.

units are capable of a momentary 75 per cent,

overload or 50 per cent, two-hour overload. The
larger machine has four poles and runs at 750

revolutions per minute, tlie smaller has two poles

and runs at 1,500 revolutions, resulting in both

generating 25-cyclc current.

Reference to Fig. 12, which gives the system of

connections, shows that the 9,000-volt 25-cycle cur-

rent from the turbo-generators is led through cur-

rent transformer oil switches and disconnecting

switches to the main bus-bars.

For the tlistant interurban sub-stations the delta-

cumiected primaries of groups of three 335-kilowatt
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and three 700-kilowatt transformers are supplied

throuRli disconnecting and oil switches. The 3.1iOOO-

volt star-connected secondaries are connected to

tlie liigh-tcnsion 2S-cyclc huses from which the ihs-

npparatUB, is evident from the dingram of connec-

tions in FiR. 12.

Field excitation is supplied by four Stanlcy-G. I.

compound-wound r25-voU direct-current generators.

the top nailery may be leen in Fig. 7. Ai has
been explained, this apparatus is now operating

at just half its designed pressure. '1 he current
is led out throuKli the wall hehind the arresters to

the pole lines. Ihc vertical hoard and the control

bcncn-hoard on the second gallery are shown in

Fig. ID. A feature of the liluc Island station is

the remote control of all high-tension switches,

avoiding Ihc risk and danger of bringing these

circuits up to the operator's switchboard.
The floor on which the frequency changing sets

are located carries all the transformers, the motor-
driven blowers and the motor-controlled oil switches.

The bus-bar compartments are at the same level

as the turbine-room floor, and the starting com-
pensators are located just below the floor on which
the frequency changers are mounted.
A four-motor traveling crane (see general view.

Fig, i), built by the Northern Engineering Com-
pany, travels the length of the turbine room and
is able to pick up any part of the generating or
auxiliary equipment. The crane has a capacity

of 30 tons, with an auxiliary hoist of five tons
capacity. The span is 58 feet, while the lift is

38 feet. The crane is operated by 25-cyclc 440-
volt alternating-current motors at approximately
the following speeds : Main hoist, 12 feet per
minute; auxiliary hoist, 40 feet per minute; bridge
travel, 250 feet per minute; trolley travel, 100 feet.

Al! the principal gearing is enclosed, the bronze
bushed bearings which are ustd being capped.
The Blue Island station was designed and built

under the supervision of Sargent & Lundy, con-
sulting engineers, in co-operation with the engineers
of the North Shore Electric Company.

FIG. 9. VERTICAL CROSS SECTION THROUGH BLUE ISLAND POWER HOUSE.

tribution takes place, protected by oil and discon-

necting switches and lightning arresters.

To secure the 6o-cycle lighting current the fre-

quency changers (seen in Fig. I, ground floor)

consist of 9,000-volt S30-kilovvatt 25-cycle synchro-

nous motors direct-connected to 2,300/4,000-volt 60-

cycle generators supplying the star-connected pri-

maries of the lighting transformers through the 60-

cycle buses. The secondaries of these transformers

three of 50 and one of 75 kilowatts output. Two
of these are mounted directly on the frequency

changer shafts, one is driven by a 440-volt 25-

cycle induction motor supplied through a trans-

former from the main generator buses and one

is steam driven.

All the transformers are cooled by air blast fur-

nished by two blowers, one driven by a 440-volt

2S-cycle motor and one by a 60-cycle motor.

Transatlantic Wifeless Service Prom-
. ised.

William Marconi was scheduled to leave England
for America on August 22d for the declared pur-
pose of inaugurating a transatlantic wireless tele-

graph service. Officials of the company in New
York say that all preparations will be completed
by September. The following statement has been
issued by John Bottomley, secretary and treasurer
of the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of
.America

:

"For some weeks regular communication between
the Irish coast and Glace Bay has been going on
very successfully. We are no longer troubled by
the sun's rays, and the messages can be sent day
or night without any trouble. While we have as
yet made no formal announcement, I believe that
by the end of September we shall be ready to open

FIG. 9. PLAN OF THE BLUE ISLAND POWER STATISN OF THE NORTH SHORE COMPANY.

are delta-connected and feed to the io,ooo-volt 60-

cycle buses from which the long lighting trans-

mission lines are supplied.

The elaborate auxiliary system of control, as well

as the complete metering, isolation and protection

In Fig. I, the north end of the generating room,

the lightning arresters and switchboard galleries

arS well shown, and a plan of their arrangement is

given with the station layout in Fig. 9. Some of

the 20,000-volt lightning arresters and switches on

to the public and transmit commercially messages
from the one side to the other."

The Irish station is at Clifton and the Canadian
at Cape Breton. The schedule of charges is issued
and show^s a rate of 10 cents, plus the inland
charges and five cents a word for press messages.
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British Association for the Advance-
ment of Science.

London, August lo.—Tlie British Association

meetings, of wliicli some mention was made in

llie Western Electrician of August lotli, liave now
been concluded. Chief interest, of course, is an-
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corresponding to the vibrations of the air which

constitute sound and speech, then we can obtain

at the receiving station -a train of Hertzian waves

whose ampHtude varies in a corresponding way,

and by allowing these waves to act on a telephone

receiver wliich is sensitive to the intensity of the

August 24, 1907

tances and condensers. This system, he said, was
working with such good results in the Burmah-
Andam^in Islands installation, that the expenditure
of energy was less than one horsepower for the

300 miles.

Other matters discussed wej-e tramway rail cor-

Fii;. 10. Switcliboard Gallery, Showing Vertical and Control Bench Board. Fir. ii. \'if-w in the Bus-liar Cornpai tments.

BLUE ISLAND PLANT OF THE NORTH SHORE ELECTRIC COMPANY.

nually centered upon Section G, of which Prof.

Silvanus P. Thompson, F. R, S., was chairman. His

address dealt largely with the relation of pure

and applied science, and much of it was historical,

a direction in which the professor is par excellence.

Not unnaturally his subject led him to the training

of engineers, and Professor Thompson emphasized

the change of opinion that is now taking place

in the abandonment of the principle of taking pre-

mium pupils by engineering firms. A long list of

British electrical and other firms who have fol-

lowed in this way are given.

The arc and the spark in radio-telegraphy

formed the subject of a lecture by Mr. W. Dud-
dell. This recorded all the previous work in this

waves, we can obtain in the telephone a reproduc-

tion of these sounds. This has actually been carried

into effect by employing an ordinary microphone
to modify the current through the transmitting arc

so as to vary the intensity of the oscillation cur-

rent produced, and by employing what is known
as a point detector and a telephone at the receiving

station. Another method which may be used con-

sists in causing the microphone to vary the fre-

quency of the oscillations of the generator, and
arranging the receiver so that it is more or less

strongly affected, according to the frequency of the

received waves."
Another paper on wireless telegraphy was by Sir

Oliver Lodge, and this had reference to the tuning

rugation, in which the author, Mr. \V. Worley
Beaumont, argued that the remedy was lighter cars,

harder rails and moderate speeds; developments
in incandescent lamps, by Mr. L. Gaster, who
showed samples of every kind of lamp extant.

Mr. Gaster has only just returned from a visit

to the United States, and he seems to have been
particularly impressed with the work of the engi-

neering department of the National Electric Lamp
Association. He spoke also in favorable terms of

Dr. Sharp's laboratory, and he threw out the hint

that a similar institution would be inaugurated
over here with the support of all electric supply

authorities, whether municipal or company.
A paper of particular interest in America and

^OMIf A-Vftl^tft"'!

^«fc

FIG. 12. DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS AT BLUE ISLAND PLANT OP THE NORTU SHORE COMPANY.

'lircction, but the lecture concluded with the fol-

lowing reference to wireless telegraphy : "An ex-

tremely interesting development, which is now pro-

gressing rapidly, owing to the possibility of pro-

ducing continuous oscillations by the arc method,
is wireless telephony. Suppose that wc vary the

intensity of the oscillations in such a manner

methods which have been adopted in the Lodgc-
Muirhead system of wireless telegraphy. These
dispense with the earth connection, and Sir Oliver

claims to be able to tunc out all disturbances ex-

cept those within five per cent, of the correct fre-

quency. To economize power he recommends every

part being tuned separately by adjustable induc-

Canada was entitled "The Ice Problem in Engi-
neering Work in Canada," by Dr, H. T. Barnes
of the McGill University, Montreal, He dealt with
the three kinds of ice that have to be met in hydro-
electric installations, viz., surface ice, frazil ice

and anchor ice. He said that the most effective

prevention to the formation of both frazil and
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.imlini- ice was, wlicii llic power house was locatcil

,iL llic fiiol nf rripicis, or at tlic head of a rapid

wilii waler above, to eonstnict a headrace of aiilli-

i-icnt maKiiiliule lo serve as a settling basin for

the ice drawn in.

'I'he meelinR of llie British Association next year

will lie held in nidilin, and in IC109 in WinnipcR.

Proposals for Lighting Fixtures.

Sealed proposals will lie received at the 'freas-

ury Department, WasliinRton, IJ, C, until 2 o'clock

p. lu., Wednesday, Septendier 4, igo7, for uiann-

facturiuK and placing in position, in complete work-

inn order, in the new United Stales Custom House,

Baltimore, Md., certain combination pis and clcc-

Iric-light fixtures. Drawings, specifications and

blank forms of proposal can be obtained upon ap-

plicatioji to the department. The department re-

serves the right to reject any and all bids and to

waive defects. Partial bids will not be considered.

J'roposals from actual manufacturers of fixtures

oidy will receive consideration. Each proposal

uuist be accompanied by a certified check in the

sum (if 10 per cent, of the aggregate amount
thereof, drawn to the order of the secretary of

the treasury, as a guarantee of good faith. Pro-

posals should be addressed to the Secretary of the

Treasury, Washington, D. C, and indorsed "Pro-
posal for Fi.xtnres. United St.'itcs Custom House,
lialtiniore, Md." J. B. Reynolds is acting secretary.

Chicago Street Railway Situation.

Judge Grosscup has granted an appeal, from his

decree in the matter of the acceptance of the trac-

tion-settlement ordinance by the Chicago Railways
Company. The appeal will be heard September 5th

by Judges Baker and Seaman of the Circuit Court
of Appeals and Justice Brewer of the United States

Supreme Court. It is expected that a decision will

be given by the three judges, who will sit in the

United States Court of Appeals, before September
I4tb, the limit of time set by the City Council

for acceptance of the ordinance.

With the presence of a Supreme Court justice

on the appellate bench, it is expected that the

decision will be of sufficient weight to insure the

acceptance of the traction-settlement ordinance by
the Chicago Railways Company, if Judge Grosscup
is sustained.

The financial interests that expect to furnish the
money for rehabilitation of the North and West
Side lines demand an appeal decision before they
will supply the money.
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Simultaneous Transmission of Tele-
graphic and Telephonic Impulses.
When lelcKraphing !•; clone by the ordinary direct

current no didicully is encountered in arranging

condensers and impedance coils to smooth out llic

telegraphic iinpidscs and make llic rise of the cur-

rent value so gradual that no sound is heard in

a telephone receiver, 'i'hus a path may be e8t.ib-

lishcd for the telephonic impulses, opiiquc or nearly

so to the impulses due lo the make and break of

a straight current. For such purpose difTcrcnt ar

rangements have been devised and are more or

less successful.

But when the telegraphic impulses arc due lo

iniluccd currents, that is, when Ihe secondary im-

pulses of an induction coil are sent over a line

the same are retarded by the impedance coils just

as well as Ihr telephonic impulses, and elcctroslalic

Central Station Growth in a Chicago
Suburb.

The fashionable Chicago suburb of Oak Park,

lying directly west of the city limits on the line

of the Chicago and Northwestern Railway, has no
manufacturing plants or saloons, and only such

stores as found in a high-class suburb. In the

fall of 1901 the Oak Park Yaryan Company com-
menced operating a central beating and lighting

station, primarily to furnish heating service to the

residents. In the station was installed two 300-

horsepower Sterling boilers and II ico-kilowatt di-

rect-current generators.

A competing company was then furnishing light

at the rate of 20 cents per kilowatt-hour, while

the Yaryan was restricted by ordinance to lo cents.

As soon as the company entered the field with a

24-hour service a third company commenced to

furnish current at six cents in the district covered
by the Yaryan company, so that the customer had
a choice of three rates for current, depending upon
where he lived or which company he desired to

do business with. The advent of the third com-
pany proved to be an advantage rather than a

detriment in getting business.

The Yaryan company now has in its station

3,000 horsepower in water-tube boilers, 750 kilo-

watts in direct-current generators, and a 500-kilo-

watt 6o-cycle three-phase alternating-current steam-
turbine set. There are two lOO-kilowatt motor-
generator sets run from the direct-current end
during the day load, and reversed during the peak
load. There are connected on the lines 45,000 in-

candescent lamps, 322 arc lamps and 350 horse-

power in motors. In one season 155 flatirons were
sold. A large number of fans, house pumps, den-
tal apparatus and heating appliances have been
placed in service, although many were purchased
by the customer in Chicago.

The company's lines now cover about two-thirds

of the Oak Park territory and all of River Forest,

the first suburb west. A franchise has lately been
granted in Harlem, with a contract for 125 arc

lamps and current for pumping water at the village

waterworks. On the heating mains there is con-

nected 500,000 square feet of hot water, and 12,000

square feet of steam radiation. A unique feature

of the plant is a 500-kilowatt Westinghouse-Parsons
steam-turbine unit operating non-condensing. This
unit has operated satisfactorily for eight months.
The large 12-panel Westinghouse switchboard is

also an interesting feature.
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(lifTcr< llic iccondary of the telegraphic

transmiii' r were cKiiiiecled in multiple so as to give

a combined resistance of 12 ohms.

The telephone receiver was not connected directly

to llic line, hut ihroiigh an induction coil, the sec-

ondary of which was connected to the line and Ihe

primary to the receiver proper. The secondary of

this inductoriiim presented a reW .(.-inii: of .-iboiit .ix

ohms.

Referring lo the drawintt.

diagramnialic views of difTirtnl circuit). iiicludinK

telegraphic and telephonic devices, which were de-

veloped during Ihe experinicnis. Fig. i is a one-

condnclor line grounded on both ends; Fig, 2 is a

composilc line consisting of two conductors, each
grounded with one terminal ; Fig. 3 is a composite
line comprising two composilc conductors, each con-
sisting of two conductors in inductive relation lo

FIG. I. ONE-CONDUCTOR LINE GROUNDED AT BOTH END?

devices—such as condensers—arc just as transpar-

-ent to the (low of such impulses as to telephone

currents. Such arrangements, therefore, as shunt-

ing the telephonic receiver with condensers or try-
,

ing to sidetrack, so to speak, the telegraphic-in-

duced impulses with the aid of coils opaque to

telephonic impulses, are out of the question.

In his efforts to telegraph with induced cur-

rents (generated in the secondary of an induction

coil by interrupting the primary current), while

transmitting telephone impulses over the same
wires, Mr. Isidor Kitsee of Philadelphia devised

the following arrangement of circuits (covered by
patent) after fruitless efforts in other directions

:

By shunting the secondary coil inserted in the

each other, all four conductors forming two open

circuits.

In Fig. I (i) is the line of transmission; (20)

are the grounds for this line; (60) is the telegraphic

transmitting device entire; of this (10) is the coil

used as a telegraphic transmitter. Of this again (11)

is the secondary connected in the line and provided

with means (12) to vary its inductive value. The
condenser (13) shunts the secondary; (14) is the

primary; (15) the key, and (16) the source of

current, here shown as two batteries. The tele-

phonic transmitting device entire is shown at (30),

comprising the induction coil (31), the transmitter

(32) and source of current (33). A telegraphic

receiving device is indicated at (40). It is shown

FIG. 2- COMPOSITE LINE WITH GROUND RETURN.

line with the aid of condensers success was com-
plete when the condenser represented a capacity

of about five microfarads.

Tlicse experiments were varied by trying, first,

an all-metallic line ; second, a one-conductor line

grounded, and third, a composite line, that is, a

line consisting of two conductors insulated from

each other but in inductive relation, each conductor

being grounded at one terminal, the other terminal

being free.

In the tests which gave satisfactory results an

induction coil, a Morse key and an electromotive

force of about three volts were used. The second-

ary of the induction coil was connected in series

W'ith the line and its resistance was arranged to be

as a polarized relay; (50) is the telephonic receiv-

ing device, comprising the secondary (51), the pri-

mary (52) of an induction coil and the ear tele-

phone (53).

The same numbering is follow^ed in the other

diagrams. Wires (i), (2) and (3) (4) represent

the pairs of a composite line, defined above.'

Are Steel Cars Harder to Pull?

A series of interesting experiments has been be-

gun by the Chicago and Alton Railroad which will

be conducted for several weeks to determine the

advantage or disadvantage of steel coal cars over

the wooden cars. For several years the Alton has

FIG. 3. COMPOSITE LINE WITH TWO COMPOSITE CONDUCTORS.

varied from six ohms to somewhat over 200 ohms.

The primary had a resistance of about three-fourths

of an ohm. The receiving device consisted of a

polarized relay with a combined resistance of the

coils equal to about 1,500 ohms. The coils were

wound with No. 36 silk-covered wire. The tele-

phone transmitter consisted of the usual desk set, an

induction coil, the primary resistance about three-

fourths of an ohm and the secondary arranged to

have its resistance varied from six ohms to 200

ohms. The electromotive force used was about

one volt more than that used with the telegraphic

transmitting device. The telephone receiver was

of the usual type. The line had a length of nearly

45 miles. The best results were obtained when the

been replacing its wooden coal cars with steel cars

of greater capacity, and lately the engineers have
been complaining that the steel cars are much more
difficult to handle in a train than the wooden cars,

the relative weight of the trains being the same.

As the trucks of the steel and wooden cars are

identical the officials are skeptical as to difference

in the pull, but repeated complaints of the engi-

neers have resulted in the ordering of a test with

a dynamometer car as the only certain method for

discovering the difference. The tests will be made
with a train of 3,oco tons of coal, the weight to

be the same in each test. It is declared by the

engineers that the greater elasticity of the wooden
cars makes the strain in the pull less than the

more rigid steel cars. This, they say, is particu-

larly noticeable on curves.
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Telegraph operators have, as a rule, been un-

successful in strikes, and it remains to be seen

whether the one now in progress is to prove an

exception. Present indications are that the existing

strike will fail like its predecessors, for the com-

panies are transacting a considerable proportion

of their normal business, while the number of

amateur operators or former telegraphers in the

country is very large, and from these men and

women no doubt an emergency force can be pressed

into service for a short time.

It is to be noted that the long-distance telephone

is profiting by the strike to a marked degree, while

"wireless" is not availing itself of this opportunity

at all. No doubt the telephone will be perma-

nently benefited as the result of the strike, while

once more it appears to be shown that radio-

telegraphy is of little avail in actual, commercial

service over land.

Another probable result of the strike is that

a great impetus will be given to the use of auto-

matic 'or semi-automatic machine telegraph sys-

tems, which will in the end no doubt replace a

large number of operators. There are a number
of these mechanical devices in existence, nearly all

of them very ingenious, but some of them too

complex for practical operation. Others, however,

have demonstrated their usefulness in service, and

the companies will no doubt redouble their efforts

hereafter to extend the use of automatic systems,

several of which require!* merely a knowledge of

the keyboard of the typewriter.

Few tears will be shed at the passing of the

Williamsburg Bridge municipal electric-light plant

in New York city. In the first place the bridge

from the first could have been lighted more eco-

nomically by private enterprise; there was no need

for the municipal plant. Further, the station was
established with the idea that wonderful economy

would result from utilizing street refuse as fuel.

This pleasing fancy has been demonstrated to be

fallacious in England, where the experiment has

been carefully worked out. This American ex-

perience should serve to put a quietus on the

advocates of the burning of street rubbish in

steam-raising plants with an idea of utilizing it

as a fuel.

It appears that the municipal plant has been out

of service for the last six months. "Too expen-

sive" is the excuse given by the engineers of the

Department of Water Supply, Gas and Electricity.-

It is now admitted that the city could not furnish

light so cheaply as the Edison people, and that

there was nothing left for the department to do

but to discontinue the plant. It is said that it has

cost the city $60,000 each year to keep the plant

running. The Edison Company has agreed to light

the bridge for $25,000. Then, again, it is pointed

out that the city could not profitably secure the

refuse and waste that was necessary to keep the

incinerators going. Many thousands of dollars were

spent by the city in installing the plant, which has

now been discontinued. The building in which

the plant was installed also cost considerable money.

The North Shore Electric Company of Illinois

is greatly improving the lighting and power fa-

cilities in the suburban district of Chicago by

replacing the numerous small local lighting plants

with four modern interconnected electric power

stations. The first of these new plants to be put

in operation was that at Maywood, where a me-

dium-sized plant embodying the best engineering

practice is now in successful operation. This plant

was thoroughly described in the Western Electrician

of February i6th. The latest plant to be placed

in operation is that in Blue Island, about twice

the size of the Maywood station. The other two

arc located at Waukegan and Evanston. In an-

other part of this issue the Blue Island installation

is fully described and illustrated. The decision of

the North Shore Electric Company to acquire the

local lighting plants in the suburban district of

Chicago and supply the thirty or more towns with

electric light and power from four larger central

stations is an important step toward a prevailing

tendency to centralize electric power generation.

The new plants may l:c taken as a good example

of the most advanced central-station design. They
are sure to prove economical and efficient, as the .

best business judgment and engineering skill have

been exercised in the planning and construc-

tion. A careful study of the North Shore system

will not be amiss, as it represents the ideas of

some of the best known central-station men and

engineers in the profession. Mr. Samuel InsuU is

president of the company, and Mr. Frank J. Baker

is vice-president and manager. The designing and

construction was done by Sargent & Lundy, m
conjunction with Mr. J. L. Hecht, construction

engineer of the North Shore company.

The incandescent electric lamp has proved able

to meet nearly all of the adverse claims urged

against it as a form of illuminant competing with

the old flame lights of oil-lamp and gas, and even

the item of expense has been routed by the cheaper

lighting rates and the convenience of a non-com-

bustible, enclosed light available by the twisting of

a switch. Yet there still prevail faulty ideas of

the effect on the. eye from continued reading by

the aid of the electric light. "The strained look

in the eyes of workers who have had to use the

electric light for many hours," has been noted by

factory inspectors, and while at once admitting the

superiority of electric lighting from the hygienic

standpoint of the maintained purity of the air, they

take no pains to discover that the results for

which the incandescent lamp is condemned follow,

in part, almost directly from its very convenience.

The fact that an electric light may be put in any

position without fear of fire leads the average reader

or worker to arrange the light so that a high

degree of illumination is obtained upon his subject,

while a matter of less consideration is the pro-

tection afforded his own eyes. This is not pos-

sible with a gas burner, often purely for reasons

of safety flame iUuminants may not be placed

in a position where the eye will suffer from its

direct glare. There is little difference in the qual-

ity of the light, and it may be reasonably assumed

that experiments with unshaded gas lamps in

similar positions would show up just as speedily

in their physiological effects. Any form of arti-

ficial illuminant, especially one where the luminous

body is so small and brilliant as the lamp fila-

ment, must be given thought and skill in adjust-

ment and diffusion.

Power tr.^nsmission from waterfalls of various

descriptions has been remarkably extended in the

South within the last few years. One river, the

Catawba, furnishes a particularly interesting ex-

ample. This stream, having its origin near the

foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains, is hardly

to be termed a large river, yet, under the guidance

of the electrical engineer, it has been "harnessed"

to an extent that is significant of the results that

can be accomplished in this direction. A few years

ago the power was going to waste, but now nu-

merous cotton mills and other factories and vari-

ous electric-light and power installations obtain

their energy from this source.

Beginning near the .headwaters of the river, one

finds at the Rodhiss cotton mill 1,500 horsepower

developed; then the Long Island mill, with 300

horsepower; Monbo mills, 150; Mountain Island,

1,000, and Tuckaseegee, 250 horsepower. The

Catawba power plant develops 10,000 horsepower,

and the Great Falls plant, both of the Southern

Power Company, 30,000 horsepower. On the south

fork of the river, over 3,000 horsepower is utilized

entirely for cotton-mill operation. A few miles be-

low the Great Falls plant work is in progress on

the Rocky Creek plant, with 20,000 horsepower, and

above Great Falls a 15,000 plant is to be erected.

The plants complete, underway, or yet to be de-

veloped, require about $250,000 a month outlay.

This one river promises soon to be the source

of all the power for manufacturing and lighting

purposes throughout a section about 100 miles

wide and twice that length. The latest estimate

is that there will be 140,000 horsepower in use

alone in a radius of 70 miles from Charlotte,

N. C. The power company principally interested

in the work has had no difTiculty so far in dis-

posing of all available power.
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ILLINOIS STATE ELLCTRIC ASSOCIATION.
TIk- incoting of the Illinois Stale Electric Associ-

ation this year, the eiglitecnili amuial, took the form

of an outing rather than that of a convention.

Through the courtesy ot the Illinois Fisli Com-

Miission the steamer Illinois was placed at Ihe dis-

posal of the association. The members assembled

at Peoria on .^llgnst 14th and at 10 o'clock in the

morning boarded the boat which left for La Salle

by way of the Illinois River. About 100 members

and their friends, including the supply men, took

the trip. Lunch was served on the steamer on the

up trip.

The party arrived at La Salle at five o'clock in

the evening. Upon arrival cars were in waiting

to t.akc the party througli Utica to Starved Rock

Landing, where the steamer Lola was in waiting

to take the party for a trip 'o the canyons, after

which the steamer proceeded to the landing at the

rrck proper.

A fine banquet was served at the hotel at eight

o'clock, the balance of the evening being taken

up with a vaudeville performance given on the

lawn in front of the hotel. During the banquet

President Shumway called the members together

and stated that this mcetins: of tlie association

would be an outing only and very little business

would be transacted, that he would give his address

later. The minutes of the last meeting were ac-

cepted as printed.

At the suggestion of Charles E. Sharpe of .Mcline

a nominating committee of tnres was appointed to

report on the boat on Thursday. David Davis

of Litchfield moved that a conniiitiec on rtsolutions

be appointed and W. E. McCollough of Beards-

town, L. E. Fischer and R. W. Harris of Streator

were named.
President Shumway then said that the efforts of

one of the officials of the association had more

to do with the success of the meeting than was

generally known, that this official had worked in

season and out of season for the good of the asso-

ciation, and that thanks were due to him for this

outing. As a token of the love and esteem that

the members held for this official Mr. Shumway
presented the secretary of the association, H. E.

Chubbuck, a diamond-studded charm. Mr. Chub-

buck responded gracefully.

W. E. McCollough, in a pleasing presentation

speech, presented President Shumway with a gold-

headed cane, the gift of the association. After this

the meeting adjourned till the next day to meet

on the boat upon the retura trip.

The boat was scheduled to make the return tnp

to Peoria at II a. m. on Thursday, but as those

who visited Deer Park did not return till nearly

noon the steamer did not start till i p. m. Many
of the members remained at Starved Rock over

night, but for those who wished to stay at Ottawa

or La Salle the Illinois Valley Railway Company
had special cars provided to carry them to either

city. The badges of the members, through ;Iie

courtesy of the railway company, were honored for

transportation on the interurban and the local Lues

in La Salle, and also through the courtesy of the

Northern Illinois Light and Power Company the

same privilege was ext'ended to the members and

their friends on the local lines in Ottawa.

The return trip from La Salle v/as commenced
at I p. m. on Thursday on the steamer Illinois.

The same arrangements were provided as on the

up trip. During the afternoon the members were

called together and a resolution was passed thank-

ing the commissioners and the captain for the

pleasant trip and accommodations provided. In be-

half of the association the conmiission was pre-

sented a silver water pitcher. Both President

Cohen and the captain thanked the association.

The nominating committee reported the foUov-
ing-named officers for the ensuing year and their

election followed

:

President—E. L. Brown, Elmwood.
First Vice-president—F. M. Sinsabaugh, Car-

rolton.

Second Vice-president—E. W. Smith, Kewanee.

Third Vice-president—W. G. Austin, Eftingham.

Fourth Vice-president—H. A. Foster, Pontiac.

Secretary—H. E. Chubbuck, La Salle.

Treasurer—E. M'acDonald, Lincoln.

After the reading of the treasurer's and secre-

tary's reports the new president, Mr. Brown, took

his seat. The membership committee was instructed

to secure the membership of every light plant in

the state. Just how this was to be done was not

decided; the idea of making a committee, the mem-
bers of which will be chosen from each senatorial

or congressional dibtrict, seemed to be the best

that was broached. This would bring the prcacnl

members closer to the ones that it is desired to (jet

into the association. The connniltee is to visit

those that are not members. The committee on

insurance will consist of J. J. Frcy of Ilillsboro

and E. II. Grey of El Paso. The membership

committee; D. Davis of Litchfield, O. L. Hyatt of

Chicago Heights, and H. O. Channon of Quincy.

The steamer reached Peoria at 6 p. m. Hand-
some souvenirs were given to the members at the

dinner.

The following members were in attendance

:

J. C. Robinson, Atlanta; W. H. Ramsey, Orlan

Winan, Auburn; W. E. McCollough, Beardstown

;

VV. J. Day, Bement ; C. F. Snider, Bloomington

;

S. W. Pappleton, Cambridge: F. M. Sinsabaugh,

Carrolton ; H. J. Pepper, John C. Eversman, Cham-
paign; E. C. Jenks, Charleston; Homer E. Niesz,

E. W. Loyd, H. J. Markham, Chicago; 0. L.

Hyatt, Chicago Heights; J. E. Johnson, Danville;

W. E. McKinley, Decatur; W. H. Few, Delavan;

W. G. Austin, Ed Austin, Effingham; E. L. Brown,

E. V. Brown, Elmwood; E. H. Grey, El Paso;

E. G. Schmaltze, Evanston; H. A. Foster, N. J.

Foster, W. B. Decker, Fairbury; F. C. Duncan,

W. A. Martin, W. J. Achenpool, R. A. McLaugh-
lin, Roy L. Piatt, Galcsburg; E. D. Bell, Granite

City; J. H. Crickenbergcr, Henry; J. J. Frey, Hills-

boro; J. P. Doan, Jacksonville; Ed Curry, Joliet;

E. W. Smith, A. W. Kendall, Kewanee; H. E.

Chubbuck, ' D. McAfee, Ed Fowler, La Salle ; E.

M'acDonald, Lincoln; E. Davis, Maroa; Charles F.

Lathrop, Mindota; Charles E. Sharpe, Molinc;

Louis W. Hess, Ottawa; A. D. Mackie, W. H.
Brown, L. Owen, R. S. Wallace, S. L. Nelson,

Peoria; R. H. Abbott, Petersburg; H. O. Channon,

J. A. Seipker, M. M. Hess, Quincy; R. L. Flani-

gan, Springfield ; R. W. Harris, L. L. Bennion,
Streator; Charles Custer, Sullivan; J. N. C. Shum-
way, Taylorville

; John A. Glover, Urbana ; Harry
J. Frith, Evanston

; John G. Learned, Ira E. Price,

L. E. Fischer.

About a dozen supply men made the trip with

the members. Handsome books showing the vari-

ous parts of the country traversed by the Illinois

Valley Railway Company, called the "lUini Trail,"

were distributed by the railway company.

DlBcrepuncy l)«tweon Heal Figures and
M. U. Campaign Figures.

When the Ashland (Wis.) City Council held a

sjiecial meeting to open and consider bids for the

proposed municipal electric-light plant there was

only one offer, in which the amount c:illed for was

$130,000.

The l)ld was rejected and it was decided to rc-

advcrtisc, as the bid was $50,000 In excess of the

estimate made last fall by the special committee

appointed to investigate and report on the probable

cost of building and c(|uipping such a plant, the

estimated figure being $80,000. This figure was the

one used previous to the election which was held

for the purpose of voting on the question of

whether the city should build a municipal plant.

Stanislaus Power Project.

The Stanislaus Electric Power Company, which
is erecting one of the largest electric plants in the

West to supply power for San Francisco and in-

termediate points, is now doing work in San
Joaquin County, and it is promised that the power
lines will be extended to Stockton by the first of

next February. W. L. McKinley has closed all

contracts for rights from the power station 12

miles east of Vallecito, in Calaveras County, to the

San Joaquin County line. The transmission wires
will be run in a straight line from Vallecito to

San Francisco, and a branch line will be run into

Stockton from a point near Lathrop.

The company is erecting a power plant on the
Stanislaus River east of Vallecito to supply 30,000
horsepower, and at another station farther east

it is planned to erect a second plant of the same
capacity. The first station will be rushed to com-
pletion in time to meet a contract to furnish

power in San Francisco by February. The other
plant will be erected when the system is in op-
eration. The scheme calls for an expenditure of

$10,000,000, and the movements of the company
indicate that a vast sum is to be expended in the

construction of the great project.

The construction of storage reservoirs in the

mountains of Tuolumne County along the course
of the south fork of the Stanislaus River is taking

a large amount of money, many miles of railroad

having been built to carry along the great work.
A large storage reservoir is being built at Relief,

in Tuolumne County, where men have never be-
fore attempted to winter, but the Union Construc-
tion company maintained camps there throughout
the past year.

A great supply camp has been established at

Middle Camp, in Tuolumne County, where quan-
tities of machinery have been delivered by the

Sierra Railway, and from that point traction c.i-

gines and mule teams move the supplies to the

construction camps in the higher mountains.
The transmission line will be one of the best in

the West, steel towers being used throughout. The
towers will be 50 feet high and will rest on four
legs, embedded six feet in the ground. These
towers will be placed from 800 to 1,000 feet apart.

It is the purpose of the company to sell power
to all buyers along its line, and farmers will be
offered power at reasonable rates. Modern farm-
ing demands electrical power for the operation

of pumping plants, and the company plans to meet
this demand; also to supply electricity to manu-
facturing points.

Periodicity In Hampshire.
Learnedly writing of an extetision to the electric-

lighting plant in Northampton, England, the Daily

Hampshire Gazette explains some modern improve-

ments to the uninitiated in the following terms:

"Another costly and important apparatus v.'ill be

the new "cycle," It will be of less' power than

the present one, which is larger than needed. The
change is made to standardize the plant, the stand-

ard "cycle" being of 7,500 waves per minute, the

size of the new one. The present one is 15,000

alternating wave flashes per minute, called a 120

"cycle." The new one will be a 60. Its object is

to flash the current over the wires. Of course, a

slower current will result, that is, it will reach

Florence and Leeds later, but after it gets there

it will be just as powerful. And as 7,500 flashes

go per minute, it will suBicc."

The Pacific "Wave-power Project.

One of the most recent of the many sporadic

attempts to harness the mighty surges of ocean

tides and waves is now being tried out, according

to local newspapers, at a pier built into the Pacific

at Rodondo, Cal. The Los Angeles Wave Power
and Electric Company has let the contract for

construction to the Atlantic Gulf and Pacific Con-
struction Company, which has begun work. The
new pier will extend seaward a distance of 812

feet, and when completed it will be 16 feet wide

for a distance of 700 feet and 52 feet wide for

a distance of 112 feet at the end. The wharf will

cost $7,500, and on it the wave-power apparatus

will be installed.

Fred Starr, president of the company, says that

the first unit of the contemplated plant will be
built at once and will cost $30,000. the entire plant,

when completed, to cost about $2,500,000, and to

furnish power to the extent of 50.C00 horsepower.

Work was also started on the new barge whose
movement generates the power, and the dimensions

of which are: Length, 91 feet; width. 24 feet;

draft, six feet. The barge will be anchored so

that it can travel a distance of 16 feet either sea-

ward or shoreward, and will have a sideway move-
ment of two feet. It will be so constructed that

in time of storm, by opening valves, the barge
will sink a few feet beneath the surface of the

water out of the heavy surface waves. It is floated

again by pumping in compressed air.

Inspector to Give Practical Talks on
Electrical Work.

The Hartford (Conn.) Board of Fire Under-
writers has arranged for a series of illustrated

talks by Thomas Henry Day, the electrical in-

spector of the board. The first one will be given
early in October, and it is expected that there will

be at least six talks. They will be open to all in

the nearby towns who are engaged as wiremen,
electricians in factories, or to anyone engaged in

the installation of electrical appliances for light and
heat.

Changes in the National Electrical Code, which
have been effected this year will be explained, and
it was thought by the local underwriters that a
series of illustrated talks would best brin.g these
changes and additions to the attention of those
interested in the matter.

In addition to persons from the nearby towns,
the electrical students in the Hillyer Institute will

be invited.

The General Electric Company at Schenectady
has written Mr. Day that it will be glad to co-
operate with him and will loan him photographs
and films to be used in the stereopticon. The com-
pany will loan him several hundred views. J. E.
Cole, wire chief of Boston. C. J. H. Woodbury
of the American Bell Telephone Company of Bos-
ton. H. O. Laccount, an electrical expert of Boston,
and J. H. McCarthy, municipal inspector of Detroit,
have also expressed a willingness to co-operate
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Wind Power for the Generation of

Electricity."

Surprise is frequently expressed that wind is so

little used in this country [England] for all kinds

of purposes, requiring small and moderate motive

power. If the velocity of the wind were constant

throughout the year, or for a certain number of

hours during each day, a large amount of power

now provided by oil or gas engines could be

much more cheaply obtained by means of wand-

mills. Unfortunately, the speed of the wmd is

continually varying from day to day, and some-

times the velocity will scarcely rise above lO

miles an hour for several days together, the con-

sequence being that windmills can only be utilized

(i) for the production of power in such a form

as to be capable of storage; (2) for running ma-

chinery which can be used intermittently whenever

the weather is suitable.

The second purpose need not be considered here,

as wind power is already in use extensively for

driving chaff cutters, circular saws, root cutters

and olher farm implements. With regard to the

storage of energy only two means of doing this

are available—the raising of water into a tank

and the storage of electricity in a battery of ac-

cumulators.
The method of raising water to be afterward

used as a source of power by means of a water

motor is put out of court by the cost of the storage

tank, which must be of enormous dimensions to

provide an appreciable amount of power over a

calm period of several days. Supposing, for in-

stance, that one horsepower be required for four

days of 10 hours each, and assuming the fall to

be 60 feet, 33,000 -=- 60 pounds of water will be

wanted per minute, or

33,000 X 60 minutes X 40 hours

60

1,320,000 pounds of water for the period in ques-

tion. Dividing 6254, it is found that 21,000 cubic

feet capacity is necessary, requiring a tank 36 feet

in diameter by 21 feet deep, and this estimate

takes no account of the losses incurred in the

water motor. Such figures as these dispose finally

of any wind-power scheme based upon the storage

of water, our only remaining course being to ac-

cumulate energy in an electrical storage battery.

To more clearly illustrate the difficulties to be

overcome and the means and cost of meeting them,

a proposal to light a private house will be con-

sidered, followed by some reference to what has

already been done in this direction.

Suppose the house to require 100 lamps of 21

candlepower (assuming tantalum lamps to be used

at 100 volts), out of which 50 will be alight at

once, on the average during ordinary evenings

when no entertaining is taking place. We may
now safely take 1.7 watts per candlepower; there-

fore, 50 by 21 by 1.7 equals a total of 1,800 watts,

or, say, iS amperes at 100 volts.

The next question to consider is the capacity

of the storage battery, and a study of the wind

velocity diagrams representing the daily average

speed of the wind at a meteorological station in

the eastern counties for the year 1905, will enable

this point to be settled. Although the varying

velocities for night and day, respectively, are not

shown, the actual wind charts disclose the fact

that during periods of light winds the highest

speeds occur in the daytime. This is an important

feature, as it enables the battery to be charged

in daylight, when no current is required. The
calmest period will be noted extending from July

3d to 22d, but at this time of year very little light

is required, and if we assume that current be

turned on half an hour after sunset and the

lights are put out at 11:30 p. m., current is only

consumed for three hours each night.

Suppose the battery to be fully charged on the

second instant, i8 ampere-hours must be given

out up to the 8th, when charging will again com-
mence and go on during the pth until the battery

is fully charged. Hence we require a storage of

18 amperes by three hours by five days, equals

270 ampere-hours. But 18 amperes, is not a suffi-

cient allowance; possibly entertaining may take

place on two evenings out of the five, and lights

will be used during the night, so that an allow-

ance of 25 amperes will be nearer the mark,
making a total of 375 ampere-hours. If the actual

daily velocity charts be examined, however, it will

be found that enough wind for charging occurred

for six hours on the 4th, three hours on the sth,

10 hours on the 6th, and seven hours on the

7th, in each case during daylight working hours,

when the battery could be charged, assuming al-

ways that a wind velocity of 10 miles an hour is

sufficient for this purpose.

A more serious calm for five days occurs from
November 30th to December 4th, when lighting

current is required for seven hours a day, making
a total of 25 amperes by seven hours by five days
equals 875 ampere-hours. Here, again, when the

I, TImi i- ih'^ mrtior rsn of an article taken from the London
r: "
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charts are consulted, although the average speed

is under lo miles an hour, the following times

occur when the mill will give out full power for

charging: 6 a. m. to 4 p. m., November 30th,

equals 10 hours; 10:30 to 11:30 a, m., December
1st, equals one hour; 6 to 10:30 a. m. and noon
to 4 :30 p. m., December 2d, equals nine hours

;

10 a. m. to noon, December 3d, equals two hours;

10 a. m. to 4:30 p. m., December 4thj equals 6^ hours.

Supposing a capacity of 360 ampere-hours be pro-

vided, and charging takes place at a rate of 30
amperes, on November 30th, the battery will be

fully charged and 175 ampere-hours will be taken

from it; 30 are put in and another 175 are

taken out during the following day; on Decem-
ber 2d 270 ampere-hours are put in and an-

other 175 taken out, leaving 135, to which are

added 60 ampere-hours on December 3d, making
195 available, whereas only 175 are wanted. On
the ensuing day charging can proceed for 6J^
hours, which finishes the calm period.

The proposed battery capacity appears to be cut

rather fine, but it must be remembered that ample
allowance has been made in estimating the number
of lamps in use at one time and to cover special

evenings and lighting after 11:30. Moreover, at

times, although the wind has not been sufficient

to charge at full rate, it has been strong enough
to provide a certain amount of charging current,

also a comparison to be made later with an ex-

isting plant indicates that a battery capable of

giving out 360 ampere-hours is large enough for

the purpose in view.

The dynamo should be wound in such a manner
as to give a gradually increasing voltage over a

considerable range of speed. This can be done by

winding a few series turns on the field magnets
through which a current is passed in an opposite

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF WINDMILL ELECTRIC PLANT.

direction to that obtaining in the shunt coils, the

result being that as the speed increases and the

voltage rises, more current passes around the

series turns and weakens the field. If a plain

shunt machine be used without this device serious

overloads are likely to occur, owing to the un-

certain speed of the wind, the power from which

rises very rapidly with an increase in velocity.

If the windmill be large enough to give the full

output of the dynamo with a lo-mile-an-hour wind,

more than four times the power will be developed

when the wind has increased to a speed of 20

miles an hour, and in gusty weather such condi-

tions might frequently occur, in fact, very severe

overloads have taken place in actual practice where
a plain shunt dynamo has been used, resulting

in the breakage of the gear.

Of course, all windmills are fitted with some
means for running the wind power to waste when
the speed would otherwise increase to a dangerous

degree, but these governing arrangements are of

a somewhat crude nature, and cannot be depended
upon to act effectively in such cases as are being

considered. The reason for this is mainly because

a windmill used for ordinary purposes will only

give out its full power with a 15- or 20-mile-an-

hour wind, and the governor, which is dependent

upon the wind pressure on the sails, only comes
into action beyond this stage. In the case under
consideration the full power is developed with

a wind velocity of 10 miles an hour, which is too

light a breeze to allow of governing by the ordi-

nary methods;, therefore, the mill will sometimes
attain speeds which would damage the dynamo
if the voltage increased in proportion to the num-
ber of revolutions per minute, as in an ordinary

shunt macliine. It may be contended that fuses

or overload cut-outs can be used as an alternative,

but if this course be adopted an attendant must
always be present when the mill is at work.
Having now settled the size of the battery and
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the dynamo, the power of the windmill required
to drive the latter may be gone into. An average
charging current of 30 amperes has already been
decided upon, and the mean pressure may be taken
at 130 volts, therefore the output of the dynamo
will be equal to 3.9 kilowatts. Allowing for an
efficiency of 80 per cent., this machine will require

about five brake horsepower to drive it, involving a

mill with sails 24 feet in diameter, if the disk

type be adopted.
Regarding the latter, careful experiments have

demonstrated that the old-fashioned mill with four
sails is rather more efficient in a moderate breeze
of, say, 12- to 15 miles an hour, but it is not
so easily started in light winds, and the appearance
is less pleasing. However, the four-sailed mill is

much the cheaper of the two types, and it will

therefore be considered as an alternative in com-
paring the relative costs of oil and wind power.
It is of great importance in dealing with wind
power to eliminate friction as far as possible, and
for this purpose at least one maker of disk mills

employs ball and roller bearings throughout. Some
advantage may also be gained by installing the

speeding-up gear at the top of the mill, in which
case a comparatively light vertical shaft is suffi-

cient to transmit the power, as it runs at a con-
siderable speed, and with this construction it is

also feasible to drive the dynamo by bevel gear
from the vertical shaft as shown in the accom-
panying drawing.
The governing of the mill is of some importance,

and there are two methods of carrying this into

effect. The usual plan is to hinge the vanes and
connect them to a series of levers which tend to

raise a weight as the wind increases and blows
them further open. An alternative design allows

the complete disk to turn on its vertical axis par-

tially out of the wind against the pull of a weight,

the mill being mounted upon a ball race to make
it more sensitive in this respect. One distinct

advantage of the latter type Is that it cannot be-

come back winded.
The plant described now consists of the wind-

mill, the connecting gear, the dynamo and the

ordinary type of battery switchboard with "cut-In-

cut-out" switch, and in comparing the relative cost

of driving by an oil engine or a windmill we need
not carr}' the figures beyond this point, as the house
wiring and lamps will be the same in either case.

The following initial costs are based upon actual

quotations, and the running expenses have been
estimated by the help of figures obtained from
the practical working of such plants.

In the first place, a plant driven by a disk type
of mill will be considered, the capital outlay being
as follows

:

Windmill complete down to lay shaft erected $1,100
Foundations for same 50
Dynamo erected " 300
Dynamo house 50
Foundations for dynamo 10
Battery *. 750
House and stands for same 100
Switchboard erected 150

Total $2,510

The running expenses will consist of:

Attendance $ 25.00,
Stores 15-00
Battery renewals and depreciation at 15 per cent 212.50
Windmill gear and dynamo repairs and depreciation.. 140.00
Interest on capital at 5 per cent 125.00

Total $417-50

This allows 2.000 hours of lighting with an av-

erage current of 25 amperes, at 100 A'olts equals

5.0C0 units at a cost of 8 cents per unit.

The alternative figures for a' four-sailed mill will

be reduced as shown below

:

Windmill complete erected $700.00
Foundations for same 50.00
Dynamo 300.00
Dynamo house 50.00
Foundations for dynamo 10.00

Battery 750.00
House and stands for same 400.00
Switchboard 600.00

Total $2,110.00

The running expenses amounting to:

Attendance $ 25.00

Stores 15-00

Battery renewals and depreciation. 112.50

Windmill gear and dynamo repairs and deprecia-

tion 100.00

Interest on capital 105.00

Total $352-50

The comparative cost of an oil-engine Installa-

tion will be as follows

:

Oil engine erected $ 600.00
Foundations 25.00
\V.iler piping, etc 10.00

Dynamo erected 250.00
Foundations ^S-oo

House - 100.00

Battery 75o-oo

House and stands for same 100.00

Switchbo.ird '50-po

Total $2,000.00

And the working costs:

Attendance % So.oo

Oil 165.00

Stores and lubricating oil 25-00

Battery repairs and depreciation at 15 per cent... 112.50

Repairs and depreciation on engine and dynamo at

10 per cent 85.00

Interest on capital at 5 percent '"ooo

Total $5.37-50
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From Ihc above figures it will be seen that \yind

power works out at less cost lluin a plant driven

by an oil engine, bnt apart from the fniancial aspect

of the snbjeet a vvinthnili installation does not rc-

([nire the occasional sliilletl attention essential to

the satisfactory working of an oil engine. The
latter is a delicate piece of mechanism and rims

at a high speed, whereas a windmill is a very

robnst prime mover and revolves slowly, result-

ing in a very low cost for repairs and upkeep.

It will be noted that the same size of battery

has been allowed for the oil-engine installation as

for the windmill plant, and at first sight this basis

of comparison may appear to midnly handicap the

oil engine. Further consideration will, however,

show ih.it the battery allowances are just and
reasonable in each case. Naturally the position and
exposure of a windmill must affect the provision

required for power storage, but in the example
given above it has been already shown that the

battery capacity is sufficient. With regard to the

oil engine, allowance has been made for lighting

Ihrougli two nights, during the darkest season of

the year, with the engine standing.

No consulting engineer or contractor would pro-

vide for less storage than this, for oil engines,

which, as already indicated, are liable to break-

down, and new parts may have to be sent for

from the makers, together with a skilled man to

effect the repair. On the other hand, windmills

very rarely break down, and many of them have

rim for years without any repairs whatever, and
when such attention is required it is in the form
of replacements for worn parts, which work can

he done by an ordinary mechanic at any con-

venient time. It is very seldom, indeed, that any
part of a windmill actually breaks and causes a

stoppage.

The problem of electric lighting by wind power
would appear at first sight to present similar diffi-

culties to those encountered in train lighting, by
means of a dynamo driven from one of the car-

riage a.xlcs, and a similar automatic plant could

be used ; but it is doubtful w-hether the additional

cost would be justified, and some parts of the

apparatus are of so delicate and complicated a

nature that it would be necessary to apply to the

makers when a breakdown occurred. Moreover,

no appreciable reduction could be made in the bat-

tery capacity, owing to the possibility of charging

during the whole of the 24 hours, as we have
shown already that during calm periods any avail-

able wind occurs during daylight; therefore, the

only advantage in adopting the train-lighting sys-

tem would be the reduced cost of attendance, as

the plant could be locked up for weeks together.

But attendance only costs $25 per annum, which
is scarcely sufficient to cover the capital charges
and depreciation on the extra gear required to

make the plant automatic, and if e.xtra repairs

be included, the installation would be more costly

than the simple scheme put forward above.

The power of a windmill in any particular situ-

ation is rather difficult to estimate, but if records

of the wind velocity for 12 months can be obtained

from a meteorological station in the vicinity the

problem is much more easily solved. The stand-

ard recording instrument gives the miles of wind
passing it in a diagrammatic form, and from these

records the average velocity per hour or per day
may easily be read. Therefore, as the power of a

windmill increases roughly .in proportion to the

square of the wind velocity, more power than
indicated by the mean speed of the wind can al-

ways be obtained.

It is naturally important that the windmill should

be erected in a more or less exposed position,

and at such a height from the ground as to be

above all obstructions likely to interfere with the

free passage of wind to it. The illustration shows
the wind-power installation described above, which
may be some little distance from the house. A
battery house is also shown, but in some cases

the battery can be accommodated in the cellar of

the house to be lighted.

Some reference will now be made to existing

wind electric plants and the difficulties which have
been encountered in running them. The first in-

stallation of this nature [in England] was erected

II years ago for the purpose of lighting Mr.
George Cadbury's house near Birmingham. The
plant consists of a 35-foot disk windmill coupled

to a 30-ampere shunt dynamo capable of giving

out a voltage of 150 for charging the battery.

The mill is mounted upon a so-foot tower, and
is some little distance from the house. The gear

up to the dynamo begins with the usual bevel

wheels at the top and base of the mill, connected
by a vertical shaft. The bottom horizontal shaft

runs at a comparati\'ely low speed, and the latter

is increased by introducing a countershaft between
it and the dynamo, thus involving two belt drives.

A considerable proportion of the power in light

winds must therefore be w-asted in friction.

The dynamo is a plain shunt machine running
at 750 revolutions per minute, and the switch-

board is of the usual type, with cut-in-cut-out

switch, charge and discharge switches, etc. The
original number of lamps was 200 of 16 candle-

power, three motors aggregating five horsepower
being also coupled to the mains. The lamp voltage

is 100, and Ihc ordinary liiihiinK load is about 35
amperes, increasing to 50 amperes when entertain-

ments are in pronress. To compare this plant willi

the installation jiut forward above, wc must in-

crease 35 amperes in the proportion of 18 : 25,

which ccpials 40 amperes, without the motors, for

2,000 hours per annum. The motors may be taken

as running for 300 hours per annum at 10 amperes
per horsepower equals 50 amperes; this multiplied

by 300 and divided by 2,000 gives y'/j amperes;
hence an output of 56^ amperes may be reckoned
on for imrposes of comjiariiion. The original bat-

tery had a capacity of about 300 ampere-hours.
Comparing the two plants, we find that the bat-

tery should have a capacity of 3(J0 X 56'A -i- 25 =
820 ampere-hours ; the dynamo should give out 68

amperes and the windmill should measure 30 feet

in diameter, provided that friction be as far as

possible eliminated by the use of ball and roller

bearings and a single belt drive. In spite of this

lack of proportion the engineer managed to keep

the lights going on one occasion for six weeks
without a break. Some trouble has been encoun-
tered from overloads on the dynamo, the govern-

ing arrangements on the windmill being not suffi-

ciently sensitive for this class of work, aild the

cut-in-cut-out switch did not always act promptly,

resulting in sudden overloads, which on one or

two occasions wrecked the gear. Since the plant

was originally installed a good many lights have
been added, besides several motors, and it has

been found necessary to put in a gas engine coupled

to a larger dynamo, the battery capacity also being

substantially increased.

A later wind power electric-lighting installation

has been put down at West Ardsley, in Yorkshire,

and consists of a 30-foot mill coupled to a spe-

cially wound dynamo wdiich charges a battery of

large capacity. The lamps connected number 109,

the majority of them being of 16 candlepower.

No auxiliary pow-er is employed, the battery be-

ing of sufficient capacity to take charge of the

lighting through any calms which occur. The
windmill and electrical plant is in charge of a

gardener, whose time is taken up to the extent

of four hours a week in performing this duty.

The above particulars should be sufficient to

convince those in doubt that wind power for elec-

tric lighting is not only quite feasible, but is a

commercial success in exposed positions where the

only alternative prime mover is an oil engine.

• Production of Mica in 1 906.

Of the minerals composing the group called mica

practically but two—rauscovite or potash mica and

phlogopite or magnesia mica—are industrially im-

portant, and only one of these, the muscovite, is

found in deposits of commercial value in the United

States. This muscovite is widely disseminated in

small plates and crystals, of no value, in crystal-

line igneous and metamorphic rocks, as well as

in the sediments derived from them, but the com-

mercially valuable deposits are confined to pegma-

tite—a rock closely allied to granite in composi-

tion, composed of feldspar and quartz, with more
or less mica and other accessory minerals, but

unlike granite in that its minerals are crystallized

out in large masses. Among the coarser products

of this crystallization is the mica, blocks of wdiich

more than a yard in diameter have been found.

The properties which give mica its value to the

world of industry are its perfect cleavage, the

toughness, flexibility and elasticity of its cleavage

sheets and its transparency and non-conductivity

of electricity. The three principal uses of the ma-
terial are for electrical insulation, glazing, and

decoration. The first-named used probably leads in

present importance, but the other two uses date

back to ancient times, mica antedating
_
glass and

also being early used to secure decorative effects.

As an insulating material it occupies a place that

cannot be filled, apparently, by any other substance.

Recently the utilization of scrap and waste mica in

the manufacture of lubricants for car axles has

become a somewhat important industry in the West.

The increasing use of the material has largely

modified the demand made upon the mining indus-

try, for not only can sheet mica of small size

now be utilized, but even more important is the

extensive use that is now made of composite mica,

molded mica, "micanite," and other varieties of

built-up sheets. Scrap mica is also utilized in the

manufacture of a superior quality of boiler lag-

ging, and ground mica is used in somev.'hat in-

creased quantities in mica bronzes and paints and
as an absorbent for explosives. The finest ground
mica, or mica flour, finds a considerable market
with manufacturers of high-grade wall papers, the

luster obtained by the use of muscovite dust hav-

ing the advantage of both permanency and bril-

liancy.

In an advance chapter from the "Mineral Re-
sources of the United States Calender Year 1906,"

Douglas B. Sterrett, of the United States Geo-
logical Survey, reports the production of sheet mica

in the United States for 1906 as 1,423,100 pounds,

valued at $252,248, and of scrap mica as 1,489

short tons, valued at $22,742. These figures show
an increase over those for 1905 of 498,225 pounds

ill quantity and $91,516 in value for sheet mica,

and of 303 tons in quantity and ?4,88<) in value
for scrap mica. The eiKht slates which shared this

production are, in order of value of output, North
Carolina, Colorado, New Hampshire, Virginia, Idaho,
Soulli iJakola, New Mexico and Conneelicut.

The imports of mica into Ihc United States in

igo6 were the largest ever recorded, the value be-

ing considerably more than twice as great as in

IQ02 and 190s, Ihc years that formerly held the

record. According to Mr. Sterrett, the lolal quan-
tity imported and entered for consumption in 1906
.imounted to 3,066,738 pounds, valued at $1,042,608.

The total production and consumption of sheet

mica in the United Slates in 1906 was 4,489,838
pounds, as against 2,519,445 pounds in 1905, an
increase of about 78 per cent. A comparison of

the ini|iort figures with those of the home pro-
duction shows that there is a wide field for the
extension of the industry in the United Slates, and
indeed the industry is expanding rapidly to meet
the demand. Deposits carrying mica in commercial
size arc found in many parts of the United Slates,

from the Atlantic coast to the Pacific, and new
developments are reported each year. Alabama and
Georgia will probably appear in the list of pro-
ducing states in 1907, and other states will doubt-
less show large gains in production.

Mr. .Stcrrctt's paper, which is ready for dis-

tribution and may be obtained by applying to the
director of the United Stales Geological Survey
at Washington, D. C, contains much interesting

and valuable information concerning the material
and the method of mining and manufacturing it,

and includes a list of publications dealing with the
subject.

Telegraphers Continue to Hold Out In

General Strike.

The appearance of the telegraphers' president,
S. J. Small, at Chicago, the storm center of the
present widespread wire strike, resulted in the
promulgation of a general strike order legalizing

the local walkouts that had already occurred and
calling out all other operators despite the proffered

services of U. S. Labor Commissioner Neill, Presi-

dent Gompers of the A, F. L., John Mitchell of the

Miners and others who counseled arbitration. It

is reported that the general strike order resulted

in the walkout of few operators who had not al-

ready closed their keys.

Meanwhile business had been seriously inter-

fered with and the boards of trade of a number
of cities appealed for national interv-ention which
President Roosevelt refused. The slogan of the
strikers became "No arbitration," and President
Small asked for a fund of $2,000,000 from organ-
ized labor to fight the battle.

The companies have gradually acquired a partial

working condition again and have been able to

transmit in a fashion most of the messages en-
trusted to them. As a result of this determined
opposition by the companies and the Associated
Press, which seemed steadily to improve their

service the strike of commercial telegraphers has
settled down to a contest of endurance.
The situation may still taken on a national aspect,

as a notice was sent out to the officers of subor-
dinate unions urging them to collect all evidence
against the local telegraph companies with a view
to bringing about a congressional investigation.

This is the beginning of an active agitation in

favor of government ownership of the telegraph
lines to prevent the recurrence of another strike.

In the ne.xt Congress there will be three members
of the telegraphers' union—J. T. McDermott of
Chicago, W. J. Carey of Milwaukee and A. J.
Murphy of RoUo, Mo. Besides four other trade
unionists -will sit in the ne.xt Congress, and Presi-
dent Small hopes to be able through this contin-
gent to cause a congressional investigation of the
methods of the telegraph companies.

Radium as a Curative.

Thomas H. Norton, United States consul at

Chemnitz, Germany, reports that the growing im-
portance of radium as a therapeutic agent has led

the management of the Imperial Uranium Works,
in St. Joachimsthal, Bohemia, to construct a special

laboratory for the industrial production of radium
compounds. The consul continues

:

"The uranium ores of this locality contain higher
percentages of this mysterious element than any
other known deposits thus far investigated. The
ores and residues from the uranium extraction
have hitherto been treated chiefly at Paris, w^here
the method for isolating the minute traces of
radium was perfected by Madam Curie and hei-

lately deceased husband. There will be manifest
advantages in carrying out the extraction at the
place of origin, in view of the enormous amounts
of rock required for the production of a tiny
fragment of a radium salt. Interesting, likewise, is

the fact that an extensive • sanitarium is teing
erected in the same locality, where patients can
take baths in the w-ater pumped from the uranium
mines. This water seems to be sufficiently charged
with radium compounds in solution to exert a

distinct therapeutic action, and physicians have
already begun to prescribe its use."
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ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
By Geo. R. Metcalfe.

XXX.-Electric Lighting.

Special Lamps.

A number of special lamps have been devised

within the last few years which give promise of

considerable future usefulness. Some of these em-

ploy carbon in various ways, while others use spe-

cial materials. Descriptions of the more prominent

of these special lamps are given below.

CooPEE Hewitt 'Lauf.

The Cooper Hewitt Lamp of the usual type con-

sists of a glass tube of about one inch in diam-

eter and so inches in length, in which the light

is produced by the incandescence of mercury va-

por. In one end of the tube is a metallic elec-

trode, and in the other end is a small amount of

mercury, and the interior of the tube is thoroughly

exhausted. In operation the lamp is suspended

with the mercury electrode lower than the metallic

electrode, and when current is passed through the

two electrodes some of the mercury is vaporized,

and the vapor is highly incandescent.

The light is started in either of two ways. In

one case the tube is mounted so that it can be

tilted, thus causing a stream of mercury to connect

the two electrodes, which permits the current to

pass between them, and thus vaporize the mercury.

The second method of starting is by using a very

high voltage sufficient to pass from one electrode

to another, and thus form a conducting vapor.

This high voltage is obtained by means of a high

inductance and a quick-break switch.

The light from a Cooper Hewitt lamp gives a

greenish tinge to surrounding objects, on account

of the entire absence of red rays, and for many
purposes this peculiar color of light is objection-

able, although it is extremely easy on the eyes.

Its use has been limited principally to office and
shop lighting, and for drafting rooms, and on ac-

count of the actinic properties of the light it has

been adopted to a considerable extent ' in pho-

tographic work.

Neenst Lamp.

The Nernst lamp is a special incandescent lamp
which has an efficiency higher than the carbon

incandescent lamp, but not so high as the arc lamp.

Its light is of a very desirable color, and the lamp
gives a good light distribution. The incandescent

part of this lamp is called the glower, and it is

formed of a filament made of oxides of some of

the rarer earths. The material of the filament is

made in the form of a paste which is squirted

through a die to form the filament. These glower
filaments are then provided with platinum terminals,

the ends of the platinum and glower being fused

together.

The glower is a non-conductor of electricity when
cold, and therefore it is necessary to provide some
means for raising its temperature to a point at

which it will conduct current. This is done by
means of heater tubes, which are mounted on top

of the glower. The heaters are formed of fine

platinum wire, which is either wound over a porce-
lain .tube or upon a porcelain rod and covered
over with a special paste in order to prevent rapid
deterioration. The heater is connected in circuit

when the lamp is first turned on and is auto-
matically cut out of circuit when the glower be-
comes warm enough to become a conductor. When
the current passes through the glower it operates
an electromagnet which cuts the heater out of
the circuit.

In series with the glower is an iron resistance

wire which limits the flow of current to a fixed

amount. The conductivity of the glower increases

with the temperature and therefore tends to take
more and more current up to the point of de-
struction. To prevent this, iron wire, known as

.
ballast, is used in scries with the glower, and as
the resistance of the ballast increases with increase
of temperature, the circuit composed of the glower
and ballast soon reaches a constant resistance
which permits just sufficient current to flow through
it. The ballast is enclosed in a small glass tube
filled with hydrogen, in order to prevent the iron
wire from being consumed.
The glower, heaters, cut-out and ballast are

mounted in the case of the lamp, the whole being
surmounted by a screw plug to fit an ordinary
incandescent-lamp socket.

These lamps arc made with cither one or several

N'orr.—This ficriefl of articles, intcnd-^d 10 survey, briefly,
the whole field of applied electricity for li^ht, power and heat,
wai beyun In the Wettcrn Electrician of February 2, 1907.

glowers, according to the candlepower desired.

They ' are built principally for 220-volt, 6o-cycle

alternating current, and their intensely white light,

when properly shaded, gives a highly satisfactory

illumination.

MooEE Vacuum-tube Lighting.

Within the last few years the M'oore vacuum-

tube system of electric lighting has attained some

commercial importance. The character of this light

differs quite widely from all other electric lights,

being a very white light, somewhat approaching

daylight in appearance. This light is not made
up of small separate units, but emanates from the

entire length of a glass tube which may be 150

feet or more in length, and which is usually sus-

pended from the ceiling or side walls of a room
in any desired form. The source of the light is

the incandescence of a gaseous substance enclosed

within ^ the tube through which the current is

passed. By means of this arrangement the dif-

fusion of light is extremely good, and at the same
time the tube does not have to be run at a very

high brilliancy, three to 3H candlepower per foot

being the usual intensity required.

The details of this system have been changed

several times, so that the efficiency has varied

somewhat with the different arrangements, but in

some of the installations an efficiency of 2.6 watts

per candlepower has been attained.

The two ends of the tube are connected to the

high-tension winding of a raising transformer, and

the low-tension winding is directly connected to

the no-volt alternating-current street mains. There
are therefore no moving parts or complications

of any kind when alternating-current supply is

available. When direct current is used it is neces-

sary to use a small motor-generator.

In installing the light, a room is piped with

i54-inch clear-glass tubing. This tubing comes in

lengths of about 8H feet, and the lengths are her-

metically sealed in position, so that the tubing

becomes a permanent fixture of the building. These

tubes can be fashioned into almost any desired

shapes, to conform with the architectural features

of a room or building. The tube is then filled

with a gas and the two extreme ends of the tube

are provided with electrodes for connection to the

transformer.

Aside from the field of general illumination, this

light, on account of its similarity to daylight, has

been found very useful for matching colors, and
its actinic properties have led to its introduction

for photographic purposes to a considerable extent.

Metallic-filament Lamps.

A number of metals have been experimented

upon with a view to their substitution for the car-

bon in the ordinary incandescent lamp. Osmium
has been used for incandescent-lamp filaments and
produces a very efficient lamp, but, owing to Its

low resistance, it has been found very difficult to

make a filament of small enough section to give

sufficient resistance for a high-voltage lamp.

Twenty-five-volt lamps have been made with os-

mium filaments, giving an efficiency of about i^
watts per candlepower, and having a life of six

to eight hundred hours. Owing, however, to their

low voltage, these lamps are not well adapted for

use on ordinary commercial lighting circuits.

Greater success has been achieved with tantalum
and tungsten filaments, about which a great deal

has been heard within the last three years.

Metallic Electkobe and Other New Aec Lamps.

A number of arc lamps have been devised in

which the usual carbon electrodes are replaced with

metallic substances or modified by other substances

of various kinds. Some of these, such as the

Bremer arc lamp and the magnetite arc lamp,

show a very high watt efficiency, but are still

in the introductory stage, and have therefore not

come very widely into commercial use. In the

Bremer flame-arc lamp the electrodes are made
of very slender carbons, the interior of which
contain a core of refractory oxides of silica, lime

or magnesia.
Residence Lighting.

For almost all residence lighting comparatively

small-sized units of light are required, which con-

sequently limits the choice to incandescent lamps

or Nernst lamps. The largest units in general

use for residence lighting arc of about 32 candle-

power and the smallest eight candlepower. For
general lighting it is not desirable to have the in-

trinsic brilliancy of the lamp very high, and the

reduction in brilliancy is generally accomplished by
.providing suitable shades.

The subject of illumination is one that has been
scientifically studied by electrical engineers only of

late, but it is generally recognized that considerable

waste of both light and money frequently results

from improper distribution of lamps, and conse-

quently illuminating engineering has very recently

been more carefully studied.

It is possible to locate lamps in a room so as

to give a brilliant and practically uniform dis-

tribution of light over the whole room, but this is

seldom necessary, and, moreover, is quite expensive.

The more desirable as well as economical method
is to supply only a rather weak general illumina-

tion, and to strengthen this with extra lights at

special points, such as tables or desks, where a

more intense illumination is desirable. It is also

preferable to use lights of a uniform color in one
room. If, for instance, a Nernst lamp is used
together with an incandescent lamp, the very white
light of the former makes the latter appear yellow
and dull.

Lighting of Auditoeiums, Offices, etc.

In the lighting of large Interiors the same gen-

eral rule holds good as for residence lighting, that

is, to produce a fairly uniform general illumina-

tion of rather low intensity, and to add more in-

tense illumination where necessary. Following this

rule gives the most effective illumination with the

least candlepower in lamps, and is therefore the

most economical arrangement. For the use of large

interiors, however, a larger choice of lighting units

is available, as Incandescent lamps, arc lamps,

Nernst lamps of high candlepower, mercury-vapor
lamps and others become available, depending on
the use for which the illumination is required.

Where very steady light Is required, incandescent

lamps or Nernst lamps are best. For drafting

rooms, offices, etc., properly shaded arc lamps or

Cooper Hewitt lamps are desirable, although the

latter are limited to places where the color of the

light is not essential. Arc lamps are also pref-

erable where various colored objects are to be
illuminated. When used, they should be hung fairly

high and should be well shaded and provided with
reflectors.

Incandescent lamps for supplying general illumi-

nation may be arranged in groups, as in chandeliers

and side lights, may be placed as a frieze around
the side walls a short distance below the cejllng, or

may be used as ceiling lights. In the latter case

it is desirable to use reflectors.

[.To he continued.']

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Counter Electromotive Force of Elec-
tric Elevators.

' P. S., New York: Are there any elevators so
constructed that in their descent when heavily
loaded they will generate sufficient counter electro-

motive force to reverse the direction of the current

in the circuit and to cause the meter to register

against the company? This statement was made
at a lecture by a gentleman In an attempt to ex-

plain the effect of counter electromotive force in

dynamos and motors.

Answer.

Elevators are generally counterbalanced for the

average load. The current taken by the motor

varies considerablv and may for very short instants

be reversed, that is, going back into the line,

which means that the motor is for the instant

driven as a generator. Most of the current is

consumed in operating the elevator itself, the

weight of the passengers being a small part of

the total. No elevators are designed specially to

return power to the line during their descent, as

this would be very poor economy. It would mean
practically no counterweight, thus requiring ex-

cessive energy during the up-trip, and the descent

would have to be made rapidly. In any case the

return of power would be a very small percentage

of the excess current consumed in raising the

elevator.

Illumination Required in Rooms of

Different Size.

E. G. .^., Mescalcro, N. M. : Is there a simple

rule for estimating candlepower of light needed
for different sized rooms?

AnswItr.

Any simple rule that could be given would have

to be modified by the position and character of dis-

tribution of the light as well as by the interior
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linisli of the surfaces of the room. The number of

linhts necessary and siillicient to iWuminate a

briKhtly finished room will prove inaderiuatc if the

walls arc later colored in dark shades. For this

reason the illumination is best planned for the

worst conditions. In ordinary rooms the height

nf the litjlits in the room does not appreciably

. lianKc the nsulling general illumination if the

walls be bright, but if dark the difference will be

very noticeable.

VVilliout employing the technical terms and con-

ceptions of the illuminating engineer an approxi-

mate rule for determining the candlepower required

for small installations may be obtained in terms

of the square feet of floor space per candlepower.

Ascertain the number of square feet in the floor

of the room and divide this by an appropriate

value of the square feet per candle ; the result

will be approximately the required total candle-

power required in the room. For very brilliant

etTects no more than two square feet per candle

should be allowed. Other values estimated for

usual conditions of absorption and reflection are

as follows : Bright, dining room or library, about

3 square feet per candle; bathroom or hall, 5; re-

ception room or bedroom, 7 ; fair illumination, 9.

Reversal of Current as Affecting Watt-
meters.

P. S., New York: If the direction of the cur-

rent in any circuit be reversed, will t^ic direction

of motion of any wattmeters that may be in the

circuit be reversed also ? By any wattmeters I

mean any integrating meters, such as furnished

or supplied by light and power ' companies.

Answer.

It is probably true that all forms of motor
meters will record backward if the current is

reversed, unless some mechanical detent or dis-

engaging device is provided, so that the train will

not record on such reversed current. Electrolytic

meters will behave differently if the current is

reversed, and, in fact, some forms will be seri-

ously damaged by such reverse current if it con-

tinue for an appreciable length of time. Motor
meters will not be injured by a reversed current,

but the train will record backward unless provided
with some mechanical device to prevent it.

Fire Protection of a Large Industrial
Plant.

In modern manufacturing systems, where groups
of buildings are often placed in isolated and ex-
posed positions with respect to the fire protection

of the community, owners have availed themselves
of the proverbial "ounce of prevention," and
equipped their plants with every known facility

of fighting fire.

An excellent example of modern factory con-
struction and the means adopted to prevent fire

losses is furnished in the West Allis (Milwaukee)
Works of Allis-Chalmers Company, whicH comprise
nine principal structures, with an aggregate floor

space in the shops alone, equivalent to 38j< acres.

Each building of the West Allis group is built

of steel-skeleton construction, with end and curtain
walls of brick. Roofs are covered with asbestos
fireproof roofing. The pattern-storage building, in

which all patterns are stored, is built with every
possible view to the protection of its valuable

contents from danger of fire. All steel columns
are encased in concrete. Floors consist of concrete

arches turned between steel beams and enclosing
beams. Fire walls divide its length into relatively

small units, and communication between them may
be shut off at any time by means of automatic fire

doors. The elevators and stairway are enclosed
in brick walls. Doors and windows have steel

lintels resting on brick walls. Windows are fitted

with wire glass and automatic closing devices.
The water supply for all purposes is obtained

from artesian wells located on the works property
and pumped automatically by motor-driven deep-
well pumps, through eight-inch pipes, to four cis-
terns built of concrete, each 100,000 gallons ca-
pacity. A pressure of 100 pounds is kept on the
mains at all times, and it can be raised to 140
pounds if necessary. The automatic-sprinkler svs-
tem is installed throughout the plant in conformity
with the established modern practice. The source
of water supply for this system is provided in the
loo.ooo-gallon steel tank, which was built for
Allis-Chalmers Company by the Chicago Bridge
and Iron Company of Chicago. This tank is 22
feet in diameter by 28 feet high, and stands 164 feet
in the air, supported by standards, which are set
in a square, each side of which is 27^< feet.

When the West Allis works were extended re-
cently, two new artesian wells were sunk to aug-
ment the former supply. The new wells were
driven to a depth of 1,000 feet and the old wells
deepened also.

Primary, Secondary and Working
Standards of Light.

By Edward P. Hyuc.

VVc are living in an .-igc of exact mcasurcnicnl.
With what profound wonder would our fore-
fathers have contemplated the marvelous precision
of modern physical science. We compare resist-
ances to pans in a million; we weigh weights to
parts in a billion. Indeed, if it. were not for
photometry and a few kindred sciences, I am afraid
that the term "per cent.," which for so many years
has been the common unit in expressing accuracy,
would soon become obsolete in that sense.
What, we ask ourselves, is the cause of this

lardy development of photometry? Is it because
our instruments are insufficient, or our standards
inadequate, or is there some inherent difficulty that
cannot be overcome? To be sure we shall always
have the liniilations of the human eye to contend
with, because "light" by definition is subjective,

hut oftentimes the eye is made the scapegoat for
faulty methods or inaccurate measurements. The
accuracy of comparison of two luminous sources
of the same color is well beyond that with which
the intensity of either can be expressed in terms
of our standards. The fault then lies ultimately
with our standards.

It is my purpose to ask your consideration of a
few very practical queslnons in connection with the

relationship of primary, secondary and working
standards of light. By a "primary" standard is

meant any standard that can be set up from writ-

ten specifications, such as the Violle platinum stand-

ard or the Hefner lamp, or the Vernon-Harcourt
pcntane lamp. By a "secondary" standard is meant
a standard which, though not reproducible, will

remain constant after having once been calibrated.

The well-seasoned incandescent lamp is the best

example of this. By a "working" standard is meant
any lamp that is used as a standard in ordinary

photometric measurements. It may be a secondary

standard or even a primary standard, but it is not

necessarily either. Though the three classes of

standards are quite separate in principle they- over-

lap in practice.

One quality which all standards must possess in

common is a suitable color. This requirement is

very indefinite, but it must needs be so. We can-

not specify the actual spectral distribution, but we
can exclude monochromatic sources. In other
words, we can immediately eliminate some sources

as being impracticable, whereas we cannot assign

values of relative merit to those which fall within
the wide range of acceptability.

The fitness of a primary standard depends upon
the degree of accuracy with which it can be re-

produced. It is not necessary that it should re-

main constant over a long period of use; the time
at which the measurements are to be made can be
specified, as is done in the case of the Violle plati-

num standard. Of course if a lamp can at the

same time serve as a primary standard and also

as a secondary or working standard, it is more
valuable. If it is simple and inexpensive so much
the better, but these are not necessary qualities of

a primary standard.

In a secondary standard we desire other quali-

ties. These are best seen by keeping in mind an
example—the well-seasoned incandescent lamp. A
secondary standard need not be reproducible—we
cannot make two incandescent lamps exactly alike;

but it must remain constant after having once been
calibrated in terms of the primary standard. It

should be portable, simple and inexpensive.

The working standards should be adapted to the

particular kind of testing in which they are to be
used. In testing incandescent lamps w'e- want as

working standards other incandescent lamps; in

testing gas or oil we want flame standards. Work-
ing standards should be portable, simple and inex-

pensive, easy to manipulate and. of suitable inten-

sity, but they need not be reproducible. Having
been standardized In terms of secondary standards,

they should remain constant over a reasonably long

period before having to be calibrated or replaced.

Let us inquire into the present conditions regard-

ing the three classes of standards. First, is there

a satisfactory primary standard of light? I think

you will all agree with me that there is not.

Many such standards have been proposed from
time to time, and at present there are three or

four such standards in actual use. This last fact

In itself indicates that there Is no one standard
sufficiently superior to the others to warrant its

general adoption. '

The situation with . regard to secondary stand-

ards is quite different. It Is generally conceded
that the well-seasoned incandescent lamp meets every
requirement of a secondary standard of light. The
objection that Is occasionally raised, that it changes
with the time of burning, is not, in my opinion, as

important as the changes which seem to take place

at times when the lamp Is stored away. A four-

watts-per-candle lamp, if properly seasoned, will

not change appreciably, i. e., more than two or three

parts in a thousand in 50 or 75 hours' continuous
burning. Since it only requires several minutes to

measure an incandescent lamp, the standard lamp

I, Abstract of a paper presented at the convetition of the Illu-

minating EnEineerinE Society, Boston, July 30. iq07. Dr. Hyde
is connected with the Bureau of Standards, Washington. D. C.

could be measured SOO or 1,000 limcB before it

would change appreciably in intensity. Since at
ilic Bureau of Slandards there arc incandcsccnt-
lamp secondary .BlandardB 'hat arc only used once
or twice a year, il is evident tliat if only Ihc
change In candlepower due to burning is to be reck-
oned with, the unit, in terms of which the second-
ary standards arc expressed, could be maintained
constant to within two or three parts in 1,000 for
several hundred years.
On the other band, there seem to be much larger

changes in the lanij)S from time to time while the
lamps arc not burning. Occasionally a lamp devel-
ops a bad vacuum ; at other times a change in re-
sistance is noticed, indicating probably an altered
contact resistance between the fdamcnt and the
leading-in wires. But apart from these there are
other apparent changes in intensity which arc just
over the limit of observational error, and for which
we can offer no explanation. In determining the
relative values of a number of incandescent lamps
that have been intercompared before, one of the
lamps may seem to be high or low in intensity, with
respect to the mean of the remaining lamps by a
half per cent, or more. In another set of mcasurc-
menls, some time later, the lamp may come back
to its original value. These changes arc small, how-
ever, and if a number of lamps are used the mean
value should remain sensibly constant over a long
period. The well-seasoned incandescent lamp is

also an entirely satisfactory working standard in

the photometry of electric lamps, buit is not suit-

able for use in gas photometry. The consensus of
opinion among gas engineers Is certainly that the
working standard for gas photometry should be a
flame standard. Candles are still used to some
extent in the United States and abroad, but re-

cently there has been considerable advancement
both In this country and in England in the adoption
of the Harcourt lo-candlepower pcntane lamp. In
Germany the Hefner lamp is used now to a great
extent in gas photometry, I believe, and in France
the Carcel lamp continues to be used almost ex-
clusively.

Another interesting . fact in connection with the
working standards in gas photometry Is that, with
the possible exception of the Carcel lamp, which, I

believe, has been calibrated in terms of the Violle
standard, all of the lamps used as working stand-
ards are at the same time primary standards. In
the photometry of electric lamps the seasoned in-

candescent lamp soon came to be used as the work-
ing standard, since the primary flame standards
were not convenient.

Is it not possible that a cheap and portable
lamp which would remain constant in Intensity after
having been calibrated might be found which would
be more convenient and more easily manipulated
than the Harcourt pcntane lamp, for example? It

does not follow that the lamp which best satisfies

the requirements of both a primary and a working
standard will satisfy the requirements of a working,
standard alone better than any other lamp. In other'
words, the lamp which is best with respect to both
constancy and reproducibility need not be the most
constant lamp if reproducibility is eliminated. With
authoritative testing laboratories available, where
secondary stands are maintained, it is no longer nec-
essary that the primary standards should be used in

industrial photometry. The use of a primary standard
as a working standard may, however, lead to a con-
fusion of units between the gas and electric indus-
tries. This Is exemplified by the situation in our
own country at present. Both In the photometry of
gas and of electric lamps the Intention was to use
the British parliamentary candle. The American
Institute of Electrical Engineers recommends ob-
taining the candle through the Hefner by the use
of the ratio one hefner equals 0.88 candle, which
was supposed to be the mean value of the best
determinations of that ratio. In gas photometry the
sperm candle, or more generally in recent years
the Harcourt pentane lamp, has been used. It Is

definitely known now that the candle obtained
through the pentane lamp does not bear to the
hefner candle the ratio of i to 0.88. From com-
parisons through electric lamps measured at the
National Physical Laboratory In England and at

the Physikalische-Technlsche-Reichsanstalt in Ger-
many the above ratio is found to be In error by
two per cent. From direct comparisons of Hefner
and Harcourt pentane lamps the ratio appears to
be in error by four or five per cent. If now both
the gas and electric-lighting industries adopted the
same unit, which could be maintained at a national
laboratory, and in terms of which working stand-
ards for both gas and electric lamps could be cali-

brated, "candlepower" would have a single sig-

nificance throughout the entire country.
The final step would be' to agree with other civ-

ilized countries on the value of the unit adopted
so that we might have in photometry, as in most
other branches of physical science, an international
unit. Although the German unit is so dlii^erent

from the others as to offer considerable difficulty

to the realization of this plan, the units of England,
France and the United States are sufiiciently close
to warrant a compromise. This compromise would
not entail the abolishment of the present stand-
ards: it would merely necessitate assigning to the
standards different numerical values. Thus the
Carcel would no longer be g.6 bougies decimals,
but 9.5 or 9.4 international candles.
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Electrolytic Purification of Water.

An interesting application of electricity is its use

for purifying water with the aid of filtering or

separating devices. One of the fundamental chem-

ical methods of purification has been the addition

of some compound to the water to be treated,

which combines with the dissolved impurity to form

a new substance which is insoluble and may be

separated out by filtration methods.

Broadly this is the idea of electrolytic purificat'or.,

except tiiat here under certain circumstances no

extra chemicals need be added, the action of tiie

current serving to form a new and insoluble com-

pound out of the ingredient's already contained in

the water. Apparatus is provided to separate this

/3

and into the top of the consumption tank (4).

A flushing pipe (11) is connected to a suction

pump for flushing filtering tanks. A dynamo (12)

supplies the entire plant through feeders (13) (13),

and (14) (is) and (16) are electric motors for

operating the respective pumps to which they are

attached.

A rotary cock (17) has nmltiple ports for con-

trolling the flow of the water through the pipes

(7) (7), with the operating arm attached to a solen-

oid core (19). The cock (20) is operated by a

controlling solenoid (22) and a restoring spring. At

(23) is a storage battery, and (24) (25) (26) (27J

and (28) are controlling magnets. The controlling

device (29) has a conducting arm (30) connected

3G f6

FIG- I. PLAN VIEW OF APPARATUS USED FOR ELECTROLYTIC PURIFICATION OF WATER,

undissolved foreign matter from the water by tak-

ing advantage of the difference in specific gravity

of the two.

Attempts have heretofore been made in this par-

ticular by the use of electrolytic devices to effect

the result sought, and while the separation has been
effected in a manner there is doubt that it has been

practically accomplished so as to make it possible

to use large volumes of water. With a view of

accomplishing this result in particular the present

invention to be described was devised by Alfred

O. Tate of Brooklyn, N. Y.

Fig. I is a diagrammatic view illustrating the

apparatus complete, parts of the mechanism being
shown in plan view. Fig. 2 is a side elevational

view of the apparatus as seen looking at Fig. i

from the bottom.

In Fig. I (i) (i), etc., represent four electrolytic

tanks, each of relatively large holding capacity and
at a common level, and (2) represents a storage
tank at lower level and having an equivalent ca-
pacity to, all four of the electrolytic tanks, (3) (3)
etc., being wholly enclosed filtering tanks in which
are located, respectively, filters of any desired form.
The consumption tank from which the treated water
is drawn for use is shown at (4), while (5) is the
supply pipe running from the supply of untreated
water through a force pump, the upper end of the
pipe being divided into four branches running one
to the top of each of the electrolytic tanks (i) (i),
etc.

Outlet pipes (7) (7), etc., lead fro

with a time mechanism not shown, driven at a

definite speed, so that the free end of the arm
is rotated over contact plates (31) (32) (33) and

(34) making connections to the electromagnets.

Branch feeders (35) (35) are connected in mul-
tiple with the main feeders (13) (13) by a switch

(s) and two pairs of plate electrodes (36) (36) ar-

ranged as shown in the electrolytic tanks (i) (i),

so that when the switch (S) is closed and the dy-

namo (12) set in operation the latter is connected
with the tanks full of water. A branch circuit

(42) is connected with the storage battery (23)
and switch (s), its function being to connect the

storage battery either to the contact arm (30) of

the circuit-controlling device (29), or to the dy-
namo (12), so as to charge the battery when de-

sired.

The operation may be described as follows

:

Suppose that the apparatus has been in operation

to such an extent as to have partially filled the
consumption tank (4) and that the time mechanism
has rotated the arm (30) to the position shown.
A circuit is closed from the battery (23) through

SIDE ELEVATION OF APPARATUS FOR ELECTROLYTIC PURIFICATION OP VVATER.

of each electrolytic tank into the storage tank (2).
A pipe (3) ^^lns from the bottom of the storage
tank to and through a second force pump and is

connected at its upper end to four branch pipes

(9) (9), etc., running to the bottom of the filtering

tanks (3) (3). Four outlet pipes connected to
ihc upper parU of the tanks (3) (3) arc connected
together to a si'nglc pipe (10) extending upward

the switch (s), contact arm (30), contact plate

(31), through the magnet (25), to the other pole

of the battery so that the arniature of that magnet
is drawn forward and circuit is closed from the
plus pole of the dynamo (12) by way of the

upper feeder (13), conductor (37), armature of
magnet (25), conductor (37), electric motor (14),
conductor (37), to the other feeder; consequently-

the pump operated by the motor (14) is set in

operation pumping water into the tanks (i) (i),

during the time that the arm (30) is moving over

the contact plate (31), say for a period of five

minutes, at the end of which time the tanks will

be filled.

Electrolytic action is immediately set up in all

of the tanks through the electrodes (36) and branch
feeders (3S), so that the water therein is subjected

to treatment from the time that the pump (14) was
set in operation.' As the arm (30) advances it

passes upon the contact plate (32), at which time

a circuit is closed from the battery (23) as before

through the switch (s), arm (30), contact plate

(32) and electromagnet (24), causing the armature
lever of that electromagnet to be drawn forward

against the front contact stop and close a branch
circuit from the positive pole of the dynamo (12)

by way of branch conductor (40) through the mo-
tor (is), which controls the operation of the pump
for pumping water through the filters (3) (3), the

cock (20), and the pipe (8) being open at that

time and the ports of the cock (17) being closed

to the outlet pipes (7) (7) of the electrolytic tanks
(i) (i) ; hence the motor (15) acts during the pe-

riod that the arm (30) is passing over the contact

plate (32), say for a period of 30 minutes, to pump
the water out of the storage tank (2) and force it

upward through the filters in the tanks Cs") (3),

and ultimately into the consumption tank (4).

At the end of 30 minutes the free end of the

arm (30) moves upon the contact plate (33), dis-

connecting the motor (is) from the circuit, and
circuit is now closed from the battery (23) in the

manner before indicated through the two electro-

magnets (27) and (28) in series, causing their

armatures to be drawn forward so that two branch
circuits (39) and (41) are closed from the dynamo
(12), one (41) to the solenoid (40), which acting

upon its core through the arm (21) closes the

cock (20), and the other (39), through the motor

(16) controlling the operatioh of the exhaust

pump, withdraws so much of the water as remains
in the filter, and in the pipe (10) between the

same and the consumption tank (4), backward with

sufficient velocity to effectually flush the same.

This takes place during the period of say 10

minutes from the time that the contact arm (30)
passes over the contact plate {zz) and enters upon
the contact plate (34), at which time circuit is

broken to the two magnets (27) and (28), thus
disconnecting the motor (16) and the controlling
solenoid (22) from the circuit and permitting the
spiral spring (S) to restore the cock (20) to its

original position.

When the arm (30) passes upon section (34),
however, an additional branch circuit is closed
from the battery (23) through the magnet (26),
so that the armature thereof is drawn forward and
a branch circuit (38) is closed from the dynamo
to the controlling solenoid (19), thus turning the
cock (17) so that all of the ports are open and
will allow the water which has been now fully

treated for 45 minutes in the electrolytic tanks to

flow therefrom into the storage tank (2). This
discharge takes place for a period of, say, five min-
utes, or during the time that the arm (30) is pass-
ing over the contact plate (34). When arm (30)
passes again upon the contact plate (31) the cock

(17) is restored to its original position and the

controlling solenoid having been demagnetized and
the electrolytic tanks (i) (i) having been emptied,
the motor (14) is again started up and the opera-
tion is repeated, and so on indefinitely, the entire

operation being wholly automatic and continuous.
It is thought that this patent is broadly new in

effecting the separation and disintegration of solid

matter from water through the combined agency
'of electrolytic action and power-driven separating
devices, and the inventor's claims are generic as

to this feature.

inerary of the German Electrical
Experts.

An Associated Press dispatch from Berlin says

that the commission of German electrical experts

and railroad officials appointed to tour the United
States for the purpose of studying American city

and interurban transportation facilities, sailed for

New York from Genoa on August 12th on the

Hamburg-American company's steamer Moltke.
The commission will visit most of the United
States, Canada and parts of Mexico in a trip that

will last three months. The commission will sail

for home from 'Vera Cruz, Mexico.
The experts will visit Salisbury, N. C. ; Niagara

Falls, Montreal, Canada; Madison, Wis.; Duluth,
Minn.; Colorado Springs, and Spokane Falls,

Wash. ; and inspect the high-voltage long-distance

transmission lines.

The second task of the commissioners is to ex-

amine the electrical transportation facilities of New
York, Baltimore, Washington, Syracuse, Rochester
and Chicago.
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Allla-Chalmers Wound-rotor Type of

Induction Motor.

The type o( iiiolor shown in the accompanying
illustr:ition is desinncd to meet conditions where

Ihe machine is refinircd to start under load or

where speed variiillon is required. It is manufac-

Inrcd by Allis-C'liahnors Company, Milwaukee. This

niacliine occupies llie same position as Ihe series

and coniponnd-wound types of direct-current mo-
tors, but lias the advantaRc over this former type

ill that its speed is limited and cannot exceed the

frequency oi the circtiil in which it is coiuiccted,

therefore caimot run away as would the direct-cur-

rent scries motor. This type of motor is mechan-
ically the same as the "squirrel-cage" type and has

the same advantages over the direct-current type

for certain classes of work.
In order to apply resistance the rotor is provided

with a Y winding coimcctcd to slip rings, as shown
in the illustration. A device is provided for short-

WOUND-ROTOR INDUCTION MOTOR

circuiting the collector rings after the motor has
been started, so that the carbon brushes carry cur-
rent only during the starting period. Type A
(NY) motors, as they are called, are suitable for
places where the motor must start under heavy
load or where the starting current must be as
small as possible in order to avoid voltage fluctua-
tions, or to economize in current when the motor
is started and stopped frequently.

BOOK TABLE.
Deahtlose Telephonie (Wireless Telephony). By

Ernst Ruhnier. Berlin: Published by the author.
1907. Pp. (654 by 10 inches), 140, with 139 dia-
grams and illustrations.

This little book (written in German), giving a
history of the efforts in the direction of achieving
wireless telephony, has a timely interest now, when
scientific attention has been directed to the solving
of this problem, and several inventors seem on the
eve of actually accomplishing it on a practical scale.
The author, Ernst Ruhmer of Berlin, has been in
close touch with experiments for the wireless trans-
mission of speech ever since his own work on the
Wansee several years ago, which attracted some
attention wdien he succeeded in talking five miles
over a beam of light.

This series of experiments, together with those
of a similar character by other investigators, is fully
described in the opening chapter on photo-telephony.
The essential principle of these methods was to
cause a beam to change in intensity following the
spoken sound waves, and a selenium cell at the
receiving station produced a corresponding move-
ment of a telephone receivej diaphragm.
Another series of experiments was made with hy-

dro-telephony, depending on the principle that a
ground current between two points spreads over a
large area, and that even far to one side of a
line connecting the two, a receiver with widely sep-
arated grounded terminals will receive an appreci-
able current. Space telephony by induction, both
magnetic and electrostatic, is explained in several
circuit diagrams, and some figures are given of in-
stallations now in use.

Of course the greater part of the book is devoted
to transmission by electric waves, to which the at-
tention of all experimenters was turned following
the success of wireless telegraphy with the Hertzian
waves. The use of an alternating current of inau-
dible frequency on which the voice vibrations are
impressed, has been the fundamental method of most
of the inventors, and modifications of the principle,
each apparently a step in the right direction, have
been due to several diligent workers.
The circuits and apparatus of each of these sys-

tems are described very completely; in many in-
stances the author has repeated the experiments at
his own laboratory. A great number of oscillograph

r'lords of current waves are shown, and the char-

acter of the vihralioii in the primary is compared
with the resuliiuK electroniolivc-forcc wave in the

secondary of the transformer used to step up to

the hiKh-frequency current. A list of high-frequency
generators shows that apparatus has been con-
si ruclid to reaeli a frequency of 300,000 per second,

ihouuh the- power involved was less than one-lhou-

sandlh of a watt.

The author is seemingly sanguine of Ihe ullimatc

complete success of wireless transmission of speech

over Kreal distances, since, he points out, already

liy electric waves we have accomplished wireless

leleplionini; up to distances of several miles.

Oklahoma Telephone Convention.

The semi-annual meeting of Ihe Oklahoma Inde-

pendent Telephone Association was held at the Lee
Hotel, Oklahoma City, August I3lh. The officers

of the association arc L. T. Hine of Puree!!,

president; J. \V. Wilson of Oklahoma City, vice-

president; L. D. Spencer of Pauls Valley, sec-

retary, and treasurer.

The business programme was as follows : "How
to Help the Association," l)y E. D. Nims, Okla-

homa City; "How Can We Raise ' the Standard

of Help," by W. J. Steel, Kingfisher; "Collections

and Rebates," by P. K. Higgins, Oklahoma City;

"Freaks and Fancies." by Horace Turman, Geary;

"Traffic and Operating Methods," by C. D. Ed-
wards. Oklahoma City ; "Maintenance," by W. M.
Darnell, Foss ; "Construction and Methods in Small

E.xchanges," by L. T. Hine, Purcell ; "Standardiza-

tion of Apparatus," by L. H. Spencer, Pauls Val-

ley. Following this a question box session was
held and the association adjourned until its regular

meeting to be held at the same city in February,

igo8.

Indiana Telephone Items.

The Cambridge City Telephone Company has

advanced the rates for party-line service 25 cents,

making the price $1.50 per month, effective at

once.

The Cuinberland Telephone Company has put a

crew of linemen and electricians to work dis-

mantling the exchange in Petersburg. All old lines

will be connected to the Winslow and Oakland
City exchange, while the sw'itchboard will be sent

to Chusney, where the Cumberland company re-

cently suffered the loss of an exchange by fire.

It is said the Cumberland company did not object

so vigorously to the $500 asked for a new franchise

as it did to the precedent it would set. It is be-

lieved that such a precedent would cost the com-
pany heavy expenditure for franchises in Indiana,

as many of the lo-year franchises expire this year.

Already similar demands are being made by a
number of towns and cities.

A modern telephone system has been completed
along the line of the Chicago, South Bend and
Northern Indiana Railway line, and the service is

giving complete satisfaction. The system enables

the operator to know at all times the location of

every car on the line.

The resources of the Indiana telephone com-
panies are being taxed to the utmost to care for

the increased toll business caused by the telegraph
strike. The relay men in the long-distance service

are kept quite busy with newspaper messages, while
business men are said to be paying for the use of

the lines at certain hours each day.

Independent telephone lines through Indiana may
soon be equipped with the telepost. A. C. Linde-
muth of Richmond, president of the Indiana In-

dependent organization, and also of the Richmond
Home Telephone Company, has received overtures
from the officials of the company that is pro-
moting the appliance. The telepost is now in op-
eration between Kansas City and St. Louis, and
its success has been demonstrated beyond the ex-
perimental stage. It provides for the transmission
of far more words than either the present tele-

phone or telegraph, according to the reports from
St. Louis. The operation is by means of an ap-
paratus not dissimilar to the telegraph instrument,
and the only skill required is such as is necessary
for the operation of a typewriter. S.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
J. M. Rich has applied for a telephone franchise

at Reno and Carson, Nev. He represents Salt Lake
City capitalists, who wish to install local and long-
distance lines.

The Farmers' Independent Telephone Company
of Stella, Okla., has been incorporated by R. S.
Wheeler, James Church, C. W. Wilson, J. L. Mays,
J. A. Herring, A. V. Hulse and T. J. Whitten.

Columbus, Ohio, has contracted with the Game-
well ' Company of New York for the installation
of an automatic police telephone system, at a cost
of nearly $7,000. Forty boxes are to be installed.

About $80 per year is charged for an unlimited
telephone service in Paris, but in addition to this
the subscriber must purchase his owa instrument,
which may be any one of a number (j£ different
kinds.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Continental Europe.

Paris, Augusl 0.—The Municipal Council of Paris

has Ijccn engaged for some time in discussing tlie

new measures which are to he taken in reganl
10 the eleclric-liglit supjily, and as a result of the

recent decisions ilierc seems to be no doubt that

Ihe rales arc to Ijc lowered and at the same time
the underground wiring will be increased to some
extent. Following upon Ihe reduction of the tariff,

which is to lake place on November ist, it is

cxpcclcd that there will be an increased consump-
tion of current, as heretofore the high rates pre-

vented a large number of persons from using cur-

rent. The municipality will be obliged to make
a considerable ' outlay for the new wiring which
will need to be installed, and the credit which is

needed for this purpose is estimated at $1,000,000.

It is said that on account of the great interest

which the German government is taking in the

matter of electric railroads for local or trunk lines,

the Department of Public Works is taking meas-
ures to collect all the most recent data as to the

methods of operating and the different systems of

electric locomotives which arc in use. To this end
a special commission has been appointed, composed
of well-known experts, and presided over by Mr.
Wiplcr, one of the chiefs of the department. The
commission is to make a trip to America in order
to study the electric-railroad methods which arc

in use, and expects to secure a great deal of use-

ful information. This movement, it is to be re-

marked, is quite in line with the attitude which
is taken by the heads of government departments

in many of the countries on the Continent, espe-

cially Switzerland, Italy and Sweden.
I have already had occasion to refer to the work

upon the Lotschberg Tunnel, which is one of the

most important enterprises in Switzerland. At the

present time the first kilometer of the tunnel has

already been dug. The last monthly report states

that on the 30th of June the advance galley meas-
ured 516 meters on the south end and 487 meters

at the north. The rate of advancement, with the

temporary drills which are now in use, is about

five meters a day at each end of the tunnel, but

with the new drills which are soon to be installed

the rate will be increased to seven or eight meters.

Should all go well, as is expected, at this rate

the tunnel will be finished in 1911.

Engineers have arrived in the Aosta Valley in

order to carry out the preliminary surveys upon
the project for a new tunnel through Mont Blanc,

and other parties are in the neighborhood of the

Grand St. Bernard for the same purpose. Thpe
observations are being carried out by the Italian

government.
On the occasion of the Maritime E.xposition

which is being held at Bordeaux during the sum-
mer, a number of congresses were held which
aroused great interest. Among these may be men-
tioned the congress of the French chambers of

commerce which are established in foreign coun-

tries. In the recent session, the congress adopted

a series of resolutions tending to protect and fa-

cilitate the increase of French commerce' in dif-

ferent countries in order to keep pace with the

great activity which is being showm by some of

the other European nations in this respect. The
clauses point to the founding of independent com-
mercial associations, including the leading business

houses and manufacturing firms, also syndicates and
export banks. The next congress is to be held at

Brussels in 1910. A. de C.

Great Britain.

London, August 10.—One instance of the great

necessity for the revision of our electric-lighting

acts has been the uncertainty in regard to the

legality, to put it bluntly, of using the maximum-
demand system of charging for electricity supply.

This system, of course, introduces w-hat may be

termed a preference toward certain classes of con-

sumers, but the electric-lighting acts lay it down
that all persons shall be given a supply, under
similar circumstances, upon the same terms. The
doubt has existed as to whether the qualifying

words "under similar circumstances" really gives

the powder to do what the maximum-demand system

does, viz.. discriminate between classes of con-

sumers. As a matter of fact, the act has been

construed in this liberal sense by most central-sta-

tion engineers, mainly for the reason that it was
to nobody's interest—except tha gas companies, and
for them probably the expense would have_ been

too great-^o raise a point of law. A case in the

Australian courts, however, has put the matter in

a very clear light. In this instance, the Melboume
Gas Company raised the point against the municipal

authorities, who supply the electrical energy,
^
and

after various decisions were given in Australia, a

final appeal was made in London to our own Privy

Council, which has decreed that a charge upon

the maximum-demand system, as an alternative to

a fiat rate, is not against the meaning of the acts

in Australia, which are based upon the wording
of the English acts of 1881 and 1882.

Although they are not yet officially published, it

is reported that the accounts of the Swansea mu-
nicipal telephone undertaking are of an eminently
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satisfactory character, showing as they do a profit

of $7,500 for the three years the undertaking has

been in existence, after providing for interest, sulk-

ing fund and depreciation.

In Wolverhampton the corporation is extending

the Lorain surface-contact traction system. A hne

six miles long upon the Dolter system has just

been opened in Yorkshire between Mecborough and

Rotherham.
After continual postponements from the com-

mencement of the session, the bill promoted^ by the

electric supply companies of London, with the

object of facilitating a cheap supply of electricity,

has had to be withdrawn, as the session closes in

Parliament at the end of a fortnight. Meanwhile,

it is interesting to note the progress which is

being made while so many attempts' have failed

toward securing such a bill. The Stepney Borough

Council has decided to erect a new^ power station

rather than await the remote possibility of a "bulk"

supply bill being passed; in addition, the South

Metropolitan Electric Light and Power Cornpany,

an enterprising company dealing with a district

in the south and southeast of London, has opened

a large new power station—the first generating

sets being two of 1,500 kilowatts capacity—in order

to cope with the growing power demand. There

will soon be no room for a paramount supply

authority.

The Brush Electrical Engineering Company has

had to reduce its capital by a considerable amount.

owing to the large depreciation in the value of

its patents, which have, hitherto, stood on the books

at the figure at which they were purchased. G.

Dominion of Canada.

Ottawa, August 17.—The receipts of the Toronto
Railway Company for 11 months of the city's

financial year have exceeded $3,000,800. The city

gets 15 per cent, on the receipts up to that figure

and 20 per cent, on all over that amount. This

is the first year that the city has enjoyed the

privilege of collecting the highest rate on the

gross earnings of the company.
The contract has been let for the electrical ma-

chinery that will be installed for the development

of power at Galetta, Ont. It will consist of a

500-horsepower dynamo, with a lo-mile 11,000-volt

transmission line, and the cost will be about $50,000.

The development work is being pushed forward
rapidly, and it is expected that it will be ready

for service in about eight months.
The shareholders of the Canadian General Elec-

tric Company met at Toronto, and voted unani-

mously to increase the capital stock from $5,000,-

000 to $8,000,000. Mr. Fred Nicholls, second vice-

president and general manager, states that the

,

company has had an uninterrupted share of pros-

perity, and at present has $5,000,000 in work on
hand. He says that he has an offer of $2,000,000

net cash, without any expense whatever, of the

new capital-stock issue from England.
Within six weeks it is expected that work on

an electric smelter for the reduction of all sorts

of ores will be commenced in Ottawa. Machinery
has been ordered in New Jersey. The plant in

Ottawa will cost about $100,000, and skilled labor
will be employed. The capitalization is $2,000,000,

but not more than half the stock will be issued

at first.

The Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company has
announced that it will be prepared for wireless-

telegraph service from Canada to England in Sep-
tember. The messages will be sent between Clif-

ton, Ireland, and Glace Bay, Nova Scotia. The
regular rate will be five cents per word, and
the government and press rate 214 cents. For
some time past the company has had communica-
tion across the Atlantic, and exhaustive tests have
been carried on. Now that these tests have proved
satisfactory, the company intends entering the com-
mercial field at once.

The_ Marconi company is now operating a com-
plete intercommunicating chain of wireless-telegraph
stations in the river and Gulf of St. Lawrence.
These stations were built at the expense of the
Dominion government, and are owned and main-
tained by the Canadian government. A contract
was madeivith the company for the construction
and operation of the chain of stations in the river
and gulf,_ the government paying $10,000 for each
of the high-powered stations, and $5,000 for the
low-powered ones. There are 12 of the former
and three of the latter. This includes all the sta-
tions excepting those at Camperdown and Sable
Island, which are . not owned by the government.
For operating these stations the government pays
annually $3,000 for each of the high-power stations
and $2,soo each for the others, a total of nearly
$50,000 a year. W.

Winnipeg, Man., August 17.—At the meeting of
the Board of Trade, Nelson, B. C, a resolution
was adopted appointing a committee to secure mu-
nicipal telephones, owing to the inadequacy of the
present system. F. Starkcy is president of the
Board of Trade.

Dirt will soon begin to fly on the British Co-
lumbia Electric Street Railroad Company's survey
between New Westminster and Chilliwac, and an
effort will be made to have the line in operation

this year. The general superintendent is R. H.
Sperling, New Westminster, B. C.

A. H. Morse, construction engineer, is starting

work at Vancouver, B. C, on the government
wireless-telegraph station. Five such stations will

be erected on, the Pacific Coast this fall, and ar-

rangements are now being made to ,
commence the

work this month. The Vancouver station will be

located at Point Grey.
Rural telephones are being discussed by the

farmers of Swan Lake, Man., and it is expected
a meeting will be called at an early date to ar-

range for building a system. G. A. Titmus, Ken-
ton, Man., may be addressed.

Some of the big cattle ranchers south of the

Cypress Hills are endeavoring to persuade the

Alberta-Southeastern Telephone Company to ex-

tend its line to Havre, Mont. This would pass

a number of big ranches, and as a line is now
being built between Havre and Chinook, the Amer-
icans who are operating on the Canadian side of
the international boundary would be placed in

direct communication with their headquarters in

these two cities. Those interested state they are
willing to do much to finance the scheme. It is

proposed to run the line along the mountain to

Medicine Lodge, and from there a paying route
through the valley could be taken across the border.
At the last meeting of the City Council, Ed-

monton, Alberta, a motion was carried reducing
the price of electric power by 10 per cent., making
a reduction of 30 per cent, within the last two
years and putting Edmonton at the top of the
list of cities where light and powfer is being suc-
cessfully produced from the civic plant. During
the last two years the surplus gain from the light

and power plant of the city has aggregated $19,-
100.64. The light rates for the small consumer
will be reduced, as well as for the larger. The
lighting rates range from 11 to 8 cents and the
power rates from 9 to 3j4 cents a kilowatt-hour.

R.

New England.

Boston, August 17.—The telegraphers' stril^e

reached Boston Tuesday noon. At 11 a. m. the
Postal company's operators went out, and an hour
later the Western Union operators quit work.
Enough operators remained at work to enable both
companies to keep the business going, but they
were obliged to close many of their branch offices.

The telegraphing public helped the companies by
filing as few telegrams as possible, using the tele-

phone as much as practicable. This congested the
business of the American Telephone and Telegraph
Company and caused considerable delay to its

customers.
The Atlantic Telegraph Company is preparing to

enter the field as a competitor to the Western
Union and Postal Telegraph companies. The At-
lantic company was organized by the late John J.
Donovan of Lowell, Mass., about 20 years ago, and
it owns a telegraph line between Boston, Mass.,
and Portland, Me., via Lowell, Lawrence and
other cities. It was leased to the Baltimore and
Ohio Telegraph Company when that company
was a competitor of the Western Union company,
and when the latter obtained control of the former
company's lines it took the lease of the Atlantic
lines. That lease has now expired and the West-
ern Union corapan/s offer to renew was not sat-

isfactory to the Atlantic company, which then de-
cided to go into business on its own account. It

is finding difficulty in getting its wires into this

city, as it cannot obtain permission to use the pres-
ent underground system, and overhead wires are
prohibited in the part of the city through which
it must come. The company has an office on
Hanover Street, but the date of its opening for
business has not been announced.
The Marlboro Electric Company of Marlboro,

Mass., has been authorized to issue 1,700 shares
of additional capital stock, to be offered to the
stockholders for $100 per share. The proceeds are

to be used for the payment and cancellation of its

bonded indebtedness, the
,
payment of some of its

floating indebtedness, and permanent additions to

its plant.

Milton J. Eudlong. ex-president of the Electric
Vehicle Company, has sailed for Europe. Before
leaving Hartford. Conn., the company's employes
presented him with a handsome silver cup suitably

engraved.
The Rhode Island Company has completed plans

for a car barn and repair shop in Woonsocket,
R. I., to cost $125,000. B.

Nbw York.

New York City, August 17.—The Central Rail-

road of New Jersey is removing the ballast from
its tracks between Hampton's Junction and Skill-

man's Crossing, a distance of about one-half mile,

because it interferes with the proper working of

its block signals. An analysis was made recently

of some of this ballast, and it was found to con-

tain large quantities of magnetic ore, and it is

stated that this was the cause of the failure of
the signals.

At the' invitation of Chief Engineer St. John
Clarke, about thirty of the young engineers of
Columbia College and four of their professors,

attended by several of the staff engineers and a

few press reporters, made a trip through the Bel-
mont tunnel. Shortly before two o'clock the party
descended shaft No. 2 at the foot of East Forty-
second Street. Under the Grand Central Station

and the Hotel Belmont the tracks are laifj, the

walls and roof of the tunnel are concreted, and
the overhead wire by which the cars are to be
driven is in position. This condition exists as far

as Lexington Avenue station, where the platform

is now in readiness, and workmen are putting

the finishing touches on the moving platform which
is to carry the passengers to the street. At the

Jackson Avenue station on the Long Island side

the station was found to be almost completed.

The party crossed the river by the north tube

and returned through the south tube. It will be about

six weeks before the compressed air can be taken

off the south tube, as some trouble has been found
in the joining of the two shields. The tubes are

constructed on the piston principle, being sep-

arated from each other; no difficulty will therefore

be found in the question of ventilation, as at

present in the subway, as the fresh air entering

at one end of the tube will be pushed on and
thrown out the other end by the moving train,

without being used over and over again.

The new Public Utilities Commission is prepar-

ing to take up the work of the state inspector of

meters, and to this end a meeting was held at

which the New York Edison Company was repre-

sented. For a number of years the state inspector

was in charge of the gas meters throughout the

state, but no such legislation included the electric

meters. The -question of testing the electric meters
was left largely in the hands of the several com-
panies. The new law places electricity meters on
the same basis as gas meters. It has usually been
the custom that when a new meter is received it

is tested out and adjusted to the maximum effi-

ciehcy, and then sealed up and placed in stock
to be used as occasion requires. In some cases

no further tests are made other than those con-
ducted by the manufacturer to keep the meter
within the guarantee of from ' two to three per
cent, efficiency, as the case may be. This question

will bring a heavy burden to bear upon the com-
mission, and just how and when it will be pre-

pared to take up the question has not been an-

nounced. It is expected that shortly it will have
to appoint a corps of inspectors to represent the

commission. E. H. S.

Indiana.

Indianapolis, August I7-—The underwriting of

the bonds in aid of the construction of the Nap-
panee-Syracuse .section of the Fort Wayne and
South Bend Interurban road has progressed to

a point which insures the completion of the line.

"The Common Council pf South Bend has granted
the Chicago, South Bend and Northern Indiana

Railway Company the right to allow the cars of

the Winona Interurban Company to come in over

the local Murdock system. Within a week through

service will be established between South Bend
and Warsaw, and in the near future connections

will be made with Wabash, thereby assuring through

service between South Bend and Indianapolis by

way of interurbans.

The big concrete stack at the power plant of

the Indianapolis, Newcastle and Toledo Traction

Company in Newcastle is now complete. Work
on the various departments of the power house is

being rushed. It is hoped to have ' cars running
on the line by December 1st.

The Indiana Heat, Light and Power Company
has purchased and taken charge of the Columbus
Street Railway and Light Company, and Auditor

E. C. Dearth of Paris, III., will manage the busi-

ness for a few days, when John Crump, Jr., will

accept the management of the company's interests

temporarily. Conductors will be placed on the

cars at once and the three-cent fare which has

been charged since the line was built 17 years

ago, will be raised to 4 1-6 cents. No money
exchanged hands in this transaction. The new
company will issue stock, and the owners of the

local street-railway and light property will take

stock in the new concern to the amount of the

purchase price. The new company will expend
$75,000 in improvements and extensions.

The City Council of Terre Haute has settled

the dispute regarding the issuance of transfers to

and from the Sullivan interurban line by passing

an ordinance making it compulsory for any traction

company operating cars within the city limits of

Terre Haute to issue transfers to any line on pay-

ment of a five-cent fare, provided that the transfer

shall not entitle the holder to ride over any part

of the traction lines already covered on the same
fare.

It is promised that by the middle of September
a plant will be established in Peru, Ind., which
will supply a liquid gas known as Dr. Littlefield's

denatured alcohol gas. The new plant is to be
built by home people, who have organized a com-
pany under the name of the Chemical Gas Com-
pany of Peru. The officers of the company arc:
President, James O. Cole; vice-president, Louis B.

Fulwiler; treasurer, William H. Zimmerman; sec-

retary. John T. Armitage. These men, with Will-

iam Hart, form the .board of directors. The com-
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pany has incorporated with a capital of $10,000.

Seventeen electric delivery wagons have been

installed in Indianapolis by the Adams Express

Company. S. S.

Southeastern States.

Charlotte, N, C, August 16.—A new; 10,000-

spindle cotton mill at Gaffney, S. C, will be op-

crated by power from Broad River, about 30 miles

away.
'J'he Southern Power Company is survcymg

transmission lines to Salisbury, which is close to

the big Whitney development on the Yadkin River.

The question of competition will be watched with

interest, it both companies enter this (ield.

A South Carolina development is tliat looking

to the building of an electric line from Greenwood
to Edgclicld. Several watcrpowcrs are in course

of development in that section, including Calhoun

Falls, by Hugh McRae & Co., and the Ring-Jaw
Shoals, probably by interests said to be allied witli

the Westinghouse company. These developments

are considered as import.int factors in working

out the trolley line from Edgefield to Greenwood,
S. C.
Additional information regarding the Liriville

River falls development in North Carolina is to

the effect that a 100-foot dam will be built, which
will develop 22,000 horsepower. I'he power so de-

veloped is said to be ample to furnish the manu-
facturing and lighting needs of all towns in that

portion of Western North Carolina, east of the

Blue Ridge.
The Cannon, Cabarrus, Young-Hartsell and

Franklin cotton mills at Concord, N. C, are to

be operated by power furnished by the Southern

I^ower Company, beginning about September 1st.

Over 100 motors will be required in the operation

of the four mills above named.
The Doubleday-Hill Electric Company, one of

the well-recognized supply houses of the United
States, is opening a southern branch at Charlotte,

N. C, where a distributing house will be main-
tained. This is said to be the only strictly jobbing

house in the Carolinas. The headquarters will be

at 223 South Tryon Street. This point was se-

lected over Atlanta and other southern cities con-
sidered.

Kings Mountain, N. C, has voted $50,000 bonds
for a lighting plant, water plant and other im-
provements.
There has been a good deal of interurban de-

velopment, prospective and actual, in the state of

South Carolina during the last few weeks, enough,
in fact, to attract the attention of electrical engi-

neers generally. For instance, Mr. J. J. Hannon
of New York, a few days ago, met a number of

prominent local capitalists, to discuss a proposition

to build an electric line 75 miles long, from Gaff-

ney, S. C, to Charlotte, N. C. A committee of

five was appointed at Gaffney, with T. B. Butler

as chairman, to assist in pushing the movement,
while an appropriate resolution was formally

adopted, indicating the good-will of the people
toward the projected development.

It is proposed to xonstruct a 20-mile electric

railway from Greenville, S. C, to Williamston, in

a thickly populated section of the state, which
would no doubt prove a good investment.

The Public Service Corporation of South Caro-
lina, which proposed to build several hundred
miles of electric railways over the state, and
which has been mentioned before, is still at work,
it is understood, and is looking carefully into the

preliminaries. South Carolina seems to be on the
eve of one of the greatest developments of the
interurban electric lines to be found in the entire

South today, millions of money being represented
by the various lines under consideration and
projected. L.

Illinois.

Peoris, August 17.^-The Mississippi Valley Elec-

tric Railway Company has increased the number
of directors from 7 to II.

The stockholders of the Peoria Gas and Electric

Company held the annual meeting here this week
and elected officers for the ensuing year. H. D.
Walbridge of New York was re-elected president,

Emil G. Schmidt, who is the general manager of

the Peoria and Springfield properties, was re-

elected vice-president and general manager. W.
H. Brown was again chosen as treasurer and
secretary. The following were chosen as the
board of directors : Col. Frederick H. Smith,
Walter Barker, William H. Brown of this city,

Emil G. Schmidt of Springfield, and H. D. Wal-
bridge of New York. Mr. Walbridge attended .the

meeting, and before leaving for Springfield with
Mr. Schmidt he inspected the local plants.

The Elizabeth Light, Heat and Power Company
has been incorporated with a capital of $25,000.
It will locate in Chicago to manufacture and dis-

tribute light, heat and power. The incorporators

are Harry E. Murray, Frank M. Marvin, Rolla
R. Longenecker.
The Sangamon Valley Interurban Company says

that it has secured the desired right-of-way through
Hillsboro, and that it will at once commence work
on that part of the line. The company now has
the right-of-way in the city of Springfield, and

will operate the road as soon as it is built. The
company has certified to the secretary of stale of

an increase of capital from $2,500 to $30,000.

The lirst purchase of ground for the new yards
of the l^eoria Terminal railway was recorded this

week. The yards as planned will have a capacity

of 6,000 cars. The Ucming Coal Company will

erect a transfer station on part of the ground,
which will he used for grading the coal, and a

series of buildings, 2,000 feet long and 100 feet

wide, will he built to hold the machinery.
The Pekin Electric Light Company is building

a new stack to take care of increased boiler ca-

pacity that is being installed. The old stack has
the date of 1867 on it. The new stack is now up
to a height of 100 feet. In building it the men
have been using a wire for signaling from the

top to the bottom. Lightning struck this wire and
followed it to the ground, thus saving the stack
from damage.
The Illinois Traction Company has certified to

.m increase of capital in two of the roads under
its control

; $5,000 to $500,000 was announced for

the Springfield Belt Railway Company, which is

the company that will build a cut-off around the
city of Springfield to avoid the necessity of haul-

ing all the freight and express through the city.

The Qanville and Eastern has certified to a similar

increase. This company is incorporated to build

a road from Danville to Terre Haute, Ind.

William L. Neal, formerly chief dispatcher of

the Illinois Traction Company, with headquarters
at Decatur, has been made superintendent of the

Champaign-Decatur line of the company.
A new interurban railroad proposing to build

from Chicago to Joliet and various points in Cook
County is styled the Chicago Interurban Elec-

tric Railway Company. The capital stock is nom-
inally $100,000 and the principal office is Chicago.
The Illinois Traction Company has shortened

the running time between Springfield and Lincoln.

The Lincoln-Mackinaw line is progressing rapidly,

nearly one-half of the grading having been com-
pleted, and it is expected that the line will be
in operation by the first of December. The road
will cross three steam roads, none of which will

be at grade.
A new electric locomotive has been built by the

Illinois Traction Company at its shops at Bloom-
ington and will be used here for general construc-
tion and repair work.
The Springfield and Clear Lake interurban will

build a bridge over Sugar Creek. The line is be-
ing rapidly constructed between Hillsboro and
Rochester.
The strike of the electrical workers in this city

is still in effect. A gain has been made by the
strikers, as the Mills Electric Company has signed
the scale. It, with the Central Electric Company,
is the only one that so far has signed the agree-
ment.

In an electric-light plant built at Dallas City
by a lumber company there, storage batteries will

be used to carry the day load. V. N.

Pacific Slope.

San Francisco, August 14.—After a few weeks
of work following the settlement of their original
strike the Western Union operators in San Fran-
cisco and Oakland have just walked out again.
The Western Union management claims to be in
better shape than last time, saying that fewer oper-
ators left their employment than on the occasion
of the preceding strike. The main fight is directed
against the Western Union company.

Claus Spreckels, who is erecting a $30,000 power
station adjoining the Spreckels Building Annex on
Stevenson Street, has closed contracts for a mod-
ern electric power plant to supplement the one
that now supplies light, heat and hydraulic pressure
for both buildings. Hunt, Mirk & Co., the local

agents, will furnish a large Westinghouse-Parsons
turbo-generator to supply alternating current in
place of the direct-current generating plant now in
use. Everything will be renewed except the boilers,
which are located in the basement of the annex.
Reports from Lodi, Cal., are to the eflect that the

Mopelumne River Mining Company purposes in-

stalling equipment for operating the mine with
electric power from the American Electric Com-
pany's high-tension transmission lines.

The first wireless message from Eureka, Cal.,

was received by Prof. Alexander G. McAdie of the
Weather Bureau in San Francisco a few days ago,
through the new wireless station established by
the Navy Department at Table Bluff. While these
stations are not used for commercial business,
they will be of great value for sending appeals for
assistance in case of shipwrecks such as that of the
steamer Columbia a short time ago.

C. B. Cooper, chief engineer of the United Wire-
less Telegraph Company, with headquarters in
Denver, is in Portland, Ore., and says that the
construction of a wireless station in Portland will
be commenced very soon. A. V. Ragsdale is the
Portland manager of the company, which has among
its objects the installation of a chain of wireless
telegraph stations extending from Nome to Panama.
The City Council of North Bend, Ore., has

granted Seymone H. Bell a franchise for the con-
struction of electric and gas plants in that city.

The Portland General Electric Company has in-

stalled a steam boiler plant in Portland {or the

purpose of distributing steam for heating purposes
in the business district under a franchise which
it holds. The plan is to furnish business houses

with steam heat from a central station on a meter
basis.

Good progress is reported in the financing of the

latest project for developing electric power from
the upper waters of the Sandy River, within easy
transmission distance of Portland, Ore. An ulti-

mate capacity of 25,000 horsepower and an invest-

ment of over $1,000,000 is talked of. Water rights

have been secured and eastern capital is being
interested in the project.

The City Council of Tacoma, Wash., has opened
new bi<ls for the installation of an additional steam
plant for the municipal electric-lighting system.
The Savage Construction Company was the lowest
bidder on the proposed power plant as follows:
Steam turbine plant, three 1,000-kilowatt units,

$440,000; extra units, $95,000; vertical-engine plant

of two 2,000-kilowatt units, $550,000; extra units,

$125,000; horizontal engine plant of two 2,000-kilo-

watt units, $550,000; extra unit, $125,000; hy-
draulic plant on Upper Nisqually River, 10,000-

horsepower capacity, $1,750,000.
The Thompson company proposes to condemn

lands along the Nisqually River for waterpower
purposes, the object being to build a plant at a
cost of $2,000,000, with a capacity of 20,000 horse-
power to furnish all the power used for the Pacific
Traction Company controlling all the lines in Ta-
coma. Power not needed by the company will be
furnished manufacturing concerns.

. The Lewiston Clarkston Company, which has been
working for several years toward the installation

of a large power plant on the Grand Ronde River
above Lewiston, Idaho, will carry its plans to com-
pletion within the next 18 months. A.

Michigan.
Grand Rapids, August 17.—That Trenton will

sell its municipal' lighting plant to the Detroit
Edison Company was decided at a mass meeting
of the citizens. The company is to furnish lights

at the cost of $65 per year for each arc to burn
all night long. The company is also to buy the
present plant for $8,000.

Robert Oakman of Detroit, representing the in-

terests of the Detroit United Railway, has ob-
tained an option on the Pontiac, Oxford and
Northern Railroad, running between Pontiac and
Caseville, on Saginaw Bay. It has been under-
stood the road would be extended to Bay City.
The report now comes that the new management
will try the third rail between Detroit and Pontiac.
Mr. Oakman has made the statement that the road
will soon be operated with electricity.

The copper country is to have an independent
street-railway company before another year will
have passed. It is said much depends upon the
attitude taken by the Houghton County Street
Railway Company. If the company now operating
decides to make the extension from Wolverine
to Mohawk there will be no occasion for the in-
dependent line. Otherwise another company will
be organized, and it will either run its own system
or lease the line to the Houghton County company.

In spite of protests that there was no provision
for the expenditure and that the figures given
were not large enough by half, the Common Coun-
cil has decided to remove the East Side electric-
lighting station to the west side of the river.
Superintendent Fitzhugh said the proposed change
would cost $30,000, with a saving of $5,000 a year
in fuel and other expenses. L. W. B.

PERSONAL.
Mr. H. A. Moore, manager of the Dominion

Engineering and Construction Company, Montreal,
has resigned and joined the stafl? of the Canadian
General Electric Company at Toronto.

A. Gartley, general manager of the Hawaiian
Electric Company, has just sailed for Honolulu
after spending three months in the United States.
He purchased a quantity of electrical supplies while
in this country.

Orrin F. French has been appointed to the posi-
tion made vacant by Francis Dagger as superin-
tendent of construction of Manitoba provincial
government telephones: For the last seven years
he has been connected with Independent telephone
companies.

Many Chicago friends of Charles G. Burton,
manager of the Peru Electric Manufacturing Com-
pany of PerUj Ind., will learn with great regret
of the recent death- of his wife. Mrs. Burton was
a lady who was held in the highest esteem by all
who knew her, and the bereaved husband and
children will have sincere sympathy.

L. A. Osborne, the second vice-president of the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Com-
pany, in charge of the engineering and commercial
departments, is a remarkable young man, who,
although he is but 35 years old, has demonstrated
during his career with the company an engineering
skill as^ well as a capacity for management which
place him among the leading men of the industrial
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development of this country. He is familiar with

every detail of the company's engineering and com-

mercial work, and since Mr, Westinghouse, a year

ago, placed him in the important position which he

now occupies, he has won golden opinions for

himself.

Leon Watts, construction engineer of the Allis-

Chalmers Company, was guest of honor at a ban-

quet given last week at the Hotel Blatz in Mil-

waukee. Mr. Watts has been with the company
for about three years and has been superintending

the erection of the AUis-Chalmers alternating-cur-

rent power equipment at West AUis.

David E. Evans, president of the Maryland Tele-

phone Company, died in Baltimore, Md., recently.

He was born in Wales 57 years ago. Mr. Evans

was prominent as a consulting engineer and as a

builder of railways. While a young man in Wales

he won the praise of Queen Victoria for his he-

roic rescue of a party of miners cut off below

ground by a rush of water.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Canadian Light, Heat and Power Company

of El Reno, Okla.. has been incorporated for $100,-

000 by Henry Schafer. H. K. Schafer, J. W.
Many, John Many and T. F. Blake.

The Valley Transit Light and Power Company
of New Philadelphia, Ohio, was incorporated last

week with a capital stock of $100,000. The com-
pany is to construct an electric road between Can-

ton, Canal Dover, New Philadelphia, Newcomers-
town, Coshocton, Newark and Columbus.

Following the announcement of Marshall Field

& Co.'s installation of Nernst lamps in their great

Chicago store, "The Glower," the monthly publi-

cation of the Nernst Lamp Company, Pittsburg,

for August, reports that another important store,

that of the Vandervoort-Barney Company, the

largest dry-goods store in St. Louis, has con-

tracted for 3,500 direct-current glower units.

Experts employed by state commissions to

appraise the property of the Milwaukee Electric

Railway and Light Company value the physical

property of the Milwaukee Electric Railway and
Light Company, the Milwaukee Heat, Light and
Traction Company and the Milwaukee Central

Heating Company at $14,864,849, They place the

cost of reproduction at this figure. The last an-

nual report of the company shows that the prop-

erties are capitalized at 532,107,230.83,

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Work has been begun on the new Jackson-

Lansing interurban line. The line will be 39 miles

long and one of the best equipped in the state of

Michigan.

The Evansville and Princeton Traction Company
has decided to build an extension from Princeton
to Patoka, and possibly from Patoka to Vincennes.
It is the intention of the company eventually to

have a line to Indianapolis.

Preparations are being made and active work
will begin about September 1st on the El Reno
(Okla.) street railway, as well as on the lines the

same company will build to Fort Reno and tlie

Darlington Indian Agency.

The Illinois Traction System r.as decided not to

build the line from Springfield to Jacksonville.

Six farmers near Springfield have held out for an
exorbitant price for the right-of-way, and work has
been ordered stopped until a new line can be run.

. Timothy Maloney of Los Angeles has patented
an electrical system of the third-rail type in which
the power rail is placed between the track rails.

The rail is not alive except beneath the car and
is divided into sections consisting of each 30 feet

of track. The new system is to be thoroughly
tested on the Los Angeles Pacific.

Contracts will be let in a few days by the Mc-
Kinley System of Interurban Railways on the con-
struction of a steel bridge over the Mississippi
River, which, it is said, will be larger than the
Eads Bridge at St. Louis. The Central Illinois

Construction Company is in charge of the project
and Ralph Modjeska is the engineer.

The Chicago and Interurban Railway Company,
with a capital stock of $100,000, intends to con-
struct a road from Chfcago south through Harvey,
South Holland, Calumet, Thornton. Chicago Heights,
Crete, to Joliet, Blue Island, Riverdale, Dalton,
Hammond and other towns. The incorporators
are J. W. McGill, John W. Humphrey, Claude E.
Fitch. L. E. Eaton, J. M. Miller, H. D. Moreland
and Fred F. Myers.

Announcement has been made at Newark, N. J.,
that a merger of the street-railway companies con-
trolled by the Public Service Corporation of New
Jersey, will be made in a corporation to be known
as the Public Scn'icc Street Railway Company,
with a capital of $38,000,000. Among the com-
panies included in the merger are the New Jersey
Street Railway Company; the Jersey City, Hobo-
ken and Patcrson Street Railway Company, the
Patcrson Central Electric Company; the Saddle

River Traction Company; Palisade Railway Com-
pany; White Line Traction Company; Passaic and
Rutherford Electric Railway Company; the Jersey
City, Hoboken and Rutherford Electric Railway
Company; the Paterson Horse Railroad Company;
the Elizabeth and Raritan River Street Railway
Company, and the Elizabeth and Plainfield Cen-
tral Jersey Railway Company.

RADIO-TELEGRAPHY.
A wireless-telegraph outfit is being installed on

the battleship Kansas, the approximate sending
radius of which is said to be 500 miles.

The War and Navy departments are expected
to co-operate in the maintenance of wireless com-
nnmication between Nome and St. Michael, Alaska,
and Seattle and San Francisco. The Signal Corps
of the army has wireless stations at the .Alaskan

cities and next year will establish one at Fort
Gibbon. A navy wireless station is to be erected

at Valdez. The navy already has several stations

in Alaska. The steel towers which the Signal
Corps is to erect at Fairbanks and Circle, Alaska,
to serve as antenna, will be 175 feet high. The
distance between the two places is 140 miles and
regular wireless communication is to be maintained
with them.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
The Turner Mills Company of East Monbo,

N. C, has purchased a waterpower property, which
will be developed to furnish 350 horsepower for

operating its new proposed mill, which will ac-

commodate 10,000 spindles.

The Thompson Company of Seattle is supposed
to be behind a project to build a $2,000,000 plant

on the Nisqually River, furnishing 20,000 horse-
power, to generate current for the Felt trolley

lines and to manufacturing plants,

Luray, Va., has been in total darkness for sev-

eral days on account of a break in the dam of the
Shenandoah River Light and Power Company,
Soon after the dam was completed a small leak

was found which has grown in size until a large

volume of water is now going through the dam.

Assistant Engineer Charles Pohl of the Lyons
(N, Y.) corps of civil engineers on the barge
canal has resigned to accept an offer by the Chat-
tanooga and Tennessee River Power Company as

consulting engineer on a contract for building a
56,000-horsepower plant.. It is a $2,000,000 contract
for a concrete dam across the Tennessee Ri^^er.

The syndicate that proposes to expend $600,000
in developing the power of Holston River at Fish
dam for electrical purposes has obtained a 30-

year franchise for lighting in Bristol, Va., and
liopes to secure a similar franchise in Bristol,

Tenn. About 7,000 horsepower will be produced,
to be used for power and illuminating purposes.

A second one of the large wheels in the plant
of the Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power and Manu-
facturing Company has been placed in operation.
The big plant of the Aluminum Company of Amer-
ica, which adjoins the power company, is taking
small loads to test machinery already installed. It

is stated that the Aluminum company's new plant,
which will be the largest of its kind in the world,
will be ready for operation in a couple of weeks.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Palmer Monthly, the publication of the

W. K. Palmer Company, engineers, Kansas City,
Mo., for August has an account of the municipal
waterworks and electric-lighting plant, Grand Island,
Neb.

The Newport News and Old Point (Va.) Rail-
way and Electric Company has prepared a folder
which contains some of the most complete and
reliable maps and other information concerning the
Exposition and points of historical interest m the
vicinity of Hampton Roads that has been published
in such condensed form.

The Michigan Technic, published semi-annually
by the University of Michigan Engineering Soci-
ety, leads off its last number with an account
of George Alfred Damon, managing engineer of
The Arnold Company, Chicago, written by Prof.
M. E. Cooley, which will prove an inspiration to

the young engineer of high ideals. The other
articles of the issue are well selected from the
fields of civil, electrical and mechanical engineering.

The Chicago Pneumatic Too! Company is mail-
ing two new catalogues, Nos. 43 and 24. The first

is a book of more than 100 pages, and is devoted
to Franklin air compressors. It contains descrip-
tive matter and information relating to air com-
pressors, and is embellished with halftone engrav-
ings of the machines and parts. Catalogue No.
24 is a book of similar size and elaborately covers
the company's widely known lines of pneumatic
tools and appliances, including both Boycr and
Keller hammers, "Little Giant" drills, sand ram-
mers and hoists. Both books arc printed in colors,
conveniently indexed and strongly bound, thus mak-
ing them useful for references as well as cata-

logues. Copies will be forwarded upon request by
addressing Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company,
Fisher Building, Chicago, or 95 Liberty Street,

Chicago.

A number of useful specialties securing inter-

changeable electric installations, built on the Hub-
bell system of "push" attachment plugs, arc illus-

trated in a folder just issued by the manufacturer
at Bridgeport, Conn. A multiple plug which sup-
plies several cords from one source, and an angle
plug enabling a lamp to be placed at right angles
with the socket, are some features.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
The National Corn Exposition will be 'neld in

Chicago during the two weeks from October 5th

to 19th.

The Jesuit Fathers have established a technical
school in Manila to teach electrical science. The
course lasts five years.

On Friday afternoon, August 16th, Messrs. Roger
and Dewitt Cregier entertained the Joviart Club
of Chicago on the yacht Glad Tidings. The
weather was alt that could have been desired, and
the Jovian Club had a most enjoyable sail.

MISCELLANEOUS.
A patent has been granted to Carleton Ellis, Bos-

ton, Mass., on a soldering composition for alumi-
num which consists largely of tin, zinc and alumi-
num, associated with a modicum of manganese.

It has been estimated that every person in the

Llnited States uses, annually, about seven dollars
worth of electricity in some form. Trolley rides
lead at $3 per capita; electric light is second with
$1.50 per capita. Every man, woman and child
l:)uys $1.25 worth of electric apparatus and sup-
plies, uses 75 cents worth of telephone service, and
SO cents worth of telegrams and alarms.

Trains on the Northwestern Railroad are now
being controlled by the Hall automatic signal serv-
ice, which has been in the process of installation

for the past eight months. The system is now
operating from Chicago to Marshalltown, Iowa.
The signals are comparatively simple, the claim
being made that trains not more than a mile or
two apart may be operated with safety. Each train

passing a signal bridge throws the signal to pro-
tect the train to the rear, until it has passed out
of the block. The "blocks" are about a mile in

length. As the engine passes under the bridge the
large red signal which is the sign to trains ap-
proaching from the rear that the block is occupied,
swings slowly into view and remains visible until

the train passing out of the block releases it and
shows in its place the safety sign that the block
is unoccupied.

TRADE NEWS.
The Groton Light, Heat and Power Company

of Groton, S. D., is contemplating installing a stor-

age battery soon. J. D. Jones is secretary of the
company.

C. L. Cory, consulting electrical engineer, has
again opened an office in the Union Trust Build-
ing. San Francisco, Cal., where he was located

before the fire.

The Electric Storage Battery Company, Phila-
delphia, has removed its San Francisco sales offices

from the temporary location at 11 Hawthorne
Street, San Francisco, to the Crocker Building,
San Francisco, where the offices will be perma-
nently located.

The M'cMiyi Electric Company, 602 Main Street.

Peoria, III., has become successor to the contract-
ing and retail business of the Mills Electric Com-
pany, located in Peoria. The Mills Electric Com-
pany has entered into the wholesale electrical busi-

ness. The company is erecting a building at 311
South Washington Street and intends to carry a
full line of everything electrical.

Tenders are invited by the commonwealth of
Australia until January 8, 1908, for the supply and
delivery of one common-battery switchboard and
3.000 subscribers' telephones. Full particulars, spec-
ifications, bid forms, etc., may be obtained from
the office of the postmaster-general, Melbourne,
Australia, or the commonwealth offices, 72 Victoria
Street, S, W., London, England.

The Chicago Carbon Company, Thirty-first and
Canal streets, Chicago, announces that it is now
prepared to fill all orders for the highest grade
carbon for various electrical purposes. The com-
pany claims that it is in a position to execute all

orders promptly, having at its command unsur-
passed f.acilities to meet any requirements. The
company will be glad to hear from those in the
market for anything in the carbon line.

Scaled proposals will be received at the office

of the supervising architect of the Treasury De-
partment, Washington, D. C, until September 24th
for the construction (including electric conduits and
wiring), of the United States postofficc building
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at Ilmnilton, Ohio, in accordance willi drawings

ami specification, copies of which may be had at

(lie supervising architect's oflicc or at the olTicc

of the custodian of site at Hamilton, Ohio.

The flush receptacles made by the Manhattan
Electrical Snpply Company, New York and Chi-

cago, are finished in any desired style, and their

construction of high-srade material, as well as the

ease with which they are wired, has made them

a favorite outlet.

Alhert L. Pope, vice-president of the concern,

was appointed receiver for tlie Pope Manufacturing
Company, automobile manufacturer, which has de-

clared as its financial condition,, liabilities of $r,-

1)72,826 and assets of $11,205,570. It was said that

the receivership was due to inability to obtain

acconunodation at the banks. The company has

plenty of assets and 'is doing an excellent business.

It has three factories at Chicago, as well as plants

at Hartford, Conn,, WestfieUI. Mass.. Hagerstown,
Md., Toledo, Ohio, and Indianapolis, Ind. The
last-mentioned factory manufactures the well-known
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Popc-Wavcrly electric vehicles/ and la one of (he

largest makers of electric automobiles in the coun-
try.

Cecil B. .Smith, civic power expert in charge of

the $3,500,000 electric plant to he erected near

Winnipeg, Man., states a large number of applica-

tions are being received (or the specifications of

the plani, and lie expects that the competition will

he very keen. So far, not many European firms

have bid on the work. Several English firms have
bid, some for the whole and others for only a

part. Two .Swiss and one French firm have asked
for particulars.

BUSINESS.
Tlie Uurant Electric Supplies .Company of Chi-

cago calls attention to its "Ironite" wire as an
economical substitute for copper for electrical trans-

mission, particularly for telephone lines. The cost
of Ironite Duplex is 2$ per cent, less than for

duplex copper wire, and is said to be twice as
strong. The wire is made in three sizes—Nos. 14,
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irt and 18—and is said to be the ideal duplex drop
wire. The insidation is rubber, covered with cot-

ton braid. The Dnrant company also deals in dry
batteries, brackets and pint.

F. B. Badt & Co., Monadnock Building, Chicago,

western agents for the Excello llaming-arc lamp,

say they are meeting great success with this well-

known lamp. The Excello lamp, which is made
for both direct and alternating current, seems to

"fill a long-felt want," and those in the West wdio

arc using it have nothing but praise for it. Al-
though E. B. B.idt & Co. only recently took the

agency for this lamp, a large number of repre-

sentative concerns in Chicago and the West have
already placed orders for it. Among them arc the

Garrick Theater, McVickcr's Theater, Rivcrvicw
Park, White City, Thomas Cusack Company and
others. The American Steel and Wire Company's
Waukegan mill and the Economy Light and Power
Company of Joliet are among the recent new users.

F. B. Badt & Co. svill be pleased to mail catalogue
and full information to those interested in this

latest type of arc lamp.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

862,871. Process of Reducing Metallic Suliiliidcs.

Edward L. Anderson, St. Louis, Mo., assignor

of one-fourth to Thomas B. Harvey, St. Louis,

Mo. Application filed February 23, 1907.

In a bath of electrolyte cnpablo of dissolving the
metal conslitiicnt of the sulpiride and formiiiB a salt

with it, the current llow is coiUimi.iUy reversed between
two insoluble electrodes, decomposing the salt and de-
positing the metal upon the cathude.

862,882. Time Speed Indicator. Charles C. Cole-

man, Chicago, 111. Application filed November
4. 1905.

This recording speed indicator for vehicles furnishes
a tape fed at a constant rate by clock mechanism and
marked at intervals corresponding to the electrical im-
pulses transmitted from a cyclometer attachment on the

wheel.

862,891. Trolley-pole Support. Hugh W. Fellows,

Cahuenga, and Ira A. Cammett, Hollywood,
Cal. Application filed April 13, 1906.

Accidental raising of the pole beyond the normal
height of the wire trips the spring and allows the pole

to drop to a non-operative position.

862,909. Receiver Holder for Telephones. Ezra, B.

Helman, Indiana, Pa. Application filed May 2,

1907.

The bracket consists of an articulated arm ending In

. resilient clips to hold the receiver.

862,916. Electricity Motor Meter. George Hook-
ham, Birmingham. England. Application filed

November 6, 1906.

The meter armature is contained in a chamber filled

with mercury.

62,996 -ELECTRIC FURNACE FOR PRODUCING LOW-
CARBON FERRO-ALLOYS.

862.934. Trolley Catcher and Retriever. Julian L.

Perkins, Springfield, Mass. Application filed

February 21, 1906.

On sudden movement of the reel, due to the trolley

leaving the wire, pawls are thrown out, engaging ratch-

ets so that the spring barrel and drum are locked to-

gether.

862.935. Apparatus for Winding Induction Coils.

Carl A. Pfanstiehl, Highland Park, 111., as-

signor to the Pfanstiehl Electrical Laboratory,

North Chicago, 111. Application filed Decem-
ber 27, 1906.

This device for simultaneously winding several in-

duction-coil units consists of a holding reel carrying the

supply coils, and a heating tank containing molten

paraffine, and of a winding head having a series of coil

unit spools and adapted to be rotated.

862,938. Method of Making Complete Fuse Strips

of Safety Fuses. Frank D. Reynolds, Hart-

ford, Conn., assignor to the Sachs Company,
Hartford, Conn. Application filed June 15,

1906.

The terminal wires are securely held at the ends to be

joined to the fuse wire, which is then wrapped around

Issued (United States Patent Office) Auffust 13* ^907.

the terminal wires, and the ope ration completed )»y

soldering llic wrapped ends of tiic fuse wire to the
ends of the terminal wires.

862,951. Brush Flolder. William L. Waters, Mil-
waukee, Wis., assignor to the National Brake
and Electric Company, Milwaukee, Wis. Ap-
plication filed December 5, 1904.

Pressure is ap|)Ii^d by helicTil s[)riiif;s, which are .id-

instable by engagement with slots in the brush-holder.

862,965, Incandescent-lamp Shade. Henry D'Olier,

Jr., Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed March
23, 1907.

The rtllcclor rrojccts the light at right anyles tc the
axis of the lamp.

862,996. Process of Reducing Compounds and
Producing Low Carbon-ferro Alloys. Edgar
F. Price, Niagara Falls, N. Y. Application
filed November 14, 1905.

Molten ferro-silicon high in silicon and low in carbon
is first produced by electrically melting a charge contain-
ing silica, carbon, and an iron compound, the silica and
carbon being in relatively large amount. Then by
heating a mixture of an oxidized compound of a metal
reducible by silicon and alloyable with iron, and a basic

flux, interposing the mixture as a resistance conductor
in an' electric circuit, and percolating molten ferro-silicon

through the heated t)ody low-carbon ferro alloys may
be obtained, (See cut.)

863,008, Electrical Measuring Instrument. William

E. Sumpner, Birmingham, England. Applica-

tion filed October 19, 1905.

For measuring alternating currents the moving coil

is supplied from a quadrature transformer with cur-

rent proportional to the circuit current, and the field

coil is energized proportionally to the line voltage. (See

cut.)

863,041. Hoisting Device for Electric Arc Lamps,

Justin Neu, Nuremberg, Germany, assignor to

Elektr-Bogenlampen & Apparate-Fabr-ik Ges.

M. Beschr. Haftung. Application filed No-
vember 9, 1906.

An arrangement of pulleys and springs locks the lamp
rope in whatever position "it occupies at the time it is

released.

863,044. Method of Charging Electric Furnaces

for Producing Carbide from Lime and Carbon.

Albert J. Petersson, Alby, Sweden. Applica-

tion filed October 30, 1906.

The lime and carbide are introduced into the furnace

so that thev continuously form separate upright columns

in close contact. An electric current passed through

the column of carbon heats the furnace.

863,046. Prepayment Mechanism. Ernest Schatt-

ner, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the Gen-

eral Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

Application filed August 24, 1905.

The circuit of a prepayment meter is completed^ by

coin-actuated contacts, which continue closed until a

predetermined number of revolutions of the meter have

carried the coin-carrier to its discharging position.

863,089. Safety Brass for Motor Bearings. Chris-

topher T. Powell, New Albany, Ind. Applica-

tion filed March 30,. 1906.

The cylindrical casing has a lining of soft metal.

863,109. Indicator for Electrical Measuring Instru-

ments, Frederick G. Simpson and William M.
Price, Seattle, Wash. Application filed April

29, 1904. '

Transformers in each branch of the main circuit have

their secondaries so connected as to balance each other

through the coils of an electromagnet which operates

an indicating armature when the current conditions in

the primary Teads become abnormal.

863.151, Automatic Spark Advancer. Benn P.

Churchill, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor of two-

thirds to Retta Pierce Davenport and Everett

C. Rockwell, Chicago, 111. Application filed

July 28, 1906.

A link from the governor engages a switch which is

connected to the sparking mechanism.

863.152. Hoist. John H, Clark, Schenectady, N. Y.,
'

assignor to the General Electric Company,

Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed March 10,

J 904,

\ steam-engine driven generator haa its output de-
creased as the ]oad on the motor which it supplies in-

ercaxcs.

^Zf^^Z- . Protective Device for Series Transform-
ers. Charles E. Evclcth, Schenectady, N. Y,,

assignor to the General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed November
12, 1904.

A local circuit supplied by the transformer includes
an electromagnet which operates to short-circuit the
transformer's windings when ihe impressed voltage rises
to a dangerous value,

863,165. Circuit-control Apparatus. Richard Flem-
ing, Lynn, Mass., assignor to the General Elec-
tric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application
filed December 5, 1905,

A floating contact makes connection with a stationary
contact at each end of its movement, operating electro-
magnetic means to cause the stationary contrcts to ap-
proach each other.

863,175. ""Induction Coil. John O. Heinze, Jr., Low-
ell, Mass. Application filed March 18, 1907.

Insulated pancake coils arc wound of continuous
wire from the bottom of one pancake space to the top
of that space, through a slot, to the bottom of the next
pancake space to the top of this next pancake coil
space, and so on.

863,177. Automatic Tripping Safety Device for Elec-
tric Motors, Augustus Herath and Iver Hult-
man, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed Au-
gust 7, 1905-

The motor is thrown out of gear with the axle by
the wearing of the armature of the motor.

863,185. Protective Device for Electric Circuits.

Thomas I. Jeffries, Pittsfield, Mass., assignor

to the Stanley Electric Manufacturing Com-
pany, Pittsfield, Mass. Application filed No-
vember 22, 1904.

KO. 863,008.—ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENT.

Two solenoids controlled by the same winding are
responsive to different overload current strengths, and
either may operate a trip to open the switch.

863,201. Means for Protecting Dynamo-electric Ma-
chines. Charles T. Mosman, Schenectady, N. Y.,

assignor to the General Electric Company, Sche-
nectady, N. Y. Application filed JFebruary 6,

1903.

The device is intended for use with a three-wire sys-

tem, having a booster v/hose armature is in series with
the neutral conductor of the system and provides means
for diverting current from the armature when the cur-
rent in the neutral becomes excessive.

863,207. Field-coil Terminal Connection. Edwin W.
Olds, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Applica-
tion filed October iS, 1905.

One conductor is formed with a socket and the other
secured in a socket and the joint surrounded, by insulat-

ing marerial and a guard.

863,211. Heating System. Andrew G. Paul, Boston,

Mass., assignor to the Pakin Company. Appli-
cation filed May 15, 1900.

The radiator valve is electrically controlled by a ther-

mometer and a second thermostat device in contact
with the radiator.
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863,214. Supporting Base for Electric Fans. Walter

F. Phelps. Dayton, Ohio, assignor to the Day-
ton Fan and Motor Company, Dayton, Ohio.

Application filed March 9, 1907.

The base has Uvo sockets, one at the end of the

standard and one opening at right angles, either of

which may hold the yoke which supports the fan-body.

(See cut.)

NO. 863,214.—SUPPORTING BASE FOR ELECTRIC FANS.

863.224. Electric Meter. George A. Sawin, Swamp-
scott, Mass., assignor' to the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

January 8, 1907.

Details of case construction are given.

563.225. Prepayment Mechanism. Ernest Schattner,

Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General

Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Applica-

tion filed December 2, 1904.

Two parallel shafts turn in opposite directions with
different velocities, making a contact oncC' each revolu-

tion, but are held out of engagement by the presence of

a coin.

863,230. Telephone Repeater Circuit. Herbert E.

Shreeve, Newton, Mass., assignor to the Ameri-
can Telephone and Telegraph Company. Appli-

cation filed May 4, 1906.

This telephone current reinforcing system comprises
a main telephone circuit connecting terminal station tele-

phone apparatus, a reinforcing circuit, and a balancing
circuit, all of which are in inductive relation.

^^3,^37- Machine for Controlling Power-operated
Apparatus Connected with Railway Switches

and Signals. John D. Taylor, Wilkinsburg, Pa.,

assignor to the Union Switch and Signal Com-
pany, Swissvale, Pa. Application filed October

26, 1905.

An) interlocking machine for locking and releasing the
levers is operated by an electric motor through shafts

coupled to the levers and adapted to be rotated through
a predetermined angle for controlling the moveraentsi of
switch parts and for actuating a locking device.

863,238. Indication Apparatus for Switch and Lock
Movements. Louis H. Thullen, Edgewood Park,

Pa., assignor to the Union Switch and Signal

Company, Swissvale, Pa. Application filed

March 30, 1906.

The frog is operated by the power of electromag-
nets, and in either position makes suitable contacts in

an alternating-current signal system. The locking device

may be released only by an alternating current of the

local proper frequency.

863,247. Method of and Apparatus for Transmit-
ting Electrical Energy. Walter C. Yeatman, Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company. Application filed Feb-
ruary 7, 1903.

The method consists in impressing voice current poten-
tial upon a conductor consisting of a copper core in-

closed within a continuous and contactinc thin iron

sheath.

863.252. Electric Signaling Device. John A. Baker,
Galveston, Tex. Application filed November 30,

2906.

A signaling circuit is completed by the falling of a
pivoted shelf.

863.253. Telephone Receiver. William R. Bankhead.
Bremerton, Wash. Application filed November
17, 1906.

One pole of the receiver magnet is brought through
the windings to the center of the chamber and ends In

3 pole f.icc in the usual manner. The other pole Is

magnetically connected to the diaphragm, the idea be-

ing thus to secure a better raagnetio, circuit. (Sec cut.)

NO. 863,253.—TELEPHONE RECEIVER.

863,281. Recording Device. Carl L. Jaeger, May-
wood, N. J. Application filedjanuary 16, 1Q06.
For recording the position of the needle in a nautical

compa&s, 3- epark niay be passed from the end of the
needle to picrc« a record card.

863,293. Electric Resistance Device. Harry W.
Leonard, Bronxvillc, N. Y. Application filed

March 21, 1905.

A rt>si«itvc conductor is covered by a layer of insulat-
ing material containing finely divided fluorspar and a
Bottablc binding matcnal.

863,296. Electromagnet. David L. Lindquist, Yonk-
ers, N. Y. Application filed May 9, 1905.

The attraction of the magnet for its armature is op-
posed by a spring which may be given a variable' tension,

863,320. Means for Securing an Electric Lamp Re-
ceptacle to a Support. Robert P. Schriver, Phil-

adelphia, Pa. Application filed April 19, 1907.

The receptacle has a flange which is held between the
support and a band soldered to it.

863,322. Electromagnetic Sounding Apparatus. Wil-
liam F. Seidel and Ernesto Sassenhoff, Elkhart,

Ind. Application filed September i, 1906.

Electromagnets attract a resilient armature having a
hammer at its free end.

^^3>332. Electromagnetic Apparatus for Railway
Purposes. Louis H. Thullen, Edgewood Park,
Pa., assignor to the Union Switch and Signal
Company, Swissvale, Pa. Application filed March
24, 1906.

This acts as an indicator for showing the approacn,
departure or presence of a train or vehicle on a track
section or the condition of the signals.

863.334. Electric Installation Pipe-cap. Wheeler H.
Vibber, New London, Conn. Application filed

May 3, 1907.

The cap consists of two half-cones with the joints cov-
ered by aprons, and clips adapted to fit over and hold the
cones in place.

863.335. Slow-Speed Circuit Controller. Herbert A.
Wallace, New York, N. Y., assignor to the
Union Switch and Signal Company, Swissvale,
Pa. Application filed December 13, 1906.

Two disks rotate connected together, each having a
stop on its periphery, one slightly in advance of the
other, which are engaged by pivoted arms connected to

circuit controllers, the stops serving to allow the disks
to turn in only one direction.

863.338. Telephone Trunk Circuit. Charles S. Win-
ston, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Kellogg
Switchboard and Supply Company, Chicago, 111.

Application filed January 3, 1905.

For use with a cord having a third signaling strand,
this trunk circuit has only one supervisory lamp. Sig-
naling operations are otherwise similar to ordinary trunk
practice.

863.339. Electric Self-winding Clock. Aloys Wirsch-
ing, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed Novem-
ber 28, 1905.

This may be described in brief as comprising a shaft
with means for rotating it in one direction, an arm on
the shaft, a spring in the path of the arm and means for
electrically vibrating the spring to react on the arm and
reverse the movement of the shaft. (See cut.)

NO. 863,339.—ELECTRIC SELF-WINDING CLOCK.

863,347. Storage Battery. Charles Berst, Cincinnati,

Ohio, assignor to the Gamewell Fire Alarm
Telegraph Company, New York, N. Y. Appli-
cation filed April 16, 1906.

The feature of construction is the flange portion adapted
to rest upon the upper edges of the cell, and engage
the inner walls of the cell.

^^373^- Sparking Device for Explosive Engines.
Joseph S. Elverson, Catasauqua, Pa. Applica-
tion filed February 6, 1907.

Inside the combustion chamber, an insulating disk,
having a sector cut out, is provided to be rotated
between the sparking points, permitting the spark to pass
only at the time of passage of the open sector.

863,410. Dynamo Construction. Henry Leitner, May-
bury, Woking, England. Application filed June
17, 190S-
A pair of fixed subsidiary brushes are connected with

a winding of the field magnets, being so located and con-
nected that at a low speed they add to the force of the
field magnets and at a high speed they lessen the force
of the field magnets.

863.418. Railway Signal. Nicola Mucci and Alfonso
Celenza, New York, N. Y. Application filed

March 23, 1907.

Contact devices at the approaches to a side track
transmit signals to the opposite ends of the switch.

863.419. Cigar Lighter. Thomas B. Murray, New-
port News, Va. Application filed April 24, 1906.

The spark is produced by a battery and kick-coil.

863,452. Safety Signal Device. Malcolm Salmond,
Baltimore, Md. Application filed March 23,

1907.

Torpedoes .irc fired from a Icver-opcratcd magazine, and
the operation reported by tlie ringing of an alarm bell.

863.454. Electric Heating Element. George J.
Sclineider, Detroit, Mich., assignor to the Amer-
ican Electrical Heater Company, Detroit, Mich.
Application filed July 9, 1906.
The unit comprises a scries of alternately arranged

laminated conductors and insulators, the opposite ends
of adjacent insulators being cut away for contact of
alternate pairs of adjacent conductors at opposite ends
^ that a continuous circuit is formed throuch the series.
The series is clamped tightly to bring all portions in
mechanical contact.

863.455. Electric Sad-iron. George J. Schneider,
Detroit, Mich., assignor to the American Elec-
trical Heater Company, Detroit, Mich. Appli-
cation filed July 9, 1906.
The heating element is insertible into the body of the

flat iron through an opening and automatically couples
with terminal connections.

863,478. Dental Engine. Wallace W. Williamson,
Syracuse, N. Y. Application filed January 7,
1907.

An electric motor supplies the power.

863,509. Electric Railway Signaling System. Charles
M. Cleavland, Wausau, Wis., assignor of one-
fourth to Hiram Dunfield, Wausau, Wis. Ap-
plication filed April 8, 1907.
The speci6cations call for a supporting rail having

recessed sides and a pair of continuous bare conductors
arranged in the recesses, insulated from each other. On
the car a traveling contact secures connection with . the
track signal conductors.

863>S3i. Rail-bond. Marshall Hawkins, Gypsy, W.
Va. Application filed November 7, 1906.
The bond comprises a drift pin haying a longitudinal

body tapered to a point at one end and with opposed
cutting edges.

863,540. Train-controlling Apparatus. Joseph L.
Jones, Kizer, Tenn. Application filed Decem-
ber 10, 1906.

In a wireless system of electric train control, the idea
IS to provide apparatus on the trains for propagating
electric waves at successive intervals to constitute a danger
zone radiating from each train and also receiving ap-
paratus on each train sensitive to the propagated waves.

863,568. Electric Arc Lamp. Reinhold T. Felsch,
Boston, Mass. Application filed February ?i
1907.

Core members at the upper ends of the rods are
mounted in such position with relation to each otherand to the magnetic field of the solenoid as to have simi-
lar poles adjacent each other.

863.569.. Signal Mechanism. Ellsworth E. Flora,
Chicago, 111., assignor to the Zorge Safety Rail-
way Equipment Company, Chicago, 111. Appli-
cation filed June 18, 1906.
A wheel-actuated lever serves to turn the switch-arm

and break the circuit when the train movement is in
one direction and to move idly without affecting the
switch-arm when the train movement is in the other di-
rection.

863,570. Electric Time Alarm. Jacob L. Grass, Wal-
ter K. Cook, Charles W. Fletcher and Fred-
ench J. Arndt, Minneapolis, Minn., assignors
to the American Bank Protection Company,
Mmneapohs, Minn. Application filed August i
1906.

'

A normally open electric alarm circuit sounds analarm when closed, but the alarm is automatically ctiecked
"y-" "'"^^ Sfar after a predetermined time has elapsed

PATENTS THAT HAVE EXPIRED.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued

by the United States Patent Office) that expired
August 19, 1907:

''^'''Conn
'''''"™''-«'='=«"'= Battery. H. B. Cox, New Haven,

434.428. Thermo-electric Generator. H. B. Cox Newrlaven, Conn. '

434.429. Thermo-electric Generator. H. B. Cox, Hartford,

434.444. Secondary Battery. T. H. Hicks. Detroit, Mich
434.457. Electrode for Batteries and the Method of MakinLi

the Same. D. Pepper, Jr.. Philadelphia, Pa.
434.468. Method of Electric Welding. R. Robb, Boston,

Mass. '

434.488. Electric-power transmission. E. Thomson, Lynn,

434.489. Electric-power System. E. Thomson, Lynn, Mass
434.500. Thermo-electric Generator. H. B. Cox. Hartford

Conn, '

434.530. Process of and Apparatus for Forming and Weld-
ing IVIetals by Electricity. E. Thomson. Lynn. Mass.

434.531- Induction Discharge Protector for Weldinc Ap-
paratus. E. Thomson. Lynn, Mass.

434.532- Process of Electric Welding. E. Thomson, Lyiin.
Mass.

434.558. Device for Measuring the Intensity of Magnetic
Currents. R. Eichcmetcr, Yonkcrs, N. Y.

134.580. Apparatus for Transferring Electric Car Batteries.
F. G. Corning, New York, N. Y.

434.581. Apparatus for Transferring Car Batteries. F. G
Corning, New York, N. Y.

434.582. Mechanism for Transferring Electric Car Batteries.
F. G. Corning, New York, N. Y.

434.585. Telegraph Relay. T. A. Edison, Menlo Park,
N. J,

434.586. Electric Generator. T. A. Edison, Mcnlo Park,
N. J.

434.587. Thermo-electric battery. T. A. Edison, Llewellyn
Park, N, J.

434.588. Magnetic Ore Separator. T. A. Edison, Llewellyn
Park, N. J.

434,589- Propelling Mechanism for Electric Vehicles. T.
A. Edison, Llewellyn Park, N. J.

434,590. Dynanio-elcctric Machine. J. B. Entz, New York,

434,593- Galvanic Battery. W. M. Fink, Elizabeth, N. J.
434,61^. System of Electrical Distribution. H. E, Walter,

.Schenectady, N. Y.
434.684. Electric-railway System. C. J. Van Dcpoelc,

Lynn, Mass,
434.685. Alternate-current Electric Railway Train System.

C, J. Van Dcpoelc, Lynn, Mass.
434.686. Electric-railway Train System. C. J. Van Dc-

poelc, ^ynh, Mass.
434.687. Electric-railway System. C. J. Van Dcpoelc,

Lynn, Mass.
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Electrification of the Great Western
Railway (London).

li-'ioui Uiir l.oinluii coiro^yniuloiil .'f tin Wortloin l-:lfclilci;iii.l

Willi llie atjoplion nf electric ti*;ictioii iii)on what

arc known as llic llamincrsniilh ami City Railw.ny

lines of the Great Western Railway Company, the

scheniQ of the "undergroiinil" railway system of

London, first serionsly conteniplaleil 'by the late

C. T. Ycrkcs in 1900, has been ciiniplcted. The
arrangements in connection with the electrification

of the "Circle" have been nuich complicated, dne

10 the fad that three railway companies have run-

ning powers over it. and as each has an extensive

of the ncconipaiiying illiistr.itionfi, occupies only a

very sni.all portion of the avail.ahle land, it being

computed that there is space for five similar sta-

tions to be erected.

Electrical power is generated .'it I'arU Royal as

three-phase alternating current, with a frcf|uency

of 50 periods and at a pressure of from 6,300 to

(i.fioo volts, and is transmitted at this pressure to

the three sub-slations. In the sub-stations the greater

part of the three-phase current is converted by

motor converters from about 6,500 volts alternating

to fioo volts direct current, and at this pressure

the current is supplied to the conductor rails of

v.iih 1,11.1, and r.iofrd with Kla:.:. :ii.il ;,latc, the

wooden framework for the latter being lined on

the inside with fireproof plaster.

The boiler house, at the cast end of the main

building, is arranged in three bays, and is iis feet

6 inches long by 95 feet wide and 80 feet high

to the peak of the roof of the center bay. The

two side bays are for the accommodation of the

boilers, leaving the center bay clear. A set of steel

coal bunkers, built between the main stanchions, is

provided over the center bay, with a total storage

capacity of about 600 tons. Space is provided

above the coal bunkers and in a basement under-

FOUR OF THE EIGHT GENERATING UNITS IN THE MAIN POWER H0US2 OF THE GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY AT PARK ROYAL.

system in addition, there is the spectacle of three

separate power stations. There has been a good
deal of description of that of the Metropolitan Dis-

trict Railway Company at Chelsea and of the

• Metropolitan company's structure at Neasden.

The generating -station of the Great Western

Railway Company is situated at Park Royal and

is intended to supply the .arc and incandescent

lighting and small-motor work in the Ix)ndon sys-

tem, in addition to providing the necessary energy

for working the company's line between Hammer-
smith and the city, a portion of which branches

away from the "Circle" proper. There are two

points of interest in connection with these works.

One is that hitherto the power for lighting pur-

poses has been supplied from a very old station

installed in 1884; the second Is the adoption, in

the new station, of reciprocating-engine sets of

comparatively small size.

The new power station, which is shown in one

the Hammersmith and City Railway, and the lines

worked in connection with it, from the Royal Oak
and Shepherds Bush sub-stations. These are shown

on the next two pages. From Old Oak Common.
Shepherds Bush and Royal Oak sub-stations, direct

current at 600 volts is also distributed for sundry

power purposes, and also for arc lighting to the

Great Western company's locomotive sheds, car-

riage sheds, freight yards and offices and Pad-

dington Station.

A certain part of the three-phase supply is dis-

tributed from each sub-station at the full pressure

of about 6,500 volts to the distributing centers,

where it is stepped down by static transformers to

either 220 or no volts. At this pressure the alter-

nating current is used for are and incandescent

lighting and small-motor work throughout the Great

Western company's properties.

Main Buildings.

The main building is a steel structure, filled in

neath the stoking floor, for the coal and ash-

conves'ing plant. The present chimney is 12 feet

square, internal dimensions, and is 250 feet high.

The .main engine room is also arranged in three

bays, the two side bays taking the engine sets, and

the center bay the condensing plant, which is also

above floor level.

COAL-HANDLING PLANT.

Coal is brought on to the site over a railway

siding in connection with the new line to High

Wycombe, in a special train of steel hopper wagons

each of which has a carrying capacity of 20 tons

and is provided with flap doors through which

the coal is delivered from the bottom of the wagon

into the coal silos. From the bottom of the silos

coal is delivered to two tray conveyors, which

feed it into two bucket elevators, which in turn

raise the coal to a height of 50 feet above the

boiler-house floor level, and feed it on to two

bucket conveyors, for transmission to the boiler
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house. The buckets pass down into the basement

at the west end of the boiler house, where ashes

are fed into them by means of two traveUng fillers.

Each bucket conveyor is driven through worm

gear by a lO-horsepower motor, while the tray

conveyor and bucket elevator corresponding to each

bucket conveyor are driven through worm gearing

by a single 12-horsepower motor.

Water and Steam Facilities.

Water is supplied from the canal at Old Oak

Common, with an alternative supply from the

EXTERIOR OF THE PARK ROYAL P0WER_H0USE OF THE
GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY.

Water Board, to a water supply tank in the yard

outside the west end of the engine room. From
this tank it passes to the pump-room basement in

the boiler house. From this point the water is

pumped, by means of a centrifugal pump, through

two cylindrical drain-water coolers, into an over-

head feed tank in the engine room.

The steam, after passing through the steam pipes

and engines, may be exhausted to atmosphere, but

normally passes through mechanical oil separators

into surface condensers, from wjiich the condensed

water is drawn by. air pumps, and delivered by

force pumps to a height of 20 feet at the west

end of the boiler house, to the inlet of an electrical

oil-separating and filtering plant, and thence to

the hot-well tanks.

The boiler house contains 10 Bab'cock & Wilcox
double-drum water-tube boilers, the five boilers in

each side bay being arranged in two batteries of

two and one battery of one boiler. Each boiler

The main engines are arranged in pairs with

reference to the pipework, the separate engines of

each pair being supplied with steam through eight-

inch branch j)ipes connected to the separators on

the engine bedplates, a by-pass pipe and valve be-

ing provided between the separators on each pair

of engines, for use in case a section of the main
ring has to be shut off.

The condensing plant is placed above floor level

in the center bay of the engine room, and is di-

vided - into four sections, one for each pair of

engines, each section consisting of a surface con-

denser, combined air and force pump, and circu-

lating pump. Each surface condenser is designed

to deal with 42,000 pounds of exhaust steam per

hour. The cooling towers, which are of the Klein

natural-draft wood type, are arranged in four

towers, each of which can be divided into two
sections.

Main Generating Plant.

There are eight main generating sets, four in

each side bay of the engine room, each set con-

sisting of a Belliss engine, driving direct an alter-

nator generating three-phase current with a peri-

odicity of 50 cycles per second at a voltage of

6,300 to 6,600 volts, the normal output being 750

kilowatts, with an overload capacity of 25 per cent.

One group of four units is shown in the illus-

tration.

Each main engine is of the three-crank triple-

expansion high-speed type, running at 250 revolu-

tions per minute. The governor is controlled by

an electric motor, from the main switchboard gal-

lery, for adjusting the speed of the engine during

synchronizing and for adjusting the load between

the sets running in parallel. An emergency valve,

electrically controlled from the switchboard, is also

fitted to each engine so that steam may be entirely

cut off under emergency.

The main three-phase generators are of the ordi-

nary rotating field-magnet type, the total weight

of the magnet wheel and flywheel being about 11

tons. The stationary armature is wound in open

slots, and is star-connected, but the center point

js not permanently grounded. Screws are provided

for sliding the armature sideways for inspection

when required.

Auxiliary Plant.

The auxiliary plant is divided into eight sections,

each of 150 kilowatts capacity, four of which are

current circuits, placed one at the west end of

each of the main engine-room bays on the floor

level, immediately under the front of the main
switchboard-control galler}'.

The high-tension part of each main high-tension

switchboard extends from the basement to a total

height of 33 feet and consists of a steel framework
filled in with stone slabs. Each circuit runs from
the bottom to the top of the board, and is sep-

arated from the rest by vertical stone partitions.

The switches, transformers, etc., on each circuit

are further separated from each other by four

horizontal partitions which divide the whole struc-

ture into a set of fireproof cells. The control

board is placed on a gallery about 14 feet above
the engine-room floor, and slightly in front of the

high-tension portion of the switchboard. Imme-
diately in front of the control panels are placed

the main generator field-regulating resistance col-

umns, the engine governor and emergency valve

switches, and also a set of signal columns and
"indicators by which the switchboard attendant can

communicate with the drivers of the engines.

Each board has a duplicate set of main bus-

bars and also a set' of high-tension synchronizing

bus-bars, which are used in connection with the

testing and charging of the feeders, as well as

for synchronizing the generators. Each set of main
bus-bars is placed in a stone chamber with wire-

woven glass sliding doors in front running the

whole length of the switchboard structure :n front

of the switch cells.

Each main generator is provided on its control

panel with a watt-hour meter, an indicating watt-

meter, a power-factor indicator and an ammeter.

By means of a system of shafting and cams at the

back of each control board, a complete mechanical

interlock has been provided in connection with the

operating mechanism of the high-tension switches.

The auxiliary three-phase switchboard for con-

trolling the 650-volt alternating-current circuits is

placed in line with and between the control panels

for the two main high-tension switchboards. The
auxiliary board is fitted with two sets of bus-bars

which can be coupled together when required.

Each of the three-phase- 650-volt generators and

the low-tension side of each set of step-up auxiliary

transformers can be connected to either set of bus-

bars. The auxiliary feeder circuits which supply

the various three-phase motors driving auxiliary

Main Control Board in Park Rnyal Power House. Royal Oak Sub-station, showine front of Switchboard.

electrification of the great western railway, LONDON.

has a heating surface of 5,764 square feet, has a

normal evaporative capacity of 19,200 pounds of

water per hour at a pressure of 200 pounds per

square inch, and is equipped with a self-contained

superheater, proportioned so that steam is delivered

at a temperature of 550° F. at the boiler stop valve.

The !x>ilers arc fitted with mechanical stokers of

the chain-grate type.

The make-up water inlet to the softening plant

is corUrollcd b>' a valve worked by a ball in the

hot-well tank below, so that the right quantity of

make-up water is regulated automatically. After
passing through the mixing chamber, the water is

filtered first through wood fiber and afterward
through sand, and finally pa.-^scs down into the

hot well, through a tumbling bay and settling tank
and over a weir, to enable the quantity of make-up
water to hv measured if required.

normally used for supplying direct current at about

225 volts for excitation purposes and arc and in-

candescent lighting and for the overhead crane

motors, the remaining four sets being normally

used for supplying three-phase current at about 650

volts for driving the various three-phase motors

throughout the generating station, including those

for the stokers, coal conveyors, condenser circu-

lating pumps and other pumps.

Switch Gear.

The switch gear includes two main lugh-tension

switchboards for controlling the 6,500-volt three-

phase circuits, which are placed one at the west

end of each of the main engine-room bays, an

auxiliary switchboard for controlling the 650-volt

three-phase circuits, placed on the same gallery as

the main switchboard control panels, and two
switchboards for controlling the 220-volt direct-

plant throughout the buildings are connected to the

top set of bus-bars through switches with over-

load releases. Synchronizers arc provided on swing

panels to. enable synchronizing to be effected with

either set of bus-bars.

The two direct-current 220-volt exciter switch-

boards can be worked separately or in parallel,

and each controls one of the auxiliary direct-cur-

rent generators, one of the storage batteries, three

feeders for working the direct-current crane mo-
tors and the arc and incandescent lighting of the

power house, and an excitation circuit for the main
and auxiliary three-phase generators.

In a separate shed outside the engine room arc

two tanks supplied with circulating water, each of

which forms an artificial load of the capacity cor-

responding to the output of one of the main gen-

erators. The electrodes for these tanks can be
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raised ur lowcrtd liy liaiid or by means of small

llirec-pliasc motors, which can be run in cither

rlirtction, and which arc controlled by means of

ilKuige-over switches placed in convenient positions

uri the main switchboard K^illeries.

'Ihe general linlilinj; of llie main bnildings and

also of the coal siding and the approach road is

carried out l)y 40 "Oritlannne" arc lamps, The

lightiuK installation also includes about 200 incan-

descent lamps.

Suil-STAT!ONS.

The Royal Oak sub-station is equipped with four

400-kiIowatt traction motor-converter sets worked

ill parallel with a battery having a one-hour dis-

charge rate of i,C8o amperes, in conjunction with

reversible boosters. The sub-station also contains

two 200-kilowatt motor-converters for dircct-currenl

lii;hling and power purposes.

The Shepherds Bush sub-station is equipped with

seven 400-kilowatt traction motor converters worked

ill p.irallel with a battery having a one-hour dis-

charge rate of 840 amperes, in conjimction with

nversible boosters.

The Old Oak Connnon sub-station is equipped

with ouc 400-kilo\vatt and two 200-kiIowatt motor-

eonvcrter sets for direct-current lighting and power

purposes.

From each of the three sub-stations high-tension

distributor feeders arc run from the bus-bars to

the various distributing centers. All three sub-

stations are designed so that they may be devel-

oped on the same lines.

The Peebles' La-Cour motor-converters consist

of a high-tension motor arranged lik(i an induction

motor mechanically coupled to and also electrically

connected with a direct-current generator, connec-

tions being made between tappings from the rotor

and the direct-current armature. While the ma-

chines can be started up on the high-tension side

in much the same way as if they were induction

motors, they behave, when the direct-current ma-

chine is fully excited, like synchronous machines

and are capable of being reversed so as to generate

alternating current, exactly as in the case of syn-

chronous motor-generators. This peculiarity is of

special advantage in the present instance. The di-

rect-current generators which are used for traction

have compound windings.

The reversible boosters are of the well-known

Highfield tj'pe, consisting of three machines, the

motor, the booster and its exciter. These booster

sets are in duplicate, the continuous capacity of

each booster being 130 kilowatts.

The battery consists of 290 of the Tudor com-

pany's HZ, 35 cells contained in lead-lined wood

boxes, the capacity being 1,680 amperes at the

one-hour rate.

The high-tension switchboard is generally similar

in construction and design to the Park Royal high-

tension switchboards, which have been described

above. The Io>v-tension switchboards, placed on

the opposite side of the sub-station, are divided

into four sections, one for controlling the traction

circuits, a second for controlling the lighting cir-

cuits, a third for a milking booster and its con-

nections to the battery room, and the fourth for

controlling the Highfield reversible boosters. The
conductors between the machines and feeders and

the terminals on the low-tension switchboards are

bare copper rods, supported by porcelain insulators

carried on steel racks.

A feature of special interest in connection with

the sub-stations is the method of using the battery,

not only to equalize the load on the motor-con-

verters and therefore on the main high-tension gen-

erators by taking the peaks of the traction load,

but also, in cases of emergency, for maintaining

both the alternating and direct-current lighting sup-

ply. The battery is connected through one of the

reversible-booster sets to the traction board, being

connected between the positive bus-bar and the

equalizer bar, with the result that the total current

returning from the track to the generators and

the battery passes through the generator series

windings, which are provided with diverter re-

sistances.

In the negative bus-bar a main diverter resist-

ance is provided through which the total current

returning from the track passes, and the series

winding on the booster is connected across a vari-

able proportion of the main diverter resistance.

Distributing Centers.

There are eleven distributing centers in which
the 6,500-volt three-phase current from the sub-

stations is stepped down to either 220 or iio-volt

three-phase current for the lighting and power
circuits.

Caulks.

IJetweeu the Keiierating stalioii, the sub-slatlonil

and the distributing centers about 37 miles of high-

tension three-core cable and about 14 miles of low-

tension concenlric cable have been laid in addition

to about four miles of single low-lensioii cable

used in the form of jumper cables in connection

with the conductor rails. Hacli high-tension feeder

between the Rencraling station and the suli-stalions

has three cores of 0.15 square inch sectional area,

insulated with paper, lead-slicatlied and armored
with galvanized wire. The high-tension distributors

are similar cables of 0.05 and 0.0125 square inch

sectional area. The low-tension direct-current and
alternating-current cables are concentric paper-in-

sulated, lead-covered cables, no armoring being pro-

vided on these cables, as was done on Ihe high-

tension feeders, in order to meet the re(juirements

of the Board of Trade. All the high-tension three-

core, low-tension concentric and telephone cables

are laid in Howard asphalt troughing, a separate

trough being used for each cable. These troughs

are fdled in with bitumen and covered with a layer

(rain collecting shoes is the same as that already

in use on Ihe Mctropolilan and District Railways.

There are two iiisiilale<l conductor rails, the posi-

tive being lliree inches above rail level and 16

inches outside the running rail, and the negative

conductor being I'/j inches above rail level and in

the center of the track. Tile two conductor rails

arc of an inverted channel section, resting at in-

tervals not exceeding 10 feel on iron-capped porce-

lain insulators, ^

The rails, which arc 44 feet six inches long,

weigh 102.8 pounds per yard and have a cross-

sectional area of 10 s<iiiarc inches. They arc made
of a special quality of steel having a conductivity

equal to IS per cent, of that of copper,

Ei.Ecri(ic TuAiNS,

l*"or the service between Hammersmith, Kensing-

ton (Addison Road), Aldgatc and Whitcchapel,

20 electric trains have been provided by the Great

Western and Metropolitan railways. The cars are

of the closed-vestibule type, with doors only at the

ends and sides of the vestibules. Each train is

composed of six cars, approximately 52 feet long

SHEPHERD S BUSH SUB-STATION OF THE GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY, SHOWING MOTOR-CONVERTERS
AND DIRECT-CURRENT SWITCHBOARDS.

of asphaltic concrete, ironed over all the troughs,

which are placed side by side, so as to form a

waterproof covering.

The usual method of jointing the cables after

they are laid was departed from, as it was con-

sidered that a much better joint would be made
if more space was given to the jointer than is

possible after the cables are laid and where there

are a number placed side by side. In making a

high-tension three-core joint, the separate cores,

each with its own insulation, are arranged in a
vertical plane, the copper conductors being butt-

jointed and connected by copper sleeves run in w-ith

solder. Each copper joint is then insulated with

alternate layers of mica and paper, and bound with

tape. The outer insulation is then applied over

the three cores together, the whole joint being

finally bound up with tape, spaces being left to

allow the compound with which the lead envelope

is filled to run in between the cores. The lead

envelope is connected at each end to the lead

sheathing of the cable by means of a plumber's

wiped joint. The continuity of the armoring at

the joints is maintained by copper strips clipped to

the armoring beyond the plumber's wiped joint.

The conductor rails on the Hammersmith and

City Railway and the lines in connection with it

are fed by concentric cables from the sub-stations

at Royal Oak and Shepherds Bush, four 1.25

square-inch cables being laid from the former, six

1.25 square-inch cables and two 0.75 square-inch

cables being laid from the latter sub-station. The
two 0.75 square-inch cables supply overhead con-

ductors in the car sheds at Hammersmith as well

as the conductor rails outside it.

Track Work.

The system adopted for supplying current to the

by eight feet~ nine inches extreme width. Each car

is carried on two four-wheel bogies, those of the

front and rear cars each being equipped with two
motors.

The electrical equipment is of the multiple-control

type. The motors are of the GA-76 type, with

two bearings on the main axle and supported from
the outside of the fixed bolster of the bogie frame
by a special nose cast on the motor frame. Each
pair of motors when starting the train is connected

in series with suitable resistances which are cut

out in four steps until each pair of motors is con-

nected direct in series across the full voltage sup-

ply. By an ingenious method of arranging the

switches, each motor is then separately connected

with a suitable resistance across the full voltage

without any interruption to the supply occurring.

The resistances are then cut out in four steps until

the full parallel position is obtained. To effect this

result 14 contactors with suitable interlocking con-
tacts are required for each pair of motors.
The eight motors are capable of accelerating a

fully loaded train at the rate of 1.6 feet per second
w'ith a track voltage of 600, the momentary maxi-
mum current per motor not exceeding 320 amperes,
while the average maximum is about 280. The
motors are capable of attaining a train speed of

40 feet per second within 40 seconds of the start,

and the energy consumed on the trip from Ham-
mersmith to Aldgate and back does not exceed

75 watt-hours per ton-mile. Westinghouse air

brakes are fitted throughout the train, as well as

hand brakes in the motor cars.

The trains are lighted and heated throughout by
electricity, and by means of a change-over switch

each car can be lighted separately by flexible cables

from the trolley wires in the shed, without making
the shoes or other main circuits alive.

The consulting engineers for the whole of the

works have been Messrs. Kennedy and Jenkins.
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Electric Power and Light In a Large Ch'-

oago Engraving and Printing Plant.

Tlie plant of tlic Manz Engraving Company, in-

cluding the Hollistcr Press, lias recently been com-

pleted in Ravenswood, a suburb of Chicago. With

its complete electrical equipment the plant is ni

every way an excellent example of an up-to-date

establishment for the production of high-grade en-

A CORNER OF THE ENGINE AND GENERATOR ROOM IN

THE MANZ ENGRAVING PLANT.

graving and printing. Some of the principal elec-

trical and mechanical features are illustrated here.

The building, a large portion of which is one

story equipped with skylights in order to afford

the best light, covers an area of about 52,000

square feet. The first floor accommodates, besides

the power plant, the cylinder-press room, bindery

and composing room, electrotype department, etch-

ing departments, blocking room, shipping. and stock

room, art department and general offices, while the

photographic and colortype departments are located

on the second and third floors.

The boiler equipment consists of two Murray

jOn Works horizontal return tubular boilers, each
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and efficient. The coal," after having been weighed

on the Fairbanks platform scale located in the

driveway just outside the power plant, is un-

loaded from the wagon direct into the coal bins

in front of the boilerSj enabling the fireman to

shovel it into the furnaces conveniently.

Two 554 by S'A by 5 boiler feed "pumps of

the Piatt Iron Works make supply the water to

the boilers from the Loew open feed-water heater.

The pumps are cross-connected, so that one may

be used for pumping water to the house tank on

the roof, while the other ' is feeding the boilers.

In the boiler room is further installed a 5 by six-

inch triplex electric-driven pump belonging to the

sprinkler system, and a four-foot by 8-foot surge

tank.

The boilers are equipped with Reliance water

columns, American Steam Gauge Company's pop

safety valves, Lunkenheimer Duro blow-off valves

aiid Davis automatic stop and check valves. Jenkins

extra heavy globe valves are used on all pressure

lines and Kewanee ball-joint unions on pressure

lines up to four inches.

The problem of heating the building, which

covers a very large area in proportion to its height,

and distributing the heat in the most economical

way, from the power plant, which is located in

the southeast corner of the building, and furnish-

ing the desired temperature to the different de-

partments, was solved by installing a direct radiat-

ing vacuum return system, containing as heating

bodies coils and radiators. The Illinois Engineer-

ing Company's vacuum system was selected and

installed by • Gallaher & Speck, Chicago. Exhaust

steam from the engines is used for heating during

working hours. When the plant is shuf down, live

steam is taken direct from the boilers to the

heating main through a Davis pressure-reducing

valve. The two
.
generating units consist each of a

13 by 15-inch Skinner automatic engine, direct-con-

nected to a 75-kilowatt 230-volt direct-current

.Western Electric Company generator. Steam to
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pensator generators and a common neutral wire.

The shunt fields of the generators are cross-

connected, so that the one takes current from the

side of the three-wire system, which belongs to

the other generator. In 'case a heavier load is

thrown in on the one( side of the system than

on the other, the difference in voltage will cause

the generator on the side of lighter load to run

as motor, driving the other as generator and

PLAN AND CROSS SECTION OF THE MANZ POWER PLANT.

of a rated capacity of 150 horsepower. They are

erected in suspension rigging in one battery and

arc equipped with twin arch furnaces and Twen-

tieth Century rocking grates, installed by the Water

Arch Company of Chicago. Complete combustion

and con5c<iucntly smokeless and most economical

operation is obtained by this installation. The gases

pass from the boilers through a short breeching

into the Weber steel-concrctc slack, which is four

feet in diameter and no feet hiRh.

A special feature of this power plant is the

arrangement 01 coal handling, which is both simple

the engines passes through a steam separator of

the Steam Appliance Company's make, in connec-

tion with a Kieley high-pressure trap, discharging

into the feed-water heater.

A compensator set consisting of two five-kilo-

watt iio-volt Western Electric compound-wound

generators takes care of the lighting on a three-

wire no-volt system in the following way: The

two generators are mechanically coupled and elec-

trically connected in series across the 220-volt

generator buses. The entire lighting load is dis-

tributed between the outside wires of the com-

ELECTROTYPING DEPARTMENT OF THE MANZ PLANT.

supplying additional current to the side where

needed.

Direct-connected to this compensator is a 20-

horsepower 230-volt three-phase induction motor,

which takes current from the mains of the Edison

company throu'gh step-down transformers. The ob-

ject of this arrangement is to be able to use the

compensator set as generator for supplying cur-

rent for light when the steam plant is shut down.

The switchboard, built by Kohler Brothers, Chi-

cago, consists of two generator panels, one com-

pensator panel and three feeder panels. The gen-

erator panels are equipped each with one 400-am-

pere three-pole main switch, a Cutler-Hammer field

rheostat and a Wagner ammeter and voltmeter.

The compensator panel contains, besides neces-

sary switches, one Wagner ammeter and voltmeter

on each side of ' the three-wire system, a field

rheostat for each balancer and a Cutler-Hammer

starter for the compensator set. On the compen-

sator panel is further mounted a Duncan in-

tegrating recording "wattmeter, which measures the

total output of the plant. This meter, in connection

with the coal scale and a water meter, furnishes a

perfect check on the: power plant and makes it

possible to find out exactly how much it costs

yearly to run the plant and what the price of

each delivered horsepower is.

The feeder panels, of which ,one is for power

and two for light, are equipped with the Switch-

board Equipment Company's circuit-breakers.

The system of individual drive has been carried

out throughout all departments, doing away with

all line and counter-shafting. Fifty-eight motors,

ranging from one-half horsepower to 15 horse-

power, are installed at present; however, the final

installation will cover more than 70 motors. The

motors are of the Sprague Electric Company's

make, except in the cylinder-press room.

Large Miehle cylinder presses, of which there

are two No. 00000, six No. 0000, one No. i and

one No. 4, are all driven by Western Electric

motors belted to the machine. As variable speed

and also the feature of reversing the press are

desired, the motors are controlled by Carpenter

controllers, Cutler-Hammer, No. 85.

The Colt presses, of which a number are in-

stalled, are belted direct to Jenney electric motors.

The cutting and folding machines are driven by

Western Electric motors.

Of special interest in the electrotype department

are two electroplating outfits, one consisting of a

14-horsepower 230-volt Sprague motor direct-con-

nected to a low-voltage dynamo for electroplating.

The electrolyte in the tank belonging to this ma-

chine is kept in circulation by a small motor-

driven pump. The other unit consists of a five-

horsepower motor-generator set, arranged similar

to the first.

Another machine of interest is a hydraulic press

driven by a three-horsepower motor and used for

making impressions in the wax or lead plates for

electrotypes. Any predetermined pressure may be

given the plates by setting an indicator on the

pressure gauge. As soon as the desired pressure

has been reached the press is automatically released

and goes back to starting position.

Besides these machines, the department is

equipped with a complete line of machines for
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luniiiiK mit cleclrotyiH's, ;is foiinili'y, pliiiifrs, sli,-i|i-

crs, [riiuiiUTs, clc. ; all tlicse inacltiiics arc belled

ilircrl lo tln'ir motors, aiul lliis is also the case

willi llic itilTi-rcnl liiols in llic roiilliiK ami liIiickiiiK

nintll.

Aliiuil tSoo incaiiiksi-ciil li^lils aixl .|(} arc lamps

arc rc(|uirc(l for the ilhimiiiatioii of llic plaiil, while

JO larRc arc lamps coiisumiiin from 15 lo 35 am-
peres each are used for photoi^raphic purposes in

Ihc departmcnls on the second ami third lloors.

The feeders for power and lijiht are carried in
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Michigan Electrical Asaoclatlon.
I lie MleluKan l-iketrieal Asioeialitjn held il»> an

nnal niielinK in liiillle Creek Inst week, I'rciidcnt

William than<llcr, who is al Ihe head of the Clian-

dlcr-Dimliar Associatiiiii al Siiull Sic, Marie, pre-

sided.

The olllccrs elected for the ensninx year are;

President, H. W, Hillinan, Grand Kapids ; vice-

presiilenl. J. A. Cnvnnnii|th, Uenlon Ilarhor; secre-

tary and ireasnrcr, A. C. Marshall, I'ort Huron.
K.xecutive conmiittee— \. I', I'almer, Kalkaska;

Monnot CoDpor-clad Steol Wire.
I'Vir many MKnalniK pnrp'isfi (In- >i/ts nt cupper

wire used are nnieh l.'trKcr in er'i-is-seetiun than
is iieces.sary for simple electrical conductivity, since,

oil nccotiiit of the low Iriiiiilc »treii|{lli of copper,
the wire iniiRl he made large enoiiiili lo (jivc llic

rr(|iiisile mechanical utreiiKlh. The expense of
co|)per .'mil the coinp.'irative .'idvantaKcs of steel

wire as a snhstitute have been namw/xii, but
there has until recently remained difficulty in pru-

leclinx the laltcr by a sheath of non-corrosive
metal, such as e")|)i)er. A method of weldiiiK copper
to steel is the invention of Mr, J. I'"erreoI Monnot,
a civil ami nielallur|{icnl cnKineer of I'aris, and by
its aid llie IJuplex Metals Company of New Yrjrif

thinks it has succeeded in producing copper-clad
wire with entire success.

The process is said to secure an autogenous
union of the metals which are so perfectly wehled
together that an ingot of the joined metals can be

rolled and drawn together just as a homogeneous
metal. The wire product can he used lo advan-
tage in inpny cases as a substilulc for both steel

Wirinc Diacram sliowinB Liebtlne and Power Circuits. Tubular Boiler eciuippeil wiili Water Arcli Furnace.

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHT IN A LARGE CHICAGO PRINTING AND ENGRAVING PLANT.

tlie concrete floor from tlie

power and light distributing

separate conduits

switcliboard to th

cabinets, of which there is one of each kind in

each department.

The power distribution cabinets are equipped with

open bus-bar work and enclosed fuses for the pro-

tection of each individual motor circuit, while the

light cabinets are equipped with Perkins porcelain

snap switches and plug cut-outs, except the cabinet

for the control of the photographing arc lamps,

which is equipped w-itli knife switches.

All the individual circuits are run to motors or

light outlet boxes in conduits partially in the floor

or exposed on walls and ceilings. Special care

was taken of not having any exposed wires at

all in the etching departments,' where the wires

would quickly be injured by the acid vapors. The
wiring and distributing cabinets were installed by

the Arthur Franzen Company, Chicago.

Adjacent to the engine room is the machine

shop, equipped with electric-driven tools, and also

a storeroom for machine and electrical supplies.

W. A. Blouck, Fisher Building, Chicago, was
the consulting engineer for the installation of

power, light and heating machinery. Huehl &
Schmidt were architects of the building.

Copper Tubes Matde by Electrolysis.

A new process of forming copper tubes in an
electrolytic bath has been brought out on the Con-
tinent. The bath is of copper sulphate, slightly

acidulated, and the copper is deposited upon a form
or cylinder of nickel-plated iron, from which it

MIEHLE PRESS IN MANZ PLANT, SHOWING MOTOR DRIVE.

can be easily separated. The cylinder is rotated

during the deposit, and bears upon a rubbing sur-

face of infusorial earth, which prevents the forma-
tion of bubbles of o.xygen. The anode is formed
of 96.5 per cent, pure copper, free from arsenic,

bismuth or lead, which might be thrown down
along with it, but no harm is done by the presence
of iron, nickel or zinc, as these metals are not
similarly deposited. A speed of 20 revolutions

per minute is the best to give to the tube in forma-
tion. The tubes made in this way are of a very
good quality.

W. P. Stevens, Kalamazoo. Finance committee

—

L. B. Schneider, O. D. Dodge and A. G. Noble.

Mayor C. C. Green welcomed the visitors to the

city at the opening session. E. P. Phillips read the

report of the insurance committee. J. B. Foote of

the Grand Rapids-Muskegon Power Company gave

a paper on "A Year's Operation at the Highest

Working Voltage in the World, the Grand Rapids-

Muskegon Power Company." The paper was a re-

view of the experiences of the company which

began to furnish power from its first dam a year

ago. A second dam is now completed and a third

is under way. With the three the company will

be able to produce 60,000 horsepower.

H. A. Fee presented a paper on "Steam Turbines

for Central Station Service, Especially in Small

Units."

While the afternoon session was on the ladies

of the party visited the postuin cereal factory and

the Kellogg Sanitarium under the direction of the

entertainment committee. In the evening there was

a theater party at the Bijou for all.

President Chandler gave a -paper Wednesday
morning on "Some Actual Experience with Tung-

sten Lamps at Sault Ste. Marie." E. A. Harris

of the Westinghouse Company of Detroit gave a

talk on prepayment wattmeters. G. S. Osborne of

Chicago, representing the General Electric Com-
pany, spoke on "Recent Progress in t+ie Manufac-

ture of Tungsten Lamps."

At the afternoon session there was a paper by

J. B. Foote of Jackson on "Recent Development in

Lamps as Applied to Street Lighting. Magnetic

Arcs, etc." A. P. Briggs of Detroit talked on

"Factory Lighting."

During the day the ladies enjoyed a trolley ride

to Jackson and an auto spin about that city, ending

with a visit to the state prison. They returned to

Battle Creek in time for luncheon at 3 o'clock, and

at 4:30 the entire party was taken aboard spe-

cial cars and went to Gull Lake for an outing-

Dinner was served there at the Allendale Hotel,

and the return to Battle Creek made late at night.

H. B. Gunnison read a paper Thursday morning

on the "Operation of Centrifugal Pumps at Grosse

Pointe Waterworks." It was followed by experi-

ences in new-business campaigns in various cities

by R. W. Hemphill, Jr., of Ann Arbor; Lawrence

Manning of Owosso, S. E. Wolff of Saginaw, A.

E. Palmer of Kalkaska and others. F. A. Beard

read a paper on "Accounting for Small Stations."

The election of officers was followed by the ad-

journment after the Commonwealth Power Com-
pany and the business men had been thanked for

the entertainment and welcome provitled the con-

vention.

and copper, since it is proof against corrosion and
has high tensile strength and elasticity. As a re-

sult of these advantages, poles may be placed fur-

ther apart, or long spans successfully negotiated.

The surface exposed to wind and sleet is smaller

than for iron wire of the same conductivity. The
danger of complete rupture of the wire from a

small surface scratch or kink, so evident in hard-

drawn copper wire, is avoided on account of the

steel core. For telegraph and telephone purposes,

w'here the mechanical strength of the wire rather

than the electrical conductivity is a consideration,

the advantages of a compound wire over copper
or iron are evident. In power transmission where
very long spans are necessary the application of

a copper-clad steel wire is also indicated.

The wire is made in three grades, having, re-

spectively, 30 per cent., 40 per cent, and 50 per

cent, of the conductivity of the same size of copper
w'ire. The first is recommended for telephone and
telegraph purposes.

The welding principle m'ay be applied to the

manufacture of aluminum-clad, bronze-clad, silver-

clad and other special wires.

A Non-hygroscopic Fertilizer from Cal-
cium Nitrate.

A Norwegian patent has been taken out on a
process of preparing from calcium nitrate an arti-

ficial fertilizer which contains more nitrogen and
is free from the inconvenient property of hygro-
scopicity or the absorption of moisture. (Calcium
nitrate, it will be remembered, is one of the salts

that may be made from the nitric acid obtained

electrically from the atmosphere.)
The process consists in mi.xing the calcium

Tra\'erse City has granted a 60-year franchise
to the Carter Construction Company of Chicago
to build and operate an electric road. The fran-
chise calls for a five-cent fare throughout the
entire period.

PUMPING AND HEATIHG EQUIPMENT AND SURGE
TANK IN MANZ PLANT.

nitrate with a proper quantity, i. e., about 40 per
cent, of ammonium sulphate, and mixing them
together either in the state of powder or by
melting the calcium nitrate. The product is a
double salt, or a mixture of calcium sulphate and
ammonium nitrate which is stated to have the

properties already mentioned. If the original cal-

cium nitrate contains an excess of any base, it is

advisable to add a corresponding quantity of super-

phosphate, or some other material, having an acid

reaction.
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Central-station men almost exclusively fur-

nished the papers at this year's meeting of the

Ohio Electric Light Association. Toledo, where

the convention was held, is an attractive lake

point, easily accessible, which may have had some-

thing to do with the success of the meeting, but

the members generally feel that the numbers pres-

ent and the interest manifest is proof of the wis-

dom of the new departure. The programme was

an e.xcellent one, full of topics pertinent to central-

station management. Of special interest was the

report on progress in high-efiiciency lighting units.

This report, with an abstract of the discussion,

appears in this issue; it will be found valuable

to all central-station men. Among the other sub-

jects discussed were, factory lighting; electric heat-

ing devices ; best forms of power for small sta-

tions ; ways of selling day current ; helps to a

solicitor ; wiring by central stations ; meeting of

gas and gasoline competition, etc. A full report

of the convention is printed in this issue.

When the manufacture of electric incandescent

lamps was first attempted the problem of finding

a conductor to lead the current into the lamp, whose

coefficient of expansion was the same as that of

the glass, was met in the metal platinum. Between

the times of burning and extinction of the lamp

the leading-in wires, which are In contact with the

filament, undergo a considerable range of tempera-

ture. Being sealed into the glass stem their expan-

sion and contraction would tend to crack the glass

if they expanded more rapidly, or to shrink away

from the glass, permitting leakage of outside air

into the vacuum if the metal's coeiScient of expan-

sion were less than that of glass.

Curiously enough, platinum perfectly fulfills the

conditions with an expansion coefficient of .00000479

for one degree Fahrenheit, that of glass being

about .00000480. But platinum is a very expensive

"metal, ranking in the matter oj cost along with

gold, and seems to be increasing in price with the

present large quantities used in electrical apparatus.

The market quotations on platinum have mounted

steadily until the present figure far exceeds that at

which the precious heavy metal might be had be-

fore its large use in electric lamps and contacts.

When incandescent bulbs were sold at the high

prices which royalties and the costly experiiuenta-

tion which produced them required, the amount

of platinum used in a lamp was a small factor in

its expense, and it is indeed noteworthy that the

platinum alone in some of the early lamps would

bring half the price of the entire lamp of latter-

day manufacture. With the increasing production

and cheapening of incandescent lamps in other

directions experiments were made looking toward

the use of less platinum or its complete abolition

for leading-in wires.

A step in this direction was the Siemans seal,

in which a. small amount of platinum is used sim-

ply to lead through the glass and connects two
heavier pieces of a cheaper metal.

Now we have a new method of sealing-in which

entirely does away with platinum and was devel-

oped after several years' experimenting by Mr.

George Calvert. The metal used, it is surprising

to note, is ordinary copper, which has a coefficient

of expansion about twice that of glass or platinum.

The method was described in the inventor's paper

read before the electrical engineers in session at

Glasgow a few months ago. A wire long enough

to extend from the cap to the filament and of any

desired cross-section is rolled flat for a length of

about five-eighths inch to a thickness of three-

thousandths of an inch. Then a length of soft

enameled glass tube lo millimeters long is slipped

over the flattened portion of the copper and is

melted on to it with a blowpipe flame, the enain-

cled glass adhering to the flat portion of copper

just as solder would adhere to it. The two sub-

stances seem actually to form a perfect joint as

if they were amalgamated. The glass-coated metal

may then be se.nlcd into the stem of a lamp in the

ordinary way. The seals, according to Mr. C. 0.

Bastian, in whose laboi-atory the experimental work
was performed, have proved most perfect in prac-

tice and have successfully stood the most severe

tests during a period of about a year.

When considering the activities in the field of

steam-railroad electrification, the New York Central

and the New Haven equipments very naturally

have come to be looked upon as the largest and

most important of electric-railway installatioiis. In

the West, however, for the last three years there

has been studied a problem which is considered

by many railroad men as perhaps the most diffi-

cult and important in equipment and operation in

the railroad world. This special problem is the

increase of capacity of the Sacramento Division of

the Southern Pacific Company, Harriman Lines,

which extends over the Sierra Nevada Mountains

at an elevation of about 7,000 feet maxirauin.

It is over this division that the entire freight and
passenger traffic of the transcontinental Union Pa-
cific System, for Central California, is carried, and

likewise the eastbound traffic. Some idea of the

difficulties may be judged from the fact that in

a distance of 83 miles there is a rise of nearly

7,000 feet, this section forming a part of the di-

vision between Rockland and Sparks on the west
and east slopes, respectively. The distance between
these two places is about 136 miles, nearly as far

as from New York to Albany. It is single track,

has very sharp curves, and over 31 miles of

tunnels and snow sheds, the latter in winter being

the equivalents of tunnels. The traffic while 'heavy

is very irregular, and is made more difficult of

maintenance in the winter by the heavy snows,
often 15 to 20 feet deep.

This link of the transcontinental system is a

throttle on the entire traffic, and increase of ca-

pacity is vital either by new construction with

lower grades, perhaps tunneling the Sierra Ne-
vadas, or change of motive power. This latter

has seemed likely to be effective, and derives some
special significance because of various published

comments by JMr. Harriman to the effect that in-

asmuch as widening the gauge of railways was
impracticable, electricity seemed the obvious general

solution of the problem of increase of capacity of

railroads. At present the motive power is steam,

oil-burning locomotives of the highest type being

used.

One solution, the electrical one, has been under

consideration for some time by "Mr, Allen H.
Babcock, the electrical engineer of the Southern

Pacific Company, and it is understood that various

proposals have been made by the great electrical

companies, whose engineers have been on the

ground making a study of the situation. Unlike

the eastern problems, neither the requirements of

congested terminals nor the advantages of dense

traffic on a plurality of tracks is present, and these

facts, as well as the physical necessity of handling

heavy trailing loads at increased schedules on con-

tinuous grades, equal at times almost to 2}4 per

cent., add to the problems of this great engineering

project of the west.

Mr. Frank J. Sprague, who, as a member of the

Electric Traction Commission of the New York
Central for four years, is largely concerned with

the electrical equipment of that road's terminals,

has now been invited to co-operate with Mr. Bab-

cock in- a new study of electrical possibilities from

all standpoints for the formulation of a report to

a board, including, with themselves, officials of

the railroad system, which board will make a final

report and recommendations, reporting to Vice-

president Kruttschnitt, director maintenance and

operation, Harriman Lines. If these are such that

electricity should be adopted, Mr. Sprague con-

tinues as consulting engineer during the period of

installation, which would naturally be carried on

by the railroad company's organization. It is un-

derstood that Mr. Sprague has already been over

the system, and leaves soon for another investi-

gation preparatory to a report. Inquiry of him

affords no indication as to what system he believes

to be available, if any, but rather a keen apprecia-

tion of the seriousness of the problem, and inten-

tion to first find out whether the present and fu-

ture traffic, and alternative methods, warrant the

adoption of electricity at all, after which, if it

should be decided affirmatively, the details of a

system should be determined. The appointment

of Mr. Sprague at this juncture is not without

some significance.
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OHIO ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION.
The tliirleciilli .iniiual convention oi llic Uliio

lilcctvic Light Association, hold at the Hoody House,

Toledo, on August 20th, 21st and 2jd, in point of

attendance went to high-water mark. If nunihcrs

and interest arc proof of the success of the new

departure in policy on the part of the association

in the holding of its conventions its wisdom was

amply demonstrated. Toledo being a lake point

and easily accessible, having also ample hotel ac-

connnodations, naturally attracted a large local at-

tendance, but aside from this many new faces were

noticed by those familiar with the past meetings.

Contrary to the custom of former years, the mak-

ers of the programme decided to call upon central-

station people almost exclusively for papers on

topics pertinent to business management. It is

believed that this policy is generally approved.

During the last year also a very active campaign

has been in progress for new members, and with

most gratifying results. President Engel succeeded

well in his endeavors to bring out the points de-

sired in discussions. His efforts, together with

those of President-elect Tait and Secretary-treas-

urer Gaskill and others, have aided much in the

increase of membership.

New Members Elected.

The following-named new members were ad-

mitted into the association:

Active Members.—VVadsworth Light and Water
Company, C. N. Oplinger. superintendent. Wads-
worth ; City Heat and Liglit Company, J. J. Cramer,

vice-president and general manager, Fostoria ; Theo-

dore S. Garber &' Son, proprietor Belleville Electric

Light plant, E. -G. Garber. manager, Belleville

;

Oak Harbor Electric Company, George C. My-
lander, general manager; New Bremen Electric

Light Company, F. H. Plaice, general manager;

Kent Water and Light Company, A. B. Young;
Manufacturers' Light and Power Company, H. O.

Fisher, manager, Dunkirk and Forest; Franklin

Electric Light Company, L. C. Anderson, secretary

and treasurer ; Delphos Electric Light and Power
Company, H. L. Canfield, secretary and treasurer;

Wilmington Water and Light Company, J. C. Mar-
tin, vice-president and manager ; Loveland Citizens'

Electric Company, H. C. Hubbell, secretary; the

Electric Light Company, J. W. Row, manager, Ot-

tawa; Lima and Toledo Traction Company and the

Indiana, Columbus and Eastern Traction Company,
Francis Alfred Healy, secretary and treasurer ; Poni-

eroy and Middleport Electric Company, I. L. Op-
penheimer, superintendent, Pomeroy; McConnells-
ville-Malta Electric Company, A. Durbin, secretary,

McConnellsville; Tiffin Edison Electric Illuminating

Company, C. B. Rodgers, general manager; Cam-
bridge Power, Light and Traction Company, J. A.

Middleswart, secretary ; East Liverpool Traction and
Light Company, J. H. Rothery, general manager;
Hicksville Electric Light and Power Company;
the Maumee Electric Company; West Liberty elec-

tric-light plant.

Associate Members.—Westinghouse Electric and

Manufacturing Company, J. W. Schrantz. Cincin-

nati; Western Gas Fixture Company, E. N. Riddle,

secretary and treasurer, Toledo ; Toledo Chandelier

Manufacturing Company. H. G. Boyers, manager,

Toledo; Curtis Advertising Company, Charles A.

Parker, secretary. Detroit, Mich. ; New York and
Ohio Company, R. E. Gorton, assistant manager

;

Electric Supply and Construction Company, Mark
Siminton, treasurer ; Glover Electrical Company,

J. E. Swisher, general manager; Morman Gas Fix-

ture Manufacturing Company, C. S. Brookins, vice-

president, Cleveland; Babcock & Wilcox (Stirling

department), Barberton, R. D. Crawford, chief elec-

trician ; Western Electric Company, F. A. Hender-
son, Chicago; John A. Stewart Electric Company,
Paul Stewart, manager, Cincinnati ; W. G. Wool-
folk, Sanderson & Porter. New York; Cleveland

Gas and Electric Fixture Company; Brilliant Elec-

tric Company, Cleveland ; Toledo Electric Com-
pany; Excello Arc Lamp Company, New York city.

The first number on the programme was the

address by President Engel. which gave special

prominence to the thought that the present need
of central stations is to foster the commercial side

of their enterprise by cultivating the best relations

with the public and energetically pushing a cam-
paign of education along all hues. President Engel
took it for granted that one of the best means to

secure business is to furnish the very highest class

of service, and. assumin.g that the central station

is doing this, the next thing is to thoroughly ac-

quaint the public with the merits of the service.

Fa'Ctory Lighting.

Papers on "Factory Lighting" were read by A. P.

Biggs of the Edison Illuminating Company. Detroit.

Mich., and J. Kermode of the Cleveland Illuminat-

ing Company. Cleveland. These papers are both of

value to proprietors of factories and will be found
to contain useful suggestions looking to economy
and efficiency. The conclusions arrived at are

summed up by Mr. Biggs as follows

:

"That an electric liKhl tuinpaiiy camiot afford 10

lake on all factory liRhliuK offered 10 it; that it i«

obliged to take a certain anionnl which Is inlnr-

ently unprofitable; that it should minimize this

anioimt by (first) advisinpt the customer how In

reduce his demand by utiliziuK linht to best advan

tage— that is to say, by good illuniiiialinK euRineer-

ing; (second) advocating the transfer to daylight

hours of any power load that can be dispensed with

during the evening hours, and (third) by passing

over to the gas company such factory space ligliling

as can be profitably furnished by gas arcs, retaining

for electricity the long-hour localized lighting.

"It is worth while to note that the new metal

filaincnt incandescents may luodify these conclu-

sions. They will not change the rates of demand
to sales, but they may make gas so comparatively
expensive as to put it out of competition cither par-

tially or altogether."

In discussing the paper F. W. Willcox of the

General Electric Company commended the points

made, which need further emphasizing, namely,
the necessity for proper engineering and proper
education of the factory managers and workmen
in the efficient use of lamps, as often more depends

on the efficient use than upon the intrinsic efli-

ciency of the type of lamp itself. The practice

of using unshaded lamps is wasteful in the ex-

treme in its failure to direct and confine the light

where needed. A lamp in a shade is also better

protected against soiling by dust or oil and grime
than an unshaded lamp. It is also necessary to

urge upon factory managements the need for more
illumination, false standards having arisen as to

the quantity of light necessary. Mr. Willcox said

that owing to the low price of gas and the effi-

ciency of the gas mantle the present incandescents

cannot always compete, at present rates, with gas

arcs; but that is not the case with the ordinary

electric arc or the Nernst lamp. Gem units have
demonstrated their ability to match the ordinary

arc and Nernst lamp in effective illumination, and

in many cases results have been secured as high as

Ij4 to two foot-candles per watt per square foot,

a very good ratio of illuminating efficiency. The
essential thing in most illuminating work is to get

a imiform result by the more frequent distribution

of small units, distributed in such a way as to

secure better illumination with the same energy.

Prof. F. C. Caldwell of the Ohio State Uni-

versity thought that the matter of keeping lamps

clean is one that should have special attention in

the case of factory lighting; the actual cost to a

manufacturing company of keeping lamps in use

free from grease and dirt, as mentioned in the

paper, would be very small and would very greatly

add to the effectiveness of the light and to the

satisfaction of those working in the shop. The
conditions in this respect are deplorable in ordinary

shops and there is no place else where a like con-

dition prevails.

Luminous Arcs from the Centr.\l-station View-

point.

The first business of the afternoon session was
a paper by H. P. Grabill of the Ashland Gas and
Electric Company on "Luminous Arcs from the

Standpoint of Central-station Operation." Speak-
ing from the experience of a central station that

was one of the first in Ohio to adopt magnetite

or luminous arc lamps, the writer summarizes their

various advantages as follows : To the public

—

improved distribution, better quality of light and
fewer outrages ; to the central station—economy of

energy, lower maintenance cost ease of adjustment

and trimming and low-er repair and renewal cost.

On the whole the system is pronounced by the writer

as coming fully up to expectations and as the

best in operation at the present day, and should

appeal to any central station contemplating a change.

President Engel commented that there was a gen-

eral feeling that the new magnetite lamp is work-
ing wonders where introduced, and there are few
stations that are not desirous to change their street-

lighting lamps when offered something that they

can depend on.

J. C. Rothery stated that two features in the

magnetite arc, as far as inspected by him, might
be improved. One is the clouding of the globe

by sediment forming therein, possibly due to in-

sufficient ventilation ; the other is irregularity in

the lighting due to the formation of some sijbstance

on one of the electrodes interfering with the feed,

causing flickering as if dying out. Mr. Grabill

explained that the flickering was due, he thought,

to improper centering of the electrodes, and that if

properly adjusted the lamp will give a steady light.

The formation of film complained of does not cut

olT more thafi tw^o or three per cent, of the light

and is negligible.

C. R. McKay said that with the first 200 or 300

lamps they experienced some of the difficulty com-
plained of. He invited the members to visit the

Water Street (Toledo) power house during light-

ing hours and see the rectifier board. .Twelve cir-

cuits are in operation of 50 lights each. The
speaker said they were at present going through a

period of construction ; the lights are taking about

^.5 to 4.0 amperes at almul 80 volts. The rectifiers

in oijcralion arc ,nll on air tube, supported in air

oil switchboard panels; use induction-motor blower

set, which iiiainlHins an air blast on each tubr

mnliniially during the lime the tube is 111 operation.

Electkic IIkating Devices,

M. E. Turner was unable, Ijy reason of an attack

of typhoid fever, (o he present. His paper on

"ICleclric Healing Devices" was read by Mr.
Kermode. The progress of iiiaiuifacturers in the

production of electrical cooking and heating de-

vices is being keenly watched by central-station

people generally, and it is quite generally conceded

that it is the part of enterprise to keep up with

the iinprovemenis being constantly made. It is

only by cxperimcnls conducted by users of such

devices and central-station people who arc com-
petent to conduct such experiments in an intelli-

gent and critical manner that suggestions will come
to manufacturers from which further development

may be looked for. The stations who will make
the small investment necessary to interest intelli-

gent users to experiment with the devices will

later reap a full return. That this situation is

fully realized was evidenced Vjy the discussion

awakened by the paper.

Mr. Rothery stated that he could readily see

how an electric device would be preferred in the

shape of an iron that dispenses with the incon-

venience of heating up the room while the house-

keeper is ironing on a hot summer day. but he

wislied to be fully satisfied as to whether the cost

of other devices would not deter people from
using them, in prfcferencc to present methods in

vogue.
Professor Caldwell thought that the cost of cook-

ing and heating devices for the kitchen especially

must be reduced, as there is no place where a

greater desire is felt to retrench than in kitchen

appliances. .The question of better lagging, or heat

insulation, is one of the important things that

ought to be improved. This is the more impor-

tant with all apparatus that is intended for short

periods of use. and at intervals, as would usually

be the case in cooking. The speaker suggested

that good results might be obtained by double-

jacketing an oven and establishing a vacuum be-

tween the jackets, to be secured by a small air

pump attached, upon which a few strokes could

be taken daily sufficient to maintain the vacuum.

In many instances. President Engel stated, the

iron that gave the best service had proved the

quickest to give out. The iron with the copper

strip placed in a coil close to the bottom of the

iron, he thought, had been the quickest heating

and gave most satisfactory service. Some irons

are too hot for the hand, and dissipate the heat

too fast.

Mr. Selig did not think it safe to recommend
some of the apparatus too strongly at present,

fearing dissatisfied customers may lose revenue in

other directions.

Mr. Kermode of Cleveland reported that the

only trouble they had had with flatirons was with

the large tailoring iron. One factory had 98 irons

of this kind in one room, 115 volts. On going

over to the 220-volt, to save cost of inside wiring

and also to get the flatirons on the same meters

with the power, in order to get the benefit of the

best possible arrangement on the power contract,

they encountered trouble with the irons. Different

causes were looked into as possibly producing the

trouble; first, the size of the copper; next, fluctua-

tion on the power circuits were suggested, and the

irons were put over on the lighting circuits, but

the trouble continued; the irons kept on burning

out in large numbers. Finallv it was discovered

that the pressers in dampening the cloth were
putting on too much water, and the evaporation

of the water into steam would condense on the

irons back of the handle, and the condensed steam
was sucked into a lodgment place where the cord

and the connecting post came together.

Mr. Martin, in a town of 700 customers, includ-

ing 600 resident customers, has put out some 100

irons. Twenty-five or thirty of these were put out

a year ago and proved quite satisfactory, and during

the year the additional 75 were put out. Estimate

that for a family of six the iron is worth $1 a

month to the station, it is one of the best current

consumers the station has; it furnishes full 24-hour

service with the exception of Sundays. Mr. Mar-
tin has a device which is of local invention, a

welder. He thought that heating and cooking de-

vices are clear gain to a central station, as proved

by his experience.

President Engel commented on one feature as

especially desirable in electric irons, namely, the

meeting thereby of competition along other lines.

Mr. Plaice stated that they started in his town in

1905 with 12 irons placed on a fiat rate charge of 75

cents for a family of five, and five cents for each

additional member. Lost 10 irons the first year

out of 12, and concluded it was bad business. The
second year, however, placed everything on meter

basis, and put out last year about 50. losing but

three out of that number. Have So this year, and

so far have not lost one. Eighty per cent, of these

irons are rented; balance maintained by the central

station. The speaker thought the manufacturer
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should give a better cord for the iron; it brealcs

off close to the iron, causing some annoyance m
being repeatedly called to make the same character

of repair. The iron should be connected up at

both ends.

The sentiment of nine out of ten station men
is that heating devices are a good thing, and. all

that is necessary is .to get the manufacturer to

keep on improving them.

Mr. Grabill stated that in cases where two or

three families live in one flat and perhaps use

one laundry in common, it has been found ad-

vantageous to furnish one iron wired in such a

manner that a separate circuit would be brought

upon the individual meters by using a key switch,

or a padlock over the switch, so that each tenant

can use the flatiron off their own meter.

L. W. Cadv explained, in regard to the life

of the iron when left on circuit, that the irons

are so designed as to give out their intended heat

at a given voltage; if the voltage increases, the

iron actually becomes hotter, and if the heating ele-

ments do not properly conduct away the surplus heat

some weak part is likely to give way. No iron

should give out while in use, as the surplus heat

is dissipated by the wet goods as fast as it is

generated. The manufacturers of electrical heating

devices heartily urge that all small electric heating

apparatus shall be used on low-voltage circuits.

It is very hard to find a durable resistance mate-

rial which can be made small and yet have a long

life on a high-voltage circuit.

Co-operative Commercialism.

The first thing on the programme of Wednesday

was the subject of "Co-operative Commercialism

in the Electrical Field," on which Mr. J. Robert

Crouse was to give a paper. Being compelled, to

leave the city, Mr. Tait, manager of the Dayton

Lighting Company, gave an abstract of the paper

presented by Mr. Crouse at the Washington meet-

ing of the National Electric Light Association in

June last.

Best Forms of Power for Small Stations.

Prof. F. C. Caldwell of the Ohio State Uni-

versitv read his paper on "The Best Form of

Power for Stations of 500 Kilowatts Capacity or

Less." In the discussion following the paper Pro-

fessor Caldwell said, in answer to a question that,

as he understood the steam economy in the case

of small turbines, it is not materially different

from the same size reciprocating engine. Where
the engines are new, the speaker thought the sav-

ing in fuel is not such as to be much of a factor

in determining the use of. the turbine over the

reciprocating engine. There is a great deal to be

said in favor of the turbine on account of its sim-

plicity: the fact that it is not so likely to get

out of adjustment; the absence of reciprocating

motion with its vibration and tendency to tear

things to pieces, so to speak. The paper was in-

tended more as an outline to be filled in from the

experiences of those who are using the apparatus.

With respect to the saving of fuel. Professor

Caldwell suggested that the engineering interests

of the country should consider the possibilities of

exhausting our fuel supplies by too wasteful an

expenditure of them, and having this in view, if

the gas engine only uses half as much fuel as

the steam engine, it is certainly a matter of grave

public interest to encourage its use. Economizing

fuel should therefore receive careful attention.

Mr. Adams said his company is now operating

two gas engines of 280 horsepower each, and is

installing one of 250 horsepower. Should a break

occur in the gas mains they have ample holder

capacity which wc»uld take care of their needs

until the break could be repaired. They also have

a holder with a water tank, and utilize the water

over and over again, so that they pay no water

rent.

Mr. Plaice stated that gas engines will operate

on a scant supply that would put stoves out of

business. He had operated in his town with a

suction as low as 16 ounces. When it gets that

low the gas, instead of coming out of the stove

burners, sucks air in through them; so that a

gas engine will run long after everybody else has

quit.' In 14 years they have not had any trouble

through not having gas enough to run on, althougli

the lines have been off at times.

Mr. Gwynn referred to Professor Caldwell's

statement as to absence of vibration in the turbine,

and inquired whether they did not have some vibra-

tion in the municipal plant that shook the plaster

off the building at Columbus. Secretary Gaskill

suggested that you could hardly expect anything
else from a municipal plant, which provoked , con-
siderable amusement in the audience.

Mr. Semans of Winchester, Ind., stated that

they had operated inr the last seven years a plant,

I)Oth water and light, with Ras engines, and had
found same very satisfactory. The cost of operat-
ing is estimated as about half what il would be
with coal, that is. the fuel expense. One of their

(<ri5 engines had been in ope'ration for seven years
without having had the cylinder rchorcd. They
notice no variation in their alternating-current and
very little in the direct-current service. It caimot
l<c noticed on the voltmeter at all on the alter-

nating current. The direct current is direct-con-

nected, and you can notice a little variation in the

light.

Mr. Rothery asked the gentlemen who have
been operating gas plants to say what is the cost

of operation per kilowatt-hour. Also whether it

is not necessary to provide additional units to take

care of overload? The speaker understands that

a gas engine will develop simply its rated capacity,

and positively no overload, the rated capacity be-

ing based upon the highest number of heat units

in the gas which is to be used in that locality.

If there is any deficiency in the heat units the

capacity of that engine is reduced pro rata. Thus
there must be considered (i) the number of units

required in order to produce a given amount of

power
; (2) what reserve is it necessary to have

on hand? and (3) what is the actual operating

cost per kilowatt-hour? With the fixed charges

what is the cost on the bus-bar? We know what
it is by a reciprocating engine and by steam tur-

bines from actual experience ; but with the gas

engine there seems to be the broad statement that

they can operate so much more cheaply than they

can by steam.

Mr. Adams replied that he had not the data

in hand, but would send it in to the secretary.

His company measures everything off the switch-

board. They had difficulty in getting the full rated

capacity out of the gas engines, but nevertheless

think so much of, them that they are still putting

them in. In Elyria during the last 18 months
various factories there have installed about 1,500

horsepower in gas engines running electrical equip-

ment.

Ways of Selling Day Current.

Aside from the regular programme, the subject

of ways of selling day current was discussed by
Messrs. Gwynn, Bechstein, Russell, Townsend,
Rothery, Conkling, Martin, Lockwood, Adams, Se-

lig, Plaice, Rust and others, and it developed that,

owing to local conditions, such as difference in cost

of fuel, and other cavises, there was
^
a wide di-

vergence of rates charged for day-po'wer load.

High-efficiency Lighting Units.

At 2 p. m. the joint paper by Messrs. C. C.

Collins and A. N. Cope of Columbus was taken

up, the former being superintendent of the Colum-
bus Railway and Light Company, and the latter

of the Columbus Public Service Company. The
paper was in the nature of a report, showing re-

sults in the use of lights in tabulated form as

obtained by various central stations in Ohio and
elsewhere. The paper in full, with an abstract of

the discussion, appears elsewhere in this issue.

Helps to a Solicitor.

J. D. Kenyon of the Sheldon School, Chicago,

addressed the convention on the general subject of

"Helps to a Solicitor," outlining the elements of

scientific salesmanship. His address was much ap-

preciated and the subject of a good deal of favor-

able comment privately among the members.
A. S. Miller of- the Dayton Lighting Company

read his paper on "Helps to a Solicitor, and what
Fifty Cents' Worth of Electricity Will Do," full of

practical suggestions to the solicitor.

Professor Caldwell emphasized the great con-

venience of many household appliances in the elec-

trical way, saying that the suggestion as to drying

in the laundry by electric fan was much appre-

ciated and used in his own household. The great

convenience is worth all the cost. President Engel
gave a like illustration.

M'r. Bechstein referred to the opportunity for

putting out motors to run refrigerating plants. The
time is coming when private ice plants run by

electric motors will supplant the ice man at $6

a ton. One installation in his city was giving

good satisfaction, and has been in operation since

last December, on a meter basis. Mr. Adams re-

ported several refrigerating plants on a meter basis,

experiencing no trouble. It was not so desirable

if the peak is overloaded. Mr. Tait stated that

by the use of a modern equipment such a plant

can be run, with current at four cents per kilowatt-

hour, to compete successfully with ice at $6. An
automatic regulator is very essential.

Wiring by Central Stations.

.^t the suggestion of Mr. Gwynn the rest of the

afternoon was given over to a discussion on wir-

ing, antl the advisability of the central station un-
dertaking same. It seemed to Mr. Gwynn that

turning wiring over to outside contractors does not

encourage new-business getting. This department
can be made a profitable one.

In Massillon, a town of 15,000, there are no wir-

ing contractors. Here the plan of ]\Ir. Russell's com-
pany is to offer free wiring.provided the houscowner
will pay a minimum hill of $1.50 a month for two
years; that is, figuring that it will cost $9 to

wire the house; the or<linary minimum being $1,

this allows 50 cents monthly to pay for the wiring.

If he does not want to pay $1.50 for two years
he can have the option of $1.25 for four years.

In this way the company has taken on 120 new
customers of this kind in the last two months
and a half.

Mr. Martin bought a municipal plant in his town
and has built up a good business. There is- only
one local contractor, and the speaker never bids
against him. He has two forms of wiring appli-
cations to choose from. The customer pays for the
material, which in schedule A includes everything
that is properly chargeable to the wiring, begin-
ning at the fuse plug and the wires down to the
point where the wires come through the ceiling.

Switches are charged extra in schedule B, cover-
ing all switches, drops and everything that is in

the way of a chandelier or lighting device. If

the aggregate of A and B is $25, of which A is

$15, and B, $10, the customer pays the $25, and
the collector receipts for same; at the bottom the
collector certifies that, having paid his bill, the
customer is entitled to a credit of $15, to apply
against all future light bills.

The meter is read monthly, but no bill pre-
sented until the customer has exhausted his credit
memorandum, schedule A. In the meantime the
family has contracted the habit of using electricity.

The customer is urged to take irons and as many
devices as possible that consume current, some-
thing that under a different introduction plan
would require two or three years to educate him to.

Mr. Kermode reported that in Cleveland the

company had arrived at an average unit price per
outlet on wiring and a separate price for all

switches, receptacles and drop lights installed. Con-
tractors were asked to furnish bids covering what
they would wire old houses for. It is easy to

get new houses, but hard to get old ones, where
the fi.xtures are already in for gas. A company
can always get business by extending its lines,

whether profitably or not, but it is hard to increase

the business on old lines; for that reason a liberal

policy' is desirable on old-house wiring. The Cleve-
land office is allowing 15 per cent, of this wiring
cost to apply on light bills. It takes about three
months to take up that allowance. Are now grad-
ually taking off company solicitors and paying
contractors so much for each house added; the

contractors have some ten men in the field solicit-

ing, on a commission basis. As to furnishing free-

lamp renewals, many customers do not appreciate
anything you give them ; in Cleveland lamps are
sold at 15 cents, and about 185,000 handled an-
nually.

Meeting Gas and Gasoline Competition.

On Thursday morning papers were presented on
the subject of "Best Ways to Meet Gas and Gaso-
line Competition" by the following: F. H. Golding,
Dayton Lighting Company ; Samuel Rust, Green-
ville Electric Light and Power Company ; W. E.

Russell, Massillon Light, Heat and Power Com-
pany ; Arthur Pomero.v, Cleveland Illuminating
Company; E. T. Selig, Mount Vernon Electric

Light Company, and W. C. Anderson, Canton Light,

Heat and Power Company. Many valuable sug-
gestions were offered.

In the discussion following, Mr. Beil said that
small current-consuming devices, negligible them-
selves as to their effect in increased revenue, were
often the means of introducing electricity and se-

curing patronage that otherwise would not have
been secured. He instances renting fans for the
summer months, particularly to those who had
sickness in the family, as one of the ways of in-

ducing patronage that would extend to lighting,

etc.

Mr. Kermode stated that in 600 houses wired
in Cleveland on the installment plan, the con-
tractor had made no investigation as to the man's
standing, but took his order for wiring his house
and took chances on getting the money on the

installment plan. The central station pays the con-
tractor a bonus as compensation to him for carry-

ing the account 8 or 10 months. Out of the 600
houses only two failed to pay. The company does

not guarantee an3' account, neither is there any-
thing in the contract that is in the nature of a

lien or mortgage. Are not now paying the con-
tractors a bonus, but making property owners a

rebate of 15 per cent, to apply against lighting bills.

Secretary Gaskill stated that an electric central

station that does its wiring has always the statu-

tory provision in regard to mechanic's lien to fall

back on, and can file said lien any time within

four months from date of the last item of the

account.

Mr. Custar said he was rather prejudiced against

a central station doing wiring, as tending to inter-

fere with proper attention to other business. The
gas company does not do any plumbing in his

town, and why should the electric-light company
do wiring? People will run to the office for small

repairs and alterations, which they will want done
for nothing, and if not done free bad feeling is

created. Better have a private contractor do the

wiring, and encourage him in this as much as

possible. People will think you- are making money
out of the wiring.

In response to query by the chair as to how
many stations, do their own wiring. 12 responded
in the negative; 21 stations reportetl that they did

wiring.

Mr. Martin reported that at first they let somc-
lx)dy else do the wiring, but unsatisfactory work
done by wiring contractors had opened their eyes

i
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t(i tlif iK'Ci-ssily for doing I his work I licm selves.

They accunliiiKly bought out the local conlraclors

with the cxecpliou of one. By reason of the fact

I hat they do tlie wiring they hear of troubles

|)ioni|itly and can as prMniplly correct and remedy

I hem. iVl'r. 'I'uwiiseiid reported that the only wir-

ing his company does is of arc lamps. They work
in conjunction with the contractors and ffct belter

results that way than if doing own wiring.

.Mr. Selig said that a great many stations are

probably slaying in the wiring business simply

Iiccause they catmot get a good wiring' contractor

;

Init in many cases tlioy can make a better man
.)Mt of a contractor by proper inspection. The peo-

ple in the inspection bureau onglit to be encour-

aged. The farther a company stays away from

doing wiring and the less responsibility they have,

the better for tlicm. If tliey will encourage tliis

inspection by ibc regular insurance inspection bu-

reau ihey will relieve themselves of a great deal

(if liability. Did some wiring wlien there were no
good contractors to be hatl, hut are now fortunate

in having two good iirms, who do business in five

dilTerent towns in llic stale, and there is cnougii

compctilion between them to insure moderate prices.

Do not like to do the inspection ourselves, but

prefer to escape that liability when we can place

it on the inspection bureau. At present the in-

spection bureau has arranged to put one inspector

in our territory, who takes care of four towns.

The charges for inspection are very moderate and

are added to cost of wiring, so that the customer
pays for same.
At Ibis point there was a long discussion on tbe

subject of theft of current, in which Messrs. Ad-
ams, Bcchstcin, Kermodc and Gelding took part.

Closing Business.

Secretary-Treasurer Gaskill submitted his report,

wliich was duly audited and .found correct. The
report shows the association in good financial

standing. A recommendation to increase the sal-

ary of the secretary was approved. The secretary

recommended that the dues of associate members
be increased to $io a year, which recommendation,

on motion of Mr. Hanley, was adopted.

Election of Officers.

The nominating committee, Messrs. Hanley, Rust
and Hubbell, submitted its report, which was
unanimously adopted, the officers elected bein^ as

follows

:

President—F. M. Tait, Dayton.
Vice-president—E. H. Bed, Youngstown.
Secretary-treasurer—D. L. Gaskill, Greenville.

Executive committee—W. P. Engel, Defiance;

yi. E. Turner, Cleveland ; D. W. Lo'w, Alliance

;

W. F. Hubbell, Wauseon; J. C. Rothery, East
Liverpool.

Advisory committee—Samuel Scovil, Cleveland;

C. R. McKay, Toledo; D. L. Gaskill, Greenville.

Publicity committee—W. J. Hanley, Cleveland

;

Samuel Rust, Greenville; J. T. Kermode, Cleve-

land.

Finance committee—W. E. • Miller, M"t. Gilead

;

T. D. Buckwell, Toledo; G. N. Clapp, Middletown.
President Engel paid a high comphment to the

work of the secretary. He recommended that cen-

tral-station men not only come to the meetings of

the association with their ladies, but to see that

their directors come also, as they can learn much
that will be of benefit.

Secretary Gaskill, by request, read a communica-
tion inviting the convention to come to Cleveland,

signed by a number of those in attendance on this

meeting. The matter of choice of the next meet-
ing place will come up at the January meeting
of the executive board.

President Engel extended thanks to the active

and associate members for valued assistance ren-

dered during the year. Out of some iSo central

stations in the state there are now but 50 that

are not members of the association.

A suggestion was made by Mi\ Golding of Day-
ton that it is important to secure legislative control

of the use of gasoline. Mr. Canfield of Delphos
spoke along the same line, and on his motion a

committee of three was authorized to be appointed
by the incoming president, to consider the matter
of gasoline, and suitable measures for its control,

and the committee was given power to act, or to

report at next meeting at its option.

,
Entertainment Features.

The amusement features of the con-\-ention were
worthy of notice and consisted, for the evenings,
of a theater party at the Casino, supper at Toledo
Beach, a boat ride on the Grejdiound, with the

usual accompaniments of music and dancing, and
the various ladies' contests scattered throughout
the afternoons and evenings. The dinner at To-
ledo Beach, in charge of Douglas Buckwell, was
an especially enjoj^able affair.

The winners in the various contests arranged for

the ladies were as follows, the beautiful prizes

liaving been presented by the associate members
and others

:

Informal euchre contest—Mrs, George Williams,
Cleveland.

Formal euchre party—First prize, Mrs. F. C.
Colwell, Cincinnati; second prize. Miss E. Mc-
Knight, Bowling Green; third prize, Mrs. W. B.

VVilkinsun. Culunibus; fourth prize, Mrs. W. S.

Meeker, Greenville,

Kiddle contest—First pri/c, Mrs. A. 13, Pyke,
Cleveland; second prize, Miss Esther (iatikill,

Greenville; third prize, Mr.s. Z. T. Dorman, (irc<;n-

ville; fi)\n't!i prize, Miss Helen Gaskill, (jreeiiville,

Peainil contest—First prize, Miss Elmiiia Mc-
Knight, Howling Green; .second prize, Miss Letha
May I'Jigel. ]3ofiancc ; third i)ri/.e, Mrs. E. A.
Ik'chstein, Sandusky; fourth prize, Mrs. (i. II.

Porter, ChicaKO.
Euchre—First prize, Mrs. A. A. Serva, Fort

Wayne, score 67; second prize, Mrs. H, S, Cook,
score 65; third prize, Miss Elniina McKniRht,
score 6s; fonrtii prize, Miss E. K, Martin, score

62,

Pedro contest—First prize, Mrs, C, B. Rodgers,
Tithu; second prize, Mrs. A. G. H. Jennsen ; tlurd

prize. Mrs. W. P. Engel, Defiance; fonrtli prize,

Mrs. Folsom.
Ladies' bowling contOst—First prize, Miss Quail,

score 155; second prize, Mrs. Baring, score 150;
third prize, Mrs. Rogers, score i.^g; fourth prize,

Mrs. Jennsen, score 130.

Convention Notes.
The Oneida galvanized chain for suspending arc

lamps was exhibited in parlor N.

The W. G. Nagcl Electric Company of Toledo
entertained in parlor T. represented by W. G.
Nagel, H. E. Adams. R. G. Kendrick. A. L. Carney
and J. P. Thompson.

The Western Gas Fixture Company hung a

chandelier in the convention hall with five two-
glower Nernst lamps attached. The company was
represented by Edward N. Riddle.

The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company was in parlor C. represented by G. E.
Miller, manager, Mr. Wagenhorst. C. P. Billings,

Mr. Bcebc and G. S. Vai! of Cleveland, Mr.
Hughes o.f Pittsburg and J. C. McQuiston.

J. Robert Crouse of the Co-operative Electrical

Development Association, Cleveland, showed three
sets of mounted photograph display cards, illustrat-

ing the work of the companies of Dubuque, Lin-

coln, Neb., and Providence, R. L

The Electric Appliance Company. Chicago, repre-

sented by F. J. Alderson. Chicago, and George H.
Porter, Columbus, exhibited in the lobby Sangamo
direct-current and alternating-current integrating

wattmeters. Souvenir pocket mirrors were dis-

tributed.

The John A. Stewart Electrical Company, Cin-
cinnati, 'Paul Stewart, treasurer and manager, kept
open house in parlor 64, and gave away souvenirs
in the shape of a combined paper-knife and letter-

opener. The mission was to buy second-hand ma-
chinery.

Parlor K was reserved for the Allis-Chalmers
Company, Milwaukee, showdng electrical apparatus
and steam turbines, five-horsepower induction mo-
tor. 7.5-horsepow-er direct-current motor and sam-
ples of turbine blading. Representing the company
were George A. Williams, Cleveland, and F. C.

Cohvell of Cincinnati.

Nernst-lamp people had parlor C, distributing

handsome and up-to-date printed matter, including
photographs of typical Nernst installations. A six-

glower Nernst hung in a canopy housing. The con-
vention hall was beautifully illuminated with Nernst
lamps; one hung in front of the Westinghouse
exhibit. Charles H. Davis and G. R. Clover, both
of the Chicago office, represented the company.

The W. J. Barr Electrical Manufacturing Com-
pany, Cleveland, Ohio, was represented by W. J.

Barr, president, and Law^rence W. Cady, electrical

engineer. The company showed in parlor J an
interesting line of electrical heating devices and
exhibited for the first time the Barr ventilated

stand, which will carry a heavy overload without
scorching or burning.

The Western Electric Company, Chicago, in par-

lor H, w^as renresented by H. D. Haring, Lidi-

anapolis ; D. G. Guest, Chicago, and F. A. Hen-
derson, Cleveland. The company showed multiple

and series arcs, a full line of high-tension porcelain

and electrose insulators and new indestructible coil

arcs. An interesting feature of the display was
the discovery by visitors that they could light a

cigar by short-circuiting the new indestructible coil

arc and app^ving cigar to the resistance coils.

H. P. Folsom of the Universal Pole and Post
Preserving Company, Circleville. Ohio, was in

Parlor L, expounding the merits of his new- method
patented December 4, 1906, wdiich can be applied

to poles at any time after erection by digging

down around the pole about 16 inches, placing a

layer of cement immediately around the pole, then

setting a sleeve or jacket about 16 inches high

in the cement, and filling in between the pole and
the jacket with a specially prepared chemical, which
is a germicide and insecticide. A cement cap is

put on top. coming down to the ground line, which
protects the chemicals from the action of rain and
snow and at the same time excludes outside in-

fection. The cement cap is reinforced by wdres

cinbcililcd bolii laterally and perpendicularly. 'Hie
mclliod Imti been applied lo pole* that were ^lar-

tially rotted for al^nul an inch or more at Ihe
ground line, and after seven years ihe poles were
found still in Ihe same conditioii, no /urllier de-
cay liaving taken place.

The Cleveland Electrical Supply Company, rej)-

resentcd by L. Griesser, manager, W. C Marker,
secretary, Warner Jones, fialesnian, and 11. II, Cud-
niorc, distributed watch-foh sonveiiirs and celluloid
statistical cards. Warner Jones sal up a whole
niKht inventing the slrikin^ menu, that had in it

everylliing electrical, and nothing to eat.

Parlor A was the head(|ttarters of the F(»ri

Wayne Electric Works, and was illuininatcd by the
smiling countenance of Tom Ryan, district man-
ager, and George B. Edgar of Cincinnati, Hanked
by A. A. Serva, a*>sistant sales manager, of Fori
Wayne. The company exhibited fan motors, a
new wattmeter calibrator jnst being put ont on
the market, a line of lileralure, etc, Mr. Ryan was
highly pleased with the practical nature of the
papers read at the convention

The Wagner Electrical Manufacturing Company
of St. Louis was represented by N. Emerson of
Cincinnati, who is a regular attendant at these
meetings, and T. Richards of St. Louis, showing
allernatiug-currcnt single-phase variable-speed mo-
tors with auto-transformer control, having all good
points of former direct-current machines, with
many of the bad points eliminated. When the mo-
tor comes to fnl! speed it runs as an induction
motor, the brushes being cut out. Another new
device was in the shape of a portable lamp-testing
voltmeter and wattmeter, eight instruments in one.

The Excello Arc Lamp Company. New York,
represented by G. W. Armstrong, hung two 10-

hour Excello flaming-arc lamps at the Superior
Street entrance of tlic Boody, and two 17-hour
flaming arcs on the St. Clair side entrance. The
latter is used principally in factory lighting, on
account of the long-hour burning. This concern
has put in some large installations this year, nota-
bly with the National Tube Works, Mester Machine
Company, United Engineering and Foundry Com-
pany. General Casting Company and Pennsylvania
Steel Company.

The General Electric occupied parlor B, with a
host of good entertainers, H. C. Houck, manager.
Cincinnati; F. W. Willcox and G. C. Osborn of
Harrison. N. J. ; A. E. Alley. Cincinnati ; A. S.

Hertz. Cleveland ; Percy Worth, Indianapolis, and
the old reliable in Ohio state association work.
W. J. Hanle.v, now of Cleveland. E.xhibited were
the new type high-efficiency units, tantalum in 50
and 80 watts ; new street series lighting, tungsten

;

25-watt 20-candlepower tungsten for use four in

series in commercial lighting, and ico-watt 80-

candlepower multiple tungsten lamps; a five-light

fixture hung on the stairway.

Another Los Angeles Power Project.

Although the primary purpose of the city of Los
Angeles in building the Owens River Aqueduct is

to obtain a large supply of water and make pro-

vision for the great increase of population that is

inevitable, the development of electric power is an

important feature of. the project. In the estimates of

the aqueduct no provision was made for power plants,

but the engineers have so planned the conduit that

the water may be used to generate power when-
ever the city determines to install the necessary

plant.

At present the average amount of electric power
used in the locality of Los Angeles is about 40,000

horsepow-er. During the hours of heavy load this

increases to 67,000 horsepower, and only a little

more than half o'f that is derived from water-

power, the rest being supplied by steam plants. In

addition, there are small private steam and gas

plants supplying about 25.000 horsepower, which

could be replaced if cheap electricity were avail-

able. The demand f9r pow-er is now in excess of

the supply, and at the present rate of increase it

is estimated the demand will be more than doubled

in five years.

Three-fourths of the total available power along

the conduit can be developed in San Francisquito

Canyon, 40 miles from the citj'', where there is a

drop of 1,475 feet.

The cost of power plants, transmission line and
receiving sub-station, including extra hydraulic work
incident to development of powder, is estimated at

$4,500,000. There are other power sites along the

aqueduct, and from all of them combined 93,000

horsepow'er could be delivered in the city.

Rails have been ordered for the electric road
between llason and Lansing which is to run to

Jackson and is being built b^' the Northern Con-
struction Company, a subsidiary company of the
Michigan L^nited Railways. There are to be 1,800

tons delivered by October ist.
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ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
By Geo. R, Metcalfe.

XXXI.—Ejectric Lighting.

Street Lighting.

Arc lamps are used almost exclusively for street

lighting, although incandescent lamps used in series

are found occasionally in some locations where the

density of foliage is too great to permit the use

of arc lights. Except in narrow streets with tall

buildings there is little reflection to aid the general

illumination, and therefore it is quite necessary to

utilize reflectors for throwing downward that part

of the light which is naturally projected above the

horizontal plane. If the distance to which the light

is to be thrown is known, together with the dis-

tribution curve of the lamp to be used, the illumi-

nation in candle-feet can be calculated. This, how-

SERIES SYSTEM OF DISTRIBUTION.

ever, does not give the actual quality of the pro-

posed lighting, for the reason that a street lighted

with very high candlepower units appears consid-

erably better lighted than one having the same
minimum value of illumination but using smaller

units more closely distributed.

In studying the distribution curves of different

types of arc lamps it will be found that one type

will be superior to another for a short distance

from the lamp, whereas for longer distances the

same lamp may be inferior. For example, the open
arc will give a superior illumination close to the
pole, but at a little distance from the pole the
enclosed arc is superior. The latter, moreover,
does not oflfer such strong contrast of bright and
dimly lighted zones, and consequently the dimly
lighted sections appear brighter than when in con-
trast with a very brilliantly lighted section.
The enclosed arcs give a very steady light and

almost total absence of shadow cast by the rods
holding the carbon, while the open arc' is subject
to considerable fluctuation of light, and parts of
the lamp itself cast very dense shadows. All
things considered, the enclosed arc is very much
superior to the open arc of the same watt con-
sumption. There is but -little difl^erence between
the direct-current and alternating-current enclosed
arc lamp. The former gives slightly more light,
while, on the other hand, the latter gives a better
light distribution.

The character of the shades and reflectors used

MULTIPLE SVSTEM OF DISTRIBUTION.

in street lighting has a marked effect upon the
general illumination. The subject of illumination,

however, forms a considerable study in itself, and
only a few of the salient points have been men-
tioned here.

Distribution of Current.

In supplying power to either incandescent or arc

lamps, two general methods are employed for the

distribution of current. These systems are known
as the series system and the multiple or parallel

system. In some cases these systems are combined
to a certain extent in what is known as the series-

multiple system.

Series System.—The accompanying diagram illus-

trates the series system of current distribution in

which all of the lamps are connected in series,

that is to say, the negative terminal of one lamp
is connected to the positive of. the next throughout

the circuit, so that the entire current of the circuit

passes through each lamp successively. This is

the most simple system of distribution, and is used
to some extent for both arc and incandescent street

lighting. It has the advantage of being very eco-

nomical, as only a small wire is necessary; one
of suflficient size lo carry the current required for

a single lamp.

The scries system has the disadvantage of re-

quiring very high voltages, and it is obvious that if

any one lamp of the scries has a broken connection

N&rr.
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Thi» feries of articlei, intended to nvrvcy, briefly,
Ibc whole field of applied electricity for light, power and heat,
vat begun in the Weitern Electrician of February 2, 1907.

SO that current cannot pass through it, the circuit

of the entire series will be broken, unless some

means is provided for short-circuiting the defective

lamp. The number of lamps which can be used

in series is limited by the voltage for which the

generators can be insulated. The open arc lamp

requires about 50 volts and a little less than 10

amperes to operate. If, therefore, we have 100

lamps in series the circuit will require 100 times

50, or 5,000 volts. From 5,000 to 6,coo volts is as

high a potential as is used, on account of the

difficulty of insulating the generators.

The series system is used to considerable extent

for alternating-current arc lighting. By the use

of a special transformer a number of circuits can

be operated from one machine. These transformers

are called constant-current regulating transformers

and they are built in various capacities up to 100

lamps. The regulating transformer has fixed pri-

mary coils and movable secondary coils. The pri-

mary coils are connected to the generator circuit

and the secondary coils to the lamp circuit. The

secondary coils, which are free to -move, are re-

pulsed by the primary coils, and this repulsive force

is balanced by weights. When the current is on

both circuits, therefore, the secondary coil takes

such a position that only its rated current will

flow through it. In starting the transformer the

coils are brought close together and the trans-

former is short-circuited. The short-circuit is then
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MULTIPLE distribution WITH FEEDERS, MAINS AND
DISTRIBUTING LINES.

removed and the coils take a position according

to the load on the transformer. These transform-

ers operate at an efficiency in the neighborhood

of 95 per cent., and give very close regulation from

one-quarter to full load. The power factor is

about 75 per cent, at full load, but falls off quite

rapidly as the load decreases. For this reason it

is desirable to run the circuits as fully loaded as

possible.

Multiple System.—The multiple system of distrib-

ution is the system which is in use for the great

majority of lamps. In this system a constant volt-

age is maintained, and the current varies with the

number of lamps connected in multiple. The great

advantage of this system is that each lamp is

independent of all the others, and so may be

turned on or off at will without affecting any

other lamps in the system. A multiple system of

distribution is far more expensive to install than

a series system, as the wiring must be of suffi-

cient size to carry the combined current of all

lamps connected to the circuit. Its advantages,

however, in the way of regulation, and the ability

to use any part or all of the lamps connected in

the circuit, has made this the almost universal

system of distribution.

An accompanying diagram represents the simplest

arrangement of multiple connection for lamps. It

is obvious that the lamps nearest the generator

THREE-WIRE SYSTEM WITH TWO GENERATORS

will burn at a higher potential than those farther

away, and at the end of a long line the drop in

voltage would be ^ery apparent, as this drop is

equal to the product of the amount of current

flowing in the circuit, and the resistance of the

conductor. This drop in potential is a serious

difliculty in the multiple system, and in order to

make the potential as nearly equal as possible in

all parts of the system, methods of wiring are

used which make the distance of c4ch lamp from

the generator as nearly equal as possible. One
of the diagrams shows, in an elementary way, how
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this is accomplished. In this illustration the wires

marked (A) correspond to the feeders which run

directly from the generator or central-station bus-

bars. (B) represents the wires known as mains,

and (C) the distributing wires from the mains to

the lamps. In a central-station distributing system

the mains running through the different streets

are preferably interconnected wherever possible, so

that the voltage over the whole system tends to

THREE-WIRE SYSTEM WITH BALANCING SET.

equalize itself. This system of mains does not run

directly to the generator, but is fed at various

points, determined by the load, by feed wires run-

ning from the station bus-bars to the various load

centers on the mains.

The multiple system of distribution so far con-
sidered includes only distribution by two parallel

wires, that is, the outgoing or positive wire, and
the return or negative wire. This two-wire dis-

tribution at the usual commercial voltage .of no
volts is far too expensive for general use on ac-

count of the very large size of copper wire which
it requires. Its use is therefore limited to isolated

plants, in dwellings or industrial establishments,

where the distances to which the wires are run

are very short.

For direct-current distribution over areas of larger

extent, what is known as the three-wire system is

now universally used. The three-wire system was
developed in the early days of electric lighting on

. account of the economy in copper which it effects.

An accompanying diagram shows the connections

of a three-wire system, from which it will be un-

derstood that current is distributed at double the

voltage of the lamps, and the middle wire, which
is called the neutral, only carries an amount of

current represented by the difference in the loads

on each side of the system. By thus doubling the

voltage at which the current is distributed, nearly

two-thirds of the cost of copper is saved, compared
with a two-wire system of the same capacity.

The diagram previously mentioned shows the old-

est and most common arrangement of the three-

wire system. In this arrangement two generators
are connected together in- series, each generator
being wound for the voltage of the lamp. The
two outside wires of a three-wire system are led

out from the two outside brushes of the generators,

and' the neutral wire is led out from the connection

THREE-WIRE SYSTEM WITH BALANCE COILS.

between the two machines. With this arrangement
two machines must always be used together, but
later modifications were introduced which permitted
the three-wire system to be run from a single gen-
erating unit. There are two methods of doing
this. One is by the use of a generator having
double the voltage of the lamps, and across the

leads from this generator is connected a small mo-
tor-generator known as a balancing shaft. This
consists of two small machines connected in series

across the lines. The neutral line is led out from
the connection between the two parts of the bal-

ancing set, thus forming the third wire of the

system.

The operation of the balancer is as follows

:

When there is a difference in the load on the two
sides of the system the voltage of the side having

the least load is highest. This higher voltage drives

the side of the balancer connected across it as a

motor, which in turn drives the other side of the

set as a generator, and the latter supplies current

for the unbalanced load on each side of the system.

The balancing set is of very small capacity, just

sufficient to take care of the difference in load

which may occur on the system. The other type

of three-wire generator is made by placing collector

rings on the shaft of a direct-current generator in

addition to the commutator. A two-phase connec-

tion is made between the armature windings and

the collector rings, and a pair of balancing coils
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;irc :ilso coiincclod across the collccliii* hiiks, i lie

h.ilaiicing coils .irr similar to Inmsfornicrs witli

only a single winding. 'J'hc general arrangcnicnl

of Ihc system is shown diagrammalically in the

accompanying sketch. 'I'he middle iioints of tile

balancing coils arc interconnected, as shown, ami

the neutral wire is led ont from this connection.

L'/'i' bi' rontiiiu<'it.\

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Static Converter.

A. A., Chicago: What is a static converter and
what is its use?

Answek.

"Converter" is a name which is sometimes given

to a transformer. Static converter, then, is another

name for the ordinary static transformer, or the

device usually known simply as a transformer and

used {or transforming an alternating current to

another of a dilTcrcnt voltage.

Star Connection and Voltage.

J. II. O., French Gulch, Cal: (i) How may a

plant be starred to increase the voltage? (2) Does
the starring alTect the transformers, and in what
way? (3) Can transformers be starred as well as

generators? If so, how?

Answek.

The word "starred" as used is not a generally

accepted term. The questioner probably refers to

a three-phase Y connection, often called "star" con-

nection. In the delta connection the high-voltage

coils of the transformers are connected so as to

form an equilateral triangle or delta. By changing

these connections so that one end of each coil is

lied to a common point and the other ends one to

each line wire, a "star" or "Y" connection is ob-

tained. The voltage between wires in the second

case is 1.732 times that in the delta connection of

coils. With the Y connection the strain on the

insulation to ground is, of course, increased for the

section of coils at the line end.

Resistance of Telegraph Relays.
W. T. H., Hammond, Ind. ; Please state the dif-

ference in the resistance of a telegraph relay con-
nected up in a circuit in series and one connected
up in multiple.

Answer.

The resistance of a relay does not differ with

the manner in which it is connected in the circuit,

the resistance being an individual physical prop-

erty of 'the instrument just as its length, weight

or an}- other physical attribute. All commercial
telegraph circuits are worked as series lines and
the multiple connection of sets is practically un-
known. The resistance of the relays designed for

taps off the wire at a number of stations on a

line of any length would necessarily be' very high
in order to divide the current among all the sta-

tions. The exact value would depend on the re-

sistance of the line and the number of stations.

In order to take advantage of the small current

the relay winding must consist of a great many
turns and varying adjustment would be necessary.

On account of these and other difficulties attendant
upon parallel connection the series arrangement has
been found much more efficient and is the one in

general use.

The Biggest Electric Sign.

C. F. W., Evanston, III. : Can you tell me where
the biggest electric sign in the country is located?

Answer.

Perhaps, all things considered, this distinction

belongs to the well-known sign, consisting of the

single word "Butterick," on the western side of
the Butterick Building in New York city. It is

pretty certain that the sign has larger letters than,
any other electric sign, and possibly it covers a

greater area. Whether it contains a greater num-
ber of lamps than any other is more doubtful.

The initial B is 68 feet high, about the height of
an ordinary five-story building. The smaller let-

ters are 50 feet high and 5 feet wide. About 1,400

electric lights are used for the illumination. It

practically requires all the time of one man to

watch the sign and replace burnt-out lights. On
account of the fact that the w-estern side of the

Butterick Building has more than 300 windows
and double rows of fire escapes, considerable in-

genuity was required to design the sign so as not
to block the windows.

Electrification of Chicago Steam Roads
Atiain Broached.

It is the wish oj Mayiir llnsse of, Chicago, who
was in New York several days last week, that

Vice-president W. J. Wilgus of the New York Cen-
tral Kailroad visit Chic.-igu and make an exhaust-

ive report on the praclicahllily of electrifying the

terminal lines of Chicago's trunk system, embraciiiK

in all 23 lines. The main object of the proposed
eleclrilicatioii is to do away with the smoke nui-

sance in Chicago.
It is likely that Mayor Bussc will make a recom-

mendation to that effect to Chicago's City Council
when that body meets.
Mayor Busse was accompanieil on his inspection

trip by a party of Chicago city officials. While in

New York they took a trip over the New York
Central electrical zone under the guidance of Mr.
Wilgus, who gave them every opportunity to wit-

ness the practical working of the newdy installed

system. The resignation of Mr. Wilgus as vice-

president of the New York Central, which will take

effect on October i, leaves him at liberty to enter-

tain any proposition which Chicago may have to

offer.

"It is quite probable that Mr. Wilgus, by reason

of his experience here, will be employed to make
an engineer's .report of the matter should the

council decide to have a report made," said Mayor
Busse. "It seems to mc that this would be de-

sirable ill any event, so that we would have some-
thing tangible before us."

State Inspection of Meters.
In New York state the new Public Utilities Com-

mission is preparing to take up the work of the

state inspector of meters. For years past the state

inspector has had his seal placed on all gas meters.

.\fter they have been inspected and tested for

accuracy by him or his assistants the law makes
it a misdemeanor for any person to break the seal.

The purpose of the law has been to prevent tam-
pering with the meters by the consumers on the

one hand or by representatives of the gas com-
panies on the other.

The case of the electric companies is very differ-

ent, however, and while the new law will mean
work for representatives of the people rather than

an increase of work for the employes of the com-
panies, it will place the electric meters used for

measuring the amount of electricity supplied for

light or power to consumers on the same basis as

the gas meters, which has not been the case in

the past. No state testing of electric meters has
heretofore been in order. When new meters are

received from their makers local experts adjust

and test the meters until they have them as near

perfectly correct as it is possible to make them.

Then they are sealed by the company and are in-

stalled as the demand for them arises.

The new law makes it obligatory that the repre-

sentatives of the Public Utilities Commission shall

also test these meters and that the seal of the com-
mission shall take the place of the seal of the com-
pany. This proposition seems to be entirely satis-

factory from the standpoint of the electric companies,

as it will operate to remove any doubts in the

minds of consumers as to the accuracy of the

meters. The companies feel, as the consumers un-
doubtedly will, that the latter will be better satisfied

to know that the meters have been tested by men
employed by the state rather than by men employed
by the companies, so that the new plan will afford

some relief to both the producers and consumers of

electric power and heat.

COMMUNICATION.
To Prevent Crystallizing in Gravity

Cells.

To the Editor of the Western Electrician.

I have always had considerable trouble with

crystallization in my gravity cells, the copper form-
ing on the plate increasing its size until it is al-

most impossible to renew the cell without breaking
the jar. I have made different experiments to

eliminate this trouble, and have now found a
scheme which I am using in my batteries with
the best results. The copper plate lasts longer and
the cell stands twice as long at full strength under
the same conditions.

Following is the way I set up the cell :

Take an ordinary three-ply copper as used in

telegraph work and tv.-ist it on the rivet into a

rosette shape so it will sit ' on the bottom of the

,

jar. If the copper is large turn up the ends
slightly to fit the jar. Put in about 3 or i'A
pounds of medium-sized copper-sulphate crystals

and add water and solution in the usual way.
Then allow the cell to stand until the zinc solution

separates and comes to the top, when the zinc

plate can be put in and the cell connected up.

To secure longer life and prevent evaporation or

the solution creeping out over the sides of the jar.

I add paraffine oil. but common coal-oil will do
equally as well.

This st}"Ie cell lasts as long again and is easier

to renew than anything I have tried yet.

W. T. HOLDEIIUN.
Hammond, Ind., August 21st.

ProKresa In HIgh-eff Iclency Lighting
Units.'

U\ C. C. Col-LI.N'S ANU A. N. Coi-E.

In order to secure data for this rcjiort the com
Miiltcc sent out circular letters lo practically all of

the electric-lighting companies in Ohio. .Some 65

such letters were Bent out, but only 19 replies were

received, ami some of these replies were so nicagei

as to be of very little value in compiling a report

such as the committee had wished. It is very

evident that the information asked (or was not

at hand and possibly not even considered necessary

for economical operation. Wc arc unable lo ac-

count for the lack of interest shown, as the com-
mittee feels that this report ought to be reprcsenla-

livc of the progress made by the state organization

and not of a few individually. The members of

this committee know of some that are using high-

efficiency units, but have reported none, and others

th.'it arc using them that have not reported at all,

so that it is lo be hoped that those who have

reported are representative of users of high-effi-

ciency units.

The questions asked included the following sub-

jects :

1. Flaming .Arc Lamp.—Number in use, make.
amperes, volts.

2. Magnetite Lamp.—Number in use.

3. Cooper Hewitt Lamp.—Where used (class of

service).

4. Moore Tube (feet of).—Number of installa-

tions.

J. Gem Filament Lamp.—Number in use (100 to

250 w-att), number in use (50 watt).

6. Tantalum Lamp.—Number in use.

7. Tungsten Lamp.—Number in use.

8. Helion Lamp.—Number in use.

9. Nernst Lamp.—Number glowers in use, number
lamps in use.

10. Others not named above.

11. What do you find the average life in hours
of each kind of unit used?

12. On what basis do you put the units on your
lines? (Sale, with profit or at cost. Free. On
rental.)

13. What is your renewal cost per kilowatt-hour?

Do you consider it excessive as compared with your
i6-candIepower lamps? What is the wattage per

candlepower of your i6-candlepower lamps.

14. How do these units affect your revenue?
15. Where do you find these units best adapted?
16. Would you favor a unit more highly efficient

than any now known? Where would you use such

a unit ?

17. Will high-efficiency units be of any aid in

meeting the demand for lower rates for current?

18. Will they assist in quieting the public senti-

ment toward municipal commercial lighting?

19. Have high-efficiency units improved your reg-

ulation? What is your regulation at point where
units are used?

20. Have you noticed a reduction in incandescent-

lamp renewals due to improved regulation?

21. Have high-efiiciency units improved your load

curve? Give sketch if possible.

22. How do these units please the public?

The committee thinks that high-efficiency units

would be far more generally used if the matter

were more carefully looked into and such informa-

tion obtained, under existing conditions, that the

heads of the various companies could deal intelli-

gentl}^ with such questions that must come up in

this day of progress.

It is to be hoped that central stations are tak-

ing more interest in securing new business and
furthering the use of their product than they have
shown in reporting to this committee. If their

progress has not been all they could have wMshed,

we hope that by the perusal of this incomplete

report they may be able to decide in their minds
whether or not they should adopt high-efficiency

units.

We know from personal observation that con-

sumers are becoming more liberal from year to year

in the use of current, which means an increase of

burning hours, or an increased revenue from the

same investment.

The committee fears that in some cases high-
efficiency units are condemned for high renewal
cost W'hen the fault is entireh- with the central sta-

tion's regulation, though they be loath to admit it.

Central stations using the 3.1-watt incandescent re-

port low maintenance cost, so that if maintenance
costs are high it must be due to poor regulation,

w-hicli makes it very expensive to operate any type

of lamp.

On the data sheet attached the names of tlu'

companies are signified by the letters A. B, C. etc..

and the answers by each company to the questions

can be read horizontallv across the sheet. U'nder

the number of each kind of unit used has been
put the equivalent kilowatts, also, opposite the name
of each company the total kilowatts connected of

high-efficiency units is given. At the bottom of the

sheet is given the total kilowatts represented by

each type of unit. This "compilation covers only

TO companies, but we consider it a fair sample

of what the majority are doing.

I. Report of a committee read before the Ohio Electric Light
Association, held at Toledo. Ohio. August 20. 21. 22. 1007.
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Taking up the questions in their order, it will

be noted that the flaming arc lamp is used by- five

of the 19 companies, but its use is very restricted,

being equal to only 38 kilowatts. This goes to

show that not only must a unit be efficient but also

must fill many other requirements.

The magnetite lamp is used by two companies

for street lighting. Its adaptability is shown by

the satisfaction whicli it is giving ant} by ex-

tremely low rates secured by cities using it.

The Cooper Hewitt lamp is used by five of the

companies, but its use is limited to photograph

galleries, printing offices and machine shops.

No M'oore tubes are in use.

Twelve companies are using the Gem lamp. It

is regretted that three of them, two being among
the largest cities in the state, gave no record of

the number on their lines. This unit seems to be

in very general use. The connected kilowatts of

the II companies replying being 834, nearly go

per cent, of which is in lamps of 100 watts or

more.
Two companies are using the tantalum lamp.

This restricted use is no doubt due to the first

cost of the lamp and its failure on alternating cur-

rent.

One company is usuig the tungsten lamp, and
from its reply to question No. 14 we judge ^t was
found necessary to use this extremely high-efficiency

unit to outdo a competitor. The committee under-

stands, however, that this lamp for use on constant

potential circuits of 100 volts or more has been
found so extremely fragile that its use is prac-

tically prohibited. Its cost is also excessive.

No Helion lamps are in use.

The Nernst lamp, like the Gem, is in very gen-

eral use; II companies are using it. The con-

nected kilowatts are 1,334. The average number
of glowers per lamp is three, which indicates the

demand to be for high-efficiency units of moderate
size ; also that its use is limited to the sphere of

units of less than 230 watts.

The above-named lamps seem to cover all the

various high-efficiency units on the market, as no
company has reported as having any not named.
The replies to question No. 11 indicate that we

may expect a life from the magnetite lamp of 180

hours, the Gem lamp of 500 to 600 hours, the

Nernst lamp 600 to 700 hours. One reply of "low"
was received, but this was not used in our com-

to question No. 13, is not very well known. It

can only be arrived at by keeping records of in-

stallations consisting of one kind of units only, and
it is apparent that very few, if any, of the com-
panies have done this. ^However, taking a sort of

average of the replies we may expect under fair

conditions a renewal cost of J^ cent on the Gem
and Nernst lamps.

This cost is not considered high as compared
with the carbon filament lamp.

No less than seven companies are using the 3.5-

watt carbon filament lamp, which is due, in a ma-
jority of cases, to poor regulation of voltage.

The answers to question No. 14 are indeed satis-

factory, every company replying stating that an
increase in revenue has been noted after intro-

ducing high-efficiency units. The effect on its reve-

nue has been the first question asked by the central

station when considering the introduction of these

units. It is very evident that business has been
secured which could not have been gotten in any
other way.
The replies to question No. 15 indicate that the

adaptability of the unit is beyond question.

As indicated under question No. 16 a unit more
highly efficient than any now known would be wel-

comed. A number of these replies come from the

gas belt where natural gas at extremely low prices

is a competitor. One reply contains the modifica-

tion that the units should be of SO watts or more.
This is hardly consistent with his reply to question

No. 14, where he states he has noted a "marked
increase."

With only one exception the replies to question

No. 17 indicate that these units will assist in meet-
ing the demand for lower rates. It is also generally

believed that they will help quiet municipal owner-
ship agitation.

It has been found that an improved regulation

is not necessary, although desirable, where these

units are used. The replies in regai-d to regulation

are very vague and indicate that sufficient attention

is not being given this most important factor.

Af the end of the accompanying table are given
replies received from four of the largest electric-

lighting companies in the United States. Their
replies coincide very closely with those from
Ohio central stations, except that they have
evidently had better success in the introduction of

these units. This may be partly due to better con-
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PROGRESS IN HIGH-EFFICIENCY LIGHTING UNIT.S.

pilation since the short life obtained is no doubt
due to local conditions.

Answers to question No. 12 indicate that the
units arc generally put on the lines at cost and free
renewals given. The Nernst lamps arc in some
cases loaned, but this is found to run up a very
large investment.

Tlic cost of renewals, as indicated by answers an abstract:

ditions, but we think no mistake will be made il

the smaller companies follow their lead wherever
conditions will permit.

D1.SCIJSSI0N (in AI!.STK.\Cr).

Numerous questions from members of the asso-

ciation concerning various new lamps brought out

some lengthy answers, of which the following is

H. O. ;
Dutter of Buc3'rus, Ohio, quoted a case

in his city where a merchant ran 10 lamps in

each show window, putting them on averaging two
nights a week ; these have been replaced by four
tantalum lamps in each window,' and these arc
being used until 10 o'clock every night, paying
the central station more money and giving the
patron more satisfaction. Both the Gem and tan-

talum are pleasing people. The result of the 400
installed by this station has been to broaden the
peak. The speaker had found the tantalum lamp
more successful on a no-volt direct-current three-
wire system for window lighting and more ad-
vantageous than incandescent 16 candlepower.

F. W. Willcox of the General Electric Company
said that the new units had the advantage that

there is no antiquation or writing-off depreciation

considered ; the lamp renews itself ; there is no
depreciation of the renewal cost. The Gem lamp
costs so little more than the ordinary carbon lamp
that the majority of stations can afford to furnish
them on the same liberal basis of renewals as

the ordinary ' lamp. The tantalum is a different

proposition, as it is a more expensive lamp. Cen-
tral stations that are furnishing free renewals of

ordinary lamps on a rate of two cents per kilowatt-

hour can furnish the tantalum for three cents or

2^ cents to cover the additional cost of renewals.
A similar course can be pursued with regard to

the introduction of tungsten lamps, the renewal cost

of which would be still higher than the tantalum.

Another plan would be to adopt the practice of the

gas companies and charge a fi.xed maintenance
charge. On the tantalum a charge of five cents

per month would amply cover it. At present there

is no complete data as to the life service of the

tantalum lamp. The problem of how best to in-

troduce the new lamps and how to meet conditions

as established with the lower efficiency lamps for-

merly in use is a very interesting one to the cen-

tral-station manager. In some way or other the

central station should maintain the control of the

lamp, because the ordinary user does not know
how and will not take proper care of the mainte-

nance of his lamps. The service should be kept

up to standard by intelligent care on the part of

the station. Mr. Willcox stated that the actual

number of tantalum lamps sold in this country

has been probably 250,000 or 300,000. More could

have been sold if supplied faster. The life of the

Gem filament lamps "has been materially improved
the past year as the result of steady and careful

work. If possible to produce a Gem filament of

an efficiency of two watts per candle, you would
have a lamp which, by reason of its other advan-

tages, cost, flexibility and strength, would perhaps

be a very serious competitor with the metal-fila-

ment, such as the tungsten and the tantalum. Tests

made of some series tungsten lamps have shown
that the candlepower is practically maintained to

the end of the life. The multiple tungsten has a

very good life; just how much cannot yet be

stated.. The life seems to be in the neighborhood

of 1,000 hours. Tungsten lamps are produced in

similar sizes to the present Gem units. Perhaps

the lamps of 100 watts give about 80 candlepower

mean horizontal ; lamps of 50 watts give about 40

candlepower, mean horizontal
; 40 watts, about 32

candlepower mean horizontal. The tungsten has

not been, as yet listed, but will probably be higher

than the tantalum lamp. By using the lamp in

the large size the cost will not be so great as in

the smaller sizes. It costs pretty nearly as much
to make a small candlepower lamp as a large one.

Otto Foell, chief engineer, Nernst Lamp Com-
pany, Pittsburg : Viewing the situation from an

engineering point, I feel that there is no immediate

need for a higher efficiency lamp than the multiple-

glower type of Nernst lamp. In the endeavor to

secure new business and to meet competition suc-

cessfully there has been a tendency on the part of

the central-station managers all over the country

to reduce rates for current, and it is only a ques-

tion where does the higher efficiency lamp help

tlie central-station manager to check the reduction

in rates. Undoubtedly what a customer wants is

light; and he wants plenty of it, and not current.

On the other hand, he wants a light which he can

maintain with advantage to himself, for should

the central station maintain the lamps, same must

be done on a basis to insure a profit on the busi-

ness.

Taking, for example, the 40-candlepower 50-watt

tungsten lamp which is listed at $1.50, and which

may be obtained in large quantities, at, say, $1.10.

This lamp, according to the manufacturer's state-

ment, has an average life of 1,000 hours, which

is equivalent to a current consumption of 50 kilo-

watt-hours, that is, the maintenance cost per kilo-

watt-hour for such a lamp amounts to 2.2 cents,

which, in the case of free renewals, must be

added to the price of current to insure the same

net revenue on the connected lo,id. Two of these

lamps are equivalent to the new no-watt higher

clTiciciicy Nernst lamp, which can be maintained,

according to the inquiries of your coimnillec, at

one-half cent per kilowatt-hour.

Bringing both types of lamps on the same can-

dlepower basis, and for 1,000 hours' use, you have

a renewal cost for the tungsten lamp of 4.4 cents
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(ni|ili'\ iuK Ihc

loii^liiuiinii (»t

iiKiiinst 0.55 ci.'iil I'lir tile Nenist liinii), wliili: llu'

current consuiiiplioii is 100 kiUiwalts, iiKainst 110

kilowatts; thai is a sliglit increase in current con-

sunipliiiii against a ecinsiileralile saving in niainte-

iiiniee. At the present tinie, however, the tniiK^leu

lamp is in its infane)', ami pi'rsonall>' I tlo not

helieve that it can he manufactured commercially

now or in the near (utnrc. 1 will ailmit that hy

same i)rinciplcs which Roverii tlie

the I io-\valt lamp, lamps of the

innltiple-glower lyi)e may he ohlaineil of still hiijher

efficicnc}'. We are working along these lines, and

while I camiot say when such lamps will be pcr-

fectcil, wc can hope for them in the near future.

A. N. Cope of the Columbus Public Service Coni-

pany stated that an important factor in mainte-

nance of the illuminating power of the new lamps

is the matter of keeping them clean; they should be

as fretinently cleaned as the Nernst lamps in order

In secure cleanliness of the globes. Many coin-

pkiints come to htm from the customers who are

located near the markets of the condition of their

globes and glassware. The cost from Nernst trim-

ming, including labor in the laboratory and on the

cnstnnu-rs' i>remiscs, means about 40 per cent, of

total cost. The speaker gave results of a careful

account of mirterial and time of seven store in-

stallations, from January l8lh to March 29th,

amounting to $78.69. yielding i8,o8y kilowatt-hours,

ov ait average of 43.436 cents per kilowatt-hour.

C. H. Davis, Nernst Lamp Company, Chicago:

A comparison of the cost of one system which is

furnished to the consumer in toto, as in the case

of the Nernst lamp complete, should not be made
with the cost of the renewable clement only of

another system. If to the cost of the Gem lamp

wc add the cost of the necessary shade, shade

holder and socket, the investment per kilowatt

connected will not be materially less than with the

Nernst lamps. If the central station recognized

no advantages in the free-lamp policy with ref-

erence to the Nernst lamps, they can just as

consistently and just as readily require the con-

suitier to purchase that portion of the Nernst

equipment which is permanent ; that is, the lamp

body and the globe, as to require the consumer

to purchase the reflector and holder for the Gem
lamp. The two systems should thus be placed on

a parity before comparisons in cost are made.

Again, the central stations desire, of course, to

keep their investment in load installation as low

as possible in order to secure and hold the business,

and it would seem more consistent to compare the

investment with the amount of illumination re-

quired On this basis the one-glower and two-

glower Nernst lamps cost about the same as the

Gem lamps with their necessary equipment, wdiile

the larger sizes of Nernst lamps cost materially

less, that is, per candlepower of light produced.

freight rales are much lower oil slate tliaii oil com-
pleted panels, so it iii.-iy be expected that the sav-

ing ill lr:iiispor(atioii cliarKcs will be inllueiiliai in

increasing the deinand for lliese panel parts. The
provisions for (using are coiislnicled for both
National lilecirie Code and plug fuses. In addition
to any particular conipleic panel set, bus-bars and
lugs can he fiiriilslied, .so that complete uiiinoiiiiled

panels can be oblained.
The illustrations on this p.igc show several of

the conibinalions which are listed by the manuf;ic-
turers. An inspeclion of these cuts will suggest
many convenient uses to which this elastic form
of panel conslriiction easily lends itself.

there is ashiircd perfect pruleclioii from live wires
during iriniiiiiiig. The contact is made hy clips

bearing against two rings in (he hanger so that a
good contact ami proper poling of llie carbonii are
secured in whatever iiositiun the lani|j is pulled
into the liaiiger. The haiiKcr is weatherproof and
the insulation is of micanilc. There is a carbon-
pointed switch, and the contacts at the rings arc
kept clean by the friction of the springs. The
hanger nieasnres about six by eight inches and its

parts are inlerchange.-iblc. The maniifacturer be-

lieves that where this hanger is used, one man
can do the work of three.

Improved Mayo Automatic Arc Lamp
Hanger.

The usefulness of an arc-lamp hanger that avoids
unsightly hanging and loose wires or the necessity

Rustless Cable Hanger.
The H-P rustless cable hanger, for suspending

telephone and telegraph cables from messenger
wires, is niaiuifactured by James S. Barron & Co.,

200-206 West Iiroa<lway, New York, ft is made
of one piece of sheet zinc so that no electrolytic

action can take place between separate parts. As the

hanger completely encircles the messenger suspen-
sion, it cannot jump off. The cable is gripped

A New Line of Panel Circuits and
Switch Parts.

The Trumbull Electric ilaiuifacturing Company
of Plaimille. Conn., has recently put out a com-
plete new line of panel circuits and switch parts.

The line is unique in the market and has been

designed to meet the increasing demand of those

IiMPROVED MAYO ARC LAMP HANGER.

of a ladder to reach the lamp for trimming, is self-

evident, and the general installation of a device of

this kind which will operate positively will be hailed
with delight b}' lamp-trimtners. The improved
Mayo automatic hanger, manufactured by the Na-
tional Sewing Machine Company at Belvidere, 111.,

adds as well an ingenious device by which the

weight of the lamp is carried by the hanger, and

RUSTLESS CABLE HANGER.

tightly, preventing slipping. As shown in the illus-

tration, the hanger consists of a zinc strap ending
in a circular clip which is slotted.

In installing, after running the cable over tem-
porary supports, as hooks or cable blocks, the

hangers are applied from a car drawn along the

messenger. The circular end of the hanger is held

against the cable and the free end wound around
and passed through the lower slot, then around
again and through the upper slot, over the sus-

pension wire, and finally the end hooked into the

upper slot, with the result shown in the illustra-

tion.

A Severe Earth Current.

W. J. Camp, electrical engineer of the Canadian
Pacific Railway Telegraphs, reports that recently

earth currents were so severe in Canada that all

duplexes had to be disconnected at Fort William,

Double-pole Panel Switcli with N. E. C. Inclosed Fuses

who wish to purchase their slate or marble sep-
arately and arrange the circuits as they desire.

Since these fittings are obtainable, one does not
have to depend on the factory when an additional
circuit or some slight change is needed. The

A NEW LINE OF PANEL CIRCOITS AND SWITCH PARTS.

the raising and lowering operations are accom-
plished by a single pull of the rope. As show-n

in the accompanying illustration, there is no strain

on the rope when the lamp is in place. When
lowered the lamp is cut out of circuit so that

Double-pole Panel Switch for Plug Fuses.

Out., and eyen then were unable to work the

lines single. At times the , currents were so large

as to set fire to the switchboard, aiid there was
considerable difficulty in controlling the fire, which
had broken into small flame.
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Notes on Transformer Testing.'

BV H. W. TOEEY.

Generally speaking, it may be said that trans-

former tests are required for the purpose of deter-

mining the chief characteristics of the finished ap-

paratus, thus enabling it to be compared with tlic

original calculations and designs and with the

guarantee. They may be classified as follows

:

Conversion ;
polarity ; resistance ; copper loss ;

core

loss and exciting current; regulation; high poten-

tial;" high voltage;' temperature rise.

Conversion.—The most satisfactory method of test

is without doubt one employing a standard multi-

ratio transformer and a single voltmeter, provided

FIG. I. INFLUENCE OF WAVE FORM UPON CORE-LOSS

AND EXCITING CURRENT.

the potential of the source of current supply does

not fluctuate. Then, by applying a suitable common
voltage to the high-tension side of the transforiner

under test and the standard the two low-tension

voltages may readily be compared and the true

ratio obtained.

Where the supply is at all unsteady or where

the ratio of the standard varies considerably from

that of the transformer under test, the two-volt-

meter method is preferable. Accurate results may
then be obtained by taking two sets of simultaneous

readings, between which the instruments are inter-

changed to eliminate any dissimilarity between

them.
The opposition method is also sometimes used

to good advantage. With this, however, care should

be used to see that the low-tension voltage of the

standard and of the transformer under test are

exactly in phase.

As an additional precaution single-phase trans-

formers which are required to operate in parallel

on single-phase circuits or delta on three-phase

circuits, also delta-connected phases in three-phase

transformers should be connected, as they are

eventually intended to operate, and a test made for

circulating current.

Polarity.—The relative position of primary and
secondary leads is ordinarily determined either by

direct comparison with a standard transformer or

by applying direct current to the high-tension wind-

ing, noting the position of positive and negative

connections by means of a direct-current voltmeter,

then shifting the voltmeter leads to the low-tension

winding and noting the voltmeter deflection upon
breaking the direct-current circuit. When testing

large numbers of small transformers having approxi-

mately the same voltage and ratio, the first method
is quicker and more satisfactory. For power trans-

formers having as a rule widely differing voltage

the second method is usually preferable.

Resistance and Copper Loss.—In the measurement
of resistance for the determination of copper loss

and total resistance drop the fall of potential method

FIG. 2. INFLUENCE OF WAVE FORM UPON CORE-LOSS

AND EXCITING CURRENT.

gives in general the most satisfactory results of

any of the standard methods. The instruments
required are less delicate than the galvanometer
used in bridge measurements, jnay be readily cali-

brated, and will give accurate results over a wide
range.

When measuring resistances of small transformer
windings the instruments come to rest very quickly
and little time is required for taking the readings.

With large transformers, however, unless special

precautions are taken, this is seldom true; for even
with the terminals of the opposite winding short-
circuited on themselves, some seconds, or even sev-

eral minutes, often elapse before the instruments
settle, so to speak, to a final value, and until this

settling has slopped, readings will not indicate the

true resistance.

Fortunately this condition of affairs may be over-
come by forcing through the winding under test a

I, Abstract of a paiKr pretented'at the convention of the
American Inxtitate of Bleclrical Enzinccrf, NiasAra FallB, N. Y..
June 2S. jt/yj. The author is a member of the eneineerine depart-
ment of the Stanley-G. I. Company.

«. Both of Ihe^e ar«i estcnliallv in<.ulation test*.. The term),
"hizh potential" and "hixh vollauc" arc used arhitrarily to di>>.

tinsuiib between a text applied between primary and secondary
windinit and iron and one applied acrokv terminals of the name
winding. The lirat teftt the ttrenlth of the insutalinK barriers
and ca^inz while the second lent^ the insulation between luroH
.jid between layer».

direct current of 10 or 12 times that finally re-

quired for the measurement, and after a moment
or two dropping it to normal before taking the

reading. (Of course during the passage of this

increased current the voltmeter should be discon-

nected and the ammeter short-circuiting switch
closed.)

Core Loss and Exciting Current.—The influence

of wave form upon core loss and exciting current

has already been carefully investigated, and the

importance of using a sine-wave source of current
suDply is well known. It is doubtful, though, if all

fully realize how far from a sine wave the elec-

tromotive force of some generators really is under
actual conditions of test ; that is, when supplying
core loss to transformers. This may occur, even
though the wave form of the generator is entirely

satisfactory under normal conditions, from the fact

that the wave becomes badly distorted at low power
factors which occur when transformers, particularly

those designed for low frequencies, are operated
on open circuit. The extent to which this distor-

tion may ' reach and its effect on core loss and
exciting current are clearly indicated in the accom-
panying curves and data w^hich follow

:

The curve, Fig. i, was taken on one of the gen-

erators in question while on open circuit. The
curve. Fig. 2, was taken on the same machine
while furnishing core loss and exciting current to

a transformer. It will be noted that both approx-

imate very closely a sine wave. The oscillograph

curve shown in Fig. 3 was taken wliile a generator

having a very peaked w^ave was exciting the same
transformer at the same voltage. The resulting

core-loss and e-xciting-current measurements are

given as follows

:

First case: Sine wave, core loss 1,177 watts, cur-

rent 33.5 amperes'.

Second case : Peaked wave, core loss 924 watts,

current 15.4 amperes.

By comparing these sets of readings it will be

seen that in changing the source of supply from
one, giving very nearly a sine electromotive force

FIG. 3. OSCILLOGRAPH CURVE.

wave to one giving a peaked wave the core loss

decreased to 79 per cent, and the exciting current

to 44 per cent, of the original values.

Another transformer measured under conditions

shown in Fig. 3, and again under conditions indi-

cated by Fig. 4. required respectively 5,500 and
7.325 watts core loss and 25.3 and 47 amperes ex-

citing current, an increase of 33 per cent, and 87
per cent., respectively. These readings show the

variations which may occur with peaked waves of

the same general character.

These figures clearly indicate the importance of

referring all measurements to a standard form of

wave. At first sight the peaked wave would seem
to have some advantages over the sine wave, owing
to the lower core loss and exciting current values

which result. After all sides of the question are

considered, however, including among other things

the effect of wave-shape on insulation strains, etc.,

a sine-wave electromotive force is undoubtedly the

best. And what is equally important, the gener-

ator from which the supply is obtained should not

onlv maintain the standard form on open circuit

and on non-inductive loads, but also on low power-

factor inductiye loads, i. e., under the conditions

of test.

In the measurement of core loss on threc-pha.se

transformers the windings across which the read-

ings are taken should be Y-connected and the op-

nosite windings left open in case they are intended

for delta connection. Otherwise the circulating cur-

rent duo to unequal distribution of flux in the core

and to the short-circuiting of the odd harmnnics

will show up as an increase in core loss, thus giving

incorrect results. Tn case the transformer windings

on one side arc delta connected and for any reason

rnnnot be changed it is nrcfcrablc to connect both

sides in delta before taking the core-loss measure-

ment. The resulting circulating current will then

occur in two windings instead of ore. and being

oroportionately less will produce smaller disturbing

losses in the copoer than if but one winding alone

is delta connected.

Rcf^ulalion.—Tn general it is now customary to

determine the regulation of a transformer by one

of the several methods which require impedance
measurements with one of the windings short-cir-

cuited on itself, this having entirely superseded the

old way of measuring the voltage with transformer

free and loaded.

Here, loo, it is important to employ a generator

which will give a sine wave at low powcr-faclor

loads, for while it is true that the wave shape does
not affect the measurements so seriously as those
mentioned under the preceding heading, neverthe-
less the variation is fairly well marked.
High-potential Test.—If the testing transformer

has extremely close inherent regulation, and the
charging current under conditions of test is but a
small proportion of its normal current capacity it is

reasonably safe to rely upon the low-tension volt-

meter reading, and to consider that this times the

ratio of conversion is an approximate indication

of the high-tension voltage. If these conditions do

FIG. 4. VARIATION OCCURRING WITH PEAKED WAVE OF

THE SAME GENERAL CHARACTER.

not e-xist the spark-gap method must be relied upon.
It should be used, however, with great care.

As the conditions under which the testing outfit

operate are changed entirely by the introduction
of the transformer under test, it is obviously not
right to measure the high-tension voltage by spark-
gap before this transformer is connected. On the

other hand, if the transformer is connected in, to-

gether with the properly adjusted spark-gap, and
the voltage is raised until the latter arcs over, high-
frequency oscillations almost invariably occur and
result in a rise in voltage. The final value of this

voltage may be considerably higher than that re-

quired, resulting possibly in an uncalled-for break-
down of insulation.

Such a disturbance may be overcome in one of
two ways, both of which have been tried with sat-

isfactory results. The first consists of inserting in

series with the gap a high resistance,^ the presence
of which prevents the occurrence of a high-fre-
quency disturbance when the spark-gap breaks down.
The only precaution necessary in the use of this

auxiliary resistance is the calibration of the spark-

gap with the resistance in series, as its presence

will in general increase the effective value of the

gap. In other words, the distance between needle
points, as given in the standard Institute table,

may need to be decreased by from fiv^sto 10 per
cent, to obtain correct results. "

''

The other method referred to above consists in

making all connections tor the high-potential test

and placing the spark-gap across the circuit, the

gap previously having been set, however, for a
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RELATION BETWEEN TIME AND VOLTAGE

somewhat lower voltage than that required, two-
thirds for example. The voltage is then increased and

f

the low-tension voltmeter reading is noted at the

moment the spark-gap breaks. The gap is now
disconnected and the electromotive force again

raised until the voltmeter reading, in the case cited,

is 50 per cent, greater than before. The 'desired

potential is thus obtained with fair accuracy with-

out any disturbance in the circuit.

The importance of using a sine-wave generator

for supplying current to the testing transformer i"^

hardly to be questioned. Otherwise it will be ex-

tremely difficult to obtain the desired testing strain.

As to varying the voltage of the high-potential

transformer, several methods are possible, includ-

ing the use of a variable resistance, a variable re

actance, or changing the excitation of the generator

field. The first, except perhaps in the case of

low-voltage tests on small apparatus, should not be U
resorted to. as it has a very disturbing effect on 1^

the wave form. The second gives more satisfac-

tory results in this respect and serves very well

when the required range is not loo great.

A discussion of this branch of the subject would ,^

hardly be complete without some reference to the !|

1. For DOlontial^ r-intfina from lo^.ooo lo ao>).o3i vnim, n risisi

ancu conslntlne of a dozen U-shaufid L'lass lub^s oiiq-half incli in

side diainalT and two feet in liniflh will be found satisfactory

TlicBo should ba inountod in a snilabic rack, filled with water

and connected in serisk. «—J n



cflfect which the time of npplicntioii of the high

polc'iilial has on the rcsistiiiR strength of insulation.

In otluT words, if an insnlalinR material will safely

wilhstanil 50,000 volts for one ininnle, what po-

tential wilJ it withstaiul if the lest is eonliniied for

five minutes, and wh.at will it resist indelinitely?

This relation hctween time and voltage is fairly

well represented hy the cnrve shown in Fig. 5.

This was obtained from a series of tests on sheet

insulation, potential from a (3o-cycle sine-wave gen-

erator being applied to two brass discs arranged on
opposite sides of the test piece.

it will he noted that for periods of one minute
the sample safely withstood a pressiM'e of 65,000

volts. l'"or live-minute tests it was necessary to

lower the pressure to about 70 per cent, of this

value, or 46,000 volts; wnilc in order to resist the

test indelinitely the applied voltage had again to be
lowered to 27,500, or about 40 per cent, of its

o-'-dnal value.

These figures can hardly be taken as general, for

they change considerably with tlifTercnt kinds of

insnlation and the resulting curves assume widely

varying forms. In most cases the reduction in

strength as the length of the test increases is much

FIG. 5. RELATION HETWEEN TIME AND VOLTAGK.

less than indicated above, so that in comparing the

instantaneous test and continuous test, for example,

the reduction is nearer 50 per cent, or 60 per cent,

instead of 70 per cent, as in the sample noted.

These figures serve to emphasize, nevertheless, the

undesirability of long-continued strains and tend

to confirm the advisability of retaining the present

one-minute standard.

High-vollagc Ti'sls.—The test which determines

the strength of insulation between turns, between
layers and between leads is equally as important

as the "high-potential" test just referred to. If

the transformer windings withstand double voltage,

or, in the case of lightning transformers, triple volt-

age, their internal condition is reasonably well

assured.

In applying this test it is usually advisable, and
in most cases necessary, to use a frequency consid-

erably higher than that for which the transformer
was designed ; otherwise the exciting current will

become so excessive as to make it diflicult or even
impossible to obtain the desired increase in voltage.

In general, satisfactory results are obtained by
employing a frequency as much above that for

which the apparatus is designed as the test voltage

is above normal terminal voltage. With a 6o-cycle

transformer under consideration, for example, 120-

cycle current gives good results for double-voltage
tests, while 180 cycles is usually satisfactory for

triple voltage. A iSo to 200-cycle generator an-
swers very well therefore in the majority of in-

stances.

Temperature Tests.—Except, perhaps, in the case of

special tests on small transformers, or where a sin-

gle transformer is to be tested, the differential

method of applying load for the temperature test

or heat run is the most satisfactory and probably
the one most universally used. This insures very
nearly the conditions of actual operation, enables
the work to be carried on with a minimum waste
of power and requires a comparatively small amount
of auxiliary apparatus. The total losses occurring
are in general somewhat in excess of those which
would take place if the transformer were normally
excited and loaded on a dead resistance, or if it

were operating under actual conditions of service,

therefore the results are always on the safe side.

The resistance readings taken at intervals during
the run for the purpose of temperature determina-
tions should obviously be made with the shortest
possible delay in view of the necessary removal of
load at such times. It is here therefore that the
precaution mentioned under the subject of "Resist-
ance and Copper Loss" is most useful. By observ-
ing this and by employing a suitable arrangement
of double-throw switches to which the measuring
instruments and source of direct-current supply
may be permanently connected the time required
to take a resistance reading is reduced to a mini-
mum.
General.—The order in which tests should be

made depends more or less upon local conditions,
so that no fixed rule can be given, nor, in fact, is

one necessary. The general order in which the tests
have here been described is perhaps as good as
any. The question of instruments with which to
carry on the various tests has not been touched
upon, for this forms a complete subject in itself.

Assistant Examiner for Patent Office.

The United States Civil Service Commission an-
nounces an examination on October 16-17, ^9°?, at a
number of cities to secure eligibles from which to
fill vacancies as they may occur in the position of
assistant examiner in the Patent Office at an en-
trance salary of $1,200 per annum.
As the number of eligibles for this position has

always been insufficient to meet the needs of the
service, qualified persons are urged to enter this
examination. For several years past practically all

who have passed the examination for this position
have been offered appointment.
The examination will consist of the following

subjects: Physics, embracing the requirements of

WESTERN ELECTRICrAN

a general college course, chemistry, inorganic and
organic, (|uanlitative and (itialit.ttivc analysis; math-
ematics up to dilTcrentiiil calculus, the general field

of nieclinnic.q, mechanic arts, industrial arts and
processes, ami applied chtniislry; mechanical draw-
ings and French nr lierman. Applicants should at

once apply either to the United Stales Civil Service
Commission, Washington, 1). C, or to the secre-
tary of the board of examiners at any of Ihc usual
cities for appliealiun form 131J,

Commutatlng-pole Direct-current Rail-
way Motors.'

By K. H. Anui'.kson.

In order to appreciate the development and rea-

sons for the existence of a commutaling-pole railway
motor, it is well to discuss in some degree some
other developments. In the beginning, railway-mo-
tor designers had many difficulties to contend with.
The question of gearing was possibly foremost,
wdiellier it should be single or double reduction, or
possibly gearless. All these were tried with more
or less success. Possibly insulation is next in

order, various methods having been tried. The
conductors have been covered with a variety of
materials, but double or triple cotton-covered in-

sulation has practically become standard. The pres-
ent method of lubricating the bearings with oil

has resulted from a process of elimination, many
forms of grease-cups, oil-cups, wicks, etc., having
been tried; in fact, the preferred lubrication at one
time was grease.
During this period of development the armature

was changed from a smooth to a slotted core, and
nuich thought was given to the size of commulatof,
number of segments, turns per coil, etc.. in the
effort to produce successful operation of the com-
mutator. Some means had thus to be adopted for
radically improving commutation, and the following
deals more particularly with this subject:

Ariiiatiire Forces.—The armature in its simplest

t 5rL/5/7—

*

conception is a drum, divided into four sections

for four poles ; under a north pole is a broad dis-

tributed sheet of current running parallel to the
shaft; under a south pole is also a broad distrib-

uted sheet of current, but in reverse direction.

Fig. I is a diagrammatic representation of a direct-

current series drum armature having 3$ slots with
one coil per slot.

This distributed armature current produces a
magnetizing force which changes the distribution
of the main flux in the pole faces, as shown in

Fig. 2. It will be seen that in the center of the
pole there is no distributing effect, but in the cen-
ter between poles there is the maximum mag-
netizing etiect from the armature. This is where
the conductors are commutated by the brush and
the direction of the current reversed in passing
from the zone of one pole to the zone of the next.
The magnetizing effect of the armature, being

a maximum midway between poles, produces a
flu.x through the air space to the frame. The con-
ductors in motion cut this flux, producing a volt-

age in the coil to be commutated.
The combined result of armature and field-mag-

netizing effect is to cause a flux to leak from
the pole tip over into the armature just where
the conductors are being commutated.
The two leakage fluxes are alike and add to

produce voltage in the coil which is being com-
mutated. Thus there is a potential between com-
mutator bars, and when these are short-circuited
by the brush, a local current is caused to flow in

the coil under commutation. This local current
adds to the line current already there. Any con-
ductor carrying current has lines of force inter-

linked about itself, caused by the current in the
conductor. The conductors, imbedded in and sur-
rounded on three sides by iron, have a good op-
portunity of surrounding themselves with a lot of

I. Abstract of a paper presented at the convention of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Niagara Falls. N, V.,
June 27i 1907, The author is a desiEning engineer with the Gen-
eral Electric Company.
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leakage llux. The iiitcrlinkagc of leakage flux is

similar to the inertia In mccnanics.
The combined current (line and local) has still

greater intcrllnk.igc of leakage lines and becomes
more (lifTicnlt to reverse. The reversing has been
done heretofore by the increasing resistance of
contact between Ihc brush and Ihc commutator bar
as the latter is pas,sinK out under the brush, the
rale of change of current ever increasing. This
causes the reactance or kicking voltage to become
higher and higher. As the bar leaves the brush
Ihc change in current in the coil becomes so rapid
that an appreciable voltage is induced and arcs
through the air from Ihc bar to the brush, or vice

FIG. 2. ARMATURE FORrES.

versa, thus producing \\,'hat is commonly known
as sparking.
The object is, then, to remove the sparking by

counteracting one, or all, of its causes. Should
we place midway between the main poles another
coil, having the same magnetizing power as the

armature, but so connected as to magnetize in the
reverse direction to the armature there would be
nothing to cause a leakage flux from the armature
to the frame. Then again, should we further ex-
cite this coil so as ro overcome and balance the
combined effect of armature and field forces, com-
monly known as distortion and leakage of the
main flux from the pole tip, we would annul this

troublesome cause of sparking. After the above
two effects are taken care of, there remains a force
necessary to produce a potential sufficient to re-

verse the current in the armature coil.

In order to produce this potential there must be
such a density of flux as will generate this required
voltage by the conductors cutting same in revolv-
ing. The width of such magnetic density should
be sufficient to embrace the conductors commu-
tated by the brush when running in either direction
or rotation.

The commutating voltage produced by the flux
of the commutating pole is the accelerating force
required to change the direction of current in the
armature coils one by one as they come under the
brush. It must be sufficient to accomplish this in
the time that the coil, being connected to two

FIG. 3. RELATION BETWEEN COMML'TING-PCLE DE> SITY
AND CURRENT.

adjacent comraut^toc bars, is under the brush.
When the commutator bar leaves the brush, the
current is already reversed, flowing in proper di-

rection, and is of the proper amount, so there is

no tendency to spark. Commutation may then be
said to be perfect.

The next question is: Can the action be auto-
matic for varying current as well as speed? The
commutating pole may be excited by the main
current of the motor, being connected permanently
in series with the armature. The commutating-
pole flux will then vary almost directly as the cur-
rent, which is the desired result. When the current
is half, the commutating-pole flux is half, and the
commutating voltage corresponding thereto. Thus
the action is entirely automatic for variation in

current or speed, or both.

Fig. 3 shows that the relation between commu-
tating-pole density and current should be a straight
line, rising and falling directly with the current.

It is well understood that an absolutely straight

line between current and density cannot be ob-
tained when a more or less saturated iron circuit

carries the flux, but it can be approached suffi-
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ciently close for all practical purposes by careful

design and experience in these matters. In a series

motor the density of the whole iron circuit in-

creases as the load comes on, and there is an in-

creased stability in commutation which serves to

offset, partly, if not entirely, the lack of com-

mutating-pole density on high load. The combined

effect is to produce perfect commutation at all

loads.
. .,1^1

Since the commutation is automatically talfen

care of for variations in speed and current, it is

possible to change the voltage impressed on the

motor through quite a range without sparking.

This is thoroughly borne out by motors of so to

250 horsepower recently constructed in this country.

The only limitations in raising the voltage are:

1. Armature speed and strength of binding wire.

2. Volts between bars.

3. Insulation.
.

This brings us naturally to the question: What
effect will this commutating pole have on designs

for voltages higher than are now general for rail-

way service?
'

.

Railway-motor commutators, before being con-

nected to the armature winding, are tested from

bar to bar with 400 to 500 volts, alternating cur- -

rent, which means a ma.ximum of 4° Pcr cent, more,

so that actual jumping of current from bar to baron

a clean commutator would not occur at less than

500 volts per segment. An ordinary commutator

of III segments and four poles would, under these

conditions, be good for 13,000 volts between

brushes. The actual jumping of current across

side micas of a clean commutator is not the limit-

ing condition.

Our limiting condition is the voltage per bar

which will maintain an arc already established.

The allowable voltage per segment is largely de-

pendent upon the condition of the commutator.

The condition of commutator depends upon the

deteriorating tendencies, such as sparking and otl>er

causes, like poor carbon brushes, hard side micas,

etc.

If the sparking be eliminated, the etching of the

commutator bars is largely reduced. The carbon

brushes are required to carry only the line current,

instead of the line and a large amount of local

current ; therefore the brushes are not disin-

tegrated so rapidly. The carbon brush has less

mica to wear off, because the bars are not burned

away. The result is that the carbon brushes work
better, and the commutator stays in a very much
better condition. The conclusion from the above

is that much higher average volts per segment may
be used with commutating-pole motors than with

motors not having commutating poles.

The usual non-commutating-pole railway motor,

40 to 50 horsepower, has a commutator about 9.5

inches in diameter, with in to 125 segments. The
average potential between segments is approxi-

mately 18 volts. Large motors, operating on 650

volts normal, have 15s to 165 segments, and the

average potential between segments is approximately

17 volts. If the average volts between segments

on commutating-pole motors be assumed as 24, and

the number of commutator bars per inch of cir-

cumference as 5, we have the following possible

voltages on various sizes of motors and commu-
tator diameters

:

Diameter of Maximum
Horsepower Commutator. Volts Motor.

40 850

75 II 1.040

100 13 ,1.2.10

150 14.5 1.370

aoo 16 1.510

250 18 1.700

The above may be said to apply only as far as

tendencies are concerned. -Not all these various

voltages would be practical. It would be better,

for various reasons, to adopt 1,200 volts as the

higher standard.

The propositions requiring higher potentials than

600 volts, are usually 30 to 50-ton cars witii

speeds of 40 to 60 miles per hour. These call for

a motoi- of 75 horsepower or larger, so the sizes

naturally fall where 1,200 volts can be made with

reasonable cost.
' The commutating-pole motor, on 600 volts, makes
possible commutation and general operation in

service many times better than that of the non-
commutating-pole motor. On 1,200 volts the com-
mutation is decidedly better than with a, non-com-
mutating-polc-type motor on 6co volts.

The 1,200-volt motor requires proportionally

more insulation than the present 6oo-volt motor.

This extra insulation requires more diameter and
more external dimension.

Theoretical Possibilities of Voltage.—We have the

possibility of 1,200 volts per motor, the motor hav-
ing four poles. Should the motor be bipolar and
the speeds high enough to make the design possible

wc may have 2,500 volts per motor. Then again,

if there should be two windings on one core, a

commutator on each, and these windings connected
in scries, wc have the possibility of a 5,000-volt

motor. Then again, should we have a double-track
railway and the rail neutral wc might have 10,000

volt direct current between the two trolley wires.

It will be appreciated that more voltage means
more insulation, more space and more cost. It will

also be seen that the control, car lighting and oper-
ation of auxiliary apparatus require special consid-
eration.
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Service Capacity.—Th^ non-commutatiiig pole mo-
tor has inherently a higher iron density, which

serves as a compensating feature, improving com-
mutation. The commutator pole compensates for

armature reaction and takes care of troubles due to

lack of compensating features; a lower iron density

may therefore be utilized and lower iron losses

obtained.

The absence of sparking makes the commutating

losses very much less. The rating on the hourly

basis may not be much greater than with the non-

commutating pole motor. On account of core loss

and commutator loss being considerably less, and
these prominent features in heating, the commutat-
ing-pole motor has naturally a higher continuous

rating; it is not only capable of taking large fluc-

tuations of voltage and current, but will have a

greater all-day service capacity. This latter feature

becomes more pronounced as the distance between
stops is greater.

There are several ways of making use of highei

direct-current potentials. The most prominent of

these are the following:

1. (a) City service, 600-volt trolley.

Maximum speed 25 to 30 miles per hour.

Stops and schedules incident to city service,

(b) Interurban service, i,2Cio-volt trolley.

Maximum speed 50 to 60 miles per hour.

Few stops and high schedules.

The motors would be wound and insulated .for

1,200 volts.

Two motors would be connected in multiple, and
the two groups of a four-motor equipment handled
in series and in parallel.

2. (a) City service, 600-volt trolley.

Maximum speed 25 to 30 miles per hour.

Stops and schedules incident to city service.

(b) Suburban service, 600-volt trolley.

Maximum speed 30 to 60 miles per hour.

Stops and schedules incident to suburban
business.

(c) Interurban service, 1.200-volt trolley.

Maximum speed 50 to 60 miles per hour.

Few stops and high-schedule speed.

The motors -would be wound for 600 volts with

a relatively low armature speed and insulated for

1,200 volts.

On a 600-volt trolley two motors are connected
in multiple, and the two groups handled in series

and parallel.

On a 1,200-volt trolley, two motors are connected
in series, and the two groups of four-motor equip-

ment handled in series and parallel.

The armature speed and commutating features

siiould be so designed that if one wheel slips and
one motor has 1,200 volts or so across its ter-

minal, its armature speed will be reasonable and
the commutation good.

Interurban cars with four axles and four motors
usually accelerate at i to 1.5 miles per hour per
second ; this requires about 100 to 150 pounds per
ton, which is 5 to 7.5 per cent, coefficient of trac-

tion. These are low coefficient values for inter-

urban roads and are seldom met with : however,
should slipping occur the motor design should be
such that no damage to equipment will result. In
the city the dirty street may give a low condition
of traction, but under these conditions the motors
may be used in multiple or operated as any four-
motor equipment is now^ handled.

Advantages of Commutating-pole Railway Mo-
tors AS Compared with Non-com-

mutating Pole Type.

1. Sparkless commutation even on heavy over-
loads.

2. Flashing at commutator largely reduced and
probably eliminated.

3. Less wear on commutator.
4. Cleaner and safer motor because of reduced

carbon and copper dust from brushes and commu-
tator.

5. Marked reduction in heating of commutator.
6. Great current density in brushes.

7. Increased life of brushes.

8. Increased efficiency and free running ca-

pacity because of lower core and commutator losses.

9. Possibility of successfully using higher volt-

ages.

10. Greater facility in design of large motors, es-

pecially as regards commutation.
11. Possibility of increasing service capacity of

motors by blowing.
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Indiana Telephone Items.

The Home Telephone Company of Goshen has

just contracted for $35,1x10 worth of improvements,
including a new switchboard. A few other con-

tracts are yet to be awarded.
A question of who shall pay the cost where it

becomes necessary to remove wires in order to

permit the moving of a house across the street

or public highway has been raised in Indiana. The
usual custom where it is desired to move a build-

ing through the patli of telephone wires, is for the

mover to pay the expense and for the telephone

company to move its wires and poles. Where the

mover is not financially responsible, it is customary

to estimate the expense of changing the wires

and require the mover to pay it in advance, or

give the company an indemnifying bond covering

any expense or loss which the company may suffer.

House movers are objecting to this custom, and

the matter is likely to be settled by the courts.

The executive committee of the Indiana Inde-

pendent Telephone Association has arranged for

the beginning of district meetings during the month
of September. Tlie questi6n of the association's

attitude toward the consolidation of the Independ-

ent and the Bell exchanges in certain localities, hav-

ing been settled at the last annual meeting of the

association, the questions to be discussed and con-

sidered during the coming district meetings will

be that of economical operating, construction and
maintenance of telephone plants.

The Central Union and American Telephone and

Telegraph companies operating in this state have

sent out notices that the discounts that have been

allowed large customers of the toll lines will be

discontinued, on account of the large increase in

the cost of labor, materials and other expenses.

The Madison Telephone Company of Madison

is erecting a new building and is preparing to in-

stall a new system complete. It has decided to

discontinue a sub-licensee contract with the Bell

company and to return the transmitters and re-

ceivers. It is in the market for a complete In-

dependent outfit of its own. S.

Wireless Service Aids Central Ameri-
can Fruit Plantations

The United Fruit Compan>', wdiich operates fruit

steamers from its plantations in Central America
and the West Indies to United States ports, having
its corporation headquarters in Boston, has received

a license from the United States War Department
to establish a wireless telegraph station at Point

San Antonio on the extreme westerly end of Cuba.

The company has about 100 vessels in its service

and the perishable nature of its cargoes makes
communication with the company officials exceed-

ingly desirable while at sea. The company has

wireless stations already along the Gulf of Mexico
and Caribbean Sea. A relay was desired at the

Cuban point named.

New England Telephone News
The American Telephone and Telegraph Com-

pany has decided to change the monthly state-

ment of output which has been a feature of its

publicity department for about 25 years, and pre-

sent hereafter a summary that will show the

amount of gain each month in the number of sta-

tions.

Arlington, Mass., has opened a new and up-to-

date telephone exchange. The office is in a fire-

proof brick structure erected by the New England

Telephone and Telegraph Company in a central

location in the .town and is equipped to operate

1,500 telephones.

There exists for Boston and vicinity an organiza-

tion called the Suburban Telephone Reform Asso-

ciation. Through its secretary, Stoughton Bell, the

association has requested the State Highway Com-
mission, which exercises supervision over the tele-

phone business in the state in certain particulars

that have been defined by the statutes, to consider

five specified matters looking to a more satisfactory

service. The methods of the association are likely

to secure important concessions, because it is pre-

pared to prove its case wdienever it submits its

desires to a competent tribunal. B.

Telephone News from the Northwest.

The Great Western Telephone Company seeks a

franchise at Pierre. S. D., for a competing ex-

change. The Dakota Central Telephone Company
is already in the field.

The Central Telephone Company of Carlos, Minn.,

has been incorporated with $25,000 capital stock.

The Independent Telephone Company has been

incorporated at Lexington. Neb., with a capitaliza-

tion of $12,500. C. F. W'iggins is interested.

The University Place (Neb.) Telephone Com-
pany has let the contract to the Lincoln Telephone

Company for the construction of a $25,000 plant.

Work will be started at once.

An underground telephone system is being in-

stalled at Pomeroy, Iowa. R.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
The Rocky Jlountain Bell Telephone Company

has gone into court to restrain .a number of labor

organizations and individuals of Livingston, Mont.,

from conducting a boycott or in any manner in-

terfering with its business. The entire system has

been placed on the "unfair" list.

The San Francisco Home Telephone Company
is making raiiiil headway in the laying of its under-

ground conduits throughout the down-town business

district. Two exchanges will be erected at present

and plans have been prepared for five exchanges

to cover the entire city. A cable will be laid

across the bay to Oakland, and it is proposed to

establish several stations for the receipt and send-

ing of interurban telephone mess.ages before the

central offices in San Francisco are ready for oper-

ation.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Continental Europe.

l':iris, AciKMsl i,(. I lu- ImiiuIi gnvcrniiiciit (le-

liilcil some tiiiiu .iKc) lu assuiin; coiiUul o( all tlii:

nidio-tck'gnipliic (i|)i;i:ili(ins which ;irt: lo talic place

ill Ihis cqiiiitry in Hie fiiUire, ami will henccforlh

:illc)w 110 such slatiiiiis lo be erecled by private

riinipaiiies. This is in line with Ihe policy wliicli

lias been adopted as regards the telephone and tele-

graph service, which are iiiuler the control of the

state. Although this may soiiiewliat hinder the

(levelopnieiiL of radio-lelenra|ihy in I'Vaiicc, it is

considered essential in time of war that all such

operations should be in the hands of the state. A
more recent decree, which appeared not long since,

relates to the character of the stations which are

lo be erected on the coast or inland. Such posts

arc divided into four classes : First, coast stations

or posts located in the interior of the country for

Ihe coinmercial service; second, coast stations spe-

cially used for the navy department; third, special

military posts for the land .arniy ;
fourth, lighthouses

which arc eipiipped witli the apparatus. These sys-

tems in general are to be controlled by the depart-

ments of war, navy aiul public works. That the

.voverninent expects lo lake up the question of

radio-telegraphic stations on a somewhat larger

scale than at present is seen by the fact that a

special commission- has been appointed to act with

Ihe public works dcparlmeni in order lo e.samine

ibe c|uestion and find tlie best technical conditions

for operating the stations and also to take measures
for making a series of experiments.

.\u international exposition of considerable im-

portance will be held at Brussels in 1910 under the

patronage of King Leopold and it is to, rank among
the great expositions of recent years.

Among the new hydro-electric plants which it is

proposed to erect in Spain may be mentioned a

large plant in the province of Seville. The plant

will be about 75 miles distant from Seville and is

to be located on the Carchado River, which will

give a considerable amount of power. In the sta-

tion will be erected a number of turbine-alternator

groups of 1,500 horsepower each. These machines

are of the three-phase type and operate at 5,000

volts. A bank of transformers will provide a volt-

age of 50,coo volts for the power line.

The Royal Academy of Sciences of Turin has

lately published the conditions of the prize which
Senator Vallanri founded in his recent .legacy.

Five thousand six hundred dollars is to be awarded
to the Italian or foreign scientist who publishes the

most important and best-known work in the do-

main of physical science within the period lying

between June i, 1907, and December 31, 1910.

Manuscript works will not be considered in the

present case.

According to recent figures it appears that the

copper mines of Japan are now yielding an output

of 40,000 tons annually. This places them in line

with the mines of the United States, Mexico and
Spain. It is to be noticed that Japan will be a

competitor in the foreign market', seeing that it

is able to undersell the other countries. This is

brought out by the following case which I may
cite as an example : In the Hamburg market Amer-
ican copper was quoted at 2,820 francs per ton

not long since, while Japanese copper delivered at

the spot was quoted at 2.700 francs. A. de C.

Great Britain.

London, August 17.—The annual return relating

to the working of the Pacific cable is again a some-
what sorry affair, there being a deficit of nearly

$270,000. This amount will have to be provided

oil certain arranged proportions by what are called

the contributing governments, viz., Great Britain,

Canada, Australia and New Zealand. The biggest

share falls to Australia ; Canada and Great Britain

pay equal proportions and New Zealand makes the

smallest contribution. Minus interest and sinking

fund charges there was a credit balance of $120,000.

The revenue showed a fairly substantial increase,

but it was due to an abnormal cause in the main,

viz., the breakdown for several months of the east-

ern extension, Australasia and China Telegraph
Company's cable between Australia and New Zea-
land for nearly two months. The total traffic re-

ceipts amounted to $382,500, representing 96,783
messages, totaling 1,126.940 words.

A company has been' formed called the Calcium
Carbide Factories, Ltd., for the purpose of building

a factory in Yorkshire on the site of the power
station of the Yorkshire Electric Power Company,
with which it will work in conjunction. The idea

is that the new works will take power from the

electric company between a minimum and maxi-
mum of 250 horsepower and 2,500 horsepower, re-

spectively, and so help to maintain a steady output
from the power house. In other words, the gener-
ating station will be at liberty to supply just as

much energy within these limits as the other de-

mands will permit, a valuable position for any
power station.

The S\vansea municipal telephone service has been
handed over to the National Telephone Company
and the sole survivors of the municipal

. telephone

idea arc itull iinil I'orl8iiioiilh. In lliiii connection
may he meiilioneil (he (Icclnion of the 'National
Telephone Oiin|)aiiy in concert with the poslniasler-

geiieral lo abolish Hie uiiliiniled service rate in the

provinces and lo establish universally the incssaKe

ra»c system. Up ami down the country (jreat oppo-
sition h.as been ofifercil to lliis by chambers of coni-

nierce ami big inercliaiils on (he Kroiiiid—and it is

not disputed—that their telephone charges for the

same number of calls that they now make oil the

average per aiinuin will be just about doubled.

Instead of an unlliniled service for $85 per annum
the charge is lo be $25, for wdiicli a subscriber is

entitled lo 500 calls. For the next 1,000 calls Ihc

charge will be four cents per call; above 1,000 calls

the charge will be three cents, then two cents. At
a certain point lo prevent overloading of the sub-

scriber's line and presumably to induce him to have
another inslruinent the charge is again four cents

per call. A few simple calculations will show that

an average large business house will very soon
reach a number of calls which will increase the

annual bill lo considerably beyond $85 (the pres-

ent unlimited service rate) ; hence this inevitable

outburst, wdiich is natural. Of course the main
object of the change is lo encourage and develop
the small user, wdio, although a very large poten-

tial source of profit on any telephone undertaking,
has hitherto been sadly neglected in Great Britain.

A Franco-British exhibition is to be held in Lon-
don from May till October next year. I notice

that the Institution of Electrical Engineers is giv-

ing its support to the engineering section. There
is also a tacit understanding that a representative

electrical exhibition will be held in Manchester in

the autumn of next year, and if this is so it rather

has the appearance that the two exhibitions will be
incompatible with one another. Once it is definitely

decided to hold the Manchester exhibition it may
be taken for granted that there will not be a great

response to the invitation of the Institution of Elec-

trical Engineers to exhibit at the Franco-British.

Railway fares in London and tramway and omni-
bus fares in and out of London continue to call

for much attention. Just recently many half-yearly

meetings have been held at which the subject has

been the one topic upon which the shareholders

have been addressed. I have already mentioned
the fact that a sort of standing committee has been
formed of the various transport authorities in Lon-
don, and there are strong hopes that some sensible

arrangement will be come to to prevent the present

absurd cutting of fares. So far as the railways are

concerned, electrical working has proved little, if

any, cheaper than steam working, and yet the fares

have had to be reduced by a very large percentage.

The common view now taken by railway, tramway
and omnibus managers is that the public should be
imbued with the spirit that quicker and more com-
fortable traveling must be paid more for—not less

—

presumably on the maxim that time is money. One
real grievance stands out, however. The com-
panies have had it put upon them by Parliament
to run workmen's trains at certain fares. These
fares, which are unremunerative, cannot be altered.

Consequently the whole brunt of the increase will

fall upon those wdio have the good or bad fortune

to travel at other hours than those prescribed by
the cheap trains acts.

The accounts of the Glasgow municipal electricity

undertaking are always interesting and those just

issued for the year ended May 31, 1907, are no
less so than usual. The total capital expenditure
upon the undertaking (which, b'y the way, is quite

distinct from the tramway undertaking) now stands
at $8,300,000. There are 15,500 consumers con-
nected and they took 24,677,993 units, an increase

of about 24 per cent, over the figure for the pre-

vious year. The motors connected number 3,302,

the output bemg 11,954 horsepower. Nearly 10,000,-

000 units were sold for power purposes. After
providing for interest, sinking fund and depreciation

there is a balance of $15,000, and this sum has been
added to the reserve, fund. The gross revenue
amounted to $1,225,000. an increase of $150,000.

G.

mriiclion of a new electric railway from Marlboro.

Mann,, to connect for Boston via Wallhani, and
run Ihrouuli Weston, Wayland, Sudbury and May-
naiil. Alherlon W. Kooers licails the directors of

the IM.'W eompaiiy. , B.

New England. .

Boston, .August 24.—Stone & Webster, railway

engineers, builders and owners ' of many important

street traction properties over the country, have
purchased a building at 147 Milk Street, this city,

and will have the entire structure refitted for their

own occupancy.

Tiie telegraphers' strike has not seriously incom-

moded the business interests of Boston, for quite

a number of operators kept at work here, and the

Western Union and Postal companies have both

claimed to be handling messages easily.

Moody Boynton, inventor of what he terms the

bicycle raihvay. system, has been trying to finance

his project for a road from Brookton to Boston

since his charter was reissued, and requires, it is

said. $2,000,000 for the purpose.

The Yetman Typewriter Transmitter Company,
it is announced, has purchased an idle factory in

North .^dams, this state, and will occupy it shortly,

giving employment to 200 hands.

The Massachusetts Railroad Commission has re-

ceived a petition asking for approval of the con-

New York.

New York Cily, Augiisi 24.—\V. J. K. Kenny, as

receiver for the New York Electrical Workers'
Union, has presented a re|)ort on the condition of

affairs and declares llial "thousands of dollars have
been taken by cerlain ofliccrs am] members of IIk-

union in disregard of the laws of the stale." No
system whatever was cm|)loyc<l, It Is said, in kccii-

ing up the books of the union or in the establish-

ment of a duplicate set. The treasurer has disap-

Ijcared and so have the liooks, so it is a pretty

difTicuIl matter to close up the union. A meeting
of the union is lo be called for the second Wednes-
day in September for the election of a new set of
directors and other officers.

The new liigli-pressnrc salt-water fire service

which is being installed in the city to prevent the
great waste of water from the commercial mains
anil which will be maintained at a pressure of ap-

proximately 250 pounds is now nearing completion,
and already bids have been received for furnishing

the requisite power to the stations in Manhat-
tan as well as in Brooklyn, It has been decided

to give the contract to the Edison companies, the

New York Edison Company in Manhattan and the

Edison Electric Illuminating Company in Brooklyn,
they, being the only companies which have the

proper facilities for supplying the power. The
illuminating company bid $3,850 per month and I'A
cents per kilowatt-hour for electricity. After the
failure of the municipal plant which lighted the

Williamsburgh Bridge and which 'lighting has been
turned over to the New York Edison, the city has
been more reticent as to the matter of municipal
operation.

The Public Service Commission in the Second
district announced today that it had denied the

application of the Newburg Light, Heat and Power
Company for leave to increase its capital stock
from $500,000 to $750,000.

Preparatory to taking up the question of railroad

car service and demurrage charges the Public Serv-
ice Commission in the Second district is requiring

all steam and street railroads in its district to fur-

nish to the commission information of its schedules,

rates, rules and regulations, distribution of rolling

stock, amount of freight handled and the number
and quality of its equipment, so that a study may
be made and if possible a remedy found for the
delay in handling coal and other commodities and
tending to greatly assist in improving the general
service.

An order has been adopted by the Public Service
Commission and is to be served on all electric-

lighting companies which are within its territory.

The order requires the companies to furnish copies

of all documents relative to incorporation, legisla-

tive grants, consolidation or merger agreements,
franchise rights, mortgages, leases, deeds, contracts,

etc., and to furnish a detailed description and
location of all property owned, together with a map
showing all pipes, conduits and other structures
maintained in the streets. E. H. S. "

Indiana.

Indianapolis, August 24.—General Manager Harry-
Dickey of the Winona Interurban Company an-
nounces that a temporary pow-er plant will be in-

stalled at Akron, so that cars can be run from
Peru to Fulton County in a short time. The work
of distributing ties on this line is progressing rap-
idly. At one point the company is up against an
expensive proposition in the nature of a sink-hole
which gave no indication of trouble until recently,

when it swallowed a $2,500 concrete bridge. There
is no way to rescue the old arch, and a new one
will have to be built.

The first car was run over the St. Joe Valley
Railroad into Angolia on the 21st inst. The car
came into the Wayne Street crossing, where it

was met by President Bucklen, Mayor Carver and
a large crowd of waiting people.

Perry A. Randall, president of the Fort Wayne
and South Bend Traction Company, has arranged
with the American Trust Company of Chicago, as

trustee, to finance his enterprise.

The City Council of Richmond has given the
McGou'an syndicate two weeks in which to accept
a franchise providing for transfers between inter-

urban and local cars, or cease using the streets

for operating through interurban cars. In defense
of this action the companies have joined in a
petition to the Wayne County Circuit Court for

an injunction against the council's enforcement of
the ordinance. The companies are preparing to

establish freight stations on the east and the west
sides of the city, and propose to transfer freight

by drays in case the courts decide that they have
no right to operate freight cars upon the streets

of Richmond.
The inspectors sent out under authority of the

Indiana Raihvay Commission to inspect railroad

tracks, devices, crossings, bridges, stations, equip-



nients, etc., of both steam and traction lines, are

mailing lengthy reports to the commission, ad-

vising a large number of changes and improvements
in order to make travel more safe and also lessen

the hazard of railroad employes. The commission
immediately sends, notices that the improvements
recommended by the commission must be made at

once.

The Central Station Engineering Company of

Frankfort has incorporated with a capital of $25,-

000. It proposes to do a general construction busi-

ness, making a specialty of constructing and equip-

ping central-station plants with water, heat, light,

power, etc.

The $200,000 plant of the Indiana Creosoting
Company in Bloomington has been put in operation.

Twenty-five thousand cross-ties, and many tele-

graph<- telephone, trolley poles and bridge timbers
are now on hand to be treated. The company has

a complete electric-car system covering its 10

acres of ground, to carry its timbers into and
out of the plant. The plant is the third of the

kind to be established in this state, the others be-

ing at Evans^ille and Shirley.

The Moore Fare Register Company of Indianap-

olis, recently incorporated, will establish and equip

a plant for the manufacture of fare registers and
other supplies for interurban and street railroads.

The directors are C. L. Davis, Albert Deprez and
Enos Porter. S. S.

Ohio.

Toledo, August 24.—.Announcement is made that

hereafter all purchasing for the Lake Shore Elec-

tric Railway Company will be done in the office

of the general manager at Norwalk, Ohio, instead

of at Cleveland as heretofore. All purchases are to

be made over the. signature of F. J. Stout.

The People's Telephone Company at Wharton,
Ohio have adopted a plan of giving daily weather
reports to their farm patrons. At 10:30 each morn-
ing a weather report ring is given and the report

read from the central office.

About $25,000 worth of electrical work was re-

cently awarded to the Erner & Hopkins Company
of Columbus by the Hocking Valley Railroad at

Logan. M. A. Pixley will be in charge. The work
will not be commenced for some time, as the vari-

ous buildings are not yet complete.

After a long and vigorous fight between those

in favor of a second telephone system for Napoleon
and Henry County and those desiring only the
Home telephone, the Home telephone people won
out before the council, which refused to grant a

franchise to another telephone company. The Home
company has agreed to take over the old mutual
lines at a reasonable figure.

A new interurban electric line is being planned
to extend between Norwalk and Sandusky, Ohio.
The venture is being projected by Sherman Gulp,
vice-president of the Sandusky, Norwalk and Mans-
field Railway Company, with a party of eastern

capitalists.

To avoid all misunderstandings as to responsibil-

ity the Lake Shore Electric Railway Company is

installing the Egry dispatching machine in all offices

and in the booths where orders are received by
conductors. The dispatcher gives the order by tele

phone, the conductor writes it down, turns the
crank and has a copy for himself, one for the
raotorman and one left in the machine for per-
manent record.

A 16-mile addition to the Sandusky, Fremont and
Southern Electric will be built from Fremont to

Tiffin, Ohio. The estimated cost of construction
is $25,000 per mile.

A large car barn and repair shop will be erected
at Dayton, Ohio, by the People's Railway Company
on a new site just purchased. The present car
barns will be tore down and a power house erected
on the ground.
The Valley' Transit and Power Company was

recently incorporated at Columbus, Ohio, with a
capital stock of $100,000, for the stated purpose of
building a line from Canton to Columbus. It has
been intimated that the real purpose is to close the
gap between New Philadelphia and Coshocton, giv-

ing direct electric ser\'ice between Cleveland and
the capital city. H. L, S.

Illinois.

Peoria, August 24.—The City Council has or-
dered the Western Union Telegraph Company to

put all its wires underground for a mile and
a half on Washington Street as well as the wires
to the Weather Bureau, a distance of more than
two miles.

General Manager Fischer of the Illinois Traction
Company, who was a visitor to the city this week.
said that as soon as the schedule could be arranged
limited trains would be put on between here and
Bloomington,
The Ncrnst Lamp Company has established a

branch office here. A store has been secured on
Main Street and fitted up to show the various
types of lamps sold by the company. Mr. Sol-
dingcr, who is in charge, is pleased with the out-
look.

The Peoria Railway Terminal is still buying land
to use for switching facilities, having recorded a
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tract of 18 acres at South Bartonville this week.
Work on the yards is progressing nicely and the
steel is expected to arrive this week.
According to the last report of the Illinois Trac-

tion Company the outstanding bond issue of the
system was $13,817,500 for the completed lines and
$6,213,000 for the roads under construction. The
amounts for the completed lines all bear interest
at 5 per cent, except the Danville property, the
Danville and Champaign Railway and the Jackson-
\'ille Railway Company, wdiich bear 6 per cent,
interest. The report also gives in detail the amount
of bonds outstanding on each piece of property
owned by the system.
The Peoria, Streator and Ottawa Railway Com-

panj', which proposed to build a road between those
cities, has certified an assignment of all its rights
and franchises to the Chicago, Peoria and Ottawa
Railway Company.
The Danville Car Company has certified to the

secretary of state of an increase of capital from
$250,000 to $750,000.
The Illinois Traction Company is now running

a sleeper out of Springfield to St. Louis every
night at 12 :30. The car formerly ran through from
Decatur, but the business failed to justify its con-
tinuation, so the passengers desiring to take the
sleeper must now board it at Springfield.

.Authority for the construction of electric block
signals between Murrayville and Roodhouse has
been granted and w^ork will be commenced at once.
A professional nurse living in Chicago has sued

the Peoria Railway Company for $5,000 damages
for alleged injuries. She was a passenger on the
cars from a park up the river when the car stopped
to uncouple a trailer. At this the end of the car on
which she was standing, released from the weight
of the trailer, suddenly shot into the air and she
"soared like a bird" into the air, alighting with
great force and violence upon the ground.

V. N.

Pacific Slope.

San Francisco, August 21.—There are many re-

ports to the effect that the street-car strike is to

be settled speedily, and that an agreement with
the leaders of the Carmens' Union to call off the

strike has been decided upon by President Patrick
Calhoun of the United Railroads, on a basis of $3
per day of nine hours. The service is still being
improved and a jiumber of additional cars have
been placed in operation.

It is announced that the San Francisco Gas and
Electric Company has closed a contract with the
Union Oil Company to deliver 2,500,000 barrels of
fuel oil a year at $1 per barrel on the wharf in

San Francisco, to be used for firing the boilers

at the lighting company's electric generating sta-

tions. The oil will be taken from wells in Southern
California.

The Presidio and Ferries Railroad Company has
modified its plans with a view to dispensing with
the use of a cable, which it was supposed would
be required to transport loaded cars over the Union
Street Hill, since it has been found, by actual
demonstration, that with motors, it is possible to

surmount grades of 14 per cent, with little diffi-

culty. At the only place where the grade exceeds
this figure and amounts to 18M per cent., it is

proposed to install a combination cable and clutch

to draw the cars up the incline. This method
can be employed, it is said, wdthout materially de-
laying the movement of traffic. The tracks of the

road are now completed for 32 blocks from Polk
Street to the Presidio and Harbor View, and from
Montgomery to East Street on Jackson Street.

Twenty-four blocks remain to be laid.

The San Francisco Board of Supervisors has
denied the United Railroads an overhead-trolley

permit, and has taken the first step looking to the

abolition, 18 months hence, of all overhead electric

wires in the district eastward from Devisadero
Street.

Vallejo and Northern Railroad officials have de-

nied the report that the company has sold out to

the Northern Electric Company. Franchises applied

for by both roads are pending before the city trus-

tees of Sacramento, Cal. The Vallejo and North-
ern, which has projected an electric road 105 miles

long connecting Vallejo and Sacramento, has ac-

quired rights-of-way, and it is said that actual

construction will soon be commenced. A line of

fast steamers is to be established to connect Vallejo

with San Francisco.

The Sonoma and Lake County Railroad Company
is about to build an electric line from Lakeport to

Cloverdale, which will pass through Adams Springs,
Highland Springs, Saratoga and Bartlett. The
company will commence the construction of the

line as soon as arrangements are completed for

a connection with San Francisco.
President H. P. O'Reilly, local manager of the

American Telegraphone Company, announces that

a factory will be established in Seattle, Wash., to

manufacture instruments for the Pacific coast sup-

ply.

More than $100,000 has been subscribed by the

citizens of Valdez at a mass meeting for organ-
izing the Alaska Home Railway Company to build

an electric road from Valdez to the interior of
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Alaska. Construction has been commenced on
wharves and terminals in the heart of the town.
H. D. Reynolds, owner of the Alaska Coast Com-
pany, headed the project.

A. E. Dickinson, J. E. Fulton, vice-president and
general manager, and Engineer D. F, M'clntyre,
who recently visited San Francisco, are seeking
to establish communication through the California
and Northwestern Railroad or one of the other
lines tapping their territory. The total outlay is

estimated at $750,000, and the line will cover a
distance of 27 miles, the highest point traversed
being the 1,800-foot altitude between Highland
Springs and Pieta Greek, about 11 miles from Lake-
port. The line will handle passenger and freight
traffic and will cater to tourist business.

Preparations for the commencement of work on
the Los Angeles Pacific Railway Company's sub-
way have been begun. The tunnel strikes out in
a diagonal direction from the south side of Temple
and Hill streets in Los Angeles, going northwest
toward Hollywood.

J. C. Stevens, president of the Willamette Valley
Company, and Howard Butcher, director, both of
Philadelphia, have been in Portland, Ore., holding
a conference with A. Welch, vice-president and
general manager, to outline plans for the develop-
ment of the various projects being carried out by
the companj', which owns a large number of gas
and electric plants throughout the Pacific North-
west, and plans building some electric lines. The
latest project is an interurban road between Port-
land and Salem, with a branch running to Eugene.
The Northwest Electric Company will in a short

time begin the erection of a large plant for the
manufacture of all kinds of electrical appliances,
somewhere in the south end of the city of Seattle,
Wash. The new company will absorb the Seattle
Electric Heating and Manufacturing Company. A.
E. Ransom will have general supervision of the
plant. A.

PERSONAL.
James W. Moore, a prominent man of Richmond,

Ind., and secretary of the Richmond Home Tele-
phone Company, died at his home in Richmond
during last week.

President Coffin of the General Electric Com-
pany has gone abroad for an automobile trip

through France and England, to be absent until the
middle of October.

Walter A. Murphy, superintendent of the Carba-
ras-Boone Traction Company, Boone, Iowa, is dead
as the result of an electric shock obtained while
handling a car controller.

George Dyer, superintendent of the Sandusky
division of the Lake Erie and Western Railroad,
with headquarters in Lima, Ohio, has resigned his

position to become general manager of the South
Bend and Indiana Interurban Railway system, com-
monly known as the Murdock lines.

Edward W. Barrows, secretary-treasurer of the
American Engineering Company of Indianapolis,
has returned from Texas, where in the interests of
his company he closed a contract to build and equip
an electric traction line from Fort _Worth, Te.x., to

Mineral Wells, a distance of 60 miles.

John S. Speer, general manager of the Speer
Carbon Company, St. Marys, Pa., passed through
Chicago last week en route to St. Marys. Mr.
Speer has been enjoying a well-earned vacation and
spent the last five weeks on a tour of the Western
States, accompanied by Mrs. Speer and a party of
friends.

Mr. Avery P. Eckert will become general sales
manager of the Duplex Metals Company, with his
new headquarters at 208 Fifth Avenue, New 'ifork.

Mr. Eckert's long and well-known electrical career
began with the New York Telephone Company.
Following three years with the Kerite Company,
for 14 years he has been associated with the Safety
Insulated Wire and Cable Company. For some
time he was secretary of the Electrical Trades
Society of New York. His company is engaged
in introducing M'onnot wire, which consists of an
iron strand clad with copper, so that tensile

strength, elasticity and durability of both metals
are combined. The company controls patents for
welding metals and the Westinghouse company
will use material thus treated for making steam-
turbine blades.

F. B. Maltby, who has been connected with the
Panama Canal work as principal assistant engineer
to J. F. Stevens, has resigned to go with Dodge
& Day, engineers and constructors, of Philadelphia,
in the capacity of chief engineer. Mr. Maltby is

a graduate of the University of Illinois, receiving
an honorary degree from the same institution. He
has had a long experience in railroad construction
work, numicipal engineering and irrigation work,
and has had charge, for the United States gov-
ernment, of all the dredging operations in the

lower Mississippi River, and designed and built

the lock and movable dam on the Osage River in

Missouri for the government. Mr. Maltby has
been connected with the Panama Canal for the
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I:i.sl 2"j years, l\;iviiiK li:iil cIi;uhl- uf llic construe

linn of riiilroads, docks :iM(l wlnn'vcs, shops and

ilrcrlniiiK. lie conslrnclcd :i cold-storage plant,

Liuiidry and li.ikery in Panama, lie lias desinned

over $i,.'50,n(x) worth of dredninK plant for the

canal woiu. and the (ireliniinary plans and con-

>tniction work for the Great Galun lock and chnn

were done nnder his direction.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The rrcnticc (Wis.) Linht, VVater and Power

Company has hccii incorporated with a capital stock

of $,(,IX)0.

The l.awlon (Okla.) Lighting Company has been

incorporated with a capital of $ioo,coo by C. S.

.•^lephenson and others.

(ieorge I. Walters of Victor, Mont., proposes to'

develop walerpower and establish an electric-light

plant in Slcvensville, Mont.

The Waurika (Okla.) Public Service Corpora-

tion has been incorporated with a capital of

$.>ix).ooo and will ftirnish electric light and gas.

.\. B. Hulit has applied for a franchise for an

electric-ligln plant to compete with the present

plnit at Oklahoma City, Okla.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Arkansas Valley Traction Company has been

incorporated by H. W. Potter, J. E. Gauger and

Kngcne S. Alnutt with a capital of $150,000.

The Russellvillc and Ozark Mountain Traction,

Light and Power Company has been chartered

with a capital stock of $200,000. The incorporators

are prominent business men of Pine Bluff, Atkins,

Ozark and Russellvillc, whose object is to build

interurban lines between Russellvillc and neighbor-

ing towns. Adam J. Robins is president.

It is expected that an electric line will be built

from Clarkston through Lewiston, Idaho, and
across the Clearwater into the bench land district,

where eventually a connection will be made with
the Spokane and Inland Empire, which is building

into Moscow. Another part of the great scheme
is to use power developed at Grande Ronde to lift

the water from the river and distribute it over the

bench land for irrigation purposes.

RADIO-TELEGRAPHY.
M'. A. Vivien, chief engineer of the Marconi

wireless system; arrived on the liner La Touraine,
from Havre, last week. He said the French line

was to be equipped with powerful wireless ap-
paratus that would keep the big ships of the fleet

constantly in touch with either the American or
European coasts.

The Dutch Indian government has granted to a

syndicate a concession for establishing a radio-

telegraph system between Java, Celebes, Boj-neo and
the neighboring islands. The company, with a cap-

ital of 2,650,000 florins (florin equals 40.2 cents

American) is row in the course of flotation, but

there will be no public issue.

PUBLICATIONS.
Thomson polyphase induction wattmeters meas-

ure the energy in any two-phase, three-phase or
monocyclic circuit, and consist of two single-

phase motor elements, each acting upon its own
disk with hotb disks mounted upon a single shaft

actuating the regiser. The meters may be applied

to a circuit carrying a mixed load of lamps, mo-

tors or oilier devices and record accurately, irre-

spective of load condilions. Btillctin No. 4S^>
issued by (he General ICieclric Company, Schenec-
tady, iV, Y., describes the latest form of llicac nie-

lers which are made in three types; one for house
service with metal cover and two for switchboard
use, one having a metal cover and the other a glass

cover. The biillctin nivcs catalogne mnnbcrs and
capacities, etc., of the various sizes and a large

mnulier of connection diagrams showing the method
of installation on dilTerenl classes of circuits.

Helios flaming-arc lamps are described in a hand-
some and interesting bulletin. No. 40, issued by
the m.anufacturers in Philadelphia, 'ihe properties

and illumination data of llaming arc lamps are fully

explained and illustrated by curves and diagrams.

Most of the pages are l.iken u|) with the descrip-

tion and operation of the Helios lamps, and a

comparison table for incandescent, enclosed arc and
the llelios lights gives the cost for fioo hours of

burning as $356, $265 and $78, respectively.

The Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company of

Milwaukee, maker of electric controlling devices,

has just issued a booklet—pigeonhole size—de-

scriptive of its line of electric crane controllers.

In addition to full descriptions and illustrations

of five types of crane and hoist coiUrollers. the

booklet contains connection and dimension dia-

grams, repair part charts, prices, net weight and
shipping weight of apparatus, etc. An improved
form of contactor for handling heavy currents is

also described.

The Excello Arc Lamp Company, 24-26 East
Twenty-third Street, New York, has issued a list

of the principal spare parts for Excello flaming arc

lamps. .A complete "exploded" view of replacement

parts has each detail numbered so that by reference

to an accompanying list the prices may be learned.

Recent improvements in the construction of the

lamps are noted in order to enable customers to

order differing parts intelligibly. The publication"

is to be looked upon as another proof of the man-
ufacturers' desire to give the users of their lamps
every satisfaction.

letter to the general manager of street and inter-

iirlian |iropcrtles in America covering a few ques-
tions designed to ascertain the condition of afifairs

with respect to municipal ownership in the imme-
diiilc vicinity of the addressee.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
The Navy Department will soon erect at the

Mare Island Navy Y'ard at Vallejo, Cal., a building

costing $25,000 for use as an electrical school for

the enlisted men of the navy. .A small school is

now maintained where wireless telegraphy is taught

and where all of the electrical apparatus for the

various wireless stations established on the coast

is tested. All but one of the operators in charge
of the Pacific coast stations are graduates of the

Mare Island school.

The American Street and Interurban Railway
Engineering Association has sent to the general

managers and engineers of member companies the

list of questions which will constitute the question

box to be presented at the Engineering Association
convention held at Atlantic City during October.
Each recipient is asked to make a point of answer-
ing at least tive questions. The question bo.x is to

be placed in printed pamphlet form, together with
the replies received from the various companies
and will be distributed in advance of the conven-
tion.

The American Street and Interurban Railway As-
sociation has asked for another report from its

committee on municipal ownership, to be presented

at the convention to be held in October next. In

order that the report should cover all progress
made either for or against the movement as well

as some statement in regard to general conditions

here and abroad a sheet has been enclosed with a

MISCELLANEOUS.
'i'lie short emls of old c'lrbons may be cemented

together to form rods which burn quile well and
are no more brittle than ordinary carbons. The
cement re<|uired is of potassium silicate and carbon
dust. The rods have their ends faced off square
and, after application of Ihe adhesive which as used
is of a pasty conliislency, arc pressed together by
hand.

The United .States Civil Service Commission an-
nounces an examination on September 11-12, 1907,
to be held at various cities throughout the coun-
try, to secure eligibles for three vacancies in the
position of miscellaneous comjiulcr at the Naval
Observatory, Washington, D. C, and similar va-
cancies as they may occur in that observatory.
The department stales that miscellaneous com-
liiiters are paid by the hour and earn from $800
to $1,000 per annum. Promotions arc made from
this grade without further examination to the graile
of computer, at $1,200 |)er annum, as vacancies
occur. As an in.sufTicient number of eligibles to
meet the needs of the service were secured from
previous examinations held for this position, quali-
fied persons arc urged lo enter this examination.

TRADE NEWS.
-Mr. Colby has succeeded to the electrical supply

business of Colby & Vredenburg of Trinidad, Colo.

In Little Rock, .-Vrk., the Electric Construction
Company has been incorporated with a capital of
$25,000 and proposes to sell electrical supplies and
apparatus.

The last semi-annual report of the Chicago Pneu-
matic Tool Company shows the profits for the half
year ended June 30th to have been $507,528.12. De-
ducting amounts set aside for depreciation and
repair of plant, developmeilt of new tools, inter-
est, sinking fund and dividends a balance of $190,-
818.88 has been added to the previous surplus,
making $1,069,22832 surplus to be carried forward.

An American consular officer in South .America
has sent the names of prospective purchasers of
electric engines to the United States Bureau of
Manufactures. He also writes of the proposed
electrification of a street-car line, the installation
of an electric-lighting plant and the proposed im-
provement of the electric-lighting plant now in
operation. Particulars may be learned by ad-
dressing the bureau at Washington and referring
to the file number, 1346.

BUSINESS.
Mr. William W. Merrill has resigned as presi-

dent of the .\ppleton Electric Companv of Chicago
and disposed of his entire stock holdings to Mr.
,\lbert I. Appleton and Mr. John V. Painter. Mr.
Appleton assumes the presidency of the companv.
of which he is also treasurer, and Mr. Painter
becomes secretar\'.

The new firm of George H. Erich & Co.. dealers
in electrical supplies, has taken over all the business
interests formerly conducted by George H. Erich
at 358 Dearborn Street. The new concern will
retain the same offices, and Mr. Erich hones to
continue to receive the favors of his friends" under
his new business arrangement.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT
Issued (United States Patent Office) August 20 ^ 1907.

RECORD.
863.609. Electrically Signaling from Moving Trains.

Alva D. Jones, Louisville, Kv.. assignor of parts

to T. Harris, W. O. Bradlev. J. Gayle, F. A.
Fuller. E. D. Martin, A. G. AJartin and J. C.

Strother. Application filed December 3. 1906.

A vertically swinging arm is provided to be raised
and lowered from the locomotive cab and ends in a
supplemental bifurcated extensible arm, each fork of
which carries a metallic brush to make contact with
the line conductor.

863.613. Means for Operating the Controlling
Switches of Electric Vehicles. Louis Krieger,
Paris, France. Application filed January 10,

1906.

The switch control is arranged inside of the tubular
steering pillar.

863,617. Combined Telephone Receiver and Trans-
mitter. Rodney F. Ludlow, Philadelphia, Pa.

Application filed April 6, 1904.

One diaphragm serves for bofli functions, being lo-

cated in the field of the receiver magnets and also
having connection through levers with a transmitter
capsule.

^^1.6^1. Grinding Machine. George P. Ransom,
Oshkosh, Wis. Application filed May 29, 1907.

In order to maintain a constant surface speed of
the grindstone, a gauge fitted against its periphery is

mechanically connected to the motor controller so

that as the stone's diameter decreases from use, the
motor speed is correspondingly increased.

%(y2,-^^^. Safety Fuse. Joseph Sachs and Frank D.
Reynolds. Hartford. Conn., assignors to the

Sachs Companv, Hartford, Conn. Application

filed March 22, 1906.

The fuse comprises a tube with end caps and the
fuse strip electrically connected between them. An
indicator wire inside the tube is visible through a
flap in the casing.

%^lAt7. Relay. Jacob B.
_
Struble. Wilkinsburg,

Pa., assignor to the L^nion Switch and Signal

Company. Swissvale, Pa. Application filed Feb-
ruary 18, 1907.

The relay consists of a core affording two magnetic
paths with a winding for each. By increasing the re-

luctance of one magnetic path over the other, a
pivoted armature will be moved in response to the
strongest magnetic circuit.

863.674. Joint for Carbon Electrodes. Frank J.

Tone. Niagara Falls. N. Y. - Application filed

September 25, 1906.

One caibon has a tapered threaded end and the
other a tapered threaded socket.

863,683. Brush Holder for Electric Motors or the

Like. Thomas S. Watson, ililwaukee. Wis.
Application filed September i, igo6.
The brush-holder comprises jaws having oppositely

disposed parallel ways that are tapered in cross-section
to form guides.

863,690. Trolley Device. Samuel E. Belcher. Los
Angeles, Cal. Application filed January 10, 1906.
The- trolley pole is controlled by a compressed-air

cylinder.

863,692. System of Electrical Distribution. Wil-
liam L. Bliss, New York, N. Y. Application
filed July 20, 1904.

This distribution system for governing the supply of
a storage battery into the generator circuit has a reg-
ulator with two windings, one of which is connected
in the supply circuit and the other in the translating
circuit. The regulator is rendered inoperative when-
ever the generator and battery combine to furnish cur-
rent to tlie translating devices.

863.705. Telephone Signal System. Howard M.
Eldred, Milwaukee, Wis. Application filed
March 19, 1906.

For 3 magneto-signaling telephone svstem, the drop
is connected to one side of line through a cut-off con-
tact in the jack. The other terminal of the winding
is led to a grounded generator. The subscriber signals
the operator by simply pressing a button which estab-
lishes a ground at his station. (See cut.)
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863,720. Telephone Call-bell or Ringer. William
Kaisling, Chicago, 111., assignor to Milo G.

Kellogg, Chicago, 111. Application filed March
2. 1906.

Details of construction of a ringer are given.

863,755. Controlling Apparatus for Railroad Sig-

naling. Petrns J. Portman, Amsterdam, Neth-
erlands. Application filed June 8, 1906.

A dial lias a number of long and short contact strips

to whicli the circuit is closed by contacts carried by
tiie pointer.

^63'773- Lightning Arrester. Ernst J. Berg. Sche-

nectady, N. Y., assignor to the General Elec-

tric Companj^ Schenectady, N. Y. Application

filed January 8, 1907.

The circuit shown has a translating device elec-

trically connected with the line through a reactance,
condensers connected in series across the reactance and
forming a discharge path for high frequency oscilla-

tions, and a discharge path including a spark-gap con-
nected to the line.

863,774. Parallel Connected Generators. Ernst J.

Berg, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the Gen-
eral Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Ap-
plication filed January 17, 1907.

When several generators are connected in parallel

and driven by prime movers having different speed-
regulation characteristics, the plan is to nroduce au-
tomatically a relative decrease 'in the field-strength of
the generator having the best speed regulation upon
a sudden increase of load on the generators.

S63.791. . Protective Device. Loren Emery, Sche-
nectady, N. Y., assignor to the General Elec-

tric Company, Schenectad}', N. Y. Application

filed January 10, 1907.

The device is operative to open the circuit upon an
overload and upon a reversal of energy,

863,793. Forming Filaments Out of Viscose or Sim-
ilar Viscous Material. Charles A. Ernst, Lans-
downe, Pa., assignor to Silas W. Pettit, Phil-

adelphia, Pa. Application filed April 27, 1907.

To form viscose for producing cellulose filaments,
soda-cell ulose is treated with carbon bi-sulphide to form
cellulose xanthate and the xanthate is then dissolved
in an alkaline solution containing sodium sulphite to
prevent the further action of the carbon bisulphide on
the cellulose.

artificial local circuits at each station are provided, each
of local circuits having a value at least equal to the
value of the line-proper.

863,853. Telegraphy. Isador Kitsee, Philadelphia, Pa.

Application filed April 24, 1907.

In a system of duplex telegraphy in which two
sources of current are connected in opposition, there
are means for making the home instrument- immune
to the home transmission.
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NO. 863,705.—TELEPHONE SIGNAL SYSTEM.

863,799. Electric Meter. Charles E. Holmes, Lynn,
Mass., assignor to the General Electric Com-
pany, Schenectady. N. Y. Application filed

November 23, 1904.

The feature of the meter casing is a spring which
when depressed permits of removing the entire operat-
ing mechanism,

863.807. Snap Switch. Frank W. Sanford, Sche-
nectady, N. Y., assignor to the General Elec-
tric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application
filed February i, 1905.

Details of construction of a snap switch having "off"
and "on" buttons, are given.

863.808. Dial Plate for Switches. Howard R. Sar-
gent. Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the Gen-
eral Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Ap-
plication filed August 24, 1905.

The dial plate is carried by the rotatable switch con-
tacts,

863,810. Telegraph Key. Henry Smith, Raleigh,
N. C. Application filed July 17, 1906.

This key is one of a kind designed to relieve the
operator of making dots which are in this instrument
formed by contacts, made by a vibrating reed. One
key is used to send dashes and a second key trans-
mils dots as long as it is depressed.

863,814. Dynamo-electric Machine. Louis E, Un-
derwood, Lynn, Mass., assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y, Applica-
tion filed April 9, 1904.

The machine is fitted with the usual polar projec-
tions from the frame, and has a piping system through
which a cooling fluid may flow, detachably secured in
the spaces between the windings. (See cut.)

863,818. Rail-bond, Ben Willard, New Orleans,
La., assignor to the General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N, Y. Application filed March
31, 1899.

The terminals of the flexible conducting cable make
contact with a number of rail connections which arc
serially connected by flexible conductors,

863,847. Electrical Socket Seal. Llewellyn T. Hat-
field, Sacramento, Cal. Application filed Au-
gust 3, 1906,

A non-conducting plujf is arranged to he fitted in the
socket and scaled,

'^>3^52. Transmission of TntelliRencc by Electric
Means. Isidor Kiisce, Philadelphia, Pa. Ap-
plication filed February 5, 1904.

Tor tclrjilionic cr^mmunicalJDn l>ctwccn two distant
point* over a tingle line without earth connection,

NO. 865,814.— COOLING SYSTEM FOR DYNAMO-ELECTRIC
MACHINES.

863,875. System of Selective Electric Signaling,

Sylvanus A. Reed, New York, N. Y. Applica-

tion filed August 4, 1906.

In a circuit having condensers, oppositely biased
ringers with a predetermined tension in their biasing
springs, a low and a high resistance, there are also

means for operating the ringers adapted for alternately
charging and discharging the condensers respectively

through the low and high resistance or vice versa, the
high resistance being sufficient so to reduce the current
that it will be insufficient to overcome the tension of the
biasing spring,

,

863,913. Block-signaling Apparatus. Walter E; Fos-
ter, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Union Switch
and Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa. Applica-

tion filed April 25, 1907.

By an arrangement of electromagnets and polarized
relays the lock of a controller at one station may be
released from the next station or may be controlled by
a passing train which reverses the line polarity,

863,924. Selective Signaling System. William W.
Kidney, Buffalo, N. Y., assignor to the Century.

Telephone Construction Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

Application filed May 28, 1907.

Current of requisite polarity is applied to a line on
which a number of sub-stations are connected, each '

equipped with polarized signaling apparatus, a con-
denser and a contact on the ringer armature for open-
ing and closing the circuit to the condenser.

863.955. Interrupter Apparatus. Reinhold H. Wap-
pler, New York, N. Y. Application filed Octo-
ber 30, 1906.

An auxiliary interrupter-electromagnet attracts the pole

of an armature mounted on an axle, which carries a

cam opening the circuit in this position. The now de-

energizcd magnet allows the armature to move past, per-

mitting the closure of the circuit, so that the operation

is continuous.

863.956. Electric Cloth-cutting Machine, Edward
M". Waring, New York. N. Y, Application filed

July II, 1906. Renewed July 26, 1907.

An electric motor in the body of the machine drives |
the cutting knife.

863,966. Electromagnetically Operated Mechanism
for Reversing the Motion of Machine Tools,

Julius Billeter, Aschersleben, Germany. Ap-
plication filed October 25, 1906.

Two friction clutches running in opposite directions

may be closed by solenoids, (See cut.)

864,027. Automatic Circuit Closer. Henry A. Pear-

son and Harry Adams, U. S, Navy, Applica-

tion filed October 22, 1906.

When the circuit is opened by a circuit-breaking de-

vice the movement of the controller shaft automatically

restores the connection as the controller is moved
to its "off" position,

864,048. Electric Time Switch. Bernhard Tropp,

New York, N. Y., assignor of one-half to Wil-

liam Henry Laird, New York, N. Y. Applica-

tion filed February i, 1906.

Power to operate the switch is supplied through a

spring by an electric motor which is automatically

started and stopped after a predetermined period.

864,102. Luminometer. John T. Marshall, Me-
tuchen, N, J., assignor to the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

July 26, 1906.

On the base of the photometer an electric lamp is

mounted and covered by an opaque box in one of

whose faces is a photometer screen. The lamp, with

resistances in the box. forms the arms of a Wheatstone
bridge, whose balance is secured by an adj ustable re-

sistance and galvanometer,

864,129. Controlling Mechanism for Electric Sig-

naling Systems. Willard H. Oilman, M'edford,

Mass., assignor to the International Telemeter

Company, Application filed October 31, 1906.

In brief this may be explainclQ to be a controlling

apparatus comprising an electromagnet and its arma-

ture, a contact device made and broken by successive

reverse movements of the armature, a second contact

device made and broken upon each movement of the

armature, and locking means for preventing the opera-

tion of one of the contact, devices.

864,135. Spark Plug. Charles A. Mezger, New
York, N. Y. Application filed December 26,

1906.

NO. 863,966.— ELECTROMAGNETICALLY OPERATED REVERSE.

**63,969. Telegraph and Telephone Cable Core.

William Dieselhorst, Old Charllon, and Arthur
W. Martin, London, England, Application filed

March 29, 1904.

A method of making cable cores, consists in twisting

together pairs of individual conductors with a con-
Htant length of lay from end to end of each twisted
pair, and again IwiMting the twin conductors in pairs

hut with a dtlTerent length of lay.

863,984. Trolley. Nelson J. Grecnison, New York,
N. Y. Application filed January 28, 1907.

The trolley harp extends vertically from an exten-

sion to the trolle/ pole.

NO. 864,135 —SPARK PLUG.

A non-rotative annulus of relatively soft metal sur-

rounds the insulation member at an enlarged portion

and is engaged and partly inclosed by the bushmg.

(See cut.)

j,68i. Floor Surfacer. Cleaner and Polisher. Aaron

T. Spence, Alameda, and Samuel B. Zimmer
and John H. Prngh, Oakland, Cal, assignors

to the American Floor Surfacing Machine Com-
pany. Application filed April 8, 1905- Original

No. 728,423 dated May 19, 1903.

An electrically driven floor surfacer has the details

of its construction described.

PATENTS THAT HAVE EXPIRED.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued

by the United States Patent Oftice) that expired

August 26, 1907:

434,943- Electric Connector. R. L. Orcutt, Somerville,

Mass.

4.M-940. Gearing for Electrically Propelled Vehicles. N. E.

Possons, Cleveland, Ohio.

434,961. Section Insulator for Overhead Electric Conduc-

tors. E. Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

43.S.0T5, Dynamo-electric Machine. W. F. Collins, New
York. N. Y.

415.084. Electric-lighting System. A. II. Bauer, Chicago,

III.

435.093- Electric Switch. C. H. Ilerrick, Winchester, Mass.

435.097. Electric Signal for Cable Railways. S. J. Jacobs,

New York, N. Y.

435,105. System for Electric Circuits. F. Stitzel, Louis-

ville, Ky.
435.110. Electric Forging Machine. G. D. Burton, Boston,

Mass.
435.111. Electric Car Heating and Feeding Apparatus for

.Forging Machines. G. D. Burton, Boston, Mass.

435,114. Means for Distributing Electric Energy. S. Dc
Ferrenti, London, England.

435,116. Guard for Eleclrie-light Globes. R. M. Gardi-

ner, Hamilton, Canada.
415,185. Electrical Watchman's Clock. H. S. Park. Chicago,

III.

435.213- Electric Alarm for Clocks. W. H. Dcane, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

435,223. Electric Cut Out. C. Heisler, St. Louis, Mo.

43Si259' Electric Device for Preventing Accidents on Rail-

ways. G. Thew, Peru, N. Y.

435.261. Generator for Electric Engine Circuits. C. J-

Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.

435.262. Structure for Supporting and Insulating Sus-

pended Bare Conductors. C. J. Van Depoele, Lynn,
Mass.

135. 263. Electric Railway Conduit with Tubular Conduc-
tors. C. J. Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.

435,264. Reciprocatinc Electric Hammer. C. J. Van De-

poele, Lynn, Mass.

435.283. Method of and Apparatus for Welding by Elec-

tricity. C. L. Coffin, Detroit, Mich.

435.284. Process of Heatintt Mclals by Electricity. C L.

Coffin, Detroit, Mich.

435,292. Autographic Telegraph. II. Elhcridge, PittsburK.

Pa.

435.20.S- Automatic Telephone Connector. W. H. Ford.

St. Louis, Mo.
.115.(40. Automatic Electric Train Signal nm\ Controlinu;

Device. W. H. Wilson. New York. N. Y.

435.343- Articulate Elcctromagncl. F. H. Brown, Chi-

cago, 111.
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The Lockport-Chlcago (Dralnape Canal)
High-iension Trai amission Line.

A liiKli-lcnsioii Iraiisniission pdlc-lim: wliose con-

stniclioii liiis been Ihe subject of considerable inter-

est amoHK electrical engineers and others is Hearing

completion along tlic banks of the Chicago Drain-

age Canal between Lockport and Chicago. Near

l.ockport, as readers of the Western Electrician

know, the water of the Chicago Sanitary District's

drainage canal, fed by the reversed Chicago River

from Lake Michigan, has a considerable drop to the

Desplaines River, from which it finds its way to

the Gulf. By the extension of the canal two milei

hi'vond Lockport between great concrete retain-

ing walls, which rise above the level of the

.surrounding country as the land slopes aw.ay, a

powcr-honsc site has been obtained which in-

sures a 40-foot fall for the ultimate flow of

600,coo cubic feet of lake water.

The 32,000-kilowatt generating station at the

site thus secured is now near completion and

the primary installation of 20,000 horsepower

will soon be available for use. A complete and

illustrated description of this station appeared

in the Western Electrician of April 20th. A
considerable portion of the electric power from

this plant will be transmitted to Chicago over

one of the most substantial pole lines ever con-

structed.

The present article will be directed to a de-

scription of the unusually interesting construction

of the pole line which follows the canal into

Chicago and which includes some features that

make it one of the most unique as to size

and modern in design in the world. The diffi-

culties in erecting the massive steel poles were

The erecting of the poles Is shown in Figs. I, 2

and 3, Some idea of their great size will be

obtained from a glance at Tig. 4, where the height

of the pole, almost Co feet, may be compared with

the man at the base.

The poles are of steel, square in plan section, of

bridge construction, and weigh complete 4,000

pounds. On a side they measure 42 inches at the

base and 20 inches at the top. The cross-arms are

similarly of bridge construction, the lower arm

being 18 feet long and weighing Coo pounds, while

the top arm is 12 feet long and weighs 300 pounds.

The material used in the diagonal braces is 2 by 2

which lia* been maintained in the setting. The
view is typical of the upper end of the drainage

canal and shows the water course itself and the

high spoil banks flanking It on cither side. The
other poles shown in the picture arc 40-foot tele-

phone poles, which are, it may be seen, cflfcctually

dwarfed by the large steel structures.

Selling of the poles was undertaken by the Brcn-

nan Electric Construction Company of Chicago,

which company also contracted for the wiring of

the power house and the stringing of the high-

tension wires. The bid made by this concern was
much lower than others submitted, which is ac-

counted for by the fact that the company had

devised and figured on an economical method
of construction which, while considered unique,

has proved itself perfectly successful and equal

to the various difficulties encountered.

The holes arc dug perfectly square, are accu-

rately lined, and arc four feet on a side. This

leaves three inches outside the pole on the four

sides for the concrete into which the poles are set.

The derrick wagon seen in Fig. 2 was espe-

cially designed by the constructing company.

It consists of a stone wagon with the platform

extending one foot behind the rear axle; on

this is set a 40-foot gin pole, to the top of which

are attached guy lines which hold it in a per-

pendicular position. While setting a pole these

lines are fastened to stakes driven in the clay

or to bars inserted in the crevices in the rock.

Jloving from pole to pole the gin pole is kept

in an upright position by the men who walk

alongside and hold on to the guy lines.

In raising the steel poles (see Fig. i) a three-

quarter-inch wire cable is used, which is threaded

FiE. I. Raising One of the 6o-foot, 4,000-pound Steel Poles into Posit:oa.

Fis. 2. Dertiek Wagon with Its w-toot Gin Pole for raising the Steel Poles. Fig. 3- Concrete MiMr on Boat which Floats down the Canal from Pole to Pole,

THE LOCKPOET-CHICAGO (DRAINAGE CANAL) HIGH-TEKSION TFANEM SSICN LINE.

heightened by the changing characteristics of the

country along the 40 miles of the transmission line,

which runs on the bank of the canal between the

water and the spoil pile. The channel has been

cut through solid rock from Willow Springs, 111.,

to the Lockport power house, a distance of about

:e^ miles. This rock has been piled along the

shore in great mounds, and at one place the derrick

wagon had to be placed on a mound of rock 12

feet high to set a pole in a hole which had been

blasted in the solid rock below. Aside from this

there were several difficult railroad crossings to

be made.

As will be gained from inspection of the accom-

panying illustrations, the poles are intended to ac-

commodate two three-phase transmission circuits

and a ground wire carried on the peaks of the

poles which will extend the whole length of the

line. The transmission voltage will be 44,000.

by 3-16 inch angle. The size of the material in

the corner posts varies from 3'/2 by 31^ by j4 inch

at the base to 3 by 3 by s-iC inch at the top of the

pole. The rivets in the body of the pole are all

three-quarters I'nch and in the cross-arms five-

eighths inch.

Fig. 6 is a detail drawing of the pole construc-

tion, giving dimensions.

The Aermotor Company of Chicago, manufac-

turer of windmill machinery and towers, made the

Jowest bid for the construction of the poles and

received $130 apiece for the 500 furnished.

The poles are placed 350 feet apart. They are set

into the ground 5H feet and tne hole filled in with

concrete which is brought up six inches above the

surrounding earth and rounded ofif at the edges

so that no water will lodge about the base. Fig. 5

shows a straight stretch of the line just out of

Chicago and illustrates the accurate alignment

through two 14-inch iron double-sheave blocks,

then through the top of the pole over a sheave

wheel, and finally down to the base of the gin pole

on the derrick wagon, where it is attached to a

crab hoist. Four men can raise the pole with this

hoist. After the pole is set, lined and graded, it is

securely guyed, and the derrick wagon proceeds to

the next.

Concrete is placed in the following manner : A
canal boat (shown in Fig. 3) loaded w'ith stone and

cement is tow^ed up from the quarry and landed

at the first pole to be concreted. On this boat

is placed a Smith concrete mi.xer of one-half-3'ard

capacity. The concrete is mixed on the boat and

wheeled " out and dumped around the pole. When
the proper quantity has been placed about the pole

the gangplanks are pijlled aboard, the line untied

and the boat floats down to the next pole.

By this method one gang has set as many as
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12 polos in a day, though difficulties are sometimes

encountered which do not allow such progress.

Three hundred and seventy-five of the poles are

now set, beginning at the Chicago end, and the

work of placing the balance and stringing the wires

it is expected will be completed by October 15th.

The poles were designed to carrj' the transmission

wires on the lower arms 47 feet above the ground.

The insulators of each three-phase circuit will be

WESTERN ELECTRICL'VN

Electric Illumination of Niagara Falls.

Various schemes have been proposed to illumi-

nate Niagara Falls. The latest proposition for il-

luminating the great waterfalls is quite in keeping

with their natural grandeur^and beauty and illus-

trates one of the most interesting developments in

illuminating engineering.

The city of Niagara Falls has contracted with

the General Electric Company of Schenectady.

FIG. 4. VIEW ON CHICAGO DRAINAGE CANAL, SHOWING LOCKPORT-CHICAGO TRANSMISSION LINE.

arranged at the apexes of an equilateral triangle

six feet on a side, so that distance will be main-

tained between wires. The wires are carried 16

inches above the metal arms. The insulators, fur-

nished by the Locke Insulator Manufacturing Com-
pany, are of the type shown in Fig. 7. They have

a diameter of 14 inches and are 12 inches high,

and were tested assembled ready for use at 120.-

000 volts. Each of the four shells tested at 60.000

volts before assembly. This insulater, mounted

FIG. 5. VIEW OF LOCKPORT-CHICAGO TRANSMISSION LINE,

WITH SUB-STATION IN THE DISTANCE.

on a suitable metal pin, is guaranteed for a maxi-

mum horizontal strain of 4,000 to 5,000 pounds

and is ordinarily rated for 60,000 volts.

At the lop of the pole the four corner posts end

in a cap which is fitted with a socketed clamp to

be tightened down on the one-half-inch iron ground
wire which will l>e carried the whole length of

the line. Thi.s cable will connect all the poles elec-

trically, and on account of its position above the

transmission wires is expected to receive any light-

ning which may strike the line and carry it off to

the e.xccllcnt grounrls afforded by the concrctc-

ilrib':dd.-d polec.

N. Y., for the necessary apparatus to illuminate the

cataract, and the work of installation is expected

to be completed early this month, when the falls

will be artificially lighted for the first time. Two
batteries of searchlights of the naval type will be

used. One battery of not less than five 60-inch

projectors will be mounted on the highest available

point on the Canadian side and so placed as to

catch the crest of the falls and plunge the light

into the broken water as it ru.shes down between

the bridge and the brink on the American side.

The color attachments will be used so as to tinge

the water various shades of carmine, crimson,

orange, yellow, green, violet and purple. These
various colors will be combined in different ways

so as to introduce innumerable pleasing tints and

shades in various combinations.

The second battery will consist of not less than

25 36-inch projectors mounted in the form of a

crescent at the base of the gorge on the Canadian

side. These will also be provided with color at-

tachments and the projectors will be so placed that

they can be concentrated on either the American
or Canadian falls, or subdivided so as to cover the

Canadian or American falls as well as the "Bridal

Veil" falls. Along the edge of the water opposite

the battery the scintillator head, which discharges

clouds of steam to augment the mists in producing

cloud effects, will also be placed.

The two batteries of searchlights arc powerful

enough to bathe the falling water in a llood of

dazzling light, and with the color scintillators the

effect will be beautiful indeed. All the projectors

will be controlled from a single vantage point by

one operator manipulating a keyboard. In this way
it will be possible lu obtain a thoroughly artistic

intcri)rctation of the color scheme.

The scintillating apparatus consists of three

parts, namely, the scintillator-head. the color disks

and the boiler. The scintillator head consists of

the steam pipes, nozzles and valves by which the

various cloud effects are produced. The color

disks are carried in a frame in front of the pro-

jectors. The construction of these color screens

is such that sliects of various colored gelatine c-an

he attached therein. Upon revolving these screens

colors can be brought in front of the arc with the

result that a beautiful color is imparted t(i the .

beam.

The scintiihttor-head will be located close to the

water and at intervals masses of steam will be

emitted from the nozzles. Uptm this bank of rising

steam the searchlights will play their colored beams,

producing a sunsci rfTcct uf startling bi-auty. Steam

' September 7, 1907

will be supplied from a concealed boiler. Other
novelties will be bombs filled with black powder
which will be thrown above the falls to burst with

heavy clouds of smoke or a shower of confetti.

The appai*atus with which the falls will be

FIG, 6. DETAIL DRAWING OF THE LOCKPCRT-CHICAGO
TRANSMISSION POLE,

lighted was thoroughly tested at Nahant, Mass..

last fall. Several of the searchlights to be used

will be the largest and most powerful types made,

and with the two batteries it will be possible to

produce an artificial aurora-borealis in the heavens

which, under proper atmospheric conditions, will be

visible at Rochester or Toronto.

The illumination of the mighty torrent by night

will be an added attraction to the sightseeing

tourists who annually visit Niagara. The appa-

ratus permits of so much originality that the pro-

gramme will be changed every night, and in the

FIG. 7. TVPE OF INSULATOR ON LOCKPORT-CHICAGO
TRANSMISSION LINE.

early winter the color effects upon the snow, the

ice and the frost-coated trees will be of a spec-

tacular beauty unsurpassed by anything other than

the great northern lights.

By referring to illustrations printed in the West-

ern Electrician of February 2d an idea may bi-

gained of the beautiful and artistic illuminating

cfTects which can he prothiced with the electric

scintillator: Furtlier details of the proposed illumi-

nation of the falls were given in the issue of June

22d.
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An Innenloua Voltage Regulator.

'I'liis invcntiiiii, wliiili siTiirus :i ir:iiisfiiniUT llial

may lif made 1" fnriiisli a varial)lc pulcntial al

the st'coiidary ItTiiiinals, will certainly strike the

liraetical electrician cir tile lahoralciry worker as

lieinK iiiKeiiidiis hi principle, As such, the idea is

^ippliialile to many allied pnrposes, and varimis

transformers, regulators and anto-transformers minhl

he made on this principle.

One of the forms which will serve to ilhislr.'ite

the scheme involved is shown in the .accompanying

drawing. Broadly, the device consisls of a maK-

nelic circnit formed hy rolatahlc iron spools yoked

hy iron keepers. On one of the laller wliat may
he ccnisidered the primary winding is placed. The

seconilary winding is of a llexihie condnclor, which

is carried hy the spools, and so arranged that on

iiirning the. spools, which are controlled from one

iiand-wheel, it will nnwind from one spool onto

tile other, resulting in suhlraclive or cuinulativc

iiidnclive relations. The ends of the secondary

windings are led out throngh slip-rings and

hrushes. The variation is gradnal and without

interrnption of the circnit.

With Ihe generic idea in mind, many useful ap-

plications will at once snggesl themselves, Poteii->

tial regulators, as generally constructed, consist

either of transformers having spaced leads to

which one side of a circuit is successively con-

nected to vary the voltage, or depend for operation

upon the position of a winding on a rotatable core

with respect to a stationary winding. The first

requires circuit interruption, while the latter in-

volves a considerable air-gap in the magnetic

circuit and necessitates a careful alignment of the

rotating member. A regulator of this invention

Ihe inveiuioii lla^ 'ntcU by Wilbiir II.

I honipson and is a-.iigneil to llie Weslingllonse

F.leetric and MaiinfacinriiiK C'liiipany,

THOMPSON S VOLTAGE REGULATOR.

may be constructed with an inexpensive core and

may effect a wide regulation without circuit in-

terruptions. In case the flexible winding is in two

portions, they may be wound upon parallel spools

or bobbins, as illustrated.

Another scheme the inventor suggests is the pro-

vision of a non-magnetic auxiliary spool to reel np

the conductor unwound from the spool included

in the core. The principal advantage in providing

two flexible portions, the turns of which may be

interchanged in position, lies in the fact 'that the

available space on the core is completely occupied

at all times.

As then arranged the turns of both portions

of the flexible winding are in such relation that

the electromotive forces induced in all the turns

of both portions may be added together and act

in one direction, or by simultaneously rotating

the core spools, the turns of one portion of the

flexible winding may partially or wholly neutralize

the turns of the other portion, or the electromotive

forces generated may be added together in the

opposite direction. Thus, the voltage delivered

from the line may be varied from a maximum ob-

tained when all the turns are acting in the same

direction, corresponding to that of the line voltage,

to a minimum value obtained when all the turns

act in opposition to the line voltage.

When collector rings are mounted in such a

position that the magnetic flux in the core passes

through them, it is advisable to provide an opening

in the ring in which insulation may be inserted

to prevent the induction of a short-circuited cur-

rent in the ring, and, in regulation, where such

short-circuited currents would be excessive, a pair

of narrow brushes, which are connected by an in-

ductive resistance, may be advantageously employed

to engage the ring at different points, the circuit

connection being made to the middle point of the

interposed resistance instead of to a single brush,

which would in some instances short-circuit the

ring or break the circnit.

Underground Work at Peoria.

The I'eoria (las aii<l ICleclric Company of IVoria,

III,, is pulling its wires iiiuierKronnd ill Ihu dowii-

lown district wilhiii ihe lire limits. The accoin

IINDERGR0U.>D WORK IN LlllER I V srHEET, PEOKIA.

paii\'ing illustrations show the work in progress,

the pictures being taken in Liberty Street, at the

foot of which the company's plant is located. There
are 54 ducts running up Liberty Street, arranged

six wide and nine high. The top layer of ducts

will he used for the distribution, and at various

points service boxes will be built and the services

to the buildings taken direct to the basements, the

intention being to make one service box take care

of three customers. When a tap is made for a

service and there is no other customer ready for

service who can be taken care of from the same
box, the taps will be made and the stub ends

sealed up so that in future when the service is

desired the main cable will not have to be opened.

In the picture looking down Liberty Street the

stacks of the company's plant are shown at the

right, also the pole line and wires which are

to be removed. At the bottom of the trench is

first laid a concrete foundation varying in thick-

ness according to the number of ducts, usually

four inches. On this is laid the ducts, all well

placed in cement. Owing to the sandy nature of

the soil, the trenches require sheeting in " most
places to prevent the slipping of the pavement.

Nearly all of the downtown district has a brick

pavement, laid on a concrete foundation, with a

UNDERGROUND WORK IN PEORIA — ARRANGEMENT
OF DUCTS.

sand cushion of two inches betw'cen the bricks

and the concrete. One picture shows th'e ducts in

place and the arrangement of them.

The contract for the entire installation of the

work was let to G, M, Gest of New York, The
work is under the direct charge of H, J, Hawk,
shaw as superintendent for ilr, Gest,

Through electric trains between Evanston and

Milwaukee will be in operation by the mTddle of

October, according to Mr, A. C, Frost, president

of the Chicago and Milwaukee Electric Railroad

Company, Buffet dining cars will be attached to

all through trains, but the report that sleeping

cars would also be run is denied by Mr, Frost, as

he expects to make a schedule time of 2^/> hours.

Polyphase Induction Furnace.
Tlicre is a claith of liiiliiclioii furnaces, known as

llif Kjelliii lype, which are coii«tructc<l upon the

principle of n traiiKforiiiei', iiiid in which Ihe ciiarK"

lo lie nielU'il foriMi> Ihe secondary, 'l'lie>ic furnaces

have been operaleij sncecKHfiilly willi sinKle-|ihase

alleriialiiiK cnrreni, but varloii'i atlemplii have lieen

iii.'kIc lo iilili/e polyphase ciirreiili, huch :is Iwo
or three-phase cnrreiils, providiiiK one annular balh

or fiisioii chamber for each phase, cillicr «eparalc

or ill conjunction. But the louses cautiftl by heat

radialion were found very IijkIi, in fact, about

nine kilowalls per sipiare fool of ihe balh surface,

and where only ihe polyphase current was avail-

.'ible it w;is ffumd necessary lo convert it iiilo

single-phase by niolor-Kenerators, thus greatly in-

creasing the original cost of Ihe installalion. More-
over, as ihe fusion chambers or secondaries have

to be placed al a considerable <lislaiicc from the

primary coil, an arrangemenl of two or three fusion

chanihers will greatly increase the magnetic leak-

age in the transformer, causing a low power factor

and inefficient operation of the geiier.iting pl'jnt.

According lo an invtnlion designed to overcome
these difficulties, and upon which J. Harden of

London, Kngland, has secured a United .States pat-

ent, polyphase alternating currenis are employeil in

Ihe working of induction furnaces by combining

transformers to convert the polyphase currenis of

the supply mains into single-phase currciit.s in Ihe

induction furnace. For this purpose the 'primary

windings of the induction furnace arc connected

to the secondaries of transformers whose primaries

arc connected to the dilifcrent phase windings of

a polyphase sys'.em, so that ,the currenis induced

in the secondaries arc all in the same direction.

A POLYPHASE INDUCTION FURNACE.

but possess phase differences corresponding to the

phases of the polyphase system.

Herewith is- given a diagram showing the trans

formers for a two-phase system, combined with

the induction furnace itself. (A) is the annular

fusion chamber surrounding the middle member
(B) of the furnace, the side members of which

are indicated by the letters (B') (B^).

The primary windings (C) (D') and also the

secondary windings (B'^) (B*) are wound upon

the outer members (B") (B') of the induction

furnace. In this case, the windings (B") (B^),

which are secondary w^indings with respect to the

windings (C^) (D*), are the primary windings with

respect to the charge contained in the annular

chamber or bath (A).

The advantage of this construction is the econ-

omy of material occasioned by employing the fur-

nace core (B) as the middle member of the trans-

former, w-hile as well serving as means for posi-

tioning the magnetic flux.

Tantalum Stronger Than Steel.

The following physical properties of the metal

tantalum are of interest, since the recent extensive

application of tantalum high-efliciency lamps: The
melting point of tantalum is said to be between

2,250 and 2,300° C, Its resistance increases witli

rise of temperature, just as in the case of osmium
or other metals, .\t ordinary temperatures the re-

sistance of a wire one meter long and one square

millimeter in section is 0.165 ohm. .At the tem-

perature of the incandescent lamp this figure be-

comes 0,85 ohm. The breaking strength of tan-

talum, when cold, is verv great, being 93 kilos

per square millimeter, as compared with from 70

to 80 kilos, for good steel. When heated, how-

ever, it becomes soft like osmium, and a filament,

after burning for some time, is easily broken.

The material is for incandescent filaments, the di-

ameter being from 0,035 to 0,05 millimeter.
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Some Hydraulic Features of Kern River
Plant No. 1 .

Several references have already been made in

the Western Electrician to the recently completed

Kern River Station No. i of the Edison Electric

Company of Los Angeles. But a number of ac-

counts will hardly exhaust the interesting features

of this unusual installation. This plant, from which

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

The nozzles are provided with hand-adjustable

needle and arranged to be deflected by the governor

automatically, or by the latter's hand-regulating de-

vice. By deflecting the jet instead of regulating its

discharge by adjusting the needle with the governor

it is possible to secure a constant velocity of water
in the pipe line as well as a constant discharge

of water dnto the tail race, even when the plant

DISCHARGE WATER FROM FIRST WHEEL AT KERN RIVER PLANT NO. I.

is developed enough power to double the capacity

of all the Edison Company's other plants combined,

is located far up in the lower Sierras of California,

almost at the headwaters of the Kern River, whence

through a wonderful channel, comprising 20 tun-

nels in all, water is led down 12 miles from the

mountains for a fall of nearly a thousand feet

and hurled against the four great AUis-Chalmers

impulse wheels, aggregating over 40,000 horsepower

and direct-connected to General Electric generators.

The engineering problems involved in building

tunnels, flumes, penstocks and power houses to

endure the heavy strains put upon them, were no

more difficult to solve than the transmission of

the electrical output from the new station under

a pressure of 75,000 volts over a distance of 117

miles to Los Angeles. The route of transmission

lies through the canyon in a direct line, thence

over the hills, plains and divide, to follow the

course of the Piru River and its tributaries. Large

galvanized-iron towers carry the heavy wire cables

of the transmission line.

In many respects the Kern River development

is unique. It is said to be the largest hydraulic

electric plant vvest of Niagara. The transmission

line is one of the longest in the world. The pres-

sure of 75,000 volts over such a length of cable

is the highest ever attempted. The conduit which

leads to the pressure main is the longest under-

ground tunnel system in use for this purpose. The

concrete-encased penstock, tapering so as to accel-

erate the force of the water at the power house,

is said to be the first of its kind ever placed in

service.

The four big -wheels which convert hydraulic to

mechanical energy have each a capacity of 10,750

horsepower at full gate and a speed of 250 revolu-

tions per minute, when operating under a net

effective head of 865 feet. In addition to the main

turbines, there are two exciter turbines, also of

Allis-Chalmers design, each with a capacity of 450

horsepower, and a speed of 430 revolutions per

minute.

The large waterwheel units are of the impulse

type, with hand-adjustable needles and governor-

operated deflecting nozzles. Each unit has two

runners, one on cither end of the generator shaft.

The interchangeable buckets arc made of non-

corrosive phosphor bronze of special mixture for

the high head and arc attached to the cast-steel

disks bolted to the flnaged ends of the generator

shaft. These disks of cast steel furnish sufficient

flywheel cfliect to supplement the amount contained

in the generator, in order to meet ihc guarantee

of speed regulation. (For sudden changes of load

amounting to 25 per cent,, 50'pcr cent, and 100 per

cent, it is guaranteed that the speed variations will

not exceed 1.7 per cent., 3.5 per cent, and 7.8 per

cent,, respectively.)

is operating with heavy fluctuations of the commer-

cial load.

The nozzles are of the best quality of cast steel.

Special attention may be called to the design which

has a number of' new features. The nozzles consist

of two "Y" pipes, flanged together in such a way
that the whole nozzle has a diamond shape. The
upstream end of the nozzles forms the movable

part of the knuckle joint and the downstream end

carries the nozzle tip. It is declared that by mak-
ing the nozzles diamond-shape these advantages are

obtained

:

I. The center of 'the jet cdrresponds to the center

of inlet pipe; therefore any reaction from the jet

upon the needle and nozzle is not eccentric. This

is of importance with deflecting nozzles, where any
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ing, it need not be made slender and flexible, but
is made very substantial. The end of the stem
projecting through the front "Y" pipe is of smaller
diameter than the stem. The differential room thus

formed can be put under adjustable water pressure.

This pressure tends to close the needle and puts

all pins and links of the connection in a position

for hand adjustment under slight pressure in the

closirg direction. By this any rattling of the nee-

dle is prevented.

The upstream end of the nozzle forming the mov-
able part of the knuckle joint is hooked into the

stationary part or swivel-head. The swivcl-head

is heavily bolted to the foundation, as it has to take

up the full pressure of 375,000 pounds, tending to

pull the nozzle away downstream. This pressure

is taken up by two steel pins carefully fitted into

their bearings and provided with suitable lubrica-

tion.

A 28-inch gate valve is connected to the swivel-

head and controlled either by hand or electrically

by a motor operated from the switchboard. All

parts of this gate subject to the operating pressure

are made of the best quality of cast steel. The
gate is single-seated and bronze-lined.

The needle corsists of a hollow^ stem of cast

steel, into which is screwed and secured the steel

needle tip, A heavy cast-iron base plate grouted

and rigidly bolted to each side of the generator

base frame forms the solid foundation for the cast-

iron wheel housing. These housings are made very

substantial in order to avoid resounding, They are

divided horizortally along the center line of shaft,

thus allowing easy removal for inspection or for

replacing of the buckets. The sides of the housing

have extensions of removable steel plates which

protect the concrete against the impact of the dis-

charging water. The pits in which the deflecting

'

nozzles are located are of suflScient width to aflow

passage on either side. They are covered with sub-

stantial cast-iron floor plates made in sections of

such size as to permit of easy removal.

Another feature of these impulse wheels deserves

comment on account of its novelty. As already

mentioned, the regulation of the wheels is effected

by a governor which deflects the jets of the two
nozzles. The needles are adjusted by hand and are

usually set to that maximum size of jet which will

be sufficient to develop the maximum peak load

expected for that period of setting of the needles.

In other words, there is always a maximum amount
of water leaving the nozzles. The governor adjusts

the deflecting nozzle in such a way that only as

much water is directed upon the buckets as is

needed for the load for the time being. The bal-

DISCHARGE OPENINGS AT KERN RIVER PLANT NO, J, SHOWING DEFLECTORS IN PLACE,

variable reaction upon the governor should be

avoided.

2. As the two branches of the "Y" join at ample

distance from nozzle tip the water has time to

gather concentrically around the needle un.der an

absolutely uniform pressure. The result is that the

jet leaves the nozzle tip at a high velocity and with-

out disturbance.

3. Due to the fact that the jet leaves the nozzle

tip uniformly, the needle is axially balanced and

not subject to any vibration.

4. The needle stem not being subject to any bcnd-

ancc discharges below the buckets into the tail race.

It is evident that at times when all load is thrown

off the wheels the governor will deflect the jets

entirely. Each jet has a maximum diameter of yVs

inches and leaves the nozzle tip at a velocity ex-

ceeding 225 feet per second. It was, therefore,

necessary to provide means of receiving this tre-

mendous power and deflect the jet into the tail race

in such a way that its impact would not be detri-

mental to the parts against which it is directed.

This has .been successfully accomplished by the

present arrangement of deflectors. It consists of
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an iippi-r cli.iniicl heavily ril bcil and bolk-d to Ihc

concrete founclalion and of a lower bottom plate.

The channel at its upper end is slightly more in-

clined than the dellected jet. Thus the jet will

strike the button) of the channel under :i small

angle and tlierefore lend to spread and fdl the sec-

lion of the channel. The cliannel gradually widens

and consequently the jet is ofTered a larger resist-

ance area. The lower part of the channel is curved

and at its end the jet discharges almost perpcndicn-

hnly. riie biittoni plate is "S" shaped, its upper

ONE OF THE GENERATING UNITS IN KERN Rl\ b.R

PLANT NO. I.

end being flush with the bottom of the wheel pit,

the lower end being practically level. The jet

strikes the bottom plate almost in the turn of the

"S" and under a small argle. Thus the jet is

again forced to spread and follow the base of the

bottom plate. In due consideration of the unavoid-

able wear and tear of these deflectors, they are

lined with removable steel plates wherever the. sur-

faces are exposed to the flow of the deflected jet.

The exciter units are also of the impulse type,

with hand-adjustable needles and governor-operated

deflecting hoods. Each unit has one runner over-

hung on one end of the exciter shaft, the other

end carrying a flywheel. The interchangeable buck-

ets are bolted to a cast-steel disk which is keyed

upon the exciter shaft. This disk and the flywheel

furnish sufficient flywheel effect for the speed regu-

lation guaranteed. The nozzle is stationary and

"S" shaped in the horizontal plan and carries the

stand and handwheel for hand operation of the

needle. The needle has a removable tip. A hand-

operated gate valve is connected to the upstreairt

flange of the nozzle. The base of the wheel hous-

ing is cast in one piece with the e.xciter base frame.

The cast-iron wheel housing is split horizontally

along center line of the shaft. The sides of the

base have extensions of removable steel plates

which protect the concrete against the impact of

the discharging water. The pits of the nozzles

are covered with removable cast-iron floor plates.

The automatic regulation is effected by a gov-

ernor which deflects the jet from the buckets, this,

however, not being accomplished by deflecting the

whole nozzle but simply by inserting a hood, which

cuts into the jet from underneath and directs this

part of it directly into the tail race. That part

of the hood which deflects the jet is made of

steel and is removable. Care is taken in designing

this arrangement so that the knife edge of the

hood does not disturb the working portion of

the jet.

When the governor arrangement was designed

the leading idea was to have each turbine with its

respective governor form an independent unit. Al-

though the available operating water pressure of

370 pounds from the force main is kmple to oper-

ate governors, it was .preferred to substitute oil

pressure. It was also preferable not to feed the

governors with oil pressure from a control system,

but to make each governor absolutely self-con-

tained.

Special attention was paid to the safe operation

of the units, avoiding from the beginning any run-

away. For this purpose the arrangement of the

generator as well as the exciter governor was made
in such a manner that the jets will be automatic-

ally deflected from the buckets should the oil

pressure in the Rovcrnor fail.

The weight of each Rcneralor dcflcctinK wo/.r.k

is partly carried by an liydraulic balancinu piston,

which receives water pressure directly from the

force main. As soon as the oil pressure in llic gov-

ernor fails the nozzle will lower on account of the

unbalanced weight, and thus denccl the jet from

the buckets. The same result is accomplished with

the deflecting hood of the exciter wheels, which

is connected to a hydraulic water piston, lending

always to insert the hood and thus deflect the jet.

The governors are driven by a silent chain from

their respective wheel shafts. The connections be-

tween tin) operating pistons and the deflecting noz-

zles or hoods consist of levers, pins, links and

shafts, and the use of gears or racks has been

avoided, thereby prevenlirg the jars that result in

lost motion and wear and tear.

The oil pump is attached to the casing and im-

mersed in the oil reservoir. It is of the rotary

type, having no valves, which are often the cause

of failure of oil pressure. The main pump shaft

also carries the bevel gear which drives the fly-

balls operating the pilot Valve over the regulating

lever. The pilot valve is self-contained between

opposing pressures and any reaction upon the fly-

balls is eliminated. It is evident that this is a con-

dition of prime importance for exact regulation.

The pilot valve distributes the oil pressure in the

regulating cylinder. The motion of the regulating

piston is revorsedly transmitted to the regulating

valve by means of a combined compensation. The
leverage of this compensation is adjustable, so that

the governor may be set to any change of speed

between no load and full load, from 16 per cent,

to absolutely constant speed.

The governors are equipped with four regulating

devices which can be used at any time, viz.

:

1. Mechanical hand regulation (without oil pres-

sure).

2. Automatic regulation with flyballs.

3. Hand regulation with oil pressure (flyballs dis-

connected by a clutch coupling inserted between

pump shaft and flyhall shaft).

4. Hand regulation with oil pressure and electric

motor operated from the switchboard. (Synchro-

nizing attachment.)

The exciter governors are of similar design, ex-

cept that they are not provided for electric hand

regulation.

The Kern River installation of the Edison Com-
pany is but one of three waterpower developments

owned by this company in addition to six or seven

steam plants located within a radius of 200 miles,

all of which will operate in synchronism. A por-

tion of the output of this plant will be disposed of

along the line to Los Angeles, A very considerable

amount of power will be utilized in the city of

Santa Barbara. The demand for power in Los

Angeles, Santa Barbara and San Luis Obispo coun-

ties far exceeds the supply, and the output from

this station will help to satisfy the general require-

ments rather than be devoted to any specific pur-

pose. The Edison Company contemplates the build-

ing of plants Nos. 2, 3 and 4 on the Kern River,

which will aggregate over 100.000 horsepower in

addition to the output of the present station.

Milling Head Usfd as Ice Cutter for
Ttiird Rail.

Sleet and ice are sources of great annoyance to

third-rail systems of railways for the reason that

the coating on the third rail which they form acts

practically as an insulator to prevent the current

from reaching the shoe or contact device on the

FIG. I. MILLING-HEAD ICE CUTTER FOR THIRD RAIL.

car. Various methods have been proposed to cope

with the difficulty, including the use of chemical

solutions or mechanical rail cleaners, and several

are in use. An interesting example of the mechan-

ical type is that recently invented by George A.

Spice of Chicago and covered by a United States

patent. Here a milling-head or cutter is used as

shown at (F) in Fig. I of the accompanying* draw-

ings, which shows the manner of attachment to the

car truck, the third rail being at (N). Fig. 2 is

a vertical section of the cutter employed, and Fig.

i J'... .:. .ERTICAL liKCTION ol "I Hlff IJ-RAM, ROTARY
ICE CUTTKB.

3 is a partial, horizontally developed bottom plan

view of the same cutter.

The drawings show the general arrangement of

.Mr. Spice's invention with sulTicient clearness. The
cutter-head is practically cylindrical and provided

peripherally with teeth (m) disposed spirally and

parallel with each other. It is so disposed rela-

tively to the car wheels as to normally ride upon

the third-rail of the system, being normally main-

tained under pressure in cont.ict with the upper

surface of the, third rail by means of springs, the

latter serving also to cushion vertical movements
imparted to the cutter-head by inequalities in the

height of the third rail at various points along the

route.

Gearing is provided so that a higher surface

speed is imparted to the cutter than the surface

speed of the car wheels. The cutter revolves in

the same direction as the wheels.

The teeth of the cutter (F) are disposed so that

one face is practically radial, and this face is pre-

sented in the direction of motion of the cutter, so

that the sharp cutting edges will during the revolu-

tion of the cutter-head act in practically the same
way as the cutter-head of a planer to cut away any
coating of ice or sleet on the rail. The angle of

disposition of the teeth is also such relatively to

the direction of motion as to throw the ice and

/u

FIG. 3. PLAN VIEW OF THIRD-RAIL ROTARV ICE CUTTER.

sleet removed away from the car instead of

toward it.

An insulating coupling (R) is provided on the

shaft (E) of the milling-head cutter. The device

is simple, and during warm weather it may be

readily removed from the truck.

Hydro-electric Power for the Alamo
Mining District.

A hydro-electric development attended by ex-

traordinary conditions as to character of country

and difficulty of construction is being completed on
Congo Creek, 20 miles west of Surapter, Ore.,

by the Fremont Power Company, of which Mr.

John Thomsen is manager. The company has ex-

pended about $500,000 thus far and proposes to

furnish power for operating the quartz mills in

the Sumpter district, driving the machinery of the

Sumpter smelter, and furnishing light for the city

of Sumpter. The plant is installed, the transmis-

sion line is nearly completed- to Bourne, and cur-

rent is about to be turned on to that point. Bourne
is a mining town, five miles from Sumpter, and is

the center of the Alamo mining district, including

the Alamo, Quebec, Strasbuig, Belcher, I. X. L.,

Hicks, Phoenix, Psyche, Snow Creek and other

quartz mines where stamp mills are being erected.

The line will be extended south to the Quartzburg

district, where are the Standard, Copperopolis, Pres-

ent Need and Gem mines.
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Typographic.-\l errors arc seemingly destined to

cause annoyance, profanity or -hilarity, as it may
be, so long as the art of printing continues to

exist. A curious example of these thorns in the

rtesh occurred recently in an esteemed English

electrical journal. Speaking of the recent Ameri-

can specifications for street lighting, this journal

remarked that "the committee consisted of Messrs.

Dudley Tarrand, A. E. Kenelly, C. P. Steinmentz,

L. A. Furguson and P. Spencer." In this list

every surname is misspelled except the last.

To ENCOURAGE the wiring of old buildings the

monthly-payment plan is adopted by central-station

companies with gratifying results. Mr. F. H.

Golding of Dayton recommended this plan "where

conditions seem to warrant" in his paper, "How
to Get the Old Buildings Wired," read on June

7th last at the Washington convention of the Na-

tional Electric Light Association, and the subject

also attracted much attention at the recent Ohio

convention. The Chicago Edison Company has now
adopted the plan and extended. it to make the cost

of the wiring of the old building payable in 2~\

monthly installments. This makes the cost of ev-en

quite a considerable job of wiring scarcely felt,

and the plan is proving remarkably successful.

Many customers are by this means secured who
would not otherwise feel able to meet the installa-

tion expense.

The discharge of electricity at high potentials

through gases has been the subject of some attractr

ive laboratory ' experiments in the production of

artificial fogs on the small scale of a bell-jar,

whose results have led to beautiful and accurate

dL'lerniinations of the absolute size and number of

till- .molecules of the gas. Reversing the process

tlu-rO has been proposed the artificial dispersion of

fogs In' similar apparatus working on a larger scale.

The proposed station will require a large, induction

coil or transformer capable of giving a spark

about 40 inches. Its primary will be energized b/

a .'^ource .of. direct current, the circitit being rapidl\

brnkui,! b_\' a rotating interrupter. A condenser

may lie' hridged across the interrupter to absorb

the heavy, arc which would follow the breaking of

the large current required to operate the coil. The

current from the secondary windings is led through

mercury-vapor rectifiers which change it from alter-

nating into a pulsating unidirectional flow. Large

Leyden jars are connected in the circuit to secure

the proper capacity. The positive wire is carried

to the top of an aerial mast, where it ends in a

crown of points. It is said that with such apparatus

clear spaces 300 to 400 feet across have been found

in .very .thick fogs. While clear regions even of

this size would be very useful in harbors or on

railways, it is to be remembered that such

a space extending at least for a quarter of a mile

in every direction from a vessel at sea would be

necessary for safety if bare steerage headway were

to be maintained. But the proposition is an attract-

ive one and seems endowed with potentialities,

when developed on a still larger scale, of avoiding

collisions with other vessels, derelicts and icebergs

which are the dread of mariners.

Present prospects are that the time is near at

hand when Chicago will be connected with Detroit,

Indianapolis and St. Louis by diverging lines of

electric railway on the east, southeast and south-

west as it already is with Milwaukee on the north.

The line to Kankakee. 54 miles south, will be in

operation in a few months, no doubt, while the

nearln' cities of Elgin. Aurora and Jolict have

been linked to Chicago by electric bonds for several

years. The constant extension of the interurban

electric railway and its ever-increasing popularity

constitute one of the most significant economic

tendencies of the present day. The electric lines

link town and town and town and city more closely

together. People like to ride on them, particularly

in summer; they afford frequent trains and con-

venient, stopping places. They arc home-like and

neighborly, while the comparatively infrequent steam

trains arc more alien and .si range. At first the

retail merchants in villages and small cities feared

ihat the interurban;; would tempi tlie ounUry people
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to go to the larger cities to do their shopping to

a greater extent than before; but it is found that

thc^country merchant can also take advantage of
'

the interurban to secure quick shipments, to keep
himself as well as his stock up-to-date by frequent
visits to the city. The electric railway is popular
with all classes, with the women and children as
well as with the men, and it needs only a trip

into the country in almost any direction to see
how rapidly it is being extended.

This popularity is not likely to be endangered
unless a false economy in men or material results
in a disproportionate number of accidents. Some
accidents seem to be bound to happen in railroad-

ing—to be beyond human foresight—but many that
do occur could be prevented; and the responsible
managers of the~^ electric railways, profiting by the

painful record of the steam railroads in this coun-
try, will do well to make safety of travel an aim
of such great importance as not even to be
eclipsed by the very natural and laudable desire to

return large dividends. Let the electric railway be
synonymous with the most careful regard for
human life, and let the electric-railway accidents
that have already happened—would that there were
less of them!—serve as warnings or severe lessons
which may make like disasters less frequent in the
future.

Mayor Busse is to be thanked and congratulated
for his first message to the Chicago City Council,
in which he

,
advocates the "electrification" of the

steam railroads within the city. This reform is

needed and inevitable, and the Western Electrician

has pleaded for it for several years. The mayor's
action was indorsed by the Council, and accordingly
the local transportation committee of that body,
with expert assistance, will "make such investiga-

tions and prepare such reports as may be necessary^
to advise this Council fully as to the possibility

of installing the necessary electrical equipment for

use on the railway terminals of Chicago to do away
with the steam engines and eliminate the smoke
nuisance from that source." The mayor's message
is a temperate document, and indeed it is to be
expected that anyone who has given careful at-

tention to the subject will appreciate the magnitude
of the problem and the expense and effort which
it will impose upon the railroad companies. Never-
theless, the improvement is bound to come, and
the mayor's action will doubtless prove to be the

entering wedge which will result, in a few years,

in the electrical operation of the railroad terminals

in Chicago.

In his message the mayor. calls attention to the

example of New York city in electrifying railroad

terminals, and he remarks that if similar action

be taken in Chicago the smoke nuisance would be

thereby greatly abated. The mayor investigated

the situation in New York, and in his report

continues:

"Our observations, while satisfying us as to the

advisability of substituting electrical motive power
for steam power on railroad terminals in the city,

have no definite bearing, of course, upon the diffi-

culties to be surmounted and the practical details

involved in the working out of such a change.

As Chicago is the greatest railroad center in the

world, this problem of doing away with the com-

mon tj'pc of soft-coal-burning steam engines inside

the city is, of course, a tremendous one, but it

is a problem which I think the railroads realize

must be faced some time in the near future, and

it is one which the city must help to solve, to

the end that tiic smoke nuisance may be elimi-

nated."

The mayor advocates the change on the single

ground of abating the smoke nuisance, but there

are also other advantages, as the marked decrease

in the noise of train operation—and the noises of

city life constitute a serious detriment to health

and comfort—and the greater ease of riding for

the many thousands who use the trains daily, to

say nothing of the enhancement of property values

in neighborhoods adjacent to the railroad lines.

Chicago will be greatly benefited by the change,

and although the undertaking is a large one, it

should be entered upon with a confident and reso-

lutf spirit.
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Insurance Report on Motor and Gener-
ator Acclderits In England.

Ilu- lirili^li KuKini', Hoili-r ;inil CL-niTiil liisiir-

:uu-i- Cdiiipniiy issiii'S .iiiiuwilly :mi instructive report

iipun llic c'Ic-ctric:il ;iii(l diIut m:u-liiiicry wliiclt is

conli(li-(l 1" its care. The ((illr)winK results (if the

inspections in connection willi hreakilowns .'incl

other accidents are furnished hy tlie London cor-

respondent of the Western ICIectrician, who says;

It is satisfactory to note that whereas a con-

siderahle increase took place in the nntnher of

dynamos and motors insured, llie hreakilowns in-

creased in a lower ratio. Uyiiamos failed in the

proportion of one in 16 of those insured, and mo-

tors, one in 8.2, Direct-current machines failed

twice as often as alternating-current machines, hut

the cost of repair per hreakdov\'n for direct-cnrrent

machines was only ahout one-half that of alter-

natiiiK-current machines. The company has also

now :i larne niunlier of starting resistances insured,

hut the hrcakdowns of these have increased far

mure rapidly than iu the case of dynamos and

nintors.

.\ warning is uttered aRainsl the use of foreign-

made commutators, which invariahly seeni to have

the insulating washers of 'made-up" mica of poor

qnality material, instead of the soft, green mica,

for small motors, as frecincntly recommended.

The following figures sliow the percentage pro-

portion of the various parts of machines ' which

liave failed : 50 per cent, of armatures and rotors

iu dynamos and 44 per cent, in the case of motors

;

1 1 per cent, of magnet coils and starters in dy-

namos and 14 per cent, in inotors ; 20 per cent,

of commutators and hrush gear in dynamos and

28 per cent, in motors. The remaining 19 per cent,

and 14 per cent., respectively, arc attributed to

miscellaneous.

In connection with starting switches and con-

trollers, it is stated that 48 per cent, of the re-

sistance coils have failed; 10 per cent, of contacts

and switch arms, and 17 per cent, of the automatic

apparatus. In attributing the breakdowns to vari-

ous causes, it appears that the largest percentage

in the case of dynamos is due to bad workman-

ship and design, while in connection with motors

and starters age and deterioration are responsible

for the greater proportion of mishaps.

This report is quite an unolficial one, issued

by the insurance company in the interests of its

clients, and is quite distinct from the Home Office

electrical inspector's report. Nevertheless, although

the present document is not of such a far-reaching

character in importance, it contains information,

gained from actual experience, of value to all man-

ufacturers of electrical and other plants.

Canadian Electrical Convention.

Plans for the seventeenth annual convention of

the Canadian Electrical Association have progressed

most satisfactorily with the result that a programme
of unusual interest has been prepared. The con-

vention will be in Montreal on September nth,

I2th and 13th and the meetings will be held in the

assembly hall of the Canadian Society of Civil

Engineers. Exhibits will be in the government

drill hall on Craig Street. The local committee

has prepared an excellent programme of entertain-

ment features.

The usual arrangements have been made with

the Eastern Canadian Passenger' Association, includ-

ing points in the United States in its territory, for

reduced fares on the certificate plan for both rail

and water. Persons should purchase a first-class

full fare one-way ticket to Jlontreal and obtain

from the ticket agent a standard certificate. If 50

certificates are presented the return fare will be

one-third; if 300 or more certificates, free return.

After the usual opening exercises, including the

president's address and committee reports, the fol-

lowing papers appear on the prograiume : "Electric

Heating and Cooking Devices," by A. B. Lambe

:

"Trials of the Operating Man," by il. .A. Sammett

;

"Three-wire Generators," by B. T. McCormick

:

"High-tension Insulators from an Engineering and

Commercial Standpoint," by Clarence E. Delafield

;

"The Value of the Nernst Lamp to the Central

Station," by A. E. Fleming ; "Incandescent Lamps,"
by J. M. Robertson ; "Frazil and .\nchor Ice—the

Difficulties They Cause at Hydraulic Plants—Some
Remedies," by John Murphy ; "The Load Factor,"

by R. il. Wilson; "Modern Lighting Transform-

ers," by G. P. Cole; "The Responsibility of Electric

Companies for Accidents," by George H. Montgom-
ery.

Parts of each session will be devoted to the

Question Box. Elaborate preparations have been

made for entertaining the guests, including several

special features for the ladies.

Mr. R. G. Black -of Toronto is president of the

association and Mr. -T. S. Young is secretary.

Luminous Arc Lampa from tho Stand-
point of Central-station Operation.'

HV I-foWAKU GlIAIMl 1.

The .Ashhinrl Gas and ICIectric Li^lit Company
was one of llie first central stations in Ohio to

adopt maKuelite or luminous arc lamps. This in-

stallation, made in DeceinbiT, lyoj, consisted of 'jo

type 2 lamps, the rale for enerny on a midniKlil

moonlight schedule heiuK '^>& per lamp per year.

DuriiiK llic present summer we have been re-

placing this lamp with the type .1, which corrects

about the oidy defects we have found the niaRiie-

tite lamp to have. In the place of a swinginK

upper electrode a stationary one is substituted. The
latter gives belter service and is also reversible,

thus practically (hjubling its life. .'\ heavier an<l

closed globe is also used instead of the former one

with rni o|)en bottom, to which a rather heavy ash-

pan was attached.

.'\s T-H open arc lamps were formerly used for

lighting the streets of Ashland, what we have to

s.ay is in the nature of a contrast between that

lamp and the magnetite lamp. Our experience

proves the latter to have many decided advantages.

These points of superiority may he placed under

two heads:
(1) .'\dvanlages to the public.

(J) .'VdvaiUages to the central station.

The advantages to the public arc (1) improved
distribution of light; Ij) better quality of light,

and (3) fewer outages. For the central station

we find the following points of superiority: (i)

Economy of energy. (2) Lower cost of main-

tenance. (3) Ease of adjustment. (4) Ease of

triiuming, and (5) lower cost of repair and renewal.

The open carbon arc lamp will he remcmbei|ed

as having a large shadow just beneath it, a wide

variation of illumination due to the wandering ;irc.

and as giving a good light for a short distance,

beyond which point the aiuount of light falls off

abruptly. With the magnetite lamp the distribution

is much more uniform. A globe with a frosted

or sand-blasted bottom is used and there is almost

no shadow beneath the lamp. As one walks from

one toward the next, one notices that the illumina-

tion midway is much better. This is because there

is more light reflected there, and also because of

the absence of that sharp contrast between the

amount of illumination under each open carbon

lamp and that midway between them. As we made
no readings with a luminometer while operating

the open carbon lamp, we can make no comparison

on this basis with the magnetite lamp. However,

we did make some readings in a neighboring city

where alternating-current enclosed series lamps are

used, and find that the ainount of illumination

there at a distance of 165 feet is equal to that at

the distance of 205 feet from a magnetite lamp.

Two things make possible the better distribution

of the magnetite lamp. First, the positive electrode

does not form a crater as does the positive carbon

of an open arc lamp, resulting in the axis of max-
imum distribution being at an angle of about 45

degrees. Second, since the arc in the magnetite

or luminous arc lamp always has the same relative

position, it is possible to use a reflector. This

reflector is placed in a horizontal position jusi

above the arc, but being enameled iron it is un-

affected by the heat and so is not a part that would

need to be renewed during the life of the lamp.

The result is that the axis of maximum distribu-

tion of this lamp is^ at an angle of about 90 de-

grees, or almost horizontal.

The quality of the light is excellent, being whiter

than that from alternating-current lamps and stead-

ier than from open carbon lamps. .Another advan-

tage which this lamp has is that of fewer outages.

When a lamp is found not to be burning it can

usually be started by jerking the rope by which

it is raised and lowered. It is caused by a small

particle of the burnt electrodes getting between

them and acting as an. insulator. We have found

it necessary to replace broken globes at once, as

this lamp will not burn unprotected from the air.

This is no serious defect, as the long-burning fea-

ture of the lamp makes frequent trimming or han-

dling unnecessary; hence the chances for broken

globes are reduced. In our experience the ratio of

outages as compared with the carbon lamp is one

to three in favor of the magnetite lamp.

The low wattage of the magnetite lamp is one

of its most distinguishing characteristics. It is

designed to operate on direct-current series circuits

with 70 to S-) volts at the laiup terminals or by

mercurj- arc rectifiers connected to alternating-cur-

rent circuits. We are using the direct-current sys-

tem, energy being furnished by a Brush arc ma-

chine. To replace a 480-watt laiup with one con-

suiuing 320 watts we have found to he a great

benefit to our company.
Because of the long-burnmg feature of this lamp

the maintenance cost, as compared with open car-

bon lamps, is very low. The upper or positive

electrode, a heavy piece of copper. Is reversible

and has a life of about 4,000 hours. The lower

electrode, an iron tube five-eighths inch in diameter

:ind eight inches long, and lilled will) hiack mag
nelile oxide of iron, jiax a life of 175 hours. It

is thus necessary fur us to trim our lamps only

nine limes a year. The com of niaiiilaiiiliiK these

elecl miles on a schedule such ;ii> ours iK about 60
cents per lamp per year.

The two ailjustmenlii— the length of the arc and
the feed contact inagnet—arc easily made. The
length of Ihe are is controlled by an adjustable
slop which is f:isteMed by a set screw to the left-

h;iiid guide rod, To increase the are voltage, raise

this sirjp; to decrease the vfdt.age, lower il. After
an adjustment has been made the lower electrode
rod should he tripped and then pushed up as in

trimming. The feed contact in.igiiet is .'idjusled

by lowering or r.'iisiiig the arni:iltire disc and
eheekunt placed just hehiw it. If the lamp feeds

loo often the disk should be turned to tile left.

If not often enough it should he turned to the right.

This magnet is in sh'.mt with the arc and should
close the contacts, causing the lamp to feed, when
the arc voltage rises to about no volts. As we
have s;ii(f, these two ;idjustim'iits are easily made.

In trimming Ihe lamp the first thing lo do
after the globe has been unlatched and swung over
to the side is to clean the center tube. It serves

as a chimney through which the fumes of the arc

pass out of the lamp, and unless kept clean there
is danger of these reddish-brown fumes accumlat-
ing ill it, clogging it up and then settling on the
inside of the globe, shutting off the light. A small
brush run through this tube a few times readily

cleans it. Next Ihe globe should be cleaned. The
accumulation of this reddish-brown dust on the

globes from one trimming to the next, while
slight, is sufficient to cut off considerable light. It

is, however, easily removed with a cloth dampened
with coal oil. 'l"o replace the burned-out electrode

the tripping rod should be pushed u]> until the

clutch in the lamp is disengaged. The lower elec-

trode holder will then drop into a position where
the change is quickly made. To those who have
bad the experience of trimming of the open carbon
lamps, the' ease with which the magnetite lamp
is trimmed is at once apparent.

Repairs and renewals cost us last year 54 cents

per lamp. With the type 3 lamp we do not think

this item will be as large, since it has a heavier

globe and does away with a large copper ash-pan,

and these were the only two parts it was necessary
for us to replace during the year. For the pres-

ent 3'ear, however, this item will be larger on ac-

count of our changing to the new type lamp.

As a whole, the system comes fully up to our
expectations and we regard it as the best in oper-

ation at the present day. In fact the magnetite

lamp, with its improved distribution of light, econ-

omy of energy and low cost of maintenance, repre-

sents a distinct advance in the art of illumination

and cannot but appeal to any central station con-

templating a change.

The Easy-payment Plan of Wiring.

The Chicago Edison Company and the Common-
w-ealth Electric Company have recently adopted

a new plan for the wiring of residences and high-

class apartments that has yielded excellent results.

The scheme, in a nutshell, is to extend payment

for this class of work into 24 equal monthly in-

stallments. By this policy a great deal of new
business is being secured that otherwise could not

be obtained, for the installation and wiring charges

are spread out so that the consumer scarcely no-

tices them.

A large part of the public has been eager for

the use of electric light, especially since the recent

further reduction of rates,- .but has hesitated on

account of the cost of wiring. This problem has

now been solved by the installment plan. The plan

is confined to completed buildings and does not

apply to new structures. The wiring of old build-

ings has been much more difficult to secure than

that of new ones. Mr. Cregier of the contract de-

partment has charge of this line of work and

reports that he can scarcely get men enough to

handle it. This latest plan is but another move

of the coiTipany in its campaign to make the use

of electricity practically universal in Chicago and

vicinity. The plan is also being tried in other

cities.

I A paper read at Ihe Toledo convenlion of Ihe Ohio Electric

LiKht Association. AuEUSt 20. Mr. Grabill is connecled w.lh the

Ashland (Ohio) Gas and Electric Company.

Conventions at the Madison Square
Electrical Shov^r.

During the electrical show to be held at JIadison

Square Garden, New York city, September 30th to

October gth, two important conventions will be held

in the concert hall at the garden. At recent meet-

ing of officers of the Street Railway Association

of the State of New Y'ork and of the state Gas

and Electric Association it was decided to hold

the annual gathering at A'ladison Square Garden

during the show.
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ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
By Geo. R. Metcalfe.

XXXII. -Electric Lighting.

Balancing in Three-Wire Systems.

In order that the three-wire sj'Stem of distribu-

tion described in the previous chapter shall oper-

ate satisfactorily, a careful study of the load should

be made with a view to having it divided at all

times as evenly as possible between the two sides

of the system. The difference in the load between

the two sides of the system is known as the un-

balanced load, and it is important to keep the

unbalanced load as small as possible, as any large

amount of unbalancing seriously affects the regu-

lation of the whole system.

If a much larger number of lamps are con-

nected to one side than there are connected to the

other side, the voltage of the light-load side will

be too high, while that of the heavily loaded side

will drop. For example, on a three-wire lighting

CONNECTIONS OF SERIES-MULTIPLE ARC LAMPS.

circuit with a normal voltage of 220 volts between

the outside wires and no volts on either side,

the unbalanced load may be sufficient to cause one

side to drop to 108 volts, and the voltage on the

opposite side will be 112 volts. If this condition

exists in a central-station distribution, all the cus-

tomers' lamps connected on the low-voltage side

will burn below their normal candlepower and

have a dim appearance, while those lamps on the -

high-voltage side will burn too brightly, which will

considerably shorten their lives. In connecting the

lamps on a threi^-wire system, therefore, great care

must be taken so to arrange them that the load

on both sides will be very nearly even.

In connecting up a small number of lamps, such

as would be used ordinarily in a small private

house, a two-wire service is usually supplied, which

is connected on either side of the system, which

will tend to produce the best balance. In larger

installations a three-wire service is generally car-

ried into the building, and the entire wiring of

the building is on the three-wire system. Where
any device is used which requires a large amount

of current, such as a very high candlepower lamp

or a large motor, it should be connected across

the outside wires, where it cannot affect the bal-

ance of the system when thrown in or out.

From what has been said, it is evident that if

the system were perfectly balanced there would be

no necessity for carrying the middle or neutral

wire back to the generators, as the neutral wire

only carries the unbalanced load. In large stations,

therefore, operating a number of generators, it is

sufficient to connect three-wire generators of the

t

500 /

SBRIES-UULTIPLE DISTRIBUTION.—FI\'E IIO-VOLT LAMPS
IN SERIES ON 330-VOLT CIRCUIT. _=;> ^;0

proper voltage to the outside lines only, and to

install only a sufficient number of three-wire gen-
erators to carry the difference between the loads

on the two sides of the system.

Series Parallel Dxstridution.

This system of distribution is used only to a
limited extent for both arc and incandescent light-

ing. It consists of connecting groups of lamps in

series and arranging several such groups in paral-
lel. This connection is explained in the accom-
panying diagrams, and is principally used for op-
crating two arc lamps in series on 220-volt
distributing systems, or for operating scries of five

incandescent lamps from 550-volt railway circuits.

The incandescent lamps used on electric-railway

cars arc generally connected in this manner, as arc

N&TX.—Thii trrlfS of article!. intend<-d to survey, briefiy,
the whole field of ipplicd electricity for lijibt, power and heat
•ru beKUo In the Wenem Electrician of February 3, 1507.

also many arc lamps which are used upon 220-voU
constant-potential distributing systems.

Mercury Rectifiers.

Within the last three years mercury rectifiers

have been used to some extent for the operation

of arc lights. By means of the mercury rectifier

direct-current arc lamps may be operated from
alternating-current circuits without the interven-

tion of moving machinery. Previous to this the

only way to obtain direct current from an alter-

niting-current supply was by the use of a rotary-

converter or a motor-generator set, either of which
consume considerable power and are impracticable

for use where only small amounts of current are

required, on account of their size and the e.xpense

of installation and attendance. The mercury rec-

tifier changes an alternating current into a pulsat-

ing direct current without the use of any moving
machinery, and is Well adapted for the conversion

of small amounts of current, as it occupies but
little space and when once started operates con-
tinuously without further attention.

A diagram of the mercury rectifier is shown
herewith. The rectifier consists of a glass bulb
somewhat similar in outline to the oi-dinary pear-

shaped incandescent lamp, and is about nine inches

in diameter by one foot high. It contains four

electrodes, the upper two of which are of graphite
and the lower two of mercury. Each of these
electrodes is provided with leads and terminals and
the bulb is thoroughly exhausted of air.' The two
upper electrodes are called positive electrodes, and

OUTLINE DIAGRAM OF MERCURY RECTIFIER.

the large lower electrode in the center of the bulb
is called the negative electrode. The small auxiliary

lower electrode is used only for the purpose of
starting the rectifier into operation.

The operation of the rectifier is based on the

rather peculiar conditions which exist in relation

to the conductivity of mercury vapor. When mer-
cury vapor is in contact with solid metallic elec-

trodes, current will flow very readily from the solid

electrode to the mercury vapor, but if the current
is flowing in the opposite direction, that is, from
the mercury vapor to the solid electrode, the re-

sistance is so high that it practically prevents all

flow of current. In other words, the current Hows
readily from the solid to the vapor, and does not
flow at all from the vanor to the solid. When
alternating current, therefore, is supplied to the

two positive electrodes of the rectifier, these elec-

trodes pass the current in one direction only, and
oppose all current flowing in the opposite direc-

tion, so that the pulsations of alternating current
flow alternately between the positive electrodes

through the mercury vapor to the negative elec-

trode, which, therefore, gives off a direct or uni-

directional current which is pulsating in character.

There is but little resistance to the flow of cur-

rent between the mercury vapor and the mercury
after the rectifier has started into operation, but
there is a high resistance at the negative electrode

which must be overcome before it is possible to

start the rectifier into operation. The accompany-
ing diagram of current waves will serve to explain

the operation of the rectifier more clearly. Curves
(A) and (B) show the current waves in the two
positive electrodes, and the resultant curve (Cl
shows the rectified current which passes out from
the negative electrode. The lower curve (D)
shows the alternating-current electromotive force

supplied to the rectifier, and it is apparent that if

the part of the wave below the zero line were
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reversed there would result a direct current of very
large pulsations which would vary from zero to

the maximum value. While this would be a true

unidirectional current, such a current could not be
produced by the rectifier, for the reason that as

soon as the value of the electromotive force reached
zero the resistance of the negative electrode would
be established, which would break the circuit.

It therefore becomes necessary to provide some
means for bridging over this zero point of the

electromotive force, and this is done by inserting

a reactance in the circuit which changes the wave
form of the current to the shapes shown in curves

cm
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DIAGRAM OF CURRENT WAVES AND ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE.

(A) and (B). The reactance absorbs some of

the energy from the peak of the wave and gives

out this energy again at the lower part ot the

wave, so that the curve does not reach the zero

point, and the two waves overlap, the resultant

curve being shown at (C) in the diagram.- It will

be seen, therefore, that the whole of the alter-

nating-current wave, both above and below the

zero line, is utilized by the rectifier.

In order to start the rectifier into operation, the

bulb is mounted so that it can be tilted, permitting

the mercury to flow between the auxiliary and the

negative electrode. The short space between the

two electrodes is thus bridged by a little stream

of mercury which becomes vaporized as soon as

the current passes, after which the bulb is set

vertical, and the positive electrodes come into.. op-

eration. A resistance is inserted in series with 'the

auxiliary electrode, through which the current is

started. After the negative resistance is broken

down ' and the positive electrodes become active,

this starting resistance is automatically cut out.

The accompanying diagram shows one of the

methods of connecting the rectifier to an alter-

nating-current source of supply. In this method
of connection the alternating-current circuit is con-

DIAGRAM OK CONNECTIONS FOR MERCURY-RECTIFIER
CIRCUIT.

ncclcd to two taps on an auto-transfonncr, which

is a transformer with only a single winding, the

location of these taps being determined by the

voltage of the supply circuit. The two outside ends

of the auto-transformcr winding arc connected to

the Iwo positive electrodes of the rectifier, and

from the middle point of the aulo- transformer a

connection is brought out which completes a circuit

through the load and the reactance coil in series

to the negative electrode. The starting resistance

is connected between the starting electrode and one
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iif iIk' positive electrodes. The supply circuit may

hi' either 110 or 220 volls alleriinliiiR current, and

hy inserliuK a suilahic renulaliiit! reactance in the

circuit the rectified current may liave a rauRC of

from .|o to 123 volls. A siuRle rectifier bulb has

a capacity of al)oiit 30 amperes, and where larger

currents are rei|uired, two or more lulhs may be

(ipcraled in nudliplc. The cfiiciency o( the rec-

tifier varies but little from lisht load to full loail

aiul is in the neinhhorhood of 80 per cent, for its

dUirc range of load.

[7'i) Ih' CKiiliniu'il.]

What Is the B^st Form of Power for

Statioiisof F vo Hundred Kilo-

wa'is Capacity or Less?'

By Prof. F. C. Caldwell.

Ten years ago this association would hardly

have considered it profitable to give much time to

a discussion of this subject, but so remarkable

have been the developments in central-station ap-

paratus in the last few years that now the ques-

tion is far from being an easy one to answer.

Like most tiuestions of this form, it is quite inca-

pable of a complete and satisfactory solution within

the limits of a paper of this character, and what

follows can oi-ly be regarded as a framework which

the menib.TS of the- society may perhaps develop

into a valuable structure in the course of their

discussion. "Power" will be taken in the broad

sense of the term, and the best form for the sup-

ply of electrical energy will be first considered.

There are now .available to choose from the fol-

lowing types of apparatus: Direct current two-\virc

220-volt and three-wire no-volt; also alternating

current, single-phase or polyphase. The choice be-

tween these will depend, first, on the character of

the load to be supplied ; second, upon the size of

the plant, and third, upon the conditions under

which it will be operated. A few years ago the

two-wire 220-volt direct-current svstem seemed

likely to taVe an important position for the smaller

central-station supply. But two factors have re-

cently been introduced into the problem, which are

both unfavorable to its growth. The first of these

is the development of metallic-filament incandescent

lamps. The low resistivity of metals as compared

with carbons makes the extension of these to volt-

ages as high as '23 seem improbable, while the

great savirg in current, resulting from their use,

must not be overlooked. The other factor is the

placing on the market of successful three-wire gen-

erators at a c^st not greatly in excess of the stand-

ard types. The 220-volt system has never been

much used in this country outside of the smallest

plants, thoush its simplicity and comparative econ-

omy in distribution were strong arguments in its

favor. It will doubtless continue to be employed

in cases where transmission for power purposes

is the main business; but where lighting is an

important element it is probable that it has passed

its period of greatest usefulness. The problem

may therefore be narrowed down to a question of

three-wire direct currert versus alternating current,

single-phase or polvphase.

As between the direct and alternating current the

question of distribution of load is the most impor-

tant factor. Wherever more than one town is to

be supplied from the same plant, or where the char-

acter of the farming population is such as to make

the sale of power and lieht among them a matter

of importance, the decision must be in favor of

alternating current. On the other hand, where the

conditions seem to set definite and comparatively

narrow limits to the area which the plant will sup-

ply, the greater simplicity, higher economy in dis-

tribution and superior regulation usually obtained

from direct-current plants may determine in favor

of this form of supply. The amount and character

of the motor load must be given careful consider-

ation. If this is large in the immediate vicinity of

the power plant, and especially if variable speed

is important, the direct current will have the pref-

erence. If, on the other hand, the demand is more
widely scattered, or is of such a nature that the

simplicity and brushless character of the induc-

tion motor recommend themselves, the decision may
be favorable to alternating current. The use of

the storage battery in connection with the direct-

current system gives it an advantage. In some

cases, for instance, it may be possible to supply

direct currert for 24 hours with the use of but

one 10 or 12-haur shift, at the same time obtaining

the great advantages in the matter of regulation

and storage against an emergency shut-down which

are provided by the battery. Such a use of the

battery, however, would only be possible in cases

where the motor load was negligible—a condition

which is in itself unfortunate. In general also

the small plant is unab'e to supply the same quality

of .expert attention for the battery as is possible

in a larger station, and this would often make its

use questionable. In the case of quite small sta-

tions, such as are now being installed to a con-

I. Paper read bf^fore Oliio Fle^tric T.ichc A?^socia»ion at its

thirteenth annual r.onventlnn. held in Toledo. Ohio, AnEnst 20.

i'.07. The author i^ professor of electrical eafiineerine in the
Ohio State University.

sidcrablc extent in the villaRcs of (lie country, ihc

use of an nItcrnnlinK-curi'cnt nyslcin with a fre-

quency of as cycles sliould receive careful consid-

eration. This would often be advanlaRcous on ac-

count' of the possibility, actual or pro.specllve, of

joiniiiK lip such a plant with the 2S-cyclc dislribii-

tioii system of sonic interurban cleclrie railw.iy.

Ami)lc experience lias"denionstralcd tlic satisfactory

operation of Incaiule.scent lamps with 25-cycle cur-

rent, anil in .ilniosl every case It would be more
economical to purchase power from railway syslems
during a considerable part of the 24 hours rather

than to keep the generating plant operating con-

tinuously. In many cases the whole output of the

station cnild be most .advant.agcously ol)laine(| in

this m.'inner. This suggests the supplying of cur-

rent from one plain to a number of small towns
throuhout a given district—a field which deserves
more energetic cultivation than it has yet received.

The question of the use of single or polyphase
alternating ciu-rent is also an interesting one. Sin-

gle-phase motors are obtainable in small sizes run-

ning up to about 30 horsepower, so that where the

supply of power in large units is not to be an-

ticipated, as, for instance, in the case of a strictly

farming conmmnity. much is to bo said in favor

of the greater simplicity of the single-phase. Espe-
cially is this true in the case of the smaller plants

where it is not practicable to employ a superin-

tendent who has had much training or experience.

In the case, however, of the larger plants within

the range which we arc considering, especially if

connection with an electric-railway supply circuit

is considered, the polyphase system should probably
be used. With a little more care in the distribu-

tion, just as good results can be obtained as with
the single-phase, and the possibility of the use of

larger motors is always present.

Turning next to the question of prime movers,
the fnllowii-g classification will be useful:

r. Waterpower.
2. Gaspower—Natural gas, producer gas.

3. Steam power—Reciprocating engines, turbines.

With regard to waterpower nothing need be said,

further than to predict that before many years
much more electrical energy will be developed in

Ohio by waterpower than is now done. It is a

very interesting problem, but of course peculiar to

special localities only.

Where natural gas is available there is hardly
room for any further discussion of this subject, so

far is the gas engine thus operated superior to

all other forms of heat engines. With a thermal
efficiency approximately double that of reciprocat-
ing steam engines, with the entire absence of loss

when the engine is not running and with the
great rapidity with which it can be brought into

operation, no form of steam engine is to be com-
pared with it for small plants. The complication
and liability to accident and shut-down which have
been in the past attributed, with more or less

justice, to the gas engine, have of late been rapidly
losing weight by virtue of improvements in design
and greater faiuiliarity on the part of engineers.

In the case of small plants for lighting and power
purposes the defect of the gas engine in not hav-
ing a considerable overload capacity is not so seri-

ous as in other lines, although it must be taken
into account in the design of the plant.

In the absence of either water or natural gas the

producer and gas-engine plant is in free competi-
tion wdth the various forms of steam engine, with
a strong indication that the odds are coming to be
more and more favorable to the former. Here suc-

cess depends entirely upon the producer, which
seems satisfactory in the case of the harder coals.

In Ohio, however, the producer must demonstrate
its ability to handle the bituminous coals of the

state before it can be generally accepted as a sub-

stitute for the steam boiler. Its friends already

claim the victory, and when account is taken of

the relative time that has been spent in the de-

velopment of the producer and the boiler, those

who have been devoting themselves to the former
certainly deserve congratulation. With a producer
working successfully with soft -coal, the steam en-

gine will indeed have to look to its laurels, for

the possibility of getting nearly twice as ranch

energy from a ton of coal, together with the small

standby losses and the quick service, give the gas

engine enormous advantages, against which the

somewhat lower first cost and the long-standing

reputation of the steam plant cannot long prevail.

Steam is, however, still with us, and doubtless will

be for some time to come.

So far, the great development which the turbine

has induced in the case of the larger stations has

not been much felt by the smaller. Although at

present turbines in a variety of smaller sizes are

available, their use does not show as great an

advantage over the reciprocating engine as in the

large sizes. Generally speaking, also, in the case

of the small station, economy of space is not so

vital a matter as with the large city plant. On
the other hand, the simplicity of the turbine should

be a matter of even greater consequence, so that

the question of relative first cost would probably

be a determining factor in most cases.

Of course, wherever condensing water is avail-

able in ample quantity, anything but the very

smallest plant should be operated with compound

con<)eiisinf( machines, 'J'hc availability of concleilK-

iiiK water would also be important 111 delerminlnK
the use of liirbiiicii.

The use of arllficlal means for the cooling of
llic conilcnsing water, such as towers or reservoirs,

is a financial one, and dcpciuls larKcly upon the

price of coal, llie cheapness of which In Ohio
would sehlom permit of the use of this system.
Another factor which should always receive con-

sideration, ami which may at limes determine the

char:icter of the sle;ini pbint, is the s;ile t>f exhaust
steam for heating purposes. The jacket-cooling
water in n gas-enRine plant may be similarly used.

In the case of small liKliting and power plants,

their combination with some other form of in-

dustrial activity should be given consideration. In
many cases, a power plant may be made to pay
if, during the daytime, the energy of the pmnt
can be consumed in the operation of some pro-
ductive industry. This works out especially well

where the industry is of such character that a

part at least of its machinery can be closed down
an hour or two earlier during the winter months
without seriously interfering with Its success. A
combined electric and pumping plant is a similar

case. This is an especially desirable arrangement,
if water storage is available, so that the pumps
can be entirely shut down during the period of
peak load. In this connection the electrically

driven centrifugal pump, which has recently come
before the public, ought to prove useful.

The above will serve to point out the wide range
of choice with which the central-station designer
of the present day Is confronted, and to indicate

In some measure the lines along which his decision
must be made. It must never be forgotten, how-
ever, that here, as in most other engineering works,
every case is a problem by itself and should be
carefully studied in order to obtain the bearing
of all accompanying conditions before deciding as
to the best form of power.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Resonance.

C. F. W., New York, referring to the formula

= 0, states that atfor resonance, 2 7rnL
2,rnC

University College, London, some recent experi-
ments with circuits having resistance, inductance
and capacity showed 2'A complete vibrations per
second when C was 7 microfarads, L 31.5 milli-

henrys, and the resistance 7 ohms, and wants to
know how 2.5 can be the proper value for n.

Answer.

The values given by C. F. W. do not show that

n=2.5 is the proper frequency for a condition of
resonance; in other words, if n is 2.5, resonance
could not exist. A derived formula obtained from

I

the one above shows that n = is the crit-

2^VLC
ical frequency for particular values of L and C.

With the values given above n must equal about

33% cycles per second.

Taper of Starting-box Resistances.

G. A. R., Chicago: Please give a formula for
determining the resistance of the different steps
of direct-current motor-starting boxes. Also kindly
explain how to design solenoids for operating
switches.

Answer.

The "taper" of the resistance in the different

steps of a starting box depends upon the size of
the motor and the purpose for which it is to be'
used. For small motors, the resistance steps are
usually all equal. For a five-horsepower machine,
under ordinary conditions, the steps might be
tapered down until the last is only about half of
the value of the first step; that is, resistance is

cut out more rapidly during the first period of
starting. For larger machines the ratio may run
as high as one to six, but is so dependent on the
starting behavior of the motor and many features

of its design that no more definite statement can
be made.

Formulas which will give data for the design of
solenoids to e.xert a given effort will be found
in practically all electrical textbooks, but the actual

results depend so much on the length of the
sucker armature and the air-gap around it that
the best determination for the purpose will possibly

be obtained from a simple experiment under the
desired conditions.

Holland, Mich., is undecided whether to give a
trial this winter to the Grand Rapids-Muskegon
Power Company, buying current from that company
instead of operating the municipal plant, and re-
tailing it in the city.
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SELLING ELECTRICITY.
Under this heading will appear, from time to time, articles, succestions and examples which will be ot assistance in the constant effort

to increase the existine demand for electric current and to create new demands.

Best Ways to Meet Gas and Gasoline
Competition.'

By F. H. Golding.

As a preliminary a list of present and prospective

gas users should be obtained by a house-to-house

canvass if necessary, ascertaining at the same time

whether the premises are wired for electricity or

not.

From the information thus obtained a working

list should be prepared and the solicitor is then

in a position to go after the business in a sys-

tematic and thorough manner, assisted by mailings

of pertinent literature at regular intervals. In con-

junction with the efforts of the solicitor and with

personal mail matter, judicious and varied news-

paper advertising will be found effective.

Possibly the gas or gasoline gas is proportionately

a little cheaper per thousand feet than your elec-

tricity is per kilowatt, but the solicitor has a variety

of arguments with which to meet this situation.

As a majority of central stations now furnish

free lamp renewals and free maintenance of fuses

and other slight repairs, tlie expense and mainte-

nance of mantles are good talking points for the

solicitor, and in many cases will make the cost of

gas lighting higher than that of electric lighting.

As additional arguments in favor of electricity the

solicitor has cleanliness, coolness, convenience, free-

dom from danger of fire or asphyxiation, the elimi-

nation of redecorating at frequent intervals due to

discoloration from burning gas, ability to use an

electric fan, iron, sewing-machine motor or other

convenient appliance when electricity is available,

and many other points which suggest themselves.

The mail matter should be carefully selected with

a view of aiding the solicitor in impressing the

prospective customer with the general desirability

of electricity, and should be so alternated with the

solicitor's visits, as to prevent the prospect's inter-

est from waning in the slightest degree.

The central station should pursue a liberal policy

relative to the connected load for which it will set

a meter and furnish service, as frequently a very
small current consumer, possibly a heating pad,

fan. porch light or something practically as neg-
ligible as a revenue producer will lead to the ex-
tension of electric service over the entire premises.

The electric flatiron is particularly effective in this

direction, and a number of stations within the

writer's observation have secured gratifying in-

creases in their old-house business by pushing the

iron where other arguments have failed.

Probably the most serious obstacle met with in

gas competition is the expense of installing the elec-

trical work, particularly in old houses, but a

judicious handling of the subject on the part of the

central station will overcome it. One plan which
is productive of good results is the installation of

a certain number of outlets at slightly above cost,

furnishing everything complete and ready for use,

to introduce the use of electricity on the premises.

First ascertain the cost of installing the proposed
number of outlets in ten or a dozen houses, select-

ing various types and sizes, so that an average will

be a fair indication of what the average cost will

be ; decide on a line or set of fixtures, add the price

of the fixtures to the average cost of wiring, and add
10 per cent, to the total, which will give you a

flat price per house to submit to your prospects.

Another plan which is used very successfully b\'

some of our Ohio companies is an arrangement
whereby the prospective customer may pay for the

work in six. 12 .or i8 monthly payments, as the

customer may desire.

In some cases the company contracts directly

with the prospect as agent for the electrical con-
tractor, and in others the contractor deals directly

with the customer, submitting the proposition upon
notification from the solicitor that the customer
will entertain it, the central station guaranteeing
the contractor against loss as a consideration for

carrying the long-term account.

In using the partial-payment plan it may be en-
tirely feasible to add, say, lo per cent, for the inci-

dental expense of carrying the account, but this

will be governed by local conditions.

A room equipped with gas and electricity for pur-

poses of comparison will greatly aid the central

station in competing for store and factory lighting.

In one 15 by 24 ''comparison'' room belonging lo

an Ohio company one-half the room is equipped
with an open flame burner, a VVelsbach burner, an
inverted mantle burner and a gas arc, all so ar-

ranged that any one fixture will give its maximum
light without shadows from the others. The elec-

trical half of the room is etjuiijped with incandes-
cent high-efficiency and Ncrnst lamps so arranged
that any desired combination of lights can be ob-
tained by manipulating switches. At one end of the

room indicating wattmeters and gas meters arc
in:.talled, so that the comparative lighting anil cost

values may be readily (leni(.Mistrated.

f. Al>ttrant« frorn HnicKe^tion* ofTerod 10 the Ohio RIeciric
Lisbl Asv'icialion at itie Toledo convention. AukiihI xiii. The
gentteinen 'luoled arc onncclft} w'tlh Olio central station-,.

In competing with gasoline the added insurance
hazard makes a very good argument, and a statis-

tical compilation of fires and explosions resulting

from the use of gasoline is an excellent thiiig for

the solicitor to have with him.

Bv Samuel Rust.

This is a subject that ever}' central-station man
in the smaller towns and cities has to contend with
and is, to my mind, a verj' hard one to overcome.
Our business men in the smaller towns have much
time to figure on expenses and count the time
which they or their employes waste in cleaning
and repairing gasoline or other apparatus for light-

ii'g as nothing.

A great man}' feel that they have that time, they
are paying for it and might just as well be doing
that as nothing, and the writer's experience has
lieen when a man gets it into his head to put in

a lighting outfit' of this kind he will not listen to

any argument you may produce. He simply com-
pares cost of gasoline with watts consumed for a
given amount of light. I have found the best thing
to do is to go to^ your man and make a plain
statement of what you know as to the cost of the
irstallation, maintenance, depreciation and trouble.

This statement may not bring results at the time,
but he will remember what j'ou have said, and if

he puts in bis system every time there is anything
wrong it will call to his mind your talk with him.
When his system begins to clog and give poor light,

together with the repairing cost, constant care and
expense, he will again think of your statement and
wonder after all if you were not right. In the
meantime you should make a special effort to be
friendly and courteous to him, dropping in his place
of business as often as convenient, and endeavor-
ing to get just as near him as possible. The result
will be that in time you will find that he will ac-
k)iowledge his plant is not a success, and he will

consent to figure with you for electric light. This
is the time to get in your work, and if you have
an\- inducements to offer, give them to him, and
you will have a customer who will stay with you.
The most important and effective time to prevent

this competition is before vour customer gets dis-
satisfied. Your efforts should never cease along
the lines of good service; see your customer as
often as possible: study his conditions; if his place
could be fitted up to get better service for less
money, make suggestions to him and show him the
result he might obtain.

The time has come when the central-station man
must study and work for the interest of the cus-
tofner as well as for that of the company, and
he must use every effort to make the public feel

that he is not only working for his own interest
but for their interests as well.

In a small town or city cost is a big item to
the business man. We have found that the installa-

tion of some high-efliciency lighting units, even
though at a sacrifice to the company, will go a long
way in warding off competition. A new style
cluster, the addition of a reflector or the installa-

tion of an attractive lamp often is all that is needed
to continue profitable business relations between the
company and the customer.

In our city we are in competition with artificial

gas at $1.30 per thousand and natural gas at 25
cents per thousand. The artificial gas arcs have
been a very strong competitor of ours for some
time, due to the gas company furnishing gas arcs
free to any one that would allow them to be
installed. 'This plan took with the people for a
short time, because it appeared that they were
getting something for nothing, but the reaction is

coming now. It started when the customers found
that their bills were not materially reduced ; in fact

many found that their expense for light was even
higher for gas than with the electric light.

The dangerous character of gasoline and acety-
lene outfits is always a strong factor against their

use, and the complicated nature of the apparatus
and the inexperience of the users give a constant
opportunity to urge the substitution of electricit}'.

Friendly relations and frequent talks with the users
finally bring results.

To recapitulate, I would suggest the best way to

meet gas and gasoline competition is : Good serv-

ice : prompt attention to complaints; maintain,
friendly relations with the non-user of your prod-
uct: frequent c'tlls and talks on his method of

lighting: furnish best appliances for his use and
reduce bis lighting cost as much as possible con-
sistent with good service.

plants by an adxertisement which was run for a
time in the local papers.

If the clipping bureau could furnish ammunition
to fight acetylene, how much more effective it would
be if one should get the clippings as to natural-
gas accidents, because natural gas is in far more
general use. In the fall when the' long evenings
had begun and people began to use the gas for
heat and light the accounts of explosions and other
fatalities began to flow to us through the mail
with such regularity that we had enough accounts
to publish a different one about every day in our
local papers. The paper and date of issue which
furnished the clipping were given credit in each
case, and at the end was added some unsigned
comment like: "Use coal for heat, electricity for
light and be safe, healthy and happy." This scheme
is effective, beginning regularly every fall and con-
tinuing through the winter. It is a mighty good
way to combat gas. and it is not expensive. There
are a number of clipping bureaus which will fur-
nish all references to one subject for from $3 to

$5 per month. Try it.

Examine your rates with a view to lowering
them. Figure out cost of production first and then
readjust. Go to the hotels, restaurants, drug stores,
barber shops, in fact all the long-hour burners,
and notify them that the gas company has now had
the long-hour consumers of light long enough and
that you are now making a rate that will force
a swap- of the short-hour burners for the long
ones. In Massillon we have made a saloon, barber
shop and drug-store rate of $5 per kilowatt of
lamps installed as a "readiness-to-serve" charge and
two cents per kilowatt for all current use. For
example, a man has lamps installed that will con-
sume goo watts in an hour if all are burning; we
make him a "readiness-to-serve'' charge of $4.50
net per month and he pays two cents net per kilo-
watt for all current consumed, making out the bill

at $5 per month for "readiness to serve" and three
cents per kilowatt for all current consumed, with a
discount of 10 per cent, of the "readiness to serve"
and also of one cent per kilowatt for payment of
the bill on or before the loth of the month follow-
ing use. We give free renewals of all clear lamps
under this contract.

After more than a superficial examination through
several years of competition with natural gas. the
writer is forced to the conclusion that free lamp
renewal giving is one of the most effectual ways
to combat natural gas if combined with several
others. Where the electric-light plant has no arti-
ficial light competition it may not be necessary to
furnish free renewals ; but with sharp gas com-
petition there is mighty little to be said against
such policy. Supply the customer with free lamps,
and it not only insures you against the empty
socket here and there, but it permits you to give
the very best light service of which your plant is

capable and at a minimum consumption of current.
.'\ssuming that you are giving 24-hour service, go

after the day user. Make a separate contract with
each daylight off-your-peak user after you get him
and do not try to keep rates uniform. Every dif-
ferent power user will present different conditions
and justify rates to fit. When you make a power
rate do not fail to make a minimum rate per horse-
power per month.

Contract for a little space in the local paper.
The electrical journals, trade publications and larger
central-station monthlies will give you a lot of ma-
terial from which you can crib. For a small
amount you can be furnished with a monthly pe-
riodical issued in the name of your company with
an ad on the back to fit local conditions. Do not
say it will not pay in your town. It will. Buy a
Neostyle or some other efficient duplicator of hand
or typewriting and send out letter talks on what
you have to sell. Do not fail in these talks to

point out the defects and dangers of natural gas
use. Put up an electric sign, no matter how mod-
est its size, so that those who pass your office

nights will see your good work. Impress it on
your customers that you are doing all in your
power to he accommodating and give a service
unequaled by anybody's plant anywhere.

In order to cope with natural gas, the wiring
up of new and oW houses must be done at a mini
mum rate. The central-station man will be glad
to give up the wiring business, but with natural-gas
competition in smaller towns he is forced to do
such, work under present conditions, else be will

not get all the business that he otherwise might.
If you have not waged an electric flatiron cam-

paign your have not done your opportunities jus-
tice. Because we arc, generally speaking, in the

"juice" making and furnishing business, rather than
apparatus vending, 1 believe it policy to put out

irons, etc., at the lowest price possible.

Bv W. E. Russell.

During the 1905 convention one of the members
suggested that he had been having .some competi-

tion with acetylene gas plants :ind that he had
gotten the idea tt* subscribe lo ;t clip|>ini^ bureau

for all correct accouiUs of accidents therewith.

The writer had occasion a short lime later lo fore-

stall the first efforts of a salesman of acetylcDC

By Arthur Pomeroy.

Of those who employ the gas engine for power
purposes there arc hut few who include the full

details in computing the cost of operation. The
ceinral-station representative, therefore, in endeav-
oring to advance the cause of the electric motor,
is confr<jnled :it the outset with considerable mis-

placed confidence in the economy of a gas engine.

When an estimate is made on the cost of central-



stiilii'ii piinliaM'il electric power, praclicitlly nil ex-

penses arc incliitletl in the electricity cost, whereas

the expense usually Kiven for opcraliuK » Ras

eiiKine includes ^iis alone, which, nf course, is hut

a small portion of the total expense. To llio cost

i.f K'-'i^ should he added the expense for oil. waUT,

repairs and lahur ; depreciation, interest, taxes, in-

surance and value of space occnpie<l.

iMir enKines of jo horsepower and under, runniuB

10 hours a day, the water consumed will approxj-

malc .t,(xx) cuhie feet per liorscpower-ycar ; lultri-

catiuji'oil, alK)iU u Ridlous, and this nuist he ni a

hetter Rrade, owing to the IukIi leniperalure, than

that used in a steam eURine.

The repair hill on a gas engine is governed

inainly by the design and workmanshfp in the cn-

v;iiie, its age, the operator, and the character of the

l.Mil on the engine. In general practice the average

annual amoinn of repairs during the useful life of

a small single-cylinder gas engine has been found

|o vary from eight to 15 per cent, of its first cost.

One of the most widely dispute<l items of expense

is the salary of an oi)erator, .Mmost every gas-

engine salesman claims that anyone possessing a

reasonable annnnU of mechanical intelligence is

competent to operate tlit' engine, all that is neces-

sary being to start an<l stop it and keep the oil

cups tilled. It has. on tlie otlier hand, l)een demou-
sirateil tlial a gas engine requires an operator of

more than ordinary mechanical experience and
ability to care for it. and in the long run needs

more attention than a steam engine.

The slopping of a gas engine may be caused by

premature ignition causing back firing ; by the me-
chanical derangement of valves, igniters, governor
meciianism. mixer, etc.. due to wear and tear, poor

design or cheap construction; by sudden variations

in load and other causes. Likewise, the starting

often causes much trouble, due to inability to secure

proper mixture and ignition, and especially there

may be trouble when the engine has to start under
nearly full load. Accordingly, to insure good serv-

ice, an experienced man in gas-engine operation

should be employed, which obviously means an
adequate salary.

Depreciation varies between 10 and ;iS per cent.

It is the consensus of opinion among* users of gas

engines that only in rare instances tiic useful life

of a gas engine is as high as eight years, and many
instances are known where gas engines have been
scrapped at the end of three years. Twenty per

cent., therefore, represents a low estimate for inter-

est and depreciation.

Taxes and insurance should be added to the ex-

pense of gas-engine cost, and also the value of the

space occupied by the engine. A motor can be

hung on a wall or a ceiling, while a gas engine re-

quires a good foundation and plenty of floor space.

which latter perhaps could he used for manufac-
turing purposes.

It is conceded by those familiar with the relative

load-carrying ability between gas engines and elec-

tric motors that the size of the engine must be

nearly twice that of the motor to carry a given

average load. For example, satisfactorily to take

care of an average load of 10 horsepower a 20-

horsepower gas engine should be installed, while a

lo-horsepower motor would be sufficient. One rea-

son for this is the natural loss in the engine itself,

which includes its friction load. Another reason
is that it has no overload ability. Its indicated

load is its rated load.

The first investment, therefore, is greatly affected,

which suggests a point too important to be over-

looked—this is the earning power of invested capi-

tal. Money invested in almost any manufacturing
business ought to earn at least 15 per cent., so that

every $1,000 invested in motive power represents

a loss of income of at least $150 a year, which
amount should be charged to operating expense.

Under perfect conditions and on natural gas of

1,000 B. T. U.. small gas engines consume about

15 cubic feet per indicated horsepower-hour, but

under ordinary operating conditions an engine will

consume about 30 cubic feet per indicated horse-
power-hour. This is due to ill-fitting valves and
shortage in B. T. U. of gas used and other causes.

Running the engine while no machinery is actually

in use rather than stop and start again in-

creases the amount of gas for the power required.

In many instances where a gas eng"ine has been
displaced b\' electric power it has been found that

the engine has used over 50 cubic feet of gas, in-

cluding gas consumed in overcoming engine friction,

for each kilowatt delivered.

Fifteen cubic feet is the figure usually used in

selling gas engines, but experience shows that an
estimate based on 30 to 40 cubic feet is more nearly
correct. When artificial gas is used the. consump-
tion will be from 20 to 28 cubic feet per indicated

horsepower-hour, or from 53 to 75 cubic feet per
kilowatt delivered, the variation being due to the

different nualities of gas, which depends upon the

method of manufacture.
In endeavoring to contract for electric power in

competition with gas it is often advisable for the

central-station man to confine himself at first to

questions, as in this way he will be able to deter-

mine whether the prospective customer is fully ac-

quainted with all the expenses and the accuracy
of gas-engine operation. After jnaking stire th?\t
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-.nch \^ the case, an cxccllfnl opporluiiity is afforded

to bring np eonvineing facts that electric pi/wcr sup-

plied by the central slalioii is iillimalely the inosl

c'cotioniical aiut advanlagcous power to be oblaiiied.

The perfect cleanliness of electric imwer and llir

small anitKint of altentioti required by electric mo-
tors recommendh tliis power In many manufaeHir-

ers. The comparatively noiseless operation of a

motor adds greatly to its favor.

Electrical transmission is especially advanlaKeous
from the view of future enlargement, due lo

growth of business. As the business grows, mo-
tors may be ;idded in proportion. An isolated plant

h;is not this llcxihility ; its investment increases

unduly with plant enlargement. This fact will ap-

peal to a man starting a manufacturing ImstnesH.

for he has great faith in the future growth pf Ids

industry.

When the central-station man encounters a case

wliere a gas engine is already installed and running
smoothly he should thoroughly acfpiaint the owner
with tile advantages of electric power and see to

it llial he charges all the items of expense against

bis power cost. Then keep close watch tin the ]ier-

formance of the engine. At the first sign of

trouble be on hand with renewed activity in behalf

of cleclricitv.

IH:;

liv W. C. Aniikkson.

We believe the following to be a few of the best

ways to meet natural-gas competition;
I. .Make rates giving the long-hour burners prices

in proportion to tile cost of long-hour service.

J. Develop decorative lighting to llie fullest possi-

ble extent to which this can be <lcveIopcd.

3. -Give tlie customer the greatest possible amount
of useful light with the smallest possible cost for

current and maintenance.

4. Go after Inisiness like the sewing-machine
agent goes after business. There is no reason wb\'

the electric companies should take a back seat for

any one in commercial enterprise. Our profits de-

pend greatly on the quantity sold, and we can afford

to spend four times the money in getting the sec-

ond $3 per capita of business than we can afford

to spend in getting the first $3.

Do the street lighting. There is no reasonable
excuse for a municipal street-lighting plant. Where
there is a municipal street-lighting plant some one
is to blame. Probably the city authorities arc the

principal offenders, but if they compel you to go
with them one mile, go with them twain. The
street-lighting contract helps to get business other-

wise unobtainable. Every consumer should under-
stand that the street-lighting contract helps the

company to improve and cheapen his service antl

that he not only has a personal interest in this as

a taxpayer but as a consumer of electricity.

Bv E. T. Selig.

Believing that one of the first things necessary

in order to successfully meet natural-gas competi-

tion is ability to give good, reliable service, we
started in at our power house, which was equipped

with antiquated machinery, determined what should

be done to make the operation of each department

most reliable and efificient, and then made the neces-

sary changes and additions all along the line from

the fuel supply to the consumer's premises.

With service conditions satisfactory we next took

up the rate question and adopted the following

scale, to wit:

For the first kilowatt-hour consumed each month
for each light or equivalent of maximum demand,

15 cents per kilowatt-hour.

For the second kilowatt-hour. 10 cents per kilo-

watt-hour.

For all over two kilowatt hours per light, six-

cents per kilowatt-hour.

A minimum bill equal to 15 cents for each light

of maximum demand, but in no case less than $i.u

was charged.

A discount ot 10 per cent, was allowed on all

bills at the above rates if paid by the lOth of the

month.
We established a system of free renewal of lamps

growing dim or burning out in service, making a

charo"e of 2^ cents, however, for the first installa-

tion 'of lamps and for all renewals of broken lamps.

We renew only lamps obtained from us, and in this

way prevent contractors and others from furnishing

a low-grade lamp.

With improved service, reasonable rates and tree

lamp renewals our old consumers soon lined up on

our side, and through newspaper advertising, let-

ters and personal soliciting we went after new

business.

We. of course, used all the usual arguments.

such as the convenience, safety and cleanliness of

electric light, but perhaps the most effective of all

were those regarding free renewals. We showed

that, except in rare cases where, a lamp might be

accidentallv broken, the consumer's only cost for

lighting was his current bill, while in some m-

stance? the cost of gas. together with the cost of

mantle and chimney renewals, amounted to more

than the cost of electric light.

By using gas under our boders we were enabled

to cut our fuel eo?t to half that of coal, besides

n

(lispenr»in({ with llie ncrvicfs of several fireiiieii

;

therefore we rather regard natural gas as an ad-

vantage than a dclrimenl to our elecinc-liKliti"K

business.

Report on Electric Heating Devices.'

llV .VlATIItAS li. TUHNKK.

i'J.I'.tTHH IlKATIN'fi IN M0AIKS.

ICIeelrie healing is m>w birldinR for favor in all

departments of houseliold healing; heating for lh<r

laundry, for the cooking, for hul waler; in Uie

sick-room, at)d in all manner of step-saving ways
about the house.

It is the custom generally for electricity-supply

companies to advertise and sell these .ippliances,

hut the time should nol lie so far distant when
electric heating devices will lie so well advertised

and their uses so well understood that they will

be solrl ill large quantities, as other household

lUensils are sold, by <lepartmenl and (tther stores,.

!l will, however, before ihal lime, be necessary

for the manufacturers to build a much more dura-
ble and cjperative economical line of goods. And
ynir reporter has thought best to refer to those

defects in detail in the apparatus with which he

has had experience during the present year.

The first general crilicism is ihat most electric

beating device.^ are too .slow in beating. What is

needed is higlier temperature during the first few
minutes, and, if necessary to get it, more current
used for a shorter space of lime.

The second genera! criticism is that the methods
used for attaching the appliances lo the electric

circuit nnist be improved. It is desirable that the
allacbnient be a removable (both from the heating
appliance and the circuit) Hexible cord with a sim-
ple, durable plug, for making the connection and
disconnection to the beating appliance, that does
not require the burning of hands or upsetting of
the vessel's contents, and that will not continually
open or short-circuit.

Ei.ECTklCJTV IN THE LaL'XDRV.

In the laundry immersion coils are practical for

boiling clothes in a clothes boiler, and are con-
veniently connected to a receptacle by a fixed flex-

ible cord to the coil, and a three-heat push plug
in the length of the cord. In fact, a push plug
designed by one manufacturing compan\' offers an
admirable method for obtaining three heats where
the appliance is not intended for use in connection
with a cooking table. It is made in appropriate
sizes to accommodate the small current required
in a heating pad and the larger current of an
immersion coil. The chief objection in the use
of an immersion coil is the danger of severe
shocks where the laundry floor is wet.
Laundry irons of six pounds weight and single

heat are perhaps best adapted to general household
use. A switch located on the iron is a simple and
effective improvement over the former methods of
heat regulation for ironing different materials.

Favorable comment that has reached your reporter
through users of electric irons is that the blunt

nose and side flange found in one particular make
of iron "Ommends itself in the ease with which
pleats and corners are ironed.

Electric Cooking Outfits,

Criticizing electric coooking outfits, j^our reporter
in this report limits himself to his own experience
in catering to the wants of a number of pur-
chasers of complete cooking sets. In these cases

the type of outfit advised was an oak table with
a slate switchboard at the back and an oak raised

shelf at the side for the oven. The table legs

were equipped with well-adjusted, casters. On the

back of the switchboard was an asbestos-lined cab-
inet containing the fuses. In front three base re-

ceptacles for single-heat appliances and four three-

point plug attachments were set in flush with the

slate. Above these connecting points were placed

three snap switches, indicating "off"' and "on." and
four three-heat snap switches indicating "off." "low,"

"medium," "high." Flexible cords 18 inches long
were provided, having at the circuit-connecting end
plugs for single-heat cords and three-pronged plugs

with handles for three-heat cords.

This description is detail, but the practicability

of electric cooking is very much detail, and it is

for us who are in touch with the users of electric

appliances to indicate to the manufacturers as far

as we may at this time the requirements to be met
in electric heating development.
Manufacturers are developing two distinct types

of cooking outfits^one in which portable appli-

ances are connected to a table similar to that de-

scribed, and one in which stationary- heating disks

are designed much hke the ordinary gas range,

the difference only being that disks are used

in place of flame burners. It may be that

neither of these types is best. Possibly sectional

shelves mounted with switches, connectors and

disks, and capable of easy connection end to end

or above and below each other, may offer a much
more flexible method, adaptable to extension from

T. Abstract of a report made at the Toledo convention of the

Ohio Electric Light Association, Aueust 20th. Mr. Turner, the

reporter, is a central-station man of Cleveland-
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a very small cooking outfit, as the need for a

larger outfit increases in any family.

Ihe electric oven, with heaters top and bottom,

is a superior b.iker, but decidedly wasteful of heat.

A chef proficient in electric cooking stated that it

was the best baker he had ever used. But this

one piece of apparatus wastes so much heat that,

because of its e.\pensive operation, electric cooking

development is somewhat retarded. The oven

should be very much better heat-insulated; it

should be deeper; its doors should be at the nar-

rower end and fitted practically air tight when
closed ; it should be easy to clean ; it should heat

to a sufiiciently high temperature in about 10 min-

utes and maintain a temperature suitable for most

baking purposes for several hours, consuming not

more than 250 watts per hoiir—wdiich it will do

if properly constructed.

In a particularly well-equipped kitchen, an elec-

tric cooking outfit replaced a gas range, excepting

only a vertical gas broiler. Later a vertical electric

brpiler (so-called restaurant size) was tried. A
volurtary testimonial, here reproduced, indicates

how successfully:

"This is the first time I have found to write^

and tell you about the electric broiler. I have tried

fish, chops and steaks, and in each experience suc-

cess was the word. No smoke, no smell, no flame.

I think it quite the best of all the electric utensils

that I have tried for you. I intend to keep it, and

would ask you to get me one extra wire broiler,

as in steady cooking two are needed."

This particular type of vertical broiler is one of

the best-designed cooking appliances of any kind

that has come to the notice of your reporter.

Other kitchen utensils, such as fry pans, sauce

pans, cereal cookers, srids, etc., compare very fa-

vorati'.y with such appliances heated by means other

than electricity. Electric waffle irors and milk

warmers are itnique in their comparative efficiency

and convenience.

W.MER He.-vters.

Hot water always available is requisite in all

households. Until recently it has only been possi-

ble to obtain a sufficient quartity of hot water for

washing purposes by means of immersion coils or

similar devices w-hich are bothersome to use, and

this has made it necessary for would-be exclusive

users of electricity to obtain hot water by other

means. Lately there has been put on the market

an instantineous electric water heater. This de-

vice, together with all the other electrical heating

appliarces—more or less perfected—now makes it

perfectly feasible for us to specify in the house

building plans (where we are permitted by pros-

pective customers) special heating circuits and sin-

g'e-pipe w^ater systems for the exclusive use of

electricity in all the duties usually performed by
other illuminants and fuels, excepting winter inte-

rior heating, which we must still» allow the furnace

to do.

In the sick room electricity is now almost indis-

persable. It offers a ready means for quickly and
safely boiling small quantities of liquids in port-

able vessels, in sterilizing articles, in vaporiz.ing

medicines under tents, as is often done for children

in certain illnesses.

The heatir.^ pad has won many friends for elec-

tricity. In fact there have been several cases in

which houses have been wired for electric light in

order to get service to use the heating pad. Its

virtues are so well known and its many applications

so well advertised it scarcely needs elaboration

here. In one particular make the details of con-
struction have been admirably worked out. Its

method of heat regulation and connection or dis-

connection to the electric circuit is convenient. It

is light in weight, flexib'e and well adapted to many
uses in the sick room and it shows good workman-
ship in its corstruction.

Now some inventive mind brings out an inex-
pensive device consuming little current to insert

in a hot water bott'e to keep the water hot.

And so we could go on, if time permitted,
'through many pages, describirg numerous electrical

devices tending to make electricity the universal
light, heat and power in homes.
Before closing these general remarks on electric-

heating appliances it is pertinent for your reporter
to say that in so far as his experience goes it is

at the present writirg inadvisaMe for central sta-

tions to accept manufacturers' "complete cooking
and heating o itfits," but rather to build up their
own sets, each piece beinp selected from the manu-
facturer who may be making the best article for
the particular work it will be called upon to per-
fomi.

It is very necessary to the rapid development of
electric cooking and healing that these pioneer
electric outfits pivc as little trouble as possible to
the users of them.

CURRE-VT FOB CoOKING IN ElE\'EK Ci.EVEL.\.N-D HoSIES.

At the time of wrilinp this report it was not
poss-bic to obtain from all the users of electrical
cooking oitfits data relative to the average number
of persons in each household, etc.. by reason of
many families usirg these outfits biing away from
the city on a vacation. Reliable data were, however,

collected from 11 homes using complete cooking
outfits and are given in the following

:

'

Full Averace Averace Average All or Part-
No Months No froi.lr Units Used Per Month ly hleclric

of U=e. Cooked foi Her Mon.h Per Heri.011 Cookinc

II - 237 •34 All.

6 85 z8 All.

S 62 t2I All.

2 171 24 All.

I 34 II Partly.

2 9
7... 2 68 10 Partly.
S... 2 40 10 Partly.

9 .. 4 6 34' 6 Partly.
10-.. 5 8 360 45 Partly.
II... I 9 71 8 Partly.

20 28 All.

42 654 16 Partly.
. 62 i2no 20 T tal.

*lnclude!* laundry ironinc and water heatine.
tincludes laundry ironing.

The above number of families using electric cook-
ing outfits exclusively is too small to draw any
definite conclusions, yet it would indicate that we
might expect with the growth of this branch of the
business an increased current consumption of from
100 to 200 units per residence per month.

In Cleveland a two-rate method is used for bill-

ing residences. The result is that electric heating
generally receives the benefit of the secondary or
lower rate. In fact, the cookinsr in all the ii resi-

dences cited was done at a five-cent rate. The
expense under these conditions compares favorably
with artificial gas.

To illustrate how popular electrical current con-
suming devices are iecoming in the home there
was sold in Cleveland by the illumirating company
during the 12 months preceding last June over
1. 100 electrical heating devices. This was done
through the efi^prts of one salesman and newspaper
advertising. There are now being sold over 100
such devices a month without the aid of any direct

solicitation. In addition to this, supply dealers have
been selling their quota in the city.

New Developments in Arc Lamps and
High-efficiency Electrodes.'

By George M. Little.

Arcs for lighting may be formed between elec-

trodes of many different kinds. This paper deals
with the development of the so-called magnetite
electrodes and of a lamp suitable for burning them.
A few points of comparison between these metallic-

oxide electrodes and carbon electrodes will be con-
sidered, and some of the many interesting advan-
tages possessed by the metallic-oxide electrodes and
lamp will be touched on. Among these are the
long life, high efficiency and good distribution and
co^or of light.

The magnetite electrodes were so named because
magnetite is usually one of the constituents of the
negative or cathode, but it would be more satis-

factory to call them metTlHc-oxide electrodes, as
in addition to the magnetite there are always at

least two other oxides present, namely, oxide of
titinium and oxide of chromium.
These electrodes are made in a very different

manner from the carbon electrodes. As is well
known, the latter are squirted or molded from a
plastic mixture and are Isaked, the carbon furnish-
ing sufficient mechanical strength and electrical con-
ductivity. A metallic-oxide electrode cannot be
made this way, for it is a familiar fact that a fine

powder is a poor conductor, no matter of what it

much more slowly than the negative. This is con-
trary to what would be expected, judging by the
action of carbon electrodes.
There are a number of advantages possessed by

the metallic arc over the carbon arc. In the first

place, the efficiency is much better; that is, a metal-
lic arc lamp operatiug on a four-ampere current,
with approximately 65 to 70 volts at the arc, will
give a light equal or superior to that of a 6.6-

ampere, 75-volt, direct-current, enclosed-carbon arc
lamp.

The distribution of light is far better. This is

owing to the fact that in the enclosed-carbon arc
practically all the light comes from the crater on
the fiat under surface of the upper electrode, most
of it being thrown down and not serving to illumi-

nate the street between lamps. The light from the
carbon arc itself is weak and of a blue color. This
is very pronounced at times, especially if the flat

under surface of the upper electrode is somewhat
inclined, thus hiding the crater. In the case of the
metallic-oxide electrodes, the arc is itself the source
of light, practically none coming from the crater,

except by reflection. The metallic_arc is much like

a candle flame, having its Uuiiinoiis and non-lumi-
nous zones. The light is brightest near that end
of the arc which is next to the negative electrode,

and comes from a hollow cone-shaped mantle uf

volatilized oxide of titanium rendered incandescent
by the heat of the arc, just as in the candle flame
the light comes fiom a hollow cone-shaped mantle
of carbon particles made white hot by the heat of

the flame.

The voltage required to maintain a metallic arc
is less than that of an enclosed-carbon arc. It is

a familiar fact that an enc'osed-carbon lamp will

not burn properly with the arc voltage down to 65,

whi'e a metallic arc will burn well at less than 55.

Metallic arcs are adjusted to burn at from 65
volts to 75 volts in difi^erent cases, while the carbon
arcs are all set at 80. This is a very evident ad-
vantage in favor of the metallic arc, as more lamps
may be put on a circuit without raising the voltage

on the line.

The lift- of carbon electrodes, as a rule, is not
over 150 hours, while the metallic-oxide electrodes
can go considerably longer.

The uniform white color of the metallic arc is in

marked contrast to the changeable blue and white
of the enclosed-carbon arc.

As the metallic-oxide electrodes are not burned
"enclosed," there is no inner globe required on the

lamp.
While it looked easy to secure all of these ad-

vantages, many difficulties appeared, but they have
now practically all been overcome. In the first ex-

periments tht electrodes were trimmed with the

anode or positive above and the negative or metal-

lic-oxide electrode below, jii;>t as oarbon lamps are

trimmed, but & number of troubles presented them-
selves.

First—The bright portion of the arc was near
the surface of the lower electrode, which cast a
large shadow.
Second—The light reflected from the brilliant sur-

face of the fused slag on the lower electrode was
thrown upward and could only be partly saved by
using a reflector.

Third—An under-feed mechanism was seen to be
necessary, as, contrary to the action of carbon elec-

trodes, the negative metallic-oxide electrode is the

more rapidly consumed.
Fourth—Only a comparatively short metallic-oxide

electrode could be used, as a long one would ncces-
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Reflection
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Bright Reflection
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FLAME.

FIG 3. METALLIC ARC
WITH NEGATIVE

ABOVE.

FIG. 4 SHOWING WAST1?JG AWAY
OF CARBONS Tn a BWVKL BEFORE

USE OF DOWN-DRAFT.

is composed, and as these electrodes are made for

the most part from finely powdered oxides, it is

evident that a conducting binder or a conducting
case would have to be used. In practice, the mix-
ture of oxides is tamped into a thin iron tube and
the end sealed in an arc.

The oxides have distinct and separate reasons for

their presence. The titanium oxide has the property

of rendering the arc luminous ; and it may be here

noted that the metallic-oxide arc is a flame arc,

the light not coming from a crater, as with carbons.

The oxide of iron gives conductivity to the fused

mixture when cold, the other oxides being con-

ductors only when hot. The oxide of chromium
prevents a too-rapid consumption, so that by its

use an electrode mav be given a very long life.

The positive, or anode, used with these mclaUic-

oxidc negatives is generally a metal and is consumed

I. A par-i-r fad before the National Klectric L'ultt Associa-
tion at VVA^hinsion. D. C, Inne 5. 1007. The new Westinehouse
mQlallic flame-arc lamp is described,

sitate the use of an unwieldy long glass globe.
This would limit the life and could only be met
by adopting a negative electrode of large diameter,
which it is evident would be undesirable.

Fifth

—

A particidarly undesirable feature was the
gathering of a large amount of reddish soot that
would collect in spongy masses around the elec-

trodes, obscuring the light. This had to be re-

moved by some mechanical means, such as scraping
or shaking it off, and some receptacle other than
the glass globe had to be provided to catch it.

Sixth—The negative or mctnllic electrode was
seen to burn to a blunt taper point, causing the arc
to be very unsteady, as it tended to leave the end
and run up the side in the manner of the carbon
arc when flaming.

As noted above, the bright portion of the metal-
lic arc is located near the surface of the negative
electrode, and it was seen to I:c very desirable to

burn tilt cicctrodcs with the negative above, thus
getting the bright portion of the arc in such a
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posilion that llie shadow thrown down would be

less, and that the liijln itllfclfd from tliu hrllliaiit

surface of the fused pool of slag on the iieKallvc

electrode would be thrown down and utilized _ in-

stead of beina thrown upward and wasted. The
other advantages, noted above, possessed by the

carhon lamp would be retained if this inverted posi-

tion of the electrodes ccmlil he maile practical.

The hrst attempt to burn the metallic-o.side elec-

trode above and the metallic electrode below showed

that there were serious olistaelcs' to be overcouK-

before it could become a practical mcthotl. In the

lirst place, the electrode would not Ucep a square

Sonl

FIG. 5. SHOWING ACCUMULATION oP MASSES OF SOOT
BbFORtt USING THK DUWN-DKAr I

end, but would waste away on one side, and the

arc would run up this bevel, or slopo, giving a

very unsteady light. In the second place, the vola-

tili'^d o.'iides of iron, chromitmi, titanium, and so

forth, would condense on the sides of the electrodes

and hang down as a fringe or curtain, hiding the

light.

The first means talscn to overcome these troubles

was the introduction of a rotating draft of air

around the arc. This had the effect of forcing the

arc to hold a central position, stopped the crooked
b.irning, and steadied the light, but did not take

care of the fumes. Attempts to blow the fumes
away sidewise gave only partial success. Finally,

a current of air was directed down around the arc,

and this gave excellent results. The ele:Uucle

burned perfectly square, and the clean layer of air

prevented any gathering of fumes. This was a

very marked advance, as this did away with any
need for a mechanical scraper or shaker, the soot

practically all passing out of the chimney and not

requiring to be caught in any receptacle, the globe

remaining clean.

When burning metallic-oxide electrodes with the

metallic-o.\ide stick below, copper was used as an

anode, with fair results. On reversing the position

of the electrodes, it was found that the new con-

ditions made it possible to improve on the action

of a pure copper anode, and a number of changes

were accordingly made. In the first place, if the

arc plays for a time on pure copper, it will oxidize

FIG. 6. DOWV-DR-\Fr OF ATR FORCES SOOT TO TAKE
PATH SHuWN BY DoTTED LlNtS.

the surface. This oxide will fuse to a slag that
becomes an insulator when cold, and on starting

a cold lamp it is necessary to strike the electrodes
together hard enough to break through the slag.

To strike such a hard blow is undesirable, as if it

is done while the lamp is burning—for example,
when feeding—it is liable to spatter the fused slag

out on to the glass globe. A simple remedy for

this consisted in using an anode containing metals
or alloys whose oxides, when fused together, would
make a slag that is a good conductor when cold.

The steadiness of the light largely depends on the

composition of the slag, its uniformity and tem-
perature. The anode surface is at all times cov-
ered with this slag, wdiich slowly dissolves the
metal and is itself slowly volatilized. If the arc
plays on bare metal it consumes it rapidly, and it

was found desirable to secure this slag co\er from
being knocked off. This was accomplished by pro-

viding a rough surface for it to cling to, and by
running the entire anode tip very hot.

A characteristic property of the metallic arc has
been a very noticeable dying down or dimming of

the light, which would occur at irregular intervals,

especially after the electrodes had burned for 20
hours or more. These dim spells would last from
a few seconds to two or three minutes, when the

normal brilliancy would return. This is explained

as follows : In the metallic arc the brilliancy is

largely due to the presence of volatilized oxide
of titanium, and anything that interferes witli the

uniform evolution of vapors of titanium will cause

the light to dim—for example, the presence of a

high percentage of highly infusible oxide of chro-

mium. This oxide of chromium is volatilized at a

slower rate than the oxides of titanium and iron,
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and after the electrode hns been burning some 20
hours the shiR 011 tlic end of the cathode lias be-

come very rich in oxide of clironiiuin, which forms
a lilin on llie surface of llie fused pool of oxides.

When the lilni is not present there is a plciililul

cvoliitioM of oxides of iron and titanium, and there
Is a bright arc. The o.tide of chromium can be seen

to gather on and finally entirely cover the surface
of the p<;ol. This slops the evaporation of titanium
and iron, and the IIkIiI turns to a bluish color and
dies ilown mull the chromiuiii lilin is burned away
again. This trouble was met by niodiiying the
mixture in- such a way that the oxide of cliioiniuni

could not separate from the oxides of iron and
titanium, thus doing away with the lilm on the
surface and entirely doing away with the dim spells.

In carbon lamijs, there was very little done
to keep the impurities volatilized from the carbons
from depositing on the globe. This trouble had to

be met by the caibon manufacturers, who were
prodded up to produce carbons containing less than
0.2 per cent, of impurities, but this means was not
to be considered in the case of the metallic-arc

lamp. The metallic-arc electrodes, being chiefly

composed of oxides of iron, titanium and chromium,
do not burn away to an invisib'c gas, as does a

carbon stick, but arc volatilized bodily, and the

vapois instantly condense, on leaving the arc, to

a fluffy reddish soot that settles on everything it

touches, so that a chimney is a very necessary fea-

ture in the lamp. This soot, if it comes in contact
with the rellector or globe, will smudge them badly
in 10 minutes. As was noted before, a current of
air flowing down around the electrode served ad-
niirab'y to keep it clean, so it was applied to the
rellector and globe, with gratifying results. A thin

layer of air is introduced at the top of the re-

flector and forms a shield through which the soot-

-. -I ',
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The lamp coniittt etienliollv o( a bate and top,

cuiiiiccied by a chimney, a «ct of magneis (ur sink-

ing the arc, a shunt ciil-oul lor causing the lamp
to feed, due to rise in voilage, and a series cut-

out for dibcomicctliig the striking niugncis after ihe

arc has been funned.
The special conditions described with regard to

drafts are o^.taiiied by the dowii-dra,! tul.v, which
directs the current of air down around Ihe elec-

trode, another cuireiit of air over the rellccior and
circling around the globe, fonning a means of
proteciion to ihein, and a special construction of
top and case for giving proper draft conditions

when under all conditions of wind.

FIG. 7. PATH TAKEN BY AIR CURRENTS IN LAMP.

laden air cannot penetrate, so that tjie reflector and
globe will keep clean for a long time.

As the air currents play such an important part
in this lamp," it becaine necessary to do a large

amount of experimental work on the design of an
air intake and of a chimney top. The chimney
could not be made long enough to cause a very
powerful draft, as the wind was very apt to blow
down it; but by persistent effort the openings have
been so designed that the wind may blow from
any direction (up, down or sidewise), and the only

effect is to increase the natural draft in the lamp.
Incidentally, the increasing of this draft actually

centers the arc and holds it remarkably quiet.

It was found advisable to run the lamp at four

ainperes and 65 to 68 volts at the arc with a cut-

out set at 85. This low cut-out \vas made possible

by the inverted position of the electrodes and by

the peculiar arrangement of the air draft, which
prevented any tendency of the arc to flame or

to run up the side of the electrode. Without these

features, a cut-out of 100 to no volts would be

necessary. As the power factor at which the lamps

operate depends largely on the amount of variation

of voltage in the arc, this 85-volt cut-out is seen

to be very desirable. In actual service, the lamps,

WW
FIG. S. DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS.

including a mercury arc rectifier, run very well

at from 65 to 70 per cent, power factor.

In several places above we have described special

conditions that must be otitained for getting the

best results with these electrodes, and these con-

ditions, of course, must be supplied by the lamp in

which they are burned. An example of a lamp
well adaf'ted for this ser\'ice is here shown. [It was
on exhibition at the convention.] A study of ;'"s

design and construction will show that it is simple

and rugged, as no float feed is us'ed. it being neces-

sary only to strike an arc and hold the electrode

in a permanent position until, due to change in

voltage, the cut-out causes the restriking of the arc.

BOOK TABLE.
Of the scries of little volumes covering the gen-

eral subjects of technology published by Ur.

Jlinecke of Ilanover, Germany, brief reviews of

four which relate more particularly to electrical

subjects follow. The volumes are ihe work of

reputaulc continental engineers, and the explana-
tions are very clear, many phenomena being apily

illustrated by familiar analogies. While the prac-

tical instructions given in many cases apply rather

to European models of machinery, the essei.tials

of operations are given with characlciistic German
thoroughness. 'I he prices of the books (in Ger-
many) range from 34 10 67 cents.

Die Montage Elekthischeu Licht und Kraktan-
LACEN ('I he yVrrangcnient of iilcciiic-ligirt and
Power Plants). By H. Pobl. A new and re-

vised edition. Pp. 165, with 230 illustrations and
diagrams.
This is a pocket-book for engineers, electricians,

installers and owners of electric plants. It is prac-
tically written and gives a review of the elementary
ideas as well as more advanced excursions into

special departments of electro-technology. In th':

latter direction the list of s.ibjccls is very complete,
and the Look will be found instructive to the op-
erator as well as interesting reading for the laymafl.

Die Krankheiten Elektrischer Maschinen (Dis-
eases of Electrical Machinery). By Ernst
Schultz. Pp. 86, with 42 illustrations.

Carrying out the idea of the title, the book gives
a list of symptoms and specific prescriptions for
the treatment of generators, motors and transform-
ers and other apparatus for direct-current and sin-

gle-phase and multiphase alternating currents. Rem-
edies for a great number of troubles, with full

explanations, are given under the headings of the
various faults.

Der Schalttafelwarter (The Switchboard Oper-
ator). By Emanuel Stadelmann. Pp. 160 and
ic6 illustrations.

After perusal of the book, the switchboard op-
erator will surely ha,ve grasped a more accurate
idea of the forces he handles" and the principles
of the apparatus which he uses. Following the
elementary explanations, the author has taken pains
to explain and illustrate by diagrams all the usual
switchboard devices, measuring instruments, sys-
tems of connection and distribution, etc. The care
and operation of storage batteries and lightning
arresters are treated fully. The material is wel!
ordered, and the little work will furnish good advice
to those interested.

Prufukg Elektrischer Maschinen und Tran-
form.atoren (Testing of Electrical Machinery and
Transformers). By Friedrich Weickert. Pp. 116
ard 64 illustrations.

The little volume is quite a complete treatise on
general electrical testing, but perhaps it will not
be so useful to the average reader as some of the
others. Measuring instruments and methods are
described, with their application to the testing of
direct-current machines, storage batteries, alternat-
ing-current generators, synchronous motors, poly-
phase motors and transformers.

Direct Current at 1,200 Volts on an
Ind'ana Railway.

The Indianapolis and Louisville Traction Com-
pany commenced the running of cars over the 50-

mile stretch between Scottsburg and Seymour, Ind.,

on August 25th. The feature of this new line is

the use of direct current at 1,200 volts, said to tie

the first time direct current has been used at this

high voltage in the history of electric railroading.

James Brown of Pittsburg, consulting engineer

for the traction company, specified the 1,200-volt

installation and says that he is the originator of the

idea. On the trial trip Mr. Brown was enthusias-

tic about the n,ew installation and is quoted as

saying that the adoption of 1,200 volts direct cur-

rent for trolle}^ roads would revolutionize electric

railroading, principally on account of the possibil-

ity afforded of abandoning many s ib-s:ations.

A. A. .Anderson, general manager of the Indian-

apolis. Columbus and Southern Traction Cornpany,

was \vith the party^ on the trial run, and it is said

his compan}^ will now adopt the new systein as

soon as the change can be made.
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Testofa 1 ,000-kilowatt Steam Turbine
and Alternatorat Kokomo, Ind.

An interesting test was recently made of tlie

turljine-generalor unit installed at Kokomo, Ind.,

in the power liouse of the Kokomo, Marion and

Western Traction Company for the purpose of de-

termining the steam consumption of the turbine

when operated under normal load. Through an ar-

rangement with the officers of the traction company,

i\'Ir." Paul Diserens of Purdue University, working

in consultation with Mr. Phil H. Palmer, superin-

tendent, represented the traction company's inter-

ests, and Mr. F. C. Purcell represented Allis-

Chalmers Company. The unit tested is shown in

the accompanying illustration.

The steam turbine is an Allis-Chalmers-Parsons

standard horizontal turbine. The generator is a

11 §11

NEW TURBO-ALTERNATOR UNIT AT KOKOMO, IND.

Standard Allis-Chalniers tuibo-alteniator direct coup-

led to the steam turbine. The condensing ap-

paratus is of the Allis-Chalmers standard turbo-jet

type. The characteristics of the unit are as fol-

lows: Rated capacity, i.coo kilowatts; speed, i,8oo

revolutions per minute ; frequency, 60 cycles ; wind-
ing, two-phase ; electromotive force. 2,300 volts

:

current per phase (normal), 218 amperes.

The turbine was built to operate normally with

steam pressure of 140 pounds per square inch gauge
pressure at turbine throttle, dry saturated, and a

vacuum of 28 inches of mercury, referred to 30-

inch barometer at the exhaust nozzle. The unit

is calculated to carry an overload of 50 per cent,

when operating under the above steam conditions

and at, 100 per cent, power factor.

The auxiliary machinery provided consists of a

motor-driven exciter, a steam-driven exciter, the

jet condenser and pump mentioned above and two
small circulating pumps. There are five boilers

supplying steam to a loop header. The turbine,

two Russell engines and an auxiliary header are

supplied from this main header.

During this test boilers 3, 4 and 5 were made
to supply steam to the -turbine being tested. Both
sets of boilers were operated at as nearly the same
steam pressure as possible. The water delivered

to boilers Nos. 3, 4 and 5 was weighed in calibrated

crs. jhis result corrected for the quality of the
steam was assumed to equal the dry steam supplied

to the turbine.

The electrical output was measured by carefully

calibrated instruments.
All the load possible given to the turbine aggre-

gated only a little over half its normal capacity.

Following are the results of the tests:

1. Average load 553-3 kilowatts
2. Per cent, of rated load 55-33 per ceni.

3. Duration of test 4 hours
4. Steam pressure at turbine throttle. .136.4 gauge
5. Steam pressure at turbine inlet....:. 61.9 gauge
6.. Vacuum turbine exhaust 26.59 inches

7. Barometer 2S.93

8. Vacuum at turbine referred to 30-inch ba-

rometer 27.66

9. Revolutions per minute 1,800

10. Total water used 55,662 pounds
1 1

.

Total drip 450.6
12. Boiler leakage 5-344-6 pounds
13. Moisture in steam by calorimeter. .2.82 per cent

14. Dry steam supplied to turbine per
hour 12,115 pounds

15. Actual consumption of dry steam
for kilowatt-hour 21.90 pounds

The guaranteed steam consumption for one-half
load. 28 inches vacuum, was 24 pounds per kilo-

watt-hour, and the result of the test showed that

the actual steam consumption was 2.1 pounds less

than the guarantee.

A New Line of Instruments.

A new line of ammeters and voltmeters for di-

rect-current switchboard use has just been placed
in production by the General Electric Company.
These instruments, which are to be known as type
D, are constructed on the D'Arsonval principle. -A
small coil of wire mounted on a light cylindrical

aluminum frame is pivoted in jeweled bearings, so

as to move freely in a small annular space between
a soft iron core and the pole-pieces of a permanent
magnet.
The operation of these instruments is rendered

dead-beat by the foucault currents generated in

the aluminum frame as it passes through the field

of the permanent magnet. This damping quality

prevents injury to the pointer from violent load

fluctuations and permits rapid and accurate read-

ings, a^s the pointer comes quickly to rest after

each change in current value.

Continued accuracy of type D instruments is as-

sured by the unusually high torque, hght^ moving
elements and the very small air gap between mag-
net pole-faces and the iron core, combined with
the permanency of the magnets, which are made
from the best obtainable grade of magnet steel

and subjected to special processes of hardening and
aging, which fixes its magnetic characteristics.

The round cast-iron case which encloses the

instruments protects it from the effects of stray

fields and makes it dustproof. Inspection or repair

of type D instruments is easily made. The soft

iron core, together with the armature and jewel

supports, are assembled within the soft steel shell

constituting the pole-pieces. ^By removing the

A NEW LINE OF INSTRUMENTS.

barrels. The drip from the steam header and from
separators at the Kusscll engines and at the throt-

tle of the machine was collected and weighed.

At the conclusion of this efficiency test boilers

3, 4 and 5 were cut out of service and the entire

load of the station was thrown on boilers i and 2.

With the plant thus operated enough fire was al-

If^wed to remain under boilers Xos. 3, 4 and 5 to

maintain a steam pressure equal to that carried by

l>oiIers Xos. i and 2. The weight of water fe<l

to boilers 3, 4 and 5 during this test was assumed
to establish a rate of leakage and radiation from
boilers and piping which would apply to tlic effi-

ciency test.

In determining the" steam consumed by the lur

bine the drip caught at the Russell engines at the

trap in the steam header, at tiie separator, at the

turbine throttle, and the amount due to leakage iihd

radiation in the Ijoilcr, as ."ihown by the leakage

ttrst, was subtracted from the water fed to the boil-

screws which hold the shell to the magnet pole
faces, the entire mechanism may be removed.
The scales of type D instruments are uniform

throughout their entire range and very legible.

The standard finish is dull black with raised por-

tions polished copper, making a very pleasing nnd
durable surface.

Type D voltmeters are made self-contained in

capacities up to and including 750 volts. The am-
meters are self-contained up to 60 amperes capacity.

Larger capacities are furnished with external

shunts, which are made of a special alloy having
practically a zero temperature coefficient. All in-

strument shunts above i.ooo-ampere capacity are

now provided with a thernin-electric attachmenl.

This altaclnncnt consists of a metal strip having

one end electrically connected with one end of tlie

shunt, with the other end in close thermal contact

with the other end of the shunt, but insulated

from it electrically. The ammeter leads arc con-

nected to the shunt and to the metal strip
at the two insulated points. This prevents the
superimposing of secondary thermo-electric currents
upon the primary current, which is due to the
fall of potential in the shunt and the amount of
which fixes the value of the indication of the
instrument. Ammeter shunts with this attachmenl
will be found free from temperature errors due to
generation of thermo-electric current.

*'Combat Igniter" Sparking Battery.

The accompanying illustration shows the six-volt

60-ampere-hour "Combat Igniter." especially de-
signed as a sparking battery for automobiles. It

is made by the Commercial Battery Company, 204-
206 Michigan Street, Chicago. The cover is made
of heavy hard rubber, constructed so as to form

"COMBAT IGNITER SPARKING BATTERV.

a well to hold any of the electrolyte that may get

on the top when replenishing or charging. T\w
handle is made of spring wire and is detachable.

All the connections inside are very strong, being

cast and completed at the factory. The cell is

enclosed in a very neat quartered-oak box, with
instructions printed on a "transfer" just underneath
terminals in front. There is no metal about the

battery that acid can reach or corrode. The mak-
ers report that it is proving very efficient and most
satisfactory, and assert they are producing not

the cheapest but the best sparking storage battery

at the lowest price.

New Trumbull Combination Switches.

The Trumbull Electric Manufacturing Company,
Plain ville. Conn., has brought out the convenient
combination switch shown in the accompanying
illustration, which represents the three-pole type.

These switches are momited on porcelain bases

A NEW COMBINATION SWITLH.

and are available up to 30 amperes and 250 volts.

They are arranged for National Electrical Code
fuses. Catalogue numbers and descriptions follow

:

No. 704, double-pole. 3!< inches by 6 inches, for

wires entering from top ; No. 705, three-pole, 416
inches by 6 inches, for wires entering from top;

No. 724, double-pole, 3J^ by 6 inches, for wires

entering from bottom ; No. 725, three-pole, 4]/:

inches by 6 inches, for wires entering from bottom.

Fatal Electric Railway Wreck In Illinois.

One of the worst inlerurban railway wrecks in

Illinois took place on the morning of August 30lh

about a mile west of Charleston, 111., on the Mat-

tofjn and Charleston Electric Railway. The acci-

dent occurred on a sharp curve and was between

a passenger car crowded with travelers going to

Charleston, and an express car and trailer. The
impact was .so hard that the motor car and trailer

were telescoped. Of the ninety passengers that

were on the car. fifteen were killed and all the rest

were more or less injured. The wreck is said

to have been caused by a misunderstanding of

orders. The telephone is used to dispatch trains

on this road, and according to late reports the cars

should have met on a switch nearer Charleston

than where the wreck occurred.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Continental Europe.

Tiiris. AiiKiist 19.—Casablanca, on llic Mi-tliltT-

i-am*aii, which is the scene of the recent trouble

ill M(n-occo, is now in connnunicaiion with Paris

bv radio-teleRraphy, and inessn^es are exchanged

constaiilly bi'Iween tlu- two stations. On the cupola

nf i\w I'Svneh consulate at Casabhiiic:i is mounted a

uiiist which is connected with InKb-power radio-

ti-K-KM-aph apparatus located within the l)uilding.

Al Paris tin.- station is erected on the tlat ground

nf tlu- Champ ilc Mars and the aerial wire is placed

on the bjlTi'l Tower. Owing to the great height

tif the towt-r tile signals can be sent and received

over long distances. Por some time past tiie tower

has been used as the base of operations of ibis

kind, and signals were exchanged with the port

nf lii/iTla on the .Mediterranean coast near Tunis

with very good results. Messages were also sent

to Brest' on the channel coast and to lielforl on

the eastern frontier. London autl Berlin are among
the other points with which messages can be ex-

ehanged at present. The apparatus of the station

is lodged in a shed at the foot of the tower. An
iron rod supported like a lightning rod runs down
the side of the tower and is used for llie antenna.

Wire comieetiou from the transmitting station on

llie ground to the war and marine department liead-

(piarlers in the city enables messages to be now
constantly exchanged from these ollfices with Casa--

hlanca so as to transmit orders for the troops and

receive news from the seat of operations. It is

curious to note that in spite of. the greater distance

and the fact that the Pyrenese Mountains lie in

the way, it is easier to send messages to Casa-

blanca than to Bizerta. The exact reason for this

is not as yet explained.

A considerable increase has been made lately in

the large hydro-electric station of Italy, known as

the Ferrari Gallicri hydraulic plant. This station

was started some years ago upon the high-tension

direct-current system and 16 generators of the

'I'hury type were erected, these machines being all

connected in series and giving a total of 16,000

volts and a constant current of 50 amperes, each

generator delivering 1,000 volts. Since then it has

been decided to increase the plant and to add

three-phase 5.000-volt alternators. At present there

are ro turbine alternators mounted in the station.

These machines are rated at 500 kilowatts each.

In the plant bave been erected two separate sw-itcb-

boards, one for the 5,000-voIt current and the sec-

ond for the 25,000-volt lines. Step-up transformers

of the water-cooled type are used. The three-phase

power line runs through the surrounding district

for the light and motor supply.

The new laboratory for the production of radium
salts which has been annexed to the imperial estab-

lishment for the prepartion of uranium salts at

Joachinsthal is now undertaking to treat large

quantities of radiferons residues so as to secure

large quantities of radium salts in the future.

Not long since the Sw-iss Federal Council ratified

the agreement which was made between the postal

and telegraph department and the administration

of the federal railroads by which the railroad sta-

tions can be used for public telegraph messages.

In this case an additional rate of 10 cents per

message is charged. Before this many of the rail-

road stations did not take public messages.

The government of French Indo-China has re-

cently opened a new^ telegraph line which connects

Indo-Chma with Siam. This line runs "between the

towns of Bassac and Oubone.
According to recent figures it appears that the

imports of rubber into France have increased con-

siderably within the last few years. Bordeaux
especially receives large shipments and holds a

prominent place on the market. The cargoes of

rubber come from the African regions of the Sou-
dan, Conaky, Gambia and others. The figures given

are as follows: For 1904. imports- in long tons,

1,183 tons; for 1905. 1.330 tons, and for 1906, 1.716

tons. A. DE C.

Great Britain.

London. August 2^.—It is evident that the di-

rectors of the Metropolitan Railway Company and
tiie Great Western Railway Company of London
are still exercised in their minds as to how to deal

with the surplus rolling stock which they have
from their steam-working days. The District com-
pany is not in the same plight, for practically all

its steam stock should have been scrapped years
ago. But the other two companies have a fair

quantity in first-class condition. The Great West-
ern Company already runs some of its old stock
upon the city lines by means of electric locomotives.
Similarly the M'etropohtan company runs electric

locomotives upon its outer city ' lines and is also
converting some new ordinary stock into electric

w'orking. That the locomotive working is to be
extended is evident by an additional order for 10
electric locomotives which has been placed by the
Metropolitan' company with the British Thomson-
Houston company, three of which have just been
delivered. These for the first time have a box-
wagon-shape cab, are of the double-truck type and
weigh 47 tons. The control is of the Sprague-

Thonison- Houston nuihipte-nnit system, similar (<>

that used on llic trains. llw\\ of llie four axles

is fitted with a 200 horsciuiwer G. E, motor, of

the one-turn armature type, 'l*he leuglh over cab

and head stocks is 30 feet, ihe width <iver all eiglii

feet seven inches and the lieight from rails to lop

of cab 12 feet 3 inches. The equipment is in all

respects similar (o the motor cars alrea<ly in use.

I''ach locomotive on a 600-volt circuit is capable

of h.'indling ;i ijo-ton passenger train on the level

at 35 miles per lioiM' and of starting with this load

on a one-in-44 grade, 'i'hey are also said to be

capa))le of hauling a 250-ton freight train up a

similar gradient.

'i'lu* liome Ofiiee has just issued a draft set of
regulations in connection with the use of electricil

energy upon premises coming within the workshop.s

and factory acts. These are intended to apply to

all pressures above 130 volts contimious and 65 volts

alternating. In :m official couunnnicalion accom-
panying the regulations the secretary of state for

iiome afTairs statecl that while realizing the possi-

I ility of danger at lower pressures he has been
guided by the fact that the serious aecidents which
have come to liis notice have been at pressures

exceeding those named. The efTectiveucss of the

regulations may be measured by the conviction on
the part of those responsible for them, that the

dividing line between the conditions which will

render a shock merely trifling and those which
will render ii fatal is so narrow that it becomes
necessary to provide, so far as is practicable, that

no shock shall be received at all. The regulations,

however, arc open to criticism and suggestion for

40 days. A few of the regulations may be briefiy

mentioned. Every circuit arranged to carry more
than 750 watts must be separately protected. Where
one point of a system is connected to earth no
single pole switch other than a link for testing

purposes shall be placed in any cable connection
thereto. .\t the working platform of ever}' switch-
board and switchboard passage way, if there be
bare conductors, there is to be an unobstructed
passage way seven feet high and three feet wide
for low and medium-pressure cables and eight feet

high and four feet wide for high and extra high
pressures. Generally speaking, the rules hardly

enter into technical questions, being designed pri-

marily for the safety of the employes. Many of the

proposed, regulations are obviously necessary ones,

and in the large majority of cases will have been
put into efifect voluntarily, but the effect of giving
them the importance of official regulations will have
a salutary effect in cases by no means rare, where
poor work is likely to be permitted. The wiring
rules of the Institution of Electrical Engineers and
other official rules have been constilted in relation

to the compilation of the new regulations.

It has now been definitely decided to hold a

representative electrical exhibition either in Man-
chester or Salford during the autumn of next year.

The idea originally came from Manchester, but
was somewhat strongly opposed bj' a number of

leading manufacturing firms on the ground that

1908 was too soon to hold another electrical exhi-

bition after the one held in London in 1905. The
firms in question were members of the National
Electrical Contractors' Association. ilanchester,
however, is fast becoming such an important manu-
facturing center that the hint was plainly given

that the district felt powerful enough to carry an
exhibition unaided, especially in view of the boom
in Lancaster trade at the present time. Conse-
quently the Manufacturers' association has, fortu-

nately, taken the matter up officially and will take

a leading part in the organization of the 1908 show.
The city electrical engineers at ^Manchester and
Salford, respectively, will act as consulting elec-

trical engineers to the scheme, the full details of

wdiich have yet -to be worked out.

Apparently as a counterblast to the announce-
ment that the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Com-
pany will inaugurate a transatlantic wireless tele-

graph service very shortly comes a communication
from the company owning the Poulsen patents that

its arrangements for a similar service are in a

very forward state and that communication is ex-

pected to be made between a permanent station

on the west coast of Ireland and a temporarj^ sta-

tion in Canada bv the end of the present year.

G.

New York.

New York City, August 31.—The Public Service

Commission has designated Marvyn Scudder to

inspect and examine the accounts, records and
memoranda kept by the Interborough-Metropolitan

Company, and all books of original entry, all

ledgers, all balance sheets, and any and all books
showing or purporting to show the assets and lia-

bilities of the corporation. The company has al-

ready refused to produce its books, and it is ex-

pected that the matter will be taken to the courts

and the constitutionality of the act under which
the commission was appointed, will be determined.

In 1886, when the New York Central greatly in-

creased its terminal facilities, it was decided to use

the left-hand method of operating trains. For
several weeks past arrangements have been in

progress to reverse this method, so as to allow-

of greater flexibility in handling the baggage. Sun-

day, August :^5tli, wiiH the day when llie change
was lo be made, ami .'it 4 a. m. the first train

went ihrfnigli on tlic new sytilem swccssfully. The
suluirban service was crippled for a time by the
change.

The New York and Queens County Railroad
proposes to <levcIop a large tract of meadowland
near Klushiiig Creek, where the company will erect
one of the largest car barns and repair Kliops in

Queens County,
An opportunity to subscribe at par lo an irisue

of $1,500,000 six per cent, collateral trust notes
payable after two, three or five years, has been
offered lo stockholders of the American Light and
Traction Company,
Merman IJarlh, a young electrician of 521 Sixth

Avenne, Manhattan, has been arrested and charged
with the installing of a device which will make
the meters of the New York Edison Qjinpany run
backward. The device has been sold mostly to
saloonkeepers, and it was the practice lo place the
device over the meter late Saturday night, as

there is no danger of an inspector getting into the
saloon over Sunday. The device was guaranteed to

reduce the electric-light bills 50 per cent. The de-
vice consists of a large electromagnet, which is

placed over the case of the meter so that the north
pole of the meter's motor will be under the south
pole of the electromagnet and likewise with the
south pole of the meter's motor. Reversal of the
field produces a corresjponding reversal of the mo-
tor of the meter and Us dial train. The strength
of the electromagnet can be set either to retard
the motion of the meter or to reverse its direction.

There is a legitimate device used to regulate the
pressure of gas, preventing it from blowing out
more than is actually needed to supply a particular
jet. and some people have been fooled into think-
ing that electricity blows the same way. This de-
vice was called a "regulator" to "save electricity"

and consequently its inventor had little trouble in

finding a market for his invention, the price of
which was $200. E. H. S.

Ohio.

Toledo. August 31.—The F. Bissell Company has
completed some improvements which have added
materially to the comfort and convenience of its

store. The offices have been removed upstairs
and room made for the proper display of wares
on the first floor. This sten was deemed neces-

sary because of a determination to push the
retail business, which has heretofore been a sec-

ondary consideration with the concern. The new-

offices will be model when completed. The store

when the finishing details are done will be one of
the finest in the state.

An application has been made by G. D. Ridenour
and J. C. Gillett to the state board of public works
for a lease of the abandoned Hocking Canal, or

the outer slope of the towpath between Carroll and
Nelsonville, for use for electric-railway purposes.
The capital stock of the Ohio Electric Railway

Company has been increased from $100,000 to

$25,000,000. It is understood that the properties

of the Indiana, Columbus and Eastern Traction
Company, the Cincinnati Northern Traction Com-
pany and the Lima and Toledo Traction Company
will be taken over by this company.
Grading on the road that is to connect Toledo

with St. Louis will probably reach Napoleon this

fall. Work is progressing rapidly.

The standpipe valves of the Fremont (Ohio)
waterworks will be operated by electrical devices.

It is probable that the Yaryan service will be
installed.

Scarcity of teams has caused the Bucyrus-Marion
electric-railway people to increase the pay of team-
sters to $4 per day.

The advisability of installing radio-telegraphy on
the lakes was discussed at a meeting of the Pitts-

burg Steamship Compan\' this week. Boats have
been greatly discommoded by the telegraph strike.

H. L. S.

Indiana.
Indianapolis, August 31.—A new^ interurban road

is being promoted to connect Logansport with

Rochester and Lake Wanatau. It is proposed to

secure pow-er for the new road from the Rochester
light and power plant. In addition to the pas-
senger traffic, it is proposed to ship immense quan-
tities of ice from the lake.

H. E. Huntington, one of the chief promoters
of the Grand Central Traction Company, announces
that all the right-of-way through the several coun-
ties for an interurban line from Indianapolis to

Evansville has been secured and the deals closed

up. He says that construction work will begin
about the first of October.
The Chicago, South Bend and Indiana Railway

Company has ordered plans for the construction

of a modern interurban station at Front and Main
streets in Mishawaka. .

Action has been begun by the city authorities of

Hammond to annul the 50-year franchise, granted
some three years ago to the Hammond, Whiting
and East Chicago Street Railway Company. Better

cars and service are demanded.
The town of Bicknell, with a population of ;j,ooo
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people, is in darkness owipg to the inability of the

Town Board and the Bicknell Light and Power
Company to agree on terms of a franchise. The
company has furnished incandescent street lights

for the last 18 months under individual contract

with property owners, where lights were desired,

operating under a franchise granted by the count>

commissioners two years ago. Two weeks a,go the

company turned off the street lights^ and left the

town in darkness till a franchise from the Town
Council could be procured, permitting the company
to extend its service to all parts of the town, and
requiring the town to pay for street lights. It is

understood that a new company is being organized

to apply for a franchise in the innnediate future.

This movement will be opposed by the old com-
pany.

The City Council of Washington, Ind., has or-

dered a special election to be held on October 2d

to vote on a proposition of repairing and improving

the city electric-light plant, which is estimated to

cost $50,coo. A considerable number of the tax-

payers advocate selling the property to a private

company for whatever can be obtained for it.

Because of disagreement among small and large

creditors of the Converse Electric Light Company,
the concern has been placed in the hands of a re-

ceiver. Bonds were recently issued for the purpose
of paying off all small creditors, but they were
not sold. L. O. Arnold has been named as re-

ceiver.

The Lowell Light and Power Company has in-

corporated for the purpose of constructing and
equipping electric-light and power plants throughout
this and adjoining states. The directors are Edgar
L. Shank, J. M. Jones and Clifford Wiley.

S. S.

Illinois.

Peoria, August 31.—The Harter Electric Com-
pany has been incorporated with a capital of $50,-

000 to manufacture electrical appliances and de-

vices. The principal office is in Chicago and the

incorporators are Fred W. Uppatel, George A.
Schmidt and Ralph J. Taylor.

The Illinois Traction Company has contracted

for a new 3,000-kilowatt turbine generator for the

power house at Riverton. The power house now
has a capacity of 6,5CO, and the new generator

will increase it to 9.500. The General Electric

Company will install the new unit. The traction

company will also erect at Buffalo a new sub-

station, making four in use between Springfield and
Decatur.

During the severe storm of this week the tele-

phone exchange at Kilbourne was struck by light-

ning and totally destroyed by fire.

The Illinois Traction Company has secured a

lOO-year lease of the ground now occupied by the

Springfield Consolidated Railway Company as car

barns. Large barns and a large passenger station

will be erected on the property, which is only three

blocks from the business center.

Net earnings of the Illinois Traction Company
for the year ended July 31st show an increase of

$20,275.95 over the previous year.

A rumor was in circulation that the Illinois

Traction Company would trade off the city car

lines here for the car lines in the city of Sprmg-
field. The same persons who own the utilities in

the city of Springfield control the Peoria Gas and
Electric Company here, and the traction company
runs its cars over the lines there under a lease.

The rumor has since been denied by those in charge
of the companies' properties. V. N.

S >u heascern Sra*es.

Charlotte, N. C, August 31.—The Bowman Trans-
fer and Storage Warehouse Company, a local con-
cern recently chartered in Richmond, Va., will make
use of electric omnibuses, cabs and trucks for the
handling of passengers and freight in the city of
Richmond. Samuel H. Bowman is president.

Two shifts of men, 1,000 for day work and 500
for night work, are employed at the Whitney elec-

tric plant on the Yadkin River, near Salisbury,

N. C. The power will he on about January 1st,

and from the rapids and waterfall in the company's
i4,coo acres of land a total of 100,000 horsepower
is expected to be derived. The present develop-
ment will afford about half the total available
power.
The Southern Cotton Oil Company is making

some important tests at Gastonia, N. C, to deter-
mine the relative cost of ginning cotton by elec-

tricity and by the old steam methods. E. R. Camp
01 the Charlotte division of the company is inter-

ested in the work. The company may make a
general substitution of electricity for steam in its

numerous plants south.

The South Carolina Public .Service Corporation.
a $io,ooo.coo company, has applied for a perpetual
franchise in the town of Greenwood.
The Carolina Light and Power Company is de-

veloping a large watcrpowcr at Anderson's Falls,

near Langlcy, S. C.

A report has gained currency that all attempts
at a merger of the lighting anil heating plants in

Louisville, Ky., have been abandoned for the pres-
ent. This is said to be a direct result of money

stringency. The merger will not be abandoned
permanently, it is said.

Seven transformers weighing 20,000 pounds are
being installed in the transformer station of the

Cape Fear Electric Power Company at Fayetteville,

N. C. This development at Buckhorn Falls will

furnish light and power for a number of the largest

cotton mills in the state.

A. F. Hart & Co., Hickory, N. C, have been
awarded the contract for the building of the plant

of the Hickory Power and Electric Company, in-

cluding the dam, which will be built to supply

5,000 horsepower. The work will be completed by
January i, 1908. The Horseford Shoals property,

three miles from Hickory, which was sold re-

cently for $25,000, is to be offered for sale again,

a local company having raised the bid 10 per cent.

J. D. Pitts and associates are planning a cotton

mill at Glen Alpine, N. C, to be operated by elec-

tricity from the Catawaba. L.

Northwestern States.

Minneapolis, August 31.—The new Selby Avenue
tunnel in St, Paul has been thrown open to the

traffic of the Twin City Transit Company. The
work has been going on for nine months and is

an important engineering feat for the Northwest.

The slope in the tunnel is seven per cent,, and is

a reduction from 16 per cent., which was the

incline of the surface line.

The Rockwell City (loAia) Electric Light and
Power Company has sold its plant to F. S, Moore,
A new company will be organized to push the

project of building an electric line from Sidney,

Iowa, to Council Bluffs.

Bonds for $15,000 have been voted at Washburn,
Wis., for the purpose of purchasing the local light-

ing system.

The Northwestern Interurban Railway Company
will be incorporated by J, L, Lambrecht of Min-
neapolis and associates for the purpose of building

several trolley lines in Northern Minnesota and
North Dakota, includirg one from Grand Forks,

N, D., to Crookston, Minn.
The Dakota Power Company has been organized

to develop the power of Rapid Creek, near Rapid
City, S. D. About 10,000 horsepower will be gen-
erated.

A waterpower plant may be constructed for fur-

nishing power for the municipal electric-light plant

at Gary, S, D,
Harry Hoffman has resigned as superintendent

of the electric-light plant at Valley City, N. D.
About $12,000 worth of new machinery is to be
purchased for the plant.

R. A. Roberts of St, Louis has begun surveying
for an interurban line which he proposes con-
structing from Muscatine to Davenport, Iowa.

Messrs. Lambrech and Murray of Minneapolis, who
are planning to build a third-rail line from Crooks-
ton, Minn., to Grand Forks. N. D., have enlarged
their plans and now propose to extend it as far

west as Carrington.

The entire street-railway system at Des Moines,
Iowa, is to be double tracked. It is estimated that

the work will cost close to half a million dollars.

Of the So miles of line in the city only about a

quarter consists of double tracks.

Plans have been completed for an addition to and
a remodeling of the plant of the Union Light.

Heat and Power Company's plant at Fargo, N. D.
The improvement will cost a!:out $30,000.

The Western Supply Company received the con-
tract for new machinery for the electric-light plant

at Valley City, N. D. The cost will be about
$10,000.

The Davenport (Iowa) and Manchester Railway
Company has incorporated with George T, Baker
as president and F. E. Rank, secretary; capital,

$15,000.

The Prentice (Wis,) Light, Power and Water
Company has filed articles of incorporation, with

a capitalization of $3,000. A. F. Zeigler heads the

list of incorporators. R,

Pacific S'opo.

San Francisco, August 28,—The local street-car

service has been furthei' improved by the operation
of additional lines and more night cars. It is

thought that the small semblance of a car strike

that is still remaining will be abandoned, although
a few of the leaders of the carmen still assert that

they are in the fight to stay.

The Board of Supervisors of San Franci.sco will

defend the city in the suits brought to restrain

the supervisors from proceeding with the construc-

tion of a municipal sereet railway on Geary Street,

using the $720,000 specially appropriated for the

purpose.

The Board of Supervisors has awarded the con-

tract for furnishing light to the municipality to the

San Francisco Gas apd Electric Company for ihc

ensuing fiscal year. The company is to liglil the

streets with no less than 4.210 gas lamps and 1,616

electric arc lights. 0( the arc lamps 1.366 are to

burn all night and a.io may be extinguished at mid-
night. The rates arc as follows: For each sep-

arate arc light per night, $0.20713. For electric

current for public buildings and for power pur-

poses, per kilowatt-hour, $0.04. Each separate gas

lamp per night, $0,087. For gas for public build-
ings, per I,ceo cubic feet, $0,60, The total pay-
ments made to the company must not exceed the
amount of the appropriation, $275,000.
The new system of the City Electric Company in

San Francisco will be in operation in October, and
many contracts have been signed for commercial
lighting. The two 2,500-Kilowatt turbo-generator
sets have been installed at the new reinforced con-
crete power station on the corner of Beach and
Mason streets. The boilers and switchboard are
being erected and the salt-water condensing sys-
tem installed.

At the last meeting of the directors of the San
Jose-Los Gatos Interurban Railroad Company and
of the Peninsula Railroad Company J. T. Burke of
the Southern Pacific was chosen to fill the vacant
directorship, and he was unanimously elected to
the presidency of both companies. F. E. Chapin
was re-elected to the vice-presidency and the re-
maming directors are W. C. Andrews, A. E. Wilder
and Gus Lion.
The Great Western Power Company, which is

spending several millions of dollars in the con-
struction of a great electric power generating plant
on the Feather River in Plumas County, Cal., is

also engaged actively in work near Antioch.
It is announced from Willows, Cal, that the

Snow Mountain Power Compary has made excel-
lent progress on the hydraulic work for its electric
plant. The' tig sawmill of the company is running
night and day cutting Uurber for the flume to be
built. The line of this flume is now being sur-
veyed.

The City Council of Pasadena, Cal., has passed
an ordinance calling for bids for a double-track
electric-railway franchise on Colorado and other
streets.

The electrical smelter at Hercult-on-the-Pitt,
near Redding. Cat, has begun operatiors. Pig
iron is produced by the Heroult process. Ten men
to a shift are required at the smelter in addition,
of course, to the force of miners. The plant will
not operate commercially until a short railroad has
been built.

The Noble Electric Steel Company has been in-
corporated with a capital stock of $1,000,000. H. H.
Noble is president; E. V. D. Johnson, vice-presi-
dent; C. B. Morgan, secretary.
The Fresno Inome Light and Power Company,

recently incorporated with $250,000 capital stock,
will erect a $280,000 plant, the principal place of
business is Frcsro, Cal,

The Colt Automatic Air B-ale and Trolley Com-
pany has filed articles with a capital stock of
$300,000,

Work has commenced on a big dam at Gold
Lake for the Sierra Mercintile Mining and Power
Company, a corporation that proposes to furnish
power to operate a slort line of electric railroad
tetween Marysvilie ard Reno through the Yuba
Pass, A similar dam is to be constructed at Long
Lake in Plumas County, and the pipe laid down
,Gray Eag'e Creek, which .will converge at the
power plant with a similar pipe line down Eraser
Creek from Gold Lake, where all the waters will

be combined and utilized. The contour of the
grourd permits of this being done with facility.

The Nevada-California Power Company is rapidly

constructing its high-tension transmission line from
Palmetto to Rhyolite, Nev. Current is to be trans-

mitted for light and power purposes at loo.oco

volts. F. G. Baum, who is connected with the

compary, has brought out a new style of hi.gh-ten-

sion insulator which will be tried out on this line.

A.

PERSONAL.
W. B. Votohas been appointed superintendent

of the Sheboj'gan (Wis.) Light, Power . and Rail-

way Company.

Abraham White's successor as president of the

United Wireless Telegraph Company, the concern
operatirg the De Forest system, is Col. C. C.

Wilson of Denver.

C. H. Edwards, manager of the Northwestern
Telephone Exchange Company's system at St. Paul,

Minn., has resigned his position, and C. W. Reese
of Omaha, Neb., has been promoted to fill the

vacancy.

Cleveland papers arnounce the engagement of

Mr. Lcroy P. Sawyer and Miss Jessamine A. Pike,

both of Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Sawyer is treasurer

of the Buckeye Electric Company of Cleveland
and is popular in the electrical field. His fiancee

is a vocalist and musician of considerable note

and belongs to the leading society circles of Cleve-

land.

Mr. A. C. Bell, until recently in charge of the

p'llent department of the Strom' erg-Carlson Tele-

phone Manufacturing Company, at Rochester, N. Y.,

lias resigned that position and will erter the patent-

law offices of Mr. Charles A. Brown, 1550 Monad-
nock Building, Chicago. Mr. Bell's scientific train-

ing was secured at Cornell University, of which

institution he is a graduate. He has had expe-

rience both as a patent solicitor and as an engi-

neer since leaving college. Mr. Bell will be en-
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gaged principally in llio work of soliciting patents

in Mr. Brown's ollicc.

Prof. F. 13. Crocker of Colmnbia University,

New York city, lias been appointed secretary of

the American local committee of the International

Elcctroteclmical Commission. A meeting of the

committee will no doiiht be held soon and a plan

•of action decided upon.

R. W. Bailey has been appointed general super-

intendent of the Peoria (111.) Railway Company.

Mr. Bailey came from Alton, where he was supcr-

intendcivt of the Alton division of the East St.

Louis and Suburban system for the last year and

a haif. The position is a new one, and Mr. Badey

will have charge of the detail work in connection

with both the interurban and the city lines.

Charles J. Haines, father of J. Allen Haines,

vice-president of the Western Wire Sales Com-

pany of Chicago, died suddenly of heart disease

ill a downtown Chicago store on August 29th. Mr.

1 laines was a pioneer resident of Chicago and a

prominent business man of the city. He was 61

years of age. The younger Mr. Haines is well

known in the electrical fraternity and has many
sympathizing friends.

William 0. Tague, professor of experimental

•electrical engineering at Purdue University, Lafay-

ette, Ind., lias resigned his position to accept

the general management of the Brookline Motor

Car Company of Brookline, Mass. Professor Tague

lias been at Purdue for several years in charge

of the engineering laboratory and has done special

work in connection with automobiles and electric

power. His successor has not been named.
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do not use that station. The change from steam

to electric locomotives at Stamford, it is estimated,

will not take more than two minutes.

The Russellville .and Ozark Moimlain Traction,

Light and Power Company is planning a power
plant to be erected between Russellville and Dover,

.\rk.

The Harvard (Wis.) and Lake Geneva electric

railway has been sold to the Elgin, Belviderc and
Rockford Company. About $rx),ooo will be ex-

Ijended in additions to the power plant at Wal-
worth.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Stanton, Neb., has voted $5,500 in bonds for a

lighting plant.

Contracts have been awarded for the construction

of an electric-light and water .plant at Dawson,
Minn.

The Hico (Tex.) Electric Light and Power Com-
•pany has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $10,000.

Atwood Benton is about to begin the construc-

tion of a $135,000 electric power plant at Hot
Springs, Ark.

An election is to be held at St. Paul, Neb., on
the proposition to vote bonds for the construction

of an electric-light plant.

The City Council at Aberdeen, S. D., has

granted a franchise to C. F. Freehauf for 25 years

for an electric-light system.

The L'nion Central Light and Ice Company has

secured a franchise at Hubbard City, Tex. A
$50,000 plant will be installed.

The Union Light, Heat and Power Company is

planning on $30,000 worth of improvements to its

power plant at Moorhead, Minn.

In Terrell, Te.x., the City Council has passed an

.ordinance authorizing the issuance of bonds to the

. amount o{ $15,000 for an electric-light plant.

The City Council of Tacoma, Wash., has decided

to construct an electric power plant to furnish

10,000 horsepower. The product is to be sold at

one-half cent per kilowatt-hour.

Low water in the Grand River, Michigan, the

lowest in years, is handicapping many lighting and

power plants temporarily. At Ionia the lighting

wires are connected with the Commonwealth Power
Company's line to Jackson, where current is gen-
erated by a steam plant, the city plant being en-

tirely out of business because of the low water.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Oklahoma City Street Railway Company

will build a $180,000 power house at Belle Isle.

According to statements by officials of the New
Haven rapid progress is being made in the installa-

tion of electricity on the New York division. It

present plans are carried out all trains west of
Stamford that run into the Grand Central Station
will be operated by electricity. This means both
local trains and the fast Boston trains, except the
-Colonial e.xpre&s and the Federal express, which

POWER TRANSMISSION.
In the state of WashiiiKton W. H. Lewis has

filed a water-right location notice in the county

auditor's office for power in eastern Lewis County

at the junction of the Cispus River with the Cow-
litz, proposing to flume 4,000 cubic feet of water

per second to the place of use, 15 miles from the

river junction.

Announcement is made of the completion of the

900-foot dam for the Whitney Reduction Company
on the Yadkin River, eight miles from Salisbury,

N. C. The dam is 46 feet in height and 45,00°

horsepower will be developed for transmission to

mills and factories and for lighting a dozen towns,

the power to be available before the end of the

year.

Reports from Eugene, Ore., say that engineers

at the head of the M'cKenzie River are making sur-

veys for some unknown corporation for a big elec-

tric plant. It is said that water will be taken

from Clear Lake and will be tunneled through a

mountain to a great generating station, where a

900-foot fall will be secured with a capacity to gen-

erate 50,000 horsepower.

The Commonwealth Power Company of Battle

Creek, Mich., is troubled by a scarcity of water

at its plants at Allegan, Otsego and Plainwell. The
streams supplying these plants are very low, and

further difficulty is expected unless several inches

of rainfall bring relief soon. The cities most af-

fected are Battle Creek and Jackson. Auxiliary

steam plants may be called into use.
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similar board for direct current. This arransement
affords the students any desired kind of current
for experiment and tests.

PUBLICATIONS.
Rossiter, MacGovern & Co. of New York city

have issued a new list of electrical machinery,

boilers, engines, dynamos and motors dated August

ist, which supersedes all previous lists.

Catalogue No. A12 of the Ward Leonard Elec-

tric Company, Bronxville, N. Y., describes and

illustrates self-starters for. electric motors. The
motor is stopped or started by simply pressing a

button
—

"it does the rest." Wiring diagrams are

added. The reversing motor-starters, shown in

Catalogue Aio, can be used to start in either di-

rection of rotation. A renewable spring switch is

supplied to open the circuit with a quick break,

and magnetic blowouts are used in sizes above 10

horsepower.

The N. E. L. A. Bulletin, Vol. I., No. i, pub-

lished by the National Electric Light Association,

has made its appearance, dated August. The new
publication, besides serving as a bulletin of cur-

rent events of interest to members of the associa-

tion, will also be a question box. Matters of

timely interest upon which members wish prompt
information will be given attention. The bulletin

will be published regularly about the fifteenth of

each month, and all members of the association

and other central-station men are at liberty to

contribute to its columns. Communications should
be addressed to the secretary. Engineering Soci-

eties Building, 29 West Thirty-ninth Street, New
York.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
Additional electrical machinery and switchboards

are being installed in the electrical engineering de-
partment of the Louisiana State University. These
improvements will afford the university one of the

best and largest laboratories and engineering schools

in the South. One board will be for a polyphase
generator for one, two and three-phase currents

while another is a plug distributing board for sin-

gle and polyphase currents, . and the third is a

MISCELLANEOUS.
Zinc electrodes in the form of pencils, about six

inches long. pLiced in the suction chamber of a

surface condenser employing sea water for cooling,

have done away with the galvanic action between
the iron base and the other metals in the con-
densers, which led to the rapid corrosion of the
iron. This has apparently ceased entirely since the
zinc pencils were introduced, although the latter arc
eaten away rapidly.

TRADE NEWS.
The General Electric Company is erecting a

number of large factory buildings on land purchased
by the company at Erie, Pa.

The Northwestern Electrical Company of Seattle,

Wash., which has been incorporated with a capital

stock of $250,000, will build a plant for the manu-
facture of electrical appliances.

D. C. & William B. Jackson, engineering ex-
perts, announce the removal of their western office

from Madison, Wis., to the Commercial National
Bank Building, Chicago. An eastern office will be
opened in Boston this month. Mr. William J.
Crumpton will be in immediate charge of the Chi-
cago office. These gentlemen are prepared to do
consulting engineering for electric and allied prop-
erties and include in their line of work plans,

specifications, supervision or construction, examina-
tion and reports.

The Sarco Fuel Saving and Engineering Com-
pany of New York is finding a large demand for
its Sarco COa recorder. In addition to indicating

at sight the amount of carbon dioxide (COj) in

the flue gases, this machine records the information
on a chart, so that the engineer can read at his
leisure from the daily record just what furnace
economy the fireman has practiced at any par-
ticular time. The company is also' getting out the
Caldwell automatic mechanical coal shovel, which
differs from mechanical stokers in that it is inde-
pendent from and can be applied to any grate.

The shovel periodically projects a predetermined
amount of coal over different parts of the grate
surface and produces a very uniform distribution
of the fuel. This company also makes a number
of other devices tending toward boiler-room econ-
omy. Its officers are: President, H. Sanders;
vice-president. C. O. Mailloux; general manager,
John A. Caldwell.

BUSINESS.
Tjpe K Allis-Chalmers direct-current motor has

been designed to meet the mechanical and electrical

requirements of an individual drive for machinery.
It is explained to be equally well adapted to belt
drive at constant speed and continuous service, or
geared drive, variable speed aind intermittent serv-
ice. The machine is very compact, the construction
is rigid, and every detail has been worked out to
the exacting requirements of modern service.

The July business of the Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Company was considerably
above the average. The last information from East
Pittsburg stated that the railway department alone
showed a record for orders booked approximating
about $2,500,000. Among these were two of more
than ordinary importance. The Brooklyn Rapid
Transit Company contracted for 400 electric-rail-

way motors, 200 of which, of 200 horsepower each,

are for the elevated railroad cars, while the bal-

ance, of 60 horsepower each, will be surface-car
equipment. In connection with the elevated-car
equipment the company will also furnish the West-
inghouse multiple-unit control. The other large
order comes from the Schoepf interests of Cincin-
nati, which control one of the largest urban and
interurban electric-railway systems in this country,
operating cars in Eastern and Central Ohio and
Southern Indiana. This order includes a complete
equipment of electrical apparatus for 24 sub-sta-
tions, consisting of rotary transformers, transform-
ers and switchboard appliances as well as four
Westinghouse turbo-generators aggregating 26,000
horsepower.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

564,154. Device for Alarm and Detecting Burglary.
Patil Brauer, Wittenberge, Germany. Applica-

tion filed June S, 1906.

The various parts of this device to cause alarm and
secure photographs of burglars are set in operation by
the intruder completing an electric circuit.

"864,167. Insulating Conduit for Electric Wires.
Anthony P. Hinsky, Hoboken. N. J. Applica-

tion filed December 3, igo6.

A tubular iconduit of fibrous material is provided in its

Issued (United States Patent Office) August .?7, igoy.

outer surface with corrugations or ribs. The tube and
covering are saturated with an insulating and preserva-
tive material,

864,228. Trolley Harp. Frank H. Brueggeman,
Norwood. Ohio, assignor of one-half to the

Acme Automatic Street Indicating Company,
Cleveland, Ohio. AppUcation filed April 23, 1906.

The sections of the harp have hollow heads.

864,232. Railway Switch. James D. Downes, De-
troit, Mich., assignor of one-half to Charles R.

Burke, Detroit, Mich. Application filed April
I, 1907.

The switch is fitted with electric contacts which close
ircuits, lighting signal lamps to show the position of

the .vitch.

14,236. Automatic Gas Cut-ofF. James G. Fair-
banks and William O. Rice, Marion, Ohio. Ap-
plication filed March 7, 1907.

_
On failure of the gas supply, a pressure-maintained

piston sinks, releasing a spring-actuated cut-off valve.
Meanwhile an electric alarm bell is sounded.
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864.251. Catenary Suspension Bracket for Curves.

Elmer P. Morris, East Orange, " N. J. Appli-

cation filed October 20, 1906.

\ brace is secured at one end to the cable and at the

other end to the trollev wire, so that the lateral strains

thrown upon it by the cable and wire respectively arc

in the same direction.

864.252. Catenary Suspension Bracket. Elmer P.

Morris, East Orange, N. J. Application filed

October 20, 1906.

Secondary insulators are arranged to trap the cable

and prevent its making contact with uninsulated portions

of its support. The working conductor is supported from

the messenger in substantially a horizontal plane. (See

cut.)

NO. 864,252.—CATENARY SUSPENSION BRACKET.

864,259. Electric Reciprocatory Device. John B.

Rathbun, Hammond, Ind., assignor to Charles

G. King^vill, Hammond, Ind. Application filed

May 9, 1906.

A number of coils arranged so that their fields are

coincident are arranged for sending a direct current of

electricity through one of them and an alternating cur-

rent through another, so that the coils first reinforce each
other in their magnetic effect upon the core, and then
neutralize each other.

864,261. Electrical Cut-out Switch. William H.
Ringwood, East Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed

November 22, 1906.

A detachable cam connection for electrical poles has
engaging projecting lugs on its walls, so that when one
section is turned upon the other engagement of con-

tact plates will occur. A fuse connects the contact plates

of one section.

864,272. Space Telegraphy. John S. Stone, Boston,

Mass., assignor to William W. Swan, trustee,

Brookline, Mass. Application filed January 4,

1907.

As shown in the circuit diagram, a resonant circuit

includes a condenser with a local receiving circuit con-

nected across its terminals, and has in series an audion,

a source of unidirectional electromotive force and a
circuit of low resistance and high inductance connected
in shunt to said rectifier. (See cut.)

864,297. Storage Battery. William Gardiner, Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to Cornelius P. Stringfield,

Chicago, 111. Application filed December 23,

1905.

The plate consists of a series of trough-like juxtaposed
sections, each open at one side, and with its other sides

provided with apertures covered by a porous strip,

against which the active material bears.
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864,348. Electric Welding Clamp. William E. Wil-
liams, Chicago, 111. Application filed July 21,

1905.

Two electrode blocks, carrying contact pieces, are
mounted to move in a line toward each other. The
contact pieces move so as to grip the work at the weld-
ing point. (See cut.)

864,362. Burglar Alarm. Nelson L. B. Doull, Los
Angeles, Cal. Application filed December ii,

1905.

This burglar alarm is a combination of a lock, a bat-

tery, an electric bell and casings inserted in the door
frame opposite the lock and latch bolts, carrying plungers
which normally complete a circuit with the bolts through
the lock mechanism.

864,382. Support for Telephone Receivers. John
S. Mills, New Grenada, Pa. Application filed

January 21, 1907.

Attached 'under the transmitter-arm bolt is an angle
arm ending in a telescoping bracket which holds the
receiver in clips.

864,422. Trolley Guard. Charles Harkness, Provi-
dence, R. L, assignor to the Harkness Trolley
Sj'stem Company. Original application filed

February 16, 1905. Divided and this applica-

tion filed March 8, 1906.

A lever, weighted at one end, is provided at the other
with upwardly diverging arms pivotally mounted on the
bracket arm. on which it is movable both vertically and
transversely.

864,427. Lamp Receptacle. Harry W. Lawrence,
Denver, Colo.,, assignor to the New England
Electric Company. Application filed January 5,

1907.

The socket comprises a porcelain base or block having
an annular groove therein, which has a number of out-
ward extensions. A threaded shell having outwardly
bent ears is inset in the groove.

864,446. Controlling Mechanism, Herbert W. Cheney,
Norwood, Ohio, assignor to Allis-Chalmers
Company and the Bullock Electric Manitfactur-

ing Company. Application filed June 30, 1906.

The controller drum has "off," starting and running
positions, and a spring which tends to move it to "off"
position when in starting position, but exerts no influ-

ence when in running position,

864,454. Testing System for Telephone Lines. Wil-
liam W. Dean, Chicago, 111., assignor to the

Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Company, Chi-

cago, 111. Application filed June 29, 1903.

An operator's busy-test system capable of being ap-

plied to the well-known Kellogg cord circuit is detailed.

NO. 864,344 —FLUID-PRESSURE SYSTEM.

864,306. Electric Switch-operating Device. Frank
'A. Johnson and David A. Robbins, Danville,

111. Application filed October 22, 1906.

Swinging contacts carried by the trolley span-wires
may be engaged by a movable- contact carried on the
car, to cto.sc a circuit to operate the track switch.

864.332, Telephone Attachment. Albert S. Perry,

Yukon, Okla. Application filed March 2, 1907.

Auxiliar>' contacts in the telephone box arc controlled
Ity 3 push rod.

864,341. Annunciator. Frederic Sidler. West Pull-

man, III- Application filed November 14, 1904.

A pawl cxtcndinc from an armature actuated by an
electromagnet in the call-bell circuit advances a ratchet
wheel.

864,344. Fluid-pressure System, Samuel B. Stewart,

Jr., Schenectady, N. Y,, assignor to the Gen-
eral Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

Application filed May 20, 1903.

The rheostat arm is advanced by a pilot motor to start
the pump motor when the line pressure falls below a scl
value- fScc cut.)

September 7, 1907

864,623. Driving Gear for Motor Vehicles. Wil-
liam H. Douglas, Belleville, N. J., assignor to

Healey & Co., New York, N. Y. Application.

filed September 26, 1906.

The motor is supported on the axle and is connected
to the pinions by double universal joints.

864,653. Electric Railroading. Isidor Kitsee, Phil-
adelphia, Pa. Application filed April 15, 1907.

A system of four tracks has five overhead wires, the
outside of the outside tracks being provided each with
one wire connected to a common terminal of a generator,
the inside of the outside tracks being provided each with
one wire connected to the opposite terminal of the gen-
erator and the inside of the two inside tracks provided
with a common wire connected to the first terminal of the
generator.

NO. 864,348.—ELECTRIC WELDING CLAMP.

864.519. Apparatus for the Electric Operation of
Type-setting Machines. Heinrich Drewell, Han-
over, Germany. Application filed August 25,

1906.

The characters are controlled by the combination of
brushes making contact with a conducting roller
through perforations in non-conducting strip.

864.520. Trolley Wire Hanger or Ear. Harry G.

Dyer, Gloucester City, N. J., assignor of one-
half to William J. Van Meter, Gloucester, N. J.

Application filed September 7, 1906.

The trolley wire is carried up in a curved path, while
a part of the hanger presents a straight under-run for
the trolley.

864,530. Device for Pulling Electric Cable and
Wire. Daniel H. Garber, Indianapolis, Ind.

Application filed January 25, 1907.

Two clamping shoes which grip the cable are forced
together by a bell-crank lever, to which the pull rope is

attached.

864,535. Electric Lamp Adjuster.
,
Wilson S.

Hawker, Dayton, Ohio. Apphcation filed De-
cember I, 1905.

An extendible tubular arm ends in hinged clips

which clasp the lamp sockets.

864,542. Bracket for Electric Headlights. Charles

E. Jones, New York, N. Y., assignor to the

Dressel Railway Lamp Works, New York, N. Y.
Application filed May 7, 1907.

The bracket holds the lamp with its center in the

focus of the reflector.

864,571. Trolley Harp. Thomas W. Small, Cleve-

land, Ohio, assignor to the Acme Automatic
Street Indicating Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

Application filed December'5, 1906.

A contact-boss is carried at the sidt; of and insulated

from the harp, and connects with the car through a

wire insulated from the trolley pole.

864,576. Alarm, Thomas H. Troland, New Lon-
don, Conn. Application filed March 8, 1905.

Water escaping from an automatic sprinkling nozzle

throws a contact lever over its center, completing an
alarm circuit.

864,599. Insulator Tic for Electric Wires. James
\V, Beckett. Little Rock, and William R. Beck-

ett, Rose Bud, Ark. Application filed May 21,

1906.

The wire is gripped bv a clamping screw carried by
a strap which encircles the insulator.

NO. 864,695.—ALIERNATING-CURRENN INTERRUPTER AND-

RECTIFIER.

864.694. Electric Switch. James J. Ross, Detroit,

Mich., assignor of one-third to Edward A.

Everett, Detroit, Mich. Appjication filed April

19, 1905.

The switch arm is ai-ranged to cut out and cut in

circuits or to be moved from one position to another
without involving the intermediate circuits.

864.695. Rectifying and Interrupting Alternating
Currents. Otto Rothenstein, Chicago, 111. Ap-
plication filed November i, 1906.

To prevent heating during operation, which would
greatly diminish the "valve" effect of the aluminum, the
outside vessel contains a refrigerating fluid; a second
vessel of rectifying material, as aluminum, is provided
with a binding or terminal post and contains a suitable

electrolyte; a third vessel of inert material, containing a

suitable electrolyte, is suspended in the second vessel.

Annular rings of insulating material separate the -vessels

electrically.

864,713. Telephone Repeater System. Nathaniel
G. Warth, Columbus, Ohio. Application filed

January 25, 1907.

The principle is that of reproducing the incoming
currents through a receiver in mechanical connection
with a transmitter capsule, but a novel arrangement 01
circuits renders the receiver operative only to the
received currents and not to the locally reproduced cur-
rents.

PATENTS THAT HAVE EXPIRED.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued

by the United States Patent Office) that expired
September 2, 1907:

435.424- Electric Switch. C. W. Huntington, Baltimore.
Md.

435.438. Telephony. T. D. Lockwood, Melrose, Mass.
435.440. Automatic Electric Annunciator. J. W. Luthe and

A. E. Jeavous, Cleveland, Ohio.
435.447- Electric Conductor for Street Railways. L. M.

Perkins, St. Louis, Mo.
435.471- Electric-railway Closed-circuit System. M. Whc-

less, Nashville, Tenn,
435.486. Conduit for Electric Railways. W. R. Elliott.

Kansas City, Mo.
435.487- Electric Conduit. W. R. Elliott, Kansas City, Mo.
435.490- Automatic Electric Switch. T. M. Foote, Boston^

JIass.

435.516- Electric Signaling Apparatus for Preventing Col-
lisions Between Railway Trains. T. Perls, Wurzburgv
Germany.

435.5-5- Regulator for Dynamo-electric machines. C. E.
Scribner, Chicago. 111.

435.5-6. Regulator for Dynamo-electric machines. C. E.
Scribner, Chicago, III.

435.527- Regulator for Dynamo-electric Machines. C. E.
Scribner, Chicago, 111.

435.536. Electric Conduit. H. N. Curtis, New York, N. Y.
435.545- Automatic Regulation of Electric Circuits. G. B.

Prescott, Jr., Newark, N. J.

435.550. Electrical Measuring Instrument. G, W. Walker,
S^ew York, N. Y.

435.559- Upward-pressure Contact for Electric Railways.
J. A. Duggan, Quincy. Mass.

435.639. Electric Motor. H. H. Blades. Detroit, Mich.
435.640. Means for Supporting Slorage-battcries on Railway

Cars. H. H. Blades, Detroit, Mich.
435.641. Electric Railway Car. H. H. Blades, Detroit.

Mich.
435.642- Electric Railway Car. M. W. Dcwcy, Syracuse,

N. Y.
435.643- Method of Electric Welding. M. W. Dewey,

Syracuse, N. Y.
435.662. Electric Railway. R. M. Hunter, Philadelphia,

Pa.
435.679. Method of and Apparatus for Producing Musical

Sounds by Electricity. G. Breed, United States Navy.
435.687. Means for Charging and Using Secondary Bat-

teries. T. A. Edison. Mcnlo Park, N. T.

435.688. Process of and Apparatus for Generating Elec-
tricity. T. A. Edison, Mcnlo Park, N. J.

435.689. Telegraphy, T. A. Edison, Menlo Park, N. J.

435.600. Method of Making ArmatiircR, for Dynamo-electric
Machines. T. A. Edison, Mcnlo Park, N. J.

435.710- Device for Controlling the Current of Electric

Generators. H. W. Leonard, Chicago, III.
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Combined Working of Electric Power
Stations and Gad Works.

iiv Ur. Ai.fkkd Gradknwitz.

In spite of the indifference shown in llie begin-

ning by gas works to tlic rapidly increasing nnni-

ber of electric power stations, it may be said that

gas works and electric power stations may very

well continnc prospering side by side. In fact,

the development of the former has hardly ever

been hampered by the subsequent erection of an

electric power station at the same locality, while

in many cases a mutual assistance between these

erected immediately beside the gas works, suction

gas generated frutn the coke of the works being

chosen as prime energy. This gas at present op-

erates two engines of 200 and two of 500 liorsc-

power each, all of which have been 'supplied by

the Maschincnljau-Ciesellschaft, Niirnberg.

In Fig. 2 is shown a general view of the engine

room of the power house at Lichtenberg. I-lach of

the two smaller gas engines and one of the 500-

horscpowcr engines is direct-coupled to a direct-

current dynamo, the power station having been

planned at the outset as an exclusive direct-current

station. Shortly after its completion, however, th'*

power house was utilized in the recent extension of

the gas works for operating, by means of electric

motors, any machinery rcf|uircd for the operation

of an up-to-date gas works, A total of eight di-

rect-current motors (of the enclosed type on ac-

count of the great amounts of dust) was installed.

Fig, 4 shows a coal crusher operated through

belt transmission by a 15-horsepower motor. Fig.

5 shows a discharging machine with electric trav-

eling mechanism, in the gas works. The machine

itself is actuated through bell transmission by a

motor. A similar equipment was ch'*'-. n f^T the

charging machine in the same room.

Fig. I. Electric Power House directly beside the Gas Works.
Fig. 3. Converter Station in connection with Lichtenberg Power House.

Fie. 2. General View of direct-connected Gas Engines and Generators.
Fig. 4. Coal Crusher operated by 15-horsepower Motor.

COMBINED WORKING OF AN ELECTRIC POWER STATION AND GAS WORKS AT LICHTENBERG, GERMANY.

two kinds of 'power stations has been found ex-

tremely profitable. While the managing cost of

both works can thus be reduced to some extent,

the gas works will be able to supply the prime

energy for the electric station at far cheaper rates.

An interesting instance of a combination of these

two kinds of power plant is afforded by the com-
munity of Lichtenburg, near Berlin. The community

had possessed for some time a gas works operated

on a rather satisfactory basis, when in 1904 the

construction of an electric power station was de-

cided^ upon and carried out immediately. In this

case the consumption of gas, so far from decreas-

ing after the electric station had been opened, was
even found to increase in the first year, while

the electric pow-er station showed so satisfactory

a development as to require an extension after a

short time.

As shown in Fig. i, the electric station was

necessity of supplying more distant districts with

large amounts of energ^-^ was felt, resulting in an

alternating-current extension. For this reason the

500-horsepower gas engine last installed was di-

rectly coupled to an alternating-current generator,

while a suitable converter was provided as mutual

reserve for both kinds of current. The direct-

current output of the works is assisted by two

accumulator batteries" of considerable capacity.

On the ground of a former estate situated in

the neighborhood of the central station a converter

station was erected at the same time the extension

mentioned was carried out. This comprises pro-

visionally tw'O converters (Fig. 3) and an accumu-

lator battery. This arrangement allows both of

yielding alternating current to the outlying district

and of feeding the existing direct-current system by

the aid of converters.

The electrical energj'- generated at the electric

Operation of the De Brower chute, shown in

Fig. 6, is b\' means of a 3^-horsepower electric

motor provided with gearing, reducing its nimiber

of turns at a ratio of 5 to i, while the drive it-

self is effected from the intermediary shaft through

belt transmission. There is further an elevator

operated by a five-horsepower motor and a Bamag
chute actuated by a three-horsepower motor, both

through belt transmission.

All the above-mentioned plants have given sat-

isfactory results in practice, illustrating the mutual
benefit to be derived from a combination of gas

works and electric power stations.

Advices from Tacoma, Wash., say that Pacific

xAvenue will follow the example of C Street and
place cluster lights 100 feet apart along the curbs.

Business men will beautify the thoroughfare. R,
F. Anderson has assumed charge of th* enterprise.
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Electrical Progress In New Zealand.

Reporting to the governor of New Zealand on
the Post and Telegraph Department of that coun-

tr>- for the year 1906, Mr. J. G. Ward of Welling-
ton, postmaster-general and minister of telegraphs,

says that the year has been one of uninterrupted

FIG. 5. ELECTRICALLY OPERATED DISCHARGING MACHINE
IN LICHTENBERG GAS WORKS.

prosperity. The revenue of the department and
the e.xcess of revenue over e.xpenditure were the
highest yet attained. For the first time the revenue
of the telegraph branch has exceeded the expendi-
ture, and this by the substantial sum of ii6,i6i.

The charges for continuous attendance at tele-

phone exchanges having over 150 paying subscribers
have been altered to permit of alternative rates be-
ing charged—viz., £7 per" annum for business es-

tablishments and £5 for private residences, or £6
a 3'ear for each business and private connection.
The total value of the telegraph and telephone

business for the year ended March 31st last, in-

cluding miscellaneous telegraph receipts and gov-
ernment telegrams, was £325,007 15s. 7^d., as com-
pared with £298,079 17s. iid. for the previous year.
The working of the Pacific cable has been sat-

isfactory. Delays due to weather conditions oc-

curred occasionally on the Canadian land lines.

In the public-u^orks' estimates for 1906-7, Par-
liament voted £2,000 for wireless telegraphy. Ne-
gotiations w-hich had been proceeding with the
commonwealth tow-ard establishing wireless-tele-

graph communication between Australia and New
Zealand and some of the outlying islands did not
Tesult in any decision to prosecute this work. It

^vill probably be found the best policy, says Mr.
"Ward, to withhold any considerable outlay in con-
nection with wireless telegraphy until , something
more definite is known as to what is likely to

result from scientific research now proceeding.

Several orders in council for tramway extension

Alternating-current Coal Mining Instal-
lation of the McKell Coal and Coke

Company.
After operating its Kilsyth (W. "Va.) mine for

a number of years, using electric haulage of the

rack-rail type and employing electric power for

various purposes in and about the mines, gener-

ating the current at 275 volts close by the bank
mouth, the M'cKell Coal and Coke Company, which
was a pioneer in the New River field of West "Vir-

ginia, realized the necessity of supplying electric

power for its new operations farther up Loup
Creek.

The first plan considered was the placing of

other power plants at each operation. Lack of

water during a portion of the year was, however,
an obstacle in the way of this plan, and further, it

means a large increase in operating expense, each

plant requiring its own engineers and firemen.

Moreover the distance between the new operations

and from the existing plant to the new operations

is too great to allow of direct-current or low-volt-

age transmission. Further than this, the installa-

tion of such individual low-tension power plants

would meet the requirements temporarily. The ex-

tent of the coal to be eventually mined and han-
dled over the tipples is so great that the cost of

distributing electric power over the entire territory

from these stations in the form of direct current

would largely offset the economy of its use.

The establishment of a central station from which
power could be distributed to the many points

needed was the logical solution of the problem,

and naturally the location of this station, other

things permitting, should be, as its name indicates,

in the center of the entire property. This, as has

already been said, was not feasible, owing to lack

separately excited by a 20-kiIowatt Allis-Chalmers
generator wound for 230 volts, direct-connected to

a high-speed engine.

The switchboard consists of three panels of "Ver-

mont marble. A swinging bracket attached to the

board carries an arc voltmeter with illuminated
dial and a Lincoln synchronizer.

Lightning arresters are placed where the line

wires leave the power house, though ventilating

cupolas and. disconnecting switches at the same
point allow the cutting out of the entire equip-

ment from the line wires when shut down.
The transmission line from Kilsyth to Sydney

sub-station consists of three No. 00 copper wires
carried on high-tension porcelain insulators, sup-
ported by iron pins. The three wires are placed
in the form of a triangle, in cross-section, about 28
inches on a side. The top wire insulator is carried
on an iron ridge pin and the other two are held by
iron pins supported by a southern pine cross-arm
three feet long, 26 inches from the top of the pole.

The poles are largely second growth chestnut 35
feet in length.

From the Oswald sub-station to the Graham sub-

station the same form of construction is used, but
the size of wire is onl No. 4. The amount of

copper installed is sufficient to supply double the

present capacity of the sub-station with a line drop
of 10 per cent. At each sub-station are located

transformers reducing the alternating current to a

voltage of 160 for conversion to direct current at

250 volts through rotary converters, all of Allis-

Chalmers Company's manufacture.

At Oswald the sub-station is equipped with a

300-kilowatt rotary with equivalent transformer ca-

pacity. This sub-station supplies direct current for

locomotive haulage, coal cutting and other minor

KILSYTH POWER HOUSE OF THE M KELL COAL AND COKE COMPANY.

FIG. G. DE BROWER CHUTE IS LICHTENbKRG PLANT.

have been dealt with during tht year on behalf

of the Board of Control, and supervision maintained

over the sc'icral tramway undertakings in the col-

ony. A few applications for licenses for the elec-

tric lighting of boroughs have been received.

of suitable water supply, and that requirement led

to the final choice of Kilsyth for the new gener-

ating apparatus. Besides being the nearest point

to the power center where a water supply was
available, it further offered the advantage of com-
bining the new with the already existing power
plant, which it" is necessary, or at least advisable,

to maintain in its existing shape for the present.

The power requirements of the McKell proper-

ties, like all mining operations, axe steadily and

constantly increasing, and this fact, with the pres-

ent needs, fixed the size of the first unit to be

installed for the transmission work at 500 kilo-

watts, with a station proportioned for a second

unit within the same building, and space available

for an extension of the building to accommodate
a third unit, should it be found necessary. The
main power house with its first unit is shown in

Fig. I.

The existing boiler plant, consisting of four

horizontal tubular boilers, was increased by the

addition of four 72-inch by i8-fcct boilers of the

same general t.vpe, having four-inch charcoal iron

tubes. The engine is of the Allis-Chalmers Corliss

type, 26 by 42 inches, running at 120 revolutions per

minute, with a normal steam pressure of 115

pounds. This is direct-connected to a 500-kilowatt

24-cycle 6,6co-volt three-phase .Allis-Chalmers gen-

erator, revolving-field type, with 24 poles. It is

uses in the Sydney mine close by the station, and
also for the same uses in the Oswald mine, the

bank mouth of which is across the stream from
the sub-station. Fig. 2 shows the interior of the

Sydney sub-station.

At Graham a 200-kilowatt rotary supplies the

Graham mine. Each sub-station is designed for

an increase in capacity to double the present instal-

lation, and each contains a four-panel switchboard.

The alternating-current 6,600-volt current first passes

through an automatic oil switch placed in a con-

crete cell at the rear walls of the building and con-

trolled from the switchboard. The same panel car-

ries three alternating-current ammeters and volt-

meters on a swinging panel. The second panel

carries an ammeter for low-tension alternating cur-

rent and three single-pole . double-throw main
switches for the rotary. In operation these switches

are thrown down for starting, connecting thus the

rotary to half-voltage taps in the transformers, and

the regular running position is up. Field break-

up switches are placed on the frames of the ro-

taries themselves, as are also the equalizer switches

for future equipment. The direct-current panels

carry their usual direct-current generator and

feeder equipment for two main circuits and an

auxiliary direct-current lighting circuit. The main

circuit and each feeder circuit are protected by cir-

cuil-hrcaker*;, and both .'dternaling-currcnt and
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ilirect-currciit lines are provided with complete

lit'lilning-arrcster equipments. Tlie incoming and

(jiil(,'()iiig lines pass lliriniMJi likd openings in the

r<,ir walls and the allernaling-cuvrcnt lines arc pro-

viiled with disconnecting switches. The sub-sta-

liiins, like the main station, are of stone, with con-

crete floors and foundations.

Canadian Electrical Exhibition.

The Canadian electrical show was opened in the

old Drill Hall, Montreal, on September 21I and

will continue until September l^lh. The exliibn-i

were arranged very artistically and the illuminaliun

is brilliant. There "are over sixty exhibitors, and

nearly everything electrical is on exhibition, many

FIG. 2, SYDNEY SUB-STATION OF THE M KBLL COAL AND COKE COMPANY.

The sub-stations are located to reduce the direct-

current distributing distance as much as possible

and at the same time place them where the small

attention required may be conveniently given by

employes at the tipples, or on other portions of

the outside works. The main circuit-breakers (di-

rect-current) in each station are provided with a

contact device by which a bell, located at any point

where some employe is within sound, is rung and

also lamps lighted when the circuit-breaker is out,

giving both a visible and audible alarm.

The three mines are provided with Clifford-

CapoU fans, and owing to the heavy demand for

power which these fans, when run at their full

capacit}', will make, they are operated by alternating-

current motors entirely independent of the sub-sta-

tions. The Sydney and Oswald fans located at No.

4 and No. 5, respectivelj', are ii feet in diameter,

four feet four inches in width, with nine-inch shaft,

and are rated to deliver ioo,coo cubic feet of air

each per minute against a three-inch water-gauge

pressure. Under these conditions the fans would

run at 230 revolutions per minute and require about

80 horsepower each. The Graham fan requires

about 40 horsepower for driving. The fans are

belted to the motors, which are standard three-

phase induction type, controlled by compensators.

Each motor is provided with large and small pul-

leys, allowing a variation in speed. Banks of lamps

on the secondary of the transformers, normally

burning, will show an interruption of the current

by their darkness, and a visible signal will also

be arrayed to show an interruption of the fan itself

through the same cause or trouble with the motor

or belt connection.

Induction or synchronous motors for various pur-

poses, such as the operation of mine pumps, etc.,

may be placed practically at any points needed in

the entire territory at a nominal copper cost, the

voltage of 6,600 reducing the size of conductors so

that the principal items of expense in such dis-

tribution is very materially cut down. Fig. 3 shows

a set of motor-driven pumps in one of the mines.

. It is equally feasible to place other rotary trans-

former stations at distant points on the property

for direct-current distribution underground, and if

such distribution is needed at points in the work-
ings midway between the outcrops on the main

creek and its branches and those on the head
waters of Mill Creek the high-tension current may
be carried overhead to a point above the center of

such a needed distribution and thence down a bore

hole to an underground transformer station similar

to the sub-station already described.

The details of the electrical installation in these

mines were furnished by Timothy W. Sprague and
Charles K. Stearns, consulting engineers. The Allis-

Chalmers Company furnished the principal power.
and electrical equipment.

of the devices, especially in the line of household

heating and cooking utensils, being new to the

general public. All the exhibits are contained in

uniformly built booths, giving a systematic appear-

ance. Each booth is painted white and there is a

uniform arrangement of signs. Each sign and each

railing separating the booths is made to conform

to the standard.

So far the attendance has been good, and public

interest is increasing. Many of the largest elec-

trical concerns in Canada and the United States

are exhibiting, and the large staff of experts gives

interesting demonstrations of the various devices.

Of special interest to the ladies is the large elec-

tric kitchen exhibited by the Canadian General

Electric Company. Here electrical devices for the

household are shown and their uses demonstrated.

Many prominent men of the Dominion are taking

a lively interest in the show. On the evening of

September 5th the visit of Hon. Lomer Gouin,

provincial prime minister, w^as made a special fea-

ture. The premier and his party were escorted

through .the various exhibits by W. JNIcLea Wal-
bank, president of the exhibition company ; R. S.

FIG 3. INDUCTION MOTORS DRIVING PU.MPS IN M KELL
COAL PLANT.

Kelch, managing director; J. W. Pilcher, secretary

and treasurer; H. D. Bayne and J. A. Milne,

directors.

Music is furnished in the exhibition hall by the

band of the Sixty-fifth Mount Royal Carabineers.

During the show- several conventions will be held

in Montreal, including the Canadian Electrical As-
sociation, the Canadian Street Railway Association

and the Maritime Electrical Association.

Aside from the brilliant illumination, artistic dec-
orations and nunierouii entertainment features,
wliieli make the show a succciis from the po|)ular
viewpoint, there is much 10 interest the electrical

stuileni and enKinecr, as the latest developments
in the field are shown.

I'ollowing is a nearly complete list of the ex-
hibitors:

Afl.-iiiiii.Hfignall Klrctrlc JbljiiiufoclurinK Company, encloii«U
arc titiir;>B.

.MliaClialmi rii.lliillock, I.iruiliriJ, clFclrical and byilraulic
iii.'icliincry unil artplinnccl.
Aluminum Conijtuny ut America, oluminum cable* anil

i"lrit«.

Aincricin dinduil Com|iany, cvn'Juil cunalruction.
AniiTicaii iiiKlriimcnl (.'um|iany, electrical mcakurinK in-

^rrunienlH. 'Ihc I'aclcard KIrclric Omipany, I.ld„ agenlti.
llalicocli & Wilcox, Limited, waterlubc boileri and fit-

linsH.
Ilcll Tclc|ilmnc Company of Canada, tclciibonc ex-

clianije.

Canadian UutTalu Torgc Company, electric blowcri, etc.
Canada Electric Company, ctcclnc and aa» fixturcn.
Canadian I-'atrbanka Company, Limited, electrically driven

luacliniery.

Canadian Ctiicral Klcctric Company, Limited, electrical
Miaclinicry and aiiparatuH of all IcuidH.

Canadian Pneumatic Tool Co.. Limited, electric drilll.
Canadiaii Itand Company, Limited, motor-driven air com-

pressor,
Canadian WcHtinKliousc Cuni.iany, Limited, electrical ma-

'Imicry and opparalus of all kinrli.
Crocker-Wht-clcr Company, molorK. generators, A. C. and

U. C. 'J'lic Packard Klcctric Company, Ltd., agentK.
Uomuiion Klcctric .Manufacturing Com;,any, Ltd. cica-

trical specialties, conduit fittings, switches, switchboards,
nxtures.
Uawson & Co., J. A., electric-light, power and railway

supplies.

UoRscrt & Company, solderlcss connectors and terminals
for wires and cables.
Kconomical Kkctrfc Lamp Company, turndown lamps.
l-ibrc Conduit Company, fibre conduit.
J-_orman, John, electrical supplies.
Ccst, G. M., conduit construction.
Garth Company, fixtures and fittings.
Jandus Electric Company, enclosed' arc lamps. The Pack-

ard Klcctric Company, Ltd., agents.
Lindc-iiritish Kefngcration Company, Ltd., motor-driven

refrigerating machine.
lUjcke Insulator Company, high-voltage insulators.
.Macdonald, A. Roy, plain and moulded mica.
Marconi Wireless Telegraph Companv, sending station,

receiving station.

Martel-Stcwart Company, Ltd., electric signs.
Midland Electric Company, electrical supplies.
Montreal Light, Heat and Power Company, electrical ai,.

piiances. '

Montreal Steel Works, Ltd., elcctric-raiway truck and
track work.

-Munderloh and Company, general electrical supplies.
National Electric Lamp Association, Canadian Member,

bunbeam Lamp Company.
Northern Electric and Manufacturing Company, Limited,

telephone and fire-alarm apparatus and supplies.
O'Leary, W. J. & Company, auto electric switches, tele-

phones, etc.

H"?,?'"'
K. E. T. Company, Limited, electrical supplies.

Phillips, Eugene F., Electrical Works, Limited, wires
and cables.

'

Packard Electric Company, Limited, electrical machinery
instruments.

Reynolds-Dull Flasher Company, carbon gravity flashers.
Kobb Engineering Company, Limited, direct-connected

lighting plant engines and parts thereof.
bayer Electric Company, electrical supolies and novelties.
bhawinigan Water and Power Company, photographs and

drawings.
Strafton Rotating Engine Company, rotarv engine con-

nected to dynamo.
Sunbeam Lamp Ccjmpany, incandescent lamps of all

kinds.
Thomson, Fred, & Company, electrical apparatus and

dcmonstraUons of electrical phenomena.
Wire and Cable Company, electrical wires and cables.

Concrete Poles for Transmission Line.
W. D. Boyce, owner of the Marseilles Land and

Water Power Company of Marseilles, 111., has de-
cided on the use of concrete poles for his trans-
mission line from Joliet to Peru. This fall only
part of the line will be built as a test. The con-
crete, after being well mi.xed, is placed in long
molds made of seasoned lumber and is then prop-
erly tamped and allowed to dry. In each mold
arc placed from eight to ten half-inch steel rods
for reinforcement that extend from bottom to top
of pole. After the concrete is thoroughly set the
poles are each tested before being used. In testing
each pole is subjected to'^a load of 700 to 2,000
pounds, according to its size and length. These
loads are much in excess of what the poles will
carry in service.

The poles are made in several sizes. The smaller
ones are 30 feet long, and nine inches square at
base and six inches at top. These weigh about
2,000 pounds. The larger ones are 45 feet long
and 14 inches square at base and six inches at
the top, weighing about 7,000 pounds each, and
support a load of 3,oob>.v^pounds. All the poles
taper gradually and have an obelisk appearance.
The cost of the poles is estimated at from $8
for the smaller to not exceeding $25 for the larger
sizes. The poles will be set 150 feet apart.

Large Draw Spans Electrically
Operated.

The IlHnois Central Railroad bridge between
Omaha and Council Bluffs over the ilissouri River
is said to have the two longest draw spans in the
world. The draw mechanism on this large bridge
is electrically operated, and there is a complete
electrical signaling and interlocking equipment. The
length of each draw span is 520 feet and the weight
of each is 5,500,000 pounds. The time consumed
in bringing the spans to right angles is one minute
and 30 seconds. The electric draw, signal and in-
terlocking equipment was designed by Weeks, Ken-
dall & Newkirk of Kansas City, Mo.
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Chickens Incubated by Electric Heat.

By Frank C. Perkins.

During the recent: annual convention of tlie

American Poultr)- Association at Niagara Falls

there was an interesting display of electric incu-

bators showing chickens being hatched by niear.s

of current supplied from the Niagara power

plants. In these novel electric incubating devices

the necessary heat for hatching the chickens was

provided by incandescent lamps controlled by

thermostats and by electric diaphragms or heating

disks with german-silver wires embedded in as-

bestos base, these conductors also being operated

in series with thermostat.

The "electroplane" is so arranged as to be easily

placed in any of the ordinary oil incubators now
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furnished parlor or library of an electrically

equipped home, in the window of a store or in

the display rooms of a department store, working

day and night without attention, as the current

maintains practically a constant temperature with

but slight action on the part of the thermostat.

A drawer is provided, which is partly drawn

from the base, and the electric chicks run about

in the fenced enclosure, about three or four feet

square, making an attractive feature for a window
display to hold the attctnion of the passerby.

Electric incubation, even on a large scale, is thor-

oughly practical, and undoubtedly will he utilized

to advantage in the country as well as the city

where current is available.

This form of load is very attractive for the elec-

Electric Brooder.

CHICKENS INCUBATED

in use throughout the country, its purpose being

to supply electric heat in place of the oil heat

usually used, at the same time not in any way in-

terfering with the use of the incubator should oil

fuel be desired.

By means of this device all of the disagreeable

features of oil incubators are avoided, there being

no fumes, smoke or offensive odors, and the device

is made safe and attractive for use in the horiic.

The "electrobator" is a purely electrical in-

cubating device, and therefore differs from the at-

tachment above described for use in oil machines.

In the upper part of the "electrobator" is located

an electroplane. similar to that above mentioned,

equipped with a thermostat for controlling the tem-

perature and maintaining the heat constant at 103

degrees Fahrenheit. This thermostat is very sensi-

tive and delicate in adjustment,, there being a varia-

tion of only a fraction of a degree at any time

in the electrobator. An electric condenser is pro-

vided on the electroplane, placed in parallel with

the terminals of the thermostat, so as to avoid

sparking at the contacts, which are of platinum.

The "electrehen" was designed and constructed

bj' the writer for use in nature study in schools

and kindergartens, the electric lamp providing all

of the necessary heat for incubating the eggs and

for brooding the chicks after they have been

hatched. It is onh' necessary to connect the ma-

chine, which is contained in an oval glass case

mounted on a gun-metal or oxidized-copper base,

with a flexible cord and plug to any electric-light-

ing circuit, either alternating or direct current, of

no volts pressure, in order to be ready for op-

eration. By turning the switch of the incandescent-

"Electrehen" for Nature Study.

BY ELECTRIC HEAT.

trie-lighting companies, and the rates obtainable

are as low as for power and heating purposes.

The service being for 24 hours per day and for

21 days' continuous run for each hatch, it is a

most desirable and constant load from the central-

station point of view.

The electric brooder shown in the accompanying
illustration was designed to take care of chicks

after hatching. The temperature is maintained at

90 degrees to 95 degrees for the first week, and
after the chicks are older the regulator is ad-

justed to from 80 degrees to .S5 degrees, and finally

the artificial heat is dispensed with entirely.

OBITUARY.
William J. Phelps.

William Joshua Phelps died at Grace Hospital,

Detroit, Mich., on September 3d. He had had
some trouble with one of his ears and went to the

hospital to get relief by a mastoid operation. This
was apparently successful, and he seemed to be re-

covering w^hen he suddenly fell into a condition of

coma. The doctors attributed it to a pressure on
the brain and opened the wound again to remove
this, but found nothing to justify the condition.

Mr. Phelps was born in Elmwood, 111.. November
19, 1866. He was a graduate of Knox College,

Galesburg, 111., and became an electrical . engineer

and inventor. The best known and most useful of

his inventions is the Hylo lamp, and he was the

pioneer of the turn-down lamp art, which has

grown to be an extensive business. He also in-

vented the motorless flasher, which has been a

great help in the electrical advertising field. He,
was a member of the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers, the American Society for the Ad-
vancement of Science, the Society of Illuminating

Engineers and the Detroit Engineering Society. He
leaves a wife and two children, a brother and sister

and both his parents as well as a large circle of

admiring friends and acquaintances in the electrical

trades.

H. W. Hill.

Mr. H. W. Hill died a few days ago at his home
in Lakew(X)d, near Cleveland, Ohio. Too close at-

tention to business without sufficient relaxation

Ijrought on his physical collapse. Mr. Hill was
founder and president of the Hill Clutch Company,
which manufactured many of the devices invented

by him. Before coming to Cleveland in 1S86 he

was engaged in large engineering enterprises, one
of the most noted being the building of the light-

house at Key West, Fla. His age was 54.

E. R. Coffin.

"ELECTBOBATOR' showing chicks just HATCHED.

lighting socket, sufficient current is provided for

maintaining the proper temperature in the egg tray

for hatching and brooding the chicks. The eggs

lie in a nest surrounding the incandescent lamp,

which is of 16 candlcpowcr of the round-bulb pat-

lern. This attractive device can be placed in the

Edward K. Coffin, son of Mr. C. A. Coflin. presi-

dent of the General Electric Company, died in

Omaha, Neb., last week. He was suddenly taken

ill while traveling from San Francisco to New-

York and was removed to a hospital at Omaha,
where he died after an operation for hernia. He
was only 34 years old and was a man of great

ability and seemed to be destined for an important

place in the affairs of the business world. He was
vice-president of the Electric Securities Corporation
and was a director and officer of many other

companies.
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Coal-handling Facilities for the West
Allis Works

A group of buildings belonging to a great indus-

trial plant in which no detail of modern shop equip-

ment has been neglected is that of the West Allis

Works of the AUis-Chalmers Company, located on
the outskirts of Milwaukee. The power house, con-
taining every known improved apparatus and labor-

saving device, has only recently been built and
will supplant the original station used before the

works were extended. The power to be supplied

to the works from this central station is mainly
electrical, but the boiler plant will at times be
utilized to furnish live steam directly to the erect-
ing shop for use in connection with the testing of
steam turbines. The station has a capacity of
12,000 horsepower.
A power-house equipment like that described neces-

sarily demands every facility in the supply and
handling of fuel. The accompanying illustration
shows an exterior view of the new power house
with a train of special Allis-Chalmers gondola type
coal cars backed into the boiler house ready for
unloading. These cars form the latest feature of
the handling system provided at West Allis. The
coal is dumped directly from the cars into the coal
pocket below the track and thence fed to a coal
crusher, which delivers directly to an elevator of
the bucket and link type. The elevator empties
into a rubber belt conveyor, which discharges over
the entire length of the coal bunker.
This coal bunker is of the Berquist suspension

type, with a capacity of 700 tons. The down spouts
are operated from the floor and feed the coal di-

rectly into the stoker hoppers. They are 72 inches
in diameter and have bifurcated ends, each spout
feeding two stokers.

The cars shown in the picture are provided with
hopper bottoms to facilitate rapid dumping. They
are similar in type to those recently purchased by
the Grand Trunk Railway and form part of a line

designed and built for Allis-Chalmers Company by
the Pressed Steel Car Companj', Pittsburg. This
type of car is used to convey coal from the docks
on the lake shore at Milwaukee to the works at

West Allis, thus insuring constant service at all

times. Following are their characteristics : Length,
31 feet 5 inches; width, 10 feet lyi inches; height,

10 feet; capacity in cubic feet, 1,918; capacity in

pounds, 100,000 ; weight, 37,000 pounds. Air brakes,
M. C. B. couplers and metal brake beams are pro-

STEEL COAL CARS AT WEST ALLIS rOWER HOUSE.

vided. The wheels are made of 33-inch stock;
pressed steel beams and open-hearth axles are used.
The method used in removal of ashes is also

carefully worked out so that the operation may be
accomplished with the least possible expense. The
ashes are raked forward into the ash hoppers in

front of the stokers below the floor. The hoppers
each have a capacity for a day's run at full load
and are equipped with double cut-off gates, empty-
ing directly into cars traveling on a narrow-gauge
track under the boilers. The ash cars are of the
side-dumping type, delivering into a narrow hopper
from wdiich the ashes are fed to an elevator dis-

charging at the top of the boiler house into an
ash-bin having a capacity of ico tons. From this

bin the ashes are dropped into standard-gauge cars

which arc provided with side discharge and have
capacities each of 50,000 pounds. These cars are
also a part of the .\Ilis-Chalmers Ct-tmpany's roll-

ing stock and used exclusively for conveying ashes
from the works to places along the railroad track
where they can be used for filling.

Electric Drive In Southern Cotton Mills.

Within a radius of about 35 miles, with Charjollc,
N, C, as a center, just 67 cotton mills have con-
iracted for electric power to be supplied by the
Southern Power Company's plants along the Ca-
tawb:i River. Man}- of these mills are already
using electricity with excellent results, while the

others will use it as soon as the transmission lines

are completed. On the other hand not a few mills

have their own electric generating iilants. utilizing

the power of some ri\'er or small stream wherever
a suflicicnt fall is available. The cotton mills, it

is said, arc saving several million dollars annuall}-

in the immediate section by the change of motive
power.
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Lectures on lllumir alion.

Muinbuis n( llic cnKiiKLiiiiu ik'p;|rliin.'m ui llit

lldldpliniie Omip.-iny will lir cuii'ii lliis year, :is lasl,

III a liiiiili'il nuiTil)LT of LMiKanL-incnU fur lectures

,,ii lllimiinaliiiii." 'riusc illiislraleil lecUires have

nrahil ui.le inleresl ainiuiy llic eleclric-liKnl and

gas companies, for llic

benefit of whose solicitors

anil eiisloniers ihey are

generally Kiven. They are

in no sense lectures on

the prismatic system of

liKlninH, hnl t r e a t t h e

fundamenlal principles of

illnminalion broadly, com-
bining primary instruction

in the practical engineer-

ing of lisht with non-

technical expositions of

good anil bad practice of

the an,
Lasl season Mr. l.an-

singh gave _'i lectures,

.Mr. l.aurit/en ciglu. and
Mr. Marshall 6g. the last-

named speaking in all of

the princpal cities of the

central and western states

in a tour which lasted over nine months. Mr. Mar-
shall's work in this department was particularly

r.i>table. In his nine months' tour he traveled over

J8.000 miles, gave 69 lectures and addressed ap-

proximately 17,000 people. Each lecture was given

under the auspices of the local gas or electric com-
pany of the city visited and was widely advertised

in the newspapers by reading notices and display

ailvertising, the latter not infrequently running from
one-quarter to a full page and continuing several

days previous to Mr. Marshall's arrival. Announce-
ments or special in\'itations also were sent to tech-

nical societies, architects, gas and electrical engi-

neers, merchants, window trimmers and otbers

whom the lighting company deemed interested.

The lectures were without exception successful

in focusing popular attention upon the importance

of this subject. They were invariably well attended

by people udiont it was desirable to interest. The
greatest practical result of the lectures, however,

lay in the more or less informal after-meetings with

the commercial men and solicitors of the several

companies, wdio displayed an eagerness and desire

for additional information which was eloquent

testimony of the deep interest they felt. Not in-

frequently arrangements were made for private talks

with the solicitors, these talks being in the nature

of practical lessons in illuminating engineering, con-

tinuing several days. On a number of occasions

also Mr. Marshall was called upon to act in his

capacity of consulting illuminating engineer for the

lighting company.
This branch of the Holophane Company's activi-

ties is a distinct departure in educatior.al work
along the lines of illitminating engineering. It is

undertaken not as a source of re\'enue, but to

assist those most vitally interested—the lighting

companies—in bringing forcibly to the attention of

their customers and salesmen the importance and
mutual advantage of good illumination.

Improved Motor-driven Planing and
Polishing Device.

A patent w-as recently issued to Vinzenz

Spietschka of Cleveland, Ohio, for a motor-driven

dressing device adapted to be held to its work by

hand and particularly suited for planing, polishing

and cleaning the curved walls of tank? or vats.

Fig. I. Longitudinal Section. Fig. 3. End Vitw.

MOTOR-DRIVEN PLANING DEVICE.

although it also is suitable for similar work on

floors and other flat surfaces. The device is illus-

trated in the accompanying diagrams, of which Fig.

I is a longitudinal section through the center and

Fig, 2 is an end view.

A feature of the device is a direct-current motor
with stationary armature and revolving fields. The
armature ("2") has its er.ds fastened into the arms

< p of ihe liandle Ihe field' coilii (8) arc inuuiileil

upon (he poles (ro), and lliese are f.astoncti to the

cyliuilrical casiim Kj), which liaii end plates (12;

pruvitled with husheil hubs (14), so as to be

capable of rotalinR about the ends (^) of the arma-

ture. The conneclions (15) for ihe motor extend

IhrouRli the bore (16;, shown at the left end of the

armalure shaft and connect with llic collector riiiRs

(17) and (18). upon which hear tl|e carbon bnislies

(19) and (20) supplyin;j; current to the field coils.

The wires (15) also conned to the brushes (it)-

bearing on the cominutalor (22) at the other cnti

of the armalure shaft, thu.s completing the arma-

lure circuit. The casing (9), wdiich is the yoke
of the fieltl circuit, and its attached poles rotate

:ibout the arm.'itnre when the currenl is .applied to

the motor.

Upon the outside of the casing can be fastened

the various dressing tools, such as cutters, buffers

or sandpaper. These arc mounted upon a remov-

able skeleton casing (23) provitled with ribs (26),

to which the cutters (25) arc screwed so as to l:e

readily replaced by other tools. The depth of cut

is controlled b\* a guide frame (27) consisting of

a pair of parallel rollers (28) supported by sets

of diverging arms (29). These arc placed at each

end of the casing (g) and mounted free upon hubs

(14). The angle between the arms (29) is adjust-

able by turnbncklcs (30). The handle (5), its sup-

porting arms (4) and the guide frame (27) can be

easily removed to permit changes of tools or re-

moval of the casings (9) and (23) for inspection of

the motor or other parts. Sandpaper can readily be

fastened to the surface of the casing (9) directly.

Novel Electric Portable Stove.

.\ new addition to the grow'ing line of electrical

household cooking devices has been brought out

by Albert L. Marsh of Lake Bluff, 111., who has

secured a patent on his in\'ention. The object of

the invention is to provide a novel construction of

portable electric stove or heater for table use in

preparing food, especially as a toaster.

In the accompanying drawing. Fig. i is a plan

0.

FIG. r. PLAN VIEW OF MARSH- ELECTRIC STOVE.

\'iew, and Fig. 2 a section taken at the line (2)

on Fig. I and ^-iewed in the direction of the

arrow*.

The body of the stove, wdiich is preferably of

the circular form illustrated, consists of a metal

ring (3) having inturned flanges (4) at intervals

about its lower edge and a disk-shaped block (5)

of fireclay or other suitable refractory material, hav-

ing a spiral groove (6) formed in its upper sur-

face and fitting inside the ring (3), in which it

seats upon the llanges (4). Electrical resistance

wire (7) is laid in the groove and tacked at

inter\'als in its base, with the ends of the wire

passing through the block ("5). and connected with

a flexible conductor (8), carrying on its free end

the usual plug adapted to be inserted into the

socket of an incandescent electric lamp for fur-

nishing the currenr to heat the wire (7). This

wdre is shown in helical form to resist warping and
tendency to fracture under the strains of expansion

and contraction to which it is subjected.

The body is supported on legs fastened to the

tlanges (4), with interposed strips (10) of insu-

lating material, these legs rising from a base (11),

the preferred construction of which is that of a

metal ring (12) having an inturned annular flange

(13) through wdiich the foot-portions of the legs

are fastened to the base, with a disk (14) of non-

heat-conducting material seating against the under

side of the annular flange and secured by the fast-

ening means for the legs. Thus the base affords

an air-space underneath it, which, with the, disk

(14), renders it non-conducting of heat to a degree

that enables the stove to be used on the pclished

surface of a table without danger of injury to the

latter from the heat radiating from the body.

\ circular Krid (15; is rvmuv.ibly and adjubl

alily sup[ior(e(l over llie lop of ihe stove-body ai

a depending arm ( |6> filling in a socket (17,1

provided on the outer *l(le of ll'e ring (3; and

coiilaininK a spring (iH) to- perinit the grid to

he raised and lowered, and held in adjusted pohi

lion by the pressure of llic fipriiiK in Ihe socket,

'llic Rrid airords a supiiorl for any iilciisil adapted

to be imposed on il for corjking lis conlcnls, and
il also affords n loaitlinR aii.ichmenl.

On one of Ihe legii is fastened a handle (19), of

iuitulating material, coiilainiiiK an electrical switch,

preferably of the common piish-bullon variety, rep-

resented ;il (20 j, Cf>nnecled with Ihe conductor

(8) for shulling off ihe currenl from llic heater.

Ill use, u'illi the currenl on, the wire (7) soon

becomes highly healed, healing the walls of ilic

spiral groove (6) lo a glow, and ilic heat radiated

from Ihe wire and block (5) suffices for Ihc cook-

ing, heating .ind toasting purposes for which ihe

healer is especially designed,

Cfiarleston, S.C.Wan's Bids for Street
L'ghtlng.

.Sealed jjroposals will be received at llic office of

the city electrician of Charleston, S. C, until 12

o'clock noon on Xovember 15, 1907, for lighting Ihc

streets and public buildings of the city for a term

of one, two or four years with electricity, gas or

some other illuminating power equivalent thereto.

or partly by one and partly by another.

The estimated requirements are 500 arc lights of

the enclosed type to be supplied with allernating

current of not less than ().6 amperes under a

pressure of not less than 70 volts, and the electric

energy of each lamp 475 watts, with an illuminating

capacity of i,2C0 (normal) candlepower. Gas lamps
to have 5-foot burners, gas to be delivered at

pressure of not less than 13 inches, and to be of

standard commercial quality. Detail specification.-:

of lighting will be furnished all bidders upon ap-

plication to the city electrician. Lights under the

contract are to be ready for operation on June 30,

igoS. A certified check for $350 is to accompany
each bid, and every bidder must be prepared to

furnish a bond satisfactory to the mayor to the

penal amount of $25,000, conditioned for the per-

formance of his part of the contract, provided hi;

bid is accepted. Ion Simons is city electrician and
R. ;M. Masters is chairman of the committee or

lighting.

Safeguard Against Shipwreck from
Shoals.

Mr, ,-Vlkert F, Hells has been granted a patent

of recent date on an electric device for sea-sound-

ing. From the fact that sound produced u*ithin a

vessel is indistinct in very deep waters but grows

louder as the water becomes more shallow, the

inventor makes use of this principle to determine

the depth of water below the ship's keel.

ileans are provided for making a continuous

sound inside the vessel near the bottom plates, as

by an electric hammer. This sound is transmitted

through the walls of the ship to the surrounding

water, and that w-hich travels to the bottom of the

sea is there reflected and echoed back to the walls

of the vessel, where it actuates a telephone trans-

mitter secured to the vessel walls. To the trans-

mitter is connected a regular telephone circuit with

FIG. 2. SECTIONAL VIEW OF MARSH ELECTRIC STOVE.

the receiver in the pilot-house. In this circuit is

also inserted a galvanometer with a scale indicating

depths. The scale is pro^'ided with a contact so

that as soon as the indicator reaches it and shows

a dangerous shoal a local circuit is closed and an

alarm sounded. The w-hole device is quite simple

and is said to be a v-aluable safeguard against ship-

wrecks due to striking shoals, or at least to be a

means of avoiding delay from becoming stranded.
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In a tabular statement showing the number and

characteristics of central stations in Germany the

Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift of Berlin reports one,

of 220 kilowatts capacity, operated by wind power.

A number of private plants, with storage-battery

auxiliary, are' operated by windmills, but a public

central station, even of small size, depending on

wind power is certainly unusual. Further particu-

lars would be of interest.

What with the underground electric railway

and the greatly increased use of the motor 'bus,

it is reported that the hansom cab seems to ke

in a fair way to disappear from the streets of

London, where for sixty years or more it has

been such a conspicuous feature of city life. From

BirminghaiTi comes the news that a company which

has been engaged in the manufacture of hansom

cabs has decided to go out of business because

of the great falling otf in the demand for these

vehicles. The extension of street-railway systems

generally in Great Britain and the great number

of automobiles in use throughout the kingdom are

also assigned as reasons for the marked decline

in .the cab industry. When a Birmingham archi-

tect, Joseph Hansom, invented the vehicle that

bears his name 70 years ago, it was considered

very ingenious, as indeed it is. But apparently

the hansom will ultimately follow the sedan-chair

and the stage-coach into the dusty realm of trans-

portation antiquities.

One use of electric power which receives little

attention but which nevertheless reaches consider-

able proportions in the aggregate, being withal of

unusual interest, is in the construction of large

buildings, bridges and other structures. A striking

example is now at hand in Chicago, where a large

mail-order house is erecting a building of mam-
moth proportions, being gco feet long, 270 feet wide

and nine stories high. With basement and sub-

basement the floor area is considerably over 2,000,-

000 square feet, or nearly 50 acres. The edifice

is being constructed of reinforced concrete, manu-

factured on the spot, and in the various concrete-

making and building operations no less than 1,500

horsepower in electric motors is employed. These

motors are supplied with current from the central-

station mains and they operate a tramway, the der-

ricks for handling material, belt conveyors, cement

mixers and the wood-working machinery of a lum-

ber mill where the various molds for the concrete

are made. It is one of the conspicuous advantages

of electric power that it is particularly well adapted

by its flexibility and comparative immunity from

fire risk to extensive building operations of this

character.
,
_ '.

What should be the clearance between street

cars passing on double tracks in a city street? In

the rehabilitation of the street railways of Chicago

this question has received much attention, both from

the Board of Supervising Engineers, which has

the matter in charge, and from press and public.

The question is whether the space between pass-

ing cars shall be so narrow that no one can stand

in it, or whether it shall be wide enough to per-

mit an adult to stand between passing cars in

safety. If the latter solution is adopted, how wide

a clearance shall be selected?

By official action taken on July 30th the Board

decided that the distance between track centers

be fixed at 9 feet iyi inches. It is proposed that

the new cars be nine feet wide, which would leave

a clearance of but 8^ inches. If an adult per-

son was caught in this space he would be severely

injured and pcriiaps killed. The question excited so

much attention that the action of the Board was

brought up for reconsideration on,, August 22d,

but after an interesting discussion the former action

of the Board prevailed, and the distance between

track . centers remains fixed officially at 9 feet

8>4 inches. Mr. C. V. Weston, representing the

city, and Mr. H. B. Fleming, representing the

Chicago City Railway Company, voted for this dis-

tance, and Mr. Bion J. Arnold, chairman of the

Board, and Mr. J. Z. Murphy, representing the

Chicago Union Traction Company, voted against

it. But inasmuch as Mr. Murphy was not a formal
member of the Board, his vote did not count, and
the motion to reaffirm the previous action pre-

vailed. Mr. Arnold was in favor of the Sj^-inch

clearance when the matter was first taken up, as

related in the Western Electrician of August 17th,

but on further consideration decided that a much
wider distance, say 20 inches, should be adopted.

The opposing views of the members of the Board
were sustained by formal statements, and it will be

of interest to glance briefly at the arguments pre-

sented.

Mr. Arnold explained that when he concurred

in the first decision he thought that it was not

practicable to establish a greater distance, owing
to the posts of the elevated structure in the down-
town district, the space required for teaming traf-

fic and the width of the streets. But on further

study he concluded that the arguments in favor

of the narrow space were not sufficient to warrant

a permanent decision in favor of a street-railway

system having an unnecessary element of danger

in it. By reducing the width of the cars to 8 feet

6 inches and increasing the distance between track

centers to 10 feet 2 inches, a clearance of 20 inches

could be secured without increasing the distance

between curb and car. He advocated this standard

as insuring greater safety. The distance between

track centers is 10 feet 2 inches in New York
city, and by adopting the "pay-as-you-enter" type

of car, he thought that 8^-foot cars would be

wide enough in Chicago. Mr. Arnold also called

attention to the fact that the street-railway com-
pany in St. Louis, after using the narrow clearance,

is widening the distance between passing cars to

20 inches on all new track.

Mr. Weston's contention was that to insure a

width ample for safety the clearance should be

three or 3^4 feet. But this is impracticable. A
lesser clearance might do for a clear-headed per-

son, but a nervous or excited person or one of

large size would be quite certain to meet with

injury. Better meet the issue squarely and have

the public understand that it is just as dangerous

to get between the tracks as to stand upon them.

There should be no invitation to persons to take

doubtful refuge between the cars. "Unless we can

provide ample space between passing cars to make
it entirely safe for all persons to stand between

them, we should contract the space sufficiently to

make it prohibitive for anybody to attempt to

stand between tracks at a point where two car.s

are passing." Mr. Weston cited minimum clear-

ances of 12 inches in Detroit, 3 inches in Buffalo,

7 inches in Cleveland and 6>4 inches- in Phila-

delphia. Narrow clearances seem to be accepted

street-railway practice.

Mr. Fleming agreed with Mr. Weston. He be-

lieves that there will be fewer accidents and safer

operation by running the cars with a ininimum

possible distance between them. It is not possible

to get a really safe clearance without widening

the streets. If the width of the car is reduced as

proposed, and the cross-seat type called for iii the

ordinance is adhered to, the width of the car

aisle will be reduced to such an extent as to be

impracticable.

Mr. Murphy said that jio man measures 60

inches in circumference, and that a clearance of

20 inches would save life. Although a large man,

he has stood between freight cars when switching

at 20 inches clearance. The law calls for 30 inches

on steam railroads. No man who keeps his head

will be killed or sustain broken bones by a 20-inch

clearance. Mr, Murphy added that he believed in

reasonably small cars for city work.

The above is a fair summary of the arguments

presented, and it will be seen that a good case

can be made out for cither side. The Board in

its wisdom has decided for the small clearance,

but there remains in the minds of many persons

a feeling of uneasiness—a feeling that something

else should be sacrificed if necessary in order to

retain sufficient space between passing cars for

a human beirtg to stand with reasonable safety.
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Organization and Administration of

Board of SupervlslnR Engineers.

Oil AiiKiisI .("111 Ihc IJoanl nf Suiici vImiik ICiigi-

iiecrs. CliicaKO Tiriclion, ailoplctl a plan of orRaiii-

zatioii for ciiKinecriiiK, iiispecliiiK and aiulitiiiK '1"''-

ing the work of rchabililatiiiK llic street railways of

ChicaKo. Tliis plan was drawn up by Mr. Bion

f. Arnold, chairman of tile board, in bis capacity

as chief cnRineer, and is of interest as showing the

care bestowed upon the organization of a great

engineering work of this character. The main fea-

tures of the plan are as follows:

The chief engineer is responsible for the prep-

aration of the plans and specilications, niider Sec-

tion 34 of the Traction Ordinance, and is given the

rerpiisite authority and assistance to prepare them,

subject to the approval of the Board. He is also

to inspect the work, or cause it to be inspected,

(luring its progress, and cause to be kept a com-

plete record of construction and expenditures.

The organization for this purpose is as follows:

Chief engineer—B. J. Arnold,

Assistant chief engineer—George Weston.

Division engineer in charge of track and road-

way—R. F. Kelker, Jr.

Division engineer in charge of electrical trans-

mission and distribution—E. N. Lake.

Division engineer in charge of power stations,

sub-stations and buildings—Not yet assigned; spe-

cial engineer in this division, R. A. Sanborn.

Division engineer in charge of cars <-ind car rout-

ing.—W. Thorn.

Division engineer in charge of tunnels-Not yet

assigned.

Chief draftsman, in charge of drafting depart-

ment—F, W. Steeg.

Auditor, in charge of division of accounts—L. R.

Acton.

The chief engineer, should he deem it advisable,

may call in suitable outside talent from time to

time, or he may direct that certain plans and speci-

fications be prepared in the offices of the railway

companies or in other places, subject to the ap-

proval of the board.

It shall be a part of the work of the organiza-

tion to collect data and compile information show-

ing the requirements of the railway companies in

order to enable them to provide facilities for prop-

erly taking care of their share of the local trans-

portation of Chicago in a comprehensive manner.

The chief engineer will work jointly with the chief

engineers of the railway companies, so that the

ideas of the companies can be harmonized and

brought to one general plan before the work is

finally presented by the chief engineer to the Board.

Complete information relating to material used

and its cost and distribution, hours of labor and

its cost and distribxition, also relating to all bids

for material, shall be furnished the chief engineer

by the railway companies. Engineer-inspectors will

be placed on the various jobs to inspect the work

as to material and wormanship and to gather in-

formation necessary to verify the reports of the

railway companies.

Electrical Exports for July.

Electrical exports from the United States in the

month of Julj', 1907, amounted to a total value

of $1,580,995, compared with $1,208,791 for July,

igo6. There was a good increase both in electrical

appliances and electrical machinery, comparative

figures being as follows : Electrical appliances

—

July, 1907, $694,938; July, 1906, $577,086. Electrical

machinery-July, 1907, $886,057: July, 1906, $631,705.

The following-named countries were the principal

destinations of electrical exports from the United

States for the month of July:

Appliances—Brazil, $165,918: British North Amer-

ica, $110,821; United Kingdom, $74,960; Japan.

$67,417; Mexico, $67,203; Germany, $20,906; Cuba,

$20,217; British Australasia, $19,931; Central Amer-
ican states and British Honduras, $17,358; Philip-

pine Islands, $14,609; Belgium, $11,011; Argentina.

$10,386; France, $8,017.

Machinery—Mexico, $159,279; United Kingdom,

$150,016; France, $112,256; Japan, $105,941; British

North America, $99,830; Brazil, $57,084; British

East Indies, $46,273; British Australasia, $44.37.i

:

Argentina, $27,024 ; Central American states and

British Honduras, $21,328; Cuba, $11,208; Germany,

$5,495 ; Philippine Islands, $2,773 ; British Africa.

$2,442.

Surveys have been begun for the interurban line

to be built between Little Rock and Pine Bluff, Ark.
Fourteen miles has already been laid out,

Factory Lighting.'

llv J. I'. Kkiimouk.

The fact that ii);iny inaniifacturing concerns are

vaciting tluir iilil prcinises to enter buildings of

more modern constructioii, with saw-tooth roofs,

and windows on practically four sides, is evidence
that better lighted workrooms arc essential and
that the demand for a higher standard of artificial

illuiuinalion is rapidly incre.-ising. The short hours'

use and usually heavy demand on the station peak
has brought about .i condition where there is some
question as to the advisability of factory lighting

from a supply comp;uiy's standpoint ; it is, however,
very important when combined with the supply of
power. In conjunction with power business, con-
siderable work has been done in Cleveland, where
it has been tlie policy to make surveys, ph'uis,

specifications and to obtain bids for this class of

wiring with special reference to the best and most
economical method of illumination for the various

kinds of work in different processes of manufac-
ture.

The average factory requires artificial light dur-

ing 10 to 20 per cent, of the working hours, not
including overtime or night shifts ; therefore, the

illumination should be sunicicnt and the lamps so

arranged that the quality and quantity of work
accomplished during these hours can be as well

and economically done as that which is performed
by daylight. The amount of light required varies,

first, with the size of room, relative position of

machines and the general shop conditions, and,

second, with the character of work to be done.

The treatment that will efifectively light a clothing

factory cannot be eflficiently ' applied to industrial

plants, where the atmosphere is filled with smoke
and dust.

Experience has taught us that no general rule

can be laid down to govern the many different

situations that present themselves, but each factory

must be studied separately to determine the amount
of light, style of illuminant and the method of its

installation, to give the best results. For instance,

large units cannot be successfully operated in

roundhouses or car shops. The principal parts of

locomotives that need special attention are so lo-

cated that to be of value the source of light must
be reflected from each side of the engine. Five
lOO-watt Gem lamps, spaced 15 feet apart, at an
elevation of seven feet, wnll light in a very sat-

isfactory manner one side of two engines. Oil

torches, so commonly used in cabs, boiler and floor

pits, can be conveniently substituted with portable

incandescent lamps.

In foundries, forges, steel mills, structural-iron

works and boiler shops, where the walls are dark
and the work does not require concentrated light,

a lamp is needed that .will give good general illumi-

nation. Enclosed arc lamps, giving a white light,

combined with shadows, are undesirable for this

class of work, as the dark walls and dense atmos-
phere absorb a large percentage of their penetrat-

ing powers.
The color and brilliancy of light produced by

the flaming arc has attracted the attention of many
manufacturing concerns, and. notwithstanding the

cost of lamps and carbons, they are being exten-

sively used to light large areas.

In a large mill operating steel presses 16 en-

closed arcs were installed. On account of the

dense atmosphere these lamps were hung below
the tops of the presses, resulting in heavy shadows
being cast around each machine. The 16 enclosed

arcs were recently substituted by six flaming arcs.

With slight changes in the wiring these arcs were
placed 22 feet from the floor, resulting in the

entire shop being flooded with a warm, bright

light. The use of flaming arcs reduced the con-

nected load 4.5 kilowatts. Averaging two hours'

use a day, these lamps would save 234 kilowatt-

hours per month, which, at the usual prevailing

lighting rate for current, would more than com-
pensate for the cost of carbons, without considering

the increased amount of illumination.

It is generally conceded that the best uniform
illumination can be obtained by distributing small

units over the space to be lighted, but this is not

always practical, for one must consider the build-

ing construction, and purpose for which the space

is to be used.
,

The use of higher candlepower arc lamps for

factory lighting is rapidly increasing, and the ad-

vantage that can be obtained by their use and
efficiency must be recognized. The efficiency w-ith

which the light is produced and utilized are two
important factors with which a supply company is

intimately concerned.

In machine shops it is common practice, together

with large units for general illumination, to furnish

each workman with a single incandescent lamp,

which when new, and at average height from his

work, usually gives a fair amount of light. Oil

and dust soon reduces the illumination one-half.

But it is not expected that the amount of work

I. Paper read at the Toledo convention of the Ohio Electric

Light Association on Ai'cust 20th. The author is connected ^ith

the Cleveland (O,) Electric lUuminatine Company.

should reduce in the same proportion. Some rea-

sons why this pr.icticc has become so popular arc:
First—That up to a few years ago the majority

of industrial shops were couippcd with i{<^ni:r,itmft,

apparatus, but the cost of electric lighting wai
charged against llie opcralion of the shop and mil

against the cost of cicclricily as it should have
been. Invariably I have found that where light is

obtained in this manner the generalors, feeders
and branch circuits arc heavily loaded with inefli-

cient apparatus .ind there is no incentive to econo-
mize on current.

Second—Wherever a large installation is neces-
sary the mamifacturer usually employs a man lo
look after the operation, repairs and .additions lo
the electrical equipment. These men, as a rule, are
not familiar with the improvements that are con-
tinually being made on the various devices that
go 10 make up a modern electric installation. Con-
sequenlly inefficient light facilities are uninlclli-
gently installed.

Third—Employes have been educated to believe
their work cannot be successfully performed unless
each individual is furnished with an incandescent
lamp, and realizing the flexibility of electricity it

seems comparatively easy for one to convince the
foreman that an additional lamp should be addeil
here or there, resulting in an overlampcd room
for the number of machines operated and a. poorly
lighted room at an excessive cost.

In machine shops where lathes, drill presses,
planing machines, milling machines, screw ma-
chines, punches, etc., are used good general illumi-
nation of uniform intensity is rtiquired. Nernst or
Gem lamps are well adapted for this class of
lighting.

The size and number of lamps to be used de-
pends upon the size of the roorn, height of ceiling,

color of walls, location of machines, belts and
shafting. In estimating the size and number of
units it might be of service to consider 50 watts
per operator, .or machine, as an average amount
for all ordinary machine work and general illumi-

nation. For special machines or work that needs
bright light, individual incandescent lamps with
reflectors should be used. Machines that are auto-
matic in their operation are many times provided
with unnecessary individual lamps. Appreciating
that these machines do need good light for chang-
ing their adjustment, the use of portable lamps
that can be connected to receptacles near each
machine will, if intelligently used, save current.

The general evenness of illumination, with the
absence of glare, together with the easy shadows
and searching quality of the light produced by
mercury-vapor lamps, makes them especially adapt-
able for factory lighting by direct current. Un-
fortunately the alternating-current lamp up to the

present time has not been successful, due to its

inability to start readily.

Manufacturers of clothing require an even, shad-
owless, well-diffused light of considerable brilliancy.

Nernst lamps with prismatic reflectors can be util-

ized for this purpose with a comparatively low
consumption per operator.

The difficulties that exist in factory lighting are
familiar to all men engaged in the sale of elec-

tricity for power purposes, and it should be the

. duty of each central station to educate its men to

successfully overcome these conditions by encour-
aging the use of lamps, shades and reflectors that

have been produced for scientifically converting
wasted energy into useful light. Recent discoveries

in the production of electric lighting are of revo-
lutionary nature, the same principles which have
been utilized in the cheapening of gas light, that

is, the use of the peculiar properties of rare earths

and metals, have been appropriated by the electrical

interest, and the recent developments indicate the

efficiency of electric lamp will be doubled in the

near future.

Recently I read an article in which a supply
company recommends the use of gas for factory

lighting that they might be successful in retaining

power business.

Is there a more exaggerated case of false econ-

omy than that of requiring people to work by poor
illumination? In comparison with the cost of labor

the cost of lighting is trifling. Take, as an illus-

tration, the case of a skilled workman receiving

$3 or $4 a day (say, an average of 30 cents an
hour, or one-half cent a minute), figure the cost

of a i6-candlepower lamp burning lo hours, and
see how many minutes of the man's time it re-

quires to pay for the light. Yet there are thou-

sands of skilled mechanics handicapped with in-

sufficient and ill-directed light.

In presenting this paper my idea has been to

bring out the fact that industrial plants can be

lighted by electricity in a satisfactory manner and
at an expense that would compare favorably with

any other form of illumination, provided the equip-

ment consist of units of the highest efficiency, in-

stalled according to modern practices. Electricity

supply companies should devote more time to prac-

tica;lly demonstrating to manufacturers the benefits

to be derived from the use of higher-efficiency units,

with the idea of introducing a more intelligent

mode of factory lighting as a valuable factor in

assisting to setjur? and retain power business.
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ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
By Geo, R. Metcalfe.

XXXlll. -Electric Railways,

Tlie idea of applying electric motors to the pro-

pulsion of vehicles, such as street cars, etc., was

suggested in the early part of the last century by

a number of experimenters, but the first commer-

cial electric-railway installation which approached

anything like present practice was installed in

Richmond, Vs., in 18S6. The growth of electric

railways can be appreciated from the fact that in

the 20 years following the establishment of the

first electric road practically every street railway

in the United States is electrically equipped. In

addition, interurban railways have come into ex-

istence since the application of electric propulsion

and now aggregate many thousands of miles in

extent. At the present time the adoption of elec-

tricity upon main-line railroads is engaging the

attention of electrical engineers, and considerable

progress in this direction has been made, so that

today electricity has invaded every branch of rail-

way transportation.

Up to the last three or four years electric rail-

ways have invariably been equipped with direct-

current apparatus, but more recently alternating-

current systems have been devised which have

proved very successful competitors of the direct-

current system where long distances and heavy

trains are involved. Electric railways may there-

fore be properly classified into direct-current and

alternating-current systems, according to the kind

of motors used on the cars, and may be further

classified as overhead or underground trolley roads,

or as third-rail roads, according to the kind of lino

construction adopted.

All electric railways operate upon constant-po-

tential circuits and use series-wound motors. The
standard direct-current potential for railways is

500 volts, although in some cases as high as 650

volts and even higher is used. In alternating-cur-

rent generators no standard voltage has teen

adopted, and no special necessity for ariy standard

exists, as any voltage desired can be adopted,

according to the length of the line, etc.. and the

trolley voltage is reduced to the required voltage

for the car motors by means of transformers car-

ried on the car.

The direct-current overhead-trolley systejn, which

is in most general use, will first be described.

The accompanying diagram illustrates the ele-

mentary principles of a simple direct-current rail-

way. Current from the positive pole of the gen-

erator is led out to the trolley line and from the

trolley wire is taken ofl: by the trolley and is

thence carried to the motor. After passing through

the motor the circuit is connected to some metallic

part of the car truck and is led to the track

through the car wheels. The negative pole of the

generator is connected to the track, thus com-
pleting the circuit of the generator.. The track is

used for the return circuit on account of the

saving in copper conductors, of whicli it takes the

place, and in order to make the track a continuous

conductor each joint in the rails is bridged by

copper wire, known as a bond, which is securel.v

riveted to the rails.

The simple system of distribution just described

could only be applied to a road of very short

length, and is, in fact, hardly ever used, as con-

stant-potential distribution at 500 volts cannot be

economically carried for more than five or six

miles from the generating station. If this distance

is exceeded the amount and cost of copper re-

quired for conductors becomes excessive. It would

be cheaper to build a second generating station

than to carry the 500-voIt distributing system more

than about si.x miles in either direction from the

first station.

In order to provide for roads of greater lengtli

a mixed system of alternating and direct-current

distribution was next devised. In this system,

which is now the standard method of distribution

for all direct-current roads, the power is generated

at one or more central statiors in the form of

alternating current of comparatively high voltage.

This alternating current is distributed to sub-sta-

tions located about 12 or 15 miles apart, and as

voltages of from 16.000 10 32,000 arc carried on

this high-potential distribution, a large amount of

energy can be trarsmiited to the sub-stations over

very small wires. In each of the sub-stations the

.'ilternating current is converted into direct current

NoTt.—ThU bcrieft of articles. inlend^.d lo fturvcy. briftfly.

itie whole field of applied ftlectriciir for lisht, power and heat.
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by means of rotar} converters, and this direct cur-

rent, at 5C0 volts pressure, is distributed to the

section of the road extending six or seven miles to

either side of the sub-station.

This, system, therefore, comprises two distribu-

tions^^ One high-tension distribution from the cen-

tral station to the sub-stations, and a secondary

5CO-volt direct-current distribution from the sub-

stations to the trolley line. This system of dis-

tribution has proved admirably adapted to street

railways and interurban railways of considerable

length where the traflic is handled in single cars

which run only at considerable intervals. For very

heavy service, however, where it is required to

run a number of cars in trains at very high speed

and at frequent intervals, the amount of current

required is so large as to necessitate the use of

very heavy copper conductors, and, moreover, the

cost of the sub-stations increases rapidly with the

amount of current handled'.

To still further decrease the cost of distribution

for high-speed long-distance roads, of heavy traffic,

several systems using alternating current through-

ottt, including alternating-current motors on the

cities in this country, and its cost of construction,

which amounts to from $80,000 to $125,000 per

mile, absolutely prohibits its use except where
enormous traffic exists. In the underground-trolley
system the tracks are not usually employed for the

return circuit. Instead of this a positive and a nega-
tive trolley line are carried upon insulators and
are situated in a conduit located entirely beneath
the street surface. These underground lines an
in the shape of flat copper bars, which are located

on either side of a slot opening into the roadbed.

This slot is about three-quarters of an inch wide
and in it run the supports by which the under-
ground trolley is suspended from the bottom ol

the car. The underground trolley runs between
the two parallel conductors and carries shoes on
either side, which press against them. The two
sides of the trolley are thoroughly insulated from
each other, as there is 500 volts difference of po-

tential between them. One of the principal diffi-

culties in connection with these open conduits is

the liabilit}' of their filling up with surface water

in case of heavy rains.

The bare conductors in the conduit are sup-

ported as high up as possible, but if water fills

the conduit up to the- level of the conductors a

heavy short-circuit will ob\'iously result. In dc-

Tro//e(/ yv/'re

ELFMENTAF.Y PRINCIPLES OF A S MPLE DIRECT-CURRENT RAILWAY.

cars, have been devised. Both single-phase and

three-phase railway systems are in use. The single-

phase system requires only a single trolley, while

the three-phase system requires double trolleys an'!

double overhead wires. The latter conditions have

probably been the. chief reason why the three-

phase system has not been adopted at all in this

countr}-. It has been successfully introduced on a

number of European .railways, especially on moun-
tain roads, where steep grades are negotiated.

The single-phase alternating-current s\stem which

is being introduced in this country on a number
of heavy railways includes very high voltage dis-

tribution to transformer sub-stations where the

loltage is lowered by step-down transformers and

fed directly into the trolley line. As these sub-

stations contain merely a transformer, and have

no moving machinery of .any kind, their cost is

very slight and they require no attendance what-

ever. 'Alternating-current trolley voltages of from

6,600 to 11,500 volts arc in use, and a transformer

carried on the' car reduces the trolley voltage to

whate^'er working voltage is required at the motors.

In special cases, where 500-volt direct current

is employed in heavy railroad service, 'what is

known as a third-rail system of distribution has

been adopted. In the third-rail system the over-

head trolley wire is replaced by a third rail lo-

cated a little distance be\'ond the running rails and

elevated slightly; above them. This third rail is

insulated from the ground and from the track, and

current for the motors is taken from it by means

of shoes supported by the car trucks and bearing

signing a conduit for the undefgruundrtroUey sys-

tem it is therefore essential to make the conduit

of sufficient size not only to contain the necessar\

conductors but to act as a sewer to carry off the

surface water of the street before it can reach

the level of the conductors in the conduit.

A number of closed conduit systems have been

invented, with a view to overcoming the difficulties

of drainage and- short-circuits to which the open

conduit is liable. These have never proved com-
mcrcialh' successful, however, and have never ad-

vanced beyond the experimental stage. The general

arrangement of all the proposed closed-conduit

systems is to have the conductor entirely buried

in the ground and to have small blocks of metal

inserted at intervals of a few feet on the surface

of the street between the tracks. These contact

blocks are connected to the buried cable through
magnetically operated switches, which are normally

open, so that ordinarily there is no current on
the contact block. Beneath each of the cars elec-

tromagnets are located whose function it is to

operate the underground switches connecting the

contact switch with the underground cable. These
contact plates are therefore alive only when the

car is directly over them, and current is taken

from them by means of a shoe extending under the

length of the car and hearing upon the contact

rods. The contact blocks must therefore be placed

somewhat closer together than the length of the

shoe under the car, in order that at least one

block is constantly in contact with the- shoe. Sev-

eral systems similar to that just described havt

upon the third rail. The shoes perform the same . been tried experimentally, but, owing to the high

function as the overhead trolley, and the third rail

the same as that of the overhead wire. The use

of third-rail construction is sometimes adopted on

account of the impracticability of using overhead

conductors large enough to have sufficient current-

carrying capacity, as well as on account of the

difficulty of using on one train the large number

of trolleys which would be required for such

heavy currents. The third-rail system, however, is

only suited to roads operating entirely upon private

right-of-way, and even under this condition it

involves some difficulties which, together with the

high cost of construction, will probably preclude

its use except in certain special cases.

Another system of distribution which is in very
]

limited use is the underground-trolley system. This

system was devised merely to meet the conditions

where all overhead wires are absolutely prohibited.

It is in use in but two or three of the largest

cost of construction as well as the liability to dc

rangement and inaccessibility of the underground

moving parts, none of them has as yet been com-
mercially adopted.

\To he continued.

\

Douglas & Co. of Cedar Rapids. Iowa, large

manufacturers of corn' products, including corn oil,

cake, germ oil, meal, gluten feed and starch for

laundry, domestic and manufacturing purposes, have
equipped their plant for operation throughout by

means of electric-motor (group and indi\'iduali

drive. The latest addition to the equipment com-
prises appro.ximately 650 horsepower in .Mlis-Chal-

mers induction motors, some of which arc of the

vertical type, speciallv adapted to the operation of

corn-product mills. These machines are to operate

;it standard speeds for driving individual and
grouped ma^lT^n^^. ncrordiiit.' 1" ihc cliaraclc-r "f the

work.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Effect of Higher Voltage on Meter
Rogistratlon.

[Ill aiiswcriiiK. I" IIk- bust of its ability, the qiu-v

lions pill to it, thu Western KIcctrieian makes no

pretense to infallibility, and is glad to print the

views of others. Indeed, one object of this depart-

niein is to stir np diseiission ; it is an "open court"—

the more contribmions the lietler. We therefore

Hike pleasure ill prinliiiK the fnllowing from Mr.

William Bradshaw, detail engineer of the Westiiig-

lionse Klectric and Maiinfactnring Company, who

evidently refers to the answer to the following

ipiestion printed in the Western Electrician of July

(lib : "What effect will it have on a meter cali-

l-.ralcd at no volts, 60 cycles, when pnt onto a

115-volt 60-cycle circuit? Will it make the meter

run or register faster?"]

WESTIiRN I'XIiC'JUlCIAN

niibalniicint! cITect which showii in tendency o!

meter creep at liRht load nnlv under chanKes of

Mr, Bradshaw writes:

111 reference to the above editorial which appeared

in the July gth [6lh?] issue of the Western Elec-

trician the writer wishes to take exception to a

portion of the same as well as add the effect of

clianges of voltages on percentage registration under

load.

.\s stated in the editorial, a meter will probably

run slightly faster if subject to over-voltage if thv

increase in .voltage is sufficient and the meter is

operating at light load, such as four per cent, ot

full load or less. However, with a well-designed

meter which has been calibrated at no volts there

will be no tendency to run faster at 115 volts, and

no tendency to "creep" with less than 140 or 150

volts. The tendency to "creep" is not dependent

upon the torque of the meter, but upon the design

of the magnetic circuit, especially the shunt portion.

If the meter is of the type in which the greater

portion of the magnetic lines created by the shunt

circuit are shunted across the air-gap and do not

pass through the disk, any normal change in volt-

age w-iU not have any tendency to make the meter

"creep." The reason of this is that a compensation

for friction of the bearings is obtained by slightly

unbalancing the shunt magnetic circuit so as to

give a rotating field of small value which tends to

drive the disk in the forward direction.

A meter using a shunt magnetic circuit of the

above type will only increase this unbalancing in

direct proportion to the increase in the total shunt

field, and consequently the unbalancing will be the

same percentage of the total shunt field as formerly,

and the meter will not have any tendency to

"creep" until the change in voltage is a very large

percentage, of the normal voltage. When this

change has become sufficient to make the meter

run faster on light loads its effect is such a small

percentage of the driving torque of the meter

under a load of any value that it is correct to say

that it is felt at light loads only.

The editorial has entirely overlooked the most

important effect of change in voltage on the percent-

age registration of a meter, and that is the damping

due to the shunt field wdiich cuts the disk. In a

meter where a large percentage of the total shunt

field cuts the disk this shunt damping is very

marked, and in some meters will amount to as much
as one per cent, in change of registration for a

five per cent, change in the voltage of the circuit.

This shunt dampening always increases with in-

crease of voltage, and the meter will run slower

with an increase in voltage and run faster with a

decrease in voltage.

This shunt dampening is present in all makes of

alternating-current integrating meters, but may be

reduced to a negligible value in a well-designed

meter. With a well-known standard meter when
set for correct registration at normal voltage it will

fall off in registration about 0.2 of one per cent,

for an increase of 25 per cent, in the line voltage,

and will increase one-half to one per cent, in regis-

tration for a decrease of 50 per cent, in line voltage.

The change in registration for the modern in-

tegrating wattmeter is so very slight between So

per cent, to 125 per cent, of normal voltage, that

it would be difficult to plot a curve showing the

difference in" performance of the meter w^hen op-

erating on either- of these extremes.

It win be noted that the effect of a change

in voltage, such as the values quoted in this edi-

torial, is negligible, so far as registration is con-

cerned.

The effect due to shunt dampening which shows

up when the meter is under load and the voltage

changes will be .greater in percentaige than the

Current Required by Induction Motor.

H. M, C, Green Bay, Wis.: Mow much ciir.

rent or how many watis should a standard. make
220-volt three-phase 6o-cycle indnction motor lake

at no load—a is-liorsepower motor? Mow many
watts at 230 volts, at 240 volts and at 2O0 volts?

Also, how many watts at full loail al ihe :iliovf

voltages ?

.\N.SWF.K.

The infornialidii required can no doubt he oli-

lained from the various manufacturers. It is lo

be remarked that the variation of current and

watts with impressed voltages will depend largely

on the p:irticular type of induction molor. In gen-

eral, at no load the variation would follow the

iiiagn'etizalioii curve very closely. .M full load the

conditions are slightly more complicated. In ad-

dition to the change in excilalioii there is a varia-

tion of the lonpie with Ihe scpi.-ire of the voltage.

Electric Elevators.

K. F., St. Paul, Minn., wants to know ihe litle

of any books on the market dealing with the .•ub

ject of operation and care of electric elevators.

Answer.

We have been unable to find such a hook pub-

lished in English and would appreciate a communi-

cation from an\' of our readers who may know <>i

one. The bulletins published by manufacturers of

this class of machinery are jirobably not compre-

hensive enough for F. F.

The following books in German treat of this sub-

ject: "Die Elektrischen .Aufziige zur Personen- un'!

Warenbefordernng" (The Electric Elevators for the

Use of Passengers and Freight), by Ed F. Walker,

pp. 144, with 100 illustrations and six plates. Pub-

lished by H. Buschmann, Leipzig: igoi.

"Elektrisch Betriibene Krane und .\ufzuge" (Elec-

trically Operated Cranes and Elevators), by Sieg-

fried Herzog, pp. 463, with 981 diagrams. Pub-

lished hv A. Raustein, Zurich : igo.v

Secondary Connections of Trans-
formers.

C. H. S., Southbridge. Mass. : I would like to

ask if it is possible to connect up three transform-

ers on a three-phase 2,300-volt circuit with second-

aries designed to give no, 220, 330, 440 volts, so

as to result in a combination whereby I could ob-

tain 250 \'olts from the secondaries, either single-

phase or three-phase?

Answek.

The answer to this question is in the negative.

The nearest three-phase delta pressure obtainable

with the transformers mentioned is 220 volts. The

Y connection of no-volt coils gives 191 volts delta.

The nearest single-phase pressure by combinations

of the three transformers is about 290 volts.

Guarantee Seal for Incandescent
Lamps.

The purchaser of an incandeicenc lamp, ll^le^^

he buys of the rclialile dealer.^., has no (juaranlci-,

except his own inspection of Ihe appearance of

the lamp, thai it may not have already been in

use and burned some hours, lliereby deereasinu il-

subsequent life. l''or tile iinwilting buyer's pro-

leclion, IJr. Edward Scliiff of Vienna has pn.

posed a lamp seal like llial shown in the skeleli.

Resistance of Telegraph Relays.

J. H. G., Harrisburg, Pa. : With referenca' to the

query of W. T. H., Hammond, Ind., in your issue

of August 31st, permit me to say that now and then

one hears of railroad men who have charge of the

telegraph but who really know very little about the

electrical part of it, being promoted to that depart-

ment on account of being excellent trainmasters.

Such men may become impressed with the "supe-

riority" of "low-resistance" relays and proceed to

connect the two coils of the 150-ohin relay in mul-

tiple, reducing, of course, its resistance to 37'.^

ohms. Perhaps this is what W. T. H. is driving

at. The 150-ohm relay, as you point out, meets all

requirements except on very short lines.

Battery-propelled Cars In Germany.
.Accumulator cars have been running since Feb-

ruary on three German railway lines. The arrange-

ments have been made by the Prussian raihvay

department, which controls the Hessian Railway.

The new cars run four or si.x times a da}', and the

maximum speed is 28 miles an hour. The carriages

are three-axle cars built for this purpose. The
batteries consist of 180 cells of about 200 ampere-
hours capacity, each weighing 121 pounds and con-

taining four positive and five negative electrodes,

a car battery weighing about 10 tons and yielding

68.5 kilowatt-hours : that is. seven watt-hours per

kilo (two and one-fifth pounds) of all weight com-
plete. Each car travels about 37 miles a day. The
full car weighs 38 tons.

SKAL FOR INCANpilSCENT LAMI'S.

which may be put on at Ihc factory and will

assure the user that he is gelling all the life of

Ihe lamp. As shown, through a hole i.i the lamp

base is passed the seal-wire which carries an in-

sulating plate covering the central contact stud.

When the ends of the wire are .scaled, the lamp

cannot be used in an ordinary .socket.

Central Electric Railway Association
Plans Standardization.

At the meeting of the Central Electric Railway

Association to be held in Columbus, Ohio, on

September 26th it is planned to take up the ques-

tion of standardization on all electric railways in

Indiana and Ohio and to bring about as nearly as

possibile uniform methods of operation.

In order to stir up interest in the meeting a

number of Indiana electric-railway men made a

trip to Detroit, Mich., last week in the private

car Martha of the Indiana Union Traction Com-
pany. The car left Indianapolis on Wednesday and
proceeded to Fort Wayne by way of Kckomo an<l

Peru. From Fort Wayne the route was to Lima,

Ohio, from Lima to Toledo and from Toledo to

Detroit. The distance covered was 336 miles and
was made in 11 hours, including stops, .'^t each

of the points named the car was switched to the

tracks of a different road. In the party were
Frank Norviel and C. C. Reynolds of the Indi-

anapolis, Terre Haute and Eastern, H. A. Nicholl

of the Indiana Union Traction Company, A. A.

.\nderson of the Indianapolis, Columbus and South-
ern, J. B. Crawford of the Fort Wayne and Wa-
bash Valley, F. B. Carpenter of the Western Ohio
and J. L. Smith and John Collins of the Toledo,
Urban and Interurban Company.

Union Traction Reorganization Over-
thrown.

The plan of reorganizing the Chicago L'nion
Traction Company as approved by Judge Grosscup
has been overthrown by the United States Circuit
Court of Appeals. The decision was rendered by
Justice Brewer of the United States Supreme Court,
with whom were sitting Judges Seaman and Baker
of the Circuit Court. Justice Brewer said that
however fair the reorganization plans might be.

it was not the province of the courts to force
the warring elements to agree. So the whole
Grosscup plan was upset and the case was re-

manded.
The plan was to have the Union Traction Com-

pany and all its underlying companies consolidated
into the Chicago Railways Company. This com-
pany w-as to accept the settlement ordinances and
rehabilitate the properties, the security holders in

the old companies to be taken care of according to

terms named in the reorganization plan. Much of
the holdings w-as deposited with a trust company
to bring about the reorganization, but some of the
security holders objected, and the hearing resulted
in the overruling of Judge Grosscup's plan.

LTnless the L'nion Traction interests can get to-

gether and agree upon some plan by which they
can accept the settlement ordinance, the Chicago
City Railway Company, according to the terms of

the ordinances, is to take up the rehabilitation and
operation of the North and W^est Side lines. At
a special meeting of the City Council it is likely

that the Union Traction interests will ask that the

time for accepting the ordinances, which expires

September 14th, be extended 30 days. Unless the

Council has some assurance of agreement among
the warring factions it is not likely that the tim"
will be extended, in which case the situation will

present a new phase.
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Illumination Photometers and Their
Use.'

By Peeston S. Millar.

The illuminating engineer is concerned more par-

ticularly with instruments designed to aid the eye

in determining the illuminating effect of light. These

may be classified broadly as photometers depend-

ent upon visual acuity, and those in which the

FIG. I. BECKSTEIN PHOTOMETER, SECTOR TYPE.

illumination to be studied is compared to that pro-

duced by a standard light source.

Visual Acuity Photometer.

The principle of visual acuity, as generally ap-

plied, depends upon the detection of the vanishing

point of an effect produced by the light to be stud-

ied. In some cases it is the disappearance of a

figure or character; in others the disappearance of

a contrast. Such instruments, being based upon
the ability of the eye to see or distinguish objects,

yield results which are proportional more nearly

to those qualities of light which make for visibil-

ity than to its intensity. They are known as visual

acuity photometers, or illuminometers.

There are fundamental difficulties with this ex-

tinction method which render it unsuitable for im-

portant work. These are the inability of the eye

to judge of the point of disappearance with pre-

cision; the susceptibility of the eye to the influence

of environments and conditions ; the necessity for

reducing the light to low intensities at which the

"Purkinje effect" operates to distort results; and
the errors encountered in effecting this reduction.

The decided advantages which this method can
boast are simplicity, absence of expensive adjuncts,

and minimum demand for technical knowledge and
skill on the part of observers.

Illumination Photometers.

The only photometers which may be relied upon
in engineering work to yield values are those in

which a comparison light source is used, and reli-

ance is placed upon the ability of the eye to judge
equality of illumination. The essential features of

such photometers are

:

First, a photometric device.

Second, a comparison light source.

Third, a means of varying the intensity of the

PIG. 2. BECKSTEIN S PORM OF WEBER PHOTOMETER.

illumination produced upon the photometric device
by the comparison light source.

Fourth, a test plate upon which the unknown
light falls.

Photometric Devices.

These may be divided into three groups: First,

arrangements of prisms whereby surfaces illumi-
nated by the comparison and the test light sources
may be viewed in one field with indistinguishable
line of separation. Such devices are characterized
by maximum sensibility and case of comparison, but
^rc generally difficult and expensive of construction.
Particularly with low intensities they are superior,
working with fair sensibility on intensities quite

[. A concIcDKtttiori of ;t p:iper prcxenlcd M cbc convention of
D"; IIIumiriitinK Kn^incerint: Society, Bohfon, iulv so.JDor. Mr.
Millar ik one of the cQifinccrv of tlic Klectr'tcitl Tfiitina; Labora-
I'-ri*!'., N':w York city. ; ;, ,

below the range of other devices. The Lummer-
Brodhun photometer is a notable example of devices

of this kind.

Second, screens of varying translucency, the op-

posite sides being illuminated by the comparison

and test sources, respectively, and being viewed
through prisms or mirrors in contiguous' fields. The
Bunsen photometer is the well-known example of

this class of photometric devices. Various adapta-

tions of the Bunsen photometer are used very

largely in photometric work in this country. In

general they fall but little short of the prismatic

devices of the first class in respect to sensibihty

and ease of comparison and are simple and inex-

pensive of construction.

Third, the various devices whereby the illumina-

tion intensities produced by the comparison and
test-light sources, respectively, are viewed in con-
tiguous fields with well marked line of separation.

In this class may be found the Bouguer screen, the

Ritchie wedge, the translucent blocks oi Elster and
Joly and other means of comparing illumination

intensities, all of which are simple and inexpensive

of construction but lack in sensibility and ease of

comparison.
Comparison Light Sources.

These are found in great variety in photometric

work. They may be classified broadly as flame

sources and incandescent electric lamps. Among
the flame sources two deserve special mention. The
pentane lamp, the legal standard of light in Great

Britain, is used largely by gas companies in labora-

tory practice as a primary standard of light. The
Hefner amyl-acetate lamp, the legal standard of light

in Germany, is used largely in Germany as a primary
standard of light and is used somewhat in this

country in both laboratory and portable photome-
ters. In addition kerosene, benzine and gas burn-

ers have been used in photometers as secondary
standards of light. The pentane and Hefner lamps
as primary light standards give results of consid-

erable precision when used in the laboratory under
carefully controlled conditions and manipulated bj'

those who are expert in their use.

With the incandescent lamp used as a secondary
standard of candlepower most favorable photometric
conditions may be obtained. Its use, however, ne-

cessitates a source of current supply and a means
of determining with fair precision the voltage at

which it burns, or the current which it consumes.
Under these conditions it may be relied upon to
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FIG. 3. BLONDEL and BROCA S PHOTOMETER.

remain constant for a limited period, during which
time it constitutes the most reliable, accurate and
satisfactory comparison light source.

Means of Varying the Intensity of Illumina-

tion Produced Upon the Photometric

Device by the Comparison

Light Source.

This has been accomplished by a variety of

methods, some of considerable ingenuity. These
may be classified as follows

:

First, variation in distance, applying the inverse

square law.

Second, rotating disks, relying upon Talbot's law.

Third, inclination of an illuminated surface, ap-

plying Lambert's law of the cosine.

Fourth, variation of the intensity of the compari-

son light source.

Fifth, the use of absorbing media.

Sixth, the use of variable diaphragms, generally

with dift'using screens.

Seventh, dispersion lenses.

Eighth, polarization method.
Of the above the variable distance method is, in

the opinion of the writer, superior in that it pos-

sesses accuracy, reliability, ease of verification, cali-

bration according to a known law, simplicity, a

wide range and universal applicability. No other

one method possesses all of these advantages.
The rotating sectored disk is an excellent means

of varying the intensity of light, but lacks somewhat
in simplicity where it alone is relied upon.

The variation of the inclination of a plane with
reference to the light incident upon it, or to the

angle at which it is viewed, is an unsatisfactory

method; first, because unless a perfect diffusing

surface is obtained the cosine law will not apply;

second, because any surface which approximates a

perfect diffusing surface is likely to change in char-

acter, and third, because the scale calibration of an
instrument in which this is used becomes very nar-

row with low intensities, so that the slightest dis-

placement of the plane will produce a marked
difference in the illumination.
• Two methods of varying the intensity of the

comparison light source have been tised ; in the

ijtie, adjustable opaque screens expose a greater or
lesser portion of the lumitious body. This method
is particularly applicable when flame comparison

sources are used. The other method consists in
varying the intensity of the source itself—with flame
sources, by wick adjustment and with electric lamps
by varying the current flow. This method is unsuit-
able for use with flame sources, because it is neces-
sary to wait some time after an adjustment is

made before a constant luminous intensity is ob-
tained. With electric lamps it is objectionable be-
cause the satisfactory range throughout which the
method may be applied is of necessity small, since
with very low intensities the color value becomes
altogether objectionable, and with higher intensities

the lamp must be operated at so high an efficiency

as to endanger its constancy.
Absorbing media offer an excellent and very

practicable means of varying the light intensity, but

-H

FIG. 4. BURNETT S PHOTOMETER.

must be selected carefully in order to guard against
errors due to selective absorption. While it is pos-
sible to construct absorbing screens which may
constitute a complete device for varying the inten-

sity, yet this method has found its best application
in varying the intensity by lar^e steps where sup-
plementary means are provided for effecting finer

variations.

The comments in the previous paragraph apply
as well to the use of absorbing screens \yith vari-
able diaphragms.

Dispersion and polarization methods are but little

used in this country in photometry of the class

now under discussion.

The Test Plate.

In general work the intensity of the light inci-

dent upon a given surface is the only quantity
which it is practicable or even desirable to meas-
ure. This is not proportional necessarily to the
illumination effect, which varies as well with the
point from which the surface is viewed, with the
color of the light and with the color and character
of the surface.

Whether or not the light falling upon the pho-
tometric device varies only with that incident upon
the test plate depends upon the design and location
of that plate. The requirements for a theoretically
correct test plate are

:

First—A plane white surface, which when viewed
from the point of photometric observation, obeys
Lambert's law of the cosines with reference to
intensity of illumination produced by light incident
upon its surface at any inclination and from any
direction.

Second—A material which will not introduce er-

rors due to color differences.

Third—A plate which may be placed at any angle.
Fourth—A location such that neither the body

of the observer nor instrument parts shall obstruct
light which would otherwise fall upon the plate.

The character of the surface upon which the
effect is studied, naturally influences the results
materially. It is necessary to secure a plane sur-
face which shall be as nearly as possible a perfect
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FIG. 5. MARSHALL'S PHOTOMETER.

diffuser of light, in order that light incident upon
it at any angle may he credited with its true in-

tensity, and only its true intensity. Unfortunately
there is no available surface which accurately meets
these requirements.

Until it shall be found possible to use a true
diffusing surface, results must vilry with the di-

rection from which the test plate is viewed, unless
it is studied by reflected light from a point directly
above the center of the plate, or by transmitted
light from a point directly beneath the center of
the plate. The first is obviously impossible, be-
cause it would necessitate interference with light

which would otherwise fall upon the test plate

It follows, therefore, that the correct method is
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eo consider transmitted light from a point ilireclly

iR-noMlli llie test plate.

It is, of course, desirable to measure all of the

liRlit which would be incident upon an object at

the point lo be considered. In ,-dl interior liRlitinR

systems there is more or less dilTnsed linlit, all

iif which has some illuniinalinK value. In order lo

Midsiire all of the effective light, there must be

MARTENS' PHOTOMETER.

no objective interference with light incident upon
the plate at any angle.

The introduction of differences in color values

complicate photometry seriously. If the light from
the mercury-vapor lamp were to be studied upon
a red surface, its illuminating effect would be no
criterion of the light intensity. Hence the only

color which is practicable is white, of as great

purity as may be obtainable and as free as possible

from selective absorption.

The Ideal Photometer.

It appears, therefore, talit in building a photom-
eter, the designer has a choice of many pho-

tometric devices, comparison light sources and
means of varying the light intensity and effecting

the photometric comparison. With respect to the

test plate, there should be no choice. It should

have a plane white diffusing surface; it should be

translucent and viewed from directly beneath its

center; it should be capable of location at any

angle, and should be so located that all instru-

ment parts and the observer are beneath or be-

hind it.

In the ideal photometer such a test plate would
be found combined with the most sensitive pho-

tometric device, the most reliable comparison lighi

source and the best means of varying the intensity.

These features should receive first consideration,

for reasonable precision ought to be the first de-

sideratum. Next in importance come portability,

simplicity of operation and reasonable cost. If

there were any necessity for sacrificing reasonable

precision in order to secure other desirable quali-

ties, some compromise might seem advisable, but

since this is not the case there can be no objec-

tion to adherence to the ideal, as set forth above.

Descriptions of Various Photometers.

As there is an insistent demand for an illumi-

nation photometer which shall be both reasonably

accurate and thoroughly practicable, it is felt that

a discussion of the instruments which have been

designed with this end in view will be of interest.

In the following paragraphs will be found brief

descriptions of 11 photometers. Only the essential

features of each are touched upon. The cuts are

lettered similarly in order to facilitate comparison.

Thus (A) indicates the test plate, (B) the pho-
tometric device, (C) the comparison lamp, and (D)
the means of varying the intensity.

Fig. I shows a plan of the illumination pho-
tometer, designed by Walter Beckstein. The test

plate (A) is placed at the point where it is de-

sired to study the illumination. This plate may
be rotated throughout a vertical plane about the

photometric device (B) as an axis. (B) is a

Lummer-Brodhun cube through which the lower

H-

in order to obtain equality of illuminalion. This
device is in effect a rotatlnK-sector disk, except

that the beam of lixhl, instead of the sector, :s

rolatc<l, thereby facilitating precise adjustment 01

the sector disk.

Another illumination photometer, designed by
Walter Ikckstein, and of which a plan is shown
in I'ig. 1", is a modifiealion of the Weber photometer
and simpler in construction and less costly than

that just described, The test plate and i)rism ar-

rangement are sinn'lar, but tile eomp.arison lamp
(C) is a benzine lamp, and e(|ualily of illumina-

tion is obtained by movement of translucent screen

(G) by means of r,ack-and-pinion device (D) along
a tube, its intensity of illumination varying in-

versely as the square of the dist.incc from lamp
(C). Results of photometric settings are read off

directly from a scale along the tube through which
plate (C) travels.

Fig. 3 shows a plan of the photometer designed
by Profs. Andre Blondel and liroca. That portion

of the light which is transmitted through test plate

(A) is reflected from the 45-dcgree mirror (E')
through lens (F') upon ground-glass plate (C)
(which forms part of the photometric device).

Before lens (F') is placed "cat's-eye" diaphragm
(D'). A comparison light source (C) which is

not described is placed to the left of the apparatus.

Its light passes through lens (F) and falls upon
ground glass (G). This is varied in intensity by
the adjustable "cat's-eye" diaphragm (D). The
photometric device (B) consists of crossed prisms
through which ground-glass plates (G) and (G')

are vicw-cd from the binocular arrangen^ent (11).

Equality *)f illumination is produced by adjustment
of variable diaphragms (D) and (D'), which arc

equipped with means for indicating the size of the

aperture.

An illuminating power photometer, designed by
Douglas Burnett, is shown in Fig. 4. The light

which is to be studied falls upon test plate (A),
which is one surface of a photometric wedge. The
other surface of the wedge is illuminated by com-
parison lamp (C), which travels along the hori-

zontal axis of the box. This lamp is mo\'cd by

FIG. 7. MASCARt'S photometer.

surface of test plate (A) is viewed. Through the

prisms (B) may be viewed also translucent plate

(G), which is illuminated by the comparison lamp
(C). Equality of illumination is obtained by view-
ing the plate (G) through a portion of lenses (F)
which may be rotated. At (D) is placed a variable

sector disk about the axis of which the beam of

light is rotated by the lenses (F). The result of
the photometric setting is obtained from the size

of opening of sector disk (D), which is neces'jary

FIG 8. preece and trotter's photometer.

means of a handle (D), which protrudes through

the side of the box. The two surfaces of the

wedge which constitutes the photometric device

(B) are viewed from position (H) through a box
which is divided by a partition which constitutes

a well-defined line of separation between the two
surfaces of the wedge. Results are indicated on
a scale along the horizontal box which is cali-

brated directly in foot-candles.

Fig. 5 shows the arrangement of the "luminom-
eter," designed by J. T. Marshall. The test plate

(A) is also the upper surface of the photometric

device (B). This consists of a screen of which
the translucency is varied by different thicknesses

of paper. It is illuminated from beneath by the

comparison electric lamp (C), the intensity of

whose light is varied by means of rheostat (D).
Lamp (C) is operated from two dry cells within

the instrument, a spring switch being placed in the

circuit, so that the lamp is operated for a mini-

mum time only. To effect a photometric setting,

the flow of current through lamp (C) is varied

until disappearance of contrast is obtained at screen

(B) when view-ed from above at an angle of about

45 degrees to its surface. The resistance of lamp
(C) is then measured by a simple bridge method.
The contact is moved along the exposed wire

until the point of no deflection is obtained, and
the foot-candles value is then obtained from the

scale reading through an interpretation curve.

Fig, 6 shows a vertical section through the pho-
tometer designed by Martens. Test plate (A)
which receives the light to be studied is observed
through the photometric device (B), through which
may be seen also the surface of plate (G), which
is illuminated by comparison benzine lamp (C)
through a pair of sliding mirrors (D). These
mirrors vary the distance between lamp (C) and
plate (G), being operated from rack-and-pinion
device (D). Results are read directly from a scale

over which plays a pointer attached to (D').
A modified design of the M'ascart photometer is

shown in Fig. 7, where the light to be studied falls

upon a translucent paper (A), which constitutes

the test plate. Thaf which is transmitted passes

through the 45-degree mirror (E'), a convex lens.

and falls upon the upper half of a translucent screen
(B). A comparison lamp (C) illuminates trans-

lucent screen (G). Ligfit which is transmitted
through this screen passes through a convex lens,

the 45-dcgrec mirror (R), the total reflecting prism
immediately above (E), and falls upon the lower
part of screen (B), where it is viewed from posi-

tion (Hj. Both lenses mentioned have adjustable
diaphragms (13) and (D), which arc used to

vary the intensity and effect quality of illumination

upon screen (li). The adjustment of these dia-

phragms indicates the result of the photometric
settings. Comparison lamp (C) is a flat-flame gas-
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olinc lamp. The instrument is standardized by a

Carcel lamp, whose light falls upon the test plate.

Fig. 8 shows a vertical section through the il-

luminating power photometer, designed by Sir Will-
iam Prcccc and A, P. Trotter. The light to be
studied falls upon surface (A), which is also a
portion of the photometric device (B). The com-
parison lamp (C) Illuminates bristol-board (D),
which may be inclined at any desired angle.

Through slits in surface (A), portions of screen
(D) may be viewed. Photometric balance is made
by equalizing the brightness of surfaces (A) and
(U).

In the "candle-foot photometer," designed by
W. D'A. Ryan, shown in Fig. 9, the light to be
studied falls at A upon one surface of the pho-
tometric device (B), which consists of a trans-
lucent block, divided diagonally by a thin, opaque
film. The comparison electric lamp (C) illumi-
nates the other half of the block. The distance
between this lamp and the block is varied by
means of rod (D), upon which is calibrated a
scale which indicates the results of photometric
settings. The photometric device (B) is viewed
through the side, equal portions of the two halves
of the block being viewed.

In the Weber photometer, illustrated in Fig. 10,

the light to be studied is received upon the portable
test plate (A), which consists of white cardboard.
This is viewed from eyepiece (H) through a
simple Lummer-Brodhun cube (B). The light

from the comparison benzine lamp (C) illuminates
a traveling translucent screen (G), which is viewed
from the eyepiece (H) through (B). A unique
feature is the use of colored glasses in the ocular
tube with a view to comparing illuminants of dif-

ferent color values with respect to those qualities
upon which depends the ability of the eye to per-
ceive objects which they illuminate. As has been
stated, this is not necessarily proportional to the
intensity of illumination.

The Weber photometer is now made in a more
portable form and with some modifications.

Generally speaking, European instruments, as
illustrated in the Beckstein, Blondel and Broca,
Martens, Mascart, Preece-T rotter and Weber pho-
tometers, differ from American instruments as de-
signed by Burnett, Marshall and Ryan, in that
they are designed more particularly with regard
to theoretical requirements than with regard to the
utmost simplicity of operation and lowest cost.

Many of the European instruments are relatively
complicated, being combinations of a large number
of parts, many of which would appear to the
American mind to be unnecessary.
As respects the sensibility of the photometric de-
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vice, it was found from repeated settings with one
of the instruments in which the photometric device
is of low sensibilit3% that no higher accuracy than
six per cent, could be obtained. The maximum
variacions in settings with this instrument were
15 per cent, below, and lo per cent, above the
average.

It was found that in one of the instruments in

which a flame source was used, readings could
not be relied upon Avithin five per cent, because
of flame variations due to drafts, changes in

humidity, etc.

Tn m^easuring diffuse illumination, where much
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of the. light comes from the ceiling and walls, it

was .found that with two of these instruments in

which the design and location of the test plate

were incorrect^ results were obtained which were

too low by 20 and 29 per .cent, respectively. This

was due to regular reflection and obstruction of

light by the body of the observer or by instrument

parts. With the same instruments, .change from
a black coat to a light coat on the observer, in-

troduced differences amounting to 10 and 18 per

cent.

As an illustration of the possibilities of errors

entailed by reliance upon the direct comparison
method in which a standard lamp is used directly

in comparison with the test source, it was found
that with one of the instruments, seven skilled

observers, who. however, were not familiar with

the particular instrument under test, obtained val-

ues which varied from 21 per cent, below to 34
per cent, above the value which was considered

to be representative, namelj', the mean of the

results of the seven observers. The average varia-

tions of these observers from such mean was 13

per cent.

The Use of Illumination Photometeus.

In the measurement of illumination, either of

two general methods may be followed. The first

is the direct comparison method, in which a pri-

mary standard of light is used, or a secondary
standard of light is used as a primary standard, so

far ar the instrument is concerned. The Hefner
lamp, more than any other light source, is used
in this wa3^ Or an incandescent electric lamp
may be standardized to yield a certain candlepower
and may be used, as is the Hefner lamp, for

direct comparison purposes. Such a light source

is located at a definite distance from the photo-

metric device, and is calculated to produce .i fixed

mtensity upon that device. This method has the

great advantage that it permits an instrument to

be more nearly self-contafned. and to be used
without reference to any other light sources. How-
ever, it is liable to serious objections in that aPl

charges in reflecting surfaces or transmitting

screens and changes in the comparison lamp, as

well as any misplacement of parts, are HVely to

introduce errors for which no compensation is

made. Furthermore, the method makes no allow-

ance for the personal equation. The second, and
suoerior, mptbod is commonly known as the sub-

stitution method. This covers a multitude of pho-
tometric sins. Here the comoarison light is strictly

secondary, 'and is standardized and verified from
time to time by other standards of liffht so placed
as to produce upon the test plate illumination of

known intensity". By this method changes which
would introduce errors where the direct-compari-

son method is used, are compensated for either

entirely or in part, since every effect which they
produce unnn the measurement of lip"ht from a test

lamp win be proportional to the effects produced
upon measurements of unknown intensities.

It is verv important that instruments used in

measuring ]io:ht from any illnminants should be
cab'^rat'^d with reference to lie^bt of known intensity

from illnminants of s'^i^ilar character.

One of the large difficu'ti'^s in the practical use
of an innrnimtion nhotometer is to be found in

the vari^b'htv of H<Tht intersitv in most commer-
cial inctaliations. If the installation consists of
incand'^scent e'ertric lamps, this can be dealt with
b'^st bv onprating the comoarison electric lamo
from the lie^ht'rg circuit, when its variation will

bp simi'ar in cl^aracter. if rot in degree, to that
of the iihimin:^tinn to be studied. This is known
as the "similar-circuit method." When an instru-
ment is so dpsigned that this cannot be done, or
when the ll<?hting installation consists of other
than incandescent electric lamos, it is advisable
to continue observations at each test point over a
suf^f-i^nt period to afford a fair average result.

With any of the photometers described in this
paopr it is pmb^ble that the skilled photometrist
co'dd anproximate correct results, for he would
locate the sources of r-rror, determine their extent
and apply such corrections as were possible. Most
errors in nhotom^lrv are occasioned by failure to
rccogniJ-e the limitations of instruments used. In-
struments have been designed which apparently
make so h'tt'p demand for technical skill on the
part of \hc observer as to give rise to the belief
th'tt photometry is as simnlc as is their operation.
This has led to the pnllication of residts which
would aoocar to be: utterly unreliable, judging from
the instruments and methods employed in making
the tests.

In closing, a f^-w maxims are offered, which the
illumipatinc fncinc-cr wou'd do well to bring lo
bear unon photometric oroMems,
An instrument must b*^ a eood photometer be-

fore ir can be a good inumination photometer.
Measurement of illumination is more difficult

than th** measurement of candlepower.
In obtaining a nhotometric setting one does not

neci^ssarilv dpterminc the value of the lieht studied.
Every photometer is to be regarded with sus-

picion until its accuracy is demonstrated. It is
then to be regarded with susnicion until it is shown
that no chance has occurred since verification.
Xo photometric information, is better than nii<-

leadinj? photometric information.

Developments in Electric Incandescent
Lamps.'

By Leon Gaster.

It is my object in this paper to give a short
review of some of the most important improve-
ments which have come before my notice during
this year, and to exhibit the lamps mentioned in

actual operation. I will start with the improve-
ments of the carbon-filament, and bring before
your notice the metallized, or, as it is. also called,

the graphitized carbon filament, by the aid of which
lamps are made consuming on an average 2.5 watts
per candle, with a useful life of about 600 hours.

The lamps are manufactured for voltages varying
between 100 and 130. I should also like to men-
tion the use of the double-carbon-filament lamps,

the two filaments being comprised in the same
bulb, one large and one smaller filament, by the

aid of which either the full candlepower or only

a very small candlepower can be used, and the

expenditure in lighting thereby reduced.

I will now pass on to the Nernst lamp. A re-

cent improvement consists in fitting the lamps with

a newdy designed cut-out coil of high resistance,

and it is claimed that by the use of this coil a

great reduction of the premature failures of fila-

ments will be secured. As regards the efficiency

of the lamp, no very great further improvement
has yet been secured.

Coming now to the metal-filament lamps proper,

the osmium lamp, as produced by Dr. Auer von
Welsbach, owing to the expensive natu/e of the

metal used and partly to the difficulty in manu-
facture, and bearing in mind the improvements
which have since been made by the same inventor

by the use of tungsten, is row likely to be re-

stricted to comparatiA^ely low voltages.

Tantalum is certainly the only metal-filament

lamp which has proved to be successful commer-
cially. There have not been, so far as I know, any
particular developments made during this year
which require to be recorded, except those in the

direction of lengthening the life of the lamps when
used on alternating-current circuits. It is as yet
onlv made for voltages up to 125.

The next most important metal used in the manu-
facture of filaments, and with which much is ex-

pected to be accomplished, is certainly tungsten
(wolfram). ScA'eral methods have been devised for

preparinar filaments by the use of this metal. One
of the first methods was worked out by Dr. H.
Ku7.el of Vienna. By his process the metal is

obtained in the colloidal state by means of an arc

under water. The resulting paste of extremely fine

metal is squirted into filaments, and afterward
heated in order to make them b^^tter conductors.
The lamps are manufactured in Vienna by Kreme-
netsky. From such tests as have been made it is

ascertained that the lamps consume -a little over
one watt per candlepower, with a useful life of

about i.ooD hours, with a loss of only 10 to 15

per cent, of the initial candlepower.
Another method of manufacturing tungsten fila-

ment is the ioint invention of Dr. Alexander Yust
and Franz Hannaman of Vienna. According to

thpir process, the carbon filament is electrically

raised to a hiHi temperature in an atmosphere of

gaseous tungsten or molybdenum compounds. The
carbon then becomes coated with metal, and after

burning out the carbon the filament aopears quite

homogeneous, even under the microscope. Bv an-

other method the metallic nowder is prepared bv
chemical means mixed with an agsrlntinant and
sciuirted into the form of filaments, which are then
frppd from carbon as before. Messrs. Siemens &
Halske havedpvised a process ofstamning tunsrstcn

powder, sometimes mixed with another metallic
powder, hut without an agglutinant, in a tube of
some mptal which is easily d'-awn or roHpd, such
as tantalum or iron. Then, after electrically seal-

iuET the ends, they subtect the tube to drawing or
rolling processes. After the completion of the

drawine- process thr outer skin, can, if desired, be
removed. This method obviates the necessity for

the great care and treatment involved in the ordi-

nary fusi^c process, but I have not heard whether
the method is actuallv in use.

The next lamp usi^g tungsten, and which is

a^padv used commerciallv. is the "osram" lamp,
whic''' U at nresent manufactured by the Deutsche
G^ceUihlicbt GcscHschaft. The lamps burn with an
efficiency of 1.2 waits per candle, havincr a useful

life on an average of over 6no hours. The lamns
arc rpcommended to he burned for the present with
the filament in a vertical nlane. and can be cnually
woll ii<;pd on direct or ^iltprn-iting-cu'Tent circuits.

The Berlin Allfi^pnieinc Elektricitats Gesellschaft is

also manufacturing some tvne of tuncsten lamps,
the process for the manufacture of which has not
been divulged.
Turning now to the zircon wolfram lamp. I

should like to draw attention to some of the im-
provements which havo been made during the last

few montl^s. You will have an opnortunity to see,

for the first time, T believe, metal-filament lamps
of voltagps above ir'O which burn satisfactorily in

any position. The filaments arc mounted on spring

I. Abstract of a paper reai bflfore Section G of |h« British
A«*ociation at Leiccsicr. August, roor,

hooks made out of tungstenized carbon, the hooks
having the effect of maintaining, the filament rigid

and in shape while in service, and of preventing
the loops from touching, also of allowing of a
greater number of filaments in the bulb, and, con-
sequently, of reducing their length and that of the
lamp. The lamps can be burned in any position.
and the breakage of filaments is considerably re-

duced. On account of the elasticity of the spring
hooks,

,
the breakages of filaments have been re-

duced in transit and in service. Another improve-
ment over the old type of lamp is the adoption of
electrical soldering of the filament to the leading-in
wires, thus doing away with the inconveniences
caused by the use of graphite paste, which was a
partial cause of the blackening, the giving off of
gases and the defective contacts met with in the
prei'ious lamps. The improvement also avoids
much extra labor, and also the danger of oxida-
tion of the filament, if the paste is not very care-
fully burned awa}'-. The electrical^ soldering process
takes place in the open, and an experienced oper-

ator can carry out the soldering of about 500
lamps daily. The firm of La Carriere in Paris
is the inventor of this spring hook, and I under-
stand that the filaments can now be mechanically
mounted in such a manner that the operators do
not have to touch them with their fingers, thus
reducing the nmnber of breakages in mounting the

filaments. The latest type of iio-volt lamp con-

tains only four filaments, of 0.025 millimeter diam-
eter, giving out 24 hefner candles, or for 320-voh

48 befner candles, necessitatirg only the use of

eight filaments'.

The helion lamp,_ of which very little informa-
tion is as yet , available, looks like, an ordinary
carbon incandescent, lamp, mounted in the same
sized bulb, and consumes 3s watts, giving out 30
candlepower. In the manufacture of the filament

silicon is reduced from a gaseous form in com-
bination with carbonaceous gases on the surface

of a hieh-resistance' carbon core. The inventors

claim that this lamp operates at a high temperature
without the carbon and 'Silicon uniting to form
carborundum, as might be supposed. The silicon

shows no tendency to become molten or fluid

at the temperature attained. The filament starts

with a negative temperature coefficient less than
carbon, but at about a red heat the coefficient

changes distinctly to positive, and remains so as

the temperature is further increased. The efficiency

of the lamp is claimed to be 1.2 to i watt per

candle, or it can run even at less. Althoueh a use-

ful life between 600 and i.ooo hours is claimed, a

proper series of life tests could not be made, as

there seems to be a difficulty in keening the joints

between "the filament and the leading-in wires in

good condition. For the proper worl<ing of the

lamp, it is essential that mercury pumps be used
for obtaining the vacuum, and great care must
be taken in selecting the carbon core, so as to

obtain homogeneity and purity, otherwise the re-

sults are considerably afifected. Experiments arc

now being conducted by the inventors, using as a

core the graphitized ("nietalHzed) carbon filament.

and also with a special cement for the use of

making tbe joints. One of the characteristic fea-

tures of the lamp is that the length of the filament

need not be increased over the ordinary carbon
lamp. The filament is very pliable, and there will

he no difficulty Hf the present defects, which are

chiefly of a mechanical character, have been over-

come) in making lamps of low and high voltapes

and of reasonable candlepower. The lamp easily

stands transport, and will he just as safe to handU-
as the ordinary carbon-filament lamp of today.

Iridium has also been used for the manufacture
of lamp filaments. According to Gulchcr's process,

amorphous iridium is made up into a paste by the

aid of an oreanic binding material. The filament.';

are squeezed from this paste and arc made to glow

in the air. and not in a receiver containing air

in the diminished pressure or indifferent pases.

The lamp is only produced for low voltages up td

24, and consumes between i and 1.5 watts per

candle. Other metals, like vanadium, niobium,

molybdenum, etc., may also be used in the future,

but not much has b-^cn made public as yet regard-

inir their use for filaments.

Durine a visit which T paid to W. J. Hammer of

New York I saw a few sample lamps of Mr.
Heanv's invention, some usine. T was given lo

understand, titanium for the filament, and others

using a metallic allov of lungstcn and titanium

in a dpuse. shinine. coherent state.

Although we have seen that the mctrd-filamenl

lamps can he made of relatively small candlepower
at voltages above 100, and of hicrh voltage up If*

2d0. I am given lo understand that it is not the

intention of most of the manufacturers lo sell for

the present other lamps than those of high candle-

power, above 30 caufllopfiwer. and intended for

vo'tages varyinc between 100 and 130. This' de-

cision has a distinct commercial value, making the

change from the carbon filament to the use of

metal filaments gradual, so as to he properly ap-

preciated and beneficial lo the consumer, manu-
facturers and energy suppliers alike. It is well

known that- the carbon incandescent lamps are at

firesont -in many rases fixed at a low position, often
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thai, oil acc-uiinl of llic (.xptiise at which ciktr;'

is supiilit'ii lo ihc coiisiinici-, lie coiihl iiul wi-il

alToril Id enclose the lamps in in-operly (lilTnsing

Kl<ilies, oi- to remove them a Kooil ilislaiiee away,

from tlie olijects he wishes lo he ilhmiinalecl.

With the advent of the new metal-lilaiiient lamps

of relatively high caiullepower, the lamp could

easily he removed to ahove (he level of the eyes, or

enclosed in properly dilTnsing glohes. We should

thus ohtain Rood ilhnninatioii without additional

increase of expenditure.

l"or those circuits where high voltage is nseil.

and where it is advisable to introduce the metal

lilament. resort must he had to series wiring, which.

.IS a wdiole, is not (piite satisfactory, because as

>oon as one of the lamps breaks all the lamps in

ihe circuit fto out, and it is not so easy for the

ordinary consumer to detect the broken lainp.

Several devices have now been introduced lo inili

gale this drawback.
.S|K'aking generally of Ihe impressions wliicli 1

received during my recent visit to .'\nierica, I

should like to inform the meeting that very greal

progress has been made in the recognition of illumi-

nating engineering as a distinct branch of specializa-

tion in tlie engineering profession. 1 observed an

extensive use of successful combinations of shades,

lamps and lamp holders, by the aid of which com-
bination (he best and most efiicieiit illumination

is obtained. The Holophane shades and reflector-

seemed to be very much used, enabling us to di-

rect the light where if is mostly wanted, and

producing any desired effect of illumination. 1

lbiid< that this combination of lamp, lamp holder

.ind reflector, forming one suitable unit, is worthy
of the careful consideration of the lamp makers
in this country.

1 should like to draw attention to the progress

made in the use of vacuum tubes, and in particular

wish to refer to the Moore vacuum-tube method
of illumination. Two installations have already

been erected in London, one outside the Savoy
Hotel, and another at Salisbury House. The Savo}
installation consists of a tube 176 feet in length,

consuming 2.950 watts, using nitrogen gas for pro-

ducing yellow light
;
power factor 70 per cent.

The Salisbury House installation consists of a tube

85 feet in length, consuming 2,200 watts, with a

power factor of 60 per cent. A wdiite color is

obtained by using CO2. The use of CO; has en-

abled Mr. Moore to obtain with bis tube the near-

est approach to daylight yet attained, and I am
given to understand that color can be matched in

such a light with extreme accuracy. This is cer-

tainly a severe test for any method of lighting.

I should also like to draw attention to one fact

in connection with illumination which seems to

deserve greater consideration at the hards of manu-
facturers and large consumers of light, and that is

the great value which ought to he attached to the

adopting of proper methods of illumination. The
advantages to be derived are : First, the sight of

the workpeople will be improved and prolonged

:

second, the outout will be quite appreciably in-

creased, and third, which is very important, the

quality of the work under proper illumination will

be of the same high standard as when done in the

daytime.

Before closing, I should like to refer to the work
of the engineering department of the National

Electric Lamp Association. Fifteen lamp makers
in the United States have combined for the pur-

pose, not of forming a trust, but with a deter-

mined object of improving the quality of the lamps

they are manufacturing, and thereby maintaining

a proper and high standard. Instead of each fac-

tory employing imperfectly trained chemists to

analyze the chemicals wdiich enter into the manu-
facture of lamp filaments, a well-paid and highly

skilled chemist is employed in a thoroughly equipped

laboratory to perform this work, and sulilicient re-

sources are put at his disposal to keep on making-

proper researches, and keep abreast with the latest

discoveries. I may also mention in connection with

the necessity of testing incandescent lamps the

beautifully equipped electric testing laboratory which'

I visited in New York, wdiich is so ably conducted

by Dr. C. H. Sharp. In view of the fact that in

this country a standard specification for carbon
lamps has been framed, and has come into force

on this July 1st, I hope before long that sucTi

a testing laboratory will also be established in this

country, and will receive the proper support of ,

the municipal authorities and companies supplying
current for lighting purposes, enabling the con-

sumers to get lamps of really good quality.

I should like to venture in indicating the lines

upon wdiich further researches might be conducted,
and for that purpose I will refer once more to

Mr. Hammer and his publications, and say with
him that the ultimate solution of the problem of
securing a satisfactory and efficient illumination

may be obtained by means of the stimulation of

phosphorescent and fluorescent substances in vari-

ous ways, thus producing a cold light, a light, as he
calls it, without flame and wdthout heat. We must
soon stop producing long and useless heat waves,
and also, as far as possible, all radiation outside the

vi.sihle spectrum, in the iililizalion of mir illumi

niiiits.

"Hjlinot" Rofioctor for Window Light-
It B-

A reflector recently broiiRht out by the National
X-Ray itclUclor Company of No. 1(47 East Jack-
son Liouh'vard, Chicago, is ilcsiKnale<l as the 'llel-

mel" rellector. It is especially designed lo meet
the re(piiremeiits of lighting' high and shallow win-
dows. It is suited to the ligbling of all windows
over 12 feet high whose depth is less than one-liall

the height of the lamps ahove the bottom of Ihe
window, or wdiere the lamps are as high above
the level of the back of the window as the wimlow
is deep.

The rellector is intended to produce an approxi-
mately uniform Illumination over the goods as ordi-
narily placed in show windows. It is designed lo

use a 125-watt (lem incandescent lamp, giving the
user Ihe iidvanlage of a 25 per cent, increase in

EXTERNAL Al'PEARA.sCE OF "HEl-MliT' REFLECTOR.

efficiency over the old-style carbon-filament lamp.
It has the further advantage that it will also take
a ro5-watt tungsten lamp, so that the user can
install these when they become more common.
Future improvements in' incandescent lamps have
therefore been anticipated.

The illustration shows the external appearance
of this reflector as view'ed from one side. It has
one side partially flattened and extended down lower
than the rest of the reflector. This flat side is

placed next to and parallel with the window pane
and is designed to avoid as far as possible the

wasting of light on the sidewalk and detracting
from the value of tire window illumination by ex-
posing the lamp to passersby. The reflector is

about I2y2 inches in diameter and iiJ-> inches high.

It is only necessary to install a row of wall sockets
pointing'straight down along the top of the window
and to place the reflectors on the sockets with their

flat sides parallel with the window pane. By hav-

/oniiil caiidh'pijwcr I lie iciiceior v\as iicid in -1

poMiiuii a» ined in practice willi a standard Hi
inch holder. The lamp was placed in such a posi
tjiin Ihal the plane parallel to Die loops u( Ihe
filainem made an angle of 45 degrees with llic Hat
side of the rellector. One net of curves shows Ihe

apparent canille|iowcr al various angles in a plane
ai right angles 10 the Hal side of the rellvclor, 'i he
other shows the apparent candlepoivcr at various
angles in a plane parallel lo Ihe Hat side of Ihe
rcHeclor, or, in other words, the sideway dislrlbn.

tioii, as it would be iiislalled in a wiiiilow.

1 he first-named curves would imlicaie lliat over
200 caiullepower is given for a distance of 40 de-
grees to Ihe left of vertical in llic direction in

which it is most useful in window lighting, while
for a few degrees the candlepower is 436. 'ihe

maximum caiullepower is directed so as lo givi

high illumination on the goods placed in the Ixillom

and front of the wiiuhnv. As higher goods are
usually i)lace<l farther hack in the winrlow a lower
intensily is needed, and these requirements are met
by the renector, A very small amount of light' is

thrown outside the wiiulow on the sidewalk.

Besides window lighting a number of other useful

applications of this reflector will suggest Iheinselves

to ilhnninating engineers—nuist notably Ihe lighting

of .audience rooms of all kinds where the lamps
themselves arc concealed behind ground-glass sky-
lights or beams, and where it is desired lo thrdw
ihe light sideway and forward and have as few
rays directed back, into the eyes of Ihe audience as
possilde.

The makers are putting out this reflector with t})e

claim that one 125-watt Gem lamp with this re-

flector will give the same results as three 5S-watt
common incandescent lamps used in the most effi-

cient window reflectors for high, deep windows,
while in the many cases where mirror troughs or
other reflectors have been used one 125-watt Gem
lamp is said to give the same results as four or
fi\-e common i6-candIepower 55-watt lamps.
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New Engines in the Twin City Rapid
Transit Power House.

The Twin City Rapid Transit Company of Min-
neapolis, Minn., operates two power stations, one
a hydro-electric plant with an output of lo.ooo

horsepower, and, operated in parallel with it in

e station approximately i,oco feet distant, a steam-
driven electrical generating plant of 35,coo horse-
power normal rated capacity. The output of these

two plants furnishes power to 10 sub-stations in St.

Paul, Minneapolis and adjacent towns, the maxi-
mum transmission distance' being 25 miles, over
which alternating current, three-phase, is carried

at 13,200 volts, to be converted at the sub-stations
into 6oo-volts direct current.

The steam-driven power plant, located on the

east bank of the Mississippi River, stands just

below the flour mills, in the center of the city, in

a brick building 155 by 225 feet, and 93 feet high.

The engine room, 67 feet wide and extending
through the length of the building, contains, among
other units, four reciprocating engines direct-con-

nected to engine-type generators. These machines.
which comprised the original installation, are AllLs-

Chalmers vertical cross-compound condensing en-
gines 46 and 94 ir.ches by 60-inch
stroke. They have a normal ca-
pacity of 5,000 indicated horsepower. •

One of the four engines, the last

to be installed, is equipped with an
Allis-Chalmers barometric condenser,
with the condenser chamber attached
to the engine cyh'nder. This con-
denser has two barometric columns,
one 16 inches in diameter for the
removal of both air and water and
one 20 inches, for an overflow.
Cooling water is supplied by a 20-

inch centrifugal pump.
Aside from its city lines, a por-

tion of the Twin City Rapid Transit
Company's output is utilized for
the operation of the double-track
electric line to Excelsior, on the
southern shore of Lake Minnetonka.
19 miles west of Minneapolis. Two
sub-stations of unusually large ca-
pacity for interurban Hues have
been built, and the feeding of these
stations, together with the natural
growth of the system into other ex-
tensions, necessary to meet the grow-
ing traffic, has rendered large gen-
erating capacity necessary in the
main station.

lES NX

PHOTOMETRIC CURVES SHOWING EFFICIENCY OF THE "HELMET REFLECTOR.

ing the lamps pendant, use can be made of the

new tungsten lamp.

The high efficiency of this reflector for window
illumination for the size of windows for which it

is intended is shown in the accompanying photo-
metric curves plotted from tests made by the

Electrical Testing Laboratories of New York. In

these tests the reflector was equipped with a 125-

watt clear bulb Gem lamp, giving 50 mean hori-

The Nevada Consolidated Telephone Company,
composed of Carson capitalists, has received the
support of the board of City Trustees of Carson
in the franchise matter, although a Salt Lake
City company has been trying to secure a franchise.

The Nevada Consolidated, which now has long-
distance lines extending from Carson to a number
of surrounding towns, will soon install a local

svstem.
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New Motor-controlling Devices.

The Ward Leonard Electric Company of Bronx-

ville N Y., is continually increasing its hne of

"foolproof motor-controlling devices. In its latest

device, illustrated here, the resistance is entirely

enclosed in a moisture-proof, fire-proof, sheet-iron

casin-' This controller is for use with variable-

speed" motors and is equipped with 20 steps of re-

sistance for speed control by field regulation. The

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

vcniences, and electric flatirons in sizes from three

to 24 pounds are supplied for the laundry. Among
special devices particularly serviceable on shipboard

may be mentioned electric soldering irons, glue

pots, curling-iron heaters, surgeon-instrument ster-

ilizers, heating pads, cigar lighters, etc.

Two distinct forms of heating elements are used

by the General Electric Company, known as the

cartridge and quartz enamel units. Both heating

units are practically ipfusible and indestructible,

but can be readily replaced if damaged by accident.

The makers have taken great care in the design

to insure the most efficient application of the heat

and sufficient radiating surface so that nearly all

the apparatus may be left in circuit indefinitely

without fear of burnout.
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serves to guard them from rusting. The accom-
panying picture illustrates an application of Elec-

troless.

NEW MUTOR CONTROLLING D.EVICE.

no-voltage release magnet is independent of the

shunt field current and the armature current.

It is in the overload device, however, that the

rheostat is made "foolproof." The overload device

is an independent, interlocking, overload circuit-

breaker, giving protection against overload at all

times and under all conditions, i. e., during ordinary

running, during the act of starting or controlling

the speed of the motor, or if the starting arm

should become stuck on any starting point and the

current then be switched, on from the outside.

The National Electrical Code states, under rule 60,

section G: "Overload release devices which are in-

operative during the process of starting the motor

will not be approved unless other circuit-breakers

or fuses are installed in connection with them."

The United States government specifications go

further, for they positively state that an overload

device which operates by short-circuiting or open-

circuiting the retaining magnet of the no-voltage

release will not be accepted.

The double-arm independent-throw circuit-break-

ers are universally specified because of the fact

that after closing one side of the circuit-breaker,

if the second side is closed and if overload exists,

the side first closed will instantly open. The Ward
Leonard Electric Company claims just such protec-

tion in the single-pole circuit-breaker which is part

of this rheostat, for to close the circuit-breaker it

is necessary to open the circuit upon the starting

contacts, and in starting, if the lever is moved to

the initial contact and short-circuit or overload

exists, the circuit-breaker will instantly open upon

its own independent contacts.

The circuit-breaker prevents the starting of the

motor too rapidly and it teaches the operator just

how to use a starter promptly.

Electric Heating and Cooking on Ship-
board.

"Electric Healing and Cooking Devices for Ma-
rine Use" is the title of a handsome publication

just issued by the General Electric Company as

Bulletin No. 4523. The pamphlet is bound in a

neat cover and contains illustrated descriptions or

small apparatus particularly useful in ships' galleys,

staterooms, smoking rooms, sick bays,' etc.

A ship's lighting plant, usually of more than

ample capacity for intermittent load, ofTers at once

an available source of supply, which, utilized for

cooking, heating, etc., would provide numerous real

and profitable conveniences with small increase in

cost.

The electric heater, on account of its compact-

ness, neatness, easy regulation and simplicity, is

ideal for stateroom use. The General Electric

Company m.inufacturcs several forms, including

luminous radiators and non-luminous air heaters.

One or two-quart water heaters, electric wash
bowls and electric shaving mugs arc familiar con~

Electrical Show at Madison Square
Garden.

The electrical show at Madison Square Garden,

New York city,, takes place September 30th to Oc-

tober gth. Plans are now formed for elaborate

electrical decorations by the numerous large and

small exhibitors. Among the exhibits will be

nearly every .invention or device used in a commer-

cial or domestic way, and expert demonstrators will

instruct the visitors.

It is the intention of the Brooklyn Edison Com-

pany to fit up a perfect modern house, built in the

Garden, with every appliance known at this date.

It will be electrically equipped from cellar to gar-

ret. This includes electric stoves, electric flatirons

and cooking apparatus of every kind. The Eastern

Cahill Telharmonic Company will fit up the gar-

den with wires and give to the visiting public elec-

tric music transmitted from a distance. Another

exhibit will be the photophone. By attaching this

instrument to any telephone one can see the per-

son speaking on the other end of -the wire. A
demonstration of the efficacy of a recently invented

burglar alarm will be given by a real live crook

from Sing Sing, now reformed. The names of the

directors are: George F. Parker, president; Walter

Neumuller, treasurer; Dudley Farrand, Arthur Wil-

liams, W. W. Freeman, James R. Strong and James

C. Young.

Resistance Devices up to lO-horse-
power Capacity.

The National Rheostat Company, 115 Franklin

Street, Chicago, has extended its line 'of resistance

devices up to capacities able to take care of a

lO-horsepower motor, securing a 50 per cent, range

of speed. For some time the company has been

making, in smaller sizes, a very compact form of

rheostat available for use as a motor speed regu-

lator, dimmer, field resistance, or for many pur-

poses where a gradual control of the current is

necessary. The resistance wire is wound on a ring

of non-conducting fireproof material, and the con-

tact arm bears directly upon the turns, insuring

fine graduation and conseciuently a low potential

difference, and no tendency to spark between ad-

jacent coils. A very ingenious arrangement com-

bines both overload and no-voltage release. A
thumb-screw adjustment makes the former adjust-

able within wide limits. The overload break oc-

curs in the presence of a strong magnetic field,

serving to extinguish the arc quickly, and the

arcing points are entirely different from the nor-

mal working contacts. In the lo-horsepower size

the ring on which the resistance is wound is iS

inches in diameter, while the length of the cioss-

section of the ring is perhaps four inches. Coni-

plcte with iron cover and steel base, the whole

apparatus measures hardly 20 inches across and

six inches high, and appears a veritable pygmy

beside the usual resistance apparatus of such ca-

pacity.
,

A New Preventive of Electrolysis.

•A recent product of the H. W. Johns-Manville

Company is called "Electroless." It is a sectional

pipe covering, one-fourth to three-eighths inch thick.

Indiana Telephone Items.

The Home Telephone Company of Jeffersonville

has petitioned the Board of Public Works for a

franchise to construct and operate a telephone

system in the city.

The Indiana Independent telephone companies
have issued a bulletin saying that they have prac-

tically gained control of the local business in In-

diana. The Independent companies in the state

claim that the service is being given at too low

a rate, and an effort will be made during the

coming year to obtain more adequate rates for

the service which is being given.

The Citizens' Telephone Company of Columbus
has purchased and taken over the Grammar Tele-

phone exchange, together with the telephone line

in the Burnesville district. The Citizens' company
recently purchased the Elizabethtown exchange, and
is after other local lines and companies in the

county, with a view of connecting up a large

system.

A movement is on foot to organize a stock
telephone company to take over the Hope Inde-
pendent Telephone Company at Hope. The prop-
erty is valued at $20,000. The movement is due
to a recent increase in the rate, as well as poor
service. If the new company is formed and ob-
tains possession of the property the rates will be
lowered.

Instructions have been sent out from the head-
quarters in Indianapolis by both the Central Union
Telephone Company and the New Long-distance
Telephone Company that rates from and after

September i6th for night service will be the same
as for day service on all the toll lines. The night
rates heretofore charged by the Central Union
were about two-thirds and that charged by the

New Long-distance about one-half of the day rates.

Overtime at the rate of one-third the initial, period
will be charged for each additional minute more
than three.

The Central Union Telephone Company, which
is moving into its elegant new building in Indi-
anapolis, will add a new feature in the form of

a typesetting machine. The machine will be used
in composition for the numerous telephone di-

r,ectories of the company in Indiana. New di-

rectories will be issued every four months, and
a list of the changes and additions will be printed

every day. The typesetting of the directories for

more than 300 cities and towns will be done on
this machine, and the managers say the plan will

effect a large saving and also furnish patrons with

speedy information. S.

ELECTROLESS'PIPK COVERING,

made of specially prepared asbestos paper in lami-

nated form, thoroughly impregnate<l and coaled

with a high-grade waterproof insulating compound,

which presents an effective barrier to the trans-

mission of electric current. It is furnished in

three-foot sections of various sizes to fit over

underground lead and iron pipes. When used upon

a system of pipes or le.td-covercd cables, "Elec-

troless" protects them from the corrosion ilue 1<>

t'lcctrotysis, c.itipcd by y.xtrancous currents, and also

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS
The Arnett (Okla.) Telephone Company has

been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000

by C. O. Shaffer and others.

The Bagley Mutual Telephone Company, Bagley,

Iowa, has been incorporated with $9,990 capital

stock and is formed by six of the lines running
into Bagley.

The annual convention of the New York State

Independent Telephone Association will be held at

Syracuse on Wednesday, September 25th. The con-
vention headquarters will be at the Yates Hotel.

R. Max Eaton, Niagara Falls, N. Y., is secretary.

Consideration of the Chicago Telephone Com-
pany's franchise extension ordinance was to "be

in order at a special meeting of the City Council
on Thursday of this week. Numerous amendments
to the ordinance as reported by the committee on
Monday night were offered and further action was
deferred until Thursday.

The New York Telephone Company announces
that, beginning September i, 1907, night rates on
long-distance calls will be discontinued. It was
found that long-distance traffic directly after 6

p. m. has become so heavy as to block the .lines

for several hours and thus give poor service to the

patrons. The abolition of the night rates will

distribute the traffic more evenlj'.

The Australian government contemplates inaugu-
rating the automatic telephone, and all persons

interested in the supplies needed may be put

upon the mailing list of the telephone department

and furnished copies of specifications, bid forni.s

and other particulars by writing the postmaster-gen-

eral, whose office is in Melbourne. It is said that

the Australian government is aliont to ask for bids

for 30 miles of telephone cables.

The Home Telephone Company of Alameda
County, Cal., has its automatic system in successful

operation in Oakland. About 1,000 subscribers'

telephones have been connected with the two central

offices in Oakland, where 3,000 subscribers have

been secured and the service is being rapidly ex-

tended. A central office in Berkeley will be prac-

tically a part of the Oakland system. Nothing has

been done' as yet toward installing the new com-

pany's system in the city of Alameda,
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Continental Europe.

P.-iris, August 26.—Carbons treated witli iiic-tallic

salts liavc been used in Germany with some suc-

cess, especially for outside liKhting. They arc used

cither in llie ordinary form of vertical lamp or in

special lamps haviriK the carbons placed at an angle

at the bottom of the lamp, In all cases Ihe voltage

which is used is about 40 volts for the lirst kind

and 45 volts for the second. Such lamps are used for

public lighting. A considerable economy is claimed

for these carbons and they consume from 0.23 to

0.28 watt per candle. As regards the color of the

light, it is cither yellow, white or pinkish, according

to the nature of the metallic salts which are used.

The yellow light is said to be the most cconom-

ical. Such lamps have been made in 1,000 and
5,000-candlepowcr sizes. The carbons iu this case

will last from six to 20 hours. 1 lowever, there is

considerable smoke or fumes from the treated car-

bons which conlines them to outside use.

Kadio-telcgrapliy is found to be useful in deter-

mining the difference of longitude between two
points where there is no telegraph circuit. Experi-

ments have been carried on in this field by Albrecht

in Germany and these proved to be quite success-

ful. Potsdam and the BrocUen were the points

chosen in order to compare the results with the

usual telegraphic method. The great radio-telegraph

post of Naucn, lying at a distance of 19 miles from
Potsdam and no miles from Berlin, was used as

a source of the waves. The differences found be-

tween the new method and the usual one were of

the order of one one-thousandth of a second of

longitude. It is to be remarked, however, that at-

mospheric disturbances have a much greater effect

upon the radio-telegraphic method.

One of the first memorial tablets to be erected

to the memory of the late Professor Curie at Paris

is a medallion which is placed on the wall of the

laboratory of the Municipal School of Physics and
Chemistry. It is the work of the sculptor Vernier,

a personal friend of Professor Curie, and represents

the latter in profile with the dates 1859-1906 and a

short inscription.

The Academy of Science of Copenhagen has re-

cently elected as foreign members Professors Ga-

briel Monod and Violle of Paris. Professor Violle

of the Paris University is well known for his work
in the field of photometry.
An interesting comparison of the different methods

of lighting which are now in use commercially is

made by M. Lockemann as regards the cost of light-

ing. For the price of one mark ($0.25) we obtain

the candlepower which is given in the following

figures for each of the usual methods of lighting;

Wax candle, 29; stearic acid candle, 70; paraffine

candle, 117; Schmitt gas burner, 418; Argand gas

burner, 556; Edison lamp, 662; Nernst lamp, 1,064;

alcohol lamp with incandescent mantle, 1,136; Ar-

gand oil burner, 1,205; tantalum lamp, 1,299; Bayen
electric lamp, 1,818; Welsbach burner, 2,632; Lucas
mantle, 3,704; Millenium mantle, 5,000. The result

thus shows greatly in favor of the incandescent

mantle lamp as regards economy. The life of the

lamp is not considered in the above estimate.

Copper deposits have been discovered in the

western part of South Africa in the Tsavo valley,

and they appear to have considerable value, accord-

ing to the reports of the prospectors connected

with the Uganda Railroad. The principal deposit

lies at 40 miles from the station of Tsavo, and

here are found great quartz veins which run par-

allel with the railroad. Here the copper is nearly

pure, or else contains sulphur. Gold is also found

in the quartz veins. At Naivobi the ore which is

taken from the recently discovered beds contains

30 per cent, of copper, and the prospectors state

that it can easily be worked. A. de. C.

Great Britain.

London, August 29.—In Aberdeen there exists a

small mileage of underground conduits in which
bare copper-strip cables are used. Since the early

part of 1903 there have been periodical explosions,

and investigations have followed as a natural course.

Although the early explosions have been traced

to the explosion of coal gas, due to a service cable

failing in an end box, subsequent troubles have
not been definitely traced. A series of tests was
carried out in which a service cable, built into a

manhole, was intentionally short-circuited. This
demonstrated the possibility of an explosion in

the absence of coal gas or any other explosive gas,

for the manhole was lifted. The conclusion was
arrived at from these experiments that the ex-
plosions could easily have been due to the sudden
heating and consequent expansion of the air in the

manhole. Experiments were next carried out with
ventilated manholes, but it was found that a six-

inch square hole cut in a 26 by 24-inch cover did
not make any appreciable difference to the height
to which the cover was lifted by the explosion.
Fan ventilation, which has been found successful
in other places where these conduits are used, is

impracticable in Aberdeen, while experiments with
bolted-down covers have also been, unsuccessful.
The results arrived at are, therefore, that without
the presence of coal gas in the manhole an ex-

plosion will occur if a cable fails with a suffi-

ciently heavy current behind it, wiiile if coal gas
be present, the explosion will be much more seri-

ous. The head of the gas deparlnieiit at Aberdeen
has made the interesting discovery that coal gas
may, by filtering through a suflicient thickness of
earth, become (piite odorless, but will conllnue lo

relaiii its explosive elcmeius. The city electrical

engineer reports that the only solution of the mat-
ter is the replacement of the conduit system by Ihe
solid system, and this has been agreed to by the
Town Council.

lutercsling figures arc given in the annual report
of the engineer to the City of I^ndon Corporation,
in which he deals with a number of matters. He
states that during the year igo6 the experiment
which is being carried out, in certain streets by the
substitution of gas for electric lighliug has resulted
in a saving of about $2,500 in maintenance. Of
course in this comparison he is comparing modern
high-pressure gas lighting with arc lamps, with
basket-pattern lanterns having very thick glass, in-

stalled 15 years ago. No doubt the new experi-
ment and exhibition of street arc lighting which
is to be conducted during the winter mouths will

alter opinions in many quarters. In regard to

overhead wires in the City—which, by the way,
only has an area of one square mile—there are
now nearly 750,000 spans crossing public thorough-
fares, compared with 700,000 last year. Of course
the National Telephone Company is largely re-

sponsible for this state of affairs, although it is

a position forced upon it in the past. Complaints
are frequently made of the obstruction to street

traffic by the continual opening of street boxes,
and it is to be noted that during 1906, in the City
alone, the telephone manholes were opened on
nearly 2,000 occasions; and this number does not
include mere inspections.

Aluminum insulated cables have now been placed
upon the market here by Messrs. Johnson &
Phillips in sizes ranging from 0.05 to i.o square
inch sections. Curiously enough, with the advent
of these cheaper cables, from the metal point of
view, there appears to have been a fairly sub-
stantial drop in the price of copper, which I see
now stands at about $425.

In connection with my article a short time back
upon the report of the committee appointed to

deal with the interference caused by the Green-
wich generating station of the London County
Council, it is interesting to note the remarks of

the Astronomer Royal upon the matter. In his

annual report he strongly supports the recommen-
dation that the whole matter sliould be reviewed
in two years' time. The tremors caused by the
vibration of the generating plant he thinks can
be effectually, damped out by making the film

of mercury in the amalgamated trough as thin

as possible, but he thinks there is a strong possi-

bility that they cause the telescopes to oscillate

to such an extent as to interfere with the delicate

work of which they are capable, such as the ob-
servation of close double stars with the large tele-

scope. He regards the recommendations of the
committee as the minimum which is absolutely
necessary, and thinks that a further reduction in

the height of the chimneys may be required to

safeguard the Greenwich meridian work.
The following figures taken from the accounts

of the A'arious electric railways in London throw
interesting light upon the severity of motor-omnibus
competition. The Central London Railway carried

during the half year ended June 30th, 2,075,-

oco less passengers than in the corresponding pe-

riod of igo6; the Metropolitan Railway carried 74s,-
000 less; and the Metropolitan District 7,333,000
less. On the other hand the City and South Lon-
don company's traffic increased by 1,004,000 pas-
sengers, and that of the Great Northern and City
Railway by 1,417,000. But who carried the dif-

ference between these gains and the heavy losses

on the other hand? G.

Dominion of Canada.
Winnipeg, Man., September 7.—Alexander & Budd

supply light and power for the city of Calgary,
Alberta. A rival company is making arrangements
for the erection of a plant. The new power con-
cern is to be established at Radnor, Alberta, and
the promoters are the Alberta Portland Cement
Company of Calgary.

The Winnipeg City Council has voted $20,000

toward paying the cost of one duct in conduits

for the government telephone system to be built

in Winnipeg. F. E. Cambridge, city electrician,

can give particulars.

A sub-committee of the Winnipeg City Council

has recommended to the council that at the next

civic election the ratepayers be asked to vote on
a bylaw for the raising of $200,000 for the con-

struction of a conduit system in the central por-

tion of the city in which electric wires for street

lighting will be placed. Ducts in these conduits
w-iU probably be rented to the Winnipeg Electric

Street Railroad Company and other companies
using high-tension wires. The idea is to get all

the wires in the city underground just as soon as

possible.

The British Columbia Electric Street Railroad

Cornpiin^ liai planned a large amount of work in
llic vicmily of Vancouver, B. C. In order to
deiiioiislratc to the jmblic (he supcrioriiy of the "T"
rail llie company will rctrack Hastings Street,
Vancouver, willi this rail, pulling viirilicd brick
iicxl to llic rail. The company has also decided
10 jMil in a motor lo swing llie Lulu Island bridge,
owing lo llic great delay occasioned each lime the
bridge is swung by liand power. The grading for
the new pipe line, which is to add 10,000 horse-
power lo the present supply, is complelcd and a
portion of the piping will be shipped lo the grade
at once. '1 he rock work on the approach to Ihc
luiinel, through which the pipe line will run, h
completed, and Messrs, Ironsides, Kannc and Camp-
bell are driving the lunnel at Ihc rale of JS
feet (ler day. The lunnel will be 14 by feel,
K. li. Sperling, Vancouver, B, C, is general super-
intendent of the company.
The receipts of the municipal street railway at

Port Arthur, Ontario, for the month of August
were $8,315.05, against $7,308,80 for the corre-
sponding month last year.
At a recent meeting of the Winnipeg power

committee the question of selling electricity to
small towns between the city and the power plant
at Lac du Bonnet was brought up. Application
will be made to the Legislature for such rights.
Cecil B. Smith, civic power expert, Winnipeg, is

in charge, r,

Indiana.

Indianapolis, September 7,—Charles Murdock of
the Fort Wayne and Wabash Valley Traction Com-
pany has gone to Philadelphia to attend a meeting
of the officials with a view of closing a contract
with an express company lor the handling of ex-
press over the company's line between Fort Wayne
and Lafayette. The United States Express Com-
pany is now operating over the line under a tem-
porary contract. Several other express companies
are also desirous of securing the concession.
The Central Indiana Lighting Company, which

recently purchased the Columbus street-car system
of Columbus, has discontinued the use of street-
car checks and is now charging passengers a
straight five-cent fare. Previously checks when
purchased in quantities amounting to $5 were se-
cured at the rate of three cents per check. The
increase in the passenger rate is meeting with
considerable opposition, notwithstanding the com-
mendable improvements that are being made in the
system.

The commissioners of Marshall County have or-
dered an election to be held October 5th to vote on
a subsidy tax of $56,000 in Center Township in aid
of the Logansport and South Bend Traction Com-
pany, which is building a line between Logansport
and South Bend by way of Plymouth.
The important announcement is made from Ham-

mond that the Murdock-Hanna street-railway syn-
dicate has taken over the South Chicago City Rail-
way and the Hammond, Whiting and East Chicago
Electric Street Railway Company, and will here-
after operate them. It is also reported that Dwight
E, Cameron and O, Gauthier, president and sec-
retary, respectively, of these systems, have resigned.
It is declared that the Murdock-Hanna syndicate
has secured control of these hues for the purpose
of obtaining ingress into Chicago for the Chicago,
Lake Shore and South Bend interurban road now
being constriicted between South Bend and Indiana
Harbor, This movement is regarded as one of the
most important interurban movements that have
taken place in Northern Indiana for several years.
As a result of a federal injunction the authorities

of the city of Richmond were restrained from
stopping the operation of cars by the Terre Haute,
Indianapolis and Eastern Traction Company and
the Dayton and Western Traction Company through
Richmond, According to an ordinance adopted by
the City Council, any attempt to operate cars after
September 6th would have resulted in wholesale
arrests of the crews. The injunction, however, was
served on the mayor at midnight, and the merits
of the question will be decided by a hearing of
the case in the federal court at Indianapolis on
October 7th,

The Board of Public Works of Richmond in a
signed statement declares that the city's electric-
light and power plant is not mismanaged nor the
superintendent incompetent. The board admits there
has been a series of accidents at the plant which
have not been explained satisfactorily. The board
intimates that while there is some belief that a
conspiracy exists to damage the citj''s plant with
a view of bringing it into disrepute and the sale
thereof to a private corporation, there has been
no real or tangible evidence upon which to base
that belief. The citizens of Richmond are coming
more than ever to the conclusion that a private
lighting company controlled by an eastern syndi-
cate will take advantage of the chaotic condition
of affairs in connection with the municipal plant
so as to prevail upon the City Council to consider
the sale of the plant.

The Lowell Light and Power Company of Low-
ell, Ind., recently organized by Clifford Wiley of
Chicago, which purchased the electric-light plant
of the Lowell Electric Light Company, is making
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arrangements to build an entirely new and modern
plant. S. S.

New York.

New York City, September 7.—The two cast-

iron tubes of the Battery Tunnel from Manhattan
to Brooklyn have proved so weak that it has been

found necessary to strengthen them with a lining,

which is practically another tube inside each origi-

nal tube. The construction of the new tubes will

mean that Brooklyn will have to wait many more
months before the tunnel can be opened to the

public. The most serious effect of this additional

construction is to cut down the clearances for the

cars by several inches. At an earlier date it was
found that these same tubes had flattened out and
had consequently cut down this clearance to a

minimum, and it was found necessary to roud these

tubes out and to put in special strengthening.

After a long conference with counsel of the In-

terborough-Metropolitan Company the authorities

of that corporation ha\'e decided not to comply with

the demands of the Public Service Commission,
that it be permitted to examine the books of that

company. The ground on which the demand is to

be refused is that the commission, under the law
of its creation, has not jurisdiction over holding
companies.
The Public Service Commission of the Second

District has announced that a series of conferences
W'lth the heads of the several mechanical depart-

ments of the leading railroads has been held to

formulate plans and rules for the inspection of

locomotive boilers and that these rules would go
into effect at once. These rules provide for the

time and methods of inspection of all parts, in-

cluding steam gauges, safety valves, stay-ljolts, etc.

Providing 50 50-horsepower motors was the only
item to which the Coney Island and Brooklyn Rail-

road objected at the hearing which the Public Serv-
ice Commission held on the recent order to the

company to show cause why a certain number of

improvements should not be made. Among ttie

improvements to be made are the installation of
new circuit-breakers on practically all of the cars,

100 drip pans and for 10 new^ combination cars to

be equipped with so-horsepower motors. Other
orders related to a different sort of headlight and
to the appearance of the numbers on the front of

the cars. The Coney Island and Brooklyn Railroad
is one of the first to be considered by the new
commission, which will ultimately take up each and
every railway and lighting system in and around
the greater city. E. H. S.

Ohio.

Toledo, September 7.—Fall business among the

local electrical establishments is not coming to the

front as fast as some predicted that it would. The
season is* either considerably behind or else it will

be lighter than usual.

The Lima and Toledo Traction Company is seek-

ing an entrance into the city over its own right-

of-way. Application was made last week for the

purchase of a strip of state land needed to com-
plete its right.

T he Columbia Mutual Telephone Company at

Elyria, Ohio, has purchased the exchange oi the
Elyria Southern Teiepnone Company, a toll com-
pany. The subscribers formed the mutual company
and bought the system to avoid a raise in rates.

'

Chair cars and buffet service are in store for
patrons of the Detroit United and Lake Shore elec-

tric railways between Detroit and Cleveland by way
of Toledo. Estimates for the service are now being
secured.

A proposition has been submitted by the Dayton
Lighting Company to light the monument on North
Main Street with 2,000 electric lights free of charge,
the lights to be so arranged as to form the word
"Dayton." Four streamers of electric lights will

extend from the ape.x to the four corners of the
base with a rope of light entirely around the base.
It is probable that the city of Dayton will accept
this generous offer to light the soldiers' monument.
The position of electrician has been provided by

the authorities at Lima, Ohio, and will be filled by
ex-Fire Chief Coates.
The total valuation of intcrurban roads in Ohio,

according to the figures in the office of the auditor
of state is $12,731,780, as against $11,664,041 in 1906,
an increase of $1,067,739.

President Frank L. Beam of the Ohio Independ-
ent Telephone Association, Columbus, is enjoying
a three uf,).-' vncalion in Denver. H. L, S.

Illinois.

Peoria, September 7.—Springfield is getting ready
/or the stale fair. This week the contract for
placing the electric lights in ihe downtown district
was let. The lights will be placed on each side
of the street, alwul three feet apart, and arches
will be built across the streets, which will make
a canopy efTcct. The courthouse will also be com-
pletely covered with incandescent lights.

The Illinois Traction Company will put into
-ervice between Springfield ar.d St. Louis two

new chair cars. These cars are larger and have a

larger seating capacity than the regular car, being
equipped with all the latest improvements, and pro-
vided W'ith the regular passenger compartments,
smoking room and baggage room.
The Central Union Telephone Company will be

asked to secure a franchise through the village of
Bartonville. The company says that it was on the
ground before the village was incorporated and
can sec no reason why it should apply for a
franchise.

Negotiations for the purchase of the express
business of the Illinois Traction System by tlie

Wells-Fargo Express Company are said to be in

progress by the two companies. In the event of

the express company taking over the business it

will conduct it in the same manner as it does the

steam-road business—the traction company will fur-

nish the cars and haul them to the destination, but
the express company will handle the business. The
express company is now doing business with the
interurbans in the states of Indiana and Ohio.
The Southwestern Electric Train Bulletin Com-

pany of Jacksonville has been incorporated with a

capital stock of $50,oco to do a manufacturing
business. The incorporators are Franklin A. Jen-
nings, William L. Duff and William S. Phillips.

The City Council of the city of Quincy has
granted the St. Louis, Terre Haute and Quincy
Traction Company a so-year franchise. The ordi-

nance is very liberal and gives the company the

use of some of the best streets. The company
will lay two or three miles of track in the city

limits and will have specially gpod accommoda-
tions in the business districts.

At a meeting of the Illinois railway and w-are-

house commissioners, Messrs. Willoughby and Kil-

patrick reported that the fatal wreck on the

Charleston and M'attoon electric interurban roacl

was due to the lack of a s}'stem of dispatching. At
the same meeting the commissioners instructed the

secretary to at once notify all of -the interurban
railway companies organized and operating under
the laws of Illinois to furnish the department with
such rules and regulations for the operation of
cars and trains on their respective systems as
they now have in force. The company, as a re-

sult of the wreck, has gone i^to the hands of a
receiver. W. T. Avery, cashier of the Mattoon
Savings Bank, has qualified by filing a bond for
$io,oco. This takes with it the Mattoon City
Railway Company and the Mattoon Light and
Power Company. Mr. Avery announces that he
will at once install a dispatching system to insure
the passengers' safety. Many suits for damages
are expected to follow. The directors of the three
companies are E. A. Porter (president), Arthur
W. Underwood (secretary), L. C. Rose (treasurer),
P. S. Grosscup and Francis S. Peabo'dv. V. N.

Pacific S'ope.

San Francisco, September 4.—Louis Glass, vice-

president of the Pacific Telephone Company, has
been convicted of bribery of San Francisco super-
visors, with the object of preventing the Plome
Telephone Company from securing a franchise for
a competing system. According to the confessions
of a number of the supervisors, they later took
money from a representative of the Home company
and granted the franchise for a comparatively small
sum. E. J. Zimmer, whose testimony before the
grand jury caused the indictment of Mr. Glass on
charge of signing the check for the bribe money,
refused to repeat his testimony before the first

trial jury, and a disagreement resulted.
.
On the

next trial j\lr. Glass was convicted on circum-
stantial evidence. He \vas committed to the county
jail pending the hearing of a motion for an ap-
peal and today was sentenced to five years in San
Quentin.
The Southern Pacific Railroad Company has ap-

plied for an electric franchise in .Alameda, Cal.

It covers only the present Broad-gauge and not the
narrow-gauge roads, but several branch or feeder
lines, along streets as yet untouched by railroads.

The application is for an overhead-trolley system
for 50 years, with five-cent fares between stations.

There are two applications for the franchise, one
made by the Central Pacific and one by the South
Pacific Coast. The Central Pacific covers the

broad-gauge, or north shore line, and the South
Pacific Coast the south shore, or narrow-gauge
route.

The Snow Mountain Power Company will enter
the electric field at Napa, Cal., and also that, of
Vallejo and Oakland, in addition to supplying
Marin, Sonoma, Mendocino, Glenn and Colusa
counties. G. F. Connors of Calisloga, secretary of
the St. Helena Gas and Electric Company, an-
nounces that by December ist the lines of the
company would be strung through the entire Napa
Valley, and that not only every city and town
would be supplied, but that Vallejo and Oakland
will be furnished with light and power. At St.

Helena the company will have a working aprcc-
ment with the St. Helena Gas and Electric Com-
pany, whereby the present plant in operation will

be remodeled .so as to use the Snow ^lountaiii

current and to lie used as a distributing station for

the power, which wjU be sold ti3 farmers through-
out the entire valley.

The work of completing the tracks of the Central
California Traction Company into Lodi, Cal., has
been pushed to completion.
Acting on a favorable opinion from the city

attorney, the Los Angeles City Council has voted
to advertise for the sale of a third-rail franchise
along Hill and West Sixteenth streets.

C. H. Weed, engineer and electrician, of Los
Angeles, has been in Turlock, Cal., trying to pro-
mote electric-light and water plants. Mr. Weed
desires to buy a block of land in a desirable loca-
tion and erect an electric-light plant. Provisions
are also made for a water system to be used for
domestic purposes and fire protection. A company
has been incorporated to be known as the Turlock
Electric and Water Company.
Stone & Webster of Boston, under the name of

the Puget Sound International Railway Company,
have purchased the street-railway lines of Everett,
including a line from that city to Snohomish.
With the purchase of the line the company intends
to supply Everett with power generated from the
plant at Nooksack Falls, now in process of con-
struction. Coupled with the Snoqualmie plant, said
to be owned by them, the big power establishment
at Electron and a new plant to be built on upper
White River, the company will have four large
plants, generating enough electricity to operate the
network of railways owned by them.
The Wenatchee Electric Company, which in-

creased its capital stock to $150,000 a few weeks
ago, has filed a mortgage with the Scandinavian
Bank of Seattle as trustee for $300,000, funds to

be used in the development of a large electric plant
in Wenatchee. Arthur Gunn is president of the
company. The building of a gas plant is only the
beginning of work in view by the company.
William piggott, president of the Seattle Car

Manufacturing Company, stated to the board of
county commissioners recently that his corporation
intended to build at once a $250,000 plant at Teuton
to take the place of the one which burned at

Youngstown.
A report from Vancouver, B. C, is to the effect

that James A. Moore of Seattle will be in Van-
couver next week to select a site for a large elec-

tric smelter, steel structural works and iron foun-

dry for handling ore from Texado and Vancouver
islands.

The City Council of Daj-ton, Ore. is investi-

gating the matter of securing a waterwheel and
dynamo, wnth a view to establishing an electric-light

plant for Dayton.
In order to install the 5^ fire-alarm bo.xes re-

cently purchased by the Fire Commission of Port-

land, Ore, the ways and means committee has
appropriated $35,433 to cover the expense of run-

ning wires and placing boxes in the different dis-

tricts of the city. Wherever the Home Telephone
Company lines run, its poles will be utilized.

Contracts will soon be let for the construction

of an electric plant at Katolla, .\laska, to generate

1,500 horsepower for use in connection w-ith railroad

construction work. The Guggenheim interests are

behind the new railroad project. The present plans
include the construction of 10 to 20 miles of trestle

w-ork and the erection of general office buildings,

hospital and 23 bunk houses and mess houses.

A.

PERSONAL.
Mr. Samuel Insull, president of the Chicago

Edison Company, returned last week from a short

visit to England. It was his fifty-third transatlantic

passage.

C. F. Hambfliy has been appointed general super-

intendent of transportation of the Illinois Traction

System. The office is a new one, and Mr. Hamb-
fhy will have charge of all the transportation of

the large electric-railway system, with offices in

Springfield, 111.

The place left A'acant by the decease of Henri
iMoissau, the noted French scientist, in the Coun-
cil of the Astro-physical Observatory of Meudoii.

near Paris, has now been filled by Prof. Henri
Poincare, the well-known physicist and professor

at the University of Paris.

James W. King, manager of the Citizens' Tele-

phone Company of Columbus, Ind., has resigned

to enter business on the Pacific Coast. The com-
pany is at present making cxteiisi\'e improvements
in the plant and is gaining p:itrons. John Hosea
of the New Lohg-ilislauce Telephone Company.
Indianapolis, has been appointed to succeed Mr.
King as manager.

Charles Ross Thurman, who is connected with

the General Electric Company at I..ynn, Mass., and
Miss Eliza Carter Thornton were married at the

University of Virpinia on August 28th. The bride

is a daughter of Prof. William M. Thornton, dean
of the engineering department at the university,

Mr. Thurman graduatcil from the university with
the degrees of electrical .and mechanichl engineer,

and he has been with the General Electric Com
paiiy for several years.
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Ihc IClcloratlu S|)nnss (.Mo.i lili'Cliic GjiniKiiiy's

|,.iWLT house, valued ;it $15,000. has bc'cn (k'slroytd

l.y t'nc.

L. W. Nelson of Mescalero, N. M., has made
application for an elcctrie-liglit franchise in Hig-

^.'ins, Tex.

Gibbon, Nel)., is cansiderinK llie eslablishnicnl of

^in electric-light plant. .\ ei>;ninitlee has been ap-

pointed to investigate the cost.

The Haton Kouge Wectric Company has been in-

corporated with a capital of $750,000 to operate a

light plant and street-car system in Baton Rouge,

l.a,

.\ lighting contract was recently closed between

the city of Dnluth. Minn., and the Water, Light

and IVnver Company. It calls for JOJ arc lights

at $()5 per lamp and additional ones at $58 each.

The White City .\nnisemcnt Company of Hot
Springs, Ark., recently incorporated with a capital

of $500,000, of which $50,000 is paid, will put in

an amusenicnt park, 'i he charter allows the oper-

ation of electric plants and waterworks.

The .\mcricus Railway and Power Company has

been incorporated with a capital of $250,000 to do

an cicctric-railw.-iy. lighting and power business in

anil about Amcricus, Ga. .Among the incorporators

are W. A. Dodson and A. W. Smith of .Amcricus,

J. F. Lewis of Valdosta and Congressman E. B.

Lewis of Montezuma, Ga.

City Electrician Pfiester of Cincinnati. Ohio, has

made a detailed report on the proposed illumination

nf the Eden Park water tower. He recommends
that 1,000 electric lights be placed on the tower

in the form of a circle around the top of the dome
am! a vertical row- from bottom to top. He esti-

mates the cost of installation at $1,500 and the

annual cost at $2,oco.

Rids for the installation of a conduit system of

lighting for artistic cluster lights will be opened
by the Board of Public Works of Seattle, Wash.,
September 2ist. ' Lights will consist of clusters of

five each, four to be placed on each side of the

street in each block. Cost of installation is esti-

mated at $150,000 and will be borne by the abutting

property. It is expected that installation will re-

quire one }ear.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Milwaukee and Northern Railway Company

has reported to the police of Milwaukee, Wis., that

thieves had cut dow-n and carried off about 25,000

feet of trolley w'ire between Milwaukee and Cedar-
burg.

A plan is being considered for an electric road
from Minneapolis to La Crosse. Wis. This is being
backed by the owners of the La Crosse Water
Power Company, which has nearly completed its

plant at Hatfield, Wis.

Work on the extension of the Northw-estern Ele-

vated Railroad from Chicago to Evanston, 111., is

to be rushed so as to be completed by the first of
next year. xArrangements are being made to secure
new cars and equipment for this branch

; 40 cars

are to be delivered before November 1st. and more
are to follow.

To prevent accidents similar to that on the Mat
toon-Charleston line, llic Illinois Traction Company,
which controls probably the most extensive in-

terurbaii system in the stale, is inslallini; a block-

signal system on all its lines.

The Ilatliesburg (Miss.) Traction Company has
lately increased its capital to $500,000. It has se-

cured the franchises of the electric-light and power,
gas and street-railway companies and will construct
a large central power Imnse for all those allied

interests.

Rumors are current thai ihe Chicago and Oak
Park Elevated Railway is contemplating an exten-
sion to Elgin, 111. Color was given to these .ac-

counts by an investigation made by .\lr. Lloyd
Jones, civil engineer for the road, into the probable
difficidties to be encountered on the line.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Engineering Specially Conip.iny, 14.) Liberty

Street. New York city, has just issued Bulletin

106, a descriptive booklet illustraling but one of its

departments, viz., dirccl-curreiu motors, dynamos
and their various combinations. The company fias

a fully ecjuipped modern factory with every fa-

cility for rapid and accurate production, and a

competent engineering staff. This bulletin or any
of those covering the four other departments will

be sent on request.

"On the Art of Cutting Metals." by Frederick
W. Taylor, M. E., Sc. D.. which was the presiden-
tial address presented at the last annual meeting
of tlie .American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
has been reprinted and bound in cloth by the soci-

ety; price, $3. This or any other publication of
the society may be had by addressing the secretary.

29 West Thirty-ninth Street, New York. It is

not necessary to send orders through members.
None of the publications of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers is copyrighted.

The New Idea Catalogue of electric-light and
power supplies and net price list has just been is-

sued by the Commercial Electrical Supply Company
of St. Louis, Mo. It contains the 1907 Fire Pre-
vention Bureau rules. The price list is made up
with light-faced type for factory shipment material
and heavy-faced type for stock shipment material.
On the front cover of the price list are two col-
umns to indicate change in prices during the cur-
rent month, one indicating goods advanced and the
other goods declined. It also contains complete
information pertaining to conduit construction. The
book will be sent upon request.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
The electric-lighting plant of the University of

Mississippi was burned a few days ago. entailing
a loss of $IO,oco. Spontaneous combustion of the
coal is supposed to have been the origin of the fire.

The Chicago Association of Commerce has pub-
lished its constitution and by-laws as revised Au-
gust I, 1907. The purpose of this organization is

toward a united non-partisan effort for the ad-
vancement of the commerce, industry and public
interests of Chicago, and the officers and members
are doing commendable work in this direction, ilr.
David R. Forgan is president and Mr. Harry A.
WHieeler is general secretary.

TRADE NEWS.
the .Ain.iienrs' Lleclric Supply (.'(rnpany, I'e

oria, III., hai been organi/ed ai an electric mail-

order house, catering 10 the trade of youths and
young men intcroled in experimental supplic^t.

The company solicits catalogues and estimates from
firms marjufact'uring gumit in its line.

Announcement is made that Ihe new building
of the Wcslinghouse Elcclrie and .Manufacluring
Company at iis works at East I'iltsburg, I'a., will

be re.idy about September istli. It is 400 by 70
feet in grounil dimensions, eight stories high and
cost about $500,000. It will be used for the detail

and supply department.

The Bossert Electric Construction Company,
Utica, N. y., has disposed of the switchboard and
panel-board department of its business to the Nye-
Icc Switchboard Comiiany, Twenty-eighth Street

and First Avenue, New York cily, which company
has the sole right to manufacture Bossert type
switches and pane! Ixjards. 'Ihe former gupcrin-
tendent of this department at the Bossert factory

will be in charge of the new f;ictory, which will

be represented by the R. B. Corey Company, 39-41
Corllandt Street, New York cily, as sales agent.

That the business of its former customers in this

department will be given to the new concern is

the wish of the. Bossert company.

Having been obliged for the last year to main-
tain Pacific Coast headquarters in Oakland instead

of San Francisco, the Standard Underground Cable
Company of Pittsburg has now permanently re-

located at Nos. 511 to 514 .Shreve Building, San
Francisco, Cal. A. E. Saurman continues as Pa-
cific Coast manager. The company's new Oakland
factory is four times as large as the old -factory
which was diistroyed !)y fire shortly after the earth-
quake last year. It is as nearly fireproof as pos-
sible, equipped with new up-to-date machinery for
the manufacture on short notice of insulated wires
and cables for practically any service. It is also
equipped with complete warehouse facilities for
handling the products of the company's eastern
factories carried in stock for Coast deliverv.

BUSINESS.
Following the tests recently made on the 1,000-

kilowatt Allis-Chalmers turbo-alternator now in op-
eration for some months past at -the power house
of the Kokomo, Marion and Western Traction
Company, Kokomo, Ind., this company placed an
order with the AUis-Chalmers Company for a dupli-
cate of the turbine unit - installed, comprising a
1,000-kiIowatt turbine driving a I,coo-kilowatt al-

ternator, with turbo jet condensing system com-
plete. The second unit just ordered will be placed
beside the first one in the power house at Kokomo
and will furnish power for lighting and railway
service.

A large order for railway equipment has just
been contracted for with the General Electric Com-
pany by the Utah Light and Railway Company of
Salt Lake City. ' The Utah company is planning
large extensions to its present 90 miles of track
and will install 50 new cars. The contract calls

for 50 complete quadruple equipments, consisting
of 200 GE-80 40-horsepower motors with K-28
controllers. In addition, the company has ordered
74 GE-80 motors, with extra controllers, circuit-
breakers, rheostats, etc., for the re-equipment of
old cars.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
864.781. Universal Outlet or Junction Box. John

L. Gleason, Boston, Mass. Application filed

May 31, 1906.

Strip springs are provided, on outside of opening with
one end fastened to wall of box and other end ex-
tending slightly over edge of opening so as to permit
a flexible conduit to be passed outwardly, but not in-

wardly.

864.782. Tumbling Barrel. Harry J. Guttman,
Chicago, 111., assignor of one-third to Alex-
ander E. Keith and one-third to Samuel Cole,

Chicago, 111. Application filed August 7, 1905.

An electro-plating machine comprises a rotatable
tumbling barrel, means for changing the angle or in-

clination of the barrel while the same is in motion.
The barrel has cathode terminals on its inner walls
and an axial anode.

864,798. Portable Hoist. James L. Pilling, Chi-
cago, 111. Application filed October 3. 1906.

A compact electric- hoist; armature and fields both re-

volve, being geared together so that fields beecome wind-
ing drum.

864,840. Apparatus for Electrically Removing and
Severing Metal. Royal E. Frickey, Berkeley,

Cal. Application filed June 29, 1906.

An electrode and holder for same, surrounded- by a
refractory sleeve, having a detachable refractory thimble
at its outer end.

864,842. Electric Drive for Paper-making and Like
Machines. James R. Happer, Linwood, Scot-
land, assignor of one-half' to James Bertram &
Son, Limited, ' Edinburgh, Scotland. Applica-
tion filed January 4, 1907.

A system of electrically driving machines composed
of sections driven at variable speed, comprising supply

Issued (United States Patent Office) September j, igo^.

mains, a motor generator for generating a current of
variable voltage which may be opposed or added to that
from the mains and a separate motor provided for each
section having its own regulating device and driven bv
the current from the mains and the generator.

864,846. Power-transmission Device. Charles D.
Jenney, Indianapolis, Ind. Apphcation filed June
23, 1904.

A high speed motor is provided with brackets carry-
ing a counter-shaft, a large pulley on which is con-
nected to a small pulley on the armature shaft by a short
belt tightened by means of an idler pulley.

864,858. Automatic Circuit-closer. Hermann G.

^
.

Pape, New York, N. Y. Original application
filed June 16, 1904. Divided and this application
filed September 23, 1905.

An operator's receiver contains a switch, which closes
when the operator puts the head band over her head.

864.887. Supervisory System for Telephone Lines.
William W. Dean, Chicago, 111., assignor to the
Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Company, Chi-
cago, III. .\pplication filed January 25, 1904.

A supers- isory signal is connected with a cord circuit
through relays, so as to operate when the cord circuit
is used.

864.888. Trolley-wire Crossover. David H. Doak,
Morgan Park, III, assignor of one-third to

Charles Oldenburg, Qiicago, 111., and one-third

to W. H. Conrad, Blue Island, 111. Application

filed October 11, 1905. .

One trolley wire runs straight through on. an insu-

lated rough-shaded block; the other has two swinging
runaways that are actuated by the passage of the trolley

to span the gap occupied by the continuous wire.

864,899. Step Switch. Christian Kramer, Frank-
fort-on-the-Main, Germany, assignor to Felten
& Guilleaume-Lahmeyerwerke Actien-Gesell-
schaft, Frankfort-on-the-Main. Germany. Ap-
plication filed January 16, 1907.
A switch having an operating and a contact lever ec-

centrically mounted with regard to each other, so ar-
ranged that the operating lever moves the other onlv
step by step in one direction, but freelv in the othe'r
direction.

864,909. Sound-producing Device. John P. Northey.
Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Application filed

July 9, 1906.

A cylinder with annul .r orifices contains a hollow
piston cpen at one end and having similar orifices; to
the head of the piston is attached a- piston rod having
a direct current ceil about it, making it a permanent
magnet, beyond which is an iron cere surrounded by
an alternating current ceil, which gives reciprocating
motion to piston and produces sound.

864,912. Jointed Trolley Pole. Harry Padlev. Elv-
ria, Ohio. Application filed June, i, 19015.

A t^vo part trolley pole, hinged at center to "permit
swinging of the upper part inward and downward upo:i
the lower part, and a spring fixed on lower part ru
catch and hold the upper part when the pole collapses.

864.915. Elevator Signaling: Apparatus. Charles A.
Reiners, Hoboken, N.

J., assignor to the Ele-
vator Supply and Repair Company, Chicago,. .111.

Application filed April 9, 1907.

An_ electric signaling, system ad-pted to two cars,, has-
a_ light in each car controlled by passengers, wishing "to-

signal operator; this lights when car aoproacires" ;floor
2nd there also lights a signal lamp on floor; - both '.these
are extinguished when car passes the floor.
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864,928. Electrolytic Production of Earth-Alkali

Metals. George O. Seward and Franz von

Kiigelgen, Holcombs Rock, Va., assignors to

the Virginia Laboratory Company, New York,

N. Y. AppHcation filed April 25, 1906.

The current density at a submerged cathode is main-
tained so high that the metal is formed there in a fused

state and then passes through a cooler portion of the

electrolyte to a suitable collector. (See cut.)

NO. 864,928.—ELECTROLYTIC PRODUCTION OF METALS.

864,930. Receptacle for Electricat and Other De-
vices. Robert Siegfried, Pittsburg, Pa., as-

signor to the Westinghouse Electric and Man-
ufacturing Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Applica-

tion filed October 3, 1905.

A tank for transformers or other apparatus has a
separate base with an annular recess outside of tank,

a cover with an annular channel to fit top edge of tank
and bolts to clamp the tank between the base and the
cover.

864,947. Clamp for Electric Wires. Elisha W.
Buffinton, Fall River, Mass., assignor of one-
half to Marietta M. Huggett, Fall River, Mass.
Application filed May i, 1907.

A knob or cleat consisting of base and cap, having
two grooves for wires and a short groove and tongue
between these to interlock the base and cap.

864,950. Telegraph Transmitter. Josiah A. Carter,

Jr., Atlanta, Ga. Application filed March 4,

1907.

'A combination of a vibrator, key lever, adjusting
screw weights, an auxiliary lever contacting with the
vibrator and with the key lever, and a movable stop;
the key lever controlling the action of the vibrator, stop
and bar. (Sec cut.)

864,957. Portable Search Light. John Dickens, Pas-
saic, N. J., assignor to the Standard Sheet
Metal Company. Application filed October 8,

1904.

A flash light set in a tube with some dry cells has
an adjustably focussing lens and a special contact button.

864,959. Tank Alarm. Glen F. Elliott, Delmar,
Del. Application filed April 20, 1907.

A weight controlled by the rise and fall of a float in

the tank closes an alarm circuit at adjustable points.

864,961. Automatic Electric Gong-ringing Device

for Street Cars. Nathan Fallek and George
F. Wolfe, Denver, ' Colo., assignors to the

Standard Electro-automatic Signal Device Com-
pany, Denver, Colo. Application filed April

22, 1907.

The top of the controller has a ring containing con-

tacts; a contact arm extends from the controller shaft
and engages these contacts, thus ringing the gong, when
the controller handle is turned.

864,965. Trolley Head. James D. Gibbs; Louis-

ville, Ky. Application filed January 15, 1906.

A trolley wheel having one flange integral with the
bub and the other threaded on the hub, with a collar

or tread portion made of removable segments clamped
between the fixed and threaded flanges.

NO. 864,950.—TELEGRAPH TRANSMITTER.

864,968. Multiple Needle Holder for Electrolysis.

Edward W. Johnson, Chicago, 111. Application

filed June 28, 1907.

A support having a number of arms endinff in needle
holders and means whereby these holders may be held in

any desired position, the needle holders being in elec-

trical connection with a socket on the support.

864,971. Electric Signaling Device. Alfred Larsson,
Buffalo, N. Y. Application filed June 9, 1906.

An electromagnet has an armature to which is fas-

tened a spiral epring and a hammer.

864,995. Junction-box-covcr Rosette. Frank J.

Russell, New York, N. Y, Application filed

October 20, 1906.

A drop cord rosette has a base, with terminal plates
And coupling alccvcs, and a cap with service tcrminalA
ond assembling ecrcwi.

865,011. Connection System for Direct-current Elec-
tric Motors. Raoul Brun, Havre, France.
Application filed February 28, 1906.

The combination of a compound-wound motor and
an auxiliary dynamo-electric machine mechanically
coupled to the motor, the armature of the auxiliary mti-

chine being connected in series with the shunt-field
winding of the motor so that the voltage of the said
machine is opposed to that of the source of supply, and
the field windmg of the auxiliary machine being con-
nected with the series winding of the motor.

865,013. Railway Block-signal System. Winthrop
M. Chapman, Needham, Mass. Application filed

January 24, 1906.'

Every block has a signal at each end actuated by
two magnets. When one is energized, signal moves to
safety position; when other is energized signal moves
to danger position; entry of a car into the block closes
the circuits of the nearer safety moving magnet and
of the remote danger moving magnet.

865,016. Electric Furnace. Walter G. Clark, New
York, N, Y., assignor to the Electric Furnace
Company, Portland, Maine. Application filed

December 17, 1906.

The walls are of low resistance conducting material
and an internal electrode is of relatively higher re-

sistance except at its foot, which is at first in contact
with bottom of furnace and is raised as soon as arc is

formed.

865,038. Watertight Electric Bell. Walter C Hill,

London, England. Application, filed May 19,

1906.

The mechanism is inclosed in the bell, which is in

the form of a hollow flat cylinder.

865,068. Electric Generator. Klas Weman and Al-
fred Larsson, Buffalo, N. Y. Application filed

May 21, 1906.

A magneto generator has two curved sheet metal pole
pieces.

865,093. Current Transformer. Oswaldo de Farla,

Paris, France. Application filed February 4,

1905.

An electrolytic transformer has a hollow carbon elec-

trode, having horizontal perforations at its top and
bottom, and a metallic electrode within this hollow one;
the circulation of the electrolyte is like that in a ther-

mo-siphon.

NO. 865.108.—PRINTING TELEGRAPHY.

865,108. Printing Telegraphy. Isidor Kitsee, Phil-

adelphia. Pa. Application filed June 29, 1907.

In combination «'ith a printing mechanism, a continu-
ous sheet of paper divided into a series of blanks,

means to move the blanks independent of the received
message through transmitted impulses, and means to

discontinue the movement through impulse locally gen-

erated. (See cut.)

865,169. Signal. Charles R. Dowler, Denver, Colo.,

assignor to the Colorado Railway Signal Com-
pany, Lamar, Colo. Application filed September

12, 1906.

An electromagnet holds a semaphore at safety; when
the circuit is broken, gravity throws the signal ro

danger.

865.211. Binding Post. Earl H. Rollinson, Albany,

N. Y. Application filed November 12, 1906.

Has a washer with projecting ears on its periphery
to hold the wire.

865.212. Spark Plug. George W. Sage, Eureka,

Cal. Application filed May 25, 1906.

A contact and release igniter that has a rotating elec-

trode and two rocking electrodes mounted in and in-

sulated from the body and adapted to be successively en-

gaged by the rotating electrode.

865,215. Art of Telephony. Daniel M. Therrell,

Charleston, S. C. Application filed July 23„I904.

Covers various methods of increasing the currents In

transmitter and line circuits, as by producing reso-

nance and attuning to the essential frequencies of the

sound to be transmitted.

865,219. End Connection for Conductors on Field

Magnets of Alternate-current Generators. Miles

Walker, Hale, Altrincham, England, assignor

to the Westinghouse Electric and Manufactur-

ing Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed

July 13, 1907.

Conductors project from the core slots; a number of

ring conductors arc mounted concentrically with the core

having outwardly and laterally projecting lugs, the ring

conductors being arranged in two spaced groups with

the lugs of the two groups projecting toward c.icli

other, and longitudinally extending conducting bars are

connected, respectively, to the said lugs and provided
v/ith outwardly projecting radial portions that conntct
to ihc ends of the core conductors. (Sec cut.)

865,271. Long-burning Arc Lamp. Josef Rosc-

meycr, Lindcnthal, Germany, and Gustavc Dive,

Brcssoux, Belgium. Application filed March 7,

1905.

Provides a special construction whereby the globe i«

hermetically held to the casing.

865,285. Electric Smelting Apparatus. James C.
Young, Jersey City, N. J. Application filed

January 16, 1907.

lias a carbon forming one pole and a series of spaced
recfjilacles mounted for rotation in a vertical plane
forming the other pole, whereby an arc can ^se estab-
lished or interrupted between said receptacles, one at
a time, and the carbon.

865,291. Lightning Arrester. William J. Bell, Deer-
field, Wis., assignor of one-third to Howell
B. Fargo, Deerfield, Wis. AppHcation filed

September 25, 1906.

NO. 865,219.—END-CONNECTION FOR FIHLD-MAGNET
CONDUCTORS.

A non-conducting base has a socket into which fits

a removable vertical carbon . rod; a metallic cover fits

over this rod, but is separated from it by a small air
space; the line wire connects to the cover and tnc
ground wire to the carbon rod.

865,305. Locking Device for Cross-wires. Adam
Helm, Brownsville, Ind., assignor of one-half
to Charles A. Rieman, Connersville, Ind. Ap-
plication filed July II, 1906.

A temporary wire clamp made of a single piece of
resilient wire bent in the middle to fit over one cf
the cross wires and having its ends bent so as to lie
along side of, and hook over, the other cross wire.

865,323. Trolley. Leslie S. Wilder, Northampton,
Mass., assignor of one-half to Henry S. Wil-
der, Easthampton, Mass. Application filed Jan-
uary 10, 1906.

A trolley guard and finder has a stirrup pivoted at
its ends near the trolley wheel axle and carrying di-
vergent arms, the stirrup and arms being held out of
contact with the trolley wire as long as the trolley
wheel touches the latter.

865,330. Battery. Reuben S. Clymer and Thomas
M. Woodhouse, AUentown, Pa.; said Wood-
house assignor to said CZIymer. Application
filed November 7, 1906.

Therapeutic battery has electrodes made of plates
faced with absorbent material, the positive plate having
a central projecting pin and the negative having a
heating coil embedded in the absorbent material, both
electrodes being connected to a source of current.

Reissue.

12,691. Magnetic Composition and Method of Mak-
ing the Same. Robert A. Hadfield, Sheffield,

England. Application filed July 31, 1907. Orig-
inal No. 745,829, dated December i, 1903.

A magnetic material containing iron with an admix-
ture of from one to five per cent of silicon, and treated
by heat to at least between 700 degrees and 850 de-
grees C. ; the treated material having magnetic permea-
bility and electrical resistance increased and the hystere-
sis quality decreased to figures above and below re-
spectively those which obtain with the purest iron com-
mercially obtainable.

PATENTS THAT HAVE EXPIRED.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued

by the United States Patent Office) that expired
September 9, 1907:

435t958. Method of Regulating Electrically Operated Mech-
anism. M. J. Wightman, Lynn, Mass.

435.967- Electric Lamp. \Vm. D. Graves, Cleveland, Ohio.
435.982. Regulator for Dynamo-electric Machines. W.

Stanley, Jr., Great Barrington, Mass.
435.983. Electrical Traction Apparatus. W. Stephens,

Santa Rosa, Cal.

435-985. Rheostat. F. Thone, Oskaloosi, Iowa,
436,001. Electrolyte for Galvanic Batteries. F. K. Irvlny

and F. M. Hill, Brooklyn, N. Y.
436,023. Electric Detonator or Primer. PL J. Smith,

Pomptcn, N. J.

436,025. Electric Signal for Railways. G. A.* Tower,
Richmond, Va.

436,030. Electric Burglar or Automatic Fire Alarm. E. R.
Wilder, Kansas City, Mo.

436,050. Secondary Battery Plate. T. P. Whittier, Sagi-

naw, Mich.
436,087. Cut-out for Electrical Translating Devices. C.

G. Perkins, Hartford, Conn.
436,107. Electric Switch. C. G. Perkins. Hartford, Conn.
436,113. Magneto Electric Machine. La Motte C. At-

wood, St. Louis, Mo.
436,119. Electric Soldering Iron. C. E. Carpenter, Min-

neapolis, Minn.
436,12s- Electric Lighting and Heating Apparatus for

Electric Railways. M. W. Dewey, Syracuse, N. Y.
436,127. Electric Motor. T. A. Edison, Llewellyn Park,

N. J.

436.' 54- Electric Signal for Railroads. F. C. Schrocn,
Baltimore, Md.

436,168. Electric Danger -and Safety Signal for Rail-

ro.ids. E. M. Burt, Paris, 111.

436,200. Electric Converter. G. Westinghouse, Jr., Pitts-

burg, Pa.

436,219. Electric Valve Controller. II. W. Deeds, In-

dianapolis, Ind.

436r275- Pulsating Current Battery System. C. J. Van
Depoelc, Lynn, Mass.

436.276. Adjustable Current Reciprocating Engine System.
C. J. Van Dcpoclc, Lynn, Masa.

436.277. Electric Power Hammer. C. J. Van Depocic,
Lynn, Mass.

436,281, Portclcctric. J. T. Williams, Mount Vernon,
"N. Y.

436,316. Electric Incandescent Lamp. J. S. Potter, New-
ton; D. J. Cartwright, Boston and B. B. Keycs, Chel-
sea, Mass.
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Power Plant of 'the Antwerp Railway.

I'.\ Iv (.'. 1'kiimns

A iuihIltii power pl;int for clcclric-railway op-

orntion lias rcceiilly lit'cn installed at Antwerp by

the Conipagnie Miitiielle iFes Tramways <lc Bruxclles,

niider the name of the Compagnie Gcncralc dcs

'rramw.-iys d'.'Vnvers. with sub-stations, track equip-

nieat and rolling stock complete. The power station

IS located at Mcrxcni. the engine and boiler rooms

being located at the rear of the building and the

titlices in front.

The .accompanying illnstrations show the interior

of the power house, with views of the switchboard,

generators and engines, as well as the motor-gen-

erators and mechanical equipment. The sub-station

and high-tension eqnii)nient are also shown, and

horsepower. A dui)le.x steam pump of the ^.mu

output is also provided. These pumps are installed

below the reservoir from which the water is fed.

The chiimiey at this station is 50 meters high, with

a diameter of 2.5 meters at the top. It stands

on a cement foundation.

The engine and generator room is equipped with

three units of 700 kilowatts each. The room meas-

ures 50 meters in length and 20 meters in width,

sptice being provided for an additional unit of the

same cap.'icity. The engines installed at this station

are of the Sulzcr horizontal compound tandem con-

densing type having an output of 1,000 horsepower,

but with an admission of 48 per cent, at the high-

pressure cylinder, a maxinuim output of 1,650 horse-

power may be obtained. The high-pressure cylinder

has a diameter of 675 millimeters, and that of the

.a<i 'H'^iog two grooves, there being i ,j .. .i ,

or six per pole.

Excitation of the field coiLs is accomplished by

a Tudor storage battery of 60 cells, h.iving :i ca-

pacity of 360 ampere-hours at a three-hour dis-

charge rate. The battery is charged by means of

a motor-generator set consisting of an induction

motor operating at a pressure of 6,.30o volts from

the high-tension line and having a capacity of 112

horsepower, this motor being directly coupled to

a direct-current generator supplying current at 120

volts. There is also installed in this power station

a steam-driven exciter set consisting of a high-

speed Cards engine directly coupled to a direct-

current generator driven at a speed of 420 rev-

olutions per minute, and supplying a current for

field excitation at 120 volts. The extra 30 kilowatts

Engine and Generator Room in tlie Main Station.

Sub-station, showing Transformers and Rotary Converters.

POWER PLANT OF THE ANTWERP ELECTRIC RAILWAY,

A View in the Boiler Room.
One of the Motor-generator Sets.

IN BELGIUM.

there is a view of a car on one of the business

streets of Antwerp.
In the boiler room a motor-driven coal-conveying

apparatus has been provided for feeding the coal

to the boilers, a large coal bunker being placed

laterally to the boiler plant, permitting an easy

storage of the fuel. There is a battery of six

boilers, each having two fire boxes with a heating

surface of 70 square meters, supplying steam from
the boiler room to the engine at a pressure of

10.5 atmospheres. Provision has also been made
for installing four boilers when desired. The boil-

ers are provided with superheaters of the Biittner

system, having a heating surface of 40 square

meters; the superheat being from 350' to 360 de-

grees. A Green economizer installed has two sets

of 198 tubes each, with scrapers operated by elec-

tric motors of three-horsepower capacity.

The boilers are supplied with water by triplex

pumps having an output of 10 cubic meters per

hour, driven by motors having a capacity of 5.5

low-pressure 1,100 millimeters, while the stroke of

the piston is 1,150 millimeters. The speed of these

engines, it is said, does not vary more than 1^4

per cent, with a change of load of 25 per cent., nor

more than two per cent, with a variation of load

of so per cent. The flywheel effect of the rotor

of the alternator, which weighs 16.5 tons, is sup-

plemented by a flywheel weighing 30 tons.

Three alternators of the three-phase type are

in operation, each having a capacity of 700 kilo-

watts, and supplying current at 6,300 volts pressure

with a frequency of 25 periods per second. The
external diameter of the alternators is 4.320 milli-

meters, the width being 320 millimeters. The re-

volving field is of cast-steel, constructed in two
parts, and weighs complete 16,500 kilograms,

carrying 32 poles. It has an external diameter of

3,380 millimeters, the air-gap being 10 millimeters.

The coils are wound with wire 69 square milli-

meters in section and are connected in series. The
armature winding consists of 32 coils per phase.

provided is utilized for lighting the station as well
as for operating au.xi]iary motors.
As shown in the accompanying illustrations, the

switchboard is mounted on a gallery in the engine
and generator room, the high-tension switching
devices being installed underground. The switch-
board is of white marble, having 14 stationary
panels and a movable one. Three of the panels
are equipped with measuring instruments, switches
and controlling apparatus for the alternators; four
panels are similarly equipped for the. feeders, and
two for the exciters and induction -motors. There
are also panels for the storage-battery and lighting
circuits. The movable panel carries the synchroniz-
ing apparatus and is mounted at the extreme
end of the switchboard gallery. The transformers
and automatic oil switches are enclosed in a sep-
arate chamber to avoid danger to attendants.

The central power station is connected to the
sub-stations by four feeder cables consisting of
three conductors of 50 square millimeters each.
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Tlie sub-stations are located at 1'Avenue du Com-

merce and Rue Baudewyns, and are equipped with

step-down transformers, reducing the three-phase

current from 6,000 volts to 340 volts. Two West-

inghouse rotary converters are also installed, each

having a capacity of 550 kilowatts, and there is a

storage battery having a capacity of 160 ampere-

hours at a discharge rate of three hours, this

accumulator installation consisting of 265 Tudor

elements. For charging the storage battery a mo-

tor-generator group is used, consisting of an in-

duction motor, operating from the step-down trans-

former circuit at a pressure of 340 volts, directly

STREET SCENE IN ANTWERP, BELGIUM.

coupled to a direct-current generator having a ca-

pacity of 85 kilowatts.

Each of the three monophase step-down trans-

formers forming a group supplying current to the

rotary converters has a capacity of 220 kilowatts.

The primary winding of these transformers is de-

signed for a pressure of 6,000 volts, receiving the

current direct from the power-transmission line,

while the secondary winding supplies a current to

the rotary converters and asynchronous motors at

a pressure of from 336 to 380 volts. The 550-

kilowatt Westinghouse rotary converters are of the

six-pole type, operating at a speed of 500 revolu-

tions per minute and delivering direct current of

1,000 amperes at a pressure of 330 volts. The cur-

rent from these rotary converters is utilized for

\
1
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HIGH-TENSION APPARATUS OF ANTWERP RAILWAY
Ef^UIPMENT.

operating the street railways of Antwerp, the stor-

age-battery installations being provided as a reserve

and for regulation.

The mechanical equipment of the Antwerp Rail-

way power house was undertaken by the Ste. Carels

dc Gand and the electrical installation by the Ste.

Electricite et Hydrauliquc of Charleroi, Belgium.

Great Wesiern Power Extension.

Officials of the Great Western Power Company
admit that the rights-of-way now being secured in

Contra Costa County from Antioch to Richmond,

Cal., by the way of Concord, are for their company

and that the stringing of wires will not long be

delayed. At Antioch the high-tension wires will

cross the river on two high steel towers and will

continue over a right-of-way more than 100 feet

wide. This has given many the impression that

the Gould interests, which arc to a certain extent

Ijchind the power project, arc planning to build

an electric-railway feeder through Contra Costa

County from Antioch to Richmond.

Transmission Plant of the Niagara,
Lockport and Ontario Power

,
Company.

From time to time the Western Electrician has

kept its readers informed of the operations at

Niagara Falls by the various power-generating and

transmitting companies. Conspicuous among these

companies is the Niagara, Lockport and Ontario

Power Company, which on July 7, 1906, put in

operation its iirst transmission lines, marking the

inauguration of the first undertakings in the matter

of distributing Niagara power over a large section

of the countrj', and the beginning of an enterprise

which is one of the most important of its kind in

the world.

Several accounts of this company's plans and

operations have appeared in the Western Elec-

trician, the principal one being in the issue of Feb-

ruary 24, 1906. Now that the plant is well in

operation, a further account of the equipment and

methods of operation will be of interest. The fol-

lowing details and illustrations are taken from the

paper of Mr. Ralph D. Mershon, chief engineer of

the company, read at the Niagara Falls convention

of the' American Institute of Electrical Engineers

on July 26, 1907:
The plans realized at present and contemplated

for the immediate future involve a maximum trans-

mission distance of 160 miles. This distance puts

the plant among the longest transmissions of the

world. The prospective system is a comprehensive

one for the delivery of power in the United States

within an economic transmission radius of Niagara

Falls, and especially for its delivery in the northern

and western portions of the state of New York.

The company expects within the next two years

to be transmitting 60,000 horsepower, and its pres-

ent right-of-way purchases are with reference to an

ultimate transmission of 180,000 horsepower. The
plans of the company as at present laid out contem-

plate the transmission of this power by means of

main lines and branch lines therefrom; the- con-

tracts for power being, wherever possible, made for

delivery of the power at the main-line voltage of

60,000 less line drop. Where, however, the busi-

ness of a given territory will justify it, the com-

pany will install step-down transformer stations

for the delivery of power at a lower voltage. Each

of the main transmission circuits, will be capable of

receiving and transmitting 30,000 horsepower at

60,000 volts, and it is intended always to provide

a sufficient number of spare main transmission lines

to insure continuity of service on the main line.

The Niagara, Lockport and Ontario Power Com-
pany is a transmission company only ; that is, it

buys the power to be transmitted and has, there-

fore, no generating plant of its own. The power
" for the transmission is generated in the hydraulic

power station of the Ontario Power Company, sit-

uated on the Canadian side of Niagara Falls. This

plant has been described in the Western Electrician.

The transmission lines of the Ontario Power Com-
pany extend from their transforming station to a

point some six miles farther down the Niagara

River, at which point the lines connect to circuits

spanning the Niagara River. The Niagara, Lock-

port and Ontario Power Company takes delivery

of the electric power at the international boundary

line in the middle of the Niagara River.

The installation which the company has now in

operation is for receiving 30,000 horsepower and

delivering this amount, less the line loss. The main

transmission consists of two lines in duplicate.

From the Niagara River to Lockport, a distance

of 16 ihiles, there are two lines on the company's

private right-of-way, each capable of transmitting

30,000 horsepower. From Lockport to Mortimer, a

distance of 57 miles, there is a line on the company's

private right-of-way having a capacity of 20,000

horsepower. From Mortimer east to Syracuse, a

distance of 81 miles, there is a line on the com-

pany's right-of-way having a capacity of 10,000

horsepower. From Lockport to a point about II

miles east and thence south on the company's pri-

vate right-of-way to the West Shore, thence on

the West Shore to Pittsford, is a line having a

capacity of 20,000 horsepower. From Pittsford on

the West Shore right-of-way east to Syracuse is a

line having a capacity of 10,000 horsepower. From
Lockport south to a point south of Buffalo there

are two transmission lines on the private right-of-

way of the company, each having a cap.acity of

30,000 horsepower. These two lines, south arc

tapped into the two lines coming from the Niagara

River to Lockport, and constitute, therefore, at

present, a branch line; but they will be eventually

extended clear through to the Niagara River, and

it is in anticipation of this extension that they arc

constructed with the full capacity of 30,000 horse-

power. As will be seen from the above, the dis-

tance from the Niagara River to Syracuse is 154

miles. In addition to this the transmission from

the transforming station of the Ontario Power
Company to the Niagara River has a length of

about si.\ miles, making, as previously mentioned,

a maximum transmission of 160 miles.

The power is brought across the Ni.ag.ara River

by means of aerial cables spanning the river, and

delivery of the power is taken by the transmission

company at the international boundary line. The
cables are brought across the river in three spans.

one span from steel cantilevers at the top of the
cliff on the Canadian side to steel towers at the
water's edge on the Canadian side, another span
from the water-edge towers on the Canadian side

to the corresponding towers on the American side.

TOP OF DOUBLE-GUYED STEEL TOWER.

and a third span from the steel water-edge towers
on the American side to the steel cantilevers at

the top of the cliff on the American side. The
use of cantilevers is necessitated mainly by reason

of the steep angle at which the cable descends from
the top of the cliff. Their use also makes possible

the required clearance between the cable and the

slope of the gorge, a point of special importance

on the American side in view of the fact that one
of the branch lines of the New York Central Rail-

road is on the American slope of the gorge. The
steep slope of the cable at the cantilevers would
make it bear upon the upper petticoat of the insu-

lator supporting it, if the cable were attached to

the top of the insulator in the usual way.
The steel cantilevers and the river-edge towers

are all designed to withstand the most extreme
conditions of sleet and wind that will probably
ever exist. The requisite mechanical strength of

the insulation at the points where the cables are

attached to the steel structures is obtained by
using a sufficient number of line insulators, and the

proper distribution among these insulators of the

forces which will come upon them is effected by
means of malleable cast-iron caps cemented to the

tops of the insulators, and to which the cables are

fastened.

With the exception of that portion of the main
line on the West Shore between Churchville and
Syracuse, the main-line structures are all steel

towers and the standard line-span is 550 feet. On
some portions of the transmission line, however,
much longer spans are used, the longest at present

installed being 1,253 feet. In some cases these long

spans had to be provided with towers heavier than

METHOD OF FASTEHING TOWER TO FOUNDATION.

the standard, but in some cases it was possible to

put them up with little, if any, modification of the

standard tower construction. For a number of rea-

sons, the principal one being lack of the requisite

space, it "was necessary to use on the West Shore
right-of-w.ay between Churchville and Syracuse

wooden construction, of special design, the standard
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I'.ni being 2J0 feet. Ill every c.ise on the 6o,oao-

\"U lines, each line of lowers or wooden strnctnres

i.inies only one Ihree-plnise eirenit. The miiin-

line condnclors installed so far are all of aliiini-

rinni caljle, exeept on a portion of the line between
Mortimer and Syraense, where, bceanse of the loiifj

p.ms i-inpl(jye(l, it is preferable to use copper.

The lirst of the steel towers installed were of

the tripod type, made of lap-welded pipe; bnt ihc
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steel construction, ,-ind in such places there were
installed galvanized lattice steel pole.n.

In a number of places on the main line, both on
the West Shore and on the private ri({ht-of-way, it

is necessary to cross the Montezuma marsh. Where
tills marsh was crossed with steel-lower construe
tioii, the concrete foundations for the steel towers
were liiiilt by lirst e.xcavaliiiK the swamp ihroUKh
the soft mud until the soft marl, forming the sub-

2f3

main transmisKioii line, desiKiiided by the company as

.l/.3. 2/,l and i/.}, rvfiiicctivcly. Ihe 3/3 cable is

.'duininuin cable, euiiiiiatlne of 19 strands and hav-
iiiK a total area of 643,8(X> circular mils, being
equivalent to 400,(X)0 circular mils eojipcr. The
areas of eross-seclioii of the other cables are, re-

speelively, 2/3 anil 1/3 that of the large one.
Ill ordinary straightaway work the cables lie in

the top groove of tiie insulator, and the pull of the
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Line-Structure Lichtninc Arrester on Steel Tower. A-frame Construction, showinc Line-structure Lichtning Arrester.

later towers, and those which in the near future

will be installed, are of structural shapes and gal-

vanized. The later towers are interchangeable;
that is, the guyed and unguyed towers are exactly
similar except for the guys and double insulators

of the former. Contrary tcr the practice which has
heretofore been followed in the matter of steel line

towers, the towers of this transmission line are

mounted on foundations of reinforced concrete.

These foundations are designed to utilize the weight
of the earth around them in resisting uplift. The
towers and their foundations are capable of with-

standing transverse forces which will be brought
upon them when the line cables are covered with
0.5 inch of ice all around them and the wind blow-
ing transverse to the line at a velocity of 75 miles

an hour. The towers have the same strength in

all directions ; that is, they are capable of withstand-
ing the same forces in the direction of the line

that they are capable of withstanding transverse to

the line ; but to meet the contingency, not likely to

occur, of all three cables breaking at once, in which
case the full tension of all the cables might be
brought upon the towers, there are at intervals

along the line certain towers guyed both ways in

the direction of the transmission line and having
double fixtures.

LOCKPORT SUB-STATION, SHOWING 1 1, OOO-VOLT OUTDOOR
LIGHTNING ARRESTER.

As stated above, on the West Shore right-of-way
it was necessary to use wooden line structures. The
type of construction employed is that which has
been designated by the company as "A-frame con-
struction." By adopting this type of co/istmction,
in which each structure consists of two poles in-

stead of one, it is possible to use twice the length
of span that would be used in ordinary wooden
pole construction, and employ therefore one-half the
number of insulators. On some portions of the
West Shore right-of-way it was necessary to use

NIAGARA. LOCKPORT AND ONTARIO roWER COMPANY.

Stratum of the swamp, was reached. On the marl
was laid a platform of two layers of corduroy, and
on this platform was built the concrete foundations,

the weight of which was made sufficient to take

care of any uplift which will come upon the towers.

In some of the towers and A-frames there is a

horn attached to a cap on the top of the insulator

and another horn alongside of it fastened to the

structure and extending some distance above the

insulator. This comprises a combined line-structure

lightning arrester, or spark-gap, and lightning rod.

It has been decided to make a careful trial of this

method of protection of the line before resorting

to a grouniied cable, partly because of the great

expense of the grounded cable and partly because
there is no reason to think, so far, that it will

necessarily afford complete protection in every
case. For the present these line-structure lightning

arresters will be installed only on the top cable in

view of the fact that during the last lightning sea-

son, in the course of which a number of insulators

were broken by lightning, more than three-fourths

of the insulators so broken w-ere top insulators.

The insulator used on all the main-line construc-
tion is one especially designed by Mr. Mershon for
this plant. It has probably the greatest factor of
safety as regards flashing, etc., of any insulator in

practical use today, and is considerably larger and
heavier than any insulator of which corresponding
use has heretofore been made. It consists of three
shells nesting in each other and cemeted together
by means of neat Portland cement, the whole insu-

lator being cemented in a similar manner to a steel

pin before attachment to the tower. The total

height of it from the edge of the lower petticoat

to the top of the head is 19 inches. The diameter
of the upper petticoat is 14.5 inches. The insulator

used on some of the branch lines is smaller and
less expensive than that for the main line, partly

because the branch lines receive in general a some-
what lower voltage than the main line and partly

because the lines, carrying the small amounts of

power they do, are not considered to be entitled to

the same insurance as the main line.

Each branch line has in series with it, at the
point where it is tapped off the main line, 60,000-
volt outdoor fuses to cut out the line in case of
trouble upon it. The fuses consist of lengths of
thin copper wire 16 feet long, run through an ordi-
nary small rubber bathroom hose and laid in clips

on top of a wooden bar, supported at each end
and the center by line insulators mounted on poles.

The fuses are parallel to each other, in the same
horizontal plane, and the distance from center to

center is about 25 feet. These fuses have so far
proved very satisfactory, but will probably in time
be replaced with fuses of the expulsion type.

There are only three sizes of cables used on the

cable is taken care of by means of two aluminum
wire ties around the neck of the insulator. One of
these ties extends each way along the cable. The
tie itself consists of a single loop around the neck
of the insulator, the two ends of the loop being
twisted around the line cable. The result is that
the cable is not really fastened to the insulator at

all, but simply lies in the top groove. The ties

do not, therefore, perform any function, except
when there is a pull on the cable tending to slide

it in the direction of its length. The advantage
of such a tie is twofold. First, the full strength
of the tie wire is developed, which is not the case
if a tie is twisted or "pig-tailed," since, in such case,

the tendency is for the tie to cut itself in two at

the twist; second, the tie does not damage the soft
aluminum cable, as would be the case with most
of the other ties usually employed.

In other than straightaway work, and where it

is desirable that the method of fastening to the
insulator shall be such as will withstand a pull
equal to the full strength of the cable, in case the
cable should break, the tie mentioned above is not
used, but instead there is employed a cable-clamp
and a yoke extending each way on the cable.

("O.OOO-VOLT MAIN-LINE INSULATOR WITH TIE AND CABLE
PROTECTION.

In every case the cable near the insulator is oro-
tected from possible arcs, so that in the event of
an arc there will be a chance for the circuit-breaker
at the generating station to open before the cable
shall have been burned off. This protection is ac-
complished in the top groove of the insulator by
means of sheet aluminum wrapped around the cable
at this point to a thickness of one-eighth inch, and
is accomplished on each side of the head of the
insulator to a distance of 12 inches from the head
partly by the turns of the tie-wire mentioned above
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and partly bv an additional servnig of tie-wire.

Where in the case of the use of cable clamps, no

tie-wire is used, its absence is made up for hy ad-

ditional serving. .

^t intervals along the Inie there are provided

disconnecting switches for sectioning the Ime to

facilitate testing out in case of trouble or cuttmg

out any portion of the line which is damaged.

There are also provided at certain points in con-

nection with tliese disconnecting switches cross-

connecting switches, enabling the interconnection ot

different portions of the two lines.
^

On a considerable portion of the company s right-

of-way -is a wagon road for use in patrolling the

line and delivering materials for construction or

repair -A.t certain points along the line there are

patrol houses for the storage of material, for tak-

in-' care of teams and for the comfortable housmg

of°thc patrolmen. Each house has in it sleeping

room' kitchen and sitting room. On all of the

transmission lines also" the company has a private

telephone line on a separate set of wooden poles.

Taps from this line are brought into each of the

transmission houses, and in addition to this the line

patrolmen have portable telephones which can be

connected to the telephone line at any point.

Most of the contracts which the company has for

the supply of power cover the delivery of the same

at the main-line voltage, so that, so far, the com-
^

pany has installed only three sub-stations, two of

them of considerable size at Lockport and Garden-

ville. respectivelv, and one at Baldwinsville, a very

small and comparatively inexpensive one. The

stations at Lockport and Gardenville have each a

normal- capacity of 3.000 kilowatts, not including

the spare apparatus. They are so designed that

their capacity can be indefinitely increased. The

Baldwinsville' station has a capacity of 7S0 kilo-

watts.

The 6o,oco-volt bus-bars at the Lockport and

Gardenville sub-stations are outdoors; in other

v/ords, these bus-bars have been treated e,Kactly

as if they were part of the transmission line and

located oiit of doors in a manner, so far as insula-

tion is concerned, similar to the transmission-line

cables. In connection w-ith them are disconnecting

switches for making various combinations of the

apparatus connected to them. Of course the dis-

connecting switches are not intended to break the

working current. When it is necessary to break

the circuit under load, it w-ill be accomplished by

means of the 60,000-volt electrically operated oil

switches installed in the station which, in the case

of the Lockport sub-station, serve also for the

control of the two lines to the Buffalo district.

Another feature out of the ordinary in connec-

tion with this station is the lightning-arrester equip-

ment. This equipment is also out of doors and

consists of a number of horn-type lightning arrest-

ers mounted on wooden poles in much the same

manner as such arresters are ordinarily mounted.

The installation differs, Iiowever, from the ordinary

lightning-arrester installation of this kind in that,

instead of there being only one pair of horns for

each line conductor there are three such pairs. One
pair is set for a comparatively low-striking electro-

motive force and has in series with it a high re-

sistance; the next pair is set for a higher striking

electromotive force and has in series with it a

lower resistance; a third pair is set for very high-

striking electromotive force and has in series with

it a fuse.

The theory on which these arresters are installed

is that for ordinary shght static disturbances in the

line the arrester haying the lower striking electro-

motive force will discharge, and since it has in

series with it a comparatively high resistance the

resultant disturbance to the system due to the gen-

erated current which follows the discharge \yill be

comparatively slight. A more severe static disturb-

ance (whether due to lightning or to any other

source) will cause both the arrester having the

lowest gap and the arrester having the next higher

gap to discharge simultaneously, thus affording two

discharge paths to earth, the combined resistance

and inductance of which is considerably lower than

that of the first path. This will mean a somewhat
more severe disturbing effect on the system due

to the generated current which follows.

There will be installed shortly on the company's
system two switching stations, one at Mortimer
and one at Syracuse. The one at Syracuse will be

for taking care of the two incoming 10,000-horse-

powcr lines and the outgoing lines to the con-

sumers in Syracuse. The one at Mortimer will be

for taking care of the two incoming 20,000-horse-

powcr lines and five outgoing lines, two of ihem
being a line in duplicate to Rochester; two of them
the line in duplicate to Syracuse, and one the

Avon branch line, supplying several installations,

among them the station of the Erie Railroad Com-
pany, operating its trolley line between Rochester

and Avon. Both these switching stations will be

equipped with the 6o,0(X>-volt electrically operated
oil switches, reverse relays and other apparatus

necessary for properly manipulalin,;; tlic circuits

which they control.

The transmission plant has been built in ac-

cordance with the designs of Mr. Mershon, acting

as chief engineer of the \iagara, Lockport and
Ontario Power Comiiany, and has been constructed
iiiid'-r his supervision and that of his assistant in

the work, Mr. H. L. St. George. The construction

work has been done by the Iroquois Construction

Company of Buffalo, headed by General Francis V.

Greene, president, the construction work itself be-

ing directed by Mr. F. B. H. Paine, vice-president

and chief engineer of the construction company,

assisted by Mr. Walter S. Skinner and Mr. S. Piek.

Battery-propelled Cars on Standard-
gauge Railways.

By Dr. .'Vlfred Gradenwitz.

An interesting departure in the use of electricity

for the operation of standard-gauge railways has

been made recently on three suburban lines start-

ing from Mayence, Germany, by running individual

battery-propelled motor cars in the intervals be-

tween the ordinary trains. These cars are intended

MOTORMAN S CABIN IN BATTERV-rROPELLED CAR.

mainly for -dealing with the traffic of business men,

factory employes, workmen and school children from

the suburbs of Mayence to the city itself and vice

versa, as well as for effecting connections to the

stations served by express trains. The t^ree sub-

urban roads using these cars are the Mayence-Op-

penheim, 20.41 kilometers ; the Mayence-Ingelheim,

18.08 kilometers, and the Mayence-Riisselsheim,

12.22 kilometers.

The carriages in question have been converted

from old three-axle third-class cars of the Berlin

Metropolitan Railway, the side corridors being done

ing the driver which is actuated in the usual man-
ner by the emergency brake line from the interior

of the car.

The accumulator battery, supplied by the Akku-
mulatoreii-Fabrik, Ltd., comprises 180 cells installed

below the hinged seats in boxes of seven to eight

cells each. One of the accompanying illustrations

is a view of the car with the doors open, showing
the hinged seats which contain the batteries.

Each motor car is equipped with two 25-horse-

power series motors driving the two end axles

through simple toothed wheel gearing. I'hese motors

are designed for giving the car a ina.ximum speed

of 50 kilometers an hour on level track. In start-

ing they are connected up in series and are changed

to parallel after reaching a running speed of about

25 kilometers an hour. The working weight of

each car is about 33 tons, of which about 10 tons

represents the battery and six tor.s the motor equip-

ment.

The charging station for the batteries has been

installed at the Mayence railway station, the motor-

car service comprising for the time being the three

suburban lines mentioned. The permanent gener-

ating plant for charging, to be operated by a 100-

horsepower Diesel engine, is being built. In the

meantime the charging current is derived from the

cables of the municipal electricity works of the

city of Mayence, and as this supplies only alter-

nating current, a special converter had to be pro-

vided. This is designed for an output of only 70

horsepower, an existing machine set having to be

used owing to the hastened conversion of the cars.

The current derived from the municipal electric

works is paid for at the rate of 15 pfennige per

kilowatt-hour, while the Diesel engine plar.t i< ex-

pected to produce the current at about si.x pfen-

nige. It may be said that the city of Mayence, on

account of the contemplated erection of a 'private

charging plant, could not be induced to grant spe-

cial rates, as the converter plant will have to be

kept in the future only as reserve.

The recharging of the batteries is effected after

completing a trip, the time table being arranged

with a view to leaving sufficient time for recharging

between each two runs. In the case of the May-
ence-Oppenheim-Mayence and Mayence-Ingelheim-

Mayence trips, 40 to 50 minutes are required, and

on the Mayence-Russelsheim-Mayence run, 30 to 35

minutes. In charging the doors are opened and the

seats turned up as shown.

The cost of conversion was about 30,000 marks

for each car, of which the battery cost io,coo

marks and the motor equipment 14,000.

These cars, since their inauguration on February

18th, have been making four runs daily from May-

ence to Oppenheim and back ; eight runs to Riissels-

heim and back, and four to Ingelheim. Only

BATTERV-l'ROHiLLKU CAR WITH UOORS Ol'E.N SHOWING BATTERY COMPARTMENTS UNDER THE bEAT.S.

three cars arc used in ordinary operation, the fourth

car being kept as reserve in permanent working

order, while the fifth is used only as a repair car.

The consiiniption of energy of each car is about

18 to 20 watt-hours per ton-kilometer. The lime

table has been included in the official railway guide,

the time on the Mayciicc-Oppcnheim line having

been recently reduced by seven minutes.

away with, making the seats continuous throughout

the width of the car. The braking cabins have been

extended to form the driver's cabin, comprising the

controllers, measuring instruments and brake. An
end compartment of the car can be used if desired

as a second-class compartment. The cars are de-

signed for briquette heating and electric lighting.

Each compartment has an electric alarm for signal-
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Manufacture of Electrolytic Disinfec-

tant at Poplar, London.

I I ciiri llio I.oiidoii coite»P"iuli'nl of tlio WoMorii Bloclrioliin 1

I he pl;iMl instalUd by llic I'cpliir Borougli Coun-

cil, in wliicli the IK-nnilc process has been adoplcd

f,,i' ihe iiKimi faciei re and supply of electrolytic dis-

infectant for all purposes lliroUKboul llie borougli,

has now been working i;; months and is reported

by Dr. AlcNander, the medical oflicer of health to

the council, who introduced the idea, to be a com-

plete success. This ollicer is to lie cbngralulaled

l,.i his persisleiuc ill face of Kreat opposition to

FIG. I. ELECTROLVZER USED IN MANUFACTURE OF

ELECTROLYTIC DISINFECTANT.

the scheme. He expresses himself as conscious

.that the step initiated has proved itself overwhelm-

ingly satisfactorv from every point of view, par-

ticularly that of the public health of the district.

A similar plant is in operation at RoUeviUe,

near Havre, France, and a deputation from Poplar

visited this installation. What it saw there assured

the members of the ultimate success of the scheme

in Poplar. It had been suggested that the health

of the borough would suffer if such a disinfectant

were introduced, but this, happily, has not proved

true, for the annual notification rate per thousand

living in the borough was 6.2 against the figure

of 7.5 for London for the year 1906.

The system adopted at Poplar is to mi-K a certain

quantitv of fluid in an elevated tank, and then to

allow this fluid to flow through four double troughs,

or cells, placed one above the other, so that the

liquid descends continuously by gravity. Each

trough is divided laterally by a partition, and in

each of the two divisions five distinct "elcmeiits"

(consisting of one positive and two negative plates)

are suspended. (See Fig. i.) The positive plates

are of thin platinum wire wound upon slate slabs,

and the negative plates are of zinc. There are

thus four troughs, each containing 10 "elements,"

or 40 cells in all.

The liquid enters through the funnel, visible

toward the top left-hand side of Fig. i, passes along

the front division of the top trough, back through

the division behind, over a weir, and into a sub-

division, from which it is drawn off by the bent

glass tube discharging into the second funnel ; it

passes along the front division, back through the

division behind, over the weir, into the pocket of

the second trough, and so on, to the final bent

tube, which discharges it into a carboy.

A bottle arranged at the side of the tier of cells

(as shown) supplies the sodium-hydroxide used

as a preservative, which flow's, drop by drop, into

the carboy as it is filling, and serves to neutralize

free hypochlorous acid. As the liquid passes

through the troughs it is subjected to the action

of a regulated current of 15 to 17 amperes at 230

to 250 volts, being 5.7 to 6.2 volts per cell. During
the run the liquicl in the carboy is thoroughly
stirred by means of an ebonite rod, shown in the

illustration, and provided with rubber flaps.

The objects aimed at to make the working of

the apparatus and the manufacture of the fluid

become simple and automatic were as follows

:

(i) To see at a glance whether the apparatus
is working properly. This is accomphshed by a

gauge glass in front of the large tank and another
gauge glass on the little supply tank (Fig. i), the
first to show the quantity of salt liquid capable of

being acted upon, and the second to show if the
liquid is running properly into and out of the small
supply tank, as the chloride of magnesium contains

impurities which are likely to block up the valve
of the small cistern and the 'taps leading to and
from the same. A thermometer is kept in the small
supply tank to note the temperature of the salt

liquid, and another thermometer is placed at the
outgo of the last electrolyzer ; the difference of the
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temperattirc gives tlic rise in temperature due lu

the eleclrolysis, and wliicli is found, when the ap-

paratus is working satisfactorily, to l)C under 30"

F. The small tank is necessary to keep a constant

How 111 tile Ihiid into the elcctrolyzcrs. When first

the apparatus was creeled tile fluid used to become
nnduly hot on account of the (low slowing down
through diniinulion of Ihe head of water in the

large tank. The tank had ultimately to be raised

onto girders and a small supply lank fixed at a

lower level.

(2) The li<piid to be electrolyzcd in the large

tank had to be stirred from time to time lo keep

the mixture of an equal gravity throughout, more
especially as for obvious reasons a certain quantity

of a solution of sodium hydroxide is added. To
keep the liquid stirred a large, broad drilled plate

of galvanized iron is used, one end of which acts

as the fulcrum when the other is lifted up by

means of a chain leading over pulleys to the

ground, so that Ihe attendant has only now and
then to pull the chain to lift the plate up and
down instead of running up and down the ladder

and stirring the liquid witli a rod,

(3) It is necessary to govern the electric current,

which is taken direct from the mains, on account

of the density of the salt mixture to be acted

upon varying from time to lime, owing to the

temperature changes and conseiiuenl changes in

conductivity. This difliculty i'
"

, rrnmc by the

current regulator, Fig. 2.

(4) To prevent shocks and waste of fluid while

changing the carboys, a special glass tap has been

made. (Fig. i.)

(5) To prevent loss of available chlorine the

solution of sodium hydroxide drips into a specially

blown carboy at the same lime as the fluid is

running into it, and the two fluids are mixed with

a stirrer inserted through an aperture in the neck

of the carboy, and when the carboy is full a final

mixing for about two minutes is given by means
of a stirrer fixed to gear wheels. This apparatus

is shown at the right in Fig. i. Before the ebonite

stirrers with rubber flaps were made, full carboys

and half carboys had to be shaken rapidly for

about 10 minutes, and this not always with the best

results as to bringing about the desired stability,

for when sodium hydroxide is added the precipi-

tate falls to the bottom, and it is necessary to

render the solution milky throughout,

(6) So far as oxychlorides are concerned, the

apparatus in 10 months had only been taken to

pieces and cleaned twice. Every day, after work-
ing, the electrolyzers are emptied by means of the

mud holes by removing the rubber plugs, and the

fluid w-hicli is run out is kept to recharge the

electrolyzers. These latter, after being emptied, are

washed out by means of a hose, and then, until

the next working, are kept filled with water, which
softens any deposit formed upon the electrodes,

and before starting work the electrolyzers are

emptied and washed out again, a matter which
takes up a few minutes every day before and after

each working.
During the 12 months of operation (the apparatus

was installed at the beginning of February, 1906)
some 17,000 gallons of fluid have been manufac-
tured of a strength betw-een 4.0 and 4.5 grammes of

available chlorine per liter— 1,000. The fluid has

been issued to the public in pint bottles, while for

w'atering the roads, etc., has been furnished with
nearly 10,000 gallons at one penny per gallon.

There have been required 2,543 units of electrical

energy, supplied by the municipal power station

at ij^d. per unit; four tons of salt have been
used at 24s. per ton; two' tons of chloride of

magnesium at £3 17s. fid. per ton ; caustic soda
costing £4 8d. ; w-ater, together with that used for

\vashing out the electrolyzers and for other pur-

poses. £2 15s. 8d.. including meter rent.

The cost of the plant, wdiich is indestructible

with the exception of the 40 zinc electrodes, which
may occasionally have to be replaced at a cost of

7s. 6d. each after some years of wear, was ^583 9s. 2d.

The operating expenses and cost of manufacturing
from February, 1906, to February. 1907, was £635
13s. I id. Deducting receipts from the w^orks de-

partment amounting to ^37 193. 8d., left the total

expense for tlie year at £597 14s. 3d. This figure

compares with j£664 2s. gd. : £771 6s. iid. and
£862 5s. 7d.. respectively, for the years 1903, 1904
and 1905. when the ordinar}- carbolic disinfectants

w-ere supplied.

Bearing upon the stability- of the fluid, it is

stated that experiments carried out have shown
that samples of fluid prepared a year ago showed
a fall of chlorine not e.^:ceedi^g 0.5 gramme per

liter (about 10 per cent.) in the first few months,
since which time the chlorine has remained quite

constant. Fluids pi-epared in October, 1906, by the

improved method remained absolutely constant up
to March, 1907.
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Three-wire Dynamos vorKus Motor Bal-
ancors (or Three-wire Circuits.

A paper by li. Frankenfield, engineer of tlic Allis-

Clialmers Company at the Cincinnati works, read

before llie recent convention of the National Elec-

tric Light Association at Washington, summed up
in a concise statement the many advantages claimed
for the motor balancer over llie lliree-wirc gen-
erator. The balancer system w.is devised for sup-

plying a llirec-wire load from a station using two-

wire dynamos. It is said that a station designed
on this plan has the advantage in cost and sim-

plicity over a station using three- wire dynamos.
The inherent regulation can be made extremely

good in shunt-wound balancers and practically per-

lecl in compound balancers, while perfect hand
regulation can always lie obtained "ii'i .''t,v bal-

ancer of the motor-generator tyjn

A comparison of the three-wii' .viih

the two-wire dynamo and balancer may le sum-
marized as follows

:

The three-wire dynamo cannot be regulated for

equal voltage; the balancer can. The balancer can

also be made lo regulate inherently for equal

vollage, which is not true of the Ihrec-wirc dy-

namo. The balancer is capable of carrying a neu-

tral overload with good rei;ulatir,ii, while the three-

wire dynamo can carry ii 'm only with poor
regulation.

The three-wire dynamo represents extreme spe-

cialization in design. This means long delivery

and also delay when it becomes necessary lo make
repairs. The two-wire plant with a balancer con-

sists of standard apparatus throughout. This means
(iuick delivery and quick repairs. The three-wire

dynamo has complicated connections repeated for

each unit in the plant, making it difficult to locate

trouble, while the connections of a two-wire plant

using a balancer are simple and easy to under-

stand, and any trouble is easily located. The three-

wire dynamo requires expensive switchboard con-

nections and heavy cables. The two-wire plant

with balancer does not.

A plant using three-wire dynamos occupies more
floor space than a two-wire plant with a balancer.

'

A two-wire dynamo will mw operate success-

fully in parallel with a three-wire dynamo without

remodeling. Any number of two-wire dynamos can

be added to a two-wire plant with balancer with-

out making a single change in their construction.

There is danger of a violent short-circuit when
a three-wire dynamo is brought up to speed and

paralleled. This same danger does not exist in

equalizing a tw-o-wire dynamo or in equalizing a

balancer. Two double-pole circuit-breakers are re-

quired by a three-wire dynamo, while the two-wire

On the evening of October 1st the Street Raihvay
Association of the State of New York and the

Empire State Gas and Electric Association will

hold a joint meeting at Madison Square Garden.
New York. The annual meeting of the Gas and
Electric Association will be held at the same place

on October 2d.

FIG. 2, SWITCHBOARD AND CURRENT REGULATOR IN

POPLAR DISINFECTANT PLANT.

dynamo requires but one, and the balancer requires

hut one. The three-wire dynamo plant requires

two equalizers. The two-wire plant requires one,

and. where compound balancers are operated in

multiple, the equalizer outlay for this portion of the

plant is insignificant.

The three-wire dynamo plant requires two am-
meters for each machine. The two-wire plant with

balancer requires but one ammeter for each ma-
chine and one for the balancer. The balancer can

be located at a distance from the station. The
three-wire dynamo must reach out from the station

to the distant point. Lastly, it should be em-

phasized that the balancer is not limited to small

isolated-plant" service, but is capable of heavier duty.
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After a -life of twenty years, for it was born

in the same year as the Western Electrician, 1887,

ihc Chicago Edison Company has passed ont of

existence, having been combined with the Common-

wealth Electric Company on Septemljer 16, 1907,

to form tlie Commonwealth Edison Company, which

is now conducting the central.station business of

Chicago, and will undoubtedly sustain this relation

to the community for many years to come, Wliile

the change is one "of name rather than of policy cr

administration, for the two companies have been

owned by the same interests and closely connected

for several years, yet the event is of much interest,

for the Chicago Edison Company has veritably

passed away, and during its span of life, a score

of years' merely, the central-station business of sup-

plying electric light and power has developed to an

amazing extent, and the Chicago Edison Company

has been widely recognized as second to none for

progressiveness in adopting new ideas, 'for enter-

prise in securing new business and for extending

the sphere of central-station influence, for the ex-

cellence of its administrative methods, for broad-

minded liberality in dealing with consumer and

the public and for practical success as a business

proposition. Mr. Samuel Insull has been president

of the Chicago Edison Company for fourteen years

and of the Commonwealth Electric Company for

a somewhat shorter period, and it is but just to

say that to him and to the staff of able assistants

by which he is surrounded the conspicuous suc-

cess of these companies is due.

Organized in 1887 to supply electric light and

power, the Chicago Edison Company supplied tlie

central portion of the city. It was a licensee com-

pany of the Edison Electric Light Company, and

its first power house, abandoned a number of years

ago as a generating station, was at 139 Adams

Street, now the site of the Edison office building,

which, although comparatively new, is already too

small for the many departinents of a great central-

station service, several of which are sheltered

elsewhere. In 1893 the company absorbed its prin-

cipal competitor, the Chicago Arc Light and Power

Company, and soon thereafter built the Harrison

Street plant, famous at the time, but now com-

pletely overshadowed by the gigantic Fisk Street

station of the Commonwealth company. On Match

31, 1907, the company operated three generating

stations and 22 sub-stations, and its connected load

was equivalent to 1,924,886 i6-candlepower lainps.

Its outstanding capital stock was $13,614,115 and

its bond issue $5,500,000. For 18 years the com-

pany had paid eight per cent, dividends.

In 1897 and 1898 various electric-lighting con-

cerns doing business outside of the central district

of the city were purchased by interests friendly

to the Chicago Edison Company, and in May, 1898,

these properties were consolidated in the Common-

weahh Electric Company, thereby placing prac-

tically the entire central-station business of Chicago

under one management; This company's franchise,

granted by the City Council, runs for 50 years

and covers every part of the city of Chicago.

The company operated two generating stations and

10 sub-stations. One of the former is the great

Fisk Street plant, the first central station in this

country and probably in the world to install steam

turbines and having a present maxiinum capacity

of 110,000 horsepower and planned for twice that

capacity ultimately. On March 31, 1907, this com-

pany's connected load (exclusive of the large

amount of power supplied to street railways) was

the equivalent of 1,313,852 l6-candlepower lamps.

The capital stock of the company was $10,000,000

and its bond issue $8,500,000.

Thus the consolidated company will possess five

generating stations and 32 sub-stations. Its con-

nected load (exclusive of railway power business)

is more than the equivalent of 3,238,738 i6-candle-

power lamps. Its capital stock is $30,000,000.

It is this great electric-light and power business,

created within twenty years, which the new Com-

monweallh Edison Company ' is called upon to

administer. We wish it all success, not merely

because it is an important electrical enterprise,

but because, in a wider outlook, its management,

broad-minded and public-spirited as past expe-

rience leads one to expect, means so much, in

this day and age, in the development and improve-

ment of the great city with which its fortunes are

bound up.

While the electrical industry in this country is

in a fairly satisfactory condition, barring some

uncertainty owing to the price of copper, the state

of aiifairs in England is not reassuring. The Lon-

don correspondent of the Western Electrician takes

a rather gloomy view of the situation, as will be

seen by the following, written on September 6th

:

"The close of the parliamentary session of 1907

causes one to reflect upon the very unsatisfactory

result, from the point of view of the electrical

industry over here. No new bills have been passed

which will result in any considerable works being

constructed, so that the manufacturing industry

will not benefit to any extent worth mentioning.

The rejection of the London County Council elec-

tric power bill has been a direct loss of several

million pounds in orders for electrical machinery,

and what this would mean at the present juncture

in reviving the industry does not need much
thought. None of the other private bills has any-

'

thing more than a local interest, and all around

it is generally conceded that the session of 1907

has been the dullest on record "

"No crumb of comfort has been offered, even, in

an attempt at revising the general legislation re-

lating to the electrical industry. As I have pre-

viously pointed out, we are now working under

electric-lighting acts 25 years old and tramway acts

still more ancient. In fact, the latter were passed

before the days of mechanical tramways in any

form. Year after year passes, and although the

government is urged to make revisions to bring

this class of legislation up to date, no movement

is made.. Meanwhile the stagnation, in the industry

becomes more acute; yet it seems hopeless to ex-

pect any reform."

This is rather depressing. But may it not bo

that the electrical men of England rely rather too

much on government and not enough on their own
initiative? Perhaps a Co-operative Electrical De-

velopment Association for Great Britain would be

a good thing. Legislative reforms are undoubtedly

badly needed; but it would be a pretty shrewd

guess that even under existing powers a great deal

of additional electrical apparatus could be put out

by an intelligent, persistent campaign of solicita-

tion, advertising and education addressed to the

general public. In this country it is felt that only

a beginning has been made in the matter of sup-

plying the nation's electrical needs, and probably

this is the case in the United Kingdom also.

Telegraph poles, or poles supporting electric

wires of any sort, have usually been looked upon

as necessary evils—something to be tolerated be-

cause very useful but nevertheless to be candidly

regarded as adding nothing to the beauty of the

landscape. But there is, it appears, another side

to the question. A writer in the London Daily

Telegraph, quoted in the English Electrical Review,

defends the poles in what is described as an elo-

quent essay on the artistic effect of a telegraph

line in a rural landscape. He notes the romance

of the thrumming' wires and the utility of the line

as a guide in a strange land, and continues : "A

man who cannot see the nobility of the long line

of tall giants crossing the bare shoulder of a dis-

tant hill has little of the artist and nothing of

the poet in his constitution. Silhouetted against a

sunset, they have their own especial value, and

modern artists have not failed to see their beauty

in less obtrusive places. They forin a black thread

in the embroidery of Nature, and only those who

have studied eiribroidery know of what infinite use

that black line is in art. It must be used sparingly,

as sparingly as gold, but its effect is as noble, and

far more refined. . . . No artist, except your

early Victorian dilettante, would dare to leave the

poles out. I have known men wilfully and with

vast wisdom aforethought put them in where flicy

never were."

This is in refreshing and welcome if rather nn-

c.xpeclcd contrast to the contumely which has been

heaped upon the huijible telegraph pole. Unless

Ihis man is poking fun at us electrical folks, we

shall quote, him in triumph when overhead con-

struction is next assailed as unsightly.
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CANADIAN ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.
As pruviously aiiiioiinccil, lln: .si;vc;iili:ciilli ai)iui;il

convcnlion of tlic Canadian Ulcclrical Association

tool< \t\Mv in Montreal, Wcilncstlay, Tlnirsday and

I'riday, Si'i)tcnil)cr iitli, 121I1 and i:illi. At tiic

l)Oninnini{ it gave evidence of heing a pronounced

sMeee:s, and when the ijroceedings wei'i: fnlly muler

wav there was no room whatever for douljt. 'llie

total nnnilier registered was ;jfii in addition to a

lari;e nunilwr of ladies.

The wecU attracted to Montreal electricians from

all !;arts of Canada .-nd man/ from the United

Sta'.es, as conventions were htl.i bv the Canadian

Klectrical Association, Canadian Street Railway

Association and the Maritime Electrical Associa-

tion. The electrical exhibition was also a great

atlr.action, being pronounced by visitors from the

L'nited Stales to be the equal for its size of any-

thing ever attempted in that country. For the

success of this exhibition too much credit cannot

be given Mr. R. S. Kclsch, the vice-president and

managing director, who gave his personal attention

to the undertaking in a manner to insure the best

possible results.

To revert to the Electrical .Association conven-

tion, the chair was taken promptly at 10:30 on

Wednesday by the president, Mr. R. G. Black.

Unnecessary preliminaries were dispensed with, and,

after a few brief remarks and the reading of the

minutes of the last convention, the president deliv-

ered his address, which contained much food for

thought. He emphasized the fact that at certain

hours of each day every plant was taxed to its

utmost capacity—the point known as the peak.

The difficulty was that every plant had to be

equipped to supply peak business, while during the

rest of the day a large proportion of the plant was

practically idle. With this factor considered, and

the continually rising price of labor and almost

every other element that entered into the commer-

cial use of electrical energ}', Mr. Black pointed out

that the problem of earning dividends was ever

growing harder instead of easier. As a way out

of the difficulty he suggested the extension of the

use of electric energy for electric heating and cook-

ing and other household purposes. The result of

the address was to impress the members with the

fact, that, far from any general reduction in prices

of electric power or light being within sight, the

producers of electric energy must seek to extend

their markets in order to make a reasonable profit

at present rates.

The president then submitted the constitution of

the association as revised by the managing com-

mittee, which was approved by the convention.

The important feature in the new constitution is

the formation of what might be termed a lighting

section, following somewhat the plans of the Na-

tional Electric Light Association. The new clauses

covering membership are as follows :

Membership.— (a) The association shall consist of

Honorary and Active members.
(b) Honorary members shall be any gentlemen

who shall be elected as such by a two-thirds vote

of Active members present at any sitting of any

annual convention.

(c) Active members shall be owners, part own-

ers, or directors, managers, superintendents, engi-

neers or other employes of electrical undertakings,

electrical engineers, students in electrical engineer-

ing, gentlemen engaged in electrical education or

in the manufacture or sale of electrical apparatus

or supplies, electrical contractors, and all other

gentlemen whom the managing committee shall con-

sider eligible as members.

(d) All Active members who are owners, part

owners, managers, superintendents, engineers or

other employes of electrical undertakings for the

sale of electric light or power, owned by indi-

viduals or joint stock companies, who shall produce

certificates from the owners or managers thereof

that said persons are authorized to represent them,

shall constitute the executive section of the asso-

ciation.

(e) Active members who do not form part of

the executive section shall not be eligible to office

in this association, and shall not be permitted to

attend meetings of the executive session. This sec-

tion does not apply to the offices of secretary and
treasurer.

The report of the secretary-treasurer, Mr. T. S.

Young, showed a balance in the treasury on May
31st last, the close of the association year, of

$1,120. The membership at that date was 302.

This, the report states, would appear to be a de-

crease as compared with the previous year, and a

few words of explanation may be permitted. Until

last year no steps were taen by the executive to

remove from the membership roll the names of

persons, who, although neglecting to send in their

written resignations as required by the constitu-

tion, eviileinly did not cuni<ider tlieniselves bona
fide nicnibers of the a.iisocial)on. The adoption of
a less generous policy by the executive residled In

the removal of a large nntnber of names from ihc

register. That the association has made substantial

progress, however, is shown by the f:tct that 62
new members joined during the year, and jH mem-
bers from May 31st to August 30lh, or a total of

90 new members since the last convention. The
present membership is 320. The report iminted out
that the use of electric light in Can.ida has in-

creased over too per cent, in five years.

The first of a varied progranune of papers was
then reached. It was entitled "Electric Healing
and Cooking Devices," the author, Mr. A. B.

I.ambe, of the Canadian General Electric Company,
delivering it extempore, in a very acceptable man-
ner and exhibiting numerous devices calculated to

increase the revenue of the central station. The
advantages to the consimier, he argued, were such

that though the cost of operation might be slightly

larger than by the old system, the results were
such as would insure their use, once the people

R. S. KELSCH,

President of the Canadian Electrical Association.

realized the advantages. The results to the electric

companies would be that, during the day hours,

when the electric light was little used, the power
could be applied to other purposes, and thus the

general demand would be much more nearly equal-

ized than at present.

At the afternoon session two papers were read,

as follows ; "Trials of the Operating Man," by
Mr. M. A. Sammett of the Montreal Light. Hcit
and Power Company, and "Three-wire Generators."
by Mr. B. T. McCormick, of Allis-Chalmers-
BuUock. Mr. Samiuett's paper is printed in an-
other part of this issue.

In his paper Mr. McCormick said that three-wire
generators can be operated in multiple with one
anotlier, or in multiple with two-wire generators,
and it is often convenient to operate a 120-volt

machine in multiple across one side of 240-volt
three-wire systems, to maintain a better balance, in

case that side is unloaded. The two-w^re gener-
ator with rotating direct-current balancers, as a
competitor of the three-wire generator, possesses

a great luany good points, but the cheapness, smi-
plicity and compactness of the three-wire generator
are points not to be overlooked in deciding on a

three-wire system.

In the evening the members visited the electrical

exhibition as the guests of the management.

Thursday's Session.

A paper on "High-tension Insulators from an
Engineering and Commercial Standpoint," by Mr.
C. E. Delafield of the Ohio Brass Company, Mans-
field, -Ohio, was the first on the programme for

Thursday. As an illustration of the possibilities

of delivering power at 150,000 volts, Mr. Delafield

said it would be possibile to deliver the pow'er

generated at Niagara Falls economically to Boston,

New York or Philadelphia, and, apparently, the

principal hindrance to this consummation at the

present time is in the fact that there is not on the

market what might be termed a successful insulator

for this enormous voltage, although the merits of

a number of ditiferent t^'pes of insulators are at the

present time being advocated for this purpose. An
ideal insulator for all conditions of high-voltage

stress should be one that would take care of cli-

matic conditions,, such as fogs, dust deposits, salt

spray, etc., and should have as few still-air spaces

as possible.

What might be termed a lamp session was next
taken up. A. B. Fleming of the Canadian West-
inghonse Company presenting a paper on "The
Value of the Nernst Lamp to the Central Station,"

and J. .M. Koberlion oi ilic- .Mo:iir..il l.inlit, Ileal

and I'ower Company one on "liic.inijcscent Lamps."
Mr. Roberltoii pre.Heiilcd a sliorl description of
several lypcB of lamps which are .il jirctcnt on the
market, givint; an outline of tlieir characteristics
and h'milalioiis, and eomiiaring lliein nt comparative
new comers in the eleclrical llelil with the older
and more familiar carbon lamp, I he weakness of
the carbon-filamcnl lamp, lie .sairl, was Ihc fact

thai its operating Icmperaturc must he compara-
tively low, not more than about 1,800° p. 'ilie

best commercial cflicicncy which this lamp has at-

tained is 3.1 walls per candle, but by far the larger
part of the lighting business is <lone with lamps
which consume 3.5 waits per candle or more.
The melallized-filament lamp was the result of

an eflfort to produce a earl.on filament wliith could
he operated at a higher temperature. Mr. Robert-
son's paper was illuslralerl, showing curves of re-

sistance of the carbon, metalli/cd, tantalum and
tungsten filaments. The metallized filament, on ac-
count of its reduced diameter, as well as the in-

creased britlleness of the material, is more fragile

than the carbon filament, and consequently mctal-
lizeil lamps require greater care in packing and
handling than the carbon type. The best cflicicncy

of the metallized-filamcnt lamp is about 2.5 watts
per candle, and the life of the average lamp under
good conditions of regulation is about 560 hours.
The process of manufacturing the tantalum lamp

is similar to that of the carton lamp. On account
of the great length of filament required to obtain
the necessary resistance, it has heretofore been
impossible to iriake lamps of very high voltage or
very low candlepower. At present lamps are ob-
tainable in 20 and 40-candlepower units at volt-

ages between ico and 130 volts. At present the
best efiiciency of the larger lamps is about two
watts per candle, with a life of about 800 to 900
hours. Recently the lamp has been improved to
such a point that it may be used on alternating
currents at the same efficiency as on direct cur-
rent, though with a reduced life. Under ordinary
conditions and on 60 cycles the life should average
about 60 per cent, of the life on direct-current
circuits under the same conditions.

The tungsten lamp, one of the latest productions
to be placed on the market, follows in form the
lines of the familiar carbon lamp. Its usefulness
at present seems to be confined entirely to street

lighting, where the conditions most nearly suit its

peculiar properties. The efficiency of the lamp is

I'/i watts per candle, and the life on well-regulated
circuits about 1,000 hours.

Curves w^ere shown of comparisons between the
results which may be obtained from the perfected
carbon lamp and the higher efficiency type. The
new'er lamps show much better maintenance of
initial candlepower than does the carbon lamp. In
respect to relative costs of operating, it is shown
that at, one cent per kilowatt-hour the carbon lamp
cannot compete with the metallized filament, which
in turn must yield to the tantalum at two cents,
and it in turn to the tungsten at four cents.

In conclusion, Mr. Robertson stated that while
the position of the high-efficiency lamp is at the
present time somewhat indeterminate, there seems
no reason to doubt that within a reasonably short
time lamps having an efficiency of one to two
watts per candle will be obtainable in standard
units and voltages, and the introduction of these
lamps bids fair to be a somewhat disturbing factor
in the electric-lighting business. Although the
amount of light required by the ordinary customer
is not measured by him in fixed units of illumina-
tion, but in dollars per month of cost, and he will

usually respond to a reduction in price by an in-

crease in his use until the new cost is about equal
to the former bill, it is doubtful if this law- will

hold over such a wide cost ratio as three to one.
A lively discussion followed the reading of the

two papers mentioned. The president referred to
the helion lamp as one wdiich was destined, ac-
cording to the claims of the manufacturers, to
work a revolution in the lighting business, but the
opinion of the, meeting seemed to be that this lamp
was yet in the experimental stage. It was also
argued that there would be plenty of time for the
electrical industry to adjust itself to new condi-
tions, and that in creating a market for these new-
lamps the general use of electric light would be
encouraged and the business expand accordingly.
At the afternoon session a very interesting paper

on "Frazil and Anchor Ice" w^as read bv John
Murphy, electrical engineer of the Department of
Railways and Canals, Ottawa. Mr. ^Murphy went
in detail into the subject of ice as a source of great
difficulty to hydraulic plants. His simple, but ef-

fective remedies, were listened to with great in

terest. Further reference to the paper will be made
in a future issue.

An illustrated address on "Methods of Illumi-
nation" was given by V. R. Lansingh. engineer and
general manager of the Holophane Companv, New-
York.

Election of Officer.s.

The election of officers took place at the execu-
tive session at 4:30 p. m. on Thursday, with tlie

following result

:

President—R. S. Kelsch. consulting engineer,
Montreal.
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First Vice-presideiU—W. N. Ryerson, superin-

tendent Ontario Power Company, Niagara Falls,

Ont.
Second Vice-president—R. M. Wilson, Montreal

Light, Heat and Power Compaay.
Secretarj'-treasurer—T. S. Young, Confederation

Life Building, Toronto.
Managing Committee—A. A. Dion, superintend-

ent Ottawa Electric Company, Ottawa, Ont.; B. F.

Reesor, managing director Georgian Bay Power
Company, Lindsay, Ont, ; Charles B. Hunt, man-
ager London Electric Company, London, Ont.

;

T. M. Robertson, JMontreal Light, Heat and Power
Company, Montreal, Que.; J. J. Wright, manager
Toronto Electric Light Company, Toronto ; W. Wil-

liams, Gas and Electric Light Company. Sarnia,

Ont.; H. O. Fisk, Peterhoro Electric Light Com-
pany, Peterboro; J. W. PurccU, Hiram Walker &
Sons, Walkerville; R. G. Black, general superin-

tendent Toronto Electric Light Company; J. G.

Glassco, Hamilton Cataract Power Company, Ham-
ilton.

R. S. Kelsch, the new president of the associa-

tion, is prominent among the electrical men of Can-

ada. He has been engaged in electrical engineering

work for the last 20 years, during the first 10 in

Chicago, in charge of large electrical properties in

that city, and since April, 1S97, in Montreal. He
erected and operated the plant of the Lachine

Rapids Hydraulic and Land Company, remaining in

charge of same in the capacity of general superin-

tendent and engineer until the Lachine company
was absorbed by the Montreal Light, Heat and
Power Company in 1903. He then established an

office as consulting electrical engineer and was im-

mediately retained by the Montreal Light, Heat and
Power Company to consolidate the two plants, one

sjstem being three-phase 6o-cycle and the other

two-phase 65-cycle. He still acts as consulting

engineer for the company in addition to an e.tten-

sive outside practice. Mr. Kelsch is vice-president

and managing director of the Canadian Electrical

Exhibition Company.

Closing Session.

A morning session on Friday concluded the busi-

ness meetings. Mr. G. Percy Cole, of Allis-Chal-

mers-Bullock, Ltd., read an interesting paper on
"Jlodern Lightning Transformers," which was fol-

lowed by an equally interesting contribution on "The
Responsibility of Electric Company for Accidents,"

by Mr. George H. Montgomery, solicitor for the

ATontreal Light, Heat and Power Company. Both
of these papers were fully discussed.

The Question Box, edited by Mr. A. A. Dion,

was then taken up, but owing to insufficient time, it

was necessary to confine the discussion to a limited

number of questions.

The question of the next place of meeting was
left with the incoming managing committee, the

general opinion being, howxver, that it should be

held in the West.
The entertainment programme included a theater

party at His Majesty's Theater on Thursday even-

ing, when the "Gingerbread Man" was produced.

Owing to the inclement weather, it was necessary

to cancel the tea, wdiich was to have been provided

for the ladies at the Royal St. Lawrence Yacht
Club, On Friday afternoon special cars carried a

number of the party to the race track, while the

evening was devoted to a visit at Dominion Park.

Standard Symbols for Wiring Plans.

In the Western Electrician of September 29,

1906. was printed the complete set of standard

.symbols for wiring, which have now been adopted,

with revisions here noted, by the National Elec-

trical Contractors' Association of the United
States, the American Institute of Architects of the

United States, the supervising architect's office of

the United States, quartermaster general's office of

United States army, several municipal departments,

many technical institutions, prominent architects

and engineers, and numerous individuals.

Since the first edition was printed there has

been a slight change in the symbols for center and

bracket outlets, symbols for indicating "gas only"

outlets having been added. The second and fourth

lines contain the changes made. Otherwise the

symbols arc the same as the list printed in the

issue mentioned. The suggestions in connection

with the standard symbols arc changed to read as

follows

:

SUGGESTIONS IN CONNECTION WITH STANDARD
SYMBOLS FOR WIRING PLANS.

II is imporlant that ample space be allowed for the installation
of mains, feeders, branches and distribution paneh.

It is desirable that a key to the symbols used accompany all

plans.
If mains, feeders, branches and distribniion panels are shown

on the plan'*, it is desirable that they be de^ii^n.'ilcd by letters or
numbers.
HeiKhlN of Center of Wall Outlets (unless otherwise speciiied)

:

f'ivine rooms 5 ft. 6 ins.

Chambers 5 ft. o ins.

OHiccs ; < G ft, o ins.

Corridors ft, 3 ins.

Height of switches (aoless otherwise specified) 4 ft, o ins.

In presenting the revised symlxjls ihc National
Electrical Contractors' Association says:
"Wc arc informed that the use of these symbols

has become quite universal, and are confident that
with the recent endorsement of the American In-
stitute of Architects and the government depart-
ments preparing wiring plans, the success of the
symbols is assured. However, to make the stand-
ardization complete, it is necessary that everybody
making wiring plans make use of the symbols.
We fully recognize that the adoption of the sys-

tem will entail some inconvenience at first, and
individual systems will have to be sacrificed, but
we believe that you will agree wath us that the
benefit obtained by the standardization is worth
the sacrifice and trouble."

Additional copies rnay be had of the secretary
of the National Electrical Contractors' Association,
Utica, N. Y., or secretary of the American Insti-

tute of Architects, the Octagon, Washington, D. C,
at small cost.

Copper Prices Declining.

A New York dispatch to the Chicago Record-
Herald, dated September 12th, says

;

"A crisis in the copper situation, due to a dead-
lock between the producer and the consumer, has
resulted in a tremendous overproduction of the
metal, and the Amalgamated Copper Company, the
largest producer of copper in this country, will

soon shut down its mines in and about Butte,
Mont,"
"The Amalgamated company, along with other

copper companies, has been piling up a large sur-
plus of metal for several months, and it is authori-
tatively stated that there is now a surplus of
250,000,000 pounds of refined copper in the United
States,

"The present situation has developed from the
seeming inability of the producer and consumer
to reach a price for' the" metal that would prove
satisfactory. The selling price of copper has been
steadily reduced in the copper markets of the
world, but the consumer has steadfastly declined
to purchase except when needs were pressing. The
official price for copper has been lowered from 25
cents to 18 cents a pound by the United Metals
Selling Company. Copper producers on the metal
exchange, in their efforts to tempt the buyer, have
gradually cut the price to 15^ cents for electro-

lytic, which figure was reached today. As a con-
sequence of this acute copper situation, copper
stocks have accumulated rapidly. The production
of refined copper in September, it was stated today,

will he 6,000,000 pounds less than last month. There
w^ere reports in the financial district this afternoon
that certain banks have declined to carry any
more copper metal in their loans,"

Central Electric Railway Meeting.

The first regular meeting of the Central Elec-

tric Railway Association, after the summer vaca-

tion, will be held in Columbus, Ohio, September
26th. In addition to the report of the standardiza-

tion committee, and discussion thereof, two papers

will be read—one on the "Single^phase System of

Operating Electric Cars," by George D. Nichol,

electrical engineer of the Indianapolis and Cincin-

nati Traction Compan}', and the other on "The
Twelve-hundred Volt Direct-current System of

Operating Electric Cars," author to be announced,

A good attendance is anticipated, C. C. Reynolds,

superintendent of the Terre Haute, Indianapolis

and Eastern Traction Company, will run a through

car from Indianapolis to .Columbus, leaving the

Traction" Terminal Station at 10 o'clock a, m., Sep-

tember 25th. Mr. Reynolds has invited a number
of traction officials of Kentucky, Illinois and Michi-

gan to go to the Columbus convention with him on
the special train.

Distinguished Germans Study Ameri-
can Methods.

The commission composed of distinguished Ger-_

mans sent by the German government to inspect

electric railways and transmission lines in this

country is finding much of interest. Last week
members of the party were in Indianapolis inspect-

ing the netw'ork of intcrurban electric railways cen-

tering in that city. The party was especially inter-

ested in the single-phase system of the Indianapolis

and Cincinnati Traction Company and Ihc power
house at Rushville ; also the new 1,200-volt direct-

current railway and power house of the Indian-

apolis and Louisville Traction Company.
Arriving in New York from Europe the com-

mission studied the power houses and electrical

equipments of the New York Central, the Long
Island and the New Haven roads and the plants

of the Intcrborough Rapid Transit Company. Offi-

cials of these coni|)anies and of the General Elec-

tric Company entertained the parly. .At Boston the

visitors were entertained by C. B. Davis of the

General Electric Company, President Bancroft of

the Boston Elevated, President Sullivan of the

Massachusetts Street Railways, and C. L. Edgar
of the Edison Illuminating Company. Albany was
visited next.

At Schenectady the party was shown through the
various departments of the works and entertained
at the Mohawk Club. The reception committee
consisted of Vice-president E. W. Rice, Jr., Vice-
president J. R, Lovejoy, General Manager G. E.
Emmons, General Superintendent E. B. Raymond,
William S. Hules, M. A. Oudin, W. B. Potter,
D. B. Rushmore," J. E. Noeggerath and Eugene
Eichel.

Among those in the German party are Geheimrath
Willfeld of the Prussian government, P. Pforr of
the railway department oi the Allgemeine Elec-
tricitaets Gesellschaft, William Shuly of Berlin;
Prof. Reichel of the Royal Technic.il University,
Berlin

; Director Frischmut of the Sieniens-Schuk-
ert Works, Director A, Fifes of the A. E, G„
and Director Jordan of the Lahmeyer Works,

Consolidation of Chicago Edison Com-
pany and Commonwealth Elec-

tric Company.
.As foreshadowed in the Western Electrician of

July 20th last, when the details of the plan were
set forth, the Chicago Edison Company and the

Connuonwealth Electric Company were formally
consolidated on September 16, 1907, Meetings of

the stockholders of the two were held on that

day to vote upon the question of consolidating

the companies as proposed by the respective boards
of directors. All the stock of the Commonweahh
company and over 95 per cent, of the stock of the

Edison company was represented at the respective

meetings. The.A'Ote was unanimous for consolida-

tion in each meeting.

One change was made in the plan of consolida-

tion as heretofore announced, it having been found
possible to avoid the issuance of trustees' certificates

in exchange for Commonwealth company stock and
to issue at once the regular stock certificates of the

consolidated company therefor. A slight change
was also made in respect to the subscriptions for

tile additional Edison stock recently subscribed for

and in favor of subscription receipt holders by per-

mitting these holders to pay in advance the de-

ferred subscription installments and to obtain reg-

ular stock certificates- of the consolidated company
on account of their subscriptions when full}' paid.

Circulars giving information to stockholders arc

to be sent out by the consolidated company in a

few days.

As previously announced, the name of the new
company is the Commonwealth Edison Company.
Headquarters will be, as heretofore, in the Edi-

son Building at 139 Adams Street. Mr. Samuel
IiisuU, president, and the other officers of the two
old companies (which had identical lists of officers)

win remain in charge of the new compariy. The
Commonwealth Edison Company will have capital

slock of $30,000,000 and w-ill operate under the

Commonwealth franchise, which covers the terri-

tory of the city of Chicago and has still nearly

40 years to run.

Telephonic Marine Signaling System in

the St. Lawrence.
Something unique in navigation aids—the tele-

phonic marine-signal system—has just been estab-

lished in the St, Lawrence River between Quebec
and Montreal, This service is to provide for a sys-

tem of communication between ship and shore, and

will enable owners and agents to know of the

progress of ships between these two great Cana-

dian ports, and will also keep vessel captains fully

acquainted with the condition of affairs in the

river, enabling them to avoid any unusual or unex-

pected danger. At present, or until this new sys-

tem is working, a vessel is outside of communica-
tion once it leaves Montreal " or Quebec until it

reaches cither port. At some seasons of the year

smoke from bush fires is blown out and covers the

river like a dense fog. There was some difficulty

.experienced in arranging for a service of this de-

scription, and with no previous experience by

which they might be guided the engineers were
obliged to originate a service. Eleven stations have

been creeled along the river. At each station a

tall mast has been set up having a cross spar 25

feet in length. From this cross spar signals will

be displayed, A set of flag signals has been pre-

pared for .day use and an arrangement of lights

for night, and all infonnalion desired will be com-
numicalcd by telephone from station to station.
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ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
Bv Geo. U. MLTCAUTi

grades to be overcome vary widely, nnd llic scliediilc

speeds and miinhcr of slops differ on almost every

road. It is, however, impossible to jikIkc the fit-

ness of any railway motor for any particular

service from its horsepower capacity alone. It is

in reality the rise of temperature which the motor
will stand which detirmines its capacity, and with

every street-railway motor a curve sheet is always
furnished. Riving the characteristics of the motor,

from which its performance under any conditions

of service may be judged.

Rapid acceleration is one of the chief require-

meuts for street cars making frcciuent slops. Ac-
celeration in speed lakes place from the juomcnt a

car starts until it attains its normal speed, and
where stops arc frequent, and the schedule speed
is high, it is very important to save lime by means
of rapid acceleration ; that is, .by passing from rest

to full speed as quickly as possible. This condi-

tion requires a starting torque of the motor many
times in excess of its full-load torque, so that a

motor which might be able to maintain a given

schedule speed with but few stops would be entirely

insufficient to maintain the same speed if the stops

Were numerous. This condition is mentioned merely

to show the necessity of judging a railway motor
by its characteristic curves rather than by its nom-
inal horsepower rating.

Owing to the location of street-railway motors
close to the surface of the ground, where they are

exposed lo considerable dust, mud and water, it is

necessary that they be built waterproof and practi-

cally dustproof. As frequent inspections of the

commutator and brushes arc advisable, handholcs

XXXIV. -Electric Railways.

DlUECT-CUUKliNT RAILWAY MOTORS.

Direct-current railw.ay motors are always series-

wound for a pressure of from 500 to 600 volts, and

are of the four-pole type. A series winding is

•hsolutely essential for railway motors, as the

speed is necessarily vari.able and a very high torque

is required in starting a Car from rest and .ac-

celerating it up to normal running speed. Most

all railway motors are very similar in general out-

line and appearance, due lo the fact that the re-

stricted space which Ihcy occupy beneath .the car

limits the size and shape of the motor. Most city

and suburban cars, as well as the m.ajority of in-

tcrurban cars, arc equipped with wheels 33 inches

in diameter, and the standard gauge of the tracks

is 4 feet S'/j inches. Allowing for the neces-

sary clearances between the motor and the ground

below, and the car flooring above, the height of

the motor is thus limited to a little over two feet,

while the length between the wheel hubs in which

i'. must be placed is less than four feet, and, ex-

cept where larger-sized car wheels are used, the

design of the motor must conform to these limita-

tions.

The usual lype of car motor is therefore, roughly

speaking, of rectangular shape, with rounded

corners and with four poles projecting radially in-

ward at angles of 45 degrees from the horizontal.

Most of these motors are split horizontally through

the center, forming two castings, which are hinged

together and arranged so that the bottom half

may be opened downward or the top half opened

upward for the purposes of inspection and repair.

In this type of motor two of the poles and field

coils are built into the top half of the motor, and

the other tvco in the lower half.

.Another type of motor which is used to some

extent is known as the box type, in which the

frame is cast in one solid piece. The bearing

housings of these motors are made of large cir-

cular castings slightly larger in diameter than the

surface of the armature and bolted to the frame

of the motor. By removing these bearing housings

the armature may be drawn out sidewise from the

fields.

The choice between the downward-opening and

the upward-opening field frames or the box-type

frames depends entirely upon the equipment of the

railway repair shops. If the repair and inspection

work is done in pits under the car floor, the down-
ward-opening fields are necessary. Where over-

head cranes are available for lifting the car body

off from the trucks, the upward-opening fields are

preferable. With the box-type frame it is neces-

sary to remove the motor from the truck before

the armature can be removed.

Another feature which is characteristic of all

car motors is the pair of heavy lugs extending

out from the back of the motor which carry the

car-axle bearings. As car wheels are pressed onto

the axle in a hydraulic press and therefore can-

not be readily removed, the axle bearings are split

bearings, so that the motor can be removed from
the axle by means of taking off the bearing caps.

A gear wheel which is generally made in two
halves is keyed and bolted upon the car axle, and

the armature shaft carries a pinion on one end of

it which meshes -into the axle gear. The front end

of the motor is supported from some part of the

truck frame, and this support, instead- of being

rigid, is by means of heavy springs. This spring

support is necessary to avoid violent shocks in

starting, and it helps to prolong the life of the

pinion and gear.

The general scheme of supporting a street-railway

motor is shown in the accompanying diagram,

from which it will be seen that the motor is free

to revolve through a very small angle about the

car axle, the amount being limited by the tension

of the supporting springs. When the car is started

suddenly an enormous strain Is thrown upon the

teeth of the pinion and gear. This force. Instead

of acting like a blow, as It would in the case of

rigid suspension, is cushioned by the suspension

springs.

Street-railway motors are built in various sizes

ranging from about 40 to 200 horsepower. A
large number of sizes are called for because street

cars are built of various lengths and weights ; the

Note.—This series of articles, intended to survey, briefly,
the whole tield of applied electricity for iieht, power and heat,
was begun in the Western Electrician of February 2. 1907.

DIAGRAM SHOWING MOUNTI.>G OF RAILWAY MOTOR.

for this purpose are made In the frame of the

motor, and these handholes are provided with
tight-fitting covers. Gear cases are also used
to enclose completely the gear and pinion, and
these cases permit the gears to be run In grease,

which greatly reduces the' wear on the teeth.

Either oil or grease lubrication may be used on
railway motors, but oil is generally preferred as

being most efficient as well as more cleanly.

One, two or four motors may be used on street-

railway cars, depending upon the size and weight
of the car and the schedule speed at which it Is

operated. Street-railway cars are now always
mounted upon trucks. Short cars may be placed

on a single truck, while long ones require double
trucks ; that Is to say, one truck near each end
of the car. On very short light-weight single-

truck cars a single motor may be used, but this

Is not considered good practice, and is rarely

done, as only one pair of wheels is thus utilized

for traction. If one 8o-horsepower motor is suf-

ficient to operate the car at schedule speed. It

would be much better practice to use two 40-

horsepower motors, placing one on each axle, so

that both pairs of wdieels could be used for trac-

tion ;
further, in the event of accident to one of

the motors, the remaining one could be utilized

for returning the car to the barns. On very long

double-truck high-speed cars, four motor equip-

ments are commonly used, and in some cases as

much as four 150-horsepower motors per car have
been employed. Two motor equipments are also

frequently used on double-truck cars, in w-hich

case one axle of each truck Is equipped with a

motor.

^'en, recently there has been introduced a new
feature in the design of street-railway motors
which win undoubtedly be widely adopted In the

future. This consists of the addition of auxiliary

poles known as commutating poles or interpoles.

whose function Is to produce sparkless commuta-
tion. The theory of the auxiliary poles Is as fol-

i"w^: 'i he f'>iir auxiliary poles arc very small

ni comparison to the poles pro'lucin({ the mag-
neiic field, and upon these auxiliary poles ihcrc

arc placed coiln of wire which arc connected in

series wiOi the armature circuit and which there-

fore carry the fidl current taken by llic motors
at any time. In addition lo the m:iKnetic field

generated in the poles of the motor, there is also

a inagnelic field due lo the winding of ihc armature
upon il» core, and this field of force from the
armature current decreases, its reaction on llic

motor fields so Ihat the point of cominntalion at

some speeds is shifted several degrees from lb'-

normal nciilral point.

The auxiliary poles arc wound so as to produce
a field which just counterads the effect of the

armature reaction upon the main motor field, and
Ihis prevents any shifting of the neutral point,

and the point of commutation is therefore always
the same whatever the speed of the motor. The
armature reaction is greatest when the armature is

carrying its maximum current, at which time the

corrective influence of the auxiliary poles is also

greatest, as the entire current of the motor is

carried by the auxiliary pole windings. As the
armature current decreases, ils reaction on the
fields al.so decreases, and the field of the auxiliary
poles is correspondingly decreased.

As it is entirely impracticable lo vary the posi-

tion of the brushes on a street-railway motor, it

is of great importance to have a fixed point of
commutation. The commutator of a street-rail-

way motor may be considered one of its weakest
points, as it requires more care and attention than
any other part of the equipment, and is also the
part of the machine that attains the highest tem-
perature. By providing a means of sparkless com-
mutation the life of both commutator and brushes
is greatly increased-, and much of the work of
repairing and turning down commutators is con-
sequently eliminated.

The armature winding of street-railway motors
is the series winding, so there is always an odd
number of bars on the commutator. With this

winding no cross connections are used, and only
two brushes are required, which are placed 90 de-
grees apart. The number of slots in the armature
core is usually much less than the number of coils,

so that two or three coils are placed in one slot.

If two coils per slot are used there will be one
more coil than the number of commutator bars,

in which case the ends of one cell are cut oflt

and it always remains a "dead" coil. Where
three coils per slot are used no dead coil is re-

quired. The armature coils on modern motors
are wound on forms, and the wires in each
coil are thoroughly shellacked and taped after be-

ing formed. These individual coils are afterward
assembled on the armature core, the slots of which
are previously lined with thoroughly insulated

material. The coils are then secured in place by
band wires wrapped around the surface of the
armature and thoroughly soldered together. These
bands are wound in recesses turned in the armature
teeth, so that the band wires do not project above
the face of the armature.

ITo be contiiiued.1

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Reading a Meter.

W. K. W., Chicago : Please give me some in-
structions about reading an electric meter. My
meter has a dial numbered similarly to that in the
sketch.

Akswer.

The first circle, marked "I's," at the right-hand
side of the -dial, reads one kilowatt-hour for each
division, or 10 kilowatt-hours for one complete

lOOOs lOOs

KILOWATT HOURS

revolution of the hand. The second circle from the
right, marked "lo's," reads 10 kilowatt-hours for
each division, or ico kilowatt-hours for a complete
revolution of the hand, and so on. It should be
noted that the direction of numbering Is reversed
for adjacent dials on account of the multiplying
gear train mechanism. When the hand is between
two divisions, take the lesser as the reading. The
dials shown read a total of 2,852 kilowatt-hours,
not 3,852 as might appear, because the i,0(X)'s

hand cannot reach 3 until the next lower hand has
completed its revolution to zero.
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Trials of the Operating Man.^

By M. a. Sammett.

The difficulties in operating alternating-current

systems may be subdivided into two main groups:

(i) Difficulties beyond control.

(2) Controllable difficulties.

Under the difficulties beyond control are to Jje

included those met with every summer. Lightning

still engages the attention of the best men of the

engineering profession. Various types of
_
arresters

w^ere developed, all more or less effective in lessen-

ing the disastrous results of lightning, yet none

providing perfect protection. Numerous methods

to protect the transmission line were introduced

with a certain degree of success, but the annual

visitor still does its work of destruction.

We shall not enter into the discussion of the

existing protective apparatus. The subject has for

some years past been most prominent in convention

discussions.

The subject matter that will be considered is that

of troubles that are controllable ; trials that may
be overcome by the operating man, providdd he

were given a plant of a certain amount of fle_xi-

bility, and that he were provided with information

which naturally belongs to him.

Taking up the various items, we will consider

first the questions of liberality in the design of the

plant. By liberality I do not mean the use of ap-

paratus in capacities much in excess of the re-

quirements. There is no necessity of installing units

which will carry continuously 50 per cent, over-

load at moderate temperatures. This would mean
a much larger installation, and naturally a more
expensive one. What is essential is that the ap-

paratus should be capable, under emergency con-

ditions, to carry 25 per cent, or 50 per cent, over-

load for a specified interval. Higher temperatures

will be allowed under these unusual conditions as

long as the temperatures are not detrimental to the

life of the machine.
Second in importance, under emergency condi-

tions, will come regulation. What could be suf-

fered under emergency conditions may not be tol-

erated under normally operating conditions, yet

provision should be made for the service to be
maintained with a fair degree of voltage regula-
tion. Bearing these in mind, the design of the

power house, sub-stations and the transmission c'-"--

cuits must be such as to provide for the temporary
disability of a part of the plant and be in a posi-

tion, at, the same time, to handle the load without
any serious interruption.

Under the present condition=: of increase, of raw
material, and" consequently of -the finished product,
the problem of maximum permissible units to be
most advantageous under given conditions of op-
eration is becoming prominent in power-house econ-
omy. This will naturally result in adopting units

of larger capacity and will involve almost in-

variably transforming and regulating apparatus of

artificial cooling. All these will tend to complicate
matters for the operating man. The auxiliaries

used in artificial cooling may at times become in-

operative, and then it is for the operating engineer

to be equal to the occasion and display his knowl-
edge of the plant entrusted to him, executing his

work with a degree of certainty and a full knowl-
edge of existing conditions.

The operating man should know the behavior
of his machines. With this information the operat-

ing engineer can handle his plant in an intelligent

manner, and in emergency cases will be able to

plan his work, being fully aware of the time at

his disposal for safe operation of the machines
under overload conditions, or under conditions of

no artificial cooling.

It is evident that machines rated at a given
capacity when operated under overload conditions

will have a higher temperature. It takes a certain

length of time before the dajigerous temperature
is reached, and it is essential that the curve of
temperatures at overloads be known and should be
used as a gauge when emergency cases arise.

In modern plants of liberal design, where pro-

vision of continuity of service is given due con-
sideration, at least two lines should be constructed,

pnd the design of these circuits should be such as

to enable the carr>'ing of the entire load on one
circuit. The operating man. in such a case, will

be confronted with the difficulty of low voltages
on the receiving end. The increased load trans-

mitted over one circuit would result in an increased

drop in transmission. The provision made in the

design of the line would only partially help matters,
and to improve the rccoivinc voltage jt is necessary
to increase the voltage of the generator. How far

would it be permissible to increase this voltage?
Reference to Fi^. i will show that the increased
voltage means increased iron loss in the armature
laminations, consequently higher temperatures. It

would also mean a larger field current, tending to

increase the temperature of the apparatus still

further, A higher impressed voltage on the step-up
transformers will mean also a greater iron loss,

resulting in higher temperatures.

(. Papftr read at the Mootreal convention of t))e Canadian
Electrical A<iv>ciation. Sfoleinbftr i>, i<Xf7- The author is In the
i«9tinz departroent of (he Mtmtr«at Liuht. Ifcat and I'Dwcr Com-
pany.

Is it safe to increase the voltage of the machine
by ID or IS per cent, to compensate for increased

drop in the line? The answer to this question

may be given only after the study of each partic-

ular machine. In the case under consideration we
find f;;om the core-loss curve, Fig. i, that an in-

crease of 10 per, cent, in voltage of the generator

is equivalent to an increased loss of iS kilowatts.

This increased loss is so much heat added to the

body of the armature and the corresponding in-

crease of temperature resulting from that will be
approximately 5^" C, giving a maximum tem-

perature of 4iJ^° C. No difficulty should be an-

ticipated from the above increase in voltage on
the ground of increased potential between turns

and layers of winding, or from increased strain

to ground. The increase is too small, and the

factor of safety is large enough so that no trouble

need be expected from that source.

At the present state of progress in the electrical

art, no difficulty is expected from running gener-

ators in parallel. With the refined methods of

synchronizing, whether turbine or engine driven,

generators will give no trouble. Engine builders

have overcome the old-time difficulty encountered
with engine-driven generators. The maximum fluc-

tuations from absolute uniform rotation is kept

within 2^ electrical degrees, and this problem has

been solved.

With proper adjustment of field current the gen-

erators will divide the load proportionally. In this

respect they are more under the control of the o-p-

erating engineer than some of the less complicated

apparatus, such as transformers. Over and under
excitation of generators will cause a flow of cir-

culating currents between the generators. The ad-

justment of the field currents will ehminate these

idle currents. In this respect the use of power-
factor meters on each machine is of considerable

assistance.

In order that transformers may divide the load

equally, or in proportion to their capacities, it is
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FiG. I. CpRE-LOSS CURVES.

necessary that their primary and secondary voltages

be the same, also that they have the same im-

pedance.
Many a station man has a tale of woe as a

result of indiscriminate use of transformers, and,

strange to say, sometimes using transformers of

same make and type, but built at different times

by the same manufacturer, guaranteed for suc-

cessful parallel operation with transformers pre-

viously supplied.

To guard against unequal loading of transform-

ers, the characteristics determining the division of

load must be known. It is not necessary to have
indicating ammeters showing the current on each

transformer, as this would complicate the switch-

board. It is advisable, liowever, to verify at the

outset the division of load under actual conditions

of operation, and resuKs, if satisfactory, will re-

main unaltered.

In more than one instance was it the experience

of the writer to find that transformers, though sup-

posedly of the same characteristics, would not oper-

ate properly, and in one case when a bank of trans-

formers was connected in service during ihc pres-

sure of a lieavy Christmas load, the l^ank burned

out in a few days after installalion, due to over-

load. Time could not l)e spared to test the trans-

formers for impedance. They were connected in

parallel on high and low-tension -windings on the

strength of tlie manuf.icturer's guarantee. A test

made sulisequently of two spare transformers su|)-

plicd on the same order as those that burned oul,

revealed the fact that the new transformers had an

impedance of 3.58 per cent., wliile the old trans-

formers had 4.4 per cent., and consequently the

new bank carried an overload of 19 per cent.

With transformers the question of proper paral-

lel operation must be verified, and if they will not
divide the load proportionally to their capacities,

corrective reactances must be added to the trans-
formers to equalize them in this particular respect.

Of the various types of transformers, the nat-
ural-draft transformer is obsolete in this country,
whether in large or small sizes. The smaller sizes

are almost altogether of the oil-insulated type,

while in the larger sizes they are provided with
forced ventilation, such as air blast or oil-insulated
water-cooled. Let us consider the two types, air-

blast and oil-insulated water-cooled transformers,
as to the difficulty in connection with their op-
eration.

Air-blast transformers are open to criticism on
account of the ease with which they accumulate
dust. This is objectionable, especially so in trans-
formers of moderate vokage between 15,000 and
22,000 volts. In this type of transformers it is

frequently found that the temperature of the upper
portion of the coils is much in excess of the av-
erage winding temperature.
Whenever transformer coils are connected on

top, the air passages are frequently blocked, and
the temperatures reach a dangerous point, at which
it will be unsafe to' continue operation. To the
above-mentioned objections must he added another,
that of the danger of using compressed air for
blowing out the dust. Unless the air is perfectly
free from moisture, the use of it may result in the
damage of the insulation and cause a burnout. If
extreme precaution is not exercised, disastrous re-
sults will follow. To all these trials must be added
another, that of the ease with which the flames
are carried from one transformer to the other
through the air chamber.
With the oil-insulated water-cooled transformer,

many of the above enumerated defects will be
overcome. With oil-insulated transformers a smaller
amount of insulation wrapping the coils is neces-
sary, hence the uniform d.ucts of larger magnitude
are possible. The temperature of the coils with
such construction of ample oil circulation will be
more uniform.
The principal argument in favor of oil-insulated

water-cooled transformers is their ability to with-
stand excessive overloads, and their immunitj'' from
breaking down at temperatures even as high as
200^ C. This dangerous temperature was reached
tinder abnormal conditions of phase transformation.
One transformer was operating at about 72" C,
while the other ran at a temperature of Soo° C.
Room temperature was 42° C. The difficulty was
discovered when an inspection of the transformer
installation was made. A thermometer of 150° C.

range was lowered into the oil, and when removed
to take the reading the mercury was up to the end
of the scale, and the mercury bulb had broken.
A larger range thermometer registered 200° C.

When brought into the testing department the

transformer was given an insulation test of 10,000

"\-olts from primary to secondary and ground, also

from secondary to ground of 5,coo volts, which it

stood successfully.

Double voltage was applied across transformer

terminals, and the insulation stood the test. The
rating of the above-mentioned transformer is 24

kilowatts, 60 cycle, 2,000-550 volts.

A great advantage of the oil-insulated trans-

former is the higher effectiveness of insulation to

resist induced high voltages, cither through switch-

ing or through lightning disturbances. The fear

of oil in the transformer as a fire risk is a matter

of the past. Instances of stations destroyed by

fife when oil-insulated apparatus such as trans-

formers and regulators were the only machines

saved, show the fallacy of the opponents of oil-

msulated apparatus. Oil will extinguish the arc

resulting from a short-circuit in the transformer,

and prevent the burning of the insulating fabrics,

thus doing away with the smoke filling the station,

as is always the case with air-blast apparatus.

The temperature of the oil-insulated apparatus is

more uniform throughout than that of the air-blast

type.

As .to the oil siphoning through the leads and

case joints, there is no reason why, with the proper

construction and necessary precautions, the oil

siphoning and leaks should not be done away with.

While it has many advantages, the oil-insulated

water-cooled transformer has two main drawbacks:

1. Possibility of water getting at the winding.

2. Breaking up of the oil, forming a thick non-

conducting mass.

A defective water coil or a coil allowed to have

the water when the transformer is not in use

during winter months will damage the transformer.

A water coil capable of withstanding 200 pounds

hydrostatic pressure and proper connection of the

coil to outside piping will guard against the former

difficuUy, while care exercised to remove the water

from the coils by an air pump or by filling it with

oil under pressure will guard against (rials of

water freezing in the pipes.

The breaking up of the oil lakes place only at

high temperatures, and if transformer lemperaturcs

arc kept low no difficulty should be anticipated.
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A sample of oil siibjcctc-il to ;i •(cmperiiliirc of go''

C. formed a beavy deposit in two weeks, rui'tlier

tests could not lie eontinncd, due to lack of time,

lull it is safe to concUide, liowever, tlial it is not

.idvisalde to allow transformers lo reaeli a tem-

pi-ratnre in exeess oi ?o" C.

it liappens sometimes that tUrouRli no explainable

reason the teniperatnres of transformers besin to

rise. The cause may be dne to either the iron

aging, which would result in ;t higher iron loss, or

lo breaking up of the oil, or again lo cloggitig of

the water-cooling coils. In one inst;mee where
water was carried to the brass et)oling cuils through

an iron pipe, the acidulated water passing through
llie iron pipe .-iltacked the iron and then going
llnnUL^h ibe brass lubes dcpnsiled the iron in the
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FIG. 2. UNBALANCING OF LOAD ON TRANSFORMERS
OF SAME VOLTAGE BUT DIFFERENT IMPEDANCE.

form of a sediment, which reduced the coil open-

ing to one-third its normal size, hence the con-

sequent rise in temperature.

Te.\nsmission Line.

The connecting link between the generating and
distributing ends is the transmission circuit. The
trials here are caused by the insulators. Insulators

should receive as much consideration as the power-
house and sub-station machinery. The}' must have
a liberal margin of safety. They must possess the

requisite mechanical as well as electrical strength.

While the dielectric strength is of great impor-
tance in selecting a suitable insulator, the surface

leakage of the insulator should be such as to have,

under conditions of rainstorm, a factor of safety

of three times normal voltage for moderate volt-

age transmission. For voltages of 60,000 volts and
above, this requirement will have to be modified
and a smaller factor of safety will have to be
adopted, ' since the insulator will otherwise prove
too costly on account of size.

In selecting the kind of insulator attention must
be paid to local conditions. The peculiarities of

the country the line passes must be taken into con-
sideration, and proper allowance made for local

atmospheric and climatic conditions, for the effect

of close-by chemical works, railway lines, with the

unavoidable fumes, smoke, etc.

Rigid requirements of an insulator possessing a

facor of safety of four times for arcing over under
a breakdown test will justify the expenditure for

a more costly insulator by minimizing breakdowns
and insuring reliability and continuity of service.

Distributing Circuits.

transformers will ilivide the load proporlionaally

lo their capacities. .Acluai test llgures should be

accessible and the record of each transformer .should

contain this information,
Manufaclurers from time to time improve tlicir

designs. As a result the impedance voltage ni,-iy

be diminisheil, wliile the type will still remain the

same. Under parallel operation this may result in

the better transformer bnrnlng out by pvcrload. ll

is well to make it a rule not to operate small

transformers in parallel. The practice will prove

henehcial from considerations of eflicieiicy, econ-

omy, as well as many trials attending parallel o|)-

eration.

Single-phase transformers when connected on
polyphase circuits for the supply of polyphase ciir-

rents must possess the same characteristics with
regard lo division of load as one-phase transformers

connected in multiple on single-phase circuits. That
is, three tr.insforincrs connected for thrce-pha.ie

delta to three-phase delta must have 'their im-

pedances the same, otherwise while the load on

the group of transformers is balanced, each trans-

former will carry a load inversely proportional lo

its impedance volts, and the better transformer as

to impedance will be forced to take a larger por-

tion of the load and m;iy carry a considerable over-

load. Figs. 2 and ,1 will give a relative idea as

to the inequality of the load on each transformer.

In many instances transformers failed under over-

load conditions, yet records of connected load and

actual ampere readings would lead one to believe

that the transformer operated under normal con-

ditions. To determine the load of each trans-

former, ampere readings must be taken on each

transformer proper.

Phase Transformation.

Phase transformation, such as three-phase to two-

phase, or vice versa, is more easily accomplished

with shell-type transformers than with core-type

transformers. Inasmuch, however, as for small

units, the core-type transformer has become uni-

versal for distribution work, we will analyze this

latter type. It is generally understood that in phase

transformation the three-phase circuit requires the

50 per cent, of one transformer to be connected

to the 86 per cent. Of the other transformer. While

it holds good with shell-type transformers, it will

not apply to core-type transformers unless special

provision is made for the interlinkage of coils of

both primary and secondary winding. In the early

days of the core-type-transformer development, the

advocate of shell-type transformers maintained that

a core type would not operate on a three-wire

system. The table below will show same results

when interlinkage of coils is not resorted to.

Test of 7^-kilowatt 6o-cycle Core-type Trans-
former, 100-200 Volts. Three-wire Sec-

ondary Without Interconnected
Coils.

Side A. Side B.

Load o o

Volts 104 104

Load 27 amps. 27 amps.
\''o]ts 102.5 102.5

Lo^d 27 o

Volts .; 87 • 125
Load 54 54
\'olts 100.5 100-5

Load 54 o

Volts 63 150

Load o 54
Volts 149 63

This difficulty was soon overcome by subdividing

the secondary coils in two sections and intercon-

necting the sections. In phase transformation the

^4oo yo/r'i - 3<^

periecily larciilar form, thus m'lvWnv, corners anil

insuring freedom from sliort-clrciiiiing the winding
on account of the bcndn. While grounding of neu-
tral poiiitu of low-tcniiion transformer winding is

cITcctive in keeping the high tension out of the

customer's premises, the ponsibilily of the bre.ak-

down should be guarded against by sileeting trans-

formers possessing the necessary requisites as to

construction features of the type and design.

A careful analysis will result in operating com-
panies selecting transformers which, while of higher
initial cost, will prove a belter investment.

Often with the increased load, especially when
the motor load predominates, it is difficult to

maintain fair voltage regulation. Some stations run
separate circuits for the lighting load, thus sep-

arating the lighting from the power circuits. Good
regulation will be obtained from the use pf auto-
matic feeder regulators.

We will take up as the last point the question

of aging. Aging of iron laminations has all these

years been carefully studied by m,anufacturing com-
panies, and at the present time the "eternal vigi-

lance" has not ceased. Unless carefully guarded
.against inadequate iron, grievous results will fol-

low. Poor iron affects the efficiency of the appa-
ratus; it also influences the temperature of the

machine. .Sometimes the defect may not be evi-

dent at the outset, but will develop with time, and
the aged iron, resulting in increased hysteresis loss,

may cause the heating up of the iron to a danger-
ous temperature.

To keep track of the change in the iron it is well,

v.herever circumstances permit, that tests be made
to verify the condition.

The aging of iron in many instances will explain

abnormal rises of temperature with practically the

same load. With artificial cooling, the difficulty is

easily overcome by increased ventilation. It is well,

• however, to have full information with regard to

the apparatus in use.

The phenomenon of aging applies to all electrical

apparatus and affects largely the central-station

companies on account of the extensive use of

transformers. Inasmuch as aging increases with

higher operating temperatures, it is preferable to

purchase apparatus that will give the lowest tem-

peratures.

To sum up, then

:

Plants should be laid out with liberal provision

for emergencies.

The performance of the apparatus under normal
as well as emergency conditions should be thor-

oughly understood.

Small service transformers should be of the core

type.

To insure proper parallel operation of transform-

ers, records of transformers' impedance voltage

should be kept.

ZZoot'. Zicoe /. 2Zot> /

The distributing circuits in Canada are almost
invariably of 2,200 volts alternating current. The
economy of distribution at the above-mentioned
voltage and the severity of the Canadian winter

compel the use of overhead distributing circuits.

This system requires the extensive use of step-

down transformers for both lighting and power
service.

Transformers of 2,200 volts in sizes below 50
kilowatts, of pole-suspension type, are a very sim-

ple apparatus. They are self-contained and require

no attention. If installed in sizes of ample capacity

to handle the load there is no need of giving it any
further thought. The experience of small plants

will corroborate these conclusions. But as the plant

reaches considerable magnitude, and the variety of

types of transformers multiply, the difficulties begin

to increase.

What are the trials in this connection?
They may be - classified as follows :

1. Unequal division of load on parallel operation.

2. Unequal division of load on three-phase delta

connections.

3. Phase transformation.
The chief requirement of transformers operating

with proper division of load is the equality of im-

pedance volts. In other words, given two trans-

formers, either of same or different capacities but

of same inductive drop at a given current, the

3-/0J(-t^- T^f^^f/za/fMs/fj

SSO / SSO / 476 /.

/^tp. So ^/MP 60/
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FIG. 3. TRANSFORMER OVERLOADED BY CIRCULATIMG

current. same impedance but DIFFERENT VOLTAGE.

same difficulty was encountered and the same rem-

edy effected the change desired.

it may be said that in small sizes of 50-kilowatt

and under the shell type has proven a failure, and

that the core type is the recogniz'cd standard for

both lighting and motor service.

The construction of the core-type transformer at

once suggests the ease of insulating the high from

the low-tension coils. In addition to that, when-

ever minimum material for a given capacity is not

the principal object, the coils can be wound on a

Association of Edison Illuminating
Companies.

The annual convention of the Association of

Edison Illuminating Companies was held at The
Homestead, Hot Springs, Va., on September loth

and I2th. Arrangements for the success of the

meeting were prepared in the customary thorough

manner and everything was carried out to the sat-

isfaction of those in attendance. The social side

of the gathering received much attention and was

particularly enjoyed by the ladies present.

In the technical meetings among the papers pre-

sented were the following: "Smokeless Furnaces

for Power Plants," by Mr. W. L. Abbott, Chi-

cago; "Steam Heating from Central Stations," by

Mr. B. R. Eales ; "Experimental Data on Illuminat-

ing Values," by Dr. C. H. Sharp, New York; "The

Boston Edison System in 1907," by Mr. L. L.

Elden; "Organization of an Electric Supply Com-
pany with Particular Reference to Its Dealings

with Customers," by Mr. R. S. Hale; "The Status

of jHunicipally Owned and Operated Lighting Plants

in Massachusetts," by Mr. L. R. Wallis.

Reports were presented by special committees on

raeterSj storage batteries, electric heating, steam tur-

bines. National Code, incandescent lamps. Each

of these received considerable discussion, especially

the subject of high-efficiency lamps. The tungsten

lamp was looked upon as rapidly approaching a

commercial proposition from the central-station

viewpoint.

The following-named officers were elected for

the ensuing year

:

President—Alex Dow, Detroit, Mich.

Vice-president—George H. Harries, Washington,

D. C.

Treasurer—Louis A. Ferguson, Chicago.

.Secretary—W. W. Freeman, Brooklyn.

Executive Committee—Ale.x Dow, chairman, De-

troit; Samuel Insull, Chicago; Joseph B. McCall,

Philadelphia; John W. Lieb, Jr., New York;

Charles L. Edgar, Boston ; Thomas E. Murray, New
York; T. G. O'Dea, Erie, Pa.; Louis A. Ferguson

(ex-officio), Chicago; W. W. Freeman (ex-officiol,

Brooklyn.
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Bailey Concrete Poles.

The niamifactiirc of concrete poles under patent

of William H. Bailey of Richmond, Ind., is to be

taken ud by the American Concrete Pole Company

of Richmond, whose intentions are not only to con-

struct concrete poles under contract but to sell the

rio-ht tr. Ci^nstruct to other cnmpanie'; and users

should be built standing, as this is the most

economical method.
A line constructed across Whitewater River at

Richmond, Ind., has poles from 40 to 60 feet m
length, built in a perpendicular position. This piece

of work is permanent. Fig. i shows a pole in de-

tail, two years old, which has been subjected to

all kinds of strain.

In Fig. 2, (i) (2) (3) (4) (5) and (6) give the

detail construction of pole and reinforcement. (1)

Shows the four electro-carbon rods as they arc

placed in the cement body, with the spiral binding

wires pulled in place; (2) is a general view, show-

ing shape of the cement body as finished; the steps

and other bolts and holes are very easily made

while the concrete is plastic; (3), (4) and (5)

show cross-sections of poles with three different

methods of binding; also two different methods

of reinforcing, the scheme represented in (4) being

only intended for extremely heavy construction; (6)

gives detail method of the manner of securing

cross-arms, a bolt or rod being placed in the form

and removed within 24 hours after the concrete has

been placed. -This becomes a clean hole through

which the bolt intended to hold the cross-arm can

be placed; (7) represents the top or roof of the

pole ; this is easily put on after the pole is finislied,

but is not necessary except for appearance.

Mr. Bailey has also made apphcation for a

patent on forms varying in section from five to 15

feet each and divided up so as to be easily handled.

The officers of the company which will manufacture

the concrete pole are : President, A. C. Lindenuith ;

general manager, W. M. Bailey; secretary and

treasurer, L. E. Browne.

CONCRETE POLE JN bE TV.O VE.^BS.

although I am not aware to what proportions this

has grown.

"A further outlet for his energies in this di-

rection has now been manifested, for I see he lias

registered a company for publishing a journal de-

voted to illuminating. This matter has a greater

importance than may appear on the surface. The
great need of combination between lamp makers
is recognized by all, yet everyone seems afraid to

move in the matter. The drawbacks attaching to

the present inchoate position were exemplified at

the discussion on lamps at the Institution of Elec-

trical Engineers last winter."

on a small royalty basis, or to sell the right to

certain territory.

Some of these poles have been in service .for a

year or more, and mention of their construction

and durability in service has been made in the

Western Electrician. With the. reinforcement of

electro-carbon twisted rods and spiral binding wires

properly distributed in the column of cement the

poles are said to be not only substantial and dur-

able, but remarkable elasticity is displayed. A pole

30 feet in length will permit a deflection of 30
inches before the cement cracks. To obtain this

result, it is pointed out, would require one-third

greater horizontal strain at the top than would be

sufficient to destroy a cedar pole of the same
dimensions.
The cracking of cement under such a test would

not impair the strength of the pole in the least, for

after this takes place the reinforcement becomes
active and takes the entire strain, the special rods

being guaranteed to withstand a breaking strain

of 50,oco pounds per square inch.

As will be seen in the illustrations, the poles are

square, with the corners beveled off two or three

inches, so that the top of the pole is octagonal in

shape. This not only gives it a neat appearance
but leaves the corners substantial and avoids a
sh.'irp edge that would be liable to chip off.

The rods arc placed three-quarters of an inch

off the surface of the cement at the corners and
then bound together by a spiral wire encircling the

four rods from lop to bottom. This not only serves

lo tic the rods together but prevents danger of the

cement shearing off, as the rods have a tendency
onward when the pole is subjected to a lateral

strain.

The smaller poles, up to and including .^5 feet

in height, are molded lying on the ground, and after

they have been seasoned are set in place by means
of a gin pole. The forms arc laid with the butt

near the hole and the reinforcement placed. Then
the concrete is poured in and allowed to remain
three to seven days, according to the weather. l"he
forms arc then removed so that they can be used
again, and the ptj\c is left to season. This process
requires about three or four weeks. All pok-s

should be built on the ground, upright in the hole

or in position lo be set up, thus saving the cost of

hauling or unnecessary handling, as this would in-

crease the cost. Poles 40 feet in length and larger

Chicago Street-railway Situation.

At its meeting on September 12th the Chicago

City Council granted the Chicago Union Traction

interests an extension of time until February i.

igoS, in which to accept the settlement ordinance,

by the terms of which the Chicago Railways Com-
pany would take over the North and West Side

properties and improve them. If the disagreeing;

bondholders cannot get together by the time set

the city proposes to compel the Chicago City Rail-

way Company to take over the Union Traction

lines.

In order to secure the extension of time, repre-

sentatives of the traction companies were compelled

to agree to put all the net proceeds of the lines

into the work of reconstruction during the ex-

tension period. This plan will result in a default

of interest on bonds, which probably will cause

some equity holders to. seek a decree of sale with

a view to foreclosing. Such a turn, it is said, may

bring the security holders together by agreeing to

a reorganization plan to keep their holdings from

the auction block.

Illuminating Engineering Gets Atten-
tion in England.

Under date of September 6th the London cor-

respondent of the Western Electrician writes : "I

have mentioned on one or two occasions that Mr.

Leon Caster has been agitating for a more coni-

Canadian Telephone News.

A new telephone company has been formed at

Vancouver, B. C, to operate in that city. Steps

are to be taken at once to secure a charter, and

it is expected that construction work will be started

this fall. The promoters say that they intend to

install a complete plant at the start and so avoid

the" necessity of continual improvements that would
keep temporarily impairing the efficiency of the serv-

ice. The promoters are prominent citizens of Van-
couver.

Contracts have been let for the construction of

the Manitoba government exchange in Winnipeg.
The exchange will be erected by James M. and
John J. Kelly of Winnipeg. It will cost $97,172,

wliich includes everything but plumbing and heat-

ing. The building is to be completed by August
Tst of next 3'ear. The telephone subway contract

was let to Stone & Green, Minneapolis, Minn., at

a minimum of $83,000, as the exact amount of the

work to be done has not yet been decided upon.
The pole lines in Winnipeg will be built by the

telephone "department. In the trench contract there

will be about 100 miles of conduit-feet. Orrin F,

French, Winnipeg, Man., is superintendent of tele-

phone construction for the province.

Walter Scott, premier of Saskatchewan, saj-s that

arrangements have been completed for the con-

struction of government-owned long-distance tele-

phone lines in Saskatchewan, and plans are now
being prepared by Francis Dagger, telephone expert,

for Saskatchewan. It is expected that a start will

be made this fall.

Work on the provincial government telephones

in the province of Alberta is progressing satisfac-

torily, and by the end of the present year fully 500
miles of government lines will be completed. In
addition to the long-distance lines, some 12 or 15

local exchanges will be installed along the trunk
lines. Construction work on the Lacombe-Stettler
line is completed, and the Stettler-Daysland line

will be the next, after which work will be trans-

ferred to the line now being built to connect Ed-
monton and Lloydminster. The exchange at Blair-

more is now in operation, having been taken over
from a private company and standardized. Eighty
miles of the w'ork on the line between McLcod
and Blairmore rs under construction .and will be
completed bj' the end of September. The rural

line northward from V-egreville, which will supply
a very rich farming country, will be completed
about the same time. Work is in progress at Fort
Saskatchewan standardizing the local exchange,
which has been taken over by the government, and
a metallic circuit is being put in. When the sea-

son's \vork is completed, it is said, the .Alberta

government will have in operation some 150 miles
of line more than the Bell company has con-
sttucted in the province during the last 10 years.

It is the intention of the government to build an-
other SCO or 6co miles of line during igcS. R.

PIG. 2. DETAIL DRAWINGS OF BAILEY CONCKSTB POLE.

pletc Study of illuminating methods and the science

of lighting generally, aiming at the policy pursued

in the United States. He has already attempted

to form an association of illuminating engineers,

Indiana Telephone Items.

The United Telephone Company of Hartford
City has decided to make improvements in its sys-

tem that will require a large expenditure of money
for material and equipment. A large force of men
will soon be put to work costructing several new
additional rural lines that are to run out of the

local exchange.
The announcc.nent of the New Long-distance

Telephone Company and the Central Union Tele-

phone Company that they would abolish their night

rates for toll service in this stale has occasioned

a number of cities to examine ordinances under

which the companies are operating. The city au-

thorities of Kokomo are standing upon an ordi-

nance provision, stipulated in 1504. regulating the

companies and declaring thai tor no conversation

within the limits of Howard County shall a charge

in any contingency exceed 15 cents. Charles S

Norton, manager of the New Long-distance com-

pany, in explanation of the change, said: "All

Independent toll-line companies with which we con-

nect have gone lo the ihree-minute basis, and have

abolished a lesser rate for night service. Our op

erators do not know whether a message is passini;

entirely over our own lines or jointly over our

lines and the lines of a connecting comp.iny. It

is impossible for us to maintain separate schedules

for business passing to and from the 6.C00 or more

stations with whicli we coniucl, and lo enable us

to handle the biisimss with dispatch and uniform-
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ity, tlic easiest way out of llie dilemma was to

go to uniform basis with our eomie-cting companies.

We have found, by a careful melliud of checking,

tliat the average initial period of business con-

versation is only a few' seconds over three minutes."

'I'lie Town Hoard of Normal City has discov-

ind thai la.Kes that should ha\e been paid by the

Central Union Telephone Company during the last

eight years to the town corporation have in fact

been paid to the city of Mirncic. The Town Board
has made demands upon the company for the taxes,

and the company in turn has cited the board to

^funcie for payment. S.

to clear lip the debts uf the company and the

remaiiuler for extension and improveniellt of the

Telephone News from the Northwest.

The North Dakota Independent Telephone Com-
pany is putting in a conduit system at Fargo,

N. D. The Northwestern Telephone Kxchangc
Company will begin work shortly on a similar

system.
The Fox River Valley Telephone and Telegraph

Company of Appleton has purchased the Wolf
River Telephone Company's plant. This company
wont into the hands of a receiver several years

aKo. Creditors will now be paid in full.

The Brush Creek Farmers' Telephone Company
lias filed articles of incorporation at Ontario, Wis.

1. O. IIofT is interested.

The Great Western Telephone Company has ap-

lilied for a franchise at Pierre, S. D.

The Dell (Wis.) Co-operative Telephone Com-
pany has been incorporated with a capital of $25,-

cco." Edward Clark heads the list of stockholders.

The night toll rates of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company in the Northwest have

been made the same as the day tolls.

The Cannon Ball Telephone Company of Mott.

N. D.. has let the contract for the installation of

a local telephone exchange and a line to Richardton.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company
will expend ?75,oco to $100,000 in improvements

to its toll lines in North Dakota.

The Mesaba Telephone Company has made a

number of improvements to its local system at

\'irginia. Minn.
The Minnesota Central Telephone Company has

closed its exchange at Kerkhoven, Minn.

Otto Kohn, local manager at New Ulm, Minn.,

for the Minnesota Central Telephone Company, has

resigned.

The Wisconsin Telephone Company has annexed
the Stevens Point, Wis., district to its Green Bay
district.

A. R. Bloom of Minneapolis has taken a position

at Fargo, N. D., with the Northwestern Telephone
Exchange Company.
Alonzo Burt, president of the Wisconsin Tele-

phone Company, has announced that the company
will xepend about $1.50.0000 in improving its entire

svstem. The construction work will begin next

spring. R.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS
Among the telephone companies incorporated in

Nebraska recently are the Fox Creek Telephone
Company of Curtice, J. W. Adams heading the in-

corporators ; the Johnstown Telephone Company of

Johnstown, William Coryell, and the Etna Mutual
Telephone Company of Etna with C. O. Lind at

the head.

The Canadian Independent Telephone Association
'

at its recent convention in Toronto adopted a reso-

lution expressing its disapproval of the affiliation

or connection of the Independent telephone com-
panies with the Bell company anywhere in Canada
as being injurious to the cause of Independent
telephony as a whole.

The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company's
c-xecutive offices have been moved to the third and
fourth floors of the Shreve Building on the north-
west corner of Grant Avenue and Post Street, San
Francisco. The engineering and construction de-

partments are now located in the company's new
two-story brick building at 140 New Montgomery
Street.

Persistent criticism of the Chic^ago Telephone
Company ordinance presented by th'e council com-
mittee on gas, oil and electric light caused the

friends of the measure to abandon their plan of

placing it upon its passage at last week's meeting
of the council, and the ordinance was therefore not

brought to a vote. Action was deferred on the

measure until after the charter election. The voters

on September 17th rejected the new charter for

Chicago, which provided that any franchise to he
granted by the city be subjected to a referendum
vote. The telephone ordinance may be presented

to the council next week,

Houston, Tex., is going to have the latest de-

velopments in its new automatic telephone system.

The plans for it are now being made by McMeen
& Miller of Chicago, Mr. S. D, Levings of this

firm is engineer in charge of construction. He has
just announced that overhead w-ires will be used
as little as possible and conduits will be installed

for the major portion of the lines. The stock-

holders of the Southwestern Home Telephone Com-
pany of Redlands, Cal. have authorized a bond

'

issue of $1,000,000. Of this $100,000 is to be used

CORRESPONDENCE.

Conllntintal Europe.
I'aris, .Seplember 4.—Three of the French Irans-

atlamic liners are now liKcd with a very complete
system of radio-telegraph apparatus which keeps
them almost conslantly in connection with the posts

on shore al either end. The vessels are the Prov-
ence, Savoie and Lorraine, and the present ap-

paratus has been installed under the direclion of
Chief f^ngineer Vivien. I'^roni the messages whicli

are thus received from the coast stations of I'oldhu
and Cape Cod a journal is made up conlaining the
most important news, and it is printed on iio.ard

and distributed a few hours later. As to the great-
est distance which can be covered by the present
apparatus, it is said to be 1,700 to 1,800 miles, and
thus the steamers are in constant connection with
t!u' posts on shore with the exception of a few
hours. However, messages can be received from
other vessels which lie within the range of the
apparatus so as to fill up the gap. Regarding the
character of the instruments which arc now used
on the French liners, the receiver is mounted in a
form of helmet so as to be carried upon the head,
and the operator receives the messages by sound.
In order to find out at what time messages can be
taken from other vessels passing within reach, each
vessel is provided with a chart which shows the
route of the vessels and the probable time when
they are within range. With the present system
the three steamers above incntioned arc now pub-
lishing the daily Journal de I'Atlantique from their
printing presses. Many other vessels arc equipped
with apparatus for short distances so as to be
able to receive private messages.
At the recent Agricultural congress held at Vi-

enna one of the interesting papers w-as that which.
Dr. Caro of Berlin read upon a new method of
utilizing peat bogs for producing current in elec-

tric stations, the latter to be erected on the spot.

The author showed in the first place that the
manufacture of combustible by means of peat
and the production of coke would hardly extend
beyond a local interest. Peat, even when freed
from water, is only a second-rate fuel, which- cannot
be transported to long distances. On the other
hand, the coke manufactured from peat has a high
price and thus cannot compete upon a large scale

with good qualities of ordinary coke. Moreover,
all these processes require the peat to be freed from
water beforehand , down to 15 or 20 per cent, of

water. Seeing that the method of natural drj'ing

must be used, great difficulties are found in prepar-

ing the combustible during the whole 3-ear. The
new method proposed b}' the author consists in

utilizing the peat on the spot. To this end it is

burned in a gas producer of special form, and the

resulting gas is used for different industrial pur-

poses, especially for running an electric plant. By
the author's process he is able to use peat all the

year round which contains 50 per cent, of water.

The by-products from the gas process serve to pay
for the transport and other expenses of the plant,

and thus there is practically no expense for the

gas. Such electric plants can compete very well

W'ith hydraulic plants and will attract different in-

dustries to such regions.

To the different coast stations which have been
installed on the coast of France by the postal and
telegraph department is now added a post of con-

siderable power at La Rochelle, on the Atlantic

coast. It is erected in a tower located at the

mouth of the harbor.

An electric tramwa}' line is soon to be constructed

between Boulogne, on the channel coast of France,

and the suburban town of Outreau. Among other

traction enterprises in France is a new line which
is to run from the town of M'axeviUe, near the

eastern frontier, to Champigneulles. A, de C,

Great Britain.

London, September 6,—The tale of woe continues

from week to week in connection with the various

London transport companies. This week half-

yearly meetings of three of the tube railway corn-

panies affiliated to the Underground Electric Rail-

ways Company of London have been held, and it

is patent that, although the concerns have not been

in operation a sufficiently long time to warrant

any direct comparisons being made, yet it is quite

clear from the tone of the speeches to the share-

holders that expectations have not been realized.

The causes for this have been so repeatedly given

that I will not go into them again. In fact, we
have no\v reached the condition that all kinds of

transport companies are attacking each other for

undue rate cutting, and the whole position is one

of complete indecision as to w^hat the future is

likely to bring forth. The directors of the tube-

railway companies have turned their attentions in

the direction of reducing the working expenses.

but have run up against an item in the cost of

working the electric lifts which defies reduction.

In the case of the Great Northern, Piccadilly and

lironiploii lube, ihc cxjiciiiics of worJtiiig the lifts

.•iniouiued, in half a year, to over $45,000. The
three lube companies in quetlion are practically
working new routes, and ihc directors' explanation
of an inauspicious slarl is that the public is slow
10 lake advanlaBC of new facililies. The position
of Ihche Ihrce companies Is a serious matter for
the Underground company, for they were the three
lines selecied by the late Mr. Ycrkes as affording
llic nio.st profitable prospects, and the guaranteed
dividends nmonnt to a considerable sum annually.
A new view is being taken upon the question

of linkiux up suburban termini by means of tube
railways. Iliiherlo the very heavy burden of con-
st ruci ion has been left 10 the managers of the lube
lines, alllioitgh the suburban companies' local-traflic
development has depended solely upon Ihe exist-
ence of these terminal facililies. Now, however, the
view is growing that in these circumstances part
of the cost of conslruclion should be borne by the
other company. This is partly the reason for post-
poning Ihe construction of an important extension
of the Baker Street and Waterloo tube railway.
This extension would link up with the terminus
at Paddinglon, of the Great Western Railway
Company, but how far the view expressed above
will appeal to the management of that system re-
mains to be seen.

.\ti interesting letter appeared in The Times a
few days ago, written by one of the members of
the committee which considered the Radio-tele-
graphic Convention of 1906. This member, Mr.
Macpherson, voted in the minority, and his ex-
planation for writing ' the letter in question was
that his action had given rise to a good deal of
misconception. He, first of all, complains of the
government for nominating both Mr. Buxton, the
postmaster-general, and Mr. Lambert, who is at
the -Admiralty, upon the committee, seeing that both
had expressed strong views in favor of the con-
vention beforehand. He next states that the com-
mittee was absolutely incompetent to deal with the
technical evidence placed before it, and that only
Mr, Marconi really gave evidence in an impartial
manner. But for Mr, Marconi's evidence he prac-
tically states that he would have been in the dark
completely. He finally concludes with an appeal
for postponement, and says that, although a Rad-
ical, he is not ashamed at putting in a word for
the Marconi company, for if its business is a
monopoly, he wishes there were more like it, I

am afraid his letter has come at the wrong period
of the year to. be effective.

The final accounts of the Brighton Corporation
telephone system, which was recently passed over
to the postmaster-general at a price about $7,500
less than the capital cost, have just been published.

. Owing to the fortuitous circumstance that the cor-
poration was enabled to purchase stock to pay off

the remaining debt at a discount, the balance sheet
shows that, after deducting the amount taken from
the rates to maintain the system, there has been
a net profit to the borough as the result of the sale

of about $3,000.

Gradually the South Wales Electrical Power Dis-
tribution Company is disposing of its power sta-

tions to the local authorities in whose districts they

are situated. The company possessed one large

station, which it is continuing to work itself, and
three small local pow;er houses. It is these latter

which are being disposed of at a considerable

sacrifice.

A representative of a London daily paper has

had an interview with Sir Charles Metcalfe, one

of the consulting engineers to the Rhodesian Rail-

ways, and also to the Victoria Falls Power Scheme,

He' stated that, in addition to securing further

valuable contracts for pow-er, the power company
had been of considerable sen-ice to the Johannes-

burg municipality in its recent trouble, and that

this action had improved the prospects of the com-

pany very considerably. Mention of the Johannes-

burg plant reminds me that there is a strong pos-

sibility of the action of the corporation against the

plant guarantors being heard in England,

Inquiries made among electrical manufacturing

firms go to show that there is a strong disposition

to eschew exhibitions of all kinds at present. It

is quite possible that some large firms will not be

found exhibiting at the Manchester electrical show
next year for this reason. Those companies whicli

experienced a bad time last year particularly are

commencing their economies in this direction.

.A.n announcement has been made that the Ad-
miralty has approved the establishment of a sep-

arate branch for conducting radio-telegraphy in the

na^y.
Now, that descriptions of the New Haven single-

phase equipment have reached this side, it is in-

teresting to note that the engineers to the London,
Brighton and South Coast Railway, upon the sec-

tion of that line which is being equipped for single-

phase working, propose to support the overhead

wire by iron lattice girders standing at distances

from ICO to 300 feet apart, I believe that upon the

^lidland Railway experimental line w'ooden poles

are to be used. As I have previously pointed out,

the company does not propose to erect a power
station in the first instance, but to purchase energy

from the local electric supply company. G.
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New York.

New York Citj-, September 14.—In order that it

may be thoroughly and accurately informed as to

the" exact state of affairs in the Battery tunnel to

Brooklyn, the Public Service Commission will

short!}-' appoint two expert civil engineers, not in

any way connected with the construction companies,
'

to make a report upon conditions there existing,

including the length of time it will take to finish

the job. Last week it w'as stated that these tubes

had been found entirely unsatisfactory, and would

have to be lined with reinforced concrete in order

to make them safe. William Barclay Parsons, con-

sulting engineer of the Interborough Rapid Transit

Company, after a thorough inspection of the tubes,

states that 'the tunnel,' although much delayed, is

now in good shape and that there is nothing to

prevent its being opened to the public at an early

date. Much interest is being attached to the dato

of opening, in view of the traffic conditions which

are becoming more and more dangerous at the

Bridge, due to the increasing traffic.

The United Wireless Telegraphy Company, wdiicli

is reorganizing the American De Forest Company,
is said to be capitalized at $20,000,000, of which
$10,000,000 is common stock and the rest preferred.

Sixty per cent, of this stock will be used in taking

up the stocks and bonds of the American De For-

est company. The United company now occupies

the offices at 42 Broadway, formerly occupied by

the De Forest concern. Abraham White, the pres-

ident of the De Forest company, is said to be one

of the largest creditors. It is declared that some
of the patents have proved worthless and that

others are infringements.

The air locks in each end of the Forty-second
Street Astoria tunnel have already been removed
and the work of preparing the tubes for actual

operation has been begun and advanced to a point

where the use of compressed air is no longer
necessary. The cars to be used in the tunnel are

at hand, and, in short, the operation of the tunnel

is near realization. Actual work on this tunnel

under its present control was begun July 12, 1905.

Actual work on the Battery tunnel to Brooklyn
was begun September 11, igo2. to be completed

within three years. The time when the latter tun-

nel will be completed is still problematical. This

fact shows what can be done when private rather

than public interests are at stake. In order to

possess themselves of the full value of the old

Steinway franchise, the purchasers, the , Belmont
company', would have to have completed the tunnel

to Astoria by January i, IS07, and to this end

a bonus of $200,000 was offered the contractors.

Such rapid progress is being made on the Hud-
son River tunnels from Manhattan to Hoboken
that it is expected cars will be running between

the shopping district and the Delaware, Lackawanna
and Western terminal before the winter sets in.

As to the cars which will operate between the

terminals, the seats wall run lengthwise, with doors

at both ends and sides as well. Posts will be set

up in each of the cars, to which passengers may
"cling" in their three-minute passage under the

river. For sanitary reasons the floors will be of

cement and carborundum to prevent slipping.

An exhibition of Marconi wireless telegraphy will

be seen at the electrical show at Madison Square

September 30th to October gth. It will be the

endeavor of the Marconi company during the show
to give practical demonstrations and instruction

every afternoon and evening. There will be a re-

ceiving station in the Garden, which will be in

communication with all incoming vessels employing

wireless.

The cable steamer Silverton, with more than

1,300 miles of submarine cable on board, has left

London. The cable is to be laid for the Commer-
cial Cable Company between New York and Ha-
vana. The object of laying a new cable directly

from New York to Havana, instead of following

the old route between Cuba and Florida, is to

create effective competition, to greatly reduce the

time of transrriission, and increase the reliability

of the service. This latter could only be obtained

by obviating the long coast lines along the Atlantic,

which arc subject to stormy weather, and substitute

therefor an all-submarine line. E. H. S.

New England.

Boston, Septcmlier 14.—In this city the telegraph

companies have reopened the most of their branch
offices and the Western Union officials report a

practically full force in the main office. There is

about 90 per cent, of the regular force at work in

the Postal main office and the skill of the operators

is good.
The Atlantic Insulated Wire and Cable Com-

pany's new plant at Stamford, Conn., has been com-
pleted, but all of the machinery has not been in-

stalled. The main structure is two stories high, 351
feet long and 80 feet wide. The power house is

44 by 100 feci. The mixing department has a daily
capacity of 10,000 pounds of rubber compound and
the insidatinf; department can handle 600,000 feet

of wire daily. The new plant has about ibrcc times
the capacity of the one burned last November.
The New York, New Haven and Hartford Rail-

rond Cr.mpjipy 'xpi-cts lo opcn its ckctric service

between New York and Stamford, Conn., in about

three weeks. Delays have been caused by the non-
receipt of iron poles and other structural iron, and
the overhead wiring has been slow in consequence.

During a large part of this week the Suffolk

County grand jury has been Hstening to testimony

oft'ered by the New England Telephone and Tele-

graph Company's employes by which District At-

torney John B. Moran expects to be able to obtain

indictments based on the wrongful employment of

men with political influence by the telephone com-
pany. The district attorney is getting after the

politicians and not the company.
The Massachusetts Highway Commissioners' hear-

ings on the conduct of the telephone business in

this state are still being held. 'The commissioners

have examined the company's daily charts of

traffic. Frederick P. Valentine, an engineer in the

New England Telephone and Telegraph Company's
traffic department, gave soine information regarding

the expense of handling the business. E. W. Long-
ley, auditor of the company, gave the number of

times suburban subscribers called for Boston con-

nections in M'aj', 1907, as 228,123. The number of

times Boston subscribers called for suburban con-

nections during the same month were 88,251. Mr.

Longley said that the company did not iiitend to

furnish private telephones to municipal officials at

a discount. He said that the company's investments

in 1906 were as follows : For the Boston district,

$14,489,383; for Massachusetts, exclusive of Boston

and suburbs, $9,937,766; for territory outside of

Massachusetts, $7,550,491 ; total, $31,977,640. The
company's revenue from these investments was as

follows; In Boston district, $1,400,782; in Massa-

chusetts, exclusive of Boston, $361,832; in territory

outside of Massachusetts, $183,520; total, $I;945,I34.

These figures are somewhat misleading, owing to

tolls collected in the Boston division which were

earned outside of the division. At a subsequent

hearing Jasper N. Keller, vice-president of the com-

pany, explained the working agreement between the

American and the New England Telephone and

Telegraph companies. He said that the actual rev-

enue per subscribers was $123.01 in 1896 and $56.69

in 1906. The company paid a dividend of si.x per

cent, each of these years. The hearings are still in

progress.

Otis F. Pettee, for many years treasurer of the

Gamewell Fire Alarm Telegraph Company, died

suddenly of heart disease at his home m Newton

Upper Falls, Mass., on September 6th. He was 54

years old and left a wife. He retired from active

business about 10 years ago.

Dominion of Canada.

Ottawa, Ont., September 14.—A special commit-

tee of the City Council of Hamilton, Ont., has

recommended tliat the Council, as soon as possible,

submit a by-law for the purchase of electric pumps

for the waterworks system, with a capacity of

10,000,000 gallons a day. A deputation will visit

Buffalo and other places.

An important special meeting of the shareholders

of the Power, Light and Heat Company of Sher-

brooke. Que., has been held to take into considera-

tion the offer of the city to buy out the company's

plant and business. The price offered by the city

was $170,000, the city to assume payment of the

company's bonds. It was decided to offer to sell

to the city at $190,000 and the city to assume the

bonds.
The striking telegraphers of the Canadian Pacific

Telegraph Company have applied to the Department

of Labor for a board of conciliation and arbitration

under the new law passed last session of the Do-

minion Pariiament and have named their arbitrator.

The principal point in dispute is wages, though a

variety of other topics will come up for adjudica-

tion.

It is expected that the wireless-telegraph service

now being installed on the Pacific Coast by the

government will be available, in part at least,

within six weeks. The preliminary work, embrac-

ing the construction of stations and the introduc-

tion of the initial plants, is reported by Superin-

tendent Morse to be well under way. The con-

struction work at Pachcna Point, Estevan Point,

ShotboUs Hill, Victoria and Cape Laze is being

advanced at rapidly as circumstances will permit.

The Royal Commission appointed to investigate

the strike of the Bell telephone operators at To-
ronto last winter has made its report to the gov-

ernment. In a general way the commission reports

the hours of work and strain of operating to' be

too severe for the young women who arc employed
at the switchboard and that their pay is too low.

The company in 1903 reduced the length Of day
from eight to five hours. In January last the

eight-hour day was resumed, and this caused the

strike. The company said the shorter day had
failed to promote efficiency of service, as the oper-

ators, having more time, tired themselves with
housework or amusement. The pay was $20 a

month for the first six months, increasing $2.50

for every six months to three years, when the
maximum was reached. Both the Dominion and
Ontario governments will introduce at their coming
sessions legislation based upon the findings of the

commission designed to improve conditions for the
operators. 'W.

Ohio.
Toledo, September 14.—A fairly prosperous sea-

son is being felt by electriciaiv. and electrical sup-
ply houses throughout this section generally, al-

though some portions, like Toledo, are suffering
somewdiat from local conditions, which are by no
means applicable to the state of Ohio. Electric-
railway construction in all parts of the state has
been unusually active all summer, and wdiile tberi-

is some let up now, the season has been a hea\ y
one. The number- of public buildings completed
and now under way is large. Business blocks and
private improvements have been perhaps as exten-
sive as ever was known, taking the state as a whole.

Toledo, however, is still undergoing a season of
depression in building operations, and the fall pros-
pects are not as bright as might be wished for.

There are several contracts under way 'that will
furnish a fair business for the local dealers, but
on the whole the season is far behind what it was
last year. Buying among the electrical houses is

limited at this time, this situation being due not
only to local conditions but to the condition of the
copper market. It is not thought that copper prod-
ucts will advance materially in the near future,
but, on the other hand, predictions are being made
that the present high prices will not continue.
Supplies are therefore being ordered about as
needed, and the surplus on hand is not permitted
to increase. Local people are still hoping that ii

little later in the season there may be a rally from
present conditions, but indications are not strongK
pointing that way, and the chances seem to bj
that there will be no rush of business before ncxi
season.

The Hamilton Gas and Electric Company re-
cently awarded the contract for a new building tu

J. R. Bender & Brother, the improvement to co.si

about $io,oco when completed.
A handsome contract is in store for Youngstow-n

electricians when the awarding for the additions
to the new Dollar Bank Building is made. The
improvements contemplated will reach $125,000.

Plans have been prepared for a 15-story bank
and office building- for the Provident Savings Bank
and Trust Company at Cincinnati. The building
\yill cost $250,000, and a complete system of electric
lighting will be installed, consisting of about 500
lights.

A large contract which will be awarded to Ohio
electricians is that in connection with the new
$i,oco,ooo courthouse to be erected at Youngstown.
The lighting plans have not yet been completed,
but will comprise no unimportant part of the equip-
ment.

The Dayton Motor Car Company will erect a
new five-story factory building. The work will be
done by the Keppele Hall Engineering and Con-
struction Company. About $15,000 will be ex-
pended.
More than $250,000 is being expended by the

People's Railw,ay Company of Dayton in the erec-
tion of a power house, office and repair shop.
The Citizens' Motor Car Company of Cincinnati

has prepared plans and will erect a $100,000 garage
in the near future. L. P. Hazen & Co. will also
build a garage for the Reliance Motor Car Com-
pany of Cincinnati, at a cost of about $20,000.

Articles of incorporation have been granted to
the Massillon, Wooster and Mansfield Traction
Company, with a capital of $10,000. The purpose
of the company is to build an electric road con-
necting Mansfield and Massillon.
The Cincinnati Traction Company contemplates

the expenditure of $50,000 in the building of addi-
tions to its present car barns. The company is

crowded for room at present.

Farmers along the right-of-way of the new elec-
tric line to run from Millersburg to Beach City
have not only donated the right-of-way but are
offering financial aid to the company. It is said
the line will be in operation within a few months.
A feature will be that there will not be a bridge,
and but few culverts, along the entire 25 miles.

H. G. S.

Indiana.

Indianapolis, September 14.—The Indiana Union
Traction Company, with headquarters in Anderson,
will expend $40,000 in the construction of a con-
crete arch bridge, of artistic design, over Whiti
River, near Chesterton. .

A consignment of 18 carloads of steel rails

has liecn received at this place by the Chicago
New York Electric .Air Line. This and other ac-

tivities make it appear that the line will he con
structed, through Indiana at least.

J. B. Crawford, superintendent of transportation
of the Fort Wayne and Wabash Valley Traction
Company, announces that through trolley service

between Lafayette and Fort Wayne will be inau-
gurated October ist, when new and , modern fast

limited cars will make regular trips between lln

two cities.

The Indianapolis Traction and Terminal Com-
pany, which spent $60,000 for new copper cable

and new equipment for its line to the state fair

ground, "during the last week transported passen-

gers to the state fair on the scheduled rate of one
car every 15 second- hour hundred cars were
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ip|iii:iki| nil iliis line williciiil :i liili-li iir :iciic|i iil of

iiiiy kind.

Diiriiijt llic l:isl wcfk llie 12 iiilonirbiiii clcclric

lines ii|iiTiiliiiH in .•iikI out of liuliaiKiiJolis cavrii'd

iivur 400,000 ])ersoiis lo ihu :'.li.lc fair grouiKlr,, mid,

s(. fiir :is known, no accidi^iil or niish.-ip of any kii:il

occnrred lo lliiow llic cars out of llicir regular

sdicdiilf.

That li'aclion sleeping cars will lie in deinaiul

in the iinniediate future is liein^' seriously consid-

ered liy a mnulier of Indiana Iraclion oflicials, who
'recciuly in,-ide a nino-liour trip between Indianapolis

aiKl Detroit by llic way of Toledo. They say it

is now possible for people lo tr.avel from Indi-

anapolis by Irolley lo most any point in Ohio,

Wiehigan and Illinois, and lli.at sleepiiiR berths will

be in order in a short lime can no longer be dis-

puted. In this connection Mr. Harrison F. Hcd-

land of Indianapolis lias just coniiileled plans for

a new p;dacc car, similar lo the former Molland

car designed by liini. 'I be new car will be pro-

pelled by four 85-horsepowcr motors, which will

make the car lighter by at least six tons than the

orisjinal Holland car. This change will make the

cost of the car at least !f.S,ooo less than the former
car, the cost of which appro.xiniated $20,000. The
new car will be equipped with comfortalilc chairs

and roomy berths, with capacity for 44 passengers.

A company will be organized to construct the new
palace cars, by which time it is thought a good
deinand will be luatle for tlu-iu by the progressive

inlernrbnn lines of the Central States.

The Warsaw City Council is attempting to force

the Warsaw Gas and Light Company, which is

controlled by Detroit men, to accept the terms

of a new franchise submitted by the city. The
franchise is to have a life of 25 years, and regu-

lates Ihc rate to be charged for the commodities.
The Town Board of Summittvillc is e.Kperiencing

trouble with the municipal electric-light plant. The
plant was erected and equipped in 1902 by two
Summittvillc men, who e\'entually sold it to the

Summittville Town Board for $55,000, making a

good profit. The board has continued to operate

it at a loss. The board has resolved -to separate

the electric-light and w'ater funds from other funds

in the treasury, so that other funds may not be

applied to electric light and waterworks, and in

this way involve the town beyond its capacity. In

other w'ords, it is an attempt to make the electric-

light plant stand or fall by the grace of its earning

power.
The City Council of Terre Haute has again re-

fused to authorize the payment of the quarterly

street-lighting bills to the Terre Haute Electric

Street Railway and Lighting Company, the whole
amount now due being $24,000. It is asserted that

the light is not up to the standard contracted for.

Articles of incorporation have been filed by the

Miller Electric Company of Terre Haute. The
company proposes to establish and equip a factory

for the manufacture of electrical machinery and
supplies of all kinds. The incorporators are Frank
B. Miller, Jacob W. Miller and W. E. Coordes.

S. S.

Illinois.

Peoria, September 14.—A party of Montreal men
accompanied by G. M. Mattis, assistant treasurer of

the Illinois Traction Company, and Secretary Ever-

son, made a visit to this city this week to inspect

the properties of the company. The party in-

cluded R. D. McCraig and C. H. Lewis, Canadian

men who are interested in the Illinois Traction

Company.
The Clayton Farmers' Union Telephone Company

of Clayton has been incorporated with a capital

stock of $1,000 by John W. Wallace, Charles C.

Cain and Henry J. I3eckman.

Work of grading has been commenced on the

Carthage-Nauvoo interurban electric line. The
road goes through a country that requires a very

little grading, and it is expected to have the line

in operation by the first of the year.

A new interurban is to be surveyed from Kirk-

wood to Monmouth. George M. Jamieson, who is

behind the project, has engaged an engineer to sur-

vey the proposed route and make a report as to

the cost to build the line.

The Village Board of Chandlerville has allowed

F. P. Schaaf, to whom the electric-light franchise

has been granted, a period of si-x months in which
to consider the proposition. The promoters will

undoubtedly have the plant in working order in

a much shorter time.

The Illinois Tj'action Company interests have in-

corporated another company under the name of the

Danville and Southeastern Railway Company, the

principal office to be in Danville, with capital of

$10,000, It is proposed to construct a line from
Danville to a point in the southeast corner of

Georgetown Towmship, Vermilion County. The in-

corporators and first board of directors are W. H.
Caruahan, B. E. Bramble, George M'. Mattis,

Charles Zilly and C. E. Cox, all of Champaign.
The grand officers and the grand e-xecutive board

of the Electrical Workers' Union are holding a

meeting in Springfield this week, and it will con-
tinue for a week or so. One of the matters to be
brought before. the board is that of a building for

the iialioiial lieadqii.o

under consideration.
The Illinois Traclioii Company has let llie coii-

Ir.ict for the nine piers llial will be required for

the bridge across the Mississippi lo the Missouri
Valley Bridge and Iron Company for the .sum id

$.3*'5.7yS.50- I he piers arc to be built lo a fooliuK

ro feet below low-water mark and will be 130 feet

high. Contracts for the uppei- parls of the bridge
will be let .-ilKnit the lirsl of llie year. The iiiteii-

lion is now that the liridne shall be ready foi' use

in February, lyoy. The total cost is estimated at

$2,500,000. The briiJRe will carry Ihc cars into .Si.

Louis and will .-itso be able lo carry wagons and
foot passengers, but it is not expected lo accoin-

modale sleam r,iilrnad.s.

The lloskins ICIeclric liealing Company of Chi-
cago has been incorporated with a capital of

$1.10,000 to manufaclnre and deal in healing apii.a-

ratus. Iiieor|ioralors are K. F. Hoskins, Daniel
Weber and I'Miner Iv Beach.

The Tri-couuly Mutual Telephone Company of

Creslon has increased its capital stnek from $-'..-,00

lo $6,000. V. N.

Michigan.
Gnmd Rapids, September 1.4.—.Al ihe special elec-

tion held at l-'aw Paw for the purpose of bonding
for an electric-light plant and waterworks, the

proposition carried by 201 lo ". The amount to be

bonded for is $50,000.

Recently the Carlier Lumber Company of 1-ud-

ingtiju leased to Arthur J. Whipple and Lewis J.

Highland, for 20 years, for an annual rental of

$480, the Hamlin dam and watcrpower. It is

stated that. these men will soon organize a cor-

poration to be known as (ho Chicago-Michigan
Power Company. They get the right, so far as the

lease is concerned, to maintain a Iiead of 15 feet,

and get the right-of-way for poles. It is reported

that the power will be utilized for an electric road
from Ludington to Manistee, but some doubt is

expressed as to whether sufficient power can be

generated at Hamlin for this purpose.

The Niles Milling Company, the oldest manu-
facturing concern in the city, will go out of ex-

istence within a few days. Several months ago

the company's big brick flour mill .was destroyed

by fire, and the watcrpower and the company's
frame buildings will be taken over by C. A. Chapin,

who desires, it is said, to raise his dam in the St.

Joseph River at Buchanan.
The Michigan Agricultural College is to have a

complete electrical engineering course with the

completion of the new $ico,oco engineering build-

ing. A combination electrical and mechanical lab-

oratory in the rear wing of the building is 40 by

60 feet, and it will be fully equipped.

Though the franchise granted to the McMichael
interests for the building of an electric road to

Dowagiac from Benton Harbor has expired, with

the line constructed as far as Eau Claire, officials

declare that the line will go through within a few

months. F. M'. Mills, president of the concern,

has bought a farm near Dowagiac for $25,000,

which, it is expected, will be converted into an

amusement park. L. W. B.

Northwestern States.

Minneapolis, September 14.—Capitalists of La
Crosse, Wis., are planning the purchase and fur-

ther development of the watcrpower at Hokah,
' with the object of furnishing light and power to

the villages of Hokah, Caledonia and Spring Grove,

Minn.
Henry Sherry of Neenah, Wis., proposes to form

a stock company to develop the watcrpower on

Wolf River near Antigo. It is estimated that 3,000

horsepower could be developed.

F. E. Hatch of Pellston has secured an option

on Boney Falls, near Escanaba, Mich., and pro-

poses to build a large power plant there.

The Mille Lacs Power, Light and Heating Com-
pany has been formed and will build a light and

heating plant at Wahkon, Minn.

The Wausau (Wis.) Street Railroad Company
has closed the contract for the erection of a' new

car barn.

The Northwestern Interurban Railway Company

has filed an application at Grand Forks, N. D.,

for a franchise.

It is proposed to build a municipal electric-light-

ing plant at Cudahy, Wis.

The City Council at Valley City, N. D., has re-

considered its former action and has voted to sell

the municipal light plant.

The Rodolf mill and electric-light plant at Mus-

coda. Wis., is to be purchased by that village.

J. C. Enright of St. Cloud has given orders to

begin work at once on a new concrete power dam
to be constructed at Cold Spring, Minn., for a

power plant for the mill there.

The City Light and Gas Company of Beatrice,

Neb., has filed articles of incorporation with a

capitalization of $90,000.

The City Council at Valley City, N. D., has

reconsidered its former action and will ofifer the

municipal lighting plant for sale.

A company has been formed at Hartley, Iowa,

for the purpose of building a trolley line from

'> Spirii Lake. Frank I'auli i^ \t\<-i

The Noniiwci'terii Iiileriirliaii Kailroail Coiii|miiy
has witliilrawii ils pelilloii for a Tlum bi-^e at Grniid
I''orks, N. !)., and aiilloiiiiced 1 n 10 leave
Ihat field.

Tile Siiiiih Produce Conipanj ii.. pmchaBcd llic

iiiafliiiiery for a new cicclrlc-ljglit plant al Kedficld,
Iowa.

Survey l)a,s been slartcd on llic proposed Spirit
Lake, iMiinielsbing ami Fort DotJxe (lowaj inlcr-
iirban r.iilway line. |<.

Pacific S ope.
.San Francihco, .Septemlicr 11.—The first anlhcn-

lic infoniialion relative lo the plan of (lie Great
Weslern I'ower Company lo establish on the Oak-
land eslnary a large auxiliary electric i{eneratinK
plant is given out by II. I'. Wilson of llie firm oi
Hrowii. Wilson & Co. Mr. Wilson confirms Ihe
purchase of a tract of about seven acres. The
adopted plans coiilemplalc a bnilding 250 feet long
and 100 feet wide. It is proposed lo install turbine
generators of 5,000 horsepower each besides the
necessary slcani-generating plant. The auxiliary
station is lo be independent of the long-distance
transmission and is designed to furnish power in
an emergency. The company will expend $2,500,000
on the auxiliary plant on the estuary. Contracts
have been let for turbines, generators, boilers and
all other machinery required, according to the com-
liany's announcement.
A contract for two 6so-.kilowalt Westinghousc-

1 arsons turbo-generators has been closed through
Hunt-Mirk & Co., the Pacific Coast agents, which
are to be installed in the new power station which
is to supply light and power for the Claus .Sprcck-
els Building on the corner of Third and Market
streets, San Francisco.
John Hayes Hammond and other owners of the

Mt. Whitney Power Company, whose plant is
located near Visalia, Cal., arc the movers in a new
corporation known as the National Park Electric
Company, which is preparing to put in an electric
powder plant near Sonora in Tuolumne County. It
•is rumored that the new company -will take over
some of the other electric enterprises on the Tuo-
lumne River.

W'ork has been commenced on lb? southern ex-
tension of the power lines of the California-Nevada
Electric Power Company. This line will extend
from Pickle Meadows, near Bridgeport, Cal., to
Tonopah and Manhattan, a distance of 220 miles.
The Board of Supervisors of San Francisco has

voted unanimously to deny the petition of Daniel
O'Connell and others for the revocation of the
street-railway and telephone franchises in this city
and asing that bonds amounting to $22,000,000 be
issued for the acquisition of the street-railway and
telephone systems.
The City Council of Alameda, Cal.. has set Sat-

urday, September 21st, as the date for the bonds
election for public improvements. The proposed
bond issue will include $50,000 for the municipal
electric-light and power plant. If the bonds carry
a substantial two-story power station building will
be erected.

This week the Southern Pacific Railway Companv
applied for franchises in the 'cities of Alameda and
Oakland, which, when granted, will enable the com-
pany to transform its local steam lines in the city
of Alameda into electric lines, in following out
its avowed policy of changuig all its local system
on the east side of San Francisco Bay into elec-
tric lines. So far, the applications in Oakland ap-
ply only to the line which runs into Alameda, but
additional franchises will be asked for soon.
The City Council of Los Angeles, Cal., has called

for bids for street-railway franchises on Hill an.i
Sixteenth streets on which the Los Angeles Pacific

.
company was recently preventad from laying a
third rail. The council has ordered that a bond
of $25,000 be given for each fraiiclii,= e.

The Board of City Trustees of Sacramento, Cal..

has granted a freight franchise in that city to the
Northern Electric Company. The franchise pro-

. vides that other roads may pass over the lines

of the Northern Electric Company.
H. E. Huntington has issued orders to discon-

tinue all preparations for further extension work
on the Pacific Electric and Interurban electric sys-

tems in Los Angeles, Cal., the order taking effect

at once. General Traffic Manager McMillan says
in regard to the move: "It appears to be the pol-

icy of the present administration to make it as
difficult as possible to operate our lines. We are
made to pay for franchises, and these are taxed,

and all improvements made are assessed at ex-
orbitant rates, and then we are made to use fenders
which cannot be operated safely on our large

swift cars. The Pacific Electric and the Inter-

urban have not paid cxpers-js for the last three
years."

The entire issue of common stock of the Pacific

Gas and Electric Company, amounting to $20,000,-

000. has been turned back into the treasury of the

company as a result of the failure of the holders

of all of the stock to pay the last $10 assessment.

The assessment on the preferred stock, amounting
to $1,000,000, has been paid in full in cash. The
issue of- $20,oco,poo of the common stock has been
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held by N. W. Halsey & Co., and their repre-

sentatives here say that the action of the house

in turning the entire stock held by ' them into the

treasury has resulted in putting the corporation on

a firmer financial footing. The sum realized on the

assessment of the preferred stock will be used for

restoration work and extensions of the service

made necessary during the last 16 months. The
general belief , among financial men here is that

the latest move in the stock of the company is

preliminar3' to a completion of a merger with the

Great Western Power Company, wdiich was ru-

mored some months ago.

A controlling interest in the Lj'tle Creek Power
Companv has been sold by Judge John L. Camp-
bell of 'San Bernardino, Cal., to F. A. Worthley

of Riverside, Cal., who is superintendent of the

Riverside municipal lighting plant and a large

owner in the Southwest Electrical Company. It is

given out that a number of e-xtensions will be

made at once.

Contracts have been closed in the East by one

of the electrical engineers of the Southern Pacific

Railroad Company for 10 large boilers which are

to furnish steam for the operation of the two
5,000-kilowatt Westinghouse-Parsons turbo-gener-

ators that were recently contracted for. It is prob-

able that a third unit, of the same capacity, will

also be ordered from the same company, for in-

stallation in the pow-er house which is to be erected

in Oakland, Cal, near the foot of Fruitvale Ave-
nue. The alternating current will be transformed

at sub-stations and direct current used to operate

electric cars on the railroad company's local lines

in Oakland and Alameda. B.

PERSONAL.
C. W. Reese has been made manager of the

Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company for

the St. Paul office.

Otto Schilling has been appointed superintendent

of the Mattoon and Charleston (111.) interurban

electric road. Mr. Schilling was formerly with
the Illinois Central Railroad as division superin-

tendent.

^^*. S. Townsend, master meclianic of the East
Liverpool Traction and Light Company, hiast Liv-
erpool. Ohio, has been appointed a member of the
Central Electric Railway Association standardiza-

tion committee to succeed W. H. Evans, formerly
of Indianapolis, but now of Buflfalo, N. Y.

The Holophane Company has added to its engi-

neering department Mr. T. W. Rolfe, engineer, and
Mr. C. W. Heck, designer. Mr. Heck resigned
from the Safety Car Heating and Lighting Com-
panj' to establish a department of special fixture

designing for the Holophane Company, this de-
partment being necessary to take care of the grow-
ing number of large lighting installations being
handled by the Holophane illuminating engineers.

Hugh J. McGowan, president of the Terre
Haute, Indianapolis and Eastern Traction Com-
pany, and also of the Indianapolis Traction and
Terminal Company, has returned from a three-

month tour of Europe, where he traveled 5,200
miles in an automobile. Mr. McGow-an reports

traction facilities in Europe, especially in England,
as aw'ay behind. 'There are scarcely any inter-

urban trolleys, and in the cities there is little or
no effort made to carry or accommodate the peo-
ple," he said. "We are away ahead of them when
it comes to the traction business. Between Liver-
pool and London, about no miles, there is not an
electric line, and the land is as level as a floor.

Within a radius of 50 miles of Liverpool there is

a population of 7,000,000 and no trolley lines for
their accommodation. Throughout Great Britain,

France, Germany and the most of the other Euro-
pean countries there, is a great opportunity for de-
veloping the electric-railway business."

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
L. W. Chilton has been granted a franchise for

an electric-light system in Goliad, Tex.

The City Light and Power Company of Beatrice,
Xcb., has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$25,000.

The Ola Lumber Company contemplates estab-
lishing an electric-light plant, to furnish lights to
the town of Ola, Ark.

The Chickasha (I. T.) Water Power Company
is now ready to begin the construction of its elcc-

tric-light and power plant.

J. J. Osborne and associates have incorporated as
the Tcxahoma (Tex.) Light, Water and Ice Com-
pany, with a capital of $15,000.

J. C. Bergcr and others of Denver, Colo., have
purchased the Sterling (Colo.) Electric Light (Com-
pany and will enlarge the plant-

Thc Greenville (Ky.) Light and Water Company
was organized last week with a capital stock of
$35,000, all subscribed. Work will be begun at once
on a modem light and water plant for the city. A
dam will be constructed near town which will give
a supply of 50,000,000 gallons of water annually.

J. A. Oilman has planned the plant and will super-

intend its construction. He will be general manager
of the plant when put in operation.

George I. Waters of Victor, Mont., and others

plan establishing a power plant on a nearby stream
which will supply electric lights to Stevensville

and Victor.

The Superior (Wis.) City Council recently voted
to abandon further plans for a municipal lighting

plant and decided to renew the contract with the

local lighting company at a lower rate than for-

merly. Most of the aldermen and the mayor were
elected on municipal-ownership platforms, and,

after employing an engineer to make plans and
estimates, came to the conclusion that no money
would be saved by the municipal project.

The large number of gas and electrical engineers,

architects and central-station men who are becom-
ing interested in illuminating engineering, and who
call upon the Holophane Company for data on this

science, has led to the engagement by the company
of Mr. T. R. Pemberton, in the position of office

salesman and demonstrator. The Holophane Com-
pany has a very complete demonstration room, in

which the illumination value of its product is

shown.

The Utah Light and Railway Company of Salt

Lake City, which controls all the electric lighting

and street railways of that city, has decided to re-

linquish all its restrictions of the city's use of the

powder deeded to the city from its power rights in

Big Cottonwood Creek by the franchise of 1905.

This is on condition that the City Council validate

the 1905 franchise and extend its life to 50 years.

The city has been trying to secure this privilege

so it could use the power as it wished instead of

for purely municipal puroposes only.

ELECTRIC RAIL'WAYS.
The Little Rock (Ark.) and Pine Bluff Traction

Company is preparing to let the contract for its

power plant. J. J. Fiske is president. '

The Northern Texas Traction Company of Fort
Worth, Tex., will double the capacity of its power
house. H. l". Edgar is general manager.

The Lancaster, O.xford and Southern, now op-

erating as a steam railroad near Lancaster, Pa.,

will probably be electrically operated after the

M'cCalls Ferr}' dam is completed. President W. M.
Franklin of the road recently sought permission

of the Oxford Borough Council to extend the line

through some of Oxford's streets and to the fair

grounds, promising to use electric power over the

entire system.

The Board of Trade of Red Lodge, Mont., has
practically decided to build an electric road from
Red Lodge to the Bear Creek coal-mining camp,
four miles away from Red Lodge. This is a rich

mining district that has not been developed to an}-

extent on account of the topographical difficulty of

building a mining town there. The projected line

will make Red Lodge the business and residence

town of this coal district.

The Los Angeles Pacific Company has made an
issue of $20,000,000 mortgage bonds, of which about
$S,ooo,ooo will be used for extension and improve-
ment of its lines and the remainder for refunding
an old bond issue. Among the improvements will

be new power houses and sub-stations, a large
new depot in Los Angeles, besides many other
modern stations along the lines. The new exten-
sions to Hollywood and Santa Monica will re-

quire several subways and will have a rock-bal-
lasted roadbed laid with 90-pound rails. The new
rolling stock will be of the finest type obtainable.

RADIO-TELEGRAPHY.
An Australian record in wireless telegraphy has

been achieved by the successful transmission of
messages from the British warship Challenger, of
the Australian squadron at present stationed in

Hobson's Bay, to the flagship Powerful, which at

'the time was moored in Farm Cove, Port Jackson.
The Challenger was in- communication with the
flagship, by means of wireless telegraphy, the whole
of its voyage and never once lost touch with it.

The longest message, one flashed over a distance
of 410 miles, in a direct line, constitutes an Austral-
ian record.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
The Flathead Water Power Company is building

two pow-er houses at Kalispcl, Mont., each to de-
velop 1,000 horsepower.

The California-Nevada Power Company, which
purposes to transmit electric power at 100,000 volts

from a hydro-electric plant in the mountains of
California over a long transmission line extending
to Goldfield and other Nevada mining camps, has
matured its plans. It is reported that it has been
decided to award the contract for the generators
for the plant to the Westinghousc Electric and
Manufacturing Company. The power company has
•offices in the Chronicle Building in San Francisco
and also in Denver.

PUBLICATIONS.
The publication office of' The Electric City, pub-

lished by the Chicago Edison interests, has been
moved from the Edison Building. 139 Adams Street,
to the Electric Block, 84 to 88 Market Street,
where the entire second floor has be^en equipped
for the publication of the magazine. The telephone
service remains the same as before. Main 1280.

The McGraw Publishing Company ji.-is moved
into its new building at 239 West Thirty-nintli
Street, New York city. The building is 11 stories
high and is interesting because constructed entirely

of reinforced concrete. From it the Electrical

World, Street Railway Journal and Engineering
Record will be issued. These jj.-urnals are to be
congratulated on what are apparently admirable
quarters.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
The annual reunion of the Old Time Telegraph-

ers and the United States Military Telegraph
Corps, w-hich was to have been held at Niagara
Falls on September i6th, 17th and i8th, has been
postponed to a date to be determined later. Un-
settled conditions prevailing in the telegraph field

at this time are given as the cause of postpone-
ment.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The steam end of the 6,000-kilowatt AUis-Chal-

niers turbine-alternator unit which was recently
shipped to the Kings County Electric Light Com-
pany of Brooklyn, a subsidiary company of the

Brooklyn Edison Companj', is said to be one of the

largest and most powerful so far built. As an
indication of its size it is interesting to note that

a piece of steel forging weighing 240,000 pounds,
made by the Bethlehem Steel Company, went into

the construction of its spindle.

The trustees of the Sanitary District of Chicago
.
have decided to begin w^ork on the North Shore
channel running from Lake Michigan a little north
of Evanston to a point on the North Branch of
the Chicago River. A pumping station near Evans-
ton will be required. To save that city from an-
other smoke nuisance, it has just been decided
to use electrically operated pumps. Mr. E. B.

EUicott, electrical engineer of the District, estimates

that there will be a saving of $55,573 in initial

expenditure by the adoption of this plan. The cost

of the building and equipment he places at $255,927.

The Graphic Arts Company of Bufifalo, N. Y.,

recently purchased a new AUis-Chalmers 45-kilo-

watt type "H" generator with a complement of

seven five-horsepower type "K" direct-current

shunt motors built by the same company for op-

eration at a speed of 1,050 revolutions per minute
and two three-horsepower type "K" motors for

operation at 1,025 revolutions per minute. Five of

the five-horsepower motors are for belting to

presses, one will be belted to a paper cutter, an-

other to a roughing machine, while a three-horse-

power machine will be mounted on the bronzing
machine.

Experiments are being carried on with a /lew

to replacing the rails now in use on the railway

lines owned and operated by the Belgian govern-
ment by rails of heavier weight—a change neces-

sitated by the increased weight of the rolling stock.

The weight of locomotives now in use has doubled,

being from So to 90 tons, with cars of from 20

25 tons in weight. So far the heaviest rails used

are what are know-n as the Vignole rails, having

a maximum weight of about 90 pounds per meter

(39.37 inches). The w-eightof the new rail with

which experiments are being made is about 125

pounds per meter. The line selected for experi-

mental purposes is that from Liege to Germany.
It is obvious that the use of these heavier rails

will necessitate corresponding modifications in other

appliances on the lines affected by the change.

TRADE NEWS.
The Domestic Supply Company of Chicago has

certified to a change of name to the Ray Electric

Company.

The Standard Electric Company of Omaha, Neb.,

has been incorporated with a capital stock of $25,-

cco by E. F. Schurig and associates.

The Edgecombe Company of Cuyahoga Falls.

Ohio, announces that it has taken up electrical

contracting in connection with its mechanical and
electrical engineering business, and will be pleased

to receive copies of late catalogues of electrical

supplies.

The sales force of the Holophane Company has
recently been augmented by the addition of Mor-
gan P. Ellis and Harry P. Struben. The former
comes from the Electric Appliance Company of

Chicago, and will travel the Northwestern States.

Mr. Struben was, mitil lately, connected with the

engineering department of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road Company, with headquarters at Baltimore.
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II.' will have the soiitluvcslorn Icrrilory (or Uolo

pllilllC.

I'hc United States Circuit Court (or Iho District

of New Jersey filed :iii opinion :i few days aRO

in Ihe suit of llie WesliuKliouse ICleetric and Mami-
faeluriuK Company aKainsl Ihe I'rudenlial Insurance

Company of America on Nolan patent No. 582,481.

granted May 11, i8c)7. This opinion is the outcome

of a suit hrouKlu liy the VVesliiiKhouse company
against the I'rudenlial company, charninR the latter

with infrinKenient of Nolan patent No. 582,481, in

tlie Kcneralin' manufactured by the Bullock Elec-

tric Manufaetnrini; Company of Cincinnati. The
Nolan p;ilenl in suil relates to means for fastening

the laminae of the cores of eleclrical machines to-

(jethcr and lo the casting liy which they are sup-

iwrted. Jud^e l.anning in this opinion holds that

claims two and four of ihc Nolan patent arc valid

and infringed.

BUSINESS.
['he J. VV. Morrison Lumber Company of Min-

neapolis. Mimi.. has just finished pulling its large

stock of white-cedar poles from the river at Co-

hasset, Minn., and will commence shipping at
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once. Tliiii slock rinis Uirpcly lo long poles, and
Ihe company solicits inquiries from cicctric-railway

and light people.

Ihe Chorry Colton Mills of I''l()ience, Ala., have
recently placed a contract with Ihe Allis-Chalnicrs

Company, Milwaukee, covering a soo-kilowalt sleani

lurbine and .illernator iniil, logetlier willi lurlio

jet condenser and engine-driven exciter complete.

The cotlon-mill industry of the South, which lias

known such phenomenal growth in Ihe past decade,

owes no sm.all portion of its success to the use of

electricity to drive ils looms and spindles.

An up-to-date exhibit of incandescent lamps, re-

lledors and globes at the Montreal Eleclrical

Show was that conducted by the National Electric

Lamp Association on behalf of the Sunbeam In-

candescent l.ani|i Company of Canada. Ltd., lo-

gethor wilh Ihe ll.dophane Company.
,
Among the

many lamjis displayeil were the following: Eifty,

100 and 250-watt Gem melalized-filameul, operating

in nudtipie at 2^<; watts per candle cITiciCncy

;

meridian of large round bulb as well as straight

side tantalum, in 40 and 80-watt sizes, two watts

per candle; multiple and series tungsten, ij/) watts

per candle, the former being 110 volts, 80 candle-
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power, and the latter 40 candlcpowcr; four, s'A,
6 6-10, 7J/J amperes; miniature tanlaluni and tung-
sten from one-half lo ciglit candlcpower, l>/j to 28
volts. One of these lamps was running on an
ordinary dry cell. Very interesting (lemonstrations
were given. Many of Ihc lamps in this exhibit

were used in conjunction with Holophane reflectors.

The elTicieniMfS given herein, however, arc of lanip'i

bare. The Holophane Company had a very pretty

display of reftcclors and globes, notable among
same hcjng the lloloplianc arc or cluster. In a
dark room it was easily seen that lamps cquipp'.-d

wilh these reflecU>rs would give nnich more down-
ward light, Bulletins containing information on
higli-efTieicncy, nielalized and nielal-filamcnt lamps,
and also on modern illumination, were pl.iced

within easy reach of all who cared lo help lluni-

selves. These bulletins, nine in nund)er. can be had
(or the asking. Among the rcpresent/itives present

were U. G. Tremaine of the National Electric Lamp
Association, S. E. Doane, chief engineer of Ihc
associalion ; W. E. Irving, manager of the Sunbeam
company; W, M. SkilT, (jeorge luring ami George
Merrill of the engineering department of the as-

sociation, and T. W. Rolph and Mr. Jones of the
Ilolo|)hane Company.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

865,.?67. Fluorescent Electric Lamp. Thomas A.

Edison, Llewellyn Park, N. J. Application filed

May 19, 1896. Renewed April 29, 1902.

Tills is a Riintgcnt , X-ray tiilic or screen. Ihe glass

having a crystalline fluorescent powder, such ns tung-

slate of calcium, fused to it.

S65.368. System of Electrical Distribution. Justus
'

B. Entz, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

December 30, 1905.

A booster for storage battery work has two main
fields, one in the main load circuit and the other in

t!ie booster armature circuit, and an auxiliary coil

adapted to oppose the first field.

865,377. Automatic Suspending Reel for Electric

Incandescent Lamps. John H. Gordon, Sno-

qualmie, Wash. AppHcation filed January 11,

1907.

The line wires connect through the horizontal axles

to brushes inside the drum. The lamp wires connect
to the brush terminals in such a way as to permit these

wires to be wound up on the drum.

865,379. Combined Jack and Restoring Drop. Ema-
dia J. Grenier, Menominee, Mich. Application

filed April 18, 1906.

The drop is provided with a vertically pivoted shutter

and a restoring mechanism. Below the number plate

and shutter is a spring-jack mounted on the same block.

Issued (United Slates Patent Office) September 10, igoj.

865. 3H9. Control of Electrically Driven Air* Com-
pressor. Ebenczcr Hill, Norwalk, Conn. Ap-
plication filed May 24, 1907. .

The controller arm is moved by n plunger working in

a cylinder containing a liquid to move it slowly. The
variations in pressure govern the action of the plunger.

865,412. Attachment for Electric Motor Control-

lers. Albert H. Mathcwson, Thompsonville,
Conn. Application filed March 28, 1907.

Till 3 attachment has arranged in a circle a series of
pockets holding balls. A finger fastened to tlie con-
troller handle is arranged to pass over the balls whcr.
turned in one direction, but lo engage tliem in the
other direction and to be thus held till moved to !)ie

proper position.

865,428. Automatic Time Switch and Alarm. Frank
H. Quade. Jr., San Francisco, Cal. Applica-

tion filed December 28, 1906.

An automalic automatic alarm mechanism has an elec-

tromagnet, automatically energized at a predetermined
time. A segment carrying an armature for the magnet
is provided with a pawl turning a ratchet that has a
series of contact studs, engaging a stationary contact
successively wliich rings an alarm.

865,432. Electric Time Switch. William D. Ross.
Providence, R. L Application filed December
I, 1906.

A rotary dial carries adjustable arms provided with
projecting pins that engage escapement levers for operat-
ing the switch.

865,470. Printing Telegraph. John E. Wright, New
York, N. Y. Application filed May 6, 1904.

ACCUMULATOR.

865.383. Controlling Device. Arthur E. Handy,
Providence, R. L, assignor to the Rhode Island

Elevator and Machine Company, Providence,

R. I. Application filed December 31, 1904.

An electric controller has an electromagnet provided
with a plunger core and armature. A series of circuit

closing fingers arranged in sets is connected to the

armature so as to alternately release the fingers -f

each set and thus cut out resistance step by step.

Pivoted aims are connected tj the plunger core so as

to simultaneously render all the fingers inoperative.

865.384. Timer. Charles S. Hardy, Summit, N. J.

Application filed January 21, 1907.

This is a periodic contact maker having a contact arm
that can be turned in one direction only. This en-
gages, one by one, a series of contacts, each consisting

of a rod held in a bushing by a spring tangentially
against the rotating arm.

865.387. Portabie Dust-suction Apparatus Worked
by Means of an Electromotor. Adolf Hein,
Berlin, Germany, assignor to the Vacuum
Cleaner Company. Application filed February
21, 1906.

A motor is connected by flexible transmission to a
double throw crank shaft that operates two suction bel-
lows, all but the motor being in a dust-tight casing,

865.388. Control of an Electrically Driven Air
Compressor. Ebenezer Hill, Norwalk, Conn.
Application filed April i, 1907.

The motor controller is actuated by the differential
action of pistons in two cylinders, one trying to put the
arm into running position, the other forcing it back.

A printing telegraph receiver lias two independent line

circuits. A type wheel having a plurality of circular
rows of characters thereon is moved by an electro-

magnet in one of the independent circuits step by step
in line with its axis. An electromagnet in the second
independent circuit simultaneously rotates the type wheel
about its axis.

865.473. Break-arm for Electric Wiring. Walter
A. Arthur, Manchester, N. H. Application filed

April 5, 1907.

Two branches extend on opposite sides of the base.
At the ends of the branches are angularly adjustable in-

sulator brackets.

865.474. Trolley. Joseph Ashurst, Chicago, 111.

Application filed j\larch 25, 1907.

A trolley head has a pair of current collecting wheels
on vertical axes on each side of the wire, bearings for
the wheels and guard plates. The whole is arranged to
oscillate vertically and horizontally.

865.482. Wire Payout Reel. John F. Delphey. To-
ledo, Ohio. Application filed April 8, 1904.

This is a frame with a number of U-shaped members
joined together at their ends, at which pivots are sup-
ported that carry the reels.

865.483. Insulating Coupling. Gustave F. Dreher,
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor of one-half to

Gustave F. E. Dreher, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed April 9, 1906.

This coupling is made of two parts. One has a T-
shaped head, the other a hooked end adapted to fit over
the head of tlie first, an insulating strip separating the
adjacent portions.

865,501. Motor Truck. William F. Kiesel, Jr.,

Altoona, Pa. Application filed March 25, 1907.

A car truck has motor frames mounted upon the
axles, the frames having noses resting on a suspension
bar fastened by links to the center-plate of an inde-
pendent bolster.

865,503. Electrical Accumulator. John Knobloch,
New York, N. Y. Application filed December
26, 1906.

This storage battery plate has a conducting frame-
work with consecutive compartments holding the paste.
The whole is surrounded by a pervious insulating en-
velop secured to it. Special insulating separators are
arranged to separate and brace the plates. (See cut.)

865,516. Electric Regulator. Frank C. Newell,
Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company. Applica-
tion filed October 22, 1904.
This regulator is for a generator having a rheostat in

series with its main circuit. The field circuit connects
Qn_ one side to the main terminal and on the other to
adjustable contact on rheostat. This contact is operated
by a ceil placed inside the resistances.

865,527. Heating Device. Albert A. Radtkc, Chi-
cago, III. Application filed October 27^ 1906.

An electrical egg-ccokinj! device is made of a base and
cap shaped lo fit closely about the egg. Each is lined
inside with resistance wires connected through a switch
lo .1 source of current. The windings arc brought in
series when the cap is placed over the base.

865,536. Selector for Automalic Telephone Ex-
changes. Charles E. Scribncr, Jericho, Vt, and
Claude D. Enochs, Chicago, 111., assignors to
the Western Electric Company, Chicago, III.

Application filed April 10, 1905. Renewed July
II, 1906.

This selector comprises a series of connection termi-
nals and a ratchet wheel carrying an arm with insu-
lated switch fingers adapted to engage any pair of termi-
nals. A magnetically oscillated pawl actuates the ratchet
and advances it before the inertia imparted to it by a
heavy disk on its shaft is overcome.

865.555. Automatic Electrical Signal System. Ed-
win T. Ackerman, Chicago, 111. Application
filed September 26, 1904,

The system has a number of circuits including re-
lays closed by the hands of a clock, the relays each
operating circuit closers for a number of signal cir-
cuits. Means arc provided for cutting in or out any
of the circuits and of interchanging them.

865,567. Fuse-plug. Robert C. Cole, Hartford,
Conn., assignor to The Johns-PrattCompany.
Hartford, Coim. Application filed March 4, 1907.
This "plug is arranged to fit into a standard socket

and contains a cartridge fuse covered bv an insulating
shield.

NO. 865,617.—INDUCTION MOTOR.

865.574- Recording and Reproducing Sounds. John
F. Dirzuweit, Philadelphia, Pa. Application
filed April 29, 1907.

This is an apparatus on the order of the phonograph,
but works on different principles. A microphone trans-
mitter acted on by the sound waves produces electric
pulsations in a Tesla tube mounted so as to move over
a photo-sensitive olate. The fluctuating actinic rays from
the tube thus leave a permanent record on the sensitive
plate. To reproduce the sounds the process is reversed.

865.5S8. Electric Switch. Edward M'. Hewlett and
Theodore E. Button, Schenectady. N. Y., as-

, signers to the General Electric (fompany: New-
York. Application filed November 19, 1902.
This switch is operated by a reversible electric motor

connected to a three-wire system, one brush being per-
manently conne-ied to the neutral wire and the other
arranged to connect to either of the outside wires, the
motor being operated through a distant control switch.

£65.593. Programme Clock. De Witt H. Leas, Dela-
ware, Ohio. Application filed October 24, 1906.
A device for operating electric signals at predeter-

mined inter\'als has a gear wheel carrying pins that suc-
cessively close an electric contact. Electromagnetic
means are provided for repeating the series of signals.

865,604. Target. August C. Meyer, Worcester,
Mass. Application filed January 4, 1906
A score-keeping device has a target having movably

motinted value rings, and an electric circuit arranged to
be closed by the movement of the rings. An indicator
has corresponding value rings, a marker for each ring
and means operated by the closing of the circuit to
expose a marker in a position corresponding in value to
the location of the hit upon the target. A register has
a dial with an index, a pointer, and means operated b^-
the closing of the circuit to advance the pointer along
the index to register the total value of such hit added
to the previous scale.
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. l.i.Mil Ui:ig ^i.':Lvrial ard MciIkuI ot Pm-
(lucing the Same. Charles L. Nurion, Man-

clicstcr, Mass., assignor lo the Asbestos Wood
Company. Application filed Febrnary 23, 1907.

The process consists in heating a body composed of

asbestifoim fiber bonded ^vith magnesium hydrate, and
impregnating it while licalcd uitb a lujuefiable liydro-

carbon, such as ozocerite.

865.608. Process of Baking Carbon Electrodes and

Heating bv Electricity and Combustion. Edgar

F. Price. Niagara Falls, N. Y. Application filed

April 22, 1905.

'i'liis process consists in initially iicating the electrodes

by combustion, and then heating tlie hot electrodes to a

h"ighcr temperatm-e by passing an electric cmTcnt through

them.

NO. 865,711.—METAL SEPARATOR.

865,609. Process of Smelting Refractory Ores and
Producing Low-carbon Ferro Alloys. Edgar
F. Price, Niagara Falls, N. Y. Application filed

November 14, 1905.

This is a process for producing ferrcchromium, and
consists in smelting a charge containing ferrosilicon, an
oxidized compound of chromium and a basic flux by
means of an electrically-heated resistance-conductor.

865,612. Insulating Machine. Howard D. Saylor.

Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed August 13,

1906.

Thp machine is used for winding cotton or silk in-

sulation on wires. It has sleeves for grinding the wire,

means for moving the wire, thread cups carried by each
sleeve and eye members for moving the thread around
the wire.

865.617. Induction Motor. Charles P. Steinmetz,

Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric Company of New York. Application

filed August 7, 1905.

The rotor of this motor has hollow high resistance
conductors, hollow end-rings forming both electrical and
pipe connections between like ends of all the conductors
and means for forcing a cooling fluid to circulate
through the conductors from one end-ring to the
other. (See cut on preceding page.)

865.618. Production of Nitrous Compounds. Charles

P. Steinmetz, Schenectady, N. Y.. assignor to

the General Electric Company of New York.
Application filed April 20, 1907.

This process consists in forcing a current of air

through a chamber in which there is an electric arc
that is deflected and rotated by a rotating magnetic field.

865,638. Thermostat. Harry G. Geissinger, New
York, N. Y. Application filed July 16, 1906.

A U-shaped thermal bar has the end of -one leg fas-

tened near the pole of an electromagnet and carries a

contact point at the end of its other leg, which can
close the circuit of the magnet coil.

865,648. Electrolysis of Fused Salts. Franz von
Kugelgen a-nd George 0. Seward, Holcombs
Rock, Va. Application filed May 26, 1905.

This relates specifically to the production of magnesium-
calcium alloy by the electrolysis of a fused mixture of
CaCla and MgF = regulated so that the secondary reac-

tion between calcium and MgFj, takes place only to a
limited degree.

865,650. Valve and Sparking Mechanism for Hy-
drocarbon Engines. Levi E. Lowe, Columbus,
Ohio. Application filed December 3, igo6.

The sparking device has a contact point at the end bf
a finger attached to an oscillatory arm which periodi-
cally cngagis a stationary contact in the path of the
gas flow past the valve head.

865.662. Igniter System. Richard Varley, Engle-
wood, N. J., assignor to the Autocoil Company.
Application filed May 11, 1906.

This system has a battery and a dynamo as alternative
sources of current, a single point cam lever that can
be in circuit with cither source and that can be mo-
mentarily shunted.

865.663. Ignition System for Explosion Engines.
Richard Varley, Englewood, N. J., assignor to

the Autocoil Company. Application filed Octo-
ber 8, 1906.

A cam causes one vibrator lo open a dynamo circuit
and another vibrator to close a battery circuit.

865,687. Process of Making Nickel Films. Thomas
A. Edison, Llewellyn Park, Orange, N. J., as-
signor lo the Edison Storage Battery Company,
West Orange, N. J. Application filed January
19, 1907.

Thii process for making a film of metallic nickel con-
sist* in first chemically dcpoisitintt on a suitiblc cathode
a film of metallic copper, eleclrolyllcally deposilinR a
copiMTf film ihcrcon, then depositing on the latter film
.1 film of nickel, next HtrippinK ihc composite sheet from
the cathode, and finally diuolving the copper in an
ammoniacal copper sulphate solution.

865,688. . Process of Making Metallic Films or

Flakes. Thomas A. Edison, Llewellyn Park,
Orange, N. J., assignor to the Edison Storage
Battery Company, West Ovange, N. J. Applica-

tion filed January 19, 1907.

This patent is similar to the preceding one, but is

broader so as to include • other metals than copi)cr and
nickel, such as cobalt, for instance.

865,697. Insulator. Robert E. Henderson and John
N. King, Los Angeles, Cal., assignors of one-
fourth to E. 0. Williams and one-fourth to

James W. King, Los Angeles, Cal. Application
filed May 16, 1906.

This insulator is mounted eccentrically on the pin.

The thick side is flat and has a groove extending in-

wardly and slanting upwardly to hold the wire.

865,701. Alternate-current Generator and Motor.
Alexander Heyland, Brussels, Belgium. Appli-
cation filed June 9, 1902.

This machine has a stator winding and two rotor
windings, one of which is a direct-current circuit and
the other an alternating-current circuit in series witli

the stator winding. The latter winding includes a
commutator and is used to overcome the armature re-

action of tlie machine.

865,707. Self-sustaining Field-magnet Coil. Elbert

W. Jodrey, Lynn, Mass., assignor to the Gen-
eral Electric Company of New York. Applica-
tion filed December 28, igo6.

This method of producing a self-sustaining univ:r-
sally-wound wire coil consists in winding a few layers,
securing a strip of paper about these layers, and then
v/inding or. the remaining layers.

865,711. Separating Metal from Deposits. Isidor

Kitsee, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed June
20, 1907.

A method of separating particles of metal from nntural
deposits consists in passing the mixture over the surfie:-

of a non-conducting drum, in which surface are em-
bedded both eelctrodes of a high-tension circui'. (?,'c
cut.)

NO. 865,579.—CONTACT RAIL.

865,730. Controlling System for Railways. Max
Trautmann, Dresden, Germany, assignor to Ber-
tha Trautmann, nee Sprie, Dresden, Germany.
Application filed March 21, 1907.

A series of conductors corresponding to the number
of passing trains is arranged in two groups. Line con-
tacts are actuated by the trains and operate indicating
devices in the circuit of the conductors. Means are
provided for restoring the indicators to initial position
when train arrives at next station,

865,732. Dynamo or the Like. Charles A. Van-
dervell, London, and William H. W. Proctor,

Coventry, England. Application filed March 6,

1905.

In a machine in which both armature and fields are
rotatable, one is driven and the other is provided with
a brake adjustable by hand so as to keep the relative
speed of rotation of the two parts at a desired value.

865,771. Electric Signal Bell. Harold W. Eden,
Detroit, Mich., assignor to the P. R. Manu-
facturing Company, Detroit, Mich. Application
filed July 18, 1906.

The new feature about this bell seems to be that the
brackets for supporting the magnet coils and armature
arc struck up from a plate of sheet metal.'

865,781. Electric Railway Signaling Device. Ed-
ward B. Howell, Butte, Mont. Application filed

June 25, 1906.

This system has poles alongside of the track carrying
one or more continuous signaling wires upon which runs
a trolley connected by means of a flexible cable to sig-

naling devices in the moving^car.

865,811 to 865,819. System of Motor Control,

Method and Means for Controlling Electric

Motors and Motor-control System. William H.
Powell, Norwood, Ohio, assignor to the Allis-

Chalmers Company and the Bullock Electric

.Manufacturing Company. Applications filed

April 16, 1906, to January 28, 1907.

These nine patents relate to systems of controlling
motors for variable speed operation and cover various
methods of accomplishing this, as by the simultaneous
regulation of the field strengths of generator and motor,
the use of auxiliary generators and motors, and the use
of self and separate excitation for the fields.

865.820. Motor-control System. Walter J. Rich-
ards, Norwood, Ohio, assignor to the AUis-
Chalmers Company. Application filed March
25, 1907.

A number of motors and generators have separately
excited fields all connected in scries. An auxiliary
dynamo is shunted across one of the field windings.

865.821. System of Motor Control. Walter J. Rich-

ards, Norwood, Ohio, . assignor to the Allis-

Chalmcrs Company. Application filed March 1,

1907.

Tlic armature current of the motor is supplied by a

dynrimo and tlic motor fields have a cumulative winding
supplied by two additional sources of current. The
fields of the dynamo are difi'crcntially supplied by tlirsv

same additional sources.

865,822. Method of and Means for Controlling
Electric Motors. Louis E. Bogen, Cincinnati,

Ohio, assignor to the Allis-Chalmers Compaii}'
and the Bullock Electric Manufacturing Com-
pany. Application filed May 27, 1907.

This method comprises a generator and motor with
armatures connected togetherj two separate sources of
current for the field windings of tlie generator and
motor respectively, and regulating devices for these two
separate sources, the electromotive force of the gener-
ator exciter being reversible.

865,848. Automatic Signaling Apparatus. James S.

Anderson, Ames, Neb. Application filed May
20, 1907.

Adjacent to the railroad track is placed a series of
poles, each having a box and an arm, the latter being
moved by a passing locomotive to close a circuit through
buttons in the box.

865,862. Thermostat for Centrally Heated Plants.
Robert Brukenhaus, Haspe, near Hagen, Ger-
many. Application filed January 22, 1904.
A maximum and minimum thermometer has electric

contacts and through electromagnetic devices operates a
branch steam valve.

865,866. Block Signal. Pierre L Chandeysson. St.

Louis, Mo. Application filed December 23, 1905.

A semaphore signal has a movable color disk in front
of a lamp. A semaphore arm and the color disk rotat?
on a shaft operated by an electric motor connected lo
the shaft by a magnetic clutch.

865,879-. Electric Contact Rail. Ed W. Farnham.
Chicago. 111., assignor to the Farnham Com-
pany, Chicago, 111. Application filed July 17,

1905.

This rail has a U-shape cross-section, the closed end
of the U being on bottom and forming the contact sid-?.

A continuous conductor lies in the grcove of the rail.

(Sec cut.)

865,888. Sound Magnifier -for Telegraph Instru-
ments. Frederick O. Hanson, Victoria, Kan.,
assignor of one-half to William Schrenkler,
Walker, Kan. Application filed February 2 1

.

1907.

.The armature lever strikes an anvil plate and th?
sound is transmitted to a diapliragm in an adjiastablj
iiorn.

865,907. Coil for Electrical Purposes. Elbert W.
Jodrey. Lynn, Mass.. assignor to the General
Electric Company of New York. Application
filed October 26, 1905.

A tubular support of insulating material has ssvEral
coils wound upon it. adjacent ends being separated by
a space. A conductor, connecting terminals of the coils
is embedded in the support.

865,937. Telephone Receiver. Edwin J. Quinby,
Portland, Me. Application filed November 22,

1905.

This receiver has a metallic casing insulated by bush-
ings from the mechanism within.

Ij^
NO. 865,970.— MOTOR CONTROLLEH.

865,970. Controller for Electric Motors. Charles
S. Lee, Troy, N. Y. Application filed June 4,

1906.

This controller operates a circuit-breaker and hn?.

means for compelling the operator to close the controlKi
contacts successively, after the circuit-breaker is one'
closed, and also means for opening the circuit-break r

when the operator releases the controller handle. (Sll'

cut.)

PATENTS THAT HAVE EXPIRED.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued

by the United States Patent Office) that expired

September 16, 1907:

-IS^.S-^S- Telephone. W. Burnley. North Eist, Pa.

'I3613S7. Socket for Incandescent Electric Lamps. II. 1'..

Swift, Itosloii, Mass.
.136,408. Dynamo Electric Machine. S. D. Field, Vonker^.

N. y.
136,4J0. Electro Magnetic Bell. J. Greary, Philadelphia,

Pa,

.136.425-

Pa.

i36.439

Electric Railway. H. W. Libbey, Boston. Mass.
Electric Conductor. W. E. Oehrle, Philadelphia.

J. V. Wollcnsak .uul W.

Electric Motor Car. W. Robinson, Boston, Mass.
4361.140. Electric Motor Car. \V. Rol)inson, Boston, Mas-*.

416,512. Telephone. S. Lloyd W'icpand, Phihulelphia, Pa.

43615 '3- Tcleplionc. S. Lloyd Wicgand. Philadelphia. Pa.

436.514- Telephone Relay. S. Lloyd Wiegand, Phila-

delphia. Pa.
.•.16,516. CJalvanic Battery.

Gill, Chicago, III.

436. s6o. Electro Mechanical Gong. G. Doyle, Waterlown.
Mass.

436,57 1. Trolley for Electrical Railways. D. A. Ainslic,

Richmond, V.i.

436.60^. Storage Battery. \V. B. Ilollingslicad, Bronxvitic,

N. Y.
436,640. Electrical Automatic Eire Alarnt System. W. 1

Singer, Carthage. N. Y.
436,677. Electrical Head Light. .T, Tlinrnr and E. I'..

Burr, London, EngLmd.
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1 ipolar Edison Dynamos on Upper Level. Small Belted Steam Encines Drivine Dynamos from Lower Level.

INTERIOR VIEWS OF OLD ADaMS STREET EDISON STATION, CHICAGO, IN I Sqo.— CAPACITY ABOUT 4,OO0 HORSEPOWER.

This Station has a Present Maximum Capacity of 130.000 Horsepower in Ten Turbine Units, Two of which are not Shown in Picture.

INTERIOR VIEW OF FISK STREET STATION OF COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY, CHICAGO, SUCCESSOR TO THE ABOVE, IN 1907.

STRIKING CENTRAL-STATION ADVANCE IN LESS THAN TWENTY YEARS.
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Some RecoIlecLJons of Central-station
Development.

Bv Samuel Insull,

Presideni, Commonwenlib Edison Company. Chicago.

THE first cenira]- station installation which I

ever saw was the first ore that was ever built.

It was installed at Mcnlo Park, N. J., by

Mr. Thomas A. Edison in the winter of 1880-81 for

the purpose of demDr.strp.ti::g the success of what

EDISON "z" TYPE DVNAM:t (CAPACITY, 6o LAMPS) OF t£S2.

was popularly called the subdivision of the electric

liglit.

The generating station was composed of nine or

ten 60-light dynamos and was situated in a build-

ing beside Mr. Edison's brick machine shop at

his laboratory. His workshops and laboratory and

his own residence and those of his assistants were
hghted by incandescent lamps. The system em-

ployed was the two-wire multiple-arc system of

mains and feeders, and the distribution system was
underground. There were motors at work in Mr.

Edison's laboratorj', and, in fact, all of the essen-

tial features of central-station generation and dis-

tribution were shown.

It was on the evening of the 2d of March, 1881.

that I paid my first visit to Menlo Park. I had
arrived in New York from England the day before,

liaving come on the invitation of Mr. Edison to

act as his private secretary. We had heard all

kinds of gossip in London about the wonderful

things that were being done at Menlo Park in

the way of practical electric-lighting work. Mr.

^\a
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"JCMBO" STEAM DYNAMO OF lb82, EXHIBITED AT CHICAGO
world's pair II YEARS LATER AS AN ANT KjUE.

Edison had been writing to his English friends

for two years prior to the date of my arrival in

New York telling of his success, but as we had

had nc demonstration of it on the other side of

the water and as scientists on both sides of the

Atlantic expressed their doubts as to the results

of Mrr Edison's experimental work, my. natural

desire when I arrived here was to pay an imme-

diate visit to Mcnlo Park :jnd cable my English

friends that I had actually seen Mr. Edison's cen-

tral-station system at work.

So far as the service rendered, this first ex-

perimental j;Ianl at the birthplace of the central-

station industry was as perfect as the service now
given by any of the central-station companies in

our large cities. And although, instead of using

in the generating station steam turbo-generators of

a capacity from lo.coo to 15,000 kilowatts, srnall

bipolar machines of from six to ten kilowatts ca-

pacity were used, yet the main essentials of cen-

tral-station engineering, as practiced today, were

shown in this original and successful effort at

central-station building. There was the multiple-

arc distribution system with feeders runnng from

the generating station to _various points' in the

system of mains in order to equalize the pressure,

incandescent lamps and motors running in multiple,

and the street wiring system thoroughly insulated

and laid underground ; in fact, all the essentials

of modern central-station distribution.

At the same time and running from the same
generating station Mr. Edison had in operation about

a mile of electric railway, the track being partially

insulated and used for conducting the current. A
speed of 42 miles an hour was attained, and over

:,coo people rode on this experimental electric rail-

way.

While Mr. Edison used the bipolar form of ma-

chine in his first experimental station, belted to a

slow-running Corliss engine, he had in mind, even

at that .early date, that the direct-connected unit

was the true engineering practice, and he had built

an experimental Porter-Allen engine of about 100

en the fingers of one hand. There were Mr. Edison
and three or four assistants.

After Mr. Edison got through with his experi-

mental work at Menlo Park, he and his assistants

had to pick out the territory in New York for cen-

tral-station distribution, decide on the genera'ting

capacity necessary and the size of conductors re-

quired. Then, after the general specifications for the

W'ork had been prepared, it was necessary that

there should be provided factories in which to

build the generating machinery and underground
conductors needed; also supplies, such as lamps.

sockets, switches, meters, etc. All these establish-

ments had to be started and organized and the

machinery produced and put in place and the neces-

sary central-station operating force taught to op-

crate and take care of the central-station system.

This w'ork—all of it—had to be done by a few
men whose only experience was that gained in

demonstrating experimentally at Menlo Park Mr.
Edison's inventions and ideas for central-station

work.

One of the greatest troubles Mr. Edison had to

contend with was the manufacture of the under-

ground conductors. No manufacturer at that time

would undertake the work. No one believed that

large volumes of current, even at so low a potential

as 100 volts, could be successfully distributed by

an underground system in the city of New York.

Mr. Edison, assisted by the late Mr. John Kruesi,

rif-4

EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR VIEWS OF THE FIRST COMMERCIAL

_ EDISON STATION IN THE WORLD, STARTED AT
APPLETON, WIS., IN 1SS2.

horsepower, running at a speed of 600 revolutions per

minute, directly connected to a bipolar machine laid

on its side with an armature of the bar-and-disk

type. It was found, however, that the speed of this

unit was too great, and. beyond a few experimental

runs, nothing was done with it.

The exhibition of this first central-station plant

at iVIenlo Park closed what might be called the ex-

perimental development period of Lhe business, and

the next step was the building of the first com-

mercial central-station system, which was located in

New York in the downtown district, between Wall

Street, on the south, Fulton Street on the north,

Pearl Street on the east and Nassau Street on the

west, the generating station being located near the

corner of Fulton and Pearl streets, and consisting

of six direct-connected units, driven by Armington

& Sims engines running at about 350 revolutions, per

minute, each unit having a capacit" of about 700

i6-candlcpowcr lamps, the lamps in use at that time

consuming about one ampere at no volts. It is

interesting to note that the machine was the first

successful direct-connected steam djiiamo, and was

known as Edison's Jumbo machine. This same typi;

of machine was subsetiucntly used in London (Eng-

land), Milan (Italy) and Santiago (Chile). This

plant was started on the 5th of September, i88j,

with 5,500 lamps connected, and at the end of 14

months of continuous running had 508 customers

and was wired for Ijetwccn 12,000 and 1,1.000 lamps.

At tlic same lime that this station was under con-

struction in New York city a much smaller central-

station plant was built at Appleton, Wis., and on

account of its smaller size, was in operation a few

months earlier than the New York plant, so that

the first commercial central-station incandescent

lighting plant started anywhere in the w'oi-ld Was'

at Appleton, Wis.

I can well remember the early experiences in

central-station construction in New York in the

winter of 1881 and the summer of 1882. The men

familiar with Ihc work could at that time be counted

designed the system of conductors, composed of

tw'o half-round copper rods, separated first by card-

board and disks with holes punched in them and

later by rope, and placed in iron pipe and insulated

with a compound, the principal ingredient of whch

was asphalt. These conductors were 20 feet 6

inches long, and in taking a building in New York

to manufacture them, we- made the mistake of

selecting a structure that was only 20 feet wide,

so that we used to take the conductors outside

the building in order to turn them around

!

During the building of this New York central-sta-

tion system I was mainly engaged in the daytime

in looking after Mr. Edison's business affairs. The

laying of underground conductors used to take

place at night, and the work of laying was super-

intended by Mr. Edison and Mr. John Kruesi, the

latter being occupied in the day in manufacturing

the conductors, or, as they were then known,

"Kruesi tubes." I was in the habit of assisting

them at night, my main duty being to sit on a

street corner and watch a galvanometer used in test-

ing the tubes for insulation.

While the original system in New York city was

financially successful, it was very difficult to get

capital to embark in the business generally through-

out the United States. For some years the

business went very slowly indeed. Efforts were

made to cheapen construction and adapt the appa-

ratus to the requirements of small towns. Mr.

lidisnn invented the three-wire system in 1882; and

llie development of the central-station business, while

really starting on a large scale in New York, was

for a number of years afterward confined to the

smaller towns of Pennsylvania and New England,

and the decvlopmcnt and growth of the business

in' the lai'ger'^cities' outside of New York did not

commence to make substantial progress until some
years later.

While the direct-current business was being ex-

ploited by the Edison companies, the Wcstinghouse

F.leetric Company .ind the Thomson-IIouslon Elec-
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ELECTRICIIV Hl'ILDlNG AT NIGHT.— CHICAGO WORLD'S KAIR OF 1893.

trie Company were engaged in pushing the alternat-

ing-current business and using as a basis for it the

old arc-light companies which in a number of cities

had been formed mainly by the Brush Company for

doing city lighting. For a number of years there

was the most heated and acrimonious discussion be-

tween the champions of the two different forms of

current (direct and alternating), but all this has

long since passed away, and current of both descrip-

tions is being used by the large companies at the

present time ; in fact, among the largest manufac-

turers of alternating current in the country are the

old Edison local companies, which have always kept

tlic lead in connection with central-station develop-

ment.

Some of the earliest three-wire central-station in-

stallations with overhead conductors were made at

Sunbury, Shamokin and Mt. Carmel. Pa., and at

Piqua, Ohio, the early three-wire underground sys-

tems in the smaller cities being laid in Brockton,

Fall River and Lawrence, Mass., Rochester and

Newburgh, N. Y., and Detroit, Mich. Among the

larger cities, Brooklyn, Boston and Philadelphia had

Edison three-wire plants in operation before any

attempt was made to install large central-station

three-wire plants in the West. It was not until

1887 that the Chicago Edison Company was organ-

ized by the men who originally controlled the Edi-

son light and power patents for Illinois and some

of the surrounding states. The Chicago Edison

Company started with a capital of $500,000.

In 1885 the Edison companies had grown to such

proportions that there were enough Edison com-
panies to form the "Association of Edison Illuminat-

ing Companies." The first convention of this asso-

ciation was held at Harrisburg, Pa., on April 15th

of that year, under the presidency of Mr. James S.

Humbird, who at that time was interested in the

Cumberland (Md.) company.

Just prior to that, on February 25, 1885, the "Na-
tional Electric Light Association" was formed, hold-

ing its first convention at the Grand Pacific Hotel,

Chicago, Mr. J. Frank Morrison of Baltimore be-

ing the first president.

Both of these associations have had great in-

fluence in assisting in the development of the cen-

tral-station business, and are today the two repre-

sentative bodies of the industry.

The development of the central-station business

in the West dates practically from the formation

of the Chicago Edison Company in 1887. While at

this time there were a very large number of series

arc lighting companies throughout the Central West

rilies, iinlil by 1893 there waj scarcely a large ccn-

Icr o{ popuhilioii in the United Slates that had not

a flourishing central-station company in operation.

In later years, the old rivalries liavini; passed away,
the Edison and alternating-current plants have con-
Milidatcd, as a rule inio one organization in each
clly, much to the advantage o( the public in the

direction of lower prices and better service, and to

the investor in a belter return on money invested

owing to the stoppage of the duplication of invest-

ment and organization.

Today in the cities of the first rank the central-

station business has got to the point of a vast manu-
facturing business, the tendency being to install large

lurbo-generators of from 10,000 to 15,000 kilowatts

capacity, producing high-tension alternating current,

which is transmitted to rotary sub-stations where it

is transformed into direct current of various prcs

sures dependent on whether it is to be used for

electric light and industrial power purposes or street-

railway work. In other cases the sub-stations arc

composed of step-down transformers to reduce the

voltage to that ordinarily used for alternating elec-

tric light and power distribution.

The experiences of the last few years have shown
very distinctly that if the central-station companies

of the large cities arc to maintain their positions, they

must go more and more into the wholesaling of

current to large users, such as street-railway com-
panies, elevated-railway companies, and possibly later

Reproduced from the Western Electrician of May 5, 1888.
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and the far West, a number of -which were operat-

ing alternating-current plants, the rapid growth in

the West of the central-station business on a large

and comprehensive scale did not take place until

after the first Edison station started in Chicago in

1888.

This was followed by the establishment of Edison

low-tension plants in most of the larger western

ELECTRICITY BUILDmG AT ST. LOUIS WORLD S FAIR OF 1904.

on to the larger transportation companies of the

country.

There is no business that I know of that is bene-

fited more than the central-station business in the

way of reduced cost of production by the increased

amount of output. The introduction of the steam
turbine is especially conducive to the economical

production of electric current in very large quanti-

ties, both from a capital and operating point of view

;

and I look forward with confidence to the day when
the electric energy required in each of our large

cities will be produced under one organization for

each city, with a few large generating stations for

the production of alternating current, the electric

energy being converted into whatever form may be
best adapted for the purposes for W'hich it is re-

quired.

A canvass of any of the central blocks of build-

ings in any of our large cities will show an amount
of investment in power-producing machinery out of

all proportion to that which is really required to

render the service demanded within a given terri-

tory. As these plants deteriorate and go out of use,

central-station connections are taking their place,

leading to a saving alike of capital expenditure and

operating expenses.

The same remark will apply to a canvass of the

power facilities of the various companies using

electric energy, such as the street-raihvay companies,

the elevated-railway companies and the interurban-

raihvay companies, in any given territory.

It is easy of demonstration that the most eco-

nomical thing to do is to produce all the electric

energy required in a given territory under one

organization, and the central-station company that
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works toward this end will, in my opinion, sliow a

far greater return on the money invested by its

stockholders and be able to quote a lower price to

its customers than the company which undertakes

to do the purely retail electric light and industrial

power business of the community, as the latter forms

but a small portion of the possible business offering.

The Rise of the Electric Railway.

By Bion J. Aknold^

Chairman, Board of Supervising Encineers, Chicago Traction.

VARIOUS histories of the electric railway have

been written at different times, but the de-

velopment has been so rapid and the progress

so remarkable that no article on this subject will
'

fairly represent the magnitude of the work done

in this field of electrical endeavor unless of com-

paratively recent date.

Although the principle of the electric motor was

discovered by an Eng-

lishman (Barlow) in

1826, and this principle

iirst put into practice in

a scientific way by an

Italian (DalNegro) in

1830, while its application

to the propulsion of a

traction vehicle in a min-

iature way was made by

an American (Davenport)

in 1S3S, to be followed

by a score or more oi

scientific experiments of

more or less practical

value, the first extensive

application of the electric motor to the propulsion

of electric cars, and the one which probably gave

the greatest impetus to the remarkable development

which followed, was made by an American (Sprague)

in 1SS7.

While the results of the struggles of the early

pioneers were of great scientific value, they neverr.

theless brought forth no device which could bt

utilized in the propulsion of electric cars until the

invention of the direct-current dynamo by an Ital-

ian (Paccinoti) in 1861, the development of which

by a Belgian (Gramme) in 1871, combined with

of the principal cities of the country, so that by

the year 1895 it might be said that almost every

city of any magnitude of tlie United States and

many of the principal cities of the world were
equipped with electrically propelled cars, requiring

for their operation in the United States alone over

8,000 miles of electric railway, using 18,000 cars.

EICN .T. .\EN0LD.
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and involving an investment of more than eighty

millions of dollars.

In 1893, at the World's Columbian Exposition

in Chicago, there was put into operation the Co-

lumbian Intramural Railway, the first elevated elec-

tric railway to be operated in the world, and al-

though the London underground road' was placed

in operation slightly prior to this date, and the

Liverpool overhead road soon after, the opening

of the Intramural Railway marked the beginning

of the conversion of the elevated railway from

steam to electricity. The successful operation of

this road caused the announcement by the pro-

moters of a proposed road, since built and known
as the Northwestern Elevated Railway of Chicago,

to make application for a franchise in 1893, from

the Chicago City Council, and to use as one of

their main arguments in favor of the granting of

this franchise the assurance that the road w'ould

be operated by electricity.

The successful operation of the Intramural road

and the granting of this franchise, with the dis-

i^^
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rangements made for the propulsion of its trains

by electricity, and when it went into operation in

1895 it wr.s an electric road.

Contem-poraneous with the construction of this

road and that of the Northwestern Elevated, came
the conversion, in 1896, of the Lake Street Elevated
Railroad, begun in 1891, and which had been put in

operation with steam locomotives in 1893. The
electrification of this road and the completion of

the Northwestern Elevated was soon followed by
the construction of the Chicago Union Elevated

Loop in 1897, and the electrification of the South
Side Elevated Railroad in 1898, steam locomotives

having been in use upon the latter road since its

completion in 1892.

Thus within a period of. five years all of the

elevated railways of Chicago were electrified, and
on account of the fact that two of them had
been operated by steam for several years, condi-

tions were thus created for the securing of valuable

information regarding the relative cost of operation

by steam and electricity.

The results of the operation of these roads after

electrification, and those of the Liverpool overhead
and London underground railways, were so favor-

able to electricity that it led to the subsequent

electrification of all the elevated railways of New
York city in 1902 and the construction of additional

elevated electric railways in Berlin and Boston in

1901, thus establishing the supremacy of electricity

for this class of railway work.

In the electrification of the street railways of

cities and for elevated-railway work direct current

had been used exclusively, due to the fact that the

stops were frequent, the distances to which energy

must be transmitted were short, and the special

adaptation of the direct-current motor for intermit-

tent work. After the street railways of the cities

had been equipped, however, the engineers and

others engaged in electrical pursuits sought new

fields for their endeavors, with the result that the

interurban road came into being, which opened up

a field wherein was soon shown some of the dis-

advantages of the use of direct current for this

class of work, due to the great distance over which

electrical energy had to be transmitted. To over-

come this objection the rotary converter was

brought into use and first placed in commercial

operation on an extensive scale on the Chicago

and Milwaukee Electric Railroad by the writer in

1898, who, following the general practice prior to

that time, had used in the construction of the In-

tramural Railway and other electric railways which

he had built, the direct-current system of transmis-

sion exclusively.

The successful operation of this road demon-

strated the advantages of the high-tension rotary

the discovery that one dynamo could be operated

as a motor from another dynamo, made by two
French engineers (Fountain and Breguet) at the

Vienna Exposition in 1873, made the electric rail-

way possible. From this date until 1887 the de-

velopment was comparatively rapid, and numerous
lines were built at expositions and in other places,

which gave them an opportunity of being of more
or less commercial value, the culmination of which
came with the construction of the Richmond road
in 1887.

It is with the succeeding twenty years, during
which time the most remarkable development in the

history of the world has taken place in the ap-

plication of a new force to the uses and con-

veniences of man—it is to this period that the

attention of the readers of this article is directed.

Following the successful operation of the Rich-

mond road came a most rapid conversion from
animal power to electric power of street railways

tinct understanding that electricity instead of steam

would be used as a motive power, not only gave

to Chicago and the West the honor of having

demonstrated the practicability of electricity for the

propulsion of heavy trains, but also marked the

doom of the steam locomotive for elevated-railway

service. The Northwestern Elevated went into op-

eration in 1900.

During the construction of the Intramural Rail-

way there was under construction in Chicago an

extensive elevated-railway system known as the

Metropolitan Elevated Railroad, the work lyion

which started in 1892. Much of the structure of

this road was completed prior to the operation of

the Intramural Railway, and its entire structure

had been planned for the use of steam locomo-

tives. The success of the Intramural Railway, how-

ever, converted the promoters of the Metropolitan

to electricity, with the result that contracts for

the steam locomotives were countermanded, ar-

Roproduced from llic Western Electrician of January 28,
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convcrtiT transmission plan so thoroughly that the

practice became standard, with the result that this

system lias been used in almost all of the intcr-

urban roads built since, and by its use rapid trans-

portation has been established between the various

cities and towns of llie United States as well as be-

tween those of other countries, resulting in the great

improvement of sociological conditions of those liv-

ing conlitjuous to these roads.

An idea of the remarkable development in this

Held may be obtained from the statement that at

ihc present time there are in operation in the United

States alone something over 12,000 miles of inter-

urban electric railway, connecting with urban sys-

tems which bring the total electric railway mileage

lip to soiiiclhing over 30,000 miles, and aggregating

ill cost probably over $600,000,000.

The electrical engineer and his associated allies

of this road will be carried, thus making possible

the construction of a niagnificent terminal station in

the heart of the city of New York without vitiating

the atmosphere or encumbering the streets.

The New York Central terminal will be con-

structed on a double-deck plan, the suburban serv-

ice coming in on the lower level, while the upper
level will be occujiied by express trains.

,

The result of the labors of those engaged upon

these works is worthy of note. Not only will the

trains of the Pennsylvania company, which now
stop at Jersey City, be brought into the center of

New York eily, but all of the passenger trains of

the New York Central Railroad and practically all

of the suburban trains of the New York, New
Haven and Hartford entering the New York ter-

minal of these roads are propelled by electricity.

Soon all of the trains of the New York, New

Reproduced from the Western Electrician of May I2. 1888.
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having thus devoted their energies to successfully

equipping the street-railway systems and the inter-

urban railway systems of the country, have in ad-

dition to these accomplishments been devoting their

energies toward the electrification of steam rail-

roads, with highly successful results.

In 1902 the New York Central Railroad Com-
pany, having in view the elimination of the objec-

tionable conditions surrounding the operation of its

tunnel through Park Avenue and the improvement

of its service within the vicinity of New York, had
the question of the feasibility of the electrificaton

of its terminal investigated by the writer, with the

result that electrification was finally decided upon
by its board of directors. A commission was organ-

ized in 1903 to prosecute the work, with the

result that it was decided to electrify some 300

miles of track and to haul all of the trains of the

system by electricity while entering the Grand Cen-

tral terminus.

Some time subsequent to this, although practic-

ally contemporaneous with this work and induced

by it, came the electrification of the New York,
New Haven and Hartford Railroad from New York
city to Stamford, Conn., 30 miles from New York,

involving the electrification of something over 80
miles of track, with a fair prospect of the exten-

sion of electrical operation toward Boston.

The application of electricity to railway terminals

has brought about another condition of far-reaching

effect, for it permits the construction of terminal

stations in such a manner that trains may enter

at different levels and provide equal convenience to

the passengers of all, thus making a tunnel entrance
to a city equally as desirable as a surface entrance.

This advantage is being utilized on a grand scale

in the construction of the terminals of the Penn-
sylvania and the New York Central railroads in the

city of New York, and it is not improbable that it

will soon be utilized in the city of Chicago.

In the case of the Pennsylvania company, tunnels
are now being constructed from the New Jersey
side, passing under the Hudson River, across Man-
hattan Island, then under the East River to Long
Island City, through which the passenger service

Haven and Hartford Railroad will be thus operated,

thereby eliminating the steam locomotive from the

city of New York forever—a condition which has

been brought about by the active co-operation of

the engineering, financial and executive talent of

these roads with the manufacturing companies fur-

nishing the apparatus, and the judicious expenditure

of approximately $300,000,000 for electrical appa-

ratus and terminal improvements made possible by

the adoption of electricity.

Furthermore, the construction of passenger sub-

ways for passenger service in New York, London,

Berlin, Budapest and Paris are other notable exam-
ples of the application of electricity to the trans-

portation problem. In Chicago there has been con-

structed something over 50 miles of freight subway
underlying the principal streets, through which the

freight from the various railway terminals will be

delivered into the basements of the principal busi-

ness houses, thus removing from the streets the

obstructions and objections incident to the move-
ment of this freight upon the surface. When Chi-

cago has put into effect plans now contemplated

there will be, in addition to the elevated and surface

tracks, three levels of subways below the surface,

thus making it probably the greatest example of the

development of this class of service in the world.

Other cases might be cited, such as the Baltimore

tunnel of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad at Bal-

timore, which has been in operation since 1S95

;

the St. Clair tunnel of the Grand Trunk Railroad
system under the St. Clair River between Port
Huron, IMich., and Sarnia, Ont., and the Detroit

tunnel of the IVIichigan Central Railroad at Detroit,

under the Detroit River, where electricity will soon
supplant steam in the hauling of heavy freight and
passenger trains.

In addition to these prominent examples there
are now in operation a number of railways built

from the start as electric railways, operating under
conditions approaching steam-railroad practice, and
these, with the e-xamples above mentioned, the

Simplon Tunnel line (by which the traveler is con-
veyed from Switzerland into Italy without the an-
noyance of obnoxious gases from the steam loco-

motive), the Eric Railroad, the Lancajhire and
Yorkshire of Ivngland and the Vallcllina line of
Italy, all of which arc in operation, arc conspicuous
examples of what electricity is now doing in heavy
railroad work, and while this list is by no means
complete, it indicates what may be expected in the
future.

In addition to the conclusive evidence of the suc-
cessful operation of the roads above mciilioned
there arc now cither under contract for construc-
tion or under contemplation numerous other impor-
tant applications of electricity to steam-road con-
ditions, as shown by the contract recently let for
the electrification of the Cascade division of the
Great Northern Railroad, by means of which it is

expected that the capacity of the Cascade division
of this road will be greatly increased and its oper-
ation made more safe. The Southern Pacific Rail-
road Company is also contemplating the electrifica-

tion of one of its heaviest divisions through the
Sierra Nevada Mountains for the purpose of elim-
inating the difiicultics due fo tunnel operation, and
has recently let a contract for the electrification of
its entire terminal system at Oakland, Cal.

The writer, although the first to put into exten-
sive use the rotary converter sub-station system for
railway work, soon realized its limitations, which
caused him to conduct a series of experiments at
Lansing, Mich., from igoo to 1903, with the object
of using the single-phase alternating current directly
in the car motor, so as to eliminate the sub-station
feature of the then standard system and at the same
time economize in copper by using a higher work-
ing pressure on the working conductors.

These experiments so stimulated the work of

others that various single-phase systems were de-
veloped and placed upon the market in 1904, so
that, although the direct-current system had been
adopted by the New York Central commission when
it had to make its decision in 1903, by the time the

engineers of the New York, New Haven and Hart-
ford were required to act, the single-phase system
had been sufficiently developed to be considered a

formidable rival of the well-established and well-
behaved direct-current motor.
These engineers decided in favor of the single-

phase motor, with the result that we now have
two of the leading railroads of the world operating
their trains into the same terminal and over the
same tracks for a considerable distance, but using
entirely different systems and methods ofapplying
electricity to the propulsion of their trains, one
using the direct-current motor with the third rail

for a working conductor, while the other uses the
single-phase alternating-current motor and an over-
head conductor.

Thus we have a splendid example of a "battle

royal" on a grand scale of two formidable rivals

for supremacy in the application of electricity to

steam-railroad work.
In the meantime the three-phase system as de-

veloped in Hungary has been in successful opera-
tion on the Valtellina line and the Simplon Tunnel
previously mentioned, and has been recently adopted
by the engineers of the Great Northern Railroad
Company in this country for its Cascade division,

while the single-phase system has been adopted by
not only the Grand Trunk Railroad Company for

its St. Clair Tunnel installation but for a number
of other installations involving heavy work. There-
fore, we stand a fair chance of soon realizing from
the results of actual practice the relative merits of

the different systems.

Concluding this brief outline of what has been
accomplished in the electric-railway field we may
reasonably ask, what of the future?

In writing upon this subject in 1904 the writer
then announced that it was his firm opinion that
conditions would compel the steam-railroad com-
panies to absorb the principal interurban lines par-
alleling them and convert them into local feeders
for their through-hne trains; that the steam-rail-

road companies would, either for the purpose of

producing more economical conditions of the oper-
ation of their terminals, or from the force of
pressure brought about by the officials of munici-
palities, which would compel them to equip their

terminals electrically on the ground that steam loco-

motives in our cities are a public nuisance, become
not only owners but operators of electrical proper-

ties; that with their terminals thus equipped elec-

trically and the interurban roads between these

terminals operated electrically the next step would
be the electrification of the trunk-line passenger

tracks between these electrified terminals. Thus when
one road which ran through a territory sufficiently

populous to warrant the operation of passenger
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service by electricity became equipped electrically,

other roads competing between the same cities for

passenger business would be compelled to do like-

wise, owing to the advantages afforded to passen-

gers by electrically propelled trains. In this manner

the roads would gradually be electrified and ulti-

mately the principal trunk lines of companies oper-

ating in populous districts would be operated by

electricity.

The first step has already been taken in the ab-

sorption by principal steam-railroad companies of

many of the competing trolley lines. The second

step is being rapidly realized by the electrical equip-

ment of the terminals in the city of New York, the

recent awarding of a contract for the electrification

of the terminals of Oakland, Cal., and the present

agitation for the electrification of the terminals

Electric Heating and Cooking.

Although it is only within the last half dozen

years that electric heating and cooking has really

been taken seriously as an important branch of the

industry, the art dates back at least i8 years and

perhaps farther than that. At the Chicago World's

Fair of 1893 there was quite an extensive exhibit

of this character, with a colored cook in charge of

the demonstrations, and it attracted much popular

attention. Development was slow, however, owing
partly to defects in earlier types of apparatus and
partly to apathy of central-station managers, but

mainly to the expense to the user, compared with

other methods, due to cost of current. But of late

years the business has been pushed energetically;

appliances have been improved, simplified and mul-
tiplied in number; central-station men have been

few central stations outside of the largest cities

\vhich supplied current in the daytime. In such
cities the rates were high, with the use of
constant-potential current limited largely to the
most important stores, few residences, and fewer
industrial enterprises. The isolated plants were
small and used entirely for lighting for a few hours
a day.

"Six or seven years ago the conditions rapidly
changed, but prior to this, because of the early
numerous failures of electric-heating companies and
the sad experience of the public with much of their

product, electric heating had become as much dis-

credited as had the storage battery earlier. Ex-
traordinary efforts were required to place the stor-

age battery where it rightfully belonged, even sev-
eral years after its revival abroad pointed the way,
so strong was the prejudice of our fraternity due
to their faith in tradition.

"Electric heating, while not meriting the same

in the city of Chicago. The third step, the connec-
tion of the main terminals and the operation of elec-

tric trains between them, seems to be but a question
of time, although it should not be assumed that the
steam locomotive is soon to be banished from its

legitimate field, wherein it excels as an economical
agent for moving heavy trains at infrequent intervals.

Pacific Cas and Electric Association.

Writing under date of September i8th the San
Francisco correspondent of the Western Electrician
says: "The annual convention of the Pacific Gas
and Electric Association is now in session at the
Casino, Santa Cruz, Cal. The convention opened
Monday and will close today. About 75 delegates
from different parts of the state arc in attendance.
On the main floor of the Casino is a creditable ex-
hibit of gas and electrical appliances for heating
and lighting. Last night the association was ban-
queted in the Casino grill, and today the delegates
arc the guests of W. J. Dingec on a. trip of inspec-
tion to and through the big cement works of Daven-
port."

aroused, owing largely to the success achieved by

the humble electric flatiron; and, with the constantly

decreasing cost of electric current, electric heating

and cooking seem to have a bright future.

In a paper read before the convention of the

National Electric Light Association in May, 1904,

Mr. James I. Ayer, manager of the Simplex Elec-

tric Heating Company, said

:

"The earliest u^ork of a substantial character

was begun by the Carpenter Electric Heating Com-
pany of Minneapolis in 1889, and continued through
a checkered career for several years. Other com-
panies were numerous and short-lived, as most of

them deserved to be. While the earliest products
were not all that could be desired, and much crude
experimenting was conducted at the expense of the

enterprising public, some of the product justified

itself in the way of fair performance. Had there

been a more general use of current in residences

and industrial establishments to make the market
worth while, a different history would have been
written.

"Considerably less than ten years ago there were
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consideration, was very seriously retarded in its

development by this same prejudice, and after eight

years' effort, during which period much improve-

ment had to be made to make possible such success

as has obtained, I can say that the present results

would have been achieved mucli earlier had there

been no past.

"The future of electric heating is assured, and yet

it has in it disappointing elements for its advocates

who do not rightly comprehend its limitations. In

the early days of electric lighting the salesman

confidently asserted that all the speculative dreams
of the inventor could be accomplished by anyone

who would purchase his particular dynamo and
appliances. Electric heating is capable of being

misunderstood to a considerable degree. The engi-

neer, without some thought, will wonder how we
can successfully heat with electricity the staterooms

of an ocean liner, competing with steam, while de-

riving power from steam, when wc cannot heat

an office with current from waterpower at $30 a

year per horsepower, or by meter at three cents

per horsepower; yet it is true. If this is a problem

to an engineer, how does it appeal to the layman?
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It will be found that m.iny things are possible th:it

arc not commercially practical, and many thai

appear so arc not, and because of this I want to

appeal to yon as cciilral-station men to RCt a grasp

of the elements of electric heating, and a knowledge

of working conditions, tliat yon m.iy move rapidly

and reap the benefits of intelligent application of

this branch of development."

It is interesting to note the steady advance of

the bitsiness in recent years. For the last four

years the Western Electrician's New Year's esti-

mates of the value of electrical heating and cooking

apparatus produced in the United Slates were as

follows: 1903, $325,000; igo4, $425,000; 1905, $650,-

000; 1906, $850,000. Unless all signs fail, the value

of such appliances made and sold in the United

.States in 1907 will be well over a million dollars.

Electric Street Lighting Twenty Years
Ago.

By .'\lbert Sciieibi.e.

In street lighting as in many other applications of

electricity the early part of 1887 showed that unrest

which usually precedes decided advances, and be-

fore the year was old four important forward steps

had been realized. The first consisted in the intro-

ihiction of alternators and transformers where only

direct-current machines had formerly been used.

Profiting by the European work of Gaulard, Gibbs,

Zipernowski and others, three American firms de-

veloped alternating-current apparatus. Stanley (then

electrician of the Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing Company), Elihu Thomson and Slattery

worked with almost feverish haste. Tlie National

Electric Light Association received a decidedly

favorable report on the practicability of induction

systems for electrical distribution, and the founda-

tion was laid for the gradual crowding out of the

direct current for street lighting.

A second step of great bearing on street lighting

was the development of low-resistance incandescent

lamps, suitable for use on series circuits. Up to

that time street lighting had simply meant the use of

series arc lamps (all direct-current "open" arcs)

with crude supporting arrangements, though some
few places supplemented the arc lamps with a so-

called "series-multiple" system supplied by the Brush

Electric Company. This system used incandescent

lamps by connecting five (specially selected for prac-

tically equal amperage at the same voltage) in mul-

tiple and inserting them directly in the series arc

circuit. Its use simply reflected the crying need for

some means of running incandescents on circuits

whose high voltage meant economical distribution,

but the difficulty of balancing the resistances of the

lamps of each group if separated by more than a few

yards limited this plan greatly. A few places did use

street incandescents in series but on circuits oi very

low amperage, as, for instance, Lawrence, Mass.,

where three-ampere circuits were used with an elec-

tromagnet at each lamp to shunt the same when the

filament burned out. During 18S7 Bernstein (in

England) developed a low-resistance incandescent

lamp suitable for use singly on series circuits of 6.9

and even 9.6 amperes, and the Thomson-Houston
Electric Company also offered lamps for the same
purpose.

But while the demand for a more subdivided light

led to the making of series incandescents for use as

S. H. Sliort (deceased). Charles J. Van Depoele (deceased'.
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small and widely scattered units, the same period

was also marked by warm controversies as to the

use of towers for lighting cities by groups of arcs

forming units of very high candlepower. A number
of American cities had already been lighted in this

way, but some were dissatisfied with the plan, as,

for instance, New York city, where 23 arc lamps

on poles were substituted for the tower lamps in

Madison Square and Union Square. In Europe the

Eilifel Tower project gave a concrete basis for a

lively discussion of the same topic, in which promi-

nent engineers took an active part. This was to be

expected, as the stone tower (for which Eiffel's steel

design was substituted because of its lower first cost)

was originally planned by Bourdais with the prime

object of lighting the entire city of Paris electrically.

Some held that arc lamps supported 300 meters above

the ground would make this an effective "sunlight

tower," while others tried to calculate the absorption

of light by the air, the possible increase of efficiency

by placing a band of mirrors above the lamps, and

the size of enclosing globe or lantern needed for

diffusing the light so as to avoid dazzling the eye.

The same tendency toward the use of towers led to

plans for gtrinitini; distribution wires on high towers
instead of running them on poles or in conduits.

Projects for thus pl.icing the wires on poles 80 to

130 feel high were proposed for cities like New
Orleans and St. Louis, But the reaction soon set

in, so that most electric-light men of today look
upon towers as mere historic relics, although then:

still may be many places where tlicir use would be
both pr.iclical and economical.

The fourth turning point came in the introduction

of specially designed line material in placcof the im-
provised conslruclion previously permitted. Up to
that time crude materials had been gathered from
various sources. Thus hay-fork pulleys and JiJ-inch

manila rope for hoisting the lamps, with the rope run
diagonally down from the pulley to a cleat on the
pole and a bungling coil of rope there, made up the

arc-lamp suspension. For insulation a broomstick
with a porcelain knob at each end guided the line

wires over each lamp, the wires themselves having
the wonderful "underwriters' insulation." Now the

art was ready for better construction, and the

materials for it came almost simultaneously from the

East and the West. Thomas Brady and Harry Cut-
ler, with their mast-arms, and John Fletcher, with

his sleet-proof pulleys, paved the. way for modern
construction. Bell insulators, safety pulleys or
hanger cut-outs were still far in the distance; but

before the year ended energetic dealers were push-
ing practical devices which marked the introduction

of a higher grade of material.

Thus the epoch of transition and growth during
which the Western Electrician saw its birth, and
which it undoubtedly speeded, showed four decided

effects on electric street lighting:

First—It proved the practicability and economy of

distribution by alternating currents.

Second—It brought out low-resistance incandes-

cent lamps, thus making series incandescent lighting

feasible.

Third—It showed tower lighting to be quite lim-

ited in its effectiveness for modern street lighting.

Fourth—It introduced properly made appliances

for supporting and insulating street lamps.

Yet with these important transitions no one

dreamed of enclosed arc lamps or alternating arcs,

150-light scries dynamos, tub transformers, rectifiers,

shunt boxes, Nernst lamps, flaming arc lamps or

magnetite arcs. All these have come with the last

twenty years. Does not that fact in itself show how
rapidly we have progressed in electric street light-

Progress in Telegraphy.

During the last twenty years telegraphy, w^hich is

the oldest of the electrical arts, dating back to 1844,

has shown considerable advance, particularly in

the introduction of more rapid means of sending

H. Wara i^eoDard. An^QH Stager IdeceasedJ. C. C. Warren (deceased). Walter H. Whiteside.
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TWO LEADERS IN TELEGRAPHY IN THE WEST, NOW IN

NEW YORK.

by automatic or machine methods, in the substitu-

tion of dynamos for batteries as current producers,

in the great extension of submarine cables and in

the striking increase in the number of code mes-

sages.

The most important question now facing tele-

graphic administrations is undoubtedly the sub-

stitution of automatic for manual sending. The
present strike of telegraph operators will no doubt

have not a little to do with the expediting of this

movement. Three years ago, in a paper read before

the International Electrical Congress, Mr. J. C.

Barclay, the assistant general manager of the West-

ern Union Telegraph Company, made the follow-

ing interesting observations on this subject:

"Machine telegraphy is undoubtedly destined to

play, if not a dominant, at least a highly con-

spicuous part in the telegraphy of the future. For
the present, and probably for a long time to come,

the Morse system will continue to be the standard

system employed in this country. It is doubtful

indeed if the Morse apparatus—representing as it

does the very acme of simplicity—will ever be

wholly superseded, but new and improvetl as well

as more economical methods of working will.
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slowly perhaps, but nevertheless surely, limit its

field of operations.

"The advances made in recent years in the direc-

tion of developing and perfecting a printing tele-

graph system, adapted to meet all the requirements

of a modem telegraph service, have been of such a

practical and progressive character as to leave no
room for doubt that the successful advent of such

systems into the, domain of commercial telegraphy

will soon be, if it is not indeed already, an accom-

plished fact."

Another change that has made for greater speed

in telegraphing is the great increase in the number

of code messages. As shown by Mr. D. McNicol

in an article contributed to the Western Electrician

three months ago, a cipher telegram was the ex-

ception fifteen years ago, while today the plain-lan-

guage telegram constitutes only about half of the

business handled. Other changes are the sub-

stitution of the dynamo for the gravity battery and

the almost universal requirement that operators

shall use the typewriting machine in receiving.

Submarine telegraphs have been greatly extended

in all parts of the world, the twentieth century

witnessing the spanning of the Pacific, thus supply-

ing the last remaining link in a telegraphic circuit

of the globe.

Wireless telegraph^^ is briefly treated elsewhere.

Electric Power Transmission.

By Chas. F. Scott,

CoDsultiug engineer. Westinuhouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company.

TWENTY years is in most things a short in-

terval, but in electric transmission of power

it is an epoch.

The long-distance transmission of power, as com-

monly practiced today, was unknown twenty years

ago. Some of its funda-

mental elements had not

been discovered, and ap-

paratus and methods
which have been in com-

mon use for many years

were yet to be invented
', f and deevloped.

\
' mr^k Practically all trans-

TBjI^^^^^^k mission today is by the

^^^M^j ^^^^^^^^ alternating-current three-

^^^H^Ea^^^Hp^^ phase system. Twenty

^^^M^JH^^^ years ago the first alter-

CHAS. F. SCOTT. nating-current central
station in this country

had been in operation but a few months. The
introduction of the alternating current was en-

countering the most strenuous opposition, by techni-

cal argument, by commercial antagonism and by at-

tempted legal prohibition. There was no commercial

alternating-current motor. It was not until May,
1888, that the Tesla patents on polyphase apparatus

and transmission were issued and published.

Transformers rarely exceeded two kilowatts in

capacity and 1,000 volts in pressure. Insulators and

Beginning of the Niagara Development.

It is less than twenty years ago that an interna-

tional technical commission was formed to determine

the methods to be adopted by the Niagara Falls

Power Company. It was not until 1893, during the

World's Fair at Chicago, that final action was taken

against the sentiment in favor of direct current by

the formal decision to use polyphase alternating cur-

rent.

At that time commercial frequencies were shift-

ing from 133 cycles to 60 cj'cles. It was necessary

to determine the frequency for the Niagara circuits.

It was believed that much of the power would pass

through large induction and synchronous motors, or

synchronous converters, although such apparatus was
more apt to be found in experimental testing rooms
or in exhibits than in service. There was very little

experience upon which to base the bold recommenda-
tion of a low frequency for so large an undertaking.

The turbine speed had been fixed at 250 revolutions

per minute. The power company's advisers pro-

posed that the generator have eight field poles, giving

16 2-3 cycles (2,000 alternations) ; the Westinghouse
Company recommended 16 poles and 33^^ cycles

(4,000 alternations). The only possible intermedi-

ate course was finally chosen—12 poles and 25

cycles (3.000 alternations).

Pomona and Telluride Plants.

In 1892 the first 10,000-volt transmission plant in

this country began operation in Southern California,

transmitting single-phase current from San Antonio

Canon for lighting Pomona and San Bernardino, ap-

proximately 14 and 28 miles. There were two banks

of transformers, raising the pressure from 1,000 to

10,000 volts. In each bank were 20 six-kilowatt

transformers, with primary 1,000-volt windings in

multiple and secondary windings (each transformer

giving 500 volts) in series. The transformers were

oil-insulated, and the cast-iron cases were provided

with ribs to increase the cooling surface. The trans-

formers were connected to the line through simple

disconnecting switches. The line consisted of No. 7

hard-drawn copper wire supported on specially de-

signed glass insulators which were then considered

of quite formidable size. At each sub-station there

was a bank of transformers duplicate of those in

the power house. There were no lightning arresters

—nor was there lightning. The system was about

as simple as a typical diagram of a transmission cir-

cuit with raising and lowering transformers.

The Telluride single-phase synchronous motor

plant was started in 1890. A lOO-horsepower motor
was operated at 3,000 volts at a distance of several

miles. The Redlands plant in southern California,

the first 10,000-volt three-phase transmission system

in this country, was started about the beginning of

1894.

Then and Now.
One may look through several volumes of the

Transactions of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers in the early '90's and find scarcely a paper

on transmission subjects; now the work of the trans-

Thi:. CLxiom illujitratioD is reproduced from the Wesltrn Electrician of June 23, 1888. The text very briefly explains that the power
was transmitted four miles, with 25 per cent, loss in transmission, to operate a motor for drivink; a stamp mill in Idaho.

AS EARLY POWER TRANSMISSION.

lightning arresters had hardly become clearly differ-

entiated from their telegraphic predecessors, from
which they were evolved. Even the direct-current

stationary motor was a commercial novelty, and all

the electric railway systems in the country aggre-

gated a length of track which could be traversed at

present speeds in less than an hour.

mission committee is one of the leading features of

the Institute publications.

At the opening of the International Electrical Con-

gress held at Chicago in 1893, it was found that

there were no papers on power transmission among
the considerable number which were on the pro-

gramme. Dr. Louis Duncan came to the writer and

asked that he prepare something to help start a pro-

posed discussion on the subject. The outcome was
an introductory paper, dealing particularly with the

induction motor, by Dr. Duncan, and a description of
the Westinghouse exhibit of polyphase apparatus in

operation at the World's Fair, by the writer. These
papers were followed by an animated discussion,

which dealt with general principles rather than par-

ticular apparatus or methods. At the similar con-
gress in St. Louis in 1904 there were many papers
in the section on Power Transmission, most of them

interior of a NIAGARA FALLS POWER HOUSE, SHOWING
iQ vertical 5,000-HOKSEPOWER generators.

dealing with the results of experience and details

of construction and operation.

Such, .then, was the early condition of transmis-

sion work. A score of 'years ago it was nil; during

the following seven or eight years several sample

plants were installed ; it was only about ten years

ago that operating voltages got much above 10,000

volts, and power transmission assumed commercial

importance.

What have been the changes which have taken

place in apparatus and methods since the transmis-

sion system could be represented by the elementary

textbook diagram showing generator, raising trans-

formers, line, lowering transformers and load?

Each element in the system has undergone a re-

markable development. Each increase in voltage and

in current and in power has called for higher and

better quality in design and in construction. Not
only has each of a great number of detail parts been

individually improved to meet the new requirements

upon it, but there has been a general adaptation of

parts and elements to form a single great system. In

fact, the transmission elements are only a part. The
generating plant, the distributing system and the

utilization of the power all constitute elements in

the system, of which the transmission is but a part.

And, further, aside from the engineering and operat-

ing features of the system, it in turn has its finan-

cial and commercial and economic relations in the

general affairs of life. The prices of coal and of

copper and the growing uses of power are in a broad

sense factors in power transmission just as much as

the insulator or the transformer oil.

It will be useful to take a hasty glance at the de-

velopment which has taken place in the various ele-

ments of the transmission system.

Generating the Power.

In the power house the generators have been in-

creased from about 100 kilowatts to sizes varying all

the way from 5,000 to 10,000 kilowatts. These gen-

erators are alternators usually delivering three-phase

current. This is somewhat remarkable, since a gen-

eral discussion fifteen years ago was apt to treat

transmission by direct current or single-phase cur-

rent with high respect and anticipation.

In connection with the larger generators have come

consequent developments in the switches and con- -

trolling appliances between the generator terminals,

Ijus bars and raising transformers.

The Transformer.

The transformer has grown from a few kilowatts

to a few thousand kilowatts in output and from a few

thousand volts to commercial voltages ranging all

the way to 100,000 volts. In the transformer ques-

tions of general type, the kinds, the quantity, the

arrangement and treatment of solid and fluid insulat-

ing materials, the methods of arrangement and me-

chanical support of the coils for withstanding not

only the forces nf normal operation but those which

may occur in a short-circuit on the secondary lines,

the construction of the case and terminals, are all
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features vvhicli have required llic most careful con-

sideration. Some nf llipse seeminfily minor points

liave received tlie attention of experts for years. One

of tlie terminal bushings on a large lOO.CCO-volt

transformer of today weighs about as much as one

of tlie complete transformers for the Pomona line.

Insulators and Link Construction.

The insulator, upon which rests probably the

greatest responsibihty in the transmission system, has

grown from the sizes now used for telegraph circuits

to most formidable proportions. The matter of

surface leakage, which was thonglit by some to be

.so important that oil cups were proposed in con-

nection with the inner petticoat for increasing the

surface resistance, has been found to be of little

consequence compared with other features. It has

been only ten years since the attempts in the mak-

ing of large porcelain insulators resulted in a porous

construction, so that the material inside of the

glazing would absorb a drop of ink as would a

lump of sugar.

In its various features of size and geometrical

proportions, of materials, mechanical strength and

.manufacture, the insulator has called for the best

efTorts of designers and makers. So far, the de-

velopment has been almost entirely along a single
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gap, with suitable resistances for limiting the cur-

rent, is now finding a somewhat radical modifica'

tion in the celctrolylic arrester, which realizes in

simple form many of the requirements of an ideal

arrester, as it is practically impervious to the dy-

namo current, but responds readily and freely to

higher voltages.

It is coming to be generally recognized that light-

ning protection is not a matter of some simple

device to be attached to a system at one or two
points, but that the disturbances which are involved

are such as require muclr more general and radical

consideration. The design of transformers, of ter-

minals, of switching appliances and of insulators

are all invdivcd. The location of the lines, the

form and character of the supports for the wires,

, the protection of the line itself, as distinguished

from the apparatus at its terminals, arc all ele-

ments in the general problem.

In many of the transmission systems the troubles

from lightning arc not station troubles but line

troubles. The apparatus in the station docs not

suffer, but some part of the line remote from the

station. Wooden poles arc shattered or burned.

Insulators arc punctured. Iron pins and iron poles

protect the structure, but make the insulator more
vulnerable. In the contention between iron struc-

INTERIOR OF A NIAGARA FALLS GENERATING STATION, SHOWING lo.oou HORSEPuw ER GENERATORS

line. The largest insulator is similar to that used

for telegraph lines in that it is mounted upon an

upright pin, carries the wire near its top, and se-

cures surface distance by means of petticoats. This

simple type loses much of its simplicity when large

sizes are reached. The conductor is so high above

the cross-arm that cross-arm and pin and insulator

must be made large and strong to secure mechan-

ical strength. Insulator petticoats are large and

fragile. The insulators are heavy and difficult to

handle, making the replacement of a broken in-

sulator a serious matter. The ordinary type is

such that increase in size makes the mechanical

stresses very much greater. Thus the addition of

insulating strength brings new difficulties. This

time-honored form is now threatened by a radical

modification. In one new type the wire is below

the insulator and the insulator is in the form of

a series of disks linked together to form an in-

sulating flexible suspension.

The pole line followed for many years the or-
'

thodox method. Wooden poles, 100 to 150 feet

apart, with cross-arms, are now giving place to

steel towers ranging from a few hundred to a few

thousand feet apart. The long spans are made
possible by the larger sizes of conductors, made
necessary by the transmission of larger quantities

of power.
Lightning Protection.

Lightning arresters have taken an important place

in transmission development, as a matter of in-

vestigation, discussion and observation. The gen-

eral phenomenon of lightning, both the kind that

comes from the heavens and that which comes

indirectly from the dynamo in the form of line

surges, has made a common field for theoretical

investigation, for laboratory research, for design

and invention, and for observation and test. Prob-

ably no single element has brought together so

closely the theoretical and the practical as lightning

protection. In the arrester itself the simple spark-

tures and wooden structures neither side has all

the argument nor all the favorable experience.

Two methods of line protection are receiving

practical consideration—the installation of line

lightning arresters to remove the excess potentials,

and the installation of static shields in the form

of grounded wires over the transmission wires to

prevent the accumulation of the high potentials.

Line construction for normal conditions is com-

paratively easy. It is the storm, with its sleet

and wind, to test mechanical strength, and with its

lightning flash or stroke to try the integrity of

the insulator, which makes the problem so difficult.

The haven of safety for the wires is the earth,

and if the wires cannot be put underground, then

the ground should be put over the wires.

This problem of line protection from static dis-

turbance is one of the most serious in transmis-

sion development, having to do so vitally with con-

tinuity of service.

Controlling Devices.

The switching and controlling devices on the

high-voltage circuits, which became necessary when
the transmission system developed from a line con-

necting the power house with a single sub-station

into a network of many lines and many stations,

furnishes in itself material for an extended article.

Oil switches; fuses, notably those of the expulsion

type; disconnecting switches: station wiring, with

compartments for the high-tension bus-bars and

wires—all have increased in capacity and efficiency.

A radical departure in station arrangement is now
proposed by which the bus-bars, high-tension con-

nections and transformers will be located out of

doors.

The Development of the Art.

The steps which have marked the progress from

the transmission of a hundred kilowatts at 10,000

volts to the systems of today have been little steps.

They have not been taken by one man, nor by
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one company, but by many men in many places.

Theoretical study, painstaking experiment, wide-

spread observation and experience, have all con-

tributed. The freedom with which designing and

operating engineers have interchanged their knowl-

edge and experience through the rciding and dis-

cussion of papers has been an effective clement in

this advance. There arc few departments in which

engineering co-operation has been more extended

and has been fruitful of larger results than in

power transmission.

Great as have been the developments which have

taken place in {he details of the various elements

involved in power transmission, they arc equaled

by the general commercial development, by the

amount of money which is invested in transmission

systems, by the general confidence in which long-

distance power transmission is now held, and the

substantial place it is now assuming in modern
affairs.

In looking back over the last few years we note

tlie very great development which has taken place.

There is no indication now that the limits have

been reached. The fact that the principal increases

have been made in size, until recently, when new
types arc being introduced, is significant of the

kind of changes which the future may have in

store. The introductory sentence of a recent paper

by Mr. Frank G. Baum before the American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers is significant and will

hear careful thought: "In designing power-trans-

mission systems it is always well to bear in mind

that the ultimate development of the art and of

the country has not yet been reached."

Radio-telegraphy.

Radio-telegraphy or wireless telegraphy dates

from 1895 and may be fairly said to have been

invented by G. Marconi, who, in Italy, in that year,

established wireless communication over as long a

distance as t\vo kilometers. Early in 1906 Mar-

coni went to England to develop his invention, and

in June of that year he obtained his first patent for

radio-telegraphic apparatus. The specifications for

tliat patent clearly show, according to Marquis

Solari, that up to that date (June 2, 1896) Marconi

had not only made the first practical application of

Hertzian waves to wireless telegraphy, but had

conceived a theory of their action which was

broader and more comprehensive than that imag-

ined by Maxwell and contemplated by Hertz, nei-

ther of whom had given evidence of their belief

that the effect of these waves might not be bounded

by the limitations of the electromagnetic theory of

light.

Since then great strides have been made in- the

art, which has -engaged the attention of many
physicists and inventors, to say nothing of financial

promoters. It is said that messages have been sent

across the Atlantic, although there seems to be

some mystery on this point. At any rate, mes-

sages have been sent, received and read, at sea, for

distances of more than a thousand miles. Trans-

mission over land has not been so successful, al-

though accomplished for considerable distances.

Among those who have contributed to the tech-

nical advancement of the art are Marconi and So-

lari in Italy, Popoff in Russia, Lodge, Fleming,

Preece and Muirhead in England, Branly, Du
Cretet and Rochefort in France, Slaby, Braun,

Ruhmer, Brandes, Drude and Schloemilch in Ger-

many, and De Forest, Fessenden, Stone, Massie,

Squier and others in the United States. Nearly

all the important warships and seagoing passenger

steamships are equipped for "wireless," while it is

believed that there are about 400 land stations in

operation throughout the world. Nevertheless,

there is little indication that the newer method, now
prominently before the public for more than a dec-

ade, will supplant electrical communication by wires

where the latter can be attained. It is unfor-

tunately true, also, that the financial operations of

some of the companies exploiting the various

"wireless" systems have not been such as to merit

unreserved commendation.

A good review of the art was given in Mr. D.

McNicol's recent serial in the Western Electrician

on "Wireless or Radio-telegraphy," which was con-

cluded in the issue of February^ 16, 1907.

Duluth, Minn., and Superior, Wis., are now get-

ting electric power from the large hydro-electric

plant of the Great Northern Power Company on

the St. Louis River. The first unit was started

about two weeks ago. The second will be ready

in a few days.
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Dynamo-electric Machinery and Its

Evolution During the Last
Twenty Years.

By B. A. Beheend^

Chief Engineer and ChieE Designer. Bullock Works. Allis-

Chalmers Company.

WHEN the historian-engineer writes upon the

evolution of electric machinery during the

last twenty years, he must needs write a

story in which his own work and the work with

which he has been associated form a more promi-

ment part than is de-

sirable in an impartial

historical review. But
every writer has the de-

fects of his qualities,

and the historian-engi-

neer is prone to be

either too much of a

historian, or too much
of an engineer, in re-

lating the story of the

growth and development

of electric generating

machinery and electric

motors. No one who
has ever carefully read history can deny that the

bias of the author lends a peculiar color to his

views and statements, and, in writing this article,

I cannot plead guiltless of a similar bias.

Twenty years ago we find a number of gifted

physicists and engineers, the latter mostly of the

telegraph type, engaged in fathoming the mys-
teries of electricity for the purpose of making ma-

ination and poetic vision which form an important

quality in the designing engineer.

There were dynamos built by Gramme, by De-
prez, by Edison, by Elihu Thomson, by Siemens,
and others whose names are beginning to fade

from our memory. It must be irreverently stated,

however, that our college boys would laugh to

BERNARD A. EEHREND.
high-voltage direct-current dynamo of 1807

(oerlikon).

scorn these attempts and deem themselves greatly

superior designers to the pioneers. The weakness
of these early machines was not confined to the

electrical design; in point of fact, it has always

struck me that these early designers were more
deficient in knowledge and experience in mechan-
ical matters than in electrical. And there was

reminded that the first electric generators of any
account were direct-current machines of from 50

kilowatts to 150 kilowatts, generating from 1,200 volts

to 3,000 volts, and being used for the transmission of

power as series-wound machines. These machines
were of the Manchester type, credited to Hopkin-

son, being bipolar and having copper brushes. Both

the careful mechanical and electrical work which was
put into these forerunners of modern electric ma-
chinery is testified to by the fact that a number of

these plants are still in operation with commutators
whose once cylindrical surfaces have been worn into

bodies of revolution with fantastically curved out-

lines. The series winding of these machines was,

of course, an essential condition ; but we have in the

interpole, which is over twenty years old, and which
has recently been unearthed, a means of obtaining

equally satisfactory results with shunt-wound gen-

erators.

While intent upon the development and improve-

ment of the direct-current machine, there came the

startling work of Nikola Tesla, which prevented

any further concentration of thought on anything ex-

cepting alternating currents and their combinations

into polyphase currents. The work of Tesla has

never been clearly understood or appreciated ac-

cording to its intrinsic value by the majority of

engineers. Mr. Tesla's early papers are classical

contributions to the art of engineering and rank with

the best that have been written. This statement

is altogether independent of the validity of his pat-

ents—a matter which is not here under discussion.

Mr. Tesla is the victim of his friends. It is a

peculiar trait of ignorant men to go always from

KAPP ALTERNATORS AT ZURICH, SWITZERLAND, 1890. SLOW-SPEED 500-HORSEPOWER

chines which generate electric energy. Great mas-
ters of physical science, as Faraday, William Thom-
son and Maxwell, understood all about electro-

magnetic induction, but did not care to build dy-

namo-electric machinery, or, perhaps, heresy though
it may be to say so, could not have done it. Here
the engineer stepped in, a little lame, perhaps, in

the mastery of theory, but with that creative imag-

LAUrrEN-TYPE BEVOLVINO FIELD, 1893 (oERLIKON).

much less excuse for this, as the mechanical art

was developed and could be utilized without much
difficulty. To this condition is to be attributed

the deplorable patent situation in the electrical field,

which has led to the protection by patent of me-

chanical features, known for many years, applied

to electrical machinery because of the profound

ignorance of the mechanical arts displayed by the

electrical experts.

I have always contended that electrical designing

is but a branch of mechanical engineering, as the de-

sign of heat engines is considered but a branch of

the same field. That, of course, the electrical en-

gineer should possess a thorough familiarity with the

principles of electrical phenomena is as fundamental

a requirement as that the steam engineer should

know thermo-dynamics. These electrical machines

which generated electricity but came to pieces in the

process, burning out their bearings and being alto-

gether nothing but toy machines turned over to a

millwright, started the procession. And as any glar-

ing faults are often made the starting point for im-

provements, so the dynamo-electric machine was
taken out of the instrument makers' hands and
placed with mechanical men in machine shops. In

America I believe it was the Westinghouse &
Schmidt Company, the precursor of the Westing-

house Electric and Manufacturing Company, which
greatly improved the mechanical features of dynamo-
electric machinery, while in Europe the Oerlikon

Company made machines in which the art of me-
chanical engineering was utilized to the full.

To all those who have followed the recent dis-

cussions about the relative merits of single-phase

alternating currents and of high-voltage direct cur-

rent for railway work it must be interesting to be

INDUCTION MOTOR (BULLOCK) AT MONTREAL WATERWORKS,

one extreme to another, and those who once were

the blind admirers of Mr. Tesla, exalting him to an

extent which can be likened only to the infatuated

praise bestowed on victims of popular admiration,

are now eagerly engaged in his derision. There is

something deeply melancholy in the aspect, and I can

never think of Nikola Tesla without warming up to

REVOLVING ELEMENT OF 1,000-KlLOWATT INDUCTOR
ALTERNATOR (OERLIKON), 1896.
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LARCH RKVOLVING-FIELD ALTERNATOR (OHRLlkON ,
I.Si)H

my subject and condemning the injustice and in-

gratitude which he has received ahkc at the hands

of the public and of the engineering profession. A
child of genius, springing from a race not inured to

the poisoning of flattery, he came to this country

and did great and imperishable work. His admirers

feted and celebrated him, and he took them seri-

ously. It was only natural that his later work did

wc notice Ihc iron-core alternators of Kapp and "i

Sclinckcrt, in which flat rings arc wound with coih

,

ill principle like Ihc Gramme ring. Tlie application

of nii'chanical principles soon created reliable me-
chanical construction by using drum windings, ;in<l

we record the next step ill improvement (if dyiLiinu

electric machines when we refer to the direct cur

rent generators built by the Weslinghouse & Schmidt
Company and the Thomson-Houston Company in

America for railway work. Mr. Sidney li. Short,

of the Walker Company, should here receive honor
.ible mention for his pioneer work in this respect.

It has always seemed to mc that the designs of

electrical machinery in the early 'go's lacked a clear

recognition of underlying principles until the design-

ing genius of C. K. L. Brown had done for the art

what Corliss and Reynolds had been doing for the

steam engine. Unity of plan enters into the field, and

the present dynamo-electric machines become stereo-

typed. The direct-current generators have become
multiple-wound multipolar units, with cross con-

nectors in the armatures, and with commutators and

brush-holders which wc are all familiar with in

present designs. The alternating-current generators

are multipolar machines with internal revolving

fields and external stationary armatures with wind-

:*>JSa

7^ \1

REVOLVING FIELD OP'^S.^OO-KILOWATTTaLTERNATOB
(bullock), 1902.

the cores were built up. The manufacture of a large

number of machines of the same size has made it

possible to use dies and punchings for this operation,

so that sectional plates completely slotted and dove-

tailed for fastening can be turned out with the

greatest accuracy.

Field coils which, in the early dynamos, were made

umbrella-type REVOLVING-FIELD ALTERNATORS (brOWN-BOVERi), iSgy. A LINE OF RING-WOUND INDUCTION MOTORS (oERLIKON), 1893.

not show the clearness and originality which char-

acterized his work on polyphase machinery, and

which made him famous. The engineering pro-

fession, unjustly and ungratefully ignoring his early

work, labeled him a charlatan, and the public, always

on the lookout for new sensations, dropped Mr.

Tesla and forgot him. As my professional work for

almost a score of years has had for its object the

20,000-VOLT TRANSMISSION LINE, OERLIKON WORKS, 1S92.

development and improvement of electrical ma-
chinery, for which Nikola Tesla has done much, I

wish to take this opportunity to pay a tribute to his

work done at the opening of the epoch which has

culminated in the large industry of electrical en-

gineering.

As the early direct-current machines were all

wound as Gramme rings, there became established

a preference for this construction in alternating-cur-

rent generators. Besides the ironless types repre-

sented by Mordey, Ferranti and Siemens alternators,

ings arranged similar to those of drum-wound arma-

tures. No more are we tempted from the straight

path of engineering by such will-o'-the-wisps as

Lauffen types, inductor types and other patent

articles. The general design and construction have

become established and will remain established until

the introduction of entirely new principles which

will relegate present dynamos to the past.

In reviewing the evolution of dynamo-electric ma-

chinery during the last twenty years, we must reeds

comment on the careful development of details and

upon the adoption of rational processes for the man-

ufacturing of this machinery. Fifteen years ago it

was quite customary to manufacture the core plates

by using circular shears and to build up the plates

without slots, these being milled in the cores after

of insulated wire, are made of copper strip bent on
edge, and coils thoroughly mechanical and strong

have thus been evolved.

Instead of hand-wound armatures, the winding of

which required great skill and patience, form-wound
armature coils were introduced, leading to mechan-

ical construction with easy possibility of repair.

The gradual evolution from step to step which is

pursued by Nature is also pursued by engineers in

STATIONARY FIELD COIL OF INDUCTOR ALTERNATOR
(oerlikon), 1S96.

FOUR-POLE KKVOLVING FIELD OF lO, OUO-HORSEPOWER
TURBO-GENERATOR (ALLIS-CHALMERS), I9O4.

the development of an art. Different steps are

evolved by different designers in different parts of

the world in almost exactly the same- way, because

this evolution is the product of the human brain,

which is the same the world over. It appears, there-

fore, most preposterous to any thoughtful man of

culture and knowledge to designate these intrinsically

small steps as inventions, and to bewilder the mind
with claims couched in \vords of ambiguity and pro-

lixity which apply to the objects they are meant to

describe as well as to the process of the creation of

the world as related to us in the first chapter of

Genesis.

Much yet has to be done to educate the public,

and the engineering public in particular, to under-

stand the philosophy of progress and invention and

to appreciate a complex situation created by a

well-meaning institution like the Patent Department,

but here, as elsewhere, human institutions founded
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with the best of intentions have defeated their own

•iiirpose. In an art which has hastily grown and

whose principles have been considered mysterious,

it may be excusable if certain means for mechanic-

ally fastening pole-pieces, for example, are repre-

sented to serve certain occult purposes conducting

magnetism; but it seems pitiful that experts can be

found to give their support to such humbug.

Though the perfection of the present dynamo-

electric machines can be traced step by step from a

modest beginning, yet there is a vast gulf between

the first slow-speed machines and the present 7,500-

kilowatt generators operating at 750 revolutions per

minute. Yet little or nothing has had to be changed

in the principles underlying the design of electric

machinerv, and the engineers must be filled with

pride who, twenty years ago, recognized in the

principles of Faraday and Maxwell the leading light

of their art.

accomplished in the last twenty years. The vast

network of urban and interurban lines in the

populous states throughout the country owes its

existence to the electric motor. The growth in

The Industrial Uses of the Electric
Motor.

By E. W. LloyDj

CoQtract acent. Commonwealth Edison Company. Chicago.

EXTRAORDINARY indeed has been the growth

in the use of the electric motor for general

-power purposes during the last twenty years.

The fact is well known to those interested in elec-

trical matters, but the layman, perhaps, is not so

well informed.

Before the year 1887 the use of electric motors

A 15-HORSEPOWER MOTOR DRIVING FORMING PRESS IN

SHEET-METAL WORKS.

this direction has perhaps been the most marvelous

of all the progress made in connection with the

use of the motor. Hundreds of thousands of horse-

Such industries as mining, smelting, steel and
iron mills, shipyards and textile mills owe their

economical operation to the electric motor. A
modern department store is dependent to a large
extent on the use of the motor in connection with
its many mechanical devices, such as the cash-
carrier system, refrigerating system, package-carry-
ing system, escalators, elevators, ventilating- fans
and numerous other machinery.

Pneumatic tubes, for carrying mail in large
cities, have their air-compressing apparatus oper-
ated by electric motors. It would be difficult to

operate such systems without their use, as, should
electri-: power be not available, it would be neces-
sary to erect steam-generating stations in vari-
ous parts of the city where it is necessary to in-

stall the compressors for the correct operation of
the system.

Clothing manufacturers are dependent to a large
extent on electricity for the economical operation
of their factories, and in the larger cities these

manufacturers are obtaining, in the aggregate, a

very large amount of power from the central

station—very much larger than is generally ap-

preciated.

In fact, large manufacturers of all descriptions

have seen the great advantages in the motor, and
there is now scarcely a large enterprise which is

building new works of ahy description where the

owners consider anything else for driving their

machinery.

DIRECT-CONNECTED ELECTRIC MOTOR AND ICE MACHINE OF 137 HORSEPOWER
(largest IN CHICAGO).

Tiiie saw will rip a timber 12 inches square and 12 feet lung in one minute.

48-INCH SAW DIRECT-CONNECTED TO 40-HORSEPOWER MOTOR.

was confined to small applications, and the motors

as a rule were very unreliable.

Although Faraday, in 1831, discovered the prin-

ciple that the generator could be used on an elec-

tric circuit as a motor, the value of the discovery

was not appreciated.

Gramme, in 1871, displayed the celebrated ring-

wound armature, which marked the advent of the

first practical motors and dynamos. Motors, how-
ever, were generally considered only as toys at

this time, and it was not until in the '80's, when Van
Depoele, Edison and Sprague demonstrated the use

of the motor in connection with the street car, that

tlie electric motor began to be used more in a

practi-ral way.

Some of the first motors put into practical use

in this country were the Baxter and Excelsior, and
they were used on series arc circuits in sizes usually

under ten horsepower. At the present time the

very large motors run into thousands of horse-

power in the capacity of individual units.

Before 1887 some motors were operated on 500-

volt, continuous-current circuits, but not to any
great extent It has really been since that time

that the great advances have been made in the

use of electric power.

The growth of the power load of the Chicago
Edison Company and Commonwealth Electric Com-
pany of Chicago since that time Is Indicative of the

development throughout the world. The follow-

ing figures show this growth

:

In 1890 less than 1,000 horsepower in motors was
connected.

In 1895 about 3,000 horsepower.

In 1500, 19,107 horsepower.

In 1905, 69,053 horsepower.

In 1907, 101,267 horsepower.

The electrification of the street railway has been

power is generated in central stations for use in

this way, and it is possible to travel for hundreds
of miles between large cities at comparatively low
cost by comfortable and even luxurious trains, some
of the roads going so far as to use sleepers.

Further progress has been made in this dircc-

tiou by the New York Central Railroad by install-

ing large power stations in small towns adjacent

ELECTRICALLV DRIVEN SHEARS THAT WILL CUT BOILER
PLATE ONE INCH THICK AND 12 FEET WIDE.

to New York city by which power is furnished

to the company's trains entering New York. This

imposing undertaking is ncaring completion; it in-

volves the expenditure of millions of dollars.

The great high-power electric locomotives used

are a revelation to those examining them. The
speed attained by these electrically operated trains

is In excess of that of the fastest steam passenger

trains.

The modern battleship could not operate without

the use of the electric motor, and most of the

large engineering works now in course of con-

-'-truction would be immeasurably slower in their

progress without the motor. This piece of ap-

paratus has not only been produced in very large

numbers, but its efficiency has improved until it

it is recognized as the most efficient machine for

driving other machinery that is known.
The motor has not only been adapted to tools

and machinery used by the different manufacturing

interests, but it is made in diversified forms for

use in hundreds of ways in every line of indus-

trial and home life ; in fact, is indispensable.

Electric power for the home has received great

encouragement in the last few years by different

inventors designing apparatus to be used for al-

most every service heretofore done by manual
labor, such as washing, meat grinding, refrigera-

tion, buffing and cleaning, the use of air com
pressors in connection with the removal of dust,

to say nothing of elevators and many other do-

mestic power applications.

The central station has been the large factor in

the introduction of electricity for power purposes,

and to the men who have been identified with

these interests is due the credit for the largest

share of this immense growth.

As these central stations increased in size to-

ward the end of the '8o's, the managers realized

the necessity of developing a power load to fill up

the valleys in their load curve.

For the first ten years the growth was very slow.

The power was used only in the large cities by

small consumers where modern methods and city

environment had made the use of ventilators and

other apparatus necessary.

Small manufacturers renting rooms needed small
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motors anil were kIikI .it any price lo get Ilu-

iiiolor and central-station supply.

After geltinff that business, wliicli of necessity

(00k central-station service, it was tlie diflkult task

of the central-station inanaRer to convince the small

iisiT of piiwer to use this service. There were

ni.iny (lilVienllies in tlie way of this development.

The motor in the early days was not the efTicient

;uul reliable niachine it now is, and its price was

Another development wliicli has been assisted by

the electric motor is the freight ,ind passenger ele-

vator. The direct-current motor has been in use in

connection with this service for about twenty years.

The growth w.is extremely slow at first, but has now
reached the point where the motor (or this class of

service is a serious competitor with the well-known

hydraidic machines, which have, up to within a short

time, been generally used in very large office huihlmgs.

JIB CRANE DRIVEN BY A lO-HORSEPOWER ALTERN.\TING-CURKENT MOTOR TH.^T HANDLES 12 TONS WITH EASE.

very high. The price of electricity was also high.

Furthermore, the cost of apparatus and operating

costs were much in excess of what they are at

present. As a general rule central-station mains

were confined to a comparatively small area, and as

manufacturing establishments in cities are usually

located outside of the business center, the central

station was unable to furnish service to these

plants, due to the fact that it was impossible, on

account of the low-tension dynamos in use, to in-

stall feeders of any great length. Furthermore,

the size of generators was limited, and it was im-

possible to handle large power loads on this ac-

count. The central station was, therefore, forced

by circumstances to increase its power load in

small amounts in the business district, thereby

building up gradually a network of mains of suffi-

cient capacity to take care of larger demands:

With the advent of the rotary-converter sub-

station, and the perfection of alternating-current

generating apparatus, it was possible to spread the

net\vork to the outlying districts, first for direct-

current service, and within the last few years by

polyphase alternating-current circuits serving cus-

tomers having single-phase, two-phase and three-

phase motors.

While the demand for direct-current motors on

the low-tension mains has not ceased, and will not

for years to come, it seems probable that the

growth of the use of alternating-current motors

will exceed the direct-current motor in a short

time, due primarily to the fact that it is possible to

distribute alternating current at high tension over

wide areas, and again because the induction motor

has been perfected to the point where it is avail-

able for almost every kind of service except where

variable speed is required.

Even at the present time apparatus is being per-

fected for use in connection with alternating-current

motors which permits of some variation in the speed

of the motors. The traveling crane, equipped with

alternating-current motors, is giving very satisfactory

service. In fact, in some instances the manufactur-

ers using them prefer them to the direct-current

crane.

The single-phase alternating-current motor is used

quite satisfactorily in small sizes in connection with

machinery requiring variable-speed operation, and

there are a large number of these motors in use.

More recently it has been found possible to start and

stop automatically alternating-current motors, driv-

ing air compressors and other tools required to be

automatically started and stopped.

The adapting of the motor to this service has been

a great aid to the central-station companies, as it is

now possible to equip all of the different apparatus in

a building with motors, whereas previous to the time

when the elevator motor was satisfactory, a great

many people preferred to use steam and hydraulic

power for all purposes in preference to having a

mixed installation of part steam and part electric.

Within the last few years the single and polyphase

connection with elevators, KiviiiR satist.ictory results
both as to continuity of operation .nnd cost.

At the present lime, with the l.irge network o(
both direct-current and alternating-current lines in

the larger cities and even in the country and smaller
towns, it is possible to purchase electric power in al-

most any qiianlity from central-station companies.
The growth of the use of central-station service-

has been phenomenal, and while the amount of elec-

tric power installed during the last five years has
increased to a wonderful extent over previous
periods, it seems reasonable to suppose that the in-

crease will be greater in the future, as the cost of
production of electricity is reduced, due to improve-
ments in all branches of the service, from the boil-

ers to the distributing system.

From the viewpoint of the manufacturer using a

large amount of power the electric motor is the

logical motor for his purpose. It allows him to locate

his factory wherever be desires. He can lay out his

machinery to suit his conditions, without regard lo

llie location of line shafting. Power can be applied

directly to any tool in existence in a most economical

manner. The output of machinery equipped with

motor drive is considerably more than the old

fashioned methods, and no one will dispute the sani

tary conditions of a shop so equipped.

When motors were first used for industrial pur-

poses very little had been accomplished in the

methods of regulating the speed. Motors were prin-

cipally used to drive line shaft, and machines were
driven from these shafts. The possibilities of making
motors of any speed, aiid having a wide range of

speed, became familiar to manufacturers, with the

result that the manufacturing of the motor received

great impetus, and perhaps this improvement in the

motor is one of the main reasons wny manufactur-

ers use it to such a large extent.

One of the principal reasons for making motor

installations, either individual drive or wcll-dcsigncd

group drive, was because such installations materially

reduce the power required for a given output in a

given factory. The reduction in friction load, due to

properly designed installations, is one of the most

important points in connection with the use of such

apparatus. Thousands of horsepower are being saved

every year in factories for a given output where

proper motor installations are being made. This in

itself is a strong argument in favor of their use.

Where it is possible to equip tools with individual

motors it has been found that the increase in the

output of such machines has been doubled in many

The Motor is of loo Horsepower and Ironclad.

FIRST ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN FIRE PUMP TO MEET FULL REQUIREMENTS OF UNDERWRITERS.

motors have been designed for use on electric ele-

vators with, considerable success. At first such in-

stallations were made where it was impossible to get

direct current, and where steam was not available at

a low price. The development in this class of ele-

vator has been improving rapidly of late, and the

promises of manufacturers are that within a short

time the alternating-current motor will be in use in

instances. This is also an argument in favor of elec-

tric power, as a manufacturer with a given tool

equipment is enabled greatly to increase his factory

output, with little or no more investment in tools and

buildings.

In addition to this, the cost of labor for a given

amount of work is materially reduced, notwithstand-

ing the fact that it has been possible to increase the
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wages of the men operating motor-driven tools by

offering them a premium for the extra output.

While it may seem from all that has been accom-

plished that a large share of the industrial machinery

used throughout the country is driven electrically,

as a matter of fact I believe it is safe to say that

less than ten per cent, of the power required by the

industries of the country is electrically applied.

There are constantly developing uses for electricity

that were not known years ago, and it is safe to say

that this progress will continue and that within the

life of the younger generation the use of electric

power will become almost universal.

The electrical distribution system seems to be the

logical method by which to deliver power, as this

system has many advantages over any other form

of power known up to the present time. It is

clean, sanitary, flexible, safe and economical, and

should be a great factor in the problem of eliminat-

ing smoke in large cities. Central stations caii be

located in the less desirable parts of these cities and

the power distributed over the vast network of mains

to wherever desired.

The future of the electric motor seems well es-

tablished, and we have every reason to believe that

the growth will be at a great percentage of increase

from year to year. In another twenty years we will

no doubt look back in the same manner as we are at

present, with the idea in mind that in 1907 the

amount of electric power used was very small indeed,

and that the adaptation of this piece of apparatus

to different machines requiring power for their oper-

ation was in a very crude state.

Twenty Years of Telephone Develop-
ment.

By Samuel G. McMeen.

ONE way of appreciating what progress has

been made in commercial telephony in twenty

years is to get before us a general picture

of the conditions which existed twenty years ago.

No foreign country has made the advance which

has been made in the United States, and it may

^j^ be well to confine our

/^^^«^^^^ thought to our own coun-

F^ jH^k try for the present.

.^j^i^^^^ Twenty years ago there

'^rHH^^B were distinctly fewer
than 200,000 telephones in

use in the United States.

No city of under 10,000

inhabitants supported a

telephone exchange at all

. ,^^^™^^^ adequate fpr its needs,

/^UiJK^Sk^^K^ ^^^ ™°^^ ^'^'^^ cities either

9f'^ .V^'pf^JP^^^ had supported an ex-

s. G. M'MEEN. <:h^"g'= which had de-

clined or had none at all.

Practically all towns having postofiflces had at

least a toll station, but the limit of "long-distance"

conversation was about fifty miles, and the service

rather unsatisfactory even at that distance.

Rural lines furnishing service to the suburbs of

towns and cities did not e.xist at all.

. The wire plant within and between towns was
almost wholly made up of iron or steel wire car-

ried on cross-arms and brackets, and those lines

entered the exchanges in most cases by way of

house-top fi.xtures.

These fixtures in the larger exchanges were
enormous structures, often occupying the entire

roof of the central-otRce building. The number of

buildings owned by operating companies was in-

significantly small.

The only general use of cables was in carrying

the lines from the roof fixtures to the switching

apparatus. These cables joined the outdoor iron

wires in a "tower" on the roof, and the point of

connection between cables and outside wires was
made to serve the purpose of a main distributing

frame.

The outside lines and the office cables were all

of a single wire per line,. as all telephone currents

used the earth as a return.

Protective mechanism was limited to a sawtooth
open-space lightning arrester or its equivalent; such
arresters occasionally stopped lightning charges of
moderate strength.

Sub-station equipment was more nearly in a
standardized condition than today. It is true that

the standard was bad and that each set had de-
fects rather clearly recognized at the time, but if

there be an advantage in uniformity, it existed at

that time. The telephone receiver was of the single-

pole type and was associated with a Blake trans-
mitter. The latter utilized a solid carbon button
with a polished face, bearing against a rounded

platinum stud. A black-walnut box, with a hole in

the door for a mouthpiece, contained the trans-

mitter and the induction coil.

The central office was called by a magneto gen-

erator, and signals were received, as now, on a

polarized ringer, the resistance of which was uni-

formly about 80 ohms. When a number of sta-

tions occupied one line, all the ringers were con-

nected in series. The switch contacts of the mag-

neto-bell outfit were innocent of platinum at any

point.

The current for the transmitter was furnished

by a single cell of Le Clanche battery.

The amount of maintenance labor to be spent

on such lines and such sub-station equipment need

not be called to the mind of the older telephonists,

as most of them would rather forget than remem-
ber. It may be appreciated in a degree by those

who have entered telephony in a more fortunate

formance would have been still more remarkable.
But the single-cord type of subscribers' switchboard
ceased to be made when metallic circuits succeeded
the single-wire line.

In the foregoing I have tried to picture the gen-

eral aspect of conditions twenty years ago. It is

true that metallic circuits were not wholly unknown.
The granular carbon (Hunnings type) of trans-

mitter was in sight. It was recognized that plati-

num contacts must be introduced for hook switches,

and that it would be well to improve or abandon
the primary local battery. A few traction systems

had appeared and the first steps toward curing

the difficulties so introduced were being taken.

What has happened since then in the commercial

development of the art can well be shown graph-

ically, and I have prepared a diagram stating what
probably are the facts as to the number of tele-

phones in the United States year by year. It shows
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time, when it is said that the life of galvanized-

iron wire varied from three to seven years, and

that the number of opens, crosses and grounds on

a rainy day often reached 20 per cent, of the total

number of lines in an exchange admitted to be

fairly well managed. To this had to be added

the attention necessary to keep local batteries re-

newed, transmitter buttons cleaned and polished,

transmitter tensions adjusted, and switch-hook con-

tacts cleaned. If the latter were not done, and
well done, the subscriber would be entertained by

a continuous sizzling, frying noise, often great

enough to prevent commercial conversation.

Of the central-office equipment, it may be said

that it was robust enough to give as little trouble

as any equipment that has been devised since.

The multiple switchboard with an audible busy 'test

was well established, and all of the larger cities

were so equipped.

Compared with the simpler transfer switchboard,

however, the multiple outfit was costly; and, in

addition, a royalty had to be paid on the multiple

feature itself. It resulted naturally that there were
many fewer multiple boards in the country than

good service really was demanding.

The multiple switchboards were varied in type,

some having operators' equipments consisting of

pairs of cords with listening and ringing keys and
others having a single plug and cord per line,

each line having its own listening and ringing

outfit associated with the cord. These single-

cord boards had many advantages assisting speed

of operation, and records have been made on them

which compare more favorably with what can be

done today than would now be imagined. This

speed was due, however, not to a convenient and

positive system of signals to indicate the state and

progress of the call and connection, but to a me-

chanical arrangement of the keys and cord circuits,

which reduced the motion required to make the

connection and the disconnection.

The nearest present-day counterpart of a single-

cord switchboard is a manual incoming trunk sec-

tion. If one of the early single-cord boards could

have been equipped with automatic signals, such as

now are possible, there is no doubt that its pcr-

that the number twenty years ago was smaller for

the United States than for Manhattan Island today.

It shows the leisurely growth for the first eight

years and the remarkabale acceleration since, and
it may be that it indicates what we may expect

in the future.

If similar diagrams were to be drawn for the

growth of long-distance conversations, they would
show that the limit of fair commercial transmission

has been increased over 2,000 per cent. ; that the

rate of growth in interurban-wire mileage is as re-

markable as the growth of telephones in use, and
that the conversation-miles per inhabitant per an-

num have increased at a rate beyond either.

The causes which have stimulated growth in

telephone development since 1895 are more than

the expiration of the basic patents and the appear-

ance of competition. Probably this competition has

been the most powerful cause, but there are me-
chanical reasons as well. Principal among these

are the rearrangement of things which has reduced

the complication of the subscriber's telephone and

increased that of the central-office equipment; the

changes in methods of line construction, the intro-

duction of automatic switching equipments, and of

manual switchboards with automatic signals on line

and cord circuits.

I have spoken of the early multiple boards as

being robust when of the type first introduced.

Somewhat less than twenty years ago, however, as

the number of subscribers' jacks required to be

placed within a section within the operator's reach

began to become very large and the spring pres-

sure per jack to grow small, the presence of series

contacts in such jacks introduced a new and serious

trouble. A good many ways of reducing or avoid-

ing this trouble were tried, but the solution most

successful was the entire elimination of all contacts

required to close the line through the jack on the

withdrawal of the plug. A rearrangement of cir-

cuits was necessary, resulting in the "bridging" or

"branch terminal" switchboard, with automatically

self-restoring and locking drops.

Many such switchboards were installed, most of

them being equipped with the additional refinement

of an intermediate distributing board, enabling the
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traffic of the office to be readjusted from time to

time so as to even up the work of the various

positions.

In an effort to avoid the large cost and royalty

expense of multiple switchboards, there was pro-

duced on the Pacific Coast, at about the time of

the advent of the bridging multiple board, a local

trunking or transfer switchboard, equipped with

automatic signals. Its performance aroused suffi-

cient interest to cause its operation to be studied

in detail, with the discovery ihat the important ad-

vantage lay not so much in the use of local trunks,

or transfer circuits, between parts of the switch-

board (as a substitute for a multiple of the lines)

as in its use of automatic signals. It was then

but a simple step of logic to the conclusion that

if automatic signals were to be applied to the mul-

tiple switchboard a ma.ximum of advantage would

be gained.

At that point the present type of common-battery

multiple equipment came into existence, and what

has been done since upon it, while of great value,

has not been revolutionary in any way.

The conditions required for the operation of

automatic line and supervisory signals fitted in so

well with the requirements for supplying the sub-

scriber's transmitter with current from the cen-

tral office that common-battery transmission came

into being almost as a matter of course.

The earliest commercial installations of auto-

matic switching equipments were made before the

expiration of the basic telephone patents, and the

early development of the automatic art was about

contemporaneous with that of the branch-terminal

magneto board. Viewed in the light of total ac-

complishment, the development of automatic switch-

ing equipment is quite as remarkable as any other

phase of the art; and more so in view of the

strong prejudices which had to be overcome, the

continuous discouragements which were met, and
probably the difficulty of prosecuting the develop-

ment with so little support irom the telephone-

consuming public.

It is interesting to note that while in manual
telephony the present grade of central-office service

only has been reached by abandoning the local

trunking system and adopting the multiple system,

in automatic telephony the opposite is true.

The earlier automatic equipments were all of the

multiple type, and the large automatic equipments
of to-day only are possible because the multiple fea-

ture has been discarded and the complete local

trunking arrangement adopted in its stead.

With an equal possibility of a high quality of

voice transmission; with the marked advantage of

instantaneous disconnection ; with the ability to

handle the largest groups of subscribers' lines and
to care for private-branch-exchange service, an
automatic system is to be considered one of the
great certainties of future telephone equipment.
The principal changes in sub-station equipment

in twenty years have been the provision of platinum
contacts; the change of ringers from a low-resist-

ance series type to the high impedance bridging
type, and the provision of a granular carbon trans-
mitter free from the tendency to pack and with a

great range of resistance-change when spoken into.

The adoption of the bipolar type of receiver also

has improved the equipment in a small degree.

Jusif as metallic circuits were a rarity twenty

years ago, so grounded circuits are the rarity today.

The reasons for this radical change, practically

doubling the wire plant for a given number of

lines, were three.

One of them was the arrival of electric traction,

whose return currents made telephone lines ex-

tremely noisy and caused unbearable false signals;

another was the limit placed on long-distance speech

by the noises in grounded lines from earth currents

and atmospheric charges ; the third was the cross-

talk between neighboring lines when carried as

grounded circuits in cables of more than a few
hundred feet length.

This rather coTnplicated group of reasons i."= a

introduced. This was the subislanlial increase in

th« cleclroslatic capacity of the two wires forming
the line, and with tiic clearly articulailnx but low
power Blake trannmittcr the short-circuiting effect

of this capacity amounted to a very hurtful loss,

A solution of this new problem came in the paper-

insulated, highly aerated telephone cable of present

practice. A stilt further and most admirable tolu-

lion was contributed by Ur. Pupin, which inserts

an inductance in scries with each wire of a pair

10 neutralize the cffccl of the capacity across it.

The effect of such a scries of inductances upon
the electrical voice waves is so similar to the cffccl

of a molar loading of a light string upon "string-

waves" that the treatment of a telephone line by
Pupin inductances has come to J)c called "loading."

Lines in a given cable can be worked for greater

lengths at a given loss when loaded, and the result

is a new scries of economy factors in laying out

the many central offices of a city, and the adoption

of underground instead of aerial long-distance

trunks between cities many miles apart. As a

matter of comparison it may be noted that it rs

possible to talk farther through an underground
cable of small copper wires today than one could

talk over an open aerial circuit twenty years ago.

It is not apparent why all interurban trunks ulti-

mately may not be placed in the earth.

The advantage of an entire underground system

of loaded trunks between cities is not merely a

reduction of interruptions and the elimination of

pole decay. The principal gain is in the nearly

uniform hurtful capacity effect to be cured and

C. E. Flynn. F. S, Gorton. Charles R. Huntley. C. H. Wilmerdine.
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fairly good instance of the causes of change in all

branches of telephony.

The McCluer system of common wire returns

as a substitute for ground returns helped out the

electric-traction difficulty very usefully, but was of

no advantage in solving the other two problems.

The enormous masses of open wires in the streets

were causing the operating companies to wish, and

the municipalities to demand, some other method
of distributing telephone lines. After a short time

of denying it to be possible, the inevitable under-

ground system appeared, and there are more tele-

phone wires in the earth today than there were

above it a dozen years ago.

But even with a pair of wires shut up in a cable

within a lead sheath in a duct in the ground, with

all external disturbances excluded, the line problem
was not solved. Indeed, a new difficulty had been

P. C. Burns, James B. Hoge. Milo G. Kellogg. A. Stromberg.

MEN CONNECTEB ^V^TH T9E INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE MOVEMENT.

the almost absolute certainty of uniform trans-

mission.

Inspired by the success of repeaters in long

telegraph trunks, a telephone repeater for a similar

assistance has been dreamed of. One inventor

seems to have remembered the dream after waking,

as the commercial success of the Shreeve repeater

has at least shown that a repeater is not impos-

sible. Whether the perfected repeater will co-

operate with line loading on long circuits, supplant

it, or render it unnecessary, furnishes an interesting

field for speculation.

The operation of telegraph and telephone service

over the same wires at the same time, in successful

operation for many years past, has had the effect

of reducing the financial burden which long-distance

telephone circuits otherwise would need . to carry.

It is now possible, under favorable conditions, to

work each side of a long-distance pair quadruplex

and the pair itself for speech.

No record of the principal features of the de-

velopment in telephony should omit to note the

opportunity of a switching system combining the

best features of manual and automatic equipments

;

the very valuable investigations in electrical acous-

tics made possible by the use of the oscillograph,

and the recent advance in radiotelephony through

the use of energy in the form of Hertzian waves.

I have confined my attention so far to conditions

in the United States. Growth in other countries

has been less rapid than here, and in the main the

methods and appliances less well developed. For
some years, however, Sweden led the world in

density of development of the larger cities. Thij
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is not now true, as there are a number of American

cities with a ratio of telephones to population

greater than in any Swedish city.

The literature of telephony is an excellent index

of the progress which the art has made in twenty

years. The telephone man's library of long ago

consisted of a single volume, written by the dean

of telephone engineering, Mr. Thomas D. Lock-

wood. Today a library of telephony occupies sev-

eral shelves, and one may receive half a dozen

periodicals exclusively devoted to the art.

Electrical Engineering Education.

Br Heney S. Caehart,
Professor of Physics. University of Michigao.

THE history of electrical engineering for the

last twenty years reads like a tale from the

Arabian Nights. The faculty of the imagina-

tion is a useful one in scientific research. It refuses

to he confined within the boundaries of the known
and searches the future.

But no imagination was
vivid enough twenty

years ago to foresee

what would happen in

applied electricity by

this year of grace, 1907.

If, when the Western
Electrician was launched,

an engineer, intoxicated

with his subject, should

have predicted that by

1907 electric generators

approaching 10.000 horse-
HENRY s. CARHART.

^^^^,^^ -^ Capacity would
be under construction, he would have been heard

with a compassionate smile and regarded as a fit

subject for a retreat.

Instruction designed to prepare engineers for this

giant work has of necessity kept abreast of practice.

In fact no insignificant factor in the rapid advances

of applied electricity has been the presence of men in

the profession who have been trained in the schools.

If practice has stimulated advances in electrical edu-

cation, education has reacted strongly on practice.

Hence the present situation that the leading men to-

day among electrical engineers and in the great

manufactories devoted to electrical appliances are

college trained men. It was not so twenty years ago,

and the first graduates in electrical engineering had
to break into manufacturing vi ei arinis. High
finance and the captains of industry owe a great

debt to engineering schools because of the young
men who have gone from them in shoals headed

for the workshop and the ranks of consulting

engineers.

The course in electrical engineering inaugurated

scarcely a quarter-century ago by Professor Anthony
at Cornell marked an epoch in engineering educa-

tion. It was introduced in connection with physics,

and this practice has been followed in many univer-

sities since. The Institute of Technology in Boston

repeated Cornell's experiment, and both have been

eminently successful.

The course in electrical engineering in the Uni-

versity of Michigan was approved by the Regents in

June, i88g. At that time engineering students were
included in the Department of Literature, Science

and the Arts, and the electrical course was under,

the wing of physics. It maintained this relation to

physics until four years ago. The first graduating

class numbered only two men ; the last one, 33. The
University Calendar for 1890-91 contains in this

course the names of F. E. Barnum, G. A. Damon, A.

C. Marshall, G. H. Rowe and F. A. Sager, all of

whom are now well known in their chosen field. The
Calendar for the following year adds to this list such

names as C. G. Atkins, -M. S. Connor, S. P. Grace,

A. M. Haubrich, H. R. King, Walter Robbins, Fay
Woodmansec, and the lamented H. W. Wyckoff. At
that same period there was in the department as a

graduate student and assistant Mr. Louis C. Hill,

now superintending engineer of the United States

Reclamation Service and third in rank in that branch

of the government's activity. It is no small satis-

faction to look back fifteen years and then to con-

sider what these men arc now.

The University of Michigan was not the first state

university to introduce a course of study in elec-

trical engineering. Such a course was established in

the University of Kansas by an act of the Legisla-

ture in 1887 as a branch of mechanical engineering.

In the University of Wisconsin the course was
inaugurated as a separate engineering course in

1891 upon the appointment of Professor Jackson.

In the University of Nebraska an elective course in

applied electricity was authorized in 1890-91. Ac-
cording to the catalogue, this course contained at

first only five hours of applied electricity in the

senior year, but in three or four years it had already

become one of the important courses of the univer-

sity.

Other institutions of learning east and west have

added a course in electrical engineering, one after

another, until now no engineering school is at all

sat'.'-fied without it. Even the Rensselaer Polytech-

nic School, for so many years devoted to civil en-

.iiineering and the scene of Rowland's first great work
in magnetism, has at last succumbed and joined the

rest in electrical education.

At the present time the number of students en-

rolled in electrical engineering is nearly as large as

in either civil or mechanical engineering. The cur-

riculum has been enriched from year to year as the

sonal contact between the enthusiastic teacher and
the ambitious student.

The laboratory presents a concrete exposition of

the principles taught in the lecture room. It is an

auxiliary to didactic instruction and the study of

text-books. It supports imparted information by an

appeal to things one can see and handle for one's

self. It puts the young graduate in a condition "to

light on his feet" when he enters the big factory and

is assigned to duty. Without it his attainments

would be unavailable until he had learned to con-

nect his unfruitful knowledge of principles, embodied

too frequently in mere language, with their material

embodiments in iron, steel and copper. But no

amount of laboratory work alone, in the absence of

substantial attainments in principles, mathematical

Frederick Sargent. E. P. VVarner. William L. Waters. JaiDes J. Wood.
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subject has enlarged, until the difficulty now is to

find room for all the courses within the conven-

tional four-year period.

The question has often been debated as to what

portion of the entire course should be devoted to

practical work in the laboratory and in visiting

works. It is not jncommon to hear students ex-

press some coriplairit that too little time is given to

so-called practical work. On the other hand, the

other extreme has at times been touched in attempt-

ing to make the course little more than workshop

practice, with som.e lectures on prevaihng applica-

tions thrown in for good measure.

The writer has taken pains to learn the views of

many graduates after two or three yeajs' experi-

ence in practical work. The universal testimony

is that engineering courses should be devoted largely

to fundamental subjects and to theory, and that more

practical experience can be gained in the factory in

six months after graduation than it is possible to get

in a four years* college course.

The laboratory is an essential part of engineering

training, but it should be subordinate to the main

purpose—that of training the mind and the acquisi-

tion of those fundamental principles of science and

engineering, without which a man is only an artisan

and not an engineer. A generous amount of labora-

tory work is essential to a thorough comprehension

of the principles involved in the applications of elec-

tricity and to give the graduate some confidence in

his knowledge of the manner in which these prin-

ciples work out in practice. Beyond that he would

better repair to the factory and get enlarged -ex-

perience there, for no schooling can possibly take the

place of experience, just as no workshop can be a

substitute for the college lecture room and the per-

theory and general insight, can equip a young man
for the work of a successful modern electrical en-

gineer.

After all, in the final analysis, something more
must be added to educational attainments to make a

successful engineer. Engineers, like poets, are born,

not made. To education must be added character;

to character, tact in dealing with men ; to tact, origi-

nality in conception of design ; and to originality, a

calm judgment that reaches the wisest solution of

an engineering problem under given conditions.

It is not inappropriate to refer to one good service

which the electrical course has done for engineering
in America. I refer to the support it gives to the

adoption of the metric system of weights and meas-
ures. Electrical engineering and design are strictly

scientific, and fundamentally they use the language
and ideas of the ccntimeter-grara-second system. The
results are often translated into the English system

of measurement, but always as a departure more or

less grave from the fundamental concepts. Practic-

ally the capacity of all generators is now expressed
in kilowatts, and electric motors are commonly rated

in terms of the same unit. It would be a great gain

if kilowatts could replace horsepowers universally.

We already have a universal system of electrical

units and standards, the details of which will un-

doubtedly be settled within a year or two on a basis

of universal acceptance by all the civilized nations of

the world. This universal system furnishes a

splendid object lesson for engineering, ,;ind calls for a

similar universal use of an identical system of

weights and measures. Most unaccountable preju-

dice still stands in the way, even in England ami

America, whicli pride themselves on being foremost.

No obstacle is harder to overcome than n system,
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however absurd or illogical, which has become cn-

ircnclied by long usage, and which has little more to

lonimend it than mere familiarity. But there are

si>mc happy signs of relief. Education is slowly in-

nodiiciug Ihc efTcctive leaven. The widest use of

I lie inclric system is furnished by the Universal

I'oslal Union, in which the agreement respecting the

weights of letters and packages adopted by all the

AN INCANDESCENT LAMP OF TWENTY YEARS AGO.

participating governments is expressed in terms of

the metric system. If we translate the agreement

into ounces, we do so as a rough-and-ready compli-

ance. The postal convention adopted by the nations

of the earth uses only the metric system.

What large question in engineering education is

pressing for solution in the near future? It is this:

Shall we continue to segregate civils from mechan-
icals, mechanicals from electricals, etc., or shall we
consolidate and extend the course to five years in-

stead of the conventional four? The latter has little

more to commend it as a period of educational gesta-

tion .than that it is divisible by two. Consolidation

and community of interests are now the watch-

AN ARC LAMP OF TWENTY \'EARS AGO.

words. It is time to undertake the education of

engineers without any limiting adjective. The term
civil engineering was adopted years ago as the an-
tithesis of military engineering. But the word civil

as applied to engineering has lost its early signifi-

cance. All engineering is essentially civil in type.

The present practice is to separate engineering stu-.

dents into groups with some differentiation of sub-
jects, but distinguished more by the accentuation
placed on the same subjects in different groups than
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by anything else. It would not be a task beyond
accomplishment to lay down a universal course in

engineering with sufficient degrees of freedom to

permit choice of a few subjects for special stress

and intensive study. Then we should no longer have

the familiar speclacic of an engineer, who has been

educated in one group, pr.Tcticing in another for

which he* has made no special preparation.

Electric Welding Progress.
By Eliiiu Thomson,

Kleclrlcian, Gunoral Hluclrlc Coiripuny.

IKON has been welded in the forge fire for so

long a lime that the memory oi Ihc first begin-

nings is lost. In fact, the early production of

iron masses, depended upon the union by welding
of the plastic particles reduced from the ore in the

primitive furnaces, which

long antedated the blast

furnace for iron smelt-

ing, now producing in

enormous quantities the

more fusible cast-iron

containing carbon in

considerable amount.
About twenty years ago

the electric-welding art

had its origin, and dur-

ing the period since then

it has become an im-

portant adjunct to many
manufactures, and has,

provided new means of
accomplishing results and given rise to new manu-
factured products.

The fact that by electricity not only iron, but
practically all of the metals, may be united piece
to piece, and often one metal to another metal,
indicates the manageability of the process itself.

Many metals which contract a film of oxide in

the air demand a flux such as borax to dissolve
this film in order that clean metal surfaces may
be brought together in a weld. Where, as in the
case of iron, the oxide itself melts below the melt-
ing point of the metal, no -flux is needed. High-
carbon steels, however, which arc injured by a
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temperature which would melt the oxide or scale,

require careful treatment in electric welding, as well

as in forge-fire work, and in each case an easily

fusible flux allows the work to be done at a
comparatively low and safe temperature.

Gradually, the heating effect of the electric cur-

rent is being made use of more and more ex-

tensively to do the work of the forge fire in weld-
ing, and the welding transformer is the modern
substitute for the forge fire.

Work which was either impracticable with the

forge fire or which demanded very high manipu-
lative skill is often accomplished with great facility

by electric methods. Each year witnesses the ex-

tension of these methods into new fields. It is

important to distinguish between arc fusing, wherein

the high temperature of an electric arc is used

actually to render liquid refractory metals, and
cause union with solid masses, as in filling holes

in castings, melting edges of plates together, and
the like, and the Thomson process, in which the

pieces to be united are pressed together by being

held in massive conducting clamps or holders and
a very heavy current at low voltage is passed across

or through the proposed joint, thereby causing
heating, softening and union. The important stand-

ing which this method of work has won is due
to the rapidity, flexibility, cleanliness, neatness,

accuracy and economy of the electric process over

the older modes. The advantages are such that

a continued extension in the application of electric

welding is assured. The work of the electric W'clder

is characterized by uniformity, and it is therefore

best adapted to repetition work on the large scale.

The operation of welding is controlled with ex-
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actnejs, and the localization of the heating to the
particular parts being brought into union ii often
important. The electric welder can be used to

unite copper, brans, bronzes, and even fusible metals
like lead, and may readily be adapted to Irrazing

or hard soldering.

It is not necessary here to describe the construc-
tion of an electric welder or welding transformer.
Neither will any attempt be made to enumerate
the many .applications of electric welding in the
arts. It may be, however, interesting to note the
character of the work v.hirh i" now being done
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extensively by the electric-welding process and the

direction in which development has been more re-

cently taking place.

Among the earliest applications of electric weld-
ing was the production of wheel tires of all sec-

tions, also hub bands and vehicle axles, fifth wheels,

and more recently shifting rails, steps, shaft irons,

etc. Since the advent of the rubber tire the process

has been extensively employed for joining the ends
of the steel wires running through the tire, for

securing them in place in the channel rim, and
also for uniting the ends of the channel metal
itself. The application to carriage work has been
indeed quite 'extensive, and most of the dash frames
used in carriage construction are now made by
electric welding, while in agricultural machines the

iron and steel wheels are frequently built up or

have their parts united by electric welding.

It was natural that during the growth of the
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bicycle industry a great many parts of these useful

machines should be united by electric welding and

that the welding transformer should be applied for

locally heating the parts in electric brazing or hard

soldering, as well as for upsetting, bending or

shaping. As products in which electric welding

had its part may be noted bicycle crank hangers,

pedals, seat-posts and fork ends, frames and brake

parts, and the like.

More recently, since the automobile has come
into existence, electric welding has entered into the

construction of wheel rims for pneumatic tires,

crank-shafts, cam-shafts and other parts.

One of its early applications which has gradu-

ally grown has been in tool manufacture, as in

the production of drills, reamers, taps, band saws

and circular saws, drawing knives, carpenters'
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squares, printers' chases, etc., and sometimes for

the production of special machine parts. Teeth are

inserted into gear wheels and saw bodies are pro-

vided with teeth welded on, while special stone

saws have been for a long time built up by electric

welding. As instances of machine parts may be

mentioned inking rolls used in printing machines

and fallers for looms, which are now. constructed

with the aid of the welding transformer.

Similarly, in the wire industry, the value of

electric welding has shown itself, and the progress

in such work goes on steadily. Beginning with

the simple action of producing long lengths of iron,

steel and copper wire from shorter pieces, there

came the welding of wire or strips into hoops for

barrels, tubs, pails and similar vessels, and numer-

ous machines are now in operation resembling

electric looms for turning out electrically welded

wire fence in continuous rolls. In this case the

wire used is usually zinc-covered or galvanized, and

the machine is made entirely automatic, placing

the wire in position, welding and cutting off the

various pieces, while such machines are frequently

adjustable to vary the size of mesh in the wire

netting which constitutes the product.

Perhaps in few instances of welding has the

electric welder shown its special adaptability more

strikingly than in the welding of pipe lengths for

the production of long lengths of piping from

shorter pieces. Such long lengths are frequently

wound up into coils and are, therefore, without

couplings or screw joints. More recently, machin-

ery has been constructed to weld continuous lengths

of pipe to be laid in the ground, where, of course,

it is desirable to secure absolutely non-leaking

joints, as the joints are hidden out of sight. To

this purpose the electric welder lends itself ad-

mirably.

Those interested in the development of street

railways are, of course, familiar with the fact that

hundreds of miles of street-railway rails have been

electrically welded into continuous lengths and that

long lines of these rails now exist in many cities.

In this case the machinery is carried upon car

trucks along the line of the rails and the welder

suspended at the end of one of the trucks for

applying the splicing bars and welding them to the

rail ends. In general, the energy is taken from

the trolley line by a series of transformations

whereby the current is at last reduced in potential

to the welding voltage of two or three volts and

increased in current volume enormously for heat-

ing large sections. This constitutes some of the

heaviest work done by electric welding, and on a

similar scale with it is ths local annealing of armor

plates on warships. On the other hand, the deli-

cacy of the operation can be made such that fine

wires of one-fiftieth of an inch in diameter may
be welded, and such small work as buckles, type-

writer bars and umbrella rods is easily dealt with.

Oftentimes electric-welding processes prepare the

material for subsequent working, as in the case

of the welding of strips into plain bands or cylin-

drical rings which are afterward rolled into any

section desired. A good example of this is the

production of automobile-wheel rims, bands for

roving cans, stove rings, etc. In a similar manner,

yet for a different result, crank-shafts are built up

from drop forgings, and the rough shaft so pro-

duced requires only light machining and finishing

to its correct size.

Somewhat akin to pipe welding, but a somewhat
more recent development, is its application to the

forming of metal vessels for withstanding high

pressures, such as soda-water cylinders, carbonic-

acid reservoirs, and steel bottles for nitrous-oxide

gas. In this case the cylindrical part of the vessel

has the heads welded on, very much as two sec-

tions of pipe are welded end to end.

It is a feature of welding application that very

frequently 'the fact of the article having undergone

the welding process does not show in the finished

article. A good example of this is in its use in

the production of table cutlery, such as knives and
forks. In such case the handles are formed hol-

low, of sheet steel, by a kind of drawing process,

and welded to the knife or fork portion, after

which the articles arc finished by grinding, silver-

plating and polishing, as usual. The neatness and

quickness of the work which can be accomplished

by special machines developed for this purpose are

worthy of note.

In the development of electric-welding machinery
there may be said to be several types. We have,

for example, a machine designed to do a variety

of work in which, perhaps, the sizes and the forms

o£ the pieces are quite different. In such case the

adjustments are usually entirely manual, tlie pieces

being clamped by hand, the electric current being

applied by the operator manipulating a switch, while

the mechanical pressure is obtained either by a

lever or by h3^draulic means under the operator's

control. In other types of machine, as in the weld-

ing of copper, iron or aluminum wire, the machine
may be largely automatic. The pieces, it is triie,

may be placed in position in the machine manually,

but the pressure for welding is automatically ap-

plied, and an automatic switch cuts off the current

when the work is completed.

In still other cases, especially for work upon
identical pieces or rapid repetition of the same op-

eration, the entire sequence of actions is definitely

determined in advance by the construction. In

other words, the machine becomes practically en-

tirely automatic. Such a machine may be driven

by a belt or electric motor, and, by means of gears,

cams and the like, the clamping of the pieces is

accomplished, the current and pressure application

following, and, further, the switching off of the

current and release of the pieces takes place finally.

A machine of this kind may, of course, be fed by

manual operation, or, if the pieces allow it, they

pass into the machine in sequence without the at-

tention of the operator.

The electric-welding looms which are used in

the making of wire fencing, as also chain-welding

machines, which produce continuously long lengths

of electrically welded chain, are indeed so com-
pletely automatic that the operation goes on unin-

terruptedly so long as the material holds out. This
will be in the case in the fence machine alluded

to when the reels from which the wire is fed are

emptied. In such machines a number of joints are

made simultaneously, and the welding is practically

instantaneous, the division of energy supplied to

the various joints being substantially perfect.

One of the most interesting developments in

electric welding has been its application to the

production of longitudinal seams in piping or tub-

ing. This work has demanded the development of

elaborate machinery, especially adapted to this par-

ticular operation. In this case the skelp or long

strip of sheet metal is rolled up so that its edges

meet, and in this form it enters between the weld-

ing rolls, whereby there is a local heating across

the meeting edges first produced at one end of the

strip, and as it advances this local heating follows

the line of the joint, whereby a pipe of which the

walls are of even thickness and the diameter uni-

form is produced. Sometimes this pipe is used in

the form as it leaves the machine, but in other

cases it is afterward drawn to an exact size. The
joint presents itself at first as a delicate bead
along the length. Naturally the stock from' which
the pipe is made can be quite thin if desired, while

the localization of the heat to the seam has the

result of the preservation of the finish and surfaces

of the other parts of the metal not concerned in

making the joint, and, therefore, there is no waste

of material by scaling. By modification in the op-

eration taper tubes may also be formed. Such a

tube-welding machine has been constructed of size

sufficient to make tubes or shells up to 16 inches

in diameter from sheet steel or iron.

This brief sketch of some of the more important

developments of electric welding would not be

complete without reference to work which is being

undertaken in the line of welding thin sheet-metal

pieces flat-wise face to face so as to avoid the

necessity for riveting. Methods have been devel-

oped within a comparatively recent period whereby

this character of welding can be done practically

on a large scale without difficulty, and it has a

large field of application in the production of sheet-

metal ware which is afterward to be enamel-

coated, and the outlook for the expansion of these

methods is quite extensive.

It is interesting to note, also, that the growth
of the use of reinforced concrete has been assisted

by the electric welder, which produces a wire

mesh' which can be embedded in the concrete, and
the joints of which mesh are firm and incapable

of slipping and of material of high tensile strength.

Considerable use of this product has already been

made. Other applications of electric welding are

in process of development, which, however, cannot

be described at this time.

It will be readily understood that electric-welding

apparatus is in most cases of the nature of special

machinery, and as such has demanded in its de-

velopment an intimate knowledge, not only of elec-

trical principles, but of a wide range of arts and
manufactures. The experience gained in adapting

it to any particular use is often of great value in

determining how to proceed in making further de-

velopments for other uses. In general, it may be

said that where the welder is applied on a large
scale for continuous work or continuous repetition
work the duty of the attendant is now practically

limited to seeing that the machine is in order, and
in some cases to the mere placing of the pieces
in the clamps, while the rapidity and uniformity
of the results obtained demonstrate the advantage
of working by electricity in these special ways.

The Electrical Upbuilding of the West.

By B. E, Sunny,
Vice-president, General Electric Comnany.

THE manufacture and distribution of electric

current in a successful and satisfactory way
is such an everyday affair now that it is diffi-

cult to realize the problems of twenty years ago.
In the light of twenty years' experience it seems

rather ridiculous to con-

sider what were then

problems as' problems at

all,

We had then the Edi-

son system, made up of

small bipolar generators,

driven by belts from
high-speed engines. The
current was used for

arc and incandescent

lighting exclusively. Lit-

tle or nothing had been

B, E, SUNNY, ''°"'^ "' '''"^ design and
development of the sta-

tionary motor. Arc lighting was furnished by arc

dynatiios generating constant current.
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The ccMilral staliciu willi llii- hu'Rcst mmibcr of

sin;ill hiRli-spfccI engines driving arc ancl incan-

(li'scent dyiKunos— llie engines and dynamos installed

in a slraigiit line from one end of llie station to

ihc other—was generally regarded as the best ex-

liibition of electrical enKineering.

Later on, the engineers came to the belief that

a more eflicient plant included the use of a large

Corliss engine at, say, from 500 to 8co horse-

power, driving a jack-shaft, the latter in turn op-

erating tlie belts to the small electrical units. This

type of installation was the popular one for perhaps

ten years, imtil the advent of the direct-connected

unit.
.

Twenty years ago wc bad only the smglc-pbase

125 or 133-cycIe alternator of 1,100 volts, and con-

sequently each machine bad its own circuit, and

there was no such thing as nuiltiple operation. It

took perhaps five years to get a successful single-

phase alternating-current machine to operate at 2,300

volts, because of the difficulty of insulating for so

higb a voltage.

One of the greatest problems that bad to be

solved by the central station was the distribution

of liigh-voltage currents through underground con-

ductors. In Chicago tbc use of underground con-

ductors was forced on llie companies by an ordi-
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nance by the city probibiling (be stringing of wires

overhead.

The local company, which was ni.ide up of llir

consolidation of many smaller companies, bought

a very large quantity of lead-covered cable, with

an insulation of three Ihirly-seconds between Ihc

conductor and llie lead sbeatli, which insulation was
regarded as ample to carry a current of t)'/i am-

peres at 2,500 volts for arc lighting. Tlic experi-

ment— for it turned out to be an experiment—was

a disastrous failure, and the cables frequently

burned out under the strain, and Ihc service fur-

nished was very unreliable. The large dry-goods

stores on State Street were deprived of light when
they were filled with a crowd of holiday purchasers,

and fires in buildings, caused by arc-light circuits,

were of daily occurrence.
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Early Underground Electrical Construc-
tion In Chicago.

What is believed lo be the first example of un-

derground electrical construction in Chicago was
carried out in 1877 by Mr. J. P.' Barrett, then

superintriidcnt of llic city firc-alarni telegraph, who
laid a short distance of fire-alarm circuits under-

ground on the North Side, to serve the district

known as "The Sands," at the request of some
nearby residents wlio objected to overhead wires.

As far as known, these underground wires arc

still in use.

The first electric-light cable to be laid under-

ground in Chicago was put down in 1883, and a

portion of it is illustrated by the accompanying
picture.

Underground telephone cables in this city date

A PIECE OF THE FIRST UNDEKGROUND ELECTRIC-LIGHT CABLE (NATURAL SIZE) LAID IN CHICAGO.

Clias. D. Shain.
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B. Frank Stewart.

'ELECTRICAL WEST.'

The cable problem was entirely beyond any elec-

trician of that day, and, in desperation, it was

decided to get cables of twice the insulation, with

the hope that they would be able to furnish a re-

liable service. Cables of six thirty-seconds insula-

tion were then made and installed, and the trouble

disappeared. Later on, we scraped Up enough cour-

age to reduce the insulation to five thirty-seconds,

and this has proven to be the standard for that

character of service to this day.

The solving of the problem of underground cir-

cuits for arc lighting in Chicago was of the great-

est interest to all of the cities, especially in the

East. Delegations from New York, Boston and

Philadelphia, to look over the work and pass on

the service performed, were of weekly occurrence.

The value of the power business was fully rec-

ognized, and an eflrort was made to take care of

it by the use of motors operated from arc circuits.

The Baxter motor was of a very good type and

furnished fairly good service. It was noisy, how-

ever, and it also flashed wickedly at the commu-
tator, which had a terrorizing effect, so that it was

rather uphill work to get any large number in

service. Of course, the arc-circuit type of motor

has almost entirely disappeared, and its place has

been taken by the more satisfactory direct-current

and alternating-current motors.

The advent of the direct-connected unit was

rather interesting. Mr. D. G. Hamilton and Captain

Robert McCuUoch of the Cass Avenue Railway,

St. Louis, wanted to make an important addition

to their power house, and insisted on a 7SO-kilo-

watt generator and a 500-kilowatt generator being

supplied them, direct-connected to Corliss engines.

An effort was made by the electric companies as

well as the engine builders to dissuade them from

their purpose, but they were firm in their demand,

and finally the contract was closed, not without the

greatest possible hesitation, for the two units.

Both of the manufacturing companies were in

a condition of fear and dread for months, while

the designing and construction was going on, be-

cause of°the boldness of the undertaking,^ but when

the units were installed, the results were gratifying

beyond all expectations.

This was probably the beginnmg of the manu-

facture and installation of direct-connected ma-

chines of considerable size.

The history of the business during twenty years

is full of incidents of the above type. It is rather

difficult to, credit them, in the light of the situation

of today, when the steam turbine, the multiphase

generator of very large capacity, the long-distance

transmission of current, the electrical equipment of

steam-railroad terminals and interurban lines, have

become accepted accessories of our everyday busi-

ness. _ . , , J.

While we seem to be in rather a finished condi-

tion with respect to present manufactures, it goes

without saying that in the next twenty years there

will be important developments, but it is not pos-

sible that they will be of as great importance as

th? developments of the twenty years just passed.

back to 1885, when about ten miles of cable was
put down in the central part of the city under

the supervision of Mr. B. -E. Sunny, then con-

nected with the Chicago Telephone Company- The
joints in these cables were about 500 feet apart,

and the construction excited much attention at the

time.

The electric-light cable illustrated consisted . of
two half-round copper rods embedded in insulating

compound and enclosed in an iron pipe 1% inches

in diameter. Each copper conductor measures one-

half inch along the chord and is three-sixteenths

inch in thickness. The whole constituted perhaps

the earliest type of "Edison tube" and was laid

in lengths of 20j^ feet. The interesting relic shown
in the picture was put down, as stated, in 1883,

and when dug up, many years later, was presented

to R. C. P. Holmes, purchasing agetit of the Com-
monwealth Edison Company, who laid it originally

when connected with the Western Edison Light

Company. The tube was used to convey current

at no volts from an isolated plant in a barn in

the rear of J. W. Doane's residence on Prairie

Avenue, near Eighteenth Street, to three other

houses in the same block.

Colorado Electric Light, Power and
Railway Association.

On September iSth, 19th and 20th there was held

the annual convention of the Colorado Electric

Light, Power and Railway Association at the

Savoy Hotel, Denver, Colo. There was a good
attendance at both the social and business meetings.

The entertainment features consisted of a theater

party at the Broadway Wednesday evening; a visit

to the Northern Colorado Power Company's plant

at La Fayette Thursday afternoon; visits to the

plants of the Denver Gas and Electric Company
and of the Denver City Tramway Company Friday

afternoon ; banquet and meeting of the "Sons of

Jove" Friday evening, besides special automobile

rides for the visiting ladies.

Among the papers read at the business meetings

were the following: "Incandescent Lamp Outlook,"

by Francis W. Willcox of Harrison, N. J.; "High-

tension Porcelain Insulators," by Frank E. John-

son of Denver, Colo.; "Lightning Protection in

Colorado," by Leonard Wilson of Denver, Colo.;

"Central-station Power Problems," by Charles Rob-

bins of Pittsburg, Pa.; "Notes on Modern Boilers,"

by B. E. Buttles of Denver, Colo.; "Business Build-

ing by Commercial Departments," by George E.

Putnam of Denver, Colo. Each of these subjects

was discussed as well as the power-transmission

situation in Colorado and the technical problems

met with.

At the final meeting the association voted to in-

clude Montana, North and South Dakota in its ter-

ritory, and elected the following-named officers for

the coming year: President, W. G. Matthews of

the Denver City Tramway Company; vice-presi-

dent, C. R. Durbin, United States Light and Trac-

tion Company; secretary and treasurer, J. Frank

Dostal, Denver Gas arid Electric Company.
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In glancing back through the vista of twenty

3^ears of electrical development, as is done in this

Twentieth Anniversary Number of the Western

Electrician, it will be interesting to reprint the

very first editorial utterance of this journal, not

only to see what were the aims of the new enter-

prise, but also to gain some idea of the state of

the art of applied electricity at that time. Here,

then, is the introductory editorial of Volume I.,

Number i, dated July 2, 18S7:

"In presenting the Western Electrician and ex-

plaining its mission it is unnecessary to dwell on

the marvelous achievements .in the electrical field

during the last few years. The telegraph, the tele-

phone and' the electric light have followed in quick

succession. The electric motor is at hand, and its

promise of commercial success is as great as that

of its predecessors. But these four great electrical

accomplishments are not all by any means. Apace

with them has been the development of a host of

minor electrical appliances, many of which have

become distinct branches of industry. Today the

development and manufacture of electrical appli-

ances command more thought, more labor, more

capital than almost any other department of trade.

Yet we stand only at the edge of a comparatively

unknown field, the exploration of which is going

on more rapidly than ever before.

"While keen minds and skillful hands the world

over have contributed to the researches and in-

ventions which have placed applied electricity in

its present position, it 15 in the United States that

these applications have reached their greatest com-

mercial success, and no part has shown greater

activity than the West. It is a question if any

other portion of the country has equaled the West
during the last eighteen months. Certain it is that

in this section electric-light manufacturers have

found the most extensive market for their products.

Certain it is that the promoters of the telephone

have found it easier to acquire paying subscription

lists in small western towns than in similar towns

in the East. If we mistake not, a western city

enjoys the distinction of being the first in America

to adopt and practically operate an electric street-

railway system of more than one or two cars. It

is in the West that telegraph companies make their

heaviest earnings. Today the West is the great

electrical market of America. Its advancement to

this position has been rapid and sure. Many east-

ern manufacturers discovered the tendency of trade

long ago, and, realizing the impossibility of hand-

ling their western business from remote distances,

have either moved west or established important

agencies in our larger cities. In every case the

wisdom of the move has been proven, and in many
instances it has been found that a larger and more
profitable business has been done in the western

department than at the home office. The West,

too, is the home of a number of the largest elec-

trical concerns in the world. They have realized

the benefits of proximity to a good market.

"No local pride dictates these words. They have

not been written with the intention of disparaging

any other section. The facts, however, cannot be

controverted ; and we are but reflecting the ex-

perience of the past in stating that the West is

worthy of the closest cultivation by manufacturers

and dealers in electrical appliances.

"Notwithstanding the remarkable activity in mat-

ters electrical in the West, western electricians and
manufacturers have been dependent on eastern pub-

lications for their literature, and for channels

through which inventions and manufactures could

be brought to public notice. The need of a repre-

sentative western electrical paper has been apparent

for some time. The subject of establishing such a

journal has been urged by western electrical men,

and their assurances of hearty co-operation and sub-

stantial support have not been wanting.

"The warmth of the welcome with which the

project of issuing the Western Electrician has been

received is strongly evinced by the extent of our

advertising columns. Our reading columns give a

foretaste only of what is to be provided in tlint

department. We believe wc arc well equipped for

the work. With the auspices of the undertaking,

and the incentives before us, wc hope to place the

Western Electrician not only in the foremost rank

of papers of its class, but in tlic lead. To accom-

plish this end no thought, labor or money will be

spared.

"At the outset wc wish to define our position.

No man connected with the Western Electrician is

bound to any other electrical enterprise ; we are

therefore in a position to publish an independent,

unbiased and honest journal. No newspaper is

worthy of the name unless it provides the news.
It will be our endeavor to place before our readers

the thoughts, experiences and accomplishments of

those interested in the department of electrical

investigation. Not only is our editorial stafi com-
posed of practical electricians and writers of ex-

perience, but our correspondence will be from
among the leading electricians and scientists of

this country and the old world. We have planted

our standard high, and we confidently look forward
to the time when the weekly' receipt of the Western
Electrician will be more warmly welcomed than this,

our first number."

So far as the Western Electrician itself is con-

cerned, we believe that our readers will agree with

us that it has striven worthily to maintain the

high standard it set for itself. It has been an

"independent, unbiased and honest journal" and a

leader in technical journalism, while at all times,

we believe, of real interest, value and help to its

readers. A retrospective glance at the career of

the paper, such as we indulge in on the opposite

page, shows that the record is one in which we
may take an honest pride. Mr. McKinlock kindly

says, In his article given elsewhere, that the West-

ern Electrician has been "a guide and friend to all

western electrical interests," and we shall endeavor

to warrant a continuance of this praise in the

future.

The present issue speaks for itself. It gives some

idea of the extent of the electrical application of

today in the principal avenues in which it is di-

rected, and this particularly In the West. It may
be compared with the beginnings of the great Ex-

pansion of the electrical industr)^, as referred to in

the editorial of twenty years ago, which has been

quoted.

Marvelous Indeed have been the changes, the

growth and the number of new developments in

the electrical arts and industries during these

twenty years. The authors of the articles presented

in this issue tell the story,, and it reads like a

fairy tale. And yet the account is given soberly

and without exaggeration by men who are undis-

puted authorities on the subjects on which they

have been induced to take time to write for this

anniversary issue of the Western Electrician. In-

deed, we are especially proud of our contributors

;

they are men who stand high in the electrical com-

munity. East or West ; and we now take occasion

to thank them, individually and collectively, for

their kind co-operation in making this number what

it is.

Aside from the historical value of the many ex-

cellent articles in the Twentieth Anniversary Num-
ber, the careful reader will find many suggestions

that loom large toward the future. Thus, Mr. In-

suli lays stress on the importance of wholesaling

current to large users, such as the street-railway

companies, and he seems to think it not ' unlikely

that the "larger transportation companies," mean-

, ing perhaps the present steam-railroad companies,

may be buyers of central-station current m the

future. This is a most interesting suggestion, and

one which will give more than one plant manager

food for thought. It inevitably leads to the con-

sideration of the great question, "Will the trunk-

line railroads be electrified?" In his electric-rail-

way article Mr. Arnold does not hesitate to give

it as his opinion that the answer to this question

is in the affirmative. It is only a question of time,

he thinks. Thus it seems probable that the prin-

cipal steam railroads will be electrified. If so.

will the central station benefit by the change?

One of the most interesting articles in this num-

ber is by Elihu Thomson, who shows the amazing

extent to which tbe electric-welding process has

been developed. Few, even among electrical men,

wc imagine, realize the great diversity of processes

in which electric welding plays a part, and this

article is of wide educational value. Professor

Carhart proposes an important change in the engi-

neering curriculum. But we must not go on dip-

ping into these various articles. Here they arc

—

a storehouse. Many arc for profit, some not with-

out entertainment. All may partake and be content.
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The Western Electrician Twenty Years
in Retrospect.

Dated July i'. 1887, ilic first issue of tlic Western

!\lcctrlcian marked the bcKinniuR of electrical jour-

ualisin in the West. Tlic paper was issued from

ilie start as a weekly, and it appeared in the familiar

l)luc cover which has been distinctive ever since.

The size of the page was practically the same as

at present, and the first numher consisted of 24

pages, of which 13 were devoted to advertisements.

.Since then the number of pages issued weekly has

greatly increased. The present Twentieth Anni-

versary Number is made up of gC pages, of which

(io are advertising pages.

The paper was founded by Mr. W. A. Kfeidler,

llie first editor and manager, and Mr. Kreidlcr has

continued to be the guiding spirit of the enterprise

from that day to this.

From the start the paper gave evidence of the

excellent illustrations and handsome typography

which have remained characteristic. A prominent

feature of the first issue was the beginning of an

illustrated serial on "The Elements of Electric

I-ighting," by Dr. Philip Atkinson, while another

serial was begun on "Theory of 'i'elephonc Cables,"

by Dr. V. Wictlisbach, translated from the Elek-

trotechnische Rundschau. Other articles were
"Millimetrical Measurement of Wire," by F. R,

Welles; "Telephone System for Large Buildings,"

illustrated; "New Series Incandescent Lamp"
(Thomson-Houston), illustrated; "A New High-
speed Engine," illustrated; "A Corner on Electric-

light Carbons ;" "Chicago Electric Club" (an ac-

count of the organization) ; "Electricity as a Mode
of Motion," by Dr. Atkinson, and "Electricity Ap-
plied to Air Brakes." An interesting feature was
the introductory editorial, which is quoted in full

on another page. There was a department of "Per-

sonal Paragraphs" and others relating to "Electric

Lighting," "The Electric Motor," "The Telephone,"

"The Telegraph," "New Enterprises," "Miscellane-

ous Notes" and "Business Mention."

In the third issue was begun a description of the

electrical patents issued by the United States Patent

Office during the preceding week, and this valuable

feature of the publication has been preserved ever

since. In passing it is interesting to observe that

of the 28 electrical patents issued on July 5, 1887,

one was to Thomas A. Edison for a system of elec-

trical distribution. It was thus described : "Two
or more dynamo-electric machines are connected

in series, and a circuit from these machines extends

to sub-stations, at each of which feeding circuits

are taken off to supply that particular district." So
the sub-station idea is not a particularly modern
feature of electric-light distribution. Other patents

were granted to John Kruesi of Brooklyn for a

junction box and an electrical conductor, while

J. J. O'Connell of Chicago was granted a patent

for an annunciator, William H. Eckert and John
A. Seely of New York one for a police telephone

system, and Stephen D. Field of New York an-

other for a printing-telegraph transmitter.

In a technical journal the advertising pages are

no less interesting, perhaps, than the "reading mat-
ter." The first issue of the Western Electrician

was patronized by 24 advertisers—a creditable num-
ber when it is considered that they accepted the

publisher's representations entirely on faith. Here
is a list of the names of these original advertisers

:

E. P. Allis & Co., Milwaukee.
Brush Electric Co., Cleveland.
Central Electric Co., Chicago.
Cleveland Electric Motor Co., Cleveland.
Edison United Manufacturing Co., New York.
Electrical Supply Co., Chicago.
Forest City Electric Works, Cleveland.
Fort Wayne-Jenney Electric Light Co., Fort

Wayne, Ind.

Giles Bros. & Co., Chicago.
A. L. Ide & Sons, Springfield, 111.

Jarvis Engineering Co., New York.
Jenney Electric Co.. Indianapolis, Ind.
Leonard & Izard, Chicago.
Midland Electric Co., Omaha.
New York Safetv Steam Power Co., New York.
B. W. Payne & Son, Elmira, N. Y.
Pond Engineering Co., St. Louis.
Railway Telegraph Supply Co., Chicago.
Standard Electrical Works, Cincinnati.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co., Boston.
United Carbon Companies, Cleveland.
United States Electric Lighting Co., New York.
Van Depoele Electric Manufacturing Co., Chicago.
Western Electric Co., Chicago.

. In the present issue, by way of contrast, it may
be mentioned that there are 204 distinct adver-
tisements. But more than that—significant as show-
ing the standing and character of the paper—it is

pleasing to note that practically every one of the

first-issue ndverlisors that is now seeking clcctric.nl

trade is still represented in the pages of the U'cil

ern Electrician, twenty years after, by Itself or it.

successor.

With succeeding issues the paper was inipr>>v<d

and broadened. In the second number Force Bain

gave "An Electrician's Views on Belling," for bell-

ing was an important subject in those days. !•

was also noted at that lime that the American In

slitute of Electrical Engineers had nearly Iw^
hundred members. Ralph W. Pope, then as now
the secretary of the Institute, was hustling to get

together an electrical library. The first electrii

lighting plant described and illustrated was an

isolated one—that at the Cook County Hospital

An illustrated article in the third issue was on

"The Silver Voltameter and Us Use," by Prof

H. S. Carhart, who is also an esteemed contrihuti ;

to the present issue.

With its third issue the Western Electrician hr

gan the practice of printing the papers and discus

sions of the Chicago Electric Clnb, of which Mr.

Kreidlcr was secretary for several years. This

feature was of real value, for importailt technical

questions were threshed out before the club, and its

deliberations attracted wide attention at home and
abroad. A history of this unique organization—

a

technical society and a social club combined—is

given on another page.

From the beginning the Western Electrician was
warmly received, not only by its western friends

but by its older electrical contemporaries in the

East, and it may be said to have been successful

from the start. It showed enterprise in chronicling

the progress of the art; it used the telegraph freely;

it was liberal with illustrations when cuts cost

more money than they do now ; it presented the

electrical news of the day with intelligence and

fidelity; it rose to important occasions, as in "cov-

ering" conventions and the like.

One early example of enterprise that attracted

wide attention was the issuing of a Daily Western
Electrician every morning at seven o'clock during

the sessions of the National Electric Light Associa-

tion in Chicago in February, 1S89. Each issue con-

tained from 20 to 28 pages, well illustrated, giving

a complete report of the preceding day's proceed-

ings. This was undoubtedly the most ambitious

undertaking in the history of electrical journalism

up to that time.

The World's Fair of 1893 in Chicago was of

particular importance to the electrical interests in

many ways. As early as 1890 the Western Elec-

trician recorded the first movement for electrical

representation, and from that time until the close

of the exhibition the electrical interests at the

Fair found in this journal their warmest champion.

The plans of the Electricity Building were first

made public by drawings published in the Western

Electrician, and the first perspective view was drawn

in the office of the paper from the architect's plans

and afterward adopted by the World's Fair authori-

ties as an ofificial picture. It was the Western

Electrician, also, which led the opposition to the

evening-closing rule, which was eventually repealed.

In the week ended May 6, 1893, a distinctive

World's Fair issue was published, and it was

highly complimented. Eleven years later, dated

April 16, 1904, another handsomely illustrated

World's Fair issue appeared from the office of tlie

Western Electrician, this time relating to the elec-

trical features of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition

at St. Louis.

_ The Twentieth Century Souvenir Number of

January 5, igoi, was another issue that attracted

wide attention, and it is proper to remark, also,

that the Western Electrician was the first electrical

journal to prepare its own estimates of electrical

manufactures for the New Year's number. And
so other important events in the career of the

paper might be enumerated if time and space per-

mitted. But, after all, the more essential thing

is the value of the ser\nce that a technical journal

performs for its patrons week by week; and no

doubt it is the character of this service, rendered

52 times a year, that has brought about a con-

tinuance of favor through twenty years, through
good times and bad, and which induces a confident

outlook toward the future. It may be added that

the paper's total business for 1906 was the largest

in its history, and its business for the first six

months of 1907 was the largest six months' busi-

ness it ever had.

A company is being formed for the purpose of

building a trolley line from Superior to Ashland,
Wis. It is proposed to have the road financed bj

people along the line, which will be about too miles

long.

In the Good Old Days.

By F. S. Tgimv,
FIrtt vlcc'preijflcrit, Natiorul Electric I.^(rii[i Ccm^in)'.

It was in November, 1884, that John Wallace, then

manager of WalLncc & Sons, the large copper rollinx-

inill concern, sent me out from Ansonia, a small town
in Connecticut, to open up an electrical supply store

ill Chicago. 1 was |{iven

a draft for a thousand

dollars and some good ad-

vice, and the trip was made
by the West Shore Rall-

ro.id, which had just been
. completed,

^t^ J V Chicago was then a city

^^^^^^^^ "^f S<»,000 inhabitants. It

H^ ^^^^^^ had wooden sidewalks on

^ ^^^^^^^ all excepting the principal

'i^^^^^^^T 'Jowntown

4^1^^^^^ difTcrcnt elevation

F. s. TERiiv. front of almost every
house, so as one passed

along he was continually going up and down steps,

to reach the different levels. Within easy walking
distance from the center of the city one could gaze
out on the prairie with hardly a house to obstruct
his view.

W'hy I was selected to start an electrical supply
house is more than I can understand. I had had no
business experience, and did not know a push-but-
ton from a binding-post. Force Bain, who was then,
as now, in Chicago, was engaged to teach me the
science of electricity, and my first lesson was in set-

ling up an electric battery.

The concern with which I was connected was
called the Electrical Supply Company, and John Reid
and myself were made joint managers of the new
branch. We secured a room in the second story of
a building on Lake Street, and soon a few bells and
batteries, the first goods for our stock, arrived, and
with these we opened up the store. Fortunately,
most of our customers knew little more of the elec-

trical business than ourselves, so we got along fairly

well.

John Reid had had a little experience in the elec-

trical business, and was therefore our electrical ex-
pert, but soon he and I disagreed and parted com-
pany, and the- management" of the business remained
with me.

The Western Electric Company had been doing all

of the electrical business in this part of the country,
and at first seemed to resent our breaking in, but I

presume after they had looked us over, their enmity
turned to pity-, and we became good friends. E, M.
Barton was then, as now, president of the Western
Electric Company, and Charles K. Brown, the pat-
ent attorney, was its manager.
The volume of the business done by the Electrical

Supply Company each year increased, until, in 1893.
the year of the panic, when the business was closed,
owing to the failure of Wallace & Sons, it was doing
a business of nearly a million dollars a year, which in

those days was a large electrical supply business.
One of the closest friends I had during my first

year in Chicago was Myron A. Knapp, who was then
making telegraph instruments; we were both having
a hard time with business, and would meet every
noon at luncheon for mutual sympathy.
One of the first ones to call upon me at the elec-

trical supply store was W. A. Kreidler, the western
representative of the Electrical World, and he soon
convinced me that an advertisement in the Electrical

World would result in my obtaining all the busi-
ness that I could take care of. He had prepared
the copy for my first advertisement, and he had a
contract all filled out for the space he thought I

should take, and the deal was closed.

About this time Charles W. Price came to Chicago
from the West, and was the Chicago representative

of the Electrical Review. There was Fred Degen-
hardt, who was the most genial and perhaps the
finest fellow that I have ever known. 'There -was a
young fellow who was selling engines, who was full

of life, energy and push: I think his name was W.
.K. Hammett. Everyone in the electrical business or
who sold anything to electrical people would at once
.become well acquainted, because there were so few
of us.

A. K. Stiles was running the Van Depoele Electric

Manufacturing Company, and E. A. Sperry was the
electrician of the Sperry Electric Motor and Car
Brake Company'. R. T. McDonald was the whole
thing in the Fort Wayne-Jenney Electric Light Com-
pany. F. B. Badt and Henry Hine were with the

United States Electric Light Company; C. C. War-
ren was its western manager.

One day B. E. Sunny, who was then with the Chi-
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cago Telephone Company, came into the supply store

for prices on cross-arms, insulators, etc.

George S. Bowen was the proprietor of the Elgin

Electric Light Conipanj', and one day about the end

of 1884 he expressed the opinion that the electric-

lighting companies throughout the country should

have an association similar to the one the gas com-

panies had, and he suggested that we get together at

the Grand Pacific Hotel and discuss the matter. This

we did a few evenings later, and it was decided that

the meeting should be called, and Mr. Sperry and

myself were made a committee on invitations. Mr.

Price had an annoi:nceme"t inserted in the Electrical

Reproduced from the Western Electi cian of October 15 1887.

A DYNAMO WITH HORSESHOE FIELD MAGNET, ONCE
FAMILIAR BUT NOW RARELY SEEN.

Review, and we all awaited with much interest the

arrival of the delegates, who came from all parts

of the country, and the meeting was held in Feb-
ruary, 1885, at the Grand Pacific Hotel, Chicago.

This was the beginning and the first meeting of the

National Electric Light Association.

A year or two later, I think it was one day in the

summer of 1S87, W. A. Kreidler came into my of-

fice, which had then been moved to larger quarters

on the ground floor in a building on Randolph
Street. Mr. Kreidler wanted to see me alone, and

Reproduced from the Western Electrician of November 5. 1887.

AN EARLY .MOTOR FOR ARC CIRCUITS.

told me he had something to tell me which to him
was of very great interest; he told me he had re-
signed from his position with the Electrical World,
and he then brought out a dummy of the Western'
Electrician, which he said was to be a new electrical

publication to be owned and operated by himself.
Mr. Kreidler had a personality which was irre-

sistible, and it did not take him long to persuade
me that the proper thing for me to do was to take
a choice page in the new paper on a year's con-
tract. The subject of circulation was not even men-
tioned. The Western Electrician gave evidences of
progreis and prosperity from the very beginning,
which was due to the energetic work of Mr. Kreid-

ler, as there was never a moment that he was not

doing something for its advancement, and he had a

host of friends who seemed to be equally anxious for

its success.

An account of these times would not be complete

without referring to the Chicago Electric Club. This

was organized in about 1887, and was the scene of

many pleasant times, some of them being of a lively

character. We used to meet at the club for

luncheon, and besides those I have mentioned, were

H. Ward Leonard, who was then connected with the

western branch of the Edison Electric Light Com-
pany, and S. A. Barton who was the western man-

ager of the Thomson-Houston Company. Those of

us who were the most active in the club will easily

remember the dinners that were given, when the

word would be passed to keep the champagne glasses

full, and with the songs, speeches and good fellow-

ship we probably never had more enjoyable times.

The Electric Club continued so long as a few of us

were willing to make good its deficits, but in 1893,

the year of the panic, we had -other uses for our

money, and the club went with our other luxuries.

M KINLOCK.

The Evolution of the Supply Business.

By Geo. A. McKinlock,

President, Central Electric Company, Cliicago.

One of the world's most entertaining, analytical

and greatest writers took for the title of one of

the most important books of his most interesting

series "Twenty Years After." From the advanced

period of twenty years,

looking backward, there

passes before the read-

er's mind a sequence of

incidents and events
which appeared during

the transitory time as

incoherent and irreve-

i^Bg^ '^^^^ lant ; and so in looking

^ I .^^^^^^ backward in the elec-

-^^m- iJ\^B^^^By trical supply business

^^U^m^^^K^^ twenty years,

a sequence of advances

in the business, although

during the period what
appeared to be violent changes seemed to have no

reference to the progress of the business.

It seems only a few days ago that Mr. Kreidler

climbed the stairs at 38-40 La Salle Street, second

floor, to make a call on the youngest, but now
oldest, electrical supply house in the country. There

was but one other in existence at that date. Mr.

Kreidler came to herald the approaching birth of

the Western Electrician, which he said might be

looked for almost any time.

It would be hard to describe a "Western Elec-

trician" of that date, so that the reader who never

met the genii would find it difiicult to construct

from a description, however complete, the living

and breathing personality.

That he was "practical"—we took his word for

it. He rarely if ever made any claims to being

theoretical, leaving that field to the "E. E.'s," who
furiously contended with each other in the columns

of the electrical journals of that date, much to

the profit and edification of the laity.

The name chosen seemed to be at least practical,

therefore, but as events and the high character of

the paper have since shown, it has been a guide

and friend to all western electrical interests, prac-

tical, technical, theoretical, and commercial, and I

have every confidence that in the files of the West-

ern Electrician for the past twenty years will be

found a more interesting and instructive story of

the progress and evolution of the electrical business

in this great Central Market than is possible to

be prepared at this time. Its advertising pages will

be found lively reading and will show forth better

than tongue can now tell the energy, enthusiasm

and zeal of the "boys" of those days.

The electrical supply house twenty years ago was

'established to supply electrical merchandise in a

field which was very much restricted, due to the

fact that the manufacture of the machinery which

produced the electric current was in the hands of

a very few manufacturers, who laid claims to

control patents on the machinery as well as on the

method and process of distributing the electric

current.

The manufacturers of electric-lighting machinery

(the electric- railway and power business came

later), as is well known, offered to buyers complete

equipments, and controlled, or claimed to control,

the manufacture and sale of the detailed parts that

went to make up their installation systems. The
only field that was, therefore, open to the supply

dealer was the sale of construction material, tele-

graph supplies, electric bells, fire-alarm and experi-

mental apparatus and such other detail construction

and wiring supplies as were not controlled by the

manufacturers. It would have been a serious offense

in those days for a supply dealer to offer an in-

candescent or arc lamp for sale.

The rapid development of the business taxed the

manufacturers' capacity to its utmost, as well as

the promoters', with the result that there was at-

tracted to the electrical field all kinds of talent.

Inventors with divers inventions, devices and
schemes thronged the market place, and every small

machine shop had its Edison.

During this period the process of sifting went
on, and the centralizing tendencies which appeared
in the commercial world were quickly at work in

the electrical field, and then came consolidations,

in groups, of the manufacturers of devices and
inventions of merit.

Improvements in the manufacturer's art and the

appliances widened- the scope of the supply dealer's

business. As the business broadened, in the absence
of any manufacturer's ability to carry a full stock
and distribute to the buyers according to their

needs, the supply business came into its own.
During all this time an element of every suc-

cessful business became more and more prominent,
until now it is recognized as one of the most im-
portant elements to the success of the supply busi-

ness. This element is the question of credit. Dur-
ing the early days of the period of the last twenty
years this question was of little, if any, importance,
as it was always assumed that anyone that wanted
to buy electrical goods must of necessity be in

good credit, and the talent of the supply man was
exhibited in his ability to get from the manufacturer
merchandise to fill the demands of his customers.
Of course, there were some losses, but profits were
so large that losses were taken lightly.

Today the business of buying and selling elec-

trical merchandise is on a firm and permanent
foundation, and is stibject to all the vicissitudes and
e.xperiences of any merchandising business, and if

conducted successfully must be carried on accord-
ing to the recognized rules of the best business
practice.

The business today offers attractions and oppor-
tunities for ambitious, active, intelligent young men
of character and education. I have always regarded
the educational work done by the Western Elec-
trician as being of great value in assisting in the
training and education of young men without school
or college experience and advantages, who felt

drawn to and adopted the electrical business as
their life work.

Surely the electrical journal that has contributed
to the building of the electrical West is to be
congratulated.

I therefore extend my most sincere congratula-
tions and express the confident hope that you may
live long and prosper.

Early Electric-railway Development in

the West.
,

By Aaron K. Stiles.

In accordance with request, I submit a short
article relative to the early days of the electric-

railway industry in Chicago and the West.
Much that has been said regarding the pioneer

days of the electrical industry has been quite mis-
leading, emanating

probably from persons

who are anxious to

sell stock in schemes

for the promotion of ^___
so-called electric rail- ^Hr^
ways. The public in

W^H?-*

general has but little

idea of the real facts

in regard to the work
that was done in early

days.

The Van Depoclc

Electric Manufacturing aaron k. stiles.

Company, whose fac-

tory was at IS to 21 North Clinton Street, Chicago,

was the company that did the work in introducing

electric motors and electric railways in the United

States. The majority of the capital stock of this

company was owned by me.

Charles J. Van Depocle, electrician and inventor

of electric motors and electric railways, was a na-

tive of Holland and came to Chicago from Detroit,

Mich., about the year 1882, when the Van Depoele

Electric Manufacturing Company was organized.

Mr. W. A. Kreidler of the Western Electrician
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knows that Mr. Van JJcpoeIc was an original in-

ventor of electric railways and that the Van De-

noelc Electric Manufacturing Company worked to

introduce this system up to the year 18S7, wlicn the

company sold out its rights to the Thomson- Hous-

ton Company.

During the time the Van Depocle Electric Manu-

facturing Company was doing business the principal

dilliculty encountered was in getting the right t"

put up the electric wires as they are used today.

The prejudice of the public was so strong against

the use of electricity that the people had to be

educated in its use. It was difticult to convince the

public that persons riding upon the cars would not

be killed by the electric current.

Mr. Van Depoele was born in 1846 and com-

menced the study of electricity at a very early age

at Foperinghe. While at college in i86i he pro-

duced his first" light of 40 Bunsen cells. He after-

ward moved to Lille, France, where he attended

regularly the lectures and experiments of the Im-

perial Lyceum from 1864 to 1869. When he came

to this country he exhibited his first lights and

electrical appliances at Detroit, Mich., where he had

established his home. As early as 1874, when he

was engaged in Detroit experimenting with elec-

trical generators, motors and other electrical appa-

ratus, it occurred to him that trains of cars and

ordinary street cars could be run by electricity. On

many occasions the belt of his lo-liorscpower en-

gine was disconnected from his main shaft driving

the shop machinery and the engine was made to

operate a large dynamo which drove another dy-

namo. In 1882 the Van Depoele Electric Manufac-

turing Company made its first exhibit of a small

electric railway in Chicago. About the first week

in February, 1883, a plant was put in real opera-

tion, and commencing September 10, 1S83, a small

installation was put in operation at the Chicago

Interstate Fair.

In 18S4 the Van Depoele company ran an electric

railway in Toronto, Canada, carrying passengers

from the street railway into the grounds of the

Toronto Exposition. The company at this time

used an underground conduit, owing to the preju-

dice of the people against an overhead electric wire.

In the fall of 1S85, on the same track, the Van
Depoele company carried all of the passengers into

the Toronto Exposition grounds, a distance of about

a mile. An overhead wire was used the same as

those now used by electric companies. The number

of people carried in five days was over 50,000. To
my knowledge, this was the first electric railway

where the contact was made with the overhead wire

by means of a pole and trolley running under the

wire.

The several roads that we had equipped in dif-

ferent parts of the country previous to this time

had used a trolley running on top of the wire, the

wire being suspended on a hook which allowed the

trolley to pass over.

In 1S86 we equipped a temporary road running

from Minneapolis to Lake Minnetonka, and on one

occasion ran ten cars, loaded with all the people

that could be piled in, from Minneapolis to the

lake. This was to show what could be done, an

agreement having been made with the Van Depoele

company that the road would adopt the system if

it were successful. The Van Depoele company did

all that it agreed and more, but the contrct was not

consummated, as the president of the railway com-

pany had been offered one-half of the capital stock

in a soda motor which at that time had come into

existence. The railroad company not being respon-

sible, we withdrew for other fields.

In 1886 a railroad' was equipped in Montgomery,
Ala., where the road did good service, and I sup-

pose is in use to this day. During that year we
also equipped a road at Lima, Ohio, and another

at Windsor, Ont., and a short road at Detroit,

Mich. During the same year we equipped a road

at Appleton, Wis., and another at Scranton, Pa.,

running from Scranton to Nayog, which was called

the Scranton and Suburban Railroad. The Lima
street railway was put in operation July 4, 1887.

In the month of June, 1887, we equipped the Wash-
ington Street and State Asylum Railway at Bing-

hamton, N. Y. Here the length of track was five

miles and the single overhead wire system was
used. In 1887 we also constructed a double-track

railway from Brooklyn to Jamaica on Long Island,

a distance of six miles, and it was a perfect suc-

cess. Other roads electrically operated were at

Ansonia, Conn., Dayton, Ohio, and Port Huron,
Mich. In all, 14 electric railways were equipped.

For all of these roads we built power stations and
equipped the stations with dynamos from our shop
in Chicago.

It was difTicult to get car companies to build cars

for us, as the general impression was that the

electric-railway business would not be a succcis.

rile I'ullman company built the cars for the Scran-

ton Kuilway, Brooklyn aud Jamaica road, and the

Ansonia Railroad; also, 1 think, the cars for Ap-
pleton, Wis. John Stevenson of New York, who
was the principal, in fad the first car builder in

the United Slates, refused to build any cars fur u-,

without the money being deposited for payment mi

advance. Outside of those built by tlic Pulhnuii

company, the Brill company of Philadelphia v.as

the lirst whom we could induce to build cars for us.

During this time, in all of our literature, of which

1 have some specimens, our aim was to convince

the people that not only would the cars operate,

but that people would not be killed while riding.

Jt seems at this time very foolish to obtain cer-

tificates as to what an electric railway will do, but

it was a serious necessity in early days.

During the seven years we worked at this busi-

ness I spent about 18 hours a day, on the average,

to make the electric-railway business a success, but

no one would be convinced at that time that cars

could be run by electricity except by actual observa-

tion.

The Van Depoele Electric Manufacturing Com-
pany used motors for power in its shop as early

as 1884, doing away with shafts belted from en-

gines.

We had the first cases of electrolysis, so far as

I know. There were hundreds of circumstances

during the time that we were equipping these roads
with electricity which were perfectly ridiculous, and
viewed from this long distance are laughable. But
at the time they appeared serious enough.
During all of this time I was the general man-

ager of the Van Depoele company, holding most
of the stock of the company, which had been un-

loaded upon me by the other stockholders who had
lost faith in the enterprise.

We installed the first electric arc lights in Chi-

cago, and were the second company to make such

installations in the United States, the first com-
pany being the Brush of Cleveland, Ohio, which
had previously put electric arc lights in Detroit and
several other places.

It seems now, since electric railways have proved
a success, that all kinds of fakes are foisted upon
the public ; some of these schemes appear to me
absolutely ridiculous, but they seem to gather in

money.
Such schemes as the one which is to run cars to

New York in ten hours are, I think, absurd; also

the electric railways that are advertised to run at

the rate of 200 miles an hour.
Electric railways have done all that was pre-

dicted for them, have built up the suburbs of the

large cities and are at present carrying the largest

share of the suburban passengers, but I doubt that

for extreme long-distance service they will be made
to pay. Large amounts of stock and bonds have

been disposed of on the interurban electric lines

in the United States, most of which are not listed

on the stock board in New York, and from which
cash on short notice cannot be realized. A large

number of interurban roads are undoubtedly mak-
ing money; but there are others that have been

built and are being built to make long-distance con-

nections, which, in my opinion, will not pay for

many years. They have done a great deal of good
and are entitled to credit for what they have done
as interurban roads, but I do not believe that for

long distances and for freight business they can yet

compete with steam roads.

Some IVIuniclpal Lighting Plant Failures.

The City Council of Princeton, III, has adver-

tised for bids for the sale of the municipal electric-

lighting plant. If the bids are unsatisfactory, it

reserves the right to reject them and adopt the

alternative plan of expending from $8,000 to $10,-

000 to put the plant into good condition. It was
never a popular venture.

The Galena (111.) lighting plant, which has been
operated by that city for a number of years, has

been sold to a western syndicate at a price much
lower than the original cost. The plant never paid

expenses and was such an unprofitable investment

that the citizens were glad to dispose of it. A
contract for furnishing light has been closed with

the syndicate for 25 years. .

The business men of Washington, Ind., have

just refused to advance any money to keep the

municipal electric plant there in running condition.

It has been estimated that it would cost $85,000

to make requisite repairs. The people have from
time to time spent large sums of money upon the

plant without seeing any improvement in service

or reduction in operating expenses. A majority

are demanding the sale oi the plant and the execu-

tion of a lighting contract with a private company.
The city electric-lighting plant of Topeka, Kan.,

is said to still show a steadily increasing deficit.

The public is asking for better service and a re-

duction of taxes required for running the plant.

Unless a much better showing is soon made, the

sale of the outfit may be demanded.

EDWIN H. WKKKK,

A Backward Glance In Kanaan City.

Ry Edwin R. Week.-^

kemiiiiMMiiees of the early days 01 <lr;cinc light

and power recall Ihc phenomenal development of

this industry in tCinsaii City, where many of the

initial trials of its various devices were made. It

it but 26 years since they ^^^^ first central station in the

^ ^^^ world employing Thomson-
Houston apparatus was in-

lalled in Kansas City.

Vet ill that brief period

not only the practice but

ilic very nomenclature has

o changed that many of

ilie old terms need ex-

l>lan:rtion to the younger

Kcncration of electrical en-

gineers, and the develop-

ment of the industry has

been so great that its ex-

position has exhausted the vocabulary of miraculous

achievement.

Twenty years ago I served as court appraiser on
the remains of what had been one of the world's

first attempts at commercial operation of street

cars by electricity. The apparatus employed was
assembled and in part invented by J. C. Henry of

this city, and consisted of single 7^-horscpower
motor equipments for two cars, together with a

double overhead trolley, and a power house contain-

ing one small boiler and a Ball engine belted to a

25Ci-volt direct-current generator. The trolley wires

were run ten inches apart, and two pairs of trolley

wheels were tentatively held by springs in lateral

contact with each wire. The four pairs of wheels

were mounted on a single carriage and were con-

nected with the motors by flexible duplex cables.

The motors were bipolar, shunt-wound, were in

continuous operation, and were equipped with fric-

tion clutches for starting and stopping the cars.

The motorman, who, to be ready for emergencies,

wore overalls, stood in a pit in the center of the

car. Even under ordinary conditions he was kept

busy shifting the brushes as the load changed or
the direction of the car reversed ; while the pas-

sengers had plenty of exercise dodging the oil

which flew in every direction. The troubles of

operation through a populous street over adverse

grades and track conditions resulted in an assign-

ment for the benefit of the creditors.

But crude and brief as this trial was it was a

demonstration, and in the twent>^ years which make
the life of the Western Electrician, the electric railr

ways of Kansas City have been built and rebuilt and
now comprise 280 miles of track and 600 cars, re-

quiring a power house capacity of more than 30,000

horsepower, with an annual output of over 80,000,-

000 kilowatt-hours.

Twenty years ago the oldest Thomson-Houston
central station ser\'ed 500 T-H "drop-and-lift" open
series 9.6-ampere arc lamps, 300 "hook-and-eye-
contact" Sawyer-Man incandescent lamps, and sev-

eral constant-current motors, chiefly of the Baxter
type. The station was equipped with common
tubular boilers and Corliss engines belted to coun-

ter shafting, from which were belted T-H dynamos
ranging in capacities from 10 to 30 arc lamps. The
oldest of these dynamos were made in the "basket

factory" at New Britain, Conn., before the T-H
factory at Lynn, Mass., was ready for business^

and all T-H constant-current dynamos were fitted

with the T-H automatic regulator, the most valuable

feature of the T-H machines.

In order to save copper these dynamos were run
two or more, sometimes six, in series, and the cir-

cuits being all overhead, the "underwriter's insula-

tion" with which they were generally covered was
put to its test and found wanting. We had, how-
ever, already begun to substitute other kinds of

insulation which to a greater or less degree insu-

lated under operating conditions. Some of those

emploj-ed were "P. & B.," "Grimshaw," "Simplex"

and "Okonite."

The incandescent lamps on this station, were run

from a compound-wound, constant-potential dy-

namo, or by means of "distributor boxes" on the

arc-lighting circuits, or, in the case o"f the first resi-

dence lighting, from a 70-volt generator, which was
located in the house of the writer and which was
driven b}' a two-horsepower constant-current motor

on a street-lighting circuit.

As the T-H "system" of this p_eriod had no serv-

ice meter, contracts were made on the basis of the

average gas bills, substituting a i6-candle incan-

descent lamp for each five-foot gas jet. From the

beginning the writer protested against the unbusi-
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iiesslike character of such a basis of service, and

we soon found we \vere getting pay for only 32

per cent, of our output, as consumers whose bills

did not depend upon their own economy allowed

their lamps to burn even in the full glare of a

noonday sun. The prime need of a meter was so

apparent that I made a renewed and continued

demand upon my good friend, Prof. Elihu Thom-

son of the T-H Company, for a measuring instru-

ment, with the result that after scrapping a few

meters, among which was one that we called "the

Thomson teeter meter," he finally brought out the

Thomson recording wattmeter, which has since

been generally accepted as the standard for all kinds

of service.

Twentj' years ago the Edison Electric Light and

Power Company's Kansas City station had been in

operation only a few mojiths and consisted of a

200-Jiorsepower B. & W. boiler and a New York

Safety engine, to which were belted two No. 16

bipolar Edison dynamos. The connected load was

then 2.600 i6-candlepower lamps and 27 horse-

power in Sprague, C. & C. and Eddy motors. Dis-

tribution was by the well-known Edison 110-220-

volt three-wire system, with uninsulated overhead

feeders, and all services were measured by Edison

electroljlic meters. During the late '8o's there was

also built in Kansas City a Westinghouse alternat-

ing-current plant with all lighting services equipped

with Shallenberger meters.

That the Western Electrician has lived in stir-

ring times is shown by the fact that in the Kansas

City of today the connected lighting and motor

load is 11,788 horsepower in motors, 1,974 series

arc lamps and 355,157 i6-candlepower incandescent

lamps or their equivalent, and the station capacity

is over 10,000 kilowatts.

This springing up almost over night of an industry

which brought forth each day some untried device

of factory or plant made of manufacturer and cen-

tral-station superintendent experimentalists mutually

dependent and each deeply and interrogatively in-

terested in the other's work. There resulted a

camaraderie between them which showed itself in

ways unknown to enterprises of slower and more
certain growth.

Between the shareholders' demands for dividends

and the consumers' demands for lower rates and

extensions to plant the central-station man of pio-

neer times was frequently sore beset, especially for

money with which to enlarge the plant, and the

manufacturer had sometimes to fill the breach. I

remember a successful negotiation at one such crit-

ical period with the Babcock & Wilcox Company
for an indeterminate ( !) loan of a new 200-horsc-

power boiler. Freedom from fixed charges for over

a decade on so considerable a portion of the plant

was a source of great satisfaction to me, and I

still have a soft spot in my heart for the world's

greatest boiler company for helping me keep up
dividends, which had aggregated over 2co per cent,

for ten years, while weathering our worst finan-

cial panic in multiple-arc, with cut-throat competi-

tion from two gas and two electric-lighting com-
panies.

Comparatively little information on electrical prac-

tice was available in books 25 years ago, and station

managers were obliged to learn from their own
experience and that of others in the same line of

work. Exchange of experiences had to take the

place of systematized knowledge, for even the text-

books could not keep pace with discovery. Each
of the pioneer manufacturing companies also was
possessed with a religious zeal for converts to its

own peculiar "system"—Brush, Edison, Weston,
Hockhausen, Thomson-Houston, etc., which made-

each promoter deny that any virtue was to be

found in the camps of his rivals. To afford oppor-
tunity to thrash out the problems of applied elec-

tricity the National Electric Light Association was
therefore organized. Its programmes show the mea-
ger elementary knowledge available in the early

'8o's, and its records attest how eager was every
central-station man and employe to know how the

other fellow met this and that emergency. Very
frequently there were signs that some feared los-

ing the value of their experience by imparting it

to others.

Master workmen and electrical trade schools were
unknown in these recent pioneer days, yet the in-

stant need for both was great. To fill this gap the

writer organized what I think was the world's

first mutual improvement society of electrical arti-

sans. This organization, called the Gramme So-
ciety, was of value to both employer and employe.
It established a most friendly relation between
them and compensated in great measure for the
lack of master workmen and trade schools, as well

as for the absence of theoretical knowledge regard-
ing this wholly new industry—knowledge now so
abundantly furnished by books, the technical press,

trade and correspondence schools and colleges.

From the slow spread of accurate information as
to the results of the more or less chaotic expcrl-

mmn in actual practice with the numerous "sys-

tems" of the 'So's has come the comparatively stable

standardization of today. It is generally difficult

to see the end from the beginning, and the applied

electricity of 1S82 formed no exception. It is

therefore no small satisfaction to know that the

three systems adopted and first installed by the

Kansas City management formed the basis of the

phenomenal success of the world's two greatest

electrical manufacturing companies, and to reflect

that the experience of Kansas City in applied elec-

tricity embodies so much of what has proved of

lasting value in the development of this, the world's

most pregnant industry.

The Chicago Electric Club.

No survey of the "Electrical West" for the last

twenty years would be complete without an ac-

count of the old Chicago Electric Club, which

canie into existence in 1887, the year of the birth

of the Western Electrician, and was disbanded late

in 1893, after the World's Fair of that year and

during the financial depression then prevailing.

The club was noted alike for its high technical

standing and for its pleasant social features.

In the spring of 1S87 a number of well-known
Chicago gentlemen held several conferences for

considering the advisability of organizing an elec-

tric club "for the promotion of social intercourse,

the diffusion of knowledge among those interested

in electrical matters, and to provide members with

the' conveniences of a clubhouse." As a result of

these gatherings a charter was applied for and
on May 20, 1887, the Chicago Electric Club was
formally incorporated with the following-named in-

corporators : Charles J. Van Depoele, Franklin

S. Terry, Charles A. Brown, William J. Buckley,

Aaron K. Stiles, W. J. Armstrong, W. A. Kreidler,

F. G. Beach, John P. Barrett, Charles D. Shain,

B. E. Sunny and Jos. Uhrig. Several meetings

were held in the Lakeside Building to perfect the

organization, and there the following-named were
elected as the first officers of the club

:

President, Gen. A. K. Stiles ; vice-presidents, John
P. Barrett, F. G. Beach, Charles A. Brown and
B. E. Sunny; secretary, W. A. Kreidler; treasurer,

Franklin S. Terry.
After a few meetings in the parlors of the Grand

Pacific Hotel, the club established itself in its first

home in an undecorated room at 225 Dearborn
Street. These quarters being far from what a club-

house should be, arrangements were soon made for

removal to 122 Clark Street, and on October 17,

1887, the second home was occupied. A kitchen

was established and the serving of the midday
meal did much toward bringing the members to-

gether and creating the sociability so necessary to

the life of the club. Billiard rooms and a library

also helped in this line.

From the start the club filled an important place

in the electrical field in Chicago as a gathering

place for the fraternity, where all interests had
a common ground for the discussion of technical

and industrial subjects. Electrical men being quick

to see the need and value of such a club, flocked

to it with great enthusiasm, so. that in the six

months, to November 21, 1887, the membership
had grown to 177, and by December 19, 1887,

there were 201 names on the roll.

The first paper was read before the club on
July II, 1887, by the late C. C. Raskins, on "Un-
worked Territory." During the next month a

paper was presented by F. B. Badt on the subject

"The Danger to Human Life from Electricity."

Each of these papers was followed by a liberal

discussion. Other topics were taken up and
their discussions began to create much attention

outside of Chicago. By the end of the year 1887

the club had held 13 regular meetings and one
banquet, and ten papers had been read.

In the early part of 1888 there was held a series

of discussions on the "Relative Merits of Alter-

nating and Direct Currents for the Commercial
Distribution of Electricity." Papers on this sub-

ject were read by Messrs. H. Ward Leonard, F.

B. Badt, M. M. M. Slattery, E. P. Warner, E. A.
Sperry and George Cutter. That of the last-

named gentleman was entitled "The Continuous
Current. (Limited, vs. The Alternating Current, Un-
limited." In April the secretary reported "that

the prophecy that the discussion of the subject

would make valuable additions to Ihe electrical

literature of the day, is already fulfilled. The pa-

pers and discussions by members of the club have
awakened widespread interest both in America and
Europe."

In the latter part of 1888 there was a falling off

in attendance and only three regular meetings were
iield. A deficit of $200 existed in the funds. By
striking off the names of delinquent members the

membership roll was reduced to 120. The falling

off was also due to the dissatisfaction of many
over the inadequate quarters of the club.

Mainly through the hard work of President S.

A. Barton (who was elected early In 1888) a re-

vival of interest was brought about and the club

rented two floors of the High Block at 103 Adams
Street, adjoining Kinsley's famous old restaurant

and almost exactly where the offices of the West-
ern Electrician arc now located. These rooms in-

cluded lecture, reading and billiard rooms and

were handsomely furnished. They were connected
with Kinsley's, so the members could enjoy good
dining facilities without the trouble of operating

a kitchen of their own. The formal dedication

of this third home of the club took place on
August I, l88g, and was the occasion of a banquet
and reception attended by a great many distin-

guished guests as well as a large percentage of

members.
In the fall of 1889 President Barton decided to

return to the East, and tendered his resignation on
October 2Sth. The members were reluctant to see

him leave, as he had done so much to increase the

prestige of the club. A farewell reception was
tendered him. Mr. F. G. Beach was elected on
November iStli to fill the unexpired term and was
re-elected the following year, 1890.

Among the papers read during the winter of

1889-90 were "The Use of High-tension Currents
in Electric Lighting," by B. E. Sunny ; "Theory of

Compounding Dynamos for Constant Potential" and
"Electric Motors in General Railway Work," by
Dr. Louis Bell; "A Theory of Accumulators," by
Dr. Paul Schoop of Zurich, Switzerland, who was
then visiting America. The papers and discussions

of the club continued to excite most favorable
comment in all directions and were reprinted in

the technical journals both here and abroad. Along
about this time electrical men in Chicago began
to appreciate more than ever that a membership
in the club gave a technical man a standing not
to be obtained on the outside.

During the ne.xt season discussions on under-
ground conduits, rating and regulation of gener-
ators, incandescent lamps and electric railways cre-

ated the most interest, and the substitution of elec-

tricity for steam on railroads was broached. Early
in 1891 the club was complimented by the request

of Chief Barrett of the Department of Electricitv

at the Chicago World's Fair that the club rec-

ommend to him the names of three members from
whom he could choose one as the special electrical

engineer for the exposition. At this time, also, a

committee on World's Fair was appointed that

from time to time conferred with the exposition

officials and had much to say in the adoption of

plans for the electrical features. It was this com-
mittee, headed by the president, B. E. Sunny
(elected in 1S91), that also aided in securing the

International Electrical Congress at Chicago in

1893-

In the winter of 1891-92 the club was the scene

of many .spirited discussions on fuses, power trans-

mission and allied subjects, and a particularly long
series of debates on electric-railway topics. In

February, 1892, the club started an agitation for

the establishment in Chicago of a school of tech-

nology, which aided in the foundation of Armour
Institute the next year. Mr. Sunny, who had done
so much to make the club a potent factor in tech-

nical matters, was re-elected president for the en-

suing year.

It became apparent to the members that it would
be imperative to secure even better facilities than

those afforded by the Adams Street rooms in order

to be able to entertain properly the large numbers
of electrical engineers, scientists and others inter-

ested in the electrical arts that were expected to

attend the World's Fair in 1893. To secure these

adequate quarters the club moved to the second
floor of the northeast corner of Monroe and Clark
streets and occupied the new rooms on May i,

1892. These were fitted up as elaborately as any
downtown business men's club ought to be and
were the center of many pleasant social gatherings

and receptions to distinguished guests during the

continuance of the Fair. During this time the lit-

erary meetings became less frequent and entertain-

ment was the order of the day. The president of

the club in 1893 was John P. Barrett, chief of

the Department of Electricity at the World's Fair.

The expenses of entertainment of visitors had
been so great, however, that after the exposition

closed the treasurer reported a deficit of about

$3,000. Attempts were made to collect unpaid dues

and assessments with incomplete success, and the

club was therefore forced to close its doors. The
last regularly recorded meeting was held on No-
vember 10, 1893.

Following is a list of the names of men who
were active members of the club or who took
part in its discussions:
Thos. Addison C. J. Field F. W. Parker
T. Ahearn T. H. Gates W. U. Pearson
W. H. Applesatc J. F. Gilchrist D. P. Perry
C. G. Armstrong C. K. Giles F. L. Perry
VV. J. Armstrong E. R. Gilman G. M. Phelps
Bion J. Arnold II. K. Gilman R. H. Pierce
Lieut. F. B. Eadt 11. A. Glasier H. R. Post
E. Baegot J. H. Goehst J. K. PumpcDy
Geo. C. Bailey F. S. Gorton Frank B. liae

Thco. P. Bailey Prof. Elisha Gray J. H. Rcid
Force Bain S. D. Greene B. Rorison
.W. E. Baker Chas. E. Gregory C. H. Rudd
C. M. Barclay Thos. G. Grier C. E. Sargent

J. L. Barclay W. G. Halm Fred Sarpcnt
John P. BarreU C. J. Hamlin A. Schillinghw
jilas A. Barlon C. L. Haskins C. D. Shain
R. N. BayliLS VV. I. Ilitt Geo. B. Shaw
F. G. Beach N. F. Ilodson J. H. Shay
W. L. Bcekwith F. W. Hornc M. W. Simons
G. A. Bcedle A. L. Ide M. M. M. Slatlery

Geo. L. Beetle Samuel InsuH R. I. Sloan
Geo. H. Bliss E. M. Iiard G. M. Smith
F. Bourne . C. H. Tack.son F. H. Sodcn
A. H. Brown D. C. Tnekson E. A. Sperry
Chas. A. Brown S. B. Tenkins Wm. Stanley, Jr.

\Vm. T. Buckley Jas. w. Johnson J. Stcadman



Scptciubcr i>8, lyo;

C. Kaniincycr
E. K. Killer
Alex. Kempt
F. Kinp
M. A. Knapp
G. A. li. Kolilcr

Wm. A. Krcidlcr
W. M. Lciihnrt

II. \V. Leonard
Wm. J. Lloyd
Tliofl. l>. Lockwood
A. II. McClure
K. T. McDoiiiild
I), n. Mcnonpill
C. K. McF.nclclon

P. J. Mcl'.iildon
(1. .\. McKinlock
W. II. McKinlock
II. S. Manning
T. I,. M:irlin
Geo. H. Mayo
K. P. Meany
(leo. II. Meeker
Clias. ^lunson
7. J. N.itc

(1. 1". Nichols
\V. VV. Nichols

J. B. O'H.ara
C. T. Page

U. Pronk Slewnrt
Gen. A. K. Stiles

W. A. Sliles

K. Slockwell
It. K. Sunny
Wni. Taylor
A. S. Terry
1''. S. Terry
Alex. Thompson
S. A. Treat
Jos. OhrlB
II. II. Wait
11. S. Walker
I. H. Wallace
iC. P. Warner
C. C. Warren
E. R. Weeks
A. C. Wheeler
Ceo. K. Wheeler
Dr. O. W. While-field

Hen Williams
E. F. Williams
C. II. WilmerdinR
C. II. Wilson
C:has. Wirt
M. M. Wood
I'rank Wunder
Wni. Zimmcrmann

Frank Duttcrwortli

W. L. Candee
Prof. II. S. Carhart

W. A. Carroll

W. I. Chalmers
E. U. Chandler
I. VV. Clark
Col. K. C. Clowry
Seymour Coleman
Prof. C. S. Cook
E. J. Cook
l>. \V. dishing
Geo. Cutter
C. A. Daigh
St. John V. Day
Dr. 'A. l)c liaussett

F. E. Degonhardt
I'rcd Dc I.aiid

y. \V. Oickerson
G. IC. Dornian
I). H. Dorselt

S. A. Pouglas
Alex Dow
W. II. Dyrcnforlh

W. S. Elliott

Thos. A. Edison
Ceo. O. Fairbanks
E. C. Ferguson
Louis A. Ferguson

Of tlie technical work of the chib no one, pcr-

Iwips, is better fitted to judge than Mr. George

Cutter, long a Chicagoan but now of South Bend.

Iiid. Mr. Cutter says:

"I returned from Europe 20 years ago this fall.

My position as chief engineer of the Thomson-

Houston Company in Europe for two and a half

years had brought me in contact with European

engineers and their methods. This experience, I

believe, caused me to appreciate very highly the

value of work done in a technical way by the Chi-

cago Electric Club.

"We had a pretty good coterie of technical men

10 steer this work. Amongst them I might mention

offhand Mr. Van Depoele, who was then con-

nected with his own company on the West Side,

this being previous to his selling to the Thomson-

Houston Company; Mr. Warner, the dynamo de-

signer of the Western Electric Company ; H. Ward

Leonard of Leonard & Izard; E. A. Sperry of the

Spcrry Electric; W. S. Andrews, connected with

Leonard & Izard, and Professor Badt. These men

liad considerable influence in the days of the Chi-

cago Electric Club and have maintained important

positions and influence in our loved profession ever

since.

"We had before us at tliat time some interesting

questions both as to their bearing upon the future

of the business and their importance for the time

being to the competing companies interested. It

looks a little queer now when running back in the

memory of those days that the question of "The

Relative Merit of the High-potential Small-ampere

or Low-potential Large-ampere Arc Lamp" should

be considered a question of great importance. It

seems to me right, however, to consider that these

were important questions in a technical way, espe-

cially when taken in connection with another

much more important and absorbing question be-

fore us at that time, namely, the relative merits of

the constant-potential direct-current three-wire dis-

tribution system and the alternating-current system

then just crowding its way upon the American mar-

ket.

"The special value of papers and discussions upon

these matters before an organization like our Chi-

cago Electric Club was to be found in the happy
mixing of technical and business men. This par-

ticular phase of these discussions is what impressed
me so very favorably at that time, and the impres-

sion remains with me now as a correct one, espe-

cially when compared with the methods in Europe,
where the technical men felt themselves to be in a

class separate and distinct from the business end,

and that is why so much work has been done in

Europe in a technical way not in best relations to

the business end of our industry.

"The technical men mentioned as leaders in this

work for the Chicago Electric Club were well able
to bring forth the possibilities of their own par-
ticular types of apparatus and systems, and the
business men who took such active part in our dis-

cussions brought out in a forceful way the limita-

tions in the business end of the undertakings.
These discussions were considered important and
indicative by the head men of the large manufac-
turing companies, because I well remember requests
from Mr. E. W. Rice, Jr., and other leading spirits

of the Thomson-Houston Company, with whose
engineering staff I was connected, that certain
phases of the business be brought before the Chi-
cago Electric Club for consideration. Full reports
of the papers and discussions thereon in the tech-
nical papers also evidenced the importance in which
they were held, and very largely increased the value
of the work done.
"9n the whole, therefore, I feel that the opinion

is justified that the technical work done by the
Chicago Electric Club about 20 years ago was im-
portant and valuable to our profession."

Of the social features of the club Mr. Charles
E. Gregory writes entertainingly as follows

:
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"My recollections of my astociates in the Chi-
cago Electric Clnb arc as dear to mc as those of

my chums nt school. It was orfjanizcd at a time

wlien Chicago's total investment in electrical ap-
paratus did not total half a million dollars, when
the industry was indeed a weakling, when under-
writers' wire laid behind awnings and signs was
considered a fine arc circuit, when shunt-wound
arc generators were considered by many an eco-

nomical means of producing current, when men
representing the different lighting systems who
disagreed with each other as to the merit of their

respective systems found the need of social inlcr-

coursc sufficient reason for the organization of a

club where they could meet to apologize for the

harsh criticism of each other in business com-
petition—great days those.

"While not a charter member of the club, It is

my recollection that early in 1888 I negotiated a

loan of ten dollars and got on the waiting list,

prepared to make good if elected to membership.
I was elected, and I well recall the first meeting
w-hich I attended; I sat next to Mr. Aaron Stiles,

who persisted in calling mc 'sonny.' A paper was
read by Mr. George Cutter on the 'Residual Mag-
netism in an Iron Dollar Spent Foolishly' was
the event of the evening, and as I wended my way
home I wondered if it would ever be my good
fortune to become as proficient in the mystic as

our chief entertainer of the evening.

"We enjoyed a hundred other delightful eve-

nings during the life of the club, and among those

that I remember best was a little social gathering

of the friends of Mr. Kreidler to present to him
a hall clock as a wedding gift. Congressman
George Shaw of the National Electric Company of

Eau Claire, Wis., was the toastmaster, and Mr.
Fred Degenhardt made the presentation speech.

Shaw was at his very best on this occasion, and
we each told 'Bill' how much joy and happiness

would be his if we could have our way. Fred,

when called upon to make his speech, found us all

in swaying humor, and n'e wept and laughed in

turn, as he cared to sway us. Mr. Myron Knapp
was the joyful surprise of the evening. He and
his bosom friend, Mr. Harry Lucas, sat together

at the table. Degenhardt by his eloquence had
made them blue unto weeping, and as the toast-

master introduced Knapp as 'our handsomest, big-

hearted member,' and he arose in all his 'glad

garments,' looking for all the W'orld like a born

orator, and, gazing steadily at the ceiling in an

effort to recall the pleasant words he had thought

of earlier in the day, we were warranted in ex-

pecting from him a fine oration. Well, he did not

orate ; he slid back into his seat, saying, 'Oh, pshaw

!

I can't talk.' Nothing could possibly have been

funnier.

"Another pleasant evening w'as the one on which
we tried Professor Badt for stealing some megohms
from Fred Home or' some other fellow's field.

Alexander Kempt was the judge, wearing the

robes of a cardinal; W. J. Buckley was the prose-

cutor, I was clerk of the court, and the jury was
made up of other members. After hearing all of

the evidence, most of which was given in dialect,

the court took the case from the jury, and fined

each juror two dollars.

"At one of our meetings I recall that Mr. Grier

put through a motion that all manufacturers of

electrical machinery be requested to mark all gen-

erators with their kilowatt capacity, and all motors

with their horsepower capacity, and we considered

that if our request was complied with we had

indeed spent a profitable hour in formulating, dis-

cussing and passing the motion.

"When the club gave a farewell dinner to S. A.

Barton in 1889, nearly every member was present

and each member exchanged photographs with Mr.

Barton, and many pleasant inscriptions were written

on them. Again, when Mr. H. Ward Leonard

took his departure, to engage in business in New
York, it was the occasion of another very pleas-

ant evening spent in wishing him godspeed, and

in singing many of the dear old songs that sound

best when sung around the festive board.

"Our billiard and card rooms were the scenes

of many contests for supremacy, and furnisb.ed

much entertainment. Mr. A. L. Ide once told ma
that he preferred our little club because of the

good billiard games we had. W. J. Buckley and

George Cummings were our best players, and I

have seen them play a great many match games

that were really good. Our membership was not

a cumbersome one, and an air of good fellowship

seemed to prevail at all times.

"Our effort to provide club facilities for elec-

trical men visiting the World's Fair was
^
the be-

ginning of the end of our little organization, and

when the end came I was chosen to sell our

personal property at an auction held in the club

rooms. The proceeds of the sale and an assess-

ment of $136 per member enabled Mr. James W.
Johnson, acting as trustee, to pay all of our club

debts, and we surrendered our charter to the state.

Few technical clubs have had a longer life than

ours, and I doubt if any produced more lasting

friendships.

"Many of the members are still residents of

Chicago, and without exception all have prospered."

25.t

Death of J. N. C. Shumway.
J. N. C. Shumway of Taylorvillc, III., died sud-

denly of paralysis at his home on September 22d.

Me was 57 years old. Mr. Shiimw.iy vyas a former
slate scniiior and, among other activities, was one
of the best-known and best-lilccd cenlral-slatlon men
in the slate of Illinois. Active in Ihc alTalrs of

the Illinois Slate Electric Association, he vyas

iKclcd president al Ihe seventh annual convention

ill Springfield on September 20, 1906. Mis .admin-

istration was a successful one, terminating in the

J. N. C. SHUMWAY.

recent pleasant annual meeting and outing at Pe-

oria, at which he presided. At this meeting the

association expressed its love and esteem for Mr.
Shumway by presenting him a handsome gold-

readed cane.

For about twenty years Mr. Shumway has been

identified with electrical interests. Never of very

robust health, he abandoned a profitable law prac-

tice to engage in more active outdoor work. Since

1889 he has been secretary and manager of the

Taylorville Electric Company, and at the time of

his death was also interested in the electric plants

at Pana, Jerseyville, Robinson and Mattoon. He
w-as also active in many other business enterprises,

having been at the time of his death secretary of

the Taylorville Savings, Loan and Building Asso-

ciation and president of the national organization of

building and loan associations.

Mr. Shumway was born in Illinois, and except

for a few years spent in college and travel lived

in Taylorville all his life. He was state senator

and was a member of the Illinois commission to

the Louisiana Purchase Exposition. Mr. Shumway
was progressive and public spirited. He had a

pleasing disposition and was a ready speaker and

raconteur. He leaves a wife and two daughters

and a large circle of sorrowing friends.

Chicago Electrical Show Officers Re-
elected.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the

Electrical Trades Exposition Company of Chicago

has been held and officers and directors elected.

Mr. Homer E. Niesz, who so successfully managed
the show at the Coliseum last January, has again

been selected to manage the 1908 show, which will

be held in the Coliseum on January 13th to 25th.

Most of the exhibit space has already been applied

for, and a larger and better show than ever is

assured.

The officers and directors of the company were
re-elected as follows: President, Samuel Insull;

vice-president, E. B. Overshiner ; secretary
_
and

treasurer, Stewart Spalding; executive committee,

E. B. Overshiner (chairman), Louis A. Ferguson,

Stewart Spalding; directors, Samuel Insull, G. H.
Atkin, Stew-art Spalding, E. B. Overshiner, George
B. Foster, T. P. Gavlord, Louis A. Ferguson, H. B.

McMeel, H. V. Bennis.

Arbitration Demanded in Telegraph
Strike.

The strike of commercial telegraphers is still un-

settled, to the detriment of business in some quar-

ters. There are rumors of possible arbitration- as

the result of government solicitation. The Chicago

City Council this week adopted a resolution calling

upon President Roosevelt to use his influence

toward an equitable settlement. The resolution

says that for nearly seven weeks the telegraph com-

panies have been so hampered that they have had

to send messages by mail, and that the companies

have expressed a determination to "starve the

strikers into submission." It sets forth that the

City of Chicago solemnly declares that it is the

"duty of these great employers to meet representa-

tives of the striking employes" in order that normal

service may be restored.

The City Council of Portland, Ore., has appointed

a special committee, with power to retain an^ expert

consulting engineer, to consider the advisability of

constructing a system of subways for holding all

underground wires and pipes.
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FALL TRADE PROSPECTS.

While business men in some branches of the elec-

trical industry do not look for as much activity,

possibly, this fall as last, others can see nothing-

ahead but continued heavy demand, • so that the

outlook for fall trade may be considered as satis-

factory on the whole. Inquiry among the various

interests reveals that nearly everyone is doing as

much business just now as at this time last year.

There are some, however, who feel that the close

of this year and the beginning of 1908 will see

some decline in the number of new enterprises to

be launched and in the extension of present proper-

ties, bringing with it some falling off in the elec-

trical business generally.

Several Chicago manufacturers, engineers and

dealers when interviewed on the subject pointed to

the recent unsettled condition of the copper market

and the tendency' of the banks to increase money

rates as factors which are bringing on a more

conservative spirit. Although the price of copper

has fallen considerably recently, they say that many
contemplated projects have been postponed to await

developments in financial circles as well as a possi-

ble still further reduction in the price of the metal.

One prominent dealer in electrical machinery could

see some uneasiness in financial circles which

might affect the electrical as well as other indus-

tries. The fall in the price of copper, he thought,

was due to a lessened demand, brought on by the

decision to wait in the construction of many new
projects for which there is a good demand.

Public-utility properties, as indicated by the re-

marks of Mr. O. E. Osthoff and others, are pro-

ducing more revenue at present than ever before,

and there is a demand for bonds of going concerns.

Nevertheless the properties of the H. M'. Byllesby

Company, as an example, will not be extended much
for the present, and new construction contemplated

will not be undertaken just now. The engineering

end of this company's business, as also of other

companies, is very active, due largely to the numer-

ous waterpower projects which are being carried

out and others in contemplation.

Following are some brief interviews and letters

from men in various branches of the electrical

industry bearing on the subject of fall trade pros-

pects :

John W. Brooks, general sales manager. Pass &
Seymour, Solvay, N. Y. : "We are looking forward

to a very brisk and satisfactory business for fall,

and while the percentage of increase may not be as

heavy as last year, yet we believe it will be a more
normal and healthier business."

W. W. Mumma, sales manager, the Robbins &
Myers Company, Springfield, Ohio; "Prospects for

fall trade in our line are good. The last fiscal

year, which closed with us on September ist, was
very satisfactory, and we see no reason now why
the trade should not keep up its progress."

A. H. Patterson, vice-president, the Phoenix

Glass Company, New York: "Based upon the

records of our business for the last eight months
of this year and trade conditions at the present

time, it is our belief that the closing months of

this year will show good business conditions, and

a volume exceeding that of last year."

H. G. Pratt, treasurer, Samson Cordage Works,
Boston, Mass. : "We think our line is hardly a

large enough one to be a very good index on the

prospects of fall trade. We are glad to state,

however, that we have never had so much business

on arc-lamp and trolley cord as in the last few

weeks, and we are not as pessimistic as some
seem to be in regard to the future."

F. S. Hunting, sales manager. Fort Wayne Elec-

tric Works, Fort Wayne, Ind. : "The outlook for

trade this fall seems very good in all electrical

lines except new enterprises or extensive extensions

to existing enterprises which require financing. We
look for the business in the way of new enter-

prises to be rather dull until the financial situation

in the country at large is considerably improved."

C. B. Humphrey, acting general manager, West-
inghousc Lamp Company, New York, N. Y. : "We
anticipate a very prosperous incandescent lamp busi-

ness during the coming fall months, and, in fact,

during the entire year. Our experience indicates

that the lamp business is not seriously affected by
the ordinary business depressions which apparently

arc being felt in certain other lines at the present

time."

J. G. Ihmscn, general manager, American Elec-

tric Telephone Company, Chicago: "The telephone

trade during the spring of 1907, both in magneto
and common-battery equipment, has been the largest

in the history of the Independent business. The

.

spring trade opened in large volume over a month
earlier than formerly and continued practically un-
abated until about July, v/hich was three weeks
or more longer than usual. In the months of July,

August and September there has been the usual mid-
summer dull period in the magneto and farm-line
departments, but the common-battery branch of the
business has been exceptionally good. There are
a large number of inquiries now for fall and winter
delivery, and if 50 per cent, of the contemplated
additions and improvements are consummated it

will afford a very brisk demand during the next six

months."

Walter Ramsey, manager, American Arc Lamp
Company, Kalamazoo, Mich. ; "The outlook for

fall trade is exceptionally fine. Our August sales

exceed the sales of corresponding months during
the last nine years. September so far has exceeded
by seven times the sales during the corresponding
period of September last year. Every indication
points to our doing a splendid business thi? fall

and winter.'*

Charles E. Brown, president, American Electrical

Supply Company, Chicago : "Our business, covering
as it does both electrical machinery and all kinds
of electrical appliances and supplies, should give a

good indication of trade prospects. Never before
have we done so large a business as at present,

and the indications are that it will continue, result-

ing, of course, in a good fall trade. Our supply
business is good and our factory is working to its

full capacity."

Willard W. Low, president, Electric Appliance
Company, Chicago ; "From our viewpoint we can-
not see anything but a good, healthy business for

the coming fall season. Buyers of all classes of
electrical material have been buying for the last

six months from hand to mouth, the crops of the
country are in elegant condition, and the metal and
copper conditions, it seems, are adjusting themselves
to a proper level, all of which, in my opinion, point
to prospects satisfactory for business."

H. B. VanzwoU, secretary. Sunbeam Incandescent
Lamp Company, Chicago : "It is oiir opinion that

the business in electric incandescent lamps this

fall will show an increase of 20 to 25 per cent,

as compared with 1906. Possibly the electrical busi-

ness, as a whole, will not show the same increase

as will be the case with incandescent lamps, but
we believe there will, be a substantial growth, due
to several influences, notably the work of the Co-
operative Electrical Development Association."

L. L. Brastow, the Trumbull Electric Manufac-
turing Company, Plainville, Conn. : "We take pleas-

ure in saying that we can see only the best indica-

tions for a big fall trade. The volume of business

has steadily held up to a month-by-month increase,

and we expect 1907 to be by far the best year we
have ever had. If the conditions in the money
market hold good, as we believe they will, we can
see no reason why next year should not be even
better. In fact, we have included this expectation

in our plans."

Thomas Duncan, manager, Duncan Electric Man-
ufacturing Company, Lafayette, Ind. : "We take
pleasure in advising that the outlook has never
been better in the history of this company. If

the indications of the last four weeks are to be
taken as an omen for the coming fall and winter
business, we will have to treble our output in order
to cope with the demand for our apparatus. Our
recent orders for meters call for more than we
have been able to turn out ; so we have every rea-

son to believe that business is still on the boom.''

H. Kimball Loud, H. M. Loud's Sons Company,
Au Sable, Mich. : "We sell poles to the trade, and
our view of the situation is that there will be a

brisk demand for short poles during the closing
months of this year. We base this partly on the

fact that the summer trade has been very quiet,

while now there is quite a demand and an increas-
ing one. We also base this on our former experi-

ence in such cases. Cedar, outside of poles, has
been in very great demand, our stock of cedar ties

and posts being practically exhausted, although we
generally have a large stock on hand at this time.''

Julian Roe, Chicago manager, Crocker-Wheeler
Company, Ampere, N. J. : "Judging from our own
business, the electrical industry may look for good
fall and winter trade. The month of September,
as is always the case, has been rather quiet as re-

gards the booking of orders, but the number of
inquiries on hand, is unusually large and gives prom-
ise of excellent business beginning with the first of

October. Last year we did a very large business,

but since June each month this year has surpassed
the corresponding month in igo6. We would almost
wish for a period of quiet so that we could catch

up and readjust our forces so as better to meet the
growing demand."

J. H. Clappcrton, advertising manager, Minne-
apolis Steel and Machinery Company, Minneapolis,
Minn.: "In our estimation, notwithstanding the
Wall Street scare, the fall business looks very
bright, and indications so far point to a good sup-
ply of orders for the fall months. The first eight
months of 1907 have shown a substantial increase

in our business over the corresponding months of

1906, and we see no indications of its letting up.

We generally expect a slack period on the eve of
a presidential campaign, but interviews with our
trade in general indicate that the coming presi-

dential campaign will not materially affect our

line of business. Our diiferent departments are at

present well filled with orders for future delivery,

and we have been obliged to turn down several
orders on account of the crowded condition of our
shops. Taking the general conditions all in all,

would state that the condition of the western trade
looks bright for the fall and winter months."

B. E. Sunny, vice-president. General Electric
Company, Chicago : "The outlook for business in

the electrical and allied interests for the closing .

months of 1907 is reasonably satisfactory, particu-
larly when the financial situation is taken into ac-
count. There has been a slight falling off in the
business during the past fevv months, and this may
continue for several months until there is a market
for bonds and other forms of securities. The pub-
lic-utilities companies are all doing a satisfactory
business and a large number of them are in need
of additional facilities, orders for which are being
withheld until the financial situation improves."

J. H. Parish, advertising manager, Kellogg
Switchboard and Supply Company, Chicago : "There
appears to be no disposition at present from any
quarter to produce an unrest in business circles,

except, perhaps, an occasional temporary financial

agitation in Wall Street. Prosperity seems to reign
supreme throughout the whole country. Collec-

tions are passably good, and the general money
market, while a little unsettled at times, is firm
and easy for all legitimate tradje purposes. This
favorable condition will, no doubt, continue for a

long time, and the Kellogg Switchboard and Sup-
ply Company anticipates, as heretofore, a good
strong fall business."

Joseph W. Marsh, vice-president and general man-
ager. Standard Underground Cable Company, Pitts-

burg, Pa. : -"Since copper aiid copper products have
dropped in price to approximately the figures at

which consumers (whether going concerns or new
enterprises) can afford to make capital invest-

ment in extensions or wholly new constructions,

we consider the outlook for the fall trade in our
line at least, fair; and if the financial situation be-

comes easy we anticipate a very good fall trade.

Much, however, depends upon the ability of new
enterprises to market their securities at a fair price,

and it is very difficult to forecast the future, for

even three or four months, in this respect."

E. L. Clark, president, the Valentine-Clark Com-
pany, Chicago : "The writer is of the opinion that

business is in a much healthier condition at the

present time than it was six months ago. Copper
is now getting to a point where construction will

proceed provided we can get a little easier money
market, which, in the writer's opinion, will exist

some time about the first of November. There is

any quantity of new work that should be done and
will be done with an easier money market and cop-
per at a price which will warrant the construction.

In our particular line—cedar poles—prices are firm,

the long poles holding well to last season's prices

;

the only instances of decreasing prices are in poles

25 foot and shorter. We are looking forward to

considerable business yet this fall."

F. S. Terry, first vice-president. National Electric

Lamp Company, Cleveland, Ohio: "If there are

no large failures or new trust investigations started

business will probably continue good up to spring

or summer of next year, when there will perhaps
be something of a depression in business, although
probably not an actual panic. I believe, however,
we are nearing hard times, which will probably be

preceded by something of a panic, perhaps not as

severe a one as 1893. We may reach it in two
years, or it may be delayed four years. If I were
to guess I should say that it would come in 1910.

However, this is all a guess and may depend a

good deal upon chance conditions. If an actual

panic is avoided, I believe it will be due largely

to the government investigations of railroads and
large corporations, which are perhaps a little severe

on those investigated and regulated, but such

things really make for good, as they cause every-

one to do business on more careful lines."

G. H. Rettew, general manager, Helios Manufac-
turing Company, Bridesburg, Philadelphia: "In gen-

eral we find the volume of business to be good,

but collections are unusually slow. Our opinion is

that with some aid from the banks in the way of

restrictions of loans the general financial conditions

will be improved, and that, while this may restrict

purchases somewhat, it will no doubt have a whole-

some effect on the general business conditions. Our
principal lines are arc lamps and storage batteries,

and we find that the volume of trade in both is

growing rapidly. We anticipate that the sales of

lamps during the ne.xt three or four months will be

very brisk. The arc-lamp business is growing
rapidly, and we look for an increase of 20 per cent,

in the value. of lamps manufactured during the year

1907, that is, considering all of the lamps manu-
factured in the country. Of this increase wc an-

ticipate securing our share. The growth of the

storage-battery business is probably due to the

growth of the use of electric vehicles, and particu-

larly vehicles used for pleasure purposes. The
manufacture of batteries for this service has be-

come one of our largest items and the department
is still increasing in business, although the most
active time is during the spring and summer."
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ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
Uv Geo. R. Mutcaltil

XXXV. lilochic Hailways.
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In iiidiT to opcvalc ;i slrcct c.'ir, controllers arc

used which liavc tliroc functions, naniely, to con-

nect the motors into the circuit, to regulate the

.iniount of current which passes through the motor

anil to govern the direction in which the car trav-

els. Three different methods of control have been

in use at different times for street cars, but two

of tlicsc arc now entirely obsolete, and what is

known as the series-multiple method of control is

now universally employed.

Of the two obsolete methods, one consisted in

connecting car motors permanently in scries with

a special style of resistance bo.s. With this method

the speed of the car was varied by simply increas-

ing or decreasing the amount of resistance in scries

with the motor. The other obsolete method con-

sisted in winding the motor fields with a number

of separate coils, which, by means of a controller,

could be connected in various combinations from

all in scries, to all in multiple. This method was

(luite economical, as no external resistance was

used in the circuit except on the starting notch of

the controller; but the number of small wires and

numerous connections required made this method

subject to numerous derangements under the rough

usage commonly accorded to street-railway cars.

The series-parallel control, which is now uni-

versally used, consists in connecting the motors on

a car first in series and next in parallel. In the

series position each motor receives half of the line

voltage, and in this position the car runs at ap-

proximately half speed. In the multiple position

each of the motors receives the whole voltage of

the line, which therefore operates the car at full

speed. The series and the parallel positions of the

controller are called the running notches, or, in

other words, these two positions of the controller

are the ones on which the ear can run for an

indefinite length of time.

In addition to the running notches, there are

seven or eight other notches on which the ear

should only be run for a few moments' until it

attains a speed corresponding to the notch in use.

These intermediate notches are simply for regu-

lating the amount of external resistance in the

circuit. On the starting notch the full external

resistance and all of the motors are connected in

series. The next two or three notches simply cut

out successive portions of resistance until all of

the resistance is cut out and the motors are run-

ning in series without external resistance.

The resistances used are not of suti&cient capacity

to be used contintiously, and therefore if they are

used more than a few moments while the car is

accelerating, they are liable to be burned out.

Moreover, the continuous use of resistances in the

main circuit of the motor is a very uneconomical
method of regulation, as a large proportion of the

energy consumed on a car would be wasted in

heating up the resistances.

After passing the series notch on the controller

the motors on the ear are then connected in mul-
tiple, and all of the resistance is again connected
in the motor circuit. During the next few steps

of the controller, resistances are again successively

cut out until the motors are in parallel without any
external resistances in the circuit. This position

gives the highest running speed of the car.

Street-railway controllers are made in a large

variety of sizes to be used with various sizes of
motors, and they may all be divided into four gen-
eral types. Type R controllers are of the rheo-
static type and are used on cars equipped with
only one motor, as the series-parallel control is

obviously possible only where two or four motors
are used. The R controllers simply cut out the
resistance gradually until the motor operates on
the full line voltage. This controller is also sup-
plied with a device wdiose function is to change
the direction of the car travel. This reversing
switch is provided with a separate handle, and its

principle of operation will be explained later.

Type K controllers are of the series-parallel type
and are the kind used on the great majority of
electric cars. A distinctive feature of the type K
controllers is shunting or short-circuiting of one
of the motors, when changing from the series

to the parallel connection, so that the power circuit

through the ear is not broken.

Note.—Tliis aeries of articles, intended to survey, briefly,
the wliole field of applied electricity for lieht. power and heat,
was begun in the Western Electrician of February 2, igo7.

Type L controllers arc of the series-parallel type,

but difTcr from the type K controllers by com-
pletely opciiing the power circuit of the car when
the change from scries to parallel position of the

motor is made.

The fourth type of controller is known as type

B, which, in addition to its function of controlling

the motors, has a number of additional contacts
which operate an electric brake. The electric brak-
ing is sometimes accomplished by means of the

ordinary brake-shoes electrically operated and in

other cases by connecting the car motors so that
they operate as short-circuited generators.

All of the series-parallel controllers arc very
similar in their general design, and consist of a'

vertical spindle which is revolved by means of the

controller handle. Upon this spindle are mounted
contact pieces in the shape of segments of circles.

At one side of the controller is a row of contact
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TVPiCAL DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS OF A SERIES-PAR-

ALLEL CONTROLLER.

fingers to which the wires from the armature, field

and resistances are connected. These fingers are

connected in various combinations by means of the

contact pieces upon which they bear.

Also contained in the controller is a second ver-

tical spindle provided with contact pieces upon
which another set of fingers bear, the object of

which is to govern the direction of motion of the

car. This is known as the reverser, and its -func-

tion is to change the direction in which the current

flows through the motor armatures. The reverser

is operated by means of a small handle upon the

top of the controller, which has three positions.

When it is pushed forward the car runs in a for-

ward direction. When it is pulled to its extreme

backward position the car runs backward, and when
it is in a position midway between these two, it

opens the circuit of the car so that the motors

cannot be operated at all. The main controller

handle can only be removed when the reverser

handle is in the "off" position, and ain interlocking

device is arranged so that the reversing handle

cannot be moved except when the main controllei'

handle is in the "off" position. The same inter-

locking device also prevents the main controller

handle from being moved except when the reverser

handle is fully thrown to either the forward or

backward running position.

Cut-out switches are located in the lower part

of the controller, so that in case of accident to

either motor on the car the defective motor may
be cut out of circuit and the car operated with

the remaining motor. When operating with a single

motor the car will reach its full speed on the full

series position of the controller, and the cut-out is

provided with an interlock which prevents the con-
troller handle being moved past the series position

when either motor is cut out.

The accompanying diagram shows the connections

of the motors and resistance on each step of a

355

.eries-parallel controller having five series and four
parallel running points.

In the first position the current passes through
all of the rcKisiance and through molori No. i

and No. z, all connected in series.

On the second notch the connections arc nearly

the same except that two-lhirds of the resistance

is cut out.

On the third notch still more of the resittance

is cut out, and on the fourth notch the resistance

is entirely cut out, and the two motors arc still

coiuiected in series.

As no current is being wasted in resistance on
the fourth notch, the car may be economically run
on this speed as long as desired, and it will run
at a little less than half of its maximum speed.

On the fifth notch a connection is made which
shunts part of the current around the field coils.

This has the cITcct of weakening the field and in-

creasing the speed of the motors, and in this

position of the controller the car will operate at

just half speed.

In passing from the fifth to the sixth notch the
motors are changed from series to multiple con-
nection, so that each motor receives the full trolley

voltage, but in order that the change of speed may
not be too abrupt, part of the resistance is intro-

duced into the circuit with the two motors in

parallel.

On the seventh notch most of the resistance is

cut out of the circuit, and on the eighth notch the
resistance is entirely cut out of the circuit, so that
the motors receive the full line voltage and operate
at nearly full speed.

On the ninth notch a connection is made similar
to that on the fifth notch, that is, part of the
current is shunted around the field of each motor
and the car is operated on this notch at its highest
speed.

This diagram is characteristic of all the series-
parallel controllers, although some of them have
two or three notches which cut out the resistance
in smaller steps. In all of these controllers, how-
ever, the only points of the controller which should
be used for continuous running are those points
in which the resistance is entirely cut out of circuit.

The L type of controller is somewhat similar
in appearance to the K type, but is considerably
larger, and its handle operates in a counter-
clockwise direction, which is just opposite to that
of the K type. During the first half revolution
the controller passes through the series points up
to the full series position of the. motors, and in
order to throw the motors into multiple position the
motion of the handle is continued in the same
direction around past the "off" position, and again
passes over what were the series notches on the
first revolution. During the second revolution,
however, the motors are connected in multiple, and
after the handle has passed through one revolution
and a half the motors are in full multiple con-
nection and the car operates on its highest speed.
An indicator on top of the controller shows whether
the motors are in series or in multiple.

The B type controllers are those which are used
in connection with electric brakes. Some of these
controllers have two handles, one for operating the
power and the other for the brake, while in others
only one handle is used, which is moved to one
side of the "off" position for operating the power
and to the other side of the "off" position for
operating the brake.

A feature of all of these controllers which has
not been mentioned is the magnetic blow outs which
are used to prevent the destruction of the contact-
by arcing. Arc shields are used, which extend
between each row of contacts to prevent an arc
from jumping from one row of contacts to the
next. The action of the blowout coils was ex-
plained in the chapter on lightning arresters.

VTo he conliiiued.]

The "Chicago" Grip.

Mathias Klein & Sons, 81 West Van Buren
Street, Chicago, have just placed on the market
their new "Chicago" Grip, which is illustrated here-

'CHICAGO ' GRIP.

with. This tool is made of steel throughout and
is nickel plated. It is said to be just the right
shape to handle quickly, is light, and when placed
on the wire will hold itself in place. It can be
pushed out on the wire so as to take up as much
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slack as necessary. It pulls strongly, leaving no
kinks in the wire. It is said to cover all the essen-

tial points required of the grip to do good work
on either iron or copper wire. This grip, as well

as all the other well-known Klein products, is

carried in stock by prominent supply houses.

Suction Producer Gas as a Means of
Generating Power.

By .1. H. Cl.\pperton.

In 18S1, at the York meeting of the British Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science, the late Sir

Frederick Bramwell, a prominent member, made the

prophecy that in 50 years the steam engine would

have been replaced by the gas engine. This proph-

ecy was based on the performance of a small three-

horsepower gas engine exhibited at the meeting in

connection with the first Dowson power gas pro-

ducer.

Since that time, and particularly in the last few

years, many important changes and improvements

have been made in the gas engine as well as in

the gas producer, bringing producer gas forward to

become an important factor in the modern indus-

trial life. Yet it would be venturesome to subscribe

today to the memorable prophecy of 26 years ago,

even in full view of the fact that the gas engine

is speedily gaining ground on its more wasteful

competitor.

What is likely to prove to be the saving factor

in the future career of the steam engine is, curi-

ously enough, its very wastefulness, because just

as long as conditions prevail in which the waste

during transformation of heat energy into power

—

the latent, heat in the exhaust steam—can be con-

tinuously and fully utilized to advantage, just so

long is the steam engine likely to find its peculiar

field of usefulness. But whenever the main or ex-

clusive object is the generation of power from
available fuels, then the gas engine may be de-

pended on to be the more efficient motor. To be

sure, the heat in the exhaust gases from the gas

engine can also be utilized for heating purposes, to

a limited extent, either by heating from the gases
directly or indirectly, by absorbing the heat value

into hot water or steam. However, as the gases

contain very much less heat value than the exhaust
steam from a steam engine of the same power, they

can of course not be counted upon to give but a

small percentage of that obtained from the steam
engine.

That in principle the transformation of heat into

power is more efficient in the gas engine than in

the steam engine is recognized and readily proved
by the established absolute efficiency of a perfect

heat engine expressed bv the formula;
Ti— T=

T,
Ti and T. being the absolute initial and final tem-
peratures of the working charge.

By inserting in the above formula the available

extreme temperature limits, the numerical value of

the absolute thermal efficiency becomes:
2,160— 560

For the gas engine = 74 per cent.

2,160 -

872— 560
For the steam engine = 36 per cent.

872
-That is, assuming that the temperature of the

working charge would be raised in the gas engine
cylinder, as it normally is, through compression and
combustion, from a temperature of icx)° F. to an
initial temperature of 1,700° and expanded in the
cylinder until its temperature again becomes 100*,

then the total efficiency of the heat transformation
would be 74 per cent. Similarly, assuming that
steam is raised in the boiler from water of a tem-
perature of 100° F. to the initial temperature 412°
(corresponding to a pressure of 250 pounds), and
that it is expanded in the engine cylinder the entire

range down to the temperature at which the cycle

started, 100*, then the total efficiency of the engine
becomes 36 per cent.

However, these ideal efficiencies of respectively

74 per cent, and 36 per cent, based on the assump-
tion of a perfect heat transformation, can in reality

never be obtained, and the object of their citation

here is simply to show the comparative ultimate
limit for the economy of the gas engine and of the
steam engine, due to the difference in the range
of temperatures between which they operate. But,
should we reduce the above percentages to about
one-half of their idea! value, then they will repre-
sent fairly the maximum thermal efficiencies that
have been obtained in reality, or for the gas engine

37 per cent, and for the steam engine 18 per cent.

The combined efficiencies of the producer gas en-
gine and producer and of the steam engine and
boiler will, of course, be somewhat less than the
percentages just quoted, which apply for the en-
Rines alone, and, as the process of gasifying the
fuel in a good type of producer returns readily 80
per cent, of the heat value of the fuel, while an
effidcnt boiler returns only a maximum of 70 per
cent, the total useful effect obtainable from the
coals consumed will be, for the gas engine 29 per
cent and for the steam plant 13 per cent. That is,

the total returns in power from the heat value of
the fuel are in the gas plant fully twice that of

the most efficient steam plant, such a one we may
say as includes in its equipment a compound or
triple-expansion condensing engine. Furthermore,
the efficiency of the gas engine varies very little

with the power, size or type of the engine, whereas
the efficiency of the steam engine varies consider-
ably. On this account it will be found that the
actual coal consumption per horsepower is in the
gas plant often materially less than one-quarter

of that of the average well-equipped steam plant.

The chemical reactions on which the operation

of the gas producer is based are very simple and
should be carefully considered by anyone wishing
to obtain efficient results in its manipulation. The
first reaction taking place in the lower part of the

fuel bed is the combustion of carbon. C, into car-

bon dioxide gas, CO:; the second is the reduction

of this gas into carbon monoxide gas, CO, as it

passes up througli the incandescent fuel bed, and
the third is the decomposition of steam in contact

with carbon of high temperature, resulting in the

formation of hydrogen, H, and carbon monoxide,
CO.
The first reaction is expressed chemically by the

formula

;

C -f 2O= C0=.
The information conveyed by this formula may

be expressed by stating that for the complete com-
bustion of one pound of carbon there is required

2-/3 pounds of oxygen, and the resulting carbon
dioxide gas will weigh 2,-/3 pounds. During the

complete combustion of each pound of carbon there

is generated heat to the entire heat value of the

fuel, or about 14,500 heat units.

The second reaction taking place in the pro-

ducer is expressed by the formula

:

C0= -I- C= 2CO.
That is, the previously formed Z'A pounds of car-

bon dioxide takes up one pound more of carbon,

forming 45^ pounds of carbon monoxide, or per

pound of carbon consumed we obtain 2^ pounds
of carbon monoxide gas.

The first two reactions in the gas generator, in

The circumstance that steam is subject to decom-
position in its constituent elements, oxygen and hy-
drogen, when in contact with incandescent carbon
of sufficiently high temperature, gives cause to the
third

,
reaction in the gas generator, which is ex-

pressed by the formula:
H=0-HC= 2H-f CO.

That is, each pound of steam, when heated to

a high temperature in presence of carbon, will lib-

erate 1-9 pound of hydrogen, and the 8-9 pound
of oxygen which it contains will combine with Y^
of a pound of carbon to i 5-9 pounds of carbon
monoxide gas. It will be seen by the formula for
this reaction that in the gasification of carbon by
means of steam no inert nitrogen is introduced in

the furnace, contrary to the occurrence in case that
air is employed, and as the nitrogen, which dilutes

the resulting gas, if of no value as far as the heat
value of the gas is concerned, it is evident that the
more o.xygen that can be obtained for the combus-
tion of carbon by decomposition of steam the
richer in heat value will the generated gas be.

However, as for the decomposition of each pound
of steam there is required to be supplied heat to
the amount of 6,800 heat units, which is absorbed into

hydrogen liberated, and, as for each pound of car-

bon burned into carbon monoxide gas only a lim-

ited amount, about 2,500 heat units is available,

it is evident that not more than about 0.36 pound
of steam can be decomposed per pound of carbon
without cooling the furnace unduly.

Now with 0.36 pound of steam yielding at its

decomposition 0.32 pound of oxygen, which com-
bines with 0.24 pound of carbon to carbon monox-
ide, we may say that somewhat less than one-quar-

ter of the total carbon can be gasified by steam,

using for the decomposition the surplus heat from
the incomplete combustion only. The weight of

hydrogen realized will be one-eighth of the weight
of steam decomposed, or 0.05 pound per pound of

coal gasified.

If a certain percentage of -the carbon dioxide

gas, at first formed in the generator, is not re-
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combination commonly called incomplete combus-
tion, result in the combustion of carbon to carbon
monoxide gas, and during the process there is de-
veloped heat to the total amount of about 4,500
heat units, or less than one-third of the heat value
of the fuel. This heat will appear as sensible heat
of the gases and of the fuel bed. The carbon mon-
oxide gas formed can at any time after it has left

the furnace be made to again combine with oxygen
to the same amount as that which it already con-
tains, in doing which it will generate more than
twice the heat developed at its formation in the
furnace, or about 10,000 heat units.

The proportion of oxygen, O, to nitrogen, N, in

the air being in the ratio of one pound of oxygen
to 3-35 pounds of nitrogen, and as for each pound
of carbon consumed there has been introduced in

the furnace 27S pounds of oxygen, the 2"^ pounds
carbon monoxide gas obtained from each pound
of carbon must therefore be diluted by 4.46 pounds
of nitrogen. But, nitrogen being an inert gas and
carbon monoxide of low calorific value, it is evident
that the gas mixture resulting from the first two
reactions of the process in ihe generator and which
is the main constituent of producer gas must be a
lean fuel gas.

'

In the power gas producer the object is to gen-
erate combustible gas of as high heat value as pos-
sible, but any sensible heat is not required for the
process, excepting to the amount necessary to main-
tain the temperature of the furnace at such a de-
gree that the formation of gas takes place readily.
All that is required, therefore, for the formation
of combustible gas in the producer is to supply it

with the amount of air only that is necessary for
the combustion of carbon to carbon monoxide gas.
As, however, during this gasification sensible heat
is generated to the amount of 4,500 heat units per
pound of coal, and as only part of this heat, about
2.000 heat units, is carried off with the gases, or
dissipated through radiation, there will be a sur-
plus of heat, about 2,500 heat units per pound of
coal consumed, that must be carried off from the
furnace in order not to overheat the same as the
process of gasification proceeds. This surplus of
heat can be utilized in a most effective and desir-
able manner simply by introducing steam in the
furnace.

duced by the incandescent fuel bed to carbon mon-
oxide, but is allowed to escape with the fuel gases,

then a greater amount of heat will be available for

gasification of steam and for the formation of

hydrogen, resulting in a gas in the same proportion

richer in heat value. It is generafly the case that

some carbon dioxide will be found in the producer
gas. In fact, it has, through experiments, been
found impossible to reduce the last four to six per
cent, of the carbon dioxide, excepting at extremely
high temperatures and slow rate of gasification.

A suitable amount of moisture must therefore al-

ways be supplied for decomposition and for the
absorption of the surplus heat in the liberated hydro-
gen, as otherwise there will be a loss incurred on
the account that the gases will pass off hot and the

sensible heat be dissipated at the subsequent cooling
of the gas. Too much steam must, however, not
be admitted, as this will cool the fuel bed unduly
and superheat, instead of decompose, the steam
which will subsequently be condensed in the cooling
process.

The percentage of fixed carbon, moisture, volatile

matter and ash in coals varying considerably, it is

evident that the amount of steam required to be
supplied for different fuels must also vary to the
same extent. In practice it is generally found that
an anthracite suction producer requires 0.3 to 0.4
pound of steam per pound of coal gasified and that
it gives a gas normally of a heat value of about

• 135 heat units per cubic foot of the average com-
position as follows

:

Heat value per cubic
foot in heat units at

Per cent, atmospheric pressure
volume. and 60 det. Fahr.

Carbon dioxide CO3 2.5 o
Carbon monoxinc CO 28.0 96
Hydrosen II g.o 31
Marsh easCH« 1.0 10
Nitrocen N.... 50.5

137

The heat value obtained per pound of fuel gasi-
fied will be:

Meat Units.
In the carbon monoxide lias 10,000
In the bydroscn reclaimed from the heal of easilication 2,iOt>
Additional heat obtained if 1% of hydrocarbons are present

in the fuel.*. iqo

Total heat value i3,Coo
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Miienzcl gaa tngfine, ihowi a very timple and
compact conitruction in which it would appear that

the various rcquirtmenls (or a «ucces»(ul jervice

hiivr been adequately filled.

The govcrninK of the Muenzel engine, as in most
of the modern engines, is accomplished by throt-

tling a charge of constant mixture. Different meth-
ods of governing have been proposed from time

to lime, as, for Instance, the varying of the gas

mixture for diflferent loads, the changing of the

point of ignition, or the changing the point ol

ignition in CNUiliination with the throttling or varying

of the cut-olT of the gas. All thcic methods have
appeared very promising at first, but have failed

to cflfcct any marked advantage in the realization

of a higher efTicicncy through the greater com-
plications they involve.

Outside of the "hit-and-miss" governing, which
has been found to cause serious fluctuations in the

speed of the <-nginc, any of the common devices

for governing the gas engine may, in connection

with a suitable flywheel, be relied upon to give

a very close regulation, which is most important
in connection with certain kinds of service, such as

(lour milling, electric-light service, etc.

SECTIONAL VIEW OF MUENZEI. SUCTION GAS PRODUCER.

The actual heat value obtained in the gas is

thus 87 per cent, of the heat value of the fuel, or

if some waste of fuel through the grates and other

minor losses are taken into account we may say

that the actual efficiency of the producer is 80 to

85 per cent.

From the preceding detailed account of the proc-

esses taking place in the gas producer it may
appear a rather difficult matter to control the vari-

ous conditions that are required for an even and
continuous formation of gas. This is, however, not

so. A moderate amount of intelligent attention to

the fire will keep it in a condition to permit the
products of combustion to flow freely over the
entire area of the incandescent fuel bed, which is

one of the essential requirements for obtaining good
gas. As to the adjustment of the proper amount
of steam to be admitted to the fuel, this readily

takes care of itself in a well-constructed appa-

ratus, because the simple requirement that the vapor
supply be increased as the sensible heat of the

fuel bed increases is automatically filled by the

tendency of the greater heat of the gases passing
through the vaporizer to generate and supply a

more plentiful allowance of vapor to the ash pit.

The construction of the suction gas producer, the

type most frequently used at present for power pur-

poses, may be seen by referring to Figs, i and 2,

which represent the IVIuenzel suction gas pro-

ducer, built by the Minneapolis Steel and Machinery
Company. The producer is shown in a detailed

sectional view in Fig. 2. The producer consists of

a cylindrical air-tight steel shell, provided at the

proper height with a rocking grate, and is lined

above the grate level with a substantial fire-brick

lining. At the top is the cast-iron feeding hopper
and charging bell and below this the magazine in

which the fuel is preheated by the gases before it

descends upon the incandescent fuel bed.

The gases generated in the producer are dis-

charged through a change valve into the scrubber,

in the smaller sizes, and into the separate vaporizer

in the larger sizes. The vaporizer in the smaller

sizes consists of a steel pan forming the upper part

of the producer body, but in the larger sizes it is

found preferable to use the form shown in Fig. i.

This vaporizer consists of a proper number of water
tubes connecting a steam heater and a waterlog
placed in a suitable gas flue, which conducts the

hot gases from the producer through the change
valve into the coke scrubber. In this gas flue are

also arranged heating tubes for preheating the air

supply which is drawn from outdoors to be sup-

plied to the ash pit. The change valve affords an

outlet for the poor gases that are formed in the

producer when blowing up and starting the fire.

The scrubber, which has for its object the cooling

and cleaning of the gases on their way to the

engine cylinder, consists of a large cylindrical steel

vessel filled with coke, over which water flows

from the strainer nozzle above, while the gases

ascend slowly from below and are, due to the large

contact surface between them and the water, effect-

ively freed from any dust or tar that they may
carry over from the producer. After the gases

have passed the coke scrubber they are some-

times, when generated from certain tarry and less

suitable fuels, carried through a sawdust purifier

for abstracting the last traces of tar. This is,

however, not necessary when running on fuel of

ordinary quality, but the gases are generally car-

ried from the coke scrubber direct to the expansion

tank and engine.

The expansion tank is simply a gas-tight vessel

placed close to the engine for storing some volume
of gas, thereby counteracting the pulsations in the

gas line that in other cases would be noticeable,

due to the periodical suction of the engine piston.

The expansion tank serves also the purpose of

effectively draining off any water that, in the form
of vapor, may be carried with the gas.

The two-cycle engine, in the beginning of the

gas-engine era, promising much, has more and
more given way for the greater simplicity and
compactness of the four-cycle engine. Even dis-

regarding the greater comphcations of the former
type of engine, and considering only the fact that

in it the fluid velocity of the admission and ex-

haust gases are about eight times as great as in

the four-cycle type, with consequently greatly in-

creased fluid friction losses, it can readily be ex-

pected that the mechanical efficiency of the two-
cycle type of engine should be considerably lower
than that of the four-cycle type. That actually

such is the case has also been satisfactorily proven
by numerous records from gas-engine tests.

The Muenzel producer gas engine is of the single-

acting four-cycle type for smaller or medium power
and of the double-acting four-cycle type for large
power.
The single-acting type is particularly suitable for

engines of 25 to 160 horsepower in single units

and for twice these powers for two engines con-
nected in parallel to one shaft. The four-cycle

double-acting type, in single or double units, is

recommended for power requirements above those
mentioned.

Fig. 3, representing a longitudinal section of the

Suspension Insulator for High-voltage
Transmission.

A suspension type of insulator, as shown in the

accompanying illustration, has been designed and
placed on the market by the Locke Insulator Manu-
facturing Company of Victor, N. Y. It was de-
veloped by J. V. E. Duncan, electrical engineer for

Sanderson & Porter, New York, and W. T. God-
dard, electrical engineer of the Locke company, and
is believed to possess many advantages over the

NEW SUSPENSION-TYPE INSULATOR FOR HIGH-VOLTAGE
TRANSMISSION.

regulation pin-supported type of insulator for very

high potentials, as used in modem power trans-

mission.

The insulator is said to have an ultimate me-
chanical strength ranging from 10,000 to 12,000

pounds. The insulator element is made up of two
pieces of porcelain—a short inner shell and an

outer flaring shell. These shells are tested indi-

vidually at a potential of approximately 60,000 volts

before assembling, and the assembled element is

tested at a potential in excess of 90,000 volts for

a period of five minutes.

Great mechanical strength and low cost are

claimed for the insulator. Being made up of a

series of individual elements, it is extremely un-

likely that the breakdown of one element will

throw the line entirely out of service. The trans-

mission line may be run with one unit, and the

insulating element increased, at nominal erection

expense, to at least 100,000 volts, as the increase

in the transmission voltage may determine. In dif-

ficult localities one or more of the units can be

carried about, thus taking advantage of the element

of portability. The liability to puncture from dam-
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age is reduced, because of the wider separation

between the earth and the conductors.

The Locke Insulator Manufacturing Company is

just completing the engins and generator room of

its 6oo-horsepower power house, brick and con-

crete; has just completed an addition to it;s testing

facilities for cemented insulators, doubling the ca-

pacity, making it i,8oo terminals in all, and is build-

ing a brick fireproof transformer house in which

will be installed, at the present time, five high-

tension transformers, all of 200,000 volts and over.

Influence of Bearings on Accuracy of

Integrating Watt-hour Meters.

By H. W. Young.

To the average purchaser or user of integrating

watt-hour meters the subject of bearings is of keen

interest in that it is quite generally-appreciated that

this element has a very marked influence upon the

accuracy obtainable. Frequently, however, the sub-

ject is considered as being settled when it is learned

that the meter to be purchased has a "jewel" bear-

ing, and no effort is made to ascertain the kind of a

bearing employed, its design, construction or ar-

rangement.

The fact that a meter has a jewel bearing is far

from being a guarantee that the accuracy obtainable

is all that the purchaser has a right to expect, and it

is the purpose of this article to point out some of

the effects of imperfect meter bearings, their remedy,

and illustrate a form of bearing which has proven

to be eminently practical and reliable, a bearing

which, with our present knowledge of meter design-

FIG. I. COMPLETE MOVING ELEMENT OF SINGLE-PHASE
INDUCTION METER.

ing, appears to offer a permanent solution of what
has been a perplexing problem.

In considering the possible effect of imperfect or
improperly designed bearings it should be remem-
bered that we are practically dealing with a minia-
ture direct-connected motor-generator set in which
the voltage and current elements of the meter are
considered as the motor element, and the retarding
disk and permanent magnets as a magneto-generator
with a short-circuited disk armature.
The work expended by the motor is absorbed in

two ways—first, in driving the generator, and, sec-

ond, in overcoming friction. In a perfect meter or
motor-generator, friction would be absent and all

the work would be expended in driving the gener-
ator, in which case a direct ratio would exist be-
tween the disk speed and the energy passing
through the motor system, thus insuring a meter
accurate throughout its entire range.
Owing to the fact that a certain amount of bearing

surface must necessarily be present in any meter de-
sign,^ it is impossible entirely to eliminate friction,

but it will be seen that as the design becomes more
perfect a meter is produced in which the ratio be-
tween the work expended usefully in driving the
disk or armature of the generator and that expended
in overcoming friction is high.

With a full knowledge that in order to produce
an accurate meter it is necessary so to design and
distribute the various elements as to secure a large
expenditure of constant work or retarding torque in
the disk, as compared to the variable or friction
work, the designer has two courses open. The easier
method is to increase the driving torque by using a
heavier disk, thus decreasing its resistance to the
induced current flow by expending a greater amount
of energy, thereby increasing the watt losses in
the measuring coils, or by employing both of these
methods.

The second and by far the preferable method is

refinement of design. This entails careful calcula-
tion and design of the measuring system, a light
moving element, a light running register and a
lower bearing of such construction that it will
have I minimum amount of friction or wear.
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Friction in meters has its greatest effect at the

lower end of the calibration curve, or at hght_ loads,

and, as a meter is normally operating at this part

of the curve for a large part of the time, it will

easily be apparent that a commercial meter must be

so designed as to give and maintain a high degree of

accuracy at light loads.

In striving to secure the most efficient design of

lower bearing, designers have experimented with
practically every substance having a homogeneous
hand composition and with pivots of various materi-

ials and forms. As a result of these efforts the

"roller" or ball bearing has been developed to such
an extent that it undoubtedly offers the least fric-

tion, has the largest useful life, and has solved what

i^^m- ^ i'^^.
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FIG. 2 SINGLE-PHASE INDUCTION METER WITH
BALL BEARINGS.

at one time seemed almost an insurmountable diffi-

culty, namely, the production of an integrating meter
which would hold its initial accuracy for a period of

several years.

Fig. I illustrates a complete meter movement pro-

vided with this improved form of bearing, which
consists of a highly poHshed and hardened steel ball

resting between two cupped sapphire jewels, one of

which is mounted on a removable jewel screw and
the other in a removable sleeve attached to the end
of the disk shaft.

The action of the bearing is as follows: As the

disk rotates the ball moves from its initial position,

thus giving a rolling action rather than the straight

rubbing action found in the older form of bearing.

A changing point of contact between bearing sur-

faces is thus secured and insures minimum wear, a

lower friction value and longer jewel life, than can
possibly be secured by the older forms when com-
bined with a light-weight rotating element.

To many unacquainted with the action of the im-

proved bearing it may seem that this change of con-

tact surfaces is questionable, and they may be led

to believe that the action does not really occur but
merely results in spinning of the ball on its jewel
centers, thus giving two points of friction contact
and in reality resulting in a greater total friction

than would be found in the older form of bearing
which had but one point of contact.
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FIG. 3. CHARACTERISTIC CURVES OP INDUCTION METER.

Theoretically, a spinning rather than rolling action

of the ball is possible, but to bear out this theory
it is essential to have a condition impossible to ob-

tain or maintain commercially, namely, an absolutely

perfect alignment between the upper and lower jewel
centers. This condition would hold the ball in prac-

tically its initial position, resulting in spinning on one
or both of the jewel centers.

It is obviously impossible, however, to secure this

condition of perfect alignment, owing to inevitable

variations in jewels, screw threads, machine drilling

of holes and magnetic side pull of the disk in seek-
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ing a magnetic balance. Any of these conditions

will throw the jewels slightly out of alignment, and
with centers a trifle off it will be seen that the ball

must roll or revolve. Other factors which induce

the rolling effect are external or internal vibration-
external, from the support to which the meter is se-

cured, internal, due to the slight disk vibration in

the magnetic field. Examination of a ball which has

been running in jewels containing a small quantity

of dust or cutting material will show it to be sur-

face scratched all over, another proof that it has

rolled.

A large number of actual tests extending over a

period of several years has fully demonstrated the

superiority of this form of bearing. In one instance

it was deemed advisable to secure absolute data on
jewel life, and a considerable number of meters were
put on jewel-life test, this test consisting of loading

the meters slightly above full load and running them
under actual service conditions over a period of

three years, meaning approximately 10,000,000 revo-

lutions of the disk (equivalent to 3,000 kilowatt-

hours, or approximately 10 years of ordinary house
service).

The meters were then tested and all found to be

within two per cent, at full load ; and one-half the

meters within two per cent, at two per cent, of load.

None of the remaining meters showed errors exceed-

ing five per cent, at two per cent. load. This decided

improvement in bearing construction with its at-

tendant increase in meter accuracy means much to

central stations, as it not only insures increased reve-

nue but also effects a marked reduction in maintain-

ance costs.

Fig. 2 illustrates a single-phase induction meter
equipped with ball bearings and Fig. 3 illustrates the

characteristic curves. As a matter of interest it

might be stated that in addition to the refinement in

bearing construction, the mechanical and electrical

design is such that the moving element weighs but

15 grammes, the full load torque is approximately

42 gramme millimeters, the watt loss is but 1.6

watts and the ratio o.f torque to weight, 2.8.

A New Contactor for Heavy Duty.

The Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company of

Milwaukee, maker of electric controlling devices,

has recently placed on the market an improved
type of contactor designed for handling main-line

currents where the nature of the service is severe.

In such cases, the company points out, controllers

employing sliding contacts cannot be rehed upon to

handle the main-line current, and it is customary

?^=^r^

A NEW CONTACTOR FOR HEAVY DUTY.

to employ a controlling panel consisting of a num-
ber of contactors, this panel in turn being controlled

by a master controller designed to regulate the sec-

ondary current which energizes the solenoids of the

contactors.

The contactor here illustrated is a compact and
strongly constructed piece of apparatus, and is pro-

vided with an exceptionally powerful blowout mag-
net. The main-line circuit is closed by the sol-

enoid raising a pivoted arm carrying a thick cop-

per plate to a point where contact is made with

a pair of stationary, laminated copper brushes. Arc-

ing on this contact is prevented by providing an

auxiliary copper and carbon contact in the field of

a powerful blowout magnet, which instantly ex-

tinguishes the arc incident to the breaking of the

circuit. This auxiliary contact closes before the

main contact is made and opens after the main
contact is broken, thus effectually preventing any

sparking on the main contact.

A noteworthy improvement is the pivoting of the

blowout shields, permitting these to be raised (as

shown in illustration), so as to expose the auxiliary

carbon arid copper contact. In earlier types of con-

tactors these shields were rigidly fastened to their
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norniul position, coniplclcly coveririK the copper and

carbon contacts and rendering access to these dilTi-

ciilt. 'I'lie present construction makes renewal of

either contact or of the coiled s|)riiiR (visible just

above the carbon contact) a matter of a few mo-
ments only. At a recent test at one of the largest

Pittsburg steel mills a 220-volt circuit was opened

and closed by a contactor of this type 88,000 times

before renewal of the copper and carbon contacts

became necessary, and—on a test to determine time

required for repairs—the old cont.-icts were removed
and new ones inserted in less than two niimitcs.

A Clearing House for Seconii-haiicl 29
I Machinery.

A business which has sprung up in the West
during the last 15 years and is now said to be
(he largest of its kind in the world, is that of

llie Gregory Electric Company of Chicago, a strictly

Ciiicago institution, typical of Chicago methods and
growth, able, through Chicago's central location

the alert for improvements and advancement. The
officers are : President and general manager, A.
l.ouis Knehmsled ; vice-president and manager of

sales, A. O. Knehmsled ; general superintenilenl,

J. D. Zook ; secretary, George C. Besold. These
gentlemen arc favorably known wherever electrical

current is used.
It has been a long .step from the original small

20 by ISO-foot shop at 47 South Jefferson Street,

where every piece of machinery had to be moved
by hand, to the modern equipment of the present
works. It shows that this company has kept pace
with the growth and importance of Chicago as the
great central market, and as Chicago's business
increases and expands, this company will no doubt
continue an important factor in matters electrical.

Kinkora Works of Roebling Company.
.'\n important addition has recently been made to

the works of John A. Roebling's Sons Company
which will materially increase the company's facili-

ties for the production of wire and wire rope. The
addition, which is a complete plant in itself, is

located about 10 miles south of the main works at

Trenton, N. J., and is termed for convenience the

Kinkora works, because of the proximity of a vil-

lage of that name. Included in the buildings

shown in the illustration are a thoroughly modern

>
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Warehouse.

A CLEARING HOUSE FOR

and unequaled shipping facilites, combined with

its own excellent methods and organization, to

reach all over the continent and transact business

with profit to itself and its customers. Speaking

of the nature of the company's business, one of

the officers called the establishment the "clearing

house for America's second-hand electrical machin-

ery,"

Where does all the machinery sold by the com-
pany come from? For one thing, the company has

been circularizing every central station in America,

and practically every large manufacturing plant

using electrical power, for years, and being a large

and consistent general advertiser, the name "Greg-
ory Electric Company" has become a household
word in the electrical fraternity, identical with

second-hand apparatus. Another source of supplies

for the Gregory Electric Company is created when
large installations are contemplated. In increasing

the capacity of a central station, or changing
over of an entire power circuit from one voltage

to another, or from direct to alternating current,

the Gregory Electric Company is frequently called

upon to submit offers to competing manufacturers
on the present equipment, to be delivered as soon
as the new apparatus is installed ; and in this way
the office of the company becomes a storehouse
for information, and its works a genuine clearing

house through which all of this apparatus passes,

prepared for new purposes and new destinations,

but cleared of defects in the meantime.
Accompanying are a few views taken in this

company's works showng their size and the large
stock carried. The works are well located in the
heart of the shipping district of Chicago, with a
branch of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Rail-
road running directly into the grounds and build-
ings. The works are equipped with powerful elec-

tric traveling cranes and a complete lighting,
heating and power plant, thus reducing the cost of
handling to a minimum.
The management of this company is in the hands

of progressive and aggressive people, always on

Direct-current Motors.

SECOND-HAND MACHINERY.

steel plant with four open-hearth furnaces, designed
to produce the quality of steel suitable for high-
grade wire, blooming and rolling mills, mills for

drawing wire, shops for cleaning, annealing and
galvanizing, and all the auxiliaries necessary for the
production of wire from molten steel.

The additional works are on the line of the
Pennsylvania Railroad, side tracks of which enter
the yard. Rods which are not drawn into wire at

the Kinkora works are loaded upon steel cars built

for the Roebling company and taken to the wire
mills at Trenton.

Tlic village of Kinkora being loo small to provide
home!) for llic large number of men employed at the
works, the company has built an entirely new town
upon fields in tlic open counlry. This town, built

of brick and stone, with wide slrceH and roomy
houses, has its own waterworks ami electric-light-

ing .station, buildings for religious worship and
secular entertainment, a schoolhouse, hotels, a pub-
lic park, recreation grounds and all the conve-
niences of a thoroughly modern cily. The United
States government lias established a postoffice in

the town and officially named it Kocbling.
The additional works and their equipment, as

well as the new town, were ficsigncd by the engi-
neering force of the John A. Roebling's Sons Com-
pany and built under the supervision of Mr. C. G.
Roebling, president of the company.

Safety Arc-lamp Pulley.

A new arc-lamp pulley is now on the market,
being another product of the West. Three years
after Fletcher (of Ohio) had introduced slcetproof

fysSdO.

SAFETY ARC-LAMP PULLEYS.

pulleys, Lounsbury and Morgan (both of Chicago)
perfected the first of the so-called lamp-supporting

or safety pulleys, whose use has since become so

general. Now another Chicago inventor, Albert

Scheible, has brought out the new type illustrated

here, which combines a smooth-acting safety ar-

rangement- with a weatherproof housing. It has
only two moving parts, the sheave over which the

rope runs and the hook-knob to which the lamp is

fastened. When the latter enters the guideways
in the pulley casing it first strikes an inclined

guide, up which it climbs until the angle between
the knob and the guide becomes too steep for it to

move farther. There it is stopped by its own fric-

tion without striking any barrier which would halt

it abruptly and jar the lamp out of adjustment
Slackening the rope allows the knob to slide to a
seat, after which another pull automatically releases

it. The knob part has a clamp for the rope, and
the familiar Ajax snaphook for the lamp, and for

series circuits it is fitted out with a high-voltage
cross-arm as shown. Both types have been thor-
oughly tested in practice and are now offered to

the trade by the Ajax Line Material Company of
Chicago.

KINKORA WORKS OF JOHN A. ROEBLING'S SONS COMPANY, AT ROEBLING, N, J.
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Growth of the Trumbull Manufacturing
Plant.

In Plainville, Conn., on February i, 1899, the

Trumbull Electric Manufacturing Company was or-

ganized and began business in a verj' modest man-
ner in the little factory building illustrated here-

with. Frank T. Wheeler was elected president;

John H. Trumbull, treasurer, and Henry Trumbull
secretary. They occupy the same positions today,

combination switches, plug cut-outs, new Code cut-

outs, etc. Space is also here given to the cabinet

department, where the wood panel boxes of various

kinds with the doors and trims are made.
The fourth floor is at present used as a store-

room, but will probably be turned over for the

making of the new lines that are contemplated.
The plant has its own sewer system, private wire

connections, automatic telephone system and every-

thing necessary for making high-class goods, which
has made the concern prominent in the ranks of

electrical manufacturers.

CORRESPONDENCE.

OEIGIN.^L TEUMEULL FACTORY.

but now conduct an enterprise which is well known
wherever electrical switches are used. The young
men were practical mechanics, and had invented

and perfected inventions of value. The early days

were days of struggle and the patents had to be

protected. This took a big part of the capital, but

the fight was won, as well as recognition.

The plant and business of this concern has

grown rapidly until now its territory not only cov-

ers the home country, but the trade-mark, "circle

T," representing Trumbull materials, is Icnown in

many foreign countries. The recent completion and
occupancy of the new factory building here illus-

Continental Europe.

Paris, September 11.—Steps are being taken to

adopt electric traction upon a certain number of

sections of railroad in the north of Italy, in order
to keep pace with the increase of traffic. Accord-
ing to recent reports coming from Rome, it ap-

pears that for some time past there has been
agitation among the leading commercial houses of

the Piedmont district in order to obtain from the

Italian government an improvement upon the Fre-

jus railroad line, seeing that it has now become
quite insufficient for the needs of the Franco-
Italian commerce. Senators and deputies from these

provinces were at the head of the movement, and
the result was the formation of a committee charged
with obtaining the needed improvements from the

government. The latter consist mainly in the es-

tablishing of a double track between Turin and
Bussoleno and in the substitution of electric for

steam traction on the section lying between Bus-
soleno and Modane. It is now announced that the

government has decided to give satisfaction to the

desire of the Piedmont inhabitants. Within a short

time the work will be commenced upon a double-

THE TRUMBULL FACTORY OF TODAY.

trated has added materially to the equipment and
producing capacity of the concern and makes the

plant one of the most complete of its kind in the

country.

The space originally occupied by the old factory
is now used as a storeroom for copper and brass.

There is carried on hand a supply of 200,000
pounds of copper and brass alone. In 1901 a build-

ing was added to the plant and the manufacture
of type B switches was commenced. The second
story is used for storing some of the porcelain, and
in the attic are kept boxes and miscellaneous mate-
rial for packing.
A large four-story brick factory was erected a

year and a half ago and was promptly outgrown.
At the same time there was erected a small brick
building in which the enameling of the slate is

done. Here the slate or marble, whichever is used
in the switchboard work, is rubbed and polished.

On the first floor of the large building are found
the buffing rooms; also the plating and polishing
rooms and those where the copper is dipped and
lacquered.

The machine room is on the second floor. Here
the copper is made into the various different parts.

Here also are found a number of diemakers and
toolmakers. This company makes practically all its

own tools.

The third floor is given over entirely to the
assembling of the switches, which at present is the
largest line manufactured. The offices are on the
fourth floor and they are equipped with every mod-
ern convenience.
The new large factory building just completed

is a fine example of the modern mill construction.
It about doubles the output capacity of the
plant. In the basement is found a large supply of
slates of various sizes used in the construction of
switches. From 150,000 to 200,000 pieces are car-

ried in stock. On the first floor are also machines
for drilling the large slate and marble pieces for

panel switchboards.
The second floor is devoted to the construction

of switchboards and panel boards, and the construc-
tion of the iron boxes in which many of the panel
boards arc enclosed. The third floor is given over
to the assembling of porcelain material, such as

track line on the first section lying between Turin
and Collegno, and all the details of the electric

project have been decided upon. In this way the

Piedmont region will be better able to compete
with the Lombard district, since the latter now
has the advantage of the Simplon Tunnel.

Somewhat of a stir has been caused by the dis-

appearance of one of the special microphone sig-

nals which are placed off the harbor of Cherbourg.

As this port is the headquarters of the northern

section of the French fleet, comprising the naval

construction docks and arsenal, it is desired to

protect it in every way possible. To this end the

Marine Department adopted a system of submarine

microphone which was placed about five miles off

the harbor and joined to the land station by a

cable. In this way the presence of approaching

ships could readily be detected, owing to the noise

of the propeller, so that the system is a vajuable

one. It was found not long since that one of the

microphone apparatus had disappeared, and the

cable seemed to have been cut, so that many were
of the opinion that it was carried off by a foreign

vessel which wished to find out the details of the

method. Others, however, claim that there is noth-

ing especially secret about such microphones, and
that they are of the usual kind, and that the dis-

appearance is due to a simple accident. The mat-
ter stands in this way at present.

The question of the industrial use of alcohol,

especially for motors, is coming specially into prom-
inence of late in France, and the government is

taking measures to promote such industries in

order to give prominence to alcohol as a fuel,

seeing that this is a national product, which is

not the case with gasoline. From a - technical

standpoint, alcohol has been given a thorough test

upon motors during the last few years, and is

found to compete very well with gasoline for this

purpose. Not long since the Chamber of Deputies
appointed a special commission in order to find

out the best measures to take in order to promote
the use of alcohol, with M. Ribot as president.

The commission is now engaged in preparing the

technical data which are necessary and in drawing
up the general programme to be followed.
Concerning the development of electric traction

within a recent period, I may mention that a
project is on foot in Sweden, which is due to
Engineer Dahlender, for the application of the elec-
tric system in the southern part of the country
upon no less than 1,000 miles of railroad. Not
long since the Italian Parliament voted a credit
of $10,000,000 for the construction of new electric

railroads. The total length of lines which are to
be built is nearly 200 miles. Upon the 12 new
lines comprised in the project, eight will use the
three-phase system, while there will be two upon
the direct-current system and two using single-
phase current. A. de C.

New York.

New York City, September 21.—After several
months of investigation of the New York Central's
electric system Chas. F. Lacombe, chief engineer of
the Bureau of Water Supply, Gas and Electricity,

and Geo. F. Sever, consulting engineer to the city

and a professor at Columbia University, have handed
in a report setting forth that in the overhead trans-
mission system, on which has been spent some three
or five million dollars, some of the poles are not of
sufficient strength to withstand the tensions which
are brought to bear upon them ; that some are set

too close to buildings and that the building of
the Kingsbridge section of the overhead line was
an error in judgment and that it should be placed
underground. Notice of the above decision has al-

ready been served upon the New York Central, but
it is stated that the officials contend that they can-
not maintain an underground system and that they
will refuse to recognize any claim of municipal con-
trol over their private right-of-way. Although the
Central crosses public streets, no thoroughfares are
used for the right-of-way.
In the Belmont tunnel under the East River it

was decided to install the third rail overhead so
that any accumulation of water along the tracks
would not impair the service. However, it has been
found that water percolates through the roof of the
tubes and in some cases has destroyed the insula-
tion, thus delaying still further the time of com-
pletion. Although in the nature of an experiment,
it was not thought that the plan would prove un-
successful until it was noticed that moisture readily
collected.

Owing to the inability of the Morris County Trac-
tion Company to obtain the necessary rights-of-way
in and near Summit, N. J., work on the construc-
tion of the road in and near that city will have to

be abandoned temporarily. This means that there
will be no service to the center of the city this

winter.

Coroner Julius Harburger, Senator William
Sohmer and Alderman J. J. Haggerty, appointed as
a sub-committee of the Committee of Ten named
on September 3d to consider the speed of surface
trolley cars through the city, have prepared an ordi-
nance setting the limit in the Boroughs of Manhat-
tan and the Bronx at ten miles per hour.

In the coming electrical show at Madison Square
Garden, September 30th to October gth, the Brook-
lyn Edison Company will exhibit a model apart-
ment consisting of a kitchen, dining room, hall, bed-
room and parlor, fully equipped with modern elec-
trical appliances. The company is offering to sup-
ply to every customer who will drop the company
a line two tickets of admission to the Garden. In
addition to the exhibit itself, the company is pre-
paring one or two contests to be carried on in con-
nection with it. The name and address of every
resident of the Borough of Brooklyn who attends
the show is placed on a card and upon the last

evening a drawing will be made and the lucky five

will be given an order upon the Illuminating Com-
pany for the cost of wiring their homes, which in

some cases amounts to as much as $250. Other con-
tests will also be arranged for.

The first car which will be used in the Belmont
tunnel. No. 601, was run through Jackson Avenue
and Fourth Street, Long Island City, on its way to

the incline leading down to the tunnel entrance of
the north tube. It is essential to get the car
through the tunnel as soon as possible in order to

protect the franchise. E. H. S.

Southeastern States.

Charlotte, N. C, September 21.—The Americus
Railway and Power Company of Americus, Ga.,

has been granted a charter; capital stock, $250,0011.

W. D. Dodson, A. W. Smith, E. B. Lewis and
J. F. Lewis are the incorporators. This company
will build a four-mile electric railway in Americus
and furnish power and water to the city.

The Southern Power Company has completed
its transmission lines toward Statesville, N. C, as
far as Mooresville, about half way from Charlotte.

The Statesville sub-station is being rapidly pushed
to completion preparatory to the turning on of the

current this week. The cotton mills of Concord,
N. C, as well as those in Statesville and Lincoln-
ton, N. C, will liberally patronize the company,
together with many smaller industries. Concord,
whither the current has been carried a distance of

40 miles, is now electrically lighted and the

Carbarrus, Franklin, Young-Hartsell and other
mills will also be driven by this current. The town
of Mooresville is also lighted by the same system
of transmission lines, which are now furnishing
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power to a large section of country nortli and
northeast of Charlotte for a distance of 4,] miles.

Superintendent of Lamps and Lighting McCuen
of Baltimore is considering the substitution of the

regulation arc lights for the incandescent lights

now in use. These lights have been used in arches

on Baltimore Street for some distance in the prin-

cipal section of the city, and it is proposed to build

a "Great White Way" in Baltimore by the use of

arc lights. The cost of the change will be com-
paratively small.

The electric-lighting system of North Wilkcs-

boro, N. C, is being rebuilt and otherwise im-

proved hv the owners.

C. R. Willard & Co. of Spartanburg. S. C, have

been awarded the contract to build two- dams for

hydro-electric power development, one at Ware
Shoals and the other at Brown's Mills, seven miles

from Ware Shoals. Two hundred men have be-

gun work on the plants, the first to approximate

$75,000 and the second about $50,000.

The Raleigh (N. C.) electric railway has re-

ceived a new 500-kilowatt generator from the Gen-
eral Electric Company, to be added to its equip-

ment, wliile over four miles of new track is to

be constructed. The power house and sheds are

also being remodeled and the entire plant recon-

structed on the most up-to-date plans. A new
400-horsepower boiler will also be installed.

A meeting of citizens of Washington, Ga., was
held September 7th to discuss the building of an

electric railway from Washington to AtlaiUa and

to Augusta. About $ioo,coo has been subscribed,

by two counties toward this enterprise. A repre-

sentative of the Atlanta and Carolina Railway was
at the mass meeting in the interests of his com-
pany and the new enterprise. A second company,

the Savannah, Augusta and Northern Railroad, is

also interested in constructing a railroad to Wash-
ington. J. R. Dyson is president of the Washing-
ton Business Association, which is actively pushing

the trolley projects, which promise to be realized

soon.

The Horseford Power Company, Hickory, N. C.,

has gotten out its charter calling for a capital of

$125,000. A. A. Shuford is interested. L.

Dominion of Canada.

Ottawa, September 21.—The deficit of the all-

British Pacific cables for the year ended March
31st last was $335,340, which is considerably less

than the deficit of the previous year. Canada's

contribution to this deficit will be $93,150, as the

Dominion is responsible for five-sixteenths of the

undertaking.
Announcement is made of the issue of $1,000,000

stock by the Toronto Electric Light Company,
which was ratified some time ago. The new stock

is offered to shareholders at par, in the proportion

of one new share to three of old. The stock is

offered on the market at 150.

The town of Orillia, Ont., may make a profit

this year of $9,000 from its light and power plant.

The actual revenue from the enterprises owned by

the town, including waterworks, is $34,500. Owing
to the increased profits the Town Council has been
enabled to reduce the tax rate.

The City Council of Sherbrooke, Que., refused to

purchase the plant of the Sherbrooke Power, Light

and Heat Company for $270,000, which was the

amount demanded by the company. The city

offered $250,000 cash, or $260,000 if the company
would take 4 per cent, bonds of the city at par.

The company has been given a limited time in

which to accept or reject the city's terms, and fail-

ing to accept, work will be commenced immediately

on a new power plant for the city.

A conference of managers of the electric develop-

ment plants operating on the international bound-
ary, extending from New Brunswick to the Rainy
River country, will be held in Ottawa shortly. By
the act of the Dominion Parliament, passed last

winter, the export of electricity to the United States

is now under federal control and companies supply-

ing power for utilization across the line must oper-

ate under a Dominion license. Regulations have
been prepared, but before their final adoption by
the government the views of the electric interests

affected by the new law will be heard by the gov-
ernment. The act goes into force on October 27th.

W.

Winnipeg, Man., September 2I.^After paying all

expenses and interest the civic electric-lighting

plant at Calgary, Alberta, has a surplus for the first

seven months of the year of $9,469.
Notice is given in the Manitoba Gazette that the

Brandon Electric Lighting Company of Brandon,
Man., has increased its capital from $125,000 to

$400,000.

A million dollars or more will be spent in the
vicinity of Vancouver, British Columbia, by the
British Columbia Electric Street Railroad Com-
pany. One large item is the Chilliwac line. About
$70,000 will be spent on the equipment of the New
Westminster-Eburne line. It is possible another
10,000 horsepower will be developed at Lake Buntzen
to meet the growing demand for power.

It is expected that work will be commenced this

fall on the Manitoba government's telephone system

ill Branilon, Man. Tile exchange will cost in the
neiglihiirhood of $35,000 and the cundnits arc esti-

mated In cost alxjut $20,000. Particulars may be
obtained from Urrin 1'". French, superinlcndent of
leleiiiione construction, WinnipcK.
The civic hoiird of control of Winnipeg has

awarded scver.il tenders in connection with the

tramway to be built from the city to the power
plant now being installed at Lac du Bonnet, The
tenders awarded included a steam tug, flat cars and
engine. Cecil B. Smith has charge of the develop-
ment.

P. Cronin, Toronto, Ont., has made .t proposition
lo buy the civic electric railroad now being built

by the city of Edmonton, Alberta, and a number
of aldermen are In favor of the sale of the line,

owing to the failure of the city to dispose of the
bonds necessary to complete the work. Mr. Cro-
nin is representing George Balfour, an English
civil engineer. R.

New England.

Boston, September 21.—Tlie Boston and Northern
Street Railway Company has filed petitions for the
right to carry freight in the cities of Melrose,
Lowell and Lawrence and the towns of Wakefield,
Reading, North Reading, Andover, North Andovcr,
Middleton, Danvers, Wilmington, Tcwksbury and
Dracut, Mass. The petition has been refused in

Andover, but North Reading has granted the de-
sired permission. After the municipal authorities

have acted, the Massachusetts Railroad Commis-
sion will consider the matter. The Boston Ele-
vated Railway Company's petition for a similar

right in Boston, is pending before the aldermen.
If it is granted the Boston and Northern company's
freight can be brought into Boston over the Ele-
vated company's tracks. This would allow the

establishment of electric-railway freight service be-
tween Boston and Lowell and Boston and Law-
rence. Lowell and Lawrence arc important manu-
facturing cities.

The Berkshire Street Railway Company, which
is controlled by the New York, New Haven and
Hartford Railroad Company, has established an
express service between Pittsfield and Great Bar-
rington, Mass.
The firm of Conant, Whiting & Co. of Boston

.

has been incorporated to do an electrical engineer-
ing business. It has a capital of $4,000, and George
H. Conant, Herbert S. Whiting and Eugene H.
Mahoney are the incorporators.

The Edison Electric Illuminating Company of
Boston reports for the year ended June 30th as

follows, the corresponding figures for 1906 being
in parenthesis : Gross earnings, $4,020,620 ($3,780,-

911) ; net earnings, $1,428,797 ($1,337,625) ; total

net earnings, $1,470,137 ($1,386,881); interest, etc.,

$1,406,700 ($1,227,776) ; surplus, $63,437 ($I59,I05)-

The Boston Bakers' Union has voted that its

members pay their fares in pennies to non-union
conductors on the Boston and Northern Street

Railway Company's lines.

The Massachusetts Railroad Commission has
granted a certificate of "public necessity or con-
venience" to the Boston and Providence Interurbaii

Railway Company, which proposes to build a fast

electric railway between Boston and Providence.
B.

Indiana.

Indianapohs, September 21.—The city of Logans-
port is rapidly developing into an interurban cen-
ter. The Fort Wayne and Wabash Valley, the In-

diana Union Traction, the Logansport and the La-
fayette traction companies are already entering the

city, while the Logansport and South Bend and the

Logansport and Marion are seeking independent
entrance to the city. The Board of Public Works
is not inclined to grant any more independent
routes, while the citizens have petitioned the board
to let all come in upon favorable terms.

A contract has been entered into between the
Chicago, South Bend and Northern Indiana Rail-

road Company and the St. Joseph Valley Traction
Company for the exchange of track privileges in

the city of Elkhart. Work on the Elkhart-Middle-
bury extension of the latter company's line is pro-
gressing rapidly, and through services will soon be
afforded.

The first electric-railway express train operated
by the United States Express Company out of

Indianapohs was run out over the Northwestern
Traction line to Lafayette during the last week,
where connection is made with the Fort Wayne
and Wabash Valley road, over which the company
is also operating an express business.

A mortgage aggregating $4,000,000 has been filed

in the recorder's office of Clark County at Jeffer-

sonville by the Indianapolis and Louisville Trac-
tion Company in favor of the Colonial Trust Com-
pany of Pittsburg, Pa.

The Indiana Railroad Commission has decided

that it has no right to compel electric-railway com-
panies to protect crossings with streets in cities and
towns by establishing and maintaining electric

lights.

The Columbus Gas Light and Coke Company, a
reorganization of the local company, is asking the

City Council to grant to it a new and long-term

ir^iinrii-,': I he coin|i;iny contemplates the con-
Mructioii of .1 ]>lanl to furnish ijas (or lieatinK and
liKlilinif purposes ai a ({really reduced cost.

The Hoard of Public Works of Anderson has
installed four new 310-horsepowcr boilers and an
automatic stoker ai the city waterworks and clcc-

tric-light plant. The cost was $8/X)0. The new
syBlem consolidates the power for the two plants
and discards six boilers and the services of four
men besides makinc a decided reduction in amount
of fuel required. The saving. is estimated at $4,000
a year. S. S.

Mexico.
Mexico City, September 18.—The Mexican Litjhl

and Power Company is to have strong competition
in sujjplying power and lights for Mexico City if

the plans of a company which has been organized
for the purpose are carried out successfully. The
name of the new concern is Conipania Elcctrica del

Alameda. It will build a large hydro-electric plant

at the waterfall of the Rio Alameda, situated about
40 miles from Mexico City, and will bring the

power into the city by means of transmission lines.

The company already has a power plant at the
waterfaJI and it is to be enlarged. The new plant

will have a capacity of about 8,000 horsepower.
The firm of Donadiue & Vcyan of Mexico City
is largely interested in the new project. The new
company claims that it will establish rates lower
than those now in effect by the Mexican Light and
Power Company.
A large electric power plant is to be erected at

Sabinas, state of Coahuila, by Dr. Braulio Montc-
niayor of Saltillo and associates. Sabinas is in the
heart of one of the large coal fields of Northern
Mexico and cheap fuel will be obtained for the
plant. Transmission lines will be built to a num-
ber of industrial centers of that part of Mexico.
The Sultepec Electric Light and Power Company

has completed the installation of its large power
plant at Temascaltepec. The company has com-
pleted a 25,000-volt transmission line to Sultepec,
and a sub-station has been built at the latter place.

The company furnishes power to many mines and
mills.

It is announced that more than $1,000,000 will
be spent in constructing the new electric street-rail-

way system in the city of Chihuahua and in build-
ing suburban lines to Santa Eulalia and to the new
smelter of the American Smelting and Refining
Company, 16 miles distant from town. The rails

and other material for the new system have arrived.
Enrique Creel, Mexico's ambassador to the United
States, is the principal owner of the company
which is to make these improvements. A. C. Nash
is general manager.

Authoritative announcement is made that the
Vera Cruz Electric Light, Power and Traction
Company of Vera Cruz, which is owned by S. Pear-
son & Son, well-known English contractors, has
completed arrangements to provide that city with
electric traction in addition to the power and light-

ing service which it is now supplying. The power
plant at Vera Cruz is being greatly enlarged and
work of rebuilding the track will soon be started.

W. D. H.

Illinois.

Peoria, September 21.—The street committee of
the City Council that has been investigating the
fenders submitted for use here on the street cars,

met again this week, and, after considering the
four kinds that were submitted by the railway
company, decided in favor of the Providence. This
type is in use in Chicago, and can be lowered by
the motorman.
By January ist the Illinois Traction Company

will be connected with the Indiana electric rail-

ways. Congressman McKinley, while in Danville
this week, said that the building of the connecting
link between Ridge Farm and Clinton, Ind., would
be commenced at once. This will be the first con-
nection between the two systems by way of Terrc
Haute and the new line being built between that
city and Indianapolis. Early in the spring another
line will be built to Danville from Crawfordsville
paralleling the Peoria and Eastern Railroad, making
travel from St. Louis to points in Ohio and Penn-
sylvania a possibility.

A rumor that the Illinois Traction Company had
purchased the Chicago, Peoria and St. Louis Rail-
way was started in Springfield this week, but it

is denied by the Traction Company.
An increase of $22,849.22 is shown in the net

earnings of the Illinois Traction Company for the
month of August over the corresponding month
last year.

The new interurban road at Canton that has been
using a gasoline car between Canton and St. David
has. decided to equip the road and use electricity

for power. The Canton Electric Company will pay
half the cost of the poles to St. David and use
them to carry current to St. David for lighting

purposes. The lighting company will also furnish
the current to operate the cars. As soon as this

part of the line is equipped the company will ex-
tend the lines north and south.

Damage suits aggregating $57,500 against the

Central Illinois Traction Company, growing out
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of the wreck near Charleston on August 30th, have

been filed.

The Litchfield Gas and Electric Company is in-

stalling a new equipment of machinery preparatory

to the new lighting system that it will put in op-

eration the first of October.

Henry H. Matlock, special agent of the Central

Union Telephone Company, who has been away
for a year on a vacation, has returned to Spring-

field.
. .

'

.

A petition has been filed by the Mississippi Val-

ley Electric Railway with the Warehouse and Rail-

way Commission asking for permission to cross

the Wabash and the Toledo, Peoria and Western

railways at grade at Carthage and Elvaston. The
road in question is proposed from Carthage west

to Keokuk, Iowa, and from Hamilton, 111., through

Nauvoo, to Fort Madison, Iowa. V. N.

PacificJSlope.

San Francisco, September iS.—The Mono Power
Company, on which Edson F. Adams has already

spent $40,000 in preliminary work, has closed a

contract for a temporary power plant to furnish

electric lights and compressed air for completing

the water tunnel leading to the initial generating

plant of the company on the Owens River. Work
is now under way on the diverting dam of concrete

that will furnish power water for the plant. A
three-mile road has been completed at an expense

of $25,000 into the so-called "Impassable Canyon,"

where the hydro-electric plant is being constructed

at a point 20 miles north of Bishop, Cal. Bids

have been received on the three large generators

which are to be installed in a chamber cut into

the ledge of solid rock a short distance above the

high-water mark in the canyon. The power will

be transmitted about 100 miles to Goldfield and
the other principal mining camps of Nevada.

The equipment department of the United States

navy yard at Mare Island, Vallejo, Cal., has just

finished the installation of a complete wireless-

telegraph equipment on board the cruiser California.

After three days' test it was pronounced satis-

factory.

Bids are being received at Centralia, Wash., for

furnishing the city with electric current for ten

years.

The Seattle Electric Company of Seattle, Wash.,

has closed a contract with the Washington Coal

Briquette Company of the same place which will

result in the erection of a briquette plant at Ren-
ton, Wash., with a capacity of 125 tons daily.

E. P. Spaulding, vice-president of the Big Bend
Light and Power Company of Spokane, Wash.,

has applied for a fifty-year light and power fran-

chise in Spokane. The proposed ordinance pro-

vides for the construction of a power plant on the

Spokane River capable of supplying the entire city,

to be ready within three years.

Owing to the telegraphers' strike, the Southern
Pacific has abandoned the use of its telegraph serv-

ice for train dispatching at nine stations between
San Jose and San Francisco, and now relies en-

tirely on its recently installed automatic block sys-

tem to keep its trains under control. Palo Alto,

Mayfield and Sunnyvale are among the principal

stations within the county that are affected by
this new order. According to the head officials

of this division, the systeto works out perfectly and
is even more reliable than the old way.

The burning of a 50,000-barrel fuel-oil tank in

the yard adjoining the main electric power plant

of the Oakland Gas Light and Heat Company
at First and Grove streets, Oakland, on September
18th, came very near destroying the entire works,

but the actual damage was confined to the steel,

tank and its contents, about 5,000 barrels of crude

petroleum. The report was current that the oil

in the tank was ignited by the dropping of high-

tension wires which melted the cover of the tank

sufficiently to ignite the gas above the oil. The
management is non-committal as to the short-cir-

cuit theory, however. A.

PERSONAL.
W. S. Powell, manager of the Wisconsin Tele-

phone Company at Eau Claire, Wis., has been pro-

moted to the management of the office at Stevens

Point, Wis.

C. H. Edwards has become manager of the Citi-

zens' Telephone Company at Mankato, Minn. He
was formerly manager of the St. Paul office for the

Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company.

Mr. James Lang died at his home in Chicago on
September loth at the advanced age of 84 years.

Mr. Lang was the founder of the J. Lang Electric

Company of Chicago some twenty-five years ag6.

He sold his interests about five years ago and
retired.

Mrs. Marilla E. Chandler, wife of Albert B.

Chandler, for many years president of the Postal

Telegraph-cable Company, died at her country home
in Randolph. Vt., on September 14th, She was
64 years old. Mr. Chandler is one of the best-

known telegraph men in the country, having served
in the military corps during the rebellion, and later

as a superintendent for the Western Union Tele-

graph Company and the Atlantic and Pacific Tele-

graph Company.

The management of the United Railways of San
Francisco announces that Charles N. Black, general
manager of the Metropolitan Street Railway Com-
pany of Kansas City, has been appointed general
manager of the United Railways of San Francisco
to succeed George H. Chapman, who died some
weeks ago.

H. C. Warren has resigned his position as super-
intendent of the Toledo, Port Clinton and Lakeside
Railway in Toledo and will accept a similar one
with the .Toledo and Indiana Railroad, made
vacant by the resignation of E.' Darrow, who will

accept a position as expert electrical engineer in

New York.

F. J. Stout of Cleveland, Ohio, general manager
of the Lake Shore Electric Railway Company and
one of the best known electric-railway men in Ohio,
died as the result of an operation last week. He
had been prominent in railway affairs for several

years and was among the first to introduce steam-
railroad methods in the operation of interurban rail-

ways.

M'r. Francis E. Drake, managing director of the

Sbciete Anonyme Westinghouse of Paris, is in the
United States on a short visit. Mr. Drake was
in Chicago early in the week, and his old friends

were delighted to see him. He is in charge of the

Westinghouse interests in France, Italy and several

other continental countries, and reports a good
business.

Dr. Octaviano Pereira Mendes, president of Com-
panhia Ytuana de Forca e Luz, Ytu, Brazil, and
Dr. Edgard Mendes of the same company have
arrived in Chicago and are making their head-
quarters in the offices of Hays & Foster, consulting
engineers. Dr. Mendes will purchase in this market
additional American machinery for his power plant

located on the Rio Tieta, state of Sao Paulo.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Maryville, Mo., has granted a 20-year franchise

to the Maryville Electric Light and Power Com-
pany.

Harley Russell is secretary of a newly organized
company which is to install an electric-light plant
in Ozark, Ark.

The Consumers' Electric Compapy, of which At-
wood Benton is manager and engineer, will build
a plant in Hot Springs, Ark.

The Ferris (Tex.) Light and Power Company
has been incorporated with a capital stock of $4,000
by W. W. Batchelor and others.

The City Light and Power Company of Bruce,
Neb., has been incorporated with a capital of $go,-

000 by R. C. Barney and others.

The Granite Electric Light and Power Company
of Granite, Okla., has been incorporated with a
capital of $10,000 by K. C. Cox and others.

The La Crosse Gas and Electric Company of
La Crosse, Wis., has just been granted the right
to increase its electric-lighting rates, which were
declared to be so low as to be unremunerative.
In accordance with the new Wisconsin public-utili-
ties law, the company appealed to the state com-
mission for relief and secured it.

At the meeting of the Chicago City Council this

week Mayor Busse presented a message calling at-

tention to the merging of the Chicago Edison Com-
pany and the Commonwealth Electric Company. The
Commonwealth franchise has still 40 years to run
and gives the city compensation of three per cent,

of gross receipts, while the Edison franchise expires
in a few years and pays no compensation. If the
new Commonwealth Edison Company intends to

operate under the Commonwealth franchise, the
mayor thinks it probable that three per cent, should
be forthcoming from the Edison business also. The
proper committee was ordered to investigate the mat-
ter.

The corporation of East Toronto, Ont., during the

summer of 1904 came to the decision that an electric

power plant was needed to furnish electric light for

the city and power for the electrically driven water-
works already owned by the municipality. With Mr.
John Gait of Toronto acting as consulting engineer

for the work, plans were drawn and contracts

awarded for building the power plant and furnish-

ing its equipment. The main generator selected is

a ISO-kilowatt 2,200-volt 3-phase 6o-cycle machine of

the revolving-field type furnished by Allis-Chalmers-

Bullock, Montreal. This generator is operated at a

speed of 150 revolutions per minute and has 48 poles.

The exciter is a 15-kilowatt 125-volt machine of the

same design.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Snohomish Valley Railway Company of Sno-

homish, Wash., has let the contract to build 55
miles of road, to Renton.

The Milwaukee Northern Railway Company an-

nounces .that it will sell mileage books as follows:

lOO-milc books $1.50, 500-milc books $7.00 and 1,000-

1,000-niilc books at $13. These books arc to be

transferable and interchaneable, their use not even
being restricted to members of one family. For
single-trip tickets the fare will be about ij^ cents

a mile. Cash fare paid on cars will be the legal

rate, 2 cents a mile.

The Engineering, Construction and Securities

Company of Chicago is just completing the third

interurban electric railway in Iowa for which it

has had the contract. The present road is for the

Albia Interurban Railway and will be completed
and in operation between Albia and Hocking by
November ist. The company has completed 11

miles of grade for the Atlantic, Northern and
Southern steam road, which is to be in operation

between Atlantic and Kimballton, Iowa, by January
1st. Messrs. C. B. Judd and C. A. Ross of the

Chicago company are supervising the work in Iowa.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
M. H. Fiser is planning to establish a power

plant at Alamogordo, N. M., to develop 600 horse-
power for commercial purposes.

The Old Dominion Copper Mining and Smelting
Company of Bisbee, Ariz., is about to begin the
installation of a big central electric power plant,

to be the largest in Arizona.

Work on the second hydro-electric plant of the
Edison Electric Company on Kern River in the
Sierra Nevada Mountains will soon be started.

There will be five stations with an aggregate of

90,000 horsepower. V. P. Edmonson states that
there will be a market for the company's power
and for the city's power that may be developed in

connection with the Los Angeles aqueduct.

The Falkenau Electric Construction Company of

Chicago recently obtained the contract for installing

a complete hydro-electric plant for the city of Paw
Paw, Mich., a well known summer resort center.

The electrical equipment consists of a iso-kilowatt

and an So-kilowatt Allis-Chalmers waterwheel type
generator for direct connection to waterwheels, two
nine-kilowatt belted exciters and a number of mo-
tors ranging from 15 to 40 horsepower.

It is announced that Helena, Mont., is to have a

third great dam across the Missouri River for the

development of electrical power, a portion of which
will be utilized for a pumping plant to reclaim

10,000 acres of land in Prickly Pear Valley. The
same interests which built the present dams are
behind the new one and include the estate of Abram
Hewitt, the Guggenheims, the Amalgamated Cop-
per interests, Governor Hauser and A. M. Holter
of Helena. The pumping plant will cost about

$500,000 and the dam approximately $1,000,000. The
power will be utilized to a great extent in the

Butte mines. East Helena, the Anaconda smelters

and minor industries. Already the horsepower de-

velopment of Helena dams exceeds "35.000 and the

new dani will swell this upward of 50,000 horse-

power. Work will begin immediately on the new
dam and ditches.

PUBLICATIONS.
The first number of Holophane, dated. September,

has been published and makes a creditable appear-

ance. It is to be a monthly publication devoted
to the Holophane system of illumination, and issued

from the sales and engineering departments of the

Holophane Company.

The latest bargain sheet of the Gregory Electric

Company, Sixteenth and Lincoln streets, Chicago,

is a booklet of 62 pages in which is listed a large

stock of second-hand electrical machinery, including

dynamos, motors, transformers, meters, arc lamps,

instruments, repairs, etc.

The annual report of the Wire Department of

the city of Boston has just been issued. The report

gives interesting data on electrical properties and
conditions in Boston, dealing especially with the

removal of poles and wires from the streets. Pat-

rick J. Kennedy is commissioner of wires.

All who have to do with the installation and
care of electric meters will appreciate the eflforts

of the Fort Wayne Electric Works in publishing

Instruction Book No. 3028, which thoroughly covers

type K single-phase integrating wattmeters. The
book is illustrated with halftones and drawings.

Two attractive bulletins just issued by the Fort
Wayne Electric Works are numbered 1098 and iioo,

respectively. The former goes into the_ details of

type MPL generators for light and power, and
includes some excellent illustrations. Likewise the

latter treats e.Nhaustively of small direct-current

motors, type L.

The Sprague Electric Company, 527 West Thirty-

fourth Street, New York, has just issued a number
of handsome bulletins containing data and informa-
tion on several subjects of interest to all electrical

nun. All are illustrated with half tones and draw-
ings. Bulletin No. 108 goes into the subject of elec-

tric dynamometers for testing gasoline engines.

Bulletin No. 229 is especially attractive, being an

excellently printed book of 74 pages, going thor-

oughly into the subject of electric motor equipments
for printings electrolyping, stcrotyping and bind-

ing machinery. Bulletin No. 230 is an 'interesting

illustrated story, going into the general subject of
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tlu- fli'dric ccniipnn-iu of a imnk-rii factory. Hired-

cnrri-m niniur iiinipniciUs fur sinuli' and iloublc-

iiiaKaziiir MiTuciUlKiUr liiiolypi; niacliincs arc well

covered in liullcliii No. 231.

['lie storv of how llie New Breimii (Ohio) Elec-

tric LIkIu
' Company sells ^.c,(> worth of electric

current to every inhabitant in the town, written

by Mr. R II. Plaice for the Western Electrician,

has beeit reproduced in pamphlet form by the Co-

operative Electrical IJevelopmcnt Association, with

this recommendation: "b'very man in the electrical

business sliould read this story, wlicther interested

as a central station, manufacturer, jobber, dealer,

contr.aclor, salesman or otherwise."

The Western Electric Company, Chicago, has just

issued a little book-let describing the ailvantages of

its "black enameled wire" as compared with the

ordinary cotton or silk-covered magnet wire. A
few of the good points of this wire are; Hnniidity

and chemical reagents will not affect its insulating

qualities, nor will heat up to 500° F. ; it is a thin-

ner insulation than cotton and even silk, and is yet

so tough and elastic as to withstand ordinary

liandling. The company has used it on its appa-

ratus for four years with very good residts and

is now ready to supply the market on a large scale.

"Curtis Steam Turbine Generator" is the title

of a large pamphlet (No. 45,31), issued by the

General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., that

is a particularly complete and handsome publication.

The printing and general style of the pamphlet

are very attractive; it will be found of special

interest to engineers on account of the information

given witli regard to snpcrheat, vacuum, economy,

etc., and the details of construction and operation

of all parts of the Curtis apparatus. Under the

heading of "Economy," detailed tests are given of

9,000-kilowatt, s.ooo-kilowatt, 2.250-kiIowatt and
I,OCO-kilowatl turbines, which show some remark-

able high efficiencies. The advance made by this

type of tnrliine is illustrated by the maker's asser-

tion that nearly 1,000,000 kilowatts of Curtis steam-

turbine generators have been sold. Special attention

is called to the flat efficiency curve, giving high

efficiency at overloads and light loads, the simplicity

of design, the low maintenance, the economy in

space, etc. This publication seems to be typical of

the recent desire to have such information written

liv and to engineers, and the following synopsis of
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its contents will show the wide field covered: Ad-
vantage of vertical-shaft type; economy of space,

btiilding materials anil steam; clearances; (low of
liMin: balance; lubrication: the construction of

liuckcts ;ind governors; foimdation ; low-pressure

turbines; vacutim and regulation; parallel operation;

ventilation, economy, etc. The illuslralions are pro-

fuse and especially clear and good.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
The articles of association, olTiccrs and commit-

tees, membership and general directory of the Na-
tional Fire Protection Association have been pub-

lished in book form from the office of the secre-

tary, .1X2 Ohio Street, Chicago.

By the direction of the "Great Jupiter Fulminator"
all faithful "Jovians" will meet in Dallas, Tex.,

oil Jupiter's Day. October 15th, when the annual
meeting of the order of Rejuvenated Sons of Jove
will be held. Many important matters are to be
considered, as well as the annual election of officers.

The organization of the "Jovian Cloister," the

second degree of Jovianism, will be perfected at

this time. Mr, H. B. Kirkland, New York city,

is Jupiter, and Mr. C. B.. Roulet, Wilson Building,

Dallas. Tex., is Mercury.

It has been decided to place Prof. Charles E.

I.ucke at the head of the Department of Mechanical
Engineering of Cohnnbia University. It was Pro-
fessor Luckc who was chosen by the United States

government to conduct the experiments with alco-

hol as a fuel. In .addition to strengthening the

regular terjching staff, the university is planning a

series of lectures by prominent expert engineers.

Part of Professor Lncke's plan is to require all the

first, second and third year men to spend their vaca-

tions in practical engineering, the first vacation in

the machine shops of some good manufacturing
company, the second in the draughting rooms, and
the third in the big power plants of the city.
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zunia Copper Company, Nacozari, Sonora, Mexico.
Tlicsc niacliines arc wound for 60 cycles, 3-phase,

220 volts aiirl range from 10 lo 75 horsepower. The
mill where the motorii will be installed is a new one
just reaching completion.

In an agricnllural-macliincry factory in Peoria,

III., is an old Edison bipolar generator which has

seen much service. 'Ihc machine has been rewound
ami speeded np from about 900 revolutions per

minute lo i,.30O revolutions. It is carrying 400
lights. At the opposite end of the city is the latest

type of generating machinery. Two 2,000-kilowatt

turbine-gener.-itor units installed at the power house

of the Illinois Traction Company send their output

almost to the Indiana state, line, nearly 100 mdes

BUSINESS.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Copper Queen Consolidated Mining Company

of New York city has recently concluded the pur-

chase of some fifteen standard Allis-Chalmers induc-

tion motors for use on the properties of the Monte-

T'hc J. L. Hudson Company of Detroit, Mich., has

let contracts recently covering a 20 by 36-inch Allis-

Chalmers Reliance Corliss engine direct connected to

a 250-kilowatt direct-current engine-type generator.

The new equipment will be utilized to furnish light

and power in the Hudson company's store. Messrs.

Smith, Hinchman & Cryalls were the engineers and
architects in charge of the work.

The Brilliant Electric Company of Cleveland,

Ohio, is vigorously pushing the sale of its tantalum

lamps. The comp.any has just issued a circular

showing how a 20-candlepower tantalum lamp ef-

fects a saving of $2.20 in the current charge in !,000

hours' life as compared with the 3.1-watt carbon

lamp. An interesting offer to prospective buyers is

made that holds good till October 5, 1907, for a

liberal allowance for every carbon-filament lamp
replaced.

.

The Jones & Laughlin Steel Company is a recent

purchaser of two 1,000-kilowatt Allis-Chalmers 6,600-

volt generators wound for 25 cycles, 3-phase, and
designed to operate at 94 revolutions per minute.

These units, together with a 600-kilowatt direct-cur-

rent generator, will be installed in the new Aliquippa

Works near Pittsburg. A new 500-kilowatt motor-

generator set, comprising a synchronous motor rated

at 6,600 volts, wound for 3-phase, 25 cycles, and a

250-volt direct-current generator is also being added
to the structural shop to carry a portion of the

steel-mill load.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD,
Issued ( United States Patent Office) September /;, tgoj.

Sb5.gS5. Variable-voltage Transformer. Thomas M.
~

Bains, Jr.. Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the

General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

Application filed February 8, 1907.

The transformer has a three-legged core; the primary
winding surrounds the middle leg and the secondary
winding surrounds the middle and one of the outer
legs. An adjustable laminated armature is arranged so

that it can shift the magnetic flux from a return path
inside or outside tho sot-'ondary coil. i Sec cut.)

NO. 865,985. VARIABLE-VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER.

865,988. Electric Locomotive. Asa F. Batchelder,

Schenectady, N. Y.. assignor to the General

Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Appli-

cation filed dctober 21, 1905.

An electric locomotive has a plurality of shafts, two
armatures on each shaft, and field coils and cores for

producing a magnetic flux through the armatures in

series.

865,997. Electromagnetic Variable-speed Mechan-
. ism. Alexander Churchward, New York, N. Y.,

assignor to the General Electric Company,
Schenectad}^ N. Y. Application filed December
20, 1902.

A controller is arranged for a nearly constant speed
motor that drives a system of speed changing gears.

A set of magnetic clutches connects the different gears to

the motor. The controller successively connects the

clutches and increases the speed of the motor to ahove
normal after each change of gears.

866,001. Sparking Mechanism for Internal-combus-
tion Engines. Leslie S. Cushman, Lincoln, Neb.
Application filed June 3, 1907.

One terminal of the circuit is always in contact with
a rocker arm that periodically touches the other terminal
and thus closes the circuit. A casing surrounds the
mechanism.

866,011. Method of Improving Vapor Electric De-
vices. Samuel Ferguson, Schenectady, N. Y.,

assignor to the General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed February

9. 1907.
This is a method of relieving a mercury-vapor recti-

fier from the dangers arising from mercury around or
in the anodes and consists in initially operating the

rectifier on a low-voltage current and distilling the

mercury from the neighborhood of the anodes before
the rectifier is put in service on high voltage.

866,012. Arc Lamp. Richard Fleming, Swampscott,

and Cromwell A. B. Halvorson, Jr., Lynn,
Mass., assignors to the General Electric Com-
pany, Schenectady. N. Y. Application filed

March 12, 1904. Renewed April 7, 1906.

This lamp has its arc between a carbon and a non-
consuming electrode. In feeding an auxiliary non-con-
suming electrode is oscillated to momentarily engage the

carbon and strike the arc.

866,019. Rotary Vibratory Massage Brush. Jacob
Handel, New York, N. Y. Application filed

October 26, 1906.

An electric motor drives a flexible shaft that vibrates

and rotates a massage brush.

866,036. Telephone Mouthpiece. Rudolf Knoll, Vi-

enna, Austria-Hungary. Application filed Au-
gust II. 1905.

A tube having its ouier end slotted and provided
with an annular flange is screwed to the diaphragm box.

The mouthpiece has a slotted inner end and is provided
with spring tongues to fit over the flanged tube and to

permit the mouthpiece to be readily removed or ro-

tated.

866,074. Floor-finishing Apparatus. Eduard Schenk,

Sheradan Borough, Pa. Application filed June
6, 1906.

NO. bbD,074 —FLOOR-FINISHING MACHINE.

This is a machine for smoothening and polishing floors.

It has a frame mounted on two wheels, the frame carry-

ing an electric motor at one end and a finishing head
at the other. A spindle in the latter is belted to the

motor and carries the rotating finishing tools at its

lower end. (See cut.)

866,075. Water-jet Grounder for Prpte(;tion Against

Excessive Potentials in Electrical Systems.

Stephan Schneider, Berlin, Germany, assignor

to the General Electric Company, Schenectady,

N. Y. Application filed Januarj^ 26, 1907,

A Drotective device against high potentials has a spark
gap formed between a conductive plate and a grounded
noxzie delivering a stream of liquid in proximity to the
plate, but normally out of contact therewith, and pro-

jections from the plate and nozzle forming a horn gap.

866,076. Electric Self-winding Clock. Emil Schultz,

Berlin, Germany. Application filed April 29,

1907-

This clock ' has 3 pivoted aimature carrying an arm
and contact piece and a pivoted lever contact near the
first contact piece and held in its middle position by 3
spring.

866,q3i- Control of Separately Excited Generators.
Georg Stern, Berlin, Germany, assignor to the

General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed January' 23, 1907.

A controlling switch for connecting, varying and dis-

connecting the separate excitation of a generator and
also for changing the field to connect it across the
armature so as to annihilate the residual magnetism.

866.089. Combined Lamp Socket and Shade Holder.
Julius C. Tournier, Schenectady, N. Y., as-
signor to the General Electric Company, Sche-
nectady, N. Y. Application filed March 25,

1903.

The shade holder has a web with a central flanged
opening to fit over the end of the socket shell, beads
in the shell and a flange permanently holding them to-

gether.

866.090. Fuse Box. Lewis E. Troutman, Schenec-
tady, N. Y., assignor to the General Electric
Compan.v, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

November 11, 1905.

This fuse box consists of an insulating block having
recesses in opposite sides and a handle at one edge,
contact blades in the recesses on one side, an inclosed
fuse in the recess on the opposite side, and holts pass-
ing through the block and connecting the blades and fuse.

866,105. Flush Receptacle and Plug. George P.
Whittlesey, Washington, D. C. assignor to the
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed September 13, 1905.

A casing has a circular socket provided with shoul-
ders, a face plate with a round opening and a circular
shutter that has segmented flanges extending between the
shoulders and the face plate, so that the shutter can be
locked by turning.

866,128. Device for Transmitting Sound Through
Water. EHsha Gray, Highland Park, III., as-
signor to the Submarine Signal Company. Ap-
plication filed December i, 1899.

A system of submarine telegraphy has a sounding
plate in magnetic circuit or circuits, whereby it is
maintained in a state of constant polarization and also
adapted to be vibrated by magnetic lines of force, elec-
trically induced in magnets in close proximity thereto,
the polarity of which is alternately reversed.

%^,iZ%. Telephone System. Henry F. Joeckel,
Clayton, III. Application filed February 23,
1904. Renewed March 11, 1907.

This system has two line circuits with the magnets
and bell signaling instruments connected to one line
circuit and the talking instruments connected to the other
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line circuit as they are usually connected in the com-
mon bridging system that has only one line circuit.

866,193. Trolley Guide. Frank G. Clark, San
Francisco, Cal. Application filed February 20,

1907.

This trolley guide consists of a fork secured to the

trolley pole near its upper end, each tine of the_ fork
being made in three sections pivotally connecte'd by
two knuckle joints, and springs for maintaining the

sections in a continuous line with each other, the
springs permitting the sections to bend at the joints

when passing a cross wire supporting the overhead or
conducting wire.

866,212. Current Distributer for Sparking Devices.

Montague S. Napier, London, England. Ap-
plication filed September 26, 1904.

An ignition device has two shafts geared together,

one operating the make and break in the primary cir-

cuit of an induction coil and the other closing the
secondary circuit so as to distribute the induced current
to the required sparking points.

866,224. Trolley Pole. Alexander Ross, Rochester,

N. Y. Application filed February 5, 1906.

This pole has an outer tubular section and an inner
section made of two pivotal connected members. A
spring tends to force the inner section out\vard.

866,241. Ignition System for Explosion Engines.
Richard Varley, Englewood, N. J., assignor to

the Autocoil Company. Application filed No-
vember 13, 1906.

An auxiliary magneto generator is provided in this

system, which is put in operation by the chauffeur de-

pressing a pedal when he desires to start the engine.
As soon as the pedal is released the auxiliary generator
is cut out of circuit and the main generator operates
the igniters.

866.261. Railway Traffic-controlling System. Clar-

ence W. Coleman, Westfield, N. J., assignor

to the Hall Signal Company. Application filed

January 10, 1907.

This system has stationary and movable contact ter-

minals, the latter being operated by an oscillating arm
carrying a spring and a pawl to hoM the arm while the
spring is being put under tension.

866.262. Commutator. Clarence W. Coleman, West-
field, N. J., assignor to the Hall Signal Com-
pany. Application filed January 24, 1907.

The commutator is made of contact bars of non-
metallic material coated on their lateral surfaces with
metal, and has means for engaging the ends of the
bars and clamping them in place under pressure.

*

866,266. Telephone System. William W. Dean,
Chicago, 111., assignor to the Kellogg Switch-
board and Supply Company, Chicago, 111. Ap-
plication filed June 19, 1903. Renewed Feb-
ruary 27, 1907.

This patent relates to a supervisory lamp signal in

one of the talking strands of the cord circuit of a
central energy system. While conversation is going
on the current through the lamp is too feeble to light

it. As soon as the subscriber's telephone is hung up,
a relay in his circuit sends sufficient current through
the lamp to light it.

866,281. Railway Signal. WiUiam H. Jordan,
Brooklyn, N. Y., and George T. Hanchett,
Hackensack, N. J., assignors to the Jordan
Automatic Signal Company, New York, N. Y.
Application filed June 14, 1905.

A pair of opposed magnets has a plunger connecting
their cores. The plunger has cylindrical teeth forming
a circular rack. Pinions engaging with the teeth oper-
ate the signals.

866,286. Electric Generator and Motor. Alvaro S.

Krotz, Springfield, Ohio, assignor of one-half
to Paul A. Staley, Springfield, Ohio. Applica-
tion filed January 12, 1905.

The field cores are in two sections, one thinner than
the other. A special winding is placed on this thinner
section and the main field coil about the entire core.
The auxiliary winding is intended to overcome arma-
ture reaction.

866,289. Mercury Interrupter. August R. Luschka,
River Forest, 111., assignor to the Western
Electric Company, Chicago, 111. Application
filed December 11, 1905.

NO. 866,289.—MERCUkV INTERRUPTER.

A rotary shaft carries a mercury cup having a
peripheral discharge opening. A stationary contact is so
placed as to be struck by the jet of mercury from the
opening when the cup is rotated. - An inclosing vessel
surrounds the parts and catches the discharged mercury,
which is returned to the rotary cup by means of a
centrifugal pump. (See cut.)

866,292. Ceiling Fan. Charles R. Mcston, St.

Louis. Mo., assignor to the Emerson Electric

Manufacturing Company, St. Louis. Mo. Appli-
cation filed June 2, 1906.

This fan has a hollow sectional frame of skeleton
construction and a bigh-sfKcd elcqiric motor arranged
inside of the frame and supported thereby and having
its armature ihaft disposed vertically. Fan blades con-

nected to the armature shaft of the motor and located
entirely within this frame are so formed that they
dispel the air radially across the ceiling.

866,301. Method of Forming Seals and Terminals
for Electric Apparatus. Henry N. Potter, New
Rochelle, N. Y., assignor to the Cooper Hewitt
Electric Company, New York, N. Y. Appli-
cation filed November 19, 1903.

This method of sealing silicon within a tube of silica

consists in passing an inert gas through the - tube and
fusing the silicon out of contact with gases active rela-

tive to it.

866,311. Electroplating Apparatus. Albert F. Schroe-
der, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed March
18, 1907.

A tank is provided with removable castings which
form the bearings for a tumbling drum and gearing to
revolve it. The drum may be removed independently
of the other mechanism.

866,327. Automatic Time Call. Jesse E. Boone,
Almedia, Pa. Application filed July 2, 1906.

This is an annunciator with a signal operated by the
hour and minute hands of a clock. The minute hand
makes several short contacts while the hour band
makes one long one.

866,331. Railway Signal. Frederic B. Camors and
Charles Pelletier, New Orleans, La. Applica-

tion filed May i, 1906.

This system employs the rails and auxiliary conduc-
tors insulated from the earth to form the circuits for a

signal and a telephone carried in the car,

866,349. Trolley-pole Support. Hugh W. Fellows,

Cahuenga, and Ira A. Cammett, Hollywood,
Cal. Application filed September 15, 1905.

A spring working through a j ointed brace is used in

raising a rigid trolley pole. If the pole is raised above
the wire, another spring causes it to drop to a point
below the wire.

866,363. Trolley Wheel. Henry L. Humphrey,
Monroe, Mich. Application filed October 12,

1906.

The hub of the wheel is parted on its middle plane,

the two parts being flanged to fit and to be bolted
together, and one of the flanges carrying the grooved
rim of the wheel. The central part of the wheel journal
is globular, so that the wheel can oscillate sidewayb
through a small angle as well as rotate freely.

866,377. Push Button. George H. Mebold, New
York, N. Y. Application filed March 16, 1907.

This push button has T-shaped contact plates attached

to the base-plate and extending radially toward each

other and a button provided with a shoulder and an
interior metallic rim adapted to be placed in contact
with the inner ends of the contact-plates, a helical

spring being interposed between the base-plate and a
cavity in the interior of the button.

866,387. Galvanometer. Jules Richard, Paris, France.

Application filed January 27, 1905.

The galvanometer has two magnets with pole-pieces

curved on concentric lines, the poles of one magnet
being located within those of the other. The galvanom-
eter coil is mounted on a V-shaped frame having one
of its sides in each of the magnetic fields.

866,421. Process of Effecting Chemical Reductions

and Producing Metals or Alloys. Frederick

M. Becket, Niagara Falls, N. Y., assignor to

the Electro Metallurgical Company. Applica-

tion filed January 31, 1907.

This is a process for reducing vanadic oxide and con-

sists in effecting reduction to vanadous oxide by the

oxidation of carbon and reduction to vanadium by the
oxidation of silicon and electrically supplied heat.

866,462. Selenium Cell. WiUiam J. Hammer, New
York, N. Y. Application filed February 5, 1907.

A selenium cell of the incandescent lamp type com-
prises an inclosing envelope consisting in part of fused
quartz and forming a vacuous inclosure for the se-

lenium, screw-shell and central stud terminals upon the

outside of the envelope, and means for connecting the

selenium to the terminals outside of the envelope.

866,471. Electric Bell. Robert L. Hunter, Lake-

wood, Ohio, assignor of one-half to Don M.
Osborne, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed

June 9, 1905.

This bell is of solenoid construction and has a casing

of magnetic material inclosing the solenoid and pro-

vided with an integral pole-piece projecting within one
end of solenoid and an insulating non-magnetic head
inserted in the end of the casing opposite this pole-

piece. A contact mcmbtr is mounted in this head, and
a plunRCr reciprocates within the solenoid and is

resiliently held in contact with the contact member.

866,473. Electric Lamp Bracket. Daniel C. Keefe

and Thomas M'. Smith, New York, N. Y.

;

said Smith assignor to said Keefe. Application

filed June 7, 1906.

This lamp support consists of an extensible lamp
carrying tube having telescoping sections, the tube fit-

ting into a cup which provi.dcs a receptacle wherein the

wire automatically coils and uncoils.

866,484. Alarm. Thomas R. Kinsella and Chris-

. tophcr W. Hodgetts, Hartwell, Ohio. Applica-

tion filed March 21, 1907.

This is an electric alarm for street cars. The top

of the controller box has two adjacent arcs forming
terminals of the alarm circuit. The controller handle

has a button connecting by means of a flcxibc shaft in

a bore through the handle to a shoe adapted to bridge

the terminal arcs and thus sound the alarm in any
position of the handle.

866,498. Method of Melting Through Masses of

Material. Adolf E. Mcnnc, Crcuzthal, and
Wilhclm ZoUenkopf, Cologne, Germany, assign-

ors to Coln-Miisencr Bergwerks Actien Vcrein,

Crcuzthal, Germany. Application filed August

27. 1906.

This method of perforating masses of metal and
masses containing combustible parts consists in- provid-

ing a pipe in an electric circuit, contacting it with

the mass, and then withdrawing it to form an electric
arc, permitting the arc to play for a brief interval of
time only, and then admitting gases containing oxygen
to the pipe, blowing out the arc, and burning out the
required perforation in the mass.

866,521. Automatic Safety Apparatus for Railways.
George E. Ryan, New York, N. Y. Applica-
tion filed September 27, 1906.

A track device has a pin adapted to project into
the path of a trip mechanism, a cam controlling the
position of the pin, an electromagnet having a core
connected with the cam, a catch for maintaining the
cam in a set position, and an electromagnet controlling
the catch to release the cam.

866,556. Lightning Arrester. Azel Ames, Jr., New
York. N.' Y., assignor of one-half to Asbury
G. Wilson, Wilkinsburg, Pa. Application filed

August 16, 1906.

NO. 866,556.—LIGHTNING ARRESTER.

This lightning arrester has a recessed body of in-
sulating material open at one side, wire coiled around
the body and extending over the recess, and a com-
bined core and ground terminal within the body-recess
and held therein by the pressure of the coil. (Sec cut.)

866,561. Process of Producing Alloys. Frederick
M. Becket, Niagara Falls, N. Y., assignor to
the Electro Metallurgical Company. Applica-
tion filed December 22, 1906.

This is a process for producing ferro-vanadium and
consists in reacting in an electric furnace upon vana-
dium oxide with ferro-silicon, the ferro-siUcon containing
not less than fifty per cent, of silicon.

^^677- Telephone-receiver Holder. Arlington D.
Brittain, Youngstown, Ohio. Application filed

December 15, 1906.

This holder consists of a number of connected levers
for adjustably holding the receiver to the subscriber's
ear.

866,590. Electrical Switch. Michael J. Kehoe, Fort
Wayne, Ind., assignor of one-third to Benjamin
Lehman, Fort Wayne, Ind. Application filed

November 2, 1905.

An open-air high-tension switch has a horizontally
movable frame carrying the contact blade. The frame
oscillates on two long arms pivoted at their bottom ends.

866.596. Insulator. William A. Morton, Los An-
geles, Cal. Application filed November 6, 1906.

This insulator comprises a body having a screw-
threaded passage with a slot therein, and a screw-
threaded part engaging in the passage, and having a
longitudinal groove.

866.597. Process of Producing Manganese Silicide.

Edgar F. Price, Niagara Falls, N. Y., assignor
to the Electro Metallurgical Company. Appli-
cation filed November 14, 1905.

The process consists in smelting a charge of com-
pounds of manganese, silicon and carbon in an electric
furnace and surrounding the zone of reduction and pro-
tecting the electrodes by a considerable body of the
charge, the current beiiig maintained at the lowest
potential difference possible.

866,610. Massage Vibrator. - Walter J. Bell, Los
Angeles. Cal., assignor of one-half to Samuel
L. Kistler, Los Angeles, Cal. Application filed

October 8, 1906.

This consists of an applicator driven by an electric

motor through an eccentric. The vibratory stroke is ad-
justed by varying the eccentricity of the eccentric.

PATENTS THAT HAVE EXPIRED.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued

by the United States Patent Office) that expired
September 23, 1907;

436,779. ' Electric-motor Car Truck. E. W. Goss, Ames-
bury, Mass.

436,814. Electric Arc Lamp. A. Wagnicrc, Los Angeles,
Cal.

436,843. Electric Controller for Power Mechanisms. R. D.
O. Smith, Mishawaka, Ind.

436.857. Coupling for Electric Wires. E. R. Jones, Kear-
ney, Neb.

436,864. Electric Heater. E. AbshaEcn, Chicago. III.

436,874. Electric Contact Device. J. J. Hoppcs, Spring-
field, Ohio.

436,895. Process of Electro-depositing Aluminum. J. A.
Jeancon, Newport. Ky.

436,910. Electrical Weighing Machine. W. Snelgrovc,
King's Norton England.

436,923., Electric Railway. H. W. Libbcy, Boston Mass.
436,952. Thermal Cut-out. G. H. Whittingham, Baltimore,

Md.
436.961. Portable Electric Fire Alarm. V. R. Upton,

Orange, N. J.
437,008. Ilolder for Electric-light Shades. L. J. Atwood,

Waterbury, Conn.
437,010. Telephone Exchange System. E. M. Bentlcy. Bos-

ton, Mass.
437,oil. Artificial Resistance. E. M. Bentley, New York,

N. Y.
437,012. Telephone Exchange System. E. M. Bcntley, Bos-

ton, Mass.
437,060. Electric Distance Heat Indicator and Alarm. F. W.

Wicsebrock, New York. N. Y.
437,111. Rhrnstat. J. IT. Gunning."!. New York, N. ^.

437,126. Underground Electric Conduit. C. E. I^th, Troy.

437,1 «;8. Electric Railway. R. M. Ilunlcr. Philadelphia.

Pa.
437.160. nynanin-clcclric Machine or Motor. M. Mayer,

New York, N. Y.
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SIMPLEX RUBBER INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES

AERIAL, SUBMAdlNe, LIAO COVeWED, 9T«EL TAPED, fLAMIPROOF
WESTCHN SEULIHG AGENT, 1, C»^^*,;-_» n^

H. R. HixsoN The Simplex Electrical Co.
1143-1146 Monadnock Block

CHICAQO

>kOW/>

I I O state St., BOSTON, MASS.

INNM 'l*nriH KxpoHiiion.
9Ic«IaI for Knliltcr InMuliition.

l«S>.*t-Worl«r« Fair.
^Icdnl for Kabber liiNulntion.

TRADE MARK
REG. U.S. PATENT OFFICE.

THE 8TANDAUD FOR
RUBBER IIVSVI.ATION.
Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee "l^l'r Wires

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.

y.'r»Vg.'o;:f "'"'-"» 253 Broadway. New Yor< &°°H.^H.^g°gse°o;"''
^""'^

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE Gl.

MANUFACTURERS OF

PARANITE RUBBER COVERED
WIRES AND CABLES

Underground, Aerial, Submarine and Inside Uee

TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH AND FIRF-AUNM CABLE*

Easily erected—Neat in design—Strong—Durable

Ajax Mast-Arms
Ajax Line Material Co. 12 and 14 S. Jefferson St., Chicago

STANDARD UNDEBGROUNO CABLE CO.
M'J Thn Rook.ry, WcsllnelloiiM lildK.. B« LlbC'ly SI,, 12X'. Belt Bldr,

Clilcavro 1 nullum KcwVorkClly l'hlh,.lcllihl«. !•.

Shrevc- jMdii.. JO I'd.l OfllccSiiuarc. s..iifU, Ul'l,i..

S»D KianclMXi BoHlon t-
'

'

Lor AtJKfifH, Oil.

BARE AND WEATHERPROOF WIRES AND CABLES

Rubber Covered Wires and Cables. Undcrgro' nd Cablrs lor all Turpostt.

All WIret Are Toittd «l Ftelory JONESBORO. IND.

CATALOG D-22
OF

Something Electrical for Everybody

FREE-SEND FOR IT.

Manhattan Electrical Supply Co.

NEW YORK CHICAGO
1 7 Park Place

, gs Fifth Ave.
14 Murray St.

BrlstDl Recorders
Hbi-.essai7 in every

up-to-date

STEAM, POWER, AND
ELECTRIC PLANT

Ask for Cat. P.

THE BRISTOL COMPANY
Witarbufn Ne«York Chicago

^\iUR/^

:.c\^iH^>P. %:

CONDUITS F^irlNTERioR wiRmr.-.X^

Ameripatf^Circuiar iMni Go.'
""

,, New York, CblMio, S«n FrinclMo

CRESCENT RUBBER INSULATED

WIRESAND CABLES
Natlonnl Code Mii.ii<lard.

CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE CO.

Main Office and Factory. TRENTOK. . A

HAZARD INSULATED WIRES
AND CABLES

Rubber Covered, Weatherproof, Magnet
Wlr«s, Office arid Annunciator Wires. ^

HAZARD MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Wllkestoartv - Mew York - Chicago

VULCANIZED FIBRE
Highest grade* for electrical iniulatlon and mechaoical piirpo»e»» to fhette,

tubes, rods and special stapes. Catalogue* and sample* on appUcaUon. ^

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmington, DeL

KARTAVERT
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBINa

For Electrical and Mechanical PurpoMs, Railway Dust Gaatds, Wasben
and Packings. Patent InsQlatlng Cleats.

StANUPACTCBED BT

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING GO. Wilmington, DeL

CHICAGO CARBON COMPANY
31st and Canal Streets, CHICAGO. ILLINOISTelephone Yards 1120

is now prepared to fill orders for A Hl^h Grade of Carboil foF

Various Electrical Purposes and solicits your patronage.

litCCTnil electrical\
tfCOlUll INSTRUMENT CO.,

fMain Oiflce and Works, Waverly Park, NEWARKiNiJ>

We desire to call attention to a line of

low priced but excellent Switcliboard In-

struments for Direct-Current Circuits,

which we designate as

"ROUND PATTERN"
TYPE K.

These inslTuments are particularly suitable

for Isolated Plants and Feeder Circuits in

Eallway and Power Plants. All Wpston In-

strumeiits are unsurpassed in excellence of

workmE*nship. in accuracy and economy of

operation.

London Beaxoh — Audrey House. Ely Place
Holborn.

Pabis, Fbasce — E. H. . Cadlot. 12 Rue St.

Georgt^s.

Bbkuk— European Weston Electrical Instru-
ment Co., Ritlerstrasse No. 88.

»*«ti)<i "Round Patlorn" VoHmBler. Type K. New York omce-74 Cortlamlt St.

THtY

BORE IN.

NO

DIGGING.

NO

WfAK
PARTS.

Gy^c^arzs 6Sar^ Soi^

STOMBAUCH
This style holds up to

17,500 ibs.

W. N. MATTHEWS & BRO.
203 N. 2d Street ST. LOUIS

NO

WELDS.

NO

BACK

PUll

TO SET

THEM.

OXIDIZATION DESTROYS INSULATION

ARIVIAL-AC
Contains no elements which absorb oxygen. The
standard insulation for armatures and field coils.

Permanently plastic in all climates.

Seai for our booklet "How to Insulate an Annatare"

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICAL COMPANY
WALPOLE, MASS.

Operates Walpole Rubber Works—Wralpole Tarnish Works

luitit Manufacturers of Insulating Compounds and Friction Tape In the World.

!^~^
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Induction

All Types

Motor

All Sizes

Allis-Chalmeis InductioD Motor Driving Tenonmg Machine.

Built by H. B. Smith Machine Co.

The Induction Motors built by Allis-

Chalmers have, from the very first,given

uniformly satisfactory service.

Xhey are now used in a

great variety of industries

and have shown that they

are capable of meeting the

most exacting requirements.

Quality is the index to

their construction. In no

case has efficiency, dura-

bility or operation at con-

servative temperatures been

made of secondary impor-

tance merely to secure light

weight and the "cheapness"

commonly associated with it.

See the details given in

Bulletin 1040.

Our Induction Motors

are, in all respects, the best

machines for general power
distribution on alternating-

current circuits. In their

general performance they

resemble very closely the

direct-current shunt-wound

motors manufactured by this

company and are adapted

to fully as wide a range of

service. Essentially, of

course, they are constant-

speed machines and best

suited to work of that

character ; but, by means of

a suitable device, they can

be operated at variable
speed.

11

11

11

\ crlical Type.

ADo'Owtnv^ iixJwjK* S\rAiit Ltri^ioit Hyi*ui^- Pf

Great care has been taken to reduce

the magnetizing current to a minimum,

thereby increasing the power factor and

insuring high efficiency.

The temperature rise under continuous

full load operation is very slight, thus

allovt'ing a liberal margin for overloads

without injury to the windings.

These Motors will give from two to

three times full load running torque, with-

out stopping or "pulling out."

II

II

Allit-OiAlmcri Inchiction Motor Mounted on Matloun Saw Sh>rpeo«

i
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A Few of the Companies Operating the '(Lblotibe

Hccumulatot" in Railway Service

AMERICAN RAILWAYS CO., 7 BATTERIES.
BOSTON & MAINE R. R. CO., 2 BATTERIES.
CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY CO.

CAPITAL TRACTION CO. (WASHINGTON, D. C.)

CHICAGO & MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC RY. CO., 7 BATTERIES.

COEUR D'ALENE & SPOKANE RY. CO., 4 BATTERIES.

COLUMBUS RAILWAY & LIGHT CO., 3 BATTERIES.
CONNECTICUT RAILWAY & LTG. CO., 4 BATTERIES.
CONSOLID.'VTED RAILWAYS LT. & PR. CO. (WILMINGTON, N. C.)

DAYTON CITY RAILWAY.
EAST ST. LOUIS & SUBURBAN RY. CO., 2 BATTERIES.
INDIANA UNION TRACTION CO., 13 BATTERIES.
INTERNATIONAL RAILWAYS CO. (BUFFALO), 5 BATTERIES.

LONG ISLAND R. R. CO., 4 BATTERIES.
LiOUISVILLE RY. CO.

LOUISVILLE & SOUTHERN INDIANA TRAC. CO.

METROPOLITAN WEST SIDE ELEVATED RY., 4 BATTERIES.

MILWAUKEE ELEC. RY, & LT. CO., 2 BATTERIES.
MERRILL RY. & LT. CO.

MONTREAL ST. RAILWAY, 3 BATTERIES.
MILFORD & UXBRIDGE ST. RY., 2 BATTERIES.
NORTHWESTERN ELEVATED R. R. CO. (CHICAGO), 2 BATTERIES
PEORIA GAS & ELECTRIC CO.

PLATTSBURGH LT., HT. & PR. CO.

PORTLAND R. R. CO. (PORTLAND, ME.), 3 BATTERIES.
PITTSBURGH RAILWAYS CO., 11 BATTERIES.
PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATION OF N. J., 6 BATTERIES.

ROCHESTER RY. & LT. CO., 4 BATTERIES.
SAVANNAH ELECTRIC CO.

SPOKANE & INLAND RY. CO.

SPOKANE TERMINAL CO.

TAMPA ELECTRIC CO.

UNITED TRACTION CO. (ALBANY, N. Y.), 2 BATTERIES.

UNITED RAILWAYS CO. (ST. LOUIS, MO.), 2 BATTERIES.

388 Installations in Railway Service

TheElectrig StorageBatteryGo.
PHILADELPHIA

NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO ST. LOUIS CLEVELAND ATLANTA SAN FRANCISCO TORONTO

PLATINUM PLATINUM
ReilitMioe wlrei to Bpeclflcfttione.

ProteaUve tnaei for Email currents.

qOLD MEDAL
Levlfl iK Ol&tk Oentenni&l
BxpOBiaoA, Portland, Oreffon. UOA.

NBW YOBK OFFIGE: UO Ubert7 Street.

Ignition fuiea for torpedo trnd raining operatlone-
Speclftl formi for wiraleiB telegraphy.

PLATINUM
All forms of aleotrlcftl contact!.

Special fonni for wlrtleiB telegraphy. ^^ ^^ mmm^^i^

BAKER A CO., INC. G ra 11 d Prize
0. O. BAKKB. Fret. O. W. B1K£B, Tk».Fn».

408-414 N.J.*. I.Af., NEWURK, N.I.
Unlversai lxpos!t(on
ST. LOUia, 1904

PLATINUM
ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.

Adams-Bagnall El. Mfg. Co..4S

Aj&x Line Material Co 1

Aili»</bAlmers Company 2

American Battery Co 53

Amer. Circular Loom Co. .1, 34

American Conduit Co 4

American Diesel Engine Co. . .
—

Amer. District Steam Co 45

Amer. Electrical Heater Co. .

—

Amer. El. Telephone Co 49

American Electrical Works.. .31

Appleton Elec. Co. .31

Arnold Co., The 52

Atlantic Ins. Wire & Cable Co..31

Automatic Electric Co 49

Avery Scale Co.. The —

Babcock & Wflcox Co 46

Badt, F. B 52

Bain, Foree & May —
Baker & Co., Ino 3

Banner Electric Co., The 19

Barron & Co., James S 6

Beardalee Chandelier Mfg. Co.32

Belden Mfg. Co —
Benjamin Elec. Mfg. Co S

Berthold & Jennings 50

Biasell Co., The F 45. 53

Blake Signal & Mfg. Co 32

Blakely Printing Co 47

Bossert Electric Constructinn
Co 2S. 53

Brilliant Elec. Co.. The 17

Bristol Co., The 1

BruOT, Will F —
Bryant Electric Co. - - . .36

Buokey* Engine Co 46

Byne«by 4 Co.. H. M 52

''arbArtt, Hamilton 56

^^entral Electric Co 25

Century Electric Co 5

Ghase-Shawmut Co 27

Chicago Carbon Co 1

Chic. Fuse Wire & Mfg. Co. .12

Chicago In3ul.Wire& Mfg. Co. 4

Chicago Mica Co 30

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.. .45

Chicago Telephone Co 49

Church Lbr. & Coal Co..W. C.60

Columbia Electric Jleter Co. ..31

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co 15

Commonwealth Edison Co.. 4, 32

Commutator Co.. The 32

Conn. Tel. & Elec. Co., The. .—
Cook. Frank B 52

Co-Oper. Elec. Develop. Assn. .14

Crescent Ins. Wire & Cbl. Co. 1

Crocker-Wheeler Co 39

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co 10

Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co —
Cutter. ScottC 4

Cutter Co., Geo 38

D & W Fuse Company —
Dearborn Drug & Chem. Wks.4G
Devine Co., J. P 30

Directory of Engineers 52

Diaon Crucible Co.. Joseph. .32

Drake & Co., P.J 5SA
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co.. .'. . . . 9

Dwight Bros 44

Economy Electric Co., The. ..18

Edison Mfg. Company 53

Eldredge Elec. Mfg. Co 30

Eleotrio Storage Battery Co. . 3

Elect'I Testing Laboratories.,30

Elect'l Trades Exposition Co.35

Electrician Pub. Co 5S

EverptJck Anchor Co .52
|
Jackson. D. C. A W. B..

Excello Arc Lamp Co 5

Fibre Conduit Co., The 4

"For Sale" Advertisements . .32

Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc 59

Fostoria Glass Specialty Co. 40

Fostoria Incan. Lamp Co. - . .55

Fowler & Co., John H 50

General Electric Co 29

General Incan. Lamp Co IS

General Storage Battery Co. 30

Gest, G. M 4

Goodwin & Kintz Co., The. ..12

Gould Storage Battery Co . .
.

—

Graham Jas. A 32

Gregory Electric Co 32, 33

Haller Machine Co 31

Hapgoods 32

Hart Mfg. Co U
Hartford Steam Bofler In-

spection & Insurance Co.. .

—

Hazard Manufacturing Co . . . 1

Helios Mfg. Co 47

Highland Park College 52

HiU Co., Geo. Q ~
Hoffman, G. W 32

Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co...

—

Holophane Co., The —
Hubbell, Harvey, Inc 6

Huebel Co., C.J 50

Hunt & Co.. Bobt. W 52

IndiBJiaRub. &Ins.W. Co . . , 1

India Rubbo* & Gutta Percha

Insulating Company .24

International Tel. Mfg. Co ... 49

Iwan Bros 31

Jeffrey M&nxifacturing Co.

Jem Shade Holder Co

Kartavert Manufacturing Co . 1

Kellogg Switchboard & Sui>-

ply Company 49

Klein & Sons. Mathias 44

Kuhlman Electric Co —

La Fayette Elect'l Mfg. Co. 30

Leather Preserver M. Co. ... 32

Leffd & Co., James 46

Lindaley Bros. Co., The 50

Lippincott Glass Co., The 53

Locke Insulator Mfg.Co 23

Long Distance Tel. Mfg. Co. 49

Lord Electric Co 45

Machado & RoUcr 30

Manhattan El. Supply Co. . . . 1

ManroBs, F.N —
Massachusetts Chemical Co. . 1

Matthews & Bros., W. N . . 1 . 30

McLennan & Company, K . . .30

McRoy aay Works 4

Menominee White Cedar Co. .50

Mica Insulator Company. . . .SO

Minneapolis Steel &Mchy. Co. 7

Miscellaneous Ad^s 32

Moline Incand, Lamp Co. . .
.

—

Monarch Elec. Mfg. Co 3

Morrison Lumber Co., J. W .
.

—

Morse, Frank W —
Munsell & Co., Eugene 30

National Battery Co 27

National Carbon Co 27

National India Rubber Co . .
.

—

National Metal Molding Co . . 4

F'oir Ola^ssified Irxdejic o* A.«_lvertiserxxoni:s

National Pole Co 51

National RheosUt Co 27

Nernst Lamp Co 48

New York Ins. Wire Co 52

New York & Ohio Co 20

Northern Elect'l Mfg. Co 32

Novelty Incan. Lamp Co 22

Okonite Co., The ; . 1

Ostrander & Co., W. R 30

Otto Gas Engine Works 46

Pacific Coast Pole Co 50

Peglow. Geo, F 31

Penn. R. E. 57

Perkins Elec. Smtch Mfg. Co.. 36

Phillips, EuceneF 31

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.. .31

Phcenii Glass Co 41

Phospbor-Bronae 8. Co 46

Pignolet, L. M 7,30

Porter Cedar Company 50

Ran Joint Co.. The 30

Railway SaletyServiceCo.The4S

Randolph, Isham 52

Reisinger, Hugo 13

Reynolds El. Flasher Mfg. Co. 31

Roebling's Sons Co., J. A 39

Roth Bros, i: Co 3S

Ruebel & Wells 52

Samson Cordage Works 32

Sargent & Lundy 52

Schott, W. H 52. 60

Schureman Co., J. L 22

S-E. Missouri Cypress Co... .50

Shelby Elec. Co 21

Shultz Belting Co 24

See I»ei.ee O.

Simplex Electrical Co.. Tbe. .' 1

Simplex Elec. Heating Co 50

Speer Carbon Co .53

Stackpole Battery Co —
Standard ElectT Mfg. Co 53

Standard Underg. Cable Co.. 1

Star Expansion Bolt Co 46

Sterling & Son. W. C 50

Stewart Heater Co., The 43

Stow Mfg. Company 30, 42

Simbeam Incan. Lamp Co... IS

Switchboard Equipment Co. . 27

Torrey Cedar Company 50

Trumbull Elec. Mfg. Co 24

Universal JMfg. Co 26

Valentine-aark Co., The 50

Vanderman Plbg. & Htg. Co .

—

Vuleanized Fibre Company.. 1

Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.... 37

Ward Leonard Electric Co .. 5

Warren Elec. & Specialty Co.54

Warren Electric Mfg. Co 52

Wesco Supply Co 30

Western Electric Co 51, 5SB
Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Co 16, 58B

Westinghouse Lamp Co 10

Westinghouse Machine C-o... .

—

Weston Electrical Inst. Co.. . 1

White Pine Lumber Co 50

Whitney Elec. Inst. Co 30

Willard Storage Battery Co. —
Willis, G.M 52

Worcester Company, C. H. . 50

Worcester Electric Mfg. Co. .45

Zeidler Lamp & Brass Co- . . 53
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HEADQUARTERS FOR THE BEST OF EVERYTHING IN

Electric Lighting Supplies
wires Cords Cables Cut-Outs
Sockets Brushes Dynamos Dynamo Parts
Electric Heating and Coolcing Utensils Motors
Miniature, Decorative and all kinds of Incandes-

cent Lamps

Arc Lamps Switches Globes
Cored and Solid Carbons liectric Fans
Electric Heating and Cooking Appliances
HYLO Lamps

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY
Telephone Main 1280 Electric Block, 84-88 Market Street, CHICAGO

J

FLEXDUCT
Easiest Fished. Saves Labor.

The most Oexible Non-MetaUic Conduit made.
Tou^h. Strong. Does not stretch. Does not
Crack or Break. Kinking or smashing does
not destroy smooth, uniform interior.

Cuts off clean. No Waste. National Melal Molding Company, Pittsburg, Pa.

SEND FOR SAMPLE Branches: New York Boston Chlca'ilo St. Louis San Francisco

Do you want and are yon willing to pay for the Best?
THE SCOTT C. CUTTER
UNIVERSAL TEST CLAMP
bolda all wires Tegardless of
size. The rocking T bolt does
the trick. The flat wing nut
flti both fingers and pliers.
80,000 sold In January and
February.

SCOTT* O. OUTTBl«,Boxc, Os-wegOjIll.
Manufacturer of TELEPHONE SPECIALTIES.

ORANGEBURG

FIBRE CONDUIT
For Underground

Systems
THE FIBRE CONDUIT COMPANY

ORANGEBURG, N. Y.
Boston Office: No. 1 10 State St. Chicago Office : No.l760 Monadnocl< BIdg.

Plerton, Roedlng & Co.. San Francltco, Los Angelet, Cal., and Seattle, Wathlngton

Write for Catalogue

On receipt of

10 CENTS
We will send you a

Western ElecWcM

FOR I907.

Every Lighting man should

have one.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

507 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

AMERICAN CONDUIT CO.
Manufacturer of

UNDERGROUND CONDUIT

NEW YORK - - 140 Nassau St.

CHICAGO - 502 Marquette BIdg.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

OUR ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
Designs, Superintends or Constructs

CONDUIT SYSTEMS IN THEIR ENTIRETY
Q. M. OEST,

277 Broadway, New York. Union Trust BIdg., Cincinnati. O.
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If QUALITY is a governing factor, get a

CENTURY
They are self-starting under full load and will render

service that in some respects is not duplicated by any

others. Write for Bulletin No. 9. It will explain them

in detail.
MANUFACTURED BY

CENTURY ELECTRIC CO.
ST. LOUIS. U. S. A.

The "Overload" device is an independent interlocking over-

load circuit-breaker giving protection against overloads and

short-circuits at all times, both during the starting period and

when the motor is running at normal speed.

Ward Leonard type overload device as above described is

approved by the Underwriters.

Read the following and you will buy from us:

CODE WARNING—AGAINST OTHER TYPES
Rule 60—Sec. g—Overload-Release

y. Overload-release.— Overload-release devices which are inopera-

tive during the process ot starting a motor will not be approved, unless

other circuit-breakers or fuses are installed in connection with them.

If, for instance, the overload-release device simply releases the Btarting arm and

allows it to fly back and break the circuit, it is inoperative while the arm la bemg
moved from the starting to the running position.

UNITED STATES OOVERNMENT PROHIBITION—
AQAIN5T OTHER TYPES

Page 18—Qovernment Specifications

An overload device which operates by short-circuiting or

opening the circuit of the retaining magnet of the no-voltage

release will under no conditions be accepted.

SPECIFY WARD LEONARD TYPES
ENCLOSED MOISTURE-PROOF RESISTANCE

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC CO.
15 Swain St., Bronxviile, N. Y.

F. B. BADT &. CO., Nlonadnock Block, Chicago, III.

r

l^lf H Il !! Wiipi^p i iP HPim» " " "P 'ty ig
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H-P Rustless Cable Hanger
For Suspendlag Telephone

aed TeUgrapb Cables

The hane;er is made of one piece
of zinc. This prevents any elec-

trolytic action between separate
parts, and there are no loose

Farts to become separated or lost,

t will not rust, will not slip and
is easily applied. The demand is

constantly increasing — over
1.000,000 were sold during the
past year. Cable chair passes
over it without injury to either
cable or hanger Packs snugly
500 to a small box.

Samples and discounts sent on
application,

JAMES S. BJRRON & CO.

H-P Dept.

200-206 West Broadway, N. T.

BKWAKE OF INFItlNGEJI ENT8.

WHEN A BUYER
Becomes Posted

on comparative values
he deinands

HuBBELL Shades
Because they excel in durability, they

hang true, stay secure, and they save

the cost of shade holders.

Let us tell you more about them.

HARVEY HUBBELL, Inc.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

TIN OR ALUMINUM
ALL STYLES

CARRIED IN STOCK BY

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
AdJoBters, Cord.
Morse. Frank W.

Adjusters, Inc. Lamps.
Moroe. Frank W.

Anchors (Oll7)>
Evcrstick Anchor Co.
Matthews & Bro., W. N.

Annunciators.
Central Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

Ostrander & Co.. W R.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Batteries, Primary.
Bissell Co., The F.
Central Electric Co.

Edison Mfg. Co.
IHanhattan Eleo. Supply Co.

RailwaySafetyServiceCo. The
Stackpole Battery Co.

Wesco Supply Co.
Weatern Electric Co.

Batteries, Storage.
Americaa Battery Co
Cnicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

hlleotno Storage Battery Co.

General Storage Battery Co.

Uould Storage Battery Co.

tjauonal Battery Co.
Wiilard Storage Battery Co

Bells, Buxrern, Etc.

Central Electric Co.

Manhattan Eleo. Supply Co.

Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Wesco Supply Co.

Western Electric Co.

|$elt Ureaslng.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

lie 1ting. -,

Leatber Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Shultz Belting Co.

\^^^l Tifilitenen*.

Minn. Steel & Machy. Co.

lioUer Fronts and CaBtlngs.

Mina. Steel & Machy. Co.

Boilers.
Babcock & WQcox Co.

Minn. Steel & Machy. Co.

Bolts, Expansion-
Star Expansion Bolt Co.

BookK, EUectrl^d'
Drake *ic Co., F. J.

Electrician Publiatiing Co.

Boxes, Junction.
BoBsert Elect. Const. Co.

Brass, Sheet and Kod.

Plume & Atwood Mfg. Co.

Bridle Kings.
BiaseU Co.. The F.

Star Expansion Bolt Co.

Brushes, Dynamo.
Central fcJectric Co.

Holmes Fibre Graphite Co.

Speer Carbon Co.
Weatern Electric Company.

Bulb9, Incan. Lamp.
Lippincott Glass Co., The.

Bushings.
Appleton Klec. Co.

.

Cable Dogs.
Star Eipanaion Bolt Co.

Cuhle Hangers.
Barron & Co.. J. S.

Biasell Co., F., The.
Weeoo Supply Co.
Western blectric Co.

Cable Splices.
BisaeU Co.. The F.

Cable TroUeys.
Biaaeli Co., The F.

Cable* (Ste Wlr«;8 and Cables)

CurliuDH, I'olnU and PUit«».

Chicago Carbon Co.
Central Electric Co.
Comiiionwcalth Edi.-.ofi C".

National CarboQ Co.
Keisingex. Hugo.
Bpeer CarboB Co.
WeKO Supply Co.

Cantlnga. ^
Minn. Steel it Uachy. Co.

C-meot. Cable. Transformer.
UawAcbuitetta Chemical Co.

Chit Id*.
JtDrey Mfg. Co.

Chr^lM. TooL
Vanderman Plbg. & Htg. Co.

Clrrull Brrakrrs.
Cutter Elec. Co.
Switchboard Exjuipment Co.

Chimp*. Cubic.
Cook, Frank B. _ ^,
Matthews &. Bros.. W. N.

Clrata.
Blake Sicoal &. Mfg. Co.

Climbers.
X'^loin & Sons, Mathiaa.

Clusters.
Benjamin Eleo. Mfg. Co.

Clatches.
Minn. Steel & Machy. Co.

Coils and Magnets.
Weatera Electric Co.

Commatater Compoond.
MoIieBnan &. Co.. K.

Commutator Segments.
Commutator Co. The.

Compounds. Boiler
Dearborn Drug & Chem. Wka.

Compound, Insulating and
SpMciDsr.
Massachusetts Chemical Co.

Condensers (Steam).
Minn. Steel <& Machy. Co.

Conduits.
American Circular Loom Co.
American Conduit Co.
Fibre Conduit Co., The.
Geat, G. M,
McRoy Clay Works.
National Metal Molding Co.

Conduit Rods.
Bissell Co., The F.

Contractor, £Iectrlc Subway.
Gest, G. M.

Contractors and Electric
Llcht Plants.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Crocker-Wheeler Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co,

Western Electric Co.
Weatinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Controllers.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
National Rheostat Co.
Schureiiian Co., J. L.

Ward Leonard Electric Co.

Conveyinc Devices.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co
Minn. Steel & Machy. Co.

Cord, Arc Lamp.
Ajax Line Material Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Cordage, Electrical.
Belden Mfg. Co
Samson Cordage Wks.

Cross-Arms, Fins and
Brackets.
Berthold &. Jennings.
Bissell Co.. The F.
Central Electric Co.
Lmdaley Bros. Co.. The.
Manhattan Eleo. Supply Co.
Weaco Supply Co,
Western Llectn'o Company.

Current Controllers.
Universal Mf^'. Co.

Cusblous, Fleia, <JulI.

Massachusetts Chemical Co.

Cutouts and Snitches.
Bissell Co., The F.
BoBsert Elec. Const. Co
iiryant Fl'-i.>tri<J Go.
Central Electric Co.
'-'Mjiiiionwealth Edison Co.
Cutter Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Hart Manufacturing Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
]'--rkiiJ3 Elec; Switch Mfg, Co.
Trumbull Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western lliectric Co.
Wet^tioghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Worcester Electric Mfg. Co.

Diggers, Post Hole.
Iwao Bros.

Drills, Electrle.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Drills, Star Pipe and Special.
Star Expansion Bolt Co.

l>r>-iDe Macblnery.
Devine Co.. J. P.

Ii> numoH and Motors.
Aliii^halmers Compaay.
Biw*ll Co.. Tlic F.
C<rntral Electric Co.
Ci^tury Electric Co.
Crocker-Wh<^!er Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Grfitory Electric Co.
Northern Electrical Mfg, Co.
l:o'l. Jiro-, .V To.

Blow Man ufact urine: Cfj.

Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co

and

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electric Railways.
Allis-Chalmers Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse £1. & Mig. Co.

Electroliers.
Goodwin & Klntz Co., The.

Electro-Plating Madiinery.
Crocker-Wheeler Co
General Electric Co.

Elevators and Conveyors.
Jeffrey Mfg Co.

Employment Agency.
Bapgoods.

Engineers, Electrical
Mechanical.
Arnold Co., The.
Badt. F. B.
ByUesby & Co., H. M.
Hunt dc Co., Itobt. W.
Jackson, D. C. 4 W. B.
Randolph, Isham.
Ruebei & Wells.
Sargent & Lundy.
Sohott. W. H
Wiliia. G. M.

Engines, Gas, Gasoline
OU.
Allis-Chalmers Co.
American Diesel Engine Co.
Minn. Steel & Mohy. Co.
Otto Gas Engine Worka.
Westinghouse Machine Co.

Engines, Steam.
Allis-Chalmers Co.
Buckeye Engine Co.
Minn. Steel & Machy. Cu
Weutinghouse Machine Co.

Exposition, Electrical.
Elect'l Trades Exposition Co,

Funs and Fan Motors.
Central Electric Co.
Century Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Co.
Edison Mig. Co.
Ft. Wayne Electric Wka,
General Electric Co,

and

, lu

Weseo Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Cu.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fixtures. Gas and Electric.
Beardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co.

Flashers.
Bissell Co., The F.
Holier Machine Co.
Reynolds El. Flasher Mfg. Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses and Fuse Wire.
Bissell Co.. The F.
Central Electric Co.
Chase-Shawmut Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg. Co.
D. & W. Fuse Company.
Manhattan Eleo. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

Gas Producer Power Plant

.

Minneapolis Steel & Mchy. Co.

Gears.
Minn. Steel A Machy. Co.

Glass Tubing.
Lippincott Glass Co., The.

Globes, Inner.
Fostoria Glass Specialty Co.
Lippincott Glass Co., The.

Globes, Reflectors and
Shades.
Uolophane Co., The.
PbcBoix Glaas Co.
Wesoo Supply Co.
Wertcro Electric Co.

Gloves and Overalls.
Carhartt, Hamilton.

Graphite Specialties.
DixoQ Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Heaters.
Stewart Heater Co., The.

HeatInK Appllancea. Electric.
American Elect'l Heater Co.
Simplex Elec. ileatiug Co.

HrutInK 4 ExhauHt Nt*-uui) -

American District Steam C<>

Inspfrctlun and Innuruncv.
Hartford Steam Boiler ] n-

fp^otion Sc InnumnRe Co.
InstrumcntH, Electrical.

(Recordlnir on«a T^uitlng.

)

Bi^wjli Co.. The P.
Brijitol Co

o* -

Central Electric Co.
Conn. Tel. & Eleo. Co.
Duncan bAoo. Mig. Co.
Eldredge Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks. Inc.

General Electric Co.
Helios Mfg. Co.
Machado & Roller.
Pignolet, L. M.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whitney Eleo. Inst. Co.

Insulators and Inttulatlng
Materials.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Commonwealth Edison Co.
Cutter, Scott C.
Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Locke In.sulator Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Ellec. Supply Co.
Massachusetts Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell & Co.. Eugene.
National India Rubber Co
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Vulcanised Fibre Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weatinghouse £1. &, Mfg. Co.

Jtilnts, Wire.
Cook, Frank B.

Lamps, Arc.
Adams-Bagnall Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Badt & Co., F. B.
BiaseU Co.. The F.
Central Electric Co.
Exeello Arc Lamp Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wk... Ino.

General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesoo Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. &. Mfg. Co.

Lnnsp Ooards.
Benjamin Elleo. Mfg. Co.
Hubbell, Harvey. Ino.

Matthews & Broa., W. N.
Morse Frank W.

Lamps, Incandesrent.
Banner Electric Co.
Bissau Co.. The F
Brilliant Elec. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Incaa. Lamp '^".

Comnionwealth-Edison Co.
Economy Electric Co.
Fo^tona Jncan. Lamp Co.
General Electric Co,
General Incan. Lamp Co.
Moline Incand. Lamp Co.
Monarch Eleo. Mfg- Co.
New York & Ohio Co.
Novelty Incan. Lamp Co.

Shelby Electric Co.
Standard Eleotl Mfg. C^
Sunbeam Incan. Lamp Co
Warrt-n Elec. & Specially Co.
Wesoo Supply Co.
Weatern Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Westinghousj Lamp Co

Lamps, Incandescent—It«-

placers and Cleaii«r»-

Morse. Frank W.
Lightning Arresters.
Lord Electric Co.

Line Material.
Ajax Line Materia' Co.
Cutt*T Co., George

Mugnt-t \\ Ires.

(See Wires and Cables.)

Mpters.
Cnhimhia Elt-c. M.-i.t I ..,

Duricnii Elecinc Mfg. i-^>.

Ft WaytieEIectrioWks Ir..-

General Electric Co.
Helios Mfir Co
TniviTf-al Mfg. Co.
WeetiiighouMeEleo. & MTk <""

Mlra.
Chicago Mica Co.
Mica InsulBtor Co.
MuoHell & Co., Eugene

Mlnlnic Appuriitus, Kl>-<-

Alli/i-ChalmcrB Co.
Crocker-Whoelor Co.
General Electric Co.
JnfTrey Mfg. Co.
Weatinghouse EI. 4 Mfii rv..

Motors (See Dynamo* hpi'I

Motors).

N'ernst Lamps.
Nernst Lamp Co.

Kewels.
Goodwin & Kintz Co., The.

Nippers and Pliers.
Klein & Sons, Mathias.

Paints, Insulating.
Maasachusetta Chemical Co.

Paints, Preservative.
Massachusetts Cfaemieal Co.

Patent Attorneys.
Baia, Foree A May.

Phosphor Bronze.
Phosphor Bronse Sm. Co. Ltd.

Pipe Bending Machines.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Platlniun, Wire and Sheet.
Baker & Co., Inc.

Poles and Ties.
Berthold & Jennings.
Bissell Co.. The F.
Bruer. Will F.
Church Lbr. & Coal Co., W. C.
Fowler &. Co.. John H.
Huebel Co., C. J
Kellogg Switch. & Sup. Co.
Lindsley Bros. Co., The.
Menominee White Cedar Co.
Morrison Lumber Co., J. W.
National Pole Co.
Paci6c Coast Pole Co.
Perrizo & Sons.
Porter Cedar Company
S-E. Missouri Cypresa Co.
Sterling & Son. W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine^ark Co., The.
White Pine Lumber Co.
Worcester Co., C. H.

Polish (Metal).
Hoffman, Geo. W.

Portables, Electric.
Goodwin & Kintz Co., The

Power Transmission Ma*
ohlnery.
Allis-Chalmera Compasy.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Mina. Steel & Machy. Co.

Miaa. Steel A Biaohy. CTo

Ball Bonds.
Lord Electric Co.

Ball Jotntfl.

Rafl Joint (Company, The.

Railway Conductors, (Third
Rail.)
Railway SafetyService Co.The

Re- Winding—Repairs.
Commonwealth Edison Co.

Gregory Electric Co.

Rheostats.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
Genera] Electric Co.
National Rheostat Co
Schureman Co., .1. I-.

Ward Leonard Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Rubber, Moulded.
Massachusetts Chemical Co,

Scale, Automatic.
Avery Scale Co., The.

Screw Machine Products.
Hill Co., Geo. Q.

Schools and Colleges.
Highland Park College.

Second-Hand Machinery.
Graham, Jas. A,
Gregory Electric Co.

Selectagraphs.
RailwaySafetyServ iceCo. The

Service Boxes.
Trumbull Elec. Mfg. C^o.

Shade Holders.
Hubbell. Harvev. lao.
Jem Shade Holder Co.

Sign Letters.

Haller Machine Co.
Matthews &. Bros., W.

SIcHM. Klectrlr.
Haller Machine Co.
I'ckIuw, G. F.

.SIiM>vlng, Bnilded.
Beldoo Mfg. Co.

Smoke Stacks, Steel.

Minn . Steel & Mach y
Solder, Self Fluxing.
Belden Mfg. Co.

Soldering Panto
Hlako Signal A Mfg Co.

orkets.
Benjamin Electric Mfg,
General Electric <^.

, N.

Co

Speaking Tubes.
CentrEiI Electric Co.
Manhattan Eleo Supply Co
Ostrander 4 Co., WT B.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Weston Electrical last. Go.

Springs.
ManroBS, F. N.

Staples.
Blake Signal A Mfg. Co.

Steel Castings.
Minn. Steel & Maohy. Co.

Stokers.
Westinghouse Machine Co.

Supplies, General Electric.
Biasell Co., The P.
Centra! Electric Co.
Chicago Edi«oD Oo.
Manhattan Eleo. Supply Co.
Wesoo Supply <3o.
Western Electric Oo.

Switchboards.
Bissell Co., The F
Trumbull Electric Mfg. Co
Wagner Electric Mfg Co.
Weston Electric Co.
Worcester Electric Mfg, Co

Switches.
(See Cut-outs and Switcl es.

Tanks.
Minn. Steel dt Machy. C<

Tapes.
Massachusetts Chemical C-o

Telephones, Telephone 3Iii-

terlal
American EI. Telephone Cc
Automatic Eleotrio Oo
Cook. Frank B.
Conn. Tel. & Elec. Oo.
International Tel. Mfg. Co.
Eellon Switohb. A Sup. &
Long Distance T^. Ufg. Co
Westera Eleotrio Go.

Telephone Service.
Chlosgo Telephoas Oo.

Testing Laboratory.
Electa Testing Lsboratoriee.

Time Switches.
Bissell Oo. The F.

Tools.
Klein & Sons, Matblas.

Tools, Pneumatlo.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Torches, Gasoline.
Zeidler Lamp 4 Brass Co.

Transformers.
Allis-Chalmers Compaay.
Crocker-Wheeler CJo.

Ft. Wayne Eleo. Works, Ibo
General Electric Ca
Kuhlman Eleotrio (^.
La Fayette ElectT Mfit. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Ck>.

Westinghouse El. A. Mfg. Co
Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Ck>.

Westinghouse EI. & Mfg. Co.
Turbines, Hteam.
AUis-Chalmers (To.

General Electric Co.
Westinghouse Machine Co.

Turbine Water Wheels.
Leffel & Ck>.. Jas.

Varnum Drying.
Devine Co.. J P.

Varnishes, Insnlatlnc.
MesitaohuROtta Chemical Co.

Volcanlifrt Fibre.
Vuloaolsed Fibre (To.

Wires and Cables.
Ameriran Elertricnt W«rk«
Mhmtlr In- Win- A Cable Co.
Belden M(g. Co.
liisaell O).. The F.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insul. Wire & Mfg. Co.
Crescent Inn.Wlre A CablcCo.
General Electric Co.
tlasard Manufacturing Co.
Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co.
India Rubber & OutU Perohs

Insulating Co,
Manhattan Eleo. Supply Co.
National India Rubber 0>.
New York Insulated Wire Ck).

Okonite O.. The.
PhQlipa, Eugene F.
PhDHpn Innulated Wire Co.
Rnebnng'o 8on» Co,, J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Undergrouad Cable

Co.
Wesoo Supply Oi.
Westers Cleatrie Compaay,

Inde^K \.cM.^vG>ts4:±mGTX^&x^±» See* l^^tje* 3«
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MUENZEL
PRODUCER

GAS

SYSTEM
MUENZEL GAS ENGINE AND SUCTION GAS PRODUCER PLANT

By showing the Progressive American power user that we had in the Muenzel Producer Gas System the

most economical and efficient power yet introduced—ready to run from the start—past the experimental stage—

they are making us GO SOME to fill orders.

Since August, 1905, when we shipped the first Muenzel Producer Gas Plant, till the first of July, 1907,

we have installed, to be correct, twenty-eight Muenzel plants—a total of over 3,500 horsepower. We have

seventeen orders for complete Muenzel plants in the shop this month.

TWO REASONS—GENTLEMEN—TWO REASONS
FIRST:—MUENZEL PRODUCER PLANTS were past the experimental stage when we

secured the right to manufacture them in America.

SECOND:—The installations we have made have lived up to our guarantee and have been

"Making Good."
We will cheerfully give you other good reasons

why you should let us show you.

MINNEAPOLIS STEEL AND MACHINERY COMPANY. MINNEAPOLIS.

COMPACT==ACCURATE=INEXPENSIVE

Portacble Irvstrviments
pl GNOLEfs

CONTINUOUS CURRENT

^olt-ammetepOur 3 -in -one Volt-Ammeter will measure

the volts of a single cell of battery besides

measuring amperes. Very handy for in- ilSMrf^^'
spectors and trouble men. S s ss

"* Half Size 3-m-one \olt-Ammeter

For Small Irvstallatiorvs

our compact switchboard type is just the thing.

Only 5 inches in diameter.

Send _for J^etv Catalog

L. M. PIGNOLET
78-80 CORTLANDT STREET NEW YORK

European Representatives, THE ELECTRICAL APPARATUS CO.

Caxton House, Westminster, London, S. W.
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LIGHTING
SPECIALTIES

Catalog No. D 47

Catalog No. O 15 P

Catalog No. 33 K B •

Catalog No. O 16 K G

Benjt-imin Cluster Bodies

Catalog No. O 43272

Catalog No. 482742

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOG

Catalog No. D 36

..J^^.i

Catalog No. O 22 P

Catalog No. 332 B

Catalog No. O 82 V

BENJAMIN ELECTRIC MFC. CO.
CHICAGONew York San Francisco

ul
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METER TALK
No. 28

THE

CONGRESS
OF THE

UNITED STATES

^-u^

now has a bill before it for the suppression of "Child
Labor"; and this calls to our mind the fact that some
central stations will be guilty under this law, by using
cheap and low-torque meters—thinking they are saving
money. What they are doing is simply forcing a child

to do a man's work. They do not hire boys to dig
trenches and set poles, but this is the very thing they do
when they install a meter—if it isn't a "Standard" high-
torque DUNCAN.

You purchase a cheap meter to save, say, $2.00 on
the first cost; then what? This meter, through its in-

ability to accurately register the small loads, cheats you
out of not less than 50 cents per month after it has been
in service about 30 days, or approximately $6.00 per year.

Now, where does the saving come in? The $2.00 you
saved (?) on its price is gone, and $4.00 to boot; and, in

less than two years, the amount lost would buy a good, re-

liable, all-the-time-accurate "Standard" high-torque DUN-
CAN.

You desire a proof? Here it is: The owner of a

lighting plant in South Dakota ordered one of our meters,

and, to test it, he connected it in circuit with a cheap
meter he was using, and at the end of the month he re-

ported that he had decided to return our sample, as he

thought it was running too fast. We suggested his hav-

ing an expert test both meters—which he did—and found
the Duncan absolutely correct.

Result: From that day to this, he swears by the

Duncan, and no more cheap "baby" meters for him.

DUNCAN ELECTRIC
MANUFACTURING CO.

i LAFAYETTE, INO., U. S. A.
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CUTLER-HAMMER
MOTOR

STARTING
RHEOSTATS

More than 300
Standard

Types and Sizes

Motor Starting Rheostat mth
no voltage release. (Bulletin 10.)

Starting Rheostat for induction motor^
—squirrel-cage type. May be used in

p^ ace of auto-transformer or compensator
«i th small motors. (Bulletin IS.)

Double Lever Motor Starting Rheosat.
Moisture proof Resistance. (Bulletin 17.)

A, C.

STARTERS
Controlling Apparatus

for the automatic
startingandstopping

of motors operating on
Am Gm Circuits is

one of our specialties

MACHINE
TOOL

and

PRINTING

Self-starter for alternating-
current motor—single, two or
three phase. (Bulletin 33.)

Controllers
Nearly 100 pages of our
contplete catalogue

are devoted to
descriptions of Cutler-
Hammer Machine

Tool and
Printing Press Controllers

Self-starter for two or three
phase A. C. motpr—slip ring
type. (Bulletin 35.)

Printing Press Controller,
"Carpenter " TjTie. (Bulletin
Soy..)

Machine Tool Controller.
(Bulletin 78.)

Elevator

Controllers

Our line of
Elevator Controllers

is now the most
complete on the

market

Elevator Controller, for use in con-
nection with direct-ciu"rent motors.
(Bulletin 54.)

Elevator Controller for alternating-
ciu-rent motor—slip ring type. (Bul-
letin 56.)

YHIS ADVERTISEMENT gives only an inkling of
what we makem Our catalogue gives a better

itiea, for in it are listed no fewer than 2,500
types anti sizes of STANDARD Cutler-Hammer
controlling tievicesm Even the catalogue, how-
ever, iloes not tell the whole story for we make
special apparatus as well.

UfE DO NOT MAKE motors, nor generators,

nor any appliances for electric lighting

{except Theater Dimmers), but we DO make
every conceivable device for CONTROLLING
the electric current. Let us know in what
line of controlling apparatus you are interested

anil we will glatlly send descriptive Bulletins

covering it.

The Cutler'Hamnner Mfg, Co,
Milwraukee, Wisconsin

New York Office

136 Liberty Street

Chicago Office

Monadnock BIdg.

Pittsburg Office

Farmers Bank BIdg.

Boston Office

176 Federal Street

LARGEST MAKERS OF ELECTRIC CONTROLLING DEVICES IN THE WORLD
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Push- Button Switch in Wall

Case

DIAMOND 1-^

Standard Switch without Dial

Push- Button Switch with
iVlechanism Enclosed

"Diamond H" Automatic Flush
Receptacle. Plug Inserted'

"Diamond H" Wall Case with
Ears in Regular Position.
To Use for Wiring Old

Walls

66 J 9

DIAMOND H

SWITCHES AND
RECEPTACLES

When "Diamond H" Switches and Receptacles were

first placed on the market in 1897 they were better than

other makes. We have constantly strived to bring them

nearer perfection, and they are today absolutely the

best on the market. Slight improvements are aljvays

being made with the object in view to improve them

faster than their new features can be copied by others.

In simplicity of design, constructive strength and me-

chanical excellence they are unequaled.

"Diamond H" Steel Wall Cases' are for "Diamond

H"_ push-button and rotary-flush switches and for

"Diamond H" flush receptacles. The reversible ear

in these cases is a new feature and allows the case to

be used in the regular way for old work, or for new

work, by simply reversingthe ear. The cases are made
of cold lolled steel, eighty-five thousandths thick, and

galvanized by the hot process to prevent rusting. They

are made single and in gangs up to number ten. Made
for flexible conduits and for iron pipes

;
provided with

plug outlets.

"Diamond H" Switches are best because they are

backed by seventeen years of practical experience in

electric switch construction.

"Diamond H" Flush Receptacles are specified by

e.xacting architects and contractors. They cannot

ground or short-circuit. No lids to pry open, no

broken finger-nails. Open or close alternately by in-

serting or withdrawing plug.

Write to-day for our new literature.

^
p

\ r-r^

I

p

1

^̂«^i^
Rotary Flush Switch In Wall

Case

Standard Switch with
Dial

ndicating

<e>

"S

-^

s

Receptacle with Plug Inserted

"Diamond H" Automatic Flush
Receptacle. Plug Ready

to Insert

HART MFG. CO.
HARTFORD, CONN.

New York Boston Chicago

Denver San Francisco

Toronto, Canada London, England

"Diamond H" Wall Case with
Ears Reversed. To be

Plastered in for
New Work

ip^npaw n ii ipif(P»iyirwir^Himw »>*<^i»^l^iw*iiif w wpi^if w> ipupwyr^r^'wif www^w^^w^p*
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From the first Fuse we ever made to the last Fuse

finished today we have never lost sight of the

principle that absolute perfection must prevail, in

consequence of which our fuses are recognized to

be scientifically constructed, accurately and carefully

designed, perfect in operafion , under all conditions.

The combined effect of these features makes the "Union" fuse the most accurate

it

UNION
jj MEANS PERFECTION
Have you seen our new No. 19 Catalogue?

Perfect in every detail giving all measure-
\

ments of fuses and blocks. Write for

one today.

Approved by
Underwriters' Laboratory

250 voii our entire line eoovoii

Goods sliipped same
day as order is received

%
SPECIFY "UNION" ON YOUR NEXT ORDER

CHICAGO FUSE WIRE & MFG. GO.

CHICAGO NEW YORK

Highest Grade Fixtures
Not only illuminate the home but by their attractive

and artistic appearance encourage the use of more

current.

We have a well-tried plan for LIGHTING
COMPANIES wishing to increase their

current sales by modern methods.

Let us send you our new 1907 catalog

and details.

The Goodwin S* Kintz Co.
Office and Factory: Station H. Winsted, Conn,

SalenroomB: New York, Boston, Baltimorf, Chicago, San Francisco.

Montreal; Cape Town, South Africa: Sydney. N. S. W.
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For Whitest Light

For Longest Life

For Cleanest Giohes

ELEGTRA
HIGHEST GRADE
NUERNBERG

CARBONS
__ W BROADWAY, NEW YORK

t^att^mtait^
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CO-OPERATIOH

Along commercial lines in popularizing

electrical service has since June 1st,

'07, been endorsed by resolutions of the

National Associations of central sta-

tions, jobbers and contractors recom-

mending the financial co-operation of

qQ I their members in the work.

1 B Many of the manufacturers, both

I large and small, are subscribing

llO" I members.

Don't you think you had better

investigate this proposition?

We will welcome a chance to

tell you how and why we think you

should BE A CO-OPERATOR.

Write us today for copy of Con-

stitution and By-Laws, edition de Luxe.

Operator

Co-Operative Electrical Development Association

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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Columbia Lamps Give Offost Ligitt
ESTABLISHED IN 1889

Three Columbia High Efficiency Units of Illumination

Regular Type of Columbia, 90 to 130 volts.

Note special style of filament giving max-
imum downward illumination.

COLUMBIA TANTALUM LAMP.
Horizontal cp. ........ 20

Total Watts 40
Watts per cp. . . 2

These lamps also furnished m 40 cp., SO
watts, and in Prismo type both 40 and 80 watts.

Columbia GEM Metalized Filament.

Consumes 50 watts at 20 cp. horizontally, or
2^ watts per cp.

We are in position to take care of all orders for regular and special lamps, such as Candelabra and Miniature, Street Series, Turn
Down, Gem High Candlepower Units and Gem Prismo (Meridian Type.)

Special prices on future delivery orders, covering yearly requirements where in excess of 400 lamps.
Place a trial order with us before renewing your present yearly contract. Correspondence solicited.

The Columbia Incandescent Lamp Co.
Main Office and Works : 2115-2117-2119 Locust Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

BRANCH OFFICES :

NEW YORK: Taylor Bldg., 39-41 Cortlandt St. CHICAGO : Central Electric Co. PHILADELPHIA: 1221 Real Estate Trust Bldg.

MEMPHIS: Randolph BIdg. DALLAS, TEXAS: 409 Main St. MEXICO: Saniord & Cia., Monterey.
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High Efficiency

Metallized Filament Lamps

50 Watt Type.

Meridian Type.

THE NAME IS
YOUR

GUARANTEE

High Candlepower Type.

'ESTII1GH©UI LAMP CO.

510-534 WEST 23d ST., NEW YORK
Product 5old by

Westinghouse Electric and flanufacturing: Co.

Atlanta
Baltimore
Blrffllnsham
BoBton
Blueflcld. W. Va.
Buffalo
Butte

Salt Lake City
Charlotte
Charleston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus

Va.

s4Z.es offices

San Pranclsco
Dallas
Denver
Detroit
Hazrlton. Pa.
Joplln
Kanaaa City

FACTORIES

Seattle
Los Angales
Louisville
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
Hew Orleans
Syracusa

New York
Philadelphia
Pittsburg
Richmond
St. Louis
TucBon

512-834 West 23d Street, New York, N. Y.

and Bloomfjeld (Watsessing), New Jersey
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IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT!

STATE BOARDS OF CONTROL OF IOWA AND KANSAS

AWARD EXGLOSIVE CONTRACTS FOR LAMPS TO THE

BRILLIANT ELECTRIC CO.
land

NEW BRILLIANT LAMP
Just Out

Designed to make illuminating economy possible. No matter
how cheap the current is if you are using some ordinary lamps
the cost of illumination is apt to be excessive. This is not
the case, however, if you use

THE BRILLIANT SPECIAL
44-Watt Lamp

Because if you only use 100 incandescent lamps and your rate

is 10c per K. W., the **Brilliant Special" will save you
$120.00 on your current bill in 1,000 hours, which means a

saving of $1.20 per lamp over the ordinary 56-Watt lamp,
with equal illumination.

After a most exhaustive test of every known incandescent lamp on the market, the Iowa
State Board of Control, Des Moines, Iowa, awarded the Brilliant Electric Company their

contract for the **Brilliant" lamp to be used exclusively by all of their state institutions.

As did also the State Board of Control of State Institutions in Kansas, and a most rigid test

on incandescent lamps at Ames College, Ames, Iowa, has also demonstrated the superior

quality of ''Brilliant" lamps, as this famous technical institution has also awarded their

contract to the Brilliant Electric Co.
Most western jobbers handle **Brilliant" lamps, Write us for name of jobber who

has **Brilliant" lamps in stock in your vicinity and we will wire you reply to get quick
action if you say so.

THE BRILLIANT ELECTRIC CO.
403-404 Electric BIdg., CLEVELAND, O.
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WHERE TO GET THEM

NOTE THE RELIABLE LIST!

They All Carry Stocks
FOR PROMPT DELIVERY WRITE THE NEAREST AGENT

M. B. AUSTIN & CO.

133-141 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, III.

HENDRIE & BOLTHOFF MFG. i SUPPLY CO.

1635 17th St., Denver, Colo.

COAST ELECTRIC CO.

312 San Pablo Ave"., Oakland, Cal.

HOBSON ELECTRIC CO.

172-174 Commerce St., Dallas, Texas.

CHRISTOPHER ELECTRIC CO.

Beaumont, Texas.

W. F. IRISH ELECTRIC CO.

60 Cortlandt St., New Yqrk.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO.

Sandusky, Ohio.

FRANK ADAM ELECTRIC CO.

904-914 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.

ROYSE ELECTRIC CO.

125 So. Meridian St., Indianapolis, Ind.

SOUTHERN ELECTRIC CO.

423 N. Calvert St., Baltimore, Md.

JACKSON & EARLE
Stockton, Cal.

MOUNTAIN STATE ELECTRIC CO.

911-913 Market St., Wheeling, W. Va.

CROSBY, CRAFT & CO.

723 Williamson BIdg., Cleveland, Ohio.

Prompt shipments—prices right, and backed up to the Hmit by the G. I. Co.
Any statements regarding G. I. Lamps made by our agents will be substantiated by us.

ci^E>vE>r^Aivi3, o. San Francisco Office, 404 Alias Building

N. B.—GOOD AGENTS WANTED IN TERRITORY NOT COVERED. SEND FOR LATEST CIRCULARS

Current is Currency!
Save it bv Using

Sunbeam Tantalum Lamps

2 watts per (actual) candlepower

For either alternating or direct current

These lamps give a soft, white,

brilliant light, and their value is

greatly enhanced by the use of

Holophane Pagoda Shades.

Special free trial proposition

which it will pay you to investigate

at once, as the plan is only opera-

tive until October 5th.

Write today for proposition and

bulletins.

WRITE NOW—RIGHT NOW
No. 2

TWO SIZES
I - - 40 Walls

80 Watts
Also supplied in round bulk)
«tyle^ in abov<? effifiencif-Sunbeam Incandescent

Lamp Co.
Established 1889

CHICAGO NEW YORK
DISTKIBITINC ACENTS

OhlCAKO rhlla<t>-l(>hl;i Nt.-w Ytirlc St. I.oult f'Itt sliurt; Kansat 4'lt.v

l>*-ii\LT Neat I If Atluiilii

San Frunclnco SI. Paul
(C'i&Urornlii Klectrical Workit; ''American Electric Company <

Cincinnati Los AnKeles
(Standard Electric Company) (California Electric Conn>u">

S

30
.00

WORTH
FOR

S

20
.00

IS WHAT WE OFFER YOU IN
"BRIGHT" AND "ECONOMY"

Reliable

Goods

Honestly
Rated

Closely
Assorted

PS
even

Years

Increasing
Business

From
Satisfied

Customers

WE HAVE A SPECIAL TRIAL
OFFER THAT WILL INTEREST
YOU. WRITE US TODAY

THE ECONOMY ELECTRIC CO.
WARREN, OHIO
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BANNER BETTERNESS

A lamp filament is a/small, simple looking affair, but

it's a mighty important factor inVthe making of lamps.

On the excellence of the filajnent depends the number of

candle hours—on the number of candle hours, for the

amount of current/onsumed, depends the success or

failure of a lamp.

h)
are a success-Aheyj always have been—always will

be, and the principal [reason for thlir excellence is that

we have put m^uch thought and caije into\the making of

our filaments/and caji guarantee the greatest possible

number of caddie hours forthe. amount ofi current con-

sumed. / I jHL / \
You've hCard peoplfe say—" m Banner Betterness "-

Well, they say it because they have proven to their own

isfactiofi that what W^ claim for our lamps is true,—satisfaction

and you can prove it too

Ask about the metallizedifi^ent ofour'GEM lamp.

THE BANNER ELECTRIC CO.

YOIINGSTOWN, OHIO, I. S. A.

We guarantee prompt deliveries on

and GdVI Filament Lamps.

IVI
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LOOK FOR THE
PACKARD LABEL
WHEN ORDERING
LAMPS

We make all types of incan-

descent lamps.

Regular Packard Lamps
Class A,

Warren Lamps Class B,

Gem Zenith,

Gem High - Candlepower,

Tantalum, Miniature,

Special Street Series, etc.

Manufactured by

NEW YORK & OHIO GO.

401 North Avenue

WARREN, OHIO

SOLD BY

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE
COMPANY.

Chicago, Dallas, San Francisco,

New Orleans

THE B-R ELECTRIC &
TELEPHONE MFG. CO.,

Kansas City, Mo.

SIBLEY & PITMAN,
New York City

THE CLEVELAND ELECTRICAL
SUPPLY COMPANY,

Cleveland, Ohio

H. I. SACKETT ELECTRIC
COMPANY,

Buffalo, N. Y.

CHARLESTON ELECTRICAL
SUPPLY COMPANY

Charleston, W. Va.

BRAID ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Nashville, Tenn.

ELECTRIC SERVICE SUPPLIES
COMPANY,

Philadelphia, Pa.

BOWIE & LOVE,
Tacoma, Washington

ROBERT B. EDES,
302 Oliver Building, Boston

STEEL CITY ELECTRIC
COMPANY,

Brown-Marx Building,
Birmingham, Ala.

JOHN M. FOX & CO.,

Portland, Me.

W. N. MATTHEWS & BRO.,
St. Louis, Mo.
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Shelby Useful Light Lamps are

made to deliver the light on the

objective plane. More light

where you need it. What^s the

use of paying for light that's

wasted ?

We manufacture incandescent

lamps, nothing else. We devote

our entire attention to making

the best lamps on earth. We
have thousands of satisfied cus-

tomers. Why can't we have

your order 7

Useful Light Type

We make over 600 different kinds.

Shelby Type, Oval Anchored Type^

Tantalum^ Tungsten, Gem Metal-

ized, Miniature^ Street Series^ etc.

SEND US AN ORDER TODAY

EVERY SHIPMENT GUARANTEED

The Shelby Electric Co
SHELBY, OHIO

U. S. A.

BRANCHES
Atlanta, Ga 1426 Empire Bldg.

Atlantic City, N. J 27 North Stenton Street

Baltimore, Md 1026 North Eden Street

Boston, Mass 620 Atlantic Avenue
Buffalo, N. Y 15-21 Terrace

Chicago, III Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett Bldg.

Cincinnati, Ohio.... 615 Commercial-Tribune Bldg.

Cleveland, Ohio 24 South Water Street

Detroit, Mich 46 East Congress Street

Indianapolis, Ind Van Camp Bldg.

Louisville, Ky Belknap Bldg.

^
I/OOK FOR

BRANCHES
New York, N. Y 32-34 Frankfort Street

Omaha, Neb 414 McCague Bldg.

Philadelphia, Pa 1112 Chestnut Street

Pittsburgh, Pa 429 Seventh Avenue

Portland, Ore. ..,... 20 Concord Bldg.

San Francisco, Cal 204 California Street

Scranton, Pa 931 North Irving Avenue

St. Louis, Mo 227-228 Frisco Bldg.

Traver:e City, Mich 525 Fifth Street

Washington, D. C 2126 Flagler PI., N. W.
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This cut represents a combination automatic and manually-

operated starter, designed particularly for the control of

motors operating FIRE PUMPS,
If the device for starting the motor automatically should be

temporarily out of commission, the pump may be started by

hand, which feature would be of inestimable value in case of

fire.

The overload device prevents too rapid cutting out of the

resistance during either automatic or manual operation, thus

making the outfit practically "FOOL PROOF."

The price of this starter is not greatly in excess of that of

the ordinary automatic starter and it can therefore be used to

advantage FOR THE CONTROL OF ANY LARGE
MOTOR.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

J. L. SCHUREMAN CO.,
MANUFACTUR.ERS OF ELECTRIC MOTOR CONTROLLING DEVICES.

70-82 West Ja-ckson Bouleva.rd, CHICAGO
EUROPEAN AGENTS: Geipel S, La^nge. London AUSTRALIAN AGENTS: Edmiston & O'Neill. Melbourne

TRADE MARKS OF QUALITY

"ELK"
New LdLmps

represent the best that modern skill can

produce. For all-around satisfaction they

cannot be equaled, which is evidenced by

the fact that the most exacting buyers all

over the country are now using: them.

Write for our prices on yearly contracts.

'•EXCELL"
Renewed LsLmps

Will save you money on your yearly lamp

bills. They are guaranteed in every re-

spect. They are renewed with the utmost

care and subject to the most rigid tests.

No depreciation in the value of light.

Write for our renewed lamp proposition.

Our New FekCtory at Emporium, Pa., for the manufacture of "ELK" LAMPS
Factory No. 1 at St. Marys, Pa.., Is used excluslyeiy for the manufacture of renewed lamps

INCR^EASED FACILITIES enable us to supply you with the lamps of quality in any desired quantity,

shipped immediately upon receipt of order if desired.

NOVELTY INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.
Main Ollice : Emporium, Pa. riants :

" Elk, " Emporium, Pa. "XL," St. Mary.s, Pa.

THE ONLY INDEPENDENT PENNSYLVANIA LAMP COMPANY
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100,000 VOLTS
THE WORD

For Decisions of great moment; for a crucial test; for installations

demanding the avoidance of all questionable material and service, so

far as possible and for great pioneer work, ''VICTOR'' Insulator

quality and Victor service are demonstrated.

THE DEED
This company has supplied the first

60,000-volt Insulators

The Bay Counties Electric Co., California

The Standard Electric Co. of California

66,000-volt Insulators

Grand Rapids-Muskegon Power Co., Mich.

75,000-volt Insulators

Edison Electric Co., California

and now has just been awarded the contract for

150 miles of 100,000-volt Insulators for the

Stanislaus Electric Power Co., California; Sanderson

& Porter, Engineers, New York City.

Stanisiaus Electric Power Co
100,000 Insulator

Your conclusions will satisfy us. ^*Victor'*

Insulators and service are insurance at 6,600 or 16,000 or 33,000

as well as at 100,000 volts.

The Locke Insulator Mfg. Co., Victor, N. Y., U. S, A.
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THE BELT FOR SMALL PULLEYS
Send for Ffee Sample

Did you ever try to run an ordinary belt on stiort drives and

small pulleys ?

The reason oak-tanned belting slips and burns under such condi-

tions is that it is stiff and inelastic. It won't pull and load unless

it is tightened frequently and soaked with "dope," and even then it

soon wears out. It is too brash and short-flbered to stand so much

bending.

Shultz Sable Belting
Is tough and elastic like catgut. The long, soft fibers are so inter-

laced that they bend around the smallest pulley without breaking

or tearing apart. The pliability of rawhide permits Sable Belting

to lay against the pulleys instead of standing away from them. It

need not be drawn so tight, as its kidlike surface clings withouc

"dope" and pulls when other belts slip, burn and waste power.

Get a free sample of double-ply Sable Belting, and bend it as

shown. Then try the same trick with oak-tanned belting. Or better,

let us send you a Sable Belt for 60 days' trial, to be returned if it

isn't better than any other belt you have ever used.

SHULTZ BELTING CO.

NEW YORK

ST. LOUIS, MO.

BOSTON PHILADELPHIA

THE INDIA RUBBER AND
GUTTA=PERCHA INSULATING CO.

HABIRSHAW
Highest Grade Wires

RED CORE WHITE CORE
BLACK CORE

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH
STATION CABLES

UNDERGROUND UNDERWATER
LEAD ENCASED

HIGH VOLTAGE
TRANSMISSION CABLES

SEND FOR ESTIMATES

Sales Department,
Works,

253 B'dway, N. Y.

Yonkers, N. Y.

FOR M. Z. C. FUSES ON HANDLE END.

TO BE PLACED IN CABINETS FOR OVERHEAD WORK.

25-100 amp. S. P., D. P., 3 P. and

4 P., fused and unfused.

Equipped with high fingers for

cabinets; fused on handle end for

overhead work.

TRUMBULL
TYPE "C" SWITCHES

Cost no more than other switches of

same type, but for strength, carrying

capacity and satisfaction are superior.

©
If you have had experience with switches

that are " cheap " and nothing else, it will

pay you to investigate burs.

THE TRUMBULL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

PLAINVILLE, CONN.
NEW YORK, 136 Liberty St. BOSTON, 65-67 Oliver St.

A HIGH-GRADE SWITCH
THAT ALSO SELLS AT A

LOW PRICE.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN

rOR N. C. C. rUlEB ON HINQl END.
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>kOW/x

TRADE MAHK
BEG. U.S. PATENT OFFICE,

OKONITE
WIRES AND CABLES

>kOiv/>:

REG. us PATENT OFFICE

TKe SteLrvdacrd for Rubber Insuldction.

As GENERAL WESTERN DISTRIBUTORS we carry in Chicago a complete stock of Okonite i^roducts and are

prepared at all times to make prompt shipment of your orders.

COLUMBIA
IrvcoLndescervt LoLmps

The value of the COLUMBIA light-giving qualities is due to the peculiar formation of the filament.

You get more light with less current (this alone is a big saving), and the light is equally bright in all

directions. It is the best carbon filament lamp on the market. Let us show you the truth of this

statement by sending you a trial order. Our yearly contract form is a money saver also. May we
submit it ?

STANLEY
G. L El^nclosed Arc LQcmps

Type "K »»

A modern lamp, built for continual service, of neat and serviceable design, for all circuits, either indoor or outdoor.

Non-inflammable and moisture-proof insulation only is used in the construction of this lamp. It is the simplest lamp on

the market. Write us for description and prices.

D.& W. Ervclosed Fuses
and Safety Devices

The best enclosed fuse made, unequaled for reliability, accuracy and efficiency, always work. You protect your

system against destruction by fire.

Non-Aroing Fuaj

250 VOLTS

-O
J .,,.30 AM i-s:^wj^J-

Prompt Shipments Personal Attention to orders

Corrvplete Stock Constr\iction Ma^teriad
Orders calling for regular material received before noon shipped same day received. Send us your next order and let us

show you what prompt and efficient service really is.

ICAI- 3LJF>
264-266-268-270 Fifth Avenue

CHICAGO
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-sOT^
THE

WATCH-DOG OF YOUR CURRENT.
THE

UNIVERSAL FLAT RATE CONTROLLER.

WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT IT

One Central Station of Michigan says:
August 3, 1907.

The Universal Manufacturing Co.,

Chicago. 111.

Gentlemen :—In reply to your request of 1st inst., will say, during the time your controllers have
been in use on our lines, they have given perfect satisfaction, and we rejoice, as well as regret to

say, they are fast replacing our meters. Yours truly.

Another says

:

The Universal Mfg. Co.,

Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen :

Of course we are interested

in your device if O. K. We have

several hundred meters in use.

Would be pleased to dispense

with the expense and trouble.

Please give us all the details re-

garding your device, price, size,

room required for setting, etc.

Yours truly.

DO YOU USE

mi
U!NIVERSAL

FLAT RATE

CONTROLLER?

•>!

10. A s»
1'

!

r,

i
'^X ' ^

Another one says

:

The Universal Mfg. Co.,

Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen :

Replying to your communi-
cation of the ist inst., in relation

to controllers and particularly in

respect to the one shipped us

May 7th for a trial: We have
experimented with this machine
and find that it works very satis-

factorily and we expect to place

an [order with you shortly for

some of these devices, as soon as

we^can ascertain the number we
shall need.

Yours very truly,

THEY BOUGHT

BJ
FOR THEIR

FIRST ORDER

ADDRESSES:OF CORRESPONDENTS HERE MENTIONED CAN BE SECURED AT OUR OFFICE

TH
UNIVERSAL MFG. CO.
206-206 ILLINOIS STREET.

CHICAGO.
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THE NATIONAL RHEOSTAT
WE (jive the closest possible control of the current. Each instrument has from one to four

hundred steps instead of the usual ten to fifteen, and is designed especially for speed regu-
lators, also close control of cither battery or lighting currents. Our motor controllers are

equipped with both the line break, and overload and underload relea.sc.

W^e have a special line of controllers for crane and printing-press work, with reverse. Motor
controllers from 1 - 16 to 15 H. P. in stock and any larger sizes desired. We list 10 H. P. controller
with no voltage, underload and overload release at $32. OO.

Write for prices.

The National Rheostat Co.
fjrUCE AND SALESROOMS
115 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO ILLINOIS

CIRCUIT^ BREAKERS

CONTINUOUS CARRYING CAPACITY PER POLE:
8.000 Ampares at 12° Rise Centigrade 12,000 Amperes at 27° Rise Centigrade
10,000 " atl9o •' ' 14.000 '• at 370 "

Bulletin 16 gives prices and further (acts

THE SWITCHBOARD EQUIPMENT CO. BETHLEHEM, PA.
B0=:T0N. r,eo. H Mo«eman CLEVFLANO, Cmstiv. Craft & Co.! LONDON. M. M. Glllenpio
SEWTORK.Machadn A Roller CHirAQo.Rav Kleclric Co. WHEELING. H. S. Sands Electric Co.

I'ITfSBURU.Luihvii,MIomuiel&Co. ST. LOUIS, Guy \'. WiiUaiiiyCo.

INSTALL A

Storage Battery
IN YOUR- ISOLATED PLANT
and HAVE LIGHT and POWER.

EVERY HOUR OF THE 24
Write for Bulletins and Prices

5^att0ttal ISattfry dotttpang

BUFFALO. N. Y.
NEW YORK
1606 Broadway

CHICAGO
450 Old Colony Bldg.

"SHAWMUT"
Fuses and
Bases
are

Superior
in Construction

Finisii

and
Operation

Approved and
Listed by the
Underwriters'

National Electric

Association.

Each Fuse Is

Inspected and
Tested Before
Shipment.

SEND FOR BOOKLET NO. fOO

MASE-SHANA/IVI
NE>A^BURY|90RT, IVI

OUR TRIAL PROPOSITION
If you are among the few who are not using

COLUMBIA
Enclosed Arc Carbons, advise sizes used and we will send
enough FREE to make a test.

/I CARBON

y

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio "^B
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1

STEEL DRAWN BOXES

Approved by the Underwriters

and used by those

who know.

Our new pamphlet

gives details.

May we mail it?

We also manufacture

Monitor Conduit Bushings,

Flexible Conduit Bushings,

Erickson Conduit Insulators,

Armored Conductor Bushings*

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION CO.
Utica, N. Y.

Chicago Office, 269 S. Canal Street
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1

General Electric Company

Luminous Arc Lamp
without case

Series Luminous Arc Rectifier

System for Street Illumination

The luminous arc surpasses the enclosed arc as the enclosed

arc excelled the open carbon arc for street illumination.

All the light comes directly from the long luminoua arc,

resulting in an abundance of effective illumination. The

light is white, steady, and produces no shadows from inter-

ference of electrodes.

Advantages of this system

Better Service

Higher efficiency

Greater illumination

No moving machinery
Adapttd to any frequency

Improved distribution of light

The rectifier, supplied with alternating current through a

constant current transformer, furnishes direct current at 4

amperes to luminous arc lamps with 75 to 80 volts at

terminals.

Standard outfits are furnished for 12, 25, 50 and 100 lights

to be operated from 25 to 60-cycle 2200-volt circuits.

Complete information

furnished on requtst

CHICAGO OFFICE:
Monadnock Bldg.

Principal Office:

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Sales Offices in All

Large Cities.
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MICA
of all Qualities, in any
Form, at Lowest Prices

EUGENE MUNSELL AND CO.
NEW YORK and CHICAGO

INSULATION Tha.is.

Micanite, Linotape, M. I. C. Compound, Empire

Cloth and Paper. For Years the Standard.

MICA INSULATOR CO., Originators
NEW YORK and CHICAGO

\MJ/y k Di^lVirV win save you money in your repair]

/Vl I L^A 111 1 1\ I I work as well as In yournew machines.^
iTllVi-l.a-FVrill^

,j ,^ ^^j insulation—made out o^

,the best materials and is sold at reasonable prices.

CHICAGO MICA CO. VALPARAISO, IND.

USE

Kearney Cable Clamps
For turning corners with

000 to 1,500,000 C. IVI. Cables
T'-ey make Btronger corners and save cable, time,
la^or and money. They do away with Bpllcing and
tapping at corners and dead ends.

W. N. MATTHEWS & BRO.
203 N. 2nd St. ST. LOUIS

WEIGHS 4 POUNDS
MADE IN ONLY ONE SIZE

HORNBERGER
TRANSFORMERS
LAFAYETTE ELECTRICAL MFC. CO.

LAFAYEtTE, IND.

^S-OXJ IVE>E>r> IT I

Gale's Commutator
Compound.

The Only Article That Will Prevent Sparking.

Will keep the Commutator In good condition and prevent cutting. Absolutely will not gum the brushes.

50c. per stick. S5.00 per dozen. I^end 50c. lor trial stick.

FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES OR

KIImI EUWIII 9. on SoIe Uannfactnrers,
i CLCnnnil H UUl| Reoni 411, Intw Ocean BIdg., 130 Dearborn St.. CHICAUO.

••••*•******•*••*••*••*•••••••••••*••**•*•**••••***

Jpttrchase.
* market.

*

^ We claim to make
^ Printed matter on application.

AN
OHMMETER
Not a poor one but a GOOD

ohmmeter will save you more
time and money than any
portable instrument you can

the BEST ohmmeter on the

: WHITNEY ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.!
i MACHADO & ROLLER
.^Monadnock Block, Chicago

General Agents
203 Broadway, N. Y. J

* General Agents *
* ^ *

FT. WORTH, TEXAS

IT'S THE QUALITY OF
PEERLESS LAMPS
THAT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED

They give a good light from the first to the last

hour of their life, consume a minimum amount of

current and live an unusually long period.

ABSOLUTE UNIFORMITY GUAR.ANTEED

THE WESCO SUPPLY GO.
" EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL "

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Inint Pn O'"- Olllc.i: 29 W. 3<th ?t. Branch Selltaj Ajencles: Chicjgo, Dl.; Ciminiuti, 0.,

JUIIIl uU., NBW YORK CITY DinTer,C[ilo.;PitUbiirg,Pi.;St.Loius,)la.;St. Pml.Iimi.

Jgivi SS A. OO L.D
ONE PIECE, RIGID, SCREWLESS

U", 2i", 3i"

WRITE FOR SAMPLES

JEM SHADE HOLDER CO . 13 E. 30th St.. HEW YORK

ESTABLISHED 187B.

COMBINATION OF

Stow Flexile Shaft

MULTI-SPEErMOTOR
Practically dust and water proof. For Portable

DrlUlnp, Tapping, Reaming. Emery Grinding, etc
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

STOW MFG. CO., Binghamton, N. Y.
Gen'l European Agents, Sellg, Sonnenthal A Co.,

85 Queen Victoria Street. LondOD. England

Eldredge Battery Volimeter

0-3 Volts Dead Beat

For testing Primary and Stor^
age Batteries.

Write for circular and prices.

ELDREDGE ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

II Posi Office Sq.
Springfield, Mass

VOLTMETERS
AMMETERS

for charf.'inK boiird^.elc.
portable and Bwitchlioard
:vpes; compact, inexpen-
-Ive.

L. M. PIGNOLET
78-80 Cortlandt St.

NKW YORK

W, 8. 0STRANDE8 & CO.
Manufacturers and Dealtn

In all klada ot

Meotrlcal Supplies,

Bells, Annunciators,

Speaking Tubes, Etc.

2a DEY ST., NEW YORK
Factobt:

1*31 TO 1439 DBK.U.B ATI.,
Beooklts, N. Y.

SENO FOR 600 PAGE CATALOaUK

lERMANIZED
LANTENEGATIVE
The Greatest Improve-

Batteries

GENERAI_
STORAGE BATTERY CO

PERMANIZED
LANTENEGATIVE

ment in Storage
in 30 years

General Ollicea: Worka:

42 8roadw.y, N. Y. Bootiton, N.J

DRYr.u».TE YOUR COILS
BY VACUUM

^(Caliies—Transformers—Magnet Colls—Armatures)

OVER 1,200 APMRATUSES IN USE-"PASSBURG" SYSTEM
LAROESt ELECTRICAL FACTORIES IN U. S. NOW USE IT.

Jt P. DEVINE CO., BUFFALO, N.Y.
438 BRISBANE BL.DC.

Insp
. • ajid acceptance tests made for the ]mr- T^l ^¥717 |4^^^T1 ^V\ C» ^liascr at the shops of the manufacturer *-^^^^ *^ M\.M^

^\^VI\Jm.R3 r^OOT%Q How otherwise can

the ship-
ment of SELECTED

ELECTRICAL AXLj PHOTOMETRICAL
TESTS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION'

to

-asonaljlv close

it your service.

you k)Uj;L' llial (lie goods delivered ;

specifications ? Our facilities :

ELECTRICAL TESTING LABORATORIES
80th STREET Ql EAST END AVENUE. - NEW YORK
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("BANK N. PMILLIPS.PreB. HJOENH k. imiLUI'S, V. P. C. H. WAUENSEIL. To.i. C. B. BtMINOTON, Jr.. Set.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
>l(OVII>l''.\<'K.. II I.

BAREANDINSOLATEDELECTRICWIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

Naw ToKK St*kb, F. E). DOQObM, 3ft Cortlandt St.

CiiicAtio Htoiii, R. [I. HaromonO, 185 Ad&mi St.

MoNTHBAL HiiAMcii, Ku||eue K. PhUUpi' Kloclrlcal Work»

OFFICES AND FACTOBIES, PHILLI^SDALE , R. I

A'LANTic Ii\sui..\rKiJ WiKi: & Cahi.i. C"

WIRES AND CABLES
FOR SUBMAUINE. AERIAL. UNnERGROUNIJ ANIp INTKKIDR I'SE

F.VCTOKV.
STAMl'ilRIi, CONX.

120 LIBERTY STREET
NEW YORK CITY

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD
"0. K." Weatkrproo! Wire.

Slow-Burning Weatherprool

and Ideal Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET. R. I.

LUNCH
TKe Haller

IntercKarvgeable
Tlic most satisfactory and substantial Intercliangcablc sign made is tlic

HALLEK. Each letter is a separate panel ; the panels fit by interlocking joints

into a solid steel frame ; the assembled sign has the exact appearance of a special

made solid background sign.

Both frames and panels are wired. If frequent changes are desired, as, for

instance, theaters, an automatic connector will be supplied, so that changes can

be made quickly and easily by anyone.

For Sign Rental Business tliese signs are ideal. They are well designed and

of sturdy construction. We furnish them complete or can supply frames and let-

ters as desired, to be assembled by customers.

We have no cut-and-dried " proposition " for central stations, but will make

one specially to fit your requirements and local conditions if you will write us.

We prefer to sell these signs outright, but will take them back at any time,

making substantial allowances.

Haller Machine Company
SIGN WORKS.

321 SOUTH CLINTON STREET.

CHICAGO. - - . ILLINOIS.

GEO. F. PEGLOW
Manufacturer of

Commercial, Outdoor Display and ElectricS I O IM S
1.000 ft. Bulletin Space for rent in St. Paul

374 Jackson St., St. Paul, Minn.

REGO FLASHERS
Are easy to selL Tou make a fine profit.

Everybody with »a electric sign wants ona
Write us today for particulars and prices. Ala*
pointers on electric signs.

Reynolds Electric Flasher Mfg. Co.

191 Fifth Ave., CHICAGO

As your ad in the 'Western Electrician will be
read, you will never be blue.

DID YOU EVER WORK
An IWAN Post Hole Auger?

10, 12 and
14 inch sizes

especia 1 ly
adapted for
telephone
h'ne construc-
tion.

When
spade or dig-

ger is used,
more earth is

dug and a
larger hole
made than
necessary.

The Iwan
Augermakes
hole smooth-
ly and quick-
ly, empties
easily and is

verydurable.
Sma'l sizes
excellent for

boring holes
for anchors,
such as the
W a p a k .

E V ers tick,
Nagel and
H o 1 d e n
anchors.

Order from yr>ur Supply Company
or Hardw&re Dealer

WAN BROTHERS, Nlfrs.
Streator, III.

Columbia Meter
FOR

Direct and Alternating

Current

IMPROVED CONSTRUCTION

THE COLUMBIA ELECTRIC METER CO.

36 WEST SOUTH STREET INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

APPLETON BUSHINGS
Patented

Write for Cata-
logue No. 3

Carefully inspected, threads are perfect, no burrs or defects,

will not break, beautifully enameled, packed in boxes which are

dust-proof.

Order GOOD BUSHINGSbySpGcifyingAPPLETON
COST NO MORE THAN OTHERS

APPLETON ELECTRIC CO. CHICAGO

In 1906
The Western Elec-

trician published 1096

LARGE pages of

reading matter and

1755 illustrations.

This is 3288 columns

or about 3,000,000

words. Equivalent in

amount to 23 average

$2 technical Books.

On the book basis $46

worth given for $3.

If you are not a sub-

scriber send in your

order now.

Western Electrician

507 Marquette Buiiding. Chicago
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WAKTEO, FOK SAL,E and
similar WAKT COlirMBi advertise-

ments {jo -words or less), S^-S^ an
insertion; additional words jc each

POSITION WANTED advertise-

ments {JO -words or less), $1.00 an in-

sertion: additional words 2c each.

POSITION WANTED
As manager of light and power plant in

western state. Have been in present position
four and one-half years, and can furnish splen-
did references from present employers. Have
had fifteen years' experience in installing and
operating plants. Have technical knowledge
covering all the branches of steam and elec-

trical business. Am familiar with office work,
can secure and keep the good will of customers.
Have been very successful in increasing the net
earnings of the plants I have been connected
with. Would expect a salary of Sl.SOO per
year, and to be given full sway to manage
plant to what I consider best advantage. Ad-
dress Box 751, care of Western Electrician,
507 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

POSITION WANTED
By an electrical engineer, technically edu-

cated and experienced in both operation and
construction. Until recently employed by large
power company on Pacific coast. Superintend-
ent of plants m central states. Best of refer-
ences, Asso. A. I. E. E. Prefer construction
work, but will consider anything where ability
and integrity will be appreciated. Address
Box 750, care of Western Electrician.

WANTED
The Universal Mfg. Co. desires to enter into

correspondence with reliable traveling salesmen
who call on central stations, and who are in
position to handle effectively an important and
well-paying line. Liberal terms. Address The
Universal Mfg. Co., 204-206 lilinoia Street,
Chicago, 111.

WANTED
Line man for permanent position. Must be

sober and a hustler. Reference required. State
salary expected. Wabash Water and Light Co.,
Wabash. Ind.

WANTED
An up-to-date manager, capable in every way

to take charge of an electric-light plant in cen-
tral Wisconsin, in a city of 7,000 inhabitants.
Address Box 749, care of Western Electrician
Chicago.

One 2 1-2 K. VV. 125 volt Sprague. direct con-
nected to 4 H. P. Meiz and Weis Kerostne
Engine ; new.

One 4 K. W. 125 volt C. & C. 2-pole Compound
Generator.

One 6 K. W. 125 volt Glaus 2-pole Compound
Generator,

One 10 K. W. 125 volt Sprague 6-pole Com-
pound Generator.

One ID H. P. 115 volt Crocker 4-pole Shuni-
wound Motor.

One 15 H. P. 115 volt C. & C. 2-pole Shunt-
wouno Motor.

Two 26 K. W. 125 volt Edlson 2-pole Compound-
wound G-!n«raior.

One 25 K. W. 115 volt Card Generator D. C. to
Payne Engine.

One 65 K. W. 116 volt Westlnghouse D. C. to
Atlas Compound Engine.

JAMES A. GR.AHAM
39 CortlsLrvdt St. New York City

HAPCOODS
THE NA1I0NAL ORGANIZATION OF BRAIN

BROKERS
With offices in 12 cities and a force of 350 people,
is at your disposal and can be of inestimable
value to both employer and employe.
Do you need a man? ^,We can get him for you. .>''

Is your present position unsatisfactory?
We can provide tlie opportunity/br a better one.

"-Call or write today for a copy of either Hap-
goods opportunities or Hapgoods men. Men-
tion this paper.

HAPCOODS
1010 HARTFORD BLDC.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Offices in all Principal Cities

FOR SALE
Electric-light plant at a bargain, in a pros-

perous and growing Missouri town of 3.000,
Full particulars and satisfactory reason for wish-
ing to sell, on application. Address Box 746,
care of Western Electrician, Chicago.

FOR SALE
An old-established and well-paying ice, light

and power business in a good town in Cham-
paign County, 111. Good public lighting con-
tract. Address A. L. Van Meter, Tolono, 111.

FOR SALE
Telephone exchange, and from 100 to 200

miles long-distance line in Missouri making
good money for sale at a bargain. Full partic-
ulars and satisfactory reason for wishing to
sell, on application. Address Box 747, care of
Western Electrician, Chicago.

80 PAGES ON LUBRICATION >««*

New, fresh ioformation on the modern practice of graph,

ite lubricatioo. Tells what graphite has done, what it

will do, what you can do with it. Copy 125 FREE

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE C0..JERSEY CITY.N.J]

SAMSON SPOT WATERPROOFED CORD FOR TROLLEYS AND ARC I-iMPS.

SEND FOR SAMPLES SaM<«ON COROACE WORKS, Boston. Mass.

PLACE YOUR
"Want" and "For Sale"
advertisements In the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
Immediate Returns.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS. ANY SIZB OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFG. CO.
27 W. MONROE ST., CltlCAQO.

U.S. METAL POLISHI I GeO.W. tlOFFMAN
Z95. E.W«aHiiisTON St. iMDIANtPr

FOR SALE
250-VOLT GENERATORS
KW
2
1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

15
20
20
22^
25
30
33
35
35

50
5614
60
100
100
200

Northern, M. P.
Westinghouae. M. P.
LuDdell, 6 pole, Comp.
Northern, M. P.
WestinRhouse, M. P.
Holtzer-Cabot, M. P.
Westlnghouse, M, P.
Jenney, Al. P.. Comp.
Bernard, M. P., Comp.
Northern. 51. P.
Westrnghouse, M. P.
Maine. M. P.. Comp.
Westlnghouse, M, P.
Milwaukee. M. P.
Crocker-Wheeler.
General Elec, M. P.
Eddy, M. P.. Comp.

All machines actually in stock and fully guar-
anteed. Send for monthly Bargain Sheet with
net prices.

GREGORY ELECTRIC CO.
I6th and Lincoln Sts.

CHICAGO

Book Orders
GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION

Electrician Publishing Co.,

•He 607 Marquetlt Bldg., CHICAGO

THE COMMUTATOR COMPANY, Minneapolis, Minn.
Manufacturers of COLD DRAWN COMMUTATOR SEGMENTS.

We duplicate any segment made without cost of dies or special tools
Electric light companies and repair men given special attention.

O

£^

^^^^ORTHERN Generators for direct connection to

I 'vA I
engine are characterized by accessibility, simplic-

I ' "
I

ity and reliable service. They conform to the
B^^HiJ general requirements of various engine builders.

Northern Generators specified by progressive architects

and engineers who set a high ideal for the electrical

equipment for their clients. Note bulletin 2551.

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.
standard and special Electrical Mactilnery

MADISON, WIS. - - - U. S. A.

DISTRICT OFFICES: 425 Monadnock Block. Chicago. III.

1236 Wells Bldg., Milwaukee. Wis. 801 Land Title Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
403-406 Atlas Bldg., 604 Mission St., 29 Broadway, New York.

San Francisco. Gal. 21 East Fifth St., St. Paul, Minn.
202 Equitable Building, Boston Mass.

4 Sizes

Pat.

Nov. 1900

BLAKE SIGNAL & MFG. CO.

Tt»t>© Pltiac for Soldering; FOP USE ON ^^BTV^ ot-ASTtRlNO

EXACT SIZE PAT.JOLY lOOtf.

WRITE FOR S.\MPLES 246 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

LIGHTING FIXTURES, UP TO DATE CATALOGS
EXPRESS PREPAID TO DEALERS

CATALOG No. 15 contains EUeCTRIC FIXTURES only. CATALOn No. 14 contains COMBINATION
and a\S FIXTURES. CATALOQ No. 13 Illustrates GAS FIXTURES only. CaTaLOQ No. 12 Is

a fimall book containing ELECTRIC, COMBINATION and GAS FIXTURES carried in stock for
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT.

AM, ABOVE CAT.ILOOS lUO; ISSl'K.

Get our Catalogs and they will get the business for you.

BEARDSLEE CHANDELIER MFG. CO.
176. 178. 180 So. Clinton Street. CHICAGO

J

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY REI
_ 76 MARKET STREET, CHICAGO. TELEPHONE MAIN I2QO

PAIR SHOPS
HIgh-CradeMachlne

Work of All Kinds
Correspondenoe Solicited.

FIRST CLASS EQUIPMEI^T
THROUCHOUT.

Dynnmos, Armatures,
Motors, Arc Lamp*,
Fan*, ln*trument*.
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America's Leading Bargain House
Headquarters for Second'Hand Electrical Machinery

Every machine sold is completely overhauled here before shipment and delivered practically

new. Send for our Monthly Bargain Sheet showing complete stock with net prices.

For Salo 125 Volt Generators

3 Westlnghouse, M. P.
4 Hobnrt, M. P.
I Glbbs, M. P.
SM Wcstlnshouse, M. P.
4',i Gen. Elec. I. B.
a-^i Phoenix, d. c. to Case engine.
4 Bernard, M. P.
6 Westinghouse, M. P.
6 Crocker-Wheeler, M. P.
7Ji Gen. Elec.. M. P.
TMi Westinghouse. M. P.
9 Western Elec. M. P.
9 Gen. Elec. M. P.

10 Amer. Eng. Co., M. P.
11 Burke, M. P.
IIU Westinghouse. M. P.
12*/^ Milwaukee. M. P.
13 Crocker-Wheeler, M. P.
13 Gen. Elec, M. P.
13 Lundell, M. P.
15 .Edison.
15 Bullock, M. P.
ITA Crocker-Wheeler, M. P.
20 Amer. Eng. Co., M. P.
20 Card. M. P.
2214 Westinghouse. M. P.
25 Quaker City, M. P.
30 Eddy, M. P.
30 Crocker-Wheeler. M. P.
35 Gen. Elec. M. P.
75 Westinghouse, d. (

house comp. engine.
100 Eddy, M. P.
100 Triumph, M. P.
100 Westinghouse, M. P.
130 Gen. Elec. d. c. to Ideal engine.
150 Western Elec, d. c to Ball &

Wood engine.

250 Volt Generators

to Westing-
Big bargain.

K. W.
2 S>4
6 12%
3 13%
4 17%
1 20
1 30

Northern, M. P.
Gen. Elec, M. P.
Gen. Elec, M. P.
Gen. Elec, M. P.
Northern. M. P.
Westinghouse, M. P.

1 30 Gen. Elec, M. P.
2 35 Bernard, M. P.
1 37% Westinghouse. M. P.
2 42% Milwaukee, M. j:-.

1 60 Milwaukee, M. P.
1 60 Gen. Elec, M. P.
2 60 Milwaukee, M. P.
1 75 Gen. Elec. M. P.
1 100 Crocker-Wheeler, M. P.
1 100 Thompson-Ryan, 10-pole.

550 Volt Generators
K. W.

3 6 Westinghouse, M. P.
3 7% Westinghouse, M. P.
1 12 Westinghouse, M. P.
2 30 "Westinghouse, M. P.
1 33 Westinghouse. M. P.
3 100 Gen. Elec, M. P.
1 500 Westinghouse, M. P.

K. W.
1 2

45
60
50
60
75
75
76
75

1 100
1 100
1 120
2 150
2 ISO
1 200

K. W.
1 30
1 60
1 60
1 60

60 Cycle Alternators

Ft. Wayne 110-125 volts, exciting
current, 4 amp., 50 volts.
Westinghouse.

phase.

:-phase.

-phase.

2-phase,

Westinghouse,
Westinghouse
Westinghouse,
Westinghouse,
Westinghouse
Westinghouse.
Warren-Medbury,
ductor type.
Gen. Elec, monocyclic.
Gen. Elec, A. T. B., 3-phase.
Gen. Elec, type A. S.
Westinghouse.
Gen. Elec, type A. S.
Gen. Elec, 3-phase.

125 Cycle Alternators

Gen. Elec, type A-30.
Ft. Wayne, Wood.
Stanley inductor type,
Westinghouse, comp.

-phase.

Dynamos
Motors

Meters
Are

1 00 Ci-n. Elec. type A. S.

2 120 Gen. Elec. A-120.
1 150 Westinghouse.
1 150 Stanley, Inductor type, 2-phasc.
1 200 Pt. Wayne. W. A. L.
1 400 Stanley. 2-phase.

Three-Phase 25 Cycle Alternators.

K. W.
1 86 Westinghouse, 440 volts.
2 275 Westinghouse, 6,600 volts.
1 700 Bullock, 13.200 volts.
1 25(1 Rotary converter.

For Sale 3 Phase 60 Cycle Motors.

Speed.
1 Gen. Elec, 110 v ISOO
5 Westinghouse, 220 v 1700
5 Gen. Elec, 110 v., variable

speed 1200
5 Gen. Elec, 220 v 1200
7% Gen. Elec, 220 v 1200
7% Westinghouse, 220 v 1120
7% Westinghouse. 440 v 1120
10 Gen. Elec, 220 v 720
10 Westinghouse, 220 V 1120

Westinghouse, 220 v 1120
Gen. Elec, 220 v 900
Gen. Elec, 440 v 900
Westinghouse, 220 v 1120
Westinghouse, 440 v 1120
"Westinghouse, 220 v 850
Westinghouse, 440 v 850
Westinghouse, 440 v., vertical 850
Westinghouse, 220 v.. vertical 850

110 to 125 Volt Motors
H.P. Speed.
1 1 Electro - Dynamic, inter-pole,

variable speed, 4%-l ratio,
with Ward Leonard flat type
controller 600-2700

2 Colonial, M. P., new 2000
2 Gen. Elec, type C. A 1800
3 Western Elec, tj-pe S. N. M. .1950
3 Western Electric, M. P 1025
3 Crocker-Wheeler 850
3% Westinghouse, M. P., type M.,

new 1050
4 Hobart, M. P 950
4 Westinghouse, M. P.. type S.1175
5 Western Elec, type B. B 2000
5 American Engine Co., M. P. .1425
5 Jantz & Leist, M. P 900
5 Holtzer-Cabot, M. P 1100
6 Westinghouse, M. P., type M.,

new 1500
6 Westinghouse, M. P., typeM.,

new 600
7% New England, M. P., new 1100
7% Crocker-"Wheeler, M. P., type

C. M 875
8% Blwell-Parker. M. P 1460
9 Gen. Elec, M. P., type C. E. . 750

10 Gibbs, M. P., type A 1500
10 Jantz & Leist, M. P 900
10 Cincinnati, M. P 1000
10 Commercial, M. P., series.... 550
10 Western Elec, M. P.. type G. 700
12 Eddy, M. P., type G 650
12% Amer. Eng. Co.. M. P 1020
13% Eddy, M. P.. tSTe G 825
15 Milwaukee. M. P 1100
16 Burke, M. P 1450
15 Westinghouse, M. P., type M.. 1100
15 Gen. Elec, M. P., form H 1200
15 Crocker-Wheeler, M. P., type

C. M 875
15 Lundell, M. P., 3 bearing 500
IS Edison, 15 K. W 1150
18 Bullock, M. P 1300
25 Columbian. M. P 900
25 Commercial, M. P 1150
25 Card. M. P 475
25 Fisher, M. P 700
30 Quaker City, M. P., 6 pole. . . 875
35 Edison, 30 K. W 8S0
35 Eddy, M. P.. type G 800
40 Milwaukee. M. P 575
50 Western Elec. M. P 400
50 National, 6-pole 575
50 Gen. Elec, M. P., type C. L. 600

1 75 Westinghouse, M. P., type M.
new 750

1 100 Northern, M. P 600

220 to 250 Volt Motors
H. P. Speed.

1 1% Holtzer-Cabot 1200
1 2 Holtzer-Cabot 1250
1 2 Watson, M. P 1200
1 2 H. P. Sturtevant direct con-

nected to Sturtevant Blower,
24-ln. Inlet, outlet lS%x31 Ins. 350

1 2% Bullock 1800
1 3 Storey, enclosed. Grinding

and Buffing Motor 2000
6 3% Westinghouse, type L series,

crane motors, size No. 3 930
1 5 Peerless. M. P 1150
6 5 Westinghouse, M. P., type L,

enclosed, shunt 1100
1 7% Westinghouse, M. P 1350
1 10 Storey. M. P. enclosed series,

crane or elevator motor 600
1 10 Crocker-Wheeler • 850
1 10 Northern, M. P. 550
1 15 Gen. Elec. M. P.. tvpe C. E.llOO
1 16 Western Elec, M. P 675
3 15 Gen. Elec, M. P., form H 800
2 15 Gen. Elec, M. P., form A... 635
1 20 Sprague. self-oiler 1100
1 20 Aaron, M. P 750
4 20 Gen. Elec, M. P., type C. E..1040
1 25 Northern; M. P 1200
1 25 Bullock, M. P 750
1 35 Gen. Elec, M. P., form H... 900
1 40 Northern. M. P 775
2 50 Milwaukee, M. P 575
1 60 Milwaukee, M. P 900
2 75 Milwaukee, 6 pole 475
1 75 Westinghouse, M. P., type M,

new 300
1 125 Crocker-Wheeler. 6 pole 660
1 126 Ft. "Wayne, wood, 6 pole 660

600 Volt Motors
H. P. Speed.

3 1% Crocker-Wheeler 1550
2 1% Holtzer-Cabot 1300
1 2 Perrett 1360
4 2 Gen. Elec, type C. A 2000
3 2 Holtzer-Cabot 1300
1 2 Commercial, round type 1250
1 2 Gen. Elec, type C. E 1200
1 2 Crocker-"Wheeler 1100
1 2 Wagner, type M 1100
2 2% Holtzer-Cabot 1460
1 2% Lundell 1200
1 3 Western Elec, M. P 2200
2 3 Gen. Elec, type L B 1800
1 3 Ft. Wayne, M. P., type B 1150
1 4 Spragne-Lundell 400
1 4% Aaron, M. P 1100
1 5 Paragon. M. P 950
1 5 Holtzer-Cabot 1650
3 5 Northern, M. P 1960
2 5 Gen. Blec, M. P., type C. Bi.lSOO
2 5 Northern, M. P ...1200
1 5 Gen. Elec, type CQ .'.1200
1 6 Lundell 1125
1 6 Westinghouse. M. P 1500
1 7% "Wagner, M. P 1450
1 7% Lundell, M. P 1050
1 7% Paragon. M. P 900
1 10 Belknap 1400
2 10 Crocker-Wheeler, type C 1200
4 10 Gen. Elec. M. P 1500
2 10 Holtzer-Cabot. M. P 1275
1 10 Gen. Blec. M. P., type C. B. 800
1 10 Westinghouse, M. P., type M,

new 1250
1 15 C. & C, type M 1170
4 15 Gen. Elec. M. P.. type C.E..1200
1 15 "Western Blec, M. P., t\'pe

G. S :... 500
1 20 Crocker-"Wheeler, M. P 11?0
1 20 Sprague-Lundell, M. P lOSO
1 20 Lundell. M. P 775
1 20 Westinghouse, M. P., type M,

new 960
1 25 "Westinghouse railway type.

No. 12 series, for hoisting.
etc.. back-geared 485— 100

1 25 Crocker-"WheeIer. M. P 780
1 30 Milwaukee. M. P 1075
1 30 Westinghouse, M. P., type M,

new ' 975

1 :;:.

1 35
1 40

5 45
2 50
1 50
1 50
1 65
1 75
1 80
2 100
1 150

Gen. Elec, U. P 975
Crockor-Wheeler, M. P 775
Crocker-Wheeler, M. P 725
Westinghouse, M. P., type M.,
new 950
Wefftinghouse, M. P., type 8. 750
Electron, M. P., latest type.. 775
Gen. Blec, M. P., form H... 900
Crocker-Wheeler, M. P 660
Gen. Elec. M. P., form A... 800
Westinghouse. M. P 800
Westinghouse, M. P., type S. 800
"Westinghouse. M. P.. 700
Westinghouse, M. P., No, 1. 590

SPECIAL BARGAIN
Railway Motors

We have just closed out from the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Co., East Pittsburg, Pa., their entire stock
of No. "33 S," Walker railway motors.
These are 30 H. P. brand-new motors
complete with gears, pinions and gear
cases—3%-in. axles. We have 70 of these
motors in stock in Chicago ready for Im-
mediate shipment.

Single-Phase—125-133 Cycle Motors
H. P. Speed.

1 Vi Holtzer-Cabot, 110 volts, self-
starting 2600

1 % Century auto., 110 volts 1940
1 1 Holtzer-Cabot, 110 volts 2500
2 1 "Wagner auto., 208 volts, model

B 1815
1 1 Wagner auto., 208 volts, model

A 2000
1 1% Holtzer-Cabot, 110 volts 2600

Single-Phase —60 Cycle Motors
H. P. Speed.

% Emerson, 110 volts, class 3242
B. A 1700

% Emerson, 110 volts, class 3242
B. A 1700

Yi, Holtzer-Cabot, self-starting,
110 volts 1800

Vi Wagner, 110 volts. Model C..1800
% Gen. Elec, hand-starting, 110

volts 1800
% Century, 110 or 220 volts 1760
% Century, variable speed, auto.,

with controller, 220 volts 1760
% Century, vertical type, 110 or

220 volts, automatic 1760
Stanley, type I, 220 volts,
with condenser 1800

1 Century, 110 or 220 volts,
auto 1760

1 Century, vertical type, 110 or
220 volts 1750

1% Century. 110 or 220 volts,
auto 1165

2 Century, 110 or 220 v.. auto.. 1750
Wagner, 220 volts, model B.
auto 1750
Century. 110 or 220 v., auto.. 1750
Century, 110 or 220 v.. auto. 1750
Westinghouse. 110 volts, type
C. C. with phase splitters. .1120
Century, 110 or 220 "v.. auto.. 1750

1

3

Single- Phase—40 Cycle
H. P. Speed.

1 \i Emerson. 115 volts 740

Two- Phase—60 Cycle
H. P. Speed.

1 2 Gen. Elec, form K. 220 v.. 1800
1 5 Gen. Elec, form K, 110 volts,

with starter 1200
1 7% Westinghouse, type C. X., 110

volts, with auto. -starter 1120
1 25 Gen. Elec. 220 volts, form K.

with starter 1200
1 15 Gen. Elec form" L 2200

H. P.
1 3

1 10
1 10
2 20
1 20
2 30

Three Phase—25 Cycle
Speed.

Stanley 110 volts. 750
"Westinghouse, 440 volts 1420
Westinghouse, 440 volts 720
"Westinghouse, 440 volts 1420
"Westinghouse, 440 volts 720
Westinghouse, 440 volts 720

Lamps
Repairs

III ELECmcco.
Cor,

CHICAGO.IULINOIS
I6th and Lincoln Sts., CHICAGO, ILL.

Switchboard Instruments
Steam Engines

Railway Motors
Job Lots of Supplies
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If Amerimerican Circular Loom
CHELSEA, MASS.

NEW YORK—R. B. Corey Co., 39 Cortlandt St.

S.\N FRANCISCO—John R. Cole Co., 766 Folsoni St.

CHICAGO—Thomas G. Grier, 128 W. Jackson Blvd.

)m Co. ^
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THIRD ANNUAL

ELECTRICAL

COLISEUM. CHICAGO

January 1 3-25, 1 908

APPLY FOR SPACE NOW

Electrical Trades Exposition Gompanv

1006 Monadnock Block

CHICAGO
HOMER E. NIESZ, Manager
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HAVE YOU RECEIVED A COPY OF

The New BRYANT Catalogue?

It is the handsomest, most complete and most practical

publication ever issued for the electrical supply trade.

Over 200 pages, 1,500 articles and nearly 300 superb half-

tone illustrations. Every one interested in the distribution

and application of electric light and power should have a

copy. Any jobber will send you one for the asking.

Write today.

BRYANT ELECTRIC CO.
Chicago BRIDGEPORT, CONN. San Francisco

THERE ARE SWITCHES AND SWITCHES, BUT

RKIIMS SNAAIXOH

Knife Switches.

ws'jii'm

LEAD THEM ALL

HIGHEST QUALITY
GREATEST VARIETY
FAIREST PRICES

Write to your jobber for copy
of new 225 page catalogue

just issued.

Perkins Electric Switcli Mfg. Co.

BRIDGEPORT, COIMIM.
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Warner Electric Mt Co.
ST. LOUIS. U. S. A.

ALTERNATING-CUR.RENT

Single-phase Motor, with

Variable Speed, Auto-

transformer Control.

Single-phase Vertical Motor.

For Any Service.

Single-phase Motor Geared to Triplex Pump.

An example of Single-phase Elevator Drive,

Showing Positive Action Control.

Variable Speed, Single-

phase Ventilating

Fan Outfit.

Standard^Polyphase

Motor Design.

Bulletin No. 75-H describes single-ph&se motors. Bulletin No. 74-H describes polyphase motors.

District Offices in all of tKe Prirvcipa,! Cities.
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ROTH
Motor Generators

Electric Forg'e Blowers

Printing Press Motors aLnd

Polishing' and Grinding

Machines
Twin-Motor Dynamo, "O" Type HAVE NO EQUAL Electric Forge Blower

They are absolutely THE BEST that skilled workmanship, highest grade material and long experience can produce

Roth Dynamos and Motors

have been on the market since 1894.

They have never failed to give entire M
satisfaction.

Let us know your wants. We will

gladly give you the benefit of our expe-

rience.

Printing-Press Outfit

RothBros.&Co.
27-29 S. Clinton St.

CHICAGO Grinding and Polishing Machine

SPECIAL GREETING
TO THOSE WHO WERE IN

THE BUSINESS

TWENTY YEARS AGO
We have learned a few things in twenty years.

We design our specialties better and we know more about
making them well.

We have succeeded pretty well in producing good things
and hope to continue in the good work.

We love to think of the friendly relationships of the past
and hope to merit them In the future.

GEORGE CUTTER CO,

SOUTH BEND, IND.
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Large C "W ^A.lternafor'T

Two 500 A*, r. .(. and Oilf ?w K. V. A. Generaf.or". Eltjin National\ ]Vatch Co., Elf/in. III.

Are making good in important plants in Chicago and elsewhere. See bulletin 74T.

^i^ COMPANY ^%ib
P WORKS: Ampere, N. J.

^^o
OLD COLONY BLDC. CHICAGO, ILL.

Lead Incased Telephone
and Power Cables

Insulated Wire for

all Purposes

Magnet Wire

Weatherproof Wire

Rubber Covered
Wire

Bare Copper Wire
Galvanized Wire

Strand

i-^WBt^

John A. Roeblin^'s Sons Co.
171-173 Lake St., CHICAGO Works : TRENTON, N. J.
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s«

With Heat-Resisting Aojblax; Inner Globes you don't need

outer globes—Money saved.

They are made of special heat-resisting glass—need less pro-

tection than the "ordinary."

Then again this same heat-resisting quality makes them non-

blackening.

They don't soften.

The carbon particles don't "embed" themselves.

^A/lRl'rE: p-of^ ^<_>f9 ^tK.-rtk.t-^<»\j\

fIJ.«JII.'/.lJJ.....II>.IH.I!

^SkssSpecialtyCo.

Mixers of(jLASSandScience \

VOSTOaiA OHIO,

AfOJBLAS
.A^^IT«I I I
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PHOENIX
INNER AND OUTER

GLOBES
GvAskl'*'!'*'!'*'!'*'!'*'!'*'!'*^

Every Central Station and
Dealer should know what ''Phoenix
Quality" means. Send for oar Inner

Globe proposition.

Outer Globes for all Arc Systems
CATALOaUES UPON REQUEST

If you want to eliminate ALL element of

chance, uncertamty and worry when you buy

Inner Globes then buy

"Phoenix Quality" ^^f

Purchasers of " Phoenix Quahty "

Inner Globes—for years—understand and real-

ize from experience that they are a stand-
ard of hi^h merit. Every essential

embodied in approved and scientific construc-

tion, choicest material, and the most skilled

and finished workmanship. TRY THEM!
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"

Electric Emery Grinders!
as manufactured by

STOW MFG. Co
BINCHAMTON, N. Y.

General European Agents

Selig, Sonnenthal ^ Co.
85 Queen Victoria St., London, England

Portable Electric

Grinders

We build these in four sizes:

No. 4—3+ H. P. Motor
Emery Wheel capacity 6x1 '4 in. 1

No. 5—1^^ H. P. Motor
Emery Wheel capacity 8x1^ in.

No. 6—2 H. P. Motor
Emery Wheel capacity lOxl 5^ in.

No. 8—3 H. P. Motor
Emery Wheel capacity 12x2 in.

For 110 or 220 volts they are

furnished as shown in cut. For

500 volts with wood truck for

better insulation. This latter is

extensively used by street rail-

ways for grinding rails in bonding.

Stationary Electric Grinders

Perhaps Semi-Porta.bIe would be a

better name for this machine, because by loosen-

ing a few bolts it can be readily changed, from

place to place without regard to counter shafts

or line shafts.

We build these machines in two sizes, ihe

smaller taking two dry wheels, 2x1 8-inch or one

12-inch wet wheel and one 2xl8-inch dry wheel.'

The larger tool will carry two 3x24-in. wheels.

We build these machines for direct current

only.

WRITE US FOR DETAILS AND PRICES

The

Stow Multi - Speed

Motor
is used in these machines.

> RESULT:
Wide Range of Speed

[Infinite Variation in Speed

A fraction of a turn of the

regulating wheel on top of motor

will make a corresponding change

in speed of emery wheel.

Mechanicai Regulation of Speed

No rheostats or controllers to

fill up with dust and burn out.
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THE OTIS
TUBULAR FEED

WATER HEATER

OIL SEPARATOR

AND PURIFIER
WITH SEAMLESS
BRASS TUBES

is the only heater that has a cool settling chamber
and is guaranteed not to get foul with scale, and that

will continue to heat as hot after years of constant

use as when new. This is the only feed water heater

that has an oil pressure separator that is at all times

surrounded by the cool feed water when it first

enters the heater, and is guaranteed to extract

more oil from exhaust steam than can be extracted

by any other device in the market. This heater is guar-

anteed to give perfect satisfaction or the manufac-

turers wiU pay all cost of placing and removing, also

freight both ways.

FOR PRICES AND
DISCOUNTS WRITE

THE

STEWART
HEATER CO.

25 Norfolk Avenue
BUFFALO, N. Y.
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KLEINS TOOLS
KLEIN'S NEW "CHICAGO" GRIP

A well proportioned,

thoroughly reliable tool.

Made of steel throughout,

and nickel plated. Just

the right shape to handle

quickly, is light and when

placed on the wire will

hold itself in place.

Can be pushed out on the

wire so as to take up as

much slack as necessary.

Covers all the essential

points required of a grip

to do ^ood work on either

iron or copper wire.

All Prominent Supply Houses Carry This and Other Klein Products

MATHIAS KLEIN SLSONS
61 Vi.MAH BUREN
CHICAfiO ll_l-

DWIGHT BROS. PAPER CO.
61-63 PLYMOUTH PLACE CHICAGO

DEALERS IN

Book Papers^

Writing Papers^

Enveiopes

and Card Boards

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF CATALOG
AND PUBLICATION STOCKS
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DUNTLEY AIR

COOLED Electric Tools
HAVE SAVED THEIR FIRST COST IN
A FEW MONTHS for Many Purchasers

Thoy Aro Portable and Ea 8 y t o M a ni p u I ato ,

Tako up no Floor Space, and Aro Fully Cuarantood.
SENT ON TRIAL TO RESPONS'BLE PARTIES.

Especially adapted for rail bonding and general work.
Wound for i lo, 220 and 550 volts d. c. and one, two
and three phase a. c. Write for catalog and prices.

CHICAGO PNEUMATIC TOOL CO.
CHICAGO NEW YORK

WORCESTER
Standard Electrical Specialties

Knife-Switclies Switchboards Panelboards

Our new catalogue shows this complete line and is

the handiest price-Tist on this material ever published

;

with it you can obtain the net price of any combina-
tion of Isolated Plant Switchboard in THREE MIN-
UTES ; it is a time saver for those who have to give
quick figures and feel assured that the prices they
are quoting are absolutely correct.

This catalogue is now ready for distribution and
will be mailed on receipt of your request. Every-
one in the Electrical Trade should have a copy.

WORCESTER ELECTRIC MFC. CO.
42 Lagrange St., Worcester, Mass., U. S. A.

SHAW NON-ARCING

'i

)€i

LIGHTNING
ARRESTERS
Direct, easy path to earth

of maximiun capacity for

all static discharges. High
ohmic resistance prevent-

ing calorific arcs. Posi-

tive, indestructible.

Bulletin E describes fully

LORD ELECTRIC COMPAJWY
213 West 40th St. New York

We Know that Bissell Switch-
boards are Best and that Our
Prices are Low

But we want to
convince you.
This will be an
easy matter if

you will write for

Switch board
Bulletin Number
One. Give us
your specifica-

tions, and let us
quote vou.
No matter

whether your
board is large
or small, A. C. or

D. C, power or
SWITCHBOARDS OF THE BETTER KIND, lighting, or any
combination—we can save you money.
Quality considered.

Write totlay.

The F. Bissell Company.
TOLEDO.O.

1

WHY
have so many E'ectric Light and Power Companies installed our system of

"DISTRICT HEATING"

If you care to know, write for the story of "District Steam Heating."

30 Years' Experience

American District Steam Company
Main Office: LOCKPORT, N. Y,

Canadian Office; 77 York St., Toronto. Western Office: Monadnock Bldg., Chicago,
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NO SCALE
NO CORROSION
NO PITTING
NO FOAMING

Where DEARBORN
Feed Water
Treatment
Is Used

OHEIVIIOAL. \A/ORKS,
238-234 Postal Telegraph Building, CHICAGO, ILL. 'XA^MI. l-f. EDO^XR, Telephone: Harr.tson 3930 and 3031.

BUCKEYE ENGINE Co.
SALEM. OHIO. U.S.A.

STEAM ENGINE BUILDERS.
THE UkRQEST LINE OF MODERN ENGINE PATTERNS IN THE WORLD.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATRD CATALOGUE.

'9/u»^.Sumvi- The Phosphor Bronze SmeltingCo.Iimited,
. 2200 Washington awe.,Philadelphia.

\ "ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
^ „' ING0TS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS,SHEETS,ETC.
XNs. — DELTA METAL—;•

'

^ELTAs. castings, stampings and forcings
Te^.?.^s P^T^orl. ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN TiiE U.S.TRADE MARKS
REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

Elevating, Conveying. Power Transmission, Screening, Crushing Oredginq,
Rock and Coal Drilling. Coal Cutting,' Hauling and Washing Machinery.

OUB C.\TALOi;iJES ARK TOUKS FOK THE ASKIKG.
TheJEFFREY MANUFACTURI NG CO., Columbus, O., U.S.A.

STAR ENAMELED BRIDLE RINGS
"THB RWQS BY WHICH ALL OTHERS ARE QAUQED"

used ie,--u-

Jarly uy tue
U. S. gov't
and by the
largeec tele-
phone com-
p a ales In
tne country
on general'
construc-
tion work.

Write for catatog sbowlag rings of all kinds Humphry

^Sc^-^o'!;;: STAR EXPANSION BOLT CO., J.iSo«°i Bayonne. N. i.'^"rVoXXi'

DTTO ENGINES
Are "Otto" Engines Dependable?
Genttemen:-

As you wit! doubtless remember, two
years ago last fall, we Installed one of your aj HP.
•*Otto" Gasoline engines, and ran the same 103
days and nights without stopping. One vear ago
water was high and the engine was not run. Last
fall water was again too low to enter our Intake,
and the engine and pump was started on November
2, iqo6, and- has run continuously for 3523 hours,.

Is not this a good record?
Yours truly.

Bristol Acqueduct Co.
Bristol, N. H., 4-1-07.

OTTO GA5 ENGINE WORKS, Phlla. Pa.

STANDARD DF THE WORLD

THE BABCOCK $c WILCOX COMPANY
85 Liberty Street, - - - NEW YORK

Babcock & Wilcox, Stirling, A. & T. Horizontal, Gahall Vertical

WATER TUBE STEAM BOILERS
»-l:eam Sup^rH^a-t^r! IS/lecHanical S-tolcers

WORKS: BAYONNE, N. J.-BARBERTON, OHIO
BRANCH OFFICES:

BOSTON, Delta Building
PHILADELPHIA,! II O- I I I 2 North Amer. BIdg.
SAN FRANCISCO, 63 First Street
PITTSBURCH, Farmers Deposit Nafi Bk. BIdg.
NEW ORLEANS, 343 Baronne Street

DENVER, 410 Seventeenth Street
SALT LAKE CITY, 3 I 3 Atlas Block
WASHINGTON, Colorado BIdg.
CHICAGO, Marquette BIdg.
ATLANTA, GA., I 132 Candler BIdg.

CLEVELAND, 700 New England BIdg.
MEXICO CITY, 7 Avenida Juarez
HAVANA, CUBA, I I 6H Calle de la Habana
LOS ANGELES, 32 1 Trust BIdg.
CINCINNATI, O., Traction BIdg.

SAMSON TURBINE
In constructing the SAMSON we use only the BEST
MATERIAL that can be purchased; furthermore, we
employ only skilled labor in their erection. It is

necessary to use HIGH-GRADE MATERIAL so that

all wearing parts will have a LONG LIFE. The
SAMSON operates continuously.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO. 307 Lagonda Street, Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.
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AylT'E are specialists in the

printing of Catalogs and

Circulars of all kinds.

Large edition work handled

promptly. Estimates cheerfully

fiirnished on any printing you

may require.

THE BLAKELY
PRINTING CO.

I 26 Market St. CHICAGO

READ WHAT A CU^JTOM ER THINKS
OF THE

BASFIAN RECORDING WATTMETER

"Please ship us by (reiijlil at once 25 110.

voK, 20-ampcrc Baslian Meters. We now
have about 40 o( these meters on our hnes

and consider them an ideal meter fur the

class of consumers for which they are

intended. HIease book our order for 50 of

these meters, 25 to be shipped at once and

25 some time in July."

Hundreds of other users speak just

as highly of the Bastian Meter.

Made for all voltages, direct cur-

rent. Reads direct in kilowatt-hours.

Accurate, simple, nothing to get out

of order. Low in price.

We will send a Sample Meter to

any responsible party for

test purposes

HELIOS MFG. CO.
BRIDESBURG, PHILA., PA.

Main Office and Factory; BRIDESBURG, PHILADELPHIA
New York Office: 18 E. 42d SI. Boston Office: 630 Washington SI.

ELECTRICIAN'S HANDY BOOK
By Prof. T. O'CONOR SLOANE

Pocket Book Size. Handsomely Bound in Leather with Title

and Edges in Gold. About 800 Pages. 500 illustrations.

Sloane
PRICE $3.50

*

I
'HE latest, best and most complete book on Electricity, covering the subject of Practical

Electricity in all its branches written by a well-known author in a manner that can be

readily understood, and intended for the every day working electrician.

PARTIAL LIST OF CHAPTERS

Mechanics as Applicable to Practical Electricity—Electric Currents—Ohm's Law and Electric Energy—Alternating Cur-
rents—Direct-Current Dynamos—Care and Running of Dynamos—Direct-Current Motors—Alternating-Current Generators

—

Alternating-Current Transformers—Alternating-Current Motors — Distribution of Electric Currents—Arc Lamps—Incan-

descent Lamps— Electric Railways—Primary Batteries - Secondary Batteries—Central Station—Switchboards—Electric Heat-
ing and Cooking—Lightning Rods—Roentgen or X-RayWork—Electric Elevators—Electro-Metallurgy and Electro-Chemistry
—Electric Measurements, and Instruments used in Station Work—Miscellaneous Data, Formulas and Suggestions, etc., etc.

EVERY PROQRESSIVE ELECTRICIAN WHO WISHES TO KEEP UP WITH THE TIMES SHOULD HAVE THIS VALUABLE WORK

Send all orders to

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, 507 Marquette Building, Chicago, 111.
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New Store of the Scruggs-Vandervoort-Bamey Dry Goods Co-
Olive, Tenth and Locust Sts., St. Louis.

1301 230 feet. Lighted Throughout by D. C. Nemst Lamps.

ANOTHER
N E R N S T
VICTORY!

The Scruggs - Vandervoort - Barney Dry
Goods Co. have adopted the Nernst System
for lighting the largest dry goods store in

St. Louis for the same reasons that led

Marshall Field & Co. of Chicago to adopt
it for the largest dry ^____^
goods store in the world. /^wif|?/\
Write for Booklet on Store Lighting.

NERNST LAMP COMPANY \^
PITTSBURG, PA.

OFFICES IN TWENTY- FIVE CITIES

A-B
ARC LAMPS

' it\r\

ARE YOU INTERESTED
IN ILLUMINATION?

^ The merit of the arc lamp for

general illumination is conceded.

€[ Why buy other than the best ?

In treating 'on arc lamps, A-B
and best are synonymous. That
is the reason why the largest

central stations, the up-to-date

storekeeper'and the great manu-
facturing interests have adopted
A-B as their standard.

^ Economy and satisfaction are

represented in simplicity in con-

struction, reliability in opera-

tion, neatness in appearance,
efficiency the highest, insulation

the best, and last but not least,

maintenance the lowest.

q Profit by the experience of

others.

fl Write for bulletins and such
other information as you may
desire.

THE ADAMS BAGNALL ELECTRIC CO.
General Offices and Factory

OI_eVEI_A.ND, OHIIO
143 Liberty St., Ninr York City
142£ Empire Bldx., AtliiDta, Oa.
OOo Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

303 Daarborn St., Chiano, 111.

712 Dilluye Bldg.. SjmouM. N. Y.
B. E. T. fni;glo Co., Ltd.. Montreal, Canada

Under Running Protected Third Rail

Conductor for the electrification of Rail-

roads.

The Selecta^raph Instrument for Power

Stations and Transmission Lines.

The Springfield Ignition Rechargeable
Dry Cell Battery.

ADDRESS

THE RAILWAY SAFETY SERVICE COMPANY
General Office: Second Floor Front, BESSE BUILDING

Telephone 2299 Factory: 112 ASHLEY STREET

SPRINGFIELD, MASS., U. S. A.

Telephone
Principles and Practice

A NEW BOOK IN TELEPHONY
By

CEORCE WALKER WILDER, PH. D.

Complete and up-to-date, written by a practical man. All about modern

telephone apparatus, their principles and use.

I. Fundcmenlal IdeaL*
II. Telephone App&ratus
III. Systems of CommurvlcaLtion
IV. Construction end Equipment

IN 32 CHAPTERS. 460 PAGES, 376 ILLUSTRATIONS. PRICE $2.00 POSTPAID

Send All Orders to Electrician PubllEhlng Co., 507 Marquelle Building, Chicago
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PROPOSED RATES IN NEW

TELEPHONE ORDINANCE

Siiifili: lino iiiokel Horvicu, 20 coats; now ;10 conls ii diiy.

Two-piirty " " " 15 " " 20 "

Two-party " roaidence " 10 " " 20 "

Foiir-imrty " " " 5 " " 10' " "

Ten-party line abolished.

Slngle-IIno resilience, unlimited service, $72 per annum; now $100.

Two-party lino residence, unlimited service, ?BG per annum; now
$75.

Measured Rates for Business

—

First 100 calls In month, $5.

Next 200 calls in month, 3 cents each.

Additional calls, 2 cents each.

Business users with 24 or more calls daily are furnished with

two lines at $102 per annum each; additional calls. 2 cents each.

No charge for private branch exchange switchboards.

Trunic lines, $24 per annum; now $36.

The unlimited trunic line rate of $1 per day Is to continue same
as now for heavy users.

Extension telephones of all kinds, 50 cents per month.
The exchange limits cover the entire city without mileage charge.

No toll to outlying exchanges, such as Rogers Park, Austin,

Pullman, South Chicago, etc. Toll from these neighborhood ex-

changes to other districts in the city, 5 cents; now 10 cents.

The reduction affects more than 95 per cent of the telephones

in the city and provides a greatly Improved service.

The right is reserved to the city to regulate rates, limit earnings

and purchase the property after ten years.

The design of the ordinance is to provide the best possible

service at the lowest possible cost.

CHICAGO TELEPHONE CO.

''We are in very great need
ol tclcpliuiie j;irls," wails a manual operating company, in a letter

to us. "Can you advise us where you have recently replaced

manual boards with automatic so that we can get in touch

with them?

''We must have girls

Irom somewhere." We sympathized with the company, told

tiicm where we thought they mi^ht l)e able to get some girls, but

we sugjjested the

Automatic System as the Solution

(jf their problem, which is becoming a common one among
manual companies. Have you encountered it yet? When you

do, remember that the Automatic dispenses with girls, saves

money, makes money, and gives the best service. Automatic

equipment has been adopted In the following cities:

Aberdeen. B. D.
Akron, Ohio.
Allentown, Pa,
Auburn, Me.
Auburn, N. T.
BatUe Creek, Mloh.
Beaver FallSjPa.
BelllnKham, Wash.
BUllnga, Mont.
Butte, Mont.
Cadillac, Mich.
Champaign, 111.

Chicago, ni.
Cleburne, Texaa.
ColumbuB, Ga.
Columbua, Ohio.
Dayton, Ohio.
Denver, Colo.
Dowagrlac, Mich.
El Paso, Texaa.
Emaua. Pa.
Fall River, Mass.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Hastings, Neb.

Havana, Cuba.
Hazleton, Pa.
Holland, Mich.
Hopklnsvllle, Ky.
Houston, Tex.
Jonesboro, Ark.
Lake Benton, Minn.
I/ewleton, Mo.
Lincoln, Neb.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Manchester. Iowa.
Marlanao, Cuba.
Marion, Ind.
Medford, Wis.
Mlamlsburg, Ohio.
Mt. Olive, ni.
New Bedford, Mass.
Oakland, Cal.
Ocean Park, Cal.
Omaha, Neb.
Pentwater. Mich.
Pontlac, 111.

Portland, Me.
Portland. Ore.

Princeton, N, J,

Richmond, Ind.
Riverside, CaL
Rochester, Pil
RushvlUe, Ind.
San Diego, Cal.
San Francisco, Cal.
Santa Monica. Cal.
Saskatoon, Sask., Can.
Sioux City, Iowa.
South Bend, Ind.
Spokane, Wash.
St Marys^Ohlo.
Tacoma, Wash.
Toronto Junction, Can.
Traverse City. Mloh.
Urbana, 111.

Van Wert, Ohio.
Walla Walla, Wash.
Wausau, Wis.
Westerly, R. I.

Wilmington, Del.
Woodstock, N, B., Can.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC CO.
Van Buren and Morgan Streets, CHICAGO, U. S. A.

KELLOGG
Addresi Dep't F

PHILADELPHIA. PA.
Keystone Telephone Building

LOS ANGELES. CAL.
318 W. Second Street

SWITCHBOARD
AND

SUPPLY COMPANY
BRABCHES:
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Electric Building

ATLANTA, EA.
17 Peters street

KANSAS CITY, MO.
1113 Main Street

WINNIPEG. MAN.
56 Albert Street

TELEPHONES,
SWITCHBOARDS
TELEPHONE APPLIANCES,

POLES, LAMPS, CABLES,
TELEPHONE LINE SUPPLIES, ETC.

Correspondence Solicited. Write for Bulletins.

No. 148

TELEPHONE
SYSTEMS

FOR

OFFICES
FACTORIES
HOTELS

AND

COMPLETE EXCHANGES
Send for Bulletin 13 W.

American Electric
Telephone Company
6560 state St., - Chicago, 111.

INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONES
KNOWN AND USED THE WORLD OVER

Have You

Tried

Them?

If So, You Are
a Regular
Customer

If Not, Will You
Allow U* to Send a

Sample?

INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE MFG. CO.
o H I e A. o o

You mill contmr a tmvor ugon tha mdvertlumr by telling Mm—whan yom
wrltm Mm -that sou maw Mm ad. In the Wmmtmrn Electrlmlait,

WE are manufacturing a complete line of telephones and switchboards
for all classes of telephone service. They are all made upon the same
principles and embody the same distinctive features which have won rec=

ognition of rare merit for Long Distance apparatus from everywhere.
5end for Bulletin "T"and learn of our latest improvements. Also ask for prices.

The LongDistanceTelephone Mfg. Co.,South Bend, ind.
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White

Cedar

Poles
of

Quality

I

«

TROLLEY AND TELEPHONE POLES.

MINNESOTA

YARDS:

Lammer's

Mccarty's

Hoyt's

Shock's Spur

Spur 144

Gemmell

Turtle River

and Guthrie

allonM.&I.Ry.

We Produce and Wholesale the Best Cedar Poles that Money and Experience can Furnish, Our Assortment is yet Complete—Everything at Competitive Prices.
"We can dehver the goods." Try us with your next order. We never neglect an old customer or lose an opportunity to secure a new one. Your inquiries solicited.

\A/. C. OMUROHi L-UIVIBER A COAL. OO.
General Office, Manhatto BIk. DE8 MOINES, lA.

C.h.WQRCESTER CQ. Tribune Bldg Chicago.
Iliir VapfiA areflOlocatedwaeaastilpitooktouiypelntlntheUnltedBtttM 1

UUI I 111 ill tbatlDcacfromtheobolcBDttlmberremalningtnNortberDMlcii. J

POLES.
WHITE CEDAR,
RED CEDAR,
CYPRESS

BERTHOLD

& JENNINGS,
Lumbermen's Bldg.
8th and PineSts.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

TIES.
OAK, CYPRESS and
YELLOW PINE

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Slock Constantly on Han4
Poles

':>Srnesf l^tlark Pres.

cn nnn trolley and
OUjUUU TKLEPUONE POLES AND

15,000
STICKS OF PILING
ON OUR YARDS

Prompt Shipment and

First Class Material

GUARANTEED
Inquiries Solicited

S.-E. MISSOURI CYPRESS CO.
CAMPBELL, MO.

- •?( TRADEMARK

C^^^^^j^

POkESTIESPOSTS
THE PORTER CEDAR Co

SAGINAW.MICM.
-»-«-wajaj^»=j VaUB INQUIRIES ALWAYS

Cedar
C.J.HuebelCo.

Menominee, Mich.

Producers and Wholesalers of White Cedar Poles

Poles
MICHIGAN WHITE CEDAR n<>| CO nun TIBQ
BEST TO LAST. 40,0110 Folci in Hock, fV^I_Cw '*"l' I ICv

ioo.ooo-ijo.ooo ifici April Ht. ^^ ^^ ^^ _ .. _. .- ^.. jWe h«Ve been in the Cedar Fol« and Tie bminesj J5 yeztt. 50,000 Trolley Tiej al B»y Cily yard.

W. C. STERUNC & SON CO., MONROE. WICH.

ELECTRIC HEATING APPARATUS
L-'^ " '"^-J ia the refiult of ten years of constant

effort to develop the enamel and resistance element to

its present state of perfection It has gained recognition
as a thoroughly reliahle product.

Catalog Free Upon Request

^ SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATING CO.

HORAs.iocK BLOCK CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

TIES
THE MENOMIMEE WMITE CEDAR CO. MENOMINEE . MICH.

CE>r>i\.i« F»orvE>s^
FOSO^S

WHITE PINE LUMBER CO., 8IO Lumber Exchange, Minneapolis. Minn.

The Lindsley Brothers Company
Producers and Shippers ot

WESTERN CEDAR POLES
And Manufacturers of

RED FIR CROSS ARMS
SPOKANE -:- WASHINGTON

Enslern Sales Office, Monadnocit Bldg., CHICAGO

Those who are most intelligent read most.

Those who read most are most intelligent.
'

The thinking man necessarily bases most of his thoughts upon the

thoughts of others. The general growth and the specialization of the

electrical business are such that it is absolutely necessary that a man should

read the latest and best electrical books if he desires to keep abreast

of the times. We are headquarters in the West for electrical books,

and can fill orders for any work published, promptly on receipt of price.

Idaho Cedar Poles

PACIFIC COAST POLE CO. SPOKANE, WASH.
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CEDAR
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH

ESCANABA, MICK. KELLIHER, MINN. WHrTNEV, MICH. NEWHM.L, MICH. ITASCA, WISC. BRAINERIJ, MINN.

Look around and you will see where our yards are located, and will

be convinced of our ability to fill all orders promptly. Our prices are

right and poles carefully inspected. A trial order will convince.

Write us, we are always pleased to quote prices.

NATIONAL POLE CO.
SUCCESSOR TO CEDAR DEPARTMENT

PITTSBURG & LAKE SUPERIOR IRON CO., - ESCANABA, MICH.

OTTAWA, CANADA EVERETT, WASH. NEWPORT, WASH. SHERMAN, ME. TENSTRIKE. MINN.

WE CARRY IN STOCK A
COMPLETE LINE OF

ROi-E I-IIM

All kinds of Poles—Cross-arms—Insulators.

Our special facilities for obtaining poles

enable us to guarantee the promptest ship-

ments. Send for "Pole Booklet F."

WESTERN ELECTRIC
IVI

CHICAGO
NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURG

SAINT LOUIS
SAINT PAUL
SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES
SEATTLE
KANSAS CITY

DENVER
CINCINNATI
ATLANTA
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ISHAM RANDOLPH
CONSULTING ENGINEER

American Trust Building, Chicago.

Member American Society of Civil
Engineers. Member Western Society
of Engineers.

SARGENT & LUNDY,
ENGINEERS.

RAILWAY EXCHANGE,
Cor. Jackson and Michigan Boulevards,

CHICAGO.
Frederick Sargent. A. D. LUNDY,!

D. C. & WM. B. JACKSON,
MCHBERS

AMCRICAN INSTITUTE O^ ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
AMERICAN SOCIETT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

AMERICAN SOCIETr OF CIVIL ENGINEERS

ENGINEERS.
Chicago

EXPERTS.
BOSTON

on Electrical Subjects, and think Electrical Thoughts.

We have the books. Send for a catalogue.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
507 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

Complete and snort courses. Thoronghly equipped
eaemeering shops. Shop ^vork from tke be-
glnnins. Short courses la Steam and Electrical
BueineerinE. Expenses low. Accommodations the
best. School all year. Students may enter any time.
Correspondence steam and electrical courses. Send
for calaloeue' Mention course in which interested.
HIIHUND PtRK COLLEGE. OES HOINF« inik,'

Crimshaw Raven White Core Raven Black Core
AH. OUR WIRES pMiliupectlon and carry the saoT* TRADE-MARKS on our tigt Weslso maaufsctars Crimshaw and Competition Tapes and SpDoIng Compound*^

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
MAIN OPPICBl

U. 116 & lis Liberty St., Maw York. SRANCneS-. ,jj Desplslnes St.
BOSTONt
7 OtU St.

SAN PRANCISCOs
766 Polsom St.

THE EVERSTICK ANCHOR, THE ANCHOR OF MERIT
Your money's worth or your money back ia the way we selj anchors.

SIZES OF Installed with a tamping bar in less than half minute after hole is bored

ANCHORS

No. s, 5x9
No. 6, 6x11
No. 8, 8x15
No. 10,10x19

THE BEST
ANCHOR
MADE.

LOW IN
PRICE.

Made of

Malleable
Iron.

. . 1 2 3
Write for rig, 1—Represents Anchor placed at bottom of hole.
Prices. Fig. 2—Partially expanded.

Fig. 3—Fully expanded.

THE EVERSTICK ANCHOR CO., 17 South Main St., St. Louis, Mo.

Qmh?//mmM
Hold more than twice as much as any other clamp. One Universal does the

work of two ot any other make.

'=-^^^^>

Take any size strand from 3-16 to 1-2 inch. Made of heavy malleable
iron castings; thoroughly galvanized; assembled by hand.

I

Pr.j.*,^Ta r:^_,t, MANUFACTURER

Revolving Field Type

The Warren Alternator
MANUFACTURED BY

WARREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.

Successors to THE WARREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
5I.\NUFACTURERS OF

INDUCTOR AND REVOLVING FIELD ALTERNATORS

WEMCO A. C. AND D. C. MOTORS

SANDUSKY, - . . - OHIO
Write for Bulletin No. 36--iT WILL PAY YOU TO DO SO
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INNER ARC GLOBES
INCANDESCENT BULBS and TUBING

WKITE FOR PRICES

THE LIPPINCOTT GLASS CO.. ALEXANDk.IA. IND

yQajfy ^QA<J^U/' Qjcrtx:Ay

BURNS WITHOUT

AIR

PRESSURE

Purely automatic. Lights
with a match. Special offer

for a limited time only. Cut out
this ad and send it with $1.35. Torch
will be sent by mail. This is to dis-

tribute samples. One torch only to

each purchaser.

SOLO BY ALL JOBBERt AND DEALERS

I
THE MIRION CO., 123 Liberty St.. New York City

ZEIDLER LAMP & BRASS CO., Lomira, Wis., Mfrs.

Bossert Box
FOR Q. E. RECEPTACLE

No. 50746

NOTHINa BETTER MADE

3-inch diameter, li inches deep.
Four outlets in sides. For
>2-inch conduit only.

Bossert Boxes
are indestructible, fire and nail

proof, cannot be bent or broken
by carelessness of workmen or

settling of buildings. They are

thoroughly coated inside and
outside with a heavy baked in-

sulating enamel. Our booklet

gives full particulars. May we
mail it to you ?

Bossert Electric ConstructionCo.

UTICA, N. Y.

Chicago Ofeice: 269 S. Canftl^Street

'AMERICAN
n STORAGE
CELLS

'.RE THE BEST. Sind for dttcrlptlta CIrcallf.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
CTD i«.i. 171 S. Cllnlan SI., Chlcaoo.

IS SIMPLE AS ITS NAME

The Telephone
By J. E. HOMANS, A. H.

352 pages.

Qotb, Price $1.00.

An up-to-date, practical treatise on the

construction, theory, installation, care
and management of telephones and their

appliances.

Sent prepaid on receipt of price.

Electrician Publislilng Co.,

507 Marguette Building, Ciiicago, ill.

PRIMARY BATTERIES
nThe man,who buys a battery that|wastrB;current, that
does not afford all the eurreot he needs, that grow
weak AD the carrent 1b used and thftt consumes Itself
when not in use, "knowi better next time."
We send free, on request, information about Edison

Primary Batteries, which wltl Ire* p those in need of ra.
llablo batteries from gpendlng their money onwlsely
Write for it and eave disappointment.

EDISON MANUPACTURINQ COMPANY
ORANGE. N. J.

31 Union Bq., Kaw York. 304 Wabuh Ato., ChlOkio
36 Clerkenwell Road, London, B. C.

Security Motor Starting Panels
PREVENT FIRES AND CUT DOWN INSURANCE

Their Installation nneans
convenience, permanence
and safety. With the circuit-

breaker type adjustment can
be madetoany load, avoiding
expense and inaccuracy of

fuses. But we can furnish

the panel with knife switch
and fuses, if desired. The
price is very low and they are

sold with or without Rheo-
stat, as you may desire.

Ask lor LeaflBt Number
One. It gives turther
lads and liguresm

TheF.Bissell Company.
TOLEDO.O.

SPEER HIGH-GRADE
CARBON BRUSHES

SPEER CARBON CO.
ST. MARYS, PA.

A PRACTICAL BOOK
FOR PRACTICAL MEN

"UOBERN WIRINS DIAGRAMS AND DESCRIPTIONS

FOR ELEGTRICAL WORKERS."
By Henry C. Horatmann and Victor H. Tousley. 160
pages, over 200 lllustratloni. Full leather binding,
rea edges. Pocket size 4x6. Price, net, 81 60.

A work that not only tells you how to do It, but shows you.

THIS BOOK tel'B how to ^re for call and alarm bells. For barglar
and fire alarm. How to run bellB fromdjnamo curr«at. Uow to

InetftllaDd maDaga batteiiei. How to test bktterles. How totcstclr-
culta. How to wire for enanclKtorB; for telegraph and gas llghtlDg.
It tell8 bow to locate " trouble " and " ring ojt" clrcolla. It tails about
metera and traiurormere It contains ^0 dlaRrame of electric Uirbclng
clrculte alone. It exDlalns dj-namoa and motorBi alternating and di-
rect current. It givo3 10 diagrams of ground detectom atone . It glrea
"CompenBator" aad Storage Battery Installation. It glTCB simple and
explicit expianationB of the "Wbeatstone Bridge" and ltt< uees as well
as volt meter and other testing. It gives a new and simple wliiug table,
covering all voUageB and all Iosbob or dletances, etc., etc,

SENT PREPAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING. CO.
507 Marquette Building, Chicago

THE LIGHT THAT'S RIGHT
CEN-rRA,l_ STA.-riON SMII_I_ -rYP*E-

jSOTiVie^s
STANDARD ELECTRICAL MFG. CO., NILES, O. LICENSE lABEL
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THINK SERIOUSLY
13i

V

WHEN YOl THINK OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,

THINK OF THE

PEERLESS
THE LAMP OF QUALITY

THE LAMPS
ARE RIGHT
THE PRICE IS RIGHT

DELIVERIES WILL PLEASE YOU

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU

SEND US YOIR ORDER NOW

THE WARREN

ELECTRIC m SPECIALTY CO.

WARREN, OHIO, U. S. A.

ELECTRICITY MADE SIMPLE.
233 Pages.
108 llluslratlons. By CLARK CARYL HASKINS. Paper .50.

A BOOK OEVOID OF TECHNICALITIES -SIMPLE, PLAIN ANO UNDERSTANOABLL

There are maDy elementary books about electricity upon the market, but
this Is the first one presenting the matter In such shape that the layman
may underf'and It, and, at the same time, not written In a childish manner.

This mtle work Is not Intended for tlie Instruc-
tloD of experts, nor as a euldo for ))rofessors.
The author has ^iudeivored to bring tho matter
down to the level of those whose opportuultl'^s
for galolDg loformatlon on the branches treated
bflTe been limited.
Fourchaptersare devoted to Static Electricity:

three each to Chemical Batteries ana Llgbt and
Power; two each to Terrestrial Magnetism and
Klectro-Maguetlsm; one each to Atmospheric

Electricity; Lightning Rods; Electro-Chemlstry:
Applied Electro-Mai;uetism: Force. Work and
Energy; Practical Application of Ohm's Law;
also a chaptf-r upon Methods of Developing
Electricity, other than Chemical.
The large number of examples that are give .

to Illustrate tho practical application of element-
ary principles Is galnlnst for It a reputation as a
text book for schoola and colleges.

FOR ENGINEERS, DYNAMO MEN, FIREMEN, LINEMEN, WIREMEN AND LEARNERS.

FOR STUDY OR REFE,<ENCE.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,507marquettebldo. CHICAGO.

NEW DYNAMO
TENDERS' HAND-BOOK

BY F. B. BADT

226 Pages, 140 Illustrations, riexlbje Cloth Binding. Size of Ty|>e

Pa^e 5 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete
than the old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which
are required by practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary

Engineers and owners and operators of ail kinds of Electric Plants. It

is the only book of the kind published in tlie English language, g.ooo
copies of the old Dynam(j Tenders' Hand-Book sold, and over 13,000

of the new.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 507 Marquette BIdg., Chicago
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FOSTORIA

TANTALIM

22 c. p.

A4 Watts

This lamp

is 75' per

cent, more

efficient

than the car-

bon filament

lamps you have

been using. It is

the niosteconom-

cal electric lighting

unit ever developed-

We recommend it for

either direct or alter-

nating current. Life on

former, 700 hours; on latter, 450 hours.

FOSTORIA aEM

LOW C. P.

20 C. p.

,

50 Watts

The

GEM
low C. P.

lamp is 25

per cent
more eco-

nomical than

the carbon }.

watt lamp. It is

adapted for all kinds

of service. It will un

doubtedly be the successor

of the carbon filament lamp in all branches

of electric lighting in a very short time. Try

it now. This lamp is also made in high C. P.'s

No regular user of lamps can afford to procrastinate in the investigation

of the modern high economy lighting units, of which two are featured

above. We have complete bulletins on all of them. They will be

mailed upon request.

However, we are still making the famous "Standard Fostoria" carbon

filament lamp in ever-increasing quantities. Its quality is unexcelled.

Its price the same as during the past TWELVE YEARS. We give you more

for your money on carbon filament lamps than any other manufacturer.

FOSTORIA INCANDESCENT LAMP CO
FOSTORIA, OHIO.
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SPECIAL TRAIN

Chicd^so to Atlantic City
ACCOUNT

Convention of American Street a^nd Interurban

Railway Associations

VIA

Pennsylvania Short Lines

Train will leave Chicago, Union Station, twelve o'clock noon, Sunday, October

13th, arriving Atlantic City about noon the next day. Train will be equipped with all

modern improvements and strictly first class in every respect.

Delegates and others attending the Convention can take advantage of the

Jamestown Exposition fares if they want to visit New York, as tickets are good for stop-

over at Philadelphia, where excursion tickets can be purchased to Atlantic City and

back. The fare for sixty-day excursion ticket, Chicago to Norfolk and return, via New

York in one direction, is ^32.05.

For Sleeping Ca.r Reservatiorvs. ra.te to Atlantic City a.nd

further information, a^ddress

C. L. KIMBALL. A. G. P. A.
No. 2 SHERMAN STREET. CHICAGO
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OLD BOOK STORES
And dealers in Second-hand Books May have some of the books named below. But not

at these prices. The volumes offered are shelf worn, but in other respects as desirable as

new books. Some are more desirable because of their rarity.

Motor Power ftod Gearing for Electrical Machinery, by £. T, Car-
ter. 0. E.. London, 1806 B .00

List Price. Sale Price.

2 00
Continental Eleotrio Light Central Stations, Killingworth Hedges,

London, 1892 $5 .00

Lilt Price. Sale Price.

>l.26

Original Papers on Dynamo Machinery, by John Hopkinson,
M. A., New York, 1803 1 .00

Derirations of Practical Electrical Units, by Lieut. F. B. Badt
and Prof. H. S. Carbart, Chicago, 1890

Patented Telephony, Chicago, 1897 1 .60

76

Electrical Appliances of the Present Day, by Major D. P. Heap,
U. B. A., being a report of the Paris Electrical Eihibition of 1881 2 .00

Domestic Electricity for Amateurs, translated from the French of

Hospitaller, London, 1889 2 .50

A Century of Electricity, by T. C. Mendenhall, Cambridge, 1887 . . 1 .
26

Magnetism and Electricity, by Arthur WCliam Peyser, M. A.,
London. 1800 80

.25

60

.60

.2b

Theory of Electricity, by Linnsenus dimming, M. A., London,
1885 2.25 .60

Electricity in Modern Life, by Q. W. De Tunselmann, London.
1889 1.25 26

Electricity in Daily Life, by Pope, Wetiler, Webb, Kennelly and
others. Now York. 1893 3.00 1 .50

Telephone Lease Record .60

Unirersal Wiring Computer, by Carl Hering, New York, 1891 .. . 1.00 .80

Electiio Railway Engineer, by Edw. Trevert, Lynn, 1892 2.00 1 .00

Electrical Measurements and other Advanced Frimera of Electric-
ity, by Edwin J. Houston, New York, 1896 1 .00 .80

We have but a few copies of each (of some but a single copy). It would be well, therefore,

to send your order without delay and gain the advantage of an early choice.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY
507 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO _

Books For Central Station Men

Enlirely New and Revised Edition

«vo, Clolh, with Dli^rams and llluslrallons.

PRICE, S3.00

ELECTRIC LIGHTING
Volume 1

The Generating Plant

DY

Francis B. Crocker £. M..Ph.D.
Professor of EleetHcal Engineering In rolum-

tjia Universiiv. Past Prcsldf'nt ••! ttie
American Insticute of
Electrical Engineers.

8vo.CIoth, 317 PP.2Z0 Illustrations. Price net$4.00

ELECTRICITY nETER5
Their Construction and

Management

A Practical Manual for Central Station En-
gineers, Dibtrlbutlon KnglQCera.and

StudentH

BY
C. H. W. GERHAKDI

8vo, Cioth, Z« Paxci, lilustrMcd. Price Jt.OO net

Modern Turbine Practice
AND

Water-Power Plants

l!V

JOHN WOLF THURSO
Civil and Hydraulic Engineer

8vo, Cotb,505 pi$;e3.IIItistra:cd. PRICE, S3 00

Electric Lighting
A PraLCtical Exposition of the Ar
FOR THE USE OF ELECTRICL\NS

STUDENTS AND OTHERS.
BY

Fra^ncis B. Crocker. E. M., Ph. D.

Volume II. •Distributing System and Lamps

Sixth Edition, Tl.orontrlilv Revi^fil and
Enlarged— I'JOO

l2mo. Clotb. 250 pa^fg. 134 lllustratloas

PRICf. Si. 00 net

THE MANAGEMENT OF
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY

Muiur^.
uud

BY
Fra-ncis B. Crocker, E. M., Ph. D.

AND
Schuyler S. Wheeler. D. Sc.

President Crocker-Wheeler Company; Presi-
dent olthe Amerlc"ii InBt.or Kleclrlcal Kn-

glncers; Member American Society
oCCWil ICnRinoen); Member American

Society Mechanical Englneera.

l2mo. Cloth, 345 pp, lllusirated. Price $3. 00 net

Long-Dista^nce Electric Power
Tra.naniissio/1

HEINi; A TREATISE ON THE
Hydro-Electric T.eneratlon o! Energy; Its

franslormation '^ransmisslon and
Dist ibulion.

II V

ROLLIN W. HUTCHINSON, Jr.

Consulting EicCricil Engineer; Associate Member
American Institute nl Electrical Engineers, and
Member ol the Kloctrochemlcal Socltty.

Electrician Publishing Co.
507 Marquette BIdg.

Chicago, III.

25c BOOKS
ELECTRICITY. The study of, and its laws tor beginners, com-

prising the laws of electric current generation and flow, Ohm's law,

galvanism, magnetism, Induction, principles of dynamos and motors,
wiring, with explanations of simple mathematics as applied to elec-

trical calculations. By N. H. Schneider. With 55 original illustra-

tions and 6 tables.

DRY BATTERIES. A practical handbook on the designing, fill-

ing and finishing of dry batteries, with tables, for automobiles, gas

engine, medical and coil work, electric bells, alarms, telephones, ex-

periments and all purposes requiring a first-rate battery. Fully lUus

trated with 30 original drawings.

ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS AND DIAGRAMS. Being a selection

of original up-to-date and practical diagrams for installing annun-

ciators, alarms, bells, electric gas lighting, telephones, electric power
light and wiring circuits, induction coils, gas engine igniters, dy-

namos "and motors, armature windings. By N. H. Schneider.

ELECTRIC BELLS AND ALARMS. How to Install them. By
N. H. Schneider. Including batteries, wire and wiring, circuits,

pushes, bells, burglar alarms, high and low water alarms, fire alarms,

thermostats, annunciators, and the locating and remedying of faults.

With 56 original diagrams.

MODERN PRIMARY BATTERIES. Their construction, use and
maintenance. Including batteries for telephones, telegraphs, motors,

electric lights. Induction colls, and for all experimental work. By
N. H. Schneider. 94 pages, 55 illustrations. The best and latest

American book on the subject.

EXPERIMENTING WITH INDUCTION COILS. H. S. Norrle,

author of "Induction Colls and Coll Making." A most Instructive

little book, full of practical and Interesting experiments, fully ex-

plained In plain language with numerous hints and suggestions tor

evening entertainments. Arranged under the following headings:

Introduction; The Handling of Ruhmkorft Coll: Experiments with

Sparks; Effects In the Vacuum; Induction and Wireless Telegraphy.

With 3G original Illustrations. [In the press.]

SMALL ACCUMULATORS. How made and used, by P. Mar
shall. Giving full descriptions how to make all the parts assemble

them, charge the cells and run them, with examples of their practi-

cal application. Useful receipts and memoranda and a glossary of

technical terms. 80 pages, -10 Illustrations, paper.

ELECTRIC GAS LIGHTING. How to Install electric gas Ignit-

ing apparatus Including the Jump spark and multiple systems for all

purposes. Also the care and selection of suitable batteries, wiring

and repairs, by H. S. Norrle. 101 pages, B" Illustrations, paper.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 507 Marquette Building, Chicago, ill.
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READY NOV. lH

ELECTRICAL RAILROADING
As Applied to Steam Railways

By S. AYLMER-SMALL

450 Pages. 500 Illustrations. l2mo. Full Leather Limp.

Fvill Leather Birvding. Price $2.50.

The coining; (if the olcclric loconiotivc is no loiiner :i niatler of spociil.'itive
llieory. It is liero! Now it is iiKTeiy :i <|iiestion of Kr:uhi:il clovelopiiicnl
aiul impi-oveiiUMil, until in time it will'ihsplace the steam locomotive.

Ill this hook Mr. Sidney Ayhner-Small leads the reader up through (he
elementary stages of electricity, and onward until he has made him .so

familiar with the suhject that he readily comprehends how it is applied to
railway operation at the present time.

Mr. .'Vvlmer-Sniall conducted a course of lessons in New York city for
railway men wlien they were confronted with a change from .steam to electric
operation, and in this hook he has cnihodied the essential features of that
course in questions and answens, which, witli tlie copious illustrations, ren-
ders comparatively easy a mastery of tlie fundamental principles of practical
electricity as applied to steam railways.

SYNOPSIS OF CONTENTS.
Introduction, static and atmospheric electricity, lightning and lightning

arresters; Generation of electricity by chemicals, primary cells, storage cells;

Magnetism, natural magnetism, elcctroniagnetism ; Uses of magnetism on
railroads, telegraph, telephone, signaling; Principles of direct current; Prin-
ciples of alternating current, single-phase, polyphase: Measuring instru-

ments, voltmeters, ammeters, wattmeters, ohmmeters, hondtesters ; Genera-
tion of power, power houses, steam power, water power; Steam engines and
turbines, water turbines, dynamos and generators, direct current, alternating

current; Utilization of power, switchboards, transmission lines, sub-stations,

botany converters, motor generators; Motors direct current, series, shunt,

compound, cumulative, compensated, inner pole, alternating current, syn-

chronous, induction, single and polyphase, compensated; Diseases of dyna-
mos and mot^>rs, jiractical management of flynanios an<I motors; Dislributing

system, high tension, low tension, alternating current, single and polyphase;

Direct current, trolley wire, third rail, series system, parallel system, over-

head conductors ; Underground conductors, sub-marine conductors, pole lines,

conduits; Lighting of stations and yard, arc lamps, incandescent lamps,

Nernst lamp, Hewitt lamj), interior wiring; Corrosion due to electrolysis,

track bonding, return wires; Electric traction, steam and electric traction

compared, locomotives as compared with motor cars; Advantages of electric

traction; Systems of coiurolling trains; Description of existing systems;

Descriptions of electric locomotives; Description of motor cars, car bodies

and truck; Braking, mechanical, electric; Instructions for operating loco-

motives and cars; Special air brake instrnction ; Location of troubles; Reme-
dies of troubles when found. The instruction in this part of the book will

describe and teach how to use every single piece of apparatus in use on our

large railroad electric rolling stock. The rest of the book will enable one to

understand any piece of electrical apparatus used by railroads. The course

of instruction in this book is the same as has been taken by the employes

of two of America's large railroads when preparing themselves for the

electrical operation of certain divisions of their roads.

As this is intended for a pocket handbook everything that would make
it unnecessarily cumbersome has been omitted. There is no padding. Every

page is valuable and a time saver. This book will be used every day by

the motorman, engineer and electrician. All parts arc so simple that very

little electrical knowledge is required to understand them. Price only $2.50,

Sent, all charges paid, to any address upon receipt of price.

Frederick «/. Drake A Co^, Publishers
350-352 Wabash Avenue CHICAGO, U. S. A.

iS!n!^f!!?!^tn!!!?n?!n!n!!?!f?!nn?!n!n!n!n!??!f?t!nf?!f!!?nn!f?&$

NOW READY!
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN'S

MOONLIGHT SCHEDULE
FOR 1907.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
507 MARQUETTE BUILDING,

CHICAGO.
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Transformers
Core and Shell Type

Economy of Operation

Durability

Continuity of Service
CORE TYPE SHELL TYPE

These three characteristics tersely explain the strong hold Westinghouse Transformers
have upon the practical central-station manager. He knows from experience that

what Westinghouse Transformers are doing is the best guarantee as to what they will do.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Atlanta Buffalo Cleveland Detroit
Boston Chicago Dallas Kansas City
Baltimore Cincinnati Denver

For Canada: Canadian Westinghouse Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ontario

Los Angeles
Minneapolis

New Orleans Pittsburg San Francisco

New York St. Louis Seattle

Philadelphia ' Salt Lake City Syracuse

Mexico, G. & O. Braniff & Co., City of Mexico

WESTERN ELECTRIC

Direct Current Generators
ANY SIZE-ANY CAPACITY

HERE IS A PARTIAL LIST OF SOME OF OUR D. C.
GENERATOR INSTALLATIONS.

Installations K.W. Speed Volts

850
800
600
600
500
400
400
360
360
300
300
250
250
260
200

90
100
100
100
150
100
160
120
160
100
120
100
120
200
200

250
Marquette Cement Mfg. Co., LaSalle, 111. (3).. .

Wichita Railway & Lt. Co.. Wicliita, Kan
& E I Railway Danville III

260
600
250

Lake Shore and R. I. Depot. Chicago, 111

Albert Schwill & Co Chicago. Ill (2)

260
250

Wichita Railway & Lt. Co.. Wichita, Kan
Tiffany & Company, Forest Hills, N. J
Pickands. Mather & Co.. Cleveland. 0. (3)
Hamilton-Brown Shoe Co., St. Louis, Mo
St. Regis Hotel, New York, N. Y. (2)

250
250
260
120

C F Thauwald Co Cincinnati, 250
Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa. (4).

Lake Shore and R. I. Depot, Chicago. Ill

St. Regis Hotel, New York, N. Y (2)

125
250
120

Wriio for bulletin No. 3080-F and 30a5-F

WESTERN ELECTRIC
IVI

NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURG

CHICAGO
SAINT LOUIS
SAINT PAUL
SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES
SEATTLE
KANSAS CITY

DENVER
CINCINNATI
ATLANTA
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Type MA Induction Motor.

Type L Motor Driving Radial Drill.

TypeEFflotor

Can You
Use Motors?

Better ask can you afford not to use
them.

When you look, at your Factory Cost sheet

with the old belt-and-Hne-shafc-drive, does it

seem possible that it could be so high as com-
pared with your sales?

Well it t£ possible. Will you still have that

same fact to consider next year?

Fort Wayne
Motor Drive

Lowers Factory Cost and leaves the saving for

your extra profit.

Now is the time

to equip with Fort Wayne Motors. Not the

same as others.

Particular Motors for

Particular Service

Particular Service

From every Motor

Tell us what you want to drive. We
have the motor to drive it

I > pv If- Back •geared Hotor.

Type CP notor Drivlne Boring Mill

.

1 > pe n ladaction Motor.

SALES OFFICES

Atlanta Cincinnati
Boston Detroit
Clilcago Grand Rapids

New Orleans

Main Office and Worlcs

Fort Wayne
Indiana

SALES OFFICES

New York San Francisco
Pliiladelphia St. Louis
Pittsburg St. Paul

Syracuse
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The Execution of an Entire Contract
Under One Management
INSURES SUCCESS

;-J
Originality of Design and Superiority of Construction

are Features in which We have no Competition

Wllii^lMiBiiiililllli..
SiiilliBiiiifitM:;^'-

iiiliiiiiiijiii^

American Trust. Building; C^^h § c a^l>
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The Schaffhausen-Schleitheim Electric
Railway.

liv ]5n, Al.KKICU CluAllKNWITZ.

Cms of the SclialTliaiiscn-.ScIili.'itlii;ini Electric

K.iilwriy of Switzerlaiul .nrc (lesigneil for two op-

erating voltages, llio lower tension being that of

tile iniiniciiial traniw.iys of the city of SclialThaiiscn

(the tracks of which the railw.iy uses), with a

higher tension for the intcriirhan section. The con-

struction of I he motors, as well .is the arrangement

of the car-lighting plant, hail acc(^v(liiigly to be

adaiitod to these two voltages.

Starting at the Rhcinbof terminal at Neuhauscn,

and a weight of 24.2 kilograms per meter. The
minimum radius of curvature is 12 meters.

The electric works of the city of Schaffliauseii

has two 150-kilovolt-ampcrc transformers, raising

the tension of the current supply to 10,000 volts.

The high-tension line leading to the transformer

station consists of three wires live millimeters in

cross-section, while .si.K-millimeter wires are used

only at railw.ay crossings. The line is carried on

wooden poles and crosses the Rhine River on iron

framework towers. After repeatedly crossing the

municipal tramways and the Swiss and Badcniaii

raihvays, it terminates at the converter station of

14

kilovoll-ampcrc capacity each, will reduce the ten-

sion from 10,000 to 380 volts, their number of

periods being 50 per second. They arc placed in

oil baths without any artificial ventilation, which,

owing to the intermittent operation, was not found

necessary. The three high-tension cores have each

a coil of 780 windings of a wire 2,6 to 3 millimeters

in thickness, and the low-tension cores a coil of

30 windings of 40 by 3 millimeters copper tape.

The housings arc grounded. The efficiency of the

transformer is 97 per cent, in the case of full load,

9O.S per cent, on three-fourths load and 96 per cent.

on one-half load.

view of Track and Trolley Construction.

A Motor Car and Trailer.

Car Barn and Repair Shop.

Transformer Room in Sub-station,

SCHAFFHAUSEN-SCHLEITHEIM ELECTRIC RAILWAY OF SWITZERLAND.

the railway goes through a number of towns and
terminates at the station of Oberwiesen situated

behind Schleitheim on the frontier of Switzerland

and Baden. From its present terminus the railway

is to be continued on Baden territory as far as

Stiihlingen, connecting with the strategical railway.

The road, 17.17 kilometers in length, with a

gauge of one meter, runs on the public roads

throughout its length and has a maximum gradient

of 60 per i,oco over a length of 50.39 meters.

The difference in altitude between Schaffhausen

and the highest point on the line, viz., Siblinger-

hohe, is 149.26 meters. The track construction is

of grooved rails on village streets and road cross-

ings, with Vignole rails on other portions. The
roadbed is 2.1 meters in breadth and 30 centimeters

in height, consisting of crushed stone covered with

gravel. The rails are placed on ingot-iron sleepers

1.6 meters in length, weighing 15.3 kilograms

per meter. The grooved rails are 12 meters in

length and have a weight of 30.8 kilograms per

meter. The Vignole rails have the same length

Siblingen. The high-tension wire is protected at

both ends by lightning arresters, in the earth con-

ductors of which are inserted water resistances.

Three-pole circuit-breakers are arranged at both

,ends.

The converter station comprises the high-tension

transformer room, the engine room (containing the

converter set and switching plant), the battery

room, car shed, painting and other shops, and the

offices and accommodation for the superintending

staff.

The shed contains three tracks, with two cleaning

pits in which the tracks are supported by concrete

pillars. One of the tracks . leads to the workshop
containing two lathes, one drill, one planing ma-
chine and a forge, the ventilator of which is op-

erated by hydraulic vanes. All the machine tools

are operated from a main shaft run by an electric

motor.

The transformer room is planned for receiving

three transformers, and at present contains two
of the Oerlikon type. These transformers, of 150-

For each transformer there has been provided

an iron frame carrying the three-pole high-tension

train switch and three tubular fuses designed for

being cut out. The lightning arresters are arranged
on a special frame. The five-kilowatt station trans-

former, mounted on a bracket, and which supplies

the lighting current, will reduce the high tension

to 125 volts.

The engine room, which is served by a three-ton

hand-operated traveling crane, is designed for three

motor-generator sets, two of which have at present

been installed. Each of these sets comprises an
asynchronous motor connected by an insulating

flexible clutch to a four-pole direct-current dynamo.
The motors, giving an output of 165 horsepower

under a tension of 3S0 volts with 73s revolutions

per minute, are designed as double-bearing ma-
chines, with stationary primary windings and ro-

tating induced windings. The iron body of the

rotating and stationary parts is laminated.

The djmamos are designed on the external-pole

type for a capacity of no kilowatts, and will
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generate direct current at 800 volts and 138 am-

peres with 735 revolutions per minute. The com-

mutator is made of hard-drawn mica-insulated cop-

per, and the brushes of carbon. The exciter wind-

ings are arranged in shunt and are fed from the

bus-bars. The dynamos are assisted by a storage

battery consisting of 390 cells, which is able to

yield 200 ampere-hours with a one-hour discharge.

Two triple pole switches, six single-pole safety

fuses and two amperemeters are inserted into the

circuit leading from the secondary terminals of the

two transformers to the bus-bars of the switch-

board. For the secondary bus-bars of the trans-

former is further provided a voltmeter. The

stator coils of the two converters are connected to

the secondary bus-bars of the transformers. An
amperemeter i^ arr.ingcd for each motor to control

Access to the interior of the car is obtained at the

head ends through enclosed platforms. While the

latter can be locked laterally by sliding doors,

provision has been made for maintaining these

doors in the open position or for replacing them

by safety bars, which may be bolted. At each

car head' there is a rotary door giving access

through an iron hinging bridge to the trailer. Con-

nection between the platforms and passenger com-

partments is likewise obtained by sliding doors.

Each motor car contains a passenger compartment

for smoking and one for non-smoking, with iS

seats each. The compartments are separated by a

baggage compartment with postal outfits.

The bogeys are provided with double springs, so

as to insure a perfectly smooth running of the cars.

The brake generally used is a compressed-air brake

of the Bocker system, combined

with a hand spindle brake.

Electric braking has likewise

been provided for.

The four ear motors are

designed on the Oerlikon type

for an output of 45 horse-

power each at a tension of

750 volts. The ratio of trans-

mission to the running wheels

has been chosen as i :5. The
motors, wound on the lattice

drum type, are entirely en-

closed.

According to contracts, the

rise in temperature of the car

motors after one hour's op-

eration was not to exceed 75°

C. with 45 horsepower, and
this limit is far from being

reached.

The mean output of the mo-
tor will be found at

748.8 volts X 55.3 amperes X 84

DIRECT-CURRENT SWITCHING PLANT OF THE SCH.\FFH.\USEN-SCHLEITHEIM
ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

the current input. The rotor circuit comprises the

starter, which is used both for regulating the speed

in starting and for switching out of circuit. When
the rotor circuit is short-circuited the brushes are

lifted off the. slip rings, that is, during the operation

of the motor the starter is switched off the rotor

circuit.

The trolley-wire circuit comprises a ground-circuit

tester, two automatic maximum cut-outs, two am-

peremeters and two lightning arresters with mag-

netic blowouts. The ground-circuit tester consists

of two push-buttons (one for each trolley wire),

an intermediary resistance, an amperemeter and a

small battery. In the case of short-circuit in one

of the lines, the automatic switch of the latter be-

ing thrown out, the corresponding push-button of

the ground-circuit tester will be first actuated, so

that, on inserting the automatic switch, no short-

circuit can be produced, the current being com-

pelled to traverse the resistance. In the case of a

continued short-circuit, the amperemeter will indi-

cate the maximum current consumed by the resist-

ance.

The trolley line consists of two shaped-copper

wires 80 square millimeters in cross-section, sus-

pended from wooden outriggers, partly by means

of span wires. The feeder consists of a copper

wire 34.48 square millimeters in cross-section, car-

ried partly on the trolley poles and partly on span

wires.

The rolling stock comprises four four-axle pas-

senger cars (gross weight, inclusive of electrical

equipment, 19450, electrical equipment 6,060 kilo-

grams), three passenger trailers (gross weight

5,510 kilograms), three enclosed freight cars for

five tons effective load (gross weight 3,550 kilo-

grams), and three open freight cars for the same
effective load (gross weight 3,220 kilograms).

The motor cars arc of the four-a.xlc type and
.ire 15 meters in total length across buffers, the

trtmnion centers being 8.6 meters from each other.

746

^47.2 horsepower, allowing for

the measuring instrument cor-

rection, 0.84 being tlie effi-

ciency corresponding to 55.3

amperes. The energy input of

the m o 1 r, corrected, thus

works out at 748.8 X 55.3 =
41.5 kilowatts, while the en-

ergy output of the generator,

corrected, is 450 X 67.3 ^= 30.28

kilowatts. The efficiency of

the motor is thus 0.854.

The controllers are arranged

on the series-parallel system,

magnetic blowing being pro-

vided for. The arrangement of connections allows

of both forward and backward traveling, with on
or two motors, one motor being in each case re-

placed by a set of two motors connected up in

parallel or in series. The motor cars are further

equipped with maximum-current circuit-breakers,

designed also for hand operation, as well as with

lightning arresters and electric heating and lighting.

All trailers are of the double-a-xle type, with free

guiding axles. The capacity of the passenger trailer

cars is 24 seated and eight standing passengers.

Proposed Railroad Electrfications in

Idaho.

Plans are under consideration for the electrifi-

cation of the Bitter Root Mountain Division of the

Chicago, IVIilwaukee and St. Paul's extension to the

Pacific Coast. The section of the line, which it is

planned to operate by electricity, is about 54 miles

long and includes 8,000 feet of tunnel through the

Bitter Root Mountains of Idaho and grades on both

sides of the mountain. Considerable interest is

being taken by railroad men in the fact that the

St. Paul is considering the electrification of a pro-

tion of its new line, for all railroad plans for

electrification arc now being watched closely.

Writing under date of September 2Sth the San
l-'rancisco correspondent of the Western Electrician

says:

"There is no further doubt as to the intention of

the Southern Pacific Company to electrify its trans-

bay lines in the immediate future, as it has closed

contracts to the value of nearly $900,000 for the

Fruitvale power house. The central power house

will serve the lines in Oakland, Berkeley, Alameda
and Fruitvale. The entire cost of changing the mo-
tive power from steam to electricity is estimated at

$3.000,oco. of which $900,000 will be for the power
house, $500,000 for the cars and the remainder for

track and other expenses. The portion of the Fruit-

vale plant already contracted for includes two 5,000-

kilowatt turbo-generators and ten boilers. A
third generating unit of 5,000-kilowatt capacity is

to be ordered later. The cars will have overhead

trolleys and direct-current motors, will be 71 feet

long and will have a seating capacity of 64 in the

motor cars and 80 in the ordinary cars. They wilt

be run in solid trains."

This is the Oakland terminal electrification which

Mr. Bion J. Arnold mentioned in his article on '"The

Rise of the Electric Railway" in the Western Elec-

trician of September 28th.

Three-wire Direct-current Generators.'

By B. T. McCormick.

It is the purpose of this paper to give briefly

the principles of operation of three-wire generators
and to call attention to some of their ad-
vantages. The three-wire generator is the out-

growth of the well-known Edison three-wire sys-

tem, in which two direct-current generators are

connected in series, with a line known as the

"neutral" tapped into the point where the machines
are connected together. A load, usually light, is

fed between each outside wire and the neutral. If

the load is balanced on either side, no current will

flow in the neutral, while in the event of an un-
balanced system the neutral will be required to

carry the current corresponding -to the amount of
"unbalancing." The main lines must be of suffi-

cient capacity to carry current corresponding to

the combined output of the machines at a voltage

equal to twice the voltage of one machine, while
the neutral need be only large enough to take care
of the unbalancing. Such an installation when ap-
plied to a well-balanced 120-volt incandescent light-

ing load combines a saving in copper as a result

of transmitting at the higher pressure of 240 volts,

together with the advantage of a 120-volt installa-

tion for supplying the lights. It also possesses the
advantages of a 240-volt system for power purposes,
the motors being connected across the outside lines.

The three-wire generator is designed to accom-
plish the same results as the Edison three-wire
system. It is more efficient, and not nearly so
cumbersome, as only one generator is required
instead of two generators of half the capacity.

The three-wire generator consists of a direct-
current generator^ of the standard type, but pro-

FIG. I. DIAGRAM OF THREE-WIRE GENERATOR IN ITS

SIMPLEST FORM.

vided with slip rings to which arc attached taps

from the armature winding, as .in a rotary con-

verter. A transformer known as the "balancing

transformer" is mounted behind the switcliboard

or in some convenient position, and connected across

the slip rings. A tap is brought out of the center

of the transformer winding, to which the neutral

wire is connected. Fig. i shows diagrammatically

a three-wire generator in its simplest form, the

two-pole diagram being used for simplicity. (A)
and (B) are the main leads and (N) is the neu-

tral. So long as the loads on each side of the

neutral arc equal, the balancing transformer (T)
takes only the magnetizing current for which it

is designed, but where one side is loaded more
heavily than the other, the excess of current flows

through the neutral into the middle tap of the

transformer, and divides, as shown by the arrows

(P) (P), half flowing to one ring and half to the

other. In so dividing, the ampere turns in one-

half of the transformer, due to the direct current,

exactly balance the ampere turns in the other half,

thus the magnetic flux in the balancing transformer

remains constant regardless of the amount of di-

rect current flowing. From the above It is evident

I. Paper Voad at tlic annua] convention of the Canadian Elec-

trical Asftociation in Montreal, September I2tli. Mr. McCorfnick
i8 electrical engineer for Alli&.Chalmers-Hullock, Limited.
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ihaL tlic I'cciiiii'L'iiaiit lur ;i bahiiicli)); transformer
Is, that it shall have siiflicicnt currcnt-carryiiiK
i-npacity to carry the unbalanced current and a

sufficient number of turns and core area lo gcn-
irate a louiiter-clcctromotivc force, the effective

E
value of which is , where E is the normal di

V2
rcct-curreni voltage between brushes.

A core-type of transformer is admirably suited

lo such service, aufl the coils on either side of the

neutral tap are comprised of sections staggered
from one leg of the core to tbc other, in order to

reduce the magnetic leakage to a minimum.
Probably the most efficient three-wire outfits con-

sist of a generator as described above but providcil
witli a two-phase combination of balancing trans-
fornicrs, as shown in Fig. 2. The center taps are
lied together and the neutral wire joined to the
puiiu of connection. Two pairs of slip rings are
used, connected to taps in the armature winding
situated 90 electrical degrees apart. Such a coni-
liination of two transformers results in a more
even current distribution in the armature than can
be secured by the use of a single transformer.
The cost of the balancing transformer is a verv

small part of the total cost of the apparatus, anil

.lepends, of course, upon the amount of unbalancing
to be allowed. Ordinarily an allowance for about

FIG. 2. THREE-WIRE GENERATOR WITH A TWO-PHASE
COMBINATION OF BALANCING TRANSFORMERS.

25 per cent, unbalancing is sufficient. A concrete
case will serve best to illustrate the size of trans-

former required. Suppose we wish to design a
two-phase combination of balancing transformers
for a lOO-kilowatt 250-volt machine to take care
of 25 per cent, unbalancing. The amount of cur-
rent taken by two transformers is that correspond-
ing to 25 kilowatts, or 100 amperes, and for one
transformer, 50 amperes.' As the current divides
on entering the center tap of the transformer, the
copper sections need be made only large enough
to carry 25 amperes. The number of turns and
core area must be such as to give a counter-elec-

250
tromotive force of ~ The volt-ampere capacity

250
must therefore be ^= X 25. As a balancing trans-

V2
former has but one winding, whereas an ordinary
transformer has both a primary and a secondary,
the above value must be divided by two to get a
basis of comparison with a standard transformer
250
-^^ 25 X y2 — 2.2 kilowatts. Roughly speaking,

therefore, the transformer should be about the size

of a 2.2-kilowatt hghting transformer.
The generator, if shunt-wound, differs from

standard generators only by the addition of the slip

rings, while, if compound-wound, the alternate poles
are connected so that half the poles receive their
series excitation from each of the main leads. In
this way the corresponding characteristics are still

maintained even if one side of the system is com-
pletely unloaded.

Three-wire generators can be operated in mul-
tiple with one another, or in multiple with two-wire
generators, and it is often convenient to operate
a I20-volt machine in multiple across one side of
240-volt three-wire systems, to maintain a better
balance, in case that side is unloaded.
The two-wire generator with rotating direct-cur-

rent balancers, as a competitor of the three-wire
generator, possesses a great many good points, but
the cheapness, simplicity and compactness of the
three-wire generator are points not to be over-
looked in deciding on a three-wire system.

The world's production of coal in 1906 amounted
to about 1,106,478,707 short tons, of which the
United States produced 414,157,278 tons. Since
1868, during a period of 39 years, the percentage
of the world's total coal produced by the United
States has increased from 14.32 to 37, and this

country now stands far in the lead of the world's
coal producers.

Measuring Total Output of Station.

In the Question Ilox of the September Bulletin
of the National Kleclric IJRht AsKneiation tlii-

(|uestion was asked

:

"In registering the total output of the station,

which will give you the more accurate record

—

wattmeters on the feeders or wattmeters on the

generators ?"

Answers t<i ibis question we're as follows;
T. C). Kipley : This company follows the practice

of placing wattmeters on feeders, thus obtaining
the total outi>ut of the station, and at the same
lime obtaining information regarding the amount
of current crinsumed by the various sections of
the city supplied by the various feeders. The
character of the load carried by various feeders,

particularly the light-load conditions, should be
considered before discussing the accuracy of the
two methods mentioned.
Robert J. Clark: You will find in a great many

stations that the day load is very light, and if this

load is distributed over several circuits with a

meter on each feeder the load will be so light that

the meters will not run up to efficiency, as we all

know that meters with a light load on do not run
as well as with a heavy load. I would therefore
say install one meter on the generator, which will

give a more correct record of your output.
Alex Dow : The less the number of wattmeters

the more accurate will be the record. Therefore,
if there are few generators and many feeders it is

best to put the wattmeters on the generators. If

there are few feeders and many generators the
wattmeters should be put on the feeders. Of
course, in both cases, provision must be made for
metering the current used in the station.

J. L. Moore : Wattmeters on the feeders will

probably be more accurate, as they will be smaller
capacity and more accurate on light loads. Have
wattmeters on both generators and feeders, and,
as soon as the output recorded on one set does
not agree with the other, look up the reason. Test
meters at regular intervals.

The First Induction Watt-hour Meter-
The accompanying illusliatioii will be of intcrett

lo eleclrica! engineers, and particularly lo users of
induction meters. It shows the first induction w.alt-

hour meter m.ide in which a single armature was
used for l>f)tli llic motor part of the meter and
the magncto-clcclric drag.

This model was made by Thomas Duncan (now
manager of the Dun&ui F.lcclric Maiuif.iclurin;;

Company, I ' •• ' ; in 1891, .-md einlK>die'.

Vibratory Dumb-bell.
The popular demand for vibrators has brought

out many new inventions in this line. One that

was recently patented was devised by John H. Kel-

logg of Battle Creek; Mich. The main object of

the invention is to provide an improved dumb-bell

adapted to vibrate when in use.

Referring to the drawing, (A) is an electric mo-
tor inclosed in a suitable casing forming one of the

dumb-bell balls. A hollow handle or grip (B) is

secured to the motor casing. This handle consists

of a tube (b), of metal, having a suitable cover-

ing (b'), preferably padded, as illustrated. The
other dumb-bell ball preferably consists of a metal

core (C), which is threaded upon the end of the

tube (b). A plate, as (c), having an inwardly

projecting annular threaded flange (c'), is threaded

into the outer end of the core (C). About the core

(C) is a wood ring or covering (C). This is

secured upon the core by screws, as (c"), arranged

through the plate (c). The padded covering (b')

THE FIRST INDUCTION WATT-HOUR .METER.

many features still incorporated in meters of the

present day.

Referring to the illustration, (A) represents the

current field coil in series with the load, (B) the

shunt or pressure coil, (C) the aluminum disk

armature, (D) the permanent magnet, CE) the

registering train, (F) the impedance coil, and (G)
an adjustable iron core for regulating the speed.

The operation of the instrument is similar to

that of all induction watt-hour meters in use to-

da}', even to possessing a high torque.

At the time this instrument was built, only com-
mutator watt-meters and induction lamp-hour and
ampere-hour meters were used; and although thi=.

model is now sixteen years old, Mr. Duncan says

that its design, involving the aluminum armature

common to both motive and retarding elements, has

been followed by all makes of induction meters to

the present day.

No Lighting Wires on Telephone Poles
in Fort Wayne.

A decision of considerable importance has been
rendered by Judge Heaton of the Superior Court
in Fort Wayne against the city of Fort Wayne

DUMB-BELL ADAPTED TO VIBRATE WHEN IS USE.

is secured over these parts, preferably by tacking

to the inner end of the wood ring (C), as illus-

trated. Within the core (C) is a bearing for one

end of the shaft (D). This shaft is preferably

made up of sections secured together by a slip-

joint (D') for convenience in assembling the struc-

ture.

An eccentric weight (E) is arranged upon the

shaft (D) in a manner to throw the same out of

balance, so that when the shaft is rotated by the

motor the dumb-bell is vibrated. This is said to

be a valuable exercising device, as the muscles, in

addition to the benefit of movement secured by the

use of the dumb-bell, are vibrated in an effective

manner.

in a suit to restrain the Home Telephone Com-
pany from, interfering with the city's purpose to use
the top cross-arms of the company's poles on which
to string electric-light "^'ires. The city is proposing

to build a municipal light plant, and .asserts the

right to use the telephone company's poles for its

wires under the clause in the franchise which
purports to give the city the right to string wires

for police and fire-alarm purposes. The court held

that the franchise reserves no right to the city to

string wires of such a disturbing character on the

telephone poles as those for the conveyance of

current for electric lighting. While the decision

will greatly increase the cost of the cits's plant, it

is gratifying to the telephone company and to tele-

phone men generally throughout Indiana, where
conditions of a similar character e.xist.
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New Patents for Motor-controlling
Systems.

On September loth the United States Patent

Office granted 12 patents on systems for motor con-

trol that were assigned to the AUis-Chalmers Com-
pany. William H. Powell of Norwood, Ohio, was

the inventor of nine of these; Walter J. Richards,

also of Norwood, invented two, and Louis E.

Bogen of Cincinnati one.

The first patent covers the idea of a combined

starting box and speed-regulating field rheostat. A
generator and a motor have their armatures con-

nected together through a starting resistance. The
fields of the machines are of the shunt type, one

terminal of each field being connected to one pole

of the generator, the other field terminals end on

opposite sides of two separate adjustable resist-

ances arranged with contact buttons in two ad-

jacent concentric arcs. An adjacent continuous

metallic arc connects with the other pole of the

generator. A contact arm swings over the three

arcs, cutting resistance out of the generator field

circuit^nd thus raising its voltage and cutting in

resistance into the motor field circuit, each of these

actions increasing the speed of the motor. The
armature resistance is arranged to lie in the same

circle as the field resistances, so that the same con-

tact arm is used to start the motor and then to

regulate its speed. The buttons in the field rheo-

stat arcs are staggered so as to get a still more
uniformly varying and wider range of speed.

In the ne.xt patent a motor-control system is re-

ferred to that consists of a number of machines.

An induction motor having a flywheel on its shaft

is direct-connected to a generator supplying the

armature current for the motor to be controlled.

The last two machines have separately excited

fields, that of the generator being reversible so as

to reverse the polarity of its electromotive force

and thus the direction of the motor's rotation. The
field rheostats of these two machines are of the

type covered by the first patent, with reversing de-

vice for the generator field just referred to. Re-

versing is brought about by first strengthening the

motor field and weakening that of the generator.

The speed of the generator and its driver is

allowed to vary in an inverse manner as the load

on the motor varies, and a flywheel is provided

on the generator shaft to take up the load fluctua-

tions.

The third patent covers a system similar to the

previous one, but with the added feature that a

single controller is so arranged that, as its arm is

moved from "off" position, the generator field cir-

cuit is first closed and its resistance gradually de-

creased to a minimum, and then the resistance of

the motor field circuit gradually increased to a
maximum, both operations increasing the motor
speed. In reversing, a high resistance connected
across the generator field circuit prevents arcing

at the contact points when that circuit is opened.
The fourth patent relates to substantially the

same system as the two preceding, the new feature

being that the controller simultaneously and in-

versely varies the field strengths of the motor and
generator.

In the fifth patent a motor-control system is

treated of that has an induction motor supplying

mechanical power to a main generator and an aux-
iliary generator or exciter, the main shaft carry-

ing a fly^vheel. The armature of the working mo-
tor is connected across the main generator. The
armature of the auxiliary generator is connected
in series with that of the main generator. The
field of each of these three machines is supplied

by the two generators in series, one field terminal

being in common and connected to the remote
pole of the exciter armature. The other terminal

of each field circuit ends in a separate set of re-

sistances on a single rheostat, and these resistances

are so disposed that a contact arm can cut resist-

ance into the field circuits of the working motor
and of the exciter and at the same time cut resist-

ance out of the field circuit of the main generator.

A working motor with two windings is covered
by the sixth patent. One winding is separately

excited and of practically constant value and the

other is a variable and reversible shunt winding
supplied, along with the motor armature, from a

generator whose field is variable, reversible and
separately excited. The two motor field windings
normally oppose each other. The motor shunt field

and the generator field are varied separately or at

the same time, either correspondingly or inversely.

The next patent relates to the use of two gener-
ators in scries to supply the armature of the work-
ing motor, the field of which is a separately excited

one of practically constant value. The fields of the

generators are also separately excited, but are

variable and reversible either separately or to-

gether. The electromotive forces of the two gen-

erators are normally equal and opposed, the alge-

braic sum being impressed on the motor.

In the eighth patent the generator has its field

excited jointly from its own armature and from

a separate source, such as an exciter, the two
sources being in series. The excitation from its

armature is the main one and is varied by a rheo-

static controller. The separate excitation is nearly

constant in value, but is reversible by the con-

troller at a time when the self-excitation has been

reduced to a minimum. This reverses the polarity

of the generator and the direction of rotation of

the working motor to which it supplies armature

current. The field of this motor is separately ex-

cited and is regulated by the controller at the

same time and inversely as "the main generator

field.

The feature of the ninth patent is the use of

a main generator and a working motor supplied

by it, each of which has two distinct field wind-

falls from which the initial power for the hydro-
electric plants may be obtained. These waterfalls,
which are mostly situated in remote parts of the
mountains, were formerly considered to have httle
value. With the use of electric power and the
knowledge that it could be transmitted long dis-

tances, a value came to be fixed upon the water-
falls, and some of them which have been sold re- I
cently have brought good prices. It is said that f
there is hardly a mining camp of importance in

Mexico which cannot be easily reached by trans-
mission lines from some one of these waterfalls.
The general introduction of this cheap power means
that many low-grade mines which cannot now be
worked profitably will be opened and become pay-
ing producers of ore.

An X-ray Outfit for Country Doctors.
The use of X-rays for medical purposes has been

extended to such an extent in the course of the

last few years that even ordinary practitioners at

present cannot do without an X-ray apparatus. But
in many cases difiiculty is experienced in obtaining

the electric current for operating the tube. This
applies particularly to country doctors, who often

::»,jafe.i?f-fjki'fI'^j'sE-j't.a&EfTwta-aJiffig:''! ..-I

CAPSTAN-DRIVEN DYNAMO IN OPERATION IN THE COUNTRY

ings, one self and the other separately excited.

An auxiliary generator or exciter supplies the sep-

arate excitation, and this is controlled by resistance

in the e.xciter field. For the generator both exci-

tations are varied in an inverse manner and the

separate excitation is reversible as in the previous

patent. For the motor the self-excitation alone is

variable.

The patents granted to iWessrs. Richards and

Bogen relate to still other methods of regulation

of the generator and motor, with the object of get-

ting complete and wide control of the latter. The
entire set of 12 patents gives a multiplicity of sys-

tems of motor control, such as are particularly

adapted to the operation of motors for rolling-

mill work.

Mexican Mining Progress Due to Elec-
tricity.

Applications of electric power in the operation

of the mines in the Guanajuato district, Mexico,
and the wonderful development of that district as

a direct cause of this cheap power, have caused

steps to be taken to supply the same power to

many of the other leading mining camps of the

country. The districts of El Oro and Pachuca
arc already being supplied with the cheap power,
and the same stimulus of development is witnessed

in those places.

American capital and American engineers are

back of most of the electric power projects in

Mexico. The big generating and transmission plant

which supplies Guanajuato and a number of other

towns and districts with electric power and lights

is owned by a syndicate of Colorado men. The
name of the company is the Guanajuato Light and
Power Company. A Canadian syndicate, known as

the Mexican Light and Power Company, is not

only supplying Mexico City with electric power
and lights but has reached out to El Oro, Pucbia,

and will probably extend its transmission lines to

other more remote places.

Mexico is abundantly well supplied with water-

live far away from any generating station capable

of supplying the required "juice."

Primary cells, Leclanche elements, dry batteries

and the like, which may be used for this purpose,

are hardly convenient, owing to their short life

and small capacity. Storage batteries might be em-
ployed, but in many cases there is no opportunity

for charging them.

These drawbacks to the use of X-r.ays by coun-

try doctors have been done away with by a cap-

stan-driven dynamo which has been recently con-

structed at Berlin, and which can be used prac-

tically anywhere. This small machine does not

require any superintendence worth speaking of in

comparison with a dynamo driven by a gas engine

or small steam engine. The current generated by

the machine is sufficient to operate a small X-ray

outfit, while also ample to charge a storage battery

of a size convenient not only for the operation of

X-ray apparatus but of nearly any other electrical

apparatus used in medicine or surgery.

Figs. I and 2 show, respectively, the cap.'^lan-

driven dynamo and X-ray outfit in operation, while

Fig. 3 represents a machine with the protectiv

hood removed.

The dynamo is designed for 10 amperes at 30

volts and is driven by two horses through a toothed

wheel gearing fitted in an angle-iron frame. Two
extensible steel-pipe poles, which are taken apart

for transportation, arc attached to the upper and

projecting end of the dynamo, as shown in Fig. i.

The gearing is so designed that the required speed

of rotation (1,000 revolutions per minute) will be

obtained with five revolutions of the horses. Four

pegs bolted to fishplates secured sideways to the

ground surface are used to attach the iron frame

to the ground. In order to protect against mois-

ture, dirt, etc., the frame is surrounded with a

readily removable water-tight canvas cover.

The outfit also includes a marble switchboard, an
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.iiiimclcr and a volliiiulcr, Iwo fuses, swilchcs aiwl

liliiRS. Two of llii; i)lii(is arc used for copiiccliiiK

ilic Iwu comluctors siaiiinn from the dynamo, and

two others for connecting the X-ray apparatus or

for charghig a storage l)atlery.

When the capstan-driven dynamo is used for the

direct operation of an X-ray outfit a convenient

portable apparatus has been especially arranged for

this purpose. It is shown in Fig. 2 and includes an

inciuction coil fen- j.s-centinu-ter si)ark length, fitted

with a regulating resist.'uu-e, a controlling switch,

:i fuse, a platinum interrupter fwith condenser), a

connection bo.-: inclusive of a cable four meters in

length provided with pole tips, an X-r;iy bulb-

holder and two insulated conductors for connecting

ihc X-ray bulb to the inductor.

Portable X-ray outfits of the kind described

ii.tve the undoubted advantage of being independent

of the electrical facilities at the place at which

they are to be used, whether at the doctor's bouse

or at the house of the patient, which is specially

important in the case of patients whose rcinoval is

diflicult. A portable storage b.attery, charged by

the capstan-driven dynamo, ni.iy then be used as

source of current.

Similar X-ray sets operated by capstan-driven

dynamos are constructed for military purposes, and
Fig. 4 illustrates a military X-ray car of the type

used in the German Army. G.

Central Electric Railway Association.

The fall meeting of the Central Electric Railway
Association was held in the assembly room of the

Chittenden Hotel, Columbus, Ohio, on September
26tli. This being the first meeting after the simimer
\-acation, the attendance was unusually large. The
members of the association came to the meeting in

special trolley cars from all parts of Ohio and In-

diana. The meeting was called to order by the

president, H. A. Nicholl, at io;.io a. m. A commit-
tee was appointed, with E. E. Spring, chairman, to

draft resolutions relative to the death of Mr. F. J.

Stout. President Nicholl announced the meeting of

the American Street and Interurban Railway Asso-
ciation to be held at Atlantic City October 14th to

iSth. and Messrs. Nicholl, Wilco.Kon and Sloat were
appointed delegates. The report of the secretary-

treasurer showed the association to be in an ex-
cellent frnancial condition.

Under head of reports of committees the report
of the committee on train rules was presented by
F. D. Carpenter, general manager Western Ohio
Traction (Company, who said that the committee,
having familiarized itself with the rules now in

vogue on the electric railways, had drawn up what
it believed to be a practical set of rules which can
be used upon all interurban railroads with satisfac-

tion and uniformity. The report of the committee
-w^as adopted without being read in entirety, and the
delegates to the national convention were instructed
to present it 'to the Atlantic City meeting Avith a
view of having it adopted by that association as well.
The first paper on the programme Avas read by

: f
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FIG 2, PORTABLE X-RAY OUTFIT IN USE.

G. D. Nicholl. electrical engineer on the .Indianapolis
and Cincinnati Traction Company' of Rnshville, Ind.,
on "Single-phase Catenary Line Construction." The
paper is given in full elsewhere.
Henry N. Statts of Cleveland, chairman of the

committee on fire insurance, presented a long report
showing that the movement for the better protection
and insurance of the properties of street and inter-
urban railways and lighting companies was progress-
ing successfully. After careful consideration on the
part of the executive officers of a number of leading
electric railway and lighting companies as to thr,

best plan for producing lowest cost of insurance, it

has been deemed advisable by the companies to per-
fect their own organization and to surround them-
selves with the best methods of safeguarding their

IHuiiiTiy iiKiiinst loss by fire. Mr. Stalls next uiit-

linc'd tile organization .'ind incorporation of the

American Riiilway Jnsiu'ancc Company and llic Ivlec-

Irical Muluai Insurance Company of Ohio, which co-

operate with each otiicr in writinK insurance at :i

rate, it is said, not to exceed one-fourth of that

charftcd l)y ohi-liiie insurance companies. Mr. Stalls

staled llial llie eoininiltee had coninnniicated with

420 companies and their reports show thai lliey paid

durinR the last lo years for fire-insurance premiums
lo old-line cnmpanies $6,490,641.45, while dnriuK the

same i)eriod the amount rehu'ned to ihc 420 electric

companies for (ire losses amounted to $[,673,336.27,

leaving a balance lo ihe credit of llic insurance com-
panies of •%h376,305.i8. These fij^ures, Mr, Stalls

said, prove beyond (piestion that electric traction

companies of Ihiiled Slates and Canada have been

payiui^ excessive rates, and the ieadinp electric-rail-

way companies are now rpiile willing lo join in the

movement to establish an insurance fund to carry

their insurance on a co-operalivc plan. The report

of tile conmiitlee was adopted and a further discus-

sion of it will bo taken up at some future time.

The report of the express conmiitlee, with refer-

ence to the best manner of handling express mailer,

was presented by J. S. Slarkey of the Indiana Union
Traction Company of Anderson. Mr. Starkcy said

ihal the committee sent out inquiries lo 80 interurban
roads of Tndiana, Ohio and jieighboring slates, with

a view of learning what roads have contracts with

express companies, and asking for opinions as to

the advisability of entering into contracts wilh the

old companies or of organizing an independent ex-
press company. The report gave considerable de-

tailed information as to the terms of contracts where
they exist, and the replies received indicate that

only a small proportion of the lines have as yet

FIG. 3. CAPSTAN-DRIVEN DYNAMO WITH CASING
REMOVED.

contracted with express companies to handle their

business over their lines.

The report is quite complete, giving many ex-

periences of electric railways relative to the meth-

ods of handling express matter, but on the proposi-

tion as to the advisability of contracting with old-

line companies, the organization of independent
companies, or handling of express as they do now
along with their freight matter, the companies seem
to be equally divided on the several propositions. A
number of companies expressed the belief that they

could do better than to go in with any old-line com-
pany ; while other companies said that the laws of

the states would soon compel them to deliver express

in the towQS and cities, and it is necessary to make
arrangement for that contingency either through
contracts, the most favorable that can be made with
old-line companies, or organize an interurban ex-

press company, which some of the companies believe

can be operated successfully. The committee, how-
ever, reports that its conclusion, from information
obtained, is that the contracting with old-line ex-

press companies has a little advantage, and for this

reason the cornmittee recommends this course.

The next paper on the programme was read by
E. H. Anderson of the General Electric Company of

Schenectady, N. Y., on the '"'i,2oa-Volt System."
This paper consisted in showing the General Elec-

tric Company's commutating pole motors ranging
from 600 to 1,200 volts direct-current, and ex-
plaining each in the form of a lecture that was ex-
ceedingly interesting to members of the association.

At the conclusion of JMr. Anderson's lecture and
description of the illustrations he answered many
questions of the electricians present, .who were
greatly pleased with the information obtained along
these technical lines.

The Central Electric Railway Auditing Associa-
tion, which is an adjunct of the railway association,

was also in session, but made no report to the meet-
ing:. The work of the auditing association is to

adopt and maintain uniform methods of keeping
accounts. In addition to a large representation of
the members of the association there were present
traction men from Illinois. Michigan and West Vir-
ginia. The next meeting will be held in Indian-
apolis on November 2Sth.

British Postmaster-genoral Reports on
the TolGphono, Teloj^raph and

Radio-Telography,
London, September 20.—The annual report of the

postmastcr-Bcneral naturally lias a gtwd deal to say
coMccrninK the radiotelcKrapliic convention, lint it

cannot be said that il adrU much lo our existing

knuwl' ' '' "' ' ' ' '
' - '- ,;-'!,.

FIG. 4. MILITARY X-RAY WAGON FOR GERMAN ARMY.

finally, if this were needed, that the government
intended to ratify.

The report, however, contains one or two other

items of interest in relation to wireless. During
the year covered by the report, viz., to March 31,

1907, 45 new applications for licenses were made
under the wireless-telegraph act, of which no less

a proportion than 36 were for experimental pur-

poses. These 36 licenses have all been granted.

but the other applications have been held oyer
pending the consideration of the whole question

oi the use of wireless telegraphy in the United
Kingdom for commercial communication with ships.

This, in its turn, depends largely upon the ratifica-

tion of the Berlin Convention, and as the govern-

ment has announced its policy in regard to this,

we should soon hear all about the attitude of the

government concerning competitive licenses for com-
mercial ship and shore work, for, whatever the

views of the Marconi company may be, there is

no doubt that the hesitancy on the part of the

Postoffice to grant such licenses in the past has

been no mean factor in building up the Marconi
company's present position.

During the last year the Postoffice has continued

to collect and deliver Marconi company's telegrams

to and from ships at sea under the agreement of

1904, and it may be noted that the inward mes-
sages amounted to 15.853, as against 11,094 '" fhe

previous 3'ear ; the . outward messages increased

from 558 to 1,140.

As usual, the telephone system monopolizes the

greater portion of the report, and in the present

position the letterpress concerning this is more
than usually interesting. Apart from the question

of mere figures of capital expenditure and new
lines, etc., it tells a story of great efforts at de-

velopment in face of difficulties more or less pe-

culiar to this country. The most important of these

latter is the inherent objection to overhead wires,

and in the linkmg up of sparsely populated areas

overhead wires are a sine qua non. Yet we read

of the use of wires, primarih' intended for tele-

.graphic purposes, for telephonic purposes in rural

districts. These, of course, are what might be-

termed local' trunk messages, i. e., communication
between the central town and the postoffices of

surrounding villages.

The capital expenditure tipon the British trunk
telephone system to March 31, 1907, amounted to

roughly, $io,ooo,oco, the expenditure during the

year being $2,000,000. The total number of con-

versations during the year were 19,803,000, an in-

crease of over 1.000,000. In connection with the

London telephone service, carried on in co-opera-

tion or competition with the National company, it

is interesting to note that new subscribers are be-

ing added at the rate of about 150 per week, the

total number now standing at' 45,000. Five new
exchanges were opened during the year under re-

view, and 65,000 miles of new wire was laid.

Another interesting figure is the cost of con-
structing an exchange circuit in the Metropolitan
area; this has been reduced from $175 to about

$163. These figures include instruments and ex-
change apparatus, and the anticipations of previous
reports have been amply realized, inasmuch as the

average for the whole system, including spare plant,

is $250, as against $270 and $320 in the two years

previous. After payment of working expenses, de-

preciation and interest, there is a balance of,

roughly, $100,000.

The record for the year in relation to the tele-

graph sen'ice deals with considerable e-xtensions to

the underground trunk lines, in connection with
which there are increasing complaints year in and
year out. There has, however, practically been no
increase in the number of telegrams sent, due, in

the main, to the increasing use of the telephone.
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The success of the Chicago Electrical Show has

resulted in a number of other electrical shows in

other cities. The Canadian show at Montreal was

a pronounced success. The New York Electrical

Show was begun on September 30th and is to last

until October 9th. This also, from early accounts,

seems to be ''making good." The electrical show
seems to have made a hit, and the result is largely

due to the prestige which attaches to these exhi-

bitions since the Chicago show blazed the way to

popular favor.

the next three or four months. 'Conditions in the

electrical industry are no less sound than in other

branches of trade.

In his instructive article on "The Industrial

Uses of the Electric Motor" in the Western Elec-

trician of last week Mr. E. W. Lloyd set forth in

a very convincing way the reasons why manufac-

turers should use electric power. One of these is

of particular interest. Not only may the output

of machines be doubled in many instances by

equipping them with individual motors, but "the

cost of labor for a given amount of work is ma-

terially reduced, notwithstanding the fact that it

has been possible to increase the wages of the men
operating motor-driven to&ls' by offering them a

premium for the extra output." It will be seen

by this that not only the employer but the work-

man may benefit in pocket by the use of the elec-

tric motor, and thus the modern method of power

application has a sociological bearing which not

many persons have suspected.
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Extravagantly worded claims for alleged elec-

trical cure-alls have not disappeared by any means,

although it does seem that the crop of "electric"

belts, hair-brushes, insoles and the like is some-

what less plentiful than in former years. As show-

ing some of the things that electrical men them-

selves do not know about electricity and as of

curious interest, the following extracts from a re-

cent circular are given

:

"It has been demonstrated that electricity is the

most natural of all remedies for the cure of ail-

ments that inflict the human body. What steam

is to the locomotive, electricity is to the human
body. It stands first In the list of positive and

wonderful cures. It is the infallible conqueror of

pain and disease, and the only permanent cure for

rheumatism and all nervous ailments." I-f the fore-

going is true, it will be of importance to know
how best to secure the advantages of electricity,

''the greatest blood purifier and nerve builder in

the world." This point is not neglected, for we
are told of certain devices which "are worn in

the heels of the shoes with no inconvenience to

the wearer and nobody knows you are wearing

them. They differ from all other electrical ap-

pliances, as they are not batteries and make no

electricity until in contact with the body; then

they make a battery out of the body, for one foot

rests on the positive magnet and the other on the

negative. So the nerves themselves become the

connecting wires, and the blood, nerves and tissues

of the body are fed with, new vitality, life and

power the whole day, and all weakness, pain and

disease are banished."

We do not quite understand the process of gen-

erating the current and should think the shoe-heel

magnets rather diminutive affairs; but nevertheless

we are boldly told that they banish "all weakness,

pain and disease." If there should be some mis-

take about this, and we fear there is, it would

seem to be a cruel thing to raise false hopes in

the minds of the suffering for motives of gain,

for pain and disease are very real and very grim

to most of us in this old world.

A DECISION of much importance to the electric-

railway interests of Indiana has been rendered by

the Indiana Railroad Commission in the case of

the Farmland Stone Company of Farmland, Ind.,

against the Big Four Railroad Company and the

Indiana Union Traction Company to compel them

to interchange traffic at Winchester, about eight

miles from Farmland. The evidence showed that

the stone company had been getting coal over the

Big Four railroad, which was transferred in car-

load lots to the electric-railway company at Win-

chester and brought to Farmland to the stone com-

pany over the electric road. Recently this ex-

change of traffic and transfer was stopped, and thu

stone company was compelled to haul by wagon its

coal from Winchester. The stone company peti-

tioned that the previous interchange of freight be

resumed.

The railroad company in its answer alleged that

tiic ^tonc company was not entitled to the relief de-

manded and that the railroad commission had no

jurisdiction in the matter, thus attacking the con-

stitutionality of the law passed by the last session

of the Legislature giving the commission juris-

diction in cases of this kind. After hearing the

evidence the commission ordered the interchange

of traffic to be resumed, since it was found that

the physical condition of the electric-railway line

was amply sufficient "to carry the loaded coal cars,

while both' steam and electric roads were common
carriers, belonging to the same class and amenable

to the same general rules and regulations.

The case is the first in which an interchange of

traffic between the steam and electric roads has

been raised in Indiana, and therefore sets a prece-

dent. Chairman Hunt of the Indiana commission

stated, however, that this ruling pertained to this

particular case only, and lhat the exchnnge of such

freight depended upon the merits of each case and

till.- pliysical conditions and capacity of the inter

urban lines to carry ' freight turned over to Ihcm

in carload lots by the steam lines.
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The Large San Francisco Gas-engine
Electric Power Plant.

ll'ioiii tlio Sati Franciloo correiuonilnnt of ilio VVi^ uin 11

triolnn,)

Till- Calitoniia G.'is and Electric CorjiMraiion -

ii.u a subsidiary of llic Pacific Gas and KIcclric

( unipany—lias been doing sonic remarkable pioneer

work in the subnrbs of San Francisco in tlic in-

<iallalion and ojieration of very large electric gen-

i.iling units with direct-connected gas engines to

iipply current for operating electric cars. Over a

year ago the Snow Steam Pump Works of Buf-

falo erected at the San Mateo power station near

San Francisco three horizontal, duplex, double-

cylinder gas-engine generator sets. Tiie engine ca-

pacity was rated at 5,400 horsepower and the gen-

erator capacity at 4.000 kilovolt-nmperes for cacli

unit. ]''ach engine has the revolving field of a

(.nieker-VVlieclcr three-phase 25-cycle 13,200-volt

jieiierator on its main shaft next to its flywheel.

At tlic time the engines were constructed they

were the largest gas engines in the world, and the

generators were, of course, the largest to be driven

by gas engines.

The erection of these engines and the subsequent

moditications in the details of operation were under

the personal supervision of Mr. Aue, the mechanical

expert of the Snow Steam Pump Works, who is

still in tlie city watching the performance of the

big plant. His painstaking study of the large units

may result in the adoption of some further rc-

fuiements in gas-engine practice. Before this plant

was started there was some uncertainty in the

minds of some electrical engineers on the successful

operation of three such large gas-engine units when
two or more of the big generators were connected

in parallel. The test proved that the engines regu-

laletl satisfactorily under these conditions.

The plant was intended as a relay station to be

held in reserve in case of interruption of the cur-

rent transmitted 140 miles from Blue Lakes to San
Francisco for the operation of the electric cars of

the United Railroads of San Francisco under a

20-year contract, commencing with June i, igo6.

The engines were built about two years ago.

The unusual conditions prevailing for some time

after the disaster of 1906 had something to do

with the delay in the placing of the new gas

engines in commission, although the large gas gen-

erating plant with its gasholders was comf/leted

and undamaged. On account of shortages in the

supply of current available for use in San Fran-

cisco, it was found necessary to operate the three

gas engines regularly during the peak load and

at other times early in the year 1907, and they

have been in almost continuous operation for a

number of months.

The engines are of the twin-tandem double-acting

four-cylinder side-crank type, operating on the four-

cycle principle. The 5.400-brake-horsepower rating

of the engine is only on an overload of 35 per

cent. The usual overload rating is 15 per cent,

for brief periods. The engine delivers 4,600 horse-

power at this rating, but norjnally the engine will

deliver 4,000 brake horsepower.
The cylinders are made in two parts, with a

circumferential joint in the center, which is covered
by the removable part of the water jacket. The
water jackets are cast solid with the ends of the

cvlinders. The explosion chamber is cast to one
side of the cylinder, this making very strong con-
struction.

The pistons are made of cast-iron and bnU^d
together on a circumferential joint. Six concentric

cast-iron piston rings without keepers are used.

Both the piston rods are 15 inches in diameter and
made of two parts—the sleeves, made of nickel

steel, and the bolt which extends through the whole
length of piston and sleeves. The -piston rods are

hollow and conduct water to the pistons for cooling
purposes.

The cylinders arc supported on the bedplate in

such a way that they can slide in grooved guides
in the longitudinal direction only to allow for ex-
pansion Or contraction caused by changes in tem-
perature. The bedplates are held down to the
foundation with foundation bolts running clear

through to the top of the bed. The weight of the
crank shaft is 99,734 pounds. Its diameter at the
rotor fit is yj inches, with a journal bearing 30
inches in diameter by four feet eight Inches long.

The crank-pin bearing is 19 by 19 inches. The
wrist-pin is 17 inches in diameter and 18 inches in

length.

The design follows the steam-engine practice hy
using two o\'crhung crank pins, thus avoiding the
trouble of keeping more than two main journals
on one engine in line. The crank arms arc pro-
\'ided with heavy counterweights to partly counter-
balance the momentum of the heavy reciprocating
parts.

The 23-foot flywheel weighs 97,000 pounds—

a

rather small weight for such a large engine, but

llic weight of ihc rotor has l)cen considered. Al-

though this weight irt less than some electrical for-

mulie would give, il has been found that lighter

wheels, when their weight was chosen correctly,

have given belter results. When the wheel has not

the proper weight, parallel operation becomes difli

cult.

The weight of the main engine frame is 170,000

pounds. It contains the bond guides for the main
cross-head and the main bearing.

For igiiilion, the electric make-and-lircak spark

is used in connection with a storaRe battery, dis-

cliarging at about 10 rolls and one ampere. Each
igniter is snpi)lied with a spark-coil indicator. This
indicator will indicate constantly the condition of

each circuit. When the indicator swings with the

igniter, the iKuitcr is in or<ler ; wlien it stays drawn
up against the core, the igniter is short-circuited.

The engines are started by compressed air.

through valves which arc operated from the cam-
shaft in such a way that the air enters behind the

piston, which is starting on its expansion stroke,

acting in the same way as steam in a steam engine.

At the end of the stroke, the exhaust valve opens
and the air escapes. Some of the cylinder ends,

during this lime, take in a charge, and, when thi:

is ignited, the pressure holds the check valve closed

so that the air cannot enter tlie cylinder. After a

few explosions the air is shut off and the engine
soon reaches its full speed.

The valves, all of which are located on the same
side of cylinder, iiavc a positive motion, Imparted
through cams, vertical rods and rocker arms from
a common lay-shaft geared to the main shaft.

There is, of course, an inlet valve and an exhaust
valve at each end of each cylinder. The valves are

water-cooled.

The speed of the engine is. regulated by the

governor working on the compression and also on
the mixture. A Lombard governor regulates in-

directly, with the aid of pistons, moved by oil

under pressure. This governor is very powerful
yet still very sensitive, and can be easily adjusted
to give a slow regulation, w^hich is suitable for

parallel operation.

Oiling systems facilitate the lubrication of crank-
bearing, crank and cross-head. The oil is fed to

the bearing through sight feeds. It then runs
through filters and is pumped up to the storage
tank. The cylinder oil is necessarily of a different

quality from the oil used in a steam cylinder. The
oil . must have a high flash point, and must not
carbonize. The oil is forced into the cylinder on
the inhalation stroke, when the oil hole is covered
by the piston, and Is forced on the piston between
the rings. The oiling of the gas-engine cylinder is

not nearly as difficult as it appears, because the

piston is cooled by water. Too much oil is detri-

mental and causes carbon deposits.

The total weight of each twin engine is 600
tons, of which 1S6 tons represents the weight of

the two main-frame castings. The frame carries

the main-bearing block and the slides for the large

main crosshead. The floor space occupied by each
engine is 35 by 74 feet, which is not very large,

considering that there are four double-acting cylin-

ders of 42 inches diameter and 60 Inches stroke.

These engines have been started and gotten up
to speed in the short time of from 55 seconds to

two minutes. This means the lime required to

bring the engine fully up to service from a stand-
ing condition, carrying any quantity of load, and
synchronized with other engines and hydro-electric

plants. This also includes the time required to

turn on air, gas, electric current for the Igniter, and
synchronizing at 88 revolutions per minute.
The three engines have been running about eight

months, driving three 25-cycle three-phase gener-
ators. The fourth unit, w^hich is under construc-
tion, will be installed in the same station, to gen-
erate 6o-cycle three-phase current, which is the

standard on the California Gas and Electric Cor-
poration's transmission lines. It is of practically

the same design as the other machines, but the fly-

wheel weighs 19 tons more, and the speed will

be two revolutions greater, or go revolutions per
minute. It is the Intention to increase the installa-

tion, In time, to six units, aggregating over 24,000
kilowatts In capacity. It has also been planned to

install one 4,000-kilowatt 60-cycle gas-engine gen-
erating unit in the company's Oakland power sta-

tion.

Turning to the generator, the stator frame, which
is approximately 26 feet in diameter, is of cast-

iron, provided with ventilating openings to allow
a free circulation of air around the ends of the

windings and through the ventilating spaces in the

core. It supports the stator laminations and wind-
ing. It is of the box-girder type, designed so as

to be strong enough to prevent distortion due to

its own weight and the magnetic pull. The lami-
nations of the stator are securely clamped together

by end flanges and provided with a sufficient num-
ber of ventilating ducts to insure a uniform and
low temperature throughout the core.

Each slot of the stator is lined with a tube of
insulating material possessing high dielectric and
mechanical strength. There Is. the usual ventilated

type of shield to protect the ends of the coils of

the windings. The rotor, which is designed for
great strength and simplicity, is of cast-steel, made
in two sections and bolted together. The pole and

pole-shoe art' cast in one pii-'cc and bolted to the
rim. There are 34 poles.

Ihu rotor coils coniii.sl of strip copper wound
on edge, each lurn being projxrly insulated from
the others, and the whole coil is compressed and
baked into a conipacl unit. The oblong coih have
no sharp corners and are held securely in position
by the pole-shoes.

The exciting current is conducted to the field

wimlings tlirough carbon brushes. The collector
rings are supported on a cast-iron huh, from which
they are very thoroughly insulated.

.Although the Crockcr-Whcclcr Company had built

no alternating-current generators prior to 1004, the
engineering corps secured the benefit of the data
and experience of Brown, Boveri & Co., who had
made an enviable record in three-phase work in

l*"uropc, The California Gas and Electric Corpora-
tion accepted and paid for the three Crockcr-
Wheelcr machines in fidl several months ago, show-
ing complete satisfaction with their performance.
The Stanley Electric Manufacturing Company

furnished the special exciter sets, which include
several dififcrent motor-generator sets, of various
types and capacities. One of the exciters has a

capacity of about 340 kilowatts. This flexible sys-

tem of independent excitation is so designed that

quite a wide range of voltages and wattagcs can
be supplied to the main field circuits, according
to the varying conditions under which the large
generators are to be operated.
The Stanley company also built two large fre-

quency changers for this station, which take the

60-cycle high-tension current from the 142-milt
transmission line of the California Gas and Electric

Corporation, and. In turn, supply 13,200-volt current
at 25 cycles for the use of the United Railroads.
While this apparatus is installed in the same power
station, it is operated independently when the gas-
engine generators are not running.
Under the original plans the current for the elec-

tric railroad was to be supplied from the trans-

mission line extending from the hydro-electric

power station at Electra, and the gas-engine units

were to be held in reserve in case of emergency.
Since the gas engines were placed in commission
the demand for power has exceeded the capacity
of the company's other plants, so that it has been
necessary to run the gas engines almost continu-
ously.

A prominent engineer recently said that he had
rarely seen large generators operate so well in

parallel as these gas-engine-driven Crocker-Wheeler
machines.
The gas plant, which was built especially to

supply these gas engines, produces gas of a quality

high enough for illuminating purposes. The surplus

gas is turned into mains connected with the city

lighting system of San Francisco and used when-
ever needed. There are two standard gas-generat-
ing units, each having a capacity of 400,000 cubic

feet per day, constructed in accordance with the

Lowe crude-oilj water-gas sj'stem. The gasholders,

which are located within a few hundred feet of

the power station, inclu'de, one with a capacity of

1,000,000 cubic feet, and two holding 200,000 cubic

feet each. Mains of ample size furnish connection
with the gas engines.

This gas contains from 45 to 55 per cent of free

hydrogen. Its heat value averages about 630 British

thermal units per cubic foot. In the Lowe crude- v

oil, water-gas process the crude oil Is heated to a

temperature of 300 degrees, being vaporized, and
is then mixed with superheated steam. The excess

of water is taken out and the vapor and steam
pass into a hot chamber, being superheated to 600''

F. This high temperature turns the mixture into

a fixed oil-and-water gas. which is then purified

and passed on to the engines.

When the engines were originally designed, the

initial pressure of the gas in the main cyHnder was
estimated at about 150 pounds per square inch.

A.

Industrial Progress in Germany.
Reviewing the commercial and industrial sluation

at Frankfort-on-the-Main, Consul-general Guenther
says that the year 1906 was a continuation of the

great industrial activity of the previous year, and
was even more marked, although the prices for

labor, raw materials, interest on capital, and the

cost of living have been almost steadily advancing,

which, in spite, of the increase of trade in nearly

every branch, reduced the profits, since prices could

not be obtained for the manufactured articles com-
mensurate with the advance in the cost of pro-

duction.

Another considerable increase was witnessed in

the production of the electrical industry, although
the previous year had been remarkable in this re-

spect. Prices, however, could not be raised in pro-

portion to the enhanced 'cost of manufacture. The
chemical Industry was very lively during i9o6_. and
in some instances the demand w^as so enormous
that it could not' be met. Copper has not been as

high in forty years, and although the production
has been largely increased, consumption of this

metal has been even larger. Frankfort is a center

of the German metal trade, and its prosperous
condition has resulted in the establishment of a

mining and metal bank with a capital of $9,520,000.
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Single-phase Catenary Line Construc-
tion.'

By G. D. Nicholl.

The object of this paper is merelj' tQ promote a

general discussion of tlie characteristics of catenary

construction for the operation of high-voltage elec-

tric railways. While there are some
_
high-voltage

direct-current railways under construction, I believe

none is in commercial operation at the present tmie,

and these remarks will bear particularly on line con-

struction for alternating-current railways.

The introduction of the single-phase alternating-

current railway motor brought about the possibility

of delivering energy to the car equipments at high

voltages and decreasing the investment necessary in

copper for the distributing system.

It has also been a problem to collect the current

for heavy equipments at high speeds with the ordi-

nary type of wheel trolley, and considerable ex-

perimental work has been done to develop a current

collector of the sliding tj'pe.

There is a difference of opinion among engmeers

as to whether the current collector should be of the

underrunning type or make contact with the con-

ductor on the side or top. In this country, how-

ever, the general practice has been to use the under-

running tj'pe of current collector, with the trolley

wire over the center of the track. In order to op-

erate the sliding current collector successfully at

high speeds it is necessary that the trolley, wire

have a practically smooth and even surface, free

from kinks that might cause the sliding current col-

lector to break contact.

Various types of catenary construction have been

proposed for different classes of railway service.

For trunk-line railroads having two or more tracks

the double catenary will undoubtedly be used, the

messenger wires being supported from steel bridges

spanning the tracks. This class of construction has

two messenger wires spreading at the points of sup-

port and converging at the center of the span, the

trolley wire being supported from both messenger

wires by means of hangers of various lengths ; a

tie also being used between the messenger wires at

each trolley support. This type of construction has

been used by the New York, New Haven and Hart-

ford Railroad on its electrification near New York
city.

This type of construction is expensive, and the

cost of it is not warranted for the average interur-

ban line of the JMiddle West.
Single catenary consists of a single messenger

wire with the trolley supported directly underneath

by means of hangers of various lengths. Different

engineers have different ideas as to the best method
of supporting the trolley wire from the messenger
wire, also as to the number and length of hangers

used. The lines of the Indianapolis and Cincinnati

1 raction Company, with which the writer is par-

ticularly familiar, have single catenary construction.

The line from Indianapolis to Rushville was built

in the fall and winter of 1904-5 and was, I believe,

the first single-phase alternating-current railway in

commercial operation using the catenary trolley con-

struction and the bow or sliding trolley.

On the portion of the line from Indianapolis to

Rushville the trolley poles are spaced 100 feet apart.

From the experience gained on this portion of the

line, it was decided to increase the distance between
the trolley poles, so that on that portion of the line

constructed during the year 1906 the spacing of the

trolley poles was increased to 120 feet on tangent

track, the distance between poles on curves depend-
ing on the degree of curvature. The shortest curve
being of three degrees radius, tho poles are spaced

50 feet apart, the center of the poles being located

seven feet from the center of the track.

The trolley brackets are made of 2 by 2^ by
J4-inch angle iron, the outer end of the bracket

being drawn into a loop to form a support for the

messenger-wire insulator.

The loop in the trolley bracket is 16 inches long,

allowing an adjustment of eight inches on each side

of the center line of the track for staggering the

messenger and trolley wires and for aligning the
trolley wire due to the uncvcnness of pole diameters
and adjustment of messenger wire on curves. The
inner or pole end of the bracket arm is bent at right

angles to the arm and is fastened to the pole by
two through bolts, the outer end of the bracket
arm being supported by a 5^-inch brace rod.

The messenger wire is supported on an espe-
cially designed porcelain insulator, the insulator
being cemented into a cast-iron base which is

fastened to the bracket arm by means of four hook
bolts. The messenger wire, which is composed of
scvcn-strand steel cable having outside diameter of
7-16 inch, is supported in the groove of the porce-
lain insulator and tied to it by a steel tic wire.

The trolley wire, which is of the No. 000
grooved section, is supported from the messenger
wire by steel hangers siiaccd 10 feet apart.

Five different lengths of hangers are used, 12

hangers being used between two poles on a
120-foot span, as follows: Two of Il-inch, two
of o-'i'ch, two of 7ji-incli, two of 6^-mch and four
of 6-inch. The hangers are fastened to the mes-

senger wire by means of a "U" clamp and a through
bolt, and to the trolley wire by a clamp that fits

into the groove, this clamp being held by screws.

On curves the trolley wire is held directly imder
the messenger wire by means of steady strains, one
end of the steady strain being clamped to the bracket
arm and the other end to the trolley wire ; these

steady strains are made of treated hickory.

The messenger wire is anchored every mile, a

pole being set on the opposite side of the track

from the trolley poles and well anchored. A 7-16-

inch steel cable is stretched diagonally across the

track and securely fastened to the messenger wire,

Extra heav)' wood strain insulators are placed in

this anchor wire to insulate it from the poles, and
the ends made up intp turnbuckles so the anchor
cable can be easily adjusted.

Section insulators are installed about every 11

miles: these section insulators are made of treated

hickory. Connection is made to the trolley wire at

each end of these section insulators by a knife-blade

switch. Normally, this switch is open, but in case

of trouble it can be closed, and two sections of the

line fed from one transformer station.

In towns span-wire construction is used, extra

heavy wood break insulators being placed in the

span wires. The messenger wire is fastened to the

span wire by special clamps that permit of easy

adjustment for aligning the messenger wire with

the track, the same style and length of hangers
being used on span construction as on bracket arm
construction.

Lightning arresters are installed three to the mile,

the ground connection being made to a galvanized

iron pipe driven 10 feet into the ground.
On private right-of-way the trolley wire is sup-

ported approximately 18 feet from top of rails.

In building this line both messenger and trolley

wires were run out at the same time and both

pulled to the same tension, an equalizer being used
between the two wires.

With the length of hangers noted above the trol-

ley wire is supported at an almost uniform distance

above the track rails, the successful use of the bow
or sliding trolley at high speeds requiring this type

of construction.

The insulation of these lines was designed to with-

stand 3,300 volts of alternating current, and no
trouble has been experienced with this voltage. On
several occasions the lines have been covered with

sleet and wet snow but no trouble developed.

The operation of the bow trolley has proved very

satisfactory with this type of construction, there

being no difificulty in collecting current at speeds of

65 miles an hour.

I. A paper u^zil before Ihe Central Electric Railway Associa-
tion at Columbun. Ohio, on Septeiulier iff. 1707. Tim author it

electrical and mechanical enzincer of the Indianapolib and Cio-
cinnali Traction Company at Rushville, Ind.

The Street-railway Conventions.

The American Street and Interurban Railway

Association, with the allied bodies of street-rail-

way accountants, engineers and claim agents, will

hold its annual convention in Atlantic City on

October 14th to iSth, inclusive. The Central Pas-

senger Association has granted a uniform rate of

two cents a mile in its territory ; the Western
Passenger Association grants special one-way rates

to its eastern terminals and the Southwestern Pas-

senger Bureau grants reduced one-way rates to

St. Louis. Some of the eastern passenger asso-

ciations have made rates of a fare-and-a-third. The
railroad arrangements are somewhat complicated,

and persons in doubt should address Mr. B. V.

Swenson, secretary of the association, 29 West
Thirty-ninth Street, New York city, at once, for

full particulars. From Chicago the Pennsylvania

Railroad announces that it will run a special train

leaving the Union Station at noon on Sunday,

October 13th, arriving in Atlantic City about

noon the next day. C. L. Kimball of No. 2 Sher-

man Street, Chicago, can give further information

in relation' to this train.

The convention meetings and exhibition will be

held on the Steel Pier. Hotel headquarters will

be as follows: American and Manufacturers' as-

sociations, Marlborough-Blenheim ; Accountants,

Chalfonte; Engineers, the Dennis; Claim Agents,

St. Charles.

The exhibit of the Manufacturers' Association

on the Steel Pier promise.; to be larger and more

comprehensive than ever before. More than two-

hundred different exhibitors have been assigned

space.

In general outline, Ihe Engineers and Claim

Agents' convention will be begun on Monday aft-

ernoon, October 14th, and last through Wednesday
afternoon. The Accountants will begin on Tues-

day morning and last through Thursday morning.

The American or parent association will begin its

sessions on Wednesday morning and conclude on

Friday morning. On Wednesday morning there

will be a joint session of all associations._ TIktl

will be no banquet. There will be sessions on

Monday afternoon; morning and afternoon 0;

Tuesday ; morning and afternoon of Wednesday

;

morning of Thursday and morning of Friday.

More detailed reference to the programme will

be mailc in the Western Electrician next week.

Chicago Street-railway Situation.

As planned, default was made this week by the

receiver of the Chicago Union Traction Company
on the semi-annual interest due to holders o,f the

$1,614,000 North Chicago Street Railroad refunding

bonds. Interest on the bonds, at 4J/2 per cent., is

due April 1st and October 1st, in equal amounts.

This makes the amount defaulted $36,315, which,

under the promise of Receiver Sampscll to the city

when the extension of time for reorganization to

February i, 1908, was secured, will 'be applied to

rehabilitation expenses. Formal protest may follow

from trustees of the bonds that get no interest.

The Chicago City Railway Company has made a

statement of earnings since the lines came under

the new settlement ordinances. The gross earn-

ings from passengers, rent, sale of power, etc.,

was $4,057,336. Operating expenses and mainte-

nance amounted to $2,840,135, leaving an excess

of $1,217,201. Fixed charges, such as taxes and

interest, being deducted left the net earnings for

the six months, $503,566. This amount is divisible

on the basis of 45 per cent, to the company and

55 per cent, to the city, the amounts being $226,605

to the company and $276,961 to the city. Interest

on bank deposits amounting to $1,257 is deducted

from the company's share and goes to the city.

The Chicago City Railway Company is planning

a new system of car dispatching from a central

headquarters on each line. This system, which

will be tried first on the Cottage Grove line, will,

it is said, not only permit of the supervisors

notifying the dispatcher and receiving instructions

from him in case of trouble or delay, but will also

enable the dispatcher by signal to call one or

all of the supervisors to the signal telephones lo-

cated upon the street, so the whole movement of

the cars may be intelligently governed by one mind,

which directs the movements of the subordinates.

A summary of the recent report of the board

of supervising engineers to Mayor Busse, giving

the progress of traction rehabilitation work, shows

that the Chicago City Company has spent $3,500,-

000 and the Union Traction Company $1,500,000.

The latter company has promised to spend $1,000,-

000 more before January 1st and the former will

add $4,000,000 more if the weather permits late fall

work. An estimated total of $10,000,000 for both

for the year's work.

The Chicago City Company will have delivered

to it within two months 300 new cars. If the ex-

periment is found to work they will be operated

on the "Montreal plan" of ha^'ing the conductor

collect the fares when the passengers enter the

car and allow no one to enter after the car is

comfortably filled. The company now has 100

more new cars of a similar type, 205 cars of a

trifle larger size, of which 90 have been remodeled

to conform to the standard, and the remainder

will be remodeled shortly, and no single-truck

cars for cross-town work.

The Union Traction Company has 118 new cars

and has contracts for 400 more. .

If the weather permits, 62;4 miles of new track

will be laid this year, 39'/s by the Chicago City

company, and 233^^ by the Union Traction. With

bad weather it is expected at least 50 miles will be

completed.

Western Electrical Inspectors' Meeting.

The third annual meeting of the Western Asso-

ciation of Electrical Inspectors will be held in St.

Paul, Minn., on October 22d, 23d and 24th. The

sessions will be held in the assembly room of the

Hotel Ryan. An instructive programme has been

prepared for the meeting, and there will be six

trips of inspection for those desiring to see up-to-

date installations of wiring.

Tuesday, the 22d, besides the presidents address

and the transaction of preliminary business, will

be devoted to reports on uniformity in ruling.

National Electrical Code, outside wiring, and thea-

ter wiring and show equipment. On Wednesday

there will be addresses on the following-named

subjects: "Approved Electrical Fittings," by Dana

Pierce, Chicago ; "Joint-construction Pole Lines,

by H. B. Gear, Chicago; "Electrical Inspection from

the 'Viewpoint of the Central Station," by Paul Doty,

St. Paul; "Electrical Inspection from the 'View-

point of the Telephone Exchange," by C. M. Man-

scau. Minneapolis; "Flexible Cord for Pendants,

by Hugh T. Wfeaks, New York. In the evening

there will be a discussion of difficulties arising in

electrical inspection work by members.

Thursday will be devoted to hearing reports of

committees on these subjects: Grounding of con-

ductors for safety construction and installation of

electric signs; show-window and display lighting;

instructions to the public concerning the safe op-

eration and maintenance of electric wiring and

apparatus; underground systems; installation .and

operation of induction motors; wiring for electric

cranes; laws and ordinances; architects' specifica-

tions.

Mr. Waldcmar Michaelsen of Omaha, Neb., is

president of the association and Mr. William S.

Boyd, 382- Ohio Street, Chicago, is secretary.
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ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
Bv Gko. R. MtncMJTK.

XXXVI. Electric Railways.

MUI.TIPI.E-UN1T CO.NTIICJI

riic lypcs of controllers described in llic pn-

ii.>iis chapter are generally used wlierc cars arc

cperated siiiRly, l)iil where a mmiber of cars are

eonnectcd toRether and operated as a train son'e

nietliod of control ninst be employed in which tlie

I rain can he operated from the front end of the

forward car. Moreover, when very large qiianli-

lics of cnrrent are to be handled it necessitates

Ihc use of a very large controller if the K or L

type of controller is used, and a very large con-

troller is undesirable on account of the great mus-

cular effort required to operate it.

In the uiulliple-uuit systems the main control

switches are placed under the car, or under the

car seats, and the master controller which the

niotorman handles is comparatively small, as it

liandles only a small amount of current necessary

tor the electrical operation of the main controller.

There arc two general methods of multiple-unit

control, one of which is purely electrical and the

other electro-pneumatic. One feature is common

to both, namely, each car of a train carries its

complete equipment of rcmoto-control switches

which open and close in various sequences which

are determined by the position of the master con-

troller. The main switches operate to produce the

same combinations of the motors and resistance

as is effected by the type K controllers, that is to

say, the first step puts all the resistance and the

motors in series, and the last step puts the motors

in parallel, with the resistance all cut out. Each

car is also supplied with a master controller on

each platform, and all the master controllers on

a train arc connected together in multiple by means

of a train line, which is connected from car to

car by means of jumpers. In this manner each car

is a complete and independent unit whose switches,

however, can be operated from any master con-

troller on the train.

The purely electrical system of multiple control

is known as the type-M control. The switches

which govern the combinations of the motors are

electrically operated switches and are called con-

tactors. These contactors can be placed below the

car floor in any convenient position, and all of

them taken together constitute a series-parallel con-

troller. The different combinations of the con-

tactors are indicated by the positions of the master-

controller handle. The contactors consist of a re-

movable arm with a renewable copper contact at

one end, which makes contact with a similar fixed

contact piece, and a magnet coil, which actuates

the movable arm when energized by current from

the master controller.

In addition to the contactors, each car is equipped

with an electrically operated reversing switch, called

a reverser, and a cut-out switch, by means of

which all of the control-operating circuits on the

car may be cut out. The contactors are provided

with a blow-out coil, which prevents arcing when

the switches open. In their closed position the

contactor contacts are held together by the action

of an electromagnet, and when the energizing cur-

rent is cut off the contacts on the movable arm

fall by gravity, cutting off the current supply to

the motor.

The master controller is a drum-type switch

somewhat similar to the ordinary car controller, but

smaller, and is provided with magnetic blowouts.

It also has separate handles for the power and the

reverser. The power handle is generally provided

with a push-button, which must be held closed by

the motorman all the time the car is in operation.

This attachment is known as a "dead man's handle,"

for the reason that if the motorman should fall

dead or faint or remove his hand from the push-

button for any reason the current would be at once

shut off from the motors, no matter what' the posi-

tion of the master-controller handle.

From what has been said, it is evident that there

are two principal circuits on each car equipped

with multiple-unit control. First, there is a pilot

circuit, so called, which passes from the line through

the master controller which happens to be in use.

This circuit carries a comparatively small current,

which is only used to energize the contactors.

Second, there is the main circuit, which passes

from the line to the contactors and thence through

the motors. This main current does not pass

Note,—This series of articles, intended to survej', briefly,
the whole field of applied electricity for lieht. power and heat,
was begun in the Western Electrician of February 2, 1907,

lluoiigh lh<; master controllers, and therefore the

latter can be made of relatively small size. The
master-controller handle has a number of difTcrcnl

positions similar to those of the typc-K controller,

and each position corresponds to a certain com-

bination of contactors.

With this system of control each car can be run

alone, or any number of motor cars and trail cars

can be coupled toRcthcr and operated as a train,

and the cars ran he connected lo«ether in any

order. Where trail cars arc placeil between motor

cars it is neccssao' to provide them with a train

line for connecting the master controllers and rc-

vcrscrs throughout the train. The trail cars can

also be provided with master controllers from

which the train can be operated if desired.

The clectro-pneumatically operated system of con-

trol is known as the unit-switch system of multiple

control and differs in some important respects froin

the method described above. The main switches in

the motor circuit are operated by compressed air,

while the valves which govern the admission of

compressed air to the main switches arc electrically

operated. There are thus two entirely distinct cir-

cuits on each car.

The operating or control circuit extends through-

out the length of the train and receives current

from a small storage battery. This is a low-voltage

circuit of about 14 volts, and is the only circuii.

which is brought above the floor of the car.

The motor circuit is confined entirely to each

car, and is a 500-volt circuit. This main-motor

circuit is located entirely beneath the car floor.

This systeiu, like the one previously described, is

designed to operate any combination of motor cars

and trailers. The motors throughout the train are

operated simultaneously, and each takes its pro-

portionate share of the load. The control is ef-

fected from a master controller on the forward

platform.

The control apparatus on each motor car com-

prises the following principal parts : Line switch,

switch group, limit switch, reverser, resistance, mas-

ter controller, plug cut-out, storage battery, battery-

charging relay, besides other minor accessories.

The functions of these various parts are briefly

given below.

The line switch is a circuit-breaker for the pro-

tection of the apparatus on the car and is pro-

vided with an overload release.

The switch group is a row of unit switches of

the same style as the line switch, which are grouped

together on a frame forming an air reservoir.

Blow-out coils are placed between each of the unit

switches.

The limit switch is a solenoid switch operated by

the current of one motor. Its function is to give

a uniform accelerating current. When the current

for which it is adjusted is exceeded, the limit swdtch

opens the operating circuit so that no more unit

switches can close until the accelerating current

is reduced, when the circuit is again closed.

The reverser is a switch which reverses the

armature connections, thereby reversing the di-

rection of the car travel.

The master controller is a small switch located

in the motorman's cab, the handle of which has

seven positions—the center "oft" position and three

running positions for each direction of the car.

The three positions are "switching," "series" and

"parallel." The operation of the master controller

will be described later.

The plug cut-out is a plug switch with two

sockets. One position of this switch permits the

line switch to be closed. The other position resets

the overload release of the line switch.

The storage battery is composed of seven cells,

and is installed in duplicate on each car, so that

one set may be charging while the other is being

used.

The battery-charging relay keeps the batteries

automatically charged. They are connected in the

circuit of the air-compressor motor, and the relay

opens the battery circuit except when the battery

is being charged.

All of the apparatus is provided with interlocks,

so that it is impossible for any of the switches to

operate out of their proper sequence. In operating

a train, first insert the plug in the cut-out re-

ceptacle of the plug cut-out and then move the

master-controller handle in the direction correspond-

ing to the desired direction of motion of train.

If it is desired to make a slow start, the master

controller should be advanced to the switching po-

iiiou only, but (his position should not be rc-

dncd longer than necessary, a> it is not a running
]>osition. If (his docs not s(art (lie train, or the

speed is not high enouRli, the switch group can be

made to advance one switch at a lime by repeatedly

moving the niastcrcoiitroller hamlle (o the scries

position and returning it promptly to the switching

position. In making (he ordinary slar(s in service,

throw the master-controller handle (o the "scries"

or "multiple" running posilion, according lo (lie

speed desired.

When the handle of (lie master controller is

thrown over withou( stop lo any posilion, c. g.,

parallel numing, the switches close automatically'

in such sequence that Ihe car starts and is brought

up to full speed at uniform acceleration, until full

voltage is applied to the motors.

ITo he cojitittucd.]

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Electric Elevators.

Mr. Harrison W. Cravcr, technology librarian of

ihe Carnegie Library, Pittsburg, kindly contributes

the following:

"In your issue of September 14th, page 201, you

inquire concerning books on electric elevators. A
search of some extent has not given us anything

better in English than the volume on Steam En-

gines and Elevators in the International Library of

Technology. This is published by the International

Textbook Company, Scranton, Pa."

Operation of Motor Generators.

P. L., Kcnora, Out.: Is the efficiency of a mo-
tor-generator set changed if the direction of rela-

tion is reversed?

Answer.

The efficiency of such a set should not be affected

by reversing its direction of rotation, for the effi-

ciency of a motor or generator is independent of

that feature, other things being equal. In direct-

current machines you must make sure that the

angle of brush lead is not changed after reversal,

and in any machine connections must be correctly

made.

Motor Troubles.

F. M. M., Duluth, Minn. : I recently rewound
a Westinghousc alternating fan motor. It is wound
with four square-shaped coils of 528 turns of No.
25 double cotton-covered wire. There are also four
solid pieces of copper, oblong in shape, placed on
one end of the pole-pieces, to give it the direction

to rotate. I am sure I have the coils connected
right, or rather, I think I have, but I can't make the

motor run full speed. If I run it half an hour, the

rotor gets very hot and the coils commence to

smoke. I also have trouble with two Crocker-
Wheeler motor-generator sets. They don't seem to

want to carry their full load. I recently rewound
the armatures, but it doesn't help any. I'm obliged

to replace the brushes every other day. If I roughen
the commutator they run away above their voltage.

I then cut in resistance in the field and bring it

down to normal. But the voltage varies continu-

ously. The brushes seem to me to be very thick

for a four-pole machine of five kilowatts, but if

I use thinner brushes they spark badly. Could I

remedy the trouble by taking the armature core

to pieces and anneal the laminations? The ma-
chines are not grounded. They are 500 to iio-

volt, and I tested them with 1,000 volts; neither

is there any short-circuit in the winding.

Answers.

1. If the coils of the fan motor as rewound are

identical with the original coils, and if the voltage

and frequency of the service are those for which

the motor is designed, then the connections be-

tween the coils are incorrect.

2. The information is too incomplete for a proper

diagnosis of the trouble.

Copper Market.

The copper market continues in an unsettled

state. The prices have declined to 155^ to 15;^

cents a pound for Lake copper and 15 to IS'A for

electrolytic. There is no telling whether these are

bottom prices or whether a further decline may be

expected. These low values are being quoted to

stimulate a more brisk demand, but up to the pres-

ent this has not materialized to the extent that was

anticipated. The uncertainties in both the copper

^and money markets have brought about a more

conservative attitude on the part of backers of

large new- projects and, therefore, of large buyers

of copper, with the result that the copper trade is

quiet.
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SELLING ELECTRICITY.
Under Ihis headinB will appear, from lime 10 time, arlicles, suEcestions and examples which will be ot assistance Ln the constant effort

to increase the eiistinE demand for electric current and to create new demands.

Advertising. trie signs arc up-to-date and keenly alive to their

opportunities and necessities. Advantageously lo-

cated in the shopping district, these electric signs

are seen by thousands of pairs of eyes during the

daylight hours; but it is at night, when the electric

current illumines the many lamps of which they

are composed, that these silent salesmen accomplish

the most good.
Electric signs have assumed such importance in

the business-getting plans of progressive merchants
that even staid and conservative concerns such as

banks have been brought to a realization of their

value. A prominent banking institution of Portland

last winter broke away from its hide-bound tradi-

tions of conservatism and installed an electric sign

of the "flasher and chaser" variety, bearing the

legend, "We Pay Four Per Cent." It was some-
thing unique for an establishment so dignified, but

what was the result? The day after its installation

a stranger entered the bank and, depositing $10,000,

remarked, "I don't reside in your city—but I hap-
pened to see your electric sign last night, and was
so impressed that I decided to open an account with

you."
This sign is a large and expensive one, but 1

have been assured by an officer of the bank that

the profits traced directly to its influence paid for

the sign within eight days after its installation.

Looking between the letters of the electric sign one
always reads "Prosperity."

It must not be forgotten that practical needs must
be considered quite as seriously as aesthetic aspira-

tions, especially in a domain of so great and gen-

eral importance as advertising.

The advertising man must, of all men, be free

from the fetters of convention. We are some of

us fettered by training, by tradition, by precedent,

and venture too little beyond our immediate condi-

tions to be able to rise to the portrayal of images
of individual originalit}'. We must not forget that

just so long as life lasts and impressionability and
plasticity remain, humanity is always adapting itself

to its environments and seeking—originality

!

Let us be honest with ourselves—with our clients !

Throw tradition to the winds and break loose from
the fetters of custom. If we find that the electric

sign is the best media for our client, let us recom-
mend its use. Nothing can ever replace the news-
paper as the logical medium of publicity. Its posi-

tion is unassailable, but there is a place for the

electric sign, a most important place—and one of

no mean proportions. We all realize ,the impor-
tance of the selection of the right media to national

advertisers.

Is it not significant that the national advertisers

have taken up the electric display signs and are
rapidly installing them in all the larger cities of

the country as well as in their factories and sales-

rooms? The railroads with all their advantages in

the distribution of literature concerning their sys-

tems are yet liberal users of electric signs. I tell

you seriously that there is absolutely no business,

no attraction, that appeals to the public that cannot
be intensified, built up and advanced by the proper
use of display electric-sign advertising. Even the
churches are installing electric signs, as we find

in the cities of Brooklyn, N. Y., and Cleveland,

Ohio, where electric signs have been installed by
houses of worship with gratifying success.

In Denver, Colo., the citizens have erected a

great arch, which stands inside the grounds of their

Union Railway Station, and which bears a monster
electric sign with the word "Welcome"—a perennial
smile upon the face of their city, and a blazing

salutation to the stranger at their gates. This is

municipal advertising of a high order,, and the fame
of Denver's electric "Welcome" has spread through-
out the United States.

In many cities throughout the country enterpris-

ing merchants have combined to secure the effective

advertising of particular sections and streets by the

adoption and installation of an especially efficient

scheme of special street illumination, using incan
descent lamps of high candlepower. Experience has
shown that where a street, formerly dark and unat-
tractive, has been so illuminated a business reani-

mation has speedily followed. The city of Portland
is now experiencing this renaissance of street illu-

mination. The transitional movement in streets and
sections so lighted is characterized by an unques-
.tioned business revival, and as a result the Portland
Railway, Light and Power Company is now engaged
in the installation of these lamps in various sections

of the city for business men who are interested in

the stimulation of trade and the improving of the
lighting in the vicinity of their places of business,

and for the further purpose of beautifying and ad-
vertising the streets in which their stores are sit-

uated. It has been realized by the enterprising busi-

ness men of Portland that this plan of special

illumination forms an advertising feature of tre-

mendous value, and one that is absolutely necessary
if they would keep abreast of the times.
The great increase in the use of electric signs, ami

llic ever-widening utilization of electric light for

purposes of advertising in Portland is not surprising.

Wide-awake communities throughout the United
States have all adopted this powerful means of

Electricity as a F;actor in

At the recent convention of the Pacific Coast Ad-

vertising Men's Association at Sacramento Mr. Bury

I. Dasent. advertising manager of the Portland

(.Ore.) Railway. Light and Power Company, gave

an address in which he made a strong plea for a

greater use of electric signs. Some of his sugges-

tions will be valuable to central-station men in their

effort to sell current.

Mr. Dasent said

:

The relation of electricity to advertising in its

most utilitarian aspect is not intricate, nor does it

involve abstruse considerations such as are ever

present in the mental processes of the ad-writer in

the preparation of copy for even the most simple

five-line "want ad;" but it is, however, well worth

studying. The science of advertising changes rap-

idly to meet the varying conditions of supply and

demand, of media, of environment, of trade rela-

tionships and of exigencies of business requiring

immediate and forceful publicity, but the art of em-
ploj'ing materials at hand to produce desired results

follows lines which are to a very considerable ex-

tent subject to fairly well-defined laws which are

framed inevitably for appeal to that court of last

resort, the human eye. In other words, the funda-

mental law with respect to, all forms of advertise-

ment is based upon its appeal to the vision.

That this deduction is correct is amply proven

by the enormous increase in the use of illustration

in advertising, as well as the universal recognition

by advertisement writers that much depends upon

the display, form and effective typographical setting

of the advertisement. It will thus be seen that con-

sciously, or unconsciously, the appeal of the writer

of advertisement is not primarily to the quality of

reason but to the sense of sight, and continuing in

sequence still farther along this line of reasoning we
find the fundamental bases of all advertising to be

optional, physiological, esthetic and utilitarian. This

brings us logically to the illuminated advertisement,

par excellence, i. e., the electric sign, the electric

lighted show window, the electrically illuminated

store and the electric lighted street.

Curiously enough, this selection of the human
vision upon which to concentrate the appeal of the

advertisement, like most rules of human conduct,

finds its justification in a law of nature. It is stated

by a German scientist in regard to the sensitiveness

of the eye that the persistence of vistial impressions

tends to form a retinal image which is transferred

to the brain centers. Optically, this statement is not

of startling novelty, for the eye is an organ that

has been developed through ages of evolution, but

physiologically it is of deep significance in any con-

sideration of the relation of electric light to adver-

tising. .

The ultimate aim of any advertiser is to make
the name of his product as nearly standard as pos-

sible, so that when you think of that particular

article or experience a desire for it you will recol-

lect his brand, the kind he makes—and to attain

this end most readily his advertising must be so

devised that a retinal image of , this particular

product, or of its name or brand, is readily trans-

ferred to the brain of the public.

What devotee can readily forego the spell cast

by the electric time-recording sign with its direct

command "Time to Take a Wilson High Ball"

when seated in club or cafe, after watching the

mar\'elous working of its electric mechanism and
play of light—all-powerful in the formation of a

retinal image.
A retinal image is instantly gained by a glance

into a brilliantly illuminated show window radiant

with electric light. Displayed thus favorably, the

merchant's wares take on a new character. Under
the well-diffused illumination afforded by electricity

the various articles are seen "true to life" as to

color, size and shape, while every minute detail of

texture and of fabric is revealed in the beautiful,

soft, unobtrusive light, sunlight in chara'cter and
brilliancy, but infinitely more dependable. Here you
have the zenith of cumulative visual impression, the

absolute perfection of the art and theory of illustra-

tive advertising—the one perfect appeal to the eye.

lo the senses, to the fancy, to the humor, to the

reason

!

The enormous increase in the use of electric signs

in Portland, and indeed throughout the United
States, simply means that merchants ha\'e begun
10 realize their tremendous possibilities as tradc-

bringers. Frank R. Woodard. director of publicity

for the Gunning System of Out-Door Advertising,

said in a recent address, "The test of the pudding
is in the eating, and there is but little question that

of all forms of out-of-door advertising none has
stood the test so well as the electric sign. The
rapiti increase in their use, the comparative low
cost of operation and maintenance, has made them
exceedingly popular, and the man who is bidding
for the public's patronage and fails to use the clcc-

Irii; sign is not improving his opportunities. It is

a safe stalcmenl and entirely within reason thai

100 people see an electric sign at night where one
pervjn sees an ordinary sign in daylight.

The business men of Portland who employ elcc-

ptiblicity, and the public has come to look upon
these messages written in electric light as convincing
evidence of the enterprise and up-to-date character

of the business houses which utilize them.
Perhaps no feature has contributed more largely

to the growing popularity of this means of adver-
tising than the easy adaptability and flexibility of

the electric sign in fulfilling the requirements of

advertisers, while the low cost which attends even
a lavish employment of electric current, for pur-

poses of advertisement, forms an additional reason
for its universal use.

The sign of the times in Portland is, beyond
doubt, the electric sign. At least that is the im-
pression gained during a stroll through the streets

of the business district after nightfall. On every
side are seen electric signs ot all shapes, sizes and
colors, advertising every kind of business, and not
only branding their legends upon the brains of the

. multitude, but proclaiming that here is an up-to-

date banking establishment, there a progressive
clothier, here a furniture store that has forged to

the front, there a business man who believes in

modern methods of merchandising.
To the electric sign Portland owes its brilliant

thoroughfares, and its air of- metropolitan gaiety

throughout the hours of the evening. With shops
and streets ablaze with electric light many more
people venture out at night, and, if anything, the

throngs are now greater after nightfall than in the

daytime.

The electric illumination of Portland's shopping
district constitutes a spectacle that is free for the

enjoyment of all, and the great public loves spec-

tacular effects, and will go a long way to see and
enjoy them. Until this electric era began the mer-
chant put up his shutters or pulled down his shades
when he closed the doors of his store. His expenses
—rent, salaries, insurance—all went on, but his busi-

ness stopped. That v.-as the ancient way. With the

modern way—the electric way—business no longer
slumbers, for the store keeps glittering eyes open
for trade throughout the lingering hours of the

night, and whets the desires of the multitude liy

tempting displays under the glittering rays of the

electric lamps.

Trade follows the light, wherever that light may
be placed, and the allurements of electric light and
electric signs are but the working out of the same
natural law that draws the moth to the lighted

candle.

Electric signs are all conspicuous in the daytime,

but, brilliantly illuminated at night by electric light,

they compel the attention of the evening crowds
upon the streets.

Why One Man Patronizes the Electric-
light Company.

"Tactful relations with customers," as Mr. J. W.
Ferguson phrases it, pay. This seems to be shown
by the following communication recently printed by

the Chicago Daily News

:

"Will someone please tell me what scheme the

gas company uses to increase the size of the bills

of its patrons ? Can a 'gas inspector' with a mon-
keywrench so manipulate a meter as to increase

the register to whatever size the company thinks

is normal ?

. "Yesterday my wife was in the basement of our
flat building when a gas inspector came in. My
wife asked him what he wanted. He said that his

company had an idea that the bills for illuminating

gas from the flats in the building were not big

enough, and for that reason the company feared

there was something wrong with the meters. He
acknowledged that the readings from the cooking-
gas meters were all right.

"My wife then explained that we used electricity

for illumination, as did nearly all the tenants in

the building, and she went on to explain that they
patronized the electric company rather than the

gas company principally because the officials and
agents of the electric concern were quicker to

respond to 'kicks' and were more polite in their

treatment of patrons. After confessing that per-

haps this was so, the man said that perhaps the

falling off in gas consumption would explain why
the employes of the company had been granted
only one week's vacation this summer.
"Then he set to work with his monkeywrench,

and I suppose that next month our bills will be
increased to a size that will please the company.
But what right has any gas inspector to 'monkey'
with the meter?"

Something Doing in The Bronx.

It is not so long ago that tradesmen in The
Bronx had to be urged to make great use of clectri>*

light in shops and show windows and to use electrn

signs for the kind of advertising that "keeps ever

lastingly at it." They seemed to think the outla\

high and approached the problem with unusual r*

luctance. Those unactiuainted with The Broir
do not know how different is some of its wa>
from those of Manhattan.
Fach has its own commercial prublenis, and eacli

its own excellent way of solving them. An in

crease of 44 per cent, in its electrical tlevclopmem
during the last 12 months is one of the ways 1

The Broqx.—Bulletin of New York Edison Com
pany.
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Portable Wattmeter Calibrators.

I lie itiipDiliinri' of cililiratinn iiiulirs In scrvii'i-

al rcKuI.ir iiilL-rvals is rueoKiiizi'd by :ill ccnlnil-

stntlon iiRii and a imans l)y wliicli Uiis pi'riinlicai

calibralioTi may be done (iniel<ly, wilhoul in any

way InipniriiiR tlio aecn'racy of llie result, is re-

ceived willi favor. In llie type KM-I calibrator,

made liy tlu' l'"orl Wayne Klcctrie Works, and il-

Insliatcil lierewith, no stop wateli is required in

calibratinK meters, except in standardizinK the in-

strument itself, nor is it essential tliat the load he

constant. It is only necessary to observe the revo-

lutions of the meter under test and the pointer indi

cations of Ihc calibrator before and after test,

from which, by the use of the proper constants,

the watt-hours reBistcre<l by tile meter under test

iind the calibrator may he determined. The cali-

brator is so designed that it covers the ranRC of

most meters in service from light to full load, for

cither no or 220 volts, two or three-wire circuits.

This is a very desirable feature in that it saves

carrying more than one st;nulard.

The calibrator is enclosed in a mahogany carry-

ing case provided with a carrying strap for use in

transportation. The cover is hinged and provided

with a lock whicli prevents tampering by unau-

thorized persons. The ease is of a convenient size,

the over-all dimensions being 8 by 8 by I0J4 inches

high.

The register is located on the top of the calibra-

tor so that the pointer indications can be read by

the operator at a distance if necessary, as in

\Vi;.Sl l.kN I'.l.l'.CI KK l.\.\

iini and puuiiiial leaiK. On one end of each of

the current leads is a small punched terminal for

connection to the binding jkisIS of the calibrator.

The potential leads are provided with a plug at

one end for eonneclion lo the calibrator. The
other cuds oi these leads have spring clips for

connection lo the line.

The top bearing is loc.itcd in the lop plate of

the register and is easily accessible by removing

the glass and pointer over the dial. The top bear-

POKTABL.E WATTMETER CALIBRATOK.

checking a meter installed close to the ceiling with

the calibrator resting on the floor. The dial is

2% inches in diameter and provided with three

pointers, the larger of which reads directly in revo-

lutions, being connected directly to the shaft, and
which in turn drives the units and tens pointers

through the medium of two 10:1 reductions. The
periphery of the entire dial constitutes the tenths

circle and is divided into ten large divisions which
in turn are subdivided into ten smaller divisions

so that the pointer indications may be easily read

to one-hundredth of a revolution. The units and
tens circles are within the large circle, the former
reading one revolution per division and the latter

reading ten revolutions per division.

The dial is covered by a suitable glass held in

place by a spring brass ring.

Directly in front of the dial is located a small

knurled thumb-screw- by means of which the ro-

tating element may be raised from the jewel and
locked firmly ifi transportation.

The rear section of the top of the calibrator con-

stitutes the terminal plate to which all connections
are made. On this plate are located four current

binding posts to which the current coils of the

calibrator are connected. On this plate are also

located plug switches by means of ^vhich the cur-

rent capacities of the calibrator ma}' be changed.

The current coils (two in number) are wound in

sections which may be connected in series or series

parallel with the plug switches and in parallel with
the plug switches in conjunction with the cable

connectors on the current leads. Directly behind
the plug switches are located the potential recep-

tacles, one for use on no volts and the other for

use on 220 volts. These receptacles are provided
with caps to prevent dust entering the interior of
the calibrator when not in use. On this plate ate

also two one-ampere fuses to protect the one-am-
pere winding from possible injury due to improper
connections.

Each calibrator is furnished with a set of cur-

the current lca>ls are connected to the nieler undci
test and the line, according to instructions fiir

nislied with each calibrator and pasted on Ihc in

-idc of Ihe lid. IJiflforcnt current capacities arc

obtained by plug switches, which arc also fully ex-

plained in the instruclionfl.

After making Ihc proper connccliuni> for catibra

lor and mrlcr uniler lent, a reading of Ihc dial

should be taken. The calibrator should then be

slarled simultaneously with the counting of lln

revolutions of Ihc meter under Icsl and sloppeil

after the dctircd number have .been taken. The
difference between Ihc firsl and last reading of the

calibrator gives llie total number of rcvolulions.

The wall-hours registered by both meters is the

product of the revolutions and their respective cali-

brating eonslanls. These constants being the wall-

liours registered per revolution, therefore, the rela

live accumcy of Ihc meter under lest is shown by

ihc ratio of the watt-hours registered by the two
meters.

CALIIiKATOR REMOVED FROM CASE.

ing may then be readily unscrewed for inspection.

The lower bearing consists of a cup diamond jewel

mounted in a post set on a carefully selected spring

10 take u\> sudden jars which might be caused by

setting down the instrument while the pivot rests

on the jewel. The lower end of the shaft is pro-

vided with a removable pivot in order that the

lower bearing may be replaced without replacing

the entire shaft.

The entire calibrator may be lifted out of the

case by removing the screw under the strap in the

bottom of the case. The top plate is made of hard
rubber in two sections, all of the connections being

made on the rear section. This feature permits

the removal of the register and rotating element

without interfering with the connections. The shaft

is made in three sections : the top bearing pivot,

the shaft proper and the jewel pivot.

The windings selected as most suitable for meter
testing are i, 2, 5, 10 and 20 amperes and no and
220 volts. With these windings meters up to and
including 25 amperes, two-wire, either no or 220

volts, and up to and including 12;^ amperes, three-

wire. 220 volts, may be tested. The ampere turns

of ail the windings are equal, therefore the torque

is constant when the meter is operating on a given

percentage of full load for any of the different

windings.
In checking the calibrator the same rules are

followed as in testing standard type K meters

with the possible exception of the formula which
W'ith the constants furnished with the calibrator

becomes

:

3,600 X revolution X calibrating constant

seconds
watts registered by calibrator.

Each calibrator is furnished with a complete

A New Combination Starter.

The J. L. Schurcman Company has recently

placed on the market a combination starter (type

EH), which can be operated automatically or by

hand. This has been designed chiefly for the con-

trol of motor-driven fire pumps, but will probably

be used for a great many other purposes, as the

additional charge over that for an ordinary auto-

matic starter is not great.

The method of culling out the armature resist-

ance and bringing the motor up lo speed is through

BACK VIEW OF CALIBRATOR REMOVED FROM CASE,

list of calibrating constants (reading in watt-hours

per revolution) corresponding to the different ca-

pacities.

For operation the calibrator is placed in a level

position and the rotor is lowered by means of a

knurled thumb-screw on the top. The rotor should

always be raised in transportation. The current

lead terminals stamped A, B. C and D should be

connected to correspond with the stamped binding

posts on the calibrator, these connections to remain

the same for all circuits. The other terminals of

A NEW COMBINATION STARTER.

a series of cam-operated switches, the shaft on

which the cams are mounted being revolved in one

case by a solenoid through the medium of a rack

and pinion, and in the other case by a hand-op-

erated lever.

An overload device is used which breaks the

circuit of the solenoid under an overload condition

and also breaks the mechanical connection between
the lever and the cam shaft so that the entire bank
of resistance is cut into the armature circuit, which-

ever method of operation is being used. This is

of particular value when the apparatus is being

started by hand, as it prevents the operator from
cutting out the resistance too rapidly and makes
the apparatus "fool-proof."

The type EH starter is mounted in panel form,

so that all' wiring is accessible from the back of

the controller. The resistance is ordinarily made
of cast-iron grids, and is mounted at the base of

the panel and to the rear.

The Chicago Citj- Railway Company has recently

placed an order with Yeomans Brothers of Chicago

for a fire pump complete with "Schureman" 100-

horsepower 550-volt type EH starter for one of its

power houses.

The Evansville and Southern Indiana Traction

Company in an answer to a suit for damages grow-

ing out of an accident to a child during the recent

street-railway strike denies all liability, asserting

lack of police protection. Strikers and their sym-

pathizers are said to have overpowered the con-

ductor and motorman, and while in possession of

the mob the car was run so fast that it left the

track, ran into a house and injured a child.
_

.^t

the trial the company expects to show that it is

not responsible for the accident.
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Electric Coal-mining Machines.

The Jeffrey mining machines with flame-tight^ mo-
tors and starters, shown in the accompanying illus-

trations, w^ere brought out almost simultaneously

with the publication of the British Departmental
Committee's report upon the use of electricity in

mines. This report, which embodies rules for the

use of electricity in mines, recommended the adop-

tion of entirely enclosed motors and auxiliary de-

vices, such as starters, terminals, etc., for all mines
coming under general rule No. S of the Coal Mines
Regulation Act of 1SS7.

Mining machine motors of necessity have to be

designed to be verj'- compact. It is therefore neces-

sary that every advantage be taken of space, so that

the motors will not heat excessively under their

regular duty. In this country, where the mines arc

very free from gas, the open type of motor has
found favor on account of its accessibility, and on

nished when desired. These units provide pro-
tection for both over and underload, and are fire

and fool-proof. The panels can be obtained without
the starting rheostat when so ordered. This panel
has been brought out to meet the demands for an
efficient self-contained motor-starting panel.

LEGAL NOTES.
In a case in equity on final hearing before the

United States Circuit Court, District of New Jer-
sey, the question presented was whether the de-
fendant (Prudential Insurance Company of Amer-
ica) has infringed complainant's (Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company), patent No.
582,481, dated May 11, 1897. The patent was issued

to the complainant as assignee of Edwin E. Nolan,
and is entitled "Fastening Means for Core-Plates
of Electrical Machines.'' Judge Lamiing says : "In
my opinion the complainant's patent is good as to

ELECTRIC COAL CUTTER WITH ENCLOSED MOTOR.

account of the fact that the same motor capacity

can be put into smaller space in the operi type than
in the enclosed type. By careful designing, how-
ever, the Jeffrey Manufacturing Company of Co-
lumbus, O., says that it has been able to put upon
its mining machines motors of the enclosed type
which are of equal capacity to those of the open
type formerly used, while the enclosed motors oc-
cupy practically no more space than those of the

open type.

Mining-machine service is probably the most
severe of any service which electric motors are
called upon to perform. The insulation has to

withstand both oil and moisture, as well as heat,

and infinitely more dirt and less attention than in

any other service known. The motors illustrated

are provided with self-oiling ring-oiling bearings,
which are so arranged that the oil hermetically
seals the motor so that any gas which may ac-

cumulate about the motor cannot be ignited by
sparking at the brushes, or any interior trouble
with the motor. Over the commutator of this

motor is a plate glass door, protected by a heavy
malleable iron lid. Through the plate glass door
the brushes may be observed without opening the
motor to mine gases.

The starting switch for this motor is protected
in a similar manner to the motor itself, all con-
tacts being hermetically sealed in flame-tight metal
casings. The inspector for the British Government
who recently inspected these motors, pronounced
them as conforming in every particular to the
rules and requirements of the Departmental Com-
mittee.

An advantage of these motors is that they can
be applied directly to Jeffrey mining machines with
no other change than the removal of the existing
open-type motors. They are wound for standard
voltages of 220, 250 and 500 volts, and may be wound
specially for other voltages where requirements de-
mand it.

The Jeffrey company has also brought out a
motor of the enclosed type conforming strictly to
the mining laws, which is adaptable to low or thin
vein machines.

Security Motor-starting Panels.

A new form of motor-starting unit combining
all the safeguards required by the National Elcc-

^B^^Jk

SECURITV MOTOR-STARTING I'ANEL.

trica! Code has just been brought out by the
F. Bissell Company of Toledo, O. As shown bv
the accompanying illusjration, the Security motor-
starting panel is of compact and neat design. The
automatic circuit-breaker takes the place of the
main switch and fuses, although these arc fur-

claims 2 and 4 and invalid as to claims i and 3,

and that the defendant's device is an infringing one
as to claims 2 and 4. There will be a decree ac-

cording to these views."

A suit in equity was brought by the General
Electric Company against Corliss-Coon and Com-
pany to restrain alleged infringement of the Carl
Eickemeyer patent No. 677,308 for an alternating-

current motor. Claims i, 2, 9 and 16 only were
at issue, covering what is known as the Eicke-
meyer squirrel-cage winding. Judge Ray's opinion

is that the claims in issue are valid and infringed

by the defendant.

In the case known as the self-regulating trans-

former case involving the Stanley patent No. 469,-

S09, the United States Circuit Court, Southern Dis-
trict of New York, has ordered a preliminary in-

junction restraining until further notice the de-

fendant, the Wagner Electric Manufacturing Com-
pany, from directly or indirectly manufacturing or
selling or using any system of electrical distribu-

tion or other apparatus containing or employing
the inventions or improvements described in 'the

patent named, particularly the first and third claims

and that it desist from making alternating-current

transformers substantially like those referred to in

the complainant's affidavit. The Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing Company as assignee of

William Stanley, Jr., is complainant.

In the United States Circuit Court, District of
New Jersey, the General Electric Company was
complainant against the Bullock Electric Manu-
facturing Company, defendant. The complainant is

the owner of the Morrow patent No. 504,401 and
of the Reist patent No. 559,910, each for an arma-
ture for dynamo-electric machines. They are capa-
ble of conjoint use. Each patent was issued to the

complainant as assignee of the inventor. The de-
fendant was charged with their infringement and
the defense set up as to each patent was in-

validity of the patent and non-infringement. The
final conclusion reached by Judge Lanning is that

the complainant is entitled to a decree adjudging
the defendant an infringer of Claim 2 of the Mor-
row patent, but not of the Reist patent, Claim 2 of

which is anticipated by Crompton.

A motion for preliminary injunction was brought
in the United States Circuit Court for the Middle
District of Tennessee by the General Electric Com-
pany against the city of Nashville, Tenn., to re-

strain the city from the further use of some alter-

nating-current generators manufactured by ihc Bul-
lock Electric Manufacturing Company of Cincin-

nati, O. These generators have laminated pole

pieces attached to the revolving field spider by
means of bolts from the spider engaging a trans-

verse bar embedded in the pole piece, a construc-

tion said to be covered by the Parcelle Patent No.
463,704. granted November 24, 1891, which has been
heretofore sustained by the courts. Judge Clark
holds that the defendant has not produced any new
matter tending to invalidate the patent and that,

therefore, there is no reason why injunction should
not issue, this patent having previously been held

valid by the Court of Appeals for tlie Sixth Cir-

cuit of Cincinnati.

A Large Roof Sign.

An electric sign 100 feel long by 50 feet high has

been placed on the roof of the Colgate factory in

Jersey City. Each letter is 10 feet high and the

words are in three lines. Tt is intended to increase

the size of the sign to 200 feet long by 50 feet high,

when it will contain about 2,500 lamps.

The New Canadian Tariff.

The new Canadian tariff, which went into effect

last May, provides for the assessment of three rates

of duty; First, the "British preferential," the rates

of which apply to goods produced or manufactured
in certain-named British possessions, including the

United Kingdom ; second, the "intermediate," ap-

plying to goods of any British or foreign country
to which its benefits -shall have been extended in

a manner prescribed when imported direct from
such foreign country or from a British country;

and third, the "general tariff," applying to all goods
not entitled to admission under either of the fore-

going classes. Following are some items of interest

to electrical men

;

Br.
Pref.

Carbons, over 6 inches in circumference Free
Pr. Ct.

Electric light carbons and carbon points, of

, all kinds, not otherwise provided for. ... 22/3
Incandescent lamp bulbs and plass tubing for

use in the manufacture of incandescent
lamps 5

Wire, single or several, covered with cotton,
linen, silk, rubber or other material, in-
cluding cable so covered 20

Electric liEht hstures or metal parts thereof.. 20
Motor cars and motor vehicles of all kinds,. . zzl-i

Telephone and telegraph instruments, elec-
tric and galvanic batteries, electric mo-
tors, dynamos, generators, sockets, insu-
lators of all kinds; electric apparatus, not
otherwise provided for 15

Electric or magnetic machines for separating
or concentratinc iron ores Free

Brass caps adapted for use in tlie manufac-
ture of electric batteries Free

In- Gen-
terme. eral.

Free Free
Pr. Ct. Pr.Ct.

325^

7^

27H
27%

Free

Free

35

Free

Free

The Great Proportion of Central Sta-
tions in Small Towns.

Mr. J. Robert Crouse of the Co-operative Elec-

trical Development Association has caused to be

prepared some interesting statistics of the central

stations of the United States, showing the number
that give night service only and those that supply

24-hour service. Excluding municipal plants, and
classifying the stations by the size of the towns in

whicfi they are located^ the figures are as follows:

Night Ser- " 24-Hour
Population of Cities : vice Only. Service. Total.
1,000 and under 730 5J4 i,a84
1,000 to 5,000 1,158 1,000 2,158
5.000 to 10,000. 69 365 434
10,000 to 25,000 21 310 331
25 .000 to 50.000 5 iig 124
50.Q00 to 100,000 I 56 57
100,000 to 250.000 6 ^o 46
250,000 to 500,000 ". .. I 23 24
500,000 to 1,000,000 13 13

1,000,000 and over 1 14 15

Total 1,992 2,494 4.486

Including municipal plants, the grand total of

central stations in the United States is given as

5,577, and of these 1,466 are in places of less than

1,000 population. Of the private-owned central sta-

tions 75 per cent, are in towns and villages of less

than 5,000 population.

Electric-railway Extension in Northern
California,

The filing of incorporation papers of the North-
ern Electric Railway Company indicates the con-

solidation of electric-railway interests in Northern
California and a plan to extend the system to make
it one of the most comprehensive in the state. It

is said that the Western Pacific Railroad and the

Gould interests are interested. The objects of the

company are said to be to acquire the properties

of the Northern Electric Company and the Shasta
Southern Railway Company, and to build other
electric lines in Northern California. The North-
ern Electric Company, which is to be acquired by
the new company, owns the railway running from
Chico, Butte County, to Sacramento, by way of
Oroville, Yuba City and Marysville. The Soutiiern
Railway, whose properties are also to be acquired,
operates the electric line from Chico to Hamilton.
Lines are to be built by the Northern Electric Rail-
way Company as follows : Chico to Redding,
through Red Bluff, 76 miles ; Sacramento to Fol-
som, 20 miles; Sacramento to Hamilton, 108 miles,

with a branch 28 miles long from Colusa to Yuba
City.

Proposed Code of Ethics.

At a meeting of the board of directors of liu

American Institute of Electrical Engineers held nn

August 30th these resolutions were adopted:
"Resolved, That it is the opinion of the hoard

of directors that the American Institute of Electrical

.Engineers should adopt a code of ethics.

"Resolved, That the draft of the code of ethics

as presented at this board meeting be submitted i^

the membership as the preliminary draft of the prn-

po.^ed code, and that suggestions for alterations or I

amendments be invited to he sent promptly to the i

code of ethics committee."
The draft of a code of ethics referred to wa^

presented at the Niagara Falls convention of the

In.Mitute last June and was printed in full in the I

Wcfterii Electrician of July 6, 1907. \
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Statistics of Street-railway Car Manu-
facture.

'I Ik- most recent scitistics of street-railway car

imilclinK indicalc the l;irgc growth in street rail-

ways since iHtjo, since there has heen an extraordi-

nary growth in the indnstrics engaged in tlic con-

strnction and repair of street-railway cars. The
vainc of the prodncts of car inannfactories has

nearly qnadrnpled dnring the last lilleen years, in-

creasing from a total value of $(j,2()H,.|62 in l8yo

(0 $24,281,317 in 1905. The increase from 1890 to

igoo was $10,407,717, or 16O per cent., and that

for tlie live years from 1900 to 1905 was $7,603,138,

or 45.6 per cent.

Street cars arc mannfactured hy two classes of

shops, one heing independent of the street-railway

companies, and the other heing operated by the

companies, and tloing repair work.
Of the 100 establishnienls engaged in the street-

car industries at the census of 1905, 8(j were street-

railway repair shops. Notwithstanding the fact that

there were six times as many repair shops as

establishments engaged primarily in the manufac-
ture of street-railway cars, the latter represented

an investment of $12,975,703, or 50.1 per cent., of
the capital employed in the combined industry, and
manufactured a product valued at $10,844,196, or

44.7 per cent., of the valtic of products for the two
branches of the industry.

The repair shops employed 11,052 wage-earners
and paid in wages $7,012,798, which constituted

70 and 71.2 per cent., respectively, of the totals

for the combined industries. Less than frvc per
cent, of the value of the products of the street-

railway repair shops resulted from the manufacture
of cars. On the other hand, with the car-construc-
tion shops 76.6 per cent, of the value of the output
was represented in the building of cars.

The number of street-railway cars' built during
the year 1905 was 4.6941 These cars were valued
at $9,902,316, and practically all of them were
electric. No cable cars were reported, and only

42 were cars for horse lines. Of the electric cars

built in the shops independent of the railways,

2,621 were closed, 554 open and 502 were of the
combination class, leaving 251 of other varieties.

Ohio was the leading state in the value of prod-
ucts, so far as the independent shops were con-
cerned, furnishing $1,828,326, or 16.9 per cent., of
the total value of products for such shops. New
York ranked first in the value of the products of
the repair shops, with $3,879,933. The other states

with products valued at more than $1,000,000 were
Pennsylvania, with $1,258,542; California, $1,228.-

443 ; Missouri, $i,2io,g6i, and Illinois, $1,142,562.

Canadian Telephone Items.

The Saskatchewan provincial government has de-
cided upon a system of government-owned long-
distance telephone lines similar to those now being
completed by the province of Alberta and about
to be commenced by Manitoba. With the object
of ascertaining the feelings of the people on the
question, circular letters were sent out to each
municipality asking the name and strength of the
operating company and for any other information
available. Francis Dagger, Regina, Sask., telephone
e.xpert for the province, has received replies from
36 towns. It is understood that the Saskatchewan
government, in which province all the towns are
located, will give every assistance possible to towns
and municipalities wishing to install municipal sys-
tems, and small Independent companies can be
started to advantage in the majority of the towns
where there are no telephones.
A Bell Telephone Company's exchange has just

been opened at Battleford, Sask., with 135 sub-
scribers.

The Manitoba government will install an auto-
matic telephone system in the provincial buildings,
Winnipeg, in the near future. This announcement
was made by Hon. J. H. Howden, minister of tele-

phones. The system will include the courthouses,
parliament buildings, old and new land titles build-
ings, jail, etc. There will be between 60 and 70
telephones in the system, and these will be placed
in every office connected with the civil service.
Work will be commenced shortly and will be com-
pleted this winter. The exchange will be in the
parliament buildings, and the other buildings will
be connected by subways.

All the subways and pipes have been laid south
of Portage Avenue in connection with the govern-
ment telephone system in Winnipeg, Man. The
pipes are laid in cement, and cables will be run
through

_
from manhole to manhole. Orrin F.

French is superintendent of telephone construction,
Winnipeg, Man.
The provincial government's telephone lines have

been completed in several parts of Alberta, and
\york is proceeding briskly on the unfinished sec-
tions. When the Alberta government promised 500
miles of government line in operation before the
end of 1907 there were a number of scoffers, but
from^ the progress made by the various gangs it

is evident that some 600 miles will be in working
order before the arrival of 1908. It is said that
the government mileage will exceed that of the
Bell company by at least 200 miles before the end
of the year. R.

Infllana Telephone Items.

the Home Telephone Company of Waterloo is

preparing to install a inudern telephone plant and
establish toll-line connection with all ihc surround-
ing towns and cities, including I'ort Wayne and its

toll-line connection. The Home Telephone Com-
pany has been reorganized.

The citizens of IJale and vicinity, in Spencer
County, having grown dissatisfied with the telephone
service of the Cumberland and the Jlome Tele-
phone companies, have organized a mutual com-
pany of their own and will install a new plant with
the principal exchange in Dale.

The amuial meeting of the stockholders of the

I-afayctte Telephone Company, held recently,

resulted in the re-election of all the old ollicers.

The rei)ort of the secretary showed that more than

200 telephones were ailded during the last year.

The company has expended over $150,000 in con-
struction and equipment at the new plant, which is

valued at $500,000. The new building soon to be
occupied is now being installed with a new switch-
board by the Sterling company. By November 1st

the company will be operating from its new build-

ing, which, together with its equipment, will be one
of the most modern and complete in the country.

William Horn is president and O. B. Fribcrg, sec-

retary. •

''

At a recent meeting of the directors of the

, Goshen Telephone Company plans were approved
for the erection and equipment of a new exchange
building. A new common-battery switchboard, \\^ith

an ultimate capacity of 3,000 lines and a present
equipment of 1,200 lines, will be installed..

R. R. Faulkner, general manager of the New-
castle Telephone Company, denies the truth of the

report that the company is to go out of business.

On the contrary, he said, the company has decided
to extend the city lines, not only in and about the

city, but to construct toll lines to Middletown,
Anderson and Muncie. The company is now in

the market for material for these e.Ktensions.

The Central Union Telephone Company of In-

dianapolis has just issued from its own printing
plant a new directory—the most complete ever
issued by the company. In addition to the city

telephones, suburban telephones in 60 towns within
easy access of Indianapolis are listed. The service

indexed in the directory includes over 12,000 tele-

phones in the city and 8,500 suburban connections.

S.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
The Wisconsin Telephone Company is about to

erect an exchange building at Neenah, Wis.
The Turtle River Co-operative Telephone Com-

pany of M'ekinock, N. D., has filed articles of in-

corporation with a capitalization of $50,000. A. J.

Ulvedal heads the list of stockholders.
The Greaves Telephone Company of Kenmare,

N. D., has been incorporated with $150,000 capital.

The Nicollet County Telephone Company's ex-
change at St. Peter, Minn., w-as damaged by fire,

the loss amounting to about $1,500.

D., N. Tallman of Willmar has been granted a
franchise to build a telephone line into Granite
Falls, Minn.

E. E. Thompson has resigned as superintendent
of the Iowa Telephone Company's exchange at

Des Moines.
The King Mutual Telephone Company has in-

corporated at Thompson, Iowa, with $2,500 capital.

F. J. Brooker is president and H. H. Mattison,
secretary.

M. M. Head of Jefferson, Iowa, and associates

are planning the formation of a company to have
control of a system of telephone lines through
Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas and Missouri. The com-
pany will have its headquarters at Omaha. R.

Important Consolidation of Telephone
Companies.

The consolidation of the Bell Telephone Com-
pany of Philadelphia, the Pennsylvania Telephone
Company and the Chesapeake and Potomac Tele-
phone Company, all licensees of the Bell company,
operating in Southern Ne\V Jersey, Eastern Penn-
sylvania, Delaware, Maryland, the District of Co-
lumbia, Northern Virginia and West Virginia, was
announced recently at the offices of the Chesapeake
and Potomac Company in Washington, D. C. The
companies involved operate more than 300,000 tele-

phones, but are not competitors, as they do not
operate paralleling lines. The authorized stock

of the new company will be $60,000,000, which is

less than the combined capital and outstanding in-

debtedness of the old companies.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS
The Del Rio Telephone Company of Del Rio,

Te.x., has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $30,000.

The" Edmond (Okla.) Southwestern Telephone
Company has been incorporated by F. M". Pettigrew
and others.

The Norfolk (Neb.) Long-distance Telephone
Company has been incorporated with a capital of
$200,000, of which $50,000 is paid up.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Continental Europe.

Paris, September 18.—One of the most important
of the eleelrical conlracling liriils of Paris, the Giro^
and Toucher Company, li.is l.ilvly foutuled a syn-
dicate whose field of operations will be quite ex-
tensive. This firm lias already installed a number
of liydro-cleclric slalions of considcr.iblc size in
diflferent parts of France. The object of the pres-
ent syndicate is staled to be Ihc operation of cen-
tral stations in general, as well as the erection of
hydraulic plants or steam plants, and in general all

enterprises having for their object the production
and distribution of current in diflferent forms for
commercial purposes. Owing to the well-established
reimlation of the founders, there is no doubt that
the new .syndicate will rank among the most exten-
sive commercial enterprises of Paris.
While passing through Bordeaux not long since I

had occasion 10 visit the new city electric plant
which is now being erected. This large station is

located in the suburbs just outside the city and
covers an extensive tract of ground lying upon the
Garonne River. It is built by the Bordeaux Gas
and Electric Light Company and will give a supply
of current which has been needed for some time,
owing to the small capacity of the present plant,

which is situated in the center of town. The new
station will rank among the largest in France, and
owing to the large amount of ground which the
company possesses adjoining the gas works the
buildings can be disposed in the best possible m.in-
ner. Coal is to be brought at present by the line

of railroad which now supplies the gas works, 'but
at the same time arrangements are being made so
that it can be brought by river and unloaded from
barges upon the company's ground. The main build-

ing of the station comprises a boiler room of large

surface, with a dynamo hall adjoining it. At present
the boilers are being erected, along with feed-water
heaters, pumps, etc. In the dynamo room there are
three main alternator groups, which are now being
'set up. These groups consist of cross-compound
engines of 1,500 horsepower each, built by the Carels
firm of Ghent, such as are used to a considerable
extent in France. On each engine shaft will be
mounted an alternator. The latter machines are
furnished by the Havre works of the Westinghouse
Electric Company.

• Professor Mora of the Milan University lately

made a comparison between the high-voltage direct-

current and the three-phase system as regards
efficiency and cost for long-distance power trans-

mission. The direct-current method is now used
on a number of power lines on the Continent which
are operated on the constant-current system, with
generators connected in series, and it is found to

work very successfully. The Geaeva Electric Com-
pany has been one of the most active in promoting
the direct-current system. Professor Mora com-
pares the two methods, taking as a base a 40,000
horsepower transmission line, covering a distance of

90 miles from a hydro-electric station. According
to his calculations, the three-phase system has a cer-

tain advantage from the standpoint of efficiency,

this being about three per cent, in its favor, but, on
the other hand, the first cost of the plant on the
direct-current plan is found to be 1.6 per cent,

lower. LTsing the direct current, the cost of erec-

tion is estimated at $2,000,000 comprising $600,000

for the power line and $1,400,000 for the machines.
As to the three-phase system, the total plant wiU
cost $2,032,000, counting $1,282,000 for the line and
$750,000 for the machines.
Among the new companies which have been

formed at Paris are to be noted the Paz and Silva

Company, especially devoted to electric wiring, signs

and special illumination ; also the International Pat-

ents Company and the Economic Lighting and Heat-
ing Company. At Marseilles the Continental Electric

Company is of recent formation.

Great Britain.

London, September 21.—The British Thomson-
Houston Company, agent here for the Curtis tur-

bine, recently supplied a 1,000-kilowatt turbo-alter-

nator of this class to the Lancashire United Tram-
ways Company. Tests of the turbine were carried

out by Prof. E. Wilson, F. R. S., head of the Sie-

mens laboratory at Kings College, London (which

post he succeeded to after the lamentable death of

Dr. John Hopkinson in the Alps some few years

ago), on behalf of the Thomson-Houston Company,
and by Mr. J. P. Salter, chief engineer to the tram-
way company. The speed of the set was 1,500

revolutions per minute, the alternator being two-
phase and giving i.coo kilowatts with ^ per cent.

power factor. The voltage was 7,500 volts and the

periodicity 50 cycles per second. The full-load fig-

ures worked out to 18.5 pounds of steam per kilo-

watt-hour, or four per cent, better than the guar-
antee. The tests are in every way absolutely re-

liable, all the electrical measuring instruments being
calibrated by the Board of Trade after the tests.

The regulation was well within the specified limits,

while the temperature rise w-as even more so.

Wave forms obtained with an ondograph show that
the deviation from a sine curve is not beyond the
limit given in the specification.

An inquiry is being conducted into the boiler
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explosion which tool< place early this year at a

London electric power house, where, as the result

of an explosion, the end of a thermal storage drum

was blown a considerable distance away.

The adoption of the Griffiths-Bedell surface-con-

tact system by the London County Council in the

East End of London, as I reported a few weeks

ago, has been the subject ol a memorial to the

Board of Trade by several tramway authorities

outside London working the trolley system, who
wish to secure intercommunication by the line of

least resistance. Having received the memorials,

the board is asking for the connnents of all in-

terested. The London County Council and the

Poplar Borough Council, two of the partners in

the scheme, are willing to adopt the overhead sys-

tem, but the Stepney Borough Council, thanks to

a foolish parliamentary agreement by the London
County Council a few years ago, refuses and is able

to defy even the Board of Trade. If, in view of tlie

strong expression of opinion by the outside authori-

ties, the Board of Trade deems it expedient to

withhold its consent to the adoption of the surface-

contact system, the only remedy is for the London
County Council to go to Parliament for permission

to use the overhead system, and this will delay

matters for quite 18 months.
The government, through the Irish Board of

Works, is about to erect a new wireless station in

Cork Harbor.
Workmen's unions are very keen just now on the

question of fair-wages clause in municipal con-

tracts. Both the British Westinghouse Company
and the British Insulated and Helsby Cables Com-
pany have come under the ban recently in connec-

tion w-ith contracts at Manchester and St. Helens,

respectively. In the case of the former, the alle-

gation is denied and in the latter instance the reply

of the company has not yet been received.

Advices from South Africa indicate considerable

activity in electrical circles there. Large extensions

are contemplated to the municipal electrical plants

at Johannesburg and Pretoria, while extensions of

some magnitude will shortly take place in several

other towns. Harbor extension works are also to

be made at Laurenco Marques.
The general adoption of the common-battery sys-

tem of telephony throughout the provinces ba.s

called forth such an amount of criticism and com-
ment on the part of the local papers that, if it

were taken seriously, it would almost hold the

British nation open to ridicule. Unfortunately the

spirit of the comments has been to a certain e.xtent

upheld and fostered by an e.xceedingly lengthy, and
at times far from courteous, discussion in almost
every paper, except the electrical journals, between
two w-eli-known telephone men. The purport of

this is difficult to conceive, remembering the fact

that the government is bound to take over the

National company in 191 1, and that meanwhile the

system of the company is being developed in co-

operation between the technical officers of the
company and the Postoffice. I do not think the

user is so much concerned with the technical side

of the question as with the financial. The new
measured-rate system will bring a host of small
users over to the telephone, while the larger ex-
isting users will have to pay more than usual when
the unlimited-service rate is abolished. Times
change, and we not always with them, but that
is no argument for continuing a system which is

hopelessly out of date. G.

Dominion of Canada.

Winnipeg, Man., September 28.—The system of

inspection of houses by the city electrician's depart-

ment of Winnipeg proves very unpopular. Under
the existing by-laws an electrician is obliged to

take out a permit before installing fixtures. Upon
completion of the work it has to be inspected, and
the inspector often causes a delay of several days
when people are anxiously waiting the turning on
of their lights.

F. E. Cambridge, city electrician of Winnipeg,

has issued his annual report, which shows that the

use of the street-railway power for only four

months has cut down the expenses of lighting for

the year. By the moonlight schedule the cost per

lamp for street lighting was $57.06, against $75.65

for the previous year. The cost per light on the

all-night schedule amounted to $73.40, against $91.88

last year.

The City Council of Port Arthur, Ont., has de-

cided to offer the electric street railway to the

sister town of Fort William for $250,000. The
people of the latter town consider this figure to be

just twice the value of the street railway, and will

make an offer of $125,000. The system operates

in the two towns.
A limited company has been formed at Kenora,

Ont., for the purpose of building an electric street-

railway system from that town to Kccwalin, a

distance of about seven miles, and from thence to

the Grand Trunk Pacific Railroad. The route to

be taken will be along the Winnipeg River, and
application has already been made to the govern-
ment for the necessary land. As a commencement
the municipal power of Kenora will be used, and if

the traffic warrants the outlay, power will be de-

veloped along the Winnipeg River, where there are

several excellent power sites.

The Edmonton City Council has been negotiating

with the sister town, Strathcona, Alberta, for elec-

trical power. At a meeting of the Strathcona
Council it was decided to sell Edmonton power at

seven cents per kilowatt-hour, the latter city to

provide transmission.
F. E. Cambridge, city electrician of Winnipeg,

does not approve the rail bonding done by the

Winnipeg Electric Company. He presents a long
report to the council, with figures prepared by a

special inspector, and shows that a large amount
of damage has been done to the city water mains
through electrolysis, and in pla9es - the pipes are

so badly damaged that they will have to be re-

placed. R.

New England.
Boston, September 28.—The Minneapolis, St. Paul,

Rochester and Dubuque Electric Traction Company
has been organized in Portland, Me.' It has an au-
thorized capital of $25,000,000 and it proposes to

build and operate electric railways in Minnesota and
Iowa. Eben W. Freeman of Portland, Me., is presi-

dent, and M. H. Boutelle of Minneapolis, Minn.) is

secretary.

The statement of the earnings of the Boston
Suburban Electric Companies for the quarter to end
September 30th (this month's earnings estimated)
has been made public. It is as follows : Income
from subsidiary companies, $110,801; expenses, $13,-

591; net, $97,210; dividend, preferred, $35,339; sur-

plus, $61,871 ;
previous surplus, $40,101 ; total surplus,

$101,972.

The Meriden Light and Equipment Company of

Aleriden has been organized to manufacture and
deal in electrical supplies. The capital stock is

$25,000.

The Loomis-Pcttibone Company of Hartford,
Conn., has been incorporated under the laws of Con-
necticut. It is authorized to construct and operate
railways and telegraph lines. It is capitalized at

$100,000. The incorporators are Burdett Loomis of

West Hartford, Hawley Pettibone of New Rochelle,

N. Y., and Harrison B. Freeman, Jr., of Hartford.
The statement of earnings of the American Tele-

phone and Telegraph Company for the nine months
ending September 30, 1907, has been made public.

It is as follows : Balance earned for dividends, $10,-

960,000 : increase over same period of last year, $1,-

385,000; dividends paid, $7,893,000; increase, $329,000;
surplus, $3,067,000; increase, $1,056,000; outstanding
stock, $142,514,000; increase, $10,962,600.

A new schedule of wages has been prepared by
electrical workers in Boston. They ask that after

October 1st their pay shall be 50 cents an hour ^for

44 hours a week. Under such a scheme they would
work ©ight hours a day with a half-holiday on Sat-
urday.

The selectmen of Great Barrington have imposed
a peculiar restriction on the Berkshire Street Rail-

way as a condition for allowing that company to act

as a common carrier in the town. They require that

the company shall carry packages of less than

25 pounds anywhere in the town for five cents

and that the cars of the company shall take up and
deliver trunks and other hagg.age along the line

wherever signaled by passengers. These restrictions

will have to be approved by the railroad commission-
ers. The company has asked for this approval. Be-
sides asking for the local rights in Great Barrington,
the company has also asked the commissioners to ap-
prove its location through Lee to the town of Becket
boundary. B.

New York.

New York City, September 28.—Overwhelmed by
obligations amounting to millions, which it was
unable to meet, the New York City Railway Com-
pany, the Manhattan and Bronx surface-line end of

the Belmont-Ryan "traction trust," has gone into

the hands of a receiver. Similar action is expected
on the part of the Metropolitan and Third y\venue
compames, which are controlled by the New York
City company. It is alleged that the present
receivership was due to the investigation of the

Public Utilities Commission, through its counsel,

William PI. Ivins. The appointment of a receiver

will relieve the commission of a large amount of

the burden of looking into the financial relations

existing between the three companies.
The construction of a new electric-traction sys-

tem on Staten Island is projected by New Yorkers^
who plan to build and operate a standard-gauge
line in a section of the island which is now being
served by stages. The line will be known as the

Richmond and Tottcnville Railway and it will con-
nect Richmond, Rossville, Krcischcrvillc, and Tot-
tenville. It will be about 10 miles long. The
overhead trolley will be used, and the cost of

the construction of the line and equipment will be

about $400,000. Among those interested arc

Thomas B. McGovcrn of the firm of McGovern &
Donnell and Cornelius G. Kolff, 50 Broadway, city.

Columbia University's iS4th year w'as begun on
Wednesday, the 25th, by exercises held in the

gymnasium on Morningside Heights. This prom-
ises to be the largest year in the history of the in-

stitution. Already the registration shows an in-

crease of 150 over last year and the total enroll-

ment in the university will be over 5,000. Presi-

dent Butler has adopted the preceptorial system
similar to that in force at Princeton and other

universities. It consists in assigning each student
to some professor, who becomes a sort of "father
confessor." To him the student must come and
plan out his course of study. This gives a chance
for closer relations and for the personal element
to enter largely into the instruction. A number
of the older professors are retired and are re-

placed by younger men who will come into closer

touch with the students.

The Electrical Show to be held at Madison
Square Garden will be opened at 7 p. m. on Sep-
tember 30th. Already the work of putting the dif-

ferent booths in shape preparatory to opening is

well along. E. H. S.

Ohio.

Toledo, September 28.—Local conditions are some-
what improved the last week or two. A number of
lettings have been made for structures recently,
carrying with them electrical equipment, and building
business generally is on the advance. It now looks
as if the late fall building operations will be fairly

active. While the local conditions have not been
all that might have been desired ihis summer, the
large electrical concerns have not suffered materially,

as their business has not been limited to the local

field. There are a number of concerns which do a
handsome business all over the LTiiited States, and
these have not felt the depression of local conditions.
The smaller concerns and the local electrical workers
are feeling much elated by the present promise of
improved conditions in the near future.

The Citizens' Lighting and Heating Company will

ask the council of Toledo for a franchise to do a
general lighting and heating business in the city,

its present franchise is limited to a small territory.

The sum of $1,021,755 was added to the ap-
praisement of the interurban railroads of the state

by the board of equalization at Coluinbus on Tues-
day of this week. The total appraiseuK^nt now
amounts to $12,605,796.
An ordinance has been introduced into the Dayton

City Council providing for a bond issue of $500,000
for the purpose of building an electric lighting

plant for the city.

The Seaman Bell Telephone Company has been
incorporated at Seaman, Ohio, with a capital stock
of $5,000. The incorporators are L. W. Sprague, C.

E. Kirkpalrick, J. O. Wickersham, Frank G. Young
and W. H. McCreight.
The Radio Telephone Company has arranged for

a test of its wireless system between Toledo and
Fremont, Ohio, using the top of the smokestack of

the Yaryan power house for its mechanism at Fre-
mont, which will be the first test between inland
cities. The passenger steamer Greyhound, plying

between Toledo and Detroit, is being equipped with
this service.

The Toledo, Ann Arbor and Detroit electric rail-

way, which is partially constructed, was offered at

sheriff's sale recently. The Ohio and Michigan
ends were offered separately, but not a bidder
could be found for either end. It will be re-

advertised.

Thirty-five electrical contractors, supply dealers

and sign builders in the territory of the Canton
Electrical Company were entertained at a banquet
given by that company at the Courtland Hotel,

Canton, recently. An elaborate and interesting pro-
gramme was carried out. -

The main building of the Power Electric Com-
pany at Canton is fast nearing completion. It will

be 53 feet by 260 feet. The machinery is ready for

installation, and the plant will be in operation in

Octoljer.

The Ohio Manufacturing Company of Upper
Sandusky will remove to Columbus about November
ist. A rush order for 200 motors detained the

company in its old location longer than was in-

tended.

Charles E. Ashley, W. B. Walbridge, G. W.
Kinney, J. F. Shaufelt and J. W. M'cMahon con-

stitute the incorporators of the Citizens' Lighting
and Heating Company of Toledo, recently organ-
ized with an authorized capital of $200,000.

The Delta Electric Light Company has made ap-

plication for a franchise to put in a waterworks
plant for the city of Delta, Ohio, asking the town
to take 25 plugs at $40 each per year for five years.

A franchise has been granted to the Toledo and
Delphos electric railway to use the streets of Neap-
olis and cross county roads in Lucas County. When
completed this line will give Toledo trolley com-
munication with Fort Wayne.
A new ordinance in Toledo requires all street

cars, interurbans or locals, to stop on signal at all

street crossings. In blocks more than 500 feet long
cars must stop in the middle of the block.

H. G. S.

Indiana.

Indianapolis, September 28.—The Evansvillc, Pe-

tersburg and Vincennes Railroad Company has

filed articles of incorporation. The company pro-

poses to construct an electric railroad from Evans-
villc through Vanderburg, Warrick, Gibson and
Pike counties to Petersburg. It also proposes to

furnish light and power to the inhabitants along
the line.

By unanimous vote the City Council of Terre
Haute killed the interurban franchise that the Mc-
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I .owiui syiuliratc has been seeklii|{ to obtain for

MX months. The proposed franchise nine the trac-

tion syndicate the riglit to occupy every street and
alley in llie entire city for interurhan purposes,
'['lie demand of the people was that the city re-

cei\'e p:i>' fur the use of its streets in the same
iiiaMiu-r as Indianapolis and otiier cities.

The Indianapolis, Huntington, Culninliia City and
N'orlhweslern Kailroa<l Company is in hard straits.

According to tlie reptuM of the ;ippr;iiscrs, Charles
I.. Henry and Kdward llawUiiis. the property is

worth, as it stands tochiy, a litlli- less than $10,000.

I )ne mile of line ready for operation has been
leased to the Syracuse and Milford Railroad Com-
pany. The property has i)een ordered sold by the

receiver.

The City Council of Seymour, Ind., is adver-
tising for propositions from any corporation, per-

son or linn to funnsh the city and its inhahitauls

with .-trtiticial gas for light and fuel and electric

light for street lighting and for private use, and
also electric power for persons desiring it. The
propusitit)!! will rein.-iin open for 60 days from Sep-
temher 2d. •

The Clay City Lighting Company has been iu-

nr|xiraled with a capital stock of $10,000. This
.iimpaiiy proposes to build and equip a plant for

* K-eiric-lighling and power purposes in Clav City,

hid. The directors are B. M. and W. H." Guirl,

.1. M. Long and H. R. Vandcver.
The Citizens' Electric Light and Power Company

"I Lebanon has been incorporated, to construct and
operate an electric-light plant for use of the citi-

zens of Lebanon and surrounding country and
lowns. The capitalization is !i!25,ooo. Richard A.
I'"dwards, M'. A. Edwards and George R. Cham-
lierlain are directors.

The International Engineering Company of Fort
Wayne has been incorporated with a capital stock
of ip200,ooo. According to the articles of incorpo-
ration, the company proposes to manufacture, ma-
cliiner)^ and mechanical and electrical appliances.

The incorporators are F. L. Jones, Charles H.
Ooeblcr and George H. Loesch. S. S.

' Illinois.

Peoria, September 28.—The Hinsdale Electrical

.Supply Company of Hinsdale has been incorporated
with a capital of $2,500 to manufacture electrical

devices. The incorporators are Arthur W. Mor-
rows John B. Hess and E. I. La Plant.

The Warner Electrical Engineering Company of
Rockford has been incorporated to manufacture and
deal in electrical instruments and machinery. The
capital stock is $5.0C0 and the incorporators are
Romaine Warner, E. M. St. John, Carl Spalding.
Work ha.s been begun on the steam-heating sys-

tem of the Canton plant of the People's Gas and
Electric Companj'. Mains are to be laid to the
business section this fall, and if the idea proves all

that is expected of it the mains will be extended
next summer.
Gasoline motor cars are in use on the Aurora,

Dc Kalb and Rockford interurban railway. The
motor car weighs about ten tons and is equipped
with a four-cylinder four-cycle 6o-horsepower en-
gine with 7 by 7-inch cylinders. It is 36 feet over
all, with a seating capacity of 32 persons.
The Illinois Traction Company is replacing the

insulators it first put up on the long-distance trans-
mission lines. The new ones are much larger and
heavier and of the triple-petticoat variety, and will
withstand the voltage of 33,000 now in use. The
line between here and Bloomington is equipped
with them, and so far they have given no trouble.
In all the company will change about 70,000. Four
new refrigerator cars are expected this week and
will be put on as soon as received.
The ordinance now before the City Council of

Springfield for the electric plant to be constructed
by John Brinkerhoff has been reported back to the
council for certain changes, the principal of which
are that the company should pay to the city five

per cent, of the gross proceeds, ordinance to expire
in 1927 instead of 1937 ; that the wires be placed
underground, work to be commenced as soon as
the franchise is passed, and that the maximum rate
to be charge be named. V. N.

Northwestern States.

Minneapolis, September 28.—The Great Northern
Power Company has completed its work on the
St. Louis River near Duluth, Minn., and is now
supplying electric power for commercial purposes
at the head of the lakes. The company is in a
position to generate 40,000 horsepower and is al-
ready furnishing power for the Duluth-Superior
Traction Company, the Duluth Edison Company
and other large concerns.
A company is being formed for the purpose of

building a trolley line from Superior to Ashland,
Wis. It is proposed to have the road financed by
people along the line, which will be about 100 miles
long.

A franchise has been granted at Prentice, Wis.,
to the Prentice Light, Water and Power Company.
A. F. Zeigler is president of the company. Plans
are being prepared for a plant. It will be com-
pleted by November 1st.

The Burkhardt Milling and Electric Company
of Hudson, Wis., has incorporated with a capital

of $50,000. 1:. Itnrkhardl heads the liM of incor-

porators.

The electric light plant al Waterloo, Wi«., may
he sold to the village.

The Osage (Iowa) Electric LIkIh and Power
Company has asked (or permission to raise its dam
on the Ced.ir River.

It is reported that Kobcrl Tlionipson will take up
the project of building an Interurhan line between
Grand Forks and Carrinijlon, N. I).

The M'ank.ilo (Minn.) Gas and Electric Light

Company has ordered new machinery for its plant

to enable it to furnish power for the new street-

railway system. 1

The City Council at, Evclclh, Minn., has finally

granted a franchise to the Mcsaba Traction Com-
pany.

.\ 20-year franchise has been granted at Norlli-

lield, Minn., to the Northfield Light, Heat and
Power Company.
A franchise fur an electric-light plant has been

granted at Northome, Minn., to E. E. Bigham of

Minneapolis.
The Fort Madison (Iowa) Street Railway Com-

liany has sold its system to the Mississippi Valley
ISlectric Railway Company.
Fire destroyed the car barns at Waterloo, Iowa,

of the Waterloo, Cedar Falls and Northern Railway
Company, the loss being $20,000, which is covered
by insurance.

It is proposed to issue $25,000 worth of bonds for

the purpose of building a municipal light plant at

West Bend, Wis.
The proposition to vote bonds for a municipal

eltctric-light plant at Ashland, Wis., has been de-

feated and the matter will be abandoned. R.

Pacific Slope.

San Francisco, September 25.—There is some
friction between the electric companies of which
Sam. Naphtaly of San Francisco is manager and
the union electricians, and a vote is now being taken

by the members of the union to decide whether or

not a strike shall be declared. The companies con-

cerned are the City Electric Company, the Truckce
River General Electric Company, the Reno Water
Light and Power Company, the Central Traction
Company and the American River Electric Compa4iy.
The rumor is. current here that the plant of the

City Electric Company in San Francisco,' which has

been completed at a cost of about $1,000,000, will

be bought by the Pacific Gas and Electric Company
for $1,500,000, The management of the City Electric

Company announces that it will be ready to begin

operations about October ist.

J. Downey Harvey, president of the Ocean Shore
Railroad, states that it is now doubtful whether the

company will be able to commence the operation

of its road within the coming year, as much difficulty

is experienced in floating the bonds of the com-
pany. A small portion of the line is already in

operation, and through service could be given in a

short time .if the bonds were taken.

Richard Phelan of Sierra County, Cal., is plan-

ning to run an electric power line into Reno, Nev.,

from several points in California, where he is erect-

ing large power plants run by water. He states that

he intends to cut the rates of the present companies
which are supplying Reno.
The question of a municipal lighting plant is oc-

cupying much attention at present in San Jose, Cal.

The contract for lighting the streets has been held

for some years by the United Gas and Electric Com-
pany, but the contract expires next June, and there

is much discussion in regard to the expense of light-

ing under the terms of the contract. "The city coun-
cil has been strongly urged to make appropriations

for a municipal plant, and, while no action has yet

been taken upon the matter, a favorable opinion has

been expressed by members of the council. The
mayor has appointed an engineer to make an esti-

mate of the cost of a plant.

The supervisors of Ventura, Cal., have received

an application from J. P. Jones and F. M. Packard
of Los Angeles for a franchise to build and operate

an electric railway from Ventura to Nordhoflf, Cal.

The electric train service between San Rafael and
San Anselmo, Cal., will be greatly improved within

the next few months, according to the statement

of the North Shore Electric Company. The electric

cars from Sausalito will extend their runs to Fair-

fax. The trains between San Anselmo and San
Rafael will be run at much greater speed and will

be better lighted. Over $30,000 will be spent in pro-
viding new machinery and enlarging tlie power plant,

and the storage batteries at San Anselmo w-ill be
abandoned for two 500-kilowatt motor-generators.

The latter will develop the same potential as the

power house. Trains will be operated by electricity

as far as Fairfax as soon as the generators are in-

stalled and the necessary rolling stock arrives. Four
additional motor cars will be provided.

The Central California Traction Company wishes
to get certain new franchises in Stockton, Cal., to

enable it to land its passengers at the depots of the
Southern Pacific and Western Pacific railroads.

The railroad from San Diego, Cal., to La Jolla is

to be operated by electricity soon. The plant of the

Los Angeles-Pacific system at Sherman has already

been purchased and, with new machinery, will be

set up in San Diego.

A special nivetiiiK of the Pacilic G.is and Electric
Company is (o he held in San Francisco on Novem-
ber 20th to lake action on a proposition to increase
llic bonded indebtedness of the company from $10,-

.150,000 to $ I.(,.350,000.

The City Council of I./)9 Angeles, Cal., has
.iniended an ordinance grantinK lo the Ixis AnKeles
Pacific Railway Company (electric) permission to

conslrucl a brick and concrete stibw.iy under privalt
properly on Hill and 'I'empic slrcels. Tlic subway
.hall not be more than 28 feet in width and 24 feel

ill hei^lii.

'I'lie Northern California Power Company has be-

gun work oil its new power plant on Baltic Creek,
near Red Bhiflf, Cal.

The Icjiiiig.-i Water ;iiid Power Company lias been
incorporated in I.os Angeles by C. F. Hunter and
Cithers with a capital slock of $250,000.
The California Gas and Electric Company will

shortly erect a transformer house at its works in

.Santa Rosa, Cal,

An electric, light and power franchise has been
advertised for sale in the first township of San
.Mateo County, Cal.

The IIuntington-Kerchoflf .syndicate will put its

lighting wires underground in the business district

of Fresno, Cal.

The town of Placerville, Cal., is planning to install

a municipal electric-light plant. The cost is esti-

innlerl n1 about $20,000. A,

PERSONAL.
Mr. H. McCullough has accepted a position as

electrical engineer for the Pittsburg and Montan;i
Copper Company of Butte, Mont.

O. R. Sturinger of Toledo, Ohio, has been ap-
pointed superintendent of the Toledo, Port Clinton
and Lakeside Railway, to succeed H. C. ' Warren,
resigned.

Edward W. Clark, for five years in the employ-
ment of the Boise Electric . Company of Boise,
Idaho, has accepted the position of superintendent
of the electric-light plant at Ellensburg, Idaho.

Mr. H. S. Rush has left the testing department
of the General Electric Company, Schenectady,
N. Y., and is now in the inspection department of
the North Shore Electric Company at Evanston, 111.

Jere T. Burke of the Southern Pacific Railroad
Company has been elected president of the Penin-
sula Electric Railway, running between Mayfield
and Los Gatos, CaJ. Mr. Burke succeeds the late

O. A. Hale of San Jose.

Mr. E. J. Cook has been appointed general man-
ager of the Rochester Railway Company, Roches-
ter, N. Y. Mr. Cook is a graduate of Stevens
Institute of Technologj', and has been chief engineer
of the Consolidated Street Railway properties in

Cleveland, Ohio, since 1903.

A. J. Campbell, treasurer of the territory of
Hawaii, "has come to the mainland to float over
$300,000 worth of bonds issued by Hawaii for
public improvements, a large part of which will be
the completion of the Nuuanu dam, which will

furnish waterpower for the generation of electricity

for the city of Honolulu.

Andrew Boughan, 77 years old, who is said to
have helped to construct the first telegraph line

from Chicago toward the Pacific Coast, died in

Chicago on September 25th. Mr. Boughan was for

44 years in the continuous .employment of the
Western Union Telegraph Conipany. When he re-

tired four years ago he was a department manager.
He worked for the old Illinois and M'ississippi

Telegraph Company before the Western Union was
formed. He leaves a widow and five children.

Mr. Arthur S. Merrill, who has been identified in

the electrical business for the last ten years, most
of the time in New York city, and who has been
assistant western sales agent for Pass & Seymour,
Solvay, N. Y., with headquarters at 130 West Jack-
son Boulevard, Chicago, for over a year, has ten-

dered his resignation in order to carry out plans
which he has had in mind for some time. He is

a brother of Mr. Wm. W. Merrill, secretary of the

Chicago Fuse Wire and Manufacturing Company.
Chicago.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The city of Blackshear, Ga., contemplates build-

ing an electric-light plant.

W. L. Underwood and others have been granted
an electric-light franchise in Childress, Tex.

The Texhoma (Okla.) Electric Light, Water and
Ice Company has been incorporated with a capital

stock of $15,000.

The E. S. Cowie Electric Company of Kansas
City, Mo., has been incorporated with a capital of

$10,000 by Ernest S. Cowie and others.

The Sacramento Power Company of Alamogordo.
N. M., has been formed with a capital stock of

$1,000,000, to operate power and electric-light plants.

The McVeytown (Pa.) Electric Light, Heat and
Power Company has been incorporated to build and
operate a planf.^ The incorporators are J, E, Ru-
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pert, James and George Macklin, J, S. Lefford,

J. T. Rogers, McVeytown, and William Atkinson,

Mattawana.

By a decisive vote the citizens of Canton, Ga.,

voted for the issue of bonds for the establishment

of electric lights, waterworks and a sewerage sys-

tem in the town.

The Cottonwood Water and Light Company has

been incorporated at Cottonwood, Idaho, with a

capital stock of $20,000 by H. HuxoU, W. H.

Schiller, Samuel Goldstone and A. L. Creelman.

The Mt. Union Light and Power Company, of

Mt. Union, Huntingdon County, Pa., has been

granted a charter. Thomas N. Kurtz, Scott Dibert

and Jolin L. Dickson of Mt. Union are identified

with it.

The state of Pennsylvania will soon ask bids

through its Board of Public Grounds and Buildings

for changing electrical work so that the library

and other buildings as well as the Capital Park
in Harrisburg can be lighted from the power plant

in the state capitol.

A lamp-renewal plan has been adopted by the

municipal electric-lighting system of Lansing, Mich.,

to go into effect October i, 1907. The first instal-

lation of lamps must be purchased by the consumer.

Incandescent lamps of 2 to 24 candlepower will

be sold for 20 cents each ; 24 to 32 candlepower

lamps will cost 25 cents each. All burned-out

lamps will be exchanged, but broken bulbs will not

be replaced without payment.

San Antonio and Southwest Texas men will

b^:ild a plant at the Rio Grande coal mines to fur-

nish motive power for irrigating several thousand

acres of land between the mines and Laredo, Tex.,

26 miles distant. It is planned to construct an
electric transmission line to Laredo, where a sub-

station will be built for furnishing the city with

electric lights. About $100,000 will be expended.

Construction work will begin within two months
under the supervision of Samuel Kahn, chief engi-

neer of the San Antonio Traction Company, San
Antonio, Tex.

to the park. This proposition will probably be
accepted, as no city funds will be required and
no interest called for.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Tulsa (I. T.) Electric Light Company has

been incorporated for $15,000 by R, D. Campbell
and D. M. Martindale of Tulsa and H. F. Burt of
Oklahoma City.

The city of Findlay, O., is advertising for bidders

to construct, maintain and operate a street railway
over certain of its streets. Particulars can be ob-
tained from J. E. Edie, city clerk, Findlay, O., and
proposals must reach him by noon on October 26,

1907.

The Oklahoma City Street Railway Company
has increased its capital stock from $1,000,000 to

$3,000,000 for the purpose of extending the inter-

urban line to Guthrie and adding several local lines.

A new terminal station will also be erected as soon
as the location has been secured.

The little town of Dover, Ark., has raised a bonus
of over $5,000 to secure the building of the inter-

urban line from Russellville to that place. It is said

that considerably over $15,000 has been raised in dif-

ferent quarters as a bonus to help out this line and
that the prospects for its construction are very
good.

Seven companies controlling the electric lines in

and near York, Pa., w^ere merged on September
26th into a single corporation, which will be known
as the York Railways Company. The capitaliza-

tion of the new corporation is $3,397,000. Of this

amount a large proportion will be available for

improvements and extensions.

The recently incorporated Norwich, Colchester and
Hartford Traction Company of Connecticut has or-

ganized with Costello Lippitt as president, Lucian
Brown, secretary, and H. W. Tibbits, treasurer, all

of Norwich, Conn. The company has a capital stock

of $1,000,000 and is empowered to construct an in-

terurlian line from Norwich to Hartford, Conn. The
length of the proposed road is 38 miles, which is II

miles shorter than the .steam railroad now con-
necting these cities.

The Brooklyn Union Elevated Railroad Company
has sought permission from the New York Public
Service Commission for the issuance of $20,000,000
of bonds. Recent improvements costing $7,000,000
arc to be paid for and $8,000,000 is to be used
for constructing an elevated extension oji Flatbush
Avenue, to bring the road to the terminal of the
new Manhattan Bridge. About $2,500,000 will be
needed for new rolling stock and the balance of
the bond issue for general improvement. The ap-
plication will be granted.

The. city of Little Rock, Ark., has for some time
sought to purchase West End Park from the Little

Rock Railway and Electric Company, but refused to

pay the sum of $40,000 which the company de-
manded. The company has now made an offer to

give the city immediate possession of the property
on condition that the annual compensation the com-
pany must pay the city be withheld (ill it aggregates

$40/100, when the city will be given the full title

POWER TRANSMISSION.
The Altoona Construction Company has been

given the contract for the big dam of the Roys-
town Power Company which will be built on the

Juniata River in Central Pennsylvania.

Messrs. Wallace Wilson and W. P. Woods, ^ho
have been taking out Pennsylvania charters for

various towns in the Juniata Valley which can be

reached from several of the proposed big power
dams, have secured a franchise for the Mapleton
Electric Company of Mapleton.

The North Georgia Electric Company has been
placed in the hands of a receiver. Samuel C.

Dunlap of Gainesville, Ga., was appointed to act in

that capacity temporarily. The company has a

50,000 horsepower hydro-electric plant on the Chat-

tahoochee River and sells its power in and about

Atlanta, Ga. The authorized capital stock is $7,500,-

000, of which $1,000,000 has been issued.

The German Transatlantic Electric Company is

said to have a concession to erect a hydro-electric

power and lighting plant on the River Maipo, above
Santiago, Chile, at an estimated cost of $4,015,000

United States gold, of which about $1,295,040 will

be for materials and machinery that must be im-
ported. It is estimated that it will take about five

years to complete the undertaking. The company
has petitioned the government of Chile for the free

entry of its machinery and material for a period
of five years.

PUBLICATIONS.
A little pamphlet published by Harvey Hubbell.

Inc., Bridgeport, Conn., tells of the simplicity and
economy of the Hubbell Guard for incandescent
lamps.

The PI. W. Johns-Manville Company has under-
taken the exclusive sale of Morris' Metallic Packing
and has just published a booklet describing this pack-

ing for rotary-valve stems and reciprocating rods.

The National Battery Company, Buffalo, N. Y.,

has published a new bulletin on "Storage Batteries

for Isolated Plants," wherein it offers complete
generating units for this service, including gas,

gasoline or alcohol engines, dynamos, switchboards
and storage batteries of the Unit Accumulator type

manufactured by this company.

The Gail-Webb Manufacturing Company of Buf-
falo, N. Y., is sending out literature descriptive of

some of its products of interest to users of incan-

descent electric lamps. Among the articles to which
it calls attention are the Gail-Webb lamp guard,

adjustable wall fixture, adjustable electric portable,

adjustable ceiling fixture and the Universal electric-

light holders.

A convenient and serviceable catalogue. No. 2,

has just been issued by the Pringle Electrical Man-
ufacturing Company, 1906-08 North Sixth Street,

Philadelphia. A thumb index enables the reader

quickly to turn to switches, panel boards, iron and
wood boxes, switchboards, accessories, receptacles,

specialties, etc. The book is profusely illustrated

and in the back are given a number of handy
tables of various kinds. A copy will be sent to

anyone upon request to the company.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
The next meeting of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers to be held in New York city

will be at the Engineering Societies Building on
the evening of October nth.

A number of new subjects have been added to

the course in electrical engineering at Armour
Institute of Technology, Chicago. The junior stu-

dents are now required to make a study of illumi-

nation in the first semester and the senior students

will add electric railways to their programme in

the second semester. Additional quarters for draft-

ing rooms, physical laboratories, and student or-

ganizations have been opened. The evening classes

were begun on September 30th with an attendance
much larger than ever. A new feature of this

evening work is the addition of college preparatory
courses. The total number of evening courses of-

fered at the Institute is now over 70. A bulletin

describing them can be had by writing to Dean
H. M. Raymond, Armour Institute of Technology,
Chicago.

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers
will hold the first monthly meeting this fall on
Tuesday evening, October 8lh, in the main audi-

torium of the Engineering Societies Building at

29 West Thirly-m'nth Street, New York. The sub-

ject will be "Industrial Education." The college

technical courses and the student apprenticeship

courses will be diseased at length by men who have
been in charge of theoretical and practical institu-

tions. Prof. John Price Jackson has written a paper

on the college technical courses and apprenticeship

courses offered by manufacturing establishments.

He gives data in the form of letters from several
of the largest manufacturing establishments in
America in which they outline the courses offered
by the factories and explains the manner of con-
ducting the same. Dr. Henry S. Pritchett and
Prof. Dugald C. Jackson will deliver short ad-
dresses. Manufacturers have been invited to speak
informally at the meeting of their experiences, and
altogether it is expected that the meeting will
prove interesting and instructive.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Prof. G. M. Mincliin, observing witk a selenium

cell of special design at the Daramona Observatory,
Westmeath, Ireland, has reported that the electro-
motive force generated by starlight was sufficient
for cibservation in stars of the first and second
magnitudes.

A new textile factory is to be erected by Oscar
Heineman, a silk manufacturer of Chicago, along
the most modern lines. All the machinery will be
electrically driven. The new plant will be located
on the Northwest Side and will cover an entire
city block. The building will be a three-story
structure, with saw-tooth roof, and is estimated to
cost $135,000. Paul Gerhardt, 109 Randolph Street,
Chicago, is the architect.

The St. Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern Rail-
way Company will establish a power plant to fur-
nish heat and light for the Union Station at Little
Rock, now under construction, light for passenger
yards, heat for passenger equipment and compressed
air for cleaning and brake testing. Building will

be of brick. Equipment to be installed consists of
two 240-horsepower water-tube boilers, two 75-
kilowatt direct-connected generators, two exciters,
one small generator and one air compressor. E. F.

Mitchell of St. Louis is engineer of construction.

TRADE NEWS.
The London office of the Western Electric Com-

pany announces the removal on September 30th to

its new address—Norfolk House, Victoria Embank-
ment, W. C.

Manager of Sales Frank Warren of the Warren
Electric Manufacturing Company of Sandusky,
Ohio, was in Chicago last week. The Warren com-
pany is now very busy, as it is increasing its line

of apparatus.

At a meeting of stockholders of the Johnston
Electric Machine Company of Charleston, W. Va.,

the capital stock was raised from $20,000 to $100,-

000 to permit enlargement of the plant to a capacity

sufficient to meet the demand for the electric coal-

mining machinery that the company manufactures.

The entire business of the Beck Flaming Lamp
Company of 30 Greenwich Avenue, New York city,

including manufacturing and selling, is now con-

ducted in the name of that company, the selling

organization known as the New York Beck Lamp
Company being no longer in existence. The company
has an extensive exhibit at the New York electrical

show, and in addition the New York Edison Com-
pany has adopted the Beck flaming lamp exclusively

for the illumination of the interior and exterior of

Madison Square Garden.

Syles R. Fralick, whose oflSces are located at

161-163 South Canal Street, Chicago, has taken the

agency for the Premo and Star knife switches

made by the Barkelew Electric Manufacturing Com-
pany, Middletown, Ohio. He also represents the

Clark Electric and Manufacturing Company of New
York city, manufacturer of insulator clamps for

insulated wires ; W. J. Jackman of Lima, Ohio,

maker of the Jack guy anchor ; Blake Signal and
Manufacturing Company of Boston, Mass., manu-
facturer of saddle staples and solder flux; Horton-
Morehouse Company, knife switches, and the Chance
Manufacturing Company, manufacturer of the Sky-
rocket lightning arrester.

Mr. Charles Blizard, third vice-president of the

Electric Storage Battery Company of Philadelphia,

says that the demand for storage batteries is, within

certain linu'ts, independent of extensions in the

electrical field. During periods when the lighting

and railway companies are postponing enlargements

of their plants batteries are largely used to provide

for immediate demands for increased power; the^

batteries are bought with a view of being later

fitted in with the new plants or extensions. For
this reason the business of the company during the

current year has been uniform and satisfactory, and
the indications point to a material growth as soon

as funds become more plentiful.

Eugene Munsell & Co., well-known dealers in

mica, and the Mica Insulator Company, manufac-
turer of micanitc and other high-grade electrical

insulators, for many years located at 218 Water
Street, New York, have removed to 68 Church
Street, corner of Vesey Street. Owing to the in-

crease in business, more commodious quarters weir

required. The ncw' location is one of the nir^si

central in the downtown business district, bein;'

only one block west of Broadway and within li'.

minutes' walk of llie principal railways and fcrrii

Four floors are used, the second floor being dcvolid
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riitii'uly III oflicfs, while ihc oiIkt tliruc .'irc used
lor stock and shipping dcpartnii'ius, for Ihc prep-

aration and assorting o{ mica and for tliu inanu-

factnrL' of mica spcciaUics.

Scaled bifls will he received by the secretary of

the Hoard of i'lihlic Works of Los Angeles, Cal.,

up to Uctohcr "th, for fiirnishing hydranlic and
electrical machinery and material for etiiiipping one
hydro electric generating plant and im miles of

,30,ooovolt transmission line and transformers, bid-

ders to state the earliest date on which delivery can
be gnarantecd. This apparatus is to be used in

onnection with the building of the (Iwens River
uiueduct.

Keferring to the outlook for fall trade, V. R.
Lansingh, general manager of the Holophane Com-
pany, New York, says : "On the whole, it seems
to me that the electrical business this fall will be
very good. There has been, generally speaking, a

little tightening up along the lines of credit,* but
(in (he whole the industry is growing so rapidly

lli;it the demand for good articles will, in our
opinion, inci'oasc rather than decrease. If we should
judge the outlook by the increase in the Holophane
business, we would hardly get a fair comparison,
inasmuch as this business is growing remarkably,
the increase this year being 70 per cent, over the
corresponding period of last >c«ir. On the whole,
we look for an increase in electrical business this

fall, with, however, a little more care with reference

to credits."

BUSINESS.
The liri'.i.il Company. \\ alerbiiry. Conn., an-

nounces that it is about t" erect another addition

to its present plant. The addition, which will be

53 by 170 feet, three stories high, is m.ide neces-

sary by the increased demand for Bristol's re-

corders and llristol's patent steel belt lacing.

The Nernst l.amp Company, I'ittsbnrg, says that

the increasing demand for Nernst lamps, coupled

with the closing of several large contracts during

the last few weeks, necessitates its appealing to

customers lo anticipate their re(|uirenients for lamps

and renewals for the lighting season, lo avoid delays

in delivery. Delivery of material is assured by
sending requisitions through the district olTiccs, or

direct to Pittsburg, marking on same date of ship-

ment desired and spreading same over a period of

several months, if preferred.

In the purchase of a spark coil that will give good
results, it is necessary lo have a coil giving a hot,

liright spark which will never fail to ignite the ex-

plosive mixture in the combustion chamber and
never cause the motor to miss an explosion. .'\ low
internal resistance requiring a comparatively small

amount of current is necessary. The IJdison spark

coil in connection with the Edison i)rimary battery

is said to require less than half the current used by
many other coils. Three times as much copper wire

is put into them as in many in general use, the com-
pany says, and the high ampere power is not wasted
by unnecessary resistance in parts of the circuit

other .ilian the >park gap. Ihu lidiMui Manufactur-
ing Company of 10 Fifth Avenue, New York,
inaking both battery and coil, has an interesting
little booklet, "Battery Sparks," which goes deeply
into the detaili of its products. On receipt of a
postal the company will forward thi> to any ad-
dress.

The 'lilectric Storage Battery Company of Phila-
delphia will have an intercting exhibit at the
convention of the American Street .and Intcrurban
Railw,iy Association at Atlantic City, beginning
October 14th. Among other materials will be
shown one element of type 71-R in a containing
lank sulTiciently large to hold H^ plates of this type,

the lank showmg Ihc standard method of reinforce-
ment used on cells at the end of rows. A I2-polc
carbon regulator, recording hydrometer, recording
and signaling hydrometer, aulonialic cell filler and
compensating hydrometer will be shown, with ex-
amples of positive and negative plates of the dif-

ferent types. The representatives who will be pres-
ent are Messrs. Charles Blizard, third vice-presi-

dent ; Albert T.iylor, manager New York office

;

G. H. Atkin, manager Chicago office; E. h. Rey-
nolds, manager Pennsylvania sales office; H. B.
Gay, manager Cleveland office, and Robert C. Hull,
district engineer. A cordial invitation is extended
lo members of the association to visit the booth,
where a number of recent publications of the com-
pany of interest to railway officials will be dis-

tributed.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

Sw.).6i8. Electric Water Filter. Mclvin A. Bran-
non, Grand Forks, N. D. Application filed

April II, 1906.

This filter lias two chambers, one above the other with
tile filtering medium between. This consists of a sand
iray and an unglazed earthenware partition on one side

of which lies a layer of zinc fragments and on the otner
'is supported a similar layer of copper turnings, the two
metals forming a short-circuited electric couple that is

acted on by the salt content of the water passing through
the partition,

866,631. Sparking Plug . for Explosive Engines.
William Diebel, Philadelphia, Pa. Application

filed July 13, igo6.

A cylindrical casing has a small aperture at one end
into which extends a small sparking point from the
casing wall. A porcelain insulator fits into the bore and
has an asbestos washer at its end and a conductor with
the other sparking point passing through its center.

866,636. Vibrator. Charles R. Elliott, Rochester.

N. Y. Application filed February ii, 1907.

The particular feature of this patent is that the vi-

brator has a flexible coiled wire handle through which
the wires pass to the electric motor in the casing.

866,639. Automatic Telephone Release. Edward D.
Fales, Chicago, III., assignor to the Automatic
Electric Company, Chicago, 111. Application

filed February 9, 1907.

In this automatic telephone system, there is in combi-
na'ion with the selector switches, a set of trunk lines

and trunking switches, a connector and a trunk release

circuit controlled at the connector and extending through
all of the trunking switches.

866,643. Pressure Controller. James H. Glenn and
Michael Reule, Lafayette, Ind. Application filed

Apnil 10, 1907.

This device is intended to work in connection with an
electrically driven air compressor. A cylinder is con-
nected with the receiver of the compressor. A plunger
in this cylinder has a stem, whose motion is governed by
a set of springs, and which cairies a circuit closing de-

vice at its end.

866.645. Anti-hummer for Telephone and Telegraph
Lines. Nets O. Hagen, Pekin, N. D., assignor

of one-half to Ole O. Forde, Pekin, N. D.
Application filed May 4, 1907.

A pliable tube is bent about a support to a form like

the letter J. The line wire is wrapped about, and
fastened to the longer stem of the tube. The house wire
is connected to the line wire and then passes through the
tube, which has a stopper with 2 hole in each end.

866.646. Contact Device. Clarence J. Harter, Ilion,

• N. Y. Application filed December 3, 1906.

This is a trolley wire contact shoe. Tt is supported in
a contact head at the top of the trolley pole and is

provided with an adjustable hanger adapted to engage
the guy wire of tlie trolley wire or cable.

866,667. Means for Fastening Collector Lea(3s.

Emil Mattman, Norwood, Ohio, assignor to

the Allis-Chalmers Company and the Bullock
Electric Manufacturing Company. Application

filed January 31, 1907.

The shaft of a dynamo-cleclric-machine has a cone-
shaped portion over which fits a collector ring. The
collector lead has a wedge-shaped terminal fitting into a

slot between the collector and shaft.

866,709. Support for Electric Conductors. William
W. Benson, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

August 14, 1905.

The body has a section like molding, the channels of
which have corrugated sides for holding the conductor.
A groove makes one of the sides flexible so it can be
sprung for the insertion of the wire, A cap fits over the
channels.

866,714. Telephone System. Henry P. Clausen,

Chicago, III., assignor to the American Electric

Issued (United States Patent Office) Sfplemher s^, rgo?.

Telephone Company, Chicago, 111. .application

filed October 25, 1901.

This patent has 158 claims. One of the features of

the common-battery system covered is a normally open
low-resistance connection across the terminals of the

subscriber's line at the exchange, which short-circuits

the line and lights a signal lamp, when the subscriber

calls.

^66,yi6. Manufacture of Enclosed Fuses. Robert

C. Cole, Hartford, Conn., assignor to the Johns-
Pratt Company, Hartford, Conn. Application

filed June 23, 1906.

The fuse is provided with an indicator wire which is

fastened to the ferrules at the end of the case inde-

pendently of the terminal contacts.

866,729. Trolley. William Moeckel, Jersey City,

N, J, Application filed June 12, 1907.

On each end of the shaft of the main trolley wheel
is pivoted a U-shaped side frame carrying a vertical

spindle on which revolves a guide wheel engaging the

side of the trolley wire. These lateral guide wheels are

held to the wire by a spring, but can be freed from it

by pulling a rope.

866,735. Circuit Protector, Charles A. Rolfe, Adrian,

Mich., assignor to the Rolfe Electric Company,
Rochester, N. Y. Application filed January 2,

1902.

This is a combination of a pair of strips, a spring
tending to separate them, a heat-responsive device serv-

ing to hold the spring in tension, and a fuse carried

by one of the strips. Connections place both the
heat-responsive device and the fuse into the circuit in

series.

866,748. Battery Zinc. Henry C. Thomson, Bos-
ton, Mass., assignor to the Electric Gas Light-

ing Company, Boston, Mass. Application filed

December 21, 1903.

A circular battery zinc is provided at its open edges
with a lip or lips turned back toward and either touching
or almost touching upon the cylindrical surface.

NO. 866,751.—METHOD OF EXHAUSTING INCANDESCENT
BULBS.

866,751 . Method of Exhausting Incandescent-lamp

Bulbs. Frank L. O. Wadsworth, Pittsburg, Pa.

Application filed February 28, 1906.

This method of exhausting bulbs consists in causing

the flow of a liquid under the action of pressure to

control in succession the severah steps in the operation.

(See cut.)

866,760. Polarized Ringer Magnet. Francis H.
Whitman, Cambridge, Mass. Application filed

December 31, 1906.

Two electromagnets have cores which project at one
end of the magnets, the projecting ends being formed

wMii transverse grooves to engage and be clamped to a
yoke having slotted ends. An armature is supported
by a bridge which has adjustable means for securing it

to the yoke, whereby the bridge may be adjusted to vary
the distance between the armature and the magnet cores,

^66,770. Electric-conductor Molding, Sidney M.
Burk, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed Feb-
ruary 9, 1906.

This molding has thin grooves adjacent to the sides
of the conductor channels. The tongues left between
ihese grooves and the channels thus make flexible sides
for the latter,

866,781. Trolley. George R, Forster, Fithian, 111.

Application filed April 27, 1907.

A mechanism is provided at tlie base of the trolley
pole which automatically lowers the pole when the trolley
wheel leaves the wire, Tho mechanism comprises a
cylinder with fluid operated piston, trip devices and
springs.

866,794, Intercommunicating Telephone, Charles E.
Lee, Chicago. Ill, assignor to the Electric Goods
Manufacturing Company, Boston, Mass. Ap-
plication filed February 28, 1906.

This patent covers a special' form of hook switch for
a local telephone system. It consists of a set of circuit
springs, a push-button in connection therewith, and a
latch at the end of the hook arm for engaging the
springs when the receiver is removed.

866,810. Electric Laundry Iron. Earl H. Richard-
son, Ontario, Cal. Application filed October
ID, 1906.

The body of the iron has resistance wire wound into
a recess in its top. A detachable cover lined with heat
insulating material is provided with binding posts and
fuses that connect with the terminals of the resistance
wire.

NO. 866,820.—ELEVATOR MACHINE.

866,820. Elevator Machine. George L. Smith, Chi-
cago, 111. Application filed August 1 1, 1906.

Renewed July 12, 1907.

This machine has a drum revolving on roller bearings.
The motor is mounted within the drum on the central
shaft and is geared to the drum. (See cut.)

866,838, Apparatus for Firing Explosives in Wells.
Luke H. Broadwater, Findlay, Ohio, assignor
to the E. I. du Pont de Nemours Powder Com-
pany. Wilmington, Del. Application filed June
24, 1907.

The apparatus consists of a chamber containing the
firing fuse and a chamber containing an explosive, there
being a space between these chambers. Firing wires,
adapted to be ruptured by the explosive, are provided
with an electrical connection bet^veen the firing wires
and the fuse and e?qi!osive,

866,846. Electric Locomotive -Controller. Charles
O. Da>-ton. Washington, Iowa. Application filed

October 8, 1906,

This is an electric block signaling system for rail-

roads. The locomotive engages road-bed contacts at

the ends of each block. A step by step controller is ar-

ranged in each block and tbis opens the circuit in tbe
block which the train is approaching and thus operates
an electromagnetic signal in that block.
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866.849. Method and Process for the Recovery of

Copper and Other Metals from Their Ores.

Charles H. Ehrenfeid and Jacob R. Grove,

York, Pa. Application filed September 7, 1906.

This nrocess is particularly adapted to sulphide ores

of copper. Tbe ore is first heated in the presence of a

limited supply of oxvgen to expel the sulphur and con-

vert the copper of the ore into the lower oxides of cop-

per. The metal is then dissolved out by electrolysis

into an aqueous solution of ammonium chloride, and

finally electrically deposited therefrom.

866,858. Apparatus for Depositing Metals. Wilbur

A. Hendryx, Denver, Colo. Application filed

June 30, 1905.

Any apparatus for recovering metals has a tank and

a depositirtg cell therein, the cell comprising electrodes

adapted for connection to an external source of current

and a filtering medium.

866.850. Apparatus for Depositing Metals. Wilbur

a' Hendryx, ' Denver, Colo. Application filed

June 30, 1905-

This apparatus for precipitating metals consists of an
' anode separated by a filtering medium from a cathode.

The latter is composed of an amalgam of mercury ana

zinc, and is supported by a permeable casing surround-

ing the anode.

866,920. Perforating Machine. Lewis B. Doman,
Elbridge. N. Y.. assignor to William C. Ran-

ney, trustee. Elbridge, N. Y. .
Application filed

March 7, 1899.

Punches are arranged on opposite sides of the path of

the article to be perforated. Electromagnets are ar-

ranged so as to control the operation of the punches.

866,945. Electric Signaling on Railways. William

J. MacKenzie, Dunmurry, Ireland. Application

filed December 13, 1905.

This system requires one or two insulated conductors

laid between tlie rails on tlie track. Trolleys on the en-

gine make contact on these conductors and enable sig-

nals to be transmitted from the engine man to the signal

tower man or. the reverse.

866,959. Electroplating Apparatus. Louis Potthoff,

Flushing, N. Y. Application filed May i, 1906.

A galvanizing tank is arranged in the form of a

tumbling barrel for shaking the material while being

galvanized. Connections for the anode and cathode are

brought into the barrel through the shaft bearings.

Means are provided whereby the material is retained

within the barrel when it is rotated in one direction, but

discharged from the barrel into a waslung tank, when
the barrel is rotated in the other direction.

866,977- Cut-out. Joseph G. Swallow, New York,

N. Y., assignor of one-half to Frank W. Smith,

New York, N. Y. Application filed April 4,

1907.

The base of this cut-out has a receptacle for a fuse

plug. The cover has a hole through which the fuse

plug may be inserted. When the cover is turned about,

the fuse plug and the electrical connections are entirely

covered.

866,983. Railway Switch. Guy M. Tl-pmpson, Se-

attle, Wash., assignor of one-fourth to Charles

S. Follett, Seattle. Wash., and one-eighth to

Samuel E. Lancaster and one-eighth to Jacob

A. Meyer. Le Claire, Iowa. Application filed

November 26, 1906.

This is an electrically operated track switch. On each

side of the switch are arranged casings containing elec-

tromagnets, the cores of which are connected to a bar

fastened to the movable tongue of the switch.

867,021. Electric Contact Rail and Shoe. George
Drawert, Chicago, 111. Application filed May
14, <9o6.

The rail has an undercut groove along the lower sur-

face, in which fits a contact slioe flexibly mounted pver,

and connected to, a cav running under the contact rail.

(See cut.)

HO. 866,990.—ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENT.

866,990. Electrical Measuring Instrument. Thomas
W. Varlcy, New York, N, Y. Application filed

September 7, 1905.

A wattmeter has a permanent magnet with pole pieces.

The pressure coil is wound so as to form a two-pole
.irmaturc rolatxible within the pole pieces, but remains
balanced when the rx-'rmancnt magnet's field alone is act-

inff' The scrich coit is wound around the pole pieces
and itH current tcniJfi to distort the magnetic field in a

diitgon.nl direction and thereby cause rotation of the
presHUrc coil. (Sec cut.)

367,014. Telephone-exchange System. Edward _E.

Clement, Washington, D. C. Application filed

December 10, 1904.

Thill patent relates to a comnion-battcr>' syBtcm having a
bignal relay normally connected to the line, a cut-off relay
conlrollinK the connection of the <itgnai relay and meant
controlled by the latter for connecting the cut-off relay.

Turthcr mcan^ arc provided for '-tiergizing the cut-off
relay <iii c'»iif.''cliiiK the line with :i cord cirtuit.

NO. 867,021.—CONTACT RAIL AND SHOE.

867,046. Electro-metallurgical Process for Extract-

ing Copper from Its Ores. Lucien Jumau,
Paris. France. Application filed December 29,

1905.

The ores are first roasted to drive off the sulphur and
to reduce the metal to oxide. This is next leached with

an ammoniacal solution to dissolve out the copper. Sul-

phur dioxide gas is then passed into the solution to re-

duce cupric to cuprous salts, which :.rc finally electro-

lyzed.

867,065. System of Electrical Distribution. Louis

C. Marburg, Norwood, Ohio, assignor to the

Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio. Application filed August 30,

1905.

This system consists of a plurality of independent al-

ternating-current generators, a transformer having a

high-tension winding and a piuralitj' of low-tension wind-
ings, means for connecting each of the generators to one
of the low-tension windings, a pluralitj' of converters,

and means for connecting each of the converters to one
of the generators. (See cut.)

NO. 867,065.— SYSTEM OF ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

867,085. Fare-register Attachment. John R. Scott,

Oakland, Cal. Application filed December 12,

1906.

The operating lever of the register when moved in one
direction closes a switch in the lighting circuit and
lights up a lamp near the register. When ringing up
fares of another denomination, the lever is turned in

the other direction which does not affect the lamp.

867,095. Circuit Closer. Thomas A. Bemus, Bos-
ton, Mass., assignor to the T. Alton Bemus
Company, Incorporated, Boston, Mass. Appli-

cation filed March 2, 1905.

A casing with a circumferential wall has contact plates

on the inner face of the wall. A rotary shaft passes
through the center of the casing and carries a contact

brush with a ball at its end.

867,150 to 867,152. Railway Signaling Apparatus.
Vincent L. Raven. Darlington, England. Ap-
plication filed April 18 and 23, 1907.

These three patents relate to a system that makes audi-
ble and visual signals on th? moving vehicle, which are

under the control of the sighal man. The vehicle carries
means for contacting on bars along the track that are
electrically connected with the signal tower where dupli-

cate signals appear.

867.154. System of Motor Control. Walter J.

Richards, Norwood, Ohio, assignor to AUis-
Chalmers Company, Milwaukee, Wis. Applica-

tion filed September 29, 1906.

This system has a separate generator supplying currcnr
• to • the armature of the motor to be controlled. The

fields of these machines are energized by two separate
exciters, the fields of which are parallel and connected
across one of the leads running from the generator to

the motor. The exciter fields arc adjusted inversely by
rheostats and are reversible.

867.155. Motor-control System. Walter J. Rich-
ards, Norwood, Ohio, assignor to Allis-Chal-

mers Company, Milwaukee, Wis. Application
filed March i, 1907.

This patent relates to a controller in the armature cir-

cuit of a motor, the controller contact arm being operated
from a number of distant points through a set of levers

' connected by a rod to it. This mechanism is governed
by a dash pot and springs causing a slow movement "on"
and a rapid movement "off."

867,168. Controller Regulator. Emmett W. StulL

Norwood, Ohio, assignor to AlHs-Chalmers
Company and the Bullock Electric Manufac-
turing Company, jointly. Application filed

. March 30, 1907.

The controller handle carries a pawl which engages a
notched ring on top of the controller box when the
handle is moved forward, but releases when the forward
pressure on the handle is relieved. This is accomplished
by a shifting of the center of gravity of the pawl and
results in permitting a. forward movement of intermittent
character only,

,

867,180. Vehicle-controUing Apparatus. Granville

T. Woods, New York, N. Y. Application filed

September 23, 1899.
This is a system wherein a number of electrically

driven vehicles are run in a contest on separate tracks
and individually controlled by a master controller.

867,197. Block-signal System for Electric Railways,
Clayton W. Hamm, York, Pa., assignor of two-
fifths to Robert S. Beard, York, Pa. Applica-

tion filed December 19, 1906.

A rotary switch controls the signal circuit. This
switch is moved by oppositely disposed ratchet wheels on
its shaft and a pawl on, each wheel, the pawls being
actuated by electromagnets that are energized by the
passage of, a car.

867.211. Circuit Making and Breaking Device. An-
drew L. Riker, Bridgeport, Conn., assignor to

the Locomobile Company of America, New
York, N. Y. Application filed January 18, 1904.

This device contains a contact member and a resiliently

mounted armature member having a vibratory movement
on cither side of its normal position. Impact means arc
provided for forcibly making and breaking the circuit.

867.212. Electrical Cir,cuit Protector. Charles A.
Rolfe, Rochester, N. Y., assignor to the Rolfe
Electric Company, Rochester, N. Y. Applica-
tion filed September 18, 1905.

A pair of metallic supporting strips holds a heat car-

tridge which is provided with self-soldering circuit-opening
mechanism, and means extending through the cartridge for
returning the mechanism to normal position.

867,220. Circuit-closer for Door Alarms. Louis E.

L. Themke, Strathcona, Alberta, Canada. Ap-
plication filed March 14, 1907.

The door carries a battery concealed in a recess. The
stem of the door knob is provided with a contact, closing
the battery circuit and sounding the alarm, when the
knob is turned.

George W. Gris-

Application filed
867,125. Trolley-wheel Support,

dale, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.

March 5, 1906.

A hinged sleeve at the top of the trolley pole contains
a shaft with a forked head carrying the journals of the
trolley wheel. In the sleeve there is also a spring acting

at nearly right angles to the trolley wire to hold the
wlieel tightly against the wire.

867,140. Molding for Electric Wiring. William H.
G. Kirkpatrick, Philadelphia. Pa., assignor to

the Kirkpatrick Manufacturing Company, Phil-

adelphia, Pa. Application filed April 27, 1906.

This molding has a number of dovetailed grooves
diagonally crossing the partition between llie main chan-
nels. In these grooves arc keepers that can be moved
cither way a di.stance equal to one-half the widlli »f ilio

main channels,

867,147. Rail Magnetic Brake. Victor L. Ochoa,
New York, N. V., assignor of one-half to

Benjamin A. Jackson, New York, N. Y. Ap-
plication filed January 5, 1907.

A niagn-it cure consists of a tube, divided loniiitudi-

nally at one tUh- and Iwving projecting poles. .*\ loiigi-

hidinal winding of exciting wire in placed within and
without the tube which io Huspcndcd from a car in close-
proximity to 'he mil.

PATENTS THAT HAVE EXPIRED.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued

by the United States Patent Office) that expired
September 30, 1907

:

437.183. Electric Meter. K. N. Dyer, East Orange, N. J.
437,210. Electric Street Car. L. H. X^eber, Pittsburg, Pa.
437,226. Electric Illuminated Sign. J. A. McEntee, Chi-

cago, III.

437,272. Distribution and Regulation of Electric Currents.
F. Wilking, Berlin, and H. Muller, Nuremberg, Germany.

437.293- Coin-operated Telephone Attachment. H. F. Dugan,
San Francisco, Cal.

437.307- Automatic Telegraphy. D. Kui hardt. .-\achen, Ger-
many.

437.311. Artificial Ground and Compound Metallic-circuit
System. C. E. McClure, Richmond, Va.

437.324. Electric Cut-out. E. E. Bailer, Everett, and G. J.
Galbraith, Boston, Mass.

437.352. Electric Hand Switch. J. W. Battershall, Attic-
borough, Mass.

437.35?- felectric Railway System. C. K. Harding, Atlantic,
Iowa.

437.359. Electric Snap Switch. \V. Hochhausen, Brooklyn,
N. Y. ,

437.360. Dynamo-electric Machine. W. Hochhausen, Brook-
lyn, N. Y,

437.3()i. Electric Cut. out. \V. J. Jcnks, Nyack, N. Y.
437.363. Lightning Arrester. H. M. Kalhach, Ashland. Pa.

437.369. Electric Alarm. A. Tschira, Freiburg, Germany.
437.393. Galvanic Battery. K. H. Crosby. Boston, Mass.
437,422. Telegraphy. T. A. Edison, Menio Park, N. J.

437,428. Propelling Device for Electric Cars. T. A. Edison,
Menlo Park, N. J.

437.469- Galvanic Battery. G. A. Liebig and C. Willnih.
Baltimore, Md.

437.5"2- System of lilcctrical Distribution. F. B. Rae, Chi
cago, ill.

437.513- Electric Switch. F. B. Rac, Detroit, Mich.
437.570- Weldinn Metals Eleetrically, C. J. Coffin. Detroit.

^ricb.

437.6;;4- Electric I'orging Ajiparalus. G. Lauder and J. H.
Sim|iM>n, I'ittsburg. Pa.

437.66r. Aulom.Ttic Switch for Stationary Motors. F. B.
Rac, Detroit, Mich.

'

437.663. Arin.ilure for Dynaino-clectric Machines and Mo-
tors. F. 11. Rae. Detroit. Mich.

437.668. l-Trc-alarm-signal Box. .T. Voung. Chicngo, Til.
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An Aerial Electrically Operated Tram-
way Over Lake Michigan.

Aerial tramways, electrically upcralcd, wiiilc not

common, arc in use for various pnr])oses in this

and other countries. Akin lo tlieni arc the sus-

pended electric railways, of wliicli notable exam-
ples exist in Germany. A similar project for a

passenger cablcway for hanging cars has been

talked of in New York and Long Island City for

some time.

An interesting and novel application of the aerial

tramway, allhougli only for temporary use, is to

be found in Chicago, where, for the first time,

such a line is being operated over water for such

and located about 50 feci inland from the tower

>;hown in Fig. 5 is being completed a three-story

frame structure known as the terminal building.

Here is to lie found the electric motor and mechan-

ism for operating the aerial tramway, also "side-

track" space for the traveling buckets and cars.

In Fig. I is given a good general view of the

tramway structure. The two heavy cables at the lop

are the carrying cables on which the cars travel,

suspended as shown in Fig. 5. These cables are

i-% inches in diameter and are capable of support-

ing cars as fast as they can l)e loaded and sent out.

The cable to the right in the picture carries the in-

bound cars and the one to the left the outbound.

on the car is aiilomatically thrown, gripping the

traction rope. The traveling mechanism of the cars

is simple and is clearly shown in the pictures.

When no cars arc in transit for a considerable dis-

tance the traction cable is permitted to drop into

a series of guides on tlie lower cross-arms of the

towers.

The tower line, while for temporary use, is of

substantial construction. The towers, 26 in number,

are of steel, 30 feet high, and set on steel piles of

the kind designed and used for various purposes

by Mr. Jackson. The details of the towers are

clearly shown in Figs, i, 2 and 5.

A feature of this new application of the aerial

AERIAL TRAMWAY GN'ER LAKE MICHIGAN, USED IN CONSTRUCTING SOUTHWEST LAND AND LAKE TUNNEL.

a considerable distance as a mile and a half. In

constructing what is to be known as the southwest

land and lake tunnel, which is to furnish from
Lake Michigan the water supply for a large area

in Chicago, some means had to be supplied for con-

veying construction material to. and later excavated

material from, the site of the new crib and shaft

far out in the lake.

After careful consideration Mr. George W. Jack-

son, the well-known contractor and engineer, who
has the contract for driving the tunnel, decided that

the work could be done to great advantage by the

aid of an aerial tramway, instead of by boats.

Plans were at once made for the steel tower line

and cableway shown in the accompanying pictures.

The tunnel, as stated, is to be for water supply,

and will extend from the end of the steel tower
line, about a mile and a half from shore, to a con-

siderable distance inland. It will be built in three

sections, two on land and the present lake section,

No. 3. The terminal of the aerial railway, where
operations for the construction of this section of

the tunnel are carried on, is at the corner of Sev-
enty-third Street and Bond Avenue. At this point

On the lower cross-arm will be noted another

set of cables, which, however, is one continous

cable for pulling the cars. This steel traction rope

is always moving, being driven by a large beveled

gear sheave in the terminal house and revolving

on a plain sheave at the crib end. The traction

sheave is driven from a shaft belt-connected through

reduction gearing to a 25-horsepower induction mo-
tor—a 60-cycle, 35-ampere. 440-voIt machine—re-

volving at 600 revolutions per minute. Current

for the motor is taken from the Edison mains.

Two kinds of cars are in use, the workmen's
and material type shown in Fig. 3 and the bucket

type shown in Fig. 4. A good idea- of the carry-

ing and pulling operations may be gained from
Fig. 5, showing a workmen's car returning from
the crib.

At each end of the line the carrying cables ter-

minate in steel tracks like those shown in Figs. 3

and 4. When a load is to be sent over the tram-

way the car is pushed by hand from its position

on the main, steel track or side track to a point

near the flush connection of the track with the

cable, at the exit of the terminal, where a clutch

tramway lies in the building of the foundations and
placing of the towers. That efficient and safe

operation of the cars might be assured it was neces-

sary that the towers be in perfect alignment. To
accomplish this result over water required con-

siderable engineering skill, and several methods
were tried. Finally an . elevated platform was
built on shore and from this the piles for the first

six towers were driven and the towers erected by
a transit" line. The platform was then moved to

the last completed tower and the next six were
built by the same method. In the next shift six

more were constructed, and eight in the last shift.

This method naturally consumed much time, as

progress could be made only when the lake was
smooth, giving no motion to the vessel from which
the work of placing the towers was conducted.

Frequently it was necessary to be idle several days

at a time, but every calm was promptly utilized.

That the line is true and the work well done is

apparent from the picture.

The crib, shown floating to the right in Fig. i,

was built at South Chicago and towed to its des-

tination at the end of the tower line. Here a
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deep sliaft is to be sunk, from which the work of

driving the tunnel will be begun. Through this

shaft also compressed air will be supplied as the

tunnel work progresses.

It may be said that the towers will also support

the pipes from the compressor plant to the shaft.

These pipes are now being suspended from the

towers. Telephone wires and electric-light wires

for crib, shaft and tunnel service are also carried

on the towers.

The diagram, Fig. 2, shows the conditions met

FIG. 3. PASSENGER CAR OF AERIAE. TRAMWAY,
METHOD OF OPERATION.

with in building. The towers reach 30 feet above

the waterline and are spaced 300 feet apart, making
the aerial tramway over the water nearly Ij^ miles

long. The last tower is in 30 feet of water.

This enterprise, aside from the aerial tramway,
will consume considerable electric current in the

shops and compressor plant located directly across

the street from the terminal building at Seventy-

third and Bond streets. Here a large building has

been erected to accommodate the temporary shops

and air compressor plant.

Three Ingersoll-Rand air compressor units arc

being installed. The compressors are belt-con-

nected to three 150-horsepower induction motors

taking current from the Edison mains. There is

also a motor-generator set for supplying direct cur-

rent for various uses in the machine and black-

smith shops. This set consists of a 360-horsepower

three-phase synchronous motor direct-connected

to a 250-kilowatt direct-current generator. .\ sub-

stantial slate switchboard for controlling the cur-

rent throughout the plant has been erected.

tact with water. This body, which sells at present
at $1.93 per kilo (2.2 pounds), is commercially
known under the name of "hydrolith."

In the manufacture of soda by the electric proc-
ess, the Volta Company, whose works are situated
near Moutiers, utilizes the Outhenin-Chalandre
process, and turns out 800 tons of soda and 2,000
tons of chloride of lime per year. About 4,000
tons of caustic soda are manufactured annually
by this method in France. . Chlorate of potash is

manufactured at St. iVIichel do Maurienne by the
Gall process, and at Chedde, near Chamonix, by
the Corbin and Lederlin method. The total pro-
duction is about 7,000 tons annually.
Aluminum is produced principally by three com-

panies. The total annual production is estimated
at 6,000 tons.

Carbide of calcium is already manufactured on a
very large scale in France. It furnishes not only
acetylene gas, but also cyanide of calcium, much
spoken of today as a fertilizer and as an agent
for producing ammonia.
Numerous companies employ electricity in the

production of ozone, used as an oxydant in the
preparation of certain organic products—vanaline,
heliotropine, essence of hawthorn, etc.

It may be said in concluding that the electro-
chemical industry has developed considerably within
the last few years in France, and the amount of
horsepower used in the different manufactories is

estimated at 100,000.

Applied Electrochemistry in France.

Consul William H. Hunt, in a report from St.

Etienne, states that the electrochemical industries

of France can be divided into three classes, which
he names and describes : First, industries utilizing

electrolysis; second, industries utilizing the heat

produced by the current, either from the arc or

from a conductor; third, industries utilizing the

electric spark.

To the first class belongs galvanoplasty, used for

coating metals with silver, gold or nickel, and is

employed all through France. An important ap-

plication of this industry is the electrolytic refining

of copper, of which there are several examples in

France, and notably at Eguilles. near Sorgues, in

Vaucluse, belonging to the Societe de Cuivre de
France, producing two tons a day, and at Givet, in

Ardennes, w-ith a production of seven tons daily.

Single-phase Operation on the Roches-
ter Division of the Erie Railroad.

By W. N. Smith.

One of the most important electric-railway de-

velopments of the present year is the change from
steam to electric motive power on a portion of

the Rochester division of the Erie Railroad, which
took place on June 18, 1907. This is the first instal-

lation of a single-phase alternating system of elec-

trical motive power upon a steam railroad to go
into commercial operation.

This electrification can justly claim the priority

of application of several important features which
are of interest in connection with the discussion

now prevailin.g upon systems best suited for steam-

IQWER AND CABLE CONSTRUCTION OF AERIAL TRAMWAY.—FIRST CAR RETURNING FROM THE LAKE.

FIG. .). VIF.W IS TEBMINAI. STATION OF AERIAL TRAM-
WAV, SHOWING TRAVELING BUCKETS.

There are also several minor factories. All these

factories produce copper in a very pure state, but
it has to be always melted on account of its

physical conditions. At Dives, in Calvados, how-
ever, this operation is rendered unnecessary by the

Emore process, producing directly plates and tubes

of copper by electrolysis 12 tons daily.

The decomposing of water into hydrogen and
oxygen is exploited by several concerns. The es-

tablishment of St. Vrain, near Ballancourt, em-
ploys the Hazard-Flamand process, and produces
200 cubic meters (one cubic meter = 35.3 feet) of

hydrogen, and 100 cubic meters of o.xygcn per day.

La Societe Oxydrique Frangaise utilizes in its fac-

tories at St. Andre, near Lille, and Villcurbannc,

near Lyon, the Garuti process, in which the cathodic

and anodic compartments are separated by an iron

partition pierced with a multitude of small holes.

The daily production of these works is about 400
cubic meters of hydrogen and 200 cubic meters of

oxygen.

The Electrochemical Company furnishes hydride

of lime rCaH), which gives off hydrogen in con-

railroad electrification. This line was the first to

operate electric cars on the single-phase system

over the tracks of an operating steam railroad;

the first to use 11,000 volts working pressure com-

mercially on a trolley in this country, and the first

instance of a heavy electric traction system re-

ceiving power from the 60,000-volt transmission

line.

All of the construction described below, except

that of the 60,000-volt power transmission line

and the car bodies and trucks, was designed, exe-

cuted and placed in operative condition by West-

inghouse. Church, Kerr & Co., engineers, through

whose courtesy the photographs were furnished

which illustrate the article.

The section of track equipped is 34 miles long,

extending from Rochester, N. Y., over the main

line of tlic Rochester division to Avon, a distance

of about 19 miles, thence 15 miles over the Mount
Morris branch. The railroad is entirely single

tr.ick, with sidings at way stations averaging three
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Id k)m miles apart. 1 he (grades are light, ami

llic ciirvatiiic for tlic most part t|itilc easy, the

line being relatively quite straight.

1 he line was originally laid with 68-poiiiul rails,

hut was relaid with 80-piiiind rails taken from an-

other division jnst prior to the electrification.

rile roadhed is ballasted with gravel, and the joints

are of the Weber type. A single No. 00 protected

r.iil bond is applied to each I'ail joint niidcr the

plate, one of the advantages of the high-tension

single-phase system being that the relatively small

current, combined with the liigh impedance of the

main circints, renders it mineeess:iry to resort to

heavy bonding.

The line crosses a number of bridges, the longest

.Hie, that over the Genesee River, about a mile

and pass Ihrniigh the choke coils and scries coils,

on the me//anine lloor, and then turn through a

wide opening in the wall to tlic (io,(X)0-volt bus-bars,

which are located in llic upper portion of the

transformer room.
The transmission line terminates at the lightning-

arrester yard in the rear of the substation. The
arrangenuni of the ()0,ooo-volt lightning arresters

consists of three horn gaps, arranged one behind

the other, on each of the three conductors, the

first gap being ^yi inches across, the second five,

and the third si.\ inches. A concrete column is

in series with the first gap, an electrolytic arrester

in series with the second, and a five- foot fuse of

No. 18 copper wire in series with the third, that

is to say, between one horn and the ground. Both
horns of each gap arc of one-half-inch round iron.

Helwcen the line and the first arrester there is a

Foui'-car Elect ic Train at Avon. N. Y.
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and a half south of Rochester, being 780 feet long,

comprising seven spans. There are also through

truss bridges at Rush and at Caneserauga Creek,

near Mount Morris, and a stone arch bridge over

Conesus Creek, a short distance south of Avon.

The electric service is devoted solelj^ to pas-

senger traffic, which is of the local interurban type.

The freight service is handled exclusively by steam

as heretofore, as are also the through trains oper-

ating between Rochester and Corning, over the

main line of the Rochester division, a distance of

about 94 miles. Instead of three round trips a day,

the electric service has introduced six complete

round trips between Rochester and Mount Morris,

and three more between Avon and Mount Morris.

Power Supply.

The power is generated at Niagara Falls, in the

plant of the Ontario Power Company, and is trans-

mitted at 60,000 volts, three-phase, over the lines

of the Niagara, Lockport and Ontario Power Com-
pany. The Iroquois Construction Company con-
structed a branch line from Mortimer, a little over
four miles south of Rochester, to Avon. The pole

construction used upon this branch transmission
line is of the A-frame type, using two 40-foot
cypress poles, set abreast . of each other, and in-

clined so that their tops are framed together, the
butts being joined by horizontal plank braces un-
derground. The insulator pins are grounded by
copper wire. The conductors are of No. 4 hard-
drawn, stranded copper cable. The standard length
of span between poles is 220 feet, which is short-

ened at curves where necessary.

Sub-station.

The sub-station building is located in the Y
formed by the railroad tracks at Avon, and, to-
gether with the car shed, is adjacent to the round-
house and division repair shop. The building is

absolutely fireproof, the doors and windows being
of kalomein construction, and fitted with wire glass.
In the basement are located one of the transformer
oil tanks and the oil pump. The main floor is

divided into three rooms, the main transformer
room being 43 by 17 feet, and extending the full

height of the structure to allow room for the
high-tension bus-bars, which are carried over the
transformers. The remaining space on the main
floor is divided into a high-tension room (through
which the 60,000-volt wires enter, and which is

the location of the high-tension circuit-breakers, 16
feet 8 inches by 19 feet 8 inches), and the oper-
ating room, where is located all the ii,ooo-volt
switching apparatus and the measuring instruments.

Directly over the operating room is a mezzanine
floor, reached by an iron staircase, in which are
located the 11,000-volt lightning arresters, the 60,-
oco-volt choke coils, and the 60,000-volt series coils.
The high-tension connections enter through the
high-tension room, which runs from floor to floor.

hook-type knife switch, and between the last ar-

rester and the lead into the sub-station, there is

a No. 18 copper wdre fuse, in each conductor,
placed horizontally upon the structure especially

devised for it on top of a pole. These fuses are
enclosed in wooden tubes about five feet long,

wrapped with torpedo twine. The entire arrange-
ment of lightning-arrester gaps, fuses and switches

is mounted upon 18 chestnut poles : and a suitable

elevated platform, railed off and fitted with a gate
to keep out trespassers, affords means of access

to the apparatus when attention is required.

Within the sub-station the wdres first pass
through three 6D,coo-\-olt stick-type circuit-break-

ers, mounted directly inside of the rear wall.

Thence, over bare copper conductors, to the three
oil-insulated choke coils, situated on the mezzanine
floor, thence to three oil-insulated series trans-
formers, also on the mezzanine floor, from which
connections are taken to the pow-er measuring

f
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instruments in the operating room. The main con-
nections finally terminate upon a set of copper
bus-bars in the transformer room, which are run
upon porcelain insulators mounted on wooden cross-
arms and placed at a convenient height directly

over the line of transformers.
The 60,000 three-phase current is rendered avail-

able for single-phase distribution by means of
three transformers of the Westinghonse oil-insu-

lated water-cooled type, each of 750 kilowatts ca-

pacity. For the present installation, two trans-
formers only are used at one time, the third being
a spare. The low-tension windings can be so con-
nected that either ii,oco volts or 22,000 volts can
be obtained, so that in case it should ever -be

desired to transmit railway current for an exten-
sion of 40 or 50 miles, to another sub-station, it

could readily be done without adding transformers
to this equipment.

One end of each low-tension winding is directly
grounded to the boiler iron case, which in turn is,

by means of a No. 0000 stranded copper cable,
directly connected to the track-return circuit.

The necessary transformation from three-phase, to
two-phase fits in very well with the natural sub-
division of the electrified line, into two sections,
one of which is about 19 miles in length, north
of Avon, the other, about 15 miles in length, being

to ihc south of Avon. The connections were
therefore laid out to operate the sections upon
separ.ile phases of Ihc lwo-|iliase secondary system,
liilhcr the T or V connection can be used, the
latter nicthoil hcinfj employed .nl present. liacli one
of the active transformers therefore feeds a sep-
arate section.

The low-tension bus-bars run along the wall of
the operating room, and directly beneath Ihcm are
three type E Westinghonse automatic oil circuit-

breakers, one on each of the two trolley feeders,
the third breaker, which is situated between the
other two, being a spare. One pole of each of
the three oil breakers is connected to the center
pole of a double-throw hook-type knife switch, by
ineans of which it is thrown upon cither bus-bar.
The other pole of the oil breaker runs directly to
the feeder. The outgoing lead from the middle
or spare circuit-breaker can be thrown upon cither
one of the feeders, should (he breaker usually con-
trolling that feeder be temporarily disabled. This
system of connections is simple, compact and
flexible, and has admir.ibly fulfilled the conditions
for which it is intended.

The outgoing 11,000-volt feeders run up to the
mezzanine floor directly over the operating room,
where they emerge from the building through per-
forated glass disks.

The station itself does not require the continuous
presence of an attendant, which is needed in the
case of a rotary-converter sub-station. The working
force is so organized that the car-repair men arc
always available for manipulating the sub-station
circuit-breakers, and the cost of attendance is

thereby reduced to a minimum.

Catenary Trolley Construction.

The overhead trolley construction is in many
respects unique. It was the first of all catenary
installations to operate regularly at 11,000 volts.

'I'hcre were very few precedents to follow; many
of the details of the overhead work are entirely
original, and nearly all of them were specially de-
signed for this installation by the engineers who
planned the work.
The poles are of chestnut, averaging 25 inches

in ciiCmifercnce at the top and about 42 inches at
the butt. Most of them are about 35 feet long,
but 40-foot poles were used where the embank-
ments were narrow and steep, and in span con-
struction. Nearly all of the construction is of the
bracket type, except at the railroad yards at
Rochester, Avon and Mount Morris, and for some
distance at Mortimer, where there is a siding on
each side of the main track, which prevented the
use of bracket construction there.

The insulator is of the R. Thomas & Sons man-
ufacture, 6% inches in diameter, and 6 inches high,

made in two parts, but of the three-petticoat type,

and known as the No. 3029. It was designed by
the engineers especially for this installation.

The messenger wire is of "extra high-strength"
steel, furnished by the American Steel and Wire
Company. It is of seven strands, and is seven-
sixteenths inch in diameter. The trolley wire is

No. 000 grooved copper, the lengths being spliced
with. the usual tj'pe of soldered splicing sleeve.

The spans on the straight-line track are 120
feet in length, and as much shorter than this on
curves as required by the radius of the curvature.
The maximum deflection from the center line of
the track on curves is seven inches each way.
The Rochester 3'ard w-as a different piece of con-

struction, on account of the distance between sup-
ports (which reaches a maximum of 94 feet, where
spanning seven tracks, four of w-hich are elec-

trified), and also on account of the uncertain
nature of the soil, wdiich on the bank of the
Genesee River is filled in with .gravel and cinders.

For these long spans, where it w-as impossible to

use guys of the usual type (the river bank being
on one side and the main high highway' which
gives teams access for loading and unloading of
freight cars on the other side), it became necessarj-

to use self-supporting span construction, and this

w'as done by using the "tripartite"' type of steel

pole, set in concrete. This type of pole being
constructed of reroUed Bessemer steel rails, is less

subject to rust, and consequently more durable than
any other available type of metal pole, and all of
its surfaces -are always open and easy of inspec-
tion.

The span wires consist of the regular messenger
cable, fitted with cable sockets sweated on at each
end, the same being fastened to turnbuckles and
pole collars at the tops of the poles. There are
tW'O span cables at each pair of poles, the upper
one being used to carry the weight, the lower one
acting to steady the arrangement and also to act
as a relay in case of an accident to the upper span.
Similar construction was also used at Avon, where
guying of side poles was not always possible.

Nearly all the telephone and telegraph wires
which cross over the 11,000-volt trolley wire have
been put underground, particularly in the case of
the leads composed of only a few wires : but where
the line is crossed by hea\'y telephone trunk hues
they have been protected by the basket type of
construction, so designed as to eft'ectually prevent
a broken telephone wire from falling across the
messenger or trolley wire.

Lightning protection for high-tension single-phase
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railway lines not having as yet been standardized,

only a part of tlie line was equipped with line

lightning arresters, which are of a swinging-fuse-

gap type of construction, made by the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company. On the other

half of the line lightning arresters were not in-

stalled. During the summer two of the poles were

struck by lightning, but the metal work of the

brackets and truss rods being entirely grounded,

these poles were not damaged below the topmost

point of attachment of the truss rods, which is

generally not over 18 inches from the top of the

pole. In a number of instances the lightning-ar-

rester fuses have blown, but it is not known how
many of them have blown simultaneously. Al-

though the extent to which this type of arrester is

fully protective is hardly established as yet, it can

be stated that at no time since regular operation

started has any injury to the car equipment re-

sulted from lightning, though there were several

severe storms during lune and luly.

The conditions of electric traction upon this line

springs against its own weight, and it is lowered by
the application of air pressure to pistons working
in cylinders that form part of its base. When
down it is automatically locked, and the latch of

this lock can only be withdrawn by applying air

pressure to another small piston which then un-
locks tbe pantagraph, allowing the springs to raise

it. This trolley mechanism is so connected with
the control circuit through the line relay that any
interruption in the supply of high-tension current

through opening of the line switch or main circuit-

breaker immediately causes the trolley to be low-
ered by applying the air to the main cylinders in

the trolley base.

The control circuit includes a master controller

in each vestibule, the train-line wires and their

connections to the valve magnets and interlocks a
storage battery supplying current for these wires,

and a motor generator set, which is used either to

charge the batteries or to actuate the control sys-

tem. The master controller makes the proper con-
nections by means of which the is-volt storage

Overhead Construction at Rochester Terminal.
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are such that no feeder is necessary besides the

trolley wire, and consequently there is no necessity

for feeding the seven sections separately.

Rolling Stock.

The cars equipped with electric apparatus are six

in number, and, together with their trucks, were
furnished by the St. Louis Car Company. The
electrical apparatus was installed upon the cars and
trucks by the engineers at the railroad company's
car shops in Buffalo, N. Y. The cars are 51 feet

4 inches over bumpers, 43 feet over corner posts

and 29 feet 4 inches between truck centers. They
are 8 feet 9 inches wide over sheathing, and 13
feet 8^ inches in height above the rail. Four of
the six have two passenger compartments, the
other two having a baggage compartment about
14 feet long, and a small smoking compartment
with six seats, besides the regular passenger com-
partment.
The trucks are both alike, wheel base being 6

feet 8 inches. The axles are 6J^ inches in diam-
eter. The trucks are of the standard M. C. B.
swing bolster type, with heavy framing. The brake
shoes are inside-hung.
The heating equipment consists of 32 of the

Consolidated Car Heating Company's electric heat-
ers of the truss plank type, 450 watts capacity each
in the main portion of the car, and two "No. 192
M. S." heaters in each cab.

Electrical Equipment of Cars.

The electrical equipment of the cars consists of
four No. 132-A Westinghouse single-phase railway
motors, with a nominal rating of 100 horsepower
each, the gear ratio being 20:63. The suspension
is of the nose type, and solid gears are pressed
upon the axles.

The control system is of the Westinghouse elec-
tro-pneumatic type and includes three distinct cir-

cuits—the high potential, the low potential and the
control circuit.

The high-potential circuit includes the pantagraph
trolley, line switch and the transformer. The pan-
tagraph trolley mechanism is operated by a pair
of springs and by an air cylinder. The trolley is

raised and held against the wires by means of

battery actuates the valve magnets which control

the action of the air-operated main contactors in

the switch group and the revcrscrs. The controller

handle is normally held in a vertical central posi-

tion by springs unless it is moved to one of the

running points by the motorman. When released

from the grasp of the hand it flies to the vertical

position, cutting off the power and enabling the

emergency application of the brakes by means of

a brake relay valve alongside of it.

In one vestibule there is located in an asbestos-
lined compartment enclosed with steel doors, a slate

switchboard panel upon which are carried all the

switches and fuses for the control of the battery
and motor-generator set, the lighting circuits and
heaters, and also the main connection from the low-
tension side of the transformers to the auxiliaries.

Operation.

The equipments above described were intended to

be sufficient for operating single-car trains with one
stop per mile over the entire road at an average
schedule speed of 24 miles an hour, or to haul one
trailer making stops about 2J/2 miles apart at the

same schedule speed. The company has furnished
shelters where the public highways cross the line,

there being 22 of these flag stations besides the

regular intermediate way stations at which steam
trains stop, six in all, or a total of 28 stations at

which electric cars may be required to stop. A sin-

gle passenger coach is frequently attached to a

motor car, and on some trains baggage, milk or
postal cars are rcqu'ired, making a four-car train,

as shown in an accompanying picture. The service

has proved immensely popular throughout the Gen-
esee Valley, through which it passes, and it is in-

tended to increase the number of motor cars in

order to handle the business a little more comfort-
ably next season. It is found that the electric

trains on their 34 miles of line can be depended
on to keep to their running time rather better than
the steam passenger and freight trains operating
over the main line.

Telegraph and Telephone.

As is well known, the single-phase trolley system
causes interference with telegraph lines along the

right of way, and unless both the electrostatic and
electromagnetic induction are properly compen-
sated there is always danger of telegraphic com-
munication being seriously affected. The static

eft'cct is particularly annoying, as it is absolutely
continuous as long as the trolley line is charged,
whether or not there are any cars moving. Vari-
ous means were proposed and tried by the Western
Union Telegraph Company for the elimination of
the "static," which always causes the telegraphic
relays to chatter, but the most successful thus far
known is that due to the inventive genius of Mr.
E. W. Applegate, quadruplex expert for the West-
ern Union Telegraph Companj', who has devel-
oped a very simple means for overcoming static

interference. Mr. Applegate worked upon the the-
ory that it was useless to try to compensate for the
static, and that the thing to do was to "pacify" the
instrument by additional devices. The Applegate
"static pickup," for which a patent has been ap-
plied, comprises a back contact relay and a high-
resistance shunt. By this arrangement all the tele-
graph wires are "singled," and metallic circuits, the
necessity for which was at one time pending, were
discontinued. The repeater service which they
necessitated was also discontinued, and there is now
a spare wire between Rochester and Mt. Morris
through the entire zone of static interruption.

Speech over the telephone line along the road is

very clear and distinct, and although the wires and
instruments have a heavy static charge a few sim-
ple precautions enable it to be of great use to the
operating department. It is intended to carry port-
able telephones upon the cars.

Organization.

The single-phase system was recommended for
the electrification of this division by the Electric
Traction Commission ol the Erie Railroad, and
after authorization by the company was installed
under the general direction of Mr. J. M. Graham,
vice-president and head of the construction depart-
ment of the Erie. The engineering work and the
construction work were carried out and tlie sys-
tem brought into operative condition by Westing-
house, Church, Kerr & Co., who designed and
erected the buildings and the catenary trolley con-
struction, bonded the track and installed the elec-
trical apparatus in the sub-station and on the cars.
The adjustment of the telegraph system was car-
ried out jointly .by the Western Union Telegraph
Company and the telegraph department of the rail-

road company.
The Erie is one of the oldest steam railroads in

the country, but that it is also one of the most
progressive is demonstrated by its policy of giving
a thorough trial to a system of electric traction
whose characteristics of simplicity in construction
and economy in operation make it so eminently
fitted to replace steam motive power wherever the
economic conditions point to the desirability of its

substitution for the betterment of either passenger
or freight service.

A Case of Fruit-stand Lighting.

The ordinary Italian or Greek fruit stand offers

an excellent field for the sale of central-station

current on a small scale. The load is not large,

of course, but it is good for at least a dollar or
two a month if properly handled in most cases.

In the suminer the electric fan finds almost con-

tinuous use at a fruit stand, but in the winter the
lighting demand of a number of stands is a most
desirable load, being of the long-hour variety. It

ought not to be difficult to drive the gasoline
torch out of business in this field, for the electric

lamp of high efficiency is much cleaner and also
cheaper to operate. In one case a Greek fruit

vender stated that in the darkest winter months
his maximum bill for operating a single-glower
Nernst lamp at a point nine feet above his fruit
display and out of doors came to $2.58 a month,
whereas it cost him formerly using gasoline at least

$3 per month, with the added disadvantage of oily

drippings on his fruit. The central station sup-
plied the lamp, which easily gave the best out-of-
door illumination in the block where several other
stands were situated. The gasoline torch burned
five gallons of gasoline per week at a cost of 15
cents per gallon.

Extension of Wichita's "White Way."
Mr. H. Almert, consulting engineer for the Edi-

son Light and Power Company of Wichita, Kan.,
announces that by November 1st Wichita's "While
Way" will be extended so as to include eight city

blocks. At the present time the "White Way" con-
sists of one block on North Main Street brilliantly

lighted by arc lamps. The extension will be from
First to Second streets on North Main and from
Main to Santa Fe on Douglas Avenue. In these
seven blocks there will be placed 359 additional
2,000-candIcpowcr arc lamps. They will be oper-
ated, as the present ones are now, every evening
till 10:30 o'clock except .Saturday, and till mid-
night on that day. Mr. Almert, who has charge
of the work, declares that, when completed, these
streets will be the best lighted in the world. The
citizens of Wichita, and business men particularly,

are taking an active interest in the project.
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Employes' Lecture Course of Now York
Ecliaon Company.

For tlio bciulit of its employes llie New Vrnk

Edison Coinp;iiiy lias in;iiiniir;itc(l :i course of li'C-

tvircj on I'lcclrical engineering to be delivered

weekly at its aiiditoriiini, .14 West Twenty-seventh

Street, thronglKuit tlie coniing fall and winter. 'I'lie

first lecture was given on Tuesday evening, Octo-

ber 1st, to an interested audience wliicli taxed to

the utmost the seating capacity of the spacious au-

ditorium.

Mr. Alexander Maxwell, chairman of the lecture

committee, called llie meeting to order and intro-

duced Mr John W. I.icb, Jr, who spoke on be-

Half of the management of the New York Edison

Company. Mr. I.ieb, in his opening remarks, dwelt

especially on the deep interest manifested by tlie

company in tlie educational welfare of its employes,

describing the successive steps in its welfare work,

such as the building of the auditorium, the equip-

ment of an employes' library, and the institution

of these experimental lectures.

Prof. Sydney V. Ashe was then presented as the

lecturer conducting the course. In his address he

emphasized the fact that there is an imperative de-

mand for technical training in preparing to enter

the engineering profession today. The subject of

his lecture was "Magnetism," and dealt with the

fundamental principles governing the magnetic prop-

erties of iron. He laid great stress upon the neces-

sity for a thorough knowledge of these peculiar

characteristics of iron in order that the effect upon

the growth of the electrical industry may be com-

prehensively grasped by the student. Lantern slides

and numerous experiments illustrated the particu-

lar points of the lecture, which terminated at 10

o'clock. Professor Ashe was assisted by Mr. C. S.

Kern of the Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute.

Electrical Exports for August.

Electrical exports from the United States for the

month of August, 1907, were the largest of any

month this year except June, and show an increase

of $371,714 over August, 1906. The total value of

such exports for August, 1907, was $1,740,793.

There was an increase over the corresponding

month of 1906 both in electrical appliances and

electrical machinery, as shown by the following

figures: Electrical appliances—August, 1906, $744.-

775; August, 1907, $810,301. Electrical machinery-

August, 1906, $624,304; August, 1907, $930,492.

Following are the countries which made the

largest purchases of electrical goods from the

United States in August, 1907, the value of the

goods being given

:

Electrical appliances (including telephone and tel-

egraph instruments)—Brazil, $167,869; British North

America, $162,495; United Kingdom, $135,873; Ger-

many, $47,806; Japan, $44,440; Mexico, $37,133:

Cuba, $36,483; Argentina, $23,462; Central Ameri-

can States and British Honduras, $21,713; British

Australasia, $11,120; Belgium, $8,763; British Af-

rica, $7,415; France, $5,102; West Indies and Ber-

muda, $3,718; Philippine Islands, $2,051; other

South Africa, $79,259-

Electrical Machinery.—Brazil, $210,670; Mexico,

$162,196; British North America, $151,406; Japan,

$121,407; United Kingdom, $86,140; British Austral-

asia, $82,863 ; Argentina, $29,878 ; France, $28,991

;

British East Indies, $12,624; British Africa, $9,957;

Cuba, $8,056; Central American States and British

Honduras, $6,320; Germany, $2,435; Philippine

Islands, $1,166.

Is Wireless Power Transmission Pos-
sible?

A cable dispatch from Paris of September 26th

announces that "Mr. Young, a Lyons scientist," has

conducted some experiments in the transmission

of electric power without wires. These experi-

ments were carried out in the grounds of the

Chateau du Cret, belonging to Auguste Villy, a

Lyons manufacturer. It is said that a miniature

car was run a distance of 200 yards along rails

without any tangible connection with the stationary

electric transmitter or source of power. The de-

tails are withheld. According to the account, pat-

ents were applied for and a syndicate of bankers

formed to promote the scheme.

What credence is to be given to this statement it

is too early to say. At present it belongs to the

"important-if-true" class. In view of the fact that

radio-telegraphy on land is not as successful as

over water, the probability is that radio-power

transmission (if that term is permissible), if ever

used, will be more successful as an aid In naviga-

tion of the air and water than for transmitting

large aniouiUs of power over land. Fiirlher, it is

not at all likely (hat the power transmission and
electric trolley lines of the present day arc doomed
to an early disappearance as was stated by some
newspapers in considering the results of these

l'>ench experiments.

German Electric-railway Commission-
ers In Spotcane.

By August Woi.r.

That was an interesting and significant an-

nouncement in Spokane, Wash., by Gcheimrath
W'ittfeld, confidential adviser and counsellor to

the German government, heading a royal commis-
sion appointed by Kaiser Willielm of Germany,
when he said that the single-phase alternating-cur-

rent system will be employed in electrifying 400
miles of railroad in the German empire. The com-
mission, co:iiposcd of Frcderich Jordan, director of

the Felton-Guilleaume Company; Einmerieh Frisch-

niuth, director of the Siemcns-Schuckcrt Company.

continent. The sill)stantial and permanent con-
struction of Ihc road, especially the overhead work,
and tlic coniplelencss of detail in the frequency of
snh-stalions is also a surprise to our parly. Taken
allogelhcr, the Spokane and Inland is undonbtcdly
Ihc best equipped cicclric railroad of equal mileage
in the world."

While in Spokane Ihc commissioners were cnlcr-

tallied by A. L. While, second vice-president of the

Spokane and Inland Empire Railroad Company

;

J. B. Ingersoll, manager of the system, and F. 11.

Shepard, special representative of the Wcstinghous;
Company. The party was taken in President Jay P.

(braves' special car forty mlUs south to Spring Val-

ley Junction, the round trip being made in a little

more than two hours. Upon the return the visitors

inspected the Inland's 50 and 72-ton electric freight

locomotives, which have a capacity of from 500 to

700 horsepower each. A train of fifteen standard

freight cars was attached to one of the electric

locomotives and taken as far south as Moran Prairie

on a two per cent, grade. Several stops were made
and the nicmlKTs of the commission expressed sur-

prise at the ability of the locomotive to stand the

heavy overload without the least strain on the

apparatus. The party also visited the big power
plant now being constructed at Nine, Mile Bridge,

where apparatus is being installed to develop 20,000

horsepower.

Reading from left 10 right ; ]. B. Ingersoll (on the ground), manager of the Inland Emp're System; M. R. Randall, local agent for the
Westinghouse Company : Director Frederich Jordan, member of the German imperial commission: William F. Zimmerman,
hydraulic engineer tor Spokane and Inland; Geheimrath Wittfeld. head of commission and adviser of the kaiser, and Director
Philip Pforr, member of the commission.

GERMAN ELECTRIC-RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS IN SPOKANE.

and Philip Pforr, director of the Allgemeine Com-
pany, engineers connected with three electrical man-
ufacturing concerns employing 65,000 men, and Dr.

Ing. Walter Reichel, engineer and professor of

electricity in the Berlin Polytechnic school, inspected

the Spokane and Inland Empire Railroad Com-
pany's system of 200 miles the last week in Septem-

ber and expressed themselves satisfied with what
they had seen on this important single-phase rail-

road.

Mr. Wittfeld said in the course of a conversa-

tion that the royal commission was appointed to

ex;imine and report on all single-phase electric

railroads in the country with the view of determin-

ing whether this system should be used for equip-

ping the Berliner Stadtbahn railway lines, which

have between 300 and 400 miles of road, owned by

the government. The undertaking of electrifying

the road.' he added, means an expenditure of 200,-

000,000 marks, and for this reason a nonpartisan

commission was named to make a thorough in-

spection. Before coming to Spokane the party in-

vestigated the New York, New Haven & Hartford

and the Erie railroads in the East, and after leaving

Spokane the Pacific Coast's systems will be visited.

Speaking for the commissioners, he added:

"We were very agreeably surprised in Spokane

and the surrounding country. It seems almost in-

credible that all these fine buildings could have

been built and the city grown to nearly 100,000

population in twenty-five years. We have read

much about the success of the new Spokane and

Inland railroad, the articles appearing in'the Ameri-

can technical journals being widely commented upon

by the German press, and what we have seen here

has more than repaid us for coming across the

Radio-telegraphy in France.
In regard to wireless telegraphy in France the

following information is transmitted by the French
director of posts and telegraphs : "We possess
actually two stations for wireless telegraphy, one
at Ouessant and one at Porquerolles. These tw'O

stations are prepared to handle private messages,
to which may be added the station at Dieppe, which
belongs to the Western Railway Company. Two
other stations are about to be opened, one at Salntes-
Marles-de-la-Mer (near Marseille) and the other
in the environs of Algiers. It has been at last de-
termined, according to an agreement reached between
the interested departments of the government, to
establish stations at Boulogne, Havre, St. Nazaire,
La Coubre, Nice and Cape Corsica. This pro-
gramme has been established tentatively and is sus-
ceptible of modifications."

A Wireless Police Patrol Signal System.

According to report, Assistant Cit>' Electrician
Charles N. Farmenter of Berkelejs Cal., has In-

vented a system of wireless telegraphy for trans-

mitting signals to patrolmen w-hile on their rounds.
The plan consists in the erection of an antenna at

or near the station house and furnishing each police-

man with a small portable w'lreless receiver, so that

signals can be given by the sergeant on duty for

any particular patrolman to report to the nearest

police telephone for Instructions. It is reported that

police commissioners in other cities are much in-

terested In the invention.
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Atlantic City will witness the meeting of the

ciectric-railwaj'" clans next week, and there is no

dotibt that the attendance will run up into the

thousands, with a display of appliances of unequalcd

magnitude.

Changing times demand new conditions, as

somebod}' has said before. In the telephone field

the altered situation has brought about the unusually

interesting announcement, made last week, that the

Bell interests will now sell telephone apparatus

to all buyers, irrespective of previous condition of

opposition. Hitherto this privilege has been strictly

restricted to companies operating under license

from the American Bell Telephone Company or

its successor, but now, it seems, anyone with the

price can buy Bell telephones as easily as he can

a push-button. This is indeed a significant change.

It may be viewed in several ways, and is no doubt

a shrewd business move; but in any case there

seems to be a somewhat formal recognition of the

importance of buyers of telephone appliances who
are not Bell licensees.

Municipal ownership appears not to be very

successful in Indiana, particularly when applied to

electric-light plants in the smaller cities. Thus the

municipal' lighting plant of English was sold for

ZS per cent, of its cost because of financial loss

to the city. The depreciation of the plant was 13

per cent, a year. The plant at Linton was sold

to private persons, the city management having

resulted in a cost to taxpaj'ers of from $200 to

$500 a month more than the income. The plant

as now operated by a private corporation is said

to be making money and giving good service.

Dunkirk tried the experiment for a time, and un-

loaded the plant at a considerable loss to the city.

The city of Washington is about to vote, or has

just voted, on the proposition either to sell the

municipal plant or to expend a considerable sum
in improvement and re-equipment. These exam-

ples speak for themselves. A system that provides

for a reasonable reward for private enterprise, with

honest and efficient municipal regulation for the

public good, is best.

An important educational movement of the last

decade is the engineering apprenticeship courses

of great industrial companies in the United States,

and particularly of the larger electrical manufac-

turing companies. It is the link, in many cases,

between the technical schools and the industries.

In his recent paper before the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers, entitled "College and

Apprentice Training," Prof. J. P. Jackson of State

College, Pennsylvania, considers these apprenticeship

courses for students, and he finds them to be

decidedly beneficial. Indeed, the author speaks of

this connecting link in technical training as prob-

ably the greatest advance in useful education which

the world has ever seen accomplished in the same

space of time. '"In the old days the boy who
graduated from a literary or classical college and

who found himself unfitted for the learned profes-

sions was apt to become a pauper and a burden

upon the community, and even the technical gradu-

ate had great difficulty at first in making himself

useful and valuable. Today, on account of this

new type of post-graduate industrial education,

every young man who has received his bachelor's

degree, and who has a fair modicum of brains

and common sense, has fields innumerable open to

him which lead, possibly by slow steps, but surely,

to positions of responsibility and usefulness which

carry with them in the end excellent rewards to

men who give energetic and studious service."

These student-engineer courses extend over two
years usually. The students arc paid for their

work, beginning at perhaps 15 cents an hour, the

rate of pay being advanced as experience warrants.

The young men are not asked to enter into con-

tract to remain with the company for any specified

time, although it is rather expected that the stu-

dents will not withdraw until they have finished

ihc course. However, it usually happens that no
opposition is made in the case of a man who has

an opportunity to secure a good position outside

if he has been with tbc company a reasonable

length of time. As one employer of students ex-

pressed it, "We are just as anxious to have good

men with our customers [say, electric-lighting and

railway companies] as we are to retain them in

our employment." The courses are laid out by

practical men for the purpose of training the young
graduates for positions of responsibility. The move-

ment- is not philanthropic, and it seems to achieve

the desired end with a great degree of success.

As WAS to be expected, the Board of Supervisiiig

Engineers, Chicago Traction, has begun its impor-

tant task of directing the rehabilitation of the

street railwai'-s of Chicago with an intelligence,

comprehensiveness and energy which arc worthy of

praise. The work is being laid out on broad lines

and is in thoroughly competent hands. Moreover,

the traction settlement provided or will provide

sufficient funds so that, with the judicious expendi-

ture which may be looked for, there will undoubt-

edly be sufficient money to build a really first-class

system of electric street railways (incltiding eventu-

ally a system of subways) for the city of Chi-

cago. The prospect is a pleasing one. Perhaps the

Board will make mistakes, but at any rate the en-

terprise is in the hands of men who are honest,

who have the requisite engineering and administra-

tive ability and who have also the "Chicago spirit."

New York has a street-railway "situation" which

threatens to become almost as complicated as that

in Chicago. In both cities "high finance" has

figured conspicuously in the management of street-

railway properties with rather unfortunate results.

The era of mergers, of floating new bond and

stock issues and of "underlying securities" has

been succeeded in each case by receiverships and

the assemblage of eminent legal counsel, with sat-

isfactory retainers, summoned to the unraveHng of

the skein. One result of the condition of affairs

in New York has been the resignation of Mr.

H. H. Vreeland from the operating management

of the Metropolitan company. Mr. Vreeland is a

former president of the American Street Railway

Association, as it then was, and is known through-

out the country as a street-railway man of ability

and prominence. He began at the bottom of the

ladder, but attracted the attention of the late Wil-

liam C. Whitney, who recognized his executive

capacity, and thereafter his advancement to the

presidency of the most important surface street-

railway system in the country was rapid.

An interesting plan to facilitate the securing of

new btisiness has been put in effect at Minneapolis

in connection with the starting of the Taylor's

Falls electric transmission plant. As noted by a

contributor, the Minneapolis General Electric Com-
pany made a careful canvass of the manufacturing

districts prior to the completion of the first 12,500-

horsepower installation at Taylor's Falls, securing

data as to the hours of work and horsepower util-

ized.' This information was then classified and maps

were made showing the location of the different

plants and the company's power lines. Letters were

then sent to different firms on the distribution sys-

tem asking them to allow the company to make
power tests on their premises without cost with the

object of being able to supply these houses with

electricity at a lower cost than obtainea with their

existing equipment.

Upon receiving permission to make the tests,

complete data of the installation were recorded,

giving all the particulars of the machinery, location

and use, size and arrangement of shafting. All

engines were tested and the total and friction loads

obtained. Four indicator cards per hour were

taken for the full time of daily operation. The
maximum load of the plant, with all machines run-

ning at full output, and the minimum friction

load, with all machines running empty, also the

friction load of the line shafting alone, were taken.

In some cases the larger machines were taken in-

dividually with the rest of the plant shut down.

Coal and water records were taken in the longer

runs. The returns showed where motors could be

used to advantage, and while somewhat expensive

to secure, enabled the agents of the company to

talk much more intelligently about the conditions,

and resulted in a large arldition to ihc connected

load on the system.
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New York Electrical Show.

Hv liuwiN IL Skaman.

New York, Octohcr 5.—The first arimwil New
York Electrical Show is now being lield at Madi-

son Square, as alroady announced in ihc columns

of the Western Electrician. This show differs

from all the previous shows which have been held

111 New York in thai the exhibits there displayed

well ilhislrale the hold that electricity is obtaining

upon the eoninurcial world. The exhibits of the

I'ldisoii Uhniiinating Company of Brooklyn, the

Mew York iidison Company and the United Elec-

tric Light and Power Company, the three largest

electric-light antl power supply companies in New
York, in their displays of tlie uses to which elec-

iiicity may be applied in the purely domestic affairs

.if the home, arc surprising to those not familiar

with the art.

In connection with the extensive advertising cam-

paign, which it is now carrying on, the Brooklyn

lulison Company fitted up a model apartment cx-

liibit, consisting of six rooms, the decorations be-

niany oilier useful article!* make thit. cxhibif one

of the most attractive lu be found at the Garden.

A general view of llie Garden, taken from the

rear promenade, is here shown.

The exhibits of the General Electric Company
and of the Roger Williams and Simplex apparatus,

in their displays of the uses of electricity for

healing antl cooking, occupy spaces in the center

at the easi end of the arena. On the left of these

exhibits the Ivleclric Testing Laboratories have

their bootli. Here may be seen exhibited meters

of all kinds, oscillograph, potentiometers, frequency

indicator, standard resistances, conductivity bridge,

cable testing sets, photometers and many other

interesting features to show the extent of tlie work
which their laboratories are prepared 10 undertake.

Between the liours of 2 and 6 p. m, voltmeters,

annnelers and wattmeters will be checked up free

of ciiarge. Also lamps will be compared at these

hours, gratis.

Just beyond are the exhibits of the New York
Edison Company, or rather, tiic exhibits of the

several ni:tnufacturing companies, whose apparatus

A GENERAL VIEW OF THE ELECTRICAL SHOW IN MADISON SQUARE GARDEN. NEW YORK CiTY.

ing furnished by Abraham & Straus of Brooklyn.

In the kitchen and laundry we find a small elec-

trically driven refrigerating machine, supplying to

the apartment sanitary refrigeration and hygienic

ice. A clothes-washing machine, consisting of a

tub, in which the wash is placed, and driven elec-

trically by a special mechanism, which gives to the

tub a half rotating motion, is to be seen and also

a dish-washing machine, in which the finest china

may be placed without the least fear of its being

broken. Water, boiled by the heat derived from a

set of coils, supplied with electricity, is circulated

through the china by means of a small circulating

pump, also driven by an electric motor. An elec-

tric range, provided with utensils, including broiler,

griddle, pots and warming plate, is of great at-

traction, and is without question the acme of con-

venience in cooking, and of course sanitary, re-

liable and instantaneous. There are four positions

indicated on the snap switch
—

"off," ''low," "me-
dium" and "full." Electric grinders, either for

coffee or meats, polishing and buffing machines
are also displayed.

In the dining room, artistically arranged, are to

be seen coffee percolator, tea kettle, chafing dish,

small plate warmer and vacuum cleaner, all op-

erated by electricity. The lighting of each of the

rooms was planned by V. R. Lansingh, with the

double purpose of securing economy and efficiency.

In the parlor the ''smelly" gas-log is super-
seded by the cheerful electric grate. A piano, op-
erated by a telelectric piano player, gives music
for any occasion. In the bedroom electric heating
pads, radiator, baby milk warmer and massage out-
fit are displayed, and in the office an electric foun-
tain, sewing machine, sterilizer, cigar lighter and

(direct-current only) can be used on the Edison

mains. Among the most attractive are portable

electric-driven centrifugal pump for contractors,

also for hotel and apartment-house use, electric-

driven printing press, proof press, sweating ma-
chine, electric and electro-pneumatic tools, hoists,

vacuum cleaners, dough mixer, surfacing machines,

adding and sorting machine, beer pumps, air pumps
and many of the other appliances shown in the

exhibits of the Brooklyn Edison Company. Through
the courtesy of the New York Edison Company
the spaces of the Roger Williams Company, Sibley

& Pitman," Consolidated Telegraph and Electrical

Subways Company, and many others were supplied

with electricity.

In the Consolidated Subw^ays' exhibit were shown
a typical manhole, with its high and low-tension

cables, service wires and the development of the

splices' on each illustrated. Specimens of relics

found in excavating in New York were shown in

a case close by.

Directly next comes the exhibit of the General

Electric Company. This, as shown in the accom-
panying picture, is laid out with a main booth
roofed with an arched canopy, forming a galaxy
of light, and two open wings on each end. The
front wing is devoted to the motor, household and
culinary applications and electric ironing. The vis-

itor can demonstrate personally the advantages of
the electric-driven sewing machine, potato peeler,

the ice-cream freezer; and observe the clothes both
washed- and ironed. Of particular interest is the
electric carpet renovator, in which a motor drives
a cylindrical brush, and a " centrifugal fan, which
produces a suction at the brush and delivers the
dust into a receptacle; absolutely no dust escapes
into the room. There are also on exhibit in this
wing motor-driven dough mixers, coffee grinders

and meat choppL-i->. I •• ti< jkhi- n ">• nn'. • >> n<

this wing a nioving-pictnre machine lias been
placed there, illustrating graphically the exciting
rare bolwecii the General Klectric Company's dc-lrii-

locomotive and a New York Central (Iyer, running
70 miles per hour. There h also an -i.-'.i. n

operated Regiria music box.
The main General Klcctric booth •

a mode! dining room and a model kiiLhcn. 1 !if

former is furnished in "Mission." Over the table

hangs an ornate shell dome in which h a 40'Can-
dlcpowcr tantalinn meridian lamp. The electrii

cigar lighter and the corn popper on the tabic are

suggestive dining-room conveniences; the electrically

wired side tabic on which arc an electric chafing

dish and percolator, indicate the best way lo pro-
vide for these modern necessities. The electric fan

is not omitted. The model kitclicn exhibits Ihe
electric kitchen cabinets, large and small size, in

which busy demonstrators are preparing delicious

biscuits, fudge, rarebits and other delicacies, A
counter along the side is stocked with a complete
assortment of electric heating and cooking appli-

ances, many in operation, for examination by the
curious and interested. Perhaps the article on this

counter attracting the most attention and exciting
the greatest comment is the electric luminous radi

ator, Alrcadv the inciuiri-^s regarding this device
have resulted in many sales.

The end wing of this exhibit is devoted to in-

dustrial applications. Attracting considerai^Jc at-

tention, partly on account of its noise, is an Inger-
soll-TcmpIe rock drill in operation, A threv-

horscpower motor drives an air compressor and
pulsator, the energy being transmitted to the drill

through the medium of compressed air. It is , a

machine which combines both the advantages of
the pneumatic and purely electrical drills. A one-
horsepower motor drives a cabinetmaker's circular
miter saw. The greatest interest on the part of
the general public is probably evinced in connection
with the mercury arc rectifier automobile-charging
set, which is in operation, with switchboard equip-
ment. Of special mention, however, is a 30-kilo-
watt four-cylinder direct-connected gasoline gener-
ator set which the General Electric Company is

just placing on the market A new electrically

driven floor sander in which a two-horsepower
motor drives a 15-inch sanding drum is in use
for demonstrating. A 20-kilowatt Curtis turbine
steam generator set, used for train lighting, and
a disassembled turbine, showing the advantages
of construction, with a Bridgeport double 12-inch
emery planer driven by a two-horsepower induction
motor, and numerous small motors for various
applications complete the exhibit in this wing.
On the left side of the main booth a color booth

of four sections has been placed, each section be-
ing lighted by a standard illuminant, viz., enclosed
arc, Welsbach gas, incandescent electric and Nernst
electric. This color-comparison exhibit is an edu-
cational feature for the purpose of illustrating the
effect of artificial illuminants on colors; for in-

stance, blue appears green when viewed under
some illuminants, such as gas and incandescent
electric lamps.

The crowds were so great and the interest man-
ifested in the General Electric Company's exhibit
so intense that a large portion of the New York
office force had to be pressed into serv-ice to answer
inquiries, there being 12 or 15 men present. The
exhibit is in immediate charge of Mr. W. J.
Canning, who is in charge of electric cooking and
heating sales in the New York territory. Miss
Winifred Potts, in the household department, is

assisted by five lady demonstrators. Among those
from out of town were Mr. C. C. Chesney, mana-
ger Pittsfield Avorks : Mr. F. H. Gale, in charge
of advertising, exhibits and electric heating appli-

ances; Mr. H. B. Wilson of the heating depart-
nient, Pittsfield ; Mr. E. L. Callahan, electric heat-
ing department. Chicago, and Mr. C. E. Bibble.
small-motor department; Mr. J. O. Case, exhibit
engineer, and Messrs. H. J. Mauger and H. Ful-
w^ider, electric heating department. Schenectady.
Another exhibit of great interest is that of the

Westinghouse Companies, which occupies a space
of about 2,coo square feet, and is perhaps the most
varied of any at the . Electrical Show. Approxi-
mately twent\- applications of electric motors are
shown, including ironing machines for the home
and for laundries

; pipe-threading machinery, show-
ing the most compact arrangement with this sort

of work that has yet been made possible, the
outfit being operated by means of a motor, rheo-
Stat, switches and wiring all on one bed; a blower
for ventilating mines, subways, etc. ; vacuum cleaner,

made by the Sanitary Devices jManufacturing Com-
pany, for the renovation of houses, hotels, etc.

;

exhaust fan made by the American Blower Com-
pany, for ventilating purposes ; the Watson-Still-
man pump, for the raising of water to small house
tanks for summer residences, hotels, etc. ; a rotary
air compressor, for the operation of compressed
air. tools, inflation of automobile tires, etc. ; Yale
& Towne hoist, for factory uses; dish-washing ma-
chinery, for the cleaning of dishes in the home
and in hotels and restaurants ; Singer sewing ma-
chine for domestic purposes : textile loom, which
will be operated to show the manner in w-hich

fabrics are woven ; dough mixer, showing the man-
ner of mixing dough in the home and in the

'
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bakeries; and last, but perhaps most interesting

to the commercial man, is the phonograph in con-

junction with the shaver. All of the apparatus is

driven by Westinghouse motors, and in attendance

with each exhibit is an expert who explains the

operation of the machinery.

In the same space the Westinghouse Lamp Com-
pany, very much to the edification of visitors, gives

continuous demonstrations of incandescent-lamp

manufacturing, showing the different processes

through which an electric incandescent lamp passes

before it is ready for use as an instrument for

illumination. The Westinghouse Electric and Man-
ufacturing Company shows a full line of its arc

lamps for all currents and voltages, as well as a

complete line of current-measuring instruments.

Fan motors for all circuits are shown, and trans-

formers of various types and sizes are exhibited.

The space is attractively lighted with Nernst lamps
mounted on columns. This, as is well known, is

the lamp that has come into such general use for

storehouse, church and other lighting. It has many
admirers, on account of its beautiful light and the

tungsten light attracts especial attention. Tungsten
being the most modern as well as the most efficient

electric incandescent illuminant, is being closely

observed by those interested in electric lighting.

The National Electric Lamp Association has brought
this lamp to the point where it can be operated
horizontally as well as vertically and a number are
on exhibition at the association's attractive booth
to the right as one enters. This was the most
noteworthjr improvement to be seen along this line.

The naturally brilliant quality of the light given
by these lights attracted considerable attention.

Directly adjoining the booth of the National
Lamp Association is that of the Driver-Harris Wire
Company, which has on exhibition the various
grades and kinds of wire produced by it. Across
the center isle to the left the India Rubber and
Gutta Percha Insulating Company has on display
Habirshaw wires and cables of all kinds.

The electrical show has apparently come to stay
in New York, and it will be looked forward to
each year as a medium for the display of new de-
velopments, especially in the commercial world, and

Emerson Electric Manufacturing Company—Buf-
fing motor.

Charles W. Leveridge—Showcase reflectors.

T R. Almond Manufacturing Company—Flexo
desk lamp.

A PROMINENT EXHIBIT AT THE NEW YORK ELECTRICAL SHOW.

economy in current consumption. Cooper Hewitt
mercury-vapor lamps are also exhibited from the

ceiling of the Madison Square Garden, demonstrat-

ing the value of this lamp for the lighting of large

areas, such as shops, factories, train sheds, wharves,

etc
The Westinghouse Machine Company shows stor-

age batteries for central-station work and also

sparking batteries for automobiles. A 15-horse-

power type "SA" motor of Westinghouse make
is shown in the exhibit, operating under load on

a 220-volt direct-current circuit, and attached to

this machine is a speed-indicating device.

It may be interesting to note, in connection with

this exhibit, that apparatus manufactured by five

of the Westinghouse Companies is shown. The
Westinghouse Companies embrace a circle of about

25 companies, altogether employing about 40,000

men. There are about 25 factories in different

parts of the world, the largest, of course, being at

East Pittsburg, Pa. These form the nucleus of

all the works, and from these all the others have
grown. At East Pittsburg are employed 20,000 to

25,000 men. The works cover an area of alto-

gether about 100 acres. In New York city all

these companies have offices at different places.

The Federal Sign Company and the Metropolitan
Engineering Company both have on display many
signs of very original pattern, which, being studded
with incandescent lamps, gavfe great brilliancy to

their respective spaces, while the Advertising Mir-
rorgraph Company's flashers blink at you on either

sidr- as you enter the arena.

The Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company has
in operation at cither end of the Garden a small

station, and marconigrams can be sent from one
to the other for the amusement of the public.

The New York Telephone Company has a very
imposing space to the left as one enters the arena,
where are on exhibit all the various kinds of tele-

phonic connection, which the company is prepared
to furnish, from the simple subscribers* instruments
to the complicated up-to-date switchboard.
The Beck flamintr arc can be seen in the illumi-

nation of the exterior and interior of the Garden
itself, as well as in the booths of the New York
Edison Company, United Electric Light and Power
Company and the Driver-Harris Wire Company.
Among the hundreds of cellulose, Gem, metal-

lized, tantalum and tungsten lamps displayed by
the National EJlcctric I-amp Association, the new

new inventions and applications. Among the officers

of the electrical show are Arthur Williams of
the New York Edison Company, James R. Strong
of the National Electrical Contractors' Associa-
tion, Dudley Farrand of Newark, and W. W. Free-
man of Brooklyn. George F. Parker is president,

James C. Young secretary, and Walter Neumiller
treasurer.

Among exhibitors not previously mentioned are

the following-named:

Morlite Company—Tungsten lamps.

Mechanical Appliance Company—Watson multi-

polar motors and generators.

F. Wesel Manufacturing Company—Proof presses.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company—Electric and
air tools and accessories.

Dayton Hydraulic Machine Company—Centrifu-

gal pumps.
Crocker-Wheeler Company—Generators and mo-

tors. ....

Roth Bros. & Co.—Motors.
American Floor Surfacing Machine Company

—

Floor cleaners.

Robinson Machine Company—Victoria vegetable
peeling machine.
Spencer Turbine Cleaner Company—Suction clean-

ers.

Hygienic Cleaning Company—Portable vacuum
dust extractor.

Temple-Ingersoll Company—Electric air rock drill.

F. Alexander Electric Company—Arc lamps.

G. M. Gest—Electrical conduit wires.

Kenny Electric Manufacturing Company—Elec-
tric novelties.

Monoton Construction Company—Electric con-
struction.

Safety Car Heating and Lighting Company

—

Electrical equipments.

Standard Roller Bearing Company—Ball bearings.

Telharmonic Music Company—Electric music.

Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Company—Lamps.
Warren Electric and Specialty Company—Lamps.
American Wire Brush Company—Brush cleaners.

Robert Findlay Manufacturing Company—Electric

fixtures.

Holophanc Glass Company—Globes.

Brunswick Refrigerating Company—Refrigerating
and ice-making.

Robbins & Meyer Company—Motors and applica-

tions.

The Street-railway Conventions.
Beginning on October 14th and concluding on

October i8th, the American Street and Interurban
Railway Association and its three subsidiary or-
ganizations of street-railway accountants, engineers
and claim agents will meet in annual convention
in Atlantic City. The parent or American Asso-
ciation will meet on the Steel Pier, the Account-
ants at the Chalfonte Hotel, the Engineering Asso-
ciation on the Steel Pier and the Claim Agents at
the St. Charles Hotel. Headquarters of the Amer-
ican Association will be at the Marlborough-Blen-
heim.

Following are the full programmes of two of the
associations:

American Street and Interurban Railway
Association.

Wednesday, October i6th, 9:30 a. m. to i p. m.—Convention
called to order. Address of welcome. President's address.
Report of executive committee. Report of secretary and
treasurer. Addresses by presidents of affiliated and allied
associations. Announcements. New business. Reports of
committees on (a) membership, (b) compensation for carrying
mails, (c) subjects, (d) car wiring, <e) standardization of
equipment. Papers—"The Technically Trained Man and the
Electric-railway Profession," by Prof. H. H. Norris, Cornell
University, Ithaca, N. Y. ; "The National Fire Protection
Association and Its Work in the Street and Interurban Rail-
way Field," by Ralph Sweetland, Boston, Mass.; "The In-
fluence of the Design of Railway Structures on Economy of
Operation,'.' by H. J. Campion and William McClelland, con-
sulting engineers, New York, N. Y.

Thursday, 9:30 a. m. to i p. m.—Appointment of nominat-
ing committee. Reports of committees on (a) promotion of
-traffic, (b) rules, (c) heavy electric traction. Papers—"Light
Freight Handling by Electric Lines," by P. P. Crafts, general
manager, Iowa arid Illinois Railway Company, Clinton, Iowa;
"Freight Service on Electric Railroads," by H. H. Polk,
president, Interurban Railway Company. Des Moines, Iowa;.
"A Department of Publicity." by J. Harvey White, advertising
manager, Boston Elevated Railway Company, Boston, Mass.;
"Advertising from the Street-railway Standpoint," by A, W.
Warnock, general passenger agent. Twin City Rapid Transit
Company, Minneapolis, Minn. ; "The Problems of a Small
Road," by H. S. Cooper, manager, Galveston Electric Com-
pany, Galveston, Tex.; "The Use of T Rail in Cities," by
C. Gordon Reel, vice-president. Kingston Consolidated Rail-
way Company, Kingston, N. Y.

Friday, 9:30 a. m. to i p. m.—Reports of committees on
(a) insurance, (b) rules for the construction of modern car
houses, (c) municipal ownership, (d) public relations. Papers—"Public Policies of the Past and Future," by C. Loomis
Allen, vice-president, Utica and Mohawk Valley Railway Com-
pany, Utica, N. Y. ; "Interurban Railway Fares," by Theodore
Stebbins, J. G. White & Co., New York, N. Y. ; "Municipal
Ownershin in Great Britain and the United States," by Wil-
liam J. Clark, New York city. Discussions—"Reduced-fare
Agitation" and "Depreciation from the Financial and Mana-
gerial Standpoints." Report of nominating committee. Elec-
tion of officers. Resolutions. Unfinished business. Adjourn-
ment.

American Street and Interurban Railway En-
gineering Association.

Monday, October 14th, 2 p. m. to 5 p. m.—Convention
called to order. Address—John I. Beggs, president, American
Street and Interurban Railway Association. Reading of the
minutes of the last meeting. Address of the president. An-
nual report of the executive committee. Annual report of the
secretary-treasurer. Appointment of convention committees.
Reports of special committees. Report of committee on con-
trol apparatus. Report of committee on maintenance and
inspection of electrical equipment.

Tuesday, 9:30 a. ra. to 12:30 p. m.—Report of committee
on way matters. Papers—"Care of Electric-railway Tracks,"
by George L. Wilson, engineer. Twin City Rapid Transit Com-
pany, Minneapolis, Minn.; "Rails and Joints as Affected by
Traffic in New York City," by W. Boardman Reed, engineer.
New York city. Report of way committee on "Rail-corruga-
tion Investigation." Report of way committee on "Concrete
Tie Investigation." Report of sub-comroittee on "Rail and
Rail Matters."

Tuesday, 2 p. m. to 5 p. m.—Report of committee on
standardization. Report of committee on Open vs. Closed
Terminals for Car Storage. Report of committee on Op-
erating and Storage Car-house Designs. Question Box.

Wednesday, 9:30 a. ra. to i p. m.—Joint meeting of "Amer-
ican" Association and allied associations.
Wednesday, 2:30 p. m. to 5:30 p. m.—Paper—"Gas En-

gines," by Paul Winsor, chief engineer motive power and
rolling stock, Boston Elevated Railway Company, Boston,
Mass.; "Gas-engine Operation," by W. W, Cole, general man-
ager, Elmira Water. Light and Railway Company, Elmira,
N. Y. ; "Steam Turbines," by St. John Chilton, engmecr, Al-
lis-Chalmers Company, Milwaukee, Wis.; "Operating Features
of Curtis Turbines," by August H. Kreusi, engineer. General
Electric Company Schenectady, N. Y. ; "Recent Developments
in Steam-turbine Power-station Work," by J. R. Bibbins, engi-
neer, Westinghouse Machine Company, East Pittsburg, Pa.
General business. Election of officers.

The programmes of the Accountants' and Claim
Agents' associations are equally well supplied with
papers and discussions of interest to the member-
ship. The accountants begin their convention on
Tuesday morning and end on Thursday morning.
The claim agents start in on Monday afternoon
and conclude on Wednesday afternoon.

In the matter of railroad rates, the Trunk Line
Association, New England Passenger Association,
Eastern Canadian Passenger Association and the

Southeastern Passenger Association have granted
a rate of a fare and a third on the certificate plan
for all points within their territories. The Central
Passenger Association has granted a uniform rate

of two cents a mile within its territory. The
Western Passenger Association grants special one-
way rates to its eastern terminals. The South-
western Passenger Bureau grants reduced one-way
rates to St. Louis. From Chicago the Pennsylvania
Railroad announces that it will run a special train

leaving the . Union Station at noon on Sunday,
October 13th, arriving in Atlantic City about noon
the next day. C. L. Kimball of No. 2 Sherman
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Street, CliicaRO, can give fiirllar iiifunnatiun in

relation to this train.

Atlantic City is abundantly supplied with hotels.

ArranRcnunts arc made directly with the hotel

inanaRcTncnt by visitors to the conventions.

All the dclcRatcs and guests of the American,
Accountants', iknginccring, and Claim Agents' as-

.sociations will register and receive badges at the

association booth, which will be located at the

Board Walk entrance to the Steel Pier. This
booth will be kept open from 9 o'clock a. ni. to

6 o'clock p. m. during all days of the convention.

It will be the general headquarters for all the

associations, and will serve as an information bu-

reau concerning association m:ttlers. The Manu-
f.-icturcrs' Association will also have a booth at the

same place, wliich will take care of similar matters

relating to the exhibitors and the members of the

Maiuifacturers' .\ssociation.

The .'Vmerican Street and Intcrurban Railway
Mamifactnrcrs' Association is making great prep-

arations for a fine exhibit, which will cover the

entire Steel Pier. This exhibit will be larger and
more comprehensive than ever before. More than

200 different companies have already been assigned

exhibit space, and the total amount of floor space
will be considerably greater than that used at the

1906 convention exhibit in Colmnbus.
Delegates to the .American Association convention

arc requested to attend the Tuesday afternoon
session of the Engineering convention, when the
report of the Engineering Association's committee
on standardization will be presented and discussed.

The report of the American Association committee
on standardization will be short and will be based
upon tlic work of the Engineering Association
committee.

It is expected that there will be a roll call at

each session of the various conventions. Notices
will be sent to the various companies immediately
after the convention, informing them at what ses-

sions their representatives were present.

President Beggs and' the executive committee of
the American association have decided that there
will be no annual banquet this year. The enter-
tainment committee of the Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation has practically completed its plans for the
convention week. This committee will probably
arrange for a theater party on Thursday evening
to take the place of. the annual banquet. Enter-
tainment features will also be provided for the
other evenings of the week.
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ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.

Quebec Cantilever Bridge.

The collapse of the Quebec cantilever bridge over

the St. La-\vrence River between Sidney and St.

Romauld, five miles above Quebec, resulting in the

death of some 80 workmen on the afternoon of

August 29th, draws attention to the really remarka-

ble size of this structure and the imporant engineer-

ing undertaking involved. The original plans for

the structure were prepared in 1S31, but it was not

until 1898 that the actual work of raising the funds

for construction was begun. It took more than

40 years of agitation on the part of the business

men of Quebec to get the bridge under way.

The point where the crossing over the river is

made is 175 miles nearer the sea than the nearest

present crossing, the Victoria bridge, Montreal, and
the channel here is 2,000 feet wide and over 200

feet deep. These conditions made necessary the use

of the cantilever type of bridge with the unusual

span of 1,800 feet. The total length of the bridge

is to be 2,220 feet.

There are so many novel features of construction

and methods of conducting the work of building

this bridge, that, even with the recent serious set-

back, much has been learned which would other-

wise have remained untried. For the first time

in the history of bridge erection, electricity has
been used exclusively, and with gratifying results,

for operating all the hoists and other machinery.
There has been a very apparent absence of smoke,
noise and the confusion usual to a large undertak-
ing of this sort.

The electric current for operating all the motprs
is generated by the hydro-electric plant of the
Canadian Electric Light Company at La Chaudiere
Falls, three miles from the bridge, and among the
units installed there is a 1,000-kilowatt AUis-Chal-
mers w^ater-wheel type alternator. This current is

transmitted at 2,400 volts to motor generator
sets installed on the approach span to the bridge,
where it is transformed to 550-volt direct current
and distributed to all parts of the work.
Air for operating the pneumatic hammers, drills,

reams, etc., is furnished by two motor-driven air
compressors also placed on the approach span and
connected to a three-inch main, running through
the center of the bridge, from which branch lines
were tapped.

The cost of the completed structure was estimated
at $10,000,000, of which $5,000,000 had already •

been spent. The concrete work alone, which has
been completed for nearly three years, and for
which 40,000 barrels have been used, cost about
$2,000,000.

Bv Oto R Metcalje.

XXXVII. Electric Railways.

C'ak .'\ccessuKies.

Resistances arc always used in connection with

controllers for regulating the speed of trolley cars,

and, except on very small equipments, these re-

sistances consist of cast-iron grids assembled in a

frame and connected so that all the grids are in

series. The grids are thoroughly insulated from
the frame in which they arc supported, and are

strung on rods with insulating washers between
them, so there is a free circulation of air around
each grid. The end frames, between which the grids

arc clamped, arc made of cither cast-iron or sheet-

steel. The latter makes a very substantial frame,

which is considerably lighter than cast-iron, and
is not so liable to be broken by blows or by the

jarring of the car. •

.'\s more or less of the resistance is used on
different steps of the controller, several terminals
are used on the resistance, and these arc generally
arranged to be clamped between the grids at de-
sired intervals. An important feature in connection
with these resistances is to have all parts ac-

In addition to the main switch contact, there
are provided arcing tips. When the circuit-breaker

i-, oiiencd the main switch contact opens slightly

in advance of the arcing tips, so that all of the
arcing is concentrated on these tips, which arc
easily renewable, thus leaving the main contacts
smooth and clean. When the circuit-breaker is

closed, it is held in closed position by means of
a latch, and it closes against a heavy spring,

which forces it open instantly when the latch

is released. The operating magnet releases this

latch on overload, allowing the circuit-breaker

10 fly open. A tripping rod is also providerl by
means of which the latch may be tripped by hand.
The circuit-breaker not only protects the car

wiring and apparatus in case of a short-circuit,

but it also opens the circuit in case the motorman
turns on the current so rapidly as to endanger
the motors. Where circuit-breakers arc used on
each end of the car they may be connected either

l?«

roConrro//er\

C/iDlseCoil ^,„/.

Parallel Connection.

CAR CRCOIT-BREAKERS.
Series Connection.

cessible for making the connections and to have
them so assembled that a broken grid can be

quickly and easily replaced.

For equipments of small capacity smaller re-

sistances are sometimes used w'hich are composed
of several cells. These cells are built up of sheet-

steel ribbon wound in coils with asbestos between
each layer. These cells, like the grids, are con-
nected in series and are provided with several

terminals. The function of resistances on electric

cars was fully explained in Chapter XXXV. under
"Controllers."

Canojiy Stvitcli.—A canopy switch is placed under
the hood of the car directly over the motorman's
head, and it consists of a single-pole switch, by
means of which the current from the trolley may
be entirely cut off from the apparatus on the car.

When the car is equipped w'ith controllers at each
end, a canopy switch is placed under each hood,
and the two switches are connected in series.'

These switches are generally used on equipments
of small capacity, and it is necessary to use
a fuse with them for the protection of the motors
and controllers in case of an overload. On large

equipments, automatic circuit-breakers generally re-

place the canopy switches.

Fuses.—The fuse is placed in the trolley circuit

before it reaches the controller, and a number of
types of both open and closed fuses are used for

this purpose. Where a car is fitted with a motor-
man's cab the fuse box will be located in the cab;
otherwise it is generally placed underneath one
side of the car body at a point which is easily ac-

cessible for changing the fuses. The fuse consists

of a short length of either copper wire or some
composition metal which .will melt • and break the

circuit when more than a safe amount of current
for the motors passes through it. In one style

of fuse-box it is only necessary to open the cover
and drop in the fuse wire. Closing the cover
clamps this wire in circuit.

Automatic Circuit-breakers.—An automatic circuit-

breaker is generally used on equipments of large

capacity, in which case the canopy switch and fuse

are omitted. By means of an automatic circuit-

breaker the current can be cut off from the car

at any moment by tripping the breaker by hand,

and a solenoid magnet which can be adjusted for

a definite current is contained in the circuit-breaker,

which automatically opens the circuit when the

current exceeds the amount for which the magnet
is adjusted. In one design of circuit-breaker the

electromagnet is connected in series with a single-

pole switch, and a single coil serves the double

purpose of a winding for the operating magnet and

a blowout coil.

'1 . ill
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m series or in parallel, as shown in the accom-
panying diagrams. If they are connected in parallel,
two_ lightning arresters and two choke coils are
nccessarj'. If they are connected in series, only
one lightning arrester and one choke coil are re-
quired; but in this case the circuit-breaker on {he
rear of the car is liable to open, which would
require a trip through the car in order to reset it.

Lightning Arresters.—One or two lightning ar-
resters are always used on each car, as indicated
in the accompanying sketches, and they are located
in the trolley circuit before it reaches the con-
troller. The function of the lightning arrester is

to divert static discharges to the ground before
they can pass through the apparatus on the car
and puncture the insulations of the windings. The
theory of lightning arresters, and the principles
upon which a number of the types operate were
fully described in Chapter XX. Ordinarily one
lightning arrester for each car is sufficient, except
when the automatic circuit-breakers are connected
in parallel.

Trolleys.~The wheel trolley, which is familiar
to everybody, is universally used for overhead di-

rect-current systems of five to six hundred volts
pressure. On third-rail systems the trolley is re-

placed by contact shoes, which are fastened to the
sides of the truck and rest upon the surface of the
third rail. In high-potential alternating-current
roads the pantagraph form of trolley is generally
employed.

The wheel trolley consists of four principal parts,
namely, the base, trolley pole, trolley harp and
trolley wheel. The bases are provided with a
swivel, so that the trolley may be turned in either
direction according to the direction of car travel,

and the socket which holds the trolley pole is

pivoted so as to swing in a vertical plane. Heavy
adjustable tension springs tend to hold the trolley

normally in a vertical position, and when the pole
is pulled down to a sufficient angle to run under
the trolley wire, the tension of these springs keeps
the wheels in firm contact with the wire.

The trolley pole is formed of hollow steel tub-

ing, slightly tapered, which gives the lightest con-
struction for the required strength.. The trolley

harp is placed on the upper end of the trolley pole
and contains journals in which the trolley wheel
revolves, and usually has some form of contact

springs for taking the current from the wheel. As
the trolley wheel revolves at a very high speed,

and frequent arcing between the wire and the wheel
tends to destroy the wheel, provision is generally

made for removing the old wheels and placing

new ones in the trolley harp with but little trouble.

This high speed also requires specially careful

lubrication, as oil or grease has not been found
suitable for this service. Graphite bushings are
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largely used, consisting of a brass shell with a

spiral groove filled with graphite. Some of these

wheels arc made with roller bearings.

In some climates the use of sleet wheels is

necessary for removing the coating of sleet and ice

which occasionally forms on the trolley wire. This

ice acts as a non-conductor and entirely cuts cur-

rent off from the car when a smobth trolley wheel

is used. To overcome this trouble special wheels

are provided with sharp ribs in the groove, which

bears against the wire, and these ribs cut the ice

from the w^ire as the wheel passes under it.

Third-rail Shoes.—Third-rail shoes are used to

collect current from the third rail, and they are

of the sliding-contact type, unlike the trolley wheel,

which has a rolling contact. Four shoes are gen-

erally provided on each car, and they are sup-

ported on the sides of the truck close to the

journal boxes, for the reason that these points of

the truck remain a fixed distance from the third

rail when the car is passing around curves. The

shoe consists of a cast-iron block which rests

against the third rail and makes contact either by

its own weight or in some cases by means of a

spring. These shoes are thoroug:hly insulated from

the truck, and provision is generally made for

folding them back out of the way when not in use.

Wherever cars are liable to be turned end for

end. third-rail shoes must be provided on both

sides of the car. These shoes are generally sup-

ported by links, which permit the shoe to accom-

modate itself to any variation in_ the height of

the third rail.

Car Heaters.—Most all car heating at the present

time is done either by electric heaters, or by hot-

water heaters. Electric heaters are generally used

in city and suburban cars, while hot-water heaters

are chiefly used in large interurban cars. The hot-

water heater consists of a stove containing hot-

water coils, and as this requires considerable space

this method of heating is generally only employed

on. cars provided with a cab exclusively for mo-

tormen.

Hot-water heating is probably the cheapest as

well as the most efficient kind of heating, but re-

quires more attention than electric heaters, and is

also dirtier than the latter, on account of the coal

and ashes, which must be carried on the car. The
dirt, however, when confined to the motorman's

cab, is not objectionable to passengers. The pipes

from the heater are led along the sides of the car

and are extended out so as to form a coil under

each of the cross-seats. The piping is so arranged

that there is a gradual fall in the pipes from the

place where they leave the heater to where they

return to it.

An expansion tank is placed on top of the car

in which there is a small opening to the atmos-

phere, in order to prevent the water reaching a

dangerous pressure and to permit the escape of

steam should any be formed. From the expansion

tank the hot water flows down, circulating througb

the coils under the seats and returns again to the

lowest part of the heater, thus maintaining a con-

stant circulation. _
Electric heaters consist of coils of iron wire

which are heated by the passage through them of

a current of electricity. The iron wire is wound
on tubes of insulated material, and a number of

these coils .are assembled together and are mounted

in a frame of non-combustible material. As there

must be free circulation of air about the coils in

order to warm the car, these heater units are sur-

rounded with perforated metal to prevent mechan-

ical injury of the coils and at the same time permit

free circulation of air through them.

The connections of heater coils vary in dififerent

makes of heaters. In some cases they are arranged

to be connected either in series or in parallel, so

as to give different degrees of heat. In other cases

coils of two diflercnt resistances are used, and each

is connected ip an independent circuit. This al-

lows three diflcrent degrees of heat, as the high-

resistance coils can be used alone, the Jow-rcsist-

ancc coils used alone, or both coils used together.

It is not advisable to run electric heaters at too

high a temperature, as when the iron wires arc

heated vcr>' hot they oxidize rapidly and arc very
liable to become broken. It is better practice to

use a large number of heaters which can be run
at a moderate ttnipcralurc, as the heaters arc less

liable to damage, and the same amount of heat is

produced by the larger amount of radiating surface
:il a low temperature as would be obtained from
!'• wcr numfK-r of heaters rim at a higher tcm-
["ratiirc.

.\j •.I'clric heaters offer an opportunity for a

considerable waste of current unless managed with

good judgment, the temperature of the car should
be carefully watched, and the heaters turned off

when not required. By turning them on and off

at intervals considerable current can be saved, and
there is no sudden drop in temperature when they
are turned off, as the heaters maintain heat for a

considerable time after the current is shut off.

The amount of current consumed by the heaters

depends, of course, upon the size of the car and
the temperature of the outside air. Under average
conditions the heaters for a moderate-sized car

wmH consume from five to eight or nine amperes,
and under severe conditions this amount may be

considerably increased.

ITo be conti7iued.^

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Resonance Formula.

C. F. W., New York, still fails to understand
the critical formula for resonance

:

I

2 7r n L = o.

2 ttU C
for he asks "why is it necessary to add to L, if

C is reduced, to again strike a balance."

Answer.

This is a little problem in mathematics. To see

through it, it is best to simplify it and substitute

ordinary numbers for L and C. Let n nave such

a value that 2 tt n =^ i ; then L -

I I

I

C
0, or L ^

Novi' let L and C ^ — ; evidently 2 = -

I I

Next let L ^ 3 and C = — , and surely 3 = —

.

3 'A

In other words, if L' is increased, C must be cor-

respondingly diminished in order to maintain the

balance.

Alternating-current Problems.

G. H., St. Paul. Minn. : i. I made a voltage test

on a three-wire, 22o-volt, 6o-cycle alternating-cur-

rent system recently when there was a large load

between the neutral wire and one of the mains.

The voltage on that side of the system was 90
and on the other side it was 100 volts, whereas
between the outside mains there was a reading of

198 volts. Why was it not the sum of the two
branch readings, or 190 volts?

2. How do you make a test to find the impedance
voltage of a transformer?

3. What is a two-phase system?

Answers.

1. The reading across the outside mains should

have been equal or less than the sum of the two
branch readings, if all readings were taken at the

point where the three mains either enter or leave

the switchboard. If there was a slight difference

in phase between the two sides of the system the

reading across outside mains would have been

less than the sum of the branch readings. The
discrepancy may have been caused entirely or

partly by taking the high reading on the machine

or transformer side of the switchboard and the

low readings on the load side. Or, more likely,

if separate voltmeters were used for the high and

low readings, they may not check, due to errors in

calibration or adjustment. These errors sometimes

occur in the same instrument, it being not uncom-
mon to find a voltmeter correct at one portion of

the scale and incorrect at another, or that has

different degrees of error in different parts of the

scale.

2. The impedance voltage of a transformer is the

voltage that must be applied to the primary coil

to produce full-load current in both coils when the

secondary is short-circuited. To determine it, cut

out the transformer, short-circuit its secondary,

then connect in series with the primary an am-
meter and a variable rheostat of sufficient resistance

to cut down the low-tension voltage to about two

per cent, of the primary voltage and cyf sufticient

carrying capacity to carry the full-load primary

current. Adjust this resistance to a maximum and

then connect this primary circuit across the low-ten-

sions mains. Gradually decrease the resistance till

the full-load current is indicated on the ammeter,

and then measure the potential difference over the

primary with a voltmeter, this reading being the

desired value.

3. A technical definition of a two-phase system

is the following: A two-iihase system is a network

of conductors which has two distinct electrical cir-

cuits receiving current from the same alternating-

current generators, or from several generators con-

nected in parallel, the electromotive forces of the

two circuits being practically 90 degrees out of

phase. To understand the phase relation more
clearly it must be remembered that an alternating

current goes through four changes in every com-
plete cycle or period; (a) An increase from zero

to maximum in one direction
; (b) a decrease back

to zero
; (c) an increase from zero to maximum

in the reversed direction; (d) a decrease back
again to zero. Each complete cycle being regarded

as 360 degrees, each one of these quarter periods

is 90 degrees. In the two circuits of a two-phase
system, therefore, the electromotive force of one
is always a quarter period, or 90 degrees, ahead
of the other, and since the two do not rise and fall

in unison or phase, they are said to be 90 degrees

out of phase.

York Haven Plant to Double Its Capa-
city.

That sufficient electric current may be generated
to more fully meet the demand for its product, the
York Haven (Pa.) Water and Power Company, as
originally proposed, is doubling the capacity of its

plant. Within the next year 10 additional turbines
will be erected in an addition to be built to the
present power house, which will give the company
a supply of 20,000 horsepower for the market. E. F.

Baker, general manager of the company, says that
all the electricity generated at the York Haven
plant is being used and that during October and
November the plant will have an output of more
than 10,000 horsepower. At present the company
is supplying current for lighting and power purposes
in several counties in Southern Pennsylvania. Its

product is being used for street lighting and 85
per cent, of the industrial operations in York, and
the running of trolley cars in the county; street

lighting of Harrisburg; street lighting and opera-
tion of manufactories in Middletown ; street light-

ing of Carlisle and other Cumberland Valley towns
and the operation of the lines of the Valley Trac-
tion company and street lighting in Steelton and
1,500 horsepower for the operation of the Penn-
sylvania steel plant in that borough.

A 12,000-Miles Wireless Message.

A news dispatch from Sydney, N. S., states that

while the engineers were testing several new re-

ceiving cones on the tops of the towers of the

Marconi station at Port Morien on the most east-

erly point of Cape Breton, on October 7th, the

operator in the room below picked up a message
that was sent from Manila in the Philippine Islands,

nearly 12,000 miles away, or practically half way
around the world. The message said to have been

received was that the American cruiser Philadel-

phia had arrived there with all on board well.

At the time experiments were being made to

perfect means for receiving messages from Ireland.

Several were received, w-hen suddenly the Philip-

pine message was picked up. The Marconi experts

say there is no doubt the message was sent by the

Manila station and that their instruments must
have been perfectly in tune with those at that re-

mote point.

This forms a new and most wonderful record,

if the reports are true, .^bout a fortnight ago the

station at Savannah, Ga., reported a communica-
tion it had received from a warship cruising in

the Pacific Ocean about 4,000 miles distant.

Another Power Project on the Susque-
hanna.

The Conawingo Electric Company, with charter

rights to dam the Susquehanna River at Cona-

wingo, eight miles from Havre de Grace, Pa., is

said to be getting ready to build a new power
plant with 100,000 horsepower capacity to rival the

McCall's Ferry power plant. The object is to

transmit power to Baltimore, Philadelphia, Wil-

mington and perhaps to New York city. It is

proposed to construct the power house on the

Hartford County side of the river, the same as the

York Haven Water and Power Company's plant.

The dam, it is said, will be about the same height

as the McCall's Ferry dam and will back the water

as far as Pcachbottom, a few miles below McCall's

Ferry. If this is the case, the Susquehanna River

from Chesapeake Bay to York Furnace will be

navigable.

Fall Meeting of American Electrochem-
ical Society.

The fall meeting of the .\merican Electrochemical

Society will be held at the Chemists' Club, 108

West Fifty-fifth Street, New York city, on October

17th, i8th and 19th. In addition to the programme
of papers there will be a lecture by Dr. George F.

Ki'mz on "The Diamond and Moissanite," a sub-

scription dinner on Friday evening and excursions

lii Mr Edison's laboratories and to the Long Island

City power house of the Pennsylvania Railroad and

other points of interest.
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Factory Lighting.

liv A. r. UiGGS.

l''roni ;i st:iiKl|>i>iiil of illiiiniiialiun, tlic liKlitinK

of factorirs may be divided into space and ap-

plied liKliliiiR. For K<-'"eral space and floor light-

tiig tl>ere nnist be some larne source of artificial

liRlit. ami ibe soiu'ces now availalde are tbc elec-

tric and gas arcs, the Cooper Hewitt and Nernst

lamps. The incandescent lamp in large sizes is

still inefficient as compared with these others, and

ill orilinary sizes does not give the illnmination

necessary.

An arc requires minimnm cost for installation

;

has the greatest efficiency per watt expenditure

and lowest maintenance cost. The unsteadiness

of an arc is not serious in space lighting, and

while the shadows from a single arc are apt to

lie annoying, the arc on the whole is the best unit

for such work as above noted.

The Nernst lamp is desirable in small space

lighting, in low-ceiling m.ichine shops and in

foundries. In one instance a complete installa-

tion of Nernst lamps is giving excellent results.

The lamps arc spaced from 8 to 10 feet apart at

a standard, height of nine feet. The light is soft

and pleasant, ami current eomsumption low.

For particular application of artificial light, single

iiicandescents are the sources used. Although the

installation of a lamp at each machine in every

kind of business is not sanctioned by all illumi-

nating engineers, it has the sanction of custom,

the recommendation of tbc wiring contractor, and

enjoys the hearty endorsement of those responsible

for getting the same amount pf work out of the

machine bv artificial light as is expected by day-

light.

In a shop having low ceilings and much window
surface, illumination may be good from natural

sources for the first six months or so, but after

that, by continuous process, the windows, ceilings,

walls, posts and everything blacken and cease to

let in or to reflect any light. The lighting in-

stallation fares the same way, and the workman
shades bis eyes by covering the lamps with any-

thing available, until there is almost no light

available.

.An example of shop practice with individual

lights—uncommon because definite data accompanies

il—was presented by Mr. George C. Keech. before

Chicago section of Illuminating Engineering So-

ciety in May last. A bare lamp, 13 inches above

face plate of drill press, and seven inches from
center, gave 3.7 foot candles at center of face

plates. The dirtiest lamp in the shop when sub-

stituted, gave 1.5s foot candles, while a new clean

lamp in the socket gave 5.7 candles.

When the customer gives us the opportunity of

making recommendations upon his eauipment, we
generally advise him to place at every machine a

drop or bracket light with reflector, and that he

use eight-candlepower lamps wherever possible.

Often, to satisfy the customer that the efficiencies

and economies pointed out are worth securing, we
loan him a half a dozen styles of shades and re-

flectors, and he purchases when he has determined

the kind most suitable. Further—and here the

policy of the company may seem heretical—space

lighting is often disposed of by advising and
urging the use of gas arcs. .'\11 possible short-

hour burning is turned over to the gas company,
and the electric-light company is relieved from the

"lighting-bill' complaint, which formerly afflicted

>is for several months each winter. As this pol-

icy results from our differential rates, its presenta-

tion may be comforting only to those who make
high prices per kilowatt-hour for lights burned
but few hours per year ; unless the "Flat-rate"

man wishes to mend his way.
The usual factory lighting can be considered by

central-station men as none other than unprofitable

business, which is to an extent a necessary evil.

By reason of its character, the brute requires all

of the attention and all of the equipment which
more respectable branches of the industry necessi-

tate, but refuses to make adequate return on the

investment and work to supply its need.

The assumption is not to be made that the De-
troit company is securing proper and adequate re-

turn for its service in this branch of lighting.

The company has certain rates and is, as a public-

service corporation, required to furnish and does

furnish service for all customers. Further, it is

needful that this unprofitable business have a fairly

low rate in order that we get the profitable busi-

ness that goes with it.

The rates at which this class of lighting is sold

in Detroit are as follows

:

First—Open Order—60 hours' use per month of

the demand at 16 cents per unit, balance at 4 cents

per unit. This agreement is not a contract^ having
no definite term.
Second—Demand Contract—.30 hours' use per

month at 16 cents per unit, balance at 4 cents per
unit ; minimum bill 30 hours' use per month of

maximum demand at 16 cents ; term, one year.

I. Paper read at the Toledo convention of the Ohio Electric
Lieht Association on August 21st. The author is with the Edison
Illuminating Company of Detroit, Mich.

The following dltcoiints fur prompt payment arc

allowed on both agreements:

On hills less than $50, 10 per cent.

On hills $.';o and less than $100, 15 per cent.

On hills $io<> or more, 20 per cent.

Under "Open Order" we furnish sland.ird in-

candescent lamps and renewals—and will trim and
care for arcs and Nernsis owned by the customers.

Under "Demand" we furnish all incandcscenis,

arcs, Ncrnsts, renewal and maintenance.

The "Open Order" is the most common pre-

.scription for factory lighting. It cares for that

class of customers whom wc .all term "Short
Hour," who use our service as auxiliary to sun-

light and daylight; who have a few places which,

due to poor construction of building, blackened

windows, or later construction by their neighbors,

need light occasionally during the day, but whose
principal service is from dusk to 5 ;30 p. m.. and
who either cannot or will not make, nor pay us

for making, the investment necessary for good
lighting.

The "Demand Contract" is .suited to the light-

ing conditions of but a small portion of factories,

inasmuch as it is designed for satisfaction of long-

hour burners. The factory whose conditions are

met by it is probably one in which there is a re-

quirement for a large number of individual lights,

and for small lights in isolated parts of the fac-

tory, for which there is necessity for service all

through the day.

To illustrate that under our rates factory light-

ing is unprofitable to us, the following cases

have been figured to show cost to consumer un-

der "Open Order" and under "Demand Contract,"

and the amount the business should have brought

in in order that it might just begin to be profit-

able, the later amount being arrived at as fixed

charge per kilowatt-year plus operating costs per

kilowatt-hour:

Income per Year
Connected Demand Earnines Demand Minimum

Kwh. Kw. Kw. Open Order. Contract. Allowable.

I... 4330 29.0 12.0 S 552.00 S 63Z.00 S 780.00

2... 8163 36.6 13.5 916.00 815.6s 973.89

3.,. 1800 5.6 2.2 220.00 157.00 172.30

4... 6850 30.6 22.2 88t.oo 1,061.70 1,410.80

5.. .10410 z5.3 17.6 1,168.70 875.80 1,262.80

6... 3052 16.6 9.16 416.70 492.93 S00.40
7... 1644 5.1 2.81 226.72 170.25 201.10

Nos. I, 2, 3, 4, 5—On ooen order. 60 hours' use of the demand.
No 6—On demand contract.
No 7—On open order, 60 hours' use of connected load

.

The first three calculations are for a customer,

carriage manufacturer, in successive stages of his

business. For two years he did all his lighting

by clusters; at the end of that time, by recon-

struction of building, the electric lighting was re-

duced from 13 kilowatt Demand to two kilowatts,

and all general floor lighting was done by gas

arcs. Only in this third year, after the changes

had been made which took from us the pleasure

of serving 650 lamps, did we make any profit on
the business.

The fourth and fifth calculations are successive

years in a cigar factory—a six-story building lighted

throughout by incandescents. At the end of the

first year given, the customer was persuaded to

change 300 individual lights from 16 candlepower
bare, to eight candlepower lamps with reflectors.

Demand was reset and he was billed upon 60

hours' use by its readings—as he was an Open
Order customer. He saved considerable, and we
only lost 10 per cent, on the lighting business,

a.gainst 60 per cent, the year before. His power
business in the last year amounted to 30,800 kilo-

watt-hours, with a demand of 11.6 kilowatts.

The sixth is a manufacturer of shirtw^aists, skirts,

etc.; has all electric equipment, using electric arcs

for general floor lighting. His lighting business,

which was on demand contract, lost us but eight

dollars. During this year we had the profit from
sale of 20.000 kilowatt-hours for power, with de-

mand of 8.5 kilowatts.

The seventh, which is a bathtub factory, has
space of 20,000 square feet—has woodworking,
sheet-metal and brass-foundry departments. For
space hghting gas arcs are used, and the business

gave us some respectable return.

As a public-service corporation having estab-

lished rates we must sell at these rates whether the

customer causes us to lose on service, or brings

us revenue from it. We tell customers that by
our experience his lighting will be cheapest for

him, say, on demand, but inform him that there

are so many conditions of surroundings, location

of lights, faults of building design, amount of

natural lighting, etc.. that he must fix his condi-

tions and try it out for himself. Usually we install

such services on Open Order. If we find later

that the Demand Contract rate will be to the cus-

tomer's advantage, we offer it to him.

Our rates are based on customer's demand even
when the Open Order is taken. If demand is

same as connected load, and the customer signs

the Open Order, we will bill him at 60 hours' use

of the connected load at 16 cents.

If his installation is greater than his demand,
we install demand indicators and bill on showing
of indicators.

If he has many empty sockets in his installation,

we install demand indicators, and probably bill on

connected load until demand shows that customer
has fitted empty sockctt with foreign lamps and
would have us continue to kill him without in-

creasing his rate.

By tile same method of figuring ai u(ed above,
a business begins to be profitable to u» when the
customer has paid for 480 hours' use of demand
per year at 16 cents, say 40 hours per month. As
an approximation— 10 get at classification of busi-

ness as profitable or unprofitable, the consumption
of current per year of factories as found in sev-

eral customers' lerlger accounts has been divided

by 12 times demand, giving hours' use of demand
per month. All of these factories are operating on
a regular lo-hour day.

.Numlier of CuiMTtt. Average Hourt' Use of Demand per mo.
5 IIiikcricB, wholcialc... 107
8 riMM Works 57
2 Itrcwcrics 85
3 hrunh 13
4 Cnnil)/ St
3 Clicmical 10
7 CiR.ir 29
9 Clotblnff .-17 (5 cases average 11.9)
3 Enftravcrs 70
,1 H-irncflB 35 (2 cases average 11.^)
1 Knittinif 9
M Machine Shops 31 (7 cases average 13.4)
3 Paoer Ilox 13
4 Printing 20
8 Sheet and Melaf 18
3 Shoes 33 (2 cases average 13,7)
2 royj 31
I Uplifjl.^trring 4
I Wire Works 12
6 Woodworking 24 (4 cases average 11.10)

Frorn their nature, several kinds of business arc
invarialily profitable. The wholesale bakers use
some lighting for 24 hours per day. Breweries
have a good bit of small power about their es-

tablishments which is shut down about 4 p. m.
and the lighting load up to that time continues
quite uniform throughout, making their lighting

demand negligible.

Machine shops and brass works need electric

light for individual machines only, and give a

good lighting load summer and winter. The
clothing manufacturer, whose record makes the

best showing of his class—to our way of think-

ing—in the above list, has on each machine a
movable arm carrying lamp of low candlepower
with parabolic reflector, permitting operator to

bring source of light close to work without un-
pleasant effect on eyes ; all his space lighting is

by gas arcs.

We persuaded one customer operating a brass

foundry to put in gas arcs for all lighting, and
further satisfied him that, with little hardship, his

air compressor could be shut down in the afternoon

at such times as would prevent any increase of

total load due to shop lighting. As a matter of

general policy, in addition to giving other advice,

we recommend to the manufacturer that a fraction

of the amount spent this last year for lighting, be

turned over to a window cleaner and a man with

a hand pump and a tank of whitewash; expecting

that both of us will then be better satisfied with
his factory lighting.

Our conclusions then are: That an electric-

light company cannot afford to take on all fac-

tory lighting offered to it ; that it is obliged to

take a certain amount which is inherently unprofit-

able ; that it should minimize this amount by
ffirst) advisinu the customer how to reduce his

demand by utilizing light to best advantage—that

is to say, by good illuminating engineering; (sec-

ond) advocating the transfer to daylight hours of

any power load that can be dispensed with dur-

ing the evening hours, and (third) by passing

over to the gas company such factory space light-

ing as can be profitably furnished by gas arcs,

retaining for electricity the long-hour localized

lighting.

It is worth while to note that the new metal

filament incandescents may modify these conclu-

sions. They will not change the rates of demand
to sales, hut they may make gas so cornparatively

expensive as to put it out of competition either

partially or altogether.

Vermont Electrical Association.

The sixth annual convention of the Vermont
Electrical Association was held on September i8th

and 19th at Paige's Hall, St. Albans, Vt. The
meetings were well attended and the papers read

evoked much interest. Among these were the fol-

lowing: "Heating," by James I. Aver of Boston.

Mass. ; "Notes of a Layman on Electricity and Its

.'Allied Forces," by E. L. Bates of Bennington, Vt.

;

"Rates and Systems of Charging," by J. S. Codman
of Boston, Mass. ; "Modern Illumination," by V, R.

Lansingh of New York city.

The following-named gentlemen v/ere elected as

the officers for the coming year: President, E. E.

Larrabee. Bennington, Vt. ; first vice-president,

Frank H. Parker. Burlington; second vice-presi-

dent, J. E. Davidson, Montpelier; secretary and
treasurer, C. C. Wells, Middlebury.

An enthusiastic meeting and banquet of the Ver-

mont section of the Sons of Jove w'as held in con-

nection with the convention, at which 22 new mem-
bers were initiated. An inspection trip was made
to the power plant of the Vermont Power anr!

Manufacturing Company at Fairfax Falls.
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Curtis Steam Turbine-generator.
Although now widely used and well known in this

country, a brief general description of a large Curtis

steam turbine-generator, taken from a handsome bul-

letin issued by the General Electric Company, will

be of interest The half cross section of a 9,000-

kilowatt unit shown herewith illustrates the sim-

plicity, rigidity and beautiful mechanical propor-

tions of this type of unit.

The turbine-generator set may be considered con-

veniently in four parts: First, the governor; second,

the generator; third, the turbine proper; and fourth,

the exhaust base.

The governor is of the centrifugal type and trans-

mits its motion through the connecting rod (A)
to the hydraulic cylinder (B), which controls the

HALF CROSS SECTION OF A 9,OO0-KILOWATT CURTIS
TURBINE-GENERATOR.

valves. The steam chest (C) is connected to the

main steam pipe, and steam is admitted by the rais-

ing of the main valves (D), through the passage
(E) into the first stage nozzles.

Steam passes through the first row of revolving
buckets, then through a set of intermediate buckets
(X), then through the second row of moving buck-
ets on the first stage wheel and in the same manner
through the nozzles and buckets of five stages in

succession. It will be noticed that the buckets and
nozzles increase rapidly in size in succeeding stages

as the pressure falls and the volume of steam in-

creases. The parts are so proportioned that the

steam gives up approximately one-fifth of its energy
in each of the five stages.

The stator, or generator frame, completely en-

closes the generator, thus insuring noiseless action

and at the same time providing for a vigorous and
positive ventilation. The generator is mounted on
the base (H), which is bolted to the turbine casing.

The turbine shown is of the five-stage type and
exhausts into the base and through the opening (M)
into the condenser. The method of mounting the

revolving wheels on the shaft and their relative posi-

tion in each stage are indicated; also the method
of supporting the diaphragm or cast-iron separating

pieces which form the divisions between the dif-

ferent stages. The step-bearing is outside the base,

but belted it, as shown.
The intermediate bearing is supported by a spider

at the bottom of the generator, the upper bearing
by the shield which covers the generator.

The automatic stage valve (J) connects the first

stage directly to a set of auxiliary second-stage noz-
zles. Thus the overload capacity is increased, not
by admitting high-pressure steam into an inter-

mediate stage with corresponding reduction in effi-

ciency, but by widening the steam belt. The space

(K) is filled up with lagging and covered with
shcet-stcel casing, thus giving the turbine a finished

and compact appearance.
Since the pressure on each side of the rotating

wheels is the same, it will be seen that no special

provision is required to neutralize steam thrust. The
fact that there is no necessity for a complicated ar-

rangement of balance rings, which occasion heavy
and variable leakage losses, constitutes one of the

most important advantages of this type.

Air and steam leakage are prevented by the carbon
packing rings shown at (Y), and these rings are

practically frictionless, since there is no pressure of

carbon on the shaft and since the action of carbon

on steel' produces a highly polished surface without

tendency to cutting or friction.

The chief advantage asserted for the Curtis steam
turbine is high efficiency at all loads. Other im-

portant advantages are simplicity, moderate initial

cost, economy of space, low cost of maintenance,

economy in foundations, absence of oil in con-

densed water, minimum labor and skill required in

attendance, etc.

Generators used with these turbines are of the

revolving-field type, and the rotor is so designed

that it acts as a powerful impeller, which forces

a large volume of air definitely into the parts of

the generator structure requiring ventilation. A
copious supply of clean, dry air at as low a tem-

perature as possible is required. This air is taken

into the generator generally through a single open-

ing, and is discharged after it has
^
circulated

through the magnetic cores and windings. The
outside casing of the stator is a closed casting

which serves to deaden sounds which may be occa-

sioned by movements of air in the machine, and

at the same time does not prevent proper flow of air.

to all parts which it should reach. The air-im-

pelling force of the rotor is so definite that the air

supply can be drawn through a pipe from some
outside source, which is generally desirable in order

to secure cool air. The method of ventilation em-

ployed with these generators has a practical advan-

tage in that it is practically noiseless.

A New Vertical ;
Kerosene Oil Engine.

Kerosene oil engines are not known as well

as gas and gasoline engines, although they have

been on the market for over 15 years. A type

which has been frequently referred to is the

"Hornsby-Akroyd," a heavy slow-speed machine,

operating on the four-stroke cycle, single-acting,

horizontal, built by the De La Vergne Machine
Company, New York, in sizes up to 250 horse-

power. While this engine is with great success

applied to all kinds of stationary and even portable

work, there is a demand for a lighter, faster and
vertical engine for use for marine purposes and
for driving direct-connected high-speed electric

generators, fans, centrifugal pumps, etc.
, .

The De La Vergne Company has been devoting

several years of experiment i^^^ tb'^ solution of the

I5-HORSEPOWER KEROSENE OIL ENGINE DIRECT-
njw cohnected_;to k io-kilowatt generator.

problem, and now, that a number of engines have
been operating satisfactorily for many months, at

•\-arious kinds of work, it has been decided to manu-
facture the engine as now perfected. This engine

is especially designed for the use of ordinary kero-

sene or fuel oil,' obtainable anywhere, and not for

gas or gasoline, thus eliminating danger of acci-

dents.

Granted that the oil engine consumes the same
weight of fuel per brake horsepower per hour as

the gasoline engine, namely, about nine-tenths of

a pound, the company says that one gallon of oil

will develop 6.7 -i- 0.9 = 7.44 B. H. P. for one
hour, while one gallon of gasoline will develop

5.8 -i- 0.9 = 6.44 B. H. P. for one hour. The rel-

ative market prices are at present 10 cents and 17.5

cents, respectively ; consequently one horsepower-
hour costs, with oil, 10 -=- 7.44 := 1.34 cents, and
with gasoline, 17.5 -.=- 6.44 = 2.72 cents—or fully

twice as much. With fuel oil, the cost is lower
still.

The accompanying illustration shows a twin-

cylinder De La Vergne engine which operates on

the two-stroke cycle, and is single-acting; hence the

crank-shaft receives in each reyolution two im-

pulses, causing the engine to run much steadier

than a four-cycle engine. The chief charactcnslic

is the absence of an electric igniter. This, together

with the usual batteries or other sparking devices,

and the mixing valve, eliminates much trouble, be-

cause it requires skill to keep these things in proper
working order. Similar to the "Hornsby-Akroyd,"
the cylinder head is shaped as a bulb and kept

hot enough by the successive explosions to ignite

the combustible mixture. This bulb or vaporizer

is made of gun iron, heated up at the start by a
kerosene blow lamp.

Preignitions, which cause a great deal of annoy-
ance and loss of power, cannot occur in this engine,
for on the up-stroke there is nothing but air in

the cylinder which has entered under slight pres-
sure from the enclosed crank case through the port.

Just as the piston is reversing its motion, and not
before, oil is sprayed into the vaporizer by the
nozzle. The 'heat of the walls of the vaporizer
and the hot air resulting from the high com-
pression, at once vaporize the oil and burn it

rapidly, thus giving the descending piston an im-
pulse. Just before the end of the down-stroke, the
exhaust port is uncovered by the piston to let the
burnt gases escape to the atmosphere. No exhaust
valve is required.

It is, of course, necessary that the oil be forced

into the vaporizer suddenly, at the right time and
in quantity to suit the load on the engine. This
is accomplished by a small plunger pump which is

under the control of an ingenious and simple throt-

tling governor fastened to and revolving with the

flywheel. A centrifugal crank-pin oil ring is turned
out from the solid of each crank, and with a

straight oil hole so disposed that it is always kept

clear by the action of centrifugal force. All oil

cups have been eliminated, oil being supplied to

the cylinders and all bearings, except, of course,

the wrist pin, from one forced feed central oiler

actuated from the crank-shaft. After the oil res-

ervoir is filled for the day, oiling requires no
more attention.

The lower half of the crank case of a twin-cylin-

der engine is water-cooled. A small rotary pump
driven by spur gear on the shaft circulates the

water first through this crank case and around to

the three bearings ; then through the two cylinders

and heads around the spray nozzle. This cooling

prevents heating of the air aspirated into the crank

case and keeps down the temperature of the lubri-

cating oil and that of the bearings. The two outer

shaft bearings and the lower half of the center

bearing are carefully lined with special bearing

metal. The upper half of the center bearing is of

phosphor bronze; it unites the two cylinders and
makes the joint air-tight.

The 15-horsepower engine weighs complete 1,180

pounds; the 7J^-brake-horsepower (single cylinder),

750 pounds ; dimensions of cylinder 7 by y]4 inches
;

normal speed, 450 revolutions per minute. Other
sizes are under construction. The engine can be

run in either direction without changing any part.

New Low-tension Magneto.

A marked increase in the use of magneto igni-

tion has accompanied the growth of the automobile

industry. The method of driving magnetos by

gears or chains direct from the engine itself in-

sures a supply of energy for ignition at correct

and regular intervals. The magneto is simple and
eliminates complicated wiring with the attendant

dangers of short-circuits, and avoids the use of

vibrating spark coils and batteries.

The General Electric Company has recently de-

veloped a magneto which is said to embody the

most desirable features of' construction as deter-

mined from its past experiences in other lines of

work. This magneto is of the low-tension type

and differs mechanically in many respects from
other machines on the market at the present time.

The general construction is most substantial and
without superfluous trimmings. The general ap-

pearance of this magneto is shown in the accom-
panying illustration.

A number of especially desirable features arc

noticeable in the construction of the armature.

One end of the armature winding is Iprought out

through the hollow shafting by means of a steel

conductor. The insulation bushing between the

shaft and this conductor is of bone, and is there-

NEW low-tension MAGNETO.

fore little affected by moisture or light. The cur-

rent is carried from the steel conductor by means
of a phosphor-bronze spiral spring to the lever nut
which forms the outside terminal, thus avoiding
any loose contacts. A hard-rubber cover screwed
to the bearing Carries the contact with all its parts.

This cover is provided with a knurled exterior.

The grounded side of the armature winding is

firmly fastened to the core, and a carbon brush

insures good contact between armature winding and
frame or ground.
The magnets are of the double type, sprung OA
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llif fr.iiiic: and secured by uiic hcitw on each side,

tiuis iiiiniiiiizing the detrimental elTect of drilling

tlic mat'iicls.

The dcsJKn of llic armature allmvs Kcncrotis in-

sulation and also permits two other important ad-

vanlaBCS. With this maKncto an open-circuit voll-

aRe of over 100 volts is easily obtained, while a

shorl-cireuit current of approximately 0.4 ampere
is available. In order to secure this liiKJi short-

circuit current the resistance of the armature wind-

ing is as low as possblc. while the number of turns

is sufliciently high to give an adequate open-circuit

voltage.

220-voll size. Fig. ,| shows a no-voltagc release

starter equipped with back niountiiig of slate.

The Ward Leonard Motor-starting
Rheostats.

Ill the .\pril, 1007, "List of Electrical Fittings

that have been Examined and Approved by tlie

Underwriters' National Electric Association," page

30, certain types of motor-starting rheostats made
by the Ward Leonard Electric Company of Cronx-
villc, N. Y,, arc specifically enumerated as in com-
pliance with the National Electrical Code after

testing. As the subject of molor-conlrolHng rheo-

stats is just now exciting much attention among
electrical men, it will be worth while to consider

Electrical Equipment of Now Battle-
ships.

The General ICIectric Company has received or-

ders for the electrical ecptipment of the two uew
b.illleships, No. I'K and No. 2y. 'llie former is to

be Imilt by the Newport News Ship Uuililing Com-
pany, and the latter is in course of construction

in the Fore River .Ship liuilding Yards at Hoston,

Mass. These are the two largest war vessels ever
built in this country, and a notable feature of No.
-M) is that it is the first battleship to be propelled

by turbine engines. These .'ire of the Curtis type

and have a capacity of ajiproxirnately 25,coo horse-

power. The one set of turbines can he used for

both high speed and cruising. In addition to this

advantage and the attendant economy in space and
weight, the absence of reciprocating parts and
consequent vibration :ind strains is expected to

make this battleship the speediest in the navy.

Four 300-kilowatt Curtis turbo-generating sets

will be installed on each ship to supply the lighting

circuits and furnish power for about too motors,

varying in size from two to 75 horsepower. These
motors will be used to operate the turrets, am-
munition h'<'^ls. cranes, winches, etc.; to run the

FIG. 3. NO-VOLTAGE RELEASE STARTER.—THREE-
HORSEPOWER, 220 VOLTS.

the advantages the manufacturer asserts as charac-

teristic of these devices.

For one thing, it is declared that no other motor

starter on the market gives the same protection

afforded by this one. For protection against over-

load due to starting too rapidly these starters have

a circuit-breaker as a part of the starter, and this

circuit-breaker can be set at any predetermined

amperes from one-half load to 50, 100 or 200 per

cent, overloads, or 'higher. For protection against

closing the circuit-breaker upon short-circuit or

overload, and holding the breaker closed till damage
occurs, the circuit-breaker is functionally related

with the no-voltage arm in such a manner that

it is impossible to close thj^ overload switch ex-

cept wdien the no-voltage arm is in a protective

position. Overload protection during the period of

starting the motor as well as at all other times
is positively assured.

The rheostat is "universal,;' first, because it can
be used to start any known type of direct-current

motor, whether shuiit-wound, series-wound, sep-

arately excited, or any other known type, allowing
speed control by field regulation. Second, because
it is equipped with switch and fuses, making it a

complete outfit ready for mounting. Third, because
it has a capacity for one-minute starting duty.
It is the intention of the manufacturer to place
this apparatus upon the market at such a low
price that it will be found more profitable to install

than a separate switch, fuses and rheostat wiring,
etc. In sizes below those requiring 25-ampere fuses
a porcelain base combined switch and fuses (ap-
proved) is used. In larger sizes approved plain
finished switches and approved fuses are used.

Fig, I shows this motor starter. Fig. 2 shows
the back of the rheostat, showing the method of
attaching the switch and fuses. Fig. 3 shows a
plain no-voltage release starter of three-horsepower.

NO- \'OLTAGE RELEASE STARTER WITH
BACK MOUNTING OF SLATE.

forced draft and the hull ventilation fans, and to

supply power to the laundry and workshops. The
vessels will be equipped with four 36-inch and four

60-inch searchlights.

Steam-turbine Demonstration by United
States Navy.

Turbine ships have been in use by the British

naval authorities for some time, beginning with

the diminutive turbine launch "Turbinia," which
appeared first at Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee

naval review at Spithead in 1897, uninvited, and
proceeded to attract the attention of the British

Admiralty to the novel type of propelling ma-
chinery installed in it by deliberately trespassing

in and out between the lines of warships, thereby

challenging the patrols, which were unable to come
near, much less overtake the swift little craft. So
convincing was the argument of the Parsons tur-

bines that at the end of March, 1907, there were
14 turbine-driven warships completed for the Brit-

ish navy, aggregating 107,000 horsepower, and 49
building aggregating nearly four times that amount.
Now it is reported that the United States Naval

Department will enter upon an interesting demon-
stration of the comparative merits of the steam
turbine by the placing in commission of three simi-

lar scout ships, the Salem and Birmingham, being

built by the Fore River Ship Building Company of

Quincy, Mass., and the Chester by the Bath (Me.)
Iron Works.
These boats are the same model, having similar

boiler outfits and alike in every respect except that

the Salem and the Chester will be equipped with
two types of turbines, those of the Chester being
Parsons type, similar to that built by Allis-Chal-

mers Company, Milwaukee, and the Birmingham
with reciprocating engines.

The liorsqiowcr ol isnii ve^-,.:l beniK lO.wjo, tin-

Chester will have four sliafls with a high and low-
prcSKure I'arsons lurbinc upon each of two of
llicse and a cruising turbine upon each of the other
two.

The cbmp.irativc performance of these trial ves-
sels will naturally be watched with interest.

Electric Motors for Cement Mills.

By R. li, W11.LIA11S0H.

For driving the various machines used through-
out a cement mill, electric motors arc now almost
universally employed, especially in the more modern
mills, electric drive having here the same advan-

IhDUCTlON MOTORS DRIVING BALL MILLS.

tages of flexibility and economy that have been

demonstrated in so many other lines of work.

The eUmination of belting and countershafting is

specially desirable in a cement mill, where the

gritty dust makes the maintenance of both belts

and bearings expensive.

In some mills, particularly those located in the

West, power is purchased from transmission com-
panies, but usually each mill is provided with a

steam plant of its own. In either case the alter-

nating-current system is almost invariably used in

modern installations, and it may be either 60 or

25 cycles, two or three-phase. Although direct cur-

rent has been used in a few cases, the present

practice is to use alternating-current motors almost

exclusively for this class of work. The polyphase

induction motor has many advantages, not the

least of which is the absence of commutator and
brushes. The cost of maintenance is less than for

direct-current machines, and in the dusty atmos-
phere of a cement mill, the simple "squirrel-cage"

rotor of an induction motor is much less liable

to give trouble than the wound armature of a

direct-current machine.

In these mills the motors are used for operating

rock crushers, ball mills, tube mills, rotary kilns,

hoists, conveyors, pumps, etc. ; in fact, for all the

machines used throughout a modern cement plant.

In most instances the motors are run at or near

full load continuously, and the service as a whole

is especially severe. In nearly all cases they are

of the squirrel-cage type, with short-circuited sec-

ondar}-—a type that necessarily operates at constant

speed. For variable-speed w'ork the induction mo-
tors are provided with a w'ound rotor connected

through collector rings and brushes to an external

resistance. By this means the speed can be varied

at the expense of lower efficiency. However, col-

lector rings and brushes are undesirable features

when exposed to cement dust, and these motors arc

used as little as possible; they are installed occa-

sionally for operating rotary kilns, where a variation

in speed is sometimes desirable, and also for electric

hoists ; but for practically all other classes of work
constant-speed squirrel-cage motors are preferred.

Probably the most severe service is that de-

manded of motors for running ball and tube mills.

These mills are used for grinding the raw mate-
rial before calcining, and also the clinker from the

rotary kilns. For driving the ordinary sized ball

mill a 5o-horsepo\ver motor is required, w^hile for

a s by 22-foot tube mill a 75-horsepower motor
is usually installed; a 5'A by 22-foot tube mill

requires about 95 horsepower, and a 6 by 22-foot,

115 horsepower; the 5 by 22-foot mill Is the size

generally used.

Ball and tube mills, especially the latter, are

difiicult to start. The material clings to the sides

of the mill, particularly in the tube mill, where
pebbles are used to effect the grinding, and at

starting the whole mass has to be swung up until

the first half revolution has been made. This de-

mands heaAfy starting torque, usually amounting
to lyi to 2 times full-load torque. It Is desirable,

therefore, to use for these mills a motor having-

starting torque higher than for ordinary ser\'ice.

If this Is not done, the motor will take an ex-

cessive current at starting, or, If the voltage drops

to any great extent, the motor may even fall to

start the mill at all. Motors for this service must
be of liberal size to give the requisite starting

torque, and also operate continuously at full load

in a dusty atmosphere without undue rise in

temperature. It must be remembered that in ce-

ment mills the fine dust gets into the ventilating
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passages in the motor, and they may in time be-

come clogged up, thus materially increasing the

temperature rise.

The starting apparatus used with these motors

must also be of liberal design in order to carry

hea\'y starting currents. Sometimes the mills are

started by throwing the current off and on, giving

them two or three swings until they finally turn

over. This is especially hard on the stator, and

should not he necessary if the motor has ample
starting torque. All starters have oil-immersed

switches for changing the connections from "start-

ing" to "running," and transformers are provided

so that a reduced voltage can be applied to the

motor at starting, thus reducing the current taken

from the line. For this severe starting service,

where the motors are frequently operated by an

unskilled class of help, the starters can be fitted

with a device that prevents the handle from being

left on a starting position ; if left on a starting

position it at once returns to the off position,

thereby preventing a burnout of the starter.

Motors for operating these mills are usually

belted and run at moderate or . slow speed. On
60 cycles, 50-horsepower motors running at ap-

proximately S50 revolutions per minute full load
have been used for ball mills, but a slower speed
motor is more desirable, and 670-revolutions-per-
minute machines are now recommended. On 25
cycles, four-pole motors running at approximately
700 revolutions per minute full load are used.
For 5 by 22-foot tube mills a 75-horsepower mo-

tor running at 670 full load on 60 cycles is suit-

able, while on 25 cycles speeds of 700 revolutions

per minute or 470" revolutions per minute a;re avail-

able, the latter being preferred. Motors are belted di-

rectly to the main driving shaft on the mill, from
which the latter is driven through spur gearings.
As regards voltage and frequency, the majority

of cement mills are operated on 440 or 550 volts

and frequencies of 60 or 25 cycles. Although there
are instances where 2,200-volt motors have been
used, the lower voltages are preferable on account
of the greater security of the insulation on the
motors and greater safety in working around them.
There does not appear to be any settled practice
as regards frequency, either 60 or 25 cycles giving
satisfactory results ; in many cases the frequency
is fixed by that of the transmission system from
which power is obtained, and most plants supplied
from such systems are operated at 50 Or 60 cycles.

As regards mechanical features, it is important
that the bearing sleeves be arranged so that they
can readily be removed and relined. All bearings
are made as dustproof as possible by means of felt

dust guards, and journals are of liberal dimensions.
The accompanying picture of induction motors

driving ball mills is from a photograph taken in
one of the numerous cement mills in which the
complete equipment was built and installed by the
AUis-Chalmers Company of Milwaukee.

Electrical Equipment of New County
Building, Chicago.

Now nearly completed, the large new County
Building at Randolph, Clark and Washington streets,
Chicago, is one of the imposing structures of the
city. It contains 40 court rooms and is 374 feet
long, 157 feet wide and 205 feet high. The ma-
chinery room, as noted in an article in the Wire
Market News, is centrally located in the basement,
and from this point conduits and wires radiate into
every remote corner for the operation of 15,000
lights and 1,000 horsepower in motors. The power
plant^ includes 16 ventilating and miscellaneous mo-
tors in attic; five ventilating fans, 15 elevators, two
high-duty fire pumps, two house pumps, one drink-
ing-water pump and one pneumatic-tube motor
in basement ; one stoker, three ash-handling ma-
chinery, two ejector sets and two emergency pump
motors in sub-basement. All necessary arrange-
ments have been made for a generating plant, but
for the present, current for this load will be taken
from the Edison three-wire direct-current mains,
which are now connected to a three-panel service
board under the Clark Street sidewalk. Four sep-
arate sets of mains connect to this board from
different generating stations of the power company,
so that the supply can be shifted from one to an-
other as emergency requires.

The main operating switchboard, erected and con-
nected by the Arthur Frantzcn Company, is a hand-
some lo-pancl affair, built on white Italian marble
slabs two inches thick and mounted on a substan-
tial iron frame 25 feet long and seven feet high.
There arc four light-feeder, four power-feeder, one
light-service and one power-service totalizing pan-
els, which represents a remarkably flexible control
of power from a single point in the engine room.
The mains for lighting are carried in conduit
through two vertical raceways, one on the north
and the other on the south side of the elevator
lobby. From the two centers on each floor sub-
mains arc run to cabinets in their respective wings
for control of wing lights. Fifty-two cabinets total-
ing 1,500 circuits arc distributed throughout the
building. The panels are built of white Italian
marble with polished bus-bars, plug fuses and re-

ceptacles and represent a high class of workman-
ship.

Wiring Conditions in Kansas City.

The National Board of Fire Underwriters has
made a full and interesting report on electrical

conditions at Kansas City, Mo. By city ordinance,

a city electrician, under the Supervision of the

superintendent of buildings, is given control over
inside and outside electrical wiring. The city

electrician is appointed by the mayor, subject to

confirmation by the upper house of the Common
Council, for the term of two years. He is required

to be expert in the theory and practice of install-

ing electrical wires and apparatus and to have had
at least five years' practical experience. Mr. C. M.
Caldwell, the city electrician, was appointed to his

present position in February, 1900. He was inspector

in the department for two years previous and is

well qualified for his position. He is assisted by two
inspectors and a clerk. He or his assistants ex-

amine all new inside work, making inspections

during installation and on completion. Old work
is inspected when in connection with new work
and on special request ; a systematic reinspection

of a part of the business district is made each

year during the slack time in the winter months.

Outside work receives only a general supervision.

Notices, stating that the equipment is approved,

are placed in prominent positions on each installa-

tion inspected and found to comply with the ordi-

nances. These serve to notify lathers and others

that the wiring may be concealed. Wiring con-

cealed before inspection is condemned, and a red

notice posted, but recourse to this is seldom neces-

sary. A notice warning carpenters, plumbers, etc.,

from interfering with wires or placing anything

within two inches of them, is also in use. Good
records are kept of inspections and approvals. A
small fee is charged for inspections.

A city ordinance, passed in January, 1903, re-

quires that before any electrical wiring or ap-

paratus is installed, altered or added to, an appli-

cation must be made to and a permit obtained

from the city electrician. It is the duty of the

city electrician to inspect and examine thoroughly

all electrical apparatus and devices, either upon
the public streets and highways of the city, or

within buildings, and to condemn all that, in his

opinion, may be dangerous or improperly installed.

.A.ppeal may be made to a board, composed of the

chief of the fire department, the superintendent of

buildings and the city engineer; the decision of

this board is final. It is unlawful to use elec-

tric current fur light, heat or power before a

certificate of electrical inspection has been granted

by the city electrician, and service connections

may not be made until a service permit has been

obtained. The National Electrical Code, with some
additions and slight changes, has been adopted as

the standard.

Every person, firm or corporation owning or

controlling electrical wires for the transmission of

light, heat or power is required, at time^ of fire, to

disconnect such wires as may be designated by

the mayor, any officer of the fire department, or

the city electrician or his deputies.

The city electrician is required to keep a full

record of all permits, condemnations and inspec-

tions. Electrical contractors must secure a license,

have an established place of business and satisfy

the city electrician that they are competent to do

electrical wiring; contractors are under a $5,000

bond to observe the city ordinances.

An ordinance passed in July, 1903, requires all

overhead wires in the district bounded by the north

line of Second, west line of Jefferson, south line

of Eighteenth and east line of Forest to be placed

underground within one year from the date of its

passage. This ordinance also requires all over-

head wires extending along or across the boule-

vards of the city to be placed underground.

In June, 1907, 25 new and 50 old representative

inside installations were inspected by a National

Board engineer to ascertain the ouality of the

new work being installed and the general condi-

tion of the old wiring. In the new work inspected

a total of 95 defects was found, an average of 3.8

per equipment, showing a good installation. There
were 20 different violations of the National Code,
due to poor workmanship and the inspection de-

partment not insisting on a strict adherence to the

Code in several particulars. Among the more
prominent defects were: Fuses too large for the

circuit; flexible cord too long; unapproved flexible

cord for portables: wires not protected from me-
chanical injury; unapproved work at meter; rheo-

stat or starting box not properly mounted, and
no drip loop at service entrance.

In the old work inspected 395 defects of 92 dif-

ferent kinds were found, an average of 7.9 per

equipment, indicating, according to the insurance

interests, the need of a systematic reinspection of

all old wiring. Besides tliosc enumerated under
new work, the following violations of the Code
were noted in ten or more risks: Circuits over-

loaded ; link-fuse cut-outs not standard ; unapproved
link fuses; unapproved flexible cord for pendants;
joints not soldered and taped; wires in contact

with or not properly separated from gas pipes or

other metallic or conducting bodies ; wires not prop-

erly supported; switches broken or in poor condi-

tion. Many other defects occur, but each only a

few times. There are no series arc lights or other
high-tension circuits in buildings.

As regards outside work, light and power wires
are underground in a small section of the busi-
ness district; telephone wires are largely under-
ground, with pole distribution, and the wires of
one telegraph company are partly underground

;

otherwise, all wires are overhead. There is no dis-

trict which is entirely free from overhead wires,
the underground ordinance not having been en-
forced. Overhead telephone and telegraph wires
are on different poles from light and power wires.

Overhead trolley wires are on practically all of
the principal streets, and,, with few exceptions, all

of the car lines in the city pass through the con-
gested-value district. Overhead light and power
\\ire5 are double and triple-braided weatherproof,
in fair to good condition, on poles 100 to 120 feet

apart. Transformers are on poles or brick building
walls. All overhead light and power circuits are
protected by lightning arresters at the power house
and at frequent intervals on the line. Overhead
low-tension circuits are well protected with fuses

and lightning arresters.

The Metropolitan Street Railway Company and'
the Kansas City Electric Light Company, which
are practically one company, operate the street-

railway service and furnish most of the electric

light and power. The Edison three-wire direct-

current system, 110-220 volts, is used exclusively

in the congested-value district and adjacent terri-

tory. Three-phase, 2,300-volt alternating current,

transformed to 104 volts at pole transformers, is

used in outlying districts. A 500-volt direct-cur-

rent power circuit is in use to a small extent, and
a few motors are on the grounded street-railway

circuit, it is said. Street-railway current is 575
volts direct current, with overhead trolley and
ground return. Series street arc-light circuits are

mainly under 5,000 volts alternating current ; one
circuit is 6,500 volts. Three-phase 6,600-volt alter-

nating current is generated at two power houses
and transmitted, mainly underground, to four sub-

stations, from which one or more of the above de-

scribed currents are distributed. Several small

plants supply current to individual buildings, gen-
erally no volts direct current. The following-named
companies maintain low-tension or signalling sys-

tems ; Kansas City Home Telephone Company, Mis-
souri and Kansas Telephone Company, Western
Union Telegraph Company, Postal Telegraph and
Cable Company, Missouri District Telegraph Com-
pany and the municipal police signalling system.

The city electrical laws are good ; the electrical

electrolytic action and reports no trouble from this

source other than an occasional breaking of a lead

house service in the vicinity of the street-railway

power stations. The telephone companies make
periodical tests of their cables and report little

trouble. Rails are well bonded with stranded copper
compression bonds.

The city electrical laws are good, the electrical

department is well organized, has good control over

new inside wiring, and this class of work is being

installed practically in accordance with the National

Electrical Code. The notice-posting system adopted

by the city electrician is productive of many good
results.

The Electric Renovator.

One of the most interesting exhibits to be seen

at the New York Electrical Show was that of the

electric-driven renovator, illustrated by the accom-

panying picture. The construction of this machine

is of the simplest, and, being absolutely enclosed,

except the end of the motor bearing, there is small

opportunity for injury. The renovator is equipped

with three attachments, one to clean floors, carpets,

cushions, mattresses and the like ; the second for

all small crevices, corners and confined places from

floor to ceiling, and the third for walls, pictures,

ornaments, decorations, fixtures, etc. The manu-

facturers of this simple device (which consists of

TUi; ELECTRIC RENOVATOR.
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;jii clcclric.'illy driven suction l:in ;in(l I'Ot.'ilinR

linisli, with a convenient receptacle (or receiving

I lie dust and dirt removed, all mounted u|)On a

ivhcclcd liase. as shown) assert that the expcnac

ol removinR aiul replaciuR delicate decorations will

more than offset the cost iif the "renovator," which

can be operated by the most inexperienced hel|i.

The device is made by the Electric KcuovalinR and

ManufactnriiiK' Company of riltsburj;, I'a,

Production of Tungsten and Titanium
in tiie United States.

['he bulletin of the United States Geological Sur-

vey shows that there was mined in this conntry in

1906 tnn(,'Sten ore valued at about $349,000 and

aggregatinpr 028 tons, whicli was a gain of 29 per

Cent, in value and of ISJS per cent, in (|uantity over

the previous year. The rise in value of this metal

stimidated the production considerably and will

probably continue to do so. The principal con-

stituent in the ores is tungsten trio.vide and the

chief ores arc wolframite and scheelite. The great-

est producing locality during 1906 was Boidder

County, Colo., but tungsten mining was also car-

ried on in California, Arizona, Montana, New
Mexico and Washington. New deposits of scheelite

are just being developed at Osceola, Nev., and at

Murray, Idaho. No production of tungsten has

yet been reported from the deposits in Alaska,

Connecticut and Oregon. The large demand for

tungsten for the new incandescent-lamp lilaments

will doubtless develop many of those deposits,

rungsten salts also find considerable employment

ui the textile industries.

According to Dr. F. W. Clarke, chemist of the

United States Geological Survey, titanium should

not be classed with the rare metals, since it is

much more plentiful than lead, zinc, copper and

other metals classed as "common." A great many
schists and gneisses carry titanium and it is found

in appreciable quantities in clays—not only surface

clays but also those that have been dredged from

the sea bottom. Many iron ores contain this metal.

.\dded to cast-iron it greatly increases the strength

of that metal. It is believed that titanium is used

by various manufacturers to increase the tensile

strength and elastic limit of steel, although these

processes are kept secret. A number of firms are

now trying to use titanium in incandescent-lamp

filaments, but the difficulties in reducing it to a

pure metallic state have hindered this utilization.

Titanium compounds are extensively used in arc-

lamp electrodes.

Waterpowers Neglected in Saxony.

Waterpower is not used to any great extent in

Saxony, being entirely limited to small saw and

corn mills in outlying mountainous districts. The
laws relating to the tievelopment and use of water-

power give the right of concession to the ministry

of public works. Before any concession is granted

the applicant must file plans of the systein pro-

posed, buildings, etc., and power required. These

plans are laid before the local technical commission,

which reports to the ministry. No large projects

have been accepted during the last decade.

The government has no waterpower station in

operation at present. Formerly a few turbines

were in use for milling purposes on the Upper

Elbe, but have been discontinued. All w'aterpower

plants at present in operation are in private hands,

controlled by the government. As far as can be

ascertained there are only a few plants established,

all of -which develop but sufficient power for the

needs of the mills which own Ihem ; no power is

rented or sold.

In the absence of any figures as to waterpower
it is impossible to make any comparison with steam
power, but the former is absolutely negligible.

Telegraph Companies Deny Joint Action.

Attorney-general Jackson of New York appeared

on October 2d before Supreme Court Justice Ford
and asked for an order to show cause wdiy he
should not be permitted to begin an action against

the Western Union and Postal telegraph com-
panies. In his petition he declares that the com-
panies have violated the laws of the state which
'prohibit monopolies and the restraint of trade.

He seeks to annul the charters of the two cor-

porations. He declares that the two companies
entered into an agreement oy which a uniform
rate should be charged for inessages, and that

under this agreeitient the tarit? for messages was
mr-terially increased by both companies, the said

increase being in many instances 20 per cent, over
and above the rate of charge in force prior to the

establishment of the new tariff of charges.

Representatives for both companies assert that

th(.re is absolutely no foun,lation for tlie charges
of the attorney-general .''nd contend that the tw-^

companies arc absolute rival.i.

Electrical Convonllons In Now York.

On the cvmin^ of October ut a joint meeting
of ilic Street Radway Association of the State of

New York and of the Empire Slate Gas and Elec-

tric Association was held in Madison Square Gar-
rlen in connection with the New York Electrical

Show. This meeting considered questions of pub-

lic policy.

The first speaker was the Hon. Frank W. Stev-

ens, chairman of the Pidjiic Service Commission
uf the second district of the slate of New York,

whose .subject was "The Work of the Public Serv-

ice Commission, Second District, and Its Policies

with Relation to the Corporations Under Its Su-

lurvision." Mr. Stevens outlined in general the

work of this newly appointed connnission and de-

clared it probably would devote most of its time

to three lines of activity: First, investigation of ac-

cidents; second, study of the finances of public

utility corpi>rations, and third, consideration of pub-

lie complaints about traffic arrangements for both

passengers and freight.

Mr. Henry J. Pierce, president of the Interna-

tional Railw.iy Company, Buffalo, N. Y., next spoke

on "The Electric Railw.ay Situation of Today."

He said that public-service corporations that were

properly conducted would welcome investigation

by the new comn-iission, of which Mr. Stevens was
head, as they had confidence in the fair-minded-

ness of the connnissimu-rs. lie urged the latter to

relieve these corporations from the burden of ex-

cessive taxation.

The next address was by Dr. Alex. C. Hum-
i)hreys, president of Stevens Institute of Technol-

ogy, on the "Control of Gas Companies by State

Commissions." After showing that both good and

evil had resulted from the present agitation for

control of public-vUility corporations, he poirUed out

the importance of uni'forin systems of accouiUs and

records in enabling state commissions to reach cor-

rect and just decisions.

The last speaker was Mr. Everett W, Eurdett,

chairinan of the committee on public policy of the

National Electric Light Association. He spoke on

"Public Control from the Corporate Standpoint."

Referring to the attitude of public-service corpora-

tions in "the United States toward public regulation

and control, he said that it had undergone a great

change in recent years, and he had no cloubt that

before long most corporate interests would realize

that an unfriendly attitude is a short-sighted policy,

and that good service is the best assurance against

hostile legislation and burdensome regulations.

The Empire State Gas and Electric Association

held an independent meeting on October 2d in the

auditoriurn of the New York" Edison Company, 44

West Twenty-seventh Street. Reports of officers

and committees were read. Papers v.-ere read as

follows

:

"The Meter-testing Situation and Report of Meter

Committee," by R. M. Searle; "Buying Light,'' by

E. L. Elliott; "Gas Standards," by A. E. Forstall

;

"Franchise Taxation," by L. C. Palmer; "Munici-

pal Ownership in New York State," by G. Marston

;

"The Agitation for Underground Distribution in

Place of Overhead," by W. W. Cole.

The following-named officers were elected :
Presi-

dent. S. R. Bradley; vice-president, P. T. Glidden

;

treasurer, T. O. Horton ; executive comiriittee, Ar-

thur Williams, W. T. Morris and R. M. Searle.

minds, and are now demanding a large number of
lelephonc connections. The Nappanee company, it

is reported, will soon go into the market for the

necessary material for the construction of these
new lines.

Western Electric Company to Sell Tele-
phones to All Comers. 5

After thirty years of continuous manufacture of

telephones and telephonic apparatus, manufacturii]g

exclusively for the Bell telephone companies, the

Western Electric Company of Chicago has made an

important change in its sales methods and will here-

after sell telephones and supplies to all who may

care to buy. This plan has been under consider-

ation for some time, but it was only with the

completion of a large addition to the Chicago plant

that the company found its facilities sufficient to

branch out into a general business. The company

is now prepared to make quotations on telephones,

apparatus and equipment of every nature and de-

scription

President Theodore N. 'Vail of the American

Telephone and Telegraph Company, speaking of

the new plan, said that a great improvement was

looked for in the relations between the public and

the associated Bell companies. He declared that at

the present time many inefficient telephone instru-

ments are in use, and it is desired to see these

replaced by standard instruments.

Traffic on the Chicago, and Oak Park Elevated
Railroad for September showed a daily average of

43,059 passengers, being an increase of 146 a day
compared with the corresponding month last year.

Amish People Have Changed Their
Minds.

The Indiana correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician notes that the Nappanee Telephone Coin-

pany is making plans' for extensive improvements

and extensions into the country, where a large

comi-nunity of Amish Church people live who have

heretofore refused to have telephones in their

houses, it being deemed irreligious to do so. These
people are frugal and have recently changed their

Method of Increasing the Inductance
of Telephone Cables.

A patent was recently granted to Mr. Walter C.

^'ealnian of Chicago, and assigned by him to the

American 'I'clephone and Telegraph Company, which
relates to the de.idening tITcct of capacity in tele-

phone cables on the alternating currents transmit-

ting speech. The inventor professes to have a very

much simpler method of supplying the requisite

inductance necessary for overcoming the capacity of

the cable than the insertion at defmite intervals of

loading coils, as advocated by Dr. Pupin.

The obiect of the inventor was to obviate the

expensive leaturcs of the Pupin plan and to secure

as effective or better results by distributing the

inductance uniformly along the conductors in a
simple and inexpensive manner. The preferred

method advanced by Mr. Ycatman is to use copper
wires that have a thin, even coating of pure iron

electrolytically deposited thereon. The result in

said to be that the reactance of the circuit is so

increased by the magnetic sheath that the effects of

capacity are neutralized, or practically neutralized,

and the efficiency of the transmission is greatly

increased. The conductor can thus be made a sim-

ple one in the form of a continuous copper core

surrounded by a continuous sheath of electrolytic

iron, and this caii be insulated in the usual manner,
so that the wire can be handled and used just as

any other simple conductor now in use.

.Xs a luatter of still further improvement the

inventor arranges to send a direct current through
the cable or conductor at the same time that the

voice current is passed through it, and this direct

current increases the magnetic flux in the material

composing the sheath, and thereby increases the

permeability of the same and still further increases

the effective reactance. The direct current may be

transmitted over the circuit at the same time as the

\-oice currents without interfering with their trans-

mission, it is said, by a number of well-known
means. The siiuplest of these is a repeating coil

or transformer at either end of the circuit, in the

center of which is the source of constant electro-

motive force sending the direct current over the line,

and the other windings of which are connected to the

source and receiver of the voice currents. This source

of direct current inay be a storage battery and can

be used also for signaling or supervising connec-
tion. A battery at each end or at only one end
may be used. Where two batteries are employed
it is not thought advisable in telephonic transmis-

sion to connect one side of both of these batteries

to earth, as a difference of earth potential between
the stations w-ould then cause an unequal amount
of current to flow through the two conductors,

thereby causing their self-induction to be unequal
and the line unbalanced. In practice, the inventor

says, it would be found that these batteries should

be of froin 20 to 200 volts electromotive force, the

latter value being taken as the highest value which
would be found expedient to use as a working
pressure in a paper-insulated cable.

The inventor prefers to use for the magnetic
sheath a metal of high permeability and low elec-

trical conductivity, such as electrolytic iron. The
conductor—which, to enable the best results to be

obtained from the magnetic sheath, should not be

of too great diameter—may be constructed in this

form in any suitable manner wdiich will give the

large n-iagnetic permeability and small electrical

conductivity required. However, the best way to

secure the iron coating or sheathing is by electro-

deposition, thus obtaining a metal of the best mag-
netic qualities. With electrolytic iron the perme-
ability is extremely high and the hysteresis losses

low, both of which tend to increase the eSiciency

of transmission. The high permeability of the iron

increases the amount of self-induction for a given

amount of iron and so low'ers the current attenua-

tion. Or, for any required amount of self-induc-

tion in the conductor a thinner coating of electro-

lytic iron suffices, with a corresponding decrease

in the longitudinal electrical conductivity of the

sheath, and a like decrease, therefore, in the "skin

effect'' and eddy current losses, wdiich are among
the factors that determine the attenuation of the

current waves.

A cable made up with composite conductors as

described, insulated with paper and twisted in pairs

and surrounded with a lead sheath, while possess-

ing the characteristics of neutralizing capacity, and
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thereby permitting tlie transmission of electrical

wave energy is a simple continuous cable, easy to

manufacture, to lay and to maintain, and avoids

the inconvenience and expense of the complicated

structures heretofore provided for this purpose.

The inventor says that careful calculations show

that for a periodicity of 1,000 per second, which

corresponds approximately to that of the transmis-

sion of speech, a cable composed of iron-plated

copper conductors, such as here proposed, through

which a magnetizing current is passed, wi'.l transmit

a given amount of electrical energy 3^-2 times as

far for the same efficiency, as the corresponding

plain copper wire cable, and without the distortion

of wave lengths of the higher frequencies, which

occurs in telephonic transmission over ordinary

cables. This absence of distortion in the conductor

of Mr. Yeatman's invention is due to the fact that

the value of the attenuation constant is practically

the same for the various telephonic frequencies, so

that all frequencies are attenuated alike, and the

current waves have substantially the same relation

to each other at both ends of the conductor. It

results from this that the voice currents are trans-

mitted clearly and distinctly without the muffling

effect that accompanies speech transmission over

ordinary conductors, and in consequence speech is

intelligible even when the conductor is very long

and attenuation very great.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Indiana Telephone Items.

John H. Wilkinson, who purchased the North
Judson telephone exchange, proposes to put it in

first-class condition and extend several lines.

The Farmers' Telephone Company of Lamb will

erect and equip a new telephone system.

The Brazil Farmers' Telephone Company of

Brazil will install a new switchboard and construct

several new lines.

The New Home Telephone Company of Linton,

, which also controls the telephone companies at

Jasonville, Bloomfield, Worthington, Lyons and
Switz City, will- spend nearly $40,000 in improve-
ments and extensions.

The matter of the telephone and telegraph as

applied to the operation of steam and electric rail-

ways is to be inquired into by the Indiana railroad

commission.
The Rushville Co-operative Telephone Company

of Rushville, although co-operative in name, has
none of the mutual features peculiar to a co-oper-
ative system. The company has moved into its

own new and elegant building and has almost com-
pleted the installation of a modern automatic tele-

phone system, with all the wires radiating from
the new building underground. The entire cost of

- everything complete will be about $50,000.

The Home Telephone Company of Wabash, one
of the pioneer Independent companies of the state,

is preparing to move into its new building, now
almost completed. The building is said to be one
of the most modern for a telephone exchange in

the country. A new common-battery system of
1,280 lines and 3,000 ultimate capacity is being in-

stalled. S.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS
The Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company

announces the cancelation of the half rates for
toll service during the night hours. The reduced
rates made the night service congested, and the
change is on that account.

The officials of the New England Telephone and
Telegraph Company were notified a few days ago
in Boston that the corporation had been indicted
by the grand jury. The indictment is the result
of the investigation made by District Attorney
John B. Moran relative to the charge that pol-
iticians had obtained from the company employment
for their constituents in violation of the law.

At its regular meeting this week the Chicago
City Council adopted a resolution directing the com-
mittee on state legislation to draft a bill to confer
upon the city the power to fix rates for street rail-

way, subway, telephone and telegraph service with
a view to its passage by the Legislature. This
action was taken to make sure the city would have
the power to enforce the rate-regulating clause of
the present pending Chicago Telephone Company
franchise, should it be passed by the council.

Information concerning the present condition and
plans of the Illinois Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany (Illinois Tunnel Company) is to be secured
by a committee of the Chicago City Council ac-
cording to a resolution adopted this week. The
resolution states that the company has without au-
thority transferred its franchise to another com-
pany; has failed to install a telephone system ac-
cording to the terms of the franchise, and is de-
voting the tunnels to freight transportation service
exclusively. An ordinance which was referred to
the proper committee asked for the repeal of the
franchise of the company.

Continental Europe.
Paris, September 25.—A new line of electric rail-

road in the Alpine region which presents consid-

erable interest is the Locarno-Bignasco road, and
it runs throughout the whole length of the Maggia
Valley. It is soon to be started and will open up
a picturesque region which has been but little

frequented heretofore on account of lack of means
of communication. In fact, the Maggia Valley,

which is one of the finest of the southern region

of Switzerland, was almost cut off from the rest

of the country, as it i§ difficult of access and can
only be reached by gorges or long passages over

the mountains. For this reason it has been neg-
lected by tourists, but the new electric road will

bring it within easy reach of the railroad lines

of Switzerland or Italy. The present fine has been
promoted chiefly by Mr. Soldati, prominent in Swiss
politics, and not long since Parliament voted in

favor of building three narrow-gauge roads, one
in the Blenio Valley, a second from Lugano to

Tesserete, and the present line of the Maggia Val-
ley. Part of the funds were supplied by the gov-
ernment, but the greater portion, $540,000, is sup-
plied by a stock company formed for the purpose.

Work was commenced on these lines in 1905, and
it met with some dilficulties on the first section

from Locarno to Ponte-Brolla, as this had to be
built along the side of the mountain. The line

crosses the Maggia River upon a high bridge.

At the latter locality is built the hydro-electric

station. From here the road mounts in an easy
grade by A'laggia, Somco and Cevio, and reaches
the terminal point, which is about 18 miles from
the start.

The Pyrenees Electric Company, which is now
in formation in the southern region of France,
will undertake to develop a number of waterfalls
in the central region of the Pyrenees. Current will

be taken by a network of lines through the south-
western region and will supply many towns and
villages. The new company is to be formed in

several stages, and the capital of $1,300,000 will

be employed in carrying out the first portion of
the work. When this is entirely completed, there
will be as much as 90,000 horsepower furnished
by the different hydraulic plants. It is stated that
the new company is assured of a large consumption
of current, as it lies at a point midway between
two extensive regions, to wit, the region of Tou-
louse in France, and the Spanish district of Bar-
celona, and these two districts have not as yet
been supplied with current to any extent. The
future of the new company seems promising.
At Moschi, in East German Africa, has been

opened a new telegraph station, and it will be used
for international service. The locality of Moschi
is situated about 160 miles to the northwest of
Alombo, which lies at the foot of the Kilimandjaro
Mountains.

In France a new company has been formed for

the purpose of carrying on operations in the north-
ern region at Valognes and Montebourg, relating

to the supply of current and the erection of the
necessary electric plants. The headquarters of the
company are located at Paris.

The Japanese government recently decided to

hold an international exposition in that country,
which is fixed for the year 1912, and preparations
have already been begun to this effect. It will be
held at Tokio, and will be preceded by a series

of expositions in different cities of the empire. This
year the municipality of Tokio is organizing an
exposition which is to be held in the Veno Gardens.

A. DE C.

Great Britain.

London, September 28.—The Municipal Tramways
Association, which numbers among its membership
practically all the municipal tramway authorities of
the country, is now holding its annual conference
at Manchester, Mr. McElroy, the general manager
of the Manchester System, being president. In the
presidential address, Mr. McElroy contrasted Amer-
ica and Great Britain. He stated that in tramway
matters America has taught Great Britain many
lessons, for which we had certainly reaped the
benefit of her pioneer work in electrical traction.

During his recent visit to the United States he had
come to the conclusion that we now had little or
nothing further to learn from America on matters
connected with construction, equipment and co-oper-
ation generally, but we still had a very important
lesson to learn from there in the way the popula-
tion was spread by the energetic manner in which
tramways were extended in districts absolutely un-
built upon. In America they did not wait imtil a

district grew before they provided transit facilities.

In America, for the most part, these facilities were
provided by private companies working for their

own selfish ends, but it was a lesson which tlic

municipalities of this country should bear in mind.
Of the technical papers read at the meeting, one
of the most interesting was by the manager of
the Chesterfield tramways, in which he expressed
the opinion that a considerable extension of wheel-
base for tram cars would come into general use

later, and he instanccrl 10 feet.

In connection with tramway matters, mention
may be made of a new type of tramcar which has
been devised by a Liverpool man. So far only a
model has been constructed, but the principle
adopted has something to recommend it. By an
arrangement of folding and hinged doors, passen-
gers are enabled to enter the car at the conductor's
end and always leave it at the driver's end. The
model is being inspected by many tramway mana-
gers but so far no detailed particulars of it have
been given away.
About a month ago I reported that the Home

Office had pubhshed a new set of regulations (in
draft) dealing with the use of electricity in fac-
tories and workshops. Being published in the sum-
mer comparatively little notice was taken of them
for a week or so. Now that people are back from
their holidays, however, there appear to be con-
siderable discussion and criticism, and, apart from
individual companies, the various chambers of com-
merce throughout the country have entered into
the matter with vigor. At Bradford there has
been a public discussion, and I believe the London
Chamber of Commerce has also taken the matter
up. The very excellent example set by the Board
of Trade in connection with other similar rules,

viz., to call a conference of interested persons was
not followed by the Home Office, and this is one
of the points of attack.

The annual meeting of Messrs. Dick, Kerr &
Co. was held last week. Although the net profit

for the year amounted to over $400,000, this was
about $30,000 less than last year. This was at-

tributed to the high price of copper and the con-
tinuation of the very keen competition which has
e.xisted for such a long time. The point of the
chairman's speech was that although the Board of
Trade returns, as a general thing, indicated that

the country was exceedingly prosperous, yet a

careful study of the true position, so far as the

electrical industry was concerned, would prove
that the margin of profit now was less than when
the Board of Trade returns, some years ago, showed
a less prosperous condition of things for the coun-
try as a whole. To that extent the Board of Trade
returns did not indicate the true position

We have not had to wait long for evidence that

the continued rise in the price of coal has had
a detrimental influence upon the accounts of elec-

tricity works. Thus at West Ham, hitherto re-

garded as one of our most successful electrical un-

dertakings, at any rate in the extra metropolitan
district, there has been a somewhat serious loss

owing in the main to this cause, the coal bill being

$12,500 more than it would have been on the old

price of coal. Similarly at Kingston-on-Thames
the extra coal bill has been sufficient to prevent a

small profit being made. It is becoming the com-
mon practice now, however, for central-station

managers to stipulate, in the case of long contracts,

that there shall be a specified increase in the price

corresponding with the increase in the price of

coal. Of course, this cannot be put into effect hi

the case of ordinary lighting consumers, but more
than one manager has been thankful for the ex-

istence of this clause in his large power contracts.

Little has been heard of the Victoria Falls power
scheme for some little time now, but within the past

few days a notice has been sent around to the

press stating that the capacity of the Germiston
station together with that at Brakpan (purchased

respectively from the General Electric Power Com-
pany and the Rand Central Electric Works) arc

now loaded to their full capacity, and that the

former is being extended pending the erection of

the 24.000-horsepower station, the machinery for

which is said to be in an advanced state. Sir

Charles Metcalfe, Mr. R. D. M'ershon of New York
and Mr. Arthur Wright, the consulting engineers to

the scheme, are all in South Africa at the present

time, with some of the directors. G.

Dominion of Canada.

Ottawa, October 5.—The City Council of Kings-

ton, Ont., will ask the Ontario Hydro-electric Power
Commission to quote prices for 2,000 horsepower
of electric energy, to be supplied at the city power

station, ready for distribution.

It is now understood that the Electrical Power
Company of Niagara Falls is anxous to come in

and supply the Hydro-electric Power Commission
of the Ontario government with electrical energy

at Niagara Falls. Representatives of the company
have seen the local prime minister and members of

the commission in regard to the matter. The com-

pany, which before would not quote rates satis-

factory to the government, now desires to come
in on the same terms as the Ontario Power Com-
pany, which made an agreement with the govern-

ment of Ontario to supply power at the Falls at

$10.40 for an amount of electrical energy up to

25,000 horsepower, and at $10 above that amount.

The Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of

Canada has issued a notice to the effect that rates

on messages exchanged between vessels and shore

stations, in the Gulf and River St. Lawrence, will

be reduced from $2 for ten words to $r, and in

some cases to 50 cents for ten words. This step

has become desirable on account of the increasing
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;iniuiiiit i)( Inisincss lifing cloiii; willi ships. For

cacli additional word over, ten words the charge

will be six cents a word.

All iiiniiense work is being prosecnled by the

Montreal Light, Heat and I'uwer Company and

the I'rovincial Light, Heat and I'ower Company
at the Coteau dn Lac Kapids, where a million and

a half dollars is being expended on a hydro-electric

plant. The two companies intend that the plant

shall be complete in every detail. The object is

to secnre power for Montreal. The work is sit-

uated about 30 miles from iMontreal, and it is ex-

pected that it will be completed so tliat power can

be brought to Montreal this autumn. The dam
has a 50-foot head and the plant will develop

about 15,000 horsepower. W.

Winnipeg, October 3.—At a meeting of the City

Council, Calgary, Alberta, it was decided to at

once call for lenders for the construction of the

electric street railway to ho built by the city.

Mayor Cameron or City Engineer Thorojd may
be addressed.

A special meeting of the shareholders of the

Canadian General Electric Company has been called

tor October 28th to amend the by-law recently

passed to issue $2,000,000 preference stock having

priority of claim over the common stock in the

matter of dividends. English interests, which were
to take the bulk of the new stock, demanded that

it be made plain that this stock has priority over

all assets of the company as well as priority in

the matter of dividends. The meeting, which will

be held in Montreal, is called to amend the by-law

to that effect.

Mr. Stinsel, representing the Minneapolis Street

and Town Lighting Company, Minneapolis, Minn.,

has applied to the Town Council, Carndult, Sask-
katchewan, for a franchise to light the town and
supply power.

The Board of Trade, Olds, Alberta, is consider-

ing the securing of an expert on the matter of

developing waterpow.er on the Little Red Deer
River, 13 miles west of town. Address S. Craig,

Olds, Alberta.

Tenders for the construction of Winnipeg's
power plant at Point du Bois were opened on Oc-
tober 2d. In all there are over 100 different bids

for the 27 different parts of the work. The num-
ber of tenders received is an indication that there

is a brisk competition for the various parts of the

work, and, in the opinion of the power committee,
the work will only cost about $2,750,000, against

the estimate of $3,250,000. Alderman Pulford or
Cecil B. Smith, civic power expert, Winnipeg,
Man., inay be addressed in relation to this work.
The Ratepayers of Kelowna, B. C, voted favor-

ably on a by-law to provide $40,000 for water-

works and electric light. J. F. Burn, Kelowna,
B, C, may be addressed.

The directors of the Central Electric Light Com-
pany, Portage la Prairie, Man., are considering

the spending of $35,000 on extensions to their plant

for the purpose of making provision for the supply

of power during the day. They also propose to

double the number of arc lights on the streets, but
will require an extended contract from the council

before undertaking this. R.

New York.

New York Citj', October 5.—On Sunday, Octo-

ber 6th, four New Haven trains are scheduled to

arrive at Grand Central Station from Stamford,

Conn., and this will mark the beginning of the last

stage of this great enterprise in electric railroad-

ing. Within two or three months it is expected

that, every one of the New York, New Haven and
Hartford passenger trains "will drop its steam loco-

motive at Stamford and will be propelled by elec-

tric power alone for the remainder of the journey.

Since July 24th five electric trains have made the

round trip from New Rochelle to the Grand Cen-
tral Station daily, and since August 5th ten have
completed the trip from Port Chester to New York
and return daily. Stamford is 34 miles from New
York. The Westinghouse Company has supplied

the railroad with all of its locomotives and equip-

ment. The New Haven road uses both the third

rail and overhead catenary suspension systems.

From near Woodlawn to the Grand Central the

New Haven uses the New York Central's third

rail, supplied with direct current of about 650 volts.

The overhead wires, however, carry a potential of

11,000 volts and all the necessary transforming and
converting apparatus is self-contained in each loco-

motive.

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit is preparing to put
into operation 150 "pay-as-you-enter" cars. On
these ears the passenger must hand the conductor
his or her fare before entering the body of the
car. Under the present system the company says
that the fares missed by thfe conductors amount
annually to fully a five per cent, dividend on the
company's stock. It is further argued that by this

plan the conductor will not have to leave the rear
platform and in consequence many accidents will

be avoided.

The annual report of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Company for the year ended June 30, 1907, has
been made public and presents some very interest-
ing figures. During the year 511,839,437 passengers

v.erc carried, an increase of 13.1 per cciil. over llic

previous year. The average gross carninRs per

pas.sengcr decreased from 3.8y ceiils for the pre-

vious year to ^Xx) cents, and ihc averarc net earn-

ings per passenger from 1.70 to 1.48. The average

number of cars operated daily for the 12 nionlhs

is 2,093, -IS against 1,922 for the year KJ061 an in-

crease of only nnie per cent. The cost per car-mile

is given as 17 cents, which js one cent more Ihan

that given for horsecars 30 years ago. As lo in-

crease in eipiiprnent— 143 convertible surface pas-

senger cars and 100 enclosed surface passenger

tcars, also two 7,500-kilowatt tnrbo-generalors have
been put in operation, and orders have been placed

for an early delivery on 100 elevated motor pas-

senger cars and five 10,000-kilowall turbo-units

with all necessary equipment, two of which will

be put in service the ensuing year. The extension

of the power houses lo receive this equipment .will

be completed early in igo8.

Prof. B. B. Beltwood of Yale University an-

nounces that he has discovered a new element of

the radium family. He says: "Strong evidence

has been (obtained of the existence in the uranium
minerals of a new radio-active clement which emits

both alpha and beta radiations, but which produces
no emanations and therefore resembles in its chem-
ical properties thorium. It is without doubt a

disintegration product of uranium and is in all

probability the immediate parent of radium. The
name "ionium" is proposed for this new substance,

a name derived from the word "ion," and is espe-

cially appropriate because of the ionization action

which it possesses in common with the other ele-

ments which emit alpha rays."

The fifty-second college year of the Polytechnic
Institute of Brooklyn opened on Monday, Septem-
ber 30th, with an entrance class of 85 day students

and over 200 evening and extension students. The
Polytechnic is again offering instruction to engi-

neers engaged in the practical field, the studies to

be pursued evenings and on Saturday afternoons.

It has greatly enlarged its corps of instructors, and
the courses to be given by C. O. Mailloux and
Charles P. Steinmetz and others will be of the

greatest interest. The Institute has also enlarged
its steam and gas-engine laboratory and has added
new machinery, and has also equipped a new labo-

ratory for the testing of materials. Prof.. William
D. Ennis, who has been in the practical field for

about 10 years, being a graduate of Stevens, class

1897, will take charge of the department of mechan-
ical engineering. E. H. S.

Northwestern States.

Minneapolis, October 5.—The Northwestern In-

terurban Electric Railway Company has been or-

ganized at Moorhead, Minn., with T. T. Bubb as

president and T. R. Brown, secretary. The com-
pany proposes to build a trolley line from Fargo,
N. Dak., to Detroit, Minn.
The Winnebago Traction Company of Oshkosh,

Wis., which recently went into the hands of a re-

ceiver, will be reorganized, and $100,000 will be

expended on the Osidiosh plant and $300,000 on an
interurban line to Berlin, Wis.
A contract for financing the Omaha and Nebraska

Railway Company has been negotiated by the H. J.

Folts Company of Minneapolis. The line will be

an electric road and will extend from Omaha to

Hastings, Neb. - ;-.

The Dakota ElectTie Company has been organized
at Grand Forks, N. Dat., by C. F. McLean and
associates.

The Wagner (S. Dak.) and Lake Shore Traction
Company is purchasing material for its proposed
electric line.

The Fremont Gas and Electric Light Company
of Fremont, Neb., is negotiating with the city coun-
cil for the sale of the system there to the citv.

R.

Michigan.

Grand Rapids, October 5.—The Shiawassee Light
and Power Company of Corunna has purchased
another 250-kilowatt Warren generator which will

be able to generate 300 horsepower. The com-
pany's capacity will soon be doubled by the raising

of the company's dam to a 15-foot head. ' The
company will now light three more towns, Durand,
Vernon and Byron. It is already lighting Perry,
Bancroft and Morricc.
An appraisement of the Kingsley power plant at

Manchester is being made with a view to 'purchase
by the city and the establishment of a municipal
electrical-lighting system Mr. Kingsley wants $22,-

000 for the property, which was estajjlished fifteen

years ago.

The village of Northport is installing a $5,000
municipal lighting plant.

The Eagle Tanning Company at Grand Haven is

preparing to install electrical equipment. William
H. Mead of Holland has the contract The plant

will have a 300-liorsepower engine and a 200-kilo-

watt generator. Induction motors of 15 to 50-

horsepower wdll be installed.

Work of construction by the Electric Land and
Development Company of Traverse City on the
Tyler dam site near 'Walton has begun. There are

(our available dam sites on the river, two witli a
40- fool head, one with a 37-fool head and one with
a 3S-loot liead.

'llic Canal Street Business Men's Association of

this city has on foot a project for nuking the
street a "great red way." Flaming arc lights arc
to be creeled every 50 feet on the street for a
distance of four blocks.

The directors of the Traverse City Board of
Trade are pushing the project for an electric road
from that city lo the north and for eity street rail-

way lines, a franchise for which has been let to

the Carter Company.
Rigid restrictions have been placed on the Michi-

gan United Railways by the city of Kalamazoo.
Cars must be heated so as lo maintain a tempera-
ture of 75 degrees and not less than Oo degrees.

Two thermometers must he placed in each car.

Cars for the use of transporting materia! must be

operated between 12 o'clock midnight and 5 o'clock

in the morning. All cars, including inlcrurbans,

must be stopped at any corner that passengers
desire to get on or ofT. There are many other

minor restrictions. L. W. B.

Indiana.

Indianapolis, October 5.—The Evansville, Peters-

burg and 'Vinccnnes Railroad Company, incorpo-

rated last week, has already secured 11 miles of

the right-of-way of the proposed trolley line from
Evansville to Petersburg. It is the purpose to

build the road sufficiently strong to do a good
freight business. This road will give Evansville

five traction lines.

Regular service was begun during the past week
on the Richland branch of the Evansville and
Eastern, nine miles, and the Seymour extension of

the Indianapolis and Southern, 20 miles.

A. A. Anderson, superintendent of the Indianap-

olis, Columbus and Southern and the Indianapolis

and Louisville electric railways, announces that the

fare from Indianapolis to Louisville will be $1.90,

and the round-trip fare $3.45. All fares for in-

termediate points have also been arranged, and
a schedule of the mileage and tariff rates has been
filed with the State Railroad Commission.
The Indiana Harbor and East Chicago Electric

Company has filed articles of incorporation, pro-

posing to construct a plant to supply East Chicago
and a number of other cities and towns in Lake
County, with light, heat and power. The pro-

moters are Harry H. Phillips, Rollie M. Cole, H. S.

Oakley, C. B. Woods and C. W. Sherman. The
same persons have also incorporated the East Chi-

cago and Indiana Harbor Water Company to es-

tablish a plant to supply East Chicago and nearby
towns and cities with water.

Taking advantage of a recent court decision, offi-

cials of the Winona Interurban Railway Company
will start action to force the Lake Shore Railroad
Company to accept the mileage used on the electric

line between Warsaw and Goshen and on all the

Murdock lines in Indiana and Ohio. For several

months past there has been an understanding
between the officials of the Bg Four Railroad and
the officials of the Winona interurban company
whereby conductors on the two roads have orders
to accept either form of mileage. Should the point

raised by the electric road officials carry in their

favor, patrons can purchase 1,000-mile books from
the electric road for $15, and in the event this

mileage can be used on the railroads the patrons
will get a rate of 1^/2 cents a mile. The contract
on the cover of the mileage books just issued by
the Winona Interurban Railway Company and the
Murdock lines contains a clause which makes it

possible for one, tw^o or more persons to ride on
mileage from the book. If the Winona company
wins its point, purchasers of these mileage books
can go to Chicago over the Grand Trunk, Lake
Shore, Wabash, Baltimore and Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Nickel Plate or Erie railroads on these mileage
slips. S. S.

Pacific Slope.

San Francisco, October 2.—Samuel L. Naphtaly,
manager of the City Electric Company, which was
expecting to start up its new electric-light and
power system in San Francisco about October 15th,

has failed to come to an agreement with the Inter-

national Brotherhood of Electrical Workers and a
strike is imminent. The union is in conflict only
with those companies owned by the Fleishhacker
and Mack interests. These are the American River
Electric Company, the Truckee River General Elec-
tric Company, the Reno Traction Company, the ?SIe-

vada Light, Water and Power Company and the
City Electric Company. The proposed strike wotild
cut off the electric power which operates the pumps
and hoists in the Comstock mines at "Virginia City,

Nev.
Officials of the Metropolitan Light and Power

Company state that they are about to close a deal
with the Stanislaus Electric Power Company by
which the former will be able to sell electricity in

this city for light and power purposes. Leopold
Wallaeh of New York, representing the eastern
people in the Metropolitan company, is expected
here this week to confer with President Michaels
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and assist him in closing the deal with the Stanis-

laus Electric.

James Mullen of the California-Nevada Electric

Power Company is out with a corps of surveyors

running a pole line from Bridgeport, Cal., toward

Bodie and Aurora.
The American River Electric Company has just

made a highly satisfactory test of its new steam

turbine generator at Stockton, Cal., an auxiliary to

the waterpower plant at Placerville. A duplicate

steam plant will be erected beside the present one.

The contemplated improvements to be made in

the municipal electric plant at Pasadena, Cal., will

cost, according to one estimate, $195,000, while an-

other estimate places the cost at $245,000. Be-

cause of the difference Prof. C. L. Cory of Berk-

eley, Cal., has been appointed to make a closer

examination of the project.

Bids are requested for the construction of 42

miles of telephone line from Red Bluff, Cal., to the

property of the California and Massachusetts Cop-

per Mines Company.
The Northern Light and Power Company is now

getting material for its Cow Creek power house,

near Redding, Cal.. and the building will soon be

under way.
The contract for a $1,700 power house to be btailt

on the grounds of the insane asylum at Las Vegas,

N. M., has been awarded to M. M. Sundt.

The Ocean Shore Railroad Company, which will

operate electric trains between San Francisco and

Santa Cruz. Cal., is conducting an active campaign
in the latter city for the sale of its bonds, as upon
this sale depend the completion and operation of

the road in the near future. The company may yet

run through trains early next year.

The Central Electric Company has been incor-

porated in San Francisco by L. R., H. W. and

J. L. Boynton, with a capital stock of $25,000.

The Napa Valley Electric Company has been
incorporated at Napa,. Cal, to conduct a general

electric and gas-lighting, heat and power business.

The capital stock is $200,000. Work will be begun
at once. The organization of this company is re-

garded as the first step for a branch of the Snow
Mountain Line in Napa County. A.

PERSONAL.
Elmer H. Littlefield, superintendent of the ninth

division of the Boston Elevated Railway, died on
September 30th at his home in Allston, Mass.

Percy H. Thomas and N. J. Neall announce the

formation of the firm of Thomas & Neall, electrical

engineers, with offices in New York and Boston.

J. G. White, the contracting engineer of New
York, is the subject of an interesting article in

the October Review of Reviews by David F. St.

Clair entitled "A Yankee Engineer on Five Con-
tinents."

George W. McClure has resigned his position as

superintendent of the Norwich and Westerly (Conn.)
electric railway to become superintendent of con-
struction and equipment of the Illinois Traction .

system. His headquarters will be at Danville.

Mr. Frank Stout, for the last nine years a sales-

man for I. P. Frink, now occupies a similar posi-

tion with the Bryant Electric Company of Bridge-
port, Conn., and will represent it in the territory

controlled by the branch of the sales organization
which in general can be described as the territory

east of Buffalo and Pittsburg.

Mr. Harry De Steese of New York has been ap-
pointed Eastern representative of the International
Timber Preserving Company of Chicago, which
manufactures the timber preserver, "Neosote." Mr.
De Steese has been connected with electrical and
allied interests for nearly a score of years and has
made himself an enviable reputation as an aggres-
sive business man.

G. D. Hettrick, chief engineer of the Iowa and
Illinois Railway Company of Clinton, Iowa, has
gone to Texas to accept a position with the El
Paso Electric Railway Company as chief engineer.

He has been with the Iowa and Illinois road for

the last three years, and will be succeeded by J. B.

Skiff, who has also .been connected with the com-
pany for some time.

H. H. Vreeland has resigned from the position of
manager for the receivers of the Metropolitan Street

Railway Company and the New York City Railway
Company. Mr. Vreeland is admittedly the best
posted man on street-railway matters in New York.
His resignation follows the inquiry before the New
York public-service commission into the affairs of

the Metropolitan company. Mr. Vreeland will be
succeeded by Oren Root, vice-president and general
manager of the New York City Railway Company.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
W. A. Mason and others are organizing a com-

pany in Tcxhoma, Okla., to build an electric-light

plant.

Representatives of the Chicago and Milwaukee
Electric Railroad Company assert that if permis-
sion is granted the company to enter Racine, Wis,,
it will be in a position to make a bid for the street

lighting at a figure considerably below that now
paid by the city.

C. C. Smith has been granted a franchise for

an electric-lighting system in Exeter, Neb.

E. E. Bigham of Minneapolis, Minn., has been
granted an electric-light franchise in Northome,
Minn.

Oscar Kihlberg and others have been granted a

franchise for an electric-light and power plant in

Sulphur Springs, Ark.

An electric hght and power plant has just been
installed on the Robbins Ranch, 30 miles from
Aberdeen, S. D., by Minneapolis representatives of
the Fairbanks-Morse Company. The plant is oper-
ated by water from an artesian well. It furnishes

30 lights for the house, barn and other buildings,

and there is plenty of power for feed cutting, etc.

F. H. Barnard, manager of the ranch, is delighted
with the plant. The Aberdeen Engineering Com-
pany installed the machinery.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Yegen Bros, have been granted a franchise for

an electric railway in Billings, M'ont.

The Oklahoma Electric Terminal Company has
been incorporated to furnish terminal facilities in

Oklahoma City. The capital is $2,500,000.

Electric cars were operated for the first time in

Eugene, Ore., on September 26th. The trial run
was made from the depot to the University of Ore-
gon, and was in charge of Mr. A. Welch, general
manager of the Eugene and Eastern Railway Com-
pany, which built the system.

The complete traffic returns of the elevated roads
of Chicago for September show an increase of

1,881,733 passengers. These figures for September
compare as follows for 1907 and 1906, respectively:

Metropolitan, 4,229,372. 3,809,244; South Side, 3,-

547,677. 2,692,472; Northwestern, 2,923,413,2,825.254:
Chicago and Oak Park. 1,350,520, 1,342,279; totals,

12,050,982, 10,169,249.

The report prepared for the Illinois Railroad and
Warehouse Commission by the Metropolitan Ele-
vated ailway Company of Chicago to cover its

operations in the 12 months ended June 30th shows
gross earnings of $2,800,000, net earnings of $1,-

438,400 and a balance of $430,700 for the stock.

This is at the rate of 4.9 per cent, on the preferred
stock outstanding.

The Oklahoma Central Interurban Railway, Tele-
graph, Telephone. Light and Power Company was
incorporated at Guthrie, Okla., with a capital of
$5,000,000 for the main purpose of building a sys-

tem of electric lines between McAlester and Chey-
enne amounting to about 500 miles. Among the
incorporators are ; C. D. Freeman, Denver. Col.

;

Leon Brown, St. Louis. Mo., and F. M. Stone,
Weatherford, Okla.

The Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company reported
for the last fiscal year the largest gross earnings in

its history. The net earnings, however, have van-
ished and a deficit of $364,048 was shown. The
president of the company attributes this poor show-
ing to the unusually heavy claims for damages that
amounted to $1,217,986. In the last 10 years the
percentage of gross earnings required for settlement
of damage claims rose from 2.5 to 7 per cent.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
The Pennsylvania State Water Supply Com-

mission has put into effect a law giving it au-
thority over all obstructions in streams, and here-

after permits must be received before erection ol
any power dams, wing walls, embankments, bridge
piers and wharves. The commission has a force

of engineers to inspect plans and sites for proposed
work and every locality on which it is intended
to build this fall must first be approved. Several
proposed enterprises have been held up pending
grant of authority by this board and in three in-

stances hearings will be held on protests.

Kennebec River and its important tributaries fur-

nish some of the best waterpowers of the country,

besides affording many excellent sites for further

development, and the welfare of the whole state

of Maine is involved in the wise extension of the

use of this river and its branches for waterpower,
for log driving and lumbering, and for municipal
and other purposes. To meet the constant de-
mand for information in regard to the hydraulics
of this great drainage basin, the United States
Geological Survey has just issued, as Water Sup-
ply Paper No. 198, a report embodying all avail-

able data in regard to the flow of the streams and
the possibilities of regulating that flow by means
of storage, opportunities for which arc exceptionally
good.

PUBLICATIONS.

Chicago, are western sales agents for the Weston
company.

The Western Electric Company's arc-lamp de-
partment at Hawthorne, 111., has published and is

ready to distribute a pamphlet describing the vari-

ous types of direct and alternating-current arc
lamps made by the company.

The Wire Market News is the name of the

house organ of the Western Wire Sales Company
of 324 Dearborn Street, Chicago. The latest num-
ber contains interesting articles on copper and
other subjects.

The General Electric Review for September con-

tains a number of interesting and well illustrated

articles, including "Fundamental Principles of Cen-
trifugal Fans," 'by Maxwell W. Day; "Gyroscopic
Forces," by W. E. Miller; "Potential Control of

Alternating-current Systems," by Ernst J. Berg,

and "Recent Advances in Illuminating Engineer-
ing," by W. D'A. Ryan.

Under the direction of the Swiss railway au-

thorities there has been compiled a comprehensive
directory of Swiss steam, electric, funicular and

street railways. This work, besides giving the

salient features of each line now in operation, with

headquarters address, includes all projects now
under construction and also the iii projects for

which concessions have been granted, with ad-

dresses in each case. It is in the French Ian

guage.

The new Standardization Rules of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers have been sep-

arately published, bound in paper or cloth, and are

to be had by addressing the Institute at 33 West
Thirty-ninth Street, New York city. These rules

were adopted in June, 1907, 'and it is to be noted
that they supersede the rules of the Institute

adopted in 1902. Copious extracts from the new
rules were made in the Western Electrician of July

13, 20 and 27, 1907.

Mr. Sidney Aylmer-Small has written a book
entitled "Electric Railroading as Applied to Steam
Railways." The book is intended for the motor-
man, engineer and electrician, and should be found
convenient as a handbook for reference. In it the

author leads the reader through the elementary
stages of electricity, bringing him to a compre-
hension of its application to railway operation. The
book has 450 pages and 500 illustrations, with a

full leather binding. It will be ready November
ist, Frederick J. Drake & Co., 350-52 Wabash Ave-
nue, Chicago, being the publishers.

The Blake Signal and Manufacturing Company
of 246 Summer Street, Boston, Mass., has just pub-
lished an instructive booklet entitled "Requirements
for Efficient Telephone Train Dispatching." To
get the best and most reliable results in telephonic
dispatching it is pointed out as being necessary to

install an efficient signaling system, such as the
Blake signals, as this enables the dispatcher to

call a train crew at any desired point to communi-
cate his orders to them and also gives him a means
for visually reminding them of these orders. The
booklet also gives valuable rules for making the
dispatching safe and yet rapid, so as to permit a
maximum volume of traffic to be expeditiously
handled.

The October number of For California, a

monthly publication published by the California
Promotion Committee of San Francisco, is de-
voted entirely to the electrical resources and de-
velopments of the state. A page editorial calls at-

tention to California's two resources, fundament.ii
to manufacturing—raw material and power—both
of which are within the borders of the state in

abundance. The longest transmission of electrical

energy in the state (and probably in the world) i-

given in the editorial .^s 350 miles. Several good
articles are devoted to the development of power
from mountain streams, electric traction and tlu

use of electricity on the farm. A list of 106 hydru
electric power stations is given ranging in capacity
from 75 horsepower to 26,000 horsepower.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
The tenth annual meeting of the Kansas G;:s.

Water, Electric Light and Street Railway Associa-
tion was scheduled to be held on October 9th and
loth at the Commercial Club rooms, Topeka, Kan.

Arthur A. Noyes, acting president of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, made his first ap
pearancc as president before the students of thai

institution on October 3d. Professor Noyes has

given up his office as head of the physico-chcmistry
research laboratory and is devoting all his time t"

his duties at the Institute.

The Weston Electrical Instrument Company of

Newark, N, J., issues a leaflet illustrating many
of its portable and switchboard instruments, both
for direct current and for alternating current.

F. B. Badt & Co., 1503-1505 Monadnock Building,

MISCELLANEOUS.
The City Cotmcil at Akron, Ohio, has adopted

a resolution requiring the wires on Main and
Howard streets, between Jackson and Federal

streets, to be placed underground. The electric

railway company will \)c allowed to keep its trolley.

feed and span wires where they are, but all others,

including telephone and telegraph wires, must tic
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buried. Tliis is the niain rctnil ftistrict of llir

town.

Guests of tlie Moiiongalicl.i House, PittslMiiR.

Pa., were badly friRlilened a few days ago liy a

scries of explosions near the hotel wliich sounded
to them like the rattle of musketry. Investigation

revealed tliat a street car in Sniithlield Street had
hit a wagon loaded with boxes of electric incan-

descent bidbs. The exploding lamps made the noise.

.'\t a meeting held recently in A'larion, Ohio, the

Marion Electric Association, composed of the Mar-
ion Kleclric Supply Company and the Marion
Railway, Light and Power Company, was organized.

The association, which is to promote the electrical

business in Marion, is planning for an exhibit to

be hold some time in November. The oflicers are:
President, D. J. Sheldon ; secretary, Frank Glosser

;

treasurer, W. G. Lucas.

A large tract of coal land in the province of
.\lberta has been purchased by the Great West
Coal Company of Port Arthur, Ont., as a result

of recent investigations, and claims have been filed

for 12,000 acres of what is said to be the best
coal land in the Northwest. In connection with
the development of the coal lands, the company
has acquired the charter of the Great Western
Railway, which extends from Calgary through the
coal fields to the international boundary.

Responding to an American inquiry relative to
the demand for pumps in the Dunfermline (Scot-
land) district. Consul J. N. McCunn says that
steam pumps are now becoming obsolete, and in

most of the collieries electrically driven pumps are
being adopted. This class of pumps found in most
favor is what is termed the "three-throw," and
centrifugal or turbine pumps. The electric three-
throw pump is a type which has an extensive ap-
plication and is operated by the intervention of
gearing.

Writing from Cartagena, Consul I. A. Manning
states that the platinum industry in Colombia
(South' America) seems to be attracting consider-
able attention from abroad. Recently a French
company, headed by Albert L. dc Lantreppe of
London has made some heavy purchases of min-
ing properties in the platina district. It is soon
to send competent engineers to make a complete
study of the region from which platina is taken

at present, and especially of their properties. Other
capitalists ami companies have also recently se-

cured large lioldinKS. which they expect to develop

more scientifically than ha» been usual in working
the mines.

"Worthwinc a Good Lineman" is the heading
of a recent news item in a daily paper. But fur-

ther perusal shows that this statement has nothing

to do with electrical construction work; it merely
indicates that the college football season is at hand.

TRADE NEWS.
Frank W. Morse of Hostciu has removed from

116 Bedford Street to 514-516 Atlantic Avenue.

The address of the Birmingham olTicc of the

Crocker-Wheeler Company has been changed from
21 19 Third Avenue to Woodward Building, Bir-

mingham, Ala.

The Massachusetts Chemical Company of Walpole,

Mass., will exhibit at the American street and in-

terurban railway convention at Atlantic City, N. J.,

October 14th to i8th. Messrs. A. T. Baldwin,

L. O. Duclos .and A. E. Duclos will represent the

company with a full line of samples, descriptive

literature and souvenirs.

An American consul in South America reports

that a city of about 200,000 inhabitants is about to

issue a call for bids, open for four months, for

contracts to supply drainage and electric power.
He says that contracts will probably be tied to-

gether and that interested houses should send an
expert representative at once. Address the Bureau
of Manufactures, Washington, D. C, referring to

No. 1463.

The many old friends throughout the West and
Northwest of Mr. J. E. Ham will be interested to

know that through the home office of the Water-
bury Company of New York he has recently re-

ceived the appointment as representative of that

company in the West for the introduction of the

company's high-grade insulated wires and cables.

It will be recollected that Mr. Ham for a long
time represented the Hazard Manufacturing Com-
pany in the West. The headquarters of the Water-
bury Company's new western manager will be at

that institution's branch ofifice, 108 La Salle Street

(Stock Exchange Building), Chicago.

BUSINESS.
The American con'iulate, Amoy, China, would

like to receive catalogues, commercial publications,

etc., from all American business housos desiring

to enter that field.

Secretary J. D. Kenyon of the Sheldon School,

209 State Street, Chicago, sends out a letter in

which he calls attention to the facilities of that

institution for leaching the science of business and
of successful salesmanship.

P. B. Badt & Co., Monadnock Building, Chicago,
call attention to the merits of the Excello flaming-

arc lamp. This lamp, taking 6 and 10 amperes and
at 55 volts across the arc, gives i ,.•500 .and 2.500 mean
hemispherical candlcpower and will burn from 10

to 17 hours. It is used for both direct-current

and alternating-current circuits and for either in-

door or outdoor lighting.

The Central Electric Company of Chicago re-

ports very large sales on Stanley G-I arc lamps,

for . which it is agent. Referring to the new type

"K" lamp, the company says that it is the simplest

arc lamp on the market and asserts that no matter
what the conditions, current or circuit, ft can fur-

nish a type "K" lamp which will give good light

and do it economically. The company is sending
out to the trade special bulletins on this lamp and
requests inquiries for descriptions and prices.

The New York Central and Hudson River Rail-

road Company has made extensive and varied use
of the Dossert soldcrlcss connector in the elec-

trification of the road. It has used up to date
over one thousand straight two-way connectors of
all sizes up to 1,000,000 circular mils and of cable

taps it has used an even larger number, of sizes

from 350,000 circular mils up to 1,350,000 circular

mils. These cable taps were used principally in

tapping oiT from the third rail in series of three

to connect by way of the structure to the overhead
cables. Dossert & Co. also made for the New
York Central an emergency jumper clamp con-
nector. In case of a break in the third-rail cur-

rent the connector is attached to the third rail

on either side of the break, thus preventing a

tie up of the service until the regular flow of cur-
rent is re-established. Dossert & Co. are addressed
at 242 and 244 West Forty-first Street, New York
city. They will have an exhibit at the street-

railway convention at Atlantic City ne.xt week.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

867.256. Subaqueous Light System. Leon Dion,
Wilkesbarre, Pa., assignor to the Dion Sub-
marine Light Company, Wilkesbarre, Pa. Ap-
plication filed November 6, 1906. Renewed
July 10, 1907.

As a means for illuminating a marine course, electric

cables are laid along the course at the bottom of the body
of water and a series of permanently submerged electric

lamps buoyantly supported above the cables. The lights

under the incoming course are of a different color from
those under the outgoing course.

867.257. Fuse-box Support. James S. Doyle, New
York, N. Y. Application filed January 24, 1907,

A truck frame beam has brackets supporting a spring
strip at its ends, A bar supported upon this spring carries
a fuse box so as to permit it to have fairly free move-
ments.

867,312. Electric Wire Connector. John A. Shutz,

Richmond, Ind., assignor of one-third to Madi-
son L. Kirkman and one-third to William H.
Woolley, Richmond, Ind. Application filed De-
cember 3, 1906.

This device connects the cables together in tandem.
Each cable is soldered into a terminal lug provided with
an interlocking wedge and a longitudinally coiled spring
extending out from the wedge portion. These springs are
adapted to contact with a shoulder on the opposing lug so
as to separate the cables. A band slides over the united
lugs and holds the interlocking wedge together against
the action of the springs.

867.319. Electrode. John W. Stubbs, Middlewich,
England, assignor to the General Electrolytic

Parent Company, Limited, of Great Britain.

Application filed April 9, 1907.

This electrode consists of a mass at end of a conductor
composed of a mixture of powdered carbon, resin and
tetrachloride of carbon.

867.320. Electrolytic Process and Product. Clin-

ton P. Townsend, Washington, D. C, assignor
to Elmer A. Sperry, Brooklyn, N. Y. Appli-
cation filed April 24, 1905.

This is a method for producing lead oxide and consists
in passing 3 current from an anode of lead through an
acetate solution, producing lead acetate and a plumbite,

,
which are subsequently combined to form lead oxide.

867,329. Block-signal Apparatus. Frank C Wil-
liams. Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed Julv
17, 1905-

Each signal point is provided with an electromagnet
whose circuit is closed by a passing train, thus setting the
signal to danger in the block ahead and releasing the one
at the entrance ol the block just traversed. Another elec-
tromagnet has its circuit closed only when a train passes
a danger signal, and this magnet immediately operates a
motor on the locomotive or car which brings the train to
a full stop.

Issued (United States Patent Office) October /, rgoy.

867,331. Automatic Safety Controlling Means for

Trains. David S. Affleck, Chicago, 111. Appli-

cation filed August 16, 1906.

The track is subdivided into electrically insulated blocks,

which are also provided with signal and safety contact
rails. When a block is occupied tlie contact rails of the
adjacent blocks are short-circuited. The locomotives arc
equipped with signaling devices, actuated by contact with
the signal rails, and with a local circuit normally ener-
gized which shuts off the power and puts on the brakes
when the contact rails are short-circuited.

HO. 867,349.—TESTING SYSTEM FOR TELEPHONE LINES.

867,335. Cementitious Pole, for Supporting Over-
head Wires and the Like. William M. Bailey,

Richmond, Ind., assignor to the American Con-
crete Pole Company, Richmond, Ind. Applica-

tion filed December 17, 1906.

A reinforced cement pole consists of an elongated ce-

ment body enclosing a number of longitudinal rods remote
from each other and disposed about the longitudinal axis
of the body, and a wire disposed in a continuous spiral

about and closely encircling the rods substantially from
end to end of the body.

867,349. Testing System for Telephone Lines.

William W. Dean, Chicago, 111., assignor to

the Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Company,
Chicago, III. Application filed July 27, 1903.

A high-resistance test relay is adapted to be connected
with any one of a set of cord circuits by inserting the an-
swering plug in the jack of the calling line, and to be
disconnected by inserting the calling plug in the jack of
the called line. (See cut.)

867,354. Automatic Weighing Machine. Clinton A.
Douglass and Fred L. Jones, Denver, Colo.

Application filed April 15, 1907.

A scale has situated above it a hopper with a discharge
outlet provided with a cut-off. A chute below the outlet

has a gate at its lower end, which is operated simultane-
ously with the cut-off. An electrically operated latch arm
holds these open until the circuit is closed by the tipping

of the scale beam and then the latch is released and a
spring closes the gate and cut-off.

867,355.
_
Safety Device for Heaters. Ira Filson,

Springfield, Ohio. Application filed May 28,

1906.

An electromagnet has its circuit closed by a thermostat
when the temperature of the heater reaches a desired maxi-
mum. The stop clock in the gas supply has an extended
arm adapted to be struck by a weighted lever pivoted
near by. The armature of the magnet prevents the fall

of this lever until the circuit is closed, whereupon the
gas is shut off.

867,358. Ice and Sleet-cutting Contact Shoes.
Rutherford FuUerton, Columbus, Ohio. Appli-
cation filed March 13, 1907.

This device has ice-cutting members which lie across
the rail at an angle thereto and which engage with the
rail at its edges. Springs draw these members into en-
gagement with the edges of the rail.

867,364. Automatic Railroad Signal. William H.
Harris, Stark, Mont. Application filed January
9. 1907-

The signal is operated by the passage of trains through
the medium of two circuits containing electromagnets.
These magnets actuate pawls that engage ratchet wheels
which move the signal disks.

867,391. Storage-battery Plate or Grid. Joseph
Marx, Efuffalo, N. Y. Application filed Janu-
ary 30, 1907.

The grid is made with a series of shelves and vertical
ribs. Upon the shelves are placed units of active material
in such a way as to leave space between the units and
vertical ribs to allow for expansion.

867,406. RailBond. Lewis T. Pates, Upper Alton,
111. Application filed December 26, 1906.

Rail ends have pairs of oppositely inclined apertures
and 3, rail bond has pairs of prongs forced into the aper-
tures and bent in opposite directions thereby.

867.415. Rail Bond. Frank W. Richey, Chicago,
111., assignor to the General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed December
5, 1902.

The conductor has loops at its ends fitting over terminal
heads that are flanged to receive them. A plate is welded
over the loop and to the projecting end and flange of each
terminal.

867.416. Electrical Conductor. Frank W. Richey,
Schenectady, K. Y., assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Appli-
cation filed February 10, 1904.

A terminal of an electrical conductor has an expand-
ing device comprising a pin having end portions con-
nected by an intermediate reduced portion and a split

bushing surrounding the reduced portion.

867,436. Lead Pigment and Similar Compounds.
Elmer A. Sperry, Brooklyn, N. Y. Applica-
tion filed August 30, 1906.

This is a process for preparing lead pigments and con-
sists in using lead as anode in an electrolysis that produces
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metallic lead at the catliode, which is then used as anode

in another electrolyte depositing a lead compound. This

compound is finally subjected to a reagent at a high tem-

perature so as to form the product desired.

867,440. Three-wire Molding Receptacle. James

S. Stewart, New York, N. Y., assignor to

Annie Stewart, New York, N. Y. Application

tiled June 29, 1906.

An insulating base has a sleeve and central stud ter-

minal suitable "for receiving a lamp or attachment plug.

Two terminal clips pass through the base on one side so

as to connect to two of the three circuit wires in the

molding and still allow the receptacle to be symmetricalTy

placed over the molding.

867,448. Signaling S}-stem for Railways. Louis H.
Thullen, Edgewood, Pa., assignor to the Union
Switch and Signal Compan.v." Swissvale, Pa.

Application filed Jtme 23. 1906.

This system is adapted for .electric railways which use

the rails as one side of an alternating current for pro-

pelling the cars. The track is divided into block signal-

ing sections, each of which contains a relay and a source

of" alternating current of diiTerent frequency from that

of the power current. The relay has two coils, one hav-

ing inductance in series with it and the other capacity so

as to produce a movement of the relay armature in one
direction by current of one frequency and in the reverse

direction by current of a different frequency.

NO. 867,476.—MOTOR CONTROL.

867,452. Electrolytic Bleaching of Cotton. August
A. Vogelsang, Dresden, Germany, assignor to

the British Hosiery and Electrolytic Bleaching

Company, Limited, London, England. Origi-

nal application filed September 21, 1901. Di-

vided and this application filed July 28, 1902.

This process consists in placing the whole of the mate-

rial in a vat at one time, treating it with caustic solution,

collecting from an electrolyzer bleaching liquor in a sep-

arate vessel in sufficient quantity to cover the whole bulk
of the material and in sufficient strength to bleach it witii-

out further electrolytic treatment, admitting the collected

liquor into the vat after the withdrawal of the caustic

liquor and allowing the bleaching liquor to act in situ on
the material continuously until this liquor is exhausted.

867,456. Electrode for Arc Lamps and Method of

Making the Same. William S. Weedon, Sche-

nectady, N. Y., assignor to the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

December 10, 1903.

This method consists in forming a mixture containing
substantially seven parts of titanium oxide and one part of

carbon, forming electrodes out of the mixture, and, prior

to the completion of the electrodes, converting the mixture
into titanium sub-oxide.

867.475. Motor-starting Rheostat. Eugene R. Cari-

choff, East Orange, N. J., assignor to the

General Electric Company. Schenectady, N. Y.

Application filed May 25, 1905.

The rheostat is made up of superposed spiral grids con-

nected in series. Each unit is provided with a short-cir-

cuiting switch, which is normally open but can be closed

by means of an electromagnet whose armature actuates

Ihe switches successively.

867.476. System of Control. Eugene R. Carichoff,

East Orange, N. J., assignor to the General

Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Appli-

cation filed January 19, 1906.

A speed controller for a motor or motors has a series

of individual switches arranged to cut resistance out of

the motor circuit step by step. Actuating coils for the

switches are operated successively as the counter electro-

motive force of tlic motor rises. (Sec cut.)

867,481. Prepayment Meter. Frank P. Cox, Lynn,
Mass., assignor to the General Electric Com-
pany. Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed July

14, 1897.

A motor meter is provided with a switch connecting in

the load. This is closed by the insertion of a coin and
held closed by a latch which is clcctromagnetically re-

leased when a predetermined amount of electrical energy
has been consumed.

867^482. Locking Mechanism for Controller Han-
dles. Archibald S. Cnbitt. Schenectady, N. Y.,

assignor to the General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed January
2, 1906.

The controller handle carries a dog engaging stops on
the top of the controller box th.it arc so shaped as to per-

mit free movement of the handle in one direction and only
intermittent movement in the nther, A hutton release in

the handle can release the dog only when the handle has
fully reached certain definite pofiilions.

867,483. Self-adjusting Brake for Hoists. Philip

J. Darlington, Glenridgc, K. J., assignor to the

Spraguc Electric Company. Application filed

.May II, 1904.

A motor-driven lioiftt ha<t two adjustably pivoted braking
arm*, one having a link pivoted to it, the other having '>

bell crank lever pivoted to it and to the link. A connec
lion from the lever it arranged to draw the pivots of the
brakinfc arnu closer tosethcr when these have an in-

cre.ificd almormAl range of pivotal movement <Iuc to wear.
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867,484. Spur-geared Hoist. Philip J. Darlington,

Glenridge, N. J., assignor to the Spraguc Elec-

tric Company. Application filed May 11, 1904.

A motor-operated hoist has a spring-applied brake ar-

ranged to normally prevent a lowering movement of the

lioist and to exert a reduced restraint upon the hoisting

movement. Means are provided on the controller for
causing the brake to be released when the controller is

moved to lowering position.

867.486. Electric Locomotive. Samuel T. Dodd,
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General

Electric Company. Schenectad.v, N. Y. Appli-

cation filed February 18, 1907.

An electric locomotive with driving wheels and idlers

has an equalizing litjk suspended between a driving wheel
and idler and supporting a portion of the weight of the

locomotive frame. Pneumatically actuated means are pro-

vided for shifting the effective load-point on this link,

these means being operated by the motor-controlling

switches.

867,494. Fire-alarm Telegraph System. Manious
Garl, Akron, Ohio. Application filed October

20, 1905. ,

This system has an alternating-current generator as

source of current, a normally closed line circuit, a nor-

mally open ground circuit and. local alarm circuit. A
relay in the line circuit normally keeps open the local cir-

cuit which is closed by breaking the line circuit. The
ground and line circuits are opened and closed alter-

nately.

867,496. Fuse. Henry Geisenhoner, Schenectady,

N. Y., assignor to the General Electric Com-
pany, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

June 29, 1903.

This fuse is a combination of a body containing two
chambers, of a fuse in one of them, a spring in the other
connected with the fuse, and a lock for preventing the

operation of the spring when only a temporary over-load

occurs.

S67.509. Electric Switch. Edwin Johnson, Schenec-

tad3% N. Y., assignor to the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

August 24, 1905.

This switch has two sets of contacts, a contact disk, a
spring-actuated stem connected therewith, a toggle pivoted
to the stem, a plunger and a rocker actuated by the
plunger and operating to set and trip the toggle.

867,517. Method of Preliminary Treatment for

Accumulator Plates. Henry Leitner, Maybury,
Woking, England. Application filed August
25, 1904.

The process consists in immersing the plate in a weak
electrolyte comprising not more than 3J/2 per cent, of sul-

phuric acid, to which is added not more than ^14 parts
per 1,000 of hydrochloric acid, subjecting the plate as an
anode to an electric current of high density and maintain-
ing the electrolyte at a temperature of not more than 85
deg. F., artificial cooling thereof being resorted to.

867,519. Electric Furnace. John T. Marshall,

Metuchen. N. J., assignor to the General Elec-

tric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application

filed January 26, 1907.

This furnace has a box-like stTucture with carbon tubes
extending across the box that are held in metallic sockets
in the walls thereof. A carriage, movable over the top

surface of the furnace, carries transformers whose sec-

ondaries can be connected to the sockets through a sys-

tem of pivoted levers. (See cut.)

NO. 867,519.— ELECTRIC FURNACE.

867,522. Means Tor Automatically Controlling the

Speed of Railway Trains. Daniel J. McCarthy,
Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to the Union Switch
and Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa. Applica-
tion filed April 25, 1907.

The brake-controlling valve on the train has placed near
it a magnet responsive to currents of a certain high fre-

quency. Along the track arc placed means for exciting
the coils of tlie magnet with frequencies proportional to

the speed. When this reaches a predetermined value the
brakes are applied.

867,528, Point Shifter for Tramways and the Like.

George D. A. Parr, Leeds, England. Applica-
tion filed August 18, 1905.

'the point in a track swilcli is operated by an electric

motor through the medium of weights alternately raised

and lowered by the motor. A latch normally restraining
movement of the weights is electrically operated from the
car.

867.542. .Attachment for Electrical Furnaces. Sam-
uel M. Weaver and William .\mbler, Cleveland,

Ohio. Application filed September 29, 1905.

The casing carries thermo-couples and a pan mounted
for supporting the work in .1 fixed rchilionship to the
couples.

867.543. Filling for Thermal Cut-outs. Frederick
H. Weston, Schenectady. N. Y.. assignor to

the General Electric Company, Schenectady,
N. Y. Application filed April 22, 1905.

An absorptive filling for cnclottcd fuMft conitists of dry
granules of slaked lime and calcium sulphate.

October 12, 1907

867,544. Electric Arc Lamp. Edward F. Win-
field, Los Angeles, Cal. Application filed

March 14, 1905.

An electric arc lamp has two vertical supports, insulated
brackets secured thereto, a solenoid between the front
edges of the upper brackets, and a carbon holder in

the forward edge of the lower bracket. Means are con-
nected with the solenoid for holding and feeding a carbon.
A cross bracket is mounted on the supports intermediate
their ends, and a reflector on the bracket with its forward
end extending beyond the front edges gf the brackets.

867,547. Starting Device for Alternating-current
Motors. William C. Yates, Schenectady, N. Y..

assignor to the General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed October
18, 1905-

Tliis is a starter for single-pliase induction motors em-
ploying a phase-splitting device for starting. It has a
no-voltage release for holding it in running position and '

spring for returning it to "off" positon. A stop prevents
moving the handle direct from "off" to running positions
without first pausing at starting point. (See cut.)

^

NO. 867,547,—INDUCTION-MOTOR STARTER.

867,555. Chandelier. Frederick A. Burton, Wahpe-
ton, N. D., assignor of one-third to Christina
E. Koubaand one-third to Peter H. Stener-
son, Wahpeton, N. D. Application filed June
21, 1906.

This chandelier is made in two parts, the lower one
being capable of vertical adjustment and being held by
frictional rollers to the upper part. A coiled spring car-
ries the electric wires.

867,561. Measuring Instrument. Albert G. Davis
and Caryl D. Haskins, Schenectady, N. Y.,

assignors to the General Electric Company,
Schenectady. N. Y. Application filed March
15, 1904-

A motor-meter, has a flexible connection betwen its rotor
and its shaft for supporting tlie weight of the shaft and
parts carried by it. A ring-bearing prevents lateral dis-
placement of the shaft.

867,563. Automatic Block-signalijig System. Dan-
iel J. McCarthy, Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to

the Union Switch and Signal Company. Swiss-
vale, Pa. Application filed August 16, 1907.

An alternating-current block-signaling system has home
and distant-signal blades, a reversing relay through which
llie blades are controlled by the track circuits, a line cir-

cuit, an alternating-current slot magnet, and a slow-motion
.circuit-controlling device for controlling the circuit of this
magnet.

Reissue.

12.700. Electric-traction Apparatus. Alfred Zeh-
den, Frankfort-on-the-AIain, Germany, assignor
to J. M. Woodward,. Cleveland, Ohio. Appli-
cation filed August 21, 1907. Original No.
782,312, dated February 14, 1905.

.\ rail-like armature and an electromagnet are mounted
on a carriage, the armature being located relatively to
the magnet, so that by the co-operation of these parts tlie

carriage is not only moved forward but its weight is

counterbalanced in whole or in part.

PATENTS THAT HAVE EXPIRED.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued

by the United States Patent Office) that expired
October 7, 1907:

437.683. Electric Safe Lock. G. L. Damon, Boston, Mass.
137. ?o4. Regulator for Electric Generators and Motors. K.

Linidcll. New York, N. Y.
437.7^0. Conduit Electric Uailway. E. M. Keed, Wichita,

Kan.
437.754- Electric Meter. J. Einstein and S. Kornprohst,

.Munich. Germany.
437.763. Electric Meter. v\. Ueckenzahn. Clapham, England.
437.767- Arc Lamp. H. H. ]!rach, St. Paul. Minn.
437.771- Electric Steam Generator and Water Heater. IL K.

Itultcrfield, Waterville. Mc.
437.789- Eleclric Ceiling Ulock. A. E. Nichols, Leeda, Eng-

land.

437.83-. h-Icctric Motor. J. Einmner, Jr., Washington, D. C.
437.83.">. Electric Motor, d. Little and G. J. Little, Passaic.

N. J.
437.848. Secondary Battery. IL I..anipcrt, Jr., Chicago III,

437.859. Electrical Transmitter and Indicator. D. Kelley
and .M. C. Parkhurst, Sonicrvillc, Mass.

437.868. Galvanometer. A. M. Ritchie, Itrookline, Mass.
437.901. Electric Arc Lamp. C. \V. Hazeltine. St. Louis.

Mo.
437.9-6. Galvanometer. T. Harris, Detroit, Mich.
437.930. ItcccivinK Instrument for Telegraphy. W, M.

Miner. I'lainficld. N. J.

437.946. Hrush Holder for I'Jectric Motors. E. A. Sweet.
Milford. Mass.

437.953- Conduit and Electric Conrhicting Rail Therefor. T.

IL Wchrle, Newark, N. J.
437.986. Telephone Syntcm. A. Graham, I-ondon, England.
438.036. Pole for Electric Wires, etc. E. Vcrstraetc, St.

Louis, Mo.
438.037. Rheoiitnt. J. C. \*elter, N'cw York, N. V.
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Moderate-sized Searchlights for the
Mercantile Marine.

Bv 1)k. At.Mticn Giiai)i-;n\vitz.

SiarclilinlUs, .ts well known, .iri: projectors giving

intensive illttniin.ition, to allow any objects to be
scarclicd and watched from a distance. To this

effect the light of an electric arc lamp is concen-
trated by a parabolic mirror, which reflects it in

the shape of a beam of very small angle. Both
the mirror and lamp are located in a casing, which
is free to move in all directions.

Only continuous ctMTcnt can lie used for the op-

ing any light supplied to it in the shape of a

projector beam.

The searchlights described herewith are mainly

inten<led for use on hoard merchant ships and
dredges, or on motur boats and steam yachts. A
special searchlight on board merchant ships serves

to light the edge and banks uf canals f>n traversing

the latter, while projecting no light innnediately in

front of the ship, so as not to dazzle any approach-
ing vessels. These searchlights, the prototype of

which is used on the Suez Canal, have been termed

Suez Canal projectors.

The huninous intensity of a searchlight depends

bine the best obtainable optical qualities with a

satisfactory and practically constant efficiency.

Hacli searchlight can be fitted with a device for

allowing the beam to spread and to increase the

lighteil field. This is termed a disperscr, and is

a system of vertical plane-convex cylinder lenses

fitted whenever desired before the front aperture

of the searchlight.

'I'he searchlights represented in I-'igs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
and 7 can be proviiled with rippled glass dispersers

for an angle of about 12 degreees, while the Suez
Canal projector (I'ig. 6) is filled with polished

glass disijcrscrs for angles of 0, 12, 15, 20, 30 or

Fig. I. Projector OD Column with Metal Fig. 2. Projector Adapted to be Secured Fig. 3. Pilot-house Projector with Ripple- F
Parabolic Mirror 350 Millimeters in to Pilot-house Railing. Glass Mirror 210 glass Screen.

Diameter. Millimeters in Diameter.
Fig. 5. Projector of 450 Millimeters Diameter Fig. 6. Suez Canal Type of Projector with Parabolic Glass Mirror of 450 Fig.

on Low Stand. .Millimeters and Dispersing Screen.

4. Pilot-house Projector with Metal Parabolic Mirror
of 450 Millimeters.

Low-stand Projector with Non-polished Parabolic
Glass Mirror.

MODERN SEARCHLIGHTS OF MODERATE SIZE FOR MERCHANT.MEN AND YACHTS.

eration of searchlights. In alternating-current lamps

there are formed at the ends of the two carbons

opposite each other two equivalent sources of light,

each of which radiates about half of the total

energy converted into light to opposed directions.

Now, as reflectors can be used only for one side,

utilizing the light of one carbon, only half of the

available energy can be resorted to for producing

the desired effect. Moreover, the light from the

other carbon would interfere with observation by

dazzling the eye through the brightly illuminated

objects surrounding the projector and by inter-

posing between the observer and object a veil con-

sisting of numberless small particles suspended in

the atmosphere.

In continuous-current lamps, on the other hand,

practically the whole of the light is generated in

the crater of the positive carbon, from which the

light rays are mainly projected to one side in a

conical beam. Owing to this one-sided radiation

the lamp is especially adapted for use in connection

with a concave mirror, concentrating and project-

in the first place on the size of the mirror and
next on the current intensity feeding the arc lamp.

Projectors for merchantmen and dredges are usu-

ally designed for currents of from 6 to 50 am-
peres, while the smaller type of motor-boat search-

light is designed only for six amperes. The po-

tential difference betw-een the carbons of the arc

obviously depends on the current intensity, and in

the case of si.x; amperes is about 43 volts, while

increasing with increasing current intensities, though

at a far slower rate than the latter, till a figure

of about 47 volts is reached at 50 amperes.

The mirrors in the case of merchant-ship search-

lights (Figs. I, 4 and 5) are parabolic metal mir-

rors, of a diameter varying between 250 and 450
millimeters. The smallest searchlights for motor
boats are provided wqth non-polished parabolic

glass mirrors 210 millimeters in diameter. Figs. 2,

3 and 7 show searchlights designed for motor boats

and steam yachts. The Suez Canal searchlight

(Fig. 6) has a polished parabolic glass mirror 400

to 450 millimeters in diameter. Such mirrors com-

45 degreees. It may also be fitted with polished

dispersers for an angle of 15 degrees with a dark

central field of five degrees, which design is espe-

cially adapted to the original purpose of this search-

light, namely, to light the banks of canals on the

passage of the vessel. Merchant-ship projectors

(Figs. I, 4 and 5) may equally well be equipped

with this special type of disperser for the passage

of canals.

Each searchlight comprises a ventilated sheet-iron

housing w^ith a round locking glass, divided into

strips, dark inspection glass for inspecting the arc

and a shunt arc lamp w'ith horizontal carbons,

which is controlled either automatically or by hand.

K device for adjusting the crater of the positive

carbon to the optical axis is usually provided.

The housing rests in a trunnion, and can be

rotated through 360 degrees round the vertical

axis and about 45 degrees (in the case of the

searchlights of Figs. 2, 3 and 7 through 25 degrees)

by hand in a vertical direction, being readily fixed

in any position. The projectors are provided with
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three different types of support, viz., flat cast-iron

bases (Figs. 5 and 7), high cast-iron columns (Fig.

i) and cast-iron column or base for fitting on the

pilot-house railing (Figs. 2, 3 and 4). In the last-

named case the drive for the vertical and horizontal

rotation is controlled from the interior of the pilot

house.

The searchlight of the Suez Canal type (Fig. 6)

is usually installed on sheet-metal pedestals, the

size of which is adapted to the conditions of the

case, and in this design can be also fitted on the

pilot house.

A Novel Self-contained Electric Hoist.

A new and rather interesting electric hoist has

been invented recently by James L. Pilling of

Chicago, who has secured a United States patent

on the device. The inventor aimed to design a

power hoist of the block and tackle order that
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hang substantially the same when loaded as when

unloaded.

The armature and the field are geared together

in order to provide for holding suspended loads,

and also in order to utilize the rapid rotation of

the inner part or armature of the motor. This

gearing is preferably a locking gear that will permit

the rotation of the motor in either direction, but

will not permit rotation of the cable drum by the

suspended load even though the motor be switched

off. The gearing as shown comprises a bevel pin-

ion (17) on the shaft (i), a bevel gear wheel

(18) and a worm (19) on a shaft (20), a worm
wheel (21) and a spur pinion (22) on a shaft

(23), and a gear (24), driven by the pinion (22)

and secured to the field (7). The bearings for

shafts (20) and (23) are provided with a casting

(25) which may be cither integral with, or secured

Fig. I. Vertical Loneiludinal Section. Fie. z- Rear Ele^ alien \vilh Gear Casing Removed.

A NOVEL SELF-CONTAINED ELECTRIC HOIST.

would be compact, simple and inexpensive in con-

struction and yet capable of raising heavier loads

in proportion to its own weight than power hoists

heretofore constructed. The invention embodies a

number of novel features.

The preferred form of this hoist is shown by

the accompanying illustrations, of which Fig. i is a

vertical longitudinal section and Fig. 2 is a rear

elevation wherein the gear case is entirely, and

the main casing partly, removed. Fig. 3 is an ele-

vation of the front end of the hoist, while Fig. 4

is a side view, omitting the casing so as to show

the winding drum. Figs. 3 and 4 show the full

cable rigging for the hoist.

The framing of the hoist consists of an inverted

U-shaped yoke (3) and a bell-shaped main casing

or frame (2), which are preferably made integral

with each other, but are divided transversely into

two parts bolted together at the flanges (5) to

permit of ready access to the interior mechanism.

The yoke (3) terminates in the two bearings (4)

for the main shaft (i).

The armature (6) of the motor is keyed on this

shaft, which also supports the field (7) in such a

way that it can revolve about the shaft, the two

hubs (8) and (9) being provided for this purpose.

Both armature and field revolve when the . motor

current is applied, since they are geared together

by a system of gearing giving them opposite direc-

tions of rotation. The periphery or yoke of the

field (7) is made cylindrical to form the drum

upon which the lifting cables are wound and its

outer surface is spirally grooved for this purpose.

In order to presen-e the balance of the hoist when

loaded, both ends of the cable (12) are attached

to the drum (at opposite ends thereof), thus form-

ing one or more loops or bights for carrying a

sheave-block. As shown, two loops or bights (12')

are formed by carrying the cable up and around

a sheave (13), suspended from the frame (2) of

the hoist. A sheave block (14) suspended from

the loops (I2') carries two sheaves (15) and a

lifting hook (16). The top sheave-block (13) is

swivclcd on a wrought metal clip (28), which is

Ixiltcd to the flanges (3) at one side of the bell-

frame. This arrangement of the hoisting cable

is adapted to balance the frame of the hoist when
loads arc being lifted. The tendency of the load

is to cant the hoist upwardly at the side to which

the sheave (13) is attached. The downward pull

of the cable upon this sheave counterbalances the

tendency referred to, and the hoist frame will

to, the frame (2). The worm gear (19—21) forms

a noiseless and absolutely reliable lock against back-

ward rotation of the drum by a suspended load,

and holds the load at any height while the motor is

stopped. This gearing is so arranged as to cause

the armature and field of the motor to turn in

opposite directions, whereby the full power of the

motor is obtained. When lifting a load the parts

rotate in the direction of the arrows shown in

Fig. 2. The object of driving from pinion (17)

to a larger wheel (18) is to avoid excessive heating

of the worm gearing by reducing the speed thereof.

The gearing is enclosed by a casing (26), the
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lower portion of which forms a chamber for oil to

lubricate the gears 19, 21, 22 and 24.

As the field is rotative, it is provided with col-

lector rings (30) and brushes (31), through which

the current is taken into the field windings (32).

One field hub (9) carries the armature brush hold-

ers (not shown), and two of the rings (30) are

in connection with them. The brushes (31) are

held by a bracket (33) supporting also the motor
controller (34). The leads from these brushes (31)

pass into the controller, and a cable (35) leads

from the controller to the supply conductors.

The operation is as follows : The hoist is sus-

pended by its hook (36) and the object to be lifted

is attached to the sheave-block hook (16). When
the motor is started its two parts turn in opposite

directions, the armature at a comparatively high

speed; the speed of the outer part being controlled

by that of the inner part through the medium of

the gearing. The outer part, that is, the drum,
draws up the two ends of the cable (12), which

draws up the sheave-block (14). The cable winds
from the ends toward the center of the drum.

Suppose now that the motor should be intentionally

or accidentally stopped. The weight of the load

tends to turn the worm wheel (21), but that mem-
ber cannot turn while the worm is at rest; thus

the load is held suspended without the use of

brakes, ratchets or other troublesome devices. The
load is lowered by" running the motor in reverse

direction. The worm gearing prevents racing of

the motor at such times and enables the operator

to lower away as slowly as desired.

The winding drum need not be of the same diam-

eter from end to end. A portion thereof may be

of smaller diameter to receive a cable for hoisting

very heavy loads.

Grounded Neutral in High-tension Sys-
tems.

At the meeting of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers in New York on October nth
the recently elected president, Mr. H. G. Stott, pre-

sided, and gave a brief inaugural address, reported

elsewhere in this issue. The subject of the evening
was "The Grounded Neutral in High-tension Sys-
tems," and papers were presented by Paul M. Lin-

coln, engineer of power division of the Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing Company, Pitts-

burg; F. G. Clark, superintendent of power sta-

^tion of the Pennsylvania Tunnel and Terminal
'Railroad Company, Long Island City, and George
I. Rhodes, assistant engineer of the Interborough
Rapid Transit Company of New York city. The
papers and discussions covered advantages and dis-

advantages of the grounded connection under vari-

ous conditions, more particularly the possibility of

cutting out faulty feeders without interrupting the

service- The function of series resistance in the

ground connection also received attention.

Before opening the meeting for the discussion
President Stott announced the presence of two dis-

tinguished German visitors, Messrs. Wallen and
Schrottke of the Siemens-Schuckert Company in

Berlin and also of the Verband Deutscher Elek-
trotechniker.

Written contributions to the discussion were re-

ceived from F. G. Baum of San Francisco and
0. S. Lyford, Jr., of New York, and were read.

The oral discussion was opened by P. Junkers-
feld of the Commonwealth Edison Company, Chi-

cago, and continued by Philip Torchio, New York
Edison Company ; N. J. Ncall, Boston

; J. B. Tay-
lor, General Electric Company, Schenectady; C.

Schwartz, New York Central Railroad Company,
New York ; C. W. Stone, General Electric Com-
pany, Schenectady, and Charles F. Scott, Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing Company, Pitts-

burg. Messrs. Lincoln and Rhodes, authors of two
of the papers, then spoke, and the discussion was
closed by Dr. C. P. Steinmetz of Schenectady. Al-
though no conclusion was reached, a great deal of
valuable material was brought out, some of which
is presented in this issue of the Western Elec-

trician and some of which will appear in a future
issue or future issues, if space permits.

FIGS. 3 AND 4, FRONT ELEVATION AND SIDE VIEW,

SHOWING WINDING DRUM AND CABLE RIGGING.

Narcosis by Blue Rays of Light.

A dentist at Geneva, Dr. Radard, after having
for several years made experiments with the narcotic
effect of blue light, has submitted his results to the

Swiss Society of Odontology. According to Consul
William Bardel at Bamberg, Dr. Radard asserts

that a complete narcosis can be obtained if the rays

of a blue electric light are brought to bear on the

human eye while all other rays of light, particularly

of daylight, arc kept o(T of it. The narcosis thus

obtained is so complete that, during the same, little

dental operations, such as pulling or filling teeth, etc.,

can be executed without causing the patient the

least amount of pain. While the effect of the blue

rays is a very strong one, that of violet-blue and

green rays is less intensive, and yellow or red rays

show no effect at all.
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Inland Enipli'e Eleclric-rallway SyHlom.

As itadLTs of the VVl'sIchh ElfClviciaii arc aware,

from previous articlos. one of the most important

systems of electric railways in tliis country is that

of the Spokane and Inland ICnipire Railroad Com-
pany, willi headquarters in Spokane, Wash. I'lanncd,

hnilt and operated by men prominent in the suc-

cessful upbuilding of tb;it iJortion of WasbinKton,

OrCKOn, Idaho and Montana, known as the "Inland

Empire," the affairs of this large electric-railway

system are directed by Mr. Jay P. Graves, presi-

dent; F. I-ewis Clark, first vice-president; A. L.

White, second vice-president ; W. G. Davidson, sec-

retary, and H. B. Ferris, treasurer.

'I'he "Inland ICnipire" reaches from the Rockies

cm the cast. to the Cascades on the west, and from
llic Selkirks of British Columbia to the Blue Moun-
kiins of Oregon. This territory of 150,000 scpiarc

miles, with the growing city of Spokane, now Hear-

ing 100.000 in population, as the metropolis, has

great wealth in its mines, forests and agricultural

districts. To aid in the development of these re-

sources there arc excellent natural waterpowers in

and reduccil from 45,000 to 6,600 volts and ap-

plied to the wire for opcnitiiiR trains.

An example of llie rapid growili of Spokane's

rural connnnuitiefi, since the inception of the Spo-

kane and Inland division, is afforded by the village

of Valleyford, located 16 miles south. Here a

prosperous and beautiful suburb has sprung up in

one year. At Spring Valley Junction, 40 miles

from Spolt'ane, the Colfax and I'alous branches of

the Spokane and Inland division meet. Headquar-

ters of tile division siipcriiUendcnt, cliiet dispatcher,

etc., are located at this point.

The Spokane and Inland is being extended from

Palous lO miles to Moscow, Idaho. In Palous the

road passes ihrongh the center of town on an

elevation, avoiding all grade crossings. Joint freight

yards are used at this point with the W., I. and

M. Railway, which runs 6$ miles cast to Pollalch,

Idaho, tapping the Potlatcb lumber district.

Oakdale is 53 miles from Spokane on the .Spo-

kane and Inland division. It has a population of

1,500. Passenger and freight service was opened

to the town on April 15, 1907. Garfield is 65 miles

MARKETING WHEAT VIA THE SPOKANE AND INLAND ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

the rivers of the Northwest to furnish power for

manufacturing and for operating electric railways.

Foremost in the ranks of this development is

the Spokane and Inland Empire Railroad, known
as the Inland Empire System, whose lines as-

sist as well as share in the general prosperity

of the Spokane country. This company has ac-

quired the Spokane and Inland Railway, a railroad

of "steam practice" (that is, equivalent to the best

steam railroads), but electrically operated, extend-

ing south from Spokane 76 miles to Colfax. Wash.,

and 92 miles southeast to Moscow, Idaho ; the

Coeur d'AIene and Spokane Railway, an electric

road reaching eastward from Spokane to Liberty

Lake, Wash., and Cceur d'AIene and Hayden Lake,

Idaho, a distance of 40 miles; the Spokane Trac-

tion Company, an electric street railway, having

31.5 miles of lines in the city of Spokane; the

Spokane Terminal Company, having passenger and

freight terminals and rights-of-way in Spokane,

and the Spokane Power Development Company, in-

cluding two power sites on the Spokane River, one

developed to generate 20,oco electrical horsepower,

and a valuable franchise for the distribution of

light and power in Spokane.

With the Spokane and Inland division now op-

erating to Colfax and Palous, the several lines

of the Inland Empire System aggregate over 200

miles. With extensions now contemplated and un-

der way the total miles in the system will ag-

gregate 225 by June i, igoS. Material additions to

the equipment of the Cceur d'AIene and Spokane

and the Spokane local divisions have been found

necessary this last year. Traffic agreements have

been entered into with t-wo of the principal trans-

continental steam railroads, thus giving the system

access to markets east and west.

For the 113 miles of railroad in the Spokane and

Inland division, power is furnished" from a fre-

quency-changing station in Spokane. Current is

transmitted from this station to the sub-stations

along- the lines to Colfax and Palous, a distance

of 76 miles. A 27S-cell storage-battery equipment

for this division shows a saving in operation of ap-

proximately 50 per cent, in power bills.

The passenger equipment on the Spokane and
Inland division consists of Brill 58-foot coaches

finished in mahogany and with seating capacity of

64 eath. The road is built of 70-pound steel, fir

ties, and well ballasted for carrying the heavy
freight and passenger trains of this division.

Twenty-five miles south of Spokane is the Mt.

Hope passenger and sub-station. This, like the

other passenger and freight depots of the division,

is of modern construction, brick with concrete

foundation, economical in maintenance and fire

risk. In the sub-stations, which are located every

10 or 15 miles, the high-tension current is received

south of Spokane and is one of the foremost ship-

ping points in the Palous country. Passenger and
freight traffic was inaugurated to Garfield on June
1st.

The first train out of Colfax was operated on

July 31st. TJie Spokane and Inland freight and
passenger terminals and yards are located in the

heart of Colfax. The site for the new depot oc-

cupies the block directly opposite the county court-

house. Car barns and machine shops of the di-

vision are located at Olive and Cincinnati streets.

Four miles north of Colfax it was found cheaper

to drive a tunnel 622 feet through a 200-foot hill

rather than to follow a one-mile detour of the

Palous River. A view of this tunnel is given in

one of the accompanying pictures.

It is said that 10,000,000 bushels of wlieat and
40,000 tons of oats and barley were produced this

year in the territory directly tributary to the Spo-
kane and Inland division. A chain of 30 grain

warehouses is being operated along this division.

Warehouses are 50 by 150 feet and have a capacity

of 40,000 sacks of grain, or 50 carloads. One of

the accompanying pictures shows a string, of farm
teams waiting in line to unload their grain in one
of the warehouses of the electric road. A traffic

agreement has been entered into between the Inland

Empire System and the Great Northern Railway,

COLFAX TUNNEL ON THE INLAND EMPIRE SYSTEM.

giving markets in eastern states and on the Pacifiic

Coast.

Farmers along the lines of the Spokane and
Inland division have shown their anxiety to utilize

the new electric railway by delivering their grain
before the warehouses were completed. This di-

vision has been double-tracked between Greenacres

and Spokane Bridge. It is said to have one of the

most substantially built roadbeds in the United
States.

The CcEur d'AIene division, as stated, extends
eastward to Liberty Lake, Coeur d'AIene and Hay-
den Lake, a distance of 40 miles. It serves the

Spokane Valley, Spokane's beautiful lake region,

"HnotiHONU fl.VIik" UiKVlUC HI'OKAME.

and affords the most direct route to the famous
Cccur d'AIene mining country. Passenger traffic on

this division lias made an average increase annually

of 30 per cent. This season's increase over that

of 19CG was 40 per cent., and the increase in

freight traffic 75 to 80 per celit. United States

railway mail service was inaugurated on the di-

vision August 12, 1907.

In the city of Cccur d'AIene the company has

wcli-cquipped electric docks,- shown in one of the

pictures, where the trains connect with the Red
Collar Line for Harrison, Wardncr and points on

the St. Joe and St. Maries rivers. It is 68 miles

from Cccur d'AIene to Head of Navigation on St.

Joe River. The company has a handsome terminal

building in Coeur d'AIene. This is the chief city

in Northern Idaho, and it has increased in popu-

lation from 1,000 to 8,000 since the opening of tlie

electric line in December, 1903.

Parlor-car service on the Cceur d'AIene division

was inaugurated on June 29, 1907, and has proven

a remarkable success. The eight-mile branch from

Coeur d'AIene to Hayden Lake was opened August

15, 1906, and has made greater earnings per car-

mile than any other division of the system. -I-Iay-

den Lake is one of Spokane's popular summer re-

sorts, lying 40 miles east of 'the city. Passenger

and freight service was opened to Liberty Lake,

Spokane's most popular bathing resort, on June
15th. . This lake lies among the hills 16 miles east

of Spokane. It is on a two-mile branch running

south from the main line at Liberty Junction.
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"ELECTRIC dock" IN COEUR d'aLENE, IDAHO.

In the city of Spokane is the Electric Terminal
Building, which is one of the best equipped in the

United States. It is centrally located in the block

next the new postoffice. Forty-two passenger trains

leave and arrive at the terminal building dail}'.

One of the pictures shows the Shoshone Flyer

leaving Spokane, St. Louis type of cars are used

on 31.5 miles of city lines row in operation.

The company has a very complete system for

connecting the Inland Empire System with all the

steam lines entering Spokane. The terminal yards

are 300 by 2,000 feet, centrally located, with three

of the large steam-road yards to the north and the

Northern Pacific yards to the south, terminal tracks

connecting all The freight terminal building used'

by all the divisions is. located at Ferry and Mar-
ket streets and is 40 by 300 feet in size.

The Inland Empire System owns two valuable

power sites on Spokane River. The power plant

at Nine Mile Bridge will generate 20,coo horse-

power and will be completed in December. It is

expected that 5,coo horsepower will be required

for use on the railway system, leaving the balance

for market purposes. A' franchise is owned by

the company for distribution of current for light

and power in Spokane.

The Aurora, Elgin and Chicago electric railway

and the Metropolitan Elevated Railway of Chicago
have put in service two new funeral cars, which
will be run to the Oak Ridge, Mount Carmel,
Waldheim, Concordia, Forest Home and Elm Lawn
cemeteries.
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Electrical Engineers of the Iron and
Steel Industry Organize.

The first annual meeting of the Association of

Iron and Steel Electrical Engineers xt'as held in

the rooms of the Engineers' Society of Western
Pennsylvania' in Pittsburg on October nth and

I2th. The association, which is the outgrowth of

a meeting of electrical engineers in Pittsburg last

spring, has for its object the application of electrical

machinery and appliances to the iron and steel in-

dustry. Thirty-three men prominently connected

«ith electrical generating plants and equipment de-

partments of a number of large companies through-

out the country constitute the charter membership.

The first session of the annual meeting was de-

moted largely to the election of officers with the

following result: President, James Farrington, su-

perintendent of electrical department of La Belle

Iron Works. Steubenville, Ohio; first vice-presi-

dent, J. C. Reed, electrical engineer of the Penn-

sylvania Steel Company, Steelton, Pa. ; second vice-

president, G. W. Sturgess, electrical superintendent

of the Lackawanna Steel Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

;

secretary. G. H. Winslow, electrical engineer of

the National Tube Company. Pittsburg; treasurer,

E. W. Yearsley. electrical engineer of the Midvale

Steel Company, Philadelphia.

Following tile adoption of a constitution and by-

laws at the morning session papers were read by

E. W. Yearsley, George W. Richardson and D. B.

Rushmore. In the afternoon the following-named

gentlemen spoke : A. C. Eastwood, D. S. Kendall,

Gano S. Dunn, R. P. Wright, C. T. Henderson,

B. A Behrend, R P. Jackson and Paul M. Lincoln.

Those present were taken to the works of the

Westinghouse Company at East Pittsburg, where
luncheon was served at noon.

An elaborate dinner' was served at the Duquesne
Club in the evening. At the remaining sessions ad-

dresses were given and papers read by M. Van
Blarcom, C. E. Skinner and L. E. Bogen. The
initial meeting was very successful, and it is planned

to hold a number of meetings each year to take

up electrical questions.

The following companies are represented among
the charter members : Colorado Fuel and Iron

Company, American Steel and Wire Company,
Carnegie Steel Company, La Belle' Iron Works,

Phoenix Iron Works, Republic Iron and Steel

Companv, Youngstown Sheet and Tube Company,

Illinois "Steel Company, National Tube Company,

Alan Wood Iron and Steel Company, Lorain Steel

Company, Jones & Laughlin Steel Company, Seneca

Iron and Steel Company, Pennsylvania Steel Com-
pany, American Bridge Company, Inland Steel Com-
panv, Lackawanna Steel Company, Bethlehem Steel

Company^ Lukens Iron and Steel Company, Mary-
land Steel Company and the Midvale Steel Com-
pany.

Postoffice wires, and the advantage of the present

direct cable communication between our Stock Ex-
change and Wall Street is being pointed out and
made much of. Comparatively few people seriously

believe that any damage will be done to the existing

cable traffic."

The Possibility of Regular Transatlantic
Wireless Service.

Regular wireless transatlantic telegraph service is

at hand, according to officials of the Marconi com-

pany, as reported in the daily newspapers on both

sides of the water. At the present writing, how-

ever, the service does not appear to be available

for public use. and the skeptics, like the gentleman

from Missouri, still insist that they must be shown.

The subject naturally attracts much attention in

England, where stocks of submarine-telegraph com-

panies are largely owned. Under date of October

4th the London correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician has this to say about it:

"For the second time within a few years the

Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company, by persistent

newspaper notices that a transatlantic wireless-

telegraph service is about to be inaugurated, has

been responsible for a very considerable drop in

the value of the shares of the cable companies.

Curiously enough, this fall is accompanied by very

emphatic denials that Mr. Marconi can accomplish

all he claims to be able to do. As a matter of fact

the new service was to have been started in the

middle of September; we are now told that it

will be in a few weeks' time.

"Apart from those quarters which arc very dis-

tinctly pro-Marconi there is, in the first place, con-
siderable skepticism as to the commercial achieve-

ment of transatlantic wireless telegraphy, and sec-

ondly, even assuming it is accomplished, the effect

upon the traffic is likely to be infinitesimal. In all

the notices and articles which the Marconi com-
pany manage to get into the papers, one never
iiears a word of the speed at which it claims to

be able to work.
"Attention has been called to the very serious

drop from 29 to 16 in the value of Anglo-American
deferred shares. But a special interest attaches to

this company, for in its last report a large sum
was taken from revenue to meet depreciation in the
company's invested cable renewal fund, and in .

the City this fact is recognized as being responsible
for a great part of the decline.

"Already business men are being reminded of
the possibility of delay through the wireless mes-
sages having to be retransmitted from Ireland by

Power House for the "Big Four" Rail-
road Shops.

It has come to be practically standard practice

in large industrial plants to generate all the power
in one place and to transmit it electrically to the

various shops and buildings. There is no uniform-

ity, however, in the systems of electrical distribution

used, as their selection is chiefly governed by the

requirements of, and conditions about, the plant.

An interesting example of a plant where special

conditions were met is in the design of the power
house for the new repair shops of the Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway, located

at Beech Grove, near Indianapolis, Ind. This rail-

way' is commonly referred to as the "Big Four"
system.

These shops are now nearing completion and

It was found that all water would have to be
drawn from deep artesian wells and that a large

supply of water was required for the locomotive

roundhouses, which water would have to be chem-
ically treated in a water-softening process to make
it suitable for boiler feed. It was therefore de-

cided to make the main generating units in the

power house condensing by passing all the cold

water direct from the wells through surface con-

densers, where its temperature would be raised

from about 55° to about 90° F., then to the water-

softening tanks, where the treating process is more
effective with warm water, and finally to the round-
houses and boiler-feed pumps. By this plan abun-
dant condensing water is secured without the need
of a cooling tower. The condensing feature made
the use of steam turbines advisable, and this re-

sulted in the choice of three-phase alternating-cur-

rent generators. The use of treated water per-

mitted the selection of high-canacity water-tube

boilers.

The boiler room is 46 feet wide by 128 feet long

and contains three batteries of two 413-horsepower
Stirling- boilers each. Each of these is equipped
with Foster superheaters and with chain-grate

stokers, the latter being furnished by the Greene
Engmeering Company of Chicago. The flue gases

from the boilers are led through a reinforced-con-

crete smoke duct directly beneath the boilers to

a concrete-steel chimney 12 feet in diameter and
2CO feet high, built by the Weber Concrete Steel

Chimney Company. This stack is equipped with

CROSS-SECTION OF POWER HOUSE FOR BIG FOUR RAILROAD SHOPS NEAR INDIANAPOLIS.

will be the largest of their kind in the country.

There are 20 buildings, the power house being

near the center of the group. Adjoining the shops

a large freight yard and two roundhouses are be-

ing built. Each of the latter will have stalls for

25 locomotives.

The power house will furnish for the entire plant

not only electric light and power, but also com-
pressed air, service water, exhaust steam for heat-

ing, live steam for the steam hammers in the forge

shop, and high-pressure water for hydraulic rivet-

ers and other tools.

The layout of the power house is clearly shown
in the accompanying plan and sectional elevation,

and the construction illustrated by the view taken

about six weeks ago. The building, which is 114

feet by 128 feet, is of brick and steel construction

to harmonize with the architecture of the other

shop buildings. The foundations are of concrete,

the column piers being reinforced. Sub-structure

masonry is of shale brick- of a dark color lined

with sand lime brick. The turbine room is finished

with a red pressed-b'rick wainscoting about six

feet high. . The roof is of slate laid on wood
sheathing. By the liberal use of large windows
in the side walls, and of monitors and skylights

in the roof, an extremely well-lighted building is

obtained. At present the building is closed on its

east end by a wooden bulkhead to allow for future

extension, which is contemplated at an early date.

The power station will be ultimately twice its

present size.

The available water supply was a vital factor

considered in determining the character of the

power-house equijimcnt. The design finally adopted

is an interesting illustration of how an apparently

hopeless situation from the viewpoint of effi-

ciency can sometimes be forced to give highly

economical results by a careful study of require-

ments and by harmonizing these into a satisfactory

working plan.

lightning conductors installed by Carl Bajohr, St.

Louis, Mo.

Coal is first received in a track hopper adjacent

to the building, from which it is carried to a coal

crusher in the basement by means of a small apron

conveyor. After passing through the crusher the

coal falls directly onto an endless-bucket conveyor,

which carries it to the end of the basement and
then up and over the coal bunkers, into which the

coal is automatically dumped. These bunkers are

located over the boilers and are built of reinforced

concrete. From the bunkers the coal is fed to the

stoker hoppers by means of steel spouts. Ashes
are fed, by ipeans of spouts, from the doors in

the ash bins of the boilers into the same conveyor
used for coal. The ashes are lifted up and dumped
into overhead ash pockets, located directly in front

of the stack, from which they may be loaded

through spouts into empty cars 'on the track ad-

joining the building. All the coal and ash-handling

machinery was furnished by the Link Belt Com-
pany, Chicago.

The boiler-feed pumps arc placed in front of the

stack on the boiler-room floor to make them read-

ily accessible to the boiler-room attendants without

going any distance from their posts of duty in

front of the boilers. The pumps are of the duplex

upright Admiralty type, supplied by the Dean Bros.

Steam Pump Works of Indianapolis. The stoker

engines are located near the feed pumps and are

belted to the stoker-operating shaft, which is hung
from the floor beams in the basement. In the

boiler room there are installed numerous structural

steel runways, making all piping and apparatus per-

fectly accessible for repairs,

The turbine room is of the same dimensions as

the boiler room and is separated from it by the

pump room. At the west end of the turbine room
is located the air compressor, furnished by the

Laidlaw-Dunn-Gordon Company of Cincinnati, Ohio.

The compressor is of the cross-compnund two-stage
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type and has a capncily of I'.ooo cubic feet per

mimile. AloiiKside <>( lliis compressor is a reserve

spare for llie Inslallatioii of a similar unit wlien-

ever tlie iioeds of llie plant require it.

Ncxl 111 the compressor are located llie tliree

mail] KeneratiiiR imils, each coiisisliiiK of a Wesl-

inK'house-l'arsons slealn lurhiiie, direcl-connecled Ic]

a joo-kilowatt, to-cycle, three phase, 48o-voU Wesl-

hiKliouse Keiierator. These niaehiiies are to rim al

.l.don revolutions per miiinte and will supply all

system wliieli nms mil at riftht angles from the

north wall to the niimerouH shop buildiiiKB. These

underKriiunil eomluits are separate from the pipe

iminels. No overhead transmission is used.

The swilchhoard consists of 15 panels, each two

feet wide, which includes, hesiiles the Kficnilor

and exeiler panels, alleriiatinK-eurrenl and dinet-

current feeder panels, three blank panels for future

Keneralnrs and exciter, and a panel for llie series

alli-riKililii' .iirvnl :ir.-l:iili|J '.vsli'ill fur liLrluillK all

PLAN OF POWER HOUSE FOR "BIG FOUR" RAILROAD SHOPS NEAR INDIANAPOLIS.

the electric power and light circuits. For field ex-

citation there are provided two steam-driven, direct-

connected, 40-kilowatt Westingliouse exciter units

located near the turbines. Adjacent to the exciters

is a 3CO-kiIo\vatt Westinghouse motor-generator set

comprising an induction motor and a 2SO-volt gen-

erator supplying direct current to all the variable-

speed tools throughout the shops and also to the

Cooper Hewitt mercury-vapor lamps that are used

almost exclusively for illumination in each of the

shop buildings. A separate starting panel is placed

near the induction motor of this set. Reserve

space is provided nearby for the future installation

of another motor-generator set and one more ex-

citer.

The turbines and compressor are arranged to be

run condensing almost all the time, but the e.xhaust

can also be turned into the beating system for the

buildings, if the exhaust from the steam hammers
in the forge shop, which will be normally used

for heating, should prOA'e insuflficient- on excep-

tionally cold days. Two wet-vacuum system con-

densing outfits are being furnished by the Wheeler
Condensing and Engineering Company. Each con-

sists of an Admiralty type surface condenser and

a steam-driven air pump. These condensers are

so arranged that each takes care of two units.

The exhaust steam from all the auxiliary engines

and pumps is carried to the boiler feed-water

heaters by a separate system of piping.

From each of the various generators lead-covered

rubber-insulated cables are carried to the switch-

board in tile ducts laid in the concrete fioor. All

these ducts lead to a slate-covered trench 14 inches

wide by 8 inches deep, running back of the entire

length of the switchboard. All the cables pass

through this trench and turn up through switches

.
in the slate cover to the circuit-breakers. All feed-

ers go out at right angles to the switchboard in

clay ducts in the floor to the north basement w^all,

where they drop six^ feet in split-tile ducts laid in

chases in the wall, to the underground distributing

the yards. The switchboard is built by the Walker

Company of Philadelphia, Pa., and is equipped with

Westinghouse instruments and I T E circuit-break-

ers.

The pump room is in the center of the building

and is 22 feet wide and 128 feet long. It is open

to the basement, 12 feet below the main-floor level,

except for a gallery running along one side and

at a point near the center of the building connect-

ing the boiler and turbine rooms. The gallery

supports two 2,500-horsepower Webster feed-water

heaters supplied by the American Engineering

Specially Company of Chlc.iRo, These lic.iters are
equipped with piirifyinK, fillerinK and oil-scp.'ii'atinc

accessories and arc auloniatically operated.

On the floor of ilie pninp room is located nearly

all llie piinipiiiK apparatus that supplies the shop
InilUlinK.if. There is a i,5co-Kallon Undcrwrilers'
lire pump, furnished by the CjeorRe p. Blake Man-
ufacliiriiiK Company of New York. Next to it arc

located two Marsh vacuum pumps for the healiiiK

sy.stein, which discharge the healing returns from
the entire system into the feed-water heaters.

There is also installed in this room a hydraulic

pump and accumulator, designed to furnish water

al a pressure of 1,500 pounds per square inch to

the hydraulic riveters in the boiler shop. These
pumps are all steam driven.

At the end of the pump room is the entrance

to the pi|)e tmniel, which carries all compressed air,

live-steam, exhaust-sleam-heating and low and high-

pressure water piping to the different buildings for

shop and roundhouse service. The pumps drawing

the supply water from the three artesian wells

are five motor-driven deep-well pumps made by the

George F. Blake Manufacturing Company. Each of

these pumps has a capacity of 250,000 gallons per

24 hours.- They arc located in little rooms olT from

the pipe tunnel and <leliver the water to the con-

densers in the turbine room, as already described.

The steam piping of the jiowcr house consists

of two separate and distinct systems, superheated

steam being suppliefl to the turbines and compres-

sor only, and saturated steam being furnished to

all auxiliaries. There is, however, a cross-connec-

tion between the two steam headers for use in case

of emergency. In all steam leads from the boilers

are placed automatic stop and check valves, and

in all steam leads to units, except those to pumps,

are placed receiver type steam separators. Wher-
ever possible the use of long-radius pipe bends

will be employed to give flexibility and to provide

for expansion without the use of expansion joints.

Wrought-steel flanges have been used throughout

on the high-pressure steam piping.

Traveling cranes are provided for the turbine

and pump rooms. The former is a 15-ton crane

furnished by the Niles-Bement-Pond Company of

Philadelphia, and the latter a five-ton crane sup-

plied by the Niles Tool Works of Hamilton, Ohio.

The complete plans of this power station, includ-

ing the building, as well as of the shops as a whole,

were designed by The Arnold Company of Chicago,

subject to the approval of the motive-power de-

partment of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and

St. Louis Railway Company, represented by Mr.
William Garstang, superintendent of motive power,

and of Mr. B., D. Lockwood, mechanical engineer.

A Curious Proposal in England.

"I have frequently called attention to the ex-

tremely unsatisfactory conditions, both industrial

and financial, which exist in the electrical industry

here," writes the London correspondent of the West-

ern Electrician under date of October 4th, "and it

is not surprising to hear that some effort is being

made to put the industry upon a better footing. I

hear tiiat with the object of finding a remedy for

the present state of things it is suggested that a

union of electrical interests should be formed. I

believe that the editors of the electrical journals

have been approached to take the initiative and to

act as an organizing committee until sufficient sup-

port has been obtained to enable a representative

council to be constituted. This part of the pro-

gramme of the organizers of the movement, how-
ever, has not met with complete success. The idea

is that everyone interested in electrical undertaK-

ings, whether as shareholder, employer or employe,

should join, the annual subscription to be 50 cents.

This is as much as is known at the moment, be-

yond the fact that the union will start without

political bias and with neutrality in relation to mu-
nicipal ownership and other like matters. The
modus operandi has yet to be explained."

POWER HOUSE (DURING CONSTRUCTION) FOR "BIG FOUR"
SHOPS NEAR INDIANAPOLIS.

Annual Report of Western Union.

In the annual report of the Western Union Tele-

graph Company, just issued, the total revenues

show a fair increase, but expenses increased to a

greater extent than the increase in income, with

the net result that revenue income ^vas $746,372
less than the previous year. The report states that

contracts covering 19,213 miles of railroad were
closed during the year, compared with 8.311 miles

in the previous year. There was issued during the

year $7,200,000 of the $25,000,000 four per cent,

convertible redeemable bonds due November i,

1936. The total revenue for the year ended June
30, 1907, w^as $32,856,406 and the total expenses

$26,532,196.
'
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An important contribution to the literature on

illumination is the paper recently read before the

Chicago Section of the Illuminating Engineering

Society by Mr. F. J. Pearson on "The Lighting

of a Large Retail Store," summarized in this issue.

Since the subject of illumination came so prom-
inently to the front a few years ago, considerable

discussion has been indulged in on the subjects of

residence and factory lighting, but comparatively

little consideration has been given to more efficient

methods of store illumination.

This is an important field for investigation, and

it is gratifying that the management of the great

establishment with which Mr. Pearson is con-

nected undertook such exhaustive tests, before

adopting a new lighting scheme. This fact makes

the conclusions reached of much more value than

would be the case if an arbitrary choice had been

made, although it is to be remembered, of course,

that the individual conditions of merchandising gov-

erned in the selection. This retail store, which is

perhaps the largest in the world, has done a great

service to electrical men in making these tests.

Mr. Pearson's paper should prove interesting read-

ing for both store managers and central-station

men as well as all interested in more efficient and

effective store lighting.

Selenium cells are now engaging more attention

than for some time past, owing to the increasing

possibilities of varied application in the industrial

arts, instead of being confined chiefly to laboratory

experiments. It is therefore interesting to note the

statement of R. Marc in a German chemical jour-

nal that gray crystalline seleniuin exists in two
distinct polymorphous forms, which may be dis-

tinguished as A and B. A is a non-conductor, B
a good conductor of electricity. The transition

from the A form at 140° to the B form on heating

to 200" has now been observed microscopically.

It has also been found that there is a difference

in the solubilities of the two modifications. B is

probably rather less soluble in carbon bisulphide

than A. The equilibrium mixture at the ordinary

temperature is sensitive to light, which displaces

the equilibrium from A to B, just as does rise

of temperature. The action of the light is, how-
ever, a photo-chemical and not a calorific effect.

Mr. Marc makes the following recommendations
for those interested in the construction of sensitive

selenium cells: (i) An addition of o.i to 0.5 per
cent, of silver or other efficient catalytic agent;

(2) the complete transformation (preferably' in an
oxygen-free atmosphere) at 2CQ° (this' can be best

traced by the use of a galvanometer)
; (3) the

establishment of a complete equilibrium at the ordi-

nary temperature; (4) the employment of as thin

a film of selenium as possible; (5) the arrangement
of the electrodes should be such that the rays of
light fall upon the places of greatest current dens-
ity; (6) access of moisture is to be prevented.

Shall the neutral of alternating-current high-
tension systems be grounded, and if so shall it be
through a resistance or direct? This is an im-
portant question, and it was discussed at the New
York meeting of the Institute last week. Much
valuable material was brought out on which the

Western Electrician draws to soine extent in this

issue. As was to be expected, no definite conclu-

sion was reached. After listening to the discus-

sion. Dr. C. P. Steinmctz confessed that he knew
less about the advisability of grounding the neutral

than before, because every statement on one side

had been paralleled by another of directly opposite

effect. However, he thought the system should

not be grounded where grounding is not necessary,

as opposed to the idea of grounding everything

unless there is a special reason to the contrary. It

may make a difference whether the system is an

overhead transmission system or an underground

cable system in city streets. Resistance in tl'ie

grounding is used where it is judged unsafe to

ground without.

In concluding his discussion of the subject. Dr.

Steinmctz gave his hearers some advice of a quite

unusual nature. . We quote it

:

"I desire to draw your attention to the general

principle of all human nature where the trend of

the times is very strong in one direction, as, for

instance, in favor of using induction motors in-

stead of sj'nchronous motors, or vice versa, or

grounded neutrals instead of running ungrounded

neutrals. Under such conditions, wherever you

meet a case in which it is doubtful if you should

do one thing or another, it is usually safe to de-

cide on that which is against the favored practice,

for the reason that nobody can remain entirely un-

biased in his judgment if the general trend of

sentiment is in a certain direction. Therefore,

where he thinks the advantage about equal he un-

intentionally, in most cases, favors that side which

is the fad of the time. Consequently, it would be

fairly safe to decide in favor of the other side."

Other things being equal, then, decide against

the trend of the times in questions of engineering

judgment. This recommendation is rather risky,

for it uniformly prefers the opinion of the minority

to that of the majority. The minority may be

right, and it is well to be on one's guard against

mere popular clamor; nevertheless, it would ap-

pear to be an unwise plan to decide always against

the trend of events when the scales appear to be

pretty evenly balanced. This "trend of events" has

brought us where we are, and the fact that a ma-

jority favors a certain course should have due

weight.

Perhaps the preponderance of opinion, in this

particular case, favors grounded neutrals
;
perhaps

not. But in either case the engineer will do well

to study his own particular problem in the light

of all information he can get, and then decide for

himself without any fear of faddisin on the one

hand or of lack of progressiveness on the other.

Induced electromotive force in an alternator

shaft is the subject of an interesting article by

F: Punga and W. Hess recently published in our

German contemporary Elektrotechnik und Maschin-

enbau and summarized by Science Abstracts of Lon-

don. It is pointed out that in the case of certain

high-speed alternators the bearings have been found

to wear away very rapidly, and a difference of

potential of a few volts has been found to exist

between the shaft and the bearings.' At first sight

it might be supposed that the film of oil surround-

ing the shaft would form a sufficient insulating

barrier, but practically such has not been found to

be the case, and where the trouble alluded to has

been experienced it has become necessary to insu-

late completely the bearing pedestals from the bed-

plate. The trouble arises from the presence of an

electromotive force induced in the alternator shaft.

In order to account for this electromotive force

the author considers a turbine-driven alternator hav-

ing a four-pole revolving field and a stationary

armature divided into two parts by 'a horizontal

plane. The joints between the upper and lower

halves of the armature, even if made with the

utmost care, are magnetically imperfect and offer

an appreciable reluctance. Hence the field flux

will vary between certain limits for different posi-

tions of the armature. Since part of this flux

passes through the shaft it follows that during the

rotation of the field a certain fraction of the field

flux will periodically move across the shaft side-

ways (i. c, along radial planes) in opposite direc-

tions, thereby inducing an alternating electromotive

force along the shaft whose period is equal to that

of the main current. The effect can only occur

in 4m-pole machines, where m is an integer. It

would obviously not occur in a two-pole alternator.

The author's theory is confirmed by some results

obtained with a four-pole machine, in which the

reluctance of the joints was progressively increased

by widening the gaps between the two halves of

the armature. The electromotive force measured

across the ends of the shaft was found to increase

with increase of the reluctance of the joints, and

its value agreed fairly well with the calculated

value.

There is a possibility of turning this effect to

useful account in the construction of alternators

required to furnish very large currents at a press-

ure of only about 20 volts or so (as in certain

electrochemical operations), and the authors develop

the theory of this peculiar type of alternator, in

which there would be no special armature winding,

the shaft of the machine taking the place of such

a winding. The current would be collected by a

sufficiently large nuinbcr of brushes applied to the

end portions of the shaft. It is the fact that the

design of such low-voltage machines on ordinary

lines presents formidable difiiculties.

For the many kind words and congratulations

which it has received on the occasion of the recent

appearance of its Twentieth Anniversary Number,

the Western Electrician returns appreciative thanks.

We arc pleased that our effort to make the issue

worthy of the occasion and of the industry has

been recognized by our co-workers in the electrical

field.
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The Street-railway Conventions.
lSi)t>clul ili-.u^vlcli la Ihu \Vc".lcni lilrclricluii. I

Atlantic City, October 15.—The slreetrailway

convenlion special wliicli left Chicago oil Siimlay

noon by the remisylvania lines made an uneventful

but very deliKhltul trip to Atlantic City, arriving

there in about 22 hours. The delegates in all num-

bered 76 individuals, and the Pennsylvania Railway,

as represented by City Passenger Agent Frank S.

Uamford, was indefatigable in its efforts to make

this convention trip a pleasant one.

The St. Louis special train, in charge of Arthiir

S. Partridge, arrived at Atlantic City on Sunday

also. Among the well-known street-railway people

on board were President John I. Keggs of the

American Association and Richard McCulloch. This

train also brought representative street-railway men

not only from St. Louis and Illinois points but

from as far west as Oklahoma, Texas and Indian

Territory. The passengers numbered 60 in all.

Perhaps the first thought that struck many of

those attending the street-railway convention of

1007 at Atlantic City related to the fitness of the

place for such a large gathering of representative

Americans. For years the street-railway conven-

tion has, so to speak, been wandering from place

to place, and after its many vicissitudes in its yearly

work of obtaining a suitable meeting place, it would

seem as though the ideal is found in Atlantic City's

qualifications.

Convention exhibits are admitted nowadays to te

almost equal in importance to discussions of pol-

icy, management and technical matters. At Atlantic

City the Steel Pier presents admirable advantages

for large exposition purposes. This steel structure

extends from the Board Walk out at sea for more

than a quarter of a mile, and with its four en-

closed halls, large arcade and broad promenades,

now all fitted with permanent booths, presents strik-

ingly suitable facilities to. the street-railway manu-

facturers and supply men.

Comparatively speaking, the exhibits at Atlantic

City, in so far as the number is concerned, are only

slightly in advance of the Columbus convention of

last year. The exhibits at Columbus numbered 195,

while the booths on the steel pier at Atlantic City

under a hurried count show a figure of 210.

This convention was made remarkable by the

fact that as early as Sunday night practically all

the 210 booths were ready for visitors. This celer-

ity and promptness is to be highly commended,

especially when one remembers how unwieldy and

very heavy as" a rule are the supplies and machinery

presented for the inspection of street-railway men.

For such e.xhibits as those appertaining to rolling

stock, track welding and the like, a comparatively

large area of ground is available just across the

Board Walk from the Steel Pier. In this open-air

exhibit space a switch is installed to connect the

exhibition tracks with the existing tracks in the

street, so that the rolling-stock exhibit can be oper-

ated on its own wheels. This 500 feet or so of

track also affords facilities for demonstrations of

welding.

While last year at Columbus red, white and blue

were the standard convention colors, this year at

Atlantic City green predominates as the basic color

use for decorating. The floors are covered with

green matting and the green burlap backgrounds

in the booths are a most satisfactory adjunct in

the general color scheme.

The Engineering Association.

The opening session of the American Street and

Interurban Railway Engineering Association .was

called to order yesterday (Monday) afternoon by

President H. H. Adams of Baltimore at 2:40, in-

troducing John I. Beggs, president of the American
or parent association. JN'Ir. Beggs, as usual, made
a business-like and well-pointed address. He pref-

aced his remarks by emphasizing the advantage

that had obtained in the division of the association

into parts, so that the engineering association could

devote itself more particularly to its special work,

leaving the American association to its more gen-

eral work.

Mr. Beggs called attention to the incalculable

benefit of this convention work to all the street

railways in the country, whether they hold member-
ship in the association or not. He deplored that

all the street-railway companies throughout the coun-

try could not be brought to a realization of the

great advantage to themselves in taking membership

iti these associations. If there ever was a time

when it was imperative that the representatives of

these properties should stand shoulder to shoulder,

now is that time. Mr. Beggs stated that the work
pf the committee op standards had appealed to him

very strongly, dwelling somewhat at length upnn

his own elTuits in oblaininK llic advantage] from

standardization.

President Adams, at (he conclusion of Mr. Beggs'

remarks, made a short address thanking the speaker.

C. L. S. Tinglcy of Philadelphia, president of the

Accountants' association, was then called upon.

Past-president Ohis of Milwaukee then made a

speech of reminiscence, following which President

Adams delivered his annual address.

Mr. Adams saiil that the advantage of committee

work in connection with their association had been

impressed upon the executive committee even more
forcibly during the last year than ever before. He
too emphasized the importance of the work of the

slaiulardization committee. This had become so

large that it is row necessary to subdivide and

appoint sub-committees to handle various parts of

the equipment. He pointed as an example the prac-

tice of steam roads in this respect, and that it was
the practice of the . latter to have standing com-
mittees.

Reverting to the report as submitted by the stand-

ardization connnittee, Mr. Adams characterized it

as the most important one that has been presented

in the history of the association. This report shows

that steps have been taken toward uniform practice

in gearing for motors. The committee had met a

cordial response from motor designers. Further

steps in the question of uniform design in certain

of the motor parts is only a question of time.

Consequently he felt that it was exceedingly desir-

able that a good foundation be made through the

taking of definite action at this meeting on this

report.

Mr. Adams illustrated the importance of the

adoption of the recommendations by stating that

the brake shoes and heads that are recommended
will reduce to a minimum the number of patterns

required and accomplish several other economies.

Referring to the report of the committee on
"Maintenance and Inspection of Electrical Equip-

ments," the speaker stated that the report showed
the necessity of still further investigation and rec-

ommended the appointment of several standing com-
mittees.

Returning to the question of standardization,

which is unquestionably near to his heart, President

Adams referred in a most complimentary manner
to the co-operation of the manufacturers in this

work. He stated that manufacturers were always

welcome at conferences on standardization.

Claim Agents.

The claim agents' convention was opened yester-

day afternoon. Mr. H. C. Bradley of Chicago, the

acting president, made an address replete with inter-

est to the claim agent of any public-service corpo-

ration, whether street railway or electric light. He
said that in his own city not only is the number
of claims per annum increasing very rapidly, but

there is a vety constantly increasing difficulty in

successfully resisting fraudulent claims in the courts.

Long agitation against franchises, etc., added to the

ordinary prejudices which exist against corpora-

tions, the work of hostile newspapers, etc., are year

by year making the claim agent's work harder and
harder and of much more importance.

The speaker directed attention to the report of

a well-known transportation company, recently pub-

lished, which, he stated, shows that the enormous
increase of money expended on personal-injury

claims running progressively through several years

had at last caused a deficit in the finances of that

company. This report, according to the speaker,

shows that the personal-injury expense had increased

during the last few years from about 2^'2 per cent,

of the receipts to about seven per cent, of the gross

receipts. Mr. Bradley referred also to the per-

sonal-injury tramp that goes from city to city, and
he suggested co-operation in the matter of inter-

communication between the members of the associa-

tion in order to head off such fraudulent work.

General Outlook.

It is estimated that there are as many as 2,000

traction oiScials in Atlantic City. It is said that

one of the important matters to be taken up is the

creation of a special course of* university training

for the traction experts of the future, and that

Prof. H. H. Norris of Cornell University is or
will be here to outline a plan through ' which this

result may be accomplished.

Another subject that will receive much attention

relates to more comprehensive adoption of the tur-

bine engine for electric traction service. In the

engineering session of yesterday afternoon the be-

lief was expressed that in the comparatively near

iiiiuit iroii'y irauis oi iliree and four cars each
will supersede sinnle cars in all larKc cili':».

After dinner lust c\ • 'ies of souks and
recitations wai Riven ' 'lie Cheatham in

the solariiun of the M.r liieini. Afterward
llic ladies and dclcgalts mdulged in informal danc-
ing. For this afternoon a roller-chair parade is

scheduled, and as the weather is all sunshine this

dcliglitful function will doubtless be carried out.

This evening will be held the annual reception in

honor of the president and other ofVicials and their

ladies. This also in the solarium of the Marlboro-
Blenheim.

Tuesday's Sessions.

Tlie Accountants' convention was called to order
this morning according to schedule and opened
with an address by President John I. Beggs of

the American association. This was followed by
the annual address of the president, Mr. Tinglcy.

The reports of the executive committee and of the

secretary and treasurer were presented. This was
followed by several interesting papers, and in the
afternoon there was a lunch and a social in the

Chevy Chase room at the Marlboro-Blenheim
Hotel.

At the meeting of the Engineering association

there was a paper on "Care of Electric-railway

Tracks," by George L. Wilson of Minneapolis.
This was followed by various reports of committees.
This concluded the morning session. The after-

noon session was occupied in part with reports of
committees on standard traction and on open
versus closed terminals for car storage.

In the Claim Agents' association papers were
read by R. R. Schoenen, H. K. Bennett, Harry H.
Vories and E. C. Carpenter. F. L. P.

Kansas Gas, Water and Electric Asso-
ciation.

The tenth annual meeting of the Kansas Gas,

Water and Electric Association, held in the Com-
mercial Club rooms, Topeka, Kan., on October gth

and loth, was the best meeting' ever held by the

association. From an educational viewpoint the

proceedings w-ere of great value to central-station

men. Eleven new central-station managers were
elected to membership, and the general discussion

of the various topics was of great interest and
value to all present. The association seems to have
taken on new life and the addition of valuable new
members will be of much benefit to the association.

President E. S. Springer of Leavenworth was in

the chair. In his annual address he reviewed the
improvements and changes made during the last

year and spoke of the work done by the association.

The first paper was by E. L. Callahan of the
Chicago office of the General Electric Company, on
"Commercial Importance of Heating Devices to
the Central Station." Mr. Callahan gave a prac-
tical paper on the introduction of heating devices
and how they could be used to make money for the
plant.

W. E. Sweeze}', superintendent of the Junction
City Electric Raihvay, Light and Ice Company,
gave an offhand talk, which was very practical, on
the management of a small plant, and spoke espe-

cially of how the management should treat the pub-
lic and its customers.
One of the' best papers presented was by J. S.

Skinner, superintendent of the Lawrence Electric
Light Company, on "Increased Sales to Present
Consumers."
"The Underground Water Supply for Municipali-

ties of Kansas" was a tabulated statement of the

recent investigation made under a recent act of

the Legislature, and showed what good work had
already been done.

Prof. B. F. Eyer of the State Agricultural Col-

lege gave "Economies of High-efficiency Lamps,"
and supplemented a paper on the same subject by
F. \\l. Willcox of the General Electric Company.
This subject interested every member present
greatly.

"The Benefits of the Association" 'were to have
been set forth by F. W. Mackey of St. Joseph, Mo.,
but he was detained. The paper will be published
in the proceedings.

"Electric Law" was treated by John C. Nichol-

son, president of the Electric Light Company of

Newton. The subject was discussed, first, as to

the relation of the company to the public; second,

the relation of the company to third persons, and
third, the relation of the company to its employes,
with special emphasis on the law of damages.

"Natural Gas v^s. Electricity"" was the' subject of

John T. Huntington, superintendent of the Topeka
Edison Company. Mr. Huntington showed how
electric companies couki and should succeed w-here

there is natural-gas competition. This was espe-

cially valuable to many members of the association

who have natural gas to meet.
"Municipal versus Private Ownership of Public

Utilities" was the subject of a well-digested .paper
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by Jesse Shaw, superintendent of the city water-

works of Topeka, and who was formerly superin-

tendent of the same plant under private ownership.

The discussions were animated and very interest-

ing, and in nearly every case confined strictly to

practical suggestions on points brought out by the

paper read.

The following-named officers were elected for

the ensuing year:

President—C. L. Brown, Abilene.

First Vice-president—A. L. Newman, Arkansas

City.

Second Vice-president—W. A. Scouthern, Hutch-

inson.

Third Vice-president—W. R. Murrow, Independ-

Secretary and Treasurer—James D. Nicholson,

Newton.
Executive Committee—W. S. Grosvenor of King-

man. J. N. Wells of Pittsburg and Willis Watson
of Dodge City.

The Topeka Edison Company, the Topeka Rail-

way Company and the local entertainment commit-

tee made things pleasant for the visitors. The local

committee consisted of A. M. Patten, L. G. Treal-

eaven, John T. Huntington and Jesse Shaw.

The Lighting of a Large Retail Store.

On the evening of October loth was held the

first meeting of this season of the Chicago Section

of the Illuminating Engineering Society, and it

proved to be the best attended meeting in the his-

tory of the Chicago branch. After the customary

dinner at a downtown restaurant the meeting ad-

journed to the auditorium of the Commonwealth
Edison Company, kindly placed at the disposal of

the society. Shortly after 8 p. m. Chairman Keech

rapped for order and introduced Mr. Frederick J.

Pearson, electrical engineer for Marshall Field &
Co. of Chicago, who read an interesting paper on
"The Lighting of a Large Retail Store," from
which the following facts are taken:

About two years ago Marshall Field & Co. began

to investigate the newer systems of illumination

with a view of adopting more efficient illumination

for their large retail store. Extensive rebuilding

operations were in progress and it was desirable to

adopt a more satisfactory lighting system than that

then in use, which consisted of enclosed arc and

old-style carbon-filament lamps. At that time the

connected lighting load amounted to the equivalent

of 32,000 i6-candlepower incandescent lamps. At
the present time this has been increased to the

equivalent of 57,000 such lamps.

Manufacturers of the various illuminants recently

brought forward were invited to submit samples of

their lamps for competitive tests, and tile tests

instituted were carried on duririg a period of xS

months. Laboratory' results were discarded and the

experiments were carried out with lamps actually

installed in the store under regular merchandizing
conditions.

The fundamental requirements that all the lamps
submitted should possess were laid down as the

following: Efficiency, low-energy consumption per

candlepower; color, nearest to that of the spec-

trum ; low maintenance cost ; high intrinsic light

source to decrease the number of units required

and to permit placing the lamps nearer the ceiling

;

units to be obtainable in different sizes ; flexibility,

an illuminant suitable for the large variety of mer-
chandise handled, there being 350 different sections

in the store, representing nearh' as many classes

of merchandise ; accessibility for repairs ; adaptabil-

ity to present wires; low first cost of lamps; low
first cost of fixtures : absence of bare light sources.

The lamps tested were : Gem metallized filament,

tantalum, Nernst. diffusing arc, tungsten and car-

bon filament. The last lamp was put in only for

comparison; the tungsten was so fragile that its

filament was soon broken, and the diffusing arc,

while giving excellent' efficiency results, met with
little favor from the store management. Thus the

three active competitors were the Gem, tantalum
and Nernst lamps.

The principal tests were 10 in number. The
tests were conducted as nearly as possible under
similar conditions. Representatives of the different

interests were present on all occasions. The- pho-
tometric instruments used were a Weber photometer
from the laboratories of Armour Institute of

Technology and a luminometer from the Chicago

Edison Company's laboratory. Each of these as

well as the electrical instruments used had been

carefully calibrated and were in the hands of expert

operators. All photometric observations were taken

at a distance of 32 inches above the floor, this cor-

responding to the standard height of counters. All

observations were repeated a great many times and

average results recorded. .'\s much, if not more,

importance was placed on visual tests of the quality

and color value of the lights as upon the actual

candle-foot illumination and efficiency data. This

was to give the 350 section managers an oppor-

tunity to express their opinions on the value of the

different illuminants for their particular needs.

All the lamps met some of the fundamental re-

quirements previously mentioned, and the three

principal compctinu lamps met nearly all in vary-

ing degrees. The lamps giving the higher intrinsic

brilliancy gave the best results. The average results
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given by these three lamps are summarized as fol-

lows :

Watts per Sq. Candle Ft.

Ft. at Counter at Counter
Lamp. Size. Plane. Height.

Gem 137 watt 1.42 3-96

Tantalum S5 watt 1.12 3.15

Nernst 3 glower 1.09 3.42

The life tests gave the following average resuhs

:

Watts per Mean Hori-
Rated zontal Candlepower. Useful Ultimate

Candle- Ini- After 200 Hours' Hours'

Lamp. power. tial. Hours. Life. Life.

Carbon 16 3.1 3.25 480 600

Gem 125 2.55 2.75 375 550

Tantalum 40 2.10 2.68 32S 490

Tungsten 50 1.29 1.56
Nernst 50 2.51 2.6s 471 560

The first four lamps were run at 114 volts, the

last at 228. The tungsten lamp gave out during

the test. After 700 hours the tantalum was black.

As a result of all these tests it was decided by
the store management that the Nernst lamp gave

the best results, for it had shown a good efficiency,

was guaranteed to require the lowest maintenance

cost and above all had the best color of the several

illuminants.

It was therefore decided to adopt the Nernst

multiple-glower lamp for the entire store lighting.

A direct-current lamp was preferred, as the store

gets all its current from the Edison direct-current

mains, and the installation cost and operating losses

of rotary converters were sought to be avoided.

The manufacturers of the Nernst lamp had just per-

fected a lamp that they were willing to guarantee

on direct-current, and this was the first large in-

stallation of this type of lamp.

The illuminating intensities decided on at the

counter level in general were the following:

First floor, 4.5 to 5 candle-feet.

Upper merchandizing floors, 2.5 to 3 candle-feet.

Merchandise basement, 3.5 to 4 candle-feet.

Sub-basement, packing and storage rooms, 2.25 to

2.5 candle-feet.

The requirements in the different sections varied,

some wanting more and others less illumination

than the average. For instance, in the millinery

salesrooms an intensity of 1.5 candle-feet was re-

garded as sufficient. In some of the workrooms,
where operators worked on sewing machines, indi-

vidual drop lamps had to be retained. In others

with ceiling lights an intensity of five candle-feet

was deemed necessary.

In general Marshall Field & Co. wanted more
light for the same money rather than the same light

for less money, and therefore had adopted higher
intensities than those customary for this service.

Except in a few sections they had replaced prac-

tically all the old incandescents and arc lamps by
installing sometiiing like 5,200 new Nernst lamp
fixtures in about 40 days. They had the courage
to adopt a practically new type lamp on a large

scale and were entirely pleased with the results.

In the beginning of the discussion of the paper
Mr. Pearson was asked a number of questions. In

answer to some of these he said that in a dry-

goods store the illumination should be of such a

character that colors appear in their true shade,

which was the particular feature that gave the

Nernst lamp the preference. Moreover, it was the

lamp that had met the approval of nearly all the

section managers and was the best suited therefore

to meet their different requirements, and thus do
away with the multiplicity of systems that had been
in vogue. A uniformity of system was desirable

even as to the workrooms.

J. R. Cravath said the test resnlts showed that

the height of the lamps above the floor cuts little

figure if proper reflectors are used to throw the

light downward where it is most desired. Differ-

ences of less than 25 per cent, in efficiency could
be remedied by the selection of proper glassware.

The old-style fixtures threw the light largely to the

walls and ceilings. By turning these wasteful rays

into useful directions the lamps could be raised to

a higher level so as to get a more uniform dis-

tribution on the working plane.

G. H. Stickney of Lynn. Mass., thought that this

store was not typical of most large department
stores; the size, of the ba\'s was uncommon. Arc
lamps have been mostly used for store lighting,

even in stores of the highest grade, with very good
results. The color of the light should be as near
as possible to daylight, as matching of goods is

difficult if any part of the spectrum rays is absent.

The diffusing arc lamp gives all that can be de-

sired in that respect, and he would have liked to

have seen it given more consideration.

Mr. Pearson replied that merchandizing condi-

tions are different from what an engineer can gov-
ern. He was highly pleased with the efficiency of

the arc lamp, but that was not the main thing to

be considered. He said that no to out of the 350
section managers of the store wanted to use the

arc lamp, and if this meant anything it showed
that experienced merchants tliri not think the arc

lamp suited to brintring out delicate tints.

Max Harris of Pittsburg said that the general

use of arc lamps was because high-candlcpower in-

candescents and more efficient illuminants had nol

been perfected until a few years ago, so that siore

managers had not much choice to select from.

R. F. Schuchardt of the Commonwealth Edison

Company said it should be noted that the plan of

illumination was selected by merchandise men and
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not by illuminating engineers. He would advocate
the use of lamps corresponding to the kind of

illumination used where the goods purchased are

to be utilized ; for instance, incandescents for the

sections where evening clothes are sold. Personally
he thought the incandescent light was more pleas-

ing and restful to the eye than that of the Nernst
lamp.
Mr. Harris asked whether ceiling lights could

not have been used exclusively e\ en in rooms
where sewing machines were used. He knew of

some firms that had done so with good results and
great economy of current.

Mr. Pearson answered that they had experimented
with the use of ceiling lights for even the sewing
rooms, as they had desired to use them through-
out the buildings if possible. They found, how-
ever, that the operators claimed shadows were cast

by the arms of the machines, and they protested so
much that the individual drop lights had to be
restored.

George C. Keech said that it was largely a mat-
ter of education, and cited the mercury-vapor lamp
as an illuminant that one had to get accustomed to

before the prejudice against it could be overcome.
Mr. Naylor of Marshall Field & Co. facetiously

remarked that no doubt a great many tailors would
work contentedly at home sitting near a kerosene
lamp, but when working for Marshall Field & Co.
they would demand about six arc lamps apiece.

E. W. Lloyd of the Commonwealth Edison Com-
pany said that when working on white goods, ceil-

ing lights were amply sufficient, but for dark browns
or blacks individual lights were necessary.

Mr. Pearson was asked why the rapid improve-
ments in the tungsten lamp had not caused them
to pause before selecting a less efficient lamp. In
answer the representative of Marshall Field & Co.
said they had looked hopefully on the tungsten
lamp, but came to the conclusion that the present
installation would pay for itself before an entirely
satisfactory tungsten lamp was put on the market.

Lightning Arresters and Protection Dis-
cussed at Purdue.

The Purdue University branch of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers held a meeting in

the Electrical Building at the university on October
8th, the discussion centering on recent Institute
papers on the protection of electrical construction
from lightning. Professor Plumb, speaking of the
number and placing of arresters, brought out some
interesting facts. No arresters are in use at Pur-
due, and as a result the three-kilowatt transformer
in the science building was put out of commission
during a recent storm, due, probably, to surging
on the line which created enough pressure to jump
a ^-inch air-gap.

The various kinds of lightning arresters were
described by Professor Esterline, who said that
expounding a theory of lightning was a bold move.
The higher voltages and longer lines of today have
changed conditions, existing in the earlier days,
when little trouble was encountered. The meeting
was favored with an address by Professor Benja-
min, the new dean of the engineering school, who
expressed an interest in the Institute.

Chicago Street-railway Situation.

A draft of a new plan for the reorganization
of the financial system of the Chicago Union Trac-
tion Company has been prepared by representatives
of the various interests who met in New York.
The plan will be submitted to representatives of
the bondholders and later will be submitted to the
bondholders for approval. As the bondholders
learn of the need of their individual action through
default on their interest, they are expected to
communicate with their trustees, and then, it is

said, they will be urged individually to accept the
plan, of reorganization.

The Board of Supervising Engineers says that

45 miles of new track has been laid in the city

under the direction of the board. New rails are
being laid in all parts of town, but the South Side
is^ receiving slightly more attention because the City
Railway Company has accepted its ordinance.
Meanwhile work also is progressing on the North
and West Sides, with the traction board under
virtual supervision.

Telegraphers' Executive Board Sus-
pends Union President.

The general executive board of the Commercial
Telegraphers' Union has summarily suspended' Sam-
uel J. Small, president of the union, for advising

a surrender in the strike. This action was taken

at a meeting in Chicago on October 14th. The
executive board intends to conduct the strike with

renewed vigor and will handle the situation until

a successor to Mr, Small shall he elected at a

meeting to be held in Milwaukee on October 2,3d.

It is said that local unions throughout the coun-

try generally favor the action of the board.

In the face of this demonstration the telegraph

companies' s;iy thev received more applications for

work on the day following the suspension than on

any day since the strike began,
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XXXVIII. Electric Railways.

Electuii' Car I.iciitinc.

The lishtink' circuit uf a trpllcy car is generally

taken ofT from (lie trolley circnil before it reaches

the main fuse or circnit-breaker. This is done so

that if the fuse blows or the circuit-breaker opens
the lights in the car will not be extinguished. The
lighting circuit, however, is protected by its own
fuse box, and each circuit of lamps has its sep-

arate switch. As the standard trolley voltage is

from 500 to 550 volts, and ordinary incandescent

lamps .ire made for about 100- volt circuits, it is

necessary to wire five of these lamps in scries across

the 500-volt circuit, and in large, well-lighted cars

four or five or more of these circuits are used.

It is obvious that if one lamp in a circuit is

broken or burned out, the circuit will be opened
and the other four lamps extinguished until the de-

fective lamp is replaced.

It is not advisable to use lamps of very high

cfticicncy for car lighting, as the constant jarring

of the car tends to destroy the filaments rather

rapidly. As has been explained in a previous chap-

ter, the higher the efficiency of the lamp the more
brilliantly it burns, because of the small diameter

of the filament. By using a lamp of lower effi-

ciency which has a correspondingly thicker filament

a more reasonable length of life is obtained. Fila-

ments for street-car lamps should preferably be

made with several convolutions, or should be an-

chored to the bulb by means of a short piece of

wire looped around the filament at one end and
attached to some part of the glass bulb at the other

end. The object of these devices is to secure a

short stiff filament which will not be broken by

the jarring of the car. or will not be sufficiently

flexible to come in contact with the glass bulb.

In addition to the lamps for interior car lighting,

platform lights, sign lights and headlights are gen-

erally necessary. These lights are generally wired

so that the platform light on the front end and

the sign lights and headlight on the rear end will

be extinguished on turning a switch, and the cor-

responding lights on the rear and front end will

be lighted. No general rule, however, can be laid

down for car-lighting circuits, as the number :>i

lamps and their location vary greatly with the

style of the car, the number and size of the illumi-

nated signs and the kind of headlights used. The
only general rule to be followed is so to arrange

the circuits that five lamps will always be con-

nected in series.

In many cases arc headlights are used, especially

on interurban cars, and to^ a more limited extent

these are also used for interior car lighting. If a

four-ampere enclosed arc is used alone for a head-

light it will require about 70 volts, and the differ-

ence between this and the 500 volts of the trolley

circuit must be lost in a resistance which is placed

under the car and connected in series with the

headlight. It is apparent, therefore, that very much
more energy is absorbed by the reistance than is

utilized by the headlight, and this arrangement is

therefore very inefficient from an electrical view-

point.

A more economical arrangement, which, however,

makes considerable complication in wiring is to ar-

range a number of the incandescent lamps in the

interior of the car in series with the arc headlight.

In this way the energ>' wasted in heating the re-

sistance is utilized for interior lighting. Where the

interior- of the car is lighted with enclosed arc

lamps a number of these can be wired in series

with the headlight, thus avoiding the use of a

resistance.

Arc headlights are almost always attached to the

car dash by means of brackets, which are grounded
to form one terminal of the lamp, and the other

terminal consists of a plug which fits into a socket

on the car dash. The switch is placed between the

trolley circuit -and the lamp resistance, so that when
the headlight is turned off the resistance is dead.

The switches on all the light circuits should be
placed between the trolley and the first lamp, so

that if a ground occurs on any part of the lamp
circuit the current may be cut off from the entire

circuit.

Car Wiring.

Only the most substantial methods of car wiring
should be permitted on trolley cars, as owing to

Note,—This series of articles, intended to survey, briefly,
tn» whole field of applied electricity for liebt, power and heat,
waB begTin in th« Western Electrician of February 2, 1Q07.

the jolting of cars, llic • splashing of nuirl and
water and the rougli u.^iage to which cars arc

subjected, unusual opportunities arc offered for

grounds, short-circuils, breakage, cic.

The exposed wires nndcrnealh ihc car running

from the controllers to the motors arc bunched into

cables and frequently covered with a canvas liosc,

which is made waterproof by several coals of insu-

lating paint. On some cars special boxirg is built

under the car to accommodate the wiring, and the

very best practice, although rather expensive, is to

provide iron conduits heavily enameled both inside

and out.

As the car body which carries the wiring rests

on springs there is often considerable movement
between the body and the trucks, which must be

allowed for in connecting the motors to the cable.

This is done by making several coils in the connect-

ing wires, which permit the motion of the car with-

out bringing any strain on the connections.

If soldered joints arc required the wire should

be securely cleatcd beyond the joint so as to pre-

vent any motion of the jointed part. The vibration

of the car tends to crystallize the solder and eventu-

ally open the joint, so it is important to keep all

soldered connections as free from vibration as pos-

sible.

Where conduits arc used the conduit is not de-

pended upon for insulation, but its chief function

is to offer mechanical protection for the wires.

These conduits should be grounded so that in case

any wire becomes grounded upon the conduit it

will be short-circuited and thus blow out the fuse

or open the circuit-breaker, thus preventing any

further damage.
Trucks.

All electric cars are mounted on trucks, which

are either single or double, according to the length

of the car. The short cars used in city service are

generally mounted on single trucks, while the long

cars are mounted on double or swivel trucks.

Trucks consist of iron structures which carry the

journal boxes, wheels and axles, the motors, the

brakes and the brake rigging, and they are built

so as to constitute complete units, independent of

the car body.

In single trucks the car body is simply laid upon

the upper frame of the truck, so that whatever

strains or distortion occur within the frame of the

truck are not transmitted to the car body. The
truck frame holds the journal boxes and conse-

quently the wheels and axles at a fixed distance

apart, although the journal boxes have a slight ver-

tical movement, due to being supported on springs

which prevent the vibration of the wheels being

transmitted to the car.

The wheel-base is the distance between the cen-

ters of the journal boxes, and this distance is lim-

ited to about seven feet on single-truck cars, and is

considerably less on double-truck cars. This limit

in the length of the wheel base is necessary on

account of the curves around which the cars have

to pass. It is evident that if the road bed was
always a straight line, any length of wheel base

would be permissible; but as trolley cars pass

around curv^es of quite short radius and the axles

are held rigidly parallel', the wheels cannot accom-

modate themselves to the curvature of the track

and would not be able to travel around a curve at

all if the wheel-base were too long.

The greatest difference between trucks of differ-

ent manufacture consists in the arrangement of the

springs which are interposed between the car body

and the truck frame. Both spiral and elliptical

springs are used for this purpose, and various com-
binations of both kinds are used, as either kind

alone permits too great an oscillation of the car

bodies.

Double-truck cars have small swivel trucks located

near each end of the car, and the car body is

mounted upon them in an entirely different way
than that used with single trucks. Swivel trucks

are connected to the car only by means of a king-

bolt in the center of the truck, around which

the truck is free to turn, thus permitting it to

accommodate itself to any curvature of the track.

These trucks are very similar in general construc-

tion to the standard type of truck used on steam-

railroad cars, but are usually arranged so as to

permit the car body to be hung much closer to the

ground than are the steam-railroad cars. There
are two crossbeams under the car known as the

car body bolsters, and an iron beam across the

3"

-enter oi rach ".wivil truck called ihc truck I

I'jicli car body huhiiiT rests upon a truck
'

the kinghnlt pajising throufjli the middle of r:i,:U.

Side bearings are alsu provided between the car
body an<l llie ends of the LoKtcr lu prevent the
body from tipping over when the car is unbalanced.
Springs arc placed between the bolster and what
is called a spring plank, and rhe lallor is suspended
from the truck frame by means of links which
permit a certain amount of side motion. Other
sets of springs are located between llie Iruck frame
and the journal boxes, so that all sluxiks to the
wheels are transmitted to spiral springs first, and
then through elliptical springs before reaching the
car body.

Most of the trucks in use have four wheels of

equal diameter, but there is one type of truck

known as the maximum-traction truck which has
two large wheels on one axle and two consider-

ably smaller wheels on the other. The large wheels
carry about three-quarters of the weight of the car

and the small wheels the balance of the weight.

In this type of truck the motors arc mounted on the

axles carrying the large wheels.

Car Wheels,

Most of the car wheels in service are made of

cast-iron, although within recent years solid steel

wheels and wheels with steel tires and cast-iron or
wrought-iron centers have been introduced to some
extent. That part of the wheel which rests upon the

track is called the tread, and the part which ex-

tends below the track and which prevents the wheel
from leaving the track is called the flange. In all

cast-iron wheels the tread and fiangc arc chilled in

order to make them extremely hard. The tread of
car wheels is made slightly cone-shaped, which
assists the wheels in passing around curves.

The chief difficulty in the maintenance of car

wheels is to keep the tread and flange in proper

shape. The wear on the flanges soon reduces their

section, and if allowed to wear beyond a certain

limit the flanges are liable to break off, permitting

the wheels to leave the rail. It is therefore neces-

sary after the car has made a certain mileage to

remove the wheels and turn the flanges and treads

down to proper shape again.

Steel wheels are initially much more expensive

than cast-iron wheels, but they maintain their shape

very much longer, so they are able to make a far

greater mileage than cast-iron wheels. If the ex-

pense of removing and turning down each of these

kinds of wheels is taken into account the cost of

steel wheels during their entire life is probably not

much in excess of cast-iron wheels, owing to the

reduced cost of maintenance of the former.

When steel-tired wheels are used the tires can

be removed and new ones substituted. These tires

are shrunk on to the centers and may be removed
by placing them in a specially constructed furnace,

in which they are heated -up until they expand suf-

ficiently to drop off.

Where grooved rails are used in city streets the

wheel flanges are made smaller than the standard

flanges for steam-road service, as the rail grooves

are not large enough to accommodate the standard-

sized flanges. There is a tendency, however, to

increase the size of the flanges on electric car

wheels on account of the number of high-speed

interurban cars which operate on city streets. The
standard-sized flanges are very much safer in high-

speed service.

Car wheels are fastened rigidly to the axle. The
seat on the axle is turned a few thousandths of

an inch larger than the bore in the hub of the

wheel, and the wheel is then forced onto its seat

by means of a hydraulic press.

[To be continuedJ

To Prevent Telescoping.

General Manager Frank Hedley of the Inter-

borough Railway Company of New York city has

invented a simple device for preventing telescoping

of cars in wrecks. Generally- cars are telescoped

by the end of one car rising above the platform

of the next car, in w-hich position the raised car

can go easily through the woodwork above the

platform. Mr. Hedley's device is an attachment
adapted to be. secured to the end of the car plat-

form which has three prongs on its outer surface.

When two cars com.e together these prongs inter-

lock and prevent either car from rising above the

platform of the other. A number of cars on the

Interborough system are equipped with the device.

The Peterson Heat. Light and Power Company
of Des Moines. Iowa, is applying for a franchise in

Aberdeen, S. D.
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SOME CONGRATULATIONS.

H. McL. Harding, New York: "I desire to con-

gratulate you upon your twentieth anniversary."

William J. Hammer, New York: "I congratu-

late you upon your Twentieth Anniversary Num-
ber."

Hugo Reisinger, New York city: "I have looked

over your Twentieth Anniversary Number, and I

wish to say that I consider it a very interestnig

and handsome number."

Elihu Thomson. General Electric Company, West

Lvnn Mass.: "You are to be congratulated on

getting together such an amount of mterestmg his-

torical material for the Twentieth Anniversary

Number, which I have just read."

E E Keller, vice-president Westinghouse Ma-

chine Company, East Pittsburg, Pa.: "You cer-

tainly have reason to feel proud of your Twentieth

Anniversary Number, and I congratulate you on

the success' that has met your efforts."

Ralph W. Pope, secretary American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, New York: "Kindly accept

my congratulations for the continued success of the

Western Electrician, which I have watched with

much interest since its first issue in 1887."

Charles A. Brown, patent attorney, Chicago: "I

wish to congratulate vou on the completion of the

second decade of your paper. I have been very

much interested in the commemoration number, and

compliment you on the high char-acter of the issue.

C E. Flynn, president Conneaut and Erie Trac-

tion Company, Erie, Pa.: "I remember the first

issues of the Western Electrician and congratulate

you on the successful life of the paper. 'Many

happy returns of the day.' May we all be here

twenty years hence
!"

B F Stewart, Chicago: "The Twentieth Anni-

versary Number of the Western Electrician is a

'crackerjack' and covers so much of interest that

I shall preserve it for the pleasure of rereading

from time to time and for reference. May you

live long and prosper!"

Charles E. Gregory, president Guarantee Electric

Company, Chicago: "I read your Twentieth An-

niversary Number of the Western Electrician, and

wish to compliment you on the interesting char-

acter of the whole publication.
_^

I shall preserve

my copy for its historical value."

George A. McKinlock. president Central Electric

Company, Chicago: "I read the Twentieth Anni-

versary Number of the Western Electrician with

considerable interest and profit. The story of the

time was told fully and completely in that number.

I congratulate you on having put out such a suc-

cessful number."

C A Tupper, AlHs-Chalmers Company, Milwau-

kee- "We examined with much satisfaction the

Twentieth Anniversary Number of the Western

Electrician, and desire to congratulate you upon

its appearance. The articles bear evidence of care-

ful selection and are replete with information of

interest to the trade."

W S Bissell, The F. Bissell Company, Toledo:

"We congratulate you not only on your twentieth

anniversary, but on your issue commemorating the

event as well. This number appealed to us as be-

ing particularly interesting, although we feel that

this is a characteristic that may be applied to all

issues of your publication."

John P. Barrett, Chicago: "I have read your

anniversary issue from cover to cover and am free

to say it is the most complete electrical production

I ever saw. It is impossible for me to mention

individually the many splendid papers therein.

They were all good. As for the photograph gal-

lery, it is the best that was ever bunched."

Charles D. Shain, New York: "Permit me to

congratulate you and your staff on your Twentieth

Anniversary Number. It is indeed a pleasure to

me to see again the faces of the boys of twenty

years ago. God bless them all! I wonder how

many of us will be left twenty years from no^v

I trust the Western Electrician, in any ovent, will

go on forever."

Chicago Evening Post: "The Twentieth Anni-

versary Number of the Western Electrician, just

from the presses, contains matter of great interest

to the field. There are 98 pages and 140 illustra-

tions, about half of the latter being portraits of

men who have .been identified with the electrical

development of the West. There are also a number

of articles reviewing the various features of elec-

trical activity."

Prof. H. S. Carhart, University of Michigan,

Ann Arbor, Mich.: "The Tsvcnticth Anniversary

Number of the Western Electrician contains a vari-

ety of most interesting history and reminiscence.

It presents a fascinating epitome of the astonish-

ingly rapid advances in the applications of electricity

for the last quarter of a century. In this connec-

tion I am reminded of the fact that the first in-

candescent lamps that ever came to Chicago, so

far as I know, were sent to me in Evanston by

Mr. Edison in May, 1881. They were not mounted,

and I connected them in circuit by means of the

loose terminal copper wires, and lighted them with

a Grove battery imported from London. There are

doubtless persons still living in Evanston who will

remember these pioneer lamps. You deserve con-
gratulations for your success in assembling papers
from such an array of contributors in your excel-
lent anniversary number."

Alex Dow, vice-president Detroit Edison Com-
pany, Detroit: "Your Twentieth Anniversary Num-
ber was exceedingly interesting to me, as it must
have been to all of us who knew our Chicago
'before the Fair.' Some of the reading matter, and
particularly some of the illustrations, brought back
warm memories—so warm that I forgive you for
making me realize that I am getting old."

Chicago Record-Herald: "The Twentieth Anni-
versary Number of the W^estern Electrician has
just been issued. Mr. Samuel InsuU contributes

'Some Recollections of Central-station Develop-
ment,' Bion J. Arnold 'The Rise of the Electric

Railway' and B. E. Sunny 'The Electrical Up-
building of the West.' The issue contains 140
illustrations, including portraits of many men who
have been identified with the electrical development
of the West."

P. C. Burns, president American Electric Tele-
phone Company, Chicago : "I have read the Twen-
tieth Anniversary Number of the Western Elec-
trician with much interest and pleasure. The
historical feature of it was particularly interesting

to me. Time certainly flies. It does not seem
possible that twenty years have passed since Mr.
Kreidler first started the Western Electrician. I

remember with pleasure the first visit he made me
at St. Louis some time previous to your publica-

tion's birth."

Elmer W. Gillmer, secretary and treasurer Peer-

less Electric Company, Warren, Ohio: "I have

read with a great deal of interest the articles pre-

sented by the various men who have been and
are prominent in the electrical industry, and I have
no doubt that these articles will prove very in-

teresting to all of your readers. What strikes me
forcibly, in addition to the above, is the number
and character of the advertisements contained in

your paper, and I must congratulate you on the

very evident success of this number."

A. O. Kuehmsted, vice-president Gregory Electric

Company, Chicago : "So far I have had only time

to glance at your anniversary number, but I have

decided to take it home and read it at my leisure.

It is the most ' interesting number of any trade

journal I have seen in years, and personally I

am very much interested in the historical articles

dealing with the men who have been prominent in

electrical affairs in this vicinity, and I feel that

everyone in the electrical business will feel the

same interest that I do. I shall keep it in my
library for future reference."

B. E. Sunny, vice-president General Electric

Company, Chicago: "I congratulate the Western

Electrician and yourself on the twentieth anni-

versary of the publication, and I also congratulate

you on the Twentieth Anniversary Number, which,

aride from being full of interest to the people who
have known the Western Electrician and yourself

for so long, is a masterpiece of the publisher's art.

The Western Electrician has filled a very impor-

tant position in the development of the art all of

these years, and has been exceedingly helpful. I

sincerely hope that its prosperity, as well as your

own, will be continuous."

F. S. Terry, first vice-president National Electric

Lamp Company, Cleveland: "A letter from your

office calls my attention to the fact that the Western

Electrician will this year have its twentieth birthday.

Time does certainly pass along rapidly, and it is

hard to realize that twenty years have passed since

the day you came into my office on Randolph

Street, and showed me the dummy of the Western

Electrician. You certainly have given reasons for

congratulations, and can take credit to yourself

for your uninterrupted success. I trust that you

will be able to look back upon your next twenty

vears with equal satisfaction."

George A. Damon, managing engineer The Arnold

Company, Chicago: "Your very interesting and

valuable' Twentieth Anniversary Number brou.eht

considerable pleasure into our office. Individually

for myself and collectively for The Arnold Com-
pany, we wish to congratulate you upon this fine

issue. We feel sure that everyone connected with

the electrical art will thank you for the very valu-

able articles contained in the issue. We can testify

that your work is an added insniration for further

efforts in the constantly growing electrical field.

May we all have .something worthy of record in

your Thirtieth Anniversary Number."

Chicago Daily News: "The Twentieth Anni-

versary Number of the Western Electrician is an

enlarged number, containing 98 pages and 140 illus-

trations, about half of the latter being portr.iils

of men who have been identified with the electrical

development of the West. It contains also_ a num-
ber of valuable articles reviewing the various fea-

tures of electrical activity. Among the notable con-

tributions arc; 'Some Recollections of Central-

station Development,' by Samuel Insull, president

Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago; 'The

Rise of the Electric Railway,' by Bion J. Arnold,

chairman Board of Supervising Engineers, Chicago

Traction ; 'Electric Power Transmission,' by
Charles F. Scott, consulting engineer, Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company ; 'Dynamo-
electric Machinery and Its Evolution During the
Last Twenty Years,' by B. A. Behrend, chief engi-
neer and chief designer, Bullock Works, AIHs-
Chalmers Company, and others equally authori-
tative."

George Cutter, South Bend, Ind. : "I wish to
express my great appreciation of j'our Twentieth

,

Anniversary Number. It was quite a surprise to
me, as I did not anticipate you were going to give
such, charming little histories of development of
different branches during the last twenty years.
It is through such concise historical sketches that

we appreciate forcefully the wonderful progress
made in our loved profession in a short time. It

makes one feel proud of the achievements of the
past and hopeful for the future. I must repeat
that I consider your Twentieth Anniversary Num-
ber, as you .got it out, a valuable publication, and
I extend to you my heartiest compliments."

B. A. Behrend, chief engineer Bullock Electric

Manufacturing Company. Cincinnati : "I have been
greatly interested in this anniversary issue, and I

sincerely congratulate you upon the excellent work
done by your editors in making the number a
worthy commemoration of the twenty years of the

existence of your paper. Those of us who have
been instrumental, during the last ten years, in

the building up of the electrical industry of the
Middle West appreciate the existence of a journal
of your standing with a power for good which is

considerable. If the management and editorial di-

rection of your paper stand for the expression of

independent views; if you support, without bias,

the interests of the public at large against indi-

vidual interests ; if you make yourself the mouth-
, piece of those who have something to say, although
their opinions may not meet with favor and ap-

plause from certain influential persons, your paper
will fulfill a great mission in the development of

this western country. We are only just beginning

to realize the enormous potential wealth and pos-

sibilities of the states commonly termed the Middle
West. The eastern states which are bordering
upon our territory are the great industrial states

of the Union; the western states which are border-

ing on our territory are the great agricultural

states of the Union. The Middle West is a gigan-

tic clearing-house, through
_
which the products

of industry and agriculture are passing. The fu-

ture of the manufacturing industry, and of the

electrical industry in particular, in which we are

interested in this section of the country, is bound
to be tremendous. You and ourselves, and all those

who have chosen this part of the country for their

field of work, have great problems to solve and

great responsibilities. There is grandeur in the

vista of the future of the Middle West, and your

paper will, I earnestly hope, be a power for good

in this development. I congratulate you upon the

excellent issue in which you commemorate the

coming of age of your paper."

Portland and Salt Lake City May Be
Connected by Electric Railway.

The Los Angeles Herald of recent date, printing

what is said to be information emanating from

the office of E. P. Clark, the prominent electric-

railway man of Los Angeles, says that Portland,

Ore., and Salt Lake City are soon to be connected

by a modern electric-railway system to be built by

Los Angeles men and operated by electric power

generated by the snows of Mount Hood.

"Mr. Clark and his associates," says the Herald,

"have control of the waterpower of Mount Hood,

have an immense electric plant under way and

have about 25 miles of the new system graded.

The latent power of Mount Hood will eventually

be to the Pacific Northwest what the power of

Mount Whitney (first made feasible by John Hayes

Hammond) is to Central California and the San

Joaquin Valley, and what the Sierras will be to

the Los Angeles-Owens River aqueduct."

"Originally the Mount Hood enterprise was stated

to be merely a plan for getting tourists to the peak

—a sort of Mount Lowe inclined-railway arrange-

ment. This has secretly developed into a plan by

which Central Oregon and later Northwestern Ne-

vada and Northern Utah will be put in close touch,

and that by electrically opcr.ated trains, the biggest

electric scheme in America today."

"Completion of the through line by the shortest

most practicable line is now the main object of

the locating engineers who are secretly working
for the Mount Hood Railway and Power Company.
With a stealth of movement seldom surpassed by

right-of-way men, these agents of Los Angeles

have completed their lines over the eastern slopes

of the Cascades, thence southeasterly into Nevada
as far south as Winnemucca, and then almost due

east to the metropolis of Utah, Because of the ac-

tivity of Harriman engineering parties in that

country the Clark men easily masked their purposes.

It is stated that the heaviest work in the ascent

of Mount Hood will be done this winter by the

construction forces."
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The Grounded Neutral, With and With-

out Series Resistance, in Hlsh-
tension Systems.'

IJy I'aui. M. L1N1.01.N.

Tho olijict of tliis paper is to raise for disciis-

sii)ii tli<- i|iicstii)ii of KronncliiiR llie iic-nlral, a (pRS-

tion lliat conlimialiy confronts tlic eiiKinccr oper-

ating an altcrnalinB-ciirrtnt goncralinK, Iransnuttina

or dislrihiiting system. The writer wislics to con-

sider tliis question from the viewpoint of the op-

crating engineer, since it is natnrally he who is

most interested. -it
The questions that would arise in the inincl ot

the operating engineer wrnild probably be these;

1. Wliy shonld the neutral be grounded? What
advantage would be gained, if any? And what dis-

advantages would be encountered?

2. If a ground is used, shall it be at one point

of the system, or several?

3. Shall a resistance be used between the neutral

ami the ground? and, if grounded at several points,

shall a resistance be used in each place?

4. If a resistance is used, how much? and what

shall be its current-carrying capacity?

5. What character of resistance is best?

Let us begin at the beginning of this list of

questions and itemize, so far as possiible, the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of a grounded neutral.

The first part of this discussion will deal with the

general question of ground versus no ground.

Later in this discussion the modifications introduced

into this general discussion by use of resistances,

multiple grounds, etc.. will be briefly treated.

.\dvaiuages.— (A) Electromotive force between

conductor and ground remains tixed and constant.

(B) Prevents abnormal static induction on neigh-

boring circuits. :

(C) Provides opportunity for using the ground

as a working conductor.

(D) Makes possible the detection (and imme-
diate removal, if desired) of any grounded portion

of the system.

(E) Insures equality in the condenser current

drawn from each phase.

Disadvantages.— (F) One ground disables a part

or the whole of the system.

(G) A proper ground is difficult to obtain.

Discussing more in detail these points of advan-

tage and disadvantage, we find

:

(A) In practically every transmission system the

greatest danger of breakdown of insulation exists

between line and ground, rather than between lines

;

it is therefore highly important that the voltage

from line to ground be permitted to assume no
abnormal or excessive A'alue. The higher the line

voltage the greater becomes the importance of this

point, since the factor of safety of insulation nat-

urally decreases with increasing line voltage. With
the neutral fixed at ground potential, it is impos-

sible to obtain, between any conductor and the

ground, more than a certain definite proportion

of the maximum line voltage. In a three-phase

sj'stem—including as it does practically all trans-

mitting and distributing systems—the voltage be-

tween the neutral and ground is about 58 per

cent, of that between conductors. If, therefore,

the neutral be connected permanently and solidly

to ground, the maximum potential that Can de-

velop between the line and ground is about 58 per

cent, of the voltage between the conductors. With
an ungrounded s\'stem a ground on one conductor
will cause full line potential to develop between
the two remaining conductors and ground.

On further analysis it is doubtful if all the

advantage apparent at first sight is really obtained,

for it can safely be asserted that in the large ma-
jority of cases it is not the action of the steady
line voltage that causes breakdowms in the insula-

tion of transmitting or distributing system; the

voltage strain necessary to cause breaks in insula-

tion is usually very much higher than the normal
voltage applied, even in the casg where a system
is operating with one conductor grounded. The
condition giving rise to trouble is to have super-
imposed upon the normal line voltage a so-called

"surge" of such value that when added to the

normal strain their resultant causes sufficient strain

on the insulation to break it down. Lightning is

the usual cause of surges, although they may be
caused by many other " things ; for instance, by
switching, or a partial ground, or a broken con-
ductor, or a heavy short-circuit. Insulation being
once broken down, the normal voltage is usually

sufficient to maintain an abnormal flow of current
through the break. With the neutral grounded, a

momentary break in insulation at one point on one
conductor gives rise to opportunity for a destruc-
tive arc at that point. With the neutral un-
grounded, before a destructive, arc can take place

there must be simultaneous breaks on the insula-

tion of two separate conductors. The use of a
resistance between the ground and neutral modifies
these conditions, as wall be discussed in a later

paragraph.

A very material advantage incident to this fixing

definitely the maximum potential of conductors
above ground is that it allow-s a much closer ad-

I. A paper presented at the meelioc of ihe American Institute
of Electrical EEgineers in i^'ew Ycrk. October Ji, 1907. The
author is engineer of power division of the WestiDebotlse Electric
and Manufacturine Company.

jiistmcnt of lighlniiig arresters than would other-

wise obtain; that is, the arresters can be adjusted

so that a eoniparalivcly small rise above normal
potential to KrountI will discharge across ihcm. In

an iinKrounded transmission system it is not safe

to atljusl for a iliscli:irgc potential materially less

than line voltage; otherwise, in the tver.t of one

conductor becomins grounded, the constant dis-

charge which necessarily occurs over the lightning

arresters between the two •"••1 ,-, n, ],,<,, ui\i\

groinitl will destroy the at t

time.

(B) An advantage incident I'j Kripmi.; Ilu- ih u-

tral of a transmission system at ground potential

is to prevent abnormally large static induction by

a transmission line on neighboring circuits. Thi3sc

who have endeavored lo operate a telephone line

in proximity lo a transmission line will realize the

importance of this point. It is evident, without

further explanation, that so long as the neutral

of a transmission line is at ground potential it

static induence on neighboring circuits is prac

lically negligible. If, however, one of the con-

ductors of the line is grounded, the static induction

of the remaining two is usually sufficient to pre-

vent the satisfactory use of telephone circuits strung

on the same right-of-way. Grounding the neutral

will prevent such a condition.

As to electromagnetic induction, it is evident that

the grounded neutral can have no influence unless

the ground is carrying current. In that event,

electromagnetic ' induction on neighboring circuits

is increased. This increase is due to the fact that

the return circuit through the ground, instead of

being in close proximity to the outgoing circuits,

thereby neutralizing most of its action, is at a com-
paratively great distance, making the inducing loop

of large area and comparatively great power.

(C) In a three-phase transmission system with

the neutral grounded both at the generating sta-

tion and a sub-station, it is perfectly possible to

continue the transmission of power with one of

the conductors out of commission. In this case, if

the phases remain balanced, the ground will carry

a current 1.73 times that in each of the two re-

maining conductors. Furthermore, it is perfectly

possible to continue to transmit single-phase power
with only one of the three conductors remaining.

In fact, some transmission plants make a practice

of running but a single wire to some customers

using single-phase current, and but two of their

three conductors to other of their customers using

polyphase currents, relying in each case on the

ground' to act as a return conductor for the normal
operating current. Still other plants make use of

the ground as a working conductor only in emer-

gency.

It must be counted as a distinct advantage in

favor of the system with a grounded neutral that

it makes available at any time the use of the

ground as a working conductor. This does not

mean that the ungrounded system cannot make the

ground available, but in the latter case special

switching arrangements must be provided, while

in the former its action as a working conductor

is practically automatic.

The practicability of using the ground as a

working conductor is also dependent upon the

ground resistance. This is an element that varies

largely with geological formations, soil, season,

moisture, parallel return circuits, and construction

of ground plate ; it is therefore difficult to make
any general statement covering this matter. How-
ever, there seems to have been no difficulty in

using the ground as a conductor for moderate

amounts of power at pressures of zo.cco volts and

above.

(D) and (F) With a grounded neutral, 'a

ground on any conductor will cause a short-cir-

cuit. This fact may be regarded as an advantage

or a disadvantage, depending upon circumstances,

and also upon the point of view of the operator.

If it is possible by use of the grounded neutral*

automatically to cut out the damaged conductor,

and continue service to the affected part of the

system over other lines, the grounded neutral may
undoubtedly be regartled as an advantage. If,

however, the grounding of the neutral means an

interruption of service which could be avoided w-ith

an ungrounded neutral, the grounding may be

justly regarded as a disadvantage. Protection of

service is of great importance to the operator, and

he is willing to run very considerable risks in

order to give continuous 'service. That' certain

portions of his sj'stem are temporarily overloaded,

or that part of his line conductors are temporarily

undergoing an abnormal insulation strain to ground,

is of no particular moment so long as service is

being rendered and the abnormal condition does

not give rise to further trouble. When considering

questions of protection of service, the use of re-

sistance in the ground connection is at once in-

volved; the discussion of this phase will be treated

in subsequent paragraphs.

(E) All alternating-current transmission lines

take from the generators a condenser current whose
volume depends upon the size, length and disposi-

tion of the transmitting conductors and upon the

voltage and frequency supplied to them. These

currents may be considered as flowing over two
paths, as follows:

I. TliroUKli the conilenscri fornicil by the con-
diulors as opiioiile |ilalen, a!> (c) in the cut, and

J I. TliroURli tile condensers fonned by considcr-

InK llic cumliictors at one plate and the ground
as ilu- iitln-r, a-, at (c'l • ''" ''

The currenl-i IhnviiiK ' '
'•''

fhnlly intlepentlcnt ui ;iii edi-

tions. Those flowiiiK tl :;i... (.- ), how-
ever, dcpend'eiitirely upon i of tile neutral

with respect lo ground. \ ulral at ground
potential, the condenser currents through (c') arc

taken equally from each of the three conductors.

Assuming an extreme case—one of the three con-

ductors grounded— all the currents through (c')

arc taken from two of the conductors; and, further,

the total kilovoU-ampercs reprcsenletl by these cur-

rcr.ts is double jvhat it would be with the neutral

at grounil potential. A moment's investigation will

show this latter point. With the grounded neutral

Ihi- lol.-il kilovolt-amperes, taken lhrou(;h capacities

CONDENSER CURrtKNT ON TRANSMISSION LINES.

(c'), may be assumed as proportional to 3 c' Ei'.

where Ei is the potential between any conductor
and the neutral. Grounding one conductor has the

effect of short-circuiting one of these condensers

and throwing a potential of E = V3 Ei upon the

other two. In the latter case the total kilovolt-

amperes taken by condensers (c') is 2 c' E* =
6 c' Ef

.

When the charging current is large compared
with the generator capacity, it is probable that

such an increase in its volume, as well as taking

it largely from two of the three conductors, would
cause a serious unbalance in voltage between phases.

This seems to be a good, though not controlling,

reason for maintaining the neutral at ground po-

tential.

(G) A satisfactory ground is very difficult to

obtain. The antiquated idea that the ground is of

zero resistance, because it is of practically infinite

cross-section, has long since been recognized as an

error. In case of grounding to a buried plate,

most of the resistance of the ground occurs in the

immediate neighborhood of the ground plate, and

the ground resistance depends upon the character

and condition of the soil in the immediate neigh-

borhood. This is to be expected on account of

the fact that it is only in the immediate neighbor-

hood of the ground plate that the cross-section of

the ground, considered as a conductor, is suffi-

ciently restricted to give rise to any appreciable

resistance. The conditions other than the character

of the soil that make for a low'-resistance ground-

are moisture and the exposure of a large surface

of ground-plate; the larger the exposed surface

the lower the resistance. It is this reason that

makes water-supply systems good grounds.

Even where good engineering practice dictates a

resistance in the neutral, the unavoidable resistance

in the ground connection is not so valuable as it

might be, because of its extreme variability. The
difference of the seasons, as well as the drying-out

action of any ground current that may flow, will

cause large variations in ground resistance. How-
ever, on high-potential systems the presence of even

the maximum amount of resistance that is contin-

gent upon good construction is rarely sufficient to

cause* trouble.

Modifications Due to Use of Resist.ance and

Multiple Grounds.

If an operating engineer has come to the con-

clusion that his neutral should be grounded, the

next question is, naturally, that concerning the

number of places to ground—whether it shall be

at his power plant or plants only, or at other

points where neutrals can be obtained. The answer

to this question usually depends upon the object

sought in grounding. If it is the use of the

ground as a working conductor, there must natu-

rally be grounds both at the generating and receiv-

ing" points. On the other hand if the object is to

prevent an abnormal voltage rise on any conductor,

due to the grounding of another, then the ground-

ing of the neutral at one point is sufficient and in

most cases preferable.

In some methods of connection the problem is

still further complicated by the entire absence of

an available neutral. In any three-phase system a

delta connection of transformer or generator wrad-

ings gives no opportunity of obtaining a neutraL A
delta connection requires the use of a separate au-

to-transformer connected across proper points ot

the delta, from the winding of which a tap may be

brought out for the neutral connection. A three-

phase star-connected generating system has of
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course the neutral at the star connection. If, how-

ever, a bank of transformers has both the primary

and secondary connected in star, the star connec-

tion is not necessarily at the neutral point. In

this case the neutral is practically free to move
around anywhere within the three-phase triangle;

in case of a dead short-circuit on any transformer,

the voltage on that particular one disappears and

the two remaining transformers assume the whole

potential of the line, being then virtually connected

in V. If, therefore, the star connection of a star-

to-star group of transformers be connected to

ground it does not follow that the neutral is

grounded; if one side is connected in delta and the

other in star, then the star connection can be

treated as a fixed point at the center of the three-

phase triangle. In a star-to-star group proper con-

ditions can be assured only by connecting the star

point on either side to a fixed neutral—such, for

instance, as the connection of the star of the trans-

formers to the star point of the generating system.

The star point of the generating system being fixed

at neutral, this also fixes the transformers.

The question as to how many points of a system

shall be grounded is naturally influenced by the

above considerations. The final answer, however,

must be dictated by considerations which depend
upon the reason leading to making any ground
connection.

Probably the most important question in connec-

tion with this whole matter of grounding the neu-

tral is that as to the use of resistance between the

neutral and ground and the amount of resistance

that is best. In considering this question the fol-

lowing analysis is pertinent: In any polyphase sys-

tem, so long as each conductor has the same ca-

pacity and ground, the same insulation from ground
and a balanced load, the neutral will remain at

ground potential, whether it is connected to ground
or not. In other words, so long as conditions on
the transmitting or distributing system remain nor-

ma] there is no occasion for grounding the neutral,

as nothing will be accomplished thereby. The ob-

ject sought in grounding the neutral is to take

care, not of normal conditions, but abnormal ones.

It is the first thought of the operating engineer to

maintain his service, and he therefore installs auto-

matic circuit-breakers and other devices to protect

his system in case of an abnormal condition arising.

The ' abnormal conditions that may arise are

:

First, short-circuits ; second, open circuits, and
third, grounds.

1. Short-circuits.—By short-circuit is meant ac-

cidental connection in any manner between con-
ductors of opposite polarity. It is evident that un-
der this condition the behavior of automatic devices
is in no way influenced by grounding the neutral,

so that the consideration of this contingency is not
pertinent to this paper.

2. Open Circuits.—In a three-phase line, with the

neutral grounded at both generating and receiving

stations, the ground will, under normal conditions,

carry no current, even though the ground be of

zero resistance. If, however, one of the conductors
should break, the ground immediately begins to

carry current. If induction or synchronous motors
are being used at the receiving end, the three-phase
relation will be approximately maintained, the de-
gree of approximation depending upon the ground
resistance and upon the relative motor load to non-
motor load. If the neutral is grounded at one
point only, an open circuit in one conductor will

have an effect no different from that which would
take place if the neutral were not grounded, except
that the distribution of charging current between
conductors will be somewhat disturbed and more
or less of this current would pass through the
ground connection.

3- Grounds.—A ground is the most frequent ab-

normal condition that is encountered, and also is

the one most affected by grounding the neutral.

With the neutral connected direct to ground, an-
other ground on any conductor means a short-cir-

cuit; the action of automatic circuit-breakers will

then take place accordingly. The amount of cur-
rent that will flow through such a short-circuit

can be limited by inserting resistance, and prac-
tically the only object of resistance is to cause such
a limitation of current
The flow of excessive currents, such as would

take place were there no resistance, is detrimental
for several reasons. It throws an unnecessarily
great strain upon the circuit-breakers which are
called upon to interrupt the current. The large
current flow which takes place may cause a phase
distortion and drop of voltage which may, in turn,

be sufficient to cause synchronous apparatus on the
line to drop out of step. Almost invariably an arc
takes place at the point of grounding of conductors,
and an excessive current will cause excessive de-
struction at this point. A dead short-circuit on any
system causes a heavy shock, due to the tremen-
dous currents, and a consequent tendency to distort
the windings of any synchronous apparatus con-
nected to the system.

AH of these objections can be overcome to a
greater or less degree by resistance in the neutral.
Increased neutral resistance, however, while it lim-
its the current flow through a grounded conductor
and overcomes the aJjove objections, can do so only
by allowing an increase in the potential of the two
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good conductors above ground while the current
flows. If the object in grounding is to prevent such
an abnormal rise, the inserting of resistance tends
to defeat that purpose. The choice of the proper
resistance becomes a question of compromise be-
tween the disadvantages of going to either extreme.
There seem to be good reasons for adopting a
ground resistance which will lie between the fol-

lowing limits ; on the one hand, large enough to

prevent a severe shock to the system ; or the volt-

age on the affected phase dropping to a point where
the synchronous apparatus will drop out of step.

This consideration will dictate a resistance that
will not allow more than, say, three times full-load

current at the most to flow through the armatures
of the generators supplying the circuits. On the
other hand, the resistance must be small enough
to permit sufficient current to flow to trip the heavi-
est circuit-breaker on the system.

In all alternating-current circuits there is present
a condition equivalent to a neutral grounded through
a certain amount of resistance, in that static ca-
pacity exists between any conductor and ground.
The longer the line and the higher the voltage and
frequency, the lower the resistance in the equiv-
alent- circuit having a resistance in grounding con-
nection. The effect of a grounded neutral, either
with or without resistance, is, in case a conductor
becomes grounded, to pass a current of greater or
less volume through the affected conductor and into
the ground. The effect of the static capacity of
conductors to ground is exactly the same, the dif-

ference being that no current passes into the ground
at the generating station, and that the phase relation
of the current through the capacity to the electro-
motive force producing it is not the same in both
cases. The static capacity of an overhead con-
ductor to ground is, with ordinary line construc-
tion, from 30 to 50 per cent, greater than that be-
tween conductors. Assuming a fault that makes
the affected conductor of the same potential as the
ground, the affected conductor will take roughly
50 per cent, more charging current than the un-
affected ones. It may be noted also that the total
kilovolt-amperes of charging current in all con-
ductors will be increased about 33 per cent. Where
the normal charging current amounts to a consider-
able percentage of the total generating capacity, as
it will in long, high-voltage, high-frequency lines, it

will be seen that the condenser effect has the same
action as a moderately low grounded resistance.

If a ground resistance be used the question of its

current-carrying capacity is an important one.
Since current is drawn through the ground resist-

ance only during emergencies, its capacity should
be chosen to meet the maximum that any emer-
gency can throw upon it. Usually the time during
which current will flow is limited to the time
required to trip a circuit-breaker, probably not
more than a few seconds at most. The quantity of
current that will flow as a maximum is also fixed
as that which is required to trip out the heaviest
set circuit-breaker. The question of current-carry-
ing capacity is therefore one which depends upon
the character and setting of the safety devices used.
As to the character of resistance, permanency is

the most essential. Considerable latitude is allow-
able in the amount of resistance, but that latitude
does allow variations of many hundred per cent.,
such as past experience has shown is apt to take
place with graphite mixtures of similar structures.
A metallic resistance is satisfactorj', but has the
objection of being expensive and bulky when the
voltages involved are high. This problem has not
yet been satisfactorily solved, but it seems prob-
able that where high resistances are demanded—2co
ohms or more—some form of non-metallic resist-
ance will be found of sufficiently permanent char-
acter to be satisfactory.

In the preceding matter the writer has endeav-
ored to present some of the considerations to be
taken into account when this question of grounding
the neutral arises. There are so many variables
connected with this matter that it is inipossible to
draw any conclusion that will be general in its

nature. The proper action to be taken depends
upon the specific conditions surrounding each indi-
vidual case.

October 19, 1907

The electrification of the tunnel and the installa-

tion of the power house, distributing system and
locomotives has been in progress the last year un-
der the direction of the Westinghouse company.
At present there are three large electric locomotives.
All electric wires from the power house are led
through a shaft into the tunnel. Bion J. Arnold
was the consulting electrical engineer of the Grand
Trunk Railway.

Electrical Operation of Sarnia Tunnel.
Machinery in the electric power house of the

Grand Trunk Railway in Port Huron, Mich., was
started up for the first time a few days ago. Tliis
power house, a part of the electrical equipment
in the electrification of the Port Huron Tuimcl,
is 100 by ICO feet, two stories high, and of con-
crete, brick and steel construction. Two turbine-
generator units of 2,500 horsepower each arc in-

stalled. The boilers, coal handling apparatus and
auxiliaries are of the most modern type.

Current from this power house will be used for
operating trains through the tunnel betwtcn Port
Huron and Sarnia, a total of nine miles of track,

including side tracks. Besides, it will furnish light

and power for pump houses, round houses and
yards in Port Huron and Sarnia, and the shops,

customs offices, sheds, etc. Arrangements have been
made for 500 electric lights in the timnel proper,

and in the yards there will be 27 arc lights. nty\

many incandesccnts in the buildings.

Industrial Education.

The first monthly meeting this season of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers was held

in the main auditorium of the Engineers' Building,

New York city, on the evening of October 8th. A
little over 100 members were in attendance and the

subject of the evening, "Industrial Education," was
well presented. A short business meeting preceded
the presentation of papers. A motion was made
and carried that the Mechanical Engineers' Library
Association and the American Society of Mechan-
ical Engineers be consolidated into the one society,

to retain the name of the latter.

The first paper of the evening, "College and Ap-
prentice Training," giving the relation of the stu-

dent engineering courses in the industries to the

college technical courses, was by Prof. Jolin P.

Jackson of the State College of Pennsylvania. Its

purport was set forth in the Western Electrician

of last week.

Prof. Dugald C. Jackson of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology then spoke of the conditions
in the college, how the men were already worked
to over their limit and could not give thought to
other lines than study, but that this is a serious
fault and is being realized and rectified partially by
some "of the colleges. Professor Jackson then spoke
upon post-graduate work. It was desirable to ex-
tend the four years' course into five or six. Very
few of the engineering schools, however, possess
facilities successfully to carry on. this extension
work with ample space and laboratory facilities.
The Davis bill now pending in Congress allows
money for each of the manual training and agri-
cultural colleges in the several states. The money
to be spent, however, is determined by an expert
educational commission in each state. This ques-
tion is of considerable moment, and influence should
be brought to bear upon the respective representa-
tives from the several states to modify this act.

Announcement was then made that Dr. Henry S.
Pritchett, president of the Carnegie Foundation and
also president of the Society for the Promotion of
Industrial Education, was unable to be present, as
had been announced.
The next paper was by Prof. C. F. Parks of

Lowell Institute, who spoke upon the desirability
of the education of the foreman, under whose care
came so many young men, and also of the courses
which had been established for their training. The
courses require the attendance of the young man
two hours on three or four evenings each week
and an equivalent amount of study at home. The
course extends over two years and includes the
more elementary studies—mathematics, drawing, etc.,

and lectures illustrated with problems and tests on
the work in hand. A large proportion of the men
are draftsmen and mechanics, whose average age is

about 27 j'ears. Professor Parks concluded by
stating that it was this kind of material that we
needed in our industries and that it was desirous
to educate them along these lines.

Mr. A. A. Hamerschlag next spoke upon the in-

dividual and the necessity of not forgetting the
student in all of this development. He spoke very
discouragingly of the apprentice courses as given
in several large manufacturing companies, and stated
that these courses were run to the financial better-

ment of the company, and that the returns to the

student were far from satisfactory and did not
represent the returns which the student gave to the

companies. The apprentice gets into a certain re-

stricted set. makes the foreman resentful, and upon
the completion of the course is very narrow in his

experience with any apparatus but that manufac-
tured by the particular company under which he

has labored.

A number of other speakers gave their views

upon these courses, and the matter was left with

many distinct views standing, representing the sev-

eral interests at stake. Secretary Calvin W. Rice

then requested that the matter be presented in a

more definite form so that an expression of the

society might be made. 1

Mr. F. W. Taylor of Philadelphia then spoke .

upon the condition of the student as he left col-

lege and compared his mind to a sponge. While

at college he is taught to absorb all the knowledge

that he can and as he leaves he still has this idea

with him. that he must keep right on absorbing

all the information that is possible. What he really

needs is to he put at some real. hard, long, mo-

notonous work, something that is dull and disagree-

able hut which will bring him into touch with

what men of the business world have to contend

with. It is this sort of training which is of value

to the young graduating engineer, S.
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The Groiindod Neutral.'

By !•'. G. Ci.AUK.

iJiiriiiK llu' ciinsiikTiilioTi of tlie (k'sinn of one

higli-tcnsiim iiishiliatioii Ihc {HR'stinn i>l m-oinidinK

tlu- neutral was iiut-stiKaU-il and ri-Milu-il in a <Il--

ci.sion to Ki'otniil llu* iK-utral iioints "of tin; gener-

ators thronyli a liniilinK resislanee. It Wiis iny

privilege to ciintrilMile to that design and to recom-

mend llial tin's resislanee l>e omitted. Tlie reasons

for K'onndinK. the reasons for and against the re-

sistanee, and faets relatively to operation covering

a period of over two years may therefore he of

interest in connection with this discussion.

Tlie install.ition comprises a power station een-

li.illy located fur the ultimate conditions prescribed,

luit unfavorable to the preliminary eleclvilication of

a steam railroad rei|uiring seven s\ih-slations, and
underground .lud overhead transmission of three-

phase current at 11,000 volts and 25 cycles. Fig. 1

will give an iilea of the present and ultimate con-

ditions. 'I'he future circuits from the power station

will he nntlergronnd cahles. There are now five

250,coo-circnlar-mil three-phase circuits leading from

the station underground to No. i cable house. From
tliere the feeders are aerial lo sub-station No. 3.

This will be .seen to he the distributing point for

the present installation. Two aerial circuits lead to

PowKs Station

..rUTJ'JUL

iMuw.LAri'air.

oiids for llic samu current. The relays in the sub
station next in iirourcssioii arc set (Or three sec-

onds with the same current, and »o on. The relays
are connecteil with scries transformers, one on
each leg of the circuit conlrolle<I, lo open the cir-

cuit in the event of one leg grounding.
The excitation ^>f the gener.'itors depends tipon

induction motor-generators, with no steam exciter
or battery reinforcement, although both are avail-

able for starling up in ease of an inlerrupliun. 'I'he

induction motors .-ne sniiplied from the main gen-
erators through transformers and b,ive about- 2.5

per cent. slip. The output of the exciters depends
upon the [)ower factor, which decreases with the
voltage. The excitation aittomatically ceases when-
ever the bus-b:n' volt.'tge g<ies below 5,000.

A volt.agc regidator tends automatically lo increase

or decrease the generator excitation as its voltage

lowers or rises. 'J'he elTcct of this is to increase

the intensity of the accidental overload and there-

fore hasten the antoin.'itic interruption. This is a

radical change from llie usual pr.ictice of holding
up the exciter volt.agc under all conditions. It

means a few itiore power-station interruptions, but

less damage when short-circuits occur and less time
lost in sub-st:itions.

The foregoing explanation of the protective fea-

tures of this installation may appear to be irrele-

TrtANSFOftMCR STANr.

generator, or that one general
neutral grounded.

,\ consideralioii of these facts lerl to a dcciiijon
to use a resistance of 6.7 ohms hi ihc power sta-
tion of Ihe inslallalion deseribe<l. It was antici-

pated thai this resistance would allow sunicient
current to How through any Kruund which niiglit

occur lo clear Ihe systein of that ground, and that
grounds on two legs or short-circuits would be
cleared by the inverse tiine-elenieni relays, or, if

very close lo the power station, by an inlerrupliun
of service due lo the "killing" of excitation. The
events of o|)eralion indicate that Ihc neutral ground
is essential and that Ihe other protective features
perform Iheir functions suitably.

Conditifjns obtain, however, which mitigate against
the pro|)er operation of this protective feature. One
instance will serve lo illustrate this point. A wire-
rigged slooj) which had been anchored near the
cable house No. 2 draw fFig, 1) drifted out of Ihe
channel until a stay-line connecled with one leg of

the transmission circuit, causing a ground, 'i'he

ground held for about three minutes, when the boat
shifted and another part of the rigging connected
with a second leg, causing a short-circuit which
opened ihc circuit-breaker. The current in the
ground circuit was approximately 400 amperes,
which was not suflicieijt to open any of the circuit-
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FIG. I. POWER HOUSE CONNECTIONS.

sub-Station No. 5. At cable bouse No. 2 the cir-

cuits are submarine, and again at cable house No. 3
submarine cables are used from the north end of

the draw to the sub-station.

The feeders leading east and west from sub-sta-

tion No. 3 are underground. Three circuits lead to

sub-station No. 2, and from there two circuits lead

to sub-station No. i. Three circuits lead to sub-

station No. 4 and are overhead from cable house
No. 4, From No. 4 sub-station one circuit leads

direct to sub-station No. 6 and another to portable
station No. i, and from there to No. 6. At port-
able station No. i a three-phase No. 2 conductor
branch leads to sub-station No. 7. One circuit

leads from sub-station No. 4 to portable station

No. 2, and from there a single-phase No. i con-
ductor circuit leads to transformer station No. i. A
typical location of this system and length of feeders
is shown in Fig, 2.

The protective features are low-equivalent light-

ning arresters, inverse time-element relaj-s on- cir-

cuit-breakers, a peculiar method of operating ex-
citers, and the grounded neutral. A voltage regu-
lator has lately been installed and has a bearing on
the situation.

The lightning arresters are used in connection
with choke coils at the ends of all overhead feed-
ers. They tend to protect the underground feeders,
the station apparatus, and to a certain extent the
aerial transmission lines from the effects of light-
ning and from static strains due to switching,
grounds or short-circuits. The arresters are set to
discharge at 8,500 volts. The pressure between the
ground and two conductors of the 11,000-volt three-
phase system, with one conductor grounded, is

ii.coo volts when the neutral is not grounded; it is

6.3S0 volts when the neutral is dead grounded; it is

between 6.380 voks and ii,coo volts with resistance
in the neutral conductor. The locations of the
lightning arresters are shown in Fig. 2.

The inverse time-element relays afiford protection
against overloads and are used in connection with
the oil circuit-breakers on all feeders. The speed
m opening the circuit-breaker varies with the in-
crease of current in the circuit controlled.
The relays at the power-station ends of the feed-

ers are set to allow- a maximum of current to flow
for a period of five seconds before they actuate
^le control circuits to open the circuit-breakers.
This is Just above the amount of current allowed
as a maximum per feeder. The relays at the near-
est sub-station are set to open the circuit-breakers
on feeders to more remote sub-stations in four sec-

,^i, A paper presented at the meetine of the American Institute
or Mectrical Eneineers in New York. October it, igo7. 'Ihe
author is superintendent of power station of the Pennsvlvania
unnel and Termiosl Railroad Company at LonE Island City,New York,

vant to a discussion of the grounded neutral, though
it has a bearing which should not be overlooked.
The neutral point of each generator is led to a bus-
bar through a fourth pole of the generator circuit-

breaker. The neutral bus-bar is connected to one
end of a cast-grid resistance suitably insulated.

The other end of the resistance is connected to a

ground plate located in earth, kept moist with salt

water. There is 6.7 ohms resistance, or sufficient to

allow i.oco amperes in the neutral circuit in the

event of a ground. A current of 1,000 amperes
will raise the temperature of the resistance approxi-
mately i,coo° F. in one minute. An ammeter on
the switchboard indicates the amount of current in

the neutral connection. A pilot lamp lights when-
ever 50 amperes or more flows through the resist-

ance. This lamp remains lighted until an auxiliary

circuit is opened and has been instrumental in de-
termining the number of short-circuits that were
also grounds.
The grounded neutral affords protection against

rises in potential and high-frequenc\^ oscillations,

due to grounds. An accidental ground will estab-

lish a power circuit supposedly sufficient in all

cases automatically to open the circuit-breaker.

Were the neutral not grounded, the accidental

ground would allow the charging current to be
discharged through it, tending to burn the insula-

tion and cause a short-circuit in the case of an
underground cable or burn off the conductor in the
case of an aerial line. The electrostatic change
would also tend to cause oscillations in the case of
underground cables and possible breakdowns at

various points of the system. This has occurred
during the operation of several high-tension systems.

Grounding the neutral has the disadvantage of
increasing the number of short-circuits and con-
sequently the interruptions of service. These short-

circuits are dangerous to power-station apparatus,

as they may cause breakdowns involving greater
expense and loss of service than the possible

resonance troubles. There are conditions . peculiar

to each installation which have a bearing on this

question, and these conditions determine the neces-
sity of a resistance in the neutral circuit, the amount
of resistance to be used, whether more than one
generator should be grounded.

In .systems where synchronous converters have
low synchronizing power the voltage drop due to

grounds will cause the converters to drop out, and
a limiting resistance must be placed in the grounded
neutral. In other systems the generator coils are
insufficiently braced, and" resistance in the neutral is

a preventive for generator breakdowns. In stations

where the generators are driven by slow^-speed re-

ciprocating engines the neutral points cannot be
connected to a common bus-bar on account of cross-

currents. A resistance would-be required for each

.-^-.

FEEDERS FROM POWER HOUSE.

breakers between the ground and the power station.

It was enough, however, to burn off an anchor
chain and several of the wire stays on the boat
and to raise the temperature of the neutral resist-

ance to that of a bright-red heat.

When the ground occurred the neutral point rose
from to about 2.700 volts, and the two ungrounded
legs were approximately 9,000 volts to ground. The
electrostatic condition very nearly approached that
w-hich would obtain in an ungrounded system. The
lightning arresters being set at 8,500 voUs. began
to discharge, and oscillations were a possibility.

The inductive drop ' and the resistance of the
ground added to the set resistance of 6.7 ohms
were sufficient to limit the current to 400 amperes.
With the 6.7-ohm resistance out, the current w^ould
have been above 650 amperes, or sufficient to have
opened the nearest controlling circuit-breaker in

less than one second. The inductive drop was about
1,000 volts and the resistance through the ground
sufficient to divert the current to the numerous
telephone lines as paths of least resistance. The
fact that telephone troubles are not coincident with
grounds of short duration w^ould seem to indicate
that induction is not an important factor in this

particular case. There have been no indications
of trouble in telephone or telegraph lines, due to

induced potential.

Some action must be taken to prevent this ground
current from causing trouble. The grounded neu-
tral is a preventer of electrostatic troubles and
therefore should be retained. The resistance is a
positive detriment to receiving the full benefit of
this effect. It should, therefore, be omitted when-
ever the local conditions will permit. In the case
described, this can be done without perceptibly in-

creasing the hazard to apparatus. This would enable
the relays to clear any of the grounds that have
occurred w-ithin five seconds.

A transmission line may be so long that its total

drop and the resistance of the ground will produce
a condition analogous to that described. Such a
case w-ould require special treatment, as. for exam-
ple, providing a low-resistance neutral conductor
leading to a point safely within the area normally
protected by the neutral ground at the station and
equipping the feeders to points beyond, so that they
may be open by a relay. The relay could be actu-

ated by a small current flow-ing in this extension
of the neutral and in phase w'ith current flowing
in one leg of the feeder. Such a condition does
not obtain on the system described, and we can
therefore be reasonably assured that in removing
the neutral resistance we will have removed the
cause of trouble incident to the grounded neutral.

During two years' operation there have been over
70 short-circuits. About 25 of these have caused
sub-statipn interruptions and six have been close
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enough to cause power-station interruptions. About

one-Half of these short-circuits showed a ground

connection. There have been 10 grounds, of which

the neutral ground cleared eight. One held for

four minutes and one for three minutes, both de-

veloping into two-wire short-circuits.

It is quite probable that in a system operating

with underground cables only there would be no

outside disturbances in connection with sustained

grounds. The lead sheaths which are generally

bonded together in manholes would provide the

path of least resistance for the ground circuit.

The ultimate installation will require underground

cables, and except for the greater power eflfects

and greater charging current will alter the present

situation but little.

The American Institute of Electrical

Engineers.'

By Henry G. Stott.

The American Institute of Electrical Engineers

has over 5,ico members, of whom approximately

go per cent, are residents of this country and 10

per cent, residents of foreign countries. Of the

4,600 domestic members, approximately 22 per cent.

reside within one hour's travel of our national

headquarters, and 70 per cent, within a distance

which can be covered in twelve hours or less.

Our proceedings and transactions, available to

all, undoubtedly are the most valuable asset of

membership, but next to that may we not say

that the social side ranks next in value? It is

obviously impossible for us all to meet one an-

other, as our domestic membership alone is dis-

tributed over a territory of 2,970,000 square miles.

To meet this difficulty, however, the sections and
university branches have been organized, so that

now besides the national headquarters in New
York, we have 20 sections and 17 university

branches located at all great centers of member-
ship. At these sections and branches not only are
the papers presented at the New York meetings
discussed, but original papers are also presented
and discussed.

It will thus be seen that we are gradually evolv-

ing an organization, somewhat similar to that of

our state and federal governments, and as the

process of evolution goes on, the constitution may
have again to be readjusted to meet the new con-
ditions.

Article I. of our Constitution speaks of the "ad-

vancement of the theory and practice of electrical

engineering and of the allied arts and sciences."

When w-e look back over our Transactions for

the last ten years, we cannot help being struck by
the admirable way in which we find there recorded
almost everything of note which has contributed

to "the advancement of the theory and practice

of electrical engineering," but so rapid has been
the evolution of the theory and practice of elec-

trical engineeriug. that the "allied arts and sciences"

have been to a large extent squeezed out.

With every new application of electricity comes
the demand for men who are not only specialists

in that particular art, but who at the same time

are electrical engineers, as, for example, in the

applications of electricity to electrochemical processes,

railways, illumination, transmission of power, min-
ing, utilization of electricity in the numberless man-
ufacturing processes, all of them calling for highly

specialized knowledge in the allied arts.

It would therefore seem as if the time is now
ripe for carrying out all the objects mentioned in

our Constitution, and the papers committee is now
endeavoring to broaden the scope of the Institute

work without allowing their efforts to scatter too
much. In order to assist in this work, some of

the committee work has been reorganized. For ex-
ample, the old high-tension transmission committee,
which has done such excellent work, now becomes
a sub-committee of the papers committee, and a
new sub-committee on railways has been formed.
Additional sub-committees will be appointed as ne-
cessity seems to require.

In accordance with the unanimous vote at the
last annual convention, the board of directors has
authorized the appointment of a committee on edu-
cation to co-operate with other education commit-
tees in recommending a syllabus of studies for
electrical engineers at our universities.

In furtherance of this work, a special meeting
devoted to educational subjects will be held toward
the cnrl of this year, when those in charge of
educational work will be free to devote some time
to this most important subject.

In connection with educational work, we have
available to our members not only our own library,

but also those of the American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers and the American Institute of
MininK Engineers, aggregating approximately 30,-

000 volumes, and forming the most valuable col-

lection of technical works in the world. This joint
library, however, is only open from 9 a. m. to

5 p. m. ; but a movement is now on foot to change
the present organization so as to make the library
available up to 10 p. m.
When distinguished foreign engineers visit this

f. Inxfiraral xAAtt%9 'temewhat conr)«n!ted) of thi' now preti-
(Jfnl of lb* American In*l{lut« of Rteclrical EilEiooerB, delivered
itbc wtnips is New York od October ir, t&o7.

country we have had no person or persons who
could officially welcome them in the name of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, so that
this duty or pleasure has fallen heavily upon a
small number of members, who have on numerous
occasions acted as an unofficial reception committee.
It would therefore seem as if it would lend to the
dignity of these receptions, while giving authority
to our members who are willing to incur the
necessary expenditure of time and money, if a
strong representative reception committee were ap-
pointed in each large city, so that our guests could
be passed on from one city to another and thereby
be saved a great deal of trouble, by finding im-
mediately where they could see the particular ap-
paratus or get the information they desired.

In conclusion, it now seems probable that our
annual banquet will be held in January when we
hope to have several distinguished guests address
us, and I trust that the members of the Institute
will remember that not only in our technical work,
but in our social work, your officers whom you
have elected need your constant support and en-
couragement.

Test Of 7,500-kilowatt Westinghouse-
Parsons Steam Turbine.

The following data comprise the principal re-
sults obtained during the eight-hour economy test
on September i, 1907, upon a turbine installed
earlier in the^ year at Waterside Station No. 2 of
the New York Edison Company. This test was
conducted entirely by the New York Edison Com-
pany, under the direction of Mr. J, P. Sparrow,
chief engineer. The various arrangements therefor
were carried out in accordance with the mutual
agreement between builder and operator entered into
previous to the test, and the results, as herein
given, were obtained by independent computation.
The turbine unit tested is of standard Westing-

house construction throughout. It has a maximum
rated capacity of 11,250 kilowatts and was built to
operate on 175 pounds steam pressure, 26 inches
vacuum and ico degrees superheat. Under these
conditions, the turbine unit was guaranteed to
have a minimum steam' consumption of 15.9 pounds
per kilowatt hour at the generator terminals with
a normal speed of 750 revolutions per minute. In-
cidentally, the electrical efficiency of the generator
was guaranteed to be 97.8 per cent., exclusive of
friction and windage, at a load corresponding to
that sustained during the test. The results of
the tests, detailed below, show an economy about
7.5 per cent, better than the guarantee.

Methods of Conducting the Test.

Load.—During the test period. No. 2 Waterside
Station sustained practically all of the 25-cycle load
on the system, of wdiich the unit under test carried
practically 70 per cent., the remainder by the other
turbine units in the station. This load was main-
tained as constant as possible by remote control

of the turbine governor by the switchboard oper-
ator. Between the first and the last hours of the
test, the maximum variation in load was held
within 4 per cent, above and below mean. During
the last hour, however, the load decreased some-
what. Previous to the test this turbine unit had
been running on a load of 7,000 kilowatts, which
was increased to its test load 10 minutes before the
start.

Calibration.—Three-phase electrical load was meas-
ured by the two-wattmeter method, using two
Weston indicating wattmeters of the standard
laboratory tj'pe. "These instruments were calibrated
at the New York Electrical Testing Laboratories
immediately before and after the test. Power
factor was maintained substantially at unity, and
all electrical readings were taken at one-minute in-

tervals.

Steam Consumfition.—As a surface condenser
was used in connection with this turbine unit, the
water rate was determined by weighing the con-
densed steam delivered from the condenser hot
well. This condensation was w-eighed in a tank
mounted upon platform scales, with a reservoir
above large enough to hold the condensation ac-
cumulating between each weighing. These weigh-
ings of 12,000 to 13.000 pounds each were made at

intervals of five minutes.

Gland Lealiagc.—By the loop method of con-
necting the gland water supply, the necessity for

correcting condensation by an amount equivalent

to the weight of the gland water used is avoided.

It will be noted that a continuous gland water dr-
cuit is used entirely outside of the weighing appa-

ratus, and that all overflow from the standpipc re-

turns to the hot-well delivery.

Condenser Leakage.—As the circulating water is

quite salt, any .condenser leakage may immediately

be detected by the salinity of the condensed steam,

which should be pure distilled water. On this ac-

count, condenser was determined entirely by chem-

ical analysis, employing the silver-nitrate test with

a suitable color indicator. This method proved

extremely sensitive, and possessed a decided ad-

vantage over the ordinary method of weighing the

leakage accumulating during a definite period when
the condenser is idle and under full vacuum. As
samplqs of circulating water and condensed steam

could be taken at the same time, this method made
it possible to discover any change in the rate of
condenser leakage taking place during the test, while
the method of weighing, above described, provides
only an average result during the period.

Hot-well Cor,rcction.—In this condensing plant
the delivery of the hot-well pump is automatically
controlled by a float valve in the interior of the
hot well. This maintains the water level therein at

a practically constant point, and hence no correc-
tion had to be made for difference in level of
water in the hot well before and after the test.

Steam Supply.—Steam pressures and temperatures
were determined close to the turbine throttle. As
usual, the degree of superheat was obtained by sub-
tracting from the actual steam temperature the
temperature of saturated steam at the corresponding
pressure carried at the time. All gauges and ther-

mometers were calibrated previous to the test at

the U. S. Testing Bureau. Both pressure and
superheat were somewhat below the guarantee.
Vacuum.—Vacuum was measured directly at the

turbine exhaust by means of a mercury column with
a barometer alongside for reducing to standard
barometer—30 inches. This also obviated the ne-
cessity for temperature correction between the two
mercury coluntns. During the test the vacuum was
not maintained quite up to normal.

Results of Tests.

The following data represent the results of the

tests, calculated for the conditions as actually

run; i. e., for instrumental errors only:

Ijuration of test 9:3P a. m. to 5:30 p. m.
Averace steam pressure at throttle, lbs., per sq. in. eauge. . 177.

s

Average superheat at throttle, degrees F 95.74
Average vacuum [referred to 30 io. barom.> ia. mercury... 27.31

Average load on generator, kw 9.830.48
Average steam consumption, as tested, lbs., per kw. hour., ts.ts

Test Corrections.—Owing to the departure, dur-

ing the test, from specific operating conditions upon
which guarantees were based, it was necessary to

correct the observed results by the following

amounts

:

Pressure (2.5 pounds high) correction, 0.25 per

cent; vacuum (0.69 inch low) correction, 1.84 per

cent. ; superheat (4.26 degrees low) correction, 0.29

per cent.

These corrections w-ere mutually agreed upon pre-

vious to the test as representative of this type of

turbine. When applied to the observed steam con-

sumption given above, the following results, repre-

senting contract conditions, are obtained

:

Av. corrected water rate during 8-hr. test 14.85 lbs. per kw. hr.

Guaranteed water rate 15.9 lbs. per kw. hr.

Log.—It is interesting, as a check upon the aver-

age figures above presented, to observe the results

segregated into hourly periods. The load was con-

siderably lower during the first and last hour than

during the main part of the test. Neglecting,

therefore, these two hours and considering only

the six-hour period from 10 :30 a. m. to 4 130 p. m.,

the results are as follows

:

Average corrected water rate, six hours r4.8 lbs. per kw. hr.

Equivalent water rate to. 65 lbs. per bhp. hr.

Equivalent water rate Q.8 lbs. per ihp. hr.

The two latter quantities are determined by ap-

plying conversion factors for generator efficiency

and for internal losses.

In connection with these tests, a noteworthy

agreement exists between the results noted and those

previously obtained from tests of machines similar

in design installed in the Manhattan Station of

the .Interborough Rapid Transit Company, New York,

and the Long Island City Station of the Penn-

S3'lvania Railroad. At the same loads and with

equivalent operating conditions, the performance of

the machines is almost identical. These economic

results, while not exceeding in actual steam con-

sumption the best records of European practice,

yet are extremely good in view of the moderate

operating conditions under which the test was con-

ducted.

Rapid Building Operations.

There has recently been completed at Newark,

N. J., a lamp factory for the General Electric Com-

pany. On the 24th of one month ground was first

broken by the contracting firm doing the work, and

on the 23d of the following month the building

was finished and the manufacturers' machinery was

being installed—a period of 29 calendar days—

with no night or Sunday work, and a half holiday

on Saturday for the skilled labor.

The cost of the factory was approximately

$50,000. with a bonus and forfeit clause, and in one

week of five and a half days the pay-roll amount<;d

to $6,000. About this time 400,000 bricks were laiil

in II working days, or an average of some 36,000

bricks a day. It is interesting to note that 280

men were employed in building this factory.

Salmond Bros, of Newark. N. J., were the con-

tractors for this -work, and Messrs. Wilson, Harris

.and Richards of Philadelphia were the architects

for the General Electric Company.

It is pointed out that the new metallic-filament

l.nmps arc particularly well adapted for the well-

known portable self-contained electric lights, or so-

called "electric torches."
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Tho Direct-current System of Power
Transmission.

A critical consideration of the liiglitcnsion di-

rcct-currcnt system of power transmission appeared

recently in tlie Zeitsclirift (iir r':iektroteclinil< und
Mascliinenljau of Potsdam, Germany. It is stated

to be dne to a well-l<nown Englisli engineer, who
does not wish his identity to be disclosed. The
antlior discnsses llie paper read recently by Mr.
Hishlield (briefly referred to in tlie Western Klec-

trici.in of March 30, IQ07, page 277) before tlic

British Institution of Electrical Engineers, and ob-

jects to the relation obtained for the effects of

insulation for direct and alternating current. He
also contends that Mr. Highfield's, figures for the

erection and working costs arc on the wrong basis,

and makes out a nnich better case for the ihrcc-

phasc system. The following abstract of the paper

in the German publication is taken from the Elec-

trician of London:
It is a general characteristic in all tests on in-

sulating materials that the disruptive voltage in-

creases at a less rate than the thickness of the

material. If a slicet of insulating substance breaks

down at a certain voltage, the voltage required to

break down a sheet double the thickness is much
less than double that in the former case. This-

law is also applicable to liquids and gases. In all

cases the proper relation between voltage and
thickness is hard to determine, as it depends on
the form, nature and size of the electrodes as well

as on the temperature and general properties of

tho material. According to Banr, who made tests

on a large number of materials, the relation may
be expressed by the equation : D = KI-/3. where
D is the effective voltage, / the thickness in milli-

meters, and K a constant which must be determined
for each material. The specification of the Engi-
neering Standards Conmiittcc for three-core cables

with a working voltage of 11,000 between the cores

requires an insulation thickness of nine millimeters

between copper and lead. The three-core cable

used by the County of Durham Company, whose
working voltage is 20,coo, has insulation 13 milli-

meters thick. The factory of safety for a power
transmission cable is hard to determine, owing to

the considerable influence which the length of time
the current is flowing and other practical factors

have on the result. It may be supposed, however,
that under certain conditions the breaking-down
voltage in these cables is about three times the

working voltage. K then becomes in the first case

7,600 and in the second io,Soo, or a mean value

of 9,200.

It may, therefore, be admitted that with the
present-day methods of manufacture, and using
ordinary materials, the value of K for a finished

cable is about io,coo. These relations, however,
appear in a new light when it is stated that a

sheet of insulating material of given thickness re-

quires a voltage 2J< times as great to break it

down when direct current is used instead of alter-

nating. For the proper discussion of this question
it may be supposed that a continuous voltage has
half the disruptive strength of alternating. A cable

was shown before the Institution of Electrical Engi-
neers which was in use on a 50,000-volt direct-

current system. This cable had an insulation thick-

ness of 14 millimeters between conductor and lead
sheath. The cable could, therefore, only be used
for 25,000 volts alternating. The factor of safety
would be 3, and K would be equal to 13,000. From
further data given on this subject by the author
it is shown that no such general law for insulation
thickness at different voltages and with a certain
factor can be given. The equation is of the order
D = K/", K being a constant depending on the
insulating material. The exponent n is always less

than I and decreases rapidly with increasing diam-
eter of conductor. No such law can be established
for cables insulated with different materials.

In the sketch of the typical bulk-supply area
given by Mr. Highfield the direct-current system
working at 100,000 volts requires 84 miles of cable

o.i square inch in cross-section. The system can
be earthed at the middle point, so that there is

only a pressure of 50,000 volts betwen conductor
and earth. Trenching running to 84 miles is also

required. The three-phase system working at 20,-

000 volts between conductors requires 52 miles of
three-core cable, each core having a cross-section
of 0.75 square inch, and 66 miles 0.5 square inch in

cross-section. Earthing the neutral point requires
the insulation .between conductor and lead sheath
to w-ithstand 11,500 volts. Trenching amounts to

85 miles in this case.

Mr. Highfield put the total cost of the direct-cur-

rent cable at ^580 per mile, which is 1.57 times
greater than that for the material alone. This
factor will be greater for the three-phase cable,

and may be taken as 1.8. Mr. Highfield puts the
cost of the two three-phase cables required at

£1,050 and jfpoo per mile. In reality they only
cost £784 and i6oS per mile. The costs for trench-
ing were given as £900 per mile for direct current
and £i,oco per mile for three-phase. These two
items were shown in the discussion to be too high

;

they are suflSciently covered by £700 per mile, even
taking into account the special conditions prevail-
ing in the neighborhood of London, where the re-
quirements of the property owners have to be con-
sidered. The total cost for mains in this scheme

would be iro7,ooo for direct current and ii<|i,ooo

for alternating, a dilTcrcnce of 32 per cent. Ac-
cording to Mr. Highfield, the amounts would be

£124,320 and £199,000, a dilTcrencc of more than

60 per cent.

The employment of direct current is, accordingly,

only to be reconiniendcd from a commercial point

of view when the network expenses are small

compared with the three-phase system. The greater

part of these economics arc, however, imaginary,

and in nowise cover the higher costs of Ihc direct-

current generating station.

The following points in the paper are open to

criticism; The units chosen for the three-phase

.system should be larger and those for the direct-

current system smaller. The largest units at pres-

ent working on the direct-current system are only

600 kilowatts (Moutiers-Lyons), and, except for

these, the largest is 400 kilowatts. The buildings

costs will, therefore, become smaller in the case

of the three-phase and larger for the direct-current

system. This also applies to the cost of the ma-
chinery proper and to the switch gear. The costs

for boilers, auxiliary machinery and coaling ar-

rangements given by Mr. Highfield for the direct-

current system arc loo low, as the greater number
of smaller miits increases the steam consumption.
The lower efficiency of the direct-current .system

requires that a greater number of units must be
generated for the consumer to receive a specified

amount than if a constant-voltage system were
employed.
Owing to the peculiar conditions of the direct-

current system, the distribution losses are always
the same. Therefore the efficiency of transmission

is low at light loads and high at full load. As
far as upkeep costs are concerned, direct current

is at a disadvantage for the following reasons

:

The distribution losses are the same at all loads,

and therefore the percentage loss increases as the

load decreases. On a constant-voltage system the

reverse is the case. The percentage loss on the

direct-current system may be very small, being
placed by Mr. Highfield at three per cent, at full

load.

The author concludes by stating that no great

future can be predicted for the direct-current

system.

Arc and Incandescent Lighting Com-
pared.

By W. D'A. Ryan.

The only logical comparison of candlepowers for

various illuminants, particularly for interior light-

ing, is the mean spherical, whether it be that of

incandescent, arc, mercury or other lamp. Suitable

reflectors may be used to change the distribution

of the light on any of the lamps to meet the

conditions, with the possible exception of one which
has such a strong vertical distribution that it is

difficult to change its direction without serious

loss. The common practice of figuring illumination

on the initial candlepower basis should be dis-

couraged. Some poor examples of illuminating

engineering are monuments to this practice, and the

arc is frequently discredited by a false conception

of this important point.

Briefly, in figuring illumination, about 10 per

cent, should be added to the initial illumination

of the arcs, and about 20 per cent, to the incan-

descents to cover depreciation, globe deposit, etc.,

thereby representing service conditions.

Over a period of i,coo hours, under all condi-

tions of operation, we can say that the multiple

enclosed arc lamps, whether alternating or direct

current, will run between two and three watts per

mean spherical candlepower. This covers a wide
range of currents, and also the variations due to

carbons, feeding, globe deposit, etc. Compare this,

for example, with the standard incandescent lamp
of 3.1 and 3.5 watts per horizontal candlepower,

with clear bulbs. The former has a mean spherical

efficiency of 3.76 watts, initial, and the latter 4.24,

initial. After the lamps have burned to the limit

of their so-called useful life, namely, to the point

where the candlepower is So per cent, of the initial,

the efficiency of the former is 4.5, and of the

latter 5.1 watts per mean spherical candlepower.

If these lamps were frosted to conform with the

prevailing demand, the figures would stand nearer

5 for the former, and 5.5 for the latter. Further-

more, it is not customary immediately to remove
lamps when they reach 80 per cent, of their initial

candlepower, so it is safe to say that the standard
incandescent lamps, of the initial efficiencies men-
tioned, will average, over a period of 800 to 1,000

hours, anywhere from four to six watts per mean
spherical candlepower, Avith a renewal cost of from
one-half to six-tenths of a cent per kilow^att-hour,

as compared with 0.2 to 0.3 cent per kilowatt-hour
for the maintenance of the arc lamp. This gives

for the arc lamp practically double the light under
service conditions, over the period of time men-
tioned. Notwithstanding the difference in efficiency,

there are many cases w-here arcs are used when
incandescents would give better results, and vice

versa. It is not altogether a question of efficiency

and cost, but a question of adaptability to sur-

roundings.
Now, while the Gem lamp with clear bulb shows

initially nn improvement of possibly 15 10 20 per
cent, over llie 3.1-watl lamp, this advantage is

somewhat olTsel by a more rapid li

The laiitaluni lamp has direclcur: .us,

the cost is relatively high, and, uml' ...uni-
slaiiccs, the improvement in cOicicncy is not jufli-

ciently great to warrant its replacing Gem lamps
to any considerable extent, especially where the
cost of current is low.
The tungsten lamp promises to rival the arc in

initial efTiciency. We Imve no evidence ai to
whether or not it will be its equal or aupcrior
under running conditions, that is, the service con-
dition, with the lime factor introduced. Further-
more, we know that where a white light is neces-
sary, the tungsten cannot compete with the carbon
arc, notwithstanding the somewhat general impres-
sion to the contrary, based possibly upon c:isiia)

observation of exposed lamps, and not on actual
color-selection test. On the other li.and, ihe light is

rather cold for domestic purposes. It promises,
nevertheless, to revolutionize commercial lighting,
but there is no reason why we should surrender
the advantages of the arc lamp for all classes of
lighting until we actually have a fair substitute.

I might slate that it is the purpose of the illumi-
nating engineering department of the General Elec-
tric Company to disseminate accurate and useful

. information in connection with the subject, and to

be absolutely impartial in specifying apparatus,
whether incandescent, enclosed arc, magnetite,
tungsten, or other illuminants; it is only on this

basis that illuminating engineering can properly
progress.—From the General Electric Review.

Western Society of Engineers Dis-
cusses Telephone Rates.

The first regular meeting of the Electrical Sec-
tion of the Western Society of Engineers for the
1907-08 session was held in the society's rooms
in Chicago on the evening of October iith. The
meeting was devoted to the reading of a paper on
the subject of "Telephone Rates for Large Ex-
changes," by Mr. W. H. Crumb of Chicago. There
was not a large attendance, but the paper was
attentively listened to by those present, and was
briefly discussed by K. B. Miller, consulting elec-

trical engineer; W. F. Burgess of the Chicago
Telephone Company; C. A. S. Howlett, chairman
of the Electrical Section, who presided ; Prof. C. E.
Freeman and others.

Mr. Crumb made no pretense of a suggestion as

to what particular telephone rates should be, as

such a determination is only possible after careful
consideration of the many questions which must be
given attention in order properly to establish equit-

able rates for large telephone exchanges. Much of
the information and the charts and curves given
in the paper were included in the report made by
the special commission which recently reported on
the telephone situation in Chicago to the City
Council.

It is the dut>^, the speaker said, of any corpora-
tion giving telephone serv-ice in a large city, thor-

oughly to develop the territory and give good serv-

ice at reasonable rates. This duty involves a prob-
lem in many respects more complex than that of
any other public-utiHty corporation, partially because
of the personal element, partially because of
the varied classes of service necessarj' and par-
tially because of the intangible character of the
electric medium with w-hich the telephone business
is carried on, the delicacy of the apparatus used
and the wide difference in the manner and extent
of the use of the apparatus by the various sub-
scribers.

The great problem which confronts all telephone
companies, Mr. Crumb said, is that of supplying
a good quality of telephone service to the small
user at a price w^hich he can afford to pay and still

leave a fair margin of profit for the company. The
price must be so graded that the large user shall

not pay less than 'his fair share of the expense of
maintaining the service and that the small user
shall get service at a price within his means, the
figures for both classes to leave reasonable remu-
neration. After going thoroughly into the engineer-
ing and business requirements necessary to success-
ful and efficient operation of a telephone system
in a large city the speaker outlined the two sys-
tems of charging—the flat-rate method and the
measured-service method, the latter being favored
by the speaker as the solution of the rate question
in large exchanges.

In the interest of good service, economy of pro-
duction and uniform justice in charging for the

different classes of ser\-ice, Mr. Crumb said that the
measured-servdce plan is much to be preferred to

the flat-rate plan. Maintenance expenses are very
largely directly due to traffic, and all maintenance
expenses must be considered as being directly or
indirectly due to traffic and therefore distributed

in proportion to the traffic. The same was said to

be true of general expenses and fixed charges.

Depreciation and insurance on portions of the

plant which are not economically underwritten by
insurance companies are items of expense in pro-

ducing telephone service which are often neglected

or underestimated in the consideration of rates.

Much of the depreciation on 3 telephone plant is

directly caused by traffic. This is especially true
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of the depreciation of equipment; also depreciation

due to the advancement of the art, as traffic often

demands that present equipment and methods be

replaced by more modern ones before those in

use are worn out. The depreciation on parts of

the plant which cannot be directly traceable as a

result of traffic are indirectly due to it, as the

object of the plant is to provide for traffic, and
therefore depreciation charges should be classified

in proportion to the traffic.

In order, therefore, to determine the proper rate

to charge. Mr. Crumb said, the cost must first be

ascertained for each class of service offered, and to

do this means a careful investigation and deter-

mination of many questions. It means particularly

that telephone companies must pay more attention

to the results of their peg counts, and that they

must be made in such a wa3^ that they will furnish

the information necessary for the accurate fixing

of rates. This complex problem offers many inter-

esting opportunities to the telephone engineer, and
Mr. Crumb hoped that the great itelephone com-
panies of the large cities would soon set about a

means of determining the exact cost of the differ-

ent classes of telephone service, so that it may be

furnished without discrimination in charges to any
class. ''Kot until our great telephone companies
can truthfully say from their own knowledge that

they are doing this can they claim to be discharg-

ing the duty which they assumed upon entering

'

the telephone business."

In the brief discussion of the paper measured
service was generally favored. One speaker be-

lieved that in working out a system of rates it

would eventually be found advantageous to bring

in a consideration of time unit and wire unit, but
others thought that this would mean a complex
system of individual rates ; a classification of indi-

viduals charged on a measured-service basis would
be complicated enough without involving the ttnits

of time and distance for each message.

Indiana Telephone Items.

The Richmond Home Telephone Company has

moved into its new building and put its new auto-

matic system in operation bn the 15th inst.- The
Central Union Telephone Company, which has main-

tained a small exchange in Richmond, may turn

over to the Richmond Home company all of its

business and retire from the field.

The City Council of Martinsville will take steps

toward inducing the Martinsville Telephone Com-
pany to make improvements necessary for an im-

proved service. The company is owned by the New
Long-distance Telephone Company, and the . man-
agers say they are quite willing to put in a new
system in consideration of the city granting an
extension of franchise for 25 years after the ter-

mination of the present franchise, 12 years hence.

The company also asks to be permitted to increase

the rates.

The filing of a suit in the Superior Court of

Indianapolis by the New Long-distance Telephone
Company against the Citizens' Telephone Company
of Kokomo and the Central Union Telephone Com-
pany of Indianapolis, seeking an injunction and
recovery of damages, is said to be the beginning
of a big legal battle between the two big com-
panies operating in the state. The New Long-
distance Telephone Company, complaining of the

two defending companies, alleges that it has an
exclusive contract with the Citizens' Telephone
Company of Kokomo to handle all of its long-dis-

tance business during the life of that company's
franchise in Kokomo. It further alleges that in

July, 1906, the company began affiliating with the

Central Union Telephone Company and giving a
portion of its business to that company in violation

of the exclusive contract. S.

Telephone News from the Northwest.

The State Telephone Board of South Dakota has

ordered a connection between the long-distance

lines of the Independent Telephone Company of

Yankton, S. D., and the Elk Point Telephone Com-
pany of Elk Point.

The State Railroad Commission of Wisconsin has
ordered free telephones furnished to railroads to

be discontinued, on the ground that such procedure
is a discrimination in favor of the railroads and
against the people who pay for their telephone
ser\'ice.

The Enderlin Telephone Company, Enderlin,
N. D., has been incorporated with $50,000 capital

stock.

Officers and managers of local branches of the
Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company met
at Fargo, N. D.. to consider matters pertaining to

the business. There was an attendance of 20,

A banquet marked the closin,;? of the meeting.
The Wisconsin Telephone Company has merged

the Eau Claire and the La Crosse districts into

the larger Eau Claire district with P. J. Skolsky
as district manager with headquarters at Eau Claire
as formerly. The new district comprises 23 coun-
ties and portions of two others, and has 17,000
instruments in 144 cities and villages.

L. .A. Little has sold the Missouri Valley (Iowa)
telephone exchange to W. A. Smith. R.

Independent Telephone Growth in

Texas.
Austin, Tex., October 10.—The . Independent tele-

phone movement is having a steady growth in

Texas. In addition to the long-distance and local

telephone lines already in operation, applications

for franchises for the establishment of systems are
now pending in a number of towns and cities of
the state. Franchises have been recently granted
at Amarillo, M'cKinney and Granbury.
A syndicate has made application to the city

commissioners of Dallas for a franchise for an In-
dep.endent telephone system for that city. The ap-
plicants announce that they are prepared to expend
from $r, 500,000 to $2,oco,coo. The applicants are
Captain A. J. Brown, John A. Barnard and C. F.

Freeman of Dallas, and E. L. Swaine and F. J.

Norris of Los Angeles. Mr. Swaine was formerly
general manager of the Home Telephone and Tele-
graph Company of Los Angeles, Cal. Mr. Norris
was formerly general auditor of the Los Angeles
Independent Company. These two men are now in

Dallas.

In their petition to the city commissioners for

a franchise in Dallas the applicants call attention
to the phenomenal development in the telephone
field since the Independents gained a footing. They
say that Independent systems are now in operation
in many towns and cities of Te.xas, among them
being Fort Worth, Waco, San Antonio, Abilene,
Ennis, Waxahachie, Hillsboro, Weatherford, Sher-
man, Paris. Denison, Gainesville, Cleburne, Denton
and Palo Pinto, and the building of an Independent
telephone system in Dallas will aid in the develop-
ment of the city to a greater degree than any other
public utility at the present time. H.

CORRESPONDENCE.

International Independent Telephone
Convention.

The annual convention of the International In-

dependent Telephone Association will be held at

the Coliseum, Chicago, on January 21, 22 and 23,

1508. This date is during the period of the third

annual Electrical Show, and in connection with
the exhibit of other electrical lines the Independent
telephone manufacturers have arranged to make
a large combined exhibit of telephones and tele-

phone apparatus and will occupy the entire annex,
containing over lo.coo square feet of floor area.

This, it is said, will be the largest and most com-
plete exhibit of telephones and telephone devices

ever held at any one time.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS
The Home Telephone and Telegraph Company of

Lemmon, S. D., has been incorporated.

The Dakota Central Telephone Company seeks

an extension of its franchise in Huron, S. D., and
contemplates installing an automatic system.

The Michigan State Telephone Company reports

a total of 130,884 subscribers as of July 31st, an

increase of 499 subscribers for the month of July.

Frank Hafliger of Pekin, 111.,' has been appointed

manager of the Delavan office of the Pekin Tele-

phone Company, succeeding W. K. McQuown, who
is transferred to the office at Havana.

Among the telephone companies recently incor-

porated are the Stakes Plains Telephone Company
of Lubbok, Tex., the Manitou Telephone Company
of Manitou, Okla.. and the Miller Telephone Com-
pany of Miller, Neb.

The Chicago Telephone Company reports a net

gain of 1,923 in September in the number of its

telephones in service, 1,325 being installed in the

city. At the end of the month the company had

in service 196,022 telephones, of which 140,770 were
in the city.

The Salt Lake Telephone Company is exerting

itself to get a permit to erect poles in. Carson,

Nev., and the Nevada Consolidated Company, or-

ganized by men of Carson, is also working for a

telephone franchise there. The Sunset company has

heretofore been the only one in the field.

Telephone users in Milwaukee representing vari-

ous lines of business have forwarded a complaint,

with 42 signatures, to the State Railroad Com-
mission, asking for remedies for alleged "poor,

insufficient, inadequate and unreliable telephone

service" furnished by the Wisconsin Telephone

Company.

When Charles Sumner, president of the Home
Telephone Company, reaches Spokane from the

East early in November it is given out that a con-

tract will be entered into with the Interstate Tele-

phone Company for local and long-distance con-

nections, thus furnishing lively competition for the

Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company. The
Interstate lines now reach a large number of points

in the Spokane country, an area of 150.000 square
miles in Eastern Washington, Northern Idaho,

Northeastern OrcRon, Southeastern British Colum-
bia and Western Montana, and as soon as the lines

now under construction and projected are com-
pleted the company will cover the bulk of the

Pacific field in the Inland Empire.

Continental Europe.
Paris, September 28.—The new Lotschberg elec-

tric railway and tunnel, which is now in con-
struction in Switzerland, will rival the Simplon
line in interest, and will no doubt carry a
heavy freight and passenger traffic. .As upon
other main lines, there will be run trains of
different classes which will be distinguished by
their destination, weight and speed. Among these
will be trains designed for passengers only and for
loads which do not exceed 300 tons. There will be
a class of local passenger trains and also freight
trains. As to the express and freight trains, they
will use electric locomotives, according to the pres-
ent project, but it is possible that motor cars may
be used for some of the passenger trains. The
system of electric traction which is to be used on
the Lotschberg road is not as yet decided upon,
and the choice now lies between the direct-current,
three-phase or single-phase systems.- On the Sim-
plon road three-phase current at 3,000 volts is

employed, but it is to be remarked that the choice
was made simply because there were locomotives at

hand which had been built on the type of the
Valtelline locomotives, and it was desired to use
these, otherwise the line could not be set working
within a reasonable time. Neither technical nor
economic reasons therefore led to the use of the
present locomotives, so that for the Lotschberg
road the question can be looked into much more
carefully before coming to a definite decision. At
the same time the Swiss government commission
is collecting data on the same subject with a view
to applying electric traction on the main lines

throughout the country, and it will be an advantage
to wait for the result of their researches.

As to the expense of operating the line, the com-
parative data indicate that the cost, compared with
steam locomotives, which, besides, cannot be used
here upon the 27 per cent, grade, will be somewhat
lower, allowing for a heavy traffic, in spite of the
higher first cost. According to estimates, the an-
nual traffic on the new line will no doubt be at

least 277,000 passengers and 500,000 tons of freight,

counting one direction.

Among the new electric systems which are now
being installed on the Continent I may note the

new plant and line construction under way at

Ougree, Belgium, where the municipality decided
not long ago to operate such a plant by contract
with a private company. The latter is known as

the Liege Electric Company, and is to furnish the

needed current at 6,300 volts. This current is de-

livered at a certain point in the town, and the mu-
nicipality will undertake the rest of the work, in-

cluding the transformation and the city lines for

public and private lighting and motor current.

The postmaster-general at Adelaide, Australia,

is to receive bids up to the end of the year for a

central telephone outfit and 3,000 subscribers' instru-

ments.
Preparations are being made at Lyons for an

exposition and concourse of electric motors, to be

held next year. The object is to bring out the best

types of motor for use in small shops and for

domestic purposes, and the Agricultural and Scien-

tific Society is taking it in charge. An exposition

of this kind was held in igo6 and was quite a suc-

cess. Agriculture is to be one of the leading

points to be considered this time. Lyons is the

center of a region in France which is covered with

networks 0I lines from hydraulic plants, so that

motor current can be had at a low rate, and this

gives a great field for the use of small motors.
A. DE C.

Great Britain.

London, October 4.—The Victoria Falls power
scheme is always interesting, and that is the excuse

for mentioning some remarks which have been

made by Mr. Ralph D. Mershon, one of the con-

sulting engineers, on his arrival in this country

from South Africa. Mr. Mershon has not the

slightest doubt that such a transmission scheme can

be made profitable, an opinion based to some ex-

tent upon experiments with high voltages in 1S97

and again three years ago. He further stated that

everything that has occurred in connection with

transmission at high voltage since his 'first report

to the Victoria Falls Power Company has con-

firmed his first opinions as to the praclicability and
economy of the project. It cannot help being re-

marked, all the same, that the company continues

to extend its steam stations. The enormous possi-

bilities of the Victoria Falls, howe\er, arc such
that from a personal inspection Mr. Mershon is sat-

isfied that 300.000 horsepower is available, and if

means were taken to coiiserve the water some little

distance back from the falls there would be a fur-

ther large addition to the power.
An interesting case of co-operation on the part

of shopkeepers to improve the lighting of their

thoroughfare and at the same time to make this of

conmiercial value comes from Newcastle. A num-
ber of the shopkeepers in a prominent street joined

hands and ordered 40 flame-arc lamps primarily to

light the thoroughfare, hut also incidentally to at-

tract business. This action has been taken quite

independently of the street-lighting authority, in
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fact llic onkr has lic-cn nivcii to a local power com-

pany-

Two further reports of Hrilish mamifactiiring

companies are iuIerestiuR in the present condition

of affairs. The Hrilish Thojnson-l louston Com-
pany shows a trading prol'il for the year ended

March 31, iyo7, of $75,000, hnt the whole of it.

with the exception of a small smn carried forward,

has had to be applied to various depreciations.

VV'illans & Robinson, on the other band, continue

In draw themselves ont of the financial troubles

which threatened to extinKuish them a few years

ago, when the pi)|)idarily of the steam turbine first

had a detrimental elTeet upon the use of recipro-

cating engines. Having been driven to the neces-

sity of reducing their capital, the company is able

for the half year ended June 30, 1907, to pay a div-

idend of six per cent, upon its preference shares

and 10 per cent, upon the ortlinary shares. The net

profit ainoimled to $80,000.

At the end of last week llic subscribers, number-
ing about 20.000, on one of the largest London tele-

phone exchanges were transferred to a new ex-

change building and plant within 15 minutes. To
cfTcct this without appreciable interference with the

subscribers it need hardly he said that months of

preparation had been required.

Inasmuch as a general railway strike would affect

electric as well as steam railways, the position as

between the railway directors and the men's union

is of interest. The point under discussion is that

the Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants de-

mands to be recognized as the medium for laying

the men's grievances before the directors, and the

latter reject any such idea. Since the present acute
position arose none of the directors has expressed
any views but Sir George Gibb, the successor to

Mr. Yerkcs. upon the board of the Underground
Electric Railways Company of London, has defi-

nitely declined to receive any deputation from the
society at present. G.

pec, Mass., is inslnjling new spinning frames and
a new generator of KfX) horsepower, 'i'liesc new
machines are to be driven by electricity. Twenty
have been installed and .1o more arc being prepared
for use. Each machine has an inilividual electric

motor. These machines will increase the output
of the mill about 50,000 poinids a week. U.

Dominion of Canada.
Winnipeg, Man., October 12.—The ratepayers 'of

Kenora, Ont., passed the by-law authorizing the
expenditure of $75,000 for the completion of the
waterworks and power plants. C. S. Draper can
give information.

Cecil B. Smith; who has charge of the construc-
tion of the $3,000,000 power plant to be built by
the city of Winnipeg, states the tenders received
are satisfactory and are now being tabulated. Un-
der the agreement, the successful bidders will be
required to have tlie work completed within 27
months. The dam will be built so as to give 60,-

000 horsepower, but for the present machirtery will

only be put in for a 25,ooo-horsepow'er develop-
ment. It is understood that the Anglo-Canadian
Engineering Company of London, England, has bid

on the w-ork in bulk and offers to take Winnipeg
debentures at 90 in payment for the work if its

bid is accepted.
The gross receipts for the Toronto electric street

railway for the financial year ended August 31, 1907,
were $3,349,819.94, being an increase of $372,280.85
over the gross receipts for the previous year. The
percentage paid to the city for the fiscal year ended
with August 31st last was $409,964, as against

$336,630.86 for the previous year. The gross in-

crease in the receipts amounted to 11 per cent,

and the city's percentage was increased 21 per cent.

Several weeks ago the Town Council of Rcvel-
stoke, B. C, advertised tenders for an au.xiliary

power plant of 300 horsepower. A large number
of tenders were received from all over Canada, as
well as some half dozen from American firms.
The contract has been awarded to the Canadian
General Electric Company, the price being $25,764.
The new generator will be 60-cycle. 150-kilowatt,
making 6co revolutions per minute. Superintendent
Holden will have charge of the work of installa-
tion on behalf of the town.
The Bell Telephone Company has put in a large

switchboard at the Canadian Pacific Railroad depot
at Winnipeg. In future all the offices and yards
of the company will receive telephonic communica-
tion from this switchboard. R.

New England.
Boston, Mass., October 12.—The receivers of the

National Wire Corporation of New Haven, Conn.,
state that they expect to be able to realize $1,000,-

000 from the sale of the property and from the
cash on hand. The liabilities of the company
amount to $3,000,000.

The Connecticut Street Railway, which is prac-

tically a holding corporation for the New York,
New Haven and Hartford Railroad, now operates

640 miles of street railways in Connecticut. Four
hundred and eleven miles are owned outright, while

229 miles are leased. It serves 15 cities and 35
towns in Connecticut and five towns in New York
state.

The express business is soon to be increased on
both the Connecticut and Rhode Island street rail-

ways. Together with the express business, a de-

velopment of freight business is contemplated. The
companies will work in connection with the steam
system of the New Haven Railway Company.
The Chicopee Manufacturing Company of Chico-

New York.

New York city, October 12.—An important de-

cision was handed down by the Supreme Court last

week by which it is held thai the Interborough
Rapid Transit Company and the New York City

R.iilway Comi)any must pay the city of New York
for the electric current used by the latter company
in rmming the surface cars c)perated in connection
with the subway. The court also restrained the

Inlerborough Company from delivering power to

the City Railw.ny Company and the latter company
frt)m using, disposing or selling the current so ob-
tained. An inlerlcjcutory judgment was also issued
on condition that an inunediate appeal be taken
by the two railw.ay companies from the decision.

This .action was brought last November by the

Board of Rapid Transit Commissioners, which as-

serted that the Interborough company, which oper-
ates the subway, was violating the provisions of its

contract with the city in supplying electricity to a
subsidiary corporation which operates surface cars
running from the Bronx to the upper part of Man-
hattan.

Next week the Public Service Conunission will

begin its investigation of the electric-lighting and
power companies, paying particular attention at the
first meetings to the methods of the New York
Edison Company in dealing with its customers. It

is expected that the investigation will last several
weeks. Since its inception the commission has been
in receipt of complaints from consumers of elec-

tricity, who assert that it is impossible for them
to get fair treatment from the supply companies.
Some of the questions that will be brought up will

be the right of the supply company to turn off the
service whenever a controversy arises and not re-

store the same till all questions in dispute have
been settled ; the right of the supply company to

require the consumer to sign up a contract for one
year or other specified period before service is

given them, and other questions which the con-
sumers desire to have settled to their satisfaction.

Lieutenant-commander Davis, the wireless expert
of the United States Navy, has just returned from
Norfolk, where he has been inspecting the wnreless

telephone installations, and he appears to have been
favorably impressed. At present the Connecticut
and the Virginia are the only ships Equipped with
W'ireless telephonic transmitting apparatus. It is

also reported that the wireless-telegraph operator on
one of the Old Dominion lines picked up the wire-
less telephonic waves w-hen off shore about 20 miles.

The cruiser Tennessee also was able to keep in

touch w-ith the instruments of the Navy Yard at a
distance of 12 miles. The report that the regular
wireless communication w-ith the New York Navy
Yard .had been^ established through the completion
of the Wallabout Bay station is rather premature,
but Commander Davis expects to have it ready
within a short time. The De Forest system is the
one employed in all of this w'ork.

Work of concreting the interior of the second or
south tube of the Belmont Tunnel under the East
River at Forty-second Street is about completed,
and it is expected to run a car through this tube
within the next few days. An experimental car is

now running in the completed noxth tube, and has
been for some time, and it is expected to switch
this experimental car over to the south tracks when
completed.
The Jersey City terminal station at Exchange

Place, Jersey City, of the McAdoo Tunnel, is prac-
tically completed in the rough, and the tunnel
through to Cortlandt Street has been driven about
85 per cent, of the distance between the two ter-

minals. The date for completion is fi.xed at Sep-
tember I, 1908. Exchange Place station has been
cut out of solid rock to a depth of 85 feet below
the surface of the street. Thousands of pounds of
dynamite have been used in this blasting, but not
one life has been lost. The station will be 150 feet

in width and 1,000 feet long, counting the ap-
proaches. There will be , four and in some cases

five parallel tracks, two for express and two for
local trains. E. H. S.

Ohio.

Toledo, October 12.—Conditions generally are
rapidly resuming a more prosperous outlook here
and it now seems probable that the latter part of

the season will make up in some sense for the de-

pression that has been prevalent here this summer.
The laying of rails on the Bucyrus-Marion elec-

tric railway has begun, the w-ork being started at

the Forks just north of Marion. Grading is pro-

gressing satisfactorily, although the company needs

about 20 more teams.

A new electric sign has been installed at the

People's Credit Clothing Store at Dayton, It is

out ,of the ordinary and is the first to contain Mc-
Dougall's latent patent feature of reflecting the

light, making a saving in current.

A contract ha.s been entered into will) the Cr.ivc
Electrical Company of D:iyton for the extending
of eleclric lights on all streets of Fort McKinlcy
subdivision. 'I his is the only suburb lighted with
electric lights from its own pl.inl.

Herbert C. Warren, new general manager of the
Toledo and Indiana Railway Company, lias strictly

forbidden the nsc of liquor by employes while on
or o(T duty.

The Marion Kleclrlc Supply Company insUilled

two attractive signs in that city last week—one for

Willinni M. Jackson, in the Kubcr 1>lock, and one
at its own establishment on Main .Street,

The city of Mansfield is constructing a number
of electric arches for street-lighting purposes. It

is hoped to have the work completed by the time
for holding the Fcasl of Ceres in tlic near fului'.

Dayton is fast becoming noted for its beautiful
electric signs. The latest and one of the most
beautiful is now being erected on the Krug Build-
ing on South Main .Street. Nearly 1,000 red, white
a?id blue electric lamps arc so arranged and op-
eratcfl by a specially built electric machine that
the waving of a United States flag is represented.
According to the first report from the office of

the State Railway Commission, there are in Ohio
2,646 miles of intcrurban railway. 'Ihcir capital

stock is $114,216,225, and funded debt $82,926,000.
The total cost of construction and equipment was
$'7'.463.925. and their gross earnings for the year
were $12,256,659, with net earnings of $4,885,334.
A complete new sj'stcm of fire alarms is being

installed at Canton, Ohio, by the Gamewcll Fire
Alarm and Police Telegraph Company.
A meeting of the Sixth District of the Ohio In-

dependent Telephone' Association will be held at
Toledo on December 3d. Officers will be elected
and delegates chosen to the conference of the
international association, which will be held in

Chicago in January.
H. L. S.

Illinois.

Peoria, October 12.—The McMeen Electric Com-
pany of this city has been incorporated with a
capital of $10,000 to manufacture electrical supplies.

The incorporators are Roland C. Becker, J. E.
McMeen and R. P. Squires.
The Antioch Electric Company of Antioch has

been granted incorporation papers, to manufacture
and sell electricity. The capital is $15,000 and in-

corporators. Hiram H. Kellogg. Jay R. Cribb and
John K. Cribb.

The Ajax Battery Company of Chicago has been
incorporated with a capital of $25,000 to manu-
facture and sell batteries. The incorporators are
W. B. Davis, C. E. Gaylord and W. T. Jones.
A report comes from Dubuque that the Illinois

Traction Company is planning to build a road
from Galena to that city. The proposed line is to
be an extension of the line from Freeport.
The village of Peoria Heights is now without

street-railway service as a result of the failure of
the Peoria Railway Company and the village to
agree on a franchise. A compromise ordinance will
undoubtedly be agreed upon before the time limit
to remove the tracks expires.
The Brinkerhoff ordinance has been laid over

for a week by the Springfield City Council, as the
committee wished to make some changes as to the
rates to be charged. V. N.

Northwestern States.

Minneapolis, October 12.—Work has been com-
pleted on the Fort Dodge, Des Moines and South-
ern Interurban line from Des Moines to Fort
Dodge. Iowa.
The Boone-Webster City (Iowa) Interurban Com-

pany will file articles of incorporation shortly, capi-

tal $6co,ooo. J. S. Crooks of Boone is secretary.

The AVaterloo, Pella and Southwestern Railway
Company is being organized with the intention of
building an electric raihvay from Waterloo to
Chariton.

Plans are on foot at Aberdeen, S. D., to construct
trolley lines into the country surrounding that city.

The new street-railway system at Sioux Falls,

S. D., has been placed in operation.

Grading is practicalh- finished on the new^ "Ar-
row Line," which is to be built from the twin
cities to the head of the lakes by the Tw'in City'

and Lake Superior Electric Railway Company.
W'. A. !Marin has been granted a strfeet-railway

franchise at Crookston, Minn.
W. M. Barnes of Des Moines, Iowa, is investigat-

ing conditions at Aberdeen, S. D., and may apply
for a lighting franchise. R.

Pacific Slope.

San Francisco, October 9.—The strike of linemen
and outside electrical workers which threatened for

a time to tie up the operations of all the hydro-
electric plants of the Fleischhacker system in the

state of California as w-ell as to prevent the starting

up of the new City Electric Company of San
Francisco, has been settled by the signing of an
agreement w-hich gives the employes $4.50 a day
of nine hours.

There is no foundation for the reports recently
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published in local papers to the effect that Colonel

Holbrook had received an offer from the Southern

Pacific Railroad Company for natural gas from

tracts of oil land eight miles north of Oakland,

Cal, for the purpose of generating steam in a

large electric power plant.

One million dollars' worth of instruments and

equipment for the Home Telephone Company's

system in San Francisco were purchased by Presi-

dent A. B. Cass of this company, who recently

returned from the East. The goods will require

some time to -prepare, but will be rushed forward

as soon as possible. Mr. Cass says that all instru-

ments are automatic, and that San Francisco will

have the best modern service in the country, notable

improvements having been made in the equipment

since the early systems were installed.

The extension work of the Pacific States Tele-

phone and Telegraph Company between Fresno,

Cal., and points on the west side of the San
Joaquin Valley, suspended a year ago when the

Sunset Telephone Company was absorbed by .the

Bell Telephone Company, will now be continued.

The extension work is to make a long-distance con-

nection between Fresno and several points not now
in direct touch with that city. The cause for sus-

pension is given as the introduction of new meth-
ods and complete reorganization of the system.

New estimates are nearly completed, and other ex-
tensions are planned in the direction of Stockton
and Lodi.

It is now announced that the California Gas and
Electric Company's big power plant on Deer Creek,

near Nevada City, will not be finished until next
spring, though it was expected that it would be in

running order early in December. The cause of

delay is lack of steel pipe, as only 900 of the 6,400

feet required has been delivered.

Work on the large power, plant being built on
the Klamath River, near Klamath Falls, Ore., as

a part of the Southern Pacific's proposed electric

system over the mountains between California and
Oregon, will be continued all winter. Great diffi-

culty has been experienced in securing labor, but
the work will be carried on as fast as possible
under existing circumstances.

Plans are being made for an electric power plant

for the Telluride Power Company in the Bear
River country, Utah, which, when fully developed,
will have a capacity of 40,000 horsepower.

L. D. Macy of Chico, Cal., is planning to build
and operate an electric-light system in that town,
to be run by waterpower.

Following the report of Supervisor Sachs and
Light Inspector Byrne of San Francisco, the light-

ing committee has ordered the installation of about
60 arc lamps for the Mission, Ashbury Heights and
Sunset districts.

The San Francisco supervisors have passed an
ordinance appropriating $15,000 for a central fire-

alarm station.

At a meeting of the directors of the Ocean Shore
Railway Company, held October 4th, an assessment
was levied of $5 per share, payable November 21st.

A break has been reported in the Alaska cable.

It is apparently at a point about 200 miles south
of Valdez. The United States cable ship Burnside
has been dispatched to locate the break and make
necessary repairs. A.

PERSONAL.
Harrison W. Smith, formerly assistant professor

in electrical engineering at the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technologj', has been made an associate
professor. George B. Thomas has been appointed
an assistant in electrical engineering.

Thomas P. Robb has resigned as president of the
Northwestern Interurban Railway Company, which
will build a trolley line from Fargo, N. D., to
Detroit, Minn. Mr. Robb will act as constructing
engineer. Jas. J. LambrecHt succeeds him as presi-
dent

C. D. Phillips, who has been trainmaster of the
Peoria Terminal Railway of Peoria, 111., has re-
signed and accepted a position with a new electric
railway in Oregon, which is under the management
of Guy Talbot, formerly manager in Peoria of the
Terminal road.

Carl J. Printz, who for over 17 years was con-
nected with the Allis-Chalmcr Company and its

predecessors, and for the last year and a half
has been superintendent with the Milwaukee Elec-
tric Railway and Light Company of Milwaukee,
Wis., has taken a position as chief engineer with
the John Inglis Company, engine builders, in To-
ronto, Ont.

M. A. Bcal, manager of the Rockford (III.)

Edison Company, resigned that position on October
1st, after a connection with the company and its

predecessors lasting 20 years. It is said that Mr.
Beal will spend most of his lime in the East,
where he has property interests. He made a de-
cided success as manager of the 'central-station
business in Rockford.

Mr. Eion J. Arnold of Chicago is reported to
have been selected by the Public Service Commis-
sion of New York as consulting engineer on cer-
tain transportation problems. Besides reporting to

the commission on the equipment, service and
power houses of the Metropolitan system, Mr. Ar-
nold in this position would give his views on the

subway problem, it is said.

R. F. Landis has been made general contract

agent for the Northwestern Telephone Exchange
Company of Minneapolis. He has been state con-

tract agent for the Wisconsin Telephone Company
at Milwaukee for the last eight years.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
E. N. Sanctuary and others contemplate the es-

tablishment of an electric-light plant in Alvin, Tex.

George R. Cooke and W. B. Johnson, business

men of Palestine, Tex., are asking for an electric-

light franchise.

Caledonia, Minn., has voted bonds to the amount
of $6,000 for the purpose of establishing an elec-

tric-light plant.

The Anderson-Lacy Electric Headlight Company
of Houston, Tex., has been incorporated with a cap-
ita! stock of $10,000.

The Hennessey (Okla.) Electric Light, Power
and Ice Company has increased its capital stock
from $15,000 to $30,000.

The Standard Ice and Light Company of Mag-
nolia, Ark., has be?n organized with a capital of

$25,000 by R. L. Moore and others.

The Ely Traction Company has secured a 10-

year lighting contract in Liverpool, Ohio, at a rate

of $66 for arc lights and $28 per year for 50-

candlepower incandescent lights.

Through the efforts of City Electrician Hughes
and associates of Joliet, 111., arrangements arc being

made for a big electrical show to be held in

Werner Hall, Joliet, the first week in December.

Sealed bids will be received by the comptroller

of the city of Bay City, Mich., until October 30,

1907, for supplying the city of Bay City with steam

and electrical machinery to re-establish the city's

electric plant according to the specifications on file

in the office of the superintendent of electric light.

C. J. Barnett is comptroller.

Stockholders of the Hartselle (Ala.) Electric

Light and Power Company have elected officers

and directors, with J. J. Cudd as president. A
purchasing committee was also elected by the com-
pany and a suitable plant will be purchased at once

and installed. The stock of the new company was
readily taken up by business men.

The Citizens' Electric Company of Eureka Springs,

Ark., has been reorganized, and the company now
owns all the public utilities of the city. George
Sengel of Fort Smith is president of the new or-

ganization. About $6oo,coo will be spent in exten-

sions and improvements of the properties, which
include electric railways, lighting, ice plant, opera

house, amusement parks, etc.

The new power house of the New Orleans Rail-

way and Light Company, at the head of Market
Street, said to be the best equipped in the entire

South, containing machinery valued at $2,500,000,

was inspected a few days ago by city officials.

On the first floor of the plant are the engines and
generators, one-half of the space being devoted to

the generation of current for the street-railway

lines and the other half supplies commercial and
city lighting.

A dispatch from Mexico City says that two
strong groups of American, Canadian and British

capitalists have effected a combination for the con-

struction and operation of electric-lighting, traction

and power systems in Mexico which will represent

an initial investment of fully $15,000,000. Among
the captalists interested in the project are William
Lanman Bull of the banking house of Edward
Sweet & Co., New York; Frederic S. Pearson,
formerly chief consulting engineer for the Metro-
politan Street Railway, and Sir William C. Van
Hornc of Montreal.

At Batavia, 111., the City Council has just cor-
rected a technical defect in the electrical inspection

ordinance and its enforcement will be undertaken at

once. The city operates the lighting station and
has planned a complete rebuilding of its overhead
lines and service wires. The superintendent of the

station will make an examination of every electri-

cal installation in the city to determine the condition

thereof, and those which are found to be defective

will be required to be overhauled or cut off. The
underwriters' electrical bureau inspector has offered

to assist in properly starting this inspection.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Plans for the consolidation of Ihc four elevated

railways in Chicago are being revived, and from
the character of the renewed negotiations it is con-

sidered more than likely that something tangible

will result. Conferences between representatives of

the different companies have been held and long
' discussions indulged in. A factor that may force

a union of conflicting interests is the Union Loop

problem which is getting more aggravated every
year. An immediate result of consolidation would
doubtless be through routing of trains across the
city, which would increase the loop capacity to

nearly double that of the present arrangement.

In line with the recent message of Mayor Busse
of Chicago, in which he recommends the elec-

trification of the steam roads in the city, a tenta-

tive draft of a statute to prohibit railroads from
using steam locomotives on suburban trains within
the limits of cities of more than 200,000 population
has been prepared by the corporation counsel's
office, to be sent to the State Legislature.

Work of connecting the Evanston line of the
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad with
the Wilson Avenue (Chicago) branch of the North-
western Elevated Railway has been started. The
first trolley pole was set at Ainslie Street. Stations
will be established at Argyle, Edgewater, North
Edgewater, Hayes Avenue, Rogers Park, Birch-
wood, Howard Avenue, Calvary, Dempster Street,

Main Street, Noyes Street and Central Street.

In order to put the Mont Cenis Tunnel in a con-
dition to maintain more effective competition with
the other tunnels it has been decided to equip it

for electric traction. After communications with
the Italian government, the president of the council
of the Mont Cenis Tunnel has announced that the
line will be electrified between Bussolcno and Mcn-
dane and that a second track will be laid between
Turin and Mont Cenis.

A report from Mount Holly, N. J., says that
the Pennsylvania Railroad proposes electrifying
more of its .lines in South Jersey. According to

the information, the roads from Camden to Mount
Holly and Camden to Burlington are the routes
selected for electrifying, and the work wi'll be
started after the completion of the electric road in

Camden. The routes selected are thickly populated,
and in many of the towns through which the third-

rail would pass the principal business thorough-
fares are along the railroads.

A Tacoma (Wash.) dispatch says that there is

a strong probability that the Tacoma Eastern Rail-
way Company will within a year or such a matter
be operating its trains by electricity. The Nis-
qually Power Company, an auxiliary organization
of the road, and John Bagley, general manager of
the Tacoma Eastern, began condemnation proceed-
ings recently against the syndicate owning the
waterpower at the falls of the Nisqually, and Judge
Reid has ordered that a jury be drawn to appraise
the valuation of the water rights.

Within a year, it is said, electric cars can be
run between St. Louis and Chicago by way of

Springfield, Eloomington and Joliet, but this will

not be on one system. The Pontiac Construction
Company will commence the building of two lines

or extensions of the present line between Pontiac
and Dwight. The extensions will be made from
Pontiac to Bloomington and from Dwight to Joliet.

Fisher Bros, will finance the proposition. The line

between Joliet and Bloomington will be operated
as an independent line but will give direct com-
munication with Chicago at Joliet, through the Chi-
cago-Joliet line, now running.

The City Council of Chicago is considering an
ordinance granting the Northwestern Elevated
Railroad' the right to build a stub-end terminal
spur along North Water Street from Wells to

Clark streets to be used during the rush hours to

relieve the congestion on the Union Loop. Mr.
B. J. Arnold, the city's traction expert, recom-
mended the plan and sought to have the efficacy of

a noiseless construction tested on this branch, so

that, if practicable, it could be applied to the whole
loop structure. There seems to be no opposition

to the building of this short spur. It will probably
serve also as the terminal of Chicago and Milwau-
kee electric trains when the extension to Evanston
of the elevated road is completed.

A Milwaukee (Wis.) paper says that the Mil-

waukee Northern Railway Company will commence
operations about November 1st, on Sixth Street

from Wells north to the city limits. According to

its franchise provisions, tickets will be sold tight

for a quarter. The line has been practically com-
pleted to Port Washington. The interurban cars

will be run once an hour at the outset and will

be used for local traffic as well as the city cars,

passengers being permitted to ride on them for as

long or short a distance as they please for five

cents within the city limits. The local cars will

be run on a headway sufficient to accommodate
the demands. The schedule and rates of fare and
all other details of operation have been filed with

the Railroad Rate Commission at Madison prepara-

tory to opening the line.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Curtis steam turbine is said to be well

adapted for driving horizontal-shaft electric gener-

ators. In bulletin No. 45.'i4, recently issued by the

General Electric Company, horizontal-shaft type

steam-turbine sets up to 300-kilowatt capacity, both

direct current and alternating current, are described.

These units can be arranged to operate cither non-
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condensing or condensing, tliose built for condens-

ing service lieing snilalile for non-condensing work
in case of necessity.

The C. A. Manufacturing Company of Austin,

Texas, lias just published its new catalogue on
wood preservation. The "C. A. wood preserver"

(carboiineinn America) is manufactured for tliis

company exclusively in Manlieim, Germany. It is

a heavy dark brown oil stain, wliich impregnates

all kinds of wood to a remarkable degree upon
application without forming a coating or closing

the pores. Its extra high specific gravity forces

it into the capillary tubes of the wood. The cata-

logue will be sent to any address upon request.

Why should Westinghousc motors be used?

These are the answers to this question, given by

the industrial and power sales department : "Be-

cause both mechanically and electrically they arc

the best that engineering skill, combined with ex-

perience in motor building, can produce. Because
only the highest grades of material are allowed to

enter into their construction. Because our corps

of experts is at your service to advise with you
regarding your particular requirements." Motor-
application booklet "A" will be sent on request.

"Vitrified Fire-clay Conduit" is the title of an
attractive catalogue from the Clay Product Com-
pany describing the manufacture and styles of clay

conduit marketed by the company. The booklet
contains instructive tables, giving weights, measure-
ments and freight per duct-foot, which should be
useful to engineers and purchasing agents. Several
new styles of conduit arc described, which are
designed to save labor and material in trench con-
struction. The triangle three-way is a new design
which has met with considerable success and de-
mand from the largest users of conduit. The book-
let may be had by addressing the company at its

Chicago office, 48 East Van Buren Street.

The Central Electric Company of Chicago is

mailing out to the trade a price list dated October,
1907, which applies to the company's 1906 and
1907 general catalogue No. 24. This price list has
been revised to date and contains the very latest

market figures in force at this time on all electrical

appliances shown in the company's catalogue. The
company requests that all holders of its catalogue
who have not received a copy should write for

one. In the back of the price list considerable

space is devoted to the W. U. steel bracket, which
is intended to replace the ordinary oak wood brack-
ets. Attention is also called to the Central Electric
Company's fixture department. A cut of a very
attractive reading lamp is shown, and the compan>
says that this department is carrying a large as-

sortment of the most up-to-date lamps and lighting

fixtures and will be glad to submit designs and
quotations upon request.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
A preliminary count of the enrollment at the

University of Illinois, in the departments located
in Urbana, shows an increase of at least 10 per
cent, in the attendance at that institution. Nu-
merically the largest increase, 180, is in the engi-

neering college.

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers
will hold its next regular monthly meeting on Tues-
day evening, November 12th, in the building of the

Engineering Societies, 29 West Thirty-ninth Street,

New York city. The principal address will be made
by Mr. Charles R. Pratt and will treat of features

of construction and operation of the gearless trac-

tion electric elevator, which is being installed in

the Singer and Metropolitan Life, New York's two
highest buildings. The paper will be discussed by
engineers and architects from New York, Phila-
delphia and Chicago. It is expected that the sub-
ject will be very exhaustively treated from the
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view of tile architect and the engineer. The mem-
bers of all professions arc cordially invited to at-

tend.

The University of Illinois br.incli of the Ameri-
can Institute of Electrical Engineers held a meet-
ing in Urbana, III., on October i6th. Prof. Morgan
Brooks abstracted the paper of Paul M. Lincoln
on "The Grounded Neutral, with and without
Scries Resistance, in High-tension Systems."

The Minnesota section of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers held .its first meeting of the

season October 4th in Minneapolis. H, J, Gillc

presided and papers were rearl by E. P. Burch,
Fred Brown, Prof. Geo. D. Shcpardson and I. C.
Vincent. The next meeting will be held in St.

Paul early in November.

At the regular meeting of the Cornell Univer-
sity branch of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers in New York on October nth. Prof.

V. KarapetofT gave an inforni.'d address on troubles

in transmission lines. The next meeting will be

on October 25th when the paper of P. M. Lincoln

on "The Grounded Neutral, With and Without
Series Resist.ance, in Iligh-tcnsion Systems," will

be abstr.actcd and discussed.

An outline of the course of lectures on electrical

engineering announced in the last issue of the West-
ern Electrician to be given by Prof. Sydney W.
Ashe this winter under the auspices of the Associa-

tion of Employees of the New York Edison Com-
pany has been published. These lectures will take

up the following 20 topics, each being the subject

of a separate lecture : Magnetism ; clectromag-

netism; batteries, primary and secondary; electro-

magnetic induction, theory of the dynamo; elec-

trolysis and electrolytic corrosion ;
practical man-

agement of shunt motors ;
practical management of

series motors ; Ohm's law applied to distribution

problems, the three-wire system ; Ohm's law ap-

plied to electrical measurements, ammeter and volt-

meter methods ; Ohm's law applied to electrical

measurements, galvanometer methods
;

physics of

light; the carbon arc and arc-lamp mechanisms;
incandescent lamps :

principles of recording watt-

meters; elementary principles of alternating cur-

rents (two lectures) ; transformers; alternating-

current motors ; rotary converters ;
alternating-cur-

rent measurements.

The work done by the comparatively new Winona
Technical Institute at Indianapolis is attracting con-

siderable attention. This institute comprises the

technical branch of the Winona schools at Winona
Lake, Ind., and is owned and operated by the

Winona Assembly of that place. There are schools

of printing, carpentry and woodworking, molding,

electrical engineering, pharmacy and chemistry, tile

and mantel setting, painting, lithography and also a

library school. The electrical engineering depart-

ment and the department of lithography are of chief

interest, the latter because of its being the only

school of its kind in America, the former because

of the excellent facilities placed at the disposal of

the electrical student. Included in the large faculty

besides President S. C. Dickey and W. C. Smith,

general director, are the following-named of the

electrical and engineering department : R. M. Mur-
ray and Frank M. Seig, directors : George W.
Dinkel, Jr. instructor in applied electricity, and
Albert F. Haller, director of chemical laboratories.

A handsomely illustrated catalogue will be sent on
application.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Mr. Charles A. Brown announces a partnership

with Lynn A. Williams, for six years past his as-

sistant, for the practice of patent law, under the

firm name of Brown & Williams, with offices at

1550 Monadnock Block, Chicago. ' Mr. A. C. Bell,

who has been in charge of the patent department
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of Ihc Stromber«-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing
Company, has taken a position with Brown & Wil-
liams, and will give altcntioii cliicdy to Ihc work
of patent soliciting. Mr. Bell is a graduate of
Cornell University :md has had iiraclic.il experience
.18 a mechanical and electrical engineer, in addition
to several years' work in soliciting patents.

The London Times Engineering Supplement is

responsible for the statement thai "it is now possi-
ble lo purchase liquid air in Berlin for about three
shillings [7.1 cents] a lilcr, and it can be conveyed
over long distances in the well-known double ves-
sels with an intervening v.icuum which were de-
signed by Sir James Dewar."

TRADE NEWS.
C. II. ,ind J. S. Warner of Beloit, Wis., and

M. E. Palmiler of Roekford, III., have incorporated
as the Warner Instnmient Company, capitalized
at $30,000. The company will manufacture elec-
trical instruments and machinery and will locate
at South Beloit.

A meeting of the stockholders of the Western
Electric Company will be held on November sth to
vote upon the question of ratifying a bond issue of
$15,000,000, authorized by the directors. At present
the company has no bonded indebtedness. Its au-
thorized capital stock is $25,000,000, of which
$15,000,000 is outstanding.

Some months ago the Cutler-Hammer Manufac-
turing Company announced its purchase of the
Wirt Electric Company of Philadelphia. The Wirt
business has now been consolidated with that of
the Cutler-Hammer New York plant at Park Ave-
nue and One-hundred-and-thirlicth Street, where
the manufacture of Wirt apparatus will be con-
tinued. Information concerning Wirt apparatus
may be obtained from any of the Cutler-Hammer
offices. Particular attention is called to the very
complete line of battery charging rheostats devel-
oped by the Wirt company and to the Wirt field
rheostats. Bulletins covering these and other lines
of Wirt apparatus will be furnished on application.

BUSINESS.
Much attention has been attracted by the six

Beck flaming-arc lamps which illuminated the ex-
terior of the Madison Square Garden during the
Electrical Show. The effect of this illumination
was favorably commented on. In addition a 12,-

cxx) nominal candlepower arc lamp was installed
by the New York Edison Company on the corner
of Madison Avenue and Twenty-sixth Street. This
lamp was suspended about 50 feet above the street

level from the small corner tower on the Garden
and illuminated a large section of Madison Square.
Beck flaming-arc lamps have been ordered for the
new Terminal Station in Washington, D. C, by
the Pennsylvania Railroad. They will operate two
in series on 60-cycle alternating current

^
The Wright demand indicator has been exten-

siA'ely adopted in determining load factor, the maxi-
mum output of generators, transformers, ' feeders,
etc., and the demands of individual customers.
It consists of a small differential thermometer hav-
ing one of its bulbs surrounded by a heating band
carrying all or a definite shunted part of the total

current. The expansion of air in this bulb forces
the liquid in the "U" tube of the differential ther-
mometer into the opposite leg and causes jt to

overflow into a central or index tube connected to

the upper end of the "U." The height of the liquid

in the index tube is read on the indicator scale
and marks the maximum demand of the circuit.

Bulletin No. 4533 issued by the General Electric
Company describes and illustrates the several sizes
of instruments manufactured, together with capaci-
ties, prices, dimension diagrams, scales, etc.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

867,564. Advertising and Illuminating Device.

James E. Auclair, St. Marys, Pa., assignor to

the Novelty Incandescent Lamp Company, St.

Marys, Pa. Application filed February 26, 1906.

An incandescent lamp has a bulb shaped in a striking
manner and provided with projections to form feet for it

to rest on. A preferred shape is in the form of a pig.

867,575. Process of Reducing Formic Acid." Carle-

ton Ellis, White Plains, N. Y., and Karl P.

McElroy, Washington, D. C. Application filed

May 2, 1907.

This process of reducing formic acid consists in elec-

trolyzing it in the presence of sulphuric acid, removing
a portion of the bath from time to time, distilling out
reduction products and returning the residual liquid to

serve anew. (See cut on next page.)

867,579. Electrical Condenser. Leon Gerard, Brus-
sels, Belgium, assignor to Percy Thompson,
East Orange, N. J. Application filed June 14,

1905.

This condenser is mounted in a cylindrical case filled

with oil. The plates are composed of hollow concentric

Issued (United States Patent Office) October S, 1907.

cylinders with outwardly flared ends. The lengths of the

cylinders are made progressively shorter as their diam-
eters arc increased. (See cut on next page.)

867,608. Photographer's Car. Jean Schmidt, Frank-
fort-on-the-M'ain, Germany. Application filed

August 16, 1906.

A car equipped with photographic outfit carries a stor-

age battery for propulsion and lighting. A drum carries

a conductor wound on it that serves to connect the

battery to a distant charging circuit.

867,624. Switch Box. Harry J. Warthen, Wash-
ington, D. C. Application filed July 28, igo6.

A wall box adapted to carry switch mechanism has
internally and externally screw-threaded sleeves adapted
to be adjusted inwardly and outwardly. A wall plate

closing the box is secured to the sleeves by screws.

867,627. Induction-coil Apparatus. Ernest C. Wil-
cox, Meriden, Conn., assignor to the Connecti-

cut Telephone and Electric Company, Incorpo-
rated. Application filed June 19, 1907.

The vibrator of an induction coil is provided with ad-

justments and an indicator for showing the correct ad-

justment corresponding to normal conditions.

867,635- Electric Sign. William A. F. Becker, Chi-
cago, 111. Application filed October 26, 1906.

This sign has a base board upon which are supported
a number of removable illuminated letters and characters
provided with plugs for connection to any sockets of a
set of rows of closely spaced sockets mounted on the
base board. The letters can thus be grouped to form any
words desired.

867.658. Process of Making Electric Conductors.
William Hoopes, Pittsburg, Pa., and Korman
A. Robertson, New York, N. Y. Application
filed January 16, 1905.

This is a process for manufacturing a compound con-
ductor having an envelope of aluminum and a longi-
tudinal reinforcing core of stronger metal and consists
in extruding the aluminum upon this core through a die
while maintaining the aluminum at approximately a dull
red heat and also heating the die during the period of
extrusion.

867.659. Electric Conductor. William Hoopes, Pitts-

burg, Pa., and Norman A. Robertson, New
York, N. Y. Original application filed Januaiy
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16, 1905. Divided and this application filed May
II, 1906.

This is a compound electric conductor and consists of

a core of iron wire or wires about which, and in intimate
contact with which is an extruded envelope of aluminum.

867,664. Governor. Clinton R. Lanphear, Midland,
Mich. Application filed December 6, igo6.

Contacts are mounted on insulating blocks on the base
of the governor. As the speed increases and the fly-balls

move further out, they raise a rod which closes the con-

tacts at the base.

867,681. Automatic Fire Alarm. Charles Smith,

South Croydon, England. Application filed July

9, 1907.

A cord has one end fastened and the other end passing
over a pulley and connected to a weight, which is pro-

vided with contacts adapted to be closed if the weight
descends. Between the ends of the cord is a fusible

metallic member, about which the cord is wrapped. In
case of fire this melts, the cord is lengthened and allows

the weight to drop far enough to close the contacts and
ring an alarm.

867,696. Igniting Means for Explosive Engines.

Boris Botkowski, New York, N. Y., assignor

to the De La Vergne Machine Company, New
York, N. Y. Application filed August 27, 1903.

Stationary and movable electrodes arc provided in
proximity to a supplemental fuel injecting outlet. The
valve in this is first opened and then closed simultaneously
with the operation of tlie igniter.

at

NO. 867,575.—PROCESS OF REDUCING FORMIC ACID.

867,707. Coin Collector. Edward B. Craft, Wil-
mette. 111., assignor to the Western Electric

Company, Chicago, 111. Application filed Feb-
ruary II, 1907.

This coin collector for telephones is a combination
with coin-actuated toll-indicating mechanism arranged
to receive a coin deposited in the coin collector, a line-

signaling mechanism and means controlled by a deposited
coin, in the operation of the first-mentioned mechanism,
for governing the transfer of the coin to the line-signal

mechanism.

867,721. Electric Belt and Appliances Therefor.
Michael Hatzenbuehler, Chicago, 111. Applica-
tion filed January 7, 1907.

An electric belt is provided with body electrodes con-
nected with studs to which the battery is connected.

^^77743- Plug-in Switch. Henry D. Murdock, New
York, N. Y. Application filed March 21, 1907.

A circular box has a central contact terminal anil

spring, and an annular spring contact mounted on an
insulating base. A plug provided with corresponding
terminals is adapted to fit into the neck of the box.

867,744. Magnetic Separator. James B. McCabe,
Buffalo, N. Y. Application filed November 13,

1906.

This separator has a rotatable magnetic drum sur-
rounded by an elevating drum. Means are provide'

1

for detaching and collecting adhering particles from the
magnetic surfaces.

NO. 007,579.— CONUENSER.

^7,746. Coin Collector. James L. McQuarrie, Oak
Park, 111,, assignor to the Western Electric
Company, Chicago, 111. Application filed Feb-
ruary II, 1907.

A coin collector for a telephone consist? of a comliins-
tion with a cash box, of coin-actuaicd :oll-ind:caliiig and
linc-siKnaling mechanisms, means contr^illcd by a coin,
in initiating 3 call for a connc>:ti3,i, fur governing the
transfer of the coin to the line-signal mechanism, or to
the cash box, and automatically operated means for pre-
venting the transfer to the line-signaling mechanism of a
coin subsequently used in the payment of toll.

^67.758- Electric Stop-motion. Frank A. Sandford,
Adams, Mass. Application filed June 27, 1906.

A Btr^ motion for loom* is controlled by the filling and
has a filling fork and 3 weft hammer. An electromagnet
on the. weft hammer attracts the filling fork, and is

controlled by n contact in the guide for the warp thread.

867309. Series-parallel Controller, Arthur C. East-
wood, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed Sep-
tember 6, 1906.

This U a controller in which the circuit is opened in
chiinging the motor connections from Ecries to parallel.

Means are provided for inserting resistance in series
with the motors concurrently with the opening of the
circuit in passing from series to parallel.

867,810. Automatic Accelerating Controller. Arthur
C. Eastwood, CTeveland. Ohio. Application filed

January 15, 1907.

An electric controller has a set of resistance sections
and a series of separately actuated magnetically operated
resistance switches. A relay for controlling the switches
iias its winding in shunt with a portion of the resistance
controlled by the last resistance switch, whereby the
winding is short-circuited when this last resistance switch
closes. (See cut.)

-OMT^

NO, 867,810.—AUTOMATIC ACCELERATING CONTROLLER.

867,846. Thermo-electric Controlling Mechanism.
Harrie C. Smith, New York, N. Y. Applica-
tion filed October 7, 1905.

A thermostat controls the electrical connections of a

motor that is connected to a system of gearing.

867,858. Electrolier Hanger. Robert T. Watt,
Laurel Springs, N. J., assignor of one-half to

Walter I. Raymond, Collingswood, N. J. Ap-
plication filed November 8, 1906.

This is a device for quickly mounting a chandelier.
The chandelier tube has a T-headed part at its upper end-
A ceiling plate has a diametrical slot and it has its upper
surface formed into segmental recesses adapted to en-
gage the arms of the T-head when it is inserted through
the slot and turned. The chandelier tube can then be
adjusted and locked.

867,863. Electric Water Heater. Mendal W. Will-

son, St. Louis, Mo., assignor of one-third to

James R. Walker and one-third to Lewis P.

Leathers, St. Louis, Mo. Application filed De-
cember 26, 1906.

This heater has a metallic tank, forming one electrode,
the other electrode being made up of a carbon jacket
mounted upon a central metallic rod. A system of pipes
connects this tank with a reservoir.

S67,S^76. Oscillation-responsive Device. Lee De For-
est, New York. N. Y., assignor to George K.
Woodworth, Boston, Mass. Original applica-

tion filed February 2, 1905. Divided and this

application filed April 4, 1906.

This device is intended to take the place of the coherer
in wireless, telegraphy. It consists of a receptacle with
electrodes containing a gas. This is rendered partly
conductive by electric heating, which brings the gas into
ionic activity and makes its conductivity sensitive to elec-

trical oscillations.

867.877. Art of. Detecting Oscillations. Lee De
Forest, New York, N. Y., assignor to George
K. Woodworth, Boston, Mass. Original appli-

cation filed February 2, 1905. Divided and this

application filed June 12, 1907.

This patent covers the method of receiving wireless
telegraph wave oscillations by placing a gas into a local
circuit, the conductivity of which gas is made sensitive
to these oscillations by bringing it into a state of intense
molecular and ionic activity.

867.878. Oscillation Detector. Lee De Forest, New
York, K. Y., assignor to George K, Woodworth,
Boston, Mass. Original application filed Feb-
ruary 2, 1905. Divided and this application

filed June 12, 1907.

This device consists of a Eunsen burner, a local circuit

connected on one side with the tube of the burner and
having its other end placed in the flame. The flame is

sensitive to electrical oscillations.

867,892. Telephone System. Frank E. Mayberry,
Medford, Mass., assignor to the Boston Tele-
phone Selector Company, Boston, Mass. Appli-

cation filed August II, 1902.

A party-iine telephone system has a controlling device
at each station and a circuit including all the controlling
devices of one line; an electromagnet inchided in each
circuit and means located at the central office for closing
these circuits. A second circuit includes another electro-

magnet, and means are located at each sub-station for clos-

ing this second circuit. A signal is operated by current
uowing through one of the electromagnet coils and re-

stored by current flowing through the other.

867.895. Wireless Transmission of Sonorous Vibra-
tions. Henry A. McCarty, San Francisco, Cal.,

administrator of Francis Joseph McCarty, de-

ceased, assignor to the McCarty Wireless Tele-
phone Company, San Francisco, Cal. Applica-

tion filed September 20, 1906.

An induction coil has two primary windings carrying
currents in opposite directions and a secondary with a
8park--gap. An interrupter is placed in the circuit of one
primary and an arc light in the other. A telephone trans-
mitter is connected in circuit with an electromagnet that
is placed near the arc light.

867.896. Wireless Transmission of Sonorous Vibra-

tions. Henry A. McCarty, San Francisco, Cal.,

administrator of Francis Joseph McCarty, de-

ceased, assignor to the McCarty Wireless Tele-
phone Company, San Francisco, Cal. Applica-

tion filed September 20, 1906.

This system is similar to the above, except that there
is but one primary winding, from the central part of
which a return circuit is taken back to the source of
energy and in this circuit there is an interrupter. The

ictuin from the remote half of the primary contains the
arc light, near which is placed the electromagnet in 3
local circuit with a battery and telephone transmitter.

867.898. Space Electromechanical Synchronizing
Means. Austin H. Stewart, Nashville, Tenn.
Application filed June 18, 1903.

This is a system for synchronizing clocks, somewhat
like that used by the Western Union Telegraph Com-
pany, but employing space telegraphy. Electric means
are provided for winding clock and setting its hands, the
latter being done by a local circuit controlled by a co-
herei.

867.899. Automatic Stopping Device for Internal-
combustion Engines. Daniel B. Adams, Sum-
mittville, N. Y. Application filed May 23, 1902.

This device automatically breaks the circuit of the
igniter when the flow of cooling water around the
cylinder ceases. A movable plate in the path of the
flow of water carries a contact piece in the ignition
circuit,

867.900. Telegraph Transmitter. John C. Barclay,
New York, N. Y., assignor to the Western
Union Telegraph Company, New York, N. Y.
Application filed March 24, 1905.

NO. 867,900.—TELEGRAPH TRANSMITTER.

This telegraph transmitter has a movable carrier sup-
porting circuit-controlling devices. Means for driving
the carrier comprise a clutch, finger keys and a selecting
mechanism. There are also provided adjustments for the
circuit-controlling devices and a master-bar operated by
the finger keys and controlling the clutch. (See cut.)

867,901. Insulator. John C. Barclay, New York,
N. Y. Application filed July 22, 1907.

A glass insulator for telegraph poles has a screw-
threaded pin socket. On the outside the insulatoc has
a channel near the middle of the insulator and extending
completely around it to receive a fastening loop for the
line conductor. A spiral thread runs upward from this
channel.

867,914. Electric Fan. Frederick Diehl and Adolph
F. Becker, Elizabeth, N. J. Application filed

April 22, 1907.

The motor frame is mounted in pivotal bearings on top
and bottom, so that it can oscillate to and fro. The
motor itself is of regular fan-motor construction, except
tl:at the horizontal armature shaft is provided with an
eccentric and a system of gearing to impart the additional
oscillating movement referred to.

867,918. Electrically Operated Railway Switch.
Frank J. Johns, Scranton, Pa., assignor of one-
third to John Nelson Garrett, Scranton, Pa.,
and one-third to James P. Pulsifer, Philadel-
phia, Pa. Application filed March 20, 1907.
The movable switch point is carried on a sliding plate

above a box containing two electromagnets with an arma-
ture between them, which is mechanically connected to
the sliding plate. The cars are provided with means for
closing the circuit of either magnet when approaching
the switch.

PATENTS THAT HAVE EXPIRED.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued

by the United States Patent Office) that expired
October 14, 1907.

438,134- Electric Arc Lamp. A. Aops, London, England.
438.145- Regulation and Control of Storage Batteries. S. C.

C. Currie, Philadelphia, Pa.
438,167. Circuit Closer. T. Marcher, Neumarkt. Germany.
438,192. Electric Motor Car. J. F. Shawhan, Detroit, Mich.
438,204. Electric Motor. E. Thomson, Lynn, Mass.
438,226. Apparatus for Measuring the Strength of Electric

Currents. S. C. C. Currie, Philadelphia, Pa.
438,233. Telegraph Instrument. L Gearv, Philadelphia. Pa.
438,236. Electric Safe Lock, W. H. Hollar, Elizabeth, N. J.
438,262. Electric Railway Conduit System. M. Wheless,

Nashville, Tenn.
438,293. Electric Railway System. I'. J. Sprague, New

York, N. Y.
438.298. Manufacture of Incandescent Electric Lamps. T.

A. Edison, Menlo Park. N. J.
438.299. Manufacture of Carbon Filaments. T. A. Edison,

Mcnio Park, N. J.
438.300. Gauge for Testing Fibers for Incandescent-lamp

Carbons. T. A. Edison. Mcnlo Park, N. J.
438.301. System of Electric Lighting. T. A. Edison, Menlo

Park. N. J.
438.302. Commutator for Dynamo-electric Machines. T. A.

Edison, Mcnlo Park, N.
J.

438.303- Arc Lamp. T. A. Edison, Mcnlo Park. N. J.
438.304- Electric Signaling Apparatus. T. A. Edison, Menlo

Park, N. J.
438.305- Fuse Block. T. A. Edison, Mcnlo Park, N'. J.
438.306. Telephone. T. A. Edison, Menlo Park. N. -J.

43^,^07. Manufacture of Incandcsccnt-eleclric Lam])s. T, A.
Edison, Menlo Park, N. J.

438.308. System of Electrical Distribution. T. A. Edison.
438.309. Method of Insulating Electrical Conductors. T. A.

Edison.
438.310. Lamp Base. T. A. Edison.
438.311- Composition of Matter for Making Cells or Retain-

ing Vessels. O. A. Enliolm. New York, N. V.. assignor
to the Enholm Electrical Company. New York.

438,344- Circuit Interrupter. N. Chaizc and J. Ciiairc, Sr.

Eticnnc. France.
438,407, Apparatus for Forming or Shaping Sheet Metal

Electrically. M. W, Dcwcv, Syracuse, N. Y.
438.530. Telegraph Key. C. IT. Crockett and L. C, Dcdrlck,

Schenectady, N. Y.
438.5 T- "Insulating Appliance for Electric Batteries. S. C.

C, Currie, Philadelphia. Pa.
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jfEngineering and Machinery Exhibition
in London.

(iTom the London correspondent of the Western Klectrician. t

l.omloii, Oi'lobiT 3.—On ScpU'mbfr iglli .Sir Al-

i-xaiuIcT Kennedy. 1\ R. S.. opened the second engi-

neering and ni.nchinerv exliihitinn :it Olympi.-i, which

is to remain open for a month. The first show
was held in the aiitnnm of last year, also at

Dlympia, where, as now, the electrical interest was
.nmewhat limited. Nevertheless, there is sufficient

10 warrant a short notice, in spite of the fact that

done in sonic cases, and several machines driven

by one motor.

What purely electrical exhibits are to be seen

are in the nature of small machines and portable

apparatus. The Johnson-Lundell Electric Traction

Company shows a new departure in direct-current

electric-motor construction, the machines having an

entirely laminated magnetic circuit built up of

special steel stampings in a CTSt-iron skeleton frame

and arranged in such a way that the magnetic path

is absolutely free from any inequalities such as are

N'o. 17

holders are mounted upon a common rocltcr arm,

thereby affording means for adjusting the brushes

to the neutral position and for accommodating them

to the commutator wear.

Reverting to the motor construction, the patented

form of skeleton frame is the mechanical body

proper, the enclosing crate for the field laminations,

and the basis of the supports. The yoke is built

up of laminations, and, the machine being cylin-

drical, these laminations assume the form of true

concent rir rings. Th^ polo pieces arc also of

Portatile Drill.

Portable Drill (Wolf).
\"ertical Borintr and Turning Mill

Abnormal High-speed Lathe.
High-speed Radial Drilling Machine.

Wood Skiver.

SOME OF THE ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN MACHINE TOOLS AT THE OLYMPIA ENGINEERING AND MACHINERY EXHIBITION.

once again the main interest is centered in a very
fine collection of machine tools, a large number
of which appertain to the automobile industry.

Electricity, as a motive pow'er, is almost univer-
sally made use of in connection \vith the driving oi

these machines, but there is little new to chronicle

•from last year in the methods employed. In my
description of the exhibition last year I drew at-

tention to, and illustrated, one radical departure
in the method of fixing the electric motor to the
tool. These machines are again exhibited, but in

all other cases the motor is separate and distinct

and does not form an integral part of the whole.
In practically all cases, however, the tool and the
motor are self-contained—a state of things almost
inevitable in a building such as Olympia, or indeed,
any exhibition building where shafting has tit be
erected by the exhibitors, although this has beea

usually caused from spongy castings, bolts, rivets,

etc. These machines are also fitted with the com-

pany's patent "duplex" brush, which combines a

high and low-resistance carbon acting independently

in one holder, yet assuming the form of a single

brush upon the commutator.

This carbon-brush unit is sectionally divided and

assumes the form of two semi-independent carbons,

with sections arranged fore and aft in the direction

of armature rotation. These move in independent

slideways at opposing angles, and are influenced

by a self-balancing spring. They converge at a

common point on the commutator and present

thereto the same area of contact surface as does

the single brush ; the angle of pressure to which

they are subjected causes each to ettect good con-

tact with both the central V-shaped wall of the

holder and the periphery of the commutator. These

laminated steel and are bound between tw-o end

plates by means of a single rivet, which, passing

through the laminations in a direction perpendic-

ular to them, so little obstructs the magnetic path

as to become a negligible quantity. The pole heads

so constructed are brought into firm and intimate

coiitact with the yoke by means of screws which

pass through the yoke casing outside the yoke

laminations and are threaded into the pole-head

end plates, also outside of its laminations. The
core of the armature is of the slotted-drum type.

The commutator is built upon an open spider.

The machines are made in four classes—constant-

speed, shunt-wound ; variable-speed, shunt-wound

;

ordinary series w-ound ; compound wound.
One or two firms show portable electric drilling

and the like apparatus. One of the most noticeable

is an electrically driven internal grinder, by the
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Phceiiix Dynamo and Motor Company, which ii

driven at the end of an extended shaft which, in

the larger sizes, enables work to be done at dis-

tances up to 42 inches away from the motor, A
bench grinder mounted on a cabinet base for the

storage of tools has the grinder attached to a

swiveling table which can be moved vertically

through an angle of 43 degrees. The shaft of the

motor carries clamps at each end for an emery

wheel and grinder disk. .

Another tool is a sensitive drill, which can be

mounted on a cast-iron tool cabinet for floor use

or can be supplied for bolting down directly to

the top of a bench or -wall bracket. The motor is

mounted on a bracket extension of the supporting

pillar, and the drill spindle is driven by a friction

pulley running on the under side of a friction

plate. Bythe movement of a small lever the pulley

can be slid toward or away from the center of

the disk, and by this means the speed of lie drill

is altered over a wide range. The lever drops

into notches marked with the size of drill in the

chuck, so that the correct drill speed can always

be obtained. A lever feed motion is also fitted to

the drill spindle, the sleeve carrying this being

provided with a ball-bearing to take the thrust of

the drill.

Some special types of drilling machines arc those

of the Light Electric Motor Company of London,

an illustration of one of which is given. The
motors used in these apparatus have an armature

which revolves around a fixed field magnet. A
novelty also shown is the application of these mo-

f
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is driven by a 35-horsepower motor, which is

direct attached on an extension of the bedplate

of the lathe. The wood skiver shown is also a

good example of an electrically driven wood-work-

ing machine, and was shown by Messrs. Wadkin
of Leicester.

The Prescot electric welder, which is exhibited

by the British Insulated and Helsby Cables, is

shown in one of the pictures. The electrical re-

sistance in the secondary circuit of a transformer

! being practically all located at the two end surfaces,

all the heat is developed at those surfaces.

PORTABLE ELECTRIC GRrNDER AT OLVMPIA ENHIBniQN

tors to hair brushes, the spindle of the fixed field

inagnct being extended to form the two handles

of the brush, the latter being detachable from the

motor. The weight of one of these little ma^

chines, when complete and ready for use, is only

about 61/2 pounds. Illustrations, are also given of

some types of portable machines exhibited by S.

Wolf & Co. of, London. Nothing new is claimed

for these, but the illustrations serve to show what

is being done in this way over here.

The illustrations of electrically driven machine

tools are good examples of the latest developments

in this' branch. The most noteworthy machines

again are the products of John Stirk & Sons of

Halifax. As will be seen from the picture of the

electrically driven high-speed radial drilling ma-
chine, all the wheels arc entirely encased. Al-

"though tlie motor is attached, and does not actually

form part of the machine in its original design, the

method of attachment is such that the completed

machine is a very self-contained affair and is as

neat as any of the chain or belt-driven machine
tools to be seen at the exhibition. In this case

the machine is driven by a belt running at constant

speed, and through a gear box giving nine changes
of speed operated by two handles. The spindle thus

has 18 changes of speed, ranging in geometrical pro-

gression from 600 down to 20 revolutions per minute.

I'nder test conditions the machine has been driven by

a 30-horsepowcr motor and has sent a i-inch drill

through mild steel s'A inches thick at the rate of

H inches per minute, and through cast-iron 3 niches

thick at the rate of 12 inches per minute.

Two other machines illustrated arc of somewhat
more interesting design. The electrically driven

30-inch vertical boring and turning mill has the

armature of its motor built into the body of the

machine, the motor being of the variable-speed

type, while the 12-inch abnormal high-speed lathe

ARC-LAMP WINCH SHOWN AT OLVMPIA EXHIBITION.

i. e., where the weld is required to be made, and

the resulting increase in temperature, by further

increasing the electrical resistance at this point,

adds to the desired effect. A device is provided

for regulating the pressure between the two ends

of the rods, since this pressure must be made to

suit the size of the rods and the plasticity of the

metal at its correct welding temperature. A special

feature of the transformer is that the main casting

of the welder is made use of to form the secondary

coil;

Another illustration shows a new self-sustaining

arc-lan?p winch, the distinguishing feature of which

is that it is direct-driven, i. e., each turn of the

handle gives one complete revolution of the drum.

The load is at. all times self-sustaining, either when
lowering or raising, as immediately the handle is

.released the drum becomes locked. This effect is

produced without the use of ratchets or pawls.

The .jvinch was exhibited by Bernard Metz of

L,on,don.

Reference should also be made to the Mordey-
Fricker electrolytic prepayment electricity meters.

In these meters there is a copper ^'oltameter

through which the whole current to be measured
is passed. The anode is a thin wide copper ribbon

fed into the electrolyte by a sprocket, roller actu-

ated by a coin-operated handle. A definite feed

is given . fo_r^ each coin. When the immersed portion

thus prepaid. is .consumed by electrolysis the circuit

is opened at the surface of the liquid. There is

no other switch, accuracy being relied upon from
the fact that a given number of ampere-hours al-

ways causes a given \veight of copper to be eaten
away. The meters are made to take pennies, six-

pences, or shillings and also A-ariaus foreign coins.

ELECTRIC WELDER SHOWN AT OLVMPIA EXHIBITION,

There is also shown for the first time a new
form of the Mordcy-Frickcr clock-type meter, in-

tended specially for small users of alternating cur-

rent, but also applicable for direct current. In this

instrument, which is designed for cottages and for

any small installation w-hcre low first cost is essen-

tial, the clock train has been redesigned to serve

the purpose of the counting mechanism.
Included in the loan section is a considerable

amount of apparatus from the General Postoflice,

which includes a Cooke and Wheatstone fonr-

nccdle instrument (18.38), Highton's single-needle

instrument (1848). doiible-ncedlc instrument used

at Buckingham Palace (1851). and numerous other

instruments and specimens which show the whole

de\'clopnient of telegraphy down to the present day.

October 26, 1907 .

American Electrochemical Society.

The twelfth general meeting of the American
Electrochemical Society was held in New York
city on October 17th, 18th and igth, and was the
most successful fall meeting , of tiie society that has
ever been held. The attendance on the first evening
was nearly 250, of which over 100 were members.
The total registration on Saturday was over 330,

of whom more than 140 were members. This shows
the decided revival in interest which has taken
place recently. For the ne.xt meeting in the spring

of 1908 over 20 papers are already promised.
The meetings of Thursday and Friday were held

at the Chemists' Club, 108 West Fifty-fifth Street,

and the meeting on Saturday was at Earl Hall, Co-
lumbia University, There was by far too little time
available for the presentation of all the papers, and
the discussions on some of the most interesting and
\-aluable papers had to be omitted.

Excursions to Edison's Laboratories at Orange,
N. J., where Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Edison met the
members and guests personally; to the United
States Metals Refining Company at Chrome, N. J.

:

to the Electrical Testing Laboratories, and to the
new Pennsylvania railroad power plant at Long
Island Cit}^ were all well attended. The subscription
dinner at the Liederkranz Hall and the smoker
given by the Chemists' Club were the special social

features of the convention.

The lecture by Dr. George F. Kunz on "The
Diamond and Moissanite," and the contributions
by Dr. Potter on "Monox," by L. H. Duschak and
G. H. Hulett on "The Silver Coulometer," and by
A. S. Cashman on the "Corrosion of Iron" were
exceptionally interesting and valuable,

Thuesd.w Evening Session,

The session on Thursday evening was opened by
President C. F. Burgess, professor of chemical engi-
neering at the University of Wisconsin. There were
two lectures scheduled for the evening, one by Dr.
Geo. F. Kunz, gem expert for Tiffany & Co.. and
one by E. G. Acheson on "Deflocculated Graphite"
Dr. Kunz's lecture treated the subjects of "Diamond
and Moissanite—Natural, Artificial and Meteoric,"
in a very interesting and concise form, and the lec-

ture was supplemented by photographic views of the
South African Diamond Mines and by diagrams of
gems and gem-cutting tools. Dr. Kunz stated that
the diamond is the only chemical element which is

a precious stone. Its transparency, great refractive
power and extreme hardness are its valuable proper-
tics. Without exception, even among the recently
discovered electric furnace products, it is the hardest
substance known.
Diamonds vary considerably in their hardness,

especially when not perfectly transparent. Their
cleavage properties are remarkably great, so that in

breaking up larger diamonds into smaller ones the
greatest of care has to be taken to obtain a product
of the greatest value. Their extreme hardness
makes them indispensable in wire drawing and gem
cutting, as well as for such coarser work as stone
cutting. Only the poorer quality of diamonds,
known as bort. is used for the purposes of cutting
or polishing. Diamond dust, or crushed diamonds,
is used by spreading it on discs of metal or by feed-
ing it with a moving steel wire over the articles to

be cut. Diamonds possess in varying degrees the
power of absorbing light and emitting it again
when in the dark. They also become "phosphores-
cent" by X-rays and ultra-violet light.

Moissan's experiments upon the artificial produc-
tion of diamonds were reviewed, he having obtained
a total of ICO millisrams from 300 tests. Obviously
his ingenious methods of dropping into water a
white hot ball of iron saturated with carbon were
not a commercial success.

Moissanite, a new- term for natural carbide ot"

silicon, was named after Moissan, who discovered
the mineral in some meteorites belonging to tlie

Museum of Natural History in New York. Artificial

moissanite. or carbide of silicon, was discovered in-

dependently by Acheson, Moissan and Cowles, but
Acheson first published and realized the great value
of the product for practical work.

Dr. Kunz staled that carborundum had no peer
except tlie diamond in hardness, a point which has
been in doubt. The existence of diamonds in

meteorites and the various theories of the formation

of natural diamonds were discussed. As j'ct no
conclusive explanation has been made.
The lecture by E. G. Acheson was very similar to

that given before the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers and the American Chemical Society

earlier in the year, and covered the remarkable re-

sults obtained with his new form of colloidal or

"defloculated" graphite as a lubricant. This is

made by merely shaking up a very finely pulverized

soft form of artificial graphite, called "unctions

.grapliite," with water or oil and a little gallotamiic

acid, A few drops of ammonia are also necessary

with ordinary water to counteract the effects of dis-

solved sails and gases. The lecture was illustrated

by experiments showin.g the action of the gallotannic

acid and ammonia in causing this "deflocculation."

FniDAY Morning's Session.

The first paper was by Messrs. A, E. Greene and

F. S. McGregor "On the Eleclrothermic Reduction

of Iron •Ores," The authors gave the results of

some experimental work done at the Massachusetts
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(ii'.titutc of Technology with u 30-kilowaU electric

lurnace. 1 he proper design of the finnace, the

measurement of the temperature of tlie charge, the

effects of varying the mixtures and operating tem-

peratures, and energy efliciency measurements were

discussed. The furn.ace was of the single suspended

ileclrode type similar to iliat used at the Sco expcrl-

nunts for the Canadian govennnent, the inside lin-

ing heing of carhorundum brick. The ores used were

:i I'acilic Coast ilmenite ore free from sulpiiur and

phosphorus and containing 52.5 per cent, iron, and

some tilaniforoHS ores from Essex county. New
Vnrk. I'ocaliontas coke crushed 'to pass a one-fourth

inch mesh sieve was used for the reducing agent,

.md a pure hurnt lime for the tlux. The frequency

:,i the circuit was 133 cycles. No series resistance

r "ballast" was used. The power factor was 92

per cent.

.•\niong others. Major Morehead and Dr. J. W.
Richards discussed points brought up in the paper.

Mr. Morehead stated that it was possible Jo obtain

lilanium in alloys to any desired extent. Car wheel

maker.s, however, do not desire any alloy contam-

ing more than 4 per cent, titanium, because it is so
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he could not prove absolutely by chemical analyses

lliat it existed, its heat of combustion, its specific

beat and its new physical properties were suflicieni

evidence to make him believe that it docs exist

at high temperalures and may exist at low tcmpira-

tnrcs. The material is formed ;i)t a temperature of

between 1,700" and 1,800" C. by a suiiposcd inter-

action between silicon anil silicon dioxiile, ii -j- SiOi
= aSiO. It may also be produced by any electric

furnace rcaclioti where silicon and silicon flioxide

arc present. :,:

A. B. Albro, who is \vorkiiig \\M} Dr. Potter,

g.ivc a method of ''Analysis of Silicon Co'mponds"

which caiinot here be takciV,jip in detail.

W. R. Molt h.id a paper on' .1 new method of

determining free silicon 'IJy chemically displacing

silver or ctijiper from its solution.

O. P. Watts' paper on the "Metals in Order 01

Their Boiling Points" w'.ts adversely criticised by

Dr. Richards, because so many of the boiling points

had been estimated from itbeir vapor tension when
in alloys. 'i ":

Gustav Gin of Paris, France, forwarded a treatise

un the "Electrometallurgy of Zinc," in which he

FINE EXAMPLE OF OUTLINE LIGHTING IN CINCINNATI. (SEE PAGE 326.)

difficult to make the richer alloys combine with

molten cast-iron. .
.

-

Dr. Richards thought that the graphite electrodes

used in the experiments carried off too much heat

by conduction from the interior of the furnace, and

that amorphous carben electrodes which have a

much lower heat conductivity would have given

higher energy efficiency results.

•~Dr. Richards then gave an abstract of the report

on the experiments made at Sault Ste. Marie, On-
tario, under Canadian government auspices, in the

smelting of Canadian iron ores by the electro-thermic

process. In these experiments Canadian magnetites

rich in magnesia and magnetites, rich in titanium

were successfully smelted with small fuel and elec-

trical energy consumption, producing satisfactory

cast-iron of any desired quality. Dr. Richards

thought that by far too much coke was used. He
liad made calculations on the carbon required for

the various mixtures, and in nearly all cases the

amount of carbon actually present was far in ex-

cess of the requirements for reduction. Analyses

which he made of many of the slags from these

experiments showed in nearly all cases a large quan-
tity of free carbon.

Another point of great interest is that of the total

amount of heat required for the reduction ; one-

third was supplied by the combustion of carbon to

carbon monoxide and two-thirds by the electric en-

ergy. He suggested the use of calcium silicides or

calcium carbide to remove sulphur instead of using
large quantities of lime.

The paper by Dr. H. N. Potter on the subject

of silicon monoxide shelved that a great deal of

work had been done in trying to show whether or

not the compound silicon monoxide exists.

After oxy-gen, silicon is the most abundant ele-

ment in the earth's crust. Up to the present time

the only way in wdiich silicon has ever been proven
to exist in combination with oxygen alone is as the

dioxide—SiO;.

From a pecuhar product which has been pro-

duced in electric furnaces, and recently in large

quantities, by Dr. Potter, there is some evidence

of a second oxide, the monoxide of silicon, SiO.
Dr. Potter discussed his observations on its forma-
tion and analysis and concluded that although

utilizes the induction or transformer electric furnace

to heat an annular bath of molten iron to a tempera-

ture more than 1,300° C, and then allows the zinc

ores to be reduced by this molten iron. The cost

of producing zinc is calculated and found to be con-

siderably less than by the old distillation process.

No results based on actual runs are given.

A paper on "A New Application of Chlorine in

Jletallurgy" was read by C. E. Baker of Cleveland.

The application consists of a dry treatment
^
cf

metallic sulphide ores by dry chlorine gas, a chemical

replacement of the sulphur by chlorine taking place.

This is done in a ball mill, so that the production

of protecting coatings of chlorides is prevented as

well as clodding or balling of the mass.
^
The ma-

terials may or may not require much additional heat-

ing to cause the chemical substitution. The chlorides

are leached out and recovered from solution by
ordinary metallurgical processes. The process ap-

parently has much promise of being valuable in some
cases where ores and chlorine are available.

F. A. J. Fitzgerald presented some notes on the

heat conductivity of carbon. The range of tempera-

tures covered was small and the results quite varia-

ble. Roughly, graphite rods were found to conduct

18 times as well as pressed amorphous carbons.

S-iiTURDAY Morning Session.

Prof. S. A. Tucker of Columbia University pre-

sented some notes on granular carbon resistors, but

as others have noted before, great variability is al-

ways found.
Studies on the silver couloraeter formed the basis

of a highly interesting and valuable contribution to

scientific methods and results presented by Messrs

L. H. Duschak and G. A. Halett, of Princeton Uni-

versity. The electrochemical equivalent of silver was
gone into in detail and shown to be a quantity which,

on account of the many difficulties encountered, can-

not be accurately r^roduced. Consequently, the

silver coulometer is not a device available for stand-

ardizing purposes where the highest degree of ac-

curacy is required. The greatest of care should be

taken to remove all moisture and gases such as

oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen.

A mathematical paper on the induction furnace, by

Gustav Gin, was briefly abstracted by E. F. Roeber.

Dr. Roeber stated that the induction furnace is

iiiL-rely a Iraij.sfornier Willi a large leakage factor

•iiid that the design of these fiirii.ices should be such
'.s to reduce lliai leakage as iiiucli as possible.

Oilier brief papers were given by K. li. Free, of llic

United Stales IJcparlnu'iil of Agriculture, on the

"ICIectrolytic iJetenniiialion of Minute Quantities of
Copper," and by II. W. Gillett on a method of

separating copper and silver by varying the cell

voltage.

The name "Monox" has been given by Dr. H, N.
Poller, of the Wcsiinghoiise rcscarcli dcparlment, to

bis iicw commercial cleclric fiirn.acc product. It

consists of a mixture of very finely divided silicon

(probably in llie amorphous st.ttc), silicon monoxide
and silicon dioxide, with traces of silicon carbide
and metals. The particles are as fine as the finest

laiii|ililack. The true density of the particles is 2.24,

but the material is so (liifTy that the product weighs
but 2'/i pounds to a cubic fool. When freshly pre-

pared it burns readily with emission of little light

but much heat. When old it burns with great difli-

culty in air but readily in oxygen. It decomposes
water when fresh. It dissolves in caustic alkalies

with liberation of hydrogen, and is also attacked by
aqueous .solutions of hydrofluoric .acid. Anhydrous
hydrofluoric acid attacks it also. When treated with
this acid it is difficult to get a sample containing
over go per cent, silicon (the oxides being attacked
by the acid). .Sodium peroxide and most other
oxidizing agents attack it with violence.

Monox absorbs water readily and remains sus-
pended for long periods. It occludes gases readily.

It is charged electrostatically on the slightest fric-

tional provocation, the charge being strongly nega-
tive.

Monox has a wide range of uses, primarily as a
paint pigment. Being inert it is of great value as

a rust retarder. As an ink filler it is said to give
excellent results. For filtering gases, for special

cases of lubrication and for ceramic glazes, it gives
promise of becoming a standard product.
Monox is made in a vacuum furnace from carbon

and silica, or carborundum and silica.

SiO= -f C= SiO -1- CO
C + SiC -I- SiO,= 2SiO 4- 2CO

The- monoxide is formed as a vapor which is con-
densed by sudden expansion in a large chamber over
the furnace, removed through flues and caught in

a bag. The vacuum is produced by a rotary vacuum
pump. Water-cooled expansion and seahng joints

have been designed so that rubber gaskets may be
used. No details of dimensions of the furnace were
given in the abstract,

A. S. Cushman of the United States Department
of Agriculture gave a highly interesting presenta-
tion of .:!n electrolytic theory of the corrosion of
iron, which, in brief, is that inasm.uch as commer-
cial irons and steels are known to be non-homo-
geneous materials, there are potential differences set

up between the non-homogenous portions when a

mass of iron or steel is in the presence of any
electrolyte. These differences of potential cause
local or eddy currents to be set up and thus, ac-
cording to the laws of electrolysis, decomposition
of the electrolyte and, concomitantly, corrosion of
the iron Occurs.

The theory is beautifully illustrated by means of

a solution wdiich W. H. Walker and A. S. Cushman
jointly worked out. This consists of an electrolyte

which causes corrosion of iron readily, and which
contains phenolphthalein and ferricyanide of potas-
sium. The solution indicates immediately the place

where iron goes into solution and where the electric

currents enter the metal again. The ferricyanide
turns blue where iron goes into solution, and the

phenolphthalein turns red where the current passes
from^e solution into the metal._
These results and . the theory point to various

methods of preventing corrosion. This is, first, to

produce homogeneous metal if possible, and where
this is not possible to stop corrosion by other means,
such as making it "passive." Passive iron is ob-
tained under certain conditions by treating the sur-

face with oxidizing agents, after which it resists

corrosion temporarily. When the surface is so pre-
pared, a protective paint can be applied which con-
tains a small quantity of this passifying agent
Bichromate of sodium will cause iron to become

passive, and Dr. Cushman cited that remarkably
good results have been obtained in a certain gal-

vanizing plant by immersing the iron in a bichromate
solution between tlie pickling and galvanizing-stages.

Manganese was cited as one of the elements which
causes non-homogeneous metals, and by its almost
complete removal great improvements were raaae
in the quality of sheet steel.

Other papers which could not be presented for
lack of time were by the followdng-named : Dr. Her-
man Schlundt, "Electroscopic Determination of
Radium in Some Tufa at Hot Springs, Ark.

:"

Dr. H. E. Patten, "Electrolytic Reduction of Nitric

Acid;" Dr. Henry S. Carhardt and F. J. Mellen-
camp, "A Further Contribution to the Study of Con-
centration Cells ;" Dr. Louis Kahlenberg, "On the
Nature of Electrolytic Conductors;" P. B. Sadtler.

'"Physio-chemical Notes on the Alkali Aluminates ;"

J. W. Turrentine, "Action of Ammonium Per-
sulphates on Metals :" O. W. Brown and R. R.
Sayers. "The Treatment of Storage Battery Ele-
ments Before Putting Them Out of Commission ;"

M. G. Floyd, "Note on the Use of the Capillary
Electrometer for -Alternating Voltage."
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A Motor-generator Set with Flywheel
for Mine Hoist.

By H. H. Clark.

The following is a brief description of a unique

and interesting electrical hoisting equipment re-

cently built by the General Electric Company for

the Kendall Gold Mining Company of Kendall,

Mont. The requirements which this outfit had to

meet were similar to those encountered in most
mine-hoist installations.

FIG. I. "^'horsepower INPUT TO MINE HOIST WITH
UNBALANCED OPERATION,

This hoisting equipment was designed to raise

2,000 pounds of ore from a i,ooo-foot level every

103 seconds when operating two drums, and every

170 seconds when a single drum only was in opera-
tion.

The mine shaft has two compartments, and ex-

tends vertically to a depth of i,oco feet. Two cylin-

drical drums are used, wliich are provided with the

usual clutches for individual and combined running,

each drum operating a compartment in which the

weight of the rope is always balanced by an indi-

vidual tail rope, whether the other compartment is

working or not. This rope is one inch in diam-
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FIG. 2. HORSEPOWER INPUT TO MINE HOIST WITH
BALANCED OPERATION.

eter, and weighs 1.6 pounds per foot, the hoisting

speed being 1,000 feet per minute. Each compart-
ment is supplied with one skip weighing 1,400

pounds, and having a capacity of 2,000 pounds of
ore.

Figs. I and 2 show the theoretical curves of

horsepower input to the hoist, both when running
one compartment (unbalanced operation) and two
compartments (balanced operation). From these
cur\*es the unusual demand which occurs during
the period of acceleration is made very apparent.

FIG. 3. MOTOR-GENERATOR SET WITH FLYWHEEL.

The capacity of the generating station being some-
what limited, the large rush of current incident to

starting and accelerating the hoist tends to produce
undesirable voltage fluctuations in the system, and
the equipment here described was designed to elimi-

nate this trouble and improve the regulation of the
line.

To this end an outfit was supplied which permits
of the most perfect speed control, allowing the

Fig. 5 gives a good idea of the regulating motor
and the water rheostat which it operates.
The voltage of the exciter is maintained at 3

constant value during the speed variation of the
motor-generator set by means of a Tirrill regulator.

Referring once more to Figs, i and 2, attention
is called to the curve which shows the kilovolt-
ampere input to the induction motor when a fly-

wheel generator set is used. In these curves the
undesirable starting peak has entirely disappeared

;

it was to secure this result that this equipment was
designed.

Fig. 6 shows the curves of current input to the
hoist motor and induction motor that were obtained
from actual test, carried on at the works of the
General Electric Company under conditions of load
approximating, as nearly as possible, those which
the set would be required to meet after installation

at the mine. This figure shows very clearly indeed
how well the automatic devices, perform the duty
required of them, keeping the demand on the line

practically constant, while the hoisting motor was
called upon for several times its full-load capacity.
This equipment has now been installed for sev-

eral months, and is operating to the complete sat-

isfaction of the purchasers.—From the General
Electric Review.

FIG. 5. REGULATING MOTOR AND WATER RHEOSTAT.

load to be accelerated as rapidly or as gradually

as desired. The equipment was also supplied with

a means of equalizing the demand upon the power
system, so that instead of being intermittent in

character it is practically constant.

The system of control has the further great ad-

vantage of electrically braking the load in a manner
which not only gives complete control over the

retardation ol the moving parts of the hoist, but
also returns a considerable portion of their kinetic

energy to the flywheel.

The hoist equipment comprises a shunt-w-ound

direct-current motor, arranged to be geared to the

hoisting drums, the motor receiving its power from
a motor-generator set driven from the main power
system. This set, as is very clearly shown in Fig.

3. consists of an induction motor, and a direct-cur-

rent generator, with a flywheel swung between
them, and a direct-current exciter overhung at one
end of the set. The function of this latter machine

Trarsatlantic Wireless Communication.
According to the daily newspapers, October 17th

was marked by the beginning of regular trans-

atlantic communication by means of wireless teleg-

raphy. After years - of experimental work the

Marconi station? at Clifden, in Ireland, and at

Glace Bay, Nova Scotia, were read}' for commer-
cial service. The first message sent from Canada

was addressed to the London Standard by Sir

Wilfred Laurier. It was as follows

:

"Standard, London, Eng. ; Welcome new bond

between Britain and Canada, one more triiimph for

empire and science. Wilfred Laurier."

The first message from Ireland was sent to the

New York Times by Lord Avebury, formerly Sir

John Lubbock. It ran thus;

'T trust that the introduction of the wireless will

more closely unite the people of the United States

and Great Britain, who seem to form one nation,

though under two governments, and whose inter-

ests are -really identical. Avebury."

A large number of similar messages were sent

and these with a considerable number of press
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A Is Current Input of Hoist Motor. B Is Current Input of Induction Motor of Motor-Generator Set.

FIG. 6. CURVES OF CURRENT INPUT TO MOTORS.

KIC. J. DIAGKAU OF CONNECTIONS OP FLYWHEEL
MOTORW^ENERATOR HOISTING EQtJIPMENT.

is to excite the field of the generator and that

of the direct-current hoist motor. The speed and
direction of rotation of the latter machine is con-
trolled by varying the field strength of the direct-

current generator by means of a rheostatic con-
troller, which is conveniently located for the hoist

operator.

In this set the induction motor is a three-phase
6o-cycle form-M variable-speed machine, while the
direct-current generator is provided with commu-
tating poles, and is designed for operating with a
very weak field at all loads.

Fig. 4 shows the diagram of connections of the
complete equipment.
The flywheel is a steel casting, machined all over

and perfectly balanced; it weighs about 12,000
pounds and operates at a peripheral speed of about
18,000 feet per minute. The wheel is used to store
energy when the hoist is not in operation, and is

called upon to give up this energy when the de-
mand on the line is at a maximum.

In order to obtain this effect on the part of the
flywheel of alternately storing and surrendering
energy, the induction motor is arranged for vari-
able-speed operation, changes in speed being auto-
matically controlled by the variation of the main-
line current, wliich is led through a small three-
phase regulating motor operating a water rheostat
in series with the secondary winding of the motor.
The torque which is produced by the full-load

value of the main-line current in the windings of
the regulating motor is exactly balanced by tlie

weight of the moving parts of the water rheostat,

so that there is no change in the resistance that
is in scries with the rotor V'inding of the motor-
generator set so long as the motor is taking full-

load current. If, however, it should demand more
or less, there is an immediate movement of the
water rheostat, tending to accelerate or retard the

speed of the motor-generator set to such a point
that the induction motor once more takes full load,

and the movement of the water rheostat is stopped.

dispatches made a total of about 10,000 words for

the first day's work. Mr. IMarconi was repeatedly

congratulated on the triumph of his system. He
stated that he does not regard the new service as

a competitor with the cable lines at present. He
intends to continue investigations to enlarge the

capacity and otherwise perfect the system..-.

For the present the stations will be open only

from 8 a. m. to 8 p. m., and the traffic will be con-

fined almost entirely to press dispatches. The rates

for the service are much below the cable rates. Al-

though some messages were sent nearly five years

ago between the stations at Glace Baj' and Poldhu,

in Cornwall, this, it is declared, marks the be-

ginning of a regular wireless service on a com-

mercial scale with perfected apparatus.

A Fine Example of Outline Lighting.

In the illustration on page 325 is shown an

interesting example of outline lighting in the city

of Cincinnati. The building which is thus made
so conspicuous at night is the department store of

the Mabley & Carew Company. In outlining the

structure 5,500 four-candlcpower incandescent elec-

tric lamps arc used, while the sign requires about

500 more. The outlining lamps arc spaced about

10 inches apart at the bottom of the building, but

higher up they arc placed farther apart, to give

Ihc observer on the street level the impression that

the spacing is uniform. The installation is on

flat-rate contract with ihe Union Gas and Electric

Company of Cincinnati, and the lights burn from

dusk until midnight every night. The work was

designed and executed by the Union Gas and

Electric Company. The wiring is all done in iron

pipe, and the daylight appearance is also attractive.
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Steam Turbines of 70,000 Horsepower
for Mauretanici.

Ill view of the rccord-brrakinR performance of

licr sister sliip Ihc Lusitania, llie sleam-tiirljiiie

cqiiipinent of llie recently launched M'aurctania is

of iiniisnal interest. This etinipment is of no less

than 70,000 horsepower in capacity. The accoin-

paiiyiiig pictures show portions of the Mauretania's

KiRantic steam turbines while they were in the

sliops of the Wallscnd Slipway and Engineering

A PORTION OF THE MAURETANIA S STEAM-TURBINE
EQUIPMENT.

Company, Newcastlc-on-Tync, England. The pic-

tures were obtained by Mr, W. H. Whiteside, presi-

dent of the Allis-Chalmers Company, Milwaukee,

and the turbines shown are of the same general

type as those built by that company for service on

land. When the photographs were taken the tur-

bines were under inspection by a party of British

Admiralty Lords and their friends.

Electric Current in a New Transforma-
tion Role.

A correspondent of the Western Electrician sends

the following account of a peculiar incident

:

"Geo. W. Eberhardt, superintendent of the mu-
nicipal electric- light plant of Lawrenceburg, Ind., has

brought suit against the Cincinnati, Lawrenceburg
and Aurora Traction Company to recover $100 dam-
ages on a peculiar complaint. . According to Mr.
Eberhardt's storj', he is the possessor of a cow
whose color was black until a broken trolley wire

of the defendant company fell upon her back,

knocking her to the ground as if shot. The animal,

however, arose to her feet again and was driven

home, where she continued to tremble for three

days, at which time it was discovered that a peculiar

transformation was taking place. The animal, once

coal black, is now turned to white. Two theories

are advanced ; one is that the change of color is due
to fright, the other to the electric shock. The cow
has given no milk since being shocked, although she

is in good health otherwise. The damages claimed

is for the loss of the milk."

Commonwealth-Edison Consolidation.

An opinion from the office of the corporation

counsel, given at the request of the committee on
gas, oil and electric light of the Chicago City

Council, finds that the recent consolidation of the

Chicago Edison Company and the Commonwealth
Electric Company is entirely legal. As a necessary

A PORTION OF THE MAURETANIa'S STEAM-TURBINE
EQUIPMENT.

result, it is contended, the Commonwealth Edison
Company must pay compensation of three per cent.

on gross business of both companies, as the com-
pany will operate under the Commonwealth fran-

chise. Heretofore the Edison business paid no
compensation, as its franchise had no such clause.

Directors of the Commonwealth Edison Company
have declared the regular quarterly dividend of

1% per cent, on the capital stock, payable Novem-
ber 1st to stockholders of that date, and payable
thereafter to persons subsequently becoming stock-

holders of record through the exchange of their

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Chicago Edison stock for certificates of the Com-
iiionwcallli Edison Company. The directors also
declared a dividend at the rale of eight per cent,

per niinuni of the period from .Se|iteinber 10 lo
Novemlier I,' 1907, upon the .amount of first in-

stallment paid in on account of the Chicago Edison
Company stock subscriptions, which shall bo repre-
sented by subscription receipts outstanding Novem-
ber I, KJ07.
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for three days at s.ooo revolutions a minute failed
10 penetrate such a plate, alilioiigh it was but one
millimeter thick, while the drill was much worn.
A British patent has been obtained for making

writing pens from tantaUiiii, whose hardness, elas-
ticity and rtsistance to corrosion would seem to fit

it well for such use. The principal use for tan-
talum, however, is for making the new incandes-
cent-lamp filaments, which arc meeting considerable
success.

Single-phase 1 5-cycle High-speed
Electric Locomotive.

In the accompanying illustration is shown the

Westinghouse single-phase is-cycle high-speed loco-

motive, built for demonstration purposes and ex-

hibited at the Atlantic City convention of the

American Street and Intcrurb'an Railway Associa-

tion last week. The unit is one-half of an articu-

lated type locomotive designed to handle a 400-ton

passenger train. Each of the two units comprising
the locomotive is complete in itself. The motors
are of the well-known Westinghouse gcarless type.

The motors and transformers arc cooled by forced

ventilation.

The principal data of the complete locomotive
are as follows

:

Weight, total 140 tons
Weight on each of the four drivers 50,000 lbs.

Weight on each of the two-pony trucks. .40,000 lbs.

Weight on each motor 19,500 lbs.

Diameter of drivers 72 in.

Diameter of pilot wheels 36 in.

Wheel base, total (half locomotive) 20 ft. 7 in.

Wheel base, rigid 7 ft. 6 in.

A Comedy of Errors In Milwaukee.
Comptroller Paul Bcchtncr of Milwaukee, Wis.,

is threatened with mandamus proceedings by one
of the aldermen to compel him to countersign cer-

tain council measures looking to the establishment
of a municipal lighting plant. Mr. Bechtner char-
acleri^tcs the municipal lighting proceedings as a
comedy of errors, and he intends lo see to it that
all proceedings arc absolutely legal and business-
like before he gives his consent lo measures in-

volving an expenditure of more than a million dol-

lars. In 1904 the people of the city authorized the
expenditure of $500,000 for a city-owned lighting
plant, but the present plans, it is said, would reach
$1,000,000. Furthermore the comptroller says the
people have changed their minds and do not want
a city plant since the new state law has made the
lighting rates of the company lower than what it

would cost the city to produce the light.

Railway Signal Association.

The annual convention of the Railway Signal
Association this year was held in Milwaukee, the
sessions extending over three days. Addresses,
reports and papers along the lines of railway •

SINGLE-PHASE ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE ON EXHIBITION AT ATLANTIC CITV.

Wheel base, pony truck 6 ft. 2 in. signaling service were heard. The annual banquet
Length over bumpers (half locomotive) . .31 ft. at the Hotel Pfister combined social and scientific

Height of locomotive 13 ft. 4 in. features and was attended by 274 members and
Width of locomotive 10 ft. guests of the organization. The first speaker was
Number of motors per locomotive 4 President J. A. Peabody, signal engineer of the
H. P. of each motor (one-hour rating) 500 Chicago and Northwestern Railway. He was fol-

H. P. of each motor (maximum) Soo lowed by A. H. Rudd, signal engineer of the
H. P. of each motor (cont. cap.) 375 Pennsylvania Railroad. Other speakers and their

H. P. of each locomotive (maximum) 3,200 subjects were: W. A. Gardner, "The Relation of

Tractive effort of loco, (max.) 40,000 lbs. Signaling to Railway Operations;" E. Morse, "Re-
Tractive effort of loco, (at i hr. rating) .. 14,700 lbs. lation of the People to the Railroads;" C. A. Dun-
Tractive effort of loco, (at cont. cap.) 9,200 lbs. ham, "Duties of the Signal Engineer;" E. W. Mc-
Speed, miles per hr. (at i hr. rating) 51 Kenna, "The Duty of the Railroads Toward Safe

Speed, miles per hr. (at con. rating) 61 Transportation of Persons and Freight."

Voltage on trolley 11,000 After selecting Washington, D. C, as the meeting

Voltage on each motor 275 place for next year's convention, the following
officers were elected : President, A. H. Rudd,
signal engineer of the Pennsylvania Railroad, Phil-

Tantalum, adelphia; senior vice-president, L. R. Clausen,

. J u ,. j: «v.r- 1 T) ( Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway, Mil-An advance chapter from Mineral Resources of ^^^^^^ -^^ vice-president, H. S. Balliet, Grand
the United States Calendar Year 1906, by Frank

^-^^j^^, ^^^^-^^^ ^^^^ york; secretary and treasurer,
L. Hess, geologist for the United States Geologica ^ (~ Rosenberg, Lehigh Valley Railroad, Beth-
Survey, gives some interesting facts about the metal lehem Pa
tantalum.

'

The principal ores of tantalum are tantalite and
columbite (a combination of iron, tantalum and Nashville Voters Reject Municipal Own-
columbium), which occur in pegmatites, or coarse ership.
granites. In the United States tantalum ore may ...

, , r ^t u -n t- j ^ j ,- * lP ; , , , , . ,., „,„f„„t „„,„+;,.„ ;„ tiio A dispatch from Nashville, Tenn., dated October
be found probably in the greatest quantity in the '^ '

.
. ' , .

,

Blaclc Hills of South Dakota. In 1906 one mass J^th, says: In a regular municipal election the

weighing 600 pounds was discovered. A small lot Nashville public has voted down municipal owner-

was shipped to Germany from Canyon, Colo., dur- ship of its electric-lighting system. Although this

ing the year, and small shipments have also been feature was the leading issue in the platform of the

made from M'itchell County, N. C. successful candidate for mayor, w-ho carried every

This metal has some remarkable properties. It ward and received more than three times the vote

is not attacked by hydrochloric, nitric or sulphuric of his opponent, the vote stood 1,353 against mu-
acids, aqua regia, or alkaline solutions. It can nicipal ownership and S60 for it. The measure was
be drawn into fine wire having a tensile strength designed to not only substitute the serv'ice of a

greater than soft steel. A red-hot lump of tan- municipal plant, for which $400,000 of bonds were
talum may be at once hammered into a plate to be issued, for that of the Nashville Raihvay and
which, on repeated rehammering, becomes as hard Light company, but to establish competition in com-
as diamond. A diamond drill running continuously mercial lighting."
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egg is full of meat is the report of the committee

on maintenance and inspection of electric-railway

equipment, presented to the American Street and

Interurban Railway Engineering Association at

Atlantic City last week, and a portion of which

is presented in this issue of the Western Elec-

trician. We congratulate the committee, of which

Mr. John Lindall of Boston is chairman, with

Messrs. W. D. Wright, E. T. Munger and L. L.

Smith as fellow members, on an accomplishment of

real usefulness, the result of hard and honest work.

There should be a clearing-house for the various

electrical societies, state and national, so that an

arrangement could be made to avoid conflicts of

dates. Suppose the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers, National .Electric Light Association,

Illuminating Engineering Society and Edison As-

sociation should hold their annual conventions

during the same week.
,
The number of electrical

men who would wish earnestly to be in two or

three places at once would be large. The co-

incidence imagined is not likely to happen, but

only last ' week the street-railway conventions and

the general meeting of the American Electrochem-

ical Society .were held on overlapping days. Oc-

casionally two important state conventions are held

in the same week, to the inconvenience of those

who might attend both. With a suitable inter-

change of views there is no doubt that a sequence

, of conventions could be arranged easily.
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Standardization of electrical equipment, par-

ticularly of electric-railway equipment, received a

decided impetus by the adoption of a carefully pre-

pared report on this subject by the American Street

and Interurban Railway Association at its conven-

tion of last week. The report was first adopted by

the subsidiary Engineering Association, and then

confirmed by the parent body. Standards were

recommended for car axles, journals, journal bear-

ings, journal boxes, brake shoes, brake-shoe heads

and keys, wheel treads and wheel flanges. Various

sizes are provided and alternative designs are

submitted. But, as one of the delegates remarked,

two styles of brake shoes, for instance, are better

than twenty. The report is a tangible evidence of

a concerted 'desire for improvement, and is one of

the best pieces of work ever done by the associa-

tion. It now remains for the companies gradually

to take steps to carry it into effect. As one gentle-

man remarked, "We can come here and talk till

we are black in the face, but if the report is

pigeonholed, nothing will come of it all !" An en-

tering wedge is at hand for the general standardi-

zation of electric-railway equipment, and the oper-

ating companies should avail themselves of the

opportunity.

In his annual address at Atlantic City last week

President John I. Beggs of the American Street

and Interurban Railway Association took a de-

pressing and perhaps rather extreme view of the

relations of public-service corporations and the

communities which they serve. In part, this is

what he said

:

"It is to be earnestly regretted that we cannot

report more favorable conditions existing between

many of the companies and the communities in

which they operate. This is largely owing to the

continued unreasonable, vindictive and demagogic

attitude of many of the public officials and poli-

ticians in the various locaHties where our com-

panies operate, the only stock in trade possessed

by many of these officials and politicians being

their unprincipled attack upon public-service corpo-

rations, most of them following the examples set

in higher places, but with less ability, the result

being that we arc passing through the most try-

ing period that the managers and investors in

these properties have ever experienced. While

I believe that this wave of unreasoning prejudice,

denunciation and unwise legislation is at its crest,

if it has not already commenced to recede, never-

theless it is a period when the greatest ability,

courage, perseverance and patience are required

successfully to withstand the abuse and attacks from

all sides that arc heaped upon those charged with

the trying, exacting and perplexing responsibilities

incident to operating public utilities at any time,

but particularly in times such as wc are now pass-

ing through."

Until this condition of affairs is remedied, said

Mr. Beggs, it will be almost impossible to obtair.

additional capital to make e.xtensions. This con-

dition is likely to continue "until the several states

provide for the creation and appointment of com-

missions with power intelligently and impartially

to investigate and regulate the conditions of oper-

ation and the charges to be made by public-service

corporations, and remove them from the exploita-

tion of local politicians, whose principal business

is generally to play to the galleries by attacking

everything done by a public-utilit>^ corporation,

whether right or wrong."

Regulation by state commissions is, then, the

remedy, to be hoped for, always provided, of course,

that the regulation is broad-minded and reason-

able, or of that "live-and-let-live" kind of • which

some people with a longing for justice and fair

deahng speak in old-fashioned phrase. In this con-

clusion Mr. Beggs is at one, we believe, with most

thoughtful students of the problem. But it is to be

remembered that there are two sides to the ques-

tion ; the people are the ultimate masters of the

situation, of course. It is to be hoped that their

servants in public office are not everywhere so

unworthy as the type of politicians which Mr.

Beggs denounces in such vigorous language.

Transatlantic "wireless" is an assured fact, if

we are to believe the daily newspapers, and their

good faith in making the announcement can hardly

be doubted. So far only press messages have been

transmitted, we believe, and it will be remembered
that once "before a transatlantic wireless press serv-

ice was heralded by a great London daily, but

after a few dispatches had been received and

printed there was a complete slump. Perhaps the

present undertaking will be more successful, and

will be permanent. It is quite likely, for it is the

result of experiments now continued for a number

of years.

The question in relation to long-distance radio-

telegraphy is not so much whether it can be made

to work as whether it will work continuously and

reliably under all sorts of conditions and with

reasonable speed. It remains to be seen whether

the present service is to prove a permanent, useful

addition to the world's means of communication.

We hope so, for it will be a great achievement.

But "wireless," with its brilliant record, has also

furnished some disappointments, and it is curious,

if it is commercially practicable, why it is not in

daily use over narrow arms of the sea, such, for

instance, as those separating England and France

or Florida and Cuba.

Atlantic City may be the meeting place of the

American Street and Interurban Railway Associa-

tion for five years to come if an offer of the

Hotel Men's Association of that city is accepted.

The Atlantic City people point out that one of

the amusement piers is to be remodeled, and if

the association will agree to use it for the next

five years this pier will be rebuilt as a very large,

convenient and up-to-date exhibition structure, with

about all facilities for making exhibits, even of

heavy machinery, that can be imagined. Presum-

ably the same proposition has been laid before

other societies making large exhibits, such as the

Master Car Builders. In many ways it is a tempt-

ing offer. Atlantic City is a seaside resort, with

a fine beach and an' attractive climate. It has

ample and very excellent hotel acconmiodalions.

People who go to Atlantic City arc generally glad

to repeat the visit. It is not too far north or too

far south ; the one serious objection is that it is

too far east; geographically, it is at the edge of

a very large country, Once in a while the western

people like to join the throng on the Board Walk

in Atlantic City, but to ask them to spend the

money and time to go year after year for five

years is asking a good deal. This is the draw-

back to the proposal now under consideration, and

we hope the executive committee of the American

Street and Interurban Railway Association will

give it careful consideration.
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5TREET=RAILWAY CONVENTIONS AT ATLANTIC CITY.
Willi ail atlciulaiicc uf o\cr J,uuu llic aiiiuial cuii

iniliiiii of the AniiTican Street aiul Inlcrarban Rail-

way Association and of its alTiliated organizations

of acconntaiits, cnpinecrs and claim agents, held

in Atlantic City last week, was a groat sncccss. The
cxliiliitinn on the Steel l*ier was the best the asso-

fialion, or its allied hotly, the Maiinfactiirers' As-

Mii'iation, has ever held, and that is saying a great

ileal. An important report on the standardization

of axles, jonrnal boxes, brake shoes, car wheels and
other devices was adopted. It was decided to form

a new anxiliary association to have to do with

transportation, traflic, general operation and the

like. Calvin G. Goodrich of Minneapolis was
elected president of the parent association. Reports

of the proceedings follow in some detail.

American Street and Interurban Rail-

way Association.

Tlie 1907 convention of the .'\inerican Street and
liiteniriian Railway Association was held on the

Steel Pier, .\tlnntic City, N. }., on October i6th,

I7lh and iStb. The first session w-as held on
Wednesday morning. October i6th, with President

John I. Beggs of Milwaukee in the chair. Mayor
Stoy of Atlantic City welcomed the association,

and then Mr. Beggs delivered the president's ad-

dress.

President Beggs' Address (in Part).

During the year the secretary and treasurer has
more than maintained the record made during the
preceding year, in the amount and value of the

work turned out of his office, and it is with great

pleasure that I bear testimony to bis untiring en-

ergy and efficiency. From the statistics gathered
together in the secretary's office he has been en-

abled, during the year, to render valuable service

to a number of companies holding membership in

our association. That these services have been of
great value and highly appreciated is evidenced by
the fact that one of the companies to whom this

service was rendered sent to the secretary and
treasurer a check for a substantial amount in

recognition of his work. This check the secretary
and treasurer voluntarily and properly returned
to the company, which prompts me to suggest that
in eases where the companies feel that the service
they have obtained from the office of the associa-

tion is of great value to them, that it would not be
amiss for them to make a contribution direct to

the association, to be used in enlarging the scope
of its work.

I believe that additional effectiveness could be
given to the oflSce of the secretary and treasurer
at a minimum of cost if the working position of
the secretar3'ship of the several affiliated associa-

tions—I mean particularly the accounting, the engi-

neering and the claim agents—were placed in the
office of the secretary and treasurer of the Ameri-
can association, and that the position of secretary
of those three associations should be an honorary
position. This would enable a statistician and addi-

tional clerical force to be emplo3"ed in the perma-
nent office of the association, this work being done
by one of the assistants of Professor Swenson, and
the honorary position held like the other execu-
tive offices of this association.

It is gratifying to be able to report that, not-
withstanding the increase in the dues, all of the
larger companies who are called upon for the larger

amount of dues have continued their membership
in the association, and that the total membership
at the close of our fiscal year, September 30, 1907,
was 227, as compared with 200 at the beginning of
our fiscal year, October i, igoS, and that notwith-
standing the expenses of the association increased
during the year to the extent of $2,991.75, the

balance to the credit of the association at the be-
ginning of the ensuing fiscal year, October i, 1907,
h $6,137.95, as against $6,976.90 12 months pre-
vious. The associate membership in 1906 was 113;
in 1907 it is 148, a gain of 35.

In order thai 3-0U may better comprehend the
solicitude that your officers feel respecting the ne-
cessity of administering the financial affairs of this

association with care, I might state that the re-

ceipts of the association for the last fiscal year
were $24,724.77 and that the expenses, kept down
as they w^ere. amounted to $25,563.72. This asso-
ciation should have annual dues coming in to an
amount of from $30,000 to $35,000 per annum in

order to enable it to perform the work in the man-
ner it should be done to the greatest advantage of
the association, which means its individual mem-
bers ; and it is in line w^ith inaking this amount
of money go as far as possible that I suggest this

consolidation of the salaried officers of the various
affiliated associations.

Passing from the business affairs of the associa-
tion to that of the companies holding membership
therein, it is to be earnestly regretted that we
cannot report more favorable conditions existing
between many of the companies and the com-
munities in which they operate, largely owing to

llie cuiainued uiirca.iunable, vindictive and deiiia-

gogic allitiide of many of the public officials and
politicians in the various localities where our com-
panies operate, the only slock in Iraile possessed
by many of these officials and politicians being their

unprincipled alt;(ck upon public-service corporations,
most of them following the examples set in liigiier

places, but with less ability, the result being that
wc arc passing through the most trying period that
the managers and investors in these iiroperties

have ever experienced. While I believe that this

wave of unreasoning prejudice, denunciation and
unwise legislation is at its crest, if it has not
already commenced to recede, nevertheless it is a
period when the greatest ability, courage, persever-
ance and palience are retpiired successfully to with-
stand the abuse and ;ilt.'icks from all sides that
arc heaped upon those charged with the trying,
exacting and perplexing responsibilities incident to
operating public utilities at any time, but particu-
larly in times such as we are now passing through.
No consideration appears to he given to the fact

that while every element entering into the opi-ra-
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tion and maintenance of electric railways and other
public utilities has greatly increased in cost, we
not only cannot increase the charges for the service
rendered, but in many cases unjustifiable and un-
reasonable demands are made for reductions in

charges for the service rendered, notwithstanding
the amount possible to be earned upon the capital

invested does not exceed, and in many instances
does not equal, the amount that could be realized

on investments in mortgages or other classes of
property not subject to the risks incident to in-

vestment in public utilities ; and this has become
so marked that I venture the prediction that, until

a very radical change is worked in the minds of
the general public, it will be almost impossible to

obtain additional capital to make the extensions
and additions necessary to give to the cities and
towns the' transportation and other public utilities

the facilities their increasing growth and the de-

mand for better equipment and service constantly
renders necessary. This condition is, in my opin-
ion, likely to continue until the several states pro-

vide for the creation and appointment of commis-
sions with power intelligently and impartially to

investigate and regulate the conditions of operation

and the charges to be made by public-service cor-

porations, and remove them from the exploitation

of local politicians, whose principal business is

generally to play to the galleries, by attacking
everything done by a public-utility corporation,

whether right or wrong.
The magnitude of the business of the street,

suburban and interurban electric railways of the

country' may be judged by the fact that at the

close of the year 1906 the total capital liabilities

of these companies in the United States amounted
to $3,765,317,875, being an increase of practically

$400,000,000 during the year 1506. The total mile-

age of these roads at the close of 1906 was about

36.932, an increase of 3.782 miles during the year.

It gives me great pleasure and satisfaction to

bear testimony to the good work done by our
affiliated associations, which will be evident to any-
one attending their meetings or reading their pro-
ceedings.

A matter of great importance, and one which I

do not think has been given that degree of atten-

tion w'hich it merits, by a large number of our
companies or this association, is that of depreciation
and amortization, and I feel that it is high time
that the companies recognized the vital importance
of this question and took means to set aside funds
to provide for the continual w^ear that is going
on and for which no provision is being made.

I commend to your consideration the advisability
of revising to some extent the schedule of dues as
provided for in the constitution adopted two years
ago. Some of the larger companies feel that the
amount they are called upon to pay is out of pro-
portion to the value they receive as compared to
the advantages of the association to the" smaller
companies.

I suggest that there should be some official

recognition given to the gentlemen who have per-
formed the work of presidents, for no one has any
idea of the amount of work there is to be done

""111 he has passed through it, 1 have therefore
suggested thai llic past-prcsidcntii should he con-
stituted honorary niemhers of the executive com-
niitlee, but without a vole therein, in order that
this association ni.1y continue to avail itself of their
position as rcprcseniative men in this buslnett.-

Gknkjiai, Businkss.
The report of Secretary anil Treasurer B. -V.

Swenson was presented and approved.
The report of the executive committee was then

presented. It consisted of the minutes of the vari-
ous meetings of the committee held during the
year. It also was approved.
The possibility of holding the convention every

year at Atlantic City for at least the next five years,
in consideration of the erection of a new pier for
the convention and exhibition by local interests,
was broached, but no action was taken at this
session.

Brief addresses were made by the presidents of
the affiliated organizations. C. L. S. Tinglcy, sec-
ond vice-president of the American Railways Com-
pany, Philadelphia, spoke for the Accountants. He
referred to the importance of discussing deprecia-
tion. II. H. Adams, superintendent of shops of the
United Railways and Electric Company of Balti-
more, followed as the president of the Engineering
Association. Mr. Adams dwelt on the importance
of the work of the standardization committee of
his association. He said the report had been
adopted, but if it was to be pigeonholed the work
of the committee would be of no avail. H. C.
Bradley, claim agent of the Chicago Union Trac-
tion Company, addressed the convention on behalf
of the Claim Agents, and James H. McGraw of
New York spoke as president of the Afanufactur-
ers' Association. Mr. McGraw said the Atlantic
City exhibition was the best in the history of his
association. There was 75.000, square feet covered
with the displays of 210 exhibitors.

President Beggs announced that the membership
of the parent association, including new members
just admitted, stood at 243.
An invitation to hold the next convention at As-

bury Park was received.

In order to carry into effect President Beggs'
recommendation, C. D. Wyman offered the follow-
ing amendment to the by-laws : "The entire charge
and management of the affairs of the association
shall be in the hands of the executive committee,
which shall consist of the president, the vice-presi-

dents and one member appointed by each affiliated

association and all the past-presidents of the Amer-
ican Street and Interurban Railway Association and
its predecessor, the American Street Railway Asso-
ciation, these past-presidents to be honorary mem-
bers of the executive committee, but without power
to vote at meetings of the committee. The execu-
tive committee shall make arrangements for carrV'-

ing out the objects of the association." This
amended by-law was adopted.
From the committee on subjects, Richard Mc-

Culloch recommended that the new committee on
subjects be appointed at the present convention.
This new committee should lay out the programme
for igoS at once, so that the work of selecting au-
thors for the papers, which is the principal work
of the committee, may be entered upon without
delay.

John W. Corning presented the report of the
committee on car wiring. He showed how the com-
mittee had been able to obtain modifications in the
underwriters' requirements for car wiring. Ques-
tions in relation to car heaters and bonding in car
houses are still pending. On the relation of the
underw-riters and the electrical interests President
Beggs said

:

"We recognize, those of us who are charged with
the administration of these large properties, not
only in the street-railway business, but in that
of electric lighting as well, that our interests and
those of the underwriters are absolutely mutual.
There have been many exacting regulations formu-
lated by the underwriters in past years simply be-
cause those who understood better the hazards and
the method of preventing fires in our properties
were not sufficiently frank with the underwriters.
There should be no difference if the underwriters
can show- to those charged with the care of these
properties that a certain method or way of wiring
or protecting them is better. Whj', we are the
direct beneficiaries, not the fire companies alone,
because we cannot afiford to have a fire."

Standardization.

On the subject of standardization of equipment,
H. C. Page of Springfield sent in a report endors-
ing the report on the same subject adopted by the
Engineering Association, as shown in the report
in this issue of the Western Electrician on page
332. President Beggs also endorsed the report, sav-
ing, among other things:

"If we can have one standard, we will say. of
axles, it would facilitate obtaining the supplies
throughout the country. It would then become a
standard axle just as the A. S. C. E. rail. Those
of us who are using standard rails on interurban
lines know just what we are going to get when
we order certain things. As it is now, nearly
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ever3' company has some peculiar belling or diam-

eter, or some peculiar curve on axles and wheels

and brake-shoes that makes it necessary every time

an order comes in for the manufacturer to put

in rolls or turn on lathes axles of different diam-
eters, and that all tends to cost more money. The
standardization of these axles will tend to lower
the prices and facilitate the manufacture. I am
speaking now to practical men spending large

amounts of money for this apparatus. I think it is

highly important, and therefore we can each of us

afford to sacrifice some minute details to get down
to a standard."

On motion of A. E. Lang the Engineering As-
sociation's report on standardization was adopted
as the standard for the guidance of members of

the parent association.

Papers 'of Wednesday.

The first paper presented was on "The Tech-
nically Trained Man and the Electric-railway Pro-
fession," by Prof. H. H. Norris of Cornell Uni-
versity, Ithaca, N. Y. Mr. Norris was present, and
read his paper, in which much interest was taken.

Those taking part in the discussion were W. Caryl

Ely of Buffalo, H. W. Blake of New York, Pro-
fessor Richey of Worcester Polytechnic Institute,

C. S. Sergeant of Boston, C. D. Wyman of Seat-

tle, W. H. Evans of Buffalo, J. W. Corning of
Boston and C. L. S. Tingley of Philadelphia.

Future reference to this paper and ^iiscussion will

be made in the Western Electrician.

Ralph Sweetland of the New England Insurance
Exchange of Boston then read his paper on "The
National Fire Protection Association." He de-

scribed the work of that organization. Mr. Staats

discussed the paper briefly.

"The Influence of the Design of Railway Struc-

tures on Economy of Operation" was the title of

a paper by H. T. Campion and William McClellan
of New York, which was read by title at the sug-
gestion of Mr. McClellan. Adjournment for the

day followed.

Opening Business of Thursday.

President Beggs appointed the nominating com-
mittee the first thing on Thursday. It consisted

of all the past-presidents attending the convention,

of whom W. Caryl Ely of Buffalo, C. S. Sergeant
of Boston and A. E. Lang of Toledo were named.

E. G. Connette of Worcester, Mass., reported

from the committee on standard rules of operation.

Many companies have adopted the standard rules

of the association, but others have not. The future

work of the committee lies in the direction of

conferring with the Central Electric Railway As-
sociation and important groups of operating com-
panies to the end that one uniform book of rules

may be adopted for the whole country, if possible.

The committee made a report of progress.

Freight Handling on Electric Railways.

Two papers on electric freight service were read

at Thursday's session, both by Iowa men. Tfi£

first was by P. P. Crafts, general manager of the

low-a and Illinois Railway Company, Clinton, Iowa,
on "Light Freight Handling by Electric Lines,"

and the other was by H. H. Polk, president of the

Interurban Railway Company of Des Moines, whose
subject was "Freight Service on Electric Railroads."

There was a good discussion, in which C. L. Allen
of Utica, N. Y., C. D. Emmons of Fort Wayne,
Ind., E. F. Peck of Schenectady, J. H. Pardee of
New York, George W. Parker of Detroit, G. B.

Hippee of Des Moines, W. S. Dimmock of Ta-
coma, Richard McCuUoch of St. Louis and others
participated. On motion of Mr. Haggerty the Ac-
countants' association was requested to take up the
matter of accounting in freight matters in con-
nection \vith the classification of freight and inter-

state business.

Thursday's Papers.

The paper entitled "A Department of Publicity,"

by J. Har\'ey White of the Boston Elevated, was
read by H. W. Blake, in the absence of the author.

A. W. Warnock, general passenger agent of the

Twin City Rapid Transit Company of Minneap-
olis, followed with a paper on "Advertising from
the Standpoint of the Street-railway Company."
Afr. Harrington presented the report of the com-
mittee on the promotion of traffic, and it was
considered in connection with the publicity papers.

H. S. Cooper, manager of the Galveston Electric

Company, had prepared a paper, "Problems of the

Small Electric Road." He was not present, but
F. C. Randall, the assistant manager of the same
company, read the paper in his place, and shortly
thereafter adjournment was taken until Friday
morning.

INSURA^•CE.

Friday's session was the concluding one of the
convention. After routine opening business the re-
port of the committee on insurance was presented
by Chairman H. J. Davies of Cleveland. Mr.
Davics gave returns from over 70 reports from
electric-railway companies, showing premiums paid
of over $.-!.ooo,ooo and payments to insured of $r,-

.160,000. Thus, while rales have been reduced, there
is still considerable profit in the fire-insurance
business, but of course much of the premium

money goes as cornmissions to agents. The fol-

lowing extract shows the trend of the report:
"Your committee is of the opinion that, while

, this association should acknowledge obligation to

the stock insurance companies for their present
lively interest in the traction-insurance business, and
for the efforts they are making to so improve
street-railway properties as to enable them to re-

duce rates, the street-railway companies of the

country should so construct, equip and protect their

properties as to invite competition in insurance, and
should be prepared to carry all of their own in-

surance whenever rates are too high, and prepared
at once and at all times to carry at least enough
of their own insurance to make the rates. To this

end we recommend most earnestly your support
of the insurance companies that have been organ-
ized by about thirty of the traction companies.
This association ought to have the means of know-
ing, through its own bureau or through a bureau
maintained by an insurance company or insurance
companies organized and conducted in the interest

solely of street-railway companies, and not for

profit, the exact cost of insurance, and the best

methods of construction and protection, so as to

be able to give intelligent consideration to the rates

charged or asked by the old-line companies, or by
other companies, and, if they appear exorbitant, to

be able to present reasons why they should be
lower."

President Beggs and Mr. Staats discussed the

report at some length.

E. J. Cook of Rochester presented the report

of the committee on rules for the construction of

modern car houses, which was considered in con-

nection with the subject of insurance. The report

was adopted.
Municipal Ownership.

C. D. Wyman of Seattle presented the report

on municipal ownership, which the Western Elec-

trician hopes to present in a future issue. In re-

lation to the attitude of the labor leaders toward
municipal ownership, Gen. G. H. Harries of Wash-
ington said : "Having given some thought to this

matter, mainly in connection with the Civic Fed-
eration investigation, I know that there are in a

few places labor leaders who are strongly social-

istic, and who, thoughtlessly—because all their lead-

ers, like the leaders of any other class, are not

necessarily thoughtful men—have favored municipal

ownership; but the big, strong men of the labor

movement realize that municipal ownership, if it

ever should be an accomplished fact, will mean
death to unionism, and they oppose it. There has

not been much said on the platform, but under
the surface, in the inner workings of the strong

labor organizations, there is opposition to mu-
nicipal ownership, because if this thing should be

carried out there would not be any unions of

trainmen, as there are no unions of policemen, or

firemen, or of any other municipal organization.

Tiiat I think to be the general condition within

the heart of the labor movement. I have talked

that matter over with men who are undoubtedly
the mainspring of labor, and I believe that to be
their position."

Future Place of Meeting.

A. T. Bell, president of the Atlantic City Hotel
Men's Association, was given the floor to ask that

Atlantic City be the annual meeting place of the

association for at least the next five years. In

return the local people will agree to erect an ideal

permanent exhibit • hall on a pier extending over
the ocean for perhaps two-thirds of a mile. Here
there will be steam-railroad tracks, overhead trav-

eling crane, storage for crates and boxes, live-

steam pipes, electric circuits, exhibit tracks and all

other facilities. This exhibition pier (on the site

of the old Young's Ocean Pier) will cost from
$1,500,000 to $2,000,000. In any event the pier will

be improved. If the big associations favor the

scheme, the exhibition hall will be built; but in

any case the decision must be reached soon. This
important matter was referred to the executive
committee of the American association to. act with
the executive committee of the Manufacturers' As-
sociation.

Heavy Electric Traction.

Calvert Townley of New Haven presented the

report of the committee on heavy electric traction.

It is given herewith in full.

The scope of your committee's work, as sug-
gested in the committee's own report of last year,

included mainly the consideration of such questions
pertaining to heavy electric traction as might from
time to time be referred to it by the association.

Fortunately, such references have not seemed neces-
sary to your officers, during the last year, and
therefore your committee is not called upon to
report its consequent findings.

The progress of electrification has been consid-
erable, and the service required from electrified

lines widely varied. Owing to this latter fact, and
to the rapidly developing state of the art, it is as

yet rather early to attempt to establish new stand-
ards, and your committee is not prepared to rec-

ommend such.

The more important electric-railroad projects be-
gun or materially advanced during the last year
have all been bulletined and many of them de-
scribed in the technical press. A review of same

would be out of place here, but it may be of
interest to summarize these in a brief list, which
is therefore below appended.

Continuous-current 500 to 600-voH Installations.

New York Central and Hudson River Railroad,
New York city.—This noteworthy installation,
which has been in progress for some years, and
which comprises 35 100-ton locomotives, and 131
multiple-unit cars, has been practically completed
and is in successful operation.

Detroit River Tunnel Company, Detroit, Mich.

—

Six lOo-ton locomotives.
United Railways, Portland, Ore.—One 35-ton

locomotive.

Boston Elevated Railway Company, Boston, Mass.—This company, which has operated heavy elevated
service for a number of years, has under con-
struction 30S 160-horsepower motors for use as
double equipments.

Metropolitan West Side Railway Company, Chi-
cago, 111.—Two hundred and twenty-eight 160-
horsepower motors have been added to the previ-
ous equipment of this company's motive power for
use with multiple-unit control as double equipments.

Philadelphia and Western Railroad, Philadelphia,
Pa.—One hundred cars, each equipped with four
125-horsepower motors.
Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.

—This company has added to its rolling stock 100
elevated cars, each equipped with two 200-horse-
power motors operated with multiple-unit control.

West Jersey and Seashore Railroad (Pennsyl-
vania Railroad), Camden, N. J.—Eighty cars, each
equipped with two 200-horsepower motors.

Philadelphia Rapid Transit' Company, Philadel-

phia, Pa.—This company has added to its equip-

ment 170 125-horsepower motors for use in two-
motor equipments.

The Hudson Companies, New York, N. Y.—Fifty

cars, each equipped with two 170-horsepower mo-
tors.

Buff^alo, Lockport and Rochester Railway, Roch-
ester, N. Y.—Nineteen cars, equipped with four
75-horsepower motors each.

Texas Traction Company.—Fifteen cars, each
equipped with four 75-horsepower motors.
West Shore Railroad Company (Oneida Railway

Company), Utica, N. Y.—Fifteen cars, each equipped
with four 75-horsepower motors.

Pittsburg, Harmony, Butler and Newcastle Rail-

way Company.—Twelve cars, each equipped with
four 75-horsepower motors. This equipment is

noteworthy, as contemplating the use of 1,200 volts

on the trolley, two 600-volt motors being connected
in series.

Buffalo and Lake Erie Traction Company, Buf-
falo, N. Y.—Eight cars, each equipped with four
lOO-horsepower motors.

Single-phase Alternating-current Installations.

New York, New Haven and Hartford Railway
Company, New York city.—This installation, which
has been in progress for the last two years, has
been practically completed and is in successful op-
eration. It comprises 35 go-ton locomotives, op-
erating both from 11,000-volt single-phase trolley

and a 650-volt continuous current supplied from the

third rail.

Spokane and Inland Railway, Spokane, Wash.

—

This installation comprises 14 locomotives, six

equipped each with four lOO-horsepower motors
and eight equipped each with four 175-horsepower
motors; also 21 passenger cars, each equipped
with four lOO-horsepower motors. This road is

operating partly from 6,600-volt trolley and partly

from a continuous current. Length of track,' 146

miles.

Sarnia Tunnel.—Five 62-ton locomotives; trolley

voltage, 3,300 volts.

Illinois Traction System, Springfield, 111.—One
50-ton locomotive and 11 cars, each equipped with
four 75-horsepower motors; trolley voltage, 3,300.

Erie Railroad, Western New 'York.—Si.x cars,

each equipped with four ioo-horsepower motors

;

trolley voltage, 11,000. Length of track, 34 miles.

Washington, Baltimore and Annapolis Railway
Company. Baltimore, Md.—This equipment com-
prises 21 cars, each equipped with four 125-horse-

power motors : also four cars, each equipped with
two 125-horsepower motors; trolley voltage, 6.600.

Richmond and Chesapeake Bay Rtihvay Com-
pany, Richmond, 'Va.—Four cars, each equipped
with four 125-horsepower motors; trolley voltage,

6,600.

Polyphase Installation.

Great Northern Railroad, Cascade Tunnel, Wash-
ington.—This equipment will comprise four loco*

motives, each of ico tons, to be operated on a

3,000-volt three-phase alternating current. This in-

stallation will doubtless be watched with great
interest and will give an opportunity of demon-
strating the fact regarding the advantages for and
objections to polyphase currents for heavy railroad

use.

Continuous-current 1,300-volt Installations.

Southern Pacific Company, Oakland, Cal.—This
equipment will comprise 44 cars, each to be
equipped with 125-horsepower motors, to be op-
erated continuously two in scries on 1,200 volts.

There will' also be 40 trail-car equipments.
Indianapolis and Louisville Railway.—Ten cars,
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, ,,li to be cf|iiiiMK-il will" f""'' 75-liorscpower mo-

Mis conmxtcil two in scries for 1,200-volt operation.

m'iicIi interest lias been attracted to ibe inves-

tinatlons of llie Pennsylvania Railroad, wbicli is

nreparinn to eiinip its new New York Lity 1 er-

ininal an.l tbe Innnels conneetiiiK- Maiibattaii TslanU

wilb New Jersey and witb I.oiiK Island witli ciec-

irieity. I'or tbe pnrposcs of demonstratniK tbe vari-

ons possibilities, tbe company lias arranRed to test

botb larKc continnons-cnrrent and lartjc altcrnating-

cnrrent locomotives, tbat comprising tbe greatest

novelty beiii!,' a 152-I011, IS-cyclc, smglc-pbase, al-

l.rnating-cnrrcnt locomotive for oper.ition from

ii,iKio-volt trolley.

CoMi'iiNSivnoN FOK CAiniviNG Mail.

Gen G. H. Harries of VVasbington reported tbat

m efTort was made bv tbe cbairman of tbe com-

mittee (Mr. Rogers of ISingb.imton N. \.) aivJ

Secretary Swcnson to interest the Postofhce De-

partment and tbe Honse cominittce on postofbccs

and post roads in tbe matter of increased com-

pensation for carrving tbe mails on electric cars.

The committee bad already, as most of you 're

aware, succeeded in procuring legislation to increase

tbe maximum compensation for carrying pouch

mail from three cents to four cents. At the same

time Congress has placed a very serious restriction

in the law, bv providing that on electric railroads,

outside of cities exceeding a distance of 20 miles

in length, tbe compensation received by such roads

shall not exceed the rates paid to the steam roads.

That is an unfair discrimination, and will cause

many railway managements more or less distress

because the price paid must necessarily be less than

tbe actual cost of rendering tbe service. The new

committee should be instructed to make an effort

at this next session of Congress to secure the

maximum of six cents for the pouch service, and

not less than 25 cents a car-mile on tbe postal-car

i.Tvicc. The 20-mile limitation should be extended

10 50 miles.

Friday's Papers.

"Tbe Use of the T Rail in Cities" was the title

of a paper read by C. Gordon Reel, vice-presi-

dent, Kingston Consolidated Railway Company,

Kingston, N, Y, Mr. Reel advocated the T rail

strongly and said that tbe Twin City Rapid Transit

Company of Minneapolis and St. Paul, tbe Mil-

waukee company and tbe Montreal system are all

using the T rail, in addition to his own road in

Kingston. P. P. Crafts, F. W. Coen of Cleveland,

P. E. Mitchell and others discussed the paper.

The paper on "Public Policies of the Past and

Future." by C. Loomis Allen, vice-president Utica

and Mohawk Railway Company, Utica, N. Y., was

read by title in tbe absence of the author.

Theodore Stebbins of New York read his paper

on "Interurban Fares." There was no discussion.

William J. Clark of New York followed with his

paper on "Municipal Ownership in Great Britain

and the United States." He paid a tribute to the

labor leaders in relation to this question. "No class

of men worked more thoroughly and earnestly

on our investigation than our labor leaders, and
I believe, gentlemen, that the most valuable con-

tribution to tbe literature on this great subject

is tbat which will soon appear by Prof. John
R. Common and J. W. Sullivan, both eminent
labor leaders. There is actually more solid meat,

more truth, told in their report, more facts that

go to tbe point', than are concentrated in any other

source. I might also say that at this committee
the only man I knew to change his mind thor-

oughly, as the result of all this investigation, was
one of the labor leaders."

From tbe public relations comrnittee W. Caryl

Ely reported. Mr. Ely said that the burden of

the report related to the proper attitude of the

association toward the movement to regulate or

control public utilities through public-service com-
missions.

Election of Officers and Concluding Business.

These officers were elected on report of the nom-
inating committee, made by Mr. Ely

:

President—Calvin G. Goodrich, Minneapolis.

First vice-president—James F. Shaw, Boston.

Second vice-president—Arthur W. Brady, Ander-
son. Ind.

Third vice-president—Thomas N. McCarter, pres-

ident tbe Public Service Railway Company, New-
ark, N. J.

Executive committee—The president, vice-presi-

dents, and Frank R. Henry of St. Louis, president

of the Accountants' Association; Frederick G.

Simmons of Milwaukee, president of the Engi-

neering Association ; H. R. Goshorn of Philadel-

phia, president of the Claim Agents' Association.

The usual resolutions of thanks to the Manu-
facturers' Association, to the Atlantic City people,

to authors of papers and others were adopted.

Tbe resolutions were gracefully worded and were

signed by C. D. Wyman of Seattle, C. S. Sergeant

of Boston and H. J. Davies of Cleveland.

Another Auxiliary Association to be Formed.

This self-explanatory resolution, offered by Mr.
Ely. was adopted:
Whereas, Experience has demonstrated tbe de-

sirability and usefulness of our existing afEliated
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organizations ; and
Wbercaa, It has appeared from iliscussion that

anoilicr orRanlzation of similar character sliould

be organized, to which sbouUI be coniinilled lines

of work pcrtainiiiK to transporlalioii, iraflic and

general operation; now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the executive eominiltec be and

hereby is reipiesled to take such steps as it may
deem desirable to encourage tbe formation of such

an organization.

Shortly after adopting this resolution the asso-

ciation finally adjourned.

The Engineering Association.

The fifth annual meeting of the American Street

and Interurban Railw.ay Engineering Association

was held in Atlantic City on October 14. I5 and

16, 1907. President II. H. Adams of Baltimore

called the first session to order on Monday after-

noon, October 14th. He introduced as the first

speaker President Beggs of the parent association,

who addressed the association at some length.

Among other things Mr. Beggs mentioned the fact

that the Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light

Company is seriously considering the adoption of

four motors of practically 100 horsepower each

for each of its standard city cars. This would
have been thought very heavy cnuipnicnt for the

most important interurban line a few years ago.

The speaker bad a good deal to say of the im-

portance of standardization. The standardization

of equipment, he said, means reducing costs, and
so is important financially. The shops can b^ run
better, for instance, when there are one or two
standard types of brake-shoe rather than twenty.

The standard car axle in Milwaukee is 5J/2 inches

in diameter. Then, again, standardization will keep
the smallest practicable proportion of the equipment
in the shops for repairs. In the speaker's judg-
ment, not more than irve per cent, of the equip-

ment should be in the shops at any one time,

leaving 95 per cent, free to carry passengers at

all times.

In tbe course of his remarks Mr. Beggs said:

"If we are not able to get tbe intelligent, the
untiring interest and enthusiasm of the men who
are at tbe head of our shops and roadways, it is

almost impossible for us to make a success of tbe
administration of these properties; and yet there
is so much at stake in these days. On every street

corner, in every saloon, in every legislative body,
and in every council chamber there are people who
are conjuring up imaginary ills that they are sup-
posed to suffer because of tbe manner in which
these public utilities are being operated. Conse-
quently, there is all the more reason why these
utilities should be operated in such manner as not
to leave even the shadow of a suspicion of a lack
of intelligent administration." Mr. Beggs then re-

counted with justifiable pride how when his Mil-
waukee company's books were exainined by certi-

fied accountants in a reduced-fare agitation these
experts commended in the highest terms tbe man-
ner in which the books had been kept. He added :

"If your books are demanded some day, so do your
work that you will not need to hesitate to put
them on tbe table and let all see tbe cards."

C. L. S. Tingley of Philadelphia, president of
tbe Accountants' association, gave a few words of
greeting, and Past-President E. W. Olds of Mil-
waukee also spoke briefly. The next order of busi-
ness was tbe president's annual address

:

President Adams' Address (Abridged).

The work of the standardization committee has
demonstrated the necessity of going further into

committee work, as the subject is so broad it is

necessary to subdivide and appoint committees to

handle various parts of the equipment. These
should be appointed to take care of wheels, axles,

brake-shoes and beads, motors and various other

important items.

I desire to call your particular attention to the

report of the standardization committee, but, before

going into details, let me say, that, owing to pres-

sure of business, Mr. Wallerstedt had to relinquish

his duties as chairman, and it was with great re-

gret that I accepted his resignation ; Mr. Wal-
lerstedt, however, kindly consented to remain a

member of the committee. This association is

greatly indebted to him for his work in the past

as chairman of the committee, for, under his guid-

ance, a great deal of the foundation of this report

was ' prepared. Mr. W. H. Evans was appointed

chairman to fill the vacancy on July 3, 1907. The
report, as submitted by the standardization com-

mittee, represents the most important one that has

been presented in the history of the association. It

shows tbat certain steps have been taken toward

uniform practice in gearing for motors, tbe com-

mittee having met with a cordial response from

the motor designers, and further steps in the ques-

tion of uniform design in certain of the motor

parts is only a question of time. It is exceedingly

desirable that definite action be taken on the report

at this meeting, in order that a start may be made

in the direction in which we have been looking for

a Jong time.
.

Tbe importance of the adoption of these recom-

mendations, from a commercial standpoint alone, is

very great. For example, the brake-shoes and

licads that are recommended will reduce to u
mliiinuim Ibe number of patterns required, and the
hloek to be carried vvill be decreased accordingly,
as the inamifaclnrer will be- able to supply sland-

.-ird .slioet upon short notice. Also, in good prac-

tice today, brake-sliocs arc scrapped at between
.)0 and so per cent, of llieir original wciijlit. With
the narrow-tread shoe recoiiimcndcil, the scrap will

run from .^o to 40 per cent. I'rices will also be
alTecled, as, by reducing the number of parts to

be carried, the manufacturer will thus be able to

give the consumer the benefit of lower figurcn.

In the name of the association, I desire to thank
the individual members of Ibis coininillcc for the

noble work they have done in connection with the
re|)ort, and the association is particularly indebted
to Mr. VV. If. Evans, the chairman, for his un-
tiring cdorts in this direction. The valuable as-

sistance and co-operation given this committee by
the representatives of the manufacturers cannot be
overestimated, and their efforts arc fully apprc-
ciatcfl by this association.

The report of the committee on maintenance and
inspection of electric equipments covers a large
subject in a very able manner, and the data pre-
sented are exceedingly valuable. The report shows
the necessity of further investigation along these
lines, and several standing committees should be
appointed to deal witb the same for the future.

At the conclusion of the president's address the
secretary read tbe report of the treasurer, which
showed the following financial transactions during
the year: Receipts, $1,412.66; expenses, $1,376.08;
balance, $36.58.

Control Apparatus.

By request F. E. Case of Schenectady, one of
the engineers of tbe General Electric Company,
described recent improvements in control apparatus
for railway equipments. He said that for some
timehis company has felt that the standard forms
of K type series-parallel controllers were not en-
tirely satisfactory for service-operating conditions.
While these controllers successfully handle the ordi-
nary arcing and currents, if a motor or other part
of the equipment becomes damaged so as to take
an excessive amount of current through the con-
troller, the capacity for disrupting arcs is exceeded
and short-circuits sometimes occur. The use of
higher operating voltages has also imposed a
greater duty upon tbe platform type of controller.
Tbe company has, therefore, designed a new line
of cj'Iinder controllers with improved magnetic
blowouts, which can be safely used where the volt-
age peaks may reach 750. The present line of
controllers comprises three sizes, as follows : The
K-34 controller, which is suitable for use with
either two iso-horsepower or four 7S-horsepower
motors rated at 500 volts; the K-35 controller, for
use with either two loo-horsepow-er or four 60-
borsepower motors and less ; the K-36 controller,
for use with two motors only of a capacity of
60 horsepower each or less. The main operating
handle in all sizes of these controllers is directly
connected to the operating cylinder without the
intervention of gearing. The reverse switch and
handle are located at the left of the controllers, in
order to permit a better arrangement of tbe new
style of magnetic blowout, differing from the pre-
vious K types of controller in this respect.

A number of improvements have also been made
in type M controls. In order to economize in space
a new form of contactor in several sizes has been
designed which is narrower than the present con-
tactors, and is also simpler in construction. This
produces a heavier contact pressure than previous
contactors of the same capacity without requiring
any more operative current. New contactor boxes
have been designed for the new contactors, in

which the control-circuit fuses are placed at one
end, thereby simplifying the control-circuit wiring.

The length of the contactor box suitable for use
with four 6o-horsepower motors is about 54 inches
over all and for four 25-horsepower motors is

about 72 inches.

A radically new design of contactor for alter-

nating-current operation has been developed. This
contactor has a very efficient magnet for operating

it, and a pressure as great as that in the direct-

current contactors is obtained. As a matter of

fact, this contactor is just as simple in construction

as the latter and operates with perfect freedom
from the disagreeable humming incident to most
alternating-current magnets. The same type of

magnet is used for operating the reverser, oil switch
and other devices requiring to be operated by means
of magnets.

Mr. Case concluded: "There have been many
opinions expressed regarding the proper design for

a trolley base, and we have attempted to incor-

porate in a new base, known as the US-13, the

desirable features recommended by our railway

friends and to eliminate those points which various

types of trolleys in service have proved to be ob-

jectionable. The following is a brief specification:

Vertical roller bearing, comprising 31 steel rollers

one-fourth inch in diameter by sH inches long;

four tension springs adjusted with one screw; ca-

pacious oil well; resilient spring stop; height, five

inches ; weight, approximately 100 pounds ; maxi-

mum pressure at 45 degrees with 14-foot pole and

high-speed fork and wheel, 35 pounds, the pressure
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increasing sliglitly at a lesser height and decreasing

at a greater; minimum pressure at 45 degrees with

12-foot pole and small wheel, iS pounds. It is be-

lieved that this trolley base is one which can be

universally used for both high speed and city serv-

ice with excellent results."

In the ensuing discussion the following points

were made

:

J. W. Corning: I would speak of something in

connection with controllers that came under our

observation in the Boston Elevated Railway Com-
pany, and that is the adjustment of the steps on

the accelerating rheostat. It was brought to our

attention by one of our officials that there - were

cases of uneven acceleration on a number of our

cars, which he had noticed from personal observa-

tion while on the cars, and it was thought an

investigation of the matter might prove advan-

tageous. We went into the matter with one of

the recording ammeters made by the General Elec-

tric Company and found in some instances some
very bad setting of the resistance connections.

I might give an illustration of it. We were op-

erating some 25 old box cars with two G-s8 motors

and K-io controller, and it was found that on the

last step in parallel, just before going into full

multiple, there was a peak of about 325 amperes

in accelerating on a grade of about live per cent.

The average current in multiple on that controller

was a great deal larger than the average current

in series, per motor. By a readjustment of the

resistances we were enabled to bring the peak down
to about 185 or 190 amperes. We had had a great

deal of trouble on that line with flashing of motors,

blowing fuses, and short-circuits in the controller.

Since the readjustment of the resistances that

trouble has been practically wiped out.

It was found by talking with the motormen that

they were afraid to carry the controller to the last

notch, because they often blew fuses when they

did it, and the blowing of a fuse by a motorman
was considered a very bad sign ; he was called

down by the division superintendent and had to

explain why it happened, so that most of the mo-
tormen remained on the next to the last notch of

the rheostat a long while before advancing to the

last point. That resulted in numerous cases of

burning out of rheostats. By changing these re-

sistance connections, and getting an average current

in series and parallel per motor of the same value,

we have been enabled practically to eliminate the

motor flashing and also the fuse blowing and con-

troller trouble. We have gone over all of our
equipment and worked up a standard set of

connections for all the motors. With the newer
type of equipment which we have, multiple-unit

control, the companies are furnishing connections

to go by, but in all of the old equipments it would
seem that the different car-house foremen have
made connections that best suited their judgment.
William Roberts : So far as the operation of

cars is concerned, and the use of controllers gen-
erally, with the better class of workmanship, the

better standard of the operation of our cars, the

superintendent of motive power may say that there

are no really bad controllers. In reference to the

paper read by Mr. Case, with special reference to

his remarks about the 28 controller, I will say that

we have an equipment of not four 40-horsepower,
but four 65-horscpowcr motors, 93 Westinghouse,
that have not been in the car barns for a year
and 10 months for repairs. They are operated

on a baggage car 52 feet long, and we have to

operate that car over 13 per cent, grades, carrying
loads that are simply limited by the size of the car.

N. W, Storer, Pittsburg: In regard to the de-

velopments in the last year in the Westinghouse
company, I would simply say we have carried on
our development in the same line as was shown
last year. We still have the electro-pneumatic
type of multiple-unit control, and we are using the

same contactors for both alternating current and
direct current. For the direct-current work we use
the battery for the valve magnets, and the same
battery and valve magnet apply equally well for

the alternating current;' the only difference between
the contactors is in the blowout, which is modified
slightly for the alternating current. We find the
greatest advantage comes to us in the heavy pres-
sures we are enabled to get on our contactors by
use of the compressed air, and that, combined
with an effective blowout, makes a very good op-
crating switch. Wc installed a considerable number
of equipments for the smaller size motors, quad-
rupled 40 and 60-horsepower motors in the last

year, .ind arc getting very good results therefrom.
We look for a great increase in this particular
development, Wc are great believers in the mul-
tiple-unit equipment for not only heavy work, but
for street-car service as well, and look to see it

put in operation in city streets more and more. I

believe that train control in cities will do more to
increase the capacity of the line than any other
one thing. It is certain, for instance, that oper-
ating a three-car train in a city street will give
a great deal more capacity than where single cars
arc operated. The three cars will occupy the street
very little longer than a .single car, and the delays
at crossings will be praclicallly one-third what they
are with one car. I believe this will come into
practice more and more. The main thing in in-
troducing it is to get the men properly acquainted

with the apparatus. After that there will be very
little trouble with it.

Maintenance and Inspection of Electrical
Equipment.

L. L. Smith presented the report of the com-
mittee on this subject, which is presented in part

in this issue of the Western Electrician. The re-

port was discussed by C. B. Fairchild, William
Roberts, E. W. Olds, Mr. Harper of Washington,
D. C, W. H. Evans, F. G. Simmons. The com-
mittee was extended a vote of thanks, and ad-
journment until Tuesday was taken.

Track Construction and Maintenance.

The first business of Tuesday morning's session

was the report of the committee on way matters.
F. G. Simmons, chairman of that committee, ex-
plained that the report was embodied in the various
sub-committee reports and reports of investigations
carried on during the year, which were listed in

the programme. The way committee was in-

structed to send out a circular letter and inves-
tigate the matter of rail corrugations. Such a
letter was sent out, and a tabulation of the replies

has been printed.

George L. Wilson, engineer of the Twin City
Rapid Transit Company of Minneapolis and St.

Paul, read his paper on "Care of Electric-railway
Tracks." Mr. Wilson considered first interurban
track, then passed to city track and concluded
with some observations on oil sprinkling and snow
removal. E. O. Ackerman, Columbus Railway and
Light Company, Columbus, Ohio, opened the dis-

cussion, and he was follow^ed by C. H. Clark, who
believed in machinery rather than brawn and mus-
cle for track work. F. G. Simmons said a good
word for the T rail. A. M. Schreiber said the

track department was far behind the times in the
use of machinery, although there is the objection

that machines on city tracks may obstruct traffic

and scare horses. W. Boardman Reed of New
York described a plan of snow removal paid for

at so much per inch of snowfall as determined by
the reports of the Weather Bureau. E. N. T.
Ryder spoke of tile drainage of track ballast. M.
J. French favored an open trench for drainage
rather than tiles. W. J. W. Griffin told of the
system of keeping labor costs on interurban track
work near Rochester, N. Y. Mr. Wilson gave a

resume of the discussion.

Rail Corrugation.

Mr. Simmons presented the report of the sub-
committee on rail corrugation. Reports from street-

railway companies, while considerably at variance,
seem to indicate that the length of rail affected is

from three feet to several hundred feet ; that the
length of time the rail is in service before cor-
rugation appears varies from four months to 13
years ; that the length of corrugations is from t

to 15 inches; that the depth of corrugation varies

from an inappreciable amount up to three-sixteenths

of an inch ; that deep girder rails are most liable

to rail corrugation, and that the corrugations occur
mostly upon track which is not laid upon a thor-

oughly rigid base. The Philadelphia Rapid Transit
Company appears to have had the greatest e-xpe-

i'ience in dealing with this phenomenon. Mr. Wil-
son, C. E. Voynow, Mr. Reed, Mr. Simmons, j\Ir.

Olds and I. E. Matthews discussed the report.

The investigation of the causes of and possible

remedies for rail corrugation will be continued.

Concrete Ties and Rail Matters.

In relation to concrete ties the committee re-

ported progress in its investigation. It will be
necessary to undertake a number of experiments,

and no definite conclusions are now available.

Mr. Clark presented the report of the committee
on rails and rail matters. The committee recom-
mends as the best practice, and as standard for city

construction paved streets, the use of a seven-inch

T rail known as the Lorain section No. 95.400
and the Pennsylvania Steel Company's section No.
272. Mr. Simmons said that from fifty to one
hundred, or possibly more, types of rails arc now
in use in various cities. No action was taken on
tlie committee's report.

Committee on Nominations.

At the conclusion of this session President Adams
announced the committee on nominations as con-

sisting of C. H. Clark, Buffalo, chairman ; George
L. Wilson, Minneapolis; Charles Hewitt, Phila-

delphia; George J. Smith, Kansas City: W. D.
Wright, Providence, R, I.

Standardization.

The important report of the committee on stand-

ardization came up on Tuesday afternoon. W. H,

Evans, chairman of the committee, presented the

report. The report, with a portion omitted, is as

follows :

Your committee appointed to investigate the sub-

ject of standardization as applied to electric-trac-

tion equipment reports that it has proceeded upon
the lines laid down for this committee in the year
igo6, and has investigated the same topics, namely:

(a) Standard axles, journals, journal bearings
and journal boxes.

(b) Standard brake-shoes, brake-shoe heads and
keys.

(c) Standard section of tread and flange of

wheel.

(d) Standard rails.

Considerable work on all of the above subjects
was done by the committee during the year igo6,

both previous and subsequent to the convention at

Columbus, and all the information given in the data
sheets was compiled in tabular form for considera-
tion by the committee.

It was subsequently decided desirable to have
the subject of rails considered by the way commit-
tee. All the information received on this subject
was turned over to that committee by direction of
the president, and that committee will submit a

separate report. This committee has considered
the subject of rails and special work only as affect-

ing the recommendation of a standard wheel tread
and flange.

In order thoroughly to study the conditions affect-
ing the above subjects the committee held meetings
in New York on May 20th and 21st, in Cleveland
on July 26th and 2-th, and again in New York on
September 12 and 13, 1907. At each of these meet-
ings representatives of the various manufacturers of
all the equipment under consideration were present,
and materially assisted the committee in arriving
at the recommendations which are embodied in this

report.

A consideration of this subject disclosed that it

would be very difficult to adopt standards which
would accommodate to any general extent the equip-
ments already in service. After a thorough discus-
sion by the representatives of all the interests in-

volved this committee decided to recommend arbi-
trary dimensions which conform to what is be-
lie\ed to be the very best recommended practice,
at the same time meeting as nearly as possible the
requirements of the existing conditions. The di-

mensions proposed very nearly approach the stand-
ards adopted by many of the large electric-railway
properties of the country.

In this connection the committee has profited
very materially by the e.xperience of similar organi-
zations which have developed the axle problem
since the beginning of operation of railroads I'h

this country, and this was found to be not only
valuable in taking advantage of what experience
had taught but also desirable from a commercial
standpoint.

We, therefore, recommend the axles shown in
Fig. I and designated as EA, EB, EBl, EC, ECi
and ED. A general summary of the axle and gear
data is given in Table i, below.
The distinguishing feature, in fact the only varia-

tion in dimensions as between the axles indicated
as EB and EBi and also in the case of EC and
ECi, is the diameter of the motor fit, as it was
originally thought best to recommend an axle s'A
and 61/2 for those two sizes ; but after further con-
sideration it was considered desirable to specify
a particular axle which would have a five-incii

motor fit and also a si.x-inch motor fit,

really have adopted but four standard
that particular variation.

Axle EA has a journal of 3.75 by 7 inches. It

is designed to carry a load of 15,000 pounds per
axle and for the accommodation of motors not to

exceed 45 horsepower capacity.
Axle EB has a journal 4.25 by 8 inches and is

designed to carry a load of 19,000 pounds per axle
and for motors not to exceed 65 horsepower ca-

pacity.
*

Axle EBi has the same general dimensions as
axle EB, except that it is 5.5 inches in diameter
at the motor fit. It is designed to carry 22,000
pounds per axle and for motors not exceeding 100
liorsepower capacity.

Axle EC has a journal 5 by 9 inches. It is de-
signed to carry a load of 27,000 pounds per axle
and is intended to accommodate motors not to

exceed 150 horsepower capacity.

Axle ECi is of the same general dimensions as

axle EC, excepting that the diameter at the motor
fit is 6.5 inches. It is designed to carry 31,000

pounds per a.xle and to accommodate motors not
exceeding 200 horsepower capacity.

so that we
axles with
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Axle ED hns .1 joiinial of 5.5 hy ]o inches ;iiul :i

carrying cipacily of 38,000 pounds per axle. It is

ilcsi(,'neil lu acconnnodale motors not to exceed 250
liorscpower capacity.

Axles ICA, 1£B and EBi are to acc'oniiiiodatc mo.
tors that do not require more than 48 inches he-

tweeii the wheel huhs. and axles ICC and ECi and
ICl) are (o accommodate motors th;it do not re-

quire more than 50 inches Ijetween the wheel huhs.

Particular attention is directed to the dimensions

siveii on these axles, all of which were worked out

with a Rreat ileal of care hy the committee and

were adopled only after a very careful considera-

tion of each and the relation of each to all the

others. This applies with particular emphasis to

the diameter and length of wheel lit, diameter and

lenKlh of gear lit, the Rear keys and the diameter

of the motor fits. The discussion in connection

with these subjects developed that the dimensions

recommended hy the committee are the most desir-

ahle and very acceptable to the manufacturers of

the dilTerent parts of the equipment. Their original

adoption will result in eliminating a great variety

of dimensions of these parts. This lack of uni-

formity in the past has worked a particular hard-

ship not only on the manufacturers hut also upon
the companies operating the equipment.

»!

^^•x

toward the general adoption of wheels having this
Ircad. •

Your committee recognizes the fad that local con-
ditions on many of the systems forming our asso-
ciation are such that it will he diflicult for a num-
ber of years to operate a wheel of the dimensions
represented hy wheel A. To nieil these conditions
your committee reconunends wheel li (Fig. 2) with
a tread of 2.5 inches wide and a llange 0.75 inch
high, this llange to have the same general dimen-
sions as wheel A, with the exception of the height
above the tre.'ul line.

In tnounling ;uid gauging wheels it is imderstood
that the gauge line is at a point on the llange 0.25
inch above the wheel Ircad, and your conmiiltee
reconnnends th.at the wheels he g.'itiged 0.25 inch
narrower than the gauge of the track, the track
gauge being measured between points 0.25 inch he-
low the tops of the rails.

The investigation conducted by this committee
during the last two years indicates the need on the
part of the association in the future for a stand-
ing committee or st.'uiding committees to take
charge of the changes and progress iti electric-trac-

tion equipment. The extent of the field suggests
the desirability of dividing the subject among vari-
ous committees as has been foimd necessary in the

Schreibcr mentioned one design that has never been
tried, and thai Is to make a car barn with one-
third of the cars covered, with protection for ofliccs
and men's quarters, and llieu for llie other two-
thirds to be a sort of a cheap nnihrclla-typc of
protection. "'Jhe details of this," said be, "I am
not just ready to describe, but I am confident ijiat

il could he done."

LiUIJTNINU PlIOTKCTION,

The Question Box wa« presented by Secretary
Mower, and in connection tliercvvilli an interest-
ing discussion arose on the subject of lightning
protection.

A. W. Corning: I would like to ask if any of
tlie members have bad experience with light-
ning arresters composed of a high-resistance rod, a
rorl of graphite or similar material, which is on
the market al the present time.

If there is no answer to that question I would
like to ask what the practice is on some of the
roads as to the disposition of lightning arr<'stcrs

along the line, whether there is any generally
adopted plan of placing them al certain intervals?

Mr. .Simmons: Our road endeavors to place
lightning arresters at least every half mile on all

our interurban lines.
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PROPOSED STANDARD MOTOR AXLES;

Special attention is directed to the length of gear
seat and the key way as well as to the diameter
of the gear hub and the width of gear face, as it

was found that by adopting these dimensions the

motor builders would be able to arrive at a uniform
gear practice.

It is further recommended that for motors not
to exceed lOO horsepower a three-pitch gear with
five-inch face be adopted as standard, and that

motors exceeding lOO horsepower should have a

2.5-inch pitch gear with a 5.25-inch face.

For journals and journal-bearing keys we recom-
mend the use of the four sizes known as the Mas-
ter Car Builders' standards. These are the result

of years of experience in equipments of similar

character and generally familiar, and are specified

in reports of the proceedings of that association.

[A portion of the report relating to journal
boxes, brake-shoes, brake-shoe heads and keys is

here omitted.]

The investigation by this committee of the vari-

ous types of wheels in service on electric-traction

properties throughout the country shows that there

is a Yer\* wide variation of wheel sections in use,

especially as regards flanges and treads. An inspec-

tion of the data sheets demonstrated that it was
almost impossible to select one wheel which would
meet all the varying conditions. These sheets also

showed conclusively that wheels of a considerably

narrower tread than the increased weight of the

equipment requires are being operated. Your com-
mittee, therefore, recommends as standard for street

and interurban railways as far as it can be applied

a wheel tread and flange contour which conforms
to that shown in Fig. 2 and indicated as wheel A.
this wheel to have a tread three inches wide and
a flange seven-eighths inch high and i 3-16 inches
thick at the throat. It is the opinion of the com-
mittee that this wheel tread and flange can be ap-
plied with comparatively little difficulty to a great
majority of the roads forming our association.

A number of roads are using wheels with a
tread 3.5 inches wide for combined city and
interurban work, and there is a decided tendency
in this direction. This wide tread assists in car-
rying the load across special work without running
on the flange, and avoids the necessity for flange
bearing on the special work. We, therefore, also
recommend wheel A with the tread increased to

3.5 inches for interurban work, and also for city

work where it can be used. In the judgment
of your committee it is especially desirable to work

case of similar work carried on by other associa-
tions.

In making these recommendations your commit-
tee has been greatly assisted by representatives of
the manufacturers of the various parts of the equip-

ment concerned, and it is pleasing fdr us to report
that these- recommendations appear to meet with
their general approval. In fact they will gladly
co-operate in the adoption of these standards, as
many of the various manufacturers represented in

our conferences have long felt the necessity for the

adoption of standards for electric-traction equip-
ment. It is possibly well to state that these recom-
mendations are the result of a very thorough and
general discussion on the part of all the interests

involved, both the manufacturing and various de-
partments of the electric railways. Your committee
takes this occasion to acknowledge the very valuable

assistance and enthusiastic support of all those who
co-operated in the work leading up to these recom-
mendations.
The recommendations of this committee are the

result of the labor of two years and we urge that

definite action be taken in this matter at your con-
vention this year.

Following the reading of this report there was
an extended discussion, but at its conclusion the

report was unanimously adopted and recommended
for adoption by the American or parent associa-

tion—the "bosses of us all," as one member ex-

pressed it.

Those taking part in the discussion wer-e N. W.
Storer of Pittsburg, E. D. Priest of Schenectadv,

E. W. Olds of Milwaukee, M. Ayers, John R.

Dickie, C. S. Sergeant, E. G. Connette, A. H.
Weston. C. E. Voynow, F: G. Simmons, C. L.

Allen, Mr. Owens, J. E. Welsh and William Rob-
erts. On motion of F. H. Lincoln, seconded by

J. N. Smith, the report was, without change,
accepted, adopted and recommended for the 'ap-

proval of the American Association. A rising vote
of thanks was extended to the committee.

Car Houses.

Martin Schreiber presented the report of the com-
mittee on "Open versus Closed Terminals for Car
Houses." Mr. Olds is chairman of the committee.
The question of open or closed terminals was
shown to be decided by local conditions, as climate,

finance, operating methods and the like. Mr.

FIG- 2. PROPOSED WHEEL SECTIONS.

P. E. Mitchell; We place lightning arresters in

deep railroad cuts and on high spots that we have
found most subject to lightning.

William Roberts : It is our practice to cluster

lightning arresters on high spots and to cluster

them very thickly around the power house. On
. every pole around one power house at Cuyahoga
Falls that is particularly susceptible to lightning I

have placed 24 lightning arresters. I am not here
to advertise any particular make of lightning ar-

rester, but we have used very extensively during
this last summer quite a number of a new type ot

lightning arrester. Last year we lost 38 armatures
on our high-speed cars between Akron and Cleve-
land. This year we have only lost three, and I

believe that that favorable result has been largely

owing to the fact of adopting this new type of
lightning arresters and grouping them around the

power house.

Only once this 3^ear have we been seriously

troubled with lightning, and the storm was so

heavy on that occasion and the lightning so- con-
centrated around the city that I rushed to the

power house - and shut down the whole station.

We had seven shocks—three on the direct-current

end and four on the alternating-current end. One
came in on the 22,000 transmission line and burned
about four feet out of one of the three-phase
wires. That happened just as I was making my
way down from the office. I will never forget the

sight that presented itself to me from the glass

doors of the switchboard room. I thought it was
just one small hell— (laughter)—just a blaze of

fire. I couldn't see anything. When I got in, the

first thing I heard was, '"The big transformers are
gone." I said, "Not on your life. Throw every-

thing out." I said, "Make yourself busy now and
get that wire spliced up. AVe want to go in a fev/

minutes." I just held her down. I went down to

the direct-current board, stood a few moments,
turned to one of the switchboard attendants and
I said, "We will take chances in starting up the
1,000-kilowatt direct-current engine." Of course,

we had all the engines turning, but not in operation
on the electrical end. Just as I said that I put
my hand up and I said, "Just a moment." Just
then we got three shocks in on the direct-current

side. Two of them came in over these lightning
arresters, and that took care of everj- shock. I

walked along to the alternating-current board on
the high-tension side and I stood just under the
glass tube, and we got a static discharge there;
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and if the dynamic liad followed it we would not

have had any power house.

I just waited a few moments, went out to the

north end of the building, looked out and came

back again, and I said, "Just get her moving, boys,

bMt don't get anything in." About five mmutes

after that we had another shock that I believe

would have put us out of business altogether, but

presently the storm seemed to move further toward

the east, and we started up. We were shut down

25 minutes, the first time we have had to shut

down for quite a long time. I think it was a

very good thing to do, for unquestionably in my
mind we would have had some serious trouble in

the power house. As it was, the trouble was sim-

ply confined to the destruction of this wire and the

burning away of about four feet of copper on the

No. 2 wire on the high-transmission line.

In all the literature I have read on the subject

I have never found any definite statement made
of the best place to locate lightning arresters. The
.fact that our trouble has been decreased from a

loss, as I have said, of a large number of arma-

tures, I think it was 36, although I am not quite

sure, and that this year we have lost only two,

and possibly three, I attribute entirely to the fact

of the placing of the lightning arresters around the

power house, and also to this fact that on one of

our long-distance lines we have a station storage

battery and on the other a line battery. They are

the best lightning arresters in the world.

I w^ould advise any gentleman who is up against

this proposition to find out where your trouble

starts, and that is a very easy matter to determine,

and group j'our lightning arresters. Do not be
afraid of spending money on lightning arresters,

and put them all around the power house.

P. E. Mitchell: We adopted some years ago the

keeping of a map and noting every time we have
a lightning storm about where the lightning strikes

cars or line. We find that certain spots are more
liable to it than others, and we put lightning ar-

resters there, and in "that way have cut down losses

greatly. We have very few losses at present.

G.^s Engines and Steam Turbines.

On Wednesday morning there was a joint meet-
ing of the American Association and all the allied

associations. The concluding session of the Engi-
neering association was held on Wednesday after-

noon. The first item on the programme was the
paper entitled "A Year's Experience with Gas En-
gines," by Paul Winsor, chief engineer of motive
power and rolling stock, Boston Elevated Railwaj-
Compan,v. Mr. Winsor could not attend the meet-
ing, and Charles Hewitt of Philadelphia read the
paper. This short but valuable paper is given
elsewhere in this issue.

St. John Chilton, engineer of Allis-Chalmers
Company, Milwaukee, read his paper on "Some
Practical Points in Steam-turbine Construction, with
Particular Reference to the Parsons Type," and
was followed by August H. Kruesi of Schenectady,
whose paper was entitled "Curtis Turbines in Rail-
way Service." Considerable discussion ensued, re-
lating to steam pressures and boiler tubes, oil or
water for step bearings, steam or electrically driven
auxiliaries, and the like. Among those taking part
were William Roberts, P. E. Mitchell, Charles
Hewitt, F. E. Henshaw, C. F. Baker, Dudley W.
Farrand, president of the National Electric Light
Association. Mr. Kreusi and others.

J. R. Bibbins, engineer of the Westinghouse Ma-
chine Company of East Pittsburg, abstracted his
paper on "Recent Developments in Steam-turbine
Power-station Work." He gave also some results

of the test of the 7,soo-kilowatt Westinghouse-
Parsons turbine in the New York Edison Water-
side Station No. 2, recently summarized in the
Western Electrician.

The Western Electrician hopes in a future issue

to print some of the material presented in the
steam-turbine papers and discussion.

Concluding Business.

On motion of Mr. Evans it was resolved that all

papers and printed matter to be presented to the
ne.xt convention be printed and in the mail at least

thirt}' days before the meeting of the convention.
It was felt that some of the papers were inade-
quately discussed because advance copies were not
distributed.

Officers were elected as follows:
President—F. G. Simmons, superintendent of con-

struction and maintenance of way, Milwaukee Elec-
tric Railway and Light Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

First vice-president—Paul Winsor. chief engineer
of motive power and rolling stock, Boston Elevated
Railway Company, Boston, Mass.
Second vice-president—F. H. Lincoln, assistant

general manager. Philadelphia Rapid Transit Com-
pany, Philadelphia, Pa.
Third vice-president—W. H. Evans, master me-

chanic, International Railway Company, Buffalo,
N. Y.

Secretary and treasurer—J. W. Corning, electrical

engineer, Boston Elevated Railway Company, Bos-
ton, Mass.
Executive committee—Officers and W. J. Harvie,

electrical engineer, Utica and Mohawk Valley Rail-
way Company, Utica, N. Y.; William Roberts,

superintendent of motive power. Northern Ohio
Traction and Light Company, Akron, Ohio ; E. O.
Ackerman, engineer, maintenance of way, Columbus
Railway and Light Company, Columbus, Ohio

; John
J. Murphy, electrical engineer, Chicago Union Trac-
tion Company, Chicago, 111.

Mr. Adams thanked the association for its sup-
port and introduced President Simmons, who made
a few remarks, speaking of the ability and energy
of the retiring president, Mr. Adams, and of the
excellent work of the retiring secretary, Mr.
Mower. Vice-president Evans also spoke briefly,

referring to l\'Ir. Adams' work in terms of hearty
praise. A pleasant incident then occurred in the
presentation to Mr. Adams of a handsome clock.

Messrs. Olds, Roberts and Baker made congratu-
latory speeches, and Mr. Adams fittingly responded.
The new secretary, Mr. Corning, was introduced,
and the association stood adjourned.

Brockway, W. G. McDole, President Tingley and
W. H. Forse, Jr.

The following-named officers were elected: Pres-
ident, F. R. Henry, United Railways Company, St.

Louis; first vice-president, R. N. Wallis, Fitchburg
and Leominster Street Railway, Fitchburg, Mass.

;

second vice-president, W. H. Forse, Jr., Indiana
Union Traction Company, Anderson; third vice-
president, S. C. Rogers, Mahoning and Shenango
Railway and Light Company, Newcastle, Pa. ; sec-
retary and treasurer, E. M. White, Birmingham
Railway, Light and Power Company, Birmingham,
Ala. ; executive committee, the officers and C. L. S.

Tingley, Philadelphia ; A. L. Linn, Rochester, N. Y.

;

A. R. Patterson, Savannah, Ga.; H. E. Wells,
Davenport, Iowa.

Accountants' Association.

President C. L. S. Tingley of Philadelphia
called to order the eleventh annual meeting of the
American Street and Interurban Railway Account-
ants' Association soon after 10 o'clock on Tuesday
morning. October 15th. Subsequent sessions were
held on Tuesday and succeeding days. Mr. Tingley
delivered the annual presidential address and was
followed by an address by John I. Beggs, president

of the American association.

The report of the secretary and treasurer showed
a total membership in the Accountants' association

Claim Agents' Association.

The meeting of the Claim Agents' Association
was called to order at the St. Charles Hotel on
Monday afternoon. Acting President Henry C.
Bradley of Chicago presiding. The annual presi-
dential address was delivered by Mr. Bradley. A
report of the work of the secretary and treasurer
was made by B. B. Davis.

President John I. Beggs of the American asso-
ciation w^as introduced and made an address. He
advised the claim departments to keep as many
cases as possible out of court, and every policy
should be based on the principle of right. One
of the properties which Mr. Beggs administers has
not had a case in court which has finally been
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of 246, with a cash balance of $338.67. Following
this report Messrs. C. F. Balch, W. J. Myer and
H. M. Edwards addressed the association, these

men representing, respectively, the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, the Public Service Commission
of New York and the National Electric Light As-
sociation.

A paper on "Park Accounting" was read by
Frank J. Pryor, Jr., of the American Railways
Company of Philadelphia, and it was freely dis-

cussed. Pursuant to the suggestion of Mr. Ed-
wards, the president, on motion of F. E. Smith,
appointed a committee to meet with the committee
of the National Electric Light Association and the

Gas Institute to adopt a standard form of reports
applicable to all concerned. Similarly a committee
was appointed to act with the New York state

commission.
Amendments to the by-laws were referred to

the incoming executive committee. William M.
Sleuart, chief statistician for manufactures of the

Bureau of the Census, addressed the association

relative to next year's census. Data furnished by
the companies will be absolutely confidential and
will be for statistical purposes only. In collecting

financial statistics the form of accounting promul-
gated by the Accountants' association will be used.

The paper on "Mechanical Devices for Office

Use" was read by the author. F. E. Smith, auditor
for the receiver of the Chicago Union Traction
Company. The report of the committee on "Stand-
ard Classification of Accounts and Form of Re-
ports" brought out a long discussion. The tentative

classification of* operating-expense accounts sub-
mitted by the committee was approved with certain

amendments and referred back to the committee
for final revision.

The paper by J. H. Neal of the Boston Elevated
Railway, entitled "Where Maintenance Ends and
Depreciation Begins," was read by W. F. Ham.
The paper outlined seven plans for arriving at the

proper amount which should be laid aside each
year for depreciation. The paper was thoroughly
discussed by W. F. Ham, F. R. Henry, W. B.

sustained by the higher courts in a period of three
years. All the persons employed in the claim
department should come from the ranks of the

brightest and most intelligent of the motormen and
conductors.

At Tuesday morning's session the following pa-
pers were read and discussed : "The Policy of the
Claim Department to the Injured Employe," R.
H. Schoenen, Lehigh Valley Transit Company,
Allentown, Pa. ; "The Claim Agent of Today and
His Work," H. K. Bennett, Fitchburg and Leomin-
ster Street Railway Company, Fitchburg, Mass.;
"How- I Manage Bad Cases," Harry P. Vories,
Pueblo and Suburban Traction and Light Company,
Pueblo, Colo., read by Dr. Lemon.
The question of the Claim Agents' Association

becoming a member of the Alliance Against Acci-
dent Fraud was introduced by Russell A. Sears
of the Boston Elevated Railway, and after dis-

cussion was referred to the executive committee.
At the afternoon session the paper of Ellis C.

Carpenter of the Indiana Union Traction Com-
pany, Anderson, Ind., was discussed. The subject
was "The Selecting and Training of Investigators
and Adjusters for the Claim Department." The
Question Box w-as then opened and the contents
considered.
The election of officers resulted in the adoption

of the report of the nominating committee, as
follows : President, H. R. Goshorn. Philadelphia
Rapid Transit Company : first vice-president. A. J.
Farrcll, International Railwaj'. Buffalo. N. Y.

;

second vice-president, W. F. Well. Cleveland Elec-
tric Railway Company, Cleveland, Ohio; third vice-

president, J. S. Harrison, Jacksonville Electric

Company, Jacksonville. Fla. ; secretary, B. B. Davis,

Columbus Railway and Light Company, Columbus,
Ohio (re-elected).

The last session was called to order by Third
Vice-president Wch, and the reading and discussion

of papers was taken up. "The Claim Department
and What Should Be Done to Make It Effective"

was the subject of a pacr by C. B. Hardin of

the United Railway Company of St. Louis. F. W.
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Jolinson of llii; l'liil:uk-li)lii;i Rapid Transit Com-
priiiy read a paper 011 "Instructions to Employes
ill the Work of Preventing Accidents."

A pleasing adilress was delivered by the new
president, 11. R. (losliorn, and lie then announced
llie appointineiu of several coniniittees, the execu-

tive conniiittee heing I'eter C. Nickel, New York
Cilv Railway; C. 13. Hardin, United Railways of

.St. Louis; K. C. Carpenter. Indiana Union Trnc-

lion Company, and E. G. Roberts, Knoxvillc Rail-

way and Linht Company.

Convention Notes and Exhibits.

The Buckeye Electric Company of Cleveland

came to the convention in the person of Assistant

Man.ager Milton Ilartman.

E. G. Chamberlain and \V. E. Mitchell talked

of all sorts of poles on behalf of the Southern
Exchange Company, New York.

James Todd, Dr. W. Riddle and P. F. Nor\-cll

appeared for the Pittsburg Insulating Company,
which showed insulated cloths and papers.

New York Manager Frank Donohoe of the

American Electrical Works, accompanied by Mrs.
Donohoe, was among those who enjoyed the rccep-

including catenary. The company was represented
by C. K. King, A. L. Wilkmson, Nathan Shulc,

P. A. Hinds, C. II. Tomlinsoii and a number of
other gentlcinen.

All sorts of cord for electric-railway and light-

ing service constituted the display of the Samson
Cordage Works, Boston, Mass. Specialties shown
were waterproof trolley cords, bell and register

cord in colors, mahogany wire center armature cord,
solid braided rope. F. J. Coaklcy and R. G. Whit-
ing did the honors. '

II. A. Jones of the Philadelphia office of the

Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing Com-
pany showed the street-railway men several splen-

did examples of modern railway telephonic equip-
ment. Mr. Jones was able to demonstrate most
conclusively the value of a telephone in railroad

work.

Under Mr. Charles P. Fry the. Weston Elec-
trical Instrument Company, Newark, N. J., ex-
hibited Weston voltmeters and ammeters, both
allernating and direct current ; display of portable
wattmeters, bridges, Weston standard cells, multi-

meters and instruments of precision for laboratory

testing. A special feature was a new line of alter-

nating-current instruments, volt and ammeters for
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tion and ball at the Marlborough-Blenheim on
Tuesday night.

Secretary Albert L. Tucker and Mr. John Ben-
ham were on hand to . look after the interesting

exhibit of the International Register Company of

Chicago.

The Heany Fireproof Wire Company of York,

Pa., represented by H. L. Owen and T. A. Shock,

presented asbestos-covered wire, asbestos tape, cloth

and twine.

The Locke Insulator Manufacturing Company of

Victor, N. Y., had on exhibition a steel transmis-

.sion towei' on w'hich were mounted its new ioo,GOO-

volt insulators, underhung type. W. T. Goddard,
A. S. Watts and John S. Lapp were there to "show
things."

W. R, Adams of the American Sewer Pipe Com-
pany of Pittsburg, Pa., made no attempt at an
exhibit other than to show interesting samples of
vitrified-clay conduits in single and all multiple

ducts, for electrical underground w'iring. Mr. Ad-
ams was accompanied by Messrs. Kondolf and
McCome.

Of course. Manager T. E. Hughes of the Phila-

delphia office of the Standard Underground Cable
Company dropped down from Philadelphia. Mr.
Hughes was accompanied by Samuel S. Warner.
This was Mr. Warner's first street-railway con-
vention on behalf of the Standard Underground
Cable Company.

The Franklin Electric Company of Hartford,
Conn., presented the Franklin street-railway lamp.
The vibrating machine, shaking both an ordinary
lamp and a special railway lamp of the Frank-
lin company, was a fine demonstration and proved
conclusively the value of the small glass column
employed in the Franklin railway lamp. The com-
pany was represented by P. S. Klees, G. O. Curtis,

C. N. Thorpe and C. Leonard.

Advertising Manager Charles D. Young, who, it

will now be remembered, is also one of the di-

rectors of his company, did most excellent work
in advertising the Ohio Brass Company at Atlantic
City. This company's exhibits included automatic
radial car couplers, pneumatic track Sanders, genu-
ine bell-metal motor bearings, rail bonds, third-

rail insulators, and overhead material of all kinds,

switchboard and portable use. Dr. Edward Weston
came over, and Caxton Brown and F. A. Gilbert

were also in attendance.

Irreproachable Willard S. Sisson took care to

represent the D. & W. Fuse Company of Provi-

dence, R. I. A large sample board of D. & W.
fuses and cut-outs for lighting and power circuits

was shown, as also were railway cut-out boxes,
service switches and transformer cut-outs and Del-
tabeston magnet wire.

President H. B. Crouse was on hand at Atlantic

City in person looking after the interests of the

Crouse-Hinds Company of Syracuse, N. Y. He
was assisted by A. F. Hills, F. M. Hawkins, Frank
Buchanan and D. C. GIdley. The company made a
handsome exhibit of Imperial arc headlights, Syra-
cuse changeable and stationary incandescent head-
lights, condulets (the modern hne of conduit out-

let boxes and fittings), and harpoon guy anchors.

The indefatigable "Lansingh" of Holophane fame,
of course, arrived to look after the exhibition of
the Holophane Company of New York city. Mr.
Lansingh showed an interesting comparative test,

most convincing as to the superior merits of Holo-
phane reflectors. He also presented Holophane sci-

entific and prismatic reflectors for car lighting,

reflectors for general car lighting and reflectors for

individual lamps over seats for reading illumina-

tion.

One of the most interesting exhibits was that

presented by the Crocker-Wheeler Company, Am-
pere, N. J. No machinery to speak of was shown,

but interesting large photographs of generating in-

stallations, photographs of the California Gas and
Electric Corporation's 4.000-kilow^tt generators, were
there for inspection. The company was represented

by Julian Roe, S. Russell, Jr., R. N. C. Barnes,

L. S. Horner, R. J. Randolph, Jr., and Rodman
Gilder.

The Union Electric Company of Pittsburg, Pa.,

presented a general line of railway and lighting

supplies and was represented by George W. Pro-
vost, Thomas M. Cluley and R. M. Kerschener.

Manager E. J. Kulas of the Brilliant Electric Com-
pany of Cleveland was also on hand constantly and
exhibited in conjunction with this company the

various types of the Brilliant high-efEciency lamps.

Mr. Kulas has recently moved into a large new

factory, K'ving him a greatly increased output. He
lo.ies no opportunity to bring the Brilliant lamp
constantly before buyers.

The Chicago Peiimalic Tool Company presented
Dunilcy electric drills and grinders for direct and
alternating airrcnl, including 550 volts, direct cur-
rent; IJuntley elrclnc hoist for direct current;
pneumatic chipping and riveting hammers; pneu-
matic drills; portable pneumatic cleaning outfit.

The company was represented by J. W. Duntlcy,
W. O. Duntlcy. Thos. Aldcorn, George Barden.
C. B. Coatcs, Howard Small, B. H. Tripp and
Paul Sevcrin.

To say that the Joseph Dixon Crucible Company
of Jersey City was there meant that among a vast
nunilier of other specialties there were shown Dix-
on's silica-graphite paint, American graphite pen-
cils, plumbago crucibles and retorts, Ticonderoga
flake graphite lubricants, graphite gear grease, pipe-
joint compound, graphite motor brushes and other
graphite products for street railw.iys and manufac-
turers. J. A. Condit, L. H. Snyder, C. H. Spotts
and J. J. Tucker were on hand.

The following-named gentlemen were in attend-
ance .at the comprehensive and artistic booth of the
American Steel and Wire Company of Chicago

:

F. A. Keys, L. A. Dietrich, J. M. Holloway, C. R.
Sturdcvant, J. D. Sutherland, C. S. Marshall, G.
•A. Cragin, W. A. Grcenberg. Rail bonds and
bonding tools, American railway fencing, electrical
wires and cables, trolley wire, galvanized strands,
trolley springs and concrete reinforcement and
other American Steel and Wire specialties were
exhibited.

The Electric Storage Battery Company of Phila-
delphia exhibited various types of Chloride ac-
cumulators, plates and an R83 clement in a lead-
lined lank, having a capacity of 4,920 amperes, this
being one of the types recently installed for the
New York Central Railroad. This company also
showed railroad-signal and Exide sparking and
vehicle batteries. Those in attendance were:
Charles Bhzard, G. H. Atkin, Albert Taylor,
H. B. Gay, Edward L. Reynolds, R. C. Half and
Hugh Lesly.

No convention is complete without the Dearborn
Drug and Chemical Works of Chicago. This com-
pany has recently gone into a new and very large
factory, and the present occasion was a fine oppor-
tunity through which to impress upon a rapidly
growing business the remarkable success of its
methods. The representatives of the company were
Robert F. Carr, William B. McVicker, Grant Spear
G. F. Duemler and H. G. McConnaughy. The
treatment for boiler-feed water was described and
samples were shown of high-grade lubricants, hy-
draulic elevator compounds, multiple and triple-
effect compounds.

The National Brake and Electric Company, Mil-
waukee, Wis., showed various types of air com-
pressors ranging in capacity from 11 to 50 cubic
feet. Also a 25-foot alternating-current and direct-
current compressor; two portable compressing out-
fits, one having a capacity of II feet and the other
of so cubic feet. Schedules MSH and TSH, em-
bodying a new type of emergency and quick-release
valve, with all apparatus included in an installation
for a motor and trailer car. R. P. Tell, A. I.

Wailes. J. T. Cunningham. G. C. Anthon, 'w H
Goble. C. N. Leet, W. R. Crawford. B. S. Aikman"
W. M. Bisel, W. J. Richards, G. J. Johnstone and
J. R. Petley constituted the company's staff in at-
tendance.

The H. W. Johns-Manville Company of New
York, with branches in all large cities, was well
represented with an attractive exhibit and a number
of its representatives. Among the materials ex-
hibited were Victor combination meters, overhead
line material, "Noark" fuse devices of 250, 600
and lo.ooo-volt capacity. Transite asbestos fireproof
lumber, etc. The exhibit of supplies included
molded mica weatherproof sockets, arc-lamp hang-
ers, high-tension insulators, rail bonds, etc. Sam-
ples of asbestos "wood, showing the various appli-
cations, were also on exhibit Among a large num-
ber of representatives were J. W. Perry. New York •

H. M. Voorhis, Philadelphia; H. M. Frantz, Chi-
cago; R. R. Braggins, Cleveland, and M. H. Cross-
well, Milwaukee.

President C. H. Weeks of the Buckeye Engine
Company of Salem, Ohio, again made what might
be characterized as his "annual hit" at artistic ad-
vertising. It is said that "a thing of beauty is a
joy forever," and it w^ould seem that a knowledge
of this fact has enabled Mr. Weeks for years to

do one of the best bits of advertising that has been
accomplished anywhere in the electric-railway or
lighting business. When an institution sets out
to pin a rose or other flower on every delegate and
lady that visits an exposition and repeats the

process daily during almost an entire week, it is

safe to say that that institution will live in pleasant

remembrance in the minds of those so decorated.

Mr. Weeks has carried out this plan for a number
of years, and the delicacy of this method of ad-

vertising has been warmly appreciated. In addition

to the flowers distributed the Buckeye Engine Com-
pany had on exhibition photographs of different
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types of Buckeye steam engines, horizontal and

vertical, simple and compoimd ; a small steam-

engine model, and wash drawings of Buckeye four-

cycle tandem gas engines. Assisting Mr. Weeks
were Paul Bigelow, C. E. Machold and A. H. Ri-

dell.

The Gould Storage Battery Company of New
York exhibited a 49-plate "type N" cell in lead-

lined tank, a ig-plate "type S" cell in lead-lined

tank, a 21-plate "tj'pe O" cell in glass tank, a 19-

plate "type O" cell in 21-plate lead-lined tank.

Tliere were also couple type cells, photographs of

railway installations and an exhibit of plates. A
type S positive plate, in service five years at

Easton, Pa., cut out for test after five years of

hard work, was shown. The batter}' was flooded

twice by extraordinary high . water of the Le-

by alternating or direct current. This was set up
and connected for operation so that the various ac-

tions and operations which occur as the motorman
moves the controller may be fully observed. The
various movements are directed from a very compact
master controller which governs the action of the

various magnets. In addition to the above there are

several standard direct-current railway motors. More
interesting than this are tbe two interpolc railway

motors which make use of the auxiliary poles to nn-

prove the commutation. Interpole motors have been

used with satisfaction for variable-speed service, but

arc new in the field of railway work. They ha\'c,

ho\yever, been tried sufficiently to prove that their

use materially improves the commutation, and hence
increases the life of both commutator and brushes, so

that much is expected of them in the future. . In
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high River. In spite of hard service and the flood

the plate is still good for considerable service

(probably two years), and has its initial capacity.

The company was represented by H. N. Powers.

C. H. Bradley, Jr., W. K. Kise and Dr. W. E.

Winship.

Dossert & Co., Inc., manufacturers of "Dossert

joints" and solderless connectors and terminals for

electric Avires and cables, made an excellent exhibit.

The Dossert joint is a mechanical device designed

to splice wires securely and to make a perfect

electrical connection without the use of solder.

After field experience and laboratory tests covering

a period of over two years, the National Board of

Fire Underwriters at the meeting in New York
in INIarch, 1907, unanimously adopted an amend-
ment to. the rules allowing the use of an approved
mechanical joint without solder. Two months later

the Dossert joints were placed on the list of ap-

proved fittings, and it is the only approved me-
chanical joint. H. B. Logan, president, and E. A.
Dossert, sales manager, for Dossert & Co., were
in attendance. The home office is in New York
city.

The Western Electric Company of Chicago, New
York and Berlin, of course, made an attractive dis-

play of the great variety of its electrical products.
The companv was represented bv lohn Young.
C. A. S. Hewlett, R. H. Harner; F. D. KiUion,
A. E. Meixell, D. C. Guest, R. L. Lunt, F. C.

Jae.ger. H. J. Shreve. R. Rolh, lames R. Stuard,
G. P. Livezy. A. L. Hallstrom, H. E. Scott, P. R.
Ziegler and W. Harkness. Among the specialties

laid out for inspection were samples of electrose
line insulation, Shelby trolley poles, Kalamazoo
wheels and harps. Deltabeston wire, Amazon and
Dryfield tapes, linen tapes and cotton sleeving,
bronze and malleable-iron ears, wood strain insu-
lators, commutators, controller parts, axle bear-
ings, insulating paper, insulating cloth, varnishes,
registers, register fittings, mica, trolley catchers,
trolley rope, foot gongs, pole brackets, bells, incan-
descent lamps, car wire, etc. The pictures here-
with give but an inadequate idea of the company's
booth.

The most striking thin? in the exhibit of the West-
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Companv was
the large single-phase electric locomotive which i->

one-half of a complete unit. It showed the sort of
locomotive used on the New York, New Haven and
Hartford road for pulling trains into New York
city. In addition to the complete equipment there
\ycre individual parts arranged for minute inspec-
tion. There were several of the single-phase motors,
for instance. It was noticed that the commutator,
brushes and brush-holders arc of especially ample
and rugged construction. The control equipment was
also exhibited .ipart from the locomotive, showing the
method by which the voltage is reduced on the car
to the prcssur;: suitable for the motors, as well as the
method of varving the voltage applied to the motors
so that cvcrj- notch is a running notch, no resist-
ance being required. The catenary line construc-
tion used on the sinelc-phase roads was also shown.
The pantagranh trolley was set up on the floor con-
nected to a cocnprcsscd-air supply so that it could
be raised or lowered exactly as in the complete
cquiomcnt, b,v the air supply. One portion of the
exhibit contaiicd the complete unit switch control
U5cd in the co-.trol of electric trains operated cither

conjunction with the Westinghouse Machine Com-
pany a, steam turbine generator set was displayed

on the first floor for inspection. This was a unit

capable of delivering 500 kilowatts at normal rating,

and represents a compact and reliable machine for

the development of power by steam. There was a
large delegation of Westinghouse men. Among
them were J. R. Bibbins, C. P. Billings, L. M. Cargo,
H. A. Coles, C. S. Cook, H. P. Davis, J. N. Du-
barry, Geo. C. Ewing, Wallace Franklin, G. B.
Griffin. L. W. Hershey, W. M. McFarland, J. C.
McQuiston, L. N. Reed, F. L. Shepard, N. W.
Storer, Carl M. Vail, Edwin Yanger, J. A. Brett.

Of course, that old-timer and carbon expert.

Manager J. S. Speer of the Specr Carbon Com-
pany, secured for his institution one of the best

located booths and made one of the most interest-

sculptor to carve the name of the Speer brush
and its merits in the sand, where all ^.who ran
(along the Board Walk) might see.

No street-railway convention would be quite
natural without a comprehensive exhibit from the
National Carbon Company of Cleveland, Ohio. Un-
der the- management and design of Sales Manager
N. C. Cotabish there was presented at Atlantic
City a display well worthy of the name "National."
On hand to carry out Mr. Cotabish's exhibition
work were A. E. Carrier, F. D. Kathe, O. T.
Weaver, A. C. Henry and Frank C. Park. It is

impossible to enumerate all the specialties, but
among them were shown carbon brushes in all

styles, dry batteries, arc-light carbons, headlight
carbons and flashlights. A clever advertising nov-
elty was given away. It was a square or cubical

matchbox formed to represent a copper or gold-
plated carbon brush. This novelty made a decided
hit, as it was of great use to every smoker, filled,

as it was, with matches.

The General Electric Company, as usual, was
prominently represented both by men and by ex-
liibits. Among the former were: J. G. Barry,
manager of the railway department; W. J. Clark,

manager of the traction department ; W. 13. Potter,

engineer of the railway and traction department

;

E. D. Priest, F. E. Case, A. H. Armstrong, engi-

neering department; C. C. Peirce, Boston; J. J.

Mahoney, S. W. Trawick, New York ; R. E. Moore,
Philadelphia; H. L. Monroe, Chicago; G. D. Rosen-
thal, St. Louis; E. H. Ginn, Atlanta; H. C. Houck,
Cincinnati; H. N. Ransom, W. G. Carey, Schenec-
tady, and F. IT. Gale, in charge of advertising.

The exhibit occupied one of the largest spaces on
the pier and its location gave ample opportunity
for an arrangement of machinery so that it was
easily inspected by visitors. The Curtis steam tur-

bine was illustrated by a 1,000-kilowatt 12,000-voIt

60-cycle machine dismantled so that every part was
displayed, and it furnished a valuable demonstration
of the simplicity and rugged construction of this

design. For the first time at any convention a

commutating-pole motor was shown in operation and
undergoing test to demonstrate the remarkable com-
mutation features of this design. This was done
by means of a booster set which furnishes voltage

up to 950 volts. Full load on the commutating-pole
motor was provided by a GE-90 railway motor
direct coupled to it and operated as the generator
with water-bo-x load. By means of the variable

voltage supplied the commutating pole motor, ample
demonstration is given of its sparkless operation
under such unusual conditions. A collection of

contactors and similar devices iised in railway
equipment w^as exhibited and the new K-3sA con-

troller which is desi,gned for four so-horsepower

PART OF WiSTlNCHOLSE EXUIBIT AT ATL'VNTIC CITV STREET-RAILWAY CONVENTIONS.

ing and instructive displays on the steel pier. Mr.
Speer, who was accompanied by his "right bower,"
Mr. G. P. Fryling of the company's St. Mary's
office, was much sought after by those desirous of

learning more of the technique of the dynamo and
motor brush. Mr. Spcer's book on the carbon

brush has served to establish him as one of the

authorities in the electric-lighting and power busi-

ness. For years he has made a specialty of this

one branch of a highly technical business, and natu-

rally the knowledge he lias acquired is now eagerly

sought. Mr. Speer also did a clever bit of adver-

tising out of the regular run not only by his

booklet, "A Few Facts," but by engaging the sand

motors at 500 volts or four 6o-horsepowcr motors

at 600 volts. Various other devices of interest to

electric-railway engineers were installed, such as

muitiplc-gap lightning 'arrester for 10,000-voIt alter-

nating-current circuit and a direct-current light-

ning arrester type M' form D-2 for 600 volts.

Power-circuit arc lamps for railway use were

shown, and a feature of the exhibit was two direct-

current arc lamps of the company's recent design

mounted at the front entrance. The company's

reception headquarters on the pier were arranged

inside with illumination by new tungsten lamps

with Holophane reflectors. A complete exhibit of

bonds and line material was displayed as well as
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llii' i-oiiipaiiy's liilcsl ilusiKii ui catenary line nia

l.-iial.

llndcr Ihu skillfnl nianaKenuMit of W. S. Hener,

assistant to PriisiiliMit Wliitcsitle, and J. 11. Ucnton,

manager of the air-brake departnient, llic Allis-

Clialniers Company of Milwanliee made a most in-

lereslinn and attractive exlul)it. The display was
devoted, in SO far as apparatns was concenieil,

almost entirely to the air-brake and turbine. There
were, however, other representations, pliolOKraphs,

etc., of Corliss engines, yas engines, hydraulic tur-

bines, condensers, generators, rot.ary converters,

motors and power .and electrical machinery of

every kind. One of the mo.st interesting features

of this exhibit was found in the new type .1

emergency valve for use with straight air-brake

e(iiiii)ments. The principal adv.anlage of the straight

.cir-brakc system, as is well known, lies in its

simplicity and in the fact that the brakes may be

applied and released gradually; but it formerly had

one serious defect, for when two or more cars

;u'c run in a single train h;i\'ing this c(iiii|)nient, if

the train should break apart the brakes would not

be applied automatically. Moreover, in the ordi-

nary straight air system the control of the train

is m the hands of the motornian alone, whereas,

with the automatic system the brakes can be ap-

plied by the conductor in case of emergency from
any one of the cars in the train. The Allis-Chal-

mers Company's straight-air emergency valve was
designed to overcome these two points of de-

ficiency in the straight air-brake system, so that it

is now possible by using the emergency valve to

equip with straight air trains of two to four cars,

wdiich will have all of the advantages of the sim-

plicity and positive actioii of that system and at

the same time possess the automatic safety features

to be applied in case of a break in couplings or

hose connections. This, it will be readily seen, puts

the control of the brakes in the bands of the con-

ductor as w^ell as in those of the motorman. An-
other object of especial interest was the new type

OB pneumatic governor. The reliable operation of

an air-brake equipment depends largely upon the

governor. The Allis-Chalmers Company directed

its engineers to desigii a go\ernor which would
overcome the objectionable features experienced
heretofore. How well they succeeded may be
shown in a reference to the iirst trial which this

apparatus sustained outside of the company's own
works. Prior to the placing of a large order it

was given an exhaustive test by the engineering
department of the Manhattan Elevated Railway,
New York city, in a series of 284,000 continuous
operations, breaking a current of 35- to 40 amperes,
at 600 volts, without any attention whatever dur-
ing the period of the test, which would be equiv-
alent to about two and one-half years' service

under ordinary conditions. The illustration on page
334 shows the Allis-Chalmers booth and air-brake
apparatus. With Messrs. Heger and Denton were
the following-named men prominent on the AUis-
Chalmers stafT: F. C. Randall, manager New York
office : W, W. Power, manager Philadelphia office

;

\V. G. Clayton, engineer air-brake department ; St.

John Chilton, engineer steam-turbine department

:

J. F. Di.xon, selling force. New York office: H. W.
Rowley, selling force. New York office ; A. E. Peck,
selling force. New York office

; J. B. Nicholson,
selling force, Philadelphia office.

ELKMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
By (ji:o, K, .MKrcALi'i;,

XXXIX. Electric Railways.

Brakes.

Two Steam Turbines Built and Installed
in Record Time.

What is probably a record for the furnishing
and installing of steam turbines was made by
Allis-Chalmers Company in connection with two
1,000-kilowatt steam turbines and accessories wdiich

that company built for the South Works of the
Illinois Steel Company at South Chicago, 111. The
contract was signed on May 13, 1907; shipment
commenced from tlie factory on May 25th and fin-

ished on May 31st; the erection of both units was
completed July i6th and the commercial load was
put on the machines July 22d. Since that time
they have operated almost continuously, carrying
loads up to 1,500 kilowatts each—that is, loads 50
per cent, above their rated capacity. At one stretch

the turbines ran over three weeks, day and night,

without being stopped.

The turbines are installed in a temporary wooden
building, and as no crane or the usual facilities

were available during the erection this record is

considered remarkable. Since starting the turbines
have given no trouble, and the manufacturer's engi-

neers left them in charge of the Illinois Steel Com-
pany's operators within a few days after the load
was first carried.

The installation consists of two units, each com-
prising a 1,000-kilow^att steam turbine coupled to a

i.ooo-kilowatt 25-cycle three-phase 2,300-volt Allis-

Chalmers turbo-alternator, together with necessary

surface-condensing apparatus, pipe connections and
switchboard. The speed of the turbines is 1,500

revolutions per minute; each is provided wdtli a

direct-connected exciter.

The Allis-Chalmers steam turbine is of the hori-

zontal, full annular flow, reaction type, and is pro-

vided with a number of special features, such as

improved methods of holding and protecting the

blades, improved balance pistons, etc., all of which
tend to make this machine both efficient and reliable.

ICflicient brakes arc one of the nio.st important
features of a trolley-car cquipmcJU, and their im-
portance has increased very materially with the

high speeds at wliicli electric cars arc frequently
rnu. Almost all electric rars arc equipped with
hand brakes, but in m.nny cases these are used
purely for emergency pin-poses or in case the power
brakes for any reason fail to act. Some form o(
power brake is almost invariably installed in addi-
tion to hand brakes, so that each car, as a rule,

contains two kinds of brakes, either of which m.iy
be used independently of the other. As both air
br.akes and electric brakes arc operated with slight
physical exertion on the part of the motorman,
these brakes are invariably used for general service,
and the hand brakes are used only in emergencies.
The different styles of brakes in general use

today may be divided into several different classes
as follows

:

First—Hand brakes, in which the power required
for pressing the brake shoes .against the wheels is

furnished through the action of the motorman in

winding a chain about the brake staff, or by op-
erating a long leader to wdiich the brake chains are
attached.

Second—Air brakes of either the straight or
automatic type, which are operated by turning a
valve handle.

Third—Electrical brakes, of which there are sev-
eral kinds, and wdiich are operated by the movement
of the controller handle.

Fourth—Track brakes, in which shoes carried on
the sides of the truck are pressed against the top
of the track rails until the friction between the
shoes and the rails stops the car.

Fifth—Friction, or disk, brakes in wdiich the
momentum of the car is utilized to apply the brakes
to the wheels.

Of these five classes of brakes, the first and
second together, or the first and third together,
are in very general use, while the fourth and fifth
classes are more rarely used.

Hand brakes are almost universally used on
trolley cars, and the brake riggijig is arranged in
a wide variety of ways by different manufacturers.
A detailed description of the various brake rig-
gings would involve an amount of detail beyond
the scope of this series of articles, and therefore
only a few of the more important points will be
considered.

In general, the brake-shoes are hung either out-
side or between the truck wheels, the center of the
brake-shoe coming about on a line with the car
axles. The two brake-shoes are directly opposite
each other, and each one is securely fastened to a

bar extending across the car truck, wdiich is flex-

ibly supported so as to allow the brakes to be
moved against or away from the wheels.

On single-truck cars the brakes are generally

hung outside the wheels, and the two cross bars

carrying the brakes are connected by various sys-

tems of levers and toggles so arranged that when
the chain which connects them to the vertical brake

staff is wound up about the staff the brakes are

forced against the wheels with a heavy pressure

which soon brings the car to rest. On double-

truc'K cars the arrangement of the brakes is some-

what more complicated, as the brake rigging must
be arranged to accommodate itself to the swiveling

of the trucks. On swivel trucks the best practice

is to hang the brakes between the two pairs of

wheels of the truck instead of on the outside of

the wheels. By placing the brakes between the

wdieels there is less tendencj' to cause the truck

to tilt wdien the brakes are applied suddenly, and
this arrangement therefore makes an easier riding

car.

The brake-shoes should normally hang from one-

eighth to three-sixteenths of an inch from the

wheels, and the shoes are fastened to the cross-

beams, so that the distance between the shoe and

the bed of the wdieel can be easily adjusted. This

distance should be equal on all the brake-shoes, as

it is important that they all be brought to bear

upon the wheels at the same time, in order to

have them produce the maximum braking capacity.

It is also very important that all of the shoes bear

against the wheels with an equal pressure, as other-

NoTH.—Tliis aeries of articles, intended to survey, briefly.

the wliole field of applied electricity for lieljt. power and beat,
was bcffDn in the Western Electrician of February 2, 1907.

wise some of llic wheels would stop revolving be-

fore llic olIierH .iml would thcreforr; slide upon
the tr.ick, lliu» producinK flnl spotii, which cauBi:

a consl.'inl poundirm on the rail, and which make
riding very unconiforlable.

To equalize the presiiurc between the dirterent

shoes and the wheels the connection between the

dilTercnl brakes is made flexible, so that whatever
pressure is applied to the brakes naturally divides

itself evenly between them.
Brakes should never be applied with such force

as to lock the wheels, so that Ihey slide or skid
along ihc rails, as the retarding effort is greatly
reduced as soon as the wheels begin to slide;

moreover, this sliding causes flat spots on the
wheels. If the wheels are locked and they com-
mence to slide on a down grade, the brakes should
be loosened up until the wheels begin to turn,
when sand should be applied to the track. When
the wheels are locked and skidding, the retarding
force is only about one-third of wdiat it was before
the wheels commenced to slide.

Brake-shoes are generally made of soft cast-iron,
v/ith insets of steel, carborundum or some harder
material, although in some cases the entire brake-
shoe is made of very hard iron. The wear of
brake-shoes is not of much consequence on small
cars equipped with hand brakes only, but on large
high-speed cars equipped with power brakes, brake-
shoe wear becomes rather a serious item. The
eight brake-shoes on a double-truck car sometimes
last but a .comparatively few days, and the expense
of brake-shoe renewals, under severe circumstances,
may reach in the neighborhood of $200 a year.
Air brakes for use on electric cars may be of

what is known as the straight or of the automatic
type, depending upon the number of the cars which
are to be coupled together in trains. The straight
air-brake system is the simplest, and is almost al-
ways used where not more than two or three cars
are run as a train. Where trains consist of a larger
number of cars the. automatic air brake is necessary.
In the straight air-brake system the pressure

from the air reservoir is opened to a cylinder
which contains a piston working against a spring.
When this piston is moved by the pressure of the
compressed air, it acts directly upon the levers
which operate the brakes. The compressed-air sup-
ply is furnished by means of a small air compres-
sor, usually driven by an electric motor, and the
motor is operated by means of a switch, which is

controlled by a pressure regulator. This regulator
IS set to maintain a constant pressure of about 60
pounds per square inch in the air reservoir, and
as soon as this pressure is reduced by the use of
the brake, the drop in pressure causes the motor
to be started, and it operates until the pressure
again reaches 60 pounds, when it is automatically
cut out again. The supply of air to the cylinders
is therefore maintained practically constant as long
as current is supplied to the car, and this supply
being regulated by the pressure in the reservoir, is

maintained without any attention whatever from
the motorman. It is also possible to operate the
air compressor mechanically by means of an eccen-
tric on the car, but this method is seldom used.

The application of air to the brakes is made by
means of the motorman's valve, which is a small
valve having a handle which may be set in three
positions. To apply the brakes the valve is turned
so as to let the air pressure from the reservoir

into the brake cylinder. This moves the piston

in the cylinder, which pulls the brake levers and
applies the brakes. To release the brakes the valve
handle is turned in the opposite direction to wdiich

it was placed for applying the brake, and this

permits air to escape from the brake pipe and
also closes the passage of air from the reservoir

to the brake pipe.

Between the positions of "application" and "re-
lease" is what is called the "lap" position of the

valve handle. When on the "lap" position all the
valve ports are closed, and this is the only position

in which the handle can be removed from the

valve when the motorman wants to change from
one end of the car to the other. By moving the

handle from the lap to the application position

and immediately returning it to the lap position

a small amount of air will be admitted to the brake
cylinder, wdiich will apply the brakes with a slight

pressure.

The force with which the brakes are applied

depends upon the distance the valve has turned in

the application direction, and the length of time
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it had left there, and whatever the condition of the

air pressure is in the brake cyHnder it remains

the same while the valve is on the lap position.

If it is necessary to make an emergency stop,

the valve handle should be thrown to the applica-

tion position to its extreme throw. This permits

the full pressure of the reservoir to be applied to

the brake cylinder, so that the brakes are applied

with the maximum force. It is necessary, however,

to use care in making an emergency stop in this

way, as if the track is slippery the wheels are apt

to become locked and allow the car to skid.

To release the brakes the valve is turned in the

release direction, and this allows the air to escape

from the brake cylinder, whose piston is moved

back to its normal position by the spring against

which it works. When it is not intended to apply

the brakes the valve handle should always be left

in the release position.

Where trail cars are used the air for the opera-

tion of the brakes on the rear cars is supplied

through a flexible-hose connection between the cars.

It is apparent that if this hose connection should

be broken, the brakes would be useless. More-

over, if the train consisted of a number of cars,

it is also apparent that quite an appreciable time

would elapse before the reservoir pressure could

fill the pipes and operate on the cylinders of the

rear cars. This would cause an uneven application

of the brakes, and would prevent prompt and effi-

cient braking, as the brakes on the front car would

begin to operate some time before those on the

rear of the car would be applied.

It is for this reason, as well as for additional

safety, that the automatic air brake is used where

cars are operated in a long train. The automatic

air brake is the style of brake in general use on

the steam roads, and as it has a rather limited

application in electric-railway work, and, more-

over, is very complicated, it will not be described

in detail here. In this system the reservoir pres-

sure is kept constant in a pipe extending from

one end of the train to the other, called the train

pipe. Any reduction of the air pressure in the

train pipe causes the brakes to be applied. It is

apparent, therefore, that if the train should break

in two, or any air hose should be broken, the

pressure in the train pipe would be released, and

the brakes on all of the cars would be automatically

applied.

Another fortti of air brake in use to a limited

extent is the storage air brake. In this system the

air is not compressed upon the car by means of

,

a small air compressor, but a main reservoir is de-

vised, which is charged with compressed air at a

pressure of about 300 pounds. This high-pressure

reservoir is filled from a storage tank located at

some point along the route of the car in which a

supply of air at about 300 pounds pressure is

constantly carried.

The high-pressure tanks on the cars contain

sufficient air to make perhaps four or five hundred
stops, which will frequently be sufficient for several

round trips of a car over a city route of average

length. An au.xiliary reservoir is also carried on

the car, which is connected to the high-pressure

reservoir by means of a reducing valve, so that the

pressure in the auxiliary reservoir is reduced to

50 or 60 pounds for use in the brake cylinders.

The air from the auxiliary reservoir to the brake

cylinder is controlled by the motorman's valve, and
the system is essentially similar to the straight air-

brake system which has been previously described,

except that the motor-driven air compressor is

replaced by the high-pressure air-storage tank.

The reason for using the storage tank rather

than motor-driven air compressors is the saving

of weight and the extra simplicity of the system.

It is also asserted that the storage system de-

creases the cost of maintenance, as it avoids the

use of the small compressor sets on each of the

cars.

[To be conlimied,^

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Baltimore-Washington Electric Railway.

Much interest is manifested in the new electric

railway to connect Washington, D. C, and Balti-

more, a distance of 30 miles. The line will be

opened about- November 15th. The cars will come
into Baltimore over the tracks of the United Rail-

ways, and on account of the difference in gauge a

third track rail has been laid close to the inside

of one rail of the city tracks to accommodate the

new cars. This is the first electric railway be-
tween the two cities, coimcctcd at present by steam
roads only. The cleclric companies will cut the
railroad fare from 50 to 75 per cent., it is under-
stood.

Three-phase Power Calculation.

L. W. S., Ada, Ohio: I would like to know the

formula or method of obtaining the true watts in

a three-phase alternating-current system, having

given the volts and amperes of each phase. I have

not the angle of lag or the readings of the indi-

cating wattmeter given and would like to know if

I can get the watts from the data given above.

Answer.

The true power transmitted in a balanced three-

phase system, whether it be_star or delta-connected,

is equal to the product of V 3 X volts between mains

X current in one main X power factor of the cir-

cuit. Without a knowledge of the angle of lag or

lead (power factor), accurate results cannot be cal-

culated. If the load is known to be non-inductive,

as for incandescent lamps or resistance, the power

factor is practically unity. For inductive or capacity

loads it must be ascertained by a power-factor in-

dicator or similar device.

Three-phase Distribution.

J. H. L., Alexandria, Va. : I have 10 circuits to

distribute on a three-phase system. Can I use a

tablet board made up of three-wire to two-wire

panelettes?
Answer.

The regular three-wire to two-wire cut-outs or

panelettes are unsuitable for this service, as each

one of the braneh circuits has one side connected

to the neutral wire of a direct-current three-wire

system. The branch circuits should be so arranged

as to keep the load between each set of mains as

well balanced as possible, say, in this case, three

circuits running from mains i and 2, three from

mains 2 and 3 and four less heavily loaded circuits

from mains I and 3. Panel boards for three-phase

distribution are not usually kept in stock, but can

be made to suit the conditions on comparatively

short notice by most manufacturers. A number of

wiring contractors make up tablet boards for this

service by using three-pole single or* double-branch

cut-outs.

Invention of the Telephone.

C. A. P., Chicago : I would deem it a great

courtesy if you will tell me when the telephone

was invented and by whom.

Answer.

In 1854 a Frenchman, Charles Bourseul, pre-

dicted the transmission of speech, and thought it

could be carried out by using a disk which would
alternately make and break a circuit. In i860 or

i86r a German schoolmaster, Philipp Reis, actually

invented an apparatus along these lines, which he

called a "telephon," and which transmitted musical

sounds quite well, but speech in a doubtful manner.

In 1868 Royal E. House of Binghamton, N. Y., in-

vented and patented an "electro-phonetic telegraph,*'

which was capable of operating as a magneto-tele-

phone in the same way as the instruments devised

by Bell later. He knew, nothing of its capabilities,

however.

In 1876 applications for patents were made sim-

ultaneously at the United States Patent Office for

speaking telephones by Alexander Graham Bell and

Elisha Gray. The authorities conceded Bell's claim

to priority and granted him the patent. This mat-

ter went into the courts later and after long litiga-

tion a compromise was effected and both patents

sold to one company.

The above facts indicate that the honors should

probably be divided principally between Reis, Bell

and Gray. Reis was regarded by so good an au-

thority as Prof. S. P. Thompson as the "inventor

of the telephone," and Professor Thompson has

written a book backing up Reis' claims. However,

Bell and Gray were undoubtedly the first to produce

telephones that did transmit articulate speech.

North Avenue Carnival Illumination.

The three-fourths mile stretch of North Avenue
from Wells Street to Clybourn Avenue, Chicago,
has been the scene of a carnival and illumination

every evening for the four weeks since October 5th.

This attraction has been arranged by the North
Avenue Business Men's Association to boost the
trade of that street. The special illumination is

mainly in the form of festoons of incandescent
lamps spanning the street at intervals of about
140 feet, over 1,100 lamps being used for this pur-
pose. A large number of the merchants have had
installed by private contract gas "arcs" in front
of their premises, about 150 being now in use. On
October 9th, 15th and 24th special parades with
gayly decorated floats were the attraction. The
date of closing is October 26th.

October 26, 1907

Maintenance and Inspection of Electric-

railway Equipment.'

Part I.

In considering the nature of the report^ to be
submitted your committee felt that it could best

serve the interests of the association by finding out,

so far as possible, the present practices in the
maintenance and inspection of electrical equipment
of the member companies and to point out to some
extent the good and bad practices, with such sug-
gestions and recommendations for further improve-
ment as would seem advisable.

To this end, early in the summer, there was
prepared and sent out question blanks asking for
considerable data, and while some of the informa-
tion asked for may seem lacking in importance, it

has been said to your committee that the mere
endeavor to supply the information has brought
to the attention of operating men conditions which
otherwise would probably have gone unnoticed for
some time. Your committee realizes that it is im-
possible to make recommendations that will fit all

conditions, but, if we are to learn to shoot, we
must have a mark to shoot at.

The maintenance and inspection of car equipment
is such an important item in the reliability of
operation of a street-railway system that the period
of overhauling and inspection should be very care-
fully fixed. Too many overhaulings and inspec-
tions are not conducive to economy, while, on the
other hand, too few mean many failures. There
is always some one part of the equipment which
requires attention more frequently than any other.
A study should be made of this part and endeavor
made to improve it until it is no longer the first

to need attention; then the periods of overhauling
and inspection can be lengthened to meet the new
conditions, etc.

Control Equipment.

In reply to the question as to the "frequency of
inspection of control," the answers were:

K-Type.
Daily— 13
Every nA day—

i

3d day—

7

Every 5th day— 1 Every 300 miles—

i

7th day—

8

500 miles—

i

I4tli day—

2

Multiple-unit Type.

Daily—

I

Every 3d day—

i

7th day—

i

Every 500 miles—

i

1,000 miles—

I

1,200 miles— I

It is evident from the- above that, notwithstand-
ing the varying conditions, some are inspecting
unnecessarily often, while others are not giving
sufficient attention.

Your committee recommends that the control
equipment of the K type be given a thorough
overhauling for every 60,000 miles of service, as
follows

:

Controller should be taken apart, thoroughly
cleaned, defective parts replaced, wood scraped and
shellacked, and other parts of the controller painted
with insulating paint. The controller should then
be given a breakdown test of not less than 1,500

volts alternating current for five seconds. With
controllers in good condition, your committee be-

lieves that periodical inspections on a basis of from
300 to 500 miles' service—depending upon the con-
ditions of operation—would be sufficient and the

most economical, and desires to call attention to

the importance of giving careful attention to the

fit of controller and reverse handles on spindles,

as a loose-fitting control handle will sometimes

make it impossible to make the proper contact on

the last point. It also renders the pointer useless

as an indicator to the motornian and has a tend-

ency to make him careless in the operation of the

controller, as the notches cannot be readily dis-

tinguished. A loose-fitting reverse handle
_
will

sometimes prevent the reverse being thrown quickly,

thus being the means of causing an accident when
an endeavor is being made to stop the car with the

reverse.

Multiple-unit Control, M Type.

Your committee recommends an overhauling on

a 60.000-mile basis, as follows

:

All coils removed from the contactor, reverser

and circuit-breaker boxes, thoroughly cleaned and

painted with an insulating paint. Interior of boxes

cleaned and painted; contact strips between coil

frames inspected for loose contacts ; all working

parts thoroughly inspected and worn parts replaced

where necessary ; wires inside of contact box thor-

oughly painted and when reassembled given an

insulation test of 1,500 volts alternating current.

It would then seem to your committee that peri-

odical inspections on a basis of from 600 to goo

miles of service would be satisfactory.

As the experience of some of the operating com-

panies with this type of equipment is rather lim-

ited, the following points are suggested as requir-

ing attention at such times:

Examine for broken shunt straps and broken

hinge pins.

See that interlocks are properly adjusted and

that stnall arcs do not form between the fingers

and disks, thereby burning finger and disk, which

I. This is a report prosuntod to tlie American Street and In-

torDrban Knilw.iy Enuinecrine Association at Atlantic Citr. Octo-

ber M. ie07. by a cornmitloo consisting of J. Lindall, cbairman;
W. D. WriKbt. E. T, MnnBer and L. L. Smith.
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would cviiiln.illy cause a defective contact at this

point and :i ilerid car.

Clean lliu disk and linger with fine emery cloth.

Keep the arc cluiles and plates clear of all cop-

per caused by contactors breaking current.

Sec that all connections are tight.

See lliat springs are not broken and are in good

order, insuring good contact when closed.

See that plungers do not bind anil th;it contactors

break free when the current is thrown olT.

Contact plates sliould not be worn so low that

screws holding theui are burned.

Blow out contactor box with compressed air.

Note condition of wiring in the ho.\.

Clean the master-control cylinder and use a small

amount of vaseline on the lingers.

See that the handle is of proper ht and works

perfectly free.

The adjustment of controller should be looked

after very carefully, as there are no adjustment

screws on the contact fingers.

Note condition of throttle.

Clean throttle disks and fingers and see that

adjustment nuts are not loose.

Do not clean throttle plunger unless it shows

signs of sluggishness.

Great care must be taken when cleaning plunger.

Clean reverscr and note adjustment and condi-

tion of plates and fingers and that the reverse

throws in properly.

Use no oil or grease on contactor or revcrser

finger or plates.

i\ great deal depends on the close adjustment of

interlocks.

All bearings on contactors and interlocks must

he made loose.

When a contactor box becomes coated inside with

a yellow coating, caused by the burning of copper,

short-circuits are very likely to occur if this is not

cleaned off.

Multiple-unit Electro-pneumatic Type.

Overhauling on a 60,000-mile basis is recom-

mended as follows

:

Clean the drum and adjust fingers of master

switch ; inspect cab switch terminals and see that

they are held rigidly and no strands of wire are

broken. Repair, clean and carefully adjust line

relay, limit switch and battery relay. Limit switch

should be adjusted with ammeter. Take apart,

clean, scrape and shellac drums of motor cut-out

switch and reverser ; replace any parts that will

not make the mileage, and adjust the finger ten-

sion. Strip switch groups of all magnets, switch

arms and moving parts; replace worn parts when
necessary. Replace worn or burned arc shields

;

adjust all magnet valves to operate at proper volt-

age; replace defective shunts; adjust and clean

all interlocks and interlock fingers ; examine all

insulation and make as good as new ; examine pis-

ton leathers, and see that they are flexible and

replace those badly worn. Storage batteries should

be cleaned of sediment, and aeid strength adjusted.

Grid diverters should be cleaned, the insulation

renewed where necessary, and all connections tight-

ened. Control jumpers should be tested by passing

seven amperes of current through them for three

minutes, at the same time giving jumper the same
motion that it has when in service. Clean and
adjust circuit-breaker; thoroughly blow out all

piping and air chambers connected with the control.

On short-period inspection the following is the

practice on a road having inspection periods based

on a 600-mile service

:

Master Switch.—Clean and lubricate every • tenth

inspection.

Cab Switches.—Inspect terminals each inspection

day.

Close jaws of cab switch to fit tight each in-

spection day.

Line Relay and Limit Switches.—Clean with

crocus cloth each tenth inspection.

Inspect connections each inspection day.

Motor Cut-off Switch and Reverser.—Inspect fin-

ger tension and oil-drum contactor each second

inspection and feel the terminals to see if the

wires are O. K.
Inspect interlocks each twelfth inspection.

Oil reverser switch toggle each tenth inspection.

Circuit-breaker and Switch Group.—Clean arma-

ture and valves each tenth inspection.

Inspect contacts each inspection day.

Clean arc chutes each inspection day.

Blow out with compressed air all switches and

grid diverters each third inspection.

Inspect all grid diverter connections and oil all

pistons each inspection day, see that all terminals

are tight and inspect wires.

. Wipe off insulators.

Inspect shunts and battery connections each in-

spection day.

Add distilled water to take care of evaporation

when necessary.

Test specific gravity each thirtieth inspection day.

Test battery relay and inspect terminals of bat-

tery switches each inspection day.

Inspection.

In reply to question as to "Whether inspection

is made by day or night?" 20 answered "Day,"

7 "Night," and 9 "Both day and night."

We believe that it is well understood that in-

spection nuide by night is less reliable and more
expensive than that made by day.

Your committee would urge that very careful

consideration be given this question by those doing

inspection work by night. It has been found on

a number of roads where at first thouglit it seemed
impossible to have inspection done during the day

that by careful study it was found possible lo

arrange for the work being done in the daytime,

.ind that this has residted in an improvement lo

the service as well as being more economical.

The replies to the question as to "What de-

termines the frequency of inspection, whether

brakes, control, conuiiutator work or oiling?" would
indicate that oil 75 per cent, of the equipment

"adjustment of brakes" was the first part of the

equipment requiring attention, although several

companies report motor brushes and oiling as re-

quiring first attention.

It would seem, therefore, that a satisfactory slack

adjuster for brakes is very much needed in order

to obtain length of service from this, part of the

equipment equal to that provided by the later types

of electrical equipment.

Car Wiring.

"What is done to maintain car wiring in a safe

condition?" "How do you test car wiring, in-

cluding light, heat, motor wiring?" and "How is

light, heat, motor wiring installed—in canvas hose,

conduits, cleats, molding or in transitc?"

The answers indicate a general tendency toward
iron-pipe conduit installation with a periodical test

for insulation breakdown. Your committee believes

this to be the best practice, but in the rewiring of

old equipment it is frequently necessary to modify
this and use iron-pipe conduit under the cars where
exposed to wheel wash, and cabling or boxing
wires in the interior of the car.

Your committee recommends that in all cases

where wires are run through metal conduit before

reaching the main fuse or circuit-breaker, a wire
or ribbon fuse be placed on the roof of the car

near the trolley of such capacity as would blow
only in case of short-circuit of wires before reach-

ing the main fuse or circuit-breaker.

One company reports the use on a large number
of cars of a factory-made cable, which consists of

a number of flexible insulated wires made up in

cable form, the outside covering, or jacket, being
made of fireproof material woven around the wires,

taps being led out through the covering. ,

Trolleys.

Replies to question "How often do you inspect

trolley apparatus?" show that 90 per cent, inspect

them daily, four every seven days, one every 10

days, two from 300, to 500 miles, and two roads
report inspecting trolley wheels every trip.

This would certainly indicate that improvement
tending to increase life and reduce the necessary

attention is much needed. One company reports

that wath the use of an automatic trolley lubri-

cator they find it only necessary to inspect troheys
every 60 days. Another road reports that wuh a
similar device the labor required to take care of

the trolley wheels is reduced 7S per cent, and the

life of the bushing is increased nearly 100 per cent.

It, therefore, appears to your committee as being
well worth investigating by railroads having trouble

i-i maintaining trolley bushings.
Replies to the question, "How often do you re-

place trolley bushings?' show that for light cars

in city service the bushing usually lasts as long ys

tile wheel, but with heavy equipments and high
spetd, the trolley b-i~.hing is the weakest part of

the equipment, the wheel lasting from two to three

times as long as the bushing
Yeur committee would call attention to the im-

portance of having trolley contact springs of suffi-

cient rapacity and in good order, so that they will

carry \he current from the wheel to the harp, and
thus prevent burning between bushing and spindle.

Two companies report using trolley wheels without
bushings.

Safety Devices.

In the mitter of safety devices for the protec-

tion of wiring and apparatus, your committee rec-

ommends the use of a fuse in addition to circuit-

breaker on all equipments requiring current-carry-
ing capacity of over 200 amperes. The fuse is to

be of slightly greater carrying capacity than the

circuit-breaker. We also call attention to the im-
portance of overhead trolley cars being properly
equipped with lightning arresters and recommend
that the same be periodically inspected and tested

to insure their being in proper working order.

Armature and Commutator Repairs.

The growing tendency of operating motors at

high temperatures due to increased service require-

ments has brought to the operating men the ques-
tion of making repairs with insulating material
suitable for withstanding the higher temperatures.
Your committee feels that sufficient attention has

not been given by operating men to the question

of "motor temperatures." If a motor does not
melt the solder or actually get on fire, the average
ca.^-barn foreman gives the matter no further con-
sideration, whereas motor temperatures should be
followed closely, and where this is found to be

higher than the motors wore designed (or, effort

Bhotild be made to find the cause and remedy it.

I''or insulation of armaltire coils wound with
round wire and where the uliimatc Icnipcraturc

rise is less than 05
' C, collon-covcred and var-

nished cambric insul.'Uion i» SLfTicient.

Where ultimate temperature rise is 65' to 100*

C, asbestos covering for the wiring is necessary.

lii the use of asbestos material your committee
would call attention to the vital importance of im-
pregnalioji with moisture-repelling varnish.

The asbestos should be considered as a fireproof

material and a good spacer rather than a good
insulator.

Armature coils, and especially those wound with
asbestos-covered wire, must be held rigidly in place

in the armature core to exclude all movement or
vibration in the slot or at the ends.
By some roads it is considered good practice to

impregnate an armature after it is wound by heat-
ing the armature and revolving it in an impregnat-
ing bath. The advantage of this method is im-
proved insulation and rigidity of windings in the
core. The disadvantage is the difficulty of raising
a coil should it ever be necessary to patch up an
individual coil.

Experiment is suggested with the use of all

fireproof insulation of armature coils; that is, as-

bestos-covered wire; spacing and wrapping with
mica and wrapping with asbestos tape. It is sug-
gested that this process may give longer life, even
under moderate temperatures, than the cotton-cov-
ered, oiled-cambric wrapped coils.

Where the original equipment was bar-wound
it is recommended that insulation be mica, partially,

if not wholly; where bars arc to be replaced it is

preferable to replace with bars similar to the origi-

nal, that is, with insulation of mica. However,
should it be necessary to repair at short notice
and no mica-insulated bars are at hand, a var-
nished-cambric insulated bar is recommended, ap-
preciating that the life is not as great as mica and
shorter as the working temperature is higher.

Referring to the question, "What test do you
give coils for short-circuits ?" the reports show
about equal use of alterriating current and direct
current for this test. The committee would rec-
ommend the alternating-current transformer test

as a very satisfactory one. For testing armature
windings, the usual yoke transformer test and bar-
to-bar test are recommended. For bar-wound
armatures it is further recommended that a test

be made by applying full-load current through the
brushes in their normal position on the commu-
tator at such a frequency as to give approximately
full voltage across the brushes ; armatures in all

cases to be outside of their frames.
Referring to the question, "What insulation test

do you give armature coils?" reports show the
use of 3,300 volts alternating current as maximum
and 500 volts direct current as minimum. Ma-
jority between 1,000 and 2,000 volts alternating
cu rrent

:

Your committee recommends an insulation test

between windings and ground as follows:
For roads using trolley:

New armatures—2,500 volts alternating current
five seconds.
Old armatures—1,000 volts

,
alternating current

five seconds.
For roads using third rail where voltage fluctua-

tions have to be taken into consideration:
New armatures—3,000 volts alternating current

five seconds.

Old or partly repaired armatures— 1,500 volts al-

ternating current five seconds.
Commutator bar to bar test and between arma-

ture coils before windings are connected we rec-
ommend :

New armatures—220 volts direct current five
seconds.

Old armatures—no volts direct current five

seconds.

As to the question, "Have you any preference
for rolled or drawn copper over drop-forged seg-
ments?" in 22 reports where preference was stated,

12 favored rolled or drawn copper and 10 drop-
forged.

Your committee recommends for commutators
hard-drawn copper as possessing greater uniformity
in size and hardness over the forged bars and cor-
responding superiority in life and service.

Your committee wishes to call attention to the
importance of material and workmanship in the
construction of commutators being such as to in-

sure a solid structure which will not shrink, be-
come loose, or get out of true.

Built-up mica is preferable for commutator seg-
ments, but it is very important that the building-up
should be even and compact. -Assembled commu-
tators should be baked at 230° C. and compressed
while hot to insure solidity, clamps being tightened
before pressure is released.

The best method of maintaining sizes of arma-
ture shafts and bearings has been much discussed.

To the question, "How many sizes of shaft jour-

nals on one type of armature in use?" the replies

have been

:

Seven report one size.

Six report two sizes.

Six report three sizes.
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Two report four sizes.

Two report five sizes.

One reports 12 sizes.

In regard to allowable difference in diameter be-

tween sizes

:

Eight report one-sixteenth inch.

Five report one-thirty-second inch.

Fonr report one-sixty-fonrth inch.

After considerable discussion, your committee has

come to the conclusion that, owing to the wide

variety of conditions, it is impossible to suggest

any one set of standards to fit them all, and rec-

qmmends that each road select such standards as

best fitted for its own concjilions.

Referring to questions, "Do you sleeve worn
shaft journals with steel tubing?" and "Do you

apply same hot or cold?" we find that the practice

of sleeving worn armature shaft journals with

steel tubing is becoming quite general, and is, in

the opinion of your committee, without doubt good
practice.

With but one exception these sleeves are applied

hot. Your committee recommends applying sleeves

hot, with an allowance of 0.004 inch for each inch

in diameter.

"Do you bore your babbitted armature bearing

shells or babbitt to size?" While it is the general

practice to bore rather than to babbitt to size, your
committee suggests that possible economy and good
results may be obtained by babbitting near to size

and complete finish by forcing a broach or finish-

ing plug through the shell, giving a hard, smooth
surface.

"What grade of steel wire do you use in band-
ing armatures?" Four use bronze wire Nos. 16

and 17, others use tinned steel wire usually No.

17, two report No. 18, and one No. 19 B. & S.

gauge.
There appears to be lack of sufficient attention

as to the quality of the wire.

Your committee would call attention to the ne-

cessity of using a high grade of wire on high-

speed motors and would suggest that for motors
not exceeding 75 horsepower, band wire should
have an ultimate tensile strength of 125,000 pounds
per square inch, while for large motors operating
at a maximum armature speed of 1,200 revolutions

per minute, or upward, the band wire should have
an ultimate strength of 175,000 pounds, or a suffi-

cient additional number of turns of wire of lower
ultimate strength to be equivalent thereto.

Your committee would suggest, on accoimt of
higher motor temperatures, the importance of using
solder suitable to these temperatures must not be
overlooked, and would recommend on all motor
work the use of commercially pure tin solder,

owing to its high fusing point and greater reli-

ability.

As a flux, resin dissolved in alcohol is recom-
mended, and the use of any flux containing acid
or salts is condemned.

In reply to question, "Do you have .evidence of
old cores materially increasing armature tempera-
ture?" the answers have been 9 in the affirmative
and 18 in the negative.

It is the opinion of your committee that this is

not a serious matter, and, owing to the difficulty

of properly reassembling the laminations, the ad-
vantage given by dismantling the core and re-

insulating the laminations is doubtful.

Where necessary to reassemble laminations they
should be drifted and filed to make the core slots

smooth and true.

Field Coils.

In reply to question, "Do you manufacture your
own field coils?" replies from 18 roads owning
100 cars and upward showed that 17, to a greater
or less extent manufactured their own field coils;

one did not.

"Do you use asbestos-covered wire for fields?"
"If so, are you satisfied that the results obtained
justify the use of asbestos-covered wire at extra
cost?" "What experience have you had with field

coils wound with cotton-covered 'wire impregnated
by vacuum process with solid compounds?" Some
replies indicate the use of wire having a layer of
asbestos paper and single covering of cotton, which
at one time was quite extensively used. Some re-
ports show the use of all asbestos-covered wire
and the coitipanies satisfied with it at increased
cost. One road reports ow-nership and use of
vacuum impregnating plant using there what is

known as solid compound. Although others report
that they have in use fields, vacuum impregnated
with solid compound, there are but two adverse
reports.

It is evident that considerable is yet to be learned
from actual experience as to the comparative value
of field coils wound with all asbestos-covered wire
and vacuum impregnated with solid compound.
Your committee recommends for fields where

temperature rise will not exceed 65° that the

jvire be cotton-covered and coil impregnated with
solid compound and wrapped with varnished cam-
bric, further wrapped with heavy webbing and
dipped in varnish.

For fields where temperature rise is 65° to 100''

that the wire be asbestos-covered, and coil im-
pregnated with solid compound and wrapped with
asbestos tape, the asbestos .tape also thoroughly
impregnated. The above rccotnmcndation for
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temperatures between 65° and 100° applies to strap-

wound fields, as well as those of round wire.

Replying to -questions, "What test do you give

field coils in shop?" and "What test do you give

field coils in use in motor?" reports show that a

majority of the larger roads are using coil-testing

instruments such as are on the market for follow-

ing up the conditions of field coils. One elevated

road reports the use of full-load alternating cur-

rent, detecting short-circuited fields by difference

in temperature or by drop in voltage.

One interurban road reports bridge measure-
ments of resistance for testing fields for short-

circuits or number of turns.

In the absence of better facilities, the use of the

ordinary field-testing instruments with induction

coil and telephone ear-piece is valuable, but your
committee recommends that where alternating cur-

rent can be obtained it is desirable that some form
(,f transformer test be used.

For an insulation test of fields in motor your
committee recommends the same voltage of alter-

nating current as was recommended for the test

of armature, as follows

;

For roads using trolley

:

New fields—2,500 volts alternating current five

seconds.

Old or partially repaired—1,000 volts alternating

current five seconds.

For roads using third rail, wdierc voltage fluc-

tuations have to be taken into consideration

:

New fields—3,coo volts alternating current five

seconds.

Old or partially repaired— 1,500 volts alternating

current five seconds.
[To be concluded.^ •

A Year's Experience with Gas Engines.'

By Paul Winsor.

We have now b.een operating our gas-engine
plants over a year and the following statement of
the results may be of interest to some of you :'

We have two of these plants, both of them gener-
ating direct current and feeding into our over-
head system in multiple with our steam-driven
powder stations. They have been operated most
of the time by two eight-hour watches from 7 a. m.
to II p. m. and shut down from 11 p. m. to 7
a. m. The following figures and statements apply
to our Somer^'illc power station. I give no fig-

ures for our other plant, as it has not yet been
accepted.

The Somerville power station has the following
equipment

:

One pair of Loomis-Pettibone gas producers,
with the usual auxiliaries.

Two 6oD-brake-horsepower Crossley gas engines,
each two-cylinder, four-cycle.

Two 350-kilow^att Crocker-Wheeler generators,
direct current.

This plant was started in May, 1906, and since
then has given continuous, reliable and satisfac-
tory service. There have been no shutdowns, no
accidents and no failures.

The fuel has been soft coal, the same as used in

our steam stations, mostly run-of-mine Pocahontas.
The economic results are shown in the following
table:
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filtering through a pressure sand filter. This outfit

has been entirely satisfactory and has given us no
trouble. The suction lift is 12 feet and the pressure

at the pumps 30 pounds.
The discharge of water from the gas scrubbers

is very dirty, being full of floating lampblack, and
is altogether too black to put back into our dirty

brook. A sand filter basin 2467^ square feet in

area and tile under-drained removes all the lamp-
black, so that we are turning back into the brook
cleaner water than we take out.

Ignition.

Our ignition current is from 14-volt motor-gen-
erators and a floating storage battery, and we have
no trouble with the outfit. The igniters are make-
and-break, two to each cylinder. These igniters

had originally platinum tips, which cost a great
deal and gave considerable trouble. We have been
running now four months without any platinum
and with less trouble.

Back Fires and Pre-ignitions.

During the first months, back fires and pre-igni-
tions were much too frequent, occurring almost
every day. Lowering the compression en one of
the cylinders, changes in the igniters and experience
have reduced these troubles, so that we now go
two or three weeks

_
without a single one.

Reliability.

This plant has proved absolutely reliable. It can
be put into service any time in less than five min-
utes—much quicker than can our steam plants. It

can carry good loads, and do it continuously.
Each unit has carried 450 kilowatts (652 brake
horsepower) for an hour, with swings to 495 kilo-
watts (717 brake horsepower).

Efficiency.

For the first seven months of this year this
plant used 2.034 pounds coal per kilowatt-hour,
while our steam plants averaged 3.477 pounds per
kilowatt-hour—a saving of 41.5 per cent. One of
our smaller steam plants, containing three 200-kilo-
watt compound condensing engines, used 4.414
pounds per kilowatt-hour ; this gas station used only
46.1 per cent, as much.

Conclusion.

Personally, I believe that a gas-engine plant,
making its own producer gas, will operate at least

as reliably as a steam plant and will use from
30 to 60 per cent, less fuel, depending somewhat
on the size of the gas plant, but principally on the
size of the steam plant.

The drawbacks to the gas plant are, in my mind :

First—Cost, approximating $200 per kilowatt
when rated so as to have a 33^ per cent, overload
capacity.

Second—Small size of units—the largest gas
engine now built, being only of about 3,000 kilo-

watts capacity.

Favor Middle-of-the-Street Trolley
Poles and Lights.

In the proposed beautifying and boulevarding of
Dearborn Street, Chicago, from Polk Street to the
Chicago I^iver, the Dearborn Street Property Own-
ers' Association is advocating the removal of the

Somerville Power Station, Boston Elevated Railway Company Power.
Date, January, 1907, to August, 1907.

Total.

988,980
2,012,388

Average.

Jan. Feb. Ma-ch. April. May. June. July.

Kw.-hr. cenerated 304,080
391.223

1. 917
1.322

84.2%
99.3%

175.200
364,817
2.081
1.436

55.9%
86.o,?b

101.3%

192,250
105,050
2.120
1.426

55.3"«

87.4%
103.0%

202,870
401,150

1.975
1.363

60.4%
82-3%
97.1%

118,640

234.705
1-979
1.365

34.2%
78.3%
92.4%

35,770
90,99r

2.542
1.755

10.6%
73.3%
86.5%

60,170
124,452
2.065
1.425

17.3%
82.8%
97.7%

Total pounds coal, including coke
Pounds coal per kw-lir 2.034

1.404

41.6%
87.3%
98.35%

Sta- load factor based on i5 hours per
day and 7 days per week

Eng. load factor

These are the results from actual service and
include all the fuel used for power, heating, etc.,

and the auditor's usual one per cent, to make his
books balance.

A year ago I told you that we were operating
on 1.45 pounds per kilowatt-hour. Later, before
the Proceedings were published, I had to with-
draw that figure. Overzealousness on the part of
the producer men working for the contractors led

them to use coal that had not been weighed, and
lack of proper checking on the part of our men
failed to catch them at it, and it was not until we
took account of coal on hand that we discovered
what had been going on.

The following are some of the points that have
particularly interested us;

Water.

We have used a great deal of water for scrub-
bing the gas and for cooling purposes. The aver-
age amount has been 281 pounds per kilowatt-hour.
When we bought this water, as we did for a few
months, our water cost about twice as much as
our coal. We have been since November 21, 1906.
pumping this from a very dirty brook by mean.^
of two-stace centrifugal pumps, electric driven, and

I. A paper ^ab'idcfld) read before the American Street and
Interurhaii Railway Enaincerini; Association at Atlantic City.
N, J.. October 16. ii>o7 Tile author is chief entrineer of motive
power and rotline sloclt of tlie Boston Elevated Railway Com.
I>any.

trolley poles from the sidewalk to the middle of
the street, arid possibly this plan may be carried
out. The business men think that the best effect

from the boulevard cluster lights could be obtained
if placed in the middle of the street, which could
easily be done by the middle-of-the-street trolley-

pole plan. President Roth of the association says
that it is generally conceded that poles and wires
are less of an obstruction in the center of the
street than over the edge of the sidewalk. Dear-
born Street has become one of the favorite routes
for automobiles to the North Side, and the Chicago
Automobile Club also favors the new plan.

Lightning Conductors In Switzerland.

According to the Eleklrotechnik und Maschincn-
bau, an influential commission in Switzerland has
recently drawn up a set of normal dimensions for

the sizes of lightning rods attached lo buildings.

Where copper wire is used the minimmn diameter
for buildings not exceeding 82 feet in height is

six millimeters; for more lofty buildings, seven
millimeters. If flat copper strip is used instead of

roimd rod, the sectional area unisl be one and one-

half times that of the round rod. Special methods
of attachment to the roofs and walls arc specified.

For buildings up to 3,229 .square feet in ground
area there shoultl. as a rule, be two earthed con-

ductors. For buildings exceeding this area there
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shoulil In' an .iildiliuniil uarllu'cl udmliictui- (or cacli

1,076 siniarc I'ft'l i>f su|H'rlkcs. Tlu- iiu'thotl of pro-

viding for tlu- cailliitiK of tile coiKlurlijrs is also

fcniiulalucl. 'I lu'y sliiuiid, if possible, Iju connected

witli the water mains. All lightnlnK conductors are

to be carefully overhauled every live years.

Electric Mail Tubes In Italy.

A law haviuK heen passed for the iustitutioji of

the "eleclric post" in Naples, Milan and Rome, the

Italian niinisler of posts and lelcRraphs lias iiomi-

naled a cciTninission to arrange for the opening of

bids for the installation of the service. An Ameri-

can consul says

:

"The electric post is an invention of a Neapolitan,

Baron Piscieelli-TaenRi, who has also patented it in

America, The invention renders possible the traiis-

niission of mail from one point to anotlier with

great si)ecd. It is plaimcd to reserve the electric

post for the mail which has greater need of celerity,

such as the transportation of special-delivery let-

ters and local telegrams to and from the central

ofKcc and the substations, as well as late matter

which could be sent from tlie central office to the

railroad slaliou ten minutes before train time. The
principal tube will be the one wbicli connects the

central office with the railroad station. If the serv-

ice in the cities proves a success it is the ultimate

intention to inaugurate a similar service between the

principal cities in Italy. It is estimated that in this

way the time between Naples and Rome can be re-

duced from five to two hours."

Benjamin Attachment Plug.

The Benjamin KIcclric Manufacturing Company
of Chicago has just placed on the market its new
attachment plug, which is illustrated in the accom-

panying cuts. This device contains a rotating sleeve

for attaching the plug without turning the device,

BENJAMIN ATTACHMENT PLUG.

doing away with the twisting of cord. The cord is

securely held by a cap grip. The plug has no de-

tachable parts to become lost or troken, is small,

well constructed, neat and uuobstrusive in appear-

ance. This is only one of the many excellent light-

ing specialties made by this company.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS
The Automatic Telephone Company of Houston,

Tex., has .begun laying conduits in the streets of

the city.

The Poynette Telephone Company has been in

corporated at Poynette, Wis., with a capital stock

of $10,000.

Bids will be received until December loth by the

.deputy postmaster-general, Melbourne, Common-
wealth of Australia, for the supply and delivery

there of 50 telephones, wall sets.

The new long-distance telephone line between

Spokane and St. Joe, Ida., owned by the Interstate

Telephone Company, has been opened. The line is

140 miles in length and built with 30-foot poles and
heavy wire.

Financial quarters report that the litigation be-

tween the Strowger Automatic Telephone Company
and the Automatic Electric Company of Chicago
is ended. The latter is said to have secured con-

trol of nearly 75 per cent, of the Strowger com-
pany's stock. Holders of the latter will receive

$20 a share in six per cent. 20-year first-mortgage

bonds, to be issued by the Automatic Electric Com-
pany, covering all its property.

At the regular meeting of the South Norfolk
municipality, held at Treherne, Man., a discussion

on the installation of a municipal telephone system
was held, and the clerk was instructed to write

to the provincial Department of Telephones at

Winnipeg to make inquiries regarding the same.
A large number of ratepayers are strongly in

favor of the construction of a municipal or Inde-
pendent system immediately. R. J. Mills, Tre-
herne, Man., can give information.

The two leading cities of Australia—Melbourne
and Sydney—are now connected by telephone. The
line is a little over 600 miles in length and is com-
posed of two exceptionally strong and heaA^y cop-
per wires. The cost of construction was $227,198,
and it took four months to complete. The fee
for conversations, viz., $1.46 for three minutes, is-

thought to be too high in business circles, but the
postmaster-general, b}^ whose department the line

is controlled, has stated that if after three months'
trial the line proves payable a series of progressive
reductions in the rate will be made.

Indiana Telephone Items.

The Home ielephune and TeliKraph Company
of New Haven lias purchased the [roles anil wires

of the Bell telephone company's system in New
Haven. 'I'he Hell company will only umlntaiii a loll

station in the future.

The Richmond Home Telephone Company has (Ic-

ferretl for another week the complete cutlinf? over
of the wires to its new automatic system. Tlic offi-

cials say that they spent the past week in tests

preparatory to such cutting over, hilt they will

train their patrons for another week. The trou-

ble arises over the in.'ibilily of subscribers to master
the use of the new service. The olTicinIs say sonic
of their patrons make sonic very latigliablc mis-
takes.

The Soullu-rn Electric Company b;is elected ofli-

cers with Ch.as. (1. Knoefel as iiresident. This
company is allied with the Ilome Telephone Com-
pany of New Albany and makes a specialty of

manufacturing a terminal box for the protection of

cable service. The bo.x is an invention of Frank
liaucond, general m.Miagcr of the Home Telephone
Company of New Albany.

It is reported that the American Automatic Tele-
phone Company will install an automatic plant for

the Iiidependent Telephone Company of Indianapolis.

This order is said to amount to $155,000, being one
of the largest ever received by the American Auto-
matic Company. S.

Southeastern Telephone Developments.

The Southern Bell Telephone Company has se-

cured a site at Greenville, S. C, on which the com-
pany will erect a handsome and convenient local

exchange building.

Counsel for the Cumberland Telephone Company
has applied to the federal court in Alabama to re-

strain the Louisiana railroad commission from in-

terfering with local and long distance business of

the telephone company.
A combination of local telephone companies at

Concord, High Point, Lexington and other North
Carolina towns is reported, the purpose being ro

build a long-distance system to connect the different

towns named.
Companies operating directly or indirectly in

Northern Virginia, District of Columbia, Maryland,
Pennsylvania and- other states, including the Bell of

Philadelphia, the Chesapeake and Potomac in Balti-

more and other centers, and the Pennsylvania Tele-
phone Company, have effected a consolidation, it is

declared, with $60,000,000 capital and operating over
300,000 telephones. The capital stock will be suffi-

cient to retire the old stock, pay floating indebted-
ness and provide for improvements. The companies
are not competitors and the merger will secure a

greater economv. L.

Telephone News from the Northwest.

The Valley Telephone Company of Appleton,
Wis., and the Milwaukee Independent Telephone
Company have arranged to build a toll line from
Appleton and the Fox River Valley to Milwaukee.
The city of Anoka, Minn., has passed an or-

dinance to regulate telephone charges. The North-
western Telephone Exchange Company has gone
into court to prevent the enforcement of the or-
dinance and the right of a municipality to regulate
rates is brought into question.

A. Reed of Sturgis, S. D., is completing arrange-
ments for a rural telephone line from Vale, S. D.,

to several towns in the Black Hills.

C. C. Nelson of New Sweden, Minn., for 12

years manager of the Nicollet County Telephone
Company, has resigned.

The Hartland Telephone Company has made ap-
plication to the council of the village of Wells,
Minn., for a franchise for a local exchange.
A franchise has been granted at Crosby, N. D.,

to the Great Northern Telephone Company. R.

Chicago Telephone Ordinance Delayed.

It is understood by the action of the Chicago

City Council at its meeting this week that the pend-

ing franchise extension ordinance for the Chicago

Telephone Company be not taken up until the com-

mittee on gas, oil and electric light makes a

report on its investigation into the condition of

the Illinois Tunnel Company's automatic system

in the loop district of Chicago. This company has

a franchise for telephone service, but it seems the

system has not been extended much since about

S,ooo telephones were put in service. The ordinance

requires that 20,000 instruments be in service by

next year. Some of the al.dermen object to two
telephone systems, and therefore want to be in-

formed as to whether the Tunnel company intends

to install a complete system, in which case they

would not favor granting a franchise to another

company. The committee is to "report at an early

meeting of the council, after which the measure

for the Chicago Telephone Company is to be taken

up by the council in committee of the whole.

CORRESPONDENCE.
— ~i

—

Continental Europe.

Paris, October 8.—Up 10 the present, the only
French passenger steamers which carried radio-

lelegraiih outfits were llie transatlantic liners be-
langing to the CompaRnie Transatlanlique. How-
ever, lliis apparatus is of llie Marconi system, and
the company accepteil ihc condilionn of the Marconi
company, which ilo not allow tlic vessels to com-
municate with stations carrying other types of ap-
paratus. On the other hand, the war vcsicU of
the French fleet have been equipped for sonic lime-

past with apparatus manufactured at Paris and arc
able to send signals to the different stations located
along the Atlantic and Mediterranean coasts and
also to inland stations. But it was also very de-
sirable to have passenger steamers fitted with home-
built apparatus which would enable them to signal

to all tile stations, A move in this direction was
taken lately by the steamer He dc France, which,
started from Marseilles not long since to make
the cruise upon the Mediterranean organized by the
Kevue Generale de Sciences. It is Ihc first steamer
outside of the war vessels to be fitted with a
French radio-telegraphic outfit. During the cruise
the vessel sent a considerable number of private
telegrams to the stations on shore, for which the
regular rates were paid, and the apparatus worked
quite well. When in the harbor of Marseilles, and
almost surrounded by high hills, the vessel re-

ceived messages from the Eiffel Tower station at
Paris, of which I have already had occasion to
speak. On this vessel the Rochefort system of
apparatus is used. The government postal and
telegraph department is engaged in erecting a num-
ber of stations on the coast for commercial use,
and at the same time the system will be largely
adopted upon the vessels belonging to different
companies. It is to be remarked that the vessels
\vhich carry the Marconi system will be free to
signal to other stations after July 1st of next year,
this date having been fixed at the recent Berlin
congress.

A number of new military radio-telegraphic corps
are to be organized in the German army, starting
from October ist. These corps will be located at
Berlin, Frankfort, Coblentz and Carlsruhe. Each
of, the new corps of operators will comprise four
companies and will figure a total of 1,750 men.
Portable outfits of the most recent design are to
be used.

During the coming automobile show at Paris
there will be held the second congress of industrial
alcohol, which will bring out the most recent prog-
ress in the way of alco.hol motors and also the
use of alcohol for lighting and heating. It is

desired to promote the use of alcohol in France
to replace the imported gasoline, so that the con-
gress will have an unusual interest. The question
is a timely one at present, owing to the recent
crisis in the vine-growing regions in the south
and the agreement which has been made between
the southern and northern districts of France by
which all the industrial alcohol is to be manu-
factured in the north. At the same time a fixed
rate has been established for industrial or de-
natured alcohol, which is lower than the former
price and also below that of gasoline, and this
will naturally promote the use of alcohol for mo-
tors and for incandescent burners. The latter are
now being manufactured at Paris and give a good
light at a very low price. As the last congress
upon this subject was held as far back as 1902,
there will be a great progress to report, and I
e.xpect to mention some of the most interesting
points which bear upon power or lighting.

In the town of Valenciennes steps are being
taken to substitute the electric system for animal
traction. The General Council has adopted the
report of the prefect relating to the offer which
has been made by the traction company to change
over its system, and it is decided that the con-
cession of the company will be extended to this
end for a period of 15 years.

A new electric line is to be built in Italy between
the towns of Brescia and Caffaro, according to a
project which has been drawn up by one of the
local companies. The project is now in a completed
state and is to be laid before the council of the
government Public Works Department. The total
cost required by the present plans is figured at
about $1,000,000. A. DE C.

Great Britain.

London, October 12.—The London County Council
got to work again this week after the summer re-,

cess, and naturally there were a good many matters
demanding attention. In the first place there were
the new tramway proposals for the coming Parlia-
mentary session which, although containing no very
drastic proposals, will involve a sum exceeding
$1,500,000, of which two-thirds represents the cost

of the necessary street widenings. The proposed
new lines are all in the nature of link lines and
tend to the unification of the system, v/hich at pres-
ent is somewhat isolated in parts. There were the
usual party objections to the proposals, but they
were all eventually agreed to.

The Board of Trade has intimated that it sees no
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reason to withhold its consent to the use of the G.
B. surface contact system of electric traction upon
the lines from Commercial Road to the county
boundary at Bow. It will be remembered that in

consequence of objections by the Stepney Borough
Council to the adoption of the trolley system and the
physical impossibility of using the conduit system
owing to the proximity of a railway tunnel, the
Council compromised affairs by suggesting the G.
B. surface contact system. This was immediately
met with a protest from tramway authorities outside
the county of London—and who all own trolley

systems—that the very desirable convenience of in-

tercommunication would . be precluded, although no
good reason was vouchsafed. The intimation of
the Board of Trade above recorded explains that the
advice which it has received is to the effect that
there is no engineering reason why the cars of any
tramway authority should not be equipped for both
systems—or, in fact, for the conduit system in
addition.

An interesting piece of information is being
brought to the notice of the Local Government Board
by the electrical engineer to the West Ham Cor-
poration. It relates to the life of cables and the
period allowed by the Board for the repayment of
loans for this purpose. Until comparatively recently
this period was 20 years, but it has since been re-

duced to 15 years. The engineer at West Ham has
had occasion recently to take up a piece of cable
which has been in use, laid direct, for 10 years, and
thus half the period of repayment has elapsed.
This cable is in such a good state of preservation
that it is suggested it would last for a considerably
longer period than 20 .years, and certainly far beyond
the present limit of 15 years. The suggestion to put
the facts before the Local Government Board is a
capital one and ought to be productive of much
good.

Several tramway accidents during the past week
or so admittedly due to the failure of brakes to act
will provide fresh food for study on the part of the
Committee which is now making an investigation
into this subject.

Objections continue to come in against the Home
Office draft regulations concerning the use of elec-

tricity in factories, and it is quite evident that there

will have to be considerable modifications. No pub-
lic department dare try to enforce the regulations

as they now stand in face of the powerful oppo-
sition which is gradually being developed.

The Postmaster General is being severely taken
to task by the Hull Corporation telephone commit-
tee in regard to a statement made by him that con-
siderable items which should have been charged to

revenue have been charged to capital. This state-

ment was made as showing how the Hull Corpora-
tion could charge such low rates and as a defense
of the higher telephone tariffs now being introduced
by the National Telephone Company. So keenly do
the Hull people feel the insinuation that they offer

to produce their books for a thorough examination.

With regard to the Franco-British exhibition in

London next year, the Institution of Electrical Engi-
neers is taking a keen interest in the science sec-

tion, together with other authorities. It is stated

that Canada has obtained 120,000 feet of space and
Australia 40,000 feet. G.

mission, spoke on cheap power, advocating public
ownership of waterpowers. He said that the water-
sheds of Ontario were worth more than all the
coal fields of Pennsylvania, as they were exhaust-
less, provided that the forests were preserved, but
the people of Canada were in danger of seeing
them monopolized. Public ownership, he said, has
proved a success wherever administered with hon-
esty and ability. W.

Dominion of Canada.

Ottawa, October 19.—The gross receipts of the

Toronto Railway Company for the financial year

ended August 31st were $3,349,820, being an in-

crease of $372,281 over the previous year. The
percentage paid to the city of Toronto by the

company amounted to $409,964, an increase of

$73,333-

It is stated that the Pellatt electrical syndicate

of Toronto is willing to quote to the Ontario
government a rate of $10 a horsepower at Niagara
Falls if it is given a 2S-year contract. The On-
tario Power Company, however, is quoting that

price on a lo-year contract. It is not likely that

the government will enter into the long-term con-
tract, but some arrangement may be arrived at

which will terminate the conflict between the gov-
ernment and the syndicate.

Engineer Sothman of the Ontario hydro-electric

power commission has given an estimate to the

civic authorities of the city of Hamilton, Ont., of

the cost of installing a municipal lighting and
power plant with underground service. For light-

ing alone, his estimate of the total cost was $175,-

580, with an annual cost of operation of $35,517,
or $51 per lamp per annum, and the cheapest
underground system for power as well as lighting,

$198,973. It is the intention to prepare a by-law
for submission to the ratepayers next January.
The town of Gravcnhurst, Ont., has opened its

municipal power plant at South Falls. The falls

arc in a branch of the Muskoka River and are
106 feet high. The works have a capacity of 750
horsepower, but it is estimated that some 4.000
horsepower can bo generated from the falls at

low water. The plant is said to be a model of
mechanical and electrical perfection. The cost, in-

cluding the transmission line, eight miles long,
was $45,000.

In an address before the Board of Trade at
Chatham, Ont, Hon. Adam Beck of the Ontario
government, and head of the Hydro-electric Cora-

Winnipeg, Man., October 19.—Fitzgerald & Ben-
nie, Canadian representatives of the American Elec-
trical Furnace Company, have arranged with the
Canadian Niagara Power Company to supply cur-
rent to a plant to be constructed at Niagara Falls,

Ont., not only for the demonstration of the utility

of the present methods but also for investigation
into improvements of fuming of metal by elec-

tricity. At first an So-horsepower furnace of the
Colby type will be set up. From England will be
brought a furnace of the Kjellin type, which will
require a current of 200 horsepower. The furnace
is of the "tilting'; type, and will yield 1,000 pounds
of steel at a single heat and lias a capacity of
si.x heats in 24 hours.

Gratifying progress is being rhade in the instal-
lation of the chain of wireless-telegraph stations
along the coast of British Columbia. Before the
opening of the new year all these stations will be
in operation and messages will be received from
any ship off the coast which wishes to employ the
most modern methods for life saving and aids to
navigation. The Victoria station is now ready for
equipment, and those at Estevan, Cape Lozo and
Point Grey are at various stages of completion.

F. G. Cross, a Marconi expert, passed through
Canada recently en route to the Fiji Islands, where
the British government will install a wireless sys-
tem. Although Mr. Cross was very reticent, it is

understood the British government intends to link
all British possessions by a system of wireless
telegraphy, via the northern and southern halves
of the two hemispheres.

A company has been organized at Dawson City,

Y. T., for the purpose of building an electric

tramway from Valdez, Alaska, to the copper fields,

a distance of approximately 180 miles. A large
gang of men is now at work on the line, and it

is expected the first 30 miles will be graded this

fall before frost puts an end to operations for
the year. H. D. Reynolds, Sea^ttle, Wash., and
Valdez, Alaska, is interested.

Hon. Maurice Gifford, one of the directors of
the British Columbia Electric Street Railroad Com-
pany, has arrived from England, and announces the
company will spend approximately $1,500,000 next
season in improvements.
With reference to the disposal of the street-rail-

way system and franchise at Edmonton, Alberta,
the city commissioners are at present engaged in

collecting data and information with a view to

bringing down to the council a recommendation
asking authorization to make proposals for the pur-
chase of the Strathcona franchise, with a view
to shortly beginning operations with the Edmonton
system. Since Strathcona has been considering the
disposal of the franchise the Edmonton commis-
sioners have come to the conclusion the two sys-

tems could be run more cheaply by one corpora-
tion. Mayor Mills or City Electrician Ormsby,
Edmonton, Alterta, can give details. R.

New York.

New York City, October 19.—The Legislature ad-
journed last Saturday, and the Public Utilities Bill

which has been before the House and which has
been received with such divided opinion was lost at

the closing session. The question of the "rate-fix-

ing power" was hotly debated, but was finally

amended to include this important point. The
measure had passed the Senate unanimously.
William Barth, who was arrested recently for sell-

ing and installing a de\'ice consisting of a large

electromagnet to "regulate the amount of elec-

tricity," has been found guilty and sentenced to

three months in the penitentiary for stealing elec-

tricity from the Edison Electric Light Company.
His device, which caused the meter to either cease

registering or to run backward, did not, how-
ever, interrupt the flow of current. The lighting

company estimates that it has been cheated out of
many thousand dollars in the year, and that fully

30 persons to its knowledge have been induced to

buy this "regulator."

Chairman Wilcox, of the Public Service Coumiis-
sion, amiounccs that it has engaged the scr^-ices of
Bion J. Arnold and A. W. McLimont to advise the

commission concerning the equipment of the surface

and subway lines in and near New York and tlic

construclion and operation of the latter.

.'\ dispatch from Paris states that wireless dis-

patches from Paris to New York will soon be
possible, according to the belief of the French engi-
neers now engaged in the installation of a new
radio-telegraphic post on the Eiffel Tower. Gen.
Drude, commanding the French forces in Morocco,
has been in constant touch with the home govern-
ment through the direct transmission of wireless
messages 'ever since the present trouble begun.
Messages arc sent from the Eiffel Tower to the

battleship Gloire, lying oiiF Casablanca, without the

slightest hitch. Measures are being taken to in-
crease the power of the station.
According to the Public Service Commission Bill

recently passed all gas and electric meters must be
mspected. For this work a uniform and reasonable
charge is prescribed by the commission, which the
law provides shall be done to meet the expense.
If the results of the test show the meter to be
two per cent or more fast the customer gets his
fee back from the company and is also entitled to a
rebate upon the bill rendered him. To simplify the
work of inspection the field of operation is divided
into four districts with headquarters at Albany,
Poughkeepsie, Rochester and Buffalo.
Arrangements have been made by the authorities

of Columbia University for a series of lectures dur-
ing the winter on subjects in connection with the
recent advances in science. The lectures will be
open to the public and will be given in such lan-
guage as will be readily understood by persons of
ordinary intelligence. The course opened last
Wednesday and will be conducted by professors
of the college.

A course of lectures on radiation, light and illumi-
nation will be delivered by Dr. Charles P. Stein-
metz at the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn. The
lectures will be given in the evening and will be
illustrated by occasional experiments. The dates
and subjects are as follows : November 7th, Radia-
tion as a Form of Energy; Physical and Chemical
Effects of Radiation. November 21st, Physiological
Effects of Radiation ; Visible, Infra-red, Ultra-violet
and X-radiation. December 12th, Black-body, Gray-
body and Colored-body Radiation. January gth. Se-
lective Radiation of Gases and Vapors. Arcs and
Discontinuous Discharge. January 23d, Efficiency of
Transformation into Radiant Energy. February 13th,
Measurement of Radiation and Photometry. Feb-
ruary 27th, Commercial Illuminants, Flames, In-
candescent Lamps and Arc Lamps. March 12th,
Illumination and Illuminating Engineering.

E. H. S.

Southeastern States.

Charlotte, N. C, October 19.—The Macon (Ga.)
Railway and Light Company has passed into new
hands, with a partially reorganized board of di-

rectors. The new president is W. Jerdon Massee.
Among the new directors are W. J. Massee, M. Fel-
ton Hatcher, John T. Moore, F. B. Stubbs, A. T.
Small and J. N. Neel.

The stockholders of the Long Island Cotton Mill
Company, near Statesville, N. C, will erect a dam
across the Catawba River for generating electric

power for use at the cotton mill. The company
will increase its capital from $50,000 to $200,000.
The Carnegie Trust Company will take a large

portion of the new bonds issued by Col. M. E.
Thornton and others, owners of an electric power
plant being developed on the Catawba River near
Hickorj', N. C. The available power which will be
developed is estimated at 3,000 horsepower.
The new Salisbury-Spencer (N. C.) electric rail-

way will be operated by power purchased from the

Southern Power Company, Charlotte, N. C, which
is developing large water powers on the Catawba
River in South Carolina. The distance to which
the transmission lines are run is 93 miles. The con-
tract is for 500 horsepower.
The Waycross (Ga.) electric railway, with $300,-

000 capital, will begin construction work in a few
da}-s, having applied for a 99-year franchise.

A consolidation is being quietly worked out, it is

said, involving the Baltimore Electric Company and
the Consolidated Gas, Electric Light and Power
Company on one hand and the Maryland Telephone
Company and the Chesapeake and Potomac Tele-

phone Company on the other hand. Those inter-

ested have denied that a merger was in sight, how-
ever, but in financial circles the report appears to

have gained a measure of credence.

The receivership of the North Georgia Electric

Company has been dissolved. Directors and stock-

holders representing 90 per cent, of the stock and
representatives of 75 per cent, of the creditors have

agreed to drop the bankruptcy proceedings and give

the company an opportunity to work out is busi-

ness in its own way and settle its obligations.

L.

Ohio.

Toledo, October 19.—The retail electrical houses

have experienced a brisk picking up in nearly all

lines.

The Marion County Telephone Company is short

of girl operators and is anxious to enroll a number
of girls 'as exchange opcra'ors. Good wages and
short hours are offered.

The Home Electrical Supply Company is the name
of a new establishment recently opened up in Tiffin,

Ohio. It will be under the management of Edwin
R. Strohm, superintendent of the Home Telephone
Company, and Harry C. Frazier will be in charge 01

the store. They will carry a complete line of elec-

trical goods.
The contracts for the new muncipal lighting plant

at Arlinglon have been signed and the work is now
imdcr way. It is expected that the plant will be in

operatipn within 90 days. The town has been with-

out light since last July.
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Kolln Slcvciis, foiiiicrly in llic contract dcpari-

mcnt of the Cciitial Union Telephone Company at

Cohnnhus, has hecn promoted to a more responsil)Ie

position witli the snh-licensc department of the same

company, lie will spend the greater portion of Ins

time travelin,:,'.

Jesse Cochran, electrician for the I't. Wayne, Van

Wert and Lima Traction Company, 's removntR his

ollice from Van \Vert to the company buildnig in

Lima.
The entire telephone plant, complete and m opera-

iiMii, of the Kelley Island Telephone and Electric

I ,.mpany at Sandusky. Ohio, will lie sold at public

:iiiction on November ;th by Dorr IC. Warner, the

assisnee. The company lias 86 subscribers,

fniH-hises, poles, wires, telephones and other pcr-

ii.il property appraised at $5,000. H. L. S.

Indiana.

Indianapolis, October 19.—It is reported that the

Winona, Interurban Company's line southwest of

Warsaw is soon to pass into the hands of the

.\hirdock- syndicate, which controls the Northern

Indiana system of interurban lines.

The American EnRiiieerinK Company of Indi-

anapolis has decided lo abandon that portion of

ihc "Educational Interurban Route" between Green-

castle and Crawlordsville, because the commission-

ers of Pntnian County refused them a right-of-

way through the Big Four Arch north of Green-

castle. The promoters say it would be very ex-

pensive to build a viaduct over the track of the

-learn line at so great a height.

Regular passenger service was established on the

i7tb iiist. by the Indianapolis and Louisville Trac-

tion Company on its new line between Jefferson-

ville and Scottsbnrg.

The Chicago, South Bend and Northern Indiana

Electric Railway Company has begun the work of

i-onstruciing now car barr.s and repair shops in

S.iiuh Bend. The new building will be of steel

iiul brick construction.

Work on the actual construction of the Fort

Wayne and South Bend Traction line will begin

in a short time, according to statements made by

President Perry A. Randall. A half-dozen towns
in Elkhart, Kosciusko and Marshall counties are

engaged in a lively campaign to induce the officials

of this line to build its tracks through their cor-

porate limits.

A large number of the citizens of Huntington

have petitioned the City Council to grant to the

Fort Wayne and Wabash Valley Traction Com-
pany a franchise to sell electricity in the city. If

granted, the company will generate the current at
- its Fort Wayne plant and use the present power
house in Huntington for a sub-station. The com-
pany proposes to furnish electricity for heat, light

and power purposes at a less rate than that charged
by the local electric-light company.
The use of natural gas is being revived in a

number of Indiana cities. The Union Gas Light
and Fuel Company of Anderson is constructing a

$75,coo gas holder and laying a new pipe line to

si-x: new gas wells drilled within a few miles of

the city, that promises an abundant supply. The
gas holder is intended to take care of the surplus

gas during the night for distribution during the

ilay, when the demands on the company will be

the heaviest. At Elwood and other towns old

wells have been cleaned out, and the supply prom-
ises good service during the winter. In Vincennes

- and other Southern Indiana cities pipe lines are

being constructed, and the supply of natural gas

promises to reach a volume sufficient to supply a

good service to all the inhabitants of the fortunate

cities. The rehabilament of the old wells in sev-

eral of the old gas territories, wiiere good supplies

are again being obtained, is regarded as proof

sufficient that natural gas is continually being gen-

erated in the Trenton rock. _^;

The commissioners of Tippecanoe County have

granted a franchise to the Chicago and Western
Indiana Traction Company to construct and oper-

ate an interurban electric railway from the city

limits of Lafayette through Fairfield, Wca and
Randolph townships.

The Grand Central Traction Company, proposing

to build an electric line from Indianapolis to

Evansville, has applied to the Indianapolis Board

of Public Works for the right to enter the city.

The managers of the Fort Wayne and Wabash
Valley Traction Company are planning to put on

two or more extra freight cars between Fort Wayne
and Lafayette. Since the opening of the west line

the business has increased so rapidly from the

numerous small cities along the line that the freight

traffic has outgrown all the original calculations.

The baggage compartments of the passenger cars

have been crowded in order to relieve the freight

cars, which have been unable to carry all the

freight and express offered.

A new car on the Chicago, South Bend and

Northern Indiana electric road made a run be-

tween South Bend and Warsaw in half the usual

time, maintaining a speed of 60 miles per hour

for a portion of the distance. This car is the

second of the new high-speed cars recently pur-

chased and put on the line to complete its limited

service.

WESTERN ELECTRIC I.\N

The new ihctrical plant in Greenfield is almost

completed and is said to be one of the best in the

state.' It will have a capacity far beyond present

demands. It is the intention to supply 24-hoiir

service, which has long been desired by owners of

small mamifacliiriiig plants. The plant is owned
and operated by the city.

The sale of the properly of the East Chicago

Water Works Company and the East Chicago

Light and Power Company, practically one concern,

has been confirmed by the federal court at Indi-

anapolis. The property was sold to Leonard Mel-

calf, who, it is understood, was acting for the

bondholders. It is understood that the city re-

ceived $150,000 for its interest in the plant and for

two new franchises for the East Chicago and Indi-

ana Harbor Water Company and the Indiana Har-
bor and East Chicago Electric Company, recently

incorporated, which will take over the property of

the two companies. In addition the city is to

receive certain concessions in the way of reduced

rentals for light and water.

The Board of Public Works of the city of

Kokomo is asking for sealed bids until November
K, igo7, for furnishing electric lights for the city

according to plans and specifications now on file

with W. T. Meek, city clerk.

The Tarr Electric Company of Farincrsburg has

incorporated with a capital stock of $20,000. The
declared object of the company is to construct and
equip a plant to generate electricity for light, heat

and power. The directors arc A. D. Tarr, E. W.
Jennings and W. F. Baldridge. S. S.

Illinois.

Peoria, October 19.—The City Council of La
Harpe is investigating a proposed change in the

lighting system from arc to incandescents.

A new time card has been put in elYect by the

Illinois Traction Company, affecting the cars out

of Springfield. The sleeping car now leaves every

night at 11:30 for St. Louis and runs through
as a limited car. A local car follows the limited.

Senator Putnam of this district has introduced

a bill that declares the Illinois and Desplaines

rivers to be navigable streams, and this prevents

the erection of obstructions by private concerns
and individuals. The w-aterpower that will be gen-
erated between Lockport and Brandcn Bridge, a

distance of five or si.x miles, will be worth to the

state between $2,500,000 and $3,000,000 a year. He
says that private persons stand ready to improve
the channel of the river in exchange for the power
for 15 years. This improvement will cost $20,-

cxio,oco, and this is what it is proposed to issue

bonds for.

J. H. Sullivan, who has been manager for the

Pekin Telephone Company at Havana, will have
charge of the exchange at Petersburg, being suc-

ceeded by W. K. McQuown at Havana.
The Litchfield Gas and Electric Company has

about completed the work of installing alternating

series enclosed arcs in place of the old open arcs

that w-ere formerly in service for lighting the
streets.

The Hillsboro Electric and Power Company is

installing a new 200-kiIowatt Western Electric gen-
erator, direct connected to a 315-horsepower en-

gine.

The electric railway being built at Hillsboro

will be operated by current furnished by the glass

factory, to which it runs. The line is built to

handle passengers and freight and coal to and
from the factory.

The Saybrook Electric Transmission Company is

building a transmission line to Arrowsmith, a dis-

tance of 10 miles. At the city limits of Saybrook
the voltage will be stepped up to 6,600. The com-
pany has a contract for the lighting of the streets,

and W'ill also do commercial lighting. The com-
pany proposes to operate a telephone line to the

village on the same pole line. A four-pin arm
will be used, two pins on the same side of the

pole for the single-phase power-transmission line

and the other two pins for the telephone system.

At certain times the operator at the power station

at Saybrook can throw a switch to cut out^ the

telephones and use the wires to do the street light-

ing at Arrowsmith.
The Watseka Electric and Heat Company has

purchased material for a three-phase transmission

line to Milford, using 16,500 volts with a bare

wire. The line will touch Woodland on the way,

which is 3H miles from Watseka. The same com-

pany owns the plant at Milford, which will be

closed down; the total length of the line is about

II miles.

Work on the Lincoln-Mackinaw line of the Illi-

nois Traction Company is progressing rapidly. The

line will connect with the Peoria-Bloomington line

just west of Mackinaw, giving Peoria a more direct

route to St. Louis. V. N.
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ditions. The aliortagc of electric power in San
IVanciico is blamed (or Ihc inability of Ihc street-

railway company to operate siinicicnt cars to ac-

commodate the traveling public and to avoid diii-

triising delays to tralTic al the rush hours.

OflTicers of the San Francisco Gas and Electric

Comp;iny, which is supposed lo supply the current

needed by the United Hallways under a long-ierm

contract, deny that they arc unable lo furnish all

(he power ihal the former company is willing to

p.iy for, and relations became temporarily strained.

It is probable, however, that within a few weeks
llie generating plants of the electric company in

the mountains will be able lo furnish a greater

surplus for the use of San Francisco. After the

rains have commenced there will be a belter water

supply for all of the hydro-eleclric plants in North-

ern California, and Ihosc which arc short can be

helped out by others.

The general curtailment of expenses which the

Southern Pacific Railroad is said to be carrying

out will not affect its plans for the improvement
of the trans-bay service and the electrification of

its local lines. Plans for the power house to be

erected at Fruitvalc show that it will be a two-

story steel-frame, brick or concrete building. Sn
far, only the Alameda mole system, with it;

branches at Alameda and Fourteenlh Street, Oak-
land, have been authorized, and the necessary ma-
terials ordered. Eighty-live cars have been ordered,

45 of them being motor cars. The power house
will be divided by a fireproof wall, on one side of

which will be two turbine engines, the two gen-
erators being opposite them on the other side of
the wall. The generators will each be capable of

maintaining a continuous current equal lo 6,000

horsepower. It will be about 18 months before
the new electric trains will supplant the Alameda
steam trains. No definite plans have yet been an-
nounced for the Oakland mole electric lines.

The San Luis Obispo Gas and Electric Com-
pany's electric power plant was damaged by fire last

Sunday morning, the cause being an explosion of

oil under the boiler. The damage to machinery
is slight, and the building was injured to the ex-

tent of $2,500, fully co\ered by insurance. A.

Pacific Slope.

San Francisco. October 17.—The large number of

accidents, exceeding 2,000, that have occurred on

the lines of the United Railroads of San Fran-

cisco since the carmen's strike began a few months

ago, has excited the attention of the Board of Su-

pervisors as well as the public, and every possible

means is to be tried to improve the operating con-

PERSONAL.
City Electrician McCrossan of \^ancouver, B. C.

has resigned his position and the city is said to

be looking for a competent man to fill the vacancj'.

Col. Robert C. Clowry was re-elected president

of the Western Union Telegraph Company at the

annual meeting in New York October i6th. George
W. E. Atkins, who for a year past has held the
office of acting vice-president, was elected a per-
manent vice-president. All other officers were re-

elected. Gen. Thomas H. Hubbard was elected to

the executive committee.

Mr. C. I. Danielson, superintendent of the Park
Ridge plant of the North Shore Electric Company,
is severing a connection of six years with that
company to become general manager of the Elec-
tric Light and Water Company of Grand Rapids,
Wis. Mr. Danielson has had 17 years' experience
in central-station operation and will take many
good ideas to the Wisconsin company.

Mr. C. F. de Muralt, a well-known New York
consulting engineer, has been appointed professor
of applied electrical engineering at the University
of Michigan. This is a new chair. Prof. Muralt,
who has assumed his duties at the university, Will

continue in active practice, as it is the desire of
the university^ authorities that the instruction in

the new department shall be under one who is in

close touch with the advances in the application
of electricity in its various branches.

Mr. Frank J. Scherrcr, private secretary to Presi-
dent Robert C. Clowry of the Western Union Tele-
graph Company, has . about recovered from an
attack of typhoid fever which confined him to his

home at East Orange, N. J., for a long time. Mrs.
Scherrer and daughter were also ill with typhoid,
the fever having been contracted on board a lake
steamer during a vacation journey from Buffalo
to Duluth. The steamer is said to have been in-

fested with typhoid, over 70 cases having been
traced to it.

Mr. George W'illiams, general manager of pub-
licity of the American Gas and Electric Company,
is in Montgomery, Ala., where he will help Mana-
ger Armstrong of the ilontgomery Light and A^^ater

Powder Compan}' to launch an energetic business-

getting campaign. Mr. Williams is one of the fore-

most men in the United States in the art of cen-

tral-station publicity and business getting. He be-

gan with Henry L. Dohertj- in Denver, ^^'ith Mr.

Williams are experts on industrial fuel and sign

and outline lighting. They will assist the local

company in demonstrating to the people of Mont-

gomery' the benefits of tne new central-station de-

vices.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The citizens of M'cKenzie, Tenn., are thinking

of organizing a stock company to install an electric-

light system and also an ice plant and laundn'.

Those interested mav address the McKenzie Ban-
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ner, and their communications will be given to the

proper committees.

Chinooic, Mont., will vote on bonds to the amount
of $14,500 for an electric-light plant.

Silver City, Iowa, will vote on the issuance of

$4,oco in bonds for an electric-light plant.

Earl C. Westcott has secured a franchise for

an electric-light plant in Plattsmouth, Neb.

L. E. Jenkins of Omaha and others propose

putting in an electric-light plant in Central City,

Neb.

C. C. Smith has been granted a franchise for

the establishment of an electric-light plant in

Exeter, Neb.

The Aurora Light, Power and Refrigerator Com-

pany of Aurora, iVIo., is about to begin the con-

struction of its plant.

J. W. Adams and associates of Chattanooga,

Tenn., have received a franchise for operating an

electric-light and power plant in Cleveland, Tenn.

The Burlington Junction Electric Light and

Power Company of Burlington Junction, Mo., has

been incorporated by D. T. Garrett and associates.

Temporary arrangements have been made be-

tween the City Council of Marengo, 111., and

Messrs. Fred K Rispin and Earl Fish of Elgin

whereby these gentlemen are to take charge and

operate the light plant of Marengo.

The American Railways Company, through A. S.

Kibbe, engineer, has awarded the contract for the

foundations of the power house of the Home Elec-

tric Light and Power Company at Tyrone, Pa.,

to the Raymond Concrete Pile Company of Chi-

cago and New York.

Bids for furnishing 2,500. arc lamps and their

equipment to be used in extending the street-light-

ing system of Chicago, have been rejected by City

Electrician William Carroll. The bids of five com-

panies were identical, $84,395 being submitted by

each, and the amount was considered excessive.

About one-half of the flaming-arc lamps in Madi-

son Square Garden during the electrical show were

of the E-xcello type, furnished by the ExceUo Arc

Lamp Company of New York. The lamps on the

tower, those at the United Electric Light and

Power Company's space and the illumination of the

Driver-Harris Wire Company were all Excellos.

The Foell resolution in the Chicago City Coun-

cil, which carries with it a bill designed for the

Legislature and intended to empower the city to

regulate rates of public-utility corporations, is

pending. If passed by the Legislature the bill

would bring under the control of cities the rates

of street and interurban railways, subways, tunnels,

telephones, telegraph, gas, electric current, etc.

Better lighting of the streets of Grand Rapids,

Mich., is proposed by the City Council. The Grand

Rapids Gas Light Company and the Grand Rapids-

Muskegon Power Company will compete for the

contract, and, in order to demonstrate their sys-

tems, the gas company will install lamps with

Wels'bach burners on one of the streets and the

power company will light another street with new
metallic-filament lamps.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Judge Lawrence of the Common Pleas Court in

Cleveland, Ohio, has rendered a decisjon holding

illegal all franchises granted by the City Council

for the three-cent- fare electric railway on the East

Side, in Cleveland, except a small section con-

structed on East Fourteenth Street. The court

invalidated the franchises because Mayor Johnson

was interested financially in the street-railway com-

panies. The franchises of the three-cent lines on

the West Side are held good because they were

granted before the mayor took a hand in them.

Fast limited service over the electric railways

which connect from Rockford, 111., with Chicago,

was inaugurated on October 1st. The Rockford

and Interurban Company carries the passengers to

Belvidere, whence they are taken by the Elgin and

Belvidere company to Elgin, and from Elgin to

Chicago the run is made over the third-rail line

of the Aurora, Elgin and Chicago electric railway.

The distance of about 80 miles is covered by the

limited cars in three hours and ten minutes. Stops

are made only at the towns. Dining cars may be

added soon.

The Detroit United Railway Company passed its

quarterly dividend of I'/i per cent, recently on

account of the stringency of the money market
and on account of the campaign being waged in

Detroit to force universal transfers and a three-

cent fare on the company. J. C. Hutchinson, presi-

dent of the company, said that the rapid develop-

ment of the territory which the company serves

has necessitated large expenditures for equipment
and extensions and that the present condition of

the money market is such that the company is

unable to reimburse itself through the sale of its

bonds, .nt what it deems a reasonahlc price, for

sums properly chargeable to capital account. The
directors have therefore decided to omit payment
of the regular quarterly dividend at this time.

The Chicago City Council has adopted a resolu-

tion by which is submitted to the state Legislature

a plan, favored by Mayor Busse, to compel all

steam railroads to electrify their lines within the

city limits of Illinois cities of 200,000 population
or o^'cr.

POWER TRANSMISSION
The Albany (Ga,) Power Company contemplates

constructing a dam and power house at Port
Shoals on Flint River and installing machinery
for generating and transmitting electrical energy.

The Arbuckle Minjng and Milling Company,
Binghamton, N. Y., proposes to construct a dam
at Imboden, Ark., on Spring River, and use the

power for operating an electric railway from Im-
boden to SmithviUe and Calamine, Ark., a distance

' of 25 miles.

An English daily newspaper prints the following

advertisement: "An English engineer, owning the

control of valuable water rights in California ca-

pable of generating from 50,000 to 100,000 horse-

power electrical energy, in a locality where there is

a good market for the power (as already commented
upon in the native press), desires about i2,ooo for

expenses, preparatory to floating a large English
company. A considerable amount of money has
already been expended in engineering and construc-

tion work, besides the acquisition of all the neces-

sary land and perpetual water rights. A bonus
will be given to those supplying all or a part of

the above required capital. A special inducement
will be made to a young and competent engineer
desiring to enter into the service of the company,
if prepared to invest some capital."

PUBLICATIONS.
A well-illustrated booklet covering the features

of the Pennsylvania Railroad tunnels and terminals

in New York city is being sent out with the com-
pliments of Eugene Munsell & Co. and the Mica
Insulator Company, 68 Church Street, New York.

The Union Pacific Railroad has issued a hand-
some book in which are described and fully illus-

trated the various gasoline motor cars used on this

railroad. These cars were constructed at the

Omaha shops of the company and their actual oper-

ation is said to have thoroughly demonstrated their

practicability.

A net booklet, w-ell illustrated, entitled "Fuse
Talks," has just been published by the H. W. Johns-
Manville Company. In it the company" gives some
interesting short talks on the cause of the accuracy .

of Noark fuses. These fuses are said to be as

near perfection as mechanical ingenuity, the highest

skill in manufacture and the use of the best materials

can produce.

Mercury arc rectifiers form the subject of Bul-

letin No. 4530, issued by the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y. These simple and
reliable devices produce direct current from alter-

nating current for charging storage batteries and
for many other commercial purposes. A brief out-

line of the theory of the apparatus is given in the

bulletin, and various tj'pes of rectifying sets are

described and illustrated.

M. O. Payne, general manager for W. H. Schott,

Chicago, writes as follows to the Western Elec-

trician: "It has been with a great deal of pleas-

pre that I have read a number of articles con-

tained in your Twentieth Anniversary Number,
and I must say that I believe it is by far the best

edition you have ever published. It certainly should

appeal to the electrical men in general, and I think

it is well worth preserving."

A neat little book of 98 pages, three by five

inches, has been received from Mr. J. O. Little, man-
ager of the publicity department of the Nernsl Lamp
Company, Pittsburg. It is Vol. II. of Lu.k, consti-

tuting six numbers of this interesting miniature

magazine of "light" literature securely bound be-

tween heavy board covers. The volume contains

much of technical value, its principal mission being

to illustrate and describe the Nernst system of

lighting.

The August number of the Bulletin of the Bu-

reau of Standards, Washington, D. C, has just

been issued. It contains four articles of scientific

and technical interest
—"Melting Points of the Iron

Group Elements by a New Radiation Method," by

George K. Burgess; "On the Determination of the

Mean Horizontal Intensity of Incandescent Lamps,"

by Ed P. Hyde and F. E. Cady; "Simultaneous

Measurement of the Capacity and Power Factor of

Condensers," by F. W. Grovcr; "A New Deter-

mination of the ratio of the Electromagnetic to

the Electrostatic Unit' of Electricity," by E. B. Rosa
and N. E. Dorscy. The last two articles are of

exceptional theoretical value and give the results

of exhaustive researches. The last article will be

concluded in the next issue.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The management of the Electrical Trades Ex-

position Company aims to . surpass anything of the
kind ever held in this country with the Chicago
Electrical Show in January. To meet the demand
Manager Niesz is obliged to assign show space in
the basement as well as the main floor of the
Coliseum.

TRADE NEWS.
One of the American consular officers in France

sends the name of an electric company there which
is open to accept agencies of first-class American
electric devices and supplies. Correspondence with
this company may be carried on in English. He
also sends a list of other firms engaged in this

business. Particulars may be secured by referring
to file No. 1533, Bureau of Manufactures, Wash-
ington, D. C.

The Central Electric Company of Chicago is

receiving a great many inquiries and orders for
the Just tungsten lamps, for which it is western
distributor. The company is at present importing
only the standard 40-candlepowcr lamp, Edison base,

105 to 120 volts. These lamps are said to consume
but one watt per candle, representing a saving of
70 per cent, over the 35^-watt carbon filaments.
The lamps are packed with the tip downward and
shipped in a special package, to assure their being
kept this way while in the hands of the trans-
portation company, and since the adoption of this

package the company asserts that reports from its

customers of breakage of filament have been rare.

Sealed bids addressed to S. J. Clarke, chairman
of the public works committee, Calgary, Alberta,
Canada, will be received until noon, November 1st:

(a) For the construction of about 12 miles of
street-car track and overhead trolley work in the
city of Calgary; (b) for building a steel bridge
^vith concrete abutments over the Elbow River in

the city of Calgary; (c) for six semiconvertible
cars with electrical equipment, etc. Separate ten-
ders will be received for each of the above. A
check, payable to the city treasurer, for five per
cent, of the amount of the bid must accompany
each tender. Plans, specifications and form of
tender can be obtained upon application to the city

engineer's office, Calgary.

A Pittsburg dispatch to the New York Times
is to the effect that the Westinghouse Machine
Company, which established the town of Trafford
City, just above the Westinghouse town of East
Pittsburg, has announced that it will concentrate
all the plants of the Westinghouse Machine Com-
pany at Trafford City. A large new plant will

be erected at once and the total cost of the im-
provement will reach $6,000,000. The various plants

of the Westinghouse Machine Company are located
throughout Pittsburg and Allegheny, while another
of its large plants is the Walker Machine Company
at Cleveland. This, with all the others, will be
taken to Trafford City. About 10,000 men are
employed by the company in the machine shops.

BUSINESS.
The National Pole Company, Escanaba, Mich.,

successor to the cedar department of the Pittsburg

and Lake Superior Iron Company, one of the

largest producers of cedar poles and tics, is send-

ing to its customers a bronze paperweight repre-

senting a carload of poles. This unique advertis-

ing novelty is greatly appreciated.

A. P. Munning, sales manager of the Cutler-

Hammer Manufacturing Company, the well-known
manufacturer of controlling devices, passed through
Chicago this week. Mr. Munning said that the

demand for Cutler-Hammer devices continues brisk,

and he considers the outlook for fall and winter

business bright. The Cutler-Hammer company has

recently placed on the market a number of new
controlling devices which, it is said, have met with

instant favor.

"These pony rosettes are made every-which-way.

Choice of three bases—cleat, concealed and mold-

ing; choice of two caps—fusible and fuseless; they

all fit each other. And those new bases for con-

cealed work are the best ever. Get one and look

at the recesses for the ends of the tubes; they just

cover everything up so slick and easy. Pony

—

a

little horse with lots of go; pony rosette

—

a little

rosette chock full of go. And they're going.
^
A

good many think my way and always specify,

'Paistc.'
"—Aleck, in October Paistery.

A letter from H. T. Plumb, associate professor

of electrical engineering, Purdue University, is said

to be typical of many others received by the manu-
facturers of Di-xon's graphite brushes, the Joseph

Dixon Crucible Company. Mr. Plumb says : "The
brushes were used on a lo-kilowatt exciter. This

machine ran hot and gave continual trouble with

sparking so that the commutators required dressing

down every week. The graphite brushes have been

in use now for more than two months, the com-

mutator has a fine polish and has given no further

trouble from sparking. I have recommended that

ihe university purchase these briishos in Ihc future."
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The Central Electric CoiiiiJiiiiy of Chicago is

sending ont a (Iyer on portable lamps which shows

some very attractive designs as gifts for the holi-

day season. The company has for some years
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devoted considerable attention to its fixture depart-

nienl, and this year special attention has been paid

lij this branch of the bnsiness, and to lamps for

the holiday season. This llyer calls attention to

34*

the company*! display roonia, and the lamps shown
indicate that prospective buyers will profit by visit-

ing these showrooms. The company will mail a

copy of this flyer on request.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

S()7,yjy. Liiic-wirc Switcii Frog for Electric Rail-

ways. H.irry J. Beck, Winbiirnc, Pa., assignor

to S. ].i. Slino ami J. C. Sline, Osceola Mills,

Pa. Apijlicalioii filed January 7, 1905.

Tlii.-i -switch friiK luis a mimbt-i; of splicc-picccs for

mtmcclion with the line- wires. One of tlicsc is mov-

;i1iIl- rclntivi-ly to the others and has a pivotal coiincc-

lion witli the body part. The line wire connection of

this muvahlc lUirt is at the point of pivotal connection.

S()-,(>55. Circuit for Coin Collectors. Amos F.

Dixun. Chicago, 111., assignor to the Western

Electric Company, Chicago, III. Application

filed March 4, 1907.

This telephone coin collector provides contacts in the

Ihic sitinalinK circuit lliat arc closed by the dropping of a
mil in cuIlinR for n connection and additional contacts

in llic •iamc circnit tliat arc automatically opened dur-

ing the operation of the toll indicating mechanism and
recloscd only when this nuchanisni is brought again to

Its initial position.

^07.985. Apparatus for Locating Submerged Ob-
jects. Simon Lake, Berlin, Germany. Applica-

tion filed March 22, 1907.

The apparatus consists of_:i sweep line towed between
two vessels and on this line is a crab or finder elec-

trically connected by cables to a third vessel. This

Issued (United Slates ratent OJfice) Uctvbtr /j, igo?.

Ccncral Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

Application filed February 11, 1907.

This is a countmet ion for n rotor core which con-

)tii«ts of a spider carrying the laminated core between
two annular plates and clamping ritiRi.

868,222. Electric-railway Switch and Signal. Alice

A. Rotli, Buffalo, N. Y. Application filed May
14, 1907.

The switcli point i» move<l by a rock lever actuated

by two electromagnets the circuits of which are closed

hj' the trolley wheel. A signal circuit containing two
dilTerently colored lamps is also closed at the Bame
time.

868.230. Electromagnetic Device for Use in_ Con-
nection with Railway Appliances. Louis H.
Tlnillcn, Edgewood Park, Pa., assignor to the

Union Swilcli and Signal Company, Swissvalc,

Pa. Application filed March 18, 1905.

.\n indicating nieehanisni for the lever of an inter-

locking machine lias an alternating current coil en-

ergizing a core and a Inovable p.irt inclosing a portion

of the core and carrying a stem.

868.231. Signaling System for Electric Railways.

Louis H. Thullcn, Edge>vood Park, Pa., assignor

to the Union Switch and Signal Company,
Swissvalc, Pa. Application filed April 30, 1907.

The system is adapted to a double' track road. Re-

actance ijonds are placed across the rails of ench track

ii* the ilecve, and n tWlrt Imving It* upper end bent
into engagement with the tlecvc at the bate Ibereof at
points exterior of the lower termination of the contact
Hhell.

868,300. Terminal or Connecting Clip for Electric
Wires. Harry E. Sohner and William H. Ben-
jamin, Montclair, N. J. Application filed April

13. 1906.

A terminal compritcg relatively atationary and mov-
able clamping member*, one of which i« formed with a
deprevsioii and the otiicr with an ovcr-hanging ipr^ g
hook adai)ted to enter the deprcstiion for locking ihc
membcrK in engagement with each other.

868,302. Signaling System for Railways. Louis H.
Thullcn, Edgewood Park, Pa,, assignor to the

Union Switcli and Signal Company, Swissvalc,'
Pa. Application filed May 28, 1906,

A block signal system for electric railways has re-

lays at the ends of each block that control an alter-

nating current signaling circuit and operate home and
distant semaphores.

868,307. Thermostatic Appliance. George W. Wackcr,
Yonkers, N. Y. Application filed April 2, 1906,

In a safety system lor fire protection, a thermostat is

operatively connected with a seated valve in the water
supply. An adjustable contacting part and a circuit

and circuit connections to an alarm arc all so adjusted
and arranged that the alarm may be actuated for a

definite time before the valve is actuated.

NO. 868,128.—ELECTRICAL MEASURING
INSTRUMENT.

\
- ir-i

NO. 868,362.—MOTOR-DRIVEN

crab has an electric motor geared to a pulley engaging
the tow line so as to propel the crab along the line.

The crab also carries an electromagnet for attracting

and holding it to iron bodies.

868,110. Electric Lamp. Alexander P. McArthur,
Orange, N. J. Application filed October 9, 1905.

An incandescent lamp comprises a bulb, a stem for

the leading-in wires, and a reflector inside of the bulb.

The reflector is provided with an opening to receive

the stem.

868.122. Electric Insulator. Francis J. Poinan,

Rochester, N. Y. Application filed July 30,

1906.

This insulator is made of several parts. The lower
part is of glass and has a sleeve and head fitting over
the pin, and flaring conical petticoat. The top_ of the

insulator is of different material and is made in three

parts cemented together. (See cut.)

868.123. Cataphoric Apparatus. Thomas J. Ran-
dall, Los Angeles, Cal., assignor to the Sunset
Hospital, Los Angeles, Cal. Application filed

November 30. 1906.

An electric circuit is provided with two electrodes

for attachment to the body of the patient. One of
these electrodes is a medicine receiver.

868,128. Electrical Measuring Instrument. ^Frank
W. Roller, N^ew York, N. Y. Application filed

April 25, 1906.

A D'Arsonval galvanometer suitable for use as a
switchboard voltmeter has a scale inclined and in the
form of a conical surface. The moving coil has two
pointers, one in front of, and the other in back of
the scale; the rear pointer projects above the scale.

Two pointers are used to make sure that the observer
will read the scale with his eye in a plane perpendicu-
lar to tlie surface of the scale, i, e., with the two
pointers in line. (Sec cut.)

868,141. Fuse Box. John O. Stivers, Denver, Colo.

Application filed October 26, 1906.

A base plate has apertures containing spring pressed
contacts. A fuse carrier is pivotally mounted on the
base plate and has a number of fuses mounted thereon.
This fuse carrier is provided with cofitact plates, con-

nected to the terminals of the fuses, and a pawl and
ratchet for rotating it step by step, whereby it may
be positioned to connect the spring-pressed contacts

through any of the fuses.

868,171. Control of Alternating-current Motors.

Friedrich Eichberg, Berlin, Germany, assignor

to the General Electric Company, Schenectady,

N. Y. Application filed January 26, 1907.

This method of controlling an alternating-current mo-
tor having a commutator and brushes short-circuiting the

rotor on the line of maG;nctization of the stator wind-
ing consists in connecting the staler in series with

half the rotor winding at starting by using the short-

circuited brushes as one rotor terminal, and impressing

a shunt excitation on the whole, rotor winding when
the motor is up to speed.

[90. Dvnamo-clectric Machine. Charles D.

Knight,' Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the

at the ends of each block. The bonds of adjacent blocks

are connected together. An alternating signaling cur-

rent is applied to the track circuits.

868.232. Relay. Louis H. ThuUen, Edgewood Park,

Pa., assignor to the Union Switch and Signal

Company, Swissvalc, Pa. Application filed April

30, 1907.

The novel feature of this relay is the insulating top
consisting of a metal plate with proper openings and
a peripheral flange. The top is entirely covered with
insulating material.

868.233. Electric Igniter for Gas Stoves. Alfred

M. Turkington, Berkeley, Cal. Application filed

September 25, 1906.

An arm fixed to the inlet valve and movable there-

with is arranged to engage with and operate a movable
electrode and thus bring it in contact with a stationary
electrode when the inlet valve is turned in one direction,

but to swing on its pivot when moved in the opposite
direction.

868,245. Audiphone. John A. Baker, Seguin, Tex.
Application filed August i, 1904.

This audiphone consists of a plurality of telephone
receivers, the electromagnet.=^. of which are connected in

series. The receivers are mounted parallel on a box
and each has an exterior amplifying cone or megaphone.

868.253. Manufacture of Lithophones by Elec-

trolysis. Jean B. Candau and Auguste Candau.
Eau.x-Bonnes, France. Application filed April

3, 1905-

The process consists in producing a solution of sul-

phate of zinc and a solution of caustic soda electro-

lytically from sulphate of soda and metallic zinc and
then precipitating the sulphate of zinc by sulphide of

barium to produce the lithophone.

868.254. Water-alarm Apparatus for Vessels. Francis

Daniel, West Somerville, Mass. Application

filed June 10, 1907.

A float has a vertical rod fastened to it which carries

a circuit closer for several alarm circuits. The move-
ment of the rod closes the circuits and rings the alarms.

868,272. Support for Electrical Resistances. Fred-
erick Johannsmeyer, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor

to the Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Com-
pany. Milwaukee, Wis. Application filed Feb-

ruary 21, 1907.

This support consists of parallel upright plates made
of metal with a series of stamped apertures therein.

Sheet-metal brackets adapted to hold the ends of the

resistance units have lugs that are fitted into the aper-

tures and then bent over to bold the parts together.

868,283. Electric Incandescent-lamp Base. Fred-

eric H. Manchester, Providence, R. I., assignor

to the Providence Gas Burner Company, Provi-

dence, R. I. Application filed January 31, 1907-

This base lias a sleeve, a cap seating on the top of

the sleeve, a contact shell secured to the sleeve and
having its upper end extending thereabove to be bent

to engage the exterior of the cap to secure the same

NO. 868,379.—SYSTEM OF ELECTRICAL
DISTRIBUTION.

868,345- Process of Treating Ferruginous Blende.

Woolsey M. Johnson, lola, Kan. Apphcation
filed January 11, 1904.

This method of treating ores containing iron and zinc
consists in first effecting reduction of iron in the form
of particles disseminated through the charge, then pass-
ing an electric current through the charge containing
the disseminated iron, thereby increasing the temperature
and causing the iron to react to separate zinc.

868,348. Door-operated Electric Switch for Elec-
tric-light Circuits. John Kramer, Syracuse,
N. Y. Application filed September 12, 1906.

A cabinet has a set of levers connected with the door
and arranged to close a switch when the door is opened
and open it when the door is closed.

868,354. Signal System. Bernard F. M'erkel, Sa-
lida, Colo., assignor of one-half to George G.
Griswold and Wade H. Green, Salida, Colo.

Application filed May i, 1907.

A signal target is provided with electric lamps on
each side and rollers engaging a cable along which tlie

target can move by gravity. The cable runs to a
tower with a slot for permitting the target to enter and
leave. Electrojnsgnets controlled from a dfstance re-
lease the target from its normal position in the tower.

868,362. Motor-driven Pump. Edward D. Priest,

Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Appli-
cation filed February 15, 1905,

This machine is in three parts, the pump with two
cylinders and crank shaft in the middle, and motor
armature and bearings on each end of the crank shaft.
(See cut.)

868,368. Wire Support. Louis Steinberger, New
York, N. Y. Application filed October 5, igo6.

This wire support comprises a yoke, a cap mounted
thereon and provided centrally with a stem and a
block of insulating material threaded upon the stem
and provided with a portion fitting into an aperture in

the cap. A washer is mounted within the aperture and
engaged by the insulating block, and means are pro-
vided for supporting a clip upon said stem.

868,376. Rail Bond. Darwin Ulke, Chicago, III.,

assignor to the General Electric Company,
Schenectad}-, N. Y. Application filed July 28,

1906.

An electric rail bond consists of two terminal plates
each having an extended contact surface fitted for
soldering to a rail, a flexible conductor connecting the

terminals, and a rivet stud projecting from each ter-

minal at its junction with the flexible conductor and
integral with the terminal.

86S,37Q. System of Electrical Distribution. Ezechiel

Weintraub. Schenectady. N. Y., assignor to the

General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

.application filed July 23, 1503. Renewed Oc-
tober 30, 1905.

This system employs mercury-arc rectifiers on a single-

phase circuit. An auxiliary rectifier is provided which
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is supplied with current inductively from the alternating-

current system and is used to produce a suiiplemental

arc in the main rectifiers. (Sec cut on preceding page.)

868.380. System of Electrical Distribution. Ezechiel

Weintraub. Schenectady, N. Y.. assignor to the

General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

Application filed July 23, 1903. Renewed July

9- 1907-

In this system, which is a modification of the previous

one, an auxiliary rectifier is arranged to produce a

direct-current starting arc in any of the main rectifiers,

which arc is short-circuted as soon as the main arc is

sprung.

868.381. Motor-control System. Harold E. White,

Schenectady, N. Y.. assignor to the General

Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Appli-

cation filed FebriTary 27, 1906.

This is a system adapted to a shunt motor provided

with an auxiliary series field. The controller first con-

nects the latter field in series with a resistance to the

source of supaly and the armature in shunt with variable

portions of the resistance. The latter is then cut out

and' finally also the series field, thus putting the arma-
ture 'directly across the line. To get the highest speed

the shunt field is weakened.

808.38-]. Insulated Rail Joint. Benjamin Wol-
haupter. New York, N. Y., assignor to the

Rail Joint Company, New York, N. Y. Ap-
plication filed January 26, 1907.

This rail joint consists of side jixnit plates eacii carry-

ing a base plate section affording a support for one
rail end and having a diagonally arranged reinfoi-ced

end ed^e crossing the plane of the joint between the

rail ends, and insulation between the rail ends.

868,387. Apparatus for Enclosing and Electrically

Connecting Miners' Safety Lamps to Effect

Electric Ignition. William Ackroyd. Leeds, and
William Best, Albert E. Best and Robert O.

Best, Morle}', near Leeds, England. Application

filed July 9, 1907.

A miner's safety lamp is provided with a cylindrical

cover and with an electric igniting apparatus in the

. base; the latter consists of a battery and induction coil,

the prnnary circuit of which is momentarily closed by
turning the cylindrical cover to close the lamp.

868,404. Spark Plug for Explosive Engines. Fran-

cis W. Brady, Englewood, N. J. Application

filed May 11, 1906.

This plug is provided with stationary and movable
electrodes. The stem of the stationary electrode is sup-

ported in insulating bearings and surrounded inter-

mediate of the bearings with an air-insulation space com-
municating with draining passages. The stem of the

movable electrode is of reduced diameter for a portion

of its length, the reduced portion being interposed in

the path of tlie draining passages.

868,424. Signal System. Julian A. Gehrung, New
York, N. Y. Application filed February 15,

1907.

Tliis signaling system has a despatcher's office from
which are selectively operated train stops at any sema-
phore station. At each of these semiphore stations man-
ually operated means are provided for producing a

checking signal at the despatcher's station showing that

the train has been properly stopped.

868,427. Pool-ball Rack. George F. Goss, Wal-
laceton. Pa. Application . filed November 12,

1906.

A pool-ball rack has ball- receiving compartments, an
adjustable guide for directing the balls into such com-
partments, 5nd an electrical alarm having ball closed
contacts arranged at the entrance end of the guide,

868,460. Coupling for Electric Cables. Gustave
L'Hoest, Brussels, and Henri Pieper, Liege,

Belgium. Application filed August 10, 1905:

A separable coupling for electric conductors comprises
detachable electrical coupling parts separable under a

longitudinal strain, and a protecting sheath for these parts
that can be broken under a predetermined strain greater
than that required to seoarate the electrical coupling
parts and which incloses these parts.

868,464. Control System. Arthur S. l\Iann, Sclic-

nectad}', N. Y., assignor to the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

December 18, 1905.

This is a control for a motpr-driven pump. The
motoi is automatically started through a starting rheo-
stat and tlie rheostat arm held in running position by
an underload release magnft. The latter is operated by
the check valve in the discbarge pipe when the dis-

charge is less than a predetermined value.

868467. Brush Holder. Fred P. McBerty, Warren,
Ohio, assignor to the Peerless Electric Com-
pany, Warren, Ohio. Application filed Novem-
ber 18, 1904.

The brush holder consists of a swinging arm with
sides spaced .ipart and adjustable curve portions for
engaging a conducting sup]>ort. a split binding band
whose ends are connected by a holding screw, a cross-

pin supported by the sides of the arm, and a flat spring
secured at one end by the holding screw and at the
other end engaging the cross-pin, which is insulated
from the spring.

868468. Electromagnetic Apparatus. John McTn-
tyre, Jersey City, N, J. Application filed May
16, 1906.

This ap|iar.ituB is provided with an armature contact,
.1 5cIf-adju6tinR contact carrying a lug, and a support
for the sclf-adjuBting contact and hnvinj; a olot for cn-
gaifrmcnt by the Iur 10 hold ihc self-adjunling contact
against turning.

868481. Air-brake System. Henry N. Ransom,
Albany, N. Y., assignor to the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

June I, 1906.

An cVctricallr driven air compressor supplies a reser-
voir. The engineer's valve has three ponilionn conncct-
ir'tc the brake cylinder to reservoir, to atmosphere and
to the compressor intake. Switch contacts controlled
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by the valve close the motor circuit when the valve is

put in the third position.

868,495. Ice Machinery. Thomas Shipley, York,
Pa. Application filed May 10, 1907.

The tank wherein the ice is formed is lined by sets
of dividing plates of low electrical conductivity. These
plates are placed tandem alongside of but out of con-
tact with the freezing plate. Each set of dividing plates
is composed of two upright plates joined by a bottom
plate. The plates are connected to a current source
when the cakes of ice arc to be removed.

868,502. Arc-lamp Electrode. Charles P. Stein
metz, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the Gen-
eral Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed December 7, 1904. Renewed
July 20, 1907.

The body of the electrode is formed of material which
melts locally where the arc springs therefrom, and
granules of relatively more refractory material mixed
therewith, whereby, when the electrode is in operation,
they protect above the liquid pool formed by the melted
portion of the body of thi electrode.

NO. 868,518.—INSULATED RAIL JOINT.

868,517. Insulated Rail Joint. Benjamin Wol-
haupter, New York, N. Y., assignor to the
Rail Joint Company, New York, N. Y. Appli-
cation filed November 8, 1906.

The two opposite continuous side joint plates have
each an integral base plate for one rail end only, tlic

base plates lying in the same plane directly under the
rails. Wooden filler blocks are interposed between the
side plates and rail sides and also between the two
base plates and between the rail ends. The parts are
bolted together by insulated bolts passing through the
web of the rail ends.

86S.51S. Insulated Rail Joint. Benjamin Wol-
haupter, New York, N. Y., assignor to the

Rail Joint Company, New York, N. Y. Appli-
cation filed November 8, igo6.

In tliis joint the side plates are in the shape of
angle bars fitting close to the flange, web and under
side of the head of the rails, but insulated therefrom
by a layer of insulation. Each side plate has a short
length base like in the previous joint. (See cut.)

868.519. Insulated Rail Joint. Benjamin Wol-
haupter. New York, N. Y., assignor to the

Rail Joint Company, New York, N. Y. Appli-
cation filed December 3, 1906.

Only one side plate is used in this joint. It has an
L-shaped section forming

, a joint chair, tlie base under
the rails being slightly tapered and separated from the
rails by an adjustable insulating wedge. A wooden
filler block is on each side of the web of the rails.

868.520. Insulated Rail Joint. Benjamin Wol-
haupter. New York, N. Y., assignor to the
Rail Joint Company, New York, N. Y. Appli-
cation filed December 6, 1906.

The base is in two sections, one for each rail end.
These base sections arc trough shaped and their flanges
lit into grooves in and near the bottom of the side girder
rails. The parts are all insulated from each other.

868.530. Telegraph and Telephone Insulator. John
A. Cooper, Mercury, Tex. Application filed

June 18, 1907.

This insulator has a body portion having an opening,
one wall of which is provided with a projection defining
oppositely disposed seating grooves for the reception of
the line wire, there being a slot formed in the opposite
wall of the opening and communicating with the open-
ing.

868.531. Controller-Operating Mechanism. Clarence

T. Crocker, Norwood, Ohio, assignor to the

Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio. Application filed November 29,

1905.

A controller shaft carries a handle and a notched mem-
ber. A pawl is adapted to engage the notches of this

member, and means are provided for causing the pawl to

engage one of the notches when the handle is moved for-

ward, and to escape and move beyond the notch when
the handle is moved slightly backward.

868,544. Telephone Attachment. Joseph A. Gor-
don, Shawnee, Okla. Application filed Feb-
ruary I, 1907.

An auxiliary mouth-piece for telephones comprises a
disk formed with a central opening and with a marginal
flange, an inclined flange projecting from the disk in
alincmcnt with the wall of the openinR, a screen cover-
ing for the inner edge of the inclined flange, and lock-

ing levers carried by the marginal flange.

868,546. Signal Device. Peter Gray, Cambridge,
Mass. Application filed November 21, igoi.

This signal device is a combination of a rotatnblc light-

inclosing body provided witii a number of signals, an
indicator provided with corresponding signals, a common
source of light constructed and arranged to ilhnninate the
several signals, and means constructed ui)on rcvolulion

of the light-inclosing body simultaneously to screen simi-

lar signals of the light-inclosing body and indicator.

868,572. Shaft Oscillator. Charles E. Lord, Nor-
wood, Ohio, assignor to the BulMck Electric

Manufacturing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Ap-
plication filed January 25, 1905. Renewed De-
cember 17, J906.

A coil iit in inductive relaltuii with the end of tiic

nhift and has a switch in its circuit wliieli is inter-

mittently opened and closed by the rotation of the

October 26, 1907

shaft through a system of gearing. The time interval
between successive openings of the switch is adjusta-
ble witHout changing the speed of rotation of the shaft.

868,573. Controller. Charles E. Lord, Norwood,
Ohio,

_
assignor to the Bullock Electric Manu-

facturing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Applica-
tion filed August 30, 1905. Renewed May 20,

1907.

This controller has a main switch for regulating two
electric motors in scries and then changing thtyn to par-
allel, a cut-off switch for cutting out either of the two
motors, a Gtop for arresting the main switch in a prc-

,
determined position, and independent means for con-
trolling this stop.

868,576. Pole-changer. Evving McLean, Greencastle,
Ind. Application filed March 14, 1906.

This pole changer is designed for changing direct cur-
rents to pulsatiuR alternating currents. It has a pair
of retractive spring arms between which an insulated
vibratory arm is caused to vibrate by an electromagnet.

868.580. Dynamo-electric Machine. William D. Pom-
eroy, Norwood. Ohio, assignor to the Bullock
Electric Manufacturing Company, Cincinnati,
Ohio. Application filed January 2, igo6.

This patent covers an adjustable means for supporting
the two feet of the yoke frame of a large generator.
The feet rest on sole plates carrying a bolt for adjust-
ment.

868.581. Self-winding Clock. Arthur F. Poole.
Santa Barbara, Cal. Application filed Febru-
ary 10, 1904.

This_ clock has in combination an electromagnet with
an oscillating' armature, a circuit closing device mounted
independently of tlic armature, a freely movable inter-
mediate clement loosely mounted on the armature shaft
for operating the circuit closing device, and , means
carried by the armature for actuating the movable cle-
ment.

868,587. Self-winding Electric Clock. Cleaver W.
Wagner, Danville, Pa., assignor to the Auto-
matic Clock Company, Danville, Pa. Applica-
tion filed March 13, 1906.

A clock train with a propelling spring therefor has
an electromagnet arranged to put the spring under stress
at intervals. The circuit is closed between two contacts
carried by the clock train.

868..591, Support for Cross-arms. Ernest E. Yax-
ley, Chicago, III., assignor to the Steel Gain
Manufacturing Company. Chicago, III. Appli-
cation filed June 4, 1906.

The pole has secured to it a pole plate. A cross
arm plate has separate means provided for clamping it

to the pole plate.

868,594- Attachment for Party-line Telephones.
James H. Blythe, Denver, Colo. Application
filed May 21, 1906.

This device permits all the telephones to be cut out
of the circuit from the central exchange and then only
one telephone to be connected to the circuit. Mike
and break contact wheels are provided for each tele-
phone. Electromagnetic means are used for rotating
them. (See cut.)

868,596. Potential-Starter Attachment. Herbert W.
Cheney, Norwood, Ohio, assignor to the Allis-

Chalmers Company, Milwaukee, Wis., and the
Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio. Application filed November 23,
1906.

A controller has a rotatable drum carrying a collar
with projections on it that engage a spring-pressed lever
when the controller is in "starting" position which tends
to bias it to "off" position. This lever is disengaged
when "running" position is reached,

868,621. Telegraphic Instrument. Jerome P. Zc-
lenka, Chicago, 111. Application filed February
4, 1907.

A box or casing that can be strapped to the body of
the operator carries an electromagnet whose armature is

adjustable through a screw projecting through an open-
ing in the casing.

PATENTS THAT HAVE EXPIRED.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued

by the United States Patent Office) that expired
October 21, 1907:

438, .S98. Electrical Water Alarm. F. M. Ashton, Lima,
Ohio.

438.602. Alternating-current Generator and Motor. C. S.
Bradley, Yonkcrs, N. Y.

438.603. Electric Motor. C. S. Bradley, Yonkcrs, N. Y.
438,610. Arc and Incandescent Lighting System. T. I'..

Giles, Hazleton, Pa.
438,620. Electric Crossing Gate. H. Gillette. Highland

Park, III.

438,6.11. Telephone Transmitter. A. J. McDonald, North
Tiverton, U. I.

4.18,632. Telephone. A. J. McDonald, North Tiverton, R. I.

438,65,1. Electric Guest Call. A. Stricmcr, Sleepy Eye,
Minn.

438.656. Electric Motor. li. Thomson, Lynn, Mass.
438.657. Process of Electric Welding. E. Thomson, Lynn,

Mass.
438.658. Electric Welding of Pipes. E. Thomson, Swamp-

seott, Mass.
438.668. Brush Holder for Dynamo-electric Machines,

C. P. Winkler, Troy. N. Y.
4.18,767. Electro-pneumatic Clock. V. Popp. Paris, Pr;incc.

438.780. EIrclroniagnet. F. M. .Schmidt, Brooklyn. N. V.
438.784. Telephone. T. C. H. Stnt, San Francisco, Cal.

4.18.818. Telephone. J. W. McDonough, New York. N. Y.
438.827. Secondary Battery. E. N. Rcynirr. Paris, France.
438.828. Telephone. W. L. Richards, Maiden, Mass.
438.837. Electric Drill. G. Buchanan. Chicncro, HI.

438.847. Electric Railway. R. M. Hunter, Philnd-lnhia. Pa.

438,870. Magneto. electric Transmitter. A. E. Todd. Provi-
dence, R. I.

438.082. Tclenhonc-exchnngc Apparatus. F. G. Bcacli,

Chicago. III.

439.042. Elcctricil Transmission of Power. Win. Stanley,

Jr., Great Barrington. Masa.
•139.047' Elrctric-lainp Socket with RcRulatinR Attachment.

W. F. Wollm and E. H. Wcrlinc, York. Pa.
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Some Features of the Rebuilding of

Chicago's Street Railways.

One of llic largest .strccl-inilw.iy umlcrt.ikings

ever .Tltcinptcd is that of reliabilitaling the surface

street railways of Chicago, work upon which is

now well under way. Readers of the Western
Electrician arc familiar with the terms of the

measures known as the traction-settlement ordi-

nances, which provide, under a plan unique in its

methods, for the complete reconstruction of the

transportation systems of the two great traction

companies of Chicago. This work, planned ac-

Thcrc arc a number of interesting features in

connection with the work, among them being the

use of electric welding outfits for welding the joints

of the new rails, and the utilization of the old

cable slots in streets wlierc cable cars were for-

merly operated.

Among the accompanying illustrations arc views
in Milwaukee Avenue and Cottage Grove Avenue,
two important trunk lines. Figs, i and 2 arc

views of the electric welding apparatus at work
'in Milwaukee Avenue, and Fig. 3 shows the method
of laying from six to nine ducts of conduit in the

old concrete cable trenches.

for the conduit was finally awarded to the Clay

Product Company of Brazil, Ind. This company
is manufacturing for this work a specially designed

round-duct single conduit with c'luilateral octagonal

exterior form, as shown in Fig. 6. These so fit

into the trench (sec Fig. 3) as to permit the laying

of as many as nine ducts, and at the same time

the complete arch construction of the conduit

greatly increases their resistance to crushing force.

The Clay Product Company is also manufacturing

a triangular three-duct multiple conduit for slot

construction where but three ducts arc required.

At the various scenes of operation the first gang

FIG. I. ELECTRIC TRACK-WELDING OUTFIT ON A CHICAGO STREET.

cording to the best engineering practice and having

as a determining influence the growing passenger

transportation needs of a great city, is now in

progress under the direction of a body designated

by the ordinances as the Board of Supervising

Engineers, Chicago Traction. The Chicago City

Railway Company and the Chicago Union Traction

Company each has an engineer on the board repre-

senting its interests, and one engineer represents

the city. The fourth member and chairman of the

board is Mr. Bion J. Arnold, who may be said

to have the unique distinction of representing the

municipal government, all the companies and the

general public. Mr. Arnold is also chief engineer

of the work. The board has a large corps of as-

sistants.

In the rehabilitation process a large amount of

work has already been accomplished, more than

2,000 men being at present employed on track con-

struction in a number of different streets. To com-
plete the work planned, however, will require

probably three years, not contemplating a possible

subway system for the loop district.

The reconstruction is being done with the mini-

mum amount of interference with traffic. Where
the streets are wide enough a temporary track is

laid near the curb, which permits of tearing up

and rebuilding long stretches of road at a time.

In other places only short distances can be worked

at a time, and by the aid of numerous cross-

overs the cars are kept operating by single track

for short distances.

Cottage Grove and Milwaukee avenues are ex-

amples of the method of using the cable slots. If

the usual method were followed in reconstruction

the old trench would be filled at considerable ex-

pense in order to make a solid roadbed. Chief

Engineer Fleming of the Chicago City Railway,

however, devised a plan for utilizing the old cable

slot as a conduit trench to hold the cables carrying

the feed wires. The only impediment to this plan

was to obtain a conduit of sufficiently high resist-

ance and quality to allow of nine-sixteenths-inch

walls, thus enabling the introduction of as many
as nine ducts in the small slot space. A rigid

test was imposed by the board, and the contract

of about 150 men is engaged in taking up the old

track and clearing the concrete cable slot of the

old yokes and other scrap iron. The second gang
of workmen lays the concrete in the bottom of

the cable slot, and the bricklayers follow and place

the ducts in the concrete, spreading six inches of

concrete over all within the trench. Thus is formed
a solid concrete bed, only broken by the circular

manholes, which are placed between the rails at

intervals of 350 feet.

The use of the cable slots tends to strengthen

the roadbed. Where the concrete sides of the old

trench extend into the space to be occupied by the

ties, grooves are cut for the admission of the ties

and fresh concrete is filled around.
Following the conduit gang, come the track men.

There are three types of track construction in use,

any one of which makes a very substantial road.

By the end of this season, however, it is probable

that one of the types, with a possible addition or

change which may be suggested by experience

with the three systems, will be adopted as the

standard. Fig. 4 gives a view of a portion of com-
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pleted track in Cottage Grove Avenue; also a

stretch of track which has been lined and surfaced

and is ready for the top finishing of concrete. This

illustrates tj'pe No. i construction.

Briefly, t.vpe No. i is described as a surface-track

construction, using a concrete bed and steel ties.

Flat tie plates one-quarter inch wide are fastened

to the ties by means of a specially designed clip

and wedge device, the rail fastening being of the

are from pictures taken during operation in Mil-

waukee Avenue, Chicago. An outfit similar in gen-

eral design is in operation on the South Side in

Chicago. The process, it may be noted, was re-

ferred to in the Twentieth Anniversary Number of

the Western Electrician (September 28, 1907) by

Elihu Thomson in his article on "Electric Welding

Progress." It necessitates some of the heaviest work

done by electric welding.

FIG 2. FRONT VIEW OF ELECTRIC TR \CK-WELDING OUTFIT.

same type. E.xcavation is made to permit a con-

crete stringer 10 inches deep under each rail, the

stringer being 18 inches wide at the base, the sides

sloping to meet the concrete which forms the

foundation for the pavement. Similarly the exca-

vation is made so as to form a beam under the

cross ties seven inches deep with a bearing width

of 18 inches and 45-degree sloped sides. The ties

are spaced four feet center to center.

In type No. 2 the bed construction with rail and

cross-tie beams is the same as No. i. Wooden ties

of dressed yellow pine, six by eight inches by seven

feet, are laid in the concrete, spaced four feet apart.

Three-eighth-inch shoulder tie plates are fastened

to the ties by means of lag screws, and the rails

are fastened with three-quarter-inch screw spikes.

Type No. 3 is a surface-track construction. Wood
ties are placed on crushed stone instead of con-

crete. Crushed stone to a depth of eight inches is

placed in the bottom of the trench and rolled with

a steam roller. The dressed yellow pine ties are

spaced two feet center to center instead of four

feet, and concrete is then placed from the bottom

of the ties to a height allowing for properly layng

the paving. More of this type of construction has

been installed than of either of the other types.

Between the two sets of tracks a four by four-inch

trench is left in the top of the concrete, into which

is placed a bare cable constituting the negative re-

turn feeder. The sand and gravel base for the

paving forms a loose bed for this cable, which is

easy of access. Cross bonds are placed on the rails

about 300 feet apart and connect to the return

feeder.

The rails used in the reconstruction are of the

grooved girder type, known as the Chicago rail.

They are of 56 and 58-foot lengths and weigh 129

pounds to the yard. A section through the join!

of the rail is shown in Fig. 5. Tie rods spaced

six feet apart are placed between the rails.

The bolted joints shown in the picture arc not

used in Chicago, all the joints being electrically

welded, and this forms an interesting feature of

the work. In constructing the track temporary

plates are fastened with a single bolt on each side.

of the joint- Temporary loose paving is then placed

about the joint and this is easily removed when
the welding process begins.

The electric-welding outfit shown in Figs, i and
2 is one of four such outfits owned and operated

by the Lorain Steel Company. The illustrations

Four cars, shown in Fig. i, constitute the weldin;

outfit, and the work is conducted by six men be

sides the general foreman. One man attends to

the operation of the first, or sandblast, car with

which rust and freign material is removed from

the rail joints by sand under air pressure. The
compressor outfit is operated by a small direct-cur-

rent motor on the car taking current from the trol-

ley wire. This car also carries the joint plates

and other material. An ordinary railway motor

is placed on each axle of each of the four cars

for moving them from place to place.

The second E^nd third cars constitute the welding

FIG. 3. FKHUEK DUCTS IN OLD STREliT-RAILWAV CABLE
TRENCH, CHICAGO.

unit proper. The welding machinery is suspended

from the front of the second car and is shown in

the process of welding, a joint in Fig. 2. The body

of the car carries the auxiliary apparatus. The
third car of the series carries the current convert-

ing and controlling apparatus. Direct current is

taken from the trolley wire at any voltage from
approximately 300 to 600 volts. It is transformed

on the car by a specially constructed rotary con-

verter to alternating current, and a potential regu-

lator keeps this current at approximately 300 volts

for delivery to the welding transformer. This lat-

ter process is made necessary by fluctuation on the

trolley.

The welding transformer is mounted between the

heavy welding clutches, as shown in Fig. 2, and
finally reduces the potential to the welding voltage

of about seven volts and increases the current vol-

ume to about 27,000 amperes for heating large sec-

tions. The splicing bars are held to the rail by
the contact points of the heavy clamp, and by hy-
draulic means are given a pressure of 4,000 pounds
per square inch.

Less than 15 minutes is consumed for each weld,
about 4^ joints being welded hourly. Cooling
water carried in a tank on the car is kept cir-

culating about the welding machinery by a motor-
dri\en pump to keep the apparatus from becoming
overheated. The welder is raised and lowered and
shifted from one rail to the other by small motors.

Four men are required to operate the welding
unit—an electrician, two welding experts and a

helper. The men in charge of the welding are
especially trained for the work, as it is of a nature
not common in the scope of the skilled electrician

or mechanic. The outfit shown in the picture has
been in service in several large cities, including
Dublin, Ireland.

When the welding of a set of joints is com-
pleted the outfit is moved to the next joint and
the fourth car is moved up to finish the work. This
car carries a motor-driven grinder which is used
to smooth the joint. The grinder consists of an
emery wheel mounted in a carrier which is lowered
to the track. The carrier is so adjusted that the

joint Cannot be ground deeper than the level of the

surface of the rail, thus overcoming the possibility

of grinding low spots in the rail The grinding
outfit is in charge of one man, half of the car
affording desk and office facilities for the foreman.

No expense is being spared in making the re-

habilitated street railways of Chicago first class in

every respect., All material is of the best, and the

work is being carried out by competent hands.

^ German-American Technical Societies.

' In addition to the large engineering and tech-

nical societies known to everybody, numerous
smaller organizations of like character exist among
the various nationalities of this country. The Ger-

mans have an association covering the East and a

part of the central states, the name being Deutsch-
Ainerikanischer Techniker Verbaiid. It consists of

eight societies in the following-named cities : Balti-

more, Md. ; Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Chicago, 111. ; New-
ark, N. J.; New York city; Philadelphia, Pa.;

Pittsburg, Pa., and Washington, D. C, with a total

meiTibership of about goo.

The main purpose of these societies is to avoid

becoming one-sided. The constitution and by-laws

therefore allow membership for everybody inter-

ested in the application of natural sciences, and the

many papers read at the meetings cover technical,

medical, esthetic and other subjects. The eastern

societies have found it advisable to have an employ-
ment committee helping the newcomers to find a

first place. Excursions to places of technical or

historical interest are frequently made and are

usually well attended.

The social side plays a somewhat larger role

than in American technical societies." There are

numerous young men receiving rather small sal-

aries. They cannot afford to join clubs, etc., and

welcome heartily what little social entertainment is

offered by the Verband. This makes the life of

the different "vereins" very active and pleasant.

The affairs of the association are managed by a

head society, changing every year. For the year

1907-1908 Chicago is at the head, and the officers

of the Chicago society are also verband officers.

They are: President, F. Lubberger; vice-president,

O. Eisenschiml; secretary, A. Heilbrunn, all of

Chicago. August, 1908, will be the time of the

next annual meeting in Chicago; it will be the

tvventj'-fourlh annual meeting of the association.

Mr. F. Lubberger, the new president, was elected

at the meeting just held. He is an electrical engi-

neer, with the Automatic Electric Company, and
has lived in Chicago for si.K years. Mr. Lub-
berger is a graduate of Carlsruhe College, Ger-

many, where he took a course in electrical engi-

neering. On his graduation in 1899 he came to

St. Louis and followed his chosen line of work.
Two years later he came to Chic.'igo to accept a
position with the Western Electric Company, going
later to the Automatic Electric Company.
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Affairs of the Westinghouse Companies.

Naturally llic fact that receivers were appointed

(111 October 23(1 and 24tli for some of the Wesl-

iiiKliouse companies lias created a deep impres-

sion in business circles. But it is (he belief of

the Western Electrician—an opinion shared, we
think, by the electrical trade in general—thai the

condition is only temporary and is due to the great

viiluiiic of business olTercd the companies which

Ml ihc Electric company, Mr. Keller is vice-presi-

dent of the Machine company, and Mr. Updegraff

is Mr. Weslingliouse's private secretary. The others

are prominent business men. In Chicago Percy H.

Eckhart and' in New York Charles C. Burlingamc

were appointed ancillary receivers of the property

of the Electric company, and, similarly, ancillary

receivers were appointed in other cities.

In speaking of the receiverships a gentleman con-

Finished Tiaclv at tile Rii^lit.

FIG. 4. NEW TRACK CONSTRUCTION ON COTTAGE GROVE AVENUE, CHICAGO

could not be financed in a tight money market.

The companies are undoubtedly solvent. George

Westinghouse, .president of the Westinghouse Elec-

tric and Manufacturing Company, and head of all

tlie world-wide and manifold interests which bear

his name, made this statement on October 23d

:

"When the Pittsburg Clearing House commit-
tee, after full investigation and conference with me,
concluded that, although the Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Company and the Westinghouse
Machine Company were solvent, receiverships were
advisable as the best means of protecting the in-

terests of all concerned, it was clearly our duty

to follow their friendly advices.

"The necessity for the receiverships is due solely

to the acute financial stringency and consequent in-

ability to renew our maturing paper.

"Both the Electric Company and the Machine
Company are solvent and are doing the largest and
most satisfactory business in their history, and each

company is earning liberal dividends on its stock

and lias qtiick assets substantially equal to its lia-

bilities.

"I most confidently believe that every creditor

of each company will be paid in full and that with

wise management under the direction of the re-

ceivers appointed by the court the properties will

soon be restored to the stockholders.

"The loans to the Security Investment Company
and myself are secured by the stocks of the West-
inghouse manufacturing companies, chiefly stock of

the Electric and Machine companies, the sudden
decline in the market value of which on Monday
and Tuesday of this week has made it impossible
for us to margin our loans.

"I strongly advise all holders of such loans to

hold their collateral, the value of which, I am con-
fident, will in time be sufficient to pay the loans.

The sacrifice of the collateral in the present con-
dition of the market can benefit no one. A policy

of patience and forbearance is what the situation

requires."

Receivers were appointed by the United States

Circuit Court as follows :

For the Westinghouse Electric and Manufactur-
ing Company—T. Hart Given, H. S. A. Stewart
and E. M. Herr.

For the Westinghouse Machine Companj'—Wil-
liam McConway, W. H. Donner and E. E. Keller.

For the Nernst Lamp Company—W. P. Updc-
graff.

For the Security Investment Company (a com-
pany handling _ Westinghouse interests)—Fidelity

Title and Trust Company.
The Westinghouse Air Brake Company and the

Union Switch and Signal Company are not affected.

Of the receivers Mr. Herr is first vice-president

versant with the situation said : "There has not

been even a momentary pause in operations, and
orders are being filled with dispatch. So much
confidence is felt in the men appointed as receivers

for the several companies affected, that the future

success of these interests promises to be as marked
as in the past. It is the understanding that no
change in the general policy for the conduct of the

business is contemplated."

.A. New York lawyer well versed with the situa-

tion said : "There has been no overproduction in

FIG. 5- SlfCTION OF 129-POUND CHICAGO RAIL.

electrical appliances. The whole situation has de-

veloped out of the money stringency. The company
has great difficulty in getting cash, and carries on
its books the securities of electric and other corpo-

rations which are their customers as security for

notes, and during the acute money stringency of

recent months they have not been able to realize

the amount expected on these loans."

After a meeting of the receivers of the Westing-
house Electric and A'lanufacturing Company, Chair-

man T. Hart Given aaid : "The plain ...,:

WisliiiKlioitse Electric and Mannfacliiriiig dinipany
will be kept in full operation. No eniplov n. . d
have any fear of the oiilcomc. Arraiic
been made for coniintiing the plant."

This interesling statement was issued by Ktxeu
ers McConway, IJonner and Keller for (lie Wesl-
inghousc Machine Company on October zOlh

:

"We desire to assure the clients of the Wesling-
liousc Machine Company and all others inlercslcd
that there should he no occasion for apprclnnion
because of the company's application for a receiver-
ship.

"This action was deliberately and thoughtfully
taken as a sensible and logical measure for con-
serving the interests of the ciistomer.s, creditors
and stockholders of a solvent' institution wlilcli is

doing a large and profitable trade.
'T'"rom such examination of its affairs as the re-

ceivers have been able to make in the short time
during which they have been in charge of the prop-
erty it would appear that the Westinghouse Ma-
chine Company has been suffering from nothing
more serious than a rapidly growing and profitable
business. This has necessitated the employment of
considerable borrowed capital and credit through-
out the country, the sudden withdrawal of which
would have seriously interfered with the mamifac-
tnring operations of the company.

"
I here has not been even a momentary pause in

the operations of the company, and the' personnel
remains the same as heretofore. There will be no
departure from the general policy that has hith-
erto obtained in the conduct of the business, and
the receivers will, during their incumbency, spare
no pains to foster anrl maintain the cordial rela-
tions that have always existed between the West-
inghouse Machine Company and its customers."

Missouri Electrical Men Organize.
The Missouri Electric Light .Association was

organized at a meeting of representatives of light-

ing and street-railway companies from 25 cities of
Missouri on October 21st. The meeting was held
at the Marquette Hotel, St. Louis, where the dele-

gates were welcomed by A. J. O'Reilly, president
of the Board of Public Improvements. The local

electric supply men and the lighting and street-

'"ajAiJgggW

FIG. 6. OCTAGONAL CONDUIT USED IN CHICAGO STREET-
RAILWAY REHABILITATION.

railway companies entertained the delegates asd
their friends.

Permanent organization of the new association

was effected by the election of the following-named
officers : President, J. D. Porterfield of Cape Girar-

deau ; first vice-president, W. B. Hayes of Poplar
Bluff: second vice-president, W. H. Ledford of

Bowling Green ; third vice-president, R. Irvine of
Marshall; secretarj', C. Z. Pierson of St. Charles.

The executive committee consists of C. L. Clary

of Sikeston, Thomas Fox of Cape Girardeau, and
Harry Markham of Brookfield.

The next convention will be held in May, 1908,

the place to be named by the executive committee.

Electrodeless Ring Method for Measur-
ing Electrolytic Resistance.

The Physical Review for October contains an
article on a new method of "Measurement of Elec-

trolytic Resistance" by W. S. Franklin and L. A.
Freudenberger. Difficulties in this class of meas-
urements have heretofore been caused principal^'

by polarization at the electrodes, which gives an
apparent resistance different from the true value.

To neutralize this polarizing effect alternating cur-

rents have usually been used in these measure-
ments. The authors determined, however, to mini-
mize still further electrode troubles by doing away
with the electrodes. This was done by putting the

solutions into a ring-shaped glass tube which was
used as the secondarj' of a small transformer. A
similar transformer w^ith an adjustable resistance

as its secondary was constructed. The primaries

were connected as adjacent arms of a slide-wire

Wheatstone bridge. A 6o-cyde iio-volt current was
employed and a specially designed alternating-cur-

rent galvanometer used in balancing. The results

obtained on measurements of a number of electro-

lytes , agree quite favorably with those of Kohl-

rausch and Holborn.
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Maintenance and Inspection of Electric-

railway Equipment.'

Part II.

Air Compressors.

Your committee recommends that air compressors

be given a tliorough overhauling and test, electric-

ally and mechanically, at intervals not exceeding

50,000 miles and periodical inspection at 1,000-mile

intervals.

Miscellaneous Motor Maintenance.

In considering the subject before it, your com-

mittee has felt that repairs of troubles to electrical

equipment after they have occurred form only a

part of its work; another part hardly less impor-

tant is to consider the prevention of troubles be-

fore they occur.

In seeking preventive measures it is well to look

into what our troubles really are ; analyzing them,

tracing cause and if possible devising remedy. The
old adage, "No chain is stronger than its weakest

link" finds application on many electric railways,

the car motor proving to be the weak link in the

chain. Neglect of inspection, continuous overload-

ing or gross abuse of equipment on the road will

naturally cause motor troubles, but assuming that

these conditions are obvious enough on most roads

to be kept within reasonable limits, there still re-

main troubles which warrant study and analysis.

Inasmuch as a large portion of motor troubles

occur at the commutator, the estimated causes of

commutator troubles, as shown by data sheets iri

answer to the following question, should be of in-

terest. This was the question : "What proportion

of your commutator and brush-holder troubles do
you attribute to

—

"(a) Fast feeding of controller?

"(b) Quality of brushes?

"(c) Quality of commutator bars?

"(d) Quality of commutator mica?
"(e) Design of characteristics of brush-holders?

"(f) Other causes?"

In a number of replies these figures were omit-

ted, but from figures submitted, representing all

parts of the country and nearly 10,000 cars, the

averages were taken, each road's figures contribut-

ing to the average in proportion to the number of

cars owned.
The percentage and relative magnitude of the

several causes of trouble at the commutator are

shown graphically in Fig. i.

Referring to Fig. i, let us follow the principle

laid down by Abraham Lincoln, "One thing at a

time and the big things first," and consider:

Fast Feeding of Controllers.—This is an evil

which, in the opinion of your committee, will

.

always e-xist so long as the rate of acceleration is

dependent upon the judgment and thoughtfulness

of the motorman. We recommended, wherever
practicable, the use of such automatic devices, oper-

ated electrically or otherwise, as will limit to a

fixed maximum the amount of current the motor
may receive. Much of the fast feeding is done by
motormen through thoughtlessness and not realizing

its harmful effect upon the equipment. In such
cases an educational effort, thorough and persist-

ent, .with the assistance and co-operation of the
operating department, should be made, and your
committee is confident that the resulting benefit will

Fast Pccoing Of
Controllers
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FIG. I. CAUSES OF COMMUTATOR TROUBLES.

amply repay for the time and trouble expended.
For interurban lines particularly there should be
determined, expcrimcntallj', the distance a car will

travel while building up from rest to full parallel,

to receive the most rapid acceleration the motors
can safely stand. This distance should be fixed as
the minimum allowable and its observance insisted

upon.
Quality of Brushes.—From data received of

trouble experienced with quality of brushes, one
road reports no brush (rouble whatever, but aside
from this one exception, prevalence of brush-
holder trouble in some degree appears to have been
wcU-nigh universal.

1. Thit is m reporf prevooted 10 the American Street and In-
terurban Railway EnsineertnE Association at Atlantic City, Octo-
ber 14. igo7. by a committee consittine of J. Limlall, chairman-.
W. D. Wright. E. T. Munger and L. . Smith.
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The widest variety of opinion is expressed de-
scribing the qualities of brushes most satisfactory.
Regarding hardness, preferences run between soft,
medium soft, medium liard and hard. Several re-
plies in regard to hardness favor a brush hard
enough to dress down the mica, but at the same
time soft enough, or containing graphitic or other
lubricant, to maintain a smooth commutator surface.
Regarding price, one road uses the cheapest brush,
while another holds the best is none too good. Re-
garding the conductivity of brushes, two roads pre-
fer brushes .of high resistance, one calls for a brush
of low resistance and one advocates plating of
brushes with copper to increase conductivity.
Regarding specifications, few roads have any, and

those submitted are of a general character, calling
for uniformity of size, evenness of quality, freedom
from breaking and crumbling and, in general, that
the brush must give satisfactory service.

In a few instances, beveled edges are advocated.
Regarding size of brushes, many replies urge the

uniformity of size so that brushes shall be a good
fit in the holders, not loose so as to rattle around,
nor so tight as to stick.

Regarding treatment of brushes by boiling, a
large proportion favor no treatment at all ; 21 roads
are opposed to boiling brushes in paraifine against
seven roads which favor it and two additional
which favor boiling if brushes are very hard. Five
roads favor boiling in oil, two in vaselne and one
in soap.

Test for Brushes.—Most roads have no test other
than the test afforded by everyday service, while
several .suggest breaking the brushes, and the frac-
ture will show the grain of the brush and whether
it is homogeneous and free from lamination and
hard specks to irritate the commutator.
Brushes in General.—Replies indicate the quality

of brushes has caused a troublesome, and in some
cases a serious, problem of maintenance, and that
the problem is o! sufficient magnitude to warrant
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FIG. 2. OPINIONS AS TO GROOVING COMMUTATOR MICA.

careful investigation and study. Your committee
feels very strongly that sufficient attention has not
been given by operating men or brush manufactur-
ers to obtaining brushes suitable to the various

types of motors and. conditions of operation, and it

recommends that the further consideration of the

association be given the subject either at the hands
of a special committee, or that specialists of the

manufacturing plants or research laboratories be
invited to contribute papers throwing light on the

only partially understood details of brush practice,

pointing the way to the best and most intelligent

methods.
Miscellaneous Causes.—Under this- head, troubles

reported form, in the aggregate, quite a feature of
the total of bad results at the commutator, but no
one item is pre-eminent. The troubles largely arise

from local conditions of equipment and service.

The various items have been enumerated as fol-

lows ;

Broken springs.

Loose holders or yokes.

Weak fields.

Reversing.
Wrong setting of brushes.

Insulation of commutator core.

Electric brakes.

Carbonized string bands.
Brush-holder design is a subject which your com-

mittee suggests receive the careful attention of each
individual member, and errors of design or work-
manship which may have escaped the attention of
the manufacturer through their not having been
brought to his notice by the user may be brought
out and corrected. Improvements in electric ma-
chinery have been frequently made at the sugges-
tion of the user, who has constant opportunity to

observe its behavior in everyday service, and the

progressive manufacturer is always glad to receive

intelligent criticism from "the man behind the gun."
Quality of commutator mica is one of the causes

which is very generally assigned for unsatisfactory
results at the commutator. Interesting evidence of
this is found in answer to f)ucslion, "Do you con-
sider grooving mica below tlic surface of the com-
mufalor effective in improving commutation?" Ex-

pressions from 33 roads, representing 13,810 cars,
are as follows

:

In favor of grooving mica, 23 roads, or 76.3 per
cent of cars.

Not iij favor of grooving, seven roads, or 9.5 per
cent, of cars.

Non-committal, three roads, or 14.2 per cent, of
cars.

These answers are represented graphically in
Fig. 2.

One reply to question No. 8 is as follows : "Yes,

FIG. 3, CO.MMUTATOR-GROOVING DEVICE.

if using soft brushes of hard mica. Would do this

more if it were easier to do." Those who approve
of grooving and are prevented by lack of con-
venient facilities might look with favor upon a
home-made device built at small expense along
such lines as shown in the photographs, Figs. 3
and 4.

The apparatus consists of a substantial oak arma-
ture stand with V-blocks to take the end of the
armature shaft. The V-block at the commutator
end is adjustable vertically by a screw attached
to handwheel shown beneath. The V-block at the
pinion end can be adjusted laterally as well as
vertically.

At ,the commutator end is a shelf on which are
two slides carrying the boxes of a buzz-saw shaft.

The saw is 1.25 inches in diameter, .02 inch thick,

and is driven at about 1,000 revolutions per min-
ute. The saw is fed the length of the commutator
by means of a hand lever shown. On the opposite
end of the shaft from the saw is a flywheel. It

takes about five minutes to set the work and 25
minutes to groove a 75-horsepower railway arma-
ture of 117 segments, making a uniformly credit-

able job of the grooving. • The principle of groov-
ing mica appears to your committee to be correct,

and in some cases more urgent than others, and it

recommends that in cases of high mica or trouble-
some commutation a trial of grooving mica be
made.
Motor Lubrication.—Reports from 34 roads show

29 lubricating on a time basis; three on a mileage
basis, and two on a combination of the two meth-
ods. Of the 29 roads lubricating on the time basis,

the figures are not in all cases complete or definite,

but as nearly as may be determined the periods
between lubrication are shown in Fig. 5.

Lubrication of Armature and Motor Axle Bear-
ings.—One of the most important movements of re-

cent years in railway-motor design has been the
change from the old grease cup to the waste-
packed chamber for lubricating motor and axle
bearings. The replies riiceived seem to indicate

that all roads have not taken full advantage of this

improvement, from the fact that a number of roads
oil armature and axle bearings every night regard-

less of the fact that waste lubrication enables the

period of lubrication to be extended from three

to seven days with perfect safety and with a saving
of both labor and lubricant. That in most cases

the old design of motors required armature bear-

ings to be oiled every night admits of but little

argument, but your committee would urge that a

sharp distinction be drawn between the types of
lubrication, that the old-type motor be oiled every
night or on a corresponding mileage basis, but that

the modern motor be not oiled every night merely
from force of habit, but that the pcricKl be length-

ened to as great an extent as true economy and (he

proper lubrication of the bearing will permit. For
this period i,oco iniles is recommended for a fair

average.
Other Matters.

Truck Journal Lubrication.—For the interval be-

tween truck-journal lubrications most replies con-

centrate at the weekly and 30-day periods, both of

which appeal to your coniinittcc as good practice;

the weekly period for inlerurban and the 30-day

period for city cars, or corresponding periods on

the mileage basis.

Motor Gearing.—Your committee would recom-

mend inspection of gears and pinions, each 1,000
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miles, supplying lubricuiit if iiceiled, believing tliaL

:i small t|n:intily iif gear grease applied frequently

will insure a hetlei- eeononiy of Inlirieant than heavy
(loses aduiiiiisiered at long iiUervals.

N'oui- eiinnuiltee wciiild eall allenlinu In the higher

<luly re([uired of pinion nialerial on the larger sizes

ol molnrs, as, foi* inslanee, ;i 4odu>rsepo\Ver motor
pinion has a five-inch f.acc while a 200-horsepower
motor i)inioii has hut s.J.S-iiich faee. It is, there-

I

\
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Kules for inspection on a number o( roads have
been outlined on the data sheets. There is a gen-
eral tendency in inspection to aflopt the wise prac-
tice of specialization. 'I'he work is divided up and
each iiuin is assigneil anil made responsible for a
certain part of the work on alt c.'irs coming niider

his care. For example, one man is responsible
for the oiling; one man for brushes and brush-
holders, and one man and helper for brake shoes
and rigging, etc. Voiir commiltee would rccom-
iiuiid ihis practice and would have inspection re-

port forms primed where the inspectors sign for
each car inspected, and thus place themselves on
record. In all cases records should be such as to

enable the responsibility to be detinitely placed and
indicate when inspection and repairs were made.

Conclusion.

It has been our aim in the foregoing report to
avoid exploiting the individual views of members
of the committee, and instead, if possible, to make
I be report as based on the data sheets a composite
of the best judgment of the railways of the asso-
ciation taken as a whole. \Vc regret that many of
Ihc roads belonging to the association have failed
to send in dat.a sheets. However, a large number
has been received, forming a representative and
\'aluablc showing, and your connnittoe wislics to
thank those members for their co-operation in fur-
nishing the data and for the careful and painstak-
ing manner in wdiich it has been prepared.
Your committee desires to acknowledge and ex-

press its apprccialion of the valuable assistance
rendered by Messrs. E. H. Anderson of the Gen-
eral Electric Company and J. L. Davis of the West-
inghousc Electric and Manufacturing Company in

giving the benefit of their judgment and experience
in the preparation of this report.

FIG. 4. COMMUTATOR GROOVING DEVICE.— ANOTHHR VIEW.

fore, of vital importance that consideration be given

to pinion material being of quality suitable for the

liigher duty.

iMilcage versus Time Basis Governing Inspection.

—Of 3.3 roads submitting data, three are governed
strictly by a mileage basis, two used a combined
time and mileage, while the rest are governed by
time only. There seems to be a growing tendency,
however, to give importance to the mileage ele-

ment, and most roads keep a strict mileage record
so that the mileage of any car can be readily ar-

rived at between any two dates.

Your committee regards the miles run as a more
rational measure of wear and tear on equipment
requiring inspection than hours or days, and that

the mileage sheet in the .files is a more reliable

guide than the calendar on the wall. Your com-

A New Resistance Coil.

A new method of constructing resistance coils

has been patented in France by Alexander Vos-
mayer of Holland, and the following particulars

are furnished by the Paris correspondent of the

Western Electrician. It applies to different types

of resistance coils for commercial use, such as

field or motor-starting resistances. Some advan-
tages are asserted for the new process. One of

these is the use of iron or steel wire, manganese
steel, etc., or any other suitable wire. The ac-

companying diagram shows the manner of building

the resistance coils, according to the patent specifi-

cation. An advantage to be remarked also is that

the method allows of winding the wire upon a

convenient form of spool, as in the case of a

solenoid, and each layer is separated from the

adjoining- one by a layer of asbestos or other in-

Table Showing Period Between Times Of Lubrication Of 59 Roads

D^ILY 2DAr5 3PAYS 4DArS 5 DAYS WCEHLTt 10 DAYS 2WEEV 3W£E13 MONTMLI 6W£Ellfl 2mo. 3mo.
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FIG. 5. TABLE SHOWING PERIODS BETWEEN LUBRICATION.

mittee recommends that the tendency to give weight
to mileage rather than to elapsed time be main-
tained, and where consistent carried to its logical
conclusion, viz., the mileage basis to the exclusion
of the time basis.

The method of obtaining mileage is substantially
uniform on the various roads. The individual
mileage for each car is furnished daily from the
transportation department, usually through the au-
ditor's office, and is then transferred in the me-
chanical department to books, tables or charts and
the total miles run from the first of the month, or
first of the year, posted daily, so that to obtain
the mileage between any two dates becomes merely
a matter of subtraction.

The intervals between motor overhauling vary
as widely as do tlje equipments and condition of
service. Seven roads have no stated time, while
from the rest the general average for interurban
cars is six months; for city cars, one year.

combustible material. Bare wire is used here, and

the layer, instead of being wound as usual with

the turns spaced apart, has all the turns pressed

together to form a solid mass.

It is not necessary to provide means for cooling

the resistance, as the manner of construction allows

it to be operated at a high heat. For field resist-

ances it is preferable to use a material for the

wire which has a low value for the temperature

coefficient, sucli as the alloy known as constantin.

In the case of motor-starting resistances, steel wire

can be used to advantage, and for balancing re-

sistances for circuits the wire may be of smaller

gauge and the current density is higher.

Referring to the diagram, (A) is a tube which
serves as the base of the spool, and upon the ends

of the tube are fitted two disks (B) of iron or

other metal. Upon the spool which is thus formed

35'

is wound llic wire (C), and .i windlne of . ven
layers i« shown. Between each of the layers U
wrapped a layer of asbestos (D) of the proper
thickness. The whole is held together in a solid
form by means of the two end pieces (K.) and
(KJ, which arc preferably made of stamped sheet
iron.

Arouiiil the spool is placed an outer sheet-iron
lube (C), which protects the winding. In the

lube arc two openings for bringing out the terminal
wires of the win<linK (11), which arc properly
insulated from the metal. If desired, llic wires
can be made lo pass out through the iron end
plales of the spool.

To build a resistance of this kind in practice, a

sheet of asbestos is first laid upon the tube, ol

the spool and suitable washers of the same ma-
terial arc placed inside Ihc end flanges. Bare wire

is Ihcn wound on Ihc asbestos, with the turns well

A NiiW RESISTANCE COIL.

pressed together on the tube. Upon the layer of

wire is placed a layer of asbestos, and so on, until

the outer layer is wound. A final asbestos sheet

is put around the outside layer of wire. Then the

end caps (E) (F) are put in place, and also the

outer tube (G), bringing out the two ends of the

wire. Such a resistance can be used singly or

combined in a number of units. It can also be

wound so as to be non-inductive, for alternating

currents. The principle of the resistance is that

the current passes through the wire of the coil,

and not, as might be expected, from one turn to

another, even though the metal is placed directly

in contact. This is due to the fact that the re-

sistance due to the contact of two turns is much
higher than that of the corresponding length of

wire for one turn. Moreover, the voltage, which is

determined by the product of the current by the
resistance betweeri two adjacent turns, is not suffi-

cient to allow any appreciable current, as has been
found by experiments on this form of winding.
As the wire does not need to be cooled, the con-
struction is a simple one and is quite cheap. All
the space is utilized, which makes a small coil for
a predetermined resistance, and it is found that
the heat which is reached in this case has no bad
effect upon the coil. As to the temperature at
which such a coil can be conveniently worked in.
practice, it is found to be from 200 to 250° C.

Theft of Current in Boston.

The janitor of an apartment house in Boston
was recently found guilty of stealing electricity

and fined $25. His case came up in the Criminal
Court and was interesting to electrical men. The
plaintiff was the Edison Electric Illuminating Com-
pany, whose agent explained to the court how the
defendant, by the use of a short wire, formed a
connection between the circuit in the building on
Batavia Street and had light where the company's
power was supposed to be disconnected. It was
not until much effort had been made and a well-
laid trap sprung that the janitor was caught, and
then he did his best to disconnect his wire before
the inspectors had him. He admitted the theft of
electric fluid, but said he thought the wires were
those of a telephone companj', and asserted that he
was only doing a bit of experimenting.

Tungsten Lamps in Detroit.

General Manager Freshney of the Board of Pub-
lic Works of Detroit, ]\lich., has decided to set
aside Jefferson Avenue from Fulton Street to

Wealthy Avenue for the demonstration of the new^
tungsten lights to be made by the Grand Rapids-
Muskegon Power Company. iThis will be the resi-

dent street celebration, and the company is planning
to also set its lamps on Canal Street in connection
with the Business Men's Association of that street.

On Jefterson Avenue 60-candlepower lights will

be used and they will be suspended on poles near
the curbs at a distance of 200 feet apart. They
will, however, be located at this distance alter-
nately on the different sides of the street. They
\vill be operated by current from the Croton dam.
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Electric cars for city use with 400 horsepower

in motors on the trucks will be of remarkably high

power for cars of this description. Yet Mr. John

I. Beggs said at the Atlantic City convention that

cars of this type are being seriously considered in

Milwaukee. Evidently such a car will have no

trouble in hauling one trailer or possibly more

than one in addition to a large' passenger load of

its own. That such powerful motor cars are

under consideration shows the extent to which the

electric street car has been developed since its in-

troduction twenty years ago.

We are informed that radio-telephone outfits

have been installed on the U. S. S. Connecticut

and Virginia and that these battleships are the first

vessels in the world to carry the wireless telephone.

Voice communication by "wireless" is said to have

been carried on successfully across a distance of

II miles, while in one instance 25 miles was cov-

ered. No doubt the apparatus (which is the in-

vention of Dr. De Forest) has not finally passed

beyond the experimental stage, but its possibilities

are nevertheless most interesting. In fleet maneu-

vers smoke sometimes interferes with flag signal-

ing, and it would be a delightful thing to receive

and transmit orders by telephone between ships

under way and separated by several miles of

water. In the Pacific cruise of Admiral Evans'

fleet, now near at hand, several of the warships

will have wireless-telephone outfits, and a report

of the performance of this new apparatus luider

service conditions will be awaited with much in-

terest.

The report of the Western Union Telegraph

Company for the year ended June 30, 1907, re-

cently submitted to the stockholders shows a greater

increase in expenses than in revenues. There was

also some increase in bond interest. Consecjuently,

although the amount appropriated for dividends

was the same, the surplus decreased from $874,519

for 1906 to $36,053 for 1907. However, as the book

surplus of the company stands at nearly $17,000,-

000, this is not, perhaps, a very serious matter.

Another interesting fact is that the average toll

per message was higher in 1907 than in any year

since 1884, while the average cost to the company

of the message was higher than in any year since

i865, so far as the company's table of statistics

shows. In 1907 the average toll per message was

33.7 cents and in 1906 31.6 cents. But in 1907

the average cost of the message was 30.2 cents

and in 1906 the corresponding cost was but 27.1?

cents. Thus while rates have been increased the

expense of doing the business has increased in

greater proportion. Part of this increased expense

was due to a raise in operators' wages of 10 per

cent., which went into efifect on March i, 1907.

The report seems to justify the company's opposi-

tion to the granting- of a second increase of wages

this year, upon which the strike of operators, be-

gun last summer and now apparently on its last

legs, was largely based.

It is gratifying to observe that manufactures

are -forming a larger share of the exports of the

United States than ever before. They formed prac-

tically 44 per cent, of the exports during the nine

months ended with September, 1907, while they had

never but once reached 40 per cent, in any fiscal

year covered by the records of our export trade.

Manufactures formed in the fiscal year 1880 14.78

per cent, of the exports of domestic products; in

1890, 21.18 per cent.; in 1900, 35.3 per cent.; in

the fiscal year 1907, 39.94 per cent., and in the nine

months ended with September, 43.83 per cent, of

the total exports of domestic products. These fig-

ures are compiled by the Bureau of Statistics of tlie

Department of Commerce. A further fact of in-

terest is that the United Slates exported manufac-

tures ready for consumption to the extent of

$377,500,000 for the nine months ended with Sep-

tember, 1907, and imported goods of the same class

to the value of $287,230,000 during the same period.

These statistics may surprise those who think the

big figures of our export trade arc altogether those
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of foodstuffs and raw materials. It is pleasing to

reflect, also, that nowadays electrical machinery

and appliances form a respectable proportion of the

exports of manufactures.

That familiar subject of discussion, the elec-

trification of the suburban service of the Illinois

Central Railroad in Chicago, is brought to attention

again by an interesting article in the Chicago Rec-

ord-Herald of October 27th from the pen of the

veteran correspondent, William E. Curtis. Mr. Cur-

tis asked Mr. Harriman whether it was practicable

to operate the Illinois Central suburban trains by
electricity, and was referred, it seems, to John F.

Wallafe,; -formerly general manager of the Illinois

Central, later of Panama Canal fame and now
president of "a very important corporation which

controls large electric plants in different parts of

the country and is constructing others." Mr. Wal-
lace accorded the journalist an interesting inter-

view.

It was explained to Mr. Curtis that the chief

reason for delay was the financial one—the diffi-

culty of procuring the necessary funds, which
might amount to $10,000,000. Another reason given

as almost equally important was the wisdom of

awaiting the test of experience in New York as

between the single-phase, high-tension, overhead-

construction system compared with the direct-cur-

rent, comparatively low-tension, third-rail system.

.As is well known, the former is being tried out by

the New York, New Haven and Hartford and the

latter by the New York Central Railroad. The sub-

ject has been under study by the Illinois Central

administration since 1891. "While it was desirable,

on account of smoke and convenience, we were
never satisfied that the Illinois Central could adopt

electricity as a motive power with economy. The
expense of operation was so much greater than by

steam that it -would be necessary to increase fares

in order to cover the loss. ' The commission also

recognized that the reliability of electricity was not

yet assured." And Mr. Wallace adds:

"Electricity is adapted to the movement' of small,

light, frequent units of transportation like street

cars. Steam is better adapted to the movement of

heavy units of transportation over long distances

at infrequent intervals; but electricity is continu-

ally extending its adaptability and encroaching upon

steam. The most important example of this en-

croachment may be found in the recent installation

by the New York Central and New Haven com-

panies. But thus far their service is not complete;

they are substituting electric for steam trains gradu-

ally, and the changes are made not so much for

commercial advantages as to satisfy public clamor

and obey the will of the Legislature." .

Mr. Wallace concluded by saying that the Illinois

Central suburban service is probably the greatest

in the world. It has always been the intention to

change from steam to electricity as soon as condi-

tions would justify it.

Of course everybody knows that at all times a

great problem in steam-railroad electrification has

been the financial one. Will it pay? We believe

that it has been demonstrated, in a general way,

that the cost of operation is about equal with the

two systems. There is no great preponderance of

economy in favor of steam locomotives to be

assumed at the outset in every case. Often careful

estimates will show an advantage in favor of the

electric system. Each case must be studied by

itself. And again. Is it worth nothing to please

the patrons of the road? If there were a "public

clamor" in Chicago, such as Mr. Wallace speaks of

in New York, no doubt the electrification would

be speedily under way. Why delay accepting the

inevitable to the very last possible moment and so

continue the smoke and cinder and noise nuisance

until the people are provoked to the last degree

of exasperaton? Wc believe that either of the

electric systems of -which Mr. Wallace speaks is

"reliable" enough, if properly installed, to meet

every demand of the most exacting suburban serv-

ice. The Illinois Central Railroad will do well to

adopt the system which it is admitted passengers

prefer before it is forced to do so by the pressure

of public opinion, expressed, perhaps, in legislative

enactment.-
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Death of Leroy B. Firman.

Loroy B. Firman, proniini.-iit IwciUy-fivt years ago

iji Chicago as the founder 0! llic American District

rfli'Krai>h Company and the Edison teleplionc cx-

. liaiiBc, died this weel< at the home of his dauglitcr,

Mrs. S. )i. Slosson, Anaconda, Mont., aged 70

years.

Mis early \vorl< was as a telegraph operator on

the Illinois Central Railroad line, and as operator

and manager in the service of the Illinois and

Mississippi 'I'elegrapli Company, which was ow.neil

or controlled by Jndge Caton. It was at a tirne

when the operator must not only send and receive

the messages, but was expected on occasion to

elimb poles, and renew the batteries, bnying the

lihie vitriol, it might be, at the nearest drng store.

Indge Caton pnt a stop to this extravagant way

of buying supplies. It was

ihrongh the work of men

like Mr. Tirman that Jndge

Caton was able to give his

company such a firm hold

upon the business that the

Western Union Telegraph

Company took over Judge

Caton's company on a per-

petual lease of $50,000 a

year, which established the

fortune of the Caton

family.

M'r. Firman came to Chi-

cago in the 'Go's, when he

was made chief operator of

the city fire-alarm telegraph,

of which service John P.

Barrett was then chief.

Mr. Firman established the

Gamewell system of fire-

alarm and the police-patrol

call in Chicago. The American District Telegraph

Company, established in Chicago in 1872, was con-

ceived and placed in operation by Mr. Firman. The

Field and Firman American District eleven call

box was well known at that time. Three patents

were granted him relating to this system of calls.

It was about this time that he became associated

with General Anson Stager, prominent as an official

of the Western Union Telegraph Company, who

had recently moved to Chicago from Cleveland.

General Stager was interested in whatever was

electrical, and generously supported Mr. Firman in

his management of the American District Telegraph

Company, the business of which was to furnish

messenger service, fire-alarm and police service and

also telephone service after the invention of the

telephone.

Mr. Firman was one of the organizers of the

American Private Line Telegraph Company and

was its superintendent and manager. This com-

pany furnished printing telegraph lines and instru-

ments for a part of the service now rendered by

telephone lines. Gray's printer, invented by Elisha

Gray and manufactured in Chicago, had its first

use on the line equipped by Mr. Firman's company-;

and when the telephone came out later, its first

use was on these and similar private lines. This

was before the telephone exchange with a central

office to connect various lines together had begun

to be a feature of the telephone business.

In the summer of 1878 the telephone exchange

was installed at 118 La Salle Street by Mr. Firman

as an adjunct to the American District system,

of which he bad been manager for. some years.

American District boxes scattered throughout the

city, and their circuits leading to this central office,

were made use of for receiving calls and signals

to disconnect from subscribers. After a call was

received over the American District wire, tele-

phone connection was established with the sub-

scriber calling, the order given, and then the switch-

ing was performed. It was in the development of

this system that Mr. Firman made three important

telephone-exchange inventions. One invention re-

lated to the arrangement of the call-annunciators

of the switchboard. Another was upon the system

of telephone exchange which was subsequently

installed in New York, Philadelphia and St. Louis,

and known as the Law system, the name being

applied because it was first used in New York for

the convenience of lawyers. This included a sep-

arate order wire, in addition to the regular tele-

phone lines, and it was in every way successful.

Mr. Firman's fame in the telephone world is,

however, based principally upon his multiple-switch-

board invention. He was unquestionably the first

in this field. The invention was developed at the

La Salle Street office in the latter part of 1878, and

was in actual commercial service in February, 1879.

The claim o( his patent lies at (he foundation of

the mulliple-switchhoard art. This claim, which

was sustained by the courl, reads as follows:

"i. The combination of Iwu or more switch-

boards at the central station of a telephone-ex-
change .system, to each of which the same tele-

phone lines arc connected, whereby any two of

these lines may be coimccted tOKcther upon cither

of the uuiltiple switchboards."

In his patent specilicalion is the following: "I

find by the use of my system of multiple switch-

boards, as hereinafter described, an exchange of

a thous:ntd or more subscribers may be success-

fully handled."

This was thought at the lime to be rather a

strong statement, be little dreaming that before

his patent should expire 10,000 and more sub-

FIKMAN S ORIGINAL MULTIPLE-SWITCHBOARD TELEPHONE PATENT.

scribers would be, successfully handled upon .a

multiple switchboard, all in the same exchange, as

has been done, nor did he think that before his

death one hundred million dollars or more would
be expended in the purchase of such switchboards.

Herewith is the drawing of the Firman multiple-

switchboard patent. The board (B), called a

dummy-board, was not long used. It was provided
with numbers corresponding to the numbers of the

switch-plates of the different sections of the dupli-

cate parts of the multiple boards, and when two
lines were connected on one of the boards, targets

were hung over the corresponding numbers of the

dummy-board as a busy signal. In the diagram
the board (A), (A'), (A=), it will be seen, are

duplicates, one of the other, and each is provided
with a separate terminal for each telephone line

(a), (b), (c), (d).

About fifteen years ago Mr. Firman went to

Fullerton, Kan., where he enjoyed life on a farm
with his young people.

Exhibition Committee for National Elec-
tric-light Convention.

As readers of the Western Electrician will re-

member, steps were taken at the convention of the

National Electric Light Association in Washington

,

last June, with the co-operation of the officers of
the association, to place the annual exhibition in

the hands of a committee of class D members, that
is. member companies engaged in manufacturing
and selling apparatus. A committee of three w'as

appointed, after temporary organization had been
effected, to nominate the proposed exhibition com-
mittee. This nominating committee consisted of
George F, Porter, Atlantic Insulated Wire Com-
pany, New York; T, G, Whaling, Westinghouse
Lamp Company, and Alex. Henderson, American
Circular Loom Company. It has now reported, sub-
mitting the following exhibition committee

;

F. H. Gale, General Electric Company, Schenec-

tady.

J. C. McQuiston, Westinghouse Companies, Pitts-

burg,

W. S. Heger, .Mlis-Chalmers Company, Mil-

waukee.
Rodman Gilder, Crocker-Wheeler Company, Am-

pere, N. J.

H. M, Post, Western Electric Companv, Chicago.

C. P, Frey, Weston Electrical Instrument Com-
pany, Newark, N. J.

Benjamin Wall, Metropolitan Engineering Com-
pany, New York.
James I. Ayer, Simplex Electric Heating Com-

pany, Cambridge, Mass.
S. E. Doane, National Electric Lamp Association,

Cleveland.

No doubt the gentlemen named will be elected

by vote of the class D members and serve as the

exhibition committee of the next national electric-

light convention.

Western Association of Electrical In-

spectors.

The third annual meeting of the VVvsleni Abso-
eiatioii of Uleclriial Inspectors was held at Hotel
Uyan, St. Paul, Minn., October 22, 23 and 24, I'j07-

riiirty mcmlwrs were (ircbent, including 14 munici-
pal inspectors.

Special coinniiltee reports were (ubinittcd and
discussed from the eonnnlttees on National Elec-
trical Code outside wiring, theater wiring and show
e(|ui|)inent, show window and displ.iy lighting, in-

structions to the public concerning the safe opera-
tion of electrical wiring and apparatus, wiring for
electric cranes, laws and ordinances, and architects'

specifications.

Addresses were delivered as follows: "Approved
Electrical Fittings," by Dana Pierce, electrical en-

gineer. Underwriters' I^aboratorics, Chicago ; "Joint

(Construction Pole Line," by II. IJ. Gear, general

inspector, Comnionweallh Klectric Company, Chi-
cago; "Electrical Inspection from the Viewpoint of

the Ccntr.al Station," by A. G. Munson, assistant

superintendent, St. Paul Gas and Electric Company,
St. Paul, Minn. ; "Electrical Inspection from the

Viewpoint of the Telephone Exchange," by C. M.
Mauseau, general manager, Northwestern Tele-

Ijhopc Exchange Company, Minneapolis, Minn.

;

"Flexible Cord for Pendants," by H. T. Wreaks,
secretary. Wire Inspection Bureau, New York.
Of 73 proposed changes in the National Electrical

Code 24 were approved and 13 were referred back
to the committee for further consideration, with in-

structions to report b.ack to the executive commit-
tee with power to act.

Tours of inspection were made to electrical instal-

lations, including the underground system of tun-

nels operated by the St. Paul Gas and Electric

Company, conduit installation in reinforced con-

crete building, open wiring in can manufacturig
plant, theater wiring equipment in two houses—one
new and up-to-date, the other old.

Waldemar Michaelsen, city electrician of Omaha,
Neb., exhibited a number of fittings and materials

used in electrical construction work in Berlin, Ger-
many. In most instances they suffer by comparison
with those bearing underwriters' approval in the

United States. Underground systems in vogue in

Europe seem to be largely of the fixed-conductor

type, comparatively few pull-in systems being em-
ployed.

Officers were elected for the ensuing year as fol-

lows :

President. E. R. Townsend. Chicago ; first vice-

president, George D, Bayle, Chicago ; second vice-

president, H, C. Harris, Columbus, Ohio; secretary

and treasurer, W, S. Boyd, Chicago; executive
committee, Fred G, Dustin, Minneapolis; George
D. Bayle, Chicago; F, R. Daniel, Indianapolis;

H. C. Harris, Columbus. Ohio; Waldemar Michael-
sen, Omaha; J. H. Moritgomerj', Detroit; W. C.

Stewart. St. Joseph, Mo. ; E. R. Townsend, Chi-
cago ; F. D. Varnam, St. Paul.

The next meeting will be held in Chicago in Oc-
tober, 1908.

Coming Chicago Electrical Show.
Space for' the third annual electrical show to be

held in Chicago, January 13-25, 1908, is being
eagerly sought by all lines of electrical manu-
facturers. The management announces that more
than two-thirds of the available space has already
been taken, and by reason of the unusually enthusi-

astic interest that has already been show'n in this

annual affair, the largest and most striking show-

ever held is assured. A feature of this year's show-

that will make it attractive is the scheme of booth
construction, decoration and decorative lighting that

has been arranged for, D, H, Burnham & Co.,

the well-known architects, have been engaged to

design the entire installation and have planned it

on a grand scale, in keeping with the high char-

acter of the exhibits, giving them a setting that

will greatly enhance their value and effectiveness.

This is a radical departure from previous shows,
and w-ill be appreciated by exhibitors, who will be
relieved of a great deal of w-ork. worry and expense
incidental to the preparation for their exhibits in

previous shows. .All booths, railings, signs, wiring,

etc., will be installed by the Exposition company.

Annual Meeting of the "Mechanicals.';

The fifty-fourth annual meeting of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers will be held in

the Engineers' Building at 29 West Thirtj'-ninth

Street, New York, December 3-6, 1907. Sym-
posiums on foundry practice, giving the experi-

ences of prominent men in that work, have been
arranged. The specific heat of superheated steam
will be taken up : a very important and exhaustive
work by a professor of engineering at Cornell w-iii

l)e presented. The utilization of low-grade fuels

in gas producers, combustion control in gas en-
gines, tests of producer gas engines, etc., will be
given a session. Other live topics such as indus-

trial education, power transmission by friction driv-

ing, cylinder port velocities, etc., w-ill be discussed.

The committee in charge is planning an excursion

for Wednesday afternoon and an address in the

evening, which will be especially enjoyable.
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Annual Report of Allis-Chalmers Com-
pany.

Among the large industrial corporations of the

country which the recent financial crisis did not

affect adversers Allis-Chalmers Company of Mil-

waukee is especially prominent, for the reason that

its name has previously been coupled with various

sinister rumors circulated largely for speculative

effect. And the fact that it stands unshaken, de-

spite the tremendous load of orders being executed

in its shops and the necessity for large current

funds which such a condition of prosperity inev-

itably entails, may be attributed in no uncertain

manner to the wise foresight of its present man-
agement, which, perceiving the trend of events,

made provision for it far enough in advance to

effectually safeguard the company's interests.

The annual meeting of the stockholders, held in

Jersey City on October 24th, at which the policy

of President W. H. Whiteside was fully indorsed,

brought to liffht the present strong position of this

company, not only with reference to work actually

completed or on order, but also from the stand-

point of close alliances with many of the most
powerful financial interests on this side of the

Atlantic.

Among the present directors are Judge Elbert

H. Gary, chairman of the board of directors, United
States Steel Corporation, who is also chairman
of Allis-Chalmers Company's board of directors;

Charles MacVeagh. Edmund C. Converse and Alex-
ander F. Banks of the United States Steel Corpo-
ration, the former being general counsel, and
the others directors of that corporation, and also

prominent in leading financial institutions of New
York and Chicago; Cornelius Vanderbilt, whose
name stands for the vast properties controlled by
his family: William V. Kelley, president of the

American Steel Foundries : Herman Falk. president

of the Falk Company, Milwaukee: Edward D.
Adams and William A. Read, well-known eastern

capitalists ; George Bullock and Joseph Neave, who
control important business interests of New York
and Cincinnati ; Mark T. Cox, who, as a banker,
has long been identified with leading industrial and
railroad properties of the Central and New Eng-
land States ; Max Pam. a prominent attorney and
financier of Chicago ; Charles Allis of Milwaukee,
and Lahman F. Bower and Henry Woodland, vice-

presidents of the company, who, with President
Whiteside, also a director, represent the company's
home interests.

Walter H. Whiteside was unanimously re-elected

president, thus insuring a continuation of the busi-

ness-like Dolicy which has characterized the opera-
tions of the company since he became its executive
head. In the future President Whiteside, with
Chairman Gar}', will be in full charge of the affairs

of the company, and its business will be continued
along lines already laid down by them.
Reports made at the meeting show that the net

profits in April were more than $37,000; for May
$69,000, and for June $93,000, with a total during
the quarter from April ist to July ist of more
than $20O,coo. The company netted $81,000 in July,

$101,000 in August, and $106,000 in September.
The profits for the half year netted nearly $500,000.

The company's orders on its books total more than
$15,000,000, and the business continues good.
These figures show steady and substantial im-

provement since April, 1907. at which time the

company first began to receive benefits from the

newly developed lines of machinery built in its

.enlarged West Allis plant, provided therefor, the

net earnings in excess of all fixed charges for

that period having been $489,267.86.

The detailed quarterly reports are as follows

:

For Quarter Ended June 30, 1907.

April. May. June. Total.

Gross profit. ..$228,660.31 $268,892.81 $282,724.06 $780,277.18
Less general

and selling
expenses, in-

t c r e s t on
bonds, etc. 191,261.09 199,474.69 189,183.43 579.9151.21

Net profit, .$ 37.399-22 S 69,418.12 $ 93.540.63 $200,357.97

Foa Quarter Exded September 30, 1907.

July. August. Scpterabcr. Total.

Gross profit. $270,451.39 $289,745.30 $292,639.80 $852,836.49
Less general
and selling
expenses, in-

t e r e s t on
bonds, etc... i89,449-<'2 188,045.07 186,431.91 563,926.60

Net profit. .$ 81,001-77 $101,700.23 $106,207.89 $288,909-89

From the foregoing it will be seen that profits

have nearly tripled in the short space of six

months, notwithstanding the fact that conditions

during the last year have been generally unfavof'

able, due to a combination of circumstances beyond
the company's control, including the general strike

of moldcrs throughout the country; the failure of

contractors to complete buildings on time; the

delayed delivery of equipment for the new shops,

and the large expense contingent upon the organi-

zation of the new plant and necessary development

of new lines of manufacture. On the other hand,

such improvements in methods have been effected

that, with a large increase in the number of work-
men, being more than 38 per cent, for the year,

the rate of production per employe per amium is

now over $2,000.

Beginning with the last quarter of the year, most
of the adverse conditions were overcome, and the

company entered an era of increasing net earnings,

which have steadily continued. This important re-

sult, with the before-mentioned development and
growth, the eminent position of the company in

many lines, and the large volume of orders on
hand, aggregating over $15,478,000 on June 30, 1907,

is evidence of future prosperity.

President Whiteside's Report.

Following are extracts from the annual report

by President Whiteside to the stockholders of the
company

:

"During the past year much attention has been
devoted to systematizing the work of the engineer-
ing department, improving and simplifying standard
designs, thereby reducing cost of production and
installation without impairing efficiency or sacri-

ticing quality
;

perfecting new designs, which has
greatly taxed our facilities for several years, as

indicated in previous reports, and at the same time
effecting economies and that close co-operation with
the other departments so necessary to a proper
conduct of the business.

"Development work in our several new lines of
machinery, namely, gas engines, hydraulic turbines,

steam turbines, turbo-generators, induction motors,
transformers, etc., has been carried to practical

completion, and has been extraordinarily large be-

cause of the wide range in the standard sizes and
types adopted. The uniformly successful results

that have been attained in practical operation, and
demonstrated by various tests, are gratifying in

the extreme, and it may be safely stated that the

accomplishments of the past year mark an im-
portant step in advancing the engineering reputa-
tion of the company and strengthening its position
in the trade.

"In order to protect our new and important
designs in machinery and auxiliary devices, numer-
ous applications have been made for letters patent
covering many novel . 3'et valuable features. A
larger number of patents than ever before has been
issued to the company, and healthy activity in this

direction is manifest throughout the entire engi-
neering organization.

"The past year has been marked by a very con-
siderable increase in the sale of the products of
the electrical and steam-turbine departments, in

connection with the sale of our other products to

regular as well as to many new customers. Thus
we have introduced our electrical apparatus and
steam turbines where other types were used ex-
clusivel^^

Steam Turbines.

"Probably the most important work which, has
been brought to a commercial consummation has
been in the development of our steam-turbine units,

the unique features of which are fully protected
by various patents owned by the company. In 1903
we designed and built our first turbo-generator, and
its detail has required no material change—a strong
testimony to the scientific accuracy of the principles

first adopted. It is asserted with confidence that
our turbo-generators are the best designed and
most efficient machines on the American market.
Sizes ranging from 500 to 7,500 kilowatts have
been completed and tested, and the success of these
units under actual operating conditions is thor-

oughly established.

"Notwithstanding our recent advent into this

field, our sales of steam turbines have already
reached nearly ico.ooo kilowatts normal capacity,

and, compared with the previous year, show in

orders booked an increase of $800,000.

Gas Engines.

"In this important branch of our business sub-

stantial progress has been made, each of our stand-

ard sizes has been designed, constructed and in-

stalled during the year, and our first gas engines

arc in successful operation.

"Orders to August i, 1907, for the horizontal,

twin-tandem, double-acting type of gas engines,

ranging in capacity from 500 to 5,000 horsepower,
aggregate 189,350 horsepower.
"One of our notable contracts covers the elec-

trification of a steel plant requiring gas-engine-

driven electrical units of an aggregate capacity ap-

proximating 6o,coo horsepower. This order is be-

lieved to be the forerunner of a great many others

of similar character, because of the great saving

effected by this means in the utilization of gases

produced in the manufacture of steel and hitherto

wasted.
"Another important contract, which has heen

awarded us by an electric-railway company, is for

traction purposes—the largest installation in Amer-
ica of electrical units driven by gas engines to

operate on producer gas. The equipment com-
prises three horizontal, twin-tandem gas engines of

1.500 horsepower each, direct-connected to 1,000-

kilowatt, three-phase, 25-cyclc alternators of our
manufacture, and includes all sub-station apparatus.

Hydraulic Turbines.

"Although we have but recently undertaken the

manufacture of hydraulic turbines, we installed and
placed in operation rluring the year ten complete

hydro-electric plants, having a combined output of

105,000 horsepower, and it is gratifying to report

duplicate orders from the largest companies in-

terested in these plants. Particular reference is

made to the highly satisfactory performance of a
32,coo-horsepower installation furnished one of the
largest waterpower developments in the South, for

which we have recently contracted to supply six
additional units of identical design.

Air Brakes.

"This department was organized about July i,

1906, to exploit the sale, ol air-brake equipments,
pursuant to an arrangement made with Mr, N. A.
Christensen, inventor, whereby the company pos-
sesses the exclusive patent rights to manufacture
and sell the 'Christensen' air brakes to urban and
interurban electric railways. The 'Christensen' brake
has been extensively used for years, and its merits
are widely recognized. A reasonable degree of
success has already rewarded our efforts to estab-
lish ourselves in this line of business.

Electrical Apparatus.

"During the last year we have completed the
development and manufacture of large alternating-
current and direct-current generators, rotary con-
verters, induction and direct-current motors in all

sizes and capacities, transformers for both power
and lighting service, street-railway motor equip-
ments and electric hoists; all of which are in
successful operation.

Steam Engines.

"It is worthy of note that, notwhhstanding the
large inroads made by the steam turbine and gas
engine, our Corliss-engine business continues in

steady volume, particularly for the medium and
smaller sizes.

Pumping Engines.

"Standardization of the products of this depart-
ment has been carried to a greater degree than
ever before, securing for our pumping engines the
same manufacturing and commercial advantages
applicable to power engines.

Flour-mill Machinery.

"We have just completed the largest flour mill

ever constructed in Canada, having a daily capacity
of 4,500 barrels. The contract covered an installa-

tion complete with power house and all machinery
equipment. The successful starting up of this large
mill, which is electrically driven, producing flour

of the best quality within ten hours after turning
on the wheat, is especially worthy of comment.

SAw-MiLt Machinery.

"The supremacy of our commercial position in

the saw-mill trade has been fully maintained during
the last year. Important improvements have been
added to our complete line of machines.

Mining Machinery.

"Never before has such activity been witnessed
in the development of mining, which has now as-

sumed a more important position than ever among
the country's industries. As usual, most of last

year's important orders for mining machinery were
placed with us, and the outlook is encouraging for

a steady and satisfactory volume of business.

Crushing and Cement Machinery.

"Our sales of rock crushers and cement-making
machinery, which for years has shown a, steady
growth, exceeded those of any previous year, and
represent 50 per cent, of the country's total business
in these lines.

Foreign Department.

"Foreign orders booked show an increase of 45
per cent, over the previous fiscal period. Arrange-
ments have been concluded during the last year
for a more systematic and energetic exploitation of

our products in foreign countries, particularly Ja-

pan. China and South America.
"Great credit is due our engineering and manu-

facturing departments for their hearty co-operation

and successful work, which has been faithfully

performed under unusual and very trying circum-

stances. I desire also to express, with high com-
mendation, my appreciation of the loyal and effi-

cient services of all department and district man-
agers and salesmen."

Following the established practice of the com-
pany, all expenditures during the year for repairs

to and replacement of standard patterns, also for

the general up-keep of the plants, amounting to

$854,503.32. together with $253,987.42 for deprecia-

tion of property, a total of $1,108,490.74. have been
deducted in arriving at the net manufacturing prof-

its. In addition to this substantial sum. the com-
pany has also reserved in the accounts and charged
against the operations during the year $73,000 for

bad and doubtful accounts, etc. Losses for the year

on account of bad debts amount to about one-

twentieth of one per cent.

The most important transactions of the year re-

flected in the balance sheet relate to the bond
issue. Of the $15,000,000 authorized, $12,854,000

has been issued, $854,000 of which was to reim-

burse the company for expenses incurred by addi-

tions to the West Allis extensions, being a part

of the $3,000,000 of bonds reserved for specific

purposes. Of the $12,854,000, $2,398,000 is treasury
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bonds, leaving a not amount of $10,456,000 taken

by slocklioldcrs and the syndicate. Tlie stockbobl-

tTs' subscriptions bail been fully paid at llic close

(if the fiscal year, bnl llicrc were still outstandinK

tin- last two instalbuenls of tin- syndicalc, bolli of

uliii'b bave since been paid, (bus fully <liscbarginK

ilie laller's obligations to tbe company.
'Ibe consolidated balance sheet of June 30, ujoy,

is as follows

:

ASHKTS.

I'nitital assets:

KrnI c-!4tn((r, buiUliiiRs, plniit, nincliincry, imttcnifi,
• Ir.'iuiiius, K<">'l'win, etc., an at June .)<>, 1006. $j.t,.toi,753.92

\.t.|iiJMii>t tlii-icto during tlic year rntbtiK Jutic
(u, iijii^, i-onsi^-liiin of West Allis extensions
.mil JKUIitiima U) utlicr works 3.626,367.68

$37,03^,120.60
ItdiHls .iml sliarcs 25.1,200.00

|li-vclo]>iiifiits and piitcnts:

I nr liic ilfviloiiiiiciit and the pni--

^U-.isv iif liKlits for the nianufac-
uiii- of ntnv lim;3 of apparatus,
iiicliiditiK steam and hydrnulic .

iurliiiic», gns engines and other
iii.K'iiincry, as at June ,^0, 1906. $663,321.76

1 iirlher expenditures during year
iiidinK June 30, 1907 453.430.66

1,115,7.13-42

Miscount and conniiission on bonds ,. . 2,614,000.00
('inrciit aiiscis:

\mIcs and accounts
leccivahlc $5,004,032.33

I . ss—discounted. ., 353.934-83
$4,650,097.50

M.icks of merchandise, material
and work in process, at cost. 8.739,354.45

lupaid bond subscriptions due
Inly I anti September 3 •1,057,020.00

r.,sh 889,828.24
15*337, 200. 19

I'lntlt and loss—balance 229,816.95

$56,579,080.16
Liabilities.

Oipital liabilities:

Allis-Chalnicrs Company

—

Preferred stock $16,150,000.00
(Dividends at the rate of 7

per cent, per annum accumu-
lated from February i, 1904.)
Common stock 19,820,000.00

$35,970,000.00
The Tlullock Electric Mfg. Co.

—

Preferred stock S 1,170,000.00
(Dividends at 6 per cent, per

annum, guaranteed by the
.Mlis-Chaimcrs Company.)
Common stock 600.00

(The 51,499,400 remainder of
the total authorized issue of
$1,500,000 is owned by the
Allis-Clialmers Company and
deposited with the American
Trust & Savings Bank of Chi-
cago, trustee, under the mort-
gage securing the bonds of the
Allis-Chalraers Company.)

1,170,600.00

I'irst-mortgagc 5 per cent, bonds
issued $12,854,000.00

Less—in treasury 3,398,000.00
10,456,000.00

Loans and notes payable 4,873,431.61
Partly secured by the deposit of treasury

and syndicate bonds to the amount of
?3.457>ooo.

Current liabilities:

Accounts payable 2,8i5'226.09
Reserve

:

I^or depreciation 1,293,822.46

$36,579,080.16

ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
IW Gm. R. Mktcalix

' Since paid.

Modern Improvements in Asia IVlinor.

Active preparations are now being made for the

installment of an electric street-railway system in

Beirut, Asiatic Turkey. In the old town a passage
is being cut through an almost solid mass of square,

flat-roofed stone houses erected more than a cen-

tury ago. Of all the cities of the Ottoman em-
pire, Damascus was the first to employ electricity.

Beirut is now following in the wake. The con-

cession for Beirut, which holds good for 99 years,

was granted by the Sultan's government to an
Ottoman corporation, which in turn leased its

charter to a Belgian company. The company is

spending some $500,000 for rails, rolling stock, ma-
chinery, cables, buildings, tools, etc., and a large

portion of the material needed has been ordered in

Belgium, some minor parts being ordered in Ger-
many and France. For the generation of elec-

tricity the company has decided to use coal.

Electric light will speedily be introduced in

Beirut by the owners of the present gas plant.

American trade in new markets would be greatly

encouraged and promoted by American investments
of capital for the development of natural resources
which lie dormant, and in public works. Mr. G. B.
Ravndal, United States consul-general at Beirut,
recently wrote as follows to an electric manufac-
turing company in the United States:

"Usually corporations of this kind are formed
by Ottoman subjects backed by foreign capital, and
the material needed is bought in the country from
which the capital is supplied. It would therefore
be best for American manufacturers of electrical

supplies to send agents to Constantinople for the
purpose of securing concessions for such cities as
have not already been covered by Germans, Bel-
gians, etc.

_
Turkey in Asia is a rich country and

worth paying attention to by our manufacturers
and merchants. It is just beginning to be seri-
ously exploited. But unless Americans are pre-
pared to invest money out here in railroads, irriga-
tion works, mines, street cars, electric-lighting
plants, hotels and tourist resorts or similar enter-
prises, American trade will not acquire deep roots
in these regions."

XL.-ElectrIc Railways.

E1.KCTKIC Ukakk.s.

There arc two styles of electric brakes which arc

cijiisidcrably iisi'<I on roads running ihrough hilly

countries, and both of llusc slylcs of brakes in-

volve the same Rcneral principle of operation, which
is, tisinR the nionientuni of the car to operate the

motors as generators. In other words, the stored
energy of the moving car is iililizcd to slop the
car. Electric br.ikcs arc operated by means of a
controller which generally forms a part of the
main controlh-r dam and in other cases is a

separate drum operated hy its own handle. In the
latter case the running handle and the brake handle
arc interlocked so that the brake cannot be ap-
plied until the controller is in the "ott" position.

The operation of the brake is as follows:

When the current is cut off from the motors the

fields retain a certain amount of residual magnetism,
and by throwing the controller to the brake posi-

tion the armature leads are reversed and a certain

amount of resistance is inserted in the circuit, ac-

cording to the position of the controller handle.

This connects up the motors as series generators,

and they begin to generate current whose electro-

motive force depends upon the amoiuit of resist-

ance in the circuit. In this condition the motion

of the car supplies the power for driving the gen-

erators, and this of itself comprises a considerable

retarding force for stopping the car.

In one form of electric brakes this current gen-

erated by the reversed motors is used to energize

a magnetic clutch which presses against a friction

disk mounted on the car axle. It will be under-

stood that the amount of current generated by the

motors depends upon the speed at which the car

is traveling, and as the car slows down, this cur-

rent begins to decrease. If the brakes are to act

evenly from the time they are applied until the

car stops, it is necessary to move the controller

handle with precision, so that the resistance is

cut out steadily as the car comes to rest. The
quickness of the stop depends upon the rapidity

with which the controller handle is moved over

the different brake points. As an electric brake

will stop a car even more quickly than reversing

the motors, the latter operation is never necessary

on a car equipped with electric brakes. Moreover,

notwithstanding the fact that the electric brake acts

quicker than reversing the motors, it is not nearly

so severe a strain upon the car equipment. In

case a car has to be stopped on a grade, it is

necessary to use the hand brake for holding the

car after it has stopped, as it is evident that at

that time no current will be generated, and the

electric brakes will not continue to hold after the

car stops.

The other system of electric brakes alluded to

involves exactly the same principles of electrical

operation as the one described, but differs from

it in the method in which the current generated

by the motors is utilized. In this case there is a

track brake suspended from the truck between the

wheel brakes, and which Is connected to the wheel

brakes by means of toggles. The current from the

motors energizes an electromagnet which forces the

track brake down against the track and at the

same time applies the wheel brakes to the wheels.

The system of toggles and levers connecting the

wheel brakes and the track brake are so arranged

that the energy of the electromagnet automatically

divides itself between the two systems of brakes.

The track brake-shoe Is divided into two or more
separate parts, which form magnetic poles which
complete their magnetic circuit through the track,

and the attractive force of the magnets upon the

rail Is under the control of the motorman up to

a pressure of 150 pounds per square inch of brake-

shoe surface in contact with the rails.

With this style of electric brake, two resistances

are generally used, one of which is placed inside

of the car to act as a car heater In cold weather,

and the other outside of the car for use when it is

not desired to heat the car. As the retarding effect

of this type of brake adds the magnetic attraction

between the brake and rail to the friction between

the wheels and the rail, it is possible to make
much more sudden stops than with the usual form
of brake.

On very hilly roads Independent track brakes are

used to a limited extent, and consist of shoes sup-

Note.—Tiiis series of articles, intended to 5ur\'ey, briefly,
the whole field of applied electricity for light, power and heat,
was begun in the Western Electrician of February 2, 1907.

ported directly l)y the car truck, which, by means
of a system u! 1. vi rs, arc prcmcd directly upon
the rails.

Where ii
1 1 .iry to make an emergency

slop on a car not equipped wilh electric brakes,

this may be done hy simply reversing llic motors
with the current from the line applied to them.

This, of course, tends to run the car in the opposite

direction, and throws a very severe load on Ihc

motors, and is not altogolher a reliable method, as

the circuit-hrcakcr is apt to he thrown open or

the fuse blown by the excessive current which

.will be drawn, or the trolley may (ly off from

the trolley wire, in either of which contingencies

the current would be cut off from the motor and

the braking effect would then he entirely lost. If

the current is entirely cut off, the motors may still

be used to brake the car hy throwing the reverse

lever moving the controller handle to the multiple

position on a car equipped with two motors. This

arrangement permits one of the motors to generate

current, which tends to drive the other motor in

the opposite direction, which, it is apparent, tends

to stop the motion of the car.

Sand Boxes.

Sand boxes arc always used on electric cars to

prevent the sliding or skidding of wheels when
the track is wet or slippery. The sand box is

located near the car wheels, and a rubber hose

is carried from the sand box to a point directly

In front of the wheels, so that when the motorman
releases the sand by means of a foot push, it

falls directly upon the rail in front of the wheel

and prevents the latter from slipping. When a

car is equipped with air brakes.- pneumatic sanders

are frequently used, in which a pipe from the air

reservoir is carried into the sand box. By admit-

ting compressed air to the sand box the sand is

blown out through the hose onto the rail.

Roadbed and Track Construction.

The great variety of roadbed and track con-

struction found in electric-railway work involves a

subject of considerable magnitude, and can only

be touched upon briefly here. There are two gen-

eral classes of roadbed construction, w'hich differ

very widely from each other on account of the

different conditions under which cars operate.

City service, or wherever cars operate on paved

streets, requires a roadbed conforming to the kind

of pavement used, whereas roads operating upon

their own private right-of-way use an entirely dif-

ferent roadbed construction.

In most cities the railway tracks are used as

much or more for ordinary vehicle traffic as they

are by the street cars, and city authorities have, as

a rule, insisted upon the use of a style of track

which would be convenient for ordinary vehicles.

This led to the use of various styles of grooved

rails, which are not entirely satisfactory for street-

railway use. In order to permit ordinary paving

blocks to be laid close to these rails these grooved

sections have been made with shanks about eight

inches long, or more, in order that paving laid on

top of the cross-ties w-hlch support the rails should

come about level with the head of the rail. Such

sections of rail are not only very expensive, but

they have much shorter life than the ordinary tee

rail used on steam roads, because, with the small

amount of wear on the head of the rail, the flanges

on the car wheel will come down to the bottom

of the groove. Moreover, on account of the lim-

itations in the possible size of the groove, car

wheels having smaller than the standard sized

flanges must be used, which reduces the useful life

of the wheel and makes high speeds unsafe.

In order to secure a reasonably elastic track,

wooden cross-ties were generally used at first under
the rails, but their location kept them constantly

wet or damp and the ties rotted rapidly and had
to be replaced frequently. This not only proved
very expensive In the matter of tie removals, but

involved a heavy expense for labor in tearing up
and replacing the pavement, and was also gener-

ally unsatisfactory on account of the frequency with

which the streets had to be torn up. Numerous
inethods were employed for avoiding this trouble,

and at the present time the use of solid concrete

foundations for the rails is considered the best

practice where the traffic is sufficiently heavy to

stand the expense of such construction.

All of" the girder and groove t^'pe of rails are

more or less unsatisfactory because they do not

permit the use of wheels with standard flanges.
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and in a number of cities ' where permission has

been obtained to rise the tee rail the latter has

proved highly satisfactory both to the railway com-

panies and the city authorities. Where tee rail is

used with paving, a high rail known as the Shang-

hai tee is used, which is high enough to come about

on the level with the paving blocks.

,

On all roads having a private right-of-way the

common tee rail is invariably used and is sup-

ported by wooden cross-ties placed about two feet

apart. A section of tee rail weighing about 70

pounds per yard is ample for almost all interurban

roads, whereas the girder rails in paved, streets fre-

quently run as high as 100 or 125 pounds per

yard. Wooden ties should be supported on some
form of ballast, such as broken stone, gravel, cin-

a welding heat. The steel bars are then clamped

against the rail under pressure and the current is

shut off and the joint cools. This forms a true

weld between the two abutting rails and the bars.

[To be coutinucd.]

General Electric Company's Exhibit at

Jamestown.
One of the especially attractive electrical ex-

hibits at the Jamestown Exposition is that of the

General Electric Companj', several views of which
are given here. A practical demonstration was
given of the wide range of motor applications

and the varied uses to which electricity is ap-

plicable in the factory, in the shop and in the home.
A portion of the company's space is partitioned

off for a model electric dining room and kitchen.

Industrial Applications and Electric Kitchen.
Exhibition Sub-station and General View.

Reception Room.
Industrial Applications:

VIEWS OF THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY S EXHIBIT AT JAMESTOWN.

der or similar materials, which will form a solid

roadbed and which at the same time will drain

readily so as to prevent the ties becoming soaked

with water.

To make a first-class roadbed there should be

at least eight inches of ballast under the ties.

Where ordinary tee rail is used the joints be-

tween the different lengths of rail are made with

angle bars, which fit accurately between the head

and the base of the rails and are bolted together

through the web of the rail. This form of joint

is most satisfactory where the track is exposed, so

that the bolts can be frequently inspected and kept

tightened up. In paved streets, however, and
in cases where high sections of rail are used the

angle bar joint is not so satisfactory, and numerous
special types of joints have been employed.

Where the track is entirely open it is necessary

to leave a slight space between the ends of abut-

ting rails to allow for expansion and contraction,

due to varying temperature. In paved streets, where

the rail is practically all covered except the top

surface of the head, the effect of expansion and

contraction is hardly noticeable, and under these

conditions welded joints have proved very satis-

factory.

In all welded joints the abutting ends of the

rails are welded solidly together, so that in effect

there are no joints in the track whatever, as the

rails form one continuous length.

Welded joints are either cast-welded or electric-

ally welded. In the cast-welded joint the union

of the two rails is not a true weld, as these joints

arc formed by casting a block of iron around

the two ends of the rails. A mold is fitted over

the joint, and the cast iron is poured into this

mold at a high heat, so that the base of the rail,

which lies in the molten metal, is more or less

melted. This forms a very intimate union of the

cast-iron and the steel rail and makes a very solid

joint.

In electrically welded joints two bars arc placed

on cither side of the joint, and a very heavy cur-

rent passed through them, which raises the tem-

perature of the bars and the web of the rails to

The remainder is guarded with a brass rail, behind
which is arranged a large variety of motor-driven
tools and machinery. Adjoining is the sub-sta-

tion, where the current generated at Norfolk is

transformed and distributed about the grounds.
The electric kitchen is finished in .Mission style

and equipped with all the company's domestic
electrical apparatus and utensils. In the rear is

the electrical stove, holding the electric oven, elec-

tric grid, broiler, toaster, water heater, etc. While
the motor-driven washing machine is exhibited out
in front, the ironing board with electric iron is

located in the kitchen. The demonstrating win-
dows are filled with a variety . of fans, kitchen
tools, etc.

The other end of the room is arranged as a

reception room. It is furnished in Mission, with
pretty rugs, pictures and a handsome mantel con-
taining a luminous electric radiator. These rooms
arc not merely ornamental settings for the exhibi-

tion of electrical devices. The display is in. charge
of competent young ladies who make practical

demonstrations each day. Guests are invited in to

inspect electric cooking utensils and are asked to

sit down while the cooks prepare an appetizing

welsh rarebit, tea and toast, or other dainties.

The space devoted to the display of the indus-

trial applications of electricity contains an auto-

matic refrigerating plant made by the Automatic
Refrigerating Company of Hartford. Conn. A por-

tion of the rail is filled with the refrigerating

liquid, so that curious visitors caii see and feci

just how cold it is. In one corner stands an elec-

trically wound Seth Thomas tower clock, and near

by is an IngersoU-Temple electric-air rock drill.

Among the other machines are a motor-driven
sewing machine, blower set, coffee grinder, meat
chopper, dough mixer, washing machine, buffer and
grinder, and the automatic house pump. All of

these devices are operated by General Electric

motors.
Adjoining the exhibit space is the sub-station of

the exposition, equipped with three 1,400-kilowatt

air-blast transformers, two 500-kilowatt rotary con-

verters, three lOO-light arc-lamp transformers, and
the switchboard, all of General Electric make.
This station is also equipped with the latest type

of remote control, electrically operated oil switches.

Power for the exposition is generated in Norfolk,
eight miles away, by three 3,000-kilowatt Curtis

steam turbine units. This power is generated at

t pressure of 11,000 volts and is transmitted at

this potential to the sub-station, where it is stepped
down for distribution.

About 45,000 eight-candlepower General Electric
lamps are used in the decorative lighting of the
e.xposition buildings and grounds, besides a num-
ber of 24 and 30-inch searchlights.

Ozone as a Water Purifier.

In addressing the Western Society of Engineers
on the subject of ozone at a special meeting held
on October 25th, Prof. Leon Gerard of Belgium
first recalled the early steps in the study of ozone
by Schoenbein, Berthollet and others. These studies
were purely scientific and non-commercial up to

1890, at which time knowledge of ozone covered
only the more academic information as to its atomic
weight, solubility, compressibility, etc. In i8gi,
when the practical discovery was made by Froelich
that ozone killed bacteria, ozone was as rare as
radium is today. Froelich's discovery started warm
controversies among bacteriologists, but within four
years his annquncement had been proved correct.

During the following years the . commercial pro-
duction of ozone was taken up by various experi-
menters, reducing the required energy rapidly, as
will be seen from the following table

:

Method. Walts per Gramme ot Ozone.
1895—Ruhmkorff coil and Berthelot tube n ooo
1896—Transformer with Houzean tube e'soo
1896—Seeny's tubes in ox.vgen ..^.it'zoo
1897—Tindal Industrial Plant at Oudshoorn

"'
'qno

1897—Tindal Plant—Brussels '.'.'.".'.'.

274

The first satisfactory apparatus was the Siemens
ozone tube, made of glass. Later a pair of such
tubes was combined in a more efficient device, and
still later glass-platc condensers were used. Professor
Gerard's own work consisted largely in devising a
cylindrical form of condenser, shaped so as to
eliminate the danger of puncturing which exists
at the corners of plate condensers; in using oil as
an added dielectric and in doing away with the
raised points which would heat unduly. His best
results were obtained at from 25 to 50 cycles, the
low rate of alternations being needed to keep the
electrodes cool, as any heating above 270° C. disin-
tegrates the ozone. As the result of his careful ex-
perimenting he was able to increase the output of
ozone in grammes per kilowatt-hour of energy, the
remarkable jump in efficiency being due partly to

his eliminating the use of resistances and partly to
his being able to use a much greater current den-
sity without overheating the electrodes

:

System. Ozone in Grammes per K. W,- Hour
Siemens ,5 to 37
°"° 25 to 30
Vosmaer 22
Schneller 6.4 to 7.5
De Frise 6 to 10
Gerard 80 to no

To show the efficiency of ozonizing as a means of

purifying drinking water. Professor Geratd presented

microscopic slides showing the development of

algffi in untreated and clear water in from three

to nine days, and similar slides showing the .entire

absence of such germs in the same water nine days
after being treated with ozone.

Sanitary engineers now know three methods of

purifying water—chemical, mechanical and elec-

trical. In the first method the coagulation by use
of copper sulphate or alum leaves injurious chem-
icals in the water. The mechanical method, com-
monly known as sand filtration, depends for its

efficiency on many variable factors, and often the

bed of the sand offers a fine place for the rapid

development of both animal and vegetable growths.

In the ozone process there is no breeding place for

germs, but those present are effectively destroyed,

as was clearly proved at Paderbaum, where the

Siemens installation has entirely checked the prev-

alence of typhoid, which previously claimed over

a hundred victims annually.

The voltage used in the production of ozone varies

with the nature of the dielectric, from 12,000 in

some of the commercial forms to 120,000 in labora-

tory apparatus, .^t commercial voltages the re-

markably eflicient type of apparatus developed by

this Belgian scientist requires only 50 watts to

purify 1,000 gallons of water, thus bringing the

cost where purification by ozone must command
the attention of sanitary as well as electrical engi-

neers.

Copper Market.

Copper was down as low as 12 cents or even

ii>:( cents a pound last week. But it made a rc-

ctjvery, beginning on October 25th, and the quota-

tions on October 29lh were 1354 to 14J4 cents.

The La Crosse and Winona Electric Railway
Company is securing franchises for its proposed
interurban line between La Crosse, Wis., and Wi-
nona, Minn.
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SELLING ELECTRICITY.
I'jiilDi' llii^ liuailiiii; will appear, from time (o time, articlen, siiBBentioni atid aiainpleri wliicti will bo or aswlnlance lit tlie constanl offert

to Incf etise ttie HilbtiiiL' deiiiBnil for electric current U)(l to create new domondi,

switclics and fi.\tiircs, tlicy c.in have all tlic light

llicy want, when and where they want it, without
the current bill for li)tlilitig bciiiK excessive.

Then comes an (jppoiluiiily to iiilroducc other
appliaiK'cs wliicli liiiild up the ofT-peak load that is

especially desirable. The customer iinds that he
can use an iron or sewing-macliiiie motor wilh
but little extra expense for current compared with
the advantaRcs the iron and motor ofler. .Some-
times appliances can he used as an aid to get more
liKhtiiin, but this is not usually the case. As a rule,

women arc slow to take advantage of these house-
hold appliances. The reason perhaps is that the
more tiiey spend for the home the harder it is for
theiii to get the funds for other things they want,
so in order to get them to try the appliances we
usually have to see the men as well as the women
and .appeal to the man's pride in making things
comfortable and convenient for his wife.

Perhaps no central-station manager escapes the
flood of circular loiters from firms ready for just a
small sum to tell how to get more business. Some
are quite anxious and persistent that you pay them
for telling you how to run your business. This
type of advertising, as a whole, is very much like

the cure-all patent medicines. If the medicines were
capable of doing all that is claimed for Ibem there
would be no need of a local physician; likewise, if

these advertising firms could do all they claim there
would be little need for local solicitors, superin-
tendents and managers. The whole business could
be handled on the mail-order plan.

However, the direct-by-mail advertising pamphlets
accomplish some favorable results. A successful
lecturer never says the same things in the same way
to different audiences, but fashions the same lecture

to fit the local conditions. The same holds true
with these "ad" pamphlets. To accomplish the best
results they will have to be made over to fit local

conditions or they will be examined with about the
same care as patent-medicine ads.

Short instructive newspaper ads may be used' to

good advantage in local daily papers. The customer
may know that he has many advantages in having
electricity in his home, but these descriptive articles

make him better satisfied with what he has and
serve to interest him how he may obtain still more
benefit from electric current with but little extra
expense.

An electric sign and a well-kept display room
are splendid means to use in furthering the sale of
current. People like to be shown, but if the com-
pany's headquarters are on a side street it is difficult

to make a success of a display room.
All of these methods have their proper places, but

if they are not followed up with earnest and persis-

tent personal solicitation they are like a brilliant

thirty-minute revival sermon without the succeeding
hour's earnest exhortation. You may be giving
good service, taking good care of the customers' in-

terest, and they may have been well informed re-

garding their needs, so that they know what is best
to do, but people do not always do what they know
is best without some other influence is brought to

bear on the matter. A few wise suggestions at the

proper time, how the customer may have a few more
lights or some of the appliances which will add
much to the comfort and convenience of the home,
or an additional motor in the shop which that par-
ticular customer may use to good advantage, will do
much in encouraging a larger use of electric cut-

rent.

We would like a rapid growth in the use of
current on our present lines. A small number of
large users for a long-hour average would be highly
satisfactory, but the small satisfied customer of to-

day, with proper attention, becomes the larger user
of tomorrow. I think you will all agree that a
gradual positive growth is more desirable than a
rapid "boom" sort of growth.
With good service and due consideration for the

customer's interest and equipment and a proper
amount of stick-to-it-iveness, we have the right to

expect a good substantial growth. We will get it,

for the field broadens and brightens on before as
electricity conquers new and valuable fields of use-
fulness every day.

Increased Sales to the Present Con-
sumer.'

By J. S. Skinner.

Sintre we are supplying the customer with all the

goods he is using in uur particular line, the tjuestion

naturally arises, I low much current ought that cus-

tomer to use? We woidd answer. All that can be

advantageously employed for his maxiuuim comfort,

convenience and economical use. fCxtr.'ivag.anl use

of current sboidd in no case be encour.'iged, for,

sooner or later, extravagance will be cut o(T, and
it is usually cut off before the electric-light company
has received suflicient returns for- its pains and ex-
pense in providing the extra current capacity. How-
ever, since few customers are tising all the current
that they can use to their best advantage, we arc
all seeking for the best methods to employ in secur-

ing an increased sale of current.

Lhider methods comes the question of service, care

of cuslomcr, educational portion of the campaign
with its reference to the customer's needs and use
of appliances, advertising and personal solicitation.

Without doubt the first requisite is good service.

The customer is using the goods, hence we must
make the sample good, and give for his further rc-

(luirements a little better service than the sample
he is using. So far as possible any interruption to

the supply of current should be avoided. Train
everyone connected with the company's service, from
the fireman or oiler at the plant to the oflicials and
stockholders of the eompan3^ in order to secure an
alertness to watch for and prevent trouble of what-
ever variety. Is not five dollars well spent if it will

avoid a trouble or condition that would cost ten or
fifteen dollars? There are two kinds of experts that
command the best financial reward, one that has
alertness for preventing trouble and another that

has alertness in employing the best and quickest
means in repairing the trouble and hasten the normal
resumption of service. Sometimes both qualities are

fotmd in the same personality, but not always.
As far as possible it is best to maintain the same

watchfulness over the customer's apparatus for
which current is supplied. It is certainly desirable to

have him point with pride to the fact that he has
not had a moment's delay with his equipment. Then
again when it becomes absolutely necessary to shut
off the current, as at times happens in the best
regulated plants, it may save some of the customers
considerable annoyance and perhaps waste of ma-
terial if you can let them know in time to make
preparation for the momentary shutdown.
To a certain extent, increased sale of current to

a customer is a matter of an educational campaign.
First, it is necessary for the one supplying or figur-
ing on the supply of current to be a thorough stu-

dent of the needs of the customer. Second, in most
cases you have to teach the customer how to use the
current to the best advantage. You may think that
if the customer is using a lot of 32-candlepower
lamps in his show window where 8-eandlepower
lamps would be more effective you are ahead that
much, because he does not know any better than
to be using a lot of current where he does not need
it. You m,ay contend that it is all right and none
of .vour business if the customer uses a 32-candle-
power lamp in his bathroom where an 8-candlepower
lamp would do fully as well, and a 32-candlepower
lamp in a small hallway where an 8 or a 4-candle-
power lamp would be sufficient.

If you let him use lights in that way and he for-

gets to turn them ofif a few times, at the end of the
month the result is a large current bill, with the
addition of a dissatisfied customer. You say people
ought to know better, but this is just where trouble
frequently begins, because they do not know the

measurements as applied to electric current unless
3'ou take the trouble and pains to tell them. It pays
to take the pains to see about the customer's illumi-

nation.

Especial attention should be paid to the lighting

fixtures and shades. Frequently you will find that

where a customer complains that he has not enough
light to read by, the fixture is a combination one
with the electric light placed at an angle of about

45 degrees, with a colored or thick shade that cuts
off fully 50 per cent, of the light, and the only use-
ful light it can deliver is from a small area at the
base of the lamp and that at an angle as mentioned
above.

Another thing that requires constant attention is

the arrangement of lighting fixtures. Fixtures
should.be so arranged that when the furnishings of
a room are placed to get the most benefit in day-
light they will also be in a proper position to get
the best results from the artificial light. In this

matter one has usually to keep as emphatically in
touch with the contractor as the customer. Right
here let me state that it requires the same persistent
effort in looking after the power customer if the
best results for all concerned are obtained. As to
the hghting customers, with properly arranged

I. A paper read before the Kansas Gas, Water and Electric
Association at Topek a on October q. 1907. Ttie author is super-
intendent of the Lawrence (Kan.) Electric Light Company.

Special Circuits and Outlets for Heat-
ing Devices.

The "Manhanset" at Prospect and Longwood ave-
nues was one of the first apartment houses to be
built with special outlets for electrical heating de-
vices. Mr. James F. Meehan, the builder, is making
the same arrangements in his new apartment house
at 163d Street and Prospect Avenue. Separate out-

lets in each bathroom make it easy to connect any
small device such as a curling-iron heater, shaving
mug or water cup, without using the regular lamp
socket.

Mr. Charles V. Plalley, in his new apartment house
at Clinton Avenue and Croton Park North, has im-
proved on this idea by installing a separate circuit

from the panel box to an outlet in the kitchen. To
this outlet any electric cooking device can be at-
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lachcd, thus making it possible for a tenant to do
part or all of his cooking by electricity.

Every prospective builder of apartment houses
should ctansider the special circuit question when a
building is planned, as the expense of running heavy
circuits for healing appliances after the structure is

completed often prevents tha owner from installing

them. Electric healing dcvitfes arc here to stay, and
it is but a question of time when every apartment
house and dwelling will have a spciial healing cir

cuit. We congralidalc those enterprising Bronx
builders.

—

Bullelin of New York Ediwjn Company.

A Simple English Story.

- The following amusing skit appeared in the Lon-
don Electrical Kcview as a contribution from
"Innocens." It is a harmless bit of satire that will

he enjoyed by American readers.

Now it came to pass that a certain Chief was
seized of an idea. And as such seizures arc uh-
common and alarming, they arc dangerous in the

extreme. And as the Chief was under the influ-

ence (of ihc idea), he cried aloud and said, "Lo,
I will boost this business with the biggest boost
that ever began lo he." For the Chief had been
studying the art of alliteration with regard to ad-
vertising.

And when he had thus said he consulted his

sccoikI, and said unto him, "How thinkest thou of

this publicity business? Thinkest thou that we may
add to our output forty and four thousand kilo-

watts per month by the writing of circular letters,

even as they do in America?"
But the second was a Scotchman, and a man of

slow mind, and knowing more of pistons than of

printing, and of coal than of circulars, he answered
and spake, saying, "Rats I"

Wherefore the Chief slanged him, and told him
to go and sec why in the naine of the things that

are under the earth, the stokers were making such
a lot of smoke, for that was all he was good for.

And he himself strove mightily within himself, and
evolved four letters, which he called a follow-up
campaign.
And the first letter thereof did commence;
"Dear Sir; Doubtless you are about as surprised

to receive this letter as we were to write it. Don't
be alarmed. There is no animosity. We only
want to tell you about our best juice at fid. per
unit, which beats all other juices, including gas-
trick juices, off the face of the earth." For this

was the style, of the letters that are written in

America.
And the second letter thereof read

;

"My Dear Friend: I would like to tap you on
the shoulder and ask you when you arc going to

wake up and realize that I wrote to you a few
days ago about our Juice—juice, I tell you I If

you miss this opportunity your gray hairs will go
down in sorrow to the grave."
And the Chief smiled and thought that the Amer

leans could not do better.

And the third letter thereof read:
"Dear James (or Charhe, or Willie, or what-

ever your name may be) : Why don't you listen

to the tip of an old pal who never wished you any
harm? Don't you knoiu that you are leading a
blighted existence? Don't you know that you are

an outsider, a hanger-on, a nonentity suffered to

remain suspended by the eyebrows to the fringe of
civilization? That is so long as you don't use
our patent juice, generated from electric machines
of unparalleled magnitude, which I keep under
my personal supervision." And the Chief felt more
pleased with himself than ever. But he reflected

that the last letter, to be effective, must be a
regular stinger and outshine everything that had
gone before. Therefore he wrote

:

"You there 1

"Why in thunder don't you write back to me?
Don't you know I am here to do you good? Don't
disregard me. Think of what my juice can do for

you. An electric shave will only cost you o.oooofisd.

per day. Your baby's milk can be warmed for a
week at the same cost as your morning paper.

I assume you have a baby. I am throwing money
at you. Why can't you catch it?"

And the Chief leaned back in his chair with a

satisfied expression, and half thought of showing
the letters unto his second. But on second thoughts

he reflected that a Scotchman wouldn't see the

humor of the idea. And in this the Chief had
made, a great mistake, for the clerk subsequently

showed the letters unto the second, and he saw the

humor at once.

But the Chief went forth unto a local printer,

whom he desired to get on to his supply—anti

sayeth unto him, "Lo, print these for me, and
likewise knock me together two or three pamphlets
on electricity, and I will pay thee well." And they

struggled hard for many days, and after a
, season

and half-a-season, produced a pamphlet of sorts.

And the printer charged for it.

Now, therefore, the Chief issued these letters, and
much notice was taken of them in the town, in-

asmuch as they were reprinted in full in the local

newspaper, which was a very great advertisement.

Moreover, the editor did write certain things con-

cerning them in his wittiest vein, which caused
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many people to smile sinfully. Yet the Chief saw
not the point of the jest.

And lo, many letters were returned unto him
with rude and scurrilous remarks, written thereon.

And the office boy snickered thereat. Yet came
there no order for juice. And the Chief railed on

the townsmen for a pig-headed generation. But,

verily, there came unto him at last a visitor with

reference to these letters, and the Chief's heart

leapt for joy, and he cried, "Show ye the gentle-

man in." And he came in. And lo, he had a

glassy eye and disheveled hair, and his appearance

was one who seeth things in a vision. And he said.

''Art thou he that wrote these letters, and didst

thou verily send them unto me?"
And the Chief said, "Yes, verily, so did I. What

can I do for thee?"
And the man cried, "Now, heaven be praised

for that a deliverer hath been raised unto me.
For many years I have feared the lunatic asylum,

for that my father and my father's father have
entered there, but I have read these, thy letters,

and my mind hath stood the strain. Verily, I

fear nothing more under the sun. And thou, do
thou go unto' the asylum in my stead, for thou art

worthy."
And there came unto the Chief, his manager, and

did say unto him, "Thou fool, thou hast spoilt thy
chance. Publicity is good. Thou mightest have
reaped much benefit thereby. But why didst thou
try to do it thyself? Are there not advertising

specialists in England who know how to do these

things without circus tricks? Go to, thou are not

a babe : wherefore didst thou not see that American
cribs will not work in England? Verily, thou hast

made thy company into a laughing stock, arid we
must sack thee to save our face."

And it was so. But an American firm' wrote and
offered' him the salary of many princes, for it rec-

ognized a genius

!

The Department of Publicity.

At the recent convention of the American Street

and Interurban Railway Association J. Harvey
White, publicity manager of the Boston Elevated

Railway Company, read a paper on the subject of

publicity from the viewpoint of the street railway.

Some extracts' from his paper will be equally valu-

able to the central-station manager. Mr. White said

that a loud and increasingly clamorous cry for cor-

poration publicity is being raised by the public, press

and political leaders who commonly represent that

corporations are monsters of iniquity, plundering the

poor defenseless public. So persistently have they

been portrayed as institutions of dishonor, greed
and oppression, that the public is disposed to believe

any accusation against a corporation unless over-

whelming evidence to the contrary is produced.
* The problems involved in the public relations of

large corporations today are quite as important as,

and in many cases much more complicated than,

those involved in operation. The public wishes to

know and is being educated to the belief that it has

an absolute right to know practically everything

that relates to pubHc-service corporations. A re-

fusal to answer in full every question that may be

proposed to a corporation is commonly regarded as

prima facie evidence that it is afraid to have the

truth known and conclusive evidence that it is ar-

rogant, insolent and despotic.

Public opinion is a practically irresistible power.
The company that stands discredited in public opin-

ion is hampered and harassed at every turn. It does
not receive fair treatment. Its merits are not recog-

nized and every shortcoming will be magnified. On
the other hand, if the public believes that a company
is trying to give an efficient service and a "square
deal." its excellencies- will receive some recognition

and its unavoidable defects will be tolerated with
reasonable good nature by a large portion of the

community.
The most efficient, available and practical agency

for developing a fair and even friendly public senti-

ment is the local press. If the local newspapers con-

stantly condemn the service and policy of a cor-

por.ition. even though the criticism be unfair and
unfounded, the public is certain to become antago-
nistic. If, on the other hand, the facts presented

by the newspapers to their readers show that the

company is alive to its obligations and is giving
a reasonably good service and that its shortcomings
are not due to indifference, inefficiency or wilfull

disregard of public rights, public unfriendliness will

be reduced to a minimum.
The first step toward securing fair treatment of

a company by newspapers is fair treatment of news-
papers by the company. This means the reversal

of the old and rapidly disappearing policy of giving
no information that can be .withheld and establish-
ing a policy of entire frankness and withholding
nothing that can properly be supplied for publica-
tion.

If those whose duty it is to gather news learn
from experience that all reasonable information is

truthfully and promptly supplied to them and that
it is only in rare cases that their requests arc de-
nied, they will learn to depend upon the company,
as (hey ought to be able, for their news, and the
stories that get into print will be more accurate
and more satisfactory to both the publisher and the
corporation.

The first essential for a department of pub-
licity is ability to secure information quickly and
accurately. The person in charge should have facili-

ties for reaching every department and branch of

the organization. The head of the department will

be called upon to give information concerning opera-
tion, construction, equipment, discipline, law, legisla-

tion, accounting, finance, plans, policies, accidents,

undertakings and occurrences of every description.

It is not necessary for the head of a department of
publicity to have a very profound knowledge of any
particular branch of the business, but he should
know a little something about nearly everything that

pertains to or affects the company.
Next in importance to ability to get information

quickly and accurately is to make the department
accessible to the newspapers at all hours of the day
and night. From midnight until about 10 in the
morning there is seldom need of being prepared to
furnish information about anything except accidents
or other unusual occurrences, but from 10 o'clock
in the morning up to midnight all sorts of inquiries

are received and the department should be pre-
pared to answer them.

Cost of Cooking by Electricity.

A determination of the cost to the average farii-

ily of cooking by electricity is difficult to make
because of the scarcity of authentic figures and the
varying conditions in different cities and families.

A letter published by the Portland (Oregon) Rail-

way, Light and Power Company from one of its

customers adds some data on the subject. In an-
swer to a request from the company as to what it

costs him to cook by electricity. Mr. Edwin F.

Barbour says in part

:

The outfit that I have in use consists of the fol-

lowing devices

:

One oven.

One broiler.

One 8-inch disk stove.

One 7-inch frying pan.

One coffee percolator, 300-watt size.

One 5-inch frying pan.

Two 2-quart combination cookers.
One chafing dish.

One i-quart water heater.

The average amount of current consumed per

day during the test was 2.76 kilowatt-hours, which
at five cents per kilowatt-hour amounts to 13.

8

cents per day, or $3.87 for the 28 days of the test.

The first two weeks of the above record there

were two in the family. The last two weeks there

have been three. The cooking has been done by my
wife all of this time, and all of our cooking has
been done on the electric outfit.

Therefore, the cost per person per day was 5^
cents.

In comparing this with gas. I beg to advise that

my gas bill used to run for the same service from
$2 to $3.50 oer month, depending on the time of
the year. On a similar corresponding period I

think the charge was about $2.75 per month.
The advantages of the electric outfit which would

offset the difference in charge, in my opinion, are
the cleanliness of the utensils and the easiness with
which they are kept clean ; also the absolute lack

of offensive odor during the operation of cooking.

The latter reason is practically the strongest point
for use in Portland, as it was the principal cause
which led me to install the electric outfit. My wife
used to be so nauseated from the offensive odor
of the gas that she was practically unable to eat

after cooking the meal.

The Value of the Store Window.
There isn't a merchant in Boston having a store

window who cannot turn it into a big asset—into

advertising of tremendous value, says Edison Light
of Boston. Passing some windows arc at least 20,-

000 people every night—passing others are perhaps
2,000. The number must vary with the locality.

If those windows are dark—nothing doing. If

those windows are illuminated everybody looks, some
merely glance, some make a good long examina-
tion. And can there be better advertising than that

which includes, or induces, examination of good
goods?

It is small wonder, then, that merchants of Bos-
ton who have tried it speak well of electrically

illuminated windows. One man says "by far the

best advertising investment ever made." Another,
not so warm, concluded that there was nothing he
could do that was anywhere near so good. There
arc others.

• And the cost—but really the sum expended .should

be regarded as investment, not as "cost"—and an
investment bound to pay good, big dividends. How-
ever, whether you call it "cost" or "investment," the
charge won't he large. Take a store using twenty
electric lights in a window during business hours—
and twenty lights will brilliantly illuminate a pretty
big window—to keep those lights doing good work
until midnight would cost about twenty-five cents
a night.

Storage Battery of Hotel La Reine.

One of the recent examples of the value of a
storage' battery for continuous service in isolated-

plant work is that of the Hotel La Reine, Bradley
Beach, N. J., which is equipped with the "Unit"
accumulator type of battery.

The Hotel La Reine was first opened to the
public early in July of this year and is one of the
finest of the Atlantic Coast seaside resorts. The

HOTEL LA REINE-

house contains 120 rooms, all of which afford a

view of the sea, and the furnishings, etc., are in

keeping with the general character of the place.

The power and lighting equipment is particularly

notable in that it has been designed to afford ab-
solute reliability and continuous service. No ex-
pense has been spared to this end. The power
plant contains two Northern direct-current, iio-volt

generators direct connected to Secor kerosene en-

gines, and in the power house, but partitioned off

from the engine room, is a battery of "Unit" ac-

cumulators consisting of 122 cells in glass jars.

In the engine room a suitable booster is provided

STORAGE BATTERY OF HOTEL LA REINB.

for charging purposes, and a special panel contain-

ing battery meters, circuit-breakers, end-cell switches,

etc., is installed with the main switchboard.
The battery has a capacity of 40 amperes at 220

volts for eight hours on one charge and is princi-

pally designed to operate the elevator service of the

hotel. The plant is arranged, however, so that the

battery may be used for break-down lighting serv-

ice or for watchman's lighting when it is not de-

sired to run the main dynamos. The importance
of continuous service, particularly for hotels, is

readily appreciated. This consideration has brought
the auxiliary use of storage batteries to supply this

indispensable feature, ordinarily lacking in isolated

plants, into prominence.
The power and lighting layout as well as the

hotel itself was designed by Mr. John E. Nitchie
of New York city, and the entire battery plant,

which has been particularly satisfactory, was fur-

nished and installed by the National Battery Com-
pany of Buffalo, N. Y., which secured the contract
aft9r keen competition.

New American Miniature Arc Lamp.
A new type of miniature arc lamp of extremely

short length is shown in the cut. This new arc

lamp is one that has just been brought out by the,
American Arc Lamp Company of Kalamazoo, Mich.
It is only iS inches long, with a weight of but 12

pounds. It is so equipped that it may be run wilh
either five-sixteenths or thrce-eighths-inch carbons.

James H. Collins of Chicago is said to be planning
on building an electric railway from Iowa City and
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, to Davenport. NEW AMERICAN MINIATURE ARC LAMP.
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Tlii-ro is L-nihtitiictl in il, Ion, llu* "unit system of

rcsislancf." AnntlK-r f^iilnrc ni tlu- lamp and unc
w<)rlliy (>i rspcL'ial nicitlinn is a ni-\v typi- of rotary

switch llial is simple and cl'tii'ii-iit and one not at all

likely to lie |int out uf action by conliiuioiis hard
>ervice.

The mann faeturer claims for this lamp a lon^
carhon life, aoeessihie parts, extremely simple con-

strnelion. and lience a mininunn of repairs. As the

maker puts il—the lamp is ''built to wear."
This lamp is made in si/es of 400 and 600 eandlc-

pnwer and is ad;ipted to pi\'u"lie;dly any kind of
M'rviet— shop, ollice. store or oiUdo(ir where a short

lamp is re(piireil. The company otters ;i free 30-(lay

trial.
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friction bainl of tin- ehilch, .ictiiated by ccnlrifiiRal
force, cHKanes the unter shell, and tile applied load
is assumed.
The General ICIeclrIc Company's sinfile-phase mo-

tors arc adapted lo the operation of all kinds of
machinery where belts or gears arc used, or can
he direct-connected where moderate starling torijue

is rctpiired, as in the case of fans, blowers, gen-
erators, etc. In the case of direct connectiuR to
ec|uipments re(|nirinK unusual torque, such as in

starlinx pum|is luider load, clutch couplings are
employed. SlarliuK devices to start and stop the
motor autonialically can be supplied when rcKular
attendance is not desirable, as when used in isolated

General Electric Single-phase Motor.

The increasing tendency ol" central sl.alions to

stippl\' ontlyinK districts by .-i single-phase tlistribu-

tion b;is jjre.illy enlarged the held for the use of
sinsle-phase induction motors of moderate capacity.

To manufacturers located in the outskirts of
cities, sparsely settled territories and small towns
the economy and unexcelled service of electric

power thus becomes available. By means of the

FIG. 1. GGNERfVL ELECTRIC SINGLE-PHASE MOTOR WITH
STARTING-BOX.

single-phase motor central stations are enabled to

meet the growing requirements of these manufac-
turers, and can supply the most reliable and sat-

isfactory operating power.
To supply a motor which will meet the condi-

tions above outlined, the General Electric Company
has brought out its type IS form KG single-

phase machines. It has incorporated in these mo-
tors, so far as possible, the characteristics of its

polyphase motors, which have a high reputation.

As showai in Fig. i, these single-phase motors
are similar in general appearance to the polyphase

motors produced by the same maker. In the

smaller sizes, up to and including five horsepower,
is embodied a unique form of construction known
as the riveted frame. This consists of laminae of

soft iron riveted between cast-steel heads. In the

larger sizes, "J'2, 10 and 15 horsepower, the skeleton

form of construction is used.

The rotor possesses the simplicity of polyphase
construction, and the absence of all rubbing con-
tacts and complicated internal mechanism removes
possibilities of trouble or necessity for continual,

careful attention. The rotor is of the well-know'n
high-resistance, squirrel-cage type, while the stator

windings are similar to those of the three-phase
motor. The motors are adapted for either floor,

side-wall or ceiling installation by shifting the

bearing-head brackets, which are readily rotated 90°

or 180°.

Motors of one horsepower and larger are made
self-starting by means of a starting box of simple

design, containing a resistance and reactance, and
a double-throw switcli. The switch is first thrown
to the starting position, and wdien the rotor has

attained almost full speed is quickly thrown over

to the running position, the object beitig first to

connect the resistance and reactance in circuit with

the motor and. later disconnect it wh.en its function

has been completed. The starting box, furnished

with self-starting motors of one-fourth-horsepower
and one-half-horsepower sizes, has a single-throw

spring-release switch. In this case to start the

motor the operator holds the switch blade down
to the lower contact until the rotor has reached the

necessary speed, when, on releasing the switch

handle, the blades spring up into the running con-

tacts.

The momentary starting current is comparatively
small, varying from about twice to three and one-
half times full-load current throughout the full

line. It is to be noted that the maximum starting

current mentioned is required only on small motors,
one-fourth and one-half horsepower, hence does not
assume abnormal proportions.

The manufacturer says that when connected to

lighting circuits these motors can be thrown on the
line through the medium of the starting box with-
out appreciably affecting the lights on the same
circuit, provided the circuits have proper trans-
former capacity, as usually provided for normal
conditions. The motors in sizes of one-fourth
horsepow^er to five horsepower, inclusive, are wound
for no and 220 volts. 60 cycles, while the standard
winding for the larger motors up to 15 horsepower
is for 220 volts.

The clutch pulleys furnished with motors of one
horsepower or larger are of simple construction.
When the rotor has attained a given speed the

FIG. ;!. AUTOMATIC STARTING BOX FOR SINGLE-PHASE
MOTOR,

pumping stations, refrigerating plants, etc. Fig. 2
shows such a starting device which is simple, com-
pact in construction and reliable in operation.

Victor Combination Meter.

An exhaustive study of conditions, uses and re-
quirements of general meter practice has been car-
ried on by the H. W. Johns-Manville Company
with the announcement that a decided advance has
been made over the earlier type of meters. The
basis of all reliable direct-current measuring in-

struments, the company declares, has been gener-
ally recognized as the permanent-magnet, moving-
coil type embodied in the d'Arsonval galvanometer
principle. In accordance with this idea the Victor
combination meter has been designed and consists

of two separate and complete instruments in one
case, so situated with respect to each other and to

the scale that the energy consumption or output is

directly' readable in watts or kilowatts and horse-
power at the intersection of the volt and ampere
indicator needles.

The ammeter movement is constructed on the

millivoltmeter principle, that is, a shunt carrying

practically all the current, is placed in series with
the line and the potential difference measured be-

tween its terminals. For switchboard meters this

principle allows the shunt to be placed in a break
in the bus-bar, and the meter (connected to the

shunt with flexible conductors) is mounted wher-
ever convenient, thus saving the cost of extra cop-

per for connections, which is a large item, as in

the case of high-capacity meters.

The Victor combination meter is essentially a

direct-current instrument. It is designed to fur-

nish in one instrument a simultaneous reading of

volts, amperes, watts and horsepower on one dial.

A rectangular coil of wire rotates in a small an-

nular gap between a core and pole-pieces. This

gap is traversed by a concentrated uniform field

produced by a powerful permanent magnet. The
current is carried into and out of the coil by means
of high conductivity, non-magnetic spiral springs.

The moving element is perfectly balanced, so that

the action of gravitation plays no part in the

position of the pointer, therefore the indications arc

correct for all positions of the instrument.

The portable Victor combination meters are for

use on direct-current circuits where a high degree

of accuracy is necessary. The greatest care is ex-

ercised in their calibration and general construction.

The indicator needles are of the knife-edge design

and the scale equipped with a mirror, eliminating

all error due to parallax. The instrument is per-

manent and aperiodic and is direct reading in

all cases, except where two or more scales are

made in even multiples, so facilitating calculation.

The scale is divided into substantially equal parts

throughout and can be read with an accuracy within

one-tenth of one per cent, of full capacity.

Type B-i portable meter, illustrated herewith, is

mounted upon a polished mahogany base and cov-

ered with a dustproof oxidized copper-finished top.

It has a five-inch scale, divided into 100 to 150

small divisions, as ordered, with knife-edge indi-

cator needles and mirrored scale. It is especially

designed for all laboratory testing where the high-

est degree of accuracy is desired.
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Type A-i (torlable inclcr is in apiicarance similar
I'l type li-i, but of smaller dimensions, having a
.3->4-iiich scale divided into 100 and 150 small divi-
sions, as ordered. 'Hie meter is .-iilaplalilc for all
general testing and laboratory work where a iliort
fccalc will give suflicicnt accuracy.

I he type II-i portable meter is designed for gen-
eral Icsling purposes where an inslruinenl with one
or more self-contained shunts of liigli capacities is

desired.

The Victor sliunts arc constructed from two
heavy copper terminals connected by and com-
pletely enclosing a single strip of resistance metal.
They arc strongly n)a<le and so designed that the
heal generated is quickly carried off through the
large rolled copper terminals. The resistance ma-
terial useil has a negligible temperature cocfTicicnt

and no thermo-electric action when used in con-
JHUclion with copper, therefore avoiding thermal
errors. The potential difference is measured be-
tween two points on the copper terminals where
the flux density is most uniform. A thin sheet of
the best grade of mica insulating compound is used
to separate the copper overhang from the shunt
material.

The principle of operation of the combination
-witchboard meter is ostensibly the same as in the

PORTABLE VICTOR COMBINATION METER.

case of the portable meter, or that of the d'Arson-
val galvanometer pattern. Type B-U meter is

mounted in an attractive dustproof iron case. This
type is recommended for. general switchboard prac-
tice wdiere the reading may be taken at moderately
close range.

The type A-U meter is of smaller design, but
similar to the type B-U. It is particularly adapted
for use in connection with small machines and bat-
tery-charging outfits where a 354-inch scale will

give sufficient accuracy.
The Victor combination meter, type V, is spe-

cially designed for use on electric automobiles, elec-

tric launches, etc. It is extremely dead-beat and
rigidly constructed to withstand the excessive jar
and vibration to which it must be subjected. Dust
and moisture cannot reach the moving parts, which
are protected. by a neat and substantial case.

A complete and handsomely illustrated catalogue
just published by the H. W. Johns-Manville Com-
pany. 100 William Street, New York, goes into the
details of these meters.

The New "Kappa" Switch.

The accompanying illustrations show the new
"Kappa" switch recently put out by the Trumbull
Electric Manufacturing Company of Plainville,
Conn. The switch is made in 25 amperes only,

"KAPPA SWITCH, FUSED AND UNFUSED.

single-pole, double-pole and three-pole, unfused and
fused, for both enclosed and open-link fuses, and
has just been approved by the Underwriters. It is

designed for light work and is intended to meet
the demands for an inexpensive switch which is

at the same time thoroughly reliable. The new
switch is subject to Trumbull's regular system of

inspection, and each one is guaranteed to be a

carefully assembled article.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

A Remedy for Cross-talk.

E G. A., Mescalero, New Mexico: "I have

charge of a grounded telephone line about 19 miles

Ion" which is free from any disturbances except

for° about half a mile, where another grounded

line parallels this line, which causes considerable

crosF-talk.; and also lightning causes a lot of burn-

outs Will a metallic circuit remedy these faults,

and should the wires be transposed? If so, how

often? In a country with as much mineral soil as

New Mexico, is there more resistance through 19

miles of a grounded line than the same distance

of metallic No. 12 iron wire?"

Answers.

The easiest way to overcome this difficulty is to

string another wire over the portion of the circuit

which is affected, transposing about every five poles.

Connect the two wires at each end
,
of the half

mile to the two terminals of one coil of a good

repeating coil. The other coil of the repeating coil

has one terminal grounded and the other connected

to the line. The line, then, instead of being a

continuous grounded line, runs through the re-

peating coil to ground; the talking current is in-

duced into the short transposed metallic circuit and

floAVS' past the troublesome half mile into the sec-

ond repeating coil; this in turn induces it into the

remainder of the line.

' TheV repeating coils should have plenty of iron-

in them, and the core should form a closed mag-

netic circuit to give good induction. The windings

on the coil should' have the same number of turns.

These coils .are' procurable in the market. There

is a possibility of some difficulty in ringing over

this line, but with good coils this is unlikely.

The <;ross-talk may be due to induction from the

paralleling line, to difference of potential between

the grounds, or to magnetic disturbances along the

line. The breaking up of the line into three parts,

as 'above suggested, will probably cure the trouble

even if due to the latter causes.

There is much less resistance through the

grounded line than through the No. 12 iron metal-

lic circuit, if the grounds are moderately well made.

The resistance of the earth path itself is very

small.
'
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Steam Turbines and Generators in the
Textile Industry.

Among the noteworthy features of the textile

industry this fall has been the extensive ordering

of steam turbines for installation in some of the

largest mills of New England and the Central and
Southern states. In the electrification of textile

mills, steam turbines and generators, as well as

induction motors for alternating current, are now
playing a leading part.

Contracts recently awarded by textile manufac-
turers for the improved type of turbines built by

the AUis-Chalmers Company include three turbines

for the new 10,000-horsepower plant of the Pacific

Mills, Lawrence, "Mass. ; one of 2,200 horsepower
for the American Thread Company's Watuppa Mills,

one of 3,000 horsepower for the Tremont and. Suf-

TVPICAL STEAM-TURBINE UNIT FOR TEXTILE MILLS.

folk Mills, and machines of 800 horsepower each

for the Jamestown Worsted Mills and Cherry Cot-

ton Mills. These turbines are of the same general

type as the machines installed on the new record-

breaking liners Lusitania and Mauritania.

The accompanying illustration shows one of the

AUis-Chalmers turbine units for manufacturing
plants.

A Strong, Light Back Brace.
The back brace for telephone construction illus-

trated here has recently been put on the market by

the Peirce Specialty Company of Elkhart, Ind. It

is made of channel steel, thoroughly galvanized to

Advertising Public Utilities.

The first class in advertising in the new Cincin-

nati College of Finance, Commerce and Accounts
held its initiatory session in the rooms of the col-

lege early last month. Ben M'ulford, Jr., of the

Blaine-Thompson Company, spoke on "Advertising,

the Life Blood of Trade." He described successful

advertising as "really typographical hypnotism that

turns the hands toward the checkbook or the

purse." Among other things, he said: "The tre-

mendous increase in the demand for both gas and
electricity as a result of the splendid campaign of

the Union Gas and Electric Company in our Cin-

cinnati papers, demonstrates the value of advertising

of public utilities.

"I've seen this old country of ours pretty thor-

Gughlv between the oceans and the lakes and the

CHANNEL-STEEL BACK BRACE.

Stand the most rigid tests, and is very strong, at

t'he same time being very light. A one-inch chan-

nel back brace has a little more strength than a

ij^t-inch flat brace and weighs only three-quarters

as much. 'This new brace has pointed lugs thrown
out on its inner surface which press into the pole

at the center and into the cross-arm at each end,

effectually preventing creeping and vibration.

gulf,, and few cities have more beautiful trolley

rides than are offered Cincinnatians. I believe the

Cincinnati Traction Company could profit by the

enterprise of the gas moguls, and turn out some
trolley ads and illustrated literature which would
make next summer's trolley travel break all rec-

ords."

Indiapa Telephone Items.

A so-year franchise has been granted by the town
trustees of the new steel city of Gary to the

Chicago Telephone Company. The field is regarded

by telephone people as exceptionally rich in possi-

bilities.
'

The Franklin Telephone Company of Franklin

has nalified. its patrons of an increase in rates

after November 1st. Party-line patrons outride of

the city will be charged a monthly rental of $1.25,

those inside tlie city limits $1.50, while $2 a month
will be charged business houses. In each cassj^the

increase is 50 cents a month. 'i

The officials of .the- Indianapolis Telephone Com-
pany have confirmed the report that an order has
bcin [Maced for ne\y equipment amounting to $155,-

000. 'v'i

:

S.
''4

Tjelephone News from the Northwest.

The Cannon Ball Telephone Company has begun
constructing a telephone line between Mott, N. D.,

and Richardton.
;

The Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone Company
has begun suit in the federal court at Helena, Mont.,
against a number of labor unions which were in-

volved in the recent strike and boycott. Damages
of $75,000 are asked.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company
will install an all-copper circuit between Brainerd
and Bcmidji, Minn., in the spring.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company
Has- recently made a raise in rates at Breckenridge,

Minn., and there is a great deal of dissatisfaction

thereat. • GlizenstaJk of an independent exchange.
•

. .-.R.

Wages and Hours of Labor.

The Bulletin of the Bureau of Labor giving sta-

tistics of wages and hours of labor and the retail

prices of. food, 1890 to 1906, has just been issued

by the Department of Commerce and Labor, Wash-
ington, D: C. The average per cent, of increase

for 1966 over .1905 in wages per hour of all indus-

tries is given as 4.5 per cent., and the decrease in

-hours per week 0.5 per cent. For the same periods

the electrical industry shows an increase of lo.i

per cent, in wages with no change in hours. Com-
paring the year 1906 with the average for i8go to

1899 there was an average increase in the wages
of all industries of 24.2 per cent, and a decrease

of 4.6 per cent, in the hours of work. The corre-

sponding figures for the electrical industry for this

comparison are 20 per cent, and 6 per cent., re-

spectively.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS
Consul George Heimrod reports that Apia and

adjacent plantations in Samoa are now provided

by the postal authorities with telephone communi-
cation. Within a radius of five kilometers the fixed

rate for this service is 200 marks, or $47.60 a year,

and for every 100 meters service beyond this limit

an additional charge of four marks, or 95 cents,

is exacted.

The last link in the long-distance telephone sys-

tem connecting Lcthbridge, Alberta, with the south-

ern towns and cities in the province, was com-
pleted on October 22d. This line connects the two
provincial long-distance lines already completed in

the southern portion of the province, and Cardston

is able. .to talk to Edmonton, a distance of 400

miles, over the provincial lines.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

Continental Europe.

Paris, October 15.—At Lyons is to be held an
exposition under the patronage of the Agricultural

and Scientific Society. It relates to the application

of electrical methods to agriculture and the indus-

trial arts. Owing to the success of the last expo-

sition, which was held in 1906, it was decided to

hold another and much larger one next spring.

The former exposition was chiefly devoted to small
electric motors for domestic purposes. As Lyons
is the center of a region which is covered with
power lines coming from hydraulic plants having
a total of 200,000 horsepower, there is a wide field

for the use of motor-driven machines as well as

improved lighting and heating methods. Small mo-
tors are especially desirable, and in the future it

is expected to promote their use in agriculture
throughout the region. In order to do this the
society wishes to show the rural population what
can be done with such motors so as to stimulate
their use.

The Electrotechnical Institute of Grenoble, which
also lies in the center of hydro-electric supply,

is becoming one of the most important in France,
and in order to keep pace with its development
Mr. Brenier, president of the Chamber of Com-
merce, lately made a donation of a large tract of

ground valued at $150,000 in order to erect new
buildings.

A hydro-electric plant AVhich will be among the

largest in Switzerland is to" be erected upon the

Rhone near Geneva, according to the present proj-

ect. A concourse of plans for the new station was
held not long ago in order to select the best method.
The new plant will lie below the present Chevres
plant on the Rhone at a point known at La Plaine.

A supply varying from 120 to 600 cubic meters is

expected at this point, using low-pressure turbines

such as the Chevres plant now employs. The head
of water is about 40 feet at the most. Two-phase
alternators with 5,000 volts per phase and 48 cycles

will no doubt be used. Unusually long distances
are to be covered by the pole lines, and these are

to work at 25,000 volts. According to the pres-

ent ideas there will be 10 or 12 main turbine-alter-
nator sets in the main room, using vertical shaft
machines. The latter are to have two separate
revolving outer parts instead of one, as usual.

But one revolving part will be used during the
periods of low water. " There will be four large
exciter sets for these machines.
Among the new companies which have been

formed in France I may mention the Britannia
Electro-textile Company, whose headquarters are
fixed at Paris ; also the Pyrenees Electric Com-
pany at Tarbes in the south of France, which is

to go extensively into hydraulic work. 'The Schif-
fers-Brice firm of Paris will be devoted to gas and
electric-light appliances, while the Buchet-Pagnon
firm, located at "Villefranche, will enter the market
with different electrical appliances.

From Holland comes the new project of an elec-
tric tramway wdiich is to run between Middelburg
and Flessingue, and it is also stated that negotia-
tions are in progress for the changeover of the
lines of the Goosche Stoomtram to the electric sys-
tem. The latter is an extensive system of lines
which has about 25 miles total length, and is

located in the region to the south of Amsterdam
and not far from the Zuyder Zee.

,
At the recent congress of the French Associa-

tion for Advancement of Science there were about
400 members present, and among the subjects
which were treated I may note the study of the
arc light, upon which Professor Blondel of Paris
read an instructive paper. Messrs. Giiye and Zebrikoff
gave the results of their work upon arcs of differ-
ent kinds. In the field of electric waves Mr. Tur-
pain read a paper on this subject, and Lieutenant
Tissot's paper -was especially devoted to radio-teleg-
raphy in practice. A. de C.

Great Britain.

London, October '19.—The annual .accounts of the
London County Council Tramway Department for

the year ended March 31, 1907, have been issued.

They show that 314,227,090 passengers were car-
ried during the year in question and that the total

revenue was £1.414,603, the working expenses hoiiig

£1,075,116. The gross revenue was thus i339,4>^7.

from which has to be deducted an amount of £329.-

814, leaving a net balance of £9,673. The system
now comprises close upon 120 street miles, all of

which is worked by the Council with one small
exception. No less than 20 per cent.' of the passen-
gers were c:irried for one-halfpenny fares, and 63
per cent, at onepenny. The cost of power was
o.676d. per kilowatt-hour upon the 25,009,345 units

generated at the Council's Greenwich generating
station, but the actual figure for the whole system
is higher than this on account of some temporary
arrangcmcnls still being in force. The traffic re-

ceipts for the lines working electrically were pr.ac-

tically one sliilling per car-mile, a trillc less than
last year, while the working expenses were 7.75d.

per car-mile, also less than last year.

A serres of summonses issued a few months ago
against the Underground Electric Railways Com-
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pariy of l-miilon for pcniiiuin^' llie emission of

black smolii; fioni the chimin.'ys of its electric po\ver

house at Chelsea have been the cause of some in-

teresting expressions of oi)inions as to what con-

stitutes black smoke. So much so that the maK-
istratcs before whom tlic case has been heard are

unable to come to a decision, and there have been

several postponements. Mr. J. R. Cliapman (for-

merly of Chicago), llio chief engineer to the com-
pany (who, by the way, has jnst been appointed to

the Board of Directors of the District Railway
Company), contends that his particular smoke is not

black but brown, and that anyone who contends

othcrw-isc must be color-blind.

There is a general outcry throughout the country

concerning the noise ma<le by electric traincars. and

the point raises a speculation as to the useful, not

to say peaceful, life of a tramcar. In all cases

where complaints have been made the systems are

old ones, comp.-ired with the age of the industry,

and the noise and rattle of the cars, which is not

denied, through wear bears a close relationship to

the depreciation or renewals account.

.\ definite' proposal has now been pl.accd before

the Edinburgh City Council for the conversion of

the existing cable tramway system to electric trac-

tion. There at present exists a private company
in Edinbvn-gh which owns the tramways under a

lease from the Corporation, but this concern lias

expressed a willingness to part with the undertak-

ing upon suitable terms. Before negotiations can

be commenced, however, the consent of the Corpora-
lion must be obtained. The terms asked by the

new syndicate, however, would seem somewhat pro-

hibitive, viz., a lease of (5o years and the adoption

of the overhead trolley system. The Edinburgh
cable system is the only one in the United Kingdom,
and is noted for its cfticieucy.

An electric-pumping plant which may be termed
unique has just been put into operation at the

Lindal Moor mines in the north of England. A
group of mines has been unworked for a -long time

owing to their being flooded, and the difficulty to

be solved was the rapid unwatcring of them. In

conjunction with the Electrical Company of London,

a scheme was devised by which an electric-pumping

plant was to be installed which involved the erection

of a turbine-driven power house, the whole under-
taking representing a cost of about $250,000. Power
from the generating station is conveyed to the \'ari-

ous mines by means of overhead mains, the pumps
being capable of lifting from 1,000 to 4,000 gallons a

minute. G.

Dominion of Canada.
Ottawa, Out., October 26.—The Dominion De

Forest Wireless Telegraph Company seems to be

in serious trouble throughout the province of On-
tario. A bailiff is now in charge of the local office

at Toronto as a result of failure to pay rent. The
office at Ottawa was closed up some time ago.

The Georgian Bay Power Company has com-
pleted its tuimel through the mountain at Ugenia
Falls, Out. The work w-as begun in February of

last year, but the difUcultics encountered were such
that it is only completed now^ The tunnel is 867
feet long, g feet wide and 8^-2 feet high, and it is

1,200 feet above the sea level. The big dam has
not been commenced yet, but when it is completed

a 52-inch pipe will be laid from it, through the

tunnel, to the powder house in the valley belo\v.

With a head of over 400 feet, it is expected to

develop about 3,000 horsepower.

The International Waterways Commission has

considered a proposition for the development of

waterpow-er at a cost of $20,000,000 at Mille Roches,

on the St. Lawrence. Application was made by
the St. Lawrence Pow'er Company of Canada and
the Long Sault Development Company, a United
States corporation. It is the purpose of the Cana-
dian company to expend $5,oco,oco and the Ameri-
can company $15,000,000. The Montreal Board of

Trade and the Marine Association opposed the ap-

plication, claiming that navigation would be im-
peded, which the promoters deny.

The application of the subsidiary company of the

Ontario Power Company was laid before the In-

ternational Waterways Commission, at its recent

meeting at Toronto for autborit}' to construct a

tunnel on the banks of the Niagara River, one
mile below the Falls, coming out below the \Vhirl-

pool. Objection was taken to this proposition, be-
cause it was alleged that the works might partially

destroy the beauty of the rapids. A sub-committee
will deal. with the question. The next meeting of,

the commission will be held at Buffalo on Novem-
ber 20th.

The question of damming the Rainy River, at

a point some distance below Fort Francis, for the
purpose of generating power, was also discussed
before the commission. The Canadian government
has commenced important works on the river for
the purpose of rendering the river navigable to
larger vessels, and it is understood that fully $500,-
coo will be expended in constructing locks and
dams. Inquiry will be made at Fort Francis and
other places before a decision is reached. W.

erection of the power house was awarded to W. J.

Broley of that town, but the arrival of power-
transmission poles is delaying the work consid-
erably. B. Prince is mayor of the town.

\y. J. Sutherland of London and New York has
arrived in Vancouver, B. C, and is staying at the
Motel Vancouver, lie is with a party of English
capitalists who arc interested in the Alaska Per-
severance mine near Juneau, and the object of
their visit is to make arrangements for operating
the mine by electricity. Of the 40,000 horsepower
to he produced the mitie will oidy require 12,000,
the rest being transmitted to the mines in the
Silver Bow Basin. The English .address of the
company is c|o Burn & Bcrridgc, 11 Old Broad
Street, London, England.

It is expected that an announcement will be
made within a few days regarding the tenders
received by the city of Winnipeg for the power
development at Point dn Bois. 11. N. Ruttan, city

engineer, is now classifying these tenders, whicii
are proving to be far more satisfactory than was
expected before they were opened. In all over 100
firms have sent in tenders, but very few of them
have tendered for the whole work. Cecil B. Smith,
Winnipeg, Man., is civic power expert. Alderman
Pulford is chairman of the power committee.
The power plant at Fort .Saskatchewan, Albert.i,

whicli was owned by the town, was completely
destroyed by fire. G. H. M'cAvoy may be addressed.

It is reported on good authority that the work
on the big power dam at Fort Francis, Ontario,
will be resumed in a short lime under the man-
agement of George J. Muss, chief engineer of the
Minnesota and International Railroad, now build-

ing into International Falls, on the American side

of the river, opposite Fort Francis.

The City Council of Ladysmith, B. C, is con-
sidering several propositions to light the town
streets. Alderman Robertson can give particulars,

and it is expected that a local company will be
formed for the purpose. R.

New England.

Boston, October 26.—Stone & Webster report net

earnings-for the month of August for the follow-

ing-named companies : Brockton and Plymouth
Street Railway, $7,662 in 1907. $10,435 in 1906;

Cape Breton Electric, $11,246 in 1907, $10,921 in

igo6; Edison Electric of Brockton, $5,866 in 1907,

$2,685 in 1906; Lowell Electric, $7,109 in 1907,

$6,698 in 1906.

The Consolidated Railway Company has awarded
the contract for the construction of a trolley line

from Middletown, Conn., to Middlefield.

The electrical engineering laboratory of the

Worcester Polytechnic Institute has just received

si-K special transformers from the Fort Wayne
Electric Works. These transforiners will be used

in polyphase transformer experiments. They are

of two kilow^atts capacity and have a A'oltage ratio

of 440 or 220 to 220 or no.

A test was recently made by Charles S. Henshaw
to see how far he could travel in an electric car-

riage on a single charge of the storage battery. It

has been said that it was only possible to go 45
miles, but Mr. Henshaw declares that he went over

lor miles in his Columbia electric stanhope.

While at work at the station on October 13th

Robert L. Mortimer, chief electrician of the Charles-

town navy yard's wireless station, received a se-

. vere electric shock which robbed him of the power
to speak. He remained in this condition until

October- 2Cth, when he received a second shock.

The force of the shock was enough to throw hiin

to the floor. When he arose he found his speech

was fully restored. At least that is the story.

The Electric Cable Company of Bridgeport, Conn.,

has awarded the contract for an addition to its

plant. The company is a manufacturer of magnet
wire and electric cables. The new structure will

be of brick, one story high, 60 by 120 feet.

The tow-n of Fryeburg, Me., w-ill soon secure a

new source of power by the improvement of, an
undeveloped waterfall in the Saco River. The
work of damming the river has been almost com-
pleted. Two large wheel pits have been built.

The Boston and Eastern Electric Railroad is now
planning to build a tunnel under Boston Harbor
and run by subway directly to the center of the

city instead of running to the Sullivan terminal
station of the Boston Elevated Railroad as first

proposed. By this new route the distance from
Lynn to Boston would be lessened about one and
one-half miles. The company also proposes to

build a terminal under Postoflice Square, Boston,
Mass.. large enough to accommodate i50,oeo pas-

sengers a day. The matter will be brought before
the railroad commission some time next month.

Plans for the Forest Hills Square station of the
Boston elevated railway have been filed with the
railroad commission. B.

and in the second fire on September 9II1 80 cars
were lost. The destroyed cars were of the winter
or closed type, and the receivers said that it was
imperative that an appropriation should be given
Ihein for new cars and other cquipmciil. To op-
erate the system properly the receivers also asked
permission to replace ilic destroyed car barns,
where repair shops were located. Since llic fire

the system has been at considerable disadvantage
because of the lack of these shops. Cars have to
be left on open swilclics at night, which not only
injures the rolling slock but prevents proper in-

spection. The expenditures rccoinniended by the
receivers arc approved by llie United Slates Circuit
Conrt.

The wireless tclcpliones which have becii tin trial

on the battleships Virginia and Louisiana of 'the

North Atlantic fleet for several weeks were given
formal indorsement this week by the purchase of
27 sets of instruments. The cost of this equipment,
outside, of the expense of installation, will be more
than $35,000. The tests of the wireless telephones
have proved, satisfactory, apparently. One of the
chief difficulties in the use of flag signaling is that
it is likely to be obscured by the smoke whicli
accompanies the fleet in its maneuvers. The work
of installing these sets will be begun soon, and it

is planned to have them in operation before the
fleet sets out to the Pacific. The wireless-tele-
phone system will also be installed on the supply
ships Glacier and Culgoa, which will accompany
the fleet, and on the Panther, now being fitted out
at the navy yard as a repair ship. Probably this
equipment will be extended also to the six torpedo-
boat destroyers, which are to make the trial.

It is announced that the New York and Long
Island Telephone Company, formerly the South
Shore Company, which had its inception at Free-
port, L. I., over 10 years ago and at one time
covered a large portion of Nassau County and as
far east as Amityville, Suffolk County, has gone
out of existence. The company has frequently been
absorbed by the New York and New Jersey Tele-
phone Company. The Long Island company at one
time had an excellent local business, but since the
De Fere interests w-erc bought out the company
was allowed to deteriorate and the service dwindled
till it died a "natural death."

The order for the consolidation of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers and the Mechan-
ical Engineers' Library Association, as already an-
nounced in the columns of the \Vestern Electrician,

has been granted by Justice Blanchard in the Su-
preme Court. The large library interests of the
association are still retained and form part of the
fine library in the Engineering Societies Building.

Final order has been given the Forty-second
Street, Manhattanville and St. Nicholas Railway
to increase its trolley service below Houston Street.

It directs that at least one-fourth of all the cars
which are turned back at Houston Street - shall

continue to at least
,
Murray Street between the

hours of 6 a. m. and 6 p. m. Better destination
signs must be put on all cars of this system, and
they must be placed more conspicuously. The final

order to compel the New York City Railway
Company to increase its service on the Fourth
and Madison streets lines is now being drafted
and will shortly be issued: E. H. S.

Winnipeg, October 25.—A start has at last been
made on the power development for the town of
Battleford, Sask. Last week the contract for the

New York.

New York City, October 26.—In a petition to

the court, the receivers of the New York City
Railway Company have been granted $3,000,000
for traction needs. It is stated that in the fire

which destroyed the Lenox and One-hundred-and-
forty-fifth Street barns 300 cars were destroyed

Southeastern States.

Charlotte, N. C, October 26.—B. F. W. Bryant,
Boston, Mass., has been granted a franchise to op-
erate the Thomasville, N. C, Light and Power Com-
pany, furnishing the town with lights, it being pro-
posed to erect a $20,0C0 plant and furnish a 24-hour
service.

The Whitney Company, Salisbury, N. C, recently
sent representatives to High Point to ascertain what
amount of power that town could utilize. Rates
are made on. a basis of $20 per annum per horse-
powder and $16 per annum for night service.

The Richmond and Chesapeake Bay Railroad is

ready to begin operations, running a 20-mile electric

line between Richmond and Ashland.
The Newconier-Manry Company, Atlanta, has the

contract for supplies for the new electric-light plant,

Lincohiton, N. C., the power to be supplied by the
Southern Power Company.
An electric-lighting plant will be put in operation

in Hamlet, N. C, the property being owned by J. A.
Williams.
The electrical development at Blewitt's Falls, N. C,

will not be affected by the recent suspension of the

Knickerbocker Trust Company of New Y'ork, the
bonds of the electric-development compan}- having
been sold to underwriters who are amply able to

pay for the same when delivered.

Two electric companies will soon be competing in

Hickor}^, N. C. The Horseford Power Company,
with $125,000 capital, has been chartered to develop
Odell Shoals, on the Catawba River, while the
Water Pow"er Electric Company will develop a

waterpower one and one-half miles distant on the

same river, Col. M. E. Thornton being active in

the latter company.
After a discussion by a joint committee represent-

ing the city of Richmond on the question of requir-

ing the Virginia Passenger and Powder Company to

install a double overhead-trolley system, to correct

the electrolysis evil, the matter was referred to a sub-
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committee. The proposed work will cost from $750,-

000 down to $225,000, according to the point of view
taken in the discussion.

Mr. George I. Whitney of Pittsburg, Pa., has
visited the Cone Bros, at Greensboro, N. C, with a

view to placing a contract to furnish electric power
for the Cone mills from the Whitney plant on the

Yadkin River, 45 miles distant. The cotton mill peo-
ple are considering the proposition.

The Whitney Company has selected Salisbury,

N. C, as the distributmg point for the 45,000 horse-
power electric plant being developed on the Yadkin
River, 30 miles away, the power to be ready for

general distribution about July, 1908.

The Southern Power Company has virtually com-
pleted its transmission lines to Newton, N. C, 90
miles west of the principal hydro-electric plants, and
a sub-station fitted up with $10,000 worth of ma-
chinery will be erected.

The Southern States Electric Company of Atlanta
has been placed in the hands of a receiver upon ap-
plication of the Electrical Manufacturing and Equip-
ment Company, also of Atlanta, owning the entire
capital of $47,000. It is understood that the former
company is by no means insolvent, but that the lat-

ter-named company proposes to take over the busi-
ness of the former. The assets of the Southern
States Company are $139,000; liabilities, $77,000.

L.

Mexico.

Mexico City, October 23.—The German govern-
ment sent a commission of electrical experts to

Mexico to inspect and investigate the great elec-

trical power plants of this country. The German
commission is headed by Geheimrath Wittfeld. It

includes six other members. Its members were in

Mexico for some time, and much of their time
has been spent at Necaxa. They expressed amaze-
ment at the development of electric power at that

plant. The original concession which the Mexican
government granted to the Mexican Light and
Power Company called for the development of

30,000 horsepower within 10 years. This was in the

spring of 1903. Now, in a little less than one-half

the time, 20,000 horsepower more than the required

amount of 30,000 horsepower has been developed,

while, with the vast improvements at the plant

which have been under way for some 'time, this

capacity will be increased to about 110,000 horse-

power. The German commission also inspected the

El Dura hydro-electric plant of the Guanajuato
Light and Power Company, which furnishes many
of the mines of the Guanajuato district with electric

power, as well as lights for the cities of Guana-
juata, Irapuato and other places of that region.

A number of electrical men of Germany are ac-

companying the government commission on its trip.

The improvements and enlargements which the

Compania Electrica e Irrigadora is making to its

hydro-electric plants and transmission sj'Stem in the

state of Hidalgo will have cost more than $3,-

250,000 when completed. Plans have been adopted
for the erection of a new hydro-electric plant

which is to be located at Tetepango. Bids have
been received from manufacturers of electrical ma-
chinery in the United States and Europe for elec-

trical and turbine equipment for the proposed plant.

The company is also installing a new plant at La
Canada at a cost of about $750,000. This plant

will have a capacity of 1,250 horsepower. The
two plants which the company already has in op-
eration at Juando and Elba have a total of 7,000
horsepower.
Manuel Cuesta Gallardo of Guadalajara will in-

stall a hydro-electric plant at Puente de Tololotlan,
on the Santiago River, about 15 miles from Guada-
lajara. It will have an initial capacity of 2,050
horsepower. He has entered into a conditional
contract to supply the mining districts of Etzatlan
and Hostotipaquillo, state of Jalisco, with electric

power. The prices quoted were $120 per horse-
power a year in the Etzatlan district and $135 in

the Hostotipaquillo district. Mr. Gallardo promises
to invest not less than $1,000,000 in the project.

A syndicate of Montreal men which owns a con-
cession to install a hydro-electric plant on the
Conchos River in the state of Chihuahua have
contracted with mine owners of the Parral district

to supply them with 20,000 horsepower.
A hydro-electric plant of 1,000 horsepower is to

be installed on the Ameca River in the San Se-
bastian district, state of Jalisco, by the Natividad
Mines and Reduction Company.
Edward J. Cummings of Guanajuato is preparing

to install a large hydro-electric plant on the Quio-
tepec River, near Tomellin, state of Oaxaca. The
plant will have a capacity of 48,000 horsepower.

W. D. H.

Michigan.

ttetroit, October 26.—The Superior plant of the
Eastern Michigan Edison Company is nearing com-
pletion, and it is expected that one watcrwhcci
will be in operation by November Tst.

The Detroit United Railway will postpone the
tnai of T rail on Jefferson Avenue until spring,
as the council questions the aulhoritj' of the com-
missioner of public works to grant permission for

the trial, and by the time the question is settled it

will be too late to begin the work this fall.

The new sub-station of the Mt. Clemens Electric
.

Company is nearly completed, as is also the trans-

former house at Grosse Pointe. As soon as these
buildings are completed, power will be received
over the 22,000-volt, three-phase transmission line

from Detroit, which has been completed for some
time.

Electrical Expert H. H. Crowell, who was re-

tained by the mayor to determine whether the rates

of the Edison Illuminating Company were reason-
able and equitable, made report of his investigation

to the council this week. His report is very favor-
able to the company, and he finds that the rates

are lower than in any other large city in the
country except Buffalo. He indorses the rate meth-
ods of the company, particularly the differential

rates. This will assist the council in considering
the recent request of a few merchants for a
uniform rate. Mr. Crowell says that the rate to
small power users has done much to stimulate
small manufacturing interests in Detroit. Mr.
Crowell is engineer for the New York State Com-
mission, and his findings carry unusual weight.

Mr. Joseph W. Martin of Detroit asked the
Flint Council for a franchise for a new telephone
company on the 21st inst. The ordinance provides
that the company be allowed to build a telephone
system and operate it for a period of 30 years.

It passed its first and second readings and was
referred to the committee on ordinances. The com-
pany' is to be a part of the Grange telephone lines,

covering a number of counties.

A new electric line from Coldwater to Lansing
is proposed, touching Union City, Tekousha, Mar-
shall, Eaton Rapids and a number of villages.

D.

Woonsocket, R. I., and C. H. W. Fitz, Pawtucket,
R. I., all bondholders in the American Gas and
Electric Company, which owns a score or more of
electric-lighting, heating and power plants, includ-
ing the Marion Light and Heating plant and sev-
eral other plants in the state, made a tour of in-

spection of said plants during the last week.
S. S.

Indiana.

Indianapolis, October 26.—The Grand Central

Traction Company, which proposes to build an in-

terurban road from Indianapolis to Evansville

through intermediate towns and cities, has applied

for 50-year franchises in Terre Haute, Evansville

and Huntingburg. G. C. M. Shanks, representing

the company, says that the road has been financed

and that more than 80 per cent, of the right-of-way

has been secured.

The Evansville Suburban and Newburg Electric

Railway Company has begun the survey of a new
line from Chrisney to Cannelton by way of Troy
and Tell City.

That Terre Haute is destined to become an in-

terurban center is evidenced by the announcement
that no fewer than six new traction lines are be-

ing promoted to be built to or from Terre Haute.
The latest company to seek admission to Terre
Haute was recently incorporated at Quincy, 111., to

be known as the St. Louis, Terre Haute and
Quincy Traction Company.
One of the finest and best equipped interurban-

railway power plants in the country has just been
completed by the Indianapolis and Louisville Trac-
tion Company in Scottsburg. It is built of brick,

steel and cement and represents an expenditure of

$260,000.

The terms upon which the City Council of Hunt-
ington offers to grant to the Fort Wayne and
Wabash Valley Traction Company a franchise to

furnish light and power to the city are not such
as appeal to the company very favorably. The
proffered franchise is for 25 years and provides
that all electricity shall be generated in the com-
pany's power house in Huntington ; for the payment
to the city of 10 per cent, of the gross earnings
each j^'ear; the right to terminate the franchise
whenever the company ceases to use the local power
house as a generating station; also for a rate of
two cents a kilowatt-hour on power for operation
of all city motors, pumps, etc., and that the maxi-
mum rate be 10 cents. The council declares that

the citizens contributed $7,coo to procure the power
house of the company in Huntington, which the
company is about to abandon with the view of gen-
erating all the electricity in its large power house
in Fort Wayne,
The Gosport Electric Light and Power Company

filed articles during the past week with the de-
clared purpose of building, equipping and operating
an electric-light and power plant in Gosport. J. C.
Brown, J. S. Davis and William A. Montgomery
are directors.

In compliance with the vote of the people the
City Council of Washington has passed an ordi-
nance providing for the sale of the municipal elec-

tric-light plant.

The Town Board of Hagorstown has ordered
plans and specifications prepared for the construc-
tion of a new city electric-light plant The con-
struction of the plant will be the result of a favor-

able vote by the people.

The National Electrical Company of Indianapolis
is a new concern incorporated lo manufacture elec-

trical apparatus and to do a general business of
constructing and installing electric-light and power
plants. R. 0. Balscy, Henry C. Schildmier and
C, B. Campbell arc directors.

A company of capitalists composed of R. E,
Breed. Philadelphia; J. G. Masse, F. A. Ballon
and Pardon Miller, Providence, R. I.; A. S. Cook,

Illinois.

Peoria, October 26.—Greenfield now has electric

street lighting, the current having been turned on
this week for the first time. The current is trans-

mitted from Whitehall, which is 12 miles from
Greenfield. The company is also furnishing a day
circuit.

The Pekin Light, Heat and Power Company has
placed the new battery of boilers ' in commission
and is now prepared to take care of its increasing
load without further trouble. The company has
been securing steam from a neighboring factory

for a week to carry the load while the change was
being made.
The city of Pekin has discovered that the con-

tract for street lighting expired the 30th of last

April. Bids for the lighting of the streets will

probably soon be advertised for as soon as the

council meets.
The municipal lighting plant at Springfield is

badly in need of repairs, and the question of
rewinding the seven armatures is now before the

street-lighting committee of the City Council, and
it will take some prompt action. The committee
has received a bid to rewind the armatures, of

$165 each, with a guarantee. As it takes six ma-
chines to carry the street lights, and as one of
the aramtures is now burned out, something must
be done or the city will be without light. Mayor
Reece has appointed a committee to appraise the

plant, as by the new system of bookkeeping the

plant has to be carried at a valuation, to ascertain

the exact amount of the city's assets and liabilities.

The Illinois Traction Company is now running
its cars into the business district of the city of
Lincoln.

Manager Linn of the Illinois Traction Company
says that the line between Mackinaw and Lincoln
will be opened to traffic about the first of the year.

The road runs in almost a straight line from
Lincoln to Mackinaw, a distance of 27 miles, and
will make a short cut from this city to Springfield

and St. Louis. There is to be an overhead cross-

ing of one steam road and a subway for another.

The City Council of this city and the officials

of the Western Union Telegraph Company had a
conference as to the wires of the company being
placed underground, with no signs of reaching an
agreement. The company flatly refused to pay an
annual rental for the streets of $1,000, as it would
establish a precedent. It is willing to put its wires
underground, but wants till the first of January,
1909, to complete the work. The Postal Telegraph-
cable Company and the American District Telegraph
Company have also been cited to appear, although
the Western Union may take care of the wires
of the American District Telegraph Company.

V. N.

Northwestern States.

Minneapolis, October 26.—The Mississippi River
Electric Power Company, which already owns power
rights at Elk River and Clearwater, Minn., has
purchased another dam site and flowage rights near
Anoka, Minn. This is 12 miles nearer Minneapolis
than the Elk River location and will probably be
the first to be developed. '

The Lake Andes, Wagner and Armour Traction
Company has been granted a franchise to build a

trolley line into Aberdeen, S. D., and to operate
a local service as well as a lighting system.

Stock has been subscribed for the new Boone-
AVebster City (Iowa) intern rban line.

The Keokuk-Columbus Junction (Iowa) Inter-

urban Company has filed articles of incorporation.
Bonds have been voted at Wood River, Neb., for

the construction of an electric-light plant.

There is talk of starling an electric-light system
at Emerson, Iowa.
A contract has been granted to the Chippewa

Valley Construction Company to furnish electric-

lighting facilities at Ashland, Wis,, for 15 years.

A plant is to be built at Copper Falls and 3.000
horsepower developed. Power will also be sup-
plied. R.

Pacific Slope.

San Francisco. October 24.—While the Southern
Pacific Railroad Company is still actively engaged
in putting into effect its plans to run the suburban
lines, in the neighborhood of San Francisco Bay by

electricity, it lias been decided lo postpone the ac-

quisition of certain necessary franchises and secure

all the franchises at once after the plans have been

more fully developed. -

.

Mamoru Tashiro and Morisaburo Toncgawa, offi-

cials of the Imperial Telephone Company of Japan,
a corporation hacked by the Tokio government, ar-

rived here last week from Vancouver. B. C. They
are commissioned lo inspect the various telephone

systems throughout the United States, witli the
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object of using whatever infonn.itioii they gain in

perfecting the Japanese system. After an investi-

gation liere they will proceed to the cities of the

East.

High-tension wires carrying power from tlic Cali-

fornia Gas and Electric Company's plant to the

L'nited Kailroatis in San I-'raneiseo were short-cir-

cnileil one night last week by miscreants, and for

an lionr or more all electric street-railway lines

ncnih of Market Street were out of operation.

The $100,000 which the eastern backers' of the

electric ro.ul from li.iker City, Ore., to liagle and
I'iiie valleys required to be raised in that section

before beginning work has been subscribed and the

;ictual work of construction has begun.
The town of Chewalah, Wash., has applied for

a franchise to construct a line of poles and wires

to convey electricity for lighting purposes from the

source of power on Chewalah Creek to the town
over the public roads. The city proiioses to install

antl oi)eratc its own lighting plant.

The Arrowhead Reservoir Company is spending
$^,ooo,(X)0 on developments in the San liernardino
Mountains, where a power house will be erected to

develo[) about 10,000 horsepower of electricity from
the walcrpnwer.

!;. S. liabcock, president of the Los Angeles and
San Diego licacli Railroad, says that when the line

is electrified in the near future it is probable that

the company will use the catenary bracket snspen-
sii-Hi system for stringing the trolley wires, and
that on the cars either the bow or pantagraph trol-

ley will be used. An extension of time has been
granted the company for the construction of trol-

ley lines ill San Diego.
The monetary stringency in the East makes it

dillieult to secure funds for carrying out the plans
of new electric railroads and other engineering
projects still in the promotion stage. The Knicker-
bocker Trust Company, which was involved in

ditriculties among the rirst, is one of the financial

backers of the Stanislaus Electric Power Company
of San Francisco. The management of the power
company, wdiich is rapidly completing its long-dis-
tance transmission line from the StanislaiTs River
to San Francisco, has received a dispatch from
the Knickerbocker company to the effect that work
is to be continued on the project without fail and
that arrangements will soon be made to tide over
the emergency. The Metropolitan Gas and Electric
Company, successor to the San Francisco Coke and
Gas Company, was also financed by the Knicker-
bocker Trust Coinpaiiy, but a large proportion of
the bonds have been sold and the new plant is

paid for. The company owns and operates the only
independent gas plant in San Francisco and has
plans for installing an electric distributing system to

handle the current transmitted to this city by the
Stanislaus Electric Power Company at retail.

The Oro Water, Light and Power Company has
for some time been supplying light and power for
Oroville, Cal, and a number of the dredgers oper-
ating in that district, from its small plant near
Pentz, is now making a ditch to carry water to its

projected plant, which will probably not be con-
structed for two years. The new ditch will carry
5,000 miners' inches with a fall of 1,850 feet.

Carl F. Schrader is preparing to install an elec-
tric-light system in Needles, Cal., power for which
will be obtained from the Victor and Virgin Min-
ing Company. A.

PERSONAL.

James S. Collins of Savannah, Ga., is the new
vice-president and general manager of the Macon
Railway and Light Company of Macon, Ga.

D. ]. Burns, sales manager of the Ward Leonard
Electric Company, Bronxville, N. Y., is making a
trip to Chicago and vicinity in the interests of his
company.

D. W. Dozier has resigned his position as chief
engineer and superintendent of the pow-er stations
of the Twin City Rapid Transit Company. He is

succeeded by George Caywood of Milwaukee.

Mr. George W. Jackson, the well-known engineer
and contractor of Chicago, was taken ill a week
or so ago as the result of directing work on the
southwest land and lake tunnel from an open boat.

Mr. Jackson was seriously ill for a time, the ail-

ment having been diagnosed as pneumonia, but his

condition is understood to be improved.

C. M. Lowe, manager for the Postal Telegraph-
cable Company at Oklahoma City, has been trans-
ferred to Little Rock, Ark. Mr. Lowe has been
manager of the Oklahoma city office for three
years, but will be special agent at Little Rock,
having charge of Arkansas and part of Texas and
Louisiana. Joseph Cofler, now manager at Mus-
kogee, will be transferred to Oklahoma City.

Richard R. Smith, general manager of the Evans-
ville and Southern Indiana Traction Company, has
tendered his resignation and will go to Louisville
to become the manager of the Louisville City rail-
way system. During the two years of Mr. Smith's
supervision of the Evansville and Southern sys-
tem $300,000 has been, expended in improvements.
The Louisville company operates 200 miles of track
and the general management of such a large system

places Mr. Smith in company with the leading
electric-railway managers of the country.

'i'heodorc N. Vail and Edward J. Hall of Boston,
presiilent and vice-president of the American Tele-
phone and religraph Company, were in Minneapo-
lis recently on their w;iy to Colorado Springs.

John M. Robb, who was formerly secretary and
treasurer of the Peoria Gas and Electric Company
and who recently accepted the management of the
Chattanooga Gas Company at Chattanooga, Tenn.,
became temporarily ins.'inc from overwork an(i

wandered from his home in Chattanooga on Octo-
ber nth. He was last seen at the naval recruiting
oOicc in St. Louis, Mo., where he attempted to

enlist as a coal passer. A reward of $100 for
information as to his whereabouts is offered by his

relatives, who live in I/'coria. Mr. Robb is well
liked, and has many friends in f^eoria and else-

where, who earnestly hope that no harm has come
to him as the result of his misfortune.

The recent death of Ernst Danielson has again
brought attention to the important work of that
well-known Swedish electrical engineer. Although
only 4,^ years old, his achievements were well known
to the technical men of both Europe and America.
From iSgo to 1S92 he was in this country, con-
nected most of the lime with the Thomson-I-Iouston
Company of Lynn, Mass., where he was in charge
of responsible work. For a long time he was chief
engineer and later technical director of the All-
manna Svenska Elektriska Aktiebolaget of West-
eras, Sweden. F'rom 1895 to 1900 he had an ex-
tensive consulting engineering practice in Stock-
holm. The most important work of Danielson con-
sists of his researches in the three-phase system
and its utilization for power transmission. His
faith in 'the system was shown by his design of
what was perhaps the first hydro-electric power
transmission on a large scale, the well-known Hells-
j6n-Gr;ingcsberg installation.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
An electric-lighting svstem will be established at

Falls City, Neb.

E. E. Wescott has been granted an electric-light

franchise at Plattsmouth, Neb.

Otto Eckhoff of Wittenberg, Wis., will apply for

a lighting franchise at Crandon, Wis.

The Piatt Electric Company will establish an elec-

tric-lighting plant at Cooperstown, N. D.

The Electric Light Company has been granted a

twenty-year franchise at North Platte, Neb.

Bonds to the amount of $10,000 have been voted
to install an electric-light plant at Akron, Iowa.

Work has been commenced on the electric-light

plant at Tecumseh, Neb. J. E. M'artz is superin-

tendent.

The city of Waterloo, Iowa, has voted bonds
for the purchase and improvement of the electric-

light plant.

An electric-light franchise has been granted at

Central City, Neb., to L. S. Jenkins and H. D. For-
rest of Omaha.

The Midland (Tex.) Light Company has been
incorporated with a capital of $15,000 by E. R.

Bryan and others.

The Burlington Junction (Iowa) Electric Light
and Power Company has been incorporated with a

capital stock of $6,000.

The Chippewa Valley Construction Company has

been granted the franchise for an electric-light

plant in Ashland, Wis.

The contract for installing a new electric-light

plant at Tekamah, Neb., has been let to Borten-
langed & Co. of Omaha.

The Citizens' Light and Power Company has
been organized with $250,000 capital stock to build

an electric-light plant at Putnam, Okla., and later

to enter Oklahoma City. C. G. Jones is president,

W. H. Philipps vice-president, W. L. Peck treas-

urer, W. E. Grisby secretary, and F. H. Peck
general manager. Mr. Peck comes from St. Louis
and will have personal charge of the erection of

the plant.

Preliminary work is to be pushed at once on the

plan for artistically illuminating Dearborn Street

between the river and Van Buren Street, Chicago.
It is announced that an engineer is to be secured
by the Dearborn Street Improvement Association
to work out the plan. It is intended to use pedestal

lights with four globes. Merchants on Madison
and other streets are talking of a similar plan, so
that downtown Chicago may soon be attractively

and brilliantly illuminated.

Bids were opened on October 26th in the office

of City Electrician Carroll of Chicago for the sup-
ply of street-lighting material which

,
will utilize

current from the Lockport plant of the Drainage
Canal. Besides a few minor accessories the specifi-

.cations called for 2.500 alternating-current series

arc lamps, so inductive regulators and 10 single-

phase Co-cycle oil-iniulated >cU-cooled atep-down
transformers. The icvcral bids each aggregated
?^1.3'J5 for the entire lot. Awarding of the con-
tract was deferred.

Sealed bids will be received at the oflicc of the
village clerk, Ncwburgh Heights, Ohio, until No-
vember i8lh for supplying the village with street
lighting. All bids must be m.idc upon forms fur-

nished by the clerk, 613 Garfield Building, Cleveland.
I'. S. Kuggles is village clerk.

The high-school committee of the Central Board
of Education in J'ittsburg has decided to install an
electric-light plant in the Fifth Avenue high School.
.Since the opening of night classes the 1,500 ligbts

in the building have been in almost constant use
and the bills will be high. John H. Mcllroy,
chairman of the repairs committee, presented some
estimates of cost he had secured, and they indi-

cated that the total would be about $7,000 for a
first-class plant. The secretary was instructed lo
advertise for bids.

The board of aldermen of Thomasvillc, N. C,
has granted B. F. W. Bryant of Boston, Mass., a
franchise for furnishing electric lights and power
for the town. A contract was made to light the
town for 10 years. The franchise will be turned
over to a company being known as the Thomas-
villc Light and Power Company. The company
proposes to erect a modern plant at a cost of
$20,000, and it is agreed to furnish the town with
24-hour service. This enterprise will be a great
help to small industries to obtain power cheaply.

The Pacific Gas anrl Electric Company of San
Francisco reports the combined income of all prop-
erties owned and controlled for the year ended
June 30, 1907, as follows: Gross earnings, ?I2,-

164,399 ; operating expenses, taxes, etc., $7,016,507

;

net earnings, $5,147,892; interest and sinking funds
of subsidiary companies, $2,497,414; surplus avail-

able for interest and sinking funds of Pacific Gas
and Electric Company, $2,650,478; bond interest and
sinking funds Pacific Gas and Electric Company,
$1,010,673; balance, $1,639,805; preferred-stock divi-

dend accrued, $600,000; final surplus, $1,039,805.
This final surplus is equivalent to about five per
cent, on the $20,000,000 authorized common stock
of the Pacific Gas and Electric Company.

The export business of the Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing Company has been unusu-
ally flourishing of late, and among the contracts
taken by the company, two from the Republic of
Colombia, South America, are of more than ordi-
nary interest. This work calls for the complete
equipment of two city electric-lighting plants. One
is for the city of Tunja and the other for Bu-
caranianja. Tunja is located 9,000 feet above the
level of the sea in the Colombia Mountains, while
Bucaramanja is located 2,000 feet lower down the
slope. The electric plant for the former will be
steam driven, but at ' Bucaramanja is a splendid
waterpower, and the plant will be operated in that
manner. A peculiar feature of this mountainous
country is that the mule back is the only method
of transportation, and all the apparatus, boilers,

steam engines, electric generators, switchboard ap-
pliances, etc., will have to be hauled from the sea-
port up into the mountains by pack animals.

ELECTRIC RAILVi/AYS.
It is reported that the electric road being built

from Fort Dodge to Spirit Lake, Iowa, will be ex-
tended to Fairmont, Minn.

The Oklahoma Street Railway Company has just
completed its new electric locomotive of 250 horse-
power for use in hauling material to the Belle Isle

and Britton extensions.

The Belleville and Interurban Railway Company
of Belleville, 111., has just been incorporated, cap-
italized at $100,000, and proposes to build an in-

terurban electric railway from Belleville to Smith-
ton. The board of directors is headed by Jacob
Gundlach, Jr.

According to figures made pubHc by the Wis-
consin Railroad Commission, the Milwaukee elec-

tric railway in the year, ended June 30th had the
peculiar record of killing more people than the
number injured. Thirty-five persons are said to

have been killed in accidents and only four were
injured.

Reports of the three companies comprising the

holdings of the Chicago Union Traction Company
for the year ended June 30, 1907, have been com-
piled and show a net deficit of $300,049 for the
combined properties. The North Chicago Street
Railroad shows a surplus of $23,893, the West Chi-
cago Street Railroad came out even, as has been
its practice, and the Consolidated Traction Company
had a deficit of $323,942.

Through service from Evanston to Milwaukee
will be established, it is said, on December ist ty
the Chicago and Milwaukee Electric Railway Com-
panj'. Although it has been possible hitherto to

go all the way to Milwaukee by electric car, it

was necessar}' to use the Milwaukee city system's

line from Racine northward. Permanent stations

are being built at various points between Racine
and Milwaukee. The track work has been of the
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highest steam-road practice and the rails and bal-

lasting are of such a character that the heaviest of

cars can be used at their highest speed. Practically

all the rolling stock for the through service has

been received and is being tried out in the local

runs between Evanston and Racine.

TELEGRAPH.
The direct New York-Havana, cable of the Com-

mercial Cable Company has been completed, the

final splice having been made on October i8th at

sea, .120 miles from Coney Island. Messages were
exchanged between the provisional governor of

Cuba and the president of the Commercial Cable
Company.

By an agreement which became effective October
1st the Pennsylvania Railroad lines -will for 25
years use the Western Union wires exclusively

and permit its wires to be strung along the right-

of-way. In exchange for this contract the Western
Union drops all suits for damages and other Htiga-

tion not only against the Pennsylvania lines but
against the Pennsylvania company as well. The
present arrangement indicates ' the restoration of
friendly feeling between the Pennsylvania and the

Gould interest, between whom acute hostility devel-

oiied five years ago.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
The hydro-electric power plant of the Perley

Lowe Company at Peshtigo, Wis., has been com-
pleted and arrangements are being made for fur-

nishing light and power to the cities of Peshtigo
and Oconto. The waterpower is the first of sev-

eral that were planned some time ago. The second
one, at High Falls, will be finished next spring and
power will be transmitted to Marinette and Me-
nominee.

D. J. Albertson of Kalamazoo, Mich., is at the

head of the Manistee Power Company, which has
just been incorporated, and will succeed the Electric

Land and Development Company which owns many
miles of land along the Manistee River. The cap-'

ital stock is $r,000,000. It is the purpose to estab-

lish large hydro-electric plants on the river and
furnish -electric current for power and light to

Traverse City, Cadillac, Elk Rapids, Manistee and
other towns in the northern part of the state.

A project was launched in Tacoma, Wash., recently

by the Cascade Public Service Corporation, which,
it is said, will result in the erection on the Nisqually
River at La Grande of one of the largest electric

power plants in Pierce County. The Cascade Pub-
lic Service corporation is said to represent the Pa-
cific Traction Company's interests and was formed
for the purpose of erecting a power plant for the
Pacific Traction Company's lines. Since the cars
of the company have been in operation the power
for them has been furnished by the Snoqualmie
company, but so rapid has been the growth that the
projected plant is an urgent necessity and plans for
it were made long ago.

PUBLICATIONS.
Iwan Brothers of Peoria, 111., have published a

little booklet entitled "Easy Digging." In it is illus-

trated and thoroughly described the improved Iwan
auger for all kinds of earth boring.

"A Dictionary of Electric Railway Material,"
edition of 1507, constituting a book of 170 pages,
has been issued by the Street Railway Journal,
published by the McGraw Publishing Company.

An interesting booklet being sent out with the
compliments of Eugene Munsell & Co. and the Mica
Insulator Company contains numerous illustrations

and a good description of the Pennsylvania Rail-
road tunnels and terminals in Kew York city.

The Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Company
of Chicago has published a supplementary bulletin

containing additions and changes affecting cata-

logues B-17 and B-17A. This company manufac-
tures the well-known wireless clusters and a large
line of lighting specialties. A number of new de-
vices are listed in the supplementary bulletin.

The Nernst Lamp Company of Pittsburg has
just published an interesting and well-illustrated

pamphlet entitled "Bank and Office Lighting by
Electricity." It brings out very clearly the merits
of the Nernst lamp, particularly for this class of
lighting. It makes a strong plea for good illumi-

nation in offices where almost constant demand is

made on the eyesight of the clerical force.

A booklet which should prove useful to every-
one who sells electric motors or motor-driven ma-
chinery to the Navy Department has just been
issued by the Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Com-
pany of Milwaukee, maker of electric controlling
devices. This company for many years has made
a special study of Navy Department requirements,
and in the booklet just issued full descriptions, illus-

trations, dimension diagrams and shipping weights
arc given on starting panels, speed-regulating panels,
machine-tool controllers, resistances, circuit-breaker
panels, etc. In the preface attention is called to
the fact that navy specifications preclude in nearly

all instances the use of ordinary controlling panels,

and furthermore, that apparatus acceptable for use
in navy yards will not always be acceptable if sup-
plied for use on shipboard. The booklet includes
several views of battleships equipped with Cutler-
Hammer control.

Bulletins Nos. 106 and 107 from the Electric
Storage Battery Company of Philadelphia treat, re-

spectively, of the Chloride Accumulator for alter-

nating-current regulation and the Chloride Ac-
cumulator as applied to the single-phase system of
the Spokane and Inland Railway. These bulletins

are of special interest to electric-railway men or
operators of industrial plants where intermittent
service is common.

Of considerable interest to street and inter-

urban-railway men are Bulletins Nos. 8 and 9, pub-
lished by the Gould Storage Battery Company of

New York. The former embodies an interesting

description of an interui-ban-railway distribution

system, giving attention to the storage-battery plants
' on the Dayton and Western Railway. The latter

treats of storage batteries on alternating-current
systems, being a description of the plant of the
Rutland Railway, Light and Power Company. The
Gould company has. also just published the third
edition of "Facts," giving a detailed description
of Gould plates.

Users of electric motors and generators will be
interested in two well-illustrated bulletins just issued
by the Electric Machinery Company of Minneapolis.
Bulletin No. Jj goes into the construction and uses
of the direct-current motors and generators made
in the carefullv organized shops of this company.
Revolving-field alternating-current generators made
by the company are illustrated in Bulletin No. 84.

A list of 100 representative institutions that have
been using the Electric Machinery Company's di-

rect-current generators and motors and one, two
and three-phase alternators are given in Bulletin
No. 91. This company makes all- sizes up to i.coo

horsepower.

The Trumbull Electric Manufacturing Company
has just published the November issue of its "mag-
azinette," Trumbull Cheer, in which it especially

solicits the attention of the electrical trade. The
primary object of this publication is to put forward
the new lines of Trumbull material -which are con-
tinually offered the trade and to re-emphasizc other
material already published. In this November issue

appears an article on the recent rulings of the
Underwriters covering switches for alternating-
current work, also a detailed list of Trumbull's "A"
line of switches. Panel boards and switchboards
are also advertised. The whole tone of the little

magazine, as the title indicates, is cheerful, numer-
ous epigrammatical sayings being introduced with
catchy verses and reflections on business and gen-
eral conditions. It is printed throughout in two
colors on heavy coated paper and illustrated with
caricatures and half-tone cuts. Copies will be
gladly sent upon application to all those interested
in electrical developments.

The Forest Service of the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, through Mr. Gifford Pinchot,

forester, has published a valuable booklet of 42
pages on 'The Use of the National Forests." For-
merly the timber of the great mountain ranges in

the West was destroyed recklessly by fire and
cutting. This little volume describes the useful work
done within the last decade in conserving this tim-

ber. The national forest reserves have in that

period been carefully nurtured and protected as well

as given over to legitimate use instead of benig
merely locked up and left to burn. Settlement,

grazing and mining operations that do not conflict

with the public use of these lands are encouraged,
as they bring more people into the forests to pro-

tect them from fire. Timber is cut discriminately

so as to keep the young trees growing and thus
furnish a continuous supply. Besides preventing
wholesale destruction of the timber these national
forests, which now cover an area of 148,000,000

acres, produce a steady water supply for irrigation

and power purposes.

Two recent bulletins to be distributed by the

General Electric Company are of interest. In Bul-
letin ,No. 4538, 32 pages are given to a very com-
plete description of the devices manufactured for

the catenary system of overhead line construction.

A great many new designs in frogs, crossings,

hangers, etc., have been made necessary and numer-
ous illustrations of separate parts as well as of
complete installations are of immediate interest.

Bulletin No. 4532 describes some recently perfected
lines of direct-current motor-starting rheostats in

capacities up to 50 horsepower and 550 volts. Type
SA rheostats are made for one-minute duty, with
no-voltage release, and are suitable for use with
shunt, compound or series-wound* motors. Type SO
rheostats are similar to type SA, but have in addi-
tion to the no-voltage release attachment an over-
load coil in scries with the motor armature. An
improved type of resistance unit, known as the

shunt, compound or series-wound motors. Type SO
an enclosed unit made of low-tcmprature coef-
ficient resistance wire wound on a strong tube.

Types SA and SO rheostats have received the
approval of the National Board of Fire Under-

writers and comply with the service rules of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, viz., one-
minute starting duty once every four minutes for
one hour.

The Ansonia Brass and Copper Company, 99
John Street, New York, issues a neat booklet on
"Tobin Bronze." This celebrated alloy is much
used in marine work, but it is also suitable for
many mechanical purposes where a non-corrosive
metal is required. It is noted for its high elastic
limit, tensile strength, hardness and uniform tex-
ture. Much technical information about it is given
in the booklet.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
Meetings of the Electrical Section of the Cana-

dian Society of Engineers will be held at the rooms
of the society, 413 Dorchester Street West, Mon-
treal, at 8 p. m. on November 7th and December
tglh. R. A. Ross is president and A, A. Dion
vice-president of the section.

The next meeting of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers will be held in the auditorium
of the Engineers Building, 33 West Thirty-ninth
Street, New York, on November Sth, at 8:15 p. m.
Mr. Albert H. Armstrong of the General Electric

Company of Schenectady will read a paper entitled

''Comparative Performance of Steam and Electric

Locomotives."

MISCELLANEOUS.
The electrical inspection department at Indianap-

olis, Ind., penalizes each risk found wanting m
electrical equipment and applies the charges upon
existing insurance policies until the suggested im-
provements are made.

An electrical inspection ordinance drawn by the

Underwriters' Electrical Bureau has been submitted

to the City Council of La Salle, 111., where there

is said to be urgent need for improvement. The
interurban electric railway running through the cilv

has a high-voltage transmission line for supplying

current at distant points.

The London Times Engineering Supplement is

informed that Brown, Boveri & Co. of Frankfort-

on-the-Main, Germany, which is a branch of the

company at Baden. Switzerland, is about to con-

struct in its works at Mannheim a steam turbine

of 24,000 horsepower. This will be the most power-

ful turbine ever produced.. It is destined for the

steel works and blast-furnace plant of Messrs.

Krupp at Rheinhausen.

The charge d'affaires of France at Washington has

furnished to the Bureau of Manufactures, through

the Department of State, printed copies of the pro-

gramme and announcement (in French) of the

first International Congress of Refrigerating Indus-

tries, which will be held at Paris at the end of

next year. In transmitting this literature the

charge states that the congress is regarded as un-

usually important, and that his government will be

pleased to have official delegates named for the

congress and lo have the circulars and programmes
brought to the attention of academies, societies, and
all learned bodies likely to be interested.

The exhibition to be- held- in Tokyo in 1912, ac-

cording to the China Telegraph, is to be called the

Grand Exhibition of Japan. It is to be held be-

tween April I and October 31, 1912, and is in-

tended to demonstrate the growth of Japanese
industry, civilization and resources. It is not only

proposed to be the greatest fair ever held in Japan,

but to give accommodation to the different ex-

hibits of foreign countries. The expenditure, in-

clusive of io.ooo,coo yen fi yen = 49.8 cents), to

be defrayed by the central government, will be an
unprecedented amount, together with that to be

expended by provincial government and new ter-

ritories. In addition to ample facilities to be given

to foreign exhibitions, the erecton of special halls

by foreign countries is anticipated, and the required

tracts of land are to be offered gratuitously.

TRADE NEWS.
The Northern Electrical Manufacturing Com-

pany of Madison, Wis., has established a district

office at Pittsburg, Pa., in charge of C. A. Poe,

formerly of C. A. Poe & Bro. The office is con-

veniently located at 618 Park Building.

Under recent amendments to the Belgian tariff

cables, of electrolytic copper wire covered with cot-

ton exclusively required for dynamos and trans-

former coils are dutiable cither at $2.31 per 100

kilograms, or at the option of the importer at 10

per cent, ad valorem.

The Electric Manufacturing Company of Trav-
erse City, Mich., has bt-cn incorporated with a cap-

ital of $16,000 and proposes to manufacture a new
lightning arrester invented by William Gifford.

The company lias been organized and machinery is

now being installed in a building in Traverse City

for the manufacture of the device. The officers of

the company arc; President, George G. Covcll;

vice-president, William Gifford; secretary, C. G.

Sherwood; treasurer, H. B. Garner.
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BUSINESS.
The Internrilioii.il Tclcplioni: Manufacturing Com-

pany of Chicago is i-'xpcricnciiiK a constantly in-

crcasinR demand for its four-party inaKncto-call

local-iialtcry U'lcpliuncs. 'ihese inslrun'icnts are

especially adapted, it is said, for four-|)arty select-

ive riiiRiiiR lines wlierc lonK-distance service is re-

i|uircd, tlicy lieiuR ccpiipped witli tlie well-known
"International" loud-speaking transmitter and re-

ceiver.

The VVillard Storage Battery Company, Cleveland,

Ohio, lias recently moved into a new factory, located

on the corner of Marquette Road and Lakeside Ave-
nue, The new huildinu alTords a large increase of

floor space over the old factory and a correspond-

ingly larger output will he possible. The new fac-

tory consists of one large thrcc-story brick build-

ing, in addition to which there is a one-story frame
building. The total lloor space, including the

fi;une building, is 400 by 200 feet. The power for

the factory is generated by three Crocker-Wbeelcr
generators operatetl by two Rruce-Meriam-Abbolt
gas engines and one steam engine. The ground
floor is devoted to rolling, cutting, forming, lead-

burning, assembling, etc. On the second floor are

located the assembling department and offices. On

the third floor arc the carpentering and painting

departments. The VVillard Storage Battery Com-
I>aiiy will continue in the niamifacliire of storage

batteries for all imrposes.

During the Last two and one-half years 630 Wcst-
inghousc single-phase railway motors have been
shipjied to 18 dilTerent r.'iilway conip.anics in Amer-
ica and liurope. These motors range from 40 lo

250 nominal horsepower each and make a total of

79,.l8o nominal horsepower. There arc now on
order 310 VVeslinghouse single-phase railway mo-
tors for sliipnieiU lo 11 difl^erent railw.ay com|)anies,

totaling 34. 13,S nominal horsepower. This makes a

total of 940 VVestinghouse single-phase railway mo-
tors delivered to or on order for 25 dilTerent rail-

way companies, and aggregating 113,515 nominal
horsepower.

An acid-proof, alkali-proof, oilproof, air-drying
insulating varnish that does not lose flexibility an<l

dielectric strength with age is something that elec-

trical manufacturers and repair men have greatly
desired. Benolite air-drying varnish is declared to

nieel these requirements and to be replacing baking
varnishes. It is said to be the only quick-drying
insulating varnish made that does not lose its elas-

ticity and lougliness in ncrvice. It dries in from
four to six hours at ordinary room temperature
when applied to tape or cotton covering, and in
about one hour when applied to a hard surface.
After it has become llioronghly set it is not
affected by strong solutions of acid or concentrated
alkali. It is not softened by oil, hot or cold. The
dielectric slrenglh is reported lo be high, two dips
applied to 0.005 inch insulating cimbric giving
r,fX)0 volts for o.ooi inch. One unusual characteris-
tic is the fact that the varnish is more flexible

warm than cold, and yet it lias no tendency lo
soften up or "slip." The Ucnolite Company also

makes a baking varnish which is similar to the air-

drying varnish except in lime of drying and in

elasticity. This varnish will dry in from six lo

eight hours at 100" C. (212° P.) and may be
baked at this temperature without affecting the
elasticity. It is recommended for high-voltage
armature coils or for any other work where ex-
treme elasticity is required. The two varnishes arc
composed of the same materials but in diflferent

proportions. They are made by the Benolite Com-
pany of Pittsburg, Pa., which will be glad to sub-
mit samples.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

868,648. Semaphore Signal. Fred B. Corey, Sche-
nectady, N. Y., assignor to the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

March 27, 1907.

A semaphore arm is driven toward clear position by an
electric motor. The irm can automatically return to

danger position, and in doing so tlie motor armature is

sliort-circuitcd and the motor operated as a brake to stop
the motion of the arm.

868,651. Insnlated Metal Cross-tie. Alva C. Dinkey,
Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed December 31,

1906.

A metallic cross tie iias a rail-bearing plate insulated
from the tie, a permanent fastening securing the plates
to the tie, a rail clip and a separate independently
removable clip fastening, for securing the rail clip to

the insulated bearing plate.

858,664. Process of Making Rail-bonds. Albert B.

Herrick. Ridgewood, N. J., assignor to the Elec-

tric Railway Improvement Company, Cleveland,

Ohio. Application filed May 5, 1904.

This process consists in first winding upon an elliptical

pattern a continuous band of the bonding material, then
applying soldering material to diametrically opposite
points of this laminated structure and finally cutting
through these soldered places so as to make two similar
bonds.

868,670. Electrolysis of Fused Alkaline Chlorides.

Franz von Kugelgen and George 0. Seward,
Holcombs Rock, Va. Application filed June 13.

1905.

In this process there is electrolyzed a mixture of
sodium chloride with sodium and calcium fluorides.

868,674. Electric Sign. Carl O. Lindstrom, Chicago,
111. Application filed April 7, 1906.

A cylindrical casing with glass front contains an in-

candescent lamp. The casing has fastened to it an at-

tachment plug of special design. An electric bell may
be placed in the casing in series with the lamp.

8^8,686. Incubator. Alfons Musiol, Tabor, Aus-
tria-Hungary. Application filed May 10, 1907.

This incubator has a casing surrounding a metallic
hatching box with a heating space between. An elec-
trically operated thermostat regulates the heat.

808,093. Device to Prevent Tampering with or
Theft of Motor Vehicles. Leon Ottinger, New
York, N. Y. AppHcation filed December 18, 1905.

The device consists of a latch mechanism for the bonnet
or hood, an electric switch for the motor circuit and a
hook for controlling both the switch and latch mechanism.

8e8,696. Self-winding Electric Clock. Arthur F.

Poole, Wheeling, W. Va. Application filed Jan-
uary 24, 1906.

This clock has an electromagnet with a movable arma-
ture_ controlling the motion of a cam that has a roller
bearing on its surface and operating the switch for the
electromagnet. The motion of the armature is also trans-
mitted to the clock weights.

868,704. Electric Knife Switch. Otto Rothenstein,
Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed September 4,
1902.

This is a quick-break knife-blade switch. The operat-
ing lever is distinct from the blade and connected with
it by a coiled spring. The blade is arranged so it can
be reversed end for end and edge for edge.

868.711. Means for Controlling the Operations of
Blast-furnace-charging Devices. Barton R.
Shover, Youngstown, Ohio. Application filed

January 12, 1906.

The system consists of hoists for hauling the charges
to the furnace top and of various automatic devices used
in charging the material into the furnace. Each device
is operated by a separate motor. Each of these is con-
trolled by an electromagnetic switch actuated by the mo-
tion of the different parts in such a way that the motors
operate in a definite cycle.

808.712. Means for ControlHng the Operations of
Blast-furnace-charging Devices. Barton R.
Shover, Youngstown, Ohio. Application filed
July 17, 1906.

This patent covers a system almost identical with the
preceding one.

868,718. Means for Operating Hydraulic-elevator
Plants. Rudolph C. Smith, Yonkers, N. Y.,

Issued (United States Fatefit Office) October 22^ ^907.

assignor to the Otis Elevator Company, Jersey
City, N. J. Application filed July 28, 1900.

The high and low pressure receivers arc supplied by
electrically driven pumps. Pressure regulators control the
switches for the motors and connect the latter in series
or parallel.

81-0,723. Control of Motor-operated Doors. David
W. Taylor, Washington, D. C, assignor to the

General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed May 14, 1906.

The controller for the motor has a contact arm con-
nected with two opposing springs, one tending to hold
it in operative position and the other tending to throw
it to "off" position. An electromagnet that can be ener-
gized from a distance is adapted to disengage the second
spring.

8^5,729. Bath for Obtaining Electrolytic Metallic
Deposits. Leopold Trunkhahn, Vienna, Austria-
Hungary. Application filed June 4. 1906.

This is a bath for producing electrolytic metallic de-
posits and comprises one or more sug:irs and a ferment.

NO. 868,889.— OPERATION OF PANTAGRAPH TROLLEYS.

868,737. Spark-plug. Frank J. Watt, Detroit, Mich.,

assignor of one-half to Roy E. Hardy, New
York, N. Y. Application filed March 28, 1904.

One electrode is in the form of a screw-threaded metal
bushing containing a porcelain plug. Through the center
of this plug passes a long binding bolt, which forms the
other electrode.

868,740. Electrical Piano-playing Attachment. Jo-
seph Weber, Brooklyn, N. Y. Original applica-

tion filed January 16, 1904. Divided and this

application nit^ ...eptember 14, 1905.

This is an 'electrically operated playing attachment that
is supported and hinged in such a way as to permit it to

slide beneath the keyboard of the piano when not in use.

bo6,75i. Electrical Connector. Frederick H. Ayer,
Chicago Heights, 111. Application filed Feb-
ruary 23, 1907.

A bond wire or rod has the cross-sectional shape of a
three-sided figure, each side of which is formed on an
arc described from the intersection of the other two sides.

868,752. Variable Reactive Coil. Ralph E. Barker,
Lynn, Mass., assignor to the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

January 23, 1907.

A variable reactive coil has a stationary winding and
a laminated circular core having a central opening sur-
rounding the winding and eccentric with respect to the
periphery of the core. The core is pivotally mounted
on an axis concentric with the central opening.

868,769. Process for the Recovery of Nickel from
Ore. Charles H. Ehrenfeld and Jacob R. Grove,
York, Pa. Application filed January 27, 1906.

This process consists in mixing the crushed ore with
an aqueous solution of sulphuric acid and a salt of am-
monia, placing this mixture in a porous jar containing
an electrode, and then setting the jar as an anode into
an electrolyte of the same composition as that in the
jar, and which has a nickel plate as cathode.

868,780. Trolley-wheel Guard. Charles Harkness,
Providence, R. I., assignor to the Harkness
Trolley System Company. Application filed

February 16, 1905.

Combined with a trolley wheel and the spindle on
which the wheel is mounted are a pair of guard plates
loosely mounted upon the spindle and rotary disk-shaped
heads having convex inner faces mounted upon both ends
of the plates.

868,781. Electric Switch. Chester S. Hill, Wil-
liamsport. Pa., assignor of one-half to George
L. Campbclli Williamsport, Pa. Application
filed July 16, 1906.

Thi.s switch is mounted in boxes between the main
'

rails of^ sectional tliird-rail or surface-contact electric
roads. These boxes nonfiin pole pieces cnerKizcd by an
electromagnet on the car. Armatures attracted by the
pole pieces move contacts that connect the continuous
feeder with the sectional rail adjacent to the car.

868,795. Electrically Operated Vibrator. Willis I.

Miller, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed

March 7, 1907.

A spherical casing contains an electric motor that has
a weight eccentrically mounted on its shaft. An adjust-
able band around the casing has the applicator fastened
to it.

868,798. Means for Obtaining Power from Flow-

'

ing Water. Robert McLaughlin, Baltimore, Md.
Application filed February 20, 1905.

A water-tight vessel that can be floated in the running
stream is provided with -a screw propeller on the outside.
On the shaft of this propeller and inside the vessel is the
armature of a dynamo, supplying current to the place
desired through a flexible conducting cable.

868,806. Electric Motor. Oscar H. Pieper and At-
phonse F. Pieper, Rochester, N. Y. Applica-
tion filed November 25, 1905.

A motor controller consists of insulated contact plates
supported on a sleeve on the motor armature shaft, a
movable member normally connecting the plates and a
regulating member. The motor circuit leads to the con-
tact plates.

868,843. Metallic Cross-arm for Telegraph or Tele-
phone Poles. Wellington S. Clay, Hutchinson,
Minn. Application filed September 7, 1906.

This is a channel-shaped cross-arm. The clamping
yoke is U-shaped, the round part extending around the
pole and the ends being bolted to the web of the cross-

arm. The arm and yoke have barbs engaging the pole.

868,864. Electric Controlling System. Ray P. Jack-
son, Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing Company,
Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed November 23,

1904.

This is a system for controlling the electrical energy
supplied to a translating device and consists of an in-

duction voltage regulator, provided with means for pre-
venting further adjustment thereof when the current
reaches a predetermined value, an overload circuit-breaker
and reversing switch. These are all electromagnetically
interlocked so as to prevent any excessive current or ab-
normal operation.

868,870. Automatic Light-switch. Henry E. King,
Bunkie, La. Application filed February 23, 1907.

The switch consists of a stationary and a movable part.

An alarm clock is arranged so that its vibrating hammer
engages a head on the movable contact part and causes
it to close the circuit.

868,874. Electrically Operated Self-leveling Marine
Table. Clarence W. Laskay, New York, N. Y.

Application filed October 9, 1905-

The table rests on a supplementary deck supported by
mechanical means upon the main deck. An electric mo-
tor ooerates the mechanical means for keeping the sup-
plementary deck level. It is , automatically started,

stopped and reversed by variations in the level of the
supplementarj' deck.

868,880. Sound Transmitter and Receiver. Arthur

J. Mundj', Boston, Mass., assignor to the Sub-
marine Signal .Company, Waten'ille, Me. Ap-
plication filed April 23, 1902.

A submerged electric sound transmitter has a shell

adapted to receive, focus and transmit vibrations to a
telephone transmitter placed in its interior. A com-
pressible medium lies in the space between the shell and
the inner transmitter.

868.888. Suspension Bracket. Earl H. Richardson,

Ontario, Cal., assignor to the Pacific Electric

Heating Company, Los Angeles, Cal. AppHca-
tion filed September 27, 1906.

This bracket is arranged to be fastened^ to an ironing

board and supports a lamp and the fle.xible cord con-
nected to the electric flat iron, a spring taking up the

slack in the cord.
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868,889. Trolley-operating valve. Robert H. Rog-
ers, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Applica-

tion filed November 17, 1905.

This is a valve for controlling the pneumatic mechan-
ism for raising and lowering pantagraph trolleys. It is

a slide valve that can be operated manually and also

pneumatically. (See cut on preceding page.)

S68,8go. Typewriting Machine. Joseph A. Ron-
chetti, New York, N. Y., assignor to the Under-
wood Typewriter Company, New York, N. Y.
Application filed March 23, 1906.

This is a combination with a series of type-bar operat-
ing levers, of a scries of solenoids, mechanical connec-

' tions from the levers to the cores of the solenoids, a set

of keys, and electrical connections from the keys to the
solenoids, each solenoid having an iron plug in the end
opposite to the core. (See cut.)

868,911. Electric-railway System. John L. Crouse,
New York, N. Y., assignor to the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg,

Pa. Application filed December 29, 1904.

A system using both overhead trolley and third rail

has an overload circuit-breaker in the lead coming from
each source. Relay switches control the operation of
these circuit-breakers in such a way that only one of
these can be kept closed at one time, and this prevents
getting current from both sources simultaneously.

869,027. Electric Railroad. William G. Spiegel,
New York, N. Y. Application filed July 17,

1906.

This railroad system employs a sectionalized third rail,

the sections of which are normally "dead" and insulated
from each other. Switches are electrically operated by
the car that connects successive sections of the third
rail to the feeder cable.

869,031. Lightning Arrester. Clark I. Stocking,
Hiawatha, Kan., assignor of one-half to Arthur
J. Stevens, Hiawatha, Kan. Application filed

January 3, 1907.

A tubular metallic casing, is connected to ground. In
its center is a conductor connected to the line. A per-
forated non-conducting tube is interposed between the
casing and core.

869,058. Speed-changing Device. John G. Callan,
Lynn, Mass., assignor to the General Electric
Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

June 6, 1904.

This device is an enclosed gear for a motor. A casing
has a boss forming a bearing for the armature shaft.
A pinion on the latter engages a gear on the inside of a
rotating cylinder closed at one end and on the other end
fitting up to the casing to which its shaft is attached.

869,060. Electric-line Fuse. Frank B. Cook, Chi-
cago, 111. AppHcation filed October 8, 1906.

An enclosed fuse has a small bore for the fusible con-
ductor. The terminal cap has an extended flattened por-
tion for clamping to the line wire. The fusible conductor

19.186. Shunt-wound Self-excited Alternator. Mar-
ius C. A. Latour, Sevres, France, assignor
to the General Electric Company, Schenectady,
N. Y. Original application filed July 9, 1901.
Divided and this application filed August 8, 1903.
Renewed February 27, 1907.

The field excitation for this type of machine is similar
to the precedmg one, except that the field and armature
are in shunt.

19.187. Compounded Self-excited Alternator Mar-
ius C. A. Latour, Sevres, France, assignor to
the General Electric Company, Schenectady,
N. Y. Original application filed July 9, 1901.
Divided and this application filed August 8,
1903. Renewed February 27, 1907.
In this machine the field is likewise connected to a

many-parted commutator, the brushes on which connect
with compensating transformers that supply currents pro-
portional to both the armature voltage and armature cur-
rent.

9,196. Railway Signal. Robert D. Peters, Knox,
Ind. Application filed July 25, 1905.

Two normally open circuits have each a coil for ener-
gizing a pair of pole pieces with a movable core ar-
ranged between them. The core carries a signal nor-
mally set at danger. An approaching train closes one
circuit and operates the signal. If trains approach from
both directions both circuits are closed and the signal
remains at danger.

NO. 868,890.—ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER. NO. 868,929.—ELECTRIC CONTROL SYSTEM. NO. 86g,I02.—COMMUTATING-POLE DYNAMO. NO. 869,185,—SELF-EXCITING
ALTERNATOR.

868,929. Electric-control System. Ray P. Jackson,

Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg,

Pa. Application filed April 3, 1905.

The combination with a translating device and means
for supplying energy, consists of a circuit-breaker, a
reversing switch provided with operating magnets, a
master switch for closing the circuit of either of the
magnets and opening that of the other, and means for
maintaining the circuit of the energized magnet until after

the circuit-breaker opens. (See cut.)

868,933. Telephone Exchange. Frank A. Lund-
quist, Chicago, 111. Application filed May 20,

1904.

Each selector switch of an automatic telephone ex-
change is provided with a non-interference magnet oper-
ated by a reduction of the resistance in its circuit. Means
are controlled by the movement of each switching mechan-
ism through interfering connections made by it for vary-
ing the resistance in the circuit of the associated magnet
so as to break such interfering connections.

868.967, Automatic Tool-operating Device. Arthur
Clemons and David W. Pelkey, Chicago. 111.,

assignors of one-third to F. W. Ries, Chicago,
111. Application filed October 9, 1906.

Two aligned solenoids are provided with a reciprocat-
ing armature which carries a tool. Means are actuated
by the motion of the armature that alternately connect
each solenoid to the circuit and thus alternately energize
them.

868.968. Pole-changer. Walter H. Cotton, Chicago,

111., assignor to the Adams & Westlake Com-
pany, Chicago, 111. Application filed August 6,

1906.

This pole-changer consists of an oscillating switch, a
reversible wheel with a recess on its periphery and an
oscillating yoke engaging a stud on the switch and carry-
ing a projecting finger that rides on the wheel.

869.012. Filament for Incandescent Lamps. Eugene
McOuat and Henry W. F. Lorenz, Amsterdam,
N. Y. Application filed June 29, 1904.

The filament is made by dipping a carbonized core into
a caramel solution containing finely divided metallic light-

emitting particles in mechanical suspension, whereby a
coat is deposited on the core through which these parti-

cles are dispersed, and finally carbonizing this coat to
render it and the particles integral with the core.

869.013. Incandescent Filament and Process. Eu-
gene McOuat, New York, N. Y., and Henry
W, F. Lorenz, Springfield, Ohio. Application
filed December 6, 1905.

This process of making incandescent filaments consists
in depositing a metal and silicon on the surface of a
core and effecting the formation of a silicide by heat.

869.014. Electric Fire-alarm. John A. Obestcr.
Passaic, N. J. Application filed April 25, 1907.

A m.iin circuit containing an alarm has normally a
gap bridged by a thcrmo-actuatcd circuit closer. A branch
circuit is closed at the same time as the main circuit.

869,018. Clamp Insulator. George Pollock and Wil-
liam E. Wcrd, Deer Lodge, Mont., assignors of
one-third to Sidney C, Houk, Deer Lodge, Mont.
Application filed May 9, 1907.

A supporting bloclc has an aperture into which fit the
lM>okcd ends of a pair of clamping members that engage
ihc wire. A cap encircles the outer ends of these clamp-
ing parts and serves to increase their pressure on the
wire.

extends through the cap and is also clamped under a
washer on the extended part of the cap.

869,067. Telephone System. William W. Dean, Chi-
cago, 111., assignor to the Kellogg Switchboard
and Supply Company, Chicago, 111. Application
filed February 16, 1903.

The feature of this system is a relay in the cord cir-

cuit which connects a ringing source to the called line

when connection is established with it. As soon as the
called subscriber answers this ringing current is auto-
matically cut off.

869,094. Method of Producing Sulphuric Acid. Isi-

dor Kitsee, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

July 21, 1906.

This method of producing sulphuric acid consists in
bringing a continuous stream of sulphurous gas into con-
tact with a body of air and subjecting the same in the
presence of necessary moisture to the action of an elec-

tric current adapted to modify the chemical constituents
of the gas to convert the same into sulphuric acid.

869,102. Dynamo-electric Machine. Mathias Pfa-
tischer, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the Elec-

tro Dynamic Company, New York, N. Y. Origi-

nal application filed July 23, 1906. Divided and
this application filed July 5, 1907.

This patent covers a commutating pole construction
particularly suited to shunt motors. The auxiliary poles
are placed between the main poles and they are distinct
from the main magnet yoke. They project longitudinally
from a spider at one end of the armature on which is

wound a single commutating pole winding in series with
the armature winding. This makes all the commutating
poles of one polarity and of a strength proportional to

the armature current. (See cut.)

869,119. Telephone System. Harry G. Webster,
Chicago, 111., assignor to the Kellogg Switch-
board and Supply Company, Chicago, 111. Appli-
cation filed December 13, 1902.

The line relays connected in each side of each tele-

phone line control a signal. When connection is estab-

lished with the line through a cord circuit one of the
supervisory relays in the latter is connected as a shunt
around one of the line relays and thus practically depriv-
ing it of current, the line signal is cut out,

869,125. Process of Smelting Ores. Henry Arden,
San Diego, Cal. Application filed September 24,

1906.

This process of smelting ores consists in oxidizing a
liquid hydrocarbon to produce a gaseous mixture con-
taining carbon monoxide, superheating the gaseous mix-
ture by electrically developed heat, commingling a hydro-
carbon vapor therewith, and conveying the resulting mix-
ture into contact with a heated body of ore.

869,163. Insulator. William J. Devine, Norwalk,
Conn. Application filed July 23, 1907.

An insulating block has grooves along the lower side

(o fit against angular structures and transverse notches
for holding the wires. The upper side has similar grooves
and notches so that two of the blocks may be super-
imposed.

869,185. Self-exciting Alternating-current Dynamo.
Marius Latour, Sevres, France, assignor to the

General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed July 9, 1901.

A polyphase generator with distributed windings for

armature and field has the latter winding connected at

intervals to the segments of a commutator, thc_ brushes
on which connect the field and armature in scries so as
to produce a rotary sclf-cxcitcd field. (See cut.)

869,208. Electric Ignition of Explosives. OHver J.

Lodge and Alexander M. Lodge, Birmingham,
England. Application filed April 10, 1903.

An induction coil has a spark gap in its secondary.
The main spark gap is a spark plug in the explosion
chamber of the engine. It is connected through con-
densers to the terminals of the secondary.

Reissue.

12,704. Electro-pneumatic Channeler. Arthur H.
Gibson, Easton, Pa., assignor to the Ingersoll-

Sergeant Drill Company, New York, N. Y.

Application filed August 3, 1907. Original No.

805,195, dated November 21, 1905. Reissue No.
12,602, dated January 29, 1907.

This machine consists of a truck, a channeler, a com-
pressor and motor adjustably mounted on the truck
whereby the channeler and compressor cylinders may be
kept in close proximity to each other as the channeler is

adjusted to different positions along the truck.

PATENTS THAT HAVE EXPIRED.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued

by the United States Patent Office) that expired

October 28, 1907:
439, lOi. Electric Motor. C. S. Bradley, Yonkers, N. Y.
439.151. l^ry Battery. W. L. F. Hellesen, Copenhagen, Den-

mark.
439.178. Method of Repairing Incandescent Electric Lamps.

C. Pauthonier, Paris, France.
439,180. Electric Elevator. F. B. Perkins, Boston, Mass.
439,213. Electromagnetic Clutch. C. H. Veeder, Lynn,

Mass.
439i~$7- Apparatus for Transferring Electric-car Batteries.

F. G. Corning, New York, N. Y.
439,263. Electric Railway. L. Westerland, Atlanta, Ga.

439i-95- Recording Signaling System. W. J. Fraser, Mil-
waukee, Wis.

439,301. Secondary Electric Battery. J. F. Mehren, Chi-

cago, 111.

439.345- Electric Locomotive. F. W. Dean, Cambridge,
Mass.

439.363- Electric Lamp. A. Swan, Orange, N. J.

439.364. Incandescent Lamp Socket. A. Swan, Orange, N. T.

439.365. Incandescent Lamp Socket. A. Swan, Orange, N. J.

439.366. Incandescent Electric-lamp Socket. A. Swan,
Orange, N. J.

439.367. Incandescent Electric-lamp Socket. A. Swan,
Orange, N. J.

439.381. Electric Meter. Wm. H. Bristol, Hohokcn, N. J.

439.389. Electric-lighting System. T. A. Edison, Mcnio
Park, N. J.

439.390. System of Electric Lighting. T, A. Edison, McnIo
Park, N. J.

439.391- Junction Box for Electric Wires. T. A. Edison,
Menlo Park, N. J.

439.39-- Electric-lighting System. T. A. Edison, Menlo
Park, N. J.

439,409- Railway-track Electrical Annunciator. J. W. Lat-

tig. Easton, Pa.
439,416. Method of Making Storage-battery Plates, Wm.

Morrison and L. Schmidt, Des Moines, la.

439.4'7- Automatic Regulator for Electric Currents. Wm.
Morrison, Des Moines, la.

439,428. Electric Railway. C. Richter, Camden, N. J.

439,459- Synchronous Alternating-current Electric Motor.

C. Zipcrnowsky, M. Deri and O. Blathy, Buda-Pcsth,
Austria-Hungary.

430, 116. Porous Cup for Galvanic Batteries. C. A. Husscy,
"New York. N. Y.

439.577- Electric Motion Transmitter. M. W. Dewey, Syra-

cuse, N. Y.
439.584- Electric-railway Motor Car. E. Wagcmann, Little

Rock, Ark.
439.594- Secondary Battery. W. B. Hollingsbcad, Bronx-

viUc, N. Y.
439.597- Conduit for Electric Railways. R. M. Hunter,

Pfiilaflelphia, Pa.
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Hydro-electric Station of Pataras, on
the Loup River, France.

By a. Ill; CouncY.

One of llic principal regions on llic Continent

wlicre we lind a great development of the nsc of

liyilraiilic power is the district lying on the south-

ern coast of France. Here the Alpine ranges ap-

pro.ich very close to the Mediterranean coast,

whicli allows of the erection of hydraulic plants

for the supply of the principal coast towns, such

as Nice, Cannes and MorUe Carlo. The Western
Kli'Olrici.'iii has already descrihed several of the new

lislied the main basin, lying just below tlic dam. It

is lined with masonry and receives water from
the main gate of the dam. A part of the water,

«iual to 1,000 liters a second, is taken from here

into the canal, and the excess of water is sent into

the river below the dam by a side canal. The main
canal leading from the dam to the turbine house has

a total length of 3,852 meters. For the first 700

meters it is laid in marl and tufa ground, and

here were needed special precautions for drainage,

so as to prevent any displacement in the future.

'This worlt was carried out very successfully.

Most of the canal is laid in vaulted

underground construction, divided into

14 tunnels, of which the longest meas-

ures 32S meters. The tunnel sections

arc separated by above-ground canal

sections of short length. In the

gorges the canal is covered with heavy

Hagstones in order to protect it from
falling rock.

At llic lower end of the flume is

situated the reservoir of 6,500 cubic

Each tubular Is provided with a gate foi ...:,;.,,

off the turbine.

Tile turbine house is built on the bank of the

river and occupies a surface of 512 square meters.

It comprises a main dynamo room 31 by 12 meters

.and an annex with machine shop and storeroom
on the ground lloor, and lodgings on the second
Hour. Each of the turbines sends the water into

a separate masonry ehamljcr, and the latter arc

connected to a main conduit which forms the tail-

race, and from here the water is led to the river

below the turbine house.

'Ihe station contains at present (our main groups

of 600 kilowatts each, one of which is used as a

standby. Each of these units consists of a horizontal-

shaft turbine of 1,000 horsepower, operating at 375
revolutions per minute and constructed for an output

of 420 liters per second and a head of water of 235

meters. The wheels are direct-coupled to alter-

nators of 6co kilowatts, which give three-phase

current at 10,000 to 12,000 volts and 25 cycles.

Each turbine carries a revolving wheel of the

l^scher-Wyss pattern, which works under the action

PATARAS HYDRO-ELKCTRIC STATION ON THE LOUP RIVER, FRANCE. INTERIOR OF PATARAS POWER STATION.

plants which are now installed in this region and
are interconnected by an extensive network of lines,

the system being controlled by a large company
having its headquarters at Paris, the "Energie

Electrique." Recently this company has erected a

turbine station on the Loup River in order to se-

cure an additional supply of current, and the writer

has obtained the present information about the new
plant through the courtesy of Mr. Certonciny, one
of the leading officials of the company.
The Loup River, which rises in the Hubac

Mountain range and flows from west to east, then
from northwest to southeast before emptying into

the Mediterranean, near the town of Cagnes, is

fed by a number of springs which are supplied by
water falling as snow or rain upon a great stretch

of high limestone plateaus. These plateaus rise ab-

ruptly to the north of Grasse at a mean altitude

of 1,100 meters.

In relation to the character of the water flow, it

is to be observed that low-water periods occur
generally twice a year, one of these being quite

regular in summer, and the other happens fre-

quently in the winter season. The minimum flow

does not go below 900 or 1,000 liters a second in

times of low water, while the average flow^ is from
1,200 to 1,500 liters a second. From this stream
a head of water of 270 meters can be obtained,
using a canal of 3,850 meters length, leading from
the dam. The turbine station is located at Pataras,
near the railroad which leads from Nice to Grasse.
The hydraulic work, which I will mention briefly,

consists in the first place of a dam, which is a
simple masonry wall 30 meters in length, anchored
in the two high banks of the river and resting
upon a hard clay bed. On the right bank is estab-

ineters, which forms the basin for the penstocks and
allows of storing up the water supply during the

hours of light load. The basin is built on the moun-
tain at a height of 270 meters above the valley upon
a rock platform cut out of the limestone. It is about

120 meters long and nine meters wide, and the depth

of water is more than si.K meters. A lateral chamber
built in front of the basin serves as the starting point

for the penstocks leading to the turbine house.

Since the construction of the above reservoir it

was found that it would be necessary to be able

to cut it of¥ from the station without stopping

the running of the latter. To this end there was
constructed, besides the end of the main flume, a

small independent water chamber formed of a basin

in armored cement containing 253 cubic meters.

From the bottom of this chamber runs a penstock

section of 0.72 meter diameter, which is joined

to the principal penstock. The company is also

designing a new basin of 6,000 to 8,000 cubic me-
ters capacity, which is to be built beside the"

present one and will be joined to it by a conduit.

The penstock gives a head of 270 meters and
is formed of a steel tube having 0.92 meter inside

diameter. It has a total length of 53S meters and
is built of steel varying from 4 to 20 millimeters

in thickness. The present conduit is laid under
diflScult conditions upon the precipitous slope of

limestone rock above, and loose rock at the lower
part. It rests upon the ground or else upon ma-
sonry pillars. At the lower end the penstock is

brought at a right angle so as to run parallel to

the turbine house. From this portion are branched
six tubulars, of which four are used for the main
alternator wheels and two for the exciter sets.

of the water jet sent by a special distributor, the

latter being submitted to the action of an auto-

matic speed governor provided with a hydraulic

motor. The motor is operated by water under

pressure, coming from the fall itself. It acts di-

rectly upon the distributor by modifying the section

of flow without throttling the water jet, so that

the system keeps a high efficiency at all speeds.

The action of the governor has the effect of

causing the simultaneous movement of the distrib-

utor and of the apparatus which regulates the

pressure in the penstock, the latter being arranged

so as to cause the opening of an outflow conduit

in an equal proportion to the lessening of the

section of flow, and, on the other hand, to close

the same automatically without giving rise to ham-
mering. This regulation can be made during the

working of the apparatus and without any special

attention.

Owing to the use of the regulators the dif-

ferences of speed corresponding to the full load

of 1,000 horsepower and no load do not exceed

three per cent., and the momentary variation of

speed for a sudden change of load does not reach

four per cent, for a change of 50 per cent, of the

load or eight per cent, for a sudden and complete

discharge of the turbine or where all the load is

thrown on at once. In all these cases the standard

speed of the turbine is regained within 30 seconds.

Two small groups of 60 horsepower each are used

for the exciters, and they operate at Soo revolutions

per minute, being of a construction analogous to

the large machines.

The four alternators of 600 kilowatts are of the

same type and a similar construction to the ma-
chines which are installed in the Plan du Var
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hydraulic plant, and I have already given a de-

scription of these alternators in preceding articles.

(See Western Electrician of January 6 and March

10, 1906, pp. 13, 14 and 192.) Like the former, they

are built by the French Thomson-Houston Com-

pany at its Paris works. The field circuit of these

machines is excited at 60 volts by the small gen-

erators above mentioned. A regulator of the Thury

pattern works upon the four field rheostats of

the alternators, and keeps the voltage automatically

constant at Nice.

In the plant is erected a switchboard, which com-

prises four panels for the alternators, one panel

for the two exciters, one station panel and two

line panels. Each of the high-tension panels is

provided with a three-pole oil switch and three

fuse blocks, which are specially designed for very

high tensions. The alternator and line panels are

provided with voltmeters and ammeters supplied

by special transformers, so as to avoid the use of

high tension on the front of the switchboard. On
the station panel is mounted a registering am-

meter for measuring the total current, as well as

an induction meter.

One of the lines leaving the station passes to

the transformer post which is located at Grasse

and serves to supply the 10,000-volt network lying

to the west of Nice. This line can be aided or

replaced if need be by a line which is brought

from the Siagne hydraulic plant. The second

power line runs from the turbine station and, after

traversing a series of section and distribution posts

by which it distributes power along its course, is

extended in underground cable as far as the Risso

plant at Nice.

The present plant was designed and built by the

Marseilles construction Company, and the Thom-
son-Houston Company furnished the electrical out-

fit. The penstock is supplied by the Joya firm of

Grenoble.

trodes (F) are slightly separated and are within

the flame of an ordinary Bunsen burner (D). Un-
der these conditions the electrodes may be adjusted

so that there is normally no indication of a passing

current from the local battery (B) given by the

receiving instrument, such as the telephone (T).

The electrical separation of the electrodes is, how-
ever, insufficient to prevent electrical oscillations,

sv.ch as those intercepted by the antenna or re-

ceiving conductor (A), from passing across the gap.

The influence of these oscillations upon the heated

gas seems to vary the insulating quality of the gap.

^^ Hi|i|i|i|i—^=^-7^
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Recent "Wireless" Inventions.

On October Sth there were issued by the United

States Patent Office a number of patents on ap-

paratus for "wireless'^ communication that are of

considerable interest in this field of activity. Three

patents were granted to Lee De Forest on new
types of coherer or receiving apparatus and two

patents to the McCarty estate on transmitting ap-

paratus in space telephony.

The recent inventions of Dr. De Forest are de-

signed to produce an improved apparatus for re-

ceiving telegraph signals transmitted from a dis-

tant station by means of electrical waves. The in-

ventor discovered that if two bodies adapted for

use as electrodes or conductive members be elec-

trically separated partially or wholly, after the man-

ner common in analogous devices, the separation

between them may be neutralized sufficiently to en-

able them to act as a detector of electrical oscilla-

FIG, I. DE FOREST WIRELESS RECEIVING APPARATUS.

so that, while the influence of the oscillations lasts

the current of the local circuit may pass between

the electrodes, thus affecting the indicating instru-

ment therein to produce a signal. This may be due

to ionization of the gases surrounding the electrodes

which greatly increases their conductivity, this ioni-

zation being more or less accomplished or greatly

facilitated in the present instance by their previous

heating which has already put them in a condition

of intense molecular activity.

The form of the electrodes and the method of

heating and confining the active gas may be varied

considerably in different forms of apparatus carry-

ing out the principle of the invention. For instance,

the electrodes may be in the form of parallel plates

to give them a larger active surface. The gas may
be confined in a sealed tube and electric heating re-

sorted to. The action described may be effected by
controlling the composition of the gases between
and surrounding the electrodes or poles of the sensi-

tive member. As an instance of this, the addition

of sodium or salts of the halogen class in the flame

increases the ionization and conductivity of the

gases and increases the sensitiveness of the device.

The patents issued to Henry A. McCarty, admin-
istrator of Francis J. McCarty, deceased, cover a

transmitter designed for space telephony. The ac-

companying diagram, Fig. 2, shows one form of

this transmitting device. In this invention an induc-

tion coil is employed having a secondary winding

(A) and two primary windings (2) and (3). The
secondary coil is connected in the usual manner to
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FIG. 2. M CARTY WIRELESS TRANSMITTING APPARATUS.

tions if the intervening or surrounding gaseous

medium be put into a condition of molecular and
ionic activity, such, for instance, as would be

caused by heating it in any manner, as by radiation,

conduction, or Ijy the combustion of gases in the

space which surrounds the electrodes. Such condi-

tion of molecular and ionic activity causes what
would otherwise be a non-sensitive device to become
sensitive to the reception of electrical influences.

He is thus enabled to employ as such sensitive

member devices which would otherwise be of no
value and which comprise electrodes separated by
a gaseous medium.
This principle can be embodied in a variety of

apparatus, only one form of which is shown in the

accompanying illustration. In Fig. i the two clcc-

the two sides of a spark gap (4). At (5) is a

suitable source of electrical energy, and one of the

primary coils (2) is put in series with this source,

and the current while flowing through this primary

is continually varied by an interrupter as indicated at

(6). The other primary (3) is connected in series

with the same source of electrical energy, in such

a manner that the current through this primary coil

is made to flow in the opposite direction to the

previously described current in the primary (2).

An arc light (7) is introduced in series in the

primary (3), and the current flowing through this

in series with the arc light being a continuous one,

generates an unvaried magnetic field which, owing to

its steadiness, neutralizes the variations of the mag-
netic field of the primary (2) which are caused by

the interrupter (6), and consequently no discharge

takes place at the spark gap (4).

In order to cause discharges which will approxi-

mate the variations in the human voice, the varia-

tions of the current in the circuit (3), which is in

series with the arc light, are effected by means of

a telephone transmitter (9) which is connected
through batteries (10) to an electromagnet (11).

This margnet is energized by the impulses created

by the voice acting through the diaphragm of the

transmitter and the magnet is placed in close prox-
imity to the arc light. The lines of force thus gen-
erated through the magnet influence the arc so that

the current flowing through the circuit (3) and the

arc is varied in unison with the variations itiduced

through the transmitter and its connections. The
primary (3), which is in series with the arc light, is

now also varied, and as the steadiness ol this cur-

rent on which the neutralization of the magnetic field

of the other primary depended is now varied similar

vibrations will immediately occur in the magnetic
field of the primary (2), and the discharges through
the spark gap will be varied by the impulses of the

human voice energizing the electromagnet, and
through it producing variations in the arc light and
in the circuit in wliich it is located.

An Almost Frictlonless Electric Meter.

The chief source of inaccuracy in motor-type
recording watt-hour meters is undoubtedly caused
by friction in the bearings, between brushes and
commutators and in the recording clockwork. If

FIG. I. PERSPECTIVE ELEVATION OF A MOTOR METER
DESIGNED TO BE ALMOST FRICTIONLESS.

this friction varied in the same proportion as the

load and therefore as the speed of the moving
parts, it could readily be compensated for. Actu-

ally, however, it varies in an inverse manner, and

therefore causes great errors for small loads. From
time to time inventors have worked on the prob-

lem of reducing this friction. A recent ingenious

improvement in this line is the invention of Albert

G. Davis and Caryl D. Haskins of Schenectady,

N. Y., which was patented on October ist, and

assigned to the General Electric Company.
In this type of meter an auxiliary motor is pro-

vided to furnish the requisite starting torque to

overcome the initial friction and to supply addi-

tional torque from time to time when the moving
system lags behind its proper speed of rotation.

This motor is mounted above the main measuring

motor and has a vertical shaft in line with but

distinct from that of the main motor. The moving
element of the latter is suspended by a fiber or

wire from the upper shaft, thus doing away with

bearing friction from the shaft of the main arma-

ture and damping disk. This connection between

the two shafts is flexible, so that there is relative

movement between them. However the upper shaft

may intermittently lag .or lead the lower one, its

total movement will be equal to the total move-
ment of the latter or measuring element, though

Ihe speed of the two elements at any given instant

will usually be different. Moreover, as the auxil-

iary element moves proportionately to the measuring

clement, h is employed to drive a counting train

or similar indicating mechanism. The commutator
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liiuslics ni:iy, if dcsircil, Ik' liMii.sfi-rrcil to llic .•iiix-

iliary iiifiiihi-r, llnis slill furlluT rc-cliicing the fric-

lioiuil forces lending to resist llie niciveinonl of

Ihc nieasnring clenienl.

The acconipanyinK ih'awings ilhislrale Ihc main

hMiines ijf tiic invention. Fig. 1 is a perspective

,Kvatii)n iif ihc. meter with the casing rcnioveil

;

h'ig. J is a sectional elevation of the inslrunient;

I'ig. 3 is a diagram showing the arrangement of

circuils, .-uid Figs. .( and s illnslrale delails of con-

siruelioii.

keferrint'. In liie conslrnolion shown in Ihe dia-

L^ranis, a nuu-r of the well-known Thomson rccord-

mfsi

O

FIG. 2. SECTIONAL ELECTION OF METER.

ing- wattmeter type is shown ni conifection « ith tn.:

new features. The meter, which is supported in

framework (i) carried on the base (2), 'comprises

main field coils (3), an auxiliary starting coil (4)

adjustably clamped to the field coils by a thumb-

screw (s), a vertical shaft (6) which carries an

armature (7) turning in the magnetic field produced

by the coils (3 and 4), and a damping or brake

disk (8) turning between the poles of one or more

fixed brake magnets (9). A commutator (10) for

the armature (7) is located above it on the shaft

(6), which is reduced in diameter to receive it.

Brushes (11) co-operating with the commutator arc

secured to the framework in the ordinary manner.

The shaft (6) is preferably formed in two sec-

tions connected together by a coupler member (12),

as shown in Fig. 4. The coupler member is pro-

vided with a pair of threaded ends separated by a

cylindrical collar. The threaded ends screw into

threaded openings formed for the purpose in the

adjacent ends of the two sections of shaft (6).

The upper section of the shaft (6) and preferably

the lower section of the shaft also are made tubu-

lar. A filament or wire (13) has its lower end

detachably secured to a block (14) which fits in

a socket formed for the purpose in the lower end

of the coupler member (12). The tipper end of

the filament or wire (13) is secured to the lower

end of a shaft (15) in line with its axis by means

of a clamping screw (16) (see Fig. 2). The
lower end of the shaft (6) is smaller in diameter

than the body of the shaft. This result may be

obtained by reducing the end of the shaft or,

preferably, as shown, by axially inserting a hard-

ened steel pin (17) in the lower end of the lower

section of shaft (6). The {lin (17) or the re-

duced portion of the shaft passes through an an-

nular bearing, which may be formed out of dia-

mond, sapphire or the like, and is carried by a

support (18) detachably secured to the base (2).

The upper end of the upper section of the shaft

(6) may have its bore reduced to a diameter sub-

stantially equal to the diameter of the wire in

order that the upper end of the shaft may be

positioned by its engagement with the wire (13),

but preferably the coupling member (12) is located

somewhat above the center of gravity of the shaft

(6) and parts carried by it, so that in the ordinary

operation of the instrument the upper end of the

shaft will not engage the filament or wire (13).

The shaft (15), from which the shaft (6) is

supported, is the armature shaft of an electric

motor (19) which constitutes the auxiliary ele-

ment of the instrument. The motor (19) is car-

ried by a cross-bar (20) secured to the side mem-

bers of the frame (i). The lieUI of tills motor

comprises a pair of pole pieces (21) energized by

suitable magnetizing colls (22). The nrniatiire

(23) of the motor (19), which Is shown as of

the fJramme ring type, is inoiiiUed in a casing

(24) formed of some good conehii'ling material,

such as copper. The purpose of ihis condncling

casing will be hereinafter explained. The shaft

(is) carries a suil.'ihlc comimit.'ilor (25). Brushes

(26) engage this commutator to supply current to

ihe armature (23). The shaft (i.";) may be sup-

ported in any suitable step bearing. In the con-

struction shown in Fig. 2 the shaft carries a disk

(27) which rests against balls (28) mounted in a

raceway formed for the purpose in a block (29)

mounted in the yoke connecling the pole pieces

(2i). The upper end of the shaft (15) carries a

worm (15') which drives a counting train (15"),

shown in Fig. i.

A pair of diametrically opposed arms (31) (see

I'ig- 5). 'ire carried by a collar (32) adjustably

secured to the lower end of the shaft (15). The
arms (31) carry at their outer ends a pair of

"downwardly extending (lexible contact members

(33)- A similar pair of flexible contact members

(34) extend upwardly from arms (35) which pro-

ject in opposite directions from a collar (36)

mounted on and insulated from the .upper end of

the shaft (6). A flexible brush (32') bears against

the collar (32) above Ihe arms (31) and a similar

brush (36') bears against the collar (36) below

the arms (35). The flexible contact members (,33

and 34) are made of conducting material; how-
ever, one side of each of the contacts carries a layer

of insulating material, as shown in Fig. 5, so

that a sufficient movement in one direction of one

set of contacts with respect to the other will cause

the conducting sides of the flexible contact mem-
bers to engage, while upon a relative movement
in the . opposite direction of sufficient extent the

non-conducting sides will engage.

The various circuits of the construction of this

meter are shown in Fig. 5, in which lines (S7 'ind

38) convey the electrical, energy which is to be

measured. The coils (3) are shown as connected

in series in the line (38). A conductor (39) con-

nects the line (38) to one brush of the meter arma-

ture (7). The other brush of the meter armature

is connected to the line (37) through the starting

coil (4) and a suitable resistance (40). A con-

ductor (41) leads from the line (37) in series

through the coils (22) to one of the brushes of the

motor (19). The other brush of this motor is

connected by a conductor (42) to the brush (32')

which bears against the collar (32). A conductor

(43), which includes a regulating resistance (44),

is connected to the brush (36') bearing against the

collar (36).

Assuming the initial position of the meter to be

that in which the contacts (33 and 34) are sep-

FIG. 3. ARRANGEMENT OF METER CIRCUITS.

arated, as indicated in Figs. 3 and s, upon the

passage of current through the coils (3 and 4)

and through the coils of the armature (7), the lat-

ter will begin to rotate. The only frictional forces

retarding the movement of the armature are those

produced by the engagement of the brushes (11)

with the commutator (10) and the brush (36')

with the collar (36), together with the very in-

significant friction betn-een the pin (17) and the

annular bearing (18). These forces are very small.

When the armature (7) turns far enough, the

contact members (33 and 34) will engage. This

will cause current to flow through the windings

of the series motor (19), the armature of which

will immediately start to revolve. The motor (19)

IS so wound that the speed given to the shaft (15)

is considerably greater than the speed of the shaft

(6) under the normal load on the meter. As a

result, as soon as the motor (19) is energized

by the engagement between the contacts (33 and

34), its armature will move so as to separate these

contacts, lliiis breaking (lie circuit lliroii|{li ihc iiio-

lor (ly). The coiiduciinK casing (24) co-opcralcs

with llie pole pieces (21) lo form a brake for

liiniling llic speed of armature (23) and for im-
mediately slowing it ilown when llic motor is de
energized. After the separation of the conlacls (33
"""I M), if the load on Ihe meter continues, the
conlacls (34) will again approach ilie contacts (33)
and after a slight interval will again engage con-
'•lels (.13) lo energize the motor (19). This op-
eralicjii, including tin- inlerinillent ciiergizallort of
Ihe motor (19), is coiiiimied as long as the loarl

remains upon Ihe niclcr. Of course, it will be
understood ihat Ihe motion of the armature sliafl

is inlermillent only wilh respect lo Ihc motion of
the shaft (15), and lhat the shaft (6) will rotate
uniformly wilh respect lo the framework so long
as the load on the meler docs not change. If the
wire or filament (13) is made of torsionlcss fiber
the iwisling of the filament will produce no cfTecl
un the constant of the meter. If, however, it is

made out of some material such as piano wire, lis

resiliency may be relied upon lo give Ihe necessary
starling torque to the armature (7), thus dcinji
away wilh the necessity for an auxiliary coil (4).
It has been found that lo establish a working cir-
cuit through the motor (19) the contacts (33 and
34) must be pressed together wilh a certain amount
of force. The torsion of the wire or filament (13)

Fie. 4. Fie. 5-

DETAILS OF METER CONSTRUCTION.

may be adjusted to supply this force as well as
to supply the starting torque.

The general principles of the construction of this
meter can be carried out in a number of modified
forms. The auxiliary motor may be changed from
a series motor to one having an iron bar for rotor
and a distributed field winding for the stator, the
latter producing a revolving magnetic field, which
drags the rotor around. The construction of the
parts shown in Fig. 5 may also be modified con-
siderably so as to get a more positive pressure
between the contacts (33 and 34) and so as to
prevent arcing between them.
The distinctive feature of the invention is that

bearing friction in the main motor is practically
eliminated and that the insignificant brush friction

remaining is compensated by an auxiliary motor
taking a slight current from the line only inter-

mittently while energy is being used on the me-
tered circuit. Moreover, the slight current this

auxiliary motor takes is not indicated on the meter,
and therefore the readings of the latter should
correspond almost exactly with the actual energy
consumed by the translating device, whether its

load is large or small in comparison with the
normal capacity of the meter.

Steam Power-transmission Plants
Planned for Texas.

J. J. Henry and T. B. Burbridge of Denver,
Colo., are said to be making progress with their

preliminary plans for building a large electric

power plant at Austin, Tex., for the purpose of
supplying a large number of towns of Central
Texas with light and power. They will use lignite

for fuel and have secured options on extensive
lignite fields near Austin. It is possible that $3,-

500,000 will be expended in installing the plant and
in building the transmission lines. Some of these
lines will be of unusual length. Air. Henry installed

the Consolidated Power and Light Company's plant
at Deadwood, S. D., and the Northern Colorado
Power Company's plant. He says that the latter

plant is a parallel undertaking to wdiat is con-
templated in Texas. The Colorado plant is located

on the lignite beds north of Denver. It supplies

25 cities and towns in Northern Colorado, besides

supplying the power to the Colorado and Southern
Railroad for its northern division.

Samuel Kahn of San Antonio is at the head of

a company which is being organized to install a

large electric power plant at the coal mines, 25
miles from Laredo. The power will be transmitted

to Laredo and used also for operating irrigating

plants in the valley of the Rio Grande.
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Automatic Telegraphs in the United
States.

By D. McNicol.

The recent telegraphers' strilie, which has been

general throughout tlie coiuitry, has again brought

to pubhc attention the question of the substitution of

machine or automatically operated telegraphs in

place of the manually operated system.

It has been frequently charged by government-

ownership advocates and by inventors of automatic

telegraph systems that the telegraph companies now

in existence have discouraged the exploitation and

adoption of mechanical telegraphs. It may be that

some oversangnine inventors have been shown the

shortcomings, from a practical viewpoint, of their

inventions. But there is little reasonable argument

in the statement that the telegraph companies have

at any time looked unfavorably upon inventions

which would actually improve the service or reduce

its cost to them.

In the words of Mr. John Gavey, the eminent

English telegraph engineer, most telegraph admin-

istrations have considered the ideal system to be a

manual system, in which the messages are brought

up to the instrument at the sending station and dis-

patched over the wires, while at the receiving sta-

tion they are written off direct, packed in envelopes,

and sent out without any intervening operations.

It has been stated by Mr. J. C. Barclay, assistant

general manager of the Western Union Telegraph

Company, that a successful printing telegraph sys-

tem will never be developed outside of the tele-

graph office.

That this is true is generally believed by telegraph

men actually engaged in the business and who have

made a thorough study of the art of automatic

telegraphs as developed by inventors, both in and

out of the service.

In England the Wheatstone automatic telegraph

is largely used. It consists of a tape-perforating

machine by means of which telegrams are prepared

for transmission, a transmitter which utilizes the

perforated strip to transmit the telegram so pre-

pared, and a receiver actuated by electrical pulsa-

tions set up by the transmitter, the dots and dashes

of the letters being recorded on stiff paper tape. A
speed of 200 words a minute is common practice in

England, although theoretically the apparatus is ca-

pable of transmitting 600 words a minute over the

comparatively short circuits in use there.

This system is also used to some extent in Amer-

ica. The fact that this system is not more widely

used here, or, rather, the fact that it is losing

ground, is evidence sufficient that it does not meet

the requirements.

The most promising of the scores of automatic

telegraphs, invented and patented in this country

are the Buckingham, Barclay, Rowland, Murray,

Dean and Delaney systems.

The Rowland system, which is being given an

extensive try-out by the Postal Telegraph Company,

first between New York and Boston, and more re-

cently between New York and Chicago, consists of

a synchronous arrangement employing two direct-

current motors. One motor drives the mechanism

which produces an alternating telegraphic current

of about one hundred complete periods per second.

The second motor drives the commutator for

synchronizing purposes. The use of the alternat-

ing current in the Rowland system furnishes great

possibilities for long-distance transmission.

Figs. I and 2 are reproductions of photographs

of Rowland equipment.

One feature of the Rowland system which rec-

ommends it to telegraph engineers is that it fits

into the present method of handling telegraph busi-

ness. Telegrams to be transmitted are distributed

to the sending operators as in the familiar Morse

method. At the receiving end telegrams are re-

corded upon the regulation telegraph forms ready

for turning over to the delivery department.

The printing of the message is directly accom-

plished. That is, no perforated or otherwise pre-

pared tape is used at either the sending or receiving

end. At the receiving end the keys of a typewriter

are controlled by the operation of a similar key-

board at the sending station.

The multiplex feature of the Rowland system, of

course, necessitates modification in the working of

the typewriter, as compared with the operation of

in ordinary typewriter. The duration of the opera-

tion from the time a key is pressed at the sending

station until the character is printed on the receiving

blank at the distant station is less than one-fourth

second.

On account of the distribution of the line to the

different operators the keys arc locked and un-

locked automatically at intervals of one-fourth sec-

ond. A sending operator may depress a key only

when it is unlocked. The key, however, remains de-

pressed until the letter has been correctly trans-

mitted. After the expiration of one-fourth second

the sender can depress another key, and the key

previously depressed will automatically return to

normal position. Those operations of the receiving

typewriter which move the paper from line to line

and which return the carriage to the beginning of

a new line are controlled by the keys of the send-

ing typewriter called the lining, backing and blank-

ing keys.

At the sending station a tape recorder indicates

to the sending operator the manner in which the

telegram is being printed on the receiving blank

at the distant station. In place of the bell signal,

which is an attachment of the ordinary typewriter

to indicate when the carriage has approached within

a certain number of characters of the end of the

written line, in the Rowland machine a red signal

lamp automatically lights up. Depression of the

backing key on the sending typewriter causes the

carriage of the typewriter at the receiving station

to return to the beginning of a new line. Where-

upon the signal lamp is automatically extinguished.

The method of "feeding" receiving blanks to

the receiving typewriter is that of having the form

used for receiving. The periphery of the type-

wheel bears all necessary letters and characters re--

quired in printing. The sending operator operates
a typewriter transmitter. At the receiving end
the telegrams are printed on regular telegraph

forms, which are "fed" into the receiver as required.

The entire operation of the typewriter is accom-
plished by means of relays and magnets' in the

local circuits. This feature to some extent elimi-

nates the effects of line disturbances. The synchro-
nizing of the home with the distant relay is not nec-

essary. The Barclay system has for some time past

been in successful operation between Buffalo and
New York on Western Union lines.

Another system which for a number of years

was used on the Buffalo-New York and New York-
Chicago circuits of the Western Union is what is

known as the Buckingham system. In this device

unique arrangement of perforating apparatus for

preparing the paper slip for transmission and the

automatic printer located in the local receiving cir-

cuit are the distinguishing features. The slip is

passed through an ordinary Wheatstone transmit-

ter and sent to line. The message is received at

the distant station by a Wheatstone relay, which
controls a local circuit, containing electromagnets,

w^hich operate the type-wheel. This type-wheel is

FIG. 1. ROWLAND DIRECT KEYBOARD TRANSMITTER,

SHOWING HOME RECORDING TAPE.

of the telegraph blank printed on long bands of

paper about eight inches wide, the paper being

carried around a roll and carried between a platen

and a constantly revolving wheel. In actual prac-

tice the speed obtained is about forty words a min-

ute. The evident advantages of the Rowland sys-

tem are:

1. Direct method of operation.

2. Large carrying capacity per wire.

3. Large capacity per operator.

4. Message printed in page form ready for im-

mediate delivery.

5. Small liability of error.

6. Ease of manipulation.

7. Printed record at sending station.

Another system of automatic telegraphy which

is being given practical trial is that invented by Mr.

Robert L. Dean of Kansas City, Mo. During the last

five or six months this system has been in opera-

tion over a 320-mile circuit between Kansas City

and St. Louis, Mo. The wire employed is also used

for telephone purposes. Specially constructed Ham-

mond typewriters are used for both sending and

receiving. That is, the typewriter at the sending

end is used to prepare the telegram for transmis-

sion. The messages are prepared at about fitly

words a minute, after which the transmitter sends

them over the line at a speed of about 400 words a

minute. At the receiving end the letters forming

the words of the message arc printed in Gothic let-

ters in page form, something similar to the old

Bonclli chemical telegraph reproduction.

The Western Union Telegraph Company has

adopted the Barclay page-printing system. In this

arrangement the receiving apparatus connected

with the main line consists of a differentially wound

polarized relay, the local contact points of which

control alternately two local circuits, which .ictuate

magnets supplied with peculiarly constructed arma-

ture levers, through which circuits are made up to

any desired key or letter magnet of the typewriter

FIG. 2. ROWLAND DIRECT-PRINTING RECEIVER.

mounted upon a shaft so constructed that the wheel
moves axially or circumferentially, or in both di-

rections simultaneously. Four rows of type, rotat-
ing through half-revolutions in either direction, are
employed in place of a large wheel, having the en-
tire list of characters in a row on its periphery, and
rotating all the way around. The axial movement
brings any desired row of type into line with the
printing pad, while the rotary movement shifts the
type of a row into the printing position.

The chief objection to the use of the Bucking-
ham system is that a perforated strip is required
for transmitting purposes. In this respect, and in

the matter of greater number of characters which
may be employed, the Barclay system is superior to
the Buckingham. In the receiving apparatus of the
Buckingham system the armature of a main-line
polarized relay controls two local circuits. Rates of
speed regularly obtained on the New York-Chicago
circuit, working duplex, average one hundred mes-
sages an hour in each direction. The circuit is

worked through ordinary Wheatstone repeaters al

Buffalo. Figs. 3 and 4 show the Buckingham ap-
paratus.

A system at one time tested by the Postal Com-
pany, and more recently installed en telegraph lines

in Russia, and which is the invention of Mr. Don-
ald Murray, consists of a group of machines at each
end of a single telegraph wire. Perforating ma-
chines with typewriter keyboards prepare the tele-

grams for transmission in the form of punched

paper tape, which is run through automatic trans-

mitters at the receiving end. An electrical perforat-

ing machine controlled by the distant transmitter

reproduces the signals of the transmitting tape. The

received t.ape is then run through an automatic

printer, which prints the telegram in page form,

the latter operation being performed at a speed of

120 words a minute. For transmission on the same

wire in the opposite direction a similar group of
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niachitws opcr^itcd ill rcvsrsc order Is required.

Iho operalion of the printer at llie receiving end

is accornplislu-d by means of an electric motor. Such

funcliuns as running the typewriter carriaRe l)ack

and lurniuK u]) to a new line are automatically eon-

irulled liy tlie perforations in the transmission tape.

It will l)e observed that in the Murray system

perforated tape is used at both ends of the line.

In the liuckinKham .system it is nsed at one eiul

only, and in the Rowland system the tape is not

used at either end, excepting the tape reproduction

which i.s made at the transmitting end for the pur

poses of record and check.

From the standpoint of the telegraph enRiucer,

who seeks the ideal, the use of t:ipc has ever

seemed an objection.

The Murray system is also used in Great Brit-

FIG. 3. BUCKINGHAM RECEn'ER.

ain, Germany and in India. Mr. Murray has been

engaged by the British Postoffice Department for a

term of \ears to de\'elop printing telegraphs to suit

special local conditions.

In France the old Boudot system, invented 30

years ago, is still in use. The Boudot system is

not to be compared in efficiency with the systems

heretofore described, as it does not employ a type-

writer keyboard for transmitting and does not print

the messages in page form. Its chief advantage

lies in the fact that it is capable of transmitting six

telegrams simultaneously over one wire.

The French government has recently experi-

mented with a system of telegraphy invented by

ProfessLor Mercadier, the director of the High
School for Posts and Telegraphs in Paris. Pro-

fessor Mercadier employs alternating current, which,

by the application of tuning fork interrupters, are

taken from direct-current sources for the transmis-

sion of telegraph signals in a multiplex system. It

is asserted that 20 telegrams can be sent over a

single wire simultaneously. One objection to the

Mercadier arrangement is that its operation causes

serious interference with neighboring telephone cir-

cuits.

A printing system has been invented by Mr. John
Burry of New York, which, although it has not

pjQ_4. BUCKINGHAM TRANSMITTING TAPE PERF OPATOR.

been given extensive trial, possesses some meritori-

ous features, especially for short-drstance distribu-

tion of press matter and stock quotations. The
apparatus consists of a transmitter at a central sta-

tion, from which, by the operation of a typewriter

keyboard, electrical impulses are sent out in proper

sequence and of proper polarity, over two-line

wires, to any number of printing-telegraph receiv-

ers. Depression of a key of the transmitter causes

electrical impulses to be sent through the circuit.

These impulses act upon a series of magnets in

each of the receiving instruments. The magnets
furnish the energy for the automatic movements
of the machines.

There are two or three other systems of auto-
matic telegraphs which have distinctive advantages
and also disadvantages, considered from the view-
point of the requirements of a satisfactory system
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of automatic telegraphy. Such u system would
make it practicable to handle large numbers of tele-

grams accurately and rapidly over long circuits,

with a reason.'ible lirst cost, low cost of maintenance,

reduction in cost of operation and ease of maniijidi-

t' n.

In a very ingenious .system invented by Mr. V. U.

Delaney of South Orange, N. }., line static is uti-

lized in place of being eliminated. Tile system re-

quires static capacity for its operation, and In cases

where the line wire used does not furnish a sufTi-

eient (pianlity, condensers are employed. All sig-

nals, whether dashes or ilots, are the result of two
impulses of eipial dur.'ition, positive or negative.

The iiroduclion of a dot or dash is determined by

the time elapsing between two im|inlses.

Other systems of automatic telegraphy which

might be mentioned are the I'ollak-Virag, Weiny-
Phillips and the Casper page-iirinting telegraph. The
lirst named has been introduced on some Euro-

pean lines with f;iir success. Messages are prepared

for transmission in a similar manner to that cm-
ployed in the Buckingham system. There is a radi-

cal departure, however, in the method of receiving

the message. 'I he arri\'ing electric impulses cause

a tliin metal strip resembling a telephone diaphragm
to vibrate and thereby cause a small mirror attached

thereto to move and throw a slender beam of light

reflected from an incandescent lamp into a photo-

graphically sensitive strip of paper, which latter Is

unrolled by clockwork as signals arrive. Chemical
development of this paper strip brings out a con-

tinuous dark line, with upward projections indicat-

ing dashes, and downward projections indicating

dots of the code used.

This system was tried out on a circuit between
New York and Chicago during the latter part of

the year 1899, but the success obtained was not sucn
that the application of the invention to the opera-

tion of American lines would be of any material

advantage.

In the Weiny-Phillips system the work of the ex-

pert sending telegrapher consists of operating a

local circuit by means of a regular Morse key.

This local circuit includes a tape-preparing machine.

The tape is then run through an automatic trans-

mitter, and messages are so transmitted at about

100 words a minute over the main line to distant

stations. The receiver consists of a relay and an
embossing register which reproduces on the home
tape signals corresponding to those of the trans-

mitting tape. The receiver tape is then run through

a local transmitter, the speed of which may be regu-

lated to suit the ability of any available operatoi,

the signals being locally reproduced on an ordinary

Morse sounder in circuit with the local transmitter

and may be copied on telegraph-receiving forms on
an ordinary typewriter.

The complete story of printing telegraphs, if told,

would be a long one and would show the life work
of a host of brilliant minds. That there have been
so many failures and so few successes in this line

of endeavor seems solely attributable to the fact

that inventors have failed to realize that a success-

ful automatic telegraph system absolutely must print

messages in page form, at high rates of speed and
over long circuits.

Of the numerous systems so far developed the

Rowland gives the most satisfactory results. This

system, at least, embodies two of the three funda-

mental principles of the ideal machine, in that it

produces a typewritten telegram and may be

worked over comparatively long distances. In the

matter of obtaining high speed the difficulty has

ever been that the static charge which remains in

the main line after each pulsation of current "tails"

the signals to such an extent that the limit of speed

is soon reached.

The employment of automatic telegraph systems

is desirable or necessary only between large centers,

but for such service there is a large field for the

successful system, and the future of telegraphy in

America will undoubtedly have much to do with
automatic operation.

Chicago Bills Before the State Legisla-
ture.

The Chicago City Council this week sent a com-
mittee of five to Springfield to urge before the
state Legislature the passage of the bill introduced
into the Senate by S. A. Ettleson requiring that
within three years all railroads in the city limits

operate their trains by electricity instead of steam.
The Council also sent a communication to Spring-

field recommending to the Legislature that the re-

quired statute be passed giving Chicago the power
to regulate the rates charged by public-utility cor-
porations. A bill to this effect was introduced by
Harry G. Hall.

Magnetic Clutch with Several Wori<lng
Surfaces.

A Frcncii paleMl lias been rccciilly oblaiucd by
Unvcniili.iw, Midiiieion niid Townscnd for an iin-

proved form of eUclromagneli.; cintcii. Tills ciulcii

Is of the form In whicli liie iiiagncli^tinK action is

secured l)y iiieans of an iron dihk iiaving a coil of
wire sunk llusii wilii llit- surf.-icc, llie disk allr;icl-

iiig .'I second iron disk wiiicii is mounted on the
other siiaft whicli it is dciiircd lo couple to the
first shaft. The present device differs from tlie

ordinary form i>y the following conslruclion : In-
stead of having a single clcnienl of the clutch
niounlcd on the motor sii.ift and a single one
placed on the driven shaft the new form has at

FIG. I. MAGNETIC CLUTCH WITH SEVERAL WOPKING
SURFACES.

least one other piece which can be disposed on

either of these two shafts.

Fig. I, a sectional view, shows the principal disk

(i) of the clutch system, mounted by means of the

spider (2) upon the motor shaft (3) and keyed

In a fi.xed position on the latter shaft. This disk

is magnetized by the coil (4), this being placed

in a groove and sunk flush with the surface of the

disk. On the outer part is a ring (5) made of non-

magnetic material, which is fi.xed solidly upon the

main disk. On the opposite side is placed a flat

metal ring (6) of magnetic material. It is keyed

to the cylinder (5), which projects upon this side

by means of a long kej', so that it can slide back

and forth inside the latter and at the same time

revolve with it, and is otherwise independent of

the shaft.

Between these parts is a middle element which

is made up of two concentric rings (7) and (8).

These two rings are fi.xed upon an intermediate

ring (10) of non-magnetic material. The inside

ring (7) is fixed to the spider (11), which is keyed

on the driven shaft but can slide upon it.

When a current is sent into the magnetizing coil

the elements (6) and (7) are attracted to the

FIG. 2. MAGNETIC CLUTCH WITH SEVERAL WORKING
SURFACES.

right and press against the first disk. The mag-
netic circuit is therefore closed across the disks,

as is shown by the dotted line, and the friction of

the surfaces in contact oblige the shaft (12) to

turn with the motor shaft according to the well-

known action of such clutches. But in the present

device, with a greater number of working surfaces,

there is an increased tractive power.

In Fig. 2 the number of working surfaces is

still further increased by using a greater number
of elements. This is done by introducing four mid-
dle pieces instead of one. Such pieces are indi-

cated at (a) (b) (c) (d) and are each composed
of a double magnetic ring separated by a non-mag-
netic ring so that the three rings form a fixed system.

Two of these elements, fb) and (d), are connected
with the shaft 'and are keyed to it so as to slide

upon the shaft. The other two disks (a) and (c)

are in like manner keyed to the outer cylinder and
slide upon it. Here the outer piece on the left is

not keyed to the latter cjdinder as before shown,
but is made to slide by the key upon the shaft.

For the rest the construction is as in Fig. i.
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.\ltomatic or m;ichiiic telegraphy is destined to

play an increasingly important part in electrical

communication, and therefore Mr. -McNicol's arli-

Pkojects for power-transmission plants where

electric power is generated by steam or pos-

sibly gas engines at coal mines are increasing in

number. The idea is to transmit power derived

from the coal over wires rather than the actual coal

itself in railroad cars. " Installations of this character

are in operation in Nova Scotia and Colorado, and

others are under consideration in Texas and else-

where. Mr. Alex Dow, president of the Association

of Edison Illuminating Companies, made a ref-

erence to this subject in his interesting considera-

tion of the comparative value of waterpowcr and

steam power in his recent annual address. The

pit's-mouth plan is an old one, but seems to be

receiving renewed attention at the present time.

November 9, 1907

a few months he was in the forefront of a -power-

ful "forward movement" in the electrical industry.

So far from there being no gas competition in the

United States, it is the fact that very alert and

keen gas competition had not a little to do with

starting the Co-operative movement. Great Britain

will do well to follow the example, but someone

with energy, patience, tact and enthusiasm must
be found to be the propagandist of the movement
as Mr. Crouse has been in the United Slates.

It's A rooR kule that doesn't work both ways.

If a state commission be given the power to re-

duce the rates of a pubhc-service corporation when

such rates are deemed to be excessive, it should in

like manner increase the rates if they prove to be

unremunerative to a company which is efficiently

managed. Usually the 7.eal of the commissions is

in the line of reduction, but it is a pleasure to

record at least one instance where, on application,

the rates of an electric-light company were raised.

The case came up in Wisconsin recently and was

based on the application of the La Crosse Gas

and Electric Company to the Railroad Commission

of Wisconsin, to which the Legislature last winter

intrusted the control of public-service corporations.

As the result of local conditions the La Crosse

company found itself burdened with rates which

were below operating costs. It appealed to the com-

mission for authority to increase its rates, and

after due investigation the application was granted.

The findings of the state body are given at some

length elsewhere in this issue, and they will possess

much interest for all central-station men.

Wiring inspection is carried out more carefully,

thoroughly and scientifically today than ever before.

The results are seen in the greatly iipproved qual-

ity of electrical construction and the decreased elec-

trical fire hazard, although the latter was never so

great as sensation-mongers would have the public

believe. Much still remains to be done, however,

and all electrical contractors should do their part

—

a very important part, of course—to the end that all

new electrical construction at least may be up to the

requirements of the National Electrical Code. Rep-

utable contractors are willing to do this, but it is not

so easy to keep up the standard, for high-class elec-

trical construction costs money, and there, afe not

wanting less scrupulous contractors who areTwilling

to use inferior material and workmanship in order

to cut the price on the job and get the contract.

In England this individual is known as a "jerry

wirer," and everywhere he is low in the estimation

of electrical men. But in the last analysis custom-

ers who insist on the lowest prices are themselves

to blame if the work they receive is not up to

standard. In the electrical business, as in any other,

good work and good goods command their price,

and it doesn't need technical knowledge, but sim-

ply common sense, to recognize the fact. But, de-

spite the vagaries of an occasional irresponsible

contractor, it is a pleasure to be able to bear wit-

ness that the general tendency of electrical con-

struction is distinctly toward better and more thor-

ough work.

In A PAPER entitled "The Possibilities' of Elec-

trical Development," read before the Birmingham

and District Electric Club, Mr. R. Borlase Mat-

thews suggests the establishment in England of

an association patterned after the Co-operative Elec-

trical Development Association of the United States.

Mr. Matthews thinks that the success of that

association "should set British electrical manu-

facturers and central-station managers seriously

thinking whether it would not be of great advantage

to form a somewhat similar association in this

country, not necessarily along the same lines as

the American association, but modified to suit the

needs and customs of an older civihzation. The

argument may be brought forward that the Ameri-

cans are more progressive than ourselves, and also

that they do not suffer from gas competition.

This is not a fact, but only a general impression,

which is true only of the larger cities, such as

New York, Chicago, Philadelphia and Boston. It

does not take a very long residence in places other

than these larger cities before it is realized that

there are many Americans who are far from pro-

gressive, and that gas competition is indeed a very

serious factor in the older cities. In many parts

of the States there is also the competition of cheap

natural gas. The income per capita of the average

American city is only a trifle higher than that of

the average English town, and it is only within

the last year or two that American central stations

have realized that it is essential to sell electricity

along very much the same modern business lines

as they would sell any other commodity."

The Co-operative Electrical Development Asso-

ciation has indeed done good work in the United

States, largely, it is but fair to say, through the

personal efforts of Mr. J. Robert Crouse, who suc-

ceeded, almost by his own individual efforts, in

arousing a great industry which was pretty much

alive before. Primarily the work was undertaken

to help the sale of incandescent lamps, but Mr.

Crouse was so convincing in showing that the

greater use of electricity was for the benefit of

all, and his enthusiasm was so contagious, that in

Under the heading "A Modern Instance" we
print this week in the "Selling Electricity" depart-

ment an instructive account of a ten-day campaign

for new central-station business by a man whose

name we are not permitted to divulge, but who
has made an enviable record in marketing electric

light and power. The scene of activities was a

small Iowa town where the electric-supply com-

pany was not measuring up to its possibilities, as

is the case in thousands of other towns and cities

in the United States. The management did not

know just what to do itself, but it did the next

best thing and enlisted the services of one who
did. The outsider spent ten days in the town, and

as a result he convinced the local company not only

of the feasibility but of the decided advantage of

establishing a day circuit. Before he left he se-

cured definite agreements for the placing of 25

motors, which will bring a return for current con-

sumption of over $2,700 a year, to say nothing of

the benefit to the lighting service and the oppor-

tunity of introducing electric fans, flatirons and

other appliances which are used in the daytime.

In this case the local people said that practically

no power load could be obtained, but their adviser

proved that they were in error by getting over

$2,0C0 worth of power load promised in lialf a day's

work. He also suggested rendering the bills

monthly instead of quarterly, and induced several

of the gasoline-light users to transfer to the elec-

tric service on promise of current being available

in the daytime.

The story is an instructive one as showing the

capabilities of the central-station business even in

a small city at Ihc hands of an earnest, thoughtful

and energetic man. The lesson is not so much that

outside talent should be secured to start the new-

business campaign (although such a course is

often advis.able) as that local managers should

study their conditions carefully and not be satis-

fied with the busincss-that offers or the business in

sight, but create business by anticipating electrical

needs of which possible customers have little or no

idea. The campaign of education is needed even

more in the sm;ill town than in the large city, and

the loctl manager should be the electrical school-

master of his community.
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Bids for Winnipeg's $3,500,000 Power
Plant.

Wiiiiiipi'K, M:iLi., Novi'inber 2.—The liiKinciid ilr

piTSsion which has incvailcil all ovit the North

American conliiicnt icsiillod in a healed argument in

this city in ri'latinn to the eniislniclion of tin-

$,?,5<x),(io<> jinwcr plant lo lie hnilt liy the city al

1,'ac iln llonnel. Miiyor Ashdowii advocated leaving

conslvnction until next year, owing to the condition

of the money market and liis failin-c lo dispose of

the power honds durinR his recent trip to rCnfiland.

However, the people of Winniin-^j want cheaper

power at once, and in the Conncil the majority of

Ihc aldermen were in favor of immediate construction

nf the plant. It iiovv seems certain work will com-
mi-nee :is soon as the contr.acls h;i\e been awarded.

.\t a recent meetin)i' of the power cnnmiittee the

followini; tenders were recommended to the Council

I'm- acceptance:

Telephone—J. Y. llyland & Co., $24,839.03.

tieneral work.s—Robinson, Pratt & Ryckman, in-

chidinu possible contingencies and variation in quan-

tities, $802,000.

Generators, exciters and induction motors—Swed-
ish General Electric Company, $145,000.

Low and high tension electrical equipment—Can-

adian Westinghonsc Company, covering modifications

agreed upon, $382,000.

Steel towers—Naylor Bros., $00,000.

Insulators—Lima Insulator Company, including

estimated cost of inside insulators, $18,500.

Transmission cable—Northern Alumininn Com-
pany, $iSo,ooo.

Auxiliary appliances—Canadian Foundry Com-
pany. Alli.s-Chalnicrs-Bullock Company. Canadian
Fairbanks Company, including estimated cost of oil-

ing system, $35,000.

Repair shop equipments—Canadian Fairbanks Com-
pany, $6,715.

Total, $i,753.054-93.

The following tenders were also received but the

power committee did not recommend their accept-

ance and it is likely new tenders will be called

:

Turbines. $2CO.coo; terminal station, $93,600; pro-

tective appliances, $8,000: electric cranes, $18,980;

turbine governors, $18,000: total. $338,580.

On the following items no tenders were received

:

Erection of line (estimated, $104,400) : clearing of

remninder of transmission line (estimated, $12,500) :

bridge (estimated, $15,000) : total, $131,900.

The following contracts have been let and are now
in progress: Tramway grades, etc., $125,000: bridge

at Winnipeg River, $45,000 : clearing portions of

transmission line. $5.0oo: total. $176,000.

LTnder civic control the following works are being

constructed: Construction, tracklaying and ballast-

ing. $135,000; rolling stock purchased, $12,000; to-

tal. $147,000.

In addition to the above the following items must
be added to the cost of the plant: Estimated loss of

railway operation. $10,000: corduroy road, $35,000;

engineering, $159,000: right-of-way and fencing.

$104,000; total. $299,000. Making a grand total for

the cost of the plant of $2,845,534.93 against an esti-

mate dated April 25. 1906, of $2,929,625.

A bulk tender of $1,094,000 was received from the

Anglo-Canadian Engineering Company, the company
offering to take power debentures at 92 in payment
for the work, but this offer is considered too low.

It is expected the tenders recommended for ac-

ceptance b}' the power committee will be signed at

once and a start on the wiork made this fall so as

to have the plant in operation at the earliest possible

moment. R.

Drainage Canal Power Nearly Ready for

Distribution in Chicago.

After December 1st the Sanitary District of Chi-

cago will be ready to supply current for light and

power to users in Chicago and the rest of the

Sanitary District. In the large hydro-electric power
plant on the Drainage Canal at Lockport, descrip-

tions of which have been given in the Western
Electrician, three units aggregating 12,000 kilowatts

are being tested and the final adjustments made
preparatory to furnishing power under contract by

December ist. The fourth unit is being completed.

and eventually a total of eight units of similar size

will be in operation, giving 32.000 kilowatts.

The city of Chicago wdll be among the first users

of the new current, having contracted to take 7,000

kilowatts in December. The fine steel-tower trans-

mission line of the Lockport plant, described in the

Western Electrician of September 7th, has been

completed and is ready to bring the current to

the sub-station at Western Avenue and the canal.

For some time the city electrical department has

been busy installing the distributing system from
the sub-station, and City Electrician Carroll is now
preparing the city lighting plants for the Lockport

power. One new transformer station has been built

by the city, and in the e-xisting street-lighting plants

electric motors will take the place of the steam

engines for driving the generators.

Preparations are being made by the Sanitary

District to do the pumping for the North channel

liy '.lew punipH driven by slow-spccd 450-llorsc-

power motors installed at Wilmcllc .nnd t.'diing cur-

rent from the canal sub-station. Others who will

use a coiisider:d)le amount of the canal power are

the West Park lioard, the township of Cicero iind

the vilkige of .Morgan Park. Union Slock Yards
llrms are also prep:iring (o use the current. The
Sanitary District will receive $15 a horsepower for

the current.

owner, owiiliig land iiloiin llie banks of a river and
under a river wliicli in not naviKabIc, and, like-

other property owners, il i* cxcrcisinn its right to
improve its property al i(« own expense. Il docs
not exptcl that its property will be or can be taken
away without coinpeiisalion, and il has not tried
lo stand in the way and docs noi wish lo stand in
the w;iy of the coiileinplalcd w;ilerway."

Power Development on the Desplalnes
River.

Plans of the Chicago Drainage Canal trnslees
have contemplated the construction laler on of :i

second power jilant ne;ir Joliet, four miles farther
down the Desplalnes River from the existing plant

;it Lockport, III., the plant lo be simikir to the
Lockport inslalhilion as to dam and ship lock, the
whole project being in line with the proposed
deep waterway to the Mississippi, in furtherance of
wliieli $20,000,000 stale aid is proposed.
These plans, however, seem lo involve to some

extent certain private waterpower rights along the
Desplalnes River, which rights have become more
valuable by the increased flow of water resulting
from the Drainage Canal. The Economy Light and
Power Company of Joliet, 111., has been doing some
work on a waterpower dam in ' the Desplalnes
River near the conlluence with the Kankakee. River,
where it is proposed to construct a power plant.

This site is about 14 miles below Joliet or 18
miles below Lockport.
This plant and the proposed plant of the Sanitary

District at Joliet have been the subject of some
controversy. Coming, therefore, at this time, the
Allen-Lantz bill in furtherance of the deep water-
way project has taken on more interest. This bill,

introduced In the present session of tlie state Legis-
lature, declares the Desplalnes and Illinois rivers

lo be navigable and orders the state authorities to

proceed to remove all obstructions. This, of course,

would afifecl the Economy plant. The bill in its

natural course, if passed, would become a law on
July I, 1908, but an emergency clause was attached
making the law effective immediately upon the pas-

sage of the bill.

The bill, with the emergency clause eliminated,

passed the Senate last week and rnmcdiately some
of the legislators and newspaper writers declared
that the emergency clause was stricken out to give
the private concern ample time to complete its plant

before the bill became a law, provided, of course,

the House concurred In the action of the Senate,
which was not done.

So much has been written In the newspapers on
the subject that Mr. Samuel Insull, president of

the Economy Light and Power Company, issued
the following statement, dated November 4th

:

"There has been so much m-isrepresentatlon about
the Economy Light and Power Company in con-
nection with a contemplated deep w^aterway and
with legislation by the adjourned session of the
Illinois General Assembly that, departing from my
usual policy of silence in relation to matters under
my charge, I deem it proper to ask a little space
now for a few words.

"I am president of the Economy Light and Power
Company, and I think it will be appreciated that
I probably know something about Its action.

"In no way whatever has the Economy company
sought or undertaken to influence legislation by the
adjourned session of the Legislature. It has had
nobody at Springfield to act for it, directly or in-

directly, in the Legislature or out of it, In favor
of any measure or against any measure. All state-

ments to the contrary are unfounded and untrue,
and I am afraid in many cases have been known
to be untrue by the parties making them, who de-

sire thereby to create an atmosphere hostile to the
company.

"In the last few. days much has been said in the

newspapers about the action of the Senate upon
the so-called 'navigability' bill in striking out the

emergency clause, and this action seems to be in

some way attributed to the Economy company. I

want to say with all possible emphasis that neither

I nor anybody else connected with the company,
so far as I know, has in any way been instru-

mental In bringing about this action of the Senate,

or had any advance information about it or know
why it was taken.

"Further, let me say that the Economy company
is not hostile to the deep waterway. All the com-
pany's plans have been executed with the knowl-
edge and acquiescence of United States government
engineers so as to harmonize w-ith any future fed-

eral deepwater work. The company's present work
at Morris was projected more than a year ago.

and bonds were publicly sold to provide for It, and
the work Is now going on in an ordinary and
usual way, and not with 'feverish haste.' The plans

for the work were submitted to the secretary of
war, who did not issue a permit therefor, solely

because he was advised that the Desplalnes River
was not navigable in fact, and that be therefore

had no jurisdiction in the premises, but he Intimated
that if the river were navigable and he had juris-

diction he w-ould have been disposed to issue t^e
permit.

"The Economy company is simply a property

To Increase Boiler Capacity During the
Peak.

[I'rciii die QucKliuii It'jx of Itir Aiticrlcut .Slrrcl nnd Inlrr-
urbnn Rnilw.'i)' lOiiifiiicrrirKc A««ocfalloiit.]

In a small or niediuni-si/tv plant, what is the

liesl method of increasiiiK boiler capacity during
heavy peak loads? fiive details and results oh
tainetl.

A.S'SWEKS.

U. Thomson, iJe Kalb-Sycainore and Inleruihaii

rraclion Company, De Kalh, III.: We think in-

duced dr.ifl. jusl about inslalling an oiilfil.

.•\. J. Kohler, Lynchburg (Va.) Traction and
Light Company: Have been using the Parsons
.system of furnaces in two plants lo increase boiler

c:ipacity with very good results, obtaining 25 to

40 i>er cent, more steam from boilers than with

hand fire. This system was installed lo carry us

over the peak load, otherwise we would have had
to purchase more boiler capacity and have bought
more land for boiler room. We have got as much
as double rating from boiler with clean boiler and
clean fires, the only requirement being that boiler

be kept clean so as not to lose tubes.

Anonymous : Increase the grate area. The out-

put of the boiler depends very largely upon the

amount of coal that can be burned, which in turn,

the draught being good, depends on the grate area.

In power-station work it is therefore of no great

importance to have a large grate area. While
forcing a boiler in this way will necessarily give a

high flue temperature, the losses thus caused arc

not great and only last for a comparatively short

time.

George W. Knox. Green Bay (Wis.) Traction

Company : Careful firing.

Alfred Green, Brooklyn. N. Y. : In a medium-
size plant where No. 3 buckwheat coal, or a mixture
of No. 3 buckwheat and soft coal are burned the

capacity of the boilers can be considerably increased

by Increasing the percentage of soft coal in the

mixture and still make very little smoke. With a

mixture half and half of No. 3 buckwheat and soft

coal at least 175 per cent, rating can be obtained

with less than two inches of air under the grates.

H. R. Fothergill, Greenville Traction Company,
Greenville, S. C. : By blowing superheated steam
and air at bridge.

Electrical Exports for September.

Electrical exports from the United States in the

month of September, 1907, show a decline in total

value of $157,053 compared with September, igo6,

the total values for the two months being, respect-

ively, $1,247,368 and $1,404,421. Both classes of

electrical exports—electrical appliances and elec-

trical machinery—participated in the decline, as

shown by the following figures : Electrical appli-

ances, including telegraph and telephone instru-

ments—September, 1907. $648,513; September, 1906,

$677,821. Electrical machinery—September, 1907,

$598.855 ; September. 1906. $726,600,

The following-named countries were the principal

destinations of electrical exports from the LTnited

States in the month of September, 1907:

Electrical appliances— British North America,

$121,544; Brazil, $97,358; Mexico, $65,152: Japan.

$59,542; Cuba. -$55,255; United Kingdom, $49,498;

.Argentina, $32,650; Germany. $31,519 ; Central Amer-
ican states and British Honduras, $24,^87 ; Philip-

pine Islands, $13,788; British Australasia, $11,793;

Belgium, $9,704; France, $4,066; British Africa,

$2,357; other South America, $35,103; other Eu-
rope, $15,481 ; other countries, $19,216.

Electrical Machinery—Mexico, $109,644; Japan,

$101,647; United Kingdom. $83,704; British North
America, $74,079; Brazil. $41,203; British Austral-

asia, $39,780; Argentina, $17,345; Philippine Islands,

$12,158; British East Indies, $11,509; Germany,

$9,845 ; France, $9,128 ; Cuba, $9.098 ; Central Amer-
ican states and British Honduras, $5,293 ; British

Africa, $2,919; other South America, $35,684; other
Europe, $29,784; other Africa, $6,568; other coun-
tries, $3,103.

At the recent meeting of the International Water-
ways Commission at 'Toronto G. G. Foster, presi-

dent of the St. Lawrence Power Company of Can-
ada, made a proposition for the development of
waterpower at Mille Roches, Out., at a cost of

$20,000,000, $5,000,000 of which Is to be spent by
the St. Lawrence company and $15,000,000 by the
Long Sault Power Company, an American concern.
Mr. Foster explained that this development would
greatly improve navigation.
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The Comparative Value of Waterpower.

In the course of his presidential address at the

convention of the Association of Edison Illuminat-

ing; Companies at Hot Springs, Va., on September

10, 1907, Alex Dow of Detroit had this to say on
the present comparative value of waterpower

:

"We have had for the last four or five years a

tremendous development of the large waterpowers
of the country and of their transmission systems.

The wonderful Niagara development has in that

period made its greatest advances. Other powers
of the St. Lawrence basin and the powers in the

upper Hudson River area have lengthened their

radius of effective distribution in accordance with

the increase of practicable transmission voltage. A
great development is in progress on the Suseque-
hanna, and the fall of the Chicago Drainage Canal
is to be utilized on a scale which we would not

long ago have called gigantic. These powers and
many others of the same order are not in distant

western mountains but are located within transmis-

sion distance of cities of the class which the mem-
bers of this association serve with electricity. To
many of us the question is now presented, and by
some of us it has been answered—shall we or shall

we not purchase electric energy transmitted from a

distant waterpower, and if so, at what price?

"The question of a possible price invoh'es imme-
diate comparison with the cost of steam power.
The cost of steam power has changed radically

during the last few years—during these same years

of which this great development of waterpower has
taken place. In either case I speak of power in

large blocks—thousands of horsepower. Such a

large steam plant as is required for one of our
representative cities can now be installed at less

first cost and operated more economically as to

labor and lubricants and fuel than ever before.

The possibility has arrived of a steam electric plant

costing complete, say, $75 a kilowatt, and operated
under practical conditions with little labor and with
a steam consumption of 16 to iS pounds per net
kilowatt-hour. On the other hand, these immense
waterpowers, developed with comparatively low
first cost per unit, can and do sell transmitted
energy at prices which five years ago would have
been startling or revolutionary. I do not refer to

such exceptional instances as the sale by the On-
tario Power Company to the provincial government
of Ontario of 100,000 horsepower at a price said

to be $10.40 per electrical horsepower at the power-,
house switchboard. I speak of prices ranging up-
ward from that record figure.

"As compared to such steam power and for the
annual load factors common in our business, is

waterpower attractive? If so, at what price per
kilowatt per annum? And if we can transmit
water-generated current so cheaply, can we not
transmit steam-produced current competitively
from steam plants located at the coal mines? In
these days of congested railroad traffic and high
rates for haulage of fuel, is it still true that the
railroad haulage of a carload of coal is the cheapest
method of transmitting the potential energy of that
fuel? I do not know, and after looking at com-
parative figures recently made by different capable
men for different projects I dare not hazard a
gxiess. The turn of the wheel has made this old
question a new one, and I, concurring with the
members who have called my attention to it, say
that it requires a new study and a new elucidation."

Electric and Manufacturing Company, formerly lo-

cated in New York, has been moved to East Pitts-

burg. This change of location, it was stated by
officials of the company, is due to the fact that the
receivers lately appointed wish to have every branch
of the business within easy reach.

York. The vice-presidents holding over in 1908 are
Alex Dow of Detroit, P. W. Gates of Chicago and
J. W. Lieb, Jr., of New York.

Affairs of the Westinghouse Companies.

W. D. Uptegraff and William McConway, re-

ceivers for the Nernst Lamp Company, have issued

a circular, in which they assure the clients of the

Nernst Lamp Company and all others interested

that there should be no occasion for apprehension
because of the company's application for a receiv-

ership. "This action was deliberately and thought-
fully taken as a sensible and logical measure for

conserving the interests of the customers, creditors

and stockholders of a solvent institution which is

doing a large and profitable trade. Prudence seemed
to require this receivership by reason of the close

relations which have subsisted between the Nernst
company and the allied Westinghouse industries,

for which receivers have been appointed, and there
is strong ground for the belief that the embarrass-
ment will be temporary. There has not been even
a momentary pause in the operations of the com-
pany, and the personnel remains the same as here-
tofore. There will be no departure from the gen-
eral policy that has hitherto obtained in the conduct
of the business, and the receivers will, during their

incumbency, spare no pains to foster and maintain
the cordial relations that have always existed be-
tween the Nernst Lamp Company and its, cus-
tomers."
Theodore W. Sicmon of Pittsburg and Drury W.

Cooper of New Brunswick, N. J., were appointed
receivers of the Westinghouse Lamp Company on
October 25th. The receivers have authority to con-
tinue the business of the company, which is appar-
ently in a satisfactory condition. The assets appear
to be far greater than the liabilities, and it is be-
lieved that this embarrassment, caused by the pres-
ent financial conditions and the inability of the com-
pany to make collections, will be only temporary.
The treasury department of the Westinghouse

Pacific Gas and Electric Company Has
a Good Year.

Some interesting figures, based upon the recent

operations of the Pacific Gas and Electric Company,
which have come out through interested financial

sources, are furnished by the San Francisco cor-

respondent of the Western Electrician. The com-
bined income account of all properties owned and
controlled by this company, including the Califor-

nia Gas and Electric Corporation, the San Fran-
cisco Gas and Electric Company, and properties

directly operated for the year ended June 30, 1907,

is as follows

:

Gross earnings from all sources, $12,164,399;

operating expenses, maintenance, taxes, etc., $7,016,-

507; net income available for bond interest, $5,147,-

892 ; interest and sinking funds of subsidiary

corporations, $2,497,414; surplus available for inter-

est and sinking funds of Pacific Gas and Electric

Company. $2,650,478; bond interest and sinking

funds of Pacific Gas and Electric Company, $1,010,-

673 ; balance, $1,639,805 ;
preferred stock dividends

accrued, $600,000; balance, $1,039,805.

The California Gas and Electric Corporation re-

ports as follows for the year ended June 30, 1907

:

Gross earnings, $7,186,133; operating expenses, main-

tenance, taxes, etc., $4,062,920; net earnings from
operations, $3,123,213; other income, $232,482; total

net income available for interest, $3,355,695 ; interest,

$1,724,619; balance, $1,631,076; sinking funds, $150,-

000; surplus, $1,481,076.

These figures have not yet been officially issued

as an annual report, but are believed to show the

most favorable features of the year's events with

the largest electric power corporation on the Pa-

cific Coast. About 1,500 miles of electric transmis-

sion lines are operated by this concern in the state

of California.

Austrian Railroad Electrification.

Mr. C. L. de Muralt of New York, consulting

engineer, returned last week from a flying trip to

Euroi'e, where he mace an examination of the

Arlberg Tunnel under the Tyrolean Alps, which

is shortly to be electrified. Mr. Muralt has been

appointed consulting engineer to tlie state railwivs

of Austria, and the w^i k 'o be cone under his

supervision will probably be the longest stretch

of steam railroad eleriiifiei in eifher Europe or

the United States, there beini; ,-ihout 140 raile.i,

exclusive of the tunnel. The tunnel is on the main
line from Paris to Vienna and is seven miles long,

with steep grades from each mouth to the middle.

When the plans developed by Mr. Muralt are car-

ried out the speeds of the trains passing over this

line will have been increased 25 per cent, and the

capacity of the road 50 per cent. To accomplish
this result three-phase, alternating-current locomo-
tives will be used capable of developing 3,000
horsepower.
The electric locomotives designed for the Arlberg

tunnel will be particularly adapted to this service,

as when coasting down the grade out of the tunnel
they will generate and return to the system about
60 per cent, of the energy used to pull the train

up the grade into the tunnel. Mr. Muralt, who
has recently been appointed professor of electrical

engineering at the LIniversity of Michigan, has been
granted a leave of absence from the university in

order that he may supervise this work.

The Traveling Motorman.

The Northern Electric Company, realizing the

growth of its interurban and local electric-railway

system in the Sacramento Valley, California, and
the need of systematic training of its platform men,
has established a new office—that of traveling mo-
torman—and W. W. Nelson, formerly motorman
and conductor on the local and interurban service,

has been appointed to the position, the work of

which is now being organized. New men will be
instructed for a week in the manipulation of the

car by a regular motorman. They will then be
placed in charge of the master-mechanic in the

shops for a week. If able to pass the examination
thereafter in the office of the traveling motorman
the men will then be placed in charge of the train-

master.

Nominations for "Mechanicals" for
1 908.

A committee of which Prof. R. H. Fernald of

Washington University, St. Louis, was chairman,
has nominated for the 1908 officers of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers the following-

named gentlemen: For president, M, L. Holman,
St. Louis. Mo.; for vice-presidents, L. P. Brecken-

ridge of Urbana, III., Fred. J. Miller of New York,
N. Y., and Arthur West of Pittsburg, Pa. ; for man-
agers, William L. Abbott of Chicago, Alcixandcr C.

Humphreys of New York and Henry G. Stott of

New York ; for treasurer, William H. Wiley, New

General Electric Managers Report a
Good Outlook.

The first session of the annual meeting of the

managers of the General Electric Company was
held on October 28th at the main office of the com-
pany in Schenectadj'. Owing to the national inter-

est taken in the business affairs of the industrial
world the principal topic during the first session
was a discussion of the general situation in the
electrical field. Vice-president J. R. Lovejoy has
not entirely recovered from his' recent illness, and
Vice-president B. E. Sunny of Chicago presided.
The satisfactory condition of the company's busi-

ness was indicated by a statement that orders re-

ceived during the current year to the date of meet-
ing exceeded those of the corresponding period of
last year by fully 15 per cent. The volume of
orders and prospective demand for supplies and for
the various lines of smaller electrical devices which
the company manufactures are very satisfactory.

Dr. Thomas Addison, manager of the Pacific
Coast territory, reported a recent order for a Cur-
tis steam-turbine generator of unusual size. This
machine, which will be one of the largest power
producers ever built for electrical purposes, will
have a normal capacity of 20,000 horsepower.

Generally encouraging sentiment regarding the
business outlook prevailed among the company's
managers. The company's foreign business con-
tinues to show gratifying increases.
Among those in attendance were C. A. Coffin

president; E. W. Rice, Jr., vice-president; Hinsdill
Parsons, vice-president; B. E. Sunnv, vice-presi-
dent, Chicago; Anson W. Burchard, assistant to
president; M. F. Westover, secretary; H. W. Dar-
ling, treasurer; Edward Clark, general auditor;
J. R. MeKee, manager power and mining depart-
ment

;
W. J. Clark, manager foreign department

;

C. D. Haskins, manager lighting department; J.' G.
Barry, manager railway department; D. R. Bul-
len, manager supply department; G. E. Emmons,
manager Schenectady works; W. C. Fish, man-
ager Lynn works; George F. Morrison, man-
ager Harrison works; Thomas Addison, Pacific
Coast manager; E. D. Mullen, manager Phila-
adelphia office; C. B. Davis, manager Boston
office; General Irving Hale, manager Denver office;
T. Beran, manager New York office; A. F. Giles,
manager Atlanta office; J. B. Pevear, manager Cin-
cinnati office; E. E. Gilbert, turbine sales manager;
P. D. Wagoner, transformer sales manager; A. D.
Page, manager incandescent lamp sales ; W. L. R.
Emmett, engineer lighting department ; D. B. Rush-
more, engineer power and mining department; M.
P. Rice, pubHcation bureau; F. H. Gale, in charge
of advertising.

Increase in Elevated-railway Traffic.
The traffic during- the month of October on the

three largest elevated railways of Chicago shows
larger totals for each road than those for any pre-
vious month. The number of passengers carried by
the three roads in question last month as compared
with the corresponding month last year are:

Oct., '07. Oct., '06. Increase.
Jletropolitan 4,869,470 4,422,792 446,678
South Side 3,926,755 2,900,902 1,025,853
Northwestern 3.372,976 2,738,675 634,301

Totals 12,169,201 10,062,369 2,106,832

The daily averages for these months and the per-
centage increase are:

Oct., '07, Oct., '06. Percent.
Metropolitan 157,080 142,671 10.10
South Side 126,670 93,577 35.36
Northwestern 108.806 88,344 23.16

The Metropolitan is operating about the same
mileage as last year, the South Side has opened two
extensions and the Northwestern one. The detail

figures, however, show that the increase on the two
latter roads is due nearly as much to increase on
the main lines as to the opening of the new
branches.

Topics to be Discussed by the Western
Society of Engineers.

The Western Society of Engineers, Chicago, an-
nounces a series of interesting topics for its meet-
ings this season. Papers and addresses are expected
from the following: Prof. J. C. Thorp, "Recent
Developments in Steam Tuurbines;" Mr. W. C.
Robinson, "Fire Protection of Fireproof Buildings;"
Mr. G. B. Springer, "The Tunnels Under the Chi-
cago River for Electric Cables;" Mr. W. E. Sy-
mons, "The Passing of the Steam Locomotive;"
.Mr. J. D. Ihldcr, "Electric Elevators for High
Buildings;" Mr. E. B. Ellicott, "The Hydro-electric
Development of the Sanitary District, Chicago."
The electrical topics will be presented before the

Electrical Section of the society, which usually

meets on the second Frid.ay of each month. On
November 8th Mr. H. V. Allen is scheduled to trad
a paper prepared by Mr. W. D'A. Ry.m on "Color
Values of Artificial Illuminants."
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ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.

XLI.— Electric Railways.

Bonding.

It was cNplained in a previous oliaplcr lli.il the

current for opcralinR electric cars passes from the

Kcncrators at the power honsc to llic overhead sys-

tem and trolley wire, thence IhroiiRh the car, and

returns to the power honsc by means of the rail-

w.ay tracks. It is obvious, therefore, that the tracks

considered as an electric circuit carry the same

current as the overhead wires, and they should

therefore have as little electrical resistance as pos-

sible.

In case of the welded tracks described in the

preceding chapter, a continuous metallic circuit ex-

ists over the whole road, but in most cases rails

are laid in 30- foot lengths, and in rare cases, 60-

fiiot lengths, so that the track circuit is broken at

the end of each rail length.

As the joints are connected by fish-plates, it

would appear at first sight that there would be

very little resistance at the joints, and it takes but

a very short time until the surfaces at the joints

are coated with rust, which is an excellent non-

conductor of electricity, and as soon as rust is

formed a high resistance is introduced at every

joint.

To overcome this, rail bonds arc used.
^
These

consist of short lengths of copper wire which run

across each joint and whose ends are securely

fastened to each of the rail ends at the joint.

There are a large variety of bonds in use. Among

the earlier ones used were pieces of iron wire

about 18 inches long, each end of which contained

a small rivet of about one-quarter-inch diameter.

.\ quarter-inch hole was bored near the end of

each rail, and the rivets on the bond were inserted

in these holes and headed up with a hammer.

These bonds, however, soon proved inadequate, and

copper was substituted for iron. Since then the size

of bonds has steadily increased, and the manner of

applying them has been improved.

The conductivity of copper is about ten times

that of the steel from which the rails are made,

and in order to make the conductivity of the joint

equal to the conductivity of the unbroken rail the

bond must have about one-tenth the sectional area

of the rail. One form of bond commonly used

consists of two large copper rivets connected by

strands of flexible copper. These are made short

enough to be placed under the fish-plates, and

should preferably be headed into the rail by hy-

draulic press. Placing the bonds under the fish-

plates tends to keep them securely in place, and it

also prevents their being stolen, which is a trouble

that has been frequently met with since the bonds

have been made large enough so that the copper

in them is of considerable value.

In order that the bonding may be efficient, it is

necessary that the heads of the bonds must fit ab-

solutely tight in the rail holes, and the two sur-

faces of contact must be thoroughly cleaned, so

there is no opportunity for oxidation between them.

The ductility of copper makes it possible to secure

a very intimate union between the two metals, but

it is very difficult to keep this electrical contact

good if there is much motion at the joints.

Another type of bond largely in use is one hav-

ing a hole in the end of the rivet head vjhich

projects through the hole in the rail; a steel pin

is driven into the hole, which has the effect of

expanding the metal of the bond tight into the

hole in the rail.

The so-called plastic rail bond is an entirely dif-

ferent type of bond, which depends for its con-

nection to the rail upon a plastic alloy of mercury

and other metals. The main portion of the copper

bond is made in various forms, and the place on

the rail where the bond is applied is made perfectly

clean and is amalgamated with mercury compound.

The surface of contact between the bond and rail

is covered with the plastic alloy, and the two are

pressed together, and in some cases held in contact

by a spring. An absolutely firm contact like that

required for the riveted bonds is not necessary for

the plastic bond, as the plastic alloy maintains good

conductivity between the rail and the bond, even

when some slight motion occurs between them.

In addition to the bonds between joints, bonds

should always be used to connect the rails at either

si'Se of special work, such as frogs, crossings, etc..

Note.—This series of articles, intended to survey, briefly,

the whole field of applied electricity for light, power and heat;

was begun in the Western Electrician of February 2, 1907.

.MfciCAi-n,.

and cross-bonds should be placed at frequent in-

tervals between the two rails of a single-track road,

anri between the two tr:icks of a double-track road.

Where the railway traffic is very dense, the con-

ductivity of all tracks bonded together is not suffi-

cient, and in this case ground wires arc used,

which arc wires nmning parallel with the tracks

and which arc connected to the bonds of the track

at frequent intervals. The object of bonding is to

form all the tr.acks and ground wires, if they arc

used, into a single electrical conductor whose dif-

ferent parts arc so frequently cross-connected that

the breaking of a few bonds, which is always liable

to occur, will not permit a high resistance to be

introduced in the track circuit between the power
house and the car, no matter what the location of

the latter on the lr.ick.

In the case of welded rails no bonds arc neces-

sary at the joints, but cross-bonds should be used

to avoid the break in the circuit which might be

occasionally introduced on account of broken rails.

These rails should also be bonded around special

work.

In order that the bonding shall remain effective,

it is necessary that the work be done with the

utmost care. The holes in the rail should be

reamed out thoroughly clean at the time the bond

is to be applied, and the head of the bond should

present a thoroughly clean metallic surface. If the

riveted type of bond does not make an absolutely

solid contact with the metal of the rail, but permits

air or moisture to creep in between the two sur-

faces of contact, a coating of scale, which is non-

conducting, will be formed .between the two sur-

faces, and the utility of the bond will be entirely

destroyed.

On some roads, where there are a number of

branches, and where the traffic is very heavy, what

are known as track feeders are sometimes neces-

sary. This is particularly the case when only a

few of the tracks go near the power house. The

track feeders are led from the generators to various

points in the track, as may be necessary, and may

consist of copper wire or in some cases worn-

out rails, which are thoroughly bonded together

and carried underground to the point where they

are connected to the track system.

Overhead System.

As has already been explained, the power for

nearly all direct-current electric railways of any

considerable length is generated as alternating cur-

rent at a high voltage, which depends upon the

distance to which the power is transmitted. The

voltage on some long lines runs from 15,000 to

30,000 volts, and even higher. This high voltage

is then led into rotary-converter sub-stations located

10 to 15 miles apart, where it is converted into

direct current of from 500 to 650 volts for use on

the car.

The high-voltage distribution is, of course, en-

tirely distinct and separate from the 500-volt dis-

tribution, and the two are frequently carried on

separate pole lines.

The low-tension distribution starts at each sub-

station, and on most interurban roads the 500-volt

current from the rotary converters is fed directly

into the trolley wire. As all the sub-stations feed

into the same trolley wire, the sub-stations are all

connected in parallel on the soo-volt circuit. In

city systems, however, where cars are running con-

stantly under close headway, the trolley wire is

entirely too small to carry all the current required

between the different sub-stations, and in this case

overhead feeders are carried out from the sub-

stations along the line of the road, and these feed-

ers are tapped into the trolley wire at frequent

intervals.

The two types of overhead construction most

commonly used are the span-wire and the bracket

construction. The center-pole or double-bracket

construction is also used, but only to a limited

extent. In most city streets span work is used,

which consists of a row of poles on either side

of the track with a wire stretched across the track

between each pair of poles. These span wires sup-

port the trolley wires over the tracks, which are

suspended from the span wires by suitable insu-

lators. In order to increase the insulation between

the trolley wire and the ground, strain insulators

are generally inserted near each end of the span

wire near where it is fastened to the pole.

Trolley wires are rolled in different cross-sections.

Sometimes a round wire is used, although what

is known as a grooved section is preferable. The
trolley wire is fastened by means of an ear with
tapering edges, which fits closely around the trolley
wire and is soldered securely lo it. This e.ir docs
not form a complete sleeve around the trolley wire,
but leaves the lower side of the wire exposed so
as to form n smooth path for the trolley wheel.
The grooved trulley wire has a cross-section somc-
whal resembling a figure 8, and the supporting
ear is clamped .iround the upper p.irt of this sec-
tion, leaving the lower part of this section per-
fectly smooth for the passage of the trolley wlicel.

Bmckel construction is considerably more eco-
nomical than span work and is almost always used
on suburban and interurban work, and, in fact, in

any locality where the line of poles can he placed
sufficiently close to the track. This consists of a
single line of poles placed near the track, with
brackets extending from the pole over the track
for supporting the trolley wire, This construction
is obviously adapted to single-track lines only, ex-
cept in a few special cases, in which double-bracket
construction has been used, The latter consists of
a line of poles set midway between the tracks of

a double-track system, with brackets extending from
each side of the pole over each track.

It is necessary to have a certain amount of
flexibility in the overhead work, and it has been
found that where the trolley-wire insulators were
fastened directly to the brackets they were very
liable to be broken by the passing trolley wheels.
In order to secure llexibility at the point of sus-

pension a short length of wire is generally sus-
pended from the bracket arm, and the insulator

is fastened to this wire. In other cases the bracket
arm itself is hinged near its support on the pole
and arranged so that it has more or less motion
in a vertical plane and is free to move up and down
when the trolley passes under it.

[To be continued.^

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Charging Storage Batteries.

J. W. A., New Iberia, La.: I am much interested
in charging storage batteries, particularly automo-
bile batteries. I wish to know what connections
are necessary to be used on a 220-volt circuit and
on a 125-voIt circuit, which is my exciter voltage.
I intend to use the latter circuit at night, and dur-
ing the summer I will use 220 volts from my day
circuit. I would also like to know what would be
the proper price to ask for this work.

Answers.

Storage batteries can be charged only on a direct-

current circuit. There are usually 36, 40 or 44
cells in an automobile- battery. For charging they
are placed in series and connected in series with a

suitable rheostat across the charging circuit, which
should be preferably not over no volts to avoid
wasting too much energy in the rheostat. The volt-

age of each cell at beginning of charge is a trifle

over 2.0 and during the charge this rises to

about 2.6 volts on closed circuit at the end. There-
fore 40 cells require a little over 80 volts at the
start and about 104 volts at the end. The rheostat

takes tap the remaining drop.

The rheostat should be adjustable and of suf-

ficient resistance to keep the current below the

normal value. It must of course be of sufficient

current capacity to carry continuously for five hours

or more the normal charging current, which, de-

pending on the size of the cell, may be from 16

to 50 amperes.

Find out from the owner or maker of the bat-

teries what is. the normal charging rate for each

battery and also what directions were furnished

as to the duration of charging. Be sure to have

the positive terminal of the batteries connected to

the positive side of the charging circuit and to con-

nect an ammeter in series with the battery to de-

termine when the current is properly adjusted by

the rheostat. Toward the end of charge it is well

to reduce the current to about one-half the normal

rate to prevent excessive gasing of the batteries.

It is not desirable to charge single-battery sets

on a 220-volt circuit, as more than half the energy

would be wasted in the rheostat, which would have

to be extra large. If the inquirer can arrange to

charge two batteries of the same size at the same
time he can connect them in series with a rheostat

to the 220-volt line with good results. Do not

attempt to do this with batteries differing widely

in size, as the larger one w-ould not be sufficiently

charged and the smaller one probaljly overcharged.

All the above refers to batteries for electric

vehicles. Storage batteries for ignition on gasoline
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cars are best charged by being placed in series with

incandescent lamps, figuring one-half ampere for

each i6-candlepower lamp on no volts. If the

charging current rate is greater, put a correspond-

ingly greater number of lamps in parallel and this

set in series with the batter^' to be charged.

The proper price to be asked for this service

will depend on local conditions largelj'. Calculate,

roughly at least, the number of kilowatt-hours used

in charging and figure a rather low rate if the

conditions warrant it. A flat rate is not equitable^

as obviously a large battery will require more

charging than a small one.

A Central-station Equipment for Test-
ing Integrating Wattmeters.

BV W. R. PlNCKARD AND H. W. YoUNG.

It is quite generally recognized that integrating

wattmeters can only be maintained in an accurate

and efficient condition by comparing them at cer-

tain intervals with known standards, and it is

obvious that the standards for this purpose should

be highly accurate. To avoid a multiplicity of in-

struments, these standards should have a wide

FIG. I. PRIMARY STANDARD SINGLE-PHASE INTEGRATING
WATTMETER.

operating range, which may be obtained primarily

by a long scale, and where possible the range

should be further increased by combining several

current and potential capacities in one meter. To
combine laboratory accuracy with the speed neces-

sary in commercial work, two sets of standards

should be provided, which may be designated as

"primary" standard or "precision" meters for ex-

treme accuracy, and "secondary" or working stand-

ards for use directly with the service meters.

A complete equipment of primary and secondary

standards consists of the meters shown in Figs.

I, 2 and 3. If necessary, the indicating secondary

standard can be omitted and the rotating standard

alone used.

Checking of Secondary Slajidards.—All secondary

e^k^^^

1i|%
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PIG. 2. SECONDARY STANDARD SINGLE OR POLYPHASE
INDICATING WATTMETER.

Standards should be frequently checked with the
primary standards, the frequency of such checking
varying largely with local conditions. As a rule,

however, '

it is advisable to check the secondary
standards at least once a monlh, especially when
such standards consist of indicating meters, owing
to the fact that all portable indicating meters arc
more or less delicate, and the rough usage attendant
to commercial testing is liable to change the cali-
bration materially.

To compare the cilihration of a standard indi-
cating wattmeter with the "precision" meter or pri-
mary standard, it should be connected into the

circuit, as shown in Fig. 4, having the current
coils of the meters in series and the shunt coils
in multiple with each other. Care should be taken
to have the shunt coil of each meter connected to
the same point or source of potential to avoid the
possibility of one meter measuring the shunt loss
of the other.

Testing Load.—The load for the test can readily
be obtained by a bank of incandescent lamps so

FIG. _S. SECONDARY STANDARD SINGLE-PHASE PORTABLE
INTEGRATING WATTMETER.

arranged that any value from zero to full-load
current may be easily and quickly obtained. The
load should be taken from a source of supply
having as little voltage variation as possible, on
account of the effect of rapid fluctuations on the
reading of indicating meters, it being somewhat
difficult to secure accurate readings on a circuit
having a badly fluctuating voltage.

A convenient arrangement of load is shown in

Fig. 5, and consists of a bank of lamps of dif-
ferent candlepower ranging from four to 100 can-
dlepower, these lamps being arranged in connection
with single-pole, single-throw switches so that the
smaller sizes may be thrown in circuit individually

and the larger sizes in groups. The arrangement
shown may, of course, be varied to suit local

conditions.

In circuit with a portion of the lamp bank is

placed an adjustable resistance or rheostat for use
in obtaining exact current values and also to assist

in maintaining a constant load. A water rheostat
is very convenient for this class of work, as the
load can be varied quickly and with perfect uni-

FIG. ^. CONNKCTIuNS tOR CHECKING SKCUNDARV STAND-
ARD WITH PRIMARY STANDARD,

formity. The resistance of the water rheostat can
be readily changed to almost any value by chang-
ing the strength 'of the solution.

Having made connections as above, it is now
only necessary to take the readings on the portable

meter at convenient points and to compare these

readings with the true values as given on the

"precision" meter. It is considered good practice

to check the portable meter at each of the marked
points on the scale, simply estimating the error of

the intennediate points, thus showing the error

very closely at all points of the scale.

Checking Calibration of Rotating Standard.—If

the portable rotating standard meter is used as a

secondary standard, it should be checked with a

"precision" wattmeter from time to time, and for

this purpose should be connected in the same man-
ner as the indicating standard shown in Fig. 4.

To make a comparison of the rotating standard
with the "precision" meter it should, by means of

the plugs on the terminal board, be connected for

a capacity of five amperes and placed in scries with
the five-ampere coil of the '"precision" meter.

Light-load Test.—The load should now be main-
tained at approximately 20 watts, and the pointer

revolutions of the rotating standard timed by a

stop-watch. Having obtained the time consumed in

m.iking a certain number of pointer revolutions,

the watts should \)C computed by the formula
R

W = — K, where W ^ watts, R = the number of

T
pointer revolutions, T ^ the time in seconds as

taken by the stop-watch, and K = the voIt-ampcrc
rating of the meter coils used multiplied by 2.4.

Full-load Test.—The meter may be tested on
other loads, ranging from the light load to full

load of 500 watts, but as the calibration curve of
the rotating standard from light load to full load

is practically a straight line, it is unnecessary to
take readings at other points than light and full

load unless extreme accuracy is required. If this

is desired, readings may be taken at several inter-

mediate points, from which readings a curve may
be plotted giving the exact calibration of the meter
at all points.

Selection of Precision Meter Capacity.—In com-
paring secondary standards with "precision" meters
care should be taken to select the windings of the

"precision" meter having a capacity nearest that

of the meter under test, in order that it may be
used at the highest possible part of the scale.

This rule also applies to the comparison of service

meters with secondary standards. The "precision"

meter best adapted for the above purpose and the

one commonly used for this class of service has
three current capacities of five, 20 and 100 amperes,
respectively, and may be furnished with resistances

suitable for use on any voltage up to 2,000 volts.

Testing Service Meters.—For the testing of serv-

ice meters, either the "portable indicating" meters
may be employed in conjunction with a stop watch
and the reading computed by the use of a calibrat-

ing formula or the meter may be compared with

a "rotating" standard watt-hour meter. To use

either of these methods the standard should be con-

nected in circuit with the service meter, as shown
in the diagrams usually accompanying each meter.

Where meters operating from series and voltage

transformers arc to be tested it will usually b*e

FIG. 5. METHOD OF OBTAINING LOAD FOR TESTING
METERS.

found advisable to test them , as five-ampere, 100-

volt meters without using the transformers. If suolv

meters are to be tested under the running load,

the standard may be connected in circuit with the"

meter under test, using the five-ampere, lOO-volt

. coils of the standard.

Testing Service Meters iviih Standard Indicating

Meters.—To conduct a test with the indicating

meter it will be necessary to hold the load as con-

stant as possible, and while noting the reading of

the standard, count the revolutions of the disk of

the meter under test, taking the time by means of

a stop watch. To eliminate personal errors, sev-

eral readings of at least one minute each should
be taken and averaged. To compare the reading
of the meter with the standard it is necessary to

use a formula pertaining to the particular meter
under test.

Use of Stop Watch.—When employing the indi-

cating wattmeter method it should be remembered
that the stop watch is not infallible, and should be
frequently checked by comparing it with the second
hand of a good clock. For this purpose a clock
in which the pendulum beats seconds or half sec-

onds should be used, starting the watch with a
certain beat of the pendulum and having allowed
the watch to run several minutes to eliminate per-

sonal errors, it should be stopped on the same beat

of the pendulum on which it was started. A little

ROTATING
STANDARD

© INjeQRATING^
WATTM£T£R

FIG. 6. CONNECTIONS FOR CHECKING SERVICE METHK WITH
PORTABLE STANDARD INTEGRATING WATTMETER.

practice will enable the operator to check the watch
within o.r of a second without difficulty.

Testing Service Meters with Rotating Standard.—
If the rotating standard is used for testing single-

]ihasc service meters the operation is much sim-
plified, as the use of the formula and stop watch
can be eliminated. To conduct a test by this method
the standard should be connected as shown in Fig.

6, and the connection plugs so arranged that thb

capacity of the standard will be the same as that

of the nu-ter under test. The proper connections

having been made, the load sliould be adjusted to

the desired value and a direct comparison made of

the number of revolutions of llic meter under test

wilii the number of revolutions shown on the counter

of the standard. In common with the indicating-
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adiiiKS shiinlti he laUcii fur at

cliiniiuitr inisiinal rirors. The

pcrcciilam- of rniir in llii' iiu-Ut niidrr lest may
l;i; founil (lireclly by ilivitliiiK tlic iiiinihiT of rcvolii-

lions of llif scrvico meter by the revolutions of (be

standard— Ibal is, if Ibc meter under test makes lo

revolutions while the standard meter' shows io,.i

revolutions, ibe ratio would be 0.(l6, showiuK the

meter under test to be four per cent. slow.

I

Note.—'Ibe above paragraph reKarding rotating

standards applies only when the meter under test

has the same full-load speed as the standard, namely,

J5 revolutions per minute.]

'in order that the rotaliiiR standard illustrated

herein mav be eouveniently employed in testing nic-

lers in wiiieb the full-load speed is other than 2S

revolutions (ler minute, the following t.able has been

prepared .is .ipplying to VVeslinghouse. (leneral Klec-

irie and Fort Wayne meters. Hy the use of this

table any one of the three makes can easily be

ti'Sled with the one rotating standard:

on inilnclive circuits Ibe necessary inductive load

e;ni be secured in one of sever.al ways.

For obtaining the inductive load from a single

phase circuit a set of two or more five-ampere

reactive coils, such as arc used in Ibe multiple ajlcr-

nating-curreiU arc lamp, will be found convenient.

The coils can be arr.anged lo give almost any cur-

rent value when used on a i lo-volt circuit up to

their capacity by means of series parallel connec-

tions, 'ibe taps which are brought out at numer-
ous points are useful in obtaining close adjustments

of current \ahu'.

Fig; 7 illuslr.iles .a method of connection for use

in testing meters cm inductive loads, the power fac-

tor of which can be directly determined by :i power
factor meter or by the use of an ammeter, yidi

meter and wattmeter connected in circuit as indi

ealed.

Mclliod of Testing Service Meier for Indiiclive

load /lecuracy.—To conduct Ibis lest the service

meter should be loaded to its full current capacity,

OAI.IIIRATION DATA 1-OR STANDARD PORTAHLE INTEGRATING WATTMETERS.
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s
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23.85 23 02 23.4 23.17 22.95 22.72 22.5 22.27 22 05 21..S2 21.6 21.37 21.15

25
50

2.0
2.0

20
•10

1.59 1.57 1.56 1.54 1.53 1.51 1.5 1.48 1.47 1.45 1.44 1.4'J 1.41

It is recomnentied 1ml test be madt at approxininte y lOOpe cental d 4, per zent of full load if these loads a e withi 1 the ra igeof s andard

Load service meter so as to give revolutions stated iu laoic in a[})>roxiiiia[cij
Wttere possible, the capacity of coils used sliould be the same for both service and standard meters,

•Westinarhouse Round Pattern and type "A" meters make fifty revolutions per minute at full load.

11 table in approximately one minute time.
the same for both service and standard meters.

In explanation of the use of this table the fol-

lowing examples are given

;

(i) If it is desired to test a 'Westinghouse serv-

ice meter by using the rotating standard the two
meters should be connected in series and loaded

so as to give one revolution of the disk in approxi-

mately one minute's time for a light-load test, and

for full load 25 revolutions of the disk in the same
time. The number of revolutions made for these

two loads by the standard—if the service meter is

correct—would be i and 25, respectively. If the

number of revolutions made by the standard is 1.03,

the service meter is three per cent, slow at light

.load. If the number of revolutions of the stand-

ard is 0.97, the service meter is three per cent,

fast at light load. From this example it will be

seen that the accuracy can be determined for any

speed within six per cent, fast or slow, reading

same directly from the table without any calcula-

tion whatever.

(2) If it is desired to test a five-ampere General

Electric meter the load can be adjusted to give,

say, two revolutions at light load and 30 revolu-

tions of the disk at heavy load in approximately one

minute's time. If the meter is correct the standard

will show 1.8 and 27 revolutions, respectively. If

the standard shows 1.85, the service meter is three

per cent, slow at light load. If the standard shows
1. 75 the service meter is three per cent, fast at

light load.

(3) If it is desired to test a five-ampere Fort

Wayne meter the load can be adjusted to the same
value as with the General Electric meter. If the

meter is correct the standard will show 1.5 and

22.53 revolutions, respectively. If the standard

shows 1.54, the service meter is three per cent, slow

at light load. If the standard shows 1.45, the

service meter is three per cent, fast at light load.

Fig. 6 illustrates the proper connections for test-

ing a two-wire meter in accordance with the table.

If it is desired to test three-wire meters the stand-

ard should be connected into the circuit with one

side of the meter under test, the other side, of the

circuit being left open. When the test is conducted

in this manner the rotating standard pointer will

revolve twice as fast as the disk of the meter under
test, which has but one-half of its current winding
in use during the test. To effect a direct com-
parison the number of revolutions made by the

meter being tested should be multiplied by t\vo.

Testing Meters for Accuracy on Inductive Loads.
—When it is desired to test meters for accuracy

as indicated by the ammeter. The lamp load and

inductive load should be so adjusted as to give a

reading on the wattmeter equal to one-half of the

volt-ampere readings, as shown by the reading of

the ammeter multiplied by the voltage of the cir-

cuit. If a standard indicating wattmeter is used

the watt value is at once apparent. If the rotating

standard integrating meter is used, however, the

approximate watt value may be obtained by noting

the speed of the pointer, which should rotate one-

FIG. 7. METHOD OF OBTAINING INDUCTIVE LOAD FROM
SINGLE-PHASE CIRCUIT.

half as fast as it would if the same volt-amperes

were applied at unity power factor. The full-load

speed of the rotating standard operating at the cur-

rent and voltage marked upon the dial is I2;<

revolutions per minute at a power factor of 50
per cent. It is necessary to take comparative read-
ings the same as in the ordinary test of meters.

[Note.—It should be noted that in making tests

at 50 per cent, power factor, extreme accuracy of

current value as shown on the ammeter is not im-

portant, owing to the fact that the integrating meter
error on inductive loads is due to a phase displace-

ment within the meter, and this angle of displace-

ment is the same at all values of power factor. It

is evident from this that if the meter is adjusted
at any point of power-factor curve and made cor-

rect it will be correct at all points of the curve.

The value of 50 per cent, power factor is taken as

a convenient value to obtain, it being only neces-
sary so to adjust the load that the wattmeter read-
ings are halved while the volt-ampere readings are
kept at full-load value.]

Speedy Delivery of Steam Turbines.

The illiiiitr.-ilioiis kIiow iIic geiier.-ilor and ste.im
ends of one of llie two 1,500-kilowatt Allis-Chal-
iners sleam-liirbine units recently soltj lo Ihe .Srari-

lon (]*a,; plant *>i tb<.- American Cjas and l^lcclric

("ompany, whose iirupcrlies include public-service
iilililics ill many sl.-itcs. TliU (urbinc won a sub-
slanlial hoiiiis for il« builder for delivery fully a

The upper picture shows the ceneralor end and the lower one
the steam etid.

A 1,500-KILOWATT STEAM TURBINE ON ITS WAY TO
SCRANTON, PA.

month in advance of the date specified in the con-

tract.

The two units for the plant each comprise a steam

turbine and an alternator of 1,500-kilowatt normal

capacity at 1,800 revolutions per minute, three-phase.

Go-cycle, 4,000 volts. The conditions under which
they operate are 150 pounds steam pressure at the

throttle and 28 inches vacuum.

In addition to the Scranton turbines, Allis-Chal-

mers machines have been installed in the Canton
(Ohio) and Madison (Wis.) plants of the Ameri-

can Gas and Electric Company, one of which, that

at Canton, has been operating continuously for

several months.

New Combination Motor Starter.

The new type EH combination starter, for auto-

matic or hand operation, recently placed on the

market by the J. L. Schureman Company of Chi-

cago is here illustrated. This starter, designed

NEW COMBINATION MOTOR STARTER.

chiefl\' for the control of motor-driven fire

pumps, was described in the Western Elec-

trician of October 5th, but was incorrectly illus-

trated in that issue. As here shown, the type EH
starter is mounted in. panel form so that all wiring

is accessible from the back of the controller. The
resistance is ordinarily made of cast-iron grids and
is mounted at the base of the panel and to the

'

rear. An overload device especially valuable in

hand starting makes the apparatus "fool proof."
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CCI I llSjri PI Pr'TI?ir'IT"V '° "^'^ ^"^ nature of things. Two distinct and^El—«1-«I1^VJ 1-^L>1-<W I IvIV^I 1 I • separate corporations are not likely to remain sep-

Under this heading will appear, from time to time, articles, suggestions and examples wliich will be of assistance in the arate very long after It becomes clear that the

constant effort to increase the existing demand for electric current and to create new demands. Services rendered by both can be more cheaply
and more effectively furnished by only one of them.

A Modern Instance. aggregating over 100 horsepower and assuring re- The original company organized for the supply of

The possibilities that are overlooked by electric- '"™^ °* °'^" $2--700 a year, besides transferring six gas for illuminating purposes in La Crosse was the

lighting companies, both large and small, were gasoline-lighting services to electricity. - La Crosse Gas Company which was merged into
ngnting cu p , ,.^^^,., „f n rerent I* ^e proper advantage is taken of the new 'he La Crosse Gas and Electric Company m No-
stnkingly illustrated by the results of a recent

. . ^ f. ° , , , vember looi The second lis-htins- comnanr or-
j k „„^„„ <.,.,„ K„o;„„co „mi= service in pushing fans, flatirons and other electrical

vLinuLr, lyoi. rne secona iigming compan) or
ten-day campaign by a modern new-business emis-

. ^ "*'... ganized in La Crosse was the La Crosse Brush
sary" in a small Iowa city. The town is the county

conveniences, as well as in driving out the gasoline
1,^^^^;^ Light and Power Company, incorporated

seat, with a population of something less than 3,000,
""^"^ the company should be able to' add at least ;„ October, 1881, shortly after the first patents

• 1 1 . r .L • ^ $4,000 to Its income the first year of its new service, were issued to Mr Rrnsh on his arr-liphtinp- svs-
and IS a typical rural town of the prairie country. j . » r i ^u a- . n. i

issuca 10 i\ir. nrusn on nis arc iigntmg sys
",

,

'^.
, ,., ., ,

and at a cost of less than $2,000, or at a profit of tem. It was incorporated with the La Crosse Gas
The electric company has until recently been ^^_^ .^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^_^ invaluable profit in the in- and Electric Company in 1901. The third lighting

dominated by a slow, non-progressive management, ^^^^^^^ good-will from the community which it
company to be organized in La Crosse was the

with the accompanying results qf poor service and
serves. Edison Light and Power Company, incorporated in

the entrance of competition—in this case gasoline ' February, 1887, shortly after Mr. Edison had per-

lighting fected his incandescent lamp and low-voltage dy-

The plant was operated from dusk to midnight, ^a Crosse Central Station Gets State namo and the company began at once the general

jtlr r -11 i<-ri.- J Authority to Increase Its Ratps furnishing of electricity for lighting and power for
and but for a very favorable street-lighting and Auxnority to increase Its Kates.

^^ first time throughout the city. Shortly after
waterworks pumping contract the returns would Numerous instances have arisen where private this organization the Brush company ceased to
not have sustained even that limited service. consumers or municipal authorities have appealed make any attempt at furnishing light for commer-

Early in 1907 a new management came into con- to state commissions for relief from alleged c-x- cial purposes and relied exclusively upon its street-

trol, and being progressive business men, but un- cessive rates or other burdens imposed by public- lighting business for its existence,

acquainted with electric-liMiting work they sought service corporations. But La Crosse, Wis., affords The above three companies were operated inde-

the advice of one of the number of live new-busi-
'^"^ unusual spectacle of a central station getting pendently and maintained separate plants and offices

_^, ^ . , . , , J t- ^1 r- permission to increase its rates for equitable rea- until i8Q7, when a certain group of capitalists who
ness agents that is being developed by the Co- ^^^^ ^he method of procedure and the findings had been largely interested in the Gas Light corn-
operative Electrical Development Association. ^f the Railroad Commission of Wisconsin,' to which pany in the past, obtained a controlling interest in

This missionary reached the city on a Saturday application was made by the La Crosse Gas and the stock of all of the companies, and from that

night after lighting time and was at once struck Electric Company, have been compiled in a booklet time on until the organization of the Gas and

by the number of gasoline lights in use. The by iWr. C. H. Williams, manager of the company. Electric Company in 1901, the three companies were

presence of these lamps proved beyond a doubt that and some extracts will be of general interest. managed from the same office, although retaining

something was radically wrong with the electric .
I" ^e petition of the company for authority to their individual corporate existence^ In November,

%, ^. y.
T,,, , J 1 J . increase rates it is set forth, among other things, 1901, Mr. George MacMillan and his associates

service. The time until Monday was devoted to
(^gj „^j^^ ^^^^ provisions of the laws of Wiscon- purchased from the then holders of the capital

learning the situation from the viewpoint of the sin_ jj jg unlawful for any public utility doing busi- stock of the three companies in existence all of
consumer. The complaints were various, as usual, ness within the state of Wisconsin to demand, the property of these corporations and incorporated

but in the main they narrowed down to three collect or receive a greater compensation for any the La Crosse Gas and Electric Company, the cap-

things : Inability to accommodate themselves to service than the charge fixed by it on the lowest ital stock of this company being $600,000.

the company's arbitrary hours of service lack of schedule of rates for the same service on the first After several j-ears of effort, the city has not

attention on the part of the company's 'employes
day of April, 1907. only failed to secure permanent competition in the

, „,,,; „„.,;,„ .u . ^ •'
. ^ ^ , On the first day of April, 1907, the company electric-hghting business, but it has been the means

in making repairs on the customers premises, and
^^,^^ ^^-^^ business in competition with another of causing more fixed capital to become invested

excessive bills. company likewise engaged in the production of m such plants than is really warranted by the de-
The last accusation could not be understood by electricity, and, to meet the competition of said mand for such lighting in La Crosse. In other

the agent at first, as none of the customers seemed company, the petitioner was compelled to reduce words, the lighting business in that city has been

to be overlighted and the rates were only 10 cents its schedule to a point below the cost of produc- brought to a condition where it has to bear more

per kilowatt-hour This point was however made ''°" therefore it had become necessary for the in the way of fixed charges annually than would

plain when the agent sought the ' managem'ent to
Petitioning company to increase its rates of charge have been the case had the city adopted a wiser

1 't 'H f rti' t
^°^ electricity. course of regulation than that which for services

Z? Its side 01 ™e story.
j^^ reviewing the case the commission says thai of this character can be had through competition.

ihe officers of the company said that they op- there are many important differences between pub- Among the most important features that are in-

erated the same as they always had, from dusk lie-service corporations and ordinary commercial volved in this case, says the commission, are those
until midnight, and until 11 o'clock on Sundays; enterprises. The former usually require a much which relate to the earnings and the operating ex-

that gasoline and gas lighting (fed with gas from larger investment in plant, equipment and other penses of the company, for it is upon these facts

gasoline-gas machines) was cutting their business ^^'^'^ property, which in turn means heavy annual largely that the adequacy or inadequacy of the

to pieces; that their earnings for three years had '^''"/f
^°'

'u'l'''''
i-^PaijSfnd maintenance The rates must be determined. Detailed statements of

. \ J J J- • ,,-,, conditions which surround the former are also of both the gross earnings and the operating expenses
shown a steady and discouraging decline; that the

5^^,, character that the services which they render for the last S'A years were therefore required of
town was supporting two gasoline-machme agents. can usually be furnished at a much lower cost by the companies and furnished. These statements for
who were very active, and that the returns from one plant than by two or more in the same locality. the electric-light and heating plant have been closely

their commercial customers were so small that they The differences between them are not even limited examined and tested, and are believed to be sub-

only read their meters and rendered bills every '0 the facts named and to other facts of a similar stantially correct. The facts contained in them have

three months. character, but extend to the principles of competi- been summarized in the following table

:

This last admission explained why the customers Gross Earnings and Operating Expenses.— Electric and Heating.

thought that their bills were so big, for it is one 1902. 1503. i<)04. 1905. 1906. igo7(6mos.)

of the traits of the human family to consider only Electric current, sales s 42.873.34 546.275.50 s 84,561.55 s 87,853. >2 s 69.375.63 S 35.534. i»

, . ^ , ..,,
, ,, , Heatine and sundries 14.488.52 19,077.08 21.627.40 26,936.56 30,891.59 19.326.33

the size ot the bill that they are called upon to pav. Total earnines 57,361.86 65,362.58 106,188.95 114,789.68 100,267.32 55.260.52

In this case the mstnmpr wa<: rnmmrincr Inc thm'^ Operating expenses 30.557.38 53.009.16 71.196.03 8o,25r.ts 94.587. 16 53.509.98m rnis case tne customer was comparing Ins three- Net earnings 17,804.48 12.343.42 34,992.92 34.438.53 6.680.16 1,750.54

month bill with the one of some friend in another Kilowatt-hours sold 565.070.00 748,269.00 1,366,061.00 1.492.802.00 1.705,118.00 919.285.00

^it(r iifliiVti «,Tc n«I„ f^- ^« ™.^ i-u J 1
Current sales per kilowatt-hour .07580 .06184 .06186 .05875 .04068 .03908

City which was only for one month and only con- Heatine sales per kil ,watt-hour 02560 .02550 .01582 .0,801 .01812 .02113

sidering the size of each. Naturally the discrepancy Total eamincs per kilowatt-hour 10140 .08734 .07768 .07674 .05880 .06021

ivaQ pvtrpm*» Total operatinc expenses per kw.-hour .07000 .07080 .05210 .OS358 .05546 .05820was exireme. Net earnincs per kilowatt-hour .03140 .01650 .02560 .02316 .00334 .oozoi

When the agent suggested that a day service tion. In most of the ordinary commercial under- The net earnings are the items which in this
and monthly bills would no doubt go a long way takings the expense can usually be stopped when- case throw the most light upon the situation of the
toward rectifying lighting troubles, the management ever competition has reduced prices below a profit- plant in question in so far as its rates and ex-

declared that, aside from three or four small mo- able level. But this cannot be done in the case of penses are concerned. The net earnings may be

tors, no power load could be obtained in the ter-
public-service corporations. The investment in the said to consist of the balance between the gross

ritory, and that the increase in lighting could not
corporations cannot be withdrawn or often con- earnings and expenses as shown in the table. It

h« „tr,«.-»«^ ^ ., f .1, •

s"'-'"'' "•""'" """^
verted into other purposes. The interest and the is the amount out of which depreciation of the '

be expected to pay for the increased cost of op- maintenance charged go on at about the same rate plant, interest on the bonds and dividends on the
erating such a service. But the agent had been whether the plant is in operation or not. Hence stock should be met. In order to ascertain more
looking around a bit himself, and had other ideas it often happens that it is better for the owners definitely what the net earnings in this case amount
on the subject. that such plants should be kept in operation even to when applied to these purposes, the commission

As the company was pumping the town's water if they fail to earn more than the actual operating found it necessary to capitalize them upon some

and compelled to operate the pumps (they were expenses. Duplications of such plants is a waste given basis.

belted from the generator lack shaff) two hours °f capital whenever the services can be adequately The commission sums up in part as follows:

„„lr, fZl
8'"'=™°'^ ]3ck Shalt; two hours

f^j^^jghed by one plant only. It necessarily means During the past two years the net earnings are
ever> forenoon and afternoon, and carry full steam

^^^^ j,^,^rest and maintenance must be earned on not even large enough to meet ordinary deprecia-
pressure all the time, it was evident that a complete a much greater, if not twice as great, an investment tion charges, much less any interest upon the in-

day service would not be excessively expensive. and that the actual cost of operation is likely to vestment, and as long as the rates charged for

It was figured out that the minimum extra cost be relatively higher. Competition in this service current remain as low as at present there is but

of such a service would be $1,500 and the maximum therefore usually means a bitter struggle and low little hope that the net earnings will increase.

cost $2,000 a year and the company agreed that prices, until one of the contestants is forced out The situation, then, is about this: Under the

I'n racp' thp a»Ani ',.«.,lrl =„,-„,„ /„„,;„!, „„ . K..,'- of the field, when the rates are raised to the old present rates the earnings derived from the businessm case the agent could secure enough new busi-
,^^^, -^ „o,'above it, or to a combination or under- are not sufficient to meet the operating expenses

ness to pay this added cost, it would start the standing of some sort between them, which also and full maintenance of the plant. If this should
new service at once. ultimately results in higher rates. In this way it . be permitted to go on indefinitely a situation might
With this guaranty the agent secured in the first often happens that the means which were thought easily develop under which the plant would become

half day over $2,000 worth of, power load, the first to be the preventive of onerous conditions be- incapacitated to furnish the city with the necessary

contract closed being for 25 horsepower to be used "^ome the very agents through which such conditions amount of lighting. In view of these facts, and

continuously 10 hours every day, with a minimum "^. .•™POScd. In fact active and continuous com- also in view of the fact that the present rates are

k;ii r.( «I~^ , ™^„.i, Av.'.i,-„ ,„ 1 r .L petition between pubhc-ulility corporations fur- much lower than the rates charged by any other
bill of $100 a month^ Within 10 days from the

|,i5hing ,he same service to same locality seems plant operated under similar conditions that we
tinie the agent arnved in the city he had secured to be out of the question. This has been shown have been able to find, it appears to us that it is

definite agreements for the placing of 25 motors by experience. Such competition is also contrary in line with putflic policy that the rates now
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charged by the petitioner for electric current should

be raised to a more remunerative basis, and it is

our detcnninalion lliat this chanRC should be made.

Since electric current cannot be stored, the ca-

pacity of the plants nuist be equal lo the Rreatest

ilcmanil that may be made upon them. Their ca-

pacity mnsl, in fact, be eiuirely out of proportion

to tlie average dem.ind for current. The demand
for current is nmch greater in the evening than

during Ihe rest of the day. It is .also greater in

Ihe winter than in the summer. Hut esperience

shows that the average demand is seldom equal

1(1 more than 30 per cent, of the capacity of the

plants. The total capacity, for instance, of the

pelilioner's plant is about 10,060,000 kilowatt-bours,

and Ihe kilowalt-hours .sold amonuled to only

1,705.118 in iiKK). Still the capacity of the plant

could not have been greatly reduced, for the records

show that during the winter months it was em-
ployed almost up to the full capacity. Nor can

it slop operating when the demand is light. It

must constantly stand ready to supply current

whenever the lights happen to be turned on. These
facts also tend lo increase the difference in the

cost per kilowatt-hour as between the long and the

short-hour user.s, or between those who with a

given installation consume a large and those who
consume a small amount of electric current.

For the year 1906, for instance, the operating

expenses, rentals and taxes amounted to $94.587.

When interest and depreciation at the rate of 10

per cent, on $450,000 (estimated cost of construct-

ing the electric plant) is added, the total cost foots

up to about $139,587. When these items are sep-

arated between fixed and variable expenses upon

what have been termed as usual methods the

amount for the two classes will be about $90,732

for the fixed and $48,855 for the variable. The
fixed expenses will then constitute about 65 per

cent, of the total.

When the fixed expenses are prorated upon the

total kilowatt-hour capacity of the plant, which was

10,950,000, and the variable expenses are prorated

upon the actual kilowatt-hours sold, or upon 1,706,-

118, the cost per kilowatt-hour for the consumer

who consumes current or who uses his lights 24

hours daily will be found as follows

;

Fixed expenses 0.83 cent per kilowatt-hour

Variable expenses 2.87 cents per kilowatt-hour

Total 3-6o cents per kilowatt-hour

When the fixed expenses are prorated upon about

4.17 per cent, of the total capacity, or upon about

456,250 kilowatt-hours, and sold as above, the cost

per kilowatt-hour for the consumer who uses lights

only one hour per day will be found. It is ap-

proximately as follows

:

Fixed expenses 19.90 cents per kilowatt-hour

Variable expenses 2.87 cents per kilowatt-hour

Total 22.77 cents per kilowatt-hour

If the expenses are separated between fixed and

variable on the other basis outlined above, that is,

if rental, depreciation, interest and certain other

items are divided between both the fixed and vari-

able expenses, instead of being classed as fixed

expenses entirely, the results will be somewhat

different from those already presented. In that

case the cost per kilowatt-hour would probably be

close to 5.50 cents for those who used the current

24 hours daily and not far from 15.50 cents for

those who used the lights about one hour per day.

A closer examination of the "maximum-demand"
system reveals the fact that under this method

of fixing rates due importance is given to the

element of cost. If the customer who uses his

lights one hour a day only, pays a higher rate

than the one who uses his lights three hours a

day, it is because the cost is greater in the former

case. This is certainly true if the methods are

strictly adhered to, the rates carefully computed

and the expenses properly classified. The rates so

determined are based upon facts rather than upon

mere arbitrary ideas.

There are also other systems of charging in use.

The first in order of these systems, or the flat

rate, is practically out of the question for general

application, and is not used to any considerable

extent. The remaining systems are unscientific and
seem to be rapidly going out of use.

The petitioners in this case prepared a tentative

schedule which they regarded as fair for the pres-

ent and which was submitted to this commission

for examination. This schedule w'as said to have

been based upon the "readiness-to-serve" system.

It provides for a service charge of $1.80 per year

each i6-candIepower lamp for one-third of the in-

stallation connected. It further provides for a

meter rate of y'A cents per kilowatt-hour for a

consumption per installation equivalent to 60 hours

or less per month ; for a meter rate of six cents

per kilowatt-hour for a consumption equivalent to

more than 60 hours per month, and for a meter
rate of five cents per kilowatt-hour for the "pa-

trolled service" or for signs and other installations

with fixed hours of use.

For "power rates" the submitted schedule pro-

vides a service charge of $27 per horsepower

of demand, and in addition to this for meter. rates

of five cents per kilowatt-hour for less than five

hours' use per day ; of three cents per kilowatt-

hour for daily use of over five hours, but not

exceeding: 10 hours, and of two cents per kilownll-

liour for a use of over 10 hours per day per horse-
power demanded.

L'nder the proposed schedule the short-hour cus-

tomers, who comprise mostly the residence district,

will contribute relatively less lo the revenues of
the company when measured by the cost than tile

long-hour customers. This is an inequality, how-
ever, that it is dilTieult to adjust so long as the
present ordinance rem.'iins in elTect. It is, of
course, possible th;il it may be obviated by r.'idical

improvements in the nu-lhods of operation or pro-
duction, but ihe chances for this are rather remote.
Some of the rates fur power, as given in the sched-

ule, may appe.'ir to be lower than warranted by" the

cost in ibese cases. It is true that these rates were
([uile low, but it is not clear that lliey are un-
profitable. Upon an examination of the facts it

will be found that there is a great deal to be said

in f;i\-or of comparatively low rates for power.
The mainlenance charges for distribution of power
current are lower than for lighting. The con-
sumption of current, both as to maximum demand
and hours used, is also much greater in the former

case, and this materially reduces the cost per unit.

Power current is produced during that part of ihe

day when little or no other current is used, or

Before Twisting.

type B barometric condenser and an 8 by 16 by
20-iiicli vacuum pump, Tlic water for the con-
densing system will be brought by- gravity to a
cold well, near the condenser, at a height lo be
forced into the condenser by alniosphcric pressure.
The complete equipmeni, which was shipped soon

after the placing of the onler, will be installed in a
substantially constructed Monc power house. The
fact lli.it the plant has been designed by Mr, Nunn,
who is one of the best-known conitructing and con-
sulling engineers in the country, insures its being
a model one in every respect. .\s all of this appara-
tus will have lo be carried along a dilTicult road over
Ihe mountains, after being taken by boat from
Guaymas to Topelodainpo, ami thence by rail a pari

of the <lislance, the tr.'insporlation of it will be
quile a problem. I^luvia de Oro means "Shower of
Gold," and the mine has had a romantic history.

Self-weldlng Wire Joint.

Frank B. Cook of 235 West Lake Street, Chi-

cago, who is well known in the telephone and
electrical field, says that he has succeeded in per-

fecting a "wire joint" for splicing Ixjth iron and
copper wires wdiich is mechanically and electrically

perfect. The mn^trTictinn of the sleeve or joint is

After Twisting. u

SELF-WELDlNG WIRE JOINT.

while the plant is simply holding itself in readiness

to supply such demand for lighting as may be

made upon it. There may also be sharp competi-

tion between the electric plants on one hand and

steam and gasoline plants on the other. For these

and other reasons it is customary everywhere to

grant much lower rates for power than for lighting.

It further appears that the proposed rates are

somewhat lower than those charged in other cities

both in and outside of this state. The comparisons

we have made upon this point are quite extensive.

They embrace at least 20 cities in Wisconsin and
fully as many in other states. These facts are of

considerable importance not only to the petitioners

but to the people who are served by this company.
It appears to us that the rates submitted by the

petitioner fairly meet the situation, and that they

are just and reasonable. It has been determined,

therefore, that these rates shall be put into eft'ect,

subject, however, to such revision as may be found

necessary when the plants in question have been

appraised of for other reasons.

It is therefore ordered that the petitioner in this

case, the La Crosse Gas and Electric Company, in

lieu of the rates it now charges for electric cur-

rent for lighting and power shall substitute the

following maximum rates

:

Lighting Rates.

The service charge on all lighting and installa-

tions shall be $1.80 per year per i6-candlepower

lamp or equivalent demand, on one-third of con-

nected installation, or when one-third of the con-

nected installation is considered to be in the de-

mand.
The meter rate for a consumption equivalent to

60 hours or less per month per each installation

shall be 7H cents per kilowatt-hour.

The meter rate for a consumption equivalent

to more than 60 hours per kilowatt-month per each
installation shall be six cents per kilowatt-hour.

The meter rate for "patrolled service" or for

signs and other installations with fixed hours of

use shall be five cents per kilowatt-hour.

Power R.^tes.

The service charge shall be $27 per year per

horsepower demanded.
The meter rate for less than five hours per day

per horsepower demanded shall be five cents per

kilowatt-hour.
The meter rate for over five hours but not ex-

ceeding 10 hours per day per horsepower de-

manded shall be three cents per kilowatt-hour.

The meter rate for 10 hours per day for horse-
power demanded shall be two cents per kilowatt-

hour.

Electric Power for the "Shower of
Gold."

The LIuvia de Oro Gold Mining Company has
purchased through L. L. Nunn of Provo, Utah, the

machinery for a complete power plant to be operated
in connection with its mines in the Sierra Madre
Mountains near El Fuerte, Mexico. It is to con-
sist of a 5co-kilowatt Allis-Chalmers steam turbine,

direct connected to one of the same company's
6o-cycle, three-phase, 600-volt alternators. There has
also been built by Allis-Chalmers Company, to be
installed with the turbo-generator unit, a Tomlinson

in itself a simple matter, but its success is declared

to be due to the peculiar design and the care used
in its manufacture.
Referring to Fig. I, it will be noted that one

side is flat and the other is formed to fit the wires.

In twisting, the flat side is drawn up into the re-

cess between the wires and meets the upper or

formed side, stretching the metal around the wires

so tight as to completely close up any space and
make a perfect cold weld between the metal in

the joint and the wire. It is only necessary to use

the ordinary splicing tools, and the mere act of

twisting the joint makes a connection that is air

and moisture proof— the ideal electrical splice.

The early method of making a splice was to

twist the wires together and solder the joint. After
a time this method was replaced to a certain extent

by inserting the wire in a double-tube sleeve and
twisting the sleeve and wires together. This latter

method gave moderate satisfaction in splicing cop-

per wires, but in splicing iron wire many of the

large users decided to return to the old manner
of twisting and soldering, even though more ex-

pensive than the sleeve, their reason being that

they could not depend upon the joint made with

the new sleeve. Moisture penetrated, setting up
corrosion, causing high resistance, and the joint

thus made was weak. Having all these faults in

mind, Mr. Cook so constructed his sleeve as to

retain the strength and other desirable features of
the twisted and soldered splice and produce a sleeve

with maximum strength and efficiency, combined
with minimum labor in application. A comparison
of this joint with other types is shown by Fig. 2,

in w'bich the top illustration is a Cook No. 10

joint with one No. 10 and one No. 12 wire, and
the ne.xt two are other No. 10 joints made up
under the same conditions. This illustration is a
reproduction of a photograph which has not not
been retouched. The upper portion of each sleeve

or joint was filed away to show the interior of

the joint. This illustration also shows that the

Cook sleeve may be used as a combination joint

with success, which feature is of considerable value,

as it means less variety of sizes in stock for the

consumer.
The strength of the Cook joint has been demon-

strated, but some facts may be of Interest. The
joint is positively stronger than the wire. It will

stand several tu-ists in addition to the 3^ twists

used in common practice w'ithout fracturing, and,

in fact, it can almost be tied into a knot.

Mr. Cook also announces that the Western Union
Telegraph Company has adopted his joint after

exhaustive tests, and incidentally exhibits an initial

order for 500,000; also a recent order for the

.A.ustralian government and one from Japan, dem-
onstrating that the Cook joint is used on telegraph,

electric-light and power circuits with satisfaction,

as well as in telephone construction.

The Great Gas-engine Electrical Plant
at Gary.

.^t the steel mills of the Indiana Steel Company
at Gary, Ind., now- under construction, gas power
is to be used exclusively. The entire electric power-
generating equipment of this plant is being supplied

by the Allis-Chalmers Company. The portion now
under contract consists of 17 Allis-Chalmers gas
engines rated at 4,000 horsepower each. Fifteen of
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these arc direct connected to AUis-Chalmers 25-cycle

three-phase alternators, which will operate in par-

allel and supply current to more distant portions

of the mill; two are direct-current generators sup-

plying current for portions of the plant immedi-

ately adjacent to the power house. There will also

be eight blowing engines with the same size gas

cylinders as the electrical units for the same plant,

making 25 engines, or a total o£ loo.coo horsepower,

which the Allis-Chalmers Company is supplying for

this power house alone.

It will require approximately 1,000 carloads to

complete the shipment of these engines.

The electrical power house, in which will be in-

stalled the 17 electrical units, is 1,000 feet long

and 105 feet wide. Switchboards are arranged in

the gallery located at such height that all of the

units and the signals of the engine attendants may
be readily observed by the operators at the switch-

board. It will be one of the largest power houses
in the world, and the electrical generating station

at this plant alone will be double the size of any
previous gas-engine installation either at home or
abroad.

An Artistic Lighting Fixture.

The accompanying cut illustrates one of the hand-
some rock-crystal electric ceiling chandeliers that

are being imported into the United States by R. E.

Rickenbaugh of Grand Rapids, Mich. Mr. Rick-

AN ARTISTIC LIGHTING FIXTURE.

enbaugh is introducing also rock-crystal drop and
wall lights, portable lamps, shades, globes, cut and
iridescent crystal prisms. Mr. Rickenbaugh's re-

lation with the foreign manufacturer of this line

of chandeliers and other fixtures is of a purely
representative nature. He has effected the same
connection as though a house in the United States

should employ a sales manager to devote himself
to the selling of its line. His compensation comes
from the German manufacturer, and this permits
his naming German prices. Mr. Rickenbaugh was
graduated from Heidelberg University in 1888,

served two years as deputy in the Probate Court
at Toledo. O., was assistant cashier in one of To-
ledo's savings banks for 10 years and for seven
years was engaged in the manufacture of furniture

in Grand Rapids.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
The Zenith Telephone Company of Duluth, Minn.,

announces a requirement to pay in advance for a
full quarter hereafter, but will give 30 days before
the 50-cent penalty- is added.
The matter of a reduction of telephone rates

may be an issue at the spring election in St. Paul,
along with other demands upon public-service cor-
porations.

The Wisconsin Telephone Company has completed
rebuilding the local exchange at Eau Claire, Wis.,
installing cable work in place of open wires, with
many other changes.

G. W. Johnson of Minneapolis has been made
district manager for the Tri-State Telephone Com-
pany at Pine City, Minn.
The Rice Lake and Northwestern Telephone

Company has completed a line some 60 miles in

length in Northwestern Wisconsin.
The Hancock County Rural Telephone Company

has been absorbed by the Western Electric Tele-
phone Company of Britt, Iowa,
The Independent telephone interests of Western

Iowa have formed a company to enter the long-
distance field. It is capitalized at $3,000,000, with
C. G. Cockrcll of .Sioux City president, and C. H.
Smith of Council Bluffs, manager.

Canadian Telephone Notes.

The telephone system at Fcrnie, B. C, has been
connected with the system at Cranbrook, a distance

of 30 miles. The rate bclwccli the two towns is

50 cents for five minutes, with a half rate for

every succeeding five minutes.

At Tisdaic, Saskatchewan, the Tisdalc Telephone

WESTERN ELECTRIC!A K

Company is being organized to build a telephone

system to New Osgoode settlement, a distance ot

iS miles.

The Independent Telephone Company of Canada,

a concern recently organized with a capital of

$5,000,000, is said to be making good progress.

Already the company has secured contracts to in-

stall svstems in Edmonton, Alberta, and Brantford

and Lindsay, Ontario. At the last-named place

there will be 1,200 telephones at the initial installa-

tion, but the ultimate capacity of the plant will be

10,000 lines. The company owns the Lorimer au-

tomatic patents for Canada and has an exchange
working successfully at Peterboro, Ontario.

On November ist the Bell Telephone Company
ceased to do business in the territory covered by
the system of the Dunnville Consolidated Telephone
Company of Dunnville, Ontario. The Consolidated

company has purchased the poles, wires and all the

outside plant of the Bell company in this territory,

except that which is reserved for the long-distance

service. The Bell company agrees to maintain no
local 'exchange in this territory during the term
of the agreement, which is for 10 years. R.

November 9, 1907

CORRESPONDENCE.

Indiana Telephone Items.

In Richmond the Home Telephone Company has

dispensed with the services of 28 girls, the auto-

matic system being now in use. Only a few girls,

to take care of the long-distance business, are re-

quired. The new system is working very satis-

factorily and the company is receiving praise for

the adoption of the automatic system.

H. D. Foote, district superintendent of the Cen-
tral Union Telephone Company at South Bend, has
resigned his position to enter other, business. Mr.
Foote has held several positions with the Central
Union Company and was at one time manager of

the Mishawaka exchange.
Officials of the Independent Telephone com-

panies of Davies, Pike, Gibson. Knox and Sullivan

counties held a meeting in Vincennes during the

last week for the purpose of adjusting and making
uniform rates for local toll-line service. In the past

each company has made its own rates and kept al!

charges collected. In the future the charge Vvill

be divided on a mileage basis.

The report of the Delaware and Madison Coun-
ties Telephone Company, which operates exchanges
in Muncie, Anderson, Elwood and Alexandria, for

the first nine months of the present year, is gratify-

ing to the stockholders. The income for the nine
months ended September 30th was $69,772.59. The
operating expenses were $37,543.88, leaving a net
income of $32,282.69. Of this amount $14,261.19
was applied on stock dividends.

The public press of Indiana has contained fre-

quent references to events said to indicate a secret

understanding for a future merger or consolidation

of the opposing telephone interests in this state.

Charles S. Norton, secretary of the New Long-dis-
tance Telephone Coinpany, says that a merger or
consolidation of the telephone interests of the state

is impossible under present conditions. S.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS
Something of a stir was created in Richmond,

Va., a few days ago by the announcement " that

Alderman Bennett would offer a resolution provid-
ing for the appointment of a special committee to

investigate the advisability of revoking the charter

of the Southern Bell Telephone Company in Rich-
mond on account of alleged insufficient service.

The recent assessment of
panics in the state of South
there are 45 such companies,
$30,000, being the Piedmont
with headquarters at Gaston
assessed value ascertained by
assessors is near a total of

nine companies having $5,000

local telephone com-
Carolina showed that

the largest, valued at

Telephone Company,
ia, N. C. The total

the railroad board of

$200,000. There are
valuation or more.

The Chicago City Council at its regular meeting
on Monday night rejected by a vote of 42 to 27
the. resolution to make a thorough investigation

into the ability of the Illinois Tunnel Company to

furnish the entire city with automatic telephone
service and by unanimous vote agreed to meet on
Wednesday forenoon of this week to take up the
Chicago Telephone Company ordinance. It was
expected that at this meeting some definite action

would be taken on the telephone franchise question.

It is reported that the plant of the Independent
Telephone Company of Omaha, Neb., is now nearly
completed. Service will be given on December 1st.

By the terms of its franchise the company is re-

quired to give free service until 3,000 telephones

are in use. This number of subscribers will be
connected by the first of the year, but it is the

intention of the company to make no charge for

telephones imtil February ist, when its 5,000 or
6,000 subscribers will all have had a full month's
trial use of the automatic tclepboncs. The system
comprises two exchange buildings, with present ca-

pacity for 6,000 telepiionos and ultimate capacity

for 20.000, 122 miles of underground system and
extensive aerial construction.

Continental Europe.

Paris, October 22.—Upon the Eiffel tower ha-;

been mounted an apparatus which resembles a

huge electric sign, and it serves to show the time,

giving the hour and minute. Thus the Parisians

can see the time during the night from a great

distance. The change is made every minute by
means of a revolving drum which is operated by
a clockwork device. The figures which show the

hour are made up as usual by incandescent lamps.

Some time ago the Paris Subway Company made
a move in the direction of giving better ventilation

'for the tunnel, and to this end it adopted the sys-

tem of shafts connecting the tunnel with the sur-

face of the ground. In the shaft is placed a fan

of large size, driven by an electric motor. At the

same time in different places the tunnel is con-

nected with the outer air by large openings. As
this method gave quite an improvement in the

ventilation it was decided to continue it upon other

parts of the tunnel in the "different sections of the

road, and this is now being carried on. Regarding
the new north-south line of the subway, the Clig-

nancourt-Orleans section, I may mention that the

first part of the line, from the first-mtntioned sta-

tion to the Chatelet at the Seine, will no doubt
be opened for traflic at the end of the year, or at

least early next year.

There is a project for a new electric line in

Hungary. A. Budapest company is undertaking to

erect a mineral water establishment at Kocs and
intends to connect this locality with the railroad

by an electric road which will be about 12 miles

long. The terminus of the electric line will be at

the Tatatovaras station lying on the Hungarian

,

state railroad and a good passenger traffic is ex-

pected. Freight trains will be run upon the line

during the night.

At a recent meeting of the Academy of Sciences

at Paris a communication was read from the di-

rector of the public hygiene department asking the

advice of the academy upon the question of forbid-

ding the use of X-rays in therapeutics to persons

who are not professional physicians. Some time

ago this matter was brought up before the Academy
of Medicine, but it has not yet been decided. The
Academy of Sciences has appointed a committee
to consider the question.

Mr. De Lapparent showed those present some
small crystals of carbon which have the appearance

of the diamond and which were obtained by the

physicist, Aristide Charette, by decomposing bisul-

phide of carbon. The action is carried out in the

presence of certain metals, especially iron, and
under the action of an electric current for several

days. A continuous current of very low intensity

is used.

In the Ain department of France there are sev-

eral hydro-electric projects on foot. The report

of the chief engineer of the department to the

General Council relates to three separate projects.

One of these is proposed by the Lyons Public
Works Company and consists in erecting a dam
upon the Ain River and a reservoir which will lie

US meters above the level of the Rhone. In this

way the proposed electric station will receive 12,000

horsepower at least. The project will cost $5,000,-

000, not counting the machines in the turbine plant.

It is also proposed to build a plant which will sup-
ply a part of the Ain. Rhone and Loire depart-

ments. This station will also be placed on the Ain
River at Mallon. On the same stream a third

project calls for a turbine plant of 4,000 horse:
power which will be used for a network of lines

supplying the towns of Macon, Bourg and Ville-

franche and the surrounding region. The head of
water in this case will bq 12 meters.

It is stated on good authority that the War De-
partment of Japan has recently ordered a number
of portable radio-telegraphy stations from the Ber-
lin Wireless Company, and it appears that Japan
is convinced that its own system will not be a suc-
cess, and therefore decided to adopt the German
system in the future. In France the Toulon ar-

senal on the Mediterranean recently received orders
from the War Department to proceed with a series

of soundings for installing a radio-telegraphic post
which is to communicate with all the islands on the
coast. This station will be located at the Mouril-
lon arsenal. A. de C.

Great Britain.

London, October 26.—Mr. Sydney Buxton, the

postmaster-general, has appointed a committee which
includes the accountant-general to the postofficc, the

accountant-general to (he Board of Fducation, and
the president of the Institute of Chnrlercd Account-
ants in England and Wales to consider the various

accounts and returns in connection with the telegraph

and telephone services and to report in what man-
ner these accounts and returns can he modified or

supplemented so as to show more clearly the financial

result of each service. At present there is a heavy

annual loss upon the telegraph service.^ but h is

frequently stated that the telephone service is in a

much hotter financial position. It has been sug-

tiested that .the increase in the 1cIci)honc rates has

been decided upon in order to help meet the deficit
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ii|inii ilic U'linni|ili sfi'v'n-c.-. Iiul Ihis li;is liccn ollkially

ili'iiicil. I'lilc'ss Ihf iiccoiiiits iif llic IWD services .-in-

pulilislieil ilisliiic-t from one ancillier, il will be (11(11-

eiilt In see where the line of deinarcalion Is.

A fiulher indie.ilion of what is in the minds of

the directors of some of our leading electrical mann-
faiiiiriiiK companies is afl'ol-ded by a speech at the

iiial ncneral meelinK of Messrs. Ferranti. This

lirm, it may he rcniendiered, is an old-established

one wdiich, at one time, made all classes of electrical

machinery and also steam engines. From varions

causes it did not do well and a reconslrnction tool;

place, after wliicli only switchboards, meters and

instrnnients were manufactured.
,
Last year a prolU

of over $io.coo was made, lint there is a somewhat
heavy deficit to wipe olif from previous years and

there is still a debit balance of some $25,000. The
chairman stated at the aimnal meeliuK last week that

t!ic present keen competition, wdiich w.'is due in a

large measure to foreign firms, woidd, unless the

laws of the country were clianned, result either in

many firms stopiiiuR business or else in an am.alRa-

matioii of large interests which would, incidentally,

put an end to the useless expenditure of maintain-

ing indcpenilent staffs and also check foreign com-
petition. The speech in question rather indicated

lliat that particular chairman would welcome an

amalgamation. The rumor keeps cropping up in

Lancashire electrical engineering circles that such

an amalgamation is not impo.ssiblc in the very near

future.

The opening of the Marconi transatlantic wireless

telegraph service has been recorded with great

nourish by the daily press, but it is significant that

the technical press is very w-ary in accepting the

fact that a few messages have been sent across in

a too enthusiastic spirit.

An extraordinary suicide took place at the Kings-

ton electricity works, which arc very close to Lon-
don, last week. ,'\ carpenter who bad been, but was
not at the time, employed at the works paid, a visit

to the station and asked wdiich were the most dan-
gerous parts of the machinery and switchboard.

The man in charge quite naturally thought the in-

dividual in question was about to carry out some
work and wished to avoid danger and therefore

gave him the necessary information. A few mo-

^ ments after the man deliberately caught hold of the

2.cco-volt terminals, and wdien the current was
swdtched off he was found to be dead. The evidence

at the inquest showed the act to be quite intentional.

Since JNIay of this year, wdien the electric ambu-
lance system in the city of London was inaugurated,

the A-ehicle has been called out nearly 450 times,

and the increased rapidity in dealing with cases was
commented upon at a recent meeting of the City of

London Corporation.
Sir Alexander Kennedy has prepared an interest-

ing report upon the question of depreciation, at the

request of the Edinburgh Corporation. The Act of

Parliament governing electrical undertakings stipu-

lates that a fund not exceeding 10 per cent, of the

capital expenditure shall be set aside for the purpose
of depreciation. Edinburgh is almost the one for-

tunate municipality in the kingdom which has ar-

rived at this happy state, but the worthy council is

still in doubt as to whether the undertaking is on
a sufficiently stable footing financially. In the

flourishing circumstances of Edinburgh, Sir Alex-
ander ICennedy recommends that an additional fund
of 5 per r_jnt. should be set aside for renewals in

view of the uncertainty as to the life of certain

portions of the machinery.
The first combined gas and electricity works In

England have just been opened at Ascot. The un-
dertaking is a very .small affair, the generating
plant consisting of two 70-horsepower gas engines
and tw-o no-ampere dynamos. It will be interesting

to w-ateh bow the company will be able to sell elec-

tricity alongside of gas with the comparatively high
prices wdiich have been fixed.

The experimental scheme of street lighting in the

city by means of flame arc lamps suspended by
wires from rosettes on either side of the streets

was demonstrated this evening with most satis-

factory results. This Is the first opportunity the

electric-lighting companies have had of showing
what they are capable of accomplishing with modern
lamps. The other arc lamps in the city are 15

years old, with a basket-pattern lantern insisted

upon by the gentleman who was engineer to the city

corporation at the time. Now the electric-lighting

companies are reproached for having put up a type
of lamp wdiich they were compelled to. The new
scheme of lighting Is to be continued throughout the
winter. G.

Dominion of Canada.

Ottaw^a, November 2.—Kerry & Chace, engineers,

of Toronto, have been engaged to take charge of
the work of developing power at Silver Falls for

the city of Port Arthur, Ont. Estimates will be
prepared for a present capacity of about 6.000

horsepower, and for an ultimate capacity of 30,000
horsepower. The head of water at the falls is

about 300 feet, and power will be transmitted 25
miles. The Hydro-electric Power Commission's
estimate, last spring, of the cost of developing 6,840
horsepower at Port Arthur was $619,700.
The Power, Light and Heat Company of Sher-

brooke, Que., will lay the offer of that city for

the company's pl.ant before its sh.ari'holders .'il .'i

meeting to be lieli! in January next, 'file city offers

$K5 cash for each $100 share, or $<J5 in city bonds
for each such share. The local shareholders in the

company are in favor of the acceptance of the

city's olTer'. The city was about to call f(jr ten-

ders for the development of the necessary power,
but, owing to the condition of the money market, it

was felt that it would (lay the city to increase its

offer to the company, r.alher than to try and raise

money for development purposes.

It has been oflieially :ninonnce{l that the estimate

of the Hydro-electric Power Commission, for dis-

tribution plants in the city of London, Ont., is

$100,000, This represents the whole of the deben-

ture issue necessary on the part of the city to

obtain Niagara power. The commission will build

the transmission line, construct the transformer sta-

tions, buy the right-of-way, and do everything nec-

essary to bring the power to the city. London's
estimate of power cost is not to exceed $23 per
horsepower, and it is likely the charge will be less

than that sum. In .10 years, or less, the transmis-
sion line, station and right-of-way will be paid for,

when they will become the property of the mu-
nicipalities. W.

Winnipeg, Man., November 2.—The Board of

Trade of Saltcoats, Sask., is taking up the question

of a municipal telephone system. Figures have been

obtained from several telephone supply firms. A. B.

Lander, Saltcoats, Sask., may be addressed.

A scale of charges has been fixed for the mu-
nicipal electric-lighting plant at Strathcona, Alberta.

Up to 100 kilowatts the charge will be 14 cents per

kilowatt-hour; up to 200 kilowatts, 12 cents; 300

kilowatts, 10 cents; 400 kilowatts, 8 cents; 500 kilo-

watts, 6 cents, and up to 600 kilowatts, 5 cents. It

was also decided that a landlord will be responsible

to the town for all electric light consumed on his

premises, and that if the bill Is not paid within 30
days the light will be cut off. The charge for

reconnecting will be $1. Posting of bills on the

electric-light poles is prohibited.

The city of Port Arthur, Ontario, has let the con-

tract for a 30,000-horscpower development at Dog
Lake to Smith, Kerry & Chance, Confederation
Life Building, Toronto. The wheels to be used
will be the Pelton impulse type. The work will

cost in the neighborhood of $800,000.

A local syndicate has been formed at Vancouver,
B. C, to develop 250.000 horsepower on the Chek-
amus River, 48 miles from Vancouver. The British

Columbia Power and Electric Company is the name
of the organization, and It is understood the con-
cern has obtained all the necessary capital for the

work. At the canyon where the site for the elec-

tric power plant has been selected there is a drop
of 520 feet in 600 feet. The river is fed from
glaciers and mountain streams and there is suffi-

cient water In the river to develop fully 250,000
horsepower at all seasons of the year.

The radio-telegraph station at Shotbolt's Hill,

Victoria, has been completed, and announcement
was made that It w.ould be opened during the first

week in November. The Department of Marine
and Fisheries, Ottaw^a, will have charge of the
operation of the station, and has appointed E. J.
Haughton of the Canadian Pacific Railroad Tele-
graph Company as officer in charge. This is the
first station to be completed of the chain which
the Dominion government Is establishing on the
Pacific Coast.

Doubling the capacity of the municipal powder

plant at Edmonton, Alberta, is one of the ques-
tions being discussed by the civic commissioners,
and It is expected that tenders for the work will

be called shortly, as the city has been successful

In disposing of Its debentures. A proposal has been
made to run the machinery of this plant with a
gas producer. Mayor Griesbach or City Electrician

Ormsby may be addressed. R.

New York.

New York City, November 2.—Announcement was
made by the president of the Trust Company of
America that the New York. New Haven and
Hartford Railroad Company had purchased the

rights and property of the New York, Westchester
and Boston Railroad and the New York and Por-
chester Railroad. All the shore-line transportation
between the Connecticut line and New York city

now passes Into the hands of the New York, New
Haven and Hartford. The Mlllbrook Company,
which recently merged the two above properties,

is a holding corporation that owns all of the stock

of the New York and Portchester and a large

proportion of the, stock of the New York, West-
chester and Boston. These have under them sev-

eral associated companies, and the combination as

a whole owns extremely large charter rights, giv-

ing substantially exclusive power to build high-

class and standard electric roads between Harlem
and the Connecticut line. In the Bronx, a large
amount of money has already been spent for the

purchase of realty for one of the lines, and the
ultimate plan contemplates a large number of four-
track standard electric lines connecting with the
New York subway systems. Northward, the pro-
posed system will extend to New Rochelle, West-
chester, Mount Vernon and White Plains. It will

connect with the Harlem and Portchester, which is

.also owned by the New York, New Haven and
Hartford, at West Farms, and with the New York
subway at Onc-hiindrcd-and-scvtnly-scvcnlli Street,

New York city.

George S. Rice, cliicf engineer to the Public
Service Commission, has tendered his resignation,

to lake effect iJecember ist. At that lime he will

become assist.'int engineer. Tlie commission has ap-

pointed Henry li. .Seaman of Brooklyn to succeed
Mr. Rice, It is understood that a Rcncral rcoruan-
i/ation of the engineering forces has been effected.

Mr. Seaman is a native of this city and was gradu-
ated from Swarthmore College in 1881. He has
held responsible engineering positions with the Eric,

Pennsylvania, and New York, New Haven .and

Hartford,' and has been a consultinK engineer for

the bridge department of the city. lie was also in

charge of the engineering work for the sub-con-
tractors on the Fourth Avenue section of the sub-
way. Mr. Seaman will have supervision over the
entire engineering work coming under the super-
vision of the Utilities Board.

Following the announcement last week that the
United States Navy Department had purchased a
large number of the wireless-telephone sets, to be
immediately installed, comes the announcement,
through a special cable dispatch to the New York
Herald, that the British Admiralty has made all

arrangements for installing wireless telephones in

most of the vessels of the fleet and that the work
is being carried out by the Radio Telegraph Com-
pany. It is also stated that these sets are useful

up to 30 miles, which, if true, exceeds that ac-

complished by the United States experimenters. At
present the most general method of communication
of signals is by .the use of flags, consequently in

stormy and foggy weather the wireless telephone
will be of great service.

Judge Fawcett of Brooklyn has fined the Traction
Development Company, which supplies the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit Company through its station at Kent
Avenue with power for its trolley lines, for main-
taining a nuisance. It is claimed that the dense
clouds of smoke and cinders which arise from the
stacks of this large station settle on the surround-
ing property, and the sherifif has been ordered to

act. The company, however, obtained a stay from
the Supreme Court pending argument on a motion
for a certificate of reasonable doubt. Experts testi-

fied at the hearing that the nuisance could be abated
by the use of economizers, fans and other devices,

but the "B. R. T." has made no effort to install

any preventive apparatus.

The Nassau Light and Power Company of Ros-
lyn, N. Y., has applied to the Public Service Com-
mission for permission to issue $532,000 in capital

stock and $1,000,000 In bonds and also for authority

to purchase the capital stock of the Oyster Bay
Light and Power Company. E. H. S.

Ohio.

Toledo, November 2.—A movement is on foot

toward the organization of a company to erect an
electric railway from Defiance to Fort Wayne, Ind.,

via the old Wabash Canal, running a branch to

Paulding, and eventually on to Cincinnati. The
project is being promoted by K. V. Haymaker of
Defiance.

The George F. Grove Electric Company of Day-
ton was incorporated this week by George F. Grove,
F. A. Carson, A. L. Grove, William H. Ware and
Aldera Carson. The authorized capital stock is

$iS,oco.

Robbers at Marion, Ohio, stole the building and
contents of Pearl Sells, an electrical supply man.
The building, which was located in the .heart of
the city, was torn down In the night, loaded on
wagons and hauled away.
Over 100 delegates representing the Independent

telephone companies of 13 counties will meet in

convention at Newark, Ohio, on November 21st.

An extensive programme will be carried out and
a banquet spread in the evening.
William M. Lawrence has accepted the position

of manager of the local telephone company at

Norwalk, Ohio, to succeed H. R. Sykes, resigned.

The Ohio Electric Railway Company, operating one
of the largest systems In the world, was formally
organized this week by the election of the following-

named officers: President. W. Kelsey Schoepf;
vice-president, Norman McD. Crawford; secretary-

treasurer, F. A. Healy. The foregoing, with D. G.
Edwards, J. B. Foraker, Jr., Dana Stevens, J.

Levering Jones and Hugh J. McGowan, form the

directorate of the company. H. L. S.

Michigan.

Detroit, November 2.—J. W. Martin, who asked
for a telephone franchise in Flint, has been re-

quested to be present at a meeting of the ordinance

committee to explain his plans. The Improvement
League passed a resolution stating that Flint does

not need a third telephone company and requesting

that the franchise be refused.

The Houghton County Electric Light Company
has made a proposal to install 100 new lights at

Laurlum and to operate them for $2,600 per annum.
A meeting of the Michigan Independent Tele-

phone Association was held at Howell October 23d,

and plans were made for improvements In several

exchanges. With the inauguration of the service of
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the Home Telephone Company of Detroit, the In-

dependent long-distance service of the state will be

much improved.

The Home Telephone Company of Detroit has

made a second request for a franchise in Mount

Clemens, the first having been refused.

The contract for installing wiring and motors for

the new Grand Trunk shops has been awarded to

the Central Electric Light Company of Battle Creek.

An agreement has been reached at Trenton with

the Detroit Edison Company for the sale of the

electric-light and water plant, but the Council wants

a boiler and pump installed in the new plant, to

use in case of an accident to the transmission line.

The village will furnish and erect this extra ma-

chinery, except the intake pipe.

A C. Sekell has asked for a franchise tor the

Grand Rapids, Hastings and Battle Creek Inter-

urban Railway at Middleville. He says that the

right-of-way for the entire distance has been se-

cured.

The Packard Motor Car Company nas taken out

a permit for a new power-house building in De-

troit, the cost of which is given as $28,000.

The bid of the Toledo Electric Company for

supplying 90 arc lamps for $3,104 was accepted by

the Board of Works of Wyandotte on Wednesday.

A turbine generator will probably be installed.

The telephone service at Hancock, which was in-

terrupted in September by an electrical storm, is

being resumed.
. ti -j

The ordinance committee of the Grand Rapids

City Council has reported against granting a fran-

chise to P. T. Cook for a street railway.

Electric lights will be provided for Aplin Beach,

Bay City, next summer. The beach will be lighted

by arc lamps, and service will also be available for

lighting the cottages.
.

The street-lighting service at Grosse Pointe tarrns,

Detroit, was begun this week. It is a series in-

candescent system with tungsten lamps and orna-

mental posts, two lamps per post. The results are

very satisfactory. D.

Texas.

Austin, November 2.—The financial stringency

has as yet had no appreciable effect upon the

various electric-railway enterprises that are on foot

in this state. Construction work is in progress on

several new fines in the northern part of the state,

and plans are maturing for building roads in other

parts of the state. Considerable progress has been

made in the grading work of the two interurban

electric lines that are building between Fort Worth

and Mineral Wells. There have been rumors that

these two projects would consolidate and that but

one road would be built. Strong denial is made of

this report by the promoters of the two lines. One
of the roads is surveyed by way of Weatherford

and the other has fixed its route by way of Spring-

town. Each line will be about 45 miles long.

The Dallas Interurban Electric Railway Company
will soon be ready to push the construction of its

interurban electric line between Dallas and Terrell,

according to the statement of President D. E. Wag-
goner. The company is also arranging to build a

line between Dallas and Waxahachie. Each road

will be about 30 miles long. The road to Terrell

will run through the towns of Mesquite and Forney.

Citizens of Greenville, Bonham and Wolfe City

have taken steps to organize a company to build

an electric railway between Greenville and Bon-

ham, by way of Wolfe City. The distance is about

35 miles. D. W. Sweeney of Bonham is one of

those interested.

Walter Goodenough of Boston, Mass., represent-

ing the Stone-Webster syndicate, recently made an

investigation of the project of building an inter-

urban electric railway between Austin and Lockhart,

a distance of about 30 miles. Thomas Moore of

Elizabeth, N. J., has been actively promoting the

building of this road for some time. The survey

has been made and the right-of-way for most of

the distance obtained. The city of Austin has also

granted a franchise for the proposed road.

It is announced by H. M. Griffin, president of

the Denton Interurban Railway and Power Com-
pany, that the finances for the construction of the

proposed interurban electric line between Fort

Worth and Denton have been arranged. The same
company owns and operates the electric street-rail-

way system in the town of Denton, embracing
seven miles of track.

Charles Smith of San Antonio is promoting the

building of an electric railway between New Braun-
fels and Scguin, a distance of 15 liiilcs. Water-
power rights on the Guadalupe River have been
secured for operating the proposed power plant.

Indiana men are said to be interested with Mr.
Smith in the project. W. D. H.
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considering a plan for the consolidation of the

systems into one company at an early date.

The directors of the Mattoon-Hillsboro Traction

Company have received an offer believed to come
from the Illinois Traction Company for the finan-

cial backing of the proposed line.

Mayor Shaffer, City Electrician Hill, Chief of

Police Eckhart and two members of the finance

committee of the city of Rock Island were visitors

to this city this week to see the new underground
work which the Peoria Gas and Electric Company
is installing in the business part of the city.

The Peoria Railway Company is installing another
electric switch at the busiest downtown corner.

One switch is already installed and has given good
satisfaction for some time.

The Peoria Terminal Railway did not receive the

franchise from the City Council at the meeting
this week. The franchise asked for is a valuable
one, and both the Peoria Railway Company and
the Terminal company are asking for the street, as

it is the only available one on which interurbans

can get into the city from the south.

Thirty-one indictments were returned by the

Coles County grand jury against the employes and
officials, of the Central Illinois Traction Company
as a result of its investigation of the recent wreck
on the road in which 18 persons were killed and
75 were injured.

The cafe service of the Illinois Traction Com-
pany was abandoned this week. The move was
made necessary, as the service has been carried on
at much trouble and no profit for the company.
One reason why the service has not proven a pay-
ing one is that many passengers are carried who
do not travel a great distance, and many of those

who travel are residents of the smaller towns and
come with their lunch or have their meals before

starting. The service was quite popular with the

patrons of the road on the trip between Spring-
field and St. Louis, but as this trade was in the

minority it was not a financial success to the com-
pany.

Several members of the North St. Louis Business
Men's Association were visitors to the city of

Springfield this week. They were there to make
a study of the benefit of the interurbans, and came
and returned on a special car of the Illinois Trac-
tion Company.
Judge Shirley of the Sangamon County Circuit

Court dissolved the injunction restraining the Jack-
sonville Railway and Light Company from Crossing
the tracks of the steam road on East Street in the

city of Jacksonville. This terminates a long and
costly fight, and now the company can extend the

tracks and save its franchise. V. N.

Northwestern States.

Minneapolis, November 2.—Thomas R. Brown
has resigned as secretary of the Northwestern In-

terurban Railway Company, and Fred Hebert suc-

ceeds him. The company is making preparations

to start work on the proposed interurban from
Fargo, N. D., to Detroit, Minn. The company has
incorporated with $1,500,000 capital.

Work has been started on the new electric-light

plant at Gary, S. D.
The financial matters for the construction of an

interurban line from Des Moines to Winterset and
Creston, Iowa, have been arranged.
Hamilton Brown is promoting a trolley line from

Marshalltown, Iowa, to Melbourne. Fifty thousand
dollars has been subscribed at the former city and
a three per cent, tax voted. ^

Work is progressing rapidly on the Twin City

and Lake Superior Electric Arrow line, and the

company has announced that it will have its trains

running from Minneapolis to Sunrise, Minn., before
the end of the year.

The Independent Light and Power Company of

Davenport, Iowa, has let the contract to the J. C.

Settle Construction Company of St. Louis for the

erection of a new plant.

F. G. Barrows and Vernon Wright of Fergus
Falls, who are building a power plant near that

city, propose to put in electric lights at Campbell,
Minn. R.

Pacific Slope.
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Fresno, Cal., will commence as soon as the rails

arrive.

The Northern Electric Company is now in pos-
session of its franchise for a freight hne through
Sacramento, Cal., and is rushing its construction
work there.

It has been rumored that W. F. Herrin, Harri-
man's representative in California, is in charge of
the Huntington electric lines in Southern Califor-
nia, including the Pacific Electric, Interurban and
Los Angeles railway companies, on account of the
illness of Mr. Huntington. H. E. Huntington, Jr.,

says that his father, has not relinquished any part
of his trolley interests in this state and that Har-
riman has less than half interest in the southern
electric lines.

The Wells-Fargo Express Company is to handle
packages over the interurban linfs of the Central
California Traction Company in the neighborhood
of Stockton, Cal., extending as far as Lodi.

E. M. Downer of Pinole, Cal., has put in an ap-
plication to the supervisors of Alameda County
requesting a franchise to erect an electric power
plant and to run the necessary wires anywhere in

the county. He is now president of an electric-

lighting company at Pinole, but on account of his

connection with the Southern Pacific Railroad it is

thought that he is acting in the interests of the
railroad company.

It has been announced that the government for-

est service has granted the Southern Pacific Rail-
road a permit to construct a power house and con-
duits in the Cascade National Forest in Oregon.
The Lytic Power Company of San Bernardino,

Cal, and the Home Gas and Electric Company of
Redlands, Cal., have signed a contract which pro-
vides for a power line connecting the two plants,

by means of which each plant will supplement the
other. The work of extending the present system
to all parts of the residence section of San Ber-
nardino will be taken up as soon as the line is

completed.
The city of Pasadena, Cal., has taken steps to

hold a bond election to secure between $194,000
and $250,000 for the erection of a municipal elec-
tric-lighting plant.

The American River Electric Company has had
considerable difficulty of late in keeping up its

supply of power, as the water in the river has
been very low. The new steam-turbine auxiliary
plant is now being put into commission in Stock-
ton, Cal.

L. C. Brand of Glendale, Cal., has asked that city

to pay him $21,000 for his entire electric-light and
power system, as a large expenditure would be
necessary in order to give the service demanded.
The city of San Jose, Cal., is taking the neces-

sary steps toward a bond election for the construc-
tion of an electric-lighting plant.

The trustees of Calistoga, Cal., have awarded an
electric-light, heat and power franchise to Henry
Brown, who represents a new electric transmission
company.
The Consolidated Gas and Electric Company of

San Diego, Cal., has cut rates on its electric cur-
rent and proposes to double the capacity of its

plant, the work of which will be carried out at

once. The additional equipment and machinery is

already under contract.

The Stanislaus Electric Power Company, which
has its new hydro-electric plant on the Stanislaus
River near Vallecito, Cal., more than half com-
pleted and has about two-thirds of the equipment
delivered, has discharged most of its laborers for

the winter. The local officials admit that the finan-

cial difficulties of the Knickerbocker Trust Com-
pany of New York have tied up a portion of their

ready money, but their engineering force has agreed
to remain on the ground a month longer. A.

Illinois.

Peoria, November 2.—^The Bureau County Light
and Power Company has been incorporated with a
capital of $50,000, with the principal office in Prince-

ton, to manufacture and sell electricity. Incorpo-
rators are R. R. Priestly, C. F. Sturtcvant and
B, C. Lindlcy,
The seven telephone companies in Grccnvicw arc

San Francisco, October 30.—An ordinance was
introduced last week before the Board of Super-
visors providing for the gradual placing under-
ground of all overhead wires in districts designated
as Underground Districts A, B and C throughout
the city. The ordinance prohibits the erection of

poles and requires the removal of all existing poles

in two years in District A, in four years in Dis-
trict B and in si.x years in District C. The or-

dinance applies to trolley-feeder wires as to all

others, and violations are punishable by a fine of
between $200 and $500 for every day that poles

or wires are left standing after the time for their

removal has expired.

The work of the Fresno Traction Company at

No. 2 power plant is going on rapidly and the

capacity will be increased from 2,500 horsepower
to 12,500 horsepower. Generating machinery will

be installed as fast as the demand for power arises.

Double-tracking of the Recreation Park line at

PERSONAL.
Edward Caldwell has been appointed chairman

of the library committee of the American Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers and has assumed
the duties of the position.

Mr. D. H. Howard of the advertising department
of the Commonwealth Edison Company of Chicago
was confined to his horhe by illness last week, but

is now reported as improving in health.

F. W. Coen of Cleveland, Ohio, has been elected

to the position of general manager of the Lake
Shore Electric Railway Company to fill the place

made vacant by the death of F. J. Stout.

Charles W. Burkett, for four years chief engi-

neer of the Wisconsin Telephone Company, will, it

is said, become chief engineer of the Pacific States

Telephone and Telegraph Company, with headquar-

ters at San Francisco.

The death is reported, in New York, of James
K. Tillotson, formerly of Fond du Lac, Wis. Mr.

Tillotson was a pioneer in the construction of in-

terurban roads and was well known throughout
Wisconsin, He built the Oshkosh-Neenah and the

Necnali-.Appleton lines and also established the Osh-

kosh system of electric railways and laid out Elec-

tric Park in that city. He built the Toledo, Mau-
mee and Perrysburg line in Ohio, one of the first

of a network of interurbans in that state. As a
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rclaxalioil from liis work lie lunicj lo litcraUirf

and was the atillior of several melodramas. His

death was due to a nervous breakdown.

W. .S. Whiting, incorporator and formerly presi-

dent of the Brown-Corliss enRinc shop, located at

Corliss, Wis., was fonnd a few days ago lying be-

side the Chicago, Milwaukee and .St. Panl tracks

at that place willi both legs cut olT. It was not

thought that he couhl live. How the accident oc-

curred is not known.

Mr. ICdvvard E. Scribner has recently joined the

sales force of the Holophane Company. His work
will be among architects whose interest in the

Holophane system of illumination lias grown to

such proportions as to warrant the company in

detailing a special representative to serve them.

Mr. Scribner's headquarters will be in New York
city.

D. G. Edwards has resigned his position as vice-

president in charge of the traffic department of the

Tcrre Haute, Indianapolis and Eastern Traction

Company, a position which he has held for the last

year and a half. Mr. Edwards will remain with

the syndicate in an advisory capacity in the traffic

department, dividing his time between Indiana and

Ohio.

Mr. J. L. .'Vdams, district manager at Springfield,

Ohio, of the Schoepf syndicate of electric railways,

has resigned his position. His duties will be per-

formed for the present by W. A. Gibbs, manager

of the eastern division, with headquarters at New-
ark. There arc four divisions in the Schoepf sys-

tem, the other two being in charge of F. J. J.

Sloat at Dayton and F. T. Hepburn at Lima.

Mr. Richard T. Laffin, vice-president and general

manager of the Manila Electric Railroad and Light

Company, has resigned, having completed the task

of establishing the operating organization of the

property. The management is now assumed by Mr.

C. B. Graves, who has been Mr. Laffin's right-hand

man since the property was placed in operation

three years ago, officiating as manager of the light-

ing and power department.

Mr. H. H. Bratt has been chosen to fill the

newly created office of general manager of the

Union Electric, Telephone and Telegraph Company
of Rock Island, 111. Formerly the affairs of the

company in Rock Island, Davenport and MoUne
were directed from Harrisburg, Pa. Mr. Bratt was
formerly superintendent of the properties. He %vill

have charge of extensions and improvements, in-

cluding the automatic telephone exchange.

Fletcher N. Durbin has resigned the assistant

superintendency of the Indianapolis Traction and

Terminal Company in order to accept the position

of general manager of the Evansville and Southern

Indiana Traction Company and the Evansville city

lines. Mr. Durbin will succeed R. L. Smith, who
has become general manager of the local street-car

lines in Louisville, Ky. Mr. Durbin has been con-

nected in one capacity and another with the Indian-

apolis lines for the last five years.

D. L. Benson, for a number of years past on

the construction and operating staff of H. M. Byl-

lesby & Co. of Chicago, died at the Lake Geneva

Sanitarium, Lake Geneva, Wis., after a lingering

illness, on Monday evening, November 4th, at the

age of 40 years. Mr. Benson was well known in

the electric-light, street-railway and gas fields of

the Middle West, having been prominently con-

nected with the construction of utility plants at

Shelby, Ohio, Muskogee, I. T., Oklahoma City,

Okla., Ottumwa, low'a, and other points. M'r. Ben-

son was a man of marked executive capacity and

stood deservedly high in his chosen field. He is

survived by a widow and a daughter.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

The Magnolia (Ark.) Ice and Light Company

will rebuild its electric-light plant soon.

The Green Forest (Ark.) Canning Company is

about to put in an electric-light plant.

Central City, Neb., has granted a 20-year light

franchise to the Central City Electric Light Com-
pany.

The local electric-light company at North Platte,

Neb., is about to put in $10,000 worth of improve-

ments.

Charles Lanve of Franklin, La., has secured a

franchise to operate an electric-light plant in

Eunice, La.

Armour, S. D., has entered into a contract with
the Wagner, Lake Shore and Armour Traction
Company for electric lights.

L. S. Jenkins of Omaha and others have secured
an electric-light franchise in Central City, Neb.,
and will put in a $15,000 plant.

Merchants and citizens of Hamilton, Ohio, were
indignant a few days ago because of the failure

of the municipal lighting plant to furnish light on
a Saturday and Sunday night following the burst-
ing of a valve in the plant. The Board of Public
Service was censured for not being able to restore

ccinnnercial and street lights on account of the lack

uf facilities in (he plant.

The Citizens' Electric Light and Power Company
of Oklahoma City has been incorporated with a

capital stock of $50,000 by W. E. Grigsby and
others.

The present contract for lighting the streets and
public buildings of Lafayette, Ind., is .ihout to ex-
pire. The Board of Public Works is advertising

for bids on lighting the city for a period of 10

years.

As one of its expedients to incrcise the sale of

current, the Commonwealth Edison Company of

Chicago offers to its consumers a new colonial

portable lamp. The lan)|) is furnished on seven

days' free trial and at a low cost.

The West .Side Business Men's Association of

Chicago is arranging to install 350 additional arc

lamps on Halsted, Van Burcn, Twelfth, Fourteenth

and Eighteenth streets, 75 per cent, of the cost of

lighting to be borne by the merchants.

The stockholders of the Hartford (Conn.) Elec-

tric Light Company at a special meeting held re-

cently unanilnously votetl to accept the act passed

by the Connecticut Legislature authorizing it to

increase its capital stock to $5,000,000.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Milwaukee-Northern Electric Railway has

began regular service between Milwaukee and Ce-

darburg and is about to begin regular service be-'

tween Milwaukee and Port Washington. The com-
pany hopes to reach Sheboygan by June 1st. Cars

now leave Milwaukee every hour from 7 in the

morning to 9 at night. A theater car will leave

the station at 11:25 p. m.

O. P. Robinson and associates of Little Rock
and Pine Bluff, Ark., say that work on the con-

struction of the proposed electric railway in which
they are interested to connect the two cities is

about to be begun by the Little Rock-Pine Bluff

Interurban Railway Company. Another group of

. men say that the proposed Little Rock-Hot Springs

electric railway will be built soon.

The new bondholders' plan of reorganization of

the Chicago Union Traction Company has received

its final signatures of trustees for bondholders and

is to be made public. In substance the plan is

similar to that devised by L. C. Krauthotf and

G. W. Wickersham for the Chicago Railways Com-
pany, but interest rates on new bonds are made
higher and control of the new management is given

to the bondholders' representatives.

A dispatch from Appleton, Wis., says that John

M. Seaman of Sheboygan is at the head of a com-
pany which will soon begin the construction of a

gasoline-electric railway for freight and express

transportation, to extend from Fond du Lac, Wis.,

around the east shore of Lake Winnebago to Ap-
pleton, touching eight towns. Mr. Seaman is

quoted as saying: "We will have no power plant

and no trolley wires to construct, as we will op-

erate our cars by electricity generated by a gasoline

engine on each car. This will be much cheaper
than the trolley system. We will have them in

operation within a year from now."

POWER TRANSMISSION.
Electric power from the Aroostock Falls Power

Company of Aroostock, Me., is now available. The
machinery at the company's big plant worked most
satisfactorily at the start. The current will be

ready for distribution at Presque Isle about the

middle of November.

Work is in progress on a new power house of.

12,000 horsepower which the Northwestern Elevated

Railway Company of Chicago is building on Chi-

cago Avenue, Evanston, near Calvary Cemetery.

It will be an artistic building, 62 by 74 feet, 33
feet high. The power house will have two rotary

converters taking current from the Commonwealth
Edison Company.

The Idaho Consolidated Power Company, with a

capital of $2,ooo.coo, has absorbed, the American
Falls Power, Light and Water Company, the Poca-

tello Electric Light and Pow-er Company and the

Blackfoot Power and W^ater Company. James H.

Brady of Pocatello, Idaho, retains the presidency

of the Consolidated company. The plans include

the development of the Consolidated's ownership

of 50,000 horsepower at American Falls and trans-

mission of electrical energy to the surrounding

towns. Twenty-five hundred horsepower is now
being generated at American Falls.

The difficulties of the Knickerbocker Trust Com-
pany of New York city are said to be the cause of

300 men being suspended from work at the McCall's

Ferry (Pa.) power dam now in course of con-

struction. It will be necessary to keep at work a

sufficient number of men to put the construction

in such shape as to prevent the ice gorges and
frshets from destroying it. It is thought when the

financial flurry has blown over the men will resume
work. It is understood that the company is under

cuMtract wiili a number of cities and towns, espe-
cially Baltimore, to supply them with electric power
in 1908.

The Mamon Power Company of New Orleans,
Ln., has been organized with a capital of $20,000
lo erect and operate power plants of all kinds.
Charles D. ilill is president, John CIciiK, vice-

president, and Phillip S. Gidicrc, secretary.

A dispatch from Lcwiston, Idaho, says that the

Ilarriman inlercsls had investigated waterways in

the upper Clearwater country and have located

eight watcrpower sites where it is proposed lo

install power plants to generate electricity to op-
erate the trains over the mountain. The men en-

gaged in this feature of the work in Idaho arc

said lo h.ave pretended to be placer miners seeking

"pay dirt" on the low bars of the upper Clear-
water tributaries. They secured guides and packers
and have spent the summer in following the many
streams that might be used in the development of

the power system.

Detroit (Mich.) papers say that the purpose of

the Edison Illuminating Company of Detroit to

purchase the electric-light and water plants in the

town of Trenton is part of a plan to establish an

extensive cross-country electric-lighting and power
system and a large waterworks plant. The report

says that the company intends to build transmission

lines from the plant of the Washtenaw Light and
Power Company of Ypsilanti, furnishing electricity

to many of the smaller towns along the route, and
establish a large waterworks plant to supply water

to the country for some distance around the village

and also to supply Grosse Isle.

The Black Hills Traction .Company will build

another power plant to meet the requests of cus-

tomers to be supplied with electricity. The com-
pany just recently completed a waterpower plant

at Spearfish, S. D., which will generate 1,200 horse-

power. So many mining companies and firms have
contracted for the use of the electricity that the

company is now figuring on plans for the erection

of a new and larger plant, which will be built at

Beulah. Wyo., west of Belle Fourche, some time

this winter. This second plant will insure sufli-

cient power for the operation of the proposed trol-

ley line between Deadwood and Spearfish, which,
it is said, may afford the Northwestern Railroad
an opportunity to tap this section of the country.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Peirce Specialty Company of Chicago and

Elkhart, Ind., has recently issued a new catalogue

descriptive of its various specialties for outside con-

struction work. The catalogue is fully illustrated

and it contains valuable information for construc-

tion men. It will be mailed on request.

The Automatic Time Stamp Company, 160 Con-
gress Street, Boston, Mass., is sending out its new
booklet describing the timeometer or computing au-

tomatic time stamp for use on telephone toU-hne

switchboards. The timeometer is exciting much in-

terest at the present time among telephone engineers

and traffic managers.

Bulletin No. S, just published by the General
Storage Battery Company of New York, tells of

"A Storage Battery in a Large Steel Works." It

is an illustrated description of the battery installa-

tion of the Cambria Steel Company. Since this

installation the Steel company has ordered another

larger equipment of Bijur high-duty batteries.

The air-brake department of the AUis-Chalmers
Company has recently published two bulletins of

interest. Bulletin No. 1514 illustrates and describes

the type J "OB" pneumatic governor for air-brake

equipment. This governor is simple in design, and

in an exhaustive test it was put through 284,000

continuous operations, breaking a current of 35 to

40 amperes at 600 volts without any attention dur-

ing the test. Bulletin No. 1515 relates to the type

J emergency valve for straight air-brake equipments.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
At a recent meeting of members and associates

of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers

in Cleveland, Ohio, the Cleveland section of the

Institute was organized with the following-named

officers : Chairman, Prof. H. B. Dates, Case School

;

secretary, F. M. Hibben, Cleveland Electric Illumi-

nating Company; managers, C. W. Ricker, A. C.

Eastwood and C. E. F. Aim.

The programme of the annual inspection trips

by the departments of electrical and railway engi-

neering of the University of lUinois includes an

eastern and a western trip, the former beginning

on November 3d and ending November i6th, and

the latter from November 4th to 8th. The eastern

trip includes visits to various points of engineering

interest at Niagara Falls, Schenectady, New York

city, Jamestown, Washington and Pittsburg. On
the ' western trip Bloomington, Peoria, Joliet and

Chicago were visited. One of the interesting plants

inspected on the western trip was that of the San-

itary District of Chicago at Lockport. In Chicago

the plants of the Commonwealth Edison Company
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and the Hawthorne plant of the Western Electric

Company were among those inspected.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The JN'Iobile (.Ala.) Commercial Club has insti-

tuted a movement for holding a convention in

Birmingham on November I2th for the purpose of

memorializing Congress for improving Tennessee,

Georgia and Alabama waterways and digging a

canal that will connect the Tennessee River with

the Alabama River and deepening all the Alabama
navigable streams.

The Radio Telephone Company of Wall Street,

Exchange Building, New York, says that the United

States navy has placed an order with it for 28

sets of wireless-telephone apparatus, to be installed

on as many battleships and armored cruisers.

Eleven of these are in the Pacific, while the others

are in the Atlantic, and will accompany Admiral

Evans on his trip around the Horn.

Another step in the development of South Amer-

ica is recorded in cable dispatches from San Paulo,

Brazil, announcing that the government has ac-

cepted the bid of Guinle & Co. of New York city

to furnish electric power in San Paulo. The elec-

tric current will at first be used for operating the

public waterworks system and later for lighting

purposes. Steam plants are very expensive in

Brazil, owing to the scarcity of coal, and electricity

generated by waterpower at a distance has been

the solution of the power question. The action of

the Brazilian government in giving this important

contract to an American concern is regarded as

of the greatest importance in the development of

San Paulo and other cities in that country.

Already extensive preparations are bemg made
for the International Congress on Tuberculosis to

be held in Washington, D. C. September 21, to

October 12, igoS. This w-iU be the fifth congress,

the previous ones having been held in Moscow,
Vienna, London and Paris. Some of the most em-
inent men in the world who have given attention to

the study and prevention of tuberculosis will be
present. It is said that one- fourth. of all the deaths
between the ages of 20 and 45 years are due to this

disease. Ernest P. Bicknell and Dr. Frank Billings

are the Chicago members of the international com-
mittee. Dr. John S. Fulton, 810 Colorado Building,

Washington, D. C, is secretary-general, to whom
all correspondence from those inclined to aid this

cause should be addressed.

Arrangements for the electric show to be held
in Marion, Ohio, during the week of November
iSth to 23d by the Marion Electric Association are

practically completed. In the decorations of the

exterior of the building about 500 incandescent
lamps will be used. Also two of the new flaming
arcs. The hall will be lighted with Gem high-
efficiency lamps and other illuminants, and Holo-
phane shades and reflectors will be largely used.

The show will be open to the public from 2 imtil

10 p. m. each day. No admission will be charged.
J\lanufacturing companies and jobbers will exhibit

goods through their local agents.

TRADE NEWS.
G. W. Sammons is about to engage in the elec-

trical supply business in Conway, Ark.

On November 4th the copper market was reported

quiet and unchanged, the quotations ranging from

13J4 to I4>^ cents a pound.

A new company composed of Wichita (Kan.)

men is reported as about to engage in the manu-
facture of an electrolier which can be adjusted to

any height in a room or over a desk. The general

offices of the company will be located in Wichita,

and the officers are : President, Dempster O. Potts

;

vice-president, W. H. Maple; secretary, I. N. Little;

treasurer, A. C. M'eanes.

An American consul in the United Kingdom states

that there is no importing of electrical apparatus

at the place in question, but a merchant there,

whose name he gives, would like to communicate

with makers of such apparatus and thinks it prob-

able that he and others might become importers.

The Bureau of Manufactures, Washington, D. C,
can give information by referring to file No. 1565.

Internal commerce movements during September,

as reported by the Bureau of Statistics of the De-

partment of Commerce and Labor, did not indicate

any decreased market activity. The freight move-

ment on the whole was large enough to tax to the

utmost the carrying facilities of the railroads, and

complaints of unsatisfactory car service are again

becoming numerous in various parts of the country.

The traffic movement on the Great Lakes, as meas-
ured by the volume of shipments from the various
lake ports, 11,342,565 net toijs, was over half a
million tons heavier than the September, igo6. move-
ment.

Allis-Chalmers Company has opened an office

at Deadwood, S. D., with Mr. O. F. Purnell
as district manager. Special attention will be
given by Mr. Purnell and the members of his

staff to the sale of mining, crushing, pumping,
power and electrical machinery, many installa-

tions of wdiich have been made by Allis-Chal-
mers Company and its predecessors throughout
that section of the 'Country.

The Toledo (Ohio) Blade says that George J.

Miller, for the last four years electrical expert for

the Toledo Storage Battery Company, has severed
his connection with that firm, and, with James R.

Keeler, has organized the Miller Battery Company.
The new firm has located at 134 and 138 Ontario
Street, and will give expert battery service and
do all kinds of electrical repair work. Mf. Miller,

through the assistance of the Chamber of Com-
merce, organized the Toledo Storage Battery Com-
pany four years ago, and is the inventor of the
Miller storage battery. Mr. Keeler was formerly
treasurer of the Toledo Electric Company.

BUSINESS.
The Central Electric Company, Chicago, is send-

ing out a number of attractive circulars calling

attention to the various types of Columbia lamps.

The company reports a very much increased busi-

ness this year on Columbia lamps as compared with

any previous year in its history, and confidently

asserts that this increased business is due entirely

to the superior qualities of Columbia lamps.

The Wesco Supply Company of St. Louis, Mo.,

and Fort Worth, Tex., announces that it has es-

tablished a new department devoted strictly to in-

candescent lamps. Owing to the increased demand
for Peerless lamps it was found essential to add
this department, which places the Wesco Supply

Company in a position to give the lamp business

closer attention. The department is open to the

trade, which is invited to consult this department

freely for such information as may be desired.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

869,229. Motor Control. Eugene R. Carichoff, East
Orange, N. J., assignor to the Otis Elevator
Company, East Orange, N. J. Application filed

January 28, 1904.

THs is a controller for elevator motors. Electromag-
netic switches control inversely resistances in series and
in shunt with the armature in starting. Other electro-

magnetic switches control the reversing and main line

switches, and an auxiliary switch interlocks the rever.sing
switches.

869,243. Electrical System of Distribution. Albert
S. Hubbard, Greenwich, Conn., and William A.
Turbayne, Lancaster, N. Y., assignors to the

Gould Storage Battery Company, New York,
N. Y. Application filed March 31, 1905.

NO, 869,243.— SYSTEM OF DISTRIBUTION.

A polyphase alternating-current generator supplies cur-
rent to a rotary converter, across the direct-current side
of which is connected a storage battery and a booster.
Tiir latter is direct connected to a .synchronous motor for

driving it and to a regulating dynamo for energizing its

field. 'ITic field of this regulating dynamo is supplied
from an auxiliary rotary converter connected between
the alternating-current source and the main converter,
(See cut.)

869,244. Altcrnating-airrent .\pparatus. Albert S,

Hubbard, BcIlcviJlc, N. J„ assignor to the

Gould Storage Battery Company, New York,
N, y. Application filed July 2, 1906.

Scries Iransformcrs supply current (o a rectifying ma-
chine of the induction l^'pc, which in turn supplies a
direct-current regulating field circuit for a dynamo. This
is ito arranged ttiat the current supplied to the regulating
coil varici in accordance with cnangcs in the power
factor of the altcrnaling-eurrent supply,

869,248, Engine Stop-valvc. James L, Kimball,
Salcm, Mass. Application filed June 29, 1906.

An auxiliary valve in arranged so that it stops the
eniiine when opencl. The engine drives a smnll dynamo
supplying current to an cleclromagnct holding the

Issued (United States Patent Offi.ce) October 2g, 1907.

auxiliary valve closed. If the speed becomes excessive

the current rises to a valve opening a circuit-breaker, and
thus opening the auxiliary valve.

869.275. Block-signaling System. Louis H. Thul-

len, Swissvale. Pa., assignor to the Union

Switch and Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa.

Application filed May 15, 1907.

This signaling system has a conductor adjacent to each

track, an electrically-controlled signal device on_ each

vehicle, and means for inducing a current in the circuits

of the signals from the track conductors, these cn-cuits

being each tuned with respect to the current in tlie par-

ticular conductor for that track.

869.276. Process of Reducing Compounds with Elec-

trically Developed Heat. Frank J. Tone, Ni-

agara Falls, N. Y. Application filed September

22, 1906.

This process of producing silicon consists in subject-

ing a mixture containing silica and a compound con-

taining silicon, oxygen and carbon to electrically-devel-

oped heat and reducing the silicon thereby to its ele-

mental form.

869,279. Electrical System of Distribution. Edward
Van Wagenen, New York, N. Y., assignor to

the Gould Storage Battery Company, New York.

Application filed July 2. 1906.

A fluctuating polyphase circuit is provided with a

regulating apparatus composed of series transformers

connected by a rectifying device to a direct-current cir-

cuit containing a storage battery and booster. 1 hrcc

auxiliary dynamos are provided for compensating and

regulating purposes.

869,286. Electrical System of Distribution. Walter

E. Winship, New York, N. Y., assignor to the

Gould Storage Battery Company. New York,

N, Y. Application filed March 7, 1907.

A rotary converter takes alternating current and recti-

fies it for direct-current distribution. A storage battery

and booster are connected across the direct-current .side.

The booster field contains carbon-plate rheostats whose
resistance is varied by changing the pressure between the

plates through the medium of two coils connected to be

respectively responsive to the current and voltage

changes of the alternating-current side.

869.300, Arc-lamp Electrode. Richard Fleming,

Lynn, Mass., assignor to the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

November 22, 1902. •

An arc-lamp electrode consists of an iron tvibc filled

with particles of iron and has means provided .it one

end of the tvibe for retaining the iron panicles in the

tube and for- increasing the coiuluclivily of the electrode

' at that point.

869.301. Arc-lamp Electrode. Richard Fleming.

'Lynn, Mass., assignor to the General Electric

Company. Application filed March 26, 1903.

ThiH electrode consisls of an iron tube and a filling

therefor compftRcd principally of pow<lcred oxide of iron.

One end of the tube and itH filling arc fused together to

form a conducting mass.

869,306. Electrical System of Distribution. Albert

S. Hubbard, Belleville, N. J., and William A.

Turbayne, Lancaster, N. Y., assignors to the

Gould Storage Battery Company, ^ew York,

N. Y. Application filed June 20, 1906.

This patent is similar to No, 869,243, noted above, ex-

cept that the auxiliary converter connected between the

source and the main rotary converter is supplied from
transformers whose secondaries have a variable number
of turns.

869,314. Resistance Unit. Campbell Macmillan, Sche-

nectady, N. Y., assignor to the General Elec-

tric Company. Application filed December i,

1905.

^69, 314.— RESISTANCE UNIT.

This unit comprises a molded stick of material with
a negative temperature coefficient, such as carbon, and a

helical-resistance conductor imbedded therein. (Sec cut.)

869,317 and 869,318. Apparatus for Cementing the

Filaments of Electric Lamps to the Stemwires.
Norman Marshall. Newton, Mass. Applications

filed January 27 and February 8, 1906.

These two patents cover machines that comprise a
scries cf stem and filament holding devices, means for

applying cement and for bringing the holding devices
togctlicr so as to put the filament ends in juxtaposition
with the stemwires.

869,321. Insulating Material and Method of Manu-
facturing Same. Robert Miillcr, Munich, Ger-
many. Application filed January 6, 1905.

This method of making a solid, non-hygroscopic insu-

lating composition consists in mixing an inorganic fire-

proof filler with asbestos and a solution of mineral pitch

and volatile hydrocarbon, then compressing the mixture
into the desired form and filling the voids, and finally

hardening the compressed mass by evaporation of the

volatile hydrocarbon.

869,324. Detector for Printing Presses or the Like.

Alexander Oberl, Camden, N. J. Application

filed June 19, 1906.

The paper passes between a bar and surface adjacent
lo it, so that any imperfections in the paper will bring
two electrical contacts together, thus closing a circuit

which is adapted to immediately stop flu: press.

869,348. Storage-battery Grid. Riifus N. Chamber-
lain, Depew, N. Y., assignor to the Gould Stor-

age Battery Company, New York, N. Y. Appli-

cation filed February 5, 1906.

This is a Ic.id grid having its main body or portion
which is intended to become active formctl of a scries

of relatively high, thin and clo«ely-«et leaves or ribn

of rolled or spun metal, integral with the remainder or
frame portion of the grid, the ribs being relatively thick
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at bu9e, lupcrrd nearly from batie to apex and rained nt

I lie api-x utiove the nurfncc of the nurroundinR frnme
porlioii of tlie Ri'id.

Sho,352. M'otor-contfol System, M.-ixwell W. Day,
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General

Electric Company. Application filed March 6,

1907.

In tliis Hyt4teni a load is to he driven throufth a wide
ranKc of Hpfociii. • An electric motor is provided to drive
the loud nt low speed and a Becond motor to drive it nt

a hifilier Mpced. A Rcnerator m provided with rncaiia for

vnryinK its voltiiKe. and controIIinR means arc arranged
to connect llie Rcnejator to tlic first motor and Krndually
to incrciise its voItaRC, and then to connect tlic second
motor and the Rcneriitor in ficrii-s to tlie constant poten-

tial inuins and K''''i*'>''iIIy '" reduce the Kftu-rator voltaRc.

yfi9.356. Motor Controller. Wilhclin Fiedler, Berlin,

Germany, assignor to the General Electric Com-
pany. Application filed April 3, 1906.

This controller is for quickly stojipinK an electric

motor. It consists of a reversing switch and a cut-out

controlled hy tlic speed of the motor for interrupting the

reverse current when the motor suhatantinlly stops.

^69,359. Relay for Circuit-breakers. Max ^'uss, Ber-

lin, Germany, assignor to the General Electric

Company. Application filed August 26, 1904.

A rcversihle motor is connected in the circuit to be
protected. Tt turns in one direction when the current^ in

the circuit becomes excessive and in the other direction

when this current reverses. In either case the motor
operates a switch.

8619,364. Air-brake System. Lawrence A. Hawkins,
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. V. Appli-

cation filed February 3, 1906.

In this system a valve mechanism is arranpcd for dis-

connecting the triple valve from the train pipe and for

connecting it to atmosphere. This mechanism is electro-

magnetically operated, as is also a valve controlling the

exhaust from the brake cylinder.

S69.365. Block-signal System. Laurence A, Hawkins,
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General.

Electric Company. Application filed March 28,

1906.

A signal system for electrically-operated roads having
parallel tracks provides a connection from an end of a
lilock to the parallel track adapted to form a path for the
power current. A relay winding is inserted between this

connection and a rail of the block and a signal is_ pro-
vided for the block and connections whereby the signal

is caused to indicate danger when the relay is de-cner-
gized.

869,368, Adjustable Support for Telephone Receiv-

ers. Ross Higgins, Canfield, Ohio. Application

filed February 27, 1907,

Adjustable bars are provided for holding the receiver
to the ear of the telephone user. A pin on the end of

the main bar engages the circuit-closing lever.

869,382. Lineman's Safety Device. William F. New-
ton, Spokane, Wash. Application filed April

19, 1907.

This device has a body plate with a hand grip at each
end and downwardly projecting spurs on the inner side
of the plate. A disengaging device is pivoted to the
plate and comprises a pivoted roller attached thereto
and adapted to extend through an opening in the plate
beyond the points of the spurs, and an operating handle.

869,398. Automatic Device for Protecting Trains.
Eduard Unverricht, Altona, Germany. Appli-
cation filed January 8, 1906.

There is plurality of electric circuits, each having two
tubes at a distance from each other that contain mercury.
Passing trains tip one of the tubes and thus close a
circuit containing a section stop for applying the brakes.

869.403. Strain Insulator. Albert Anderson, Bos-
ton, Mass., assignor to Albert and J. M. Ander-
son Manufacturing Company, Boston, Mass.
Application filed March 2, 1906.

Two metallic rods that are placed in line have hooks
at their remote ends and hemispherical heads at their
adjacent ends which arc separated by insulation. A
spherical metallic shell surrounds these heads and is in-
sulated from them and from the shanks of the rods which
pass through the shell. Another shell of insulating ma-
terial surrounds the metallic shell.

869.404. Strain Insulator. Albert Anderson, Bos-
ton, Mass., assignor to Albert and J. M. Ander-
son Manufacturing Company, Boston, Mass.
Application filed July 5, 1906.

One metallic rod has a solid spherical head and the
other one has a hollow spherical shell surrounding, and
insulated from, the solid head of the other member. An
insulating shell surrounds the metallic shell.

869.409. Alarm Attachment for Incubators. Charles
R. Benedict, Kansas City, Kan., and John A.
Hutcheson, Kansas City, Mo. Application filed

March 10, 1906.

An incubator regulator is connected to a battery and
electromagnet. When this regulator closes a contact the
armature of the magnet releases a switch, which closes
the circuit of an electric bell.

869.410. Insulating Coupling. Arthur W. Berres-
ford, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to the Cutler-
Hammer Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee,
Wis. Application filed February 21, 1903.

This coupling is adapted for joining shafts. Each of
the adjacent shaft ends has a dog provided with for-
wardiy-extending lugs. An insulating disk, which has
notches in its periphery for receiving the lugs, is placed
between the dogs and serves to mechanically join them.

869,413. Frequency Changer. Walter S. Bralley,
Schenectady," N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric Company. Application filed February
5, 1907-

This is practically an induction motor-generator set.

The stators are connected to the respective systems and
the rotors arc short-circuited and mechanically coupled
together. A small auxiliary machine is arranged to in-
crease the resistance of one of the rotors when the load
on the system increases. (See cut.)

869,420. Printing Telegraph. Berry W, Cochran,
Los Angeles, Cal, Application filed April 19,

1905.

A prliilinK lelcRraidi Irnniimiltcr coniinlii of a iiturflHly

of priniiMK , tiinKiH-tk, KidcctinK relays tlicrefor, and u
rotary circuit changer hiivinii a plurnlily of circumferrn-
linlly di«iMiicd coiitiictn arranged in oprratlve relntion with
the arniatttrc-H of the rclnyw.

869,428. Tubulating Machine. John T. Fagan,
Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the National Elec-
tric Lamp Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Applica-
tion filed December 20, 1905.

This machine is designed chiclly for affixing glass
tubes to inctindescent lump bulbs In process of mnnufnc-
turc. It has a rotating nnd rccinrocaling cluick lioldinK
the tubes in a heating flume and then prcsning them to

the bulbs.

869,432. Electric Furnace. Gdstavc Gin, Paris,

France. Application filed January 25, 1906,

This furnace has three chamliers connected together
by channels in tile opposite ends. Kach en<l chatnbcr
h.is a diseh.'irKc opening opposite the opening into the
connecting channel. The furnace is arranged to be tilled

on a longitudinal axis, so as to discharge the material
from the chambers.

869,442. Apparatus for Measuring Speed of Rota-
tion. Walter D. Litchfield, Schenectady, N. Y.,

assignor to the General Electric Company. Ap-
plication filed October 5, 1903.

The apparatus consists of .1 rotation counter connected
by a clutch to the shaft whose speed is to be measured.
The clulli is engaged by an electromagnet in whose cir-

cuit is another electromagnet starting a clock mechan-
ism at the same instant that the counter is started.
.Xfter a predetermined time both these are automatically
stopped.

869,444. Air-brake System. George Macloskie, Sche-

nectady, N. Y., assignor to the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

April 7, 1906,

In this system two methods of control are provided
for the air brakes of a train, a pneumatic control sys-

tem and an electric control system. A single handle
controls both systems and there are means for automatic-
ally rendering the pneumatic system inoperative when
the electric system is in use.

869,446. Process for Making Dry Cells. Paul L.

Meyer, New York, N. Y., assignor to John F.

Hemenway, New York, N. Y. Application filed

February 19, 1906.

Tlie process consists in placing some plaster of paris
wliilc in a fluid consistency into the zinc cup forming the
containing jar, temporarily covering the jar and then
rotating it so as to distribute the fluid mass by centrifugal
action till the plaster of paris has set. Finally the
carbon and the electrolytic depolarizer are inserted and
the cell then sealed up.

869,449 and 869,450. Measured-service System for

Telephone Lines. James L. McQuarrie, Oak
Park, III, assignor to the Western Electric

Compan}', Chicago, 111. Applications filed Feb-
ruary 23, 1906.

Both these patents cover registering devices for re-

cording the number of connections made with a calling
telephone line. For a two-party line a register is con-
nected on each side of line, but only the proper one is

selectively actuated when a connection is established for
one of the subscribers.

869,455. Motor Car. Spencer Otis and Harry S.

Hart, Chicago, 111., assignors to the National
Patent Holding Company, Chicago, 111. Appli-
cation filed July 26, 1906.

The car carries a turbo generator, a series of fluid

pressure generators, each of which is independently di-

rectly connected to the turbine to supply motive fluid

thereto, and suitable controllers governing the supply of
current to the motors.

869.459. Electric-railway System. William B. Pot-
ter, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the Gen-
eral Electric Company. Application filed April

3, 1900.

This system provides a normally dead sectional working
conductor and electromagnetic switches which energize
the sections as the car proceeds. These sections are of
considerable length compared to the length of the car or
train and are provided with electromagnetically operated
signals indicating at the beginning of a section whether
that section is clear.

869.460. Electric-heating Fabric. Walter Rich-
mond, Memphis, Tenn. Application filed June
16, 1905.

A fabric for mats or pads consists of a high-resistance
conductor wound spirally about a central core, the con-
volutions being insulated from each other. A regulator
is mounted on the central part in circuit with the con-
ductor for automatically maintaining any desired tempera-
ture in the heating fabric.
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869.462. Alarm Ucadlock. Morris Shcinman, New
York, N. v., astsignor In tlur Alarm Lock Com-
pany, New York, N. V. Application filed Au-
gust 8, 1906.

A deadlock liaa a tmlt with a alldiim member tnounted
thereon m bucIi a way n« lo tv niovrd by a person lam-
prring with the holt. When this member is moved ll

ciif(af{rs .1 circnllclowr niuJ rJriff* an alarm.

869.464. Electric Healer. George K. Stevens, Lynn,
Mass., assignor to Ilie General Electric Cfom-
pany. Application filed May 23, 1904,
Tliitt iit a water lieatcr, the hraiinK unit conaivtinK of

a hclicfll rdurwJM- wound rcsiiHance ribbon conductor
having im mliacenl lurnt inBulaicd from each oilier. A
number of fluirlconduclinK pipf* are located in Jtcat-
conductivc rcluiion to flic rr«iitancc member.

869.465. Third-rail Contact Shoe. Samuel B. Stew-
art, Jr., Schencclady, N. Y., assignor to the
General Electric Company. Application filed

July 5, 1902.

A collector hIioc i» pivolally mounted in a riKidly-
^upjiorlcd frame no nx to allow a vertical movement of
the bIioc. a hpring m iintainv the hIioc in contact with
the third rail, and hufTcr sprinRii permit a HltRht move-
ment of tlic shoe in a plane parallel to the rail,

869.467. Railway Signal. Charles W. S. Turner.
Mounlvillc, Va. Application filed February i,

1907.

This In a block-signaling Hybtcm, tlic rails of one side
of Ihc track being electrically connected to form a con-
tinuous condtictr.r for several blocks, while the rails on
the other side are cojincclcd only for each block. Track
signals are located :u the distant end of each block ad-
joining an intermediate block, and arc electrically con-
trolled from the latter,

869.468. Electric Sign. VViHiam Wallace, Philadel-
phia, Pa. Application filed July 2, 1906,
The letters of tlic sign consist of a casing containing

lamp sockets connected to terminal blocks. The letter*
arc mounted on a supporting board by screws passing
through the terminal blocks and fastening into circuit
strips on the board.

869,490. Relay. Lemuel F. Howard, Edgewood
Park, Pa., assignor to the Union Switch and
Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa. Application
filed December 24, 1906. Renewed September
10, 1907.

NO. 869,413.—FREgUENCY CHANGKR-

NO. bog, 490 — RELAY.

In this reby there are in combination with a vane
contacts opened and closed by movements of the vane in
reverse directions, a coil and magnetic circuit for causing
a movement of the vane in one direction when the coil is

traversed by a high-frequency alternating current, and
another coil and magnetic circuit for causing a move-
ment of the vane in a reverse direction when the second
coil is traversed by an alternating current of a lower
frequency. The coils are in series and there is an im-
pedance in shunt across the terminals of one coil and a
capacity in shunt across the other coil. (See cut.)

869,531. Railway Signaling. Jacob B. Struble, New
York, N. Y., assignor to the Union Switch and
Signal Company, , Swissvale, Pa. Application
filed June 28, 1906.

A mercury arc rectifier is connected to an alternating-
current source and supplies direct current to a motor for
operating a signal. Track relays operated by passing
trains actuate a solenoid which destroys and re-estab-
lishes the arc in the rectifier and thus stops and starts
the signal motor.

869,548. Headlight or Lantern. Frederick P. Cob-
ham, Jamestown, N. Y., assignor of one-half
to Frederick E. Windsor and one-half to Lewis
Schmutz, Warren, Pa. Application filed Janu-
ary 3, 1907.

This headlight is provided with a main electric arc
lamp and an auxiliary gas burner adjacent thereto. Con-
nections between these lamps are arranged for bringing
the gas burner into operative condition, when the cur-
rent for the electric lamp is interrupted.

869.550. Electric Lantern. Frederick P. Cobham,
Jamestown, N. Y., assignor of one-half to Fred-
erick E. Windsor and one-half to Lewis
Schmutz, Warren, Pa. Application filed Janu-
ary 3, 1907.

The main body of the lantern has a lens on one side
and a curved reflector on the opposite side of the lamp.
The bottom is removable and is provided with a central
aperture for the insertion of a lamp socket.

869.551. Water Cooler. James T. Cole, Chicago,

III. Application filed January 21, 1907.

An ice tank has a ledge across the center of its top to

hold an inverted bottle. A casing surrounds the tank
and has several panels of translucent material, forming
with the tank an enclosed air space. Similar panels are
inserted in the top casing, which forms a chamber, con-
taining a number of incandescent lamp sockets for illumi-

nating the chamber.

869,554. Automatic Testing and Resetting Means
for Electrothermal Protectors. Frank B. Cook,
Chicago, III. Application filed May 19, 1906-

This testing device for a rotary heat cartridge rotatable
in a certain direction upon abnormal current conditions
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comprises means for applying current to the cartridge to

heat same, and for turning the cartridge still farther in

the sanle direction when thus heated, as a test on the

cartridge.

869,555. Block-signal System. William Daves, Bloom-
ington, 111. Application filed April 22, 1907.

In this system there are a number of stations, each
having a station and a track signal, an operating lever

for the track signal, a lock for this lever and means for

governing the track signal and operating the station sig-

nal at an adjoining station. A single wire extends be-

tween stations and includes the actuating circuits for the

locks at both stations.

869,557. Safety Mechanism for Railway Trains.

James Doyle, Niagara Falls, N. Y. Application

filed May 22, 1906.

This mechanism comprises a trip arm arranged on the
locomotive, a trip bar arranged along the roadbed and
movable into and out of the path of the trip arm and
two electrical signals, one of which is operated by the
outward and the other by the inward movement of the

bar.

869,576. Signaling System.
Schmidt, New York, N. Y.

M. Seeley, New York. N.
August ID, 1906.

Edward E. Klein-
assignor to George

Y. Application filed

A signal system for single-track electric railways com-
prises a track battery circuit, a relay having high and
low resistance coils included in this circuit, the_ relay

being normally energized only through the low-resistance

coil, and means for interposing the high-resistance coil

in the circuit under abnormal conditions.

869,595. Transformation of Electric Currents. Wil-
liam T. Taylor, Chihuahua, Mexico. Applica-

tion filed March 14. 1907.
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NO. 869,595.—TRANSFORMER CONNECTIONS.

This is a distribution system from a three-phase circuit

and comprises a set of three transformers connected in

delta on the primary and secondary sides. Four current
leads are tapped off the secondaries as follows: The
first one at the junction of two of the coils, the second
at the center of the third coil, the third and fourth at

intermediate points of the first two coils respectively,

these points being so taken that they cut off between them
and the first point a portion of their respective coils

v/hose electromotive force is to the electromotive force
of the whole coil as 3 is to 2. (See cut.)

869.597. Automatic Apparatus for Stopping Mov-
ing Railway Trains. James T. Thompson, Chi-

cago, 111., assignor of one-fourth to C. S.Rosen-
thal and one-fourth to T. P. Galligan, Chicago,

111. Application filed February 7, 1907.

A contact device on the track is adapted to be raised
into the path of a contact arm on the locomotive and
thus operate an electromagnet mechanism for opening
and then closing an auxiliary air-releasing valve, inde-

pendent of the engineer's control, for applying the air

brakes. ,

869.598. Controlling Apparatus for Railway Trains.

James T. Thompson, Chicago, 111., assignor of

one-third to Charles S. Rosenthal and one-third

to T. P. Galligan, Chicago, 111. Application

filed May 18, 1907.

This apparatus is similar to the previous one, except
that an electric motor operates the auxiliary valve.

869.599. Hygienic Cartridge Battery. William Thomp-
son and Jens C. Martin, Spokane, Wash. ; said

Martin assignor to said Thompson. Application

filed July 26, 1906.

A medical battery consists of two cylindrical sections
rotatably joined together, one section containing a dry
cell and the other containing an induction coil and having
an insulated cap. the sectional cylinder and insulated cap
being respectively in circuit with the terminals of the
secondary of the induction coil.

869,601. Ignition System for Explosion Engines.

Richard Varlcy, Englewood, N. J., assignor to

the Autocoil Company. Application filed April

5, 1907.

This system provides a single circuit controller perma-
nently connected to the primary circuits of a number of
induction coils, a dynamo circuit including a kick-off, a
battery circuit including segments, and a switch for com-
pleting cither of the last-named circuits through the
circuit controller and its permanently connected coils.

''>:;,6o2. Electrical Apparatus, Thomas W. Varley,
New York, N. Y. Application filed February
21, 1906,

The apparatus is of Ihc tnagncio type. It has a perma-
nent magnet with stationary coils about its poles arranged
to shift the lines of force without varying the total mag-
netic flux of the field. The rotating coil is connected in
scries with the stationary ones.

869,6.^. Wireless Telegraphy. William S. Hogg,
United States Navy. Application filed February
6, 1907.

This spark-Rap apparatus has two electrodes having
rounded terminals with proximate edges of highest potcn*

tials, endless and parallel throughout. One of the elec-

trodes is cylindrical and open at both ends to form a
duct for the air passing between the terminals.

869,668. Pyrometer. Charles B. Thwing, Philadel-

phia, Pa. Application filed January 25, 1907.

The pyrometer has a scale and an indicator therefor, a

thermo-electric couple mechanism for actuating the indi-

cator, and bearings for the indicator responding to
changes in temperature so as to cause the indicator to

show the temperature of the surrounding atmosphere
when no current is passing through the pyrometer.

869,684. Electric Regulator. Albert H. Barber,
Watertown, N. Y., assignor of one-half to Jay
M. Mullen, Watertown, N. Y. Application filed

March 27, 1907.

This regulator comprises a coil wound upon a spool
having a square laminated iron body provided with a
square opening extending lengthwise through its center, a
square laminated iron core adjustably fitting the spool,
the core having substantially the same amount of iron
by weight as the body of the spool, and adapted to be
shifted and set in a number of different positions in the
square opening in the spool.

869,711. Trolley. Samuel D. Hunt, Youngstown,
Ohio. Application filed April 24, 1907.

In this trolley system there is a main feed wire and
oppositely arranged auxiliary side wires. The trolley

head comprises a pair of upright rotatable spools having
terminal spherical contact heads at both ends.

869,714. Wireless Signaling System. Joseph L.

Jones, Kizer, Tcnn. Application filed August
24, igo6.

This is a "wireless" system for railways. The locomo-
tive carries a coherer and a decoherer. An electrically

operated bell is controlled by the cohTer. The circuit of
the decoherer is closed during the propagation of waves
and also through the signal mechanism, after the signal
has ceased to operate.

869,728. Alarm Mechanism. Leroy Paisley, Waverly,
Ohio. Application filed May 9, 1906.

An alarm signaling device for a mail box has a circuit-

closer in the box which actuates an electromagnet and
signals at a distant point.

869,737. Multiple Socket for Incandescent Lamps.
Frank J. Russell, New York, N. Y. Apphca-
tion filed May 29, 1907.

A multiple lamp socket has a body part carrying a
series of spiral wire lamp-holding contacts and a means
to caimp tliem in place with a detachable lid carrying a
series of center contacts for the lamps.

869,760. Electrically Controlled Elevator. Carl T.

Westlin, Arlington, N. J. Application filed March
2, 1907.

NO 8^9,760.—ELECTRICALLY CONTROLLED ELEVATOR.

The controlling circuit passes through a series of
door locks when all these locks are closed. If any of
them is open the control circuit is broken. An auxiliary

circuit is arranged as a shunt around the locks and this

circuit is kept closed by an electromagnet in the control
circuit as long as current flows in the latter. (See cut.)

869,780." Electric Motor. John P. Hayes, Pittsburg,

Pa. Application filed March 8, 1907.

This is a reciprocating electric motor which lias field

magnets, field poles and pole pieces, a reciprocating arma-
ture surrounded by the pole pieces, a commutator secured
to the armature, brushes supported above the commuta-
tor, and a cut-off device comprising a metal contact bar
carried by the commutator, and brushes bearing thereon
and supported by the pole pieces.

869,785. Electrically Operated Signal for Railroads.
Helena J. Jones, Baltimore, Md. Application
filed May 13, 1907.

This block signal has two electromagnets actuating the
operating arm that are connected to insulated rail sec-
tions. The danger signal is set as the train enters one
end of the block and as long as it remains set a contact
at the other end will operate a mechanism for applying
the brakes on any car attempting to enter the block tlicrc.

869,788. Insulated Joint. Frank E. Kinsman, Plain-

field, N. J. Application filed March i, 1905.

.\n insulated wheel for use in electric traction has a

body, a separate rim, -fide clamping rings and securing
bolts. There is insulation between the body and rim
and clamping rings. fmi)enctr:iblc layers are placed
within the insulation and insulating sleeves upon the
bolts,

869,796. Series Shunt for Dynamo-electric Ma-
chines. Edward T. Mug. Norwood, Ohio, as-

signor to the Bullock Electric Manufacturing
Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Application filed

November 17, 1905.

Thin i» a shunt to be placed around the scries field of
a dynamo. It consists of a number of thin parallel
strips of resistance material connected in series and hav-
ing their ends clamped in bolted blocks. On each side

of this set of strips parallel studs are provided that screw
into the blocks and serve to spread them apart so as to
stretch the strips.

869,812. Controller. Emmett W. Stull, Norwood,
Ohio, assignor to the Bullock Electric Manufac-
turing Compan}^ Cincinnati, Ohio. Application
filed August 17, 1904.

This series parallel railway controller has a number of
novel features, among which is an interlock between the
main operating cylinder and the reversing switch, so as
to prevent movement of the latter except when the
operating arm is in "off" position, and so as to prevent
movement of the operating arm unless the reversing
switch is in "ahead." "back" or ."off" position.

869.824. Control System. Louis M. Aspinwall,
Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company, Pitts-
burg, Pa. Application filed January 3, 1905.

In this motor-control system a circuit-breaker and re-
versing switch are provided. The latter is biased to "off"
position; when moved to running position in either direc-
tion it is held there until released by the previous open-
ing of the circuit-breaker.

869.825. Mechanical Shaft Oscillator. William F.
Bouche, Norwood, Ohio, assignor to the Bul-
lock Electric Manufacturing Company, Cincin-
nati, Ohio. Application filed June 16, 1904.

This shaft oscillator for dynamo-electric machines con-
sists of an eccentric disk engaging the shaft at a point be-
tween its center and periphery. The disk is mounted
in a spindle held at riglit angles to the shaft by a set
of springs,

869,836. Globe Manipulator. Joseph Gaynor, New
York, N. Y. Application filed February 15,

1907.

This is an instrument for inserting and removing in-
candescent lamps in inaccessible fixtures. It consists of
two shafts, the angle between which can be adjusted.
Means are provided for rotating the shafts together.
Tile upper shaft carries bulb-clamping arms which can be
opened and closed from the bottom of the lower shaft.

869,840. Dental Engine. Winfield E. Hanson, Bid-
deford, Me. Application filed February 21, 1907.

An electric motor is mounted on a bracket and has its

shaft belted to a horizontal arm carrying a flexible shaft
at its end. A switch controlling the current to the
motor is adapted to be closed and opened by tlte swing-
ing of the arm.

869,843. Trolley Head for Electric Traction. Gar-
net B. Holmes and Arthur D. Allen, Welling-
ton, New Zealand. Application filed August 7,

1907.

The trolley wheel is mounted on a spindle secured to

bearing blocks set in slots on the yoke. Curved flanges
on the blocks engage the walls of the yoke to permit
swinging of tlie blocks and spindle. Springs auto-
matically restore these parts to normal position.

869,852. Clip for Electrical Apparatus. Hubert
Krantz, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed July

5. 1904.

An L-shaped terminal clip comprises a base, an up-
standing portion integral with the base and bent at right
angles thereto and having cutaway shoulders at the top
and a narrow neck terminating in an integral plate of
less thickness than tlie upstanding portion and lying
in a plane at right angles thereto and perpendicular to

the plane of the base.

869.864. Automatic Resetting and Testing Means
for Thermal Protectors. Frank B! Cook. Chi-

cago, 111. Application filed April 28, 1906.

A resetting tool for a reversible electrothermal pro-

tector has a central operable member and electromechan-
ical means for heating the protector and operating the

central member in one direction to set the protector for

another operation in a reversed direction.

869.865. Spark Plug. Alfred Holsten, iNJew York,

N. Y. Application filed December 2, 1904.

This spark plug consists of a socket member, a contact
finger projecting from the inner end thereof, an in-

sulated member arranged to reciprocate within the plug
and carrying oppositely closing valves and a contact mem-
ber wliich engages the contact finger.

Reissue.

12,710. Air-pressure Brake.' Erwin Kramer, Ber-

lin, Germany, assignor to the Westinghouse
Air Brake Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Application

filed July I, 1907. Original No. 828,939, dated

August 21, 1906.

In this air-brake system an electromagnetic device con-
trols the pressure of the brake cylinder. An axle-driven
electric generator supplies current to the electromagnetic
device according to the speed of the car.

PATENTS THAT HAVE EXPIRED.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued

by the United States Patent Ofiicc) that expired

on November 4, 1907:

439'737 Standard Galvanic Cell. E. Weston, Newark, N. J.

439, 77<;. Electric Motor and Generator. A. Gartner, New-
ark, N. J.

4.19,838. Electric Actuating Device for Pendulum Clocks,

f. H. Dyson, Mazomanie, Wis.
439,840. Electric Log. W. P. Granville, Slroud Green,

County of Middlesex, England.
419,810. Secondary Battery Plate. A. E. Woolf, New York,

N. Y.
430,867. Electric Railway. M. W. Dewey. Syracuse. N. Y.

439.904. Electric Arc Lamp. H. C. Shubcrt, Chicago, III.

4.19.9'6. Device for Applying a Coating to Electric Con-
ductors, j. T. Whittlesey, Lynn, Mass.

419.9-9- Metliod of and Apparatus for Connecting Dynamos.
C. T. Child. Brooklyn. N. Y.

4.10.974. Electrical Generator. F. L. McGalian. Indian-

apolis, fnd.

440,013. Electric Indicator. L. O. Chatficid, Tienton Har-
bor, Mich.

440.023. Electrode for Secondary Batteries. J. B. Entz,

New York, and William A. Phillips, Schenectady, N. Y.

440.024. Method of Making Electrodes for Secondary Bat-

teries, . J. B. Entz, New York, and W. A. Phillips.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
440,096. 'Iclephone. S. Bergman, New York, N. Y.
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Pyrmont Electric Drawbridge in Aus-
tralia.

OiU' of llic must ini|iorl:iiil uf llic world's clec-

Iricvilly ei|uiii|>cil ilrawbriclKcs is in operation at

.Sydney, .'\ustralia, crossing (lie inlet of Fort Jack-

Min known a.s Darling Harbor, and extending into

I he heart of the city. Tliis is Pyrmont Bridge.

The bridge is 1,200 feet long, and with its ap-

zonlal shaft. Two vertical shafts connected wilii

the driving shaft carry pinions on their lower

ends meshing with a rack ninning arunnd the

pier. It is slated that the span can he opened in

half a minute, hut usnally snch quick work is not

necessary, although of value in case of an emer-

gency. The usual lime taken is from 50 seconds

to one minult'.

hoard, which is ciiuipped with iIpi n-,nal circult-

hreakers, amniclers, vollinelei Ming rheo-

stats.

This electric swing bridge w.a, dt signed by Mr.

Percy Allen, who also carried out the worK of

inslallation for llic government of Australia. The
electrical apparatus was installed by the Australian

Oeiieral l''.liM-lri<- Company, and it is stated the

INTERIOR OF CO.NTROLLING HOUSE, PYRMONT BRIDGE. SLEWING MOTORS AND GEAR IN MACHINERY ROOM, PYRMONT BRIDGE.

ELECTRIC SWING SPAN OF PYRMONT BRIDGE, SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA.

preaches has a total length of 1,758 feet. It is

provided with two seven-foot paths and a 40-foot

carriage wa}', which is paved with wood.

The swing span is 223 feet long, and it is an

example of one of the finest electrically operated

drawbridges in use today, allowing two 70-foot

clear fairways for shipping. The bridge has a floor

space of 12,000 square feet and it weighs i,6co,ooo

pounds. It is maintained that while there are sev-

eral larger electrically operated spans, this is held

to be the first installation of equal size where elec-

tric motors controlled by one man from one point

perform all of the necessary operations.

Two series-wound 50-horsepower motors are used-

for slewing or turning the bridge, driving on a hori-

While one motor is of sufficient capacity to open

the span, the two motors are used for sake of

economy and security. By means of cams on trans-

verse shafts actuated by a motor of 35-horsepower

capacity, the ends of the spans are raised i}4 iiiches.

This motor at the center of the swing drives a

longitudinal shaft extending the wdiole length of

the span.

A five-horsepower electric motor is used for

operating the safety gates, and an automatic elec-

tric device is used for stopping the gate in the

proper position. The controlling house is located

in the center of the swing span, as shown, and the

gates are controlled by the man in this building

manipulating the proper switch levers on the switch-

total cost of this work was over half a million

dollars, including the engineering expenses.

It is held that the electrical operation of swing

bridges is very economical, with man}' advantages

over steam or other form of pow-er. The Pyrmont
bridge, it is said, has been opened 31,207 times

without any expenditure on repairs, the current

for operation being about i^i cents per operation

of opening and closing the bridge. This includes

the necessary moving of end lifts and opening and
closing of gates.

A remarkable wrought-irbn caisson, 42 feet in

diameter, was sunk to rock bottom 60 feet" below
the water mark, to carry this large electric draw-
bridge. The material w'as dredged out as the sink-

ing proceeded, until the cutting edge w-as finally

bedded, and then the water was pumped out, and
laibble concrete used for filling the caisson.
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Interlocking Circuit-breakers for Elec-
tric Locomotives of the New

Haven Type.

An important requirement for electric railways

tliat operate in different sections with trolley and

third-rail conductors charged with different volt-

ages or varieties of current is that the controller

equipment be provided with interlocking circuit-

breakers making it impossible to take current from

both sources at the same time. A good example

of this type of railwav is the New York, New
Haven and Hartford, which, as is well known,

uses the single-phase high-voltage trolley on its

own electrified sections and the direct-current low-

tension third-rail on the New York terminal sec-

tion jointly with the New York Central and Hud-
son River Railroad. On these New Haven loco-

motives the motors are adapted to operate on
ba' aOcd d'cbd. atcd
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held in its lower position only when the winding
(21) is energized.

Operating magnet windings (26 and 27) for
switches (28 and 29) are respectively connected in

circuit when the corresponding circuit-breakers (12
and 13) are closed, and when the current delivered
to the motors (i and 2) is in excess of a prede-
termined amount, the switch (28) or the switch

(29) opens and thereby causes the corresponding
circuit-breaker to open. When these circuit-break-

ers are open, catches (30) are engaged . by the

latches (31), which are held in latching position

by springs (32) until the windings (zz) 3^re ener-
gized, and the latches are then withdrawn. A man-
ually operated switch (34) controls the circuits of

the magnet windings (33). An interlocking switch

(35) > which is operated by the reversing switch

(6), prevents the supply of energy from the bat-

tery (B) to any of the relay-operating devices just

described until the reversing switch has been thrown
to either its forward or its reverse position, ac-

cording to the desired direction of motion of the

car.

If the master switch (10) is moved to the posi-

tion (a) and the trolley (22) engages the con-
ductor (4). a circuit is established from the posi-
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INTERLOCKING CIRCUIT-BREAKERS FOR ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES OF THE NEW HAVEN TYPE.

either system, but. manifestly not simultaneously.

The automatic apparatus for preventing a raixup

of such two sources was invented by John L.

Grouse of New York city, who was granted a

patent thereon on October 22d, which he assigned

to the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company.
The accompanying diagram shows the applica-

tion of this invention to a motor-control system
patented by George Westinghouse and L. M. Aspin-
wall. The main feature of this system is the use

of electro-pneumatically operated switches that au-

tomatically operate in succession. The details of

this control will not be considered here, as it is

aimed principally to describe the interlocking cir-

cuit-breaker devices.

Motors (i) and (2) are supplied with energy
from a track rail (3) and either a trolley con-
ductor (4) or a third rail (5), the connections of
the armature and field-magnet windings of the mo-
tors being controlled by a reversing switch (6)
and the connections of the motors with reference
to _each other and the amounts of resistance in
series therewith being controlled by electro-pneu-
matically operated switches (7). Operating magnet
windings (8) and retaining magnet windings (9)
for the valves of the switches (7) are supplied
with energy from a battery (B), and their circuits
are initially governed by means of a manually
operated master switch (10) and are thereafter con-
trolled by automatic interlocking switches (11)
which are actuated by main switches (7).

Circuit-breakers (12 and 13) are provided in
the circuits from the trolley conductor (4) and
third-rail conductor (5), respectively, the operations
thereof being governed by means of magnet wind-
ings (14 and 15), respectively. The circuit-break-
ers (12 and 13) serve to operate interlocking
switches (16 and 17), respectively.

Relay switches (18 and 19) are respectively
provided with operating magnet windings (20 and
21), the former being connected in circuit when
trolley (22) engages the trolley conductor (4), and
the latter when the third-rail shoe (23) engages
the third-rail conductor (5). Resistances (24 and
25) arc connected in series with the windings (20
and 21), respectively, for the purpose of reducing
the potentials applied to the terminals of those
windings. The switches (18 and 19) are nor-
mally maintained in the positions shown in the
drawing by means of springs (25"), the switch (18)
being closed only when the winding (20) is en-
ergized, and the switch (19) being moved to and

tive terminal of the battery (B), through contact

finger (36), drum segments (37 and 38) and con-
tact finger (39) of the master switch (10), con-

ductors (44, 45, 46 and 47), valve-operating magnet
winding (8) of main switch (40), conductors (4849),
interlocking switches (16 and 17), and switches

(29 and 28), to the negative terminal of the bat-

ter3% closure of the switch C40) being effected by
the operating magnet windings (8), when energized.

If the master switch (10) is moved to the posi-

tion (b), a circuit is established from the positive

terminal of the battery (B), through contact finger

(36), drum segments (37 and 3S) and contact fin-

ger (41) of the master switch (10), switch (42)
and operating magnet winding (43) of the revers-
ing switch (6), to the negative terminal of the
battery. The reversing switch (6) and the inter-

locking switch (35) are then thrown to the posi-
tions shown and a circuit is established from the
positive terminal of the battery (B), through the
master switch (10) as before, interlocking switch

(3S), relay switch (19), operating magnet winding
(14), interlocking switch (17), and switches (29
and 28), to the negative terminal of the battery.

Energizing of the winding (14) effects closure of
the circuit-breaker (12), and the main circuit is

then established through the motors (i and 2) and
the reversing switch (6) from the trolley con-
ductor (4) to the track rail (3), in a manner pe-
culiar to this system of motor control. At the same
time the magnet winding (20) is energized and the
relay switch (18) is closed, the circuit through the
operating magnet winding (8) of the main switch
(40) being thereby changed as soon as the inter-

locking switch (16) is opened, so that it passes
through the relay switch (18) and switches (29
and 28) to the negative terminal of the battery.

If the third-rail shoe (23) engages conductor (5)
and the master switch (10) is moved to the position
(b), the magnet winding (21) is energized and

_
operates the relay switch (19) so that its lower"
contact terminals are electrically connected and the
operating magnet winding (15) of the circuit-

breaker (13) is energized. After the circuit-breaker

(13) is closed, the operating magnet winding (14)
of the circuit-breaker (12) cannot be energized
because its circuit is interrupted by the opening
of the interlocking switch (17).

If the shoe(23) should come into contact with the
third rail (5) while the trolley (22) is still in

cngagernent with the conductor (4), the switch
C 19) will be moved to its lower position, thereby
breaking the circuit through the valve-operating
magnet winding (14) and causing the circuit-

breaker (12) to open. The winding (15) will be

irnmediately energized and the circuit-breaker (13)
will be closed. It follows, therefore, that both of
the circuit-breakers (12 and 13) cannot be closed
simultaneously, since the circuits of the correspond-
ing valve-operating magnet windings (14 and 15)
are governed by the relay switch (19), so that both
magnet windings cannot be simultaneously ener-
gized.

Light Freight Handling by Electric
Lines.'

By p. p. Crafts.

Although some of the older and slower roads
began to conduct a so-called express business sev-
eral years ago, the freight-carrying field was not
entered with spirit until the modern high-speed
road, built on private right-of-way, with heavy
construction, was developed. It was then discov-
ered that the interurban could not only compete
with the steam roads and express companies, but
that, due to its frequent and reliable service, it

could also develop a freight business that could
not have been developed by them.
To be sure, a number of the earlier roads have

charters which do not admit of their carrying
freight or express, but, on the other hand, the
managers of many roads, although unhampered by
such restrictions, have not given the subject the
attention which it deserves.
As a result of the errors made by the earlier

roads, coupled with their faith in the final out-
come of a concerted and careful campaign, some
of the newer high-speed roads in the Middle West
made a start. Today, it is a common thing to
read of interurban railways financed and con-
structed with a view of handling freight as well
as passenger traffic, as it is now becoming an im-
portant factor in the earnings.
Where parallel steam competition exists, interur-

ban managers should not be discouraged, for ship-
pers will favor the road which gives them good
passenger service, provided, of course, rates are
equalized and proper attention given to that branch
of the business.

Generally speaking, it is a mistake to assume the
position that freight will be carried only as an ac-
commodation to your patrons, and then charge an
exorbitant rate or neglect to ship promptly, or to
take proper care of the shipment after arrival at
its destination. On the other hand, many man-
agers, in their anxiety to build up a profitable
business, have overloaded their roads with ex-
pensive handling facilities, such as costly freight
depots, intricate accounting systems, free team de-
liveries, etc., which have eaten the profits that
might otherwise have been realized.

For that reason, it is sometimes a mistake to
charge a higher tariff on passenger cars than is

charged on freight trains. Rather say to the ship-
per that you will handle his small rush shipments,
en passenger cars when possible, at the regular
rate, as an accommodation, so long as he confines
himself to the freight trains as far as possible.
It is very gratifying to the average shipper to
know that the road upon which he depends will
accommodate him when he gets caught short of
some commodity, or that his profits will be in-
creased by being able to obtain quick shipments
of perishable goods. This also induces him to
carry a smaller stock of staple articles, the result
being that the road gets the benefit of a larger
number of shipments at the minimum rate, which
is in fact the most profitable part of the freight
business, except in carload lots.

Whether a freight business will be profitable de-
pends somewhat upon the following conditions

:

1.
^
The population served outside of the main

terminal and its dependence upon that terminal as
a trading center.

2. The proximity of other trading centers to
the population served outside of the main terminal,
and the railway facilities tending to attract busi-
ness away from the main terminal.

3. Steam trunk-line connections leading to the
main arteries of commerce and the ability of in-

terurban roads to establish joint rates with them.
A full exposition of the third condition cannot

be given without consuming too much time. In
general,' however, an interurban road with proper
freight-handling and terminal facilities, which of-
fers quick and efficient service, together with joint

rates with some trunk line, in competition with
other trunk lines operating between competitive
points, may reasonably expect a fair division, or a
greater portion, of the freight traffic. As stated,

shippers desire the best service with lowest rates,

but. assuming rates to be even, shippers are gen-
erally favorable to the roads which provide good
passenger accommodations: consequently the inter-

urban roads reap the reward of frequent passenger
service.

Owing to the antagonistic attitude of the steam
roads, however, it is generally difficult to estab-

lish joint rates except where competition docs not

exist between them, unless connection may be made
with some competing road which disregards the

pooling or territorial agreements.

I. A paper, slishtly nbrideed. rend before Ihe Americtn Street
.ind Interuiiinn Railway AHsocintion .it Attnntlc City on October
17. 1007. The author is scaoral manager of tlie Iowa and Illinoli

Railway Company, Clinton, la.
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Let us trust tli:it the day is rapidly apprnacliiuK

when the national and slate commissions will take

such action as will induce our larger an<l more
IKtwerfid brothers to recognize the tlcspised inter-

lulian. The progressive and agrcssivc attitude of

llie inlerurhan managers, if continued, will exert

more inllueiicc in that direction than anything else

I hat can he done,
Inlerurhan freight traffic ni.ay be properly divided

iiUo the following classes:

1. Strictly light packages, transported only in

baggage rooms of passenger coaches, at express

rates or at a fixed charge per pack.age or per

hundred pounds, regardless of class, and generally

urmed express business.

2. Less than carload freight transported on fast

haggtige cars at regular fi'eigbt or special tariffs

imder regular or special classifications, generally the

former.

3. A combination of class two and the haulage
I if a few local carload shipments daily at regular

tariff's and classification.

4. Regular carload tariff hauled by steam or

heavy electric freight locomotives at regular tariffs

and classifications. Or any combination of the

above-mentioned classes.

ro.ads have adopted simple hilling systems, requir-

ing only one writing to make the receipt, way-
bill, expense bill and office copy. Such a system,
however, does not permit of proper checking, par-

ticularly if merchandise is transported over more
than one roa<l.

After an intcrurban road enters llic second class,

a good local connnereial agent is a necessity. The
business, consisting of a great number of small
shipments, requires constant development and care,

particularly if conipetition exists. A live commer-
cial agent, who is a good street man, and not a
<Iesk man, earns his salary many times over, par-
ticularly if he understands how to deal with ship-

pers. The business obtained depends considerably
on the personality of the commercial agent.

I fear that many managers, in charging expenses
to the freight business, do not give proper con-
sider.ation to such items as additif)n.al clerks, print-

ing and stationery, insurance on goods in freight

houses, a proper percentage of the receipts to cover

loss and damage, power for freight cars, propor-
tion of track and line maintenance, telephone serv-

ice, interest on the freight-handling investment,

etc. Neglect of tiicsc items deceives the manager
as well as his stockholders, and unless receipts

L
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MODERN ELECTRIC EXPRESS CAR.

Depending upon local conditions the freight traffic

of a road may be confined to any one of these

classes, or it may be started in the first class and
gj'Ow to the fourth class. As the fourth class will

be discussed in another paper, I will treat only

the first three classes, particularly the second class.

A freight business of the first class may be con-

ducted at small expense and is of material as-

sistance in the earnings of a road. The freight

carried consists generally of packages easily trans-

ported in baggage compartments of passenger cars,

which are usually empty except for a very few
trips per day. Usually no extra office force is

required, the only expense being for stationery,

books and possibly a small storage space at the

main terminal. In some cases, when the charges
are a certain rate per package, regardless of weight
within reasonable limitations, a proper system of
tickets dispenses with waybills, expense bills, etc.

Interurban roads which conduct their freight

business under the head of the second class

more nearly approach operating conditions parallel

to the time-freight business of steam railways.

The ability of the interurban roads to make fast

time and to deliver at highways, farm crossings

and warehouse or store doors is an inducement to

either the shipper or the receiver, which assists in

obtaining the business. Being usually restricted,

however, to a narrow car similar in appearance to

a passenger car, due to operating over city streets,

an interurban road has limitations of its freight-

earning capacity.

The profits of such a business depend largely

upon the opportunity of the management to se-

cure combined freight and passenger depots at the

terminals and in the larger local towns, so that

extra labor in billing and handling at stations may
be avoided, upon the charges of terminal city rail-

ways for the right to haul freight over their tracks,

and upon the hour of day when freight may be
delivered to receivers.

Generally speaking, the margin of profit in this

class is close and only careful management will

produce a profit, particularly during the first few
months after the business is started. Expenses
must be carefully watched and attractive freight

houses and convenient hauling facilities at termi-
nals sacrificed for something which costs less to

maintain.

Damage claims must be very carefully handled,
and to that end it is advisable to adopt some sys-
tem of billing and accounting which permits a
shipment to be easily traced from its starting
point to the final destination. Some interurban

grow beyond the safe point the awakening will be

painful and embarrassing.
Perhaps a brief description of the freight busi-

ness conducted by the Iowa and Illinois Railway
Company may be of interest as illustrating the

point brought out in the foregoing paragraph. We
went into the freight business in a very tentative

manner. In fact, it took considerable time for us

to decide whether or not there was sufficient busi-

ness in less-than-carload lots to warrant the pur-

chase of a freight car and the expense of operating

a freight business.

The next grave question was that of rates, and,
after considering for some time a reduction of the
rate below that permitted by the Iowa state laws
for class "A" roads, we finally concluded to adopt
the maximum tariff and to consider the business

as freight and not express.

At first our old passenger depot in Davenport
served also as a freight depot, but within a very
few months, we outgrew the capacity of the space
allowed to freight and were forced to take our
passenger business to a new location. In Clinton,
we still have sufficient space to handle the busi-

ness, but within a few months we will be com-
pelled to seek additional storage room.
Immediately upon starting the business, we en-

gaged a commercial agent, and the quick growth
of the receipts to the point where we are paying
expenses showed our wisdom in so doing. Within
one year, with one freight car engaged in the
business and the use of passenger coaches to carry
some freight, the business grew to a gross exceed-
ing $10,000 a year. During the summer and fall

of 1906, we were compelled to operate our freight
car two round trips per day for nearly 75 per cent,

of the time, and after the contract with the Amer-
ican Express Company was put into efliect, we
purchased and placed in service a trailer freight
car, having the same capacity as the motor. The
improved facilities which we have been able to
offer shippers since purchasing the second car have
increased the business at a rapid rate.

We make a specialty, on less-than-carload busi-
ness, of beating the time of the steam railroads
twenty-four hours between Davenport and points
on the Chicago and Northwestern Railway in the
western part of the state. For this reason, we
obtain considerable business which is transferred
to that road.

Besides this, rush shipments in small quantities
of perishable goods, such as milk, cream, butter,
eggs, fruit, etc., from certain stations are handled
in the baggage rooms of the passenger coaches.

Wc find that a trailer freight car is much cheaper
to operate than a motor, bill, of course, it can
handle only Ihrough business. It docs not scriounly
delay the passenger coach to which it is coupled.
When llie freight business was started, wc

ail'jpied what wc considered to be a very simple
set of forms for billing and accounting, but we

"

soon ascertained thai the tracing of damaRcd and
str.ay shipnienis was very difficult, and aflcr care-
fully looking over the field we finally adopted the
forms used by the Chicago and Northwestern Rail-
way. These appeared at first to be very compli-
cated, but a short acquaintance indicated their sim-
plicity and the ease of tracing damaged and stray
shipincnts.

VVc make a specialty of rush orders by telephone
via our private line. Often a merchant in Clinton
who finds himself short of some particular article

telephones to us and through our Davenport office

via the private line, we transmit the order to the
shipper in Davenport. Shipments so ordered arc
frequently in Clinton within two hours from the
time we were called up at the Clinton office.

Wherever possible, wc deliver from the cars to

the store doors, which saves drayagc and naturally
brings business to us. A number of small plat-

forms at which wc stop the local express cars have
been built by the shippers between towns.
We constantly endeavor to please our shippers

and to show a spirit of co-operation, which has a
great influence on the growth of the business.
We endeavor to be conservative in charging oflt

expenses against the freight business and work into

it anything which rightfully belongs there. Wc
go so far as to charge off monthly three per cent,

of the gross receipts. This is piling up a tidy
fund, but we propose to allow the account to grow,
for at any time we may have to meet heavy freight

damages, due to fire, water or wreckage.
At the present time, the earnings from this busi-

ness amount to 15 per cent, of the total gross, and
we hope to see it reach 20 per cent, on the same
basis, i. e., while our freight business comes under
the head of the second class.

Our transfer business has been developed under
heavy steam-road competition at lower rates, for
in obeying the state laws we have been compelled
to charge two local rates which are higher than
the rate for the same mileage in a continuous haul
on one road. The saving of time mentioned above
has accomplished that result.

A recent ruling by the Iowa Railway Commis-
sion reduces the tariff on two locals 20 per cent.,

and although our receipts per shipment will be
naturally reduced, the increase in volume of busi-
ness will be gratifying.

The percentage which earnings from freight

traffic bear to the total gross earnings of course
depends largely on local conditions, but of. those
roads which have favored me with statistics, I have
ascertained that these earnings vary from five to

approximately 40 per cent, of the total gross. In-
terurbans which handle carload business, in addi-

tion to the traffic of which this paper treats, in

some cases enjoy gross earnings from freight ex-
ceeding those derived from passenger traffic.

I believe the experience of interurban railways
to this date is that such satisfactory results are

now being obtained, I am safe in predicting that

any average interurban railway, the existence of

w^hich is warranted by prospective passenger traffic,

can be assured of a profitable freight business,

which within a few years, if not immediately, will

become an important factor in its earnings.

Institute Meeting in New York.

At the meeting of the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers in New York on the evening of

November 8th President Stott was in the chair

and Secretary Pope announced that the library in

the Engineers' Building is now open in the even-

ing and will be until further notice open every

weekday evening until nine o'clock. That means
that if sufficient interest is shown the library will

probably be kept open on weekdays continuously.

The paper of the evening was on the "Compara-

tive Performance of Steam and Electric Locomo-

tives," and was read by the author, Albert H. Arm-
strong of Schenectady. Those taking part in the

discussion were W. J. Wilgus and Dr. Cary T.

Hutchinson of New York, N. W. Storer of Pitts-

burg, W. S. Murray of New Haven, William Mc-
Clellan, C. L. de Muralt and W. N. Smith of New
York, B. F. Wood of Altoona, C. P. Steinmetz of

Schenectady and Mr. Armstrong. An abstract of

paper and discussion is given on succeeding pages

in this issue.

Among those present at the meeting were Pro-

fessor Morgan Brooks and 35 engineering students

of the University of Illinois, Urbana, 111., on an
inspection tour.

The Supreme Court of the United States has

just handed down a decision upholding the con-
stitutionality of the Massachusetts state law re-

quiring street-railway companies to sell tickets to

school children at half rates.
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Comparative Performance of Steam and
Electric Locomotives.^
Bv Albert H. Armstrong.

Not considering the reasons governing the in-

troduction of the electric locomotives at terminals

and in tunnels we find in a comparison of the char-

acteristics of the steam and electric locomotives a

contrast so marked that it shows not only the su-

periority of the electric locomotive for general rail-

way conditions but it also suggests changes of a

fundamental nature in present methods of operation

now necessary with steam locomotives. And these

benefits to be secured occur not only in the opera-
tion of passenger trains, but are felt in to an even
greater degree in the haulage of the heaviest freight

trains, a field supposedly the exclusive domain of

the steam locomotive.

There is a marked difference in the speed char-
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TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF STEAM AND
ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES.

acteristics of the steam and electric locomotive,

and indeed there is also a marked difference in the

speed characteristics of different types of electric

locomotives. Although this paper is not intended

to enter into any discussion of the relative merits
of different types of electric locomotives, there is

so striking a difference in the several speed char-

acteristics, each of which possesses special advan-
tages for certain operating conditions that Fig. i

has been prepared contrasting the characteristics

of the steam locomotive and the direct-current gear-

less, alternating-current single-phase geared, and
alternating-current three-phase geared electric loco-

motives. As all types of motive power share in

common the fact of a certain critical speed beyond
which -full tractive effort cannot be maintained, the

curves in Fig. i have been prepared on the basis

of showing the relation between pefcentage of max-
imum tractive effort available at speeds higher than
the critical speed, ordinates being tractive eflfort

and abscissas percentage of critical speed to run-
ning speed.
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FIG 2, STEAM AND ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE
CHARACTERISTICS.

A more familiar presentation is given in Fig. 2,

showing a concrete ca.st of a 22 by 30-incli steam
locomotive of the simple type equipped with 57-
inch drivers, contrasted with both an alternating-
current geared and a direct-current gearlcss elec-

tric locomotive designed for the same tractive effort

both maximum and running, but for a Itigher speed.
The contrast of these different speed characteristics
brings out sharply the small speed variation with
different tractive efforts delivered by the electric

I. Extracts from a paper read twforc the American Iti-

litutc of Etcctrical Engineers in New York on November
8, tfjo7. Mr. Armstrong i» an cicclrtcal engineer of the
Cencral Electric Company.
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FIG. 3. DIRECT-CURRENT GEARLESS MOTOR CHARACTER-
ISTICS, 1,200 VOLTS.

locomotives, this, small variation being even more
marked in the case of the direct-current gearlcss
than in the case of the alternating-current geared
motor working at a lower iron saturation and thus
affording a more sloping speed characteristic.

The steam locomotive chosen is typical of those
in general use upon our mountain-grade divisions.

the tonnage rating in operation of this particular
locomotive being such as to call for a tractive effort

of 25,600 pounds on average grade and 33,200 pounds
on the maximum ruling grade occurring on a cer-

tain engine division, thus leaving a margin of 6,300
pounds above the demands of maximum tonnage
on maximum ruling grade for starting the train
from rest.

^- * i^J :j;

The electric locomotive may be equipped with
motors of several different types, each having char-
acteristics best qualifying it for certain classes of
work. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 illustrate the usual speed,
torque and efficiency curves of two typical motors,
the direct-current gearless and the alternating-cur-
rent single-phase geared type. The t3'pe of motor
to be adopted is a matter requiring full local
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FIG. 4. SINGLE-PHASE MOTOR CHARACTERISTICS, 25 CYCLES.

knowledge of the conditions obtaining in each in-

dividual instance before a proper selection can be
made. All three of the available motors—direct-

current, alternating-current single-phase and alter-

nating current three-phase possess the one needed
characteristic of great output per pound, and hence
the arguments advanced for the substitution of the

electric for the steam locomotive are general in

character and do not apply strictly to locomotives
equipped with any one type of motor to the ex-
clusion of all others. As the direct-current gear-
less motor can be built in the largest sizes, is the
best understood, and is in successful operation upon
a very important division of one of the largesi

steam roads, it is here chosen as the ec|uipmcnt of

a typical electric locomotive.
The large output, 840 horsepower for one hour

and 400 horsepower continuous, shown in Fig. 3,

illustrates what can be accomplished with this type
of motor. The output of the complete locomotive
is dependent upon the number of motors permitted
with the construction adopted. Thus, such a four-
motor equipment is capable of delivering a tractive

effort of 56,800 pounds at a speed of 23 miles an
hour approximate (depending upon the voltage),
while the efficiency of conversion at this output
would be 87 per cent., rising to a maximum of

93 per cent, at higher speeds and lower tractive

effort. .Another form of construction, say one simi-
lar to that employed in the largest Mallet com-
pound steam locomotive, would permit the use of
two four-axle articulated trucks, providing an
equipment of eight motors and an output df 113,600
pounds at a speed of 23 miles per hour.
The same motors could readily be rewound to

give the same tractive effort at considerably in-

creased speeds if desired without materially increas-

ing the internal losses of convcrsitm. Bearing fully

in mind the fact that a single operator has this

enormous energy under perfect control and that

such a locomotive could do the work of two or
more Mallet compounds and several locomotives

of the simple consolidation type, and it becomes
evident that in the electric locomotive there are
tremendous possibilities of improving present meth-
ods of railway operation as now conducted with
the steam locomotive. Carrying the thought a step
farther and appreciating that several such electric
locomotive units may be operated in a group form-
ing a combined unit, it becomes evident that in the
electric locomotive we have a type of motive power
capable of furnishing any output in tractive effort
and speed that present or future operating con-
ditions may demand.

* * * *

With the electric locomotive standing or coasting
down grade there is no demand whatever made
upon the generating station, and hence the only
expense carried through these periods is that for
train crew and a certain amount for maintenance.
On the other hand, with the steam locomotive there
is a considerable amount of fuel burned and water
wasted .when standing at sidings and when coast-
ing. In the case of mountain railroading with its
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FIG. 5. SERVICE CAPACITY OF STEAM AND ELECTRIC
LOCOMOTIVES.

frequent and prolonged delays this waste may
reach considerable proportions.

Locomotive performance capacity curves may be
plotted which will show approximately the true
relation between the several items of fuel, crew
wages and motive power maintenance by adhering
to the following assumptions

:

Ratio schedule to running speed up-grade steam locomo-
tive, 50 per cent.

Ratio schedule to running speed electric locomotive, 60 per
. cent.

Schedule speed aown-grade steam, 1 5 miles per hour.
Schedule speed down-grade electric. 18 miles per hour.
Cost of coal, $3.00 per 2,000 |)ounds.
Cost of electric power, $0.0075 pcr kilowatt-hour.
Efficiency of distribution, 70 per cent.
Crew wages per hour steain. $2.15.
Crew wages per hour electric, $1.80.
IVIaintenance locomotive steam, $0,137 pC" mile.

Maintenance locomotive electric, $0.05 per mile.
Fuel waste per idle hour steam, 400 pounds.

An inspection of performance curves shows that

in practical operation the fuel expense approaches
more nearly to the value of the other items con-

sidered instead of being greatly in excess of them,

as indicated in theoretical performance curves,

showing up-grade operation only. For operation

on lesser grades than 2.2 per cent., all items are

reduced and the total and subdivided comparative

costs are given in the following table and in

Fig. 5

C0MP.\RATIVE OlERATING EXPENSES PER 1,000 TOK-
MiLES Steam (Simple) and Electric

Locomotives.
Average of L'p and Down-grade Oper.\tion.

Slcaiii Locomotives.

Grade y^ per cent i per cent iJ/S per cent 2 per cent
Coal 15 cents 25.5 cents 38 cents S3 cents
Crew 13. 5 cents 24 cents 36 cents 50 cents
Maintenance . . 10.5 cents 17.8 cent:? 26 cents

_
36 cents

Tot.Tl 39 cents 67.3 cents 100 cents 139 cents

Electric Locomotives.

Grade yi per cent i per cent i >5 per cent 2 per cent
Power 20 cents 35.5 cents 50.5 cents 66 cents
Crew 7.2 cents 12.2 cents 18 cents 24 cents

Maintenance .. 3.6cents 6. scents Q.ocents ii.gccnts
Total 30. 8 cents 53.9 cents 77.5 cents 101.9 cents

Saving Effected nv Electric Oi-eratio.v.
Grade Vj per cent i per cent 1 '/i per cent 2 per cent

8.2Cents i3.4Cents 22.5 cents 37.ictnls

A Study of the above table is most instructive,

as it shows that while the percentage saving with

electric operation is approximately the same what-
ever the ruling grade, yet the actual money saving

is much greater on the heavier grade.";. As about

the same investment must be made in each case

for distribution system, including third-rail or over-

head trolley, sub-stations, etc.. the inference must
be drawn that heavy-grade divisions present a more
attractive field for electrification than level sections

when considered from the purely economic stand-

point. 'J'here are other items of saving and other

reasons for electrification which may be more or

less controlling in individual cases, but it seems
jKiS'iible to make tlu- broad statement that the

mountain-grade division offers a particularly at-

tractive fivld for the electric locomotive, and its

introduction should be the means of affecting such
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.coiiuniics ill Ijulll I'ltiijllt .ciul p.i^MiiHi-r lr;iiih

|iiirl.-ilion as to pay a satisfaclnry nMiiiii iipnn lln-

invfSlnK'iU rn|iiirc(l.
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Tlu' a>iii|iaralivc fost of tlcdric and slcam loco-

niiitivis i^ KCiicrally considcreil as very favorable

|o llu- suaiii units, l)iit revcrsiiiK tile usual mdlnMls

anil coiniiariiii,' the cost of electrie with lliat of the

steam locomotive or locomotives reipiired to re-

place it may reverse the relations. The electric

locomotive rccinires no more tlian casual inspec-

tion, can he siiletracked indet'initely and still he

ready for instant operation at full capacity, can

run -M hours without a stop if necessary, and all

these adv.iiilaKes and others olTer a Kuaraulee for

.1 much greater ainuial inilcaRC than is possible

with its steam competitor. Then, loo, cotiiparc

Ihc cost of a group of steam locomotives (no sinRle

unit could he desiwued to pive the output) capable

of deliverillK even 4.000 horsepower continuously

with a siiiKle electric unit of this output, and the

(lilTerence in cost is not great. It may be stated

bnvully that for a given gross annual ton-milcage

moved the cost of steam locomotives may be even

Hrealcr than the cost of Ihc electric units replacing

them.
* * *

As against the reduction in fuel expenses prom-

ised by the use of the compound steam locomotive

fitted 'with superheaters and feed-water heaters,

the electrical engineer has up his sleeve the great

possibilities offered by regeneration of power while

electrically braking on mountain-grade divisions.

The amount of power saved by this lucans may
in certain installations amonnl to as great a per-

centage of the total as is the saving affected in

coal expenditure with steam locomotive by coin-

pounding and providing superheaters and feed-

water heaters. Such an electrical saving is of

course restricted to heavy-grade divisions, but the

feasibility of electric braking by regeneration is

unquestioned. Indeed with three-phase induction

motors regeneration is automatic, the motors be-

ing perfectly reversible and returning energy when
operating down grade with no change whatever in

their connections. Other types of motors may be

adapted for regeneration with slight modifications

in the control system.
:1= :;: *

In this paper the writer has attempted to outline

some of the fundamental reasons for the electrifi-

cation of steam roads ; the figures submitted are

used for illustrative purposes only and are not in-

tended as being directly applicable to any con-

crete case. Many of the points touched upon, such

as steam-locomotive improvements, compound ver-'

sus the simple, and the comparative advantages of

different types of electric locomotives, etc.. could

all be treated in separate papers by themselves, so

replete with interest are the different points raised.

Rather than befog the main question at issue, which

is the electrification of steam roads, detailed proof

of many statements made has not been attempted,

,as the introduction of such proof would unneces-

sarily extend a paper already too long. Nor does

the writer believe that the time is ripe for the

electrification of steam roads at large; indeed, the

electrical enthusiasts would be hard put to it if

called upon to show reason for the electrification

of many branch steam lines carrying a small ton-

nage at infrequent intervals. There are. however,

certain divisions of our steam railways which, either

on account of their broken profile or heavy traffic,

offer an opportunity to introduce a superior type

of motive pow-er which will effect such economies

in operation as to provide adequate return on the

investment required for the electrification. There

are still other divisions where a much desired in-

crease in the track tonnage capacity can only be

effected by double tracking so long as the steam'

locomotive is adhered to as the type of motive

power used. Double tracking a mountain-grade

division is often a matter of enormous expense,

and electrification of the single track may relieve

the present traffic congestion at a moderate cost.

Discussion (in Abstract).

W. J. Wilgus, consulting engineer. New York

:

Instead of apologizing for adding to the number of

papers on the electrification of steam railroads the

author should feel entitled to congratulations for

calling attention to many of the advantages of the

electric locomotive that have heretofore escaped

analysis. In my judgment the cause is injured

rather than benefited by arguments for the whole-

sale application of electricity to steam railroads,

and it is pleasing to note the increasing tendency

in our technical societies to sane discussions that

will really enlighten the railroad officer anxious

to be in the van of progress.

Unquestionably electricity in heavy traction work
has come t;o stay. As the author states, until now
the reasons that have led to the principal chaiiges

of motive power are entirely apart from questions

of economy in operation. Conservative adA'ocates

of heavy electric traction, while urging its self-

evident advantages in the abolition of the products

of combustion in tunnels and cities, the increasin.g

of terminal capacities and opportunities for growth
of traffic have refrained from dwelling too strongly

on saving money. They have been contented with
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I he belief ih.'ii more money could be made. The
hiirden of a<l<li(ioiial interest charges, taxes, main-
tenance anil depreciation alleiidant upon the substi-

tution of electricity for the old form of motive
power b:is very properly caused the cirefnl enxi-

iieer to pause in admitting even to himself that in

addition lo incrcttse capacity to liamlle traflic there

might he a net saving in cost of ojieration. This
caution has sprung from the absence, until recently,

of any actual data on the cost of heavy electric-

traction oper.'ition,

The pioneer electrical installation in heavy trunk-

line service on the New N'ork C'entr.al ;ind Hudson
Kiver Railroad has now been in complete and siic-

cessfnl operation since July i. lyo?. the gra<lnal

change from steam power having commenced in

December. lyoO. The working side by siile of

both kinds of motive power has given unsurpassed
opportunities ior the r)hservation of their compara-
tive capacity and efliciency. The results are, even
more gratifying than were expected, and substan-

tiate m.'uiy of the author's claims of superior ca-

pacity of electric etniipinent, alllunigh the con-

ditions widely differ from those that be has as-

sumed.
At Ibis point it may be well to venture a word

of caution on the subject of costs. Comparisons
,ire worthless unless all elements of expense that

will affect the results are included. For instance,

the cost of current delivered at the contact shoes

should include not only costs of operation and
maintenance, interest, depreciation, taxes and in-

surance on the power station, but likewise on the

entire distributing system. ]f this is properly done
the real cost of current, as finally delivered at the

3yi

against .55 per cent, for llie electric cquijimcnt, a
saving for the latter of lO per cent.

When wv realize thai this saving of "dead" loii-

mileage has a ilirect |iro|iorlionale effeel on the
cost of fuel anil eiirreiii anil an imlirecl effect on
ivaijes ami (ixeil cliarKes its imiioriaiice is manifest.
The auilior calls altentiun lo Ihc speed advan-

tage of elcclric over sicam loconiolivcii in moun-
taiii-grnde operation. This is strikingly apparent
ill llie New V'ork Cenlral inslallalion, where tin-

increase in coal consnm|ilion for car-lon-mileagt
in high-speed service as conipareil with slow-speed
service is shown lo be 165 per cent., whereas un-
der exactly the same conililions the increased con-
sumption of current for electrical equipmeni is but
18 per cent,, a difference in favor of electrical op-
eration of J47 per cent.

The net result of all of tlic economical advan-
tages of electrical oiieratioii over steam for the con-
ditions existing on the New York Cenlral, after

including all elements of cost of additional idanl,

shows a saving in summer months of from 12 per
cent, to 2y per cent., depending on Ihc character
of service. A larger saving may be expected under
winter conditions.

In addition lo this saving flic nuisance and dan-
gers from smoke and gas in the Park Avenue
Tiimiel have been eliminated and the capacity of the
Grand Central terminal has been increased about
one-lhird. Later when the New Haven company
effects its change of power, complete electrical op-
eration in the tunnel will permit the use of shorter
bhxrks. and correspondingly increase the capacity
of the fr)Ur-track main-line entrance to the ter-

minal.

aft. 0,ln. aflIt.<lln^--

FIG. 6. HEAVY ELECTRIC FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVE.

electric equipment, will be found very largely to

exceed the usual assumptions. The author's cost of

current seems to me to be considerably too low.

On the other hand, the cost of maintenance and
care of equipment should embrace not only wages
and supplies but also interest, taxes, insurance,

maintenance and depreciation on the structures and
real estate required to house and repair the equip-

ment. Steam locomotives require extensive engine

bouses, coal and water stations, ashpits and appur-

tenances, often on very expensive lands, wdiereas

electric equipment needs the simplest form of in-

spection sheds occupying limited areas of land.

Also steam locomotives require extensive and com-
plicated heavy-repair shops, usually at far-distant

points, that necessitate costly dead mileage and

lengthy idle periods, while electric equipment, be-

cause of its simplicity, can be much more qiiickly

repaired in nearby shops and returned to service.

Many of these features have been mentioned by the

author, but possibly their importance can be empha-

sized by giving some concrete examples from actual

practice on the New York Central.

Because of less cost of maintenance of electrical

equipment and less idle time in shops the greater

cost of interest charges and depreciation is not only

neutralized but a net saving in repairs and fixed

charges over steam equipment is effected of 19

per cent.

Electric locomotive inspection and light repairs

as compared with coaling, watering, drawing fii^es.

repairs, etc.. of steam locomotives shows a saving

in time in favor of the former of over four hours

per day, equal to 18 per cent.

The electric locomotive, while busy, is a much
more nimble and efficient machine than the steain

locomotive, showing an increase in daily ton-mile-

age of 25 per cent.

While not so important in freight service, the

question of locomotive weight is a large factor in

a comparison of the relative economy of handling

passenger traflic by steam and electricity. For in-

stance, in sw-itching service at the Grand Central

terminal. 65 per cent, of the total steam-ton mile-

age is due to locomotive or "dead" weight, while

the electric locomotive percentage is but 54 per

cent, a saving for the latter of 11 per cent.

In the regular schedule service the steam loco-

motive shows 51 per cent, dead ton-mileage as

I feel sure that the author will be pleased to

know of this actual demonstration of the correct-

ness of many of his views, and that the members
of the Institute, regardless of their advocacy of

rival s\'stems of electrification, w-ill take pride in

the successful inauguration of this pioneer trunk-

line installation on such a large and complicated

scale.

It might be well to add to the author's keynote,

capacity, the equally important one of efficiency, as

the two combined, applied to the problem under
consideration, will demonstrate whether the adop-
tion of electricity is justifiable from the view-point

of economics.
Dr. Cary T. Hutchinson, consulting engineer.

New Y'ork : You choose or design an electric mo-
tor to have sufficient capacity to give average serv-

ice
; you have to choose the steam locomotive for

the ma.ximum service, and that is the fundamental
difference in the method of rating. The Mallet
compounds, which have been referred to, are not
the eight-axle type but the six-axle type, with
which I happen to be familiar, in service on this

same ruling mountain grade of 2.2 per cent., can-
not do better in every-day service than pull 800
tons or less up the 2.2 grade at a speed of 8.5

miles an hour. That is equal, I think, to about
1,200 horsepower at the driving wdieel. This loco-

motive will weigh, with the tender, 250 tons. An
electric locomotive weighing loo tons will haul this

same 800 tons up the same grade at a speed of 15

miles an hour instead of 8.5, and will develop
approximately 1,800 to 1.900 horsepower instead of

1,200. It will not do it for six or eight hours,

but long enough to get up a grade of 15 or 20
miles. That gives a horsepow-er output per ton for

the steam locomotive on the six-axle type of only

4.8, and for the electric locomotive of 18. which
is nearly four times as great. Another point not
mentioned in regard to the electric locomotives, due
to the lesser weight, is the saving of the dead
haulage. There are 150 tons difference in the two
machines working under the same conditions, and
taking a mileage of 100 miles a day there is 1,500

ton-miles a day, worth $30 a day, or $10,000 a

year difference in the actual cost in the dead haul-

age of the two machines.

I have been concerned a little lately in working

[Continued on page 394.}
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NfR, Tom Joh.vsok bobbed up serenely ngain last

week in the fair city of Cleveland, being elected

mayor for the fourth time. Mr. Johnson is one of

the most plausible of municipal-ownership advo-

cates, and withal a pretty good mayor, but he 1*3

more lonesome than he was in former days when
his good and great friend, Mr. Edward F. Dunne,

frequently invited him to the mayor's office in

Chicago for consultation. Mayor Johnson promises

three-cent street-railway fares, but experience has

shown that ante-election promises made during the

turmoil of a political campaign are not always- fol-

lowed by accomplishment. Whether the plump
statesman of the Cuyahoga can "make good" re-

mains to be seen.

What's this? Gas light more healthful than

electric light on the score of better air to breathe?

It is to laugh. Surely this is a case where some

one has been stealing the livery of Heaven to serve

the devil in. Mr. Vivian B. Lewes, in a lecture be-

fore the British Institution of Gas Engineers at

Dublin, is the gentleman who brings this charge,

which is in fact contrary to all experience. With
ingenuity worthy of a better cause he strives to

turn to advantage the great drawbacks of gas light-

ing—the giving off of heat and the deadly carbon

dioxide gas^by contending that they set up ven-

tilation to diffuse the impure air from human lungs

through ceiHng and walls. As if (to cite merely

one objection to this argument, if it can be

called such) apartments were not usually directly

connected with the outside air in warm weather

and provided with heating means to set up air cur-

rents in cold seasons. We are not much impressed

with this gentleman's lucubrations in comparing
gas and electric lighting, but perhaps he would have
more success if he turned his attention to another
variety of illumination—moonshine.

While waterworks and electric-light plants are

quite commonly combined under municipal owner-
ship, the interest of privately owned central sta-

tions in the water supply of their cities has been

very limited. Occasionally some lighting com-
pany may furnish current for electrically driven

pumps, but there the connection ceases. Now a

new avenue seems to be opening, as implied by the

report in the Western Electrician of November 2d

of the meeting devoted by the Western Society of

Engineers to a paper on "The Production of Ozone
and Its Use in Purifying Water."

Fifteen years ago attention was called in this

journal to the ozone plant installed at Marseilles,

111., by Ernest Fahrig and Gustave Monrath, this

plant being designed for making ozone-charged table

water from a well whose waters were so highly

sulphuretted as to be unpalatable before the ozoniz-

ing. Six years later we told of the higher efficiency

obtained by Emile Andreoli in England and by

Baron Tindal. The latter's experiments at Oud-
shoorn in Holland had led to an installation at

St. Maur on the Seine, where 20,000 cubic meters

of the Seine water were being treated at a cost

of 25 francs per 1,000 cubic meters. That meant

a cost of about six francs (or $1.20) per 1,000 gal-

lons, and when added to the interest on the plant

and the cost of maintenance brought the running

expenses up to a figure which barred this process
*

from more general consideration.

Since that time others at various points on the

Continent have taken up this problem, and the

meeting of the Western Society of Engineers re-

ferred to was called especially that members might

learn of the work of Prof. Leon Gerard, whose

experiments in Belgium have more than trebled the

highest efficiency of all previously designed ozoniz-

ers. With his latest commercial apparatus a pro-

duction of no grams of ozone per kilowatt-hour

has become feasible, so that (roughly speaking) it

will require only 50 watt-hours to purify one

thousand gallons of water. Figured at Chicago

'rates, where the average income to the city may

be estimated at two cents per gallon (for about

400 million gallons daily), that would mean a cost

for the ozonizing current amounting to two per

cent, of the city's income for its water supply. And

what docs two per cent, or even five per cent, of

this water revenue mean to the community as com-

pared with the resulting freedom from typhoid

and allied diseases?

With the clearly established effectiveness of ozone

as a destroyer of bacteria, it has been only the

low commercial efficiency and high maintenance

cost of the purifying apparatus that has checked

this use of the alternating current. Now the simul-

taneous reducing of the maintenance charges and

trebling of the efficiency are placing electrical water

purification on a commercial basis, thereby opening

up a new source of revenue for central stations.

To the electric-light man this means an opportunity

for an added day load, hence the introduction of

such apparatus into America will deserve the care-

ful attention of central-station managers.

Railroad electrification, referring to the possi-

bility of electrically operating trunk-line railroads

now using steam locomotives, is one of the most

important subjects now engaging the attention of

engineers and railroad managers. In the volumi-

nous discussion of this subject both at home and

abroad the American Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers has borne a prominent and worthy part. Its

railroad papers and discussions of the last few years

have been highly valuable. The latest of these

railroad discussions was that of last week in New
York, when Mr. Albert H. Armstrong read a paper

on "Comparative Performance of Steam and Elec-

tric Locomotives." The writer pointed out, in his

excellent paper, the particular advantages of elec-

tric operation on the steep grades of mountain

divisions, but the discussion was quite general.

Among those taking part in the discussion were

Messrs. W. J. Wilgus, formerly vice-president of

the New York Central, and W. S. Murray, elec-

trical engineer of the New York, New Haven and

Hartford Railroad, and these practical men, with

exceptional opportunities for obtaining precise in-

formation at first hand, gave some figures about the

economies of electric-railroad operation that are

most interesting and important. It is very gratify-

ing to- have this testimony to the economy of

electric railroads in actual operation, and we com-

mend the statements made by these gentlemen and

reported on another page in this issue, to the at-

tention of all interested in this large and complicated

subject. It is particularly pleasing to record these

economies in view of the statement on behalf of

the Illinois Central that the expense of electrical

operation is much greater than that of steam, to

which the Western Electrician took exception two
weeks ago.

The telephone ordinance adopted by the City

Council of Chicago and approved by the mayor

might be better, from the point of view of the

public, but, on the other hand, it might be a good

deal worse. On the whole, it may be taken as

fairly satisfactory. It represents concessions on both

sides, as most agreements of this character do, and

only reached its final shape after the widest agita-

tion and discussion lasting about two years and

including as one feature a report (presented last

April) of a special telephone commission, consist-

ing of Prof. Dugald C. Jackson, William H. Crumb
and George W. Wilder.

The flat rate for business telephones, which finds

no favor in the eyes of the company, but for which

a vigorous fight was made, is retained; there has

been some actual reduction of rates, and for existing

rates a better class of service is secured. Thus the

nickel-a-day service, which affects some 40,000 sub-

scribers, is to be four-party instead of ten-party

—

a most desirable improvement. Two-party residence

service will be given for $3.75 a month instead of

$6 a month as at present. There will be no toll

charges within the city of Chicago, and connection

may be had with any telephone within the city

limits for five cents. In many other ways the new

franchise will give better service and lower rates.

One good feature is that a disturbing and vexed

question is settled, for no one doubts that the tele-

phone company will accept the ordinance, and thus

an interminable and long-drawn-out controversy,

such as was witnessed in the traction cmbroglio, is

avoided. The ordinance points the way for better

telephone service in Chicago, which is needed, and

it is now the duty of public and company to accept

it in good faith and meet its provisions, so that, as

Chicago is the leading city of the country In tele-

phone manufacture, it may also have the best ex-

change service at a moderate price.
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Color Values of Artificial Lights.

On the cveniiiK of Novcnibcr 8lh the Elect ric.il

Section of the Western Society of Engineers hekl

:i well-attended meeting to listen to the presenta-

tion of a paper on the "Color Values of Artificial

Lights," by Mr. II. V. Allen of the General Electric

Company. Mr. Allen came to Chicago as a sub-

stitute for Mr. \V. U'A. Ryan of Lynn, who had

been scheduled to appear but found it impos&iblc

to do so. The paper was rather short, but was

well illustrated by lantern slides and a number of

iiileresting experiments.

The wave theory of light was first reviewed and

the elTects of wave length and frequency of vibra-

tion shown on color efTects. A spectrum was

shown and colored objects held in different parts

.'I it appeared to absorb almost all the rays cx-

oipt of their own color. Artificial fog^ were pro-

duced to show that the red rays were the last of

I Ik- sun's rays to be absorbed.

The predominating colors of different illuminants

wi-rc given as follows:

Enclosed arc lamp (about no volts), clear globes,

liluish wdiitc; with opal globe and diffuser, white;

Enclosed arc lamp (3^-amperc, 140-volt, direct-

current), violet (beyond color correction).

Nernst lamp (new glower), pale lemon-yellow r

with seasoned glower, deep lemon-yellow.

Incandescent lamp, new, yellow ; seasoned, pale

orange-yellow.

VVclsbach and vapor hydrocarbon lamps, new,

greenish white; seasoned, greenish yellow.

Ordinary gas flame, reddish yellow.

Mercury-arc lamp, blue-grccn.

The preponderance of bluish rays of the arc

lamp can be corrected by using opalescent globes

and proper reflectors. Experiments were shown

that produced colored rays from a wdiite light with-

out using any colored screens or globes, but merely

opal screens of various thicknesses. The soap bub-

ble is a further demonstration of this fact.

Most artificial lights are produced through the

medium of an incandescent substance. The higher

the temperature attained by the incandescent sub-

stance the higher the efficiency of that source.

Thus in incandescent electric lamps the order is

tungsten, tantalum, metallized, ordinary carbon fila-

ments. The high efiiciency of the arc lamp is due .

to the great temperature of the arc.

The enclosed arc lamp provided with balancing

and selective diffusers was advocated as producing

the whitest light and therefore the closest approach

to daylight. For this reason, it was stated, it was

best suited for the illumination of drygoods stores

where color values are of great importance. A
large number of views of such installations was

shown, as well as of offices, shops and depots using

that system. Even distribution of light and ab-

sence of direct rays were other advantages of these

arc lamps.

At the back of the room four booths had been

fitted up side by side and separated by black par-

titions. In each was placed a pyramid covered

with seven samples of differently colored dress

goods, the samples being identical in each booth.

The first booth was lighted from above by a Wels-

bach gas burner, the second by a Nernst lamp, the

third by an enclosed arc lamp and the fourth by

Gem incandescent lamps. These booths were illumi-

nated after the reading of Mr. Allen's paper and

were critically examined by all present. The arc

booth was said by Mr. Allen to reproduce the color

values nearest to the true colors by daylight, and
while this may have been so for most of the col-

ors, it was noticed that in this booth file blue tints

were brought out strongest and that brown was
changed to bluish so that it was not recognizable

as brown. In the other booths the various colors

were more or less enhanced but not entirely dis-

torted as was the brown referred to.

The discussion of the paper brought out a state-

ment from one gentleman that the question of col-

ors of illuminants had perhaps been given too much
importance in view of the fact that the engineer

must accept differently colored li,ghts, and in fact

we have no daylight standard of color.

Mr. Allen admitted that the use of diffusing

reflectors cuts down the efficiency of the arc lamp
but gives much better distribution. He stated that

dust and dirt collecting on the globes and reflect-

ors cut down the efficiency still more, but can be
washed off as often as the lamps are trimmed.
The discussion got away from the subject. It

was concluded in a very appropriate manner, how-
ever, by Mr. A. C. Morrison, who spoke of the

psychology of colored light. After giving humor-
ous illustrations of the language of color he spoke

of the importance of further invcstiKatlon of the

effects of colored lights and decorations on the

sensations and staled that it was particularly of

importance in schoolrooms and homes.

Notes Of Wiring Inspection.

.'\t Menominee, Mich., an effort will be made to

secure the adoption of an electrical inspection or-

dinance.

There has been considerable agitation at Madison,
Wis., recently in behalf of an electrical inspection
ordinance, and one will shortly be introduced in

the City Council. It will have the support of the
lighting company and some of the contractors.

In Ottawa, 111., only one fire of electrical origin
has occurred during the last si.K years. The new
work does not comply with Code requirements in

every particular, and the exceptions are pointed
out to the superintendent of the local lighting com-
pany.

From Boonville, Ind., it is reported by insurance
interests that the interior electrical construction
work has no supervision, except what may be given
by the local lighting company. A few of the newer
installations arc fairly well installed, but a very
large percentage of the work throughout the city

is defective. Among the common defects found
are the use of small-sized wires, wood cleat sup-
ports and no bushings, unsoldered joints, overloaded
circuits, lampcord used as line wire and no bush-
ings where cord enters sockets.

At Marseilles, 111., the standard for wiring is

reported rather poor, but the lighting company is

doing all it can to improve it. The worst work is

done by window dressers and clerks, who make
extensions by means of flexible cord carried across
the ceiling. The merchants are not very prosperous
and many are lighting their premises by means of
gasoline-vapor systems, with generator installed in-

side the building. The proprietor of the local light-

ing plant is installing a large-capacity generating
station, operated by waterpower, for the purpose
of supplying current to adjoining cities. The poten-
tial to be employed is 35.000 volts. The route of
the pole line will be along the Illinois and Michi-
gan Canal. Some concrete poles will be used.

At Green Bay. Wis., the chief of the fire depart-
ment is the ex-oflicio electrical inspector. With a
few minor exceptions the knob-and-tube work now
being installed is in full compliance with Code re-

quirements, but the exposed wiring such as used in

the factories is not quite as competently super\'ised,

it is said. A number of old and defective equip-
ments have been overhauled and placed in good
condition. Outside wiring has been considerably
improved. Many of the telephone wires have been
placed underground and much of the lighting com-
pany's feeder system has been rebuilt. It is re-

ported that the high-voltage system has not been
provided with the necessary guard equipment, and
a protest may be filed with the city authorities on
the subject.

At Marinette, Wis., the ordinance regulating the

installation and maintenance of electrical wiring is

being rigidly enforced. The wiring now going in

is practically standard and shows considerable im-
provement over that examined two years ago. Old
and defective equipments are coming in for atten-

tion as rapidly as possible. No extensions are per-

mitted to be made in old work unless all of it is

overhauled and placed in safe condition. Any dan-
.gerous wiring which comes to the attention of the

inspector is condemned and the necessary changes
ordered. Some bare wires on poles carrying cur-

rent to the trolley system are being criticized by
the inspector and it will probably be ordered down
or insulated. There is some talk of bringing a

high-voltage transmission line into the city from the
Peshtigo Falls.

La Salle, 111., reports considerable agitation for

some time in behalf of an electrical inspection or-

dinance. The present city administration is up-to-

date and desires to keep the city abreast of the

times, and has taken much interest in the matter
of regulating the electrical hazard. An ordinance
drawn by the underwriters' electrical bureau has
been submitted for the consideration of the mayor
and the subject will be taken up with the City

Council -at once. The city conducts a street-light-

ing plant and it is proposed to authorize the super-

intendent to regulate all electrical wiring and
apparatus. It is planned to extend the lighting

service to the outlj'ing districts, and for this pur-

pose a new generator is being installed to furnish

a primary current of 2.300 volts pressure, the cen-

ter of the city being lighted by means of a low-

potential direct-current system.

.

The city of Peru, 111., conducts a municipal light-

ing plant for both commercial and street lighting,

and it is proposed that the superintendent shall be

directed to regulate the installation, operation and
maintenance of all electrical wiring and apparatus.

An ordinance establishing the National Electrical

Code as the standard for wiring and providing for

its enforcement by creating the office of electrical

inspector has been submitted to the mavor for con-

sideration with the City Council. The standard

for wiring adopted by the two leading contractors

is said 10 be very fair, but coniidcrable interior
wiring is installed by linemen temporarily out of a
job and llic work is reported as ratlicr crude.
There are said lo be sonic contractors who fail to
bring their work up to Code requircnienls and arc
thus enabled to Hiibniil lower estimates than con-
tractors who aim 111 ilo slntidnrd wiring.

( Ontario Cities Get Low Flgureb lor ,

Wn ^ttra Pownr
,

.

—-^

The figures in relation lo the cost of distribution
of electric energy from Niagara Falls, as sent by
thd hydro-electric commission lo the city of Strat-
ford, Ont., on the basis of 1,965 horsepower per
annum, arc as follows: Total cost of distribu-
tion on capilal account, $45,011; annual charges,
$7,800, including intcresi at the rate of 4}^
per cent, per annum ; operating expenses, $2,000

;

cost of administration, $400; line loss, $1,116.
The total cost of distribution per horsepower per
year, on this basis, including all charges, works out
as $3.97. The original estimate for Stratford, on
a basis of 5,000 horsepower, varied from $17.84
as the minimum to $20.49 as the maximum. The
Stratford estimate includes poles, wiring, etc., and
everything required in a complete equipment.
The commission's estimate for Gait, Ont., has

been prepared on a basis of 1.225 horsepower, with
total cost of distribution $46,195 and total annual
charges $7,200, which brings the horsepower cost per
annum for distribution after the energy has been
taken from the government transformers to $5.88.
These estimates allow for 24 hours' use of power.
The Ontario government delivers the power to
municipalities stepped down to the voltage required
for the purposes of distribution and use.

Elaborate Electric-clock System.
The superintendent of the United States capitol

building and grounds, Elliott Woods, is calling for
proposals until November 27th for the installation

of an electric-clock system in the new office build-
ing for the House of Representatives. This system
is to consist of one'master clock, capable of driving
500 units, to be located on the first floor of the
building; also 422 secondary clocks in various parts
of the edifice.

All the conduits and outlet boxes are in place
and all wiring will be done by the government.
Eight of the secondary clocks, or multiples thereof,
may be placed on each circuit, and each bidder will

be expected to state, as a part of his proposal, the
maximum and minimum number of secondary clocks

that can be run on each circuit. The entire system
is, to be electrically operated. The master clock is

to be self-winding, and it shall work the dials of
the various secondary clocks and shall keep them
synchronized at all times. The secondary clocks

are to require neither winding nor setting. The
electric service to the master clock will be supplied
by the government at no volts. The particular

clock systems on which bids shall be submitted
shall be at the option of the bidders.

Cross-arm Controversy in Fort Wayne.
The Home Telephone Company of Fort Wayne,

Ind., has obtained an injunction against the city

preventing the stringing of the electric-light wires
on cross-arms of the company's poles. The city

asserts the right to the use of the poles under the

company's franchise, which says the city may use
the top cross-arms for "fire and police wires and
for other purposes." The company contends that

the high-tension wires would seriously damage its

service and would be dangerous to patrons and
employes. The city, however, has let the contracts

for a municipal electric-light plant on the theory

that it could use the cross-arms and thus save the

heavy expense of poles in hundreds of cases. Judge
Heaton refuses to give the city an injunction re-

straining the telephone company from interfering,

' and in order to hurry the test to the Supreme
Court the city gave the company notice of its in-

tention to begin stringin.g wires. The company had
an injunction order ready, however, and work will

be delayed until the controversy can be settled, and
this means an appeal to the Supreme Court S.

Winnipeg Power Project Delayed.

Writing under date of November 9th, the Win-
nipeg correspondent of the Western Electrician

says that the development of electrical power at

Point du Bois by the city of Winnipeg, Man., has

been checked. He says:

"At a short and lively meeting of the Board of

Control the contract for the construction was
awarded the Anglo-Canadian Engineering Company
of London, England, at a figure approximately

$3,250,000, the company agreeing to take Winnipeg
debentures at 94 to the value of $5,000,000, a por-

tion of the debentures to go toward paying for

the power development and the balance to be paid

for by the company. When the recommendation

came before the City Council it was adopted by a

vote of 13 to 5, but when the mayor's signature

was desired it was found that he had vetoed the

decision of the City Council." It is learned that

the work will not be proceeded with until next fall,

and it is said that the tender of the engineering

company is not satisfactory.
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Comparative Performance of Steam
and Electric Locomotives.

IConliiiucd from page i9/-I

up one of these very mountain problems on tlie

Great Northern road, and after much consideration

decided to put in the three-phase system, and wlien

I tallied this over with the operating people on

the road, considering one of the great bugbears of

tlie three-phase system, as ordinarily supposed, that

is to say, the fixed speed, they looked on that as

a distinct advantage; they regarded it to be in

favor of the system that the locomotive could
,
not

run above its speed going down hill, thereby sim-

plifying the handling of the train. That is one of

the considerations which led to the adoption of the

system, this fixed speed up and down grade, on

this freight proposition; the passenger proposition

does not enter into it.

N. W. Storer, Westinghouse Electric and iSlanu-

factnring Company, Pittsburg : I want to say that

I am in hearty accord with Mr. Armstrong in the

concluding remarks of his paper, that I believe

that the keynote of the whole subject of electrifica-

tion of steam railways lies in the capacity. The
greater loads per train crew that can be hauled,

the greater speeds both on level track and on

grade, the greater safety on grades, all tend toward

greater capacity, and that is exactly what is going

to force the electrification of a considerable number
of the roads in this country. I am not a wild en-

thusiast on immediate electrification of everything,

but I believe it is coming as fast as the manufac-

turing companies of the country are able to han-

dle it.

I do not care about introducing any questions as

to the relative advantage of alternating current or

direct current, single-phase or three-phase into the

peaceful discussion of this evening, but there are

one or two points that may not be out of place.

The direct-current locomotive is able to control

the train on the down grade at almost any speed

at which it is desirable to operate, by the use of

resistances for absorbing the regenerated power.

The three-phase locomotive will control the loco-

motive at speeds above synchronism by absorbing

the excess power in resistance, the single-phase

locomotive is able to control it at almost any speed

at which it is desired to control it and restore

energi^ to the line efficienth' at all speeds.

I think in Fig. I the names got a little mixed.

I believe Mr. Armstrong will agree with me that

he has the direct-current gearless marked on the

wrong curve. That should be on the lower curve.

The single-phase should be on the upper one. That
is due to the fact that the single-phase locomotive

will have a higher tractive effort at higher speeds

proportionally than the direct-current locomotive.

I believe that the three types of locomotives sug-

gested—the direct-current, alternating-current sin-

gle-phase or alternating-current three-phase—will all

three offer enough advantages to cause the elec-

trification of steam railroads in a good many local-

ities, and just wdiich one would be the best is not

necessary to take up at this time.

W. S. Murray," New York, New Haven and
Hartford Railroad. New Haven, Conn. : Generat-

ing, transmission-line and railway-equipment effi-

ciencies are too well known not to be able, having
determined the rim horsepower required for pro-

pelling trains, to figure back to the power house
the amount of kilowatt capacity required to oper-

ate a predetermined schedule of trains. We cannot
afford to quarrel with the machine efficiency of the

steam locomotive. It is the equal of the machine
efficiency of the electric motor morning, noon and
night. We will take issue, however, on the effi-

ciencies which lie behind the two engines, viz.,

the generation of steam in the boiler of the loco-

motive versus its generation at the power station

with its attendant transmission and conversion into

electricity for application to the motors driving

the locomotive.

The following table shows the saving of fuel

which will be effected on the New York division

of the New Haven road when all freight and pas-

senger trains now operated by steam receive their

drawbar by the electric method of traction:
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In express work 2,055 iiidicatcd liorscpowcr-hour'5

are developed in llic evaporation of 57.594 pounds
of water, giving an average, tlicreforc, of 28 pounds
of water per indicated horsepower-hour, and on local

trains this figure is slightly increased, the evapora-
tion being .42,987 pounds of water for 1435 horse-
power-hours, making the rate 30 pounds of water
per indicated horscpowcr-hour. I mention these

figures, as wc arc all familiar with the turbine

guarantees of 20 pounds of water, including aux-

iliaries, per kilowatt-hour at the switchboard, which,

reduced to a horsepower basis, would be 15 pounds
of water as measured at the switchboard. Re-
membering the ratio of 7 to 10 in the evaporation

of locomotive versus stationary boilers per pound
of coal, it is . not a stretch of conscience to con-

cede that twice the draw-bar pull can be developed

by the electric method of traction for coal burned
under the boilers of stationary plants as compared
with coal burned in the fireboxes of locomotives.

The average figures that I have been able to

secure on electric-engine repairs per locomotive-

mile are about two cents. Increasing this figure

25 per cent, for safety and assuming the same num-
ber of electric engines replacing steam locomotives

(as a matter of fact there would be less electric

engines required on account of the greater mileage

per diem derived from electric locomotives), the

total would be $120,924 per annum, sliowing a

saving over steam locomotives of $196,038. There-
fore, the net saving on fuel and locomotive repairs

in favor of electrification gives a round sum of

$562,470 per annum. This, upon a capital basis

with money at five per cent., represents $11,249,000,

a rather effective credit on the expense necessary

to investment.

William McClellan, Westinghouse, Church, Kerr
& Co., New York : The speaker of the evening

has taken what I consider the proper view and
based his whole argument on capacity. He has

come out with the statement that heavy grades are

probably the places where this saving can be

shown most conclusively, and where we can attack

the steam-railroad problem, hoping for the greater

success at the present time, and in that view I w^ant

to say that I am very heartily in accord. The
trouble is when we reckon even the cost of elec-

trification, as I have said before, we take the total

cost of electrification and forget that there is

scarcely a scheme of electrification proposed or put

through where the capacity was not to be greatly

increased. I contend that the way to consider the

problem is to take the increased capacity as the

desideratum and find out what it would cost if you

could do it. at all with the steam locomotive, and
compare that with what it would cost to do it with

the electric locomotive, and the argument would
take on a different color.

C. L. de Muralt, consulting engineer. New York:
Capacity is the real electrification problem, and

that is what we needed to have brought out by a

man of Mr. Armstrong's standing, so that every-

one should really understand it thoroughly. I

believe when oue or two of the large railroads

will have electrified they will all find that economy
will have slipped in, with or without their particu-

lar intention, but. as Mr. Armstrong points out,

the large electrification which will be done in the

near futurS will very likely be done because the

traffic can be handled over existing track with elec-

tric locomotives in very much greater quantity

than could be done with steam locomotives. My
office has recently had occasion to work out a

problem where a road of something like 80 miles

of double track was actually at the end of its

ability to handle traffic as far as steam locomotives

were concerned. The question came up of doing the

same, or something like what Mr. Armstrong meri-

tionetl, namely, putting in new tracks. In this

case there would have been two additional tracks

which would have cost something like $15,000,000.

Electrification witli complete new power stations

and new distributing system and new locomotives

would cost something in the neighborhood of

$3,000,000. and by the handling of the present traffic

by electricity there would have been a saving in

operating expenses of something like $200,000 out

of $8,000,000, while with the electric equipment

pushed to its limit the traffic increase would have

been something like 40 to 50 per cent, over the

present traffic capacity. There, therefore, was a

case where electricity should be used and should

be installed just as soon as the money could be

raised.

W. N. Smith, Westinghouse, Church, Kerr &
Co., New York city:. It is very true that the whole
question focuses upon capacity, but there are sev-

eral different w.ays of looking at capacity, and one

of the aspects that has not been given very much
consideration to my knoivledgc in most of the

conmiunications on the subject is the matter of the

capacity for train movement of any given piece of

single-track railroad. While the possibilities of

double track, as to increase, are considerable, the

possibilities of single track arc probably a good
deal less, particularly if the profile is undulating

and conditions generally arc difficult, and it is

quite conceivable that jou might find that you could

not get as m.-niy trains over a given piece of single

track as it would take or reipiire in order to make
it an object to clettrify that particular section, in

wdiich case, of course, electrificition w-nnid be re-

duced to an absurdity. I mention this as a 'possi-

bilil)'.

B. F. Wood, Pennsylvania Railroad, .Mloona, Pa.

:

There is one point I will emphasize, and that is

that some of the railroads in the East are being

reconstructed to reduce the gradient, and that at

a very great cost. That, in sonic cases, is enough

almost to offset the cost of electrification so far as

the matter of economy is concerned. I do not

believe that really exists, at least from a motive-

power standpoint, until you get a density of traffic

of, say, half-hourly service at least, unless there is

some other condition that will demand it.

Dr. C. P. Steinmetz, General Electric Company,
Schenectady : The electric locomotive is better at

higher speeds than the steam locomotive, and you
have to get the advantage of this feature if you
desire to get the best results. It, therefore, does
not mean a mere substitution, but also means a

readjustment, especially of the most important part
of the railway, the freight traffic, readjusted to

higher speed. Higher speeds necessarily mean in-

creased capacity of the system, even without any
increased draw-bar pull, even with lesser draw-bar
pull, and in this feature I believe lies the main
advantages of electric traction, but it makes it

necessary to readjust the method of operation to

the changed condition of railroad motive power
to get the best results of the electric locomotive.
You can merely substitute, but you will get better

results by not merely substituting but also by
jncreasing the speed to operate at the most eco-
nomical speed of the electric locomotive, which
ill general is higher than the most economical
speed of the steam iocorrtotive.

Mr. Armstrong: I am glad the fine figures given
by such authorities as Mr, Wilgus and Mr. Mur-
ray bear out in some degree what must have
Ijeen estimates in the paper. I agree with certain
speakers, and I think that Mr. Wood is one of
them, that the economy of operation does not con-
stitute sufficient reason for electrification. I think
we cannot bring out that fact too strongly. We
can go to steam-railroad managers and say that for
$10,000,000 or $15,000,000 invested they can get a
return of 10 per cent., 20 per cent., or even 25
per cent, on the money invested, and you will get
polite attention and nothing more. They are not
looking for an investment that will give merely a
financial return. They are looking for something
to increase their gross receipts and save them
from further expenditure. If you can show them
how an investment involving $io,cpo,oco on their
part based on prospective plans for additional track
facilities to lake care of traffic can be rendered
unnecessary and that by the expenditure of $5,000.-

coo you can accomplish the same purpose, it will
receive attention on their part. I still adhere to
the idea that the main reason for electrification

is increased capacity of the locomotive, increased
capacity of the track, wdiich means increase in

gross receipts and saving expenditures for double
track; etc. Mr. Smith was somewhat in doubt as
to the saving effected in the electrification of sin-

gle-track roads. It is just on these roads where
the greatest amount of money can be saved. A
single-track road is limited in its tonnage capacity
by trains going in both directions over the same
track with frequent meeting points, trains operat-
ing under all the disadvantages of being hauled in

many cases over sharp profile with steam locomo-
tives. Many of the forced stops of steam locomo-
tives on up grade on account of the necessity of
taking on coal or water would be eliminated in

the case of the electric locomotive. It is entirely
safe to say, then, that the advantage of electrifying
a single track is great.

Electric Smelting in Ottawa.
The correspondent of the Western Electrician in

Ottawa, Out., says that before the end of the

present month it is expected that silver and nickel

ores from Cobalt will be coming to Ottawa in' con-
siderable quantities to be smelted under fhe new
electric process. The first unit, of ico tons ca-

pacity, wdiich has been successfully treating ores

from Cobalt as well as copper ores from Montana
mines, will be installed in Ottawa as soon as it

can be delivered. Five other machines of the same
capacity, now under construction in Newark, N. J.,

will be added as soon as possible. A number of

mining men from Jlontana, Cobalt, Los Angeles
and Ottawa visited the plant wdiile in operation in

Newark, when the refractory ores from the Nipis-

sing mines were in the process of smelting and re-

fining. Each of the machines is a complete smelter

in itself, and is ready for work as soon as the

wires are connected and the electric current turned

on. The machines arc automatic, and one man
can nianngc the entire plant.

Barclay Automatic Telegraph System.
Supplementing his reference of last week lo the

Barclay automatic telegraph system in the article on

",'\ulnnialic Telegraphs in the United States," Mr.
D. .McNicol calls atlcntion to the fad that this

system is now in use on the following-named cir-

cuits of the Western Union Telegraph Company:
Chie;igo to Kansas City.

Chicago to Buffalo,

Chicago lo St. Louis.

Pittsburg lo Pliiladelplii:i.

Pittsburg to Bnff;dn.

New York lo .Allanla.

New 'S'ork lo Pittsburg.

New York to Philadelphia.

New York lo Buffalo.

New York to Boston.
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ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. Questions and answers
Bv Geo. R. Mr.TCAi.n

XLII. Electric Railways.

I'J.Kl IKIILVSIS,

The siilijiTl 111' clfclrolysis is clusi'ly iillii'd tii

the (iiK'slioii of Inick hoiuliiiK. which was coiisid-

i-rcd in the [ireviovis chaplur. When two pieces of

inelal arc iiiiinersed in ,an eieclrolyte coinposed t)f

walei- slinlill.v acidulated and a current is passed

lielween llieni. particles of one metal are deconi-

|i(ised and in'e deposited on the other metal. This

is exactly the same process .which is kni:wn as

eleclroplalinK. The material carried from one

piece of metal to the othci- travels in the same
direction as the current ; that is to rfay, the metal

coimected to the positive side of the circuit trav-

els from positive to negative and is deposited on

llie noKalivc piece.

.\n action very similar to this takes place he-

Iween the water .and gas pipes Iniried in llir

lent if line ur more bonds in the track cirunil

were broken. In this case n larRc proportion of

the return circuit woidd be shunted nroinid the

broken joints lliroui^h the pipe, ami as Ibe ani'>nnt

of current carried by the pipes would be larKe,

the pi|)es would be ealen away rapidly.

The obvious and only true remedy for avoi<linf<

electrolysis of neigbhoriuK pipes is to pi'ovidc a

track circuit of such low resistance that there is

practically no tendency for the current to return

to the power house by any other path. This means
that the bonds nmst be ample in size, put in place

with great care, and sufficient supplementary ground

wire or track feeders must be used.

Another remedy is sometimes applied which,

however, is apt to lead to further troubles in other

p;irts of the water and gas pities. This is to de-

termine Ibe point where consifierable current flows

KH
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DIAORAM SHOWING HOW ELECTROLYSIS IS PRODUCED BY STRAY CURRENTS PROM TRACK CIRCUIT OF ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

ground near street-railway tracks and the tracks

themselves. The positive pole of the station gen-

erator is connected to the overhead trolley line

and the negative pole to the track, and the cur-

rent travels from the trolley line through the car

motors and back to the station over the tracks,

.^s the tracks are in direct contact with the ground

the current from the track has a tendency to leave

the track and return to the station over any ad-

jacent metallic water pipes or gas pipes situatca

near the track.

The current will, of course, travel in the path

of least resistance, and if the resistance of the

track circuit is high at any point, due to broken

bonds or to lack of sufficient conductivity, the

current will leave the tracks at this point and

escape to the nearest underground conductor, and

will travel upon this either back to the station or

to some other point of the track circuit. This

action could not, of course, take place in abso-

lutely dry ground, but there is always sufficient

moisture beneath the surface to act as an elec-

trolyte.

The fact that buried pipes carry a current is not

in itself of importance, as the current passing

through a solid conductor has no effect upon it

whatever, but when the conductor is immersed in

an electrolyte, and the current leaves this con-

ductor and passes through the electrolyte to an-

other conductor, it carries a certain amount of

metal from the first conductor and deposits it on

the second. If this action is continued for a time

the pipes carrying gas and water become eaten

away, and in some cases sections of these pipes

have almost entirely disappeared.

The amount of current wdiich escapes from a

track circuit to neighboring pipes depends alto-

gether upon the relative electrical distance of the

track circuit, the earth and the pipes." It takes,

however, but a very small amount of current to

produce this electrolytic action, and it is there-

fore very necessary to give the track circuit ample

carrying capacity if this action is to be avoided.

The accompanying diagram will explain how
electrolysis takes place. The direction of the cur-

rent is indicated by arrows, and we will first as-

sume that there is not sufficient carrying capacity

in the track circuit between the car and the gen-

erator, and that more or less current passes to the

neighboring lines of pipes, which carry it to a

point near the station, where it again returns to

the track circuit. Where the current passes from

the tracks to the pipe, no damage will be done to

the pipe, but the tracks will be eaten away. Where
the current leaves the oipe, however, and passes

to the tracks, the pipe will be eaten away. The
same condition would exist to an exaggerated ex-

NoTE.—This series of articles, intended to survey, briefly, the
whole field of applied electricity for lieht. power and heat, was
becun in the Western Electrician of February 2, 1907.

from the pipes to the track circuit, and to con-

nect this point on the pipes to the track circuit

with a heavy wire or cable. This will obviously

stop the electrolysis at this point, but it also re-

duces the resistance of the circuit through the

pipes, which causes more current to return over

this path.

Owing to the covering of oxide or rust on the

surface of the pipes, there is generally consider-

able resistance at the joint between two lengths of

pipe. This causes the current to leave the first

length of pipe and pass around the joint through

the earth to the adjoining length of pipe, so where

the pipe carries considerable current this electro-

lytic action is taking place around each of the

joints. It is therefore advisable to keep the cur-

rent off from neighboring pipes as much as possi-

ble, and this can only be done by keeping the re-

sistance of the track circuit lower than any other

possible path.

In order to find out where electrolysis is liable

to occur, it is customary to measure the difference

of potential between the pipes and the track cir-

cuit at various points. Where there is consider-

able difference of potential between them it indi-

cates that there will be considerable flow of cur-

rent if the ground is sufficiently moist or contains

enough acid or salts to form a good conductor.

There have been many places where water and

gas pipes have been badly damaged or entirely

destroyed by electrolysis, but there are very few

places wdiere this trouble cannot be entirely avoided

by providing thorough bonding and ample capacity

for the track circuit.

VTo be conlinucd.}

Unusual Lightning Phenomena.
Writing to the Monthly Weather Review under

date of September n, 1907, Dr. Irving' Langrauir

of Stevens Institute, Holioken, N. J., says :
"1

remember three storms I have witnessed at dif-

ferent times in wdiich flashes of lightning left their

paths distinctly marked by strings of fire beads.

Tw-o of these storms w-ere in the Alps, one at

Berchtesgaden in Southern Germany, and one on
the mountain near Lake Lucerne, in Sw-itzerland.

The third was at Jackson, N. H., in the White
Mountains. Each of these three storms was ex-

ceptionally violent, among the most violent I have
ever witnessed. The phenomenon was observed

only wnth flashes wdiich w-ere comparatively close,

wiliiin perhaps 2,000 feet. In each storm several

flashes left beaded trails, but not every flash which
'Struck near bi' exhibited that peculiar appearance.

T should estimate the time during which the bead?

remained visible as at least one second, a time

amply sufficient to observe distinctly. It appeared

to me that the whole course of the flash remained
luminous, with a dull-red glow, but that at intervals

along the path bright points like sparks appeared

to remain suspended in the air. The sparks ap-

peared to be moving horizontally as though blown
along by the wind."

Inter-pole Motor.
II, IJ., Cliic.iRo: Wliiil are the advantages cl.-iimcd

for llic iiilerpole motor?

Answkk.

The iiilcr-polc or cominutaljnK-pole type of motor
lias several ;i(lv!inl.a({i;», the chief of which in great

speed v.irialion, Uesides this, inlvr-polc motors arc
reversible, arc nearly fparkless and have a somc-
wliat larKcr oucpiil for the amount of material used
III their construction than cuiiiinoii motors. The
dlflicMlly III the way of scciiriiiK a wi<le range of
speeds in a single motor is sparkiiiK at the brushes.

Sparking is due to the inability of a motor field to

reverse or commiilalc the current (|ulckly enough.
The current in the coll under the brush, created

by the north pole of the field, is still flowing as it

passes under the brush into the south polarity

of the field magnetism. There is, as the brush
leaves the conmiutalor segment, a spark or sparks

representing the residue of this current. To some
extent a distortion in the field m,agnetism, called

the pole "fringe," overcomes this in ordinary mo-
tors, but at best they have a small r.angc of speed
variation.

The inlcr-pole motor has smaller field poles in-

serted between the main field poles, which effect

the quick reversal of the armature current. The
inter-poles are connected in series with the arma-
ture, and thus the reversing 'field is kept nearly

proportional to the current which it has to reverse.

The brushes on an inter-pole motor arc placed at

the neutral point. Owing to this and the f:ict that

the same current flows through the inter-poles and
the armature the motor can be run forward or
backward at will without changing the brushes.

Direction of Induced Current.

E. E. H., Pleasant Hill, Mo.: If a north pole be
presented in a circular motion to an iron core cov-
ered with wire (see drawing), will an alternating
current be induced or a direct current, the magnet
being moved in one direction only?

Answer.

An alternating current will be induced in the coil.

The current induced in a coil of wire is propor-
tional to the change in the number of lines of

force running through it. Therefore, as the north

pole approaches the central position there wnli be

DIRECTION OF INDUCED CURRENT.

an increase in the lines of force and a current will

flow from (A) to (B). At the central position

the number of lines is greatest, but for several de-

grees of rotation it remains about at a maximum,
so that the change in lines is nearly zero and the

current in the coil dies down. As the pole recedes

frorii the central position there is a decrease in the

lines of force and a current in the opposite direc-

tion—from (B) to (A)—is induced. Thus a cycle,

or two half-waves, is produced by this device.

It is to be observed, however, that the current

induced w'ould be insignificant in value, as the

greater part of the lines of force w^ould pass through

the cast-iron pole-piece and back to the south pole

of the magnet without affecting the core of the coil.

The full title o.f the electrical organization of

^lissouri, the formation of which was recently noted

in the 'VVestern Electrician, is the Missouri Electric

Light, Gas and Street Railway Association. The
officers are: President, J. D. Porterfield; vice-

presidents, W. B. Hays, R. Irvine, N. H. Lead-
ford ; secretary and treasurer, Charles Z. Pierson

of the St. Charles Electric Light and Power Com-
pany.
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Peculiar Accident to Submarine Power
Cables in Sydney, Australia.

The London Electrical Review recently published

the particulars of an accident that occurred to two
high-tension submarine cables in the harbor of

Sydney, New South Wales, on August 7th last.

These cable supplied 6,600-volt current from the

Ultimo power house to the sub-stations for the

street-railway lines of North Sydney. The acci-

dent was caused by a steamer dropping an anchor

during a sudden gale- that had driven it down-
stream out of its course. The squall was so strong

that the steamer dragged its anchor for a consid-

erable distance across the harbor, grappling and
dragging the cables, which finally held it. When
the gale subsided the steamer again got under steam
and, hauling on its anchor, it again proceeded for-

ward and apparently carried the cables with it for

about an equal distance on the other side of the

true course, where somehow the vessel managed
to get rid of them.

Meanwhile all the car lines in North Sydney
had been suddenly deprived of electric power.

This was restored by starting up the steam plant

at the sub-station, which had originally been a

generating station, and through a temporary con-

nection made with the city sub-station by using

boosters to raise the volta.ge to that of the trolley

lines. On sending down divers it was found that

the North Sydney shore ends of the cables had
been bodily torn out and no trace could be found
there of the missing cables. At the clt\^ end the

cables were taken out and hauled aboard a pile-

driving punt, which had been secured to pick up
what could be found of the cables. One was found
to be severed 200 yards from shore and the other

one 4C0 yards. The harbor was dragged and the

missing parts were found a great distance away.
They were found to be badly mixed up with a

large anchor which they had apparently picked up
in their travels across the harbor.

The cables were of the three-core type and were
laid in 1902-3. The total length of each was about

750 yards, running about 50 yards to the ton. The
cables were made extra strong, especially at the

joints, which were 100 yards apart, and connected

during the original cable laj'ing with considerable

difficulty, but final success, as the cables had given

no trouble during the four years of continuous

use. Enough of the undamaged parts of the cables

remained to form almost one cable across the
harbor, and by joining on some spare lengths this

was laid in about two weeks from the date of the

accident. The salvaged parts of the old cables

were tested to 11,000 volts without breakdown be-

fore being used again.

Union Pacific Railroad's Testing Labo-
ratory.

One of the most complete railroad testing labor-

atories in the country has been completed at

the new Omaha shops of the Union Pacific Rail-

road Company. The laboratories occupy part of the

new shop office building. In the test room the

machinery, all of which is electrically driven, in-

cludes a 250,oco-pound Riehle automatic machine
for tensile tests. The records of this machine are

made autographically. A similar 50,000-pound Riehle
automatic machine, milling machine, shaper, lathe,

drill press, hacksaw and bench grinder are also

part of the equipment of this room, which includes

a complete set of apparatus for testing cement and
soapstone storage tanks. The room is lighted with
Cooper Hewitt mercury vapor lamps. For convey-
ing material to the testing machines there is a
tramway with chain hoists.

Every modern device for use in the work for

which it is intended is included in the equipment
of the chemical laboratory. In addition to the
main room there are several special departments
for photographic work, bacteriological investiga-

tions, electrical experiments, a balance room and a
stock room for chemicals and supplies. The tables
are covered with vitrified tile and the walls of the
rooms are lined with white glazed tile.

For this laboratory a complete equipment has
been provided of Sartorius and Troemer balances,
a Berthelot-Mahler bomb calorimeter, microscopes
for investigations in bacteriology and metallurgy, a
spectroscope, constant-temperature ovens with ther-
mostats, a high-pressure autoclave for experiments
with boiler waters, calorimeters and standard ther-
mometers in addition to the usual apparatus.

Besides the routine testing, inspection and analy-
sis of various materials to ascertain if they con-
form to the company's specifications, its laboratory
workers are constantly engaged in original investi-
gations, both chemical and physical, into the prop-
erties of the various materials that come into rail-

way engineering. One unique investigation carried
out by this department was a study of weed growth,
the results of which partly determined the design
of the company's gasoline weed burner.
An assistant engineer of tests and four resident

inspectors are in charge of the physical laboratory.
An assistant chemist with four analysts, a photog-
rapher and bacteriologist arc in charge of the chem-
ical laboratory. Besides the resident chemists there
are two traveling chemists who supervise the oper-
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ation of water-treating plants. The nonresident
force is divided into a number of districts in charge
of resident inspectors.

Whitney General-service Portable In-

struments.

New lines of portable instruments for direct and
alternating current are being offered by the Whit-
ney Electrical Instrument Company through Ma-
chado & Roller, general sales agents, Monadnock
Building, Chicago, and 203 Broadway, New York.
These instruments, designed with special reference
to their use in general testing work, sometimes at

headquarters and often at distant points, are fur-
nished on the unit system. One of the annoying
points about a call for testing out some electrical

apparatus is the difficulty of carrying the parapher-
nalia needed to prepare to make and to make the

WHITNEY PORTABLE VOLTMETER.

readings. An ammeter and a voltmeter are almost
invariably needed, and in addition there must be
flexible cables for making the various temporary
connections for the instruments, probably a couple
of ammeter shunts, memo sheets and a variety of
tools.

Here is where the advantages of the unit system
of the general-service type portables are apparent.
Each instrument and the tool and utility boxes is

provided at its sides with a simple system of hooks
and buttons which may be closed up out of the
way when a single case is to be carried, but which
will unite into a compact block such number of
them as may be desired to form a full equipment
for any ordinary test. Thus the whole outfit can
easily be carried, there is a place for everything
and there is less likelihood of arriving at the work
to find some article missing.

The accompanying illustration shows the 150-volt
direct-current general-service type voltmeter. In
this apparatus the company employs the construc-
tion which has given satisfaction in its switchboard
type apparatus and its more expensive standard
portables, namely, the "wire-guided" d'Arsonval.
The coil itself is rectangular, the wires being wound
on a seamless metal frame whose vertical sides
turn about the axis of the rectangle as a center
in air-gaps existing between the concave faces of
the pole-pieces of a permanent magnet and a cyl-

indrical central iron core in the conventional man-
ner. In the "wire-guided" mechanism the coil has
attached to it ruby jewels such as are found in

high-grade watches and through which are pierced
smooth cylindrical holes with rounded lips.

All voltmeters listed have their resistances self-

contained. The ammeters of under 75 amperes
capacity have their shunts self-contained, as this is

more convenient, and the conductors for carrying
such currents are not unduly unwieldy. In higher-
capacity ammeters the shunts are separate articles,

being of the standard switchboard types, but with
the clamp screws having wing nuts so that they
may be tightened with the fingers if desired. As
all the direct-current shunts give a uniform drop
of 50 millivolts at their terminals when- carrying
full load, any number of diflferent capacity shunts
may be used with a single instrument, the scale

indications being multiplied by a suitable simple
factor, according to which shunt is selected. All
separate shunt instruments are thus also millivolt-

meters of SO millivolts capacity and as such capa-
ble of use for very low-potential measurements
and for bar-to-bar tests on armatures and the like.

The mechanisms in the alternating-current general-
service type ammeters arc of the company's hof-
wire class, which has become widely known during
the years that it has been on the market. It pos-
sesses two marked advantages, namely, that it may
successfully be used with shunts and that it is

absolutely inductionless. The first of these points
meatis the ability to use a plurality of shunts with
a single instrument, thus saving markedly in

equipment cost and allowing the instrnment to be
placed where it may conveniently be read without
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necessitating running the main current cables to
and from it. The absence of self-induction is

always desirable in that the line conditions are then
not affected and is essential for high-frequency
measurements, such as are needed in wireless tele-
graph and electro-therapeutic work. The advan-
tages of construction claimed are : First, that the
temperature compensation is perfect'; second, that
the mechanical stress on the expansion wire may
be and is kept very low so that the fatigue error
is much reduced; and third, that high sensibility
is attainable. The entire moving system is mounted
on a base plate and by the aid of a button pro-
jecting between the binding posts of the instru-
ment may be rotated over a small angle around a
heavy shaft secured to it in line with the axis of
the needle staff. As the scale is stationary, this
enables one to correct for a bent needle without
interfering with the mechanism in any way.

In the general-service type alternating-current
voltmeters, two different classes of mechanisms
are employed, depending on the range desired and
on special conditions. As in the case of the direct-
current instruments, all of the alternating ones
have mirrors under the needle eiids to avoid par-
allax errors in taking readings.
The standard general service instrument case

measures but 654 by J}/, by 4 inches. The average
direct-current instrument weighs about five pounds,
and the average alternating-current three pounds.
The tool box is 6J^ by yyi by 134 inches and
weighs complete about 2^4 pounds. The utility

box is 6}i by 5 by 4 inches and weighs less than
20 ounces empty.

Two New Lighting Specialties.

The accompanying cuts illustrate two of the
latest electric-lighting specialties placed on the
market by the Benjamin Electric Manufacturing
Company of Chicago. Fig. i shows a new cur-
rent tap which allows an extension cord to be

'i^(fjifi

FIG. I. CURRENT TAP.

led off from the socket. The tap has a rotating
sleeve, which eliminates the necessity of turning
the device in order to attach it to the socket,
It can be fixed in any position and permits the
use of any standard shade holder. It contains
a compressible rubber ring, forced into position
by a combination bushing which grips and holds
the cord. The porcelain base is protected in

such a manner that it is not easily broken.
Fig. 2 illustrates a portable hand-lamp holder

and guard. This is intended especially for wire-
men working around switchboards and for pit-

men in electric-railway shops. The lamp guard
is made of hard fiber and is removable. The

FIG. 2. HAND-LAMP HOLDER.

portable socket is deeply embedded in the body
of the wooden handle. The guard parts are
turned edgewise radially to the lamp. The dis-

tribution of the light, therefore, is as free as
with any metallic guard. The portable has no
metal parts to cause short-circuits or grounds.

Limits Issue of Securities.

A dispatch from Albany, N. Y., dated November
loth, says that the New York State Piiblic Service

Commission for the Second District has made pub-

lic a decision which sets forth its attitude toward

competition in public-service facilities within a city.

The decision is in the matter of the proposed

purchase by a new corporation, the Lockport Light.

Heat and Power Company, of the Lockport Gas
and Electric Company and the Economy Light,

Fuel and Power Company of Lockport. The de-

cision, while admitting that the proposed purchase

does technically conslilutc a merger within the

meaning of the law, forbids the company to issue

securities for a capitalization above $700,000, equiv-

alent to the total issues of the two old companies.

The new company desired to issue stocks and bonds

to a total of $1,200,000.
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Electric Reading Lamps.
Fixtures for ulcctric liKliliiig li.ive const;mlly im-

proved ill excellence of wurkniansliip aiul beaiily

of design, and in no class of fixtures is this tend-

ency more noticeable than in portables, such as

the two electric rcadinR lamps illnslratcd herewith.

Tliese lamps, with many other designs, are shown
by the Central l*'Icctric Company of Chicago, The
line in Romanesque finish has two lights and stands

17 inches high, with pull sockets and a glass shade
of pink, green or ivory color under tr;icery. The
lamp with the dome shade has one light, stands
T7''j inches high, with metal parts in old-brass

finish. It is of moderate price.

Such lamps as these form appropriate holiday
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to the smaller steam-making cap.icity necessary.
The price of fuel and steadiness of operation of
the plant have an important bearing, for if fnel

Is inexpensive, or i/ the engine is to run only a
few hours a day or for a short period each year,
the annual saving m: ' " irrant the additional
cost of the plant, (ii hand, if the engine

Two-liclil Fixture in Romaoesque Finisli.

ELECTRIC REAPING LAMPS.
One-light Fixture with Dome Shade.

gifts. The Central Electric Company pays especial

attention to fixtures and has a handsome show-
room fitted up to display this class of material.

Out-of-town central-station companies send their

customers here when ^•isiting the city to select the

latest fixtures, the Chicago company giving expert

aid and acting as tihe agent of the central-station

company if desired. A large number of fixtures

is sold in this way; In particular there is a demand
for portable lamps, which, owing to the pleasing

effects not obtainable with gas, have become
popular.

is to be run steadily the annual saving, even with
low-price fuel, will more than warrant the addi-
tional investment. The permanency of the plant,
is also a factor in the problem.

Facts About Corliss Engines.
Allis-Chalmers Company of Milwaukee is issuing

a bulletin on "Compound Corliss Engines" which
contains, besides illustrations of each type, many
facts of general interest to power users throughout
the count^^^ "So far as we are aware," it is

stated, "the first compound Corliss engine designed
for power purposes was built in the shops of this

company, and to our Mr. Edwin Reynolds, who for

nearly half a century has been so prominently iden-

tified with the history of this type, should be given
credit for introducing the principle of compounding
into general Corliss engine practice. The earliest

Corliss engine was built in 1848, and 28 years later

the famous "Centennial" engine, which was sup-
posed to embod}' in its design and construction the

very highest development of the engine builder's

art, was nothing more than a pair of simple en-
gines. The first Reynolds-Corliss engine, built in

1S77, marked the beginning of an epoch in the his-

tory of the steam engine. The first compound
Reynolds-Corliss was built three years later and is

still in regular operation."

Continuing, it is said that there is a general
though decidedly erroneous impression among steam
users that no great advantages can be gained by
compounding unless high-steam pressures are used.
While it is true that high pressures are conducive
to economy in steam consumption, it is equally true
that at lower -pressures the percentage of saving
by compounding is relatively very nearly as great
when engines are run condensing as at higher
pressures. It is true that a compound Corliss will

be more economical at 150 pounds than at 100
pounds initial pressure, and it is also true that a
compound condensing Corliss when operating under
100 pounds initial pressure will use 40 per cent,

less steam than a simple non-oondensing engine un-
der the same pressure. In fact, the great economy
of compound Corliss engines was demonstrated and
their reputation established at a time when pres-
sures higher than 80 pounds were rarely used.
The economy of compound non-condensing engines
is less marked at lower pressures, but even at lOO
pounds initial pressure a compound non-condensing
engine will effect a saving of approximately 15
per cent.

To determine whether it is better to use a com-
pound engine requires careful consideration of the
commercial and engineering conditions in each par-
ticular case. The compound engine is unavoidably
more expensive than the simple engine, against
which must be offset the saving in cost of fuel
and also in cost of boiler-room equipment, owing

The Business of the Western Electric
Company.

A special meeting of the stockholders of the
Western Electric Company was held on November
5th at the offices of the company, 259 South Clinton
Street, Chicago. In accordance with the directors*
recommendation an issue of $15,000,000 five per
cent. 25-year bonds was authorized. The bonds
will be used both for the extension of the com-
pany's business and for the payment of floating
indebtedness. It was announced that no part of
the issue would be put out at this time. The fol-

lowing information was presented for the informa-
tion of the stockholders.
"The sales for the first six months of 1907 were

$29,614,000, or 1.3 per cent, more than for the first

six months of 1906. For the four months ended
September 30, 1907, the sales were $15,745,000, or
35.1 per cent. less than for the corresponding pe-
riod of 1906.

"The total number of employes on December i,

igo6, was 26,922 and on October i, 1907, 16,183, a
decrease of 39.9 per cent.

"Summary of payables less cash, at December i,

1906, and October i, 1907, is as follows

:

Dec. I, 1906. Oct. I 1907. Increase,
Payables S22.881.000 S15.347.000
Less cash 1,626.000 3,732.000 $2,106,000

Decrease.
£7,534,000

Total S21,255,000 Sii,6i5,ooo $9,640,000

"Accounts receivable and undiscounted receivables
on hand were at December i, 1906, $20,354,000 and
at October i, 1907, $12,838,000, a decrease of $7,-
484.000.

"Our inventory of finished merchandise, work in
process and raw material at October i, 1907, is

estimated at $22,000,000..

"The rate of production of telephone apparatus at

the factories is still somewhat in excess of the or-
ders from customers, although the number of em-
ployes has been reduced 39.9 per cent.

"We know, however that our telephone cus-
tomers are using up their own stocks to such an
extent that we believe they will soon be placing
more orders with us than they are doing at pres-
ent. The expected additional business from our
present telephone customers, together with that
which will arise from our sales to Independent
telephone companies, to, whom we are now pre-
pared to sell apparatus freely, will require the
present rate of production to be increased and
consequently additional hands to be employed,"

To Manufacture Tungsten Lamps.
The Tungsten Electric Lamp Company was in-

corporated on October 29th, with capital stock of
$100,000, by the following-named incorporators

:

G, G, Lockwood, A, C. Garrison, H, B. Vanz-
woll, A. S, Terrv, L. P. Saiwer, H. H. Gearv,
J. C. Fish, H, C, Rice, E. H. Haughton, E. W.
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Glllniei-, J. B. Estabrook, W. D. Packard, William
Coalc, li, J. Kulas.
Mr. T. \V. Freeh, Jr., was elected president of the

company. Mr. Freeh has made a study of the man-
iifaciiire of tungtiteii tamps, having made two trips
abroad for the purpose. The lamp men who arc
the incorporators will back up Mr. Freeh with
their experience and resources.

District Telephone Meetings In Indiana.
Two district meetings of the Indiana Independent

Telephone Association were held last week. The
first was that of the Eleventh District at Seymour,
on November sih, at which W. H. McPherson,
vice-president, presided. The following subjects
were discussed : "Rural Construction," opened by
John L. Hosca, manager of the Citizens' Telephone
Company at Columbus. Mr. Hosca advocated the
necessity of • building substantial and permanent
lines rather than the hurry-up lines for immediate
revenue. "Unprofitable Business" was assigned to
C. E. Brown of the Brownstown Telephone Com-
pany. Better rates and toll-line fees were sug-
gested as a partial remedy.

"Limit of Free Service" was a subject treated
in a practical manner by C. M. Bowers of the
Moorcshill Telephone Company. Mr, Bowers advo-
cated the doing away entirely of all free service,
and said that between all exchanges there should
be a toll-line charge, and that no two systems
should exchange service free between each other,
because it has been demonstrated that the telphonc
business cannot be successfully handled by co-
operative companies. The report from the company
representatives showed the Independent telephone
business in the district to be in a flourishing
condition and the territory well developed, W. H,
McPherson and C, M, Bowers were elected, dele-
gates to the international convention to be held in
Chicago, The delegates and visitors were enjoy-
ably entertained by the Seymour Telephone Com-
pany,

The other meeting was held at 'Winchester on
the 8th inst,, J. A, Brown, vice-president, pre-
siding, A, C. Lindemuth of the Richmond Tele-
phone Company addressed the meeting on ""rhe
State Association," and emphasized the fact that
the local Independent telephone operators must look
to the state organization for effective work and
help,

T. 0, O'Rourke of Muncie spoke on the subject
of "Unprofitable Business," Mr, O'Rourke said
that much of the unprofitable business was occa-
sioned by the employment of incompetent help and
unskilled labor, presumably because it can be se-
cured more cheaply; by the extending of rural
lines beyond a reasonable distance from the ex-
change, where distance increases the cost of re-
pairs; by the building of leads without proper con-
sideration of future development, but, chief of all,

by the attempt to do business at too low rate.

"Cost of Operating" was the final subject on the
programme and was scientifically considered by
C. S, Norton of Indianapohs, who said that a
company should have a definite and comprehensive
system of bookkeeping. Income should be reckoned
under three heads : Exchange rentals, toll-line
rentals and miscellaneous earnings. The expense
should be divided into five heads : General, oper-
ating, maintenance, fixed charges and surplus, A
definite per cent, of the earnings should be set
aside for each of these divisions, and the expense
held rigidly within those limitations. He suggested
the following percentages for exchanges ranging
from 5CO to 3,000 subscribers : General, 20 to 25
per cent. ; operating. 25 to 30 per cent. ; mainte-
nance, 15 to 20 per cent. ; fixed charges, 15 per
cent. ; surplus, 15 to 25 per cent.

The delegates elected to the international con-
vention were Frank White of Portland and T. O.
O'Rourke of Muncie. The delegates were pleas-
antly entertained by the Eastern Indiana Telephone
Company of Winchester, S.

Telephone Situation in San Francisco.
Telephone interests represented by Ferdinand

Eutterfield are attempting to have the permit under
which the Home Telephone Company of San Fran-
cisco is laying its underground mains revoked on
the ground that the company's franchise in San
Francisco, secured soon after the fire for $25,000,
was worth $750,000. The Home Telephone Com-
pany has supplied a large area of the city with
underground conduits and is still working a large
force of men with all possible haste. The company
has plans for a six-story telephone-exchange build-
ing, but has not yet commenced its erectjon. The
Home Telephone Company of Oakland, backed by
similar interests, has had its plant in operation
some months.

End of Telegraphers' Strike.
The strike of the commercial telegraphers of the

United States, which had been in progress about
two months, \vas brought to a close on November
6th by vote of the members. The demands of the

union were rejected by the two telegraph com-i

panics and the strike has been declared off after

a failure to realize any concessions. The men are

now applying for their former positions, many of

them having as yet failed to secure work.
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Chicago Telephone Company Gets a

New Franchise.

The Chicago Telephone Company has been granted

a new franchise to operate a telephone system ni

Chicago. The Citv Council by a vote of 44 tc

23 passed the franchise grant at three o'clock on

the morning of November 7th at the end of a

session lasting nearly seventeen honrs. Mayor Busse

signed the ordinance on November nth and the

franchise will be in effect as soon as it is accepted

bv the company, which must be done withm 30

days.
•

It is not' likely that the company will refuse

the franchise. .

This action ends one of the most thorough in-

vestigations ever preceding the disposal of a public-

utility measure in Chicago. For several years the

Chicago Council committee on gas, oil and electric

light has been conducting negotiations looking to

the drafting of an adequate franchise ordinance for

the furnishing of telephone service in Chicago.

Several organizations and companies made bids for

the franchise, presenting measures which embodied

the conditions under which they proposed to serve

the subscribers. The Chicago Telephone Company

(whose present franchise expires in a little more

than a vear). because of its present extensive and

modern 'plant, was the most logical successor to the

field but was shown no favors on this account,

the 'negotiations having been conducted purely on

the theory of securing the lowest possible_ rates

commensurate with good service. The principal

contender with the old company was the Manu-

facturers' Telephone Company, an organization com-

posed of members of the Illinois Manufacturers'

Association. Toward the close of the negotiations

a plan was also suggested whereby to broaden the

franchise of the Illinois Tunnel Company so that

its automatic svstem now in operation in the cen-

tral Loop district might be extended to cover the

entire citv. . .

The Council committee having the negoti.'xtions m
charge made an exhaustive study of the situation.

Hundreds of meetings . were held where hearings

were given to all interested, numerous inspection

trips were made to other cities, and, most impor-

tant, the committee had the advice of a commissioii

of experts, consisting of D. C. Jackson, W. H.

Crumb and G. W. Wilder, on the whole subject ot

telephone service. As a result of its work the com-

mittee reported to the Council the ordinance just

passed, which was only slightly amended.
_ _

Some of the aldermen and a number of civic

organizations opposed the measure on the basis

that better terms could be secured. Still lower

rates, greater compensation to the city and com-

pulsoVv long-distance connection with Independent

telephone companies are the principal points on

which they are not satisfied.

On the whole the measure may be said to be

a good one. The important points in a grant of

this kind are thoroughly covered. These are: Re-

duced rates; publicity of accounts; the power to

regulate rates in the future, and power to reg-

ulate service. The ordinance establishes a flat

rate of $125 for unlimited business service and $72

and $56, respectively, for one and two-party-Une

residence service. Besides, a carefully worked out

measured-service rate is provided for the various

classes of service, and the public rate is reduced

from 10 cents to five. Extensive improvements are

provided, and, under the strict publicity-of-accounts

clause, the citv can at all times be in a position

to take advantage of its power to reduce the rates

further at stated periods if the company's profits

seem to warrant.

A Summary of the Franchise.

The principal points of the ordinance as passed

by the Council and signed by the mayor are as

follows

:

rr- , ^ r-

The franchise gives the Chicago Telephone Com-

pany permission to operate a system for the elec-

trical transmission of sounds and signals until

Januarv 8, 1929. The company shall pay to the city

scmi-annuallv three per cent, of the gross receipts

of all its telephone business both inside and outside

of the city. The company's books shall be kept

in form prescribed bv the city comptroller, and

the city shall have the right to inspect all records

at any lime.

After 30 months from the acceptance of the ordi-

nance by the company the City Council may, by an

amending ordinance, change any of the rates

charged for anv kind of service, such new rate to

be in effect for 'the five following years. The Coun-

cil shall change the rates only upon 30 days' notice

10 be given ihc company by the comptroller, and

shall require ihc company to protUice all records

and data to assist in establishing reasonable rates.

In case the company contests the reasonableness

of the new rales ami is not sustained by the courts

it shall refund all excessive charges to subscribers

together with five per cent, interest thereon.

City fire and policc-lelcgrapli wires arc given

free use of company poles or conduits, and in-

struments arc to be loaned to the city free. City

is to have an unlimited number of free telephones

in the City Hall, and in all other municipal build-

ings or offices at a discount of 25 per cent, from

current rates. Police and fire stations and ward

yards to have a free service for incoming message:!

only. Board of Education secures, by contract, free

unlimited service telephones at schools and offices

it may designate. Free service or discrimination to

city officers or employes is prohibited.

A flat rate of $125 a year is provided for single-

party business telephones, unlimited use. The flat

rate for residences, unlimited use, is $72 for a,

single-party line and $56 for two-party lines.

Measured rates for business houses are $60 a

year for the first 1,200 calls, three cents each for

additioiial calls up to 3,6co, and two cents each
for additional calls up to 7,200. A free line is

given for every 6,000 calls in excess of 7,200.

Measured-service subscribers may have an un-
limited number of extra single-party lines at $24
a year. Commutation trunklines for outgoing calls

only vvill be furnished at $1 a day. Every sub-
scriber having two or more measured-service lines

shall have a switchboard installed free. "Local"'

lines from switchboards shall be $1.50 per quarter

each.

A combined business and residence service is

provided on the prepaid nickel-instrument plan.

Under this service a single-party line must guar-

antee 20 cents a day and two-party lines 12^2 cents.

For residences onl}'—two-party line, 10 cents a day
guarantee ; four-party line, five cents. Deficiencies,

in guarantees ma}'- be deducted from any surpluses

of next 60 days.

Where there is a sufficient demand neighborhood
exchanges may be established within the city north
of Devon Avenue, west of Fortieth Avenue, and
south of Seventy-first Street. The charge for a

call from a neighborhood exchange to any other
part of the city shall be five cents for five minutes.

Monthly rates for unlimited service in neighborhood
exchanges on one, two and four-partj'-line tele-

phones shall be: Business, $4, $3 and $2; resi-

dence. $3, $2 and $1.50. No charge shall be made
for conversations from other exchanges to neigh-

borhood exchanges.
The charge for any single message from one

telephone within the city to another telephone within

the city shall not exceed five cents. Ten cents for

'the first three and five cents for each additional

minute shall be charged for a toll connection to

any point within 15 miles of the City Hall, one mile
of the city hmits, and in Illinois. Meters shall be

put on measured-service subscribers' instruments as,

soon as practicable.

Extensions running outside of premises shall be

$2.50 per three months for each quarter mile, with
a minimum charge of $5. Private lines, not con-
necting with any telephone exchange, shall be $2.50

for three months for each quarter mile, with a

minimum charge of $10. Instruments for the same
shall be $1.50 each per three months.
The city commissioner of public works shall re-

quire the company to maintain its plant and service

at the "highest practicable efficiency." Extensions
and improvements of the service may be required

by the City Council in its discretion. The Council
may regulate any service '"other than mere tele-

phone service" which the company in the future
may deal in. The installation of all equipment in

the streets shall be under the supervision of the
Department of Public Works.
The city, upon 12 months' notice, may purchase

for municipal operation the plant and equipment
of the company on January i, iprg, January i,

1924, or at the expiration of the grant in 1929.

The price to be paid shall be the cost of duplicating

the equipment, and, if on either of the earlier dates,

together with five per cent, of that amount as

compensation for the compulsory sale. The prop-

erty shall be valued by a board of appraisal, on
which the company shall select one member, the

city one and those two a third.

The city does not admit the rales in the ordi-

nance are reasonable, and specifies that all changes
in equipment shall be made in iS months after

acceptance. The company shall not enter into any
rate agreement, division of territory or assignment
of rights with a competitor.

All lines shall be underground conduits in the

territory bounded by the lake and Howard. East

Ravenswood Park, Foster and Western avenues,

Diversey Boulevard, Kedzie, Chicago and Fortieth

avenues, Twenty-sixth Street. Centre Avenue, Sev-

enty-ninth Street, Vincennes Road, Seventy-third

Street, Cottage Grove Avenue, Seventy-ninth Street,

Baltimore and Ohio tracks and Eighty-ninth Street.

Commissioner of public works shall permit and
supervise underground work. Poles and overhead

wires shall be in alleys so far as possible and
removed in advance of paving. Distribution from
conduits for three blocks may be made by poles,

except between Twelfth Street and the river, where
il shall be in the sub-sidewalk space. Wires and
conductors can be eight, feel abmc buildings with

the consent ni ihe owner.

Telephone News from the Northwest.

A receiver has been appointed for the Citizens'

Telephone Company of Sioux Falls, S. D., on the

application of the Royal Trust Company of Chi-

cago, trustee for the mortgage bondholders. The
interest has been defaulted. E. G. Kennedy has been
named receiver.

The Central Minnesota Telephone Company seeks

permission to install a new exchange with an auto-

matic system, and increase the rate 50 cents a

month, at Glenwood, Minn.
Roy Wertz, who has been with the Citizens'

Telephone Company of Sioux Falls, S. D., has
been offered the management of the Johnson County
Telephone Company at Iowa City, Iowa.
The Woonsocket Telephone Company of Woon-

socket, S. D., has sold its interests thCre to 0.
Schulcr of Letcher, S. D., and Guy McCardy of
Lane.
The Mcsaba Telephone Company contemplates

putting in an exchange to take care of the business

at Bovey and Coleraine, Minn.
The Wisconsin Telephone Company will build a

new exchange at Neenah, Wis., which is to be
finished by March ist. < R.

Telephone Extensions in New Mexico.

The building of . Independent telephone lines into

remote parts of New Mexico has made great prog-

ress during the last year. The Silver City-El Paso
and Southwest Telephone Company is constructing

a system of long-distance lines which will give

outside connection to El Paso, Las Cruces, Rincon,
Engle. Los Falomas. Silver City, Demingand in-

tervening towns. This company has just purchased
the telephone line which runs between Las Cruces
and El Paso from the Texas and New Mexico
Telephone Company. The acquired line will be
merged into the general system which the company
is building. The Silver City-El Paso company has

a capital stock of $100,000. It has planned to ex-

tend its lines to all of the principal towns and
cities of New Mexico and Arizona. Among the

men interested in the company are John H. Morgan
of El Paso, who is manager of the Southwestern
Independent Telephone Company of that place,

W. E. Baker of Las Cruces, William D. Murray.
president of the Silver City Telephone Company.
and C. B. Bosworth of Deming, N. M".

Contracts arc said to have been closed by the

independent Telephone Companv of Omaha, Neb..

with President Cliarles Cockrcll of the New Stale

Telephone Company, which operates loll lines in

Iowa, Nebraska and South Dakota whereby the

New State company will connect with the Omaha
exchange and become a party to a corporation

which will handle all toll business in and out of

Omaha.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS
A Rochester

.
(N. Y.) dispatch says that the

United States Independent Telephone Company has
sold the Utah Independent Telephone Company,
one of its subsidiary corporations, to R. L. Day
& Co., investment-bond dealers of New York. The
price paid was $910,000, which, with $50,000 for-

feited by Elmer R. Jones, representing Salt Lake
capitalists who took options on this property, makes
the sum realized for the Utah holdings $g6o.oco.

A convention of the officials of the Wisconsin
Telephone Company and the representatives of all

the connecting companies in the Fond du Lac di-

vision was held on November ist in Fond du Lac.

The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the

telephone business in a general way and to con-

sider the matter of providing better service. There
are 50 companies in the .Fond du Lac district hav-

ing connection with the Wisconsin company, and
these companies have 6,goo telephones.

The annual convention of the Nebraska Inde-
pendent Telephone Association will be held in Lin-

coln on January 15th, i6th and 17th at the Lindcll

Hotel. Nebraska sent representatives to three ad-

joining state conventions last year, and has ihu

promise of a good attendance from theni in return

at the coming convention. The association has been

very successful this year, and it is thought that

the igoS convention will he the most enthusiastic

ever held in the slate. R. E. Maltison of 350
Fraternity Building. Lincoln. Neb., is secretary of

the association.

The LTnion Home Telephone Company of Los
Angeles, controlling the Independent systems of 10

Southern California cities, has made public an ar-

rangement whereby its interests have been com-
bined with those of the United States Long-distance
Telephone Company. J. M. C. Marble, president

of the LTnion Home company, has resigned, and
Frank W. Watcher has assumed the management
of both corporations. The amalgamation, it is ex-

pected, will be ratified by stockholders at the an-

nual meetings in January. It is announced that the

consolidation is in the interest of economj'.

Among the telephone companies recently incor-

porated arc the following-named: Mission Tele

phone Company, Hobart. Okla. ; Quanah-Mangum
Telephone Company, Olustcc, Okla.; Walnut Hill

Telephone Companv, Bradley. Ark. ; Texas-Okla-
homa Telephone Company. Paris, Tex,; Golden
Rod Ti-lephnne Company, Wahco, Neb. : Ozark
Telephune Company, Pocahonla.'^. .'\rk. : Columbia
TeleplKine Company. Tama, Iowa: Daisy Mutual
Telefjlione -Cr)mpanv. Blackburn, Okla.; Britton and

Rural 'IVlenhone Company, Britton, Okla.: Choc-
taw City Tclcpiionc Company, Choctaw, Okla.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Continental Europe.

raris, Ck:l(il)er 29.—P;iris is lo li.'ivc n m-w sub-

way liiK- wliicli will rim in llie KCiieral dircclioii

iif iKirlli (o sniitli, passitiK as far as ihf cily liiiiils

ill i-acli case. 1 1 coninienccs at tlii' Si. (.)iii-n Kale,

riiiininK liy llic Si. I.azarc railroad stalion, llicn

crosses the- Seine, passes llic Monlpariiassc railroad

st.ilion, and ends at (lie Versailles Rale. 'Iliis line

1 ilisliiu-t from llie Melropolitan sniiway and is

. iiirolleil liy wli.-il is known as llie .\ortli-.Sonlli

I
liilrie Railroad Company, wliicli secured llie coii-

>. vion from llie Muiiieipal Conncil, and is capi-

iili.ed at $7,500,000. As lo llie-Umnel, it will have

almut llie same section as tlie present subway and

contain a double track. There will lie some dif-

ferences, however, in the construction of at least

a part of the imderRround stations. Hut what is

the striking feature is tile use of a double steel

tube passing under the Seine. The Metropolitan

lines all cross upon bridges, but these are not in

the center of town, while the new Melropolitan

..ilion will have a tunnel nuder the Seine which

I. formed by sinking compressed-air caissons. On
(lie contrary, the North-South line will use the

Berber tube system. The lube is built of steel

segments bolted together, each ring being made of

iron vonssoirs like a bridge arch. The shield sys-

tem with compressed air is employed for running

the tube under the Seine, and this work is already

commenced. Each Ir.ack is coulaincd in a separate

lube. .Xt the shore ends the tubes are joined to-

gether and connect with the main tunnel.

The new time-signal system which is placed upon

the liiffel Tower is attracting considerable atten-

tion. It has been installed by a Russian engineer.

.Mr. I lourko, who first brought out the apparatus at

St. Petersburg. The lime figures are made up of

incandescent lamps, as I already noted, these being

placed upon a series of light horizontal strips

which are suspended at til! second platfonn. An
ingenious system has been devised to operate the

lamps to show the hour and minute, conimeucing

at sundown. The use of a clockwork drum is not

practicable, as the clock, to be accurate, must gen-

erally be a small one, and could not therefore op-

crate a drum directly. Each circuit corresponding

to a figure is connected to a separate relay, and

the relays are worked in succession from the clock,

as it closes a light mercurv contact which operates

the relay, and the latter throws on the main cur-

rent into the lamps. The system is a practical one

and requires but little attention.

Professor Bordas of the Paris University has

discovered that radium w'ill act upon common kinds

of clear stones and transform them into precious

stones. He observed that a clear stone left in con-

tact with radium for some weeks becomes colored,

or that the original color is quite changed. Thus
he starts with a light red corundum stone and, by

exposing it to radium, he obtains a veritable ruby

such as is valued at $150 a carat. Such results_

may ha\e a marked influence upon the value of

precious stones in the future.

The international exposition which has been or-

ganized for Marseilles in 190S will no doubt be of

interest. It is an electrical exposition and is in-

tended to promote such interests in the south of

France, which is now the center of a large dis-

tribution of current from the Alpine hydraulic

plants, while the large cities, such as Marseilles,

are well equipped with lighting and traction sys-

tems. -'^. IJE C.

Great Britain.

London, November 2.—On Saturday last an acci-

dent occurred upon the Metropolitan Railway on

the outskirts of London which, unfortunately, re-

sulted in three deaths and several passengers in-

jured. In addition to being the first accident of

this nature upon an electric railway in London
which has been .fatal, it breaks a continuous record

of 44 years of the railway company in question dur-

ing which time no less than 3,000.000,000 passengers

have been carried without fatal accident. For some
at present unexplained cause a train was allow-ed

to run into a station in a thick fog while another

was standing there. The speed of the second train

is given by the driver at about 20 miles an hour,

and the effect was most remarkable. The rear car

of the standing train was forced over the first

car of the oncoming train and the two remained

interlocked, having the appearance of one car being

dropped through the roof of the other. Afterward
the interlocked carriages were tow-ed away on their

own wheels by a steam locomotive. Strictly speak-

ing, the accident cannot be called an electrical one,

but was caused either through defective working
of the signals or by neglect or an oversight on
the part of the signalman. Although a most ex-

haustive inquiry is being carried out by the Board
of Trade, no very definite conclusion can yet be

come to. The signaling system employed is a lock

and block, with electrical interlocking. When a

train is signaled to leave a station, and does so,

it operates a treadle on the line, which electrically

changes a disk in the signal bo.x from "train on
line" to "line clear," and everybody concerned in

the accident, with the exception of the signalman,

jvers thai lo Kcl llli^ change of disk without
.1 train having operated the treadle Is an nksuliilc

impossibility.

The new. session of the Iiislilullon of Electrical

Engineers opens on the 141I1 Inst., and a departure

will be made almost for the lir-ii time In the his-

tory of the Inslilnlion. Lord Kelvin, ihe presidenl-

eleet, owing to his ahsence frtnii town during the

aiitiinm, will not deliver his presiilenllal address,

,iiid in its stead a paper on "The Dielectric .SlreiiKtli

of Insulaling Materials and the (Irading of Cables''

will be read by Mr. Ak.\aiitler Kiissell.

'I'here has just been published by llic ciigiiiecr-

ing standards committee a s|ieeilicatioii for con-
sumers' electric supply meters, i. e,, motor meters
for continuous and single-phase current. The sub-
committee of the engineering standards committee,
which has been respfuisible for this production, i<

a very represent;ilive body, comprising meter mak-
ers, supply-station engineers, government officials,

consulting engineers ;md independent electrical engi-

neers of repute. The rules laid down only apply

as between the maker .and the buyer of the meter,

but the support of supply-station men is necessary

lo irsurc the absolute success of the elTorts of the

standards committee. The capacities of Ihe meters
specified are ,3, 5. 10, J5, 50, 70 ;ind leo amperes.
Generally, the specification lays down maiiufacturing

details. The insulation of the nieler is to be a

test of 1,000 volts to i,5C0 volts between the cir-

cuits and the case for one minute, and the re-

sistance must not be less than five megohms. The
meter will, in effect, have to be maintained by the

manufacturer during a period of three years, i. e.,

if it is found faulty within that jieriod it may be
returned.

One complaint follows another in connection with

the new telephone tariff of the National Telephone
Company and the Postofiice. The campaign against

the general use of the message-rate system is be-

ing vigorously pursued, but meanwhile complaints
are being made from all quarters that subscribers

are being charged for many more calls than they

make, in some cases amounting to hundreds.

Charges are made that the meters are unreliable

and do not tally with the register of calls kept

by the various subscribers. The answer of the

Postoflicc is that many calls inade by the staff in

various oflices—which were made with impunity
under the unlimited-rate system—should now be

registered in the office, but being "private" calls

they are not. Consequently this accounts in many
cases for the discrepancy. Several very good
proofs have been given by the officials that the
meters do not register inaccurately, and there are

now, probably, a good many explanations being
asked for in offices over this matter.

Official figures just published at the request of

Lord Mbnkswcll in the House of Lords show that

the total number of persons killed through coming
into contact with the live rail of electric railways

since 1904 until the present date is four railway

servants and 12 passengers. There have in addi-

tion been injuries to 6f other persons.

Experiments are being carried out with a new
electrical system of signaling upon the driver's cab

of a train, so that he shall not have to depend
upon his sight of the signal nor upon the fog signal.

These particular experiments are being conducted
upon a line in the south of London, and they have
just been inspected by the Board of Trade officials.

A short length of third rail or a '.'ramp" is placed

close to each signal, and shoes, placed underneath
the engine, make electrical contact, and complete

a circuit with the signal box. Without going into

details, the effect is to reproduce upon the engine,

in miniature, the signal as given from the box.

In the signal box there are lights which indicate

that the driver has received the signal, while, to

make doubly sure, when the train is on the third

rail, telephonic communication between the driver

and signalman is made possible. Some such system
has been worked by the Great Western Railway
in the west of London, and another is being tried

upon the Liverpool Overhead Railway. G.

vIk III Otlawn owned a coiitroJIIiiK n ihis

company, and lie has Iraiiiifrrrril the plaiji and
fraiichiitis lo (jeorxe fi. Foster of .Montreal and
olliers. 'llic Si. Lawrence Power Company h a
(toiiig concern. It now develops power from tile

Cornwall Canal and llgliU lliv cannl, ns well at
disposing o( IIkIiI and power lo v.-irloiis induitrial
conrerns.

rile eiiKineerii of llie Onlario Kydro-elcclric
I'ower Cominlsslon have compleled the surveys for
llio Miahi iranHmisnlon llncH from Ni.'i)j.irn I'nils to
llie nuiiiicipalilles in the Western I'ower Union,
and are now eiiKaged in the survey of several of
the branch lines. The inain lines arc from tlic

l'"alls to llainlllon, from Ihciice lo Toronto, from
Hamilton lo Brant ford, Woodstock, Ingcrsoll and
London, .niil from llaiiillton lo Giielpli, llcspeler,

(lall, Herlin, Stratford, St. Marys and loindon.
It will thus he seen that a Ifjop system is contem-
plated In the event of all or most of the munici-
palities definitely deciding upon the adoption of
the power scheme. As the lines woultl be dupli-
cated, .'I breakdown in the service would be a
practical impossibility. The total length of the
main loop will be about 400 miles. W.

Dominion of Canada.
Ottawa, Xovembcr 9.—The Dominion govern-

ment's wireless-telegraph ser\'ice on the Pacific

Coast will be in operation by the first of Januarj',

next. The Shoemaker system is being' installed,

and on this account the Marconi company will enter

action against the government for alleged breach

of contract.

TTie City Council of London, Out., has decided

to submit a by-law to the ratepayers of the city

at the civic elections in January, next, to provide
* for the expenditure of $235,000 for transmission of

Niagara power to the city.

The electric plant near New Liskeard, Ont., has

been formally opened. It is supplied by hydraulic

power from the Wabis River. The total fall from
the dam to the power house, half a mile distant, is

105 feet. The water is carried in a 36-inch pipe

and supplies a power wdiich is estimated to be

sufficient for the requirements of the town, both

for lighting and other purposes.

JNIontreal men have secured possession of the

St. Law-rence Power Company, and the big plant

at Cornwall, Out., has changed hands. M. P. Da-

Winnlpeg, Man., November 9.— The British Co-
lumbia Electric .Street Railroad Company has for

some time realized the inadequacy of Its terminal
facililies at Vancouver, and has now prepared plans
for a four-story building to be erected on the
present terminal site at the corner of Carroll and
Hastings streets, to cost $100,000. R. H. Sperling,

Vancouver, B. C., is general superintendent of the

company.
Robert Mclghen has been elected a director of

the Montreal Street Railro.ad Company, to replace
the late Colonel Henshaw.
The Okotoks Electric Light Company, Okotoks,

Alberta, has notified the Town Council of that

place that it will dispose of the plant as soon as
possible and closed it down on November 1st.

Officials of the company state that it has been op-
erated at a loss for some time past.

A transfer has been made of the property of the

Tw-ecd Electric Light and Power Company of
Tweed, Ont., to J. T. Kissack, who, with his

brother, is proprietor of the Paisley Electric Light
Company of Paisley, Ont.

A petition has been- circulated at Havelock, Ont.,

asking the Havelock Electric Light and Power
Company to install a local telephone system.
At a meeting of the Town Council of Sourls,

Man., the clerk was instructed to correspond with
D. A. Keiser, C. E., Winnipeg, M'an., in reference
to a dam on the Souris River and the possibilities

for development of waterpow'er. Alderman Stirling

may be addressed.

An electric-lighting system has been installed at
Brandon, ilan., for the purpose of lighting the
pumping station, and so successful has it proved
that the City Council is considering the installation

of a plant to do all the municipal lighting. A
steam turbine and generator w^ere imported from
Leeds, England, giving a capacity of zoo l6-candle-
pow^er lights. Superintendent Shaw is in charge of
the work. R.

New York.

New York City, November 9.—The tunnel under
the East River from Joralemon Street, Brooklyn,
to the Battery, which has given the engineers so

much trouble, and which has had to be strength-
ened with an inner lining of reinforced concrete, is

at last in a fair way to completion without further

difficulties. All of the many leaks have been stopped
up effectively and it is quite dry- now, although
there are a few pools left from the former leaks

throughout the length of the tunnel. Tracks have
been laid from either end for a short distance, but
no power has been installed as yet. The Borough
Hall station is practically finished, and for some
distance toward the river the roadbed has been
completed, even to the laying of the third rail.

At the Manhattan end the tube is not so far along.

Chief Engineer Rice stated to a number of the

members of the Brooklyn Engineers' Club who re-

cently made a trip through the north tube that

cars would be' running by December, but not to

carry passengers.

Now that the Belmont tunnel from Forty-second
Street, ilanhattan, to Queens Borough has been
completed, considerable agitation is being created

by the prominent members of that borough to bring
about the immediate opening of the tunnel. Already
there have been many meetings of the civic bodies

throughout Brooklyn and Queens, and the agitation

is now spreading to other Long Island towns.
The questions at stake are the settlement of the

conditions under which the tunnel shall be operated

and the question of the fare that shall be charged.

The several civic bodies unite in asking for free

transfers from the Queens trolley lines and an ad-

ditional three-cent transfer to any of the Inter-

borough lines. A hearing before the Public Sen^ice

Commission is scheduled for November 14th.

For the last few w-eeks Mr. E. H. Harriman
has been receiving reports of the performance of

"Motor Car No. 8," which is being tried out on
the -Union Pacific Railroad. M'r. W. R. McKeon.
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a mechanical engineer, under whose direction this

\vorl< has been assigned, has sent in favorable re-

ports, and it is said that the immediate construc-

tion of a large plant to be devoted entirely to the

construction of this new type of railroad vehicle

has been ordered. The engine used is of zoo horse-

power, with six cylinders, two-cycle, so arranged

that it can use either gasoline or alcohol. It is

expected that this new type of car will be watched

with interest by all electric interurban railway com-
panies, as it will be one of their direct competitors.

Considerable apprehension has been entertained

that the recent restrictions placed upon the ap-

propriations for public improvements would prevent

work being done on the construction of the Fourth

Avenue subway in Brooklyn. Controller Metz,

however, has made it clear by a public interview

that the subway is one of the improvements to

which preference will be given by the financial

officers of the city. The necessary money which

Will be required to begin the work will be a.p-

propriated as soon as the Public Service Commis-
sion is ready to take up this question. The com-

mission has not as yet advertised or let the con-

tracts for any of the several sections into which

the subway is divided. The engineer's estimate for

this work appro.ximates $1,500,000, or about $7,500,-

000 for the five sections, e.Ktending from the Man-
hattan Bridge through Flatbush Avenue, through

Fourth Avenue to Forty-first Street.

It is expected that the affairs of the Brooklyn

Rapid Transit Company will shortly be examined

by the Public Service Commission, and it is said

by the company that it will welcome the investiga-

tion, as the affairs of the company are in a per-

fectly healthy condition. As to the earnings of the

company, they were never better. The company
also reports the September earnings as over two
per cent, on the stock of the company. S.

Ohio.

Toledo, November 9.—The town of Rawson,
Ohio, decided at a meeting of its council Monday
night to light the city with electricity. Arrange-
ments will be made with the Western Ohio com-
pany to wire the streets at once. This will be fol-

lowed by an arrangement for commercial lighting.

After coming in contact with a circuit of 33,000

volts George Huft'er, electrician in charge of the

sub-station of the Lima and Toledo Traction Com-
pany, near Ottawa, Ohio, survived to succumb
later to the effects of the burns received from the

wire.

Manager Johnson of the Sandusky (Ohio) Tele-

phone Company has just issued a new directory.

In addition to the regular alphabetical list a numer-
ical list is given. When a patron is notified that

a certain number has called him he can turn to

the numerical list and find with ease whom the

number represents.

It is said that the Columbus and Lake Michigan
branch of the Ohio Electric Railways will be elec-

trified at once instead of waiting until next spring

as formerly planned. H. L. S.

Michigan.

Detroit, November 9.—The Edison Illuminating

Company of Detroit is installing two 1,500-kilowatt

motor-generator sets, one in sub-station "K" in

the North Woodward district and one in sub-sta-

tion "A" downtown. These units are of the latest

type, with interpoles and air blast on the commu-
tators, and they are of almost the same size and
weight as the 1,000-kiIowatt sets which the com-
pany has in service.

The R. G. Peters Salt and Lumber Company is

considering the construction of an electric railway
between Cadillac and Manistee. The company
already has a narrow-gauge road extending nearly

to Cadillac, and as the roadbed is excellent it could
be converted into an electric line very easily. The
scheme also includes the development of a water-
power in the Pine near Thorpe, and preliminary
plans for the dam are being prepared. As Cadillac

is not to be included in the route of the road to

be built by the Manistee River Power Company,
this is very welcome news to the residents of
Cadillac.

The Grand Traverse Railway is offering $200,000
of first-mortgage bonds to the people between
Charlevoix and Elk Rapids. The bonds are to

be sold at par and the money to be payable to the
Carter Construction Company on completion of the
road between these points. The total issue of bonds
is to be $1,200,000.

The Michigan United Railway has decided not to
interchange freight cars with steam roads. The
Railroad Commission law passed at the last session
of the Legislature makes it mandatory for a steam
road to accept cars from any electric line, but
optional with an electric road as to whether it

will receive cars from a steam road.
On November 19th the proposition of the coun-

cil of Trenton to sell the electric-light plant and
waterworks to the Detroit Edison Company will be
voted on by the people. The trustees say that the
price offered for the plant is liberal and that the
cost of operation has been $4,700 per annum, with
receipts of only $2,600. D.

Indiana.

Indianapolis, November 9.—The Logansport and
Marion Traction Company has accepted a franchise

to enter the city of Logansport over Nineteenth
Street to the terminal station. The officials an-
nounce that work . on the line will be begun at

once.

L. J. Crawford, superintendent of transportation
for the Fort Wayne and Wabash Valley Traction
Company, has offered cash prizes of from' $20 to

$50 for the best set of photographs taken of

scenery and stretches of track along the company's
line. It is the purpose to use the pictures in ad-
vertising the road.

The Indiana railroad commission has sent out
a number of inspectors to make a thorough exam-
ination of the condition of interurban railways

relative to sanitation or dangerous equipment either

in power house or rolling stock upon the road.

Recent accidents have occasioned the commission
to inquire into the causes 01 so many mishaps that

have occasioned loss of life.

Officials of the Fort Wayne and Springfield In-

terurban Railway Company emphatically deny that

there is any intention to sell the road to the Fort
Wayne and Wabash Valley Traction company.
The Louisville and Southern Indiana Railway and

Lighting Company has secured a franchise to enter
Louisville and is preparing to open its new service.

I he Fort Wayne and Wabash Valley Traction
Company has notified the City Council of Hunt-
ington that it will not accept of the franchise
ottered it to furnish the city with light and power
because of the exaction of 10 per cent, of the
gross earnings to be paid into the city treasury.

The company says that it has built and equipped
an immense power plant in Fort Wayne with a
view of furnishing current for light and power pur-
poses to all the surrounding towns and cities, and to

agree to give 10 per cent, of its gross earnings
would be a precedent which the company could
not carry out. The people of Huntington are
about equally divided on the proposition and a

grant on more liberal terms may be offered.

The South Bend and Southern Michigan Trac-
tion Company has abandoned its power house at

Scottsdale and entered into a contract with the
Indiana and Michigan Electric Company of South
Bend to furnish power for the operation of its

line between South Bend and St. Joseph, Mich.
The commissioners of Marshall County have

granted a franchise to the Indianapolis, Logansport
and South Bend Railroad Company to construct
an electric railway along the east side of the Michi-
gan road through the county. I he franchise is

for 99 years, and provides that work must be
begun within six months and the road completed
by November i, 1909. The City Council of Ply-
mouth recently granted the company a franchise
within the city.

The Indianapolis and Louisville Traction Com-
pany has completed its line through to Seymour,
meeting the Indianapolis and Southern at that point.

This furnishes trolley services between Indianapolis
and Louisville. Through-car service will be put on
the lines next week.
The Union Trust Company of Indianapolis has

been appointed receiver for the Indianapolis, New-
castle and Toledo Railway Company and the Indi-
anapolis-Newcastle Construction Company, practi-

cally one, now building a line between Indianapolis
and Newcastle, and almost completed. The work
of completing the line will go forward under juris-

diction of the court.

The Town Board of West Lafayette has granted
a franchise to the Merchants' Electric Light Asso-
ciation for the construction and equipment of an
electric-light plant. The franchise provides tliat the
same rates shall be charged as are provided in the
city of Lafayette.

The Zionsville Light and Power Company is

completing the work of setting poles and stringing
wires for electric lights along the streets and alleys

of the city. The work of installing the plant will

be finished in a few days.

A new electric-light plant has been completed and
put in operation by a stock company in Clay City.

The town has been in darkness since last May,
at which time the electric-light plant was de-
stroyed by an explosion. S. S.

Illinois.

Peoria, November 9.—The Illinois Traction Com-
pany has incorporated another electric railway un-
der the name of the St. Louis and Staunton Rail-

way Company, the principal office to be in Cham-
paign. It is proposed to construct the line from
Edwardsvillc, which is on the main line of the

traction company, to a point near the city of
Staunton.

The Illinois Traction Company will place two
limited cars on the run between Springfield and
Danville, commencing December ist, The time

allowed is four hours and 20 minutes. It is also

the intention of the company to place an hourly

car on the two runs between the city of Spring-

field and Peoria as well as on the Bloomington
line. This schedule will be in effect by the first of
the year.

The net earnings for the month of September
of the Illinois Traction Company are reported as

$157,027.97, compared with $126,774.16 for Septem-
ber, igo6.

James Magill, president of the Crescent Electric
Manufacturing Company of Valpariso, Ind., was in

Rock Island this week for the purpose of looking
over the plant of the Trio Manufacturing Company
with a view of consolidating the two concerns and
establishing a large manufacturing plant in Rock
Island to manufacture the goods made by both
concerns.

The Improved Electric Railway Company of Jer-
seyville has been incorporated with a capital of
$200,000 to manufacture and operate electrical ap-
pliances. Among the incorporators are S. L. Hill
and William Embley.
At a meeting of the Corn Belt Traction Com-

pany John J. Pitts was elected president and J. A.
Keenan of Leroy treasurer. It was announced that

the sum of $200.oco was provided for the com-
mencement of the building operations. The right-

of-way has been secured with the exception of a

few small stretches. V. N.

Oklahoma.
Oklahoma City, November 9.—The Oklahoma and

Southwestern Interurban Electric Company has been
chartered for $2,250,000 to build 190 miles of track
from Oklahoma City to Hollis, in Greer County,
across the counties of Oklahoma, Cleveland, Co-
manche and Greer, at a cost of $10,000 a mile.

The incorporators are H. W. Curry of Eaton,
Ohio; J. N. Street of Bloomington, 111.; C. A.
Swartz, J. P. Van Allen, S. W. Johnson, O. D.
Reed and C. E. Richardson of Fredrick; Frank
B. Lucas, Samuel Eckler, Jr., J. E. Woodworth
and Thomas R. Clift of Guthrie.
The Johnstown Electric Company of Oklahoma

City and Johnstown, Pa., has been incorporated with
a capital stock of $50,0001 The incorporators are

John E. Mognet and Charles M'. Moses of Johns-
town, and E. V. Remington of Oklahoma City.

The Shadduck Electric Light Company has in-

creased its capital stock from $3,000 to $15,000.

The increase will be used to increase the plant.

New machinery will be added as soon as arrange-
ment can be made.
The Comanche Telephone Company of Chatta-

nooga, Okla., has been chartered for $5,000, to build

an exchange and rural lines. T. E. Hibbard and
F. O. Hibbard of Snyder and W. S. White of
Mountain Park are incorporators.

The Mustang Telephone Comipany has absorbed
the Farmers' Mutual Telephone Company, and the

following-named officers have been elected : Presi-

dent, Frank Dalton ; vice-president, F. G. Dennis

;

secretary, R. C. Malroy. K.

Northwestern States.

Minneapolis, November 9.—Application has been
made by the American Trust and Savings Bank
of Chicago and others for a receiver for the Anoka
Waterworks, Electric Light and Power Company.

It is proposed that the village buy the electric-

light plant at Sherburn, Minn.
The Nevada (Iowa) Electric Company has sold

its system to M. A. Harrison and H. H. Caughlan.
Numerous improvements are contemplated.

Jos. E. Cumniings of Duluth proposes to build

a power plant near Littlefork, Minn.
A new electric-light plant will be installed at

Papillion, Neb.
New machinery, including engine and dynamos,

will be installed in the electric-light plant at Stew-
artville, Minn.
An electric-light franchise has just been granted

to Jenkins & Forrest of Omaha, at Central City,

Neb.
The Mitchell Illuminating and Power Company

has incorporated with a capitalization of $100,000

and will build a $60,000 power plant at Mitchell,

S. D. The Council is considering a franchise for

the new concern. R.

Pacific Slope.

San Francisco, November 6.—The City Electric

Company, backed by the Mack and Fleishhacker

interests, has started up its new independent electric

power plant on the water front of San Francisco

at North Beach for a test run. By the middle of

November it is expected that this company will

begin supplying the United Railroads of San Fran-

cisco 4,oco kilowatts for the operation of electric

cars. One of the street-railway company's large

frequency-changers had to be installed at North
Beach in order to permit of the delivery of cur-

rent at 25 cycles to the high-tension wires of the

railway system. An additional supply of power is

greatly needed, as, the quantity of current that is

supplied by the Pacific Gas and Electric Company
is slill inadequate to operate the cars.

The City Electric Company's plant is installed in

a fine reinforced-concretc power station with a salt-

water supply from the bay for condensing pur-

poses. Tlic equipment includes two Wcstinghouse-
Parsons turbo-generators with a capacity of 2,500

kilowatts each, supplying current at 11,000 volts,

three-phase. Steam is supplied by Babcock & Wil-
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cox boilers iisiiiK fuel oil. S;imiiel Naphtaly I3

supcrintcndciit for llic company, lie also has gen-

eral supervision of llie hydro-eleelric transnnssion

lines, in the inlcrior of the stale, conlrollcd by the

Fleishhacker interests. These include the Truckcc

River (General Electric Company, which has two

plants near Floriston, Oil., and tlie American River

Electric Company, with ;i vvaterpower plant near

Placcrville and a steam reserve plant of moderate

capacity. With the opening of the San Francisco

installation for connnercial business the city will

h&vc the first gemiiiie competition in electric light-

ing that it has enjoyed for three years, and the

new system starts ont with a full load of a desir-

able character. ,,,,,,, ,

The Los Angeles Hoanl of Works has been

authorized to institute legal proceedings to condemn

a right-of-way along tlie line of the Los Angeles

aqueduct for a nuinicipal railway. As the big con-

duit is to be over 200 miles in length, the project

may become important.

Bids will lie received by the San Bernardino

County (Cal.) Board of Supervisors up to Novem-

ber 25th for a franchise to erect poles and string

wires for the transmission of electricity for heat

and power on certain streets.

The power house at Satacon, Ariz., the Indian

agency, was recently destroyed by fire.

Work will begin in a few days on a transmission

line between Rcdlands and San Bernardino, Cal.,

for the Home Gas and Electric Company. The

company will supply Coulton and Rialto, in addition

to the other towns.

A power plant is planned to furnish electric

power for the various mining companies in the

vicinity of Wickenbnrg, Ariz.

It is reported that C. A. Lunceford, who pro-

moted the Adams County electric railway in the

state of Washington, has organized a corporation

with a capital of $10,000,000 to build an electric rail-

way from Spokane, Wash., to the Columbia River.

The Cascade Public Service Company, believed

to be backed by the Pacific Traction Company, has

commenced condemnation proceedings against the

property of the Nisqually Power Company for

valuable water rights on the Nisqually River near

Olympia, Wash. The company contemplates the

appropriation of 1,500 cubic feet of water a second

for the generation of electric power.

Manager Buck of the Union Construction Com-
pany, which has been putting up the plant and wire

line's of the Stanislaus Power and Water Company
in Tuolumne and Caleveras counties, Cal., but

was compelled to cease operation last week, owing

to the failure of the Knickerbocker Trust Com-
pany of New York, announces that the corporation

expects to resume work on the power system within

30 days. Up to date good headway has been made
on the new line, which will run through San

Joaquin County and into San Francisco. Most of

the right-of-way has already been secured, and

agents are now working in Contra Costa County.
A.

PERSONAL.
Mr. M. A. Doty has been made president of the

Electric Light and Power Company of Munising,

Mich.

Sir Oliver Lodge has accepted the presidency of

the Faraday Society in succession to the late Sir

William Perkin.

Dr. Thomas B. Shumway, president of the Ply-

mouth and Middleboro Street Railway Company,
died at his home in Plymouth, Mass., on November
5th.

Mr. Angus S. Hibbard, vice-president and gen-

eral manager of the Chicago Telephone Company,
returned from an extended European tour last

week.

Mr. J. Scribner, the manager of the lighting de-

partment of the Chicago office of the General Elec-

tric Company, has an article on "The Local Office"

in the General Electric Review for November.

Mr. W. L. Dry, formerly chief electrician of the

Citizens' Electric Companv of Eureka Springs,

Ark., has been appointed superintendent of the

properties.

Mr. H. W. Hillman, of Schenectady "electric-

house" fame and author of "Looking Forward,"

is now commercial manager of the Grand Rapids-

Muskegon Power Companv.

The first meeting of the stockholders of the Ma-
con (Ga.) Electric Railway and Light Company,
recently held, created the office of second vice-

president, and Mr. M. F. Hatcher was designated

to the position.

Mr. Arthur J. Lembeck, assistant city elec-

trician of Sioux City, Iowa, has resigned to take

a position with one of the railroads. The board

'of commissioners will hold an examination among
applicants to fill the position.

Mr. C. G. DuBois. late secretary of the Western
Electric Company, Chicago, is now comptroller of

the American Telephone and Telegraph Company,
Boston. He was succeeded by Mr. H. A. Halligan,

the present secretary of the Western Electric

Company.
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The following-named associates of Ihc American

Institute of Electrical Engineers were last week
iransferred to the grade of member: ClifTord

Wayne Humphrey, Ciiieago; Robert Carr Lan-

phier, Spriiiglield, II!.; Albert Giistav Wessling,

Cincinnati; William Nelson Smith, New York;

Ch.irles Ezra Scribner, Chicago; Kcmpslcr B.

Miller, Chicago.

The Milwaukee News says that Prof. Charles I".

Burgess of the University of Wisconsin was in

Milwaukee last week making arrangements for the

work of valuing the public-utility plants of the city.

Professor Burgess is one of a commission of ex-

perts which has been engaged to value the plants

of the gas and electric companies of the state for

the use of the state railway commission.

Mayor Tom L. Johnson of Cleveland, Ohio, was
re-elected for the fourth time as mayor of Cleve-

land last week. Mr. Johnson is one of the lead-

ing municipal-ownership advocates of the country.

His campaign was conducted on a platform prom-
ising three-cent single fares on street cars. His

opponent. Congressman Theodore E. Burton, who
also promised reduced fares, is an expert in politi-

cal economy, who has achieved an enviable reputa-

tion as an authority on banking and on other com-
mercial practice. His defeat is attributed by some
to the erroneous idea of many of the voters that

he was in some way connected with the public-

utility corporations. The vote was 48,3.39 for John-

son and 39,026 for Burton.

Mr. H. L. Hibbard, electrical expert to the Bu-
reau of Construction and Repair, United States

Navy Department, has resigned that position to

enter the service of the Cutler-FIamnier Manufac-
turing Company of Milwaukee, maker of electric

controlling devices. Mr. Hibbard's experience in

navy-yard and shipboard work extends over a pe-

riod of eight years, four of which were spent in

the office of the superintending naval .constructor

at Newport News, in supervising installatipns of

electrical apparatus on ships built and equipped at

that yard. More recently Mr. Hibbard has been

stationed at Washington, where, as electrical expert

to the Bureau of Construction and Repair, he has

had supervision of all electrical work coming under
the cognizance of that bureau. In his new position

with the Cutler-Hammer company his knowledge of

Navy Department requirements and methods will

undoubtedly be of great value in the extension of

that company's line of electric controlling panels

for navy-yard and shipboard use.

Mr. W. Edgar Reed, electrical engineer, formerly

with the Westinghouse interests, for some time

in Paris, and for a considerable time at East Pitts-

burg, has opened an office for general consulting

work in the Machesney Building, Pittsburg. Mr.
Reed entered the service of the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company in 1891 as

an engineering apprentice. Upon finishing in the

Westinghouse 'works he took a course in the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology, from which he

was graduated in 1897. Later he took a post-

graduate course in Paris at the laboratory of the

late Prof. Henri Moissan. Following this Mr.
Reed became connected with the French Westing-
house Company at Havre, France, filling the posi-

tion of chief designing engineer from iSgS to 1903.

In 1903 Mr. Reed came to Pittsburg, filling the

position of designing engineer for the French and
-American Westinghouse companies, which position

he has filled up to this time. He has had long

experience in designing both continuous and alter-

nating-current machinery, and has also had much
experience in the practical applications of such

machinery. Mr. Reed is a member of the Ameri-

can Institute of Electrical Engineers and also pf

the Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.
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<j.-.,rKi: L. Rose of Tccumneh, Okla., is among the

stockholders of a new company orijanized in Shaw-
nee, Okla., for the ;)nri)Ose of pulling in_an clcctric-

lighl plant and
Tcciimsch.

ic pur
icfcplitone lystcm in Shawnee and

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Maysville, Mo., proposes to issue electric-light

bonds to the amount of $10,000.

Bonds to the amount of $25,000 are proposed

for Pratt, Kan., to install an electric-light plant.

The city of McKinney, Tex., proposes to ex-

pend $8,000 on the extension of it3 electric-lighting

system.

O. G. Adams znC associates of Sulphur, I. T.,

will develop the Mystic Cave, and will light it

with electricitj' generated from a waterfall withm

the cave.

James Bright has obtained a franchise for sup-

plying Steelville, Mo., with electricity for street

lighting. He will generate the electricity at the

Evans Mill, one mile east of Steelville.

Earl C. Westcott has been placed in charge of

the electric-light plant in Plymouth, Neb., and

will operate it until arrangements can be made to

secure light from Omaha.

The electric power plant at New Pinecreek,

Ore., owned by the California-Oregon Light, Heat

and Power Company, was destroyed by fire last

month, the loss being total.

The Common Council of Owosso, Mich., is said

to be considering the matter of discontinuing some

of the street arc lamps and substituting for each

four or five incandescent lamps placed much lower.

The formal incorporation of the new cleclric-

lighting plain at rhomasvillc, N, C, has been per-

fected under ihe name of the Thoinasvillc Light

and Power Company, J. W. Lambert and a»oci-

ales are tlic Incorporators.

Messrs. C. 1£. Hamilton, J. S. Lewis and L. R.

Harrington have incorporated as the Citizens'

Water, Light and Power Company, Carbondalv,

III. The company is capitalized at $7S,ooo and pro-

poses to operate a public-utility plant.

The City Cedar Mills, Lebanon, Tcnn., have been

awarded a lO-ycar contract to supply lights and
current for the town. The company will also sell

power at four cents a kilowatt-hour, the city to

receive two per cent, on the gross income.

Gen. R. A. Aycrs of Big Stone Gap, Va., has
purchased the electric plant at that point which
supplies electricity to Big Stone Gap and Appa-
lachia, Va. The concern will be operated under
the name of the Powell Valley Power Company.

An agreement has been reached between the city

of Green Bay, Wis., and the Green Bay Gas and
Electric Company regarding the price of street

lighting. The city will pay $70 for arc lights un-

less the state rate commission changes the rate,

the price fixed by the commission to be accepted
by both parties.

The liglit committee of the Council o£ Kansas
City, Mo., proposes a new ordinance which will

contain a provision for the appointment of a super-

visor of street lights at a salary of $150 a month,
whose duty it will be to determine if the gas and
electric-light companies are complying with the

provisions of their contracts and to determine on
tne utility and economy of the lights to be in-

stalled from time to time.

Some time ago the city of Kirkwood, Mo., was
reported to have shut down its electric-light plant,

in connection with which Mayor Ochterbeck is

quoted as follows: "Our plant was built about
the year 1901, and on account of its being a munici-
pal matter the city did not get an up-to-date plant

and is today suffering from having a plant that

does not meet the requirements, and the cost of

production is too high ; consequently it does not

pay the city if we take into consideration depreci-

ation and the interest on our investment"

The Muncie (Ind.) Star of recent date says:
"ilartinsville, Ind., is fortunate in having such an
ably managed corporation as the Martinsville

Light, Heat, Power and Water Company. In

strong contrast to the usual grasping monopolies
this corporation has first considered the real wants

of the citizens and then supplied those wants both

copiously and economically. There is not one dis-

cordant note and all have only %vords of the high-

est praise for the service it renders. The cor-

poration has one of the most extensive and best-

equipped plants in the West. Clemins Blank, man-
ager and secretary of the company, is a man of

wide experience, and has fully demonstrated his

ability to successfully cater to the wants of the

people of Martinsville."

The Dearborn Street Improvement Association

of Chicago has decided to use flaming arc lamps

for the illumination of Dearborn Street from Van
, Buren to the Chicago River. The lamp post will

probably be of the gooseneck pattern, carrying the

lamp about 20 feet above the pavement. It is

planned to install 156 of these lamps, the first cost

to be met by property owners on a frontage basis.

The lighting committee of the association, of which

Alderman Francis Taylor is chairman, expects that

the city will pay toward maintenance an amount
equal to what it would cost properly to light the

street and the cost of .the extra illumination will

be borne by the association, the city to furnish

the current. Property owners in several other

streets have organized and may also use the flaming

arc.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
An extension of its electric railway from Crete

to Kankakee, 111., recently completed by the Chi-

cago and Southern Traction Company, has been

opened for general passenger traffic.

The South Side Elevated Railway of Chicago

has substituted plainly lettered boards for the col-

ored disks which were used for a time to indicate

the nature and destination of trains. Patrons com-
plained of not being able readily to decipher" the

red, green and yello.. disk signals.

Construction of the first street railway in An-

napolis, Md., has begun. The work is being done

by the Washington, Baltimore and Annapolis Elec-

tric Railway Company, which is building a modern

electric railway between Baltimore and Washing-

ton, with a branch to Ar.napolis.

The Chicago and Southern Traction Company,

which took over and extended the old Chicago

Electric Traction lines, has opened through service

to Kankakee. Beginning November loth through
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cars leave Halsted and Sevciilj-nintli streets every

hour and 30 minutes, beginning at 7 :28 a. m.

The Connecticut Company has been experiment-

ing witli a new-style combination trolley car and

automobile. The idea is to use the car tracks as

far as possible and then run off the tracks to the

exact destination. The experiments so far are said

to have been successful, and it is possible that

such a vehicle will be used for the company's

express business.

The Woodstock, Marengo and Sycamore Elec-

tric Railway Company of Chicago has been licensed

to incorporate with a nominal stock of $25,000.

A road is authorized from Woodstock, 111., through

McHenry and De Kalb counties to Sycamore, 111.

The incorporators and directors are Charles .A..

Spenny, Edward B. Harang. M. W. Powell, H. S.

Hedberg and E. C. Spinney,

An interesting feature in the annual statement

of the Spokane and Inland Empire Electric Rail-

way Company covers the physical characteristics

of the portion of the road in the state of AVash-

ington. This shows that on 102 miles there is an

aggregate of 2S0 curves, 50 ascending and 36 d:-

scending grades, and about 66 miles of absolutely

straight track and 21 miles of level track.

The Chicago and Milwaukee Electric Railroad

Company's cars are now making regular stops at

the new Lake Forest station. The depot is the

finest architecturally along the company's line, and

is said to be one of the handsomest structures of

its kind used by an electric railway. It is of dark

vitrified brick and light stone and has an arcade

supported by large white pillars at either end. It

is in the center of a small park.

Construction of an interurban electric railway

from Chicago to Lake Geneva, with branches to

Fox Lake and Woodstock, is announced as the

purpose of a $2,000,000 Chicago corporation,

licensed a few days ago. The concern is called

the Chicago, Fox Lake and Lake Geneva Railroad

Company. The incorporators and first -board of

directors are George M. Seward, Sidney F. Mal-

ette, Lewis E. Starr, Maurice B. Louis and Harry

Y. Yaryan.

The Spokane and Inland Electric Railway Com-
pany will begin an extension of its road to Lewis-

ton and Clarkston next spring, it is said. The
route followed will be down the Steptoe Canyon,

reaching the Snake River nine miles below Lewis-

ton, From that point the road will parallel the

Oregon Railway and Navigation Company's line

up the river to the mouth of Dry Gulch, where it

will cross the river at Clarkston, thence, by means
of a high bridge, again cross the river to Lewiston.

sites on the Catawba River, two of which have
been developed, and two are under process of de-
velopment, and when the 10 are completed various
estimates put the resulting horsepower at from
200,000 to 250,000. About 100,000 is now finished

or under way.

POWER TRANSMISSION,
Joseph Dworack, an ingenious farmer living near

Scotland, S. D., lias a farm on a creek which
has a good volume of water, and he decided to

make use of • the power the stream afforded. He
accordingly built an undershot wheel that will de-

velop 10 horsepo^ver. The wheel is used to op-

erate a corn grinder, circular saw and cream sep-

arator. The power is more than ample for this

purpose, and it is the intention of Mr. Dworack
to procure a generator and install an electric-light

plant.

Articles of incorporation of the Fort Wayne
( Ind.) Power Company iinve been filed. The di-

rectors are Frank li. Cutshall, Frederick H.
Schmidt, Arthur jNIohr, Frederick Scheiman and
Samuel Morris, Jr. The company is formed to

take over the feeder canal and waterpower recently

purchased by the Fort Wayne and Wabash Valley
Traction Company. It is said that the dam in St.

Joe River at Robison Park will be rebuilt for this

waterpower.

The Allen-Lantz navigability bill, which officially

declares the Desplaincs and Illinois rivers to be
navigable, was passed by the Illinois Senate, as

stated in the Western Electrician last week, with-

out the emergency clause. This clause was at-

tached in order at once to put a stop to the con-
struction of a dam by a private company in the
Desplaincs River. The lower house did not concur
in the action of the Senate, and now Governor
Deneen will demand that the Senate pass the bill

with the emergency clause. If this action is not
taken it is said that the governor will institute

legal proceedings to stop the work now in progress.
The governor lielicvcs that the completion of the
plant now in course of construction would be a
menace to the proposed deep-waterway project, and
will try to keep all obstructions out of the river.

The largest steam electric plant in' the South
will be constructed by the Southern Power Com-
pany at Spartanburg, S. C, developing 50,000 horse-
power. This plant will cost approximately $2,000,-
000, and will he built in sections according to the
needs, work to be started late in 1908. The com-
pany, with its $10,000,000 capital, and the 300 cotton
mills as possible customers, proposes to supply
power all the year regardless of the flow of streams,
and the Spartanburg steam plant is designed to
fill in any deficiency that may be experienced in
the three or four months of comparatively dry
weather sometimes known. There are 10 power

RADIO-TELEGRAPHY.
.An Ashland (Wis.) concern is planning the erec-

tion of a wireless-telegraph system to connect Ash-
land and Madeline Island in the Apostle group.
It is expected to have two stations in working
order early next spring. The promoters of the plan

also have in view the establishment of a life-saving

station on one of the islands.

The German government's new wireless telegraph
station at Tsingtau, China, is on top of the Died-
erichs Hill, 328 feet high, next to the signal station.

The square-towered building of the signal station

as well as the nearby mast of the wireless appa-
ratus are easily recognized a long distance out at

sea. The system in use is telefunken, of Slaby-
Arco, with a mast and counterweight, the distance
of activity being about 100 nautical miles. The
direction of the main wave activity is southeast

;

however, the directions from east to south are fully

free. The station is the property of the Kiaochow
government and is used to communicate with men-
of-war of the German, navy, but will be thrown
open for general public use before long on con-
ditions which have not as yet been determined.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Jeffrey Manufacturing Company of Colum-

bus, Ohio, has just issued catalogue D, which illus-

trates and goes exhaustively into the subject of
coal and ash-handling machinery for power plants.

This is a subject of much importance to operators
of central stations and industrial establishments, to

whom the new catalogue should prove of interest.

The Sanduskj- Foundry and Machine Company
of Sandusky, Ohio, has just issued a well-illus-

trated catalogue showing and describing in detail

the company's line of single-acting triplex pumps
and other paper-mill specialties. This catalogue
does not go into the subject of high-pressure ma-
chines and double-acting machines made by this

company.

The Cutler-Hammer Clutch Company of Milwau-
kee :s about to issue a handsome and well-illus-

trated booklet on "Lifting Magnets," advance copies
of which have been received. After several years
of quiet preparation the company is now in readi-
ness to fill orders for lifting magnets, and this new
and interesting publication tells all about these
twentieth-century devices.

The November bargain sheet showing the com-
plete stock of the Gregory Electric Company is

larger than ever. The works of this pioneer elec-

trical bargain house are located at the corner of
Sixteenth and Lincoln streets, Chicago, where a
large stock of machines, apparatus and repairs can
be found. A new price list on Excelsior carbon
brushes has just been issued.

The Dean Electric Company of Elyria, Ohio,
manufacturer of modern telephones and telephone

apparatus has just issued a booklet entitled "An
Independent Telephone Plant." In it the personnel

and product of this enterprising company are given
attention, also the events which led up to the

establishing of this thriving industry. The booklet

will be of interest to all telephone men.

The Century Electric Company of St. Louis, hav-
ing confined its efforts to the manufacture of
single-phase motors only, feels that it has been
successful in developing this type of machine to

the highest point of quality, and as a result it has
se\'eral times been necessary to increase the factory

equipment to meet the demand. The company has
just issued bulletin No. 9, co\'ering Century single-

phase self-starting alternating-current motors, which
will be of interest to those in need of standard or
special-design motors.

Chase-Shawmut Company, Newburyport, Mass.,
has recently issued bulletin and price list No. lor,

descriptive of the company's stage-lighting appli-

ances. It is convenient in form and clear in its

information and will Ije found of distinct service

to all interested in these matters. The bulletin is

a continuation of a series of bulletins this com-
pany is now getting out, liulletin No. 100 having
recently been issued, covering National Electrical

Code fuses, cut-outs and fittings, railw.ny cut-out
boxes, pocket test lamps, etc.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
The November meeting of the Central Electric

Railway Association will he held in the Claypool
J-Iotcl, Indiana[jolis, on November 21st. Among the

papers lo be read is one by .Albert Herrick of
New York on the subject of "The .Analysis of the

Cost and Methods q! Electric-railway Maintenance."

Vol. XXV. ("jf the Trans.'iclions of the .American
Institute of I^lectrical F.ngineers has just been
published in the usual substantial book form. The
iKJok contains the papers read at the various In-

stitnte meetings during the year 1906, together wilh

the discussions. Lists of officers, members and
other information are given.

November meetings of committees of the Na-
tional Fire Protection Association will be held at
the Nevv York office of the association, 29 West
Thirty-ninth Street, as follows : Executive com-
mittee, November igth ; committee on automatic
sprinklers, November 20th : committee on devices
and materials, November 21st and 22d.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The St. Louis (Mo.) Electric Heating Company

has been incorporated wit.i a capital stock of
$10,000.

The Sewerage Commission, Charleston, S. C, has
decided to install an electric pump as an experi-
ment in lieu of the compressed-air pump. The sys-
tem may be eventually extended over the entire
city.

The fine Pittsburg (Kan.) shops of the Kansas
City Southern Railway Company, designed and
constructed by The Arnold Company, have re-
cently been completed and are up-to-date in every
way.

Black Bros, of Beatrice, Neb., have increased the
size of their flumes and waterwheels in their flour
mill in order to take care of the new electric

plant, which will be used for lighting the mill and
bleaching the flour.

Electric horse clippers are giving excellent serv-
ice in stables in New York and elsewhere. Two
horses can be clipped at the same time, and the
cost of operation is said to amount to about one
cent per horse. The electric groomer is in every
way as satisfactory as the clipper. A satiny gloss
is put upon a horse's coat in a fraction of the
time required to do it by hand.

TRADE NEWS.
A neat leather and metal watch fob, being a

representation of a cluster of eight incandescent
lamps—the Buckeye kind—is issued as a souvenir
by the Buckeye Electric Company of Cleveland.

The Illinois Battery Company of Freeport, III.,

has been incorporated with a capital of $ro,ooo,

the purpose being to manufacture and sell elec-

trical devices. The incorporators are W. F. Berg-
man, J. G. Finkbiner and D. N. Byers.

W. H. Fowler of Pella, Iowa, writes that he is

about to install an electric-lighting plant and will

be in the market for a complete installation con-
sisting of engines and boilers, a 6o-kilowatt dynamo
and a lOO-kilowatt dynamo, and an incandescent
lighting outfit for streets.

BUSINESS.
The Douglas Electric Construction Company of

New Orleans has been incorporated with a caoital

of $25,000, by Roydan R. Douglas and others.

James S. Barron & Co., 200-206 West Broadway,
New York, call attention to the H-P rustless cable

hanger for telephone and telegraph cables. This
hanger, made in one piece entirely of zinc, is

quickly applied and holds fast. There are no loose

parts to set up electrolytic action, rust out and
allow the cable to get loose. A wrap of I^-inch
tape affords insulation, protection against mechan-
ical injury and insures a rigid grip of cable.

Chas. .A. Stevens & Brothers, the well-known
dry-goods firm on State Street, Chicago, have placed
an order for Nernst lamps for the lighting of their

second .and third floors. The Board of Education
of Chicago has contracted with the Nernst Lamp
Company for 2S8 three-glower lamps and fixtures

for the lighting of the assembly halls of the vari-

ous school buildings. Armour & Co. have con-

tracted with the Nernst Lamp Company for 1.C42

glower units of Nernst lamps for the lighting of

the new administration building at the Union Stock
Yards, Chicago.

Concerning the injunction secured by the General
Electric Company against the city of Nashville

preventing the use of certain electric generators

manufactured by the Bullock Electric IManufactur-

ing Company, Allis-Chalmcrs Company says that

some of the reports appearing in the press were
misleading, and it states the case as follows: "A
motion for preliminary injunction was filed by the

General Electric Company against the city of Nash-
ville, alleging infringement of the Parcelle patent.

This patent, which has but a few months more to

run, covers very specifically a mechanical device

for fastening the laminated pole-pieces of a dynamo-
clcclric machine in position on the frame. This

construction was employed in a few machines man-
ufactured several years ago by the Bullock Electric

Manufacturing Company, before its affiliation with

.Allis-Chahners Company, but has since been aban-

doned for a belter device. The city of Nashville

was given 60 flays from the date of the court's

order within which to make the necessary changes

10 avoid infringement. The simple changes required

were rcai,lily made by ;\llis-Chahners Company,
within the lime specified, in such a maimer that

the operation of the plant was not interfered wild."
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ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD,
Issued (United States Patent Ofict) Sovembfy i, /907.

869,873. Insulalor. Diinciin M. Bass, l'*aoklcr, Ala.

AWlication lilcd Juno 17, U)07.

Tliirt insulalor comprises a l)rai:kct wllli louBitucliiiHl

Hiits ami open spaces into wliicli Ilir slits cxlciid. wire-

lioldiriK iiiniibcis in tlic bracld-t, junl a cap for cli.hniK

llio intl of the bracket and rcHlrictinK the slitii.

8(K),oi4. Klccli'ic Arc Lamp. Gcovrc M. Lane,

Laiioka, N. J., as.siRiior of onc-lhird lo Orian

V. Lane and oiic-thifd to Daniel S. Holmes,

Forked River, N. J. Application fdcd March

24, 1905.

TIio part of the lamp pntcntt'd is a plate willi an

oiK'uiiiK lur llu- movable eU-etrodt- tbiit lias n rinK

.surroundinK tlic opcninK, within which is a sleeve pro-

vided with slots at diametrically opposite pointfi. At

the inner ends of ihc slots arc pivnlt-d doRs with then-

ends notched to smiRly receive the movable electrodes.

8(M),9-^4. Dynamo-electric Machinery. Charles A.

Parsons and John TI. Armstrong, Newcastle-

upon-Tyne, England; said Armstrong assignor

to said Parsons. Application filed February 10,

1906.

A construction for field poles is covered, which pro-

vides means for fixing the windinR to the pole pieces

comprising grooves in the face of the pnlc pieces par.illel

to the axis of the machine, flanged elements of mag-

netic material fitting into the grooves, projections on

these elements, clamping pieces fitting over the pro-

jections, and means for attaching the clamping pieces to

the machine.

869,943. Alternating-current Motor Controller. Au-

gust Sundh, Yonkers. N. Y., assignor to the

Otis Elevator Company, Jersey City, N. J. Ap-

plication filed December rS, 1905.

The rotor of the induction motor has a set of sec-

tional resistances connected to it in starting. Electro-

magnetic switches that ara restrained by dash pots arc

arranged to cut out the starting resistances step by step

so as to produce a uniform acceleration of the motor.

869.955. Switch for Trolley Wires. Frank M.
Zimmerman, Aurora, 111. Application filed Oc-

tober 23, 1905.

This switch for main and divergent trolley wires has

suspended switchblades movable laterally and in the same

direction at their lower edges. The trolley wheel closes

one of these blades to the main wire when going in

either direction.

869,970: Railway Signal and Safety Appliance.

Charles J. Kintner, New York, N. Y. Apph-

cation filed August 10, 1905. Renewed January

18, 1907.

The semaphore arm has one danger and two clear

positions, indicating whether the switch is set for mam
or side track. A reversible electric motor operates the

arm and is controlled by track circuits. Controlling de-

vices are carried by a car or train that arc actuated so

as to stop the train when the signal is in danger posi-

tion.

869,973. Telephone-supporting Apparatus. William

B. Lehmkuhl, Cambridge, Mass. Application

filed May 9, 1906.

This is a support for a desk telephone and consists of

two arms pivoted together, one of them having a

ratchet wheel and the other a pawl co-operating there-

with. When pushed out of the way the arms stand

vertical. The telephone is pivotally mounted on the end

of the moving arm.

870,012. Electromagnetic Press. John P. Buck-

ley, New York, N. Y. Apphcation filed April

19, 1907.

A shaping press has a stationary die carrying electro-

magnets, a counterbalanced movable die carrying arma-

tures for the magnets, and electromagnetic means for

bringing the movable die into the field of the electro-

magnets.

870,015. Storage Battery. Joseph C. Cook and Ed-

ward Sokal, Buffalo, N. Y. ; said Sokal as-

signor to said Cook. Application filed May 10,

1905.

This plate for storage batteries has a large number of

closely arranged pinlike projections forming a relatively

large superficial area. Paste is applied to the base of the

projections and this paste is formed by the Faure
process. When the plate is put in service the super-

ficial exposed area is formed by the Plante action.

870,024. Apparatus for Producing Perforated Strips.

Thomas A. Edison Llewellyn Park, Orange,

N. J., assignor to the Edison Storage Battery

Company, West Orange, N. J. Application filed

March 24, 1Q05.

This machine consists of a pair of co-operating per-

forating rolls, between which a strip of material 01

greater width than the rolls is fed. This strip is pressed

against a guide and run between cutting edges that

separate the perforated and unperforated parts, _ whicii

are then separately wound on reels.

870,029. System of Motor Control. Jay H. Hall,

Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the Electric Con-
troller and Supply Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

Application filed March 19, 1906.

The system comprises a motor, a main magnetically

operated switch and a magnetically controlled reversing

mechanism therefor, a master controller, a connecting
wire from the master controller to the reversing mech-
anism, and means whereby the circuit through this wire

is broken on the closure of the main switch and remain.-;

broken as long as the main switch is closed and remauit
closed as long as the main switch is open.

870,035. Dynamo - electric Machine. Dugald C.

Jackson, Madison, Wis. Apphcation filed De-
cember 22, 1902.

The armature of an alternating-current motor has a

short-circuited and a commutatcd winding, the latter

being connected to a commutator goqaprising an integral

liun conductor of hijih rc*iiitnncc. Drunheit ci)KaK)')K

the comnuitriior connect to nn aiixllinry field winilinK-

870,042. Resistance-adjusting Device. Hector P.

MacLagan, Chicago, 111., assignor to Ihc Na-
tional Rheostat Conijtany, Chicago, 111. Appli-

cation filed October 11, 1905.

A cylindrical mountinR block hnti necurcd to it ;i cylin-

drical shell \ipon which is wound continiiounly a re-

sistnnce winding to form tranHvcfHC coils whow upper
cdgcH are disposed to form n circulnr contact edge. A
rotating contact lever, pivoted nt the center, engager
the contact edge* of the rchistancc coils,

870,068. Fire Alarm. Robert M. Whipple, May-
field, Idaho. Application filed June 19, 1907.

A tube lias a bulb at its base and both contain a con-

ducting liquid, such as mercury. A terminal jirojcclii

into the bulb and another extends to near the upper
surface of the liquid. Abnormal heating cxpandtf the

liquid and thus clo.scs an alarm circuit.

870,078. Electric Switching Apparatus and Con-
trolling Apparatus Therefor. Alfred Blackmorc,
Kensington, London, England. Application filed

April 2, 1906.

A local circuit containing in scries a relay and electro-

magnetic tripping devices can be closed from a number
of positions so as to operate these devices simultaneously

and thus cause a motor lo open or close any desired

main switch.

870,080. Trolley Wheel. Charles P. Bostian and
Homer C. Bostian, Milton. Pa., assignors of

one-third lo Plarry R. Frick, Milton, Pa. Ap-
plication filed July 15, 1907.

The trolley harp has a base and. two side plates, one of

which is hinged to the base and held in position by a

latch. These plates support the axle of the trollej;^ wheel
in ball bearings. The wheel has teeth for engaging the

wire to remove ice and sleet therefrom and a ratchet to

engage a pawl on the harp so as to prevent rotation of

the wheel.

8/0,102. Electric Signaling Apparatus. Felix B.

Herzog, New York, N.. Y. Application filed

July 12, 1889.

This is a call-box telegraph which has a call-answering
signal, an. electromagnet energized only when the signal

is moved to inoperative position and adapted to hold
the signal inoperative until released, when the magnet
is de-energized, and means for moving th^ signal lo

inoperative position by the sending of cails.

870,115. Car Loader. Wilbur S. Mayers, Fairmont,

W. Va., assignor to the Fairmont Box Car
Loader Company, Fairmont, W. Va. Applica-

tion filed October 9, 1905.

This machine is designed for loading coal into box
cars. A rotary shovel mounted in a casing distributes

the coal in the car. A shaft is provided for this sbcvel

and one for adjusting the casing. A motor is connc.tei
to these shafts through controllable power-transmitting
means.

870,139. Track Relay. John D. Taylor, Swissvale,

Pa., assignor to the Union Switch and Signal

Company, Swissvale, Pa, Application filed April

18, 1907.

A frequency relay contains an induction motor and a
centrifugal device actuating a contact-making device
for closing a signal circuit when the speed of rotation

corresponds to the frequency of the track-circuit current.

870,141. Automatic Starting Device for Alternating-

current Vapor Lamps. Carl H. Vom Baur,
New York, N. Y. Application filed April 16,

1907.
This device provides a pair of auxiliary electrodes at

one end of the tube, between which an arc is struck by
the rocking of the tube, which is done by .1 magnet
whose armature is mechanically connected to the tube.
This electromagnet and the auxiliary arc are in circuit

only at starting.

870,145. Electric Signaling System for Railways.

Harry J. Warthen, Washington, D. C, assignor

of one-third to Andrew J. Hurley and one-
third to Walter A. Reiss, Washington, D. C.

Application filed January iS, 1907.

This system comprises a third rail having resistan^^es

therein, a shoe on the train having contact therewith,
differently colored lights on the engine, a recording
device having similarly colored markers in '.ircuit, one
with each corresponding light, and an audibl-i signal

in circuit with the red light.

870,147. Multiple-unit Controlling System for Elec-

tric Locomotives or Motor Cars. Ragnar Wi-
kander, Westeras, Sweden. Application filed

January 5, 1907.

This system consists of transformers sunplving the
motor-units, a number of switches for regulating the
voltages supplied to the motor-units from the trans-

formers, a number of circuits controlling the switches,

and means for changing the connections between the
switches and the controlling circuits.

870.149. System of Electrical Distribution. Joseph
L. Woodbridge, Philadelphia, Pa. Application

filed April 19, 1905.

In this system an alternating-current source supplies
enercj' for both alternating-current and direct-current
distributing lines. The latter contain a stora;;e battery
and booster and ^hcy are connected to the Si)uice

through a rotary converter. The booster controller is an
induction machine with Sxed priimiy and secondarj'
windings, the first_ connected to^ the alternating-current
supply and furniftiing a rotary llcJc', the se;ond ],d\'in2

a commutator aboiit wh:;'i bf.uhos arc -evolved by a
synchronous '.notor. One tct o'. tiiese brufJies lonnects
to the direct-current line and the other to the booster
field.

870.150. System of Electrical Distribution. Joseph
L. Woodbridge, Philadelphia, Pa. Application
filed May 21, 1907.

Thht lytlcm (>rovidrN apparatus fur connccilrig and
controJIfiiK a rruulalliiK tioru^e ballcry to an alter-
iiiiiing-curreMt circuii. The aiiftiiraluii coniUti of a
roijiry converter, Imoiilcr and two i|icclal cxdtcri driven
hy u bynchroMous niulor.

^7f>.iS5- Jilcctric Popcorn Machine. William H.
Ikan, Gadsden, Ala. Application filed Novem-
ber 26, 1906.

.\ri cleciric hciilcr In uncd for lurallnK a pan. A
inutur in nioiinicd on lop of llic cailnif and fii geared to
.1 veriiciil nlmft carrying on i|« lower end a itirrcr
tlia'. oper.'itcH in Ihc pan.

870,166. Electric Clutch. Noah S. Hartcr, Wau-
kcgan, 111., assignor to Ihc American Steel and
Wire Company, Worcester, Mass. Application
filed June 25, 1907.

In this clulch the driving member carriei friction
alraps adapted to cng-igc thq driven member. An elcc-
Ironiagnctic coil is mounted in a ntationary ring sur-
rounding the driven nhaft and acttiateK arm.iturcH which
draw tlic friction straps so as to join the shafts.

870.168. Inlcrcommunicating Telephone. William
W. Henry, Wollaston, Mass., assignor to Sam-
uel H, Couch, Boston, Mass. Application filed

September 17, 1906.

This telephone comprises a bell movement, inducllon
coil, receiver switch, a Hwitch adapted to proKrcsnivcly
close the talkinK and rinsing circuii n throuRh the
operation of a lever, and automatic locking mean* at-

tached to the lever for maintaining the talking circuit.

870.169. Apparatus for Making Rail Bonds. Albert
B. Hcrrick, Ridgewood, N. J., assignor to the
Electric Railway Improvement Company, Cleve-
land, Ohio. Application filed May 5, 1904.

A block is provided with a raised boss of substan-
tially elliptical outline about which a conductor ifl

adapted to be wound, and a transverse slot dividing the
boss into two similar parts.

870,175. Car Loader. John H. Huhn, Fairmont,
W. Va., assignor to the Fairmont Box Car
Loader Company, Fairmont, W. Va. Applica-
tion filed October 14, 1905.

This patent covers further details of the machine
mentioned in No. 870,115 noted above. The motor is

mounted on a carriage adapted to move forward and
backward.

870,187. Wall Insulator. Fred M. Locke, Victor,
N. Y. Application filed July 18, 1907.

NO. 870,187.—WALL INSULATOR.

A wall insulator comprises an entrance tube and a
pair of concavo-convex disks surrounding the tube and
each provided with a series of concentric annular flanges
projecting from their concave faces. (See cut.)

870.188. Brake for Vehicles. Joseph N. Mahoney,
Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to himself and James
D. Leys and Samuel Jacobson, New York,
N. Y. Application filed June 2, 1905.

An electric motor under the control of the motorman
is arranged to increase the tension of the brake spring.
(Electromagnetic retaining devices maintain this increased
tension. These devices are also controlled from the
brake controller and when released permit the application
of the brakes.

870.189. Brake for Power-driven Vehicles. Joseph
N. Mahoney, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to him-
self and James D. Leys and Samuel Jacobson,
New York, N". Y. Apphcation filed October
30, 1905-

NO. 870,189.—BRAKE FOR PO^VER-DRIVEN VEHICLES.

This patent covers a brake similar to the previous
one. The feature about these brakes is that they are
applied by a spring and released by a motor acting on
this spring. (See cut.)

870,198. Electrical Horn. William E. Russell, Dan-
bury, Conn. Application filed September 28,

1906.

The horn comprises a diaphragni, a magnet, a circuit-
breaker and connections intermediate the diaphragm and
circuit-breaker for imparting movements from the dia-
phraigm to the breaker.

870,205. Engine Valve-setting Device. Robert E.
Stephenson, Indianapolis, Ind. Application filed

September 29, 1905.

A means for indicating the position of the valve of
an engine consists of a recording instrument capable
of producing a record on a part connected with the
valve, electrically controlled means for actuating the
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recording instrument, and means operated by the piston

for actuating the electrically controlled means at the

ends of the stroke of the piston.

870,211. Evaporator. Edward Zareniba, Chicago,

III. Application filed March 12, 1906.

NO. 870,211.—EV.\PORATOR.

An apparatus for evaoorating corrosive liquors com-
prises a suitable receptacle, a non-conducting, refractory
lining therefor, non-corrodible electrodes which extend
below the designed liquid level and electrical conductors
.connected lo the electrodes and supported entirely above
the liquor level. (See cut.)

870,214. Coin-counting, Registering and Bagging-

Machine. Charles _S. Batdorf, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

assignor to the Universal Coinwrapping Machine
Company. Application filed January 12, 1504.

There is in combination a coin conductor, means for
advancing coins received therefrom, means for register-

ing the advance of the coins, a motor circuit including
a switch lever, a trip device on the register, and a con
nection from the switch lever having one end disposed
in the range of action of the trip, means whereby the
switch is operated to interrupt the motor circuit and
stop the machine by the advance of a final coin of a

predetermined number of coins.

870.232. Signaling Device for Railways. George S.

Getchell, Los Angeles, Cal. Application filed

January 24, 1907.

The signal consists of a series of track contacts adapted
to be operated by passing trains and a number of
groups of signals arranged along the track, each one of
the contacts being connected to one signal in all the
groups and the signals connected to each of the contacts

being distinguishable from the signals connected to the

other contacts.

870.233. Process of Manufacturing Reflector In-

candescent Lamps. Howard Gilmore, Brook-
line, Mass. Application filed August 16, 1905.

Renewed May 29, 1907.

This process applies to lamps with reflectors that are
curled and inserted through the neck of the bulb. The
successive steps are: Restoring reflector to normal posi-

tion, inserting filament stem and connected parts through
the neck and aperture in reflector, rotating bulb till

stem drops into neck, leaving reflector and stem in posi-

tion for securing in placc-

870,253. Electric Compensator. Edmund O. Schweit-

zer, Chicago, 111., assignor of one-half to John

J. Schayer, Chicago, 111. Original appliciyion

filed December 14, 1903. Divided and this ap-

plication filed November 2, 1904.

A temperature compensator for measuring instruments
and similar circuits contains a conductor with negative
temperature coefiicient, which decreases in resistance

while the copper portion increases in resistance with in-

creased temperatures, thus maintaining the resultant

resistance of the circuit constant.

870,262. Therapeutic Lamp. Julius B. Wantz, Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to the Victor Electric Com-
pany, Chicago, in. Application filed March 9,

1907. .

A base plate has a number of openings into which
are fitted hoods surrounding incandescent lamps. The
inside of the base and the hoods are provided with a
reflecting surface.

870,313. Dynamo-electric Machine. Mathias Pfat-

ischcr, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the Elec-*

tro Dynamic Company, New York, N. Y. .Ap-
plication filed Jul}' 23, 1906.

An interpolc shunt motor has only one winding for

the entire set of commutating poles. This winding is in
scries with the armature and is placed in a coil concen-

. trie with the shaft and on Ihe opposite end of the arma-
ture from the commutator end.

870,326. Electric Furnace. Frank J. Tone, Niag-
ara Falls, N. Y. Application filed March 7,

1905. Renewed April x, 1907.

This is a combined arc and resistance furnace, the
resistance element of which is composed of shaped pieces
of resistance material assembled to form a continuous
-elf-sustaining electrical conductor.

S7o,328. Electric Signaling Mechanism. Jean F.

Webb. Jr., Chicago. 111., assignor lo Ihc Elec-

tric Signagraph and Semaphore Company, Chi-
cago, III. Application filed May 31, 1907.

A tftcp'by-slcp circuit controlling mechanism com-
I>ri»e5 operating maancts carried in a supporting frame,
.-in armature pi%'otally mounted therein, a contact carry-

ing 'Ihk and ratchet wheel mounted on a shaft, a
pawl carried by the armature for engaging with the

ratchet wheel, and an c&capcment wheel mounted on the

shaft.

870,341- Incandescent Lamp. Herman Bochm,
Youngstown, Ohio. Application filed November
21, 1906.

An incandescent lamp bulb is of cylindrical forma-
tion throughout a portion of its length and throughout
the rcnwiining portion of its length flattened at opposite
points, the flattened porlion* extending from one end ot
The hulli to and tcrniinatincc :il tlic cylindrical portion,
r^adingtn wires arc flattened ogainit the Bat sides of the

bulb.

870'353- Circuit-closer. Theodore M. Foote, All-

ston, Mass. Application filed November -3, 1906.

A circuit closer comprises two similar tootlied wheels
secured together, one slightly in advance angularly of

the other, the teeth of one wheel being composed of elec-

trically non-conductive material and of the other wheel
of electrically conductive material. A single contact
piece is arranged to successively engage the teeth of

both wheels.

870.368. Insulating Board or Slab. George Kelly,

Hinsdale, 111. Application filed June 22, 1906.

The method of manufacturing these insulating boards
consists in applying to sheets having printers' ink
thereon a solution of borax and water that cuts the

grease in the ink, and afterward cementing the sheets
together with liquid glass.

870.369. Sparking Plug for Internal-combustion

Engines. Arthur E. Lamkin, Croydon, England.
Application filed December 4, 1905.

This plug has a passage-way terminating at one end in

a chamber that contains a check valve and holes for

admitting air from within the chamber. A tubular con-

ductor is mounted in the other end of the passage-way
and bent on itself to bring its bore into direct alignment

\ with another conductor insulated from the plug.

870,376. Contact Galvanometer. John W. Mauley,.

New Barnet. England, assignor oi one-half to

the Electric Safety Appliances Company. Ltd,.

London, England. Application filed September

29, 1906.

A pair of conductors are twisted on eacli other and
coiled around the field of play of a magnetized movable
element. An electric circuit comprising a cut-out and
a magnetized circuit closure is disposed in operativt

proximity to the magnetized movable element.

870,404, Time-controlled Electric Switch. John W.
Wood, Mobile, Ala., assignor of two-thirds to

Charles W. Stanton and James H. Zelnicker.

Mobile, Ala. Application filed July 3, 1507.

NO. 870,404.—TIME-CONTROLLED SWITCH.

The winding key of an alarm clock is connected by a

link to a spring latch which keeps a weight from falling.

In its descent the weight strikes a lever, which holds
a switch closed against the force of a spring and thus
opens the switch. (See cut.)

870,423. Electrical Thermostatic Alarm. Joda
Finch, Lyndhurst, N. J. Application filed Feb-
ruary 26, 1907.

A shaft is mounted to one side of a thermostatic

element in such a way that the latter can cause it to

rotate and close an alarm circuit.

870,427. Train-controlling Apparatus. William

Germiner, Pueblo, Colo., assignor of two-

fifths to Marshall L. Brittain, Pueblo, Colo.

Application filed April 2, 1507.

This apparatus includes a series of independent track

circuits, normally open circuits carried by the loco-

motives and adapted to be closed in conjunction witli

each other and with any one of the track circuits, an
electromagnet in each of the locomotive circuits and a

bleed valve for the train pipe operated on the movement
of the magnet's armature.

870,466. Electrical Signaling System for Railways.

Harry L. Rider. Oil City, Pa. Application filed

October 26, 1906.

This system provides signals and electric circuits there-

for, track stop-plates electrically operated in conjunction

with the signals, and a lever carried by the locomotive

and adapted to act on a valve for applying the air brakes

when the lever strikes any of the track stop-plates.

870,47.2. Traction Attachment for Moving Objects.

George G. Schroedcr, Washuigton, D. C, as-

signor to the Farm Motor Company. Appli-

cation filed April 23, 1907.

An engine, a dynamo and a motor arc mounted with

Iheir shafts aligned on a beam supported by a wheel.

Storage batteries arc placed along tlie side of the beam.

The shafts of the machines are connected by clulehes

and gearing to the object lo be moved.

870.473. Racing-game Apparatus. Gustav F. W.
Schultzc, Oakland, Cal., assignor to the Schultzc

Novelty Company. Application filed September

17, 1906.

In this macliinc there is in combination with a

series of racing figures and the operating mechanism
thereof means wliereby the players may register a g'ucrts

through the medium of a deposited token, and electric-

ally controlled means for returning to the player the de-

posited token on the riRislcred guess coinciding with the

winning figure of the race,

870,486. Conducting-wirc Support and Insulator.

Harvey W. Wistncr, Ogden, Utah. Application

filed June 13, 1906.

The support has an nitcning, a portion of wtiicli h
threaded. An insulator (its into this and lias a corre-

sponding threaded part. The insulator is split longl
tudinally into two parts, with a longitudinal groove
for holding the wire in each part. One part also has
a hole for a tie wire.

870,490. Combined Electric Connector and Switch.
Stephen F. Burbank, Wilmington, N. C. Ap-
plication filed January 24, 1906.

This connector consists of two pipe sections with a
connector block in the end of each. These blocks con-
sist of a central conducting plug and an annular con
ductor insulated from each other and from the pipe.
The conductors have grooves and , ribs for joining cor-
responding ones together.

870,495. Automatic Resoldering Device for Elec-
trical Protective Apparatus. Frank B. Cook,
Chicago, 111. Original application filed March
8, 1906. Divided and this application filed May
II, 1907.

A repairing device for thermal protectors comprises
two pairs of normally separated spring members, means
for normally holding these pairs in this separated rela-

tion, and a thumb-piece adapted to be depressed whereby
the contact between each pair of spring members is

closed.

870.504. Mutoscope. Paul Frost, Berlin, Germany.
Application filed January 25, 1907.

A phonograph is driven in unison with the 'views pre-
sented. An electric illuminating circuit containing dif-

ferently colored lights is controlled by the rotating
mutoscope picture drum,

870.505. Apparatus for Synchronizing Motors. Wil-
lard P. Gerrish, Cambridge, Mass., assignor
of one-half to the Alvan Clark and Sous Cor-
poration, Cambridge, Mass. Application filed

January 23, 1905.

This apparatus has in combination a speed controlling
electric circuit, means acting momentarily at regular
intervals to change the circuit from a condition in wl»iel>

the speed "of the motor is retarded to a condition in

which the speed of the motor is accelerated, means for

retaining the circuit in the last-mentioned condition, and
means controlled by the motor for restoring the circuit
during each interval to a .condition in which the speed
of the motor is retarded.

870,525. Advertising Device. Charles C. Bonnert,
Baltimore, Md., assignor of one-half to Jerome
I. Vogeler, Baltimore, Md. Application filed

February 4, 1907.

A bottle has an opening in its bottom and rests on
a stand having an annular recess. A socket is secured to

the central raised portion of the stand and an electric

globe is mounted in' the socket so as to light up the
bottle.

870,530. Individual Protector Unit. Frank B. Cook,
Chicago, 111. Original application filed January
18, 1906. Divided and this application filed Feb-
rua'ry 11, 1907.

An individual protector comprises- a sheet-metal base,

insulating portions secured to one side of the base,

spring members carried by the insulating portions and
inserted through holes therein, and suitable fuses and
lightning arresters held in place by the spring members.

Reissue.

12.715. Electrical Attachment for Movable Objects.

John R. Dawkins, Dallas, Tex. Application

filed September 30, 1907. Original No. 855,389,

dated May 28, 1907.

A ground-working device comprises a source of elec-

trical energy, electrical connection between the source
and the device and between the source and the ground
thereby completing an electrical circuit to prevent the

adhering of earthy sLibsLmces to the device.

PATENTS THAT HAVE EXPIRED.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issuerl

by the United Stales Patent Office) that expired

November II, igo7:

440,165. Multiplex Telegraphy. D. H. Keeicy, Ottawa,
Canada.

440,164. Telegrapli CirciiU. D. IT. Kcelcy, Ottawa, Canada.
440,175. Secondary Battery. F. Mar.'c, Berlin, Germany.
440,180. Eleetrie-mrlor Triiek and Gear. E. Peckliam,

New York, N. Y.
440,199. Indueed Current Telegrapli. A. M. Rosebrugli,

Toronto, Canada.
440,210. Electrode for Secondary Batteries. E. B. Weed.

Detroit, Mieh.
440,213. Electric Swilcli. M. Wheloss, Nashville. Tenn.

440, =16. Secondary Battery Plate. A. E. Woolf, New
York, N. Y.

440,324. Distribulion of Electric Energy. S. 2. De Fer-

renti, Hampstead, England.

440,241. Electric Actuating Mechanism for Clocks. H. T.

Schlegel, Akron, O.
440.267. Process of Producing Porous Crystallized Melal

Plales. C. Paven. Philadelphia. Pa.

440.268. Process of Producing Crystallized Metallic Lead
Plates. C. Payen, Philadelphia, Pa.

440.269. Process of Producing Crystallized Lend Plates.

C Payen, Philadelphia, Pa.

440.270. Art of Producing Crystallized Metal Plates. C.

Payen. Philadelphia. Pa.

440.271. Porous Crystallized Melal Plate. C Payen, Plnla

delphia. Pa. „- j . ,

440.272. Method of Making Porous Crystallized Metal

Plales. C. P.ayen, 1 ..iladclphia. Pa.

440,271. Process ot Making I'orous Cry.stallized Melal

Plates. C. Payen, Philadelphia, Pa.

440,274, 440.27s, 440,276 and 440,277. Processes of Pro-

ducing Crystallized Metallic Lead Plates. C. Payen,

Philadelphia, Pa. ,.,,.,„
440.290. Temperature Regulator for Eleclrical Measuring

Instruments. E. Weslon, Newark, N. J.

440.291. Index Controlling Device for Electrical Measuring

Instrumcnis. E. Weslon, Newark, N. J.

440,101. Eleclrie Switch. A. U. Bush, lio.slon, Mass.

.1.10„i26. System of Eleclrical Disclnbution, W. S. Rich-

ards, Natick, Mass. _ „
440,362. Electric Railway. J. K. P. Nourse, Boston, Mass.

440,384. Adjustable Resistance for Electrical Circuits. O.

Wirt Orange, N. J.

440,420. Galvanic Ballcry. W. Colilnian. Philadelphia, P.i.

440,42s. Current Collector for Dynamo Electric Machines.

W. K. Freeman. Brooklyn, N. Y.
, ,, ,

440,502 and 440,303. Electric Switch and Signal Mech-

anism. I. Ramsey, Jr.. and F. C. Weir, Cincinnali. O.
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Electric Sleep and Resuscitation from
Electric Shock.

By Dr. Alfuku Gkauknwitz.

Owing to tlie obvious (Ir.iwlwclis iiilicrcnt to the

familiar processes of anaesthesia, eiuleavors have been

ni.idc to replace them by a more harmless kind of

insensibility. Mention may he made of the ob-

servation made a few years ago by a Swiss jihy-

sician, Professor Redard, that rays of bine HkIU,

when allowed to act on the eye for a short time,

will canse a suspension of sensitiveness to pain.

This phenomenon has been utilized especially in

connection with dental operations.

.'\nother more promising i)roeess has been devel-

oped by Professor Lednc of Nantes. This consists

of submitting the body of the patient to the action

of a peculiar kind

of electric current,

namely, a low-tension

direct current, inter-

rupted and re-estab-

lished at frequent in-

tervals. This current

is readily utilized for

the production of lo-

cal anesthesia, and

good results have been

obtained, there being

no objectionable after-

effects. Most interest-

ing observations have

been made also by

producing with its aid

a general insensibility

of the body, or, in

Leduc's term, "elec-

tric sleep." Wbile only

local electric anaes-

thesia can at the pres-

ent moment be used

for the purpose of

performing surgical

operations, the phe-

nomena brought out

by the investigations

are extremely inter-

esting from the sci-

entific point of view.

A systematic research of electric sleep has been

recently conducted at Professor Leduc's laboratory

by Dr. Louisa G. Robinovitch, when the remarkable

fact was observed that "electrocuted" 'animals can

be restored to life by the rhythmical application of

electric currents. Before describing this experiment,

which the writer recently had an opportunity of

witnessing, a short abstract of Dr. Robinovitch's

researches will be given.

The current used for producing electric sleep is

direct current interrupted at frequent intervals, the

most advantageous rhythm being no interruptions

per second. This frequent interruption is produced
by a special apparatus designed by Leduc. (See
Fig. 'I on the next page.)

On a horizontal axis rotated by a small electric

motor there is mounted an insulated wheel carry-

ing an armature of metal pieces, forming inter-

mittent contacts at the surface of the rim. On
the latter there are sliding two brushes (A) and
(B). the circuit being closed only when the two
brushes are simultaneously in contact with the
metallic armature. One of these brushes (B) can
be shifted alongside the rim so as to be in contact
with the metallic armature only during, say, one-
half, one-quarter, one one-hundredth or even a
smaller fraction of the time during which the iixed
brush (A) is in contact with the same armature.
When in the position (B') the movable brush

will allow the current to pass during half the time
of rotation of the wheel, and in the position (B)
will allow no current to pass. Between these ex-
treme positions there is a series of intermediary
stages, each of which corresponds to a given period.

Dr. Robinovitch recommends using the current
supplied by a storage battery, while another battery
is used to actuate the motor of the interrupter.

The negative terminal (cathode) of the circuit

should be applied to the head of the animal, as

with the anode at its head the respiration of Ihc

subject is greatly accelerated, while its temperature

will rise to objectionable figures. It is preferable

not to submit the animal suddenly to the svliole

of the dose of current retpiired to produce electric

sleep, as in this case, at the moment the current

is completed, a rather considerable dislurhanee of

respiration antl nf eardi;ic functions is nearly al-

ways produced.

The pupils of the animal when in the state of

electric sleep are not dilated as during epilepsy;

on the contrary, they are contracted to some ex-

tent. The temperature of the body will drop some-

what below the nortual figure, while the rhythm of

respirations differs only slightly from the normal.

There is nearly always an increase in arterial

wnlcli the gradual (llssocl:itlon and disappearnncc

of all faculties, tliefic ini|ircssioii8 licinc similar to

those felt during a niKlitniape. However, Leduc
was still able to regret llic premature dJBConllnu-

ance of these expcriinenls, the latter being stopped

before perfect insensibility was produced. The
awakening was instantaneous and no aftcr-clTccIS

other than a feeling of special well-being was
stated.

It is interesting to observe Uie production of com-
plete electric ana;slhesia or electric sleep in animals,

and this experiment was recently demonstrated to

the writer. After the current has been completed
the subject (usually a rabbit) seems to manifest
some surprise, raising its ears, and soon becomes
restless. As the intensity of the current augments
the rabbit tries to escape, but it does not cry nor

does it seem to suf-

A RABBIT TAKING A QUIET ELECTRIC NAP.

pressure observed during electric sleep as in the

case of other anaesthesia.

Professor Leduc has submitted himself several

times to the suspension of cerebral functions des-

ignated as electric sleep. A large electrode con-

stituted by wadding impregnated with a solution of

sodium chloride and a metal plate was placed on

his forehead and strung round his head. This fron-

tal electrode formed the cathode. Another electrode

of considerable dimensions prepared in the same

manner was fixed to the abdomen by means of an

elastic tape. The current passing lOO times per

second (during one-tenth the time of suspension)

was established gradually. The sensation produced

by the excitation of surface nerves, although dis-

agreeable, could be readily withstood and was ap-

peased as time went on, like the sensation due to

an ordinary direct current. In fact, after passing

through a maximum the sensation was found to

diminish in spite of an increase in the electromo-

tive force. The face was red and there were slight

convulsions of its muscles, as w^ell as of the neck

and even the forearm, and fibrillar tremors were ob-

served, followed up by a pricking feeling at the

finger tips and even in the feet. The inhibition

due to the electric current first affected the centers

of speech, after which the motive centers are com-

pletely inhibited, the subject being unable to respond

to even the most painful excitations or to communi-

cate with the experimenters.

While the current was at its maximum Leduc

heard as in a dream the conversation of those

standing by his side and had perfect consciousness

of his inability to move and to communicate with

his colleagues. He still felt any contacts and

pinching of the forearm, but all his feelings were

deadened, as though the member in question had

gone to sleep. The most painful impression was to

fcr. The animal next

passes through some
slight convulsions,

manifested by trem-

or in the legs and
the face, while its

neck becomes rigid

;

it then falls on its

side. The rigidity

gradually disappears,

and after some slight

efforts to lift its

head the rabbit closes

its eyes and seems to

be asleep. Apart from

very slight tremula-

tions in the fore legs

and in the muscles

of the face it is now
perfectly calm, both

its respiration and
cardiac beatings con-

tinning regularly.

The electromotive

force required for

producing this state

is generally from
five to si.x volts, with

a current intensity of

one milliampere. The
animal may remain

in this state as long as desired; in fact, for many
hours.

If, instead of this low potential, a higher electric

pressure, say 55 volts, be applied to the animal for

a very short period (say four seconds), the circuit

being opened immediately afterward, some very
curious phenomena, resembling an attack of epi-

lepsy, are produced.

In fact, a few seconds after the circuit has been
opened the subject will exhibit tonical convulsions,

while foam appears at its mouth; the animal grinds
its teeth and sometimes gives off slight cries. A
clonical phase then ensues, and these convulsions,
occurring at regular intervals, are followed up by
a stage of coma lasting from a few minutes to half

an hour. This experimental epilepsy thus is seen

to be strictly analogous to pathological epilepsy.

The respiration and cardiac beatings do not seem
to be influenced tp any material degree by the

passage of the "epileptic" current, the effect of

which is limited to an alteration of the nervous
sj^stem giving rise to a subsequent epileptic crisis.

If then -a Leduc current of 12 to 15 volts pressure

be allowed to act on a rabbit during half a minute
or a minute a real electrocution of the animal

can be produced, and the rupture of the current

does not suffice to restore it to normal conditions

as in the case of electric sleep. On the contrary,

the cardiac beatings are found to have ceased en-

tirely and respiration has been likewise discon-

tinued. These two symptoms have been so far

regarded as characteristic of what is termed phys-

iological death, and no resuscitation of a subject

in this state had so far been on record. However,

Miss Rotiinovitch in most cases does succeed in

restoring these animals to life by .applying' a

rhythmical succession of current impulses, the

rhythm corresponding to that of respiration so as
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to produce a process analogous to artificial respira-

tion.

These phenomena are represented in tracing Fig.

2, which shows (in the upper part of the figure)

the curve of respiration and (in the lower part)

the curve of hlood pressure.

Beginning from the left the short initial portions

are characteristic of the normal stage before the

electrocuting current is applied, each indentation

FIG. I. CURRENT INTERRUPTER USED IN PRODUCING
ELECTRIC SLEEP.

corresponding to a complete inspiration and expira-

tion.

As soon as the electrocuting current is completed

a violent respiration (shown by a sudden rise in

the curve) takes place, after which respiration

ceases entirely. The convulsions to which the ani-

mal is subjected likewise disappear after a few

seconds, and the animal is lifeless not only as to

its outward appearance but as well according to

the records of the apparatus registering respiration

and cardiac beatings ; the blood pressure drops

rapidly as in the case of the natural extinction of

life.

The right-hand halves of the curve are represen-

tative of the result when current impulses were

allowed to act on the body of the animal. After

a number of artificial respiratory motions (inter-

rupted by short pauses made to watch the effect

of the process) spontaneous respiration finally com-
mences, and after one or two minutes the animal

is definitely restored to life. Though its body
seems to be temporarily affected to some degree

by this trying experiment, it can be submitted to

it over and over again without suffering any ap-

parent harm.

The experiments made by Dr. Robinovitch strik-

ingly illustrate the mode of death in death from
electric shock. Respiration is suspended while the

heart beats still continue to be recorded. In a

series of experimerits on electrocution the heart
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different from that used for electrocuting.

As regards a possible practical utilization of

these striking results it may be said that in cases

of accidental electrocution or shocks with electric

currents of a potential of up to 2,000 volts, it would
seem feasible to restore the victim to life by the

aid of current impulses of a rhythm corresponding
to that of respiration. If the Leduc interrupter be

not available, an ordinary small mercury interrupter

could be used in its place to produce the intermit-

tence of the current. The point of importance ob-

viously is that this treatment should be applied as

promptly as possible. The method is particularly

applicable in places where direct current is avail-

able ; in other places the alternating current must
(irst be changed to direct current.

Another and perhaps more valuable application

of the process would be to restore persons that

have succumbed from syncope during chloroform or

ether anaesthesia. Though a careful examination

of the condition of the heart is made by any con-

scientious physician before chloroform or ether is

applied, cases of death under the anassthetic are

still, unfortunately, not unknown. By preparing

everything for the application of electric impulses

before the operation is begun the life of the pa-

tient may be warranted in nearly all cases.

As regards the theoretical interest of these ex-

periments they may be said to show that the ex-

tinction of life is a quite gradual process and that

the physiological phases of it may by a convenient

treatment still be remedied. Death thus would
seem to be definite only when chemical alterations

in the body have taken place.

Life of Timber Imbedded In Concrete.
[From the Question Box of the American Street and Inter-

urban Railway Engineering Association.]

What is the life of ties or timbers imbedded in

concrete?
Answers.

Fort Wayne and Wabash Valley Traction Com-
pany, Fort Wayne, Ind. : I have dug up concrete

ties as good as the day they were put down after

being imbedded in concrete 10 years.

Anonymous : The Cleveland Electric Railway
Company recently had occasion to remove several

miles of track that had been laid with different

kinds of wooden ties imbedded in 10 inches of

broken stone concrete (four inches under the ties).

The track had been down for years. Under exactly

the same conditions the white oak ties were found
in excellent state of preservation; the chestnut
ties were so far gone that they split badly when
removed from the concrete with crow bars ; the red
and black oak ties were absolutely decayed beyond
further use.

George W. Knox, Green Bay Traction Company,
Green Bay, Wis. : Eighteen to 25 years.

Fred G. Simmons, Milwaukee Electric Railway
and Light Company: Cedar ties in WiscorTsin im-
bedded in concrete for 12 years are nearly all being
used in new work.
H. R. Fothergill, Greenville Traction Company,

Greenville, S. C. ; If waterproof, 15 years.

Anonymous : The first time that tracks were laid

on concrete base on this system was in 1892. The
concrete was six inches deep, just the thickness of

DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING RHYTHMIC APPLICATION OF CURRENT TO ANIMAL APPARENTL'.' DEAD FROM
ELECTRIC SHOCK.

continued to beat after death, and even after the

chest had been cut open and the heart laid bare.

In one case the heart continued to beat for over
half an hour after the autopsy, but certainly these

beats were a vide, the left auricle and ventricle

being empty of blood.

Electrocuted animals have in many cases been
brought back to life by rhythmic excitations with
the same potential that had caused death. It is

obviously of the highest importance that these ap-
plications should be instituted without great de-
lay after the opening of the circuit. In other cases
the current used to resuscitate the animal was

the ties, and at the same grade, so that there was
no concrete under or on top of them. In 1898 new
rails were laid on the same ties, which were found
in perfect condition. In 1906 these tracks had to

be taken up on account of the building of a tunnel
and the ties were found in good condition, and if

they had not had to be disturbed would have lasted

for a number of years more. So really the experi-

ence of this company has not been sufficiently long
to show what the life of tics would lie even when
only partially imbedded in concrete.

C. C. Collins, Columbus Railway and Light Com-
pany, Columbus, Ohio: Have had while oak in six

years and it is in good condition.
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Plotting the Human Equation.

The following interesting passage occurred in an

address on "The New Technology" recently deliv-

ered in England by Prof. Alfred Schwartz, chair-

man of the East Lancashire Branch of the Asso-

ciation of Teachers in Technical Institutes, as re-

ported in the London Electrician

:

In any industrial undertaking properly trained

men are more necessary than either money or ma-
chinery; we are, therefore, concerned in the schools

with the most important element in the combina-
tion requisite for success, viz., men. The keynote

of the work of a school must be training, and
knowledge should not be emphasized as distin-

guished from training. The aim of the school

should be to impart a thorough understanding of

the principles underlying the branch of technology

concerned, to inculcate habits of accurate observa-

tion and logical thought, and to train the student

in the lines of thought and modes of attack em-
ployed in mathematics, physics, chemistry, engineer-

ing or other technological subjects and in the in-

terpretation of results.

We have, however, to do something more than

this—we have to build up, as far as may be, the

character of our students. We must stimulate their

imagination, foster their self-reliance, encourage
them to sustained and concentrated effort, insist

on integrity, not only with people, but also with

facts. Our students should be made to realize the
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PLOTTING THE HUMAN EQUATION.

importance of tact, of the ability to lead, and to

follow loyally, the necessity of a good manner and
address, the value of clear expression both in writ-

ing and in speech, and, above all, the quickening

power of enthusiasm and devotion. Let us not

quail before so formidable a task. Emerson has

said that the mind that is parallel with the laws

of nature will be strong with their strength. May
it be so with us, and may we by precept and exam-
ple ever strive to be worthy of the charge com-
mitted to our care.

As an example of the commercial importance of

this aspect of a man's training, I cannot do better

than direct your attention to the interesting and

valuable character curves employed by my friend,

Mr. John Scott, the district manager of the Na-
tional Telephone Company in Manchester. (See

diagram.)
The full black line shows in this case the man's

own opinion of himself. The dotted line repre-

sents the mean of the opinions of six colleagues.

The right-hand curve represents five opinions of

another man and is in the form in which these

curves are employed. The following values are

taken : 5 excellent, 4 very good, 3 good, 2 fair, I

indifferent. The ideal character would, of course,

be represented by a line on the left-hand side,

straight but for a kink or two to make it toler-

able.

Shaving by Electricity.

A late application of electricity makes it possible

for a man to get a genuine "electric" shave. He
can heat the water in an electric water heater, step

up to a mirror lighted by electric lamps, and lather

his face, connect his new electric safety razor to

a lamp socket or other outlet and mow his beard

in a jiffy, finishing with a massage by an electric

vibrator. The entire operation only takes a few

minutes.

The electric safety razor, which now furnishes

the missing link in this electric chain, is the in-

vention of Isaac N. Brigham of Melrose Park, III.

The razor itself is not unlike other safety razors

in appearance, except that it has what looks like

an incandescent-lamp socket for its handle. This

houses a miniature electric motor which drives a

mechanism giving a reciprocating motion to the

razor blade. The entire device is compact and

therefore hot of excessive weight.
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To Prevent Sparking In Altornatlng-
current Commutator Motors.

Mill-ills C. A. L.'iluiir of Paris li:is invented an

improved armalnrc ' winding for allcrnaliiiK-ciirrcnt

motors of tile conniuitalor type to prevent sparlt-

iiiK at liiRli speeds. He provides a ninnber of sep-

arate windings and connects eipiipotenlial points

111) llu-su winiliiiRS to cacli oilier tlirongli suitable

ARMATUKli WINDING TO PRE\'KNT SPARKING.

current-controlling devices, using brushes of a

width insufficient to bridge adjacent segments con-

nected to the same winding. Resistances arc in-

serted in the connections between the windings.

Willi such an arrangement the resistances serve to

prevent any heavy short-circuit currents from flow-

ing at starting, while at high speeds (since the

windings are connected in parallel at several points)

only a portion of one of the windings is open-

circuited when a commutator segment leaves a

brush.

In place of resistances permanently connected to

the windings other current-controlling devices, such

as switches, may be employed.

In the diagram a Gramme ring armature pro-

vided with two separate windings is shown. The
two windings are connected to alternate segments

of a commutator (C). , The commutator brushes

(B) (B) are of such a width that they do not

bridge two adjacent segments connected to the

same winding. The two armature windings are

connected to each other at a number of equipoten-

tial points by non-inductive resistances (R). It will

be seen that whatever short-circuit currents may
flow, due to the brush bridging two adjacent seg-

ments connected, respectivel}^, to the two windings,

they must pass through one of the resistances, and
these resistances may be of sufficient size to keep

the short-circuit currents within such limits that

sparking is practically eliminated and the efficiency

of the machine is not affected. When a commu-
tator segment leaves a brush, only so much of the

winding to which that segment is connected is

open-circuited as lies between the segment and the

nearest cross connections. It is declared that with

such an arrangement the commutation is much bet-

ter than when the entire circuit of one of the

windings is broken every time a commutator seg-

ment leaves a brush.

The invention is patented in this country.

Simplification in Single-phase Motor
Design.

In a paper recently read before the Verband
Deutscher Elektrotechniker in Hamburg, Germany,
R. Richter described a rather interesting improve-

ment in single-phase motor design. The account
is summarized in Science Abstracts of London. In

the original series motor constructed by the Sie-

vwvwwwwwv
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iiiens-Schiicl<crt VVorlis the sl.ilor was provided
with four distinct windings: (1) an exciliiiK wind-

'"8; (z) 'i distrihiiled conipennatinn winilitiK; (3)
.1 scries and (4) a slnint auxiliary winding, tlicse

latter surroundiiiK a single tooth which w.is used
as a reversing pole. The construction of the stalor

ill the most recent type of motor has been greatly

simplified, with a rednelion in the size and weight
of the slator, by combining the fonr windings just

enumerated into a single wave winding. The con-
nections of the new motor are shown diagraminat-
ically in the accompanying drawing, (T) being the
transfornur supplying current to the motor, (A)
theariiialure,(t!:,) and (E,) those sections of the wave
winding which serve as the exciting windings. Onlv
one of these windings is in use at a time, depending
on the direction of rotation. The reversing switch
is shown at (U); (K) is that section of the field
winding which serves the double purpose of a com-
pensating winding and of the windings (3) and
(4) enumerated above. The substitution of a sin-
gle for four distinct windings, besides being a great
constructional simplification, leads to reduced cop-
per losses and a simpler form of reversing switch.
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current witlioiit change iioni i.tiying iriuiiini.iiiuii,

leaving only a small portion lo iiatii through the

selenium. This makes the change of current not

a direct fiinclion of the whole (low, but only of

the small part of it passing through the selenium.

Obviously when in scries the entire current flow

passes tliroiigli the light-sensitive substance, thus

making the change <lue to the action of the light a

direct function of the current and the illumination,

greatly increasing tlic sensitiveness as well as the

accuracy of the cell.

The inclosure of the operating parts of the cell

in a vacuum is thought to be of great advantage.

It prevents the formation of oxides and acids, par-

ticularly of sclenic acid, which may be generated
by the contact of the selenium with damp air,

while subjected lo an electric current, especially

as selenium is somewhat hygroscopic. As the

selenium is also spongy or porous in its granular

condition, cxhausing the inclosure complelTely re

moves any air or gas which may be occluded in

the pores. In fact, the use of this material in the

A New Type of Selenium Cell.

Inasmuch as the selenium cell has come to be
used to a considerable extent for scientific investi-
gations and also for some industrial purposes,
wherein it is desired to use a device electrically
sensitive to light rays, improved and more sensi-
tive forms of the cell are of considerable interest.

One of the latest types of selenium cell is that
covered by a patent granted to William J. Ham-
mer of New York city on September 17, 1907. This
cell can be made in a number of ways, but only
the form preferred by the inventor will be de-
scribed. Fig. I is a longitudinal section of this cell

and Fig. 2 a perspective view of one having a
larger inner portion.

A tube (A) of fused quartz is coated with a thin

Fig. I. Longitudinal Section.

A NEW SELENIUM CELL.

Fig. 2. Perspective View.

SINGLE-PHASE MOTOR DESIGN.

layer of aluminum, (B) which becomes one elec-

trode of the cell. Upon this layer is coated the

selenium (C) by first heating it till it becomes
viscous or of the consistency of putty. While the

selenium is still soft the tube is rolled between
two pieces of plate glass, using a moderate pressure

to compact the material to a uniform density and
thickness, the outer surface being thereby also pol-

ished until it is smooth and glazed in appearance.

Finally this outer surface of the selenium is cov-

ered with an extremely thin coating of aluminum
(D), which forms the other electrode. This outer

aluminum film is substantially transparent. The
inner quartz tube thus becomes the cell proper and

is sealed into an outer quartz tube (K) and into

a regular Edison lamp socket having the terminals

(E) and (E'). The wires (F) connect these ter-

minals with the two aluminum electrodes. The
air from the bulb (K) is exhausted.

The advantages of this construction are said to

be many. In the several forms of cell which have

become familiar and which have been used in prac-

tice, it has been customary to coat the selenium,

sometimes with a binding material, upon a metallic

support, usually a wire, and to insert the wire in

the desired electric
,
circuit. This not only gives

rise to difficulties due to the variability of the con-

tact resistance when the cell is inserted or with-

drawn from the circuit, and to the variations due

to the want of permanence in the cell from its

disintegration by the differing expansions of the

support and the selenium, but it is also less re-

sponsive to light effects on account of the light-

sensitive substance being shunted by the metalhc

support. In the cell described these difficulties are

substantially eliminated, since the support is a

good insulator and the metallic connections are of

such a character that substantial differences of ex-

pansion do not occur, while the selenium is in-

cluded in series in the circuit.

Since the specific resistance of selenium is very

large, a smaller amount of this material may be

used in this way and still the cell will be more
sensitive than where it is included in shunt with a

metallic support, which carries a large part of the

open air explains many failures of previous experi-

menters which it is possible to avoid by sealing it

in a vacuum.
There are several forms of radiation which are

practically shut off by the passage through glass of
the luminous rays containing them, though their

loss is hard to detect while ordinary light rays are

present ; some of them are contained in nearly all

light, and in order to make a just comparison be-
tween any two sources of illumination they should
be included in the measurements, since many of
them affect the eye as strongly as light vibrations.

The various forms of radiation of exceedingly high
rates of vibration, such as cathode, ultra-violet and
other similar rays (the nature of which is not yet
well understood, but which appear to differ in

form from visible light rays), pass readily through
quartz, yet are almost wholly shut off by glass.
Many of these rays are found in the radiations
from the mercury arc lamp, for example, which it

is impossible to use with safety, when enclosed
only in a tube of fused quartz, since the exposure
of the operator to its action for even a few sec-
onds under such conditions results in very serious
trouble, leading sometimes to total blindness, and
also sometimes affecting the brain.

Several forms of selenium cell have heretofore
been enclosed in glass bulbs, but this cuts off the
short wave lengths of the ultra-violet light, as
glass is more or less opaque to them. The quartz
envelope here used, however, allows from 60 per
cent, to practically all of these short wave lengths
to pass, and, as it is the violet end of the spectrum
and not the yellow or red heat ray end which
affects the electrical resistance of selenium, the
sensibility of this new type of cell is therefore ex-
ceptionally high. The entire construction of this

cell is of such a nature as to make it convenient
to handle, thus largely eliminating the delicate

manipulation necessary with previous forms of cell

Another advantage it possesses is that it gives per-
manence to the characteristics of the cell, since

the selenium and its electrodes are protected from
the action of moisture or other chemical effects

of the air.
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Design of Brackets and Ceiling Fix-

tures.'

Bi' V. R. Lansingh and C. W. Heck.

In designing tlie lighting of any bl.iilding, there

are three necessary things to be taken into con-

sideration: First, tlie effect of the liglit on the eye,

by which is meant the necessity of cutting ont of

the field of vision all bright sources of light, and

also the question of the color of the illuminant

used ; second, the artistic treatment ; third, the treat-

ment from tlie standpoint of economy and good
illumination. It is needless to say that it is pos-

sible in most cases to combine all three require-

ments, but too often only one of these requirements

is taken into consideration. In some recent ex-

aminations of the eyes of school children over 30

per cent, were found with defective vision. There-

fore the first-named requirement must be emphat-

ically insisted upon. The use of unshaded lamps

has become entirely undefendable. The architect and
illuminating engineer should sacrifice artistic effect

and economy rather than sacrifice the eyes.

It is a not uncommon fault today, with the illumi-

nating engineer, to devote almost his entire atten-

FIG. I. MOUNTING OF SINGLE LAMP IN BOWL AND
SHALLOW HOLDER.

tion to the design of economical and satisfactory

illumination, and neglect, to a large extent, the ar-

tistic treatment. On the other hand, the architect

neglects, to a large extent, the question of good
and also efficient illumination and regards the prob-

lem almost entirely from an artistic standpoint.

With the fixture dealer, this is still more pro-

nounced, as it is very rare indeed to find one who
appreciates the necessity of treating the question

of satisfactory and economical illumination from
any standpoint other than the artistic, neglecting

the economical side almost entirely, and also the

effect of bare sources of light in the field of vision.

This applies especially to the placing of lamps at

45 degrees on chandeliers hung fairly low and
equipped with open shades, so that the bare filament

of the lamp is. exposed.

It is the object of this paper to point out some
methods of obtaining satisfactory illumination, with-

out in any way sacrificing the artistic requirements,

which are rightfully insisted upon as necessary, by
both the architect and the fixture designer. It is

the aim of the authors to endeavor to show that

the two requirements are not incompatible. They
endeavor to point out certain general principles of
design which can be carried out and the fixture

afterward made as elaborate or as simple as one
desires.

No radical changes in fixture design are neces-

FIG. 2. MOUNTING OF SINGLE -LAMP AND ASBESTOS
REFLECTOR.

sarj'. It should be the use of common sense in

fixture equipment rather than revolutionary depar-
tures from. present fi.xture design that should be

called for. The use of proper glassware is often

all that is needed to make an otherwise satisfactory

fixture an efficient one.

Ceiling Fi.ktures.

In the past it has become customary, in order
to get a given amount of light in a ceiling hemi-
sphere, to mount several arms carrying lamps which
are usually placed either horizontally or inclined

at a slight angle. No provision whatever has ever
been made to catch tlic upward rays of light, which,
as is well known, arc practically one-half of the
entire light given by the lamps. Owing to the

I. Prom a paper bearing the title- "Fixture De»ii;n from tlic

Standpoint of an llliiminatinz Eneinecr," prcAcnIcrl before the
Chicago Section of the IlliiininatiDK Ensincerlni; Society, Novem-
ber 14, 1907, Mr. L.anKineh ift inanaeor of the Ilolophane Com-
paor, and Mr. fleck [sa tixtorc desiiiner.
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introduction of large efficient lamps made with Gem,
tantalum, or tungsten filaments, it is often desirable

to use_one large lamp placed vertically and equipped

with a'n efficient reflector, instead of a number of

smaller lamps. In the case of outlet boxes, which,

are largely used in this class of work, it has been
customary to extend a piece of pipe down con-

siderably below the bottom of the box, which with
the insulating joint and socket, would prevent the

use of this method of mounting. Fig. i suggests

FIG. 3. PHOTOMETRIC CURVE OF BOWL WITH 50-CANDLE-

POWER LAMP.

how it is either possible to cut the pipe off short,

or, in the case of purely electric outlets, to use a

fixture studj.as has been done in this case, obtain-

ing thereby the advantage of using a high-candle-

power lamp without the use of an extremely deep
holder. The bowl or hemisphere showm can be .of

any form of glass which will properly diffuse the

light, and a reflector can be used to greatly increase

the efliciency of the unit.

One advantage of using a single lamp, rather

than a cluster of lamps, is the uniform illumination

of the surface of the hemisphere, whereas with a

cluster of lamps, unless the bowl is. made of dense
opal or prismatic glass, there are almost always one
or more spots of light which materially rob the

fixture of its artistic qualities. Holders are usually

too shallow to permit the use of reflectors when
more than one lamp is used.

Fig. 2 shows a cross-section of a ceiling bowl
wherein the light is directed downward by means
of a white asbestos reflector placed at the top of
the bowl and on a line with the base of the lamp.
While not as efficient as the use of a prismatic
reflector, it is greatly to be preferred to nothing
at all.

In Figs. 3 and 4 is shown the distribution of
light without and with a reflector inside the bowl.

25.0,

FIG. 4. SAME AS FIG. 3, BUT LAMP EQUIPPED WITH
PROPER GLASS REFLECTOR.

."Vs will be noted, there is a great gain in efficiency

by this means, the candlepovver being increased at

every angle below the horizontal; and, inasmuch

as the reflector is entirely invisible, there has been

no sacrifice of the artistic design. As hemispheres

are almost always used close to the ceiling and as

the principal light is wanted in a downward di-

rection, it will be seen from the above brief dis-

cussion that desirable results from the standpoint

of good illumination can be obtained without in-

terfering with the artistic design. In the lobbies

alone of the Hotel Astor in New York an ^annual

saving of $i,I00 has been effected by the use of

reflectors in old ceiling bowls. Even in the case

of lamps placed at an angle, as it is found neces-

sary in some cases, the use of a white asbestos

reflector through which the lamps project and which
is placed close to the lamps themselves, will be

found a very material benefit.

Fig. 5 shows a sketch of a fixture used largely

by the United States government in different de-

partments. This sketch shows a i2-inch ball with

an eight-inch holder, permitting the use of a large

high-efficiency lamp with an . efficient Holophane re-

flector inside, which, properly placed, increases the

efficiency over so per cent, and is entirely invisible

from the outside.

A very satisfactory fixture is one equipped with

a white opal reflector with a deep fringe hiding

the lamp from the eye and giving good economy.

A similar satisfactory ceiling fixture is equipped

with a reOeclor ball, the top being a prismatic re-

flector and the bottom of ground glass. It is

possible with a ball of this kind to obtain prac-

tically any desired distribution. If the lamp is

placed high in the ball or within the prismatic part,

a concentrated form of distribution is obtained,

while if placed low a wide distribution results. It

is, therefore, possible to obtain with such a device

both artistic results and almost any desired dis-

tribution.
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In ceiling clusters, such as those used for the

main lighting in the rooms of the Engineering So-
cieties Building in New York, good results may be
obtained; These fixtures are close to the ceiling

and the lamps placed at an angle of about 45 de-
grees, with the proper style of Holophane reflector.

This gives a good illumination over the entire room
and, inasmuch as the fixture is close to the ceiling,

the objectionable feature of having the lamps visible

is minimized. The use of frosted tip lamps in such
a fixture is highly desirable. In a fixture of this

kind, it is essential to use a concentrating form of
reflector, in order to get the desired distribution.

If a globe or shade giving a broad distribution

were used, the useful illumination w^ould be ma-
terially reduced.

A very efficient fixture is one like a very short
chandelier in which the lamps hang straight down-
ward and are equipped with reflectors similar to

those just mentioned. Owing to the height at which
the lamps are placed, they are practically never
in the field of vision. This undoubtedly is one of

FIG. 5, CEILING BALL, SHOWING METHOD OF MOUNTING.

the most economical methods of lighting rooms of

moderate size that has yet been devised.

Brackets.

Lantern type brackets can usually be made more
efficient and artistic by hanging the lamp downward
instead of upright. The glass sides should be

frosted to prevent a view of the bare lamp. This
is preferable to using a frosted lamp with clear

glass sides. By using a glass bottom plate and a
reflector over the lamp a lO-candlepower lamp will

give better results than a i6-candlepower without
these features.

For bracket lighting, it is often customary to

place the lamps at an angle of 45 degrees and
equip them with some form of diffusing shade,

giving a broad distribution of light. That this gen-

erally is an error is clear from Fig. 6, wdiich shows
such a bracket, pointing at an angle of 45 degrees,

equipped with a common type of ground-glass shade.

The photometric curve of this shade is also, shown.
It should be noted that a large percentage of the

FIG. 6. BRACKET WITH GROUND-GLASS SHADE, WITH
PHOTOMETRIC CUR\'E.

light is thrown upward, and that the light from
the tip of the lamp is not materially increased,

although it was evidently the intention of the de-

signer to have the tip candlcpower the highest.

In brackets at such an angle where it is the desire

10 obtain the strongest illumination from the tip of

the lamp, it is evident that a concentrating shade,

cither of opal or prismatic glass, should be used,

rather than that shown.
A double swinging bracket can often be employed

lo good advantage both with the lamp upright and
pendant. The arms of such a bracket can be made
as short or as long as desirable. With one of these

placed on each side of a dresser, it is possible to

obtain good results. In such lighting it would be

preferable to place such a bracket with the lamp
pointing upward rather than downward, inasmuch

as the light, which escapes from the open part of

the globe will be largely rcficcted from the ceiling,
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Runcriilly linlit in color, bill lost to ;i l^irge (;xtciit

wlu'11 tlirown ;iR:iinst llic lloov.

The above sketches and siiKgestions arc only

iiif.int to point out in a roiiRli and crude way how
it HfS ill the power of the fixture desiKiier to coiii-

bine the artistic requirenients of lixturc desiKii

without sacrificinR the requirenients of the illunii-

naliuR engineer; namely, to Rive Rood ilhiuiinatiou

al the lowest cost. As has been stated, the func-

li.in of the euKineer is to do willi 50 ceiits_ what

llie oilier man takes a dollar for, and if our fixture

houses would bear tbis fact in niiud and put a

little eiiKiueering knowledge or what, might be even

called conmion sense into their design, it would go

a long way toward overcoming our present failings.

Discussion.

v. F. Skcel of the Crousc-Hinds Company staled

lliat manufacturers for a long time were tied to

gas fixtures; hence, when electric fixtures were
called for, ihey started out on the same lines

williout any special regard for distribution of light,

ellicieiicy of the system, convenience in switching

and other points that have been brougbt out rc-

ccntl.v.

I'ierce Anderson of D. H. Burnham & Co. con-

sidered the subject from the viewpoint of the archi-

tect. In regard to design, it should be noted that

the fixtures must harmonize with the style of the

room, and the. suitability of any particular design

can be judged by whether it adds to or mars the

arcbiteclural effect of the room. The ideal type of

tect's cliief troubles were In buildings of unusual

architeclnre and size, sucli as r.-iilroad clepols, thea-

ters, churches. He suggested that a compelcnl ij-

himiiiating engineer be selected lo meet the archi-

tects and lake them lo various buildings and give

a practical demonstration of the good points and
defects of existing practice.

Mr. Lansiiigh, in concluding the discussion, gave
a brief description of a new idea in olTicient ceiling

lighting by using a bowl built into the ceiling witli

a ground-glass plate over the aperture, so that it

was strictly a concealed system. lie also made the

point that as it is customary to wash windows to

let the light in, why should it not be equally good
practice to clean the artificial sources so as to let

the light out?

A New Electric Switching Locomotive.

The Bush Terminal Company employs for switch-

ing purposes around its extensive docks and ware-

houses in South Brooklyn a number of steam loco-

motives and one electric locomotive. This latter

was built by the General Electric Company about

three years ago and has given such satisfaction in

the way pf tonnage capacity, case of control and
low cost of maintenance that the Terminal company
has recently given an order for a second electric

locomotive.

The new machine has just been jointly com-
pleted by the General Electric Company and Anicr-

corncr iii locnicd a C-6 ni.ister controller and the

vnlven and li.-uidles for opcratinfc the combined
straight and automatic air. In the end cabs are

located a sand box, air drum, cunlaclors and rhco-

st.ils. As llig locomotive is lo be used solely for

switching service it is siipjilied with a pauLngraph
trolley instead of the ordinary wheel trolley, thereby

obviating the necessity of llic frequent reversal of

the trolley which would be necessitated in such

service.

The locomotive is equipped with bell, whistle and
headlights. The headlights are supplied with 32-

eandlepower incandescent lamps, and gauge lamps
for illumination of the instruments are wired on
the headlight circuit and controlled with the same
switches.

The principal dimensions of the locomotive arc
as follows

:

Length over bumpers 2p feet

Height over cab i r feet 9 mchcs
Length of rigid wheel base 6 feet 6 inches
Track gauge '.

4 feet 8>A inches
Weight on drivers 80,000 pounds

Transatlantic "Wireless" and the Cable
Companies.

At the meeting of the Western Telegraph Com-
pany last week, says the London correspondent of

the Western Electrician writing on November 8th,

View ot Locomotive on Test Track.

A NEW ELECTRIC SWITCHING LOCOMOTIVE.

illumination eliminates the fixtures entirely, for the

low-hanging fixtures generally detract from the

architectural features. An interesting experiment
in indirect lighting was the illumination of the

great Washington terminal station, in which it was
first attempted to light from above the great sky-
light. Flaming arcs and standard arcs were tried

with unsatisfactory results. Finally it was decided
to use 220 standard arcs concealed in a cornice
and reflecting their light from the upper portion'

of the room. This was supplemented by a few
brackets and lights placed in the benches for read-
ing and also for times when full intensity was
not desired. A second smaller room was finally

lighted by using arcs suspended from above in full

view.

E. W. Lloyd of the Commonwealth Edison Com-
pany spoke briefly of the various uses of ceiling-

bowl units and of their good points for many in-

stallations where a low or moderate intensity of
general illumination was desired.

A. L. Eustice of the Nernst Lamp Company re-

marked that, for artistic effect for use on ceilings

of medium height, there is no fixture more pleas-

ing than the ceiling bowl, for it presents only a

glass hemisphere and a narrow spinning directly

against the ceiling. It had, however, never got
beyond the sphere of low-intensity illumination wdien
used with incandescent lamps, unless placed too
close together to present a pleasing appearance.
Recently the effect has been attained for -high-in-

tensity and high-efficiency illumination by the adap-
tation of the N'ernst lamp to this fixture, so that
a ceiling bowl that would hold perhaps only three
incandescent lamps is made to contain a multiple-
glower Nernst, the distribution of which can be
varied by the use of different types of glassware.

T. Lescher of D. H. Burnham & Co. said that

the vital point to the architect was the design of

the fixture. Too often the fixture was not in scale

with the architecture, and in general there was too

much fixture. The common error of placing lamps
at 45 degrees in fixtures w'as an illustration of

the fact that the architects need to be educated
to the points of efficient illumination, for they are

.too busy to fish out the information themselves.

A. V. Von Hoist, architect, added that the archi-

ican Locomotive Company, and the two illustrations

presented herewith give exterior and interor views

of the locomotive.

While the truck is a bar-frame equalized design,

the construction adopted differs from that ordi-

narily used on electric motor trucks and follows

rather a type which has been used with a good
deal of success for the tender and guiding trucks

of steam locomotives. The bolsters are carried

rigidly on the side frame and the weight of the

frame and bolster is transmitted to the equalizers

through one semi-elliptic spring on each side instead

of through bolster springs and helical side springs,

as is the customary construction in the so-called

M. C. B. equalized truck. This produces a simple

substantial form of truck suitable for locomotive
service and having a low cost of maintenance in
such service.

The driving axles arc si.x inches in diameter, of

forged steel, with 36-inch fused steel-tired wheels.

Each truck is equipped with two GE-55-A (90
horsepower) two-turn motors, with a gear ratio

of 52 to 21. These motors with this gearing will

give at their one-hour rating a tractive effort of

3,000 pounds per motor, or I2,oco pounds per loco-

motive, at a speed of approximately 18 miles an
hour.

The cab is built of sheet steel, supported by a

framework of small angles, and consists of a main
operating cab with sloping end cabs, with narrow
side platforms extending from the main cab to the

ends of the locomotive. The floor of the locomotive

is three-eighth-inch sheet steel, but the floor of the

main operating cab is covered with a three-quarter-

inch wood covering.

One picture shows the arrangement of apparatus

in the cab. The locomotive is equipped for both

straight and automatic air, and in the center of the

main cab is a CP-23 air compressor having a ca-

pacity of 50 cubic feet per minute and supplying

air for the brakes. In the operating engineer's

Interior of Locomo

Sir John Wolfe Barry, the chairman, expressed
himself in very outspoken terms regarding the in-

fluence of radio-telegraphy upon the present busi-

ness of the submarine cable companies. He re-

ferred to the uncertainty of transmission, owing
to the possibility of interference, and the fact that

messages could not be sent and received simul-

taneously. His own opinion and that of the tech-

nical advisers of the company was that the funda-

mental difficulties of wireless telegraphy for such

long distances had yet to be overcome. As an

adjunct to submarine telegraphy, Sir John said

wireless had a good future. In fact the Western
Telegraph Company, in conjunction with its lease

from the Portuguese government, is installing an

outfit in a locality where a cable presents certain

difficulties.

So far as the public can ascertain, adds the cor-

respondent, the wireless service across the Atlantic
is not making exceptional headway. One sees an
odd message In the papers now and again, but any-
thing like a regular news service does not yet
appear to have been instituted.

Uniform Accounting.
The committee on uniform accounting of the Na-

tional Electric Light Association has laid out its

work for the year. It is in conference with a simi-

lar committee from the American Street and Inter-
urban Railway Accountants' Association, and the

two committees have reached an agreement on
those subjects In which they had a common inter-

est. The chairman of the accounting committee
met with the Public Service Comrhission of the

Second District of the State of New York at Al-
bany on October 33d, and further meetings were
arranged for at which the form of report required

by the Public Service Commission of Gas and Elec-

tric Light Companies will be discussed. As an out-

come of these various meetings and conferences it

is expected that a uniform classification of accounts,

so far as practicable, considering the difference In

the character of the various lines of business, may
be accomplished.
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Platinum, it seems, is laboring under the sci-

entific suspicion of not being an element. An ar-

ticle that has just appeared in the Chcmikcr Zcitung

announces that Dr. Theodore Grosse, a German

chemist, has succeeded, through a combination of

physical and chemical reactions, in decomposing

platinum. Heretofore this metal always has been

regarded as an element. The announcement is of

great interest in the realm of theoretical chemistry

and, if verified, places the discovery in the same

rank as Sir William Ramsey's recent degradation

(to a slight extent) of copper into lithium. It will

probably have little or no effect on the industrial

uses of platinum.

is valid, it is hoped that the work of constructing

a number of lines already promoted will go for-

ward with considerable rapidity.

A CURIOUS LAMENT comcs froiTi an English gas

paper as quoted in the London Electrical Review.

The complaint is voiced in these touching words

:

"Electrical engineering ranks in polite society as

an occupation fit for the sons of gentlemen. Who
cares anything about the gas engineer?" And again:

"Gas has been practically boycotted .... by

luost of the usual agencies for circulating informa-

tion and also by many of the official organizations

for the cultivation of knowledge. When the sub-

ject of engineering is mentioned in high scientific

circles, the gas variety is ignored. The platform

and the press agree in leaving the gas industry

and its followers and services in contemptuous

obscurity." This is certainly very sad, but appar-

ently it cannot be helped. Gas is gas, and elec-

tricity is electricity, and there you are

!

Now THAT the President of the United States

has lent his powerful aid, the financial situation,

already on the mend, has assumed a much more

cheerful aspect. Mr. Roosevelt has announced the

forthcoming issue of $50,000,000 in Panama Canal

bonds and also of $100,000,000 (or as much of that

arnount as the secretary of the treasury may find

necessary) in government notes bearing three per

cent, interest. This procedure will ease the situa-

tion greatly by adding to the actual stock of money

and also by coaxing currency from its hiding

places. The news of the president's intention has

had much to do in restoring confidence, and elec-

trical men, as well as all other good citizens, will

help in the good work by doing all that they can,

both by precept and example, to bring about a

complete return of normal business activity.

An interesting example of the ability of a sinall

electric motor to replace a much larger steam plant

is shown in a woodyard in East Boston. In this

yard a 35-horsepower engine was in service on

intermittent work, the large Capacity being required

to insure a full supply of power at any single tiine.

The engine was replaced by a 7.5-horsepower mo-

tor, which was attached to the ceiling, saving val-

uable floor space formerly occupied by the engine.

This motor drives economically and efficiently a

wood-splitting machine and two heavy saws, and

the owner has found the change of powei^ eco-

nomical and satisfactory. Doubtless too large an

engine was originally installed in this plant for the

work in hand, but the ease with which the motor

does the work and its larger relative overload ca-

pacity than that of an engine for the particular

work under consideration form a striking indica-

tion of the economy of electric power over steam

in such intermittent service.

Subsidies to interurban railroads are valid in

Indiana. The Supreme Court of that state in a

recent decision held that the word "railroad" used

in the law relating to subsidies includes interurban

electric roads as well as steam roads, and that the

act of 1903 declaring that a large body of legisla-

tion concerning railroads "shall be extended to and

held to include every kind of street railroad or

interurban street railroad by whatsoever power its

vehicles are to be or are transported," is consti-

tutional. Accordingly, the court held that the grant

of a $25,000 subsidy by an aflirmativc vote of the

taxpayers of Wayne Township, Kosciusko County,

to the Winona Interurban Railroad Company, was
a valid grant and that the officers of the county

could not be legally enjoined from collecting the

subsidy tax. Now that the Supreme Court, as well

as the Indiana Railroad Commission, has decided

that a tax in aid of interurban railway construction

One possibility of the new tantalum lamp not

widely known seems to exist in the switchboard

lighting of telephone exchanges. As pointed out

by Mr. Thomas Lambert of the Chicago Telephone

Company in a recent paper, the telephone men
have been trying for some time to get the manu-
facturers of the tantalum lamp to make a light

constructed of this filament which shall be in a

continuous line, in shape something similar to the

Cooper Hewitt light. A difficulty in the produc-

tion of the tantalum light has been the excessive

length of the filament necessary, but in this switch-

board lighting the length of filament would be an

advantage rather than a disadvantage if the lamp
can be constructed in such manner. The long fil-i-

ment might also be used to advantage for other

purposes, as counter and showcase illumination.

Electric sleep is a phenomenon of great interest,

and Dr. Gradenwitz's carefully written article on

the subject in this issue will be read with atten-

tion. There seems to be a possibility that surgical

operations, especially of a minor character, may
be performed while the subject is rendei-ed in-

sensible by the application of the unusual kind of

current with which Professor Leduc has conducted

his experiments. More important, however, is the

hope that by the use of the Leduc current persons

apparently killed by electric shock, or who succumb
as the result of the administration of ordinary

anaesthetics, may be restored to life. The author

notes that "electrocuted" animals in many cases

have been brought back to life by rhythmic excita-

tions with the same potential that had caused the

apparent death. Again, he declares that, in case

of anaesthesia by chloroform or ether, "by prepar-

ing everything for the application of electric im-

pulses before the operation is begun, the life of

the patient may be warranted in nearly all cases."

Experiments having such an end as these are cer-

tainly of importance, and it is to be hoped that

they will be continued. One pleasing feature of

this investigation is that a systematic and useful

investigation of electric sleep has been made at

Professor Leduc's laboratory at Nantes by a woman
of science—Dr. Louisa G. Robinovitch.

As A PART of a recent paper before the Western
Society of Engineers on "The Present Status of

the Producer-gas Power Plant in the United

States," Prof. R. H. Fernald of Washington Uni-

versity, St. Louis, gave an account of the results

he found by visiting 34 producer-gas power plants

in various states during the summer of 1906. He
found that power plants of this character were

not well adapted for intermittent service, and there

was also some trouble from clinkering in the

producer. On the whole, however, his verdict was
a decidedly favorable one. He made the following

deductions from his visits

:

1. The plants as a whole are giving remarkable
satisfaction considering the very brief period of

development that has passed since the introduction
of this type of power.

2. The most serious difficulty seeins to arise from
the lack of competent operators to run the plants
rather than from inherent troubles with the plants
themselves.

3. Incompetent salesmen are undoubtedly to blame
for serious misrepresentations and misunderstand-
ings.

4. The policy of some manufacturers of entirely

neglecting plants after they arc installed and paid
for has not been farsighted, nor has the failure to

give the purchaser of a plant, or the operator, full

information regarding the construction and meth-
ods of operating.

Professor Fernald concludes that the situation

as a whole at the present time seems to be very

favorable for the producer-gas plant, both as to

cost of installation, operation and maintenance, and

as to reliability. With the additional impetus given

by the demonstration at the government fuel-test-

ing plant that the bituminous coals, lignites, and

peats can be utilized with great economy in these

plants, the increase in the introdtiction of this form

of power within the next few years may surpass

even the iriost sanguine hopes of the manufacturers.
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Corn Products Company Plans a Big

Plant.

|lif Corn Proilucls KdiniiiK Cxiinpuny is prc-

liiuinR ffir the construclion of a large plant at

SiiMiiuil, 111., on (lie banks of the Chicago Drainage

(anal, whic-h will inchidc an interesting electric

liower plant. Already some work is in progress,

anil early ne.st spring the plant, which is to cost

ahuut $5,000,000, will he pnsliecl to completion. In

.iihlilion to its own land, the company has leased

i.( acres with a large fronlaKe on the Drainage

Canal. This, with the nuniorons railroads touching

Ihe canal, will give excellent shipping facilities.

Plans for the power house arc being prepared,

t'ontrary to what might he expected, the con-

venient electric power of the Sanitary District at

l.ockporl will not be utilized in this case. In -the

various processes of the new manufacturing and

relining plant large quantities of steam are required.

1 1 therefore has been planned to utilize the ex'haust

sleam of a steam-generating power |ilant in the

f.ictory. Cross-compomul non-condensing engines

will be direct-connected to three-phase alternators.

.Several large units of this type will be installed.

1 1 is estimated that with this use of the exhaust

current can be produced very cheaply.

The present financial depression will not affect

Ibis project, it is said, as all arrangements have

been made for the purchase of machinery this win-

ter and completing the work on buildings next spring.

Grain storage tanks with a capacity of 1,000,000

bushels and storage buildings capable of taking care

of 10.000 tons of gluten feed are being built. The

grinding capacity will be 50.000 bushels a day, and

750 men will he employed. About 20 miles of rail-

road track will be constructed on the property, the

total in and out loaded-car movement to be about

125 cars a day.

frigcration Company is said to have already secured

a site for its plant from which it proposes >o dis-

tribute steam .it high pressure to a distance of two
miles. Among Ihe men connected with the com-
pany are ex-City Treasurer Fred VV. Hlocki and
cx-Aldcrnian William Brcnnan.

Improving Operation on the Chicago
City Railway.

With the plan of having passengers pay their

fare as they enter the car, when the new cars of

this type are put in operation on the South Side,

the Chicago City Railway will begin a system of

improved operating methods. The dispatcher will

be kept in touch with the movements of cars by

a telephone system, boxes to be set up at intervals

along the line. The boxes will also be equipped

with an automatic alarm by which the dispatcher

can call in case he wishes to change orders.

A new book of instructions has been issued for

the trainmen, and passengers are requested to co-

operate with the crews in bringing about better

service. When a car is carrying more than 80

passengers the conductor will stand in the entrance

passageway and request passengers to take the

next car. Only the passengers taken on just before

the car is fully loaded will be permitted to remain

on the rear platform. The front door will not be

used except for exit. Conductors will be provided

with a change carrier containing $15, but the com-

pany limits the size of the bill which the conductor

is required to change to $2. The front platform

wall be kept closed while the car is in operation,

and the doors to the interior of the car will be

self-closing, thus eliminating extreme drafts.

Trainmen will be required' to present a neat ap-

pearance, as they will be relieved of the necessity

of sweeping out their own cars at the end of each

run, and modern toilet conveniences will be pro-

vided at the terminals.

Elaborate Underground Plans for Chi-
cago.

Active work on elaborate underground develop-
ment may be begun in Chicago within a year. City

officials for some time have recognized the great

need of a better sewer system and the necessity

of a high-pressure water system in the downtown
district. With this work, should a new system be
built, would be closely allied the construction of

the proposed street-railway subways between Twelfth
Street and the river. At this time, also, the Chi-
cago Heat, Power and Refrigeration Company is

said to be about to apply for a franchise to dis-

tribute steam heat, steam power and refrigeration
fluid through pipes radiating from a central plant

on the south branch of the river. That all these
projects, involving probably $100,000,000, may be
carried out with the least interference with busi-

ness, it is said that plans will be laid before the

City Council in the near future, which, if accepted,

will give Chicago the most complete system of
underground facilities in the world. To the pro-
posed plans may also be added the freight tunnels

of the Illinois Tunnel Company, which are being
extended daily. The Chicago Heat, Power and Re-

Annual Report of North Shore Electric
Company.

President Sanmel Insull of the North Shore
Electric Ctjinp.any, which fiperates in suburban areas
lying about Ihe city of Chicago, has presented the

annual report of Ihe directors for Ihe year ended
September 30, 1907. The annual meeting will be
held on November 2Slh.

The earnings and expenses for the year were as
follows

:

Groii carninsft ^.... 1665,800.^0
Expenses (jncluilini; taxes and rentals) 4}i,437.37

Earninns for the year f234.453.03
Chareos aeainst earninns;

Interest on bonds 8107,689.89

Balance.... 5126,763.14

The growth of the company's business during the
year, necessitating further enlargement of its dis-

tribution system, as well as the construction of
additional sub-stations, has called for an increase
in the capital stock of $750,000, and in Ihc outstand-
ing first-mortgage bonds of $604,000.

"Your directors are pleased to report," says Mr.
Insull, "that of the underlying bonds shown in the

last annual report those which existed against the
property acquired from the Calumet Lighting Com-
pany, amounting to $200,000, have been paid off and
canceled.

"The results of the operation of the new gener-
ating stations at Maywood and Blue Island are
very satisfactory, although neither .has been in op-
eration for a sufficient length of time to enable the
company to secure the full benefit of its construc-
tion.

"The completion of the new Waukegan station

was unexpectedly delayed on account of inability

to secure machinery, but it will be put into service

during the current year, one of the turbo-generators
having already been shipped.

"The operation of the contracts for furnishing
power to street and interurban electric railways,

which the company has recently made, is proving
very satisfactory, and there is reason "to expect that

this branch of the company's business will grow
to large proportions.

"Your directors have deemed it wise to make a

reduction of 10 per cent., effective October i, 1907,

in the rates charged for residential lighting, and
, hope that the increase in the company's business

will enable them in the future to make still further

reductions."

The capital stock of the company is $3,250,000;
outstanding bonds $3,039,000 (including $385,000 on
properties taken over); total assets, $7,036,107; sur-

plus, $104,123.

On September 30th of the years named the com-
pany had connected business, exclusive of railway
power business, in i6-candlepower-lamp equivalents

as follows: 1907. 225,061; 1906, 184,804; 1905, 116,-

401 ; 1904, 93,004 ; 1903, 65.247. It has nine gener-
ating stations, located at Grove Street, Evanston

;

Clarke Street, Evanston ; Water Street, Waukegan

:

Spring Street, Waukegan ; Maywood ; Blue Island
;

Harvey ; Chicago Heights, and Highland Park.
There are also sub-stations at Libertyville, La
Grange and Park Ridge. The directors of the com-
pany are Samuel Insull (president), Edward P.

Russell, Charles H. Randle, Frank J. Baker (vice-

president), William A. Fox, Charles F. Spalding
and Louis A. Ferguson. Fred W. Insull is sec-

retary and treasurer.

Proposals for City Lighting.

The Board of Public Works of Lafayette, Ind.,

has employed Prof. J. W. Esterline of Purdue
University to prepare specifications upon which to

invite bids for a lighting service in the city for

10 years. Bids will be received until December
20th. The old contract expires the first of next
August. The avo\ved object in letting the contract

so far ahead is to give any successful bidder time

to construct and equip a lighting plant before the

expiration of the old contract. Bids will be re-

ceived on seven distinct proposals. A copy of the

specifications will be furnished upon application to

the Board of Public Works.

No More Municipal Lighting for Wash-
ington, Ind.

As a long-sought and much-desired relief the

City Council of Washington, Ind.. has voted to

sell the municipal electric-light plant to the high-

est bidder on December i6th. The city bought the

plant several years ago for $75,000 and has been
operating it at a considerable loss ever since. A
proposition to remodel and rehabilitate the. plant

was recently voted down by the people, w-ho thus

declared that they wanted no more municipal light-

ing in Washington.

Telegraph and Telephone Properties In

Iowa.

The report of the eighth annual assessment of

telegraph and telephone properties in the stale of

Iowa as fixed by the executive council of Ihe stale

gives Ihe mileage, number of instruments, assess-

nieiit per mile and total assessment of each com-
Jiany in the stale, as of July 12, IQ07.

In ntldilion to Ihe American District Tdcgraph
Company, four telegraph companies do business in

Ihe state—Chicago, Milwaukee and Si. Paul Rail-

road Company, 49 instruments; Mason City and
l"orl Dodge Railroad Company Telegraphs, 48 in-

strumenti; Postal Tclcgraph-cabic Company, 206

inslrumcnls; Western Union Telegraph Company,
4,320 instruments. The total telegraph-pole mileage

is 9.,357.'3. and the total assessment on telegraph

properly $663,756.93. Of Ihe total mileage, 7,730.92

miles represents that of the Western Union com-
pany and 1,232.45 miles that of the Postal.

The commercial telephone companies arc divided

into four classes, viz., toll lines, exchanges (mean-
ing strictly local village or city systems), mixed
companies (including loll lines, exchanges and farm
lines) and rural lines. The total miles of tclc-

phone-pole lines in the state is 66,039.39, and Ihe

number of instruments of all classes is 257,433, the

instruments being distributed as follows: Toll lines,

2,117; exchanges, 13,753; mixed lines, I9,'?,964 ; rural

lines, 49,6.14. Of the mixed-line instruments, 2,o.-!5

are toll instruments, 81,919 exchange instruments

and 110,010 rural instruments.

There are 11 toll-line companies in the state

operating 1,272.56 miles of pole lines, of which

887.14 miles belong to the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company.
The local-exchange companies number 104, with

a total of 13,753 instruments. Of these companies

the Mississippi Valley Telephone Company is the

largest, having four exchanges and 1,619 instru-

ments. The Dubuque Telephone Company is next

with 1,300 instruments.

There are 330 mixed companies, of which the

Iowa Telephone Company of Dcs Moines is the

largest, operating 39.486 city and rural instruments

and T,oo8 toll instruments. The Sioux City Tele-

phone Company is second in size, with 2,749 in-

struments. The total pole-miles of the mixed com-
panies is 40,088.43.

The rural lines take the lead as to the number
of companies, there being about 2,500 district com-
panies, with 49,634 instruments and 23,948.57 miles

of pole lines.

The total assessment on telephone properties in

the state is $2,344,156.89. divided as follows: Toll

lines, $76,122.30; exchanges. $138,820.28; mixed lines,

$i,834,'596.48; rural lines, $294,617.83.

Alleviation of Pain by Light.

E.xperiments are in progress at the New York
Skin and Cancer Hospital for the alleviation

of pain by the use of intense light. So far the

physicians are unwilling to express any definite

opinions as to its efficacy, and content themselves

by saying that their hospital tries every device

which promises to be of assistance m curing or

alleviating cancer. The results with the "light

cure," however, have been sufficiently satisfactory

to induce them to continue the experiments.

The patient is subjected to w-fiat is known as

the lucidescent light. It is the ordinary electric

light of 500 candlepower, focused by parabolic re-

flectors on two spots. It is turned upon the seat

of pain for 15 or 20 minutes at a time, and much
care has to be taken to prevent the burning of the

flesh. The treatment is repeated two or three

times at intervals of three or four hours, and in

many cases the pain is reduced or driven away
for several hours afterward.

So far the hospital physicians say they cannot

explain in what way the light acts. They do not

think it has any therapeutic value aside from the

relief of pain, but they find it very useful for that.

One of them said that he had tried it upon him-

self for a raging toothache, and had found it drove

the pain away for several hours.—New York Times.

The Next N. E. L. A. Convention.

At a meeting of the executive committee of the

National Electric Light Association held in New
York last month invitations for the 1908 conven-

tion were received from Atlantic City, St. Paul,

Detroit and CHiieago. The matter was held over

until the January meeting. It is not unlikely that

one of the western cities named will be chosen.
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Electric Heating.'

Your committee oil electric heating, in consider-

ing its report to be submitted at this meeting, has

concluded that the members are more generally in-

terested in the commercial progress of electrical

heating apparatus than in any other features, and

consequently has not introduced any results of

economy tests or information of that character.

The committee assumes that the information which

is most acceptable is that bearing on the attention

which the various member companies are giving

to the development of this class of business and

the success which they are meeting with, and the

increase in income which may be expected as a

result of spending time and money for the general

introduction of heating apparatus. General infor-

mation has been obtained from the member com-

panies through the medium of question lists sent

out. Seventy-five sets of questions were sent out

and replies were received to 57.

Question i. What is your company doing in

the matter of exploiting electric heating and cook-

ing devices?

Forty-seven companies were more or less enthu-

siastic and are doing what they can in a variety

of ways to promote the sale and use of heating

apparatus. Twenty-four are both advertising and

demonstrating its use; 11 are demonstrating alone

and 5 advertising alone; 25 employ special can-

vassers, and 7 put out apparatus on trial. A great

majority of the replies emphasize the desirability

of suitable display rooms.

Question 2. Have you conducted a flatiron cam-

paign, or one on any particular piece or pieces of

apparatus? If so, please advise the committee as

to particulars and results.

Forty-four have conducted iron campaigns, which

seem to have been in most cases successful, the

general plan having been to deliver the irons at

the houses of customers for trial covering periods

ranging from 5 to 30 days. The information is

not sufficiently complete to give any average fig-

ures as to the number of irons which should be

placed in a given community per 1,000 inhabitants,

but several report the number of irons placed over

1,000, and the results of these campaigns seem to

have been generally satisfactory to the companies.

Question 3. What do you estimate the annual

kilowatt-hour consumption of the following pieces

of apparatus in the average household? For in-

stance, one company reports that it finds that a

flatiron in the average house consumes six kilo-

watt-hours per month : Flatiron, chafing dish, per-

colator, heating disk, radiator, water cup.

Tw-enty-seven answered as to flatirons, and of

this number 80 'ver cent, placed the annual con-

sumption between 60 and 84 kilowatt-hours, an

average of slightly over 72 kilowatt-hours per year.

Fourteen answered as to the percolator, but the

estimates varied materially, 50 per cent, placing the

annual consumption at between 50 and 90 kilowatt-

hours .per year, with an average of about S.'!. which

would be a fair average of all answers. The an-

swers regarding other pieces were so meager as

not to give any very satisfactory information, with

the possible exception of the radiator, on which the

estimates ran from 300 to 400 kilowatt-hours per

year. One company reported r_esults of the use of

an experimental electric kitchen with which all of

the meals for three grown people were prepared.

This showed an average consumption of 195 kilo

watt-hours per month. Another reports the cook-

ing bill of a family of three at $4.50 per month
and a family of five at $7 per month average, the

electricity being charged for at five cents per kilo-

watt-hour.
Question 4. Do you employ special solicitors in

the sale and exploitation of this kind of apparatus,

and if so, are they men or women, and on what
basis and how much do you pay thetn?

Twenty-five companies employ special solicitors

for the sale and exploitation of heating apparatus,

a considerable percentage employing women for

this purpose. Some of the reports as to wages
paid indicate an average of from $55 to ?8o per

month for the men, some paying straight salary

and others combined salary and commission. Eight

companies reporting on the salaries of women pay
from $9 to $r6 per week, the average being ap-

parently $11 or $12.

Question 5. Are you of the opinion that the

sales of heating apparatus from all sources have
increased in your territor_\' during the past year?
Thirty-eight answered "y''S." many of them indi-

cating that the increase is very considerable. Nine
report not much, if any, increase, and the balance

fail to answer.
Question 6. Have any special methods of build-

ing up Rood business in the heating field come to

your attention?

In answer to this question wc have the following

;

Demonstration at the company's office.

Demonstration at customer's residence.

Special solicitors.

Sale of apparatus at co«t and on the installment

plan.

I. A reporl prcnenlftd to Ihc As-tocialion of Edtron lllumtnalini;
Companies 3t Ihe convt-ntton at Hot Sprinp'^. Vn.. of St-pl^mlirr
10-17, jr</7. TI;e ff fi inilKc mpkirc il rrjut.ii ir«) of Jolin F Oil-
rhriM. Chirpro ffj'fliirrsr). J. D. Ulpi\ of P)iilfdtlpjii». W. W.
Frf (ir>n of PrcoHjn. A. A. Pope of Ntw York. Charlm H. Htr-
r ick of t'ctlcD and GcorceEailixaQ (c oeirccr) of Cbicaeo.

Free trial.

Advertising.
Special rates.

As premiums for newspaper subscriptions.

Interest architects, builders, and the company's
agents.

Question 7. Have you any theories as to how
this business may be developed?
The answers to this question bring out no other

suggestions than those indicated by the answers to

question 6.

Question 8. Have any instances of fires being
started by this kind of apparatus come to your
attention, and if so, please give details?

A very considerable number of companies ap-
pear to have had experience with fires started by
heating apparatus, but the majority of these cases
seem to have been the result of careless use. This,
however, may argue that the manufacturing com-
panies should pay more attention to the develop-
ment of automatic devices for shutting oil the cur-
rent. A number of fires were caused by bed cov-
ers being ignited from heating pad's, the inference
being that defective connections were responsible.

Thirteen companies report specific instances of fires.

Question 9. Are you taking any steps in the \vay
of running special circuits in new buildings or
advising that they be run, or in advertising to

architects and builders the desirability of providing
separate circuits for heating devices, looking in a
general way to procuring this class of business in

future on power or special rates?

Eighteen companies reported advertising to archi-

tects and builders; iS others are doing absolutely
nothing; 9 fail to answer, and scattering ones are
making slight efforts to educate the public in this

manner.
Question 10. Please give briefly any information

on this subject not brought out by these questions
which you think will be of interest to the asso-
ciation through this report.

There were many interesting bits of information
brought out under this question, but few which
throw any great amount of light on the subject.

One company reported information obtained from
one dozen kitchen outfits, each doing the entire

household cooking where it was installed, which
showed the average cost was between $1.50 and $2
per month per person, at a rate of five cents per
kilowatt-hour.

In general the answers to these questions indicate

that there has been substantial progress made in

the introduction of this class of apparatus during
the last two years; that while the flatiron is still

the favorite, other apparatus is selling well ; that
women solicitors are very successful in introducing
the apparatus, and that with proper pushing a great
deal can be put out from which a handsome income
can be obtained, without making special rates.

The replies of several companies would indicate

that vigorous exploiting of this apparatus for two
or three years should easily result in the sale of

from one-half to one kilowatt of energy per annum
per inhabitant at the regular retail rates. ^

OBITUARY.
Edward J. Wilcoxen of Rochester. N. Y., died on

November 4th from an operation for appendicitis.

Since leaving the steam-road field in 1S99 he had
been connected, in various capacities, with electric-

railway work, and at the time of his death was
general superintendent of the Rochester Railway
Company. Mr. Wilcoxen was 36 years old.

Charles D. Wyman, who was managing di-

rector of all the properties of the Stone and Web-
ster corporation in the Puget Sound region, died

suddenly in Montana on November loth w^hile trav-

eling in a railroad train from Boston to Seattle.

He was a native of Wisconsin, and since goin^-

to Boston seven years ago had been connected with
Stone & Webster, being in charge of th.e interests

on the Pacific Coast.

The death is recorded of Jefferson S. Polk, presi-

dent of the Des Moines City Railway Company of

Des Moines, Iowa. Mr. Polk organized this com-
pany and was a prominent business man of Des
Moines. He was prominent in the development of

steam and electric railways in Iowa and was a

pioneer in intcrurban electric-railway building.

With his son. H. H. Polk, and Mr. George B.

Hippie he organized the Intcrurban Railway Com-
pany, which has been built to several cities from
Des Moines and is still extending its lines. Mr.
Polk was born in Kentucky in 1830.

Storm Bull, nrofessor of steam engineering in Ihc

University of Wisconsin, died on November i8th after

an illness of six weeks from cancer of the stomach.

He was a nephew of Ole Bull, the famous violinist,

and was born in Norway on October 20, 1856. and was
f/radn.tlcd from the Federal Polylechnic Institution

in Zurich. Switzerland, in 1877. After filling sev-

eral positions In Norway, Mr. Bull came to Amer-
ica and ioined the University of Wisconsin faculty.

In 1801 he was promoted to the position of profes-

sor .of steam engineering. He was elected mavor
of Madison for one year in 1901. Professor Bull

stood high in his profession and was greatly es-

teemed by his colleagues and the students at Wis-
consin. He had been a member of the American
Society of 'Mechanical Engineers since 1890. His
premature death is greatly regretted.

Charles H. Seitz, formerly general manager of

the Michigan Telephone Company at Detroit, died
recently at St. Lukes Hospital, Chicago, from pneu-
monia. For a year Mr. Seitz had been in the

employment of the Chicago Telephone Company.
He was born in Detroit in 1866 and left a widow
and one son.

Rules for Outline Lighting.

By W. H. Blood, Jr.

Today there are in the National Electrical Code
no rules specifically covering outline lighting. The
tendency of all lighting companies is toward a
greater use of this form of lighting and advertis-

ing. The suggested rules in reference to sign

lighting, which were endorsed at the last meeting
of the Underwriters but which have not as yet

been made a part of the Code, do not cover outline

lighting. The committee on signs believes that this

matter is not within its jurisdiction and declines

to report on it at the next conference.

If this form of lighting comes under the head
of "outside" work, which seems natural, the wires
"must be provided with petticoat insulators" and
"must not be less than a foot apart," etc. Con-
struction of this form is an impossibility if applied

to outline or open-sign lighting. As a matter of
fact, w-iring confactors and lighting companies
throughout the country do not know what the

various inspectors of the Underwriters will pass,-

and the Underwriters themselves admit that there
are no rules covering the case and they have no
suggestions to offer.

In the city of Boston what may be called "freak"

construction has been in use for about 18 years

and with highly satisfactory results. A metal skel-

eton socket (a little brass casting with a screw
thread on the inside of it) is screwed directly

upon a wooden strip by two lugs, and adjoining

sockets are connected by bare copper wire. Into
the woodwork, through the center opening of the

socket, a third screw is placed, wdiich forms the

contact for the tip of the lamp when it is screwed
into the socket. These screws are connected by
bare wires, and all connections are soldered. The
wires, screws and sockets all lie upon' the wood-
work and have no insulation whatever. The wood-
work is generally painted, and the socket and wir-
ing may be also. The only requirements made by
the inspection department are that the sockets shall

be mounted upon wooden strips, not upon the
building itself, and that they shall be kept away
from fire-escapes, awnings, etc. This construction
has been used upon the Edison i io-220-volt, three-

wire system, the neutral of which is grounded

;

it is approved for no-volt alternating-current cir-

cuit as well, but no installations have as yet been
made in Boston on these circuits.

Such construction as this is at variance with all

established rules in the Code, yet the Underwriters
admit that it has given no trouble in Boston, and
they allow its use. The w-ire department of the
city of Boston goes so far as to approve its use
for outline lighting and open-sign work; in fact,

it is claimed that this construction is preferable to
that using a standard porcelain socket, as the open
socket provides no place for water or moisture to

collect and cause short-circuits.

The proof of the pudding is generally in the
eating, and as this construction has been used with
success for 18 years in Boston, it may be advisable
to have it extended for general use throughout the
country.

Electric-lighting companies above all else desire
safe construction, but at the same time cheap con-
struction that is safe is in great demand. An out-
let that costs but 50 cents to w-ire up will use as
much current as one that costs. $2.50, and an in-

stallation costing $50 is much more liable to be
put in than one costing $250.

If this form of construction is desirable, let us
adopt it; if it is not, let us have approved some
form that is. Suggestions in reference to this type
of wiring will be gladly received by the writer, and
if there seems to he a demand for a definite rule
for the Code, a draft embodying such suggestions
will be prepared and presented to the Underwriters
prior to their next conference.—N. E. L. A. Bul-
letin.

Steam Turbines in Japan.

In the development of Japan the progressive

natives of that country were among the first lo

anticipate that the turbine engine was to rank
among the foremost power producers of the age,

and as a consequence many .American turbine en-

gines have been installed in that coimtry. A total

of 69 units, aggregating 60,000 horsepower capacity,

of the Curtis type of turbo-generator, manufactured
by Ihc General Electric Company of Schenectady.

N. Y.. have been installed in Japan. The do ni.-i-

chines. ranging in size from 2.i to i.ooo kilowatts

in capacity, arc distributed among 28 establishments

of various kinds.
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ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
Hv Gi:o, R. Mi-TCAi.ri

XLlll. Electric Railways.

Ai,M-:uN.\TiNt;-cuif»i:NT Kau.way Systkms.

All which has liccn said hcrelDforo in regard lu

vlfctric railways refers ciilircly to direct-current

railways, which, until receiitly, were the only kind

in us?. Within tlie last two xtv three years, how-
ivcr, allcrnatinn-currcnt motors have been applied

ic railway cars and locontotivcs, so tiicrc are now
;i iiunihcr of roads 'Usinjj altcrnatinp; current
iliroujihout. The desirability of alternating cur-

n ut for traction work has long been apparent,

I'Ut until recently no alternating-current motor
having characteristics suitable for street-railway

work was available.

The use of alternating current for electric-rail-

way work was the natural outgrowth of the in-

crease in the Icngtli of the roads to be equipped

and the weight of the cars or trains operated. It

has already been explained that where the length

'>f a road exceeded a very few miles the cost of

copper for transmitting llie necessary current at

5C0 volts became prohibitive, and thcj'cforc the

ittiig-distance distribution was made by means of

high-tension alternating current, which was con-

verted to direct current in rotary-converter sub-

stations, located at frequent intervals along the

line.

While this system was entirely adequate for

roads of considerable length, upon which only

single cars were operated at long intervals, the

rotary-converter sub-stations have ahvays been ob-

jectionable from a financial point of view, although

they have proved entirely satisfactory as far as

operation was concerned.

It will be apparent, however, upon consideration,

that if long, heavy trains running at frequent in-

tervals were required on a road instead of the

single cars at long intervals, the 500-voIt direct-

current system could not be used, as not only the

sub-station machinery would have to be multiplied

many times, but the trolley wire could not carry

sufficient current to operate these heavy trains.

In this case the cost of copper and the additional

sub-station machinery constitute limiting economic

factors, and the only method remaining of handling

the large amounts of power required for this class

of service is to increase the voltage and reduce

the amperes correspondingly.

It would be, of course, possible to increase the

direct-current voltage to a certain extent, and sys-

tems using 1,000 or 1,200 volts have been advo-

cated, and are being exploited at the present time.

It Is not believed by anyone that voltages much
above these would be feasible 'for direct-current

motors, on account of the difficulty of commuta-

tion, so that, at the outside, a voltage of not more
than two or three times the ordinary direct-current

voltage would be feasable.

On the other hand, 6,600 volts and 11,000 volts

alternating current are not only feasible, but are

in actual operation, and there seems to be no rea-

son why even these figures should not be con-

siderably exceeded wherever the conditions make
still higher voltages desirable.

If electricity is to be applied to long distance

heavy railroad work it can only be done by vastly

increasing the voltages heretofore used, otherwise

the cost of installation would be prohibitive. Fur-

thermore, as it is impossible to increase the direct-

current voltage on the motors more than two or

three times the present figure, while alternating-

current voltages may be increased 20 times this

amount or more, the latter system is adapted to

a field of railroad work which is far beyond the

limits of the direct-current system.

Polyphase versus Single-phase.

The next question which arises is, what kind of

alternating-current motor is best adapted to railway

service? There are two alternating-current systems

in use, one of which has been chiefly developed in

Europe, while the other originated in this country.

These two systems are the polyphase and the sin-

gle-phase.

The polyphase induction motor is in use in a'

number of European railways and is operating suc-

cessfully, especially on mountain roads, but its

adoption in this country has never been seriously

considered for several reasons. In the first place,

the polyphase induction motor is essentially a con-

NoTE.—Tliis series of articles, inlended to survej'. briefly, the
T^hole field of applied electricity for light, power and beat, ^as
beRun in the Western Electrician pf february 2, 1907.

.stant-specd motor, and is therefore not well suited

to ordinary traction conditions requiring conlinual

changes of speed. The polyphase induction motor

has only one economical speed, ami any rcduclii>n

in this speed involves a corresponding loss in

eflicicncy.

In order to provide an economical Iialf speed il

is the practice to connect two polyphase induclion

motors in concatenation; that is, the primary wind-

ing of the second motor, instead of being con-

nected to the line, is connected to the rotor circuit

of the first motor. When the two niot«»rs are thus

connected in tandem, so to speak, the synchronous

speed, which is the economical ruiming speed, is

one-half the normal speed of the motors running

on full voltage.

In equipments of thus kind il is the usual prac-

tice to use four motors, two for full-speed run-

ning and two for connection in concatenation for

half speed and less. When running above half

speed two of the motors. arc idle, and their added

weight causes considerable increase in the energy

consumption of the car at full speed. Concatena-

tion also adds largely to the weight of the elec-

trical apparatus on the car.

Another reason for not adopting the polyphase

system in this country is the objection to the use of

double overhead-trolley wires and double trolleys.

With the three-phase system, using the tracks for

one circuit, two overhead conductors are necessarjv

and If the tracks are not used as conductors three

trolley wires are required. With the very high

voltages required for long Ijnes It is a very dif^-

cult and expensive matter to construct the over-

head trolleys and maintain a suitable insidation

between them.

While double overhead-trolley lines are in use

in a few places In the United States, there is only

500 volts between the wires, and no special difficulty

exists in insulating them, but where there are sev-

eral thousand volts difference of potential the ques-

tion of effective insulation becomes very much more
difficult.

One of the chief advanta'ges claimed for the

polyphase traction system Is the ability of the

motors to act as generators when the car is de-

scending a grade and thus to restore energy to

the overhead lines. The advantage of this action

is evidently confined to mountain roads or roads

having heavy grades, in which case some economy

in current consumption probably results from this

restoration of energy to the system. The actual

value of this action is, however, rather question-

able, at least under ordinary conditions of opera-

tion, and the absence of figures on the results of

operation tends to the belief that this theoretical

advantage is not realized to any considerable ex-

tent in practice, except under very special condi-

tions.

iTo be continued.1

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Currents in the Neutral of a Combined

Direct and Alternating-current
Distributing System.

F, C. S., Cliicago : We have an alternating-cur-

rent generator running at 440 Aolts, three-phase.

From this the current is led to a bank of trans-

formers connected in delta on the primary side

and in star on the secondary. The three main leads

from these secondaries connect with a rotary con-

verter giving 220 volts on the direct-current side.

For lighting the three-wire system is used, the

lamps being connected between a neutral wire and
either one of the 220-volt mains. This neutral,

however, is not connected to the rotary, but to the

neutral point of the transformer secondaries. What
I want to know is what kind of current this neutral

wire carries and how does it work in harmony
with the direct-current side of the rotary converter?

Answer.

If the system is balanced, there is no current

in the neutral wire. If one side of the direct-cur-

rent system is loaded heavier than the other, a

direct current flows in the neutral equal in value

to the difference between the currents in the out-

side mains. If the other side becomes more heav-

ily loaded, the current in the neutral reverses.

Should the balance of load fluctuate from side to

side, an alternating current would flow in the

neutral, but it would never have the frequency of

the alternating-current supply. The action of the

iieiilrnl wire, coniKctcd .is it is to Uic neutral point
if iIk- ir.imifornicr secoiid.iricb, is exactly the same
•n in the neutral of a three-wire generator. Tlic
secoMilarics here lake the place of the "balancing"
Iraiisforincrs in the latter case, 'i'his action was
clearly explained in the article \>y 15. T. McCormick
on "Three-wire Direct-current Generators" in the
Wcttcrn Elcclrici:iii c,{ Orioljcr 5, 1907.

Grounding Telephone Lightning Ar-
rester.

B. ir. S., Belleville, Pa,: Is there any danger
in connecting a ground wire from a telephone
lightning arrester to water pipes in the cellar?

Answer.

There is no danger from such grounds. Water
pipes usually make very good grounds and arc
cap,-il)lc of dissipating a lightning charge very
rapidly. The telephone lightning arrester ground
wire is not in contact with any circuit and only
becomes charged when a lightning discharge jumps
across the arrester gap and flows to ground. This
action is instantaneous and does no damage to wires
or pipes, the quantity of lightning charge con-
veyed by telephone lines being usually quite small.

Rental Charges for Pole Lines.

In a recent "Question Box" of the N. E. L. A.
Bulletin arc the following answers to a request for
information as to pole-line rentals:

A. L. Black: Rental for pole space is based
with us in the case of infrequent connections, such
as messenger-call signals, automatic fire alarm, bur-
glar alarm, etc., on the number of attachments,
the price usually being 50 cents per attachment,
although in some cases it has been reduced to 35
cents.

Where our poles are used for carrying lighting
or power wires we base the charge on the number
of wires in use and the size of the pole, the
schedule being so arranged as to try to secure
from the tenant one-half the cost of construction
and maintenance for the use of the pole, no matter
how many wires are attached.

The size of the wires is limited in the case of
messenger wires to about No. 10, and in the case
of lighting or power wires to No. 0000.

Details of charges are as follows

:

(A) For a pole classified as a 35-foot pole, the
price per tie per year shall be the quotient of

$2.75 divided by the total number of ties of both
parties hereto on the said pole, provided that the
price to be paid by the party of the second part
shall not be less, in any event, than 92 cents per
year.

(Clauses B, C and D the same as A, except
substitute: Fcnr a 40-foot pole, $3.70 and $1.25;
for a 50- foot pole, $4.60 and $1.53; for a 60-foot
pole. $6.88 and $2.29.—Editor of Bulletin.)

(E) For a pole exceeding 60 feet, the price to
be paid shall be calculated on the same basis.

Poles used for transformers shall be paid for at

the same rate.

T. 0. Ripley: We have an agreement with the
telephone companies of this vicinity on an attach-

ment basis, which is governed by the size of wire.

Below is given the basis of the yearly charges
for attachments.

A count is taken every six months by a party
made up of representatives of each company.

R.'HE PER AtT.'.CHMENT PER PoLE PER ANNUM.
Sinele conductors, below and including No. 4 B, and S.
eauge 50,10

Single conductors, between sizes Nos. 3 B. and S. and 00.
inclusive 0.20-

Single conductors, between No. 000 B. and S. and 500,000
circular mils, inclusive 0.30

No. 12 B. & S. twisted pairs o.io
Five-pair cable o.io
Ten-pair cable 0.20
Fifteen-pair cable 0.30
Twenty-pair cable 0.40
Thirty-pair cable 0.60
Sist.v-pair cable 1.20
One-hundred-and-twenty-pair cable 2.40
Two-hundred-pair cable 4.00
Lamp-bracket attachment and rigging, including all neces-
sary appurtenances o.io

Arcs, including all necessary appurtenances 0.50
Ccnverter or transformer, 30 lights 0.50
Converter or transformer, over 30 lights (to 50. inclusive) ..

.

o.7S
Converter or transformer, over 50 lights -1.00
Break arms not used for street lights otherwise specified o.io
Cable boxes, ten to two-bundred-pair cable i.oo
Switch on pole or in bos on pole o.io

W. M. Bell : Our arrangement with the telegraph
company is for the use of one attachment (one
six-pin cross-arm to conform to their arms) car-
rying four wires. Sizes of wires stated. Rental,

50 cents per attachment (one cross-arm) per year.

With the telephone company, price and conditions

are the same.
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BOOK TABLE.
Brakes foe Tramway Cars. By Henry M. Sayers.

London : 'The Electrician" Printing and Ptiblisli-

ing Company. 1907. Pp. 76, with 14 illustrations.

Price, $1.50.

This book is an expansion of a series of articles

that appeared in the Electrician and created favor-

able comment from traction authorities. The author

clearly explains the general principles of braking

and shows how the condition of rails, wheels and
brake shoes affects the results. The different types

of brakes are briefly described in the following

order : Hand, air, "momentum," rheostatic, electric

and "regenerative" electric wheel brakes, mechan-
ical and magnetic track brakes, magnetic combined
wheel and track brake. Adjustment, maintenance
and general conclusions as to choice and use of

brakes are then considered. A rather long report

on a typical accident due to improper braking is

given, and also a set of constants and formulas

useful in calculations of brake problems.
The book is well written, but deals too exclu-

sively with the present British practice in this line.

The comparatively large number of recent electric-

railway accidents, particularly on hilly lines, in Eng-
land, forces the conclusion that the brakes in

general use there are far from being always reli-

able. A more exhaustive treatment of air brakes
would therefore have given the book a greater
value than it now has, although this value should
not be underestimated.

Stand.\rd Polyphase Apparatus and Systems. By
Maurice A. Oudin, M. S., member A. L E. E.

Fifth edition, revised and enlarged. New York:
D. Van Nostrand Company. 1907. Pp. 369, with
207 illustrations. Price, $3.

In this latest edition this well-known work has
been brought up to date. The frequent revisions

the book has received since it first appeared eight

years ago illustrate the author's desire to have :t

keep pace with recent developments in polyphase
practice. This fact, coupled with the clear and
simple style and the absence of a mathematical
treatment, has made the book a popular reference
work on this important subject.

The topics principally affected by this latest re-

vision are .generators, induction motors, rotary con-
verters, switchboards, lightning protection and line

construction. The single-phase railway motor re-

ceives attention and is compared with its poly-
phase rival. The mercurj'-arc rectifier is described
in its commercial form. A feature of the new
edition is the increased number of illustrations and
the substitution of pictures of the latest types of
apparatus for many previously shown. The number
of pages hasbeen further increased; compared with
the first edition, there has been an increase in this
respect of about 50 per cent.

Power Stations and Trans.mission. By George
C. Shaad, E. E. Chicago : American School of
Correspondence. 1907. Pp. (6J< by 9^/2 inches).

15s. with 95 illustrations.

This is one of a new series of practical hand-
books based upon the lesson pamphlets supplied to

correspondence students. The text is prepared in a

simple descriptive manner for those who want a

concise and readily understandable treatment of
engineering topics. This particular volume is in

two parts. Part I—power stations—deals in suc-

cessive sections with the location of station and
selection of system: steam plants; hydraulic and
gas-engine plants; electrical equipment of stations:

buildings, records and management. Part IT

—

power transmission—treats of conductors : distribu-

tion systems: transmission lines, overhead and un-
derground construction.

The apparatus used in the different parts of a
power station is not described with any detail, the

reader being assumed to be already familiar with
it from previous study. The author attempts
chiefiy to show upon what factors the choice of

particular types of apparatus depends. The second
part is more descriptive than the first and contains
a large number of tables and sample calculations.

As a whole the book is a fair work of refer-
ence for those it is intended to reach. Division
into chapters would give it a more customary book
form, and consecutive numbering of the pages
throughout, instead of into two parts, would avoid
some confusion.

No Other Electrical Journal More Gen-
erally Read.

A Rcntleman connected with one of the electrical

.societies, answering a request for information, says

:

"We realize the importance of keeping the organ-
ization as much as possible in the public eve, and
we know of no better way than for the Western
Electrician to publish the news, for there is no
more generally read electrical journal in the

country."
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Milwaukee Lifting Magnets.
Although the laws governing electromagnets have

been well known for years, the manufacture of
lifting magnets for commercial purposes is still in
its infancy, to reanimate a well-known phrase. The
number of commercial magnets actually in use in
the United States today is relatively small, takmg
into consideration the large number of plant? in

this country which could profitably employ lifting

magnets for handling various forms of raw metals
and finished parts entering into the products of
their manufacture. This condition is doubtless in

a large part due to the fact that the advantages of
lifting magnets are not generally realized, for it

is worthy of note that no concern that has given
the lifting magnet a fair trial has returned to the
old method of handling iron and steel.

Wherever pig-iron, metal plates, tubes, rails, beams,
scrap or heavy castings of iron or steel are handled
lifting magnets can be advantageously employed.
The saving in time in adjusting hoisting tackle to
the object to be raised is of itself oftentimes suffi-

cient to justify the installation of a lifting magnet,
while in the case of pig-iron, plates, rails and scrap
the practical advantages of lifting magnets are stiil

more obvious, owing to the large number of pieces
that can be handled at a single lift, and to the

• fact that the objects so handled need not be piled
beforehand. All that is necessary in work of this

sort is to lower the magnet onto the objects to
be handled, switch on the current and lift. A fur-
ther advantage of lifting magnets is found in the
fact that metal too hot to be touched with the
fingers, can be handled as easily as cold metal.
Various forms of material require various forms

of magnets. The construction of magnets for
handling plates or material of a similar nature,
affording opportunity to secure an intimate magnet
eontact, is a comparatively simple problem. In such
cases the principal care of the designer will be to
provide means for securely anchoring and properly
insulating the magnetizing coil. Calculations as to
the lifting capacity of such a magnet can be made
with considerable accuracy, as the total flux is

easily figured.

Magnets for handling billets, rails, etc., laid in

piles, are, as a rule, operated in pairs. Such ma-
terial usually comes in so-foot lengths and is most
conveniently handled by two magnets placed about
iS or 20 feet apart on a balancing bar to which
the crane hook is attached.

Magnets for handling pig-iron, scraps, etc., pre-
sent the greatest difficulties in design. Such mag-
nets are expected to handle a wide range of ma-
terial, varying in form, in magnetic permeability,
and often encountered in irregular piles, hence the
reluctance of the magnetic circuit, and consequently
the total flux will vary with each lift. This makes
accurate calculation of total flux almost impossible

Directors of the Tamestown Exposition at a meet-

ing in Norfolk, Va., on November 14th. adopted

a committee report favorable to keeping the exposi-

tion open next year, provided $200,000 can be raised

by popular subscription.

MAGNET PICKING UP STEEL STAMPINGS.

and experience absolutely essential to the produc-
tion of a thoroughly good magnet.
By a "good magnet" is meant one which will lift,

in proportion to its own weight, the greatest pos-
sible amount of material. The weight of the mag-
net itself must be considered as dead weight, and
the aim of the manufacturer, therefore, is to con-

struct a magnet that shall combine the minimum
of weight with the maximum of lifting capacity.

Other things being equal, the larger the magnet
the greater its lifting capacity, and just here is

the crux of the magnet problem, for only the most
intimate knowledge of electromagnetism. combined
with practical experience in building lifting mag-
nets, will enable one to know the exact point at

which any further saving in weight will be ac-

companied by a more than corresponding decrease

in efficiency.
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.
Another point must be borne in mind. While it

is true that the weight of the magnet itself must
be considered as dead weight, still it may some-
times happen that, as between two magnets, the
heavier may actually be the more economical of
the two. The material handled by lifting magnets
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HANDLING MACHINE-CAST PIGS WITH LIFTING MAGNET.

is seldom simply hoisted—it is hoisted and conveyed.
While the power required to hoist is directly pro-
portional to the load on the crane hook, this does
not hold true with regard to conveyance, for the
weight of the crane itself forms so large a pro-
portion of the total load to be moved along the
track, that a larger dead weight, which, lifting

more, will reduce the number of trips made by the
crane, may show a marked saving, both in time
and current consumption.
The engineers of the Cutler-Hammer Clutch

Company of Milwaukee, who for more than ten
years have devoted themselves to problems in-

volving electric and magnetic control, have, after
several years of work, devised a lifting magnet
which, it is declared, marks a distinct step in

advance in this industn.^ The magnet recently

placed on the market by this company embodies

LIFTING A 5,5"M-i', lUNU "SKL'LL.

several new features, and under competitive tests

has developed a lilting capacity showing an effi-

ciency perhaps never before attained.

In the design of this magnet the magnetic at-

traction of the inner pole has been purposely made
stronger than that of the outer pole. The practical

effect of this concentration of the magnetic flux

on the inner pole is that in handling iron pigs or

similar material the various pieces constituting the

load are released by the outer pole first, when
the current is switched off, and arc drawn toward
the center of the magnet by the superior attrac-

tions of the inner pole, thus enabling the operator

to deposit the load within an area scarcely ex-

ceeding in extent the diameter of the magnet itself.

Every prospective purchaser of a lifting magnet
naturally wants to know the amount of current

consumed; that he may calculate intelligently the
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saving that may be reasonably expected in bandlins

material with this labor-saving device.

The following data, i)l)lained during the test of

a 52-inch Ciitlcr-llanimer nuiKncl at the plant of

lln" YoiMigstown (Ohio) Slu-el and Tnlie Works,

iliniw light on this point:

Total woiKlkt of piu-iroti uiilonilod from Htool soii-

(Inliiciir 100.350 DOlind'i

Weiclit of .ivornBC lift - •- 78S

Niunl'rr of trip^ tu<liiirod (o ompty BOndola I39

Current uii iDft»intt I Itr. i5 nitn.

Cumnlofl iiiaiin«l JO m n.

Total time coiiMiiaod a "rB. s mm.
Currotilro.iuitml 30iimp.«H2ov.

From the foregoing figures the cost of operation

is easily figured, the cost of current per kilowatt-

hour being known. Thirty amperes at 220 volts

corresponds to a power consumption of 6,600 watts

which was required for one hour and 15 minutes.

This gives a total power consumption of 8.25 kilo-

watt-hours, which -at three cents per kilowatt-hour

gives a total of a little less than 25 cents—cost of

current for energizing magnet during the period

required to unload 54 Ions of pig-iron.

It is believed that the excellent performance of

the Cutler-Hammer magnet under test is due to

better coil construction, securing greater magnetic

flux with equal weight of copper; better propor-

tioning of the magnetic circuit, insuring deeper

penetration of the (lux into the material to be

lifted, and in no small measure to the careful at-

tention given to the important question of heat

radiation.

In reference to the shape of the magnet it is

to be remarked that while a concave-faced magnet

is admirably adapted for handling pig-iron, it is

not well suited for lifting ingots, or other long

objects with plane surfaces, owing to the fact that

the inner pole cannot come in contact with the
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Grounded Neutral on the HlKh-tension
System of the Interborough
Rapid Transit Company.'

Uv GiiOHGi; I. RiioUKS.

The chief circumstance wliicli leil to the grountl-

ing of the neutral of the Inlerborougli Kapid Transit

Company's high-tension system was the serious na-

ture of cable burn-outs. As a rule the detectors

gave indic.ilion of a ground on one leg of the sys-

tem from live lo ibirly minutes before the circuit-

breaker opened, but on account of the large number
of feeders connected it was practically impossible

10 isolate the damaged feeilcr before llie short-cir-

cuit occurred. In a total of 12 operating burn-outs

the grounded cable was located but twice in time

lo prevent trouble.

During Ihe period between the first grounding of

the cable and the final short-circuit the system was
operating under abnormal potential conditions, the

two ungioundeil phases operating at full delta po-

tential of 1 1,000 volts above the ground. Undoubt-
edly the potential between phases was raised to a

certain extent by the increased charging current,

due to unbalancetl potential conditions. The pres-

ence of abnormal potentials during this period of

ground was evidenced by static discharges in the

power and sub-stations that could hardly be ac-

counted for by the operation of two legs at 11,000

volts above the ground potential.

The charging current which flowed to ground
through the fault before Ihe short-circuit between
phases was large enough seriously to injure the

insulation of all three conductors, so that when the

burn-out occurred it w-as so severe that the oil

switches usually opened with considerable violence.

Surges were started which at times caused other

burn-outs to follow, in one instance causing a very

disastrous shut-down.^ The cable itself was always

1. One of three eye-bolts.

2. Central flue.

3. Magnet body.
4. Cable.
5. Terminal box.

6. Coil.

7. Inner pole-shoe.

8. One of several screws fastening

inner pole-shoe to magnet body.

Coil body shield (brass).
I. Outer (removable) pole-shoe.

. One of the through bolts fastening
outer pole-shoe to magnet body.

DETAILS OF CUTLER-HAMMER LIFTING MAGNET.

object to be lifted. By means of the auxiliary

pole-piece, however, this difSculty is overcome.

That the commercial applications of magnetism
are not limited to lifting magnets is indicated by
the fact that the Cutler-Hammer Clutch Company
has built tor the Maryland Steel Company two
'specially designed magnets, used for separating iron

from coal. These magnets are in use at Sparrows
Point, Md.

In the ordinary run-of-mine coal pieces of iron,

such as spikes, cable-pins, broken pick heads, etc.,

frequently find their way into the chutes, with dis-

astrous results to the coal-crushing machinery.

To avoid such mishaps magnets are now employed.

.A.t the plant of the Maryland Steel Company the

run-of-mine coal is carried about 25 feet above
the ground level by means of a conveyor, and al-'

lowed to pass down the chute, from which it is

discharged into a second chute. The magnets are

placed back of an opening between the first and
second chutes and cause any pieces of iron which
may be mixed with the coal to be deflected suffi-

ciently to prevent them from passing into the

chute which feeds the coal into the crushers.

Many of the foregoing facts are obtained from
the new illustrated booklet of 32 pages on *T-ifting

Magnets" issued by the Cutler-Hammer Clutch

Company of Milwaukee, Wis. This booklet con-

tains a number of full-page illustrations showing
lifting magnets handling pig-iron, steel stampings,

castings, scrap and other material, together with
diagrams, data on current consumption, information

on lifting capacity of magnets, etc. A new cable

take-up device is also pictured and described and
reference is made to .the Cutler-Hammer system
of control, by which the strong inductive reaction,

or "kick" which occurs when the circuit is sud-
denly opened on a magnet coil, is automatically
shunted to a discharge resistance, thus protecting

the magnet insulation by dissipating the energy of

the induced voltage outside of the coil itself

considerably burned, all three legs being grounded

and usually burned off. At times the conductors

were blowm apart several inches. With the faults

in this condition it was quite impossible to locate

them by the bridge metliod, and it was necessary

to open a great many manholes before locating the

trouble.

In view of the fact that one phase of a cable

almost invariably grounded some tune before short-

circuiting, it was decided to ground the neutral

through a resistance of proper magnitude to allow

sufiicient current to flow to remove the grounded
feeder without affecting the system in any other

way. It is obvious that with only two feeders to

a sub-station, a ground on one of them will open
the circuit-breakers of both, and that the certainty

of continuous operation of the sub-station increases

with the number of feeders.

The scheme of grounding the neutral as originally

proposed was as follows : The neutral point of

each generator was connected to a common or

neutral bus-bar through a disconnecting switch and
a current transformer. The transformer operated

a relay on the main swntch of the generator. The
neutral bus-bar w^as grounded through a resistance

of about six ohms in each power station, making
about three ohms' resistance between the neutral

and ground of the combined system. In case of a

ground the maximum possible current was 1,000

amperes per rheostat, all of which was generated

by the grounded generator. The relays on the

feeder switches were set to operate instantaneously

at 300 amperes, and the generator relays at about

900 amperes after five seconds. Under these cnn-

ditions it was to be expected that a ground on a

1. A paper presented at the meetine of the American Institute

of Electrical Enitineers in New York. October ii, iao7. The
author is assistant engineer of the Interborough Rapid Transit
Company. New York city.

2. See paper on "Hieh Power Surees in Electric Distribution
Systems of Great Maenitude." by C. P. Steinmetz. Transactions
A. I. E. E.. igos, also discussion on same.
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cable would instantly remove it from service be-

fore any other disturbance could result.

The neutral rhcoslals were of the iron-grid lypi;,

having a resistance of alwut six ohmi and a react-

ance at 25 cycles of alioiit 0.3 ohm. Tlicy were
made up in lO-sericfi scclions, each insulated from
the others and from the ground by porcel.ain insu-

lators. Each section was made up of six scries

groups of cast-iron grids connected two parallel and
12 series per group. Each grid was made up of 10

bars 0.2s inch by 0.7.S inch by 6 inch, and two
bars 0.25 inch by 0.7s inch by 4 inches. A number
of extra grids were used to adjust the resistance

lo the required value. The rheostat will carry

1,000 amperes for two minutes, a capacity far in

excess of anything that would be required in .lerv-

icc.

With the scheme as above otulined, very serious

tioiible was encountered from the triple-frequency

crti.cs-currcnts in the neiUral connections. These
nfutral currents fluctuated very rapidly from nothing

to one-half full-load current per generator. Upon
synchronizing there was a very large rush of cur-

rent in the neutral, so large in fact that wiih four

generators running it was very difficult to syn-

chronize a fifth with its neutral grounded.' These
cross-currents had such serious cltecls on ti>e oper-

ation of the system that the scheme rlf grounding

the neutral was delayed for a time to allow making
some experiments.

An oscillographic study of the neutral currents was
made and has been described fully.' The records

proved without a doubt that the currents were
caused by irregularities in th" angular velocity of

the prime movers and unequal excitation'; of the

gei;erators. It was found that the insertior. of re-

sistance in the neutral connections of the generators

would reduce the currents to a safe value. This,

however, was undesirable on account of the vari-

able-resistance in the ground circuit, depending on
the number of generators in operation. Further-

more, resistances of sufficient magnitude and ca-

pacity would have occupied too much space to be

used in these power stations.

It was finally decided that full protection could

be obtained by connecting but one line generator
at a time to the neutral bus-bar in each power sta-

tion. The transformers in the neutral connections

v/ere also disconnected from the relays on the main
generator switch. Even with but one generator

grounded in each power station, the interchange of

current through the neutral rheostats, and the tie-

line between the stations, is at times large enough
to make it undesirable to open the neutral discon-

necting switch of a live generator.

The Interborough Rapid Transit Company's sys-

tem was operated for about three and one-half

years without a grounded neutral, in which time

about 160 miles of cable was operated for three

years and 340 miles for one-half year. Since

grounding the neutral the system has been in opera-

tion for two years with about 340 miles of cable.

Previously to grounding the neutral there were
12 distinct operating burn-outs, and since then there

have been 16. It appears from this fact that

grounding the neutral has had no material effect

on the number of burn-outs. This is as was. ex-

pected.

Of the 12 burn-outs occurring previously to the

grounding of the system, four shut down the power
stat?on ; one other shut down two sub-stations, and
four more shut down one sub-station. Of the other

three which did not shut dow'n the sub-station, two
were isolated in time to prevent a short-circuit. In

all of these cases there were five or six cables to a

sub-station. During most of this period only the

Seventy-fourth Street power station was in opera-

tion, so that there were no tie-line troubles.

Of the 16 burn-outs that have occurred since

grounding the neutral, not one has caused a shut-

dotvn of either power station ; eight have shut

down the sub-station fed by the cable, two have
caused one other feeder to open, and six have
caused no disturbance other than the opening of

the switches of the feeder in trouble. In three of

the cases in which the sub-station was shut down
the tie-line between the power stations opened, but

without disturbing the operation of either. Of the

eight burn-outs which shut dowm the sub-station,

three w^ere stations having three feeders each, one
having four feeders, two having five feeders, and
two having six feeders. Of the other eight bum-
outs which did not shut down the sub-station, two
were sub-stations having three feeders each, two

. having four feeders, tw^o having five feeders, one
having six feeders, and one havin.e seven feeders.

Previously to the grounding of the neutral the

switches operated with explosive violence on the

short-circuiting of a cable, at times throwing oil

and burning the contacts. Under present operat-

ing conditions, however, the switches always open
very quietly, so quietly in most cases that it was
necessary to install a tell-tale to indicate when
there had been abnormal current through the neu-

tral rheostats.

Before grounding the system, in all burn-outs the

cable was so badly injured that it was impossible

to make any bridge test, and it was necessary to

1. "Experience with a Grounded Neutral on a High-tension
Plant." C. W, Ricker. Electric Journal. September. 1906.

2. Neutral Cnrreots of a Three-phase Grounded' System.'
Electric Jonmal. July. 1907.
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open a great many manholes before locating the

trouble. Of the 16 burn-outs that have occurred

since the grounding of the neutral, 14 of them were

in such condition that the fault could easily be

located by the INIurray loop method. In most of

these cases but one leg was grounded. In the two

cases where all three legs were grounded, making
the bridge test impossible, the burn-out was the

result of very severe mechanical injury. Locations

of tlie fault are always made to within a duct

length, even on the longest cables, of more than

45,000 feet. The saving in time effected by this

accurate predetermination of the trouble by the

bridge method is an important factor in the time

necessary to restore a sub-station to normal con-

ditions of operation.

It is probable that something w'ould be gained

by increasing the resistance between the neutral and
ground. When the scheme was first contemplated

it was planned to ground the neutral through six

ohms, there being at that time but one power sta-

tion. Now Avith two stations in parallel the effective

grounding is through but three ohms, making the

possible ground current twice that originally planned
for. There is no doubt but that with the resistance

as first decided upon there would have been fewer
sub-station shut-downs.
From the above data it is seen that groimding

the neutral of this system through a series resist-

ance has been quite successful. It has greatly re-

duced the disturbance from cable burn-outs and the

time necessary to restore an injured cable to service.

Local Organizations of the Annerlcan
Institute of Electrical Engineers.'

By P.^ul Spencer.

There are at present a total of 33 local organiza-
tions included under the head of branches, uni-
versity branches and student meetings. Of these

17 are organized in connection with educational in-

stitutions, reaching the student membership ; the
remaining 16 are located in cities as centers of elec-

trical interest for the members and associates in

their territory. There have been but few addi-
tions or changes during the year in the above num-
ber of local organizations. The University Branch
at the University of Illinois, having the number of
members and associates required by the by-laws,
has, by action of the board of directors, been made
a branch.

.

Student meetings have also, by the approval of
the board, been organized as follows

:

University of Maine, December 26, 1906.

Montana Agricultural College, March 29, 1907.
The qi-.estion of the adoption of a student pin and

the design for such a pin were submitted to the
board of directors and approved. These pins are
now in the process of manufacture and will be
available at the beginning of the next terra for stu-
dents desiring them.
The work done by the branches themselves in

the holding of engineering meetings and in the
presentation and discussions of papers has undoubt-
edly been more successful this year than ever be-
fore. The following table of statistics will show to
some extent the activities in this direction during
the j'car:

No of Meet- Aver- No. of
ines Since age At- Original
Sept. 1906. tendance. Papers.

Atlanta
Baltimore 7 45 7
Boston 7 117 6
Ciiicaeo 5 95 5
Cincinnati ..5 20 4

Columbus 7 15 I

Minnesota 10 40 12
Pittsburg 7 73 4
Pitts6eld 6 27 3

Philadelphia 7 73 jz
San Francisco
Schenectady 28 275 18
Seattle 5 17 3
St. Louis , 7 25 5
Toronto 3 28
Washington, D. C 4 44
Cornel! University 8 130 4
Iowa State College 13 25 10
Lehigh University 8 40 20
Purdue University 12 100 7
Syracuse University 12 20
University of Wisconsin 6 60 5
University of Illinois . 8 62 2
Worcester Poly Institute 7 46 11
Armour Institute 9 30
Ohio State University I 18
Pennsylvania Stale College
University of Arkansas 12 30
University of Colorado
University of Michigan
University of Missouri 10 20
Washington University 3 8

It is evident from the above table that the
branches are carrying out the work which was the
idea rjf their foundation. They have pr.actically all

been in existence for three or four years ; the first

flush of enthusiasm that may have existed at their
formation has had time to cool; the leaders who
were responsible for the starting of a branch have,
in most cases, passed on the work to other hands,
and the fact that the work continues to flourish
and the interest remains unabated shows that the
branch movement has pas.scd a formative period and
has settled down to a working basis.

It is noticeable from the table that the meetings

I, Report f*lightly abridged) of coinniiitec on local organi/a-
tioM pre^tenled to the board of director?, of the Antcrican Jnsli-
tote of Electrical Engineers on May 21, 1007. Mr- Spencer is
cbairtnan of the cotnmittce.

have been held with regularity and that the attend-

ance has been large. The average attendance in

percentage of the available membership will compare
very favorably with that of the New York meetings.
It is also noticeable that more attention has been
given to the presentation of original matter and
less to the consideration of the New York papers
than ill former years.

The committee has been much impressed with
the activity of the university branches and student
meetings. Their work differs essentially from that

of the regular branches in that it is largely educa-
tional. Their function is to assist in 'the develop-
ment of younger men and to bring them into touch
with the Institute at the threshold of their ca-

reers. How well they are doing this work and the
importance of encouraging it can be estiiuated from
the number of young men who are being reached
in this way. The statistics speak for themselves.

Cornell shows an average attendance at its meet-
ings of 130, with a maximum of 225 ; Purdue, an
average of 100, a maximum of 26s ; Wisconsin, aver-
age 60, maximum 175.

In fact, virtually all of the university branches
show that the students of the Institute are taking
an active interest in the work. The following quo-
tation from a letter received from Professor Esty
of Lehigh University expresses very well the gen-
eral situation at these oreganizations

:

"Our year just closing has been the most suc-
cessful in our history. I regard the social feature
of our monthly meetings as a most important ele-

ment in stimulating interest. We are training our
students to become active and useful future mem-
bers of the Institute. Local organizations of this

kind certainly pay enormous dividends on the in-

vestment."
Letters were sent to the branches asking for an

expression of opinion as to the year's work and as

to future prospects. In answer to the question,
"Has the current year been successful and shown
a healthful increase in interest and activity?" the
reply has almost invariably been an emphatic "Yes."
Judging from the reasons given in these replies,

this success has been due to the following causes
and in about the order of importance as stated :

T. To an enthusiastic and hard working set of
men at the head of the branch.

2. To the consideration of original papers of
'local interest instead of a rehash of the New York
papers.

3. To the increased recognition of the branches
by the Institute.

4. To the development of a certain amount of

social features.

The replies to the question, "What is most
needed to further the interest of the local organiza-
tions?" have shown a remarkable unanimity. Some
say that a larger appropriation from the Institute

funds is required to permit an expansion of the

work, the hiring of better meeting quarters and an
increase of social features. Practically all are
united in saying that there is needed a greater co-

operation between the branches and the Institute.

All believe that occasional visits to the branches
by officers and prominent members of the Institute

would increase the enthusiasm of the branches
themselves and would strengthen the bond between
them and the Institute.

The above digest of the replies of the tranches
to these two important questions which are in ef-

fect, "How has success beeri attained in the past?"
and "How can it be continued and increased in the
future?" would seem to indicate that there is neces-
sarily a development along two lines

:

1. In order that the work done by the branches
can be of any value at all, either to themselves or to

the Institute, they must be encouYaged to develop
as strong local societies.

2. In order that these local centers may be part
and parcel of the Institute and may add strength
rather than weakness to it, there must at the same
time be developed a spirit of unity and co-operation
between these scattered and distant organizations
and the main body of the Institute.

The first line of development is ' largely in the
hands of the branches themselves: they must justify

their existence by their results. The clauses in ref-

erence to the local organizations in the revised
constitution are very broad in their features and
will permit any branch to work along the lines best
suited to its locality. The following would seem
to be some of the conditions bearing on the possi-
bility of local success:

There should first of all be a large enough mem-
bership in the territory properly belonging to a
branch to enable the work to be carried on without
its being necessary to depend on two or three en-
thusiasts. The present by-laws require ten mem-
bers and associates as the minimum number for the
formation of a branch. This number we believe to

be too low and would recommend that it be in-

creased to at least 25. This, of course, docs not
apply to university branches or student meet-
ings. Their formation should in the future, as here-
tofore, he encouraged in any institution of recognized
standing.

Branches should take their work seriously, and
should organize with officers and committees chosen
with that end in view. It is particularly important
that ofiiccrs for the ensuing year should be selected.

before the summer vacation, so that they may be
ready to tak« hold vigorously with the opening of
the work in the autumn.
As definite a programme as possible should be laid

out early in the year. It may be more or less

tentative and changed as the year progresses, but a
plan to work by will both lessen the burden of the
work and insure more interesting meetings.
Younger men should be encouraged to take a

prominent part, so that they can be fitted to become
officers of the branches, bringing in new ideas and
relieving those who have been carrying on the work.
The consideration of original papers will be found

necessary in order to keep up the interest.

Social features and visits of prominent engineers
will also add very much to the interest of the work,
but are largely a matter of expense.
The expense question is always a difficult one to

handle. The funds of the Institute are limited, and
on account of the number of branches it is difficult

to appropriate for each branch a sum sufficiently

large to satisfy all of its requirements. The neces-
sary expenses for engineering meetings, such as the
rent for a hall, the cost of sending out notices and
of a stenographer at the meetings, should be met
from the Institute funds. To a certain extent we
believe it would be wise for the Institute to bear
the expense in connection with visiting engineers.
The expense of social features should be paid out of
local funds and not charged against the Institute.

In order to strengtheu the bond of unity and co-
operation between the branches and the Institute
there should certainly be continued the liberal at-

titude which has been shown by the administration
this year. The publication of meritorious branch
papers in the Proceedings will help along these
lines. The larger publicity to Branch affairs which
has been given in this year's Proceedings has un-
doubtedly been of great assistance in strengthen-
ing the branch work. The branches can be further
made to feel that they are an integral part of the
Institute, if they are asked to assist, as far as pos-
sible, in the work of the Institute. They should be
represented on committees, and with due regard
to the possibility of assembling a working quorum
they should be represented on the board of directors.

Personal visits to the branches on the part of offi-

cers and prominent members would be most helpful
in bringing about this feeling of co-operation.

In conclusion we would bring to the attention ot
the Institute at large, and especially to any mem-
bers who may have any doubts as to the wisdom of
encouraging the branch work, the fact that this

work can be no longer considered as in an experi-
mental or temporary stage. The wisdom of start-

ing the branch movement is no longer a propel
question for debate : the branches are here with
an immense possibility for useful work. It is not
conceivable that this work, started in the broadest
spirit of the greatest good to the entire member-
sliip of the Institute, can be allowed to languish
through a lack of appreciation of its possibilities or
through a lack of co-operation either on the part
of the branches themselves or on the part of the
main body of the Institute.

"Wireless" in Central America.
It is reported that the extensive system of wire-

less-telegraph stations being installed by the United
Fruit Company to connect New Orleans with the
different countries of Central America will be in

operation within the next nine months. Already
four of the stations have been put up, and are in

working order, and two of the ships, the Preston
and Ellis, have been equipped with the instruments.
The four points now being used are Port Limon,
Costa Rica ; Bluefields, Nicaragua ; Rama, Nica-
ragua, and Bocas, Panama. The International sys-

tem for the sending of messages is at present be-
ing used on land, while the De Forest is employed
on the ships. Just at present Mr. Musgrave, who
is in charge of the work, is engaged in putting
up the tower for the station on Swan Island, an
.-\merican possession off the Honduras coast. Other
points to be touched at are Cape San Antonio,
Cuba ; the mouth of the Mississippi RiA'cr and New
Orleans. In addition, every important ship owned
by the United Fruit Company will be equipped,
making constant communication with all vessels and
stations in which the company is interested.

Electric-railway Assessment In Illinois.

The 31 electric railways of the state of Illinois,

with a mileage aggregating 889 miles, are assessed

$7,852,520, an increase of nearly a million dollars

over the equalized assessment of last year. The
rapid growth of electric roads is indicated in this

assessment, which shows the total amount assessed

against electric roads is about one-thirteenth of

the total equalized assessment against the steam
railroads.

The use of the guillotine or of electricity in kill-

ing animals for food in place of the methods now
in use was arlvocated in a paper read by Henry
Bcrgh of New York before the American ITnmanc
.Association in Boston on November 13th. It was
ihc second of a three days' conference which was
held there by the association.
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Graphite.

Alllioiigli this coiinlry consumes iiboiit 35 P"
11 Ml. of tlic world's tolal oiitpul of grapliilc, it fiir-

iiislics lull 20 per cent, of it. Tlic ainonnt iniporlcd

into the United Slates in 1906, cliielly from Cey-

lon, was valiicil at $1,55.1,212, and the value of the

domeslic production was only li!.HO,23().

The purest graphite is carhoii willi 0.05 to 0.20

per cent, of hydrogen, but the commercial grades

of crystalline graphite contain clayey impurities,

iven the lusl, sucli as sonic of that from Ceylon,

ci'Uiprising as high as 15 per cent, of ash.

The distinction between crystalline and noncrys-

talline or amorphous' graphite is not easily defined.

Some of the graphite that is termed amorphous

differs from crystalline graphite only in the micro-

«cnpic size of the flakes; on the other hand, amor-

plious graphite may be more closely related to

aiUhracitc coal than to crystalline graphite. An
instance of this is seen in the Rhode Island de-

posit, which was formerly known and reported as

anthracite coal, but which now furnishes commer-
cial graphite.

The chemical composition of graphite makes it a

highly refractory material of exceptional value in

the steel and other industries, and it finds its wid-

est use in the manufacture of crucibles, mufBcs,

brazing bo.xcs, stirrers and other articles designed

to be exposed to higli temperatures. Its softness

and black streak fit it for the use that has given
it the name graphite ; and the perfect cleavage,

purity and softness of the flake graphite especially

adapt it for use as a lubricant. The high electro-

conductivity of the mineral also gives it value for
certain electrical supplies.

The use of graphite in the manufacture of pen-
cils is probably both its oldest and its best-known
application, yet the percentage of the mineral used
for this purpose is not large, being undoubtedly
less than 10 per cent, of the world's production,
and one authority even estimates it as low as four
per cent. Much flake graphite is also used in the
manufacture of paint, stove polish and electro-
typer's powder.
According to the statistics of production for 1906,

reported by George Otis Smith, of the United States
Geological Survey, in an advance chapter from
"Mineral Resources of the United States, Calendar
Year 1906," an output of crystalline graphite was re-
ported in the states of Pennsylvania. New York
and Alabama. The graphite produced in Alabama,
Georgia, Michigan. Wisconsin, Colorado, Rhode
Island. Nevada and North Carolina has generally
been classed as amorphous, but the material shows
extreme variations in purity, ranging from the high
grade, .essentially crystalline graphite of Colorado
and Alabama, to the impure graphite schists mined
in Georg;ia.

The production of artificial graphite has steadily
increased since 1897, the year of its introduction,
and the quantity manufactured in 1906—5,074,757
pounds, valued at $337,204—is the largest yet re-
ported. The use of this product is being rapidly
extended, and it probably comes into competition
with the natural graphite in manv lines of manu-
facture, especially in the electrical trade, but for
some purposes it seems certain that nothing can
take the place of the natural mineral, and the
production of crystalline graphite will doubtless
contmue to mcrease.

Presidents of the Institute.

Reviewing the 25 years to which the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers has attained, at
a branch_ meeting in Schenectady recently, Mr. T.
C. Martin of New York, senior surviving past-
president of the Institute, noted that of the ig
presidents one never attended a single meeting,
15 were engineers of distinction, and the names of
17 are attached to important inventions. Eight of
the 19 were teachers and three have been journal-
ists, while seven were natives of foreign countries.
Mr. Martin paid a deserved tribute to the great
value of the work of Secretary R. W. Pope.

Referring to the library and the gift of one past-
president, Mr. Martin, said: "The joint library
in the new Engineering Building given us by Mr.
Carnegie is one of the best evidences of the good
that flows already from the creation of the new
home. There we have what is probablv, even now
in the earlier stages of organization, the best col-
lection of engineering literature in the world. It
is constantly securing valuable accessions, and stu-
dents more and more frequent it. Together with
the grand Public Library on the next street, now-
being^ finished, it will constitute the best center
of_ scientific and literary investigation, through the
printed word, to be found on this continent. 'When
our past-president. Dr. Wheeler, with generous im-
pulse, gave us the Latimer Clark Library, he little
thought that from such a nucleus, or so soon, would
come in reality both the building and the splendid
larger library it now enshrines. We Electricals
are. indeed, not as appreciative as we ought to be
of what has come through Dr. Wheeler's initiative
and liberal gift—a critical event in Institute history
determining all the future."

Canadian Telephone Notes.

At Vcregin, Sask., the Doukhobor Telephone
Company has been incorporated for the purpose of
building a lelcplione system in the IJoukliobor
conununes scallered throuKhoul Saskatchewan. Peter
Veregin is superintendenl.

.\t a special niecling of the telephone commillee
of llie City Council of Calgary, Allierta, it was de-

cided lo lake lip the (pieslion of automatic tele-

phones. Il was further decided that (lie coninilltec

should have plans drawn up of the proposed civic

system.

The Central Telephone Company of Bridgewaler,
Nova Scotia, has disposed of its lines to the Nova
Scotia Independent Telephone Company. The line

consisted of 90 miles of wire, which will be thor-

oughly overhauled. The company had a long-dis-

tance line connecting Bridgewatcr anil Middleton,
Nova Scotia.

At Creston, British Columbia, an Independent
telephone company is being organized lo build a
local and rural system. The town clerk can give

details.

The Drunibo Rural Telephone Company of

Drumbo, Ontario, is having surveys made for rural

lines to run to Gobies, I£astwood and Princeton,

with local exchanges in each of these villages. An
extension lo Cathcart is also being discussed. At
the recent general meeting of the company officers

were elected, with F. J. Daniel as president.

The city electrician of Victoria, B. C, under in-

structions from the City Council, has prepared an
estimate of the cost of putting all telephone and
telegraph wires underground within the city limits

and places the cost at $17,000 a mile.

A number of ratepayers are arranging for the

installation of a telephone system at Acton, Ont.

If the scheme materializes, lines will be built to

Speyside, Limehouse, Ospringe, Knatchbull, Silver

Creek, Ballinaford and Crewson's Corners. T. T.

Moore of Acton is interested.

Work on the government telephone system in

Winnipeg, Man., has been proceeding very rapidly,

although the general public has not been aware
that more than a start had been made. Already
400,000 feet of conduit has been laid and about half

of this amount will be laid in the spring to com-
plete the conduit work. These conduits have been

built in the principal streets, while poles have been
erected in the lanes in the outskirts. The founda-
tion work of the central exchange has been com-
pleted and the building will be rushed to completion
in the spring.

In a speech recently made by the Hon, W. H.
Gushing, minister of public works for Alberta, he
said : "We hope to have every city, town, village

and hamlet on the government lines before many
years have passed. Then we are going to make a

feature of the rural lines that will enable the farm-
ers to have telephones in their homes, so that they

can keep in touch with the outside world. Mani-
toba has already started construction on a govern-
ment system, and Saskatchewan is arranging the
preliminaries to such an end. Then there will be
three government-owned telephone systems in West-
ern Canada, and I have no doubt connections will

be made between the three." R

cornpniiy, it is believed that the warrinK inlcresli

may yet find a coiniiioii ground upon which lo ri-acli

.'1 satisf.-iclory nRrccineni out of coiirl. S.

Indiana Telephone Items.

The City Council of Seymour has granted a 20-

year franchise to the Citizens' Mutual Telephone
Company, a local corporation, operating a system
in the farming district of Jackson County. The
Seymour Home Telephone Company has occupied
the Seymour field alone for several years, and,

owing to the failure of the rural company to se-

cure a connection with the Seymour exchange, a

controversy arose, resulting in the securing of the
franchise just issued by the council. A new ex-
change will be built in Seymour.
The Interstate Telephone Company of Odon has

been taken over by its new owner, William Wilgus
of Lafayette, who recently purchased the plant, val-

ued at $20,000.

The controversy between the city administration
and the Home Telephone Company of Fort Wayne
broke out in a new place w^hen the company filed

an application during the last week for permission
to lay a conduit in Columbia Avenue through the
residence suburb known as Lakeside. Mayor Hosey
at once asked the telephone company to file a per-

sonal bond, not being satisfied with the bond offered

by the Federal Surety Company last February. On
Wednesda}^ morning, under instructions from the
city, the McBride Construction Company began the
work of stringing the wires for the distributing

system of the municipal lighting plant on the top

cross-arms of a score or more of the poles of the

telephone company, thus bringing the controversy
up to an acute stage. According to the latest re-

port, the company has filed a written protest and
a notice that it would hold the city liable for any
damage inflicted to the system, and this is to con-
stitute the opposition which the Home Telephone
Company has adopted instead of removing the light

wires strung upon the company's poles. Because
of the complications and the probable far-reaching
results to the telephone company in case the light

wires should cripple the service of the telephone

Telephone Rates In New Orleans and
Memphis.

.'\ decision of soiiii' iinporlance has been rendered
at New Orleans in the Cnilcd Stales Circuit Court,
the decision being against Ihe Cumberland 'I'tle-

phone Company in ils injunction proceeding against
llic Louisiana Kailrond Commission lo restrain the
commission from fixing certain rales. In view of
a recent proposition of the company lo increase ils

rales, il is said thai in New Orleans four separate
movements have been started in opposition, noi-
willislanding the company's efTorls lo bring about
a salisfaclory adjustment of the issue. The Board
of Trade has had appointed a commillee of five

to look into the reasons for Ihe proposed increase.
The Progressive Union has set afoot a similar
inquiry. Attorneys arc preparing a liberally signeil
petition to the Railroad Commission asking that
it revoke its ruling lo the efTecl that the company
m;iy make special contracts with patrons of special
lines. Subscribers not affected by Ihe proposed in-
crease have started a campaign on their own hook.
The disagreement is concerning charges for private-
branch exchanges, and Ihe company has odcred
to .submit the question lo five members of the Board
of Trade, producing lK)oks and evidence to show
that the existing rates on private-branch exchanges
are. not reasonably profitable.

In Memphis the Cumberland Telephone Company
has secured an injunction restraining the city from
enforcing an ordinance reducing Ihe telephone rates,
the comiiany being placed under a $5,coo bond, how-
ever, to protect the city from any possible loss by
reason of the action. The fight has been in prog-
ress for some time, and the court, in granting Ihe
injunction, stated that the bill charges th.at the
proposed rates would not permit of a reasonable
income, and that therefore they would be confis-
catory.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS
The Clinton (Okla.) Mutual Telephone Company

has been incorporated with a capital stock of $5,006.

The Southwestern Telegraph and Telephone Com-
pany of Dallas, Tex., has accepted a franchise in
El Paso, Tex.

The Southern Telephone and Telegraph Company
IS said to have sold the local exchange at' Hot
Springs. Ark., to the Southwestern Telegraph and
Telephone Company.

President Frank L. Beam has fixed December 3d
as the date for holding the Eighth District meeting
of the Ohio Independent Telephone Association.
Final arrangements have been made for the meeting
at Toledo.

The Chicago Telephone Company has already
conferred with President Schneider of the Board
of Education relative to the details of installing
free telephones in all the public-school buildings of
Chicago under the new ordinance. The company
is ready to begin installation.

The Independent telephone franchise owned by
Jesse Warden of M'cKinney, Tex., has been sold
to Dallas capitalists, it being their purpose to

establish an Independent telephone system in Dallas
also, with long-distance connections. The company
has recently secured franchises at several other
towns.

The Southern Bell Company is pushing the de-
velopment of the rural telephone through the South
wherever the territory to be co^'ered is sufficiently

promising to warrant the outlay. Preparations are

being made to build a number of these lines out

from Salisbury, N. C, to reach the country sections

in Rowan and adjoining counties.

Meetings of the directors of the Strowger Auto-

matic Telephone Exchange and the Automatic Elec-

tric Company of Chicago were held a few days

ago, and arrangements were made by which the

Automatic Electric Company will take over the

Strowger interests, putting an end to litigation be-

tween the two companies. A stockholders' meeting

is to be held on December 19th at the offices in

the Rookery Building for the purpose of approving

the plan.

The Omaha News says that lower telephone rates

and a general improvement of the entire system in

Omaha and South Omaha, Neb., are contemplated

by the Nebraska Telephone Company, to go into

effect not later than next January ist. Permission

has been asked from the State Railway Commission

to allow a reduction on business telephones in

Omaha from $48 to $42 a year, with the privilege

of $1 a month reduction if bills are paid by the

loth of each month. Corresponding reductions

will be made on the residence telephones, including

those on two-party lines. The four-party lines will

be put on two-party connections with the same rate

as charged now for the two-party lines.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

Continental Europe.

Paris, November 5.—The central-energy system

is now to be adopted in the main telephone ex-

change of Paris, and the work of making the neces-

sary changes has been going on for some time past.

This improvement is one which is much needed,

as up to the present the working of the system was
far from satisfactory and gave rise to continual

complaints from the subscribers. Not long since

the subscribers' league was formed for the pur-

pose of defending their interest, and this no doubt

had an influence upon the decision which the gov-

ernment department made as to carrying out some
improvements in the service. It is to be hoped

that in the near future Paris will have a telephone

system which will work as well as those in Berlin

and other large cities of the Continent.

The city of Antwerp had its telephone exchange

completely destroyed by a fire which occurred on

the 29th of October. The exchange was located

in the second story of a large building near the

Cathedral, and the fire was caused by the furnace

placed in the basement. Sparks from the chimney

fell upon the roof, burning the supports of the

wires, and the fire soon broke out in the second

story containing the exchange. Notwithstanding

the efforts of the firemen the destruction of the

apparatus was complete, and the loss is estimated

at $200,000. Business affairs will suffer from the

absence of telephone communication, and it will- no

doubt be some time before the service can be set

working. This is estimated at three months at

least.

As regards the second tunnel of the Simplon

which it is proposed to build, the subject is now
being actively considered by the Swiss government.

Not long since, in the message which the Federal

Council sent to the chambers in regard
^
to this

question, it declared that it approved the ideas of

the railroad company as to completing the second

tunnel, and it seems likely that the project will

soon be approved by the government. A number
of locomotives of an improved type are to be in-

troduced on the present Simplon line before long.

These are constructed after the experience which

is now had as to the working of the road under

the present conditions, and the first locomotive of

the new series will soon commence running. It

has eight driving wheels and can be run at four

different speeds by couolin? the motors. The use

of four speeds instead of three, as at present,

will be an improvement, and the new locomotives

have several other new points.

While piercing the Lotschberg Tunnel a spring

of cold wafer was niet with not long since and

measures will haA'e to be taken to carry off the

water, as was done in the Simplon. in order to

continue the work. It will be remembered that the

hot and cold springs caused a great difficulty in the

latter tunnel.

The French government is carrying out a series

of experiments in radio-telegraphy between the war-
ships of the Mediterranean fleet under the control

of a commission headed by Captain Ferrie and
Lieutenant Jeance. Some new apparatus lately

placed on the vessels will be tested. The vessels

will, be stationed at different points on the French

and the Algerian coasts. At present there are four

of the battleships in the trials, headed by the Jules

Ferry.

At Namur, Belgium, is to be installed an electric-

tramway system havinp' a total length of 10 miles,

and it will be owned by the National Traction

Company. Not long since the company secured the

concession from the government for the pjesent

system, and the work is to be finished according

to the contract, on September 25, 1909. This will

comprise three different lines of tramway, two of

which start from the railroad depot. A. pe C.

Great Britain.

London, \ovember 8.—A London daily paper

which makes a feature of publishing as inany photo-

graphs as can be conveniently crowded into its

pages has purchased the rights of the Korn system

of sending pictures by telegraph for England and
Europe and also Canada, and a few days ago a

demonstration of the system was given in the Offices

of the newspaper in question. Professor Korn gave

a short lecture descriptive of the system, and the

London-Paris wire was made use of for the pur-

pose of sending and receiving messages. So far

no' pbotoeraphs sent between the two points have
been published, but a number of others have, which
were transmitted along the land lines in Germany.
The smoke-nuisance prosecution against the Un-

derground Electric Railways Cotnpany of I-ondon
at the instance of the Westminster City Council
has ended in a triumph for the former. The rail-

way company put into the witness box a large

amount of expert evidence to prove that the smoke
complained of was not black, and that to this ex-
tent it did not come within the Public Health
CLondon) Act, under which the prosecution was
taking place, anfl further that the furnaces were
constructed as scientifically as was possible. On

this latter point the act gives the magistrate the

power to decide in favor of the accused party if

he is satisfied that no negligence has been guilty

of either in the design of the furnaces or in the

management. The magistrate found for the railway

cotnpany, with $1,500 costs against the City Council.

The Board of Trade has at. last definitely given

its consent to the use of the G. B. surface-contact

systetTi by the London County Council. In a short

time, therefore, there will be exatnples of all three

systems of electric traction in London, viz., conduit,

trolley and surface contact.

The Local Government Board has appointed a

departmental comtnittee to consider the whole ques-

tion of the machinery and also the engineering

staffs at poor-law institutions in this country. From
the disclosures that have been made in connection
with various inquiries of late sofue such step as

this has been inevitable.

A large contract for electrical machinery has
been given out by the Japanese naval authorities

to the Lancashire Dynamo and Motor Company.
The order is for the complete equipment of an
electrical generating station of 3,000 kilowatts ca-

pacity, triple-expansion engines being adopted, and
the size of the units being 1,000 kilowatts.

The amalgamation is announced between Messrs.
Appleby's and the Ternperley Transporter Company.
Both these firms will be recognized as large makers
of electric cranes, among other miscellaneous ma-
chinery.

Richardsons, Westgarth & Co., the large firm of

turbine makers on the northeast coast, have under
construction for the County of Durham Electric

Power Company a 12,000-horsepowcr unit, the larg-

est machine of its kind yet made in this country'

for central-station work.
The establishment of a professorship of engineer-

ing science at Oxford University has now been
definitely decided. In the course of a discttssiofi

one speaker said that there was a very great de-

mand for advanced teaching in the colonies, where,
in the past, the lack of facilities had resulted in

many Americans securin,g posts which ought to

have been taken by British engineers. G.

Dominion of Canada.

Ottawa, November 16.—From present indications

the city of St. Catharines, Ont., will obtain street

lighting for the next five years at least at a price

below $,39.50 per night. That was the price agreed
upon with the Stark company, but since the failure

of the company to fulfill its contract the Lincoln,

a subsidiary company of the Cataract Power Com-
pany of Hamilton, has been supplying light for

$72. Now the Falls Power Company, a subsidiary

of the Ontario Power Company, is negotiating with

the City Council of St. Catharines and is said to be

\vi]ling to pay the Stark company's debt and fulfill

the contract at a better price than $39.50.

A joint deputation from the Council and Board
of Trade of Owen Sound visited the plant of the

Georgian Bay Power Company at Eugenia, Ont.
The work of developing power there is so far

advanced that offers for it can be considered. It

is said that the company is offering Owen Sound
3,000 horsepower at $20 per horsepower per year

on condition that the town build a transmissiofi

line. This is estimated to cost $60,000, as the right-

of-way for the line has been bought already.

Everything will be in readiness for the city of

Ottawa to take over its own lighting of the streets

on Deceiuber 20th. The alternating-series system
of lighting instead of the direct-current system now
used by the Ottawa Electric Company is being

adopted.

Five million dollars is the estimate of the cost

of the distribution plant for Niagara power for the

city of Toronto, as prepared by the private firm

of SfTiith, Kerry & Chace. This amount is higher

than' had been expected and is in excess of the

estimate of the engineers of the Ontario Hydro-
electric Power Commission, but this is due to the

excellence of the plant which it has been thought
Toronto should have. The estimates, it is under-
stood, call for a very elaborate and complete plant.

Application has been made to the municipal coun-

cils of the Cobalt district by Hon. F. Latchford

and J. W. Fitzpatrick of Ottawa, M. J. O'Brien
of Renfrew and Judge C. M. Stone of Cleveland,

Ohio, for a franchise to run an electric railway

between Cobalt and Haileybury. The road will

eventually run to New Liskeard.

It has been ofiicially annouticcd by the Hon.
Adam Bock that the Ontario government will stand

by the figures submitted by its power commission
for transmission of electrical energy from Niagara

Falls to, the municipalities of the province. In re-

spect to the criticism of the figures named in the

report of the government conmiission the minister

declared that not only would the government un-

dertake to supply power at the prices submitted,

but would pledge itself to bear any excess cost in

the event of the rates being higher, provided that

the municipalities fulfilled the terms of their con-

tracts. W.

ceived a franchise to build an electric railway
through the municipality of St. Vital, Man. Time
went on with the company doing nothing in the
matter until last week, when the municipality de-
cided to cancel the franchise and build a municipal
line into Winnipeg, a distance of approximately 11

rniles. The clerk is now obtaitiing the necessary
data, and construction will be commenced as soon
as the preliminaries have been arranged. J. P.
Dumas, St. Vital, may be addressed.
Every employe of the British Columbia Electric

Street Railroad Cornpatiy who has served with the
cornpany for a year or more will receive $63. This
is the bonus to employes declared by the company.
In Vancouver alone $30,000 will be distributed.

R. H. Sperling is general superintendent.

By a large majority the ratepayers of Strath-
cona. Alberta, voted in favor of granting an ex-
clusive franchise to the Strathcona Radial Tram-
way Company, an organization which has been
formed for the purpose of building an electric

street-railway system in Strathcona. The company
has already made application to lay tracks on cer-

tain streets in the sister city of Edmonton, and
promises to cofnmence construction as soon as the

materials arrive.

Preliminary surveys have been completed for the
darnming of the Little Saskatchewan River at M'in-

nedosa, Man., for the civic power system to be
built by that town. The Dofninion government has
also given permission to utilize the waters of Clear
Lake in connection with the development, and it is

expected an active start on construction will be
commenced within the next few weeks. E. 0. Dei>
nison, Minnedosa, may be addressed.

The electric furnaces at the plant of the Electro-

metals, Ltd., Welland, Ont., have now been in

operation for three weeks and the process is pro-

nounced to be a success.

The City Council of Calgarx', Alberta, has re-

duced the price of electric light by five per cent.

This makes the price 11 1-5 cents per kilowatt-hour.

R.

New York.

Winnipeg. November 16.—Several years ago the

Winnipeg Electric Street Railroad Company re-

New York city, November 16.—The annual re-

port which the Public Service Commission is re-

quired by law to luake to the Legislature is tiow

being prepared and its contents, it is stated, will

show a rernarkable amount of work accomplished

by the cornrnission in the four months of its exist-

ence. Improvements have been secured in the

service rendered by the public-service corporations

in the city, and the revelations of the investigation

into the affairs of the Interborough-Metropolitan

Company are well known. The Coney Island and

Brooklyn Railroad Company has announced that

it will pass two dividends for the purpose of pro-

viding the additional equipment required in the

orders of the commission to that company.

Another final order of the commission approving

the application of the Nassau Electric Railway Com-
pany for permission to extend its tracks to Living-

ston and other streets was settled within five days

from the filing of the application, thus affording

material relief for one of the most congested points

of surface transportation in Brooklyn.

To the list of final orders might also be added

another class relating to subway construction, mat-

ters which are still before the commission. Also

as to the conditions of the streets after either sur-

face or subway contracts have been fulfilled.

The commission has received approximately 550

complaints regarding transit in New York city.

Such investigation has often resulted in the merger

of a number of complaints into a single matter for

consideration before the coiumission and a number
of very valuable suggestions have been offered to

the commission for the improvement of congested

districts.

Another noteworthy problem solved by the com-

mission is that of the building of the Fourth Ave-

nue Subway at a cost of some $35,000,000, and the

commission will within a week or so advertise for

bids for the several sections. Under this cornrnis-

sion the work of constructing the subway loop con-

necting the Manhattan ends of the Williamsburg

and Brooklyn bridges is being rushed to the limit.

Mention has already been made in the Western

Electrician that the comiuission has engaged the

services of two prominent engineera to conduct a

most careful investigation of the properties under

the control of the commission.

Among the duties devolved upon the Public Ser-

vice Conimission was that of the former state in-

spector of gas luctcrs, whose office was abolished

by the act creating the commission. During the

month of October the commission averaged over

1,000 meters a day. The magnitude of this work

may be appreciated when it is considered that each

of these riietcrs has been given an actual test to

bring it within the percentage allowed by law,

and instead of the brass tag used by the former

department the coiumission now has adopted the

method of scaling the meter by wax.

Considerable attention is being paid to the test

in progress upon the seven-mile experimental line

of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Franklinville, near

Clayton, N. J. The track is speciaMy constructed
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for the (est ;iii(l is .irninKeil li> ii-'cord speed of

tniin, iiiii):icl of niils, elTect of liigli speeds

nji v;iils, lisljphiles :in(l ties, liotli 011 straight lines

:iiiil curves. Bolli ste;irii .iiid electric locomotives

;ire heiiiR: tried. On Tuesday electric No. igoo.'i

made Kj niiles per hour. As the center of Rravity

in the steaui locomotive is nuicli higher than in the

electric, it was not .nnticipated tli.'it this limit could

he exceeded. Steam No. (xtys, however, made the

record of Ho,4 miles per hour around the curve at

I'Vankliuville. l'"urther trials will he nt.-ule and it

is expected that the electric will he driven up to

nearly 100 miles per hour.

The public service commissioners made a tour

of inspection of the electrified .system of the New
York Central Railroad last week. At first an inves-

tigation of the work at the terminal at Grand Cen-
tral Station was made. In a special electric train

Ihe commissioners were then taken to Mount Ver-

non, where one of the electrified sectiiMis ends.

For the last month the I^oiig Island Railroad

Company has been assembling material at Auburn-
dale on the North Shore Division with a view to

double-tracking and electrifying this section. The
railroad company has purchased considerable real

estate and is laying additional tracks, with the pur-

pose of making Baysidc a sub-terminal. This would
bring tile Bayside-Flushing section within 12 min-

utes of Long Island City. Power would be fur-

nished from the company's plant near the terminal

at Long Island City. It is planned to have this

service in operation by next spring. E. H. S.

Michigan.

Detroit, November 16.—Attorney W. E. Baubic

has petitioned the Detroit City Council for a 30-

year franchise for the Detroit Traction Company.
The provisions of the franchise are eight tickets

for 25 cents at all hours, single fares 5 cents,

universal transfers, with offer to exchange trans-

fers with any other company ; bond limit, $55,000

a mile, interest on bonds not to exceed five per

cent. ; stock not to exceed bond limit ; cost of

paving between tracks and for bli inches outside

to be divided equally between company and city;

municipal-ownership price to be fixed by arbitra-

tion ; 25 miles of track to be built in 18 months
and to build balance of So miles within three years;

to take up Detroit United Railway routes as soon

as franchises expire. Mr. Baubie refuses to name
the financial backers of the scheme.
The Shiawassee Light and Power Company was

granted a 20-year franchise in Vernon at the last

council meeting. Ten or more street lights will

be furnished at a rate of $50 a year each. The
service is to begin not later than June i, 1908.

The first unit in the Superior plant of the Michi-

gan Edison Company was started on November 9th.

This will aid materially in carrying the Christmas
peak load.

The constitutional convention in session at Lan-
sing has been requested to change the constitution

and statutes which permits boards of supervision

to grant permission to build power dams on non-
navigable rivers. It is requested that supervisors

be given the right to exercise control over rates

and distribution, to prevent power being transmitted

to a distance if there is a local demand for it.

The Owosso Light and Power' Company will be
incorporated to develop a waterpower on the Shi-

awassee River near Owosso. Power will be used
for the Grand Rapids and Pontiac Railway eventu-
ally, but the immediate use will be for light. E. M.
Hopkins of Detroit is president.

The Detroit Council granted a public hearing to

merchants asking for a uniform rate for light in-

stead of the present differential rate. Mr. Crowell,

the engineer retained by the mayor to investigate

the Edison company's rate, was present. A written

statement of grievances was requested. This will

be referred to the Edison company for answer.
D.

Indiana.

Indianapolis, November 16.—In the elections held

in two townships of Vigo County and two town-
ships of Sullivan County to vote on the proposition

of a subsidy tax in aid of the construction of the

Terre Haute and Merrom Traction Company, the

proposition in each case was defeated by a close

vote. The promoters of the enterprise claim to

have right-of-way, and that work would have be-

gun in a short time had the aid been voted.

The Wabash Railroad Company has put on a

local passenger train to make the round trip be-

tween Fort Wayne and Lafayette daily in opposi-

tion to the interurban company, which of late has
secured all the local traffic by reason of the steam
line having no local train.

The Town Board of Nashville, Brown County,
has granted a 50-year franchise for the use of any
of the streets to the Ohio Valley Traction Com-
pany. This is the first franchise granted an electric

road by the Nashville Council, and the citizens have
contributed $10,000 in aid of the construction of
the road.

The Terre Haute and Western Traction Company
has completed its line between Terre Haute and
Paris, 111., receiving at last a new franchise to

enter the latter city. The completion of this line

by the McGowan interests is believed to he llic first

step toward an extension to Charleston .iiid other
points west, with St. Louis as the ultimale ob-
jective point.

The first Salurday of February, 1908, is the dale
set for the sale of the Indianapolis, Huntington,
Columbia City and Northwestern ICleclric Railway
Company's roadbed and other assets, by W. M.
Self of Syracuse, receiver. The comjiany owns
four miles of track between Syracuse and Vawdcr
Park.
The citizens of Nappancc have raised a fund of

$35,000 to encourage the building of a nortii-and-
.soulli electric railway out of Nappancc to penetrate
the great onion farms of Elkhart County.
The first United States mail service to be estab-

lished on an electric railway in Southern Indiana
has been put in operation on the Evansvillc and
Eastern electric r.iilway between Evansvillc and
Rockport and intervening towns.
The Indiana and Michigan Electric Company,

which is building a dam across the St. Joseph
River north of South Bend, announces that by July
next it will be generating 10,000 horsepower of
electricity to be distiibuted in the St. Joe Valley.

Nearly $1,000,000 has been expended in the con-
struction of the concrete dam, which will create

10 miles of back water 1,500 feet wide.
The Blackhawk Light, Heat and Power Company

of Vinccnnes has tiled articles of incorporation,

capitalized at $1,000,000. The company proposes to

install heat, light and power plants in towns, com-
munities, industries or places of amusement by dis-

tributing natural or artificial gas and electricity.

Cyrus Lloffman, George PI. Smith and H. S. Shof-
fer are directors.

While the Indiana Railroad Commission has a

specific object in sending out quarterly bulletins

relative to grade-crossing accidents, these bulletins,

together with other work which is being done by
the commission, are expected to create a sentiment
in favor of elimination of all grade crossings in

Indiana. The bulletins state that, owing to the bad
condition of some crossings and the present high
speed of trains, it is difficult for anyone to get off

a crossing in time to escape a rapidly approaching
train. Managers and superintendents of railroads

are requested to issue special instructions as to the
manner of giving crossing signals in order that

the engineers and motormen will give proper warn-
ing when nearing crossings. '

S. S.

Northwestern States.

Minneapolis, November 16.—The Minneapolis City

Council has adopted resolutions instructing the Twin
City Rapid Transit Company to make improvements
in the way of new extensions to its system which
will mean an additional six or seven miles of track.

Charles P. Murray & Co. of Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
have applied for a street-railway franchise at Iowa
City. Another company is also seeking a franchise

there, headed by Henry Negus of Iowa City.

The Polar Star light plant at Faribault, Minn.,

has been sold to the Tri-state Telephone Company.
The council at Eveleth, Minn., has rejected the

bid of the Mesaba Traction Company for a street-

railway franchise in that city.

The Wagner, Lake Shore and Armour Traction
Company .has purchased a site at Aberdeen, S. D.,

for its new electric-light plant and has let the con-

tract for its erection to J. Lauesen. It will cost

$75,000. The company will carry on its local oper-

ations as the Aberdeen Light and Power Company
with a capitalization of $200,000.

The Omaha Electric Light and Power Company
contemplates putting in an electric-lighting system
at Papillion, Neb.
The contract for the erection of an electric-light

plant at Tekamah, Neb., has been let to Mr. Bart-

langer of Omaha, and work has been started.
.

Wix & Brenner will establish an electric-lighting

system at Stella, Neb. R.

Illinois.

Peoria, November 16.—The Dallas City Light
Company is building an electric-light plant at Dal-
las City in connection with a waterworks system.

L. M. Loomis is in charge. The company has a

contract for 25 street arcs for lighting the streets.

A line will be run to Pontusuc to furnish street

lights. The plant is being equipped with Westing-
house machinery.
For some time the Peoria Terminal Railway has

not been running its cars into the center of the

city as it could not agree with the Peoria Railway
Company as to compensation for the use of the

latter's tracks. Both companies have asked for a

franchise up Washington Street to the center of the

city and the Terminal company has been refused

one by the Common Council. The Promotion Club

has taken up the question and has succeeded in

making an agreement that it is believed will be

satisfactory to both companies until the matter of

a franchise up Washington Street can be settled.

The prospectus of the proposed electric road be-

tween Quincy and Taylorville, called the St. Louis,

Terre Haute and Quincy Traction Company, has

been issued. Gcoruc II. Lawrence of St. Louis
has just completed ihc survey of the road. It will

be i/)2 miles in length and pass through a thickly
settled part of the country.
The Missouri Valley Uriijge Company, which has

the contract for building the piers for the Illinois

Traction Company's bridge at St. Louis, has a
force of 100 men at work. The piers will Iw of
Bedford slone and granite, like the Merchants'
Bridge, and will range from 106 to 12O feel in

height from bedrock. The bridge proper will be
2,305 feet long, with three central spans and two
smaller spans. The bridge will carry a double
track and on each side of the tracks will be a
wagonway 14 feet wide and a seven- foot sidewalk.
The traction company owns a tract of land consist-
ing of 24 acres at the foot of Salisbury Street that
will be used for terminals. The cost of the piers
is nearly $300,000. The contract for the slccl work
has not been let as yet.

The new coal-conveying machinery for the Peo-
ria Gas and Electric Company will be put into com-
mission today. V.' N.

Pacific Slope.

San Francisco, November 13.—The City Electric
Company's new plant, which is now in' successful
operation in San Francisco, is to be increased by
the addition of another Westinghouse generating
unit. The present equipment consists of two 2,500-
kilowatt VVestinghousc-Parsons turbo-generators,
11,000 volts, supplied with steam by oil-burning
Babcock & Wilcox boilers. Contracts have been
signed for commercial business requiring the entire

capacity. The company's main office is located at

347 Grant Avenue.
Miscreants have been for some time dynamiting

poles of the California Gas and Electric Corpora-
tion's high-tension lines which supply electric power
to the sub-stations of the United Railroads of San
Francisco. The fact that the places of the striking
conductors and motormen have been filled by new
men and the lines are being operated almost as
usual, with the exception of there not being a
sufficient supply of power to operate the full com-
plement of cars, may have something to do with
these disturbances. The electric company will string
a 2,200-volt circuit along the pole lines and install

incandescent lights so that the guards can see to
prevent future depredations.
The reconstruction of the Geary Street Railway

in San Francisco, which was to have been made
into an electric underground-conduit system by the
city, is again being agitated.

The Prosser Traction Company, organized sev-
eral months ago to construct an electric railway in

the neighborhood of Prosser, Wash., has selected

a site for a power house seven miles below Prosser,
on the Yakima River, and has applied for a power-
right.

Beall Foster and Samuel T. Lewis, officers of the
Bismark Mill Company, Tacoma, Wash., are pro-

.jecting an electric power plant in that city. They
have applied for a franchise to erect transmission
lines. The plant will be erected in the vicinity of
the company's mill and will be operated by steam,
the mill refuse being used for fuel.

The Ventura County Power Company has made
a proposition to the people of the Ojai Valley, Ven-
tura County, Cal., to install a plant immediately,
if the people will subscribe for stock enough to pay
half the cost.

Plans are being made to illuminate the long pier
at Long Beach, Cal., by electricity. The cost would
be in the neighborhood of $1,000.

There is much discussion in Pasadena, Cal., over
the proposition to issue $200,000 of bonds for a
municipal electric-lighting plant. A.

PERSONAL.
Mr. G. H. Clendenin, manager of the Nebraska

Telephone Company at Nebraska City, Neb., has
been transferred to Beatrice, Neb.

Sir Oliver Lodge has succeeded the late Sir
William Perkin as president of the Faraday So-
ciety of England, which, as is well known, inves-
tigates the problems of electrochemistry.

Mr. J. E, Montague, general manager of the Buf-
falo and Niagara Falls Electric Light and Power
Company, is recovering after a successful operation
for appendicitis. Mr. Montague is a progressive
central-station manager and is much interested in
the new-business movement.

Mr. B. E. Menvin, general superintendent of the
Interurban Railway and Terminal Company of Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, has resigned to take a position with
the Aurora, Elgin and Chicago Railway Company.
Mr. F. H. Talbot, electrical engineer of the Cin-
cinnati company and assistant to President C. H.
Davis, has been appointed to take Mr. Merwin's
place.

Mr. W. H. Blood, Jr., has been retained for an-
other year as insurance expert of the ISTational

Electric Light Association. Mr. Blood's serv^ices,

which are at the disposal of members to any rea-
sonable extent, are of great value to the associa-

tion in questions relating to the electrical fire
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hazard. He is addressed at 147 Milk Street, Bos-

ton.

J'Xr. William S. Heger, assistant to President

Whiteside of Allis-Chalniers Company, Ivlilwaukee,

was a Chicago visitor on Wednesday.

Mr. R. A. Brown has been appointed city elec-

trician of Nelson, B. C. He was formerly con-

nected with the electrical department of the city

of Calgary, Alberta.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
St. Paul, Neb., has voted to establish an eiectric-

light plant.

The Omaha Electric Light Company will extend

its lines to Papillion, Neb.

L. ^^'. Chilton is about to begin construction

work on an electric-light plant at Goliad, Tex.

W. A. Clark has been granted a franchise to

install an electric-light plant in Virginia City, Mont.

M. A. Harrison and H. H. Caughlan have bought

the electric-light plant at Nevada, Idaho, and will

, make improvements.

The Independent Light and Power Company of

Shawnee, Okla., has been incorporated with a cap-

ital of $100,000 by J. W. Rubey and others.

H. C. Hodge and others are building a dam
across the Big Creek Canyon, and will furnish

electric light and power to Victor and Stevensville,

Mont.

A petition has been circulated in Bay City, Mich.,

protesting against the proposed action of the City

Council to improve and extend the municipal elec-

tric-light plant.

While placing a large new switchboard in the

electric-light plant at Vincennes, Ind., workmen lost

control of the heavy structure and it fell to the

floor, breaking the marble panels into fragments.

The Cornell (111.) Journal says: 'The electric-

light plant is furnishing a very fine quality and
plenty of light since the new generator has been
installed. Cornell is to be congratulated on the

lighting system, and Mr. Rhodes [owner of the

plant] is deserving of the patronage of every citizen

and business man in our city. Put in electric and

help boost."

The' San Antonio Gas and Electric Company of

San Antonio, Tex., will soon rebuild its entire arc-

lighting system and will install four new arc-light

generators. Since the first of the year the company
has undertaken various improvements in its plant

on Villita Street, including the installation of an

alternating generator, to take care of 20,oco incan-

descent lights, and another generator to furnish

power for operation of street cars.

A special meeting of the Consolidated Gas, Elec-

tric Light and Power Company of Baltimore, Md.,

has been called to consider taking a lease on the

Baltimore Electric Companj', its only rival. Nego-
tiations have been under way for some time, and it

is understood an agreement has been reached. The
Baltimore Electric Light Company also controls the

Maryland Telephone Company, the only rival to

the Chesapeake and Potomac, which is part of the

Bell system.

The Economy Light and Power Company of

Oconto, Wis., is seeking a franchise to light the

city of Marinette. The company offers to furnish

arc lights at $50 a year and supply current for

commercial lighting at eight cents a kilowatt-hour

for the first 1,000 hours' use, 'V2 cents up to 6,000,

7 cents up to io,coo, 6J4 cents up to 14,000, 5 cents

to 18,000 and 4 cents a , kilowatt-hour for con-

sumers using more than 18,000 kilowatt-hours. The
company also proposes to build an interurban road

between Marinette and Peshtigo.

The Live Oak Manufacturing Company of Live
Oak, Fla., furnishes electric light and power for

Live Oak, a small city of 8,000, in addition to the

operation of a planing mill, for the manufacture
of dressed lumber. The electrical plant comprises

two AUis-Chalmers alternating-current generators,

one of which has been in operation for over five

years and the other for three years, and the plant

has never been shut down on account of either

machine. A duplicate plant was provided at the

time of installing the second unit, but up to the

present time it has never been necessary to use it.

The plant was kept in operation continuously night
and day for over three years, with the exception

of 12 hours on Sundays.

Mr. Silva, senior partner of a large Paris firm

of electricians, says that several firms have dis-

covered what a rich field London is likely to

prove for the illumlnated-sign business, and as a

result London within two years will be the most
electrically illuminated city in the world. "Ten
years ago," he says, "London was the only city

in Europe where electric illuminated advertising

signs were to be seen, as in .American cities. We
knew nothing about such signs in Paris, but in

i8g8 our attention was drawn to them, and Paris

electricians were quick to see the immense business

that they could do with these electric signs in

Paris. At the present time Paris is justifying her

title of the 'Ville Lumiere,' for her main streets

and boulevards are a perfect blaze of illuminated

electric advertising signs."

The electric-light plant of Shepherdstown, W. Va.,

which was built and operated by the municipality,

has been sold by the Town Council to John L.

Livers of Martinsburg, W. Va., for $3,500. Shep-
herdstown will be supplied by Mr. Livers, who
will get his supply from the Martinsburg Power
Company. The old plant at Shepherdstown will be

dismantled.

gas and gasoline engines, telephone and lighting
plants and electric vehicles.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Gross earnings of the Aurora, Elgin and Chicago

Railway Company for October show an increase

of about $9,000 a day compared with the corre-

sponding month last year.

Poles are now being erected for the Bucyrus-
Mansfield (Ohio) electric railwa}', and a portion is

ready for the wiring. It is understood that the

balance of the improvements will follow imme-
diately.

The various electric railways in the vicinity of

Toledo, Ohio, have perfected arrangements for car-

rying hunting dogs. The demands of hunters dur-
ing the present open season brought about the .

arrangement.

Articles of incorporation of the M'anitou Incline

Railway Company have been filed in Colorado. The
company has a capital stock of $220,000 and has
purchased from the Hydro-electric Company of

Denver the cable tram road from Manitou to the

summit of Mount Manitou, a distance of one mile.

The line will be reconstructed and re-equipped for

the tourist season of 190S. N. N. Brumback is

president of the company.

The Northwestern Pacific Railroad Company of
San Francisco, a consolidation of the old North
Shore and the San Francisco Northwestern Rail-

way, now owned by the Southern Pacific system,
has recently purchased for additional installation

in the San Anselmo sub-station of the North Shore
Railroad two 500-kilowatt Allis-Chalmers two-bear-
ing motor-generator sets, a 30-kilowatt induction
motor-generator exciter set and three 3co-kilowatt
Allis-Chalmers oil-filled, water-cooled transformers
of 54.000 volts. The San Anselmo sub-station will

receive three-phase, 60-cycle alternating current at

54,000 volts and furnish direct current at 600 volts

and at 1,200 volts by means of Allis-Chalmers syn-
chronous motors driving 6co-volt direct-current gen-
erators and throu,gh a double set of bus-bars. These
synchronous motors will have normal rated full-

load capacity of Soo horsepower.

WIRELESS COMMUNICATION.
The newspapers report that the Marconi wireless

station at Siasconset, Mass., was destroyed by fire

on November 15th.

A cable dispatch from Berlin announces that a

German company is now telephoning wirelessly
from Nauen to various places in Germany, 50 to

60 miles distant. One of the managers said that
conversations had been conducted with extreme
clearness and precision.

POWER TRANSMISSION
It is said that engineers of many of the factories

in M'oline, 111., and vicinity are figuring on some
means of replacing steam power in the various in-

dustries with electricity. .The factory owners are
convinced of the superiority of electricity over
steam and believe that one or several hydro-electric
generating plants could be built within economical
transmitting distance for the use of all the fac-

tories. As a first step toward the change a site

for a generating plant on the Rock River has been
located by S. S. Davis, who is said to have a
feasible plan.

Chappie Rapids on the Menominee River in Wis-
consin, where about 5,000 horsepower is available,

is to be developed by interests represented by the
Menominee River Boom Company and the current
transmitted to Marinette and Menominee. The
Menominee River Boom Company controls watcr-
powcrs on the Menominee River, totaling over
50,000 horsepower. The Peshtigo River, a short
distance away, has fully that amoimt of power
available. Only one of the waterpowers on the
Peshtigo and one of those on the Menominee have
thus far been developed. Engineers making the
surveys state that there is more power in the two
rivers than in any other two rivers in MichigaTi
or Wisconsin.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
At the next meeting of the Chicago section of

the Illuminating Engineering Society, which will
probably be held on December 12th, the subject for
discussion will be "Lighting of the Downtown
Streets." *

The programme for the next three meetings of
the Worcester Polytechnic Institute branch of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers is as
follows : November 22d, Prof. H. H. Norris of
Cornell, subject to be announced; December 6th,

J. R. Bibbins, "Gas Engineering;" December 20th,

J. A. Sandford, "Manufacture of High-potential
Insulators."

PUBLICATIONS.
The various types of Zrjar storage batteries man-

nfacturcd by the Zoar Ballery Company of Zoar,
Ohio, are illustrated in a new catalogue and in-

struction book just issued by the Zoar company.
This company manufactures storage batteries for

MISCELLANEOUS.
A recent Census bulletin shows that the use of

electric appliances for automatic piano playing is

on the increase. These devices do away with pump-
ing and may be transposed to a higher nr lower key.

According to a paper read before the Academy
of Sciences in Paris, the long-sought absolute test

of death has been discovered. Dr. Vaillant, chief
of the radiographic service in La Riboisiere Hos-
pital, described many experiments he has made
which show that skiagraphs of the intestines differ

in cases in which the subjects are alive or dead,
the details showing clearly in the case of a corpse,
but not showing if life is present.

A natural and artificial-gas franchise and an
electric-light and power franchise have been granted
to the Independent Light and Power Company of
Shawnee, Okla., and a franchise to maintain and
operate a telephone line and exchange in the city

was granted to the Shawnee-Tecumseh Telephone
Company by the City Council. The officers of both
companies are Shawnee men, including J. W. Ru-
bey, Homer Alexander and Harry Mead.

A New York dispatch says that Thomas A. Edi-
son of East Orange, N. J., and Henry Phipps, a

New York millionaire, believe they can solve the

tenement-house problem by erecting an entire city

of concrete houses in New Jersey. Some time ago
the newspapers reported that Mr. Edison had per-

fected plans whereby he can build within 12 hours
and at a cost of from $1,000 to $1,200 a beautiful

nine-room house, suitable for two families. Each
apartment of these double houses can be rented

profitably at $7.50 a month, according to the report.

The Long Island Railroad will use concrete pile

foundations for the new conduit line in the North
Shore yards at Long Island City. The contract

has been awarded the Raymond Concrete Pile

Company of Chicago and New York by J. P. Sav-

age, chief engineer. The conduit, which will be of

concrete, will be i,ioo feet long and will carry the

feed wires for the electric system. The applica-

tion of concrete piling to conduit foundations is a

novel one, this being the first time such use has

been made on a contract of any magnitude. The
Abbott-Gamble Company is the general contractor.

A company has recently been formed in Bombay,
with a capital of $7,500,000, for the purpose of con-

structing in India blast furnaces, open-hearth steel

furnaces, rolling mills, coke ovens, and other plant

necessary for the manufacture of pig-iron, steel

rails, bars, plates, etc., and to acquire mining rights

over very valuable and large deposits of iron ore.

A site for the new works has been selected near

Sini Junction, on the Bengal-Nagpur Railway, where
the three essentials—iron ore, coal and limestone

—

can be assembled at a low rate of transit. The
enterprise is to be a distinctly Indian concern, the

capital being Indian and the hoard of directors com-

posed entirely of native Indians.

Allis-Chalmers Company of Milwaukee has been

awarded the gold medal for electric generators and

motors, issued by the authorities of the Jamestown
Exposition, as determined by a jury of well-known

technical experts representing leading electrical in-

terests of the country. A second gold medal has

also been granted for the good judgment and taslc

shown in the design and erection of the exhibit,

which has been one of the most attractive features

of Machinery Hall. Gold medals have previously

been taken by electrical apparatus of this company's

build at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, Paris

Exposition and other exhibitions where there was

international competition.

The new annexes of the House and Senate at

Washington, D. C, are being connected with the

capitol by .marble-lined electrically illuminated tun-

nels. In these tunnels small electric trains of six-

cars each will carry the senators and rcpresenl.i-

tivcs and their friends back and forth from their

quarters in the annexes to the capitol. The train

to the annex of the House of Representatives is

already in operation. It starts from the subway

station beneath the great rotunda, the passengers

being raised and lowered by elevators. A motor-

man aitd one conductor arc in charge of each train

of six cars. The cars are of steel, 16 feet long
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and c-in.v 10 |i:isscngei-s each. The .•miicxua arc

palatial sUiicluri'S, providiiiR iirivrile ciiiarlers for

carli senator and representative, and will be

equipped, except sleeping ipiarters, with the Inx-

iiries and conveniences of the finest hotels.

A dispatch from the Boston News Bureau states

that ilurins; the nioiuh of October the production

of copper in the United Slates, Mexico and Can-

ada fell oft' over 31,036,040 pounds, or, as com-

pareil with October, igo6, a drop of over 30 per

cent.

A direct conniiercial-lelegraph wire connecting

Lewiston, Idaho, with I'ortland, Ore., is being com-

pleted by the \Veslern Union Telegraph Company.

This will give I.ewiston direct wire connection with

Portland and oilier Pacific Coast points, and will

do away with the necessity of relaying messages

at S|ioliane.

TRADE NEWS.
E. G. Ekstronier of Albro Street, Cambridge,

Mass., has invented a new storage battery which is

said to be very efficient. A factory has been

eipiippcd to manufacture the new cells for the

market.

Announcement is made of the removal of the

New York offices of tlic Raymond Concrete Pile

Company to 140 Cedar Street in the new West
Street Building. The steady increase in the busi-

ness of the company made the abandonment of the

former quarters necessary in order to gain greater

floor space.

|hc Wall Street Journal of November 13th says:

"1: is expected that the last quarter of the Union
Switch and Signal Company's year will show re-

sults almost as favorable as reported in the first

three quarters. Net earnings for the year are esli-

inated at $i.ioo.oco on a total capital stock of

$2,500,000 and outstanding bonds of $243,000. The
company is free from debt and in a good position

to meet a business reaction. The company has

about $1,250,000 of 'accounts receivable' and enough
money in the bank to meet the company's pay roll

for two months even if another cent is not col-

lected in that time. Although the company iH a
Westinghouse oimpany, it has alj.HDiiilely no coiii-

niilnients or entanglements of any sfjrt with any
other companies. Out of a total of about 500 in-

dividual stockholders of the Union Switch and
Signal C(jmpany, there arc 227 women and estates
on the list."

One of the American consular officers in Asia
reports the granting of a concessioji for the con-
struction of an electric railway, for the lighting of
streets, and the supplying of electric power at the
place in question, lie furnisiies the names of the

officials of the new company, and stales that it

would be a profitable investment for the manufac-
turers of electrical goods to maintain an active agent
tiiere to take advantage of trade opportunities as

they present Ihemselves. Information may be gained
by writing to the Bureau of Manufactures, Wash-

ington, D. C, referring to file No. 1623.

On November istli the Circuit Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit rendered a decision sus-

taining claims five and seven of the Benjamin wire-

less cluster patent No. 721,774, dated March 3,

1903. The suit was that of the Benjamin Electric

Manufacturing Company of Chicago against the

Dale Company and John M. Dale, and involved the

Dale multiple wireless cluster. The case originally

came before Judge Holt of the Circuit Court, and
he sustained the validity of the Benjamin patent,

but he held that the Dale cluster did not infringe.

The Court of Appeals, while confirming Judge Holt
as to his finding of validity, reverses the lower
court on the question of infringement and finds

that the Benjamin patent as to claims five and
seven is infringed by the Dale wireless cluster. A
second suit brought by the Benjamin company
against the Dale Company and John IT. Dale con-
cerns the series wireless cluster marketed by the

Dale Company. .'\n order has heretofore been en-

tered in this second suit providing for an injunction
and accounting as to the Dale series cluster in

case the court entered an injunction and an ac-

counting as. to the multiple cluster involved in the

first suit. The litigation has been closely contested,

and has been in the courts during the last three

years. The complaijKuit wa- represent, d by J.,ii.f,
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engines for all

brake horsepowei . 1 lie . 1

producer gas, coke-oven
in the Otto cycle (four-c;.

zonlal tanilem and iwin-K.
The company controls ih' ,,.

ternal-condjustion engines ami hui> ir.

Charles V.. Sargent as llie engineer 01 uc
department. It has recently shippu.l m. i.irge
steam engines to such concerns as ihe Illinois Steel
Company, Jones & Laughlin Steel Comjiany, Pack-
ard Motor Car Company, American Sheet and Tin
Plate Company, Amoske.-ig Manufiicturing Com-
pany, New Hampshire Spinning Mills, National
Tube Company, City of Milwaukee, Carnegie Steel
Company, American Woolen Company, United
States Envelope Company and the Carnegie Nat-
ural Gas Company, and has built uq an unusual
reputation for shipping "on time." It promises to
do as well on gas-engine orders.

BUSINESS.
Mr. Fred. T. Wright announces that he has taken

over the entire business formerly conducted by
George H. Erich & Co., Chicago, and he is now
prepared to solicit business for manufacturers rep-
resented by Geo. H. Erich & Co. Mr. Wright is

located at 99 Randolph Street.

The Steptoe 'Valley Smelting and Mining Com-
pa]iy of Ely, Nev., recently purchased, through the
American Smelters Securities Company of New
York city, six 150-horsepower Allis-Chahncrs type
AN induction motors, each for operating on 60-
cycle, tliree-phase, 550 volts, at a speed of 600
rc\'ohuions per minute.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued (United States Patent Offi-ce) November rgoy.

870,545. Plating Device. George W. Clough, Cleve-

land, Ohio, assignor of one-half to John R.

Baird, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed Octo-
ber 10, igo6.

A pivoted receptacle is mounteu in a tank. Anode
plates are connected at right angles to the shaft and
cathode plates are similarly connected to the sides and
bottom of the receptacle.

870,551. Central-energy Telephone System. Francis

W. Dunbar, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Kel-
logg Switchboard and Supply Company, Chi-

cago, 111. Application filed December 19, 1900.

A supervisory signal-controlling electromagnet is con-
nected across the two limbs of one end of the cord
circuit. The magriet has two differential windings offer-

ing impedance to the talking currents. When the sub-
scriber's hook-switch is down the circuit is closed through
only one of these windings, when up both are in circuit

but neutralize each other.

870,555. Controller. Frank W. Garrett, Norwood,
Ohio, assignor to the Bullock Electric Manu-
facturing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Applica-

tion filed August 21, 1905.

This controller has a single contact drum with seg-

ments engaging contact fingerst A special form of

blow-out magnet is provided, which has a number of
polar projections between the segments adjacent to the
contact fingers. The cover carries corresponding strips

of magnetic material completing the magnetic circuit.

870,564. Third-rail Electric -railway System. Charles

Kozesnik, New York, N. Y. Application filed

June 16, 1904.

The third rail is hollow and consists of an upper and
a lower part mechanically connected but electrically in-

sulated from each other. The hollow portion contains
armatures and electrical connections for the same.

870,574. Fire-alarm System. Charles W. McDan-
iel, Kansas City, Mo. Application filed April

23, igo6.

A combined fire alarm and telephone system is op-

erated from a central exchange. A thermostat controls
the alarm circuit, which runs through a primary winding
of an electromagnet, the secondary winding connecting
to the telephone line.

870,577. Electrical Water Heater. Emil Naumer,
New York, N. Y. Application filed July 17,

1906.

A number of hollow carbon rods are mounted
obliquely on a base with metallic connections between
them, the rods and connections forming a continuous
conductor for both the water and electric currents.

870,595 Controller, and 870,596 Motor Controller.

Lewis L. Tatum, Norwood, Ohio, assignor to

Allis-Chalmers Company and the Bullock Elec-

tric Manufacturing Company. Applications filed

April 16 and iVugust 31, 1906, respectively.

A three-phase induction motor has a set of Y-connected
resistances in its rotor circuit that arc governed by a

controller which has a group of snap switches asso-
ciated with each section of the resistances. A shaft in

the controller carries a pair of cams for each group
of switches, cne of each pair being arranged to close
the switches successively and the other to open' them
as the shaft is rotated in the opposite dir,ection. In the
second patent the switches are oil-immersed. .(See cut on
next page.)

870,611. Series Shunt for Dynamo-electric Ma-
chines. Henry C. Beekley, Norwood, Ohio, as-

signor to the Bullock Electric Manufacturing
Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Application filed

November 29, 1905.

A shunt fcr the series field consists of a looped strip

of resistance metal clamped between separable insulating
blocks that are arranged to put a tension on the strip.

870.621. Electric-railway Signaling System. Noi--

man P. Frasei; and William Gribben, Carson-
ville, Mich. Application filed May 17, 1907.

A sectional conductor is mounted between the rails,

batteries connecting the different sections in series. On
the train there is an electromagnet, an alarm and a
motor, all controlled by contacts with the rails and sec-

tional conductor, the motor being intended to apply the
brakes.-

870.622. Electric Signaling System. Willard H.
Oilman, Medford, Mass., assignor to the In-

ternational Telemeter Company. Application
filed October 31, 1906.

This system provides a lock for each signal-control-
ling mechanism and means for releasing the locks by a
current of different direction from that actuating the
mechanism.

870,632. Electrical Measuring Instrument. John M.
Lea, Chicago, 111., assignor to the International

Electric Meter Compan}'", Chicago, 111. Appli-
cation filed June 4, 1906.

The instrument consists of a transform.er, the primary
' and secondary coils of which are spaced apart on the

core. A movable secondary coil is arranged so it can
oscillate between the others.

870,634. Calling Device for Telephone Exchanges.
Frank A. Lundquist, Chicago, 111. Application

filed May 28, igo6.

An automatic telephone has a plate with marked num-
bers that is moved by a lever, which, after being moved
to any desired point, passes out - of the reach of the
operator.

870,637. Incandescent-lamp Guard. Charles MoH-
tor, Chicago, 111., assignor to James H. McGill,

Valparaiso, Ind. Application filed March 8,

igo6.

A cage about the lamp has a handle attached to its

base ring.

870,674. Apparatus for Electrochemical Analysis.

George A. Guess, Silverton. Colo., and .Herbert

E. T. Haultain, Nelson, British Columbia, Can.

Application filed April 26, 1905.

A bench is equipped with adjustable beaker supiiorts.

Over each beaker is a set of three split aluminum
terminals holding independent electrodes, the middle one
of each set receiving the deposit.

870,675- Electrode. George A. Guess. Silverton,
Colo., and Herbert E. T. Haultain. Nelson.
British Columbia, Can. Application filed April
26, 1905.

This electrode is used in the apparatus just referred
to above and has its body olate made of thin corru-
gated sheet metal integral with a central support adapted
to be fnctionally engaged by the terminal.

870,688. Automatic Electric Storing Device. John
W. Ringer, Castleton, Ind. Application filed

July 17, 1906.

A face plate has an arm pivotally mounted on it and
connected with a disk wheel. A series of contact plugs
is mounted on the plate and on the wheel, a series of
cells being connected to the plugs on the latter. A gen-
erator is connected with the cells ana the pivoted arm.

87o,69r._ Process of Producing Porous Barium.
Oxide. Hermann Schulze,- Bernburg, Germany.
Application filed October 15, 1903.
The process consists in melting 94. parts by weight of

barium carbonate with 6 parts of carbon in an electric

-

furnace, then mudng 89 parts of this product with 10
of barium nitrate and i of carbon, and then heating
again in the electric furnace, wherebv it becomes in-
flated.

870,714. Electrothermal Protector. Frank B. Cook,
Chicago, 111. Application filed February 15,

1907.

This is a heat cartridge of the longitudinally operating
type, the two metallic shells of which are held together
by a thin film of heat-susceptible non-conducting cement.
The circuit is maintained after the device has operated.

870,732. Burglar Alarm. Hermann R. Lassen,
Hamburg, Germany. Application filed May 21,

1907.

A weight, on being pulled by a string, contacts with
tv.o bent springs and thus closes the alarm circuit.

870.736. Electric Fixture. Harry R. Mitchell, North
Yakima, Wash. Application filed February 23,

1907.

This fixture contains a reel for winding up the lamp
cord which is vertically adjustable. The terminals of
the circuit connect with the ends of the reel.

870.737. Street and Station Indicator. Charles A.
Myers, Niagara Falls, N. Y. Application filed

November 8, 1906.

The indicator has a gear and ratchet wheel actuated
by pawls connected with t\vo armatures of an electromag-
net. These rotate it in opposite directions. Only one
operates at a time, the other being locked.

870,740, Hair-dr>^ing Apparatus. Evander Mclver
and John Widna, Chicago, 111. ; Margaret Mc-
lver, administratrix of said Evander Mclver,
deceased. Application filed Januar>- 11, 1907.

A motor-driven blower forces air over a heater and
through a series of ducts to the upper part of the
apparatus.

870,742: Recording Apparatus. Harrj^ B. Palmer,

New York, N. Y., assignor to George E. Sly,
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New York, N. Y. Application filed November

15, 1904.

This apparatus comprises time-controlled electrical

record-printing means and similar means for properly

positioning the record-receiving medium.

870,755. Trolley-pole Guide. Lewis A. Allen, Pas-

saic, N. J. Application filed August 14, 1907.

The main trolley pole carries a roller and a lever for

supporting an auxiliary trolley pole upon the end of

which is the wheel.

870,772. Trolley. Clarence A. Gouty, Springfield,

111. Application filed June 8, 1907.

An arch has a slotted tubular part in the upper end

of which fits a tubular shank that screws into the body
of the harp.

870,779. Electric Soldering Iron. William G. Hart-

wig, Chicago, 111. Application filed March 21,

1907.

The head of this iron constitutes one terminal. A
body of high- resistance carborundum crystal bears

against the head and is surrounded by an insulating

sleeve. A spring-pressed metallic plunger bears against

the carborunuum and forms the other terminal.

870.802. Vehicle-control System. Norman W. Sto-

rer, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westing-

house Electric and Manufacturing Company,
Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed January 3, 1906.

This is a combination with a pair of carrying trucks

and electrical driving motors for a vehicle of electrically

controlled means for automatically applying downward
pressure upon the trucks at points ahead of the normal
point of application of the weight of the vehicle body
upon the trucks.

870.803. Electrical Measuring Instrument. Charles

B. Thwing, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

January 25, 1907.

NO. 870,970.

—

ALTERNATING-CURRENT METER.

A moving-coil galvanometer has a permanent magnet
whose poles are automatically moved toward or from
each other with changes of temperature, thus varying
the reluctance of the magnetic circuit to compensate for

temperature changes in the electrical resistance of the
instrument,

870,816. Vehicle Motor-control System. William
Cooper, Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to the West-
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,
Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed January 3,

1906.

This system provides a shunt around the series field

of the forward motor on each truck of an electric ve-

hicle during starting, thus decreasing the torq^ue upon the
leading pair of wheels and producing smoother starting.

870,836. Floor Surfacer. Casper W. Miles, Ander-
son Township, Hamilton County, Ohio. Apph-
cation filed March 25, 1907.

An electric motor drives a rotary cutter head having
fan-shaped arms to drive dirt and obstructions from the

path of the knives.

870,847. Method of Making a Joint in Thin, Flat

Material. Adolph F. Rietzel, Lynn, Mass., as-

signor to the Thomson Electric Welding Com-
pany, Lynn, Mass. Application filed October

15, 1903.

This method consists in bringing the borders together
at an angle, passing an electric current across the joint,

applying edgewise pressure to cause the heated metal to

buckle, and then applying a laterally acting welding force
to the heated parts.

870,852. Speed Indicator and Distance Recorder,
Ralph Shipman, Sunbury, Pa. Application filed

November 15, 1906.

The apparatus consists of electrical time-controlled
mechanism, an indicator and coacting mechanism for
setting and resetting the indicator.

870,858. Telegraph Pole. Frederick H. Tidnam,
Oklahoma, Okla. Application filed July 9,

1907.

A reinforced concrete pole for electrical lines has a
hollow conical core.

870,892 and 870,893. Alternating-current Motor.
Robert Lundcll, New York, N. Y. Applications
filed September 26, and November 27, 1905.

A ftinftlfr-phasc commu latin g-typc motor is provided
with bruihcs for short-circuiting certain coils of the rotor
winding and with means for reversing the rotation of the
motor.

870,900, Time - controlled Circuit - closing Device.

Carl A. Palmgrcn and Arthur H. Young, Chi-
cago, III. Application filed February 16, 1907.

The hand of a clock closes a normally open circuit.

A number of conlrollinsr devices operating contacts are

geared to the clockwork and connected in scries with
the hand-controlled contacts.

870,902. Ignition Plug for Hydrocarbon Motors or

Explosion Engines. Edward J. Pennington.

New York, N. Y. Application filed August 7,

1907.

The terminals arc reversely threaded and, concentrically
arranged.

870,915. ' Process of Manufacturing Arsenic Com-
pounds of Lead. Cornelius D. Vreeland, Mont-
clair, N. J. Application filed February 5, 1906.

The process consists in the formation of a soluble salt

of lead by electrolysis in the presence of a soluble com-
pound of arsenic and the simultaneous precipitation of
the lead thereby as an arsenic compound of lead.

870.926. Composing Mechanism for Printing Bar,

Matrix-making and Typesetting Machines. Erl

V. Beals, Boston, Mass. Application filed Feb-
ruary 21, 1898.

A series of line-composing mechanisms has electric

circuits for connecting the same with a single matrix
or type-assembling mechanism. A series of circuit-closing

devices is interposed in the circuits, each circuit-closing

device closing its circuit at a particular point at the
conclusion of the composition of a line.

870.927. Electrotherapeutic Instrument. Benjamin
Y. Boyd, Chicago, III. Application filed Janu-
ary 18, 1907.

The instrument has an electrode for rectal insertion,

consisting of an insulating stem and transverse portion,

with the poles at the ends of the latter. A battery and
induction coil are placed in the stem.

870,935. Automatic Switch Governor. Leonard Col-

son and Charles Gebaucr, New York, N. Y.

;

said Colson assignor to said Gebauer. Appli-
cation filed June 25, 1907.

This is a combination of a moving-picture projector, an
electric lamp movable relatively to 'the projector, and
means controllable by the position of the lamp relatively

to the projector for lighting and extinguishing the lamp.

870,938. Alternating-current Generator. George H.
Cove, Roxbury, Mass., assignor of one-half to

Frank R. Kimball, Boston, Mass. Application

filed May 7, igo6.

NO. 870,973.—STORAGE BATTERY.

A series of permanent magnets are set with successive
opposite poles in the arc of a circle. An electromagnetic-
ally oscillated pendulum having coils at its swinging end
is moved back and forth before the magnet poles.

870,946. Controlling Mechanism for Electric Cir-

cuits. Taylor T. Fogel, Reading, Pa., assignor

of two-thirds to Alfred J. Mason, Reading, Pa.

Application filed May i, 1507.

A motor starting box is provided with an electromagnet
for holding the arm in running position, and with over-
and underload coils for short-circuiting this magnet.

870,950. Trolley. Walter P. Gisske, Los Angeles,

Cal. Application filed April 10, 1907.

A pair of arms is mounted on a shaft operated ver-

tically by coiled springs and circularly by roller-pressed

lugs projecting from hubs of the arms.

870,954. Electrical Sparking Device for Explosive

Engines. William B. Hayden, New York,
N. Y. 'Application filed June 12, 1906.

A twofold electrical source is connected to a pair of
electrodes, one of which is moved by an electromagnet.

870,970. Alternating-current Meter. Robert C.

Lanphier, Springfield, 111. Application filed Sep-

tember 8, 1904.

A mercury motor wattmeter has a rotary conductor
through which the main current passes

_
and which is

immersed in mercury. The pressure coil is connected in

series with a condenser across the line and energizes a

magnetic field about the rotary conductor. (See cut.)

870,973. Storage Battery. Homer E. R. Little,

New York, N. Y. Application filed January 17,

1907.

The electrodes arc carbon and zinc, separated by a layer

of fibrous material. About the lower (carbon) electrode

is a solution of carbon tetrachloride. Above this is a
solution of zinc bromide. (Sec cut.)

870,985. Carbon Electrode for Galvanic Elements.
Wilhelm Mollenbruck and Wilhelm Dielmann,
Dusseldorf, Germany, assignors to Hermann
Peltzer, Dusseldorf, Germany. Application filed

October 23, 1906.

This electrode for dry 'cells is composed of a number of
' circularly grouped carbon members embedded in the de-

polarizer and forming a central cavity into which a
removable carbon contact plug fits.

870,999. Trolley Harp. Samuel T. Simmons, Co-
lumbus, Ohio. Application filed April 16, 1906.

A fork bearing the trolley wheel has a swiveling con-
nection with the pole head. A guard secured to the
head has forwardly projecting .irms with their ends
starting out laterally and resting on the axle housings of
the trolley wheel.

871,002, Insulating Fixture. Louis Steinbcrger,

New York, N. Y. Application filed November
5. 1906.

A ring made in halves has eye-bolts extending radially
. into it between the halves. Insulating sleeves pass
through the bolts and fastening members through the
sleeves.

871,042 and 871,043. Telephone Exchange. Samuel
A. Norstrom, Chicago, III., assignor to Casper
L. Redfield, Chicago, 111. Applications filed

July 13 and August 23, 1905, respectively.

Among the features covered is a party-line system, each
station having a switching mechanism. This can be
controlled from the central office so as to simultaneously
break all telephonic connections and then to re-establish
them between selected stations. An emergency device
permits an iinselected station to signal central while two
other stations are in telephonic connection.

871,064. Three-point Contact Trolley Timer for In-
ternal-combustion Motor Cars. George M. Hur-
ley, Los Angeles, Cal. Application filed April

4, 1907.

A trolley timer comprises an insulating ring having an
internal lip, contacts in the lip and a V-shaped trolley
yieldingly mounted to run on the lip and contact with
the contacts at a number of points.

871,082. Safety Razor. Isaac N. Brigham, Melrose
Park, 111., assignor to the Electro Automatic
Safety Razor Company, Orange, Cal. Applica-
tion filed April 22, 1907.

A small electric motor imparts a reciprocating movement
to the razor blade, which is mounted in a casing provided
with guard fingers.

871,092. 'Selecting Device for Telephone Exchanges.
Frank A. Lundquist, Chicago, 111. Original ap-
plication filed August 8, 1903. Divided and
this application filed January 16, 1905.

'A'-f] ft-:.

NO. 871,092.—TELEPHONE SELECTIVE DEVICE.

An automatic telephone has a dial with numbers on its

face. A selecting pointer is moved by hand to any posi-
tion on the dial and thus sends a corresponding series of
impulses over one side of the telephone line. The
automatic return of the pointer sends one impulse over the
other side of the line. (See cut.)

871,097. Sealing-in Machine. Mark H. Branin,
Newark, N. J., assignor to the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

May II, 1906.

A frame rotates on a standard and carries a num-
ber of rotating heads, each supporting an incandescent
lamp bulb and stem to position tor sealing with a burner.

PATENTS THAT HAVE EXPIRED.
Following is a hst of electrical patents (issued

by the United States Patent Office) that expired
November 18, 1907:

440,614. Electric Switch. E. T. Barberie and J. Des Brisay,
New York, N. Y.

440,627. Electric Meter. S. Z. De Ferranti, Hampstead,
County of Middlesex, England.

440.640. Electric Welding Transformer. H. Lemp, Lynn,
Mass.

440.641. Electric Welding Apparatus. H. Lemp, Lynn,
Mass.

.,

440,654. Lightning Arrester. E. W. Rice, Jr., Lynn, Mass.
440,662 and 440,663. Electric Arc Lamp. E. Thomson and

E. W. Rice, Lynn, Mass.

440.664. Method of Electric Welding. E. Thomson, Lynn,
]\tass.

440.665. Trolley Arm for Electric Railways. E. Thomson,
Lynn, Mass.

440.685. Electric Cut-out. G. H. Alton and E. R. Rice, Jr.,
Lynn, Mass.

440.686. Electric-railway Car Motor. I. F. Baker, Lynn,
Mass.

440,689. Electric-railway Car. W. S. Bclding, Chicago, 111.

440.699. Electric Motor. C. E. Dressier, New York, N. Y.
440.700. Electric Motor and Generator. C. E. Dressier, New

York, N. Y.
440,717 and 440,718. Electric Motor Mechanism. S. E.

Mower, New Haven, Conn.
440,720. Electric Switch, C. A. Pfluger, Chicago, 111.

440.766. Telegraphy. P. B. Dclany, New York, N. Y.
440.767. Synchronous Telegraphy. P. B. Delany, New York,

N. Y.
440.768. Multiplex Telegraphy. P. B. Delany, New York,

N. Y.
440,776. Electric Motor. H. B. Pullman, CambridKC, O.
440,831. Electric Motor. L. Bock, Jr., New York, N. Y,
440,822. Electric Conduit. W. J. Brewer, New York, N. Y.
440,881. Signaling Apparatus for Electric Railways. F, F.

Loomiu, Akron O.
44n,r)o6. Electric U.Tilway. S. Trolt. Halifax. Canada.
44",oo8. Dynamo-elrctric Machine and Motor. F. V. Ander

sen and J. O, Girdlcstonc, Tendon. England.
l'Io,976. System of Electrical Transmission of Power. C. J.

Van Dcpoclc. Chicago, HI.

441,0.10. Train Signal for Railroads. W. D. Sheldon, Prov-
idence, R. 1.

441.0.11. .Train Signal. W. D. Sheldon, Providence, R. L
441,059. Incandescent Elcctrtc-Iamp Socket. J. W. Collier,

New York. N. Y.
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Electricity in the Manufacture of Roof-
ing Paper.

By L. B. Van Nuvs.

ElccUic (Ivivc is siisccplible of m.-iiiy inoililH-:!-

tions; iiuleccl, this flcxiliilily is one of its conspicu-

ous lulvanlagos. Maiuif.iclurinjj cstalilislimcnts of

almost all kinds now use electric niolm'S. and often

the nu'tliods of dislribntinj? and applying the power
may he studied with advantage. A recent and

excellent example of this type of installation is

afforded by the factory of the Barrett M;inufactnr-

ing Company in Peoriji, in which an extensive use

The buiUlings .ire entirely of brick and the en-

gine room is lighted with Large nionit(»r lights in

the roof as well ;is the windows on the side. |{lec-

tricity is used to run all the other machinery in

the plant, except the beaters and mixers, and the

motors arc all of the three-phase type.

An exciter set is provided in the engine room

and is direct-connected to a Marrishurg lo by lo-

inch engine running at a S|jecd of 300 revolutions

per minnte. Provision is also made in case of a

breakdown in the exciter engine to connect the

exciter to the large engine by belt. Tn addition to

the steam-driven exciter set a 50-kilowatt Westing-

riMig at -iiK'ed 01 s.so reeoiuiioiis jtcr nnnnie, I Ix:

lields of the generator are Keparalely excited from
an exciter set conHisling of ;t 7}^-lior»ciiowcr,

three-phase motor rnnning at a speed of 1,500

revohitions jier ininnle, direcl-connecletl to a $1/1-

Kilowatt generator, The motor, Hiipplied with cur-

rent from the ioa-kilow.itl direcl-currenl geiicmlor,

is shown at the extreme right of I-'ig. 2, and is a
120-horsepower, 2SO-V0I1 machine running at :i max-
imum speed of 470 revolutions per minute. This
is belted to the shaft that drives the paper machine
proper, The front end of the paper machine i$

run by .1 separate motor of /S horsepower, wl)ilc

Fie. I. Turbo-generator and

Main Contactor.

of electricity is made in the manufacture of roofing

paper, the most conspicuous application here being

the use of electric power to drive the large paper

rolls with the necessary speed-governing devices.

Current is generated on the premises. Coal is

hoisted to the bunkers by a conveyor run by an

electric motor and is then distributed to the vari-

ous bunkers by another conveyor, which is also

operated by an electric motor. An interesting in-

terlocking arrangement is used on these two con-

veyors to prevent the distributing conveyor becom-

ing clogged by the hoisting conveyor running when
the other is idle, with the result that should the

conveyor that feeds the bunkers be started the

gears would be stripped.

The generating unit is a Westinghouse-Parsons

turbine direct-connected to a Westinghouse 650-

kilowatt generator running at a speed of 3,600

revolutions per minute, three-phase, 480 volts, 60-

cycle. Fig. I shows the generator and turbine. A
cross-compound steam engine is used to run the

beaters and mixers. The engine has twice the

horsepower of the turbine, but the space occupied

is about four times as much.

Switchboard. Fig- 2. Motor-generator and

Fig. 4. Variable-speed Motor Driving Stoker. Fig.

ELECTRICITY IN THB MANUFACTURE OF ROOFING PAPER.

house, 480-volt motor is direct-connected to a 25-

kilowatt, 125-volt, 200-ampere generator, with speed

of 1,200 revolutions per minute. Thus there are

three methods of excitation.

The wiring of the whole building is in iron con-

duit. The wires from the generator are shown ter-

minating in the main contactor box (Fig. 3). A
contactor for each phase is provided, operated from

the switchboard. Fuses are also provided. They

are used two for each phase, as this plan permits

a smaller fuss and also allows the use of smaller

wire in the leads and so is much easier to handle

in installing. This contactor cabinet is installed at

the rear and to the left of the switchboard shown
in Fig. I. The switchboard is built of gray marble

in small panels and is provided with Terrill regu-

lators, synchronizing meters and also power-factor

meters besides the regulation-field rheostats and

switches. The steam gauges and vacuum gauges

are also mounted on the board.

The large paper machine is run on the Ward
Leonard system of control. .A three-phase, 480-

volt. 150-horsepower motor is direct-connected to a

lOO-kilowatt direct-current. 250-volt generator run-

Direct-current Molcr for Large Paper Machine.

5. Lighting Panel Cabinet in Steel Box with Glass in Cover.

Still another motor takes care of the finished prod-

uct. This equipment was necessary in order to get

the close regulation of speed necessary in a paper-

making machine, and since it was installed has

given the best of satisfaction. The motors are all

placed in the basement, and the controlling appa-

ratus is placed on a marble board close to the rolls

and can be instantly adjusted to meet the necessary

requirements.

-All the small machinery throughout the plant is

run by three-phase Genera! Electric motors. The
wdring in each case is brought to a steel box, and
the main switch and compensator and I. T. E. type

W circuit-breakers are installed in this box, which

is fitted with a good lock. The wiring distribution

panels are also mounted in a steel cut-out cabinet.

A good example of the work is shown in Fig. 5,

which is one of the lighting panels. The large

switch shown at the bottom is from the mains and

is 4So-volt, three-phase. From this switch the wires

are taken to the transformer, which is hung outside

the building. The transformer lowers the voltage

from 480 to 240, a tap is taken off the middle and

the distribution is made on the three-wire system
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at 120-240 volts. The wires are brought back to

the panel and the distribution of the circuits is

shown in the upper part of the cabinet. A novel

idea in these steel boxes is the cutting away of the

part of the steel door and placing a piece of glass

over the main switch, so that if the door is locked

the position of the switch is shown, and also in

case of fire or accident the glass may be broken

and the switch can be opened.

Gem high-efficiency lamps are used to illuminate

the entire building, most of them being of the 125-

watt size. The wiring for the lighting system is

all in conduit, with waterproof sockets and rein-

forced cord for all the pendents.

A small three-phase motor driving the stokers

is shown in Fig. 4 This is of the variable-speed

type and the slip rings to carry the current to the

motor are shown at the left of the figure. The
engine shown at the right is only used to start

the stokers and for use when the turbine is not

running.

At present only one turbine is installed, but the

foundations are in for another set. Only one paper

machine is installed likewise, but provision has been

made for another of the same size. As paper-

making uses a great deal of water, the electrical

construction has been carried out with this in view,

and everything has been wired with the best of rub-

ber-covered wire in conduit.

Taken all in all, the plant shows what can be done

in equipping a plant with the electric motor drive.

The electric work was installed by Walter Kiddc
of New York city.

'

.

A Pyrometer Compensated for Room
Temperature.

In the ordinary form of thermo-electric pyrome-

ter the pointer or indicator is adjusted to stand

at a certain fixed point on the scale when the

section of the thermo-electric couple forming the

vital part of the instrument.

Referring to the drawings, (2) ,
represents the

calibrated scale for indicating temperatures, and

(3) the pointer of the instrument suspended by

the wire (4). This wire is rigidly attached at its

upper end to one end of a helical spring bearing

(5), the other end of which is fixedly connected to

an extension (6') of a sleeve (6), through which

the wire extends downwardly to the sleeve (4^)

of the pointer. The spring bearing (5) is con-

structed of strips or ribbons of materials having

relatively different coefficients of expansion (pref-

erably of brass and iron), rigidly fastened together

throughout their length to form a single compound
strip, the inner strip (5*^) being of brass and the

outer one (s^) of iron. 'The wire (4) is pref-

erably connected at its lower end to a spring bear-

iug (5')- similar in construction and function to the

top spring bearing (5).

The current set up by the thermo-electric couple

is conducted to the coil (7) by connections not

shown. The permanent magnet (8) is specially

constructed with its poles (8^ 8*^) parallel and
close together. Coil (7) swings about the pole

(8^) and has its lower side in the air gap between

the two poles. The coil and pointer are mounted
in line on opposite sides of the sleeve (4=*) so as

to balance the weight on the suspension (4).

The thermo-electric couple, as shown in Fig. 3,

consists of a section of iron tubing (9) and a

wire of a different metal (11), extending through

suitable insulating material or insulating sleeves

(12). A nut has split ends (13^) between which
the end of the wire (n) is placed, and which,

when the nut is screwed to place in the end of the

pipe, will be forced toward each other and firmly

grip the wire. A protective cap (14) is screwed
on the end of the pipe over the nut (13). The

y^.J.

A PYROMETER COMPENSATED FOR ROOM TEMPERATURE.

thermo-electric couple is idle and no current is

passing through the instrument, regardless of what

the temperature is surrounding it. Consequent!}',

should the pyrometer be adjusted, say in a room
having a temperature of 60° F. and subsequently

be used in one having a temperature of 100° F., the

instrument, instead of registering accurately the

temperature to which the heated end of the ther-

mocouple is exposed, would be faulty. In other

words, the current generated in the couple would

not deflect the pointer sufficiently to carry it far

enough on the scale to indicate the correct tempera-

ture.

An invention of Charles B. Thwing of Phila-

delphia, recently patented, has for its principal ob-

ject to obviate this defect and to produce a pyro-

meter which will always indicate on its scale the

temperature of the atmosphere surrounding it when
current is not passing through the instrument.

The accompanying illustrations will make the

details of this pyrometer clear. Fig. i is a top

view of the galvanometer part with the casing

removed; the upper part of Fig. 2 is a vertical

section along the line Cx-x) of Fig, i. the lower

part is an enlarged plan view of llie bearing for

the pointer and coil; and Fig. 3 is a longitudinal

wire (11) and tube (g) are connected by the wires

(10, 15) to the coil (7). When the end of the

couple containing the nut is heated to a tempera-

ture above that to which the end where the wires

(10, 15) are attached is exposed, current will be

generated, the amount of current so generated de-

pending upon the disparity of temperature between

the two ends. Nickel or a refractory alloy may
be substituted for the iron tube. The tube formed
of iron or other refractory metal or alloy, in addi-

tion to its function as one member of the thermo-

electric couple, also serves as a protector to the

wire, which is made of a less refractory metal.

The operation of the pyrometer is as follows:

The pointer of the instrument and its bearings arc

so adjusted as to indicate on the scale the tem-

perature of the atmosphere at the place of ad-

justment. Any increase of temperature of the

atmosphere at the point of use above that at the

place of adjustment will expand the metals of the

helical bearings (5, 5'), but the brass strips (5"),

having a greater expansion than the iron strips

(5'*)t ^vill cause the bearing to uncoil to a certain

extent and swing the pointer to the left to a posi-

tion on the scale indicating the temperature of the

atmosphere then prevailing. The pyrometer being

thus always accurate as to the temperature of the
atmosphere surrounding it, and the cooler end of
the thermo-electric couple being at substantially
such temperature when the instrument is in use,
the swing of the pointer caused by the current
generated by the couple and flowing through the
coil will carry it to a point on the scale which will
always accurately indicate the temperature prevail-
ing around the hotter end of the couple.

Joint Construction of Pole Lines.'

By H. B. Gear.

The rapid extension of telephone and electric-

light distributing systems in recent years has caused
the erection of pole lines on many of the principal
thoroughfares of our American cities. In many
cases all the available space for such lines has been
occupied, and this has resulted in a badly tangled
condition of poles, wires and service drops. The
situation is further much aggravated in some cities

by the presence of two telephone systems, thus
making three claimants for space in the public
streets and alleys.

In the average American city there are, therefore.
two or more pole lines in most of the principal
streets and alleys, with service drops from each
passing over, through and under the other in a
very unsightly and dangerous rnanner.

These conditions are especially bad in alley con-
struction,^ where the pole lines are necessarily close
together and the opportunity for proper clearance
is very Hmited. This condition is illustrated in
Fig. I, in which telephone and lighting service
wires cross each other, the telephone services being
above the primary line.

The increasing danger of such conditions as these
has led the lighting and telephone companies in

some- cities to enter into arrangements for the joint

use of pole lines. This policy has been further
encouraged by municipal officers, who are desirous
of keeping the number of poles on public thorough-
fares down to a minimum in response to an increas-

ing public sentiment favoring the removal of poles

from streets.

Joint arrangements have been in effect in the city

of Chicago between the lighting and other com-
panies for the last eight or nine years, with the
result that a comparatively small part of the dis-

tributing systems of the lighting and telephone
companies occupy separate pole lines on the same
street or alley at the present time. The general
nature of this construction is shown in Fig. 2,

which illustrates congested conditions very well. It

will be noted that the lighting wires are carried

on the top of the pole with a clearance of five feet

between the lower cross-arm of the lighting com-
pany and the upper cross-arm of the telephone com-
pany. The lighting company's transformer is al-

lowed to encroach on the clearance space, provided

that at least 3!^ feet is maintained between the bot-

tom of the transformer and the top telephone wire.

Ground wires on secondary lines and lightning

arresters are covered by a half-round wood mold-
ing for the protection of linemen as well as to pre-

vent the possibility of any stray curreilt being com-
municated from the ground wire to the telephone

system.

The telephone company limits its open-wire
equipment to two cross-arms and a service buck-
arm in outlying districts and to one cross-arm in

the more congested districts. Cables are used for

the transmission up to within a block or two of the

location of the telephone served. This avoids the

necessity of extra cross-arms for through lines and
greatly reduces the possibility of crosses with light-

ing services or high-tension wires. The lighting

services, being taken off above the telephone wires,

cannot pass through or under a telephone line, and
are therefore not likely to become crossed with
the telephone wires. Being the stronger, they arc-

not so likely to break and fall across the telephone
' lines as would the telephone lines be to break and
fall across the lighting lines were they run above.

A clearance of two feet is maintained on the sides

of buildings between lighting and telephone services.

Where underground lighting cables are brought
up a pole the iron pipe is ex-tended to the top of

the clearance space, thus safeguarding the telephone
linemen and minimizing the danger of a cross be-

tween the lighting and telephone wires. This is

illustrated in Fig. 3.

The major portion of the distributing systems of
the lighting and telephone companies in Chicago is

carried in alleys, owing to the existence of a very
general alley system, which makes it unnecessary
to utilize the streets except for through lines. The
through lines arc in many cases carried under-
ground on the streets, with lateral connections . at

alley intersections for the distributing lines.

There is some advantage to both companies in

joint-pole arrangements from the standpoint of in-

vestment. The equipment of the two companies
may be carried on one 35 or 40-foot pole instead

I. An address before the Western Association of Elec-
trical Inspectors at tlic annua! meelinR at St, Paul, Minn.,
October 23, 1007. Mr. Gear is Rencral inspeclur of tlie Com-
nionwcalth Edison Company, Chicago.
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111 ciii Iwo 30 or 35- foot pok's in case the lines were
iiipl joint, 'i'liis saving anionnls to approximately 20

or 25 per cent, of the invi-stincnt in ovrriicad lines

in cases where new lines are heioK bnill.

lint in cases where cither company desires to c.\-

liiiil its lines along routes already occupied by the

other company it is usually necessary for the com-
pany which desires lo make the extension to do

more or less rtconsl ruction work.

Where i)oles nmst he replaced in order to sectn'e

Mirticient lieiKht for the wires of both companies,

the expense iiicnrrcd hy the original company in

transferring its equipment from the old to the new-

poles nmst he home hy the new company, and the

cost of the line usually amounts to about what it

would have been had the new comi)any constrncted

a new line on the (ttlur side of the thoroughfare.
There is little sa\'ing in investment to either
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number, size ;ui(I location of poles which it intends
to erect. Several copies of these letters arc passed
hctween ihe coiiiiianii's so that each situation may
he looked over by the foreman or inspector, who
makes a recommendation as to whether he consid-
ers it advisable for his company to take an interest

in Ibe poles which are lo be set. If the foreman
of the olber company desires lar^'er poles he may
ask for them and they will he set as refiuesled hy
the other company. Payment. is then matic on the
basis of the number of ^ain spaces reserved for

the use of each company.
If the other company docs not feel that it will

require space on the poles within a reasonable
lime it reserves the privilege of refusing to take an
interest in tlic poles which arc to be erected.

In case one company wishes lo extend its lines

where the other company already has a line it will

ask for space on the existing poles if they are hit'h

enough and will attach its equipment after agreeing
lo purchase from t!ic other company an interest in

the poles concerned. In case of the lighting com-
pany, however, it must stand the expense of the
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of irouhlc per year, due lo joint occupancy, has
occurred in seven years of operation of joint lines,
Ihis record has been made on lighting and tele-
phone systems which have been rapidly extended
imli) there are at Ihe prehent time about 25,000
poles jointly occupied by Ihc wires of the Chicago
lighting company and the Hell Tclcjdione Company.

Joint arrangements are aho in effect on about
:i,500 poles with tin- city and with telegraph and
street-railway companies. In addition to thin the
city of Chicago has the privilege of attaching iu
wires for electric light, fire alarm and police tele-

phone service. It is therefore frequently neces-
sary lo provide space on the upper part of a joint
pole for the lighting wires of iIk* city and on the
lower part for the fire-alarni and police-telephone
systems. In general, all signaling systems are kept
on the telephone company's portion of the pole and
all lighting or traction systems on the lighting
company's portion of the pole.

Cases of triple occupancy in which the city is

the third party are numerous, but triple occupancy
with other companies is not frequent.

TELEPHONE \VIBES CROSSING ABOVE ELECTRIC-
LIGHT PRIMARY CIRCUIT IN ALLEY.

company in such cases. The telephone system
usually precedes the lighting sj'stem in growing
•sections, and unless the lighting company can fore-

cast its requirements in such a way as to be able

lo take ownership in poles before it needs them,
it must stand the expense of providing space on the

telephone poles by lowering the telephone equip-

ment or replacing the poles.

The operating advantages are, however, consid-
ered such by the Chicago companies that in all such
cases the old line is reconstructed in preference to

erecting a second line on the opposite side of the
thoroughfare.

The use of joint pole lines has, however, some
objections which may not be overlooked. The
service of each company is likely to be interfered

with by the employes of the other company, who
may be engaged in construction or repair work in

' which they ma\' carelessly or ignorantly cause injury

to the equipment of the other company. It is

therefore essential that the relation between the

employes of the companies interested should be

friendly, and a spirit of forbearance must exist at

all times.

The details of the business arrangement covering
the erection of new lines and rearrangement of old

lines are very numerous and at times perplexing.
When once established, however, the various em-
ployes interested may be given a policy to follow
which can be carried out without undue friction.

The arrangement in effect in Chicago may be
outlined briefly as follows

:

Each company, when it proposes to make any
extension of its lines, notifies the other company by
letter of its intention, giving a description of the

JOINT OCCUPANCY OF POLE LINE.

Other company lowering its equipment in order to

provide space for the lighting wires at the top of

the pole. In case the poles in the existing line are

not tall enough for the equipment of both com-
panies, the incoming company replaces the existing

poles at its own expense, taking the old poles as

salvage and paying the other company the expense
incurred by it in transferring its equipment from
the old to the new poles. The -new poles are then
jointly owned by the two companies.

The expense of maintenance of joint poles is

shared by the two companies in proportion to their

interest in the pole.

In cases involving reconstruction work and in

cases where either company proposes to do new
work where separate parallel lines exist, represen-

tatives of each company meet on the ground and
agree upon a suitable arrangement for the consoli-

dation of the existing lines into one joint line.

In such cases each company stands its proportion

of the expense of the new work and transfers its

equipment from the old to the new poles at its own
expense.

In general, the lighting company is apt to bear
the greater portion of the expense, owing to the

fact that it must pay for the lowering of the other
company's equipment and also because the light-

ing lines are usually preceded by telephone lines

so far that the lighting company cannot forecast
its requirements with sufficient accuracy to derive
the benefit of taking an interest in the poles when
they are originally set.

The safety to the lives of employes and the pub-
lic as well as the diminished fire risk are well estab-

lished by the fact that hardly a single serious case

FIG. 3 POLE WITH IRON PIPE CONTAINING ELECTRIC-
LIGHT WIRES CONNECTING OVERHEAD AND UNDER-
GROUND WORK AND PASSING TELEPHONE CROSS-ABM.

The writer realizes that methods which can be
applied in' metropolitan work are not always suit-

able for smaller cities on account of the limited

resources of the companies involved, which pre-

vents the use of underground work to any great
extent. In cities where the main runs cannot be
carried underground separate rc/ites on high poles

should be estabhshed for these by each company,
and the distributing lines which it may be neces-

sary to have strung along these routes may be car-

ried well below the through lines.

As far as possible the through lines of the tele-

phone company should be carried in aerial cable,

which, for a considerable number of lines, is prac-

tically a physical necessity in any event.

The presence of two lighting or telephone-dis-

tributing systems is a . deplorable condition from
any point of view, and joint construction of the

three companies involved in such situations is not

practical under existing conditions. Conditions can

be somewhat improved by the encouragement of one

of the telephone companies to operate jointly with

one lighting company.

Largest Quantity of Radium Yet Ob-
tained.

A cable dispatch from Vienna to the Chicago

Daily News says that through the successful work
of the Vienna Academy of Science three grams
(one gram equals 15,432 grains) of pure radium
have been obtained, a quantity'- exceeding any ever

before available for scientific research. The radium
was extracted from 10 tons of pitchblende from
Joachimsthal, Bohemia. It is worth $36,000 a

gram, the laboratory work alone costing $9,000.
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Electric Power Supply In Yorkshire.

One of the central-station companies of England

which has made marked progress in economical

operation and has demonstrated the reliabiUty of

electric power is the Yorkshire Electric Power

Company. Operation was begun two years ago, and

tlie power-house equipment has been added to

from time to time until now it consists of three

2,000-kilowatt turbo-alternators of the Curtis type.

The auxiliary apparatus in the generator and

boiler rooms is modern and efficient.

The Thornhill power station is the first of four

planned ultimately for the supply of the com-

pany's extensive area. This station is situated in

the Calder Valley, one of the chief centers of the

woolen industry of Yorkshire. It lies between the

Calder River and the railroad, two miles from

INCOMINC
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sedge, Gomersal, Pudsej', Parsley, Stanningley and

Calverley. From these sub-stations, in which in

most cases the pressure is transformed to 2,000

volts, feeders radiate to various parts of the dis-

tricts and also to the outlying, districts of Harts-
head, Kirkheaton and Horsforth. The feeder
cables are for the most part paper-insulated, lead-

sheathed and steel-taped, laid directly in the

ground. The total length of cable used in the
various networks amounts to 19 miles.

A further reduction of pressure is generally
made on or near to the actual consumer's premises,
the final transformation being designed to give
either a three-phase supply at 400 volts, 50 periods,

for power purposes, or a single-phase supply at 230
volts for lighting purposes. Direct current is sup-
plied in only two instances. In the case of a few
consumers in isolated districts a supply is given

ID.CD9 von. 3 com VRUKV MIINS

FIG. I. CONNECTIONS AT STANNINGLEY SUB-STATION.

Dewsbury and seven from Huddersfield ; it is there-

fore admirably situated for the supply of both coal

and water.

The area of supply served by this company com-
'

prises the whole of the industrial part of the West
Riding of Yorkshire, 1,800 square miles in extent,

with an aggregate population of 2,800,000, and an
estimated industrial power demand of 2,000,000

horsepower. The Calder Valley is known as the'

heavy woolen district, but there are, in addition to

the numerous woolen mills, dye and bleach works,

chemical works, glass works, brick fields, leather

dressers and boot factories, as well as collieries,

quarries and all classes of engineering works.

Development among consumers was very slow

for the first 18 months, partly owing to trade de-
pression and partly owing to the exceedingly con-
sen'ative characteristics of the Yorkshire factory
owners. However, time solved this difficulty as

well as others, and at the present moment devel-

opment is proceeding at a rate sufficient to tax the

resources of the company's installation depart-
ment to their utmost capacity.

The methods of charging to be adopted for power
supply always constitute a difficult problem, and
since the power factor and other conditions vary
in almost every case it is impossible to lay down
any hard and fast tariff. In most cases a charge

is made per kilowatt of maximum demand, to which
is added a charge per unit consumed, according

to a sliding scale dependent upon the extent of

consumption. This method is generally approved,

as it encourages consumers to increase their load

factor, with the result in the present instance that

the station load factor is now well over 30 per

cent. The existing consumers are entirely satisfied

with their supply. During the present year the

horsepower connected as additions to existing in-

stallations has already reached a total of 418.

A significant fact from a general point of view

is that the attitude of the local authorities, which
in the beginning was either hostile or indifferent

to the company, has lately undergone a complete

change. The hope is expressed that this is the

prelude to an awakening on their part to the

benefits derived by all from the existence of a cheap

public supply of electricity, quite apart from the

question as to who provides that supply. The

possibility of clcclric-light supply in residential dis-

tricts is one which in the future is likely to become

a valuable asset to the company, and arrangements

have already been made for an early supply to

various populous localities. In order to develop this

side of the business a separate company was pro-

moted, the Electrical Distribution of Yorkshire.

From the Thornhill power station three pairs of

10,000-voIt, three-phase, paper-insulated, steel-wirc-

armorcd cables are laid solid in bitumen and
wooden troughs for a total distance of 48 miles.

These constitute the trunk mains and connect the

generating station with sub-stations in the dis-

tricts of Earlshcaton, Ravcnsthorpc, Mirficld, Livcr-
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FIG. 2. CONNECTIONS AT GOMERSAL SUB-STATION.

direct from the 10,000-volt trunk mains by a single

reduction to 400 volts. Quite recently the Board
of Trade has given permission for the erection of

overhead lines in the districts of Thornhill, Pud-
sey, Calverley and Horsforth, and various lines

have been erected for both high and low-pressure

distribution. These overhead hnes are cheaply and

strongly built.

The design of sub-stations is naturally a subject

which has received great attention from the com-

pany's engineers, and considerable differences should

exist between the earlier and the later examples.

The diagram of connections for a standard 400-

kilowatt sub-station for reducing 10,000 to 400

vohs is shown in Fig. i, while a similar diagram

of a 600-kilowatt, 10,000 to 2,ocio-volt equipment is

shown in Fig. 2. A typical sub-station of the

earlier design is that of Mirfield, from which power
feeders radiate to Batley, Castleford, Kirkheaton

and Eastthorpe ; while the local authority takes a

single-phase bulk-lighting supply derived from the

2,cco-volt star-connected secondary. At Pudsey a

somewhat similar sub-station is installed, but in

addition a three-wire, 460-volt, direct-current bulk
supply is given to the corporation for public and
private lighting.

At Stanningley (shown diagrammatically in Fig

10.000 VC'J BUS BARS

FIG. 3. CONNECTIONS BETWEEN 10,000-VOLT SUPPLY
AND 420-VOLT customer's EQUIPMENT.

I) a more modern sub-station is found. It has

two doors; on the upper is placed the io,ooo;volt

switchgear and on the lower the 400-volt switch-

gear. Ordinary brick is used for the construction

of the light-tension switch cells, while each cell is

filled with iron-plate doors for both back and top.

The front and sides of the brickwork are covered

with fireproof composition boards, upon which are

mounted the handles of the oil switches. Inspec-

tion peepholes fitted with shutters are provided in

each iron door and the cells are illuminated by
incandescent lamps controlled by outside switches

;

hence examination is very much facilitated without

the necessity for removing the doors. The bus-

bars are mounted in a plane at an agle of ^about

45 degrees to the horizontal, so that horizontal
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and vertical connections may be made with equal
facility; at the same time it is possible to operate
the sectionalizing switches by means of the ordi-
nary wooden rods inserted through the peepholes.
The whole design and construction is essentially
practical; it is "mouseproof," "foolproof," and
combines strict economy with safety of operation.
The transformers, together with the 400-volt dis-
tributing switchboard, are placed on the lower floor
of the sub-station.

There is nothing unusual about the low-tension
switchboard. It controls the supply to the Stan-
ningley Iron VVorks, which has recently been con-
verted to electric driving and is now equipped with
55 motors of an aggregate horsepower of 950. The
works are engaged in the manufacture of bridge
steelwork, railway rolling stock, etc., and form a
good example of an old straggling engineering
works wherein the economies of electrical driving
are most evident.

Figs. 3 and 4 show the company's standard dia-
grams of connections in transforming stations on
consumers' premises for a lOO-kilowatt equipment
in the case of both io,ooo-volt and 2,000-voIt sup-
ply. It will be observed that in both diagrams the
utmost simplicity has been aimed at, while the
quantity of switchgear and apparatus involved has
been reduced to the absolute minimum compatible
with facility for all ordinary operations and the
necessary control.

The company's consumers include representatives
of practically every industry characteristic of the
district as well as outsiders who are being at-
tracted from Dewsbury and other centers by the
lower local rates and advantages of a cheap power
supply. To mention a few: A typical shoddy fac-
tory has two 2o-horsepower motors driving rag-
pulling machines. Near by this factory is a pump-
ing station owned by the Mirfield Urban District
Council, where a 20-horsepower motor and cen-
trifugal pump serve to pump the local sewage to
a sewage farm. In the Gomersal worsted spinning
mills are 13 motors, with an aggregate of 368
horsepower; the motors are all three-phase induc-
tion type provided with enclosed starters, while the
wiring throughout the mill is open and supported
on porcelain insulators. In the Cliffe mills at Pud-
sey 15 motors, with an aggregate of 312 horse-
power, are used in cloth manufacture.
The Calder colliery is a case where motors are

used for almost every purpose save that of wind-
ing. There are 11 motors installed, their aggregate
horsepower amounting to 125. The "Three Nuns"
pit of the Low Moor Company contains an elec-

trically driven four-stage centrifugal pump, which,
in comparison with the enormous steam-driven ram
pumps which it has displaced, constitutes a striking
object-lesson in the economy of space and capital
effected by modern electrical pumping plant. The
pump is situated at the bottom of the shaft and is

directly driven by a three-phase, 400-volt, 67-

horsepower motor. Four hundred gallons of water
per minute are raised 414 feet to the surface. The
underground electric lighting at this pit is charged
for at power rates, since it makes practically a 24-
hour load.

The number of cases in which steam or gas en-
gines have been displaced and abandoned by their
owners is quite a large one. One example is that
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FIG. 4. CONNECTIONS BETWEEN 2,doO-VOLT SUPPLY
AND .J20 VOLTS ON CUSTOMER'S PREMISES.

of Scales & Son's boot and shoe factory in Pud-
sey, eight motors with a total of 65 horsepower
having replaced the previous steam plant.

Among the various factories at present undergo-
ing eleclrical equipment for connection to the mains
are the following: The British Carbide factories,

J. W. & F. N. Priestley's cloth mills, the Spcn
Valley carpet works, the Natural Fertilization Com-
pany, and several smaller works, the total capacity

of the installed machinery amounting to 1,950 kilo-

watts. In addition, arrangements for bulk supply
have been made for the following districts: Brig-
house, Castleford, Farslcy, Hippcrholme, Horsforth,
Liversedge and Ossett.

The fa.cts here given were taken from Electrical

Engineering of London.
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A System for Controlling a Motor from
Any Number of Points.

In (IriviTig conii>lix Tiiacliliicry by means of clca-

iric motors it is important that llic operator should

be able to control the motors from a number of

points around the machines. Usually there arc only

a few stations frotn which it is necessary lo be able

In start and stop the motor or motors at will; but it

is desirable to have a comparatively large number of

points from which llie motor or motors may be

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

of one will stidice for all. Referring to station

switch (i), it will Ix! seen that the arm (8) is

permanently connected to wire (5), while twin con-
tacts (9) are connected to wire (6) and contact

(10) to wire (7). Normally the switch arm is

maintained in the position shown by means of the
spring (11). When the arm (K) is moved into

engjigement with cither of contacts (9), wires (5)
ami (6) arc connected together, while upon moving
the arm into engagement with contact (10) wires
(5) and (7) are joined. An electromagnet (13) is

adapted lo hold the switch arm in engagement with

A SYSTEM FOR CONTROLLING A MOTOR FROM ANY NUMBER OF POINTS.

brought to rest, so that no time need be lost in

reaching a switch in case of emergency. Thus in

control systems for rotary web-printing presses,

for example, it should be possible to control the

motor or motors from a few stations in order to

operate the machine at a low speed and start and

stop it while the proper adjustments are being

made.

While simple spring-actuated push burtons answer

all the requirements for a stop switch, a combined

stopping and starting switch should preferably be

arranged so that the operator has perfect control

over the machine to stop and start it at will and

still allow him the free use of his hands for mak-

ing the required adjustments. By using the com-

bined starting and stopping switches at all points

from which it is desirable to stop the machine

the expense of the apparatus is unnecessarily in-

creased, while if stopping and starting switches are

employed only at the stations from which adjust-

ments are made the effectiveness of the system is

impaired.

A control system has been devised by Charles

E. Mandelick of New York to meet these require-

ments. This invention has been patented and as-

signed to the Sprague Electric Company. The illus-

tration herewith shows the system applied to a

motor (M) having an armature (a), a series field

winding (b), and a shunt field winding (c). A
controller (K) is adapted to connect the motor to

a source of current supply (indicated by lines

L L') and to control the speed of the motor by
varying the amount of the resistance (R), which
is included in the armature circuit.

A relay (O) has a movable contact member (o)
arranged, when the relay is energized, to bridge
contacts (0'), and thereby connect one terminal of
the motor to line (L), and, when the relay is de-
energized, to bridge contact (0°), and thereby short-
circuit the armature through a braking resistance
(r')-.

This system constructs and arranges the parts so
that switches adapted to perform all the necessary
functions, and only those functions, are employed,
so that the combined starting and stopping switches
may be as elaborate as may be desirable and as
many stopping points provided about the machine
as may seem advantageous without incurring need-
less expense or decreasing the efficiency of the
system. To this end there have been provided a
number of combined starting and stopping station

switches, together with a separate set of push-
button switches from which the station switches
may be controlled in order to stop the motor.

In the drawing four such station switches (l, 2,

3 and 4) are shown ; but the number of these
switches depends upon the number of points from
which it is desirable to start and stop the motor
without moving the main controller. The station
switches control the relay (O) and are in turn
controlled by a series of push buttons (p). The
station switches are all alike, so that a description

contact (10) against the tension of the spring (11).

The coils of the several electromagnets are in

series with each other and the push buttons (p).

When the main controller is moved into one of

its operative positions—namely, when the row of

fi.xed contacts engages with the movable contacts

along line (l, i)—a circuit may be traced from
line (L) through one arm of switch (S) through
the actuating coil of the relay (O), and thence to

wire (5), and if any station switch has been
moved, so as to complete circuit at contact (9),

then through such station switch to wire (6), and

thence through contacts (k, k'; Ir and k'), through

switch (S) to the other side of the line (L').

This circuit is the actuating circuit for the relay,

and therefore it is seen that by moving any one
of the station switches into the proper position the

relay may be actuated so long as contacts (k k')

on the controller remain in engagement, preferably

during the low-running positions, in which the mo-
tor is protected by considerable resistance.

If the arm of the station switch is brought into

engagement with contact (10) instead of contact

(9), a circuit in shunt to the controller is estab-
lished from wire (5) to wire (7), and thence
through resistance (r), through switch (S), as be-
fore, back to the line. This latter circuit is the
maintaining circuit for the relay; but by reason
of resistance (r) the current in this circuit is at
no time sufficient to operate the relay, but only
great enough to maintain it after it has been op-
erated through the energization of the actuating
circuit.

The operation is as follows: Assuming that the
controller has been moved into, its first running
position and the station switch (l) has been op-
erated so as to bring arm (8) into engagement with
contacts (9), the actuating circuit for the relay
will be completed and the relay will operate to
bridge contacts (0'), thereby completing a circuit
to the motor from line (L) through switch (S),
contacts (o'), shunt field (c), and back to line

(L'), through switch (S). Another circuit passes
from contacts (0') through the series field (b),
through the armature (a), wire (12), resistance
(R), controller contacts (k', k', Ic and k°), through
switch (S) to line (L'). As long as the controller
is in on one of its first four positions the handle
of the station switch may be released to cause the
motor circuit to be interrupted without making it

necessary to operate the controller to again start

the motor ; but if the controller has been moved
past its fourth position, then upon release of the
handle of the station switch it becomes impossible
to actuate the relay again until the controller is

returned to one of its first four positions. At any
time when the operator desires to let go of the
handle of the station switch without opening the
motor circuit he may throw the handle into the
final position—namely, that position wherein the
arm (8) engages with contact (lo)^and the main-
taining circuit for the relay is established. The
arm is now held against the tension of the spring
(11) by electromagnet (13), which is included in
the following circuit: Line _(L), through switch
(S), upper relay contacts, wire (14) and thence
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ihroiiKJi the aclualing coil of electromagnet (13),
ihroiigh push buttons fp) and ihe actuating coiK
'I siiiiilar elect romagiicU oil llic oilier 6lalion^,,
Ihroiigh swildi rS) lo line (IJ). h j, evid.-ni
I lal a? long as piiKli billions (n; remain close.l
the station switch will be held in iis relay-maiiilaiii-
iiig iKjsilioii, and the controller may be operated
to vary ihc speed of the motor without effecliiig
Ihe .station switch, unless llic controller is niovid
into lis "off" position. If at any time it is desired
lo Slop Ihe motor, either from a jioint adjacent the
station switch or from some other point, the near-
est push button is pressed, and the circuit of elec-
tromagnet (13) is interrupted. As soon as the
electromagnet is de energized the movable member
of the switch (lies into its inoperative position, the
rcl.-iy IS dc-energizcd, and the motor armature is
short-circuited upon itself. Thus the motor may
he started and stopped from any one of several
station switches at the will of the operator, and
may be stopped from any point by simply pressing
one of the push buttons.

Pay-as-you Enter Cars In Use In Chi-
cago.

On Sunday morning, November 24th, the Chi-
cago City Railway Company put into regular serv-
ice on the Cottage Grove Avenue line 131 of the
new pay-as-you-cnter cars, the first to be used in

this city. From indications so far the new system
is a success, it being estimated that 75 persons
can be loaded in a minute. Passengers seem will-

ing to co-operate with the company in bringing into

effect better service.

.As will be noted in the picture of the rear end
of one of the new cars, the rear platform is

divided by a rail into entrance and exit passagc-

REAR PLATFORM OF PAY-AS-YOU-ENTER CAR IN CHICAGO.

ways. The picture shows the conductor in proper

position to collect fares until 80 passengers have

been taken on. Then he takes his place at the

entrance passageway and requests prospective pas-

sengers to '"Take the next car, please." So far this

request is the only one of the new rules which has

not met the approval of everyone during rush

hours, but with a three-quarter-minute headwaj^

it is expected to work out satisfactorily.

Passengers already have become familiar with the

new system, which will be rendered sufficiently

flexible to meet local conditions. The outside doors

of the front platform are under the supervision of

the motorman and are used only for exit. Thus
passengers may be loaded and unloaded at the same
time. When the plan is once thoroughly under-

stood those alighting from the rear platform will

not interfere with others getting on.

These cars are one of the results of the fran-

chise-settlement ordinances approved last spring.

The first few days of operation indicate that they

will accomplish their purpose, which is to reduce

the number of accidents, prevent overcrowding, reg-

ulate ventilation, and to increase the comfort of

passengers and trainmen.

It is rumored that Governor Guild of Massa-
chusetts will recommend in his inaugural next Jan-
uary the enactment of legislation providing for the

establishment of a public-service commission pat-

terned after the New York plan. Such' a com-
mission would include the existing railroad, gas

and electric-light and the state highwaj' commis-
sions.
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.An 1.SVE.STICAT10N 01 great scientific interest to

physicists' and electrical engineers concerned with

advanced problems has been conducted at the Na-

tional Bureau of Standards at Washington by E.

B. Rosa and N. E. Dorsey on a new determination

of the ratio of the electromagnetic to the electro-

static unit of electricity. This ratio, commonly

designated by V, is of fundamental importance in

our system of electrical units, and its numerical

value is required in many electrical measurements

and calculations. Theoreticall}', it should agree

with the velocity of light. The result (2.9971 X
10") found by Professors Rosa and Dorsey agrees

with this value within 5 parts in 10,000. With im-

provements that they contemplate in a future de-

termination, they hope to attain an accuracy of

I part in 30,000. A detailed report of this research

is concluded in the latest number of the Bulletin of

the Bureau of Standards. This investigation is an

illustration of the accurate scientific work being

done by this important government bureau and

shows the wisdom of its creation.

Pay-.->lS-you-enter cars are now a feature of

street-railway service in Chicago, and they give

promise of being a commendable innovation. The
rear platform is divided by a railing into ."Entrance"

and "E.xit" spaces. In the latter the conductor

stands at all times and receives the fare of the

passenger before he enters the body of the car.

An exit is also provided from the front platform,

but no ingress is pertnitted there. To get the greatest

advantage from the new system the passenger should

have the exact fare ready before boarding the car,

-At any rate he should have his money in his hand

and not stop to fumble in his pocket for it, which

would cause the loss of valuable time, especially

where a group of persons is striving to get on.

Hence the cry of the conductor in case of a crowd

is apt to be: "Have your nickel ready," The pub-

lic seems willing to heed this injunction to a rea-

sonable extent, but the new cars have still to with-

stand the test of a great concentrated rush, say at

the close of a largely attended baseball game. On

Cottage Grove Avenue, where the "pay-first" cars

are in use, they are operated on three-quarter-

minute headway during the rtish hours.

Another desirable feature hoped to be attained

by the new cars is the doing away with the de-

plorable overloading at certain parts of the day

in the past. The conductor is how placed in a

position to control the loading of the car. When-

ever there are more than 80 passengers inside, the

conductor will step to the outer edge of the plat-

form, and, with arm extended to bar the "Entrance"

step, will request prospective passengers courteously

to "Take next car, please." This is something of

a revolutionary change .in Chicago, and the plan

is more pleasing to the man comfortably inside

than to those outside watching car after car go by.

Nevertheless, this is a most salutary improvement,

and if sufficient cars are provided, the public will

no doubt adopt it and in the end be thankful for

it. The new cars are no doubt superior in com-

fort of traveling to any heretofore used in this city,

and with the exercise of some care and forethought

the passengers can co-operate with the company to

benefit by their advantages.

In Mr. L. L. Elden's interesting and exhaustive

paper on "The Boston Edison System in 1907,"

read at the annual meeting of the Association of

Edison Illuminating Companies last September,

some interesting figures on efficiency of the dis-

tributing system were given. It is to be noted

that, so far as the generation and distribution of

current is concerned, the operation of the entire

system is primarily controlled by the generating

department. This department directs the operation

of all stations owned by the company with the

exception of two, which, owing to their not re-

quiring attendance, are under the supervision of

the maintenance-of-lines department. "Economical

results and good service arc the two results de-

sired," says Mr, Elden, "and to that end careful

attention is paid to the use of the station equip-

ments, for it will readily be realized that with the

large amount of apparatus in use, it would be very

easy to acquire inefficient methods of operation if

intelligent supervision was not exercised. The re-

sults attained may perhaps be plainly presented b'y

.slating that out of the generated output for the

last year, amounting to 84,516,076 kilowatt-hours.

59,409,402 kilowatt-hours, or 70.29 per cent,, was

sold to customers, 3,060,040 kilowatt-hours, or 3,62

per cent., was used "by the company in its various

buildings and advertising features, making a total

of 73.91 per cent, of the current generated deliv-

ered to the meters on the system. This leaves a

total of 22,046,634 kilowatt-hours, or 26.09 P^r
cent., to be accounted for by losses in the various

transmitting and translating devices in use on the

system, a result comparing favorably with the best

practice of today, but truly startling when the

amount of the losses is compared with the output

of the early stations, or, in fact, with many of the

present stations in operation."

It would be instructive if this record of 74 per

cent, efficiency in distribution could be compared
with records from other stations. Other things

being equal, who can make a better showing?

We regret to learn, by a circular letter from the

Verein Deutscher Ingenieure (Society of German
Engineers) of Berlin, that work on the Technolex-
jcon has been discontinued. It seems that the work
turned out to be much more expensive than had
been expected, and the pecuniary means available

to the society for the accomplishment of the task
within the allotted time were not, sufficient for the

purpose. The undertaking" was an ambitious one,

and if carried out would have been of much benefit

to the engineering fraternity. It was to have been

a universal technical dictionary in English, German
and French, and work on the project was begun
in igoi. In 1905 it was reported that about two
thousand firms and individual collectors throughout
the world were assisting in the task and that

2,700,000 word-cards had been collected. Perhaps

the lexicon was planned on too elabocate a scale,

but it was a fine effort, worthy of the best tradi-

tions of engineering, and the Gentian society will

receive a tribute of genuine respect from technical

men everywhere, although it has been forced to

abandon the project after six years' effort. Mr.
Th, Peters, director of the society, requests that

all communications in relation to the Tcchnolexicon

be sent to the Verein Deutscher Ingenieure in Ber-

lin hereafter.

Applied m.-\thematics is of course of the great-

est value in very mariy branches of scientific work.

But one scarcely realizes the extent to which the

affairs of daily life are affected, in a direct or

remote degree, by mathematics, unless the subject

is especially investigated. This is done in a rather

forcible manner in a recent article on "Tbe De-

mand for Mathematics," by Dr. Samuel G, Barton

of the Clarkson School of Technology. "Imagine,

if possible," says this writer, "that we be suddenly

deprived of all the amenities of our civilization

which at some time and place in their evolution

required the introduction of mathematical principles.

Our fate would be even more pitiable than that

which befell the 'Connecticut Yankee.' Words are

inadequate to depict the transformed conditions. 1

can only offer as suggestions that all transatlantic

and other foreign commerce would cease, for with-

out astronomy no navigation, and no astronomer

without mathematics. America itself could not have

been discovered. Columbus could not have con-

ceived of the rotundity of the earth. The potency

of commerce alone as a factor in the advancement

of civilization cannot be exaggerated. Inland com-

merce would vanish, for the construction of loco-

motives, railroads, bridges, tunnels and canals pre-

supposes a considerable knowledge of mathematics.

The trolley car and all electrical machines, large

buildings, the printing press, power loom, all ma-

chinery not of the simplest construction, even our

clocks and watches, yes, even the calendar on the

wall, would be removed. AVe have not grasped, and

cannot completely grasp, the enormity of this in-

debtedness, but wc must not repudiate it; we must

give mathematics the honor and appreciation to

which it has a just claim."

There is little danger that the study of malhf-

matics will be neglected in the training of engineers,

for it is essential. It is to be remembered, likewise,

that practical shop training must be given a plac.

of equal importance, for it, also, is indispensabh

.\nd if the professors of mathematics can teach

their students to think, to reason, they will confer

upon them tlie greatest benefit of all.
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Dr. Stoinmetz Lectures In Chicago on
Lightning Protection.

1)11 iIk- (.•viniiiK of November 2(itli the Chicago

Miiion of Ihe American Instilule of lilecfriral Engi-

neers held ils lirsl mcetinK of Ihe season ill Fnl-

l.rlon Hall of Ihe Art liislitute. .Mioiit 500 per-

Miis were presenl lo listen lo an extremely intcrcst-

iiiK lecture hy I3r. Charles I'. Sleimnetz on "Light-

ning Protection." Mr. II. K. King presided.

Ill general, the lecture was an enlargement of the

-.icond half of his discourse on Ihe same suhject

Infore the recent Washington convention of the

.Valinnal Electric Light Associ.ation. (.Sec Western

I'leclrician of July 20 and ,27, 1007.) The history

of the development of the several types of lightning

[
arresters was raiiidly traced. The horn lyi>c is

defective because the arc persists too long to prc-

M'lit synchronous machinery from getting out of

^lep and shutting down Ihe system. The multi-

'.;:ip arrester, with a number of different resistance

vlumts around most of its gaps, is effective when

) used with auxiliary protectors, such as a ground

' line over the trausinissiou system.

.Ml high-tension transmission systems, and par-

ticularly underground cable systems, arc suhject to

dislurbances akin to lishlning, but much worse in

I heir destrnctive efTects. 'I'hesc arc termed internal

lii;lilning. and arc oscillatory surges caused by switch-

ing large changes of load, grounds, etc. The multi-

Kap lightning arrester- is ' of no service in these

emergencies, as it almost invariably is destroyed.

I'o guard against these troubles an arrester is

needed that short-circuits not the line but only the

excess voltage and that produces no disturbance

in the system. This the aluminum-cell arrester does

satisfactorily. To avoid a small loss of energy

through it when continually in circuit, it need be

connected only when troubles may be anticipated,

but it should be put in circuit at least once a day
In keep tlic counter-electromotive ' force up to line

value.

The late advances in protective apparatus have

been chiefly due to theoretical investigations of

\\'hat may happen under abnormal conditions. Great

credit, however, is due a number of experimenters

who have made oscillographic investigations of

lightning-discharge waves, among whom should be

particularly mentioned Prof. E. E. F. Creighton

and his researches along* these lines in Colorado.
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begin service on December 1st. The first use of

the new current will he made in lightinK tlic entire

West Park system. Of the private concerns which

will use current for light aiul power the larger

manufacturing plants will he supplieil first, as a s.iv-

ing in installation cost can l:e made in this way.

Western Electric Minstrels.

By its size and prominence and the opportunities

it offers, the Western Electric Company has at-

tracted to itself a large number of young men,

many of them graduates of technical or other col-

leges. In this force are many men with musical,

histrionic or other talent pleasing in a social way.

.\ mandolin club, a glee club, a dramatic club, be-

Nides several educational clubs, flourish among the

employes and are encouraged by the management.
In addition an elaborate minstrel show has come
lo be an annual feature of the social life connected

\vith the manifold activities of the company. The
"second annual disturbance" of this character was
held on November 22d and was a huge success.

The am'\ual banquet for officers, heads of depart-

ments and their assistants and foremen, was held

on November ist at the Grand Pacitic Hotel. As
379 men were present, there \vas no room for the

wives. For. the minstrel show the Y. M', C. A.

auditorium on La Salle Street was engaged,

and the ladies were invited. Every seat had an
occupant. An excellent and amusing programme
was carried out, and the value of the good-fellow-

ship idea was fullj^ demonstrated. The officers as

well as the men enjoyed the jokes at their expense.

Among' the officers present (many accompanied by

their wives) were Messrs. J. W. Johnson, H. A.
Halligan, H. M. Sage, A. C. Dodge, P. L. Thom-
son of Pittsburg and F. B. Uhrig of Kansas Cit}^

IMessrs. Hibbard, .Abbott and others from the Chi-

cago Telephone Company were also in attendance.

Chicago Drainage Canal Power is

Ready.

Earlier announcement in the Western Electrician

that, electric current from the Sanitary District's

canal power plant at Lockport would be supplied

to the city of Chicago and other customers begin-

ning December 1st are now confirmed by the an-

nouncement of the practical completion of the sub-

station at .Western Avenue on the canal. Chair-

man W. G. Clark of the engineering committee has

reported to the board that the transmission line

to Morgan Park is also completed and ready to

Central Electric Railway Association.

The regular bi-monthly meeting of the .CeiUral

ICIectric Railw.ay Association was held in the Clay-

pool Hotel, Indianapolis, on November aist. Presi-

dent M. A. Nicholl staled thai, owing to the fact

that Thanksgiving Day came on the regular dale

for the meeting, il was decided lo hold it one

week earlier.

Mr. Nicholl announced that the standardization

committee would have a meeting early in 1908 to

confer with a similar comniittee of the American

Street and Interurbaii Railway Association.

The first paper on the programme was read hy

Albert B. Herriclc, an electric-railway expert, of

Ridgewood, N. J., on the "Analysis of the Cost

and Methods of Electric-railway Maintenance."

The paper was an elaborate one, well illustrated,

and treated the subject in a general way, and then

particularized as to the manner in which losses

arc located and Ihe methods of establishing the-

relative losses in a system. It embraced a descrip-

tion of the test cars employed in obtaining ac-

curate information as to the physical condition of

every rail bond on a traction road. Mr. Herriek

next took up the losses in equipment, in the repair

shops and conditions of management which affee!

very materially the cost of maintenance. The paper

was listened to with great interest and brought

out an animated discussion and numerous inquiries,

which Mr. Herriek answered readily.

The afternoon session was opened by the reading

of a paper prepared by Fred Heckler, master me-

.chanic of the Lake Shore Electric Railway Com-

pany of Fremont, Ohio, on "Foundation Brake .'\r-

rangement for Electric Cars." The paper was read

by J. D. Hutchens of the Westinghouse Company.

Among other things Mr. Heckler said: "When it

is reafized that the brake equipment is not merely

an auxiliary apparatus but a controlling element,

not merely a necessary expenditure, but a dividend-

earning asset, then sufficient pressure will be brought

to bear on the car and truck designers and build-

ers to induce them to consider the brake installa-

tion before it is impossible to put one on that will

ever merit the name of brake in the true sense of

the word." The paper received much praise from

Messrs. Sloat of the Cincinnati Northern, Taylor

of the Indiana Union Traction. Carpenter of the

Western Ohio and Hutchens of the Westinghouse

company, who discussed the question freely. All

agreed that it was important to secure an apparatus

that will stop an interurban ear in the shortest

space possible.

President Nicholl regarded the paper and dis-

cussion of sufiicient importance to be turned oyer

to the standardization committee for consideration

and lucidation.

There was a general discussion of the subject

"Does It Pay Interurban Electrics to Cater to Long-

distance Travel?" It was the expressed opinion of

the members of the association, practically without

a dissenting voice, that long-distance travel pays

and is a thing to be catered to. Albert B. Herriek

said that when the costs of operating steam and

electric lines are compared it certainly will pay

to cater to long-distance hauls. F. D. Carpenter

of Lima, Ohio, said that the long-distance patron-

age of his and connecting lines was very desirable.

His company frequently carries passengers over its

lines who had purchased their tickets in Kansas
City or other distant cities. F. D. Norval of Indi-

anapolis said that the Indiana merger lines were
catering to long-distance travel with very satis-

factory results. He spoke of his experience in

transporting a carload of people from Indianapolis

to Pittsburg, carrying them all the way to Janes-

ville, Ohio, by trolley and the remaining distance

by steam line. They were so well pleased with

the long-distance trolley service that they returned

the same way.
During the discussion it was asked what con-

stituted long-distance travel on electric lines. It

was explained that the term was elastic in mean-
ing; that not many years ago 50 miles was consid-

ered a long distance in electric-traction travel, but

that at the present time anything less than 150

miles is not so considered. It was agreed that it

was only a matter of a few years until long-dis-

tance would mean something more than four or

five hundred miles, and that it was incumbent

upon electric-railway managers to get ready for

such service.

The next meeting will be held in Dayton. Ohio,

on January 23d. when new officers will be elected

and the annual banquet will be held.
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A Big Toronto Project.

A by-law is lo be MibmilU-il 10 ijn: r,a. p.ij . . . „i

llie clly of Tvjronlo in J.-um.iry lu provide for rais-

intr $a,soo,oco for the purpose of cstalilithiiiK n
|)0\yer and light dislribiilion plant for the city.

This .iclion was decided on at a conference l>c-

iween independeMt engineers and reprcsenlalivet of
the liydro-eleclric power coinniisMoii and the l(oaril

of control for the city, who were iiii.iniinouii in ihc
opinion that lliis sum would lie siifTicicnt to give
Toionlo the plant recjuired. 'Ihe decision was
largely inlluenced by a rciiorl of Alex Dow of De-
iroii. Mr. Dow c5tini.ited that for a sum not to
exceed $2,50o,oco Ihe city can conslriicl a distribu-
lioii system which will provide for the followinR:
Fifteen liiindrcd streel lights; power deliveries lo

pumping stalioii; lighting of public buildings; un-
derground coiiductoi-5 in central area (.iboiit llirec-

quarlers of a mile square) and main slrccH lead-
ing therefrom; supply of power lo factories along
railroad lines ami all principal factory areas; sup-
ply of light and incidental power in suitable man-
ner in all parts of the city wdiere there is reason-
able demand; facilities for extension, namely, spare
ducts in conduits, .spare arms on pole lines and
spare floor sjiace in sub-stalions. The estimate is

based on the receipt of, say, 12,000 horsepower, and
these spares being sufficient for an increase to, say,
20,000 horsepower.

Electricity for Japan's Railroads.
Mr. K. Katayama, chief engineer for the govern-

ment railways of Japan, is on bis w.ay home from
his mission lo Europe and .-Vmerica, where he has
been looking into the latest developments of elec-

tricity with a view to the introduction of electric

power in the operation of the railroads of Japan.
Mr. Katayama states that ihe large cities of the

Japanese Empire are now lighted by electricity.

He says that Japan is excellently provided by na-
ture with mountain streams and rivers, at which
electric power can be produced under economic
conditions. The idea is to operate all the govern-
ment railroads of Japan, which now constitute

nearly the whole of the mileage, with electricity.

Ultimately, perhaps, the whole of the 25,000 miles

of railroads now in operation in Japan will be

worked by electric power. In this phase of elec-

trical experiment Mr. Katayama hopes that Japan,

after seeing what all other nations have done, will

take the lead.

Tantalum Lamps for Alternating Cur-
rent.

The National Electric Lamp Association has just

issued a bulletin on "Tantalum Regular" and "Tan-

talum Aleridian" lamps and units. An interesting

announcement made therein is that the tantalum fila-

ment has been improved since it was first brought

out, so that it can now be recommended for use

on alternating currents of any frequency as well

as for direct-current lighting. How-ever, the life of

tantalum lamps operated on alternating current

varies greatly with different conditions. Therefore

prospective users are advised to ascertain the life

of a small number of these lamps on their par-

ticular alternating-current circuits before ordering

large quantities. Furthermore, the tantalum lamp

can now be used at any angle, instead of straight

down only, as was found with the early lamps.

The lamps are now made in 40 and ScHwatt sizes,

having a nominal rating of 20 and 40 candlepower,

respectively.

Illinois Traction System to Be Enlarged.

General Manager Fischer of the Illinois Traction

Company is busy arranging the plans of operation

for the company. The departments of urban street-

railway and public utilities are being separated into

distinct departments. There is a rumor that as

soon as the company's improvements at St. Louis

are completed it will make that city the headquar-

ters of the system. The ultimate plans of the com-

pany contemplate a through line from Kansas City

to St. Louis, a line through Illinois directly east

from St. Louis and another line from St. Louis

to Cairo through East St. Louis. With these lines

built and in operation the central point will then

be St. Louis. At present Springfield is the center

of the operating- lines, and that is where the head-

quarters are now located.

A combined electric-light and water plant to cost

about $25,000 is to be erected at Sulphur Springs,

Ark.
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Chicago Electrical Show to Excel In

Decorative Illumination.

Aside from a large and varied display of indi-

vidual exhibits whiclr will be shown at the third

annual Chicago Electrical Show of January 13-25,

igoS, the most artistic and elaborate scheme of

decorative illumination ever prepared for a trade

exhibition in this country will be shown.

A meeting of exhibitors and others interested in

the show was held in the Edison Building on

November 22d to see the plans for the booth con-

struction, illumination and decoration. A large

perspective drawing in colors of tlie interior of the

Coliseum as prepared by the architects, D. H. Burn-

ham & Co., was shown, and all present agreed with

the directors that the decorative-lighting scheme,

while it will cost many thousand dollars, will be

an attraction of great beauty and merit.

The booth arrangement will be systematic and

form part of the general scheme of decoration.

The aisle arrangement is such as to afford more
comfort and convenience to visitors. There will

be many special attractions, and the usual large

number of exhibitors, showing the latest appliances

in the various branches of the electrical industry.

The management of the Electrical Trades Expo-
sition Company has arranged to do all the booth
constructing, wiring, etc., and furnish the chairs,

desks, etc., thus relieving the exhibitor of all care

except that of getting his exhibit to the building.

Mr. Homer E. Niesz, 1006 Monadnock Building,

is manager.

Following is a list of exhibitors who have already

contracted for space

:

Alexander, F.. Manufacturing Company.
American Automatic Telephone Company.
American Cloclc Company.
American Electric Fuse Company.
American Electric Novelty Company.
American Electric Telephone Company.
American Steel and Wire Company.
American Telephone Journal.
Anderson. A. & ,T., Manufacturing Company.
Atlas Anchor Company.
Automatic Electric Company.
Automatic Igniter Company.
Austin, M. B.. & Co.
Barnard, B. S., & Co.
Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Company.
Big Four Manufacturing Company.
Bristol Company.
Buyers' Reference Company.
Central Telephone and Electric Company.
Central Electric Company.
Century Telephone Construction Company.
Chicago Lamp and Reflector Company.
Chicago Telephone Supply Company.
Chicago Fuse Wire and Manufacturing Company.
Chicago Telephone Company.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company.
Commonwealth Edison Company.
Cook. Frank B.
Couch, S. H., Company.
Crane Company.
Cullerton. .John F., Company.
Crescent Manufacturing Company.
Dean Electric Company.
Dixon, Joseph, Crucible Company.
Dessert S: Company.
Electric Appliance Company.
Electrical Review.
Electric Storage Battery Company.
Electrical World.
Electrocraft Publishing Company.
Einstein. A. O., Company.
Federal Electric Company.
Fort Wavne Electric Works.
General Compressed Air and Vacuum Company.
General Electric Company.
International Correspondence Schools.

International Telephone Manufacturing Company.
Tewell Electrical Instrument Company.
Tohns-]\Ianville. H. W., Company.
Kcllogc Switchboard and Supply Company.
Lane, J., Electric Company,
Lindstrom-Smith Company.
:Manhattan Electrical Supply Company.
Manufacturers' Record.
Matthews, W. .\'., & Bro.
Moline Incandescent Lamp Company.
Monarch Electric and Wire Company.
Monarch Telephone Manufacturing Company.
McDowell-Stocker Company.
McRoy Clay Works.
National Electric Lamp Association.

North Electric Company.
North Shore Electric Company.
Nungesscr Electric Battery Company.
Pardee, F, W.
Phoenix Glass Company.
Public Sen-ice Publishing Company.
RochlinR's, John A., Sons Company.
Roth Eros. "& Company.
Shelton Electric Company.
Solar Electric Company.
Stcrliner Electric Company.
Stoltz Electrophone Company,
Stromhcrc-Carlson Telephone Manufactdring Company.
Swedish-American Telephone Company,
Swedish Elrctric Vibrator Company,
Telephony Publishing Company.
Tlntlcd Clock Company.
T'nivcrMl Manufacturinp Company,
Vivnx Storage Batterj* Company.
Vote-Bercer Company.
Wagner Electric Manuf.icturing Company.
Western Electric Comnany.
Western Electrician fEleetrician Publishing Company).

Testing Rails, Not Locomotives.

Reports concerning certain tests the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad has been making on the West Jer-

sey and Sea Shore Railroad near Clayton, N. J.,

should not be confounded so as to make it appear

that the company is racing steam and electric loco-

motives with a view to determining the speed ca-

pacity of each type. The' company has other more

accurate and much less dangerous methods of test-

ing the speed of locomotives than trying them out

in such a manner as this. Furthermore, the types

of electric and steam locomotives which have been

used in these experiments were not designed pri-

marily for speed, and any inference based on their

performance in this respect would be incorrect.

What the company is doing is this: Experience

indicates that the operation of electric locomotives,

owing to their lower center of gravity, has an effect

upon the track entirely different from that due to

the action of steam engines. In order to ascertain

the exact nature and extent of this pressure upon

the rails the motive-power department has devised

the apparatus which is being utilized at Clayton.

A stretch of track about 166 feet in length has

been equipped with rails and cast-steel ties, de-

signed and made especially for this purpose. In-

stead of attaching the rail to the ties by spikes, a

special form of block has been substituted which

allows a slight movement of the rail as the engine

o-oes over it: this movement registers the force

with which the flanges of the wheels strike or

press against the rails. It is expected that a large

number of experiments with this apparatus will

show the coinpany quite accurately what the efifcct

is of either steam or electric locomotives moving

at different speeds over either straight or curved

track.

Kecessarilv to make these tests the engines must

move at different speeds, and at times each attains

its maximum speed.

An electric apparatus has been devised to meas-
' ure the precise amount of time elapsing while the

different locomotives pass over this 166 feet of

track in order that in computing the effect upon

the track the exact speed attained may be known.

The steam and electric locomotives, however, go

over the track at different times, and there is no

element of contest as to speed between the two

types The matter of speed is purely incidental to

the main puroose of the tests, which is to enable

the company. "in planning its electric installations

in New York, to design a track so safe as to be

secure against any form of locomotive that may

be utilized.

Statistical Record of Progress.

"Statistical Record of the Progress of the United

States. 1800-1907," is the title of a publication just

issued by the Bureau of Statistics of the^ Depart-

ment of Commerce and Labor, and while com-

posed exclusivelv of columns of figures, the record

of progress which it shows for the United States

and its industries and commerce is encouraging.

Among the many interesting facts which it presents

is that the money in circulation in the United

States on July i.'iQO?. was 2,77,3 million dollars,

against 2,736 millions in 1906 and 1.640 on the

corresponding date of 1S97. a decade ago. The
public debt per capita was $10.26 in 1907, against

$11.46 in igo6 and $13.78 in 1897. The merchandise
imported into the country is given at 1.434 million

dollars in the fiscal year 1907, against T.227 inillions

in T906 and 765 millions in 1897, while exports of

domestic merchandise are set down at 1,854 mil-

lions in 1907, against 1,718 millions in 1906 and

1,032 millions in 1897. Evidences of activity among
the manufacturers are shown by increased importa-

tions of material used by thein. The popularity

of American merchandise in foreign markets in

various parts of the world is illustrated, to some
extent at least, by the two pages devoted to the

foreign commerce of the principal countries of the

world and the share of that trade with the United
States.

The Hawks Electric Company has nearly com-

pleted its new power plant on the canal bank at

Goshen, Ind, The waterwhcels have been installed

and the generator is being connected up. Water
may be turned into the flume and the machinery

started next weeV.

Cleveland Street-railway Situation.

Mayor Johnson and 43 of the 47 city councilmen
and councilmen-elect of Cleveland, acting as a

Council committee of the whole, on November 14th

refused to give the Cleveland Electric Railway
Company a 2S-year franchise over all its lines in

consideration of a three-cent passenger fare to be
granted by that company if a six-month test proved
that rate sufficient to yield six per cent, profit.

The Council, led by Mayor Johnson, demanded thnt

the coi-poration name the lowest figure at which

it would turn its stock into a holding company's
hands. Mavor Johnson already has let it be known
that he will consider no figure for the Cleveland

Electric stock that is not helow 46, and 42 is the

figure commonly supposed to have been given the

mayor's ratification in tentative proposals. This
figure is known to be far below what the Cleveland
Electric directors have thought shotild be nllowctl

in a transfer of their company.

BOOK TABLE.
Men Who Sell Things. By Walter D. Moody.
Chicago: A. C. McClurg & Co. 1907. Pp. (4J4
by 7 inches), xi., 283.

Commercial literature is reaching voluminous pro-
portions, and this bright little book, the latest addi-
tion, is one of the best of its kind. Written by
the sales manager of a large Chicago business
house, it is thoroughly practical and a valuable
handbook for employers, managers and salesmen.
"Pure Grit," "The Order Taker," "The Know-it-all
Salesman," "Letters to the Trade," "Dress and
Orderliness," "The Salesmen's Relation to Credits"
—these are the titles of a few of the 22 chapters,
and they indicate the character of the work. Mr.
Moody's style is sprightly, and he makes his points
in a bright, forceful manner, which is withal orderly
and sensible. He has written a helpful book which
deserves a wide reading.

The Motoeman and His Duties. By Ludwig Gut-
mann. Si.xth edition, revised and enlarged by
Lawrence E. Gould. Chicago : The Wilson Com-
pany. 1907. Pp. (5 by 75^ inches), 195, with
138 illustrations and drawings. Price, $1.50.

This is a handbook of the theory and practice,

of electric-railway car operation. First a good ac-
count of the essential parts of an electric railway
is given and then the car shops are taken up,

mentioning briefly the various parts of the whole
system and the devices that are necessary to op-
erate it. Such of these devices as come under the
control and care of the motorman and conductor
are described in detail, and the principles by which
they operate are, explained. The book is a good
one for the motorman of a mechanical turn of
mind who desires to know more than just enough
to run his car over the line.

A clear description of the intricate details of the
motive power and brake equipment of an electric

car is introduced in the second chapter. The third
chapter considers the generating and distribution

of power, outlining the essential parts of a power
station and defining the method now most generally
used for distributing current. The working con-
ductor and the use of transmission lines are out-
lined in Chapter Four. There follows, in Chapter
Five, a discussion of the constructional details of
electric-railway motors of standard types. Car
wiring and parts, including such features as the
various types of current collectors, fuses, lightning

arresters, and sketches showing the various wiring
circuits, are introduced in Chapter Six.

The next three chapters are devoted to a detailed

discussion of the principles, construction and meth-
ods of operation of controllers of various standard
types. It is noted that the latest types of multiple-
unit control and drum control using auxiliary con-
tactors are considered. Chapter Ten describes the
various types of hand and power-operated brakes
and brake parts, comprising complete brake sys-

tems of the most modern types. The concluding
chapter of the book comprises a number of in-

structions to show how troubles on the road may
be prevented or remedied. A glossary describing
the principal terms and individual parts mentioned
is a valuable part of this work.

Faraday Society.

At the ordinary meeting of the Faraday Society

in London on October 29th Mr. N. T. M. Wils-
inore was in the chair. A paper on "The Electrol-

ysis of Salt Solutions in Liquefied Sulphur Dioxide
at Low Temperatures." communicated by Dr. Ber-
tram D. Steele, was read in abstract by the secre-

tary. This was a preliminary account of the re-

sults arrived at in the course of a general study

of the electrolysis of salts in liquefied gases. The
paper dealt with the case of a solution of potas-

sium iodide in sulphur dioxide. Electrodes of vari-

ous materials were used and the changes at anode
and cathode were carefully studied. With platinum
or mercury cathodes a very rapid diminution of

current ("depending on the initial current density),

due, in the author's opinion, to a film of sulphur,

was observed. Potassium sulphite with an admix-
ture of sulphur was, after continued electrolysis,

found to be deposited on these cathodes. Using
silver, copper or iron cathodes of large area, a con-

stant current was maintained, the sulphides being
formed in these cases. Iodine was formed at the

anode, being either liberated or found in combina-
tion, depending on the metal employed. No potas-

sium as metal was found to be deposited on the

cathode.

A paper by Mr. F. E. Weston, B. Sc, and Mr.
H. Russell Ellis, B. Sc, on "The Action of Alumi-
num Powder on .Silica and Boric Anhydride," was
read in abstract by Mr. Weston, who showed, on
a small scale, some of the reductions described.

Dr. R. Seligman suggested that some of the heal

required in these reactions was furnished by the

aluminum or boron, as the case may be, burnirig

in the air. The fireproof slags obtained in many
cases were being used for making acid-resisting

crucibles and for other industrial purposes.
Dr. F. I^T. Pcrkin and Mr. L. Pratt read a paper

on "The Reduction of Metallic Oxides with Cal-

cium Hydride," and illustrated some of the reduc-

tions.
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ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
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XLIV.-ElectrIc Railways.

I'liK SiNoi.K-riiAsi; System.

llie singlc-pliase alternafing-currcnt system has

hccii Ki'iicrally accepted in the United States as

llie siiliilion of those traction problems wliicli lie

lieyonil the limits of the direct-current system, and

there are at present a number of roads in this

eunntry using single-phase efiuipuieuts. As a sin-

gle-phase current requires but two conductors, the

track can he used for one side of the circuit and

the trolley wire for the other.

The use of single-phase current fur traction serv-

ice was made, possilile only by the recent develop-

ment of the conniuitalor type of alternating-current

motor. It had been known for some time that a

ilirect-current motor of the railway type would
nper.'ite when supplied with alternating current and
would develop ."liuiilar cbaraclerislics to the direct-

current motor. The cast-slcel field frame of such

a motor, however, would become very hot, due

to the presence of eddy currents, and the commu-
tators sparked so excessively when using alternat-

ing current that they would be quickly destroyed.

Recent improvements, however, have made this mo-
tor entirely practicable for traction service, and
ihe modern single-phase railway motor operates as

smoothlv and efficiently as a direct-current motor.

The frame of the motor consists of a cast-steel

shell which is designed to contain the field mag-
net. The latter is composed of laminations of thin

sheet steel which are varnished so as to insulate

all the laminations from each other. These lami- •

nations are packed close together within the outer

case and form the field magnets of the motor. The
outer case is used simplv for mechanical protec-

tion and strength and does not form any part

of the magnetic circuit. The lamination of the field

prevents the passage of eddy currents and the con-

sequent beating of the iron, thus permitting the

m.ncbinc to run cool.

The .irmature core is laminated in the same way
as the field, and the armature winding is continu-

ous. Instead of bringing out the ends of each

armature coil to a commutator segment, as in the

direct-current armature, taps of biefb-resistance

wire are taken off the armature winding at regular

intervals, and these taps are conrected to corre-

sponding commutator segments. The introduction

of this resistance between the armature coils and
the commutator bars prevents soarking at the

brushes and makes the commutation entirely satis-

faetory.

It will be apparent that the alternating-current

motor with its laminated fields is a more expensive

machine to build than a direct-current motor, and

it is also heavier for eanal capacities. The in-

creased w^ei^bt. however, is not sufficient to form

anv appreciable detriment, and the extra cost of

the motors is insignificant in comparison to the sav-

ing effected throughout the system by the use of

alternating current.

Some Adv.antages of Alternating Current.

One of the most important features of alternating

current is the ease -with which it may be trans-

formed from one voltage to another. It is for this

reason that it is not necessary to have the same

^'oltage on the trolley wire that is used on the

motors, Tn different single-phase roads the trollev-

line voltage runs from 6.600 to 11.000 volts." By
using a lowering transformer on the car the trol-

ley voltage may be reduced in any desired ratio

for nse at the motors. By bringing out tans from

different parts of the car-transformer winding dif-

ferent voltages are available for regulating the

speed of the car.

The alternating-current series motor has the

advantage of being able to operate almost equally

well whether supplied with alternating or direct

current, and this fact is of great advantage in sorne

conditions of railway work. In many cases inter-

urban lines have to pass over direct-current roads

in traversing cities and towns in which the latter

system has been established, and the single-phase

motors can be readily adapted to operate on either

"system. This means some additional complication

in the car equipment, as two systems of control

must be furnished—voltage control for the alter-

nating-current operation and rheostatic control for

Note.—This series of articles. iQtended to survey, briefly, the
whole field of aoolied electricity for licht. power and heat, was
bacun in the Western Electrician of February "i, 1907.

direct-current operation. This method i» entirely

feasible, as some imporlant roads are equipped for

,allernating-currcnt-direct-currcnt operation, but,

owing to the increased cost and complications it

involves, a straight alternating-current equipment is

prefer.'ihle where possible.

As the trolley voltage is limited only by the pos-

sibility uf providing ade(iuale insulation for it, it

will be seen ihat the single-phase .system affords a

means of oi)er;iling even the heaviest cars and

trains from a trolley wire of ordinary size without

any additional feeders; and it is in the matter of

overhead distribution that the single-phase system

shows its special adaptability to long-distance trac-

tion service. The gencrating-station cnrrent may be

distributed at any commercially practicable voltage,

however high, and this current is reduced to a

voltage suitable to the trolley line by. means of

transformer stations situated at intervals along the

line. There is no low-tension distribution what-

ev,er. The transformer stations arc cheap, consist-

ing merely of a transformer and a suitable structure

in which to house it, and they require only an oc-

casional inspection.

[To he coiilinucd.'i

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Reading a Meter.

A. F. L., Oakland, Cal. ; Will you kindly tell

me how to read the ordinary electric-light meter.

Answer.

Recording watt-hour meters, such as are ordi-

narily used, have numbers marked above their dials

in either one of two ways: (A) 100,000, 10,000,

1,000, 100, 10, or (B) io,ooo's, 1,000's, ico's, lo's,

I's. Method A means that a complete evolution

of each index band gives the number of kilowatt-

hours marked above the corresponding dial. Method
B is fully described on page 219 of the Western
Electrician of September 21, 1907. If the meter

shown there had been marked by method (A) the

numbers above the dials would be 10,000, 1,000,

100, 10, but the reading would still remain 2,852

kilowatt-hours. There is therefore no difference

in reading the figures by either method, the differ-

ence being in remembering the factor 10 in putting

down the result.

Alternating-current Problems.

C. H. S., Southbridge, Mass.: (i) I have three 25-

kilowatt transformers with the primaries connected
up in delta on a 2.300-volt three-phase line and
with their secondaries connected up and giving the

A'oltages as shown in the accompanying drawing.
I would like to know if it is possible to connect
up the secondaries so as to have only three line

TRANSFORMER CONNECTIONS.

wires instead of six and so as to obtain a voltage

of 220 volts between outside wires and no volts

between the middle wire and either outside wire.

(2) How can I ring a vibrating bell on an
alternating-current circuit?

(3) How can a magnetic chuck be worked on
a no-volt alternating-current circuit.

Answers.

(i) The system of distribution desired is essen-

tially a three-wire single-phase system. It cannot

be obtained from any direct connections of the sec-

ondaries shown that would result in a balanced

system. Thus the load could be taken from any

one of the secondaries, but the other two would

then be idle. The desired system could be obtained

by substituting for the transformers now installed

special phasing transformers that would change the

three-phase currents to single phase and at the

same time step down the voltage Jo _ the _value_

wanted.

(2) The ordinary vibrating electric bell does not

work satisfactorily on alternating-current circuits.

Ihc iiolarizcd hell, mi on Iclej.honcs, it

especially snil.-ihic for .111. ri;:iiMi)i current work,
(3) A ni.-ignelic eliiick or magiiclic chilch will

work nearly as well on allcrnaling as on direct
current, except that the vollage will have to lie

liiglur in the former beeauRc (lie inductance in llie

coils increases the impedance of Ihe circuit and
lluis enis down the current iniicli hilow what it

would be on a direcl-ciirrcnt circuit of llic same
voltage. The increase in voltage rcqnircd on alter

lernalitig cnrrent depends on the numlJcr of turns

and the quantity and quality of iron used in the

device. Objections to nsing these devices on alter-

nating-current circuits are that they will lake

slightly more power lo operate and Ihat Ihc iron

will become heated, due to hysteresis.

Selenium.
Selenium, one of the rarer elements, is closely

related in many ways to tellurium and sulphur,
with both of which it often occurs in nature. As
is well known, electrical inventors take advantage
of its peculiar property of being almost a non-
conductor of electricity in Ihc rlark, while nnder
the influence of light its conductivity immediately
becomes greatly increased. This characteristic has
led to its use in instruments designed for lighting

and extinguishing gas buoys automatically; for

guiding and exploding torpedoes by a ray of light;

for telephoning along a ray of light; for transmit-
ting sounds and photographs or other pictures to

a distance, and for measuring the quantity of
Roentgen rays in therapeutic applications. A gen-
eral or practical use of any of these instruments
would result in an incrcasefl demand for selenium.

.At present the metal is variously quoted at from
$I3..1.3 per kilogram ('2.2046 pounds) to $2 per
ounce, as there is no steady market, and the prices

\'arv with different dealers.

No selenium is known to he produced commer-
cially in this country, but during root) one copper
refinery made some in an experimental way, and
it is possible that it was produced at other re-
fineries also. At this refinery the selenium was
obtained from the anode slimes or mud. where it

is left with gold, silver and other residues in the
electroK'tic refining of copper.
Metals rontainirg selenium are of rare occur-

rence in the United States, but a demand for the
metal couhl probably be supplied by utilizing the
small quantities found in the copner-refinery slimes.
A note on selenium, prepared by Frank L. Hess,

treologist. is published in an advance chapter from
"Mineral Resources of the United States, Calendar
Year igc6." where the production of antimony,
arsenic and bismuth in 1906 is also reported.

The "Degradation" of Copper.
Recent experiments of Sir William Ramsav, the

Enp-lish chemist, are not likely to result in the
artificial manufacture of copper, according to Dr.
Ira Remsen, who recently addressed the Scientific
.'Association of lobns Hookins University on "The
Work of Sir William Ramsay on the Action of
Radium Emanation on Copper." Dr. Remsen said
in part

:

"Ramsay has made it appear very probable that
when what is called radium emanation is allowed
to stand in contact with a solution of copper sul-
nhate or_ copper nitrate a very minute quantity of
lithium is formed. If this is true, it is evident
that the substance we call copper, which we have
hitherto regarded as a stable elementarj' form of
material, is capable of undergoing at least a verv
slight decomposition. While Ramsay has made it

extre.mely^ probable that a minute quantity of the
element lithium can be obtained from copper by
the action of radium emanation, the fact should be
emphasized that this change takes place only to a
very slight extent, and it does not seem probable
that anv method can be devised by which it can
be markedly increased. To the chemist and physi-
cist Ramsay's results are of special interest because
thev promise to throw light upon that important
problem, the constitution of matter. Those who
are looking for practical results in the sense in
which that expression is commonly .used will be dis-
appointed."

Annual Meeting of "Mechanicals."
The twenty-eighth annual meeting of the Ameri-

can Society of Mechanical Engineers will be held
at 29 West Thirty-ninth Street. New York, on
December 3d, 4th, 5tb and 6th. A good programme
has been arranged. Gas power will be discussed
on the morning of Wednesday, the 4th, by Messrs.
F. .E. Junge and J. R. Bibbins and Profs. C. E.
Lucke and S. A. Reeve. The tunnels under the
Hudson River will be inspected on Wednesday
afternoon. On Thursday foundry practice will be
taken up. and on Friday morning, superheated steam
will be the subject of Prof. C. C. Thomas and
A-fr.- M.— B. - R. Toltz. Other papers-and—social
events are on the programme. Mr. Calvin W. Rice,

29 West Thirty-ninth Street, New York, is sec-
retary of the society.
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SELLING ELECTRICITY.
Under this heading will appear, from time to time, articles,

constant effort to increase the existing demand

The Business-getting Campaign of the

Baltimore Electric Company.

A notable example of central-station campaign

work is afforded by the recent activities of the

Baltimore Electric Company, which organization

was incorporated last spring to take care of the

electric business of the Maryland Telephone Com-
pany. Alive to the possibilities for increasing its

field afforded by the more recent electrical devel-

opments, the new company determined to prosecute

in a more vigorous manner the business-getting

methods -established by the older company and at

the same time to broaden the scope of its work.

Under the able management of Mr. H. M. Cosh,

the contract manager, the campaign, though still

in its vigor, has already borne fruit beyond the

most sanguine expectations. It has not only added

to the company's circuits a large number of new
customers, but has awakened many old customers

to the advantages of electricity for new purposes

and induced them to become larger consumers.

Many in the commercial district who used current

for lighting only are now using it for all of their

power purposes : many who used it for part of

their lighting only are now using it exclusively;

many who did not use it at all for lighting, because

they thought it too expensive, have been won over

to become its strongest supporters; many in the

residence districts have been educated up to using

it for washing, ironing, sewing, cooking, etc.

The campaign which the company has been con-

ducting so successfully is characterized by good

organization and systems, and by vigor rather than

by novel methods, for it embraces the same items

of demonstration, follow-up advertising, solicitation,

etc., that would naturally suggest themselves to

any central station. Founded upon efficient and far-

sighted management and oversight, each feature

of the campaign has been made to perform its

BUTTON DISTRIBUTED FREELY IN NEW-BUSINESS CAM-
PAIGN IN BALTIMORE.

part in getting results. Backed by the knowledge

that the generating station could give the most
satisfactory service to customers, that the appa-

ratus to be pushed was the best for getting full

value out of the current, that what was being

attempted was not only for the good of the com-

pany but for the improvement of the city and for

the advantage of those who joined the ranks as

well, those who entered into the work were in-

spired by an enthusiasm that was bound to bring

results.

After the organization was completed and a

definite plan of campaign established, but three

steps remained—to show people; to influence ihcm

suggestions and examples which will be of assistance in the

for electric current and to create new demands.

to the point of wanting to see, and to convince

them that it was to their advantage to become pos-

sessed of what they saw.

For the purpose of showing in an attractive man-

ner what the company had to offer, a commodious

demonstration room was established on the main

floor of the company's office building, known as

the Maryland Telephone Building. This was filled

GENERAL DEMONSTRATION ROOM OF THE BALTIMORE
ELECTRIC COMPANY.

with electrical appliances of all kinds for both

commercial and domestic use, arranged in such a

manner that the attention of the visitors could not

fail to be attracted. As a lesson in attractive dis-

play it is worth a visit from any central-station

man. Courteous attendants are at hand to explain

the various appliances, ranging from curling irons

to power motors, and to demonstrate their uses,

and the visitor who does not pick out something

for his own convenience or that of his family must

be well satisfied with conditions as they existed

before the electrical age.

The next step was to attract more visitors, and

to this end classified live mailing lists were care^

fully compiled. Attractive literature in various

forms is sent out to the names on these lists, and

once a month they all receive the bulletin of the

company, a handsomely gotten-up i6-page magazine

printed in two colors. To follow up the initial

work of the demonstration room and mailings, a

competent corps of solicitors is employed, under

the personal supervision of the contract manager.

So far the results have been highly gratifying, no
less so to those who have been won over to elec-

tricity than to the company, and the demonstration

room is becoming more popular every day.

After this branch of business getting had been

firmly established, the company determined to apply

similar methods for increasing its lighting load in

the commercial field, and upon careful miTjiHcra-
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tion of the various modern systems, the Nernst

lamp was adopted as covering a broad field with

great satisfaction. To facilitate the introduction

of the lamps, an arrangement was made with the

Nernst Lamp Company to furnish part of its own
trained selling force and to co-operate in handling

the campaign. Another demonstration room, for

the exclusive purpose of affording an easy com-

parison of various illuminating systems, was estab-

lished. The campaign was started the first of

July with 14 solicitors in the field, under the

leadership of Mr. C. S. St. John, a veteran Nernst

campaigner. "Brighter Baltimore" was adopted as

a slogan, and through the liberal use of newspaper

space, circular letters, mailing cards, buttons read-

ing "Me for Brighter Baltimore" and car cards it

soon aroused the users of light to the fact that a

strenuous effort was to be made to make Baltimore

brighter.

Before the campaign was three month.i old

Nernst lamps became popular to the extent of

winning over 1,200 stores, large and small. Most
of the number were gas users, which is one of

the most gratifying results of the campaign. Bal-

timore is a large city, and the lighting campaign,

like the power campaign, is still in full swing,

but "Brighter Baltimore" has already acquired a

distinctive meaning, which to be understood re-

quires only a walk along any of its principal streets

at night. The brilliant illumination afforded by

electricity confronts the passer upon all sides, and

the contrast is more striking when one pauses to

consider that but a short time ago the same stores

were indifferently lighted by gas or gasoline.

Baltimore merchants have the reputation for be-

ing corservative, but this campaign demonstrates

most conclusively that they are not conservative

to the extent of refusing to improve their stores

by adopting good light which costs no more than

poor light.

Much of the success of the campaign is due to

the enthusiasm of Mr. St. John and his corps of

eans Brighter Stores by using

the Great White Light

NERNST
It is electric light at the cost

of gas. Call us up to-day

BALTIMORE ELiCTEUC CO. ^k
MaoL^d Telephone Building CowiUnd 1M7 ^Q^

STREET-CAR CARD USED IN BALTIMORE CAMPAIGN.

assistants, to the advertising and to the evidence

of the Nernst demonstration room, while, of course,

the excellent quality of the illumination of the

lamp itself had much to do with it.

Shortly after the campaign was started came the

announcement that Marshall Field & Co. of Chi-

cago had adopted the Nernst system for lighting

the largest and finest store in the world, and a

month later the announcement that the Scruggs-

Vandervoort-Barney Dry Goods Company had

adopted it for lighting the largest and best store

in St. Louis. These two events, besides stimulating

the salesmen, had a decided influence upon the

merchants of Baltimore. They at once felt lliat the

Divhion for Various Ncrnil UniU. Division for Lamps Olher than Ncinsl.

LIGHTING DB.M3.N'STBATI0N ROOM OK BALTIMORE ELECTRIC CO.MPANV.
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.iclioii of lliu conipaiiy in sclcctiiiK NcTiisl lamps

li;i(l ifccivurl :\ii iiulorsfniLMU nf Rrcat wciglit and

llial tin- g.iin by Ihcir ailoplioii wmild bf qililc as

iiiiicli theirs as llic coiii|]aiiy's. Moreover, the

(liiiUMislralion room showed upon (he waltnieler

dial exactly how Neriist liKhl stood in point oi

current consumption; so if they eonld save money

and get at the same time the light that Marshall

l''icld & Co. pronounced bcsl, Ihcy wanted it.

As a result of what has so far been done in

these campaigns, Baltimore is a more up-to-date

and brighter city; its citizens who have been won

c. s ST. jonN

over are strong advocates of electricity, the load

of the Baltimore Electric Company has risen with

astonishing rapidity, and, best of all, from the

company's point of view, it's a load that won't

come olT.

Domestic Electricity Demonstrated in

Grand Rapids.

By the co-operation of the Grand Rapids (Mich.)

Press and the Muskegon Power Company, with tlic

expert assistance of Mrs. F. Violet Sanborn, who
has a well-established reputation as an authority on

domestic economics, a series of lectures and demon-
strations on cooking by electricity was given in the

Press Building, Grand Rapids, Mich., in the fort-

night ended November gth. The course was a

great success and was attended by many thousands

of ladies and gentlemen. One of the features was
a four-room apartment—living room, dining room,

kitchen and bedroom—furnished complete with

equipment for electric housekeeping. It was called

"the cottage without a chimney."

Lectures and demonstrations were given every

afternoon. In one of her talks M'rs> Sanborn said:

"During recent years there have been many inven-

tions to lighten the work of the housewife. For

years women have longed to get away from the

drudgery of the kitchen, and now, with the com-
ing of the fireless cooker and cooking by electricity

their wishes are in a large degree being realized.

Cooking should not be regarded as a drudgery,

but, under proper conditions, this part of a wom-
an's work should be really pleasant." The lecturer

arranged various menus, several being for special

occasions, as a "witches' supper" for Hallowe'en,

cooked the various dishes with electric utensils, and
her recipes were printed next day in the Press.

She also gave practical instruction in laundering,

w-ashing, hanging out and ironing clothes, showing
the best methods of doing work of this kind with

the aid of electric power and electric heat.

One day was set aside for bread baking. A con-

test was arranged, and the newspaper gave four

prizes ($10 order for furniture, $3 in cash, $2 in

cash and a dozen roses) for the best loaves of

bread of the participant's own baking. Another
feature was an evening lecture on the possibilities

of the chafing dish. Gentlemen were especially in-

vited to this lecture ; a well-known man cooked a

steak, while others ^made the coffee, panned oysters

and did other culinary "stunts."

Grand Rapids, with its hydro-electric power, is

well situated to enjoy the advantages of electricity

supplied at a moderate price, and the local com-
pany is making a successful effort to e.xtend the

domestic uses of electricity. The plan of co-oper-

ating with a prominent daily paper in making the

demonstrations seems to have worked well and may
be worthy of imitation elsewhere.

Selling Current for Warships.

It isn't often thai vessels of the United .Slates

Navy arc cenlral-.slalion ciisloniers. Willi ships al

.sea there would he some difliciilty in conneclinR

with llic street mains of any electric-linlil station

at home, while during the slay in port the isolaleil

plants on shipboard aru still relied upon. Itnl in

llie case of the U. S. S. Newark and Granite Stale,

turned over to the New York Slate Naval Miliiia

and moored to a pier in the Hudson, the situation

is diflfcrcnt. The state of New York lias recently

made a contract with the New York Edison Com-
pany to supply electric light and power to these

vessels, and this is the first instance in history

where a warship has abandoned its own plant Inv

central-station service. A cable of the niidcrground

type is run from the street coimcction out on the

pier and through a standpipe which is raised about

eight or ten feet above the pier. From the end of
'

the standpipe flexible cables are extended in the

case of each vessel, and through these the current

is led to the switchboard on hoard ship.

The Newark is a new-old 4,000-ton stcej cruiser

17 years old and was considered a crack ship in

its day. It still belongs to the navy, and, should

it be required by the government, must be ready

to put to sea on 48 hours' notice. The Granite

State, formerly the New Hampshire, is a survivor

of the days when there were wooden linc-of-batlle

ships. It was launched in 1864, in time lo sec

service in the Civil War, and was one of the

largest three-deckers ever built in the country. Of
late years, with masts and spars removed and

housed over—a mere reminder of its former stateli-

ucss—the hulk has served as a recruiting ship or

armory.

The committee having in charge arrangements
for the proposed electrical show in Joliet, III, h;,s

given up the project on account of the high rents
asked for public halls, owing to the great demand
for roller skating. Nearly 40 electrical companies
had asked for space, but the committee did not
feel warranted in proceeding with the show.

Grounded Neutral in High-tension Sys-
tems.'

Bv P. JUNKEESFELD.

In November. 1900, the Commonwealth Electric

Company of Chicago in one portion of its territory

put into commercial service the first extensive sys-

tem of four-wire, three-phase distribution at 4,000-

2,300 volts. This 60-cycle system was soon in-

stalled in all of the company's outlying and sub-

urban territory and has since grown to such an

extent that the total length of three-phase or equiv-

alent lines or feeders today aggregates 525 miles,

of which 55 miles is underground, with the re-

mainder overhead. The neutral of this 60-cycle

system has always been connected solidly to ground
from the beginning.

In Mav, 1902. the Chicago Edison Company raised

the voltage of its three-phase. 25-cycle transmission

system from 4,500 to 9,000 volts and put into serv-

ice its first 'i'-wound generator, delivering 9,000

volts directly to the bus-bars without step-up trans-

formers. 'This system now aggregates 270 miles

of three-conductor cable and is practically all un-

derground, only nine miles being overhead. The
neutral of this 25-cycle system has been connected

to ground from beginning. During the last year

a part of this system has, however, been connected

to ground through resistances. The remainder of

the system during the last year and all of the sys-

tem during the previous four years has been con-

nected solidly to ground.
In June, 1907. the Chicago Edison Company put

into commercial service its first 25-cycle under-
ground line, operating at 20,coo volts. The trans-

formers were connected in delta at the receiving

end and in Y at the sending end. The neutral

at the latter has been connected solidly to ground
from the beginning.

The two companies mentioned above have re-

cently been consolidated into the Commonwealth
Edison Company, which thus operates a total of

about 800 miles of three-phase overhead and under-

ground lines at voltages of 4,000. g,ooo and 20,coo

volts in the various zones, and for different pur-

poses, but on all of which the neutral is connected

10 ground either with or w-ithout a resistance. The
experience in operating high-tension systems with
neutral grounded has, therefore, been considerable,

and the engineering policy on this matter has been

rather definite for several years. The experience,

however, in grounding such neutral through a re-

sistance has still been very limited. The various

steps in this experience and development and some
of the reasons, together w'ith the conditions now
existing, may be of interest in this discussion.

The 4,coc-2.300-volt, four-wdre. three-phase sys-

tem of distribution in the outlying and suburban
sections permits standard 2,080 to 115-230-voIt lire

transformers, thus giving a single-phase, three-w-ire

lighting and small power service at 115-230 volts.

It w'as felt that such a system of distribution w-ould

be unstable and would oermit annoying and serious

voltage fluctuations if the neutral were not grounded.
After considerable discussion the neutral w-as finally

grounded under the writer's direction just before

I. Part ot the discussion at the meeting of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers in New York on October
II, 1907.

Iliv lirst four-wire, lliree-pliase circuit or feeder was
put into service.

Among llinsc who al lliat lime (November, igoo)

argued iiiosi strongly against the gronndiniJ of neu-

tral, but who later, after making
became one- of llie most ardent :
George N. Eastman, who, early !

. ... i '-^.'

sion lo make certain IralH which led In a ceries of

very careful Invciiligalions at a lime when accurate
infornialion on this flubjecl was very meager. Some
of the results of these invisiigati'iMs were prc-

seulcd by him in a p.iper before llie liosUin convcn-
lioii of the National Electric Light Association in

May, IOO,|. These invesligalions, logelher with the
first few years of actn.al experience, practically fixed

the engineering practice on this particular mailer
of the two Chic.'igo cenlral-slalioii companies, which
have, since lyoo, continued lo (kvelop Ihelr three-

phase trnnsmission systems with the neutral grounded.
We have no direcl comparative experience with

an ungrounded system tinkler exactly similar con-
ditions. The results from this grounded system
have, however, been very salisfaclory. There have
been practically no underground cable burnouts on
this 60-cycle system, and comparatively little trouble
on pot-heads or on the other overheati construction.

The total number of transformer burnouts from
all causes, including lightning, overloading and dc
feels in the apparatus during the last two years
has been about 1.4 per cent, and 1.2 per cent, of
the total number of line transformers in service.

The percentage expressed in kilowatt capacity con-
nected has thus far been slightly Jess. Similar four-
wire, three-phase systems with grounded neutral
have during the past few years been installed in

so many cities of the country that this practice has
become quite well known. The groimding of neu-
tral on three-phase systems for general distribution
has also become very common, at least in parts of
Europe.

The 9,000-volt. 25-cycle transmission system in

Chicago is used cxchisively for transmission to

sub-stations and not for general distribution. With
the exception of a few induction-motor-driven ex-
citers, all equipment consists of rotary converters
or synchronous motor generators.

The present total continuous capacity of the two
principal and two subsidiary generating stations is

about iio.oco kilowatts. "The neutral of the 25-
cycle, 9,000-volt system is, however, grounded di-

rectly only in the Harrison Street and the Fisk
Street stations. The latter at present contains 10
turbo-generator units, the first four of which were
originally rated at 5,000 and the last six at 9,ocxi

kilowatts each, with the usual overload guarantee.
The transmission lines froin the two station's are
operated normally as "radial" systems ; that is, out-
going lines are independent of each other and are
not tied together at the sub-station ends.
The neutral of this system was connected solidly

to ground in May, 1902, when the first 2S-cycle,

9,000-volt generators w-cre started at the Harrison
Street station. After the Fisk Street station was
put in service the transmission system has at times
been operated all in- multiple and at the other time
sectionalized. In the latter case each part or sec-
tion of the system had a grounded neutral so as
to avoid having tw'o non-synchronous sections with-
out a grounded neutral on each.

At present and during a large part of the last

year the entire 25-cycle system has been operated in

two approximately equal sections, designated "Sys-
tem A" and "System B." Previous to this time
the Fisk Street station contained but four turbo-
generator units, to which have since been added six
units of a larger type with slightly different char-
acteristics.

Partly for this reason and partly for the reason
that with the rapidly increasing generating ca-
pacity it might be well to limit, in case of accidents,
the possible flow of current to ground, there was
installed a l4-ohm resistance betweeti the neutral
of each of the four new generators and ground.
The four older generators .are left with the neutral
grounded solidly on each. Normally the two sets

of generators are operated on separate sections of
the system, one of which was thus operated with
and the other Avithout a resistance in the neutrals.

During the previous four years, or since May,
1902, the neutral had aIwa3'S been grounded solidly,

and on the whole with very satisfactory results.

In case of a cable breakdown between conductors
and ground each cable w-as usuall}" disconnected
from the bus-bars by the overhead relays and oil

switch before the remaining tw-o conductors, became
involved, thus permitting a quick and accurate loca-

tion test b^f the Murray loop method.
As the generating capacity of the system in-

creased and as it became necessar}- to have heavier

overload and longer time-limit setting of relays on
outgoing lines the destructive effects of cable break-
downs havex apparently been somewhat greater, al-

though this may be characteristic of any Murray set-

ting of relaj'S. This indicated the desirability of

limiting in some manner the current flow in case

of accidents to decrease the destructive effects. It

was also desirable to secure some comparative data

on this matter of resistance or no resistance.

Four possibilities naturally presented themselves

:

(i) The design of generators with a lower short-

circuit current; (2) grounding the neutral on only

one of the group of generators running in parallel.
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leaving the neutral open on the remainder so as to

limit the flow of current to ground to the short-

circuit current of the one generator; (3) the intro-

duction of one large resistance between the neutral

bus-bar from a group of generators and ground;

(4) the introduction of a separate -resistance be-

tween the neutral of each generator and ground.

Partly for reasons previously stated the last-named

alternative was adopted.

Both of the first two methods mean holding the

neutral where it belongs, while both of the latter

two methods will cause displacement of the neutral

with attendant rises in potential, as has been pointed

out in Mr. Lincoln's paper.

In the four cases of trouble, each affecting from
10 to 30 per cent, of the total service at this time,

during the two years previous to the installation

of resistances and during the one year since, the

effects might or might not have been modified if

the neutral had been grounded with instead of with-

out a resistance. In all the other cases of trouble

during this period and in most of the cases during

the three years previous the use of resistance in

neutral would probably not have effected any im-

provement. In most instances the overload relays

on feeder oil switches were set at 100 per cent,

overload for si.x seconds, although in some cases

they were set at 100 per cent, for three seconds.

The generator switches are all non-automatic and

are opened only by the switchboard operator.

During the last five and one-half years, even

after eliminating all cases of trouble which have no
bearing on this subject of grounded neutral, there

have been, in addition to the four serious cases

above mentioned, quite a number of minor cases

which have a strong bearing on the matter of

grounded neutral. Especially is this true of cable

troubles, which, during the last three years, have
averaged only two cases per 100 miles per year.

This includes all troubles on g.ooo-volt cables from
known or unknown causes, except those due to

external injury to the lead sheaths.

Notwithstanding these results we have started

some investigations with the oscillograph and have
also installed for purposes of observation some
spark-gaps at different points on the system, all

with special reference to securing more accurate

information for guidance in the development of the

20,000-volt underground system into suburban dis-

tricts. These investigations have not yet progressed

sufficiently to afford much definite information.

There are some indications that in the Fisk Street

station the spark-gaps, when set for 100 per cent,

above normal, discharge occasionally when the oil

switch on the distant sub-station end of the line

is opened. This instantaneous rise of potential

occurs even with the neutral grounded and may
be due to the stored energy of the line. We have

thus far not been able to find rises of potential

coincident with any other switching or other oper-

ation.

Our investigations and experience in Chicago with

one system for five years and another system for

seven years lead us to believe, as between oper-

ating with the neutral grounded or not grounded,

that the neutral grounded is the better policy. As
to whether any additional benefits would be secured

by grounding the neutral through a resistance, our

experience is still too limited to say, and we are

in need of further investigation and further experi-

ence.

New Factory for Warner Instruments.

A fine new factory has just been completed in

Beloit, Wis., by the Warner Instrument Company
of that city. Here the manufacture of cut meters,

tachometers, automobile indicators, etc., will be

carried on .more extensively than ever by reason

of the increased facilities. The product of the

Warner Instrument Company is well known, and
in the new factory careful attention has been given

to every detail in order to insure the highest qual-
ity of instruments.

Construction of the buildings is of the Kahn
system of reinforced concrete, the main shop being
100 by 200 feet. A feature is the provision made
for light. The roof is of prism glass supported by
steel-concrete frames built on the saw-tooth prin-
ciple, there being 10 sections.

The equipment of the factory is also modern, the
machinery being of the best. Provision for the
shafting brackets was made in the concrete during
construction of the buildings. Everything in the
interior is painted with a specially prepared white
paint, giving a clean effect as well as light. In pro-
viding for heating and ventilation, special care was
taken to eliminate dust. Pure air, heated or cooled,
according to the season of the year, and filtered

through a spray of water, is conducted to the vari-
ous departments by the blast system.
A view of the plant as it will appear when en-

tirely complete is given herewith.

Alcohol Fuel in Internal-combustion
Engines.

About a year ago Prof. Charles E. Lucke of
Columbia University was called upon to undertake
an elaborate series of tests on internal-combustion
engines using alcohol fuel for the United States
Department of Agriculture. The objects of this
investigation were

:

First, to determine whether the gasoline and
kerosene engines at present on the American market
can run on alcohol as fuel. This involved as re-
lated matters the determination of the manipula-
tion to be followed in making the engines run on
alcohol, the measurement of the relative maximum
powers of the engines when using alcohol and the
fuels for which they were originally made, and,
lastly, the relative consumptions of the different
fuels. Second, to determine, so far as the limited
time and means available permitted, the improve-
ments which might be desirable in the design of
engines manufactured especially for alcohol.
Most of the engines used were loaned by their

makers for the purpose of these tests. Each' of the
eight engines was run on alcohol as well as on
the gasoline or kerosene for which it was designed.
The engines used were:
No. I. Fifteen-horsepower two-cylinder vertical

four-cycle engine.

No. 2. Six-horsepower horizontal four-cycle en-
gine.

No. 3. Six-horsepower horizontal four-cycle en-
gme.
No. 4. Six-horsepower vertical four-cycle engine.
No. 5. Six-horsepower horizontal two-cycle en-

gine.

No. 6. 40-horsepower four-cylinder automobile
engine.

No. 7. 40-horsepower four-cylinder automobile
engine.

No. 8. Two-horsepower vertical two-cycle marine
engine.

All of these engines were gasoline engines, ex-

cept No. 5, which was constructed to operate with

kerosent. Nos. 6, 7 and 8 were, of course, high-

speed engines. A report on these tests has beer
prepared by Dr. Lucke and Mr. S. M. Woodward
of the Office of Experiment Stations, Washington,
from which the following general conclusions are

reprinted in Technical Literature

:

1. Any gasoline engine of the ordinary types can

be run on alcohol fuel without any material change
in the construction of the engine. The only diffi-

culties likely to be encountered are in starting and
in supplying a sufficient quantity of fuel, a quan-
tity which must be considerably greater than the

quantity of gasoline required.

2. When an engine is run on alcohol, its opera-

tion is more noiseless than when run on gasoline,

its maximum power is usually materially higher

than it is on gasoline, and there is no danger of
any injurious hammering with alcohol, such as may
occur with gasoline.

3. For automobile air-cooled engines, alcohol
seems to be especially adapted as a fuel, since
the temperature of the engine cylinder may
rise much higher before auto-ignition takes place
than is possible with gasoline fuel; and if auto-
ignition of the alcohol fuel does occur no injurious
hammering can result.

4. The consumption of fuel in pounds per brake
horsepower, whether the fuel is gasoline or alcohol,

depends chieflly upon the horsepower at which the

engine is being run and upon the setting of the

fuel-supply valve. It is easily possible for the fuel

consumption per horsepower-hour to be increased

to double the best value, either by running the

engine on a load below its full power or by a poor

setting of the fuel-supply valve.

5. The investigations also showed that the fuel

consumption was affected by the time of ignition,

by the speed, and by the initial compression of the

fuel charge. No tests were made to determine the

maximum possible change in fuel consumption that

could be produced by changing the time of igni-

tion, but when near- the best fuel consumption it

was shown to be important to have an early igni-

tion. So far as tested, the alcohol fuel consumption

was better at low than at high speeds. So far as

investigated, increasing the initial compression from

70 to 125 pounds produced only a very slight im-

provement in the consumption of alcohol.

6. It is probable that for any given engine the

fuel consumption is also affected by the quantity

and temperature of cooling water used, and^ the

nature of the cooling system by the type of igni-

tion apparatus, by the quantity and qualit5'_ of

lubricating oil. by the temperature and humidity

of the atmosphere, and by the initial temperature

of the fuel.

7. It seems probable that all well-constructed en-

gines of the same size will have approximately the

same fuel consumption when working under the

most advantageous conditions.

8. With any good, small, stationarv engine as small

a fuel consumption as 0.70 pound of gasoline, or

1. 16 pounds of alcohol, per brake horsepower-hour

mav reasonably be expected under favorable con-

ditions. These values correspond to 0.118 and 0,T70

gallon, respectively, or 0.55 pint of gasoline and

T.^6 pints of alcohol. Based .on the high calorific

values of 21,120 B. T. U. per pound of gasolme

and IT 880 ner pound of alcohol, these consumptions

represent thermal efficiencies of 17.2 per cent, for

gasoline and i8,S per cent, for alcohol. But. cal-

culated on the basis of the low calorific values of

19660 B T. U. per pound for gasoline and 10.620

for alcohol, the thermal efficiencies become 18.5

for the former fuel and 20.7 for alcohol. The ratio

of the high calorific values used above is. alcohol

to o-asoline. 1.66 hv weight, or 1.44 by volume.

Allis-Chalmers Machinery Shipments

In view of the existing condition in business^

circles throughout the country, a statement of ship-"

ments made "from the works of one of the great

engineerinsr and machinery-building companies of

the United States, for the six months preceding

November 1st, has more than ordinary interest.

During this period Allis-Chalmers Company sent

out machinery on orders as follows:

May 2j,7;j,M2 lb«.

lune 22,130,757
,,

July 24.22';,760 ^_

AuCUSt !';,00fi,4J4 ,,

.^entember ..2(i.768,7l;4
.,

October 27.821,682

While there has recently been some cessation in

"new business." viz.. contracts for future fulfill-

ment, the receint and installation of machinery by

industrial, lighting and power companies indicates

continued progress. It required nearly 5,000 cars

to transport the t5o,23<i.630 pounds of^ machinerj'

mentioned above from the works of Allis-Chalmers

Company to the various places where it was to

be operated, and, of course, even more than this

number of cars was used for bringing in the raw
materials necessary in the manufacturing process.

WARNER INSTRUMENT I'LANT IS IIELOIT

High -voltage Motor-generators.

iFroni the Que-ition Rnx of thfl American Street allti Intenirban
Railway F.ncineerini: Association.]

What success have you had with motor-gener-

ators wound for fi,6oo to 16,000 volts on the alter-

nating-current side? Is any difficulty experienced

due to direct exposure of windings to lightning?

Answers.

Fort Wayne and Wabash Valley Traction Com-
pany, Fort Wayne, Tnd.: We have operated i.i.zoo-

volt generators for four years and have had no

breakdowns or disturbance from lightning.

Alfred Green, Brooklyn, N, Y. : With a proper

lightning arrester T think no great difficulty need

he experienced with motor generators wound for

6.000 to 16,000 volts on the allernating-currcnt side.

H. R. Fothcrgill, Greenville CS. C) Traction

Company.: Have had no trouble. The high tension

is turbinc-drivcn.
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A Rock-crystal Electrolier.

The liatulsomc cloctric-liRlitinK fixUirc illustrated

is made of rock crystal anil is a Rood example of

tile more elaborate class of electroliers, the filitter-

iiiK crystal and brilliant electric IIkIiI maklnR a
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of very great promise which has as yet icarccly

begun to be rlevelopcd. The conclusion is irre-

sistible—that the steam railroads most afTccled

should work in line with this movement and not

contrary to it, and make of the trolley lines useful

friends instead of competitors.—Ray Morris, in the

Railroad Gazette.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

A ROCK-CRVSTAL ELECTROLIER.

Striking combination. This electrolier comes from

Germany and is imported by Ralph E. Rickenbaugh

of Grand Rapids, Mich.

Electric-railway Competition with Steam
Railroads.

The great center of intenirban development in

this country is Indianapolis, where the steam rail-

roads are much harassed by the competition of the

long, fast interurhan lines. Next to Indianapohs

probably comes Dayton, then Detroit, then Toledo,

then Cleveland. Columbus, Boston and Cincmnati

in the order named, and the steam railroads most

interested in the suburban and interurhan traffic

in the vicinity of these cities have not in a smgle

instance made any strong effort to get the trolley

lines into their own hands. It seems almost m-

evitable that the tendency of development for the

next 10 or 15 years will be for this form of com-

bination between steam and street railways to take

place, so long as the laws remain open and perrnit

it. In England it is impossible for a steam rail-

road to own and operate a street railway, and it

may be only a few years before similar restrictions

are placed in this country. In the meantime there

are undoubtedly a very large number of places in

this country where it would be much to the ultimate

profit of the steam railroads to control the electric

lines.

As regards the general tendency of interurhan

development, it is noteworthy that all the impor-

tant trolley groups of the present day lie between

the Great' Lakes and the Ohio River, and that

they have all arisen as a result of the process of

coupling up short local lines originally built in

cities and towns and then gradually extended until

their ends met. This chara,cteristic is, of course,

radically different from that which characterized

the growth of the steam railroads in the country.

The steam railroads were almost always pushed^ out

to connect distant points, while the trolley lines.

at least until very recently, always started as local

enterprises and then outgrew their bounds and

crowded one another.

Assuming, therefore, that this process of coupling

up short lines is the chief characteristic of Ameri-

can interurhan development, it is noteworthy that

the process is about completed in the state of In-

diana. There are almost no isolated small lines

left in the state, where there are some 41 operating

street-railway companies, all but three or four

of which connect with each other. No such com-

plete development has taken place in Illinois, or

even in Ohio as yet, although these two states

perhaps come next to Indiana in interurhan im-

portance, and, after mentioning a fairly active state

of interurhan development in Michigan, and also

in New York, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, New
Jersey and Connecticut, of the eastern states, and

also in the more densely populated part of the state

of Washington, the noteworthy fact is that the rest

of the country has scarcely begun building inter-

urhan lines at all.

Even a casual review of the facts and figures

which have been stated in' this paper must show
that the interurhan business in this country is one

The Art of Telephone Talking.

In the October issue of its house organ the

.Soulhweslern Telegraph and Telephone Company
of Dallas, Tex., gives some advice in relation to

the art of talking over the telephone. It says:

"Aluch of the difficulty experienced by users in

making tlunisclves understood when talking over
the telephone would be obviated if more care were
taken by them in articulating clearly and speaking
distinctly and not too rapidly, with the lips quite

close to the mouthpiece of the transmitter.

"Loud talking should be avoided, as this causes

the diaphragm to vibrate too violently, while a
voice pitched too low will fail to produce the de-

sired effect. An easy conversational tone will be
found to bring about the most satisfactory results.

"It is sonielhing of an art to talk over a tele-

phone line so that the sound of the voice reaches
the distant end sharp and clear; but it is an art

easily acquired and one which practice is almost
certain to bring to perfection. This will be noticed

in the better class of trained telephone operators,

and nothing is more pleasing than to listen to one
of these, especially when the voice is tempered with
cheerfulness and good nature."

Telephone News from the Northwest.

The Chippewa Valley Telephone Company is in-

stalling a local exchange at Ingram, Wis. It will

have about 40 connections.

The Pomona Valley Telephone Company has been
granted a franchise to build a line from Jamestown
to Streetcr, N. D.

The Minnesota Central Telephone Company has

dismantled the local exchange at Kerkhoven, Minn.
A local exchange is being installed at Palermo,

N. D.
The .Automatic Telephone Company of Sioux

City, Iowa, is expending $20,000 on additional equip-

ment for its system.

The Owen Telephone Company has been incor-

porated at Cartersville, Iowa, with a capitalization

of $10,000. Henry Cahill is president of the com-
pany and C. J. Elliott secretary.

The Rural LTnion Telephone Company of Hum-
boldt, Iowa, will install a new switchboard.

W. E. Reed has sold the Wellsburg (Iowa)
Telephone Exchange to H. A. Schmitt. R.

Telephone Ordinance Accepted.
Directors of the Chicago Telephone Company at

a meeting on November 23d voted to accept the

franchise extension ordinance passed by the council

a few weeks ago. The new rates will go into effect

on December 1st. Many improvements in service

are looked for. Abolition of all lo-cent coin boxes

and the reduction of all local toll charges within

the city limits from 10 to 5 cents was made by

the company on November 25th. On December
ist all toll charges in the city limits, except from
neighborhood exchange telephones, will be done
away with. The neighborhood exchange subscrib-

ers,, who are now payin.g 10 cents for toll connec-

tions with subscribers in the "Chicago exchange
system," will then be charged only five cents.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS
The Ozark Telephone Company of Pocahontas.

Ark., has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $25,000 and succeeds to the business of the

Pocahontas Telephone Company.

Among the recently incorporated telephone com-

oanies are the followin.grnamed : Driftwood Valley

Teleohone Company, McCook. Neb.; Halloman-

Coraba Independent Teleohone Company, Duke,

Okla. ; Farmers' Union Telephone Company, Green

Forest, Ark.; Buffalo County Telephone Company,

Gann Vallev. S. D.: Clinton Mutual Telephone

Company, Clinton, Okla.

Tlie new automatic telephone system which has

been under construction by the Rushville Co-oper-

ative Telephone Company for seevral months in

Rushville. Ind.. is now completed at a cost of $49,-

000. The plant has been inspected by committees

from other cities and is considered a model one.

Two girls will be all that will be required to op-

erate the plant during the day and one girl can

easily handle it at night.

Controversy with the New York and New Jersey

Telephone Companv is said to have decided the

residents of Westbury, Mineola and Wheatley Hills,

L. I., to establish a municipal service. For this

purpose a committee of five men has been appointed.

High rates, inadequate ser\'ice and lack of interest

in the welfare of the towns on the part of the

telephone company are the reasons assigned by the

residents for this move.

Continental Europe.
I'aris, Novenilicr I2--V;irh h to have a new tub-

way railway in a iiorlli and noulh direction across

the city. It will he altogether in tunnel and its

eonslruclion will follow the general lines of the

Meiriipolilan subw.ay. except where the road passes

under the Seine. At this point there will be a

ilonblc tube constructed under the river, each of the

tubes carrying a single track. Tlic concession for

the subway was granted to Messrs. Bcrlier and

Janicot by the Municipal Council in igoi, and this

concession was afterward relrocedcd to a company
known as the North-South Subway Company. Its

capital stock is $6,000,000. As to the general fea-

tures of the line, the tunnel will have a total length

of H'/i miles, counting two branches from the main

line. On this distance there will be 29 underground

stations. The work on the tunnel lias already been

commenced and the steel tubes on the Berlicr sys-

tem are being run under the Seine by the com-
pressed-air shield system. Not far from the river

is installed an underground station of considerable

size which contains motor-driven air compressors

and pumps for operating the shield. The motors

are supplied from transformers placed on the spot

and the latter' receive high-tension current from
one of the large stations of the city.

In Switzerland concessions have been asked by
a niunber of companies for an electric railroad

which will connect the present Jungfrau electric

line with Brigue, and therefore totheSimplon Rail-

road. On the southern side the proposed line

would have two parts, comprising an electric rail-

road from Brigue to the Aletsch glacier running
to Fenbachen at 7,000 feet altitude, and from this

point there would be a cable incline which ends at

the present line on the Jungfrau. Each of the two
sections would be about 10 miles long. The esti-

mated cost of the project is about $400,000.

Tests were recently carried out in Indo-China
with the view of connecting the land telegraph line

from Saigon to Hanoi with the coast stations by
means of a radio-telegraph system. This will allow
vessels which pass along the coast of .Annam at

a distance of 100 or 200 miles to have a constant
connection with land by wireless. The French gov-
ernment is taking measures to equio the system and
will no doubt erect two coast stations of some size

at Tourane and Phu-Yen.
For some time past the State Railroad Depart-

ment of Switzerland has been considering the feasi-

bility of running the main lines on the electric sys-

tem. It is stated that owing to the favorable re-

ports of the engineers' commission, and especially

after the good results obtained on the Simplnn line,

the government intends to operate all the lines in

the country on the electric system in the near
future and will proceed with the erection of hy-
draulic plants for this ournose in different parts

of the country. The Federal Council recently made
arrangements for the use of hydraulic nower from
the Reuss River, and for this nurpos . there w-ill be
50.COO horsepow^er available. This will afford a sup-

nly for the St. Gothard Tunnel section, on which
it is proposed to run electric locomotives.

A i.ooo-horsepower engine operated by blast-fur-

nace sras has been installed by the German firm of

Korting Bros, in one of the large ironworks of

Dinsburg-Hochfeld. The gas from the furnaces has

a value of 000 calories per cubic meter, and the

engine cylinder is o.g meter in diameter with 1.5-

meter stroke.

The Municipal Council of Toulouse is considering

a project for a tax upon motive power which will

replace the nresent city tax upon coal used in power
stations. The new tax wnll be S3.60 per horseoow-er

on engines, steam turbines or hydraulic machiner\-.

and all forms of electric generators in use within

the city, the tax being applied upon the maximum
capacit\^ Gas motors, which pay a special rate, are

not to be included, nor electric motors which re-

ceive current from generators which have already

been taxed. However, should the motors t^ike cur-

rent from the outside they will be included in the

list. .According to a recent census there is a total

of 6.600 horsepow'er in the cit>'. of which about one-

half can be taxed. A. de C

Great Britain.

London, November 16.—It is now some 15 months
since the London Electrobus Company was formed
and met with such a hostile reception, first, from
the financial press, because of the unsatisfactory'

nature of the prospectus, and. second, from the

technical press, on account of the character of the

estimates, which were regarded as excessively opti-

mistic. Eventually the directors refunded all the

money subscribed by the public. Nothing daunted,

however, sufficient capital was subscribed privately

to go forward with the venture of putting upon the

streets of London a service of electrically driven

omnibuses. At present five electric omnibuses have
become familiar in the streets of London. Tudor
and Gould batteries are employed, each consisting

of 44 two-volt cells of 500 hours' capacity each,

and it is stated that the mileage of these batteries,

allowing for 30 per cent reserve, is 36. The much
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maligned prospectus put the cost of running one

'bus 120 miles at about $22. This included driver's

;ind conductor's wages, cost of tires, electrical en-

Qrg\', upkeep of garage, insurance, maintenance and

depreciation, and it worked out at about iS cents

per car-mile, and now, after six months' working,

the actual cost works out at 19 cents per car-mile.

During this period 227,000 passengers have been

carried, the cars have run 20,416 miles, and the

earnings have worked out to an average of about

28 cents per car-mile.

Another matter of interest in connection with

methods of locomotion in London this week has

been the opening of a new garage by the London
Electromobile Company. This company has now
been in existence for three years, and has been

the first to make a town electric carriage a com-
mercial success. The new garage consists of three

floors, each of half an acre in extent, the building

being covered with a flat asphalted roof, to which
carriages can be raised by h^^draulic lifts for wash-
ing and inspection purposes. Three hundred cars

can be stored and attended to. Electrical energy

is taken from one of the local electric supply com-
panies, a motor-generator having been installed on
the premises. There is a large installation for

charging the batteries, and complete repair shops

for both chassis and bodies. The carriages are all

moved inside the building by an ingenious system

of trolley ways, and a carriage can be brought

from any part to the entrance door and have a

battery put on it in two minutes. The company
hopes before next spring to put on the streets a

large number of four-seated electric cabs.

Objections continue to roll in against the rules

relating to the use of electricity in factories, re-

cently issued by the Home Office. The latest are

by the Tramways and Light Railways Association,

whose members are afi'ect-ed in so far as their gen-

erating stations and sub-stations are concerned.

It is interesting to learn that, in spite of the

statements to the effect that it is perfectly feasible

for a surface-contact tramway system to be made
intercommunicating with other forms of electric

traction, and which have to some extent disarmed
criticism of the G. B. surface-contact system in

London, the highways committee of the London
County Council now states that it is not the in-

tention to fit its cars upon the section of the line

using the G. B. surface-contact system with either

plows or trolley poles. During the probationary

period of the system very careful records are to

be kept as to the current consumption, and so on,

and it will therefore be a little while before the

question of linking up other districts will be taken
into account. The line in question, however, is

quite self-contained, and little harm will be done.

An arbitration will shortly be held to determine
as to who shall bear the cost of fuses and heat
coils in telephone exchanges in districts served b3'-

electric tramways on the trolley systems. Hitherto
the postmaster-general has contended that this ex-
pense should fall upon the tramway authorities,

while the latter, of course, have held the contrary
view.

Little has been seen or heard of the Marconi
wireless-telegraph sei^"ice across the Atlantic dur-
ing the last week or so, but interest is now shown
in the transatlantic station of the Amalgamated
Radio-telegraph Company, which has recently
erected a number of 360-foot masts at Tralee Bay
on the west coast of Ireland with the same object
in view. Good progress has also been made with
the buildings and plant generally. Some time will

elapse, however, before serious work will be com-
menced, for the site of the station on the other
side is, I understand, not yet settled. The com-
pany in question uses the Poulsen system.
At a meeting of the Victoria Falls Power Com-

pany, held in London this week, it was stated that
the profits of the business in South Africa were
at the rate of upward of $400,000 a year, and the
only deduction from this would be an allowance
lor depreciation. It was further stated there was
a vcr>' good hope that within a comparatively short
time there would be considerable demands for
power for industries to be established close to the
falls. In this case the erection of the waterpower
station there would be realized quicker than wa.<i

originally anticipated. G.

Dominion of Canada.
Winnipeg, Manitoba, November 23.—The Cana-

dian Pacific Railroad is planning the electrification

of the Columbia and Western Railroad in the
Boundary district of British Columbia in order to

recover the large volume of coal, coke and ore
transportation secured in recent years by the Great
Northern Railroad. The motive power will be
supplied by the West Kootcnay Light and Power
Company, control of which is now vested in intcr-

e'its friendly to the Canadian Pacific Railroad. By
electrifying the company would lower the haulage

rates to a great extent, it is said.

Application is being made by Andrew T. Thomp-
son, Trust Building. Ottawa. Ont, for the incor-

poration of the Ontario and Michigan Power Com-
pany with power to develop electrical energy on
the Pigeon, Ncpigon and Black Sturgeon rivers in

the District of Thunder Baj', New Ontario. The
charter also provides for the building of all the

necessary dams, transmission lines, etc. American
and Canadian capitalists are interested, although
their names have not yet been made public.

The Saskatchewan Power Company is applying

to the provincial government for incorporation to

do a general business in Saskatoon, Sask.. as an
electric povver company. Straton, Sutherland &
Jordan, Saskatoon, Sask., are representing the ap-

plicants. R.

New York.

New York City, November 25.—The Marconi
wireless station at Siasconset, which was destroyed

by fire recently, was the first to be established on
this side of the ocean for commercially reporting

vessels approaching the American coast. During
the first years of its service its sphere extended
only to Nantucket Shoats Lightship, anchored 44
miles to the southeast, where steamers bound for

New York from European ports turn. The news
was then sent from this station by the ordinary

telegraph lines to New York. Two years ago the

government established its own wireless plant on
the lightship, with Newport as its shore station.

Since that tim.e the Marconi station has been de-

veloped and used for con\muni cation directly with
incoming and outgoing steamers, the range of com-
munication being about 100 miles. After the fire

new equipment was immediately ordered, and cable

advices are to the effect that the station, although
temporarily equipped, i^ at present ready to re-

establish permanent communication with passing

ships. The Siasconset station was fully covered by
insurance.

The first train of cars has now been run through^
the East River tunnel from the Battery and con-
sisted of two motor cars and four fiat gondolas

heavily laden with steel rails. General Superin-

tendent of the Interborough company Thomas
Brown. Engineers Snyder and Carter and City

Inspectors Hannan. Walsh and Nichols and Assist-

ant Superintendent Merrill, representing the Rapid
Transit Tunnel Construction Company, accompanied
the inspection party, Mr. Merrill superintending

the trip. At the Brooklyn end the tube is still

supported by joist, and at this section the party

halted. Power was supplied by the company's big-

power house at Fifty-ninth Street, Manhattan.
Within a few days all of this strengthening will

be completed and the tube opened, and the only

real work which remairs to be done is to install

the electric connections with the Brooklyn end of

the tunnel. All energy is being devoted to get this

tunnel ready by December ist.

The Borough Council of Smithfield, Pa., has

granted a franchise to the Brownsville, Mason-
town and Smithfield Street Railway Company, which
is projecting an electric line with connections from
Morgantown to Pittsburg, 59 miles long.

The construction of an interurban electric rail-

way between Boston and Providence has been au-

thorized by the railroad commissioners. The road
will run through the towns of Hyde Park, Dedham,
Westwood, Norwood. Canton, Sharon, Foxboro.

Mansfield, Attleboro, Scekonk, to the Rhode Island

line.

Privy Councillor Whitfield, the; electrical expert

of the Prussian Railway Ministry, has just returned

to Berlin after an inspection of American electric

railways. He has been particularly interested in

the operations of the Westinghouse single-phase

alternating-current apparatus and has expressed the

belief that it has a brilliant future..

On behalf of. a large stockholder of the Metro-

politan Street Railway, the United States Circuit

Court has been asked to appoint receivers for the

Metropolitan street railway other than Douglas
Robinson and Adrian H. Joline. who first were
appointed receivers of the New York city railway

by Judge Lacombe. In asking that independent

receivers be appointed, the petition charges that

Thomas F. Ryan has been and is the dominant
individual in the Metropolitan and New York city

railways; that the affairs of the company leading

up to the receivership were managed with the idea

of "freezing out" the stock of the Metropolitan, in

the bonds of which it is alleged Ryan had a large

investment. E. H. S.

Ohio.

Toledo. November 23.—On account of the new
eight-hour law that will go into force in March,
railroads are already increasing the working forces

at the various telegraph stations. The Pennsyl-
vania lines have already begun putting three men
in all telegraph stations and the operators are now
working eight-hour shifts between Crestline ami
Loudonvillc. This new law will create a demand
for more men.
A new electric canceling machine and back-stamp-

ing machine has been placed in the Marion (Ohio)
postoffice. It will greatly facilitate work.
During the last week two unsucccssliil attempts

have been made to enter the plant of the Phccnix
Electric Company, located just outside the Ohio
State Reformatory at Mansfield. The attempts were

made by armed burglars and in both instances shots
were exchanged between the would-be thieves and
the watchman at the plant.
Common Pleas Judge Quale of Allen County re-

cently decided in the mandamus case of Henry W.
Beckman vs. the Delphos Electric Light and Power
Company that notwithstanding the terms of its

franchise such a concern is a public-service corpo-
ration and is, as a matter of law, bound to serve
all of the inhabitants alike. The defehdant was
ordered to again connect up the hotels of the plain-
tiff, and his demand that he be permitted to have
an expert present at the reading of the meter was
held to be reasonable. H. L. S.

Michigan.
Detroit, November 23.—The Trenton council has

postponed the day for the special election to vote
on the proposed sale of the electric-light plant and
waterworks to the Detroit Edison Company until

December 2d.

The 22,000-volt transmission line to Mt. Clemens
was put in service this week. The Mt. Clemens
plant will receive power from Detroit except dur-
ing the peak load.

The village of New Haven has grar.ted a fran-
chise and street-lighting contract to the St. Clair
Edison Company. A locally owned plant furnished
service until October 1st, when the plant was shut
down, the council refusing to renew the contract.

The St. Clair Edison Company will operate the
plant until July ist, by which time a transmission
line from Mt. Clemens, a distance of eight miles,

will be finished. The street-lighting contract calls

for s6 incandescent lamps- on a 11:30 p. m. stand-
ard moonlight sche.dule. D.

Indiana.

Indianapolis, November 23.—A restraining order
was granted the Terre Haute, Indianapolis and
Eastern Traction Company at Terre Haute to pre-

vent the residents of Youngstown, Vigo County,
from cutting down certain poles of the Sullivan
interurban lines said to be on the property of the
defendants. It is alleged by the traction company
officials that the property owners agreed that the
poles should be erected. The property owners
allege the company agreed in turn that the fare be-

tvveen Youngstown and Terre Haute should never
be more than 10 cents. The company disclaims
any such agreement and has recently raised the

fare to 15 cents.

The City Council of Bedford has granted to the
Grand Central Traction Company a franchise for

the construction and operation of an interurban

electric railway through the city and to operate an
electric-lighting and heating plant in the city. The
traction company has also asked for a franchise
through the city of Bloomington and the ordinance
has been placed on its first reading.

The Indiana Supreme Court has decided that a
railway company is liable in damage for the in-

juries of a passenger shot by another passenger in

an attempt to kill a third one. The offending pas-
senger was intoxicated, and the ground on which
the traction company was held liable was that

he walked back and stood so close to the trainman
when he drew the revolver and shot that the train-

man could have easily prevented the injury. *Tt

is the duty of a carrier to protect passenger from
insult and injury under such circumstances," the
court said.

It is officially announced that the contract for

lighting the city of Kokomo has I;een awarded by
the Board of Public Works to the Kokomo, Marion
and Western Traction Company.
The application for a new franchise by the Terre

Haute, Indianapolis and Eastern Traction Conipany
is being considered by the City Council of Brazil.

In purchasing the property of the Terre Haute
Traction and Light Company in Brazil the traction

company obtained a franchise which does not ex-
pire for several years, but the legality of this fran-

chise has been questioned. The Terre Haute, In-

dianapolis and Eastern asks for a 25-year franchise
and the right to string high-tension wires from
its power plant at Terre Haute through the stnn n
of Brazil to its sub-station. S. S.

Illinois.

Peoria, November 2.1.—The Citizens' Gas and
Electric Company of Pekin presented its bid for

lighting the strceU at the last meeting of the Cily
Council, agreeing to furnish 125 or more of the
new General Electric arcs of 2.000 candlepower for

$65 per light per year, and $12 per year for incan-
descent lamps, furnishing 50 lights for the City
Hall free, all other lights in the building to be $6
ner year. The bid was referred (o the gas and
light committee.
The Wabash Railroad is putting in an electric

power and light plant at Decatur, and will soon
connect tlic roundhouse and yards with the plant.

As soon as this plant is finished the railroad will

be supplying all its own light.

Tii'j Clinton Gas and Electric Company has been
incorporated, with a capital of $10,000. with the

principal office in Clinton. lo manufacture and sell
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and electricity. Incorporators arc James M.
^nidaiii, John \V. Smith and others.

Tlie Kockford Kdisnn Company has certified to

.lianne of name to tlic Kockford l-Uectric Com-
iiiiy. The capital is increased from $350,000 to

•i.ioo.coo and the number of direclor,s from four

1 1 eleven.

An ordiifancc has been presented to the City

I ..nncil of this city compellinK the street-railway

nipany to place all its feed wires mideryronnil.

\nollier ordinance woidd require the company to

I

I

place the wooden poles with steel or iron poles.

The outlook for the liuildiuR of the Maltoon-
.Slielbyvillc-Pana-Hillsboro electric railway is very

favorable now. All the (owns ihroiiKh which the

line passes have grauletl franchises, anr! an Indi-

;uia concern promises to finance the line as soon as

Ihe right-of-way is secured.

II. ii. Maiison of Milwaukee has |)urchascd the

Tremont Electric Light and' Power Company's
|ilanl at Tremont and will operate it. Charles
I I. rstner, who formerly owned and operated the

|i|.mt, will be retained to manage the plant. V. .N'.

Northwestern States.

Minneapolis, November 23.—Work on the new
iicrcte power dam at Fergus Ralls, Minn., has

I 111 suspended for the winter.

Mrs. Alice Butler, a pronnnent inlerurban-railway

1
liimoter, has filed a petition in bankruptcy at

I i.ivciiport, Iowa.
The Sherman-Luedtke Electrical Construction

I iiuipany of Menasha, Wis., has been dissolved.

rile survey for the proposed line of the North-
\ ~lern Interurban Railway Company from Moor-
li.ad to Detroit, Minn., has been completed.

Iherc is talk of building a Irollcy line from
[\ilbourn. Wis., to Rcedsbnrg and Richland Center.

The proposition that the village buy the electric-

light plant at Sherburn, Minn., was defeated by

three votes.

The McKittrick Brick and Tile Company has

lioen granted a franchise and will build a trolley

line at Carlisle, Iowa.

H. E. Zimmerman has resigned as superintendent

Ml the electric-light plant at Ada, AJinn., to accept

:i .similar position at Hudson, Wis.
A right-of-way is being secured for the proposed

r.Mone-Webster City (Iowa) interurban railway.

R.

Pacific Slope.

San Francisco, Noyember 20.—The City Electric

Company is now^ operating its new electric power
station at North Beach for a regular commercial
business. The load has been increased by supply-

ing 4,000 kilowatts for the operation of electric

cars for the United Railroads. Connection with

the underground mains on Market Street were
made this week, opening up a number of lighting

circuits in the downtown mercantile district. The
contract for an additional generating unit for the

new power station of this company was closed

through Hunt, Mirk & Co. of San Francisco, who
are the Pacific Coast agents for the Westinghouse
Machine Company. The new equipment ordered
includes one Westinghouse-Parsons turbo-generator

of 6,000 kilowatts, ii,coo volts, 1,200 revolutions

per minute. The present installation consists of

two 2,5CO-kiloW''att ii,oco-voIt turbo-generators of

the same make, supplied with steam by Babcock &.

Wilcox boilers capable of carrying 200 pounds
pressure. One end of the reinforced concrete

power-station building has been left unfinished so

that the structure can be lengthened readily so as

to furnish room for the additional unit.

The San Francisco Gas and Electric Company
has taken steps to increase the generating capacity

of the local electric power stations. A 5,coo-kilo-

watt turbine-generating set was ordered some time
ago for Station A, and a 1,200-kslowatt direct-

current generating set that survived the fire at the

Jessie Street station has been installed at the Mu-
tual electric plant.

The municipal electric-lighting plant at Alameda,
Cal., is being remodeled and increased in capacity.

Hunt, Mirk & Co. are installing an additional 250-

kilowatt Westinghouse-Parsons turbo-generator on
a part of the ground site that is to be covered by
the new^ two-story reinforced concrete power house
of mission architecture. This will be erected by
Couchot & Thurston.
The United Railroads of San Francisco, which

has been at a great disadvantage owing to lack
of sufficient electric power to operate its cars for
nearly a year past, has been short on power for
several days, owing to the breaking of the shaft
of one of the tvvo large triple-expansion vertical
engines direct-connected to a 13,200-volt generator
at its power station in the North End. The Union
Iron Works, which built the engine, is making a
new shaft and will rush the repair work to com-
pletion.

Secretary Cortelyou has awarded to William But-
ler of San Francisco the contract for installing a
duphcate telephone system in the new Custom
House at San Francisco.
The Hadley Land and Water Company of Whit-

ticr, Cal., lias leased the Laguiia ranch of j.soo
acres, owned by Mrs. Arcidia B. dc Baker, just
beyond the Los .Angeles Kiver, and will put in

three power plants, develop water for llie entire

tract, put down artesian wells and pin in a 5,ooo,0(x]-

gallon reservoir. The company will spend about
if.'o.ooo in power plants and pipe line and $io,(Xx>

additional in drilling wvll.s.

Shortly after the first of the year llie Edison
Electric Light Company will expend from $ioo,coo
to $150,000 in a new plant at Long Heacli, Cal.

Whether the present site will he nscd or not is

under discussion.

Professor Cory of the California State University
has submitted a report on the electric-light system
of Pasadena, Cal. He sl.ites that $joo,c<x> addi-
tional should be expended on the nuinicipal plant,
providing no underground .system is built. If un-
derground conduits are included an additional

$50,000 should be provided for the work, 'ihe total

cost of the lighting system without imdergromul
system, if the Cory report is adopted, will he
$350,000. The City Council after a discussion of the
report decided to ask for additional bond issues on
two propositions aggregating $200,coo to carry out
recommendations of the report. One proposes to
issue $50,000 for completing the lighting plant as it

now stands, the second to vote $150,000 to equip
the plant for commercial lighting. The date for
the election has been left for the regular session
o£ the council to decide.

The Ventura Gas and Electric Company has been
incorporated with a capital stock of $250,000 by F.

B. Cole, R. H. Brunliam, D. H. Steele, H. C.
Norris and others, who have subscribed $7,000 in

all.

L. D. Macy has been awarded a franchise to con-
struct and operate an electric-light, heat and power
system in Chico, Cal.

A franchise for an electric railway has been
awarded by the Board of Supervisors of Kings
County to F. S. Granger of Hanford, Cal. A.

PERSONAL.
Mr. J. E. Hanan of ilinneapolis, Minn., has been

made manager of the Northwestern Telephone Ex-
change Company at Fargo, N. D.

Mr. E. B. Knight of Ka.mloops, B. C, has been
appointed superintendent. of the VVhite Valley Irri-

gation and Power Company of Vernon, B. C.

Mr. R. F. Bloulit, one of the pioneers in the
Indiana Independent telephone service, who organ-
ized the Home Telephone Company of Wabash,
has retired from the presidency after 15 years of

service. He has been prominent in Independent
telephone meetings in Indiana for a decade.

Mr. E. P. Nussbaum, who for many years was
general manager of the National Electric Supply
Compan}^ of Washington, D. C, and who for the

past year has been connected wnth the Harris oil

concern, has resigned to accept a position as special

sales representative of the Jones Speedometer Com-
pany, New York.

Mr. John W. Corning of Boston, the new secre-

tary of the American Street and Interurban Rail-

way Engineering Association, is electrical engineer

of the Boston Ele\ated Railway Company. He
graduated from Johns Hopkins University in 1S94
and has been engaged in technical electric-railway

w'ork in Boston ever since.

Mr. L. H. Taylor, who for several years was in

charge of the reclamation work in California and
at the head of all geodetic surveys in Nevada, has
accepted a position with the California-Nevada
Power Company as supervising engineer. He has
been in San Francisco to submit plans for reservoir

sites owned by his company in Nevada.

The Nobel prize for chemistry will be aw-arded
to Sir William Crookes of London. Sir W^illiam

Crookes discovered thallium in i86t and invented

the radiometer in 1S74. He w-as knighted in 1897
and has been closely identified with many of the

most important advances in science. The vacuum
tube bearing his name attests the value of his con-

tribution to skiagraphy, while his investigations

into the artificial production of nitrogenous com-
pounds are also well known and important.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Wi-xon & Brenner will add an electric-light plant

to their flour mill at Stella, Neb.

James Bright has obtained a franchise for sup-

plying Steelville, Mo., with electric lights.

Bonds to the amount of $1,500 are to be issued

by the village of Westerville, Ohio, to enlarge and
improve the municipal electric-light plant.

The San Antonio (Tex.) Gas and Electric Com-
pany will soon begin installing an entirely new
arc-lighting system, including four new generators.

One of the stockholders of the Holton Electric

Company of Holton, Kan., asks the court to dis-

solve the company. It is alleged that since the

company sold out to the city of Holton the com-

pany has no ciusc for existent'- Th. lixkhold'-r-,

arc Clarence A. Rosi, B. I

Mill and jay M, Lee.

l-'ire slarling on the roof ui ilie tily elcilnc-

light plant at Williainiipurt, Iiiil., a few days ago
Ihreatenird llic destruction of the plant. The dam-
age will exceed $5,000.

The cost of .ire lights in Tonawanda, N. Y,, has
been reduced from $70 (o $57 a year. The Council
will not cut Ihe approi>rialioii fur street liKhtiiiK

proporlionalely, but will add more lightu.

The North Shore Kleclric Company of ILvanClon,
III., has re-electerl the following-named directors:

Saninel Insull, Charles II. Kandle, Charles F.

Spalding, Edward 1'. Russell, William A. I'ox,

Louis A. I'crguson, l-Vank J. Baker.

The Polar Star Electric Company's plant in

Faribault, Minn., has been sold by the receiver to

F. C. Nelson of Si. Paul. The |)ayinent of an
equity of $1,000 and bonds against the properly

worth. $36,000 is assumed by the purchaser.

With a view to improving its service in Allegan,

iMich., the Allegan Light and Power Company has

employed A. S. Buller to manage the business,

thus permitting Superintendent Van Auken to de-

vote his entire time to the operation of the plant.

The business men and other citizens of Freeman,
S. D., are urging that the City Council take early

steps to provide the town with an electric-lighting

system. In the event that outsiders cannot be in-

duced to establish and operate such a system, it is

proposed that the residents of Freeman organize
a stock company and establish the plant themselves.

The report of the city treasurer of Batesville,

.Ark., shows an overdraft of $2,517.82 paid out of

the general fund for the expenses of the water and
light plant. The sum represents a deficit in the

expenses of maintaining and operating the water

and light plant, which has been growing for some
months and has lately been augmented by the cost

of extending the water mains and repairing the

old boilers, the two items amounting to about $1,200.

It is said that the sultan of Turkey has decided

to light the tomb of the prophet Mohammed at

Medina with electricity, but considerable difficulty

has resulted from tl>c fact that the tomb is so holy

that Christian workmen may not be employed in

it. while Turks have Httle knowledge of electrical

installation. The order to install electricity for the

holiest place of Islam is somewhat puzzling, since

it is said that the sultan refuses to allow this or

anv other modern thing such as electric traction,

telephones or motor cars in Constantinople. How-
ever, he seems to make an e.xception of provincial

towns, since modern utilities are permitted in

Smyrna, Salonika and Beirut.

During the month of October 34^ families, all

of whom had been in the state less than six months,

made contracts with the Denver Gas and Electric

Company of Denver, Colo., for gas and electricity.

This is taken as an index of the rapid growth

of Denver. W. J. Barker, vice-president and

general manager of the company, says that de-

tails of the new consumers, compiled by employes

of the company, show that 30 of the patrons made
contracts with the company on the day they ar-

rived in the city. One hundred and sixty-two of

the contracts were made before the persons had

been in Denver three weeks.

The electric-light and water plant of the city

of Bartow, Fla., under the superintendency of Eu-

gene Bivins, is said to have experienced an un-

usually prosperous growth. Within the last two

years the number of patrons has more than doubled,

and at the present time the plant capacity is taxed

to its utmost. The central-station equipment in-

cludes an Allis-Chalmers direct-connected gener-

ator installed four years ago. The plant gives a

night service only of 14 hours' duration, and there

has been but a single shutdown in two years, charge-

able to the engine. Practically no repairs have been

required since installation, a single set of new
brushes for the exciter covering everything charge-

able to the electrical equipment. This record has

made it possible to operate profitably in a city of

2,coo population, the size of Bartow.

In order to improve the distribution of light

from enclosed arc lamps and adapt them to par-

ticularly severe requirements, the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. 1".. has introduced the

concentric light diffuser. Bulletin No. 4542, re-

cently issued b}' the company, describes the device

and illustrates many of its applications. A suitably

designed metal diffuser is attached to a lamp cas-

ing* in the same manner as an ordinary reflector

or shade. In place of an outer globe a screening

shade is used, which performs the double function

of subduing the light directly under the lamp and
reflecting a portion of it on to the diffuser. Some
of the advantages claimed for this method of illumi-

nation are that the light is w-hite, even and w-ell

distributed ; that it does not tire the eyes ; that the

illumination is particularly adapted to the matching
of colors, and that the nature or color of the
ceiling does not affect the character of the illumi-
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nation. Inverted dilifusers have been designed to

meet the demands which exist for a reflector pro-

ducing a more concentrated illumination, and are

used without the lower screening shades.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Henry Negus and associates are seeking a fran-

chise for an electric railway in Iowa City, Iowa.

The Washington-Oregon Traction Company of

Walla Walla, Wash., has recently been incorpo-

rated with a capital of $1,500,000 and will build

an interurban line. ^

Judge Dunklin of the District Court at Fort

Worth, Tex., has appointed John W. Broad and
W. E. Kauffman receivers for the Mineral Wells
electric-railway system.

The weekly bulletin of the Health Department of

the city of Chicago says that the health commis-
sioner will recommend to the traction companies
that an open trailer be attached to each of the

large cars, even in winter, for the benefit of open-
air advocates.

Two cars fitted out for fire protection in the

car-storage yards of the South Side Elevated Rail-

road of Chicago have recently been equipped. The
cars 'were built from old flat cars at the company's
shops, and are equipped with chemical engines and
other apparatus necessary in fire fighting. Corru-

gated asbestos fiber was used to cover the car

bodies, which are mounted on old trailer trucks.

Besides affording additional protection, it is under-

stood that these cars will effect a reduction in in-

surance rates.

Local papers of Golden, Colo., say that the old

Lakewood steam road has been taken over by a

new company which will convert it to electric trac-

tion and extend the road over the hills of M't.

Lookout and through the Vidler tunnel, with final

destination at San Diego, Cal. This is said to be

part of the project of the Denver and Transcon-

tinental Railroad Company to build a road over

the line surveyed from Denver over the range to

the Rio Grande, This company owns the Lookout

Mountain resort. Along its proposed route is abun-

dant waterpower, which will be developed to gen-

erate electric power to operate trains from Denver

to the Vidler tunnel. Work on Vidler tunnel is

being pushed from both ends.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
A transmission line is being constructed from

Ozark, Ark., to Altus and Denning for the purpose

of lighting these towns from the Ozark power
plant. The line may be extended to Webb City.

The Denver Post says that an electric power
scheme, which "will cost $i,ooo,coo to complete and

will permit the generation of 20,000 horsepower on

the South Platte River a short distance from Den-
ver, is being carried out by A. E. Wilson of Denver.

At a meeting of the Dominion Marine Associa-

tion held in Toronto a strong protest was voiced

against the damming of the St. Lawrence below

the Long Sault Rapids as a part of the water-

power development projected at that point by a

United States syndicate. The deep waterways com-
mission has been waiting to get an expression of

opinion from the marine men before passing on
the project.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Beardslee Chandelier Manufacturing Com-

pany, 176-180 South Clinton Street, Chicago, is pre-

paring a new catalogue of electric and combination

lighting fixtures, containing its latest designs in

this class of goods. This catalogue will be sent

prepaid to dealers who will write requesting it.

In a little folder the Trumbull Electric Manufac-
turing Company calls attention to its panel boards.

The company recently shipped several carloads of

its panels to Brazil, Me.xico and the Philippines.

From its thoroughly equipped panel department the

company can furnish any kind of board desired.

The revised List of Electrical Fittings approved
by the Underwriters' National Electric Association

has just appeared. This list is revised every six

months, and the present issue is dated October,

1907. Copies may be obtained by writing to the

Underwriters' Laboratories, 382 Ohio Street, Chi-

cago.

The October number of the Bulletin of the Bu-
reau of Standards contains the second half of the

paper on "A New Determination of the Ratio of the
Electromagnetic to the Electrostatic Unit of Elec-

tricity," by E. B. Rosa and N. E. Dorscy, and a

paper by the same authors on "A Comparison of

the Various Methods of Determining the Ratio

of the Electromagnetic to the Electrostatic Unit of

Electricity." Other papers are "Preliminary Specifi-

cations for Clark and Weston Standard Cells," by
F. A. Wolff and C. E. Waters, "Calorimctric Re-
sistance Thermometers and the Transition Tem-
perature of Sodium Sulphate," by H. C. Dickinson

and E. F. Mueller, and "On the Standard Scale

of Temperature in the Interval 0° to 100° C," by
C. W. Waidner and H. C. Dickinson.

With the November issue the publishers of the

Canadian Electrical News announced a change of

ownership. For seven years the journal has been

owned by the C. H. Mortimer Publishing Com-
pany, which has now sold the entire interests and
good will to Mr. Hugh C. McLean, who will direct

the publication.

"Do unto the printed matter of others as you
would have them do unto yours." It is the practice

in the Dixon office to examine carefully all printed

matter that comes into the office. It is done by
long-experienced employes who are familiar in a

good, general way with all the company's depart-

ments and wants. Some of the stuff goes into

the waste basket; some is passed to superintend-

ents : some to the officers, and some is filed away
for future reference.—Graphite.

Beginning with the issue of November 19th of

the weekly Official Gazette of the United States

Patent Office, the claims of all patents having five

claims or less are printed in full. Where patents

have more than five claims each, only the first

five claims are printed, and the number of claims

omitted is indicated in each case. This plan will

be followed in each succeeding number of the

Gazette. The new plan makes the Gazette less

bulky and enables the Government Printing Office

to publish it more promptly.

AUis-Chalmers Company of Milwaukee has issued

a bulletin on "Testing Alternating-current Gener-
ators." The method described was perfected by the

chief electrical engineer of the company, Mr. B. A.

Behrend. It has taken many years to evolve this

manner of testing, which enables the company to

obtain with comparative ease the most important

data of the performance of alternating-current gen-

erators while they are yet in the shop, the machine~5

being subjected to full-load conditions without actu-

ally putting them under full load. This bulletin

will be sent to any electrical engineer on request.

To meet the demand for various types of fixtures

to suit varying conditions met in the rapidly ex-

tending use of the Nernst lamp a fixture catalogue

has just been prepared by the Nernst Lamp Com-
pany of Pittsburg. Its 44 pages are replete with
elegant designs of pendants, ceiling bowls and
brackets. This lamp, being a downward lamp,
makes these fixtures welcome departures from the

old-style chandelier. A number of combination gas

and electric fixtures are also shown using the in-

verted type of gas burner which harmonizes so

well with the Nernst lamp that even a second
glance may deceive a person. A system of inter-

mediate and large units like the Nernst requires

less elaborate fixtures than a system of small units

like the incandescent, and the designs shown have
therefore been prepared to secure simple elegance

rather than elaborate ornamentation. This feature

has been generally approved by architects and ac-

counts for some of the popularity of the lamp
among them.

"The Electric Locomotive in Heavy Passenger
and Freight Work" is the title of Bulletin No.

4537) recently issued by the General Electric Com-
pany, Schenectady, N. Y., in which is described

a large number of present and proposed repre-

sentative types of electric locomotives built by that

company. Sketches are given of locomotives rang-

ing from 17 to 150 tons for all classes of service,

including mining, high-speed passenger, slow-speed
freight, mountain-grade trunk lines, etc. Electrical

and mechanical data are given and characteristic

curves for each locomotive shown. A short preface
briefly describes the reasons for the growing de-
mand of electric traction, and gives interesting facts

regarding the construction and characteristics of
the General Electric heavy-traction motors and
locomotives, with figures relative to the saving
effected by the substitution of electric for steam
traction in both passenger and freight work. Bound
in a flexible brown cover, the publication forms
a ready reference book on the subject.

A handsome new storage-battery catalogue has
just been issued for the Westinghouse Machine
Company, entitled "Westinghouse Storage Battery
for Portable Use." While the Westinghouse Ma-
chine Company has been in the storage-battery
business for several years, all the literature issued
up to the present time has been devoted to sta-

tionary storage batteries. This is the company's
initial publication devoted exclusively to storage
batteries for portable use. The catalogue takes up
the various types and goes thoroughly into the
details of construction, giving sizes, weight, capaci-
ties, prices, etc. The various parts arc well illus-

trated, also the complete product for railway signal

work, for auto-truck use, car lighting, for electric

locomotives, electric vehicles, etc. Accessories are
listed and some attention is given to the Westing-
house storage-battery regulator and storage-battery
booster. An interesting curve is shown of results

obtained by the Westinghouse system of regulation,

a constant load being maintained on the generator
through most severe load fluctuations. The new

catalogue is a valuable addition to storage-battery
literature.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
An automobile school was opened recently in

the Bedford branch of the Young Men's Christian
Association, Brooklyn, N. Y. Clarence B. Brokaw,
the first principal of the West Side Young Men's
Christian Association in this city, delivered the
opening lecture. The course will include lectures,

shop work and road instruction.

Proceedings of the Traffic Club of Chicago have
been printed in pamphlet form, giving the addresses
at the recent banquet in Chicago. Following the
remarks of President Frank T. Bentley, Hon. E.
E. Clark, Mr. E. B. Boyd and Mr. Arthur Hale
delivered interesting addresses from the viewpoint,
respectively, of the shipper, the carrier and the
government.

The trustees and faculty of Thomas S. Clarkson
Memorial School of Technology, Potsdam, N. Y.,

have made the usual careful preparations for the
Founder's Day exercises, eleventh anniversary, on
Saturday evening, November 30th, at Assembly
Flail. "The address will be delivered by the Rev.
Richard M. Sherman, A. M., rector of Trinity
Parish, Potsdam.

The next meeting of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers will be held in the auditorium
of the Engineers' Building, 33 West Thirty-ninth
Street, New York city, on Friday, December 13th,

at 8 p. m, Mr. Walter S. Finlay, Jr., of the Inter-
borough Rapid Transit Company will present a
paper on "The Ratio of Heating Surface to Grate
Surface as a Factor in Power-plant Design."

MISCELLANEOUS.
In the department store of Woodward & Lothrop,

Washington, D. C, a fully furnished seven-room
apartment is on exhibition, primarily to show the

uses of electricity in the household. All the elec-

trical appliances for lighting, heating, cooking and
power are shown. The Washington Herald re-

marks that "many of these new inventions will

be installed in many homes of Washington in the
near future, as it is the opinion of all who have
seen them in operation that they are indispensable
to any well-regulated household, on account of the
comparatively little expense attached and the amount
of labor that is saved by their use."

W. S. Barstow & Co., New York city, are con-
sulting engineers for the Nairn Linoleum Company
in the erection of an entirely new plant at Kearny,
N. J., on the banks of the Passaic River. A feature
of the power-house equipment will be a 1,000-kilo-
watt, 60-cycle Allis-Chalmers steam turbine and
alternator wound for three-phase, 600 volts. The
power house where this unit is to be installed will
have an ultimate capacity of 4,000 kilowatts, and
the Passaic River will furnish the necessary cool-
ing water. The Nairn Linoleum Company is one
of the largest, if not the largest institution of its

kind in the world. The company is largely owned
by Sir Michael Bairn, whose main works are located

at Kilcady, near Edinburgh, Scotland. The Ameri-
can company is, however, operated independently of

the one in Scotland.

The field for the use of single-phase motors of
moderate capacity is constantly growing by reason
of the increasing tendency of central stations to

generate polyphase current and f^ed a large por-
tion of the lighting load through single-phase dis-

tribution. The General Electric Company, Sche-
nectady, N. Y., has perfected a simple and sub-
stantial motor for this class of service. It is known
as the type IS, form KG, and is described in Bul-
letin No. 4545. The bulletin illustrates various sizes,

describes the details of construction and operation,
shows forms of starting boxes, and gives a large
amount of general information, useful and impor-
tant to power' users. The motors are well adapted
to the operation of all kinds of machines by the
use of belts and gears, and may be directly con-
nected to loads requiring moderate starting torque,

such as generators, blowers, etc. Clutch couplings
and pulleys are used where the apparatus is re-

quired to be started under load. The motors arc
wound for standard voltages and frequencies.

TRADE NEWS.
Walter P. Ambos, manufacturers' agent, of Cleve-

land, and H. H. Cudniorc, formerly associated with
the Cleveland Electrical Supply Company, announce
the incorporation of the Ambos-Cudmore Company,
selling agent, 1016 Citizens' Building, Cleveland,
Ohio. The Weston Electrical Instrument Company
and a large number of other first-class concerns are
represented.

A New York business house has written to the
Bureau of Manufactures, Washington, D. C. (file

No. 1639), that it is about to promote the export-
ing of American goods, and is desirous to get in

touch with first-class manufacturers seeking a for-
eign market, particularly in Austria-Hungary, the
Balkan States, and farther east, for a variety of
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.irticles, iiicliuliriK (.Icclrical machinery and elec-

trical spcciallifs, electric-railway cars, etc.

The American Ballcry C'oin[)any of the village

nf Ceilarluirst, Nassau County, N, Y., has been

iliartercd to deal in storage ballcries and other

ilecirical materials, machinery, etc. The capital

stock is placed at $200,000, and the directors arc

\V. M. Orr, I. T. Kavtz and H. F. Rhatigan of

lirooklyn.

The Oshkosli Electric Mannfactnring Company
of Dshkosh, Wis., has been incorporated by War-
ren (.1. Maxcy, \Villiam F. Meter and William L.

Rideont. Besides dealing in electrical appliances

the company will make a specially of mannfactnr-
ing and selling an antomalic cut-out invented by
iVIessrs. Meter and Rideont. The device anloniat-

ically prevents excessive currents from entering
buildings wired for electrical service.

Scaled proposals will be received at the office of
the supervising architect, Washington, D. C, until

,i p. m., December 20th, for the installation of a
conduit and electric-wiring system for the exten-
sion to the Postoflicc and Court House at Fort
Worth, Tex., in accordance with the drawings and
specilications, copies of which may be obtained at

liie above office, or at the ollicc of the superintend-

ent of construction at Fori Worth. Bids will also

be received for the low-pressure stcani-licaling ap-

paratus and for installation of plumbing, gas piping,

etc.

BUSINESS. .

In the Superior Court of Hartford County,

Conn., Judge Ralph Wheeler recently confirmed the

appointment of Frncst McC. Stage as temporary

receiver of the Electric Switch Plate Company of

Hartford.

The Western Electric Company reports largely

increasing business in the Sunbeam tantalum lamp.

Many users are substituting this lamp entirely for

the old-style carbon-lilament lamp. It is interest-

ing to compare the service of these two lamps.

The tantalum gives 20 candlepower and consumes
only 40 watts, whereas the regular lamp gives 16

candlepower an<l consumes anywhere from 50 to

64 watts. While the first cost of the tantalum
lamp is much higher, the saving resulting from
its use will soon more than pay its entire cost.

The light produced by the tantalum lamp is

of a whiter and more beautiful quality than that

of the old-type lamp, and it has been the general
experience that those who once try these lamps
arc not satisfied to use any other thereafter. Dur-

ing the last two months more than 125,000 Uin-

laluni lamps were ordered for the sole purpose of

repl.icing an c(|Hal nunilier of tlic old-type carbon-
lilament lamps, which in itiielf is a very significant

fact. It means that the tantalum lamp is to play
;in important pari in the future of electric lighting.

The Western Electric Company will be glad to

quote prices ami discounts upon applications. It

has offices and slocks in all large cities.

The Excello Arc Lamp Company o( 24 East
Twenty-first Street, New York, announces that the
large contracts placed lately by the United Slates
Department of the Interior on behalf of the Ellis

Island iiimiigralion service include among others
a considerable number of Excello flaming arc
lamps. Thise contracts are part of the large con-
tracts involving a total expenditure of more than
half a million dollars, necessitated by the improve-
ments the department is making. The Excello
lainjis, which have been decided upon after exhaust-
ive trials, are used both for outdoor and indoor
use and are of the Excello "snowball" type, the
recognized type of lami) producing the pure white
light of high candlepower. Repeated orders for

Excello lamps have been received since the first

lamps were installed at Ellis Island, indicating that
the lamps give satisfaction to the department.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued (United States Patent Office) November iq, 1907.

K7i,oc)S. Means for Driving Motor Road Vehicles.

Martin Albrecht, Friedberg, Germany, assignor

to Felton & Giiilleaume-Lahmeyerwerke Acticn-
Gesellschaft, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany.
Application filed February 20, 1907.

The veliiclc carries a gasoline engine direct connected
to a generator. Tliis supplies current' to two electric
motors geared to tlic wheels of one axle. The wheels
on tlie other axle are connected by spur and differential
gearing to the shaft of the generator.

871,112. Individual Electric Gas Lighter. William
K. Davidson, Boston, Mass. Application hied
March 4, 1907.

A portable case has a dry cell in one chamber and a

spark coil in the other. Sparking terminals are on top of
the case and a push button near the bottom.

871,124. Sounding Apparatus. Otto M. Knoblock
and James Dushane, South Bend, Ind. Appli-
cation filed January 2, 1906.

A reel has wound on it the sounding wire which car-

ries a sinker provided with contacts at its lower end.
When this strikes bottom, an electric circuit is closed
through the wire and an electrically operated brake is

applied to the reel.

871,139. Electrical Switch. Franz Orzel, Frankfort-
on-the-Main, Germany, assignor to Voigt &
Haeft'ner, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany. Ap-
plication filed December 19, 1904.

This is a rotary snap switch that can be turned in

cither direction.

871,153. Electric Heater. Hugh M. Wicker, Brook-
lyn, N. Y. Application filed January 26, 1907.

Coils are mounted in sockets of the end plates which
are held together by tie rods. A housing covers the
whole unit.

871,155. Insulating Device. George E. Wood,
Plantsville, Conn. Application filed February
28, 1905.

A screw-driver has a wooden handle and a rubber
bushing covering the metallic ferrule and part of the

shank.

871,160. Stem-making Machine. Mark H. Branin,

Newark, N. J., assignor to the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

March 26, 1906.

A rotating frame carries a number of rotary holders
for the glass tubes and means for adjusting the distance
between ends of the leading-in wires extending tbrough
each tube. A beater softens the glass and a pinching
device effects the seal.

871,161 and 871,162. Art of Producing Pigments
by Electrolysis. Edwin D. Chaplin, Boston,

Mass., assignor to the International Lead Com-
panies. Applications filed February 3, 1906.

Lead is electrolytically dissolved in each of these
processes. In the first one white lead is finally made
therefrom; in the second, lead chromate is formed.

871,168. Electric Bell. Henry J. Heeney, Boston,

Mass., assignor to the Holtzer-Cabot Electric

Company, Boston, Mass. Application filed Feb-
ruary 12, 1906.

The striker moves longitudinally along the electro-

magnet. The mechanism is protected by a hermetically
sealed cover.

871,171. Vapor-rectifier System. Osias O. Kruh,
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y." Appli-
cation filed March 13, 1907.

An induction coil with sparking terminals in the sec-

ondary has its primary connected in series with an in-

terrupter so as to take current from the mercury rectifier.

A non-inductive resistance is connected across the primary
circuit to protect the rectifier from reactive oscillations in

the primary.

871,189. Alternating-current Motor. Leo Schuler,

St. Louis, Mo., assignor to the Wagner Elec-

tric Manufacturing Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Application filed April 22, 1904.

A single-phase motor of the commutator type has a

number of auxiliary poles that can be cut in or out so as

to shift the resultant magnetic field.

871.191. Electrically Operated Fountain. Arthur
D. Southam, Hartford, Conn. Application filed

August 4, 1906.

A rotary pump within the basin is driven by an electric

motor below it.

871.192. Outdoor Receptacle. James S. Stewart,

New York, N. Y., assignor to Annie Stewart,

New York, N, Y. Application filed June 6,

igo6.

This lamp receptacle comprises a housing having a
pair of holes for the wires which are embedded in cement,
and" a fuse chamber having connections for one of the
wires.

871.193. Arrangement for Motor Drives. Emmett
W. Stull, Norwood, Ohio, assignor to Allis-

Chalmers Company and the Bullock Electric

Manufacturing Company. Application filed June
30, 1906.

A number of motors are arranged on a platform for

driving a machine. Means are provided for moving the
platform to simultaneously connect any one of the motors
mechanically to the machine and electrically to the con-
troller.

871,199. Controller for Electrically Operated Ma-
chine Tools. John R. Back, Worcester, Mass.,

assignor to the F. E. Reed Company, Worces-
ter, Mass. Application filed May i, 1906. Re-
newed September 30, 1907.

The controller is provided with adjustable means for

limiting the speed during cutting operations and on
reversal.

871,205. Controlling Mechanism. Herbert W. Che-
ney, Norwood, Ohio, assignor to AUis-Chalmers
Company and the Bullock Electric Manufac-
turing Company. Application filed June 28,

1906.

This is a starting controller for an induction motor
and comprises a switch for the stator circuit, a variable

resistance in the rotor circuit and means for tripping the

stator switch if the rotor resistance is varied either too

slowly or too rapidly. (See cut on next page.)

871,214. Reversible Galvanic Battery. Thomas A.

Edison, Llewellyn Park, N. J., assignor to the

Edison Storage Battery Company, Orange, N. J.

Application filed October 31, 1900.

This storage battery has an alkaline electrolyte, a posi-

tive plate of nickel with perforated pockets holding

finely divided cadmium, and a suitable negative plate.

CSee cut on next page.)

871,220. Controller. Thomas Gilmore, Jr., Nor-
wood, Ohio, assignor to Allis-Chalmers Com-
pany and the Bullock Electric Manufacturing
Company. Application filed October 31, 1906.

A drum type series-parallel controller in its final parallel

position has all the current pass through one contact

finger.

871.238. Device to Disclose Shunting of the Cir-

cuits Around Electric Meters. William L.

Saunders, Denver, Colo., assignor of two-thirds

to Daniel K. Hickey, Denver, Colo. Applica-

tion-filed June 27, 1905.

A reversing switch is interposed between the meter
and the load. A solenoid operates this every time the

current is interrupted. Thus, if the meter has been
shunted, the shunt will short-circuit the line.

871.239. System of Motor Control. William F.

Schneider, Norwood, Ohio, assignor to the Bul-

lock Electric Manufacturing Company. Appli-

cation filed November 11, 1905.

The system comprises a motor and a converter that

are governed by a series of electromagnetic switches.

These in turn are controlled by a master controller.

871.273; Electric Furnace and Method. Paul L, T.
Heroult, La Praz, France, assignor to Societc
Elcctro-Mctalurgique Francaisc, Froges, Iserc,
France. Application filed May 3, 1907.
This furnace has a pair of fixed electrodes and a

false electrode which is adapted to form part of the
path of the current though the charge, and is adjustable
to vary the length of such part.

871,278. Brake Mechanism for Loom Warp Beams.
Frank Johnson, New York, N. Y. Application
filed February 26, 1907.

A controller operated by a moving portion of the loom
makes and breaks the circuit for an electrical brake on
the beam.

871,298. Magnetic Separator. Alfred Schwarz, New
York, N. Y. Application filed February i, 1906.
A table has a scries of step-like riffles having electro-

magnets above and below each one. These are succes-
sively energized so as to cause magnetic material to pass
from one riffle to the next lower one.

871,301. Magnetic Separator. Alfred Schwarz, New
York, N. Y. Application filed April 7, 1906
This is a modification of the device above.

871,338. Electric Furnace. Paul L. T. Heroult, La
Praz, France, assignor to Societe Electro-Met-
allurgique Francaise, Froges, France. Applica-
tion filed April 21, 1906.

A special stuffing box is provided for the electrode
where it enters the furnace. Divided conical rings sur-
round the electrode which are clamped to make more
intimate contact with it.

871,348. Panel Board. Hubert Krantz, Brooklyn,
N. Y. Application filed July 6, 1905.
Fuse-plug receptacles are mounted directly over the

bus-bars. Cross connections extend over the bar of op-
posite polarity to connect with the other terminal of the
receptacle.

871,360. Electric and Pneumatic Governor.' Wil-
liam K. Rankin and Thomas F. Kelly, Phila-
delphia, Pa., assignors to John E. Reyburn,
Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed February
II, 1907.

A diaphragm moves some horizontal spring catches
which engage and support a movable cylinder having car-
bon contacts on its foot.

871.365. Magnetic Separator. Alfred Schwarz, New
York, N. Y. Application filed February i, 1906.
This separator is similar to that of Patent No. 871,298.

except that the riffles and magnets are side by side and
the material is moved across the table.

871,367. Magnetic Separator. Alfred Schwarz, New
.York, N. Y. Application filed April 7/1906.
A reciprocating movement is given the table and

the magnets are jarred at intervals to dislodge magnetic
particles therefrom.

871,378. Railway Signal. Louis H. Thullen, Edge-
wpod, Pa., assignor to the Union Switch and
Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa. Application
filed March 18, 1905.

A hollow plunger connected with the signal moves it

when attracted into a coil. A catch pivoted to the
plunger is at the same time moved out of the way of
a fixed stop. (See cut on next page.)

87I-393- Apparatus for Assembling Storage Bat-
teries. Louis H. Flanders, Wilkinsburg, Pa.,
assignor to the Westinghouse Machine Com-
pany. Application filed February 12, 1904.

This machine holds the battery plates in proper posi-
tion and places pairs of bars with recesses in their upper
sides and notches in their edges about the terminal lugs
of the plates, so as to form molds into which the con-
necting strap is cast.

871,405. Electrically Heated Soldering. Iron. Harry
Hertzberg and Maurice J. Wohl. New York,
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X Y . assignors to Abbott AiigiisUis Low,

Horseshoe, N. Y. Application filed February

n, igo/.

\ core has bare, resistance ribbon wound on it and

llii's is placed ticlitly within the head of the iron and

separated Irora if' by a thin layer of insulation.

871,407. Electric Clock. Frank Hope-Jones, Lon-

don, England. Application filed March 20,

1906.

One feature of this clock is a device which rings an

electric bell when the battery approaches exhaustion.

S71.424. Stirface Electric Railway. Timothy Ma-
honey, San Francisco, Cal. Application filed

July 6, 1906.

A sectional third-rail system using, alternating current

for ear prooulsion has electromagnetic switches for con-

necting successive sections to the feeder cable. These

switch magnets have a large reactance to oppose excitation

iiy alternating current, but are susceatiblc to direct cur-

rent, which is supplied them by the car.

871,431. Means for Collecting and Delivering Mail.

William H. Mozingo, Hnrdland, Mo., assignor

of one-half to Harley J. Mozingo, Pulaski,

Iowa. Application filed June 10, 1907.

This is a teHlierage system in which one supporting

and one guide
"

cable and a trolley wire are provided.

The carriage has an electric nictor and a trolley engaging

the trolley wire.

871,434. Recorder. Ernest A. Oakes and Peter A.

Coonej% Chicago, 111. Application filed July 26,

1906.

A ehart-hc-lding drum revolves in front cf a number
of electromagnets operating marking devices.
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871,490. Insulator-pin Mounting. John D. E. Dun-
can, New York, N. Y. Application filed Jan-

uary 21, 1907.

Tliis support for metallic insulator pins is a slieet

metal saddle with flanges engaging the arm and U-bolls

liolding the pin against the saddle and that against the

arm.

871,496. Protection of Railway Trains. Abel R. A.

Gerard, Pontgivart, near Reims, France. Ap-
plication filed May i, 1906.

This is an interlocking block signaling system wherein

the passage of a train operates the circuits of signals in

adjacent blocks.

871,501. Bond for Rails. Charles Y. Haile and

George M". Hugus, Uniontown, Pa. Application

filed May 17,* 1907.

The bonding wire passes tlirougli the fishplates and
webs of the rails on each side of the joint and has

its ends riveted into the webs beyond the fishplates.

871,513. Alternating-current Motor. Carl A. Lohr,

Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed September

7, 1905-

The rotor and stator may each be connected to the

source individually "-M- together simultaneously. Each
pHrt can have its windings short-circuiteti when the other

part is connected to line. The machine may run as a

synchronous or as an induction motor.

871,519, 871,520. Party-line Telephone Exchange.

Samuel A. Norstrom, Chicago, 111., assignor to

Casper L. Redfield, Chicago, 111. Applications

filed July 14 and August 21, respectively, 1905.

A selective lock-out switching mechanism fcr party

lines is referred to, tlie detailed mschnnisni of ^'hich 'a

ccvcr:;i-l in tlic second patent.

NO. 871,205.

CO.VTROLLING MECHANISM.
NO. 871,21.^.

REVERSIBLE
BATTERY.

-NO. 871,373.
RAILWAY SIGNAL.

NO. 871,470.
TELEPHONE RECEIVER.

871,442. Trolley-pole Attachment. Robert P. Rc-
\'er, Newark, N. J., assignor of two-fifths to

Everett Irving Rever, Newark, N. J., and one-

fifth to Francis Van Winkle, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Application filed November 26, igc6.

This attachment consists cf three members hinged to-

gether. The upper-middle hinge swings at right angles

to the middle-lower hinge.

871,457. Electrically Propelled Vehicle. Russell

Thayer, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

April 4, 1907.

A trolley is mounted In an adjustable frame for en-

gaging a contact rail.

871,459. Boat-propelling Machanism. Thomas Thor-
sen, Menomonie, Wis., assignor to the Sub-
merged Electric Motor Company, Menomonie,
Wis. Application filed March i, 1907.

The propeller is mounted directly on the shaft of a

submerged gas engine. The sparking plug of the latter

has an adjustable electrical contact device.

871,468. Telephone Mouthpiece. Anna Bebout, St.

Louis, Mo. Application filed January 28, 1907.

A collapsible mauthpicce that can be carried in the

pocket consists of a number of sections, one of whicii

js provided with an aseptic cloth.

871,470. Telephone Receiver. Hiram E. Booth,

Salt Lake City, Utah. Application filed Sep-

tember 8, 1902.

In front of the regular diaphragm is placed an auxil-

iary diaphragm consisting of two finely perforated sheets

of hard rubber separated by fibrous mitcrial. (Sec cut.)

871,479. Elcctrogenic Body Device. Albert R.

Cooper, Findlay, Ohio. Application filed Feb-
ruary 14, 1907.

Inside the heel of a person's shoe is placed a battery

composed of copper carbon and acetic acid.

871484. Electromechanical Fowor Covcrnor. George
H. Davis, West Orange, N. J. Application filed

February 13, 1506.

A scries of solenoids controlling individual actuators

has a common KOvcrnor for rcKulating the resistance in

the individual circuits when the several solenoids are
energized-

S71485. Telephone Wall Set. William W. Dean,

Chicago, 111., assignor to the Kellogg Switch-
board and Supply Company, Chicago, III. Ap-
plication filed June 15, 190.^.

The hook switch .ind WII mechanism arc mounted on
a IcdKc. A writiriR "hclf with hide brackcla and a front

aijrnn is hinged al I he iKKloin of the brackets bo that,

if swung down, ii cx;>o«s the working parts.

871,535. Electric-wire Connection. Frederick B.

Thatcher, Providence, R. I. Application filed

January 31, 1907.

A wire loop, which has a narrowed portion to engage
a binding post, is -fastened to a clip secured to the end
of the wire.

871.537. Voltage Regulator. Max J. E. Tilney,

South Kensington, England. Application filed

October 17, 1905.

A generator that supplies current to a varying load
has its field regulated by a motor which has three sets

of field ceils, one carrying a part of the load current,
another connected across the load, and the third across
the generator. The three fields normally neutralize each
other.

871.538. Apparatus for Insuring Safely of Traffic

on Single Lines of Railway. Edward Tyer,
Dalston, London, England. Application filed

November 15, 1905.

Kach station has an absolute and a permissive locking
magnet. The circuit of the first is broken at a distant
station during permissive working.

871,553. Electric Time Alarm. Frederich J. Arndt,
Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to the American
Barik Protection Company, Minneapolis,- Minn.
Application filed August i, 1906.

The hands of a clock close an alarm circuit at periodic
intervals during the night and every seventh day.

871,556. Shoal Indicator. William Bangs, Fort
Fred Steele, Wyo. Application filed March 25,

1907.

The vessel carries an attachment iirojecting downward
and forward through a well in its bottom, which closes
an alarm circuit when it is forced inward by striking a
shoal.

871,578. Controlling Mechanism for Clutches. Archi-
bald Ii. Ehle, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to

Burnham, Williams & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Application filed September J2, 1905.

Air cylinders cause the movement of the clutch. The
valves for the cylinders arc controlled by electromagnets.

871,587. Street-car Signal. George S. Hcnningcr,
Linton, Ind. Application filed April 4, 1907.

The motornian can cause a signal arm to extend rcar-

uardly from the car. wliich act causes a bell to ring
under the rear (ilatform :ind a lamp to light on this arm.

871,616. Trolley-pole Controller. Clarence Norland,
Los Angeles, Cal. Application filed November
19, 1906.

The trolley pole is moved to cngTgc the wire by means
of an .lir cylinder, the valves of which are '.indcr ctcclrical

control. If (he wlitcl leaves the wire the pole is auto-
matically lowered.

November 30, 1907

871,652. Air Purifier. Frank A. Ward, Los An-
geles, Cal. Application filed August 23, 1906.

A tube of dielectric material has an electrode with a
large number of points within the tube and a smooth per-

forated shett-metal electrode en the outside of the tube.

871,671. Time-controlling Device. Charles E.Camp-
bell, Lynn, Mass. Application filed September
22, 1505. Renewed September 26, 1907.

The alarm-winding mechanisms of two alarm clocks
are connected to a rotary switch so as to open and
close a circuit at predetermined times. •

871,675. Office Indicator. Henry P. Davis, Hot
Springs, Ark. Application filed December 29,

1906.

A push button closes a bell circuit and lights an elec-

tric lamp.

8/1,686. Platinum Contact. Anton Freier, Boston,
Mass., assignor to the Holtzer-Cabot Electric

Company. Application filed May 13, 1907.

This contact has a tip with a thin surface coating of
platinum. The compound tip is frictionally secured in

an opening of the contact member with the platinum ex-

posed.

871,724. Electric Warp Stop-motion for Looms.
John W. Moran, Adams, Mass. Application

filed March 29, 1907.

An apparatus fcr wiping the casing tube of an elec-

trical stop-mction is described.

S71.726. Telegraphone System. George Morin, Ha-
bana, Cuba. Application filed January 30, 1907.

A telegraphone is controlled from a distance by sound
waves for, connecting it into and cut of action at will.

871,729. Electric Fan. William C. McChord, Jr..

Springfield, Ky. Application filed June 14, 1906.

To the main blades of a ceiling fan auxiliary blades arc
adjustably attached.

871,737. Telephone Transmitter. Elias E. Ries,

New York, N. Y. Original application filed

June 23, 1900. Divided and this application

filed January 11, 1904.

Two plate electrodes are separated by a liquid film

adapted to vary the resistance of the circuit by changes
of capillary action when one of the plates is vibrated by
sound waves.

871,758. Bridging Blocks for Dynamo-electric Ma-
chines. Edward Heitmann, Montclair, and
Frederick W. Young, East Orange, N. J., as-

signors to the Crocker-Wheeler Company, Am-
pere, N. J. Application filed October 18, 1906.

Tiiesc arc cast-iron blocks mounted above the windings
in the slots of a rotor core. The blocks have parallel
contacting members transver::cly slotted and joined by
thin webs.

S/i,'/66. Process for Extracting Gold and Silver

from Ores. Gilbert Gurney, Berkeley, Cal.

Application filed May 23, 1904.

This process is used with sulphide ores. These are
subjected to the action of a solution containing a per-
chloride, a chloride and a mineral acid, from which the
metals are precipitated by electrolytic action.

Reissue.

12,722. Trolley Retriever. Alfred W. Knutson,
Brookfield, 111., assignor to" the Trolley Supply
Company, Canton, Ohio. Original No. 711,428.
dated October 14, 1902. Application for re-

issue filed August 19, 1907.

A case contains a rotatablc reel with a spiral groove
for winding up the slack rope. Spring devices engage
the reel with a retriever head.

PATENTS THAT HAVE EXPIRED.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued

by the United States Patent Office) that expired
November 25, 1907

:

441.127. Manufacture of Incandescent Electric Lamps. A.
Bornholdt, Brooklyn, N. V.

441.128. Incandescent Electric Lamp. A. Bornholdt, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

441,130. Electric Battery Connections. H, J. Brewer, New
York, N. Y.

44'. 1 57- Electrical Call, Lighting and Alarm System. C. A.
Hale, Cleveland, Ohio.

441,210 and 441,211. Electric Street-railway System. M.
Wheless, Nashville, Tcnn.

441.212. Conduit for Electric Railways. M. Wheless, Nash-
ville, Tenn.

441.213. Auxiliary Contact for Electric Railways. M. Whe-
less, Nashville, Tenn.

441.214. Electric Railway Cut-out. M. Wheless, Nashville,
Tenn.

441.215. Insulated Brakp. M. Wheless, Nashville, Tcnn.
441,216 and 441,217. Electric Railway System. M. Wheless,

Nashville, Tenn.
441.218. Electromagnetic Switch foV Electric Railways. M.

Wheless, Nashville, Tcnn.
441.219. Electric Railway System. M. Wlielcss, Nashville,

Tcnn.
441.220. Trolley for Underground Electric Railways. S. E.

Wheatley. Wasliington, D. C.
441.221. Conduit for Electric Railways. S. E. Wheatlcy,

Washington, D. C.

441,246. Armature Body. C. A. Lieb, New York, N. Y.
441,248. Means for Hanging Electric Lights. T. J. Lynch,

Danvcrs, Mass.
441,258. Conduit for Electric Railways. N. Seibcrt, Mai-

den, Mass.
441,305. Electrically Propelled Vehicles. R. M. Hunter,

Philadelpliia, Pa.

441,330. ML'lhod of Operating Electric Brakes for Electrically

Propelled Cars. W. M. Schlesinger, Philadelphia. Pa.

441,401. Method of Electric Welding and Metal Working.
M. W. Dewey, Syracuse, N. Y.

441,403. Galvanic Ballery. O. A. Enholni, New York, N. Y.

441,413. Secondary Battery. G. E. HatclK Cambridge, Mass.

441,542. Device for Transforming and Controlling Electric

Currents. O. A. Enholm. New York, N. Y.

44ir5')3- Arc Limp. O. A. Enholm, New York, N. V.

441,565. Electrically Propelled Vehicle. R. M. Hunter,
Philadelphia, Pa.

441,571 and 441,572. Electric R-tilway. H. W. Libbcy, Bos-

ton, Mass. „ „ ,

441,622. Electric.Tl Thermostat. C. H. Shaffer, Rock-

ford, III. •
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Light and Power In the Commercial
National Bank Building.

The new Coninicrcial N.ilional Bank Building

at the corner of Clark and Adams streets, Chicago,

has in its large siib-bascmcnt probably as complete

an clcctrie-light and power plant as is to be found

among the isolated plants of Chicago. The build-

ing itself, fronting about i8o feet on Clark Street

and 190 feet on .\dams, is a model steel structure

presenting many interesting features; particular at-

tention, however, will be given in this article to

the electrical equipment. The building is 280 feet

high, there being 18 stories and an attic. .Ml ma-

chinery and .appliances, together with the workman-

ship, both as to construction and equipment of the

building, are of the best.

The ground floor of the structure, is designed

for stores of various

kinds, and the upper

floors are for offices.

The bank quarters are

located on the second

floor, wliich includes a

gallery floor and a mez-

zanine floor. They afford

a good illustration of ar-

tistic illumination and ef-

fective lighting. The

building is wired for 16-

randlepower incandescent

lights and arc lights on

iio-volt circuits, no more

than ()6o watts being al-

lowed on any tap circuit.

.\t present there are in-

stalled throughout the

building about 12,000 16-

candlepower laiiips, 12 arc

lights and 20 motors

ranging from one horse-

power to 35 horsepower.

Provision has been made

in the banking quarters

for an increase of 6co

i6-candlepower lamps on

the bank floor, 300 on

the gallery floor and 100

on the bank mezzanine

floor.

The entire electrical

plant is operated on the

two-wire system, but the

wiring of all mains, feed-

ers and sub-feeders is

arranged for a three-wire

convertible system ; all
cut-out cabinets and sub-centers are provided for

three-wire connections, the middle wire having

cross-section equal to the combined area of the two
outside wires.

The electric-light and power plant is located in

the large sub-basement, the floor of which is 27

feet below the ground floor, giving an unusual

amount of clearance. The drawing on page 442
shows the plan of the plant. There are four gen-

erating units, shown in the accompanying illustra-

tion, two of 200 kilowatts capacity each and two
of 125 kilowatts each. The generators are of the

direct-current multipolar engine type, wound for 115

volts. They were furnished by the Western Elec-

tric Company and each is direct-connected to a ver-

tical cross-compound automatic-cutoff engine of the

Bates Machine Company pattern furnished by

Chalmers & Williams. One continuous foundation

of cement concrete supports the four generating

units, there being a continuous cast-iron base ar-

ranged to carry the engines, generators and field

frames.

Each engine was required to regulate within one
per cent, in speed from full load to no load, the

maximum speed of the 2CO-kilowatt engines being
200 revolutions per minute and that of the 125-

kilowatt engines 250. Water consumption of the

larger units does not exceed 34 pounds per kilo-

watt-hour at full load and 45 pounds at half load,

and for the smaller units not to e-xceed 36 pounds

at full load and 47 pounds at half load per kilowatC-

hour.

The generators arc compound-wound and have

ironclad armatures, the carbon brushes being de-

signed to carry not to exceed 30 amperes per square

inch of surface contact. They operate in multiple,

an equalizer cable being riui from each generator

to the middle pole of the respective switch.

The switchboard, illustrated on page 443, is located

directly in front of the generators and is of black

enameled slate. It is mounted on ornamental

bronze legs and is trimmed with bronze molding,

the entire board being supported by a jap.mned

iron frame, while the sides and rear arc enclosed

in an electro-bronze wire grating. The board was
furnished by the Western Electric Company.

All instruments, switches, etc., on the board are

of the best, and wherc\'er possible attention wa.s

ENGINES AND GENERATORS IN THE COMMERCIAL NATIONAL BANK BUILDING.

given to artistic design. The board is equipped

with the following instruments and switches: Four
illuminated dial station-type ammeters complete with

shunts, lamp and connections, two having a ca-

pacity of 3,000 amperes each and two of 1,800 am-
peres each ; one station-type illuminated-dial volt-

meter of 125 volts "Capacity, including a swinging

bracket for mounting; one portable voltmeter; one

portable ammeter; one recording voltmeter; one

direct-reading recording wattmeter ; one ammeter
switch provided with a point for each feeder; one

voltmeter switch with connections for each gener-

ator and ground detector; one field rheostat for

each generator ; one triple-pole single-throw knife

switch for each generator, and one triple-pole sin-

gle-throw knife switch for each of the numerous
feeders supplying sub-centers.

In addition to these there is mounted on the

board a double-pole single-throw knife switch for

each of the 17 motor installations; and there are

four switches for future use, two of 10 horse-

power capacity each and two of 15 horsepower.

The rheostats are mounted on the back of the

board with the necessary shaft extending through

to the handwheel.

The bus-bars and connections on the back of

the board are of the best quality Lake copper of

98 per cent, conductivity, all heavy bars and con-

nections being laminated and of ample dimension
to carry" 800 amperes per square inch of cross-sec-

lion without increasing in temperature over 60° F.

above surrounding atmosphere. All switches arc

made of Ihc best quality ha^d-drawn Lake copper

and have a capacity of 50 per cent, in excess of

the full-load requirements.

The leads from Ihc generators to the switchboard

arc of stranded cable, rubber and lead covered, and
the rheostat wires arc also rubber and lead covered.

The leads arc placed in extra heavy electro-galvan-

ized iron conduit placed beneath the floor and ter-

minating at the generators and in the rear of the

switchboard six inches above the finished flwjr

line in insulating bushings of hard rubber.

The system of wire shafts is shown in the ac-

companying diagram of mains and risers. No
wocxl construction was permitted in this work. A
set of mains extends from the switchboard to each
of the two load centers in each of four wire shafts

supplying current for
lights from the fourth

floor to the attic, inclu-

sive. From each load
center sub-mains arc run

above and below the cen-

ters supplying cut-out

cabinets on each floor

from the fourth to the

attic. There are two sub-

centers in each wire shaft

for lights above the third

floor, one supplying cur-

rent for lights frorfi the

fourth to the eleventh

floor and one for the
floors from the twelfth

to the attic.

Sets of feeders are run

from the switchboard to

shafts for supplying cur-

rent to lights as follows:

One to the safety de-

posit vaults, two to out-

side offices on third floor,

four to sub-basement and

basement, four to first

floor, tW'O for corridor

lights above third floor,

four for corridor lights

below fourth floor. Sub-

feeders are run Irom the

cut-out cabinets on the

second floor to the gal-

lery floor and mezzanine

floor.

Direct circuits are also

run to 17 sub-centers

supplying motors in the

third floor and attic. No
14 B. & S. gauge is used.

basement, sub-basement,

wire smaller than No.

and wires larger than No. 10 are stranded.

Tile thickness of the rubber insulation, the mini-

mum resistances of insulation in megohms per mile

and the dielectric strength of insulation for the

various sizes of wire were points upon which rigid

tests were demanded. All wires except cables in

the wire shaft are run in wrought-iron pipe con-

duits, loricated or electro-galvanized, of standard

weights and dimensions. All feeders, mains and
sub-mains are run one wire to a tube and only one

circuit is run in any one conduit.

Twelve conduits are provided for the accommo-
dation of telephone service throughout the build-

ing. The conduits terminate in outlet boxes located

directly behind the wire molding.

All conduits in the floors are run in such a

manner as to allow Ij4 inches of fireproofing on

top of all floor beams. It was planned to have all

wires of such size that the loss of potential be-

tween switchboard and any lighting outlet would
not be greater than five volts, with lamp circuits in

proportion.

Each outlet is provided with a pressed steel out-

let box of No. 12 B. & S. gauge. The conduits are

fastened to these bo.xes through threaded connec-

tions, with sufficient room for insulating joints and
wires and bushings. All switches other than those

in cut-out cabinets are provided with similar boxes
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The cut-out cabinets are of handsome and sub-

stantial design, one being placed in every shaft on

every floor, including the basement, sub-basement

and attic. Each cabinet is of sufficient size to con-

tain all cut-outs for controlling the circuits on its

floor. The cabinets are made of No. lo sheet steel

provided with suitable lugs and lined with an in-

terior bo-x, set off at least three inches in all direc-

tions, made of black enamel slate. Cut-outs are

of the panel-board type and connections are made

through machine copper strips. The panel boards,

cabinets, etc., were furnished by the J. Lang Elec-

tric Company.

All centers of distribution at load centers are

built up on black enameled slate board two inches

thick and mounted on a japanned angle-iron frame.

Bus-bars and connections are of a capacity and

construction similar to corresponding work on the

main switchboard, all enclosed in a No. lo sheet-

metal cabinet.

Current used by tenants is metere'd, separate me-

ter loops being provided for each tenant, and the

meters are located in the wire shafts.

There are at present 20 motors in operation in

the building, largely in connection with the numer-

ous mechanical' installations in the sub-basement.

An accompanying picture shows a 30-horsepower

motor driving the automatic pneumatic blower used

as a carrying system in the bank. When more than

the ordinary amount of air is used in the blowing

system a valve is released, producing a correspond-

ing water pressure which cuts out resistance and

speeds up the motor to the necessary speed.

A large number of fans in the ventilating system

are also motor-driven, and there is a motor for

driving machine tools in the basement shop, a mo-
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tor for the elevator signals, two on the refriger-

ator system, two on the ejector compressors, etc.

The building is equipped with 15 hydraulic pas-

senger elevators and a freight elevator. These are

of the plunger type and were furnished by the

Otis Elevator Company. To operate these elevators

two high-duty flywheel type Reidler pumps are

required and three Piatt direct pumps. Quite an

elaborate system of piping is required for this sys-

tem, but the elevators are easily controlled, safe

and smooth riding. The plunger which supports

the car fits into a cylinder which extends into the

ground a distance equal to the height of the ele-

vator travel. The car is raised by hydraulic pres-

sure in the cylinder and lowered by releasing the

pressure.

The boiler-room of this building is perhaps the

finest of its kind in the city. There are four

Sederholm horizontal return tubular boilers of 350

horsepower each, furnished by Chalmers & Wil-

liams. The boilers are equipped with Green travel-

ing chain grates and automatic stokers. In addi-

tion to this a Tilden automatic stoker controller,

which acts on the dampers and controls the speed

of the stoker, makes combustion almost perfect.

It is seldom that any smoke can be seen issuing

from the 340-foot steel stack.

No. 3 and 4 Illinois washed free-burning coal

is used. Storage is provided directly in front of

the boilers for 600 tons of coal. Bucket conveyors

deliver the coal to the various bins, from which it

is delivered to the furnace hoppers by screw con-

veyors. Connection has been made with the tun-

nels of the Illinois Tunnel Company, through which

. some of the coal has already been delivered, and all

the ashes are removed through the tunnel. An
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automatic scale is being installed in connection with

the furnace hoppers by which all the coal burned

under each boiler will be recorded.

The building is heated by exhaust steam from

the engines, provision having been made for live

steam connection if necessary. An elaborate sys-

tem of ventilation provides for the delivery of tem-

pered fresh air to all parts of the building. This

system is motor-driven and is very interesting.

Cool drinking water is supplied throughout the

building by the small refrigerating plant known as

the Carbondale absorption system. This plant is

MOTOR-DRIVEN PNEUMATIC BLOWER FOR THE CASH-
CARRIER SYSTEM IN COMMERCIAL NATIONAL BANK.

, motor-driven. Another motor-driven installation is

I the Shone ejectors, by which the waste and drip-

pings from all over the building are pumped to

the city sewer.

D. H. Burnham & Co. of Chicago were the

architects and engineers for the building, and the

electrical installation was done by the Brennan

Electric Construction Company of Chicago. The
building is one of the finest in Chicago, and the

electric-light and power plant, for completeness and

convenience, is probably second to none.

PLAH or SUB-BASEUENT OF COMMERCIAL NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, SHOWING POWER PLANT AND CONDUITS

Three-phase Generating Plants.

The use of three-phase circuits in long-distance

power transmission has long been favored practice

in comparison with two or single-phase line con-

struction, chiefly because three-wire, three-phase

transmission results in a saving of 25 per. cent, in

copper and insulators. Maintenance cost is re-

duced in the same proportion. Not so widely are

the advantages of three-phase generation appre-

ciated. In some quarters there is still a tendency

to install two-phase generators, resulting largely

from the early standard practice in power-system

design for relatively short distances and moderate

voltage work. It is sometimes difficult to appre-

ciate the^ ease_\vith__which_three-phase generators

can be added to an existing plant in which the

generation is two-phase, with three-phase line con-

struction, or the facility with which even a com-

plete two-phase system can be modified to suit

the economies of the three-phase line in the broad

handling of an expansion problem.

It cannot be denied that, from the operating

viewpoint, a two-phase system is somewhat simpler

to handle for distribution purposes. The independ-

ent control of each phase is undoubtedly easier,

and in case of motor connections on two-phase

power circuits no questions of transformer polarity

enter to disturb the flow of current in the motor.

Even the impedance of the transformers need not

be the same for the correct division of the load,

as is the case with three-phase connections. Expe-

rience shows, however, that the difficulties of bal-

ancing loads close enough for all practical pur-

poses are far from serious. In combined lighting

and power systems the power load has an equal-

izing tendency on the balancing of the system, and

in straight railway service the use of three-phase

sub-stations throughout introduces no complication

whatever in balancing, provided standard apparatus

of accepted characteristics be installed.

For a given rated capacity in kilowatts, speed,

voltage and frequency, the three-phase generator

will usually be the more efficient machine. Its

frame and punchings will probably be the same

as those used in the two-phase unit, and with the

same core loss, higher efficiency and lower heating

arc readily insured. For the same cost in mate-

rials the three-phase machine should be more effi-

cient, or less expensive to manufacture for the
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stations until the doors arc iammcd in an effort
to cU:ir tlie platforms should he superseded hy a
system which would start the trains within 45 sec-
'mhIs after they have stopped.

M
SWITCHBOARD IN COMMERCIAL NATIONAL BANK BUILDING.

same efficiency. As Mr. M'. A. Samniett pointed

out last year in a paper on "Polyphase Systems

of Generation, Transmission and Distribution" be-

fore the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers, the

selection of the same density in the copper of the

three-phase as in the two-phase machine enables

the magnetic flux to be reduced by virtue of the

larger number of turns that can be accommodated
in the same slots, thus reducing the core loss. In
machines of large capacity the core loss is con-
siderably greater than the copper loss, so that this

results in a material increase in generator efficiency

which is multiplied back to the coal pile or water
tlowage.

The advantages of a three-phase switchboard are,

in brief, 25 per cent, less complication in main
wiring, bus-bars and oil-switch components ; lower
cost of installation and greater ease of handling
with less repairs for the same capacity. Although
15-6 per cent, more cross-section in individual bus-
bars and cables is required for the same capacity,
the space requirements are in general lessened,
both on the rear of the switchboard, and in conduit
construction under floors.

, Individual three-phase
transformers also have an advantage in point of
compactness, and the dangers of resonance can be
much decreased by straight three-phase delta con-
nections. In the distribution circuit itself, the three-
phase induction motor is on the whole superior
to the two-phase machine in power factor, effi-
ciency and temperature rise. H. S. K.

Union Traction Reorganization Materi-
alizing.

The Chicago Railways Company has filed in the
United States Circuit Court its petition for an order
of possession of the Union Traction properties.
This is the final important step toward reorganiz-
ing these properties and placing them in a position
to accept the traction settlement ordinance. The
bondholders who objected to the former order
which was overthrown are now friendly to the re-
vised plan of reorganization, and it is said that
all opposition has been overcome. The petition for
possession, which will be heard by Judge Grosscup
on December 9th, asks for a lease by the receivers
to the new company of all the tracks, cars and
other property. The lease is to be operative pend-
ing a sale by foreclosure proceedings. The plan
IS to have the Chicago Railways Company bid
them in and thus acquire actual and permanent
ownership;

Winter Programme of the Chicago
Section, A. I. E. E.

The topics for discussion at the future meetings
of the Chicago Section, American Institute of Elec-
trical Engineers, for the season 1907-1908 are an-
nounced as follows: December meeting, "Mainte-
nance of Telephone Equipment;" January meeting
Application of Storage Batteries to Alternating-

current Systems;" February. "E.\tensions and Im-
provements of the South Side Elevated Railroad
Chicago," by Mr. Seeley of that railroad company
March, "Interference of Power Currents on Tele-
phone Circuits," by J. G. Wray of the Chicago

if-^'^n^
Company; April, "Electrification of Steel

Mills; May, "Waterpower Developments in Michi-

gan;" at extra meetings, "The St. Clair Tunnel
Electrification" and "Application of Steam Tur-
bines to Electrical Equipment." Where no name is

given the author has not yet been chosen.

To Stop Subway Crush.

A preliminary report on means of improving serv-

ice in the New York subway has been issued by
Bion J. Arnold, who is investigating conditions in

the subway for the New York Public Service Com-
mission. Mr. Arnold is not yet ready to answer

A B C

Varieties of Coal Produced in the United
States.

The coal produced in the United Slates is re-

porlid to the United Slalcn Gcoloijical Survey as
consiiiinif of two classes—anthracite and hiluininous.
I he bilinninous product includes coal that may he
ilassid as senii-anlhracile, scmi-hlluniinou^, caniicl,

block, splint, and liRnile, or nub-hituminouB.
In .'iddilion 10 the anthracite produced in Penn-

sylvania, 50,408 short ions wire mined in Colorado
in ii;o5, and 60,248 tons in i<)o6. New Mexico
produced 24.415 short tons of anthracite in 1905,
Imt riportcd none in 1906.
Semi anthracite was reported from Pennsylvania,

Colorado, Indian Territory, Virginia, Montana and
Arkansas.

,
Bituminous coal was produced in 27 states and

territories in 1905 and in 24 in 1906, and forms by
far the largest part of the total production.
Semi-bituminous coal is mined in 17 states and

territories, with West Virginia first, followed in

order by Pennsylvania, Maryland, Illinois, Virginia
and Montana.
Wyoming leads in the production of lignite, or

sub-bituminous coals, over 70 per cent, of the
production of the state being so classed. The so-
called black lignites of the Rocky Mountain States
are entirely distinct from the real lignites, or brown
coals. They are not lignites in chemical compo-
sition, in color, or in physical characteristics, and
as they lie between the lignites, or brown coals, and
the true bituminous coals, the term sub-bituminous
has been adopted by the United States Geological
Survey to designate them. In the production of
this variety of coal Wyoming leads, Colorado is

second, and New Mexico is third. A part of the
product of California and Oregon should also be
included under this head.
The principal producers of true lignite, or brown

coal, are Texas and North Dakota.

MAINS AND RISERS IN COMMERCIAL NATIONAL BANK BUILDING.

all the questions of the commission, but his report
indicates that he favors side-door cars as one
means of relieving congestion, and he also urges
a change in train-starting methods. Before in-

stalling side-door cars he desires to see the effect

of minor changes, and to this end proposes the
starting of trains from express stations at exact
intervals, and he would move some of the block
signals. The policy of holding the trains at the

The comparatively small production of cannel
coal was obtained from nine states in 1905 and
seven in 1906, of which Kentucky, Indiana and
West Virginia are the principal ones. West Vir-
ginia is also credited with nearly all the splint coal.

An advance chapter from "jNIineral Resources of

the United States, Calendar Year 1906," on the

production of coal in 1906, by E. W. Parker, will

soon be ready for distribution.
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The Use of the Tee Rail in Cities.'

By C. Gordon Reel.

In the horse-car daj'S the equipment was so hght
and speeds so leisurely that the problem of a

proper track was easy of solution. It was ex-
pected that wagon traffic of all kinds would follow
along the car tracks, and so city ordinances usu-
ally required that the electric-railroad companies
make proper provision for the accommodation of

FIG. I. LATEST TRACK CONSTRUCTION IN KINGSTON,
N. Y , SHOWING SPECIAL BRICK OUTSIDE OF RAIL.

vehicular traffic. With the introduction of elec-

tricity weights and speeds were increased enor-
mously. The trend of development has been stead-

ily to approach nearer and nearer to steam-railroad
standards.

With the increase in weight of equipment and
increase of speed the grooved and girder rail sec-

tions soon demonstrated their inability to carry

the car traffic without rapid deterioration. The in-

efficiency of these sections was due not to the light

weight so much as to their unscientific design.

The vertical web of the rail was usually directly

in view of the experience in some of the larger

cities which use this rail, there is a chance for an
argument between high tee sections and standard
tee sections. Personally I would prefer to pay
more per ton for standard sections than for high
tee sections, although under ruling prices the high
tees cost considerably more per ton than standard
tee sections.

When it became necessary to renew the tracks

in Kingston, I looked over the experience of other
companies and concluded that the tee rail was in

every way more desirable than the grooved or
girder rail, and proceeded accordingly. To make
sure we laid an experimental piece of track using
go-pound A. S. C. E. standard rail. This gave
such good results that we placed an order for

several hundred tons in 60-foot lengths with a
view to extending the construction. After the

rails were delivered opposition developed. It was
argued that it was necessary to use an iron lip;

that unless we used the iron lip, ruts would form
along the track. The only difficulty about this

point was that it was not necessary, in the first

place, to use any iron lip because experience proves
that there is no greater tendency for a rut to form
along a tee rail than along the outer edges of a

groved or girder rail.

We finally got consent from the city tO- lay

tee rails in two rather important streets with the

stipulation that if, after the end of a year, the

city authorities so desired we would remove them
and substitute the old rails.

Since the installation of this 90-pound standard
construction in the two streets referred to, we
have been granted permanent permission without

any restrictions to use this 90-pound standard tee

rail in Broadway, Main Street and Fair Street,

which are the most important streets in the city.

The present construction is shown in Fig. I.

TT
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STANDARD TRACK CONSTRUCTION IN MILWAUKEE.

under the flange of the wheel, so that the weight
of the car would be carried on a sort of project-

ing shelf. This unsymmetrical unloading was more
than the rails could stand. They pounded down
rapidly at the joints and could not be held to

gauge. Our companies were unfortunate enough
to build with 7-inch grooved and girder sections.

These rails were structural wrecks at the joints

long before they were worn appreciably.

In other cities similar sections have been used
which overcome the inherent weakness in design
by brute strength so to speak; that is, they are
rolled in weights up to 150-pounds per yard, which
'would seem absurd to steam railroad men, espe-
cially in view of the very much heavier rolling

stock used by the steam roads. It is self-evident

that a proper section should not be inordinately

ft/// tiine ineffcafes Shape des/'pa. '^ >

Doitet^ Lirre indicafss present
dIocJf bein^ Manufircturecf

sf-
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FIG. 3. TYPE OP CONSTRUCTION AT FORT WAYNE.

heavy and should carry its load with no tendency
to moving sideways, and furthermore that the
track should stand solidly in place without having
to strap the rails together every few feet. All tee

rails fulfill the first two requirements, but the
standard steam railroad sections would seem to
serve better than the high tee sections in regard
to lateral stability.

Just what is gained by using a high tec is hard
to understand, still I am willing to concede that,

I. Atnlract of a paper read before the Atnericao Street and
Interurban Kailvray Aitociation at Atlantic City on October i8.
IV17. The aothor ii vice-president of the KinKhton (N. Y.) Con-
xolidated Railroad Company.

We are using a special form of brick outside the

rail as well as inside. It will be noted that on
the inside we will go up on the head of the rail

to such a distance as to barely give room enough
for our wheel flange. In this way the obstruction

in the street will be much less than though the

brick projected under the head of the rail and
very much less than any form of grooved or
girder rail. I might say In passing, however, that

it is now standard practice to use only ordinary
brick. On the outside the brick is merely laid

flush with the rail, and on the inside it is tucked
under the head as shown in Fig. 2, which illus-

trates the construction now standard in the streets

of Milwaukee.
The "Nose" brick extensively used heretofore

has not been entirely satisfactory. By referring

to Fig. 3, which illustrates the type of construc-
tion adopted in Fort Wayne, it will be noted that

the designer desired a somewhat different form
than the market provided. We think that the kind
we are having made for Kingston, Illustrated in

Fig. I, combines many desirable features. In the

e^'cnt of heavier flanges being used experience
teaches that they will cut their own way in the

brick and will not crack the pavement badly.

In regard to what standard section to use we
have found the go-pound A, S. C. E. most de-

sirable. It would seem though that the open-
hearth section used by the Union Pacific and
Southern Pacific railroads (Fig. 4) would be most
desirable, since it has somewhat more height and
better proportions generally. If heavier rail than

the 90-pound Is used, the Dudley 100-pound sec-

tion (Fig. 5) would be excellent, as would also

the section designed by Capt. R, W. Hunt (Fig. 6).

The gist of the whole tee rail matter seems to

be that street-railway tracks are. beginning to be

built to serve the companies which build them and
the patrons of these companies, rather than every

Tom, Dick and Harry of a truckman who stub-

bornly insists on following the car tracks instead

of staying out in the roadway where he belongs.

If this driving along the tracks served any eco-

nomic end it might be tolerated, but it docs the

truckman no good and interferes with the move-
ment and comfortable transportation of countless

thousands of more important people. It would

FIG. 4. OPEN-HEARTH TEE SECTION.

seem absurd if it were not true that anyone
would argue in favor of having the tracks of a
street railroad reserved for the transportation of
merchandise at the Inconvenience and discomfort
of human beings.

The horse car, the wagon on the track, slow
speed, light equipment, grooved and girder rails
bespe-ak the past. The electric car, with the wagon
in the roadway, high speed, heavy equipment on
tee rails belong to the present.

Discussion.

P. P. Crafts, Clinton, Iowa: What is the par-
ticular object In using the 90-pound rail over, say,

J^IG. 5. DUDLEY 100-POUND TEE SECTION.

70-pound rail? I refer to the standard A. S. C. E.
section.

Mr. Reel: The height would be Insufficient. I

think the 70-pound rail is only five inches high.
Mr. Crafts : Four and three-quarters inches.
F. W. Coen, Cleveland : The experience which

the Lake Shore Electric Railway Company has
had with 70-pound tee rail in paved streets Is un-
satisfactory. The brick will not stay. We have
abandoned that construction entirely, except on
some streets where there is little service or very

-t:

PIG. 0. HUNT TEE SECTION.

light cars. With heavy cars the rail is absolutely

unsatisfactory.

Mr. Crafts : Did you find the bricks broke
through?
Mr. Coen: If you use "Nose" brick, with the

nose under the rail, the other end of the brick

will turn out.

The New Castle (Ind.) Light, Heat and Power
Company's electric plant has been entirely recon-

structed, and is now running in good condition.

This plant has been well designed for a town the

size of New Castle, and will take care of the largely

increasing' business there for a number of years.
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Electrical Inspection from the View-
point of the Central Station.'

Uy Fhki) K. CurciiKuN.

Wc may safely assume- Ibal rcRarilk'Ss of compc-

lilioii witli any other illimiinaiit llic electric-ligluing

company desires llie very best and safest forms of

electrical coiislnu-lion
;

yet if our consumers, real-

i/iiiK "llie risl<s wliicli tliey run, prefer a clieaper

i.iin of ciinslruclion, we do unl wish to antagonize

iliLiu l)y slriuyeut rules and reKulations, and wc are

glad to have an inspector who will explain to the

public the risk involved without exaggeration, and

will insist upon the cufiu-eemeut of reasonable rules.

The chief Iroulile that we liave had in the past

with the inspection deparlmeiit has been due to

delay in the inspection when our constuiicrs were
clamoring to have their lights or motors connected.

However, this trouble has recently been corrected,

and we now have no comi)laiut in this regard.

We have had considerable trouble in connection

with the sale of appliances, especially heating ap-,

pliauccs, which were sold in good faith and after-

ward condenuied because of improper connection

with which the lighting couip.uiy had nothing to

do, leaving our consumers under the impression

that we had endeavored to sell them an inferior

article.

Another source of trouble is the requirement that

fuses shall be installed on the neutral wires of a

three-wire system. These fuses are frequently

blown before the outside wire fuse has blown, due
to a momentary short-circuit wdiich clears itself.

Under these conditions abnormal voltage is likely

to be thrown upon the lamps on one side of the

system, burning thcni out. Tlic same thing results

if the neutral fuse plugs become loose. This neu-
tral fuse is also used a great deal as a means of

robbing the meter by opening- the potential circuit,

keeping the load carefully balanced or groundmg
the neutral w-ire on a pipe in the building and
breaking the neutral wire between that point and
the meter. The current thieves have become so

expert that where the fuses are placed in a sealed

cabinet they use a storage battery to blow the neu-

tral fuse

The most serious criticism of the present inspec-

tion system is that sufficient attention is not given

to old wiring. A large share of the old wiring is

in unsafe condition. Wooden cleats are still in

use in many, places, and the insulation is rotten

and ready to fall to pieces. In this connection I

would state that the rules governing insulation of

wires lay too much stress on high-insulation resist-

ance and not enough on durability of the insulation.

Rubber insulation, in my experience, is far less

durable than some of the cheaper forms of insula-

tion.

The inspectors are very rigid in regard to the

fusing of new work, yet within a short time we
find the enclosed fuses abandoned, frequently re-

placed by copper wires wound around the clips or

inserted under the terminal screws. Such changes
are not discovered until some trouble results, and
they neutralize the elaborate precautions taken in

the initial inspections.

If the system of electrical inspection were prop-

erly carried out it would make electric li.ghting the

safest form of illumination, which would be a

strong argument in obtaining new business.

The electrical inspector should be in touch with
the newspapers and see that they publish only the

facts in regard to the causes of fires, or w-hen the

fire is w-rongly attributed to defective wiring that

the misstatement be corrected at the earliest pos-

sible moment.
When rules are changed or new rules made the

lighting company should be notified at once in writ-

ing. ]\Iuch confusion has resulted in the past from
lack of such information.

It is to be hoped that the rules will soon reach

a permanent form, as the frequent changes make it

difficult for supply houses to carry an adequate
stock of wiring supplies.

The electric-lighting business depends upon the

greater safety, cleanliness and convenience to meet
the competition of gasoline, acetylene and kerosene.

Therefore w-e should favor aiiy changes which tend

to increase the advantages which it has in those
respects. We do not expect to get a cheap class

of consumers, anc^ the extra expense of installation

will not discourage the desirable class.

Where there are competent companies in the field

offering different classes of service, such as two-
wire versus three-wire, alternating versus direct,

single-phase versus polyphase, etc.. the shifting of

customers sometimes produces unforeseen compli-
cations, as the company which is disconnecting has
no object in warning the competing company or
the consumer of such difficulties. The inspection

department should require early notice of such
change, and should then notify the consumer of any
changes needed in wiring or appliances.

The inspection department has been of great
benefit to the electrical business in the past. and.
if intelligently developed, can be of much greater
benefit in the futu re.

r. A paper read before the Western Association of Electrical
Inspectors at ttie annual meetins in St. Paul on October 23. 1007.
Mr. Cutcheon is electrical superintendent of tlie St. Paul Gas
Light Company.

Electric Hammer.
The increasing use of portable pneumalic tools,

such ns riveters and drills, lias nttrncted the at-

tention of inventors to this class of machinery, ;iiul

particularly those of .nn electrical bent, for it was
realized that tdectricity cotdd be brought to the tool

more convenieully and with gre.-iter economy than

eould compressed air. One of the chief objections

to compressed air is the large leakage from the

piping, especially in long llexihlc portions. In some
cases this amounts to as high as 75 per cent, of
the air supplied from the compressor. In electrical

transmission the line loss is comparatively insig-

nificant. The electric motor, being particularly

adapted to rotative work, has enabled the electric

drill and electric hoist practically to drive its pneu-
matic rivals from the field. For hannnering and
riveting especially, the electric hammer lias made
rather slow progress because it could not produce
a sufliciently powerful blow and because of arcing

and other troubles in the mechanism.
To overcome these difficulties Robert .Smith of

M'iddletown, Ohio, has invented a . new form of

electric hammer, w-hich has been patented in this

country. Of the accompanying drawings, the upper
one represents a vertical longitudinal section of

the device, while the lower one is a view (partly

in section) at right angles to the section of the

one above. Reference to the first drawing shows
that there is provided a solenoid (i), comprising
a section of brass tubing (2), threaded at each

3f ii-j^
3S

spring (27") being arranged between the cap and
the ring to retain them in proper relation willi

each other.

The exlciided cnil (16") of the selscrcw (16)
iiornially c-oiilaels with the set-screw (16'').

Iraver-ilng a screw-threaded opening in the cap
(21), which iv encircled bclwecn the cap and the

net-screw (16) hy a spiral spring (27) having its

ends reduced to eugagc bosses (27°, 27'') on the

set-screw (16) and the inner face of the cap, re-

spectively, a locking screw (27'^) engaging the outer

end of the set-screw (16'') and the cap for lock-

ing the set-screw in its adjusted position,

A relatively long core (28) is arranged in the

lower end of the casing, and comprises a section

(28") of large diameter engaging the inner face of

the casing and Ihc core proper (28''), of relatively

small diameter, normally extending within the

solenoid. The outer end of the core is provided
with an opening (29) for the reception of a tool.

A spring (30) is arranged between the solenoid

and the core and normally retains the solenoid in

its upper position over the short core and with

its contact points in engagement with the spring

contacts.

A striking ring (.30"), of phosphor-bronze, is

arranged upon the lower end of the solenoid, a

surface (31) being provided upon the portion of

the core of relatively large diameter for co-acting

therewith. The outer end of the core is reduced
in diameter, and a collar (32) is secured to the

inner face of the casing by set-screws (33) for

Upper view is a longitudinal section. Lower view is partly in a section at light angles to the first.

ELECTRIC HAMMER.

end and having screwed on either end thereof a

fiber washer (3 4), the wire being wound upon
Ihe tube between the washers, and a fiber sleeve

fitted over the wire between the washers for com-
pleting the insulating case. The terminals of the

solenoid are extended through the washers (4)
and connected to the contact points (5 6), oppo-
sitely disposed upon a second w-asber (7). also

screwed upon the tube and provided w-ith openings

to permit the passage of the contact points.

The solenoid is mounted in a fiber sleeve (8)
so as to permit it to slide therein, and surrounding
this sleeve and extending beyond its ends is a

metallic casing (9). A ring (10) is arranged
within the casing above the solenoid and provided
with a diaphragm (11), having integral therewith

a relatively short core (13), provided on its free

end with a boss or projection (14) of phosphor-
bronze or other suitable diamagnetic material. A
pair of insulating w-ashers (15) are arranged in

superposed relation centrally of the diaphragm and
opposite to the core, being secured to the core by
a set-screw (16) engaging perforations in the wash-
ers and a screw-threaded opening in the core. The
set-screw is extended, as at (16"), and between
the washers are arranged oppositely disposed spring

contacts (17 18), comprising the transverse portion

(17'^), adapted normally to engage the contact points

on the diaphragm, and the longitudinal portions

(i/^, iS^), adapted to remain in sliding contact

with a pair of electrodes (19. 20). secured to a cap

(21), fitting within the upper end of the tube, the

electrodes being insulated from the cap in a suit-

able manner and connected at their outer ends to

the terminal wires (22) of an electric circuit.

The casing (9) is provided with longitudinal slots

(25), through which extend set-screws (24), en-

gaging screw-threaded openings in the ring (10).

A similar arrangement is provided for the cap

(21), comprising longitudinal slots (2.=;) and the

set-screws (26). By the above-described means
both the cap and the ring are permitted a slight

longitudinal motion within the casing, but are re-

tained from rotary motion therein, w-hereby the

contact springs (17, 18) are always maintained in

proper alignment with the electrodes (19. 20), a

limiting the outward motion of the core, a second
collar (34) being secured to the core by set-screws

(35) for limiting the inward motion of the core.
The collar (34) is set in such position that a slight

amount of play is allow-ed to the core, and the
spiral spring (30), arranged bet^Yeen the core and
solenoid, normally maintains the solenoid in con-
tact with the short core and normally retains the
long core in its outward position. For convenience
in manipulating the tool a handle (37) is secured
to its upper end.

It will be evident from the description that the
solenoid is maintained normally in its outward po-
sition and with the contact points (5, ,6) in contact
with the spring contacts (17, 18), whereby the cir-

cuit is completed. The completion of the circuit

through the solenoid . tends to draw the core (28)
farther into the solenoid ; but since the core is fixed
the solenoid is drawn over the core. The core
(13) is carried with the solenoid until the boss or
projection (14) engages the end of the long core,
which checks the movement of the short core and
allows the solenoid to proceed alone until the strik-

ing ring (30) engages the surface {31). As soon
as the solenoid leaves the short core, how'ever, the
circuit is interrupted, and the spiral spring (30)
returns the solenoid to its original position. The
diamagnetic boss (14) retains the two portions of
the core out of direct contact w-ith each other, thus
permitting the adjacent ends to retain their oppo-
site polarity. The operation of the hammer is

entirely automatic, since the movement of the

solenoid completes and interrupts the circuit.

If desired, the striking ring (30) may be replaced
by a rubber ring, thus reducing the noise of op-
eration, and, for a like purpose, the collar (32)
might be faced w-ith rubber. The provision of the

slotted connection betw-een the cap and the casing

(9) allow-s the cap carrying the electrodes to slip

out frorn the casing far enough to break the con-

tact between the electrodes and the spring contact

fin.gers. so that by releasing the handle the circuit

is broken. When the hammer is in use, the act of
pushing the tool against the work brings the elec-

trodes and contact fingers into contact to complete
the circuit.
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CoTTOs AND WOOLEN niills havc proved particu-

larly favorable for the introduction of electric drive.

With this system the electric motor and machinery

may be placed in any relative position, each ma-

chine may be driven independently without refer-

ence to others; and when group driving is neces-

sary greater simplicity is possible with less cost in

regard to shafting. The steadiness of driving se-

cured by means of the electric motor brings a con-

sequently greater and more perfect output of each

machine. The independence of machines gives

greater freedom from breakdowns and less cost in

running on light loads. The electric system enables

a constant check to be made upon the power con-

sumption of each department. It also simplifies

matters, since it makes easy the lighting of the mill.

In commenting upon the present conditions of

English cotton and woolen mills, in which abottt

8,000,000 new spindles and 77,000 new looms have

been added this year, a London paper remarks tipon

the great advancement in favor which has been

recently made by electric drive in competition with

steam and shaft drive. It is no less apparent that

American mill owners are as much alive to the ad-

vantages of electric drive as are the English manu-

facturers.

Whether platinum is an element, as has been

taken as a matter of course until lately, it still

remains scarce, and high-priced. But this was not

always the case. In presenting statistics of the

platinum industry in 1906 in an advance chapter

from "Mineral Resources of the United States,

Calendar Year 1906," Dr. David T. Day, of the

United States Geological Survej', quotes an article

by S. I. Gulishambarov, of the Russian ministry of

finance, translated in the Mining Journal (London),

summarizing reasons for the remarkable advance

in prices. A paragraph from that article may be

quoted

:

'Tn the '20's of the last century, after the discov-

ery of platinum in the Ural Mountains, the world's

output of the metal, according to data collected by

the Russian minister of finance, amounted to 40

poods [a pood equals a trifle over 36 pounds] per

annum. The demand for it was, however, so small

that the government had to take steps to find a

sale for it and began buying it on its own account

for coinage. In the '6o's of the same century the

development of the chemical industries in western

Europe, and later the springing up of electrical

engineering and of the dental manufacturing busi-

ness, increased the uses of platinum, but in spite

of this the supply was still in excess of the de-

mand."

All this has been changed. Statistics show that

the United States, France, Great Britain, Germany

and Russia require annually quantities of the metal

much larger than' are produced, and the present

high price—somewhere in the neighborhood of $25

an ounce—is the legitimate result of natural condi-

tions of supply and demand.

In commenting on Mr. E. J. Young's paper on

single-phase power transmission read at the annual

convention of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers for 1907 and printed in the Western

Electrician of August loth last. Dr. C. P. Stein-

metz made some interesting observations. The

statement that the three-phase system has an econ-

omy in copper of 25 per cent, is not now correct,

he said, for the high-potential line with grounded

neutral ; but at present, with grounded neutral, the

three-phase system does not offer any advantage

in copper economy over the single-phase or four-

wire two-phase system. The advantage of thie poly-

phase system over the single-phase system is only

the greater usefulness of polyphase power, since

the largest part of the power is always used for

synchronous motors, induction motors, synchronous

converters, etc. The advantage of the three-phase

system over the two-phase system is the advantage

of three wires over four wires. This is what up-

holds the three-phase system at present, declared

Dr. Steinmctz, who continued:

"In comparing the three-phase or single-phase

system with direct-current high-tension transmission

it was pointed out in the early days that they can-

not be compared as regards copper economy on

the basis of maximum voltage or cflfcctivc voltage,

because one stress is alternating with the average

equaling zero, the other stress is unidirectional, and

so all those effects of the electrical stress which ar^

unidirectional exist to a very small extent only in

the alternating-current system, while prominent in

the direct-current system, and all those effects

which depend on instantaneous voltage are greater

in the alternating-current system. So direct-current

high-tension and alternating-current high-tension

cannot directly be compared on the basis of some
voltage, average, effective, maximum, or whatever

it may be, but require a further investigation which
the future will give; and the future will indicate

whether the direct-current high-potential transmis-

sion should be reintroduced to any appreciable ex-

tent, which, by the way, I do not believe."

Those who have been impressed with the claims

made in Europe for the Thury direct-current high-

tension system of power transmission will find little

support for their views in this country, for few

American electrical engineers will dissent from Dr.

Steinmetz's opinion on this subject.

What is the truth about transatlantic "wire-

less"? Is it proving a success or a failure? Some
of the daily newspapers—in this country, notably

the New York Times—say that the new service

is doing what is claimed for it, and their testimony

must be given weight, for so far the service seems

to be confined to press dispatches, and the papers

say that Marconi's system is "delivering the goods."

Foreign news dispatches "by Marconi wireless tele-

graph" from Clifden, Ireland, to Glace Bay, N. S.,

filling more than a page, were printed in the New
York Times on Sunday, December ist. The Times

thinks that Marconi has solved the most difficult

of wireless-telegraph problems with briU'ant suc-

cess and adds editorially: "The time is not far

distant when wireless communication will be as

common as telegraphing by wire. Already the

wireless transatlantic news service is swift and ac-

curate and compares favorably with the cable serv-

ice. Both are needed. We cannot have too many
methods of rapid communication in this busy age.'

On the other hand, Reginald A. Fessenden, writ-

ing from Brant Rock, Mass., on November 4th, to

the London Electrician, says that many inaccurate

statements have appeared in the daily papers in

relation to transatlantic radio-telegraphy, and he

gives reasons why "wireless" has failed hitherto to

come into extensive use. For one thing he says

that the statement that on October i8th 14,000

words were transmitted across the Atlantic is incor-

rect, the correct number being approximately 1,400.

Further, there were many mistakes, and the rate of

speed was seven, not twenty, words a minute. Pro-

fessor Fessenden observes that the messages from

Clifden were received better, apparently, at Brant

Rock than at Glace Bay. He believes that state-

ments that commercial wireless telegraphy has been

established across the Atlantic are premature, and

that these premature statements have an injurious

effect on the real development of the art. Pro-

fessor Fessenden says that he has no intention of

reflecting upon officers of the Marconi company,

who have been doubtless unable to control the ex-

aggerated statements which have appeared in the

press. However, he believes that the system as at

present installed is not capable of commercial oper-

ation, owing to slow speed, lack of secrecy, liability

to interference and lack of facilities for distribut-

ing messages.

It is to be noted fhat Professor Fessenden's criti-

cism was written about a month ago and that he

has himself a wireless system which may be re-

garded, perhaps, as a rival to that of Marconi.

But it is evident that there are two sides to the

story; there are unquestionably formidable difficul-

ties still remaining in the path of transatlantic

"wireless" as a practicable commercial proposition.

Nevertheless Marconi is entitled to the highest

praise for the work which he has accomplished and

for the resolute way in which he is endeavoring

to remedy the defects in a practical way. Every

great invention was crude at first in comparison to

its later form, and it is likely that history is re-

peating itself in the matter of "wireless." But at

the present time some of the newspaper stories

must be received with reserve.
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Domestic Electric Heating.'

By a. a. Pope.

DuriiiR tho last tlirce years great progress has

been made in tlic field of electric heating, ilue

larRi'Iy to the vigorous campaign of advertising

carried on by the central stations Ihronghout the

conniry, and to the improvements maile by the

manufactnrers in the apparatus and devices. Be-

cause of great convenience and cleanliness electric

heat is always popular, and as a rule when once

a device is ronnecteil it soon becomes a permanent

feature of the installation.

The electrical iron has been developed to a very

satisfactory state of perfection and is undoubtcdl)

Uic most popular piece of electric heating apparatus

today, with the water cup a close second. In many
resiiieiuial installations, or, more properly speaking,

installations for small f;tniilics, the electric iron

for trouble In making Hie disconnection at that
point, ,as the connecting cord remains alive, but Is

not so treated by Ihi; party using it. The cord
switch increases the price of the iron, which is

high enough as it is.

This work was done with a seven-pound iron,

l)ut a six-i)ouiid iron is the best suited for general
household work where one iron only is used. Care
should be taken to see that the iron is adapted
to the voltage of the circuit to which it is con-
nected. If an iron is made for 115 volts and Is

used on a io.)-voIt circuit it will not be hot enough
for steafly work, and vice versa. We do not be-
lieve the automatic cut-^>fr in the handle of the iron
is necessary for domestic use. Ninety per cent, of
the industrial users of electric irons will tie down
the handle, thereby nullifying tho elTecl of the
cut-olT. A satisfactory automatic cut-olT has not
yet been devised ; it is needed in commercial work.

opened a seam in the cement linlnjf of the tunnel,

permitting the water to saturate the soil and loosen
the mountain side.

Daily Cooking Recoud for Wf.ek of June 10 to June 17, 1907.

i

a.

Food.
c2 i

0^

Food,

5

il Food. ll
so

u
c:

'5

£

Monday..

Kw.h.

1.0
Cereal, Toast.
Coffeo. Boiled Erbs.

Kw.h.

r.O
Warmed-over Dishes,
Tea, Toast.

Kw.h.

1.4
Broiled Steak, Tea.
Boiled Potatoes,

Tiifsday. 2.8
Cereal. Coflco.
Poached Ecus. Toast.

'5 Omelette, Tea. 3.5
Roast Mutton, AsparaKus.
Potatoes, Beets. 2.0

Wed 'a ay. 2.8
Coffee, Cereal,
Griddle Cakes.

.6 Slew. Tea. ^.Q
Chops, Peas, Tea,
Potatoes. Custard.

Thursday I.S
Cereal. Coffee.
Toast, Boiled Eccs.

r.6 Epcs, Tea, Toast. 6.1
Roast Veal, Corn, Spinach,
Potatoes. Bread Puddhic.

Friday. .. 3.5
Cereal. Coffee.
Griddle Cakes. 2.0

Stew. Tea,
Poached Eccs, 3.7

Soup, Fried Fish, Tomatoes
Spinach, Potatoes. Puddinc

Saturday. 2.6
Cereal. Coffee,
Stew. Toast. •5

Warmed-over Soup.
Tea. 3.5

Steak. Potatoes,
Corn, Baked Apples.

4.2

Sunday .

.

3.1

35

Cereal. Coffee.
Toast. Ebbs. 5-0

2.7

Roast Beef, Potatoes,
String Beans. Soup.Ice Cm. .5

30

Cake (Baked Saturday).
Salad, Tea.

17.2 13.I 23.6 4.2 2-9

2 8-in. stoves 1.625 watts.

I 6-in. stove 440

I 9Xi2-in. broiler 1,300 |[

I oven 1.500

1 plate warmer (12x14x20) 300

5.165 watts.

has fTufficed to do all the laundry work, making it

possible to discard the usual coal stove. The cost

of operation is surprisingly low, being actually less

than the cost of coal used in the laundry stove

for the heating of irons alone. It is needless to

say that the discomforts of a hot coal stove on
a summer day are overcome by the electric iron.

A prominent feature of electric ironing is the quick-

ness with which the work is done. Undoubtedly
education on the part of the public in the use of

electric heating devices will tend to their more .

general use.

As a rule the public require more work from
electrical devices than they do from a similar class

of apparatus operated by coal or gas. A five-gallon

clothes boiler will be placed on an eight-inch disk

stove, and the user will wonder why the water
does not boil. A proper selection of apparatus is

a most important feature of this work.
The amount of energy lost by the ordinary coal

or gas range is not appreciated by the average
custome.r until the same is brought to his attention.

After the food has been cooked on the electric

stove the switch can be turned to "low heat" to

keep it warm ; the "medium" or "high heat" are

no longer necessary. Then again, the heating units

of the oven wnll keep the food warm after the
current is turned ofT.

The consumption of fuel continues after the din-

ner is prepared in the coal range, but no work
is done, whereas in the electric range the con-
sumption of fuel terminates with the opening of

the switch when the food is ready. The empha-
sizing of such principles as these will do much
toward making electrical cooking a feature in the

modern house, particularly in the summer months.
A chart (not given here) shows the current con-

sumed and the time of consumption for a seven-
pound iron which was used to do the work of six

persons, exclusive of collars and cuffs and starched
shirts. The ironing extended over two days of
the week because of an extra amount of work that

week. In tliis case the current consumption was
about 4.3 kilowatt-hours for the week's work. The
ironing load does not conflict with a possible sum-
mer lighting load, as the ironing work is finished

by 5 :07 p. m. each day.

Although we have had calls for an iron which
is disconnected at the iron terminal, we find that

there is so much trouble arising from weakness at

that point, that we advise an iron which does not
disconnect at the iron terminal, but depends upon
a pull type of plug for its disconnection. We sug-
gest the replacing of a key socket by a keyless
socket for this work. Bring the socket near the

ironing board, and yoii will have the best results.

If a switch is placed in the cord at the iron ter-

minal, we believe there is too much opportunity

I. Extracts from a report to the Association of Edison
Illuminating Companies, presented at the convention at Hot
Springs, Va., September 10-12, 1907. The author il con-
nected with the New York Edison Company.

Total cookinir consumption 58.1 Kw. H.
Watts per person per meal 631 Watts.
Ironind j.g Kw. H.
No. of meals served 92
Lighting consumption. s .63 Kw. H.
Milk warmer 1.63 Kw. H.

The accompanying table shows the amount of
current required for the preparing of each meal
of the week and the nature of the food prepared
for that meal. A 300-watt plate warmer 12 by 12
by 20 inches was added to a standard equipment.
The vessels used were one six-inch double boiler
with a porcelain food vessel; one eight-inch tea-
kettle, capacity four quarts ; two eight-inch vege-
table boilers, capacity four quarts ; one eight-inch
frying pan. These vessels are made of copper,
nickel-plated on the outside and made to lock upon
the heaters on which they are used. It was neces-
sary to add a plate warmer to this range, as there
was no warming closet. The kitchen was operated
by a domestic, without constant supervision by any-
one familiar with electric devices. Preliminary
instructions were given, and a few suggestions
made from time to time. The range, I believe, w'as

operated under ordinary conditions which would be
found in a three-story detached frame house. An
independent three-wire circuit was run from the
service to the kitchen, where it was terminated in

a switch cut-out. The range has been in constant
use since its connection, without requiring any re-

pairs or changes whatsoever.
The figures given in this table might be shaded

slightlj' in consumption, but I believe if the number
of people served and the nature of the food sup-
plied were taken into consideration, you would find

that these figures would present a very fair average.
Having used an outfit last year under practically

the same conditions, which did not have special
utensils for each separate operation, I am con-
vinced that, for domestic work, where one is look-
ing for the best results, specially designed vessels
must be used. I might add that an instantaneous
gas water heater was used to supply hot water
for bathing and laundry purposes.
The monthly (30-day) consumption of this kitchen

was 249 kilowatt-hours, which would require a
2^-cent rate to put it on an equal cost footing with
gas at $1 per 1,000 cubic feet. We believe that you
can sell electric heat at a 25 per cent, advance over
gas heat, which would allow you to sell current
at 3.1 cents per kilowatt-hour.

Landslide Damages Power Plants.

An entire mountain side sliding hundreds of feet

to the bed of the Santa Ana River, near San Ber-

nardino, Cal., has put out of commission two of

the power plants in the Santa Ana Canyon be-

longing to the Edison Electric Company of Los
Angeles. A large section of tunnel was carried

down the mountain, and flumes and water pipes

were badly wrecked. Still more serious damage
is threatened unless the company can blow loose

a portion of the mountain before other sections are

affected. Engineers declare that the slide was
started by an earthquake late in the summer, which

vicc.prcsident.
second vicc>prc»idcnt.

Wis.

International Electrotechnlcal Com-
mission.

Although not a great deal hai been heard of the
International Kleclrotcclinical Cominifition which
was established as the rcjiili of a reioliUlon at the
St. Louis Congress of 1904, substantial progress is

being made upon the lines of tlic deliberations al
the preliminary meeting held in I^ndon in the
suininer of 1906 under llic auspices of the Insti-
tution of Electrical Engineers. OITicial information
from the Inslilulirin of Electrical Engineers shows
that local committees have been appointed in the
United States, England, Germany, France, Den-
mark, Belgium, Austria-Hungary, Mexico and
Sweden and that the appointment of similar com-
mittees in a number of other important countries,
including Australia, Russia, South Africa, Canada
and Japan, is under consideration. Prof. F. E.
Crocker of Cblumbia University, New York, is

secretary of the American local committee. The
members of the American committee arc:

Illilli; Thomson, Lynn, lla»«., fircsidcnl.
Charles F. Scott, Pittsburg, Pa., first
Samuel Sheldon, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Ition J. Arnold, ChicaRo, III.
Arthur W. Bcrrcsford, Milwaukee
John J. Carly, New York city.
W. C. L. Eglin. Philadelphia, Pa.
Carl Hcriny, Philadelphia, Pa.
John W. Ilowcll, Harrison, N. J.
Dugald C. Jackson, Boston, Mass.
Prancis W. Jones. New York city,
Arttiur E. Kennclly, CamhridKC, Mass.
Benjamin O. Lammc, Pittsburg, Pa.
W. A. Layman, St. Louis, Mo.
John W. Lieb. Jr., New York city.
Clayton H. Sharp, New York city.
Charles P. Steinmetz, Schenectady, X. Y.
Lewis B. Stillwell, New York city.
Henry G. Stott, New York city.
Samuel W. Stratton, Washington, D. C.

The British local committee has already ap-

pointed a sub-committee on electrical nomenclature,

and Mr. A. 'P. Trotter, the electrical adviser to the

Board of Trade, is the chairman. A list of terms
in general use in the industry is now being drawn
up, together with their explanations, and it is the

intention of the council of the commission to pub-
lish a glossary of electrotechnlcal terms in French
and English. The question of symbols is to be
taken in hand at a future time, while later on a

sub-committee is to be appointed upon electrical

machinery and apparatus with a view to bringing

certain matters before the commission as a basis

for international agreement. The central office has

now been established at 28 Victoria Street, Lon-
don, arid through this co-operation is maintained

with all the foreign local committees.

The Decomposition of Platinum.

Dr. Theodore Crosse's announcement that he has

brought about the decomposition of platinum w'as

mentioned briefly in a previous issue of the West-

ern Electrician. Dr. Grosse adds that when the

decomposition of platinum was effected he obtained

an unknown chemical element consisting of black

crysals in no way responding to the usual tests

for platinum. His method follows : Molten potas-

sium carbonate was subjected to a great heat in a

platinum vessel. This was for many hours sub-

jected to an alternating electric current between

platinum electrodes, with occasional additions of

niter. The electrodes became attacked and were

coated with needle-shaped crystals of the color of

charcoal. At the same time the platinum vessel

and electrodes lost weight, and upon extracting the

metal a brown powder free from potash and carbon

was obtained. Upon test no platinum was present.

The crystals and brown powder thus revealed the

presence of an unknow-n substance and possibly a

new element.

The fact that at various times William H. Hodg-
kinson and other well-known chemists have an-

nounced the discovery of the presence of some
other elements in association with the elements

comprising what is termed the platinum group ren-

ders Dr. Grosse's discovery the more credible. The
significance of the discovery, although of no prac-

tical value at the present stage, is that a substance

formerly supposed to be a single element is now
found to be a compound. It illustrates how much
work is still left for chemists. Dr. Grosse already

enjoys a wide reputation both in this country and

abroad. In 1S97 he announced that he had decom-

posed sulphur into a new element, which he termed

bythium. This discovery, although not universally

accepted, has never been disproved.
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ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
By Geo. R. Metcalfe.

XLV.—Electric Railways.

C.vTEN.AKY Line Construction.

Where high-tension alternating current is carried

on the trolley line for the class of roads just de-

scribed, the ordinary type of overhead construc-

tion used for 500-voIt direct-current systems is not

sufficiently substantial, and a modification of it

known as catenary construction is used.

Catenary construction may be of cither the- braclcet

or span-wire type, and on straight track the poles

are spaced 150 feet apart. On curves this spacing

is reduced according to the degree of curvature,

so that the trolley wire extending in a straight

. line between points of support will not vary more

than 17 inches from a perpendicular to the center

of the track at any point.

A galvanized stranded steel cable is stretched be-

tween the brackets or span wires, according to

the style of construction, and is pulled up to the

edly be insulated for any voltage which may be

found practicable to adopt.

Pantagraph Trolleys.

What is known as the pantagraph trolley is used

for collecting the current on catenary lines. The

current collector, instead of being a wheel, consists

of a bar of galvanized steel several feet in length

whicli is supported at either end by a framing

jointed similarly to a pantagraph, so as to permit

a wide range of vertical motion. When raised to

its greatest height the collector stands about g'/i

feet above the roof of the car, and when closed

down it is less than two feet above the car roof.

The great advantages of this type of trolley con-

sists of its wide range of motion, its uniform pres-

sure at any height and its ability to be operated in

either direction. The lower part of the frame is

provided with springs which tend to maintain the

'^rro//ey r//re
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DIAGRAM SHOWING SINGLE C.ITENARY CONSTRUCTION.

desired tension, which is measured by the sag be-

tween supports. From this steel cable, which is

known as the messenger cable, the trolley wire is

supported at intervals of 10 or 15 feet by means

of vertical hangers, which are made of different

lengths, so as to maintain a trolley .
wire approxi-

mately horizontal. This style of construction is

known as the single catenary, and is used for

voltages up to 6,600.

A diagrammatic view of single-catenary construc-

tion is shown herewith, from which it will be seen

that this construction is considerably more sub-

stantial than the ordinary overhead construction.

The messenger cable, being of steel, is amply strong

to withstand any normal strains which can be

brought to bear upon it, and the safety of this

construction in case of a broken trolley wire is

apparent because, being supported every few feet,

only the short section between two hangers can

hang down, and these ends can never touch the

ground.

The insulation of the overhead system is fur-

nished by means of large insulators fastened to the

bracket arms, and the messenger cable is in turn

fastened to these insulators. What are known as

frame at its higliest position, and an arrangement

of spring levers permits a uniform pressure against

the conductor throughout the full working height

of the conductor. The trolley is forced down to

its lowest position and is latched or unlatched by

means of compressed air.

The control of the trolley is in the hands of the

motorman, who, by means of a three-way cock,

can either lower the trolley and latch it in its

lowered position, or unlatch it, after which the

springs return it to its running position.

These trolleys are in use on ii,ooo-volt lines, and
their current-collecting capacity may run up to 400
amperes or more, depending upon pressure of the

sliding shoe.

VTo he continued^

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Perspective view showinK suspension of trolley wire (C).

ARRANGEMENT FOR DOUBLE CATENARY CONSTRUCTION.

sleeve-type insulators are used for voltages up to

6,600, and for voltages up to 11,000 skirt-type in-

sulators are used.

Where very heavy construction is required, what

is known as a doublc-catcnary-linc construction is

employed. In this case two messenger cables sep-

arated a short distance from each other are sub-

stituted for the single messenger cable described

above, and the hangers, instead of being single

rods, consist of triangular frames of different sizes

proportioned so as to support the trolley wire ap-

proximately horizontal. In the second sketch CA)

and (B) represent the two messenger cables, (C)

is the trolley wire .and (D) the triangular hanger.

From this it will be seen that the trolley wire is

located centrally beneath the two messenger cables.

This type of construction is in use on trolley cir-

cuits operating at 11,000 volts, and it can nndoubt-

Hazard of Moving-picture Machines.

G. L. M., Chicago: Please enlighten one of your
subscribers in relation to the hazard of moving-
picture machines which are so common at the pres*

ent time.

Answer.

In view of the large number of these equip-

ments now being temporarily installed throughout

the country there is naturally more or less hazard

incident to carelessness or defective installation of

apparatus. The main hazard is due to the films.

These films vary in length from some 800 to 2,000

ifeet, are made of thin celluloid, the base of which

is the unstable and dangerous compound, guncot-

ton. They readily burst into flame at a compara-

tively low temperature and, under favorable con-

ditions, such as are met with in these operating

booths, will burn almost explosively. The arc lamps

throwing this picture are so constructed as to min-

imize the probability of a broken film coming in

contact with the arc, but, when broken, the loose

lengths of these films coil themselves about the

place very much like the loose spring of a Water-

bury watch, and are likely to find their way to any

part of the room.

In operation, light from the lamp is thrown on

a small section of the moving film, through lenses,

and the focusing effect tends to produce heat simi-

lar to that from the sun glass. It will be readily

seen in view of this that should some defect in

the mechanism or feed cause the film to stop for

a few seconds, unless a shutter is promptly dropped

to cut off the heat, the film would quickly burst

into flame. It is for this reason that an automatic

shutter is required. It should be borne in mind
that the filin burns quickly, and, if so enclosed that

the sudden flash camiot communicate fire outside

the operating booth, (his hazard can be eliminated,

and, owing to the short duration of the fire, this is

not diflicult of accomplishment. The other hazard-

ous features arc mere matters of construction, coji-

sisliiig of ilcfcclivc wiring: .nnd improperly located
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rheostats or resistances, both of which can be obvi-

ated by inspection.

The operating mechanism is usually contained in

an elevated booth at the front of the building, ordi-

narily of dimensions of about five by eight or six

by ten feet, and the picture is thrown on a white

curtain at the opposite end of the building. As
it is essential that the auditorium be kept dark,

the operating booths are generally entirely closed,

with a small opening toward the curtain through

which the picture is thrown. With an experienced

operator and the apparatus enclosed in a fireproof

booth conforming to the requirements of the Na-
tional Electrical Code, the probability of fire loss

would be reduced to a minimum. The greatest

hazard will be in small towns, due to inexperienced

operators, defective and uninspected equipments and
installation and inferior fire protection. A chemical

extinguisher might well be required in these places.

A Remedy for Cross-talk.

Apropos of the answer to E. G. A. in the West-
ern Electrician of November 2d, page 360, Mr.
W. F. Hankins of Gordon, Neb., kindly adds the

following

:

"The questioner says, 'Lightning causes a lot of

burnouts.' That being the case, it looks as if the

apparatus (including repeating coils, if such arc

used) should be protected with good carbon ar-

resters.

"In regard to cross-talk : It seems unlikely that

any considerable amount of cross-talk, due to either

static or magnetic induction, could be caused by

the lines being parallel for so short a distance as

one-half mile, unless the wires are very near to-

gether. If the wires are on the same poles, there

may be leakage of current between them. It is

also possible that there is apparatus connected tn

each line using the same ground. In that case a

slight resistance in the ground connection would
cause trouble. If the lines are connected to a

switchboard, the fault may be in the board or its

ground connection."

Engineering in Russia.

Engineering development in Russia is of a very

unequal character. As regards the more modern
engineering advances, such as the use of electrical

energy for lighting and the telephone, the larger

cities have a service which, though expensive, is

satisfactory. As regards the more elementary ne-

cessities of a civilized community, water supply,

drainage, transport facilities for passengers and
goods, the country is very much more backward.
Industrial enterprise has been undoubtedly retarded

by the unsettled political situation.

The first development which is to be expected
is the improvement of the means of transport.

The two great cities of Moscow and St. Peters-

burg now have electric traction over a part of their

tramway systems, but the length of street which
is equipped in this w^ay is very small compared
with what must ultimately be required. In Mos-
cow, also, only about one-half of the City has
electric tramcars, all lines south of the Moskva
and some of the circle routes being still operated
by horses.
Another example of the same thing is the carry-

ing out of the electrification of the St. Petersburg
tramways at a cost of 10,000.000 rubles. It is

not a little remarkable that, although this electri-

fication has been proceeded with at a time of great
political disturbance, the delay caused by labor
difficulties has been almost negligible; the Russian
workman when once he understands what is re-

quired of him docs his work well, and, in the

opinion of some engineers of great experience, is

quite as effective as an Englishman.
Electric light is used in practically all the best

houses and hotels in the larger towns; in the other
quarters the poverty is so great that the supply
of the small consumer is almost out of the question.
There is, however, with the gradual improvement
of the cities, always an increasing demand for

electric light, a fact well illustrated by the large
extension, by over 8,000 kilowatts, which is now
being made in the central station at Moscow.
As regards electric power, very little has been

done. There is not the same possibility as there
is in America or the mountainous parts of Europe,
for large schemes in which waterpowcr is used
to generate electrical energy, since there is prac-
tically no waterpowcr in Western Russia. There
is, however, a vast supply of oil .available. In
several electric-light stations oil is now used in

preference to coal for firing the boilers. The at-

tendance required is reduced to a minimum; one
man can easily look after a battery of 20 boilers,

and, as regards cleanliness, the oil-fired boiler is

greatly to be preferred to that in which coal is the
fuel.

In the Moscow station to which reference has
already has been made the whole of the new part of
the station is designed with oil-filled boilers, and
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ne:ircr llic t.il fields, wIric Ilic fuel is cheaper, it

seems hardly likely ihat coal will he used at all.

The possihililics of the oil eiiKine on a large scale

would appear to he vvorlhy of very careful con-

sideralion, since the economy in fuel over oil-lired

hollers and steam cukIi'ics should he very great.

The price at present charged for electrical energy

is high ; in some places Ihcre is a niaxiinnm

rharge of 50 kopecks I25 cenlsj per Hoard of Trade

unit [kilowatt hour.] This, however, is seldom oh-

tained, anil the usual price is from 25 to 30 kopecks

per Board of Trade Unit. For power the charge

is much less, but the supply of power on a large

scale is at present in its very early stages.—Part

of an article hy I'rof. V.. VV. Marchant in London
Times luigineering Supplement.
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imparling happiness to others. In the classroom

his students tell with real afTcclion of the endear-

ing trails of "Candle Power" (a Cainpua nickname

hascd upon his initials)—of his dizzying dcnionslr.v

lions in pulyphasc currents, his grasp of essentials

in "exams" and his abilily to "tell more than is

ill the book."

Possessed of the true scientific spirit, a manly,

modest man of lovable character, the death of

Professor Matthews at the early age of forty is

greatly regrilted. The funeral took place at Fort

Covington.

OBITUARY.

Charles P. Matthews.

Or. Charles Philo Matthews, professor of elec-

trical engineering at Purdue University, died on

Saturday, November 23d, al Pha-nix, Ariz., where

he had gone in the hope of recovering his health.

While his death is supposed to have been due to

consumption, Professor M'allhcws at the time he

left his university duties on a temporary leave of

absence in the fall was sulTcring as well from

heart troulilc and from the injury to his eyesight
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apjilicalion by writing or in person to the lecretary
of the iKiard of cxamincru at any oflTicc of the

United Slates Civil .Service Commission in the coun-
try. S.ilaric» offered range from $.)8o to $1,000 per

annum. Furllier parliciilurs may be obtained from
any of the secrelaricii mcniioned above or from
the United State* Civil Service Commission, Wasli-
ingloii, D. C.

S. F. B. Morse.

PROFESSOR MATTHEWS.

incurred at the time of the extensive photometric

researches which he carried on several years ago.

Professor Matthews was born September 18,

1867, at Fort Covington, N. Y. He was graduated

from St. John's Academy in 1887 and from Cornell

University in 1892, receiving his degree of Ph. D.

from the latter in 1901. After several years of

service in the instructional corps of Cornell as an

instructor in physics and electricity, he was called

to Purdue as associate professor of electrical engi-

neering, and upon the resignation of Prof. Winder

E. Goldsborough in 1905 became the head of the

ciepartment.

Professor Matthews w^as an authority upon the

subject of electric lighting, and his invention of

the integrating photometer served to bring his name

before electrical men all over the world. The in-

strument was devised while Professor Matthews,

as photometrist for the National Electric Light

.Association, was engaged in making tests of arc

lights. Later he developed the integrating pho-

tometer for incandescent lamps upon a similar prin-

ciple. Professor Matthews was a member of Sigma

Xi, the honorary scientific fraternity, of the Ameri-

can Institute of Electrical Engineers and of the

Society for the Promotion of Engineering Educa-

tion.

Though his illness had been of long standing,

he could not be prevailed upon to take a rest from

his duties at Purdue until a few days after the

present university term opened in September, when

he set out for the Pacific Coast, hoping the change

would bring about an improvement in his health.

His letters to friends at the university in Lafayette,

Ind., were very cheering as to his condition, and

the news of his death came as a great shock.

Indeed, cheerfulness and patience were the keynotes

of his life, and though in latter years he scarcely

enjoyed a day of health, he gave no outward evi-

dence of his illness and impressed all by his cheer-

ful ways. Blessed with a keen sense of humor and

a faculty for telling delightful stories in the

French-Canadian dialect, his own pleasure was in

The Telegraph Age says that "Samuel F. B.

Morse, a grandson of the late Prof. S. F. B.

Morse, died at Buffalo, N. Y., November isth, aged

54 years." This is undoubtedly the S. F. B. Morse
who was prominent in the

wire business and in elec-

trical circles generally in

Chicago 10 or 12 years ago,

and if so, the news will be

sincerely regretted, for, al-

though by no means fault-

less, M'r. Morse was gen-

erally liked for his gen-

erosity, kindliness and

cheerfulness.

Mr. Morse bore the same

n a m e as his illustrious

grandfather and he was
proud of his descent. He
had when in Chicago a

large collection of objects,
TI - t , , , S. F. B. MORSE.
like pictures, books and
newspaper clippings, relating to Professor Morse
and his far-famed telegraphic inventions. But he

was an entirely different man from his grand-

father, as he was himself the first to admit.

He enjoyed the creature comforts of life, and

was generous to a fault. He was torn in Brook-
lyn in 1852 and held a number of positions with

telegraph companies in earlier life and with elec-

trical and other manufacturing concerns in his

later years. He was with the Atlantic and Pacific

Telegraph Company at the Centennial Exhibition in

Philadelphia. In Chicago he was western agent for

Day's Kerite wires and cables for several years,

but later he engaged in non-electrical pursuits, and
finally he drifted from Chicago and out of the ken

of his electrical friends, who, how-ever, contirued

to hold him in kiridlv memory.

Professor Michelson Gets the Nobel
Prize for Physics.

The Nobel prize for physics has this year been

awarded to Prof. Albert A. Michelson, head of the

department of physics at the University of Chicago.

The Swedish Academy of Sciences, which is given

the duty of annually selecting the scientists whose
work has been of greatest value to the human
race, has voted him the honor and the gift of

$40,coo that go with each prize, for his work on

the measurements of the velocity of light propaga-

tion and of the wave lengths of different light rays.

On November 29th Professor Michelson received

in London the Copley medal from the Royal So-

ciety of England for his experiments on light. On
December loth the Nobel prize will be formally

conferred on him in Stockholm, Sweden. ,

The most important of Professor Michelson's sci-

entific achievements are in his researches on light.

In his measurements of the velocity of light, which

yielded the most accurate results ever attained, he

used the revolving-mirror method devised by him.

Subsequently he invented the interferometer for

measuring minute wave lengths. Another instrument

of great value that he invented is the echelon spec-

troscope. By means of these instruments of pre-

cision he analyzed spectrum rays and found many
of them that were regarded as simple rays to be

actually complex in nature.

Lewis Institute Branch of American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers.

Another student branch of the American Insli-

tulc of Electrical Engineers has been org.mizcd in

Chicago. Through the active assistance of Prof.

P. B. Woodworth this branch has just been started

at Lewis Institute with 29 charier members, of whom
W. H. Hayes is chairman and M. G. Kopf secre-

tary. The first regular meeting was held on the

evening of November 27tli, this being the occasion

for an interesting illustrated lecture on "Automatic
Telephony," by Edw.ird A. Mcllinger, assistant

engineer of the Automatic Electric Company.
Parts of a loo-subscriber switch unit were used

in demonstrating the construction and operation of

Ihe line, selector and connector switches. Lantern

slides showed circuit diagrams, details of the switches

and views of exchanges in operation. Some of the

most striking points brought out were Ihat the au-

tomatic system has been so far developed that

branch exchanges and party lines with selective

ringing are now in successful operation without the

assistance of any manual help and that the "girlless"

.system can be extended to have a million or more
subscribers automatically interconnected in one sys-

tem of central and branch exchanges.

Public Utilities Merger in Baltimore.

The deal has been closed by which the Consoli-

dated Gas, Electric Light aiu> Power Company of

Baltimore leases for 999 years the Baltimore Elec-

tric Company, with its power plants and sub-sta-

tions, and the Maryland Telephone Company, which
it also controls. The Consolidated company owns
and operates large electric-light and power plants

and sub-stations, together with the full control of
all .current to be supplied within a radius of 25
miles of Baltimore by the McCall's Ferry Power
Company, now building a plant on the Susquehanna
River.

By this merger practically all of the electric

power generated for public sale in the city is con-
trolled by the Consolidated company, which also

has full control of generation of all illuminating

gas. It is the intention of the company to arrange
the distribution of the power so that all manufac-
turing companies in Baltimore County and around
the city will receive power from AlcCall's Ferry
Power Company, while commercial electric-light

and power users within the city will be supplied

by the several consolidated steam plants. It is

probable that the Maryland Telephone Company
will be merged with the Chesapeake and Potomac
Telephone Company, thereby giving the latter com-
pany full control of the city's telephone system.

Alten S. Miller is general manager of the Consoli-

dated company.

BOOK TABLE.
Lamp Lighting Schedule for 1908 (Western Elec-

trician's Moonlight System). Chicago: Electrician

Publishing Company. 1907. Pp. (3!4 by S'A
inches), 32. Price, 10 cents.

The "Moonlight Schedule" for 1908 is a handy

little booklet of much value to men in charge of

street-lighting plants. This system is based on "The
Philadelphia Moonlight Schedule," which gives

standard rules for lighting and extinguishing lamps

in relation to sunset and moonset and sunrise and

moonrise. The interpretation of these rules has

caused considerable confusion, however, so to avoid

disputes a schedule stating definitely when to light

and extinguish the lamps is absolutely necessary

for every day in the year. The booklet also ex-

plains the departures from the table that must be

made for changes in latitude from that selected

{41 degrees) which approximates New York city,

Cleveland, Chicago and Omaha. The details of the

system are explained and every feature made clear

so that all questions may be avoided.

Indian Service Wants Engineers.

The United States Civil Service Commission an-

nounces an examination on January 8, 1908, at over

2CO places in the country, to secure eligibles from

which to make certification to fill four vacanices

as stationary engineer and other similar vacancies

as they may occur in the Indian Service. All ap-

plicants should be able to operate boilers, steam

engines and pumps ; some of the positions also

require the running of steam-heating plants, dy-

namos and electric-Hght apparatus. All applicants

must be over 20 years old and must make early

Traffic Results of the Simplon Tunnel.

The first year's (1906-1907) operation of the Sim-

plon Tunnel did not meet expectations. During

the year only 27,400 tons of goods entered and

29,400 tons left Italy over this line, while 430,000

passengers were carried through the tunnel. The
authorities expect that at least 100,000 tons of goods

will annually pass through the tunnel. The line

earned $5,170 a mile; the estimate was $6,000 a

mile. The company calculated that the line would

have to produce $6,000 in order that the second

tunnel could be built, construction of which has

been postppned.
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Fitting's for Superheated Steam.'

By August H. Keuesi.

General Conditions.

While tliere is some question as to the exact

economy effected by the use of superheated steam,

due to lack of accurate data as to the extra amount

of coal required to obtain a given amount of super-

heat, there is little doubt that superheating in

moderate amounts, say, up to 200°, pays in con-

nection with steam turbines; and it is quite prac-

ticable to work to this degree of superheat by the

use of suitable materials and properly designed

apparatus. Experience with turbines especially de-

signed for such service indicates that they require

no additional attention or maintenance due to the

use of highly superheated steam, and in this respect

they are superior to other apparatus and material

forming the steam plant. Superheaters themselves

have been a source of considerable trouble in many
plants, largely on account of leaky joints, occa-

sioned by variation of temperature through wide

limits. It is an essential requirement in a success-

ful superheater that it shall be readily drained of

water. It is desirable also that the flow of steam

shall be continuously downward through it and

from it, that is, that it shall neither contain water

pockets within its structure nor constitute a water

pocket as a whole.

The feature of the plant which requires most

attention in design on account of superheat is the

steam piping. Experience in plants at Schenectady

and Lvnn and elsewhere with superheat, up to 300°

F. indicates that the piping must be radically dif-

ferent for satisfactory operation, as compared with

that which has been considered good practice in

connection with saturated steam, piping of the lat-

ter kind having failed under superheat in a con-

siderable number of cases. This is partially due

to the high temperatures involved, but probably in

the largest degree to variation of temperature.

Obseri^ations by thermometer and by recording

pyrometer on the outlets of individual boilers and

in headers carrying steam from a number of boilers

show that the temperature in the header receiving

steam from a number of boilers may remain fairly

constant while the temperature of steam from in-

dividual boilers, even under steady load on the

plant, varies incessantly in a large degree. In a

particular plant equipped with boilers and cpm-
bined superheaters designed for 125° superheat

over 180 pounds pressure it was found in test

with a perfectly steady load that the superheaters

actually gave averages of 89° at one-half load, 130°

at full load and 142° at 50 per cent, overload.

In actual service, with hand firing under variable

load, the superheat varies 50° in almost any 20-

minute period which may be selected. The super-

heat frequently reaches a value of 225°, and from
this to zero at the time of cleaning fires.

Cast-ieon in Superheated Steam Lines.

Experience convinces the writer that under such

variable conditions (which apply in greater or less

degree to every plant, depending upon the type of

boiler and superheater used and the nature of the

load) cast-iron and so-called semi-steel arc totally

unfit for use for flanges, fittings, valve bodies or

other essential parts required to withstand the steam
pressure and temperature in all pipe lines of four-

inch size and larger. Parts made of these mate-
rials have had to be replaced in a large number
of instances on account of excessive warping and
cracking or other dangerous developments, in some
cases after four days' operation, and in other cases

not until three years had elapsed. Man}' cast-iron

fittings have had to be replaced on account of cracks
like spider webs over the entire surface, and more
particularly on account of radial cracks in the
flanges.

It appears that cast-iron fails more on account
of lack of elasticity than because of insufiicient

strength, and this failure is due to incessant and
rapid variation in temperature rather than to high
temperature. The fact that grate bars and stove

plates warp and crack is a matter of common ob-

sen'ation, and is due to the wide range in tem-
peratures to which they are subjected. Cast-iron

has been known to enlarge in volume as much as

40 per cent, and in linear dimensions as much as

8 to ID per cent, when heated through wide ranges
in temperature, such as occur in annealing ovens.

The writer has removed cast-iron fittings which
had taken a permanent set, increasing the length

from one to two per cent, inside of a week's time.

Numbers of valves of the globe type made of semi-

steel have increased in dimensions to such an ex-

tent that the scat ring of a six-inch valve, for

example, originally threaded tight into the body.

could be lifted clear of the threads when cold, repre-

senting an enlargement of the diameter of the body
at the scat ring of over, three per cent.

It is generally believed that water may exist in

the presence of superheated steam under certain

conditions, and it is probable that such difficulties

with cast-iron parts are chiefly due to the occasional

T. A piDflr read at ihe annual ineetin? of the Association
or R4i*on Illaminatins Companief at Hot Sprioes. Va., Septein-
bf;r 10. II and ix. fjo?. The aatbor it detisnioe eoeineer for the
General Electric Company.

spraying of highly heated interior surfaces with
water carried by the steam, resulting i-n extremely
rapid local cooling of considerable extent, which
would fully account for radial cracks in the flanges,

generally the first evidence of distress. This be-

lief is confirmed by the observation that in a certain

header" receiving steam from individual boilers

through side openings in cast-iron header mani-
folds, so that steam and entrained water impigned
on the sides of the manifold opposite the openings,
replacement of the manifolds has been necessary.
Semi-steel angle valves in which water, when pres-

ent, can impinge on the inside surfaces of the
bonnets, have failed similarly. On the other hand,
straight cast-iron fittings carrying the same steam
have proved satisfactory, the only difference being
that they are arranged vertically : and the flow of
steam through them being parallel to the sides of
the fittings, there is no impingement or local cooling.

It is undoubtedly true that cast-iron has given

satisfactory service in superheated-steam lines m a

number of plants, and this will not appear contra-

dictory to the experience in other plants where it

has been unsatisfactory, if the explanation offered

above is correct. The writer believes it wrong
to regard cast-iron as safe because it has in many
instances given no trouble. The rapidity with which
it will go to pieces will depend largely on the

nature of the servnce as regards fluctuations in

load and consequent fluctuation in temperature and
priming of boilers. That it will ultimately become
unsafe for use seems inevitable, but the danger
may not be discovered until serious results ensue,

for the reason that such fittings are usually com-
pletely covered with heat-insulating materials. It

cannot be assumed that cast-iron is safe for use
up to the time that large cracks occur and are
detected. The writer has found fittintrs in which
the most careful examination would disclose only
minute cracks, but the fittings conld. however, be
readily broken up with a light hammer.
As stated above, it seems probable that smaller

piping, say, sVS-inch and less, can safely be made
with cast-iron flanges and fittings and other parts

as ivell as with valves of brass of good composi-
tion. The reasons for the more satisfactory be-
havior of these materials in such small sizes are
probably as follows : Such lines are generally re-

mote from the boilers ; and. on account of radia-

tion, the superheat of the steam they carry is

generally less, consequently the temperature varia-

tion which they undergo is materially reduced.

These small lines usually contain many bends and
fittings; and, being more removed from the boilers,

sufficient time probably elapses for water carried

over with the steam to he more or less completely
evaporated into steam. The bends and fittings un-
doubtedly contribute to the evaporation of such
water. The effect wotild be to lower the super-

heat, and such fittines having smaller flanges and
thinner walls, will be of more nearly the same
temperature inside and out when water happens to

strike them.

Attempts have been made to find a clue to the

reason for cast-iron being unsatisfactory, in the

chemical analvsis of parts which have cracked

or warped badly; but the reason will probably be

found in the lack of elasticity inherent to all cast-

iron. The following table shows the analysis of

three valve bodies which cracked badly. These
came from the same foundry.

Mani- Mani-
Valve 4. Valve 8. Valve 12. fold i. fold 3.

Silicon 2.5fi 2. 54 2.59 2.6i i.8i

Sulphur o6 .08 .058 .132 .11

Phosphorus 69 .77 ' .905 .40 .58

Manpanese 59 .64 .64 .275 .33

Combined Carbon 28 .24 .24 .64

Total Carbon 3.44 3.50 3.48 3.26 4.64

Figures are also given for two manifolds, size

8 by 6 by 6 by 8. The manifolds were probably
both made in the same foundry and at about the

same time, but have no relation to the three valves.

The two manifolds were put in service at tlie same
time and were subject to conditions believed to have
been identical when they were replaced, manifold

No. I being in practically perfect condition, whereas
manifold No. 2 (typical of many others) was cov-

ered with cracks, more particulai'ly in the flanges,

many of the latter cracks being one-eighth inch

•wide and extending from the outside edge of the

flange through the body of the casting. These
castings would be called good for all ordinary pur-

poses, and the figures indicate nothing to which the

unsatisfactory behavior can be ascribed.

Cast-steel in Superheated Lines.

Cast-steel has been in use for fittings and valve

bodies for a considerable number of years, and
has, in some cases, caused trouble on account of

cracks, splits, blow holes, sand holes and other

foundry defects which were not at first apparent

but which manifested themselves in service with

superheated steam after the lapse of considerable

time. The trouble in some instances was due in

part to making steel castings from patterns de-

signed for cast-iron. The art of making steel cast-

ings has developed very rapidly, and such diffi-

culties are now infrequent and can be minimized

by correct design in the way of maintaining the

thickness as nearly uniform as possible, and, where
changes in thickness or contour occur, by providing

fillets of large radius. Blow holes and other de-
fects in flanges can be minimized also by pouring
the castings through more than one gate, and it

is desirable in the case of pipe fittings that they
be poured at each flange. Annealing helps to show
up defects, and is desirable in order to avoid the

expense of machining defective castings, as well
as to relieve shrinkage stresses. Such steel cast-

ings cost about twice as much per pound as similar

iron castings, but can usually be successfully made
with a thickness of wall not exceeding three-

fourths inch, so that the saving in weight largely

offsets the increased cost per pound. Open-hearth
castings are preferable to converter castings, on ac-

count of their higher elastic limit.

Valves.

Gate valves of various makes have proven in

many instances practically worthless after short
periods of operation under superheated steam. This
is often due to their being used incorrectly. A
gate valve with solid plug will seldom seat truly

unless placed in a horizontal pipe line with the
spindle vertical and the hand-wheel on top. Any
other arrangement of the valve is practically cer-

tain to cause the plug to rotate about its center
line so that its faces will not be parallel to the

seats, hence it cannot close tightly. Any warping
of the valve body on account of its very unsym-
metrical shape will have the same effect, and gate

valves are open to objection on this account even
when made of steel. It therefore becomes an ob-

ject to return to the use of globe and angle valves
wherever possible, it being generally practicable to

regrind or reface the seat of such valves in place
. without breaking joints. The disks can, of course,

be readily removed and refaced in a lathe. Stems,
seats, disks and other internal parts are frequently
made of bronze or nickel bronze. These materials
become very "short" at the temperatures under
consideration and have a coefficient of expansion
approximately 50 per cent, greater than that of
steel or iron, and hence quickly become loose and
lose their fit. The operating valves of Curtis tur-
bines have for some years been made of mild steel,

seating on seats of the same material, and have
after extensive experience proved most satisfactory.

These seats have the same coefficient of expansion
as the steel bodies in which they are mounted, and
have never become loose. It is well known that

steel retains its elasticity practically unimpaired at

the temperatures commonly employed in super-
heated-steam work. Experience may prove that
nickel-steel alloy containing a high percentage of
nickel is preferable for seats and disks, on account
of less corrosion, but nothing in the writer's ex-
perience indicates that this will be the case.

Flanges and Gaskets.

The foregoing considerations concerning cast-
iron and steel apply to pipe flanges as well as to

fittings. Gaskets of corrugated copper are in com-
inon use, but in the writer's experience copper
gaskets of any kind have proven worthless in

superheated-steam work, chiefly because copper an-
neals at a temperature as low as 600° F., or about
220° superheat above 180 pounds pressure. Corru-
gated gaskets of anv kind are open to the objec-
tion that careless pipefitters in making up a joint

can readily overstrain the bolts and flanges. Gas-
kets of asbestos and rubber compounds or other
organic material, while often temporarily success-
ful, can seldom be regarded as permanently satis-

factory. The writer believes the most satisfactory
gasket to be one of thin sheet steel not more than
five-eighths inch in radial width, so that heavy
pressure can be brought on it with bolts and
flanges of ordinary weight, the steel being soft an-
nealed so that it can be pressed into the rough
surface of the abutting flanges with a reasonable
tension on the bolts.

Angle Between Trolley Pole and Wire.
[From Ihe Oueslion Box of the American Street and Interurban

Railwaj- EncineerinK Association.!

What should be the angle between trolley pole

and wire?
Answers.

R. A. Dyer, Jr., .\uburn and Syracuse Electric

Railway Company, Auburn, N. Y. : Do not know
the angle, but a short pole is preferable to a long
one.

D. Thomson, De Kalb-Sycamore and Interurban

Traction Company, De Kalb, 111. : About 45°.

H. H. Adams, United Railways and Electric

Company, Baltimore : About 45°.

W. J. Jones, Austin Electric Railway Company,
Austin, Tex. : Forty-five degrees, as at this angle

the trolley wheel will follow the wire better and

a more nearly even pressure is maintained.

George W. Knox, Green Bay Traction Company,
Green Bay, Wis. : Thirty degrees.

H. R. Fothcrgill, Greenville (S. C.) Traction

Company : Forty • degrees, with 3S-pound pull at

end of pole.

The Magnolia (Ark.) Ice and Light Company
will rebuild its electric-light plant, which was re-

cently damaged by fire.
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Arc-light System for- Small Towns and
Isolated Localities.

FrcciuciU dvni.iiuls .-irc made for a simple and

inexpensive niclhod of arc street liKliting for small

towns and isolated sections of larper cities, and

any developments in this line are of interest to

central-station men. A multiple system of altcr-

natinK-current enclosed arc liKliting intended for

the needs of the smaller towns is described in a

recent bnllelin of the Fort Wayne Electric Works.
It was developed by the engineers of that company.

'I'he general plan of this system is shown in

Ihc accompanying diagram. It is a three-wire sin-

gle-phase higii-tcnsion transmission system with a

two or three-wire secondary distribution for incan-

descent lighting and a two-wire mnltiplc arc-light-

ing circuit for each latnp. 'I"hc incandescent light-

ing circuits arc supplied from ordinary transform-

ers having a ratio of 10 to i or 20 to i, giving

standard secondary voltages for the operation of

the house circuit.

The arc-lighting circuit consists of one of the

incandescent mains and an additional third wire

connected at the switchboard to the other side of

the incandescent-lighting circuit through a single-

pole single-throw switch. This switch controls the

arc-lighting circuit. Each lamp is connected to the

secondary terminals of a small type MA trans-

former having primary coil connected between the

consuming higher current and giving stronger light

for outdoor service.

In many instances it is desirable to locate arc

lamps in places where arc circuits arc not installed.

In such cases the transformer and arc lamp can be

installed directly on the incandescent wiring net-

work without any additional expenditure for in-

stalling the extra wiring or extending an existing

MECHANISM OF TRANSFORMER-TVPE ARC LAMP.

third wire and a common wire of the incandescent

circuit.

A standard switchboard panel has been designed

for use with this system and is equipped with

expansion fuse holders, ammeter, voltmeter, ground

detector, receptacles and plugs, rheostat hand-wheel,

card receivers, double-pole station switch and a

single-pole station switch.

The primary terminals of each transformer are

connected to the line through fused cut-outs or

switches. These cut-outs are mounted on a cross-

arm of the pole on which the transformer is in-

stalled. They are made of porcelain and are of such

shape that they may be used as leading-off insu-

lators for the line wire running to the transformer.

The insulator type fused cut-outs recommended are

shown in the general plan.

Since the power factor of the system_ depends

directly upon the power factor of the individual

transformers and lamps ^vhich are in multiple with

each other on the line, the power factor of the sys-

tem is therefore kept at approximately constant

value whether there are two transformers or forty

in operation ; hence the system does not, when
operating at light load, consume unproductive gen-

erator capacity. The efficiency is high and is the

same for all loads, because the system efficiency is

not affected by changing the "number of lamps in

circuit.

A feature of this multiple alternating-current sys-

tem is that lamps of different candlepower or cur-

rent can be used by simply using a type MA trans-

former specially designed to give the desired cur-

rent In this way low-energy arc lamps for interior

lighting may be used on the same circuit with lamps

maintained in the secondary throughout the range
of primary voltage variation from 800 to 1,250 volts.

It will regulate from open 10 short-circuit with a
rise in secondary current not exceeding 10 or 11

amperes. This makes the transformer especially
valuable as a nrolecllon to the regulation of the
iiicandcscent-ligliting circuit.

For use with this system the form C enclosed
Wood arc lamp has been designed for service with
the small transformers. The standard form C con-
slrticlion used in the latest design of the enclosed
Wood arc lamp is employed in this lamp and in

external appearance it is the same as the direct and
alternating-current scries and 104-volt alternating-
current multiple lamps. As shown in the illustra-

tion, the mechanism consists of two series coils
through which passes the entire secondary current.

A MULTIPLE ARC-LIGHTING UNIT.

arc-light circuit. In installing the system it is only
necessary to run one additional wire along with
the two incandescent lighting mains wherever these

mains are installed, or extend one of the incandes-
cent lines and add the third wire for the arc-circuit

return wherever it is desired to install arc lamps
outside the territory covered by the incandescent
mains.

Store lighting by arc lamps can be supplied from
the same mains as the street lighting by installing

the type MA transformer on the outside of the

building or on a nearby pole and running the sec-

ondary wire to the interior the same as is done for

the incandescent lighting.

No additional equipment to an existing plant is

required except the arc lamps, their individual trans-

formers and the third wire. There are no regulat-

ing devices in the station to get out of order, the

arc-lamp transformers furnishing all regulation and
safeguards. The line voltage of the system is not

excessive and it is not possible for anyone handling

the lamp to receive line voltage, since the lamp is

connected only to the secondary of the special

transformer and the secondary is wound separately

The series magnets furnish the actuating energy
for maintaining and regulating the arc. The clutch

is suspended from the dash-pot lever, the motion
of which is steadied by the dash-pot
This company's suspension pulley, known as the

"Sure Grip," is recommended for all street arc

lamps. It is an automatic locking pulley and is a

great tJme-saver for the trimmer as well as a pro-

tection for the lamp. The pulley is locked when
the lamp is raised into the proper position and is

unlocked only by raising the lamp three or four
inches higher before lowering. These pulleys are

made for use with outriggers, as shown in the illus-

tration. When it is necessary to trim a lamp, with-

out lowering it to the ground it can be drawn in

to the pole by means of a traveling Sure Grip pul-

ley. This pulley is used in connection with a twin-

pole pulley and a fixed pulley at the point of sus-

pension.

This multiple system of alternating-current en-

A-Ammerer
d-Allernatar

c-Cuf-Ours

D-Polenlial

Transformer
Ei-£.xciTer

F-Fuie BlocKs

CrGroundDetect-

or Receptacle

H-\/oltmeler/iecept

/-Vo/tmeter

J- fitieostat

/^-Expulsion fuie
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L- Arc Lamps
M-Tqpe .^ Tram/ormer
fj-liolafed Arc Circuit

0-MA Traniformer

ARC-LAMP TRANSFORMER.

from the primary coil and is not ordinarily in con-

tact with the same. This feature of the system

renders it adaptable to interior as well as exterior

lighting service.

The air-cooled type MA transformers, shown in

the illustration, are designed with a single primary

coil wound for 1,050 or 2.100 volts and a separate

secondary coil. They furnish a ratio of transforma-

tion from constant primary voltage to a constant

secondary current for the arc lamp. The 1,050-volt

transformer will operate satisfactorily on circuits

from 1,000 to 1,100 volts and the 2.100-volt trans-

former on circuits from 2.C0O to 2,200 volts, without

any lurther adjustment The transformer can also

be furnished for circuits of 2.300 volts.

When adjusted for operating conditions with the

lamp in circuit and six amperes in the secondary,

the transformer supplies about 77 volts at the lamp

terminals. The regulation is an inherent quality

and is such that a practically constant current is

WIRING PLAN OF MULTIPLE ALTERNATING-CURRENT
STREET ARC-LIGHTING SYSTEM {BACK OF BOARD).

closed arc lighting has been installed in a number
of localities and is said to be giving entire satisfac-

tion.

A member of the firm of Arthur Young & Co.,

chartered accountants, has been appointed to pre-

pare a system of bookkeeping in connection with

the business of the Chicago Telephone Company
by which the city will be able to determine, at the

end of 30 months, what wdll be a reasonable rate

to charge for telephone service in Chicago. Under
the terms of the franchise granted the Chicago
Telephone Company, the city comptroller has the

power to prescribe in detail w-hat information the

books of the company shall show and exactly how
the bookkeeping shall be done. This provision of

the ordinance was said by advocates to be one of

its most important sections.
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Interurban Railways.'

By Hugh J. McGowan.

This notable gathering may well be called a con-

gress of representative business men, national in

its scope and purposes. You have assembled here

this evening from manj' states of the Union to

exchange views and discuss topics of vital impor-

tance to the country. Men of national distinction

in their different spheres have come here to address

you. I therefore feel that it is no slight honor for

me also to be selected to speak to you and upon a

subject which has within the past few years awak-

ened so great an interest among investors and the

traveling public. Permit me to thank you most

heartily for this distinction, and without further

preface I will proceed to the subject in hand.

The social and economic progress of all peoples

has been indicated to a great degree by their ad-

vancement in improved facilities for travel. The

evolution of transportation is contemporaneous with

the march of civilization. Development has gone

steadily on. Centuries passed before the wheel was

emploj'ed; then followed the cart, wagon and other

vehicles drawn by beasts of burden. The problem

of mechanical propulsion occupied the thoughts of

men of genius for centuries, until steam was finally

mastered and made successfully to serve commer-

cial purposes, resulting in that great masterpiece

of mechanical ingenuity, the locomotive of today.

Ninety-three years have elapsed since George

Stephenson gave to the world the first practical

locomotive. During .all that time inventive minds

in Europe and America have been perfecting the

"iron horse." But while some were experimenting

with steam, others were following a more subtle

power—electricity—culminating in the invention of

that marvel of the age, the electric motor, which

has worked such wonders in our times and has

revolutionized business and social conditions.

The successful operation of electric street rail-

ways in general dates back 20 years. First con-

fined to the streets of cities, they gradually ex-

tended in the suburbs, thence to nearby towns, or

as far as direct current would take them. It was

not until the introduction of the alternating cur-

rent some ten years ago, which made possible the

transmission of electric energy over great dis-

tances, that interurban railways became a well-

established factor in transportation. Our purpose

tonight is to refer briefly and in a general way to

the interurban railway, its present developrnent and

its future possibilities, without entering into the

details of its history or burdening you with elab^

orate statistics. It should be mentioned, however,

in passing, that some of the earliest and most suc-

cessful experiments in traction development were

made in this great city of Chicago.

An interurban railway may be defined as a high-

speed electric railroad having nearly all its mileage

outside the limits of municipalities and running, as

the name implies, between cities, serving at the

same time intermediate towns and villages. Trans-

mission of power is generally by overhead trolley,

although the third rail is used in some sections of

the country to a limited extent. Heavily ballasted

roadbeds with from 70 to 90-pound rails constitute

typical construction. The up-to-date equipment

consists of large and elegantly appointed double-

truck cars, approximately 62 feet in length, weigh-

ing from 40 to 50 tons, provided with smoking and

baggage compartments, and with a seating capacity

for 66 passengers. These cars are usually pro-

pelled by four 85-horsepower motors, or four ico-

horsepower motors.

To accommodate those desiring quick service be-

tween cities and towns and those living in the

rural districts, two distinct services are maintained.

One is known as limited cars, competing with the

first-class trains on steam railroads, running every

hour or two and stopping only at the principal

towns along the line. The other is called local or

regular cars; these are dispatched at frequent inter-

vals and make stops every half or three-quarters

of a mile, enabling dwellers in the country and on
the farm to reach their very door, or board a car

at their gate for the next village or city. The
local cars might be called country omnibuses, for

they convey the children to and from school and
carry their parents and friends between towns and
villages, at the same time maintaining a speed of

20 to 30 miles an hour.

Most of the interurban lines do an e.xtensive

freight and express business, principally in the

lighter class of package freight. For this purpose
large and commodious freight and express cars are

provided. The interurban freight and express serv-

ice has opened up new markets for the produce and
poultry of the farmer and has done much to de-

velop and stimulate gardening along the lines, the

raising of vegetables, fruits and flowers and the

establishment of first-class dairies. The slow and
cumbersome produce wagon trudging into town is

superseded by the interurban freight express.

The growth and success of interurban railways

I. Ao address delivered at the banrfiiet of llie National Hti«i-

nest L«azue of Am'jrica, in Chtcaso. November 23. 1007. Mr.
Mr.fjowin. whov: home is in Indianao'^li*. i« prominent in inler-

urban.railwar operation, beincr president of the IndianapotiK and
Eaitern Railway Company. Indtanapalis and Northweatem Trjc-
lion Compatir and other cotnpulcs.

is not confined to any particular section of the

country. They flourish in New England and the
Middle Atlantic States as they do in the Western
and Pacific States. They were early known in

the South and were welcomed in the North. But
I may be pardoned in stating that it is believed
by many that they have reached their highest effi-

ciency in the states of Illinois, Indiana and Ohio,
which may be characterized as, *'The Big Three."
The total interurban railway mileage in this trio

of states appro.ximates 5,000 miles, representing an
investment of many millions of dollars. As an
indication of the possibilities of through travel it

may be mentioned that upon the completion of a
gap of 50 miles one may journey in interurban cars
from East St. Louis to Chicago, and upon the

building of a short connecting link between Dan-
ville, 111., and Crawfordsville, Ind., it will be possi-

ble to go from St. Louis to Buffalo by electric

traction. At present the interests which I repre-
sent own a through line in full operation between
Paris. 111., and Zanesville, Ohio, a distance of over
300 miles, and will in the near future install a
through service between Indianapolis and Toledo
as well as between Cincinnati and Toledo, thence
to Cleveland and Buffalo.

A glance at a map of the combined interurban
lines in the three states named will quickly remind
one of the .familiar comparison to the spider's web.
Few cities, towns, villages or hamlets may now be
found that are not touched by the ramifications of
interurban railways.

Indianapolis is located in the center of this great
network of electric lines and occupies a unique
position in the traction world. From the middle
of a large block owned by the traction company,
situated in the heart of the city, on one side of
which is the State House and on the other the

most beautiful and lofty soldiers' and sailors' monu-
ment in the LTnited States, rises the now famous
Traction Building, erected three years ago at a cost

exceeding $i,coo,coo, with its spacious and hand-
some terminal station adjoining, conceded to be
the finest in the world. Nine tracks enter this

station, accommodating 12 interurban lines and
divisions which run in all directions. Four hundred
cars on an average arrive and depart daily, which
on a steam railroad would be equal to ico trains

of four cars each. In 1906 more than 5,000,000

passengers were carried to and from this terminal

station, and it is estimated that in 1907 the number
win reach 6,oco.oco. These figures do not include
passengers carried between points outside the city

limits.

This terminal station stands as a justification of

the faith of my associates and myself in interurban

railways. When first projected there was naturally

some doubt as to whether the volume of pros-

pective business would warrant the erection of
such a building, which would be the first of its

kind in existence, but our confidence was never
shaken, and it has since transpired that wc have
found it necessary to purchase more ground to pro-

vide for additional facilities for the constantly in-

'reaslng traffic. Since its completion, buildings of

a similar character have been erected in other
cities both in this country and In Europe.
The benefits resulting to the people of Indiana

'•vith its 1,500 miles of Interurban roads, controlled

by various companies, are duplicated in every other

state of the Union enjoying a like means of trans-

portation. Employment has been created for thou-
sands. Social conditions have wonderfully Im-

proved. We read no longer of the, man of So In

the rural districts who never rode In a passenger
car. for these interurban cars pass his door every
few minutes, ready to convey him to the next vll-

la.ire or Into some great metropolis.

The recluse who sighs for a lodge in some vast

wilderness will find none since the advent of the

interurban railway. Crowded cities, thriving towns
and villa,ges, hamlets and rural districts are all hap-

pily united and share alike the advantages of inter-

urban lines.

There Is an awakening and thrill of life in every

town and village through which an Interurban line

runs never felt before. Commercial opportunities

which laid dormant are made possible and become
profitable realities. New markets are opened. The
reciprocal relations which develop between the city

and town and between the village and farm are

beneficial to all. The dweller in the small town,

while escaping the expense of living in a big city,

may still enjoy all its advantages. He receives

by means of the interurban cars his morning paper

every day before breakfast and his afternoon paper

before his evening meal, and is in touch with the

news of the world. The weekly newspaper Is get-

ting to be a thing of the past. His sons and daugh-
ters mav attend the institutions of higher educa-

tion in the city arid return to the parental fireside

every evening. Tlic theaters and grand concerts

arc likewise available. No longer is the narrow
view entertained that interurban roads benefit the

large cities at the expense of the towns.

Summing up interurban development throughout
the United States we find that this new means of

transportation has won favor with rich and poor

alike. Hundreds of thousands of dollars have been

saved to the people in reduced fares, while the en-

hancement in the value of lands contiguous to In-

terurban lines has reached millions of dollars. It

is difficult to obtain correct statistics regarding
electric roads which may be strictly classified as
Interurban railways, but In general terms It may
be stated that the present and projected Interurban
railway mileage Is equal to nearly one-tenth of
the total mileage of the steam roads of this coun-
try. The capitalization reaches hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars, and the roads give employment to
an army of tens of thousands of men.
Investments in interurban lines which have been

properly located, financed, constructed and oper-
ated have yielded substantial profits, and their se-

curities are sought by conservative Investors. The
freight and express business, though confined prin-
cipally to the handling of the lighter classes of mer-
chandise, has increased materially and Is a large
source of revenue. The carrying of mails Is being
steadily developed.

The question Is often asked : Is the Interurban
railway injurious to the steam railroad? Sufficient

time has elapsed since the establishment of Inter-

urban roads to warrant our answering this in the

negative. Each has Its sphere. One benefits the

other. There is ample business for both. We are
a growing race, following the biblical Injunction to

"Increase and multiply," so wisely promulgated by
our chief executive. To show how Inadequate are
the present means of transportation for our 90,000,-
oco of population, we need only cite the statement
of Mr. James J. Hill, that It would require $5,000,-

000,000 properly to equip the steam roads of this

country to handle the increasing traffic. It should
also be remembered that the steam roads derive
the greater part of their revenue from the car-
riage of heavy freight, in which they have prac-
tically no competition.

In this brief and Imperfect presentation of the
subject allotted me I have endeavored to show
something of the present development of interurban
railways. What of their future ? Their future is

as limitless as the bounds of electricity. They are
harnessed ' to a power infinite in its poBsIbilities.

Interurban railways have come to stay. Each suc-
ceeding year will mark their further extension, im-
provement and efficiency. We who are now inter-

ested in them are but witnessing their beginning.
Who will predict to what a standard of perfection

they will reach when In operation as many years

as the steam railroads are at present? To us Is

not given the gift of prophecy, and yet, Mr. Chair-
man. I may be permitted to say in conclusion that

in the upbuilding of this nation and In all that

makes for a happy and prosperous people no
greater element to that end will be found than the

interurban railways of the United States.

Electricity and Nitrogen.

The use of electricity for extracting nitrogen
from the atmosphere is attracting renewed atten-

tion In Germany. The Bavarian government has
granted a concession to the Berlin Cyanld-Gesell-
schaft, which is an annex of the Siemens-Schuckert
concern, to utilize the power of the Alz River at

Trostberg,* where about 15.000 horsepower can be
produced. This company is making use of the
process discovered by Professor Frank of the Tech-
nische Hochschule in Charlottenburg for producing
calcium salts, which will be used as agricultural

fertilizers. The same company is already engaged
In building a similar establishment near Bromberg.
in the province of Posen, wdiere 2,000 horsepower
is being developed.

A still more Important project on the Alz is that

of the Badlsche Anilln und Soda-Fabrik of Mann-
heim, by which it is proposed to extract nitrogen

from the atmosphere by the electrical process used
in Norway. The features of this undertaking arc

the damming of the Alz at a point lower than the

project already mentioned, and di\-erting the water
into the Salzach. This would give a heavy fall

and make the power station the largest in Germany.
The Mannheim company has been acquiring the

land necessary for carrying out the scheme, bur

has met with some difficulties with the peasant

proprietors, who are said to demand excessive prices

for their meadows. The Bavarian government is

hesitating about granting a charter, too, in view
of its own plans.

Bracket for Heavy Wire.

The Peirce Specialty Company of Chicago and
Elkhart, Ind., has recently placed on the market a

specially designed one-point bracket for heavy
power wires. This bracket is supported to brick,

liRACKBT KOB HEAVV WIRE.
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stone or concrete walls by the well known Peircc

expansion bolt. It is equipped with a spiral spring

steel thread, which has become popular with clec-

lric-lii;lit companies because of the elimination of

breakane due to the expansion and contraction of

Ihi- sii|ipiirlin(» niemher.

Alternating-current Generators for

Direct-connection to Corliss
Engines.

Modern power-station generatinK apparatus is

steadily tending toward larger units, higher voltages

and more stringent requirements as to regulation,

heating, efficiency, etc. A satisfactory alternator

must be able to furnish current to motors as well

as lights, and when supplying current to an inductive

circuit its voltage must not lluctuatc unduly with

variations in load. Modern alternators, therefore,

have to meet much more exacting conditions than

older machines.
.Mternators of the revolving-field type have proved

desirable both for mechanical features and electrical

performance. The armature coils are stationary

and hence arc not subjected to mechanical vibra-

tions or centrifugal force. They can, therefore, be

readily insulated for high voltage.

Allis-Chalmcrs alternators for direct connection

to steam engines arc made in two types. The
standard engine-type alternator is designed to at-

tain the best possible results without special refer-

ence to the flywheel cITcct of the rotor. The en-

gine flywheel is mounted on the shaft alongside the

generator.

The flywheel alternator is constructed with the

field poles mounted on the face of the engine fly-

wheel, which thus serves the double purpose of fly-

wheel and field spider. This type can be built to

advantage only in the larger sizes, because the

rotor must necessarily be of large diameter to

give the required flywheel effect.

The construction of the stator, or armature, is

practically the same in both types of generators.

The arm.ature or stator yoke is of iron, cast in

one piece for the smaller alternators and in two or

more for the larger machines. The sections are

held together by bolts on the inside of the yoke,

thus avoiding projecting lugs and giving the ma-
chines a graceful and pleasing appearance. The
yoke is designed to secure maximum stiffness with

minimum weight and is well provided with cored

openings to allow free circulation of air.

The core is built up of steel laminations se-

curely clamped between end plates and carefully

annealed and varnished beforehand to reduce the

core losses. At intervals throughout the core, ven-

tilating segments are placed to provide ducts

through which air is forced by the rotating field

and efficient ventilation is thereby secured.

In engine-type machines the field structure con-

sists in most cases of laminated pole-pieces raomited

on the rim of the spider; in flywheel machines the

poles are mounted directly on the flywheel face.

The field spiders are liberally designed to with-

stand all stresses to which they are liable, even

under abnormal .conditions of load or speed. In

some of the large machines the rim of the revolv-

ing field is built up of steel laminations in order

to secure exceptional strength. In most machines,

pole-pieces are provided with dovetail projections

that fit into corresponding slots milled in the spider

rim and are securely held in place by tapered steel

keys. The poles are usually built up of steel punch-

ings clamped together between malleable-iron end

plates securely held by rivets. Each pole-piece car-

ries a magnetizing coil held firmly in place between

the spider or flywheel rim and projecting parts of

the pole and end plates.

The form-wound armature coils are interchange-

able and can be easily replaced in case of damage.

The insulating materials are the best obtainable

and are applied by a special process whereby all

moisture is excluded and the insulation molded

firmly around the armature conductors. The coils

are pressed in steam-heated molds and formed to

exact size to fit the slots. The insulation offers

a high resistance to puncture and is permanent in

character. No insulating material is placed in the

slots, as it has been found more satisfactory to

have the insulation integral with the coil.

The field coils are made of copper strip wound
on edge. This' method of winding affords excellent

ventilation because the heat is rapidly conducted

from the inner parts to the exposed edges of the

strip and there dissipated from the rapidly moving
coil surface. Moreover, the strip winding is almost

essential for revolving fields where the insulation

between turns is subjected to heavy pressure on
account of centrifugal force. With an edgewise

strip winding the pressure is distributed over a flat

surface and the insulation is not damaged. The
field coils are carefully insulated from the poles

and are securely joined to each other by copper

strap connections.

Alternators are rated according to their output

on non-inductive load. Thus a machine rated at

750 kilowatts will deliver 750 kilowatts .to a load

of power factor i and will deliver 750-kilovolt-am-

peres to loads of lower power factor; but if an
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alternator were required to deliver 75° true kilo-

watts to a load of power f.actor 0.8, a machine of

750
. , .= 937 kilowatts rated output on non-inductivc

0.8

load woulil be needed.
Allis-Chalmers alternators have been successfully

built for pressure as high as 13,200 volts, but the

usual standard pressures arc 1,100, 2,200, 4,400 and

6,600. In cases where the current is used for local

distribution as, for example, in f.ictorics, lower

pressures of 220, 440 or 550 volts arc frequently

used. The standard frequencies arc 60 and 25

cycles per second, hut the company is prepared lo

construct machines for special speeds and frequen-

cies.

Alternators are wound for one, two or three

phases. Allis-Cbalmers Company prefers to supply

three-phase machines, and in many cases it will pay

to install them in preference to single-phase, even

if they are operated single-phase temporarily. For

a given output three-phase machines are smaller

than single-phase, and the single-phase load can

usually he balanced between the three phases.

Moreover, if a three-phase machine is installed,

polyphase current will be available in case it may
bo necessary to operate polyphase motors at some

future date.

Great care has been exercised in the design of

.Mlis-Chalmers alternators to secure close regula-

tion, i. e., to make the percentage of variation in

voltage from full load to no load, with constant

speed and field excitation, as small as practicable.

The machines are constructed on liberal diameters,

thus avoiding crowded field-poles and reducing mag-

netic leakage.

Practically all Allis-Chalmers alternators are

wound for excitation at 120 volts. By using this

low voltage the danger due to an inductive dis-

charge caused by a sudden opening of the field cir-

cuit is minimized, and very often excitation can be

supplied from an existing 120-volt circuit. Alter-

nators are provided with a main field-circuit rheo-

stat of sufficient range and capacity to adjust the

excitation.

Druggists' Public Telephones.

In the course of a recent address Joseph F.

MacDonald of the Chicago Telephone Company

made the following observations on druggists' pub-

lic telephones:

"Of few public utilities can it be said that it

has grown from a luxury to a necessity to a

greater extent than the public telephone. In all

large cities not only must the very great number

of people who have no telephones in their own

premises be furnished with this accommodation, but

the great number of telephone patrons desiring to

reach their own stations must also be served.

"From the first, the drug store has been the

natural location of these instruments. Probably

no other class of stores frequented by the public

is as attractive as the drug store. It is warm,

light, attended by courteous and painstaking em-

.- ployes, and invites one to its general accommoda-
*
tion whether to consult the city directory, wait for

the street car, or use the telephone, and it is well

known that in a large percentage of cases the en-

joyment of these facihties leads to some purchase

from the stock displayed.

"Some years ago it 'was generally the practice

in Chicago and other large cities that druggists

would pay for a telephone and furnish the service

free to all who might call for it, just as he bought

a city directory or furnished a convenient bench

(or people waiting. With the larger growth of

exchanges this practice in big cities acted as a

boomerang. So many people demanded the free

telephone service that not all could be accommo-

dated, and the druggist was blamed by the public

for this so-called lack of accommodation.

"What has been aptly called 'the free-lunch tele-

phone germ' was brought forth in some places

with disastrous effect. The druggist was blamed

because people who wanted to use the telephone

were kept waiting while some long and apparently

useless conversations were carried on. Patrons who
wished to reach the druggist by telephone could

not get him at all. His line was busy from morn-

ing until night. The telephone companies, in de-

fense of their own service, were obliged to dem-

onstrate that the fault did not lie with them, but

with the druggists who were choosing to give away
their service. Thus at both ends of the line there

was dissatisfaction. No one was benefited, not even

the public, willing to pay if service was rendered.

"At this time in Chicago the proposal was made
by Mr. William Bodemann, that for the salvation

of the druggists in the matter of telephone serv-

ice, the telephone company, should provide for them

some form of slot machine by means of which

service couldi be paid for at the time it was ren-

dered. This proposal was taken up in conferences

with the Retail Druggists' Association, and plans

were made by which it was carried out. Mr. Bode-

mann's plan solved the problem. The public is

accommodated with a service which it gets by pay-

ing for it, the 'free-lunch' fiends have died off, the

druggist can be reached by telephone -when he is
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wanted, and, List, but not Icait, he reccivea by
way of commissions a considerable sum {or service
he renders in K<vinK up certain space for tele-

phones, booths, etc."

Organization for the Small Electric
Railway.'

By H, S. Cooi'KK.

The importance of organization is not fully ap-
preciated by the "small" or "near-small" road. To
many owners and managers organization into de-
parlmcnts seems a useless and nonproductive proc-
ess, entailing no revenue and much unnecessary
expense, time and labor. To the very small road
where the manager is everything, from engineer
to bookkeeper, where the difference between bond
interest and deficit is but a hairbreadth, in such
a road departmental organization seems—and prob-
ably may be—somewhat of a farce. But it must
he a very small road where this really applies.

.Simple organization is capable of beginning much
lower down in the scale of roads than is commonly
practiced among owners and managers, and even
a pretty full and complete organization can be
started, and will prove remunerative, a great deal
sooner than is generally believed.

The simplest organization will have not less than
four departments—counting the manager as one of
them. "These would be:

Bookkeepintr.
)

\v"SZ'"'' [
Manager »id Clark.

Correspondence. I

1. -. Accounting.
i [ Correspondence.
\ Claimdepartment. Accidents, etc. Maoaeer and local counsel.

2. Gcneratioe. Power station. Chief engineer. Assistants,

3. Transportation.—OperattniE of cars. Inbpector. or starter
and trainmen.

Rolling stock.
) ( Barntnen, 1

nen, '

Line. )

Track.
-

f
Supcrinlcnden.

-j ^^^^,.1^. (
' BarnfURi

I
Tracktni
Linemen

This simplest plan of organization is possible to

any road; of course in a very small road the man-
ager may have to be the chief engineer and the
superintendent of maintenance and of transporta-
tion in addition to his other duties, but in any
road having full business for six to ten regular
cars on an urban line or three or four regular .

cars on an interurban line, the above plan of or-
ganization is none too complex.
As we go up in the scale of the smaller roads,

or as a road grow-s in size, these departments can
easily and profitably be amplified until it is—for
a small road—fully organized into departments,
which means into about eight, as follows:

1. Accounting and auditing.

2. Qaims and legal.

3. Purchasing and stockroom.
4. Power station.

5. Shops.
6. Track.

7. Line.

8. Transportation.
And, if there is a "pleasure-park" attachment,
9. Advertising and attractions.

That organization—those departments—will an-
swer for a wide scope of sizes of roads. It may
be that in the smaller roads the manager will again
have to be the virtual head of each department;
that the departments will overlap and interfere to

some extent, but these are drawbacks .only to be
amended by increase in size, in earnings or in

profits, and, if properly carried out, that very or-
ganization will aid to that end.

It may seem foolish when your trackman and
lineman are one and the same person, when your
winder also repairs trucks, when your carpenter re-

pairs cars and buildings and does pipefitting, to

ask them to bisect themselves into heads of de-
partments, while you show them how you want
the work done, and, perhaps, how to do it; but,

unless you expect your road to be forever stationary
as to size, you can afford the foolishness. In the
first place, it is good training for both men and
manager; it leads to and teaches the proper forms
and the proper use of them ; it tends to exactitude
in work, in authority, in responsibility, and in

these ways makes far better discipline and more
efficient and economical operation. That is the first

problem of the small road—so to organize itself

that, without waste of time or energy, or the un-
necessary unreeling of red tape, it will have the
advantage of known authority and responsibility

from the track greaser up to the manager. If the

road thinks it is too small for any real depart-

mental organization, let it "play at it" with a few
simple departments and forms, and in a short time

that play will develop into earnest. It is good pol-

icy in all such matters . to "go through the mo-
tions" for a little while before any change is really

and actually started. It familiarizes those inter-

ested; it brings out faults, deficiencies and objec-

tions, and puts the matter into immediate and per-

fect working order when it is made a fixed actu-

alitj'.

I. A portion of a paper read before the American Street and
Interurban Railway Association at Atlantic City on October 17.

IQ07. Colonel Cooper is manager of the Galveston (Texas)
Electric Company.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

Continental Europe.

Paris, November 19.—The automobile show, which

was begun at Paris last week, has already proved

to be a great success, and the number of exhibits

is much increased over last year, Tlie interior of

the Grand Palais is brilliantly illuminated at night,

and most of the stands have decorative designs of

lamps which add greatly to the general appearance

of the show. Among the electric cars I noted the

"electromotion," which carries a motor mounted

directly inside the rear wheel and forming part of

it, having about half the diameter of the wheel.

These motors give about five horsepower each. An-

other point is the absence of a controller drum,

and this is replaced by a simple speed-changer con-

tained in an aluminum box and worked by a lever.

Six speeds are obtained in this way, from five to

30 miles an hour, and two reverse speeds. There

are no sparks in passing from one contact to an-

other, this being carried out by a special device.

Another make is the electric car constructed by the

Compagnie Frangaise, mainly for city use. It is

built for two or four places, and has a central

electric motor which runs the rear axle by a uni-

versal-joint transmission. The same company also

makes a large delivery van or omnibus, which takes

two tons load, with batteries which give it a 40-

mile run.

Turning to the combination gasoline-electric sys-

tem, there are several different cars of this type

to be seen at the show. One of these is the new
Krieger car. It is somewhat the same in principle

as the one illustrated in the Western Electrician

last year. This time the system is also applied to

city cabs and to delivery vans. A gasoline motor

mounted in the front, as usual, is coupled direct

to a small dynamo. The circuits of the latter are

passed through the controller, and then into the

two motors of the car. Each of the front wheels

has a separate motor placed near it upon the inner

side, and the motor drives the wheel by means
of a small pinion working on a large gear fixed

to the inner side of the wheel. In the combination

system there is no mechanical speed-changing nor

friction clutch, and the car has the easy running

of the electric method, combined with the unlimited

range given by the gasoline machine.

The well-known Mercedes automobile firm has

now taken up the manufacture of such cars, and
there are a number of them to be seen at the show.

They are characterized by a motor built directly

into the rear wheel. On the front of the chassis

is a four-cylinder gasoline engine. Mounted on the

motor shaft in the rear is the armature of a six-

pole dynamo of small size. By means of the con-

troller, six speeds are secured with an easy pro-

gression. I also noticed a new stationary motor
built by the Cazes firm which uses ordinary kero-

sene. It is of the four-cylinder upright pattern, and
is coupled on the same base with a multipolar

generator. The present group is rated at 70 horse-

power, and this type of motor can be built as high

as 200 horsepower.
A mining plant which is now using a well-

equipped cable system for working the cars in the

shaft is located at the Hermannschacht mine near
Eisleben. Current is generated in a plant which is

erected four miles from the shaft, and here are

installed two gas-engine dynamo sets of 900 kilo-

watts each, using three-phase alternators of 3,000

volts. The shaft is 330 meters deep and the stand-

ard load is 2'/4 tons of material at the rate of 10

meters a second. The motor apparatus for working
the cable drum is designed on the Ilgner system,

using a 12-pole motor of 600 kilowatts. The pres-

ent plant is one of the best designed in Germany.
A. DE C.
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the first meeting of the session of the Institution

of Electrical Engineers last week. Mr. Alexander
Russell read a paper on the subject, which, though

largely theoretical in its character, was a strong

indictment in favor of grading. One of the leading

cable makers here, however, in the discussion stated

that a cable costing ^130 per mile for insulation

against £700 per mile for a graded cable of the

same class was now being made by British cable

makers, and concluded, somewhat satirically, that

he hoped Mr. Russell's paper would not induce

engineers to spend unnecessarily large sums of

money with the cable makers in the hopes of se-

curing a small theoretical advantage, for there was
material upon the market at the present time com-
mercially as good as any graded cable. This may
be taken generally as the view of the cable makers
of this country, for, although Mr. O'Gorman took

out patents here seven years ago, he himself has

stated that no maker has yet tackled the question

seriously. Mr. Patchell mentioned the fact that

some years ago he brought home from the United
States a sample of cable in which the copper was
covered with a varnished cambric with paper out-

side, and which he was told has got rid of all

the troubles on the 20,000-volt cables at Niagara,

but he said he had not yet heard of anyone having
made such a cable here.

The Aluminum Corporation, the second company
of its kind to commence operations in Great Brit-

ain, is now erecting works in North Wales which
will be supplied by the hydro-electric power com-
pany in that district. A number of interesting ma-
chines for aluminum production are to be driven

by 1,000-kilowatt induction motors, each unit con-

sisting of induction motor and two direct-current

generators. The interesting feature of these ma-
chines is that the full output is given at 75 volts.

G.

Great Britain.

London, November 22.—An ambitious and com-
prehensive scheme has been formulated for the

amalgamation of all the electric-lighting companies
in London, with the object of devising a power
scheme which shall have none of the disadvantages

of previous proposals by single companies, and
all the virtues of modified municipal control. This
latter is to be brought about by the nomination
of representatives of the London County Council
upon the joint board of control which it is pro-

posed to form of the directors of the existing

companies. The area of supply comprises all the
administrative county of London and substantial

portions of the four surrounding counties. The
scheme, if matured, would result in the transfer

to the jurisdiction of the new joint committee all

the generating stations of the existing companies,
which would also have the power to purchase lands
for the erection of additional power houses.
News has just reached London that the contract

for electrifying the street railways in Moscow has
been granted to the Edinburgh firm of Bruce
Peebles & Co., in competition with German firms.

The question of grading the dielectrics of cables,

which has never been very enthusiastically taken
up by British cable makers, was, after an interval

of six years, again the subject of discussion at

Dominion of Canada.

Ottawa, November 28.—At the opening of the

Dominion Parliament this week the speech from
the throne contained the following significant an-

nouncement : "The time has arrived when public

interest requires that telegraph and telephone com-
panies holding federal charters should be placed

under government control. A bill will be intro-

duced for that purpose." The policy of the 9Ppo-
sition party, as recently declared by the Conserva-

tive leader, is the nationalization of all telephones

and telegraphs in Canada.
The City Council of Hamilton, Ont., has decided

to submit a by-law to the ratepayers of the city, at

the civic elections ne.xt January, asking the citizens

to vote $225,000 for a municipal lighting and power
plant. The by-law will expressly provide that the

power is to be taken from the Hydro-electric Power
Commission.
Advices from the Pacific coast province state

that Mr. F. J. Cross, electrical expert in the em-
ploy of the Fiji government, and at the same
time sent as special representative of the Colonial

Office in London to report on the proposal to

connect British Columbia with Australia by a

wireless-telegraph service, has arrived at Vancouver.

He declares that the proposition is easily workable,

and stations are now being erected at Fiji. The
biggest jump will be from Vancouver Island to

Fanning Island, then to Samoa, Fiji, Ellis, New
Zealand, and, finally, Austraha. This will be an
important link in the round-the-world wireless con-

nection planned by the British government. He
thinks that by using the different islands as con-

necting stations, the system may be established

at a cost not exceeding $500,000. The only station

on foreign soil will be at Hawaii. Mr. Cross in-

stalled the wireless system at Honolulu for the

United States government. W.

New York.

New York City, December 2.—Some attention

has been attracted by the large and complete sig-

naling and track-switching plant at the new Ho-
boken terminal of the Delaware, Lackawanna and

Western Railroad. It is said to be the first plant

of the track-circuit interlocking type to be installed

in this country. There are 131 levers that elec-

trically control the switches on every track that

runs into the main terminal. The old way of

switching required at least 30 men to do the work.

Under the new arrangement four men can do the

work in less time, and so perfectly constructed is the

plant that, according to the engineers, it is almost

impossible to make a mistake. In the interlocking

cabin, where the system is operated, there is a model

of the yard, showing every track controlled by the

apparatus and which indicates at all times to the

men in charge exactly how the system is working.

As soon as the automatic signals are installed the

locomotive engineer before he starts his train will

get his signals, his routing will be alisolulcly fixed,

and the signal will indicate to him when and
where to move. As soon as the engineer gets his

train on the fixed route the operator in the tower

cannot change that route, or change the switches

under that train until the train is clear of the

route. It will be impossible for another train to

foul that train while it is on the route fixed for it.
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Seventy-five miles of insulated wire was used in

connecting the track circuits with the interlocking
layout. The system is electro-pneumatic, the power
used being compressed air, the movement of the
switches being controlled by a piston operating in

an air cylinder. The operation of the air cyhnders
is effected by electromagnets. When the train is

made up in the terminal and is ready to go out the
station master touches an electric button, which
indicates to the director in the operating tower
that the train is ready to go. The director then
fixes the routing for that train, gives it the signal,

and the train is off on its journey.
It is said that at least $1,000 a day, or $365,000

a year, is the amount that conductors' carelessness
costs the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company. This
was the testimony given by T. S. Williams, vice-
president of the company, at the general investiga-
tion today. He said that this loss was due to the
failure to ring up fares. He took occasion during
the testimony to praise the honesty of the men.
Andrew Carnegie entertained the members of the

board of trustees of the Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancement of Teachers at his home in Fifth
Avenue recently. Henry S. Pritchett, president of
the foundation, said that professors of state univer-
sities should not receive pensions from the founda-
tion and that the state should make provision for
them. Presidents of state universities took the op-
posite view. They asserted that they had no con-
trol over the action of state legislatures, and that
if they were unable to obtain aid from the Legis-
lature their professors should not be made to
suffer.

About 200 men made the trip from Manhattan
to Brooklyn on November 27th under the East
River, making the journey on the first train to

run from Bowling Green to Brooklyn Borough
Hall through the Battery Tunnel. iThe journey
over took 15 minutes, and the return about a third

of that time. The officials of the Ititerborough
company predict that the tunnel will be in full

operation early in the new year. The journey was
made in an ordinary three-car subway train, which
the guests boarded at the Wall Street Station. Au-
gust Belmont and Theodore P. Shonts were the
hosts, and among the guests were many public
officials, engineers, officials of the company. Public
Service Commissioners and reporters. The tunnel
proved to be dry for the greater part of its length,

though here and there were puddles, and occa-
sionally a tiny rivulet. All the way across the tun-
nel was brilliantly lighted, and every detail of the
construction could be plainly seen. The line con-
sists of two tubes running parallel. Each is 15
feet 8 inches in diameter. The upper half pre-
sents a semicircular appearance, but the lower
half of the circle is broken by the bench wall,
which is built out so that the sides- of the cars are
quite close to it. This wall contains the conduits
through which the cables run, and it is wide enough
to form a footpath. Each tube is provided with
one set of tracks. The lighting circuits will be
entirely independent of the third rail, so that if

the power is shut off there will still be plenty of
light. The block-signal system is the same as that
used in the subway. At the little office in the
Bowling Green Station there will sit a man who
will control the tunnel absolutely. Before him
will be a transparency representing both tubes.
Colored lights will show where the trains are at
the time. There are telephones in the tubes every
300 feet.

The New York Times says that a plan has been
advanced by those interested in seeing the Belmont
Tunnel opened to the public, and is now being
seriously considered, which contemplates the ac-
quisition of the property b^i the city and what
would amount to a partnership in its operation
between the city and the interests now owning
the tunnel. It is possible that the plan will come
before the Public Service Commission within a
short time. Briefly stated the plan is that the
city shall buy the tunnel, as it stands, for what it

cost to construct it, with interest to date; shall
pay for it with city bonds instead of cash, and
shall enter into a contract with the Belmont in-
terests whereby those interests shall operate the
line in connection with the Queens County surface
lines, the net earnings to be equally divided be-
tween the city and the Belmont people, and the
city to apply its share of the proceeds to the pay-
ment of _ the interest on the bonds. W.

Ohio.

Toledo, November 30.—The city of Asheville,
Ohio, will erect a system of electric street lighting;

to be operated in connection with the sub-station
of the Sciota Valley Traction Company.
A new system of fire-alarm telegraph will be

installed soon at Springfield, Ohio.
The new municipal electric-light plant at Bryan,

Ohio, has announced that it will supply its patrons
at the rate of six cents a kilowatt-hour.

A free electrical show was recently conducted
at Marion, Ohio. A feature of the display was an
auxetophoiie in the booth of the Marlin Electric

Supply Company. This is a great phonograph, ex-
tremely lohd and distinct, and is operated by com-
pressed air, an electric motor being used to make
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llic compression. Thousands of people atlcnded Itie

(>:|)osition.

riic stocklioldcrs o( tlic Bryan Insulating l-'iber

(onipany have decided to close the plant and aban-

don the business. The company was organized

.iboul a year ago for the purpose of developing

wliat was thought to be an important discovery

m( a sort of fiber by Howard J. Meyers, who de-

clared it to be a sub.'ititute for rubber in such

work as telephone parts and other uses to which

hard rubber is put for insulating purposes and to

l.ikc the place of ivory in billiard balls and various

iither things. After nine nioulbs of experimenting

the composition is still affected by water, which

makes it pulpy. This, with the fact that the in-

ventor has been unable to produce the fiber in

.ommercial form, has led to the closing down of

the plant. S.

Michigan.

Detroit, November .10.—There has been a reor-

ganization in Flint by the Michigan State Tele-

phone Company. G. VV. Johnson, assistant manager

at Ann .^rbor,' has been promoted to district man-

ager at Flint. The office of superintendent of tele-

graph has been alxilishcd. The plant department

will have charge of construction work which was
formerly handled by the superintendent of tele-

graph, iuid the contract department will attend to

making of all contracts.

The Detroit City Council has transferred to other

purposes the $10,000 appropriated several years ago

for the building of municipal street-car tracks, as

the Supreme Court decided that the city did not

have the constitutional right to build tracks.

The Detroit City Council has passed Mayor

Thompson's ordinance requiring a 24-second street-

railway service at rush hours.

The Bcllcvue Council has rejected the offer of

the lighting company for a renewal of its contract.

The Michigan Power Company will build a trans-

mission line from Diamondalc to Charlotte in the

spring. A separate distributing company will be

formed tc distribute the current in Charlotte, buy-

ing it from the Michigan Power Company. As
soon as the company is in a position to build the

transmission line, estimated to cost $75,000, a fran-

chise will be asked for.

The residents of Grosse Isle are contemplatmg

lighting the main driveway of the island by elec-

tricity. D.

Indiana.

Indianapolis, November 30.—The Shelbyville Gas

Company has incorporated to take over the prop-

erty of the Shelbyville Gas and Light Company m
Shelbyville. Tfie promoters of the new company

say they will enlarge and re-equip the gas and

light plants so as to make them modern plants

and >furnish the people with light, heat and power.

Mayor Boehne of Evansville has started a move-

ment for the erection and installation of a mu-

nicipal lighting plant in Evansville. Mayor Boehne

has secured the assistance of the Merchants' Asso-

ciation in his advocacy of municipal lighting, and

the association passed resolutions declaring its faith

in municipal lighting when properly managed.

The Standard Electric Headlight Company of

Indianapolis has been incorporated with a capital

stock of $50,000. The company proposes to estab-

lish, equip and operate a plant to manufacture

electric headlights. C. H. Lewis, J. A. Overman
and W. S. 'Van Buskirk are directors.

By a decision of the Indiana Supreme Court an

ordinance of a town or city requiring a railroad

company to maintain at street crossings an electric

light is a valid ordinance and enforceable. The
same ruling will apply to interurban roads, and

hereafter the cost of maintaining such lights at

Street crossings must be borne by the steam and
interurban lines.

Eugene Rush, a capitalist of Chicago, who, with

associates, is promoting the White River power-

dam project at Decker, Ind., visited the site last

week and said that arrangements were being per-

fected to begin work soon. S. S.

Illinois.

Peoria, November 30.—The City Council has

passed an ordinance providing for the placing of

all street-railway feeder wires underground and
the erection of iron poles in the fire limits. Man-
ager Nelson of the Peoria Railway Company says

that while the company is willing to make the im-
provement, he believes that the money could better

be spent in improving the service by the purchase
of new cars.

A number of changes among the Illinois Traction
officials will be made next month. The office of

assistant superintendent will be aboHsHed. This was
held by A. C. Murray. He will have his office in

Springfield and continue ia charge of the line be-
tween Springfield and East St. Louis, as also the
Hillsboro and Staunton divisions. W. W. Street

will continue in charge of the southern terminals,

and Charles Cain will be superintendent of the Tri-
City lines. The different departments of the audit-
ing department will be abolished and the depart-

ment concentrated at Champaign. Work on the

Mackinaw-Lincoln tine is progressing rapidly and
steel is laid within three miles of Mackinaw, and
with good weather it will only lake a few days to

coinpleic the line.

The Danville Car Company has completed six

electric locomotives for the Illinois Traction Com-
pany, which will be delivered at once. They arc
equipped with General Electric motors and equip-
ment.

The five-year contract for lighting the city of

Virginia will expire on December ist. and the

Council is debating the renewal of the contract.

The service has been very satisfactory.

Mr. Hcnklc of the interurban road thai has been
built between Canton and St. David has resigned

as president and general ni.anager. It is expected
that George W. Chandler will be elected to succeed
him. The contract for the power to operate the
line has been let to the Canton Electric Light
Company, and the work of bonding the tracks has
been commenced. The company will run a set of
feed wires to the town of St. David and light

the city, using the trolley poles to carry the lines.

The line has been operating with a gasoline car,

and the service has been far from satisfactory.

V. N.

Northwestern States.

Minneapolis, November 30.—It is reported that

the Twin City Rapid Transit Company is. planning

the construction of an electric-railway line to

Anoka, Minn., via Robbinsdale and Osseo. The
line, as now proposed, wotdd cross the Mississippi

River at Thirty-second Avenue north, and thence

to New Brighton, where the new Armour packing
plant is to be located.

Bids are being taken at Sleepy Eye, Minn., for

new machinery for the municipal electric-light

plant, it being planned to add sufficient equipment
to make a 24-hour service possible.

By a settlement out of court, the control of the

Minnesota Power and Trolley Company has passed
to Archibald S. White of New 'i'ork, and it is

expected that the new dam at Monticello, Minn.,

will be rushed to completion. This will be the

means of furnishing considerable additional power
to Minneapolis.
The machinery is being installed in the new

electfic-light plant at Gary, S. D.
The Minneapolis City Council and the Minneap-

olis General Electric Company are negotiating for

an adjustment of the question of new light and
power rates, over which there has been trouble
since June. It seems likely that an amicable under-
standing will be reached. R,

Pacific Slope.

San Francisco, November 27.—The financial situ-

ation is clearing up a bit in this city. Part pay-
ments in gold on check accounts were made today
at many of the larger banks. Considerably more
coin and less clearing-house currency is in circula-

tion than during the last few weeks. The city is

paying off employes, and about half a million dol-
lars m hard cash will be paid out in this way within
the next few days.

The illuminated steel arches which have been
erected on Fdlmore Street, spanning that business
thoroughfare at each intersection for a distance

of 12 blocks, will be lighted up tonight for the first

time. Several thousand incandescent lamps were
used in the installation. These arches are of artistic

design and spring from all four corners of the
street intersections. The Fillmore Street Improve-
Association had the work done by the Butte Elec-
trical Engineering and Construction Company and
then turned the arches over to the city, which will

light them nightly.

An auxiliary electric-light plant, including a

steam-turbine generating set, will be installed in

the 17-story Humboldt Bank Building, which has
just been completed on Market Street, San Fran-
cisco. Isolated electric lighting and power plants

are to be installed in the new six-story steel-frame
building of the Oakland Bank of Savings on the
corner of Twelfth and Broadway and in the new
St. iVIark's Hotel, which has been built of re-

inforced concrete, one bloclc further east on Twelfth
Street.

The preparations of the Southern Pacific Com-
pany to change its Alameda County local lines from
steam to electric power are going rapidly forward.
General Manager E. E. Calvin says that the fran-

chise arrangements are nearly adjusted by which
the Southern Pacific will have a loop system of
electric lines in Alameda, aside from the extensions
that are contemplated in Oakland.

The United Railroads is moving the large fre-

quency-changer, whicli has been in service at tlie

Martin power station, to that at North Beach. The
change will increase the capacity of the North
Beach station by 4,000 kilowatts, permitting the

company to add 100 cars to the service. It will

be a week or more before the machinery can be
set up and placed in operation. The City Electric

Company, which generates at 60 cycles, will supply
this current, to be changed to 25 cycles.

The Ocean Shore Railroad is now regularly run-

ning two trains a day from San Francisco to Pedro
Valley, 20 miles down the coast, with five trains
on Sundays and holidayj.
Henry E, Adams, manager of the Stockton Gas

and Electric Company, slates that the corporation
of which that company is a part will build an
ekclric-light and p<jwer line from Sacramento to
Stockton, Cal., through Lodi and other towns in
the vicinity, to compete with the American River
Electric Company.
The Rismarcli Mill Company of Binmarck, Wash.,

will start work shortly on a gleam power plant for
the generalion of cleclricily to supply the suburb;
of Tacoma. A.

PERSONAL.
Mr. John C. McMynn has resigned his connec-

tion with Robert W. Hunt & Co., this action taking
clfect on December isL

Mr. S. T. Lee. formerly manager of the Depart-
ment of Electricity in Santo Domingo, is now in
Chicago. He reports a prospect of a considerably
increased electrical activity in that country.

Mr. E. B. Smith has resigned as president and
general manager of the Iowa Telephone Company,
with headquarters at Des Moines, and Mr. G. E.
McFarland has been elected as his successor.

Mr. R, H. Stirling of San Francisco, formerly in
the employment of the Martin and Dc.SabIa electric
companies, has been appointed general. man,lgcr of
the American River Electric Company, with head-
quarters in Stockton, Cal.

Mr. F. G. Stewart, general foreman at the shops
of the Memphis (Tenn.) street railway, has ac-
cepted the position of general superintendent rail-
way department of the Texarkana Gas and Elec-
tric Company, Texarkana, Ark.

Mr. C. G. Waggoner, engineer for the Automatic
Electric Company, Chicago, who has been in South
America looking after the business interests of his
company, is now on a visit to Chicago. Mr. Wag-
goner has been absent in South Americi for about
a year.

Mr. J. H. Van Dyke, manager of the Rocky
Mountain Bell Telephone system in the Cceur
d'Alene district, has resigned and will engage in
other business. He is succeeded by Fred C. Lewis,
acting assistant superintendent under R. E. Hart
of the Coeur d'Alene branch.

Mr. J. B. Crawford, superintendent of trans-
portation for the Fort Wayne and Wabash Valley
Traction line, has resigned to become general man-
ager of the traction system in Lexington, Ky.
General Manager R. T. Gunn of the Lexington
system will come to Fort Wayne to succeed Mr.
Crawford as superintendent of transportation for
the Fort Wayne and Wabash Valley Company.

Word was received some time ago that Mr. John
M. Robb is in Peoria, 111., where he will rest in
order to regain his former health. It will be re-
membered that Mr. Robb wandered from Chatta-
nooga, Tenn., about a month ago while his mind
was temporarily affected from overwork. He had
wandered to Osage, Okla., from which point he
telegraphed to his wife. Mr. Robb was brought to
Peoria by his brother-in-law, no harm having be-
fallen him. It is thought that he will soon recover.

Mr. H. J. Pettingill has resigned as president
of the Northwestern Telephone Company, and will
be succeeded by Mr. Charles E. Yost, president of
the Nebraska Telephone Company, with headquar-
ters at Omaha. Mr. Pettingill will continue as a
director in the Northwestern, company, but will
devote most of his time to the Southwestern Tele-
graph and Telephone Company in Texas and Ar-
kansas. Mr. 'Yost will continue to reside at Omaha,
and Vice-president C. P. Wainman will be in charge
of the company's headquarters' office at Minne-
apolis.

Sir Clifton Robinson, managing director and engi-
neer of the London United Tramways, director of
the Underground Electric Railways of London, and
prominent in several other electric-railway enter-
prises in England, is visiting the United States on
his way to Japan. In Chicago he was not greatly
impressed with what he saw of street railways.
"In the matter of tramways," he is reported to
have said, "America is in the position of the old
chess player, who, having taught the game to a
child, awoke one day to find that the child was his

master."

Many friends of Mr. W. A. Blonck, consulting
electrical engineer of Chicago, will be glad to hear
that he is now on the way to recovery after a

siege of six weeks in the hospital. Mr. Blonck
was taken to the hospital on October i6th, where
it was found, that an operation for appendicitis

would be necessary. The operation was successful,

but the case was so severe that it was not thought
possible that the patient could recover. Mr. Blonck's
exceptional vigor, however, finally prevailed, but it

was not until Novernber 24th that he was strong
enough to be removed to his home. Mr. Blonck
is now gradually regaining his strength and hopes
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to be back among his friends and business asso-

ciates within two weeks.

Mr. Edward Schildhauer, formerly with the

Washington office of the Isthmian Canal Commis-

sion as electrical and mechanical engineer, has been

transferred to Culebra, Canal Zone, Panama, where

he will have charge of the design of power plants

and operating machinery for the locks, movable

dams and regulating works. He will also study

the water supply for the power plants and the feas-

ibility of electrifying the relocated Panama Rail-

road. Mr. Schildhauer was an engineer of the Chi-

cago Edison Company before going to Washington.

The following, relating to a prominent electrical

engineer of Chicago, is from Collier's Weekly of

last week: "Congratulations are due to the city

of New York upon the employment of Mr. Bion J.

Arnold as expert adviser to the Public Utilities

Commission with regard to subways. The public

generally might be congratulated, also, as there is

needed a start on the idea that men of the highest

qualifications are available for employment on the

people's side of public-utility questions. As a rule,

the public-utility corporations and the great financial

interests retain in their interest the professional

talent of the country. Mr. Arnold has been able

to command the respect of all interests, including

the public."

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
W. N. Mitchell intends to install an electric-light

plant in Limestone, Tenn.

H. C. Hodge has been granted an electric-light

franchise in Stevensville, Mont.

Lecompte, La., contemplates installing an electric-

light plant to cost about $io,oco.

The Hennessey (Okla.) Light, Power and Ice

Company will install its plant this winter.

The Clinton Gas and Electric Company of Clin-

ton, 111., has increased its capital from $100,000 to

$175,000.

The Sioux Falls Light and Power Company of

Sioux Falls, S. D., is about to begin remodeling

its plant.

The Farmers and Merchants' Gin, Light and Ice

Company of Baird, Tex., has been incorporated by

V. F. Jones and others.

The Fort Smith Light and Traction Company has

applied for an extension of its electric-light fran-

chise in Van Buren, Ark.

The Kihlberg Company will install an electric-

light and power plant in Sulphur Springs, Ark. E.

B. Guthrey is interested in the company.

The Home Water, Light and Ice Company of

Blooming Grove, Tex., has been organized with a

capital of $15,000 by M. G. Young and others.

The city of Barnesville, Ga., will submit to a

vote on December 31st the proposition to issue

$4,000 of bonds to enlarge the electric-light plant.

Sealed proposals will be received by the Town
Council of Chinook, Mont., up to December 21st

for the construction of a system of electric-light

works for the town. The bid is to cover everything

appertaining to the installation in any way.

Sealed proposals for furnishing materials for the

construction of a power house and electric-lightiiig

system at the Tulalip School, in Washington, will

be received by the commissioner of Indian affairs

at Washington, D. C, up to December 27th.

The Massachusetts Board of Gas and Electric

Light Commissioners has authorized the Gardner
Electric Light Company to issue $100,000 additional

bonds and stock. Of the proceeds $40,000 will be

applied to the payment of necessary additions to

the plant.

"One of the American consuls in Europe writes

that the erection of a large central electric gen-

erating plant of something like 100,000 horsepower
is contemplated. He states that as the project is

not a government undertaking, it would be open
to competition from electrical supply manufacturers
of any country, and it might be worth while for

some of our firms to look into the matter in case

the erection of the proposed plant should be defi-

nitely decided upon." For further information refer

to No. 1675, Bureau of Manufactures, Washington,
D. C.

Complying with the request of the committee on
gas, oil and electric lights, Assistant Corporation
Counsel Miller of Chicago will, it is said, confer
with officials of the Commonwealth Edison Com-
pany relative to drafting an amended franchise for

the company. The ordinance will provide for com-
pensation of three per cent, on all the gross receipts

and also regulate the price of electricity. Soon
after the Legislature passed an act enabling Chi-
cago to regulate the rates of electricity the Council
passed one, but Mayor Dunne vetoed it. Since then
the company has twice voluntarily reduced the rates.

Under their old franchises the companies combined,

and Mr. Miller recently gave an opinion that the

combination was legal.

The Americus Railway and Light Company of
Americus, Ga., which has the contract for lighting

Americus, proposes to construct a lighting sys-

tem and electric pumps in the city. Plans for the
power plant and electrical machinery are being pre-
pared, and the specifications will call for January
delivery of equipment. The company was organ-
ized by W. A. Dodson and associates.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Pekin, Peoria and Bloomington Interurban

Railway Company of Pekin, 111., has been 'dis-

solved.

The fast interurbaii electric service which is to

be established between Hartford and Rocksville,

Conn., will be put into operation early in December.
The line will be operated partly over regular trolley

tracks and partly over the tracks of the Plighland
division of the New York, New Haven and Hart-
ford Railroad.

The electric railway being constructed between
York and Hanover, Pa., may be in use by January
1st. Four passenger coaches built by the Brill

company will be operated daily and cars for trans-

porting freight will also be placed in service. John
Dobbling of York' is constructing the line from
York to Bear's Station. - The section from Bear's

Station is in charge of Dodge & Day of Pliiladel-

phia. The line is being built for the York Rail-

ways Company. Cost of construction averages
$11,000 per mile.

The South Side and the Northwestern elevated

railways of Chicago report large traffic increases

for November over the figures for the correspond-
ing month last year, due principally to an increased
mileage within the last year. The J\Ietrop<:)litau

reports a small decrease, attributed to decreased
working forces in some of the factories along the

route. The daily average of passengers carried on
the Metropolitan in November was 151,518; on the

South Side, 120,594, and on the Northwestern,
106,847. Corresponding figures for November, 1900,

were 152,471, 94,281 and 93,238, respectively.

The electrification of the West Shore Railroad

between Utica and Syracuse has been closely

watched. Special attention has been attracted to

it on account of its 60,000-volt transmission line,

the adoption of an inverted, protected third rail, and
the hydro-electric development from which power
is supplied. In Bulletin No. 4546 the General Elec-
tric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., has issued a

handsomely bound pamphlet of 24 pages, in which
the installation is very completely described. The
bulletin is profusely illustrated with views of the
trains, interior of the cars, transmission lines, ex-
terior and interior of sub-stations, plans of the
buildings and wiring diagrams, and details of the
track construction. Not the least interesting fea-
ture of the pamphlet is a comparison of two train
sheets, one showing the operation before electrifi-

cation, and the other after, where the increase in
traffic with the same track capacity is strikingly
shown. The bulletin cannot fail to be of interest
to all steam-railroad engineers as well as those
actively engaged in electric traction.

PUBLICATIONS.
Pass & Seymour of Solvay, N. Y., have just

issued catalogue No. 17, in which the company sets
forth its large line of electrical specialties. Aside
front its value to those having need of electrical
specialties, the catalogue presents over 60 new and
originally designed plates illustrating porcelain igni-
tion tubes, porcelain transformer cut-outs or junc-
tion boxes, high-tension fuses, conduit clamps, push
buttons, switches of great variety, all kinds of sock-
ets, socket fittings, receptacles, attachment plugs,
rosettes, ceiling buttons, switch bases, strain insu-
lators, knobs, cleats, porcelain tubes, cabinet bush-
ings, etc. This catalogue tells of the 'quality of
P. & S. material and gives descriptions, prices, etc.,

of the various P. & S. products. A copy of the
catalogue will be sent to anyone in the electrical
business on receipt of his business card.

"Electrical Instruments of Precision" is the title

of a handsomely covered and well-prepared booklet
of 34 pages, which is No. 79 of the recent pub-
lications of the Wagner Electric Manufacturing
Company of St. Louis, M'o. It shows and explains
the different types of direct and alternating-current
switchboard instruments made by the company.
The direct-current instruments are all of the D'Ar-
sonval galvanometer type. The alternating-current
instruments are built on either the dynamometer
or magnetic-vane principles. The different mount-
ings are on the large fan shape, round and vertical

or horizontal edgewise patterns. ,MI instruments
are dead-beat and have individually calibrated scales.

Besides standard voltmeters, ammeters and watt-
meters, special types, such as the compensated volt-

meter and the polyphase ammeter, arc built. A
large variety of scries and potential transformers
for use with instruments of various ranges and
types arc shown. Full data, dimensional diagrams

and full-size duplicates of scales are also' to be
found. The Wagner company was one of the first

to develop a line of alternating-current instruments,
and to its efforts is due to a considerable extent
the advancement which this class of apparatus has
now reached. Switchboard builders and consulting
engineers will appreciate this new Wagner publica-
tion.

The December number of Graphite, issued by the

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company of Jersey City,

N. J., has 10 well-illustrated pages devoted to the
recent Atlantic City convention of the American
Street and Interurban Railway Association. The
Dixon exhibit is well shown, as also a large num-
ber of views about the convention headquarters
and along the famous Board Walk and Steel Pier.

These special features make this issue an interesting

souvenir of the Atlantic City meeting.

Bulletin No. 1501, entitled "Belted Corliss En-
gines," issued by Allis-Chalmers Company, Mil-

waukee,, Wis., contains much of interest. It is said

that sales of this engine have not decreased since the

more general introduction of such other prime
movers as gas engines and steam and hydraulic

turbines, indicating a popularity due to reliability,

durability and simplicity of construction. The Re-.

liance pattern of the Reynolds-Corliss engine was
designed to meet the demand for a strong and
serviceable machine which would occupy less floor

space and run at somewhat higher speeds than is

usual in Corliss-engine practice, thus, in many cases,

better adapting it to be used as a prime mover for

electric generators and other fast-running machin-
ery. In its design, most careful consideration was
given to every detail. The bulletin contains some
excellent illustrations of these engines, displaying

their harmonious design and rigid construction. A
copy will be sent to anyone who may be interested,

upon receipt of a request.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
The eleventh annual national convention of Tau

Beta Pi, the honorary engineering fraternity, was
held at Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind., on No-
vember 29th and 30th. Delegates were sent by
chapters of 18 leading technical schools of the

country, -from Columbia University at New York
to the University of California at Berkeley.

David Ranken, Jr., has deeded to the David
Ranken, Jr., School of Mechanical Trades titles

to real estate in St. Louis and railroad stock val-

ued at more than $2,000,000. This property is to

form the first endowment of Mr. Ranken to his

trades school to be established in St. Louis, where
poor boys will be given instruction in the manual
trades.

On the afternoon of November 27th Dr. Charles
P. Steinmetz delivered a lecture on "Alternating-
current Series Motors" before the Urbana (Univer-
sity of Illinois) Section of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers. Dr. Steinmetz was given
a most cordial welcome by both the professors and
students of the University of Illinois, who thronged
the university chapel to listen to one of his most
interesting talks.

Incorporation papers have been taken out by
the Chicago Aeronautique Club, organized by a
number of business men. A large balloon is to

be built at once and plans are under way for a'

series of races next spring. To promote aerial

navigation a $1,000 cup has been pledged as a
trophy. Mr. Charles E. Gregory, well known to

electrical men, is first vice-president of the club;
C. E. Coey is president, A. B. Ferrigo, secretary,
and H. C. Foster, treasurer.

Electrical engineers of Hazleton, Pa., held a

meeting recently and laid plans for the organizing
of an engineering society in Hazleton. The object

will be for advancement in electrical engineering
and scientific matters by the reading and discussing
of papers. Frank Watts was made temporary chair-
man, and V. H. Hurdell, secretary. Others pres-
ent at the preliminary meeting were 0. T. Eber-
hardt, H. G. Knodcrcr, G. W. Thompson, A. F.
Ilarger, T. F. Irvin and Foster Morgan.

MISCELLANEOUS.
C. H. Alexander of Vclnsco, Tex., is building a

large dam and will install an electric power plant

near Vclasco.

The Marconi wireless station of Siasconet, M'ass.,

recently destroyed by fire, has been repaired and
business is being done. The damage was about
$6,000.

It is predicted by a very modern architect that
the house of one large room, a small electric

kitchen allaclied and an enormous enclosed porch
with facilities for outdoor sleeping has come lo
stay.

A Brilish wriler reports that notwithstanding the

great and rapid increase in the demand for India
rubber, .chiefly for motor vehicles, the price has
fluctuated but little in Great Britain, indicating that
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Ihc smirccs ul' supply :ir<- cii":!! 1" ll"-' i^'iUs niaili-

iilKiii tlu'in, ll is sl.ili'd llial iiilliv;cli.iii cif rnljbi-r

Iri'i's is biMiiK c:iriic(l on in v.iiinvis piiils .if llic

vviirlcl iin<k-i' txpcrl siirvoillaiicc.

A report of acciilLMils on sluani railroiicls iukI

street railways in Greater New York made to the

rnhlic Service C'oniiiiission on Noveniher 2M shows

that chirinn the nionlli of October 47 persons were

killeil and 4,Wi(i injured. The report states that

51M persons were injured while ahRhtiiiK and S'o

in boarding ears. c:ar collisions with vehicles

caused injuries to 71)1 persons, while 003 employes

were hurt in the performance of their duties.

An e-saniination for cadet engineers in the gov-

ernment revenue service has been aiuiounced by

the secretary of the treasury to continue live days

from December 16th. Any young man between

the ages of 21 aud JSI'S years who is of satisfac-

tory character and has sufficient techmcal or actual

training is eligible for the examination. Successful

candidates will be assigned to the school ship

Itasca at 97S a month, and after at least six

months' training they may be made second assistant

ant engineers at $1,400 a year.

J. G. G. Kerry and Professor Galbraith, two of

the commissioners a|)pointed by the Canadian gov-

ernment to inquire into the collapse of the Quebec

bridge last September, have been taking evidence

in several cities, ' and will soon report to the

authorities in Ottawa. Until the result of their

investigation is known no definite decision can be

arrived at as to the reconstruction of the bridge.

The pledge of the Canadian government to the

Grand Trunk Pacific Railroad insures the continu-

ance of the project, but a delay of several years

seems to be inevitable.

A cable dispatch from Berlin says that the neces-

sity of finding new sources of revenue to meet the

expected heavy increase in imperial expenditures is

giving occasion for the discussion of the novel

proposition that Germany establish a government
monopoly of electrical power plants. The advo-

cates of the plan, who include Professor Gustav
Schmoller and other distinguished university au-

thorities in the science of government, declare that

electricity, like the mails, telegraph and railways,

now belongs to the category of utilities which may
appropriately be placed under government control.

The decision of the commissioner of patents

affirming the decision of the examiner of interfer-

ences in the petition filed by the Crouse-Hinds Com-
pany against the Appleton Electric Company is to

the effect that the words ''Wirelets" and "Condu-
lets," used as trade-marks for electric-wiring pur-

poses, are not so similar in appearance as to de-

ceive a purchaser using reasonable care and dili-

gence in the selection of his wares. It was urged

that the two wordii htivu lliv same suKgcstivc
meanings, "wire-outlets" and "conduit-outlets," cacli

signifying an outlet for electrical conductors, and
that the manner in which the words are applied

to articles of the same construction will cause con-
fusion in the minds of the public.

'Phe Automobi.le Show in Clnc;ig(» this week is

spoken of as the greatest in the history of the busi-

ness. There were many buyers. The electric ve-

hicle seemed to receive m(jre favorable considera-
tion th:m ever before. A recent writer says:
"'I'hough we accept the automobiles on the streets

:is a matter of course, and are no more surprised
by them than we are by horse-drawn vehicles, the

exhibition compels us to think on a rapidity ot

development so far which seems almost incredible.

But a short time .ago, within the memory of chil-

dren, there were only a few crude machines which
represented doubtful experiments. Today we have
in this magnificent show the proof of a brilliant

success that has come from those experiments. A
new business has sprung up which requires an
enormous investment of capital ; the cars show the
perfection of workmanship, and their practical value
is no limger (|neslioned."

TRADE NEWS.
Harry Chambers has purchased the electrical con-

tracting business of the Woodruff-Lesh Company
in Lincoln, Neb.

The Edwards & Merrill Company of Boston (elec-

tricians, with capital of $25,000) has been organ-
ized. William G. Merrill. John E. Edwards and
Samuel W. Culver are directors.

The superinteiiding engineer, Patiala State. India,

is calling for tenders, up to January 6. IQ08. for

the electrfc and pumping plant required for the

Patiala water supply, particulars of which may be
had by addressing him.

The Pyro One-light Electric Sign Company of

Chicago, capitalized at $100,000, has been incorpo-

rated to enter into the sign and advertising busi-

ness. The incorporators are S. E. Loveless, S.

Samson and M. S. Emirch.

The Chicago Electrical Equipment Company, capi-

tal $2,500. has been incorporated for the purpose
of entering the manufacturing and contracting busi-

ness. The incorporators are William Ku Yath,

Hiram Keck and J. W. Clark.

The quartermaster. Fort Revere, Hull; Mass..

will receive sealed proposals for furnishing and
instaling electric-lighting fixtures in hospital at

Fort Revere, until to a. m. on Decemlier loth.

Information furnished on application. Preference
will be given to articles of domestic production and

niaiiufaclurc. Envelopei containing proposals should
be indomcd ''Proposals for electric-lighting fixtures,"

and addressed, C. O. Zollars, Captain, C. A, C.

The Power n>)uipmeni (Company of Chicago has
been incorporated, capilali/erl at $10,000, and pro-
poses to manufacture and install electric and heat-

ing equipment. The incorporators arc O. C, Foster,
A. C. Field and Frank Crozicr.

The Columbia Incandescent Lamp Company of

St. Louis, of which Mr. A. C. Garrison is president,
announces the opening of a New England branch
office at No. 280 Devonshire Street, Boston. Here
the company will carry in slock a full assortment
of lamps for the Ixmcfit oi its increasing New
England trade.

BUSINESS.
Among the recent orders received by Dossert &

Co. of 242 West Forty-first Street, New York city,

was one from the Chicago City Railway Company
for 150 two-way soldcrlcss connectors for 1,000,000-

circular-mil cable.

McDowell. Slockcr & Co., Chicago, have just

completed the moving of their machinery stock to

their new store at 16 to 20 S. JcfTerson Street. The
new quarters were designed to afiford advantages
in the display, storing and shipment of machinery
which few similar buildings possess. The building
is of mill constructon, absolutely fireproof in every
requirement, even to the outward swinging doors,
and has three floors and a basement, Ihc floor space
of each being 66 by 151 feet,

Legnard Bros, of Waukegan. III., report good
results with their .auco-marine spark plug. This
device is said to be practically soot and oil proof
and to give perfect ignition with a hot spark be-
tween points extended well into the firing chamber.
By a quarter turn of the insulated handle the points
may be readily removed for inspection without
danger of shocks while the engine is running. A
non-corrosive wire is used, which, with the porce-
lain, withstands the intense heat.

A recent circular from the National Battery Com-
pany. Buffalo. N. Y., tells of reliability, durability
and simplicity of National storage batteries. Na-
tional sparkers are said to be the standard equip-
ment for more cars than any other make. They
are constructed to withstand the hard service of
high-power cars; are proof against acid sloppage,
and the terminals are non-corrodible. They have
no complicated connections to confuse the user, and
can be easily operated and cared for. National
batteries for electric vehicles are constructed to
give long life without reducing the capacity or in-
creasing the weight. The diflerent types of plates
are of standard size.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued (United States Patent Office) November 26, rgoy.

871,772. Sealing for Electric Apparatus. James R.

Baker. Arlington. N. J., assignor to the Cooper
liewitt Electric Company, New York, N. Y.

Application filed March 31," 1905.

The seal-off cavity of a mercury vapor tube has a

shock-resisting body located within it and a wire pass-

ing through the wall of the tube and holding the same
in position.

871,804. Apparatus for Electrically Operating

Water-tight Bulkhead Doors. Robert H. Kirk,

Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the "Long Arm"
System Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Application

filed April 22, 1905.

Electric motors operate the bulkhead doors and hatches
aboard ship. The motors are controlled either from a
distance or near by and have overload protecting devices.

When the door reaches the closed position a signal is

automatically shown at the distant point.

871,826. Electric Train-lighting System. Walter
Scribner, Columbus. Ohio. Application filed

January 12, 1907.

A compound dynamo is provided for lighting the lamps
and a shunt dynamo for charging the storage batteries,

of which each car has a set. Automatic regulating de-

vices control the connection and charge of the batteries.

871,851. Fuse. Frederick W. Young, East Orange,

N. J. Application filed March 14, 1907.

An air-tight retaining tube is partly filled with oil

and lias a vacuum at one end. A fuse member is ar-

ranged in the tube and immersed in the oil.

871,875. Stop Motion for Looms. Charles D. Lan-
ning. Dorchester, Mass. Application filed Feb-

ruary 23, 1907.

Electrical detecting devices are arranged' which move
a knock-off device and stop the loom upon the occur-

rence of either weft or warp failure.

871.904. Shaft Oscillator. Edwin C. Wright, New-
port. Ky.. assignor to Allis-Chalmers Company
and the Bullock Electric Manufacturing Com-
pany. Application filed April 20, 1907.

This is a magnetic oscillator. A coil is placed near
the end of the shaft. A rotary switch for the coil is

operated by a disk coming in contact with the end of

the shaft as it moves longitudinally.

871,913. Trolley-wheel Bearing. William M. Cas-
well. Warren, Pa. Application filed June 6,

1907.

A trolley fork is screwed into the outer end of the
pole. The fork has Babbitt metal bearing blocks set in

recesses and cap plates mounted over these, which supply
oil or grease to the rollers for the axle only when the
pole is raised.

871,915. Reflector. Augustus D. Curtis, . Chicago,

111. Application filed January 18, 1906.

Tliis reflector is of the hood type, fitting over two or
more incandescent lamps. The reflecting surface has
corrugations radiating from flat spots adjacent the center
of each filament.

871,937. Surface - cleaning Machine. Robert B.

Hutchison. Pittsburg. Pa. Application filed De-
cember 9, 1905.

The motor is mounted on a U-shaped frame and is

connected by gearing to the rotating brush.

871,943. Belt Tightener. Emil Mattman, Norwood,
Ohio, assignor to the Bullock Electric Manu-
facturing Company. Application filed January
2, 1906.

An electric motor has mounted on it a -plate with a
stud, to which is pivoted an arm carrying an idler pulley.

A tension spring is adjustably attached to the arm.

871,047. Process for the Manufacture of White
Lead. Frank W. Morris, Victoria, British Co-
lumbia, Canada. Application filed December 28,

1906.

Spongy lead and formic acid are produced electrolytic-

ally in separate compartments. The two are then com-
bined and an alkaline carbonate added, thus precipitating

lead carbonate.

871,948. Process for the Manufacture of Cyanide

of Potassium or Sodium. Frank W. Morris,

Victoria. British Columbia. Canada. Application

filed December 28, 1906.

Formic acid and caustic soda or potash are electrolytic-

ally formed. The formic acid is then changed to ammo-
nium formate and this distilled to hydrocyanic acid,

which is added to a hydrate to form the cyanide desired.

871.960. Signaling System. Wilmer W. Salmon,

Buffalo, N. Y. Application filed August 29,

1905-

A block-signal system has a battery in each section
which operates a relay actuating a rotating armature
that moves the signals.

871.970- System of Motor Control. Emmett W.
StuU, Norwood, Ohio, assignor to Allis-Chal-
mers Company and the Bullock Electric Manu-
facturing Company. Application filed March
31, 1906.

A series-parallel controller controls two pairs of motors
and has a single cut-out switch whereby either pair of
motors may be disconnected without changing the effect
of the controller on the other pair.

871,971. Electric Furnace. Edward R. Taylor,
Penn Yan, N. Y. Application filed September
5, 1906. Renewed April 15, 1907.
This is a resistance furnace which has a vertical cham-

ber. Metallic stems carry carbon electrodes extending
through an outer feed space into the working chamber.

871,984. Cable Terminal and Junction Box. Frank
B. Cook, Chicago, 111. Application filed July

9, 1906.

A sheet metal air and water-tight box has fanning
strips secured in the back and a series of spring mem-
bers supporting protective devices.

871,994. Method of Cleaning Metal. Jean Haw-
thorne, New York. N. Y. Application filed

March 26, 1907.

This is an electrolytic process for clea'ning tarnished
silver and consists in placing the articles to be cleaned
in a tin vessel containing a solution of sodium carbonate.
The silver being electrically connected with the tin walls,
an electromotive force is developed between them
whereby hydrogen is set free on the silver plate, thus
decomposing the silver sulphide tarnish.

871.998. Bottle-capping Machine. Georg Kirke-
gaard, New York, N. Y. Application filed-

June 13, rgo6.

The cap is forced on by two electromagnets operating
a plunger and forming ring.

872,002. Railroad Signaling Device. Burns S. Mil-
ler. Everett, Wash. Application filed May 4»

1907.

A crossing gate is operated in conjunction with a
distant visual signal, an electric circuit controlling the
same.
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872,022. Door Fastener and Opener. Charles

Smith, Boston, Mass. Application filed April

24, 1907.

A hinged catch is controlled by the armature of an

electromagnet.

872,029. Molding Receptacle. James S, Stewart,

New York, N. Y., assignor to Annie Stewart,

New York, N. Y. Application filed June 29,

1906.

A porcelain block with shell and central stud termi-

nals is mounted directly over the ' molding, the two
wires in wliich are connected to these terminals.

872,039., Automatic Alarm and Stopping Device for

Engines. Daniel B. Adams, SummitviUe, N. Y.

Application filed September 30, 1903.

The ignition circuit is automatically broken when the

supply of water for cooling the cylinder fails.

872,065. Incandescent-lamp Cluster. Harvey Hub-
bell, Bridgeport, Conn. Application filed Octo-

ber 13, 1905-

This cluster is made of two parts, each having half-

sockets which form the sockets for the lamps when the

two parts are joined together.

872,075. Sparking Device. Harry A. Miller, Pasa-

dena. Cal. and Benjamin G. Gilbough, Chicago,

111. Application filed February 14, 1906.

This spark plug consists of a tubular stationary elec-

trode and vibratory electrode extending to near the

other,

872,094. Trolley-securing Device. John Szekeres,

Pittsburg, Pa., assignor of one-half to John

NO. 872,200.—TOWER CLOCK.

Pohiba, Allegheny, Pa. Application filed Au-

gust 23, 1907.

The support for tlie trolley wheel carries a number
of vertical arms with laterally hinged portions on each

side of the trolley wire.

872,102. Electric Stop for Engines. James K.

Wright, New York, N. Y. Application filed

February 4, 1907-

An electromagnet restrains a weight from closing the

steam supply valve. A speed responsive device opens the

magnet circuit when the - speed becomes either too low

or too high.

872,104. Sand Box for Cars. Abbott L. Bacon,

Tranklin, Mass. Application filed March 22,

1907.

The box has a number of electrically heated bars or

plates near its bottom, which prevent moisture in the

sand from freezing.

872,126. Massage Implement. Henry G. Hart,

Mount Vernon, N.' Y. Application filed May
15- 1905-

Two disks rigidly connected by a central tube over a.

spindle have a number of rollers between their

peripherics. Connecting wires pass through the handle

and conduct current to the disks and rollers.

872.141. Automatic Stop for Railway Trains.

Vaughn Morrison, Wessington Springs, S. D.

Application filed June 26, 1907.

A railroad crossing is provided with a series of switch

boxes containing electromagnets that bring levers into

position for operating trip mechanisms on the locomotives

that apply the brakes.

872.142. Rail Bond. Asa H. Mbsher, Westfield,

N. J. Application filed January 17, 1907.

This bond for signaling circuits has a split eccentric

plug driven into the hole so as to wedge about- the bond
wire.

872.143. Controlling Mechanism for Electric Mo-
tors. Martin B. McLauthlin, Maiden, Mass.

Application filed September 22, 1902.

A controller for an elevator motor has electromagnetic
devices operated from the car for closing and opening
the operating motor circuit, and then short-circuiting the

armature and applying the brake to stop the motor.

872,145. Protective Shield for Skeleton-frame Bells,

and 872,146, Adjustment for Contacts. George
L. Patterson, New York, N. Y., assignor to

Alice C. Patterson, New York, N. Y. Appli-

cations filed July II, 1907.

These arc electric bell improvements. The shield is

dctachably secured at the back of the frame by clips.

The contact adjuftmcnt is secured by having a screw
pass through a split post with an adjusting nut secured
between the two split parts.

872,148. Elcctrotherapeutic Apparatus. Nelson H.
Raymond, Brooklyn, and Joseph C. Vettcr,

Coney Island, N. Y., assignors to Alice C.

Patterson, New York, N, Y. Application filed

August 24, 1905,

A cafting contains a battery with one terminal con-
nected to 3 body electrode and the other to a similar
catinir, thr Iwo crIU bcinK in ^/rriri.

872,154. Combined Controller and Circuit-breaker.

William M. Scott, Philadelphia, Pa. Applica-
tion filed April 9, 1907.,

This is a starting switch for a three-phase induction
motor. In starting, circuit-breakers are cut in that
have a higher current capacity than the normal ones,
which are automatically substituted when the motor
comes up to speed.

872,171. Means for Protecting Operators' Ringing
Leads. William W. Dean, Elyria, Ohio, as-

signor to the Dean Electric Company, Elyria,

Ohio. Application filed April 7, 1906.

A relay in the leads has a high impedance, making it

normally inoperative. A low-impedance shunt is con-
nected around the relay under its control.

872,193. Electrocapillary Apparatus. Axel Orling,

Upper Tooting, England. Application filed June
I, 1907.

This indicator of successive electric impulses has a
horizontal capillary passage containing two plugs of
distinct conducting liquids in contact with each other and
with the two terminals of a circuit. A pivoted oscillating

member carrying one element of a recording device is

also connected to one of the liquids.

872,197. Electric Switching Device. James A. Po-

sey, Midlothian, Tex., assignor to the Posey
Automatic Switching Company, Dallas, Tex.
Application filed March 3, 1906.

An electromagnetic track switch is operated by the

motorman on the car.

NO. 872,215.—AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
SWITCH.

NO. 872,216.-

INSULATOR.

872,200.

Pa,

Tower Clock. Edward Rowe,
Application filed May 9, 1901.

Indiana,

An otherwise unillurainated dial has extension arms
secured to its hands that carry incandescent lamps with

long filaments. (See cut.)

872,204. Apparatus for Fumigating Telephone In-

struments. Louis I. Shrader, New Albany,

Ind. Application filed May 29, 1907.

A casing containing a fumigating agent has holes in its

sides for inserting the transmitter mouthpiece and the

receiver.

872,208 and 872,209. Enclosed Resistance. Henry J.

Wiegand, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to the

Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company, Mil-

waukee, Wis. Applications filed October 30,

1905.

The resistance is mounted on a base or supporting

member. The whole is surrounded by a casing which
is filled with an insulating cement in a plastic condition

that later hardens.

872,213. Battery Support for Automobiles. Samuel

R. Bailey, Amesbury, Mass. Application filed

January 4, 1907.

The battery is supported at points below its center of
gravity. Three suspension rods are provided which are

mounted so as to permit universal swinging of the sup-

port with relation to the vehicle frame.

872.215. Automatic Electric Switch. William L.

Bliss, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed Janu-

ary 6, 1905.

This switch connects a storage battery to a generator
and has one winding in shunt with the latter and another
in series with generator and battery. As soon as the

shunt winding has closed the switch the current in this

winding is reduced to merely a retaining current. (See
cut.)

872.216. Insulator. Homer D. Bodley. Stanley,

N. Y. Application filed February 27, 1907.

The insulator has a groove arranged to receive a wire,

a slide adjacent to the groove and movable against^ a

wire therein, and a cam co-operable to clamp the slide

against the wire. (See cut.)

872,224. Electric Guest-calling Clock. Ralph C.

Dick, St. Louis, Mo. Application filed June 4,

1906.

A clock mechanism drives a number of shafts in unison

by gearing. In a ring around each shaft is arranged a
number of push buttons which come, when forced back,

into the path of an arm on the shaft, thus completing an

alarm circuit to a particular room.

872,228. Quadruplex-telegraph System. John J.

Ghegan, Newark, N. J. Application filed July

25, 1907.

This system has a neutral and a polarized relay and
their local sounder circuits in combmation with an in-

duction coil controlled by the armature of the neutral

relay to act on the local sounder circuit of the neutral

relay to prevent false signals.

872,251. Electromagnetic Power Generator. Joseph

L. Potter, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Harr>'

G. Hawckottc, Indianapolis, Ind. Application

filed July 16, 1906.

One common armature for them is pivoted at one end
and connected to a crank on a power shaft on the other.

872.283. Incandescent - lamp Socket. Gilbert W.
Goodridge, Bridgeport, Conn., assig^ior to the
Bryant Electric Company. Bridgeport, Conn.
Application filed July 20, 1907.

The end of the shell and the flange of the cap are cor-
rugated to fit together and provided with a latching
means.

872.284. Transmitter. Rasmus Hansen, Chicago,
III, assignor of one-half to A. Miller Belfield,

Chicago, 111. Application filed December 3,

1902.

A chamber for granular material is carried by the
casing, A main and a suppleftiental diaphragm are situ-
ated behind the chamber in which is an electrode carried
by the second diaphragm.

872,289. Controlling Mechanism for Electric Mo-
tors. Edward D. Lewis, Elmira, N. Y., assignor

to the Lewis Motor and Crane Company. Ap-
plication filed June 18, 1907.

Resistance coils are wound around and in series with
the field coils. In starting the motor these are gradu-
ally cut out and m stopping the motor they are gradu-
ally cut in.

872,293. Ringing Device for Telephone Exchanges.
William W. Dean, Elyria, Ohio, assignor to the

Dean Electric Company, Elyria, Ohio. Original
application filed January 16, 1906. Divided and
this application filed August 8, 1906.

In the cord circuit is a ringing relay connecting gen-
erator and locking circuits to the line. When the called
subscriber answers the locking circuit is broken.

872,298. Means for Automatically Controlling Elec-
tric Motors. Harry W. Leonard, Bronxvillc.

iiber of <-lec(r(>m:iKnrr coiN arc set side by «ide.

NO. 872,298 —AUTOMATIC MOTOR CONTROL.

N. Y. Original application filed February 6,

1897. Divided and this application filed Januan,-

28, 1902. Renewed July 10, 1905.

A source of electromotive force is connected in series
with the armature of the motor and a regulator is con-
trolled by the work for automatically controlling the
electromotive force of the source to automatically in-

crease or decrease the speed of the motor to meet the
requirements of a variable duty. CSee cut.)

872,300. Electrical Measuring Instrument. -Paul

MacGahan, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the West-
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,
Pittsburg, Pa. Application hied Octobei 18,

1905.

This instrument has two stationary windings respec-
tively of high and low resistance and a movable winding.
Connections are arranged whereby the instrument may
be used as a voltmeter or as a wattmeter.

PATENTS THAT HAVE EXPIRED.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued

by the United States Patent Office) that expired

December 2, 1907:

441,665. Regulator for Electric Motors. W. E. Hyer, New-
burg, N. Y.

441,695. Brush Holder for Electric Motors or Dynamos.
W. S. Patterson, Allegheny, Pa.

441,703. Electric Signaling System. J. W. Riggs, Minne-
apolis, Minn.

441,764. Trolley Covering for Electric Railways. H. Jones,
Detroit, Mich.

44I.773' Automatic Electric-railway Signal. R. O, Owen
Lynchburg, Va.

441.793. Dynamo-electric Machine. W. K. Freeman, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

441.794. Regulator for Dynarao-elcctric Machines. W. K.
Freeman, Brooklyn, N. Y.

441,807. Motor Regulator. D. Pepper, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.

441.817. Electro-thcrmostatic Valve. L. Bell and F. H.
Root, Chicago, 111.

441.818. Electrode for Secondary Batteries. J. Y. Brad
bury and F. J. Stone, Lowell, Mass.

441,828. Electromagnetic Traction-increasing System. M
W. Dewey, Syracuse, N. Y.

441.837. Conduit for Electric Conductors. E. T. Green
field. New York, N. Y.

441.838. Attaching Device for Electric Conductors. E. T.
Greenfield, New York, N. Y.

441.839. Process of Impregnating Porous Bodies. E. T.

Greenfield and J. Nagel, New York, N. Y.
44i,'840. Underground Conduit for Electric Wires. E. T.

Greenfield. New York. N. Y.

441,843. Galvanic Battery. A. H. Hoy, Racine, Wis.

441,847. Telegraph Circuit. F. W. Jones, New York, N. Y,

441,855. Thermostat. A. G. Sargent, East Tilton. N. H.
441,908. Electric Clock Alarm. M. W. Ticdcmann, Brook-

lyn, N. Y.
441.953- Electric Motor. H. Groswith, PhilndL-lphia, Pa.

44I.95-1- Method of Operating Electric Motor.s. H. Gros-

with, Philadelphia, Pa.

441,958. Sccondarv Battery. C. W. Kennedy and H. Gros-

with, Philadelphia, Pa.

441.959- Electrode for Secondary Batteries. C. W. Ken
ncdy, Philadelphia, Pa.

441,967. Galvanic Battery. C. G. DcPcralt.-i, Havana, Cuba.

4di.072. Electrical Indicating Apparatus for Linear Meas-

lire. I. RapiefT, New York, N. Y.

J4I.07T. Electrical I.oc.ition and Rnngc-findmB InBtrument

J. RapiefT, New York. N. Y- ^ ^ ^
442,018. Electric Arc Lamp. T. P. C. Cramplon. London

England. „ „. . « . ,,. ,

442,030. Electric Switch. I*. E. Fisher, Detroit, Mich.
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Chicago Automobile Show.
'riu- L'liii'iiKii AiiloTiicihili' Show wliii-li was ujn'iu'd

nil NdVi'iiiJH'i- ,)olii Miul ciinlimu'il In Dccoinhcr 7tli

\v:is i1h' hirRi'sl ever hold .-\ii.vwlii're in this omintry.

'riirc'i' of tlu- l.-irKc'St sluiw liiiililinns in llic city were

rci|iiirocl 111 display tlu- cxliibils. IIk'Sc licinj; the

Oilisciiiu and iIk' Kirst and Scvi-nlli KcKinu-nt ar-

niDi'ics. There were ahout 150 distinct exliihits of

automobiles, besides a larRe disi)lay of motor cycles

and hundreds of exhibits by companies dealing in

aiHomobile accessories.

Of course the gasoline cars predominated, but llic

electric vehicle exhibits showed large gains over

former years, and nianufactin"ers (^f electrics say

that this type of car is gaining in popularity and

general usefulness e\'en more r.apidly. in proportion,

than llie gasoline and steam machines. Althongh

load in automobile badery charging and .ire co-

operating with the vehicle ni;uiufaetnrers to the in-

terest of both and the public as well. Some of the

niannfacliners have .a plan of arranging with the

central-station comjianies wdiereby the services 01

skilled electricians are available for tlic benefit of

purchasers of their niaehines without cost to the

purchaser.

In districts where direct cmrent is av.ailable the

battery-charging problem is simple, and in small

towns and outlying districts, where alternating cur-

rent usually prevails, users of electrics can now
avail themst'lvcs of any one of several forms of

current rectifiers, thus bringing charging facilities

within reach in ahnost any locality. These recti-

liers can be installed at no great cost on the ;mto~

mohile owner's private premises.

puny, Colnmbui, tJliio; Conple-gear Krcighl -wheel
I'ompany, (Jrand R:ipid», Mich.; IJIeclric Vehicle
Company, Ilarlford, Comi. ; I'iltslnirgh .Motor Ve-
hicle Company, New Vork and l'ilt*liiirg, I'a.

;

I'ope Motor Car Company, Indianapolis, Ind, ; Kaiicli

& I.ang Carriage Company, Cleveland, Ohio; .Studc-

baker Aiiloiiifjbile Company, South Hend, Ind.

;

Woods Motor Vehiclcf Company, Chicago

Electrical Exports for October.
Kleclrical exports from the United .StatfS for the

month of October, 1907, reached a total value of

$'-457.9'4- This is an increase of $210,546 over
.September, 11J07, and a decrease of $149,122 from
the figures for October, 1906. KNpr.ris of electrical

n'lachincry during October !i •.. n increase in

Woods Queen Victoria witti Detachable Child's Seat.

Rauch & Lang Landaulette.

Baker Surrey.
SO.ME ELECTRIC CARRIAGES SHOWN AT THE CHICAGO AUTOMOBILE SHOW OF LAST WEEK.

Babcock Victoria Phaeton.

Columbia Open Victoria.

Columbus Coupe.

Pope-Waverley Station Wagon,

prospective purchasers are not inclined to buy at

this" season of the year, many sales were made, and

the various exhibitors are confident of large spring

sales as a result of the show.

Detail of the gasoline cars cannot be considered

here. There are of course many improvements
tending to simplicity and efficiency of operation.

The exhibits gave evidence of energetic efforts

toward the production of moderate-priced, service-

able cars, and on the other hand there has been

much advance in the more elaborate, high-priced

machines, some of the cars exhibited being valued

at $7,000 and $8,000. One notable feature was the

attention giveji to the six-cylinder engines exhib-

ited, but it seems probable that the four-cylinder

will prevail for some l-inie to come.

In electric vehicles there has been little change
as to design, the display in pleasure vehicles being

very handsome. The accompanying group shows
a few of the vehicles exhibited. While electric

pleasure cars have the disadvantage of being lim-

ited as to distance of travel on a charge to from
forty to eighty miles, they are gaining in popular-

ity because of the simplicity of operation, cleanli-

ness and ease and economy of maintenance.

A more hearty co-operation on the part of elec-

tric-light companies will do much to increase the

„use of electric vehicles. On this subject many of
the exhibitors at the show were especially enthu-

siastic. In some cities the central-station inen are

beginning to see the possibilities for a desirable

There is some complaint that central-station com-
panies do not make a sufficiently low rate to encour-

age the sale of electrics. However, in most cities

the central-station managers have seen the possi-

bilities of the electric-vehicle business and by low
rates for charging are materially increasing their

revenue. This load is a desirable one, as it can

be taken on when the demand is low.

There is an increasing output of commercial elec-

tric .vehicles of all kinds. A large variety of such

vehicles was shown in the Seventh' Regiment Ar-
mory, the exhibit including delivery wagons, heavy

trucks, etc. One truck which attracted attention

was that of the Couple-gear Freight-wheel Com-
pany, It has four motors, the transmission employ-

ing the principle of couple action whereby the sin-

gle force of the motor is divided into two equal

forces which act in opposite directions, pulling up

one side of the wheel and down the other. The
power is applied to the rim of the wheel.

Automobile accessories in great variety w-ere ex-

hibited by hundreds of companies, wdio showed all

the latest electrical and mechanical devices of use

to automobile owners. Much valuable automobile

literature, handsomely illustrated, was freely dis-

tributed.

Among the companies which had large exhibits of

electric vehicles were the following: Babcock Elec-

tric Carriage Company, Buffalo, N. Y. ; Baker Motor
Vehicle "Company, Cleveland, Ohio: Byride Electric

Auto Company, Cle\eland : Columbus Buggy Com-

comparison with the corresponding month last year,

but in electrical appliances there was a decline,

the figures being as follows : Electrical machinery
—October, 1907, $767,016: October, 1906, $743,749.
Electrical appliances—October, 1907, $690,898; Oc-
tober. 1906, $863,287.

The following-named countries were the principal

destinations of electrical exports from the United
States in October, 1907, the figures given repre-

senting the value of the respective purchases, ar-

ranged in the order of size.

Electrical Machinery.—Mexico, $183,681 : Brazil,

$100,647: Japan, $100,550: United Kingdom, $96,-

370: British North America, $81,353; France, $28,-

870; Argentina, $22,668; British East Indies, $21,-

977 ; British Australasia, $14.770 ; Cuba, $13,022

;

Central American States and British Honduras,
$12,021; British Africa, $8,467; Germany, $5,717;
Philippine Islands, $5,409; other Africa, $39,003;
other South America, $20,008 ; other Europe, $8,705

;

other countries, $3,778.

Electrical Appliances.—Brazil, $174,057; British

North America, $143,966; Mexico, $55,629; United
Kingdom, $54,161: Japan, . $46,288 ; Cuba, $41,479;
.Argentina. $20,127 ; Central American States and
British Honduras, $19,816; Germany. $19,211; Bel-

gium, $8,731; British Australasia, $4,740; British

Africa, $2,983 ; France, $2.685 ; Philippine Islands,

$2,355; other South Africa, $70,671; other West
Indies and Benuuda, $12,002; other Europe, $4,928;

other countries, $6,979.
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Electric Soldering Iron with a Simple
Heating Device.

An electric soldering iron of quite novel and

simple construction has been invented by William

G. Hartwig of Chicago, and he was recently granted

a United States patent on the device. The object

was to provide an iron in which the- heat gener-

ated within the head should be applied at the most

effective point. The invention is illustrated in the

accompanying sectional drawing.

The copper head (A) of Ihe soldering iron is

bored out as shown. The outer-end portion of

the chamber of the head (A) is interiorly screw-

threaded to receive the exterior screw thread (b)

that is formed upon one end of the hollow stem

(B)'. The opposite end of this stem has fitted

thereto a tubular handle (C) of suitable material.

Within the chamber of the head is set an insu-

lating sleeve (D) of porcelain or' other suitable

insulating material, and within this insulating sleeve

is placed a solid body of carborundum crystal (E)

that will be pressed against the head (A) by

hardness to cut the mica, and commutators should

be inspected frequently for flat or rough sui'faces.

George W. Knox, Green Bay Traction Company,
Green Bay, Wis. : Watchfulness.

H. R. Fothergill, Greenville (S. C.) Traction

Company : Grind brushes for a neat fit and use

heavy springs.

E. -W. Olds, the Milwaukee Electric Railway and
Light Company : Use good carbon brushes and see

that the brush-holders and yokes are in first-class

condition and properly adjusted.

C. C. Collins, Columbus (Ohio) Railway and

Light Compan}' : Frequent inspection and cleaning.

Dr. Steinmetz Invents a Steam Turbine.

One of the latest demonstrations of the versatil-

ity of Dr. Charles P. Steinmetz is his invention of

a steam turbifie which has just been patented in this

country and assigned to the General Electric Com-
pany. The machine is a vertical one and the casing

is divided by diaphragms into main-wheel cham-
bers containing the bucket-wheels. Plates are

Q ^^

ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON.

means of a plunger (F) that is carried within the

sleeve (B).

The plunger (F) has a reduced stem (f) pass-

ing through" the insulating sleeve (D), and a shoul-

de° or offset (f) on the plunger (F) serves to

limit the extent of the movement of the sleeve

(B) toward the head (A), and thus guards against

anv danger of short-circuiting by reason of the

contact of the end of the plunger with the head.

The outer end of the plunger is formed with a

stem (f=) that is encircled by a coil spring (G)

that serves to force the plunger toward the head.

The stem (f-) of the plunger passes through an

insulating sleeve. (H) that is held within the outer

end of the tubular handle (G)^ this insulating sleeve

being preferably formed with a'fiange (h) that is

cut away at one side to receive the terminal ex-

tension (b') at the outer end of the sleeve (B).

To this terminal extension (b") is connected one

of the conductor wires, and. the other conductor

wire of the circuit is connected to the outer end

- of the plunger stem (f^).

The insulating sleeve (D), serving as it does to

hold the high-resistance material (E) out of con-

tact with the head of the soldering iron except

at the end of the sleeve, insures the application of

the heat due to the passage of current through the

high-resistance material to that part of the solder-

ing iron to which the heat may be most effectively

used. The insulating sleeves (D) and (H) serve

also to hold the plunger out of contact with the

sleeve (B) and thus prevent the short-circuiting of

the current between such parts. The plunger ef-

fectively serves to insure a constant contact between

the high-resistance material and the head, of the

soldering iron.

The operation of this soldering iron is readily

understood. Current passes by one of the conductor

wires to the sleeve (B) and through the head (A)
and high-resistance material (E) to the plunger

(F) and thence to the other conductor wire.

mounted in the chambers on both sides of the

w^heels that conform approximately to the shape of

the wheels and form small auxiliary chambers inde-

pendent of the main wheel chambers. Passages in

the wheels connect the auxiliary cham.beri on op-
posite sides. Packing sleeves are mounted between
the diaphragms and the rotor of the turbine which
are so arranged that the leakage passes to the
auxiliary chanibers so as to redu..e rotation losses

and thence passes to the main chambers.

FIG. 2. A CURIOUS HVDRO-ELECTRIC SCHEME.

current is conducted to a desired point, as to a
connection with line wires (15), by properly in-

sulated conductors (17), which pass through water-

tight fittings in the vessel, and are supported by
the hawser which moors the vessel. In lieu of
actuating a dynamo, the driving shaft may impart
rotation, through gearing in the ordinary manner,
to a flexible shaft constituting the driven member,
this shaft being led, similarly to the conductors (17),
to a desired point of utilization on shore.

The vessel may be longitudinally extended and
provided with tapering or conical ends, in the gen-
eral form of a torpedo, in order to afford sufficient

space for the reception of a number of dynamos,
from which current is transmitted as in the pre-
ceding instance. This- construction enables the di-

ameter of the vessel to be reduced so that it may
divide the water easily and so that a better water-
way to the propeller' may be afforded.
The inventor thinks that the apparatus shown

may also be employed for the purpose of gener-
ating electric current for use on board saihng ves-
sels or vessels in tow which are not provided with
motive power, by being towed by such vessel, the
screw propeller being rotated by the movement of
the vessel through the water, in the same manner
as a ship's log.

In his specifications the inventor does not de-
scribe any regulating devices for these dynamos
nor make any claims as to the feasibility or effi-

ciency of the system proposed.

A Curious Hydro-electric Scheme.
What are known as the "curiosities of invention"

may be interesting if not apparently practicable.

To this class, perhaps, belongs a recent proposal

of Robert McLaughlin of Baltimore, illustrated

herewith, recently patented as a "Means for Ob-
taining Power from Flowing Water." Alodern hy-

dro-electric plants have used almost exclusively

hydraulic turbines or impulse wheels actuated by
the head of water. The velocity of flow of running
streams, where the head is not great, has been

Natural Gas in the United States.

Statistics collected by the United States Geolog-
ical Survey and published in an advance chapter
from "Mineral Resources of the United States, Cal-
endar Year 1906," show that the natural-gas prod-
uct of the United States for 1906 amounted to
388.842,562,000 cubic feet measured at the atmos-
pheric pressure, or 9,396.963.8 short tons. Particu-
lar interest attaches to these quantitative figures, as
they represent the first successful efl'ort to obtain
information in regard to the quantity of gas pro-
duced, for many small operators have been able
to report only the total value of the gas sold.

The value of the gas product for 1906 amounted
to $46,873,932, an increase of $5,311,077, or 12.8

per cent, over the value of 1905. This gain was
due partly to increased activity in oil exploitations
in the mid-continent field, and in even larger part
to continued exploitation in West Virginia and
Ohio. The average price of $5 a short ton for
natural gas is interesting, considering that the cor-
responding price of bituminous coal in 1906 was
only $1.11. The dift'erence is fully made up by the
superior fuel efficiency of natural gas, weight for

A CURIOUS HYDRO-ELECTRIC SCHEME.

Brushes and Brush-holders.
IFrorn the O'lt^'Iion *^ot o' the American Street and Inter-

urban Railway Eneineerine Association.)

What i5 done to prevent brush and brush-holder
troubles by operators of fast and heavy electric-

railway e<iuipmcnts?

Answers.

R. A. Dyer, Jr., Auburn and Syracuse Electric

Railway Company, Auburn, N. Y. : Get a well-de-

signed motor and keep brush-holders and commu-
tators clean.

Anonymous: Brush-holders and brushes should

be inspected daily. Brush-holder springs should be
kept at the right tension and the holders should

be properly adjusted and well cleaned. Brushes
must not be too soft or too hard, but oi sufiicicnt

neglected since the abandonment of the old-style

undershot waterwheels formerly popular for driving

mills. Mr. McLaughlin seems to think that here

is a wasted opportunity that may be utilized by his

invention. It is to be feared, however, that not

many mechanical or electrical engineers will agree

with him as to the usefulness of the means he

proposes.

The scheme is illustrated by the accompanying
drawings, taken from the patent specifications. Fig.

I is a general elevation of the application of the

method and Fig. 2 a sectional elevation of one
form of the apparatus. The latter consists of the

supporting vessel (r), which is in the form of a

water-light case (a number of such vessels being

shown in Fig. i). This is moored or held in desired

operative position by a cable or hawser (15). A
driving shaft (4) extends longitudinally through
the vessel and is journalcd in end bearings (6)
therein. The driving shaft passes through a stuffing

bo.x (5) at one end of the vessel, and a screw
propeller (8) is fixed upon its outwardly project-

ing portion. If preferred, the opposite end of the

driving shaft may also project outwardly and carry

a screw propeller. The driven mechanism is a

dynamo {9), which has its revolving clement
mounted directly on the driving shaft (4), and the

weiglit. and by the great economy of labor in its

use and in the cost of removing ashes.

The principal natural-gas-producing states in the
Union are, in order of value of product, Pennsyl-
vania, West Virginia, Ohio, Kansas and Indiana.
The statistics of natural-gas production in 1906
were prepared for the Survey by Mr. B. Hill under
the supcr\'ision of Dr. David T. Day.

St. Lawrence River Improvements.
The St. Lawrence Power Company of Canada

has a proposition before the International Water-
ways Commission to develop, in connection with an
.\merican company, the watcrpower at Mille Roches
in the Cornwall district at a cost of $20,000,000.

This power company, with the American company,
is also investing on the .'\mcrican side of the St.

Lawrence and has purchased Barnhart's Island,

2,200 acres, and tracts on Longuc Sault Island and
other properties. It is now erecting a dam at the

head of the island, has already *'xpended large

sums .'ukI is to expend about $12,000,000. The St.

Lawrence company has a development of 1,200

horsepower and has applications for more power.
The project will cut out Lock No. 21, and will

mean a saving to steamers of four hours. They
will be able to run at full speed up the river and
the traffic would necessarily go through .\nicrican

walt^s.
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Recent Improvements In Inductor
Alternators.

Iiuliiclor alternalors arc in many vespccls par-

ticularly adapted for use with prime movers op-

L-raliiiK at a very liiRli speed, such as steam tur-

bines, since no sliding contact and no moving wire

whatever is requirid, and conseqneiUly the struc-

ture of the rotating inductor may readily he de-

signed for great mechanical strength adapted to

resist high centrifugal strain. As inductor alter-

nators have been constructed usually it has been

necessary to employ at least two poles on the in-

ductor in order to secure a mechanical balance

FIG. I. KELSEV'S INDUCTOR ALTERNATOR{eND elevation).

and, as inductor alternators are ordinarily arranged,

one revolution of the inductor produces as many
complete cycles as there are poles—that is, a two-

pole inductor produces two complete cycles per

revolution. Thus an alternator designed for 25

cycles would have a speed of 750 revolutions per

minute, which, particularly with small machines, is

too low for most efficient operation of a steam

• turbine, while for still lower frequencies a stili

more inefficient speed is required.

To overcome this difficulty improvements in in-

ductor-alternator design have been brought about

by Charles A. Kelsey of Pittsfield, Mass., and

David B. Rushmore of Schenectady, N. Y., which

have been patented and assigned to the Stanley and

General Electric companies, respectiveh'.

The first invention consists in arranging the in-

ductor with a single helical polar projection. Since

only one polar projection is employed, the machine
gives only one cj'clc for each revolution, and since

the projection is arranged in a heli.K, the inductor

may be mechanically balanced

In Fig. I is shown an end elevation of this

alternator and in Fig. 2 a side elevation with one-

FIG. 2. KELSEY S INDUCTOR ALTERNATOR (SIDE ELEVA-
TION WITH ONE-HALF OF FRAME REMOVED).

half of the stationary frame removed. The frame
(A) of the machine has two projecting poles (B)
like an ordinary bipolar field structure. On the

poles are mounted the field coils (C), which
furnish the magnetization for the machine. On the

faces of the poles are supported laminated cores

(D), which are held in place by suitable clamping
plates (E). The laminated cores are arranged with
helical slots, as is clearly shown in Fig. 2, and in

these slots are placed the armature coils (F).

In this arrangement the armature coils are dis-

posed to produce a two-phase currcnl, each phase

comprising two coils, and the coils of Ihc two

phases being displaced from c.'icli other 90 dec
trical degrees. Counting from left lo right in

Fig. 2, coils (1) and (3) are at Ihc point of maxi-

mum induced voltage, siiice one side of these coils

is directly opposite the center of the polar pro-

jection on the inductor. Coils (z) and (4) are at

the point of xero-induced voltage, since the polar

projection is directly opposite Ihc centers of these

coils.

The inductor shaft (G). is mounted in suitable

hearings (not shown) between the field poles.

.Surrounding the shaft and supported thereby are

a number of punchings or laminations (H), ar-

ranged in planes perpendicid.ir to the axis of the

shaft. These laminations are shaped like rings or

disks of unequal depth on opposite sides. Each
lamination thus has one part projecting beyond the

rest of the punching, and the several punchings

are so arranged on the inductor shaft that each

is displaced circumfercntially a small amount from
the ne.\t one. In this manner a laminated mass is

produced having a single helical polar projection,

.^s shown in Fig. 2, this polar projection makes
two complete turns around the inductor.

In order to secure the helical arrangement of

the punchings, the shaft (G) is [provided with a

spiral groove, and the punchings provided with

similarly positioned tongues, adapted to engage the

helical groove in the shaft. The punchings are

held in place on the shaft by suitable clamping

rings (I) at each end.

Since the relative movement of the helical in-

ductor pole and of the armature slots is neither

circumferential nor axial, but in a direction mid-

way between these two, it may be desirable to

laminate the periphery of . the inductor punchings

FIG. 3. RUSHMORe's inductor ALTERNATOR (END
elevation).

a.xially. This may be done in a simple manner
by slotting the periphery of the projection of each

punching, as shown in Fig, I.

The machine as above described evidently gives

one cycle per revolution, so that by this construc-

tion it is possible to operate an inductor alternator

for 25 cycles at 1,500 revolutions per minute or

for 60 cycles at 3,600 revolutions.

Mr. Rushmore's design is quite a decided modifi-

cation of the construction described above. Fig. 3
is an end elevation of this modified alternator and
Fig. 4 is a side elevation of the same w-ith one-

half of the frame or armature body removed.

In the drawings (I) represents the inductor

mounted on the revolving shaft (S). The inductor

is provided at each end with a helical projection,

as is clearly show'ii in Fig. 4, and these projections

are preferably oppositely arranged—that is, if one

heli-x is considered as right-handed, the other is

left-handed. The armature body (A) is provided

at each end with laminations (a), so as to form
a laminated ring surrounding each polar projection

of the inductor, the two rings being joined by a

bridge of magnetic material. The field coil or coils

(F) are supported by the armature body beneath

the magnetic bridge joining the two laminated rings.

The armature coils (C) (C) are arranged in hel-

ical slots in the laminated rings of the armature

body. The magnetic bridge joining the laminated

rings is provided with ventilating holes (H).

With this construction it is evident that the field

coils will magnetize the inductor, so that one helical

projection_ will be of north polarity and the other

of south polarity. A flux passes outwardly from
one polar projection through the laminated ring

surrounding it across the magnetic bridge to the

other laminated ring, and back to the other helical

pole of the inductor. If the armature coils are

.irranged in inductive relation to Ihc polar pro-

jeolions, li is evident thai as the inductor revolves

aliernaling cicclromolive forces will be induced
in the armature coils, and since Ihc projections are

in the form of a helix the induced electromotive

force in the armature coils will pass through one
cycle for each rcvolullon of Ihc inductor.

As has been pointed out heretofore, the helical

polar projections are preferably oppositely arranged.

The purpose of this is to allow Ihem lo act more
efliciently as blowers, drawing air in from Ixjih

ends of the machine. This air passes between the

field and armature coils, cooling lx>lh of Ihem, and
escapes outwardly through the holes (II) in the

central iiorlion of Ihc armature body. Furthermore.
^ t^ '' ^
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PIG. 4. rushmore's INDUCTOR ALTERNATOR (SIDE
ELEVATION WITH ONE-HALF OF FRAME REMOVED)

since air is drawn in froin both ends toward the

center, the inductor is balanced with respect to the

axial wind pressure, so that there is no end thrust

due to the blower action. The machine is also

balanced magnetically.

In Figs. 3 and 4 the armature coils are shown
arranged for producing two-phase currents. The
coils of one phase are indicated by (C) and those
of the other phase, displaced 90 electrical degrees,

by (C). Each of the helical slots contains two
coils. The end connections of each coil extend
substantially 180 degrees around the armature.

This is shown in Fig. 3. The machine may readilj'

be designed for three-phase or single-phase instead

of for two-phase, as shown.

Greasing Trolley Wire.
[From the (Juestion Box of Ihe American Street and Inter-

urban Railway Encineerine Association. J

Can sleet be prevented from forming on the trol-

ley by greasing the wires? Has such an idea ever
been tried ?

Answ'ers.

D. Thomson, De Kalb-Sycamore and Interurban
Traction Company, De Kalb, III. : Yes—with suc-

cess—using petroleum jelly sold- as trolley wire

grease.

Fort Wayne and Wabash Valley Traction Com-
pany, Fort Wayne, Ind. : No. Yes.

H. M. Sloan, the Calumet Electric Street Railway
Company, Chicago, ill. : The greasing of the trolley

wire to prevent sleet I found to be ineffectual after

repeated trials.

George W. Kno.x. Green Bay Traction Company,
Green Bay, Wis. : Yes ; the writer tried this with

good results. The trouble is that greasing the wire

is rather expensive, but is very effective.

H. R. Fothergill, Greenville Traction Company,
Greenville, S. C. : Not by me. I think it is a

good one.

John K. Pischke, John Stephenson Company,
Elizabeth, N, J. : In the fall of 1892 on the Moun-
tain Route of the Suburban Traction Company,
Orange, N. J., we had a lot of trouble with sleet.

I heard a remark passed, "Why don't they grease

the trolley wire?" I tried it and found it to be all

right. We have not used a sleet cutter or wheel
for this route in four winters.

C. C. Collins, the Columbus Railway and Light
Company, Columbus, Ohio : Been tried. Not suc-

cessful.

Massachusetts Electric Companies.
The Massachusetts Electric Companies, a volun-

tary association composed of a large number of
electric-light and street-railway companies in Mas-
sachusetts, has issued its report for the year ended
September 30th. The report contains the follou-ing

figures

:

'

1907. 1906.
Gross earninES 57.758,5" S7.518.240
Expenses 5,000.652 4.883.552
Net earninES 2,757,859 2,634.688
Charges 1,702.623 1.594.502
Balance 1.055,236 1,040,186
Dividends 8fio,773 710,406
Surplus 174,463 329,-80
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Comparative Performance of Steam
and Electric Locomotives.

The Pittsburg branch of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers held a meeting on Decem-

ber 4th in the lecture hall of the Carnegie Institute.

Mr. J. H. Schoeff of the Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Company abstracted Mr. Arm-

strong's New Yorlv paper, "Comparative Perform-

ance of Steam and Electric Locomotives," empha-

sizing important points in the paper. Among them

was the fact that at higher speeds the electric loco-

motive develops comparatively more tractive effort

than the steam locomotive; also that the electric

locomotive works out better on mountain grades

for hauling freight. Mr, Armstrong estimated the

time a steam locomotive is idle during Ihe day on

account of standing in stations, at iMocks, etc., and

said that on account of having to keep up steam

all the time the locomotive lost on an average 400

pounds of coal per hour.

>Ir. A. W. Gibbs, general superintendent of mo-

tive power of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company,

had been invited to take part in the discussion,

but was unable to be present. However, he wrote

a letter touching on some of the points along which

the steam locomotive designer was working. Fol-

lowing is his letter;

"You should bear in mind that llie present ca-

pacity of the steam locomotive is largely a question

of the capacity of the fireman to stoke it ade-

quately, and this is the principal reason why there

is a prevailing feeling that the older, smaller loco-

motives were proportionately better than the mod-

ern large ones. The introduction of a mechanical
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off the wheel flanges. He also pointed out how
it was possible to run trains of practically any

length by an arrangement of electric locomotives

distributed through the train and controlled by

one man, which is impossible with the steam loco-

motive.

Mr. N. W. Storer said that it was not practical

for steam roads to change over all their equip-

ment at once from steam to electric, but that it

would pay to electrify a great many terminals and

mountain divisions with steep grades. Upon one

occasion he was snowe^l up in a Northern Pacific

train for several days, with very litile to keep him

warm. The principal trouble seemed to be the

inability of the locomotive to keep up steam on

account of the severe cold. He pointed out that

if the train had been propelled by an electric loco-

motive no delay would have been experienced, as

the colder the motors the more efficiently they

work.
Mr. Edwin Reid of the National Cable Company

of London made a few remarks. He mentioned

one thing which was hard for the Englishman to

understand, and that was why the American people

would "stand for" so many delayed trains. He
declared that in England, as a ride, trains are on

time.
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cut to pieces, with practically nothing of value

left, in six or seven years, had Mayor Johnson
clung to his announced programme of giving the

three-cent-fare companies franchises as rapidly as

the old company's expired, with franchises to joint

use of the old company's tracks, where possible,

at once.

It is expected the fare to points outside the

limits will be five cents, with transfers at no extra

charge. Mayor Johnson has incorporated in his

traction proposals and franchises granted to his

self-inspired companies a clause providing that if

a three-cent fare does not pay six per cent, profit

a higher rate may be charged up to the point at

which six per cent, can be earned on real valuation.

Settlement of the real valuation of the Cleveland

Electric, with the rate-of-fare equation involved, is

the point at issue now.

The First 2,000-kilowatt Vertical-shaft

Rotary Converter in Service.

The Commonwealth Edison Company of Chicago

has the distinction of installing in its regular serv-

ice the first large vertical-shaft rotary converter

in this country, and the first of its size in the

-^#v

VERTICAL SECTION OF 2,000-KILOWATT VERTICAL-SH.1

ROTARY CONVERTER.

Stoker, which is probably a question of but a short

time, will materially change this condition.

"Furthermore, considering an increase in the ca-

pacity of the road by whatever power is found

most advantageous, will still leave the choke at

the usual places, viz., the terminals. Moreover, the

capacity of existing Hues, especially double-track

ones, is governed very largely by the presence on

the line of trains having several rates of speed.

While the use of a locomotive which will make
high speeds with heavy trains will enable move-

. ments to be made which might not be made with

a locomotive of slow speed, nevertheless what
would most largely tend to economy of the move-
ment is unification of the speeds. Finally, in con-

sidering the use -of locomotives having sufficient

power to maintain high speeds with heavy loads,

it should not be overlooked that the construction

of the electric locomotive as a vehicle which will

maintain such high speeds without damage to track

still requires attention."

Mr. Malcolm MacLarcn, formerly of the British

Westinghouse Company, discussed Ihe subject of

steam versus electric locomotives as to capacity

limitations. He considered the 1,200-volt direct-

current system and compared it with the alternat-

ing-current system. He showed that for some
speeds and work the direct-current was more eco-

nomical, but on a whole discouraged the use of

the high-voltage direct-current system.

Mr. William Cooper of the Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Company discussed the subject

of steam versus electric locomotives from the view-

point of control. He made some good points re-

garding the braking of long trains on steep grades,

calling attention to the fact that the electric trains

can he braked by means of electrical control, while

on some steam roads great trouble is experienced

from hot brake shoes and wheels, the heat be-

coming so intense in some instances as to crack

ELEVATION

Mr. Paul Lincoln answered a question as to the

comparative coal consumption of a steam-locomotive

system and an electric system.

Mr. C. F. Scott called attention to the greater

cleanliness of the electric locomotive and also gave

reasons why the steam-locomotive builder was not

present, several of whom had been invited to take

part in the discussion. He also pointed out that

all the limitations of the steam engine had been

exceeded by the electric locomotive. He had just

received word from Indianapolis that an electric

locomotive was making a 586-mile run per day.

Cleveland Electric Submits to Mayor
Johnson.

According to dispatches from Cleveland, Ohio,

the Cleveland Electric Railway, which for seven

years has been in controversy with Mayor Johnson,

declaring that its long hauls and model system

could not be maintained at a three- cent fare, has

agreed to the maj'or's holding-plan proposal.

The surrender was made, the report says, on

December 4th at a public meeting of councilmen,

councihnen-clcct, mayor, city officers, officers of the

traction company and Fred H. Goff, an outsider

named by the Cleveland Electric to conduct nego-

tiations. Mr. Goff is empowered to accept terms

from ^Iayor Johnson, with no report to the Cleve-

land Llcclric, and in his address to the meeting

agreed to the merger of three-cent and five-cent

roads under a holding company, and declared all

that remained was the fixing of the figure at which

the Cleveland Electric stock shall be taken over.

As appraisers. President Andrews of thi corpora-

tion and President Dupont of the three-cent line,

were named, with lawyers and real-estate experts

to assist, to determine a valuation on the old com-

pany's property.

The Cleveland company's system wnnld have been

F 2,OOC-KILOWATT VERTICAL-SHAFT ROTaBy CONVERTER IN MARKET STREET

SUB-STATION, SHOWING ITS RELATION TO OTHER APPARATUS.

world. Two units, in fact, have been installed—

a

2,000-kilowatt machine in the Market Street sub-

station and one of 1,000 kilowatts capacity in the

Randolph Street station, not yet in operation.

The larger machine, illustrated herewith, was

started on December 6th, and its operation was

smooth and satisfactory. This date may therefore

be taken, probably, as marking the beginning of a

new epoch in the development of sub-station prac-

tice. There were present when the new rotary was

started Mr. Charles W. Stone of Schenectady,

N. Y., and Mr. James Lyman of Chicago, repre-

senting the General Electric Company; members of

the engineering staff of the Commonwealth Edison

Company and a representative of the Western Elec-

trician.

Accompanying this article arc illustrations show-

ing a vertical section and an elevation of the 2,000-

kilowatt vertical-shaft rotary in the Market Street

sub-station. A view of the pedestal or shaft before

the rest of the machine was assembled is also

shown. The elevation shows the relation of the

rotary to the other station apparatus and the sec-

tional drawing shows details of the sliafl and bear-

ing.

Electrically, the characteristics of the new ma-

chine arc identical with those of the older hori-

zontal type ot rotary made by the General Electric

Company, the features of the vertical rtitary being

in the economy in various points, simplicity and

accessibility. Some of the points of advantage are

apparent from a comparison of figures. The floor

space required for a horizontal rotary of 1,000-

kilowalt capacity is II feet 2 inches by 11 feet 7

inches; for llic vertical machine of this size the
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floor spaco measures 9 feet 8 inches in diameter.

For tlie 2,000-kilowatt machines the horizontal type

takes up a space measuring 16 feet 6 inches by 16

feet 8 inches, while the space required for the ver-

tical rotary measures 15 feet 3 inches in diameter.

In many instances clearance is an important mat-

tor, and here the vertical type of rotary shows to

advantage also. The i.oookilowalt hori/onlal nia-

ihc Commonwealth Iidison Company at 9,000 volts,

25 cycles. It is converted to direct current at 2.)0-

300 volts and fed into the three-wiic network of

the Edison system.

There has long been a demand for a practical,

efficient converter unit which would yield an econ-

omy in floor space. Many sub-stations of some of

the largo central stations have outgrown their pns-

is now applied to more tiian onc-lialf the copper
production of the world, and a method that would
appear to be fitted only for the chemist's laboratory
is carried out In works of enormous magnitude
and extent.

FIRST a.OOO-KILOWATT VERTICAL-SHAFT ROTARV CONVERTER IN SER\JCE.

chine iwcasurcs 9 feet 7 inches above the floor,

against 7 feet y/2 inches for the vertical. The
lieight above the floor of the 2,000-kilowatt ma-
chines is 12 feet II inches for the horizontal and

9 feet 3 inches for the vertical. The vertical type

of rot^y also shows a gain of approximately 40

per cent, in speed, and there is a saving of about

17 per cent, in weight for machines of similar ca-

pacity. A glance at the illustrations shows the

advantage in accessibility for adjustment, oiling or

repairing. Should it become necessary, the field

frame can. easily be removed by removing the bolts.

The 2,000-kilowatt rotary in the Market Street

sub-station revolves at 167 revolutions per minute.

The armature is supported from the top of the

shaft and revolves on oil step bearings indicated

ent quarters and are so located that further ac-

quisition of ground is impossible. To these the

question of increasing the output is a serious one.

Here the vertical type of machine, as now in actual

service in Chicago, shows its applicability, as a

2,000-kilowatt rotary of the vertical type takes up
little more space than one of half the capacity on
horizontal shaft.

The vertical-shaft rotary converters now in use

in Chicago were built by the General Electric Com-
pany. In the development of this type Mr. C. W.
Stone of that company has been especially active

during the last two years. The engineering depart-

ment of the Commonwealth Edison Company has
also given the subject much attention, and, co-

operating with Mr. Stone, the present machine has
resulted. Similar machines are being built for other
companies.

PEDESTAL OR SHAFT OF VERTICAL ROTARY CONVERTER.

by (AJ and (B) in the sectional drawing. The
shaft is 23 inches in diameter, or nearly one-half

its height. The sleeve bearings on the sides of the

shaft are provided only for keeping the armature

in alignment. The step bearings shown have proved

practical and efficient in every way, and as a fur-

ther improvement roller bearings are being tried

on the Market Street machine in substitution for

the bearings (A) and (B).

The strong air current set up in the operation

of the machine is skilfully directed to prevent heat-

ing in the core and commutator. This Is an im-

portant feature. On approaching the machine a

cool atmosphere is readily perceived.

Current is supplied the new rotary through the

ordinary medium from the Fisk Street station of

Electrolytic Copper.
In an article on "Electrolytic Copper Refining"

in the London Times Engineering Supplement, John
B. C. Kershaw gives the following interesting de-
tails :

The number of electrolytic refineries now op-
erating in the different countries of the world is

given below

:

America (U. S. A. and Canada) ii 86.5% j of total
United Kingdom 6 8.8% ' output.
Germany g
France 4

Russia 2
Austria-Hungary 2
Japan 2

Total
, 36

When one considers the nature of the electro-

lytic refining process, these figures are rendered
more remarkable. If a small current of electricity

be passed for 15 minutes between two electrodes

of pure copper, suspended in a glass beaker con-
taining a solution of copper sulphate and a little

free acid, no visible transport of copper from anode
to cathode occurs, but if the electrodes be washed,
dried and weighed before and after the experiment,
a slight change in weight will be found. Copper
has, in fact, been dissolved at the anode, and
deposited at the cathode by the action of the cur-
rent, and if the molecular structure of the electro-

lyte could be rendered visible to the eye, a steady
drift of most minute copper particles, or "ions,"

from anode to cathode would have been seen.

When raw copper, as for example that known
in the trade as "blister copper," is substituted for

the pure copper at the anode, the same action oc-

curs, but in this case the impurities of the raw
copper do not pass into solution, but collect upon
the surface, of the anode, and finally fall to the

bottom of the beaker, as a precipitate or sludge.

Now one cubic inch of copper contains, roughly,

60,000 million million of these "ions," and the num-
ber of separate "ions" required to form one ton

of copper is inconceivably greater than this. Yet
this method of purifying copper, particle by particle.

American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers.

The twenty-eighth annual meeting of llic Ameri-
can Society of Mechanical Enginecr-i was the firil

to he held in the socict/s new home in the Engi-
neering Societies Building, New York city, the
dates being December .^1, 41I1, sth and 6th. Sub-
jects of timely interest were thoroughly discussed,
the progr.imme having provided for papers and dis-

cussions on such subjects as gas power, foundry
practice, supcrhealcd sl«ini, power Irnnsmisslon
by friction driving, cylinder port velocities, indus-
trial education, etc. I'leasant Sucial gatherings,
such as receptions, dancing, etc., were enjoyed and
(here were several profitable inspection trips, includ-
ing a visit to the Hudson Companies' tunnels undei
the North River, the Pennsylvania crosstown tun-

nel, inspection of the .300-horscpowcr Watson-.Still-
nian gas producer and engine, and other (rips.

The meeting was opened on Tuesday evening by
Dr. F. K. Hulton, president of the society, who
had as the subject of his address, "The Mechanical
Engineer and the Function of the Engineering So-
ciety." Sessions were held on each of the follow-
ing three days. After the president had concluded
his address an informal reception was held.

The business session, as usual, was held early.

and included the election of officers, which resulted

as follows: President, M. L. Holman, St. Louis:
vice-presidents, L. P. Brcckenridge, Urhana, III.,

Fred J. Miller, New York city, Arthur West, Pitts-

burg; managers, William L. Abbott, Chicago, Alex-
ander C. Humphreys and Henry G. Stott, New
York; treasurer, William H. Wiley, New York.

In his address President Hutton outlined at

length a plan for making the society a factor in

more harmonious effort between engineering socie-

ties for greater usefulness and more brilliant

achievements. The society, he said, should foster

and cause the growth of other organizations,

specialized either by their location or by their par-
ticular line of study and pursuits. Such affiiiit.d

bodies should be entirely autonomous as regards
their officers, procedure, rules and financial supporc.

The American Society should then furnish each
member of the affiliated bodies copies of the Pro-
ceedings and should make provision for complet.;

reports of the meetings of the special organizat'ors

for publication in the Proceedings as judged of

value.

On the subject of "Gas Power" the followiug

papers were on the programme: "The Rational
Utilization of Low-grade Fuels in Gas Producers,"

by F. E. Junge ; "Dutj- Test on Gas Power Plant,"

by J. R. Bibbins; "Control of Internal Combus-
tion for Gas Engines," by Prof. C. E. Lucke:
"Evolution of the Internal Combustion Engine," by
Prof. S. A. Reeve.

An interesting paper on industrial education was
prepared by W. B. Russell, and F. E. Ives gave an

address on color photography, illustrated by stere-

opticon views.

The programme contained ten papers on the sub-

ject of foundry practice, among which was one

entitled "Power Service in the Foundry," by A. D. -

Williams. This paper is given elsewhere in this

issue.

Other papers were: "The Specific Heat of Su-

perheated Steam," by Prof. C. C. Thomas; "Engine

Design Adapted for the L'se of Superheated Steam,"

by Max E. R. Toltz; "Power Transmission by

Friction Driving," by Prof. W. F. M. Goss; "Cyl-

inder Port Velocities," by J. H. Wallace.

What the College Degree Means in

Technical Work.

Success is due, primarily, to tlie man and not

to the institution. A degree from a reputable

school is a great help, to a man at the beginning

of liis career, especially if times are dull, positions

hard to obtain, and if the man in question can

secure also the personal indorsement of the teachers

w'ho knew him; but probably no collegiate degree

is of any use to a man in his profession after he

has been ten years out of school. The college offers

a man an opportunity to train himself in those

mental, moral and physical qualities which w-ill

bring him success. Let each student see to it that

he avails himself of his opportunities to the utmost,

and success "will then be -within his grasp.—Prof.
George F. Swain in Boston "Tech."
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It is encouraci.vc to note the general impression

in electrical circles that the industrial situation is

on the mend. The financial tension due to the

monetary stringency has passed its maximum and

is subsiding; the crisis in this direction has been

passed in safety. Business activity was of course

unfavorably affected by the money market, but

within the last week or ten days the general situa-

tion, particularly in the West, has presented a much

brighter aspect. The volume of business has in-

creased ; inquiries are coming in more freely ; busi-

ness men are more buoyant and confident ; atten-

tion is again turned to new projects; collections

are easier, and in every direction there are indi-

cations of a distinct all-around improvement in

business conditions. With a succession of bounti-

ful harvests during the last few years adding to

the resources of the country, it was of course in-

evitable that this reaction from depression should

take place sooner or later; and it is gratifying to be

able to record the fact that there is every reason

to believe, from a survey of the electrical industry,

that this upward movement is now fairly under wa\'

Steam boilers are unquestionably susceptible of

great iinprovement in efficiency, but it comes as

something of a surprise to learn that competent

authorities believe that boilers can be constructed

and probably operated to produce about ten times

the amount of steam, now obtained per square foot

of heating surface, and with no difficulty in obtain-

ing dry steam. This belief is expressed in no

haphazard or irresponsible way, but is put forth

in a governnient publication and is from the pen

of Prof. L. P. Breckenridge of the University of

Illinois, engineer in charge of boiler division at the

United States government's fuel-testing plant in

St. Louis.

Professor Breckenridge thinks it probable that

the cost of the boiler plant may be cut down to

a fraction of the present figure, at the same time

obtaining higher efticiency. He feels that there is

good ground for anticipating an enormous improve-

ment in the production of steam power within the

next few years. "If so, it will not be the first

time that a new arrival in a field has spurred on

older forms of enterprise to a higher prosperity

than they ever dreamed of before. The competi-

tion of the gas engine may be the best thing that

ever happened to steam engines and turbines."

But it is conceded that a great field awaits the

gas engine in the smaller plants, say, of less than

5,000 horsepower.

The practical improvement is to be made, it is

said, in the combustion chamber of the boiler fur-

nace. "There is a possibility of .
increasing enor-

mously the efficiency of a combustion chamber as

a burner of volatile matter. Effort in completing

a steam-generating outfit of small dimensions must

be largely concerned with the construction of a

' combustion chamber containing many gas-mixing

appliances."

The "Study of Four Hundred Steaming Tests,"

from which these conclusions are taken, is a valu-

able government bulletin, and the summary of

Professor Breckenridge'; work, given on the oppo-

site page in this issue, will be read with attention.

Electric cooking has many points of advantage,

while only one drawback is alleged against it, and

that is increased expense due to the cost of the

necessary current at prevailing commercial rates.

Of course the greater convenience and cleanliness

of the electric method are to be offset against this

charge, but nevertheless the use of electric-cooking

devices could be greatly extended among people

of moderate niean^ if a method could be devised

to reduce the operating expense. Perhaps this de-

sirable result may be attained by a combination

of the electric utensils' with the "fireless cooker"

or "hay stove." As is well known, these "fireless

stoves" are appliances insulated to retain the initial

heat of the cooking utensil and its contents. After

the operation of cooking is fairly begun on an

ordinary stove or range, the kettle or what not

can be removed to the "fireless stove," and there

enclosed in such a manner that the cooking process

is finished in the course of time by the heat already

imparted, without the addition of further heat.

Now why could not these "fireless stoves" be used

with great advantage in electric cooking, resulting

in a great saving of current.' Only enough electric

heat would be required to get the boiling or baking

well started. The current could then be shut off,

allowing the retained heat to do the rest. There

would seem lo be no reason why the electric uten-

sil and the fireless stove might not be combined

in one compact device, by the use of which, pos-

sibly, electric heating might be accomplished at

small expense in every household where reasonable

comfort prevails. At any rate the suggestion is

worthy of investigatioii, and the Western Elec-

trician commends it to the attention .of the de-

signers of electric-cooking appliances.

One of the most important matters which the

central station faces in extending its service is the

cost of connecting new customers to its circuits.

Any reduction in this cost tends to increase the

number of small users of light and power, and

there is no question that the expense of the elec-

trical installation is often all that stands in the

way of the closing of contracts. Considerable vari-

ations occur in the cost of both light and power
installations, eVen in the same company's practice.

Thus, in a recent case, the cost of connecting light-

ing customers varied from $60 to $100. The cost

of connecting power customers was $268 for 10-

horsepowcr
; $523 for 2S-horsepower

; $790 for 50-

horsepower, and $1,390 for a lOO-horsepower instal-

lation. Presumably these figures included the cost

of the equipment, labor and materials. It is clearly

in the interest of the company to reduce these

figures if possible.

It is not an easy matter to lower installation

costs, but something can be done by advising the

customer as to the size of equipment needed in

cases where a consulting engineer is not employed.

Other sources of economy are tlie grouping of loads

on large transformers and the gradual elimination

of small scattered units, the handling of several

installation jobs simultaneously or in groups in the

same part of the territory, the placing of all the

wiring for new cu.stomers in the hands of a single

wiring contractor in consideration of a reduced

rate being granted on the installation, and in the

wholesale purchase of the usual wiring supplies and

possibly the purchase of motors in large numbers.

Marseilles will be the scene of an electrical ex-

position next year, and reference to it has been

made previously in the Western Electrician. Mr.

Robert P. Skinner, the United States consul-general

in that city, supplies some additional details worthy

of the attention of possible American exhibitors.

The exposition is organized under the auspices of

the city of Marseilles, France, and the commission-

ers-general are H. Dubs, manager of the Marseilles

street railways, and G. Cordier, administrator of

the Society of Electrical Energy. Foreign countries

and the French colonics are invited to participate

in the exposition. It will be held in the new city

park, and the buildings are to a large extent now

ready. Mr. Skinner has no doubt that it will be

profitable to American manufacturers of electrical

supplies and machinery of every class to interest

themselves in this exposition, and he can probably

be of assistance to such in suggesting local firms

capable o'f taking charge of their exhibits.

Until within the last two or three years the

southeast of France possessed only a few local elec-

trical installations, according to the consul-general,

and they were not of great importance, but several

groups of capitalists have lately created a large

system of electrical distribution, supplied by a series

of hydro-electric establishments now disposing of

a force equal to 150,000 horsepower. This electrical

energy is already distributed among 400 communes

in eight departments having a population of 3,000,-

000 inhabitants. The rapidity with which all this

has been accomplished has opened up considerable

possibilities to manufacturers of machinery and

supplies prepared to take .idvantage of the circum-

stances.

'The exposition next year will comprise 17 prin-

cipal groups, subdivided into a large number of

classes. The general plan of the enterprise includes

a grand palace, a palace of energy, a palace of

traction and mines, an agricultural building with

an experimental field in connection therewith, a

modern house containing every application of elec-

tricity to domestic purposes, and the usual sub-

ordinate buildings and amusement enterprises. All

exhibits properly entered will be free from customs

duty, the exposition grounds constituting In effect

a bonded warehouse.
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Increasing the Efficiency of Boilers.

A Ijullcliii niviiiK "A Sluily lit l''olir I IliiKli'id

SlciiniiiiK Tfsls Made M llic iMnl-lfSliiiK I'laiil,

St. Loitis, Mo., ill 1904, 1905 ami igod," lia.s been
issued liy llie Uniteil States (.leolugieal Siifvey.

It is written by I'riif. L. P. Ureekeiiridgc of llie

University (»f Illinnis and makes a pamphlet of

i()6 paRes, with ,3S illnstrations. Professor Brock-

eiiridge, in his preface, says that the liici tests

discussed in the bulletin wtre made by the boiler

division of the United States GeoloKical Survey
fnel-testinn plant at St. Louis, Mo. These tests

began during the Louisiana Purchase K.xposition.

in 1904. :tiKl have been in jirogress rinee tliat time.

The coals tested have been collected from all the

prominent fields of the United States. It has been
the obji-ct to compare fuels by determining the

evaporative performance of the l:oilers when using

the various coals. Careful and complete observa-

tions have been made with each coal, so that it

should be possible for engineers to determine from
ail examination of the records whether the con-
ditions of the tests were favorable cr unfavorable
for the character of the coals tested.

Space is not available for quotations from this

valuable "Study" at length. However, the result

of the work is summarized at the end of the bul-

letin in "General Conclusions" and "Commercial
Considerations," which are given below in full.

General Conclusions.

All the tests that arc discussed in this bulletin

were made under a Heine boiler with a liand-fircd

furnace. The principal object of these tests was
to determine the relative value of coals for steam-

ing purposes. With this in view each coal was
burned to its best advantage for hand firing.

All the tests were made at about the rated ca-

pacity of the boiler, carrying a steam pressure of

about 80 pounds. The average -length of a test

was about 10 hours. The only variable conditions

were thickness of fire and intensity of draft.

While the average efficiencies are fairly high,

better efficiency could be obtained with furnaces

and other conditions more especially adapted to

particular coals. The average efficiency obtained

at the fuel-testing plant is about 10 per cent, higher

than is obtained in good commercial plants. This
is true for all coals.

The efficiency used as a basis for comparison of

coal tests under a boiler is code item 72*. [Code
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers].

This is the ratio Df the heat carried away in the steam

to the calorific value of the "combustible." In

determining the amount of "combustible" burned
it was considered that the coal which fell through
the grate was never fired. This efficiency 72* is

the product of boiler and furnace efficiencies.

Per cent, of completeness of combustion is the

ratio of heat evolved in the furnace to the potential

heat in the coal ascending from the grate.

The efficiency of the boiler proper is the ratio

of the heat absorbed by the boiler to the heat

evolved in the furnace. Efficiency 72* is not com-
monly subdivided into furnace and boiler efficiency

on account of the difficulty of determining the

actual heat evolved in the furnace.

The true boiler efficiency is the ratio of the heat

absorbed by the boiler to the heat available for

absorption. This is the true measure of the ability

of a boiler to absorb heat.

Inasmuch as efficiency 72* is the product of fur-

nace and boiler efficiency, it increases with an in-

crease of furnace efficiency, which means that effi-

ciency 72* is higher with coals which are more
easily and completely burned. Except in extreme
cases, it is very little affected by the temperature
of combustion. High CO- content in the gas analy-

sis is not a definite indication of high efficiency,

although some high 72* efficiencies were ob-

tained with high CO- content in the gas. The best

efficiencies of tests recorded in this paper were
obtained with about 10 per cent, of CO-. High
CO is always an indication of low 72* efficiency.

It does not by itself account for all of the in-

complete combustion, but merely indicates poor
conditions in the furnace. The other combustible

gases which probably pass up the stack, though
occurring in very small quantities, will account for

heat loss many times as great as the CO loss.

The true boiler efficiency [lu] ie not of constant

value in commercial boilers, but varies somewhat
with temperature of combustion and capacity. This
variation with temperature is due to the heat ab-

sorbed by radiation from the fire and the hot brick

w-alls. To increase capacity there must be a pro-

portionate increase in temperature difference be-

tween the first layer of water and the film of gas

adhering to the tube. Since the temperature of the

water is in most cases constant, the temperature

of the adhering film of gases will be raised and the

flue gases will leave the boiler at a higher tem-
perature.

In general, the efficiency is affected by the forma-
tion of soot and scale on the heating surface and
by defective circulation of water in the boiler.

These conditions cause poor absorption of heat
and higher flue-gas temperature.
The rate of combustion is affected by the chem-

ical composition of the coal, the size of the coal,

the intensity of the draft, and, to some extent, by
the thickness of the fire and the formation of

clinker. Bituminous coals hiKh in "volatile nial-

ter" burn more quickly than those high in "fixed

carbon." Coals rangiu); in size from one-fourth
inch to \'y'j inches burn much more rapidly than
either very small or very large sizes. This is un-

doubtedly due to :i better distribution of air with

these sizes. Fine coal, the formation of clinker

and thick fires hinder the passage of air and reduce
the rate of combnsliou. By increasing the draft,

more air is drawn through the fuel bed, causing

the coal to burn more rapidly.

With higher rates of combustion less air is used
per pound of combustible, the temperature of com-
bustion rises, the gases pass through the boiler

faster, and after a certain rate of combustion is

reached black smoke is produced. Capacity varies
almost directly with the rate of combustion. F.x-

trcmely high or low rates of combustion reduce
efficiency.

The presence of ash in dry coal up to about 15
per cent, has very little effect on efficiency and
capacity. Above this percentage, however, the effi-

ciency drops.

Moisture reduces efficiency and capacity, perhaps,
by hindering combustion.
The presence of sulphur in coal is not detrimcrUal

to the value of coal as fuel for steaming purposes
except where it exists in certain combinations with
other constituents of the ash so as to form fusible

clinker which may adhere to the grate.

If there are no other reasons for washing coal
than for efficient burning, coal need not be washed,
as the efficiency of the furnace and boiler are not
increased by washing except with coals of high
ash or considerable free pyrites. Washed coal can
usually be burned at a higher rate of combustion.
The washing of coal does not decrease the per
cent, of black smoke produced.
Most coals when briquettcd can be burned at a

higher rate of com.bustion. As .1 rule, briquettcd
coals burn with little or no smoke.

Bituminous coal should be fired in small quan-
tities every three or four minutes. It is best to

fire only on one-half of the grate area at a time.

When burning bltmuinous coal, up to a medium
rate of combustion, the production of smoke may
be entirely avoided by leaving the furnace doors
partly open for a short time immediately after

firing. The best thickness of fire ranges from five

to 10 inches, varying with the intensity of draft
of 0.5 to 0.7 inch under the stack damper.
Most of the eastern semi-bituminous coals, es-

pecially the small sizes, cake badly in the fire.

When using these coals the fire must be raked
frequently. Coal of this class can be fired every
five or six minutes, and more can be fired at a
time than of bituminous coal. Either the spread-
ing or alternate method of firing may be used.
Owning to its tendency to crumble, coal of this class

usually reaches the boiler room as fine as slack,

which reduces its value as a steaming coal. It

can be improved for steaming purposes by briquet-

ting.

Good results can be obtained with lignites if a
difference of draft of Ij'2 to 2 inches of water
is carried between the ashpit and the stack. With
this draft these fuels may be fired in large quan-
tities every si-x or eight minutes, the spreading
method of firing being used. Rocking grates may
be used to good advantage in burning lignites.

For hand firing a furnace with a tile roof and
large combustion chamber containing good mixing
structures is well adapted for burning bituminous
and lignitic coals. The mi.xing structures cause re-

sistance to the passage of furnace gases, and con-
sequently a higher stack draft must be carried to

maintain capacity.

COMMERCUL CONSIDER.iMIONS.

General.—Inasmuch as the boiler plant is at pres-

ent the expensive portion of a steaming outfit, and
as it probably is possible to cut its cost dow-n to a

fraction of the present cost and at the same time
obtain a higher efficiency, it is felt that there is

good ground for anticipating an enormous improve-
ment in the production of steam power within the

next few years. If so, it will, not be the first

time that a new arrival in a field has spurred on
older forms of enterprise to a higher prosperity
than they ever dreamed of before. The competi-
tion of the gas engine may be the best thing that

ever happened to steam engines and turbines.

The statements, theories and proposals made in

this study are widely scattered and may not have
been plain because they are mathematically in^olved.

For this reason a short summary will be made
here of the possibility of so improving the system
of working steam-turbine plants that they may be
permanently kept above commercial competition
from gas-producer and ivigine plants in large
powers. Of course, there is little doubt that a
great field immediately awaits the gas engine in

smaller plants, say, under s.ooo horsepower. All
these suggestions are tentative only.

Boilers.—The authors see no reason why boilers

cannot be Constructed, and probably operated with
entire satisfaction, which will produce about 10
times the amount 01 steam now obtained per square
foot of heating surface, and with no difficulty in

oblainlnij dry sleain. Tlic efficiency from coal to
slcaiii hIiouUI easily be made comidcrably higher
I hail that of a Rood pcrforinanee of today. Such
:i plain would require only a fraction of Ihc present
invesliiient in steam plains, buildings and real

estate. Perry slates in his book, "The Sleain En-
Hme and Gas and Oil Engines," that he thinks
boilers should be made lo do 10 and possibly 20
limes iIk- work tlu-y do at present.

l-urnaces.—U will probably he found on attempl-
iiix this reduction of dimensions and cost that the
limit will be mil in the boiler as such, but in the

conibjislion cliainhcr. ISurning a large amount of
coal on a small grate area is largely a question of
draft and coiilinual riddance of ash, but the rate

of travel of gases through a combustion chamber
is depernleiit, praclically, only on the amount of
carbon burned per unit* of time, the rate being
about the same no matter what the air supply per
pound of carlmn. As combustion chambers are
now constructed for western coals, they arc loo
small, but "small" is a word not to be understood in

this conneclion as referring to volume or length
alone. By a "small combustion chamber" is meant
a chamber in which either the lime spent by the
gas in traveling from the front to the rear of the
boiler is short ^ir the mixing devices are inefficient

or absent. In the discussion of mass action it was
stated that mere length of combustion chamber
counts for little—that mixing is what counts—and
thus there is a possibility of enormously increasing

the efficiency of a combustion chamber as a burner
of volatile matter. Effort in completing a steam-
generating outfit of small dimensions must be largely

concerned with the construction of a combustion
chamber containin-.; many gas-mixing .appliances.

Turbines.—The work on turbines is provisional

only, but it is believed that all the assumptions
made arc on the side of safety; that is, that the

over-all efficiency of the turbines working with high
superheat and low pressure would probably be
greater than estimated.

Van Depoele Trolley Patent Finally Held
Invalid.

The United States Circuit Court of Appeals for

the Second Circuit, sitting at New York city, in

a decision rendered December 4, 1907, has finally

held invalid the Van Depoele reissue patent No.
11,872, granted November 13. 1900, for improve-
ments in traveling contacts for electric railways.

This was a reissue of Van Depoele's original pat-

ent. No. 495,443, and was asserteJ by the General

Electric Company to cover broadly all practical

forms of the well-known under-running trolley.

The decision is based upon the ground of delay

in applying for the reissue. On this point Judge
Co.xe, in delivering the opinion of the court, said :

"It will simplify the discussion if we assume,
without deciding, that the complainant was justified

in delaying the application for a reissue until the
question of double patenting was disposed of by
the highest court to which it could be carried,

namely, a Circuit Court of Appeals. Such a de-
cision, as we have seen, was rendered by this court
three years, two months and seveti days before the
application for the reissue, in one case, and two
years, five months and 20 days in the other. But
it is argued not only that the comnlainant was
entitled to have the question decided by an ap-
pellate court, but also to have the decision rendered
at final hearing and on plenary proofs. We are.

not impressed by this contention." *****
"A just regard for the rights of the public de-

manded, if the patent was to be resuscitated in

the form of a reissue, that it should be done. im-
mediately; and especially so when the reissue claims
were to sw-eep under the monopoly- devices not
covered by the claims of the original."

Since 1893 the original patent and the reissue

have been the subject of protracted and hard-
fought litigation, some 22 prior decisions being

reported. In the earlier cases the patent was gen-

erally sustained, and in a suit against the Black
River Traction Company the reissue was lately

sustained by the same Court of Appeals that now
holds it invalid, the defense which is now^ success-

ful not having been urged in that case. The
present decision, which finally ends the controversy,

was rendered in a suit brought by the Thomson-
Houston Electric Company against the Western
Electric Company, in which the complainant was
represented by Thomas B. Kerr, Esq., and Messrs.
Belts, Sheffield, Bentley & Belts of New York, and
the defendant by Messrs. Barton. Tanner & Folk
of Chicago.

.An arrangement has been made whereby the Keo-
kuk dow-a) Electric Raihvay and Pow-er Company,
w;hich already lights Hamilton, 111., across the Mis-
sissippi River, will supply current at wholesale to
the Warsaw (III.) electric-light plant, one of the
E. B. Hillman properties. The station in Warsaw
wall be shut down.
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ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
By Geo. R. Metcalfe,

stallations are spread over 17 provinces, which also

serves to indicate the condition of electrical devel-
opment in the country as a whole.

XLVl.—Storage Batteries.

Storage hatteries, also called secondary batteries

or accumulators, .ire batteries in which some chem-

ical change is made by passing current through

them, and after thus being charged they are capa-

ble of reversing this chemical action and giving out

current to the circuit to which they are connpcted.

This operation of charging and discharging may
be carried on indefinite!)', so that after the battery

has been discharged it is again restored to its

normal full-charge condition by the application of

outside current. In this respect it differs from a

primary battery, which, when it is once exhausted,

cannot be restored to its original condition by the

passage of current.

There are several kinds of storage batteries, all

of which consist of metallic plates immersed in

some kind of electrolyte. The material of which the

plates are made varies in different makes of bat-

teries, but the lead batterj' is used far more ex-

tensively than any other kind. Copper and zinc

arc also used together, and nickel and iron in two

makes of storage batteries, but' the lead storage

batteries, which were the earliest kind invented, are

still used to the greatest extent by far.

The most extensive application of storage bat-

teries is to central-station work. Here the batteries

are used to furnish energy during certain hours

of the day and to enable the generating machinery

to be stopped. They are also tfsed for steadying

the load on the engines by charging the batteries

during light load and permitting the batteries to

assist the engines by discharging on heavy load.

They are also used to supply current from local

sub-stations, and they are occasionally used to sub-

divide the voltage, so that a three-wire system may
be operated from a single generator.

Outside of central-station uses, they are adapted

to furnishing power for portable instruments for

supplying current to telephone and telegraph sys-

tems, for car lighting and for propelling vehicles.

A few years ago the subject of storage-battery

street-railway cars was a very popular one, and
numerous storage-battery cars were put into opera-

tion. Theoretically this was an ideal system for

railway cars, as each car was completely self-coii-

tained and could travel over any track desired and
carry its power with it. All that was necessary

was to supply charging stations at convenient points

where the discharged batteries could be removed
from the cars and a new set of charged batteries

substituted. Several storage-battery roads were
built, but the system could never be made a com-
mercial success, although when the equipments were
new the cars operated very satisfactorily.

There are two drawbacks which prevented such

cars from becoming a commercial success. One is

the great weight of the storage battery, which, of

course, is added to the weight of the car equip-

ment and which requires correspondingly heavier

current to rua the car. The other is the rapid

deterioration which occurs in the storage battery

when subjected to the jars and shocks incident to

street-railway travel.

Within recent years storage batteries have been

adapted to the propulsion of automobiles, and they

have proved very satisfactory in this sen-ice for

moderate-speed running where there are no grades,

or only very light grades. For general traction

work, however, they have never proved financially

successful.

There are two general types of lead storage bat-

teries, known as the Plante and the Faurc, and .

there are also batteries made by special processes

which may be considered a combination of the

Plante and Faure types.

Plante Cell.

The Plante cell Is made by placing two lead

plates in a vessel containing very dilute sulphuric

acid and passing an electric current through them.
This causes the positive plate to he oxidized, and
the electrolyte is decomposed. If the two plates

are now connected to a suitable outside circuit, a

current is set up in the circuit and the battery

begins to discharge, and as the discharge continues

the difference of potential between the two plates

gradually disappears, and when they arc both al

the same potential the battery is fully discharged.

The chemistry of the lead accumulator is still

somewhat in dispute, as there arc a number of

NoT<(.—*Th!**5rti» of arii-l»;^, intftn'lfl'! to niirvcy, brlflfljr. the
whole field of aooli«4 elicirfcicr for lizht. power and heal, wa«
beznn in the Wencrn Electrician of February 2, 1007.

complicated reactions which , are not yet fully un-

derstood. In its discharged condition it is gen-

erally believed that both the positive and negative

plate of the cell have their active material reduced

to lead sulphate, while in the charged condition

the negative plate consists of pure metallic lead,

while the positive plate is coated w.ith peroxide of

lead.

The operation of charging a new Plante plate,

as described above, is called forming, and the diffi-

culty of forming Plante plates is the great length

of time which the process requires. On first charg-

ing and discharging the plate only a very small

current can be obtained, because the chemical action

takes place only upon the immediate surface of the

metals. As the charging and discharging are re-

repeated a great number of times, this active ma-
terial penetrates deeper and deeper into the metal,

,

leaving a very porous surface which extends con-

siderably into the plate. This forming process re-

quires a large expenditure of electrical energy and
is consequently ver\ expensive. Later- it was dis-

covered that by pickling the plates in dilute nitric

acid- and afterward washing them in a solution of

sulphuric acid the plate? could be mnch-more rap-

idly formed.
Faure Type.

In the Faure type of battery the active material

is pasted on the lead plates in the form of litharge

or red lead and then formed in a simple process,

instead of being formed from the body of the plate,

as in the Plante type. The plates are generally

made in the form of grids, and the material to

become active is pressed into the holes of various

shapes in which these grids are made. This gives

a plate of large initial storage capacity, but such

plates are not as durable as those of the Plante

type, because the coefficient of expansion and of

the active material and the lead support are not

the same, which causes a tendency to disintegratiot-i.

There have been an endless nurnber of storage

batteries of the Faure type built, all of which are

identical electrically and differ only in the me-
chanical construction of the grids and the methods
eiriployed for securing the active material in place.

Combination Type.

The Chloride accumulator is a type of battery

very largely used in this country, and is a com-
bination of the Plante and Faure types. The active

material of these cells is made up in small tablets

which are laid in molds, and melted lead is forced

around them under pressure, resulting in the lead

grid containing tablets of active material, which
lie close together -all- over the surface of the plate.

These tablets consist o,f a mixture of lead chloride

and zinc chloride, from which the zin,c chloride is

afterward chemically removed and the lead chloride

is reduced in metallic lead. This is but one of a

number of combination types, which ate too numer-
ous to be described at length here. The object of

all these plates is to secure the maximum amount
of active material, and at the same time produce
a plate which is mechanically strong enough to

avoid rapid disintegration.

[To be continucd.'i

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Municipal Plant Names Lighting Rates.

The City Council of Greenfield, Ind.. has estab-
lished a rate to be charged by the city, for the
use of electric current from the municipal plant.

The commercial rate by the month for each
16-candlepower incandescent light will be 6s cents
Meter rates by the month will be as follows:

10 K. VV. and under 12c. per K. W.
ID K. W. and under 25 K. W fic. per K. W.
25 K. W. and under 50 K. W loc, per K, W.
50 K. w. and under 100 K. W qc. per K. W.
too K. W. and over 8c. per K. W.
Churches f,c. per K. W.
fHotor rate ; , 4l^c. per K. W.
Consumers outside city limits i6c. per K. W.

Growing Use of Electric Power in Italy.

In the onicial publication upon the use of elec-

tricity as a motive power in Italy, the factory in-

spectors show a continuous growth in the use of
electric motors in that country. Particularly is this

true in the northern provinces, where the manu-
facturing interests center. The report for 1906
shows that at Milan alone about one-quarter of
the total new work was put into operation, while
the development through the Peninsula was gen-
eral. One hundred and twenty-five new electrical

plants were built, and T14 extensions of existing
plants were cITcctcd. The total of 239 new in-

Field Strength, Power Factor, Spark
Coils.

E. G." M'.. Indianapolis, Ind.: (i) How do you
find the field strength of a direct-current generator?

(2) What is meant by power factor?

(3) What is a power-factor indicator?

(4) Describe the action of a spark coil.

Answers.

(i) This question is rather vague. The inquirer

should state whether he means the field current,

the number of lines of force per square inch or

the total number of such lines in the magnetic
circuit, as each of these is often referred to as the

field strength. He should also state whether he

means a machine that is already bniit or one that

is being designed.

(2) In an alternating-current circuit the power in

true watts consumed as measured by a wattmeter

is usually less than the product of the volts across

the circuit by the amperes flowing therein. The
ratio of the true watts to the. volt-amperes, or ap-

parent watts, is called the power factor of the

circuit. It varies between one and zero, and agrees

with the cosine of. the angle of lag or lead.

(3) As its name implies, a power-factor indicator

is an instrument for showing what I he power fac-

tor of a circuit is at any particular instant. These
instruments are built by a number of manufac-

turers and are usually of the switchboard type.

(4) The common spark coil is an induction coil

with a primary winding connected through a makc-
and-break device to a battery or .-ither source of

current and with a secondary winding containing

a spark gap at the point where the spark is desired.

The two windings are mounted on the same iron

core. The action is identical with that in an in-

duction coil. When current flows in the primary

a magnetic field is set tip about it which extends

through the superposed secondary winding. When
the current is broken the magnetic field vanishes

and in doing so develops an electromotive force

which tends to send a current through the sec-

ondary that would have a magnetic field about it

identical with the one that existed. This electro-

motive force is so great that the resistance of the

spark gap is broken down and the induced current

jumps across the gap as a spark. When the pri-

mary current is re-established a similar electromo-

tive force is induced in the secondary, which is

opposite to the previous one. These secondary elec-

tromotive forces are therefore alternating and only

exist for an instant after the primary is either

made or broken.

Rotary Converters for Railway Work.

H. D., Chicago: i. Why are reactance coils nec-

essary on the alternating-current side of a railway

converter?

2. Is the power factor under the control of the

operator at all times?

Answers.

1. The load on an electric-railway system is a

rapidly fluctuating one, so that automatic voltage

regulation by means of a compound field winding is

highly desirable in a rotary converter, just as in a

regular direct-current generator used for this service.

In a regular converter, however, the voltage rela-

tion between the alternating and direct-current sides

is nearly constant for considerable changes of field

strength unless the armature, inductance and trans-

mission-line reactances are high. An alternating

current passing over a reactive circuit will decrease

in voltage if lagging behind its electromotive force

and will increase in voltage if leading. A certain

field excitation in a converter gives a minimum
armature current corresponding to unity power fac-

tor. If the excitation is increased, as it is with

increased load when a compound field rotary is

used, the armature current will be increased, bill

will he leading, and therefore will raise the im-

pressed alternating-current voltage on' the machine

without requiring an adjustnient of the generator

voltage. To provide sufficient reactance in the line

to permit this automatic regulation, rcaclance coils

arc therefore used.

2. The power factor pf a compound-wound rotary

converter as used in railw.ny work is adjustable at

any time lyy' variation of the shunt field, hut not

to the same extent that it is with a shunt-wound
rotary without reactance coils in the supply mains.
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jAmerican Telephone and Telegraph
Company Offers to Buy Weat-

ern Electric Stock.

Ailliuiiuli il aln-.-nly owns Ihc iiiajoiily of llu-

slock of the Western Jilcclric Company, the Anicri-

i-.in 'I'l'lqilionc and '["I'lcgrapli Company, IIuoumIi

llic Mi'iclianls' Loan and Trnst Company of Chi-

cago (witli which it entered into agreement as

Iruslec for tliat f.nrpose nn Novemher 1st last),

now olTcrs lo pnrchase Ihc remaining stocl<. Prcs-

iilcnt l']. M. Uarton of the VVesterji LCIectvic Com-
pany issned a circnlar lo stoclsholdcrs of his

company on December 4lh explaining the plan.

This plan is described in part as follows in the

agreement between the Telephone company and the

Trnst company:

I. IF any stockholder of said Western iCleclric

Company, hereinaflcr called a seller, shall desire

lo si'U his shares in said company which he owns
:il Ihe date hereof, or any part thereof, to Ihe

Teleplione company nnder the terms of this agree-

ment, he shall on or before the 20tb day ofjannary,

u)08, or if the parties hereto agree npon a later

date, then on or before such later date, transfer
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Merchants' Loan and 'i'rust Coinpiiny \m slock
eerlilicates indorswl in blank for tr.insfcr. The
Merch.inls' Loan and Trust Company will issue a
receipt for the stock in negotiable form which will

entitle Ihe holder lo receive on October 15, igoX,

$250 in converlible four [)er cent, hoiiils of Ihc
American Telephone and J'elcgraph Company for
each share of slock, or, at the option of the Tele-
phone company, cash at the rale of $225 per share.
Interest at the rate of four per cent, per annum
will be paid on 5^250 for each share up to Scp-
leniber 1, iiw8. The bonds will bear coupons rcp-
resenling inlerest from said dale,

"It is to be assnmeil that payment will be made
in' bonds. These bonds become <lnc in 1936 and
arc convertible at the option of the holder at their

face value at any lime between March i, 1909, and
March I, iQiK, into slock of ihe American Tele-
phone and Telegraph Company at Ihe rale of about

'M'/t^ per cent, on Ihe par value thereof, but this

rate is subject to reduction, however, in accordance
with the terms of the indenture securing the bonds
if further slock sh;dl he issned by Ihe Telephone
company at less than $134,25 per share. That is to

say, at the present rate of conversion, the holder
of Ihc bonds gives a trille over $400 in bonds for

$,^00 ill stock.
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pared with $44/xx>,ocio the year before. I'or 1907,
lii>wcvcr, the »,i|cs will be less than in 1906. At
ilie aiiiHial iiicctiiiB in I'V-bruary Iniit llic outstanding
c.ipilal slock was $15,000,000. On November Slli

an issue of $15,000,000 in five per cenl. 2S-ycar
bonds was authorized by lliu stijcldiolders. But il

was announced that no part of Ihc issue wjuld be
put out at that lime.

Decorative LlKhting at the Chicago
Electrical Show.

The ,icconipaiiyiiig picture is a reproduction of

llie perspective drawing of the interior of the

Coliseum as arranged by D. 11. Buiiiliain & Co.,

the arcliitccts, for the Chicago Electrical Show.
The' decorative lighting and booth work which will

be installed by the lileclrical Trades Exposition

Company for the third annual show will be as

shown in the picture, and will be one of the most
artistic and elaborate undertakings of the kind

ever installed for a trade show. The Exposition
company is assuming a heavy expense in carrying

out this scheme, but lis efforts will be appreciated

such shares to the Trust company. The title thereto

shall thereupon vest in the Trust company for the

purposes of this agreement, and said Trust com-
pany shall be entitled to take all dividends which
may be declared thereon.

2, The Telephone company hereby agrees to pur-
chase all shares which may be transferred to the
Trust company as aforesaid during the time limited
for such transfer, and shall pay for the same to

the Trust company on or before October 15, 190S,

either

—

(a) In convertible four per cent- bonds of said
American Telephone and Telegraph Company, dated .

March i, 1906. with all coupons not due attached,
at the rate of $250 of the face value of such bonds
for each share of stock so deposited ; the Telephone
company also to pay interest on the amount of
bonds required for the purchase at the rate of four
per cent, per annum from the date of transfer of
said shares to September i, 1908. the date of the
maturity of the last coupon which will have ma-
tured previous to said date of payment, or

(b) In cash at the rate of $225 for each share,

with interest at the rate of four per cent, per
annum from the date of transfer of the shares to

a date 10 days subsequent to the date of payment
therefor.

The right to choose between said forms of pay-
ment marked, respectivelv (a) and (b), shall be
vested absolutely in the Teleohone company.

In case the total number of shares so purchased
from any seller shall not be a multiple of four,

then the Telephone company shall make payment
to the Trust company in cash for all shares in

excess of the greatest multiple of four contained in

the number of shares so purchased from each seller

upon the terms above recited in section (b)

,

In his circular Mr. Barton announces that stock-

holders of the Western Electric Company owning
something over 15,000 shares have expressed the

intention of accepting the offer. He himself will

do so. He further elucidates the offer as follows

:

"Anv stockholder of the Western Electric Com-
pany desirous of making the exchange of his stock
in accordance with this agreement may send to the

"The present dividend rate of eight per cent, paid

by the American Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany on its stock is justified by its earnings.

"Stockholders of the Western Electric Company
taking these bonds on the terms specified would
then have an assured income at the rate of $10
for each share of stock, and they will have for a
period of nine years the option of exchanging their

bonds for stock, which, at the present dividend
rate, would net from each share of Western Elec-
tric Company stock going into the exchange 14.9
per cent, as against the present rate of eight per
cent," Mr, Barton concludes as follows

:

"Stockholders accepting the e-xchange before De-
cember 13, 1907 (the middle of the current dividend
period of the Western Electric Company), will re-

ceive interest from November i, 1907, as though
the stock had been deposited on that date,"

The American Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany has capital stock of $158,892,100 and has issued
$70,000,000 in convertible bonds and $53,000,000 in
collateral trust bonds. Under date of November
i8th the following statement was made to stock-
holders: "For the 10 months ended October 31.
1907, the net earnings were $13,715,000, against for
the same period of 1906. $11,579,000. October, 1907.
showed net earnings of $2,567,000, against $2,004,000
for October, 1906, The earnings of the associate
companies are not only showing large increase of
gross revenue, but also marked decrease in per-
centage of operating, even though there has been
spent for maintenance $2,000,000 more this year
than last. The surplus, or undivided profits, of
vyhich this company's share would be several mil-
lions, shows a large increase over last year. The
company has cash in banks, over $18,000,000, Be-
sides this, it has lately acquired cash assets of
several million dollars, and, in addition, a sub-
stantial amount of the American Bell Telephone
four per cent, bonds, maturing July. 1908."

The Western Electric Company, which, as every-
body knows, manufactures Bell telephone apparatus
as a very considerable part of its business, has been
very prosperous. For the year ended November
30, 1906, its sales were over $69,000,000, as corn-

no less by the general public than by the electrical

fraternity.. Not to mention the attractive and inter-

esting electrical exhibits which are assured, the

brilliant decorations .will merit a large patronage.

A preliminary list of exhibitors was printed in the

Western Electrician of November 30th. The show
begins January 13th and closes on January 25th.
Mr. Homer E. Niesz, 1006 M'onadnock Building,
Chicago, is manager.

Testing Hickory.

Carriage-makers and manufacturers of farm im-
plements as well as the men of a number of other
mdustries which arc concerned in the use of hick-
ory will follow OTth interest a series of tests of this
valuable wood about to begin at the Forest Service
Timber-testing Laboratory at Purdue University,
Lafayette, Ind. .A. diminution in the hickory sup-
ply has been felt for several years, and it is already
seen that the growing of hickory must be encour-
aged if the permanence of a number of industries
is to be insured. The importance in this first
series of tests by the United" States Forest Service
lies in the fact that it will determine just what
species of hickory are strongest and will give much
valuable information to owners of farm woodlots
and others who plant trees for profit. When the
report on tests is completed, information on the
work will be gladiv given to all who write to the
Forest Service at Washington,

The receivers of the Passenger and Power Com-
pany, in Virginia, under authority of Federal court,
are preparing to spend $250,000 for improvements
in the power station and for building a new sub-
station, to increase the available cower and reduce
electrolytic action in Richmond. The new capacity
of the power plant will be 12.000 horsepower. A
new 3,250-kilowatt unit, the largest in the state
is provided for the Twelfth Street plant. The sub-
station will be on Broad Street, between Shaffer
and Harrison streets.
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The Raising of Power Factors and the
Regulation of Potential by the
Use of Rotary Condensers.'

By Chas. W. Stone.

Modern development in electric motors for driv-

ing machinery has been confined almost e.xcliisively

to two types of motors, the direct-current motor

and the alternating-current induction motor, syn-

chronous motors being seldom used except as a

part of a motor-generator set or for similar pur-

poses.

This paper is intended to show some of the

effects of the use of the induction motor on the

system and also to show some of the advantages

to .be gained by using synchronous motors.

Synchronous motors, unlike induction motors, run

at a certain synchronous speed, independent of the

voltage and power factor of the system from which

they operate. They also draw a certain mean cur-

rent from the line with a fixed load. This current

input can be varied through a wide range by chang-

ing the field excitation. If the excitation is in-

creased with the load unchanged, the current input

increases, but is leading in respect to the line cur-

rent. If, however, the excitation is decreased the

current input is increased, but is lagging with re-

spect to the line current.

The induction motor is more like a direct-current

motor in its action. The current input is a fixed

quantity and is dependent only on the voltage of

the supply system and the design of the motor and

the load. This current is always lagging in respect

to the line current. At light loads the amount of

lag is increased, so that with many motors lightly

loaded the effect is to lower the power factor of

the entire system.

An alternating-current systems used for lighting

distribution have in addition to the power load of

induction motors a comparatively large number of

transformers which when lightly loaded result in

lowering the power factor of the system, as do the

arc lights, either series or multiple.

Low-power factor on a system means greatly

reduced capacity .of generators, transformers, lines,

etc. The regulation of the entire system is also

much poorer.

Alternating-current generators are all rated in

kilovolt-ampere output; that is, a lOO-kilowatt gen-

erator is supposed to deliver its full lOO-kilowatt

output at 100 per cent, power factor at normal volt-

age and at normal temperatures, but if the power
factor should be 60 per cent, lagging, the energy
output of the machine would only be about 60 kilo-

watts, and yet the current would be the same, and
consequently the heating would be the same as

when delivering 100 kilowatts at 100 per cent, power
factor. Unless the generator were specially de-

signed for the low^-power factors, it is also prob-

able that it would not be possible to obtain normal
voltage on the machine, as the low-power factor

current in the armature opposes the flux set up by

the fields, and in consequence tends to demagnetize

them, resulting in low voltage. The field current

would therefore have to be increased sufficiently to

overcome this effect, which would often not be

possible, as the voltage obtainable from the exciters

might be limited.

The regulation of modern belt-driven generators

at unity power factor Is usually about eight per cent.

-At 70 per cent, lagging power factor it would be

about 25 per cent. An engine-driven generator

with the same regulation at unity power factor

would probably be as bad as 30 per cent.; at 70
per cent, power factor a steam turbine-driven gen-

erator would be about 20 to 22 per cent.

Transformers are reduced in capacity in a similar

ratio to the reduction in capacity of generators.

Their regulation, although usually inherently bet-

ter, being about i"^ to 2 per cent, at unity power
factor for small lighting transformers, would be
about 4 or 5 per cent, at 70 per cent, power factor.

Larger transformers with a regulation of i per

cent, or better at unity power factor would be about

3 ner cent, at 70 per cent, power factor.

The effect of low-power factor on the lines can

best be shown by an example

:

If we assume a distance of five miles and a load
of I.ooo kilowatts and desire to deliver this load at

a potential of about 6,000 volts with an energy loss

of 10 per cent., each conductor at unity power fac-

tor would have to be 79,200 circular mils, at 90 per
cent, power factor 97.533 circular mils, and at 60
per cent, power factor 218.OCO circular mils; or, in

other words, at the lower power factor of 60 per
cent, the investment in copper alone would be 2.8

times as much. If the same size of wire were
used at both unity and 60 per cent, lagging power
factor the energy loss would be about 2.8 times the
loss at unity power factor, or ibout 28 per cent.

It is apparent, therefore, that if some means can
be provided to raise the power factor of the sys-

tem the apparatus can be operated at its full ca-

pacity and with normal regulation.

The synchronous motor can he used for this pur-
pose and at the same time can be used to develop
mechanical energy. When used solely to supply

t. Part of 3 D»p«r read at the annual meclinff of the Associa-
tion of edison IlluminatinR Companies at Hoi Sprioirt,, Va., Sep-
tember if^ii. i'/57. Mr. Stone ii, an electrical engineer of the
General Electric Company,

leading current to the system they are called rotary
condensers.

The most efficient way to use these rotary con-
densers is to arrange to load them as a motor with
71 per cent, of the capacity, and over-excite their

fields sufficiently to make them take normal full-

load current. The resultant power factor would
then be 71 per cent, leading, and the wattless com-
ponent or condenser component would be 71 per
cent.

If we assume a system with an inductive load of

1,414 appa'rent kilowatts, the energy load being 1,000
kilowatts, the power factor would be 71 per cent,

lagging and the wattless component would be 1,000

kilovolt-amperes. By adding 500 kilovolt-amperes
leading the apparent load would be reduced to

1,120 kilovolt-amperes, or a saving of 1,414— 1,120

= 294 kilovolt-amperes. If, however, we add 500
leading kilovolt-amperes more, it is apparent that

only 1,120— 1,000 kilovolt-amperes, or 120 kilo-

volt-amperes would be saved, showing the greater

value of leading current at low-power factor.

The diagram shows several curves of the relation
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CURVES SHOWING RELATION OF ENERGY LOAD TO
APPARENT LOAD.

of the energy load to the apparent load and the

wattless components at different power factors.

The curves are plotted with the energy com-
ponent as the base and the wattless -components
are given at the left. The apparent loads are rep-

resented by arcs of circles.

The method of using these curves is as follows:
If the energy load is i,coo kilowatts at 60 per

cent, power factor, the wattless component can be
found by following the vertical line at 1,000 kilo-

watts to its intersection with the 60 per cent,

power-factor line, and then from this point, if we
follow the horizontal line to the left, the wattless

component can be read, or 1,350 kilovolt-amperes.

Following the same method of procedure, the watt-

less component at 90 per cent, power factor can
be obtained, or 500 kilovolt-amperes, the difference

between these two results, would be the amount
of wattless energy necessary to supply to the sys-

tem in order to raise the power factor from 60
per cent, to 90 per cent.

If we refer back to the example previously given,
and figure out what the necessary extra investment
in copper would be with the low power-factor load
with copper at 22 cents per pound, we find that

29,292 pounds more copper is needed with the

power factor of 60 per cent, than with the power
factor of 90 per cent., or 29,292 by 22, which means
a total extra investment in copper alone of $6,444.

A synchronous motor of sufficient capacity to ac-

complish the same result would cost about $4,000,

or, in other words, it would cost far less to use

the rotary condenser than to pay for the extra

copper in the line, and at the same time obtain

considerable more capacity from the generators,

transformers, etc.

This motor could thus be installed and run idle;

i. e., with no load, and simply supply leading cur-

rent to the line, and pay for itself in a short time.

If the motor can at the same time be used to

deliver any mechanical energy, as pointed out above,

the saving would be even greater.

It should also be noted that, if the rotary con-
denser is installed in the generating station, the

only gain will be in capacity of the station appa-
ratus and in its regulation. However, if it is in-

stalled at the end of the line, it would not" only

accomplish c-verytliing that it would if in the gen-

erating station, but would also increase the capacity

and better the regulation of the line, transformers,

etc.

In general, it would appear that there are few
modern central stations of today which ^are oper-

ating alternating-current systems of distribution, that

could not find use for such machines. It is also

evident that if the companies that use motor-
generator sets to transform the alternating current
to direct current, would purchase synchronous mo-
tors and make them of a little larger capacity than
required for the mechanical power, compensation
could readily be obtained for the low power factor
which of necessity exists in such systems.

Potential Control by Rotary Condensers.

So far the discussion has been confined entirely
to the use of rotary condensers to raise the power
factor of the system. There is, however, one other
very useful function of such machines, which I

will describe briefly.

As all transmission circuits have an appreciable
bhmic resistance and reactance, there is a certain
voltage difference between the generating and re-
ceiving ends of the circuit, this difference be-
coming greater as the load on the circuit becomes
greater.

By using a synchronous motor and varying the
field excitation, it will readily be seen that the effect

of the reactance in the line can be increased, and
consequently the voltage drop increased ; and, by
over-exciting the motor, sufficient leading current
can be inserted in the line to overcome the effect

of the reactance of the circuit with a consequent
increase in potential at the end of the line. It is

usually more convenient to maintain a uniform
potential at the generating-station bus-bars, which
naturally results in too high potential at the sub-
station or center of distribution during the light-

load period and too low voltage during the time
of heavy load.

The function of the synchronous motor with a
Tirrill regulator would therefore be to control the
voltage at the center of distribution, keeping it

constant at all loads.

The synchronous motor can be used to the best
advantage when it delivers full leading current at

full load, and full lagging current at light load on
the receiving circuit.

As a rule, the average circuit does not have
sufficient resistance and reactance to make it pos-
sible to use the most economical motor, and it is

therefore desirable to insert a small reactance in

series with the line. Of course, the reactance
should not be too great, or other troubles will

appear. In general, it can be said that the total'

reactance of the circuit which includes the reactance
of the transformers should be about 15 to 20 per
cent.

In order to get the best results, the synchronous
motor should be designed to have good regulation

and low saturation, as the Tirrill regulator works
best when it is not called upon to take care of

more than 100 per cent, change in field excitation.

This means that the synchronous motor should be

able to deliver from full lagging to full leading

current with a change of 100 per cent, in its field.

Such a motor is therefore designed to have close

regulation. The standard motors as usually built

have a short-circuit current of lYi to two times
the normal, and therefore cannot be used to their

full capacity as compensators. Nevertheless it is

usually better to use the standard motor, as it

means quicker delivery, and would probably cost

less to build than would the special motor of some-
what less capacity.

The synchronous motor, when used to control

the voltage, can also be used at the same time to

develop mechanical energy, the relations between
the amount of possible mechanical to compensating
output being as follows:

Per Cent.
Power Output.

Per Cent.
Phase Control.

Match Making by Electricity.

A complete power equipment consisting of two
300-kilowatt generators direct-connected to Reliance
engines, a iio-kilowatt generator direct-connected

to a high-speed engine, a five-panel switchboard, 24
five-horsepower variable-speed induction motors and
a number of constant-speed motors for distribution

throughout the plant, was recently sold to the

Diamond Match Company for its branch factory

at Oshkosh, Wis., all of the apparatus being three-

phase, 60-cycle, 440 volts.

The unusual feature in connection with this in-

stallation is the fact that the match machines,

which have always heretofore been group-driven,

in this new plant will each be driven by a five-

horsepower 1,200-revolution AUis-Chalmers induc-

tion motor. It was shown by careful tests that

individual drive in this plant will decrease the

power consumpton at least one hor.scpower per ma-
chine by eliminating the use of a mechanical speed

changer as well as the long countershafts joining

the groups of machines in the older installation.

In the process of forming the matches 72 stick-

arc made at each stroke by as many cutters. The^-r

sticks arc then forced into countersunk holes of ;i

plate conveyor from which they project at right

angles, similar to the bristles of a brush. The mo-
tion of the conveyor is intermittent, depending on

the speed of the machine, the travel being just

sufificicnt to preserve a row of holes for each stroke
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..| tlu- cutltTs, VVhili: lIiL* stickh :iic iii posiliun iii

I In- cniivcyor ihcy are in liirn (lipiJi-d in innlleii

IKiralVim: and a coiuposilioii wliicli furins ihc head,

lliu inatclics nuist be dried before packing, and lo

accomplish tliis end ihe conveyor makes a number
(if hiups, exposing ihe matches lo fans.

riie lest sitowcd tlial 0.65 electric liorscpowcr it>

rciinired lo drive the speed changer alone; the

machine proper consumes -'.5, 2.7 and 3.4 horse-

power at speeds corresponding to 160, 194 and 220

.strokes of the cutters. Five-horsepower motors

were tlu-reforo chosen as being of the proper size

lor the work. It should he explained that speed

reduction becomes necessary only during damj)

weather in order to allow the matches a longer

interval in which lo dry.

Allis-Chalmers Lighting Transformers.

The transformers made by AUis-Chalniers Com-
p;iuy for-lighting service are designed for operation

nil 1,050 or 2,100-vidt primary circuits, and made
Ml 16 sizes,, ranging from 0.6 kilowatt to 50 kilo-

watts. They ^re intended for lighting work on a

normal frequency of 60 cycles per second (7.200
.dternations per minute), but can he operated on
any frequency from 50 lo 140 cycles, the efficiency

being somewhat better on the higher frt-quency

ihan on the lower. They can also be operated at

10 per cent, above or below normal voltage, but

all standard data regarding eflkiency. regulation,

etc., arc based on operation at normal voltage of

1,050 or 2.100 and normal frequency of 60 cycles.

Core.—These transformers arc of the so-called

"core" type, the magnetic circuit of which is in

porcelain bushings, into which ihcy arc securely

cemented.
Case.— l'"or transformers from 0.6 kilowatt lo 15

kilowatts the cases are of cast-iron with removable
cover, held in place by eycbolls. The larKcr sizes,

from 20 to 50 kilowatts, have corrugated sheet-iron

eases with cast-iron lop and bottom. The corru
gated sheet-metal cases are used on the larger

sizes because they are nuurh hghler and easier to

handle than cast-iron and present a larger cool-

ing surface. The tank is entirely separate from
the cast-iron top and bottom, and is made <»f heavy
terne sheet. It is oil-tiglit, and is so mounted that

the whole transformer can be handled without

straining tlie tank in any way. The lank rests on

a cast-iron base and is covered by a cast-iron top

connected to the base by rods which take the

strain when the transformer is lifted by the hooks
cast on the lop. 'J'he'lop is provided with a cast-

iron cover lo give access lo the terminal block,

.\11 cases arc thoroughly weatherproof and suitably

painted.

Insulating Oil.—Each transformer is supplied witli

enough oil lo immerse Ihe coils and core. This oil

has been selected as the result of a great many
tests on insulating oils, and it has a high flashing

point and great dielectric strength. The insulation

on the coils is, in itself, able to withstand poten-

tials much in excess of tjic ordinary working pres-

sure, but the oil offers, an additional protection and
also serves, to conduct the heat from the core and
windings to the outer case, thus insuring low
temperature rise.

Hanger Hooks.—Each transformer is furnished
with hanger hooks for cross-arm suspension. Eyc-

ALLIS CHALMERS LIGHTING TRANSFORMERS

the form of a laminated core passing through the

cods; the coils thus surround the core, whereas
in the "shell" type the coils are for the most part

surrounded by the iron. The cores of Allis-Chal-

mers lighting transformers are made of the best

quality of iron obtainable, especially selected for

the purpose, and annealed to reduce the core loss

to a minimum. Alternate laminations are varnished
on both sides with a special varnish unaffected by
the oil in which the transformer is immersed

;

this effectively insulates the punchings and prevents
eddy-current loss. In building up the cores, a duct
is left between the laminations in all except the
smaller sizes, thus providing a passage through
which oil can circulate and carry off . heat from
the core.

Coils.—The coils are wound on the two sides of
the rectangular iron core, the secondary being
placed next the iron. The primary and secondary
are subdivided so as to reduce magnetic leakage
to a minimum and thereby secure close regulation.

The coils are impregnated with insulating com-
pound, after they have been first thoroughly dried
out in a vacuum. The'insulation between the coils

and core, and also between primary and secondary.
is prepared from fuller board and mica, which are
unaffected by oil. This insulation is approximately
cidindrical, and has no sharp bends to cause weak
points liable to breakdown. The coils are thin, and
so designed that the circulation of oil will carry
off the heat from all parts of the w-indings ; in no
case is the copper more than one inch from the oil.

Terminal Block.—The terminals of. the high-
voltage windings connect to a porcelain terminal
block, allowing the primary coils to be readily con-
nected in parallel for 1,050 volts or in series for
2,100 volts. Changes in secondary connections are
made outside the case by joining up the leads to
the secondary mains, so as to give the required
series or parallel combination.

Leads.—Both primary and secondary leads are of
flexible rubber-covered cable treated so that it will
not siphon the oil. They pass into the case through

Chalmcrft iranMoiiiui-, i-, ^uhjrt.t to a hii{li poten-

tial tcKt to injure that no defects hav^ occurred
in manufacture. An alternating cltelronioiivc force

of 10,000 volts is applied between high-voltage and
low- voltage coiiti, and between higli- voltage coils

and iron, for one n^intitc. Between the low-voltage
cfjils and iron an ilcdromolive force of 2,otx» volts

alternating ix applied for one minute. In addition

to this, each transformer js nui for five minutes
at three times normal voltage, thus subjecting ad-
jacent turns and layers of the windin(|f to three

I'imes normal pressure, and insuring reliable insu-

lation in all parti of the coils.

bolts or hooks on the transformer cases are also

provided for convenience in handling and mounting
on poles.

Primary Fuse Blocks.—Two single-pole primary
fuse blocks are furnished with each transformer.

These are of standard type, made of porcelain, and
provided with removable fuse holders.

Efficiency.^These transformers are said to ha^e
high efficiency, and care has been taken in their

design to reduce all losses to the lowest practicable

amount consistent with reasonable cost. The cop-
per and iron losses have been carefully proportioned
to secure high all-day efficiency on lighting service.

Standard efficiencies are based on operation at 60
cycles and 1,050 to 2,100 volts primary. For higher
frequencies the efficiency will be slightly higher on
account of reduced core loss, while on lower fre-

quency the efficiency will be somewhat reduced.

Regulation.—Owdng to the manner in which the

coils are arranged, the leakage flux in these trans-

formers is reduced to a minimum, thus keeping
down the reactance drop. The drop due to the re-

sistance of the coils is limited by winding them
with wire or strip of liberal cross-section. The re-

sult is that the regulation is close, and the sec-

ondary voltage varies but slightly with changes in

load, assuming that the primary pressure remains
constant. Transformers of from 3 to 50 kilowatts

capacity can be operated on the three-wire system
with unbalanced load. . With normal full-load cur-

rent on one side and zero on the other, the regu-

lation is equal to the guaranteed regulation.

Ratio.—The primary windings are arranged for

1,050 or 2.100 volts. The smaller transformers, 0.6

lo -2^2 kilowatts, have secondaries wound for 525
or 105 volts ; the larger sizes, 3 to 50 kilowatts,

have secondaries for 105 or 210 volts.

Heating.—These transformers are designed to

operate at moderate temperature, thus avoiding

deterioration of insulating material and aging of

the iron. They will carry full load continuously

with a temperature rise not exceeding 45° C.

Insulation Tests,—The insulation of all AUis-

Power Service In the Foundry.'

Bv A. D. Wiu-iAMs, Jb.

In view of the progress that has been made in

other mechanical lines it is remarkable that the
foundry of today remains much as it was in the

past, .Since it plays a most ini])ortant part in the
industrial economy of all metal manufacturing
plants, cither directly or indirectly, it merits belter

ireatnient than it has received.

Some years ago the chcitiists turned their atten-

tion lo the foundry and the results arc seen in the

ri-placemcnt of empirical by scientific methods of
mixing and melting and in the heat treatment of
castings. The concrete results of their experiments
arc apparent in a reduction of the percentage of
castings lost and the production of castings better

suited lo the purpose for which they were made.
The mechanical end of the foundry offers an

interesting field for the engineer, not only in the
designing of the castings but in t!:c invention of
ways and means suited for their production. To a
degree this work has been started, but has been
confined to the production of moulding machines
and appliances, and the greatest progress has been
made in those foundries which are ilevolcd entirely

lo special lines of work, in which large quantities

of castings of the same or similar characteristics

are turned out. In the foundry whose output com-
prises a large variety of castings ranging from
bench work to heavy housings and bed plates the

methods in use today differ but slightly from those

of 20 years ago, the improved facilities consisting

mainly in the provision of a better crane service

for handling the work.
The principal reason why power is not used to

a larger degree in foundry work arises from the
fact that few foundries are so designed that the
means at hand can be used to the greatest advan-
tage. Machine moulding is limited in its applica-

bility to castings which can be turned out in suf-

ficient quantities lo justify fitting up for them.
Power can be used for nearly all classes of green-
sand work, and once the proper fixtures, for its use
are available it will be found of service in many
ways. The foundry crane of today is a vast im-
provement over that used in the past, but in the
matter of improved crane service not only the
foundry but the machine shop as well suffer a
diminished output per square foot of floor area.

Moulding machines, cranes, chipping chisels, grind-
ers, the blower and the cupola elevator are the

usual limit of power service in the foundry. A
few columns, roof trusses and siding, a crane with
its runway, possibly a few jib cranes, a cupola with
its charging platform, elevator and blower, some
core ovens and a little industrial track- are dumped
down in a vacant lot and called a foundry. A
rough-neck carpenter knocks a few flasks together

and sand is spread on the floor. Just as soon as

some pig iron, limestone and coke. etc.. are deliv-

ered the plant is in running order. The machine
shop is usually very carefully designed..

The crane service of a foundry is its vital point.

There must be crane capacity to handle the heaviest
piece to be made, but at the same time it is neces-
sary to bear in mind the fact that there are a num-
ber of medium and a greater number of light

pieces to be turned out for each heavy casting. A
single crane can serve only one floor at a time;
the others must wait—in fact two or three floors

are often waiting on the crane and must take their

turns after the crane has finished handling a load
of less than one-sixtieth of its capacity. This
scene is not uncommon in the fo'jndry, and that

they were "waiting for the crane" is often the

excuse for moulds left over for the next heat.

The bridge traveling crane is a most useful ma-
chine, but it cannot be in two places at the same
time, and as yet no successful method has been
devised by which tw^o of them can pass each other
either on the same or on different levels ; in fact

the use of bridge traveling cranes on two levels

only adds to the expense and does not supply any
advantages over those cases where all of the bridge
cranes are on the same level. The jib crane is lim-

ited in usefulness as it cannot serve floors outside

of its radius, but a number of light-column jib

cranes, arranged so that they can be set up and
transported from place to place as needed, are very
serviceable. This can be accomplished by placing

permanent pintle bearings on a number of the col-

umns and by designing the jib cranes so that they

can be handled from point to point. The traveling

wall crane affords the most satisfactory method of

I. A paper read at Ihe annual meetinp of the American So-
ciety of Mechanical Engineers in New Ycrk, December 5, 1507.
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increasing- the crane service without interfering

with the bridge travelers above and the column jib

cranes below its level.

The electric motor offers the most satisfactory

method of operating^ hoisting machinery. This

arises from the convenience with which electricity

can be delivered to these machines by means of

sliding contacts. A further advantage lies in the

close control of the movement, which is essential

to the gentle handling and accurate placing on the

moulding floor. Another distinct advantage of the

electric hoist is its ability to hold the load stationary

for an indefinite time.

High-hoisting speeds are undesirable; in fact the

tendency is to get the hoisting speeds too fast in

most shop cranes, high speeds being of service only

in the handling of bulk materials and package

freight. In the foundry a speed of 10 feet per min-

ute with full load is ample for heavy work, and

speeds exceeding 20 feet per minute are sufficient

for the lighter hoists. Positive and uniform motion

is necessary in handling copes, and the sudden

start of the ordinary air hoist spoils a great many

moulds. This sudden start occasionally occurs with

electrically operated hoists having an improperly

designed controller.

One of the important advantages of the electrical

distribution of energy lies in the fact that only the

exact amount of energy is transmitted, and there

are no stand-by leakage losses to cause expense.

The occasional grounds which appear on the cir-

cuits can be taken care of readily, and if the best

modern methods of wiring are used very little

trouble is likely to occur from this cause. A good

quality of insulated wire, run in some form of

metal conduit, should be used; wooden moulding

should be avoided. The marine types of receptacles

are most satisfactory for foundry service, as the

water-tight cover supplied with them is equally

efficient in keeping out. dust and dirt. These recep-

tacles should be installed liberally, as it is a great

convenience to be able to get power just where it

is wanted.
Another point of no small value is the kind of

flexible connections supplied. These are often sim-

ply of lamp cord and are more or less of a

nuisance, particularly when they get on the floor,

where they are liable to be cut by a shovel, etc.

Flexible metal tubing makes a first-class protection

for such connections, particularly for those which

have to carry several horsepower. Connections of

this size will be required where portable tools are

used.

There are a number of good makes of electric

motors on the market and some that are not so

good. A first-class standard motor is desirable,

and in equipping a plant it is better to have all of

the motors. of one make, particularly those of the

same size. A little attention to this point will

greatly reduce the amount of money it is necessary

to invest in spare parts. By a standard motor is

meant one which has been made on manufacturing

lines in large numbers. In addition to these there

are a number of concerns building special motors

more or less suited to their special requirements.

The designers of such motors are handicapped by

the fact that they are not able to .ivail themselves

of the experience gained in the manufacture of a

large and varied line. The street-railway type of

motor frame, or one which is split on an angle,

having two poles or one pole in each portion of the

frame, is the most desirable, owing to the facility

with which it can be opened up in cramped places

for changing armatures or for other repairs. These
motors are of the enclosed type and have been

developed to work under conditions which would

discourage the ordinary machine. The manufactur-

ers of these motors often style them as "very

rugged." which is an insult to the workmanship
and designing ability which has developed these

desirable types of machines. Another feature of

such motors is the method of lubrication, in which

the car-box journal has been studied and improved.

Lubrication is often neglected by careless oper-

atives, and while any machine is better for a little

attention, these motors will stand up under poor
Cnr''ttir»ns. '

Moulding machines are generally operated by

compressed air. but hydraulic power is used with

some machines. Compressed air is elastic and this

is a disadvantage for many operations, as any

alteration in the load causes a corresponding

change in the position of the actuating plunger or

piston. Some compressed-air hoists have been de-

signed with a governor device that regulates their

speed of action, but it is impossible to avoid the

troubles due to the elasticity of the air. Another
disadvantage of compressed-air machines is 'the

large size of the hose connection required, which
is more troublesome to .care for than the smaller

flexible connection to an electric motor. Com-
pressed air. however, is very useful in cleaning out

pockets in moulds and for power-ramming ma-
chines. For the latter it presents the only suc-

c**«s^ul driving power. These machines arc not as

widely used as they might be. and where it is

dc<;ir!>b|e to avoid the long air-hose connection, a

port'h'p motor-driven air compressor can be used.

The bellows and torch, for blowing out and skin-

dn'ing the sand, can be avoided, the former by
using the air hose with special nozzles, the latter

by arranging some sort of a heating device close

to the air hose nozzle. An electric heating device

might be serviceable for this purpose.

As generally installed, with a central compressing
plant, the use of compressed air requires an ex-

pensive transmission line, and, in addition, it is im-
possible to avoid leakage in the joints. Com-
pressed-air leakage does not show, and the pipe

lines for this purpose, as usually constructed, are

designed to remain tight only long enough to pass

the acceptance test. Leakage is a continual drain

on the system and shows up in the amount of coal

consumed. Except in the large sizes, air com-
pressors are steam-eaters like steam pumps; for this

reason the small electric-driven air compressor pre-

sents numerous advantages, as it consumes no
power when out of use and, if portable, avoids the

long pipe line. The disadvantages of long air lines

are well illustrated by the fact that in some of the

big excavating contracts it has been found very

advantageous to install a steam-driven electric-gen-

erating station at a point where fuel was available

from a railroad siding and transmit electric power
to the compressor station located on the work, thus

avoiding the losses of a . long pipe line or fuel

haulage.

Hydraulic power is but rarely used in the foun-

dry. It has advantages for some lines of work.
Water being non-elastic, comparatively speaking, it

supplies a positive pressure, and while the hydraulic

machine can be stalled, it is impossible to break

it by legitimate methods when it is properly de-

signed. The pressures carried in hydraulic systems

range around 500 and 1,0.00 pounds per square inch.

Where higher pressures are required in certain ma-
chines they are obtained by the u.se of intensifiers.

The most serious disadvantage of hydraulic-service

systems occurs only where swinging joints are re-

quired to convey the pressure and waste water lo

and from moving machines, as cranes, etc. In the

machines themselves the glands are, like all other

glands, troublesome to maintain, and are often

pulled up so tightly that they greatly reduce the

efficiency. The controlling valves also give a cer-

tain amount of trouble. The most of the trouble

with hydraulic systems arises from the use of

dirty, gritty water. An illustration of the advan-

tages of using a clean fluid occurs in the hy-

draulic wheel presses, in which the same fluid is

used over and over again. These machines cause

very little trouble from leaky glands. High-
pressure hydraulic systems are, lio-.vever. expensive

to install, and it is extremely probable that the best

method of utilizing hydraulic power will be 'to

use an electrically driven pressure pump with its

accumulator installed close to the floor upon which
hydraulic moulding machines are to be used. This

would reduce the required amount of pressure and

waste line to a minimum. Neces.='.arily this small

hydraulic plant could not be placed in the foundry

itself, but a small pumproom would be a' requisite

Steam .power was at one time the only motive

force available and was either transmitted to these

places in the foundry where it was required by

means of belts and shafts, or small engines were

used, driving the different machines by belts. In

some cases small gas or other explosion motors

are used in a manner similar to the early steam

motors. Owing to the fact that small engines are

not economical and have several other disadvan-

tages which are familiar to all who are posted

on foundry operating conditions, they are not con-

sidered as desirable as other kinds of motors. The
steam hydraulic crane and elevator, both of which

operate on the same principle, are two of the most

satisfactory machines devised for foundry service,

because they are very simple, and for that reason

it is practically impossible for the most careless

operator to damage them, except by the most stud-

ied neglect. One of the bad features of any trans-

mission system which deals with moist elements

such as water, steam and sometimes compressed air,

exists in their liability to damage in cold weather

by freezing. This danger has to be very carefully

guarded against in temperate and cold climates

during the night and on all occasions when work is

interrupted. To guard against this trouble some

form of heat insulation is required.

Which is the best power to adopt depends in a

large degree upon the local conditions affecting

the plant, and by studying such conditions much
better results can be attained than are possible by

offhand decisions. A harmonious installation works

more smoothly than a miscellaneous assortment,

and, in addition, the design should take into ac-

count the future growth as a possibility, this mat-

ter beinp often left out and resulting in endless

complications when extensions have to be made.

Because the largest part of ioundry power require-

ments are intermittent, it is extremely probable

that electrical methods offer the most economical

solution of the question, but against this the ques-

tion of maintenance is often of more importance

than the economy of operating expenses due to

cheaper power.
The class of labor employed in many foundry

operations is not possessed of any amount of me-
chanical skill or electrical knowledge, and for this

reason it is advisable that the motive-power por-

tion of the equipment be as ncarlv "foolproof" as

possible and of the simplest possible construction,

in order that it may not be damaged by misdirected

zeal. The use of electrical power necessitates the

employment of one or more men to look after the

motors, depending upon the number used, or else

a considerable portion of the minor repairs must
be made by outside nelp. Where the foundry is

operated in conjunction with a machine shop the

matter of maintenance becomes more simple. With
steam, compressed-air or hydraulic machinery the

question of maintenance is not of such a compli-

cated character as with electrical machinery, owing
to the fact that it is much easier to get men who
have some primary ideas and break them in to the

small repairs required to keep the machines in

operating condition. And with the exception of the

most extraordinary breakdowns, such machinery
can be restored to working order by the use of the

facilities ordinarily available in the vicinity of a

foundry. This, however, is not always the case

in regard to electrical machinery, although since

the uses of electrical machinery are extending so

rapidly a time will be reached when the- question

of repairs will be as simple as it is with other

types of motors.

Electrical Inspection from the Tele-
phone Manager's Viewpoint."

By Charles M. Mauseau.

The fundamental principle of inspection is to in-

sure the highest care in the protection of the lives

of the public, of our employes and of the property

of the company. So from this consideration of the

subject, it is plain to be seen that the electric com-

pany and the telephone company can start hand

in hand and co-operate to gain the end which both

believe in and which is to their mutual interest.

Certainly our first thought should be the protection

of human life, and, looking at the matter .from a

purely business viewpoint, I could state to you

gentlemen here that I have signed sufficient vouch-

ers for damages to men who have been injured

by reason of defective work and lack of inspection

of completed work during my position as general

manager to warrant me in saying that L believe

it to be economy to have a thorough system of elec-

trical inspection.

Your honorable secretary, M'r. Boyd, and myself

have had several opportunities to meet each other

in actual work, and I wish to say that I have

always found him fair, both to the interests he

represents and to the telephone company, and I

believe if I could come in contact with him in a

few more instances I would have him making

suggestions entirely in the interest of the telephone

company.
I have brought up the matter of former con-

ference with Mr. Boyd for a purpose, and that is,

that when your association or a member of your

association is, requested to make recommendations

by a municipality as to what changes should be

made in the existing plant of an operating com-
pany, that before you tell them that every part of

the plant should be placed underground, you should

consider what the life and value of the present

plant is, and look at it from the viewpoint of the

owning company. There are but few .companies

which, if allowed to make use of their present

plant for its natural life, would not be willing to

allow the electrical inspector to dictate how the

renewal should be made, and in view of the fact

that the municipality has allowed the company to

construct an aerial plant, they should allow it to

use that plant during its natural life, and this is

a point which, to my mind, the electrical inspector

should consider very carefully.

As I understand the Code adopted by the asso-

ciation, it is the consensus of opinion of experts

employed by the insurance companies in an en-

deavor to safeguard their interests and to minimize

the risks from the electrical hazard. I do not pose

as an electrical expert, but I do believe the rules

and regulations as laid down by people who know
are beneficial, both to the insurer and to the in-

sured. One writer claims that the rules in the

Code have no legal status, but I know personally

that many lawsuits have been decided on the nues-

tion as to whether or not the. rules of the Code

were complied with, and, as you gentlemen know,

there are few ordinances relating to electrical in-

spection now passed bv municipalities which do not

refer to and cite the Code as adopted by the West-

ern Association of Electrical Inspectors.

The constant increase in the use of electricity,

the increase of potential, and the means of convey-

ing the electrical current has increased the fire

hazard to such an extent that the value of an

insnection by unprejudiced experts cannot be over-

estimated, and by an unprejudiced expert I mean
the man emnloyed by the insurance companies.

My experience shows that all telephone plants

are classed the same by insurance men, but I con-

tend that a pronerly guarded telephone plant, up

to specification, is entitled to and should be given

a lesser rate than a poorly protected plant. Our

president is absent from home, or I would have

1. A uapec (con<ton«e't> oresontcd at the annual m«fllinB ot tho

Wijfttfirn Association of Elflctrical Inspt^ctorR in St. Paul. Minn..

Oclobftr »l. 1007. Tho aiiliior is Boneral tn.-inaiter of the North-

western Telephone Exclianee Company of Minneapolis.
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bccii :ibK; to ({ivc you lliu name of IIk- inspector who
examined llic plants of tlic Nortluvestern Telephone

ExclianRe Company at Fargo and at Grand Torks

and who advised our president that he has never

made an inspection wliere there was heller protec-

tion or more care taken to prevent lire in 'a tele-

phone exchange than he found at these two places.

It was only a few years ago wlien the tiuestion

of joint occupancy of a pole line hy a telephone

company and an electric-light company woidil not

have been considered on the part of the telephone

company, but the advent of two telephone com-
panies in the field and the multiplicity of pole lines

on one route has made it absolutely necessary for

someone to "doublj up," and so far we have found

it easier and more practicable to join with the

electric companies than for. two telephone com-
panies doing a local business to make use of a

joint pole line.

I wish to state that I believe it to be an im-

possibility for a municipality to force two telephone

companies and an electric company to make use of

one joint pole line, but do believe it is possible for

one telephone company and an electric company to

use jointly one line of poles; but remember this in

your reconmiendalions, don't ask three companies to

use one pole line, unless you can draw a diagram of

liinv to make distribution from a joint pole witli-

unt interference.

It may not be generally known to your asso-

ciation, but the Bell telephone companies, next to

Ihc Roman Catholic Cliurch. arc the largest holders

nf insured properly in the United States, and for

lliis reason our co-operation with your association,

in an endeavor to comply with your requirements,

and so protect our plants that you can see your

way clear to make as low a rate as possible, is

a very desirable matter on our part.

There is one criticism I wish to make of your
printed Code, and that is that it does not explain

as fully as it should the why—the reason—for your

rules : and this especially refers to those rules

which apply to wiring in buildings. It is the cus-

tom with telephone companies and most "wiring

companies to instruct their apprentices on this class

of work, but if j'our Code and our instructions

would explain more fully why work should" be

done in the manner prescribed, it would not be so

necessary that we instruct' them (in detail) how
it should be done, for they themselves would soon

learn to figure out the proper methods and adopt

them if the purpose for doing so were brought

clearly to their understanding.

Pacific Slope Telephone News.

The strike of 1..S00 laborers who were enguged

in laying conduits for the Home Telephone Com-
pany of San Francisco, which began on December
2d. has been settled and the men will return to

work. A reduction of wages from $2.50 to $2.25

per day for trench diggers caused the trouble.

The Pacific Telephone Company has completed

its Piedmont Exchange on Forty-fourth Street,

Oakland, a reinforced concrete building of two
stories.

A deal has been consummated between the Pa-

cific Telephone and Telegraph Company of San
Francisco and the Nevada Consolidated Telephone

and Telegraph Company whereby the latter will

take over the entire system of the former in its

territory. The deal is the outcome of a long con-

troversy which culminated when the Nevada com-

pany was granted franchises against the desire of

the old company. The new company has announced

that it will operate its system under the new
franchise, and that it will give two per cent, of

its earnings to San Francisco. Manager Heiden-

rich will be retained by the new company. An-
' nouneement has also been made that the new
concern has purchased all the Alpine Telephone

Company's lines, which extend over IJouglas County,

in Nevada, and Alpine and Mono counties in Cali-

fornia. J. F. Adams is president of the company
and is arranging for the installation of modern
equipment. A.

Telephone Progress in Fort Wayne.

At the recent annual meeting of the stockholders

of the Home Telephone and Telegraph Company

of Fort Wayne, Ind., the secretary showed by his

report a gain of 560 new subscribers during the

year, and that both the gross and net receipts were

the largest in the history of the company. The
long-distance business has increased 25 per cent,

during the fiscal year just closed and is now
growing at even a greater ratio. Switchboard ex-

tensions were made during the year, and the com-

pany is now preparing for extensive underground
and aerial cable additions. There are 250 stock-

holders in this company, 95 per cent, of the stock

being held by local people.

power-house Extensions of Boston Ele-
vated.

With the additions at Lincoln Wharf, Harvard
and Charleston |>ower stations of the Brislon Ele-

vated Railway Company, now nearing com|iletion,

the total generating capacity for the sysicni will

reach approximately 50,000 kllow,itts.

The work of haying out and construcliiig these

station improvements was placed in the hands of
Stone & Webster of Boston, in accordance with the
reconuncndations m.-ide by this firin for a system
of generation and distribution of power which
would provide for present and future demands. It

was decided to add S.^foo kilowatts capacity to the
Lincoln Wharf Station, 2,700 kilowatts to Ihc
Charleston and 2,700 to (he Harvard power station.

Direct-current slcam-enginc-driven generators were
selected as the type of the new units, in order to
conform in general design to those already installed

in the various stations.

The Lincoln Wharf power station, located on the
harbor front, is the largest modern steam plant
operated by Ihc company. It supplies power for
surface and subway cars operated in the heart of
the Boston business district, as well as a large
proportion of the power for the elevated system.
The old station contained three 2,700-kilowatt 57.^-
volt units driven by .vertical cross-compound en-
gines.

The additions to this station required an ex-
tension to the power house of 73 by 152 feet. The
former boiler capacity was 6,000 horsepower of
Babcock & Wilcox boilers; the new equip?nent in-
cludes eight 600-horsepower boilers of the same
make. The new power units, two in number, are
2.700-kilowatt Allis-Chalniers direct-current railw.ay-
typc generators, driven by engines with cylinders
42 and go inches by 60-inch stroke at a speed of
72 revolutions per minute. These machines are
known as the multipolar, compound-wound type of
S70 volts.

A New Electric Sign Flasher.

The Electric Mntor and Equipment Company of
Newark. N. J., which has installed a l.nrge number
of flashing devices in cities throughout the country,
has developed a new flasher, illustrated herewith,
designated as model C. It is designed for use
where lamps are required to light one after another
until all are lighted, and all are then extinguished,
the operation being repeated contiunously. Thi.s

NEW ELECTRIC SIGN FLASHER.

flasher may be used in a script letter sign where
a writing efifect is desired and m.ay also be used
to produce lightning-stroke effects.

By a change of gearing the drum of the flasher
may be made to revolve at any piactical speed, and
the machine is particularly well constructed in every
detail. The drum is used oniy in a mechanical
way and no current passes through it. the iron
uprights or the main shaft. The device i.5 simple
and compact.

Orrin F. French, superintendent of telephone con-
struction for Manitoba, with headquarters at Win-
nipeg, is now securing prices preparatory to buying
the necessary supplies for the construction of gov-
ernment long-distance and Jocal systems next spring.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
The Grant County Telephone Company of Silver

City, N. M.. has increased its capital stock from
$35,000 to $60,000, and will construct a line to

Deming, N. M.

Judge Landis of the United States District Court

a few days ago served a restraining order by tele-

phone. By this unusual method he stopped the

moving of furniture by a bailiff armed with a writ.

The La Crosse Telephone Company of La Crosse,

Wis., will increase rates, having adjusted its rates

in accordance with a schedule arranged by the

State Railroad Commission, which also has author-

ity over the telephone companies.

The Central Union Telephone Company has en-

tered upon the work of extensive improvements and
extensions of its plant in Elkhart. The projected

merger of the Home Telephone Company with the

Central Union at Elkhart is declared off, and both

companies will continue to compete for patronage,

and each strive to give the better service.

A remarkable test of memory is reported from
Logansport, Ind., where Miss Mayme Richardson

possesses the distinction of knowing by heart the

number of every telephone on the local line. Miss

Richardson presides at the information desk, and

in a recent test a number of subscribers on different

portions of the line asked Miss Richardson for the

names of from one to twelve subscribers, giving

the numbers, and in every instance her answer
was correct.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Continental Europe.

I'aris, November 26,—A ()rojecl of tome impor-
tance ill llic way of iilili^iiiK hydraulic power in

France consists in Ijiiildiiig a iiumbir of turbine
plants upon the iJ.jubs Kiver. A concession to this

effect has been iipplied for by Iiii({iiiecr Uutticaz,
who expects to utilize the St. Point Lake and Ihe
basins of the Doubs (or this purpose. There are
two parts in the present project, conceriiinK dilTcr-

eiit portions of the stream. Ii.-ich of these is de-
signed to iiicroase the volume of water for running
the cle:iric planls. In the first project it is de-
signed to use the basins lying above the point
known as S.uit du Doubs in order to obtain cur-
rent for cleclric traction purposes on the Neuchatel-
Jura line. The latter railroad will connect Ncu-
chatcl, in Switzerland, with Chaux-dc-Fonds and
Brenets, an<l in this case the Brcncts Lake will be
used as a reservoir. In this way the hydraulic
power of the Doubs will be taken olT upon a length
of 12 miles or more of the stream, and it is pro-
posed to erect three distinct turbine houses. In
the first of these plants the head of water will be
78 meters. The second project is even of larger

scope, and the St. Point Lake is to serve as a res-

ervoir, raising the level here by 7.5 meters, so as

to have a reserve supply of 60,000,000 cubic meters.
The water will be taken off by the I./5ue stream
and on it there will be three hydraulic plants

erected, with a fourth one to come at a later pe-
riod. .Some 150.000 horsepower is expected in this

way. The three plants will have a head of water
of about 150 meters.

One of the recently constructed electric traction

lines in Austria-Hungary has now been opened for

service at Prague. It runs to Bubentsch and Wem-
berger-Friedhofe. This is a short line, having but

five miles length, but it already carries a good
Iraflic. There are about 30 stations along the line.

The tramway strike at Milan has been a great

hindrance to traffic, and at the present time it is

not yet over. The strikers held a meeting not long
since and appointed delegates wdiich are to confer
with the Municipal Council with reference to the

matter, so as to come to a solution. On the other
hand, the Societe Edison, which controls the tram-
way lilies, states that it will not take back the

strikers who do not come to work within a certain

time.

At Madrid a royal decree, published by the min-
'

ister of the interior as to the reduced telegraph

rates, aroused great protest from the members of

the press. The present decree states that the re-

duced rates which are now in use will be here-

after refused to all persons or firms, including news-
papers, press agencies, societies or press correspond-
ents who have not paid the industrial tax and
others of the same nature. Some members of the

government are opposed to the proposition, and
the journalists who are members of Parliament ex-

pect to make a protest by means of a. motion
brought up by Deputy Soriano.

I have already noted some of the electrical fea-

tures of the Paris Automobile Show. Among others

there is an interesting car which is broucht out

this year by Girardot. the well-known chauffeur

and constructor. It belongs to the class of gaso-

line-electric cars, usine a small electric motor
mounted directly on the casoline-engine shaft • in

connection with a storage battery, so that the elec-

tric motor can be called upon to aid the car in

hard places. This system is proving a favorite, as

there are a number of firms who are brinCTrg out

such combination cars this year. The Girardot
automobile has a four-cylinder gasoline motor and
a four-pole dynamo of round form. Tudor battery

cells. 24 in number, are connected upon the dy-

namo and run it as a motor when need be. An-
other new car is the "Ampere." In this case there

is an electromagnetic friction clutch which trans-

mits the movement from the gasoline motor to the

rear axle. The clutch contains a number of fric-

tion disks which are applied by throwing current

into coils contained in the clutch, and the disks can

be coupled or released at once by means of a

switch. As to the electric lighting of the show,

it is even more brilliant than last year, especially

the main avenue in front of the Grand Palais,

which is bordered by columns and incandescent-

lamp designs. The front of the Invalides Annex
is also lighted in a very tasteful manner. Inside

the Grand Palais there are some portions of - the

show which are lighted by mercury-vapor lamps

and others by tantalum lamps. A. de C.

New York.

New York City. December 7.—A delay has oc-

curred in the proposed investigation by the Public

Service Commission into the affairs of the electric

lighting concerns of this city owing to the fact that

the Merchants' Association, which was expected to

furnish the complaint signed bv 100 consumers, on

which the commission was to take action, deemed it

inadvisable that the inquiry be carried on at the

present time. The matter has been in the hands of

Commissioner Maltbie. Desnite the attitude of the

Merchants' Association the Public Sen'ice_ Commis-
sion may start the inquiry without waiting for a
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complaint. The commission had depended oh the

association for much of the data which was to have

been used in the inquiry.

A letter sent to the Board of Estimate of this city

by the Public Service Commission contains a table

of the commission's probable expenses for 1908.

It will require $1,095,000 of the taxpayers' money
to meet expenditures, which the commission says

will be necessary to carry out the provisions of the

law under which the board was formed. In addi-

tion the commission receives from the state $150,000

a year.

When questioned by a New York World reporter

concerning his alleged prediction a year ago that

by December, 1907. horses would have disappeared

from the streets, Thomas A. Edison is quoted as

saying: "When I first completed my battery I

thought it was so perfect that I could improve upon
it no further. But as my experiments progressed I

discovered that science, my master, had played a

little joke on me and had only let me see a little

way into the future instead of a long way. I may
yet hit upon, a battery that will practically never

wear out."

For the first time in the history of any navy a

first-class battleship was docked by searchlight when
the i6,O0D-ton battleship Minnesota was brought

Tuesday morning to the navy yard to have its

bottom painted for the voyage to the Pacific. The
searchlights of the Connecticut, Virginia. Rhode
Island and Ohio were used, and the new departure

was a success.

Justice O'Gorman has refused to the Queens
Lighting Company a writ of mandamus, compelling

the board to grant a franchise and the mayor to sign

it. The company made application some time ago,

and the board had a franchise drawn up and ap-

proved of it. While it was in the mayor's hands

the board rescinded its own action. Controller Metz
suggests that in matters of this kind, when the city

is asked to grant franchises to companies which in-

tend doing business in undeveloped territory, the

franchise be awarded to the highest bidder.

At the general offices of the company in Philadel-

phia on December 3d the stockholders of the Bell

Telephone Company voted to merge the Pennsyl-

vania and the Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone
companies with the Bell corporation. In order to

provide for this it was voted to increase the capital

stock from $30,000,000 to $60,000,000, enough of the

increase being set aside to purchase the outstanding

stocks of the two merged companies. This propo-
sition has been before the stockholders of the Bell

Telephone Company for some months and has at-

tracted considerable interest and attention by reason
of the fact that it greatly strengthened the Bell

Company and gives it control of another extensive

range of territory'. The proposition to change the

name of the corporation from the Bell Telephone
Company of Philadelphia to the Bell Telephone Com-
pany of Pennsylvania was also approved. The
board of directors was increased from 12 to 15

members. Officers were elected as follows : Chair-

man of the board, Theodore N. ' Vail
;

president,

U. N. Bethell; vice-president, F. H. Bethell ;
general

manager, P. L. Spalding ; general contract agent, L.

H. Kinnard : superintendent of plant. J. C. Howell;
chief engineer. Nathan Hayward ; division contract

agent, J. H. Crosman.
Adrian H. Joline and Douglas Robinson, the

Federal receivers of the Metropolitan and New
York City Railways, have obtained within the last

few days the control of a fund of $814,000 belonging
to the Central Crosstown Railway Company, one
of the leased subsidiaries of the Metropolitan Street

Railway, which ihey found, upon taking office, tied

up under a six months' certificate of deposit with
the banking firm of August Belmont & Co. It is

said that the receivers, soon after they took office,

discovered that this money, constituting a construc-

tion fund derived from the proceeds of the Central

Crosstown mortgage of 1904, had been put in the

keeping of Belmont & Co. only a w'eek or so before

the application for receivers for the N^ew York City

Railway, which was followed soon after by the ap-

plication of the Metropolitan itself to be brought
under the general receivership. It was held under a

certificate of deposit issued by Belmont & Co..

which provided that the street railway could not

draw the $814,000 for a period of six months. W.

Dominion of Canada.
Winnipeg, December 6.—The Civic Board 01 Con-

trol of this city has brought the power scheme into

the limelight again by a motion passed at a ses-

sion of the board instructing Prof. Louis Herdt
and William Kennedy of Montreal and Colonel
H. N. Ruttan, city engineer, to lake up the details

of the power-plant specifications and report fully

on any necessary changes before new tenders can
be called. The action of the board is important, as

it practically means that new tenders are to be
called for the construction of the civic plant at

Point du Bois.

The British Columbia Electric Street Railroad
Company has just completed the purchase from the

Vancouver owners of their Dominion charter for

an electric-railway line from the international

boundary at Elaine, Wash., to Vancouver. This
line is a section of the electric road proposed be-

tween Vancouver and Seattle, practically paralleling

the Great Northern Railroad for the whole dis-

tance. At the same time the British Columbia
company has acquired e.xtensive water privileges at

Lillooet to supply current to the proposed line.

R. H. Sperling, Vancouver, B. C, is general su-

perintendent of the British Columbia Electric Street

Railroad Company. Director Gifford of the same
company has left Vancouver for St. Paul to in-

terview J. J. Hill regarding the possible electrifica-

tion of the Great Northern Railroad between Van-
couver and Seattle. The object of the British Co-
lumbia company in securing the charter for the

line between Blaine and Vancouver is to impress
on the Great Northern people the necessity of that

company electrifyin.g its road and obtaining power
from the British Columbia company.
M. G. Reid, chi.'f engineer of the Colonial Engi-

neering Company, Montreal, Que., has made an
offer to the Toronto City Council to establish a

gas producer plant for $2,875,000 and to supply

arc lights to the city for $56 per lamp per annum
and also to supply power at about one-third the
present price.

The Calgary City Council has awarded the con-

tract to the Calgary Transmission and Power Com-
pany to supply power to the city for five years at

a rate of $30 per horsepower 24 hours a day. The
company is to have its plant completed by March.
1909, and to supply 6.000 horsepower. It is said

that a rival concern, the Calgary Portland Cement
Company, offered to build a plant up the Bow
River and to supply power at $20 per horsepower
24 hours a day on a two-year contract. In Cal-

'

gary it is said that the Portland Cement Company
will obtain an injunction to prevent the council
from signing the contract until an investigation

has been held.

The Stark Telephone, Light and Power System,
which supplies light, power and telephones to To-
ronto Junction. Ontario, has been obliged to go
into liquidation. The liabilities are given at $127.-

000, outside of a bond issue of $400,000. The plant

is being operated by the assignees. The company
was incorporated in 1902 with a capital of $1,000,-

000. It also supplies light at North Toronto, Eton-
brook Township, York Township, and has a con-

trolling interest in the plants at Oshawa and Bow-
manville, all in Ontario. R.

Michigan.

Detroit. December 7.—Two of the Westinghouse
single-phase locomotives to be used in the Grand
Trunk Railway tunnel at Port Huron have been
delivered. They will not be placed in service until

the other five arrive. It is expected that electric

service will be begun on Christmas night.

Saginaw promoters plan to buy the Detroit, Flint

and Saginaw Railroad when it is sold by the Gen-
esee Circuit Court, where receivership proceedings
are soon to come up for final disposition. It is

said that sufficient monev has been raised for the
purchase, if the bondholders do not force the bid-

ding too high, and it is understood that they do
not care to continue in control. The road is now
on a paying basis.

Mayor Thompson of Detroit decided not to op-
pose the test of the tee rails by the Detroit United
Railways, after having received letters from lead-
ing cities that tee rails have proved satisfactory.

He has also decided, that it will not be necessary
to go on the junket to inspect tee rails, for which
$700 has been appropriated by the Council. His
inquiries have convinced him that it is not neces-
sary to incur the expenses of the trip.

By a vote of 142 to 18, it was decided at a spe-

cial election at Trenton to sell the lighting plant

to the Detroit Edison Company. The price is to

be $8,000. The contract provides for at least 20
street arcs at a price of $62.50 for service from
half an hour after sundown until T a. m. and $65.50
for all-night service. The company will also sell

power to the village for the operation of the water-
works, the company to receive one-half of the

gross receipts, the sum not to be less than $175
a quarter. The term of the contract is 30 years.

Linden is considering a proposition of the Michi-
gan' Electric Lighting Company to install a plant

if'2.50 incandescent lamps will be used. Thirty-two-
candlepower stteet lamps are being considered.^

The Boyne City Council has granted the petition

for four additional arcs at $70 each and for the

lighting of one street by .•?2-canrilepower lamps at

$11.50 each. If the experiment with incandescent

lamps is not satisfactory, they will be replaced by

arcs. p.

Indiana.
Indianapolis. December 7.—In the case of the

Lafayette and Logansport Traction Company, seek-,

ing to combine with the two steam roads in estab-

lishing and m-iintaining an interlocking device, the

Indiana Railroad Commission has ruled that the

intcrlocker should be rebuilt so as to include the

traction company, the latter to bear all the expense

and pay the Vandalia the sum of $1,036.67. The
expense of operating the intcrlocker is to be ap-

portioned among the three roads, the traction com-

pany bearing the larger portion, because of its

greater number of trains,

A meeting of traction men, merchants and farm-
ers was held at Mt. Vernon during the week in

the interest of the projected electric railway from
Mt. Vernon, Ind., to Mt. Vernon, 111., connecting
with the St. Louis lines in Illinois and the Evans-
ville lines in Indiana. The proposed route would
include Fairfield, Gray\'ille, Albion and New Har-
mony in Indiana.
A meeting of the joint executive board repre-

senting 340 motormen in the employment of the
Indiana Union Traction Company, held a meeting
at Anderson on the 5th inst., to arrange to take
up the matter of a new wage contract with the
company for 1908. A committee was appointed to

prepare a schedule for the new year.

The Terre Haute, Indianapolis and Eastern Trac-
tion Company is preparing to install electric-light

service in the homes of a number of residents,

principally farmers, along its line west of Terre
Haute. It is understood that the company expects
to give such service in a number of localities along
the line.

The proposition to sell the Richmond municipal
electric-light plant is again being agitated. The
Light, Heat and Power Company, a strong com-
petitor of the municipal plant, has oifered to buy
the municipal plant at an appraised price, the ap-
praisal to be made by competent men. The com-
pany also states that it will accept a new franchise
which will thoroughly safeguard the city in the

matter of rates. The managers of the company
say that there is insufficient business in Richrnond
for two light plants. It is evident that the senti-

ment to sell the city plant is much stronger than
when the proposition to purchase was made a year
ago. Consequently, the Council has appointed a

special committee to make an investigation as to

whether or not the city plant has proven a finan-

cial success. Improvements costing $29,000 have
just been completed, and whether this will increase

the ratio of business so as to make the plant more
profitable will be considered in the investigation.

The Winona Water and Light Company of War-
saw, according to a report made to the City Coun-
cil, has lost during the last 11 months over $5,000.

The Winona company is offering to enter into

partnership with the city, or will sell the plant

outright to the city.

The president of the Retail Merchants' Asso-
ciation of Evansville denies that the association is

advocating or otherwise encouraging the construc-

tion of a municipal light plant m Evansville. On
. the contrary, he says, a number of the members
have publicly denounced Mayor Boehne's scheme
for municipal lighting because of the general failure

of such plants. They cite the local waterworks
system as a distressing example. S. S.

Illinois.

Peoria. December 7.—The City Council of tne

city of Virginia has renewed the contract of the

Virginia Electric Light Company to light the streets

at a figure considerably lower than the former one.

The contract is for a period of five years.

The St. Louis, Terre Haute and Quincy Trac-

tion Company has increased its capital stock fro;n

$25,000 to $50,000. At the meeting held in Spring-

field this week it was decided to push the work
and secure the necessary capital to build the road.

The following-named officers were elected : Presi-

dent, Edward Yates of Pittsfield; vice-president.

H. C. Simon of Virden; secretary and treasurer.

F. W. KnoUenberg of Quincy.

The City Council of Peoria has passed the or-

dinance requiring the Western Union Telegraph

Company to put its wires underground in the cen-

tral part of this city. The company will pay to

the city the sum of $500 a year, which will be taken

out in messages sent by the city.

The Gillespie Electric Railway Company has been

incorporated with a capital of $30,000 to build and

operate an electric railway between the city of Gil-

lespie and the mines in Macoupin County, the prin-

cipal office to be in Gillespie. Incorporators and

first board of directors: H. T. Bycroft. R. H.

Isaacs, H. W. Rice, G. W. Schmidt and S. P.

Preston, all of Gillespie, 111. V. N.

Northwestern States.

Minneapolis, Minn.. December 7—A company has

been organized for the purpose of building an elec-

tric railway from Lidgerwood, N. D., to Vcblen.

S. D. It is capitalized at $500,000 and is headed

by E. A. and J. H. Movius of Lidgerwood.

The city of Washburn, Wis., has purchased the

plant of the Washburn Light and Power Company,

paying $22,518 therefor. This does not include the

power house and dam, which the city has leased

for 15 years.
'

The city of Sleepy bye. Mnm.. has purchased a

new generator from the American Electrical Com-

pany of St. Paul, and will install a day current.

The construction of an inlerurban electric railway

from Clinton, Iowa, to Dubuque is said to be as-

sured and the survey has been completed. This will

complete a svstcm from Dubuque to Davenport.

T. J. Wilcox is the promoter of the new line.

The ^ross receipts of the street-railway company

at Superior, Wis., during the last fiscal year were
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$ioo,QQi. This is an increase of $24,066 over the

previous year.

A new company has been organized at Mitchell.

S. D.. and has been granted a franchise for an

eU-otric-liRlitlnK system.

With llu- lirst of the year the Minnesota Railroad

and Warelioiisc Commission will include all electric

and other suburban railways in its jurisdiction.

This will take in the Twin City Kapiil Transit

Company's lines to Stillwater and to Lake Minne-
tonka. The rides r.ow applying to the steam roads

will be c.\lcnde(l to the electric lines, including the

enforcement of the four per cent, gross-earnings'

l.ix. The Supreme Court has already decided that

lliese lines are conunon carriers, and no opposition

Ici the action of the commission is expected. R.

Pacific Slope.

San Francisco. December .4.—.\t the las! meeting
I if the city trustees of Sacramento, the report of

r, L. Cory, a consulting engineer of San Francisco,

was filed on the proposed municipal electric-lighting

plant, which can be installed for $2,^7,200, according

ti> the estimates.

The United Railroads of San Francisco' has bc-

Kuu to operate electric cars on Ninth Street, be-

tween Mission and Brannan. This is the first time
cars have been run over that portion of the Polk,

l.arkin and Ninth Street line since the fire.

The I-ake County Power Company has been in-

iiirporatcd at Kclscyvillc, Cal., for the purpose of

absorbing the old corporation organi;^cd two years

.ago to provide the city with electricity for lighting

and gas for fuel. The power for generating the

electricity will be secured from natural gas. The
men behind the new organization arc George P.

Low of San Francisco, G. S. Cutler of Calistoga,

Robert Polk of Upper Lake, Judge M. S. Sayre
and G. H. Henderson of Lakeport.

The Rogue River Electric Company has been
incorporated to take over the Condor Water and
Power Company, including the dam and power
house at Gold Ray, and the li^ht and power sys-

tem extending through the Rogue River Valley

supplying electricity to the towns of Grants Pass.

Gold Hill, Central Point, Mediord, Jacksonville

and Ashland, Ore. C. R. Ray is president, and

J. C. Stoddard secretary. Both are with the Con-
dor Water and Power Company at present. The
capital stock is $700,000.

The engineers of the Great Western Poiver Com-
pany, which acquired property on Brooklyn Basin,

south of Fifth .\\enue in East Oakland, Cal., are
now at work with the intention of preparing for the
construction of a large auxiliary electric power
plant there. Steam turbines are to be used. M. A.
Viele of the company states that 50 teams are

engaged at the present time in hauling freight to

the works above Oroville. No delay has been oc-

casioned in this work by reason of the financial

disturbance. A.

PERSONAL.
A memorial service for the late Prof. C. P.

Matthews was held in Fowler Hall, Purdue Uni-
\-ersity, on December 4th. Prof. J. W. Esterline

and others spoke.

A London press dispatch of December loth con-
tains the disquieting intelligence that Lord Kelvin
has been confined to his bed for two w-eeks with
chills. His condition is said to be serious.

Mr. E. B. Hillman of Quincy, 111., former presi-

dent of the Illinois State Electric Association and
proprietor of electric-light and power plants in

Warsaw, Barry and Wyoming, 111., and Hamburg,
Iowa, was a Chicago visitor on Saturday last.

Mr. C. E. Freeman, formerly professor of elec-

trical engineering at Armour Institute of Tech-
nolog}', has been in New York city for nearly two
months as direct assistant to Mr. Bion J. Arnold
in the investigation of traffic conditions in the New-
York subways.

Mr. William B. Foshay is about to take charge
of the Fort Dodge (Iowa) Light and Power Com-
pany as manager. Mr. Foshay is an experienced
central-station man, having had experience in Tar-
rytown, N. Y., and later servnng as assistant man-
ager of the Water, Light and Gas Company of
Hutchinson, Kan.

Mr. W. W. Watterson has been appointed super-
intendent of the Peoria, Bloomington and Cham-
paign line of the Illinois Traction Co-npany and has
taken up the duties of the position, with his head-
quarters at Bloomington. He will retain the office

of superintendent of the line between Lincoln and
Springfield.

Marcellus Hopkins .of Chicago, president of .the

South Side Elevated Railroad Company, died at

his home on December 7th of pneumonia. He had
been sick but a few days. Mr. Hopkins had been
general manager of the South Side Elevated from
1893 up to about a year ago, when he was chosen
president. He was born in Maine in 1844 and
came to Chicago in 1863, entering a steam-railroad
career as brakeman and rising to a division super-
intendency. In 1893 he became receiver of the
Chicago and South Side Rapid Transit Company

.ind was m.nle general manager when the property,
was turned over to the present company.

The marriage is announced of Mr. Lcroy Pumel
Sawyer and Miss Jessamine AInieda Pike on De-
cember 4lh in Cleveland. Mr. Sawyer is known in

the prosaic paths of conunerce as the energetic
manager of the Buckeye Fleclrie Company. lie

is heartily congratulated. Mr. and Mrs. Sawyer
will he "at home" after March isl at 2053 East
Ninety-sixth Street, Cleveland, Ohio.

It is said that an offer has been made to Prof.
Dugald C. Jackson of the Massachiieclts Institute
of Tcclinology, Boston, to become the ' temporary
leehnieal assistant of the expert accountant engaged
in devising a system of bcxikkeeping by which the
city can keep informed of the financial operations
of the Chicago Telephone Company under the new
ordinance.

Morrison F. Tyler, president of the Southern
New England Telephone Company, died at his home
in New Haven, Conn., on December 4lh. He was
59 years old. Mr. Tyler first turned his attention
to the telephone business in 1878, and five years
later became the president of the Southern New
England Telephone Company. He bcoamc trcaairer
of Yale University in 1900, when he retired from
the professorship of general jurisprudence in Yale
law school. He held the place of treasurer for four
years, when the rapid extension of the telephone
business forced him to resign.

Mr. William B. Hale of Mexico, pleasantly re-

membered by many friends in Chicago, where he
was electrical engineer for

the Western Electric

Company and chairman of

the Electrical Section of

tlie Western Society of

Engineers in 1904 and
1905, has opened an office

at la Independencia No.
6. City of Mexico, as a

consulting electrical en-

gineer. Mr. Hale, who
has been in Mexico over
two years, is a capable

engineer and speaks and
writes Spanish fluently.

He is prepared to make
examinations, estimates,

appraisals, etc., or to su-

pervise installations, in any part of Alexico. His

knowledge of the requirements and conditions pe-

culiar to Mexico should be particularly valuable in

reporting on propositions involving electrical work
in which American investors may be interested.

Withal he is a man of the highest character, as all

his Chicago acquaintances will cheerfully testify.

WILLUM B. HALE.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
An electric-light plant is to be built in Cohasset,

Minn.

G. L. Hudkins has been granted a franchise for

an electric-light system in Beloit, Kan.

Gastonia, N. C, has appropriated $2,oco for im-

proving the electric-lighting system of the town.

The Chickasha (I. T.) Water Power Company
will build an electric-light plant. C. E. Ross is

engineer.

Central City, Neb., will vote on an ordinance

granting a franchise to the Central City Electric

Light Company.

The electrical construction in the proposed tech-

nical high school in Newton, Mass., will cost about
$40,000. The contracts have not been awarded.

An electric-lighting system is being constructed
in King's Mountain, N. C, the power to be sup-

plied by the Southern Power Companv of Char-
lotte, N. C.

The Citizens' Light and Power Company of Okla-
homa City has been organized with a capital stock

of $250,000 and will furnish light and power in the

Putnam district.

The Union Electric and Power Company of St.

Louis has increased its capital stock from $10,000,000

to $18,000,000, half of the increase being paid. The
additional capital will be used to develop the com-
pany's properties.

The Ottawa (Ont.) municipal electric commis-
sioners and . the Ottawa Electric Light Company
have agreed to $29,000 as the price of the street-

lighting plant. The city offered $24,000 and the

company offered to accept $31,000. T'he city w-ill

take over the plant on December 20th.

Sealed proposals for the construction of a system
of electric-light works will be received by the Town
Council of Chinook, Mont., at the office of

,
its

clerk, until 2 o'clock p. m., December 21, 1907,

when the same will be opened and publicly read.

Proposals sent bj' mail should be addressed to

John C. Duff, town clerk, Chinook, Mont., and
marked "Proposals for v. system of electric-light

works." It is the intention of the town of Chinook
that the builder nnder the specifications shall cover

-all of the apparatus, supplies, machinery, building

and cvcrythinK ncrt;iinin:j lo the entire inslallalion
in any way. Plan< and specifications can tc ob-
mined by addrcJsing the town clerk.

The Citizens' Electric Company, locjited at Macon,
Ga., has decided to apply for a francliiie upon
the installation in office of the new City Council.
A former application was "turned down," hut Mr.
V\'. J. Grace, repreacntinK the new company, jays
that the application will be filed as soon as prac-
ticable.

'A dispatch from Ch.irlotic, Mich., says (hat J. A.
Mikescll has been appointed receiver for the Char-
lolle Electric Company on application of the Union
Triiht Company of Detroit as trustee lor the Guar-
dian 'I'rust Company of Cleveland, which represents
the minority bondholder!) of a $30,000 ii>sue, due in
i9.'o, on wliicli the intereet payments have been de-
faulted.

The Iron Mountain Electric Light and Power
Company, Iron Mountain, Mich., has lately let con-
tracts for new electric' generating and arc-lighting
equipment, comprising a 2SO-kilowatt Allis-Chalmcrs
alternating-current generator, lo-kilowalt belted ex-
citer, a five-panel switchboard and 75 .Adams-Bag-
nall arc lamps of the latest pattern. The generator
is of the revolving-field, two-bearing type, belt-
driven.

The Minneapolis Electric Motor Company has
secured the contract to install a complete electric-
lighting plant at Cannon Falls, Minn. The capacity
will be 60 to 75 kilowatts, the three-phase alternat-
ing system being used. A franclr.sc has been
granted for 20 years, with a street-lighting contract
for 10 years on a meter basis. L. F. Blinco is the

.
grantee. E. E. Rines, Minneapolis, is the consult-
ing engineer.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Traffic on the Chicago and Oak Park Elevated

Railway main line in November averaged 47,133
passengers a day, a decrease of 2,639 compared with
-Vovember, 1906. With transfers the daily average
was 49,128 passengers, a decrease of 2,254.

The Massachusetts Railroad Commissioners have
received a petition for the approval of an issue of
20,218 shares of additional stock by the West End
Street Railway Company of Boston, the proceeds
to be paid to the Boston Elevated Railway Com-
pany for additions, improvements and alterations
in the West End company's property, the amount
being $2,135,750.

The claim of the Guaranty Trust Company of
New York to something over $1,500,000 against the
Chicago Union Traction properties has delayed the
reorganization plans. It is the only trustee which
has not approved of the plan by wh'ch the Chicago
Railways Company is to take over the properties
and operate them in accordance with the traction
settlement ordinance. The Guaranty Trust Com-
pany demands that its claim be paid in cash, which
can hardly be assented to, and Judge Grosscup,
who conducted a hearing on the petition to transfer
possession of the properties, must rule on the claim.
This now seems to be the only hindrance to the
reorganization.

The first electric railway to operate its line on the
1,200-volt direct-current system, which is said to
have proved entirely feasible, is the Indianapolis
and Louisville Traction Company. This road is

41 miles long, connecting Seymour, the southern
terminus of the Indianapolis, Columbus and South-
ern Traction Company, v.'ith Sellersburg, the north-
ern terminus of the Louisville and Northern Rail-
way and Lighting Company. The power house is

located at Scottsburg, being about the center of the
route. The feeding pressure at the power station

is 1,200 volts between the single No. ocoo grooved
trolley and the rails. Two Allis-Chaimers engines
of the well-known heavy-duty type, 26 by 48 inches,
operating non-condensing at 120 revolutions per
minute, drive in pairs four 300-kilowatt, 600-volt
generators, w'ith armatures mounted commutator to

commutator on the engine shaft, the combined out-
put being at 1,200 volts. In addition to operating
its cars at this pressure the company maintains a
line from Sellersburg to Louisville, a distance of
14 miles, at 600 volts prr»sure; consequently cars

are now being run successfully over sections of
trolley fed with current both at 1,200 and 600 volts.

PUBLICATIONS.
L. E. Myers of Chicago has issued a booklet of

vest-pocket size telling about "^lunicipal Lighting
Plant Failures." Forty plants are listed in alpha-
betical order.

The Frank Mossberg Company of Attleboro,
Mass., has just issued Catalogue No. 10, which
covers a large line of bells, wrenches, sheet-metal
stampings, punching and forming dies, special tools

and machinery-. The catalogue is well illustrated.

Two interesting bulletins have just been pub-
lished by the Mechanical Appliance Company of
Milwaukee, Wis. No. 60 describes in detail the
construction of Watson motors and generators of
the AW tj'pe. In No. 61, devoted to Watson mo-
tor applications, are show'n some 50 clear views
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of different applications of these motors to machine
driving. This collection of views gives a good idea

of the wide field that the large electric motor has
invaded and is particularly interesting in showing
the adaptabilitj' of the Watson motor for all classes

of service.

Muralt & Co., engineers of New York city, issue

an attractive monthly house organ bearing the title

Electric Trunk Line Age. The second number, for

November, contains the first installment of an arti-

cle by J. M. Graham, vice-president of the Erie
Railroad, on "The Valtellina Line" in Italy.

The Chicago Fuse Wire and Manufacturing Com-
pany has issued "Catalogue No. 21," descriptive of

"Union" switchboxes. These boxes are made for

new and old work and they take all makes o£

switches and receptacles. This little pamphlet should

be of considerable service to contractors, as it

shows various forms of Union sectional switch-

boxes, tandem boxes and describes also the com-
pany's new reversible ear which can be attached

to all switchboxes if specified. This new reversible

ear is featured in the catalogue, and it is said that

"contractors say this ear is perfection."

Single-stage, motor-driven, centrifugal pumps built

for any capacity and condition of service within

the range of their adaptability are described in

Allis-Chalmers Company's Bulletin No. 1608. This

pump is very simple in construction ; nevertheless.

in order to secure maximum efficiency, the design

is carefully worked out to meet the requirements

of the service for which each is intended. As they

are valveless and operate with very little vibration,

they are useful for use as circulating pumps for

cooling systems, surface or barometric condensers

;

for hot-water heating; for mine service; for in-

dustrial plants, etc. The publication will be sent

to anyone interested upon receipt of a request.

A friction clutch designed for the heaviest work,

with particular regard for simplicity, durability and

ease of adjustment, is described in Allis-Chalmers

Company's Bulletin No. 4001, entitled "The Reliance

Friction Clutch." Ordinarily, tlie pulley hub of a

friction clutch is cut down to economize space on

the shaft, and the bearing surface supplied will

not properly carry the strain of a tight belt. The
strain of the Reliance friction cKttch, on the con-

trary, has an eveli distribution, it being made with
either three or six arms, arranged in sets of three.

Each of the sets is connected with an equalizing

ring by toggles, and this ring is free to move side-

ways, so as to equalize the strain on the three
arms. The pressure, also, instead of being regu-
lated with springs, can be set according to the load
the clutch has to carry by means of adjusting nuts
and eyebolts.

"Direct-current Indicating Instruments, Type D,"
is the title of Bulletin No. 4552, recently issued by
the General Electric Company. The bulletin de-
scribes and illustrates the construction of these
switchboard instruments and gives dimension dia-

grams of instruments and shunts, full-sized views
of the scales, and data regarding catalogue num-
bers, capacities, prices, etc. Damping is obtained
by means of Foucault currents generated in an
aluminum frame on which the coil is wound. The
magnets are carefully hardened and aged, and an
unusual high torque, combined with light moving
elements and small magnetic air gap, make reason-
able the manufacturer's claim of long life with
continued accuracy. The frame is pivoted in a

jewel bearing, and the whole assembled in a round
cast-iron case, which protects it from stray fields

and renders the instrument dustproof.

Three interesting booklets have been published
recently by the Sangamo Electric Company, Spring-
field, 111. Bulletin No. 10 describes the Sangamo
integrating wattmeters, types D and E, for direct

and alternating current, respectively, that are used
for service meters principally. Bulletin No. 11 de-

scribes the similar meters adapted for switchboard
work. This bulletin is a handsome one and contains

a large number of diagrams of connections, dimen-
sions, applications of current shunts and transform-

ers and of potential resistances and transformers.

A pamphlet of 64 pages gives valuable information
to salesmen and engineers about Sangamo and other

types of meters. Section two of this pamphlet is a

reprint of a paper on "Electricity Meters," by R. C.

Lanphier, read before the Illinois State Electric

Association in September, 1906, afterward appearing,

with special illustrations, in the Western Electrician.

The Bristol Company of Watcrbury, Conn., is

issuing three new bulletins covering its electrical

instruments. Bulletin No. 61 describes recording
voltmeters, in 12 pages, illustrated, and is very
complete. Bulletin No. 62 describes recording am-
meters and lists a new form of portable instru-

ment which is now being manufactured, and is

attractive in its m.akeup. Bulletin No. 63 covers a

line of recording wattmeters, and is somewhat
larger than the others, having 19 pages. This bul-
letin, besides illustrating the new portable form of
wattincter. also shows a complete list of single-

phase, two-phase and balanced three-phase alter-

nating-current instruments, something that was ab-
sent from former bulletins. These catalogues will

be appreciated by engineers, who arc usually in a
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qtiandary as to the best type of instrument ap-
plicable to the loads for which they intend to
design and will be found helpful in locating the
proper instrument.

A well-illustrated booklet of information on mod-
ern methods of way maintenance has just been pub-
lished by Cook's Standard Tool Company of Kala-
mazoo, Mich. Descriptions and illustrations of
labor-saving track appliances are given, including
track drills, track tool grinders, car jacks, track
jacks, cattle guards, etc.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
The regular meeting of the Ithaca branch of

the American Institute of Electrical Engineers was
held on December 6th in Sibley Dome, Cornell Uni-
versity. The topic was "The Practical Aspects of
Steam-railroad Electrification." H. H.. Norris is

secretary of this branch.

The annual meeting of the directors of the Un-
derwriters' Laboratories was in session in Chicago
this week. Among those present were the president
of the National Board of Fire Underwriters and
C. M. Goddard, secretary of the New England
Insurance Exchange. Some tests were made at the
laboratories.

Proceedings of the Ohio Electric Light Associa-
tion, 1907, have been issued in the usual book form.
The volume contains the papers, discussions and
other transactions at the thirteenth annual meeting
held in Toledo last August. Mr. D. L. Gaskill of
Greenville is secretary and Mr. Douglas A. Brown
of Cincinnati official reporter.

The paper on "Comparative Performance of
Steam -and Electric Locomotives," by Albert H.
Armstrong (see Western Electrician of November
i6th last), was discussed on December 3d before
the Purdue branch of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers bv Dean C. H. Benjamin and
by Messrs. W. T. Small and C. R. Moore of the
electrical department.

Among the flourishing societies at Iowa State
College, Ames, Iowa, is the local branch of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers. The
membership of this branch includes one member,
10 associate members and 30 student members of
the Institute. Meetings are held twice a month
at which papers presented at the New York meet-
ings of the Institute are abstracted and discussed.

Original papers are also read.

The "Year-Book of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, 1907," is a book of 244 pages,

6 by 9 inches. It contains the list of officers, com-
mittees and members, the constitution, standardiza-

tion rules, and other general information about the

scope and membership in the Institute. The growth
of the latter is strikingly shown by the following
figures; May i, 1901, 1,260; May i, 1903, 2,229;

May I, 1905, 3,460; May i, 1907. 4,521 ; October i,

1907, 5,089. On August 1st of this year the mem-
bership was subdivided as follows : Honorary mem-
bers 2. members 547. associates 4,312, giving a total

of 4,S6i. Copies of this year-book will be sent to

members and associates and to anyone interested

in the work of the Institute sufficiently to seek

admission to it as an associate, on application to

Ralph W. Pope, secretary, 33 West Thirty-ninth
Street, New 'York city.

A special course of evening lectures will be
given at Science Hall, University of Washington,
Seattle, Wash., this winter and next spring. There
will be five lectures on telephone work by C. E.

Fleager. superintendent of construction in Washing-
ton, Idaho and Oregon for the Pacific Telephone
Company. The dates of these are December nth
and i8th and January 8th, 15th and 22cl. Central-sta-

tion practice will be the subject of James D. Ross,
electrical superintendent of the Seattle municipal
electric-light and power system, whose dates are
February i8th and 25th and March 3d, loth and
17th. John Harisberger, general superintendent of

the Seattle-Tacoma Power Company, will lecture

on electric power transmission on April 14th, 21st

and 28th. While the lectures are primarily in-

tended for students, all others interested are cor-

dially invited to attend without charge. Carl Ed-
ward Magnusson. professor of electrical engineer-

ing at the University of Washington, can give,

more detailed information.

MISCELLANEOUS.
At Little Chute, Wis., an effort is being made

to persuade the village authorities to adopt an
ordinance regulating electric wiring. It is said this

work can be carried on at a small cost by the

Kaukauna city inspector, who spends considerable
time in this territory.

A Berlin dispatch says that on December 7lh
one of the large Berlin electric works gave a

private exhibition of an el.aboratc new police-alarm
installation just completed for the city of Rio
Janeiro. It represents a cost of $500,000. Its spe-
cial feature is a system of 580 patrol boxes, to be
scattered throughout the city, keys to which may
he purchased by trustworthy citizens, enabling them
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to turn in police alarms just as fire alarms are
now turned in by the police. In order to identify
the person who turns in a pohce call his numbered
key cannot be extracted except by the authorities.

An alleged invention in the wireless transmission
of power is reported from Lyons, France, of which
Consul John C. Covert says ; "It may be called an
extension of the wireless use of electricity. It is
still kept a secret, and it seems that only one
person in Lyons possesses a knowledge of all the
facts on the subject. All the work in perfecting
the invention was carried on in the country at the
castle of a prominent manufacturer of Lyons. Re-
cently the first experiments were tried, and a minia-
ture street car was moved over a flat space by
electricity communicated from a distance of several
j'ards. The invention is being fried in Marseilles
on a street-car line and applied to several different
kinds of machinery."

The United States Civil Service Commission
announces an examination on January 8, 9, 10, 1908,
at several cities in each of about 50 states, terri-
tories and island possessions to secure eligibles
from which to make certification to fill two vacan-
cies in the position of mechanical and electrical
draftsman, one at $r,200 and the other at $1,500
per annum, in the office of the chief of ordnance,
War Department, and vacancies requiring similar
qualifications as they may occur in any branch of
the service. The examination will consist of the
subjects ; Mathematics, calculations,, materials, elec-
tricitj', drafting, training and experience. Appli-
cants should at once apply either to the United
States Civil Service Commission, Washington,
D. C, or to the secretary of the board of exam-
iners at any place mentioned.

Periodical meter calibration is of importance to
every central station, and although there is no
question regarding the accuracy of making the test

with indicating instruments, it is important that

some means be provided by which, without decreas-
ing their reliability, the tests can be made more
conveniently and quickly. The Thomson high-torque
induction test meter, described in Bulletin No. 4549
recently issued by the General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y., is intended for this service

and consists of a Thomson induction meter regis-

tering revolutions of the disk instead of having a

dial giving the kilowatt-hours. The meter also con-
tains current coils of different capacities, so that

by connecting each in circuit successively, a wide
range of capacity for the tests is obtained while
using the meter near the full load of the different

coils. The test meter is connected in series with
the meter under test, and a comparison made of

the respective number of revolutions of the two
disks in a given time. A simple calculation re-

duces the results to watt-hours for the two meters,

and the percentage of error, if any, in the meter
under test is quickly determined. Accuracy is

maintained in the test meter by simple calibrations,

and the parts are readily accessible. The bulletin

contains a description of the method of operation

and diagram showing method of making the test.

TRADE NEWS.
Receivers have been appointed for the Electrical

Vehicle Company of Hartford, Conn.

Beginning December 9th all offices connected with

the Stone & Webster organization in Boston will

be located in the company's building at 147 Milk
Street, corner of Batterymarch Street.

J. W. Taylor, traveling representative of the

Beardslee Chandelier Manufacturing Company of

Chicago, has accepted a local position with Edward
Miller & Co., at their Chicago branch, located

corner of La Salle and Lake streets, Chicago, and
will be found there after January i, 1908.

The National Battery Company announces that,

owing to its increasing business, it has taken pos-

session of the entire building at No. 236 West
Fifty-fourth Street. New York, one door west of

Broadway, which contains several times the floor

space of the present office and depot. In the new
location the company will be fully equipped, to

handle everything pertaining to battery require-

ments of automobile manufacturers, dealers and

At a special meeting of stockholders of the Wcst-
inghouse Air Brake Company, held in Pittsburg on
December 3d, it was decided to increase the capital

stock of the company from $11,000,000 to $14,000,-

000. The new issue is to be distributed among
present stockholders in the form of a 25 per cent,

stock dividend. This will leave $250,000 worth of

the issue in the treasury to be disposed of when
needed. The company is reported to be in a strong

fiitancial condi.lion and to have orders on its books
that will keep the plant busy for several months.

The K. & B. Company of Philadelphia, dealer in

special electrical supplies, will on January ist move
into its new quarters at the southeast comer o'

Eighth and Chestnut streets. The new location w'l
give about five times the present floor space and

will increase the facilities of the company to main-

tain its reputation for high-class material at low
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liiices. In this company's large slock will be found

electrical niouldinRS, cross arms, insnlator pnis and

hrackels, siRns and flashers, telephone booths, ele-

vator siunal and controller cables, incandescent

lamps, electrical licaiinu apparatus, switchboards and

panclboards, arc 'lamps, rheostats and motor starters,

etc.

BUSINESS.
The Lake .Shore and Michisan Southern Kailway

ccently purchased a 250-kilowatt Allis-Clialmers

WliS'J'likN I'.I.IM IKK I A .

ennine-type generator (240 volts, two-phase, (xi-

cycle) and a 15-kllowatt exciter unit for addition

to the power e[|uipment of the Chicago, Indiana

and .Southern Railway Company, a subsidiary line.

The new Kcnerator will be installed at Danville, 111.

C. II. Chalmers, vicc-inesident and Kcneral man-
.igcr of the Klectric Machinery Company of Minne-
apolis, visited ChicaRo last week, and while in the

city closed an order for a large alternator. This
machine is of the gas-eiiRine-driven type, with a

capacity of 120 horsepower. Mr. Chalmers reports

business in the Northwest as (|uite satisfactory.

47:1

I'ollowins i« ii list of the Electric Machinery Com-
pany's recent s.iloi; Cannon Falls, Minn., complete
alternating-current station eriuipmenl, Oo-kilowalt

belted, three-phase; State Training School, Red
Wing, Minn., 30-kilowatt direct coimecled cngim-
type; Faribault, Minn., .lo-kilownit engine type;

I long Kong Fleclric Company, Ltd,, llong Kong,
China, large order for alternating-current gener-
ators; Minneapolis Brewing Conijiany, .Miinieapo

lis, new 150-kilowalt direct-current generator, di-

rect connected to Corliss engine, 100 revolutions p< r

minute, also a three-panel switchboard.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

S?

8;2

872,

7J.324. Magnetic Wc(Iri\ Svcn U. licrgiiiaii,

Lynn, Mass., assignor lo the General Electric

Company. Application filed April lO, 1907.

A slot-closiiiK device consists of a bviiullc of iron

wires fastened toRcthcr and insuhUed from each other

or of a roll of japiinncd magnetic clotli.

7J,327. Plunger Klcvator. John VV. Brown, -Lon-

don, England. Application filed February 6,

1904.

Tliis is a hydraulic elevator with an electric motor
driving tlie pninp.

7 -',329. Controller, Arthur T. Crocker, Schenec-

tady, N. Y., assignor to the General Electric

Company. Application filed March 3, 1906.

The controller actuates an cinerRcncy device through

an operating nieniher. A catch restrains mis member.
Upon release of the conlrolkr handle the latter trips

the catch.

-.343 ^"d 872,344. Speculum. Frank E. Gris-

wold, Geneva, Ohio. Applications filed March
11, 1907.

Two forms of tliis surgical iiislrunicnt arc covered.

Each has a miniature electric lamp for illuminating

internal parts of the body. One terminal of the lamp
is connected to a binding post and the oilier is con-

nected to the speculum metal lube.

.349. Motor-controlling System. John D. Ihlder,

New York, N. Y., assignor to the Otis Elevator

Company, Jersey City, N. J. Application filed

July 28, 1905.

Two reversing switches are operated by electromagnets.

An additional electromagnet has its coils connected to

the coils of the other magnets in such a way as to

prevent more than one switch being operated at a time.

350. Gas Burner. William V. D. Kelley, New-
ark, N. J. Application filed June 3, 1907.

A bent thermostat with a depending end is mounted
on the burner tube near the flame. The end lies be-

tween the poles of a permanent magnet. A regulating

cock thus varies the flow of gas as the thermostat affects

the magnet.

2,351. Manufacture of Calcium Carbide, etc., and

872,352. Electric Furnace. Jesse C. King, St.

Catharines, Ontario, Canada, assignor to the

Willson Carbide Works Company of St. Catha-

rines, Ltd. Applications filed January 5, 1904.

NO. 872,351.— MANUFACTURE OF CALCIUM CARBIDE.

The carbide is produced by passing the mixture
through a zone of fusion in an electric furnace provided
with a die having walls enclosing the zone and with
means for withdrawing the material from the die

progressively as it hardens into a solid pig. (Sec cut.)

^72,356. Motor-driven Boat. Hermann Lemp, Lynn,
Mass., assignor to the General Electric Com-
pany. Application filed May 27, 1905.

A number of continuously running explosive- engines
are connected to propeller shafts through electrical

means controlled from the pilot house.

872,400. Electromagnetically Operated Mechanism.
Johann M'. Anderson, Boston, Mass., assignor
to Albert and J. M. Anderson Manufacturing
Company, Boston, Mass. Application filed Jan-
nary 20, 1906.

An electromagnet has its armature mounted on a

lever. Locking devices hold the lever in the position it

moves to when the magnet is energized. Another mag-
net is connected by means of toggle levers so as to

release the locking device.

872,430. Electric Alarm. Frederick I. Johnson,
Barrington, R. L Application filed September
I, 1905.

A master alarm cjock has a series of contacts in the
path of its bands. In a number of rooms dials with
adjustable hands and contacts are placed and connected
with the master clock. When the latter indicates the
time set on any other dial an alarm is rung alongside
this dial in that particular room.

Issued (United States Patent Office) Utt ember j. /907,

.S7j,432. El(,-clrical .\pparalus. Charles J. Klein,

New York, N, Y., assignor to Ralph Ahrahaui
Schoenberg, New York, N, Y. Application filed

March 18, 1907.

A push-but ion switch adapted for ubc ns n molding
switch lias a removable conncctinR member whereby
the switch may be installed within a wall box or casing-

872,436. Liquid Meter. John W. Ledoux, Swarlh-
morc, and Norman Z. Ball, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignors lo tlie Simplex Valve and Meter
Company, Camden, N. J. Application filed

April 20, 1906.

The flow of liquid regulates tlic action of an elec-

trical mechanism which operates the recording mech-
anism.

872,474. Electrical Measuring Instrument, William
E. Sumpner, Birmingham, England. Applica-
tion filed October 19, 1905.

A phase indicator has a polyphase iron-cored electro-

magnet producing a rotary^ field through which a con-
ductor moves that carries a current whose phase
relation lo the rotary field is that of the source to lie

indicated.

872,493. Track Grinder. Warren W. Annable,
Grand Rapids, Mich., assignor to C. Vallette

Kasson, Chicago, 111. Application filed August
II, 1906.

This machine is used in connection with track weld-
ing work. A motor is used for driving the abrasive
wheels and .for propelling the car on which the machine
is mounted.

872,497. Internal-combustion Engine. Alexander
Campbell, Halifax, England. Application filed

November 13, 1906.

A form of spark plug is described.

872,503. Magnetic Igniter. Charles E. Duryea,
Reading, Pa. Application filed September 14,

1906.

One of the electrodes is reciprocating under the action
of an electromagnet.

872,511. Toy Aerial Swing. Harry G. Hawekotte
* and Henry W. Klausmann, Indianapolis, Ind.

Application filed September 14, igo6.

A battery motor drives a rotating tower to which
are attached a number of swings.

872,513. Oil Switch. Edward M. Hewlett, Schenec-
tady, N. Y., assignor to the General Electric

Company. Application filed July 30, 1904.

The switch is of the double-throw type and has
locking devices tending to hold it in open position.

(See cut on the next page.)

872,515. Automatic Motor-control Apparatus. George
H. Hill, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the
General Electric Companj'. Application filed

May 21, 1906.

This speed controller is provided with automatic
actuating means and electrical means for limiting the
motor current to different values for different loads
and speeds.

872.523. Grab-bucket Hoist Apparatus. Sam H.
Libby, East Orange, N. J., assignor to the
Sprague Electric Company. Application filed

March 7, 1906.

Two motors are used—one for opening and closing the
bucket, the other for raising it. The bucket is lowered
by gravity. The motors drive drums upon which the
ropes going to the bucket are wound.

872.524. Hoist Controller. Sam H. Libby and
Isaac F. Baker, East Orange, N. J., assignors
to the Sprague Electric Company. Application
filed March 7, 1906.

f This is the controller for the two motors of the above
hoist. It operates the motors in a predetermined order.

872,528. Gearing. George W. Mascord, London.
England. Application filed January 9, 1905.

An electrically controlled lever operates clutches be-
tween the motor shaft, a driven shaft and a slow-speed
shaft.

872,530. Method of Sealing Metal in Glass. George
H. Meeker, Media, Pa. Application filed April

18, 1907.

This process for sealing oxidizable wires into in-

candescent-lamp stems consists in heating the glass

tube to plastic condition without oxidizing the wire,
quickly pressing the heated tubs together without ad-
mitting air and finally reheating the stem.

872,535. Frequency Changer. Jakob E. Noegge-
rath, Schenectady, N. Y.. assignor to the Gen-
eral Electric Company. Application filed De-
cember 4, 1905.

This frequency-changing set comprises two rotary
converters electrically connected together on their direct-

current sides and direct-connected mechanically. The
two machines have different numbers of poles. (See
cut on the next page.)

^72,549- Current Converter. Leonard Wilson, Srhc-
ncclady, N. Y., assiRnor to the General Klec-
tric Company. Application filed January 4,
IQ06.

An inverted rotary converter U mechanically connected
to an altcrmitingcurrcnt generator which ha» its arma-
ture connected in ecricii with a number of points on
the rotary armature.

872.550. Induction Motor. Ernst F. W. Alcxan-
derson, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the
General Electric Company, Application filed

November 9, 1905.

A compensator connects the primary windinR so as lo
have simultaneously two diflFcrcnt pole numbers havinc
a ratio of one to two. The rotor js arrangedjlo offer a
low resistance for currents induced by the large num-
ber of poles and a high resistance for the small number
of poles.

872,559- Altcrnatirg-ciirrent Motor. Fricdrich Eich-
berg, Bcrh'n, Germany, assignor, to the- General
Electric Company. Application filed December
18, 1905.

Tliis singlc-phnse commutator-type motor is started by
siiort-eircuiting the armature through one sot of brushes
on a line displaced from the primary magnetization and
supplying current to another set of brushes 90 degrees
away, so as to produce a field displaced from the pri-
mary magnetization.

872,563. Control System. George II. Hill, Schenec-
tady, N. Y., assignor to the General Electric
Company. Application filed November 27, 1905.

A scries parallel controller of the separately actuated
switch type has a number of resistance switches and a
master controller governing the motors through them.

872.569. System of Insulation for High-voltage
Electric Conductors. Fred M. Locke, Victor,
N. Y. Application filed April 9, 1907.

A series of petticoated insulators is arranged in pairs
on ho-izontal pins. Each pair is mounted end to end.
The end pins are held by vertical supports, (See cut on
the next page.)

872.570. Railway Switching and Signaling Appa-
ratus. William Macomber, Buffalo, N. Y., as-

signor to the General Railway Si.gnal Com-
pany, Buffalo, N. Y. Application filed March
15, 1904. - .

This system provides an electric motor for moving
the rail switch and co-operating indicating signals.

872.571. Internal-combustion Engine. Fritz Moser,
St. Aubin, Switzerland. Application filed De-
cember 14, 1906.

An electric ignition device is described.

872.572. Electric Meter Case and Support. Thomas
E. Murray, New York, N. Y. Application filed

July 13, 1907.

A base has mounted on it a back plate and a flanged
plate. The meter cover encloses the flange in a recess
formed around its inner wall.

872,581. Alarm Apparatus. Lawrence W.,. Pen-
nington, Worcester, Mass. Application filed

December 15, 1905.

A gas burner is provided with contacts of an electric
circuit containing an alarm which is sounded when the
gas is turned on.

872,593. Hygrometer. George L. Warnken, James-
town, Cak, assignor to the Warnken-Congdon-
Coffer Company, Jamestown, Cal. Application
filed February 25, 1907.

An electrically operated valve controls the supply of
fuel to a heater. The hygrometer is also connected to

an electric bell that rings when the moisture becomes
excessive or deficient.

872,613. Railway-signaling Apparatus. Frank L.

Dodgson and Winthrop K. Howe, Buffalo,

N. Y., assignors to the General Railway -Signal

Company, Buffalo, N. Y. Application filed No-
vember 27, 1905.

The train carries an electromagnet for normally hold-
ing the brake system inactive. ' When a signal is set

in the "stop" position the electromagnet is shunted and
the brakes applied.

872,623. Indicating Device. Walter A. Hall, Lynn,
Mass., assignor to the General Electric Com-
pany. Application filed' June 6, 1906.

An electric regulator has a rotary switch with a
spiral on its shaft., A pointer engages the spiral and is

moved thereby.

872,628. Telephone Pay Station. George A. Long,
Hartford. Conn., assignor to the Gray Tele-
phone Pay Company. Hartford, Conn. Appli-
cation filed November 16, 1905.

This prepayment system is adapted to be used with„
automatic telephones. The transmitter current is nor-
mally open between fixed blocks. When a coin is de-
posited in the slot it completes the circuit between
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the blocks. When the receiver is hung up the coin

drops into the coin box.

872,629. Sparking Device. Harry A. Miller, Pasa-
dena, Cal, and Benjamin G. Gilbough, Chicago,

111. Application filed February la, 1906.

A vibratory electrode is mounted upon a gas-actuated

piston so as to come near a fixed electrode in the firing

cylinder.

872,631. Audible Warning Signal for Railway
Crossings. Charles D. Anderson and Ashby
G. Stout, Louisville, Ky., assignors to the Union
Railway Signal Company, Louisville, Ky. Ap-
plication filed May 27, 1907.

An electric-bell circuit is closed by contact brushes
on a car as it reaches special contact rails near the

crossing.

872,656. Electrically Heated Can-capping Machine.
Montgomery H. Johnson, Utica, N. Y. Appli-

cation filed April 5, 1907.

The soldering irons are provided with electrical Iieating

coils.

872,670. Metering Panel Board. Arthur C. Mc\yil-

liams, Chicago, 111. Application filed May 8,

1906.

The conductors cross each other at right angles in -

parallel planes. The points of intersection are provided

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

This process for carburizing iron or steel consists in
heating the carbon by an electric current confined to it.

872.756- Insulator, Frederick C. Scherer and
Henry C. Fashbaugh, Columbiana, Ohio. Ap-
plication filed October -ig, 1906.

The insulator body is threaded to fit the pin. and
it has a groove about the outside near the middle for
receiving the wire, which is held in place by a cap that
screws down over the top of the main body.

872,759. Electrolytic Ship-bottom Protector. John
H. Schoneberger and George W. Frazier, Alle-
gheny, Pa., assignors to the Pittsburgh Elec-
trolytic Manufacturing Company. Application
filed September 14, igo6. Renewed October g,

1907.

A casing has two openings in contact with the sea
water. An electrode is mounted in the casing, but in-

sulated therefrom. This electrode is connected by a
conductor to the skin of the vessel.

872,798. Signaling System. Clarence W. Coleman,
Westfield, N. J., assignor to the Hall Signal
Company. Application filed May i,' 1906.

This is a modification of No. 872,713.

872,802. Trolley. Gustav Ehmann, Canton, Ohio.
Application filed June 19, 1906.

A trolley-harp construction is described.

December 14, 1907

872.985. Art of Producing Aluminum and Other
Metals. Henry S. Blackmore, Mount Vernon,
N. Y. Original application filed April 18, 1903.
Divided and this application filed September 23
1904.

This process submits the substance to electrolysis
with an electrode containing a carbide of a different
metal which is decomposed by one of the ingreu.ents
of the substance and thus reduces the latter to the
metallic form.

872.986. Elevator. John W. Brown, East Sheen.
England. Original application filed February
6. 1904. Divided and this application filed Feb-
ruary 18, 1907.

This is a modification of No. 872,327.

872.990. Control Apparatus. Arthur T. Crocker,
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric Company. Original application filed
January 9, 1905. Divided and this application
filed March 21, 1907.

A controller of the drum type has brake-controlling
devices and a circuit-breaker moved by a cam on the
shaft.

872.991. Control Apparatus. Arthur T. Crocker,
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General

P

NO. 872,513.— OIL SWITCH. NO. 872,535.—FREQUENCY CHANGER. NO. 872,569.—HIGH-VOLTAGE INSULATOR. NO. 872,936.—TUNGSTEN LAMP.
with caps for reserving fuse plugs as electrical con-
nectors.

872,674. Safety Guard for Trolley-wheels. Frank
J. Nolan, Buffalo, N. Y., assignor to the Auto-
matic Trolley Guard Company, ' Buffalo, N. Y.
Application filed November 26, 1906.

This guard has upwardly converging side portions
connected by a central pocket wherein the trolley wire
is supported.

872,680. Automatic Releaser 'for Firedoors, Fire-
shutters, Etc. Henry J. Podlesak, Chicago, 111.

Application filed July 5, 1902.

When the temperature reaches a dangerous point a
thermostat closes a number of circuits which effect the
release and closure of the doors.

• 872,684. Motor-control System. Walter J. Rich-
ards, Norwood, Ohio, assignor to the Allis-

Chalmers Company. Application filed April 29,

1907.

A motor controller is arranged when moved in one
direction to vary the electromotive force impressed on the
motor armature and when moved in the other direction
to vary the resistance in a local circuit supplied by the
motor armature.

872,688. Electrical and Thermal Cupping Device.
Edward S. Saighman, Chicago, 111. Applica-
tion filed December 30, 1903.

A flexible suction cup has a flexible water bag cov-
ering its sides and top so as to permit it to be lowered
upon the surface to be treated.

872,708. Induction Motor. Bernard A., Behrend,
Norwood, Ohio, assignor to the Allis-Chalmers

Company and the Bullock Electric Manufactur-
ing Company. Application filed August 31, 1906.

This motor has a squirrel-cage rotor with short-

circuiting rings and end heads clamped to the end
lamime of the core, the rings having radial ribs serving
as fan-blades.

872,713. Signaling System. Clarence W. Coleman,
Westfield, N. J., assignor to the Hall Signal

Company. Application filed June 22, 1906.

A signal normally set at danger is operated by a
liquefied gas working on a diaphragm. A track circuit

is adapted to vary the pressure of the gas and thus
move the signal,

872,720.- Controller-operating Mechanism. Carl

Fleming, Norwood, Ohio, assignor to the Allis-

Chalmers Company and the Bullock Manufac-
turing Company. Application filed January 31,

1907.

Means for returning the controller drum to "off"
position are provided, which do not operate, however,
till the drum has reached a certain position and has been
released there by the operator.

872.724. System of Distribution. Edward M. Gerry,

Norwood, Ohio, assignor to the Bullock Elec-

tric Manufacturing Company. Application filed

October 19, 1905.

A synchronous motor is used for maintaining the

power factor of the system constant. This drives its

own exciter. An auxiliary motor subject to power-factor
changes regulate; the field of the exciter.

872,755. Cementation Process. Marcus Rtithcn-

burg, Lockport, N. Y. Application filed Janu-
ary 17, 1906.

872,824. Electric Telegr.iphy. Isidor Kitsee, Phil-

adelphia, Pa., assignor of one-half to William

J. Latta. Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

March 16, 1905.

Two lines are provided with polarized relays and an
electromagnet and are thus adapted to receive re-

versals, translate them into Morse characters and trans-
mit them to the second line.

872,829. Electric-circuit Controller. Flarry W.
Leonard, Bronxville, N. Y. Application filed

June I, 1903. Renewed June 3, 1907.

This* is a starting box provided with a release magnet
which holds a restraining arm against the action of
gravity.

872,832. Telephone Bo-x Hanger. John G. Malaby
and Charles E. Oxford, Foreman, Ark., said

Malaby assignor to said Oxford. Application
filed February 19, 1907;

The mounting of a wall-telephone box is described.

872,843. Semaphore Safety Alarm. George L. Pet-
tygrove, Berkeley, Cal., assignor of one-half to

C. E. Lootbourrow, Oakland, Cal. Application

filed July 10, 1906.

The semaphore arm carries train-order clipboards, the
removal of which closes an alarm circuit.

872,828. Electrode. Robert J. Wisnom, Virginia

City, Nev. Application filed October 3, 1906.

An anode consists of a number of pockets of vegetable
fiber containing granular peroxide of lead. A wire is

embedded in a transverse pocket at the top of the others.

872,893. Electric Damper Regulator. John D.
Bowne, New York, N. Y., assignor of one-half

to John W. Slawson, New York, N. Y. Ap-
plication filed November 15, 1906.

A pressure-actuated tube governs an electric switch for

a reversible motor which drives the damper mechanism.

872,898. Trolley-harp. James L. Chase, Ayer,

Mass., assignor of one-half to Ralph J. Joslin,

Webster, Mass. Application filed July 18, 1907.

The harp head has laterally separated cheeks, one hav-

ing a socket and the other a boss for holding the trolley-

wheel shaft.

872,909. Electrically Wound Clock. Arie De Vos,

Minneapolis, Minn., assignor of one-half to

S. S. Still, Des Moines, Iowa. Application

filed September lO,' 1906.

An armature of an electromagnet raises a weight when
moving toward the magnet and opens and closes the

circuit by its movements.

872,936, Tungsten Electric Incandescent Lamp.
John A. Heany, York, Pa. Application filed

January 19, 1905.

A high-voltage tamp is arranged with a number of

hairpin-shaped filament units in scries and supported by
fine spiral springs at the loops of each unit. Connec-
tions and additional steadying means arc provided at

the other ends. (See cut.)

872,938. System of Control, and 872,939. System
of Motor Control. George H. Hill, Schenec-

tady, N. Y., assignor to the General Electric

Company. Applications filed October 31, 1904,

and April, 7, igo6, respectively

These arc modifications of No. 872,563.

Electric Company. Application filed January 9,
1905- Renewed September 18, 1907.
This patent covers further details of the one aboveAn, electromagnetic escapement limits the speed of op-

eration of the controller.

872,993- Insulator. Arthur S. Deem, Reading, Pa
assignor of one-half to Isaac Bear, Reading!
Pa. Application filed July 6, 1907.
An insulating cleat has two members with registering

grooves and lugs whereby shoulders are formed on
opposite sides of the grooves.

Reissue.

12.727. Hygrometer for Regulating Humidifying
and Heating Systems. Stuart W. Cramer
Charlotte, N. C. Application filed September 3
1907. Original No. 811,383, dated January 30.
1906.

A dry and a wet thermometer are each arranged to
close the circuit of an electromagnet which controls
another circuit that regulates the supply of the heating
medium.

PATENTS THAT HAVE EXPIRED.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued

by the United States Patent Office) that expired
December 9, 1907;
442.104- Electric Signal for Engines. M. Conley, Chicago.

442,126. Electrical Note Recorder. S. D. Locke. Hoosick
Falls, N. Y.

442.139. Multiple Telegraph or Telephone, A. M. Rose-
brugh, Toronto, Canada.

442.140. Circuit for Electric Railways. F. W. Sabold
Albany, N. Y.

442,145. Multiple Switchboard System. C. E. Scribner,
Chicago, III.

442,173. Electric Motor or Dynamo-electric Machine. C. E.
Dressier, New York, N. Y.

442,187. Method of and Apparatus for Manufacturing Sec-
ondary-battery Electrodes. J. G. Johnston. Denver, Col.

442.203. Separating Diaphragm for Electrolytic Cells. I. L
Roberts. Brooklyn, N. Y.

442.204. Diaphragm for Electrolytic Cells. I. L. Rob-
erts, Brooklyn, N. Y.

442,208. Speed Regulator for Electric Motors. W. W.
SchifFmann, St. Paul, Minn.

442,267. Telegraphy. E. B. Ives, New York, N. Y.
442,287. Incandtscent-lamp Socket. G. W. Hunt and A. IC.

Rich, Brooklyn, N. Y.
442.332. Electrolytic Apparatus. I. L. Roberts, Brooklyn,

N. Y.
442.333. Apparatus for Use in Electrolysis. 1. L. Roberts,

Brooklyn. N. Y.
442.334. Electrolytic Apparatus, I. L. Roberts, Brooklyn,

N. Y.
442.335. Process of Treating Asbestos. I. I.. Robcrt.s,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
442.336- Carbon Electrode .ind Mctliod of Making the

Same. I. L. Roberts, Brooklyn, N. Y.

442,365. Eleclric-traclon Increasing System. M. W. Dewey,
Syracuse, N. Y.

442.385. Electric Leak or Flow Detector. G. S. Neu,
New York, N. Y.

442,390 and 442,391. Secondary Battery. J. K. Puni-

pelly, ClucaRO, III.

442,407. Electric Railway. M. J. Wightnian, Hartford.

Conn.
442,459. Electric Motor and Frame. A. Schmid, Allegheny.

Pa.
442,473. Kkclric Bell. C. B. Beers and W. B. Tuttlc.

Bridgeport, Conn.
442.497- Printing Telegraph. W. W. Taylor. Mansfield.

Mass.
4.12.516. Galvanic Battery. C. E. Duttoii, Jr.. Washington,

D. C.
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Electro-pneumatic Train-movement
Control at the Junction of Three

Railroads in Chicago.

Al Wi'sleni Avoiuio, iu;ir Kinzic Street, Cliicago,

three l.Trgc steam railroads come togetlicr from tlie

wjjst, nortliwest and soiitlnvest, and for some dis-

tance east utilize a common right-of-way to their

respective terminals. The roads are the Chicago

and Northwestern, the Chicago, Milwaukee and St,

Paul and the Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago and .St.

Louis, commonly called, respectively, the North-

western, the St. Paul and the Pennsylvania lines.

Chicago is, of course, a great railroad center,

and wdieu it is remembered that the Western .'\ve-

nuc crossing of the three roads mentioned is prob-

ably the busiest one in the city, it follows that a

switchinf:^ ami sitiimllnc system which elTci-tiveU

I'iltsburg, and Mr. J. A. Pcabody, signal engineer

of the Chicago and Northwestern road.

All switches and signals are opi.Tated by air

valves, which arc electrically controlled from one
machine in a centrally located interlocking lower.

While the whole system is necessarily quite com-
plicated, its operation, once installed, is remarkably

easy of control, and the possibility of collision is

remote. Once a train has been given a route

through the network of tracks, it is impossible for

the Icverman to set up a conflicting route for an-

other train until the lirst train has cleared its

switches and the fact is demonstrated to the lever-

man through track circuits.

Of the accompanying pictures. Fig. I shows the

home signals installed for the three roads just

west of the crossing, and also gives an idea of the

a six-inch cylinder, and a movable-point frog with

one end of a double slip and detector bars is op-

crated by a y'/i-'mzh cylinder.

These cylinders arc place<l on the ground beside

the track where needed and are protected by a

removable iron casing, 'i'hc cylinders arc operated

by attached magnets at the will of the levcrman in

the tower.' ^1'

An excellent feature of this electro-pneumatic sys-

tem is that all switches, frogs, etc., move exactly

with the lever in the hands of the towerman, so

that, should a switch refuse to move on account of

a chunk of coal or other obstruction too strong to

be .forced by the power of the air cylinder, the lev-

crman will be aware of the irregularity and his

signals will not permit the approach of the train

until the intended opcraliftn is completed. Further-

FIG. r. ELECTRO-P.NEUMATIC INTERLOCKING SYSTEM AT THE jUNCTIO.^ OF PENNSYLVANIA, NORTHWESTERN AND ST. PAUL RAILROADS IN CHICAGO.

controls the movement of .trains at such a point

with the least labor and best results must be of

more than ordinary interest.
,

.

Besides numerous side tracks, there are lo

main through tracks at this crossing—four' of the

Northwestern, four of the St. Paul and two of

the Pennsylvania. Two more main tracks are be-

ing added by the last-named company to come under

the train-control system. Not only do numerous
suburban and through passenger trains pass over the

Western Avenue crossing, but long, heavy freight

trains must also be taken into account, and, to add

to the complexity, the yards where many of the

trains are made up are located just west, and the

trains must pass in and out through the crossing.

East of the crossing all this traffic, amounting to

about 1,400 movements a day, must be handled on

six tracks.

With the old system of switching at this cross-

ing, to avoid accidents, many delays were occa-

sioned, and as traffic increased the need of a better

system became urgent. Work on the plans for a

new system was taken up about two years ago

and resulted in the decision to install an electro-

pneumatic interlocking system.

The present comprehensive system for this im-

portant crossing was put in by the Union Switch

and Signal Company, handled through the Chicago

office. It has now been in satisfactory operation

for several weeks. The work was done under the

supervision of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul

road, whose signal engineer, Mr. L. R. Clausen,

wrote the specifications. The plans and specifica-

tions were approved by Mr. W. McC. Grafton, sig-

nal engineer of the Pennsylvania lines west of

general layout. Fig. 2 (next page) shows the home-
signal bridge of the Northwestern road, looking

east, the interlocking- tower from which the signals

and switches are operated showing in the distance

at the left. Fig. 3 is a view of the interior of the

second story of the interlocking tower, showing the

lever machine and signaling apparatus. The plan

of the track layout may be seen on the chart.

About 1,800 feet west of the home-signal bridges
shown in Fig. i are distant-sigTial bridges, which,

on account of smoke, do not show in the picture,

and are not necessary for a general description

of the system. Similar home and distant signals

are located east of the crossing.

Air pressure for operating the switches and sig-

nals is furnished from two Westinghouse motor-
compressors located in the Franklin Avenue power
house of the St. Paul road, which is located about

3,000 feet from the interlocking tower. The motor-
compressors are operated from 220-volt direct-cur-

rent circuits supplied from the power house. Each
compressor has a capacity of 37}^ cubic feet of

free air per minute. As the pressure falls below
80 pounds or rises above 95 pounds, the compressors
are automatically cut in or out. A condenser is

provided at the power house through which the air

passes to remove moisture.

The air reaches the Western Avenue plant from
the Franklin Avenue power house through a two-
inch main, and another two-inch main extends the

full length of the interlocking plant between the

home-signal bridges. From the latter, branch leads

are taken off to the various air cylinders in the

gystem. For the operation of a single switch or

derail and detector bars a five-inch cylinder is used.

One end of a double slip and detector bars requires

more, all other movements will be locked out by

the interlocking system until the former movement
is disposed of

.''is mentioned. Fig. 3 gives a view of the second

floor of the interlocking tower, where the' control

of the entire system is centered. The interlocking

machine has a frame for up levers. It is 25 feet

9 inches long by 6 feet i inch in width. In the

present installation there are 48 levers for 49
switches and derails, 10 movable-point frogs and
II double slips with movable-point frogs. There are

also 28 levers for 47 signals, making 76 working
levers, besides 11 spare levers and 32 spare spaces.

When the two additional tracks are in service on
the Pennsylvania line, the 11 spare .levers will be
utilized, seven to be added to the switches, etc.,

and four to the signals. The top row of levers
shown on the machine are for the switching, and
the lower row for the signaling.

The leverman has before him a schedule of all

regular train movements through the system. An
annunciator and indicator board at the wall back
of the interlocking machine warn him of the ap-
proach of trains and show when a route has been
cleared. Special orders for train movement can also

be received by the operator by telegraph or tele-

phone.

The electric plant is very simple, considering the

important work which it performs. It is located

on the ground floor of the interlocking tower.

Two sets of Westinghouse ii-S-6 storage batteries

of six cells each and having a capacity of 400
ampere-hours each are charged from a small motor-

generator set located in the tower, the motor being

operated by 220-volt direct current from the Frank-
lin .Avenue pow-er house. Normally one set of
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batteries will always be fully charged for a reserve

supply. The motor-generator set runs continuously

with the second set of batteries floating on the

line, furnishing power for operating switches, de-

rails, slips, frogs and signal magnets and for the

track circuits.

The small switchboard in the tower was specially

built for the Union Switch and Signal Company

1

gj
1i

Interlocking Tower in tlie Distance.

FIG. 2. HOME-SIGNAL BRIDGE OF THE NORTHWESTERN
ROAD.

and is so arranged that either set of batteries can

be charged from the generator end of the motor-

generator set. This switchboard controls the tower

lights, signal lights, motor-generator set and inter-

locking ser\'ice from either set of batteries.

All signal and tower lights are on the 220-volt

direct-current circuits of the Franklin Avenue power

plant of the St. Paul road.

Track circuits are installed through the inter-

locking system through which the high-speed

borne signals are controlled. A variable-resist-

ance coil is put in each track lead from the

power mains for the track circuits, so that when
trains are on track circuits an excessive amount

of current will not be used. Coils may be ad-

notify the Icverman in the tower of the approach

of trains.

Conduits for all wires and cables are placed two
feet in the ground. Junction boxes or manholes
are placed at each cross lead to the switches, de-

rails, frogs, etc., and at each signal bridge. All

wires to cross leads are cut through slate terminal

boards in junction boxes and manholes. The elec-

tric-light wires are enclosed in separate conduits

in all cases, so that the higher voltage cannot in-

terfere with the switch and signal circuits.

In the case of the Pennsylvania and St. Paul

roads, the top semaphores of the signal bridges

control the high-speed through movctnents and the

lower arms the slow-speed diverging routes. Only
the high-speed arms. are placed on the bridges of

the Northwestern, the slow-speed routes being con-

trolled by dwarf signals along the track. The
added equipment on the Northwestern bridge shown
in the pictures is part of the company's block sig-

naling system.

This new electro-pneumatic interlocking system is

attracting considerable attention. It is one of the

largest plants ever installed by the Chicago office

of the Union Switch and Signal Company, of which
Mr. V. K. Spicer is western manager, and Mr.
W. M'. Vandersluis is signal engineer and superin-

tendent of construction.

ters and throughout the ceilings of the store 36-
inch centers are used. An interesting feature is

seen in the showcases, which are lighted interiorly

by the use of Greenfield flexible conduits and tube
lamps.

The lighting consumption runs all the way from
40,000 to 60,000 kilowatt-hours, and the present con-
sumption is at the rate of over 50,000 kilowatt-
hours per month. The wiring contract was signed
on August 20th last and the lights were ready for
use on November 21st.

Notable Equipment of a San Francisco
Store.

The Metropolitan Electrical Construction and Sup-

ply Company of San Francisco, of which Mr. Fred-

erick G. Cartwright is manager, has completed a

notable installation of electric wiring for Kragen's,

a new store on Market Street, at a total cost of

about $25,000. It is the largest main service con-

nection in San Francisco. In order to supply the

current the San Francisco Gas and Electric Com-
pany ran a new main feeder from station C on

Stevenson Street, and this connects the store with

the main switchboard independently of the regular

street mains.

Kragen's is now one of the most brilliantly

lighted stores in the United States. The lighting

FIG. 3. NEW ELECTRO-PNEU-MATiC INTERLOCKING MACHINE IN THE WESTERN AVENUE TOWER. CHICAGO.

justed from zero to 25 ohms to suit the different

track conditions. For the guidance of the lever-

man, track indicators arc installed in the tower

for each track which show a white light when
tracks arc not occupied and red lights when trains

arc on the tracks. These high-speed home signals

arc also selected through controllers on the facing

point of derails, switches and the movable-point

frogs, in addition to being selected on the machine

combination board.

Track circuits are also installed for the control

of the distant signals, and a half-mile track circuit

is installed in advance of each distant signal.

Through this half-mile circuit and the circuit be-

tween the distant and home signals arc operated

disk train annunciators with single-stroke bell to

is on the three-wire, 220-volt, direct-current system.

There are nearly 20 direct-current motors used

about the six-story building and three electric ele-

vators. About 5,500 onc-hundrcd-watt Gem lamps

of 50 spherical candlepower each have been in-

stalled. There is a large electric sign on the roof

and the signs at the lius of the second story have
borders of incandescent lamps.

This is the largest condulct installation west of

Chicago. The lighting distribution approximates

throughout the entire building 15 watts per square

foot of surface, exceeding, it is said, any other

building of its kind in this country. In the ceiling

and sides of the main entrance the 50-candlepower

lamps are spaced 12 inches between centers. In

the window- the lamps .-.re 18 inches between ccn-

North American Company Gets Clark
Properties in St. Louis.

The Laclede Power Company and the Edison
Electric Illuminating Company of St. Louis have
been acquired by the Union Electric Light and
Power Company of St. Louis, a subsidiary of the
North American Company. The price at which the
properties were obtained from E. M. Clark & Co.
of Philadelphia is reported from St. Louis as
$3,000,000.

It is said that there is now an understanding
between the Clark interests, the North American
and the Illinois^ Traction Sj'stem whereby each is

to have its own field without interference from the
others. The North American Company, according
to the alleged agreement, will operate the lighting
and street-railway properties in St. Louis and will
not enter the territory of the Clark syndicate,
which has the Eads Bridge line, the East St.

Louis street railway, the East St. Louis and Alton
line, the Granite City, Madison and Venice line, the
East St. Louis and Belleville line, the East St.

Louis and Granite City line, the Lebanon and
O'Fallon line, the Edwardsville and Collinsville
line, the electric-light plants at East St. Louis,
Granite City, Madison and Venice, and the electric

and gas plants at • Alton.

The Illinois Traction, System operates lighting
plants as well as street and interurban railways,
and in addition to its extensive system farther
north has franchises and rights-of-way in East St.

Louis, Edwardsville, Venice, Madison and Granite
City. It has its own bridge across the Mississippi
under construction and has rights-of-way over
numerous streets in St. Louis with, terminal facili-

ties in the heart of the business district. It also
has the right to do a local business between the
bridge and its terminus. It is understood, however,
that the company will not compete for local busi-
ness, but will limit its efforts to the interurban
express and passenger traffic, and, it is said, will
be given the use of the North American tracks for
this business.

The McKinley officials have been considering the
building of a line to Meramec Highlands or Valley
Park, with the ultimate intention of forming a
Missouri system connecting St. Louis and Kansas
City, a line from Staunton, III, in the direction of
Sullivan, 111., and a line from Venice or Sterlings,
111., in the direction of Cairo, but it is indicated
that the local understanding could not be applied
to these projects.

Steam-railroad Electrification.

At the regular meeting of the Cornell University
Branch of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers on December 6th, an enthusiastic audience
of 273 greeted the speaker, Mr. W. N. Smith,
etetric-traction engineer of Westinghouse, Church,
Kerr & Co. Mr. Smith's paper was the first for-
mal Institute paper presented before the Cornell
University Branch, and it was entitled "Practical
Aspects of Steam-railway Electrification." 'The
speaker dwelt particularly upon the necessity of a
study of electrification from all points of view.
Projects should be examined from two viewpoints—one that of electrification proper and the other
that of railroad operation. Under the first heading
the relationship of the manager and the consulting
engineer was discussed. Under the second were
considered the relationship of the financial or eco-
nomic, the engineering construction and the trans-
portation or operative subdivisions of railroad op-
eration. Particular attention was paid to the mat-
ter of single-track-railroad operation, from the
point of view of capacity of train movement.

In the discussion Prof. H. W. Hibbard, head of
the railway mechanical engineering department of
Cornell L'niversity, expressed his appreciation of
this treatment of the problem. Professor Hibbard
felt that, to a certain extent, the steam-railroad
man has been ignored in the electrification problem.
He emphasized that there is no antagonism to

electrification on the part of steam-railroad men
where the conditions seem to warrant its introduc-
tion. He did not feel, however, that electrification

should be forced upon steam railroads, but rather

that it should be adopted as necessary when con-
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llililPll^ fully \v:irr:inl '.iich :ii|o|iiii>ii. Tin; steaiii-

riilniad man is fust ami fiiri'iiicisl a Iracispoiialinn

I'liKiiU'iT, ri'Kardli'ss of iIk- sciuri-c (if inolivi- |iowiT.

,1'rof, V. Karaiii'lolT ilisciisscd i1k- prDbli'iii fruni

llic vicwpiiiiit "f |K)wiT supply, ci)m|)arinK tilt sleani

locoiiuitlvo 10 a "power plan! on wliyt-ls," lie also

(Iri'w atli'iilioii to the (,'a.soliiK'-i-U'Clric car as liav-

iiiK a ln'ariiiK upon the snlijt'cl of the cvcnint;.

The inforfUiil sniok^'r after tin- nieetinn was an

important feature of tlie RalheriuK, and was largely

attended. Simple refreshments were served l)y llie

enlerlaiununl eommittee, and nuisie was snpplied

liv loeal talenl.

Combined Voltmeter and Wattmeter for

Lamp Testing.

In the commercial testing of electric ineandesceni

and arc lamps the ipiantities most usually measured

arc the drop in potential in the lamps and the en-

ergy consumed hy them. In order that the testing

apparatus may he as conii)act as possible, it is

desirahle that a single instrument he provided 4hat

shall he capable of measuring both of these (pian-

tities independently, and it is further desirable that

the instrument be so couslrncled as to be portable.

.\ new type of inslnmient designed to meet these

needs has been inveuleil l!y Paul MacGahan of

Pittsburg, Pa. The inslrumcul has just been pat-

operating with aji IikIvx (23) oil the upper side of

llie plale (1) to indicate balaiu'iiig of the lor(|ne of

the instrument with the torsion of tin- spiral spring

(14) as in an ordinary eleelrodynamometer.

The coils (4, 5, 6 and 7) comprise two inter-

coiled windings (24, 25). which are respectively of

low ,uid high resistance, the winding (24) being

eoimected between a binding post (!(>) anil a con-

lad terminal (27) of a switch f^tj) I'lat further

comprises coiit;icl terminals (Jy, .10 and 31^ and

conducting segments (.12, 3.i) that are mounted

upon a switch lever (34) adapted to engage con

lad lermin.ds (27, 30) or (29, 31), respectively.

The winding (25) is connected in series with a

resistance (35) between contact terminal (31) anil

one terniiual (36) of a socket (^,^y) for an inc'iii-

desceiil lamp or other suitable translating device,

the terminal (36) being also connected to coiulucl-

ing strip (32 J, and the other terminal of the stocket

being connected to .-i binding post (38).

The switch lever is ;Kla|)tcd to be operated by

means of a knurled head (31;) that is located upon

the upper side of the plate (1) and that is pro-

vide<l with a pointer (40) which co-ojjeratcs with

indices (V and VV) upon the plate to indicate

whether the instrument is adjusted to measure volts

or watts.

The movable coils (8, gj, which arc composed
of a comparatively high-resistance conductor, arc

connected in series with a high resistance (41)
between the binding post (38) and the conducting

piece (33) or. the sv'tch lever (34). A resistance

fe.

plan View. Partly in Section. Fig.

macgahan's combined voltmeter and wattmeter.

ented in this country and tlic patent assigned to

the Westinghonse Electric and Manufacturing Com-

pany. The electrodynamometer principle has been

made use of in a novel manner in designing the

instrument.

Its construction will be made clear by the draw-

ings shown herewith, of which Fig. i is a plan

view, partly in section. Fig. 2 is a cross-section

along the line (II.) of Fig. i, and Fig. 3 is a

diagrammatic representation of the circuits of the

instrument. The type shown is ^articnlarly adapted

for use in lamp testing.

Rigidly fastened upon the inner or rear face of

an insulating plate (i) by means of screws (2)

are insulating blocks (3) to which coils (4, 5, 6

and 7) are secured, the coils being arranged in

pairs with the faces of the members of each pair

opposing one another. Two other coils (8, 9) are

mounted, by means of suitable brackets (to), upon

a shaft (11) that is provided with bearings (12,

13) at its upper and lower ends, respectively, the

coils being thus pivotally supported respectively

between the members of the pairs of stationary

coils. The inner end of a spiral spring (14) is

secured to the upper extremity of the shaft and

the outer end- is connected by means of a bracket

(15) with a manually rotatable member (16) that

may be operated by means of a knurled head (17).

A pointer (18) that is carried by this rotatable

member is adapted to be moved over annular scales

(19 and 20), the former of which is graduated in

volts and the latter in watts. An opening (21) is

provided in the insulating plate, through which

projects the free end of a pointer (22) that is at-

tached to the movable coil (9), the pointer co-

(42) that is approximately equal to the resistance

of the winding (24) is connected between the con-

tact terminals (29, 30), and one terminal of the

resistance is connected to the binding post (26).

In the operation of the instrument a lamp or

other translating device is placed in the socket (S7)

and the instrument is connected to an external cir-

cuit (not shown) hy means of the binding posts

(26, 38). If it is desired to measure the drop of

potential in the lamp, the knurled head (39) should

be rotated until its pointer registers 'with the index

(V), the conducting strips (32, 33) being thereby

caused to engage contact terminals (29, 31), re-

spectively. The translating device is then connected

in series with the resistance (42) between the bind-

ing posts, and a circuit is also established in shunt

to the translating device through the movable coils

(8, 9), resistance (41). conducting piece (33),

contact terminal (31). the stationary winding (2=,)

and resistance (35). The pointer (22) will then

be deflected to the left, and in order to return it

to a position opposite the index (23) it becomes

necessary to turn the knurled head (17) and tlie

attached pointer (18) in a clockwise direction, the

deflection from the zero position of the pointer (18)

necessary to effect this adjustment being a measure
of the potential and indicated upon the scale (19)

in volts.

If it is desired to measure the energy absorbed

in the translating device, the knurled head (39)

should be caused to occupy the position shown in

Fig. I, when conducting pieces (.32, 33) will engage

contact terminals (27, 30), respectively, and the

translating device- will be connected in series circuit

with the stationary windliig (24) between the bind-

Fie. i. Diauram of Circuir .

macgahan's combined voltmeter and WATTMRTtR.

ing posts by the engagement of the conducting strip

(32) with contact terminal (27), a circuit being

established also through the movable coils (8, 9),

resistance (41), conducting segment (33) and con-

tact terminal (30) to th,; binding post (26).

It will be observed that the stationary winding

is thus connected in series with the translating

device, while the movable coils arc connected in

shunt thereto, so that the quantities measured by
the instrument will be the watts of energy cxpcndc;;
in the translating device, which will be indicated
upon the scale (20).

The resistance of the circuit that includes the
translating device is approximately the same whether
the instrument is operated as a wattmeter or as

a voltmeter, because, in the one case, the winding
(24) is in the circuit and in the other case, the

equivalent resistance (25) is introduced. The
amount of resistance in the circuit in shunt to the

translating device is less when the instrument op-
erates as a wattmeter than when it operates as a

voltmeter, because in the former instance only the
resistance (41) is included in the circuit and in

the latter instance both resistances (3s and 41) are

included, these differences being for the purpose of

providing scales of convenient proportions. '

Institute Meeting in New York.

.^t the meeting of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers in New York on the evening

of December 13th these papers were presented:

".\n Exhaust Steam-turbine Plant," by Henry H.
Wait of Chicago, read by C. O. Maillou.x; "The
Westover CO. Recorder," by C. O. Maillou.x of

New York, read by the author; "The Ratio of

Heating Surface to Grate Surface as a Factor in

Power-plant Design," by Walter S. Finlay, Jr.,

of New York, read by the author.

Dr. J. A. Holmes of the government fuel-testing

plant spoke on the subject of the conservation of

the fuel and other natural resources of the country.

Those discussing the paper of Mr. Finlay were
Prof. C. E. Lucke of New York. Albert A. Cary
of New York. F. V. Henshaw of New York, J. P.

Sparrow of New York, I. E. Moultrop of Boston,

W. F. Wells of Brooklyn, Walter T. Ray and
Henry Kreisinger (jointly) of the United States

Geological Survey, W. L. Abbott of Chicago, A.

Bement of Chicago, and tlie author. (See page 484.)

Air. W^ait's paper was discussed by Francis Hodg-
kinson of East Pittsburg. Pa., and J. R. Bibbins

of Pittsburg.

Copper.
In November the production of copper in the

United States, Mexico and Canada fell off 34,-

898,000 pounds, as compared with November, igo6,

a drop of 36 per cent. In 11 months of the present
calendar year the production of copper on the
.American continent has shown a decrease of 128,-

ooo.oco pounds. Of this decrease 101.535,000 pounds
represents the falling off in the Butte camp. Dur-
ing November the only district to show an increase
was Utah, and the output of copper from that
state for last month was the largest in its history,
nearly 10,000,000 pounds, some estimates placing
the figure even higher. This is an increase of
nearly 100 per cent, over the production of No-
vember, 1906. The Lake region maintained its pro-
duction, the November figures only falling off
834,000 pounds. The loss in Arizona amounted to
nearly 8,000,000 pounds, and Mexican production
likewise fell off about 8,000,000 pounds.
On December 17th the market for copper was

weak, prices ranging from i2i/5 to 13K cents a
pound.
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Detector for Current Theft by Shunt-
ing Meter.

A favorite metliod of dishonest persons for de-

frauding- central-station companies lias been to make

a shunt around the scries coil of the recording

watthour-mcter so as to form a by-pass about that

instrument. This h.as sometimes been done without

tampering with the meter itself or even breaking

its seal. All current passing through this shunt

or by-pass is, of course, not recorded by the meter

and is manifestly stolen from the company. If the

shunt is removed w'hen visits by the inspector are

anticipated, this tkcft may go on for a long time

without detection by the company.

A device to disclose this shunting of the circuits

around electric meters has been invented by William

L. Saunders of Denver, Colo. A United States

patent was recently granted him on the invention.

The device operates on a simple principle. An
automatic reversing switch is provided which re-

verses the connections of the two service wires

every time the circuit is interrupted; if the meter

has been shunted, the shunt on reversal forms a
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with two depending integral fingers (23). The

length and width of the lever and the distance be-

tween the fingers on each contact plate is such

in relation to the location of the mercury wells

that when either of the extremities of the lever is

depressed its four fingers will simultaneously dip

into the four wells at the corresponding end of

the base plate. The lever is furthermore provided

at its upper surface with a centrally located, up-

wardly extending, inverted V-shaped projection or

ridge (24), the vertex (25) of which extends

transversely of the lever. At each side of this

projection and at equal distances from the ful-

crum is a transversely extending depression or

groove (26), into which the inclined surfaces of

the ridge (24) lead.

The solenoid is located in relation to the base

and lever so that the vertical center line of its

core, if extended downward^', will pass through

the center of the base, and consequently through

the fulcrum of the lever. A downviiardly pointing

wedge (27) depends from the lower extremity of

the core, the upper end of the wedge being piv-

Diagram of Connections.

DETECTOR FOR CURRENT TUEFT BV SHUNTING METER.

Reversins Switch.

short-circuit of the line, blows the fuses on com-

pleting the circuit again, and thus cuts out the

fraudulent consumer.

The details of the device are disclosed by the

accompanying drawings. Fig. i shows diagram-

matically the circuit of the series coils of a common

meter in connection with the new attachment; the

pressure circuit is not shown. Fig. 2 shows a ver-

tical section through the center of the reversing

switch. •

In Fig. I, (A) represents the armature and (B)

the field of the driving mechanism of the meter,

(C) the commutator, (EF) the leading-in wires,

(GH) the service wires, and (M) the wire or

connection employed by the fraudulently inclined

consumer to sliunt the circuit in the leading-in wire

(F) and the service wire (H), which form the

meter loop when the switch is in the position shown

in the upper part of the figure.

The new attachment is preferably located in the

meter bo.x, or it may be placed in a separate casing,

depending on circumstances as well as on the style

and size of the meter. It consists of a suitably

supported base plate (5), upon which is mounted

the vertically extending solenoid (6), comprising

the coil (7) and soft-iron core (8). The solenoid

is held in elevation above the base plate by an

upright (9), to which it is secured, and which

extends from the side of the base. .Plate (5) is

also provided with a centrally located metal forked

bearing block (10), to which is fulcrumed at (11)

the oscillating lever (12).

Eight mercury wells (13, 14, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19

and 20) are formed by depressions in the

upper surface of the base plate and are divided

into two sets of four, at equal distances from the

center of plate (5). The wells comprising each

set arc furthermore arranged into two pairs, placed

along parallel lines, transversely of the base plate,

and the mercury in each well of the two sets con-

nects with one of a scries of set-screws (21)

screwed into the lower surface of the insulating

base.

Lever (12), which is composed of insulating ma-
terial, is provided at each of its outer extremities

with metal contact plates (22), oppositely secured
along the sides of the lever and each provided

otally secured thereto at (28). Normally, when

the core is in its raised position and one of the

extremities of the lever is down, the lower sharp

end of the wedge extends above the inclined sur-

face of the projection on the raised end of the

lever, so tliat should the core descend, by reason of

demagnetizstion of the solenoid, the lower edge of

wedge (27) would enter the groove on the cor-

responding side of the fulcrum. The force with

which this action takes place is sufficient to reverse

the position of- the lever.

To facilitate an explanation of the operation of

the device as well as its connection with the vari-

ous wires leading to and from the meter, the

solenoid, as illustrated in Fig. i, has been sep-

arated from the base and the latter shown in an

inverted position. The base having been secured

to any convenient portion of the meter, the set-

screws leading to the outer pair of mercury wells

at each end of the base are respectively connected

with the leading-in wires (EF) and the service

wires (GH). For convenience in describing, the

ends of the base corresponding with the leading-in

and service wires, respectively, may be designated

as the leading-in end and the service end of the

apparatus.

The two wells (13, 14), comprising the outermost

pair at the leading-in end, are electrically con-

nected by means of wires (29, 30) with the diag-

onally opposite wells (18, 17) of the inner pair at

tlie service end of the device, while the two wells

(19, 20) of the outermost pair at the service end

have been electrically connected with the directly

opposite wells (13, 16) of the innermost pair at

the leading-in end by means of -wires (31, 32).

Now, supposing that the leading-in. wire (F) pass-

ing through the meter bas been connected with

the service wire (H), by means of the shunt (M),

and the fingers (23) at the leading-in end of the

device are dipped in the mercury wells, as illus-

trated in the upper part of Fig. i, the current

flowing through (F) which under normal circum-

stances would have passed through the field of the

meter and by means of the electrically connected

wells (13, is) and wire (32) to the service wire

(H), now flows directly to the latter through

shunt (M), while the return current at (G), being
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connected with the coil of the solenoid, passes

therethrough by means of wire (31) and connected

wells (14, 16). to wire (E). The meter is in this

case deprived of the greater portion of the electric

current, and in consequence does not register the

full amount of electricity consumed.

No-\v, presuming that the current of electricity is

interrupted by reason of shunting off of the con-

sumer's load or a momentary failure of the supply,

the solenoid, being momentarily de-energized, will

allow the core to drop, and wedge (27), sliding

along the inclined surface and engaging the groove

(26) at the raised end of the lever, will cause

the latter to reverse its position, with the result

that the contact between wells (13, 15) and (14,

16) at the leading-in end is broken and wells

(17, 18) are respectivel}^ connected with wells (19,

20) by means of fingers (23) on the plates (22)

at the corresponding or service end of the device

(see .Figs. 2 and lower part of i). The wells

(13, 14) at the leading-in end being connected with

the diagonally opposite wells (18, 17) at the serv-

ice end, the current coming through wire (F) will,

at the moment the flow of electricity is resumed,

instead of passing to (H) and returning through

(G), cross over through wells (19, 17) and wire

(30) to the wire (E), thus establishing a short

circuit between (F and E), causing the blowing of

the fuse and consequent interruption on the cur-

rent. It is thus evident that the use of this device

in case a shunt is passed in the circuit wires (F
and H) will, at each interruption of the current,

substantially reverse the connections between the

leading-in and service wires.

Electrical Conditions in Peoria.

The electrical inspection ordinance at Peoria,

111., is being rigidly enforced,, and the rules and

regulations of the National Electrical Code are

governing all new wiring, with the exception that

wall frames are permitted with flush switches in

lieu of boxes, and mortar bushings are sometimes

omitted at the base of plastered partitions. Both
signal and lighting companies are doing consid-

erable underground work, and much of the fire-

alarm system will be in conduits before winter is

over. When completed, this improvement will make
possible the removal of all poles from the business

district except those nsed to support trolley wires.

The City Council has ordered the city electrician

to inspect the overhead wires belonging to the local

traction company. A great deal of this system is

said to be poorly svpported, and frequent accidents

occur. The water pipes are reported to be dam-
aged by electrolytic corrosion, due to improper

bonding of rails and the absence of track wires.

Possible Changes in the Code.

The annual meeting of the electrical committee
of the Underwriters' National Electric Association
will be held in March, 1908, in New York city.

The day and place of the meeting will be an-
nounced later. As usual, the provisions of the Na-
tional Electrical Code as they now e.xist will form
the principal topic for consideration, and it is

requested that any desired change in, or addition
to, the Code, be forwarded to C. M. Goddard,
secretary of the committee, 55 Kilby Street, Boston,
on or before February i, 1908, in order that it

may be printed in the bulletin and the committee
and other interested persons may thus have oppor-
tunity to consider it in advance of the meeting.
Final action on suggestions not received in season
for consideration by the committee before the meet-
ing can only be taken by unanimous consent.

As heretofore, the meeting will be open to all

interested, and such persons will not only be wel-

come, but are urged to be present and give the
committee the advantage of their experience and
advice.

Lord Kelvin Is Dead.

As the Western Electrician goes to press, the sad

news is received from Glasgow that Lord Kelvin,

the great physicist, died on December 17th. He
had been ill a fortnight, the immediate cause being

a chill. About a week before the end serious com-
plications set in, and hope was then abandoned,

owing to the patient's advanced age—he was in his

84th year. He lost consciousness on the day of

his death and passed away peacefully. Until the

time of his fatal seizure. Lord Kelvin preserved

remarkable vigor of body and mind. He leaves no

heir and his title becomes extinct.

An account of Lord Kelvin's life and work, with

a late portrait, will be presented in the Western

Electrician of next week.
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Electrical Machinery Used in Coal aeicl

Coke Operations.
By \V. H, Si'Ki.i.Miiii:.

I lie tulal annual capacity for llic prudnclion of

pin-iron by llie United Stales Sled Corporation at

the present lime is about 2.s,cx3(),ooo tons. This

enormous production makes tbe company a cor-

respondinfily larRO consumer ot coUc for use in its

furnaces. With the exception of a comparatively

small percentage, all the coke which is used is

supplied by its sidisidiary companies. Tbe two

principal operators furnishing this coke arc known

as the II. C. Frick Coke Company and the United

States Coal and Coke Company, '1 he mines and

works of the former are located in Pennsylvania

in what is known as the Connellsvillc district,

largely comprising Fayotl..' and Westmoreland coun-

ties. Those of tbe United States Coal and Coke

Company are located at Gary, McDowell County.

W. Va. Both of these companies are operated along

the same general hues.

The H. C. iM-ick Coke Company at present owns

about 70 separate coal mines, each mine having

The operations of the H. C. FrIck Coke Com-
l)any at its Yorkrnn plant arc of special Interest

on account of modern features. Of the ovens here

100 are especially selected and so conneclcd by

Hues as Id conduct the hot gases from llic ovens

to the boiler house. Til;; heat discliargcd from the

coke ovens represents an enormous waste, and its

use tmder llic boilers therefore saves the use of

a corresponding quantity of coal to produce the

same heal ; thus a large amount of heat is cco-

noinically obtained at Yorkrun. It is roughly csti-

niated that tbe heat developed by each oven is the

e(|uiv,dent conllmiously of 18 horsepower.

The complete electrical machinery equipment of

the power house and all the sub-Stations was built

by Allis-Chalmers Company.
The power house is supplied with four alternat-

ing-Current generators rated at 400 kilowatts, 2,300

volts, three-phase and 25 cycles. The equipment is

complete with motor and engine-driven exciters.

In the main power house is located a rotary-con-

verler sub-station supplied with two 200-kilowatt

rotary converters and six 75-kilov.att step-down

li« ciiKiiic< driving 7so-kilowa(t Crtoovolt gcner-

alors. In siib-stalions Ihcrc iii a tola! of vj 75-

kilowalt trnnfiformerK used for rotary converter-..

The general layout of tliii> planl is similar to tlial

of the H. C I'Vick Coke Company at Yorkrun, ex-

cept that waste lieal from the ovens is not used.

ALTERNATING-CURRENT GENERATORS AND SWITCHBOARD IN POWER PLANT FOR COKE OVENS AT YORKRUN, PA.

its own set of ovens, which it supplies with coal.

The number of ovens at each mine ranges from

approximately 100 to Soo, depending upon the out-

put of the mine and other conditions. These are

located close to the openings of the mines and

conveniently arranged in relation to railroad sidings.

The coke ovens are, with few exceptions, of the

beehive type, into which the coal is introduced at

the top. The residual heat and that of the ad-

joining ovens starts the coking process, in which

the volatile portion of the coal is driven off through

the top of the oven into the atmosphere. When
all of the volatile matter is driven off, the bed of

coke is raked out at the bottom and loaded into

cars for shipment.

In coal mining power is used for operating haul-

age locomotives inside the mines, also for operating

pumps which remove accumulations of w-ater in

the mines. A third equipment for power is for

driving large ventilating fans. In shaft and slope

mines power is also required for hoisting purposes.

The dictates of modern practice are lo use electric

motors of proper design for all the above require-

ments. From the mine the coal is carried to a

tipple, whence it is discharged into wdiat are known
as coke-oven larries. These are small steel cars

equipped with electric motors for propulsion and

supplied with chutes for discharging the coal into

the ovens. It is customary to arrange the ovens

on either side of -the track on which the larry runs,

coal being discharged from both sides. The electric

motors on the larries are small railway-type ma-
chines. Electrically operated drawing machines are

used for removing the coke from the ovens. The
machine draws the coke out of the oven by a

scraper, discharging it on to a conveying belt,

whence it is dumped directly into freight cars.

Two motors are used on this machine; one is of

the series-wound railway type and the other a

shunt-wound constant-speed type.

transformers. All the machinery in the power house

is controlled by a large 17-panel blue Vermont marble

switchboard, with complement of oil switches, in-

dicating and recording meters. The rotarj' con-

verters supply direct current at 600 volts for haul-

age locomotives and coke-oven larries at the York-

run mine. Alternating current is used for pumps,

mine fans, hoists and scrapers.

Within a radius of between two and three miles

there are located at various points four additional

rotary-converter sub-stations. Each is equipped

with one 200-kilowatt rotary converter, three 75-

kilowatt step-down transformers and complete

switchboard. These sub-stations are located so as

to supply both alternating and direct current for

mining and coking operations required by one or

more mines. The switchboard in the main station

is provided with feeder panels for the sub-station

feeder lines. By means of integrating and record-

ing meters a record of the power consumption is

afforded at each mining and coking operation.

Additional mining and coking operations can be

supplied from this same power house by running

additional high-tension lines. Instances arise, how-
ever, where this is not practicable. Where locations

are too remote, or when intervening property can-

not be traversed by high-tension lines, it becomes
necessary to install separate isolated plants. A
number of such plants are now being installed to

meet the increased demand for coke. At the Phil-

lips mines two lOO-kilowatt direct-current railway-

type generators with switchboards are being in-

stalled ; also at Ronco mines two 200-kilowatt di-

rect-current engine-type railway generators with

switchboard are being started, and at Dearth mines
two 200-kilowatt direct-current engine-type gener-

ators with switchboard.

The power house of the United States Coal and
Coke Company at Gary, W. Va,, is equipped with

two cross-compound heavy-duty Allis-Chalmers Cor-

Southwestern Electrical and Cas Asbo-
clatlon.

A meeting of llic excciilive comniittee of the

Soutliwcslcrn Electrical and Gas Association was
held in Ihc olTice of Secretary K. B. Sticlitcr, Jiia-

nita Building, Dallas, Tex,, on December 4th, with
President II. T. Edgar of Fort Worth in the chair.

Others in allondance were W. B. Tiiltle of San
Antonio, J. P. Crcrar of Dcnison, J. D. Oligcr
of Cleburne, J. F. Strickland of Dallas, A. E. Judge
of Tyler and H. M. Moore of Austin.

After various items of routine business had been
transacted a conimunicalion was presented asking
that the association contribute to a fund of the coal
operators in Arkansas, Indian Territory and Texas
in an endeavor to get the freight rates on fuel

reduced. After considerable discussion it was unan-
imously decided that it would be unwise for the
association lo take any action at the present lime
in this matter.

A communication was received from Mr. W. W.
Freeman, secretary of the National Electric Light
.Association, New York city, suggesting closer co-
operation between the various local organizations,
which would tend to beneBt all concerned. The
secretary of the association was instructed to write
the secretary of the National Electric Light Asso-
ciation and thank him for his communication.

It was decided that the members of the executive
committee should confer with the general passenger
agents of the different railroads of the state with a
view of obtaining reduced rates for the next con-
vention of the as.sociation to be held in El Paso,
Tex,, in May, igoS: and until the question of rates
was finally settled it was thought best not to set
a date for the next meeting but to defer action on
this matter until the next meeting of the executive
committee. It was the sentiment of all members
present that the El Paso meeting would be the
largest in the history of the association.

President Edgar, Secretary Stichter and J. A.
Myler, Jr., manager of the Dallas Gas Company,
were appointed a' committee of three to arrange for
all papers to be read at the next meeting.
The question of exhibits for the El Paso meeting

was brought up. and it was decided that arrange-
ments be left to a committee of supply men ap-
pointed at the San Antonio convention.
The secretary was instructed to gather such in-

formation as directed by the president of the asso-
ciation regarding taxes both ad valorem and special,
cost of street improvements, donations, etc., as
would be of benefit to the association, and the e.x-
ecutive committee requested that all members of the
association give the secretary every aid possible
in the procuring of this information. This informa-
tion is to be compiled and filed in the office of the
secretary for the future use of the members of the
association only.

European Syndicate to Develop Cana-
dian Electrical Resources.

It is announced that a syndicate of European
capitalists has been organized with a capital of
$io,coo,ooo, through the efforts of Rodolphe For-
get, M. P., of Montreal, for the purpose of carry-

ing out several large enterprises in Canada, includ-

ing the improvement and development of water-

powers in Ontario and Quebec. One of the engi-

neers employed by the syndicate has been in Can-
ada for two months making careful inspection on
which he will make his report. The Simdicate will,

it is understood, construct electric railways in the

rural districts of the province of Quebec, and espe-

cially on the Island of Montreal. It will assist

in developing the plants of the Montreal Light,

Heat and Power Company, the Quebec Railway,
Light and Power Company, and the electric devel-

.

opment and improvement of the Toronto street

railway. It is the intention to have engineers look
over the western provinces as a field of operations

and investment. It is said that the work of the

syndicate may also be extended to the development
o'f waterpowers.

Coming Northwestern Convention.
The ne-xt annual meeting of the Northwestern

Electrical Association will be held on January 15
and 16, 1908, at the Hotel Pfister, Milwaukee.
This date falls at the time of the Chicago Electrical

Show; and no doubt nearly all of those in attend-
ance at the Milwaukee convention will come to

Chicago—two hours' run on the railroad—after the
convention is over to "take in" the electrical dis-

play at the Coliseum. Roger N. Kimball of Ke-
nosha, Wis., is secretary and treasurer of the
Northwestern Electrical Association.
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To VEkTiCAi--siiAFT tiirbiiics, generalors and mo-
tors is now added the vtrtical-shait rotary con-

verter. With characteristic alertness, the Common-
wealth Edison Company of Chicago is (he first of

the central-station companies to use this new rotary,

of which it has two examples—a 1,000-kilowatl

unit and .t 2,000-kilowatt machine. The latter was

put into service at the JNIarket Struct sub-station

on December 6th, as readers of the Western Elec-

trician are aware. The changes from the familiar

horizontal-shaft rotary are entirely in mechanical

construction. The advantage of the newer type lies

principally in the saving of space—both clearance

and Hoor space—often an important consideration

in cit\' sub-stations, whore real estate is expensive.

Foundry practice has not, perhaps, attracted as

nu:ch attention as it ought from electrical men in

connection with its possibilities in motor equip-

ment. Power applications in the foundry are re-

ceiving increasing attention, as is shown by the

paper on the subject by Mr. A. D. Williams, Jr.,

before, the recent annual meeting of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers and printed in

the Western Electrician of last week. The author

says truthfully that the electric motor offers the

most satisfactory method of operating hoisting ma-
chinery, and he further points out that the crane

service of a foundry is its vital point. He gives

a number of practical points' in relation to the use

of electric power Jh the foundry, and these deserve

the attention of sellers of electrical machinery and
of electric current.

,

In line with the improvement in steam boilers

of which we spoke last week is the paper on "The
Ratio of Heating Surface to Grate Surface as a

Factor in Power-plant Design," by Mr. Walter S-

Finlay, Jr., read at last week's meeting of the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers in New
York. This paper, with a portion of the volu-

minous discussion which it evoked, is given in this

issue. Mi". Finlay described a double-grate arrange-

ment applied to 18 of the boiler furnaces in the

Fifty-ninth Street plant of the Interborough Rapid

Transit Company in New York city, with the idea

of increasing the capacity without great sacrifice in

economy. Here a second stoker- was installed in

each furnace with "ah"^ area of 80 per cent, of the

original stoker. As to results, the author found

that "in this particular case double-stoker operation

covers the entire raiige of single-stoker operation

and adds an, increase' of capacity proportionate to

its larger grate surface with but slight loss in-

economy, and that the increase of 71 per cent,

in capacity was accomplished with no loss in econ-

omy. ' This result is certainly very interesting, and
moreover may be of much importance in future

furnace design. However, the plan is not without

its critics, as the discussion showed, and it seems

evident that it is not adapted to all conditions.

However, central-station companies using steam to

generate power are greatly interested in boiler

forcing and boiler capacity, owing to the exigencies

of the peak load, and therefore this up-to-date

paper and the comments made upon i( will be read

with care.

A NOTABLE traction experiment is about to be

begun in Cleveland, where Mayor Johnson appears

to have "won out" in his contest with the Cleveland

Electric Railway Company. The outcome of the

November municipal election convinced the company
that further resistance to the Johnson three-cent

fare and revocable-franchise policy would be futile,

and it was ready, after six years of warfare and

litigation, to settle its affairs with the city on the

basis proposed by the mayor. Since that announce-

ment was made, negotiations have been carried out

by the traction company and the City Coimcil in

a most harmonious and promising way. The com-

pany agrees to surrender all its unexpired fran-

chises and to reorganize itself as a "holding com-
pany" under a revocable franchise. It agrees to

consolidate with the qi:asi-municipal "Threefer"

company, as the Cleveland people call the three-

cent line which Mayor Johnson caused to he or-

ganized, and to be satisfied with a return of six

per cent, on the actual capital now represented by
its physical assets and its franchises. It also agrees

lo hind itself by a clause in the new ordinance

to turn over the line to the city at any time at

the demand of the Council, and at a price impar-

tially fixed plus a 10 per cent, bonus. Both sides

have selected representatives to appraise the assets

of the traction company and to fix the other terms

and conditions of the transfer, including the per-

sonnel of the directorate of the holding company.

The city is prepared to give the company a security

franchise to insure it against any confiscation or

loss in the event of depreciation of the property

through mismanagement or of failure to meet ob-

ligations.

This plan is quite different from the plan adopted

in Chicago, by which the city gets 55 per cent, of

the net receipts, and its practical operation will be

watched with interest.

Vigorous steps should be taken to punish se-

verely the men or boys who either through wanton
mischief or with criminal intent take wire from

transmission lines in lonely districts or destroy in-

sulators by using them as a mark to shoot at. One
instance is told by our Peoria correspondent:

"The lightning storm of last week developed trouble

on the Illinois Traction Company's high-tension

transmission line. The trouble was finally located,

and was found to be caused by hunters shooting

away the high-tension insulators. Twenty-two were

found to be defective and all had to be replaced

The company has posted a notice offering a reward

of $50 for information that will lead to the arrest

and conviction of the guilty persons."' This is no

isolated case, nor is IlHncis the only state in which

these depredations are committed. We have heard

of some very ingenious methods adopted to take

wire from, poles even when transmitting current

at high potential, but it would serve no useful

purpose to set forth how this perverted cleverness

is manifested. But the tampering with transmission

circuits is a serious matter to power-generating

companies, particularly exasperating because usually

there is no trace to the offenders. If existing laws

are inadequate, others more stringent should be

enacted before the power companies resort to the

last expedient of patrolling their lines by armed

guards.

Our neighbors to the north and south, Canada

and Mexico, are alike in that both are extensively

interested in hydro-electric power transmission at

the present time. Of Canada it is said that nearly

every important city is interested in the transmis-

sion of hydro-electric power. This is true of

Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto and Hamilton, while

Winnipeg has taken steps to build its own plant.

Canada has great waterpower resources, and hope

is entertained that at some future day the country

will be independent of coal for manufacturing pur-

poses. This is particularly important, because Can-

ada is a large importer of coal.

Turning to Mexico, the rapid rate at which ap-

plications are being made to the Federal govern-

ment for concessions by persons who have planned

to install hydro-electric plants is worthy of atten-

tion. It is declared that the waterpower afforded

by the numerous rivers of Mexico, particularly in

the more mountainous districts, where the principal

mining camps are situated, is sufficient to generate

electricity for operating the machinery of all the

mines and mills and other industrial plants in the

country. Already some of the largest hydro-electric

plants in the world have been installed here, nota-

bly that of the Canadian syndicate at Necaxa,

which supplies Mexico City, Puebla. El Oro and

other places with electric power. This syndicate

has expended many millions of dollars in installing

its plant and in constructing its long transmission

lines and sub-stations. The available waterpower

of the rivers throughout Mexico is being rapidly

acquired by persons who contemplate the early in-

stallation of hydro-electric plants. In many in-

stances these plants arc to furnish power and light

for mines. In oth-jr cases they are to provide elec-

tric lights for towns.

These numerous projects are no doubt based on

sound economic considerations, for in Mexico also

coal is expensive, while there is a growing demand

for power. The plants to be built will require

much electrical machinery and apparatus, most of

which, no doubt, will be supplied from the United

States.
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Special LlghtlriK of Downtown Streets.

At :in iiiurcsliiig iiR-clinK of tin; Chicago scclioii

of tlic llliiniin.itiiig KiigincLTing Sucii-ty Ik-IJ at the

(iraiul Pacific Hotel on the evening of December

lith tlic subject was the special lighting of down-

town streets such as is being proposed for a num-

ber of the business streets in Chicago at present.

No set paper was presented, but an informal dis-

cussion of the subject was indulged in. To aid in

this discussion the following (juestinns had been

suggested ;

"r. What are the relative merits of Ibe following

lamps for sucb special street lighting? (a) incan-

descent lamps, (b) common arc lamps, (c) lumi-

nous arc lamps, (d) flaming arc lamps, (e) giis

mantle clusters or gas arcs, (f) Nernst lamps. This

question involves a discussion of whether on a

business street other than a boulevard the object

should be to produce striking and spectacular efTccls

rather than an artistic elYect.

"2. If incandescent lamps arc used, wdiat height

and spacing of posts and what candlepower of

lamps per post would bo desirable for Chicago

downtown streets?

"3. If llaming arcs are used, what should be the

height and distance apart of posts, and should

lamp-posts be placed opposite or alternated?

"4. On streets where there are street railway

poles, is it desirable to add to the number of poles

on the street by erecting separate lamp-posts, or

should extensions or brackets placed on the street-

railway poles be used ?

"5. With an arrangement of lamps which results

in a great contrast in the illumination immediately

around the post as compared with the illumination

midway between posts, is it possible to produce a

well-lighted effect on a street, or will the contrasts

defeat this purpose?
"6. With lamps such as the flaming arc and the

horizontal glower Nernst, which throw a large pro-

portion of their light downward in the vicinity of

the post, is it possible to modify the natural distri-

bution by means of globes or reflectors in such a

way as to produce more uniform illumination on

the street, thus allowing a greater distance between

posts?"

At the call of Chairman Keech the discussion

was opened by J. R. Cravath, who had acted as

illuminating engineer for the Dearborn Street Im-
provement Association, which started the recent

agitation for better street lighting in Chicago. He
said that as a preliminary an investigation was made
of the character of lighting of a number of well-

lighted streets in this country. The cities studied

were St. Paul, Minneapolis, Denver, Los Angeles,

Columbus (Ohio), San Antonio (Texas) and New
York. From these a mass of data was collected,

showing among other things that for general street

illumination the enclosed arc and the incandescent

lamp were almost exclusively used on the best-

lighted streets in those cities and that the energy

expenditure for this purpose varied from 26.4 to

2 watts per lineal foot of street, depending on the

system used and the intensity of illumination de-

sired.

The Dearborn Street lighting committee had been

instructed to plan a lighting scheme that would
make that street the best illuminated thoroughfare

in the world. At first ornamental posts with artistic

incandescent lamp clusters were suggested. The
use of the ordinary enclosed arcs w-as discouraged

as incandescent clusters could be obtained with as

good an efficiency as these arcs. Mr. Cravath
recommended the use of the tungsten lamp, placing

five 40-candlepow^er lamps of this type on each post

and spacing the posts about 50 feet apart.

Later a sentiment sprang up among the property
owners in favor of the flaming-arc lamp. As this

would give a rather startling effect, and, on account
of the concentrated light distribution below the

lamp, the speaker fought shy of the proposition at

first. If an insufficient number of lamps were pro-

vided very uneven illumination would result, i. e..

under the lamps it would be intensely bright and
midway between them comparatively dark by con-
trast. The ordinary enclosed arc gives a broader
distribution than the flaming arc. There was no
question, however, that the flaming arc would give
the maximum light flu.x that could be obtained, for

it throws out about five times as much light as the
enclosed arc using the same watts.

In considering the subject with the committee
he warned them against placing the lamps too far

apart, as it would result in a series of bright and
dark spots, and a patchwork appearance w-as to be
avoided. Placing the lamps opposite each other
was not desirable for the same reason. He there-

fore recommended the placing of 72 lamps in the
stretch from Van Buren Street to the river (a little

less than three-quarters of a mile), a lamp being
placed every 50 lineal feet and alternated from one
side to the other. This alternating is not unsym-
metrical as can be seen from its general use in

Chicago. It would therefore place the lamps 100
feet apart as measured along the curb line.

In regard to the height of the lamps, a height of
20 feet would cause the illumination underneath
the lamps to be six times as bright as that midway

between ihem. A height of 25 feet c.iuscs this fig-

ure to be three and one-lialf times, and a height

of 30 feet still further reduces it lo twice the

brightness below that il is between the lamps. In

view of the spacing recommended, 25 feel was the

best heighl to place the l.inips. .Another reason for

this great height is to avoid the glaring effect of

the lights on the eyes. This height also would
place the lamps at about the lops of the street-

railway trolley poles, which it was later <lecide<l to

use insteail of a new set of posts. .Most illuminat-

ing engineers, however, favor jilacing flaming arc

l.'unps at :i height of more than .30 feet.

After some deliberation the conmiiltee deci<Ied lo

adopl the .scheme, but reduced the innnher of lamps
from 72 lo 44. The latter number provides two
lamps at each street intersection and lliree for each

ordinary block. The lamps will be placed on each

alternate trolley pole, giving a si>acing in the inte-

rior of the blocks of about 117 lineal feet, or 2.34

feet from i)olc to |)ole along the curb line.

This spacing, however, defeated the elTorl to se-

cure a uniform light distribution. It was there-

fore suggested that an attempt be made to spread
out the light from (be lamps. This had never been
done before with flaming-arc lamps, but if it can

be done with incandescent .lamps, why not with

these? The speaker advised the use of a glass

hemisphere below the center of the l.'nnp supported
" by an ornamental housing and containing one or

more conical light deflectors serving to direct more
of the rays toward a horizontal direction. ,\bout

this time Mr. V. R. Lansingh happened to be in

the city, and he suggested the construction of a spe-

cial Holophane enclosing globe made of two con-
centric hemispheres with a small air space between
them. The outer one should have a smooth outer

surface and a Holophane inner surface, w-hile the

inner hemisphere should have a Holophane outer

surface and a smooth inner one. 'the' two hemi-
spheres being sealed together at their upper edges
to exclude dust. Tbis type of globe is being made
and will be tried. It should solve the problem, for

it gives the distribution desired and at the same
time will be easy to clean wdien trimn:ing the lamp.

F. J. Pearson said that recently he had been

asked to advise the South Park commissioners in

regard to improved lighting of ^Michigan Boulevard,
and he was pleased to note that the recommenda-
tions for Dearborn Street agreed with the sugges-
tions he had made for the boulevard, since each

plan had been drawn up independently. He favored

a height of 28 or 30 feet for flaming-arc lamps.

Experiments in Paris and London with these lamps
had shown that the best results could be obtained
with the spacing, alternating arrangement and
height recommended. Mr. Pearson thought that

the Dearborn Street committee would be disap-

pointed with the results after cutting down the

number from 72 lo 44 lamps. If done at all it

should be done well to give an excellently lighted

street.' The efforts to get good difTtising globes
should be encouraged, as in them lies the hope for

getting a uniform distribution. The great height

at which the lamps are to be placed is particularly

suitable for Dearborn Street on account of its

many high buildings, the fronts of which should
receive some illumination, else they would look
gloomy by contrast with the bright sidewalk and
street surface. A good height is also desirable to

prevent dulling of merchants' efforts at window
lighting.

Mr. Bingham, when called on to state the attitude

of the gas interests, said they were ready to

demonstrate that any street could be lighted as sat-

isfactorily as desired by the use of mantle gas burn-
ers. The Welsbach Street Lighting Company,
which he represented, was eager to secure a con-
tract for lighting a Chicago street on the scale

proposed for Dearborn Street so that it could show-

by comparison what could be done with its system.
The company is now using the inverted mantle
burner and placing one, two or three on a post at

regular intervals along the street. With this new
type better efficiency is obtained and the ornamen-
tation could be improved. Over 200.000 upright
mantle burners are now in use in this country and
they are operating satisfactorily at a much less cost
than electric lamps. The speaker admitted that gas
companies have had a hard time in overcoming the
prejudice in favor of electric lamps and that these
were their only competitors. With the newer sys-

tems they are having great success, however, and
fia\'e displaced quite a number of arc lamps. The
mantle burners have the great advantage that they
throw most of their light horizontally. He would
place two lamps in clear globes on a post at a
height of 10 feet and place the posts 50 feet apart.

In regard to effect on electric signs, he said this

should not be considered, and he was in favor of
taking down all these signs, as the\' are superfluous
and marred the appearance of a street.

L. Friedmann said that it was desirable to light

up the fronts of the buildings as w-ell as the street

alone to give a better effect. Therefore the flaming
arc was especially suitable for this purpose, as it

could be mounted at a considerable lieight.

Mr. Bingham replied that the street and sidewalk
should be illuminated, as that is wdiere the vehicles
and pedestrians needed the light. Of late years
street lamps have been gradually coming down to

a lower level. The tower-light (yittcni /ornicrly
used al Detroit and cNewhcrc has been abandoned
because it lighted up the heavens and threw very
little light where il w.iii needed.

Albert .Selieible said that he wa/i glad lo hear
from a gas man, as in these days lliey arc likely

lo be overlooked in illuminating engineering propo-
sitions. In regard lo llie arc lowers in iJeiroii, he
had always underslouil thai they were abandoned
because, as the height of buildings became greater,

they cast more pronounced shadows. As lo effect

on window lighting, a merchant wants lo show his
wares lo the best advantage and desires his win-
dows lo be bright. The eltect of (laming arcs on
window lighting should not be overlooked.

L. G. .Shepard thought thai the lamps should not
be placed so as lo mar street signs, as llicsc are a

greal attraction on any ihoroughfare. They alone
throw considerable light, and he suggested as a
solution of the streel-lighling problem that if suf-

ficient signs were put in the street lighting could
be abaiuloned.

Mr. Clark of the People's Gas Light and Coke
Company hoped that the company would not be
held responsible for the lighting of North Avenue
by gas "arcs," as that was an entirely independent
movement started by the merchants of that street.

It was an example of what might he expected from
the individual ellforts of such men. One has two or
three gas arcs in front of his store and several of
his neighbors have none. Such spasmodic lighting
was not to Ix; recommended. Still there is room
for a number of systems, and there are bound to

he several used on any business street.

A. L. Eustice said that this Dearljorn Street
proposition should be given special attention, as it

is one of Chicago's best streets. Therefore the

lighting should be cheerful and not spectacular.

The flaming arc would doubtless have that effecl.

Electric signs arc a very cheap form of advertis-
ing. From a business viewpoint the effect on sign
and window lighting should be consiflered and no
lighting scheme adopted that would clash with
these systems now- used by so many of the mer-
chants.

Mr. Cravath believed that all curves of distribu-

tion from the inverted gas burner he had ever seen
showed it to have the same small zone of distribu-

tion below the lamp as the flaming arc. For outer
district street lighting a moderate intensity is all

right, but for downtown lighting much higher in-

tensity is needed on account of the large number
of other conflicting lights.

W. E. Barrows, Jr., said that the magnetite or
luminous arc lamp has a good efliciency and an
excellent horizontal distribution w-hich would pecu-
liarly adapt it to such street lighting. Further, it

does not have the glaring effect of the flaming arc,

and he could not see w-hy it was not considered.

Mr. Friedmann explained that the magnetite lamp
gives a distribution much like the incandescent
lamp, but to get still better results a reflector is

used giving the maximum light 10 degrees below
the horizontal. The magnetite lamp was not seri-

ously considered because it looks much like the old
open-arc lamp and is operated on a similar circuit.

The lower electrode burns 150 hours and costs five

cents ; the upper one lasts about 3,000 hours and
costs about 50 cents.

W. R. Bonham showed that the Westinghouse
magnetite lamp was the inverse of the General
Electric lamp referred to. in that it has the iron

oxide electrode on the top and the copper electrode
on the bottom. It therefore gives a good horizon-
tal distribution without the need of reflectors.

Mr. Pearson wanted to emphasize the fact that

the Dearborn Street illumination was on the spec-
tacular order and therefore not typical of ordinary
street lighting. Streets vary a great deal in their

nature and the character of each should be con-
sidered on its own merits and a lighting scheme
employed that is suitable. Residence and business
streets require different treatment and the amount
of traffic must also be considered.

The discussion was concluded by Alderman Tay-
lor, chairman of the lighting committee of the
Dearborn Street .Association. He wanted it un-
derstood that the property-owners do not seek a
spectacular lighting but a distinctive one. The
association was formed for paving, lighting and
general improvement of the street. It had decided
to put the lamps on the trolley poles to prevent too
great a number of poles encumbering the curb line.

A number of other streets had formed improve-
ment associations after theirs, notably La Salle,

Clark and M'adison streets, and that was why the
Dearborn Street people were an.xious to get the
best that the illuminating engineers offered, as their

example would doubtless be followed by these and
other streets. It was desirable also to avoid ex-
perimenting with different systems on different

streets, as uniformity is important if the best results

arc to be obtained for the citv as a w-hole.

The next meeting of the Chicago section of the
Illuminating Engineering Society w-ill be held at the
Coliseum in connection with the Electrical Show
next January-. The subject for discussion will be
"The Lighting of Small Residences." This meeting
will also be the annual meeting for the election of
officers for the ensuing year.
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Ratio of Heating Surface to Grate Sur-
face as a Factor in Power-plant

Design.'

Bi- Walter S. Finlay, Jr.

Power-plant design i]i its modern development,

is controlled solely by the specific application of

general laws modified and molded to suit special

requirements. To attempt the construction of a

comprehensive ruling from the results of a par-

ticular line of investigation in some particular plant,

and then to advise the general use of such ruling

as conducive to economical operation, would cause

confusion, possibly resulting in a wholesale rejection,

of the good with the bad. However, the value of

specific results and their publication lie in the open-

ing up of a line of technical thought, or in adding
information to some subject, from which specific

deductions or particular application may be made.
The results obtained in the investigation which

w-as primarily the foundation of this paper should

be looked upon merely as specific, but whose bear-

ing upon the general subject, by means of a general

development, may be of value, particularly in cer-

tain new^ phases of plant design.

.\s a fundamental and almost initial point of

sumptions based I'.pon commonly accepted values

will sufiicc to direct the attention to the point in-

volved.

Assuming a plant first cost of $125 per kilo-

watt equipment, including turbo-generators, boilers

equipped with stokers, with, say, 60 to i ratio, the

following relative costs may be assumed

:

Total cost per kilowatt
lluilding, per kilowatt
Boilers, per kilowatt
Grates, per kilowatt
I'iping, per kilowatt
Coal.fiandling apparatus per
Balance of equipment

The value of the building as assumed might be

considered low, particularly in the case of a turbine

plant ; boiler cost is possibly average
;
grates high

—a stoker valuation ; piping value is about average.

Assuming as a fair \alue for determining fixed

. . .$125.00

... 43-75
. .. 6.87s

75
... 5.62s
v. 2.30

64.70

100

35
5-5
1.4

4.,=:

per cciil.

per cenl.

per cenl.

per cent,

per cenl.

per cenl.

2. Boilers.—The consideration of this feature is

naturally interlinked with the subject of "grates,'

and the two can be discussed together.

Rules of boiler practice have been derived chiefly,

if not entirelj', by e-xperiment and investigation;
and those rules validated only by general acceptance
can be quoted as bases for argument. Such a law
is the following one:

"All other conditions remaining constant, capacity
developed is, with slight modifications, in direct
ratio to the area of the active grate surface. An
increase in capacity—heating surface remaining con-
stant—caused by an increase in grate area, is ac-
companied by a loss in economical evaporation, due
to the increased temperature of the escaping gases."
This loss in economy is the fundamental factor

which must necessarily be the object of a careful
study, involving the complete investigation of the
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RATIO OF HEATING SURFACE TO GRATE SURFACE IN POWER-PLANT DESIGN.

attack in the comprehensive subject of steam power-
plant design, the ratio

heating surface

grate surface
has been a value fixed from the beginning of re-

sults of commercial usage, and the expression of
the same in empyrical formulas or figures suited
to the requirements of this or that designer, builder
or manufacturer.
A summation of practice from early engineering

times to values developed by the most modern idea
gives a great range to this ratio ; namely, from the
extreme value as advised by Dalton in 1839 of
10 to I, to modern values up to 70 to i, used, not
only in locomotive, but even in power-plant prac-
tice. Of course the primary object in view has
already been the adaptation of values to produce
the maximum useful effect; but the question now
arises as to whether "maximum useful effect" is

not being interpreted as ma-ximum economical effi-

ciency with reference to fuel only, as a primary
consideration, and with an undue subordination of
total plant costs. By total plant costs arc meant,
of course, the combined fixed charges resulting from
interest on plant investment, depreciation, taxes, etc.,

and operation and maintenance charpcs.
Properly to investigate the subject in its par-

ticular applications would require an extremely te-

dious and complicated .';ludy of innumerable indi-
vidual requirements; but for a general survey as-

I. A paper (aomewliat condensed) presented at the meet-
inn of the American Institute of Electrical t^ngineem, New
York, December 13, 1907. The author is assistant cnciiiieer to
Ihc superinlcndent of motive power, Inlcrborough Rapid
Transit Company, New York city.

charges : Interest on investment, 5 per cent. ; de-

preciation, 6 per cent. ; taxes and insurance, I per

cent., then the total fixed-charge rate would equal

12 per cent.

Upon bases of load factor and charges, a curve

has been drawn showing the relative value of the

fixed charges over a range of factor variation from
appro-ximately 3 per cent, to 100 per cent., in the

case of the plant as assumed. (Curve A, Fig. i.)

To determine total charges, the variation of

maintenance and operation charges relative to load

factor must also be considered. It is rather diffi-

cult to assume this curve, as conditions in this

respect vary rather widely. However, Curve (C),
Fig. I, has been drawn through points located by
comparative results obtained in actual cases of op-
eration. The shape of the curve will practically

be constant for any figure which may be assumed,
and its relation to the general results will be such
that the value of the principle involved will be
unaffected. The sum of the ordinates between the

two curves gives total charges per kilowatt-hour.
In a reconsideration of the plant design as aflfecl-

ing first cost, the natural method of procedure is

to consider separately each item involved.

r. Building.—In turbo-generator plant design it

is a generally accepted rule that total plant dimen-
sions arc controlled by boiler-room dimensions;
thai, for instance, a diminution in the actual size

of the I>oilcr room may be accompanied by a pro-
portional diminution in (he size of the turbine room,
the output remaining the same. The methods of
accomplishing such results arc perhaps various;
change in size of units, difference in type, closer
grouping of units, etc.

heat interchanges taking place in a boiler. The
research work of such men as Newton, Peclet,

Joule and Rankinc, together with recent investiga-

tion, has not, as yet, produced sufficiently definite

and authoritative results, which may be used as
bases of rational calculation in this regard. Under
normal conditions of present boiler practice, esti-

mates of loss vary from practically zero to as much
as 15 per cent, fuel economy for an increase of
100 per cent, in boiler capacity.

Lately, however, the opinion has been advanced
that considerable increase in capacity can, without
great sacrifice in economy, be obtained by propor-
tional increase in grate area. This idea is based
upon the possibility that combustion and heat dis-

tribution and transfer could be much improved un-
der the new conditions, when in increasing the
grate area careful attention is given to details of
design most conducive to these features. Other
conditions being favorable, and with a belief in

the correctness of this theory, a change was made
in the design of 18 of the boiler furnaces in the
Fifty-ninth Street plant of the Interborough Rapid
Transit Company. Such a design gave the pos-
sibility of operating within the range of the original
single-stoker boiler, together with the higher range
of the double stoker.

Th? second sinker installed, that is, Ihc one
beneath the mud-drum, has an area of 80 per cent,
of that of the original stoker. Certain features in

the construction of the plant prevented installation
of a larger size. A detailed description of points
in the design are unnecessary, save to call attention
to the fact that Ihc lower slokcr is constructed
practically within a so-called "Dutch oven," and
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whatever is conducive to tjooil coniliiislion is pro

vidcd for therein. Operation of these stokers has

shown that such is practically done with but little

more complication than existed in the single type.

Tests to determine the comparative economical

operation of the double and single stokers show
results as given graphically in Figs, i' and 3. The
curve in I'ig. 2 is self-explanatory. In the curves

in Fig. .•) is showii the fact that the economical loss

for an increase in rating of 80 per cent., as pro-

portioned to the increase in grate area, varied be-

tween two and three per cent.

To summarize the results of these tests: It has

liecn made cviilcnt that in this particular case

double-stoker operation cover.s the entire range of

siuglc-sloker operation and adds an increase of

capacity proi»rtionate to its larger gr.ate surf.acc

with but slight loss in economy, and that the in-

crease of 71 per cent, in capacity was accomplished

with no loss in economy.
With these results as a basis, let it be assumed

that boiler capacity is increased in ratio to increase

in grate surface with but little loss of economy.

This view niiglit be further strengthened when
consideration is taken of the |)0ssibilities of econo-

mizer practice, the increase in saving, by proper

design, being high in ratio to extra cost involved.

To return to the consideration of the items under
the power plant whose first cost has been assumed
to be $125 per kilowatt, the next point is:

Piping.—In the case involved, the cost of steam
piping between boilers and manifolds, plus boiler-

feed piping, plus boiler blow-down piping, has alone

been considered. With any change in number of

boilers, capacity remaining the same, the cost of

piping will vary in the same ratio times a factor

due to change in size of pipe.

Coal-haiidliiis Apparatus.—Fi.xed plant capacity

would seem to demand fixed cost of coal-handling

apparatus, but the proportionate value of the con-

veying apparatus is so large that when any change
is made affecting the length of carry the total

system cost will be raised or lowered, although not
in direct ratio to such change.

Eflfect of change of ratio

heating surface

grate surface

Suppose that in a reconsideration of the plant
design, it is decided to cut in half the ratio of
heating surface to grate surface by the use of
double grates or stokers under boilers of the same
rating. Plant output is to remain the same. A
tabulation of the costs as revised would be as

follows

:

Per kilowatt
Building (reduced to 40 per cent.) $ 26.25
Boilers (reduced 50 per cent.) ^.... 3.43S
Stokers (remain same) 1.75
Piping (reduced 40 per cent.) 3.735
Coal-handling apparatus (reduced 15 per cent.) 1-955
Balance (remains same) 64.70

S101.46S

A curve (B), Fig. i, is plotted upon this new
basis.

Summation : Plant first cost and fi-xed charges,
each reduced to 19.6 per cent.

The next consideration is that of the effect of
such changes upon plant maintenance and operation
charges. Properly to discuss this, the following
tabulation, based upon the figures given by Mr.
H. G. Stott in his paper on "Power Plant Eco-
nomics," will furnish a means of comparison

:

Single grate Double grate
Maintenance: (percent.) (percent.)

Engine room mechanical 0.64 0.64
Boiler room 5.40— (16) ^ 4-54
Coal and ash-handling apparatus 0.6S 0.6S
Electrical apparatus 1.41 1.41

Operation:
Coal and ash-handling labor 2.65 2.65
Removal of ashes i.iS i.iS
Dock rental 0.93 0.93
Boiler-room labor S.38—(18.5)= 6.83
Boiler-room oil, waste, etc 0.21 0.21
Coal 71. 94-1- (3) = 74-10
Water 0-90 0.90
Engine-room mechanical labor 1-70 1.70
Lubrication 0.44 0.44
Waste, etc 0.38 0.38
Electrical labor 3.16 3.16

Total 100.00 99-75

The saving in boiler-room maintenance and op-
eration may be accounted for in the following item-
ized statement of boiler-room charges

:

Maintenance; Cost
Single grate Double grate
(percent.) (percent.).

Boilers 29-5 14-75
Economizers 2.78 2.78
Furnaces 17.29 17.29
Stokers and stoker engines 40.6S 40.6S
Boiler-feed pumps 5.42 5.42
Boiler-feed pioing 2.20 1. 10
Boiler blow-off piping 0.44 0.44
Water-supply piping 1.52 1.52

83-9S

10.41
3S.09
15-49

2-S4

Total 100-00
Operation

:

Water-tenders 20.82
Stoker operators 38.09
Assistant stoker operators 15-49
Stoker oilers 2-54
Economizer oilers and cleaners 5-84
Boiler- feed pump men 5-oS
Boiler cleaners 10-41
Miscellaneous labor 1-73 1.73

Total - 100.00 Si. 47

Thus, with changes as noted, the decrease in

maintenance and operation would be 0.25 per cent..

2.92
3.0S

the curve for same practically coinciding with Curve
(C), Fig. I.

A second set of figures, based upon a plant cost

of $150 per kilowatt, is shown in the tabic:

Plant coHt iK'i kilowiiU $150.00 tno'/o

IJuilding rill,.,, .,..

Uoilcm
SlokcrH
I'iping

('oiil.hniidlintl iipliiiruliiH. . .

.

Ilalnilcc

.Same plaril, dmililc xlttkn
Ihiilding (redu,.,! .,.. . , r 1

Huilcrs (reduced 50',, I 4. 1

J

Slokcrs (rcMinin >>anie) 2. .15

I'ipinK (reduced ,to'A) (.os

Coiil-handliuR apparntUH (reduced 15%).- j.^.\

Itnlnncc 7imj

.Showing a reduction in first cost and fixed charges
of 20.8 per cent.

SU.MM.MIV.

In the case of ihc $125 plant, the following sav-

ings might be effected by use of double grate:

First cost, 19.6 per cent, saving.

Total plant charges varying from a saving of

5.64 per cent, at 100 per cent, load factor to 7.54

per cent, at 50 per cent, factor to 9.65 per cent, at

4-iC per cent, factor (.365 days per year).

In the case of the $150 plant:

First cost, 20.8 per cent, saving.

Total plant charges vary from about 7.0(5 per

cent, saving at 100 per cent, load factor to 9.26

per cent, at 50 per cent, factor to 11.51 at 4.16

per cent, factor.

Thus summarized, the remarkable effect that the

grate area and heating-surface ratio, when furnace

design is carefully considered, may have upon plant

first cost and total annual costs, should certainly

place this particular feature well up in the list of

subjects for careful investigation, and make it a

point of primary and fundamental consideration in

advanced design.

Discussion (in part).

Albert A. Gary, consulting mechanical engineer.

New York city: With the handicap of too small

boiler furnaces, central stations have rushed off,

almost madly, to the use of machine-fired grates,

thinking that w-ith them they could find a remedy
for their fundamental errors, and many of these

stoker applications have been well-nigh ridiculous.

I do not wish to be understood, by these re-

marks, to be opposed to the use of a mechanical

stoker in central stations, as, after many tests of

the leading • stokers, I have found them to be a

most useful and desirable appliance.

There seems to be a very general idea that more
coal can be burned per square foot of grate in a

mechanical stoker furnace than on hand-fired grates.

This is a fallacy, as with the same thickness of

fire bed and with the same difference of pressure
above and below the bed of coal, the same rate of

combustion will occur,

A stoker may facilitate combustion by automatic-
ally keeping its effective grate area freer of ash
than the plain stationary grate, but with good fire-

men and a moderate percentage of ash in the coal,

this difference will be very small, while with a

large percentage of ash in the coal, for hand firing

a good shaking grate will bring this trouble to an
almost equivalent condition with the mechanical
stoker.

Shaking grates and automatic stokers will, how-
ever, in most cases, largely increase the percentage
of combustible matter in the ash.

More coal per furnace can, however, be burned
by most mechanical stokers, owing to the fact

that the depth of furnace can be rationally in-

creased, owing to the automatic handling of the
fire bed, thus giving us a larger grate area, but this

increase can seldom be greater than 20 per cent.,

which will not be sufficient to help us out of our
trouble with our i2-foot-7-inch single furnace serv-
ing the 500-horsepow-er boiler.

In designing boiler equipments, I do not think
of allowing a boiler design to control my furnace
design, but I first consider the furnace, and after

designing one wdiich will allow the proper han-
dling of the required amount of available fuel, I

then fit the boiler to this furnace, and this applied
practice has always been follow'ed with the most
desirable results.

As our boilers and engines are purely heat ma-
chines, and as our electrical output depends upon
the heat delivered by the furnace and the percent-
age of this heat utilized by the boiler and engine, it

certainly seems irrational, in designng central sta-

tions, carefully to proportion generators, engines,
pipe lines, etc., and then figure over some stock
size of boiler to see that it contains the proper
number of square feet of heating surface, without
regard to how this heating surface is arranged,
and finally neglect the most important consideration
of all, namely, the furnace, the generator of heat

—

the heart of the whole plant. Yet this is the usual
practice of today.

The combiped furnace and boiler efficiency should
be as near 80 per cent, as possible, and it certainly
should not drop below 70 per cent., although in

central-station practice, with badly designed fur-
naces, it will be understood that 52 per cent, com-
bined efficiency is not uncommon.

After studying many carefully conducted boiler

tests, I find it possible lo give a rough tabulation

of rales of coal conibuilion, which may he consid-
ered as good practice.

This (able shows approximately, the pounds of dry
coal which should be burned per hour, per square
foot of grate surface, lo develop the rated horse-
power of the boiler with ihc greait',! economy:

Anthracite roal (:,leiim «!/«».: 1^ Ibb.

S(]iiii-.inllirac[l6 coal (tileatri -i.- I'l Ibk.

Stini-blltniilnouh coal iH IIm.

Hafttcrn biliiinjnMiii, coal to Ih*.
Wealein liilufNinoiit coal 10 Ibi.

There are, unfortunately, many conditions which
will modify these figures, which have lo be taken

into account in furnace designing, such as the size

of the coal, the presence of an excessive amount
of ash, sulphur or nioisinrcs in the coal, etc.

I have somctiincs heard the question asked, Why
do wc find more coal burned per square foot of

grate with western coals than with those of Ihc

East?
Simply because the western .coals contain more

volatile matter than do the eastern coals.

The fixed carbon in the coal is burned directly

upon the grate, while the volatile matter rises from
the fire bed and is burned in the combustion cham-
ber ; therefore, the greater the percentage of volatile

matter in the coal, the larger the combustion cham-
ber should be.

The double-furnace arrangement presented in this

paper is a most natural expedient toward securing

the desired results with these narrow boilers, but

I believe that some modification in the design can

be made which will lead to more economical results.

There is a large field of work wdiich has been
but slightly entered, which will lead to a consid-

erable change in the present view of ratio of grate

surface to heating surface. Locomotive practice

has, for example, put our stationary-boiler practice

to shame by operating to good economy with a

ratio of heating surface to grate area of 80 to i.

While stationary-boiler furnaces are burning from

15 to 30 pounds of coal per square foot of grate

per hour, locomotives are burning from 50 to 100

pounds of coal per square foot of grate per hour,

and while stationary boilers are evaporating from
three to si.x pounds of water per square foot of

heating surface per hour, locomotives are evaporat-

ing from six to 15 pounds.

John P. Sparrow, chief engineer. New York Edi-

son Company: It seems to me that undue promi-
nence is given to the question of grate area. If

the question were what is the proper relation of

boiler heating surface to maximum station output

as affecting station design and operating costs, then

the question of grate surface becomes one of se-

curing the necessary capacity at the maximum
efficiency.

On the ratio of heating surface to kilowatt ca-

pacity, there is quite a wide variance of practice,

variations of from 5:1 to 10:1. There is also simi-

lar variation in the evaporation per square foot

of heating surface, everyday practice showing ex-

amples of from 2-5 to 8 pounds for land service

and as high as 10 10 12 pounds for marine work.
In ratio of grate area to heating surface we find

common practice to be between the limits of 75
to I to 35 to I.

In central-station service, where variable loads

are the rule, these variations in heating surface
and grate area have bearing on two points, the

economical evaporation per square foot of heating
surface and the economical rate of combustion per
square foot of grate.

Large grate areas have been advocated many
years, nearly always, however, from a standpoint

o£ capacity. The New York Edison Company uses

grates with ratio of I to 40, burning- the fine sizes

of anthracite coal.

The question of capacity is always associated

with amount of coal burned, and here, it seems to

me, that ISir. Finlay has draw^n his conclusions

from test results which show a fair performance
of the double stoker and a poor performance of

the single stoker.

The New York Edison Company has for some
time been conducting tests along the line of high
rate of combustion of soft coal under forced draft

and has on test burned as much as 44 pounds of

coal per square foot of grate with a boiler output
of 1,300 horsepower and a combined efficiency of

j^ per cent.

With anthracite coal under forced draft burning

24 pounds per square foot, 1,07,0 horsepower was
developed with combined efficiency of 6g per cent
What we should strive for in station design is

a proper proportioning of heating surface to maxi-
mum output. That being established, we should
design our furnaces and grates so as to utilize that

heating surface to the best advantage.
In electirc-lighting stations, where the storm peak

demands ma}' be from 60 to 100 per cent, above
normal, it is most convenient, and I believe most
economical, to operate boilers with the commonly
accepted ratios of heating surface to grate surface
at about 15 per cent, above rating, relying on our
ability to force our evaporation to meet the sudden
load demands.

If this operating routine is correct, then increased
grate areas are opposed to good economies; it is
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practicallv impossible to burn fuel at low rates of

combustion on large grate areas with reasonable

economies. We all know the difficulties experi-

enced in checking excess air when operating with

ratios of grate to seating surface of i to 60. How
much more difficult it will be to operate with ratio

of I to 32 at the same boiler output.

A very large number of tests conducted by the

New Yo'rk Edison Company with boilers designed

with ratios of 10 square feet of heating surface

to I boiler horsepower have shown conclusively thai,

while there is a falling off of combined efficiencx-

at hi-'h rates of evaporation, this decrease of effi-

ciency is not at all serious if the higher rate is

maintained only at time of peak load.

The keynote of the situation lies in an increase

in our rates of combustion, this bearing the same

relation to construction costs and fixed charges as

Mr, Finlav's increase of grate surfacr:

I E. Moultrop. mechanical engineer, Edison Elec-

tric Illuminating Company, Boston: It does not

follow that it was necessary to build a second

furnace under the same boiler to obtain the im-

provements, because the original furnace could be

redesio-ned on similar lines, and, if necessary, a

considerably larger grate could be placed in one

furnace.
. . r- c

The Edison Electric Illuminating Company ot

Boston has just installed some additional boilers

on these hues, and it is unfortunate that no data

on performance arc available, as they have onh

just been put into service. These boilers are of the

water-tube tvpe. having 5,118 square feet heating

surface, equipped with stokers having no square

feet grate area. The boiler is raised 13 inches

higher than usual, and the stoker is dropped 9

inches and brought forward 3 feet 4 inches more

than usual practice. This gives an ignition arch

5 feet 4 inches long, and a combustion chamber

of 613 square feet, the latter being about 60 per

cent, greater than those of the previous installation.

The older equipment just noted has given good

service except that smoke has been produced at

powers much above rating, showing thae the com-

bustion chamber is not large enough. However,

with 12 boilers in operation, a load of 16,200 kilo-

watts is carried on the peak, or 12.7 kilowatts per

square foot of grate surface.

The ordinary boiler plant is run at such mod-

erate rates of combustion and the initial tempera-

ture of the gases is so low that the heating surface

must be large in proportion to the grate surface

to permit the former to absorb the heat and give

the plant a reasonable efficiency. It is very difficult

to train firemen to burn coal rapidly and not

allow his fire to get uneven and full of holes.

If the above is true, the right direction is not

toward more grate area, but toward more com-

bustion chamber and less grate surface.

The proposition to reduce the si'.e and cost of

the boiler plant is a step in the right direction, but

in so doing the utmost simplicity should be main-

tained, especially in the large stations of today.

Possibly the scheme adopted at the Intcrborough

station 'was the best that could be devised in an

existing plant for a reasonable cost, but it does

not follow that this design is a good one to adopt

in laving out a new station.

W.' F. Wells, Edison Electric Illuminating Com-
pany, Brooklyn : The ratio of heating surface to

grate surface, although :. question of primary im-

portance, is, to my mind, a matter of secondary

consideration.

In order to design the most suitable boiler p'ant

for a power house that can be constructed at a

minimum cost per kilowatt installed, consideration

should first be given to the evaporation possible

per square foot of heating surface consistent with

commercial economy ; and this in turn depends

upon the maximum practical rate of combustion

of the various fuels available in the local market,

their relative costs per ton, cost of handling and
thermal values.

Having determined the pounds of water that can

be evaporated per pound of coal at various rates

of combustion, a simple calculation shows the

pounds of water that can be evaporated per square

foot of grate, and from this, in connection with

the load curve, can be determined the ratio of

heating to grate surface most suitable for maximum
capacity when fires are forced, or maximum econ-

omy for average load when forcing is not necessary.

In the Sixty-sixth Street station of the Brooklyn
Mison Company the grates were originally iii-

'allcd with a ratio of i :68. but last summer the

fronts on these furnaces were extended and grates
enlarged, giving a ratio of i :5.3. This increase in

grate area was utilized, not so much for increased
capacity, as to give increased economy by burning
a cheaper fuel. The economy actually effected by
this increase in gr,ite area amounted to 14 per
cent, in cost of evaporating i.ooo pounds of water.
At our Gold Street station, the grates as origi-

nally contracted for three years ago were at a
ratio of 1 :76, l)ut before installing the furnace,
fronts were extended, thereby reducing the ratio
1 :59. and under the boilers installed in 1907 by
moving back the bridge wall, this ratio was still

further decreased to 1:52: under boilers proposed
for 1908, this ratio has been reduced to 43.
With this ratio of 1 143, almost double boiler

rating can be obtained, or seven pounds of water
per square foot of heating surface can be evapo-
rated by burning No. 3 buckwheat, and double
rating probably exceeded by burning No, i buck-
wdieat, or a mixture. This ratio would have been
made less but for the physical impossibility of
handling a deeper firebo.x.

Walter T. Ray and Henry Kreisinger of the
Technologic Branch, United States Geological Sur-
vey (jointly ) : We wish it distinctly understood
that the United States Geological Survey is in no
way officially committed to any of the opinions
advanced hereafter.

The intensive working of boilers, as described
in this paper, is one of the first results of rational

study of furnace and Ixsiler separately. The next
few years will bring to light dozens of increases
in capacity as great and greater.

But before long it will be realized that there are
very few boilers on the market in which the w^ater

circulation is not much hindered. It will also be
realized that grates and furnaces must be scien-

tifically studied in detail and rationally improved.
When the high-speed tool steels caine out a fev.-

years ago manufacturers at first stiffened up old

patterns ; firally they redesigned them.
We venture the prediction that in 10 years there

will be in successful operation boilers, and maybe
furnaces, doing several times as much work as at

present per cubic foot of space occupied and per
dollar invested, and all this perhaps simultaneously
w'ith a much higher efficiency from coal to steam.

The prediction may prove wrong, but so far we
know nothing fundamentally against it and many
things in favor of it.

The x'elocity of the gases over (or past or

along) the heatin.g surface is the active feature

which determines liow much heat will be imparted
to the surface, all ether things being equal. If the

velocity of gas be doubled, the amount of steam
produced per second w'lW be nearly doubled. For
a fuller discussion of this matter w"e refer to the

Geological Survey's bulletin entitled *'.\ Study of

Four Hundred Boiler Tests." [See Western Elec-

trician of December 14, igo7, page 465.]

W. L. Abbott, chief operating engineer, Common-
wealth Edison Company. Chicago: The object of

.ilr. Finlay's paper is to show that the ratio

heating surface

grate surface

is fixed by. common practice at stich a value that

the cost of the heat lost in the fine gases is less

than the interest and depreciation on the boiler-

plant investment, ircluding the cost of the boiler

house ; and he argues that the sum of all the plant

costs, including operating expenses and fixed charges,

\vould be lower even on a 100 per cent, load factor

if the abo\'e ratio w-ere reduced one-half, with an
admitted loss in boiler efficiency.

Mr. Finlay assumes the cost of a plant to be

$125 per kilowatt, r.nd ci this the cost of the build-

ing is 35 per cent., or $43.75, and also that the

size of the building is determined by the number
of square feet of heating surface in the boiler.

He, therefore, proposes to redesign the plant, using
only lialf as much boiler-heating surface, but worked
to double the former capacity, thereby effecting a

saving of $23.58 per kilowatt in the cost of the

plant, of which amount $17.50 is due to a reduction

of 40 per cent, in the size of the building.

While the foregoing assumptions may have been
correct a few years ago, they certainly do not apply

to more recent designs for turbine plants using
large generating units. In these designs the size

of the building is not determined by the number
of boilers any more than it is determined by the

number of turbines, and the cost of the building,

which is around $15 per kilowatt, is divided about
equally between the boiler room and the rest of
the plant. The reduction of 40 per cent, in the
cost of the building incident to a reduction by one-
half of the boiler-heating surface will therefore
be applied only to a $7.50 boiler room and not to

a $43.75 power-house building.

.Again. Mr. Finlaj- allows an additional loss of
only three per cent, of the fuel when he doubles
the rating of a given boiler. This assumption is

probabl}' correct for a boiler having an ample econ-
omizer, but in the case of a boiler not so sup-
plemented, the additional fuel loss would undoubt-
edly be as much as 10 per cent., and it should be
stated here that the figure given above for cost

of boiler room did not allow space for an econo-
mizer.

V\^e now have the following approximate figures

for power-house costs

:

With boilers of standard rating $96.00
With boilers of double standard rating 93-00
Both of these prices are without economizers.
Taking these new figures, and calcul;iling the data

for curves similar to (hose given in Fig, i. it

appears that the total cost of current output will

l>e practically the same in both cases, regardless
of the rating at which the boilers are worked.

at the Underwriters' Laboratories. 382 Ohio Street,
Chicago. These rules affect fire-alarms, watchmen's
time-recording apparatus, and, in fact, wiring for
all electrical signal systems affecting the fire hazard.

Exhibition CommUtee for National Elec-
tric-light Convention,

At the Washington convention of the National
Electric Light Association last June the class "D"
members (manufacturers) of the association made
a most attractive exhibition of electrical apparatus
and appliances. During the convention these ex-
hibitors held a meeting and offered to relieve the
association of the troubles and responsibilities con-
nected with the organization and maintenance of
such exhibits at the annual conventions.
The executive committee of the association ap-

proved a plan whereby the class "U" members were
to recommend annually an "exhibition committee'"
of class "D" or "E" members. This committee,
upon recognition by the president, would elect its

own chairman and organize to conduct the work
pertaining to manufacturers' exhibits at the conven-
tion.

A nominating committee was formally appointed.
It consisted of George F. Porter (chairman), At-
lantic Insulated Wire Company; T. G. Whaling,
Westinghouse Lamp Company, and Alex Hender-
son, American Circular Loom Company. The ticket

presented by this committee to the class "D" mem-
bers has been approved by a mail ballot of class
"D" members and accepted by Mr. Dudley Farrand,
president of the National Electric Light Associa-
tion. This committee, known as the "exhibition
committee," is as follows

:

F. H. Gale, General Electric Company.
J. C. McQuiston, Westinghouse Companies.
H. P. Heger. Allis-Chalmers Company,
Rodman Gilder, Crocker-Wheeler Company,
H. M. Post, Western Electric Company.
C. P. Frey, Weston Electrical Instrument Com-

pany.

Benjamin Wall, Metropolitan Engineering Com-
pany,

James I. Ayer, Simplex Electric Heating Com-
,pany.

S, E. Doane, National Electric Lamp Association.
On December 6th this committee met in the asso-

ciation rooms in New York and elected Mr. Gale as
chairman. A committee on by-laws and rules for
governing the committee was appointed and prelim-
inary plans regarding the convention of next June
were discussed. The committee is of course subject
to the executive committee of the association and
will co-operate fully with the president and other
officers in making arrangements for the convention.

Standard Symbols for Wiring Plans.

1 he National Electrical Contractors' Association
of the United States and the .American Institute
of Architects haxe issued a chart of standard sym-
bols showing various outlets, fixtures and other
wiring devices. The General Electric Company.
Schenectady. N. Y., has just issued a little booklet
giving sample plaiis of an office or accounting
room and of a kitchen and dining room in which
the symbols are illustrated. The other pages of
the brochure are used to illustrate and describe
many of the company's specialties, indicated by the
symbols in the plans. The booklet is being given
a wide circulation, and it is hoped that it will aid
in the general adoption of the standard symbols.
Copies of the charts giving all of the approved
symbols may be had by application to the secretary
of either the Contractors' Association (WiUiam H.
Morton, Utica, N. Y.) or American Institute of
-Architects.

Sarnia Tunnel Equipment.
The electric installation of the Port Huron-Sar-

nia tunnel of the Grand Trunk Railroad is nearly

completed. The change in the atmospheric con-

ditions is marked and the company will derive a

great advantage from the speedier and easier method
of handling the enormous traffic that passes through

the tunnel under the St. Clair River. The installa-

tion was carried out by the Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Company. The formal starting

of the electrical service in the tunnel will take

place, it is said, on Christmas night, when there

will be a brilliant illumination in celebration of the

event at both the Sarnia and Port Huron ends.

Rules for Signaling Systems.
The "Rules and Re<iuirenunts" of the National

Board of I-'ire L'nderwrilers for the construction.
installation and us-." of signaling systems have been
issued In separate booklet form and may he had

Production of Zinc in I 906.

The production of spelter (crude metallic zinc I

in the United States in igc6 was 224.770 short tons.

This production, which includes 25,076 tons of

spelter obtained from the smelting of foreign ores,

shows an increase of 20.921 tons, or 10.3 per cent.,

over that of the preceding year, and is the largest

in the history of the industry. Missouri produces

considerably more than half of Ihe zinc output of

the Unileii Slates. The Uiiiled Slates produces

jg per cent, of the world's zinc and ranks second

among zinc-priidncing countrief and first among
zinc-consuming countries.
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XLVII. Storage Batteries.

.\nKi:[.-li((iN Cki.i.s.

Aside from llu* Iciid-ljpc storMgo batteries prr-

vioiisly <lfscril)f(l. llu* iiicki-1-iroii eclt is llic only

niK' wliicli has att.'iiiu-fl intu'li i-oniniercial impor-

tance, and tlu- application ot this type is chietly

to antoniohilo work. The grids for both positive

and negative plates in this battery arc alike, and

they arc composed of nickel-plated steel. The open-

ings in these grids are filled with active material

made np in the form of small bri(|neltcs whicli

extend out beyond the Vurface of the grid. Kach

pocket containing a bri(|uette is covered with a

piece of perforated nickel steel, and after the grids

are thus assembled they are subjected to enormous

pressure, which forces the whole plate into a solid

mass.

The principal advantage asserted for this type

of cell is its extreme durability in comparison! with

the lead cell. It is not noticeably affected by

changes in temperature, and it may be fully dis-

charged and even recharged in the reverse direction

without affecting its capacity. The average voltage

per cell when discharging is about i.i volts,, which

is about one-half the figure for the lead cell. It

is therefore necessary to use nearly twice as many
of these cells as of the lead ones to attain any

given voltage.

Storage Batteries in Service.

In electric-railway and electric-lighling work the

lead type of cell is used almost exclusively, and

the capacity of a cell is regulated entirely by its

size, or, in other words, by the area of the active

material in the plates. For plates of the same
construction, one having twice the area of the other

will have twice the ampere capacity, and each cell

has a mean potential of about two volts on dis-

charge.

By connecting the cells in series the voltage of

the series will be about twice the number of cells,

and therefore in order to light a iio-volt incan-

descent lamp, it will be necessary to connect 55

cells in series. This will give a iio-volt current

of the ampere capacity of one cell. By connecting

the same number of cells in multiple there would
be 55 times the ampere capacity of the series con-

nection, but this current would be at a pressure

of about two volts. In central-station work, there-

fore, the number of cells required to give the

operating voltage are connected in series, and the

capacity of the battery is obtained by making the

plates of sufficient size to give the required output

in amperes.

.As a lead battery discharges, its voltage gradually

drops, and the discharge should be stopped when
the voltage has dropped to the minimum value

recommended by the makers of the battery, which

will be somewhere in the vicinity of 1^4 volts per

cell. The capacity of a battery is given in ampere-

hours, and theoretically a lOO-ampere-hour cell

should be capable of giving one ampere for 100

hours, or 100 amperes for one hour, or any inter-

mediate rate of discharge. In practice, however,

it has been found that a very rapid rate of dis-

charge is very deleterious, as it causes the plates

to warp and buckle, so that they are apt to become
short-circuited, and the active material is also rap-

idly disintegrated.

For each type of cell there is recommended by

the makers a normal rate of discharge, which is

usually in the neighborhood of seven or eight hours,

and a maximum rate of discharge, which is per-

haps three or four hours less, and which should

not be exceeded. For instance, the maximum rate

of discharge of a lOo-ampere cell might be given

as four hourSj which would give a discharging

current of 25 amperes. The normal rate of dis-

charge would probably be in the neighborhood of

eight hours with a discharging current of I2^
amperes. The batteries may generally be charged
at a somewhat higher rate than they are discharged,

but the life of the battery is greatly prolonged by
charging it and discharging it at a moderate rate.

As the battery is charged, its voltage gradually

rises, which tends to cut down the charging cur-

rent, and the charge must be continued until the

voltage reaches 2j^ volts per cell. When the bat-

tery begins to discharge this initial voltage

drops almost immediately to two volts, where it

Note.—This series of articles, intended to survey, briefly,
the whole field of applied electricity for light, power and
heat, was begun in the Western Electrician of February 2,

1907.

Metcalfe.

remains during a considerable portion of the dis-

charge. When it is nearly diseliarged the voItaKc

again drops quite rapidly, and care should be taken

that it docs not discharge below the miiiiiniini

voltage recommended by the makers.

The efliciency of a storage battery is in the

neighborlKKMl of 75 per cent., and its rate of

depreciation depends entirely upon the service lo

whicii it is put. For traction purposes and for

automobile work, the depreciation is very rapi<l,

the life of a battery in this service being some-

times less than a year. On the other hand, in

central stations, where the batteries operate under

advantageous conditions and arc discharged and

charged at about their normal rate, the deprecia-

tion may be very light. In some cases batteries

have been operated for several years with prac-

tically no expense whatever for renewals and re-

pairs, and it is the practice of many manufacturers

to insure the batteries being kej>t in repair for a

price ranging from four to six per cent, of their

first cost.

Lead batteries arc delicate and require care in

their management. If they arc operated under fa-

vorable conditions arwl strictly in accordance with

the maker's directions, they will give good service

for very long periods with but slight depreciation.

If, however, they arc overcharged, or over-dis-

charged, or abused in other ways, they will go to

pieces rapidly, and will also be subject to numerous
troubles, some of which are explained below.

Installation.

In many cases of failure of storage batteries, the

fault can be traced to the user rather than to the

battery. Owing to the cost of the bttaery, there

is frequently a tendency to economize by using

batteries of smaller capacity than the service really

requires. This leads to the battery being over-

worked or charged and discharged at too rapid a

rate, with resulting rapid deterioration, whereas, if

the capacity of the battery had been more liberally

chosen, the depreciation might have been almost

negligible for several years.

Storage batteries should always be installed in

a room by themselves, which should be well ven-

tilated, dry and of a fairly uniform temperature.

As the battery gives off considerable gas in charg-

ing, which is also accompanied by an acid spray,

the entire interior of the room should be made of

some acid-proof material. The floor and \valls

should preferably be of brick or tile, and the f.oor

should be provided with ample drainage. In case

there is any wood or iron exposed in any part of

the room, it should be thoroughly coated with

some acid-proof paint, such as asphaltum paint.

The battery trays are made either of glass, hard

rubber or are lead-lined, and are usually supported

on framework of wood or iron raised a short dis-

tance from the floor, the cells resting upon porce-

lain insulators carried by the framework. It is

important that the cells be thus insulated from each

other, so that the leakage of current is avoided.

ITo be continued.^

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Commutatlng-pole Motors.

D. C. M.. Victor, Colo. : Explain the action of

the auxiliary poles in a commutating-pole motor.

Answer.

The principles of the commutating-type motor

were well explained in a paper by E. H. Anderson,

read before the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers and printed in the Western Electrician

of August 31st last, page 169. Although the paper

referred to railway motors principally, the action

of the commutating poles is identical on motors

of this type whether used for railway or general

power purposes.

High-voltage Transmission.

G. A. E., Chicago: In speaking with a mining
engineer recently I was told that there is an elec-

tric-power transmission plant in Montana operating

at 400,000 volts. I have also heard of a plant in

Switzerland using 350.000 volts. Are these figures

reliable? Can you tell me where some of the

highest voltage plants in the world are located?

Answer.

The inquirer's informants probably added an ex-

tra cipher to their figures for good measure. What

!% doitbtles-. till- iiighcit trantfni^!iion voltage used
anywhere in the world in 75,000 volts on the lines

from the Kern Kivtr plant No. i to Los Angeles,
Cal., put in i>|»eralion a few months ago. The
Grand Rapidts-Mu^kegon Power Company has oper-
ated lines for over a year from Ilig Rapids to

Grand Rapids and Muskegon, Mich., at 72,000 volu.
'I'his company in also now completing lines from
Croion Dam on which it h intended to operate at

100,000 volt^. In no other country, it is believed,

arc these voltages exceeded or even approached.

Development of Turbo-generators.
Before a meeting of the Hritish Institution of

Electrical Engineers held in London on November
28th Dr. RolKTt Pohl read a paper on "The De-
velopment of TurIx>-generators," The author said,

according to the summary in the London Times
Engineering Supplement, that, owing to the great

improvements made in the construction of steam

turbines, the electrical industry was confronted with

the problem of designing dynamos suitable to be

directly coupled to these high-speed prime movers.
The difficulties might he said to have been sat-

isfactorily overcome in the case of alternators, but

there was admittedly much room for improvement
in the construction of direct-current machinery.

The speaker confined himself to a consideration

of direct-current generators from the point of

view of their electromagnetic design, in which the

greatest obstacles to further improvement were en-

countered. His object was to show why certain

outputs and speeds could not, at the present time,

be safely exceeded, to define these output limits,

and to indicate directions in which improvements
might be expected.

With ordinary low-speed direct-current machin-

ery the only electrical limit was that of sparking,

but in high-speed machines a new factor had to

be considered—namely, the flash-over limit. In

this connection the maximum voltage per segment

was the most important factor, and he suggested

as a safe limit a voltage of 40. With regard to

the commutation limit, the limiting factor here

was the sparking, and, having determined upon

that, it was possible to arrive at the highest pos-

sible output. For outputs above 500 kilowatts, it

w-as not possible to construct direct-current gen-
erators running at so high a speed as the equiva-

lent turbine demanded.
The importance of the subject was undoubted,

as the successful production of direct-current turbo-

generators suitable for much higher speeds would
further reduce the steam consumption, and would
exercise great influence on the choice of a system
for central stations and power-transmission schemes.
Regarding problems connected with the flash-over

limit, improvements in commutator construction

might prevent flashing-over, but there -was no likeli-

hood of decided improvements in the direction of

increased flux unless means were found which
would enable the armature to be lengthened with-

out exceeding the flashover limit, snd simultane-

ously without increasing the reactance voltage.

This could only be accomplished, he believed, by
a suitable armature winding, and he described a

new winding designed with this object.

Mr. Gerald Stoney, in opening the discussion,

said that a higher limit than the 40 volts mentioned
by Dr. Pohl could be employed as a maximum
voltage per segment with modern turbo-generators.

Messrs. Parsons had made several two-pole ma-
chines for 550 volts with a maximum of about 49
volts per segment, which had been perfectly satis-

factory. They had obtained much better results

with two-pole machines than with four-pole. Two-
pole machines were now^ being built with outputs

of i.coo kilowatts. He disagreed with Dr. Pohl
that it %vas not possibile to construct direct-current

generators for turbine demands for outputs above
5C0 kilowatts. His firm had made several, run-

ning at high speeds, including a 750-kilowatt ma-
chine running at 1,800 revolutions per minute, and
a 1,000-kilowatt machine running at 1,500 revolu-

tions per minute, and he had no doubt that limit

would be raised. j\Ir. A. Ellis contended that if

maximum economy were the deciding factor, the

Curtis turbine was more suitable for continuous-
current rhachines than the Parsons.
Mr. ililes Walker, regarding the problems from

the user's point of view, said that the direct-cur-

rent generator should possess certain characteristics.

These included carbon brushes, the maintenance of

balance, the abolition of shrunk-on rings, and the

limitation of the voltage between commutator seg-
ments to 20. Prof. Gisbert Kapp said that a ma-
chine with commutating poles would not be sat-

isfactory for commutating at overload. Mr. Stoney's
method of a compensating winding worked satis-

factorily, and with it a m.achine could be overloaded
to twice its normal full load. Dr. Pohl had, how-
ever, made a successful attempt to give a broad
view of the limits of output for turbo-generators.
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Natural Gas vs. Electricity.'

By John T. Huntington.

The question of natural gas versus electricity

is of as much importance to the company con-

trolling both commodities as it is to the company
controlling only one. The essentially gas man,

who, in the old days, manufactured his product

and sold it in the towns throughout the country,

especially in Kansas, had a peculiar proposition on

l-.is hands, and where he was in competition with

an electric-light plant, under the conditions exist-

ing until within a few years, it was about an even

break between them. They both were charghig

high rates, and in many cases were both giving

indifferent service. The quality and quantity of the

electric light was not what it should have been.

The quality and quantity of the gas was not what

it should have been. The use of gas was con-

fined almost wholly to lighting. There were some
developments, of course, benertting both alike; but

the gas company was benefited by the introduction

of the thorium mantle, and it also developed busi-

r.ess by introducing gas for cooking. In this com-

munity there was not much use for artificial gas

for heating, except in a small Avay.

Not long ago, when attention was attracted to

the vast amount of natural gas available in south-

eastern Kansas and generally over the Indian Ter-

ritory and parts of Oklahoma, new capital was at-

tracted and came into the field and built dis-

tributing stations and systems, bringing the nat-

ural gas from where it is found to distant cities

where it had not theretofore been available.

The gas man in those towns was then up to the

proposition of either changing his conditions and

getting into line with the people who were bring-

ing the gas to him, or going out of business.

The electric men faced a serious competition. In

some cases, of course, the interests were the^ same,

but the fact remained that the electrical side of

the plant faced that competition.

However, the use of natural gas changed the in-

dustry to such an extent that the lighting end is

of little or no importance, and where it is fol-

lowed and still used, it is of the most unfair com-

petition. It is unfair because the price at which

it is sold does not allow for just costs of pro-

duction and distribution, even if it only took its

proportion of the investment. It still, at the low

price at which it is sold, would not return _the

interest and operating expenses. That I believe

to be true, although I cannot say that I am fully

posted as to the cost. However, the amount of

gas .used for illuminating is so small, and the other

newer uses so great, that the importance qf the

lighting side of the gas business is relatively very

insignificant.

I do not believe, even where the interests are

separate, that the gas man cares a whole lot about

the lighting end of the business. Of course, it

helps to some e.xtent, small though it may be, but

it is very apparent that he could not support his

business on it, because we know that in the sum-
mer months he probably does not sell enough gas

for that purpose to pay the ordinary .operating

expenses.

The present situation with natural gas is this

:

The man who was going to pipe it into these vari-

ous communities knew that the great use would
be as fuel. He knew he could sell tremendous
quantities of gas and that it would warrant a low
price. He was not considering the price for light-

ing, he was not considering the use of it for light-

ing : but in many of the cities where old fran-

chises had about expired and new ones were ap-

plied for, the people demanded that the price

should be very low. The promoter of the company
controlling the local situation was obliged to ac-

cede to that demand and work enough injustice in

the lighting situation because of the greater

amount of business he would get from the sale

of gas as fuel. That is what has set the price in

most of our cities at 25 cents or thereabouts.

I anticipate that the price of gas in cities where
it is piped for great distances will never be less;

probably will be more.
.
Logically, it should be

more. As greater quantities of gas are consumed,
and it is developing at a rapid rate, the shorter
will be the life of the supply. The history of
all gas fields has shown that their life is com-
paratively short. The history of individual wells

shows that they fail within a very short time.

Down in the gas fields, where they are daily

seeking enough gas to keep their lines supplied,

they constantly open new wells and constantly look

for new territory, and they are taken farther and
farther afield, and their expense constantly and
gradually increases. New pipe lines must be laid.

Pipe lines that have been laid for some time will

deteriorate and suffer heavy depreciation, and
everything tends to increase expense in operating,

as well as investment, which will lend to raise

the price of natural gas where it is possible to

do £0.

Considering natural gas as an illuminani, wc
know that a very large amount of brilliant light

is generated with a very small consumption of

I. A paper read bcrore Itie Kansas Gas, Water and Electric
Association at Topeka on October lo. 1007. The author is man-
ager of the Topeka Edison Company.

gas ; therefore, a very small amount of money is

necessary to be expended by the consumer. How-
ever, that in itself is not sufficient. While you
can light a room brilliantly with gas at a very

low price, yet it has its disadvantages and dis-

abilities which are of assistance to its electrical

competitor. It is not my purpose to touch upon
the particular disadvantages of gas except to show
where the consumer will eventually realize them,

and they will help to affect his judgment in the

selection of an illuminant.

The first and most apparent disadvantage is the

heat caused by large gas-light units, or even the

smaller ones used in homes. In the summer time

it is very objectionable. In a closed room in the

summer time or in a space that cannot be venti-

lated, it is almost unbearable. That is universally

recognized to such an extent that the electric-light

companies have a certain class of customers who
seek the electric service in the summer and change

back to gas in the fall.

Next, there are a number of points where the

use of gas produces harmful effect. I do not know
the exact chemical analysis of the gas for by-

products, but I know some of them and I know
most of the effects. One element cast off is sul-

phur. That tarnishes all bright metal, especially

silver. You .can readily see the disadvantage in

the house of having silverware blackening, and it

does do so. In a jewelry store it is still worse.

I do not say that no jeweler uses gas, but he very

quickly realizes what he is up against when he

uses gas.

Natural gas in combustion also casts off a great

deal of water. That has a very marked effect on
woodwork. I have seen furniture in stores where
they use gas liberally, nice oak chairs that had
glued joints, and other nice furniture, that had
been exposed to it for a brief time, with the joints

all open and the value of the furniture destroyed.

That man could begin to see that natural gas is

not what he should have as an illuminant.

In the case of a harness store, when talked to

cii the subject of using gas or electric light, the

man said, "While my electric-light bill is consid-
erably more, yet it is up to a choice of whether I

will pay more for my electric light or go on oiling

the harness." The effect of the fumes or by-
products on leather is to deprive it of the oil re-

maining in it and make it brittle and harsh, so it

will crack.

It also has some disadvantage in that in the
winter time, when rooms are more closed than in

the summer time, house plants almost generally
will not thrive, and usually Avill die. It has been
known to affect the life of a caged bird, prob-
ably because it was stationed at a fair height, where
it got a greater effect from it.

Of course, we all know, there is a very consid-
erable danger element in the use of gas, and yet
that should be well guarded against, because we
want to use it for cooking, etc., and the installa-

tion should be such that there will be little or no
danger from it. There are other dangers, how-
ever, in that there is very little odor from the gas
as it escapes and is not burned. There is another
danger from the burned products that escape when
gas is being used in quantities, as in a small
stove. If^ it hasn't a good pipe connection to a
flue or chimney to give it ventilation, and the room
is closed up, it is absolutely certain to either make
one very sick or cause insensibility.

I am only commenting on these matters. There
are gas men here as well as electric-light men.
I do not think any electric-light man makes it a
point to shout about the dangers of natural gas.

I have simply touched upon these disabilities of
natural gas, to turn to the other side and point to

the advantages of electric light. I almost might
say_ that the one great advantage of natural gas
is its small cost, and there is nothing else. On
the other hand, I might turn to electric light and
say its one great disadvantage is its cost, and
nothing else. You can recite just as long a list

of advantages of electricity in illumination as you
can disadvantages of gas for illumination.

Generally speaking, our prosperous American
people want the best they can get of anything.

We know they always want a good water supply.

We know they will patronize the best musicians.
It is notable that the American people are always
well dressed; they buy as good clothes as they
can afford; and so it is with illumination. If

ihcy can possibly afford the amount, they will buy
electric light. Rates in the past have been high,

and the field enlarges as they are being lowered

—

and they have been lowered and are being low-
ered constantly in cities all over the country.
The people want good light, and it is almost

universally conceded that the electric light is the

best light. Its conveniences are almost too great

and too well known to be worth while setting

forth. It is clean. It generates very little heat.

It casts off no by-products of any kind, and it

sejdom ever can escape in such a way as to be

dangerous. All electric systems are so arranged,

and the very character of electricity is such as to

lend itself readily lo safely devices. Probably a

short-circuit may cause a small amount of damage
just at Ihc instant and before the rush of current

can blow the fuse, but that is rare. Under good

inspection of electric wiring, which is closely

looked after by insurance people, the element of

danger is very low indeed.

I would suggest to the gentlemen who are

handling both gas and electricity that I think if

they will make the rates for their electricity, par-
ticularly for the lighting, as reasonable as possible,

rates that are fair alike to the company and to

the consumer, and then give first-class service, the

effect of the cheaper gas which they handle will

very soon die away. The improvements in elec-

tric lamps that we have heard about arc such that

when we get the full benefit from them, we will

no longer fear the competition of the cheap gas.

In Topeka, where the interests are separate,

those who control the electric-light company made
very large reductions in rates, and while the sit-

uation has many points which might be bettered,

it is going to work itself out. In the residence

field we have not lost any business whatever
through the competition of natural gas ; in fact,

our business has increased. It is greater today
than it ever was. In the commercial field there

is a greater chance for loss, but in that, too, I

think in a very short time we will gain in a way
that will effect any loss there may have been.

.

The man who controls both products owes it to

himself not to carry on an unfair competition, but
he is almost prevented from changing the pres-

ent conditions. The unfair side of the competition

of natural gas, as I said before, is that it is sold

at less than its cost of delivery, and in addition
to that the distributor is giving away light of a

very great value which cannot be produced by
any other method at the cost at which he is offer-

ing it, which of course produces a very bad effect

on the other classes of illuminants. You can cite

many parallel cases, such as if there were a num-
ber of kinds of sweetened food, and the grocer,

because of the volume of business in staple grocer-
ies, should elect to sell sugar at a quarter of a

cent a pound. Nobody else dealing in sweetened
products would feel that he was fair. He would
be giving away a very valuable thing for less than

its cost.

I have said a great deal more than I intended.

I am not sure that you appreciate, my point of

A-iew. We are not worrying at all in Topeka
about natural-gas competition. In the first place,

we have to put up with it anyhow, and in the
second place, it really seems to me that, having
had the electric light first at high prices and with
a certain class of service—I will not say it was
good or bad, because I do not know ; I think it

was good ; my predecessors were reasonably suc-

cessful in administering the business, and I presume
they gave good results—the people will be satisfied

and pleased with conditions as they exist now.
When the gas came these other conditions were
all fixed, and the gas itself was a new thing. Peo-
ple took hold of it eagerly and saw nothing but

the advantage of the price. Now, after two years

of experience, we find that they are getting better

and better educated and begin to realize that it is

not alone price which is to be considered. There-
fore, I think the electric-lighting field is fully as

promising as it has been, and that the changes that

are going on, in business methods as well as in

the technical side of the business, arc such that

electricity will more and more monopolize the

field of illumination.

Prices of Electricity and Gas in Rio
de Janeiro.

Deputy Consul-general Joseph J. Slechta writes

that the completion of the large power plant which

is being constructed some 40 miles from the city

of Rio de Janeiro will greatly facilitate the devel-

opment and extension of the electric-railway system

of the Brazilian, capital, and it is expected that it

will also bring about an immediate reduction in

the price of electric lighting, both public and pri-

vate. The present cost would be regarded as high

in the United States. The charge for gas is about

8.45 cents per cubic meter. Electricity for ordinary

private consumption costs for lighting purposes a

little more than 21 cents per kilowatt-hour, and
for power purposes the small consumer pays as

high as iiH cents per kilowatt-hour, the charge
diminishing to a minimum of perhaps five cents.

The city pays about two-thirds of a cent per lamp
per hour for its gas illumination and nppro.ximately

15 cents per hour for its electric arc lamps. Inas-

much as the gas supply of the city is controlled bv

the same corporation which furnishes electricity, and
is soon lo have the advantage of an economically

operated power plant, there is considerable interest

as to how favorable the new price schedules will be.

The Great Northern Railroad has placed orders

for four loo-lon electric locomotives lo be used

in handling its trains through the Cascade tunnel.

This tunnel is bored through the Cascade Moun-
tains east of Seattle, Wash. The tunnel is three

miles in length and on a two per cent, grade. It is

partly to obviate the nuisance and danger from high

temperatures and locomotive gases that the electric

service is being installed.
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SELLING ELECTRICITY.
Under this heading will .ipiirar. (ri>ni time ti> time, .irlicles,

eonalant eflnrt to increase the exintinii demanil

Illinois Has a "House Without a Chim-
ney."

Mr, I'", M, Siiis.ibiiUKli. tiKtn.'iKci' iif the CanolKoii

(III,) Heal, LIglil and I'mvcr Company, lias built

lor Itinisclf a lioitsc willtout a cliitniicy, stiid to

lie the lir.st in (lie slate, Tlic house, which is not

(|iiitc coinplctecl, is to be heated by steam from

Ihc near-by central-station plant, while the cookinn

will be done by electricity.

The new residence, as lite Western lileetriciaii

learns from the Carrollton Tatriot, is 34 by 30

feet, two stories, with attic and basement, and has

eight rooms on the two main lloors. It is built

of cement blocks, and its architecture is of the

plain, substantial Mission style. It has a front

porch 32 feet wide and eight feet deep.

In the kitchen the principal article of furniture

will be one of the General Electric Company's

cooking cabinets, finished in antique oak. It is

fitted with two electric lights, seven switches and

the following cooking utensils: Two-quart cereal

cooker, four-quart teakettle, coffee percolator, 10-

inch frying pan, broiler, griddle and four-quart

vegetable cooker, all of aluminum ware. There is

also a metal oven for baking. The cost, at Car-

rollton meter rates, of current for cooking for a

family of five persons is estimated at $3.50 a month.

There arc pressed steel steam radiators in every

room. In the bathroom is a tank heated by steam

pipes, and in each of the sleeping rooms upstairs

is a bowl to which is conveyed both hot and cold

water.

The electric -light fixtures, instead of being

wrought in metal, will be fashioned in wood, in

designs harmonizing with the Mission architecture

of the house.

The house combines more features of the Twen-

tieth Century hoine than perhaps any other in

Greene County. Mr. Sinsabaugh has expressed, in

a practical way, his own faith in the ability of the

plant to keep his household comfortable and cook

his meals. To build a chimney-less house is the

strongest possible expression of confidence.

The Rate Question in Minneapolis.

Controversy has arisen over the rates to be

charged in Minneapolis for electric current produced

from recently developed waterpower plants. Mr.

Edward P. Burch, the consulting electrical engineer

of that city, proposes a compromise between the

low flat rates proposed hy the city and the higher

rates on the maximum-demand system of charging

which are offered by the Minneapolis General Elec-

tric Companj'. His yiew^s, which will be read with

interest even by those who may disagree with

theiTi, are given below.

Any electric supply company must first make a

heavy investment. Directly or indirectly, the cus-

tomer must pay interest, depreciation and taxes

on that investment. The electric company, secondly,

must produce and deliver electricity, and receive

the operating cost, plus some profit, to make the
business attractive.

The investment is ordinarily from $60 to $160
per maximum kilow-att sold. For example, if the
electric company's total investment in Minneapolis
is $S,(Xio,ooo and for Taylor's Falls will be $3,000,-

000, or a total of $8,000,000, with this investment
they should deliver to customers 7,500 kilowatts
from the Minneapolis plants and I4,.six) from the
Taylors Falls plant, or 22,000 kilowatts to the
customer, as a maximum, and have ample equip-
ment in the system for reserve. This is practically
the situation locally.

The replacement value may be $160 per maximum
kilowatt to be delivered to customers.
The cost of producing- electricity in the ordinary

case, is less than one cent per kilowatt-hour sold
to the customer. Another cent is required to de-
liver the power and conduct the business, making;
the total cost two cents per kilowatt-hour, delivered
through the customers' meters.
Allowing eight per cent, for interest, five per

cent, to reserve for the depreciation of the dis-
tributing and power plant, and two per cent, for
taxes, insurance and other fixed charges, we have
a total of 15 per cent. This is a fair return to the
company for getting ready to handle business.
This is IS per cent, per year on the. $160 invested,
or $2 per month per kilowatt capacity sold.

In addition to the above $2 per month for fixed
charges, we have the operating expenses—two cents
per kilowatt-hour for electricity metered for light
and power service.

This is. the correct basis for rates. It is a simple
plan. The figures used are approximate. "The

MiKsentlonH and examples which will be o( assitlance in the
far electric current nnd 10 create new demanda.

.ictual replacement value per kilowatt capacity can
best be determined by a simple appraisal. Our city
ctiRincer citn review the company's records.
Twenty common lamps when burnins require one

kilowatt c.tpacity. A one-horsepower motor re-

quires one kilowatt capacity. If this capacity is

used for one hour, we have the unit of electric
power—the kilowatt-hour,

.'\n example of the application of these rales is

simple: An ordinary home has 20 lamps. The
tixed charge is $24 per year jjcr kilowatt, making
a total of $2 per month. One lamp uses 50 watts,
or .05 kilowatt of energy. Ten lamps burning six
hours per day require three kilowatt-hours, or 90
kilowatt-hours i)er niotub, wdiich, at the rate of
two cents per kilowalt-hour, would be $1.80 per
month for electricity. The total bill would be $3.80
per month.
Many residences having 20 lamps use but 10 as

a maximum, even during the winter season. .'\

reduction in Ihe rates could be made because of
this decreased maximum capacity required from
the electric station.

There is a simple meter, known as the Wright
meter, to register the maximum kilowatts. There
is an accurate meter, known as the Thomson meter,
to measure the kilowatt-hours.

There are only a few cases where the rate can
be changed from the above basis without discrim-
inating in favor or against customers. If light or
power was used in large blocks or under favorable
conditions of distribution, there should be discounts
to compensate for the decreased cost of distribution
and production, and the decreased investment per
unit sold.

The company must abandon its idea to limit the
general use of electricity by insisting on high prices

and payments on a complicated maximum-demand
rate system. The representative of the City Coun-
cil must get away from the flat-rate system, which
is equally wrong and discriminaing.

Day Service In Small Towns.
Bi' F. H. Plaice.

It W'Ould seem unnecessary in the present pro-
gressive age to be called upon to defend the opera-
tion of a 24-hour service in small towns, but there

are still many central-station men who cannot see

that they are not only neglecting good business

opportunities but are also sowing the seeds of com-
petition and municipal ownership, and that soon
after the sowing comes the reaping—a very unpleas-

ant time indeed.

An electric company operating in a small town
has an opportunity for doing good to its com-
luunity and to itself that cannot be equaled by the

large city company, yet the opportunity is nearly

always overlooked.

The writer has had his attention called to a little

city of some 5,000 inhabitants where the non-pro-
gressive coiTipany was practically forced to furnish

a customer with motor power and arranged to pur-

chase his current from a local trolley line, making
no further efforts to secure additional load so as to

justify its furnishing light to its customers in the

daytime. Gasoline lighting has been making heavy
inroads into its lighting business, yet the company
cannot see that it is missing a golden opportunity

to prepare for the time, a couple of years hence,

when it will be compelled to ask for a new street-

lighting contract. The merchants are talking about
a new lighting company and the taxpayers in gen-
eral are discussing a municipal plant, all because
they cannot get service from the present company
at necessary hours.

The manager of an operating syndicate, operating
a string of northern Ohio plants, told the writer
that after he had placed a copy of the new-busi-
ness day papers of our Washington convention in

the hands of one of its small plant managers, that
manager had awakened to the possibilities of his

town and had secured enough motor load (nearly
100 horsepower) to justify a day service the com-
ing spring. This man told his employers that he
had never realized the amount of power that
could be developed by simply picking up the small
power customers that are extant in every town and
village.

Another case was in a small western city, where
a company, after seeing its earnings go backward
for three years, called in a new-business agent for
consultation. The management assured the agent
that the town was entirely without opportunities
for developing power load, outside of two printing-
offices, and that a day service would not be main-
tained by the lighting customers. Tlie company
•operated its plant from dark to midnight, had very
profitable street-lighting and water-pumping con-
tracts, both of which had but a short time to run,
and \vas being literally driven from the interior-
lighting work by two live gasoline-machine agents.
Ten days' work in the town secured for the com-
pany 25 motor customers, totaling over 100 horse-
power, one of them being a $i(X) per m«nth giopo-
sition.
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Ihe HiiiM I?, Ilniily of the oiiiiiiou that any town
Ihat can justify an electric plant will supply at least
too horsepower of motora for the electric company,
iiiilcBS llicre is some Rood rciiioii (.is, for instance,
private w.ilcrpowcr) why sucli load cannot be se-
cured profitably.

The fan service of a community should pay an
operalinK company at least $200 per year per 1,000
inhabitants, and ilaliroiis twice or three limes as
much.
The averaRc li((lilinK ctisloincr will gradually

make more anri more nse of eleclriciiv in dark cor-
ners, with the result that his motilhly bill will
show an advance of often 50 per cent, over the
same nionili r>n a itiRhl service.
There is also the cnslonier with wlioni no iiiglit-

niieralinR company can do business, for Ihe reason
that he must have day service, and not infrequently
in this class conic large stores that have been com-
pelled to install their own liRhtiiiR plants at much
higher cost for lighting than the purchased service
would amount to, who would gladly abandon their
own plant did they but have the opportunity.

All in all, the question of a day service as against
a night service only is one deserving of the most
careful consideration, and any company that' can
secure contracts to cover one-half the additional
cost of such operation is very conservative indeed
if it does not take the risk and try the experiment—N. E. L. A. Bulletin for December.

Electric Heating in a Grand Rapids
Hotel.

Not many hotels make provision for electric heat-
ing, so that perhaps the Eagle Hotel in Grand
Rapids, Mich., the proprietor of which has ar-

MANTEL WITH LU.MINOUS ELECTRIC HEATER.

ranged to heat all the rooms on the second floor

b}^ luiuinous electric radiators, has achieved a unique

distinction. Current is furnished by the Grand Rai>-

ids-Muskegon Pow-er Company', and the wiring was
done by the M. B. Wheeler Electric Company.
In each of the 27 rooms of the second floor a

General Electric luminous radiator has been in-

stalled. In addition to this, the house is equipped

w-ith a steam-heating system, but the electric radi-

ators will be an au.xiliary comfort for guests dur-

ing the coldest months of w-inter and on cool daj^s

in the fall and spring, when the large heating plant

may not be in operation.

Luminous electric heaters, with their simulation

of the comforting glow of an open grate, are at-

tractive as well as useful. They consist of an

ornamental iron frame finished in nickel or oxidized

copper, and fitted with a polished reflector, in front

of which are three large cylindrical incandescent

heaters or glowers. These heaters are 10 inches

long and three inches in diameter, designed pri-

marily to give heat, but also showing a pleasing

amount of light. The radiators are portable, and

may be moved from room to room, or they may
be permanently installed in a fireplace. They may
be operated from an ordinary lighting-circuit outlet,

although a special heating circuit is probably pref-

erable. One advantage is that the heat radiation

is almost instantaneous with the turning of the

switch; there is no waiting for the fire to burn

or for the steam to come up. Another feature is

that there is no waste heat; the current is turned

on only when wanted.

Mr. J. K. Johnston, the proprietor of the hotel,
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says that he knows of no device belter calculated

to make guests comfortable and happy. This gen-

tleman is over eighty years of age, but he is pro-

gressive and enterprising. He was one of the first

hotel-keepers in. Grand Rapids to install electric

lights in his house, and now he lights his dining

room with tantalum lamps. The refrigerator room

in the hotel is arranged so that the lights within

are turned on by the opening of a door and ex-

tinguished by closing it.

An interesting application of the luminous radi-

ator is in the electric grate and mantel, illustrated

herewith. This is manufactured by the Rathbone-

panigot Company of Grand Rapids and is a hand-

some piece of furniture. The grate consists of the

ordinary facing with polished copper reflector, in

front of which are placed three of the radiator

lamps. These lamps fit into sockets placed in con-

dulets, so that the wiring is complete and safe.

Each radiator takes from 75b to i.ooo watts.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Indiana District Telephone Meeting.

Tlie members of the Indiana Independent Tele-

phone Association for the Sixth District, which
comprises the southwest portion of the state, held

their quarterly meeting at Terre Haute December
I2th. J. H. G. KHnger, vice-president of the asso-

ciation and president of the Citizens' Telephone
Company of Brazil, presided, and Jesse W. Weik
of the Greencastle Telephone Company acted as

secretary. Every company of the district and lo,-

785 telephones were represented.

Secretary Weik reported that one year ago the

Independent and Bell companies had about an equal

number of telephones in use in Terre Haute and
Vigo County; today, he said, the Independents

have 3,654 and the Bell nearly 1.900 telephones in

use, a net gain of 100 per cent, for the Independ-

ents, while the Bell has 400 fewer telephones than

a year ago.

Discussion of "Equitable Rates" was opened by

J. H. G. Klinger, who said that the needs of the

several communities where telephone service is

given are not alike, and for this reason telephone

managers should endeavor to provide a service that

meets the requirements and comes within the ability

of the people of that community to pay for. In

sparsely settled districts or suburban towns, he

advised the one, two and-fbur-party-line service at

a reduced rate.

W. H. Harbaugh. manager of the Sullivan Tele-

phone Company, discussed the subject of "'Limita-

tion of Free Service." He said that the high cost

of materials and labor connected with the con-

struction and maintenance of rural lines precluded

the giving of free service to patrons on such lines.

All should be under a toll-line rate, and such hues

should center at the county seat. The flat-rate serv-

ice should be limited to the immediate territory.

It was decided to take steps toward the estab-

lishment of. a toll-line clearing-house association for

Indiana. The district association passed a resolu-

tion requesting the officers of the state association

to open headquarters in Chicago during the meeting
of the International association. J. G. H. Klinger
of Brazil and W. W. Harbaugh of Sullivan w^ere

elected delegates to attend the Chicago convention.

The meeting closed with a dinner at the Terre
Haute House, under the hospitality of the Terre
Haute Telephone Company.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS
The Iowa Telephone Company will soon install

a new switchboard at Oskaloosa. Iowa.

The Kensington Telephone Company of Ken-
sington, Minn._. has been incorporated with $10,000

capital stock.

The Montffelicr Telephone Company of M'ont-
pelier, N. D., has been incorporated with $5,000
capital stock.

The Western Telephone Company of Sawyer,
N. D., recently filed articles of incorporation with
a capitalization of $50,000.

A stock company is being organized at Treze-
vant, Tcnn., to establish a local telephone system.
B. H, Hillsman is interested.

The DeKalb County ( 111.) Board of Supervisors has
granted the Exchange Telephone Company a fran-
chise to do business in the county. Work will be
begun at onc£ to establish the lines throughout the
county.

The Breckenbridgc (Minn.) Telephone Company
has filed articles of incorporation and will install

a local exchange. This is the outcome of the an-
nouncement of the Northwestern Telephone Ex-
change Company to raise its rates.

A telephone system has been recently installed in

Hangchow, China. Tall poles, towering above all

the houses, have been put up throughout the city,

and telephones arc being installed in the official

buildings, schools, shops and residences. The
charges arc said to be very low.

Great Britain.

London, December 6.—Several new "types of

brakes have been brought out as the result of the

sittings of the committee appointed by the Tram-
ways and Light Railways Association, in conjunc-
tion with the Board of Trade. A large number of

new designs have been examined by a sub-committee
of the main committee, but that which gives most
promise of an efficient and useful brake under
almost all conditions was one tested last week at

Leeds. The principle of the brake, which is a

product of the Leeds tramway department, is that

the drag of electromagnets or main track blocks
is utilized by suitable mechanism to press auxiliary

track blocks on the rails, instead of on the wheels,
as hitherto. The tests referred to above were car-

ried out in public and the results may be said to

have been, first, that the brake was practically non-
skidding; second, that the current and electromo-
tive force in the motors was reduced to such an
extent (about five amperes per motor to coast a

I in 9 grade) that electromagnetic braking for

service stops was permissible, even on hilly

routes, and third, that by arranging to apply

the pressure to the main blocks manually, a semi-
power brake is obtained which renders the control

of the car by manually applied track brakes pos-
sible for service purposes without the use of
springs or other devices to obtain large power
quickly. In the event of failure of current or trol-

ley coming off, then recourse mnst be had to the

manual operation of the track brake. All the tests

were made on a hill having a grade of from i

in 8.4 to 1.96.

It is now known definitely that the London
County Council will not promote a bill dealing

with electric po^ver supply in the next session of

Parliament, and therefore the controversy this ses-

sion will resolve itself into a fight between a com-
bination of the existing electric-lighting companies
and the promoters of a new company, who will

work more or less upon the lines of previous simi-

lar propositions.

The arrangements for the electrical exhibition

which is to be held in Manchester next autumn are

now taking definite shape and some twenty local

authorities have signified their intention of support-

ing it. Meetings of the trade are to be held next
week in Manchester and London to appoint com-
mittees, and so forth. Sir William Preece will pre-

side at the London meeting.

A large order for electrical plant, amounting to

some $150,000. has just been placed with Johnson
& Phillips of London by the Hankow Waterworks
and Electric Li.shting Company of Hankow, China.

The plant is for a complete generating station of

1.500 kilowatts capacity. This is stated to be the

first case in which Chinese have formulated such

a scheme and carried it through with native capital.

It is said that the Colonial Office has accepted

a radio-telegraph scheme for the West Indies, put

forward by the West India and Panama Telegraph
Company, between Georgetown (British Guiana)
and Port of Spain (Trinidad). The system will be
'Supplementary to the existing submarine cable serv-

ice.

A system of electrical signaling on the cabs of

locomotives has been in use upon the North Eastern
Railway for some years. l>nt until now no particulars

have l>een published. The system is designed to

collect indications by the rubbing of metallic brushes

carried on the engine, over metallic bars placed

on the line. This method of collection is not essen-

tial to the system, since it is capable of being op-

erated,, equally well without contact, by causing

electromagnets on the line to influence magnets on
the engine. The rubbing contacts, however, have
been adopted. The system is one which uses visual

and audible signals on the engine. Besides these

indicators, the instrument carried on the engine in-

cludes a visual "failure'' indicator, with which
the condition of the apparatus can be gauged. In

addition to these systems of signaling between the

signalman and the locomotive driver, experiments
arc being carried out (in order to reduce the cost)

to give the signal, not on the locomotive, but at

a post on the roadside. A strong feeling is also

current that any. system of this character to be
universally adopted by the railroad companies must
include a means of stopping the engine should the

driver overrun his signals. G.

Dominion of Canada.
Ottawa, December 14.—The City Council of St.

Thoma.<;. Ont.. has decided to submit a by-law to

the ratepayers to raise $42,000 for a Niagara power-
distribution plant.

-\ movement is on foot to run an electric rail-

way across the St, Lawrence River on the ice this •

winter between Montr^*al and Longueuil. It is

thought that by prf.viding a motor car and trailer

a satisfactory and profitable service can be given,
and by keeping the ice thoroughly tested and stop-
ping in time in the spring, any dajigcr of accident
will l)c avoided.

The directorate of the Montreal Light. Heat and
Power Company is considered one of the strongest

in" the country, comprising, as it does, leaders in

the financial, commercial and industrial world of
Canada. The statement is made that, notwithstand-
ing the fact that the company increa.sed its dividend
to si.x per cent, this year, there is every reason
to beheve that it will carry a larger surplus to
the reserve account for the year ending April
30th, next, than that of last year. It is said that
the company would be justified in increasing its

dividend, next spring, to seven per cent.

Representative bodies of the towns of Cobalt.
Latchford. Haileybury and New Liskeard. and of
Coleman, Bucke and Dsanent townships, held a con-
vention for the purpose of deciding to whom should
be granted the electric railway for New Ontario.
The franchise was voted to the electric-railway
company in which Judge Stone of Cleveland, Ohio,
is interested. The stretch between Cobalt and
Liskeard is to be started before July Tst, and com-
pleted within the year, to cost $350,000. W.

New York.
New York city. December 14.—The city's lighting

bill this year will amount to nearly $4,000,000. On
Tuesday bids were opened for the lighting of the
city next year and they were much the same as

for the present year. Arc lights will cost the city

$100 each for the first 5.000 lamps and $95 for each
additional lamp. When the number reaches 7,000
the price of all such lamps per year will be $95
each. Incandescent lights will cost $22.50 each all

over the city; current for heat and other purposes,
from ylA to 10 cents a kilowatt-hour, and current
for power, six cents. Bids were not received for
supplying gas, the city will pay 7^ cents a thousand
feet pending the decision of the courts in the suit

of the city against the gas companies. It is prob-
able that the Welsbach company and its allied com-
panies will get the contract for the mantle lamps
and the Edison companv will furnish the other
lights.

Representatives of various lighting companies in

and about this city and Commissioner Maltbie
of the Public Service Commission held a confer-
ence on Tuesday on the question of a uniform
system of accounts and a special form of annual
report. Robert A. Carter, vice-president of the

Consolidated Gas Company, and Henry M. Ed-
wards, auditor of the Edison company, did most of

the talking for the companies, while Adna F.

Weber, chief statistician of the commission, aided
Mr. ]\Ialtbie. It was unanimously urged by the

representatives of the gas and electric companies
that the commission permit the committees on uni-

form accounting of the National Electric Light As-
sociation, the American Gas Institute and the Em-
pire State Gas and Electric Association to submit
to plans for uniform accounting methods and re-

ports to be adopted by the commission. The com-
mission indicated a desire to co-operate heartily

with the accounting committees of the several asso-
ciations in the way of devising accounting systems
and forms of annual reports that would be accept-

able to the lighting companies, and that would be
in the interests of uniformity, not only throughout
the state but throughout the nation in so far as

they would represent the views of both the National
Electric Light Association and the American Gas
Institute. The conference adjourned subject to

call.

The conunittee on uniform^ accounting of the

National Electric Light Association held a meeting
on Monday and considerable progress was, made
in formulating a simplification of the system out-

lined in the report presented at the Washington
convention for the use of the smaller companies
that have not facilities or do not need to keep their

accounts on so extensive a scale. This committee
is doing very earnest work.
There will be an exhibit of automobiles at Had-

ison Square Garden beginning on December 28th.

The show will -be restricted entirely to foreign

machines represented in this country. It is ex-
pected that 20 makes of well-known European ma-
chines will he displayed, including the best automo-
bile products of France. England, Italy, Switzer-

land and Austria. Carlton R. Mabley is manager
of the Importers' Salon, under whose auspices the

exhibit will be held.

The first official execution in New Jersey by
electricity took place in the state prison at Trenton
on December i ith. The execution was in -charge
f)f E. F. Davis, state electrician of New York.
Eighteen hundred volts were turned on and the

contact kept up for a minute and eight seconds;
death, however, was instantaneous.

The Public Service Commission decided on Tues-
day that when a street-surface road holding a cer-

tificate of convenience and necessity to construct a

road fails to begin actual physical construction

work within two years the commission may at its

di.scrction annul the certificate. Surveys and engi-

neering work done before the granting of the cer-

tificate are not sufficient. This decision affects

about 40 roads which have not begun construction

within the time limit. Steam railroads are not

affected.

.\ i>enalty of $500 a minute is imposed in a con-
tract signed Monday with the New York Edison
Company if the company fails within three minutes
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.iflcr :i lire .ihirm is givi'ii lo funiisli :iili-(nwlc

liowcr to i)|Hr.iti' till' cily's luw liinli-prL'Ssiirc

water mains hclwufii CliamlnTS and Twenty-third

streets. Joliii II, O'lirieii, water cuininissiimer, lias

made a contract with the Ivdison company to sup-

ply the necessary |iower to operate the mains. The
power will be delivered to the two |>nmpinR stations

which have just lieen conii>leted. The power con-

tracted for must he siiflicient Ui furnish a pressure

of 400 i)onnds to the square inch— the greatest

|)ressure used in any fire mains in the country.

The 60 miles of mains have heen laid at the rate

of five miles a month. Though originally designed

as an auxiliary service in wdiich salt water would

he used, it is douhtful if salt water will be used

at all in the mains. This .system has cost $.',500,000

and will furnish protection to the wholesale dry-

goods district. \^ •

Michigan.

Detroit, Deceniher ij.—The Utica Kledric and

Water Companv has heen organized, and it is ex-

pected that I'tica will he given electric-light service

within 60 davs.

The Detroit Public Ughting Commission has ar-

ranged with the Edison Illuminating Company^ for

an extension of the strcct-Hghting service in I'air-

view, which has been annexed to Detroit. The

city will make the extensions to the company's lines,

and the company will operate and maintain the

additional arcs at the average cost of other city

lights. The company has a contract with Fairview

which has four years yet to run.

The Detroit Public Lighting Commission has

appointed two new inspectors of inside wiring.

William E. Baubic, who has asked the Detroit

Council for a franchise for the Detroit Traction

Company, has decided to hold the matter up until

the amendment before the constitutional convention

limiting the term of street-railway franchises to

15' years is acted upon. He says that he and his

associates will not accept a 15-year tranchisc.

A telephone company has been organized at Cole-

man. An exchange will be located at Coleman,

with farmer lines radiating in all directions. There

will be toll service with the Michigan State Tele-

phone Company.
The Escanaba Common Council has accepted the

proposal of the Escanaba Electric Pulp and Power
Company to furnish power for the operation of the

municipal lighting plant for a period of 10 years.

The company will complete its plant at Flat Rock
on the Escanaba River by July 1st, and furnish

power until July i, 1918. The company agrees to

any expense over $4,000 that is necessary to use

the new power, and will furnish current suitable

for present street lights until the city is able to

install an alternating-current system. D.

Wl'.-^'II'K.X laj.'XTKH 1 \

not to expend a given sum u|>oii the |iiant for

repairs and improvements and ordered the plant
sold. S S.

Indiana.

Indianapolis, December 14.—The lirst special or

private freight car to be used on an interurbau

road in this state is in service on the F,ort Wayne
and Springfield Traction Company's hne, by the

Decatur Packing Company. "The car was con-

structed by the traction company for the packing

company, which has branch stations at Fort Wayne
and other towns on the line.

The Terre Haute, Indianapolis and Eastern Trac-

tion Company reports a net increase in the tonnage

of freight handled last month of 876.820 tons, with

an increase of $1,720, and this with a reduced rate

of from 27 to 18 cents.

The American Engineering Compan\-, with offices

in the Traction Terminal Building. Indianapolis,

reports an unusual increase in the number of re-

quests for information and the making of esti-

mates for electric roads to be built next year.

Mayor Bookwalter of Indianapolis has given out

the statement that the population cf Indianapolis

has increased from 178,000 to 235.0CO during the

last few years, and claims that the rapid increase

is due to the building and operation of interurbau

roads with the city as its unit, more than to any
other cause. He said that interurbau statistics

showed that the Indiana interurbau lines carried

nearly 15,000,000 more passengers in 1Q06 than dur-
ing the previous year, and that the same lines are

paying annually more than $2,500,000 in wages to

employes.

jThe Supreme Court has passed favorably the

second time upon the act of 1905 which provides
that a town board may require steam and electric

railroads to provide lights at crossings.

It is reported that the Gary Traction Company
of Gary. Ind.. has placeil an order with the Dan-
ville (III.) Car ilanufacturing Compau}- for 60
new cars to be used on the Gary system as soon
as completed.
The advocates of municipal ownership have

brought an injunction suit to prevent the sale of

the Washington municipal electric-liglu plant, \yhich

was advertised for December i6th. The complaint
alleges that a sale at this time would only be made
at a great sacrifice to the city's interests, and as-
serts that a large percentage of the voters do not
want the sale made. This action will probably de-
lay the receiving of bids and the sale of the plant
temporarily. A few months ago the voters decided

Northwestern States.

l\linruapoll^. December 14.— W. 1!. and D. C.

Jackson, employed by the Minnea|)olis Cily Coun-
cil to ascerl.iin the v.ilui' of the Alinueapolis Gen-
eral I'!leclric Company's plant and system in Min-
neapolis, reporled to the special ciiuneil committee
that a new system conid be conslruded to duplicate
the present system ,'il a cost of $5,000,000. 'Hie
report took no cogniz.ance of the conip:iuy's ex-
penditures on its system, but was merely an esti-

mate of the cost of a new .system at the present
time.'

The new power plant on the While Uiver near
.\shland. Wis., has been placed in operation and
connected with the .'\shland Lighting Company's
lighting system.

I he CriKjkston (Minn.) Water, Power and Light
Company has begun work on a large dam 12 miles
from that city, which will furnish about 20,000
horsepower. The work will cost about $200,000.

.\t the same time that the proposed ordinance
gr.iiuing a 25-ye.ar franchise to the Minneapolis Gen-
eral lileclric Company is introduced in the Minne-
apolis City Council, a similar ordinance will be
presented for the iMinne.sola Trolley and Power
Coinpan>. wdiich has resumed activil.v.

Fro^ncr Bros. & Sons' electric-light plant and
planing mill at lola, Wis., was destroyed by fire.

Loss, $5,000.

The Dakota Power
,
Company has taken over

water rights in the vicinity of Rapid City, S. D..

and will build a light alid power plant with a ca-
pacity of i.6co horsepower. -R,

Pacific S'ope-
San Francisco. Decenilter ir.

—

An opinion was
given last week by Attorney-general V. S. Webb
denying the application of John -A.gar for permis-
sion to maintain an action in the name of the state

of California against the Home Telephone Com-
pany of San Francisco for the purpose of having
the franchise, granted in igo6, declared void and
canceled.

The Northern Electric Railway Company has
filed a certificate of increase of honded. indebted-
ness to $25,000,000, the money to be used for gen-
eral development and improvement purposes.
The Pacific Power Company's assessment of seven

cents per share became delinquent November 30th

and the sale day is set for December 21st.

M'. H. Fisher is com[}leting a 2.200-horsepowcr
plant in Fresnal Canyon, near Alamogordo, N. M.,
the power to be transmitted to the surrounding
country and used largely for pumping.
The. Lupoyoma Development Company has ac-

quired a controlling interest in the Lake. County
Electric Power Company and the Kelseyville Na-
tional Gas Company and will use the gas to run
the powder plant. George P. Low of San Francisco

has acquired the interest of A. H. Spurr in the

three companies and R. T. Polk of Upper Lake,

Cal.. has taken over H. \'. Kelling's interest. Or-
ders have already been placed for part of the ma-
chinery and poles.

George B. Brookings of St. Louis has a plan

for establishing at Venice, Cal.. a factory for the

manufacture of incandescent globes using a patent

mechanical pump. The expenditure is estimated at

$50,000.

The Visalia electric railroad of Visalia. Cal.. ex-

pects to have its line in operation by the first of the

year.
• The Santa Rosa Telephone Company will install

a telephone s}'stein at Los Tranos. Cal., to connect

with the Santa Rosa -exchange.

Frank H. Short of Fresno, Cal., has gone to

Washington to present tu the Department of Agri-

culture the mountain power-plant companies' side

of the matter of concessions in the Sierra forest

reserves, claiming that unless restricted concessions

are granted covering development work all pow-er

companies now Hearing completion of their plants

will be compelled to abandon their projects.

C. F. Shrader of Los Angeles has been granted

a 50-year franchise, and the poles and wires are

already up. in the town of Needles, -Cal., where he

will operate a lighting system.

A franchise has been granted for the Home Gas
and Electric Company of Redlands. Cal., to erect

poles and w-ires over the county roads, between
Redlands and San Diego in order to connect its

plant with that of the Lytle Creek Company of- the

latter citv.
'

- - A.

PERSONAL.
Mr. J. P. Jackson, professor of electrical engi-

neering at Pennsylvania State College, has been
appointed dean of th^ school of engineering.

The following-named gentlemen, formerly associ-

ates, have been transferred to the grade of mem-
bership in the .American Institute of Electrical

Engineers : James William Fraser, Charlotte, N. C.

;

Arthur W. Henshaw. Pittsfield, Alass. ; George Eu-
gene Wells, St. Louis; Fay Woodmansee, Chicago;
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William Corin, Launcesloii, 'lasniaiiia, and Van
Kennselaer l^iisiiigli, New York.

Mr. Charles N. WiinoM annouiiceii his reiiignation
as president, general manager anil director of the
.American Kngiiieeriiig Company of Indianapolis, to
lake edecl January 11.I.

.Mr. C. A. 'I'lipper, .-iilverti«iiit{ manager for Allis-
Chalmers Company. Milwaukee, was in Chicago
this week, attending llie cemcnl show, in which hi^.

cimipany, as one of its many activities, is interested,

.Mr. A. L. Walcrlmry has resigned his conncclion
wall the American Conduit Company, taking cflfcct
January 1, 1908, .Mr. Walerbury has cnlcrcd into
Inismess enterprises of his own which require so
much of his lime ami attention that he finds he
rannot longer iicglecl them, and consequently severs
Ins connection with the company to look after liis
own personal business. In an annoiinccmeni of the
resignation the American Conduit Company ac-
knowledges to its friends and customers its appre-
ci.ation of a long and pleasant connection with Mr
Waterbury and, with all his other Iriends, wishes
him every success in tlic enterprises in which he
IS now engaged.

On December 14111 Mr H. W. Clapp was ten-
.lered an informal luncheon at the Engineers' Club^ew York, by some of his business friends. Mr
Clapp has recently accepted a position in the elec-
trical organization of the Southern Pacific Com-
pany and will shortly remove to San Francisco,
.-o that Ins friends took this occasion to express
their regret at his departure from New York and
to wish Jiini success in his new field. Among those
present were W. J. Clark, manager tiaction depart-
ment. General Electric Company; T. Bcran, man-
•
iger New York oflice. General Electric Company
i:,

'-• "^^^y' manager railwav department. General
blectric Company; W. B. Potter, engineer railway
''';P=";t"icnt, General Electric Company A R.
Uhaley. general superintendent Electric Zone New
'lork Central and Hudson River Railroad Com-
pany

: L. L. Bardo, superintendent Electric ZoneNew York Central and Hudson River Railroad
Company: F. V. Greene. Westinghouse Air Brake
Company; A. H. Sisson, St. Louis Car Company,
and several others. During the five and a half
years he has spent in and about New York Mr
Clapp has been engagcfl in some of the most im-
portant electric-railway propositions as special rep-
resentative of the railwav engineering and con-
struction departments of the General Electric Com-
pany. .He IS a son of F. Boardman Clapp, man-
aging director of the Melbourne (Australia) Tram-
way and Omnibus Company. Before coming to
America he was for four years superintendent of
motive power of the Brisbane Tramways Company
Brisbane, Australia.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
W. H. Price and others contempiate installing

an electric power p'ant in Forsyth, Mo.

The city of McKinnev, Tex., has voted $26,000
tor extension of the electric-light and water system.

W. W. Cook & Son. of Muskogee, Okla., have
the contract to construct an electric plant in Paw^-
huska, Okla.

The Beaver Crossing (Neb.) Electric Light and
Power Company has been incorporated with a cap-
ital of $20,000.

The city of Clinton, Okla., has granted an elec-
tric-light and power franchise to F. Murch of
Hennessey, Okla.

A recent election in Dadeville. Ala., resulted in
favor of $10,000 electric-light improvement bonds.
Only $7,500 w-ill be floated at present.

L. S. Jenkins and associates, who have been
granted a franchise for an electric-light plant in
Central City, Neb., will begin work soon.

The Kanawha Water and Light Companv of
Charleston, A\'. Va.. asks the public, through adver-
tisement in the local papers, to advise it promptly
of any failure to receive proper service, whifh, by
reason of new and up-to-date equipment, it is pre-
pared and wishes to give.

The .McLeod Electric Light Companv of McLeod
Alberta, will install the plant in Frank, Alberta
which was formerly in use at M'cLeod, where a
new plant has been equipped. The Rocky Moun-
tain Portland Cement Company has also made
application for a franchise to light the town and
supply power in Frank, but at a meeting of the
Municipal Council it was decided to see what kind
of a service the McLeod company will give before
entering into arrangeemnts with any other concern.

D. A. Tate has bought the electric-light plant
from the South Pittsburg (Tenn.) municipal
corporation, which had been running it for sev-
eral years with very indifferent success. Tw-o
competent electricians have been employed, and
preparations for improving and enlarging the plant
and lines are now being made. Air. Tate will put
in a large new dynamo and sufficient machinery
to make the plant first class and give satisfactory
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service. The city will put in a number of addi-

tional street lights, and South
_
Pittsburg: will be

the best lighted town in its section.

The Sunshine Valley Public Utilities Company of

Willard, N. M'., has been incorporated with a

capital of $25,000, and will put in telephone, elec-

tric-light and waterworks systems.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
It is now the intention of the New York, New

Haven and Hartford Railroad to extend the elec-

trical equipment on its n-,ain lines east of Stamford,

Conn. How far east has not yet been announced,

but surveyors are at work between Stamford and

South Norwalk, and it is safe to say that electrical

trains will soon be running to the latter point.

The Philadelphia and Western Railway, which

operates an electric road running out of Phila-

delphia, has filed a mortgage to the Trust Com-
pany of America as trustee to cover an authorized

issue of $20,000,000 of first-mortgage five per cent,

bonds. Of this issue, only $4,000,000 are imme-
diately issuable, the balance being reserved for

extensions, improvements or additions. All of the

stock of the Philadelphia and Western is owned
by a syndicate of which George R. Sheldon and

Mackay & Co. are managers.

Consul-general Thomas Sammons, responding to

an inquiry, says that the American-Korean Electric

Company operates at Seoul the only street railway

in Korea. On this line the average number of

passengers carried daily in 1904 was 11,442; in

1905, 12,963, and in igoiS, 13,714. The car mileage

was 145,110 miles in 1904 (five months), 326,793

in 1905, and 398,616 in 1906. The equipment in-

cluded 37 passenger and 18 freight cars. The com-
pany operates 12 miles of tracks with overhead

electrical equipment. T.He gross receipts in ic}o6

were $98,221 and the net earnings $23,324, the in-

crease in net earnings in 1906 over 1905 being 48

per cent. The company announces that the oper-

'ating expense has been reduced from So per cent,

of the receipts in 1905 to 74 per cent, in 1906, but

with the decrease in the cost of coal and with an

increased service without addition to the expense

of management it is hoped that a further material

reduction will occur in 1907. The efficiency of the

Korean motormen and conductors is becoming more
and more apparent.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
The old Scott mill property at Faribault, Minn.,

which was recently purchased by a Twin City firm,

is to be converted into an electric plant. A concrete

dam is to be built and will furnish 400 horsepower.

A power house is to be erected and equipped. It

is the intention to furnish Faribault and Northfield

manufacturers with cheap power.

The big hydro-electric power plant of the Boise

(Idaho) and Interurban Railway Company is com-
pleted and the power is ready to be turned on. The
plant is located at Swan Falls on the Snake River
and is capable of developing over 3,000 horsepower.

The company, besides generating current for the

street railway, has 95 miles of transmission lines to

various localities. The plant is to be extended later.

The Glastonbury (Conn.) Power Company has

awarded to F. T. Gey & Co. of Springfield, Mass.,

the contract for the construction of a big power
plant on Roaring Brook in Cotton Hollow in South
Glastonbury. An expenditure of about $200,000 is

involved in the contract. It is expected that the

plant, which will be capable of generating 1,300
horsepower, will be ready for use in the fall of

1908. Electricity will be furnished for power and
lighting in Glastonbury, Manchester and Rocky
Hill, Conn.

A syndicate headed by Frank M. Fauvre and
Paul H. White of Indianapolis is now securing
rights-of-way across the country and franchises in

towns and cities to place high-tension wires for the
purpose of transmitting electricity from a central

power plant which the syndicate proposes to con-
struct at the mouth of a coal mine in Vigo County
south of Terre Haute, Ind. The members of the
syndicate say they can transmit current from the
coal field more cheaply than they can haul the coal
to a central plant in Indianapolis or any other city.

The representatives report that the cities and towns
thus far arc inclined to encourage tlie project.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Eldredge Electric Manufacturing Company

of Springfield, Mass., has issued a convenient little

catalogue of battery-testing instruments. It contains

good information and numerous illustrations of

pocket voltmeters, ammeters, voltamnieters, spark-
coil current indicators, miniature switchboard in-

struments, etc.

The December Paistery, published by the H. T.
Paiste Company of Philadelphia, shows among
other specialties a new cross-over insulator. Where
two lines of open wiring cross each other it takes
four of these insulators to do the work. Each
wire is locked in place and is held firmly. Little
"knobs" of porcelain at the opening of. each pocket
hold the wires, and the slots being at right angles
the insulator cannot be moved out of place.

An instructive 24-page booklet descriptive of
Greenfield flexible steel conduit and flexible steel-

armored conductors has been issued by the Sprague
Electric Company of New York. Modern private
and public buildings must be wired for electric
service, and the Greenfield flexible steel conduit is

being used by many leading contractors as a safe
wiring system, easily installed. The booklet illus-

trates and describes the flexible steel conduit and
flexible steel-armored conductors and cord. Tools
and fitting are also illustrated, and there is a long
list showing where the Greenfield type are used.

Permanent accuracy, the chief requirement of
portable instruments, is claimed for the type P3
voltmeters, wattmeters and ammeters made by the
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. In
Bulletin No. 4554, just issued, these instruments
are described and their details illustrated. Mechan-
ically, the instruments are strong and light, and of
small size, so that sever.il instruments may be car-

ried with ease. They have a light-weight moving
element, not susceptible to damage in transportation,

and one of the strongest recommendations of their

reliability when used for laboratory or general
testing purposes is their ability to give accurate
indications when used in the vicinity of external
magnetic field. The voltmeters and wattmeters are
constructed on the direct-reading dynamometer prin-

ciple and the ammeters on the well-known Thomson
inclined-coil principle. The pointed fluctuations are
dampened by means of Foucault currents set up
in a thin aluminum segment attached to the shaft.

Pivots are made from the best grade of steel, spe-
cially hardened and highly polished, and' are sus-
pended in high-grade sapphire jewels. Catalogue
numbers, capacities and list prices are given in the

bulletin, and full-sized sample scales of the various
instruments reproduced.

inquiry next year. The trustees also decided to

erect a suitable building in Washington for the

accommodation of the administrative offices of the
institution in place of the present rented quarters.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
The official ballot for officers of the Illuminating

Engineering Society for 1908 as named by the nom-
inating committee is as follows,: President, Dr.
Louis Bell, Boston; vice-presidents, Arthur Wil-
liams, New York, C. E. Stephens, Pittsburg; di-

rectors, W. H. Gartley, M. K. Eyre, .Bassett Jones,

Jr. ;
general secretary, V. R. Lansingh, New York

;

treasurer. Dr. A. H. Elliott. Ballots must reach
the secretary, V. R, Lansingh, 25 West Thirty-ninth
Street, New York, not later tlian December 26th,

A manber may vote the official ticket, may sub-
stitute one or more names or ma.v substitute an
entire ballot containing names of his own choice,

A meeting of the New England Section of the
Illuminating Engineering Society was held in the
Edison Building, 39 Boylston Street, Boston, on
December i8th, A paper entitled "The Variables
of Illuminating Engineering," by Prof, William L.
Puffer, was read. The annual meeting of the New
England Section will be held on January 14, igo8,

at which meeting officers for the ensuing year will

be elected. The present board of managers after
careful deliberation have decided to suggest the
nomination of the following ticket : Chairman, J, S.
Codman ; secretary, R. C. Ware ; managers, W. H.
Blood and T. H. Piser.

Andrew Carnegie has added the sum of $2,000,000
to the $10,000,000 endowment fund of the Carnegie
Institution. Announcement of the fact was made
at a dinner of the board of trustees of the insti-

tution, to which had been invited a number of sci-

entists and men prominent in public affairs. The
report of the trustees showed that much important
scientific work had been done during the past year,
and upon their recommendation $529,940 was al-

lotted for the prosecution of the work of scientific

MISCELLANEOUS.
On the way out of Norfolk on their cruise to

the Pacific an opportunity was given to the vessels
of the torpedo-boat destroyer flotilla to demonstrate
the usefulness of the wireless telephone, with which
they are equipped. Messages, subsequently verified,

were exchanged for a distance of more than 13
miles, it is said. All of the 16 battleships of the
fleet have wireless telephones.

In lieu of the usual quarterly cash dividend of

154 per cent, the directors of the Western Union
Telegraph Company have ordered the amount paid
out of the unissued stock in the treasury. Share-
holders of record on December 20th will receive
1 14 per cent, of their holdings in new shares.

Arrangements will be made for converting the frac-

tional allotments into full shares. The decreased
earnings and the increased expenses incident to the

strike are assigned as the reason for paying the
dividend in stock instead of in cash.

TRADE NEWS.
The Collier-Cunningham Company of Peterbor-

ough, Ont., has been incorporated and will manu-
facture all kinds of electrical specialties, such as

electric irons, heaters, etc. The office and plant
is located at 214 Hunter Street. The company has
a large number of orders on hand.

Consul Robert J. Thompson of Hanover, in a
report on the receipt from manufacturers and mer-
chants in the United States of circulars and cata-
logues printed in English, says an American mer-
chant might as well circulate this class of literature

among his home customers in the German language
as to send it to Germany in the English language.

An American consul in the Orient advises that
one of the railroad companies there is considering
the project of an electric street railway in one of
the cities of the region in question. He suggests
that it would be well for American manufacturers
of and dealers in street-railway material and sup-
plies to communicate with the company referred to.

Inquiry may be made of the Bureau of Manufac-
tures, Wasiiington, referring to file No. 1723.

Nearly one-half of the exports from the United
States goes to British territory and nearly one-
third of the imports is drawn from British ter-
ritory. By this term, British territory, is meant
the LFnited Kingdom and all of its colonies and de-
pendencies in various parts of the world. The total

value of merchandise exported to British territory
in the 10 months ended with October, 1907, as
shown by a statement just completed by the Bureau
of Statistics of the Department of Conunerce and
Labor, is $698,000,000, forming, in round terms, 46
per cent, of the total e-xports of the period under
consideration. The total value of merchandise im-
ported from British territory during the same pe-
riod was $386,000,000, or 31^ per cent, of the total

imports.

In accordance with the terms of the advertise-
ment issued November 2r, 1906, calling for equip-
ment for the heating, lighting and power plant for
the United States Capitol and congressional build-

ings, proposals will be opened at the office of the
superintendent of LInited States Capitol building
and grounds, Washington, D, C, on January 15,

1908, for boiler-feed pumps, barometric condensers,
centrifugal pumps, motors, cranes and chimneys.
Bids will be submitted for each item separately.

.Each proposal must be in duplicate and accom-
panied by a certified check or approved surety bond
in the sum of five per cent, of the total amount
of the bid. Elliott Woods is superintendent of the
United States Capitol building and grounds.

BUSINESS.
"When the Clock Strikes One" of the incandes-

cent lamps protected with a Hubbell lamp guard
the clock is converted into a candidate for the re-

pair shop, according to a leaflet from Harvey Hub-
bell, Inc., of Bridgeport, Conn. Another leaflet

illustrates and describes the Hubbell shades and
shade holders. The shades are made in many sizes

and styles. They arc quickly adjusted and removed
and cannot tilt or become loose. Two styles of
shade holders rigidly fit any shade.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

'<7.3.005- Knife Switch. Henry P. Ball, New York,
N. Y,, assignor to the General Electric Com-
pany, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

April 5, 1905,
Each clip ia made of a foot-piccc having a tongue

between slols etruclc up from the plane of Ihc foot-
piece. A U-.ihapc<l enKaging strip in l>cnt around the
tongue.

873,006. Rheostat. Henry P. Ball, New York,

Issued (United States Patent Office) December 10. /907.

N. Y., assignor to the General Electric Com-
pany, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed De-

. cember 21, 1905.
This starting rlicoslat is provided willi a contact arm

having means for holding the nrm in engagement
during normal operation and for releasing tlie arm
on overload or underload.

873,017. Trollcy-wire Ear. William G. Carey,
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General

Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Appli-
cation filed February 21, 1907.

A jaw-njcmhcr has an upward extension having a
vertical recess for the eye of a supporting memoer.
Another jaw member has an extension fitting into ttii-

cye. The two extensions arc clamped together.

873,020. Transparency. Paul E. Collins, Boston,
Mass., assignor to the Electric Novelty Machine
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Conip.'iny, Boston, Mass. AL)i)lic;itiini f'ik'd Dc-

combcr 7, 1901.

A iiiitntic-r of incaiulcficvnt lani|m wilh HliipL'H uii llicir

^'IoIh's arc iiiovnl bnck nixt forth bchiiirl a translucent

S7,i,02i. lilcctrollicrapciilic Syringe, i larlow U.

Cool, Bradford, Pa, AppHcatioii lilttl August

2, 1907.

The uor.z]e has 11 iiiclallic cap fonnintt uiic electrode,

the uthrr bcint; a contact plittc

'^"3.0.1'J. Transformer. John J. Frank, Schenectady,

N. Y., assignor to \hv. (iencral HIcctric Com-
pany, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed May
1. 1907.

A number of sets of secondary coils arc mounted on
(lilTcront parts of the core. 'llic secondary coils are

connected in scries by non-inductive coinu'clions.

S7,^,04J. Apparatus fur Receiving and Strengthen-

ing tiic Reproduction of Messages. Sigiiais, Klc.

Emit S. ]-Iagcmann, Copenhagen, Denmark, as-

signor to the American 'I'elographonc Company.
Application tiled June 10. ic)00. Renewed May
2, 1907.

NO. 873,042—THLEGRAPHONH,

This telcgraphone apparatus comprises telephone,
transmitting and receiving circuits, between which is

an instrument for recording the message and simul-

taneously reproducing it in an augmented manner in

the receiving circuit. (See cut.)

S73.053. Electric Condenser. Frank S. Koch, Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to the Kellogg Switchboard
and Supply Company, Chicago, 111. Application
filed June 29, 1904.

Alternate layers of plates and dielectric are folded
integrally about a core which maintains the folded
position of the sheets after the pressure on them has
been removed.

S73.061. Electrical Control Apparatus for Steam
Generators. Ralph Lomax and John Tomlin-
son, Darwen, England. Application filed July

26, 1905.

This apparatus is designed to control the current
strength of a generator by means of the rise and fall

of steam pressure in the prime mover. A mercury
tube affected by this pressure has a series of contact
terminals for circuits electromagnetically cutting re-

sistances into or out of the main generator circuit.

873,064. System of jVTotor Control. Wilbur L. Mer-
rill, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Appli-

cation filed April 6, 1907.

Two motors are provided, one for driving tlie load at

low speed, and the other at high speed. The voltage on
the first motor is gradually raised and then it is re-

duced, the second motor substituted for the first,

and the voltage again raised.

873,066. Magneto-electric Dumb-bell. James Moores,
Manchester, England. Application filed June 12,

1906.

A spring motor in one bell drives a shaft passing
through the handle. A magneto generator in the other
bell has its armature directly connected to the shaft.

A lever projects through the handle and operates a
clutch to start and stop the shaft.

873,072. Dynamo-electric Machine. Jakob E. Noeg-
gerath, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the Gen-
eral Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed September 22, 1905.

A unipolar generator has a rotor made of . two
superposed cylindrical members separated from eacli

other near their centers so as to form an air chamber
which has holes extending to the surface of the cyl-

inders.

873,078. Electromagnet for Telegraphone Purposes.
Peder 0. Pedersen and Valdemar Poulsen, Co-
penhagen. Denmark, assignors to the American
Telegraphone Company. Application filed April

4, 1902. Renewed May 2, 1907.

This magnet is for the recording body of a telegra-

phone and has its poles applied thereto in a line oblique
to the direction of motion thereof.

873.083. Telegraphone. Valdemar Poulsen and Peder
O. Pedersen, Copenhagen, Denmark, assignors

to the American Telegraphone Company. Ap-
plication filed June 12, 1902. Renewed May 2,

1907.

The magnetic record on the recording body is ob-
literated by uniformly magnetizing the body and then
remagnetizing it in the opposite direction. It thus be-

comes ready to receive a new message.

873.084. Telegraphone. Valdemar Poulsen, Copen-
hagen. Denmark, assignor to the American Tel-
egraphone Company. Application filed Septem-
ber 29, 1902. Renewed May 2, 1907.

A record-receiving body for a telegraphone consists o£
a sheet of magnetic material in the form of a cylinder

find linji iiiraiii for truciitu magnetic linrt throu)-:

diirfnce.

*<7.1.09**. Meter. ICrncst Scliatlncr, Schenectady, N. Y ,

assignor to the (lencral Electric Company, Sche
nectady, N. Y. Application fik'd March 2.1,

An iilteinnlinu-eurrent electrolytic iiieler liai tw"
eelln in ptirallel, each pHhhiiiK current in one ilireclioii

'inly, l-*[icli cell liiiK a carbon and ini ahiniinum phitc

iinmerHcd in u iKjluiion of Uoclielle huIih.

H73,ior. Regenerative System for Braking. Walter
r. Slichter, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to tlic

(iencral IClectric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

Application filed June il, 1906.

DuriuK brakinK all the motors arc driven by the ear
US Kcnoratortt. .Some have Iheir fichU excited jiy llir

line and net ax field excitcrn for the othcrfl, which re-

turn current to the line,

873.104. Lamp Receptacle. James S. Stewart, New
York, N. Y., assignor to Annie Stewart, New
York, N. Y. Applicalifni filed August 17, 1906.

Thin receptacle is intended to he mounted directly on
a molding. The bane h:iH parallel tonKues pVojcclInK
into the molding Rroavrs.

'^73. '07- System of Distribution. John B, Taylor,

Schenectady, N. Y.. assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Appli-
cation filed January 4, 1906.

An altcrnaliiig-current railway sy.sti*m has a num-
ber of transformers with the middle points of their

secondaries grounded, the end points being connected
to adjacent insulated sections of the trolley wire.

S73. 108. Electric Lamp Holder. Charles E. Throop
and Samuel A. Freeman, Buffalo, N. Y., assign-

ors to the Olin Gas Engine Company, Buffalo,

N. Y. ^Application filed September 15, 1906.

Two bars slidable lengthwise upon another are pro-

vided with a friction device to hold them relatively sta-

tionary.

^^73.123. Massage Implement. Henry D. Gardy, Phil-

adelphia, Pa. Application filed April 8, 1907.

A tubular casing contains two battery cells end to cud.

A motor driving the applicator ean be connected to

the cells by slightly turning the casing.

873,132. Electric Accumulator. Quintin Marino and
Edward W. Barton-Wright, London, England.
Application filed December 17, 1906.

The plates are placed horizontally and separated bv
specially treated wood hoards. The plates and boards
have holes in line with each other serving as vents for
the escape of gases.

873,139. Apparatus for Use in Starting and Con-
trolling Electric Motors. Abraham Taylor,

Rishton, and Thomas Eaton and Herman
Schwar:^, Manchester, England. Application filed

July 23, 1907.

This motor starter has a liquid resistance and means
for raising and lowering a contact therein, A double-
pole switch can be closed only when the contact is

elevated.

873,154. Two-male T. George A. Miller, St. Louis,

Mo., assignor to the St. Louis Lightning Rod
Company, St. Louis, Mo. Application filed Feb-
ruary 4, 1907.

This is a threaded T joint for lightning rods.

873,160. Field-coil Support. Edward T. Mug, Nor-
wood, Ohio, assignor to the Bullock Electric

Manufacturing Company. Application filed Sep-
tember 30, 1904.

A field frame for a revolving field generator has 1am-
inx clamped between end plates, ventilating plates and
pole pieces. The coils on the latter are held in place

by springs.

873,166. Transformer. Louis C. Nichols. Norwood,
Ohio, assignor to the Bullock Electric Manu-
facturing Company. Application filed January

15, 1906.

A iiiulor lias oppoklng errles wJMdinf[s. A KCii'

crntor >u[>plyfrig llie motor lias ejmilttr windingi. Ihe
controller liuii mcanfi for feliort-clrcuiiinif cliher ficlil and
bliuntliiK llic oilier liy fririuu of variable roiHlance.

^7J.';77- System of Motor Control. Wilham F.

ScliiK'ider, Norwuijd, i)Uu>, assiKuor to the Alii*

Chahiicr» Company and the Uuilock Elcclric

Mnmifacluriiig Company. ApQh'cation filed March
25. 1907.

The c/>ntro]lrr hat two scrjr'tt paritllrl Kwftcliird, onr
beinK coinbinnl with u revrr«in(£ Kwileh ^ind the olhrr
with a reiiiiitanccvaryiiiB ^wjtcll iiif|r|irndcnt of Ilie iK»»i

lion of llir former,

873,178. Static Electric Machine. William C. Shiiin.

Lincolti, Nch. Application filed April 22, 1907.

'J'hiK maeln'nc hat two Hlationary induclion plutt* 011

eitliL-r nidc of which is a rotating circular plate, 'i'hc

cliarK<? in taken from ilic latter by coinbi, Hiorcd in

condcmuTH and then allowed to jump acroit an ad-
juflinblo spark gap. The machine i» huutcd in a iflaiDt-

front caic.

^73.215, Joint for Metal-shcathcd Cables. Charles
W. l^avis, Edgewortlt, Pa., assignor to the

Standard Underground Cable Company, Pitts

burg, Pa. Application filed March 31, 1906.

1'lie joint in coinpoicd of two ihirnhlcN, each ftltiriK

over the fliicalh of u cahir and having Kurface corru
gallons on llieir adjacent ctuU which arc covered hy
a ring of inKuIatioii.

873.216. Electric Cable. Oiarlcs W. Davis, Edge-
worth, ]^a., assignor to Ihc Standard Under-
ground Cable Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Appli-

cation filed August 29, 1906.

A stranded cahic has its strands arranged in helical

form of siicli peripheral extent that the heal radiated
therefrom when carrying a Iicivy current will nol b-
stiHicicnt to damage the innulattng sheath.

873.219. Feed Regulator for Grinding Machines.
Thomas A. Edison, Llewellyn Park, Orange,
N. J. Application filed January 13, 1903,

A separate elcclric motor drives the feed mechanism.
If the grinding rolls arc stopped, this motor is also
stopped.

873.220. Reversible Galvanic Battery. Thomas A.
Edison, Llewellyn Park, Orange, K. J., assignor

to the Edison Storage Battery Company, Or-
ange, N. J. Application filed November 23, 1903,

The active elements are fint-ly divided iron in one elec-

trode and nickel hydroxide with a_ small amount of
bismuth hydroxide and flake graphite for the other
electrode.

873,253. Coil for Electrical Apparatus. Paul Mac-
Gahan, Pittsburg. Pa., assignor to the Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing Company.
Application filed October 18, 1905.

This multiple solenoid for measuring instruments lias

a number of helical strap coils separated hy air spaces
and provided with means for connecting correspponding
ends.

873.263. Electric Circuit Controller. William A.
Paris, Edgewood Park, Pa., assignor to the

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Com-
pany. Application filed March 3, 1906.

A rotatable contact-carrying drum has a gear segment
and stationary contact fingers; two electromagnets have
their armatures connected to a gear segment svhieh

engages and moves the other segment.

873.264. Controller for Electric Motors. William
A. Paris, Edgewood Park, Pa., assignor to the

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Com-
pany'. Application filed April 5, 1907.

In this controller the contact-bearing drum is driven
by a set of two cams provided with a means for vary-
ing the ratio of forces transmitted from the driving
member to the drum.

873,270. Register. Louis A. Schmidt, Chicago, 111.,

assignor of one-half to James E. Plew, Chi-

cago, 111. Application filed February 10, 1902.

This is an electrical register for recording the num-
ber of calls. It has a number of tally wheels with
contact points on their peripheries.

873,284. Control System for Electric Motors. Louis
M. Aspinwall, Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to the

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Com-
pany. Application filed April 4, 1906.

NO. 873,166—TRANSFORMER.

An air blast transformer has its core and coils di-

vided into sections with air passages between so as to

permit a steady upward blast of air for cooling purposes.
(See cut.)

873,171. Motor-control System. Walter J. Rich-

ards, Norwood, Ohio, assignor to the Allis-

Chalmers Company. Application filed Septem-
ber 29, 1906.

-^—WavwvW.wmIvvwwwv-J f

U-
NO. 873,284— MOTOR-CONTROL SYSTEM,

A master controller and limit switch operate and con-
trol the closing of a set of switches that are arranged
to short-circuit the motor-starting resistances. (See cut.)

873,290. Electric Apparatus. Howard L. Beach,
Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company. Appli-
cation filed March 3, 1906.

A movable contact member is arranged so it can be
moved step by step into engagement with stationary-

contact fingers by electromagnetically actuated pawls.
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873,298. Electric Motor Control. William Cooper,

Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghoiise

Electric and Manufacturing Company. Applica-

tion filed March 3. 1906.

This is a combination with independently operated

switches that are adapted to close in a predetermined

sequence, of electromagnetic adjustable limiting de-

vices which retard the operation of the switches.

S73.307. Electrical Drop. George J. Galbraith, Bos-

ton, Mass., assignor to the Couch & Seeley

Company, Boston, Mass. Application filed No-
vember 19, 1906.

This is an electromagnetically operated call indicator.

873,312. Electrically Operated Coal Hoist. Clark

T. Henderson, Pittsburg, Pa., and Norman C.

Bassett, Milwaukee, Wis., assignors to the Cut-

ler-Hammer Manufacturing Company, Milwau-
kee, Wis. Application filed January 15, 1906.

The motor has a number of resistances in its circuit

arranged in parallel. Each of these is controlled by a

switch operated by a solenoid. Current is admitted to

the latter through an adjustable i:esistance. .

873,317- Electric Heater. Moise Landry, Merced,

Cal. Application filed March 27, 1907.

A' portable heater has resistance wire placed be-

tween two wood veneer boards covered with asbestoa

and hinged together.

873,328. Process of Producing Silicides. Edgar F.

Price, Niagara Falls, N. Y.. assignor to the

Central Trust Company of New York. Appli-

cation filed November 14, 1905.

Ferrosilicon is made by placing a charge of silicon

compound, iron and carbon under the influence of an
arc in an electric furnace.

873,351. System of Control. Frederick Darlington

and Otto S. Schairer, Pittsburg, Pa., assignors

to the Westinghouse Electric and Manufactur-
ing Company. Application filed March 3, 1906.

A motor has one armature terminal connected to an
intermediate point of a battery and the other terminal
to a set of conducting segments so it can be connected
with either the positive or negative terminal of the bat-

tery.

^73^35^- Prepayment Attachment for Electricity

ileters. Francis J. Dowling. Montreal, Quebec,
Canada. Application filed February 27, 1905.

A coin chute has a contact and a lever near its end
which closes the meter switch when a coin is dropped.

873,362. Lock-out Switch for Party Telephone
Lines. Oscar F. Forsberg, Chicago, 111., as-

signor to the Western Electric Company, Chi-

cago. 111. Application filed October 5, 1906.

The switch has a ratchet advanced by an electro-

maffnetically operated stepping lever when the latter is

rocked in one direction.

^73-'375- Ground Plate. Budd J. Jones, Cincinnati,

Ohio. Application filed August 5, 1907.

An inner plate forming a diaphragm is covered by
granular conducting material retained in a shell.

873,382. Storage-battery Grid. Joseph Marx, Buf-
falo, N. Y. Application filed January 2, 1907.

This grid has a series of spaced horizontal bars and
two sets of obliquely extending V-shaped intersecting

ribs on opposite sides of the bars.

873.414 and 873,415. Arc Xamp; Walter E. Dan-
iels, Chicago, 111. Applications filed July 21 and
December 31, respectively, 1906.

i-.J>v

NO. 873,414—ARC LAMP.

Elach of these lamps has a spherical globe surround-
ing" the lamp entirely. In the first the globe is divided
into two parts, the upper one being hinged. In the
second a single globe is used with an opening in the
bottom only, (See cut.)

873419- Trolley and Harp Therefor. Samuel F.

Estell, Los Angeles. Cal., and Frederick W. G.
Phillips, Wilmcltc, III Application filed August
8. 1907.

The trolley wheel is mounted so that it can tilt in

its bearings. A guide roller cng.igcs the groove of the
trolley.

873430- Means for Cutting Coil Springs. Noah S.

Hartcr, Waukcgan, JII.. assignor to the Ameri-
can Steel and Wire Company, Ch'cago, 111. Ap-
plication filed May 23, 1907.

^ Electromagnets control (he action of the cutter, tlic

drcuit being closed by the rotating end of the coil wire.

873,442. Locomotive. Nils D. Levin, Chicago. III.,

assignor to the Goodman Manufacturing Com-
pany, Chicago, 111. Application filed January
28, 1907.

Thi« mininK locomotive bos a frame with brackeli in
which the axlcx are pivolally mounted. The motor in

flexibly geared to tbc axles.
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873,444. Trolley-wheel. Ellsworth N. Luburg, Bal-
timore, Md., assignor of one-third to William
Wesley Varney and one-third to Albert Henry
Smith, Baltimore, Md. Application filed Sep-
tember iS, 1905.

The wheel has a casing in its hub, a stationary mem-
ber therein being arranged to convey lubricant inwardly.

873,456- Wire-carrying Cross-arm and Insulator
Therefor. Edwin C. Ottinger, Newport, Pa.

;

Walter Scott Ottinger, Sr.," administrator of
said Edwin C. Ottinger, deceased, assignor of
one-third to Jennie E. Ottinger and one-third
to Walter S. Ottinger. Sr., Philadelphia, Pa.,
and one-third to Samuel H. Bair, Newport, Pa.
Application filed April 12, igo6.

This is a sectional cross-arm having a continuous
member into which the insulators are dovetailed.

873.468. .'Automatic Block-signaling System for Elec-
tric Railways. Fitzhugh Townsend, New York,
N. Y.

; John J. Townsend, administrator of said
Fitzhugh Townsend, deceased, assignor to the
General Railway Signal Company. Application
filed June 29, igo6.

This system is adapted for an alternating.currenr
railway. Thermogenerators are used to excite a direct
current difference of potential between the rails of
the block sections so as to affect rotary relays.

873,471. Automatic Display Sign. John A. Viger,
St. Paul, Minn., assignor to James D. Lotz,
Stillwater, Minn. Application filed January 19,

1907-

An electric motor drives an endless transparent can-
vas sign with various advertisements thereoiv -V

shutter is operated while the "ads" are changed. Elec-
tric lights are used for illuminating the shutter and
canvas alternately.

873,492. Insulated Rail Joint. James H. Brothers,
Newark. N. J., assignor to the Rail Joint Com-
pany. Original application filed March 22, 1907.

Divided and this application filed September 7,

1907.

Continuous splice bars and separate discontinuous
tiller members are used, insulating material being placed
between them.

873.503. Receptacle for the Drain Water of Refrig-
erators and Alarm Therefor. Andrew Casale,
New Haven, Conn. Application filed April 17,

1907.

A tank has a float and system of levers which closes
an electric bell circuit when the water reaches a certain
height.

8730O8- Electrodeposition of Copper and Other
Metals. Sherard O. Cowper-Coles, London,
England. Application filed November 12, 1906.

This process is one wherein the solution has to be
aerated to free it from impurities in suspension. After
passing through an atomizer it goes through a filter bed.

873,522. Third Rail. Ralph K. Eddowes. Philadel-
phia, Pa. Application filed December 7, 1906.

The rail has an inverted L-shaped head enclosing all

but the bottom of a conducting strip insulated from the
rest of the rail.

873-531- Pneumatic Despatch Apparatus. Edmond
A. Fordyce, Boston, Mass.. assignor to the Lam-
son Consolidated Store Service Company, New-
ark, N. J. Application filed July 24, 1905.

An electrically operated air pump is started and
stopped by the insertion and withdrawal of the carrier
from the pneumatic tube. The air current in the latter
is reversed for sending carriers in the opposite direc-
tion!

873.532. Dust Collector. George H. Forsythe, Chi-
cago, 111., assignor to Forsyth Bros. Company,
Chicago, 111. Application filed April 2, 1906.

Magnetic dust collectors are placed near abrading
wheels so as to catch iron particles.

873-54I- Method of Receiving and Strengthening the

Reproduction of Speech. Signals, Etc. Emil S.

Hagemann. Copenhagen. Denmark. Original ap-

plication filed June 19, igoo. Divided and this

application filed April 29. 1902. Renewed May
2, 1907.

The method of operation of tlie telegraphone ap-
paratus described in No. 873.042 is here further ex-
plained.

873.587. Rail Magnetic Brake. Victor L. Ochoa.
New York, N. Y.. assignor of one-half to R. R.
Fogel and one-fourth to Benjamin A. Jackson,
New York, N. Y. .application filed February
23. 1907.

An oblong magnet core has a portion cut away for the
reception of the winding. The pole head is of the width
of the rail tread over which it is directly m'junted.

873.588. Party-line Telephone System. Norman S.

Page. New York, N. Y. Application filed Janii-

ary 17. 1907.

A magnet operates a lock-out when excited by direct
current and independently rings the bell when, excited
by alternating current.

873.591- Light-projecting AtlachmtMU for Firearms.
Charles R. Pcnficld. Chicago. III. Application

filed September 17. 1906.

An electric light is mounted in a lube with a para-
bolic projector and a reflector. The tube is mounted
on the firearm.

873.605. Train-controlling Means. Ernest Rcnaud,
Montreal. Quebec. Canada, assignor to J. B.

Dupuis, Montreal. Canada. Application filed

February 19, 1907.

The throttle lever and cmcrneticy ntr-brakc cock are
elect romaitncticilly otieratcd if the train runs beyond
n danger point on tlie track.

December 21, 1907

873.638. Burglar Alarm. Carlos Van Bergh, Win-
nipeg, Manitoba. Canada, assignor to the Van
Bergh Electric Protection System Company, New
York, N. Y. Application fifed June 6, 1907.
An alarm bell and a talking machine are intermit-

tently electrically operated when the alarm circuit i-;

closed.

873,640. Riveting Apparatus, Benjamin Wadding-
ton, New Castle, Pa., assignor to Lee M". Raney.
New Castle, Pa. Application filed November 9,
1905.

A reciprocating die head has electromagnetic means
fcr holding the part to he riveted.

873,660. Battery Connection. George P. Blow, La
Salle, 111. Application filed April n, 1907.
The carbon element of a dry cell has a striu con-

nection to the side of, but insulated from, the zinc
container.

S73,662. Trolley Head. Gardner P. Copp, Los An-
geles, Cal., assignor of one-half to Allin L.
Rhodes, Los Angeles, Cal. Application filed

March 12, 1906.

This trolley head has bifurcated arms extending rear-
wardly which carry the wheel axle bearings and form
a trolley finder.

873,668. Electric Trolley. Albert S. Janin, New
York, N. Y., assignor of one-third to William
J. Cole, New York, N. Y. Application filed

August 14, 1905.

A form of pantagraph trolley heaving a double dia-
mond-shaped frame carries a roller trolley on top.

873,674. Electrical Testing System. Howard E.
Miller, St. Louis, Mo. Application filed April
16, 1906.

NO. 873.674 -ELECTRICAL TESTING SYSTEM'

This system for testing incandescent lamp circuits com-
prises an induction coil whose primary terminals and
one of whose secondary terminals is connected to the
circuit to be tested, the other secondary terminal being
grounded. (See cut.)

873,683. Apparatus for Weaving in Natural Colors
Without Pattern Cards. August Regal, Banja-
luka, Austria-Hungary, assignor of one-third
to Franjo Harazim and one-third to Eugen
Karazej. Banjaluka, Austria-Hungary. Applica-
tion filed June n, 1906.

A number of transmitter plates form each a circuit

making and breaking device. Electromagnets correspond-
ing to the plates are arranged to advance a part through
different distances.

873,700. Rotating Bracket for the Suspension of
Electric Wires. Charles E. Buckbee, Flushing,

Mich. Application filed March 2, 1907.

An oscillating support for an insulator consists of iA

bracket arm with a pivoted pin for the insulator.

PATENTS THAT HAVE EXPIRED.
Following is a list of electrical patents (issued

by the United States Patent Office) that expired
December 16, 1907

:

442,617. Electric Ar.c Lamp. J. E, Giles, Hazelton, Pa.

442,623. Electric Trolley Switch and Trip. R. C.

Hopson, Saginaw, Mich.
442,649. Electric Heater. C. H. Talmage, Kansas City.

Mo.
442,668. Regulation of Electric ifotnrs. E. W. Rice.

Jr., Lynn, Mass.
442.685. Electric-light Hohkr. T. V.. ^loore, jrinnc-

apolis, Minn.
442,705. Electric Meter. A. \V. Meston, St. Louis, Mo.
442,734. System of Telegraphic and Telephonic Exchange.

J. R. Smith, Neosho, Mo.
442,799- Train Telephone. H. S. Carr. Hamilton, O.
442,808. Telegraphy. A. G. Hummel, New York, and F. A.

Graham, lirooklyn, N. ^',

442,843. Electrical Measuring Instrument. E. Weston,
Newark. N. J.

442,856, Means for Reducing Inductive Disliirbanccs in

Telephone Circuits. J. J. Carty. New York, N. Y.
442,868. Undergro\nid Conduit and Electric Conductor.i.

J. S. DuBois, Camden, N. J.
442,870. Dynamo-electric Machine or Motor. N. II.

itdgerton, Philadelphia. Pa.
442.880. System for Indicating Thermometric Records. H,

J. Ilaight, New York, N. Y.
442.881. ^Icans for the

_
Transmis.iion of Meteorological

Indications. H. J. Haight. New York. N. Y.
442.882. Multiple Circuit Closer. H, J. Haight, .Vcw York.

N. Y.
442.883. Combined Electric Indicatini: and Telejdione Sys-

tem. H. J. Haight. New York, X. Y.
442,932. Electric Cooking Apparatus. E. .VhsliaKcn. Chi-

cago, 111.

442,954. Method of Welding Metals Electrically. C. I..

CdflTni, Detroit, Mich.
442,969. Portable Electric Lamn. H. G. FilxGcrald and

A. II. Hough, London, Englantl.

443.074. Electric Signaling lievicc for Moving Vehicles.
O. J. Oepp and S. J. Munn. St. Louis. Mo.

.] 43.08 1. Trolley Switch for Electric Railway.s. J. Jones,
New York. N. \.
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Electricity in German Churches.
Bv I)H. Ai.FHEii Gkauknwiiz.

While electric light h;is long liccn a fainiliyr W:i-

titrc in cluirchcs, Ihc advanl.nges of electric power

have not been utilized in the s.tcrcil edifices nntil

more recently. AltlioiiRli this most up-to-date agent

for power transmission may seem hardly in keeping

with the solemn character of the place, it has

adapted itself exceedingly well to the exigencies of

the situation. The most important use of electric

power in churches is for the operation of the organ.

.'\s electricity is now av^iilahle nearly everywhere,

not only in large cities and small towns, but also in

the country, even smaller congregations will be able

to fit their churches with electric lighting and power

plant, the cost of the current being moderate. Gen-

erally speaking, the kind of current used is of no

importance; direct, polyphase or single-phase cur

rent may be used indifferently.

The connection to the central station is effected

in the same manner as in the case of ordinary' houses,

the feeding cables being conveyed from the street to

a distributing center, which is mostly situated in the

cellar, comprising the main fuses and switches-

whencc conductors are taken to meters recording the

consumption of current. According to the size and

kind of plant, one or more meters of this kind should

be provided. One for lighting purposes and one for

power purposes will, however, in most cases, be

found suflicient, while this, owing to the difference in

tariffs for lighting and power current, is a minimum
number. Immediately adjoining the meters are the

main switchboards, on w'hich all measuring instru-

ments, fuses and switches for the various circuits

are arranged and whence the w-hole current is con-

trolled.

As, the conductors starting from the switchboards

half the amouiii ! i^^nntimption of ordinory lamps,

have found their way into churches. Tanlaluni

lamps are maiidy tlesignc<l for 25 and £o candle-

power, the working potential being 100 to 120 volts.

In plants worked with a potential of 220 volts they

should accordingly be arr.mged in series of two.

The extent of the electric-lighting plant of a

church obviously depends on the she of the latter.

i
:i

1
i J

Fixture on Railing of Gallery,

ihc I'liar.'icHT oi i;nh lrl^!:llI:tIloIt, .-imj :iny .'irchi-

uclur.'il style can lie nit>st perfectly suited, both in

modern consl ructions and in old churches dating

from remote centuries. In all cases electric light

will allow effects well adapted to the character of

the place, as may Lc judged hy ilie accompanyinK
pictures. The electric-lighting fixtures instilled in

many churches have been designed by famous artists

and are partly adapted to celebrated models of an-

cient ecclesiastical art.

Motors are used, not only for the operation of the

"fgan blower, but also for hell ringing.

The shaft of the ringing gear of electrically op-

erated bells is driven by the motor cither through

belt transmission or through any other intermediary

gearing. The consumption of energy obviously de-

pends on the size and extent of the bell system.

In the Erloscrkirchc (Church of the Redeemer) at

Potsdam there is installed for this purpose a poly-

phase motor of six horsepower, turning at 950
revolutions per minute, equipped with a slip-ring

armature and actuated by a special starter-

In the case of the organ outfit a blower is prefer-

ably operated immediately from the motor without

any intermediary gearing. The motor starter should

be located close to the organist's seat to enable

the organist to control the motor while playing.

'J'he power consumption obviously depends on the

size of the organ. At the Erloscrkirchc, the organ

of which comprises 42 stops, a polyphase motor of

five horsepower, turning at 1,400 . revolutions per

minute, is used.

Whenever the bellows is used in the place of the

blower, the motor can likewise be used to drive

the eccentric shaft, the speed being reduced as far

as possible in order to avoid any disturbing noise.

The mechanism Is switched in and out of gear by

Side Lighting in St, George's Church at Kiel,

should be laid out in such a wa^' as not to inter-

fere with the decoration and arrangement of the

place, a special point should be made of inserting

them in steel pipes- Those mostly used in Germany
are slotted steel pipes without any insulating lining,

which receive a cable made np of rubber-covered

strands. These can be fitted on or beIo\v the stucco

or plaster. As there, is no necessity of cutting

threads or tightening flanges, these pipes ar^e very

easy to fit, while being at all times accessible to the

engineer. In the basement, in the loft and in all

accessory rooms conductors can obviously be laid

out freely.

In the accessory rooms the lighting* plant can

obviously be designed on more simple lines. Even
the most modern types of incandescent lamp, such

as the tantalum and other metal-filament lamps,

which give a light of brilliant whiteness with about

Interior of the Dresden Church of the Cross,

ELECTRICITY IN GERMAN CHURCHES.

In order to give an idea of the extent of a plant the organist as in the case of the blower. In order
designed for a medium-sized church, a few words 10 adapt the output of the motor to the actual con-
relating to the plant of the Berlin Martha Church sumption of air, the accumulator bellows is con-
(with an aisle 27 meters in length and 23 meters nected with a regulator actuating the motor when
in width) will be found instructive. This plant com- the bellows is empty. When the bellows has reached
P"^^^ • its maximum expansion, the regulator stops the
In the main chandelier of ihe nave 48 lamps motor, starting it again when further air is required.
In the galleries 54 lamps xhe working of "the motor is thus controlled au-
in the organ choir 7 lamps ^ >- n v ,^ .^i. .^ 1

D 1 * - . L 11 - 1 tomaticallv accordmg to the actual consumption 01
Brackets m the. galleries 20 lamps . . , . . . , , .

Below the o-alleries 7^ lamps ^"" ^^'•^'"^"'^ '^"y necessit}- of supervision during the

On the pulpit 2 lamps P^^3' of the organist. All - that is required is to

connect the starter to the motor at the beginning
Total ..,163 lamps of the playing and to stop it at its conclusion, in

There are further provided 47 lamps for lighting order to avoid any useless consumption of energ>'.

the entrances, vestibules and accessory rooms, base- ever\-thing else being effected by the motor itself,

ment, etc., giving an aggregate of 210 glow lamps. Another use for electric powder is in operating the

The distribution and arrangement of the lamps, winding gear of tower clocks, in which case such

as well as the lamp fittings, are readily adapted to a small consumption as about o.i horsepower will
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be sufficient, even this small amount of energy being

drawn upon only at certain moments.

Electric motors have been found especially suitable

for all these operations. aF there are long quiescent

intervals alternating with the periods of work in the

also furnish electric power to the town of Cux-
haven and other towns in the vicinity. The daily

capacity of the plant is given as 14.000 horsepower.
Tests are said to have established the feasibility

of this method of generating electricity.

A GALLERY FIXTURE IN ST. GEORGE S CHURCH. KIEL,

GERMANY.

most varied and irregular manner. The safety

against the risk of fire afforded by a well-fitted elec-

tric plant is another advantage in the case of places

which at times may have to accommodate large

throngs.

Wind-power Electric Plants in Denmark.
Windmill plants for generating .electricity for

lighting and power purposes in agricultural and

industrial pursuits are increasing in numbers in

Denmark.
Since 1897 the Danish government is said to have

contributed about $28,cco for equipments and has

even lately erected an experimental station at Askoc.

A recent writer describes these experiments, which

were made on the initiative of the Danish govern-

ment, with the co-operation of Danish electrical

manufacturing companies which generate electricity

by means of windmills. According to his statements,

windmills with four wings have given the best

results, as a smaller number of wings does not

fully utilize the wind power, while a larger number
acts detrimentally upon the wind current between

the wings.

It is said that if a medium large windmill is

Electrolytic Meter for Alternating-cur-
rent Circuits.

Ernest Schattner of Schenectady has invented and
protected by patent a simple electrolytic integrating

anmieter for use on alternating-current circuits.

Electrolytic meters have been used ordinarily on

direct-current circuits, so that the present invention

(the patent for which has been assigned to the

General Electric Company) is of considerable in-

terest. The essential feature of the instrument is

the employment of two aluminum cells or ''elec-

trolytic valves." arranged as described herewith.

'Tt has long been known," says the inventor,

"that a couple composed of an aluminum plate and
a plate of good non-oxidizing material, such as

carbon, placed in a neutral conducting solution will

offer a very low resistance to the passage of cur-

rent therethrough in one direction, but almost en-

tirely prevent the flow of current in the opposite

direction. Such a device Is commonly termed an

electrolytic valve. I utilize this principle to produce

an integrating ampere meter for alternating cur-

rents by connecting- two of the valves in parallel

with each other and in series in the circuit with

the plates of one valve oppositely arranged rela-

tively to those of the other, and employing a solu-

tion which will be decomposed by the current pass-

ing therethrough.

"With this arrangement a current Impulse flow-s

from the carbon as anode to the aluminum as

cathode of one valve, since that Is the path of least

resistance, while a current impulse of opposite sign

passes in a similar manner through .the other valve,

and the amount of decomposition of the electrolyte

that takes place is a measure of the current con-

sumed.

'Tn practice I find that the two couples should

be placed in separate baths, as otherwise there

would be more or less leakage from one to the

other without electrolysis. The plates of each cou-

ple should be arranged close together, in order

that the drop in voltage through the meter shall

be small. Also, the conductivity of the electrolyte

should be as high as other considerations permit

for this same reason. I have used a solution of

Rochelle salts as an electrolj^e w'ith very good re-

sults, but other solutions may be used If desired."

Fig. I is a front view of -the meter with the

cover removed, while Fig. 2 is a diagrammatic view

showing the electrical connections.

Two jars or containers are showiii, at (2) and

(3). One of these jars is provided with an elong-

ated neck, and may be made of glass and pro-

vided with scale markings u^on the neck, as

FIG. 2. CONNECTIONS FOR ELECTROLYTIC METER.

used with a wing surface of about 48 square meters

(one square meter = 10.764 square feet), eight

horsepower is obtained at a wind velocity of six

meters per second (one meter = 3.28 feet). At a

velocity of eight meters the horsepower is more
than doubled. A wind with a velocitj' of eight me-
ters per second is no rarity. The weather reports

classify it as No. 3, while the highest wind velocity

is No. 12. Since 1903 there has been in existence

the Danish Electricity Company, from whose zealous

agitation 30 large and small windmill electrical

equipments arc in operation throughout Denmark.

Utilization of Tidal Power.

It is reported that a Hamburg joint stock com-
pany has purchased a large tract of land along the

mouth of the Elbi at Cuxhavcn where an electric

power plant is to be erected. The action of the

ebb and flow of the tide is to be employed, it is

said, in generating electric energy 10 be used in

factories about to be established. The works will

, indicated at (4). Each jar is filled almost to

the top with an electrolyte which is a conductor

and which will be decomposed by the passage

of current. A thin film (6) of paraffin or other

suitable material may be placed on top of the

solution to prevent loss by evaporation, and this

film may be colored so that the height of the

electrolyte in the neck of the jar (2) may be more
readily observed through the glass. In each of the

jars immersed in the electrolyte is a pair of plates,

which, with the electrolyte, form an electrolytic

valve. These plates are held close together and

parallel to each other by insulated bolts passing

through the two plates, but actual contact between

the plates is prevented by washers (10) of insu-

lating material.

Connected to each plate is a conductor (11) ex-

tending up through the open end of the jar and

insulated from the electrolyte, preferably by means
of a rubber tube, fitting tightly on the conductor.

In the upper part of the casing is a -wooden con-

nection block on which are two binding posts. The
binding post (14) is connected to the carbon plate

(8) of one element and the aluminum plate (7)
of the other element by the insulated conductors

(11). The other two plates are similarly connected

to the binding post (15), so that the carbon of one
cell is connected to the aluminum of the other.

Covers rest upon the open ends of the jars and
are provided with openings for the conductors and
for the escape of gases. A cover plate closes the

front of tjie meter casing with a glass-covered

opening, and openings are provided in the back for

the admission of the leads from the circuit to the

binding posts.

When the meter is connected in series in one of

FIG. I. ELECTROLYTIC METER FOR ALTERNATING-
CURRENT CIRCUITS.

the lines of an alternating-current circuit by in-

serting the line terminals through the openings in

the meter casing and into the binding posts (14)

(15), the two electrolytic valves will be op-

positely arranged relatively and connected in paral-

lel with each other and in series in the circuit, as

shown in Fig. 2. When lights (17). or other trans-

lating devices are cut into circuit, a current Im-

pulse in one direction will flow through one of the

valves, as that offers a very low resistance, and

as the other is practically an insulator, the current

impulse in the opposite direction will flow through

the other element, that being then the path of

the least resistance. The current flowing between

the two plates In the jar (2) is therefore always

in the same direction, ancj the water of the elec-

trolyte In the jar w-:ll be slowly decomposed by this

current. The amount of the electrolyte decomposed, .

as Indicated by the surface of the liquid falling on

the scale, is a measure of the amount of current

consumed, and this scale may be calibrated to read

directly in ampere-hours.

Chicago Suburban Railways to Be Con-
solidated.

It Is announced that the South Chicago City

Railway Company and the Calumet Electric Street

Railway Company are to be consolidated. New
branches are to be built and the two roads, instead

of running southward in parallel lines, will be

united more closely so that they will mutually help

each other. The Calumet Electric (of which H. M.
Sloan is general manager) operates about 75 miles

of track running from Sixty-third Street, Chicago,
to the Indiana state line at Rohy. The line is

mostly double track, traversing South Chicago, Au-
burn Park. Manhattan Beach, Burnside, Pullman
and West Pullman. The South Chicago City Rail-

way Company operates 3C miles of track within the

Chicago city limits.

.\ German publication is authority for the state-

ment that about 5,000 electrical patents were taken

out in various countries in IQ06. The United St.ites

is credited with 2,050, United Kingdom and colonies

with 750, Germany 700. France 400, .Austria 200.

Italy 180, Hungary 130, and Switzerland with 120.
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Lord Kelvin.

A fur llu- death of Von HdmlmUz in 1894 Lord

Kilvin (William Thomson) was univcrsially recog-

nized as the foremost of living physicists. On Dc-

cemher 17, 1907, Lord Kelvin, loo, passed away, in

the 84th year of his age, as mentioned in the Wcsl-

irn l':iectrician last week. By his death Ihc world

is liereft of perhaps the most connnanding lignrc

in the domain of science and certainly of the most

honored investigator in the wide domain of physics,

l.nrd Kelvin was also an inventor of the first

rank, and, althongh not a practicing engineer, he

was regarded as the father of electrical engineer-

ing and was consnitcd in relation to electrical

projects of great import to the human race, as

the Atlantic cahic and the electrical utilization of

the waterpower of Niagara Falls. He was truly

a great man.

Lord Kelvin paid several visits to the United

States. One was in :c)02, at about the same time

as the visit of Prince Henry, the brother of Em-

peror William of Germany, which created wide-

spread public interest at the time. The Western

Electrician, in its issue of April 26, 1902.

taking advantage of the coincidence of

these visits, without the slightest dis-

paragement to the royal traveler, who was,

in fact, heartily welcomed, spoke of Lord

Kelvin's coining in terms wiiich it may be

of interest to recall at the present time :

"Princes' visits arc made the occasion

nf pleasant interchanges of civilities be-

tween nations; but to the thoughtful-

minded the United States is honored in a

much greater degree by welcoming to its

shores such a man as Kelvin, as it now docs

for the fourth time, or Von Hclniholtz.

as it did in 1803, than in entertaining the

kinsman of any monarch whose title to

distinction is of mere hereditary right.

In science comparisons are even more

odious than elsewhere, but surely no one

can cavil at the assertion that the eminent

Scotch-Irish professor is the greatest of

living physicists. His contributions to the

sum of human knowledge have been so

numerous and varied that he will go down

in history as one of the greatest scientists

of the nineteenth century, which has been

a period particularly rich in scientific in-

vestigation and achievement and charac-

terized by many great names. And yet,

at the ripe age of 78, Lord Kelvin is still

a student—still striving with simplicity and

earnestness to solve some of the many
complex problems that natural philosophy

presents to the human mind. He is a

man entitled to the great honors he has

received, and nowhere is the value of his

work more highly appreciated than in the

United States. Electrical investigators in

particular look up to this living successor

of Faraday and Maxwell as the 'Grand

Old Man' of electrical science and ven-

erate him for his accomplishments."

wrangler in 184s, amf the following year, at the age

of 22, was appointed professor in natural philosophy

in Glasgow University—a selection which shows the

confidence in his future he h.id already inspired.

At that time he was regarded as the first man of

.science of the rising generation in Great Britain.

He continued to hold his chair at Glasgow Uni-

versity for S3 years, despite numerous offers to

remove to Cambridge and elsewhere. In June,

1896, a jubilee celebration was held commemorative

of his long and eflicicnt service with the university.

The occasion hrnught together a distinguished gath-

ering of scientific men and elicited congratulatory

addresses from 28 universities, 12 colleges and sr

societies and institutions.

Lord Kelvin's mind was extraordinarily prolific

of investigations in all branches of physics, but

especially in heat, electricity and dynamics. His

treatise on natural philosophy—undertaken in

collaboration with the late Prof. P. G. Tait—is

a monumental one. His work in electricity, both

of a theoretical and practical nature, has, perhaps,

brought him into greatest prominence. He deter-

A complete biographical account of Lord Kelvin,

with detailed mention of the many inventions, re-

searches and scientific contributions that he gave

to the world during the last sixty years, would

fill many pages. His whole life was one of ex-

treme usefulness, and there is hardly a branch of

science that has not benefited directly through his

remarkable ability and learning. Mathematics,

mechanics, sound, light, heat, thermodynamics,

magnetism, electricity, elasticity, electrical engi-

neering, telegraphy, geology, astronom}^ chemistry

and navigation were fields in which he was a

potent leader. In, pure science, perhaps, he will

be best remembered for the part he played in the

formation of the theory of the conservation of

energy, the fundamental postulate in modern physi-

cal science. Though Joule and others were as-

sociated with Lord Kelvin in working out the

conception, hi5 w'as a leading part. To Lord Kel-

vin is also due the theory of the all-pervading

ether and the vortex theory of matter.

William Thomson, later Lord Kelvin, was born

in Belfast, Ireland, on June 26, 1824, but from the

age of eight years he had lived continuously in

Glasgow, Scotland, or near that city. His father.

Prof. James Thomson, earned a wide reputation

as a teacher and author of text-books on mathe-
matics, and the son was reared in an atmosphere

that proved an excellent schooling for his future

mathematical and scientific work. William gradu-
ated from St. Peter's College, Cambridge, as second

Born June 26. 1824.—Died December i-, loor.

LORD KELVIN (WILLIAM THOMSON).

mined the law of velocity of electric signals through

long submarine cables and invented the mirror-gal-

vanometer by which these signals could be easily

read, and thus was able to render the early Atlantic

cable economical in w'orking. For this improve-

ment in submarine cabling he was knighted in

1866 with his colleagues on the first wholly success-

ful Atlantic cable expedition.

In January, 1892, Sir William Thomson was

raised to the peerage, taking the title of Baron

Kelvin, as a suitable honor for his developments

in electrical and engineering science. After his

first researches in submarine cabling he brought

out his siphon recorder, which improved on his

mirror-galvanometer by writing down the mes-

sage. Next followed his tidal harmonic analyzer

and tide predictor, designing to calculate the height

of future tides at any place; also his electric

meters and standard balances for electrical meas-

urements, and his new magnetic compass, now
regarded as the best made. He introduced piano-

forte wire for deep-sea sounding, and his naviga-

tional sounding' machine is largely used in the

British Navy and merchant marine. In his later

years Lord Kelvin devoted much time and atten-

tion to the production of measuring instruments.

He brought out electrostatic potential instruments,

electromagnetic volt and ampere metcis, a new elec-

tric supply meter, and testing instruments for

measuring insulation, resistance and conductivity.

Lord Kelvin's researches in electrostatics and
magnetism w-ere collected and published in one

volume in 1872. Hia collected mathcmalical and
physical papers have been printed in several vol-

umes, and his collected "Popular Lectures and
Aildresses" have been published in three volumes.

Many honors were conferred upon him. He re-

ceived ihc degree of LL.D. from the Universities

of Glasgow, Edinburgh, Cambridge, IJiiblin, Yale,

Montreal and Bologna; IJ.C.L. from Oxford and

M.D. from Heidelberg. lie was decorated by

France, Germany, Belgium and Englan<l, and was
a menil>er of a large number of scientific associa-

tions in his own and other countries. The first

award of the John Fritz medal of the United

States was to him. He had l)ccn three times

president of the Royal Society, London, from 1890

to i8gs, and in 1871 was president of the British

Association at its meeting in Edinburgh. He was
thrice president of the Institution of Electrical En-
gineers, and in 1904 was elected ch.inccllor of the

University of Glasgow. He received a grand prize

at the Paris Exposition of 1900 for his electrical

instruments.

In 1890 Sir William Thomson was made presi-

dent of the International Niagara Com-
mission, established in London for the

purpose of examining plans for the then

proposed waterpower development at Ni-

agara. The Niagara Falls Power Com,
pany acted upon the suggestions of the

commission, but it was not until Lord Kel-

vin's third visit to this country, in 1897,

that he had his first opportunity of seeing

the great power plant with which he had

been connected in its early ,=iages.

He was married twice. His first wil'e

was a daughter of William Crumb of

Thornlibank, Glasgow. She died in 1870.

Four years later he married Miss Frances

Brandv. He leaves no heir.

On the occasion of their visit to this

country in 1902, Lord and Lady Kelvin

were given a reception at Columbia Uni-
versity by the faculty of the university,

associated with the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers and other societies.

The hall was tiironged by men and women
eager to pay tribute to the man of science.

Thomas A. Edison, Elihu Thomson, Nik-

ola Tesia and many other prominent men
were present. Speeches of welcome were
delivered by Prof. F. B. ' Crocker and
others. In his response Lord Kelvin

praised the work of Cyrus W. Field in

the laying of the Atlantic cable. Mr.
Field's name, he said, was one the world

would never forget. The speaker paid a

graceful compliment to Mr. Edison, which

brought forth renewed cheers and ap-

plause, which continued until that gentle-

man was compelled to rise from his seat

at the rear of the stage and bow his

acknow'ledgments. In closing. Lord Kelvin

referred to the "harnessing" of Niagara

and the w-onderful possibilities developed

by the electrical transmission of this great power.

He said that beautiful as is that wonderful work

of nature, it would be more beautiful still if those

waters fell upon turbine wheels, every one of which

was turning the wheels of industry.

Many anecdotes cluster about the deceased scien-

tist. One w'Ould imply that, great as was his repu-

tation, he was no more immune from the pranks

of college lads than other teachers. It is related

that w'hen Professor Thomson was summoned to

London to return as Sir William, he left his

scholastic duties in charge of ilr. Day, an in-

structor. This gentleman was popular with the

students, as may be judged by this biblical injunc-

tion, which the returned professor found written

boldly on the blackboard of his room: "Work
while it is yet Day, for the knight Cometh, when
no man can work."

Another story is to the effect that one of Lord

Kelvin's theories was that the earth was a -solid.

To prove this he arranged two eggs, one raw, the

other cooked, and spun them rapidly. The un-

cooked one slowed down quickly, the other main-

taining its speed for a much longer time. From
this the experimenter argued that, if the earth

had a liquid core internal friction would have

ended its rotation long ago.

In 1884 the L^niversity of Heidelberg, wishing to

honor the famous man, presented him with the

diploma of doctor ot medicine, as the only dis-

tinction at its command which he did not already

{.Continued on page fiOT.}
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Construction and Operation of a Power-
factor Indicator.

How docs a power- factor indicator work? This

question is frequently .asked by switchboard at-

tendants, who ha\'e occasion to use them from

time to time. A description of a new form of

power-factor indicator, recently invented by Mr. W.
E. Sumpner of Birmingham, England, and patented

in this country, should therefore be of some interest.

These instruments are designed to indicate the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

if the stator is wound for the voltages, and tne

latter if the stator is woimd for the currents.

The winding of the stator is arranged to suit the

circuit for which the instrument is intended, and is

in connection with this circuit either directly, or

through the medium of suitable transformers. The
winding must consist of at least two sets of coils

traversed by currents in suitable phase relation to

one another. For a three-phase circuit it may con-

sist of three similar w-indings symmetrically spaced

December 28, 1907

Fig. I- Front Elevation.

CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW

power factor, or phase relation between current and

voltage, in an alternating electric circuit, whether

the circuit be single-phase, two-phase or three-phase.

In the instruments hitherto usually made for such

purposes the magnetic fields set up by the currents

are weak, and the forces exerted on the moving

parts of the instrument are feeble. As a conse-

quence these instruments have to be delicately con-

structed, and are easily affected by external mag-

netic fields. The object of Mr. Sumpner's inven-

tion was to provide instruments free from these de-

fects, by applying to them the well-known principle

of a strong rotating magnetic field acting across a

narrow air gap between iron masses.

Instruments constructed in accordance with this

principle operate by the interaction of a rotating

magnetic field whose frequency and phase depend

upon one of the two quantities, and an alternating

current whose frequency and phase depend upon the

other of the two quantities, electromotive force and

current, whose phase relation is to be indicated.

For example, in an instrument constructed in ac-

cordance with this idea, a strong rotating magnetic

field is produced in the manner exemplified in the

well-known single-phase and polyphase induction

motors. -The iron parts of the instrument consist

of an inner and an outer portion as in induction

motors, but whereas in such motors the outer por-

tion, or stator, is fi.\ed, and the inner portion, or

rotor, is capable of rotation, the instrument now
described is constructed with both iron parts like

stators fi.xed in position. Only one of these stators,

preferably the outer one, need be wound for the

purpose of producing the' rotating field. The stators

are well laminated, as usual, to diminish eddy cur-

rents, and are built up of thin stampings shaped

as disks^ and rings, respectively, the latter sur-

roimding the former and concentric with them. The
two sets of stampings arc made up into cylindrical

blocks and suitably fixed so as to have a common
axis, while leaving between the two stators an

annular air gap in which the moving parts" of the

instrument can turn.

The moving parts comprise one or more coils

which are rectangular in shape and which form a

single moving system. The axis of revolution of the

moving system is the same as the common axis of

the stators. The coils arc so constructed that two
opposite sides have the same length as the diameter
of the annular air gap, while the other two side))

arc parallel to the axis and for the greater part of

Ihcir lengths move in this air gap, which should
be made as narrow as possible consistent with the

necessary freedom of motion of the moving system.

The current through the moving coil or coils

may be produced cither by the currents through the
mains, or by the voltages across Ihcm, the former

Fig. 2. Sectional Side Elevation.

POWER-FACTOR INDICATOR.

as in ordinary three-phase motors, and traversed

by, three-phase currents produced either by the

voltages across the mains of the circuit, or by the

currents through these mains.

If, now, the moving system be free and one of

the coils forming it be traversed by a current of

tlie same frequency as that of the rotating field,

the coil will take up a definite position, depending

merely upon the phase relation . of the current

through it to the rotating field, and which will in

the absence of extraneous disturbing forces be

independent of the strength of this current, or of

the strength of th-2 rotating field in which the coil

moves. A pointer attached to the moving system

will indicate on a suitable calibrated scale fixed

to the outer stator, the phase relation or power

factor of the current tested. The moving system

is balanced and quite free to move; it is not pro-

vided with a spring or other form of control tend-

ing to bring it to a definite position on the scale.

if the moving coil forms part of a circuit com-

mon to the secondary circuits of two current trans-

formers, the primaries of which arc placed in two

of the mains of a three-phase system, it is advan-

tageous to use on the secondary of these trans-

formers a reversing switch so constructed that

there is an interval of short-circuit during reversal.

This makes it possible to provide the instrument

conveniently with two scales, one for reading high

power factors and the other for low power factors,

the scale to be used depending on the position of

the reversing switch. A similar device can be

used when the moving coil forms part of a circuit

including in series the secondaries of two voltage

transformers, the primaries of which are put across

two of the voltages of three-phase mains. The
reversing switch on one of the secondaries of the

transformers' should in this case be such that there

is an interval of open circuit during reversal; these

devices are described hereafter.

In the accompanying drawings is shown an appli-

cation of the principles described above. Figs. I

and 2 are, respectively, front and sectional side

elevations of the instrument. Figs. 3 and 4 illus-

tr.Tte various application.-, of the instruments.

.\n outer stator (a), Figs, i and 2, has holes or
slots (ai) for the windings and an inner stator (b)
is left unwound. The windings arc indicated at

(c, ci, C;), and the ends of the, coils arc shown,
respectively, at (r n, r' n', r" n"). 'I'he coils may
be joined up in any ordinary and suitable manner
to the polyphase circuit. These windings together
with the iron stators constitute a stationary poly-
phase electromagnet, that is to say, an iron-cored
magnetic system of which all the iron appreciably
affecting the total magnetic flux is fixed and mag-
netized by two or more windings secured to the

iron. The windings are supplied with a corre-

sponding number of currents, all differing in phase,

and the iron stators together with the air gap
serve to provide a distinct magnetic circuit for each
winding, thus producing what is called a rotating

niagnetic field as in an ordinary induction motor.

Tlie stators are so dimensioned and assembled as

to provide a minimum length air gap (d) for the

moving coil (e). By this means is obtained all the

advantage in the way of a strong field, due to the

use of a practically closed iron magnetic circuit, and
there is avoided the great disadvantage of having
a heavy moving system, the strong force due to

the strong field being exerted on a light moving
system of conductors wdiich need not carry any
iron at all, and which will operate when carrying-

currents so small that they do not appreciably affect

the field of the polyphase electromagnet. The mov-
ing coil is pivotally supported by the insulated bars

(f) secured to the outer stator by bolts (fi). Cur-

rent is led into and out from the moving coil in

any convenient manner, such, for example, as by

fine wires (e'), exerting no appreciable control on
the system. A pointer (i) serves to indicate on

a scale (j) the movement of the coil (e). The
mode of supporting the inner stator is clearly

shown in Fig. 2. The inner stator is secured by

end plates (b') to the outer stator, the plates being

formed with neck portions sufficiently narrow to

permit as large a range of movement as possible

to the moving coil.

One mode of connecting a reversing switch to

enable the same instrument to be employed for

reading either high or low power factors is shown
in Fig. 3. Here (g) (g) (g) represent the three

mains of a three-phase circuit, while (hi) and
(hi) are the primary coils of two current transform-
ers (U and I2). The function of the sw'itch (o) is to

reverse the connections of one of the two second-
aries. The reversal of connections affected by the

switch (o) servijs to change, by a definite and
fixed amount, the phase of the current in moving
coil (e). The connections to the coil (e) are as

indicated. The same result may also be obtained

when the instrument is used on a single-phase cir-

cuit by substituting through the medium of a two-
way switch a condenser and a non-inductive re-

sistance, for one another alternately, in series with
the moving coil.

In Fig. 4 is shown one mode of supplying suit-

able currents to a multiphase electromagnet from
a single-phase circuit. In this diagram wherein

FIG 3. METHOD OF CONNECTING REVERSING SWITCH
OF POWER-FACTOR INDICATOR.

only four magnet windings are shown for sim-

plicity of illustration, (p,) is the primary of a cur-

rent transformer inserted in one of the single-phase

mains (gi). (p.) are two secondaries in the' pri-

mary (p,), and have two ends connected together

at (ps). The other ends are connected together

through a non-inductive resistance (ri), one set of

windings (c) of the multiphase electromagnet and
a choking coil (s). The second set of magnet
windings (c) is connected to the point of junction

of (c and s) and to the point (ps) of direct junc-

tion of the two secondaries (p;). llicsc two sec-

ondaries thus co-operate with the electromagnet to

produce a rotating field, since the coil (ci) re-

ceives a current displaced in phase relatively to

that in (c). The winding (ci) receives the dif-

ference between the currents in the two secondaries,

while (c) receives the current from One secondary.
The two secondaries may be formed by the two
portions of a- single winding having a point therein

tapped for the junction (pi), or they may be the

secondaries of two distinct transformers and be
each energized liy its own primarj'. In such case

the two primaries must be similarly excited, from
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riG. 4. POWER-FACTOR INDICATOR.—SUPPLYING POLV-

PIIASB CURRENT FROM SINGLE-PHASE CIRCUIT.

tlic same source, tlial is, if current transformers

they nuist carry the same current and if potential

traiisfornicrs llie s.'sme potential or currents or po-

tentials proportional to and in nliase witli one an-

otlicr.

Isolated-plant Emergency Connections.

One of the essential steps in the design of iso-

lated-plant wiring, where emergency central-station

ser\'ice is to be supplied, is the provision of a

simple and ile.xible scheme of switching over from

the plant bus-bars to the entering lines. Many
special problems arise in different conditions of this

kind, one of which, with its solution, is illustrated

herewith. In this case it was desired to operate

separate 220-volt lighting and power circuits (L)

(L) and (P) (P) normally on the plant's gener-

iZ0\/OLTS 27,0 VOLTS

ISOLATED-PLANT EMSRGENCV CONNECTIONS.

ator bus-bars (E) (E) and to be able to throw

either circuit in case of emergency upon either of

two outside supply circuits (Si) and (5=). It was

desired to separately meter all current used, re-

spectively, for lighting or power service.

To accomplish this, four double-pole switches of

the double-throw type, (A), (B), (C) and (D),

were installed and connected as shown with the

lighting and power circuits, the bus-bars and the

four wattmeters (LM) and (PM). The wattme-

ters (W,) and (Wi) record the energy consumed

,in the lighting and power service when the current

is generated in the plant itself. The designers did

not wish to throw the working circuits in multiple

to the extent of carrying part of the lighting load

on the generators and part on the outside suppl.v.

The same thing applied to the power service.

By throwing the switch (A) upon position (i),

the linlilinn cireiiil is carried to llic center ter-

minals of switch (C). AccordiiiRly as swi(ch (C)
is (lirowii to position (i) or (2) it will draw
current from the liphlluK watlniclcv of circuit (Si)

or (Si). 'I'luis three sources of supply exist for

the lightiii)? circuit (I.) (L), and the same condi-

tions apply to the power circuit (!') (P) throiiRh

swilclics (H) and (D). In each case the nicterinK

is separate, and the exact <lemand upon each of

the supply circuits is rcRistercd. Ivither the lighting

or the power circuit c;in he supjilied frrjin the plant

generators, while the other power or liKhtinf; serv-

ice is handled by the outside supplies. Ordinarily

circuit (Si) is reserved lor enierRency liRliliiiK sup-

ply .nid (Si) for power.

Coil-retaining Wedge for Dynamos.
Tile cores of dynamu-elcctric machines, both of

the rotary and stationary members, usually consist

of lamina; which arc arr.inged in groups, the

groups being spaced apart by ventilating segments

or separators. The separators are usually pro-

vided with spacing ribs, wliich not only hold tlic

groups of lamina; at predetermined distances apart,

but in the rotary cores act as fan vanes to create

an outward flow of air to cool not only the core

and coils of the rotor, but also the core and coils

of the stator. If the core is provided at its

/S-

u

conduclors (17), which arc well insulated and re-

tained in place Ijy iion-inagiielic wedges (18) of
peculiar const ruelioii that engajfe llie grooves or
slots (19) near llic outer ends of (lie IcctI).

Ill the iisiinl inacliines in which (he slo(s arc

eoniparalively far apart (he depth of the grooves
which are engaged hy llie wedges is small as coiil-

pareil with the space between llie slots or (lie

width of the Icctli. Ill (hose machines, however,
ill which (he slu(» of the corcn arc c'oscly ar-

ranged, as in the core shown in (lie drawings, (he

wedge- re(aining grooves on (he opposi(c sides of

each tooth closely approach each other, leaving a

comparatively narrow opening between the coil

wedges when (he parts arc assembled. If in such
machines the ordinary wedges, which have a uni-

form widdi (hrougliout their length, were cm-
ployed, the ventilating openings at the periphery

of the core would be very much restricted. The
ventilating passageways are further restricted by
the outer ends of the ribs (14) of the spacing
members, which ribs, as is shown in Fig. i, extend
outward between the wedges.

In order to obtain a free flow of air through
the passageways in the core, the coil-retaining

wedges or sticks have notched or cut-away por-

tions (20) at each side, which, when the wedges
are in place, occur at the ventilating spaces. Thus

BEHREND S COIL-RETAINI

periphery with open slots for the reception of

conductors, the latter are held in place by so-

called ''sticks" or "wedges" of non-magnetic ma-

terial, which engage giooves at the outer ends

of the teeth.

Usually the dcptl;s of the grooves which receive

tiie wedges are small as compared with the width

of the teeth measured circumferentially, or the dis-

tance between adjacent slots. In some machines,

however, the slots are very closely arranged, leav-

ing narrow- teeth. The result is that the grooves

for the wedges on the opposite side of each tooth

closely approach each other, and when the wedges

are in place only a very narrow opening is left

between the wedges. It is seen that in this con-

struction if the ordinary coil-retaining wedges are

employed the outward circulation of air is se-

riously interfered with.

A recent Invention patented by Bernard A.

Behrend, chief engineer of the Bullock Works,

."Mlis-Chalmers Company, consists In producing a

form of coil-retaining wedges in which the por-

tions bridging the ventilating spaces are of less

width than the remaining portions. The width of

the wedges at the ventilating spaces is less than

the width of the slots, so that the wedges do not

in the slightest degree restrict the size of the

ventllatlDg openings in the periphery of the core

nor Interfere with the outward flow of air.

In the accompanying drawings, illustrating the

application of these wedges to a rotor. Fig. i is a

partial vertical transverse section through the

core of a rotor, the section being taken through

tlie \entilatlng passageway, and Fig. 2 is a plan

\-iew of a small portion of the core. Mounted on

the shaft are the core laminae (11). These laminae

are, as in the usual construction, arranged in

groups, which are spaced apart b.v separators (12),

forming circumferential ventilating passageways

(13). The "^roups are held apart by the radial

ribs (14), which act as fan blades in the rotary

cores to create air currents, which pass radially

outward, cooling both the rotor and the stator.

The periphery of the core is provided with closely

arranged open slots (15), leaving teeth (16),

which are narrow measured in a circumferential

direction. The ribs (14) extend outward almost

to the ends of the teeth, so that the latter are

well braced. Located in the slots are the coil

NG WEDGE FOR DYNAMOS.

the portions of the wedges which bridge the ven-

tilating spaces are of less width than the remain-

ing portions which engage the grooves. With
this construction it is seen that no matter how
closely the slots are arranged nor how^ deep the

wedge-retaining slots are made, the outward flow

of air through the ventilating spaces is not re-

stricted to the slightest degree by the coil-retain-

ing wedges. This construction is suitable for

stators as well as for rotors.

Novel Use of Electric Flatirons.

It Is not often that heating units from electric

flatirons are put to as severe a test as in the in-

stance given below. The problem was to replace a

crankpin .on the high-pressure side of a 500-horse-

power cross-compound Russell engine. The new
pin was si.x inches in diameter with a taper of

one-sixty-fourth Inch, and had to be fitted tightly

into the disk which was five inches thick with a

12-Inch shaft. To expand the disk by heating it

with blow torches would have taken too long, be-

sides making a dirty and unsatisfactory job, so

several heating units from General Electric six-

pound flatirons were grouped around an iron core

3J4 inches in diameter and placed in the six-inch

hole in the crank disk. In four hours after the

current was turned on the disk had expanded suf-

ficiently to allow the crankpin to slip In. Although
the heating units were at about white heat all of

the time they were not injured except that the brass

tubing on two was slightl}' melted in one place.

The heating units were replaced in the flatirons

and have been in use for the last three months, one
of them being In a laundry, where their active serv-

ice averages 40 hours each week.

Old Rensselaer Gets in Line.
The Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute of Troy,

X. Y., announces that it has inagurated courses in

mechanical engineering and in electrical engineer-

ing leading to the degrees of mechanical engineer

and electrical engineer. The gift of $1,000,000 by
^I'rs. Russell Sage Insures laboratories in me-
chanical and electrical engineering of great value.

Rensselaer has the reputation of a solid, con-

servative school. For many years It has been
well known for the high character of Its course

in civil engineering.
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While perhaps Mr. T. H. Reardon, in his article

in this issue on "Electric Power for Artificial Re-

frigeration," takes an over-sanguine view of the

possible use of electricity in the production of re-

frigeration (not artificial ice, it is to be observed,

which is a different matter), his arguments are

nevertheless worthy of attention. Electric motors

are now used for this purpose to some extent, and

there is no doubt that this application can be and

will be extended. It may be doubted, perhaps,

whether electrically operated refrigerating plants

would be sufficiently economical in small-sized

units for domestic use, but in hotels, meat markets

and similar establishments it would seem that the

possibility is worthy of careful consideration.

This is the concluding number of Volume XLI.

of the Western Electrician, and the next issue will

be the New Years issue for igoS. Following our

annual custom, the New Years number will appear

in a handsome colored cover, especially designed

by a well-known artist. It will contain the Western

Electrician's estimates of the value of electrical and

allied manufactures produced in the United States

in the year, reviews of the electrical progress of

the year in the United States, Great Britain and

the Continent of Europe, from the pens of qualified

writers, a Business Review of the year, and a

number of other articles of timely interest, with

many illustrations.

The Index for Volume XLI. will be distributed

to all subscribers gratuitously with the issue of

January ir, 1908, immediately following the New

Years number.

Taking advantage of the holiday season, we ex-

press to all our readers the sincere hope that they

may enjoy a happy and prosperous New Year.

Lord Kelvin was generally regarded as the lead-

ing physicist of the, world after the death of Von

Helmholtz in 1894, and by many he would have

been so recognized even before the passing of the

great German scientist Avho made Berlin a world

center for the study of physics. The comparison

of these two great men is of no importance, how-

ever, and is not attempted here. Bui attention may

be directed to the fact that Lord Kelvin was not

only a great physicist, but he was also a great

inventor and so prominent in the application of

electrical principles to the accomplishn)ent of useful

work that he was affectionately styled the father

of electrical engineering. He -was a man whose

work was of great helpfulness to the world—

a

truly great man in the best sense, and endowed,

like nearly all men of science of the first rank,

with great simplicity of character and enduring

patience. Well did he deserve the honors which

the world heaped upon him, and worthily is he

buried in Westminster Abbey. He leaves a record

of a life's work which will serve as an inspiration

to future generations.

"Japanese China" is a new geographical desig-

nation' which appears in the official reports of the

Bureau of Statistics of the Department of Com-

merce and Labor. The territory in question, which

was in 1898 leased by the Chinese government to

Russia and transferred from Russian control to

that of the Japanese government by the treaty

which terminated the war between Japan and Rus-

sia, includes Port Arthur and the adjacent port of

Talienwan, now known as Dalny, with certain ad-

jacent territory, and is the terminus of that branch

of the railway which connects the Russian Trans-

Siberian line through Manchuria with Port Arthur

and Dalny. To this geographical area the exports

from the United States have rapidly increased dur-

ing the current year until they now exceed $1,500,000

a month, and seem likely to show for the year

about to end a total of approximately $9,000,000

against less than $250,000 last year. It is to be

remarked that during the period in which this

region was under Russian control the direct ex-

ports of the United States to that territory never

reached as much as $1,000,000 in any calendar year.

The principal items of export from the United
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States to "Japanese China" for the ten months
ended October 31, 1907, were railroad cars, steel

rails and steam locomotives. It is interesting to

note that the value of electrical machinery so

exported was $11,740. This is not very large, but
it is something, and it is to be hoped that this

item will be materially increased in the future.

As a close neighbor, if not a part, of the vast

Chinese Empire, that part of China under Japanese
control will afford a constant object lesson to the

Chinese ; hence the importance of this market to

the American exporter is greater than the mere
local demand would indicate.

A considerable extension of telephone service is

to be witnessed in Western Canada at the present

time, principally due, it must be confessed, to the

activity of government officials. In the province of

Alberta there are already over 500 miles of long-

distance lines, 44 toll stations and l6 exchanges
in operation under government ownership, which
is the record of but a little over a year's work
and is spoken of as but a beginning. The Hon.
W. H. Gushing, minister of public works for Al-
berta, is reported to have predicted recently that

within five years at the latest every town, village

and hamlet in the province will h.ave a municipal
or government-owned telephone system connected
with the rest of the province by the government's
long-distance lines. In Saskatchewan a similar sys-

tem is planned. The Bell company is strong in

Manitoba, but here, also, government-ownership
sentiment is rife. In British Columbia the pro-

vincial government has built several lines,' and a

programme of government-owned telephones will

be discussed at the coming session of the Legis-

lature.

Western Canada is ,1 new country, and sociolo-

gists will observe with interest the enthusiasm with

which the principle of public ownership has been

taken up. Elsewhere municipally operated telephone

systems have not worked well; the example of

Glasgow is well known. But at any rate the use

of the telephone is being rapidly extended, which
is certainly commendable.

Vladimir Poulsen, inventor of the wireless sys-

tem which bears his name, is reported to have

declared that he will establish wireless-telephone

service between Europe and America, via Ireland,

in February. Already, it is asserted, wireless-tele-

phone connection has been maintained between Ber-

lin and Copenhagen, a distance of 240 miles. This,

in itself, will prove to be an extraordinary ac-

complishment, if verified; but if we are to talk

across the Atlantic by "wireless" in igo8, the feat

will be no less than stupendous, for hitherto no

means has been found to transmit articulate speech

bj' submarine cable for anything like that distance.

It is thus proposed to accomplish by the etheric

system what has hitherto been impossible by cable.

But perhaps Poulsen never made the prediction

credited to him; if he did, he is probably over-

confident. In relation to the proposal. Prof M. I.

Pupin of Columbia University, who is familiar with

the limitations of long-distance telephony by wire,

is quoted as follows: "Professor Poulsen's inven-

tion of the continuous oscillator makes wireless

telephony possible beyond a doubt. But the distance

over which communication can be established will

always be limited, and he will never be able to

telephone across the Atlantic or over any other

area of the same size. In telegraphy the whole 01

the power is available for signaling, while in teleph-

ony this only holds true for a small fraction of the

power. So it does not seem likely that wireless

telephony will ever cover nearly the distance that

wireless telegraphy can. To do the same work,

telephony would require a hundred times the power

needed for telegraphy. I should therefore consider

an announcement of this kind with a great deal

of suspicion."

Until further information is received, technical

men will be apt to agree with Professor Pupin,

hoping, but hardly believing, that Poulsen may

have devised means to accomplish what has been

suggested.
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3 : '. ?iv>- for Artificial Refrigera-

tion.

Bv T. 11. KUARDON.

'I'lic problem of heating by electrical energy lias

rcceivfil miicli attention in electrical journals, and

:i great variety of apparatus for siu'li purposes,

many of vvliich arc reliable, economical and ex-

tremely convenient, are to be found on tlie market

at tlie present time. Electrical liealing, regarded

from tlic viewpoint of desirability, liealllifulncss and

cleanliness, the entire absence of smoke, soot anil

ashes, stands without any formidable competitor in

il.s appeal to those who wish the best.

The artificial production of cold, while it is not

as extensively 'employed as the production of heal,

still it is an enterprise tlmt has ass\nned large pro-

portions, and it finds no difficulty in enlisting capi-

tal where local conditions and climatic inlluenccs

are favorable to such a project.

Artificial refrigeration and the artificial production

of ice arc so dilTercnt in character that frequently

the first is a pronounced success, while the latter

turns out to be a complete failure, and an unfor-

tunate investment.

The refrigerating machine, like the dynamo, has

several expressions for its cfliciency.

Manufacturers adopt a theoretical rating, in order

that machines of different types and embodying

different principles, may be compared with one an-

other on this basis.

Usually a 100-ton machine is rated in sucli a way

that it is understood 'that it is capable of convert-

ing 100 tons of water at a temperature of 32° Fahr.

into 100 tons of ice at the same temperature.

In practical operation a machine never works un-

der such conditions ;
the water instead of being at

a temperature of 32° Fahr. often in summer time

will be at 70° or at So", necessitating the abstraction

of 38 or 48 heat units from the water before it is

brought to the temperature of 32° Fahr., the point

at which the formation of ice commences.

Further, in the manufacture of ice. the tempera-

ture of the calcium chloride bath in which the cans

containing the water to be frozen are immensed, is

usually carried as low as 10° Fahr.

Thus it is seen that in the artificial production

of ice, instead of the machine working under ideal

conditions, the water that is used is far above the

freezing point at the commencement, and, after the

ice is formed, it is frequently cooled 20° below

the freezing point, and as the ice regains this heat

from the surroundings in a very short time after

it is removed from the freezing bath, the abstrac-

tion of so much heat from the ice in the freezing

process represents so much energj' thrown away.

The machine with the theoretical rating of 100

tons ice production in 24 hours might not actually

produce more than 50 or 60 tons of ice in this time.

It will also appear 'that the commercial efficiency

of an ice-making machine will vary greatly, ac-

cording to the climatic conditions under which it

does its work.

In regard to the artificial cooling of rooms, with-

out actually manufacturing ice, the conditions are

entirely different; it is. simply a matter of lowering

the temperature in such rooms a certain number

of degrees. We are deahng with air, a medium

that has a specific heat of about 0.24, instead of

water that has a specific heat of i.

When the difference in density between air and

water are taken into account, it is found that the

amount of energy that will lower the temperature

of I pound of water 1° Fahrenheit will lower the

temperature of 56 cubic feet of air 1° Fahr.

In the science of thermo-dynamics, it is imma-
terial whether one heat unit is added or whether

it is abstracted.' Precisely the same amount of en-

ergy must be expended for the attainment of the

one or the other.

It is the purpose of this article to show that the

field of artificial cooling is an inviting one to the

electrical engineer.

A pound of high-grade coal may evolve something

like 14,500 heat units when burned under favorable

conditions. A pound of ice in liquefying can only

abstract 143.5 heat units from the surroundings.

The work done in each case, while opposite in

character, is directly comparable, and has the ratio

14.500:143.5.

Converselj', if electricity is to compete with coal

for purposes of general heating, the 29,000,000 heat

units in the ton of coal, if obtained from electricity,

will require the expenditure of 849.7 kilowatt-hours.

At the price of three cents per kilowatt-hour,
which has been quoted in electrical journals during
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the current year, the cost of this quantity of heat

obtained electrically would be $25.49.

The ton of ice in melting abstracts 287,000 heat

units from the surroundings, and the kilowalt-liour

e(|uivalcnt to this number of heat units is 8,439,

which, figured at three cents per kilowatt-hour, gives

$0.25.1 as the cost of the eleclricd energy equivalent

10 the lunnber of heat units that are .ibsorbed in

the melting of one ton of ice.

It is well understood that one ton of ice or its

equivalent in cooling effect caimot be jiroduced bv

the expenditure of S.439 kilowatt-houis, for the dis-

cussion only considers ideal conditions. 'J'hc sub
jeet of heating and the subject of cooling are treated,

however, from similar points of view, and, while

in the case of electrical healing, every watt ex-

pended gives practically full value in the form of

heat, in refrigerating, large losses incident to prac-

tical operation will have to be considered

The ton of ice and the ton of coal cost prac-

tically the same, and if the electrical engineer can
furnish the heat units evolved in the combustion of
a ton of coal for a price that will enable electricity

to compete with coal, there docs not seem to be
any valid reason why artificial refrigeration em-
ploying electric power should not find wide applica-

tion, where the use of ice in considerable quantities,

with its incident waste and inconvenience, would
render the installation of a proper-sized refrigcrat

ing unit both desirable and economical.

Artificial refrigeration is beyond the experimental

stage; it is in use in many of the leading hotels

and cold-storage establishments, and it is the only

correct and scientific method of regulating tem-
perature and keeping each particular room at a
temperature determined by its contents.

The use of ice is unsatisfactory; it is impossible

to keep any desired temperature range by means of

its use, and the result is a sort of compromise, in

which one article is cooled too much and another
is not cooled enough.

The installation of a medium-sized refrigerating

unit for hotel or domestic service, where the op-

eration is by steam power, necessitates, the employ-
ment of an engineer, and this constitutes a great

drawback, as the labor item of expense ma}^ be
three or four times as large as the cost of power
actually used in operating the plant.

In connection with such a unit operated by steam
power on the premises, there remains to be con-

sidered the greatly increased cost of installation,

which, in many small installations, would require

putting in a steam boiler as a part of the refrig-

erating unit.

The combined efficiency of a small steam boiler

and a small steam engine for such work would of

necessity be very low, and when it is further con-

sidered that the demands on a refrigerating unit

will A-ary between wide limits, it will be readily

apparent that steam power for the operation of

small units of this kind is far from being satis-

factory.

With electric power, economically generated in a

large station, and metered for four or five cents

per kilowatt-hour, the cost for power will be far

less than the cost of the coal burned in the case

o^ operation by steam power.

The compression S3'stem of refrigeration should

of course be used, and automatic regulation and
simplicity should be dominant features in the design

of such a unit.

Both the electrical power of the motor and the

refrigerating capacity of the compressor and cooling

coils should be ample to take care of any ordinary

overload that might be induced by attendant con-

ditions. The fact that ample power is always avail-

able, and that all waste of energj' ceases as soon

as the sw-itch is thrown, should have much to do

w-ith placing the electric motor in the foreground

as the most desirable prime mover for this class

of service.

By giving proper regard to the features of auto-

matic regulation and simplicity of and accessibility

to working parts, the attention required by the ap-

paratus can be made so slight in many instances

that it will require even less attention than do the

steam radiators in a hotel office, and such attention

could be given the apparatus by someone employed

in another capacity without interfering with his

regular work only to very slight extent.

The small-size electric refrigerating unit will of

necessity be more, expensive and more complicated

than the electric heater which has no moving parts,

but it does seem that inventive genius should be

able to come forward with small practical units

of this kind thai would at all linics be reliable and
require but a minimum of attention.

The ficlil seems lo be an inviting one, and if

such a scheme can be widely carried lo successful
realization, it will bring comfort and luxury lo the
home and patronage to the central station.

Lord Kelvin.
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possess. Upon the day when it arrived, .Sir Wil-
liam noticed (hat liis Icclurc-rooni assistant was
indisposed, and wrote out his first prescription:
"Vis niedicatrix natura; scpl.n. .1;. '

;„ ^^,1,^.^

words, a vacation of a week.
One of Lord Kelvin's warm • .,,-„ King

Edward. For many years as the I'rijicc of. Wa•e^
his m.ajcsty and Kelvin were well acquainted, and
the friendship continued after the prince received
the crown.

Another man who rejoiced in the friendship of
the deceased scientist was George .Wcstinghousc.
At a dinner in London in 1903, Lord Kelvin pro-
posed Mr. Westinghousc's liealih in a laudatory
SDcech, in which, among other things, he said

:

"The present development of the electrical industry
in the United Kingdom owes its growth largely
to him. 'Largely' is a small word to express how
much we owe to him. I do not wish lo enter into
any comparisons or superlatives, but I do not
think any man in the world of engineering could
be named to whom more is due than to Rfr.
Wcstinghousc for his work in electrical engineer-^
ing."

While at Cambridge young William Thomson
was no mere bookworm. He took an active part
in field sports and athletics. He was a skilled
oarsman and won the Colquhoun silver sculls.

Lord Kelvin was an advocate of the metric
system, and during • his visit to this country in
igo2 he appeared before a congressional committee
at Washington and urged the passage of a bill for
the substitution of the metric system of measures
for the standards now in use.

Christian believers hailed Lord Kelvin as thci--

champion. for he was not an agnostic, like many
men of science. AVhen he was installed as chan-
cellor at the University of Glasgow the vice-ccn-
vener associated the new chancellor with Bacon
and Newton as the leading exponents of Chris,-
tian. philosophy.

For 67 years Lord Kelvin lived within the
gates of his beloved university. He was the
first, it is said, to introduce laboratory work as
a part of the student's course. His first laboratorj-

was in a deserted wine cellar of an old profes-
sorial residence. It was as chanceller of the
university that he welcomed visiting delegates
from European and American electrical engineer-
ing societies to Glasgow in July of IQ06.

In March, 1905, when almost 81 years of age.

Lord Kelvin underwent a severe surgical operation,

but he made an excellent recovery—a fact that
well attested the vigor of his constitution.

Lord Kelvin w-as not without a tincture of Scot-
tish tnrift, and he accumulated a comfortable for-

tune from his inventions. But with all his years,

honors and wealth, he remained a simple, kindly

seeker after knowledge. A recent biographer spoke

of him as one '!whose life of unw-earied industrj-,

of universal honor, has left him with a lovable

nature that charms all with whom he comes in

contact."

Lord Kelvin was buried on December 23d in

Westminster Abber, near the monument to Sir

Isaac Newton. There was a large gathering of

scientists representing American and Continental as

well as British societies. Many of those present

were clad in their academic robes and wore their

decorations. King Edward and the prince of Wales

and other members of the ro^'al family sent repre-

sentatives, while among the twelve pallbearers were

men eminent iii various walks in life, as John
Morley, Lord Rayleigh. Admiral Sir Edward Ho-
bart Seymour, Lord Strathcona and others. Al-

most all the foreign embassies in London were

represented, Secretary Carter attending on behalf

of the American embassy. The scene at the Abbej-

was solemn and impressive. No fewer than t\velve

clergymen were associated in reading the service,

w-hich was of the simplest character. The request

for burial at Westminster was made by the Royal

Society. Charles Darwin, buried in 1882. was the

last preceding scientist to be so honored.
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Lumber Cut of the United States in

1906.

Annual statistics of the forest products of the

United States in iC)o6 were prepared by co-operation

of the Bureau of the Census and the Forest Service.

The Forest Service of the Department of Agri-

culture has just issued a circular of 42 pages re-

lating to the lumber cut of 1906. Mr. Gifford

Pinchot is forester.

A close approximation of the lumber production

of the United States in 1906 was 37,550,736,000

feet, with a mill value of $621,151,388, the largest

quantity ever reported for a single year, and by

far the greatest valiie. In addition there were

produced 11,858,260.000 shingles, valued at $24.-

154.555, '•nd 3,812,807,000 lath, valued at $11,490,570.

The total value of the lumber, lath and shingle

production reported in igo6 was thus $656,796,513.

Making a fair allowance for incomplete reports.

it is safe to say that at present the annual lumber

cut of the United States approximates 40.000,000.000

feet, and that the total mill value of the lumber,

lath and shingles annually produced is not less than

$700,000,000.

In the circular are given details of the produc-

tion of lumber, lath and shingles by states and by

species, and comparisons with Census statistics for

1899 and 1904 (based upon the censuses of 1900

and 1905). No detailed reports were received from

Alaska. It is known, however, that the cut of

Alaskan mills in 1506 approximated 16,000,000 feet,

of which some 15,000,000 was spruce and the rest

mainly cedar.

The total cut of softwood lumber in 1S99 was

26.153,063,000 feet, and of hardwood 8,634,021,000

feet. In 1906 the softwood cut was 30,235.245,000

feet, and the hardwood cut, 7,315,491,000 feet.

Over 31 per cent, of the total cut was furnished

by yellow pine, while white pine and Douglas fir

compete closely for second place, with an advantage

of one per cent, in favor of fir. The seven woods

of which the annual cut is more than 1,000.000

feet each are yellow pine. Douglas fir, white pine,

hemlock, oak, spruce and western pine, which, to-

gether, furnish over four-fifths of the total pro-

duction.

Scientists Will Meet in Chicago.

Beginning on December 30th and closing on

January 4th next, there will be held in Chicago

w-hat is anticipated as one of the largest and most

important gatherings of scientific men that has

ever taken place in this country. This will be

the occasion of the fifty-eighth annual meeting of

the American Association for the Advancement of

Science, which will this time be held at the Uni-

versity of Chicago. An attendance of 3.000 to 4,000

is expected. Aside from the meeting of the parent

body the following sections will hold sessions:

A—Methematics and Astronomy^ B—Physics, C
—

'

ChemistO'. D—Alechanical Science and Engineer-

ing, E—Geology and Geography, F—Zoology, G

—

Botany, H—Anthropology, I—Social and Economic

Science, K—Physiology and Experimental Medi-

cine, L—Education. A large number of afiiliated

scientific associations also hold meetings at the

same time.

The membership of the association is now-

nearly 5,000 and includes almost all the leading

American scientists, professors of scientific studies

at the universities and colleges, and those educa-

tors, philanthropists and others who, though not

themselves scientists, arc in harmony with and

actively assisting the advancement of science and

scientific methods. The president of the associa-

tion is Prof. E. L. Nichols of Cornell University,

Ithaca, N. Y. The chairman of Section B is

Prof. D. C. Miller, Case School of Applied Science,

Cleveland, and of Section D, Prof. O. H. Landrcth,

Union Collece. Schenectady, N. Y.

COMMUNICATION.

Electrical Conditions in Peoria.

To the Editor of the Wtbtcrn Electrician:

In this week's issue of the Western Electrician

I notice an article "Electrical Conditions in Peo-

ria," in which it is said that the Code is bciny

rigidly enforced with the exception that iron wall

frames are permitted for flush switches instead of

boxes. In relation to this, allow mc to say that

such was the condition until the ist of October.

Some time before that all the wiring concerns re-

ceived notice from the city electrician that after

that time iron wall-boxes would be required, and
to the best of my knowledge these boxes have been
used since that time. L, B. V.

Peoria, December 21, \</yi.

Affairs of the Westinghouse Companies.
At a meeting of the creditors and stockholders

of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing

Company in New York on December 20th the or-

ganization of a committee of creditors was an-

nounced. Plans for raising new capital and restor-

ing the company to its stockholders have been under

consideration for some time. The following state-

ment was given out by J. N". Jarvie, who was named
as chairman of the committee of creditors

:

"At a conference between the receivers and a

number of important creditors of the Westinghouse

Electric and Manufacturing Company, held yester-

day [December 20th] the following gentlemen were

appointed a committee to act for the creditors of

all classes in formulating and executing a plan for

the readjustment of the company's debt and the

prompt termination of the receivership:

"Richard Delafield, president of the National Park
Bank; James N. Jarvie, representing the National

Bank of Commerce and other financial institutions;

Albert H. Wiggin, vice-president Chase National

, Bank; F. H. Skelding. president of the First Na-
tional Bank of Pittsburg; Charles A. Moore of

Manning, Maxwell & Moore; Neal Rantoul of

F. S. Moseley & Co. of Boston. A seventh mem-
ber residing in Chicago is to be added.
"The committee organized by electing Mr. Jarvie

chairman, and is now at work upon a plan of read-
justment which has been under informal discussion
for several days,

"The committee is acting in harmony with Kuhn,
Loeb & Co., who represent the interests of the hold-
ers of convertible bonds and the six per cent,

collateral notes. The committee is also acting in

full accord with Mr. Westinghouse, who is giving
the committee his earnest co-operation."

Power Required to Drive Machine
Tools.

In the new shops of the Wabash Railroad Com-
pany at Decatur, II!., there is an interesting instal-

lation of Wagner three-phase 440-volt motors used
to drive the varied machines used in car building
and locomotive repairing. The Wagner Electric
Manufacturing Company of St. Louis has just
issued a pamphlet entitled "The Polyphase Motor
in the Shop," illustrating this installntion, and in-

cluded in this book is a valuable table showing
the power to drive certain machines, made from
actual tests -on the machines while working under
normal conditions. This table, somewhat condensed,
is reproduced herewith

:

Description of Machine.

Planer and Matcher, i.';s6

34x16 Car-sill Planer

Double Surfacer. 12x20

14x6 Outside Moulder

36 Single Surfacer

No. 4 Automatic 36" Cut-off Saw

40" Cul-o£E Saw

Name of Maker.

Combination Band, Rip and
Re-saw, No. ,282

Vertical Car-boring Machine,

Four-spindle Horizontal Bor-
ing Machine. No. 306

Heavy Car-gaining Machine,
No. 3

Vertical Hollow Chisel, No. 300

H orizontat Car Tenoner

Heavy Car-sill Tenoner, No.

20" Rip Saw

Double-spindle Shaper ..

No. 7 Bulldozer

2'/2 ' Ajax Upsetting Machine.

Vertical Drill

sJ^xio Double Axle Lathe

42" Car Wheel Borer

48" 200-ton Wheel Press

Berlin Machine Tool Co.

S. A. Woods.

Berlin Machine Tool Co.

American W, W. Co.

S. A. Woods.

Greenlee Bros.

Greenlee Bros.

Berlin Machine Tool Co.

Greenlee Bros.

Greenlee Bros.

Greenlee Bros.

S. A. Woods.

Greenlee Bros.

Greenlee Bros.

Greenlee Bros,

Berlin Machine Tool Co.

Williams & W. Machine Co.

Sixspindle Arch-bar Drill—
Four-spindle. No. 2 Independ-

ent Feed Drill

Taper Roll Machine..

Combination Punch and Shears

80" Hich-pressure Blower

24" Jointer

24 Cut-off Saw

.Automatic Car brace Machine,

Sincle Spindle, Horizontal and
Radial Car-boring Machine..

No, 70 Tenoner

No. 281 Band Rip Saw

Panel Carving Machine

iG" Universal Woodworker....

Combina'n Rip and Cut-olt San

Four-sided Sash Slicker. . .

,

Capacity of Machine.

15x6; 4 sides; 100 ft, per
minute.

24x16; 4 sides; heavy oak.

30x12; 2 sides.

14" wide. 6" thick.

36" stock.

13" timbers.

18" timbers.

16" timbers.

4 vertical. 1 radial bit;

Vz to 3", in timbers 14"
thick.

4 bits. 14 to 3". in 16"

timber.

Gainer head 16" diame-
ter. 6" wide; stock
2HX20.

Chisels, % to zW \ 14X
14 timbers.

12x13 timbers. 10 and 6"'

wide.

16" cutting heads; stock
14x14.

Rip mater ill 6" thick,
ir'' wide-

Method of
Drive.

Motor
Size and Speed

Barnes.

Putnam Machine Tool Co.

Putnam Machine Tool C.o.

NilesTool Co,

Foote-Burte Co,

Foote-Burle Co-

Williams & W. Machine Co

Williams & W. Machine Co

Hillis & Jones.

Buffalo Forge Co.

Greenlee Bros.

Greenlee Bros.

Greenlee Bros.

Greenlee Bros.

Fay it Ecan,

Berlin Machine Co.

Fay .S; Ecan.

Greenlee Bros,

Amer. Woodworkinc Co.

Atner. VVoodworkine Co.

Ajax Bolt Forsine Machine

Doub'e-head Axle Lathe .. ..

200-ion Wheel Presi

Shivioff Exhauster Fan

Steel-tired Wheel Lathe ...

Putnam.

Putnam.

American Blower Co,

Putnam.

Crosshead 70', 14" wide;
stroke 20".

zM" diameter round
stock, 5x1" flat stock.

Operating 2" drill.

27 axles in 10 hours.

100 to 120 wheels in 10
hours.

42" wheels at aoo tons
pressure.

Six iW holes.

Four i-}h drills.

Rolling brake shoe keys
and brake levers.

Round iron, M to 2"; bar
iron, \Va to 4". has
architectural jaw for
cutting angle channels.

Punching \%" holes in
2' iron; shearing 8x
iW bars and zVa"
round iron.

Direct
Connected
Direct
Connected

Direct
Connected
Direct
Connected

Belted

Belted

Belted

Direct
Connected

Direct
Connected

i

Direct
Connected
Rawhide
Pinions

Belted

Belted

D. C. with
Gears

Direct
Connected

Geared

Geared

Geared

Geared

Geared

Belted

Direct
Connected

Belted

Belted

Belted

Belted

Belted

Belled

Belted

Belted

Belted

.Belted

Belted

Direct
Connected

Geared

Belted

Direct
<:oDnected

40 H. P.

850 R. P. M.
50 H. P.

850 R. P. M.

30 H. P.
850 R. P. M.

20 H. P.
850 R. P. M.

10 H. P.

I.zoo R, P, M,

15 H. P.
t,2oo R. P. M

15 H. P.
850 R. P. M.

15 H.P.
1,200 R. P. M.

15 H. P..

15 H. P.
850 R. P. M.

15 H. P,

15 H, P.

S50 R. P. M.
15 H. P.

850 R. P. M.
10 H. P.

1,120 R. P. M.
10 H. P.

1,120 R. P. M.
30 H. P.

850 R. P. M.
10 H. P.

1.T20R. P. M.

3 H. P.

20 H. P.

900 R. P. M.
20 h: p.

1,120 R. P. M.

7\i H. P.

1. 120 R. P. M.
10 H. P.

1.120R. P; M.
7/2 H. P.

t,i2oR. P. M.
15 H. P.

r.iioR. P. M.

r!^ H. P.

1,120 R. P. M.

7)^ H. P.
r.izoR. P. M.

50 H. P.

850 R. P. M.

SH. P.

1,800 R. P. M.

,
iVi H. P.

1,200 R. P. M,

! 10 H. p.

]

1.200 R. P. M.
3 H. P.

i

1.800 R. P. M.
I 5 H. P.

I

1,800 R. P. M.
I J5 H. P.

j

1,200 R- P. M.

5 H. P.

;

1,800 R. p. M.

7!? H. P.

1.200 R. p. M.

Average Load
in H. P.

25 to so H. p.

25 to 75 H P.

15 to 40 H. P.

15 to 25 H. P.

5 to 13 H. P.

10 to 25 H. P.

10 to 20 H. P.

7H to 20 H, P.

10 to IS H. P.

5 to 10 H. P.

10 to 25 H. P.

10 to 20 H. P.

10 to 20 H. P.

10 to IS H. P.

5 to 15 H. P.

5 to 10 H. P.

10 to 40 H. P.

5 to 10 II- P.

\¥i 103 H. P.

10 to 15 H P.

5 to 10 H. p.

30 to 40 11 p.

2I05J4 11. P.

3^f to 5 H. I'.

4>^toC!i H.P.

I to zVi M. V.

K to 5!^ H. p.

8 to 15'^ H- P-

lWl02''j II, p.

4 t07 II- P-

2« to 3 H. P,

5 to 6 ji H. P.

2 to 2H H. p.

7 to ao H. p.

1 to 5 H p.

83 to 00 ». p.

4 to 10 M. p.
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XLVIII. Storage Batteries.

'J uou iii.es.

'llic nidsl ccinnnim troubles to wliicli storage

l):illiTifS :irc subject arc disintegration of tbc

active material, buckling and sliqrt-circniling of tbc

lilates, and snlpbating.

Disintegration of Ibe active material may be

due to various causes, the effect of which is to

loosen up and break o(T small pieces of the active

material, which either fall to the bottom of the

cell or, if large enough, may lodge between

two adjacent plates and short-circuit them. This

disintegration of the active material gradually re-

duces the amount and consequently the capacity

of the cell. Excessive cliarging and discharging

rates and buckling of the plates are among the

principal causes leading to disintegration.

As disiiUegr.ilion always takes place to a certain

extent, and the sediment collects in the bottom

of the cell, it is apparent that all the plates would

soon be short-circuited if they rested in the bot-

tom of the cell where the sediment collects. In

order to avoid short-circuiting from this cause, it

is customary to suspend the plates in the cell at

some distance from the bottom, varying from one

Mill M.l I,.

If n plate is considerably warped, it is liable to

short-circuit by loucbing the plates on either side

of it at some point. In some cases perforated

hard rid)her or other non-conducting material in

thin sheets has been placed between the plates in

order to prevent .short-circniling, but this practice

lias practically disa|ipeared, as the separators in-

troduced considerable internal resistance which

gre.'illy rccluced the discharge rate of the cell.

Api'I.ications.

As storage batteries are now very widely used

ill isolated plants, central-station work and electric-

railway work, a brief description of their more
general uses in these classes of service will be

given.

Storage batteries when used in connection with

isolated plants are employed almost entirely for

furnishing power during certain hours when the

plant is not running. Consider the condition of

the load, for example, in a large office building

during the winter season: Starting about five

o'clock in the morning the lighting load begins to

pick up, and the maximum morning load exists

from perhaps si-x to eight o'clock. By 8:30 a. m.

the load falls down to a small figure which

bAM IZ Noon bPM. IZ Night

CURVE SHOWING APPROXl.MATE LIGHTING LOAD OF OFFICE BUILDING.

6/1./V,

inch to five or six inches according to the size

of the cell.

As long as the sediment which collects in the

bottom of the cell does not reach the plates, no

harm is done, and the cells should be carefully

watched to avoid trouble from this source. When
a certain amount of sediment has collected in the

trays, the electrolyte should be carefully siphoned

or pumped out of the cell after removing the

plates. The tanks can then be thoroughly flushed

out until the sediment is entirely removed.

What is known as sulphating consists in the

formation of a white coating of sulphate on the

surface of the plate. This is not to be confounded
with the formation of ordinary lead sulphate,

whicii is the natural accompaniment of discharging

the battery. The white scale which forms on the

surface of the plates under certain conditions is a

non-conducting material and the portion of the

plate on which it forms becomes entirely inactive,

as the part under the scale is incapable of being

charged.

Among the causes which lead to sulphating may
be too strong an electrolyte, too high temperature

of the batter.v, being left discharged for a long

time, or being discharged below the limits of

voltage specified by the makers. Where only a

slight amount of sulphating has taken place it can

be removed by fully charging and only partly

discharging the cells for several times in suc-

cession. If considerable sulphating has taken
place, however, it can only be removed by taking

the plates out of the cells and scraping off the

deposit.

Buckling of the plates may be' caused by an ex-

cessive rate of charging and discharging, or may
be due to sulphating. The immediate cause of the

warping of a plate is the uneven chemical action

on the two surfaces. The expansion and contrac-

tion of active material is normally the same on
both sides of the plate when the latter is in good
condition. If one side of a plate, however, is

partly sulphated, no chemical action takes place at

this point, and the expansion on the opposite side

causes the plate to warp. This buckling in turn
also tends to disintegrate the plates.

If a plate has not become too badly warped, it

may be strengthened by subjecting it to pressure,
or, in some cases, it may be necessary to hammer
the plate to straighten it. This is a dangerous
remedy, as it is apt to loosen or crack the active
material, but if necessary, the plate may be laid
betvyeen fiat boards and carefully hammered
straight with a wooden mallet.

Note.—This series of articles, intended to survey, briefly
the whole field of aoplied electricity for light, power and
heat, was begun in the Western Electrician of February z
1907. '

remains fairly constant until two or three o'clock

in the afternoon. This part of the load represents

the lamps that burn all day in dark offices, etc.,

and is only a very small fraction of the capacity

of the generating plant. Nevertheless, it is neces-

sary to keep the plant in operation, even though
.

very few lamps are in use.

About three o'clock in the afternoon the load

begins to rise rapidly until if reaches its maximum
between five and six o'clock at night. It then

falls rapidly at about seven "o'clock and then more
gradually until 10 or II o'clock, after which there

is but little load on. the plant until the early morn-
ing lighting. The early morning lighting begins

about four or five o'clock in the morning.

The general appearance, of the load line is

shown in the accompanying diagram, and it will

be seen that the peak load about si.x o'clock de-

termiiies the capacity of the plant, because the

plant must have sufficient capacity to carry this

load, even if it is only required to carry 10 or 15

per cent of it during the balance of the 24 hours.

This load also represents a very uneconomical
way of running, because it involves the installa-

tion of a great deal more machinery than would
be necessary if the load could be more evenly

distributed over the whole 24 hours. Moreover,
it is still further uneconomical because the boilers

and generators work at their maximum efficiency

at or near their full load, which corresponds to the

peak on the load diagram, and during 18 or 20

hours of the day while operating on light loads

their efficiency is very much reduced. This matter,

however, may be partially compensated for by divid-

ing the generating plant into two or three units

of different sizes which may be used separately or

in combination according to the conditions of the

load. Even this, however, means that the item

of labor continues through the whole 24 hours,

and considerable more coal than necessary must be

burned, as the boilers must be kept so that steam

can be gotten up ciuickl;,' when required.

If a storage battery be added to such a plant it

not only reduces the capacity of the installation of

boilers and engines, but it also does away with
the necessity of requiring attendance during part

of the day. It also enables the load line to be
flattened out, so to speak, or in other words
enables the boilers and generators to run at a
fairly constant load during the time of day when
they are required to operate.

If the storage battery is thrown on the line to

be charged about seven o'clock, the load line, in-

stead of dropping down to the usual day load,

would continue at about the early morning amount,
and would run approximately even until two or
three o'clock in the afternoon, as represented by
the dotted line.

Jiut before the peak load cummcnce^ to rise, the
Ik-iKcry can lie thrown in parallel with llie gen-
erator, so dial llic generator will carry say oiic-
lialf of the in.'ixiniuin load and the battery will
e.irry the other half. After Ihc peak load falls

down In the evening (he entire geiicraliiig |>lant

can be shut down and llie balance of the night
load will be carried by the storage ballcry. Tins
means that the gcncralors have worked 12 or 14
hours a day at a nearly constant load, and the
ballcry carries part of the peak load and all of
the night load. This enables llie fires to be banked
at night, and Ihc cost of allciidance is reduced
one-third, or possibly nearly one-half.

The use of a slor.ige ballery also Is cxircmcly
coiiveiiieiit in bridging any gap of the service
which may be occasioned by breakdown or derange-
ment of the machinery which requires Ihc plant
lo be shut down for a short period while repairs
are Ix'ing made. If the batteries are of sufficient

capacity so that the service docs not require them
to be charged or discharged faster than their
normal rale, they should last for several years
with but slight depreciation, and frequent inspec-
tion and intelligent care \vould make their life

almost indefinite in this class of service.

VTo he coiiHiiued.'}

Identification of Underground Circuits.

In answer to several questions, the editor of the
Question Box of the N. E. L. A. Bulletin, from
information furnished by W. E. McCoy, Guy K
Mitchell, G. A. Fuller and Parker H. Kemble, has
prepared the following in relation to the identifica-

tion of underground cables:

Tag all cables and keep careful records of the
same, open at all times to employes of the com-
pany. A very satisfactory material for tags is

oue-eighth-incji sheet lead secured to the cable with
wire solder; The cable number, voltage, etc., arc
stamped on the lead tags. Detailed drawings should
show duct numbers, cable lengths and sizes, etc.

One way is to tag all cables at least every block.
Tag them all consecutively as they are drawn in

on each street. If a cable is ever drawn out, this

number disappears. This meaiis there are no two
kinds or makes of cable numbered the same on the
same street. When feeders are cut up, destroy old
records and make new ones.

In addition to tagging, safeguard by using a
small transformer connected to a telephone re-
ceiver, and laid on the cable. If the cable is alive,
a noise due to the frequency will be heard. In
another case, on 13,000-volt, three-phase cables, a
telephone receiver in circuit with about 300 turns
of No. 24 wire, wound on a wood core, is used.
If voltage is on the conductors of the cable, a
hum will be heard in the receiver when the coil
is laid on the lead sheath of the cable. A compass
is misleading on a direct-current cable, because of
the ground currents in the sheath.
Another way is to strip off the lead carefully

and saw the copper in two, using care by standing
on dry boards and wearing gloves. The action of
the spark when cutting the copper will show
whether the cable is alive or dead. Block switches
at station. A block of wood painted red and sten-
ciled "Wireman on lines," placed in the slot of the
switchboard and held in place with a rubber band.
is suggested. Also, .short-circuit cable ends and
ground them.
The Baltimore Electrical Commission's s-ystem

of numbering ducts is as follows, for city work:

4 r,

3 J

' 4

Power Development at Rapid City.

The Dakota Power Company is building a hydro-
electric plant on Rapid Creek, west of Rapid City,

S. D., to develop 1,500 horsepower. The company
now 'has .2j4 miles of ditch and flume completed,
and has still Ij4 miles of flume to build. The en-
tire cost of the plant when completed w'ill be about
$200,000, it is said. The same company can gen-
erate, if necessar3', an additional 1,500 horsepower.
The plant will be installed in two 500-horsepower
units and two 250-hor5epower units. The power
is to be used for light and power in Rapid City.

The plant w-ill be completed and in operation next
fall. The Business Men's Club of Rapid Citj'. of
which W. W. Soule is one of the directors, is

interested in. the project.
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Direct-current Integrating Watt-hour
Meters.

By W. R. Pinckakd and H. W. Young.

Perhaps the best known form of direct-current

integrating watt-hour meter is the "comrautating"

type, and many different forms liave been de-

veloped to meet the various conditions. The usual

form of comnuitating meter contains the three

necessary elements—a motor producing a driving

torque; a generator providing a load or drag

varying with the speed, and a registering mechan-

ism so arranged as to integrate the instantaneous

values of the electrical energy passing through the

measuring coils.

The motor element usually consists of two sta-

tionary coils wound with wire of sufficient capacity

to carry the entire load and located. so as to sur-

round a rotable armature wound with several coils

of fine wire and suitably connected to a commuta-
tor on which bears a set of brushes. In series

with the armature is a high resistance and a small

fine wire coil located in proximity to the armature.

The stationary coils are connected in series with

the load and the shunt circuit consisting of the

armature, resistance and light load coil is con-

nected across the line.

The construction employed gives a driving torque

proportional to the energy flowing in the circuit,

accuracy is within the recognized limits, the most
important quality of a meter is its al>ility to main-
tain the initial accuracy for long periods of service

with minimum attention and expense for main-

tenance.

In the commutating type of meter the factors

determining this most important requirement are

refinements entering into design of bearings, weight

of moving elements, alloy employed in the com-
mutator and brushes, dustproof features, ability to

withstand heavy overloads on short-circuits without

damage.

In general the type of lower bearing and type

of commutator and brush construction employed
give a good idea of the meter's ability to maintain

initial accuracy under operating conditions, for it is

at these points that friction first asserts itself. The
commutator friction can be reduced by employing
small diameters and gravity-controlled multiple-con-

tact brushes, thus equalizing the tension and con-

tact friction. By employing proper metal in the

commutators and brushes the inevitable oxidization,

with its attendant variable nature, caji be reduced
to a minimum so that errors -due to this feature

can practically be eliminated. Care should be .ex-

ercised, however, in designing commutators not to

overstep the well-recognized limits "and by striv-

ing to secure an excessively small diameter run

ball resting between two cupped sapphire jewels,

one of which is mounted on a spring-supported
plug and the other on a removable sleeve attached

to the end of the disk shaft. The steel ball is

hardened and highly polished, the sapphire jewels
being ground to the proper radius to fit the ball

and then carefully polished. By this combination
of a movable jewel, movable ball and fixed jewel, .

a rolling action is obtained as contrasted to the
rubbing action of the older form of pivot bearings.

This changing point of contact between the bear-
ing surfaces insures a lower friction value and a
longer jewel life with minimum wear than can be
secured by the pivot construction.

Another feature of this form of bearing is that

the wear is distributed over the entire surface of
the ball rather than being confined to a relatively

small surface as offered by the end of a pivot.

Registering Mechanism.—A source of friction

and consequent inaccuracy in integrating meters
is traceable to the inevitable corrosion of the brass
plates and gears of the registering mechanism.
This corrosion, which is common to all ordinary
brass, is not apparent when the meter is new,,
but " appears after the meter has been in service

and is objectionable in that it introduces friction

due to the gumming or clogging action which en-

FIG T. COMMUTATING TYPE DIRECT-CURRENT METER.

and to secure correct registration it is necessary

for a retarding torque to be provided which will

be proportional to the driving torque. A controll-

ing force varying directly with the speed is ob-

tained by mounting an aluminum disk on the same
shaft causing it to pass between the poles of

permanent magnets whose fields induce foucault

or eddy currents in the disk. The inter-action be-

tween the fields of these eddy currents and the

field of the permanent magnets produces a retard-

ing torque varying directly w-ith the disk speed.

With such an arrangement of driving and retarding

torques a rotation is produced wdrich is propor-

tional in speed to the driving torque and, there-

fore, to the energy passing through the measuring
coils. As the measuring elements do not employ
iron and are practically non-conductive, the meters
can be used on either alternating current or direct

current circuits.

Figures i and 2 illustrate a form of commutating-
type meter which is interesting in that it em-
bodies several features new to this type of meter,

such as the roller type of ball bearing, dissimilar

alloy commutator and brushes, solid pressed dust-

proof cover, porcelain terminal blocks, etc.

Commercial Rcquirevients.—In order that an in-

tegrating meter may meet commercial requirements
it is essential that it be highly accurate, owing to

the fact that any errors which may be present are
cumulative, and e\'(.n a small percentage error will.

after a lapse of time, become relatively important
from a pecuniary standpoint. The accuracy must
be especially high at the lower end of the curve,

owing to the fact that for the larger part of the

lime tile actual load is but a small percentage of
the meter's capacity, and a meter which* shows in-

accuracy at tliis point cannot be a profitable invest-

ment for the central station for the reason that the
tendency is to undcr-register rather than over-
rcRistcr.

In commutaling-typc meters the accuracy obtain-
able depends upon a number of different factors.

such as design of the measuring coils, amount of
friction caused by the commutator and brushes,
amount of friction caused by the lower bearing,
permanency of the drag magnets and the ratio of
torque to friction. Assuming that a correct elec-

trical design has been secured and the initial

FIG. 2. COMMUTATING-TYPE DIRECT-CURRENT METER
(cover REMOVED).

into tlie more serious trouble caused by a weak
mechanical or electrical construction..

Lower Bearing.—The lower bearing, however, is

largely the cause of inaccuracy, and much thought
has been devoted to this subject. The earlier forms
of lower bearings consisted of a polished steel

pivot resting on a highly polished sapphire jewel

bearing, and with some modifications, such as hav-
ing the pivot removable, thus facilitating replace-

ment, is still employed.
Probably the chief objection to these earlier bear-

ings was the fact that the entire weight of the

rotating element was concentrated on a very small
bearing surface and the attendant rubbing natu-
rally caused wear. The amount of wear was varia-

ble, depending largely upon the material employed,
but under some conditions it would be sufficient

to even drill a hole through the jewel or w^ear

the pivot end absolutely flat.

The natural wear of the bearing surfaces was
also aided by the dust or small particles of sap-
phire thrown off from the jewel surfaces, and
these particles, being harder than the pivot, would
embed themselves in the steel, thus practically

forming a cutting tool, tending rapidly to break
down the jewel surface, with the resulting impair-
ment of light-load accuracy.

In commutating-type meters having rotating type
of elements considerably heavier than those em-
ployed in induction meters, the jewel wear takes
place at a much more rapid rate than in the latter

type, and therefore the proper design of lower
bearing is of the highest importance. The roller

or ball bearing, which has been successful in the
induction type of meter, was therefore decided
upon for use in the connnutating type of meter
herein described and has worked out in a satisfac-

tory manner. Owing to the increased weight of
the revolving parts over those employed in the
induction type meters, it was deemed advisable to

mount the lower jewel on a spring support, which
would obviate any undue vibration or shock which
might* be transmitted to the moving element from
the meter support. The arrangement of the various
elements of the roller form of bearing is detailed

in Fig. X and. as will be noted, it is very similar

to that adopted for induction type of meters.
.^5 will be seen the bearing consists of a steel

FIG. 3. SPRING-SUPPORTED ROLLER TYPE OF BALt-

BEARING.

sues. This corrosive action of meter registers can

be entirely eliminated by gold plating the various

surfaces, and with this treatment the registers will

be unaffected even after years of service.

Another method of securing a light running

register is to make the shafts of polished steel

rather than of brass as ordinarily employed. It

is a well-known fact that bearings composed
^
of

like metals are not so efficient as those employing

unlike metals, and therefore the use of "steel to

brass" necessarily gives a better operating con-

struction than in the older form of meters em-
ploying "brass to brass."

In all integrating meters it is necessary to have-

a worm transmission in the register and the usual

position for this worm is on the disk shaft. In

the meter illustrated above the worm on the first

shaft is replaced by a pinion so located as to

mesh into a suitable wheel and the worm itself is

placed back in the gearing or removable bracket, as

shown in Fig. 4.

Light-load Adjustment.—To overcome the in-

itial friction which is unavoidable in any meter's

construction and to compensate for any increase

which may occur after a period of service, com-
mercial meters are provided with some form of

compensation which is invariably adjustable. In

the meter illustrated, this compensation is affected

by means of an adjustable coil connected in series

with the armature, which, when connected to cir-

cuit, energizes a constant auxiliary field. This

field, in conjunction with the field generated by
the armature coils, tends to produce a sufficient

torque to overcome the static friction of the rota-

ble element, which is thus poised or held in a

position ready instantly to respond to any mag-
netic field generated by current passing through
the series coils. By varying the distance between
the armature and compensating coil, the effect on
the armature may be increased or decreased as

desired.

Effect of Short-circuits.— .\ trouble which is more
or less common to commutating type of meters is

that of errors in the registration caused by the

heavy magnetic field projected from the series

coils causing severe short-circuit conditions whicli

cause the meter to carry abnormally heavy cur-

rents. These projected or stray fields tend to
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(Icniagnctize the permanent magnets, thus caushig

the meter to run fast, although under certain con-

chtions the cipposile may take place.

riicse (letrimeiilal elTeets of sliort-circuits i|iay

he largely minimized hy locating the niagiiets at a

considerahlc distance from the series coils and
arranging their poles so that the fields will he

at right angles to that generated hy the series

coils. The magnets can he further protected by

use of an iron shiehl which may he interposed in

the path of the m.ignctic llnx.

In nii:il\-/iiii.', (hi- nierils of the integrating watt-

FIG. 4. RaGISTERlNG_MECHANISM OF DIBECT-CURRENT_METER

meter with a view of deciding upon its ability to

give or maintain accuracy, the importance of hav-

ing a high "ratio of torque to friction" can be

better understood by considering the action and
operation of an integrating meter as analogous to

that of a small direct-connected motor-generator
set in which the current and potential coils are

considered as the motor clement and the disk and
the permanent magnets as a magneto-generator

with a short-circuited disk armature. The work
expended by the motor is absorbed in driving the

short-circuited generator and overcoming- friction

in the bearings and registering mechanism. In a

perfect meter (or motor-generator) all the work
would be expended in driving the disk or generator

(friction being absent), in which case a direct

ratio would exist between the speed and the

energy passing through the motor system, thus

giving a meter absolutely accurate throughout its

entire range.

It is, however, impossible entirely to eliminate

friction, but it will be seen that the more perfect

the meter is, the greater will be the ratio be-

tween the work expended usefully in driving the

disk or armature of the generator and that ex-

pended in overcoming friction ; in other w-ords.

the "ratio of torque to friction" in the meter will

be high. Meter manufacturers recognize this es-

sential feature and endeavor to make this ratio

of torque to friction very higli by efficient design

of the measuring elements and reduction of fric-

tion in the bearings and registering mechanism.

A Now Westlnghouse Air Compressor.

The Westinghonsc Air Brake Company has been
fur some years supplyins various industries using

compressed air with standard steam and motor-
driven air compressors. In a large number of

plants, however, there is a ileinand for a com-
pressor of. smaller capacity. The comp.'iny hnn
therefore developed a sniall hell-driven comi>rcssor,

which has now been thoroughly tried out.

The new compressor, which is a belt-driven unit,

is e!i:ir:ti-('Ti;'c(i by the same excellence of design
and cnnslrnction as the larger

apparatus now standard in rail-

way and traction practice and
also used in commercial work.
The weight of the complete
unit is 218 pounds, and its ba^c
is 12 inches in diameter. Its

compact build cirdiles it to he
located in limited space wdiere

power from shafting or small
motor drive is available. It is

particularly adaptc^l to gas-en-
gine starting, automobile-ga-

rage use, charging storage

.

tanks for siuall pneumatic tools,

general machinery cleaning and

[\ in a great variety of cases
' where compressed air at high

or low pressures, but in small

quantities, is required.

The compressor is of the ver-

tical single-cylinder, single-act-

ing, water-jacketed type, oper-

ated by power delivered to a

30-inch flywheel attached to a

crank-shaft, the rotation of

which drives the piston in the

cylinder by means of a con-

nectir:g rod. The diameter of

the cylinder is three inches, the
stroke of the piston is four incites, and the rated

capacity of the pump is four cubic feet of free air

at 250 revolutions per minute. It will operate sat-

isfactorily against any air pressure up to 250 pounds.

At 250 revolutions per minute (its speed of maxi-
mum efficiency) and against 2C0 pounds air pres-

sure, approximately one brake horsepower is re-

quired to operate the pump.
Since the act of compressing air always raises

the temperature, the cylinder is surrounded by a

Proportion of Coal for Starting and
Banking Fires.

[From the Question Eo.x of tlie National Electric Liglit
Association.]

In a central-station plant of 2,000-kiIowatt ca-

pacity, using water-tube boilers at 160 pounds pres-

sure, what should be the proper and reasonable
proportion of coal used for -banking and starting
boiler fires to total coal burned?

Answers.

C. E. Elliott : In our plant of three water-tube
boilers of 650-horsepowcr units, fitted with Roney
stokers, the percentage of coal used for banking
to total coal burned averages seven per cent.

James Link: Two or three per cent, of the total

coal burned should take care of banking and start-
ing fires. Do not favor banking fires for period of
over five or six hours.

C. H. Parker: A 2,000-kilowatt plant manufac-
turing 24,000 kilowatt-hours, per day would use
about 20 per cent, of the coal for cleaning, bank-
ing and lighting fires.

G. R. Wood: Will depend upon conditions, size
of boilers, peak load, etc., and will run from 4 to
12 per cent, of the coal burned.

A NEW WESTINGHOUSE AIR COMPRESSOR.

water jacket, through which a constant circulation

of water is maintained, thus lowering the tem-
perature of the discharged air and increasing the

efficiency of the compressor, and at the same time

greatly reducing. the effects of overheating, due to

prolonged, operation.

A detailed description of the new compressor is

to be found in a booklet just issued by the West-
inghonsc Air Brake Company.

The first test of the .S.ooo-horsepowtr gas engine
on December 13th by the Carnegie Steel Company
at the Edgar Thompson plant was satisfactory.
The engine was designed by Carnegie and Westing-
house engineers to take advantage of the waste
gas of the blast furnaces as fuel. It is said the
new engine will save half the fuel bill at the plant.

Articles of incorporation have been filed for the

Chicago. Joliet and Eastern Illinois Railway Com-
pany. The new line is to be electric, and will run
in a southwesterly direction from Chicago, and is

likely to touch at points in Cook, DuPage, Will,

Bureau, Peoria, Kendall. Grundy, La Salle, Liv-

ingston, Putnam. Marshall, McLean and Woodford
counties. The first incorporation was for $2,500,

but it is said that this amount will be increased to

$1,000,000. The incorporators are: Josiah Burn-
ham, Hugo D. Loeb. George L. TurnbuII, Gerald
Turnbull and L. H. Strieker.

The Technically Trained Man and the
Eleotrlc-rallway Profession.'

IJv Pi«)i'. Hi'.NiiY li. Nonius,

The manufacturers were the first, and have been
foremost in utilizinK the product of the technical
schools. They have carried this to such an extent
that .•ipprcniice courses arc offered by all of the
large companies, and the youn({ men are given
every possible opporlimity to develop normally and
quickly. They are taken through all departments
of the works, learning in each enough of the detail

to enable them to appreciate the reasons for the
development of existing forms of apparatus, and
for the employment of present methods of con-
struction. They test the finished product, and so
learn what to expect of the various classes of
machines.
The operating companies arc now taking this

matter ,nctively in hand, and a few lighting com-
pam'es have developed courses similar in purposes
but necessarily different in plan from those of the
manufacturers. The Denver Gas and Electric Com-
pany was a pioneer in this direction, and its ex-
ample is being followed by other companies.
The purpo.se of the present paper is to inquire

of the members of this association whether it is

practicable for them to institute something cor-
responding to the apprentice courses of the manu-
facturing and lighting companies. Some years ago,
at the request of the New York .State Street Rail-
way Association, the writer conducted an investi-

gation to determine the attitude of the members
of that association toward- the technical school.

The result of this inquiry was to find that technical

graduates are favorably regarded by the olTicers of
the railway companies. At that time technical grad-
uates were found mostly in the engineering de-
partments, although some had risen to manager-
ships and superintendcncies. In response to an
inquiry as to how young men shduld go about
entering the electric-railwav field, the replies were
not entirely satisfactory. The general advice was
to begin at the bottom and to work up. it being
a matter of small consequence what the first posi-

tion is. There was, however, no systematic way
by which a young man fresh from college could
learn the electric-railway business nor, as far as
the writer is aware, is there any at the present
time. While it is natural that the craduates should
find their way first into the engineering departments,
it is the firm conviction of the writer that if their
training is a success, the young man should be
enually well adapted to the other departments, pro-
vided, of course, that they have the necessary
per';onal qualities for superintendincr and managing.
The men who are now controlling the electric-

railway comoanies have lareely grown up with the
industry. The experience of many dates back be-
fore the early 'go's, when the horse was supplanted
by the electric motor. These officials are now train-

ing young men to take their places when they re-

tire, and they naturally desire to find for this pur-

pose individuals with the necessary characteristics

and training. For many reasons they have the
right to e-xpect the technical schools' to supply the
class of men required. The first of these is that

the technical schools should, and probably do, at-

tract a large proportion of industrious, active and
capable students. A young man who has the nerve
and ability to conquer the difficulties of a technical

training, especially if he is financially handicapped,
ought to be one who is needed in business. In
the second pla-ce, the mental and ohysical discipline

tends to brin.g out his p-ood qualities and make him
self-reliant and orieinal. It increases his initiative

power, the most important business qualification

which he can possess.

It is surprising that such a comparatively small
number of the technical graduates find their -way
into the electric-railway business. Of the more
than 2,000 graduates of Sibley College, probably not
more than 50 are directly or indirectly engaged
in this line. Of these, quite a proportion are in

the supply business, and only a small number are
actually in the field. This is probably not because
railway work is not attractive, but other lines have
been so much easier to enter that they have at-

tracted the bulk of the graduates. Some kind of
an apprentice course, would be welcomed by tech-

nical students. They enjoy any work in this di-

rection that is given in the schools, and they show
great aptitude for it.

To make the matter entirely practical the follow-
ing arrangement is suggested for such a V/2 years'

course:
(i) Three months in master mechanic's depart-

ment.—This time should be largely spent in the
, car barns and repair shops. The apprentice can
serve as helper on car inspections and repairs, con-
struction of special parts, tests, etc.

(2) One month in purchasing agent's department^
partly as assistant to the storekeeper, and partly as
general assistant to the purchasing agent.

(3) Three months in motive-power department.

I. A paper (condenssd) read before the American Street and
Interurban Railway Association at Atlantic City on October i6.
1Q07. The author is professor of electrical eneineering at Cornell
tlniversity.
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—This lime should be spent as general helper,

oiler, or in any other capacity in which the ap-

prentice could be made useful. He could also as-

sist on tests, designs for repairs and inspections.

He could also act as emergency supply for sub-

station attendance. A short time in the superm-

tendent's office would familiarize him with the de-

tails of administration.

(4) Tzao months in fransporialion dcpartmcni.—

The apprentice could be given miscellaneous work

in connection w^ith the preparation of time tables,

familiarizing himself with the train-dispatching sys-

tem, and, in general, making himself useful to the

superintendent. In many ways he could assist in

this department as emergency supply in ticket offices,

on express cars, etc. .

(5) Two months on outside line work.—The ap-

prentice could be employed as assistant with the

repair gang, and he could also make himself useful

in construction of new work, testing, repairs to

instruments, etc.
.

(6) Three months in way departinenl.—This tunc

should be spent in office work, laying out details

of new construction of track, bridges, etc. The

apprentice should also assist in surveying and other

field work.

(7) Two months in comptrollers department.—
This time should be spent as general office assist-

ant, and in conducting special investigations for

the' financial officers of the company. A technically

trained man would be well equipped by this time

to be of great assistance in compiling statistics.

These cover not only the operation of the company

itself, but of other companies. The apprentice

would thus become familiar with the methods of

accounting used, and of the relation of this de-

partment to the others.

(8) Tieo months in general manager's office.—
The apprentice should now be in a position to be

of practical use to the manager, and could be de-

tailed to special duties which happened to demand
attention.

One and a half years have thus been scheduled

and subdivided among various departments with

a view to preparing the apprentice for any line of

work in the railway field which may happen to be

open to Kim. He has had the opportunity to dem-

onstrate his peculiar abilities and disabilities, and

if he has "stood by" for the full period, he has

shown his appreciation of the opportunity. It is

obvious that a very large company could handle a

number of such apprentices without serious diffi-

culty if the officers in charge of them were in

hearty sympathy with the idea.

The plan requires the co-operation of the heads

of all departments, and there are numerous ob-

jections which appear as soon as the scheme is

suggested. The young men are in the various de-

partments such a short time that they are not

able to work at maximum efficiency. Further, it

requires a little effort on the part of the superin-

tendents of the various departments to lay out the

work for the apprentices. The young men are apt

to leave, and thus the company loses the benefit

of the effort expended. On the other hand, op-

portunities are constantly arising in every company
demanding loyal, well-trained employes." T,bese are

difficult to obtain, and could be picked out in-

stantly from the apprentice corps. Smaller com-
panies, by slight modifications, could use the same
general plan, and with the same results.

The matter of pay for the apprentices is one of

practical importance. It is not to be expected that

tliey will be able to earn as much as men regularly

employed in the departments. On the other liand,

they should be expected to earn for the company
as much as possible. Their wages should be based

more upon a reasonable living expense than upon

their earning capacity. This will depend upon the

cost of living in various communities. Probably

from $10 to $12 a week at the start, with a rea-

sonable increase at the end of each six months'

period, would be reasonable and satisfactory to all

concerned.
This paper is not intended to recommend that

companies go into the apprentice business on a

wholesale scale. If each year one or two men
could be employed by the smaller companies, and
half a dozen or so by the large companies, there

would be a sufficient supply of new material always
in process of development. Of the men hired prob-

ably one-half would drop out before the end of

the period, and those who remain would naturally

be the ones best fitted for the work. From the

writer's personal experience he is aware in a .gen-

oral way of what the companies need in this line,

because he has the frequent privilege of recom-
mending yotmg men for various positions in elec-

tric-railway work. In every such case if the ap-
prentice corps were in existence, tiie needs of the

company could have been met better within their

own organization.

Discussion (in Abstract).

Henry W. Blake, New York: Professor Norris'

paoer suggests a concrete plan by which the re-

sults secured by other companies in utilizing the

college graduate mav be carried out by street-rail-

way companies. His apprentice course of some
18 months should form an excellent method for

learning the practical application of the principles

acquired at the university, and the establishment

of a trained corps of men in the way suggested by

him should be of great future assistance to the

railway companies.
Prof. A. S. Richey, Worcester (Mass.) Polytech-

nic Institute: I think the apprenticeship course that

Professor Norris suggests is a very good one. The
technical schools are taking an interest in electric-

railway work. Worcester Polytechnic Institute,

which is a small institution compared to many
others throughout the country, has just completed

a laboratory which, with its equipment, represents

an investment of about a quarter of a million of

dollars, and between one-third and one-fourth of

that investment represents equipment which is de-

voted exclusively to electric-railway work. No one
course w-as elected by more tlian three-fourths of

the men in the senior class in electrical engineering

except the electric-railway course, and that course

was elected by every man in the senior class.

Three men taking post-graduate work in electrical

engineering have been interested enough in your
association to come to this convention from Worces-
ter at their own expense—and that expense to a

student in an institution of that kind means more
than it docs to a great many of you men. But the

technical schools can only give a foundation in

electric-railway engineering. That is the reason

why this suggestion has been made for a sort of

apprenticeship course which will round out that

work of the technical schools more quickly and in

better shape than simply beginning at the bottom
and working up.

There is another way in which the technical

schools and the electric-railway association might
co-operate. The institutions have put a great deal

of money, some of them, into equipment which is

suited to testing and experimental work. Purdue
University, with its splendid laboratory, for steam-
railroad experimental work, is an example. Some
such working arrangement as that might be gone
into by this association and the various technical

schools which arc taking" up the electric-railway

work.
Just one thing comes to my mind now, in the

report of the committee on maintenance of elec-

trical equipment. There is a great divergence of

opinion as to the best quality. of brushes to use on
railway motors. It cannot be possible that the very
hardest brush is the best brush, and at the same
time the very softest brush is the best brush, under
the same conditions. Nobody seems to know wdiat
those conditions arc,, nor where to bring that wide
divergence of opinion down to a point, and who
is better fitted to take that up than these institu-

tions, which are equipped for this experimental
work and have the time and inclination to go into

and find out the "why" of these things. That is

another way in which we can co-operate.

C. S. Sergeant, Boston : I have been interested

for many years in utilizing technical graduates, so

long as they could be prevailed upon to remain
with us, but they are birds of passage. They have
done a great deal of good work for us for little

or no compensation, and to a considerable extent
in -, different departments, and I would say that

other graduates, even the ijraduates of our regular
college, have, some of them, sufficient sand to

;
put

on a blue uniform and go on the cars for a ,few

months, and it is rather a hard thing for a Harvard
graduate to do, but they have done it, a number
of them.

Now, it seemed to me that in listening to

this paper, Mr. President, that if one were to

criticize at all it would be as to the brevity of
the course in each department. I do not believe

in a smattering. I think that this business becomes
more specialized all tlie time, and that there is a

good deal of danger that the young man who flits

about from a couple of months in one department
to a month and a half in another will think he
knows it all in a year or two. Tliat is the worst
thing that happens to a young man. I would like

very much to induce the student to spend more
time in each department. But I do believe in the
rotation from one department to another, and pos-
sibly my criticism is not a fair one. I do think
that we cannot have too many educated men in

the business.

C. D. Wyman, Stone & Webster, Boston: We
have been fortunate enough to secure, for what we
call our school, from 10 to 20 graduates from Cor-
nell, from Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and from a number of other technical institutions,

and in our school we endeavor to give them first

some practical education' along the line of inves-

tigating actual statistics derived from the operation
of our various companies. After having, if pos-

sible, a year's Study, they then are very w'illing

and anxious to undertake practical results with
some of the different cotnpanies that we control.

Every year there go to these companies, as I said

before, from 10 to 20 young men, who get right

down to business. They follow various lines. There
is nothing too good in the way of mental and
technical equipment that a man can have who is

to direct the work of those public-utility corpora-
tions. * I hope that the members of this association

will assist and encourage work o,f this kind.

W. H. Kvfins, Buffalo: Tt occurs to me that this

scheme would fail entirely, or at least in part, if

we had but one apprentice at a time. \i the road
were- sufficiently large to have several, I think very
much better results would be attained. If you
simply appointed a man who was to be railroaded
through this course to the general manager's office,

he might reserve his best efforts until hO' reached
the general manager's office. It also occurs to me
that those apprentices will fail in the first step

unless they get down to the level of those with
whom they associate. They must disabuse their
mind of the fact that they are there to gain all

and to give nothing, because Jack and Bill and
Mike and Tom are not going to unbosom them-
selves to a fellow who impresses them with the
idea of his great superiority.

John I. Beggs, Milwaukee: I wish to indorse
every word that Mr. Evans has said, from my
experience with a lot of these apprentices.. They
thought they were so above the men that they were
thrown in to work with that they wouldn't put
on the overalls, and they were a little bit careful

of their hands and garments .getting greased. .'\s

soon as they feel like that they had better be
transferred to some other department. That is one
of the things that these professors in the colleges

should impress upon these apprentices when they
go out. Let them start as not superior to the men
from whom they must gather the information to
make them valuable.

J. W. Corning, Boston : I second the remarks
of M'r. Evans. Some of the students seem to think

that they are not to accept responsibility: that this

course is something which is mapped out for them,
and that by passing through it, by some hocus
pocus. they will come out on top and be ready to

accept responsible positions when they are through.

A fairly large number of men seem to have that

idea and have failed to measure up to what is

ecpected of them.

W. Caryl Ely, Buffalo: I just want to say one

word in regard to the overalls, dirty hands and
dinner pails. There is an idea prevalent, I think
among the men who are practical in the street-

railway business, and especially the older ones of

us, that men wdio are technically educated have to

be taken down a peg in some way in order to

make them accustomed to the things that they

would come in touch with in the shop or in the

practical department. I want .to say that there

could not be a more erroneous idea, based upon
the things that one sees at Cornell and the dif-

ferent institutions where men receive instructions

in mechanical arts, engineering, etc. Why, they

work hours and hours. I have known men to do
16 hours of laboratory work at Cornell, when I

w'as- a student there; and the overalls and grime
and dirt and dinner pails are tlieir regular daily

companions throughout the four years of their

course. It is a mistake to think that a man has
to be born with a red flannel shirt on him in

border to enable him, if he has been through a

course of instruction, to get down to good hard
common work that greases his hands and smuts
his face.

C. L. S. Tingley, Philadelphia : It appears to me
that too small a period of time was allotted by
Professor Norris to the man in my department,

namely, the accounting end. One of the greatest

difficulties that the accounting department has is

.the inability of some of our technical men to grasp
the importance of giving us any account of what
they are doing, and unless a man has a turn of

mind which lends itself to the grasping of ac-

counts and accounting methods, two months is en-

tirely too short a time to give him an insight info

the details and workin.g of a very important part

of our business. Therefore it will greatly facilitate

the man's education, and also his efficiency, wdien

iie passes out into the larger field, if he is allotted

a little longer lime.

There is one other thought, and that is that a

man in this apprenticeship should not be passed

on from one department to another until the head
of the department in which he is working has

certified that he is competent or that he has done
the allotted work, the same as you would not pass

him in a school until he had done satisfactorily

the allotted work of his course.

The Independent Telephone Movement.

riicrc will he no ciKilition, cn-operalion or con-

nection between the Independent and Bell telephone

companies, according lo President Theodore Gary

of the International Independent Telephone Asso-

ciation, wdiich has just established nermanent head-

quarters in Chicago. Mr. Gary made this statement

spe:iking of rumored negotiations for jieacc and uni-

fication of interests at the annual convention of

the Independent association in Cliicago, January

2rst, 22d and 2,ld next. The Independent telephone

business is said to he thriving, and officials of the

association say that in i.'i years the number of

Independent telephones in use has grown to over

.1.0OO.O0O. During the approaching convention maiiy

subjects important to the Independent movement in

the United Slates. Canada and Mexico will be dis-

cussed by the leading inctt in the industry.
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Indiana District Telephone Meeting.

Jlic Iiuli:iii:i liulcpciulciU 'rclcplioiR' Associalion

hold .ill iiii|iiirl;uil inci'liiiK in llie KiRlitli Dislrict ;il

New (':isili: (111 DfcmiluT .'Olh. A. C. I.indcimilli ui

Ric'liiiiiincl |iresi(k-il. Upnn rull-c;ill it was foiiiicl

thai every company in llic district was rcprcsciilcd.

Mr. I.iiidcnnilli read a paper on 'OrKani/alion,"

which resulted in steps heiiiR taken lo fnrllier a

plan for a cli.iiiKc in the relation of the national

ami stale telephone hodics. This was follrnved hy

the reading of an ahic paper on "("onnty Service"

hy Mr. K. K. Kaulkner, president of the New Caslle

'rclephone Company, who advocated compact or-

Kani/ation for the county with a reasonable toll

charRC between all exchanges in the county.

The nieeliiiK passed a resolution opposint? any

direct or indirect comieclion with Ihe Tiell company
unless it was a universal connection for all coni-

panies which guaranteed the Independents Iheir

right of territory for all time to come.
A. Bovd. manager of the Citizens' Telephone

Company of Cambridge City, suggested how rates

may be raised without giving olTcnsc to the patrons.

.'\s he had just successfully raised the rates in the

several Cichanges operated by his company, the

number of practical suggestions lie made were
received with considerable interest and profit by

those present.

C. A. Phelps, manager of the New Castle Tele-

phone Company, and K. B. Davis, manager and
secretary of the Middlctown Telephone Company,
were selected as delegates to the international con-

vention in Chicago January 21st to 23d.

The delegates and visitors w'erc entertained at

dinner as the guests of R, R. Faulkner, president

of the New Castle Telephone Company,

Indiana Telephone Items.

The directors of the Goshen Home Telephone

Company ha\e decided to expend about $25,000 in

improvements and extensions.

It is reported that Theodore Thorward, president

of the South Bend Telephone Company, has com-
pleted arrangements for connection with the com-
pany at Cassopolis and Grand Rapids, Mich. As

. a result the Indiana company secures connection

with 88 cities and towns in Michigan, including

Detroit.

The pastor of the Presbyterian Church of Muncie
has for some time past placed a desk telephone on

the pulpit so that the sick and disabled of bis

flock could enjoy the sermon and music at their

homes. The stay-at-homes became so numerous
and the congregation decreased so rapidly. that the

minister has concluded to discontinue the telephone

service from the pulpit.

The Cumberland Telephone Company of Evans-
villc has asked for an extension of time to May ist

for installing the new equipment provided in the

new franchise granted the company some months
ago. The City Council has granted the request.

The Bloomington Home Telephone Company has

announced that it will raise the rates on its patrons

beginning January 1st. Residence telephones here-

tofore $1.25 a month will be increased to $1.50.

Business and office telephones will be raised from
$2 to $2.50 a month. The company gives as its

reason for this increase that all materials used in

the service have increased in price almost 60 per

cent, above wdiat they were three years ago and
that labor is much higher and that the state tax

board raised the company's assessed valuation over

$2,000. S. S.

Telephone News from the Northwest.

Lincoln Eves of M'cckling, S. D., has bought the

local exchange at Fulton, S. D., and will install a

new switchboard.
The Independent telephone companies of Wiscon-

sin propose to construct a toll line from La Crosse

to Milwaukee next season.

Work will be started at once on the new tele-

phone system at Breckenridge, Minn., by the Breck-

enridge Telephone Company, which has recently in-

corporated with a capital of $50,000.

The Providence Township Mutual Telephone Com-
pany has been incorporated at Iowa Falls, Iowa,

with a capital of $10,000.

George N. Bandy of Des Moines, president and
general manager of the Haw-keye Telephone Com-
pany, has disposed of his half interest in the com-
pany to the Brenton brothers of Dallas Center, and
they now- own the entire property.

. A telephone franchise has been voted at Casey,

Iowa.
The Western Telephone Company has been or-

ganized and it will build a rural line southwest of

Fergus Falls. Minn.
The Shickley (Neb.) Telephone Company has

been organized with a capital of $2,000. M. L«
Schelkopf is president and A. Nelson, secretary.

"

R.

Bids will be received at the office of the deputy

postmaster-general, Sydney. New South Wales,
for Ihe supply and delivery, at the Central Ex-
change, General Postoffice, Sj'dney, Australia, of

1,000 telephones, wall, common battery, aud 100

telephones, table, common battery.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Continental Europe.

I'nris, December 10.—Among (he liirRc electric-

furnace plants which are imw Inilldlng oil Ihe Con
linent I may cite Hie plant of Kalscheuroii, not far

from Cologne. It is intended for the niamifacturc
nf carbide on a large scale. In I''r:iiice there arc
;ilso sever.'d large eleclroehemical works in cour.sc

of conslruction. One of these lies in llic Pyrenees
region in Ihe south of France and has undertaken
an imiiorlant piece of hydraulic work upon the lake

ami llic basin of Ihc Bassies River. Tlie present

^daiit is to be used for aUimimini production and
wdll eoninience work with 2,000 horsefiower. A
niueh larger installation, however, will he erected

upon the Durance River at Largentan. also for

aluminum, and it is expected to use about 40,000
horsepower in this case.

.^t St. Petersburg there has been erected a sleam-
lurbine plant which is designed to furnish current
for Ihe more receiil sections of the electric rail-

way. Its capacity at present is about 10.000 horse-

power, and it is expected to increase this in the
near future by adding other turbine groups. At
present there arc installed three main groups con-

sisting' of Westinghouse-Parsons sleain turbines of

3.200 horsepower each. The steam pressure is 180

pounds and the superheating about 300° C. The
alternators are three-phase machines, delivering

6,600 volts.

In order to compete with electric motors, •espe-

cially with the small units, the Gas Industries So-
ciety of France decided at its recent congress to

open a competition for small gas engines from 10

to 50 horsepower. These must be presented before

the end of this year.

There are but few electric lines on the Continent

on which accumulator trains are used, but I may
mention one electric interurban system of this kind

which has been started in Germany within the last

few months. There are in fact three separate lines

which start from the city of Maycnce. running to

the towns of Oppenheim at 12 miles distance; In-

gelheim, 11 miles, and Riisselheim, eight miles. It

is said that the accumulator cars arc giving good
satisfaction.

Among the new electric railroads is to be noted

a narrow-gauge line in Switzerland, for wdiich the

concession has been lately obtained. It lies in the

southern part of the country and is tc run between
Chiasso and Riva St. Vitale. In France the con-
cession is secured for a short line of electric road
which connects the city of Belfort with the sub-

urban localities of Etueffont and Chalenois, passing
through a number of communes.

Berlin is now able to communicate Avith Vienna
by radio-telegraphy. Duriitg the first w-eek of De-
cember there were made some experiments between
the large station of Nauen, near Berlin, and the

Austrian post at Korneuburg. not far from Vienna,
this latter being established as a military post.

.After securing a good syntonization of the ap-
paratus in the two stations the Korneuburg post

Avas able to receive very clear messages from Ber-
lin. In this case the distance is about 330 miles.

The jMunieipal Council of Paris is soon to dis-

cuss the matter of the new sections of the Metro-
politan subway, according to the report upon this

subject which is presented b\^ Felix Roussel and
adopted by the subway commission. The original

network contains eight different lines, some of
which are now finished and the others partly so.

The north-south line, which I referred to recently,

is operated by another company. When the pro-

jected lines are completed, Paris will no doubt
liave the best subway facilities in Europe. One of
the most interesting of the new^ lines will differ

somewhat from the others, as it makes a circular

path around the central part of town and on both
sides of the Seine, crossing the river at tw-o points

and passing under the Grands Boulevards, while on
the left bank it runs near the Invalides. This line

will no doubt have the heaviest traffic of the
series.

According to recent reports as. to the waterpower
which is available in Sweden for turbine plants, it

is noted that there are 17 falls in the series w-hich

give a total of 763.OCO horsepower. The largest

fall is located at Lule and is estimated at 170.000

horsepow-er alone, wdiile the Wener Gota fall w-ill

afford 165.000 horsepo-wer. In Sweden the largest

falls are situated in the northern part of the coun-
try and in a region w-hich is far from the indus-

trial centers.

At Malaga. Spain, there is in course of erection

a large sub-station which receives current from the

Chorro turbine plant, located at some distance from
the city. The pole-line operates at 25,000 volts,

and this is converted to 550 volts direct current.

There is also to be constructed a new line of tram-
way which runs to the suburb of San Sebastian.

It will be designed on the trolley system, according
to the plans of Engineer Quevedo. At Madrid
there is to be installed a new system of electric

omnibus which is under the control of the Arosa
company. Another new project is an electric rail-

road line which is to run from Barcelona to the

locality of Tarrassa. It will be undertaken by the

'I ibidalxi eoiiipany and will jia-." iliroU){li a niiniher
of loc,ililie«. A, iiK C.

Great Britain.

I.opidijli, lAeelnlier !,(.- Good |Mogre^^ has HOW
been made with ilie preliminary arrangeiiients for
Ihe electrical exiiibilluii which il h proposed 10
hold next year al Mancliestc-r. As the result of
iiiecliiii;>> ill .M,-iiicliesler and l.oiidon a general com-
miltee has been foniied, consisting of rcprescnlalivcs
of m.niiifactiiriiig firms, corporalions and eleclric

|)owcr eonipaiiies. Unlike llial al Olynipia in 1905,
Ihe exhibition will be luomolcd practically by the
exhibitors, and all profits will be partly relurncd
to slandliolders and partly allocated to ihc benev-
olent funds which exist in comieclion with the
electrical indnslry. A large number of firms have
promised to exhibit, and many corporations and
su|)ply authorities have likewise promised support.

The electrical industry is caught between two
slool::, in a way next year In Ihc mailer of ex-
hibitions, for there is a very strong electrical sec-
tion lo the Franco-British Kxhibiiion, which is also
soliciting support. This exhibition will be more of
a bazaar, and will run from .May till November.
The F.lcctrieal Kxbibilion, on the other hand, will

be a purely trade afifair and will be open for a
nionlh. probably the whole of October. Neverthe-
less, the two will clash lo the extent that not many
firms will be inclined to go lo the expense of being
rcprcsenleil in both pl;ices. A further point is that
the industry has been circularized by the Inslitulioii
of Electrical Engineers to support the Franco-
British. I think it will be found that the bulk of
firms will prefer Manchester. .A. feature of the
Fi-.-iiico-British Exhibition is to be a collective ex-
hibit representing the gas industry, with the object
of demonstrating the utmost that can be accom-
plished.

A company has been formed, consisting of the
chairmen of all the eleclric siipply companies in
London, for promoting an electric power bill for
London. This is the syndicate to see the bill

through Parliament fand to provide the necessary
funds) which will, if passed, create a joint com-
mittee created from among the existing electric-
lighting companies, and such local authorities as
care to join.

The question of fares in London, which has for
a long time past been occupying the earnest atten-
tion of the proprietors of electric railways and om-
nibuses, has at least reached a crisis, and a general
increase of fares is announced. Throughout the
routes, covered by the Lond-on County Council
tramways, however, and the two routes served by
the electric omnibuses of the Electrobus Company
no increases are announced, because these two
authorities have refused to come into line. For
some reason, hitherto unfathomed, the advent of
electric traction on the London railways and of
mechanical traction upon the omnibuses has co-
incided with most remarkable losses. Of course,
these are to be altributed, really, tc the gradual
lowering of fares which was taking place prior to
the adoption of electricity. Working arrangements
have now been made between the railways and the
omnibuses over a large proportion of routes -which
will eliminate the losses due to excessive compe-
tition, and at the same time permit of a gradual
return to the old order of things 50 far as fares
are concerned. The deleterious effect of constantly
decreasing the fares to meet the outcry of the
socialist party on the local town councils is mainly
the cause of the extreme weakness of late in Brit-
ish Electric Traction Company's stock.

.An interesting point has arisen between the Board
of Trade and the Metropolitan Electric Tramways
Company, which latter ow-ns a considerable net-
work of tramways in the outer London district.

An extension of the system, involving an expen-
diture of $.300,000, has been completed, and in

order to avoid e.xpensiA'e road w-idenings interlacing
lines were adopted. Wb.en the Board of Trade
inspector arrived on the scene he refused to sanc-
tion the lines on the ground that there should be
two separate tracks. No reasons appear to have
been vouchsafed, w-hich is surprising, for in Bourne-
mouth a similar method of construction has been
in satisfactory use for a very considerable time,
and there may be other places.

The utilization of peat as a fuel for use in gen-
crating stations instead of coal is receiving a great
deal of attention just now. Several years ago an
electrical system w-a,s evolved for treating peat and
making it into "coal" blocks, or something akin
to them, but it was never put into commercial use.
There are many people w-ho still believe that peat
is capable of treatment wdiich would render it

valuable as a fuel in addition to giving off its

contents of notrogen. as ammonium sulphate, but
the difficult}' is to find capitalists who will put
money into the business.

A short while ago a company was registered in

London for the purpose of erecting a factory here
to manufacture w-olfram metal-filament lamps. It

is now said that the shareholders in the German
Incandescent Lamp Company have sanctioned an
increase in capital in order to invest in the new
English company.
The recent action by Dr. Alexander Muirhead
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for the revocation of the patent of the well-known

Brown submarine telegraph relay was taken mto the

Appeal Court this week. The result was again m
favor of Mr. Brown. G.

New England.

Boston, December 19.—The Boston Elevated Rail-

way is about to install 100 easy-access, semi-con-

vertible surface cars. These cars are 45 feet in

laigth, seat 52 passengers and weigh 28 tons. They

are equipped with four motors, with General Elec-

tric automatic control, Westinghouse air brakes

and improved heating, lighting and ventilating ap-

paratus. The seats and floors are especially de-

signed for sanitation; and the floors are fireproof.

The cars have pneumatic sliding doors and folding

lower steps that are closed and raised respectively

when the car is in motion, so that passengers may
not get on or off until the car has come to a

stop, the door has been opened and the step

dropped.
The management of the Pawtucket Electric Com-

pany of Pawtucket. R. I., has been turned over

to the Stone & Webster company of Boston. The
principal reason for tlie change is said to be that

the holders of the common stock have not been

satisfied with their dividends.

A new telephone exchange has been erected in

Wellesley, Mass. The switchboard has a present

equipment to give service to about 1,100 subscribers

and an ultimate capacity for 1,500 subscribers.

The Massachusetts Board of Railroad Commis-
sioners has granted the petition of the Old Colony

Street Railway Company for authority to act as a

common carrier of baggage and freight in West
Bridgewater and in the city of Fall River. . B.

New York.
New York city, December 21.—As the result of

the trial of A. H. Smith, general manager of the

New York Central Railroad, charged with man-
slaughter in connection with the wreck of the

Brewster electric train at the Woodlawn curve in

which 23 persons were killed, Mr. Smith was
freed on Wednesda3^ The trial took about a week
and much interesting evidence was heard. Supreme
Court Justice Kellogg, without hearing the defense,

directed the jury to acquit Mr. Smith. The justice

told the jury that it was dealing with a general
manager who controlled 50,000 men and 7,000 miles

of track who had to delegate part of his power,
and that it was humanely impossible for Mr. Smith
to have oversight over every bit of the track. The
evidence, the justice said, showed the wreck to be
due to excessive speed on a curve, due to the
inexperience of the motorman, for which the blame
rested with the department which put the man to

work.
The efforts of Attorney-general Jackson to begin

anti-trust action against the Western Union and
Postal telegraph companies were checked by Su-
preme Court Justice Hendrick yesterday when he
vacated an order directing Clarence H. Mackay
and other directors of both companies to appear
before a referee and testify concerning alleged con-
tracts and agreements between the two companies.
The court said that telegraph companies are not
included under the Donnelly anti-trust act and held
that the transmitting of messages from one point
to another does not make the messages so trans-
mitted a commodity within the meaning of the act.

Having decided practically that the upper East
Side and the lower West Side of Manhattan are
entitled to the benefit of the next subway, now that
Brooklyn is assured of the Fourth Avenue tube,
the Public Service Commission, within the next
three weeks, it is expected, will take preliminary
steps toward providing such a rapid-transit route.
Informally, decision has been reached that the sub-
way shall run down Lexington Avenue to or a
short distance below Fortv-second Street, then
swing across to the West Side and go downtown
beneath Seventh Avenue.

Representatives of the leadin,g electrical repair
concerns met on December 12th in the rooms of
the Modern Science Club, Brooklyn, N. Y., for the
purpose of organizing a trade association. Mr.
James F. Hughes of the Charles A. Borne Com-
pany, New York, was elected temporary chairman,
while Mr. Leopold F.. Lnedccke of the Thompson-
Bonney Company. Brooklyn, was elected temporary
secretary. Mr. Hughes stated why such an asso-
ciation should be called into existence. He touched
upon the abuses and impositions the repair man
has become more and more exposed to by irrespon-
sible persons, and said that the time was ripe that
they should rise in self-dcfcnso. This sentiment
was enthusiastically received and a general debate
ensued, in which the most salient points of the
repair business were discussed. It was decided to
name the new organization "The Metropolitan Elec-
tric Repair Protective Association." The chairman
appointed a committee to prepare a constitution
and by-laws consistinc of John P. Bonney, Eugene
E. Hicfgins and Leopold F. Lucdecke. Mr. Hughes
read letters from the elcctricnl repair concerns not
represented at the meeting, who promised their
hcirty co-operation. The next meetiu'.' will be held
January i6th.

At the meeting of the New York section of the

Illuminating Engineering Society on December 12th

the aesthetic treatment of the illuminating problem
for buildings was discussed. The paper of the

evening was by Bassett Jones, Jr., and was entitled,

"The Relation of Architectural Principles to Illumi-

nating Enginering Practice." Failure was pre-

dicted by Mr. Jones for the illuminating engineer
who considers only the scientifically practical side

of his problems, for he will not get the recognition

that the importance of his work deserves. Among
those who discussed the paper were L. B. Marks,
L. PL Hopton, V. R. Lansingh, S. W. Jones, W. S.

Kellogg, G. H. Stickney and E. L. Elliott. The
last-named speaker made the point that much diffi-

culty was due to the fact that illuminating engi-

neers and architects are working in fields which
overlap.

Public Service Commissioner John E. Eustis ad-
mitted that at the joint conference of the city

and the up-state bodies of the Public Service Com-
mission with Governor Hughes in Albany on
Wednesday night the question of giving the two
commissions jurisdiction over telephone and tele-

graph companies was discussed, and also the ad-
visability of having the Elsberg bill amended.
Within the last three months the street cars,

elevated, steam and subway trains in the city of

New York have killed 155 persons and have seri-

ously injured 500 more. These figures are 'com-
piled from the reports filed with the Public Service
Commission by the traction and railroad companies
themselves, and are particularly significant in view
of the fact that there has not been any railroad

accident of great magnitude within the time speci-

fied. W.

Michigan.

Detroit, December 21.—The dam of the East Jor-
doh Light and Power Company in Deer Creek
broke on December i6th, releasing the water in

their storage basin, which extends a mile up the

river and which is 28 feet deep. The plant and
machinery were not damaged and the company is

.giving seryice from its steam plant. The tracks of

'the East Jordon and Southern Railroad Company
and the Detroit and Charlevoi.x Railroad which
cross the valley were w^ashed out. The dam will

be repaired as soon as possible.

The Kalamazoo Power Company has been incor-

porated to furnish power and heat to manufactur-
ing plants in Kalamazoo. It is proposed to install

gas engines and producers, two engines being con-
nected to each 1,100-kilowatt generator. The fran-
chise limits the maximimi rate to eight cents per
kilowatt-hour. The ultimate size of the plant is to

be 7,700 kilowatts.

The Utica Electric Company lias been incorpo-
rated with a capital of $22,000.

The new railroad commission , held a conference
with the managers of interurban railroads on Tues-
day in relation to rates, signals, accidents and de-
pot facilities, nearly every interurban road being
represented. The committee cautioned against re-

ducing services during the winter and advised
uniform rules for stopping cars in cities, and stated

that the law requiring depot facilities would be en-
forced. D.

Dominion of Canada.

Winnipeg, December 19.—The British Columbia
Electric Street Railroad Company is said to be
applying for a charter to build an electric railway
from Vancouver to Midway, B. C, a distance of
about 210 miles. Such a line would traverse a coun-
try absolutely without railway facilities of any kind.
R. H. Sperling of Vancouver, B. C, is general
superintendent of this company.
The settlers along the Peace River trail be-

tween Athabasca Landing, Alberta, and the Lesser
Slave Lake are pressing their claims strongly for
an extension of the government telegraph line

along this trail as far as Lesser Slave Lake. A
petition was sent to Ottawa this week. The settlers
say that if the line is built the same poles will
do for a rural telephone system, wdiich they will
build.

A unit of 10,000 horsepower, almost the total
capacity of the present plant, is being installed by
the Vancouver Power Company at its plant on
Lake Buntzen, near Vancouver, B. C. This -unit
will cost $,^00,000 and will be completed by the
beginning of January. As soon as this unit is

completed construction will be commenced on two
more units of 10,000 horsepower each. It is the
intenlion of the company to utilize the full elec-
trical development at its sites on Lake Buntzen
and Lake Coquitlam.
The Brantford Electric Street Railway Company,

Brantford. Ont., has been granted a 45-ycar fran-
chise in that town, and during the last 25 years
of this franchise it will pay the town $2,500 per
annum. Within two years from the present time
the company must lay and have in operation be-
tween six and seven miles of track.
During the year the Canadian Pacific Railway

Telegraph Company has built 4.000 miles of new
wire, so per cent, of which was copper, and rcbin'lt

1,000 miles of pole line. Fifty new offices were
also opened up. B. S. Jenkins of Winnipeg is

general superintendent.
Among the government estimates recently made

public from Ottawa appear the following items
regarding telephone construction in British Co-
lumbia : Salt Springs Island telephone extension
to Pender and Mayne islands, $3,000; Victoria and
Cape Beale telephone line improvements, $6,000

;

improvements on the line between Vernon and
Penticon, $3,500, and the Vernon to Lumby line

improvements, $1,700. Fred Gelinas, secretary to

the Department of Public Works, Ottawa, Ont.,

may be addressed in relation to these projects.

The talk of a commission to investigate the con-
tract given by the City Council, Calgary, Alberta,

to the Calgary Power and Transimission Company
has resulted in the aldermen reconsidering the
matter. At the last session of the Council a motion
was passed giving the Alberta Portland Cement
Company 10 days in which to sign the agreement
to supply power at $25 per horsepower, providing
a deposit of $io,coo is made by the company. It

will be remembered that the cement company put
in a lower bid than the transmission company. It

is understood that the Alberta Portland Cement
Company will at once close the contract with tlie

city.

Within the next few days the city electrician's

department of Winnipeg will install 45 new fire-

alarm boxes, 15 of which will be placed in city

schools.
'

R.

Pacific Slope.

San Francisco, December 18.—The Shasta Power
Company, w^hich was first promoted by H. L. Shan-
non of San Francisco nearly seven years ago, is at

last ready for commercial business. The project,

which was backed largely by the small contribu-
tions of Italians of moderate means on the advice
of Secretary Scalinianini, has experienced many
vicissitudes and has had various obstructions thrown
in it way by rival concerns. The order for two
1,500-kilowatt, three-phase generators was placed
several years ago with the Bullock company. The
San Francisco fire caused a further delay, but a

modern high-tension transmission plant, with direct-

connected waterwheels operating under a head of
about 1,500 feet, was rushed to completion this fall.

A test run was commenced a short time ago and
commercial lights are now being supplied at Red-
ding, Cal. Several other towns in Northern Cali-

fornia will also be supplied. The furnishing of

power in large blocks to smelters in the copper
belt was expected to be a large source of revenue
when the plant was first projected, but at present
several prominent smelting plants are shut down,
owing to the depression in copper. H. L. Shan-
non, who engineered the new enterprise to a suc-
cessful completion, was formerly connected with
the Northern California Power Company. The
plant utilizes the waters of Hat Creek and its

tributaries, which are connected by a system of

short ditches. The natural topography of the coun-
try enabled this company to secure ample water
storage and a high-working head without the con-
struction of very large and lofty dams and ex-
pensive canals.

The Great Western Power Company of San
Francisco is preparing to install at its Feather River
nlant in California three very large transformers
built for it by the General Electric Company. The
total weight of each of these will be 128,000 pounds,
of which 40.000 pounds is due to 5,000 gallons of
oil to be used in each transformer for cooling and
insulating purposes. Each transformer stands 20
feet high and measures 9 by 18 feet. Each is

expected to transform 14.000 horsepower of electric

energy from a low to a high voltage at an efficiency

of 98.6 per cent. The new power house of the
Great Western Power Company is located on the
Feather River near the Big Bend, above Oroville.
The ultimate head of water developed will be 626
feet. It is planned to transmit 40,000 horsepower
at 100,000 volts a distance of 165 miles. A force
of surveyors has just surveyed the right-of-way
for the company's pole line between Oroville and
Island Bar.

E. V. N. Lehc of Dixon. Cal., is planning to

build a transmission line to supply the -Suisun val-
ley with power from tbe main line of the Bay
Counties Power Company.
The Sultan Mining Company of Grass Valley,

Cal.. is preparing to put in an electric power plant
to furnish light and power for its property. Plans
are now being drawn for a plant and distributing
system to cost about $20,000.

The 01*0 Water. Light and Power Company has
completed eight miles of the ditch which will con-
vey water to its proposed power plant at Humbug
Valley in the Sierra Nevada Moimtalns. The ditch
is expected to carry ,3.000 miner's Inches of water
to the power-plant site, where it will have a fall

of 2.000 feet. The company's hydro-electric plan!
near Magalia is supplying Oroville and the sur-

rounding territory at present.

It is reported that the Southern Pacific Railroad
Company, which recently announced plans for trans-

forming its suburban steam line in Alameda, Cal..

into electric lines, will ni.'kc application for pcrmis-
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sioii 1(> tr.msform its Berkeley steam lines into dec-

.Irii: lilies.

A. Welsh and the Willamette Valley Company,

iiwners of various electric properties in Oregon, arc

planning to incorporate tlic Portland, EuRcnc and

ICastern Railway Onnpany, with an authorized capi-

tal stocU of $i,ooo,(KXj, The purpose of the new
company will he the construction of an electric road

from Portland to Salem, ICugenc, Priuceville, Ya-

qnina aud Ontario, with l)rauches to other towns.

T'he liisinarck Mill Conipany of Bismarck, Wash.,

will shortly hegin work on a steam electric power

|)laut to supply the suhnrbs of Tacoma with power.

Work has been begun on the electric railway for

which a franchise was granted to W.' II. Keller and

C. II. KerckhofF in Los Angeles some time ago.

The line will run from Date and Atlantic streets,

San Diego, to Oelniar, 18 miles up the coast. It

is understood that this road will form a part of

an extension of the Pacific Electric system from

Los .Angeles along the coast to San Diego. A.

PERSONAL.
Mr. F. E. Fitzpatrick has resigned his position

as superintendent at Sacramento, Cal., of the Cali-

fornia Gas and Electric Corporation. His time is

now entirely occupied with his work as general

manager of the John Martin interests.

Mr. Edward Satterfield of Pittsburg has been

appointed director of the engineering department

of the Winona Technical Institute, the new tech-

nical school in Indianapolis. Mr. Satterfield was
graduated from Purdue University in 1904 and
comes to the Winona institute highly recommended
by the faculty of Purdue. M'r. Satterfield has had
the advantage of successful industrial e.'iperience

as superintendent of a plant in Pittsburg.

Mr. J. W. Ager, electrical aide in the Bureau of

Yards and Docks, United States Navy Department,

has resigned his government position to enter the

employ of M'uralt & Co., engineers, of New York,

as manager of their southern office in Birmingham,
Ala. Mr. Ager is a graduate of Columbia, where
he took the degi'ee of M. E. in 1903 and of the

Massachusetts Institute of TechnologA', where he
obtained the E. E. degree in 1904. He then was
engineer with the Western Electric Company, New
Y'ork, during 1905 and 1906 and was in the service

of the United States Navy Department from igo6

until now.

Mr. Thomas F. Bechtel, general auditor for the

Grand Rapids-Muskegon Power Company since the
amalgamation of that enterprise with the Grand
Rapids Edison Conipany last summer, has resigned
his position. He will make no plans for the future

until after his return from a trip to Florida and Cuba
in search of rest and recreation. His relations with
the company and with his associates have been
pleasant and he leaves its service with the best of

wdshes for its grow'th. jNlr. Bechtel has been con-
nected with the electric-light and power business
in Grand Rapids, Mich., since the organization of

the Grand Rapids Edison Company about 20 years

ago.

In celebration of an honor conferred on Mr.
Arthur Williams, chief inspector of the New York
Edison Company, by the French Republic, a luncheon
was given for him on December 17th at the Engi-
neers' Club, New York city, by his colleagues on
the board of the A.merican Museum of Safety De-
vices. The honor was the decoration "Officer of
Public Instruction." It was sent to Mr. Williams
in recognition of his work in behalf of public wel-
fare. A representative of the French Consul-gen-
eral delivered the decoration to its owner in the
course of the luncheon. Addresses were made by
T. C. Martin, John W. Lieb, Jr., and others.

Among those present were Walter C. Kerr, H. G.
Stott, N. F. Bradv, Dudley Farrand and Prof. F. R.
Hutton.

M'r. A. W. Zahm, wdiose voluntary resignation
as manager of the Fort Dodge (lOwa) Light and
Power Company was received with regret by the
ow^ners of the property, will make a trip to New
Mexico in January. Primarily, the journey will be
for rest and recreation, but Mr. Zahm will also
make an investigation of the possibilities of a
hydro-electric proposition in Northwestern New
M'exico. His father is there now-, and friends are
interested in a company which is seeking to de-
velop a valuable waterpower property there. It is

proposed to transmit the power to Albuquerque,
many miles away. Mr. Zahm is a former president
of the Iowa Electrical Association and is well
known to electrical men throughout the West. His
friends will follow his future movcnienfs with in-
terest. As previously stated in the Western Elec-
trician, M'r. W. B. Foshay will succeed to the man-
agement of the Fort Dodge company.

C. S. Bacon of Pine BlufT, Ark., is interested in

the installation of an electric-light plant at Uusscll-

ville, Ark.

The Flandreau (S. D.) Water Power Company
may install an clcclric-light plant to be oper.atcd

by waterpower.

11. Rice has sold his cIcctric-liKht |>l:int in Albion,

Neb., to L. L. Brown. F. E. Brown will be the

local manager.

The Tulsa fOkla.) Corporation has decided to

expend from $75,000 to $100,000 in improving its

electric-light plant and system.

The Northwest Light and Water Company lias

been incorporated at Wallace, Idaho, but the prin-

cipal place of business is Carson City, Nev. The
capital is $1,000,000.

The Narraganselt Electric Lighting Company of

Providence, R. I., has declared a quarterly dividend

of $[ per share, payable January 2d to stock-

holders of record December 14th.

The city of Streator, III., has made a five-year

contract with the Illinois Light and Traction Com-
pany to light the streets, the arc-lamp rate being

$65 a year for each of about 140 lights.

The city of Humboldt, Kan., is considering in-

stalling an electric-light .system. An expert elec-

trician from Chicago is conferring with the City
Council with a view toward constructing a plant.

The grand jury lias been investigating the mu-
nicipal lighting plant in St. Joseph, Mo. The News-
Press of that city says that "the inquiry is sur-

rounded by mystery that is more than ordinarily
impenetrable."

The proposed contract between the city of Cov-
ington, Ky., and the Union Light, Heat and Power
Company, whereby the conipany is to furnish elec-

tric lights for the city, provides for a price of $65
per lamp for arc light with a rebate of $10 if

more than 450 lamps, are used, the rebate to be

given the city upon a renewal of the contract from
year to year. It also provides for a reduction in

the price of commercial lighting of from 10 to 40
per cent., according to the amount of the bills.

In dealing with representatives of the Cuyahoga
Pleat and Light Company, which seeks a franchise,

ilayor Johnson of Cleveland has manifested a de-

sire for a central power plant. The company wishes
to install several power plants in the city. Mayor
Johnson insists that one big central plant will be
more efficient and economical. The company is now
supplying a limited district. A 400-kilowatt unit
was installed recently and another is to be installed.

Action will be taken on the franchise ordinance
when the new councilmen have taken office.

The Winthrop (Iowa) News says that the city

of Winthrop wants electric lights and that the field

is a good one for somebodj'. It says : "A poorly
lighted town, a dimly lighted home, is a cheerless

home, a cheerless, unprogressive town. Why waste
time on smoky old lamps on a street corner when
clean, up-to-date electric lights can be placed there
instead? Hardly a home in Winthrop but could
and would be wired. Churches, homes, halls, barns,
basements—hundreds of places are w^aiting the call

and the presence of the electric-light man."

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The City Council of Madison, S. D., is consider-

ing the enlargement of the electric-light plant.

The Griswold Light and Power Company of
Griswold, Iowa, has decided to enlarge its plant.

The Shattuck (Okla.) Electric Light Company
has increased its capital stock from $3,000 to $15,000.

cup and the directors oi llic Central Illinoli Trac-
. lion Company, on account of the wreck near
Charleston, III., and that the new indictment will

read "criminal negiiucnce" instead o( "manslaughter."

The United Stales .Steel Corporation was de-
feated in mandamus prtKeedings in the Lake County
Circuit Court on IJeceniber i^th, in which it

sought to compel the Gary (Ind.) Board of Trus-
tees to call a referemlum election on the Gary
strcet-railw.ay franchise, granted by the board last

summer to the Gavit syndicate for the New York-
Chicago Air Line Company. The steel corporation
was an applicant for the franchise. The victory of
the Gavit syndicate is said to mean a three-cent
fare for Gary.

The Eastern Wisconsin Railway and Light Com-
pany of Fond du Lac, Wis., reports for the year
ended November ,30lh, gross receipts amounting to

$164,360.77, of which $95,387.80 was from the rail-

way system, and $68,972.<)7 from electric light and
power. The total receipts for the year ended No-
vember 30, 1906, were $146,561.95, which would
make the increase for this year $I7;799,82. The
receipts from the railway department were $95,-

387.80, an increase of $6,750.59 over last year; and
the receipts from the light and power department
were $68,972.97, an increase of $11,048.23.

Men, women and children of East Troy, Wis.,
with bands, banners and bugles, turned out on De-
cember 13th to greet the arrival of the first inter-

urban car connecting East Troy directly with Mil-
waukee. The special car contained President John
I. Beggs and several officials of the road, as well
as the officials of East Troy and of neighboring
towns. Business was suspended for the afternoon
in East Troy, to give the citizens the opportunity
of celebrating the event, and cheer upon cheer
greeted the arrival of Mr. Beggs. In his address
Mr. Beggs said that the new line furnished the
means of connections with the metropolis of Wis-
consin, and eliminated the former necessity of the
people of East Troy going seven miles by wagons,
to a station which connected with the metropolis
of Illinois, instead of Wisconsin. When the finan-
cial condition clears up, connections will be made
with Elkhorn and Delavan in the near future.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The regular guaranteed semi-annual dividend of

$2 per share on the preferred stock of the West
End Street Railway will be paid on January 1st

by the Boston Elevated Street Railway Company.

The Mexican "Diario Oficial" recently printed a
copy of a decree authorizing the Empresa del Fer-
rocarril Industrial de Puebia to import into Mexico
free of duty all necessary material for converting
the line into electric traction.

The Lake Shore Electric Railway is testing a
trolley finder invented by Dr. Husted of Oberlin.
The finder may be used to supply power to the car
when the trolley leaves the wire and is also used
in locating the wire and making it easy for the
conductor to replace the wheel.

With the completion of the Akron and Youngs-
town interurban railroad there will be a continuous
and unbroken network of trolley lines from To-
ledo to Newcastle, Pa. It w'ill then be possible
to make a continuous trip by .trolley from Port
Huron to Newcastle, a distance of 550 miles.

The steam railroad of the Compania Minera Las
Dos Estrellas, connecting the mining properties of
this company with El Oro, Mexico, is to be con-
verted to electric traction, said tq be the first steam
road in Mexico to be electrified. Electric locomo-
tives will be used, to be built, it is said, by the
Baldwin Locomotive Works, the Westinghouse com-
pany furnishing the electrical equipment.

Judge Craig of the Circuit Court at Mattoon,
III., has issued an order to the grand jury to re-

convene January 6tli. It is said this action was taken
at the request of the state's attorney to modify
the indictments issued against Federal Judge Gross-

POWER TRANSMISSION.
The Fremont Power Canal Company, which also

controls mining interests near Sumpter, Ore., has
placed the power and mining divisions under sep-
arate management. Frank Harmon of Fremont,
Neb., was chosen manager of the power company
and John Thompson will manage the mines.

Montreal shipping men are opposed to the dam-
ming of the St. Lawrence River, and opposition to

the project of the St. Lawrence Power Company
and the Long Sault Development Company to con-
struct a number of dams across the St. Lawrence
River adjacent to Long Sault Rapids has been
raised by the Shipping Federation, which has for-
warded to the Canadian section of the International
^^'ater^vays Commission a request icr rejection.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
In the engineering department of the University

of Michigan there are 1,324 students enrolled. This
is nearly 30 per cent, of the total registration for
the whole universit3\

The next monthly meeting of the American So-
ciety of Mechanical Engiiieers will be held Tuesday
evening, January 14th, in Assembly Room No. i, of
the Engineering Societies Building at 29 West
Thirty-ninth Street, New York. The subject will

be "Car Lighting," the presentation being made by
ilr. R. M. Di.xon, president of the Safety Car
Heating and Lighting Company, and will treat of
the genera! subject of lighting of trains, showing
relative economies in the several systems, electric

and gas. There will be in operation exhibits of
dil=ferent methods, such as the Pintsch mantle, the
vapor mantle system, a new acetylene system, and
several varieties of axle lighting by electricity, with
their regulating and governing mechanism. Each
member may bring one friend.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Glower, published by the Nernst Lamp Com-

pany of Pittsburg, has an attractive holiday cover
for December. It proclaims that the Nernst wave
is "still sweeping everything before it."

"Specifications for Splicing Hargis Joints in Tele-
phone Cables" is the t^tle of a booklet of vest-

pocket size issued by W. N. Matthews & Bro. of
St. Louis. The reader is given practical, useful
information relating to the making of a moisture-
proof joint in lead-encased, paper-insulated telephone
cables by the Hargis method.

"Der Ingenieur" is the title of a fiew- technical

semi-monthly journal that has just made its ap-

pearance in Germany. It is published in Berlin.

The aim of "Der Ingenieur" is to be an international

review of the entire engineering field. The chief

editor is Dipl.-Ing. Taczak, and he is abh" assisted

by a corps of 19 technical reviewers.
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The Fen-acute Machine Companj' of Bridg.eton,

N. J., has published an ilkistrated circular devoted

to a large variety of presses. This company makes
hundreds of sizes and styles of presses, from small

bench foot presses to large machines weighing a

hundred thousand pounds and capable of exerting

a pressure of a thousand tons. Among the presses

illustrated and described are punching presses,

drawing presses, horning and wiring presses, em-
bossing and coining presses, high-speed armature
notchers, etc. Dies and all other sheet-metal tools

are given attention. INlr. Oberlin Smith is president

of the company.

The General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.,

manufactures a complete line of horizontal edge-

wise instruments for switchboard service, including

ammeters, voltmeters, single-phase w.-ittmeters, poly-

phase wattmeters, frequency indicators and power-
factor indicators. Bulletin No. 4551, recently issued

by the company, illustrates and describes the vari-

ous types, giving dimension sketches and a com-
plete set of full-sized scales. The wattmeters,
power-factor indicators and frequency indicators are

constructed on the direct -reading dynamometer prin-

ciple; the ammeters and voltmeters on the well-

known Thomson inclined-coil principle. AH the

instruments are of imiform size, thus giving a pleas-

ing appearance when installed. While primarily

designed for alternating-current service, the volt-

meters, ammeters and wattmeters can be used with
good results on direct current.

The twenty-eighth annual report of the United
States Geological Survey, covering the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1507, just published, records some
notable events in the history of that organization.

The retirement of Director Walcott to assume the

secretaryship of the Smithsonian Institution was
distinctly the most important of these events. The
new director, George Otis Smith, in this, his first

report, briefly outlines the changes made under his

predecessor. Among these changes he mentions
the raising of the standard of the topographic
maps, the enlargement of the Survey's work
in hydrography, nn'neral resources, and geology

;

and the provision for reconnaissance surveys of
regions of economic importance. The completion
of the separation between the Reclamation Service
and the Geological Survey and the organization,
within the Survey, of a technologic branch for

testing fuels and structural materials, were also
important events of the year.

MISCELLANEOUS.
About 85 per cent, of the saloonkeepers in Bos-

ton use small, automatic, electrically driven beer
pumps.

Plans are approved for a $io,coo improvement in

the college water supply at Iowa State College,
Ames, Iowa. A new electric centrifugal pump will

draw the water from the wells already sunk north
of the heating station into a 140.000-gallon concrete
surface reservoir, from which it will be lifted to
the steel tank by a tire pump located in the new
heating plant.

A Peru (111.) contractor is at present engaged in

the work of putting in wires and fixtures for the
Berry Coal Company, eight miles south of Peru.
I'he mine is to be lighted by electricity exclusively

and all the buildings used in connection with the
company's w-ork will likewise be so illuminated. The
power equipment is ample to furnish current for the
entire mine, and in point of application of electricity

in mining coal, the Berry company will be up-to-
date.

The production of copper in the United States
in 1906 w'as 917,805.682 pounds. This represents
the ycar'.s smelter production—that is. the quantity
of fine copper in the blister copper produced during
the year and the production of refined Lake cop-
per. The production of 1903 was exceeded by
'5.897.8.39 pounds, the increase being 1.76 per cent.

The gain in 1905 over 1904 was 11 per cent., and
in 1904 over 1903 nearly 16.40 per cent. The mine
production for 1905 was 916.971.387 pounds. Fully
720,000,000 pounds of the 1906 output was produced
by four operators.

The United States Civil Service Commission an-
nounces an examination on January 15, 1908, at

several cities in each of 46 states, to secure eligi-

bles from which to make certification to fill vacan-
cies in the position of electrical assistant in the

Signal Service at Large, at $goo per annum each,

with prospects of promotion to $1,400 per annum,
and vacancies requiring similar qualiiications as

they may occur in any branch of the service. The
examination will consist of practical questions in

electrical science, practical questions in construc-
tion and installation of electrical instruments and
training and experience. Applicants should at

once apply, either to the United States Civil

Service Commission, Washington, D. C, or to the

secretary of the board of examiners at any of the
other places,, for application Form 1312. A simi-
lar examination is announced for January 8, 1908,

to fill a vacancy in the position of lampist and
electrician, $1,000 per annum, in the custom-house
building, St. Louis, i\'Io., and vacancies requiring
similar qualifications as they may occur in the
Custodian Service throughout the United States.

Applicants should apply for application Form 1052.

TRADE NEWS.
The Arnold Company, 181 La Salle Street, Chi-

cago, is building from it?, own plans the new loco-

motive repair shops of the Grand Trunk Railway
at Battle Creek, Mich.

Information of an electric-lighting enterprise in

India is forwarded by Consul-General William H.
Michael, of Calcutta. Refer to File No. 1747,
Bureau of Manufactures, Washington, D. C.

The S. S. Grady Com.pany of Boston has been
chartered to manufacture electrical supplies. The
capital stock is $3,000. The directors are Stephen
S. Grady, Herbert S. Perry, Winthrop I. Grady.

The office of Mr. William S. Boyd, electrical

inspector, and also the office of the Western As-
sociation of Electrical Inspectors, of which Mr.
Boyd is secretary, have been established at Room
924, 125 M'onroe Street, Chicago.

Capt. Ira L. Fredendall, constructing quarter-
master, LI. S. A., 263 Summer Street, Boston.,
Mass., is advertising for bids for the construc-
tion of a brick barracks building at Fort Anderson,
Peddock's Island, Boston Harbor. Electric wiring
and fi.xtures will be needed. Bids will be opened
on January 14th.

.\ parlnership has been formed between Charles
V. Ross and William Gregory of Saginaw, Mich.,
under the firm name of the Saginaw Ligliting Com-
pany. Expert electrical work will be done. Both
men have been connected wath prominent firms in

Saginaw. Mr. Ross is an expert on motor repair-

ing, and Mr. Gregory is an expert wireman.

The proposed merger of the S.trovvger Automatic
Telephone Exchange with the Automatic Electric

Company of Chicago has been made possible by
the deposit of over 90 per cent, of the stock of the
former concern with the First Trust and Savings
Bank. A special meeting of the stockholders of
both companies has been called for January 14th
to ratify the plans formally.

Sealed proposals will be received at the office

of the supervising architect, Washington, D. C,
until 3 o'clock p. m., on January 22d, for the con-
struction (including plumbing, gas piping, heating
apparatus, electric conduits and wiring) of the
postofiice at Mitchell, S. Dak., in accordance
with drawings and specification, copies of which
may be obtained from the Custodian of Site at

Mitchell, or at the above office.

The firm of Parker &: Lee, publicity dissemi-
nators, 20 Broad Street, New York city, will be
dissolved on December 31st by the retirement of
Ivy L. Lee. The business will be continued at the
same address, George F. Parker for this purpose
having associated with himself Charles A. Bridge,
hitherto manager, under the firm name of Parker
& Bridge. Mr. Lee will enter the service of the '

Pennsylvania Railroad Company.

The International Machine Tool Company of In-

dianapolis announces that it expects to be in its new
factory on January ist. This new shop is located at

West I2ist street and the Belt Railway on a 4^-acre
I)lot. The building, which is 100 l)y 150 feet, is con-
structed on the unit plant and may be extended at

any time. It is equipped with all modern improve-
ments. The company makes the new Libbev turret

kilhc.

The Monarch Electric and Wire Company has

leased for a term of 99 years the property at the

northeast corner of West Adams and Desplaines
streets, Chicago, -.ipon which it will construct for
its own use a thoroughly modern building, to cost'
about $100,000. The building is to be of re-
inforced concrete throughout and will accommodate
the factory, ware and sales rooms and general
offices. It is planned to have one of the best build-
ings devoted to electrical purposes in the West.

The Foos Gas Engine Company of Springfield,
Ohio, has purchased the business of the Marinette
Gas Engine Company, which comprises the line of
Walrath multiple-cylinder engines for electric and
power work from 20 to Sob horsepower. This
engine has been on the market for over 10 years
and is well known. This complete line of vertical
engines, with the Foos horizontal engines from 2
to 90 horsepower, makes the Foos line very com-
prehensive. The Foos Gas Engine Company says
that it operates the largest plant devoted ex-
clusively to gas-engine manufacture.

The business of the Century Electric Company
of St. Louis has developed so rapidly that the com-
pany has outgrown its quarters on North Fourth
Street and is now moving into its new home at
Ohve and Nineteenth streets. The company will
hereafter occupy a five-story-and-basement building,
built especially to meet its requirements. The Cen-
tury Company makes the well-known "Century"
single-phase motors in sizes ranging from one-half
horsepower to 10 horsepower in the usual horizon-
tal types as well as the vertical, back-geared, con-
stant-speed and variable-speed types. The rapid
rise of the company is due to the able and ener-
getic management of James F. Coyle, president;
Edwin S. Pillsbury. vice-president; D. W. Oviatt,
treasurer, and R. J. Russell, secretary and sales
manager.

BUSINESS.
President A. C. Garrison of the Columbia- Incan-

descent Lamp Company of St. Louis says that his
company is busy delivering lamps under its large
contract with the United States government for the
War and Treasury departments. This is believed
to be the largest lamp contract ever placed by the
United States government.

In bulletin No. 4550 the General Electric Com-
pany, Schenectady, N. Y., describes and illustrates
a number of its carbon-break circuit-breakers. Type
C form G breakers are designed for a small, reli-

able, automatic, protective device for direct and
alternating-current systems at a moderate price.
Type C form P are particularly adapted for use on
railway and power systems which are frequently
subjected to severe short-circuits and heavy overload.
They are made up to 12,coo amperes capacity. Type
C form K, especially designed for heavy service, are
particularly well suited for railway work. 'They
are made in capacities up to 10,000 amperes. The
bulletin also contains descriptions of auxiliary
switches, automatic tripping devices, etc., to be used
with the circuit-breakers, and gives complete data
as to capacities, prices and dimensions of the de-
vices shown. The bulletin contains 36 pages and is

conveniently arranged for reference.

Reviewing its business for 1907 in the steam engine
line, the Wisconsin Engine Company of Corliss,
Wis., successor to the Brown Corliss Engine Com-
pany, says : We haye furm'shed four large cross
compound engines for the new Aliquippa plant of
the Jones and Laughlin Steel Companj'. These en-
gines furnish all the electrical power used at this

plant. We also made a record shipment on a 600-

kilowatt engine for the new structural shop of the

Jones and Laughlin Steel Company. We are now
erecting the second 20,oco,cioo-gallon pumping engine
which we have built for the city of Milwaukee, and
have recently received a contract from the city of
Atlanta, Ga., for' a similar engine. A 1,500-horsc-

powcr cross compound engine is being erected in the

new plant of the Packard Motor Car Company, at

Detroit, Mich. Among inany other orders \vc have
sold a very large rolling-mill engine for the

Donora Works of the Carnegie Steel Company.
This engiiic is one of the largest tandem compound
Corliss engines ever built, and is capalilc of develop-

ing 10,000 horsepower. We have installed a large

amount of new and up-to-date machinery this year.

This has enabled us to build up a big reputation

for prompt shipments, and it is one of our boasts

that we ship on time.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

873,702. Alternating-current Motor. Ernst F. W.
Alcxandcrson, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to
the General Electric Company, Schenectady,
N. Y. Application filed February 15, 1904.
A irynchronoun motor Ita* .ttntribulcd windinRS for bolll

iti arnuture and field. Taps from each windinK lead lo
a drum-type controller adapted to var>' the number of
pole* so ak to produce a «erie» of upccdB,

Isiiied (United States Patent Offici) December ly, igoj.

Edward 11. Andeison, Schenectady, N.'Y.. as-

siKnor to the General Electric Company, Sche-
nectady, N. Y. Application filed April 5, 1906.

The locomotive carries a motor Kcncrator set. , the

motor takinft alternntinK current from the line and drivinp
a direct-current Kenerator. The hitter is connccteil

throuKh a controller to scries motors propelling the car

which also act as generators during braking.

''73.703- Electrically Pnipcjlcd Car or Locomotive. 873.705. Insulating Covering or Sheathing for Con

tact-rall Conductors. Williain H. Baker, Lock-

port, >f. Y., assignor of three-fiflhs to Jesse

Pctci-son, Lockport, N. Y. Application filed

October 19, 1905.

A hard fibrous sheath conforming with the flanges ui

the rail is held to them by metallic keys.

R73.706. Motor Truck. Asa F. Batcliclder, Sclie-

ncclady, N. Y., assignor to the General Electric
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t'oinp.'iny, SchcnccUuIy, N. Y. Application lil<<l

iMay 28, 1906.

'I'hls t-lc-riiif 1 1 lick Imti n iididIici' of ticlil inn((iU't

fraincs piovidcil with pole picccH, TIio inolor ormnlurch
are inouiilcd in bcaringR cnrrii'il \xy the frnmcH so an <

'

be in operative relation tu the rield point.

*^7J.7M- Oynamo-cU'ctrlc M.'u'liiiie. Joscpli L. Burn
liam. Schcncclady, N. V'., assiKnor to tlic (ii-ii-

cral liloctfic Company, Sclit'iicctady, N. Y. Ap
plication filed April i, 1907.

A rotary converter has ilH poIeH dividctl in a jdane
parallel with the aUuit of the uiaehinp into two unei|nal

portions, each having a HOpar.'iti: winditm. the niie uii the

.stnnller portion bciiiK a reversible rcKulatiuK winding.

''^7.1.715. Electrical Accuiniilalor. Charles Biisch,

New York, N. Y. Application filed Juno 25,

1907.

Tlic elect rodcfl consist of pcrfonited nielalMe Imxes"
rnveldiiinn the active inatcrinl. A capillary lacitiK p;iHSf^

itu'ongh the perforations so as to vniite the opjinsitc walls.

^7.1.7 '/• licciprocating Mechanism for Spoolinj;"

Machines. John G. Callan, Lynn, Mass., as-

signor to the General Electric Company, Sche-
nectady, N. V. Application filed May 8, 1905.

One element nf this spodl-winding niachinc is ar-

ranged to impart a straight reciprocaling motion to

another clement at one speed in one direction an<l ;it

another speed in the other direction.

873.720. Switch Stand. Arthur D. Cloud, Chicago,

111., assignor of one-third to Frank M. Patter-

son and onc-lhird to Ered W. Kizcr, Chicago.

111. Application filed September 27, 1906.

The switch is provided with means for locking it in

an open position and with an electromagnetic circuit, con-
trolled by the passage of the last car of a train from the
side track to the main track, for releasing this locking
means.

873.721. Transformer. Jesse Coates, Lynn, Mass.,

assignor to the General Electric Company, Sche-
nectady, N. Y. Application filed February 12,

1906.

The core. of tliis shell-type transformer is built up out
of laminations in two planes at right angles to each other,

the center leg being in common. In plan view the

core is shaped like a cross.

873,729. Throttle Relay. Archibald S. Cubitt,

Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Applica-
tion filed March 31, 1906.

The relay is part of a locking device for a motor con-
troller. One relay coil is in series with the motor, the
other coil is in shunt with it.

^7S>73~- Battery Train-lighting System. Frank A.
Decker, Philadelphia. Pa., assignor to the Decker
Electrical A'lanufacturing Company, Wilmington,
Del. Application filed April 4, 1906.

A battery is connected to the lamp circuit and by
means of a conduit to a tank for holding solution. The
transfer of the latter between battery and tank is con-
trolled by the same mechanism that controls the lamji

circuit.

^73-737- Automatic Cut-out for Electric Controllers.

Arthur C. Eastwood, Cleveland, Ohio. Appli-
cation filed January 15, 1907.

The controller has a cut-out switch releasing a circuit-

breaker when the limit of travel is reached. When the
motor slops the circuit-breaker is again closed.

873,741. Switch-Operating Mechanism.. Edwin E.
Frederick, Bellevue, Pa., assignor to the Fred-
erick-Elder Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Applica-
tion filed April 12, 1906.

A rotary snap switch is described.

^73^75^- Condenser. Nelson S. Hopkins, Fort
Wayne, Ind., assignor to the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

November 15, 1902.

The condenser is made of alternate sheets of con-
ducting material and dielectric. The plates of one
polarity are slightly displaced so as to be not directly
over the others.

^73^757- Transmitting Device for Electric Teleg-
raph3^ Isidor Kitsee, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor
of one-half to William J. Latta, Philadelphia,

Pa. Application filed March 16, 1905.

A polarized relay has its two coils connected with
separate batteries. The armature of the relay is pro-
vided with contacts so arranged that each depression of
the transmitting key connects the line alternately with
the different batteries.

873,778. Dynamo-electric Machine. Karl A. Paul}',

Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. \\ Appli-
cation filed May 18, 1907.

This generator has a separately excited field winding
and one that is short-circuited through a resistance. The
armature current is supplied to a separately excited
motor.

873.7S0. Insulated Coil. Charles F. Peterson, Sche-
nectady, N. Y., assignor to the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

June 22, 1907.

The coils are insulated by winding a combustible spac-
ing material between the turns, dipping the whole into
an insulating compound cf kaolin and silicate of soda,
heating the coil to burn out the, spacing material, dipping
into the compound again to fill up the pores and then
firing at a high temperature. ,

873781. Cable-drum Mechanism. Claiborne Pirtle,

Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed March 6,

1907-

A cable for bringing current to a lifting magnet is

wound on and unwound from a drum by an electric
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. iiitillod to Juit keep tlic cuiilc ill

**7.i.703. Silfely-fuse Iiidicalor. Caroline N. Sachs,
ll.irlford, Comi. Application filer! March ii,

I lie iiuticalor for nn onetuscil fuite in cuiinccled wllll
a rclaincr nlioiit tlic fiiio itKcIf so an lu be acted on
wlicn tlic Inner blown.

l*"3,So^. J'^lccliic LiRhting. Elmer A. Sperry, HrooU-
lyii, N. Y. Apiiiicaliuii lilcd December 31, 1906.

Iiicaiiilciicciu lampH willi tantuliiin riluiiiciilH arc- iiiouiil-

ed on a banc provided witll iiieaiiH for aifitaliiiK it hu im
10 brinK l)rul<en parts of llie filaineiit into welding contact
wliile tile current is turned on tlic lanipH,

873,805. Conlfoller. Hmmelt W. Slnll, Norwooil.
Ohio, assignor lo Allis-Clialmers Company ami
the Biilloek ICleclrical Mamifactnring Coinpany.
.'Vpplicatioii iiled March 31, 1906.

lllow-out niaynet coils arc arranged lio an to_ tiave tiic

ciiiitroller sliaft act an part of their magnetic circuit.
'. S.e cut on next linRP.)

873,809. Pttrilication of M'elallie Componiids. Charles
Van Brunt, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor lo the

fieneral Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
.'\|)plication filed July 12, 1906.

Pure tunRstcn is produced by dissolving n compound
tliereof, purifying it by precipitating with a benzidin coin-
pound, calcining the precipitate and reducing the product
to form tbc finely divided pure metal.

873,815. Switching Device for Electric Motors.
John B. VViard, Lynn, Mass., assignor to the

General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
.\pplication filed May 23, 1907.

The rotor of an induction motor carries a luembcr
wliicli is moved axially outward by centrifugal force
wlicn tile rotor attains a certain speed, thus changing tlic

starting connections.

873.821. Insulated Rail Joint. Benjamin W'olhaup-
ter. New York, N. Y., assignor to the Rail

Joint Coinpany, New Y'ork, N. Y. Application
filed August 7, 1906.

A joint supporting base is adapted to be engaged by
the rails, but is insulated from them.

873.822. Whistle Valve. Frank L. Wolfe, Med-
ford, Mass., assignor lo the Crosby Steam
Gauge and Valve Company, Boston, Mass.
Application filed December 5, 1905.

.\ clock carries contacts closing at definite times the
circuit of an electromagnet which opens and closes the
valve. A second circuit records the time of whistling.

873,839. Automatic Signaling Device. Louis Ca-
puto. East Boston, Mass. Application filed

August 23, 1907.

Each locomotive is provided with batteries, a telephone
and a clock-actuated signal. If two locomotives happen
to be on the same track circuit tlie signals are sounded
and the operators can talk with each other by telephone.

873,846. Cartridge-fuse Attachment-plug. Robert
A. Cultra, Cambridge, Mass. Application filed

July 3, 1907.

An inclosed fuse is connected through spring clips

between the central stud and one of the lamp-cord ter-

minals.

873.861. Electric Furnace. Gustaf Holmgren, Wes-
teras, Swedeii. Application filed March 6, 1907.

This induction furnace has a number of poles on a

stationary iron core, a melting chamber inclosing the
core and a vertical shaft carrying a rotary magnet with
less poles than the core.

873,872. Housing. Hubert Krantz, Brooklyn, N. Y'.

Application filed January 26, 1907.

This protection for wires on a binding post lias a
roof and side walls having an opening to permit the
housing to be transversely removed from the post.

873,879. Rolling-mill Scale. Martin M'aurer, Pu-
eblo, Colo. Application filed May 7, 1906.

A weighing machine has an electric motor for lifting

the articles just enough so they can be weighed.

873,890. Electric Smelting Furnace. William R.

Parks, Chicago, 111., assignor to Samuel Shaw
Parks, Qiicago, 111. Application filed April 11,

1907.

The positive electrode is tubular and the negative has
a circular gutter in its upper surface concentric with the
axis of, the electrodes. A series of drains lead from the
gutter downward toward the axis of the negative. (See
cut -'->n next page.)

873,899. Current-supplying Arrangement. Bernhard
Salomon, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany, as-

signor to Felten und Guilleauine-Lahmeyerwerke
Aktien-Gesellschaft, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Ger-
many. Application filed March i, 1906.

This is a current collecting trolley running on a trol-

ley wire on the bank and connected by a cable to boats
that are electrically propelled in a canal.

873,906. Automatic Water-supply System. Harry
C. Sillett, Salt Lake City, Utah. Application

filed December 31, 1906.

An electric motor drives an air pump supplying air to

a floating tank in the well. A piston moved by variations

in air pressure closes and opens the motor switch.

873.931. Register-operating Device for Massage
Treatments, and 873,932, Shave-register Operat-

ing Device. John W. B. Faris. Skidmdre, Tex.
Application filed February 18, 1907.

These are electrically operated reeisters for automat-
ically counting a barber's customers. Circuits are closed

by tilting of the chair in the second case.

873,935. Electrical Alarm . System. William N.
Fawcett, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor of one-half

to Max Bernstein, New York, N. Y. Applica-

tion filed January 15, 1907.

3"

A window lurular alarm Im< a iiumlier of conllcltnormal y cloMrd by KiiaraUe liarj wlileli »ro opcntd by
taiiiprriiig with ilic mili.

"^ '

873.'>10. ICIielrieal Connection for IIoBi: Couplings.
Wedrick Doflfntan, Cinciiinali, Ohio. Applica-
tion filed June 30, itjoO.

.
}}'"'

'^''T,'".''
''' ''", '"'"* "eelloin ore connected lu

Vu.i:!!.\,\
"' '""'" """

^r'^ J"'"""" •" eorrc.pond in
llic coupling by a projecligg lip.

873,y4.1. Process of Treating Ores. Frederick M.
Johnson, San Francisco, Cal Application file.

I

June 3, 1904.

Suliihlileii and |ivrilical araeiiic ore« are pni
tion of caunlic Hoda. tile lank (ifii 1 --...i

. ,,,

NiibJFclcd lo llic action o( a lari- i„w
vollagc.

87.3.954. Siiarkiiig Coil with Muliipk Winding for
jsnition and Like Purposes, Angiiste Michel,
fans, trance. Application filed November 20.
1905.

Two primory windinga are provided for Ihii ipark coil,each being connected lo a K-parole current lourcc. ABwilcb conncclH llic source Ihal is lo be used.

8-3,955- Trolley Head. Charles C. McClinCock,
Englewood, Colo. Application filed June 2?
'907-

A yoke corries the head in which lUc trolley wllcel

and"! '"d
'''=''"^«""' '• adjustably fastened lo llic yoke

87.3,958. Method of Producing Homogeneous Bodies
from Tantalum or Other Highly Refractory
Metals. Marcello von Pirani, Wilmersdorf, near
Berlin, Germany, assignor to Siemens & Halskc
Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin, Germany. Applica-
tion filed March 18, 1907.
A metallic oxide is heated in a vacuum so aa to ionize

the residue of gas therein. The metal is then connected
with the anode of an cleclrie arc and subjected to its
action while still in the vacuum. '

873,968. Electric Spark Plug. Frederick B. Thatcher,
Providence, R. I. Application filed January 31,
1907.

The construction of an igniter is described.

873,994. Canopy for Electric Fixtures. John H.
Dale, New Y'ork, N. Y. Application filed May
18, 1906.

A sheet metal shell has ii beaded ring containing an
insulating bushing that fits around the pendant tube.

873.996. Conduit-threading Device. Albert H. De
Voe, Elizabeth, N. J. Application filed October
24, igo6.

This is a carriage for drawing a wire or cord through
the conduit. The carriage has bearing wheels that are
driven by a reciprocating actuator.

873.598. Hair-cut Register. John W. B. Faris,
Skidmore, Tex. Application filed February 18,

.
IS07.

This is a modification of the device in Xo. 873,932.

874,004. Telephone Transmitter. Howell W. HafI,
Richmond Hill, N. Y., assignor to the General
Acoustic Company. Application filed April 15,
1907.

A carbori block has a number of cavities containing
carbon balls which establish microphone contacts between
the block and the diaphragm.

874,016. Turn Button for Electric Switches. Henry
E. Leppert, New Britain, Conn., assignor to
the Hart Manufacturing Company, Hartford,
Conn. Application filed October 29, 1904.
The cavity in the button contains the spindle head

which has an abutment and a spring surrounding it so
as to prevent independent rotation of the parts.

874,019. End Cap for Electric Conduits. Harry P.
Moore, Newburyport, Mass. Application filed
April 6, 1907.

The cap has an attaching portion composed ofa num-
ber of spring-acting ears with upturned ends and in-
wardly extended projections to enter the spaces be-
tween the threads on the conduit.

874,023.. Non-inductive Resistance. James F. Mc-
Elroy, Albany, N. Y., assignor to the Consoli-
dated Car Heating Company, Albany, N. Y.
Application filed February 21, 1907.

A coil has a support upon which wire is wound in
concentric layers in opposite directions so as to neutralize
their inductive etfect.

574.024. Electric Bell. Tames F. McEIroy, Albany,
N. Y'., assignor to the Consolidated Car Heat-
ing Company, Albany, N. Y. Application filed

February 21. 1507.

An inverted cup-shaped base contains the mechanism.

874.025. SysteiTi of Motor Control. A.lexander Mc-
Iver, Schenectad}-, N. Y., assignor to the Gen-
eral Electric Company, Schenectadj', N. Y.
Application filed March 8, 1905.

In this controller a series of switches is arranged to
close in automatic progression. A separate relay associ-
ated with each switch controls the operation of a suc-
ceeding switch,

874.028. Coal-mining Machine. Thomas J. New-
come, Jamispnville, Pa., assignor of one-half
to John C. Hirst, Rej'noldsville, Pa. ./'ipplica-

tion filed December 15, 1906.

A motor enclosed in a casing drives a rotary drill.

874.029. Electric Hat-curling Iron. Joseph L.
O'Brien. South Norwalk, Conn. Application
filed July I, 1907.

The resistance member of tins iron consists of a con-
tinuous sheet of metal slotted from opposite sides and
bent upon itself.
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S74.042. Block-signaling Apparatus. John D. Tay-

lor, Edgewood Park, Pa., assignor to the Union

Switch and Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa.

Application filed August 24, 1907.

A transformer has a set of adjustable fillers forming a

shunt of the magnetic path between the primaiy and sec-

ondary coils.

874,064. Electrolytic Cell. Arthur E. Gibbs, Wy-
andotte. Mich. Apphcation filed June 2, 1906.

-

In this cell a diaphragm has a metallic jacket sunound-

ing it and forming the cathode. The cathode has outlet

channels for the products of electrolysis.

874,085. Rail Bond for Rail-joint Circuits. William

E. Karns, Parkers Landing, Pa. Application

filed January 29, 1907.

This rail bond consists of a metallic spring end post

interposed between the rail ends and in the form of the

cross section- of the rails, wbereoy the side joint bars

serve to secure the bond in place.

874,089. Valve-operating Apparatus. John C. Lar-

kam, Kansas City, Mo. Application filed Au-

gust 27, 1906.

Thermostats control the circuits of electromagnets

which actuate the valve operating meclianism. These

circuits are automatically broken after each operation.

874,118. Telephone Transmitter. Carl J. Printz,
'

Milwaukee, Wis. Application filed December

31, 1906.

The mouthpiece is provided with a disinfectant recep-

tacle.

armature has a similar pole adapted to register with
the flat pole of the magnet. Means are provided for

mounting the armature so that it can swing in a plane
crossing the short diameter of the flat poles, and a con-

tact connected with the magnet is so disposed that the

swing of the armature opens the contact,

874,209. Electric Transmission of Intelligence. Isi-

dor Kitsee, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

August 26, 1907.

Means to neutralize tlie inducing effect of a power
wire on neighboring lines of transmission comprises a

conductor placed in the neighborhood of the lines of
transmission and connected in shunt with the return
of the power wire.

874,219. Brake for Power-driven Vehicles. Joseph
N. Mahoney. Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to him-
self, James D. Leys and Samuel Jacobson, New
York, N. Y. Application filed October 30, 1905.

Aside from a brake-spring under tension tending to

apply the brakes, a motor is provided to impose further
tension upon the spring to partially or wholly release the
brakes. A non-reversing driving connecion is inter-

posed between the motor and the spring and controllable
variable clutch devices are interposed between the non-
reversing connection and the spring.

874,227. Portable Burglar Alarm. Joseph L. Mulry,
Pawtucket, R. L, assignor of one-third to

Charles P. Rollings, Pawtucket, R. L Applica-

tion filed August 14, 1907.

An electrically actuated alarm having an automatically
actuated circuit closer and a resilient bridging member is

adapted for attaching to doors or windows.

874,229. Controlling Mechanism. John J. Nef, Chi-

tached thereto, a spring contact carried by the plug to

engage one terminal of the switch, and a cylindrical tube
mounted upon and yieldingly connected with the plug by
means of an open helical spring and adapted to friction-

ally engage a stationary secondary contact at the other
terminal of the switch, the plug making the primary con-
nection and adapted to frictionally engage a stationary
primary contact at the last-mentioned terminal . of the
switch. (See cut.)

874,345. Trolley. George Keresztes, Pittsburg, Pa.
Application filed September 6, 1907.

Means are provided whereby the trolley wheel can
shift longitudinally upon the shaft.

874)357- Electric Gas-lighter. John Dickens, Pas-
saic, N. J., assignor of one-half to James Brown,
Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed April 2, 1907.

The lighter has a hollow portion containing an in-

candescible body and a. battery, with circuits, resistances,
etc.

874,370. Process for Weaving in Natural Colors
Without Pattern Cards. August Regal, Banja-
luka, Austria-Hungar}^ assignor of one-third to

Franjo Harazin and one-third to Eugen Kara-
zej, Banjaluk-.i, Austria-Hungary. Application

filed June 11, 1906.

This process consists in preparing monochrome photo-
graphic negatives from the original to be copied, pre-
paring a positive _ from each negative and making the
part of each positive which was exposed to light electric-

ally insulative and the part of each positive which was not
exposed to light electrically conductive, and then em-

NO. 873,805—CONTROLLER. NO. 873,890—ELECTRIC
FURNACE.

874,147. Three-wire Multiple System. Charles S.

Winston, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Kellogg
Switchboard and Supply Company. Chicago, 111.

Application filed March 12, 1906.

A cut-ofi^ relay is permanently connected in the third

wire, which also contains a supervisory signal that can
be shunted out by a low-resistance path. (See cut.)

874,163. Armature-winding Machine. Penrose E.

Chapman, St. Louis, Mo. Application filed Au-
gust 15; 1904.

The machine has means for supporting and rotating an
armature, a saddle with ends beveled outwardly and away
from the armature core and sides having edges register-

ing with the inner edges of the slots. Gauges or stops

compel registry with the edges of slots receiving coil

forming wire. (See cut.)

874,173. Controller Regulator. Cyrus P. Ebersole,

Keokuk, Iowa, assignor to the Electric Service

Supplies Company, Camden, N. J. Application

filed April 15, 1907.

This regulator comprises a base, a rotable hood, means
for controlling the movement of the hood in one direction,

and a series of rollers for locking the parts against sep-

aration without interfering with the rotation of the hood.

874,178. Cautery. Lee De Forest, New York,

N. Y., assignor to George K. Woodworth,

Brookline, Mass.
One electrode of a high-frequency source of electrical

oscillations is so arranged that the oscillations may be
transmitted to a body to produce a burning effect on the

surface thereof.

874,186. Magnetic Brake. Frederick G. Haldy,
Stamford, Conn., assignor to the Yale & Towne
Manufacturing Company, Stamford, Conn. Ap-
plication filed June 17, 1907.

The mechanism consists of an electric motor, a movable
resistance device comprising coils having iron corcs_ to

co-opcratc with the motor structure, and a mechanical
brake connected with and operated by the movable rc-

bisiances.

874,190. Automatic Circuit-breaker. Gerald W.
Hart, West Hartford, Conn., assignor to the

Har: Manufacturing Company, Hartford, Conn.
Application filed January 25, 1907.

In combin.ition with the electric circuit of a hand'
operated switch is a door-bolt operated switch and means
whereby the operation of the latter becomes effective only
when the manual switch is closed.

874,206. Insulating End Post for Rail-joint Cir-

cuits. William E. Karns, Parkers Landing, Pa,

Application filed January 29, ' 1907. Kencwcd
September 23, 1907.

An inftulatinK end post for rail joints consists csscn-
iblly of an indurated body having a soft tip on the head
thereof.

874.208, Pole Changer. Lee Kiblingcr, Jackson,
I-a. Application filed July 8, 1907.

A magnet 'n provided with a flat pole, and' an

NO. t)74, 147—THREE-WIRE MULTIPLE TELEPHONE
SYSTEM.

cago, 111., assignor to the National Brake and
Electric Company, Milwaukee, Wis. Application
filed September 15, 1905.

In a fluid-pressure governor a reciprocating rod is

moved in one direction by fluid pressure and in the other
direction by a spring, a toggle member being pivotal ly
connected at one end. A movable circuit-controller is

independently pivoted on the pivotal support for one of
the members of the toggle, and by a loose connection be-
tween the toggle-member and controller the former actu-
ates the latter when operated by the spring acting thereon,

874,242. Trolley. Charles M. Rhbdes, Steubenville,

Ohio. Application filed November 10, 1904.

Renewed September 20, 1906.

A two-piece harp has patentable means for lubricating
the wheel, and there is an opening in the spindle whicli
carries the wheel into which air is deflected,

874,245. Lamp Socket. John J. Rooney, Scarsdale,

N. Y. Application filed January 10, 1906.

A new type of incandescent-lamp socket enclosed in a
two-piece cylindrical tubing is described.

874,250. Fire-alarm and Signaling Device. Louis
Sackwitz, St. Lcuis, Mo. Application filed May
14, 1907.

The device is connected with the electric wiring of a
building and gives an automatic alarm to the fire com-
pany whenever a fuse is detached from the elongated licad
of the dev'ce.

874,254. Registering Device. Marshall M. Shu-
maker, Tcrre Haute, Ind. Application filed

January 14, 1907.

In a registering device contacts are interposed in an
electrical circuit, which contacts, in connection with me-
chanical mechanism, drop a punch head to make tlic

register.

874,284. Governor. Ira J. Babcock, Chicago, Ill-

assignor to the National Brake and Electric
Company, Milwaukee, Wis. Application filed

November 7, 1906.

A movable circuit controller is actuated by the move-
ment of a toggle which forms part of a fluid-pressure
governor.

874,289, Circuit-closer for Explosive Engines. Thomas
A. Bemus, Boston, Mass., assignor to the T.
Alton Bemus Company, Boston, Mass. Appli-
cation filed October 2, 1905.

There is a plug of insulating material, a primary and
a sucgndary brush. A secondary contact is in engage-
ment with the secondary brush and primary contacts arc
provided with whicli the primary brush is designed to
engage. Secondary terminals arc mounted in proximity to

the plane of movement of the secondary brush, and a
secondary binding post engages with the secondary con-
tact.

874.293. Circuit-breaker, Frank W. Blair, New
York, N. Y. Application filed June 19, 1906.

In an electric circuit-breaker are n plufc Kwitcli com-
prising a movable plug, an insulatinfr handle rigidly at-

NO. 874,163—ARMATURE-WIND- NO. 874,293—CIRCUIT

ING MACHINE. BREAKER.

ploying the positives, individually and in changing com-
binations with each other, as circuit-makers and breakers

in an electromagnetic apparatus controlling the warp se-

lecting and actuating devices in a loom.

874,372. Electrical Signaling Device. James P.

Williams, Latonia, Ky. Application filed June

6, 1907.

A series of Independent alternately arranged conductor
sections are located upon opposite sides of a railroad

track. Signal apparatus on the engines is operated on
independent conductor wires as circuits arc closed by the

approach of engines from opposite directions.

874.374. Apparatus for Electrodepositing Metals.

Wilhelm MuUer, Offenbach-on-the-Main, Ger-

many, and Charles R. Murray, Chicago, III, as-

signors to Actiengcsellschaft fur Schriftgies-

serei und Machinenbau, Offenbach, Germany.
Application filed May 13, 1904.

Combined are a tank, a pair of slide rods running
lengthwise, bearings for the slide rods and a set of cross
rods carried by the slide rods. The tank is provided with
longitudinal slots for the cross rods, tlie latter being
to support the articles to be platcil. Eccentric rods are
pivotally connected with the ends of the slide rods and
a cross shaft at the end of tlie lank is provided witli

crank disks to which the eccentrics arc connected. Means
are provided for rotating the shaft.

PATENTS THAT HAVE EXPIRED.

Following is a list of electrical patents (issued

by the United States Patent Office) that expired

December 23, 1907:
443,084. Electric Railway. E. M. IJcntlcy, New York, N. Y.

'I43.097. Electric Street Light, t'l. M. Kim, Aleghany, Pa.

443,111. Printing Telegraph. F. U. Rac, Chicago, 111.

,143,134. 443.135 and 443.1,16. Printing Telegraph. S.

V. E. Essick, Brooklyn. N. V.

443,145. Telephone Circuit and Apparatus. J. T.. McQuar-
rie, Boston. Mass,

443.' 57- Electrical Signaling Apparatus. A. B. Wyckoff,
Washington, D. C.

443, i8r. System of Electrical Distribution. H. A. Rowland
and L. DuncAn, Baltimore. Md.

443,187. Electric Insulator. F. Bain. Chicago, 111.

443,219. Galvanic Battery. II. J. IJrewer, New York, N. Y.

443,224. Electric Welding Apparatus. H. Lcmp, Lynn, Mass.

443,227. Mounting for Electric Motors. A. L. Rikcr, New
York, N. Y.

443,282 and 443.283. Electric Safety Device for Elevators.

H. E. Holmes, West Springfield, and C. I". Grosvenor,
Ludlow, Mass.

,

443,201. Electromechanical Central System for Regulating
Clocks. C. A. Mayrhofer, Berlin. Germany.

443.381. Telegraph Transmitter. S. W: Smith, New York,

443,404. Circuit-breaker and Closer. J. S. Potter, Newton
and D. J. Cartwright, Boston, Mass.

,407. l>vnani0'cleclric Machin
'"

J. L. Hess, Brooklyn. N. Y.
443.451 and 443.45s. Electric Railway. R. M. Hunter,

Philadelphia, Pa.

443.4S4 and 443,455. Electrode for Secondary Batteries.

1. Kitsee, Cincinnati, O.
443.4,56 and 4.f3.4S7. Secondary Battery. T. Ktiscc, Cin-

cinnati, O.
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f\ 1 nil ^1 PV RUBBER INSULATED
OlIVIr^blLA. WIRES AND CABLES

AERIAL, SUOMARINC, LCAO COVCWE'J, STEEL T.,PCD, FLAMEPROOF
WESTERN SELLING ftOCNT. ,-,..,,-

H. R. MixsoN rhe Simplex hiectncal Co.
II43-II46 Klonnanoek Block _ _ , ...„„

CHic/.oo I I O Stnto St., BOSTON, MASS.

>kO N/v
188»-I>ariH Expoftition.
9Iedal for Rabb4>r Innnlation

18»3-'W^«rld'« Fair,
netlal fur Rubber Inmnlation.

TRADE MARK
REG. U.S. PATENT OFFICE.

THE STANDARD FOR
RIIRHER IlfSlILATION.
Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Qkonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee "";?»?'- Wires

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
?."r.i-.c=hV.'.*e?>"'>»»« 253 Broadway, New Yor* &"H."Ho'!!;rnrs.^;."''

^"^'-

THE PHOENIX GLASS GO.
PITTSBURG NEW YORK

ManutacturBrs ot

CHICAGO

Electric Globesand Shades,
both Arc and Incandescent
Inner and Outer Globes for
all enclosed arc systems

See our Exhibit at the Electrical
^how, Chicago. January 13-2's. 1908. Catalogues Sent on Request

f^^m^'
[mm,

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSUUTEDWIRE CI.

MANUFACTURERS OF

PARANITE RUBBER COVERED
WIRES AND CABLES

Undirground, Atrial, Submtrln* and Insldt U>t

TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH AND FIRE-ALARM CABLE*

AD win* Ar* Ta»t«tf at Fiatonr JOMESBORO. IND.

"THE BEST BELL MONEY CAN BVV"

i^..^^ SKELETON AND ENCLOSED

fARAD^ SIGNAL BELLS
AT ALL JOBBERS

Insulating Cross Arms
Satcty Pulleys Matt Armf

Screcthoodi and Toggle Bolts

AJAX LINE MATERIAL CO.
12 ind 14 South Jefferaon Street CHICAG(.i

CRESCENT RUBBER INSULATED

WIRESAND CABLEd
, Hatlonal Code Ht^ndard.

CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE CO.
Main Office and Factory, TRENTO*. M.A

n: . T . Ft.

NATIO.NAl. INDIA RUBBER CO.'S

OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. I.

ORIGINAL VULCANIZED FIBRE
Highest grades for electrical insulation and mechanical purposes, in sheeUf

tubes, rods and special shapes, Catalogtses and samples on application*

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmington, Del.

SAMSON SPOT WATERPROOFED CORD FOR TROLLEYS AND ARC I-MJPS.

SEND FOR SAMPLES SAMSON CORDACE WORKS, Boston. Wass.

Bristol Recerdars
neccssaiTin every

up-to-date

STEAM, POWER, AND
ELECTRIC PLANT

Ack for Cat P.

THE BRISTOL COMPANY
Wat«t*gn NaaYark Chleafa

l-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
eUHER ELECmiCAl CO.. PH1L»0ELPHI#

STAR EXPANSION BOLTS AND ANCHORS
For Quick, Secure, Economical Fastenings of ail Sorts to

BRICK, STONE, TILE, MARBLE AND MASONRY

a Star^E.xpansion Bolts worlc as easily in brick and stone as an ordinary wood
screw does in wood. They iit any wood screw, lag screw or machine.

CATALOG .4>"D SAJIPLES ON REQUEST

STAR EXPAXSIOX BOLT CO. BATOXXE, \. J.

CONDUITS FOR INTERIOR WIRINC.

American Circular Loom Co.
Cfaclsdii, M;iSB., Ne.7 York, Cblciio, Sun Franclac

WESTON INSTRUMENT CO.
Main Office and Works, Waverly Park, NEWARK, N. J.

"ROUND PATTERN"

Weston "Round Pattern** Voltmeter.

Models 57 and 34

MODEL 57 (Large Size)

MODEL 24 (Small Size)

Voltmeters and Ammeters
FOR DIRECT-CURRENT CIRCUITS

These instruments are particularly suitaljle
for Isolated Plants and Feeder Circuits in
Railway and Power Plants. All Weston In-
struments are unsurpassed in excellence of
workmanship, in accuracy and economv uf
operation.

LONDON BRANCH — Audrey House, Ely Tbu?,
Holborn. ,

PARIS, FRANCE—E. H. Cadiot, 13 Rue St., Geor-es.

BERLIN—European Weston Electrical Instrumeni <\».,

llitterstrasse No. SS.

NEW TORK OFFICE—74 CORTLAJSDT STKi-KT

BELDEIM COTTON SLEEVIIMC
Made In all diameters—White. Black and Colors

Ru.sio Core
Solder

Magnet
WindiDt:

Write for .famples and Prices

BELDEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
194 Michigan Street, CHICAGO
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BUILDERS OF

STEAM TURBINES^ GENERATORS
In Capacities from 500 to 20,000 K. W.

In articles published by the Technical Press, attention has been called to the Special Features which have given our Steam

Turbines the commanding position that they now occupy.

The revolving field Alternators that are direct coupled to these machines have been equally well designed to meet the spe-

cific conditions of turbine operation. They are built by us in such a manner as to give high efficiency combined with simplicity and

compactness, and espsciai attention has been paid to the selection of material and methods of construction which will insure Abso-

lutely Safe Operation at high speeds.

1.000 K. W.. Aliis-Chalmers Sleam Turbine and Generator

Among the Principal Features of Design Embodied in Our Generators are ;

ROTOR
Field core built up of steel discs, each in one piece, or of steel

forgings, giving high magnetic permeability and great strength.

Coils placed in radial slots, thereby avoiding side pressure

on slot msuiation and the complex stresses resulting from cen-

trifugal force, which, in these rotors, acts normal to the flat

surface of the Arip windings.

Coils firmly held in slots by bronze wedges, making the

surface of the rotor a smooth cylinder, reducing windage

losses and insuring quiet operation.

End connections securely held by chrome-nickel steel rings.

STATOR
Completely inclosed type, eliminating noise of operation.

Positive ventilation.

Coils completely wound and insulated before being

placed on the core, thus obviating the risk of defective ven-

tilation.

Stator windings placed in open slots, rendering coils

readily removable.

End connections firmly braced, preventing deformation of

coils in case of short-circuit.

Effective forced lubrication and arrangement of oil guards.

SHAFT
Shaft carefully proportioned to avoid vibration and complete rotor perfectly balanced.
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TheElectric StorageBatteryCo.
PHILADELPHIA

MANUFACTURER OF THE

' Cbloribc Hccumulator"
For Central Stations, Electric Railways, Isolated Lighting and Power Stations,

Fire Alarm, Telegraph, Train Lighting, etc., etc.

PRICE LIBTS AND OCSCRIPTIVC BULLITINS FORWARDED UPON REQUEST
SALES OrriCES:

PlIILADBLPDlA, NBW YOHK, UOBTON, CllICAOO, bT. LOUIN.

AliOBbony Avo. and leibSt. 100 Broadway eOStsloSt. Htrquelto Hldg. WalDwrlgbl BldK

San KnANciflco, Cletbland, Atlarta, Oabada.
Cracker Bide. CItlzonH' Hldg. Candler Hldff. Canadian Qonoral Eleclrlc Co., Ltd., Toronto

SMA \A/ IVI LJ ~r

EXTENDED TERMINAL FUSE
ONE LINE OF FUSES

FOR

ALL MAKES OF TYPE A BASES
A CHANCE TO REDUCE YOUR STOCK

A^A/ IVI 1^ nr o o .

IMENA/BURYI

DON'T THINK FROM THE GUTS
you see in our advertisements that Holdfast Lamp Guards will

not tit your sockets or meet your conditions. We make 14 kinds

and can send you an assortment to fit your various requirements.

Write us today on your firm letter-head asking for a sample.

HOLDFAST LAMP GUARD CO.
203 N. Second St. ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.

ALL LEADING JOBBERS CARRY THEM IN STOCK

H
The Biggest Yardag

PER POUN
Ought to influence you when buying FRICTION TAPE, especially when .

the QUALITY IS SUPERIOR

OIJR # 264 -rAF^E
fulfills these conditions

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICAL CO., Walpole, Mass.

PLATINUM
OOLD MEDAL
ItBwiM ft Olark OentennlaJ
Bzpofltlon, Portland, Oregon, int.

BBW TOBK OBTICB: 120 Liberty Street.

PLATINUM
Igtiltlon foiet for torpedo luid mining oparKtloDB'

8p«cl»l lormi for wiraleiB telegraphy.

BAKER A CO., INC.
O. O. BAKKB, Prei. O. W. BAKEB, Tlo^^Pre*.

40B*4H H.J.i.i.Av., NEWARK, M. J.

PLATINUM
All forms of •leetrloal oontact*.

Grand Prize
Universal Ixposltlon
ST. LOUIS, 1 004 PLATINUM

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
\dam9-Baenall £1. Mfg. Co.. 1

2

^az Line Material Co I

MliaOhalmera Company 2

American BatteryCo —
Amer. Circular Loom Co 1

Amorioan Conduit Co —
American Diesel Engine Co. . .

—
Amer. Distriot Steam Co —
Amer. Electrical Heater Co. . 4

Amerioaa Electrical Works. ..11

Arnold Co., The 17

Atlantio Ins.Wire ACable Co..l 1

Automatic Electric Co —
Avery Scale Co., The —

Baboook & WOcox Co ...18

Bodl.P.B ...17

Baker & Co., lao ... 3

Barron & Co., Jamea S. .

.

.. .—
BearddM Chandelier SUg. Co.—
Belden Hfi. Co ... 1

Benjamin Eleo. Mfg. Co.

.

...13

Bcrthold & Jennings ...16

Bla.eUOo.,TheF ...16

Blake Signal & Mfg. Co.. ...18

Boanrt Eleotrio CoBstruotioa

Co ... 8
Boston Incan Lamp Co.

.

...11

Brennan Elec. Const. Co ...17

Bristol Co„ The ... 1

Broola, Hall L...^ ...16

Bnekaye Eaolae Co ...18

Bgrlarinr &Co„H. M.... ...17

Ceatnl Beetrie Co ...22

Oaattvy Eleotrto Co . . .11

Chase^hawmut Co 3

Chicago Carbon Co —
Ghic. Fuse Wire & Mfg. Co. .—
Chicago InsuLWire&Mfg.Co. 4

Chicago Mica Co 10

Chicago Telephone Co .14

Colonial Fan & Motor Co . . .18

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co —
Commonwealth Edison Co. .4-12

Commutator Co., The 4

Cook. Frank B —
Crescent Ina. Wire & Cbl. Co. 1

Crocker^Wheeler Co 5

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co 8

Cutter Eleo. & Mfg. Co 1

D & W Fuse Company —
Dearborn Drug & Chem. Wks.18
DevineCo.,J. P 14

Directory of Engineers 17

Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph. .18

Doasert & Co 21

Duncan Eleo. Mfg. Go —

Edison Mfg. Company II

Eldredge Elec. Mfg. Co 10

Elec. Motor & Eqmp. Co. , The.l 1

Eleotario Storage Battery Go. . 3

Eleotn Testing Labor^riea..lO
E]e«t'l TradM Expoii^oa Co.22

EaeotridBB Pub. Go 17-19

Evferatick Anchor Co 16

Fibre Condmt Co., The. 4

"For Bale" Advertisements. .12

Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc. 21

Fowler 4 Go., John H 16

General Electric Co 9

General Storage Battery Go. . 1

Gest, G. M 4

Goodwin & Eints Co.. The.. .10

Gould Storage Battery Go . . . 6^

Gregory Oeotric Co 12

Haller Machine Co —
Hapgoods —
Hart Mfg. Co 5
Hartford Steam BoOer In-

spection & Insurance Co.. .

—

Hazard Manufacturing Co . . ,
—

Highland Park College 17

Hoffman, G. W 4

Holdfast Lamp Guard Co. . . . 3

Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co. ..12

Holophane Co., The —
Hubbell, Harvey. Inc 18

Hunt & Co., Robt. W 17

Illinois Central R. R 12

IndiauRub. AIu.W. Co.. . 1

India Rubbra* & Gutta Percha

Insulating Gompaay —
International Correspondence

Schools —
International Td. M£g. Co ... 14

Iwan Bros —

JaokMn. D. G. A W. B 17

Jeffrey Manufacturing Go 18

Jam Shade Holder Co 10

Kartavert Manufacturing Co.

—

Kellogg Switchboard & Sup-

ply Company 14

Klein & Sons, Matbias II

Kohler Bros 17

Knhlman Electric Co 12

La Fayette ElcctT Mfg. Co. .—
Leather Preserver M. Co —
Linddey Bros. Co., The 16

Lippincott Glass Co., The 10

Locke Insulator Mfg.Co 10

Long Distance Tel. Mfg. Co. —

Maohado 4 Roller —
Machen& Mayer Eleo.Mfg. Co.21

Manhattan £1. Snpply Co. ... 12

Manross, F. N S

Massachusetts Chemical Go. . 3

McLennan & Company. K ... 1

MoRoy Clay Works 4

Mioa Insulator Company 10

Minneapolis Steel &Mchy. Go. 7

Misodlaneous Advs 12

Moline Ineand. Lamp Co. ... 14

ftlfinareh Eleo. Mfg. Co —
Morrison L\maber Co., J. W , .

—
Morse, Frank W —
Monsell & Go.. Eosene 10

Natfonal Battery Co 18

National Carbon Co 7

National India Rubber Co . . . 1

National Metal Molding Co. . 4

National Pole Co 16
National Rheostat Co —
Newport News, Old Point
Ry. & Elec. Co 12

New York Ins. Wire Co 17

Okonite Co., The
Ostrander & Co., W. R...
Otto Gas Engine Works. .

.

Il^oir Ol^sslfled Xx^tX&s:. o* A.civert:lseix»erxt:»

Pacific Coast Pole Co 16
Peerless Electric Co 19

Peglow. Ge<..F...: 12

Peirce Spedalty Co 4

Phillips, Eugene F 11

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.. .11

Phoenix Glass Co 1

Phosphor-Bronze 8. Co 18

Pignolet, L. M 10
Porter Cedar Company 16

Radford, John A 17

Rail Joint Co.. The 4

Randolph, Isham 17

Reisinger, Hugo —
Reynolds El. Flasher Mfg. Co. 4
Rickenbaugh, R. E 11

Roebling's Sons Gd., J. A 5
Ruebel & Wells 17

Samson Cordage Works I

Sargent & Lundy 17

Schott. W. H 17

Sehureman Co., J. L —
(See I'^cce O*

Simplez^ectrical Co., Tlbe

Simplex Eleo. Heatinc Co.

.

Solar Glass Co., The
Speer Carbon Co
Stackpole Battery Go
Standard Undexg. Cable Co
Standard Varnish Wks. . .

.

Stanley & Patterson, Inc.

.

Star Expansion Bolt Co. . ,

,

Starling & Son*, W. C
Stewart Heater Co., The..

.

Stow Mfg. Company

Torrey Cedar Company. 16
Trumbull Eleo. Bdfg. Co 7

Vanderman Plbg. & Ktg. Co.

—

Vulcanised Fibre Company. . I

Wagner Electric Mfg. Co —
Warren Electric Mfg. Co 22
Wcsco Supply Co 10
Western Electric Co 8-15

Westinghoose Electric &
Manufacturing Co 20

Westinghouse Lamp Co 14
Westinghouse Machine Co. . .19^

Weston Electrical Inst. So.. . 1

Whitney Eleo. Iuh*. Co. —
WiUard Storage Battery Go. 5

j

Worcester GsmpAny, C. H. . 16
[Worcester Eteetrfo Uie- €b. .

—
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HEADQUARTERS FOR THE BEST OF EVERYTHING IN

Electric Lighting Supplies
Wires Cords Cables Cut-Outs
Sockets Brushes Dynamos Dynamo Parts
Electric Heating and Cooking Utensils Motors
Miniature Decorative and all kinds of Incandes-

cent Lamps

Arc Lamps Switches Globes
Cored and Solid Carbons Electric Fans
HYLO Lamps
Electric Portable Lamps for Office Use

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY
Telephone Main 1280

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER
Edison Building, 139 Adams Street, CHICAGO

FLEXDUCT
Easiest Fished. Saves Labor.
Cuts off clean. No Waste.

SEND FOR SAMPLE

The most flexible Non-Metallic Conduit made.
Tou^h. Strong. Does not stretch. Does not
Crack or Break. Kinking or smashing does
not destroy smooth, uniform interior.

National Metal Molding Company, Pittsburg, Pa.
Branches t New York Boston ChlcB'tfo St. Louis San Francisco

1887 1907

National Code Standard

Chicago, III. CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE AND MFG. CO. 423 Marine BIdg.

ELECTRICAL HEATING APPARATUS
OF EVERY KIND-FOR EVERY PURPOSE

THE AMERICAN ELECTRICAL HEATER CO.
Main Office and Factory, DETROIT, MICH.

Eastern Dept., 7 and 9 Warren St., New York Largest and oldest exclusive Makers in the world

THE COMMUTATOR COMPANY. Minneapolis, Minn.
Manufacturers of COLD DRAWN COMMUTATOR SEGMENTS.

We duplicate any segment made without cost of dies or special tools
Electric light companies and repair men given special attention.

Ov<r
25,000
mlUs
In u>g

Tho DqiI Inini Pn Ocs. Olllcco: 29 W. 34tli SI. Branch SiUInt A<oiiclu : Ch ...
I nC nail JUini bU.) NEW YORK CITY IKiiTir,Colo.:Pittibiir(,;>.:SI.Loaii,Ko.;St. P>iU.liu.

U.S. METAL POLISHI I Geo.W.Moffmai/
Z95.E,W.sh,hctonSt. iMDIftNflPIi'

Orangeburg Fibre Conduit
preMDt* the advancagei of extreme llKhtncB!*. great
darablllty. ea«« and lavxpeoBlvenees oT Inecallatloo.

WriU for TJic Conduit Book

THE FIBRE CONDUIT CO.
Main OGBce and Worka; Orangeburg, N. Y.

B-jiloa Office: 110 State Street. Chicago OIllcc: 17C0
Uonnilnock Hiiil'tlOK-

PlerBOn, Roedliig A Co.: Hapi Kranclico. Cal., I.os

Anir*'fli. Cat. and Seattle. WaxhlnKtoD.
M'.-(,'lftry-Je(rin'>n '.o . i'AnninteiiAio. Ala.

REGO FLASHERS
Are easT to lelL Ton make a fine pffoflt.

ETorybody with an electric algn wacM oqk
Write as today for partlcnltri and prices. AIM
pointers on electric ilgns.

Reynolds Electric Plasher Ml{. Co.

191 Fifth Ave, CniCAQO

OUR ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
Designs, Superintends or Constructs

CONDUIT SYSTEMS IN THEIR ENTIRETY.
Q. M. OEST,

277 Broadway, New York. Union Trust Bldg., Cincinnati. O.

Placed in this position, the

PEIRCE STEEL BRACKET
for service wire drops can
take either vertical or
horizontal runs.

Remember; it saves half the

labor you use in putting up

wood pins, which is really

a REBATE IN COST

PEIRCE SPECIALTY COMPANY,
ELKHART, IND. AND CHICAGO, ILL.
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STORAGE
BATTERIES

Manufaeturad by

THE WILLARD STORAGE
BATTERY CO.

CLEVELAND. OHIO

Your Lighting Plant
will give you no trouble if it contains only

first class machinery.

Let us advise you when you are selecting

your generator. Though we seem preju-

diced in favor of C-W machines, our advice

may be of value.

Crocker-Wheeler Company, Old Colony

Building, Chicago, 111.

For Prices of

INSULATED WIRES

AND GABLES
Address

JohnA.Roebling'sSonsCo,
CHICAGO BRANCH:

171-173 Lake St.

Works:

TRENTON, N. J.
See Our Exhibit at the Electrical Show, Chicago, January 13-25, 1908.

IMENA/ INO. I-AIN/IP
THE SOLAR CLASS CO., TOLEDO, O.

Agents Wanted. EXCLUSIVE Territory. Write for Particulars

TRY
9)

"DIAMOND H

[Flush Receptacles

[in Your Next In-

^ stallation.

You will then know why they are pre-

ferred by contractors all over the country.

No lids to pry open. No broken finger

nails. Cannot ground or short-circuit.

Opens or closes automatically by insert-

ing or withdrawing plug.

It will pay you to make your next specifi-

cation, "DIAMOND H.»

HART MANUFACTURING CO.
HARTFORD, CONN.

NEW YORK
BOSTON
CHICAGO
DENVER
SAN FRANCISCO
TORONTO, ONT.
LONDON, ENC.

HELLO! HELLO!

AMERICA'S

STANDARD

TELEPHDNE CELL

WE CAN PROVE IT
STANDARD SIZES

Rnnlrarte Talirf *"•" we have them, large ones,

UUIIIiaUld I ailli
TOO, that came to us only after

competitive tests. PLEASE INVESTIGATE. We have THE GOODS

and stand baci( of them. LOOK US UP.

STACKPOLE BATTERY CO.
ST. MARYS, PA.
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SALES OFFICES
CHICACO-Rookery Building
BOSTON-80 State Street
SAN FRANCISCO-Monadnock Block
TORONTO, ONT.-62 Wellington St.W.

INSTALLED POWER and AVAILABLE POWER
A Storage Battery enormously increases the available power
of a generating plant by adding its own reserve capacity to

the capacity of the generators. Thus it enables a plant in-

stalled for the average of a fluctuating load, to carry heavy
peaks, and to operate at a uniform load under the most favor-

able conditions of economy.
No Storage Battery has so many strong points to recom-
mend its selection where high efficiency and great economy
are required.

Write for our bulletins and data.

MAIN OFFICES
341-347 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

CITY.

OEPEW,
WORKS

NEW YORK

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Adjofltera, Oord.
Uone. Fraak W.

AdJOBtera, IBG. I
Horse. Frank W.

Anchors (007)*
Everstiok Anohor Co.
Matthews & Bro., W. N.

Annujiclaton.
G&utral Eleotrio Co.
Uaobfitt&B Eleo. Sup^y Co.
Ostnmder & Co., W K.
Stanley & Patterson.
Wesoo Supply Co.
Weit«rB Eleotrio Co.

Batteries, Primary.
ijissell Co., The i
Central Electric Co.
EdisoB Mis< Co.
flaahattan Eleo. Supply Co.

ttaokpole Battery Co.
tanley & PatteTBoa.

Wesco Supply Co.
Westers Eleotrio Co.

Batteries, Storage.
Amerioaa tJattery Co
hlTeotno Storage BMtery Co.
Geaeral Storage Battery Co.

Gould Storage Battery Co.
NatioBflJ Uattery Co.
WUlard Storage Baitwy Co

B«;il», Buzzers, Etc
Central Eleotrio Cu.
Manhattaa Eleo. Supply Co.

Ostraader & Co., W. H.
Stanley & Patterson
Wcfloo Supply Co.
Wefltera Eleotrio Co.

BeUa, Slgoal-
Stanley & Patterson.

ueit i>reMtV.
Dixom Crucible Co., Joi.

Leather Preserver flifg, Corp.

Belttns.
Leather Preserver Mig. Corp.

Belt Tighteners.
Uina. Steel & Maohy. Co.

BoUer Fronts and Castings.

Mima- Steel A Maohy. Co.

Boilers.
Baboock A Waooi Co.
Mia» Steel A Maohy. Co.

Boltb, E^xxkanslon.

Peirce Specialty Co.

Star Expaasioa Bolt Co.

Books, ElecUlcaL
Electrician Publishiag Co.

Boxes. Floor.
Stanley A Patterson

Buxee, Junction.
Bossert Elect. Coast. Co.

Brackets.
Peiroe Specialty Co.

Brass, Sheet and Bod.
Flume & Atwood Mfg. Co.

Break Arms.
Peiroe Specialty Co

Brldls iUoga.
BisssU Co., The F.
Star ExpansLoB Bolt Co.

Brushes, Orname.
Central Electric Co.
Holmea Fibre Graphite Co.

Bpeer Carboa Co.
Westers EJootrio Compaay.

Bulbs, IXLoau. Lamp.
Lippiaoott Glass Co., The.

C«bla Doss.
Star Expaasioa Bolt Co.

CBi>lD Uansorm.
Barron A Co., J. S.
niMril Co.. P^ The.
Patrss Spscdalty Co
Wssoo SoBply Co.
Wcst<n Eleotrio Co.

OabU 8pUo*s.
Btesll Co.. The P.

Oabto Trallsys.
BisseU Cc The P.

Cables (8'je Wlr«B and Cables)
Carbbas, Points and Plates.
Chiosco Carbon Co.
CsBlral Electric Co.
CommoBwealth Edisoa Co.
NaUoaal Carbos Co.
BnWiMwr. Hugo.
apser (WboB^-
W«ee 8iii>p4y Co.

Mima. 8t«e) A Uachy. Co.
Osmsnt. Gable. TraasTonner.

hosetu Chemical Co.

isOvr MUs. Co.

ChcplB, Tool.
Vandermaa Plbg. A Htg. Co.

Circuit Breakers.
Cutter Eleo. Co.

Clamps, Cable.
Cook. Frank B.
Matthews A Bros., W. N.

Cleats.
Blake Signal A Mfg. Co.

cumbers.
Klein A Sons, Mathias.

Clusters.
BeajamU Eleo. Mig. Co.

Olatobes.
Minn. Steel A Maohy. Co.

Colls and Magnets.
Western Eleotrio Co.

Commutator Compound.
MoLenmaa A Co., K.

Commutator Segments.
Commutator Co. The.

Compounds. BoUer
Dearborn Drug A Chem. Wks.

Compound, inaniaHTig and
SpUclng.
Massaohusetis Chemical Co.

Condensers (Steam)

.

Minn. Steel A Maoky. Co
Conduits.
American Circular Loom Co.
American Conduit Co.
Fibre Conduit Co., The.
Gest. G. M.
McRoy Clay Works.
National Metal Molding Co.

Conduit Rods.
BisseU Co. The F.

Connectors, Solderles^.
Dossert & Co.

Contractor, iiJeotrlo Subway.
Gest, G. M.

Contractors and fileotrls

Idgbt Plants.
AHis-ChaUpem Compaay,
Crocker-wheaer Cb.
Ft. Wayne Eleo. Wks., lac.
Geaeral EUectrio Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Weatera Elleotrio Co.
Weatiaghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Controllers.
Crooker-Wheeler Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
National Rheostat Co.
SohuremaD Co., J. L.

Conveying Devices.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co
Minn. Steel A Maohy. Co.

Cord. Ajto Lamp.
Ajax Liae Material Co.
SamsoB Cordage Wks.

Cordage, E3eotrloal.
Belden Mfg. Co
Samson Cordsge Wks.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Berthold A Jeaalags.
BisaeU Co.. The F.
Central Electric Co.
Lmdaley Bros. Co., The.
Maahattaa Eleo. Supply Co.
Peiroe Specialty Co.
Weaco Supply Co.
Weatera Electric Compaay.

OorrespondeDoe School.
International Correspondence

School.

CushlonB, Field. CoU.
Massachusetts Chemical Co.

Cutouts and Swltehes.
BisseU Co.. The F.
Bossert Eleo. Coast. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commobwealtb Edison Co.
Ft. Wayne Eleo. Wks., lac.
General Electric Co.
Hart Maaufacturhig Co.
Machen A Mayer Eleo.Mfg.Co.
Manhattan Eleo. Supply Co.
TnunboU Eleo. Mfg. Co.
WcMO Supply Co.
Westeni Electric,Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Woroater Eleotrio Mfg. Co.

Diggers. Post Hole.
Iwan Bros.

DrllU Star Pipe and Special.
Petree BpedaJty Co.
BtikT Expansion Bolt Co.

Drrlnj: Machinery.
DerUe Co, J. P.

Dynamos and Motors.
Allis-Chalmen Compaay.
BisseU Co., The F.
Central EUeotrio Co.
Century Electric Co.
Colonial F;m <k Motor Co.
Crooker-Wheeler Co.
Ft. Way:ie Eleo. Wks.. lao.
Geaeral Eleotrio Co.
Gregory Eleotrio Co.
Stow Manufaoturing Co.
Wagner Eleotrio Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Flisctrlo Kallways.
Allis-Chalmera Co.
Geaezal Eleotrio Co.
Weslinshouse El. A Mlg. Co.

BleotroUers.
Goodwin A EinU Co.. Tha

Electro-Plating Machinery.
Crocker-Wheeler Co
General Electric Co.

EUevatortD and Conveyors.
Je£Erey Mfg Co.

Employment Agency.
Hapgoods.

Engineers. Eleetiical and
Mechanical.
Arnold Co.. The. .

Badt. F. B.
Breunan Elec. Const. Co.
ByUeaby A Co., H. M.
trnat A Co.. Bobt. W.
jaoksoB. D. C. A W. B.
Kohler Bros.
Radford. John A,
Kandolph, isham.
iiuebel & WeUs.
Sargent A Luady.
bohott, W. H

Knglnea, (iai», Gasoline and
OIL
AUia-Chalmers Co.
American Diesel Engine Co.
Mina. Steel A Mohy. Co.
Otto Gas Eagine Works.
Westinghouse Mschiae Co.

Engines. Steam.
Alli»<;halmer8 Co.
Buokeye Eagiae Co.
Minn. Steel A Maohy. Co.
Weatiaghouse Maohiae Co.

Exposition, Electrical.
Elect'l Trades Exposition Co.

Funs tuid li'an Motors.
Central Electrio Co.
Century Electrio Co.
Coloniul Fiin it Motor Co.
UruuikDC->v uceiei ou.
Edisoa Mlg. Co.
Ft. Wavne Electrio Wks.. lac.
General Electric Co.
Peerk'-^d K fCtric^Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electrio Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Eartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcaaised Fibre Co.

Fixtures, Gas and Eleotrle.
Beardslee Chaadelier Mfg. Co.

nashers.
BisseU Co.. The F.
Elec. Motor & Equip. Co., The
UaUn M tuit*!"" Co.
Reynolds El Flasher Mfg. Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses and Fuse Wire.
BisseU Co., The F,
Central Electric Co.
Chase-Shawmut Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire A Mfg. Co.
D. A W. Fuse Compaay.
Manhattan Eleo. Supply Co.
We^oe Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

Gas Produf^er Power Plant.
Minneapolis Steel & Mchy. Co.

Mlna. Steel A Macby. Co.

Glass Tubing.
LippiDCOtt GtsM Co., Tbs.

Globes, loner.
Lippiaoott Q\»i I Co., The.

Globes, Reflectors
Shades.
Holophane Co., The.
Pbasnix Glass Co.
Riokenbaugb. R, E,
Wesoo Supply Co.
Werters Electrio Co.

and

Graphite Specialties.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Heaters.
Stewart Heater Co., The.

Heating Appliances. Electrio.
American Elect'l Heater Co.
Simplex Elec. Heating Co.

Heating (Exhaust Steam).
American District Steam Co.

Inspection and Insurants.
Hartford Steam Bofler la-
peotioB A Insurance Co.

Instruments, Eleotrical.
(Recording aind Testing.)
BisseU (To.. The F.
Bristol (^
Central Electrio (To.

Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Eldredge Eleo. ma. Co.
Ft. WajTie Eleo. Wks. lao.
General Electrio 0>.
Maohado A RoUer.
PigBolet,L. M..
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesoo Supply Oj:
Westeni Electric Ck).

Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical last. Co.
Whitney Eleo. last. Cki.

Insulators and Insulating
Materials.
American Electrical Works.
(Antral Electric Co.
Commonwealth Edison Co.
Indiana Rub. A las. Wire Co.
Eartavert Mfg. Co.
Locke Insulator Mfg. CV).

Manhattan Elec. Supplv Co
Massachusetts Chemical (3o.

Mica Insulator Co.
MimseU A Ck>., Eugeae.
National India Rubber Ck>

New York laaulated Wire Co.
Okoaito Co., The,
Fhiliipa Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical (^-
StandarH Undergrour.d C. Ck).

Vulcanized Fibre CTo.

Weaco Supply Co.
Westera Eleotrio Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Cn.

Joints. Wire.

Cook. Fraak B.

Lamps, Arc.

Adams-BagaaU Eleo. Blfg. (To.

Badt A Co., F. B.
BiaaeU (To.. The F.
Ceatral Eleotao (^,
Ft. Wayae Eleo. Wks., lao
Cveaeral Electric (To.

Maahattaa Eleo. Supply (To.

Wesoo Supply (To.

Western Electrio Co.
Westiaghouse El. A Mfg. (To.

l^mp Guards.
Benjamin Eleo. Mfg. (To.

Hubbell. Harvey, lao.
Holdfast Lamp Guard Co
Morse Fraak W.

Lamps, Incandescent.
BisseU (To., The F
Boston Incan. Lamp Co.
(Teatral Eleotrio Co.
Columbia lacaa. Lamp (To.

(Tonunonwealth-Edisoo Co.
Geaeral Eleotrio (To.

Moliae Incaad. Lamp (To.

Solar Gla.sa Co., The.
Wesco Supply Co.
Westera Eleotrio Co.
Westiaghouse El. A Mfg. (To.

Westinghouse Lamp Co

Lamps, Incandescent—Be-
placers and Cleaners.
Morse, ^raak W.

line Material.
Ajax Liae Material Co.
Peiroe Specialty (To.

Magnet Wires.
(See Wu-es aad Cables.)

Meters.
Duncan Eleotrio Mfg. (To.

Ft. Wayne EleotrieWka lac.
General Electric (To

Westiaghouse Eleo. A Mfg. Co.

ffC2iicsao Mica (To.

^Ica Insulator Co.
I (MuaseU A (To.. Eugeae.

Mining Apparatus, Glee.

AUis-CThalmers Co.
(Trooker-Wheder Co.
(3eaeral Electrio CV>.

Jnftny Hfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. (To.

Monocyclic Apparatus.
Newport News & Old Point
Ry. A Electrio Co.

Motors (Sea Dimamoe and
Motors).

Newels.
Goodwin A Kints (To., The.

Nippers and Pliers.

Klein A Boas, Matklas.

Paints, Insulating.
Standard Vamiah Wke.
Massaohusetts Chenuoal (To.

Paints. PreaervatlTe.
Maasaobuaetts (Themioal (To.

Phosphor Bronze.
Phosphor Broase Bm. (To. Ltd.

Platinum, Wire and Sheet.
Baker A CTo., lao.

Poles and Ties.
Berthold A Jeaaiags.
BisseU (To., The F.
Brooks, Hall L.
Fowler A (.k>., John H.
KeUoeg Switch. A Sup. (To.

Liadstey Bros. (To., The.
Morrison Lumber (^., J. W.
National Pole Co.
Pacific (Toast Pole (To.

Porter Cedar (Tompaay
Sterling A Boa, W. C.
Torrey Cedar (To.

Worcester (To.. C. H.
Polish (Metal).
Hoffman, Geo. W.

Portables, Eleotrio.
Goodwin A Kints Co.. The
Riokenbaugb, R E

Power Transmission Mh-
chlnery.
Allis-(Thalmers (Tompaay.
Jeffrey Ufg. (To.

Mian. Steel A Maohy. (To.

Punps.
Miaa. Steel A Maohy. Co.

RaU Joints.
Rail Joint (Tompaay, The.

Re-Winding—Bepatrs.
Commonwealth Edison (To.

Giregory Electrio Co.

Khenstats.
Crocker-Wheeler (To.

CTutier-Hammer Mfg. (To.

Genera] Electric CTo.

National Rheostat (To

Schureman CTo., J. L.
Westiaghouse El. A Mfg. CTo.

Rubber, Moulded.
Massaohusetts (Themioal (To.

Scale. Automatic.
Avery Scale Co., The.

Schools and Colleges.
Highland Park CoUege.

Becond-Hand Blaohlnery.
Gregory Eleotrio Co.

Service Boxes.
TrumbuU Eleo. Mfg. (To.

Shade Holders.
HubbeU, Harvey, lao.
Jem Shade Holder (To.

Sign Letters.

Elec. MotorA Equip. Co., The
HaUer Machine Co.

SUcns, Eleotrio.

Elec. MotorA Equip. Co, The.
HaUer Maokiae Co.
Peglow. Q. F.

Sleeving, Braided.
Bddea Mfg. (To.

Bmoke Stacks, Bteet
Miaa. Steel A Maohy. Co.

Solder, Self Fluxing.
Beldea Mfg. CTo.

Soldering Pasta
Blake Sigaa] A Mfg Co.

SoekeU.
Benjamin EUeetrio Mfg. (To

(General Eleotrio Co.

Speaking Tubes.
CTeatial Eleotrio (To.

Maahattaa Eleo. Bupply Co.

Oirtraader A CTo.. W. R.
Wesoo Supply CTo.

Weatera Electric CTo.

Speed Indicators.
Weston Electrical last. CTo.

Springs.
Bfaaross, 7. N.

Staples.
Blake Signal A Mfg. Co.

Steel Oastlngs.
Miaa. Steel A Maohy. CTo.

Stokers.
Westlagkoose Blaohiae Co.

Supplies. General Eleotrio.
BisseU CTo., The F.
Cieatral Eteotrio (3o.
Chicago Edisoa Oo.
Manhattan Eleo. Supply Co.
Wesoo Supply CTo.

Westera EHeotrio Co.

Swltehboards

.

BisseU Co„ The F
TVumbuU Eleotrio Mfg. Co.
Wagner Eleotrio Ufg Co.
Weston Eleotrio CTo.
Worcester Eleotrio Mfg. CTo

Switches.
(See (Tut-outs aad Switches

TmakM,
Miaa. Steel A Maohy. Cc

TOIMS.
Bdassaohusetts Chemical (To.

Telephones. Telephone Ma-
terial
Automatic Eleotrio CTo
Cook. Fraak B.
CToaa. Tel. A Elec. CTo.
Interaatioaal Tel. iiSg. CTo.
KeUo^ Switchb. ASup. Cc
Loag Distaaoe Tel. Mfg. (To.

Westera Electrio Co.

Telephone Service.
(Thicago Telephoae CTo.

Testing Laboratory.
Elect'l Testiag Laboratories,

Time Switches.
BisseU Co. The F.

Tools.
Kleia A Boas, Bfathiu.

Transformers.
AHis-Chalmers Compaay.
CTrooker-Wheeler (To.

Ft. Wayae Elec. Works, lac
(General Eleotrio (Ta
Kublmaa Eleotrio (^.
La Fayette Eleotl Mfg. (To.

Wagaer Electric Mfg. Co.
Weatera Electrio Co.
Westiaghouse El. A Mfg. Go

Trucks, Eleotrio Car.
(Seaeral Eleotrio (To.

Westiaghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Turbines. Steam.
AUis-Cbalmers CTo.

C3eaeral Eleotrio CTo.

Westiaghouse Blaohiae (To.

Vaonnm Drying.
Devlae CTo., J . P.

Varnishes, Insulating.
Massachusetts Chenuoal Co.

Vulcanised Fibre.
Vuloaaised Fibre CTo.

Wires and Gables.
Amerioaa Electrical Works.
AtlanUo InsWire A Cable Co.
Beldea Mfg. Co.
BlaseU Co.. The F.
(Tentral Eleotrio Co.
Chicago InsuL Wfa« A Mfg. CTo.

CTrescest Ina.Wb^ A CTable.CTo
General Electrio CTo.

Hasard Maaufaoturiag (To.

ladiaaa Rub. A las. Wire (To.

ladia Rubber A Gutta Perohs
laaulattagCo.

Maahattaa Klec. Supply (To.

Natloaal India Rubber Co.
New York lasulated Wire Co.
Okoaite CTo.. The.
PhOUps. Eugeae F.
PhiUIps Iasalat«d Wire Co.
RoebUag's Boas (To^ J. A.
Simplex Eleotriosl Oo.
Standard Underground Cable

Co.
Wesoo Supply (To
Western Eleotrio (TompsDy

£^oir A.li3l3L^l3<^1:loekl Xn.cX*j>x. oif .t^clvor^i«»o*:i::k©int:« <S«e> P^t^O &m
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MUENZEL
PRODUCER

GAS

^ SYSTEM
MUENZEL CAS ENGINE AND SUCTION CAS PRODUCER PLANT

A Few of the Electric Light Plants We Have Installed:

Piatt Electric Co., Cooperstown, N. D 80 H. P. Electric Light Plant.

City of Randolph, Randolph, Neb 80 H. P. Electric Light Plant.

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn 60 (twin) Electric Light Plant.
,

Grimes & Absher, Wagner, S. D 40 H. P. Electric Light Plant. /^ \,

M. & St. L. Ry. Co., Minneapolis, Minn ] 10 ^' '^' D''''" connected to generators for light and power. .J'i^^.'B' |

Olympia Brewing Co., Olympia, Wash \ 250 /*^:n\
Direct connected to generator for light and power. .w ** /

City -of Fairmont, Fairmont, Minn
| '^ h^'p^

Electric Light Plant.

Ward Hotel, Aberdeen, S. D 30 H. P. Electric Light Plant.

Electric Light Plant, Armour, S. D 100 H. P. Electric Light Plant.

Electric Light Plant, Piatt, S. D 80 H. P. Electric Light Plant.

Maitland Electric Light & Power Co., Maitland, Mo., 65 H. P. Electric Light Plant. • •

B. M. Stephenson, Downs, Kan 80 H. P. Electric Light Plant.

City of Dawson, Dawson, Minn 80 H. P. Electric Light Plant.

MINNEAPOLIS STEEL AND MACHINERY COMPANY. MINNEAPOLIS

TRUMBULL PANEL BOARDS
Oui Panel Boards have long since been recognized as one of the best types of

standard boards. '' '^

,

Made of N. E. C. Plug and open Hnk fuses. •^'

This Department has tripled in the last year, and occupies more than one-h$llL.

of our new factory. 't.\
We can make all kinds of special boards promptly and at reasonable prices.

Let us quote you. Write for catalogue.

THE TRUMBULL ELECTRIC MANUFACTURfNG CCMPANY
NEW YORK

136 LIBEBIY ST. PLAINVILLE, CONN.
BOSTON

65, 67 OLIVER ST.

L
Typ«"ES"

DROP US A LINE
Qi6\i\s\n(^ Sizes of

ARC LIGHT CARBONS
ijOUQKe using in your Lamps and we will send you enough

I COLUMBIA
Carbons FREE OF CHARGE to make aTE5T

NAT I ONAL CARBON CQMFANX CLEVELAND,
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A. O.
MOTOR

STARTERS
Scarcely a day passes that

our mail does not contain

letters asking "Do you
make controlling devices for

alternating-current mo-
tors?" We do. Here are

pictures of two A. C. Motor
Starters. We make self-

starters also, and elevator

controllers for motors oper-

ating on A. C. circuits.

DescriptiTe Bulletins, Prices,

Discounts, etc., will be gladly

furnished on request.

Starting Rheostat for two-phase or three-
phase induction motor—squirrel-cage type.
May be used in place of auto-transformer or
compensator with small motors. (Bulletin 18.

)

Oil immen^C'i Auto-transformer, or Com-
pensator, for starting large equirret-cage
type induction motor). (Bulletin in prepa-
rauon.f

The Cutler-Hammer

Mfg. Co..MILWAUKEE

Electric Controlling Debtees
for aJt purposes

HEW YORK OFFICE CHICAGO OFFICE
ij6 Uberty bt. Mon&daock Block

PITTSBURG OFFICE BOSTOH OFFICE
P»rmer»' B*ak Bldg. i-jfi Fedeial St.

^s:;ti5 EI

W. E. DIRECT

CURRENT

GENERATORS

FOR

EFFICIENCY

In Sizes Large or Small

Prompt Deliveries

Bossert
Products
When you buy Bossert Products

you know you are getting the best

that long experience, skill and

money can proviat

Ask any Electrical

Engineer, Architect

or Contractor

Looks good. Js goottm

ll^rtte for new catalog.

Bossert ElectHc
Construction Co.

Utica, N. Y.
Chicago Office: 269 S. Canal St.

W. 8. OSTRANDER & CO.
Manufacturers and Dealers

in all kinds of

Electrical Supplies,

Bells, Annunciators,

Speaking Tubes, Etc.

22 DEY ST. NEW YORK
Factory:

1431 TO H39 DeKalb Ave.,
IJnooKLTN, N. Y.

SEND FOR 600 PACE CATALOGUE

Installations K.W. Speed Volts

850
800
600
600
600
400
400
360
360
300
300
200
260
260
260

90
100
100
100
160
100
150
120
160
100
120
200
100
120
200

250
Marquette Cement Mfg. Co.. LaSalle, 111. (3).. .

Wichita Railway & Lt. Co.. Wichita. Kan
260
600

Lake .Shore and R. I. Depot. Chicago, 111

Albert Schwill & Co., Chicago, 111. (2). .....
250
260

Wichita Railway & Lt. Co., Wichita. Kan
Tiffany & Company. Forest Hille. N. J
Pickarids. Mather & Co., Cleveland, 0. (3)
Hamilton-Brown Shoe Co.. St. Louis, Mo
.St. Regis Hotel, New York, N. Y. (2)

\

250
260
260
120
120
260

licllevue-Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa. (4).
Lake Shore and R. I. Depot, Chicago, III

125
260

Send for Bulletin No8.

3080-F and 30B5-F today

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR TROUBLE 7

IF SO, GET A COPY OF

TELEPflONETROlOBLES
AND HOW TO FIND THEM

-IN-
OTH MAGNETO AMD COMMON tXnERY

SYSTEMS.

IZth Edition Just Oot. Price, Z5c.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

507 Herquette Balldlayy

CHICAGO,

''MANROSS'\

HAIR SPRINGS
FOB ELECTEICAL INDICATINO AND BE-
(»gDfNO IN.STRUMBNTS. MADE F«0«l

. MT SPECIAt BRONZE ALLOY

-^.O.0'
LAROEST MANnPACTUnKll OF

IN TDB UNITID BTATEB

|F. N. MANROSSI
For65TvlIle,Coim.
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General Electric Company

Enclosed Fuses and Fuse Cut=Outs
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Absolutely Safe

Most Accurate

The General Electric Enclosed

Fuses are best both electrically

and mechanically. Strong con-

struction makes these fuses the

safest and most accurate for all

classes of service. Tests have

proven the claims of this con-

struction.
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Sectional View of Knife Blade Type SdO-Volt Enc. Fuse Sectional A (e« of Knife Blade Tjpe, 600-Volt Enc. Fuse

l^iMI'uew^jg

Cat. No. 34982
Single-Pole, 201^00 .imp.

250-Volt Cut-Out

Cat. No. 34377

Three-Wire Main Line
31-60 Amp., 250-Volt Cut-Out

Compact and complete—made for ail classes

of service—carefully designed to meet un=
usual as well as every=day conditions

IfiTH

Cat. No. 34369
Two-Wire Double

Branch. 30 Amp.. 250-
Volt Cut-Out

Cat. No. 34370

Three to Two Wire
Double Branch. 3-30

Amp., 250-Volt
Cut-Out

Cat. No. 34373
Three-Wire Single Branch.

30 .4.mp., 250-Volt
iCut-Out

Cat. No. 34374

Three-W'ire Double
Branch, 30 Amp., 250-

Volt Cut-Out

^
Cat. No. 34376

Two-Wire Main Line
31-60 .Imp.. 250-Volt Cut-Out

Cat. No. 34363
Two-Wire Single Branch

30 Amp.. 250-Volt Cut-Out

Cat. No. 33135
Single-Pole. 201-400 Amp.

600-Volt Cut-Out

Cat. No. 36114
Single-Pole, 101-200 Amp.

600-Volt Cut-Out

Cat. No. 34991

Single-Pole, 3-30 .\mp.
600-Volt Cut-Out

Cat. No. 34971
Single-Pole, 101-200 Amp.,
and Upward, 250-Volt Cut-Out

SEE OUR EXHIBIT AT THE ELECTRICAL SHOW, CHICAGO, JAN. 13=25, 1908

Chicago Offie*:

Monsdaoek BIdf

.

PRINCIPAL OFFICE

:

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Salt* Offices in

all large cities
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MICA
of all Qualities, in any
Form, at Lowest Prices

EUGENE MUNSELL AND CO.
NEW YORK and CHICAGO

INSULATION That Is.

Micanite, Linotape, M. I. C. Compound, Empire

Cloth and Paper. For Years the Standard.

MICA INSULATOR CO., Originators
NEW YORK and CHICAGO

The insulation is the most important part of your machine->be sure

you buy only the best. Cheap insulation cannot be good insulation.

rF IT'.S MICABOND YOU CAN BE SURE YOU
HAVE THE BEST-OURGUARANTEE IS BEHIND IT

CHICAGO MICA CO. Valpa>.rak.is6. Ind.

Ca stockarticle?

No. SI90 Floor Tube for 23,000 volts.

If you have been looking for this, here it is.

Solid porcelain, tested and ready for your order.

mmmmmmm

LOCKE INSUIATOR
VtCTOR

VIATOR MFG.COv)

"
Si /T .

KNIFE SWITCHES
of all sizes, capacities and any

voltage, furnished either Fused or

Fuseless. See page 163 of No.

00 Catalogue.

THE WESCO SUPPLY CO.
Manufacturers, Importers and Jobbers

Electrical Machinery and Supplies

FT. WORTH. TEXAS ST. LOUIS, MO.

TEIEPHONE
EXCHANGES

Offices:

42B'way.N.Y.

RAILWAY
SIGNALS

Boonton, lii. J.

WANTED
You Who aro Tfoubtoii with Sparkingmnd Cutting of Commutatorm to Umo

The only article that will PREVENT SPARKING.
Will kei^P the commutator In good condition and
PREVENT CUTTINQ.

Absolutely Will Mot Qum
Tho Brushoo • > >

It win put that high gloss on the conunutAtor yon
have uo long Bought after.

BO Ota. pe«* Stick. $5.00 per Doion MfLFMMJiN A nn
For Sale by all Supply HouseB. or ""

To le m"" a!"re* '

^Hff Sample Stick. Room41l,InterOceaDBldg.,l30DearbornSt,CBlCA6O,lLL.

3-IN-l VOLT-AMMETERS
Measure low and high voltages,
besides amperes antl ordinary re-
Blstances, They are iuexpenelve
and reliable. Send for catalog of
portable and Hwltchboard volt-

metei e and an. meters.

L. M.PICNOLET
78-80 Cortlandl St., New York

Eldredge Battery Voltmeter

0-3 Volts Dead Beat

For testing Primary and Stoi^
age Batteries.

Write for circular and prices.

ELDREDQG ELECTRIC MPO. CO.

II Posl Office Sq.
Springfield, Mass

jyi s
ONE PIECE, RIGID, SCREWLESS

14", 2i", 3}"

WRITE FOR SAMPLBS

JEM SHADE HOLDER CO . 13 E. 30th St., NEW YORK

Not
Catalogued SPECIAL OFFER

Greatest Value Yet Offered

Finished in Brushed Brass and Black or
Naxos Green. Complete as shown with 2-light

Vertical Cluster, supporting shade from the
top (no shade ring required), 3 pull Sockets.

Height Id Nozzle ^ ^t- Code Cord, Detachable Attachment Plug
I3i4 ins. and No. 6016 Art Glass Shade 19 inches in

Diameter, in Green, Amber, Pink or Sunset

i7°lns Glass, ready to light without bulbs. »«« nn
List each »2 O'"*^

Also made for GAS.

THE GOODWIN & KINTZ CO.
station H. WINSTED, CONN.

INNER ARC GLOBES
INCANDESCENT BULBS and TUBING

WRITE FOR. PR.ICES

THE LIPPINCOTT GLASS CO.. ALEXANDRIA. IND.

Insp
INSURE tlu^'^oi SELECTED• and acceptance tests made- for tlic pur-

^^^ W 1 X^l^ C (baser at the shops of the manufacturer
^^^'•^^'A^*^ fmC^f^Ti ^ How otherwise can you know that the goods delivered are reasonably close

ig^^^B^BHigggjIBB
^-*^-'^-' '-' '^^ to your specifications ? Our facilities arc at your service.

ELECTRICAL TESTING LABORATORIES
&Oih STREET (O. EAST END AVENUE, . NEW YORK

' ELECTRICAL AXD PIIOTOMETRICAL
TESTS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
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HWNIN. PBILLII'S.Pra. EUOENB II. PHIUUPS, V. P. C. n. W/IIIIIN3BIL. Tr«.i. C. li. UllMINllTON. Jr., Stc.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
I'|(Ovii>I':m4'i:, k. i.

BARE AND INSOLATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

Niw ToBK St«bi, F. E. DODObo*, ao Oortlaodt St.

OiiioAao Stobi, K. H. HkmmoDd, 1S5 Adftmx St.

MoirrmaAL Bn^Mon, Buiene V, PbllUpi' Blootrl««t Work!
OFnCES ADO FACTORIES. PHILLIP8DALC . «. I.

Atlantic Insulated Wire & Caulu Co.

WIRES AND CABLES
FOR SUBMARINE. AERIAL. TJNDEROROUND AND INTERIOR USE

FACTORY.
STAMFORD. CONN.

120 LIBERTY STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Rock Crystal Chandeliers

Ceiling, Drop and Wall Lights

Cut Portable Lamps and Shades

Globes, Cut and Irridescent

Crystal Prisms

As direct representative of
German manufacturers, I am
prepared to quote whiolesale

European prices and provide
transportation facilities to

land goods at your store in
sample lots at minimum
quantity rates

R. E. RICKENBAUGH
Grand Rapids, Mich.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD
"0. K." Weatherprool Wire.

Slow-Burning Weatherprool

and Ideal Wire.

Prices and Samples on Applioatlon.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co,
Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET. R. I.

KLEINSTOOLS
IVI 3Y KL-EIIIM

Klein'snew "Chicago Grip" No. 3S8-A,
for No. 6 wire and smaller. Is made
of steel forging, polished and nickel-

plated. It is a well proportiond and
reliable tool. The draw link is arranged
so it does not fall in the way of the wire.

It holds fast on iron or copper wire. All

prominent Supply Houses carry our
product.

MATHIAS KLEIN 21SQNS
i Bl ^/.VANBUREN ST. *>

CHICAGO. Il_l_.

CENTURY ELECTRIC CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

SINGLE-PHASE SELF-STARTING

MOTORS AND CEILING FANS
Olive &, 19th Sts., St. Louis, Mo.

The more a man advertises, the greater his busi-
ness. The greater his business, the more he
advertises.

PR IMARY BATTE^R I ES
Next time do not be InHuenced by low first coat. Buy

Edison Primary Batteries and get the desired amouDt
of current for your purpose all of the time and inci-
dentally bring the actual cost of your battery energy
below what ycu paid for the batteries that disap-
poii'ted you.

Send for our battery book. We mail It free.

EDISON MFG. CO., 7 Lakeside Ave., Oranio, N. J.

New York Office : 10 Fifth Ave.
Chicago Office: 801 Wabaeh Ave.
London Office: 25 Clerbenwell Road.

Model "C" Flasher

F-I.ASIHERS
to produce any flashing effect,

ELECTRIC SIGNS
THE BEST ONLY

Write for bulletins

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR &
EQUIPMENT CO.

NEWARK, N.J.

^ I
on Standard Package

OuU on One Thousand

INCANDESCENT

LAMPS WILL BE

SAVED IFYOU BUY

"BOSTON"
RENEWED

Boston lamps

Once used must

^Jurely prove

I he truth of the

^)ft-repeated phrase

1^ one made that are better.

"

Order at once from

Boston Incandescent Lamp Go.
DANVERS, MASS.

In 1906
The Western Elec-

trician published 1096

LARGE pages of

reading matter and

1755 illustrations.

This is 3288 columns

or about 3,000,000

words. Equivalent in

amount to 23 average

$2 technical Books.

On the book basis $46

worth given for $3.

If you arc not a sub-

scriber send in your

order now.

Western Electrician

507 Marquette Bufldine. Chicage
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WAJiTED, FOR SAXE and
similar WANT C01.rSIlS advertise-

ments (jo words or less), $is° an
insertion; additional -words 3c each,

POSITION W^AKTED advertise-

ments {JO words or less), $t.oo an in-

sertion; additional words zc each.

WANTED
Man to take charge of electric-H^ht plant in

town of about four thousand inhabitants; must
also be competent to keep up CorUss engine.

Salary, SlOO month. Good, permanent posttion

to I'ight man. Married man preferred. Give
full particulars as to experience and references.

Address Box 772, care of Western Electrician,

507 Marquette Building, Chicago.

WANTED
A licensed incandescent electric lamp com-

pany manufacturing, only new lamps will give
exclusive territory to result bringing sales-

men. Address Box 763, care of Western Electri-

cian, 507 Marquette Building, Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE
150 K.W. Generator in fine condition. General

Electric 3 h.p. , 60 cy.. -2.300 v.. "A T B" com-
pensated revolving field type, oelt driven, 600
&., P. M. The Hawks Electric Co., Goshen, Ind.

T~\ EPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
L-' Oflice, Superintendent, U. S. Capitol
Euilding^ and Grounds, "Washington, D. C,
November 23, 1907. In accordance with
the terms of the advertisement issued by
this office, and dated November 21, 1906,
calling for equipment for the heating,
lighting and power plant for the United
States Capitol and Congressional build-
ings, proposals will be received and pub-
licly opened at this office at 12 o'clock
noon, Wednesday, January 15, 1908. for
boiler feed pumps, barometric condensers,
centrifugal pumps, motors, cranes and
chimneys. Bids will be submitted for
each item separately. Each proposal must
be in duplicate and accompanied by a
certified check or approved surety bond In

the sum of five per cent (5%) of the total
amount of the bid. The right is reserved
to reject any or all bids, and to waive
technicalities or informalities. Elliott
Woods. Superintendent United States
Capitol Building and Grounds.

PLACE YOUR
"Want" and "For Sale"
advertisements In the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Immediate Returns.

Price
25 Cts.TELEPHONE TROUBLES

DO YOU NEED ONE IN YOUR BUSINESS?

ClKtrlclin Pub. Co., 507 Marquelt* BIdg., Chlcigo

QUICK DELIVERY.

i-Kuhlman Electric Co.<
' ELKHART. IND. U. S. A.

Cap.K.W.^iHNa.^^Cycles

Standard Special 3-Phase.

For Sale and Immediate Delivery

Monocyclic Apparatus

1400.

345°-

3oo"K. W. G. E. Generator. No. 320SS. Type A. M. B Special No.

Class 4S-300-1 50. Form A, Amperes 87. Speed 150 R. P. M. Volts

I 300 K. W. G. E. Generator No. 32262. Type A. M. B. Special No
1930. Class4S-3oo-i5o. Form A, Amperes 87. Speed 150 R.P.M. Volts 3450.

These Generators are direct connected to two Kice and Sargent Tandem Compound
Engines, right and left hand, size 14x28x36-450 H. P. R. P. M. 150.

I 700 K. W. G. E. Generator. No. 6666S. Type A. M. B. Special No.

23286. Class 60-700-120. Form E, Amperes 203. Speed 120 R. P. M
Volts 3450.

The above Generator is direct connected to a 1200 H. P. Mcintosh, Seymour Cross

Compound Engine 23 in. x 46 in. x 42 in. 120 R. P. M.

I 100 K.W. G.E. Generator. No. 32110. Type A. M. B. Special No.

1401. Class 12-100-600. Form A, Amperes 29. Speed 600 R. P. M.-

Volts 3450. Belted.

I 100 K. W. G. E. Generator. No. 32109. Type A. M. B. Special

No. 1401. Class 12-60-600. Form A, Amperes 29. Speed 600 R. P. M.

Volts 3450. Belted.

I 250 H. P. Erie Ball Engine, 13x25x16" Strake.

This machinery is guaranteed to be in first-class second-hand condi-

tion, and is now being operated. For information and prices, address ';

W. W. S. BUTLER, GEN'L MGR.,

NEWPORT NEWS & OLD POINT RY. & ELECTRIC CO.
HAMPTON, VIRGINIA

LOCATIONS
FOR

Electrical
^

Factories

ON THE

Illinois Central R.R.

For full information address

J. C. CLAIR,
Industrial Conunlssioner

Kg. j Park Row, CHICAGO, ILL.

GEO. F. PEGLOW
Manufacturer of

Commercial, Outdoor Display and ElectricS I O IM S
1,000 ft. Bulletin Space for rent in St. Paul

374 Jackson St., St. Paul, Minn.

SECOND-HAND MOTORS FOR SALE
220-Volt Motors

H.P. Speed
7 1 General Electric. C.A 960
3 1 Westinghouse, M.P 1900
1 1% Holtzer-Cabot 1200
1 2 Holtzer-Cabot 1200
1 314 Bullock ISOO
3 3 General Electric, type C.E 1650
1 5 Bibbs, M.P 1400
5 5 General Electric, type C.E 1650
1 7V. Northern. M.P 1450
2 7% General Electric, type C.E 1525
1 7M: Westinghouse, M.P 1350
1 10 Crocker-Wheeler S50
110 Western Electric. M.P 900
113 Crocker-Wheeler : 1100
1 15 General Electric, M.P 1100
1 15 Western Electric, M.P 675
2 15 General Electric. M.P SOO
3 20 General Electric, M.P 1040
125 Bullock M.P 750
132 Crocker-Wheeler 1000
1 35 General Electric, M.P 900
1 40 Northern, M.P 776
2 50 Milwaukee. M.P 575
160 Milwaukee. M.P 900
1 60 Wefetinghouse, M.P. 750
2 75 Milwaukee. 6 pole 475
Send for our Monthly Bai-gain Sheet.

GREGORY ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, Ml.

CATALOG D-22
OF

Something Electrical for Everybody
FREE—SEND FOR IT.

Manhattan Electrical Supply Co.
NEW YORK: 17 Park Place. 14 Murray Street.

CHICAGO: 188 Fnth Avenue.

See Our Exhibit at tbe Electrical Show,
Chicago, January 13-25, 1908.

Ae your ad in the 'Western Electrician will be
read, you will never be blue.

There's No Friction
with the Fibre-Graphite Commutator Brush.

Being 90 per cent, pure graphite, it insures low resist-

nnce, no sparking under a varying load, and longer

.'.ear. There is no greasing required. The Fibre-

Graphite is therefore the most economic brush on

the market. Send (or price list.

HOLMES FIBRE-GRAPHITE MFG. CO.

51SS WakeHeld Street, Cenn^ntown, PHILADELPHIA

ARC LAMPS
ARE YOU INTERESTED

IN ILLUMINATION?
fl The merit of the arc lamp for

general illumination is conceded.

fl Why buy other than the best?

In treating on arc lamps, A-B
and best are synonymous. That
is the reason why the largest

central stations, the up-to-date

storekeeper and the great manu-
facturing interests have adopted
A-B as their standard.

^ Economy and satisfaction are

represented in simplicity in con-

struction, reliability in opera-

tion, neatness in appearance,

efficiency the highest, insulation

the best, and last but not least,

maintenance the lowest.

^ Profit .by the experience of

others.

^ Write for bulletins and such

other information as you may
desire.

THE ADAMS BAGNALL ELECTRIC CO.
General OtTices and Factory

OI-EVEI_A.IMD, ^hHilO
143 Liberty St.. New York City

1425 Empire Bids., Atlsnta, Ga.

805 Aroh St., Fliiladelphi*, Pa.

303 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

712 Dillaye BIdg., Syraoiue, N. Y.

B. E. T. Prlagle Co., Ltd., Montreal, Cauda

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY REPAIR SHOPS
76 MARKET STREEt, CHICAGO. TELEPHONE MAIN 1280

"'«iio';rofi.rKi„°-';'"" FIRST CLASS EQUIPMENT SAr^L-ar;.?
Correspondenoa solicited. ' »W1 <«#^ ta«-«ww ^^a.^ -w^ bwbb... > Fan., Inetruments. _
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THE DALE COMPANY
LICENSED

under the

BENJAMIN CLUSTER PATENTS

TO THE PUBLIC AND THE TRADE:

We hereby notify the public and the trade that the

Dale Company has purchased a license from this company to

market its line of Wireless Clusters, which the United States

Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit (Judges La-

combe, Coxe and Ward) recently held to infringe the Ben-

jamin patents.

The Dale Company has made settlement for all past

infringement, not only by the Dale Company, but by those

who have purchased, used or sold Dale Wireless Clusters.

In view of this settlement by the Dale Company, all those

who have sold or used the infringing Dale Clusters are freed

from any legal action that might otherwise have been brought

against them by the Benjamin Company on account of such

sale or use.

The Benjamin Wireless Clusters are marketed under the

Benjamin patents owned by this company, and the Dale

Company is now authorized to market the Dale Wireless

Clusters under the same patents.

BENJAMIN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

December 21, 1907 CHICAQO
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No Business Man

Should undertake to get along without a

TELEPHONE
If progressive and economical he will

see that he has proper telephone facili-

ties not only for his business outgoing

but for the use of his customers who
want to reach him the quickest way.

Chicago Telephone Co.

Main 394 Contract Department

203 IVashin^ton Street

PROMPT
SHIPMENTS

THE
CLOSE
SELECTIONS

MOLINE LAMP
Is Manufactured in

the following types

Sign \

Regular FOR ALL

iVIillType /VOLTAGES AND

Meridian ) IN ALL STAND-

Candelabra ARD CANDLE-

Metallic POWERS

_ filament /

2-C. P. Sign Lamp, 100 to 130 volts

WRITE FOR INTERESTING PRICES

(CHICAGO, 99 Randolph St.

(NEWBRANCHES ' YORK CITY, I 36 Liberty St.

MOLINE INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.
MAIN SALES OFFICE AND FACTORY

MOLINE, ILLINOIS

AGENCIES IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL CITIES
''

'

" See Our Exhibit at the Electrical Show, Chicago. January 13-26. 1908.

KELLOGG
Address Dep't F ^Hl^^k.^^.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Keystone Telephone Building

LOS ANGELES. CAL.
318 W. Second Street

BRAHCHES

:

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Electric Balldlne

SWITCHBOARD
AND

SUPPLY COMPANY
KANSAS CITY. MO.
1113 Main Street

WINNIPEG MAN.
M AibertStreet

See our exhibit at the Electrical Show, Chicago, Jan 13-25, 1908

TELEPHONES,
SWITCHBOARDS
TELEPHONE APPLIANCES,

POLES, LAMPS, CABLES,
TELEPHONE LINE SUPPLIES, ETC.

Correspondence Solicited. Write for Bulletins.

HIGH TENSION TROUBLES?
AND

IMPREGNATE BY VACUUM
LARGEST ELECTRICAL FACTORIES IN U. S. AND ABROAD NOW

USE OUR-THE PASSBURG-SYSTEM.

INVESTIGATE-YOU MAY BE SURPRISED.

J.P.DEVINECO.,BUFFALO,N.Y.
428 BRISBANE BLDC.

Practical Running of Dynamos.
X little booklat on the care and tbs locatlDR

and remedying of troubles In dynamos ana
motori.

Catalogue of mecbanical and eltctrlcal book!
free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
507 Marquette Bldf.. Gbloago-

IXTERNATIONAL
TELEPHON ES
Known and Used the World Over

Have you Tried Them?
If so, you areaReeular Customer.
If not. will you allow us to send
a Sample?

International Telephone MIg.Co.

CHICAGO

The Electrician Publishing Co., 507 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical Books.

Write for Catalogue.

Metallized Filament

HigK Efficiency Types
2yi Watts per Candle

NEW YORK
M^nflifco TvT>* no Watt Type
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One=Siot Pay Station
The cut shows our No. 1 3 Coin

Collector which is designed for use on

magneto or common battery lines and

is arranged to take nickels, dimes and

quarters.

The mechanism, which is mounted

on the iron base and enclosed by the

iron case, is positive in its action and

is most substantially constructed. The

case is finished in black japan, and

the lever, coin slot and instruction

card are nickel-plated.

Attractive in Price — Satisfactory in Operation

The maintenance i^ian has no access to the coin box, as its cover is entirely

independent arid is locked by a different key from that of the outside case.

The locks on both case and coin box are arranged so that the key can be

withdrawn only when the bolt is extended.

Having but one slot, it insures placing the coin in the right place and pre-

vents the user inserting more than one coin at a time.

Trained operators are not required, as the signals do not difter from each

other in kind or intensity, but by number—one stroke of bell for nickel, two

strokes for dime and three for a quarter.

Coins of other denominations do not operate signal.

Price of this Coin Collector and a Folder giving a
full description will be gladly sent upon request

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
Manufacturers and Suppliers of All Apparatus and Equipment used
in the Construction, Operation and Maintenance of Telephone Plants.

New York Atlanta Clnciniiati Chicago Des Moines Kansas Clty DaUas Salt Lake City San Francisco
Philadelphia Pittsburg Indianapolis St. Paul St. Louis Omaha Denver Seattle Los Angeles

NORTHERN EI.ECTBIC * MANCPACTCRING CO., Ltd., Montreal and Winnipeg

Use Address Nearest You

See Our Exhibit at the Chicago Electrical Show
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The Lindsley Brothers Company
Producers and Shippers of and Manufachirers of

WESTERN CEDAR POLES RED FIR CROSS ARMS
Eastern Sales Office, Monadnock Bldg., CHICAGO SPOKANE, WASHINGTON

THE EVERSTICK ANCHOR, THE ANCHOR OF MERIT
Your money's worth or your money back is the way we sell anchors.

SIZES OF Installed with a tamping bar in less than half minute after hole is bored

ANCHORS

No. 5, 5x9
No. 6, 6x11
No. 8, 8x15
No. 10,10x19

THE BEST
ANCHOR
MADE.

LOW IN
PRICE.

Made of
Malleable
Iron. 12 3
Wnte for Kg. 1—Represents Anchor placed at bottom of hole.

Prices. Fis- 2—Partially eiipanded.
Fig. 3—Fully expanded.

THE EVERSTICK ANCHOR CO., 17 South Main St., St. Louis, Mo.

PDIsESTIESPOSTS
JHE PORTER CEDAR G> I

SAGINAW, MiCH. ,

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CUNTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Stock Constantly on Hani
Poles

NATIONAL POLE COMPANY
Successor to Cedar Department of

PITTSBURG & L. S. IRON CO.
ESCANABA, MICHIGAN

CEDAR TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE

POLES
ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY

Yards in principal cedar producing states

MICHIGAN WHITE CEDAR Qi
BEST TO LAST. to.ooo Poles in stuck. W^ \

100,000-150.000 after April tsi.

We haVc been in the Cedar Fo!c and Tie business ss >'

W. C. STERLING & SON CO.,=

POLES «KD TIES
lao Trolley Ties at Bay City yard.

MONROE, MICH.

POLES.
WHITE CEDAR,
RED CEDAR,
CYPRESS

BERTHOLD

& JENNINGS,
Lumbermen's Bldg.
8th and PineSts.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

TIES.
OAK, CYPRESS and
YELLOW PINE

C.n.WQRCESTER CQ. Tribune Bldg. Chicago. fliir V4fil* are8olooa.tedW0ean8hlpitocktofta7p*liitlatheODltedfitat«i 1

UUl TdlUSthatlBcatfromthecholceettimberremKlnliifflDNoi'tlierDHloh.
|

When a man's electrical ideas flow freely; when he

discusses electrical subjects intelligently and glibly, you
will be pretty safe in assuming that he keeps in touch with

electrical progress by perusing the Western Electrician

52 times a year.

* &6u (Tk^c^ "Practical and to the Poinf
-' ' >

-\4 TRADEMARK

IS ALL THAT NEED BE SAID OF

THETELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
By Herbert Laws 'Webb.

160 Page% 133 Illustrations,

Cloth, Price $1.00.

The book for those Inlerested In telephony.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

907 Marquette Bldg..

CHICAGO.

^gig; ELECTRIC HEATING APPARATUS
^^''^ ^ ' '^

I3 the result of ten years of constant
effort to develop the enamel and resistance element to

Us present state of perfection It has gained recognition
as a thoroughly reliablf:; jjroducl.

Catalog Free Upon Request

^ SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATING CO.

MoiiAi>n(>cK bl6c( CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

THE BEST
POLES

I

Quick Delivery and Low Prices are assured for you when

you buy

BISSELL IDAHO AND MICHIGAN CEDAR POLES
and we just as emphatically claim the same thing

for our Pine and Kir Cross Arms and Locust Pins

in standard and special sizes.

W'rilc today for our Leaflet Number Eight.

The F. Bissell Comrvna'. TOLEDO,

Idaho Cedar Poles

PACIFIC COAST POLE CO. SPOKANE, WASH.
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MtCnANICAL.
LECTMCAL.
STUM,
CIVIL.

Engineering
Completo and short coorses. Tboronsblr eopipped
•ofincerlnK &hops. Bliop work from tk« be*
tflnnlnff. Short connes In Steam and BlectricaJ
BoflrlaeerlDg. Bxpensea low. AccommodatloDS the
hnt. Scfao<J all rear. Stadeotsmayenter any time.
CcvT«ai>ondence team and electrical courses. Send
for oaialoima. Mention course in which interest'>d

IIHUND PARK COLLEGE. PES MOjNEI. I0»>

IToff Mf/// confer a favor upon the
advertiser by ielling ftim^^yifhen
you yifriie him^^iftatyou saw his
adm in tite Western Electrician^

D. C. & WM. B. JACKSON,

;ittltlCAII INSTITUTE Of ELECTRICAL CNOIHtCA*
AMCAICAN aOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENOINEERt

AMERICAN aOCIETr OP CIVIL CNQINEERR

ENGINEERS.
CHICAGO

EXPERTS.
Boston

Crimshaw Raven White Core Raven Black Core
UIX OUR WIRES KM' uupeciioa ana carry tno sboto TRADE-MARKS on oar Ugi. We also minaftetara QrlmshawMid Competition Tapes >ii<l Spiloing Compound*

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
MAIN OPFICBl

114. II«* n« UbeftT5t..Naw Vorfe BKANCIIB4;{ l»t Dcsplalnes St.
BOSTON!
1 OtU St,

SAN PRANOSCih
7M rmttmmL

I

There's

Nothing

Old-Fashioned

!si Honesty

About

Colonial Fans
and good old-fashioned honesty will never have a "just-as-good."

Jobbers, Supply Houses and Central Stations from Portland, Maine, to Portland,
Oregon, know how Colonial Fans boom business.

If you haven't tried them, it's your move.

THE COLONIAL FAN «c MOTOR CO.
WARREN, OHIO, U. S. A.

Direct Current Motors, Generators, Exhaust Fans, Rotary Converters IMotor Generator Sets.-
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THE BOILERS WILL BE OUT OF SERVICE
a much^shorter time for washing, thereby,'irequiringi;very2muchj|^lesSj[labor,5ito say^Jnothing of the saving in fuel and the increased

efficiency of^thelboilers, if^the'incrusting solids and other deleterious salts in the water are acted upon by DEARBORN COM-
POUNDS^and their injurious properties destroyed.

SEND US GALLON SAMPLES OF YOUR FEED WATER FOR ANALYSIS

0E:AF2B0RIM DRUIO & OMEIIVIIOAL- \A/OR!KS,
320-334 Postal Teleeraph Building, CHICAGO, ILL. AA/IVI. H. EIDO^KFa, p-oui Telephone: Harrison 3030 and 393 1.

BUCKEYE ENGINE Co.
SALEM. OHIO. U.S.A.

STEAM ENGINE BUILDERS.
THt UMOCST UNE OF MODERN ENGINE PATTERNS IN THE WORLP.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATKO CATALOGUE.

The Inspector
-AND-

Trouble Man.
By A. E. DOBBS.

Pull of iDformatlon and aiagrams for tlie

operator, exchange owner, exchange manager,
inspector, trouble man, lineman,
A complete description of telephones and

their troubles. How to find and remedy them,
together with worliing plans for exchange con-
struction, complete with diagrams of all up-to
da te telephones and switchboards.

Dixon's

phite Brushes

Dixon's Graphite Brushes save
wear on commutators. That's
one big reason for their use.

More reasons given in free

booklet 125-M.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co. ^y

ELEPHANT BRAND

REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

llllililWiiilH^
2200 WASHINGTON AVENUE. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ELEPHANT BRAND 'Mf^^-^^--
INGOTS. CASTINGS, WIRE, RODS, SHEETS, Etc.

DELTA METAL
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORGINGS

ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers jn the U. S-

EFFREY ilT, DREOGES
FOR CATALOGUE,

THE JEFFREY MFG. CO,
COLUMBUS, OHIO.

IT IS SOMETIMES NECESSARY,
ALWAYS ECONOMY, TO PRO-
TECT INCANDESCENT LAHPS.

THE

HU6BELL GUARD
OFFERS THE SUREST AND
CHEAPEST WAY TO
MINIMIZE LAMP LOSS.

HARVEY HUBBELL, Inc.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

T. G. GRIER CO.
128 W.Jackson Blvd.

CHICAGO

STOCK CARRIED BY
J. R. COLE CO
770FolsamSI, 1

SAN FRANCISCO

4 Sizes

Pat.

Not. 190O

BLAKE SIGNAL & MFG. CO.

Tt»t>© Plt»3£: for Soldering
Connj»r^

FOP USE ON

ssed CSioats
OL^ASTCRINO

EXACT SI^C PAT. JULY (00«.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES 24-6 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

M. B.

-FOR-

POWER and LIGHT
Central Stations, Isolated Plants, Traction Car
Lighting, Telephone and Automobile Service

Nattnttal Satt^rg fflompattH
GENERAL OFFICES AND WORKS: BUFFALO. N r.

Unit
®^0«AGEBATTE«*^^^

THE BABCOCK $c WILCOX COMPANY
85 Liberty Street, - - NEW YORK

Babcock & Wilcox, Stirling, A. & T. Horizontal, Gahall Vertical

WATER TUBE STEAM BOILERS
»am SuporHea-fcers IVIochanical Stolcors

WORKS: BAYONNE, N. J.-BARBERTON, OHIO
BRANCH OFFICES: .

BOSTON, Delta Building
PHILADELPHIA,! I I O- I I I 2 North Amer. Bidg.
SAN FRANCISCO, 63 First Street
PITTSBURGH, Farmers Deposit Nat'l Bk. Bidg.
NEW ORLEANS, 343 Boronne Street

DENVER, 4IO Seventeenth Street
SALT LAKE CITY, 313 Atlas Block
WASHINGTON, Colorado Bidg.
CHICAGO, Marquette Bidg.
ATLANTA, CA., I 132 Candler Bidg.

CLEVELAND, 706 New England Bidg,
MEXICO CITY, 7 Avenida Juarez
HAVANA, CUBA, I 16-1 Caile de la Habana
LOS ANGELES, 321 Trust Bidg.
CINCINNATI, O., Traction Bidg.
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The Roney Stoker
Claims Recognition

as the stoker which has been developed

to its present state of exceptional ef-

ficiency, by hard, daily service under the

supervision of experienced men, whose

only aim was constant improvement.

Over 1,000,000 hp. in Daily Service

The Westinghouse Machine Co.
Designers and Builders of Steam Turbines, Steam Engines, Qas Engines, Qas Producers and of The Roney Stoker

H»m Yark, 10 Bride* St.
•utan, ISI Stata St.
Baltlmare, Contlnantal Building.
ClaraUiil, Naw Bn(laiid BuUdlBf.

Addms nearest tales office for Information
Clilcaso, 171 La Salle St.
Ondniiatl, Tractlan Balldlas.
Attaata, Candlcir Balldl«(.
9t. Loula, Cbamlcal BoUdlw.

PItUburs, WcitlngboaM BuUdlnt.
Phlladalphia, No. Amtrlean Bul]ala|.
Oenvar, McPhe* BulldlBf.
San PraBclaco, HuDt, Mirk * C«.

FOR BEAUTY AND DUTY,

PEERLESS FANS
Know no Rival, Have no EquaL

The 1908 PEERLESS FANS are particularly attractive, and for per-
formance of duty fully up to the hi^h PEERLESS standard.
Supply Dealers, Jobbers and Central Stations will do well to order early.

THE PEERLESS ELECTRIC CO.
WARREN, OHIO, U. Sa A.

Direct Current Motors and Generators; Designers of Electric Drives of all kinds.
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I.

A MODERN
2uid Complete Com-
mercijJ Line of Light

and Power Trans-

formers.

THE MEASURE OF
WORTH IS

SATISFACTORY
SERVICE

& Electfl

Westinghouse Core and

Shell Type Transformers
embody all the essentiaJs of com-

mercial ^eqxiirements, high all-

day efficiency, high insulation

between turns, layers, primary

and secondary windings and

case. Some of their more salient

features are: safety, reliability,

durability, efficiencyj economy.

GUARANTEED

Their Regulation is Un-

surpassed.

The Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

makes an equally complete line of

Oil and Water-Cooled Transformers

of large capacities, for long dis-

tance power transmission systems

up to and above 1JL5,000 volts.

M*
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WdDm SYSTEPU^

Type ACM Arc Lamp with inner
globe and reflector.

Multiple A. C. Arc Lamps
are operated from the same distribution system as used
for incandescent lighting. No extra wiring except to con-
nect the lamps to the line. Lamps operate at 1 04 volts

line potential and take 6 amperes current.

Type ACM
arc lamps are admirably adapted for interior illumination.

They are noiseless, give off no injurious gases or heat and
require practically no attention, aside from trimming.

Bulletin 1095 will be sent by
return mail if you ask us

Chicago Office

623 Marquette Bldg.

Main Office

Fort Wayne, Ind.

Other offices in

most large cities

On receipt of

10 CENTS
we will send you a

Western Electrician

Moonlight Schedule

for 1908.

Every lighting man
should have one.

Electrician Publishing Company.

507 Marquette Bldtf.. Cfaieatfo.

Dessert Solderless Connectors
THE STANDARD FOR SPLICING

THE ONLY Officially Approved Mechanieal Joint

No bloVi torch

No soldering

pot

No acid

No corrosion

Easily con-
nected and
disconnected

Electrically
and mechan-
ically perfect

Simple and
strong

Dossert switchboard ami piinel liit's u.-ci on llie priiu-ipal idiiltling^ throughout
the (.ountry.

DOSSERT & COMPANY
242 W. 41ST STREET, NEW YORK

The New "M. & M. " Shallowest Flush Push Button Switches
Approved and listed by the Underwriters' National Electric Association, embodies more

features of advantage to the Electrical Contractors than all the other switches on
the niarket put together. They are pronounced by some of the leading Consulting Engineers
and Contractors as "Unquestionably the best switches on the market today." The
shallow bases allow % of an inch more space for wiring in the standard wall box. The mechanism
is simpler and stronger than that in any other switch, all wearing parts being accurately made
of case-hardened steel.

They have been tested to make and break lo amperes 220 volts over two himdred thou-
sand times before the driving spring broke. The "Quality" of every detail of the "M. & M."
switches is superior to anything yet offered m the switch line. Ask your Jobber for them the

next time and see if we are not correct in our statements, or write to us for samples.

We also make "M. & M." Shallow Wall Cases and Conduit Boxes and
"M, & M." Receptacles and Plugs.

ir

MACHEN tc MAYER ELECTRICAL MFC. CO.
99 Randolph Street, CHICAGO, ILL. 12th and Buttonwood Sts., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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SSJ/f?, ELECTRICAL SHOW /^%f?,ANNUAL

larger

and

Better

than

Ever.

The

Greatest

of

All

Electrical

Shows.

Get

Your

Space

NOW.

Don't
Miss It!

COLISEUM. CHICAGO. JANUARY 15-25, 1908

ANNUAL

Everything

that's

New and

Wonderful

in the

Electrical

World.

All

leading

American

Manu-

facturers

Have

Contracted

for

Space.

Don't
Miss It!

ELECTRICAL TRADES EXPOSITION COMPANY
1006-1007 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO, homer e. nicsz, M>n*ger.

ARE YOU BUYING WIRE
That is cheaply insulated? It doesn't pay. The installation of cheap wire is a waste of time and money. It means that you will be

obliged in a short time to re- wire, and re- wiring is a big expense. Why not put in the best at the start and save yourself this expense?

OKONITE
Outlasts all other wires and is cheaper in the end than any other wire on the market.

GET OUR SAMPLES

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS, 264-266-268-270 Fifth Avenue, CHICAGO

Bevolving Field Type

The Warren Alternator
MANUFACTURED BY

WARREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.

Successors to THE WARREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

INDUCTOR AND REVOLVING FIELD ALTERNATORS

WEMCO A. C. AND D C. MOTORS

SANDUSKY, .... OHIO
Write for Bulletin No. 36--IT WILL PAY YOU TO DO SO










